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COPY of a DESPATCH from Lieut. General Sir H. StoRks, G.C.B., to the
Right Honourable Edward CARDwell, M.P.

Jamaica,

º House,

- to
-

9th April 1866.

* (Rocci.ed 30th April 1866)

-

Sir,

I HAVE the honour to transmit herewith the Report of the Royal
Commission of which I am President, together with the Notes of the Evidence
taken.

-)

Mr. Charles S. Roundell, the Secretary to the Royal Commission, will
remain in Jamaica until the departure of the packet of the 24th instant, to

enable him to arrange and complete the several documents forming the
Appendix to the Report.
I have, &c.

(Signed)

The Right Honourable
Edward Cardwell, M.P.,
&c.

&c.

H. K. STORKS.
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R. E. P. O. R. T
OF THE

JAMAICA ROYAL COMMISSION,
1866.

To THE QUEEN'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY.
INTRODUCTION.

WE, Your Majesty's Commissioners appointed to make inquiry into the origin,
nature, and circumstances of certain late disturbances in the Island of Jamaica, and with

respect to the measures adopted in the course of their suppression, and being for the
º of such Inquiry authorized jointly or severally to collect evidence in the said
sland respecting the origin, nature, and circumstances of the said disturbances, and

respecting the means adopted in the course of the suppression of the same, and respecting
the conduct of those concerned in such disturbances and suppression; and being required
to communicate to Your Majesty as well the said evidence, as any opinions which we

mythink fit to express thereupon ; humbly report as follows :
l. In obedience to Your Majesty's commands we have instituted a full and searching
in]uiry into the subjects referred to us.
2. In the course of such inquiry we have collected a large body of evidence, and have
also been furnished with certain Returns.

*º

whole of the evidence, both oral and documentary, will be found in the

ppendix.

4. Before entering upon our Report, it will be proper to state briefly the course

which we have pursued in conducting our Inquiry.
If we encountered difficulties they have been such as have been inherent in the nature
Of the case, and have not been attributable to other causes.
It is our duty, no less than our pleasure, to place upon record our sense of the
readiness with which all persons of all classes in Jamaica, upon the first announcement of

Your Majesty's intention to appoint a Commission of Inquiry, at once came forward to
Prºmote the objects of such Commission.

Before indeed intelligence of the full constitution of the Commission had been received,
the Island Legislature had already invested the Commissioners with those statutory

Pºwers for enforcing the attendance of witnesses, and taking their examination upon

*h, without which our proceedings would have been seriously impeded.
The readiness in fact with which, as soon as the purport of Your Majesty's Com
mission became generally known, evidence was proffered, proved at first a source of some

ºmbarrassment, and, together with other circumstances, which we proceed to narrate, led

"A modification of our original plan.
Our intention, at the outset, was to have followed the order of events, which was also

the ºrder prescribed by Your Majesty's Commission.
e proposed that each branch of the Inquiry should be kept separate and distinct;
that all the evidence under each head should be taken consecutively; and that no

tºº.
subject should be entertained until all the evidence under the prior head had
€n exhausted.
By this method we should have secured that order which tends so much to clearness
* Well as to thoroughness in the investigation. We should also have been enabled
to present the body of evidence obtained in a convenient form for future reference.

towing to a variety of causes, partly local and partly arising out of the strangeness
* the circumstances in which we were placed, we soon found that much delay was
caused by irregularity in the attendance of witnesses.
-

º

*

It then became necessary, in order to avoid expense and loss of time, and notwith
standing the inconvenience incident to the derangement of our plan, to take the evidence
of such persons as were at hand, numbers of whom were daily presenting themselves
before us, especially from the lately disturbed districts, for the purpose of tendering
their evidence.

-

•

*-

*

We were thus compelled, by the force of practical exigencies, to depart from the
systematic arrangement which we had prescribed.
5. So far, however, as circumstances permitted, we have endeavoured to marshal the
evidence in order of subjects.
6. We have, moreover, with a view to remedying the inconvenience of the defective
-

arrangement of the evidence, appended to our Report a classified in addition to a general
index of the witnesses.

-

7. But besides the difficulty of enforcing adherence to method in the distribution of
the evidence, we encountered one of a still more serious complexion in the nature of the
evidence itself.

In many cases the witnesses manifested a singular ignorance of the nature and value
of evidence, as well as a misconception of the proper scope of the Inquiry.
As regards the negroes, it is enough to recall the fact that they were for the most
part uneducated peasants, speaking in accents strange to the ear, often in a phraseology
of their own, with vague conceptions of number and time, unaccustomed to definiteness
or accuracy of speech, and, in many cases, still smarting under a sense of injuries
sustained.

Many of them, again, misconceived the object of the Commission, and came to tell
their tale of houses burnt or property lost, in the undisguised hope of obtaining com
pensation. Some also heard of the money which was being paid out of the funds at
our disposal to those who travelled to Spanish Town to give evidence.
Even as regards the other witnesses, many even of the educated class could often
scarcely be restrained from giving opinions in general and positive terms as equivalent
to facts, or from stating as facts within their own knowledge matter communicated to
them by others.

A considerable body of evidence, especially in relation to the state of the Island, was
thus tendered, which, on being sifted by us, proved of but little value.
The result of these tendencies on the part of so large a number of the witnesses has
been the accumulation of a vast mass of evidence, much of which is vague, unimportant,

and remote from the subject of Inquiry.
8. Upon a review, however, of the evidence as a whole, and with a full appreciation
of the gravity of the defects, in substance as well as in form, to which we have adverted,
we are nevertheless satisfied that all such defects are more than compensated by their
-

collateral results.

If we have erred on the side of a too great facility in giving audience to all persons,
of whatever class, at whatever stage of the Inquiry they might present themselves, and
in receiving evidence in many cases but little pertinent or material, and if, moreover,
in consequence, the evidence taken is more or less wanting in order and somewhat
redundant, we have yet the satisfaction of feeling that the Inquiry has been both thorough
in fact, and thorough likewise in the estimation of the persons most concerned.
No difficulties in point of form have been suffered to bar access to our tribunal; no

material witness, of whatever colour or party, has been denied a patient hearing; no
material evidence has been excluded by a too rigid circumscription of the limits of the
Inquiry; and therefore we trust that any incidental formal defects will be thought of
minor consequence, in comparison with the object which throughout we have regarded
as paramount, that of the fullness, thoroughness, and impartiality of the inquiry.

9. There is, however, yet another observation to be made, arising out of a circum
stance not always appearing on the face of the evidence.
Some of the evidence which we have received was wholly unworthy of credit, and has
been discarded by us in the preparation of our Report.
We should have been glad if we, who witnessed the deportment of witnesses, and had
the opportunity of comparing their evidence with one another, could have distinguished
those upon whose testimony we could not rely. To have done so, however, we must
-

-

have entered minutely and at length into details which seemed to us to be inconsistent
with the character of our Report.

10. We proceed to give a brief account of the mode in which the evidence was
presented to us, as well as to state the principle upon which we acted in defining the
limits of the Inquiry,

9

ll. In any ordinary investigation of a judicial character, the conduct of the proceed

insis vested in recognized officers with well understood functions, and by such a course
tº great object of all such inquiries, the ascertainment of the truth, is best secured.
In the case, however, of the Inquiry which we have been commissioned to institute,
these Ordinary aids towards the discovery of the truth were wanting.
To supply them, so far as the nature of the case admitted, we determined at the
outset to appoint a solicitor, to whom should be entrusted, subject to the superintendence
of the Secretary, the duty of marshalling the evidence, summoning witnesses, and taking
preliminary depositions.
At the same time we took an early opportunity of notifying that the Inquiry was an
open one; that we were anxious to obtain the fullest information touching the subjects
reſerted to us; that we desired to summon all such witnesses as might appear likely to
afford us information; and that we should be glad to receive assistance from every
quarter in prosecuting our object.
We also publicly declared, that in our capacity as Your Majesty's Commissioners we
were to be regarded as the representatives of all classes equally of Your Majesty's
subjects in the Island.
-

-

-

12. One of the most serious difficulties, however, with which we had to contend,

consisted in grappling with the vast mass of evidence which was tendered in support of
the allegation of excessive and unlawful severity in the suppression of the disturbances.
We were informed that there were some 300 witnesses to be examined with respect to
the graver cases comprised in that branch of the Inquiry, independently of the far more
numerous cases of the burning of houses.

The sufferers were mostly poor persons of the peasant class, living at a considerable
distance from Spanish Town.
It became necessary to adopt some course which, while securing to ourselves the
-

proper control over the proceedings, should at the same time ensure a thorough and
searching inquiry into the extent and nature of the severities inflicted.
13. We resolved, therefore, to institute, under our own direction, an official visitation

of the lately disturbed districts, with a view to a report being made to us of the number

and value of houses destroyed in the course of the suppression.
14. Having thus provided for an exhaustive investigation of one main branch of the
gievances alleged, we determined also to investigate on the spot all the other alleged
cases of a grave kind involving loss of life, or circumstances of special hardship.
15. In pursuance of this determination the Commission was opened on two several
occasions in the parish of St. Thomas-in-the-East. On each occasion the Commissioner

engaged in the investigation traversed the district, and was occupied for several days in
examining witnesses.

All the graver cases of repression which have been brought to our knowledge have
thus been individually investigated.
The results of the evidence so taken have been carefully digested, and compared with

the official Returns, and will, together with the official Report on the subject of the
houses destroyed, be found in the Appendix.
16. We are thus enabled to present Returns, compiled or verified on the spot, for the
accuracy of which we can vouch, and which will offer as near an approximation to the

number of lives lost and houses destroyed in the course of the suppression, as we believe
the nature of the case will admit.

17. At an early period in our proceedings we were called upon to define some principle
by which to guide ourselves in restraining the Inquiry within proper limits.
Under the terms of Your Majesty's Commission, which direct us to make inquiry into

the “origin” of the disturbances, we were solicited to admit evidence with respect to a
great variety of subjects, embracing almost the whole range of Island politics for several
Years past. The limitation, however, of the object of our Inquiry to the subject of the
late disturbances in St. Thomas-in-the-East seemed to prescribe a natural limit to the

*ge of the investigation. Accordingly we resolved, as far as we could, to confine our

ºves to an examination of the causes which proximately and directly led to the
disturbances.
While, therefore, we were ready to entertain any subject, however general in character,
Which seemed to satisfy this requirement, we made it our endeavour, on the other hand,

º all evidence which either in point of time or place failed to conform to the above
Ilſlård,

18, Your Majesty's Commission was first fully constituted in Jamaica, on the arrival
: O º of those of us who joined the President of the Commission, on Saturday the
January,

10

The Commission was formally opened on the following Tuesday.
On Thursday the 25th of January we began to take evidence.
From that day until the 21st of March we sat from day to day continuously, with
scarcely an intermission.

Since the 21st of March we have held three additional sittings, for the purpose of
receiving further evidence.

In the course of the first-named period we paid several visits to the scene of the
late disturbances in St. Thomas-in-the-East.

On the first occasion we all visited Morant Bay and Stony Gut, and took evidence
on the spot.

On the second occasion Mr. Russell Gurney, availing himself of the power con
ferred by Your Majesty upon any one or more of us of holding a separate Court, visited
Morant Bay, Bath, and Manchioneal.

At each of those places he sat as Commissioner, and examined in all 140
witnesses from the several adjacent districts.

On the last occasion Mr. Maule sat in the like capacity at Monklands, Leith Hall,
Golden Grove, and Morant Bay, and took the evidence of 82 witnesses.

On both occasions on which one of the Commissioners was thus engaged in
examining witnesses in St. Thomas-in-the-East sittings were concurrently held by the
others, as usual, at Spanish Town.
The total number of days occupied in the examination of witnesses has been fifty
O11C.

-

The total number of separate sittings amounts to 60.
The total number of witnesses examined before us in the course of the Inquiry
is 730.

19. We have thus set forth a statement of the course which we have pursued in con
ducting the solemn Inquiry which Your Majesty has been pleased to entrust to us.
It has been our endeavour to investigate calmly, thoroughly, and impartially the

origin, nature, and circumstances of the lamentable events, the intelligence of which
affected Your Majesty with so much concern.

In the process of that investigation we have collected full evidence respecting the
disturbances, respecting the means adopted in the course of the suppression of the same,
and respecting Tikewise the conduct of those concerned in such disturbances and
suppression.

-

With the full information before us, derived from the evidence deduced upon each
and all of these important subjects, we have anxiously sought to arrive at a deliberate
and a just decision upon the whole case referred to us. ,
And lastly, in submitting for Your Majesty's information the body of evidence
which we have collected, we have also, in obedience to Your Majesty's commands, not
failed to report, with respect to the many grave and momentous issues directly involved,
the opinions which in the discharge of a difficult and painful public duty we have felt
ourselves bound to form upon the foundation of established facts.

º-*ºº

.

s

THE ORIGIN AND OUTBREAK of THE DISTURBANCEs.
s

The first resistance to lawful authority occurred on Saturday the 7th October 1865.
On that day, which was also market day, a Court of Petty Sessions was held at
Morant Bay.

The business which came before the magistrates during the early part of the day was
of an ordinary description, consisting principally of charges of assault, and of the use of
abusive language by negroes towards persons of the same class.

Among other cases of this description, there was a charge of assault, brought by a
woman against a boy. He was found guilty by the magistrates, and sentenced to a fine
of 4s., and the payment of the costs, which amounted to 12s. 6d.

When the defendant was called upon to pay this amount, a person of the name of
Geoghegan interfered, and told him to pay the amount of the fine only, and not to pay
the costs.

This caused so much disturbance in the court that business was for a time suspended,
and the magistrates ordered that Geoghegan, who was speaking very loud and causing
the disturbance, should be brought before them. The constables laid hold of Geoghegan

for that purpose, but he was rescued by bystanders, and left the Court House. He was
followed by the police, who attempted to retake him; but a considerable number of persons

having come to his assistance, the police were beaten, and compelled to retreat without

º

| 1

effecting their object. . When order was in some degree restored, a summons in which
Lewis Miller was the defendant was called on for hearing.

This case, from the interest

which was felt in it, had caused a numerous attendance at the Court House on that day.

It arºse out of a dispute relating to an estate in the neighbourhood of Stony Gut, not
fir ſtom Morant Bay, a portion of which had been leased out to small occupiers. Some

years ago the occupiers had refused to pay rent for their holdings, on the ground that
the land was free, and the estate belonged to the Queen.

The question was then tried, and decided against the occupiers. During the last
summer there seems to have been a disposition again to raise the same question, and a
refusal to pay rent was accompanied by the statement that the land was free.
It was for a trespass on a part of this estate that Miller, who was one of the occupiers,
was summoned.

The case was heard and decided against him, and notice given of an appeal against
the decision.

On the following Monday, informations having been taken upon oath, warrants were
issued for the apprehension of two persons of the name of Bogle, and several others who
were stated to have taken an active part in the riot of the previous Saturday.
These warrants were placed in the hands of a policeman who, with five other policemen
and two rural constables, proceeded early on Tuesday morning the 10th of October to
Stony Gut, a Negro Settlement about five miles from Morant Bay, where Paul Bogle
and some other of the alleged rioters lived.
They found Paul Bogle in his yard, and told him that they had a warrant for his
apprehension.
He desired to have the warrant read to him, which was done.

He then said that he

would not go, and upon one of the policemen proceeding to apprehend him he cried
out, “Help, here.” At the same time a man named Grant, who was with him, and
was addressed as “Captain,” called out, “Turn out, men.” Almost immediately
abody of men, variously estimated at from 300 to 500, armed with cutlasses, sticks,
and spikes, rushed out from a chapel where Bogle was in the habit of preaching, and

from an adjoining cane field, and attacked the policemen.
The policemen were, of course, overpowered. Some of them were sqverely beaten.
Three of the number were made prisoners, and detained for several hours, and were

ultimately released only upon their taking an oath, that henceforth they would “join
their colour,” that they would “cleave to the black.”

It was stated by Bogle, in the presence of the policemen, that they had expected to
gº to Morant Bay that day, but that it was then late ; that on the morrow there was to

* a vestry held at the Bay, and that they expected to come down. It was said by
ºthers that they intended to come down to the Bay “to kill all the white men and all

"the black men that would not join them.”
Information of what had taken place, and of the threat to come down on the following
tº was on the same Tuesday evening given to the Inspector of Police at Morant Bay,
ºd to Baron Ketelhodt, the Custos of the Parish.

In consequence of this information

* Custos summoned the Volunteers of the district to assemble at Morant Bay, and at
the same time wrote to the Governor for military aid.
On Wednesday the 11th of October the Vestry, consisting of certain elected members,

ºf the Magistrates, who were members ex officio, assembled in the Court House at
Mºunt Bay at about 12 o'clock, and proceeded with their ordinary business till between
thite and four o'clock, when notice was given that a crowd of people was approaching.
The Volunteers were hastily called together, and almost immediately afterwards a

ºf men, armed with cutlasses, sticks, muskets, and bayonets, after having attacked

*Pºlice Station, and obtained possession of such arms as were there deposited, were
*ntering a large open space facing the Court House in front of which the Volunteers
ld been drawn up. Baron Ketelhodt went out to the steps, and called to the people
to know what they wanted. He received no answer, and his cries of “Peace, peace,”
"tte met by cries from the crowd of “War.”
As the

advancing people drew near the Volunteers retired till they reached the steps

the Court House." The Custos then began to read the Riot Act. While he was in
the act of reading it stones were thrown at the Volunteers, and Captain Hitchins, who

"manded them, was struck in the forehead. The Captain, having received authority
from the Custos, then gave the word to fire.

The order was obeyed, and some of the

Pºpe were seen to fall.
‘re was some conflict of evidence on the point, whether stones were thrown before

**menced.

That fact,

howeveewas, as it appears

to us, clearly established

12

by the testimony of a large number of witnesses, although there were some who stated
that they did not see any stones thrown until after the firing.
One witness fixes the time of the throwing of the stones.

He saw stones thrown, and

immediately left the place before the firing commenced, which he heard but did
Inot see.

Another, again, who did not see the stones thrown, saw the face of the captain bleeding
before he gave the order to fire.
The apparent contradiction may, we think, be easily reconciled. It is possible that
the eyes of those who did not see the stones thrown were fixed on the main body who
were advancing towards the Volunteers, while the stones were apparently thrown by
women, who had been observed carrying them, and by others who were walking at the
side of the main body.
At the time of the discharge of the rifles, the mob were close upon the Volunteers.
The rioters instantly rushed upon them, and succeeded in disarming some of them. Th
rest they compelled either to flee or to take shelter in the Court House.
Here were assembled the Magistrates and other members of the Westry, with such of
the Volunteers as had succeeded in effecting an entrance.
Some escaped at once by the back windows, but the greater part remained for a
considerable time, being pelted with stones and fired at from the outside; such of the
Volunteers as had retained their guns also firing from the inside.
A cry was then heard, “Go and fetch fire;” “Burn the brutes out.” Bogle in particular
said, “Let us put fire upon the Court House. If we don't, we will not manage the
-

º

“ Volunteers and the Buckra.”

Very shortly afterwards men were seen to set fire to the School House, which adjoined

the Court House. Then, after a time, the fire spread from the roof of the one building
to that of the other.

As the roof of the Court House was beginning to fall in, the inmates were compelled
to leave the building, and it being now dark they sought to conceal themselves in

different places in the vicinity.
Some remained undiscovered throughout the night, but others were dragged from
their
hiding places, and one by one either beaten to death or left for dead on the
ground.
e

The number of persons killed by the rioters in or about the Court House appears to
have been 18, and the number of the wounded to have amounted to 31.

After this the town remained in possession of the rioters. The gaolers were compelled
to throw open the prison doors, and 51 prisoners who were there confined were
released.

Several stores were attacked, and from one of them a considerable quantity of gun

F. was taken.

Previous to the attack upon the Volunteers, an unsuccessful attempt
ad been made to obtain gunpowder from the same store.
An attempt was made to force the door of the Magazine, where above 300 serviceable
stands of arms were stored. Happily the endeavour was not successful.
It became of course very important to ascertain whether what occurred on this day
was an accidental riot, followed, when passion was excited in the heat of the contest, by
the killing of opponents, or whether it had its origin in a planned resistance to the con
stituted authorities, and whether the killings were premeditated murders.
In considering this point it is necessary to refer to the conduct and declarations of
those who took an active part in the riot before and upon the 11th of October.
It was proved that two or three weeks before that time meetings had been held at

some meeting houses in the neighbourhood of Morant Bay, at which an oath was
administered, and the names of the persons sworn were taken down. The terms of the
oath were not shown. All that was proved before us respecting it was that an oath
was administered, a pledge of secrecy required, and the names of the persons sworn
registered.

º: witness was told by Alick Taylor (who was one of the persons sworn in his
presence, and who moreover was during the sitting of the Commission convicted and
sentenced to penal servitude for life for the part which he had taken in the distur

bances,) that what they wanted was to have the back lands to work for nothing, and that
they were going to kill the Buckra.
At the time too of the burning of the Court House it was stated by Moses Bogle to
one person who had been invited by him to attend one of the meetings, “This is the
same affair I sent to call you about.”
Another meeting, at which a similar course was pursued, was shown to have been held

at Coley, a place about ten miles from Morant Bay, on the night of the 9th of October.
º, sci

--~~

s
sº
gs
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Those who were present, and who went through the form of swearing, were told that

they were to go down to the Bay the next day, and that they would hear what it was for.

lar

At another of these meetings Bogle stated that he must have 50 men from each place,
and a Captain to each set.
Moreover, one witness who attended a meeting on the 3d of October, at which an oath
was administered to him, and his name registered, was suddenly summoned from his bed
late at night on the 9th to go to Stony Gut. Upon his arrival there he was told that
the Volunteers and Policemen were coming, and that he must assist in keeping guard.
He remained in the chapel all night, and was one of those who answered to Bogle's call
for help when the police arrived on the following morning.
It has already been mentioned that on the arrival of the Policemen at Stony Gut on
that morning some of them were compelled to take an oath, and that the purport of
that oath was that they would “cleave to the blacks.”
It was admitted too by a very unwilling witness, that for a week before the 11th of
October the person before described as Captain Grant had been in the habit of drilling
the men at Stony Gut; and it was stated by one of the constables who was detained in
Bogle's house on the 10th that he saw a number of men drilled in companies by Moses
Bogle and a person who was called Colonel Bowie. The account, in fact, which was
given us of the
on this occasion was so circumstantial that it deserves a
place here. Paul Bogle said, “Colonel Bowie, take the men out to drill.” Immediately,

he

as we were told, about 300 men, armed with cutlasses, sticks, and lances, assembled

;
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about Bogle's house in three companies; one under Bowie, who appears to have taken
the lead, a second under Moses Bogle, and the third under James Dacres.
One company at a time went out to drill ; the other two remaining in the yard of
Bogle's house. “Colonel” Bowie's was the first company to be drilled; he ordered his
men to fall in in threes, and gave the word of command, “March.” They marched out
* *

in order with drum and shells, and practised marching and the use of their cutlasses.
When Bowie's men came back, Moses Bogle took out one of the other companies.
Altogether the drilling occupied about three quarters of an hour.
On the morning of the 10th small parties were seen going, with fife and drum, in the

Om

the

direction from Stony Gut towards Coley, Somerset, and Mount Lebanus, and some of
them were again seen in the evening returning with greatly increased numbers.
The conduct of the rioters on Wednesday the 11th of October was also very
significant. They came, or, as some of the witnesses described it, marched into Morant
Bay in different parties. There were individuals who exercised over them some sort of
authority, one being addressed as Colonel, another as Captain. The larger body came
from Stony Gut, where they had been collected from different places in the immediate
neighbourhood. Others came from a distance of several miles from beyond Bath, while
One large body, nearly 100 in number, came from Torrington, a large negro settlement
to the north of Stony Gut, and joined those from the latter place at the entrance
tº Morant Bay.
Here the first thing done was to attack the Police Station, and to obtain possession
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ºf the arms placed there, consisting of muskets, bayonets, and pistols.
The muskets, however, proved to be of little use, as they were without flints. Upon
is being discovered by their new possessors they were heard to say, “How can they
“ight us when they have no flints to their guns.”
It has already been stated that at this time an unsuccessful attempt was made to
"in gunpowder from a shop in the town.
Out of the very few persons assembled in the Court House who were allowed to
-

he

“Cºpé, two were doctors, one of whom was told that if he had not been a doctor he

Would have been killed like the rest. Another pretended to be a doctor, and was let go

by Bogle upon his swearing that he would not dress a white man's wound. A fourth
Was a Maroon.

There was manifested, indeed, throughout these disturbances, a great desire to
ºiliate the Maroons, and a great fear of offending them. “Be careful what you do
. . With this man, he is a Maroon,” was sufficient to obtain the release of one of the

Policemen who was taken before M*Laren, “the Captain of the Guard,” and of one of
i Companions for whom he interceded. “Don’t kill this man ; he is a Maroon; the

Maroºn is our back" was the expression used by Bogle respecting one who had been
en prisoner.
{{

-

“I am a Maroon, and if any one disturbs any one in my house I shall send for the

Marººns" was the exclamation of a woman, of itself sufficient to frighten away a crowd
ºf men intent upon violence.

C
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We were unable to learn upon what foundation the hope of support from this singular
people rested. Occupying as they do a mountainous district, difficult of access, and
commanding the road from the north to the south of the Island, they had it in their
power to afford most valuable assistance to any rising which might take place in
St. Thomas-in-the-East. The only communication shown to us to have taken place
between them and Bogle occurred three or foul weeks before the 11th of October, when
Bogle paid a visit to the Maroon settlement at Hayfield in the neighbourhood of Bath,
accompanied by Bowie and Bailey, both of whom were shown to have taken an active
part with him in subsequent proceedings.
In this visit Bogle spoke of the grievances under which he said the people laboured
from nonpayment of sufficient wages and the undue imposition of taxes.
He does not, however, appear to have obtained any encouragement from his audience,
or to have said anything as to any future plans.
Bowie, on the other hand, is represented to have said to one of the party that their
intention was to beat the whites and browns out of the country, but that they were
afraid of the Maroons, and wanted them not to interfere.
Among the members of the Westry deliberately murdered in the course of the night
of the 11th was a Mr. Price, a Negro, who had by his abilities raised himself to a

position in life superior to that of most of his race.
When he was first caught, a discussion was overheard as to what should be his fate.
One said, “Kill him.” Another said, “Don't kill him; we have orders to kill no black,
only white.” “He has a black skin but a white heart,” was the reply, and he was beaten
to death.

It was proved that after the murders Bogle returned to Stony Gut, and that there
was a service in his chapel in which he returned thanks to God that he “went to this
work, and that God had succeeded him in his work.”

With this evidence before us it was impossible to avoid arriving at the conclusion that
there was on the part of the leaders of the rioters a preconcerted plan, and that murder
was distinctly contemplated.
We ought, however, to advert to the following letter signed by Bogle and 19 others,
and addressed to the Governor :

“
“
“
“
“

“We, the petitioners of St. Thomas-in-the-East, send to inform your Excellency of
the mean advantages that has been taken of us from time to time, and more especially
this present time, when on Saturday, 7th of this month, an outrageous assault was
committed upon us by the policemen of this parish, by order of the Justices, which
occasion an outbreaking for which warrants have been issued against innocent person,
of which we were compelled to resist. We, therefore, call upon your Excellency for

“ protection, seeing we are Her Majesty's loyal subjects, which protection, if refused to
“ will be compelled to put our shoulders to the wheel, as we have been imposed upon
“ for a period of 27 years with due obeisance to the laws of our Queen and country,
“ and we can no longer endure the same, therefore is our object of calling upon your

“ Excellency as Governor-in-Chief and Captain of our Island, and your petitioners as in
“ duty bound will ever pray.”
This letter was on the 10th of October, at some time after noon, given to a messenger,
to be delivered to the Governor at Spanish Town, distant from Stony Gut about fifty

**

*

miles, and was delivered at the Governor's house between 10 and 11 o'clock on the
following morning.

It seemed to be relied upon as showing the peaceable intentions of the writers.

We

confess we cannot look upon it in that light.

Its language is that of scarcely concealed defiance, and looking at its terms, at the
time at which it was written, and the acts by which it was accompanied and followed, it
seems to us to partake rather of the character of a manifesto preparatory to and
attempting to justify a recourse to violence.
The designs of some of the insurgents, and the hopes entertained by others, will
more clearly appear from what passed during the three days following the rising on
Wednesday the 11th.

During the evening and night of the 11th some of those who had escaped from the
Court House were concealed in places where they had the opportunity of overhearing
the conversation of the insurgents. One heard them say that on the following day they
were to go to Bath.

Another, who was close to what he described as their guard-room,

to which their prisoners were taken, learned that they were to meet at Stony Gut at
two o'clock in the morning; that one party was to go and gather more men; another to

proceed to Port Morant and the Plantain Garden River District. These plans appear
to have been carried out. We find that there was a meeting at Bogle's in the course of

s
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the night, and that men were carried as prisoners by armed parties to Bogle's house;
that one was compelled to swear that he would leave the whites and cleave to the

blºcks; that another was promised that if he would join Bogle he should have the
land which he leased for his own from generation to generation ; that early on the

fºllowing morning a party consisting of 200 men armed with guns and bayonets mounted
on sticks, and with shells blowing, proceeded to Coley, a few miles to the north-west of
Stony Gut, endeavouring to obtain fresh support, and compelling persons, under the
threat of immediate death, to swear that they would henceforth join the blacks; that
Bath and the estates in the Plantain Garden River District were attacked in the course

of the day, and Port Morant on the day following.
The first party who entered Bath came in search of the ammunition belonging to
the Volunteer Corps, which had been kept in the house of their late captain.
Later in the day a much larger party came marching in military order, with flags
flying and drums beating. They had complete possession of the town till the following
day, when on hearing the well-known horn of the Maroons, who at the request of a
Magistrate resident there came to the relief of the inhabitants, they fled from the
lace.

*.
stores in the town were pillaged, and property to a large amount was
destroved.
i. few white and almost all the coloured inhabitants fled to the bush.

taken or

The estates attacked in the course of that day and night were all situated within a few
miles of Bath.

At an estate in Blue Mountain Valley, a few miles on the west side of Bath, an
armed party of about 50 men, under the command of one addressed as Captain Wilson,
attacked the book-keeper, who received wounds, from the effects of which he shortly
afterwards died. The life of the son of the owner, who had lately arrived from
England, was threatened, and saved through the zealous intercession of his coloured
OWerSeer.

At Amity Hall, on the other side of Bath, which was attacked by 400 men, Mr. Hire
was murdered, and his son left for dead; while Mr. Jackson, the Stipendiary Magistrate,
and Mr. Creighton, were severely wounded, the latter so severely that it seemed scarcely
possible that he should survive.

-

The account given by some of the actors themselves of their proceedings at Amity
Hallis remarkable.

They said in the hearing of a witness that they had murdered Hire, and would kill

his son; that as soon as Jackson said he was a friend of Gordon they rubbed him up,
and brought him to life; and that they had set fire to Dr. Crowdy's bed, but that when
they discovered that he was a doctor they put it out.
The houses upon the other estates in the neighbourhood were attacked and plundered,
but in no other case was murder committed. Search, indeed, was made for different
Persons connected with the estates, and the intention of killing them if found was openly
avowed, but the persons sought for either were absent, or succeeded in making their
‘scape, being in most cases assisted by some of their own labourers.

In one case, “I am Manning of the Maroons" seems to have been sufficient to enable
Mr. Manning to secure the safety of those for whom he was interested.
Monklands, which is about 16 miles up the valley from Morant Bay, was attacked
by a party of above 50 men, armed with guns, cutlasses, bayonets, and swords.

At Hordley, an estate in the Plantain Garden River District, a large party of women
and children, above 20 in number, were obliged to hide in the wood for the night, and to

ºnceal themselves during the whole of the following day and night, until the advance

ºf small body of troops enabled them to reach a place of sºfety. And a faithful
* servant, who assisted them in escaping, was herself compelled to flee in consequence

ºf her life being threatened.
Whitehall, an estate in the Blue Mountain Valley, was attacked by a smaller party.
The proprietor, Mr. Smith, was sought for, but escaped in the bush.

He died shortly

terwards from the effects of exposure.
There was one curious exception to the rule, generally followed of destroying the
furniture found in the houses, and that was in the case of Golden Grove, one of the
most valuable properties in the eastern part of the Island. When it was proposed by
*to go over to what was called the Great House, the answer was, “that is to be saved
for Paul

Bogle; those were the orders of the general.”

It is always difficult to know how far to rely on the accuracy of ordinary observers
When “stimating

numbers. But there were witnesses who gave evidence as to the number
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of the insurgents on this day having been at one place 1,500, and at another as many
as 2,000, all or the great majority of whom were armed with various kinds of weapons.
It is impossible not to attach some importance also to the cries which were heard,
as not unfrequently the real object of the body of men from which they proceed is thereby
disclosed. “Colour for Colour” was the cry everywhere during the short time that the
disturbances lasted.

“Blood, blood,” “We want blood,” was heard at one place.

“We must humble the white man before us,” “We are going to take the lives of the
white men, but not to hurt the ladies,” was what was said in the hearing of the widow of
one of the persons killed at Morant Bay.

“ Hurra! Buckra country for us. Never mind the Buckra women; we can get them
when we want,” was the cry upon one estate.
-

“We want the Buckra men to kill, but we don’t want the women now ; we will have
them afterwards,” was what was heard upon another, by a faithful woman, who succeeded
in hiding her mistress and all the members of her family.

Again, “Don’t burn the trash house; we want sugar to make for ourselves;” and
“Don’t set fire to the house; only kill the white man, for when we have done that we

have the house to live in for myself,” were exclamations heard elsewhere.
The several estates to which reference has hitherto been made were all situated to the

north or east of Morant Bay. The only movement in an opposite quarter which was
made on this same day was in the direction of White Horses, a place four miles to the
west of Morant Bay. There a party of 30 or 40 persons attacked a shop, plundered
the house, and compelled the owners to promise to go over to the side of the
blacks.

During the next three days the insurgents continued their course through Port Morant
northward to Manchioneal, and on to Mulatto River and Elmwood, the last of which

places is situated in the most northerly part of St. Thomas-in-the-East, where that
parish abuts upon Portland.
As they advanced with the cry of “Colour for Colour” they were joined by a con
siderable number of the blacks, who readily assisted in the work of plundering. The
houses and stores were sacked. The intention also of taking the lives of the whites
was openly avowed, and diligent search was made for particular individuals. But in
each case the imperilled persons had timely notice, and sought safety in flight.
Elmwood was the point furthest from Morant Bay to which the disturbances extended,
as on Sunday the 15th the troops arrived at Port Antonio, and put a stop to the further
progress of the insurgents northwards.
Thus it will be seen that in the course of these few days the insurgents had spread
over a tract of country extending from White Horses, a few miles to the west of Morant
Bay, to Elmwood, at a distance of upwards of thirty miles to the north-east of tha
place.
They seem to have been under the impression that they would be allowed to remain
-

in possession of the estates.
Not only were the crops uninjured, and the buildings for the most part preserved, but
the intention was openly avowed of proceeding to take up the crops.
“We are going down the river to take up the crops" was the statement of one man
at Manchioneal, who just before had been telling of the events in the district of the
Plantain Garden River, and how he and others “had downed that fellow Hire.”

And by several of a party of armed negroes who entered Manchioneal Bay it was

openly said that they were going down next week to take off the crops, and take charge
of the estates.

-

-

During these latter days very little was seen, by any of the witnesses, of Bogle or of
those who were associated with him in the original outbreak.

It has been already mentioned that he returned to Stony Gut on the night of the
11th.

He was still there with Craddock, McLaren, and Bowie on the afternoon of

the 12th. On that occasion a large number of men met in the chapel, some of whom
were afterwards drilled. They were then addressed by Bogle and Craddock. They
were told “ that this country would belong to them, and that they were about getting
“ it, to take possession, that they had been long trodden under sandals,” that the country
“ had long been theirs, and they must keep it wholly in possession.”
When the people separated it was arranged that those who lived on the valley side
should leave for their homes, and that “when the enemy came” they should send a
messenger to let the men in Stony Gut know, and that if any came towards Stony Gut
information should be given to the men in the valley.
º

-

º
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The next day Bogle and McLaren were seen at Chigoe Foot Market, at the head of
200 men, marching up the valley.
On the 15th he was at Mount Lebanus Chapel with more than 100 men, when the
alarm was given that the soldiers were coming.
He then gave directions to the men that they should get their arms loaded, and that
those who knew that their arms were not loaded should go and get powder and load
-

their guns.

i. in

the day it was mentioned in the hearing of a witness, who was for several

days detained as a prisoner at Fonthill, that when on that day the troops were coming
over a hill in the immediate vicinity of the insurgents, Bogle was in force, and advanced
to give them battle, but that he was dissuaded by Cowell, one of the most active of his
associates, and that his followers then became panic stricken and took to flight.
In corroboration of this account it is in evidence that Bogle was seen, and pursued
by General Jackson, who accompanied the troops on that day, at a time when the
insurgents were seen to be dispersing.
On the following day he went with a very small number of followers to the Maroon
settlement at Hayfield, but found that all the men had left, and were employed in
guarding Bath.
From that time nothing appears to have been heard of him until the 23d, when he
was apprehended by the Maroons, and taken as a prisoner to Morant Bay.
In reporting the result of our Inquiry into the origin of the disturbances it is necessary
to allude to peculiar circumstances affecting the parish of St. Thomas-in-the-East.
Mr. Gordon was a proprietor, and had been a Magistrate in that parish, and had taken
an active part in parochial concerns.
Among other things he had complained of the unhealthy state of a building at Morant
-

-

-

Bay used as a lock-up house, and had caused inquiry to be made into the conduct of a
brother Magistrate in relation to that matter.

The result of the inquiry was, that while

the building was condemned as unfit for its purpose, he was thought to have made
charges against the Magistrate which he must have known to be untrue. On this
ground he was dismissed by the Governor from the Magistracy, and his dismissal was
approved by the Home Government.

-

He had been also elected to fill the office of Churchwarden, but his right to act in that
was disputed on the ground of his not being a member of the Church of

º
ngland.

*

This alleged want of qualification formed the subject of an action at law, in which
the Custos of the parish, was the

*efendant.
Gordon was the plaintiff, and Baron Ketelhodt,

The action was twice tried, and on each occasion a verdict was found for the

º and

an application for a third trial was still pending in the month of

Ctober,

By the law of Jamaica the parochial expenses are not defrayed out of a local rate
but out of the general funds of the Island, on the application of the Vestry, sanctioned

by the approval of the Executive Government.

As the Custos in questioning the right

ºf Mr. Gordon to sit at the Vestry as Churchwarden had acted at the request and
as the chairman of that body, they had included the costs incurred in defending the

action brought by Mr. Gordon in their parochial estimate; and the Executive Com
º º taking the advice of the Attorney General, had approved of the estimates
$0 framed.

All these proceedings had produced considerable irritation in the western part of the
Wish, and especially among the members of the Native Baptist Communion to which
Mr. Gordon belonged.

There were other causes for irritation existing alike in St. Thomas-in-the-East and in
ºther parts of the Island. These arose from the alleged lowness of the rate of wages
and irregularity in their payment, and the difficulty of obtaining relief from alleged
injustice in consequence of the constitution of the Magistracy.
The Magistrates

are principally planters and persons connected with the management

"f estates. Those who are not so connected are for the most part engaged in business,
*d their attendance is very irregular. The consequence is, that disputes between em.
ployers and labourers, and questions relating to the occupation of land, which are decided
"the first instance at Petty Sessions, are adjudicated upon by those whose interests and

*ings are supposed to be hostile to the labourer and the occupier.
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We had a great deal of evidence on these subjects, and it did not appear to us that
the rate of wages was low, but rather that the smallness of the sums frequently received
by the labourer at the end of the week arose from the unwillingness to labour for more
than a very limited time.
Nor was it proved before us that there was unfairness on the part of the managers of
estates in the payment of wages.

-

Disputes, however, must frequently arise upon such subjects, and it was clear to us
that the difficulties in the way of seeking relief by law were very great, and it was not
to be expected that, constituted as the Bench of Magistrates at present is, it would have
the confidence of the labourers.

The evils resulting from the want of a good Master and Servant Act, by which
summary relief might be obtained before an independent and impartial tribunal, are
evidently very great.

But the originators of the outbreak do not appear generally to have belonged to
the labouring class.

They were for the most part what are called free settlers, occupy

ing and cultivating small patches of land, and placed in better circumstances than the
ordinary labourer.

Their great desire was to obtain, free from the payment of rent, what are called the
“back lands.”

“Soon we shall have the lands free, and then we shall have to pay no rent,” was the
answer received by one rent collector in the summer of 1865.
Other evidence of the same description was given, showing that there was both in
St. Thomas-in-the-East, and in some other parts of the Island, a vague expectation
that in some way the occupiers were in future to be freed from the payment of
rent.

THE SUPPRESSION.

I.—The Measures adopted.
The Despatch of Troops.

Proclamation of Martial Law.

It is right that we should now relate the means by which this apparently formidable
insurrection was checked and finally suppressed.

The letter of Baron Ketelhodt, written on the 10th of October, and requesting
military aid, was received by the Governor at Spanish Town on the following
morning.

Expresses were immediately sent off to Major-General O'Connor at Kingston, request
ing him to get ready 100 men for immediate embarkation, and to the Senior Naval
Officer at Port Royal, requesting that a man-of-war might at once be sent up to
Kingston to receive the troops, and convey them without delay to Morant Bay.
These requests were at once complied with, and the troops arrived at Morant Bay in
time to preserve that place from a second attack by the insurgents.
On the following morning the Governor received information of the events of the IIth,

that the Court House had been burnt down, many persons murdered, and the prisoners
released; and also that the insurgents were marching up the valley on the line of the
Yallahs River.

In consequence of this information an additional force was sent to Morant Bay, and
troops were ordered to march from Newcastle towards the Blue Mountain Valley, to

stop the progress of the insurgents in that direction.
The Privy Council were then summoned. They met on the evening of the 12th, and
all the information which had been received up to that time was laid before them. They
came unanimously to the conclusion that it would be desirable at once to proclaim
martial law. By an Act of the Local Legislature of 9 Vict. c. 35, after a recital that
the appearance of public danger by invasion or otherwise may sometimes render the
imposition of martial law necessary, but that, from experience of the mischief and
calamities attending it, it must ever be considered as amongst the greatest of evils, it is

&

provided that martial law should not in future be declared or imposed but by the opinion
and advice of a Council of War.

By another section of the same Act it was provided, that the Governor, the Members
of the Privy Council and of the House of Assembly, with certain Naval and Militia
Officers, should be Members of the Council of War, and that not less than twenty-one
should be a quorum.

*
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This Council was summoned to meet on the morning of the 13th, and was attended by
about thirty members, among whom were men of all parties in the Island.

-

The opinion of the Chief Justice was required by the Governor, and given, and it was
unanimously resolved that martial law should be at once declared over the whole of the
county of Surry, with the exception of the town of Kingston.
-

-

The only point upon which any difference of opinion was manifested at this meeting
was, as to whether Kingston should not be included. One witness, indeed, who was

present, stated it to be his impression that the Governor had proposed that martial law
should be declared over a more extended area.

No one else, however, seems to have

had this impression, and it is clear that it was the result of mistake.
The original draft of the Proclamation prepared by the Attorney General by the
direction of the Governor was laid before us, and on comparing it with the actual
Proclamation agreed to by the Council we found that the area agreed upon by the
Council was somewhat more extensive than that originally suggested by the Governor.
The following is a copy of the Proclamation:Jamaica S.S.

Victoria, by the grace of God of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland
Queen, and of Jamaica Supreme Lady, Defender of the Faith.
To all Our loving subjects.
Whereas We are certified of the committal of grievous trespasses and felonies within
the parish of St. Thomas-in-the-East of this Our Island of Jamaica, and have reason for
expecting that the same may be extended to the neighbouring parishes of the county of
Surry of Our said Island: We do hereby, by the authority to Us committed by the laws
of this Our Island, declare and announce to all whom it may concern that martial

law shall prevail throughout the said county of Surry, except in the city and parish of
Kingston; and that Our military forces shall have all power of exercising the rights of
belligerents against such of the inhabitants of the said county, except as aforesaid, as

Our military forces may consider opposed to Our government, and the well-being of Our
lowing subjects.

Given at Head Quarter House, Kingston, on the 13th day of October in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-five, and if the 29th year
of Our reign.

Witness, his Excellency Edward John Eyre, Esq., Captain General and Governor-in
Chief in and over Our said Island of Jamaica, and other the territories thereon depending

in America, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of British iiónduras,
Chancellor of Our said Island of Jamaica, and Vice-Admiral of the same.

(Signed)

E. EYRE.

By his Excellency's command.
(Signed)

EDWARD JORDON,

Governor's Secretary.
We are of opinion that the Legislature of Jamaica in the recital to the Act just
referred to have not in any sense exaggerated the magnitude of the evils attending

martial law, and we are confirmed in that opinion by what is shown to have taken place
in the Island during the few weeks of its continuance.
But with the full knowledge of all that has occurred we are nevertheless also of opinion
that upon the information before them, and with the knowledge they possessed of the
state and circumstances of the Island, the Council of War had good reason for the advice

which they gave, and that the Governor was well justified in acting upon that advice.
The Military Operations.

When intelligence of the outbreak reached the Government, troops were immediately

. ; the scene

of action, the object being to limit the disturbances within certain

Olln(IS,

With this view, detachments composed of the West India regiments serving in Jamaica
Were despatched to Morant Bay and to Port Antonio, at each of which places military
Posts were established.

At the same time a party of the 2d Battalion 6th Regiment marched from Newcastle
* Proceed along the line of the Blue Mountain Valley, and endeavour to intercept the
*gents who were reported to be advancing by that route.
§amen and marines were also landed at Morant Bay from Your Majesty's ship
olverine,” who co-operated with the regular troops.
-

15573.
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Bodies of Maroons protected Port Antonio and Bath.
Troops were also sent to Linstead in St. Thomas-in-the-Vale, about 14 miles to the
north of Spanish Town; and Volunteers, pensioners, and special constables were enrolled
for the protection of Kingston, and for the general maintenance of order.
These military arrangements appear to us to have been prompt and judicious.
By confining the insurgents to the parish of St. Thomas-in-the-East and its neigh
bourhood the disturbances were kept in check, and were prevented from spreading to
other parts of the Island.
Operations of which Morant Bay was the Centre.

On Friday the 13th of October Captain Luke was sent forward from Morant Bay
with a force of 120 men of the 1st West India Regiment to Bath, which he reached on
the following day.
At the “Rhine,” an estate near Bath, he found nearly 100 refugees, consisting of the
women and children of the families from the surrounding districts.

These refugees were escorted to Port Morant, whence they embarked for Kingston.
Many of them had undergone severe privations, and some were severely wounded.
On the morning of the 14th a man was tried by Court-martial at Port Morant, and
executed, who was said to be one of the leading rebels, and had threatened the life of the
Collector of Customs at that place.

During the same day a party of 50 marines and sailors under Lieutenant Oxley,
Royal Navy, advanced from Morant Bay, westwards as far as Easington. On the road
two negroes were seen running away, and failing to stop, when ordered to do so, they
were both shot. The same fate befel a prisoner, who, during the march, attempted to

escape by flight.

A fourth man was tried and executed, by order of Court-martial, at

Easington, for having joined in the outbreak on the 11th.

On the 18th of October 90 men were sent up to Stony Gut from Morant Bay. This
party, on their arrival, took possession of that place, and of the chapel belonging
to Paul Bogle. On this occasion an act of cruelty towards a woman has been charged
against this party.
As far, however, as the officer in command and his men were concerned, their acts

appear to have been limited to this:–That they detained the woman during the day to
act as cook for the troops, confining her to the spot by attaching a long cord to her
wrist, the other end being fastened to the door of the building to prevent her escape.
Whatever else may have been done to her was done before the troops arrived, and is
attributed to Mr. Gordon Ramsay, the Provost-Marshal, whose conduct will be referred
to in a future part of our ièeport.
While this party of marines and sailors were advancing through the village of Stony
Gut, a shot was fired at one of them from within one of the huts. A man who ran out
of it directly afterwards was shot at and hit, but he succeeded in getting away. On

the following day this force left Stony Gut, after burning the chapel and about eight
Cottages.

º was again occupied

from the 21st to the 29th of October, with the view of

keeping up communication with the troops who were posted under Colonel Hobbs in the
Blue Mountain Valley.
By order of Brigadier-General Nelson, who was in command at Morant Bay, Lieu
tenant Adcock of the 6th Royal Regiment, and ten men, accompanied by a body of
Volunteers and armed planters, marched northward from the Bay through Leith Hall to
Golden Grove on the Plantain Garden River on the 21st of October.

On the morning of the same day Ensign Cullen was sent with 50 men of the 1st West
India Regiment southward from Manchioneal to meet Lieutenant Adcock.
The orders issued by Brigadier-General Nelson to Lieutenant Adcock were, “to

“ make excursions in any direction supposed to be advantageous, care being taken that
“ firing of huts and buildings be not carried to excess.”
At Leith Hall a prisoner charged with having fired on the Volunteers at Morant Bay
was tried and executed.

Near Harbour Head, on the road to Golden Grove, a man named Charles Mitchell

was taken prisoner, and on the charge of having attempted the life of a person at
Bowden on the 12th of October he was tried by drum-head Court-martial, and shot in his
own yard. The circumstances of this man's case call for special notice. He was in the
first instance charged with a minor offence, for which he was sentenced to be flogged,

and was tied up to receive his punishment. While he was in that position fresh
evidence was taken on a second and more serious charge, for which he was sentenced to
be shot, which sentence was immediately carried into effect.

{
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After Lieutenant Adcock had reached Golden Grove, and visited the neighbouring
estates that had been sacked, he ordered seven men to be tried by Court-martial, six of
whom were executed on the 24th of October. They were not executed until their trials

had been reported to Brigadier Nelson at head quarters, and the following despatch had
been received in reply:
“Memo.—Lieut. Adcock A.D.C., commanding detachment, is hereby authorized
“to carry out the sentences awarded on the prisoners brought in.
“It is not desirable now to inflict capital punishment, except on men actually found
“armed, or those who were ringleaders or murderers.”
After this Lieutenant Adcock returned to Morant Bay.

The following General Order was next issued by Brigadier-General Nelson on the
25th of October:

“Officers commanding respectively must forbid any man to enter a house in or near
“his place under any pretext whatever, unless accompanied by a non-commissioned or
“a warrant officer. Any man found doing so to be handed over to the Provost
“Marshal for summary punishment.”
A party of 25 men detached from the 1st West India Regiment were ordered by
Brigadier-General Nelson on the 31st of October to be sent from Manchioneal to
Golden Grove for permanent service; and on the 2d of November an officer proceeded
from Morant Bay to take command of them, with the following orders given to him by
Brigadier Nelson :
“It will be necessary for you to exercise strict control over the men of your
“detachment, and not to permit any man to quit his quarters for the purpose of
“foraging.
“You are not sent to your post for the purpose of punishing the negro, but to
“maintain order, and to afford protection to the inhabitants generally. You are not
“authorized to inflict summary punishment. If any supposed rioter be sent as prisoner
“to you, be good enough to inquire into the case, and if you consider the same
º of a serious nature, send him to my head quarters with the evidence against
‘ him.

“You will doubtless have many prisoners brought before you, and some possibly
“through the animus of the inhabitants. Petty cases of larceny I cannot interfere with ;
“they must hereafter be dealt with by the Civil Authority.

“I am quite aware you will be much pressed to administer punishment to supposed
“criminals, and you must be firm, temperate, and judicious in all communications with
“civilians.”

At the time that the district of Plaintain Garden River was occupied by the
military, 13 persons belonging to the neighbouring villages were shot without trial by

Parties of soldiers said to belong to the West India Regiment.
During the continuance of martial law, 149 cottages were destroyed by fire in the
districts around Morant Bay and the Plaintain Garden River.

Ten persons appear to have been shot without trial or sentence of regular Court
martial at Airey Castle and at Leith Hall, some by Maroons, and others by parties of
black soldiers.

During the course of the operations of which Morant Bay was the head quarters the
evidence and returns relating to trials of prisoners show that 187 executions were carried
out in that place.
Operations of which iſonklands

was the Centre.

In the district of the Blue Mountain Valley 120 men of the 2d Battalion,

ºth Regiment, under Colonel Hobbs, occupied Monklands as head quarters on Sunday
October 15th.
Monklands is a coffee estate near the head of the Blue Mountains Valley, and distant

ºut 16 miles from Morant Bay.
During this week the troops made excursions down the valicy to the neighbouring
Villages where the insurgents were said to be collected.

hese villages lay along the line of the valley at distances varying from two to
"teen miles from head quarters.
Colonel Hobbs reported on the 16th of October to Major-General O'Connor, “that
numbers of the rebels had come in, having thrown away their arms, seeking protection,
and though worthy of death" that he “shrunk from the responsibility of executing
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them, without first receiving the General's or Governor's wishes respecting them.”
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A despatch was sent the same day from the Major-General to Colonel Hobbs, which
crossed on the road the despatch last mentioned, stating that “Stony Gut was said to
“ be a hot-bed of ruffians, and that it would be advisable if he looked it up.”
These instructions added “The Major-General would like you to be careful about
“ burning villages, and not to do so without it is clear that the inhabitants have joined
“ the insurgents. The Major-General can give you no instructions, and leaves all to
“ your own judgment.”
On the evening of the 18th Colonel Hobbs, then at Monklands, received orders to
push on to Stony Gut at once. That place is about 14 miles from Monklands, lower
down the valley.
The troops started on the night of the 18th, and reached Chigoe Foot, Market,
10 miles off, at daybreak on the 19th, after effecting the march under great difficulties,
arising from the state of the weather, and the swollen condition of the rivers.
After halting at Chigoe Foot Market they went on in the morning to Stony Gut, four
miles in advance, but on reaching that place they found it deserted by the inhabitants,
and already occupied by a force from Morant Bay.
In the evening Colonel Hobbs returned to Chigoe Foot Market, and bivouacked there
during the night.
On the following day he returned with his detachment to Monklands, which was
reached at night, and there he found instructions from Major-General O'Connor to make
Monklands his head quarters, and the Major-General expressed a hope that the Colonel
would deal in a more summary manner with the rebels, and on no account to forward
prisoners to Kingston.
-

During this march through the valley Il prisoners found at Chigoe Foot Market

on the morning of the 19th were tried and executed. They were charged with having
been engaged in the disturbances and murders at Morant Bay.
Colonel Hobbs reported these executions to Major-General O'Connor the same day,
stating that the men “were captured from the rebel camp,” and that “finding their
“guilt clear, and being unable either to take or leave them, he had them shot.”

The same evening on his return to Chigoe Foot Market a body of 50 prisoners was
found there, 27 of whom were selected as known rebels by a witness, who represented
himself to have been pressed into their company by Paul Bogle.
These 27 were tried and convicted on the morning of the 20th at Chigoe Foot Market,
and sentenced to death. They were carried on to Coley and Fonthill, two villages a

short distance up the valley, to which they respectively belonged, and of 16 brought
out for execution at Coley, 14 were shot, and two escaped. Nine others were shot, and
then hung up inside a chapel at Fonthill, which had belonged to McLaren, one of the
leaders of the insurgents.

Wellington and another were taken to Monklands.

The execution of Arthur Wellington after trial, took place on the 21st of October, at
Monklands.

He belonged to Somerset, one of the settlements of the valley, and had the reputation
among the people around Somerset of being an “Obeah " man. To such a man these
people attribute the possession of supernatural evil powers over themselves, and the
faculty of being himself invulnerable. He is regarded with terror by his neighbours,
and has great influence among them. There is a local statute which makes the practice
of “Obeahism "a crime, and describes the offence as a pretence of possessing supernatural
power to effect designs, by falsely using omens, spells, charms, and incantations. Poison
was said to have been found in Wellington's house at Somerset.
The house and the works of Monklands are in the bottom of the valley, and the hills
on each side stand apart about half a mile.

Colonel Hobbs has stated that he hoped by means of the example of Arthur
Wellington's death to disabuse the other prisoners and the people in the valley of the
folly of their belief in the powers of the “Obeah" man,
In order that his execution might be seen by all who were watching upon the hills
as well as by the prisoners, he caused Wellington to be taken half way up the hill on
one side of Monklands.

This was done, and at a spot about 400 yards from the Barbacue occupied by the
firing party, the prisoner was stationed and shot.
He was there visible from the surrounding heights.

The effect of the volley which was fired was very soon fatal, nor does any cruelty
appear to have attended his death.
A constable, without any authority for the act, severed the head from the body

rior to interment, and both head and body were afterwards buried in a trench at
the bottom of the hill.

---

".
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A heavy flood from the hill side during the night seems to have washed away

the

head out of the grave, and carried it down the stream.
It is stated that the head was subsequently placed on a pole, but it does not appear
that this was done by or with the knowledge of any persons in authority.
The circumstances of this execution, and the accidental effect of the flood, were

adduced as proofs of intentional cruelty and barbarity; but the suggested object of

making an example, and the facts when explained relating to the head, have in our

opinion disposed of this charge.
The effect produced by the example given in this execution upon the other prisoners
is stated to have been very good, and many were heard to say that they never would
believe in “Obeah" again.

Colonel Hobbs, seeing this effect, felt at liberty to release a considerable number of
risoners charged with minor offences.
A further charge of cruelty is also made connected with the execution of nine

prisoners at Monklands, who were placed kneeling in a line in front of the trench
prepared for their interment. One of these prisoners showed signs of life after the firing

party had discharged their rifles, and it is said that a pickaxe was then used to strike
him dead. It appears, however, that he was despatched by a close shot, and the person
who filled in the trench over the body has distinctly denied that either he or any one
else used a pickaxe in the manner alleged.
On the 21st of October Colonel Hobbs received a despatch from the Major-General,
dated the day before, in which the General informs him as follows: “I am much pleased
“by your adopting a decided course with regard to captured rebels; the many you
“have sent into camp on mere suspicion or vague charges has caused some embarrass
“ment. One of two courses seems to me, under martial law, to be the rule for your
“conduct; if on careful investigation the captured persons are innocent, always giving
“ them the advantage of a doubt, then release them; but if guilty, and taken red-handed,
“summary justice and execution of the sentence.”
About 32 other executions took place in Monklands before the troops were withdrawn,

all of which appear in the return of deaths.
During the operations along the valley about eight casual deaths were inflicted by
soldiers without authority, on inhabitants in some of the villages.
Some of these persons were shot in their houses, others while passing in the road, and
two of the number were infirm persons, incapable of resistance. One of the two latter,

however, suffered through a mistake. About 493 dwellings, situate in the various settle
ments of this district, were destroyed by fire during the same time.
Operations of which Manchioneal was the Centre.

Operations for suppressing the outbreak were at the same time carried on through the
Country on the north side of the Island.

At mid-day of October 15th Captain Hole marched from Port Antonio with 40 men
of the 6th Regiment, and 60 men of the 1st West India Regiment under Ensign Cullen.
Captain Hole received orders from Brigadier-General Nelson to proceed to Manchioneal,
about 20 miles eastward from Port Antonio, with directions “not to leave the line of
“ march in search of rebels, nor to allow prisoners to be brought in except leaders of
“rebels; and that those who were found with arms were to be shot.”

Shortly afterwards, and before his departure, he got further orders from Governor
Eyre, who directed him “to go off the road to meet any body of the rebels he heard of,
“ and to engage and make examples of them.”
With this force Captain Hole advanced before night to a place named “Castle,” and
-

early in the morning he reached Long Bay, and from that place he went on to Manchioneal
during the day.
Just as the troops under Captain Hole were leaving Port Antonio on the 15th, six or
-

Seven soldiers of the West India Regiment, not of the numbers attached to his force,
galloped past, stating that they had been ordered to come on.
-

Upon this they were told to go forward, and to join the advanced guard under
D.Sign Lewis.

Upon their reaching the advanced guard they said that the Captain had ordered them
to Long Bay, and they galloped forward, and were not seen again during

i rºl
e day.

While the troops were at the “Castle” a prisoner named Donaldson was brought
there, and his execution calls for some special notice.
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Murray, a man not in custody, but believed to be one of those who murdered Mr. Hire,
was proved, and was admitted by Donaldson, to have come to his house a few days
before, having with him Mr. Hire's horse and saddle.
Donaldson was called upon to give information of the place where Murray could be
found, and of the time when he left him. This information Donaldson refused to give,
and he was executed by order of Captain Hole for the offence of harbouring Murray.
Later on the march, a prisoner, who had been released by the insurgents from the
Morant Bay Gaol, and who had been found with a cutlass and some stolen property,
was brought in and shot; and another prisoner, in possession of a flask of powder, was
afterwards shot at Long Bay.
In consequence of an alarm given near Cog Hall of an expected attack by the insur
gents, a skirmishing party was thrown forward, who shot two or three negroes.
In the course of the day Captain Hole found 11 or 12 dead bodies iying near the
road. As these had not been shot by any of the troops under his command, it is sup
posed that they must have fallen by the hands of the mounted soldiers of the West India
Regiment who had ridden forward contrary to orders the day before.
A great quantity of pillaged property was also found during the march scattered along
the road, and deposited in the adjacent cottages of the negroes.
At Manchioneal, Courts-martial sat during 11 days, from the 17th October to the
3d November.

-

Thirty-three prisoners were sentenced to death by these Courts and executed.
During the time that the troops under Captain Hole were at Manchioneal, a detach
ment of the 1st West India Regiment under Ensign Cullen was sent to a place in the
Plantain Garden River District called Friendship. The guides led them to another

place, and three soldiers became separated from the main body.
They were absent some days, and on their return they brought with them two
waggon loads of property recovered from the plunder taken by insurgents from the
houses of Mr. Hire and Mr. Shortridge.

These three soldiers reported to Captain Hole that during their absence they had shot
ten rebels, three of whom had been concerned in murdering Mr. Hire.
On the 17th October a black soldier of the West India Regiment, who had deserted,

was met on the road near Long Bay, going towards Port Antonio.
constables who were taking four prisoners under their charge.

He stopped three

The soldier took away the prisoners from these constables, and having placed them on
the road at a convenient distance, he shot them in succession.

Later in the day a soldier, being alone, and supposed to be the same deserter, shot six
other prisoners at a place near Manchioneal, in the presence of a head constable and some
other persons.

These 10 deaths are attended with such barbarity on the part of the soldier, and such
cowardice on the part of the constables and other persons who witnessed what was done

without interfering to prevent it, as to call for special notice and condemnation.
There is ground for believing that this soldier may be identified.
At Port Antonio 54 prisoners were tried by Courts-martial, and suffered death during
martial law.

-

The deaths by casual shooting along the line of march amount to 25.
In the villages of the district between Port Antonio and the country bordering on the
Plaintain Garden, River, 217 cottages were burnt.
Among the sentences of flogging awarded by Courts-martial at Manchioneal, about

20 cases relate to the infliction of this punishment upon women.
Under any circumstances, the infliction of corporal punishment on females is to be
reprobated.
It is right, however, to bear in mind the somewhat difficult position in which Captain
Hole found himself placed. It was necessary to determine what course should be
pursued with respect to women, who appear to have been the principal plunderers,
as there was no prison in which they could be detained. The women were accordingly
told that if they would give up the property they were shown to have taken they should
at once be discharged. This offer was not accepted, and it is much to be regretted
that even then it should have been thought right in such a case to resort to the punish
ment of flogging.

While Captain Hole was engaged in suppressing the disorders attending the outbreak,
he found it necessary, by severe examples, to secure the discipline of those under his
command. By this means he endeavoured to put a stop to acts of military lawlessness
tending to aggravate the sufferings of the inhabitants. Two corporals at Manchioneal
under his command were degraded for having been absent all night; another soldier was

º
º
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tried and sentenced by Court-martial to seven years' penal servitude for having
burnt houses in Long Bay. A fourth man was convicted of having been absent for
several days without leave, and of having committed depredations. He was sentenced to

56 days imprisonment, forfeiture of his good-conduct pay, and 50 lashes.
Operations of the Maroons.

A party of Maroons from the Hayfield Settlement occupied Bath on the evening of
Friday, October 13th.

A body of 50 Maroons, armed at Port Antonio, and under command of Colonel Fyfe,
marched on the 19th of October across the country, through Moortown, to which place
they belonged.
On the following day they reached Bath, where Colonel Fyfe took command of the
Hayfield Maroons, whom he found already there. The following verbal orders were
given to Colonel Fyfe by Brigadier-General Nelson: “You are never to molest a woman
“ or child, and you are not to shoot any man who surrenders.”
Acting on intelligence that the rebels in force were occupying a fort they had made
at Torrington, Colonel Fyfe proceeded to march upon and attack that place, and as he
advanced several shots were fired at his party, and one man was wounded.
The steep and wooded nature of the ground made it necessary to act with caution.
The place was attacked on Saturday, October 21st, and the insurgents were driven out.
Seven of them were shot in the attack.

The huts of the settlement, in which large quantities of plunder were found, were
burnt; but orders were given by Colonel Fyfe that in the burning of houses care should
be taken to leave some building as a place of shelter for women and children.
On proceeding through the country to Stony Gut a party of Maroons, under Colonel
shot four men, one of whom was wearing the ring of the deceased Custos Baron

#:
etelhodt.

The insurgents had constructed in this part of the country, between Torrington and
Stony Gut, a rude field-work, by felling large trees, and throwing them as a barricade
across the angle of the road; they were removed with considerable difficulty.
The total number of men shot by the Maroons during these excursions does not
appear to us to have exceeded 25. About 141 cottages of the villages situated near

this district were burnt by the Maroons, or by persons who alleged that they were acting
under their orders.

This concludes our Report of the military measures adopted for the suppression of
the disturbances.

. It appears to us that the strategical positions taken up, the detachments posted in the

disturbed districts and in the Island generally, and the active co-operation of your

Majesty's naval forces, produced a most beneficial effect; and by the prompt and rapid
manner in which the different movements were executed the outbreak was overcome in

* Very short period.
Summary of Punishments during Martial Law.

The total number of deaths caused by those engaged in the suppression amounted to
43% and the total number of dwellings burned to 1,000.
With respect to the number of persons who were flogged, it is impossible to state it

With any degree of accuracy. 60 appear to have been flogged by order of Courts
martial; one woman was sentenced to be flogged at Morant Bay, but Colonel Nelson

refused to confirm the sentence. The numbers flogged without a Court-martial was
much larger.

73 were thus flogged at Port Antonio, 44 at Up-Park Camp, 20 at Manchioneal, 50 at
Monklands and Golden Grove, and considerably above a 100 at Morant Bay.

A still larger number were flogged at Bath. Nearly 50 were flogged on one day, of
Whom 20 were women; and it is stated that between 30 and 40 were flogged on other
ºys. This did not, however, continue long, as Colonel Fyfe, who arrived a very few
the floggings commenced, gave positive orders for the discontinuance of the

*after

practice,

The whole number subjected to this degrading punishment during the continuance of
martial law we think could not have been less than 600.
The mode of inflicting the punishment at Bath calls for

special notice. It was ordered

by a local magistrate, after a very slight investigation, and frequently at the instance of

bookkeepers and others smarting under the sense of recent injury. At first an ordinary
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cat was used, but afterwards, for the punishment of men, wires were twisted round the
cords, and the different tails so constructed were knotted.
Some of these were produced before us, and it was painful to think that any man
should have used such an instrument for the torturing of his fellow creatures.

Upwards of 100 of those who were flogged were sentenced also to different terms of
imprisonment, varying from six months to twelve years. As, however, from the time
of the expiration of martial law there was no power to enforce these sentences, the
persons so sentenced have been released.
II.-Conduct of Persons engaged in the Suppression.
Comments on Punishments inflicted.
In considering the conduct of those engaged in the suppression of the disturbances
in the several districts through which the military were moved, the first point to which
our attention was directed was the sacrifice of human life occasioned by the measures
then taken.

The number of persons executed at the several stations by order of Courts-martial
have been ascertained by us from the returns made to amount to 354, and are thus
distributed:—

At
,,
,
,,

Morant Bay and Plantain Garden River District
Port Antonio and Manchioneal Monklands, &c.
Up-Park Camp
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

194
89
68
3

The numbers of those killed without any trial have been investigated by us with
much labour and careful inquiry, by visiting the districts where the deaths occurred,
and by examining the relatives of the deceased, and other witnesses in Spanish Town.
We believe that the return given in the Appendix furnishes as accurate an account
of all who perished as the circumstances of the events admit of, without affecting a
precision which it is impossible to command.
We carefully examined into every case in which it was alleged that a life had been
taken. It will be seen in the evidence that the same cases were repeatedly spoken to
by different witnesses, and that not a few of those deposed to are included in the
returns of persons executed by order of Courts-martial. It occasionally occurred that
one person was known by two names. Whenever we entertained a doubt both names
have been entered, and on that account the return may be relied on as showing all
deaths that were capable of proof.

º

-

Nearly all the cases returned in the official lists as of persons executed, “names
unknown,” have, by means of this investigation, been discovered and named, and the

result of inquiry on the spot has remarkably coincided with these official returns.
Comment has already been made on cases of destruction of life which happened under
exceptional circumstances.
The conduct of the black soldier on the road between Manchioneal and Port Antonio

caused the death of 10 persons without any inquiry or proof of guilt. The excuse
of dread of the soldier, made by those who witnessed his acts, and might have interfered,
cannot be allowed.

One of the people shot on the advance on Torrington by the Maroons was a woman.
The Maroon by whom she was shot gave evidence before us with much frankness, and
it was clear to us that it was no act of wantonness, but that, seeing a figure behind a
bush, as he thought about to fire at him, he had himself fired, and that he did not
discover that it was a woman whom he had wounded until some time afterwards.

In none of the cases where deaths occurred from shots fired on the march, except in
the advance upon Torrington, does it appear that any actual resistance was offered to
the advance of the troops.

A good deal of our time was occupied in an inquiry into the case of an alleged
shooting of three men by a detachment of the 1st West India Regiment under the
command of Ensign Cullen. The evidence was most conflicting, and we do not feel
called upon to decide upon which side the truth lay. But we think that the character
of the service is so deeply involved in a question affecting the conduct and veracity of
two officers and several men that it may well form the subject of further inquiry.

º

The same observation applies to a charge of shooting a person named William Gray
by Staff Assistant-Surgeon Morris.
-

*-

~
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It will doubtless be observed that a great deal of evidence laid before us with a view
of proving the use of undue severity during the existence of martial law has reference to
the conduct of Mr. Gordon Ramsay, the Provost-Marshal. As he is now about to take
his trial on a charge of wilful murder for an act done by him while he filled that office, it
was not thought right by any of the parties concerned in the Inquiry that he should be
asked any questions, the answers to which, or a refusal to answer which, might prejudice
him on his trial.

ſt will be obvious that for the same reason it would not be right for us to make any
remarks upon his conduct.
It is due to those under whom Mr. Ramsay acted to state that no complaints of the
cruelties now charged against him, although stated to have been witnessed by many,
were made to those who placed him in authority, and had the power, and undoubtedly
would have had the will, to deprive him of that authority, if such cruelties had been
shown to have been committed.

Further, we cannot help noticing the conduct of a Magistrate who states that he
witnessed what in his opinion at the time appeared to be an act of murder without giving
any intimation respecting it. He states that he was prevented by fear; but this did not
prevent his making a formal complaint against Mir. Gordon Ramsay, when a com
paratively trifling act of injustice was committed against himself; and it seems that he
consented not to press his complaint in order that the public might not lose the services
of Mr. Ramsay.
Brigadier-General Nelson, upon being made acquainted with the conduct of
Mr. Ramsay towards this Magistrate, sent the following reprimand:
“Having given Mr. Marshalleck's complaint and the Provost-Marshal's explanation
“my grave and serious consideration, it is my duty to inform the Provost-Marshal that
“in every way connected with the case he has exceeded his powers and adopted a
“course I must strongly reprehend....... ... Briefly, the Provost-Marshal in acting as
“he did, is open to very severe censure, much of which I withhold in consequence of
“the good service he has done, and because I hope that this error in dealing with
“Mr. Marshalleck was the result of over-zeal......
I peremptorily forbid any
“summary punishment being inflicted within the camp henceforth, and all cases of a
“serious nature are to be referred for my decision, or that of my aide-de-camp, to whom
- - - - - -

" alone I shall delegate the authority to dispose of such.”
Comments on the Courts-murtial.

The number of executions by order of Courts-martial appeared to us so large that it
became very important to ascertain, as far as we were able, the principles upon which

the members constituting the Courts acted, and the sort of evidence upon which their
decisions were pronounced.
It would be unreasonable to expect that in the circumstances under which these Courts
Were assembled there should be the same perfect regularity and adherence to technical
rules which we are accustomed to witness in our ordinary tribunals; but there are

certain great principles which ought under no circumstances to be violated, and there is
an amount of evidence which every tribunal should require before it pronounces a
judgment which shall affect the life, liberty, or person of any human being.

In order to ascertain whether these principles have been adhered to, and whether in all
cases this necessary evidence has been required, we have carefully read the notes of the

evidence given before the different Courts, upon which notes the confirmations of the
sentences were pronounced.
-

In the great majority of the cases the evidence seems to have been unobjectionable in
character, and quite sufficient to justify the finding of the Court. It is right also to
state that the account given by the more trustworthy witnesses as to the manner and
deportment of the members of the courts was decidedly favourable.
But we think it right also to call attention to cases in which either the finding
or the sentence was not justified by any evidence appearing on the face of the
proceedings.
-

The case of Mr. Gordon will be hereafter referred to.
In the cases of Samuel Clarke, George McIntosh, and William Grant, in all of which
-

tº notes of the proceedings will be found fully set out in the Appendix, and in each of
which cases also some witnesses were examined before ourselves, the evidence

appears

"is
to have been wholly insufficient to justify the findings.
It appears also from the proceedings that one person was executed upon proof that he
Yº
advising the rioters on the 7th of October how to act, and that he resisted the
Pº assisted in handcuffing them on the 10th.
-

573.

E
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Another on proof that he had resisted the Police on the 10th, having in his hand a
cutlass and big stick, and that he had made use of the following expression:—“You
“ were taking my name down on Saturday, now I can take my revenge. If we did not
“ consider one thing we would take your head off.”
Another for having assisted in rescuing Geoghegan on the 7th, and for having been
one of the party who came down with a drum.
Three persons were convicted and executed upon the production and proof of affidavits
-

made behind their backs by persons who, for anything that appears to the contrary, might

perfectly well have given their evidence in open court.
At Port Antonio the evidence allowed to be given was of a most objectionable
description.

-

-

William Troop gave evidence against William Mitchell of a confession made by the
latter of his having assisted in the murder of Mr. Hire, and immediately afterwards was
himself put upon his trial as an accessory to the same murder, and was convicted, upon
the evidence of Mitchell, of a confession made to him, coupled with the affidavit of a
person whose absence was not accounted for.

Both Mitchell and Troop were executed within a few hours of their trials.
Three persons were convicted and two were executed upon the evidence of a confession
made by a man shortly before his execution, in which he stated that the prisoners had
assisted in the murder for which he himself was about to suffer.

Five persons were convicted on the unconfirmed testimony of a man himself just
convicted and sentenced to death as a spy, and for having incited others to join in the
rebellion, one of the persons so convicted having himself given evidence to prove the
case against the spy.

In other cases the sentences seem wholly disproportioned to the offence charged. The
illegality, however, of these sentences, has happily prevented them from being carried out
to their full extent. One man was sentenced to 50 lashes and three years' imprisonment
for travelling without a pass, and not giving a satisfactory account of himself; another
to 50 lashes and five years' imprisonment, upon proof that, in addition to not giving a
satisfactory account of himself, he confessed “that he was coming from the residence of
“ the late rebel George William Gordon.”

At Manchioneal also affidavits were regularly received as proof of the facts deposed
to, and in some cases in which death was the sentence the affidavits constituted the

only evidence.
At Up-Park Camp the trials seem to have been conducted with great regularity,
and there were only three in which capital punishment was inflicted. But in one of these
cases the only offence charged or proved was the use of the following expression by a convict
in one of the cells of the Kingston Gaol: “I have seen too much gun. Creoles are fools.
“ If it (meaning the present rebellion) had been in Africa we would have known what to

“ do immediately. If I had but five of my countrymen I would make you see something.
“If I had a sword I would kill Mr. Shaw and Mr. Horton. The black man ought to
“rise like St. Domingo to take Jamaica from the Buckras.”

The above observations are founded exclusively on the proceedings themselves,
which were submitted for confirmation to the commanding officer, and on which it would

appear that his confirmation of the sentence was founded.
It is right, however, to make mention of the fact stated by some of the officers who
appeared before us, that other evidence than that which appears on the face of the
proceedings was sometimes given, and that the commanding officer was aware of such
additional evidence having been given.
We ought also to mention that in one of the cases above referred to, where the evidence

upon which the prisoner was convicted appears most objectionable, the guilt of the
prisoner was incidentally proved in the course of our inquiry.
THE CASE OF MR. GEORGE WILLIAM GoRDoN.

We felt ourselves bound to inquire whether the outbreak had a merely local origin, or
whether there existed throughout the Island a wide spread conspiracy for a general rising

against the Government at some future time, of which conspiracy the outbreak in
St. Thomas-in-the-East was a premature explosion, precipitated by local causes. It was
with the view of determining this question that in one case we departed from our
ordinary course of not inquiring into the guilt or innocence of particular persons who
had been tried by Courts-martial. We considered that we were concerned with par
ticular cases so tried only so far as to determine whether those broad general rules of

evidence which ought to govern all tribunals had been observed; whether in fact the
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conduct of those who presided at such Courts, as illustrated by the proceedings, was open
to animadversion.

-

The case of Mr. Gordon, however, appeared to us to be be different from all others.
He was intimately connected with Bogle the leader of the insurrection.
He had attended and taken a leading part in certain meetings in different parts of the
Island which had been held in the course of the summer of 1865, and which were thought

to be connected with the supposed conspiracy.

He formed, moreover, the only probable

link between the plotters of Stony Gut and the supposed conspirators in other parts of
the Island.

At an early period, therefore, of the Inquiry we came to the conclusion that if con

spiracy had in fact existed, Mr. Gordon must have been a party to it, and therefore
we determined to admit any evidence which might be tendered in proof of his com
whether it had or had not been laid before the court-martial by which he was

º
tried.

We propose, therefore, to set out that evidence with considerable fullness.
The affairs of the parish of St. Thomas-in-the-East were the subject of great interest
among many of the parishioners who were friends of Mr. Gordon. Many looked to
him for advice, which they relied on and followed.
Among these was Paul Bogle, who cultivated a few acres of land at Stony Gut, a

village in the hills about six miles inland from Morant Bay.
A chapel belonging to him of small dimensions stood on his land, and was opened
about Christmas 1864. He was a member of the “Native Baptists,” a sect so called as
being independent of and distinguished from the London Baptist Mission. Mr. Gordon
was an intimate friend and correspondent of Bogle.
Mr. Gordon had himself become a Baptist, and had a Tabernacle of his own on the
Parade at Kingston. To Paul Bogle he addressed a short note when about to become
such member, as follows:—

“Mr. Paul Bogle,
11th December 1861.
“I am to be baptized on Christmas Day, this day two weeks. Remember me on
“that day.”
“G. W. GoRDON.”

In 1862 Paul Bogle, James Bowie, and George B. Clarke sent the following letter to
Mr. Gordon from Stony Gut:—
“Stony Gut, 25th July 1862.
“(All hearts burnt) to hear the way you are treated for our cause. But in

“Suffering their (sic) are concil,ATION (sic) for their (sic) is a Rest is Provide for those
“who toil and Bear (sic) persecution for truth sake in heaven.”
“We want to see you at our vilage (sic), which is Exceedingly small, But sufficient
to intertain (sic) you, For we have Plans to Arange (sic) with you. Come up, we
“beseech you as quick as Posible (sic), so that we may arange (sic) how the Baptism
“is to go on at Spring Before the ending of this month, so that we may get up a

"meeting to meet you, if Coming notice Mr. Warren with best wiches (sic).
“Yours truly
“ PAUL Bogle,
“ JAMEs Bowie,
“ GEORGE B. CLARKE.”

Spring, mentioned in this letter, was landed property of Mr. Gordon, a mile from

Sºy Gut, and partly adjoining it.
The people connected with the small holdings at Stony Gut wrote, through Paul
Bogle, to Mr. Gordon on 25th July 1862, to ask him to lend them 150l., in order to
Pºy the tax which would qualify them to be registered as voters of the parish.
{{

The postscript to this letter is as follows:–
"P.S.—The above amount is to pay for Registrations too Answer us by the First Post

{{

without delay, for we who have to go in the mountain district are to go by Tuesday

. . decevers
ſening, (sic).
we are nothing to do with those in the Bay, For they appears to us is
-

“PAUL Bogle,
“Chairman in behalf of the

Meeting.”

On the 26th February 1864 Mr. Gordon wrote from Kingston to Paul Bogle at

"y Gut, as follows (inter alia):—

-

E2

G. Fouché,
29th day.
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“Deat Bogle,

“Things are bad in Jamaica, and will require a great deal of purging.”
Again, in the same month he wrote,_
“ Dear Bogle,

“Morant Bay, 22nd February 1864.
“I have again to contend with Rector Cooke's annoyance; he is trying to get

“ me out of the churchwarden’s office, but I have no doubt he will fail also this time.

“I am busy in Kingston, and have to return for the Port Royal business.

I have not

“yet seen Chisholm.
“Yours very truly,
“ GEO. W. GoRDON.”

Mr. Gordon had been appointed churchwarden for St. Thomas-in-the-East, and the
fact of his having become a “ Native Baptist,” and ceased to communicate as member
of the Church of England in Jamaica, had, as before mentioned, been advanced as

disqualifying him for the office. The same fact subsequently led to the action brought
by him against the Custos, Baron Ketelhodt, by whom he had been forcibly removed

from the Vestry. This subject was one which caused great irritation in the parish.
Paul Bogle was on the 5th March 1865 made deacon of the “Native Baptists.”

On

that day Mr. Gordon signed the following certificate as acting secretary:
“. Kingston, 5th March 1865.

“To all whom it may concern. This is to certify that Paul Bogle has been this day
& 4

ordained by me in the presence of the whole congregation, to be made Kingston
4 tº

Jamaica (sic) to the office of deacon in Christ's church, and that he has been fully
“ charged and has also undertaken faithfully to discharge the duties of the said office of

“ deacon, and in all things to be obedient to the rules of the Church, devoting himself
“ through the grace of God faithfully to the work, and that he is hereby authorized to
“execute and discharge all the duties appertaining to the office of deacon.

“Given under my hand, at Kingston, Jamaica, this 5th day of March 1865.
“ RICHARD WARREN.

“ GEO. W. GoRDON,
“Acting Secretary.”

-

Paul Bogle wrote to Mr. Gordon a letter addressed to him at Morant Bay on 12th July
1865, in which, after referring to the writer's health, he says, “You will be pleased to
“ remember the horse that you did promise to give me to ride out on business. . . . . .

“We expect to have a meeting at Bogle House, at Cottage Penns, next Tuesday, and
“ your attendants (sic) will require. I am, yours truly, PAUL Bogle.”
When Paul Bogle's house was searched in October, a list of ten names was found there
in the handwriting of Mr. Gordon. Mr. Gordon's own name was at the head of this

list, and the nine other names were those of persons connected with Bogle's party.
A much larger list of names, most of which were original signatures or marks,
was afterwards taken from the private writing-table of Mr. Gordon at Cherry Garden.
This last list was headed by the name of Paul Bogle, and contained 148 other
names, many of which belonged to persons who were implicated in the outbreak at
Morant Bay.

We attach no great importance to these lists, as they may merely show the political
connexion of Mr. Gordon with Bogle and his friends.

Mr. Henry James Lawrence was Mr. Gordon's manager and resident agent on his
estate called “Rhine” near Bath, in St. Thomas-in-the-East, and in letters addressed

to him the interest in parish matters felt by Mr. Gordon in common with many of his
adherents there, is expressed strongly in respect of the conduct of members of the vestry
towards himself.

-

Writing to Lawrence on 30th January 1865, he remarks, “BARON and Herschell are
“ busy publishing lies againt me in Spanish Town, so as to get the grant of money,
“262/.

I shall be obliged to speak in very plain terms on the subject. Can you send

“ me Nibs on the subject? which may help me. They are a very wicked band, and the
“ Lord will yet reward them all .

.

.

.

I note what you say of

. He is a

“ sort of fiend who altho’ chastised has remained hardened. We can afford to spare
“ him, and perhaps England will better agree with him. Mark, the reign of others will
“ also soon be cut short.”

Again, on 6th March 1865, he writes to Mr. Lawrence:
“I note what you say re Oxford and Walker and Ketelhodt, the parish will be well
“ rid of Walker, but the evil will be doubled (?) in Baron, and I quite agree with your
“ sentiments. We must wait and see what the end will be of all these evil doers | . . .

.

!
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tº Thanks also for arranging with Kirkland. I shall treat him as he merits. What an
4 unreliable SETT (sic) they all are. I am DISGUSTED with them and must try to keep
* aloof and above them. The Ex. Com, Gov. and Bishop ! what a set, can any reliance

* , placed on these? and can matters go on with such men at the helm. Herschell,
“Baron, Cookes, and a lot of others are against me, and some of low mark, ignorant
“coloured men, who wont value their own position, countenance such proceedings,
“do you not see that I have good reason to complain and be on the alert 2"

Again he writes to his manager:-" 27th April 1865.”
“The case of Gordon v. Ketelhodt was a great triumph to Baron and all the Cookes,

“for in spite of everything which was clearly in my favor they got a jury of five to
“give a verdict for defendant. What a fresh victory is this for them all
How well it
“looks, and how diminished is my head but wait, it is not yet all over! .
“The Attorney-General disgraced himself by low conduct. Sneddes proved a traitor
“ and M'Kenzie a Most worthless (ying fellow. Have nothing to do with the man, he is
“a great villain (sic).
And again on the 29th April 1865.
“I have no doubt there are dual actions and strong undercurrents against me, but
-

“wait and see the end of it, he not cast down, the Lord is at hand .

.

.

.

-

-

There is

“a sort of present exultation in the Baron, Herschell, Cooke, &c., all their points
“being carried . . . . I note the great and glorious gathering at Rhine House,
“this is very beautiful.”
“Messrs. Warmington and Henry Seymour Kennedy are new J. P's, for St. Thomas
“y-East, and some few more are expecting. All very beautiful. Great concerns for
“great men! Keep you quiet and see the end of it all.”
On the 4th of May he wrote, “I know the inveterate dislike of Herschell and all his
“cºnfreres. They will soon all find their level, and go like chaff against the wind.”
Mr. Gordon was staying at Hordley in the Plaintain Garden district of the

Mr. T.

parish in June 1865, and in conversation there with Mr. Harrison, he was spoken to

Harrison,

about the state of the feeling among the people, and told that he could not control it.

5th day.

-

In

reply “Oh!” said Mr. Gordon, “if I wanted a rebellion I could have had one long
“ago, I have been asked several times to head a rebellion, but there is no fear of that.

“I will try first a demonstration of it, but I must upset that fellow Herschell, and kick

Vestry, and the Baron also, or bad will come of it.”
On 13th of July he wrote to Lawrence at the Rhine, “Herschell has got another 40/.

“him out of the

" for pews at Bath Church, through the aid of his friend Price. What will these (?)
“men, surely some calamity will come on them.”
About the same time, conversing with Mr. Arthur Beckwith at Kingston, about a

meeting held on the subject of labourers and wages, Mr. Gordon was told it was calcu

lated to excite a spirit of disaffection amongst the people; to which Mr. Gordon

Mr. A.

Berk with,
9th day.

answered, “Ah! well, we must have it some way or the other; this is the great
" movement; and if we do not secure it in this way, in six months there will be a

º
in the country, and as I have always stood
em them.”

by the people I will stand by

He wrote from Kingston on the 10th of August to Lawrence, “I must go to the east,

" and start this evening for Morant Bay, hoping to be there early to-morrow, and be at
“the Rhine

by Saturday some time. The Baron has taken upºn himself to postpone

"the public meeting until further notice. This is improper; it is not his meeting, but
"theirs, and he has not the power of postponing.

I am getting quite tired of it, and
: must now bring the business to a close ; and if the Baron won't do what is right we
must do so for him.”
{{

0n 11th August a printed address to the people of St. Thomas-in-the-East, headed
State of the Island,” was posted up on a cotton tree in the main road at Morant Bay,
posite William Chisholm's house. The original draft of this address, in the writing of

Mr. Gordon, was given by him to a compositor at Kingston shortly before, to be set up
| type, with directions to forward copies to one Rodney at St. Ann's Bay, others to

: º at Bath, and further copies

to Paul Bogle and to William Chisholm at

Mºrant Bay.
These copies

{{
{{

were sent. In this address is found the following passage:–
"People of St. Thomas-in-the-East ! You have been ground down too long already;
shake off your sloth, and speak like honourable and free men at your meeting. Let
DOt * crafty, jesuitical priesthood deceive you.
Prepare for your duty. Remember
the destitution in the midst of your families, and your forlorn condition. The
Wernment have taxed you to defend your own rights against the enormities of an

"scrupulous and oppressive foreigner, Mr. Custos

Ketelhodt.

You feel this.

It is

Mr. A. K.

Mudie,
51st day.

John Sharpe,
50th day.
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“ no wonder you do. You have been dared in this provoking act, and it is sufficient to
‘ extinguish your long patience. This is not time when such deeds should be perpe
‘trated, but as they have been it is your duty to speak out and to act too. We advise
“ you to be up and doing, and to maintain your cause. You must be united in
&

your efforts.”
W Ander

son, 11th
day.
See Appen
dix.

A.K.Moodie,

46th day.

An open air meeting on Saturday, August 12th, held in the market place in front of
the Court House, at Morant Bay, under a gynnep tree, was presided over by
Mr. Gordon, at which Paul Bogle and Moses Bogle were present. Resolutions on the
conduct of the Government, and on the depressed state of the labouring classes, and the
price of labour, and low rate of wages, were passed; and in reference to the circular
called the “Queen's advice to the people.” Mr. Gordon said that “The Queen's
“ message to the working classes of Jamaica is not true; I say it is not true; it is a
“ lie; it does not come from the Queen; the Queen does not know anything about it.”
One of the resolutions passed at this meeting is as follows:–
“That this meeting views with alarm, and denounces the unconstitutional and
“unprecedented act of the Government in having provided the sum of 250l., to defend
“ the Baron Ketelhodt in his illegal and oppressive conduct towards the rights of the
“ constituency of this parish and the Island generally, in interfering with the office of
“ churchwarden, and that a committee be now appointed to take all necessary steps in
&

“ this matter in defence of the rights and privileges of the electors.”

A committee, and a deputation, including Paul Bogle, James M“Laren, and others,
were appointed to wait upon the Governor.
The meeting then further resolved “that they were of opinion that the generally
“arbitrary, illegal, and inconsistent conduct of the Custos was destructive to the peace
“ and prosperity of the affairs of the parish.”
At the time of this meeting Mr. Gordon was staying at his cottage on the Rhine estate,
16 miles from Morant Bay.
In familiar conversation with Mrs. Major, the wife of Dr. Major, his tenant of part of
that estate, he was told by her that in his speeches which she had recently been reading
he was certainly guilty of high treason, and she would accuse him of it. He replied,
“Oh no they have printed it wrong; I never made use of such expressions, and you
“ can't do it. I have just gone as far as I can go, but no further.”
In this conversation he spoke of the Governor as “a wicked man,” and said “that it
-

Mrs. E.

Major,
5th day.

“would be a blessing to the country if some one would shoot him;” and that

Mr. Herschell and the Baron were “bad and wicked men, and it would be a blessing if
“ these three men were removed.”
W. E. Ward,

On the night of the 15th of August a meeting was held at a house belonging to

13th day.
A. R. Mudie,
46th day.

Mr. Gordon at Morant Bay, opposite the Wesleyan Chapel, at which James M'Laren

acted as Secretary, with about 30 persons present; from this meeting five persons were
away as spies, who had not previously attended the meeting on the 12th of

º

ugust.

J.F. Humber,

26th day.
W. R. Peart,
29th day,
part 1.

Mr. G. W. Gordon attended, and spoke at a meeting held at the “Alley” in Vere on
the 4th of September. He is thus reported to have spoken, amongst other matters.
“ They report to the Queen that you are thieves............ The notice that is said to
“ be the Queen's advice is all trash; it is no advice of the Queen at all........ ....

I was

&

‘ told by some of you that your overseers said that if any of you attended this meeting
“ they would tear down your houses. Tell them that I George William Gordon say
“ they dare not do it. It is tyranny. You must do what Hayti does. You have a

&

&

“bad name now, but you will have a worse one then.”

Dr. Bruce, a friend and political supporter of Mr. Gordon, who introduced him to the
meeting, and took a part in it, and some others, deny that Mr. Gordon ever made
use of the words “You must do what Hayti does.”

The speech, however, containing these words, was taken down at the time in some
careful notes by a witness (Peart), who produced the same before us.

These notes were

well and distinctly written. It would further appear that this speech must have contained
some matter at least calculated to excite some alarm of disturbance, from the following

passage in a letter addressed to Dr. Bruce by Mr. Sydney Levien, the editor of a local
newspaper, in reference to this Were meeting. “I could scarcely command vital thought
“ enough yesterday to do justice to your meeting, and against the wish of William I
‘ wrote the feeble editorial that appeared to second the noble exertions of the Were
I}r. R. S.
Bruce,

35th day.

‘ people.

All I desire is to shield you and them from the charge of anarchy and

‘ tumult, which in a short time must follow these fearful demonstrations.

“ succeeded you must judge for yourself.”

-

How I
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Dr. Bruce employed a reporter to attend and take notes of the speeches, and before

the speech of Mr. Gordon, was published the draft was submitted to Dr. Bruce for
approval. This version of the speech was published in the “County Union newspaper,
and contains no expression that could provoke the remarks of Mr. Levien’s letter, and
Dr. Bruce himself in his evidence stated that he had said “that he would not attend any

more meetings,” because he did not like the way in which Mr. Gordon spoke against the
Government and Governor Eyre.
This version of the speech as reported by Mr. Peart was read to Dr. Bruce, and was

accepted by him as correct, saving the words referring to Hayti, and one other expression
quite immaterial, . This version wholly differs from that which appeared in the County
Union.

About three weeks before the events at Morant Bay, and shortly after his speech at
Were, Mr. Gordon was at the Bank of Jamaica at Kingston, conversing with Mr. James
Ford, the Secretary, on the subject of that speech; and Mr. Ford then said to him,
“Supposing, Mr. Gordon, the people were to be such fools as to rise in rebellion, do
“you think that even in the event of their being successful in their cutting all our
“throats, which is perfectly possible, in the first rising if they took us by surprise,
“that England either could not, or would not, avenge us amply, so that everyone of
“them would be killed and done away with ?” Mr. Gordon said, “Ah, Mr. Ford, you
“are quite mistaken there, all the powers of the Great Napoleon could not put down
“the rising in Hayti, and that was successful, for the troops died of disease before they
“could meet the people in the mountains.” Mr. Ford then said, “But in India, a very
“short time ago, an organized armed and formidable rebellion of millions arose against
“the Government, and we know how they were successful at first, but it was very
“quietly, steadily, and determinedly put down, and England's power has been kept,
" and so it would be here.” Mr. Gordon then replied, “Mr. Ford, India is not at all
“a case in point, for India is a flat country, and the English troops would overrun it
“ and conquer it; but this country is a mountainous country, and before the British
“troops could reach the people in the mountains they would die of disease here.”

He then went away observing, “Of course, this is mere abstract talking.”
Mr. Lawrence, writing from the Rhine on the Sth of September to Mr. Gordon on
private business, makes the following remark on local affairs, “I see by the papers that
“Mount Pleasant and Hall Head have been offered for sale by the Hon. W. P.

“Georges. . . . . I suppose this green bay tree (Hon'ble. W. P. Georges) will
“continue to spread, while the day of retribution draws nigh for his numerous trans
“gressions, and the ex-member of Assembly (Mr. D.) humbled.”

On the 11th of September Mr. Gordon forwarded a letter to Mr. Lawrence, written
ºn the 23d August, but mislaid, in which he says, “The case of Gordon and Ketelhodt
* terminated yesterday again for defendant; it seemed foredetermined. I was greatly
"prepared for it, from what I had perceived early in the day, more anon on this

"subject. The prejudices are very strong against me, but it shall not rest there.
"These multiplications of wrong are only the gatherings up of future troubles.”

On the same 11th of September he writes, “The fact is, St. Thomas-y’-East is
about the very worst parish in the Island, and now the Governor has given another

"cheer to magisterial oppression, as if it were forcing matters to a point. Verily, this
Governor is an evil-doer. The Lord will plenteously reward him. Again and again

"the Baron and the Cookes are gratified.”
{{

On the 14th of September he wrote to Mr.

Lawrence at the Rhine Estate, “I fear

. . We cannot mend public matters in St. Thomas-ye-East, so we better look to cur
individual circumstances more clearly. I believe the Governor and his nest of
Custodes are capable of anything, but the Lord will soon scatter them as the chaff

{{

before the wind.” . . . . “There is just now great exultation, and a second verdict
... gainst me, and Jackson removed to satisfy the Baron “Anguis in herba.” I fancy
You know that this means the character you refer to, and I have apprehensions that

. . Yºur opinions may be correct. Let it all go on!
{

Just wait and

see the result

I do not think we were ever in more dismal times than at present in Jamaica. The
overnor succours wrong and oppression to the fullest extent in every quarter.”

Again, on the 18th of September, he wrote to Lawrence,—“The enemies now exult,

: "djustice is silenced for the time, but it will raise its head. . . . The Lord will
ºn pluck his hand out of his bosom, and so confound the whole band of oppressors.
believe this to be about one of their last ſlickers. Let us wait and see.”
{{

And again, on the 21st of September, “The oppression still continues in St. Thomas
yºast, and there appears every effort put forth to exasperate the poor people !
Their plan is to pray to God for deliverance. You may laugh at this, and call

Mr. James

D. Ford,

23d day.
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“ it cant, but I assure you it is the most effectual plan, if you know the number of ways
“ in which God can and often does destroy the evil-doer 1"

On the 28th of September he wrote to Mr. Lawrence:—“Poor Jackson was in the
“ midst of conspiracy. Rector Cooke will get up a charge of conspiracy against any
“ one over whom the Governor has power, and get him dismissed.

The man, Mr. Eyre,

“ is an arch liar, and he supports all his emissaries. . . . . The wicked shall be
“ destroyed. This is decreed. God is our refuge and strength, a very pleasant (sic)
“help in trouble.”
The news of the events of Wednesday evening the 11th of October did not reach
Kingston till Thursday the 12th of October at noon.
On the 11th October, Mr. G. W. Gordon was residing at his property, “ Cherry
Garden,” in St. Andrews, a short distance from Kingston. He was engaged in trade,
and had business offices in that town, where he went on that day, returning home in the

evening. On his return he is said by his wife to have informed her of the outbreak at
Morant Bay.
As the outbreak took place at a distance of more than thirty miles, late on the after
noon of the 11th, and was not known in Kingston till the middle of the following day,
it was suggested to Mrs. Gordon that probably it was on Thursday the 12th that
Mr. Gordon first spoke to her on the subject. Upon this she replied that “Wednesday
“ evening he brought the news,” and that “Mr. Gordon came up on the 12th, and said
“ the outbreak at Morant Bay was true that we had heard of on the Wednesday.”
Hon. H.

Heslop,
18th day.

He

added, “that the feeling seemed to be so strong to put (sic) a pistol to him, and get rid
“ of him, as they did the President of America.”
When the news of the events of October 11th reached Kingston on the following
day, they were not fully believed by many persons there in the first instance.
On this day, about 2 o'clock, Mr. Lee, a friend of Mr. Gordon, mentioned to him
the news of what had happened at Morant Bay, and Mr. Gordon seemed much

**

distressed.
Mr. W. Lee,
50th day.

Mr. Lee said, “George, I fear your agitation at Morant Bay has been the cause of
“ all this.” Mr. Gordon said, “I never gave them bad advice. I only told them the
“ Lord would send them a day of deliverance." And when speaking of Baron Ketelhodt
being killed, Mr. Gordon added, “I told him not to go, but he was such an obstinate
“ man.”

T}r. Major,
4th day.

Mrs. Major,
4th day.

-

Dr. Major, Mr. Gordon's tenant at the Rhine, about 16 miles from Morant Bay,
was at 7 o'clock on the morning of October 11th leaving the Rhine, in order to attend
the meeting of the Vestry at Morant Bay. He met Mr. Lawrence as he came out of
the gate, who tried to dissuade him from going, by saying, “I should strongly advise
you not to go.” Dr. Major went, however, and about 2 o'clock Mrs. Major sent to
Lawrence for intelligence, at which hour he called on her at the Rhine, saying that “he
“heard nothing further than that there was a great disturbance, but that she need be

“ under no apprehension about the Doctor, he would be quite safe, but the Baron and
“ and Mr. Herschell he feared were doomed.” This conversation was in point of time

before the fight had begun at Morant Bay, where, according to all the evidence, the
Baron and Mr. Herschell were not killed till after 5 o'clock.

About 3 o'clock the same afternoon Mrs. Major again made inquiry by note sent by
Dorothy
Johnson,

4th day.

her servant to Lawrence, and he then sent word by the servant to her “ that the Doctor

“would be quite safe, but Mr. Herschell and the Baron he had no hope of.” About
the same time he also wrote to her the following note:
“Dear Madam,

“Things seem in a fearful way; the Doctor did not seem to know of the rebellion

“ at Morant Bay till I told him, but I beg you will not be troubled.
“ the feeling will be quieted.

“ morning at one o'clock.

I have no doubt

The Volunteer force moved on the scene of action this

I will let you know if anything more transpires.”

This note was received before four o'clock on the 11th of October, and at that time the
events had not yet ended in the deaths of the Custos and Mr. Herschell, nor could

the news of what had happened at Morant Bay have reached the Rhine at a distance of
sixteen miles.

On the 12th October, the next day, Lawrence wrote to Mrs. Major as follows:–
“Dear Madam,

“I am sorry I have no reliable news for you.
“ think much of what I hear is false.

I have heard a good deal, but

There is a report about the Doctor, but the same

“ is not true. The negroes know full well who fit for retribution.”

º
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The financial difficulties in which Mr. Gordon found himself at the time are seen from

some passages in the above letters.
On the 30th January 1865 he writes to Lawrence: “Your promise to me in the way

4 of remittances from all quarters are getting in arrears, but I trust soon to find them
“being redeemed. . It wont do to put off too long, for my own necessities seem to
* increase, and the hope I had of relief is not realised.”

On the 29th of April he wrote, “The Spring rents do not come in as they ought.
* I thank you for one pound remitted.”
On the 10th August he wrote, “I am just returned from the north side, and find none

* of your letters. I had expected one with some money of which I now stand greatly
“in need."

Again, on the 14th September, “At Bogg matters must be doing very badly when

“I get no remittances ! really too bad.

I had been fully erpecting some money from

“you, and feel great disappointment. I am sucked dry at present.”
And on the 18th September:-" All my sources of supply fail while I continue being
“drawn on. I expected something from Bogg and ditto from SPRING, and I hope at
“Rhine you will have something to assist me with taxes. Bogg concerns are now
“too bad.”

On the 21st September he writes, “We are all suffering from fever and the want
“ of of (sic) money; send me some if perchance there be any to help me out by
“Saturday.”
Again on the 28th instant, “I note that you are without money, and that the weather
“is heavy. This is rather a bad state to be in ; can we raise nothing in aid of the
“taxes? This is also a serious question.”

His landed property was under mortgage, and his admitted liabilities amounted to George
above 35,000l.

Airey,

On the 12th October he enclosed a bill of exchange on Mr. Lawrence for his 35th day.
acceptance to reduce and retire a bill for 160/. becoming mature on the 19th of that
month, and requested him to send what money he could as he was much in need.
On the 12th October Mr. Gordon wrote to Mr. Lawrence from Kingston, “I hear
“terrible things are doing at Morant Bay. ... I know nothing of the proceedings or the
“particulars, but here I am blamed for it all, I feel for the poor pcople of Morant
“Bay. A steamer with detachments of troops has gone up. I wonder how it will all

“end. The Lord have mercy. I regret that the people have acted unadvisedly.
“This is sad matter to contemplate.”
On Friday morning, the 13th October, he went over to Spanish Town before
10 o'clock in the morning.

The case of Gordon v. Ketelhodt had been fixed for

argument in Court there that day. He called at the office of his attorney there, and
asked how the matter stood, and was told that the suit was at end, in consequence
of the death of the Baron if that fact was true.

He then made inquiries as to the costs

of the suit, whereupon his attorney declined under the serious existing circumstances to
enter into such details. A person then present remarked to him that there was plenty
of time for him to go to St. Thomas-in-the-East, and to exercise his influence on the

side of order; to which Mr. Gordon replied, “If I go to St. Thomas in-the-East the
" moment Martial Law is proclaimed I shall be the first man hung."

.9n Saturday the 14th October Mr. Gordon left “Cherry Garden " to pay a short Mrs. Gor.

ºe 16th.
º

with his wife, intending to return home on the following Monday don.

Amid the excitement in that town which arose on and after the 12th October,

upon

the confirmation of the account first received from Morant Bay, Mr. Gordon's name was
quickly associated with the authors of the disturbances.

º suggested to him on Monday the 16th

His friends and relations Mrs. Shan

to retire at once, but he positively non,

*illied, and remained where he was. On the following morning, having been sought ºil lay.
fºr by the Police without success, he went to the house of the Major-General command
ing the troops to give himself up.

There he was shortly after met by Governor Eyre Dr. Fiddes,

Custos of Kingston, and by them arrested.
23d day.
From Kingston he was sent by sea to Morant Bay where he was put on shore, a Major.
Pººler, on Friday evening the 20th October.
General
and the

The next day a Court-martial was sitting for trial of prisoners there, consisting partly O'Connor,
of M

b
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! Members
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Brigadier
ied General
C Nelson, however,
d of having deemed it
-

31st day.
Lt.-Col

ºt.-Colonel

$" that Mr. Gordon should not be tried by a Court composed of persons who might Nelson.
* supposed to be influenced by local prºjudices, adjourned that Court, and another 31st day.
* Convened, before which, about two o'clock the same afternoon, Mr. Gordon was

brought for trial.
15573,
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This Court consisted of Lieutenant Brand of Her Majesty's Ship “Onyx,” President,
Lieutenant Errington, R.N., and Ensign Kelly, 4th West India Regiment, members.
The charges against the prisoner were for furthering the massacre at Morant Bay, and
at divers periods previously inciting and advising with certain insurgents, and thereby by
his influence tending to cause the riot.
Two heads of offence were drawn up, one for High Treason, the other for com
plicity with certain parties engaged in the rebellion, riot, and insurrection at Morant Bay.
George F.

Judah,
38th day.

One witness has stated that more than once during this trial, at the opening and

during its progress, Mr. Gordon made application to postpone the trial on the ground of
want of jurisdiction of the Court to try him, and also on account of the absence of
material witnesses for the defence.

-

The witness, however, who deposes to this, seemed wholly unworthy of credit.
Neither the person who independently reported the trial for publication at the time, nor
the documents of the Court recording the proceedings and particulars of the trial itself,
make any mention of such an application, one of such importance as could hardly have
George
Young,
50th day.

escaped notice.

Other persons present at the trial who heard all that passed there deny that any such
application was made.

After the case against the prisoner had closed, Mr. Gordon inquired for Dr. Major,
who he said could prove that the state of his health had prevented him from attending
the Vestry meeting at Morant Bay on the 11th October.
The Provost Marshal was sent from the Court to look for the Doctor, and on returning
shortly afterwards said to Mr. Gordon, “Dr. Major is not in the Bay.” The witness
Theodore Testard was then called by Mr. Gordon to prove the same fact, but he had
no knowledge on the subject.
. . .
Considering the importance then attached to Mr. Gordon's absence from the Vestry on
the 11th of October it would have been much more satisfactory if some delay had been
allowed in order that Dr. Major might have been sent for to speak to the state of his
health on that day.
*

G. D. Ram

sey, 31st day.
i
*

-

The evidence taken consisted of documents and oral testimony.

Some of these documents were selected from the papers of Mr. Gordon by Brigadier
General Nelson, and others were statements of persons taken and sworn before Magis
trates, and then forwarded to Mr. Ramsay, the Provost Marshal. All these were laid
before the Court by the Provost Marshal.
-

They consisted of

1st. Statements of 21st October separately made and sworn to by John Anderson
and James Gordon before a Justice of the Peace of St. Thomas-in-the-East.
These two persons were prisoners, and were sworn and examined orally by
the Court.

-

2d. A statement of the 17th of October, purporting to be a dying declaration of
Thomas Johnson.

3d. A joint statement of 19th October, on oath, by W. R. Peart and J. F. Humber,
made before a Justice of the Peace.

4th. A statement of 19th October, on oath, of Charles Chevannes, at Kingston,
before a Justice of the Peace.

5th. A statement of 18th October, of George Thomas, on oath.

6th. Printed placard headed “State of the Island,” above referred to.
7th. Statement of 17th October, of Elizabeth Jane Gough, sworn at Kingston. She
was also orally examined by the Court.
8th. Three letters of Mr. Gordon, to Chisholm September 11th 1865, to
-

E. C. Smith October 14th 1865, to Chisholm June 19th 1865.

-

William Robertson Peart and James Fyfe Humber, whose joint statement was read,
deposed to the matter spoken by Mr. Gordon at the Vere Meeting in September.
Both of these persons were in Jamaica at the time of the trial, and might have been
summoned to give oral testimony.

Charles Chevannes and George Thomas might also have been called as witnesses, as
they were living in Jamaica.

The written statements of these four persons had been taken in the absence of
Mr. Gordon, and were inadmissible as proofs against him according to the rules that

regulate evidence in English Courts, either Civil or Military.
With regard to the written statements of J. Anderson, James Gordon, and Elizabeth

Jane Gough, they were not legal evidence, but those persons were sworn and examined
at the same trial.
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The printed placard headed “State of the Island" is a duplicate of that above men
tioned as posted up on a tree in August at Morant Bay, the original draft of which was
proved to have been in the handwriting of Mr. G. W. Gordon.
Five witnesses were sworn and examined for the prosecution, and one on behalf of the
oral and documentary, appears to us to be wholly insufficient to establish

pTISOther.
The evidence,

the charge upon which the prisoner took his trial.
He was found guilty, and sentenced to death after six hours trial.
After having approved and confirmed the finding and sentence, Brigadier Nelson
forwarded the proceedings of the trial to Major General O'Connor, under cover of a

despatch, dated 21st October 1865, 8 p.m.
In this despatch he states for the information of the Major General, that he considered
it his duty fully to approve the finding and confirm the sentence, and adds, “To-morrow
“being Sunday, and there existing no military reason why the sentence should not be
“deferred, I have preferred to delay its execution till Monday morning next at 8 o'clock.”
The whole proceedings of the Court were enclosed for the General's information.
These proceedings reached the General at Kingston on the morning of the
22d October, who, after reading them to two members of the Executive Committee,
forwarded them the same day to Governor Eyre, with a request that he would return
them with as little delay as possible. These proceedings were returned to the General
the same day by Governor Eyre, who wrote at the same time that he fully concurred in
the justice of the sentence, and in the policy of carrying it into effect.
On the same day Governor Eyre wrote the following letter to Brigadier-General
Nelson from Spanish Town, dated 6 p.m.;
“My dear Brigadier,
“Your report of the trial of George William Gordon has just reached me through
“the General, and I quite concur in the justice of the sentence, and the necessity of
“carrying it into effect.”

This letter reached Brigadier Nelson before the execution of Mr. Gordon.
On the 23d October Brigadier. General Nelson sent a despatch to Major-General
O'Connor, announcing the execution of Mr. Gordon at 7.10 a.m. that morning.

On the 24th October General O'Connor transmitted, in letters to the Secretary of
State for War and to the Military Secretary at the Horse Guards, a copy of Brigadier
General Nelson's despatch reporting the trial, sentence, and execution of Mr. Gordon,
and in both letters he adds, “A copy of his Excellency the Governor's letter approving
“the same is enclosed, in which I fully coincide.”

Evidence was given of indignities offered to Mr. Gordon at the time of his execution,
but those on whom most reliance can be placed negative that such was the case.
Comment on the case of Mr. Gordon.

Upon a careful review of this evidence we have formed the opinion that the true
explanation of Mr. Gordon's conduct is to be found in the account which he has given

ºf himself. “I have just gone as far as I can go, but no further.” “If I wanted a
“rebellion I could have had one long ago.” “I have been asked several times to head

“a rebellion, but there is no fear of that.

I will try first a demonstration of it, but I

must first upset that fellow Herschell, and kick him out of the Vestry, and the Baron
" also, or bad will come of it."
Mr. Gordon might know well the distinction between a “rebellion" and a “demon

stration of it." He might be able to trust himself to go as far as he could with safety,
and no further. But that would not be so easy to his ignorant and fanatical followers.
hey would find it difficult to restrain themselves from rebellion when making a
demonstration of it.

If a man like Paul Bogle was in the habit of hearing such expressions as those con
ºned in Gordon's letters, as that the reign of their oppressors would be short, and that

tº Lord was about to destroy them, it would not take much to convince him that he
light be the appointed instrument in the Lord's hand for effecting that end; and it is
dear that this was Bogle's belief, as we find that after the part he had taken in the
ºutre
at Morant Bay he, in his chapel at Stony Gut, returned thanks to God that
he had gone to do that work, and that God had prospered him in his work.”
his clear too that the conduct of Gordon had been such as to convince both friends
and enemies of his being a party to the rising:

We leath from Mr. Gordon himself, that in Kingston, where he carried on business,
*Was the general belief as soon as the news of the outbreak was received.
F 2
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But it was fully believed also by those engaged in the outbreak. Bogle did not
hesitate to speak of himself as acting in concert with him. When Dr. Major was
dragged out of his hiding place on the night of the 11th of October, he saved himself
by exclaiming that Mr. Gordon “would not wish to have him injured,” and when
Mr. Jackson made a similar appeal for his own life to the murderers of Mr. Hire it
appears to have been equally successful. The effect which was likely to follow the
meetings which took place during the Spring and Summer of 1865, in some of which
Mr. Gordon took a part, was foreseen by one of his most ardent supporters, who, writing
to a common friend on the subject of an article he had inserted in a newspaper respecting
the Vere meeting, used these words, “All I desire is to shield you from the charge of
“ anarchy and tumult, which in a short time must follow these fearful demonstrations.”

Although, therefore, it appears exceedingly probable that Mr. Gordon, by his words
and writings, produced a material effect on the minds of Bogle and his followers, and
did much to produce that state of excitement and discontent in different parts of the
Island, which rendered the spread of the insurrection exceedingly probable, yet we
cannot see, in the evidence which has been adduced, any sufficient proof either of his

complicity in the outbreak at Morant Bay or of his having been a party to a general
conspiracy against the Government.
On the assumption that, if there was in fact a wide spread conspiracy, Mr. G. W. Gor
don must have been a party to it, the conclusion at which we have arrived in his case is
decisive as to the non-existence of such a conspiracy.
The only evidence beyond that of vague rumours in any degree tending to show an
-

intended rising at some future time was given by one witness, who deposed to a state

ment made by an insurgent engaged in attacking a property in the neighbourhood of
Bath, that “it was not their time; that Christmas was their time, and they were

“ preparing for it, but as it had come on so soon they must go on and mash down
“everything, and kill all the white and brown.”
It appears also that in one parish two or three threatening letters were addressed to
several persons, and that drillings were supposed to be taking place.

Notwithstanding the alleged fact that threatening letters were previously unknown in
the Island, we were unable to attach any importance to those brought to our notice.

As

regards the drillings it was found upon investigation at the time that they were wholly
unconnected with illegal objects.
Respecting an alleged change in the manner and deportment of the negroes, the
evidence was very conflicting.
We think, however, that various meetings had been held in the course of the summer,

at which speeches were made, tending to cause excitement and discontent. The effect of
these speeches was the greater from being addressed to an ill-educated and impulsive
people.
Upon this point also the evidence of Mr. Fyfe, a Stipendiary Magistrate long resident
in the Island, is deserving of attention.

He speaks of an opinion which he formed and communicated at the time to the
Government. He says, “There was a general excitement that led me to think there
“would be a disturbance, and I wrote to Mr. Hosack to that effect, after the meeting

“ in Vere, to say that I thought the Law Officers of the Crown ought to interfere; that
“ things were going too far; that is, the meetings held by Mr. Gordon ; that we had no
“Police, and that a conspiracy might be hatched next door to our Police Station, without
“our knowing anything about it.”
CASE of THE PoliticAL PRISONERs.

Among the papers of Mr. G. W. Gordon in the hands of the Government were found

documents the contents of which induced Mr. Eyre to direct the arrest of Mr. Levien
and Dr. Bruce.

These were political friends of Mr. G. W. Gordon.

At the time of their arrest they were living out of the district in which Martial Law
was in operation, and were sent to Morant Bay.
They were kept in prison there until after the expiration of Martial Law, when they
procured their own discharge by writ of habeas corpus.
Some other persons who were arrested in Kingston for political offences were also sent
to Morant Bay, and there kept prisoners.
-

Doubts, however, were entertained by Brigadier-General Nelson as to his power to
bring these prisoners to trial before a Court-martial.

C.
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He accordingly decided on his own responsibility not to do so, and communicated his
decision to Major General O'Connor.
The Major General “coincided in this view,” and expressed his opinion that “although
“ there might be authority to try them by Court-martial, they would not be justified in
“doing so."

‘Eyre

considered Brigadier General Nelson “had exercised a wise and just
“discrimination in coming to this determination, if he had satisfied himself in each case
Mr.

“that there was no evidence directly connecting the prisoners with the immediate
“outbreak at St. Thomas-in-the-East.”

THE DURATION of MARTIAL LAw.

We have now narrated the means used for the suppression of the insurrection, and
have commented on the conduct of some of those engaged in the suppression.
The number of persons concerned in the original outbreak, and in the deeds of
violence by which it was accompanied and followed, was undoubtedly large; the
number also of those who availed themselves of a time of disorder to plunder their
neighbours was far larger; but the punishments inflicted seem to us to have been far
greater than the necessity required. Nor can we shut our eyes to the fact that among
the sufferers during the existence of martial law there were many who were neither
directly or indirectly parties to the disturbances which it was the object of those placed
in authority to suppress.
We fear that this to a certain extent must ever be the case when the ordinary laws,

framed for the suppression of wrong-doing and the protection of the well-doer, are for a
time suspended.

The circumstances which are supposed to render necessary their suspension are almost
sure to be such as to excite both fear and passion ; and some injustice, and we fear some
cruelties will be certain at such times to be perpetrated ; but we think that much which

is now lamented might have been avoided if clear and precise instructions had been
given for the regulation of the conduct of those engaged in the suppression, and every
officer had been made to understand that he would be held responsible for the sightest
departure from those instructions. It does not seem reasonable to send officers upon a
very difficult, and perfectly novel, service without any instructions, and to leave every
thing to their judgment.
But as under any circumstances, however carefully instructions may be prepared, and
however implicitly obeyed, the evils of martial law must be very great, we are driven
to consider whether martial law might not have been terminated at an earlier period

than the expiration of the 30 days allowed by the statute.
We know how much easier it is to decide this question after than before the event,

and we are aware, too, that sometimes the success of the measures adopted for the
prevention of an evil deprive the authors of those measures of the evidence they would
otherwise have had of their necessity.
We have endeavoured therefore to place ourselves as far as is possible in the position
of the Governor and his Advisers at the time their determination was arrived at.

It was

not till the 21st of October that the Maroons marched to Torrington, which evidently
Was the stronghold of the insurgents, and which place, from the marks of preparation
found there, it had been intended to defend.

After,
however, firing a few shots, they fled at the approach of the Maroons, and on
following Monday, the 23d, Paul Bogle was apprehended with his few remaining

the

followers, and on the 24th was conveyed as a prisoner to Morant Bay.
From this time it must have been clear to all that the rising in St. Thomas-in-the

East was put down, and that the only thing to be feared was simultaneous risings in
other parts of the Island. The question to be considered in deciding upon the conduct

of the Government is not whether such risings were in fact likely to take place, but
whether the Government, with the information then in their hands, had reasonable
grounds for apprehending that they might take place.
It will be seen that they were receiving almost daily reports from different parts of the

Island which must have led them to the conclusion that considerable danger of such
Hings existed. They could not at the time investigate, as we have, the grounds on

which those reports rested.

-

They were forwarded by the custodes of different parishes, in whom the Government

Wasbound to place a certain amount of confidence, and they would have incurred a serious
responsibility if, with this information before them, they had thrown away the advantage
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of the terror which the very name of martial law is calculated to create in a population
such as that which exists in this Island.

But there was a course which might have been pursued by which that advantage
would have been secured, and yet many of the evils ordinarily attendant upon martial

º
º

law avoided.

On the 30th of October it was formally stated by the Governor that the wicked
rebellion lately existing in certain parts of the County of Surry had been subdued, and
that the chief instigators thereof and actors therein had been visi ed with the punish
ment due to their heinous offences, and that he was certified that the inhabitants of the

districts lately in rebellion were desirous to return to their allegiance,
From this day at any rate there could have been no necessity for that promptitude in
the execution of the law which almost precluded a calm inquiry into each man's guilt or
innocence.

Directions might and ought to have been given that courts-martial should dis
continue their sittings ; and the prisoners in custody should then have been handed
over for trial by the ordinary tribunals.
We cannot conclude our inquiry without expressing our regret at the tone of levity
which is to be found in the letters and language of some of the officers while engaged
in serious and responsible duties.

CONCLUSIONS.

Upon the subjects proposed for our inquiry we have come to the following con
clusions :
I.

That the disturbances in St. Thomas-in-the-East had their immediate origin in a
planned resistance to lawful authority,
II.

That the causes leading to the determination to offer that resistance were manifold:—

(1.) That a principal object of the disturbers of order was the obtaining of land
free from the payment of rent.

(2.) That an additional incentive to the violation of the law arose from the want of
confidence generally felt by the labouring class in the tribunals before which
most of the disputes affecting their interests were carried for adjudication.
(3.) That some, moreover, were animated by feelings of hostility towards political
and personal opponents, while not a few contemplated the attainment of their
ends by the death or expulsion of the white inhabitants of the Island.

-

III.

That though the original design for the overthrow of constituted authority was con
fined to a small portion of the parish of St. Thomas-in-the-East, yet that the disorder in
fact spread with singular rapidity over an extensive tract of country, and that such was

the state of excitement prevailing in other parts of the Island that had more than a
momentary success been obtained by the insurgents, their ultimate overthrow would
have been attended with a still more fearful loss of life and property.
IV.

That praise is due to Governor Eyre for the skill, promptitude, and vigour which he
manifested during the early stages of the insurrection; to the exercise of which qualities
its speedy termination is in a great degree to be attributed.
V.

That the Military and Naval operations appear to us to have been prompt and
judicious.

º:
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WI.

That by the continuance of martial law in its full force to the extreme limit of its

statutory operation the people were deprived for a longer than the necessary period of
the great constitutional privileges by which the security of life and property is provided
for.

-

Lastly.
That the punishments inflicted were excessive.
(1.) That the punishment of death was unnecessarily frequent.
(2.) That the floggings were reckless, and at Bath positively barbarous.
(3.) That the burning of 1,000 houses was wanton and cruel.
All which we humbly submit to Your Majesty's gracious consideration.
(Signed)

H. K. STORKS, Lt. General.
RUSSELL GURNEY.
J. B. MAULE.

CHARLEs S. Roundell, Secretary,

King's House, Spanish Town, 9th April 1866.
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By Flogging.

D–DESTRUCTION of Horses by BURNING.
E-STATE of the Island shortly before the DisturbaNCEs.
F-CASE of GEORGE WILLIAM Gordox.
G-PoliticAL ARREsts in KINGstos.
Imprisonments at Up-Park Camp.
N.B—An asterisk placed against the name of a witness denotes that that witness was rhe-examined upon te
same subject matter.

A.
The ORIGIN and OUTBREAK of the DISTURBANCEs.
T-__

-------

Name of Wititness.

Day of

º:

Residence. Occupation.

Day of
| Exami-

Name of Witness,

Residence. Occupation.

liation.

nation.
~
t

WITNESSEs as to Evexts.-Saturday, October 7th 1865.
l, Francis Bowen -

* Stephen Co.,

1st
5th

-

e

-

3. George
G
Bas

-

n

!

i

--

tººk
-

9th
11th

12th
12th

Proprietor.

-

-

†

sº
poi
ergeant of Polico.

-

-

ifth
50th

Morant Bay.
Constable.

5. James Britt
6. James Williams -

in
East."
in the
the East.
Carpenter
and Vestryman
Policeman.

John Burnett
B
7. John
8. Jane Edwards

-

9. Robert Evan Jones

-

-

Volunteer.

4th

WITNESSEs as to Events.-Tuesday, October 10th.

l

i Gºrge Fuller Osborne

.

William I... ".
* Charles Jacobs
* William Fuller .
Alexander Bothwell

-

-

.

4th

Policeman.

7

Policeman.

7th

* Francis B
.* Bowen illiam Payne Geor e
ºn Alfred Rj.
'*'InoStºdia. Gerra d
*|
-

Policeman.

* º
-

6. Francis Gordon 7. William ()nslow-

-

10th
10th

8. James Foster

-

9. Richard West

-

-

10th |
26th
Rural Constable.

Constable.

-

;

-

Magistrate and Planter.
Clerk of Peace, St. Thomas

Labourer.

Labourer.
Constable.

l

WITNESSEs as to Events.--Wednesday, October 11th.
ºn!

-

Magistrate and Planter.
Magistrate.

5. Joseph Waterhouse Rutty |

2nd

2nd

5. Edw. Norman Harrison - |

3rd | Yolunteer.

Volunteer.

2nd

Custos of St. David's.

7. John Orgill McKenzie - ||

3rd | Sergeant of Police.

2nd

Surgeon.

s. Dr. Edward Wm. Major

4th

Medical man.
*

INDEx OF witness ES CLASSED UNDER THE

IV

Day of
i.

Name of Witness.

9. Emma Major

-

-

Dorothy jºinson
11. Henry Good
-

10.

-

- ||
12.
George
Fuller
Osborne
13. Stephen Cooke -

.

|. E. Sº,

-

Policemau.

Policeman.
Clerk of Peace, St. Thomas

41.
42.

43.

Rºº. St. Thomas in the
:

St

: 44.
45.

º
12th

GeorgeWilliamsAdam Hague
James
c

--

46. Mary Ann Thomas

i 48. James Moor Ross
|49. Sarah Knowles wº

-

5th

Sub-collector of Customs.
Book-keeper, Blue Mountain Estate.

c

ſh

-

Storekeeper.
Morant

54. Jane Edwards

º

23. Willim Lake -

-

7th

Policeman. . . .

24. Rºbert ºvan Jones

-

7th

Boatswain of Prison.

8th
9th

Schoolmaster.
Volunteer.

56. John Lewis
57.
58.

25. Matthew Joseph

-

25. Wallis Wood McGowen
26. William Alvarenga
28. Letitia .\rma

-

10th

Druggist.

10th

Lundy's Servant.

10th
10th

Boatswain of Prison.

-

-

-

-

29. William Cuthbert

-

30. Sligo Campbell 31. Chas. Munro Robertson -

59.

60.

14t

Morant Bay.

16th

Druggist, Vestryman.

-

16th

Alexander Breon
Henry Mais G. "
Chas. Harrison Williams
Caroline Buckey
-

19th
23rd

Baker.
olunteer.
Rºad Contractor.

24th

Shoemaker.

25th
25th

Morant Bay.
Morant Bay.

º
º

Volunteer, Bath.
Volunteer, Bath.
Volunteer, Bath.

-

-

61. Margaret E. Marsden
i 62. Henry James Cowie

-

| 63. George Ganey -

-

10th

Turnkey.
Tailor.

10th

Volunteer.

1 lith

64. David Alex. Graham

34. Mary Ann Cooke

-

Ilth

35. James Minott -

-

11th

36. Joseph Hardy Williams-

11th

Accountant.

37. John McPherson

11th

Policeman.

ſ

-

olunteer.

-

sullivan

|

Policeman.
Wife of Clerk of the Peace.
Tailor.

homestic Servant.

Tailor, Volunteer.
}: Nº.
14t
|
Sºp

-

-

Debts.

-

55. Charles

i 65.
66.
i 67.
5s.
69.

32. William Mitchell
33. James Asher
-

-

-

-

|

Deputy Collector of
V olunteer,

13th
13th
14th

-

,

52. William
Walker53.
Eliza Gregory

º

| Baker, Morant Bay.

13th

-

-

~*

12th

i

Manager
of Cotton Estate,
and Volunteer.

B

-

–

º:

;

ort Morant.

59. Moses Nathaniel Wolfe
51. Joseph *

6th

§.".

orant Bay.
i. Mº
Bay.
12t
12th
i.".

-

Servant to Georges.

-

-

§ *. unteer.

--

| 47, Edward House -

18. Brookes Cooke -

"arminor

-

-

Nº. Minister.--

5th
5th

20. Arthur Warmington

-

George
Ashley
Ursula Fitzgerald
Cecilia Gordon i.

Storekeeper.

-

-

!º

th
.

17. Robert Gibson 19. Robert Hugh Gray

º

39. James
40. James Britt

5th

-

Baker.

-

38. James Bonner Barnett

Servant, Rhine.

in the East.
--

11th

-

Rhine Estate.

4th
4th
4th
5th

Beard

id
O
ti
Residence, Occupation.

.

Name of Witness.

4th

. Step

14. Rev. Stephen Cooke

Pay of

--

Residence. Occupation.

James Taylor David Valentine
Priscilla IDennis Richard Lake John Spence -

-

-

|

26th

V

25th

Stony Gut.
Middleton.

-

25th
zºn

-

27th

Thornton.

-

40th

Morant Bay.

-

-

Bath, Washerwoman.

WITNEsses as to EvºNTs.-Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, October 12th, 13th, and 14th.
1. Dr. Alf. Sothely Crowdy

2nd

Golden Grove and Amity

44. William Pitt Rirkland 45. Robert Marshall Whittle

Hall.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Beresford Fitzherbert Thomas Witter Jackson Maria Hitchins Samuel Shortridge
Eleanor Shortridge
Theodosia Herschell
-

15th

| Collector of Customs.

16th

Schoolmaster, Bath.

17th

Coley.

-

17th
20th

Amity Hall.
Book-keeper, Holland

-

22nd

Blue Mountain Valley.

-

23rd

Manchioneal, Volunteer.

51. Rev. William C. Harty -

Prospect Pen.

-

24th
25th
25th

-

25th

Manchioneal, Shopman.
Manchioneal.
Manchioneal.
Manchioneal.

-

25th
25th
25th
25th
26th
26th
26th
27th
27th
27th
27th

-

27th

Tailor, Bath.

67. Francis J. McDermott -

27th

Overseer, Plantain Garden

-

2Sth
28th

Estate.
Parracks.
St. Andrews.

-

28th

46. George Jas. Armstrong ! 47. Henry Francis Hire
-

2nd

Blue Mountain Estate

2nd

Amity Hall.

3rd
3rd
5th

Bath.
Plantain Garden.
Plantain Garden.
Potosi.
Plantain Garden.

-

5th
5th
5th

10. William Codnor Miller -

6th

Hordley.
Serge Island.

ll.
12.
13.
14.
15.

6th

Master Builder, Bath.

54. Lewis Orr

6th
7th

Manchioneal.
Book-keeper, Coley Estate.
Book-keeper, Coley Estate.

55. *Fredk. John Fleming -

Monklands.
Monklands.

Servant, loselle.
Manchioneal, l’lanter.

60. John Downey

-

-

-

8. Ann Jones

-

-

9. James Harrison Edwin Gentle John Hinchelwood
Peter McDºwall
Alexander Francis
James l’aterson -

| 6. Annie Paterson -

-

-

-

-

7th

-

Sth
8th
8th
8th
8th

-

17. William Smith | S. James Field
10. Robert Wm. Kirkland
-

-

-

-

Deputy Collector of Dues,
Bath.

20. Evelina Williams
21. James Cresser -

-

--

57. George Tundreth

-

58. Thomas Burke 59. John White

-

-

-

-

-

61. John Mais
62. Ann Beckford

-

-

-

-

63. Nancy Moore

-

-

65. Phillip Finlay 66. Henry Silvera -

10th

Baker, Golden Grove.

-

10th
1 lth

Mulatto River.
Mason, Ross Isle.

68. Sarah McKindo 69. Mirs. Louisa Brooks

-

11th

Fonthill, Labourer.
Blue Mountain Valley.

70. Peggy White

-

30. Thomas Macrea31. James Alexander Wilson

-

-

56. Alfred Eadie

-

Storekeeper, Chigoe Foot

-

33. James Gordon

53. Richard Husley -

Blue Mountain Estate.

-

-

-

10th

27. John McLeon Gray

32. Robert 1)acres

-

-

2S. Theodore Testard
29. Francis Macrea -

: 52. Isaac Panton

-

-

26. William Anderson

50. William McPherson

64. John Hamilton -

-

24. Charles Nelson 25. Richard O'Gilvie

Estate.

; 49. James Munroe -

Servant, Monklands.

Market.

23. Christian Henry

|

9th
10th

-

22. Matthew Cresser

| 4s. Robert James Stuart

-

11th
11th
11th
| lith

11th

11th

White Horses.
Bath lºistrict.
Bath IDistrict.

-

-

7 l. *l ºiana Blackwood
72. James Panton -

73.
74.
Planter, Golden Grove.
75.
Schoolmaster, New Monk- || 76.
lands.
77.

-

-

Port Morant.

-

12th

Police. Manchioneal.

-

12th
12th

Bowden, Proprietor.
Book-keeper, Golden Grove.

37. Wm. Coleridge Porter -

12th

Port Morant.

38 Thomas Henry Bunting39. Francis McKay -

13th

Storekeeper, Manchioneal.

S2. *I)iana Blackwood
83. James Wilson -

-

13th

Accountant.

84. Richard lèamsey

40. Horatio Nelson Reid

-

13th

Clerk to Storekeeper.

41. Obediah Stewart

-

14th

Shºpkeeper, York.

S5. Jane Messam
83. Alexander Chisholm

42. Douglas Johnson

-

14th

Monklands.

87. Dr. Major

43. John March

-

15th

Bath.

-

-

-

-

-

12th

35. James Duffus
36. Thomas Earle

-

Christopher Codrington George Francis *Frederick Jno. Fleming
Alfred Dohell George Minott -

-

34. Edward Kelley -

-

78. Anna Susanna Carter 79. William Charles Groves-

80. Joseph Muir
| 81. Joseph Wood -

-

-

-

-

Hall Head.
Hall Head.

Blacksmith, Manchioneal.
Nutts liver.

Island Head, Overseer.
Golden Grove.

Clifton Hill, Leith Hall.
Do.

Bath, Carpenter.
Bath.

29th

Airy Castle.
Hordley Estate.
Long Bay.
Proprietor.

29th

Servant, Elmwood.

29th
29th
29th

Reach, Manchioneal.
Engineer.
Tailor, Kensington.

30th
35th

Bath.

28th
29th

38th
40th

1)alvey.
Morant Bay.
Hordley.

40th

Hordley.

-

45th
45th

Golden Grove.
Constable.

-

46th

Serge Island.

- ||

50th
51st

Golden Grove.
Medical man.

-

-

-

a

HEADS OF SUBJECTS CONTAINED IN THE REPORT.

B.
WITNESSEs as to the SUPPEESSION.
_-T-----

Day of

Day of
Exami
nation.

Name of Witness.
-

Residence.

Exami

Name of Witness.

Occupation.

Residence. Occupation.

-

nation.

WITNEsses as to the SUPPREssion.—Measures adopted by the Government.
l, “Elward John Eyre 2. Peter Alexander Espeut

|

Ith
. th

Governor.

Member of Assembly.
Attorney-General.
Postmaster, Kingston.
Deputy Clerk of the Peace,
Kingston.

11. Hon. Edward Jordon
12. Sir Bryan Edwards
13. Hon. H. Westmorland

3 Hon. Alexander Heslop

18th

4. Alexander Jas. Brymer5. James Days -

23rd
23rd

5. Major-Gen. S O'Connor

33rd

Commander of the Forces,
16. *Edward John Eyre

-

35th

lvingston.
Aide-de-Camp to Governor
Eyre.

8. Major J. H. Prenderville

39th
39th
39th

Provost Marshal.

19. Joseph S. Williams
20. Captain O'Connor

7. Colonel Hunt

9. Major Anton

-

-

-

10, Jonathan Thomas

-

WITNESSEs as to the
1. Captain H. F. Luke
2. James Harrison 3. Daniel Marsh leck

4. John Elisha Grant
5. Edwin Gentle -

Up-Park Camp.
Orderly, King's House,

3rd
5th

-

5th

-

5th
6th

Stillerman, Albion.

7th

Custos of St. Thomas ye

1st West India Regiment.
Hordley.
Storekeeper.
Master builder.
East.

7. Robert William Kirkland
8, William Cuthbert
-

3th
10th

Deputy Collector of Dues.

9. Sligo Campbell -

10th
11th
llth

Turnkey.

- |
-

10, John McPherson
ll, John Williams -

!. John McLeon Gray - | 11th
* "Geºrge Adam Hague - | 12th

* William Coleridge Porter | 12th
º Rºmeo William Drysdale 13th
* Algernon De Horsey - || 13th
| William Cathcart Gabay
13th
* Hºratio Nelson Reed - 15th
* \athaniel Lake -0 lºbert Jacobs -l. John March * William George Astwood

14th
14th
15th

Prison boatswain.

Port Morant.
Pera.

Sergeant of Police.
Captain, Royal Navy.
Morant Bay.
Clerk to Storekeeper.
ltural Constable.

Volunteer, 13ath.
Bath.

* William Pitt Kirkland .

15th

Collector of Customs.

: Aºtus W. H. Lake -

iº,

º Sigismund Depass
: Kºer Marshall Whittle ||
. Lydia Bruce -

16th
16th
17th

º Geºrge Fortunatus Judah

irth

Jºseph Gordon Smith

22nd

-

#. John Woodrowe

-

* Jºhn Hamilton.
º* Jºhn
Wilson Osborn
Francis S. McDermott -

-

3.

Reporter to press.

-

-

-

. Charles McClacklin

i

. Henry Saunders

-

. John H. Watson
. . Mortimer Brandon
. Dr Gerrard
62. George Levy
-

666(

-

. George Young
.
.
.
.

28th

j
32nd

32nd

-

-

-

-

-

*I)r. Mory:Andrew II. I.ewis
Lieut. N. E. R. Niven
Alexander Stewart
-

-

-

-

. George Mac "arlane

Bath.

. Thomas Oakley Burton -

Engineer, Bath.

32nd

* Lieut. Pº

. Alfred Penny . John Plumpton -

gº

iºns
º
** Godfrey God.”
y Good

-

James Austin Fowles
* Lieut.-Colonel Nelson -

Schoolmaster, Bath.

-

-

-

-

. Gordon Dub, rry Ramsay
. * Lieut.-Colonel Nelson -

Bath, carpenter.

. Joseph Briscoe –

Rural Constable, Thornton.
Overseer, Plantain Garden

. Maria Brown

-

-

-

. Adelaide Finlayson
. *George Adam ilague -

than - || 32nd

.

Member of Executive Com
mittee.
Governor.

Member of Assembl

.

Advocate General.

Aide-de-Camp.

33rd
33rd
33rd

“Onyx.”
“ Wolverine.”

| Commanding at Morant

34th
34th
34th
34th
34th
35th

“Cordelia.”
IDitto.

37th
37th
37th
38th
38th
38th
38th
38th
38th
39th
40th
40th
40th
42nd
42nd
42nd
42nd
42nd
42nd
43rd
48th

Seaman, “Wolverine.”

49th
49th
49th
50th

6th Regiment.

1st West India Regiment.
Leith Hall.

Commanding at Morant
Bay.
Ditto.

Ditto.

Servant,
Volunteer.
1)itto.
Ditto.

Morant Bay.
Editor of Standard.

Reporter to press.
Assistant Surgeon.
Magistrate, St. Catherine.

1st West India Regiment.
Inspector of l'olice.
Justice of Peace.

Stipendiary Magistrate.
Maroon.
!).itto.
l)itto.
I)itto.
Provost Marshal.

Commanding at Morant
13ay.
Corporal of Maroons.
Hayfield, Maroon.
1)itto.

Cºllector of Customs, Port
Morant.

“Onyx.”

80. * Ensign Cullen -

“Wolverine. "
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.

81. John Mendes

83. William Hunter84. Lewis Connor
-

“Wolverine,” Paymaster.

85. Allen Henry Maddox
86. George Leslie -

“Aurora.”

87. *1)r. Morris

Surgeon.
Marine Artillery.

88. “Ensign Cullen -

-

-

-

82. Fielding Wolstenholme -

-

-

-

-

-

*0'Connor, R.N.

Member of Executive Com

Proprietor, Attorney.

4. Thº.
-

-

2:li.

A.C. Brand R.N. 32nd
i . *"Errington, R.N. 32nd

... .ºOsly, R.N.
i.• Lleu.
ºrge l'hilip
Pollard, H.
is N.T.
Wor-

Lieutenant Adcock

Captain W. J. Ross

William Payne Georges
. Colonel Fyfe
-

-

lºſiº

Chief Justice,

Bay.

3. George Barnard -

38.*Lie

Stipendiary Magistrate.

-

Overseer, ižowden.

Estate.

5. S

-

Com. D. A. De Wahl, R.N.
Lieut. C. FitzGerald, R.N.

49.
* 50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

2. l'obert Rennock

gºli,
27th

42nd
43rd
47th
48th
48th
48th
49th

-

! 47." Lieut. A.J.Errington, R.N.
! 48. * Lieut.-Col. A. Nelson -

Reporter to press.

-

-

: 46.” Lieut. II.C. A. Brand, R.N.

Volunteer.
Road contractor.
Volunteer.

*ºl. Henry
Hº Ford
Mis ."
. . Zºn
.
-

-

17.
-**
18. Samuel ('. Burke

Blue Mountain Valley.

Captain of Volunteers.

33,

Governor's Secretary.
mittee.

14. Colonel Fyfe
15. Hon. William IIosack

Policeman.
Constable.

15th

-

-

39th
40th
41st

SUPPREssion.—In Morant Bay and the Plantain Garden River district.

-

5. Peter Alexander Espeut

-

50th
50th
à I st
51st
5 lºst
51st
51st
51st
5 1st

1st West India Regiment.
Maroon.

Sergt.-Major, 1st W. I. Reg.
Corporal, 1st W. I. Regt.
!)o.

do.
do.
do.

Private
Do.

| Assistant Surgeon.
1st West India Regiment.

WITNEsses as to the SUPPREssion. —In the Blue Mountain Valley district.
!. Jºhn D.
2.

jºin
"an Careyol.
-

-

8th
8th

Matthew J

Peace.

tºº.
. ;
ºº
'*Xander
6.

Wiś."

º
• Ric

Justice of the Peace.
Coroner and Justice of

-

til

-

11th

- iii.
- || 11th

-

Schoolmaster.

General and Magistrate.
Fonthill, Labourer.
I litto.

Sergeant, 6th Regiment.

-

Contractor.

º: , ;
*

Labourer, Fonthill.

36th

Colonel of 6th Regiment.

11 .

Sergeant-Major H. Neale

| 12
2. Captain Spencer Field 13. Lieut. Charles Roworth ! 4. Lieut. Robert Graeme
I 5.
l 6.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Ensign H. Massey Taylor
Sergeant Simms
Colonel Fyfe
IDublin Lee
Ann Beckett

-

-

-

-

-

-

Moses Williams John Miller
-

-

-

36th
37th
37th
37th
37tn
37th
42nd
43rd
43rd
43rd
43rd

6th Regiment.
Ditto.
IDitto.
! itto.
IDitto.
I),tto.

Stipendiary Magistrate.
Constable.
Ross Isle.

New Monklands.
Constable.
n 2
- a--

-

---

-

--

vi

INDEX

OF WITNESSES CLASSED UNDER THE

WITNESSEs as to the SUPPRESSION.—At Port Antonio and Manchioneal.

Day of

Day of
Name of Witness.

Iºxami-

Residence. Occupation.

Exami-

Name of Witness.

nation.

l.

Arthur Warmington

-

Sth
13th

Manchioneal, Planter.

10. Frederick John Fleming
ll. George Ffrench 12. Edward Skyers -

Volunteer.

13.

13th

Magistrate, Volunteer.

6th

Manchioneal, cotton estate,
Volunteer.

2. James Field

-

-

3. Thomas Henry Bunting
4. Henry Seymour Kennedy |

-

Ensign Cullen
14. Captain L. B. Hole

-

-

29th

Magistrate, St. George's. '
1st West India ſtegiment.

6th Regiment.

-

34th

-

25th

Manchioneal.

15. Ensign James Lewis

-

29th
29th
29th
29th

Proprietor.
Long Bay. Shopkeeper.
Planter, Long Bay.
Elmwood.

16. Dr. Morris
17. Andrew Lewis -

-

38th
39th

-

40th

18. "Captain L. B. Hole

-

50th

19. Paul Ramsay

- || 50th

-

-

-

Magistrate, Manchioneal.
Clerk of Vestry, Portland.

30th
30th
34th

6. Christopher Codrington 7. David Meine
8. James Wm. Codrington
9. John Thomas Wigham -

5. Alfred Eadie

Residence. Occupation.

nation.

Ditto.

Assistant Surgeon.
Magistrate, St. Catherine.

6th Regiment.
Inspector of Police.

C.
WITNEsses as to PUNIsIIMENTs inflicted during the SUPPRESSION.—In Morant Bay and Plantain Garden River district.
As to DEATHs.
1.
2.
3.
4.

John El’sha Grant
William lºuller Robert Evan Jones
Ann Mitchell -

5. Penny Aikin

-

-

8th

White Horses.

47.

6. George Basset Clarke

-

7. James Gordon -

- |
-

8. Joseph Hall

-

9th
12th
14th

15. Thomas Miller 16. *David Valentine

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Grace Tobin
Francis Wilson
Sarah Cousins
Charles King
Henry Grant

-

-

28th

-

-

28th
28th

Sunning Hill.
Constable, Bath.

52. Cecília Stewart 53. James Turner -

-

29th
29th

Golden Grove.

54. *Sarah Ann Robinson
55. Joanna Williams

-

30th

Morant Bay.

-

30th

56. Betsy Lucas

-

-

37th

57. William Ennis -

-

-

17th

Thornton.

-

19th
19th
19th

-

19th

-

-

17. Emily Lindsay 18. Alexander Bothwell

48. David McBean .

49. Mary Ann Darton
50. Mary 1jonaldson

Morant Bay.

Middleton, Stony Gut.
Ditto.
Ditto.
I)itto.
Ditto.
Ditto.

Thomas

I) uncan

51. Edmund Hall

58. Thomas Duncan

59. Ann Cargill
60. George Williams
51. George Richardson
-

-

21st
21st

Stony Gut.
York Village.

-

23rd

Golden Grove.

-

-

23rd

Labourer.

64. Lucretia Mullens

-

23rd

Settler.

-

-

24th

25. Elizabeth Gordon

-

24th

Golden Grove.
Ditto.

65. Lianta Logan 66. Elizabeth Logan

- ||

24. Mariä Blake
26.
27.
2s.
29.

Penelope Major Sophia Patcs Betsy Torrent Frederic Bryan -

-

-

62. William Johnson

63. Mary Michell

.

-

-

-

45th
45th
45th
45th
45th
45th
45th
45th
45th
45th
45th
46th

Spring Garden.

67. James Afflick 68. *John Anderson

White Horses.
I)itto.

69. Rev. Henry Harris
70. Sarah Tyne

- ||
- ||
-

Friendship Penn.

7 l. Itichard Cornwall

-

York.

72. Rosey Young

-

White Horses,

73. "George Grant Manning

46th
46th
46th

30. Amelia Good
31. James Loague -

- ||

32. Mary Ann Williams

-

26th

Airey Castle.

74. *Thomas Davis . .

-

33. Jane Brown

-

26th

Ilarbour i lead.

-

25th

75. Ann Ogilvie
76. Stephen Smith -

- ||

77. Ann Davis

-

-

34. Harriet Graham

- ||
-

-

26th

Rhine.
I3atchelor Hall.

36. Edward Burke –
37. *Thomas Davis -

-

26th

Charleston.

-

26th

Stony Gut.

38. *David Valentine

-

26th

Middleton.

-

27th

Thornton.

-

27th
27th

Port Morant.
Harbour Head.

42. Joseph Wilson Osborne -

27th

Rural Constable.

35. Adam Smith

-

39. Hannah Aspitt 40. William Tennant
41. Rosa Johnson -

-

2Sth
28th

44th
44th
44th
44th

25th
25th
25th
25th
25th
25th

-

27th

Leith Hall.
Thornton.
| Ditto.

Carpenter, Spring.

-

12. *Sarah Ann Robinson - || 1sth
13. Edward Gillespie
19th
14. Emily Davis - || 19th

-

-

-

27th
27th
27th

Port Morant.

15th
17th

46. Richard Lake

-

Ditto.
Port Morant.
Belle Mount.
Thornton.

Fonthill, Cooper.
Leith Hall.
Rocky Point.

-

9. John Collins
10. Charles Walker
11. James Stewart -

*—

44, James Richards
45. Thomas Sinclair

-

Stillerman.
Policeman.
Ditto.
Harbour Head.

-

-

43. Margaret Dyles -

5th
7th
7th
8th

-

-

-

-

-

78.
79.
80.
81.

-

Jºlizabeth Millett
Abraham Donaldson
*John Anderson
Richard Francis

82. Cyphus Wills

-

-

-

-

itural Constable.
Ditto.
Pera.
Ditto.

Duckenfield.
IDitto.

Scott's Run.
Preacher

Baptist
Duckenfield.
I’era.
Stanton.

Hºuckenfield, Postmaster.
Stony Gut.
!).itto.

51st

Keeper of Lighthouse.

Holland estate.

51st
5 1st

83, *George Grant Manning
84. John F. Duany -

Airey Castle.

51st

-

Ditto.

Duckinfield.
Leith Hall.
Harbour Head.
Leith Hall.

Middleton.
JDuckenfield.
Leith II all.
Winchester.
Preacher.
Labourer.
Constable.
Postmaster.

46th
46th
46th

-

-

York.

51st
51st

WITNESSEs as to FLOGGINGs.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

-

Robert IXirkland
Edwin Gentle Richard Clarke Peter Bruce
William Chisholme
Arthur Beckwith
William Onslow
Chas. Munro Robertson
-

-

-

-

-

6th
6th

Stock-keeper.

24. Lydia Frances

-

-

23rd

Master Builder.

-

24th

Holland estate.

6th

Baker.

25. Richard l&odon 26. Thomas Beckford

-

26th

Butcher, Bath.

Bandmaster, Bath.

27. Charles Benjamin
28.
29.
30.
31.

-

26th
26th
26th
26th

Clifton Hall.

Shopkeeper.

-

26th

-

26th
26th
27th
27th

-

27th

Glosset Land.
Arcadia.

6th
6th
9th
10th

Minister.
Labourer.

10th

Tailor.

19. James Bonner Barnet -

11th

Baker.

10.

11th
12th

Labourer.
Port Morant.
Ditto.

Susannah Bennett

-

Phoebe Ennis
Richard Scott
Adam Smith
Annie Williams -

32. James Taylor 33. George Wignall

-

11. James Gºrdon 12. George Adam Hague
13. William Kelly Smith
14. Alexander Paul -

- ||

-

13th

Golden Grove.

35. Henry Silvera 36. Arthur McQueen
37. Jane Benjamin -

-

27th

i5. Joseph Hall
16. Mary Williams iT. James Bryan -

-

14th

Fonthill, Cooper.

38. Charles Gresham Slater -

7th

-

15th

Bath.

- | 18th

Kingston, Cigar maker.

27th

18.

21st
21st
23rd

Carpenter.
Stony Gut.

39. Robert M. Wintle
40. * William Clarke Murra

23rd

Soldier, 3rd W. I. Regiment. || 43. Henry Clarke

Robert Saunders

- | 12th
12th

0. Charles King

-

-

1. John Green

-

-

39. Polly Lºvingston
22. Henry Grant *3. Robert Johnson .

- || 23rd
23rd

Kingston.

Labourer, Holland.

| Settler, Spring.
Labourer, Holland Estate,

34. Thomas Junor

-

Airy Castle.
Do.

Batchelor Hali.

Ginger Hall.
Stony Gut.
Bath.

Tailor, Bath.

Book clerk, Plantain Gar
den estate.
Bath.

Wesleyan Minister.
Harbour Head,

-

-

-

-

27th

Airy Castle.

44. George Walker -

-

27th

45. Cecilia Livingstone

-

27th

Wheelersfield.
Thornton.

-

42. Jacob Moscs

|i

Port Morant.

27th
27th
27th

41. Mary Williams -

***

Wheelersfield Estate.

|
| x__

!

*

HEADs

OF S

99NTAINED IN THE

UBJECTS

REPORT
vii

§§

Name of Withess,

Residence. Occupation.

nation,

46. Lucy Richards 47, Sarah Innis

-

Hall.
. kº
ort Morant.

-

48. William C. Murray

i.

-

4.
Nºly Cameron . .
50, Filmund Hall -

.- . 28th
.s.

$!. Richard Harris -

-

28th

Residence. Occupation.

59. Betsy I
29. Betsy Lucas

-

-

-

3, th

...

ºnal

-

45th

Pera.

60.

55. º
Hall harlotte Carr
65. Fanny Taylor -

-

45th

Winchester.

-

46th

Airy Castle.

-

46th

Leith Hall.

B

67. Richard McCormick

-

46th

Leith Haji.

Isay,

68. John Murray
69. Francis Green 70. William Burke -

- ||

46th

Ileith Hall

-

46th

Mountain valley.

46th

Ginger Hall.

-

-

28th

Mount Morant.
Mount Stewart

54, Frederick Scott 55, Edward Johnson

-

28th

I}ath.

-

29th

ºn

55, Richard Brown $7, James Turner 58, John Douse
-

-

29th
29th

Nº.
olden Grove.

-

29th

Golden Grove.

Jack

Mactavish -

Wesleyan Minister
Harbour Head. "
Constable, Bath.
Thornton, Planter.

5. Edward Taylor& Mary Ann Taylor

28th

Iław of
*

Name of witnes
l!?!ess.

T--—

T--

ºl. Richard Cornwall
...
."º", .
64. #. ilian

. . ; fººley
Court.
Duckenfield.

-

-

-

ºx.

-

45th

|

WitNESSEs as to PUNISHMENTs inflicted during the Suppression.—In the Blue Mountain Valley.
As to DEATHs.

1. Anthony Bicknell
2. William Cristy, jun.

Sth
8th
8th
14th
15th

-

-

3. Lewis Elwd. Davidson 4. John McLaren 5. Alfred Brown 6, Cecilia Victoria Stewart

-

-

10, Susannah McGregor
ll. Moses Williams 12. Rebecca Telford
13, Sarah Thomas -

-

-

19. Mary Ann Kidd

Fonthill.
Fonthill.
Fonthill.

24. Henrietta Bailey
25. Richard Tailor 26. John Miles

28th

Garbrand Hall.
New Monklands.
Mount Lebanus.

43rd

Widow, Mount Lebanus.

28. Thomas Bennett

43rd

Mount Lebanus.

28th

43rd
43rd
43rd
43rd
43rd
43rd
43rd
46th
46th
46th
46th
46th
46th

17. Charlotte Ross i8. Thomas Nicholas

Coley.

-

-

-

7. Francis Lyne

-

-

14. Charles Hymes Francis -

8th

l, William Christy, jum.
2. Robert Dacres -

-

16. Cloe Munroe

Somerset.

16th
16th
18th
25th

8. James Johnson Graham
9, Catherine Donnett

15. Edward Reid

20. John Ross
21. Maria Robinson 23. Catherine Johnson

15th

7, Grace Cherrington

Carpenter, Mount Lebanus.
Fonthill, Landowner,
Shopkeeper, Barracks.
Labourer, Fonthill.

-

|

WITNESSEs as to FLOGGINGs.
Fonthill, Occupier.
3. Moses Williams

|

-

-

28th

Barracks.
Fonthill.
Barracks.
Fonthill.

Arntuły.
Somerset.
Mount Lebanus.

Garbrand Hall.
Nutts River.
Nutts liver.
York.
York.

Nutts River.

New Monklands.

|

26th

inflicted during the SUPPREssíos.—In Port Antonio and Manchioneal.
WITNESSEs as to PUNISHMENTS
As to DEATHS.

Long Bay.

15. Robert Davies
16. John Hamilton -

Hoiſand Estate.

17. Isaac Sterling

Manchioneal.

Long Bay.

18, Robert I)eacon 19. Isabella Francis -

fºſſar.

20. Ann Miller

Manchioneal, Shopman.

21. Nathaniel I)ick 22. Thomas Rankin -

Labourer.

4. Eliza Berry
5. Mary Berry
6. Alexander Gray

10th
10th
15th
16th
16th
20th

7. Lewis Ort

25th

1. George Bryan 2. Mary Bryan
3. Ann Weddorman

-

25th
25th
25th
26th

8. Fred. John Flemming
9. Thomas Cousins
10. Thomas Burke ll. Rev. Alexander Foote
12. William Hunter
13. Nathaniel Williams
14, William Johnson

27th
29th
29th

-

Manchioneal.
Manchioneal.

-

-

-

-

-

-

|| 23. Robert Clarke -

Blacksmith, Manchioneal.
Manchioneal.
JDo.

Long Bay, Sexton.
Grange Hill.

29th

Manchioneal.

29th
29th
20th
29th
29th
29th
29th
29th
29th
29th
29th
29th

Grange Hill.

29th

Long Bay, sexton.

29th
29th
29th
29th
29th
29th
29th

Grange Hill,
Manchioneal.

-

24. Thomas McRay 25, Henry Burke -

-

26. James Panton 27. Elisha Edwards -

-

-

-

Manchioneal.
Muirton Fort.

Manchioneal Bay.
Sand Shore, Port Antonio.

Long 13ay.
Fair Prospect.
Barracks.
Constable.
Barracks.

Long Bay.
Manchioneal.

As to FLOGGINGs.
l, Samuel Thompson
: Isaac Pasley -

3. Alexander Jones
4. Elizabeth Collins

# Alexander Gray
5. Henry Panton

!. Richard Kelly
8. William Davies
9. Thomas Burke

! Edward Clarke
ll. Charlotte Scott

.

-

12th
12th
12th
17th
20th
26th
26th
26th
26th
26th
26th

Labourer, Grange Hill.
Labourer, Manchioneal.
Labourer, Dillon.

12, Nathaniel Williams
13. William Johnson
14. Richard Brown -

Long Bay.

15. Isaac Sterling

-

-

Portland, Pedlar.
Mulatto River.

16. Julius Bignall -

-

Manchioneal.

18. Margery Winter

-

-

-

17. Nathaniel Dick -

Weybridge Estate.

19. John Ricketts

Spanish Town,
Manchioneal.
Long
Bay.

20. Ann Galway

reorge French

21. G

-

-

-

-

29th
30th

-

\ººl,
\lanchioneal
Long
Bay. Bay.
y

H appy

Grove.

Darlingford.
Manchioneal.
Clerk of Vestry, Portland

D.
WITNEsses as to DESTRUCTION of PROPERTY
!. JaneF Wilso
** 1150n

By BURNINGs.
-

; º: Nelson ºorge MacM
: Mirºw."y
Sºphia Davis
ºander Brow

Henry Min."

10th
10th
15th
15th
15th
15th
15th

Long Bay.
Mulatto
River.
Manchioneal.

#ºstate,Manchioneal.
Fonthill.
Fonthill.

Manchioneal.

*
Victoria Stewart
9. Secilia
Grace Charr;
arringto
10. Selina
on

Bj
$1. Ann Mack
12. Catherine wº.
!. †.
Stewart Davis
Ohn C
-

-

- -

• Hamilton

-

-

I
-

15th
16th
17th
17th
23rd
23rd
23rd

Fonthill.

Fonthill.
Portland.
Long Bay.
olden Grove.
Roselle,
Clerk,

*—
a 3

;

INDEX OF WITNESSES CLASSED UNDER THE

W111

t

--

-

—

-

—

|

—

--

Day of

*.

Name of Witness.

Residence. Occupation.

º:

Name of Witness.

|
15. Lewis Orr
16. Abraham Francis

- |

-

-

TelfordI7. Stephen
Williams
18.
Mary Ann
19. Jane Brown

-

20. Charles Benjamin

-

25m

-

26th
26th

-

: º Johnson

26th

;

-

2. Ann Millner
Charles Kirkland23.

25th
25th

Shopman.

52. Rochester Cousin
53. William Cousens

Garbrand Hall.

William
54. John
Anthony
TitusHamilton55.
-

Harbour Head.

56. Robert Davis

Leith Hall.

57. Charles Williams
58. Selina McLeon -

-

3. º

-

-

61. Polly Brown

-

!. Head.
Manchioneal Bav.
Do.
y

-

26t
25th

24. Sophia Graham -

-

26th

º
i.. i.
Phoebe Ennis

-

Airy Castle.

62. Henrietta Blake -

Do.

Clifton Hill.
Grossett.

#. "º", ºr.

-

-

i.
26t

-

-

26th
26th

-

27. James Minott

28. William Jeffery -

.

lºo.

Mia

-

-

-

º ºgº-

-

26th
26th

Manchioneal.

67. George Bryan

26th

Stony Grit.

68.

-

Middleton.
Mount Lebanus.

69. Thomas W. Worgs
70. Ann Rock
g

-

26th
26th
27th
27th
27th
27th

39. Sarah Donaldson

-

27th
27th

40. Itichard Lake 41. Crawford Brown

-

27th

42. Rebecca Telford
43. Sarah McKindo -

-

36. Felicia Williams
37. James Richards 38, Thomas Sinclair

-

51.

----

72. Isabella
73. Julius Bignall

-

:-

-

º
Nº.

-

29th
29th

-

-

29th
29th
29th
29th
29th
29th
29th
29th

appy Grove.
ſanchioneal.
Manchioneal.
Barracks.
Manchioneal Bay.
M

Thornton.

74.

Thornton.

75. William Cousins
76. Thomas Rankin-

77. Betsy Buckley -

-

20th

Fair Prospect.

78.

-

29th

Fair Prospect.

º
-

29th
29th
29th
29th
29th

Hºrove.
Barracks.
Parlingford.
Manchioneal.
Manchioneal.

Port Morant.

-

-

-

Grossett, Bath.

8 I. Ann Galwa

28th

Airy Castle.

82. Eliza

28th
28th

Manchioneal.

83

Clifton Hill.

Mount Lebanus.

Marºer

-

28th

}ºmousand.

-

IDo,

-

Fºl.
*...*.

Barracks.

s:

29th
29th

Manchioneal.
Manchioneal.

-

29th

-

29th

Long Bay.
Grange Hill.

--

illiam Johnson

7 l. Isaac Sterlin

- 28th
gº
-

Williams 48. Mary
EstherWergs
49.

Thornton.

Clifton Hall.

wº
...
.º"
80. John Riºts

-

46. Ann Wilson
47. Susannah Walker

-

-

| Thornton.

27th

44. Margaret Turner
45. Peggy White -

50. §. Williams

|

-

l

ºr
i.

Nº.
. . 29th
. . .
anchiºneal.;
: 29th #. Grove.
-

-

-

i.

-

29. George
Richard Anthony
30.
Kelly -

34. Hannah Aspitt 35. Mary Buſter
-

*
29th

Constabl
Manchi e.

. . . . . Grove.

31. Thomas Davis 32. David Valentine
33. Gilbert Francis -

-

i.

-

-

Nancy Famºn

Wiiamsfield,, Manchioneal
Alanchloneal.

gº
29th

: .
;

65. Rosannah Hughes

Ross Island.

; }. "ºne

-

in or -

ſuirto

Q

-

-

MountCastle.
iºns.
Airy

- |

-

Residence. Occupation.

|

nation.

-

tº,
e Blayne
...

-

Geor

-

John Lee
Duffus
85.
86. Jane

-

-

º Bay.
Scotts Run.

-

Fort Manchioneal.

Sºmerset.
ºrd | §ºss
Isle.

-

-

-

-

Manchioneal Bay.

43

87. Richard Cornwall

-

:

Fººt

88. John Parry

-

46th

Government Surveyor.

-

-

-

E.
w

WITNESSEs as to the STATE of the Island.

-

1. Arthur Beckwith

-

9th

Minister.--

; : 37.

2, William Eccles Ward -

13th

Accountant.

Hººchº tº
º*
i º george
Mººn - 30th
fireac

{{ l|...}
*}

|*

|

3. Hon. Justice A. Key
4. Hon. Alexander Heslop

-

20th

-

Witter Jackson 5. Thomas
6.
Henry Mais
-

22nd
23rd

-

-

Judge of Supreme Court.
Attorney-General.

i #1. George Silvera -

-

-

30th
30th

! 42. Edward Skyers -

-

90th

-

-

Stipendiary
Magistrate.
Road contractor.

|#43.

Elias Lopez

- ||

-

44, Henry Prenderg:

23rd

# *

y Prendergast
ºf 45. Thomas Creed -

-

7. William Thomas Jamieson
8. David Simpson -

23rd

Headman, Albion Estate.

9. Walter Daley Downer 10. Peter Cockrane -

24th
25th

Inspect ºr of Police.
Parish clerk : Kingston.

11. Hyr. Jasper Cargill
12. John Herman Hall
13. William Gyles -

-

26th

-

26th

Physician.
Magistrates'

-

26th

ThomasininVale.
St.Thomas
Vale.

14. Hyam Barrow -

-

28th

Magistrate, St. Thomas in iſ 50. Hon. Benjamin Vickers -

|

Merchant.

Clerk,

-

-

25. Rev. William Forbes
26. James Stewart -

!"º

lººd of
30th

48. Rev. Thomas i.ee

-

30th

Mº"
i. st si
7.
Fal
ºwners, ºr

49. Rev.
John Edward Hen derson.

:
30th

.
º:::::::
Missionary.
Montego

-

cº Westmorland.
ºf "ijslative
Council, custo. º: St.

31st

31st

Clerk of Peace, St. James

53. Rev. J. Jacob Seiler

-

31st

Moravian
chester.

28th
28th

Custos of Clarendon.

31st
31st

Rector, Hanover.

Custos of Vere.

54, Rev. Andrew Davidson 55. Rev. H. P. Cox Melville

28th

Clerk of the Peace, St.

36. Geo McFarquhar Lawson

31st

Justice of Peace, St. James.

George's.
Magistrate, St. Andrew's,

57. Adolphus W. Buchanan

31st

28th

58. Wm. Harrott Coke

31st

Proprietor, St. James.
Justice of Peace, St. Elizabeth.

overseer,

59. Geo. McFarquhar Lawson

32nd

Justice of Peace.

60. Archdeacon Rowe

32nd

Cornwall and St. Elizabeth.
Justice of Peace, St. Eliza

28th

| President

Elizabeth.

-

-

St. Catherine's.

-

28th
28th
29th

Rector of Manchester.

-

29th

Magistrate, St. Mary and

Geological Surveyor.

-

-

61. Alexander George McCatty. . ."

32nd

Frederick Mordera
Catholic priest, St. iſ 63. Thomas Mitchell
-

33rd
33rd

Metcalfe.

-

29th

Rºº.

29th

Inspector of Police, Man-II 64. Rev. Jos.

beth.

hº

33rd

Rector,

33rd

Justice of Peace, Westmor

-

34th

Stipendiary Curate.

-

35th
35th

Custos, St. Ann's.

29th

ºurate, St. Payids:

29th

Rector, St. Andrews.

29th

Baptist Minister.”

67. Alexander Sheldon

32. Samuel C. Stone

29th

Storekeeper, St. Elizabeth.

68. Hon.

Rector, Montego Bay.
Magistrate,
St. Dorothy.

29th

Inspector-General of

-

Immi-

gration.

29th

| Clerk of Vestry, Trelawney.

Edward B.

Key

Charles Royes
59. Raynes
Waite Smith 70. William Charles Groves

-

-

land and Hanover.

-

-

-

66. It ev.

29th

Wetmorland.

-

Cork -

20. Rev. J. L. Hildebrand -

36. John Richard Kitchen -

of Police, Tre

65. William Hylton Cooke -

30. Rev. William Mahew. 31. Rev. Samuel R. Ward -

29th

*

awney.

chester.

33. Rev. David Morris
34. Thomas Manners
35. Wellwood M. Anderson -

r

Moravian Missionary.

nu's.

-

Missionary Man.

island, Curate.

-

62. Rev.

-

28. John Palache

-

St.

-

27. Rev. Josh.Sidney Woollett
-

Police,

47. Henry John Bicknell

-

28th

-

º

º, and St. Mary.
of I º t; George.

52. Thomas Brown -

-

23. John Sanguinetti Soares

of

.

Magistrate, Kingston.
Proprietor, Vere.

Justice of the Peace, St.

24. James Gay Sawkins

º, ...; *:::::

30th

Thomas in Vale.
Clerk of the Peace, Vere.

28th
28th

-

30th

3ist

-

~

*}{}t

-

-

19. Hon. Francis Lowe
20. Hon. Louis McKinnon 21. Beckford Davis - -º-º:
…
22. Augustus Miles -

-

i.

Magistrate St. Geºrge
wag
e, St.
Storekeeper,
St.George's.
Mary.

51. Hon. John sainon

-

17. John Samuel Brown
18. Daniel Callaghan

While

Merchant, port Maria.
Clerk
of Vestry, Portland.
Magistrate

St.

-

-

16. Gilbert Shaw

46. Thomas K.

-

*

, St. Ann.

:

Vale.

15. William Carr

--

-

Mºgº

-

-

Constable, Vere.

35th

Magistrate, St. Elizabeth.

35th

Magistrate, St. Thomas in

37th

Bishop of Kingston.

the East.

-

71. Right

Rev.

Reginald |

Courtenay.
-

-

*

HEADs

*
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D

§.

**

Name of Witness.

IIT--

T

Residence, Occupation.

nation.
*-

*
37
73. Rev.
Rev. Jos.
StephWare Sloane .
37th
Hº Stephen Cooke - || 3:.
14 Rev. Benjn, Millard

º
"last.

-

37th

T. Wm. Wemyss Anderson

37th

Baptist Minister.Baptist Minister.

18, George F. Judah
13, Rev. Walter Dendy

-

38th

-

38th

80. Rev. Chas. Douet

º

38th

&l, George Lyons & Hon. Justice Kemble
§3. T. A. Geoghegan

T

-

41st
42nd

Baptist, Trel
"...º.
º David’s
ptist, Trelawney.

: {...", * Morris

42nd

and
Clerk,

-

42nd
42nd

Sti

Labourer.

-

42nd
43rd

Baptist Minister.-

-

4.

Judge of Supreme Court.

-

-

-

Richard Mothersil
-

-

$4. Richard Hill

-

-

-

100. Robert Grant -

Solicitor,

º

Reporter to press.

sº ºpiº

- sº

-

104.

Chief Justice.

40th

-

40th

Morant Bay.
Inspector of Police, Metcalfe.
Baptist, Clarendon.

41st

§ººls
M. Philippo

Joseph S. Williams -

º

jº Magistrate,
-

-

ºn

Advocate-General.

45th

Slerk of Peace, Trelawney.
Editor, Kingston,

105. Wellesley Bourke
106. George Henderson

-

-

45th

107. Roger Swire -

-

45th

108. Rev. W. C. Murray

-

46th

Surveyor.
Bath. Wesleyan.

48th

Custos, St. Thomas in the

109. Hon. Samuel Rennalls -

Vale.

40th
40th
40th

-

-

Port Royal.

Belvidere Estate.

87, Sir Bryan Edwards
$$. Rev. Duncan Campbell 89, “Joseph S. Williams 90, John Spence -

$). Rev. William Claydon - 41st
93. Rev. Angus Duckitt - 41st
94, Rev. John Clark
- || 41st

-

103. Mr Justice Cargin

| Magistrate, Trelaw nty.
Judge of Superior Court.
38th
Magistrate's Clerk, St. Mary.
88th
Stipendiary Magistrate.-39th
Custos of Trelawney.

-

George

102. Rev. J.

Baptist Missionary.-Bath, Church of lºngland. .

38th

$5, Hon. Robert Nunes

---

-

- || 38th

35. Rev. John Clarke

T-

96. Rev. Geo. Rd Henderson

the

7.
97.

37th

ºl, Alexander Stewart

.

Residence. Occupation.

37th

-

-

- |

St. Thomas in

Baptist Minister, sº

Tà, Rev. David J. East
ii. Rev. Edward Hewett

-

Hºn Garden River.

-

pay of
º:

Name
wi
e of
of Witness.

*----

!9. Rev. Henry Clarke

Kingston.

- 48th

westmorland.

111. James Sterling -

-

49th

Maroon.

112. James Walters
113. Francis Dean -

-

49th

Maroon.

-

49th

-

50th
50th

York.

Baptist, Vere.--

114. George Lake 115. George Thomas
116. Rev. James Barrett

Maroon.
Rioter.

-

50th

Baptist, St. Ann.--

117. Rev. Saml. Holt

-

50th

Baptist Minister. Baptist Minister. -

25. Dr. Rt. George Bruce
26. George Airey 27. Henry Morris -

-

35th

Coroner, Vere.

35th

35th

Solicitor.
Volunteer.

28. Henry Clyne

-

35th

Morant Bay. .

Advocate-General.

-

Baptist, Westmorland:-

F.
WITNESSEs as to the CASE of G. W. GoRDON.”
l, Arthur Beckwith

-

2. Sidney Levien -

-

3. Augustus W. H. Lake 4. Henry J. Bicknell
5, Alexander Fiddes

9th
12th

| Minister. "

16th

Reporter.
Police Magistrate.
| Physician.

20th

-

| Editor “County Union.”

fi, James Dearmer Ford

-

7, James Fyfe Humber

-

26th

8, Elizabeth Noel -

-

29th
29th
29th

| Reporter to press.

ll. William Denison Moody

29th

Postmaster, Were.

12. Edward Grant 13, Lieut.-Col. A. A. Nelson

29th

Manager, Clarendon.

31st

Commanding at Morant Bay.

14. Major-Gen. S. O'Connor

31st

Commanding the Forces,

9. George Fouche lſ), William R. Peart

-

30. Alexander Ingram
31 Wm. Wemyss Anderson 32. George F. Judah
-

Inspector of Police,Kingston.
Contractor of roads.
Solicitor.

Secretary Bank of Jamaica,

Overseer, Vere. ..
Tavern-keeper, Yallahs.

33. Andrew Lewis

-

!! 34. Arthur Grant -

Vere.

35. Robert I. Walcott

37th

38th

Reporter to press.

-

40th

Justice, St. Catherine.

-

40th
40th

Haddon Hall.
Barrister.

42nd
42nd

Reporter to press.
Compositor.

-

43rd

Vere.

-

45th
45th

Maroon.
Editor.

36. william Foster March * John Sharp
-

37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

| Policeman.
| Provost Marshal.

Alexander Phillips
George McFarlane
George Henderson
Henry G. Murray

-

45th

li. Lieut. H.C.A.Brand, R.N.

32nd

“Onyx.”

42. * Alex. E. K. Mudie

–

46th

Schoolmaster.

18. Lieut. A.J.Errington,R.N.

32nd

43. Francis R. Lynch

-

49th

Solicitor.

19. Thomas Simmens, R.N. -

32nd

“ Wolverine.”
“ Wolverine.”

44. William Lee

-

50th

Kingston.

!".
Žl.
*
43.
34

33rd
34th
35th
35th
35th

Morant Bay.
Volunteer.

45. Adolphus Duncker
46. * John Sharp -

-

50th

Clerk.

-

50th
50th

Compositor.

-

51st

-

51st

Schoolmaster.
Baptist. -

John Lewis
Herbert Aaron Maria J. Gordon
Ann Shannon Amelia Deleon -

-

-

35th
36th

-

Jamaica.

15. Sligo Campbell - 31st
15. Gordon Duberry Ramsay 31st

-

29. Alexander Nairne

23rd
23rd

-

| Widow.

–

47. George Young -

Schoolmistress.
Servant of G. W. Gordon.

48. * Alex. E. K. Mudie
49. Rev. 18ichard Warren

Reporter to press.

G.
WITNEssEs as to PoliticAL ARREsts.

Rºbert G. Bruce

** Edwin Palmer

-

17th

- || 1:.

;*

Joseph Goldson
* James Fras. Roach.

|

17th

iłł.

| Coroner, Vere.
| Baptist Minister. –
Ringston.
Minister...

Phillips

21st

Vere.

22nd

Volunteer.

23

43rd
"d

º
Carpenter.

15. johºl."

†

Ross Island.

i.
º
º

Waybridge estate

ºn ary woods.

16. William Davis !7. Gilbert Francis.
18. Commander G. M. Smith
. $º H. Ryan
lieut. J. Anders
21. Alexander N."
22. Col. Hunt.
-

Kingston.

23. H

Preacher. Mount Lebanus.

3. Hilary Dick
24. Willia

5. Alexander
6.

Aº Constantine Sin-

7. Samuel Richard Minott 8. Maximilian D. Benuzzi. -

---

.

er

WITNEsses as to IMPRIsoNMENTs in Up-PARK CAMP
| David Phillips

-

* Alexander .

!º...

. . !.

:::::::":

; ;

tºwar;
i.
* Charles Qakley - 22nd
: Sharles K.' .

}}ºbert dºll,
! ſhares 6. i.
ll. George Willia organ

# #. jeorge *
* * [10mas Will;

| Cooper.
14. George Anthony

| Mount James.

-

-

22nd

Commission Agent.
Shoemaker.
Volunteer.

i

Saddler, Spanish Town.
Policeman.

-

-

“whº " :

23rd
23rd
24th
24th
25th
26th

Druggist, St. Andrew's.
Pealer in dry wood

-

| Mount J. *banus,

i. Sºukirº
Surgeon, is

-

-

eeside.

-

-

33rd
||

35th

- 85th

-

Aboukir.”
"spector ofp

| * Aboukir

-

Alºgº
Goveernor
-

-

-

* |

* Foster March I

37th

42nd

ºyre.

oemaker

+

The three reports of the trial of G. V
-

V.
in t
ill be found
dinº.
-§§§
W. H.
ke' §." note:
31st day
w

The 16th

• Lake’s

-

rigadier-Gen

-

eporter to

ºwn.

-_
-

*** -

* Youngºral Nelson's evidence,

-

* 4

|×

***

•
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E VI DE N C E
*AKEN BEFoRE THE

JAMAIC A ROYAL COMMISSION.

FIRST DAY.
Tuesday, 23rd January 1866.
PRESENT :

Sir HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.

RUSSELL GURNEY, Esq.

FIRST DAY.

John BLossett MAULE, Esq.
23 Jan. 1866.

After the Royal Commission had been read by the
Secretary, his Excellency the President read the fol
lowing notice:
I declare the Commission now open.

The Royal

Cºmmissioners, in obedience to Her Majesty's com
mands, are anxious to obtain the fullest information

tºuching the origin, nature, and circumstances of the
he listurbances, and the means adopted in the course
ºf their suppression.

With this view they will

summon such witnesses as appear to them likely to
afford information on these points, and they will be
glad to receive information from others, as to any
ſtrºn who will be able to throw light upon these

---

the Commissioners are not able to give them any
specific directions. The publication or non-publication
of details must be left to the discretion of the gentle
men engaged. The Commissioners would however
suggest that, supposing evidence to be given affecting
individuals, it may be that justice may require that
the publication of such evidence should be suspended,
until the individual has himself had the opportunity
of being heard.
As it appears from the Commission which has been
read that the Commissioners are directed to conform to

such instructions as may be given by the Secretary of
State, it is only necessary to add, that the one instruc

transactions.

In answer to letters which have been addressed to

the Cºmmissioners as to the course to be pursued, it
tº be well to state that the inquiry will be an open
"", and that if any evidence should be given which
ºls to criminate any individual, that person will be
allowed to test the accuracy of such evidence, and to
tender counter evidence in reply. The better course

ſº ºne to adopt who thinks that he can assist the
"ision in the obtaining of information will be

""less the Secretary, stating

in full the name and

ºf the person who can give such information.

º º to the

applications which have been
J 8ºntencil connected with the public press,

tion that they have received is that the inquiry
should be “full, searching, and impartial.”
Mr. Gorrie and Mr. Payne appeared on behalf of

Mr. G.W. Gordon, and a great variety of those persons
who alleged themselves to be “sufferers by the mea
sures of suppression.”
Mr. Philippon appeared on behalf of Dr. Underhill
and certain other Baptist missionaries.

(Sir H. Storks.) The Royal Commissioners have
only to state that if any evidence be adduced touching

the persons whom you represent it will then be in
your Power, to appear according to the terms of the
notice which I have just read.

The Commission adjourned till Thursday, January 25, at 10 a.m.

SECONT)

DAY.

Thursday, 25th January 1866.
PRESENT :

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.

R

*ll. GURNEY, Esq.
John
1

BLossert M.

AULE, Esq.

Mr. FRANCIs Bowen sworn
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SECOND
1)AY.
Mr. F. Bowen.
25 Jan. 1866.
--

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE

Court rushed to rescue him. A scuffle took place with
the police. The police would not let him go. They
scuffled with and dragged the police down the Court
house steps. It was then market day, and the market

to the Volunteers that Captain Hitchins had to let
them retreat a pace or two back.

people all rose up with sticks and stones and were

and as soon as he commenced to read it he was met

beating the police. By this time they rescued the
man. As soon as they got into the market the

by a volley of stones. I received a blow on my nose,
across the nose, as I was on the steps. We then had
to retire into the Court-house. Captain Hitchins
called out to the Baron, “Will you give me the word
to fire?” And of course the Baron, after they were fol
lowing us into the Court-house, gave the word to fire.
21. Are you quite certain as to the throwing of
stones before Mr. Hitchins put that question ?—Per

20. You mean to let the Volunteers retreat 2–Yes.

Then the Baron commenced to read the Riot Act,

inspector went out, and I called out to him to let his

men retreat, as they were overpowered. I saw they
were being cruelly beaten.
7. And was the prisoner carried away ?—Yes, he
-

was rescued.

8. When were you there again —On Wednesday,
the 11th of October.

fectly certain.

9. Were you not there on the Monday ?—No.
10. On Wednesday, the 11th, you were there again
at a meeting of the magistrates ?—At a meeting of the
Vestry.
II. What was the first thing that attracted your

attention on the Wednesday—who else was there with

22. Was it a single stone 2–No, a volley of stones.
23. Were many persons struck 2–Yes, several ;
and the Court-house windows were all broken.

24. Then, you say, the word was given to fire ?—
The word was given to fire.

you on the Wednesday?– There were several magis
trates and vestrymen. Mr. Georges was present, the

25. And the Volunteers did fire 2–They did.
26. Were many of the people wounded by that
fire *—I cannot exactly tell, except what I heard

coroner, Mr. Walton, Mr. Cooke, the Rector, and

since, for we ran inside the Court-house.

several others,

-

12. Did you then direct a warrant for the appre

hension of any of the rioters of the previous Saturday ?
—That was done on the Monday, I believe.
13. When you were not there?–Yes.
14. What was the first thing that attracted your
atte‘ ‘ion on the Wednesday ?–Previously to that, I
should state, that on the Tuesday, as I was riding round
my estate, I heard a great drumming coming up the
road, and a little while after I saw between 20 and

27. However, was it the whole body of Volunteers
that fired 2–Yes, I believe so.

28. How many Volunteers were there in number 2
—I should say about 25, as far as I can recollect.
29. What happened next 2–When we got inside
they commenced firing from the outside. They were
stoning the Court-house. Stones were coming in
all through the windows.

We had to conceal our

selves in the best way we could ; and then, when we
saw that we were overpowered, I jumped through the
Court-house window and ran down to the wharf, and
hid myself in a little house there. Some men from

30 men pass up the road with a fife and drum. They
marched past the gates of the estate, and went up
towards a village called the Barracks. I rode up to a
shop after that, and asked the meaning of it, and they
said they were going up to Somerset to get Volum
teers. I returned and went to my house, and in the
evening I saw them returning with a great many more
people. On the Wednesday morning I left home to
go to the Bay to attend the Westry. I passed several
persons on the road, some of whom I knew perfectly,

diately, and I escaped,
31. And you saw nothing of what took place after
wards —No. As I was going down, I saw them
beating Mr. Brooks Cooke ; I ran past. About three

from Somerset.

men were beating him with clubs at the Custom

Kingston were working there, and I asked them to
hail the “Eleanor,” and tell Captain Robertson that
my life was in danger, and to send his boat for me.
30. Was the boat sent 2–Yes ; it was sent imme

House office.

15. You mean that you observed those persons
whom you knew to be persons belonging to Somerset?
—Yes.

16. Were they going along peaceably *—They were
walking, and would scarcely get out of the way. I
had to drive very carefully in order to prevent the

wheels of the buggy from smashing them ; they
would scarcely make room. They were walking on
each side of the road.

17. Were they armed in any way ? – They had
sticks in their hands.

18. What number of persons do you suppose you
passed ?–The first lot that I passed I dare say would
amount to about 16 or 18 persons.

32. Did you return at all that day ?–Oh, no.
33. Did you see any of the bodies afterwards 2–
No, I did not. I got on board the “Wolverene,”
which came up.

34. Is that the whole of the information you can
give the Commissioners with respect to what took
place on that occasion ?—That is all.
35. Can you inform us what was the nature of the
cases that were being adjudicated upon on the Satur
day ?—Assault cases amongst the negroes themselves.
They generally bring each other up for assault and
using abusive language.
36. It was not anything to cause an excited feeling

I then went on and

between persons of different colour?—No ; not at all.

passed another lot of about 12 or 14 ; I cannot exactly

There was one case of a man who was brought up for
trespass ; or, rather, for rescuing a horse, I believe it
was. He went to the property of Mr. Anderson, and
got this horse, and refused to pay him the pasturage.
He broke open the yard and took the horse away, and
they brought him up to the Court-house for rescuing it.

remember, but about that number.

19. When you reached the Court-house where the
Westry was held what first attracted your attention ?
—Nothing attracted my attention until we proceeded
with the business of the Vestry ; about 3 o'clock, as
far as I can recollect, when we heard some one call

out—“There are the niggers coming.”

We jumped

up from the table and ran to the Court-house steps :
and we saw a large crowd of persons march into the

parade ground with fixed bayonets and drums and
fifes, marching in regular military order into the

37. Was that a case that was then on 2–No ; I
think it came on afterwards ; but I am not positive.
38. However, it was not a case that was on for

hearing at the time —No.
39. There was nothing to excite any feeling at that
particular time —No.

parade. The Baron beckoned to them, and asked

40. What was the sort of disturbance that this man

them what they wanted. They took no notice of that,
but kept on advancing, with their fixed bayonets.
Some had sticks and were looking on the ground. We

that you speak of made—was there anything to lead
to it —I suppose the party they were trying must

called on the Baron to read the Riot Act. The Volun
teers were then called out in front of the Court-house.

The Baron hesitated a long time, and would not read
the Riot Act immediately. He kept on beckoning to

them, and asking what they wanted. They would not
take any notice of it, but marched on and came so near

have been some friend of his.

41. I think I understand you to say that it was

market day ?—It was.
42. Were the persons who were there present in
the ordinary business of the market day ?—Yes.
43. Not crowding the Court-house —After the
-

people rushed on the Court-house, of course it was
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Mr. F. Bowen.
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25 Jan. 1866.

ith guns —
*not exactly tell ; but I should say that
500 per
sons were rushing in.
h º But they had not all got guns —No ; some
fi

a. ºutlasses fixel and some had guns.
49. Did you * Whether or not any shots were
red from them —No, I did not so. As soon as I

. the blow

on *y nose I went inside the Court

10llSC.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. WiLLIAM PAYNE GEORGEs sworn and examined.
50 You are Custos of St. David's, and were a should say, as near as can be, the school-room was set
member of the House of Assembly for St. Thomas in on fire.
the East?—Yes.
60. Was that the room in which you were 2–No,
jl, And a magistrate of the district 2–Yes.
52. In consequence of some information you re

ºved on the evening of the 10th of October, did you
gº to the Westry on the following day ?—I did.

it was not that room.

That was set on fire.

It

was a very quiet day, and it burnt for perhaps an
hour and a half.

Then the Court-house was set on

ſt

the Baron, Mr.
53. Were any of the St. David's police likewise
requested to attend, in consequence of the information Herschell, Captain Hitchins, Rector Cooke, and some
yi had received?—They were requested, but I be Volunteers there.

in

lieve they were not in attendance.

hº

ºl

in that a mob was coming into the Bay—that is,

We

Ill

10

hiſ

Mºnt
Bay; the
and horns
about and
half-past,
or a quarter,"
4, we heard
shells3 blowing,
and *
great noise. I was at that time sitting at the Vest y

uſ!

ill, with the Custos—Baron Ketelholt. I jump"
up and looked out and saw a large mob of, I should
say, between 500 and 600, approaching the Court
hº. I then returned to the Vestry table and told
the Baron that I thought he had better stop the

º

further proceedings of the Vestry Board and attend to

º
pſ.

There were at that time

61. What occurred when the Court-house was set

j4. What was the first thing that attracted your
attention at that Westry meeting on the Wednesday *—
Several times during our sitting, reports were given

T.

Georges.

The school-room is a building

off from the Court-house.

fire.

k

Mr. W. P.

on fire?—We remained there as long as we could, and
the first person I saw jump out of the Court-house

following myself was Mr. Walton.

He ran and made

a short cut through Mr. Price's house. Shortly after
that we heard he had been captured just below where
we were in the bush and been killed.

62. Did you see the others come out of the Court
house ?—I then saw Baron Alfred Ketelhodt make

his escape out of the Court-house, and a man following
him fired at him with a musket. One of the Volun
teers was close alongside me at the time, and I said

5. Will you state what you saw when you did

to him, “Can't you knock down that man : You
“ see he has just fired at the Baron.” I saw the
rest of the party late in the evening, the Custos,
Mr. Herschell, and all that were up at the Court

this,

-

loºkout?—I saw about 500 or 600 people approaching

house, make their escape and come round to where I

!-

the Court-house.

was at the bottom.

º,

55, in what way?—Armed with cutlasses, muskets
uld guns, and with bludgeons in their hands.

ing ; and it burnt, I should say, for about two

(ſ.

57. Were they marching up in order or crºwding

63. What happened to those who then came out 2–

*

tºgether?—No, scattered; coming in at different

The people ran after them and fired after them, and

enties. There are three different entries to the

fired into the building where we were. The Volun
teers had not got more than two or three rounds with
them, and we had no chance. We got into Mr. Price's
house afterwards. They then set fire to the building.

The Court-house was then burn

hours.

-

tºlº-

Cºurt-house
yard, and they were coming in at the
different entries.

m

38. Will
go on and describe
what occurred
They
kept you
approaching
the Court-house,
and 3–
the

.. . .

ºn Kºtelhoit commenced to read the Riot Act :

º

We saw there was no chance of any escape,

º

*When they approached pretty near he called out
ºn and stated—“If you have any grievances let
*know them, and they shall be redressed.” He

Rev. Mr. Herschell proposed to read Prayers in part
of the building, and to let it tumble in. We agreed
that there was no use in remaining there and being

m

º ºlumenced

ſº,

º tº rabble had approached within

burntfor
to death,
thought
we had to
better
make
fight
it and and
get out.
I suggested
two or
º:

yards or 25, they began to throw missiles. The
º
Were struck, and I think Mr. Bowen was
º i the time, and Mr. Hitchins, the captain of
º unteers, turned round and said, “Baron, am I

of the Volunteers to follow us and the B.

would lead the way out of the room W º and
front door to get out of the burning intºº

wº." * yet?'. And the Baron said ºy... fij,

Baron and myself were both struck at the ºm.

We were in there reduced in number to about 17.

'II,

to read the Riot Act again, and
I should say

and the

**

"P", the Volunteers fired

c

-

"a fl

-

8èll

=

-

>

ever

-

53

as

iſ:

hº
85

I

*
#.

in a volley—in
º
about
20. Some sº and
59 W. believe,
Were then
overpowered.
Spector Alberga, coming Out of
!. * for alitic and º We
º *. º ºnean by “they "?—The Volun
then over OWered
or
each .º * in. We then shook hº º the
º: Place, and the §. anda melée
mº" said “ Good-bye.” and beg º swith
all of us
.." "Yen into the Court-house
"the Court.
The people fired the different survived to state what h. which
fire, w." º the Volunteers º: i.
Čºv." wº of our families• *s ºccurred
to
also to the
ºking iſ ...".” becoming very dºsper. and one ino e then Separated
-

14!

al

Ol' three

*Cour..".
for down
some time.
jumped
"got in . Window
on to Ithe
. from
TOIIl
%imitſ. ºl. the Committee-room wºi.
Wet
SO
©
**urrounded.
We

ºteers.
2.

Out half

alt-past 5, I

ther, and
-

-

ning in a diff

-

as
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SECOND
DAY.
Mr. W. P.

Georges.
25 Jan. 1866.
--

security, and I saw Black Price just coming out of a
little kitchen.

64. Was he one of the persons who were at the
Vestry —Yes.
65. What kitchen do you speak of ?—It was a
kitchen adjoining the building that had just been
burnt down. I sang out to him and said, “Mr. Price,
open the door; let me in.” He opened the door
and I followed him in. We pulled the door to, and as

we got in they immediately began firing through the
loop-holes. They build the rooms with little holes to
let the air in, and they fired through these loop-holes.
I said to Price “It is no use to remain here, there is

“ no chance of escape. You are a negro, and there
“is no doubt but you will escape.” Putting out his
hand he said, “Good-bye Georges, the chances are
that I shall escape.” I pulled out my watch and
some things I had in my pocket and said, “Give these
“ to Mrs. Georges, if you are all right, and tell them

—Yes, I was concealing myself as much as possible.
I heard the shrieks and cries. I saw nothing. I only
heard different things.

80. How long did you remain in this bed of

penguins 2—About three hours and a half; till 1
o'clock.

81. Then what did you do?—When I thought it
was almost quiet, I made my way through these
penguins, and crept out and went towards the Rectory,
where I expected to find my wife and child and other

parties, where we were to have dined that day; and
as I approached the Rectory I was surrounded by 1i
or 12 persons. I had a little pistol that Mr. Price
had given me, and as one of the men stepped out and
said, “Who is that ?" I said “A friend.” They im
mediately sung out, “No friend—white man, chop him
down.” As they approached me, one of the tallest
men raised his cutlass, about 3 feet from me, and I

Some of

fired the contents of the pistol into his face.

“ it is for my youngest boy at college at home.” And
there we parted. I opened the door half-way, which

them ran away, and Iran up the hill too. I got into
the Rectory and remained there all night by myself,

shut out part of the view of the street where they

bleeding.

were firing down, and by that means I was just able

82. How far from the Rectory was it that you met
these 10 or 12 persons?—About 20 or 25 yards from

to keep round to the back of the kitchen. I then ran
from there and made a standing jump, and jumped
into a large bed of penguins, and went down about

the house.

66. Do you mean out of the window —No, from

83. Was the Rectory quite abandoned ?–Every one
had left. I went to the back door, expecting to find
them there, and knocked; but, not hearing any one, I

the bank, within about 12 inches of the surface of the

shoved in the door and got in and remained there until

ground, which was concealed. I pulled my felt hat
over my head. I think it was then about half-past

next morning.

seven feet.

9 o'clock.

I remained there till

1,

concealed.

84. How many wounds did you receive —Three.

69. Did you afterwards see the bodies of any of the
persons —Yes; I saw the bodies of the rector's two

85. Were they gun-shot wounds —Yes.
86. Where were you hit 2–On the thigh.
87. All three ?—Yes; one here, one there, and
one just above the knee. I had to come to Kingston,
and I was on my back for two weeks and a half.
88. Were they shot or bullet wounds —They
seemed to say one was a bullet wound, as it was clean,
and the other was gravel; and a little piece of pipe

sons—Arthur Cooke and Alexander Cooke, and the

I believe came out of one.

Rev. Mr. Herschell.

89. You speak of shells blowing—what do you
mean by shells —A shell is a common instrument
used in this country. They knock off the end of a
conch-shell, and by blowing through it make a great
sound, almost as loud as a gong. It is used for col

Shortly after I had been there, Mr. Price, whom I had
just parted with, it appears was taken in the kitchen.
67. That you did not yourself see ?—No.
68. You saw nothing more, I suppose, as you re
mained in this concealed position ?–No.

70. When was that ?—The following morning.

I

think I saw one of the Mr. Cookes the same morning.

71. Did you see how they had been killed –They
were chopped to pieces.
72. What, all of them —The whole of them, very
badly indeed. The first one that I saw—Mr. Arthur
Cooke,the clerk of the church—if he had one chop upon
him, I should suppose he must have had fully 25.

73. When you say “chopped" to pieces, you mean
that there were a great many wounds —Yes.
74. You don't mean the body was mutilated in any
way ?—I mean a chop here and a chop there ; there
was a chop over his head.
75. And how was Mr. Herschell's body ?—He had
his throat cut from ear to ear, and his mouth had been

wrenched open with a stick; and it appeared to me as
if he had lost his tongue.
76. Do we understand that you heard anything
while you were concealed within the bed of penguins 2
—Yes; the first person, it appears, they got hold of
was Mr. Price.

77. Was that what you were told 7–No, they
brought him down within about three yards of where
I was—where I was lying in the bush—and they held
a consultation over him as to what they should do
with him. One said, “Cut the d

b

down.”

Another said, “Don’t do that, we have got orders to
kill no black; only white and brown.” Another re
plied, “But he has got a black skin and a white heart,
therefore kill him.”

Another said, “Don't kill him,

-

lecting people. In time of slavery, when they turned
the people out after breakfast, it was the signal to
resume work.

It can be heard a great distance two

or three miles off.

90. Are the cutlasses you speak of instruments that
are used for cutting the sugar canes —No, the bill is
the instrument used for cutting canes. They do
sometimes come into the fields with cutlasses, but it

is a very bad instrument for cutting canes, and I
always prevent their using them.
91. But it is a very common instrument for the
sometimes.
purpose, is it not —Yes, they do use them
With the cut- .
The bill compels them to stoop more.

lass they chop two or three inches from the ground,
and that prevents the canes springing up again ;
therefore we try as much as possible to prevent the
use of the cutlasses in the field.
92. The cutlass is the instrument which we see

people constantly walking about in the roads with ?—
Yes.

93. A long-bladed instrument 2–Yes.
94. What is the bill?—The bill is an instrument

used almost entirely for cutting out sugar canes.
95. Is it a short-bladed instrument f-It is a thing

about that size (witness indicating length). It is
weighty, and when you give a blow to the sugar-cane

we will get into trouble ; tie him and take him away;”
and I believe he was tied and taken away and met his
death in some other part of the bay.
78. Did you hear whether there was any dis
turbance continuing after this 2–Oh yes; I heard
them when they laid hold of different people, and
could hear the beatings upon them. I could see

you cut it down much better than with the cutlass.

nothing.

—They are used for turning out people to work, and

79. You were of course taking care not to be seen 2

96. Do you draw a distinction between horns and
shells —The lorn is the horn broken off from the

cow. That is another signal. They cut off the point
of it, and, by blowing it, it can be heard two or three
miles off. That is what they blow them for.

97. These horns are in common use in the country
when the boys are sent to run in cattle, they generally

- ~~

-
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take a horn with them, so that if they come on any of windward of the Court-house; consequently, if there
the cattle they blow it to let other persons at a dis had been the least breeze, that must of itself have
tance know where they are.

ignited the Court-house, without anyone setting fire

98. When you speak of the buildings being set on
fire, did you see fire set to them, or did you merely

to it.

see they were on fire —I did not see the torch exactly
applied. I saw the fire burst out all of a sudden, and
the moment the School-house was burnt down, simul

Mr. W. P.

25 Jan, 1866,

was set fire to afterwards. I did not see the persons
apply the torch.
* 102. What were the Court-house and School-house

burst out.

composed of?–Stone, and shingle roofing and
wooden doors. The body part, up to a certain height,
was brick-work, and then wood and shingle.

100. Is that a detached building 2—Yes, to the

DAY.

Georges.
101. Did the Court-house catch fire from the
School-house?–No, there was no breeze to do so. It

taneously the Court-house was set fire to, and that
99. Which was set fire to first 3–The School-house.

SECOND

The witness withdrew.
Baron
A. Kettelhodt,

Baron ALFREI, KETTELHoot sworn and examined.

103, You are the son of the Baron Kettelhodt who
was killed –Son-in-law.

Court-house, Morant Bay?—Yes, I was.
105. You went there among the first in the morn

ing, I believe —Yes, in the morning.
106. With the rest of the magistrates ?—Yes.

107, Were you a magistrate 7–No.
108. In what capacity did you attend ?–I went
with my father-in-law.

109. Simply as his companion ?—Yes.
110. What time were you there in the morning –
About 12 o'clock.

111. After you reached there, what did you first
hear about anybody approaching the Court-house
about what hour was it 2–About half-past 3.

112. At that time was your father-in-law present *
º

113. And Mr. Walton and several members of the

Westry?—Yes.
114. How many in all?—I do not know exactly,
but about 12, I think.
115, Were the Volunteers at the time drawn up

outside the building —Yes.
116. What did you first see or hear with regard to
the approach of anybody who came to disturb the pro
ceedings of the Vestry?—We heard them about that
time. We heard horns blow at half-past 3 o'clock,
and then about 400 or 500 negroes came against the
Court-house, and my father-in-law had no time to read
the whole of the Riot Act. He was just beginning.
117. When you first saw them coming where were
you standing or sitting?—On the steps.

il
1.

|

did the best we could to shelter ourselves in the
Court-house.

133. Did everybody who had been with you in the
morning in the Court-house return into it with you ?
—I do not think so.

134. How many should you say ?–I do not know.
135. Those are the persons that held the door with
you to keep the people out 2–Yes.
136. How long did you remain in the Court-house
doing that *-I think one hour.
137. What occurred then 2–We were besieged
with rains of stones coming through the windows.
138. During this hour – During this hour.

139. Besides the rain of stones, were any shots
fired in the Court-house 2–Yes, as well.

140. How often was that –I do not know exactly.
141. More than once –There was shot from all
sides,

142. After you had been there this hour and had
been besieged, as you describe it, by stones and being
shot into, what became of you ?—I jumped out of the
window, and did my best to come through the rebels
to save myself.
143. Were the rebels on the side of the window

119. You say your father-in-law had to read the

I came down.

120. Did he say anything to the people who were
cºming up besides doing that 2–Yes, at the begin
Wing, but it was all so quick, a rain of stones came
“gainst us, that it was impossible to speak much

144. How near were they to you at the time you
came from the window and were shot at by them?—
Different persons were near, but I went on so quickly
that I did not see who were there.

145. Were you shot at more than once 2–Yes.
146. As you came from the window?—As I came

121. How soon did the rain of stones happen after from the window—I do not know if it was just at
that moment; perhaps once or more.
Yºu saw them approaching –Directly.
147. Where did you go to when you came from the
122. Had your father-in-law before the rain of window
–I went on the road to Oxford.
* came attempted to address the people —Yes,
I think so.

ſº

131. After the Volunteers had fired, did you see or
hear anything more?—No.
132. What did you do?—We held the doors and

through which you jumped –They shot at me when

about it.
|-

130. Before the Volunteers fired, you say you had
gone back into the Court-house –I think so.

118. Outside the Court-house ?—Yes.
Riot Act”—Yes.

hº

Court-house.
129. Had the shower or rain of stones been thrown
before the Volunteers fired 2–Yes.
-

104. Were you present on the 11th October at the

—Yes,

it, but before that we were forced to go back into the

123. Did your hear him –It is so long ago that I

148. Did you meet any persons on the road as you

proceeded ?–Yes, I was forced several times to change

"ºt exactly recollect. I think he did speak to the my road.

º but it was all so quick that he had no time to
10 it.

149. Did you mean to change the course you

were

taking –Yes, because troops of rebels came against

124. Without being very accurate as to minutes, Inc.
150. But nobody detained you, nobody stopped you
**ºn
the time you first saw the people come up
and the time of the shower of stones coming, how to keep you in custody ?–No, they could not catch
Inc.
nº time do you think passed ?–Some minutes.

* Then we hear the Riot Act was commenced to
read —Yos.

* After the Riot Act was begun to be read, did
"hºt any of the Volunteers address your father

151. Were you running –Yes, I was running.
152. Were you wounded ?–No.
153. You say you ran off; about what o'clock was
that ?—About half-past 4 o'clock.

hºw {-He spoke with Captain Hitchins.

154. You got away as early as that, did you ?–Yes.
*i. What was it that was said 2–He would not
155. Where did you go to?—I went on the road
"w the Volunteers to fire directly ; but then they to Oxford, and at last I saw I could not go on, the
** by the negroes and they were obliged rebels being on all sides. A buggy came by with

. negro, and he saved my life;
128, Did you see the Volunteers shoot ?–I heard

I drove to the rector's

ouse,

A 3
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156. Do you know who that negro was 2–He was
the servant of Rector Cooke.

157. Where did you meet him —On the road.

185. Were they drawn up in any line —Yes.
186. Across the road —The road was guarded so
that I could not pass.
187. Do you mean that they occupied the width of
-

158. As you were going to Oxford —Yes.
159. Then he took you to the rector's house —Yes.
160. About what time did you get there 7–About
5 o'clock.

the road —Yes.

188. At any other time did you see any others ?—

Yes, when I passed the bridge. I was forced to pass

161. At the time you met Rector Cooke's servant, a bridge, and that was guarded by four persons, all
the negro, in what direction was he going 3–IIe was with cutlasses and well armed.
going to look for the rector.
189. Was that a separate detached body ?—Yes,
162. Going towards the Rectory —No, he was that was another place where I was obliged to pass.
190. You mention “cutlasses and well armed,” did
going to the Court-house.
163. Did you meet him as you were going on ?— you see any other arms besides cutlasses —No, I do
Yes,
not remember seeing, but they shot at Lle.
191. That was at the Court-house 2–Yes.
164. He came towards you ?—Yes, and he took me

192. We are now upon the fore part of the evening

up.

165. Then he turned back and went with you ?—
Yes.

166. When you got to the Rectory, what became of
you ; how long were you there —Perhaps half an
hour.

167. Was anybody at the Rectory besides yourself?
—Yes, several ladies were there.

-

168. Where did you go to then 3–To Mr. Parn
ther's house.

169. Where is that ?—That is the parsonage.
170. What distance is that from the Rectory —A

when you were going from the Court-house to go
towards the Rectory. You have mentioned that the
was guarded by some, and the bridge by others ?

wº

- I eS.

193. You say that parties were guarding the road
and the bridge, and you mentioned them as having cut
lasses. Had they, to your recollection, other weapons
besides?—The four persons had no more than cutlasses.
194. Did you get over the bridge –Yes, I passed it.
195. Those four persons being there 2–Yes.
196. Did they interrupt you ?—No, they did not
interrupt me.

very little distance.

171. When you got to Mr. Parnther's, was anyone
else at that house –The ladies also went to Mr.
Parnther's.
-

172. With you ?—They came also.
173. From the Rectory —Yes.
174, Were there any more persons there, any
gentlemen —Later, Mr. Georges and Rector Cooke
came there.
175. To Mr. Parnther's 2–Yes.

197. After you had passed them, were you again
interrupted by any other body ?—Then I saw about
20 men on the road to Oxford ; I then saw it was
impossible to pass there, and just at that moment the

buggy came and I went with the buggy, and was safe
after that.

-

198. Who was in the buggy 2–Nobody but this
negro ; he was driving.

176. How long were you at Mr. Parnther's after
wards 2—All night.
177. What became of Rector Cook's servant, who

had taken you to the Rectory —I think he went back,
and went for Rector Cooke, and took him in later ;
but I do not know.

199. He was driving towards you, and you got into
the buggy, and he turned the horse round and went
your way ?—Yes.
200, Did you see any of your friends after they
were killed *—One of the sons of Mr. Cooke.
201. Which son was that?—I do not know his name.

202. Where did you see him —He was in the

178. Then you remained at Mr. Parnther's till
Thursday morning, the 12th –Yes.
179. At what time did you leave in the morning 2
—I do not know exactly ; I think it was about 11.
180. Were the ladies with you all that time at the

room where I was.

house ?—Yes.

204. Did you notice anything about him to which
you could attribute his death F-No.
205. We understand that you arrived at the
Rectory about half-past 4, and remained until half
past 5 –Yes, I think so ; I cannot say exactly.

181. What distance, in a general way, without
being very particular, is the Court-house that you
left from Mr. Parnther's 2–Perhaps 20 minutes.

182. Twenty minutes walk, or 20 minutes run ?—
Yes.

203. At Mr. Parnther's 2–Yes; I was half sense

less that night, but I heard when he died ; he was very
much wounded, and half an hour after he came in he
died.

206. At that time the ladies were there—did the

183. You have stated that in going along, the
rebels, as you term them, were seen by you, which
made you turn your course at times; how many alto
gether, if you are able to estimate them, do you think
you saw at one time together?—The road to Oxford
was guarded by 20 persons perhaps.
184. You say “guarded,” what were they doing *
—They had cutlasses.

ladies leave with you ?—Yes.
207. At what time did you leave 2–At half-past
5 o'clock.

208. Do you recollect if the servant of Rector
Cooke, by whom you were rescued, is still alive 2–I
do not know him at all.

-

h 209. You do not know him at all —I do not know
1111.

-

The witness withdrew.
Dr. JoHN STODDART GERARD sworn and examined.

Dr. J. S.
Gerard.

210. What is your occupation ?—A surgeon.
211. Where is your residence —At Morant Bay,
Saint Thomas in the East.

212. You were at Morant Bay on the 11th October
last 2–Yes.

213. On the morning of that day where were you ?
—I was at the Court-house.

218. While you were there, during the morning,
did any information reach you with regard to the
people approaching the Court-house in a hostile way ?
—They came almost immediately.
219. But did any information reach you before you

saw them —Just before they were coming,
220. Did you hear any noise or cry?—-There were

215. What time in the morning did you go there 2

cries that they were coming.
22]. Did you go out in consequence of that and
hear any sounds 2—We went outside and saw them

I got to the Court-house I think about 12 o'clock.
216. That was the hour I suppose at which you

armed with cutlasses, pikes, guns, and some iron

were summoned to attend ?–Yes.
217. We hear there were about a dozen members

and bills on sticks.

214. Attending

the Westry —Attending

the

Westry.

present 3–Yes, about that number,

beating drums and blowing horns, and they were
things, put on pieces of wood, something like pikes,
222. Bills on sticks, and pikes on wood –Yes.

-
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223. Do you mean wood made into long handles?

indistinct idea that I heard two

ęs.

volleys.

224. As they were in that manner, you say, beating
drums and blowing horns, did they approach in any
formal way, or only generally 2–When I first saw
them they were right opposite the Court-house, at
the end of the street.

volleys, or irregular

SECOND
DAY.

250. At what interval of time —Hardly appreci

Dr. J. S.

able, or just appreciable.
251. Then directly after that you tellus you re
-

—Yes, and the Volunteers also retreated inside the
Court-house.

their cutlasses, guns, and other instruments which

253. When you got inside the Court-house, will

they had taken from the police station, and those which
they had brought themselves.
226. You say which they had from taken the police

you describe what happened to you and the others, as
far as you noticed with your own eyes?—We barri

station. What makes you say that ?—Because we
heard the noise at the police station, and we also

barricaded those, and the dead baron, Baron Alfred
and myself put our hands to the door, and some other

heard that they had broken open the police station.

gentlemen began writing offdespatches to the Governor.

eaded the doors and rushed into the inner room and

227. You did not see it 2–No ; we could not see it.

lattended some of the Volunteers who were wounded

228. Where is the police station that you say was

and were bleeding. The people were firing in at us,
and some of the Volunteers were firing at them again—
then they threw stones at us; any one that appeared
at the window or any opening, they fired at, either

broken open 7–Just near the point where we first
saw them ; it is a cross street, and the street comes

right up to the Court-house.
229. And the police station is in that street 2—
-

with stones or with bullets.

230. Had they to pass the police station as they

254. You mention bullets, had you an opportunity
of noticing whether bullets were used by the people

advanced to the Court-house ?—Yes, from the direc

outside 2–No, I said bullets, but I think it must have

tion they took.
231. I want to know when the drums were being
beaten, and the horns being blown, whether they were
beaten or blown in any way so as to mark time, that

been stones principally.
255. What were the kind of wounds you saw 2–
The wounds I saw in some gentlemen's legs were
small stone pellets.
256. You did not see any gunshot or bullet wounds :

Yes, in the cross street.

they should advance by means of it, or be regulated
by –I should fancy so.
232, Did you notice it 2–I noticed they were

crying out and beating their drums and blowing their
horns at the same time.

233. Did you notice while the drums were beating

that the men who were accompaying the musicians
were keeping or marking time at all —No I did not.
234. Were they marching –No, they stood in
a body at first.
235. When you first saw them coming up, until
they came to the Court-house, did they come as a

rowd irregularly or in martial order —There was a
large mob of them.
236. A mob —Yes—the street that leads to the
Parade and Court-house was filled with them.

237. But not in any order or discipline—not like
troops?—No, not like troops.

—No, I think not.

251. Did you see Mr. Georges 2–Yes.
258. Was there one on his leg 2–1 did not see his
leg, but I believe he came up to town and a doctor
here took out the pellet or stone.
259. Were they shot wounds 2–Yes.
260. Ileaden shots —No, stone shots I believe.

261. You did not find any bullets in the Court
house; you did not see any that fell in the Court
house º-No, they might belong to the Volunteers.
The rebels took away the rifles of the Volunteers and
made use of them : I did not see any bullets.
262. That must have been at the latter part of the
proceedings?–No, at the commencement too, because
many of the Volunteers came into the Court-house
without their arms.

263. Then before the Volunteers retreated into the

saw, not what you have heard —When we went to

Court-house some of them had been disarmed by the
party outside –Yes.
264. That is to say they were disarmed on the
road –No, in the parade. They came so close to
the Volunteers that they really had no chance of pro
tecting themselves, and some of them used the butt
end of their rifles against the mob and left them in

the front of the Court-house, we asked the Baron to

their hands.

read the Riot Act.

265. If I understand you the Volunteers were
driven back against the wall at the foot of the steps

238. Like a crowd –Like a crowd.

239. How many altogether in round numbers do
you think you saw approaching 2—I should think

between 300 and 400 persons.
240. What did they first do, according to what you
The Volunteers were in order in

front of the Court-house, facing the people—they
"ame nearer and nearer to the Volunteers, and the

Volunteers retreated until they were quite close to

of the Court-house –Yes.
266. And when there the mob closed and disarmed

the Court-house—then the mob threw stones at the

them 2–Many of them.

Volunteers, and that the Volunteers called on the

267. Some of them, is that it 2–Yes.

"stos to read the Riot Act, and they fired.
Al. I think you say you went out of the Court

268. So that some of them when they got into the
Court-house were without their rifles º-Yes, without

house?—Yes,
on the steps.
242. Then you were above

their arms.

the Volunteers

?—Yes.

43. They were below —Yes.

-269. Will you go on and tell us shortly, what to
your knowledge happened after the building had been

244. Then did the Volunteers fire in a volley –

fired into, and stones had been thrown, and you had

88.

245, Did you notice the effect of that ?–As they

barricaded the doors 2–Soon after it was discovered
that the Court-house was on fire, we remained in it

"rºl the stones at the Volunteers some caught some
ºf us on the steps and we retreated into the Court

as long as we could.
270. What o'clock was it when you first discovered

ºise, and after the volunteers fired, the mob re
treated in

disorder, and left a few wounded and

dead

Persons on the Parade.

246. Did you see that ?—I saw the dead persons.
#7. How many do you think you saw —I should
think about six of seven.
248. How many Volunteers fired 2–I think there
Wºle only about 30 Volunteers, hardly 30, perhaps
between 20 and 30.

* Did they fire more than once —I have some

-
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treated into the Court-house 2–Yes.

252. With the rest of the members of the Vestry?

225. In what manner were they advancing then 2
—They were brandishing their arms; brandishing

Gerard.

-

that *-I think we must have left about 5, between 4
and 5 o'clock.

271. Between 4 and 5, then, you found the Court
house in flames?–Yes, the roof was falling in on us,
and we could not remain longer.

272. What became of you then 2–I got through
the window and into the adjoining house where Mr.
Price lived.

273. What was Mr. Price º-He was the architect

of the church that was being built there.
A 4
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274. Was he a negro or white 2–He was a black
In 18th.

Dr. J. S.
Gerard.
25 Jan. 1866.

-

275, Was it a private house of Mr. Price's 2–It
used to belong to the Court ; but had been given to
him to live in while he was superintending the church.
276. You got into his house ?—Yes.
277. You and some others, I suppose ?—Yes, we
found the house quite full.
278. Of whom 7–Some Volunteers, and some other
persons, among them Mr. Georges.

3.9.

Who had been with you in the Court-house

— I eS.

280. When you got into Mr. Price's house what
took place –The Baron then offered to go out himself
to these people and give himself up to them, which
would save the rest our lives ; and to save him from
that, I and some others asked Mr. Price to go, saying
; he was a black man the people might listen to
Inn.

28]. We hear that neither went out, neither
Mr. Price nor the Baron ?—Neither went out.

282. Then that not having been carried out, what
was really done –After that we found that the roof

303. How long did you remain there 2–I could
hardly have been there ten minutes. I left the door
open and stood behind it, when I heard them crying out
my name, “Dr.Gerard, come out and we will save you.”
I was just then coming out when Mr. McPherson,
Mr. Rutty, and three other Volunteers came in. They
shut to the door, and some laid on the ground, and I
sat on the seat.

304. How long did that continue 2—I can hardly
tell, it might have been half an hour or an hour.
305. After that how did you dispose of yourself?—
Then they commenced the murders, the massacres.
306. But you did not see that ?—No, I heard the
cries for mercy, and I heard the cutlasses being used
on the bodies.

307. Could you judge how near that was to you ?
—It was getting closer and closer ; at last one man,
a black man, with a musket over his shoulder came

and peeped through a window and retreated, and I
recognized his face at once, and he called out to the
others (by this time they had set fire to the penguin

fence, which made a more bright light). “A lot of

284. You, I suppose, were on the ground floor —
There was only one floor. The roof fell in and we
got into the middle room, and then there was a sort

Buckras are here, shoot them, shoot them ;” just
then another party called out, “Take care, they
will shoot you ;” they came and burst open the
adjoining door of another privy. I then thought it
high time to get out, and I did.
308. Where did you go to then 2–As I came out I

of council held as to where we should retire after that

saw a whole mob of them, and one of the Volunteers

as the place was no longer tenable ; and the Rev.
Mr. Herschell, who was there, wished to offer up
prayers, and just as he was going to do so, some shots

clung to me, and they cut him away from me. The
next person I saw was Captain Hitchins.
309. What do you mean when you say they cut

came in which wounded Baron Ketelhodt, Mr.Georges,
Duncan McPherson, the coroner, who was also clerk

him away from you ?—They knocked him away from

of the bedroom was on fire too.
283. Of Mr. Price's house 2–Yes.

285. Were the children Mr. Price's children 2–

One was. Mr. McPherson's child, and the other little
Alberga.

286. Where had they come from ?—They had been
in the Court-house with us, at least Mr. Alberga's
son had.

287. From

the

me with cutlasses and sticks.

310. You saw him killed then 2–He was not killed,

to the Vestry, and also two or three children.

commencement 2–Yes, and we

threw them through the window.

288. How many children were there 2–About two
I think, two or three.
289. When these shots came in and the wounds

there was a man behind me kneeling down, his clothes
were half torn from his body, and he was covered with
blood, and there was one man still hacking at him,
and he left him to see the new arrivals, and when he

saw who it was, he said, “Let go the doctor,” and they
chopped him away from me. I passed on, and
Captain Hitchins crawled up to me and recognized
Inc, he threw his arms over me, and said “Doctor, I am
weak, I cannot stand,” and the fellows came back and

chopped him up.
311. You mean stabbed him —Till he dropped

were received, what was done by your party —We
resolved to rush out, each man to try and save himself

from me.

as best he could.

No, I should state that when I came out I was seen

-

290. What became of you ?—There was a great
blaze from the burning of the Court-house. I got
under a gun, and I saw under another gun, a poor
old man named McConnell, a cripple.
291. Was that a part of the old Fort — Yes.
292. Of which Mr. Price's house formed a part 2–
Yes ; from there I got through a port-hole, and got
into a little privy.
293. All forming part of the same precinct —Yes.
294. Were these premises next to the Court
house 2–No, one was belonging to the Fort-house,
the other I think was used as a school.

295. They were premises not adjoining, but next
in order to the Court-house 2–Yes.

296. Standing in the street 2—No, standing at the
back.

297. What distance from it?—Perhaps about the
distance of from here to the window.

298. All within easy reach 2–Yes.
299. What o'clock do you think it was when you
first got out of Price's house and got under the gun ?
—I should think about 7 o'clock.

-

300. Was it dark —There was a slight moon I
believe, but it was light from the flames.

312. After he had done that did you go away?—
by my servant, named William Donaldson, now a
prisoner, he put his arm in mine and took me away.
We passed one sentry, a very dark man, he took offmy
black hat, and said, “You area doctor, are you not ?” I
said, “Yes ;” he said, “If you had not been a doctor
I would have chopped you up like the other people,”
and he kept his cutlass very near to me.
313, You call that man a sentinel?—He was standing
as it were on guard, just at the end of the parapet wall.
314. Was that by a passage by which you would
have made your exit 2–Yes.
315. Did you make your exit 2–Yes, just after ;

then another man, the very same I recognized in the
privy, came behind me and was going to strike me,
and I turned round ; he recognized me, and said,
“Where is your hat, doctor "I said, “That man has
got it,” and he took it from him and put it on my
head. He said, “You must give me all the money you
have and your watch.” He took all the money I
had and several rinkets. I had left my watch in the
house.

316. Do you know that man's name 2—I do not
know his name, but I saw him in prison and recog
nized him.

301. Then you must have been in Mr. Price's

317. Is he in prison now 2–I don't think he is.

house about an hour or more ?—About that I dare

When I returned to town he was let go.
318. Was that all you saw that day ?—As I went
on I saw some dead bodies on the Parade-ground.
319. Whose bodies were they 2—I think they must
have been Mr. Inspector Alberga, Mr. Herschell, and
a lot more, black people as well as white.
320. How many do you think altogether ?—I just

say.

%2. After you got under the gun, how long did
you remain there —Hardly a minute
I looked
round and saw nobody. I thought they would fire
at us as we came out, and I got through the port-hole
into the privy.

9
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gave a glance as I passed on, because another sentry
hailed the man who was conducting me, and said,

Who have you got there

He said, “the doctor.”

“Which doctor?” “Doctor Gerard.” He said, “All

“right, let him pass; take off his boots; keep him

338. How many did you see?—I saw Price, the
Baron, Alberga, Walton; and I saw a mass of bones
and flesh, which was poor McConnell, who had been
under the gun the previous night.
339. Who was he f-He was an old cripple.
340. Had he been in Mr. Price's house ?–No ; he

“safe."

321. That being the order which the sentry gave,it
was not carried out?—No. Then I went to a place at
the corner where the mob first made their appearance,
and there was a large body of women there, and they
said “Mr. Doctor : " I said, “Yes.” They told the

man to put me on a fast horse, and take me home. . I
had left my horse at Mr. Cooke's gate, opposite the
Court-house, on the hill. Willam Donaldson, the man

SECOND
JJAY.
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was under the gun just in front of Price's house, or
rather at the back of it.
341. What had he been 2–He had come down to

the Vestry, too.

342. Will you just describe this a little more closely.
You say you saw him a mass of bones and flesh?—A
very small bundle; they had hacked him to pieces.
343. Where did you see this mass lying 2–It

I speak of could not find the horse; he found another appears to have been picked up and put in a bundle.
horse and my saddle, and took me through the bush
344. Where was it lying 2–Between the burnt
on to another part of the road. We met about 200 School-house and the Court-house.
or 300 persons in bands, coming down the road. They
345. You say it was put into a bundle; was it tied
bale me good night, and told William to take me all up in anything 2–It was tied up.

the way home, which he did, and I got home about
half-past 9 o'clock.

322, Were the bands you met bands of persons or
hands of music 2–Bands of persons.

323. How far off did you live —About three miles,
I used to.

“poor McConnell.”
347. Then the whole of his body was not there 2–
I am not aware that the whole of it was there.

324. But at this time 2–Yes, about three miles.

325. You say that these persons fired through the
windows into the Court-house —Yes.

348. Were the bodies that you saw mutilated?—
The Baron's fingers were cut off; they told me so;

they were just hanging by threads.

326. What height are the windows from the
ground?—I dare say about the same height as these.
327. Did they stand at a long distance or did just
fire into the windows –They fired from behind the
different walls. There was a magazine just behind
the Court-house, and a school-house by the side of the
Court-house; and there was a church being built, and
they had all those places to fire from behind.

rº Did those

346. The head and all 2–I didn't see his head ; I

just saw some portion of blood and flesh—a very small
quantity—and I said, “Who is that *" and they said

places command the windows –

CS,

32% Were they level with the windows —Yes.
330. Were they mounted up on those places *-Yes; and every one that was seen was shot.
$31. But without a head being seen, did they keep

firing into the windows?–At first they did pretty
briskly, but afterwards only now and then. Next
morning I was sent for to see the wounded rebels;
first, William Donaldson came for me and brought the

349. Both hands or one –One hand.

350. Which hand, the right hand –I think so;
it was the hand he always wore the ring on, on the
fourth finger.

351. Was the ring on?—No.

IIis skull was broken

1n.

352. Do you mean fractured 2–It was broken in
to about this width (describing), some of the brains
were oozing out.
353. Were there any other wounds except the one
wound on the body and the wounds on the hand 2–I
do not recollect ; they tried to take of his clothes; in
fact they did strip many, and tried to strip the bodies
of all.

354. As to the Baron, was he stripped 2–No, he
had his coat on, his trowsers were pulled ofi, he was
in his drawers, his boots were off.

ºuble with the people for taking me away, and if I

355. Was it the larger part of the finger that was
off 2–I did not examine very carefully.
356. You saw enough to account for the death in

did nºt go down to attend the black people he would

the wound on the head º-Yes.

gºt himself into further trouble.

357. Did you see any others in any particular state?
—I saw Walton lying down by the wharf.
358. What state did you find him in 2–His mouth
was open, but I did not see any mutilation about him ;
they did not even strip him.
359. Did you see Mr. Herschell?–Yes.
360. In what state did you find him 2–When the

hºrse for me. He said that he got himself into

*:

# And what did you do?–Fortunately the
Wºlverene" was coming in then, I could see it from

the house I was in,

and along the road. I went in

"d saw some of the wounded people.

* How many —About four or five, some at the
hurch, and some just behind the church ; they had
lºt wounds and fracture of the legs.

* Fºom gun-shot wounds?–Yes,

leaves were lifted from his face, I saw a great gash on

º: Were they all gun-shot wounds 2—Yes.

one side of his face, and his throat was cut.

..". they the wounded of the rebels or the

361. Was that all you noticed —That was all I

º rebels. Next morning I went round
wº.
to the Bay, and attended to the
Went round to º*ś and then I

noticed at that time.

*road, I mean

I did not notice particularly.
youitobserve
his tongue
out363.
2–1Did
heard
reportedwhether
afterwards.

incial

ies in different parts of

"ºn the dead bodies of the persons who
337 º º Court-house with me.
º i. id #. see?—The first I saw was
jºy myº *hitect, who was lying on the road

362. You did not see that his mouth was thrust
open?–His mouth was open from the gash of course

364. You did not see it ;-No, I did not see it.

365. But did you see that it was not so? No, I

.." "Pensary
; all their faces
were covered
y Servant Willi
|

did not.

**dicine chest about wi Illiam, who was carrying
0m every
"out with me, removed the leaves
*y body I wished to see.

366.
Yes.

With leaves,

-

was cut

>

----->

That was what you did the next morningg 2:-

367. Was that the whole of what you saw 2–Yes.

The witness withdrew.
-
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372. Will you shortly state what occurred to you
at Golden Grove during the 11th October 2—I was
sick in bed the whole day.
373. Did anything happen to you during that day :
—No, nothing at all.
374. When did anything happen to you ?–On the
next day, the 12th.
375. On the Thursday ?–Yes.
376, Were you still ill in bed on the Thursday ?—
Yes. I left Golden Grove on the Thursday, and
went to Amity Hall.

BEFORE

404. Was anything the matter with him at that
time —Yes, he was covered with blood and wounded ;

he could hardly stand.
405. You told your nurses, I suppose, to put Mr.
Creighton under the bed :-Yes,
406. Was that your bed —The bed in that room,
not the bed I was in originally.

407. They did not put you into the bed again in
the second room, did they –Yes, they did afterwards.
408. Did they put him under the bed 2–Yes.
409. What more happened after that?—Then Mr.

377. Where is that ?—About two miles, or a mile
and a half, from Golden Grove.

Jackson came in ; he was wounded also.

378. And did you leave it for any reason at that
time, or merely accidentally 2–Yes, I left it because
there was a row going on at the village close by ;
they were breaking into a store there.
379. You went away for safety —Yes.
380. What time did you leave on the Thursday ?—

in 2–Yes.

Between 3 and 4 o'clock.

381. In the morning or evening 2–In the after
noOn.

382. When you went this distance to Amity Hall,
which you say is about two miles from Golden Grove,
did anything happen to you on that day ?—Not till
the night.

383. Do you mean the night of the Thursday –
Yes,

384. What happened then 2–About 11 o'clock, I
think it was, or a little before, at night, after hearing
a good deal of noise down below, the house was
surrounded by a number of men.
385. Were they white or black —Black.

410. Do you mean he was wounded when he came
411. How long after the people first surrounded
the house, as you describe, did this take place—that
you were in the second room when Mr. Jackson and
Mr. Creighton came in wounded—what time had
elapsed ?–I should suppose from 10 minutes to a
quarter of an hour.
412. After Mr. Jackson came in wounded, what

further took place in your room --One of the nurses
and a boy who was there lifted him on the bed, and
they lifted me also on the bed, and these women got
on as well.

After we had been in there a little time

the men who were engaged in smashing up the house,
generally, came into the room.
413. Did you hear anything which corresponded
to that description of smashing up the house –-Oh,
es.

414. You heard it going on, did you ?–Yes.
415. Then some came in after that ?—Yes.

-

416. How many ?—The room was full.

I dare say

—Mr. Hire's.

there were 40 or 50.
417. In this second room 2–Yes.

387. When they surrounded the house what was
done by them —They came up shouting, hallooing

418. What happened when they came in 2–Some
of them were for killing us, and some not.

out “surround the house.”

419. Did they say so 2–Yes.
420. What did they say ?—They said, “Kill all
the Buckras,” or something of that sort.

386. Whose house is Amity Hall that you went to ?

388. You heard that, did you ?–Yes. Then Mr.
Jackson opened one of the windows of the house and
spoke to them.
389. Which Mr. Jackson was that ?–Mr. T. W.

Jackson.

-

390. What did he say to them?—He asked them
what they wanted ; he said he was their friend, he
was the Queen's magistrate. I do not recollect
exactly all he said. I was in bed at the time.
391. Were you in bed in the same room, the win
dow of which he opened —No.
392. Did you hear him *—Yes, I heard him.
393. Were you upstairs 2–In the room adjoining.
394. Did you at any time during the evening see
any of the persons outside whom he addressed ?–
Well, I suppose those persons came inside. I saw
them when they came in.

395. When they came in, did you see what they
had in their hands 2—Cutlasses and sticks.

421. Was that said more than once —Yes; several
of them wanted to kill us.

-

422. Did they say so —Yes.
423. Was the expression “Kill all the Buckras "
—Yes,

424. After they said that, did any of them proceed
to do anything : —There were two men on the bed,

by my side, defending me ; and these fellows, by the
side of the bed, were trying to get up to the bed to
cut them.

425. Do you know who those two men were —
Yes.

426. Have you seen them since —Yes.
427. Were they successful ?—Yes. Some men
called out “Peace,” and some called out “No peace,”
or something. I was very sick at the time and I can
hardly remember.

396. How many did you see –The most I saw at

428. Were those who called out “Peace ’’ the two

one time was the room as full as it could hold which
I was in.

who were protecting you or the others ?—Some

397. How many would that be, 20 or 30 *—Thirty

429. When they called out “Peace” and “No
peace,” did they do anything more ?—There was
nothing more done except they broke everything in
the room ; and after having been in there I suppose
about 20 minutes, they gradually went out.
430. Then those 20 minutes they passed in the
room smashing up the contents of it 2–Yes, and
fighting among themselves to get to the bed.
431. That they did not do, because here you are,
and they went out —Yes.
432. Did you hear or see anything more that
evening 2–No, I heard them outside discussing where
they should go to.
433. What did they say on that subject 2–Some
wanted to go down to a place called Holland, and

or more, perhaps 40 or 50.

398. When they came in with cutlasses and sticks
where you were, what was done by any of them —
A few came into the room first, and they set fire to
my bed that I was lying on, I was taken out of that
room by my nurse, who was with me, and another
woman, into another room, in which room, after a

little time, I saw Mr. Creighton, who was in his
night shirt.
399. Who was he 2–He was a gentleman who was
staying there with Mr. Hire.
400. Do you know where he resides —He is in
England now.
401. Where did he reside then 2–He was merely
out on a visit to the Island, I believe.
402. He was there at the time 2—Yes, on a visit.

403. Will you go on and state what was done in
the room into which you were taken by your nurses *
—Mr. Creighton came in and I told them to put him
under the bed, and they got him under the bed.

others.

some to Hordley.

434. Do you recollect what they said 2–No, I
merely heard the words “Holland" and “Hordley"
used.

435. Did you see Mr. Hire that evening 2–Yes.
After they were gone, a brown woman that was in

:
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the room on the bed went outside to see if they were

all gone, and she stepped on a body outside.
#6. Did you see that ?–No.
157. When did you first see Mr. Hire's body ?—

He was brought into the room then.
438. That was shortly after the people had left
our room, was it —Yes.
439. Who brought him in 2—One of the boys that

stopped there, and I think

448. Were you present at his death —I was in

SECOXE)
DAY.

the next room.

the woman.

440. Washe brought into the second room in which
you were *—Yes.
441. In what condition was Mr. Hire when he was

brought in t—He was not able to stand ; he was
bleeding dreadfully from the head and hand ; one
finger was off and the other very nearly, it was just

449, That was where Mr. Creighton was 2–Yes.
450. What happened to Mr. Creighton after you
got him from under the bed; did you dress his

Dr. A. S.
Crowdy.

wounds ––No. A woman washed his head; we could

25 Jan. 1866.
-

not get any water for some time.
451. He did not die, I believe 2–No.

452. As to Mr. Jackson, the third person you have
mentioned as being wounded, where was he 7–He
was lying on the bed.
453. What happened to him that night —He re
mained there on the bed.
454. And recovered 2–Yes.

hanging by a bit of skin.

455. As to yourself, nothing was done to you per
sonally 7–No, I was not injured.

442. Did you observe the state of his head more
particularly 2—Well, I did look at it but not very

collect on Thursday, 12th October, at Amity Hall —

much, I was not able.

Yes.

456. Was that all that happened as far as you re

-

457. What class of persons were they that came

443. When they came in with him did you do
anything to him —Yes; I cut off the other finger,
the one that was nearly off, and tied it up as well as
I could tº stop the bleeding, and bathed his head with

creoles.

water and laid him on the floor.
444. What was the result of all that ?–He was

458. But were they emigrants that had been lately
introduced —No, they were not emigrants ; at least,

into the room—native negroes, African emigrants, or

coolies 2–1 fancy a mixture both of Africans and

sensible then ; his son came in a little time afterwards,

they had not been lately introduced ; they were all

and we dressed his bleeding too.

free men.

445. What was his son's condition as to wounds 2
—I did not examine him.

459. Not men under indentures —No.

4.59a. I suppose you did not know all of them —

No, not half of them : I merely judged by their coun

446. Ultimately, did Mr. Hire, the father, remain
in this room?–Yes, we got Mr. Creighton up from
underneath the bed and got him into an adjoining

tenance some were creoles,

Tū0m.

the character of their acts, whether one class was

47. What became of Mr. Hire?—He died about 5

460. Are you able to make any distinction as to
more violent than the other ?–No.

At least, the

most violent man there was a creole.

the next morning.

The witness withdrew.
Mr. Joseph WATERHous E RUTTY sworn and examined.

461. You were a member of the body of Volunteers

*. were at the Court-house on the 11th October 2 –

Mr. J. W.

after that I saw a large mob approaching, and as
they rounded
the turning
they made a halt, and a
second
or two after
they proceeded.
e

£S,

462. What was your rank 2–A private.
46%. How many of you were there —I cannot
exactly say. I think about 30.

464. At what time did you first reach the Court
hºuse, on the 11th —That I cannot remember ex

476. You describe them as rounding the turning ;
is that coming from a street that runs at right angies
from the point at which you were looking 2–Right
opposite us.
477. You say they came to a halt ; in what manner

Hºlly; but I know it was a considerable time before

were they approaching 2—Some of them were ragged

We were allowed to go into the School-house to rest.

and dirty.
478. But in what order or system *—In no order
or system at all.

465. Where were you before you first got to the
Court-house, or the precincts of it, outside. Were
You drawn up in front of the Court-house –Yes.
466. Was that in the forenoon or in the afternoon :
-That was in the afternoon.

467. You say you could not say exactly the time
that you got there —No.
458. How long had you been there *—I beg to say

479. Then, when you say “ half,” you mean they
stopped º–They just stopped.

480. When they stopped had they anything in
their hands that you noticed —Every one.
481. What had they –Cutlasses and bayonets
fixed on long sticks, muskets and pistols, and various

*Wºrd, I have been very ill, and many things may kinds of weapons.
have slipped my notice.
482. How far were they from you when they halted
469. Of course you can only speak to the best of or stopped –I should think about a couple of
jºr recollection; how long had you been drawn up
lºſe anybody came to interrupt the proceedings?

hundred yards.

-\º had been there a long time.

seconds.

+0. What do you mean by long —I should think
"about two hours or more; I cannot say exactly.

they came forward.

471. After two hours, or about that time, do you
"member what first drew your attention to the ap

483. How long did they stop or halt —Not many
484. What next did they do?—They came on—
-

485. To where you were drawn up 2–Yes.

486. What was next done by them that you recol
*h of any body of men -We were in the School lect –I remember that before they came near to us,
"st at that time. I heard a bugle sound, and we when they were within about a chain and a half from
all ushed to the door, and went outside.
us, I saw one of our bandsmen coming down. I could
** Out of the school-room —Yes; all the

Vºlunteers were in the school-room.
* How manyand
weresome
there
–Some
were
outside were
in theinside
Pa
ºre, loºking at the guns and amusing themselves

the School-house,

*When this, which you describe as the sound
" *bugle, was heard, where did you go to ?—We

not hear what he said, but his arms were extended in

this way ; and he appeared, from all I could make
out, to be trying to make peace with them.
487. What did he say ?—I could not hear.

488. You say they were coming down—coming
down from where 2–As they were coming down into
the Parade they spread out.
-

489. Opened out, do you mean *—Yes, opened out.

490. And your bandsman went towards them 2–
"in front of the Court-house and fell in.
, i. After you had fallen in, did you notice any Yes; I could not hear what words he was making use
* “oming towards you?–Not many seconds of, but I saw him in this attitude (extending his arms).
B 2
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519. Did you ever go into the Court-house that

They were pressing forward so that he was obliged to

day ?–No.

walk backwards.

520. What occurred to the party who retired into

491. Were they pressing forward in line or irregu
larly 7–Irregularly.

492. Did you see any drum ?—I heard it.
493. Then, as they pressed your bandsman back,

this room with you under the Court-house after you
got there, what took place —We were ordered by
Lieutenant Hall to keep quiet.

521. Were there windows to that room, looking

and themselves came forward, did you notice anything

come towards you, any missiles or stones —They

outwards 2—Jalousies.

522. Were they closed ?–They were partially

did not fire at us until they came near, and I heard

the Custos say, “Peace.”

“Hell peace” one of

closed, as they are now in this room.

523. So as to let the light in, partly open 2–Yes.

them exclaimed.

494. That was the answer the Custos got to his
calling out “Peace” –Yes, and with that showers
of stones and bricks were sent at us.
495. Where was the Custos when he said this 2–I

524. How long did you remain in that room before
anything happened ?–We were there, if I recollect
right, till the fire drove us out.

525. How soon was that after you got in 2–Some
time.

could not see, because I could not turn round ; but I
think he was on the steps.
496. Where were you drawn up 2–In front of the

526. How long, an hour or two –It might have
been.
Y

Court-house.

527. It might have been an hour, do you mean 2–

es.

497. That is to say with your rear to the Court
house—at how many yards distance 2–Not many
feet ; we were told to retreat.

498. You retreated as the mob advanced 2–Yes ;

the Captain told us to step backwards.
499. And you stepped backwards at the same time
as your bandsman stepped back?—Yes, at that time
they had not come on us.
500. You stepped back close to the wall of the
place —As they came on us we did.
501. Were you a front or a rear rank man —
Rear rank.

502. Were you on the right or the left, or in the
centre 2–About the centre.
503. At the time bricks and stones were thrown at

you, how near had the advancing body of men got to
you ?—Very near.
504. Will you just describe it by any distance you
see here 2–Just as near as the end of this table, some

528. You say the fire was then burning?—Yes, the
fire was coming over, and the beams were dropping.
529. While you were in there were any guns fired
in upon you ?—Yes, Lieutenant Hall, after command
ing us to sit quiet, got up and walked to the door, and
opened the door just sufficiently to peep out, and he
received a ball through his neck. He just turned and
went down on his knees, without saying one word, and
the blood flowed down.

530. Was he dead —Yes. I went up to him and
put my hand on him, and said “Hall,” calling him by
name, but he did not speak.

531. Besides that, were any guns fired into the
room were you were 2–After that ?
532. Before the fire took place —After the fire.
Do you mean after the beams came falling in 2

§:

- M. C.S.

534. About how many, do you think, were fired 2
—Several.

of them.

505. Were you struck 2–I had a blow, I believe,

535. Were you, yourself, hit 2–I received no ball

on the neck, and blows on the stomach, but I did not

there.

get any on the head, my sword bayonet was knocked
off my rifle.
506. By what?—By a brick or something. I can
not say exactly what it was.

536. What became of you when the building began
to fall in 2–When Mr. Price's house was burnt down,

507. After this shower of bricks and stones had

been thrown, how soon did you fire —It was upon
that that the order was given to fire.
508. Who gave the order ?—I think it was the
Custos who gave the order. I heard the order given.
I won't be sure whether it was the Captain or the
Custos I heard give the order.
509. You mean Captain Hitchins —Yes.
510. Were you one of the Volunteers who fired ?–
I did not fire immediately with the rest, because it was

—it was Mr. Price's house—when Mr. Price's house

was burnt down we had no more to go to.
537. But where was Hall shot ?–In Price's house,
I think.

-

538. That is what we want to know, whether it
was in the room under the Court-house, or in Price's
house 2–In Price's house.
539. Was it at Price's house where the shot went

through his throat —Yes, that was where he was shot.
540. You went into Price's house, too —Yes.

541. How did you pass from the room into which
you retreated into Mr. Price's house —That I do not
remember.

suggested before, that if the rebels came on us, we
soon as I heard the order given “Retreat” then I

542. But you remained in this room under the
Court-house until the fire began falling in upon you ?

fired.

—Yes.

511. Which section were you in, the first, second,
third, or fourth ?—We were not divided into sections.

543, Did you sce Baron Kotelhodt there 2–I saw
him when he jumped from upstairs ; he was running
down through the fort.

should fire in sections; so I reserved mine, and as

We had no time for that.

512. Then as far as you can recollect, was it the

544. That was Baron Alfred 2–Yes; and there

front rank that fired first, and then the rear rank 7–

was a man following him as quickly as he could, with
a cutlass raised as if to chop him down, and I fired at

No, they all fired together.
513. Except that you fired a little after the first

that man.

545. Did you hit him —He only bobbed his head.

—Yes.

514. How soon did the order “Retreat” follow the

546. You did not see the effect 2–The Baron told

firing 2—Immediately.
5ij. Where did you retreat to ?—Into one of the

me the man was pursuing him and fired at him, and,
on turning round to fire at the man the Baron told me

rooms under the Court-house.

he fell, so it might have been from the effect of that

Lieutenant Hall called

me by name and said, “This way, Rutty.”
516. Is that a room on the ground floor?—Yes,
under the Court-house.

517. How many of you went into that room ?—

shot.

547. Were you in that part of Mr. Price's house
where Mr. Iſerschell was 2–We were all congregated
together, I think from one end of the house to the

Two or three of the bandsmen, Lieutenant Hall, and

door; I was nearer to the fire than the rest, and I

myself, and I think

was requested to go away because the fire was coming
down on my back.

too.

Richard Harrison was in there
-

518. What sized room was it —I did not pay much
attention to the size of the room.

548. Were you there when it was proposed by Mr.
Herschell to read prayers and to rush into the flames?

º
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—I do not remember; I remember offering him a

sword to defend himself, and he would not take it.
549. After you got to Price's house with Mr.
Herschell and the Baron, what became of you when

I fell they asked me for my purse, and stripped me.
When they came to the boots they would not come

DAY.

off. I had sufficient strength, although I was bleeding

Mr. J. W.

profusely, not to let them take off my legs to carry
away my boots, and I said, “They are new boots,

Rutty.

take care, pull them off, they will come ;" and a fellow

25 Jan. 1866

us all out.

550. Where did you go to when you were driven
out?—We went on to the fort, and proposed stopping
together.

listened to me and he did pull, and I gave him every
assistance, and then I fell back and said, “Now, let

they got away?–I remained

there till the fire drove

351. The ground you got on was, I suppose, a
552. Was that behind Mr. Price's house 2–It is
where the guns are.

was dark; but it was somewhere between the Court

º
º, ºr

º

house and the hospital, and I fell on my back. I
thought “they will chop of my head.” My left hand
was so beaten that it was of no use to me.

I placed

my right hand on my neck, so that if they made a
chop at my neck it might be saved by this arm, and I
do not remember anything else that occurred until
towards morning.

571. Were you there all night –All night.
572. Were you naked, stripped 2 – All but my

555. Where did you go?—I was somewhere, I think,

drawers and socks, and a part of my shirt. I had on

between the Court-house and the hospital, and I was

one of those check shirts, that was cut all into lints,

louse,

º

570. Was this in the road outside the house ?—On

the grass. I can't say exactly what spot, because it

called by a familiar voice, “Come in here, Rutty.”
556. Do you know where that was 2–Yes, in a little

-

me die.”

courtyard?—A terrace.

553. Was Price's house between that place and the
street where the people advanced towards the Court
house?—Yes, between that and the street.
554. How long did you remain there after you got
there?—We did not remain any time, because we
found the men were firing on us from the bush and
from several places about. So we proposed dividing,
and we all went in different directions.

º

-

|

. that was taken away clean from here (pointing it
Ozlt).

573. Did they take your coat —Everything I had.

557. Between the Court-house and the hospital —
Yes.

I laid there till towards morning ; then I saw, as it
were, a human body before me.

558. Were you at that time injured in any way ?—
Only with stones.

559. You had been hit by stones?—I had had
several blows from stones.

500. But you were not bleeding 2–No, not at that
time,

I could not use my

hand to get up, but I shoved myself on my stomach by
degrees, till I placed my head on his stomach ; and I
do not remember anything else that occurred again.
I should say, about 9 o'clock I came to, and I found
my head baking in the sun. A girl walked round me;

tº
*

.

she looked at me and said, “Hoy,” in her language,

561. What length of time did you continue in this
small house between the Court-house and the hos

pital?—A very short time before a rebel came and
knocked at the door and said, “Who is there "

Dr.

Gerard said, “I am.” He said, “Doctor, come out.”
562, Washethere when you got in 2–Yes.
563. What became of the doctor when he was told
to tome out? — Another rebel came and looked

through the window and said, “There are more in

here." I said, “If we all stop in here we shall all be

“Mr. Rutty, this " I said, “Yes, do give me a little
“ water, and make a little bush and cover my head
“ from the sun ; I am choking with the blood.” She
went and got the water, and I heard the rebels say,
“You dare to think you can cover his head. I will

cannot say.

ãº. Others who had been in the Court-house 2–
£8,

*

;
How
m there,

many more ?–I remember leaving two

* Two of the Volunteers ?—Yes.

||

Isaid, “I am parson Murray's brother in-law.”

With

576. Did you hear more than one voice interfere

º

with what the girl was doing 2—I do not know. I
did not pay much attention. I only noticed that.
577. What ultimately became of you after you were
left with this bush thrown over you ?—I do not recol

|| ||
º

º

|
-

and put into a mail cart.
578. Who picked you up —I do not know. I

afterwards saw a man who told me he picked me up,
579. They put you into a mail cart, you say ?—
Yes, along with McDonald, and took me to the
which was converted into a hospital.
581. At Morant Bay ?—Yes.
582. And there you continued 2–Yes.

and things there.

**out 40 or 50 armed people.

guns.

-

589, Were they making any cries or saying any
thing?—Yes, when they came up to the house, they
called out, “Buckra, buckra.”
B 3

º

º

i. º

lect anything at all that occurred till I was picked up

Mr. BEREsford FitzHERBERT sworn and examined.
you at
588. How were they armed 2–With cutlasses and

-: "that morning did any parties come there

-

575. How many do you think were around you ?–I

The witness withdrew.

* On Thursday, 12th October, were
. Hall?—No,
at the Blue Mountains.
.
Is that your father's estate 2–Yes.

--

1.

583. After that you remained in the hospital till
"they gave me a blow of the check with the butt
ºfa musket. I caught hold of the doctor, and you were better, I suppose —For six weeks.
º "Pray save my life,” but it was no use. They 584. You were, in the first instance, reported as
** me over the head. There appeared to be dead, were you not ?–Yes. Dr. Gerrard told me I
ºf them. As fast as they could, they let the should have died had he not had his box of medicines

*into my head,and myself, too, until I ſºil. When

-

º

and carried me up the steps.
"ſun the doctor's assistant.” They said, “What is hospital,
580. Where is the hospital 2–It is the poor-house, .

*:
they would not know my name, and they
will all know my brother-in-law, Mr. Murray's, and

º

a

* Did you go out with Dr. Gerrard and continue

!" "ame?" I thought my name would be of no use

|

|tº

but of course I could not recognise him.

"Métend to be his assistant 2–I went out as his
*lant. They asked me, “Who are you ?” I said,

|

º

º

º

-

* What were there names? — Jacobs, and
Sºm: Montgomery.

-

chop off your head.” I did not get the water ; she

"lºor ºpen, so that they may think all have escaped,”
-lès,

|
|

a

just threw the bush carelessly on my head and
escaped.
574. You heard a voice say this ; did you see any
body ?—I did not, no more than when I raised my
head I saw them all about me.

; Were there others in the same house besides 2

||

t

º

murdered,” and I said, “Doctor, call me your assis
“tant, and I will go out with you; and I will leave the
and with that I proceeded out with the doctor.

sº

||

"Mr. B.
Fitzherbert.

º
-

*
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590. Did they force their way into the house, or on
to the premises —They came rushing in at the door ;
the door was open, and they chopped the book-keeper,

Mr. B.

Fitzherbert.

who ran in when he saw them coming.

591. How did they chop him —With the cutlasses.
25 Jan. 1865.

601. Did they say anything more ?—They said,
“Bring him out, let us chop him, kill him.”
602. Was anything said about buckra ---They said,
“We don't know one buckra from another, we will
kill them all.”

603. Were you in any way hurt 2–No.
604. Did anybody interfere on your behalf —Yes,

592. Was he killed at the time 2—No, he died
afterwards.

593. Who was present besides the book-keeper and
yourself?—Mr. Purser, the overseer.
594. Was the book-keeper a white or black man 2–

Mr. Purser, the overseer.

605. Did you remain there afterwards?—No, I
came to Kingston after that.

A white man.

606. You saw nothing more afterwards 2 – No,

595. Was the overseer a white man 2–No, a brown.

596. Was he in any way hurt —No.
597. Was anything done to you ?—They pointed a
double-barrelled gun at me when first they came in ;
then they laid hold of me afterwards by the coat and
held a cutlass over me, and dragged me towards the door.
598. Did you say anything to them – Yes ; I
asked them what they were going to kill me for. They
said that I was a Volunteer, and shot the negroes at
Morant Bay.
599. What did you say?—I said I was not. I had
not shot anybody.
600. Was anything more said 2–They said, “Oh,
you have got a gun in the house ?” I said, “I had
and they said, “Oh, you think niggers are

;

ools.”

nothing more.

607. Was any injury done to the property 2–No.
608. None at all 2–No.

609. How long were they there altogether ?—About
a quarter of an hour, I should think.

610. In what direction did they then go —They
went to a place called Petersfield.

611. Your place is in the Blue Mountains 2—Yes.

612. How far is that from Amity, Hall 2–It is a
good way from Amity Hall.
--

613. Quite in a different direction ?–Yes, next to
Mount Pleasant.

614; What time was it when they came to your
place —I think it was between 9 and 10 in the
Inorning.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. T. W.
Jackson.

Mr. THOMAS WHITTER JACKSON sworn and examined.
You did not see what Mr. Hire did?—I did
615. Are you one of the stipendiary magistrates of

º

-

this island 2–I am.

110t.

616. For how many years have you been so?—A
little more than 29.

di

628. Did you see his body afterwards 2—I saw him

IC.

617. What was your district in October last 2–

next
Thetime.
bed629.
at the

day —Next morning;
9 : I was in m y

Portland.

618. On the 12th of October, were you at Amity
Hall 2–I was.

619. At what time did you go there 2–About 3
o'clock in the afternoon.

620. In the course of the evening did any persons
come there 2–They did.
62]. At what time was that ?—I had gone to bed,

630. Did

you see Mr. Crichton —I saw him asleep

* I was coming away; that is all I know about it.
I saw him afterwards, and his head was severely
wounded over both eyes.

631. Had he many wounds upon him 2–I do not

-

as near as I can estimate it, about 11 o'clock.

622. Did you hear at all about what number of
persons came 7–I did not ; I could not see them, it
was dark. I spoke to a few through the window. I
could not form any conception as to their number.
623. What took place, as far as came within your
observation ?—They broke open the door, and the
third man that I met, or the fourth, I think it was,

gave me a blow on the head which entirely stunned

remember.

He is.
632. He is now in England, is he not
633. Was Mr. Henry Hire wounded ?–He was,
634. Was there a Mr. Chisholm there? He had

been there ; he was there at the commencement,

I

believe ; he very miraculously escaped.

635. Are there other sugar estates in the neigh
bourhood of Amity Hall —There are eight in the
Valley, forming the district of Plantain Garden
river.

me, and I know no more about it.

624. What number of wounds did you receive alto
gether, as you ascertained afterwards 2—About mine.
625. Can you tell what wounds they were, how in

636. Were any of the other proprietors residing on
their estates ?—I believe, although it may not be the
fact, that Mr. Hire was the only gentleman in charge

flicted ?–One of the medical attendants told me there

of an estate that had not left the estate previous to

were three distinct cutlass wounds, one of which is not

the attack that was made on the Thursday.

healed yet, not closed up.
626. The others were contused wounds, I suppose ?
—They may or may not have been bludgeon wounds.

on the preceding day —Of course it was natural to

687. I suppose you had heard of the disturbances
seek for preservation, although I had not done it.

The witness withdrew.

Dr. J. S.
Gerard.

-

-

Dr. J. S. GERARD recalled, and further examined.
638. You have placed in the hands of the Commis

---

those circumstances?—Well, we came in two carriages,
and met two other carriages on the road.

sioners this morning a report of what occurred to you
in coming from St. Thomas in the East, when you
were summoned as a witness to attend the special
court now sitting at Kingston —Yes. .
639. And you state that reports were rife in St.

wife, Mrs. Herschell, and my brother, and two Wes.

Thomas-in-the-East, that the witnesses summoned to

you mean
arranged
643. Do
—Mrs.
Herschell
and you
myself
did. to come together ?

-

642...Who do you mean by “we” —Myself and
leyan ministers with their families.

We met them on

the road afterwards.

t

sº

the trials at Kingston would be molested in their way?
—Yes.

640. What did you hear about that ?—I heard that
a body of 30 men had gone from Blue Mountain
Valley to Four Mile Wood, to prevent witnesses from

644. You state that you made your first stage at
Yallah's Bay, St. David's 2–Yes; I was anxious to

get to Albion before coming to

tº:

645. What happened to you between Yallah's Bay " -

saw.abony 10 or 12 men with
cutlasses, which they brandished, as I state in my

-

and Albion estate 2–We
coming to town.

641. What did you think it advisable to do, under

t
º

iº
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report, in this sort of way, at my buggy. They said,
“()h!you are going to town, too, you fellow ; you

men from the valley to make affidavits; that was the
report, the general report in the town.
648. Does Mrs. Herschell know anything about

going down to town.” Another fellow said, “That

icºr." and then they went on ; but I believe after
wards they said something to Mrs. Herschell. I do

this?–Yes; I went on to Albion.

I was there about

a quarter of an hour, and they waited for me a little,
when they passed just by Four Mile Wood, and we all
congregated there. Mrs. Herschell said something to

not know what they said.

646. Who did you hear any report from, as to 30

persºns coming to stop the witnesses?—I heard it at

me about it.

the Court-house. Morant Bay.
547. From whom 7–The clerk of the peace, the

649. Is she here 7–She is at Kingston.
650. When was this that you speak of 2–Yester
day.

rector, and the magistrates, were waiting for some

SECOND
DAY.
-

Dr. J. S.
Gerard.
25 Jan. 1866.

-

Adjourned to to-morrow at 10 o'clock.

THIRD

DAY.

Friday, 26th January 1866,
PRESENT :
THIRD DAY.

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.,

John BLossett MAULE, Esq.

|

Russell, GURNEY, Esq.

E. W.
Harrison.

EDwARD NortMAN HARRison sworn and examined.

551. In October last, were you rifle drill instructor
to the Volunteer regiment —I was.

652. On the 11th October, did you receive instruc
tiºns to go to Morant Bay ?–Yes, I did. I received
instructions from Captain Hitchins to that effect, a
circular to that effect.

-

653. What number of Volunteers turned out at that

672. Did you hear anything besides 2–We heard
the sound of drums beating, coming along.
673. Then you were ordered to fall into rank —
Into rank.

674. Had you your rifles loaded ?–They had not
been loaded previously, and as soon as we were ordered
to fall in and observed the gang of people coming, we

time?–0f our company, including officers, non

were ordered to load.

commissioned officers and men, there were 22.

675. Did you see any parties advancing –We saw
the armed mob advancing upon us with guns,
cutlasses, bayonets, and sticks.
676. Could tell you at all what number came *—It
would be almost impossible for me to say : but a very
great number ; and I should think about five or six

654. And were you joined by others afterwards –
By about 10 of the Morant Bay corps, after we got
to the bay.

555. Sº that in all you were just about 30 —Yes,
about 32 I should say.
555. What distance had you to proceed to Morant

-

hundred.

657. Did you meet with any parties on your way?
—ſ ºbserved several negroes going along the road,

677. Is there a large open space before the Court
house 2–Yes, what they call the Parade, I believe.
678. How near did they come to you ?—I should

Armed with sticks, towards Morant Bay.

say about three or four yards.

º
From what parts were
4th.

679. Came within three or four yards?—Yes.
680. Was anything done by them as they came
up 2–Yes; they commenced upon us with a shower

Bay?—About 25 miles.

they going —From

5%, Were you at Bath?—I was in the Plantain
Gallen River district, and I rode through Bath.
5%. That is a little to the west of Bath —To the
tàSt.

Böl. Thenit runs both to the east and west of Bath;
Yºu were on the west of Bath 2–I was more towards
the sea-side.
-

§2. That is the east of course; then you do not go

of stones, and striking at our rifles.

681. Were any of your rifles struck at before you
did anything —Oh, yes.
682. What they came near enough for that, did
they –Yes, some : they came with stones first.
683. Was anything done by the authorities then 2
—The Custos came out to the steps and kept waving

tºugh Bath?—I went through Bath. I was ordered

his hands back, and telling them to keep peace and

"nºt at head quarters,
$53, Was it in your way to Bath or to Morant Bay
.47. you met these people —From Bath to Morant

go back ; but they would listen to nothing, he said :
and Captain Hitchins suggested the Riot Act had
better be read. Some one gave it to him. He had
not read more than three or four lines before we
received a volley.
684. Then you had no volley before the Riot Act
was read 2–Not exactly.

* You met several parties of negroes running
"that direction?—Yes.

* Did they offer any obstruction to you ?–No.
ºut of them.

685. What do yºu mean - They came down upon

* You were well known as a Volunteer —My
"ſm would tell that.
* When you arrived at the Court-house, did you

us for the attack; but as the Custos began to read the

Riot Act, which was in his hands while he was read
ing, as he commenced they flung stones.

º

ºne refreshment, or before that ?—Yes.
You were ordered to the Court-house 2–Yes.

686. Then what you said before as to the shower
of stones, and striking the rifles, had not taken place

* What time was that —I could not exactly

till they began reading the Riot Act 2–Yes.

*ºut 1 or 2 o'clock.
"| Was the Vestry then sitting?—The Vestry

* sitting.

º How longafter was any alarm given 2–At
-

ºg was perfectly quiet herº
ºng perfectly quiet. About 3 o'clock,

As I

º
is we were sitting down round the
five *if the back of it, we heard the alarm
*

*"They're coming ! they are coming !” and we

**tely ordered to fill in.
y

687. Then they commenced 2–Yes; as he com
menced they received a shower of stones.
688. What happened next 2–As they were assault

ing us in such a manner we received the word to fire
689. Did you hear who gave it?–I could not hear .
but I suppose the commander.
690. you
Unless younot
supposed
it came
fr
mander
. acted
2–Nº

º

691. Didº any of you fire 2–Yes.

arranged if

>

theit..all.
COIn

º: ; the kind º ºy were
been
-

-

B 4
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from the Court-house you had to look diagonally down

nearly all fire.

into it.

692. When was the arrangement made –In
drilling.
693. General instructions in your drill—they were
not all to fire. Did you see whether anybody belong

719. Might the windows have been left open to let
the persons in the School-house escape –No.

ing to the Volunteers was hurt —After the volley
694. Yes 2—Well, I observed two or three wounded
after we got into the Court-house.
695. But at the time 2—No.

696. Whereabouts were you ?—In the rear of the
company.

697. Did you receive any blows yourself?—Yes;
I was struck in the mouth, a front tooth knocked out,

and my lip was cut.
698. All that was after you fired 2–Almost instan
taneously as we fired the struggle commenced.
699. That was your first blow —Yes.
700. Was that with stones 2–With stones.

701. Was your own gun made useless —When I
was so assailed I made a charge, and from the blow,
I suppose, the rifle itself was split up the barrel; the
stock was splintered, and the ramrod.

720. But some Volunteers escaped there 2–No;
none of us ever went to the School-house.

721. None of the Volunteers; did not any of the
civilians ?—None that I know of.

722. However, that will appear.

Where did you

go, did you make your escape from the Court-house –
Yes ; I went down the front steps, and as I got to the

bottom of the steps I observed a man with a gun
coming out and pointing it at me. I stood still, and
as I raised my rifle to my shoulder he ran back to the
Court-house, and I ran into Mr. Price's house.
723. How far was that from the Court-house ?—

About eight or ten yards.
724. Whom did you find at Price's 2–The Custos,
Mr. Herschell, Mr. Georges, and many other gentle
Innen.

725. Did you see there the body of Lieut. Hall ?–
I saw the lifeless body of Lieut. Hall.
726. He was then dead 2–He was then dead.

702. From a stone 2–No ; from the blows of the
stones and the cutlasses.

703. Did you retreat into the Court-house ?—Un
derneath the Court-house.

727. Did the firing go on ?—Yes; the people con
tinued firing at us, and at one time Mr. Georges called
out, “I am shot " I am shot.”

704. On the ground floor?—On the ground floor.
705. What did you do next, did you remain on the
ground floor —No, after a little while I observed
them bringing in the body of one of the Volunteers

728. Mr. Herschell offered some prayer for you ?
—After that Mr. Herschell offered a prayer for us,
and we saw Mr. Price's house had caught fire from

who had been knocked down in the attack, and who

catch fire, the Court-house in the centre, and next

seemed to have been killed from the blow of a stone

Mr. Price's house.

or stick. I did not see any wounds bleeding, but his

729. You are quite clear the Court-house caught fire
from the School-house, not from being set on fire; and
that Mr. Price's house caught ſire from that ?–Yes,
the Court-house was not set on fire, but the School

eyes were all blue round about them, and he was as
if he was in his last gasp.

706. Was that Ross —Yes, private Ross.
You say that he seemed to be in his last gasp 2

º:

- I Cs.

708. Who brought him in 2–Some of our bands

the Court-house.

The School-house was the first to

house was.

730. You did not see it set on fire 2–No, I did not
see it, but I think I can give the name of the person

men, and one or two Volunteers assisted,

who did see it.

709. Did you then go upstairs —I observed my
brother upstairs, and I called out to him to open the
door they had barred, which they did ; and Captain
Hitchins and myself rushed up, getting a shower of

731. When Price's house caught fire, what did you
do —We went outside the fort; Captain Hitchins,
the Baron, Mr. Warmington, and all I have mentioned,
remained together.

stones as we did so.

710. Did you find Baron Ketelhodt there ?—The
Baron, Mr. Georges, Mr. Herschell, and others.
711. Did you receive any instructions as to the
course you were to pursue —Yes ; the Custos said
he did not wish us to fire at the people unless we saw
them attacking us and firing. He also sent out a man
with a white handkerchief to the mob, telling them
he wished peace, and inquiring what they wanted,
and that if they even wanted himself they must send
and let him know.
712. Some one went out 2–He was a black man

who went out with the handkerchief; but I do not
recollect his return.

732. Yes —And after a little time my brother
Richard, who was close to me, received a shot in the
eye, through the embrasure of the fort, and fell on the
side of the fort.

I went to him and told him he must

keep heart and not to mind that, and soon after I

heard one of the people say, “Dem powder done, let
us go in upon them.”

733. Did they come in upon you ?—Then they
rushed in upon us. I remained where I was, and was
surrounded by several of them. I kept pointing my
rifle at each as they tried to take me, and they kept
off for a little, till at last I received a shot on my left
elbow joint and in my back, and fell down on my face.

734. Well?—Then one came and jumped on my

713. During this time were the mob firing 2–Yes;
and if any of us appeared at the windows they fired

back, and rifled my pockets, and took what I had, and
sat down, and I heard one inquire, “Are you sure

with stones, and when we went to the window we saw

that one is quite dead,” alluding to myself. He said
“Yes, he is quite dead ;” and he got up and had

that in every direction they were moving about with
turns.

714. After this, did you see smoke 2–Yes, soon
after I observed smoke from the School-house.
715. How far was that from the Court-house ?—
About 20 feet.

716. Did you afterwards see the Court-house on
fire 2–Oh, yes.
717. Did you see how that was, how it caught
fire 2–From the flames of the School-house, as far as

I could make out ; on first looking through the
window I saw the windows of the School-house open,
but soon after that I observed they were shut ; and
when the fire had sufficiently caught I observed they
were open again, as I supposed, for the breeze to blow
the fire.

another jump on my body.
735. What did he say?—Then he left me. While I
was lying down I heard blows, and the voice of the

Custos saying, “What are you beating me so for
What have I done º Are you going to kill me?” and
the blows and the voice gradually grew fainter and
fainter.

736. Did you remain where you were 7–For some
time, and, as it was dark, I got up and tumbled down
the hill into the bottom road, and went through some
mud and water to the sea beach and I there remained

the whole night until morning.

737. Then you got on board the “Wolverine "—
Yes.

738. How long were you in the hospital —A long

718. Were there any persons in the School-house
during that time?—No ; we could not see. The

time.

School-house was rather a low building, and looking

arm is useless; I have two wounds in

*

739. I am afraid your arm is still

ffering —My
y back.
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740. Is your brother there

?–He is still in the

752. Were the houses in the rear of the mob 2– THIRD DAY.

hospital.
fil. How many of your company lost their lives?—

On the right, on the left, and in front.
753. It was a square 2–Yes, the Court-house was

Six.

towards the other end, and then there were houses on

-

742. Six out of how many –-Six out of 22; four
were seriously wounded, and others slightly.
743. What were the wounds inflicted by ?–My
wounds in the head were inflicted by sticks. I expect
this in my mouth was by a stone. I was shot in the
elbow joint and in the back with gravel. The gravel
came out while I was in the hospital.
744. As we understand, as the mob advanced you
retreated till you had your back to the wall?—We
had taken up our position in front of the Court-house,

to try and prevent their getting in the rear of us; but
in the hurry of falling in we went a little too much
in advance of the Court-house, and as they came upon
us Lieutenant Hall gave the order to fall back.
745. How many paces were you from the Court
house in the first instance – It might have been
eight or ten.
746. And as the mob advanced Lieutenant Hall gave
the order to step back three paces –Yes, so that we
might endeavour to get back and prevent their getting
behind us. But the Volunteers did not step back
sufficiently, they were so intently looking upon the
mºb that they did not do so at once, and the mob got
between us and the Court-house.

747, Between you and the Court-house ?–Yes, I
got my blows from the rear.

748, Were you in the rear —I was sergeant-major.
supernumerary rank

* Then you were in the
les.

750, Did the mob retreat after the first volley –As
soon as the volley was fired, after they had made many
ºuts at us, and I had received all these wounds, they

* M actually retreat, but got behind the houses
which surround the Court-house and tho parade.
They surrounded us on all sides, all round the wharf
104d and the houses.

either side and in front.

There is a narrow lane

26 Jan. 1866.

leading town to the parade.

754. Then which were the houses they got behind
—The houses surrounding the square.
755. Did they go back through the street in front
and get behind 2–No, there were little openings by
the church, et cetera.

756. Did you see themob, after retreating a little way,
come back to fetch their own wounded ?–No, I did not.

The wounded I saw were creeping away themselves,
and got behind shelter. I did not see them come back
and take any wounded.

757. Then they got behind and on each side of you ?
—Yes.

758. Was there any cessation after the firing, or did
you fire only one volley –Only one volley outside;
but when we were in the Court-house the Custos told

us not to fire on the mob generally, but if we saw any

firing at us, we were to fire at them—that is any armed
with guns.
759. How many rounds of ammunition had each

Volunteer –Our company 10 rounds each, and the
Morant Bay company five.
760. There were two 2-There were two.

761. Was there any spare ammunition –No.
762. Was there none brought from Bath – could
not say that.
763. Before the order was given by the Baron had
the Volunteers not been firing upon persons who came
to the wounded ?–No, I myself might have done a
great deal more, but I considered that I did not wish
to fire, in case I might hit some of the innocent ones,
or I could have done a great deal more.

764. Did the people get possession of any of the
arms of the Volunteers that were killed 2–0.h, yes.
My brother Richard, they took his rifle as they

fºl. Those in the line against which you ſired
would fallback and get out of the way to a certain

knocked him down.

ºtent?--To a certain extent. They got behind the
lºss to prevent themselves being hit in case we

765. Did they take ammunition from the wounded
or dead – suppose they must.

iºd. We also retreated into the Court-house.

E. N.
Harrison.

766. You did not know it 2–1 could not say.

The witness withdrew.

Mrs. MARIA Hitchins sworn and examined.

I'l Are you the widow of the late Captain named Duncan Stewart said he wanted Mrs. Hitchins,
Hitchins —I am.

that he had promised my husband to lay me beside

* Do you remember your husband being called
"t on the night of the 10th of October ?–He was
ºrd out by the Custos.

'''. And on the 11th did he leave Bath for Morant

him.

772. You were lying in the bamboo all this time 2
—Yes.

Bº He left between 6 and 7 in the morning.

773. Did you come out 2–During the day Duncan
Stewart I myself heard say that they want me.

"". In the course of that evening did you hear
what had happened —Just between 7 and 8 in the

others said, “No, save them—we want wives.” I was

* I heard all the Volunteers were laid dead

called, and I came out, and Duncan Stewart said to

Some said, “Save women; ” others said, “Kill them.”

** Parade, and about 1 o'clock I heard Captain me, “I am the man that killed Hitchins.” I said,
*his was dead. Between 6 and 7 in the morn “Are you the man *" He held up a cutlass. I said,
ing his buggy came home with his boots

and

“Do not answer me yes.”

He said, “I killed

*,0ther things that he took away, and just after

Hitchins.”

º I received a letter from Captain Hitchins, stating
He relels will be in Bath by daylight in the morn

Hitchins 2 " He said, “Yes; do you forgive me?”
I said, “Yes, from the bottom of my heart.” He told
me if I did not give up the gunpowder he would have

I said, “Yes, my man, did you kill

"g. Have the ammunition secured, for they are
"ming for it. Escape for your life.” I called in my head off. I said I did not know where such a
"mºtºr Bruce and told him, and he called his thing was kept, though my husband was the captain.
wie and his cousin, and they got into the guard-room, I saw my infant babe handled by the rebels. They
raised the flooring, and had all the ammunition—the
said his head was “like the brute Hitchins,” and they

!"Wiler, caps, bail cartridges, and everything—put
* After that we heard the horns blowing, and
ºrºbe's came in,

-

would have it off. A woman (a rebel) said, “Save the
child,” and she got it and threw it under a basket,
Mr. Wilson was then entering Bath in the midst of

"! What time was that 2–About 8 or 9 in the it, and they said “Head him, head him,” and went

*

As we heard the horn blow, I called

"a little babe I had, seven months old, and a little

away and left me, and I made my escape into the
house. Mr. Nelson came to me and said, “It is im.
“ possible that you should remain here; we must take
“you away. The rebels are determined to take the
“ house, and you will be severely ill-treated.” Mr.

Éd two years old, two of my children, and I made
*** with them to the woods. As soon as we
* in the bush, in a little bamboo opposite my
** house was packed with rebels, all kinds of Manning came and said, “I want to rescue you and
People, demanding “the woman Hitchins.” A man take you to the Iron Bridge,” and he took me away.
15589,

C

Mrs. M.
Hitchins.
---
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We went in Mr. Hitchins' vehicle.

When we got to

silver and my husband's papers and my clothing and

Plantain Garden River I was attacked by the rebels. my children's clothing. We saved nothing, and all
They said I must thank the Custos, because if my my clothes were almost dismantled off me.

-

Mrs. M.
Hitchins.

husband was not a Volunteer he would not have been
26 Jan. 1866.

killed. We passed through the crowd. I should think
there were nearly 2,000 men.

-

777. That was your house ?—No, the Iron Bridge
House,

778. Was anything done to your house ?—They

774. Were they armed —Armed with cutlasses, plundered all they could find, and took away all the
clubs, bills, bayonets, and sticks of all kinds. When things.
779. Were others touched 2–Others were attacked
we got to the Iron Bridge shop, some said they would
pull down the stores and some said they would burn all down the river—Duckinfield, Mr. Harrison's, Mr.
them.

Mr. McDermot sent me word to come to

Hire's, Mr. Chisholm's, Mrs. Reid’s, likewise Mrs.

Duckenfield. Upon leaving my house I had brought
all my valuables, like jewels, money, and such things.

Herschell's.
780. What was done º-All the furniture was de

I went into the house and asked to go to a bed, as I
was faint. I retired, and at about 1 o'clock I heard
the voice of Mr. Manning saying, “Mrs. Hitchins,
escape for your life, the rebels are coming.” Ijumped
out, and a clerk of his, named Bobby Green, was in
the next room. I said, “Lord | Bobby, my babel ”
He took the babe, and Mr. Manning said, “Don’t
stop, but escape for your life.” I got to the door-step,
and was attacked by rebels with sticks.

stroyed, and everything plundered and robbed—
breaking down the windows and leaving the houses
empty and the doors standing. They dismantled the
houses altogether.
781. That was all on the Thursday and Friday ?—
Yes. On Friday night, after they had finished murdering
Mr. Hire, they came and told Mr. Manning they had

775. What do you mean by “attacked **—They

Mr. Jackson had said to them “I am your friend,”
they had said, “No, Jackson is in Portland.”
782. This is what you heard —No ; this is what

all came round and called out, “Colour for colour !”
“Peace "“Save him 1" “Kill him 1" Mr. Manning
said, “I am Manning of the Maroons,” and a tall man
ran up and said, “Peace, peace, save him,” and that
man took us from the crowd.

776. Who were “us?”—Mr. Manning and myself.
When we escaped that crowd we were attacked by
another. They took me for Mr. McDermott, dressed
in woman's clothes, and said I was a man dressed in
woman's clothes. They took me by the throat and
shoulder. I said I was a woman, and when I said it
my voice was nearly choked, and I drew down my

hair and pitched it in their faces. When they took

murdered Hire and would kill his son, and that when

the rebels said.

783. Were you present 2–Yes.
784. Did you hear them say so —Yes, I heard
them ; they said they had murdered Mr. Hire, and
that they would put his son in a stone well, and when
Mr. Jackson had said, “I am Jackson,” they said, “No,
he is in Portland.” As soon as he said, “I am a

friend of Gordon,” they rubbed him up and brought
him to life. And they set Dr. Crowdy's bed on fire ;
but when they found he was a doctor they put the
fire out. They then went to Mr. Harrison's and set
it on fire.

me by the hair to kill me I patted them on the face

with my hand. Then the shell blew and they went

785. That is what you heard 2–That is what I

away. I stood almost stunned, and heard some one
say, “Mrs. Hitchins, are you alive 2 " I said “Yes.

heard ; but the other is what I witnessed and suffered.

Lord! where are my poor children 2" A woman said,
“They are here,” and then we went back to Mr.
Manning's house. He had to hide me in a room. The

rebels came about an hour afterwards, after destroying
all that there was in Duckinfield. They got all my

I had a little girl with me, two years old, and she was
barefooted and remained in the bamboo all night.
Both the children suffered from that. They took
severe colds.

Dr. Phillippo is the man who attended

them for the last two months.

786. That is all you know 2–That is all I know.

The witness withdrew.

J. O.
McKenzie.

John ORGILL McKENZIE sworn and examined.

787. You are one of sergeants of the police of

805. What o'clock did he leave 2–Between 3

-----

St. Thomas in the East 2—I am.

788. How long have you held that post 2–For
many years.

789. How many ?–From 1856.
790. To the present time 2–Yes.

791. You were at Morant Bay on Wednesday the
11th of October 2–Yes.

792. Acting under Inspector Alberga 2–Yes.
793. Were you on that day in attendance at the
Vestry, at the Court-house 2–Yes.

794. What time in the morning did you go there 2
—I went there about 8 o'clock in the morning.

795. Had you any other police with you ?–I had.
796. How many ?—I cannot say the exact number.
797. Well, about 2–About 13.

and 4.

806. He went on horseback 2–Yes.

807. Did he come back —He returned back almost
immediately and said that the mobs were already in
the Bay.
808. The what ?—The mob.

809. In consequence of that being said by Mr.
Cooke, was any order given to the Inspector ºl. The
Custos told the Inspector to put his men under arms.
810. That is the policemen 2–Yes.

811. Inspector Alberga –Inspector Alberga who
is now dead.

812. Did you accompany the police to the police
station ?—Near to the police station.

813. That was after the Inspector was told to put

798. Were they all in the Coºrt house 2–There
were some there and two left in the station on guard.

them under arms ?–To put the men under arms.
814. When you got near the police station, what did

799. How far was the station from the Court

you find –We saw several people in the police station.
815. Who were they –The mob, and some outside

house 2–Not very far—about 200 yards.
800. Then you remained, did you, at the Court
house during the day ?—I did.
801. Well, the Westry were assembled ?–Yes.
802. Do you remember, in the afternoon, Mr.

stoning the station.
816. Stoning it *—Throwing stones at the station.

Cooke, the churchwarden, coming out of the Vestry

817. Did you see any people outside with weapons
in their possession of any kind —Not at that time.
818. You did not go in 2–We could not ; there was

—I remember it.

no possibility.

803. What time did he come out 2–Between 3
and 4.

804. Was that done in pursuance of any information
that had reached the Vestry 2—I believe not ; he was
merely riding to show off himself, as it were.

819. Did you try —We could not face the crowd
—there was a large assemblage of people, and we
could by no means go in.

820. Into the station ?–Yes, because they were
throwing stones in all directions.

T
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821. Did Inspector Alberga, with the policemen,
attempt to go in ?–No.
822. It was no use 2–It was no use.
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854. You went at a pretty smart pace —Yes,
seeing the intention of the people.

855. What did you see?—As I went to the beach

823. Did you see how many people were inside?—
We could not tell the number.

824. In consequence of your not being able to get

I saw one of the Volunteers with a harpoon sticking
in his side, and bleeding most awfully.
856. When was that?–As I went to the beach.

in, what did you do?—We returned to the Volunteers,

857,"What distance was it from the Court-house?

who were at this time assembled in front of the Court

—About as far as from this to the Court-house.
858. The beach is distant from the Court-house at

house, and begged them to go and charge upon the
ople.

r;

Morant Bay about as far as this is from the Court
And when you had done that?—Captain

Hitchins refused, and said he would remain where he
Was.

826. When that had been decided on what was

done?—I had scarcely finished speaking to him before
I saw the mob coming in a large procession.

827. When you'first saw them coming did you

house on the other side of the square—about 100
yards 2–Yes.
859. Did you notice anybody go away at the same
time as you did?—No.
860. Then the Volunteer you noticed had gone
before ?–He overtook me.

861. Had he been one of the Volunteers drawn up

notice whether they were in possession of arms ?—

in front of the Court-house?–Yes.

They were in possession of the police arms which they

862. Had he his rifle 2–No, he had no rifle ; he
held the harpoon in his side.

tºok from the police station.
828. Did you see them —I saw them with the
Arms. I had left them at the station when I went to

863. Where was it 2–About the waist.

864. How was it fixed 2–I did not observe, because

the Court-house, and I saw them afterwards coming

at the time I was trying to escape for my life—there

Out of the station with the arms.

was no time to stop to examine.
865. You did not stop to pull it out 2–No, there
was no time to help anybody; he was trying to pass

* You saw them coming out

of the station ?—

es.

830. How many of them had these arms ?—I cannot

me to the beach.

831. About 3–I cannot tell.

867. What did you see 2–Some of the mob when I
got there said, “See, police " And a man with a

866. Which got there first 2–I was there first.

832. Then tell me what they did when they came
As you describe?—They were marching on the Volun
teers.
833. Where were you ?–In the rear of the
Volunteers.

§4. Well, what took place as they advanced to the

bayonet ran after me and would have put it into me.
Some of the people said, “Don’t kill the sergeant, he
is a good man,” but this man would have killed me.
They then got hold of me.

868. What did you do then—they held you?—They

Wºlheers?—Captain Hitchins said to the Custos held me a prisoner. They took me to the wharf road
to one M'Laren, who was captain of the guard I
*it would be advisable to read the Riot Act, and believe.
he Wºmed the book and sent it up.
* Up to that time how near had the advancing

nºt tº the Volunteers —They were as near them
* the wall is to me.

(An officer was here directed

"measure the distance indicated by the witness, and

869. To his house 2–No, to him on the road.

870. You do not know he was captain of the guard
—what do you mean –One that led the people, he
appeared to be so.

I have no doubt.

71. What makes you think so –They took me to

Tºpºrted 17 paces.

%. When they were at this distance from the
Volunteers, Captain Hitchins gave the Riot Act to
the Custos to read it—you noticed nothing done by

nº-They were advancing still.
* Did they continue to advance 2–Yes.

the

838. Where did they get to ?—They advanced till
they came nearer.

* Hºw near did they at last get to the Volun
*%-About as far as the railings of this room are

him, and he ordered what was to be done.

872. What did he say 3–He said I was to be taken
to Spring Garden.
873. Were you taken –I was taken towards the
prison, as far as the prison.

874. Who took you ?–Several people.

875. Do you mean the same people that took you
to McLaren first 2–Yes.
876. How many –Plenty; there could not be less
than 40 men.

T0m me,

* The Volunteers retreated ?—They could
*tely retreat where they were.

* They stepped back a little?–Yes.
Towards the wall of the Court-house 2–Yes.

877. Forº men to take you ?—There was a real
procession of people.
878. How many got hold of you ?–About ºx,
879. Were you resisting 2–1 could not resist.

You did not attempt—then away you went to
* Did you notice while the Riot Act was being the880.
prison –They took me to the District Prison.
Tºad "ything being done —I did not hear it read.
881. Where is this 2–About a quarter of a mile.
*Cºtos was about reading it. I heard Captain
How long were you there?—They took me
882.
*his say, “Ifthe order is given to fire I will fire.” there, and
I said to McLaren, “What have I done z
"º"; sº, ºr shortly after saying so, he fired.
Let
me
go!"
He said to me, “You will go to Spring
d * Now before that had you noticed anything Garden with me.”

"ºhepeople advancing? They were advancing.
ls that all you noticed them do —All I saw.

845,

* You saw no stones thrown ?—No, I saw none.
*7. Where were you ?–In the rear of the Volun

883. Did you go?—As they took me, one of the
mob said, “Be careful what you do with that man :
he is a Maroon.”

884. Speaking of you ?–Yes.

* where I could ge.
885. Was that one of the mob —Yes; I said to
*9%r their heads?—Not over their heads.
McLaren, “Let me go ' " He said, “I shall take you
łº the supernumerary rank—then what hap. to Spring Garden to assist me.” I said, “I cannot
º {-After they had advanced and the Volunteers “join
and assist you, I am a policeman,—rather than

º "Volunteers retired towards the Court-house.

“go I would be killed. I cannot

join you.” He said
* Did they all go into the Court-house?—They “If I let you go, you must not let
me see you again
They were all about together, and as I saw they

|

º
|ºt to the worst I fled.
3]. Where did you go to ?–To the beach, where

—if I see you again I will kill you.”

."k me prisoner.

did not see you again –He did not see me again.
888. You took very good care of that *—There

We

852,
853.

rrn stro:

yºu go straight to the beach 2–Yes.

* long did it take you to get there

very
try lo

886. Did he let you go?–He let me go.
887. We may presume, from your being here, he

—Not were two policemen, another sergeant and one private
of police, taken at the same time as myself. I begged
C 2
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920. East or west from it 3–On the road to

THIRD DAY. McLaren to let them go, and he did let one of them
gO.889. Where were they taken —At the beach.
J. O.
McKenzie.
890. But you did not say that—how many ran
26 Jan. 1866. away ?—Two men.

851. Did you all go together ?—Yes. They took

Kingston.
921. That is west—in the morning you came back
to the station ?—Yes.

922. You examined Mr. Alberga's body, what state
was it in 2–His face was completely disfigured.

892. You never had arms that day?—No.

923. In what way?—Beaten with sticks ; com
pletely disfigured by beating, so disfigured that one
would scarcely know him, unless by his dress.

893. Two others were taken prisoners with you ?

—The Rev. Mr. Herschell's.

us to the station first. Our arms had been there but
we could not get them.

—Yes.

894. Were they both taken to McLaren —Yes,
and I asked them to let the sergeant go.

895. What was the sergeant's name 2—Romeo

924. Now, whose was the next body you examincá?

925. Did you notice the state of his body?—His
body was much mortified—much beaten—his head.
926. Did you recognize him —I could, because I

William Dresden–Jacob was the other.

had known him before.

896. What became of them—were they let go?—
No, they let go Dresden, but they would not let

I did not.

Jacob go ; they said if I said another word they
would take me again.
897. Two were taken and one let go 2–Yes.

898. Where did you go?–To the back of the
prison ; and while there I saw the smoke of the fire

927. Did you notice anything about his mouth –
-

928. Nor with respect to the state of his tongue
—I cannot say.
929. How had he been killed apparently —By
beating.
930. Did you notice his throat —I did not.

931. Is that all you noticed with respect to him —

at the School-house.

899. How long did you remain at Morant Bay
from this day you have been speaking of, the 11th –
I remained during all the time.
900. Did you continue to fulfil the duties of
sergeant?—Yes, as sergeant.
901. Did you resume your duties —I did on the
following day, on the morning of the 12th I came to

Yes.

the station.

935. In what way ?—A cut down between the
fingers in the palm of the hand.
936. Did you notice whether any of the fingers
were missing 2—I did not.
937. Nor hanging by any skin —I did not notice.
938. Was his dress stripped from him —He had

-

902. What condition did you find the station in 2
—I found several white men lying dead in the market
place as I went there.

903. Do you know who they were —One was
Inspector Alberga, another was the Rev. Victor
Herschell, and another Captain Hitchins.
904. When you got to the police station what state

did you find it in on Thursday the 12th of October 2
—It was in the same broken state as the mob had
left it.

905. But you have not told us, as you did not get into

932. Who was next 2—The Baron was lying in the
wharf road much disfigured—his fingers were cut
and much disfigured.
933. In what way ?—A sharp weapon, a cutlass or
something, had cut them.
934. In which hand 2–Both hands.

on his shirt and trousers.

939. Had he a coat on ?—I cannot say that he had.
940. You do not remember 2—No.

941. Is that all you noticed 2–Captain Hitchins
had a cut behind his neck.

942. Was he the next you examined 2–Yes.

it *—Everything that was moveable had been carried

943. What state was he in 2–He had one large

away. It was plundered—they had taken away all

cut behind his head as if some one was trying to cut

the arms and everything.

off his head.

906. How many arms had been taken away ?—
About 31.

907. Any ammunition ?–No ammunition.

908. No powder —We have not had powder for a
long time.

944. What length do you think it was 2—A good
length, as if a person had been trying to cut off his
head.

945. And deep —Very deep.
946. Was that all you noticed about him —Yes.
947. Who was the next 2–I saw a

909. Any other things beside muskets 2–Bayonets,
the uniform of the police, and all the papers and

named Reid—his face was disfigured.

books.

knew him.

910. Was the furniture still there —Yes. They
left the furniture, but they plundered the station,
and took away everything that would be of service

with sticks.

to them—everything easy to be removed.

911. That being the state of the station, you saw
the people dead in the market place—who were they?
-Inspector Alberga, the Rev. Mr. Herschell, Captain
Hitchins. The Baron was on the other side, on the
road lººding to the wharf. I saw Justice Walton,

Volunteer

I scarcely

948. Was his face smashed ?–Yes, smashed up

949. Did you examine Mr. Walton's body ?–Not
particularly.
950. Was there anyone else you examined —No ;

I saw others that I could not recognize, they were so
much disfigured.
951. Before the morning of the 11th October, before
you went down to the Court-house, had you any

John Walton.

knowledge of what was going on in the district —No,

912. Did you examine them at all —I did, sir.
I went for that particular purpose, and examined

save what the Inspector wrote to me.

them particularly.
913. Were there others ?—There were some of the

knowledge, had you no knowledge of what was going

Volunteers.

953. The first time you knew anything of violence
was the day they marched down upon you on the 11th

914. How many 2–There were several of them.

952. Never mind that,-according to your own
on —None whatever.

I cannot say how many.
, 913. You cannot say how many Volunteers?—

of October 2—Yes.

I cannot say.

arms ?—None whatever. I was surprised when I saw

916. About what o'clock in the morning was it
when you saw them first 2–About 10 o'clock.

917. Where had you been, from the time they let
You go, behind the prison till then 2–I was at
Friendship Pen.

918. Who lives there 2–It is a town, a village
where several black people live.
919. How far from Morant Bay ?–About two
miles.

954. Had you seen none before that day under
them.

955. Had you not been on duty on the Monday
before that day ?—No.
956. Where were you ?—Where I was stationed,
at Bath.
957. You were aware on the 11th that the man had

been rescued on the 7th from the justices —I was, I
learned that when I came to the Bay.

958. Did you know on the 11th, in your official
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capacity as a policeman, that the police had been

other. The Volunteers then started for the Court

sent with warrants to arrest parties at Stony Gut –

house.

978. Did any of the mob get between the Volunteers

Yes,

THIRD DAY.
J. O.
McKenzie.

and the Court-house?–No.

950. Did you know it on the 11th —I did.
960, Were those police belonging to the force at
Morant Bay?—They were.

961. Were they some of the 13 you had on the

979. Norto the side of them 3–They were mingled,

26 Jan. 1866,

as I say, you could hardly tell the difference between
them.

980. When the Volunteers fired?—The mob were

11th —Yes.

962. Did you know what had happened to them?

in front.

—They told me.
953. Never mind what they told you, did you know

enough to mingle with them then—not before that?—

something had happened to them 2–Yes.

No.

981. Of course, but they had not got up near

964. You knew on the 11th that on the 7th the man

982. Did you notice at the time when the firing

had been rescued, and that on the 9th police had gone

took place whether the mob retired at all?–As they
fired they marched on quicker.
983. Did any of them retire –The whole of them

to Stony Gut?—I did.
965, Is that all you did know —All.
966. Well now, just attend—on the 11th when you
went to the police station and could not get the arms,

you came back to Captain Hitchins and asked him
something about charging them, and he would not *He refused.

967. Then you stationed yourself behind the

marched towards the Volunteers.

984. Now, wait a moment—did any of the mob, as
far as you observed, get behind the houses, either in
front of the Court-house or to the right or left —The
mob, some of them, were coming from the wharf
road.

Volunteers ?–Behind the Volunteers.

968. And between the time you asked Captain
Hitchins and he would not go 2–I had scarcely
finished before they came up.

985. I am talking of the mob who, having armed
themselves at the police station, advanced towards the
Volunteers.

When the Volunteers fired into them,

did you notice whether any part of the mob retreated

969. How long do you think you were there before

back or to the sides of the houses —I did not observe,

you started for the beach –I will say about ten

I saw them still coming towards the Volunteers.
986. You saw, you say, stones flung by the mob at
the police station —I did.

minutes.

970. You were ten minutes behind the Volunteers,
about?—About that.

971. Were you facing towards the direction in
which they were coming —I was.

972. And watched them as they approached you ?
—I did.

973. Did they ever, as far as you noticed, come to
a stand-still, or, as it has been called, a halt —No :

988. Then when they fired you ran away ?—
Shortly after.

989. As soon as they fired 2–No, immediately
after.

990. Up to that time you had not seen a single

they were coming marching forward.

stone thrown 2–No.

974. Did you see them halt —No.
975. Did you see one of the band go towards them
with his arm outstretched as if to stop them 2–No.
976. During these ten minutes, till you started to
the beach, did you see any stones thrown 2–No ; as

i. as I saw the Volunteers retreat,

987. And from that time until the Volunteers fired

you saw no other stones thrown 2–None.

I started to the

h.

977. Did you start before the fire —No, sir, after
the fire. The people were standing up before the

Volunteers, and you could scarcely tell one from the

The men were armed with

guns, lances, cutlasses, and sticks.
991. You were facing towards them 2–1 retreated.
992. But up to that time were you facing them —
Yes.

993. Did you see or hear any guns fired by the mob
before the Volunteers fired –The Volunteers were
the first to fire.

994. Afterwards did you see the mob fire –As
they fired I went behind the Court-house.

The witness retired.

Mr. SAMUEL SHORTRIDGE sworn and examined.
estate, to the west of Morant Bay; that is one of the
995. Are you a magistrate —Yes.
9%, You also have two sugar estates and are estates which I lease, and I generally make it a stage

Attorney for some others ?—Yes, I am attorney for

I believe six of the largest estates in the parish of
St. Thomas in the East.
997. On the afternoon of the 11th of October were

yºu on your way home to Plantain Garden River ?–1

on my way home from Kingston.
1006. At what time did you go on the following
morning 2–About 10 o'clock.
1007. How far did you get before anything occurred?
—To Retreat.

1008. Whereabouts is that 3–That is to the east of

Wäs,

998. Whereabouts was that ?–Just a little below

Bath, in the centre of the Plantain Garden River dis
trict.

99. On which side of Bath is it —On the east
side.

1000. Where were you going from ? — From
Kingston.

Morant Bay.
1009. What occurred at Retreat 2–1 met the head
man there and several of the old persons whom I had

known many years past, and they strongly urged me
not to proceed one inch further ; either to go back to
Morant Bay to the protection of the troops, or if I
would go up to Retreat they would do their best to
protect me there; but if I went on I should be

100l. On your way did you hear of what had
ºurted
in Morant
Bay?—I
; when
wasdreadful
within murdered as sure as fate.
a few miles
of Morant
Bay Ididheard
of Ithe
1010. That was merely information that was given to
massacre that had taken place there, and I was strongly you by persons who were friendly to you. What did
Tºlly a number of persons to return, as they had you do?—I did not like the idea of turning back; I
been swearing they would have my life, and they still hoped I might be able to proceed on to my wife
-

mºtioned
a great
particulars.
1002. You
had many
left your
family at Plantain

and family, and I remained at Retreat that night.

-

Garden

River ?–Yes.

10%. And you were anxious to get to them ?—Yes,
W88,

Next morning I sent on my servant to know if

they

were really waiting there for me on the road, and he
came back to me with the intelligence that they were.
1011. What is the name of that servant 2–William

-

1004. Did you go on towards your house –I
"the following morning.

did

Smith.

-

1012. Is he with you now?–Notjust now ; he is

100% Where did you stop that night ?—At Roselle at home, he is in my employment still.
C 3
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1013. Is he a black man 2–He is a sambo coloured

get their usual amount of wages on pay day, and they
quarrelled and kicked up a great noise, and became

Iman.

Mr. S.

Y 1014.

This was on the night of the 12th, was it 2–

Shortridge.
es.

26 Jan. 1866.

1015. Did you then put yourself in communication
with Captain Luke 2–Yes, on the morning of the
13th, when I found I could not get to my wife and family
without rushing into certain death, I thought that if
a great number of persons were waiting for me—
1016. You mean you were told they were waiting
for you ?–Yes, and threats were held out to me myself
on the road while I was going to Retreat.
1017. Did you meet any people * – I passed a
number of men with cutlasses sharpened, and they

were walking with them under their arms. I looked
them all steadfastly in the face and drove on pretty

smartly till I came to Retreat. Before I got to
Retreat, between Lyssons and Rhine, one black man

very restive.

1034. Had there not been anything of the sort occa
sionally occurring previously ; dissatisfaction ?–Not
to the same extent.

I had never noticed it; there

might have been isolated cases here and there amongst
them, but not to the same general extent.

1035. You are not speaking of what you now think
of it, are you ?—No.
1036. Had you observed it previously —I had ob
served it previously ; it was remarked by us all, not
only by myself, but by my subordinates ; they had
called my attention to it, and I noticed it myself.
1037. Did you have any communication with your
labourers about it —Nothing beyond talking to them :
they used to come up to me and complain that the

overseers had not paid them. I used to take the trouble

sung out to me, “Ah, ah! my friend, go on, they

and pains to inquire how much they had done each

before you, and we come too.” All these men had

day according to their regular task, and I found
they were marked down according to what they had

cutlasses in their hands.

1018, You speak of the cutlasses being sharpened 2
—Yes, I thought so ; they were perfectly bright on
the edge, and from the way they hid them.

1019. But they do not seem to have hid them so as
prevent your seeing them?—They did not exactly,
because having but little dress on they simply had
them under their arm, that way, while they made a
sort of swagger with the other.

done, and they were paid in the usual way.

1038. Did you point that out to them and explain it
to them 2–I did ; I have been constantly in the habit

of doing so whenever there has been a complaint
between the overseer and any of the book-keepers.
1039. Did you ascertain whether or not the repre
sentations made by your overseers were correct as to

their not having done the usual amount of work - Yes.

1020. Where did you go on that day after you had

1040. You say that all the furniture was destroyed

communicated with Captain Luke —I remained at

and everything taken away? —Yes, even to the piano.

Morant Bay, and I got Captain Luke to proceed on
with his troops to the rescue of my own family and

I had a very comfortably furnished house.

other families in the River district, who we under

steads 2—Yes, one of those was chopped.
1042. Were they made of wood —Yes, mahogany.

stood were out in the woods.

1021. When did you get to your own place —On
Saturday morning, the 14th.
-

1022. Did you find your wife and family —I found
them at the Rhine in a most deplorable condition.
I023. Is the Rhine your place?—No, it is near to

my residence. That was where all the white families
had congregated. It was an estate belonging to the

1041. You say all was destroyed except the bed
1043. Were the bedsteads left in all these houses —

Yes, most of the bedsteads had been left untouched, but
the mattresses were taken away, pillows, bolsters, and
linen.

1044. Does that apply to all these houses —To all
the houses.

1045. There was only one bedstead that had been
chopped, you say ?—Only one in my house; there were

late George William Gordon.
1024. What state did you find your own residence
in 2–Completely gutted—completely destroyed, and

left untouched –Yes, except one at my house, and I

gutted of everything that was in it—furniture, piano,
silver plate, everything gone and smashed up. Not

think one at Wheelersfield—they were untouched.
1047. Do you reside at Golden Grove —No, I am

a single thing was left except the bare bedstead.
1025. Did you see any of the other houses in the
neighbourhood —I did ; I saw four others in the
district, besides that of which I am attorney, and they
were also completely destroyed—furniture, mattresses,

attorney there. I reside at Plantain Garden River.

every article of linen, and iron chests were smashed

Bogle, said that he wanted it for himself to reside there.

up.

several in the other houses.

1046. But in your house at least the bedsteads were

I have been obliged to reside at Golden Grove since

this outbreak, as it is the only house with which I am
concerned that was left untouched, by some extraordi:
nary plan or other. I believe the chief rebel, Mr. Paul
1048. Of what colour were the persons who urged
they —They were part of the persons who lived at

1026. What are the names of those places —
Wheelersfield, Golden Grove, Holland, and Win

you not to go on to Retreat—what kind of persons were

chester.

Amity Hall, and Duckenfield ; they were all also

White Horses near to Roselle; they were the first, but
at Retreat the people almost stopped me and said, “You
“ must not go any further, we know there are people
“ waiting for you, and have been waiting for you the
“ last two nights.”

destroyed.
1029. Had you any reason to suppose that you were

1050. Those that warned you ?–Yes, black, and

1027. Were they the residences of any other parties
but yourself?—Yes.
1028. Were there others?—Yes, Hordley estate,

looked upon as peculiarly hostile to the blacks —No,
I had not.

I had not the least idea of it. I have been

living amongst these people for the last 23 years, and
always had abundance of labour. I paid them regu
larly, and I believe my estates were in the finest culti
vation of any in the island.
1030. Had you received any threats of any sort
from them?–No, up to that time I had never received

I049. Were they black people —Yes, they were.
some of them brown.
1051. Do you know, of any particular complaint by
any particular subordinate?—No, it was just merely
this, that they remarked in the management of their
several estates that the people were not working with

that degree of cheerfulness and willingness that they
used to do before, and that they were giving greater
trouble in the completion of their daily tasks than they
used to.

any threats.

1031. Did you observe any change in the people
about that time 2–Yes, I did ; I noticed a marked
change.
1032. When 2–For two or three months before the

massacre at Morant Bay.
1033. What was the sort of change you observed 2
—They were sulky and sullen—they would not per
form their usual tasks, and then of course they did not

º

1052. Can you give the names of one or two of the
overseers ?–Mr. Chisholm, the overseer of Golden

Grove, and Mr. Grove, of Wheelersfield. We lost
everything in the shape of clothing ; my family, the
children, the governess, were robbed and stripped of
every article they had, except the clothes on their back;
they had to go into the woods and cane pieces.

io93. Were the windows broken —They were com
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pletely smashed, there was not a single whole window
left in the whole house ; there were 16 or 18 of them.
1054. Where did you first see your wife and family
again?—At the Rhine; Captain Luke and myself with

1056. You found your family at that house *—Yes,
about half an hour after I arrived there myself.
1057. That was on Saturday, the 14th –Yes.

the troops arrived there, and my wife was brought in
from Hordley estate about half an hour afterwards.

1058. How long have you been in Jamaica –

THIRD DAY.
---

Mr. S.

Shortridge.
26 Jan, 1866.

Twenty years.

1055. The Rhine is a house —Yes, it is an old

1059. And in this district 2–In the Plantain River

thrown-up sugar estate; a medical man resided there

district most of the time; I never lived out of the

with his family.

parish of St. Thomas in the East.
The witness withdrew.

Captain

Capt. HENRY FRANCIs LUKE sworn and examined.

H. F. Luke.

1060, You are an officer of the First West India

Regiment —Yes,
1061. Were you ordered on the 12th October to
like a detachment of 100 men from Port Royal to
Morant Bay —I was.
1062. When did you leave Port Royal 2–I left
Port Royal about 9 o'clock on the night of the 12th
October on board Her Majesty's gunboat “Onyx.”

1063, Who was the captain of that vessel ?—Lieu
tenant Brand.

1064. When did you reach Morant Bay ?—At day
light on the following morning, the 13th.
1065. How many men were with you ?—One
hundred men and nine gunners of the Royal Artillery,

General

Nelson's orders?—At

5

o'clock

on

the
--

morning of the 14th I started with the remainder of
the men, and I marched on Bath.

At Bath I found

that the previous night some of the stores had been
gutted.

1085. Whose stores did you find when you got to
Bath were gutted 2–I did not take the names.
1086. But how many ?—There were two or three,
I think.

1087. In Bath 2–Yes, it is a small place,
1088. What time did you reach Bath in the morn
ing?—At 8 o'clock. I remained about a quarter of an
hour in Bath, and then marched up to the Rhine
estate.

1089. What distance is the Rhine estate from Bath?

and an officer.

1066. Besides your own 100 men —Besides my

—I should say about three quarters of a mile, or a
mile.

own 100.

1967. Who was the officer of the Royal Artillery —

1090. You got to the Rhine estate 2–I reached the
Rhine estate.

Lieutenant Nash.

1068. When did you disembark?–We disembarked
about 7 o'clock on the morning of the 13th.
1069. At Morant Bay ?—Yes.
1070. Whom did you first meet there?—I met
Captain Ross of the First West India Regiment, and
Lieutenant Jones of the Royal Artillery.
1071. Did you meet any magistrates there—did you
See Mr. Shortridge who has been here 2–After I had

1091. Did you meet the men whom you had de
tached the night before ?–Yes, and several other
persons who had come in from different parts to claim
the protection of the troops that were there.
1092. What force had you when you reached the

Rhine estate, when you got up to these persons who
claimed protection ?–One hundred and twenty men.
1093. Altogether ?–Yes.

been about two hours in Morant Bay Mr. Shortridge

1094. Who did you find there claiming protection ?

and Dr. Major came to me, and as I was commanding

—Mrs. Shortridge, Mrs. Major, and several ladies

wie, they represented to me that their families were

whose names I do not remember, and several children.

in the Plantain Garden River.

1095. How many ?–1 suppose about 15 or 16 at

-

º
Is that at Morant Bay?—That is at Morant
ay.
1073. And you saw them there, did you ?–Yes.
1074. About what o'clock in the morning —That
Wis about 8 o'clock.

1975. About an hour after you had landed ?—About
an hour after.

the Rhine estate.

1096. Do you mean ladies –Ladies.
1097. And children 2–And children. They were
more than that I suppose, I hardly remember.
1098. What did you do in consequence of the claims

for protection ; what steps did you take –I brought
them away with my force.

1076. In consequence of that information, what
slº did you take —I marched with 100 men
Morant, distant about 7 miles from Morant

º
dy,

1077, Did you understand that to be the direction
which these gentlemen said their families were 2–

by Brigadier
Nelson to a place called the Bowden Wharf, just
opposite Port Morant.
1100. How did you get Brigadier Nelson's orders—
before you started 2–Before I started.
1101. You were to return there 2–Yes; and they
1099. Where to ?– I

was ordered

Inletstood that was the direction from which we
ºil branch into the Plantain River district where
their families were,

were to meet me with the “Wolverine.”

1078. At what time did you reach Port Morant ?—
| ºthed Port Morant rather late in the afternoon,

the refugees accumulated on the road.
coming in, and asking my protection.

abºut 4 o'clock,
1079. Then what did you do?—I sent an

and others.

1102. Did you proceed to return there 2–I did.

1103. Did you carry with you these ladies?–Yes;
Persons were

1104. Ladies and children do you mean?—Ladies
officer

135 men with Dr. Major to an estate called the

1105. How many altogether, do you think, in round

ºir, a short distance from Bath.
1%. What was the officer's name?—Ensign Cullen.
1981, What time did they leave for the Rhine ?—
*4 in the afternoon.
182. And what did you yourself do?—I remained

numbers, you had under your protection at the time

you reached Brigadier Nelson —I think I embarked
on board the “Onyx,” when I embarked from the
wharf, about from 80 to 100.
1106. In the course of your march from Bath to

the Rhine estate, and back again to Brigadier Nelson,
had you an opportunity of noticing the state of the
!º.
When
did
you
see
any
of
the
party
that
went
With Dr. Major again?–On the same evening that I
properties that you went through 2–Having only one

** Morant that evening.

*iled at Port Morant, about 12 o'clock, about

"ight, the Governor and Brigadier-General Nelson
ºvel at Port Morant, with the gunboat “Onyx,” and
ºir Nelson ordered me to take the whole of my
"... lºgo up and relieve the families in the district
*18 force,
º: away Mr. Cullén, who I had sent there with
1084. What did you dº in consequence of Brigadier

object in view, to bring away the families, I did not
go into any of the properties, because my orders were
to be back as soon as I could, because they were going

to Port Antonio.

There was one estate which i

passed that had the appearance of being gutted, be
cause I saw ladies' bandboxes outside the house.

1107. What estate was that *-I think it was the
Plantain Garden River estate.
C 4
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1108. Mr. Shortridge's 2–Yes.
I 109. Did you go by the Golden Grove estate 2–
When I was coming on the march I got a letter, at
least it was not addressed to anyone in particular,
but “To the Officer commanding the Troops,” stating
that there were some wounded gentlemen lying on
the Golden Grove estate, and I sent directly a
mounted party (some of the men were mounted) to
bring them up ; the men had been gone a short time,

the interior 2–I did not leave the place much, because
after Brigadier-General Nelson left I was in command
of the station.

1135. Iſad you at any time an opportunity of
leaving Port Antonio for the interior – No, I could
not leave, because I had not enough officers.
1136. You did not in fact leave 3–I did not leave.

1137. How long were you there 2–I was there
from the 15th October until the 5th November.

and one man came back to me and said, to use his

1138. Always in Port Antonio —Always in Port

own expression, “there was war there.” That being
the case I detached Captain Ross, who was with me,

Antonio.

with 60 men.

nine artillery men —Yes.
1140. And you then marched with 120 men, you
say ?—I omitted to state that 25 men were sent by
the gunboat “Onyx" round from Morant Bay to Port

1110. To Golden Grove —Yes, and he brought off
from the Golden Grove estate those gentlemen who
were wounded, and very badly wounded.
1111. Who were they –Mr. Jackson was one and
Mr. Creighton another, and the letter also stated that
Mr. Hire had been killed. We brought Mr. Hire,
jun., from the Rhine estate, beaten to pieces.

1112. Then there was Mr. Jackson, Mr. Creighton,
and Mr. Crowdy ?—I think those were the three
gentlemen that came off.
1 13. Did you notice the condition in which the
children and ladies were, that either you took from

1139. You say you disembarked with 100 men and

Morant, and I met them there.

1141. And that was in excess of the 100 men you
speak of 2–Yes.
I 142. Under whose command were they —Mr.
Cullen's.

1143. You say you marched back with 120 men
—With 120 or 125 men.

-

-

the Rhine estate or who assembled afterwards —

They seemed to be in a most distressed condition.
1 I 14. In mind do you mean *—Not only in mind,

miles; it is seven miles to Port Morant, and seven
miles from Port Morant to Bath.

but in point of clothing.

1115. How were they as to that ?—They were very
scantily clothed.

1116. Were they in their day or night dresses —
As far as I could sce they were simply in calico
dresses—things were afterwards supplied to them I
believe from the Rhine estate. I saw Mrs. Shortridge

come in, and nothing could be more pitiable than her
appearance.

I 117. As to the children, were they dressed or half
dressed, or what condition were they in 2–1 hardly
took any notice of the children ; they were young
children.

1144. Where did you leave the gunners ?—At
Morant Bay, we did not take them at all.
1145. The distance from Morant Bay to Bath is
about 14 miles, is it not, by the road 2–About 14

-

III.8, You say they came in from Golden Grove,
bringing in these gentlemen ; what did you do when
they rejoined you ?—Captain Ross, who had charge of
that force, brought off 45 prisoners from the estate,
and he also brought some clothing which belonged to

persons, and which they had plundered from them.
1119. However, he brought some clothing, wherever
it came from ?—Yes.

1120. You proceeded direct to the wharf?—Yes,
direct to Bowden wharf. We passed Mr. Duffus's
place, which was gutted and everything taken out
and burnt.

1121. Was that on Bowden’s wharf;-Yes, I believe

1146. And how far beyond that is Golden Grove :
—From Bath I should say about six miles.
1147. I think you said the Rhine was three quarters
of a mile further ?—Yes.
1148. Was that an estate of Mr. Gordon's 2—I do
not know whose estate it was. I know at the time it

was occupied by Doctor Major.
1149. What was done with the prisoners on this
occasion ?—They were put on board the “Wolverine’’
and taken to Port Antonio.

i 150. Were they all taken, or were any of them
shot on that occasion ?—They were all taken ; I
embarked them all myself.
1151. There is a despatch of yours addressed to
Brigadier Nelson, dated Port Antonio, October 16th 2
—Yes.

1152. Do you remember such a despatch —I do ;
having reference to the same circumstance that I have
now stated.

I 153. Let me read this passage to you for the pur
poses of explanation : “Hearing that there were some
“ wounded gentlemen lying in the Golden Grove
“ estate, I sent a mounted party to bring them in,
“ but an alarm being raised of a large body of men
“ on the estate, I ordered off Captain Ross with 60

it belonged to Mir. Duffus.
1122. Was it burnt down 2–Not altogether burnt
down as far as I can remember now, it was gutted.
1123. And you say everything was taken out from

“ men.”

it *—Yes.

then you add : “Upwards of 40 prisoners were made,

1124. Did you see whether fire had been applied ?
—Yes, it had been applied.
1125. To a part of it, or had it wholly consumed it 2
—It had not wholly consumed the house, because we

put up in what remained of the house afterwards.
1126. Then the refugees were put on board the
“Onyx’” —Yes, and the 45 prisoners, and the force
under my command, embarked on board Her Majesty's
ship “Wolverine.”
1127. Did you then see Brigadier Nelson —Yes.
I 128. And Mr. Eyre, on board the “Wolverine” ”
—Yes, on board the “Wolverine.”
1129. Did you go on board *—Yes.
1130. With your men –Yes, and the prisoners.
1131. Where did you go to then 2–We started
early in the morning of Sunday, which was the 15th,
for Port Antonio.

1132. At what time did you reach Port Antonio
—About 12 o'clock.

1133. The same day ?—The same day.
1134. Had you any opportunity of noticing the
state of the country at Port Antonio—did you go into

Is that correct 2–Yes.

1154. You continue—“He reports having found a
&*

large number of them on the estate with cutlasses,
&4.

who, on seeing the troops, attempted to escape ;”

and several of the rebels must have been shot” —

Not the prisoners.
: 1155. It was not any of those who were taken pri
soners ?—No, I cannot speak for certain ; but I think,
as well as I can recollect, that was my despatch.
1156. Are those the words, as far as you recollect,
that you used ?—Yes.
-

1157. To what were you referring when you said,
by inference, that several of the rebels must have

been shot ?—Because I heard firing on the estate, and
Captain Ross reported to me.
1158. Did you see any shot yourself?—No, it was

a mile distant from where I stood guard over the
refugees.
1159. Then are you certain in stating to-day to Her
Majesty's Commission that the 45 prisoners brought
in by Captain Ross were taken to the “Onyx,” and
that none of them were disposed of till they got to
Port Antonio —I swear to that on my oath.
1160. I see that there is another paragraph in the
same despatch, in which you state, “We were not mo
-

“lested on the road, but saw a great many of the rebels
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a on the highland"?—That was between Morant Bay
and Port Morant. We saw lots of men there who

appeared to us to be carrying things from the houses.
1161. That was in the early part of your advance
from Morant Bay ?—Yes.

116). After you had seen Dr. Major and Mr.
Shortridge?—Yes.

II63. Then that paragraph refers to your early

proceedings?—To my early proceedings.
1164. I see again in this despatch to which I have
refined you, you state the following: “On passing
a through Bath I received information that a large

1186. How were the prisoners carried along from
the Rhine estate to Bowden Wharf, where you de
livered them to the vessels; were they marched on
foot?—They were marched on foot; it was no very
great distance.
1187. Were they handcuffed or anything of that
sort —They were tied together, if I remember
right, with a rope.
1188. Two and two 2–I really forget the exact
mode in which they were tied. I forget exactly

where the ropes were put, but I know they were tied
together.

a party of the rebels had been there the previous

1189. But you do not know in what manner –1

* evening robbing some of the stores, but the Ma
a rooms coming down in some force from the hills
“saved the lives of many who would most probably

have no recollection exactly.
1190. I suppose you had a proper guard 2–1
marched with them myself. I rode with them the
whole way.
1191. In what mode were they taken on board the
“Onyx" 2–I did not see them, they were not on

“ have been sacrificed " ?—Yes.

1165, Were those the stores you say you saw had

been emptied when you reached there 2–Yes.
1166. That statement you made, I suppose, from

board the “Onyx"; they were on board the “Wol

the information of others?—From the information of

verene.”

the Maroons themselves.

“Wolverene.”

1167. You have no personal knowledge of it your
self?—The people in the village told me, so them

“Wolverene” sent boats for the prisoners, and I
did not embark until the prisoners had embarked. I

selves. I went to two or three houses in the village,

was the last.

one I remember particularly, where they told me that
the Maroons coming down saved a good deal that

1192. Whose duty was it to embark the prisoners
on board the “Wolverene"?—That was done by the
naval boats that came for them ; they took the pri

would otherwise have been destroyed.

1168. Did you see the Maroons there 3—The Ma
rooms were there the morning I got in. The Maroon
thief came out to meet me.

1169, Lieut. Brand, you say, commanded the
“Onyx”?—Yes,

I did not see them put on board the

soners first.

I embarked the soldiers last.

The

I handed them over to the officers of the

ship ; they were put into the boats and taken off, and
after the prisoners had been taken, our men were
taken.

1193. Did you accompany the “Wolverene” –

-

1170, Were you on board the “Onyx’’ on the 14th
October, that was the Saturday when the Governor

Yes.
1194. To Port Antonio 2 –Yes.

was there?—No, I did not go on board ; she came

1195. Where were the prisoners disposed ?–They
were disposed at Port Antonio.

alongside the wharf, and the people embarked there.
1171. Did you go to Port Morant on Saturday, the
14th October ?—ſ went to Port Morant on the

Friday.
1172. But you were asked about the Saturday –I
was at Bowden.

1173. How far is that from Port Morant?—It is a

lºng way logo round, but by water it is not so far.
1174. It is on the same

bay as Port Morant, is it

lot”—Yes,

1196. But in the ship —They were put sitting
down.

1197. There were 45 of them only 2–Yes.
1198. They were put on deck, I suppose 2–Yes,
they were put on deck,
1199. At what time were those prisoners embarked

at Port Morant -About 7 o'clock in the evening.
1200. At what time did the ship sail?–Early next
morning.

175. Bowden Wharf in fact, which was your
1201. Then they were all night on board 2–Yes,
*ination for delivering those you were carrying they were all night on board,
With you to the “Wolveréne” and the “Onyx,” is in
**me bay as Port Morant?–Yes,

|b. But not on the same side of the bay ?–No :
*it would take a long time to go round by land.
1177. Then you went, as we gather from your evi

º to Bowden Wharf?—Direct to Bowden
Ali.

!”. Does that lie on the east or the west side of
"bºy?–On the east side of the bay.

* Port Morant being on the west side?—Not
*} on the west; more in the centre.
* About what distance is one from the other
Whil?—I cannot tell the distance by land, I never

"," toad; to go direct across as the bird flies
"ºk no great distance.
* Are you clear that on Saturday, the 14th

º
You were at no time at
"g Port Morant?—I was not.

the spot we are

º (Suggested by Mr.
ºIt mounted.
"º mounted

1202. Do you know how they were treated on
board -I have no recollection.

I went down below

in the cabin, and being thoroughly tired, Islept all the
night.

1203. Were they treated as prisoners usually are :
Did you take every precaution for their security –I
took every precaution for their security. I can vouch
that they suffered no ill-treatment whilst under my
charge. I can say that there were no excessive
precautions taken.

1204. Is this passage in your despatch of 16th
October correct : “On passing the Plantain Garden

“ River estate, Captain Ross, who was in charge of
the rear of the escort, ordered his men to fire on al
number of the rebels who were on the hill and
threatening our party, and he informs me that
several were killed” –Yes, that was his statement
to me.

-.
<<

**

--

Gorrie.) Were part of
His statements
to you were the
onlºnd
your writing
that passage?—The
only
—I suppose about 20 or 25 for1205.

º that Captain Ross's party

–Yes.

º: Whºre did they get the horses?–As far as
Rhine º they brought the horses from the
ſermissio ". and as well as I can remember, with
1185 W. the occupier, Doctor Major.
wºt !. he the owner of the Rhine estate?—I

1206. You saw nothing of it yourself?—No º

I

was commanding the other party.
1207. In fact, when Captain Ross joined with his
rear-guard, he reported to you what had taken place
>

with the rear 2–Yes; I heard shots fired myself

1208. You were the commanding officerº*—Yes.
-

mºst remote idea who was the owner,
!" that Doctor Major occupied it.

except

1209.
made his :*.
report of what had taken
place
withAnd
thehe
rear-guard

Adjourned to 10 o'clock to-morrow.
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|
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1210. Are you a medical man —I am.
1211. In October last, were you occupying a pro
perty called the Rhine —Yes.
1212. With your wife and family —Yes.

1213. Were you acquainted with Mr. Lawrence
—Yes.

1214. Did he occupy certain works upon that pro
perty —He did.
1215. On the 11th of October, were you going to
Morant Bay ?–Yes.
1216. Did you see Mr. Lawrence when you were
on your way ? — At 7 in the morning, as I was
going out at the gate, I saw him.
1217. Did he say anything to you ?—I spoke to him
first ; I asked him if I could do anything for him at
Morant Bay. He then said, “Doctor, you are surely
not going to Morant Bay to-day ?”
1218. What did you say ?—I said, “Yes, I am, Mr.
Lawrence, why not ?” He then said, “Have you not
heard of the disturbance there f' I said, “No, what
disturbance 2'' He then shook his head, and said,

“Well, doctor, I should strongly advise you not to
go ;” but he found I was determined to go on, and he
said, “Well, you will hear all particulars in Bath,
“ as Captain Hitchins received orders last night to
“ have his men ready at 8 this morning.” This
was at 7 o'clock.

1219. Did you proceed to Morant Bay ?—I did.
1220. At what time did you get there 2–About
half-past 11.
1221. Did you attend the Vestry meeting there 2–

stones commenced flying in all directions into the
Court-house, and almost every window was broken ;
several of us inside were wounded with the stones.

1235. As the mob advanced, did you see what they
had with them — They had guns, cutlasses, and
sticks,
1236. What number of men came in 2—About 300
in that direction.

1237. Did any come from a street that you de
scribe 2–I was told that they came from the side,
but I did not see them.

1238. You only saw them advancing from the main
street —Yes; I should think there were about 300.

1239. Whereabouts were you in the Court-house *
—I was on the steps, by the side of the Custos,
1240. Then you were looking merely in front ?—
Merely in front.
1241. You did not see whether any came from the
sides and got mingled with the others ?–No, I did not.
1242. You say that stones were thrown in all direc
tions —Yes.

1243. Were there any other weapons used ?–
Pieces of iron and brick bats.
1244. Thrown 2–Thrown.

1245. Were there guns fired 2–Oh, certainly.
1246. How long did you remain on the steps, or
what did you do?—We all then went into the Court
house, and fastened the doors to prevent the rebels
entering. Captain Hitchins and a few of his men
managed to get up into the Court-house with us ; we
secured the doors, and the rebels were firing without,

I did.

and the Volunteers from within.

1222. Did you go with the Volunteers ?–Yes.
1223. You marched with the company 3–Being
surgeon to the company, I marched with them.
1224. From Bath 2–Yes. I asked the captain if
it was necessary for me to send for my instruments,
as I had not got them, and I sent back for them.
1225. At what time did you get to the Court-house
for the meeting of the Vestry — I think about 12.

until the roof of the Court-house commenced falling

1226. Was that at the commencement 2–At the

commencement, between 12 and 1 o'clock.
1227. How soon was there anything which attracted

your attention ?—At a quarter past 3.
1228. What was it which then attracted your at
tention ?—One of the sons of the rector came riding

up to the gate, and the cry was raised, “They are
coming, they are coming.”

1229. Did you then look out of the window 2–I
did immediately.
1230. What did you see ?—I saw a number of peo
ple standing in the main street opposite the Court
house. They stood there for a few moments, and then
advanced slowly and deliberately across the Parade
to the Court-house, until they got close to the steps.

That continued

1I].

1247. From fire 2–From fire.

1248. Did you see how that fire originated 2–It
orignated in the School-house.
1249. Were the flames from the School-house com

municated to the Court-house 2–Well, that is difficult

to say.

I could not say positively that that was the

case ; I should be inclined to think not.

1250. Did you see any persons with torches to set
fire to any place 2–No, I did not.
1251. When the roof began falling in from the fire,
what happened then 7–Some of those that were in
side jumped out of the back windows, the rest of us
removed everything from the doors and went down the
front steps, left the Court-house, and went into the
-

Fort-house.

1252. Could you get into the Fort-house without

going through the crowd –Oh, there was no crowd
in the Parade them ; there was not a rebel there.

1253. Where were they —They were secreted in
all directions ; some were in the walls of the new

church ; they were secreted in all directions in fact.

The Baron, the Custos, spoke to them, and asked what

1254. Then had the stones and the firing gone on

they wanted, but they made no answer. He then
commenced to read the Riot Act ; they got so close

from the places where they had taken shelter —Yes.

to the Volunteers that Captain Hitchins called out
“Custos, are we not to fire 2" the Custos gave the
word to fire.

We could not see them.

1255. They were sheltered from the fire of the
Volunteers ?–Yes.

Volunteers fire 7–The Volunteers fired.

1256. Then they never occupied the open space
after the Volunteers fired 2 – Oh, never once ; the
seven dead bodies lay there, and those alone, after the
first volley of the Volunteers.
1257. Were those bodies still remaining there when
you went down the Court stops?—Yes, they were.
1258. Is the Fort-house that you speak of the same

1234. What took place then –About seven of the
rebels were killed, and all the rest scattered. Then

house.

1231. At that time had any stones been thrown 2–
I did not see any.

1232, Did you see any stones thrown afterwards
—Yes.

1233. On the word being given to fire, did the

house as Mr. Price's 2–The same ; it is called the Fort
|

f
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1959. It was the house occupied by Mr. Price pro

fence and called out, “There is another one of them,”

visionally, while he was superintending the building

and about a dozen men came at her call, and, with their

of the church —Yes.

cutlasses uplifted, cried “Pull him out, pull him out.”
It was no easy matter for me to get out, I was so en
tangled in the penguins, and I said “If you will give
me your hand some of you, I will come out.” They
did so, and as soon as I was on my feet I said, “Now
you go and tell Mr. Bogle that it is Dr. Major you
have got.” I had heard the orders given while I was
lying there ; they were appealing to Bogle.
1287. Did you hear Bogle's voice º-Not his voice,
but they were calling him.
1288. You said, “Go and tell Mr. Bogle it is
Dr. Major"?–Yes; “and I know that Bogle will
not wish to have me injured.” I also appealed to
Mr. Gordon also, that he would not wish to have me
injured.
1289. Did you hear Mr. Gordon's name mentioned?

1960. When you went down the front steps you

gº into Price's house ?—Yes.
1261. How long did you remain there —We had
scarcely been there half an hour before that took
fire.

1952. Were you able to see how that fire originated?
—No, we were not.

1263, Were you able to form any opinion upon it?
—No.
1264. As to whether it came from the Court-house
or no?—I should be inclined to think it came from
the Court-house. I think it would.

1265. How long did you remain in the Fort-house?
—Until the roof fell in.

-

1266. About how long was that ?–I should think
an hour, or an hour and a half at least.
1267. What did you do then –We then all left
the building with the exception of Price and Captain
Hitchins, and we then took refuge behind the Fort
will at the back of the Fort-house.

º During this time was the firing continued 3–
º Were any of the Volunteers still firing 2–
£S,

€s,

—No; but Mr. Gordon had told me that he could not

attend the Vestry, only a fortnight before, on account
of sickness.

1290. You said also that you told them Mr. Gordon
would not wish any hurt done to you ?–Yes.
1291. What was done then 2–Most of them said,
“Oh, no, you must not hurt the doctor, let him go,
let him go.”
1292. And they did let you go, did they –No.

1270. As well as the mob outside 2–Yes.

I asked them to see me out.

1271. Then you say you took shelter behind the

let go in that way, and very kindly one of them gave
the order to pass the doctor on. I do not know who
it was. They asked if my carriage was there. I said,
No. They wanted to know where I wished to be

Fort wall?—Yes.

1272. Did you remain there any time 2—We re
mained there about half an hour.

1273. Did you see anything of the mob there –
We could partly see them ; we were in the light; it
Wis a dark night : they could see us very plainly, but
We ſºuld not see them so plainly.

* Did they attempt to maltreat you in any
Wºº-Yes, the stones and brickbats were flying then
more thickly than ever.

taken, so I said to Mr. Marshalleck’s.

1293. Did somebody accompany you there –Two
men accompained me there, and in the short distance
from the penguin fence to Mr. Marshalleck's, we were
challenged four times by men stationed, saying, “Who
you got there : " And when my name was given
they said, “Pass on "; that was done four times.

lºſt. But you say he remained in Price's house
When you left?—Yes, he did ; but he left it shortly
ºrwards and came to us behind the wall.

!”. And did he continue firing 2–He continued
iing till the very last, till we all separated.
lº. When you all separated, what became of you?
ºut into the penguin fence at the back of the

l

was then about half-past 9.
1295. What was the distance you speak of 2–
About 200 yards, I should say.
1296. You used the expression, that men were
stationed there. What makes you so describe them :
—They were standing at those spots, and I believe if
I had not been with those two men I should not have
passed them.

Fort-house.

1297, That was the opinion you formed –Yes.

º How

long did you remain there –Three

1298. But we want to know what it was that

*(–IDidheard
you poor
see orMr.
hear
anythingand
while
were
*
Herschell's
theyou
Baron's

induced you to speak of them as being stationed. Was
there anything to lead you to this conclusion in
their position ?–1 thought so.

Qūrs,

*

*
w

It

1294. Was it dark at that time –Quite dark.

1273. Were there any of you there who had wea
Pºlis ºr ammunition?—Yes, Captain Hitchins.

I was not inclined to be

* When they were murdered. I was only a few

1299. Or were they persons that might be casually
standing there 7–No. I thought they were stationed.
1300. What led you to that belief?—Well, there
*l. You did not see it, I suppose?—No, I could
** it; I was behind the fence.
seemed to be some organization from the way in
which they entered the Parade; they entered not
* Yºu were hiding of course?—Yes. . . .
* Was there anything you heard that is of as a mob would enter, but they entered regularly,

Yards from them.
º,

º:

º
ſº

* impºrtance?—After they had killed them (I be deliberately.
1301, You are now speaking of when they came
*hey were beaten to death), a woman came round
into theout
Parade
–Yes; and the same, I thought
was carried
afterwards.
** at the bodies, and she said, “This is parson first
*hºll, he no dead yet, kill him some more " and
1302. There appeared to you, from all you saw in
** with the Baron, “He no dead yet, kill him

ſº
º

e”

wº
º

º more,” and some men went on beating them with

lº

Mºks,

-

º

the afternoon, to be a certain amount of order?—A
well organized plan, I thought,

-

.

anything else you heard of im:

1303. And you say you were challenged, or the
persons were who were leading you?—They merely
"ºke, and the answer given was “Yes”. They said, “Who yºu got there.” The answer given was

*4. Was there

* —One of the leaders asked if they had got

tº

'º,

* Asked, “Which Cooke; is it the clerk of the

.*.*

“The doctor.” They then said, “Which doctor ºn

*"
and they said “No." They then asked the and when they gave my name they said, “Pass on.”
kºt or captain what they should do with the ºne The same words were used four times by four different
*gº, and the answer given was, “Chop him, persons.
1304. You say you had known a fortnight before
ºum, chop him up.” That was the expression,

*
&

º

º

that Mr. Gordon was not going to attend the We stry?
Gordon told me on the 27th September. I met
18. You speak of him as the leader, was there —Mr.
him in Kingstºn, and said, “I suppose we shall see you

"whº it was that gave that order I cannot say:

* to lead you so to describe him —Yes, they
*aptai, they said “Captain, what shall we at the Vestry,” as he never missed a Vestry; he had not

Y!
t

.

ºwth him, what shall we do with this fellow "

missed one in fact since I have been in the Island

He said,“No, doctor, I do not think I sham
* Atter the three hours in the penguins...what scarcely.
be able to come in, I am too weak.”
ºf you?—Some women discovered me in the
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1305. Will you describe more particularly the way
in which the mob, as I have called them, you call
them the rebels, came forward, which induced you to
come to the conclusion that they had been previously
organized —They came in rows. They were bran
dishing their cutlasses and sticks, and they were well
packed together close behind each other, but not at

all straggling; they advanced slowly and deliberately ;
they did not slacken their pace in the least, or alter
their pace from the time I first saw them.

1306. Were they like troops, or like an irregular
mob Were they in rank and file 3–They were more
like troops, I consider.
1307.

You saw them well ?—I did.

1308. Could you see whether there were any per
sons who exercised authority over the others ?-No,

there was hardly time to notice that.

1309. Were you on the steps with the Custos ?—
Yes.

1310. And the Volunteers were drawn up below :
—In front.

1311. Therefore, you being on the steps could see
the whole Parade –The whole.

1312. How much are the steps raised; were you

quite over the heads of the Volunteers ?–Oh no, we
could see the Volunteers to the left ; I was on the

right-hand steps ; there are two flights of steps.

suggested to set fire to a little out-office there; they
had got several persons out of it, and they appealed

to Bogle, and Bogle said “No."
1327. What was it first that the people said 2–
“Shall we set fire to this 2° and Bogle said “No.”
They said, “Yes, yes, we had better.” Bogle said “No,
you shan’t do it,” and it was not done.
1328. Then it was that which led you to know
that Bogle was giving directions?—Yes.
1329. And which led you to appeal to him when
you came out —Yes.
1330. You have stated that Gordon told you he
-

was unwell; he was unwell at that time, was he not *
—Yes.

1331. IIad he been unwell for a considerable time 2

—For some time, but he seemed to be weaker then,
and he told me he had been under Dr. Fiddes for some

time, and I believe it really was so ; in fact when I

got home I told my wife how ill he looked, and that I
did not expect he would live 12 months.
1332. Did you see him between that time and the
time of this meeting —No, I did not.

1333. You say this was on the 27th of September *
—Yes.

flights of steps, and the Volunteers were drawn up in

referred the one to he held on the 11th of October *

the centre between the two flights of steps.
1314. Where was the Custos ?—Just by the side

—Yes.

of me.

for the 9th, but altered by the Custos to the 11th.

1334. Was the next Westry meeting to which he
1335. There was none between 2–No ; it was fixed

1336. Did you examine the bodies at all after this?

advancing in the centre –Yes.

—Yes; I went the next morning at 6 o'clock and saw

1316. There is a side street besides that, is there
not 2–There are several side entrances, as well as

the whole of them.

back, from the wharf road.

Mr. Herschell, and Captain Hitchins; in fact the whole

1317. Do you know who gave the command to
fire 2—The command to the Volunteers, do you mean?
1318. Yes 2–Oh, the Custos; but not until Captain
Hitchins had asked the Custos, “Are we not to fire?”
and at that time the rebels were close upon the
Volunteers.

1319. When you say close, what do you mean; do

t

—Just before I was found in the fence some of them

1313. Then were the Volunteers not between you
and the advancing people —Yes; there were two

1315. Was the street through which the men were

!

induced you to refer to him 7–Because I believed
Bogle
1326. We want to have the grounds of your belief?

you mean within arm's length —Yes, within arm's
length.

i820. Was Captain Hitchins with his party below *
—He was with his men below, and he called out

“Custos, are we not to fire : " and the Baron said
“Yes.”

1321. Did the Volunteers fire from the word of
command of the Custos, or from the word of command

of their own officer?—I think from the Captain, but

I would not be positive about it.

1337, Whose bodies did you see ?—I saw the Baron,
of the bodies.

1338, Was there anything remarkable about the
bodies that you observed —They were frightfully
mutilated.

1339. Do you mean mutilated as persons would be
who had been killed by sticks, by blows, or were they
mutilated in any other way ?—With cutlasses and
uns.

Y 1340.

Did you observe the hand of the Baron —

CS.

1341. Was there anything about the right hand of
the Baron that you observed —I think one of the
fingers was off the right hand, and there were three
or four of the fingers of one hand, which I could not
positively say, merely hanging.

1342. Was there anything about Mr. Herschell's

1322. Then when the Baron gave the order to the

mouth that attracted your attention, or did not you
look at it at all ?—I did not open the mouth; there

Captain to fire, the Captain gave the word to fire, and

was a gash in the throat, and a cut at the side of the

then the Volunteers fired 2–Yes.

1323. So that they fired from the word of their own

cheek.

1343. Were any of them stripped of their clothes 2

officer 2—Yes,

—No; Mr. Herschell had his coat taken off, and his

1324. Will you state a little more particularly
what you heard respecting Bogle, while you were in
the penguin, which led you to refer to Bogle respect

boots and socks.

ing yourself?—There were two or three calling for

1344. Did you see Mr. Price's body ?—Yes I did.
1345, Was there anything about that ?—No; the

Bogle, and they said he was down at the wharf road.
They came back, and I think it must have been Bogle

waistcoat was buttoned up, and the trowsers just as

that came back with them, and wanted to know who

leaves. I removed them just to look at it; the face
was frightfully cut.
1346. But the body had not been ripped open, or
anything of that sort —No, I do not believe it.
1347. Did you ascertain that it was not so?—I did

they had got; after the Baron, Mr. Herschell, and
others, were killed, Mr. Herschell was dragged from
the back of the Fort-house, so that at half-past 9,
when I was let out, his body was on the Parade, and I
think Bogle must have been giving orders.

1325. But did you hear it? you say you think he
must. We want to know what you yourself saw or
heard while you were in the penguins, which induced
you to appeal to Bogle when you came out, and when
they asked who you were, you said “I was induced

“to refer to Bogle to save my life, from what I heard
“while I was in the penguins.” What did you hear that

we parted from him; the body was covered with

not unbutton the waistcoat; if the body had been
ripped open the waistcoat and trowsers must have
been put on again.

1848. Did you examine the next day to see how
many had been slain 2–I did.

1349. What was the number of the party at the
Vestry or of the Volunteers who had been killed 2–

I forget the number now. I sent a return in, I think

º
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I have
lit was 16 or 18; but I would not be positive.
got
the number in my note.

well as the number of the Volunteers?—I have.

1350. Probably you can furnish it to the Commissioners accurately —Yes, I can do so.

1352. So that you can give accurately the account of
º:
who were killed, and those who were wounded ?

1351. Have you got the number of
- ? the civilians as

-

FOURTH
A.Y.

p, T. W.
Major.

-l-es.

The witness withdrew.

27 Jan. 1866.

-

Mrs. EMMA MAJoR sworn and examined.

1853. Are you the wife of Dr. Major –Yes.
1354. Were you residing with him at the Rhine in
October last?—Yes.
1355. In

*"... àº, heard, º

Mrs. E. Major.

1865. Was the first letter you received in these
words: “Mrs. Major—Dearmadam-Things seemin a
“fearful way, the Doctor did not seem to know of the
“ rebellion at

Nº. º

| º ºI *

till

yºu send a message to Mr. Lawrence in the course o
the 11th of October 2–Yes; after my husband had
left, he sent a boy up for his lint and plaster from
Bath; in fact, he sent back for his bag and also his

“feeling will be quieted. The Volunteer force moved
“ on to the scene of action this morning at 1 o'clock.
“I will let you know if anything more transpires?"—

pistols, and I sent them.

Yes, that was the note.

“ you will not be troubled.

iš. This naturally made you anxious —Yes;
and I then sent down in the course of the day to Mr.
Lawrence to ask him if he could give me any information about what was going on at the Bay.

1866.

Tº

have no doubt the

That was the note you received on the Wed

nesday, was it?—I think it was; it was about 4 o'clock
when he sent me the message up by the girl, telling
me that Mr. Herschell and the Baron were dead, and

1857. At what time was that?—I think it was about
1 or 2 o'clock, but I could not be exactly certain ; I

several others, but that he believed the Doctor was
safe.

know it was before 4. I sent down twice, and he

1367. Then on the Thursday did you receive this

ºpe
up once by a boy, and next time he letter: “I am sorry I have no reliable news for you.
came himself to me.
1858. What time was it when he came ?—I think
ºººº
--

--

it was about 2 o'clock. I know it was in the middle
ºf the day, but I was really so much frightened that

a Doctor, but the same is not true, the negroes know

Itºi not be exact as to the time.
lº. What passed between you when he came up

note I received on the Thursday.

Hasked him if he could give me any information,

aſ the others, and Mr. Lawrence sent me that note

“full well who fit for retribution?” That was the
They came up and

ſold me the Doctor was burnt in the court-house with

He
had not
anything
particular,
thansaid
thathethere
was heard
a great
disturbance,
but further
I need after he heard the message had been delivered.
s

1368. Then itwas
wasit on
P. the
YasFriday
y that you
yºu.received
one letter was lost; I

nºt be under any apprehension about the Doctor ; he
-

Nº. safe, but the Baron and Mr. Herschell, º º
efeated, were doomed.

º

-

1860. Did you have any note from him at all 2–
Yes, he sent me a note.

1861. Have you got that note 2–No, I have not :

-

-

1369. Is this the third letter: “It may be some
satisfaction to you even at this late hour to state
-*

that the Doctor is quite safe with

Dr. Gerrard at

it was given tº the Court-martial at the time I gave . Stony Gut. It seems true that Messrs. G. M. Hall,
evidence there. I think there were three notes.

1862. Were the notes you handed in to the Courtmartial in the handwriting of Mr. Lawrence –They

Herschell, and Reid were killed yesterday
and nobody but white men like themselves allowed

* Ilitchins,
<<
<<

to remove the carcases. Things seem very dread

* yº. º !"º" º º

wº, Ialso gave in some other notes that I had .

ful,

*ived from him formerly, that they might see they

remnal

--

eceived that lettel

-

were in his handwriting.
the same evening.
1863. Can you mention the time at which you
1370. Do you mean on the Thursday ?–Yes, I
*ived the notes?—I think my girl will be better think so. Then I received another on the Friday,

* to tell than I can, as she brought the notes up.

1864, Were the three notes received in the course

but

I have lost

it.

-

-

1371. Was there anything at all material in that

that same day ?—No ; he sent me one on the —Nothing but confirming this.
Thursday, and another on the Friday. There was
1372. You mean confirming the news of your
ºnly ºne on the Wednesday.
husband's safety –Yes.
The witness withdrew.

Dorothy Johnson sworn and examined.
1873, Are you maid

to Mrs. Major —Yes.

1978. And were you so in

October last —Yes.

1375. Do you remember the day when Dr. Major
*10 Morant Bay?–Yes.

!.
*

1379. When you went at 3 o'clock did you say any-

D. Johnson.

thing to Mr. Lawrence, or did Mr. Lawrence speak
to you first 2–I first took the letter to him which
Mrs. Major had given to me, and to ask him if he had

—

Mö. In the course of that day were you sent with heard anything of the Doctor. He replied to me that

s

Aletter by your mistress
klet,

*

to Mr. Lawrence –With a

lºſſ. At what time was that ?—About 3 o'clock.

yº.

the Doctor would be quite safe, but Mr. Herschell
and the Baron he had no hopes of.

1880. How far from the house of Dr. and Mrs.

ºš, Had Mr. Lawrence been to your mistress
tº that?—Yes,

º:

Major was the house where Mr. Lawrence lived 2–
Just about a quarter of a mile,
The witness withdrew.

i.

º

HENRY Good sworn and examined.
18l.
Were
vou
in
the
Morant
Bay
force on house?—About
1384. How far the
is thedistance
police station
from
the toCourt
* \lth º *—Yes.
y police
p
of from
here
that Henry Good.
-

W

º

1882. On that day were you at the police office?– tamarind tree (about 100 yards).
*Vºice station.
1385. When you were there during that day did

% Near the Court-house?—Yes.
$

-

any body of men enter the place?–Yes.
D 3
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1386. What o'clock did they come 2—I cannot
really tell the time, but I think it was about 2 or 3
o'clock.

Henry Good.
27 Jan, 1866.

1387. In the afternoon 2–Yes.

1388. At the time they came how many of the
police force were at the police station ?—There were
none there.

1389. Were you there alone —I was in the main
street patrolling.

1390. You were on duty then —Yes.
1391. Was there any policeman left at the police
station ?—There was one at the station called Lake.
1392. Was he inside the station ?–At the time I

1413. Where were you when you recovered your
senses : — At Mr. Grant's privy. They shoved me
into the privy, the people that carried me.
1414. Do you remember what time in the evening
it was when you recovered yourself — It may have
been about 6 o'clock.

1415. Where did you go then 3–I remained there,
and did not go anywhere until the women in the
building said they were coming to look after me to
see if I was alive, and they would finish me. Some
one came into the place—some women. They saw
me and said, “You must move from here,” and they
dragged me up to the fence side.
1416. Who did 7–The women.

cannot tell.

1393. How far were you in the street from the
police station ?—Just as far as from that corner up to

the station (50 or 60 yards).
1394. You were walking to and fro outside 2–Yes.
1395. What did you first observe done to the police

station ?—When the mob of people came Mr. Arthur
Cooke came driving by, and said, “The rebels are
coming with cutlasses.” I made a step right up to
the station, and they came and surrounded the station,
and knocked me down on the back of my head.
1396. What were you knocked down with ?—With
a stick first. ...
1397. Where were you when you were knocked
-

down ; how far from the station ?—I was inside the
station.

1398. Then between the time when Mr. Cooke came

-

Cºlll le.

1419. Were you lying on the ground 2–Yes.
1420. While you were at Mr. Grant's, or after you
had been removed by the women, did you hear any
noise going on 3–Yes.
1421. Was that near you ?—Yes.
1422. What sort of noise did you hear?—I heard
them sing out, “There is no fire to be had in the
Bay to burn down the Court-house with ;” and they
brought up Mr. Price to Mr. Grant's.
1423. Did you see that –I heard them with my

riding by, saying that they were coming, and the time
they did come, you had gone into the station, had
ou ?—Yes, and they came on with the drum playing.
1399. Were you in the building or in the station
yard — I was just in the yard outside the station, and
I and the rebels went together. As I stepped in the

OW In eal’s.

station yard they were there.

questions,

1400. You were still in the open air, were you ?—
No, they knocked me down inside the station.

1426. You had recovered your senses then. Was that
when you got to the fence where the women dragged
ou ?—Yes ; I heard what they said to Mr. Price.
1427, What did you hear *—I heard one Duncan
Stewart call out to Mr. Price, “Price, don't you know
that you are a nigger.” He said, “I am a nigger.”
Then they tied him up.
1428. How do you know that -I heard them say,
“Get a rope and tie him.” They were near me, but
they did not see me underneath the fence side ; they
said “Tie this fellow till before day, we will keep a
guard over him till before day.” I heard them say,
“Tie him,” and they said, “Price, don't you know
that you are a black nigger ? and married to a
nigger,” They said, “Don’t you know, because you
got into the Vestry, you don't count yourself a nigger.”
He said, “Yes, I am a nigger.” They said, “Take
a looking glass and look on your black face; ” and
Price said, “Yes, I am a nigger.” They said,

1401. Inside the building 2—Inside the building.

1402. Where was Lake then, do you know —No.
1403. When you were knocked down, what further
happened to you ?—When I came into the station
first, I took up my gun in my hand ; thereupon they
knocked me down and took away my gun, and broke
it in three places with the sticks, and stabbed me with
the bayonet, and chopped me with the cutlass. They
wanted to begin to cut my throat–to saw my throat
—and then two women, whose names I do not know

at all, begged them not to cut off my head, because I
was dead already. They left me. They did not
know that there was any life in me, and went away;
and when I began to recover my senses again, they
took me away from the station and carried me to
another place.
1404. Who took you away ?—The two women who
saved my life.
1405. They carried you out —Yes, from the
station.

i

1417. Were you so weak that you could not get
up without being dragged 7–I could not.
1418. How long did you remain at the fence side 2
—I cannot tell what time of night it was, but I
remained until about 8 in the morning, till the soldiers

1406. Did you lose your senses directly you were
knocked down 2–Yes,

1424. How could you fell it was Mr. Price if you
only heard —Because I heard when they were talk
ing to him.
1425. Did you hear his voice —Yes; and I heard
the people calling his name and asking him several

“. However, we will keep a guard over you till 3
o'clock in the morning.” I heard Duncan Stewart
say so. Then the women said, “We work for him
“ on the road and he not pay us, and we burn bricks
“ for the church at Morant Bay and he not pay us.
“You need not keep him till before day.”

1407. When was it you heard the women say to
the men that they were not to cut your head off —
I had not lost my senses then.
1408. Then you did not lose your senses directly
you were knocked down. While you were on the
ground and before you lost your senses, can you tell
whether you noticed what the people did who had
gone into the station ?—I cannot tell, only I heard
them breaking the guns outside.
1409. You heard that, did you ?—Yes; and they
were stoning up at the station at the sashes of the

Stewart?—No, that was what they said to Mr. Price.
1430. What happened then * – Then they com
menced again with sticks on his head, and they beat
him from head to foot. He was bawling, “Mercy!
Save me! Two hundred pounds to save life!” They
beat him till they moved off a little ; then they came
back and beat him again, and beat him till the back
part of his head was as flat as his face, and killed him
near Mr. Grant's door, where I was.

windows.

Y

1410. How long do you think they were in the
station taking the guns from the racks before they
left you ?—I cannot tell about the time.
1411. You do not remember being carried away
yourself?—No, I do not remember.
1412. After you had been carried away you
recovered your senses f—Yes.

1429. Was that what the women said to Duncan

1431. Do you mean near the fence you speak of 3–

eS.

1432. You did not see them beating him, but you
saw him next morning when you crawled out, as you
say ?—Yes.
Y 1433. And you found the state of his head then *es.

1434-5. But you did not see them do it?—Yes.
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1435. You were lying concealed ?– Yes; I only
heard the blows.

1437. Did anybody, between the time they left Price

and your going away, come near you that night?—
No.

1449. Was that near to Mr. Grant's place 2–Yes; FOURTH
DAY.
they passed me to go to the shop.
1450. Then are you certain that after they bat Henry Good.
tered Price and left him, and before you left at 8 in
the morning, you heard these people come and talk 27 Jan. 1866,
about going to Bath?–Yes.
1451. That was between the time when they had
-

1438, You say that next morning, about 8 o'clock,

you gºt away?—Yes.
1439, Was that the time when you went to look at
Price's body?—Yes.
1440. How far was he lying from the spot where

left Price and your going away?–It was in part of
the night.
1452. How near were they to you when you heard

you had been concealed ?—Not far ; about as far as

this said 2–Not much further than from here to the

from here to the wall of the room.

wall (about 20 feet).

1441. When you went away, where did you go on

Thursday morning?—They took me to the hospital.
1442. Was that all you heard or saw on the 11th

or 12th of October – Some of the men said they
were to go to Bath to-morrow.

-

1443, Who said that ?—The rebels.

1453. What was said about going to Bath?—They
said, we are to go to Bath to-morrow morning and

kill all the white men we meet, Mr. Hire particularly.
1454. When that was said, could you make out
from the voices that you heard, about how many were
there?—No, I could not tell how many; but I heard
the voice of one man or two men.

1444. Where did you hear that said 2–That same
might, while I was lying on the fence side.

1445. Was that before Price was battered, as you
say, or after –It was after they had killed him.
1446. I asked you just now if anybody came near
yºu after they had killed Price, and before 8 in the

morning, and you said “No”— No ; nobody came
after they left beating Price.

1447. Then when was it you heard people say they
were going to Bath?—That was after they had killed
Mr. Price and gone away a little time ; and then they
came back and began to break a shop, about the middle
ºf the night.

148. Whose shop was that they broke —Mr.
Mark's,

One was Duncan

Stewart.

1455. Was anything said to that one that you
remarked 2–No.

1456. You heard no answer to it?–No.

1457. Was that all you heard during the night?—
Yes.

1458. You are certain of that, are you ?–Yes.
1459. Next day, did you see or hear anything more
of the disturbance – No ; I was taken to the
hospital.
1460. How long did you remain there?—Until the
next Tuesday.

1461. That was about five days, then –Yes.
1462. You say Lake is the name of the policeman
who was at the station?—Yes, William Lake.

The witness withdrew.
GEORGE FULLER Osbor NE sworn and examined.
G. F. Osborne.

1453. You were one of the police officers at Morant
Bay in October last?—Yes.

1464. On Monday the 9th of October, did you go

º Morant Bay to Stony Gut

Bogle." I then addressed myself to him and said,
“Good morning, Mr. Bogle.” He said, “Good morn
ing, what do you want " I said, “You are perfectly

–On Tuesday, the

“ right to ask that of a person entering your premises

1465. Had you with you a warrant 2–I had five

“ whom you are not acquainted with ; it is a matter
“ that requires explanation what brings me here. I

th,

ſºlicemen and myself, which made six, and two rural

stables, with a warrant signed by Justice Mac
Pherson.

We are all

* subject to the laws of the country, and I trust you
“ will speak to the others to go down with me to

14%. For the apprehension of Paul Bogle –And
25 others,

Morant Bay; and I shall give you every indulgence
“ to seek sureties for yourself.”

lº. What time did you leave Morant Bay –I
left Morant Bay early in the morning, about 6.

* And the rest of the men went with you at
lattime?–Yes.
1469. When did
8 and 9.

“ have got a warrant against 26 of you.

you reach Stony Gut 2–Between

He ordered the war

rant to be read; the warrant was read.
1479. Who read the warrant 2–One of my men who
had it in his hands.

1480. Do you mean a policeman –Yes.
1481. After the warrant was read, what next was

done –air. Bogle said, “I heard you, but I won't

!". What is the distance from Morant Bay to
$ºy Gut?—I should guess it must be about five or

go." I said, “I am surprised at you, Yº Bogle.

six miles.

“if you will not go, I will have to use some means to

ºil. Did it take you two hours, or three hours, to

“ This is a warrant signed by a justice of the
“ make you go.”

peace;

His answer was, “You may do as

ºth there?—Most of it is up hill and mountain.
* What first was done by you and your party

you like, but I will not go.” By this time some of the
police called to me to go away; they said, “Let us go

*Yºu
got there?—we met peºple on our way who
*ised is not to go to Stony Gut that day at all, for

away.” I said, “No, I could not do anything of the
kind, I must execute the warrant,” and I then quietly
put my hand on the bosom of his shirt, and said,
“Mr. Bogle, by this warrant, you are my prisoner,”

*Pºle were determined.

* Dº you know who those people were who so and I called out for the assistance of the police to put

Alvised you *—They were people we met going up and
"... I don't know who they were.

* However, you did go

—I did.

lº. What did you first do when you reached
Sºny ºut?–As I entered the premises of Paul Bogle

handcuffs on his hands, as he was trying to get away
from me. He took his hand away from the one who
went up, of the name of Jaker, and extended his arm
in this way, and said, with a loud voice, “ Help here,
men; ” and at the same time we were surrounded by

"in standing in his yard. One of the policemen no less than four or five hundred people.
*lhim to me, that hºwn. Paul Bogle.
1482. Did you see from what direction these people
1476, Were you the chief constable in command of

*Party?—I was,

came?—Yes.

1483. Where did they come from ?–He had got a

lº. Had you possession of the warrant of Mr.
I went first, and the men followed

cane-piece on both sides of the road leading to the
yard, and there was a meeting-house, not very far from

.#8. Hà you before that known Paul Bogle by

his house, about two surveyor's chains from it.
1484. Do you mean that they came from the meeting

Mºtherson? Yes
*intº the yard.

*-I never knew him until the policeman who house –That is the very direction that all the people
* With me, who knew him, said, “This is Paul came from, with sticks, clubs, cutlasses, bayonet fixed
D 4
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on stick and gun. I have put it that I saw one gun
among them.
1485. Did you hear any sound or signal 2–At the
same time that he extended his voice for help the
drum was rolled, and the shell blown at that very
instant, and then we were surrounded immediately.
sounded that the men came round you, and you were
surrounded ?–Yes, at the time they were blowing the
shell we were surrounded.

late Custos, the Baron Kettelhodt.

1487. When they came and surrounded you, what was
done to you and those who had gone with you ?–Bogle
ordered us to go away. Finding that the people were
come upon us so determined, as if they meant to do us
some injury, I left to go away, and called the warrant
policeman to leave with me. Bogle then said, “Hold
that man,” and I was held by his people. They imme
diately took hold of me and the other policeman,

1514. Were you examined by the Baron 7–Yes.
1515. The same day ?—The same evening.
1516. Were your party armed that went with you
to execute the warrant f—We had no arms at all,
nothing but our staves.
1517. You had handcuffs with you, you say ?—Yes;
but they never saw the handcuffs till they made
prisoners of us.
1518. You produced some handcuffs to put on Paul
Bogle, did you not, or you spoke of them —I spoke
of them when I made him a prisoner.
1519. You spoke to a policeman to handcuff Paul
Bogle 2–I said, “Put on the handcuffs.”
1520. But none were produced —None were pro

1486. Was it after the shell and the drum were

Charles Jaker.

1488. What had become of the rest of your men —
All the rest ran away, with the exception of Charles
Jaker and myself, and we could not get away at all.
1489. Then what was done with you and Jaker —
I3ogle asked me if I was one of the Maroons.
“Yes, I am a Maroon, a pure Maroon.”

I said,

duced.

1490. And are you ?—I am.
1491. When you said you were a Maroon, what did
he say or do —He slung me by my right arm, and his
wife by my left, and called to his people not to kill me.
He said, “ Dont kill this one, he is a Maroon, the

Maroon is our back"—that is a term they use.--" and
I will not do anything to hurt them.”
1492. Then, when he said that, what more was done

to you ?—The people coming up were very anxious to
lick us, whether with their sticks or cutlasses ; and as

fast as they came up to us, he continued with us and
never let us go ; he kept us in custody. In a little
time they brought back another policeman and made
him a prisoner; and he and Jaker were handcuffed
together.
1493. Then, when they brought back the other
man, there were three of you ?—Yes.
1494. Were you handcuffed 2–Yes.
1495. Go on, and tell what took place as to yourself
and the other two —Then they ordered to give us a
Bible, to swear that we would join our colour; and if
we did not, they swore they would cut off our heads.
1496. Was the Bible brought —Yes, and it was
handed to us by Paul Bogle himself; and they compelled
us to kiss the Bible.

!

1497. Before you kissed the Bible, was anything
said to you, any oath, or any words —Yes.
1498. What was it 2–The oath was, “You kiss

1521. Do you know whether or not Mr. Walton,
the magistrate, had been sitting as a magistrate on

Saturday the 7th October, when Geohagan was res
cued ?–Yes.

1522. He had been, had he 3–Yes.

1523. Was he presiding, do you know, in the Court
at the time —Yes.

1524. Where were you on Wednesday the 11th of
October 2—I was at Morant Bay.
1525. Whereabouts –In the police station.

1526. Were you there on the afternoon of that
day ?—Yes.
1527. Do you remember any people entering the
police station that day ?—Yes, the same people that
were at Stony Gut, between the hours of 3 and 4 in
the evening. They came into Morant Bay with a
shell blowing and drum rolling, with gun, and with
everything the same I had seen them with at Stony
Gut the day before.

1528. Did you know any of their faces again —I
knew some of their faces, and I saw Paul Bogle
himself.

1529. Where did you see him 2–I saw him by the
station, when they came to the station demanding all
the arms. I ran out through the window of my
quarter, and as I jumped out he was the first man
that took hold of my jacket. I tried to get away from
him ; he ordered me to pull off my police jacket,

this book that you join your colour, so help you

otherwise he would kill me.

God.”

was crowded at the time with their coming in and
demanding the arms, the street was as much

1499. Then you took that oath, did you ?—Yes, I
did ; I was compelled.
1502. After that, what became of you ?—They kept
us in custody, and took away all our handcuffs that

CS.

1531. Before you ran out of your office —Yes.

1532. Did you see what they did in the station ?—

we had with us, and took the “P” off our caps.

1503. You mean the “P” which stands for police
man —Yes; and they said they would not kill any of
their colour, but said, “Let Walton come, just this

They commenced to smash down the sashes, and the

first thing they did was to take down all the swords,
guns, pistols, and everything,

1533. How many arms had you in the station ?--

once.”

I think we had about 11 guns.

1504. Did they use his name 2—Yes.
1505. What did they say about him —They said,
“We won't kill any of our colour. If we kill our colour,
“we are brutes. We will let you go now, but let

1534. And how many pistols —I cannot exactly
give the total amount of the pistols.
1535. Had you any bayonets there 2–Yes, every
thing was clean and put up in the racks.

“ Walton come.”

1506. Who was Walton—a magistrate 2–Yes.

crowded.

any of the people that came in demanding guns –

1501. And the other two also 2–Yes.

1507. Was he a coloured man 2–No, white.

As much as the station

1530. Were you in the station so as to see or hear

1500. And you kissed the book 2–Yes.

i

1511. After that had been said, what more was

done with you and your companions —They let us
go then, between 2 and 3 o'clock in the afternoon.
1512. And then you three returned 2–Yes, to
Morant Bay.
1513. There of course you gave information, such
as you have given to the Commission, of what had
happened 2–Yes, I went and gave the same infor
mation to the Inspector, and in the presence of the

:

1536. Had you any ammunition ?—Not a grain of
powder, and not a flint was on one of the guns.

1537. Were all those things taken away by the

1508. He had not signed the warrant, had he 7–
No ; the warrant was signed by Justice MacPherson.
He was one that was severely wounded, and died
through his sufferings.
1509. Was that all that was said, up to that time

—I saw him outside, not inside the station.

about Walton 2–Yes.
1510. “Let Walton come,” were those the words :

1539. It was outside, when you got through the
office window that he caught hold of you, as you have

—Yes.

described 2–Yes.

people who came in 2—Yes.

1538. Did you or not see whether Paul Bogle
entered the station, or whether he was outside only *
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1540. Did you leave the station and get away from
im?–Yes.

º

Where did you run to ?—I ran and hid my
self in the bush, very near in the direction of Cooke's
premises.
1542. How long did you remain there?— I
-

remained in the bush till next morning.

1554. Then

was the noise
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over ?—At about

3 o'clock in the morning the noise was over.
1555. And were the flames out and the buildings
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burnt?—Burnt down.

1556. Nothing was burning then?—There was no

27 Jan. 1866.

flame at that time.

1557. Did you notice what direction they took

1543. Were you near enough to Morant Bay Court
house to hear what was going on ?—I could not see

when they left?—No.
1558. You did not notice them as they moved

the Court-house.

away?—I did not see them when they left.

1544. What did you see while you were in the
bush?—When I was in the bush I heard a gun fired,
and I came out as far as Mr. Cooke's yard. I heard

the noise was quiet I judged that was the time they
left for good.

the gun firing. I saw the Volunteers and the people
tºgether; some of the Volunteers were in the Court

house to the bush, and you say you could see the
Court-house and School-house, and that you saw flames
put to the School-house?–Yes.

house, and as fast as one came out the people ran up

When

1559. You were asked the distance from the School

licking and chopping him, and I saw about five people

1560. What distance were you when you saw that

put fire to the School-room.
1545. Did you see that actually done 2–I saw it.

—Not very far but it was in a spot that I could
see everything in the Court-house.
1561. You say that you could command a view of

1546. How far from the School-room were you
standing —The School-room was very near the Court

the Court-house and the School-house º-Yes.

house. They could not manage to set fire to the
Court-house, so they put it on the School-room, and it

1562. Can you give the Commission a general idea
of the distance at which you were standing or looking

blazed from the School-room to the Court-house.

when this took place ; how long, for example, would
it have taken you to walk up to it, from the spot
where you were looking 2—About five minutes.
1563. Were you at the back of the Court-house or

1547. What did they put ; what did they fire it
with ?—They tied fire on a long stick and lifted it up.
1548. Did they light the roof part first —The roof
part, the shingles.

the front of it 2–In the direction I was in the Court
house and School-house would front me.

1549. You saw that ?—Yes.

1550. What number of men in the whole did you
Sº when they came down upon you at the station?—
less than 400 or 500; it might be more, but not

º:

£SS,

1564. But did the front of them front you, or the
back of them —The front of the Court-house was to
Ille

1565. That was the Parade 2–Yes, I would have
to come down the Parade.

lääl. Then on the Thursday, I suppose, you came
ºut ºf the bush and got some shelter?—Yes, I was

justintime when the soldiers landed and just entered
the police station.
1552. Did you remain in the bush till that time *
-I went out a little before that. I went to the Parade

!º if I could know the

different people that were

llled,

1566. Was the Parade between you and the Court
house?–Yes; there were no bushes between.

1567. You say you were in the bush –I came
out from the bush as far as Mr. Cooke's yard, where
I had no more bush between me, only the street.
1568. Do you mean you then looked down the
main street –Yes, I looked across the main street,
out on the Parade and Court-house.

1553. How long do you think the people, who had

ºte dºwn upon the police station and gone to the
Cºurt-house, remained on the ground in Morant Bay 2

They

were there from

that time until about

30 clock in the morning.

1569. From Mr. Cooke's yard 2–Yes, from Mr.
Cooke's yard.
1570. How long have you been in the police 2–
Getting on for eight years.
1571. What is your rank 2–I am senior sergeant.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to Monday morning, the 29th, at 10 o'clock.

FIFTH

DAY.

Monday, 29th January 1866.
PRESENT :

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.;
RUSSELL GURNEY, Esq.
|
John BLossett MAULE, Esq.
Mrs. EMMA MAJoR recalled and further examined.
1580. You did not see him 2–I
!”. You have been sworn already?—Yes.
people going in and out.
many
*You mentioned before, Mrs. Major, that you

"pied the Rhine estate?—Yes.

lº. That was a property belonging to Mr.
tion ?— ſes.
* You were his tenants?—Yes.
lºſt. Was there anything which transpired there,
ºn the 13th of August, that attracted your attention ?
~Yes, at half-past 12 at night.
* What was it?—There was a strong light in

FIFTH DAY.

did not.

Mrs. E. Major.
I saw
29 Jan. 1866.

1581. When he came to the Vestry he was in the
habit of coming to breakfast with you?—Yes.
1582. Was there a vestry on the 14th 2–I would
not be certain. I know he was there that day.
1583. Did you happen to be reading some of his

printed speeches at that time –Yes, the speeches at
St. Ann's.

1584. Did you have some conversation with him

respecting them —I told him when he came in,

*ksand also in the cottage; and Isaw people laughing, “Oh, you wicked man, I am going to try
*ing in and out.
1578, Who occupied the barracks?—Mr. Lawrence.

ou without judge or jury.”

1585. Did you go on talking with him about the

* The cottage, was it occupied ?–Mr. Gordon speeches?—I said, “I condemn you to be hung for
**pped there when he came.

high treason.”
E

-
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1586. You said to him, “Oh, you wicked man”?
—I said it in a laughing way. I had just been reading
a paper. He said, “How will you do that : * I said,
“If you ever made the speeches as they are printed,
you are certainly guilty of high treason.” He asked

very pleased, and they stooped down and took up each

a large stone, and picked up something which they put
in their pockets. Some men came up and did the
same. Suddenly the man on the horse remembered he
was opposite our house ; he saw me and rode on.

me to read what I meant. I did so; and he said, “Oh,

1601. Did it appear to be a particular stone 2–No,
they stooped and picked something up and put in
their pockets. I called my husband's attention to it
in the afternoon, and he said there must be some money
“ care, Mr. Gordon, or I shall accuse you of high dropped. I said, “Then there must be a great deal,
“ treason, so beware of what you say.” He said, for they have been picking up all day.” I intended
“ Take care, Mrs. Major, you can’t do it. I have to have sent down to see what it was, but my atten
just gone as far as I can go, but no further.”
tion was taken away.
1602. Did you see the direction in which they were
1588. Did he say anything more about any particu
lar persons –He said he had been holding meetings going?—Towards Bath. Seeing so many of them going
at St. Ann's, and was highly gratified with the suc that way, I asked my servants whether any fair was
cess he had met with ; but he did not intend to hold being held there, because the people were generally
going the other way.
any more, they were the last.
1603. Did you mention before, at what time of the
1589. He had been to St. Ann's, and he was highly
11th
you heard of anything having happened?—I
gratified with the success he had met with, but he
did not intend to hold any more? —Yes; he said he heard in the afternoon before 4 o'clock ; but at 6
had kept the meetings up to 3 o'clock in the morning, o'clock, when I was looking anxiously out of my
and many of the head ladies in the place went home window for my husband, I observed a torch put out
of the window of the barracks, at the Rhine below
with him.
1590. Well, did he say anything about any particular my house.
1604. What else?—I saw lights in every direction
persons —Yes, sir, We had some conversation after
that. In the course of it he alluded to the Governor, moving about on the hills. From our house we have
and said the Governor was a very wicked man, and it an extensive view of the hills all round.
1605. Did you observe again, on the evening of the
would be a blessing to the country if some one would
12th, a torch put out 2–About half an hour after
shoot him.
1591. Did he say anything as to any other persons? wards I saw the reflection of a large fire at Morant
—Yes ; afterwards, in talking of Mr. Herschell and Bay. This was on the evening of the 11th.
1606. On the evening of the 12th did you observe
the Baron, he said they were very wicked men. I
said, “You must not say so, because you know they the torch —At the same time of the evening the
are our friends.” He said, “Yes, Mrs. Major, they torch was put out, and it was answered immediately
“ may be your friends; but they are bad, wicked men, by a shout, as if a great number of persons had con
“ and it would be a great blessing if those three men cealed themselves close by. A great number of per
“ no ; they have printed it wrong ; I never made use
“ of such expressions.”
1587. Was there anything else?—I said, “Take

“ were removed.”

sons then went past, and they said they were going to

*

1592. Was there anything more than that, that you
remember 8–No, I do not know that there was.

1593. Well, now, had you observed, previously to
October, anything about the labourers on the Rhine
property —I had. I had called the attention of my
husband to seeing such a number of men constantly

kill Mr. Hire, Mr. Shortridge, Mr. Chisholm, and Mr.
Harrison.

1607. You heard that ? –They called so that I
might hear it.

1608. How many people were passing –Several
but I could not tell you exactly. It was

º;
at K.

sharpening cutlasses.

Sometimes there were nine or

10 of them at once.

He said they were billing the

bush down.

1594. The cutlass is an instrument that is always
used for cutting wood — I do not know. The negroes

1609. Did you hear any singing 2–Yes, I heard
them ; they were singing—
“ Iłuckras’ blood we want,
Buckras’ blood we'll have,

are always walking about with the cutlasses.

Buckras’ blood we are going for,

1595. You say it was for billing the bush ; they
called it “billing the bush.” Was there a good deal
of bush billing going on 2–No ; I told my husband I

Till there's no more to have.”

never saw that number of men employed until the day
before the rebellion.

There were 25.

1610. Was that the first time you ever heard that

song –Yes, that was the first time they passed our
house.
1611. But had you ever heard it before ?—No,

1596. On the 10th of October you saw them
sharpening their cutlasses —No, cutting the bush
dow, i.

1597. What sort of bush —Merely the guava bush
that spoils the pasturage.

never heard the mention of it.

I could not under

stand what it was till they repeated it several times.
They stopped sometimes in their singing, and when
they stopped once I pulled the blind on one side.

They saw me and they called out, “If you look down
upon us, we will call upon you as we come back.” I
gº Is it anything that could be used as a weapon? asked my servant, when I first heard the song, what it
-IN 0.
was and as they repeated the words ; she repeated
1600. Did you observe the people going about at them to me.
all in any way that attracted your attention on the
1612. It is from the servant assisting you that you
10th – Yes, I observed a black man, respectably remember 2–Yes ; but afterwards I distinctly heard
dressed, on a horse. He stopped opposite the Rhine it, because they sung it many times over aloud. It
1598. Is it thick sticks 2–No.

—opposite our house, and met several women, and took
out his pocket book, and gave each of them a paper.

could be heard nearly lo Bath.

When he had done that they went on. They were

you could follow them ––Yes.

º

º
º

º
º

1613. After the servant repeated the words to you,

º
-

*

The witness withdrew.
Mr. S. Cooke.

Mr. STEPHEN CookE sworn and examined.

1614. Mr. Cooke, are you clerk of the peace for
one of the districts –-I am clerk of the peace of
St. Thomas in the East.

1613. And also clerk of petty sessions 2–Yes.
1616. Were you at the meeting of petty sessions on
the 7th October 2—I was.

:

1617. What was the business before the magistrates ?—The usual business of assaults, abusive
language and trespass, and cases of that sort, that

generally come before the magistrates.

-

1618. Was there any case calculated to excite
feeling between persons of different colour or of

º

g
**
*

º

º
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different classes —None whatever’; only the usual the 11th. About 3 o'clock I heard the blowing of a FIFTH DAY.
routine business in such courts.
1619. Well—the proceedings were going on—was
there any interruption ?—There was.

1620. What was it?–A boy was brought up by a
girl for assault. The case was tried, and the boy was
fined 4s, and costs. On his paying the fine and costs

there was a great noise in the court so much so that
the business was suspended; the business of the
contt was entirely suspended. The magistrates
ordered the party making the noise to be taken into

custody and brought before the court for interrupting
the proceedings; the police went to take him ; he got
away from the police and ran out of the Court-house.
The police ran after and he was captured by a police

horn and the beating of a drum. I happened to be
downstairs, and I ran up immediately to the Custos
and said, “I fear the rebels are coming.”
1641. Do you mean that you called them rebels

then –Certainly so, from the information of the
police the day previous. I was told 500 or 600 men
under arms were prepared to come down the following
day.

#2. Do you mean that there was a statement that
they had avowed an intention to come down on the
11th 2–Yes, that statement was made to me and the
Custos; they have since made the statement on oath.
1643. That statement is not before us.

Who's

man on the steps and he was immediately rescued by
the mob; a great number of people who came up
with sticks, Paul Bogle, the great leader of the re

evidence was it?–It was taken within the last week,
I think, by a man named Fuller. He will be able to
tell you that.
1644. You went up and made some communication

bellion.

to the Custos ?–I told the Baron.

1521. You had better not use any words of that
kind; he kind enough to give us the name only *Paul Bogle was the first man who came up, and after
him Moses Bogle with others; and ultimately they
rescued the prisoner.
1622. Did you see what was done, or did you only

1645. It does not signify what you told him. Hear
ing the fife and drum, you made some communication?
—We left the Vestry Mr. Georges was present. We
went to the steps, and we saw a crowd turning from

hear that?—I saw it. When I heard the noise I
rushed to the window and looked out where I could

is the same place. It is the market place, called the
Parade. The Baron asked me to get him the Riot Act.

see the steps.
1623, Did you see the police being beaten ?–Oh,
yes, I saw the police being beaten.
1624. Who was the girl upon whom the boy had made

In the confusion of the moment there was some little

delay before I could put my hand upon it. The
Volunteers were drawn up in front of the Court-house,

the assault; were they both of the same class –
Both of the same class. They were both young people,

1647. You had to go inside to get the Riot Act 2–
I had to go downstairs to my office, and by the time

and the magistrates inflicted only a nominal fine of

I came back they were pretty well in the Parade.

4s, thinking that the girl, perhaps, was as much in
fault as the boy—being young people, that perhaps
the One provoked the other.
1625. They thought it trifling 2—Yes, and there

1648. Will you describe what you saw subse
quently –The Volunteers were about 15 or 20 feet

fore there was only a nominal fine.
1626. What were the costs 2–12s. 6d.

1627. What are the costs for 2–There were many

ſees for witnesses subpoenas.
1628. Can you give us the particulars ?–There is

.º bylaw for the statement and subpoenas, and

the main street towards the market.
1646. Is that what the others call the Parade 2–It

18 or 20 feet in front.

in front of the Court-house.

There was a black man

on the steps, whom I knew very well; and when I
saw they were all coming down, armed with guns and
bayonets fixed, and in a very riotous manner, I
advised the man to go down to them. I said, “You
“ have got some influence over the people: go down and
“stop them, and advise them not to come into the
“Parade and use any violence." After a while he went :

. IOT

and I saw him speaking to the people, and waving

1629. What are the 8s. foes?–Yes, payable to the

them back with his hands.

magistrates’ clerk.

1649. Who was that man

1630. Then, on the 9th, were warrants issued for

the apprehension of Bogle and others ?–Yes, and
ºthers, for riots on the 7th.

1531. Who were the magistrates by whom the war
ºils were issued 2–I am not prepared to say, but I
think the warrant was signed by Mr. Justice Walton.

1692. To how many was the execution of the war
nº intrusted —I am not prepared to say.

lº. On the 10th, was a statement made by one
ºf the police employed to execute the warrants –
tº was a statement made to me, and I communi
"d it to his honor the Custos, the late Baron

*lhºlt, and he also received the same statement

ºf from the police.
1%. The policeman was examined before the

Cºlºs?—He was, in my presence.

He was afterwards

hung : his name was Macintosh. The men then came
on steadily, the Custos standing on the steps, beseech
ing and begging them not to use any violence ; and
telling them if they had any grievance to complain of
they must let him know what it was, and he would
see it attended to. They persisted in coming on as

he read the Riot Act.

They came on silently and

quietly. I suppose there were from about 500 to 600
men. Captain Hitchins then gave orders for the
Volunteers to retire, as the mob came upon them : they
retired until they got to the Court-house wall, and
as soon as they were jambed up against the wall a
volley of brickbats and stones was thrown at the
Volunteers, and the order was then given to fire.
1650. Are you quite certain that you saw stones

thrown before the order was given to fire?–Oh, yes.

º, Was an application then made for the attend
1651. And before any gun was fired –Oh, yes:
* of the Volunteers ?—In consequence' of the the Volunteers retired fully 20 feet before they fired
"ſºrt of what took place at Stony Gut on that morn

a shot.

Orders were given, the mob pressing

upon

* the Custos thought it advisable to write to his them, to retire and retire, and they retired till they
Extellency the Governor, asking for troops, and he could retire no further. They got jambed up against
º dispatched a messenger to Bath to bring down the Court-house, and then a volley of stones was
the Volunteers.
* That was on the 10th –Yes.
*7. On the 11th there was a meeting of the
-

Westry? Yes,
1638. Did you attend ?–Yes, as a member of the

" as churchwarden of the parish.
15%. What was the business; there was the ordi
"J business?—Yes.

* In the course of the afternoon did anything
"ºf doors attract you attention ?–From the infor

º We had received

from the police, we appre

fired, and then the order was given to the Volunteers
to fire. The mob rushed upon the Volunteers and
struck them with sticks and guns.
1652. What effect had the firing upon the people
who were rushing forward 2–It did not deter them a

all; they ran up the steps of the Court-house.

-

1653. What did you do?—I went into the Court
house.

1654. You would be there before the Volunteers?—
Yes, I was.

1655. Will you give your own description of what

* that some disturbance would take place on took place afterwards —After this we fastened the
E 2
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doors. The Custos himself, my father, the rector,
Court-house, and the mob commenced stoning the
Court-house. They smashed all the windows and
broke the very frames out. During that time several

they were determined on returning next day for me
told me so, and I went to the wood with my servant.
1672. What wood 2–About three miles behind my
house in the woods, and I remained there till the
Wolverene was in. I took the boy with me and put
him on a high tree where he could look down on the

gun-shots were fired into the Court-house.

Bay, and as soon as the Wolverene came in he told me,

myself, Mr. Georges, Doctor Major, Mr. Herschell,

t

Mr.

s. Cooke. my brother Alexander, and several others, were in the

29 Jan. 1866.

1656. That was into the Court-house.

Gun-shots

were also fired out of the Court-house ?—Yes, by the
Volunteers.

1657. They returned the fire —Yes; when the
rebels attempted to come up the steps, they were shot
down.

-

1658. Aye, but from the Court-house windows 2–
Yes, there were some shots fired.

1659. Did you make your escape 2–Yes. Previous
to my making my escape, the Baron, the Custos, con

1673. Were you near Mr. Grant's building during
the night?—Not very near.
1674. You did not hear anything of what took place
there with Mr. Price 2–I heard what took place
before he got there.
1675. You did not hear what took place when he
was killed ?–I heard them beating him, and I heard
his groans. Some said, “Kill him,” others said, “No,
spare his life.”

sulted the other gentlemen, and said he would put a

1676. You heard that ?–Yes, that was within a

white flag out. He would tie a handkerchief to a stick,

few yards of me. The women were worse than the
men. It was decided that Captain Grant should be
sent for. He is a black man, whom I knew very well,

or an umbrella I think it was, and put it through the
window, to show them that we wished to come to some

terms. That was done. They asked what it meant,
and they were told that it meant peace. They said
they had not come for peace ; they had come for war.

and I could see him come, because the house under

which I was lying projects into the streets, and I

same thing was repeated. The Baron then went to

could see them going up and down with torches. They
said, “Go for Captain Grant.” A boy went for him
with a torch, and shortly after he returned with another

the window and told them that if he was the object

man.

of their fury and ill-feeling, if they would promise to
save the other gentlemen, he would come down and
deliver himself up. They said no ; they would kill
him, and they would kill every white man and every

colour was your mother ?” Mr. Price said, “She
was a black woman.” They asked him, “What colour
was your ſather ?” He said, “He was a black man.”
They said, “Then it makes it all the worse; your
“father and your mother were black, yet you join the
“whites; kill him.” Then I heard his groans, which
were fearful. He was asking and crying for mercy.
1677. Was Captain Grant the man you heard say,
“Kill him *—I suppose it was, but I do not know.
Grant came up, and then the questions were put.
1678. You said a man came, whom you supposed
to be Grant 2–They said, “Send for Grant,” and a
man came, whom I supposed to be he.
1679. You do not know that it was Grant ; do you
know what has become of Grant 2–Grant is at large ;
he has never been taken, but there is a warrant out

A second time it was put out, and a second time the

brown man.

1660. Were you standing by the Baron at that
time —I was alongside of him. I was with him the
whole time till the Court-house caught fire, and as

soon as that caught fire Mr. Georges jumped through
one of the windows, and I followed shortly, getting
into the next house, Mr. Price's house.

.

and I went home.

From there I

made my escape, and hid under the flooring of a house
that joins on the main street, close to where the people
had their guard room.
1661. What people *—The rebels.
1662. What leads you to describe that as their
guard room ?—Because all the prisoners were taken
there, and they had a guard there.
1663. Whom did you see carried there 2–I saw
Mr. Charles Anthony Price carried there.
1664. Carried into the room ?—I heard them speak
ing to him, and I heard him in the room next to that
which was said to be the guard room. I saw him when
he passed, and heard his voice.
1665. What time was that 2–About between 9 and

10 o'clock, as nearly as I can remember. I was in
such a state of confusion I could scarcely remember
the hour.

-

1666. Did you remain under the flooring 2–Yes,
until between 5 and 6 o'clock the next morning.
1667. Did you then get away ?—I got away.
1668. Was there anything you heard during the
night —Yes, I heard everything.
1669. We do not know whether there was anything
material in what you heard 2–I heard the parties say
whom they had murdered during the night, and that
they were to meet at 2 o'clock in the morning. They
said this, and then the parties separated. One party
said they were going to gather more men, and the
other party said they were going down the River dis
trict, and that on the way down they were to get hold
of “that fellow Wallace,” the overseer at Lyssons, and
to take his head off if they got him. They were then

These men said to Mr. Price, “Price, what

against him.

1680. What is the distance from the prison to the
Court-house 2–About a quarter of a mile.
1681. You did not hear the disturbance when the

prison was attacked 2–No.
1682. The police station ?—No.
1683. What distance is that from the Court-house 2

—Not very far, a few hundred yards.
1684. Were prisoners detained there 2—None.
1685. Were there any at the prison 2–About 53,
some for trial and some others undergoing sentence.

1686. What was done at the prison —I cannot tell
of my own knowledge. The boatswain of the gaol
s

will be able to tell you.

1687. What is his name 2—Sligo Campbell. He
and a man called William Cuthbert were the parties
who had to surrender them to the mob.

1688. Do you remember a case which was for

adjudication of petty session during the 7th or 9th of
October relative to a trespass on the Middleton
property –Perfectly well, it was on the 7th.

1689. It did ultimately come on on the 9th —It
came on immediately after the riot took place ; the
Court met again and went on.
1690. The riot was on the 7th 2–Yes, and the

Court adjourned, and immediately afterwards they
met again.

to proceed on to the River district to Port Morant, and

1691. Did you upon that day hear it?—It was the

then on to the Plantain Garden district.
1670. Did you see or learn in what direction those
went who were going for more men —They said they
were going back to Stoney Gut.
1671. How did you get away at 5 o'clock 2–At that
time the rebels had all left the Bay, and a boy who
was with me under the house all night, said there was
no one to prevent me, and I could make my escape and

first case that came on after the Court re-met on the

go home, and so I did ; but other parties, on seeing that

Lewis Miller for trespass.

-

Saturday.

-

1692. Is not Middleton a place lying up near Stony
Gut —It is, it joins Stony Gut.
1693. Are the owners in Jamaica 2–Yes, the owner

is Mr. Wellwood Maxwell, Anderson who lives in
Spanish Town, the agent general of immigration.

1694. The charge was for trespass — It was against
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1695. Do you know whether that property is neg I think. That is an Act fixing the fees of the clerk FIFTH DAY.
to 1704.
the magistrates.
A Jamaica Act 7–Yes, it ſixes the fees of

lected or cultivated ?—It is a pen, and it is let to a

-

Mr. S. Cooke,

man named Williams.

1695, Who preferred the charge —Williams.

the clerk of the peace and the clerk of the magistrates 29 Jan. 1866.

1597, Was it for sporting on the property, or only
walking upon the grass, or walking across the pro

—2s, for information, 2s. for the original summons,

perty –It was for entering an enclosed pasture
without permission.
1698. It was not for settling upon the property?—

|

-

ls. for the copy, and 3s. for taking evidence, and there
is a 1s. 6d. stamp, bringing it up to 9s. 6d.
1705. What made it 12s. 6d. in this case ?—Evi

No.

dence. There was 2.s. for an affidavit to ground the
subpoena, 9d. for the original subpoena, and 3d, for the

1899. Had there been any feeling about it between
different classes of people —For seven or eight years

copy.

1706. Were you present at the trial of the man,
George McIntosh —Part of it.
1707. Where was he tried ?–By Court-martial, at
Morant Bay.

pºst the people have been under the impression that
the property belongs to the Crown, and that it is
Queen's land, as they call it, and that Mr. Anderson
has no right to it.
1700. Was this a squabble —Years ago the people

*
-

-

-

-

evidence

1708. Did you give

-

upon

*

the trial ?--I

mited to take possession of it, and they were bought did not ; I will not be positive, but I think I did
pastrespassers before the magistrates. They were ".
-

i
-

-

-

-

1709. Did you think it well to leave the arms at the

Assize Courts, where the convictions were confirmed,
and it was shown that the property was Mr. Ander-

police station —That is a matter for the inspector of
police, who ought to have looked after his own men

son's and that it did not belong to the Crown.
170]. How long is that ago —Six or seven years.
1702, Has there been any feeling existing about it

and arms. ,

intº
that?—None
1703.
Under whatwhatever.
law is that 8s. costs charged 2–
Under the 23d Wic, I think, 23d or 24th, but the 23d

Who was the inspector –Inspector Alberga
he 1711.
was called.

-

-

1710. There was no ammunition there 2—No, not
even flints.

,

e

-

.

s

1712. He is dead —He was killed.

a

*

*

*

*

es

The Rev. STEPHEN Cook E sworn and examined.

Rev. S. Cooke.

*.

1713. Of what parish are you rector of 2–0f St. “Baron, they are here; the column has entered the --

-

square.”

Thomass in the East.

1714. Were you present at a Vestry at Morant
Bay on the 11th of Öctober last 2–Yes.

.

,

i

The witness withdrew.

i

.

!

t

-

cºnvicted by the magistrates, and they appealed to the

-

1726. Was there anything to induce you to describe

i. º gº *—They were a compact body—a close
1715. Ilad you observed anything previously to boy of 99"Paniºs.
hiº.º.º.º. . . ii. Do.
Whatyouhadmean
they with
them?–swords.
this extent, that for a very long time previously the
cutlasses —Yes, cutlasses,
8.

º

|

-

º

-

\

1728.

People had been very much wanting in those marks of gººn'
i'jºs.
*Pºets which they used formerly to pay to persons
1729. Did
you see anything of pikºs ?—I did
-

-

-

º

-

not

in a certain station of life and to the authorities, and

observe any pikes ºf that moment. The Baron and
that they never came to market or to the Court on "" all ran forward immediately.
Court days without being armed with sticks.
1730. You had better describe what occurred 2–
1716. How long had you observed that ?—For There Was º º In all stººding close to me on the
ºny months before; I have seen them in passing my
ºps, name
Macintosh. The Custos sºil to him,
lºst practising sham fights.
Go and ask these people what they want.” He did
1717, Ho i. }
ſ
2
ir stick
not move, and I said to him, “Do you hear what the
!. How did they do that —With their sticks.
... custos says, sir? Go out at once and do as you are
w

s

º

º

:

-

-

-

>*

ſº Do you mean individuals

—Yes.

º

“ told.” He went out after this, but he never returned.

By this time the column had approached within half
ºf titly, I suppose half an hour or more before the the distance of the length of this room, from the
Vºy Imeſ.
Court-house. The Baron came out on the steps. I
ſº
At
what
distance
do
you
reside
from
the
was
standing
on his right hand, and I think Mr.
"Yº-About 10 minutes walk, just outside the Georges
was on his left. He called for the Riot Act ;

º

171% What time did you to go the Vestry?—I went

"... My house is in the town and out of the town.

and he could not have read a great deal of it when

1721. Was the ordinary business of the Vestry contill about

that one of my poor sons, who was destroyed after

º for some time ?—Yes, I should think
4 º'clock.

* What was it that disturbed you and induced
!" to conclude the proceedings?—I had left the
Wºry board for a short time, and on my return I told
(lit. Biſon (at whose right band I always sat) “I

"is you had better close the Vestry. I un-

t

**

...

"

!

.

º
º
•

-

*

-

-

such a volley of stones and broken bottles was thrown
wards, took me by the arm, and said, “Father, come
in, or you will be killed.”

The Volunteers received

this volley of stones, and it was not until some of
them were struck, and the Court-house windows WCro
being destroyed, that the Baron gave the word to

,

,
*

fire.

*aid there is a large body of men congregated
1731. Had there been any firing from the Volun
teers
before
the Baron gave that word 2–Not a single
"º
Baptist
chapel
and
coming
down
here.
You
shot
was
fired.
hal better get rid of the Vestry, even if you have
One single volley was fired and no
"ºjourn.” But he did not appear to think it was more, and it was most indiscreetly done.
1732. You mean their all firing at once *—Yes.
"... consequence.
rº

º Had you seen the men there or not ?–It was
º information I had received.
* What chapel was it you said they were in *

If a military man had commanded even that small
body, they would no doubt have dispersed the mol,
The crowd went back a short distance, and when they

his an old building, occupied by native baptists,

saw some of the people killed, before the Volunteers

*road leading up to the Blue Mountain Valley
ºn that and the parish church.

could possibly rally, they came back in such force,
and sent such showers of stones—stones of a peculiar

; :

* What did you hear?—Sounds of a drum soon

kind brought from Stony Gut—that the Voiunteers

* *

ſha, and I said to the Baron, “Baron, they are

By this
time I was in the Court-house, and the doors Were

* I hear a drum.” A very few minutes after-

-

took shelter underneath the Court-house.
-

-

-

º

º

-

I got up from the table and looked through barricaded. Every windºw in the place was destroyed;
the widows of the vestry room, and said, shots were fired into the Court-house, and also in
E 3

t

º

*
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We had the wall for protec
After this had continued, I suppose, more than
an hour, it appeared their ammunition was
29 Jan. 1866. exhausted, and they left the square and went to the
store of Mrs. Lundy to obtain powder. She kept a
general store of merchandise.
1733. That is something you have been informed
of 2–I did not see it, the store is not in sight. I know
that they went there, because by that means the front
of the square became unoccupied, and as soon as I saw
that—I can give you no other reason for it, beyond

partially saved by some women, one in particular
begged them to save me, because when she had been
sick I had given her some medicine and money. One
of the men said to her, “How much money he give
you ?” She said, “Three shillings a week.” One of

the fact that the doors were opened to allow the

1737. Did you remain in your house that night –
No, I did not remain all night. I remained some
time, and then Mr. Parnther, a Wesleyan missionary,
sent to ask me to go up and take shelter in the Mission
house, because he thought they would not look for me
there. But the fear was, that they might come in the
night, and either murder me or burn down the house
over my head.
1738. Was there anything which rendered you, as
far as you know, unpopular with the negroes?—Not
with the negroes as a body, but with a certain party,
of which Mr. Paul Bogle was the head ; simply
because I was a particular and intimate friend of the
Baron, the Custos of the parish.
1739. Had there been any parochial dispute which
had excited any feeling 2–Yes, between Mr. Gordon
and myself. In 1862 Mr. Gordon brought charges of
a very serious nature—charges of cruelty, injustice,
and illegal conduct—against me. They were examined
by order of the Governor, and out of a large bench of
magistrates, 17 in number, 15 of the 17 acquitted me

tion.
Rev. S. Cooke. half

-

Volunteers to come upstairs—something crossed my
mind to this effect: “Now is your time, now go.”
I walked deliberately out of the Court-house, down
the street, towards my own house by way of the
wharf road.

There are two roads at the wharf, one

is broad, and the other is a narrow track which the
negroes use, and which I generally used, because it
cuts off an angle, though it is steep. I had not gone
far along this road—perhaps half a dozen yards—when
eight or 10 men came up to attack me. I stopped,
folded my arms, and asked if there was one of them
who dared strike me. I told them that I had always
been the friend of their class, and they knew it, that
I had been 35 years their minister; this seemed to
stagger them for a moment, but my unfortunate son,
my youngest son Arthur, was following me, and him
they attacked as soon as he came up, and left him for
dead before my face. I had a stick in my hand. One
man made three blows at me; he made three strokes

across my forehead, and he struck my arm, which had

them said, “Never mind, make him stand for the

present ; we will see"—and by that means I got
through. My horses are swift, and the servant drove
rapidly ; and that was another reason why I escaped.
My servant had previously brought up the Baron
Alfred, whom he met on the road.

been dislocated, and was at the time in a sling ; my
arm was struck and injured. At that moment a

in the most honourable manner.

Such was their

evidence that the Governor thought it necessary to

black man rushed up and put his arms over me, and

remove Mr. Gordon from the commission of the

said, “You shall not strike him; ” and a woman also

peace, and that was the commencement of the hatred

came up and said, “You shan’t strike my rector;” and
those two almost lifted me off the ground and carried
me forward, and put me into my carriage, passing
through a gang of, I suppose, 50 rebels.
1734. Did they stop you ?—No ; through the inter
position of my servant they did not. He begged them
not to kill me, as I owed him money; and he said if
they did kill me, he would not get it.

towards me.

1740. That was a case of a man you sent for relief?
—Yes; I had no authority to send him, but I sent
him to ask for relief.

1741. We do not want to go into that ; but there

was personal feeling against you upon the part of
some individuals not of your colour 2–Yes. Then
the next step was about the churchwarden,

1735. What is his name 2–Charles Lewis ; he was

1742. There was an action against you about that :

my servant at that time, but since that he has been
very ill in the hospital, but he is all right now.
1736. He drove you home then —Yes, through
a large gang of negroes. At my gate there could not
have been less than 20 ; and there, again, my life was

—No, the action was against the Baron ; but I had
protested against the election of Mr. Gordon as
churchwarden as being contrary to law. The case

was tried before Mr. Justice Cargill, and Mr. Gordon's
election was declared illegal.

The witness withdrew.
Mrs. ELEANOR SHORTRIDGE sworn and examined.

Mrs. E.

Shortridge.

1743. Are you the wife of Samuel Shortridge, a

justice of the peace —Yes.
1744. You live at a place called Plantain Garden
River ?–Yes.

1753. When did that begin 2–That was on the
Thursday : we never heard of the occurrence until
then:

1754. You noticed nothing until the Thursday ?–

1745. Were you present at that residence on the
11th October last 2–I was there on the II th:

1746. When did you leave it next after that day?—
On Thursday, the 12th.
1747. Before you left had any people come up to
your house —No, they did not come up to the house,
but we heard that they threatened to burn the house;
the servants were running upstairs and telling us
this.

1748. Something you heard
*—Frightened us.
1749. And you left the place 2–Yes. I saw all
the estate's people in such a state—flags flying on
bamboos and so on, and we heard that the Court
house at Bath was to be set on fire.

1750. How far is your house from Bath —About

Not till the Thursday, but then we noticed that some:

thing was going wrong. I was sick at the time, and

I had a child very ill. On the Wednesday the child
was said to be dying.

1755. Did you see people moving from the estate?
—Yes, I saw them moving from work.
1756. In what numbers ?–In great numbers;

1757. Was it 12, or 100 °–Oh, more than 12.
There were a great many about the fields; they
seemed to be in consternation and fear, and some

were running to Bath as hard as they could.
1758. They left you ?–Yes; we never had even
one of the head people to say a word to us,

1759. What time did you go away 2–Between 11
and 12.

three miles.

I

cannot say what.

Mr. Chisholm came to me and said he was

1752. In what manner were they being carried ?–

deputed by Mr. Harrison to bring me over to Hordley,
with the promise that Mr. Harrison would get the
young men together, and would protect the women

They were bamboos with coloured handkerchiefs.

and children. Mr. Chisholm is the overseer of Golden

There was a great silence, and all the people were

Grove, and he came to us with that message. I was
sick in bed at the time, and when I heard that Mr.
Chisholm wanted to speak with me, I threw on a few

1751. Did you then see the

flags flying 2–

Yes.

leaving their work, and there was a dead silence all
about the estate.
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garments. Mr. Chisholm had on his revolver, and

that flightened me. The child was so poorly that all
my attention was fixed on him.
1760, Mr. Chisholm came from Mr. Harrison with

1783. These were the people you saw 2–Yes.

that message?–Yes.
1761, Did he bring his carriage —No, we had our
own carriage, and we ordered it to be got ready. I

We heard a great deal, the most fiendish expressions.

had put on a dressing gown, as I was sick, and he

things. I did not know exactly what they meant by
that. The confusion was so great I cannot remember

said he wanted particularly to see me. He said we
must make haste, as the rebels had said they were

coming to kill us, and to set fire to the house.
1762. You left with him in your own carriage 2–
Yes,

1763. In your own carriage 2 — We went to

Hordley, and I wrapped the sick child in a sheet.
1764. How many of you went —The governess,

FIFTH DAY.

1784. What did you hear?—During the night we
heard the people say it was blood they wanted. They
seemed to be quite disappointed when they missed us.
1785. What did you hear?—We heard them say,
“We want blood,” “Change the breed,” and other
all, but I heard the most fiendish sounds. The women

seemed to be much worse than the men ; they seemed
to be searching for us. The yells, when they got into
the house and found no one there, were most shocking.
1786. What distance from Hordley House was the
spot where you were concealed 2–A very short dis
tance.

We were behind one of the trash-houses. We

could hear the dim of sounds; we could hear them

myself, the nurse, and six children.

1768. What did you do when you got there 2–We
noticed on the way that the negroes were all holding
up their hands at us as we passed, and saying,
“Where you do run to ? It is the bush you must

breaking the windows and chopping up everything.
1787. How long did you continue there —Till
daybreak; and we heard them dispute whether they
should go to Holland or to Bachelor's Hall. Some
said, “Let us go to Holland,” others said, “No,
let us go to Plantain Garden River.” So from this
we learnt that they had not been to our house yet.
1788. You heard no more then 2–Yes, we were
faken to Diana Blackwood's house, at the top of the
hill. A young man, named Wood, who was the saving

run to.” That alarmed us, and we knew that it

of us, said, “ Follow me to Diana's house ; she has

meant something. We told the boy to drive on as fast
she could; but each negro that we met held up his

“having your family.”

1765, You left the house empty —Yes, with the
two women who were servants there.

1766. Were they coloured people?—No, they were
black servants.

1767, You went to Hordley ; how many miles is
that ?—I do not think the distance is two miles.

“kindly promised to protect you. They are bent on

We went up, and on the way

*
*

we saw a very sulky-looking woman, who turned her
back upon us, and, what struck me as unusual, did

hand and shook it at us, and said, “Where you do run
w? It is the bush you must run to.”
1769. Did you remain at Hordley —Yes, until the
rebels came at night.
1770, Was that on Thursday?—Yes.

miserable plight. I had very few clothes on.
1789. You got to the black woman's house?—Yes.

1771. At what time?—Between 11 and 12 o'clock.

As we were so wet she advised us to take off our clothes

I am not sure of the hour, but it was near midnight.

not even say, “Good morning !” We were then in a

and wring them.

We heard the people were to come

1773. Was Mr. Chisholm there —Oh, no.

Mr.

1790. Did you, when you were there, hear anything

Harrison had advised him to go to Manchioneal, as
they had threatened to cut him in pieces, but instead

they did or said 3–No, not there. We heard a noise
coming up the hill, and the woman had just time to

ºf gºing to Manchioneal he went to Amity Hall.
1774. But who were present at Hordley when the
Rºls came?—We were all there in the same room—

say, “Run, mistress, for your life;” and the young
men, who had been out during the night, led the way.
We followed. We had before taken off our stockings,

ºf the governess, my nurse, a coloured girl named

and we left everything and had hardly time to put on

ºut Baxter, and six children, one of them a baby.

anything. He led us into some wood, which, I believe,

1775. Who else were there —Mrs. Harrison and a
number of ladies. Mr. Harrison had collected us all

was at Hordley.

* and he had promised to protect us. The rebels
ºlthreatened to kill us. They said they wanted my

1791. What time was that on the Friday morning 2
—I think we stopped an hour there. They promised
that they would give us something to eat. We had

husband.

eaten nothing from the day before. We were disap

1776, Were there several ladies there?—Yes.

Im. Were they from the several estates in the
heighbourhood –Yes.

pointed, however, in this, and we got no food till the
troops came. It is all owing to Governor Eyre that
we are here, for if he had not sent the troops we

1778, Did you

notice what the people did —They
"Teloading the few guns which they had, as the

*... were surrounding the house.
"Will you give a short account of what you

1792. Will you tell us, in the order of time, what
occurred after you went into the wood ; what number

of you was there –The whole number I have

* helped to lift the children, and I carried my

stated.

* We were hidden behind the Hordley trash
"* under a bamboo root.

* How many of you were taken there —Mrs.
There were about 10 grown up

large body of children f – Yes,

Miss Harrison said to me, “What is the use of our
all going together in this number ? The rebels will

"Weeks old,—Miss Jones, Miss McQueen, and the

fisl. And "
º,"

1793. Children and grown up people ?—Yes, I
carried the baby.
1794. How long did you remain in the wood F.—
We went from one hill to another till dark on Friday
night. Then our party separated, and we got to a
place near the Maroons, on the way to Manchioneal.

º and her four children—one of them a baby,

-

-

:

should have been chopped to pieces. I came into
Kingston in a miserable plight; I had not a hat on
my head.

*%-We were taken out of the house and hidden in
**—my six children and myself. Some few

º McKay.

:

and burn down our house.

1772, Who were there?—Mr. Chisholm.

find us. You separate, you take your party and we

º How long did you remain in
º

the bush —

ºlland 3 that night till about day
|ºts, *t morning. Then we saw three or four
i. * Nº. We could scarcely see them, but we
º hid found us. They went on their knees to
tiºn º bush, I saw that there was some man
º: º and I found it was John Brown, a man
with º * Harrison's head man at Hordley, and
$4W

will take ours.”

I said, “That is a very unkind

speech after being together all night.”
1795. Never mind that, that is only a conversation
that passed between you. You did separate 2—We
did.

get

W

º

ty

º * tle head woman,

jº, hº

Diana Blackwood.

Pon't be frightened, we come to save

*rebels gone to Hºlini,

1796. Was that after or before sunset 2—Before
Sunset.

1797. What became of you?—We were waiting
there for the young man who had hidden Mr.
Harrison in the bush. Mrs. Harrison asked him to
go and look for Mr. Harrison, and whilst he was gone

s

|

º

*
º

E 4

.

-

|
* .

!
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we separated, and the governess and my nurse and
six children went together ; I carried the baby, the
nurse carried the sick child, and I begged Mrs.
Harrison's girl to carry the third youngest. .
We went on a considerable way through the woods
till we came to a fording near Amity Hall.
1798. Who was guiding you ?–We went off by a
track and followed it until we came into the broad

1804. That brings us down to late on Friday
evening 2—Yes.
1805. How long did you remain at the cottage 2–
A couple of hours I should think.
1806. Where did you go then 2–Whilst we were
seated and did not know what to do, and were trying
to lie down in the small hut, and were making up
our minds to get a little rest, and to get a little bit

road which led to a large spot of water ; but before of food, the man and the woman who were in the
we got there we were so worn with hunger and thirst house—his daughter or some relation—got quarrelling.
that we had to stoop down and take up a little water We had given him a two shilling piece. Miss Jones
out of the holes which the cattle had made by had given him that for the bread he was to get, and
he seemed to have taken something to drink while
trampling on the road.
1799. You had had nothing to eat since you left he was away, and when he came back he became
Hordley —Yes, we had, but we could not eat. A very quarrelsome and they began to fight— and this,
man who knew that we were at Diana's house after promising that the rebels should not touch us.
brought a little yam in his basket, and a little water It was such a narrow partition that we could see them
in his calabash. I was told he was a man named fighting. We said, “If they do not kill us out of doors,
we shall be killed here.”

Williams.

All of a sudden the door

was opened, and a tall man and an old woman came

1800. What became of you on that Friday evening,
ultimately, after you got to the road 2–Near to a shop rushing in, and said, “You must come out of this
which is near to Amity Hall, I saw a decently dressed low-lived place;” and I said to them “I do not know
man standing, not far from the river. I was so “ whether you are friend or foe, but this man has
frightened at seeing him, expecting to be killed every “ promised to protect us.” The man then said, “Missis,
unoment, that I said, “My good man, could you put “if you move out of my house I will call the rebels
“us across to Golden Grove, or shelter us in some way, “ to kill you.”
1807. Then you did not go 2–We stopped, we
“ for we shall be all murdered " He said, “Misses,
“ put you to Golden Grove 2 I shall be giving you refused to follow ; for I said, “ If he calls the rebels,
“ to the rebels—just putting you into their hands if the old man will just betray us.” So we seated ourselves
“I do it.” We asked him, “Will you hide us in again, and they began another fight, and the same
your shop " He said, “’No, that I cannot do ; every parties came and pushed open the door again, and
“ minute I expect them. I have lost a good deal said, “ Come here, buckra ; you do not know what
“ now and I cannot afford to lose any more, but I you are doing.” The woman seized my child from
“will show you to a negro house.” I said to him, the maid ; and, seeing her going away with the child,
“I shall be very thankful if you will.” I implored I said, “ Are you sure you are our friend ?” and in the
the man to lift the child which the girl had put down, excitement I kissed the old woman. The old man
He said, “I will call a

said, “ Now I will call the rebels ;” and he went to

girl from my shop, and she shall carry it.” He said,
“Go to one of the negro houses.” I said, “It is

the top of the hill and shrieked at the top of his

“ getting so dark, and we have not seen any as we
“ came along. If we are to sleep in the woods to

he shouted as loudly as ever he could ; and he used
all kinds of expressions to create a sensation and

“ night, we shall die of hunger and cold.”
I801. Did you get to a house that night 2–We got

attract them to the place.

because she was so tired.

to a negro hut.

-

voice, “Blood l murder ‘’’ to attract the rebels.

This

The woman and the man

took up the children and led us to another negro
house.
1808. How far was that ?--It could not have been

1802. Was that near to Amity Hall 2–I cannot
say. The man took us a little way and showed us

very far ; it seemed very near.

how to follow the same road that we had come down.
He said “we should find some houses.” It was

Did you remain in this one 2–Yes; there was a

getting late, and I could only see some plantain trees
and bamboos. I was almost falling with the weight
of the babe, and I said, “ Miss Jones, I do not see any
house,” but she said, “Let us go a little higher;” and
as we went higher we saw some smoke coming out
of the cottages, and we went in, and as we stopped,
we heard a man's voice like that of an old man.

I

1809. You had been two hours in the first house.

common negro mat on the bedstead, and the woman

took me up and said, “ Missis, you done for you ;
you tired till you can’t walk.”

1810. You remained there all night 2–Yes, till
Saturday morning.

1811. What became of you then –The same old
woman came and told us the troops had come to save

said, “My good old man, can you save us from the llS.
1812. You heard about the troops ?—Yes,
rebels to night : they have threatened to kill us *
He said, “Buckras, yes, come into my house.” We
1813. Did you leave the cottage then 2–No; we
went in, and he pushed together the fire he had, and stopped till the old woman told us Mr. Harrison's
called a woman to sweep away the ashes, and he said servant was bringing our carriage for us to go away
nobody should touch us that night. We thought it from this negro house, to take us to the Rhine.
1814. About what o'clock was that on Saturday
was the Hordly negro house that we had got into.
It seems that it was the Amity Hall negro house ; morning 2—Irather early.
but we did not know that, or, knowing that Mr. Hire
1815. About sunrise ?—It was long after sunrise
was killed, I never would have gone in. But we before we got to the Rhine.
1816. You went to the Rhine in the carriage?—
were exhausted, and we seated ourselves, and the people
seemed very inclined to protect us that night. But Yes.
after we had been seated some time, we begged that
1817. There you found Dr. and Mrs. Major –
they would go and bring something. The woman had got a message that we should be sent there.
said she was roasting a breadfruit, and she would give
1818. You got there 2–Yes.
the children a piece. We were content to sit on the
1819. Were you taken by Captain Luke from there
-

ground for an hour, while the man went to see if he
could buy anything.
He came back and said he
could not even get a loaf of bread. However, she
cooked the breadfruit, and gave some—a small bit—
amongst us.

That was all we tasted.

1803. At that time, you and your children and the

to Bowden wharf 2–Yes.
1820. In Port Morant 2-—Yes.

1821. You were one of the party whom he escorted
there 2–Yes.
1822. You all met at the Rhine 2–Yes.

-

1823. Do you know the names of either the owners

governess, and Mrs. Harrison's maid, were all the or the occupiers of those cottages in which yo"
party –Yes, but the maid returned to her mistress

stopped 2–I do not, but the old woman who was 39

afterwards.

kind to us gave her name as Cypron.
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1894. Which old woman was that ?—The one who
took us out of the first negro house into the second.
John Brown was there, I believe, in the morning.

1832. Until you got there you got nothing to eat,
from leaving Hordley —No, nothing from Thursday

I was told the last was Amity Hall negro house ; but
I was not aware of that at the time.
1825. Who was the young man named Wood 2–
He was a book-keeper of Hordley.
1827. After he went, at Mrs. Harrison's request to
seek Mr. Harrison, did he again join you?—We saw
no more of him.

1828, Was he black, or coloured, or white 2–IIe is

dark-he is a coloured young man.

I do not know

his christian name.

1829. At the first cottage you got to you got some
roasted breadfruit *—Yes.

1830. Did you get anything at the second cottage 2
—Nothing.
1831. Did your children get something also at the
first?—This piece of breadfruit was divided amongst
the whole party.

Mrs. E.

night.

Shortridge.

1833. Up to Friday evening 2–Yes.

1825. Do you know where the cottages were —

FIFTH DAY.

1834. Then you had this breadfruit —Yes.
1835. Then you had nothing till you got to the

29 Jan. 1866.

Rhine –No.

1836. Neither you nor the children —Neither
the children nor myself.
1837. Were the children as badly off as you
describe yourself to have been, as to clothing 2–Yes;
we all ran out of the house. The children had only
might-gowns on. Mr. Harrison had advised me to
awake them and dress them ; but I said, as they were
nearly all sick, I would not. When we were toid
to run for our lives, we went with very little cloth
ing. He had a revolver in his hand when he came
and told us so, and he put it under the bed. I said,
“What will you do with that * He said, “It is
no use ; they are too many.”
1838. That was about midnight on Thursday ?—

º

Mrs. THEodosia HERschELL sworn and examined.
1840, You are the widow of the Revd. Victor
Herschell?–Yes.

1841. Do you remember in January of last year
letter coming to your husband 3–

Y. year ago—a
es.

1842, Was that while you were residing at a place

1865. Did you notice if they were carrying any
thing in their hands 2—Some had large sticks.
1866. Anything else ?—I did not observe.

called Potosi ?–Yes.

1867. In what numbers did you see them passing 2

1843. Whereabout, with regard to Bath, is that
place?—It is a mile from Bath.
1844. Lying eastward of it?–No, westward.

1845. Had your late husband any benefice there :

—Five or six together. For about two hours they
were passing.

1868. In groups of five or six –Yes; and two or
three sometimes, and sometimes one alone.

1869. Did they continue for the whole of the hours

–Yes, he was the Island curate of Bath.

1846. You have not got the letter I refer to ?—
No: it was given to Mr. Williams a month, or a
shºrt time, after it was received.

1847. Without going into the contents of that

later, it was a letter containing angry and threaten
ing matter?—Very.
1848. Had you and your husband any land that
Yºu occupied and worked ?–We did not work any

land. We rented two pens.
you remember, in August last, any

ºal with respect to the payment of rent —Yes;

attract your attention ?—There was perfect silence;
no one passed.
Late in 8the
1871.
go by
by ?—
ybody go
till between
Not
g did anybody
or evening
9.

1872. At that time you had some cattlemen near

your house ?—There were two at the works, the house
where they slept at nights close to the cattle pen.
the people who passed at 8 or 9, to the cattlemen 2–
The cattlemen spoke to them ; we were then looking
out anxiously.
-

they said the land was free.

ºl. The tenants—you mean your tenants —
Sºme of them.

18%. The tenants of the pens —I think they

* ºn a place called Sunning Hill, which we had
lately bought.

you mention ?—For about two hours.
1870. During the rest of the day did anything

1873. Did anything pass, or was anything said by

1849. Had you any workmen on the land 2–No.
1850, Do

Mrs. T.
Herschell.

1864. Did you observe from what point they were
coming 2—From Airy Castle and Friendship—from
Ginger IIall and Friendship.

-

1874. What did the cattlemen say?—They first
said “What news from Morant Bay ?”
1875. Did you hear any answer given to that ?—
Yes.

1876. What was the answer –“ The Court-house

–About three miles

Slätt,

“ is on fire, and none of those who are inside will
“ escape.”

* At the time they refused to pay the rent, did

anything occurred during the day ?—I heard in the

tº: Was that near Potosi
º *pany

the refusal by any reason 2–No;

stated the land was free, and they would
sº
º,

lº, Did they pay ?—No.
*6. Before that had they paid 7–We had just

º: the place,
You n
$57, *
received rent at all after pur
tlasing
-

at Potosi on the evening of
that day had your husband gone from

º, the 11th of October 2-yes.

1880. What

happened next after

that which

attracted your attention ?–During that day ?

1881. Yes?–Nothing happened during that day.
1882. Did you remain at home 2—I was at home
the whole time.

1883. Next morning did anybody come home 2—

ºf
on the Tuesday morning.
Destined Morant Bay ?–Yes.

I sent a messenger on the Wednesday night, but they

for

Mai, On the Wednesday did anything attract your
8

morning that the people were collecting.
1878. You were aware something was to happen —
Yes, I had seen the Volunteers go by.
1879. After that answer was given by the cattle
men was anything more said —Nothing more.

-

º Were you
º On

1877. You say you were looking anxiously; had

would not let him pass Port Morant; they said they
would cut off his head if he tried to go on.

"..." Wednesday evening?—Nothing.

house ?—
peopl passing your h
y
On W ', '0 you
see people

1884, That you did not hear?—No, that he told

-

Inc.

º morning crowds of people passed

my

1863. In what direction
Olant

Bay.

2—To
going
were they
to
y g

1885. Who was he 7–Mr. Warmington's servant.
1886. He brought no tidings —No.
1887. What further did you do?—I sent a messen

ger early in the morning, before daybreak.
F.

º
*-

Yes.
1839. The children were in bed then 2–Yes.
The witness withdrew.

------------→--—
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-

º

|
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1888. Did he succeed in returning —Not till

Herschell.
29 Jan. 1866.

going towards my house. I met several groups in

about 10 o'clock.

Bath as I went through Bath to the Rhine,

1889. From whom, before his return, did you hear
anything 2–I heard it from my servants.
1890. What did you hear?–Of what had occurred
at Morant Bay.
1891. Did anybody visit your house during that
day or any subsequent day ?–On Thursday morning
one of the rebels came up.

1910. What distance is Potosi from the Rhine 2. —
Two miles.

M.frs. T.

1911. In what direction were the people, whom
you call rebels, going 2–Going to Potosi.
1912. Could you say what numbers you met them
in 2–I cannot exactly tell.
1913. Did you ever go back to Potosi ?—Never. I

1892. One 2–Yes.

have never seen it since.

1893. At what time did he get there 2–Just before

1914. Your first messenger, was he sent on Thurs
day evening 2–On Wednesday evening.
1915. Where do you mean, to Morant Bay ?–Yes.
1916. On Wednesday evening 2–Yes.
1917. After you had sent him away did you hear
any noise in Bath —Not till Thursday,
1918. On Thursday did you hear any noise in

7 o’clock.

1894. Had you by that time heard what you men
tioned 2–I heard it early on Thursday morning.
1895. Before his arrival?—He came on Friday.
Did he do or say anything 2–He said a great

º

deal.

1897. Could you give us shortly what was said by
him to you ?–He first of all asked me for a gun. I
told him I had none. He then asked me again ; he
would not, believe me. I assured him over and over
again I had not one. He insisted that I must have a

pistol, or powder, or shot.

I told him I had nothing

of the kind, and then the servants talked to him a
great deal; and I overheard some of the convercation
between them.

1898. What did they say that you heard ”—They
asked him why the black were taking the lives of the
white men ; and he said they must humble the white
men before them, they must make them submit to
them, and that they were going to take the lives of the
white men ; but they were not going to hurt the ladies.
1899. Was that all you heard between them 2–No,
there was a good deal more.
1900. Will you just shortly tell us?—I have written
it all in my statement ; I can't at this moment
recollect it. I wrote that myself, whatever passed at

Bath 2–Yes.
1919. At what time 2—Between 2 and 3 o'clock.

1920. In mid-day ?—Yes.
1921. What noise was it —The blowing of shells
and firing of guns ; and I saw a great many people,
who seemed to be escaping from Bath, going up to the
mountains with bundles on their heads, and others

were pouring into Bath.
1922. Could you, from where you were, command a
view of Bath —We commanded a view of half a mile
of the road.

1923. Could you observe the people coming out of
Bath —I saw people coming out, talking, and going
up the hills, with bundles on their heads.
1924. Were there a great many doing that —There
appeared to be a great many.
1925. Did you see others going into Bath —I saw
numbers of men with large sticks, and some with
guns ; and about mid-day a large party came half
way up to Potosi, armed with guns and sticks.
1926. What became of them 2–Isent the head-man

the time.

1901. Did you yourself say anything to this man
before he left your house ?–Yes. When the carriage
arrived, and I went to the back door, he came round

with a large hunting whip in his hand and asked me
where I was going, and what the carriage had come for.
I said Mrs. Major had sent it for me, and I thought
I should go over there. He said, “Well, if you take
“my advice, if you are going now, you had better go ;
“ you do not know your friends from your enemies.”
1902. You left your house in Mrs. Major's carriage;
at what time on Friday was it that you went away ?—
About 8 o’clock.

down with some money, and he gave it to them and
they dispersed.
1927. Did anything more happen during the latter
part of Thursday; did you hear further noise or
drumming —Yes, through all the night.
1928. All Thursday night —Yes.
1929. Now, bring your attention to the time when
you were driving through Bath from Potosi to the
Rhine; in the course of the drive, in going through

Bath, was anything said to you by any parties there *
—Yes, but I did not hear them ; my servants heard
them.

1930. Who are the servants 2–One is William

1903. In the morning 2–Yes.
1904. You went to the Rhine 2–Yes.

s

1905. There you met a large party of ladies 2–
Only the doctor's family were there when I got there.
1906. Others came after that, ladies and children P
—Yes.

1907. Did you remain at the Rhine till Saturday 2
—Yes.

Carney, and another called Jane Pyne.
1931. Is Carney a cattleman –Yes.
1932. Did both of them hear what was said 7–I

believe so ; and I think Mrs. Major's servant, who
was driving, heard it.
1933. Did you pass people who were going from
the direction of Amity Hall ?–Yes.

-----

1934. Did you hear these people say anything 2–

1908. Then you and the rest were taken to Bowden
wharf by Capt. Luke —Yes.
1909. Do you remember anything that had occurred
before you got to the Rhine, with regard to people

Y

going to your house ?—I met a great many people

those at Amity Hall.

es.

1935. What?—They shouted “Colour for colour,”
and “We have killed them all.”

That referred to

The witness withdrew.

ºº

* .
º

Mr. D.
Marshalleck.

Mr. i)ANIEL MARSHALLECR sworn and examined.

1936. Are you a storekeeper in Saint Thomas in
the East –In Morant Bay.
1937. Were you at the Vestry on the 11th 2—I was.
1938. You left, upon hearing of some alarm —

About five minutes afterwards the servant came up
and said the people had demanded the keys, or they
would break open the store.

1943. You sent the keys?—I sent the keys.

Yes.

1944. What was done –They took what they
1939. Where was your place —It is towards the

wanted and left.

entrance of the town.

1940. In consequence of what you heard you went
there —Yes, thinking the people had gone there.
1941. In the course of that night was the place
attacked 7–Yes, where I was.

1942. Where were you?—I had secreted myself
near the woods. I heard the breaking of a door.

1945. What was there there –A variety of things
in the retail way. It is a shop attached to the store
that they got into.

1946. Was it thoroughly plundered 2–No, partially.
1947. What was the sort of things they took –
Tobacco, fish, candles, soap ; all that I had on retail. .

THE JAMAICA

1948. What sort of things was it that they did not
take?—Rum, wines, and liquor.

chopped up and the very flooring in the store was FIFTH PAY.
ripped up and pitched outside into the sea ; the
counters and shelves were all thrown outside.

1949. None of that was touched 3–No.
1950, Was that in a different part of the store ?–

:
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7.7,
Marshalleck,

1954. Had you any reason to suppose that you were
looked on unfavourably *—Yes, a man who was
indebted to me inquired afterwards whether I was

-

29 Jan. 1866.

No, it was in the same part of it.
1951. They had the power of taking those things as killed or not.
wi: They took what they wanted.
1955. But had you any reason before this to thin k
1952. Had you also a store at Port Morant —Yes, you were looked upon as an enemy by any particular
and that was completely sacked.

class or colour 2–No, I did not think I had any enem y

1953. Had you a considerable portion of gºods among the coloured people or among any class.
1956. Do you know anything more ?–No, I was
there?—very nearly 300l. worth of stock. That
store was completely gutted, the furniture destroyed not nigh the place. I went away from the Westry aS
by chopping; they took away the money and books, soon as I heard the alarm.
but the books have since been recovered.

The place

itself was much destroyed; all the window sills were

1957. Were you present at the execution of a
person named Marshall ?—Yes,

The witness withdrew,

Miss ANN Jones sworn and examined.

1958. Were you governess to Mrs. Shortridge –
Yes,
1959. On the 11th of October last 3–Yes.

1960. On the 11th of October, in consequence of
what you had heard, did you and Mrs. Shortridge
quit the house —We did not hear anything till the
12th, the morning of the 12th.
1961. The night of the 12th you spent in the woods,
in concealment —Yes, in the trash-house, on Hordly

Miss A. Jones.

-

shop door and Mrs. Shortridge, and I spoke to him,
and asked him if he could not get us over the water.
He stopped a little and then came back and said, “It
“ is not safe for you the river is down, but I really do
“ not think it would be safe; a great many people are
“ about.” We asked if he could not get us a place
near the shop. He said it would not be safe there,
but he would send us to a relation of his. We walked

been at the house, and that the place we were then in

back a great part of the road, and went to a negro
house. The people received us very kindly, and we
were very comfortable there for two hours. The old
man went out and got tipsy, and he came back, and
then he and his wife quarrelled. The neighbours
then came in and told us to go to another house, and
we spent the remainder of the night there.
1959. That was Friday night —Yes. On the
Saturday morning we heard that the soldiers were at
the Rhine, and a good old woman named, Cypron, said,
“There was to be a carriage at a certain place for us,
and she would lead us to the place.” She did so, and
we got into the carriage and went in it to the Rhine.
1970. You had during this time very little cloth

was not safe, and that we must go farther on. They

ing on 2–Yes, very little ; because we had to escape

tarried us up the mountain and down another, through

so suddenly.

estate, at the back of the trash-house, under a
bamboo root.

1962. Were you then taken into some hut —Just

before daylight some people came to our assistance
carried us to the cottage.
1963. You remained some time attempting to dry
your clothes —Yes; two hour safterwards some people
came and said the rebels were in pursuit of us.
1964, You fled, then, to another cottage —No, we
went down a deep ravine. We heard the cries of the
women up at the house; and after the rebels were
gone the women came and told us that the rebels had

the woods,

*

st

4.

1971. Had you any food —The grown people had

1965. These were friendly persons —Yes; a man
called Wood was the person that led us, a coloured

very little. We could not eat, and we gave it to the
children. In the morning I asked the woman for a

Iſlän,

little water to make some tea for the children.

1966-7. Where did you spend that day, on the
Friday?—The whole of it we spent in the woods.

would not answer, but turned away from us; but
another creature came in and gave us some water, and
a person brought some bread-fruit and gave it to the

1968. And then the Friday night –On Friday we
Wºre put into the wood to remain there, as Mr. Wood
said, for the night; but a message came from the cot
lºgº saying that two men were in search of Mrs.

children.

She

We went to the Rhine and were there

received by Doctor and Mrs. Major very hospitably.
1972, if you hear anything of the rioters during

y

Shºrtridge's family, and Mr. Shortridge had sent them the night —No.
1973. Did they pass within hearing of you ?–No,
tº eſch the family to the ship at Port Morant. When
the ladies heard this they rosé in a body, and said they nothing particular that night. Oh yes, on the
wºuld go to some place where they could reach Port Thursday night we heard the screams of the people
Morant more easily. But when we got out of the —the most awful yells I have ever heard in my life—
Wººl, the others said they would separate from the most dreadful—I never wish to hear such again.
1974. Did you hear what they were saying *—Yes,
Shºrtridge family, and told me of it. 'So Mrs. Short

| ||

ridge, the nurse, myself, another girl and the children,

some.

Mºre left by ourselves. We then said it would be

I was so frightened. The great cry seemed to be

I could not hear exactly all they said, because

ºr tº go to Golden Grove and stop there the “Colour for colour!” and I heard the sound of “ Blood,
ight. We set off, the girl leading us into the low blood ' " when they went in to Hordly House. As we
* by an easier road into a broad road, and we
fºllowed it till we came to a large sheet of water.

*re was no getting over this. I saw a man at the

were at the back of the trash-house, of course we

could not see, for it prevented our seeing anything of
them.

The witness withdrew.
itſ

vº
Rev. Rob ERT MYRET PARNTHER sworn and examined.

º Are you a Wesleyan minister?—Yes.

lºſ

1976. And have you been in the Island near upon
"Yºats —I am a native of the country. I have been
"ºministry about that time.

"I Do you live at Highbury, about three quar
"...ºf a mile from Morant Bay?–Yes.
d

day morning I went to the Bay to attend the Vestry;
but I left the Bay before the mob entered the Bay.
1979. After that, did you hear of the death of any
persons —I did.

1980. And did you endeavour to return ?—Yes, I
made an attempt to go back, to ascertain the truthful

* Had you left the Bay before the mob came ness of the reports; and on my way down, I was

"h, on the 11th October 2–Yes.

On the Wednes

dissuaded from going,by several persons who came out.
F 2

Rev. R. M.
Parnther.
-

º:
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1981. Were they persons who knew you ?—Yes, by persons who have been unsuccessful before the
persons who knew me, and whom I knew, and they courts —Yes, persons under my own care.
told me of the riot that had taken place on the Bay,
1997. Have you inquired into the cases so as to
and advised me, very strongly, not to go. I could be able to give any information as to whether the
hardly believe what they said, and was still disposed complaint was well founded?—I have not had oppor
to go down. They begged me not to go, and I stopped tunities to inquire, because at the times they made
where I was thinking what I should do under the cir these complaints the thing had passed away, the
cumstances, when a messenger came out and stated matter had been decided, and decided against them.
that the rector wished to see me. I was just then
1998. By the magistrates ?—Yes. I have simply
at the back gate of his residence. I went in to see given them such advice as I thought necessary for
him, and learn from him further particulars concern them under the circumstances.
1999. Were the magistrates with respect to whom
ing the riot that had occurred. While I was in con
versation with him, one of the servants reported that these complaints have been made, stipendiary magis
the School-house was on fire. I ran upstairs and saw trates, or other magistrates ?—Other magistrates.
that it was so. I then came back and told him my
2000. Have you ever heard complaints of the
fears concerning our safety, and that it was necessary stipendiary magistrates ?—I have never heard any.
2001. Have you any stipendiary magistrates in
for us to use some means to protect ourselves from any
danger. He was advised also to go away from his house. your district —There was one, Mr. Jackson.
2002. Have you heard anything as to whether
1982. I believe you gave him shelter in your house *
there has been any difficulty in appealing from the
—Yes.

1983. Did he remain there during the night?—He
remained there during the night.

decision of the magistrates ?—I have not particularly
heard that.

2003. There is an appeal from the magistrates, is

1984. Did you hear anything in the course of the there not ?—Yes; I have not heard of any particular
night 2–Yes, during the night I heard the shouts of difficulty concerning that.
the people, and saw the burning of the Court-house,
2004. Or anything concerning the expensiveness
and the other buildings near to the Court-house.
1985. At what time was it that you saw the

Court-house on fire –The fire took place between
3 and 4 o'clock, and continued burning all the
night.

1986. Did you look out on hearing of the fire 2–
Yes ; and I saw it after I got back to my house. I
could see the building distinctly from my place.
1987. You did not yourself know at what time it
began 2–No, I did not.
1988. But when your attention was called to it,

you saw that there were flames coming from that
part º–Just so.

of that process —Sometimes when the people have
been to me, and complained of dissatisfaction and of
not being paid for their labour, I have said, “There
“ is a court to which you can go for justice without

“ quarrelling with your employers ; if you believe you
“ have done your work properly according to the
“ agreement made, and are not satisfied with your

“ employers, there is a court of justice to which
“ you can go; ” and they have often told me of the
troublesomeness and uncertainty of having justice
done to them, and that it was not worth their while
to do so, because they were sure to fail. They
have made these complaints to me, and I feel it right

-

1989. Are you able to give any information about
the rioters ?–I did not see the rioters.

I did not see

one of the parties engaged in the riot at all.
1990. You say you heard shouts —Yes.
1991. Were the people passing by your house —

No, they were persons on the Bay. I saw no per
sons passing except those that came up to my house
for refuge during the night.
1992. Then there is no information you can give
the Commission touching the subject of their inquiry?

—Touching the riot on the Bay, I know nothing at
all of it, except what I heard.
1993. You know what the object of this inquiry is;

is there any information which you can give us of
any sort bearing upon that ?—I do not know
exactly what information the Commission requires.
1994. We are here to inquire into the origin and
nature of the disturbances, and the means used for

their suppression ; do you know anything about the
origin of this matter 7–It has been alleged that these

to state what I have heard.

2005. What we want to know further is, whether

the complaints that were made were well founded ?–
I have not felt it my duty to interfere too much in
these matters. We do not appear in politics; we
have kept alooſ from all these things, and have given

our people such advice as Christian ministers ought
to do.

-

2006. You say there was during this time a stipen

diary magistrate, Mr. Jackson —At the time of the
riot he had been removed.

2007. But at the time these complaints were made
there was one f-Yes, there was one.

-

2008. They might therefore have carried their

complaints to him ––They might : and some have
availed themselves of that privilege.
2009. You say you never heard any complaints

respecting the decisions of the stipendiary magistrates?
—No, never at any time.
2010. The other persons who are magistrates are

either managers or proprietors of estates ?—Some of

people had grievances, and they have told me, at times,
of grievances. Persons under my immediate charge
have been to me, occasionally, with complaints of the
treatment on some of the estates on which they have
laboured, of not being paid regularly, and sometimes
that they had not been paid in full.
1995. Have you been able to make any inquiry into

them.

that, so as to ascertain whether those complaints have

proprietor, he has his choice as to whether he will

been well founded or not ?—I have, when opportunity
has been afforded me, and the gentlemen with whom
I have had the opportunity of conversing, of course,
have explained to me that in some instances it has
been owing to their not performing the work to their
satisfaction. At other times the people have said
that they have done the work according to the
agreement which they made ; but they were not paid
according to their expectations. They have also
complained to me of the injustice in the courts, at
times when they have been there to seek for justice,

appeal to the stipendiary magistrate or to the other
magistrates, has he not –In most cases they have
shown no disposition to appeal to the other magis

that they had not obtained it.

1996. Those are complaints that

2011. Is the party who makes his appeal at liberty
to go either to the stipendiary magistrates, or to the
other magistrates ?—He can appeal to the higher
court, I believe.

2012. But in the first instance, when he complains
of not having been paid properly by the overseer or
º

Tº

trates at all, for this reason, that they think there is
no use in their going to them.
2013. To whom does the appeal lie in the first
instance —I am not well informed as to these matters,
because

I have not

interfered

much

with these

matters.

2014. Does the stipendiary magistrate sit alone, or
with other magistrates ?—He sits in company with
other magistrates at times.

have been made

º

with them once or twice.

I have seen him sitting
I have called in there in

º

s

T------

ſ
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search of somebody, and seen him sitting in company
with other magistrates.

and can speak of from your own knowledge, as to the FIFTH DAY.
means used in the suppression ?— No, I have seen

2015.toMr.
Jackson
us that
he had
been the
removed
another
placetold
—He
had just
before

nothing except
execution
of parties
been
condemned,
and the
parties
flogged,
and sothat
on.hadI have

riot.

seen that.

2016. But at the time of these complaints as to non
payment he was the stipendiary magistrate 2–He
was there at the time I heard these complaints; it

2020. Anything you have seen respecting that
which you think material we shall be very glad to
hear, anything that has come within your own
knowledge. We do not want what other people have
told you but what you have yourself seen –All I

was during his residence in the parish.

-

2017. Do you know anything respecting the means

of suppression; have you been present, and seen any
thing?—Yes, I have ; and I think that the means
which were used—

Fº .."
firm truer.

have seen has been the executions of the people that
had been condemned.

2021. Where? — At Morant Bay. Parties who
were said to have been implicated in the late disturb

2018. Tell us not what you think, but anything ances. I have seen several of them executed and
that you know?—Parties have been to me, some of flogged ; parties whom it was stated were sentenced
my own people and complained of their friends having by the courts-martial.
been innocently shot down by the Maroons.
2019. We are not asking what others have com

2022. Supposing them to have deserved the pun
ishment, was there anything improper in the mode in

plained of to you, but what we want to know is

which the sentence was carried into effect – Not

whether there is anything that you have yourself seen

what I witnessed myself.

The witness withdrew.
t

Mr. JAMES HARRISON sworn and examined.

s

2023. Are you the manager of the estate of Hord-

º
º

li
º

h:

ley?—I am the attorney and manager.

“Colour for colour,” and they were smashing and

2024. You saw nothing, I believe, which took place
On2025.
the 11th
—Not else
at Morant
Bay.
DidOctober
you anywhere
—I only
saw the ex-

breaking the house.
2040.quite
Wasclose
thattoatmine.
Amity Hall ?— Amity Hall
estate,

citement
in my district
district, is that ?—The Plantain River
2026. What

2041. That
wasit on
the have
Thursday,
was it 2–On
Thursday
night;
must
been between
10 andthe
II

district.

o'clock at night.
2042. In the course of that evening did you see

2027, You observed something which attracted

th

Mr.J. Harrison.

Hordley; then we distinctly heard them crying out

º

yºur attention on the 11th, did you ?–Yes.

from what districts the people were coming —No, I

º

could not see that.

g

2028. When did you hear of anything that had occurred on the 11th —Early in the morning of the
Ilth I saw an order from Captain IIitchins that the

º:

Volunteers were to be turned out by order of the

it subsequently, next morning.

*

Custos.

º:

-

2043. Were there any persons come from Pera or

any other points?—I could not see that, I only learnt
2044. From what somebody told you, do you mean 2

ſº

2020. When did you hear of what had occurred at
Morant Bay –In the evening I saw a large fire, and
heard that the Court-house had been burnt down.
2030. On the 12th did your people continue to
work as usual?—They were very excited, but my

:

Pºlº continued to work till 4 o'clock.

colour !” and breaking up the house, and singing out,

2031. What happened at that time –At that time
the
at Golden
Grove,
belonging
Mr. ;Tavares,
wasstore
broken
into, quite
close
to my to
place
I heard

“Burn the house !” “Don’t burn the house !” “Save
the
doctor.”
Oneany
shouted
brutelet
is
“dead,
don't let
escape,out,
light“One
a fire white
see—don't

:|

wº

º

tº:

them breaking into it.

2032. What was the next thing

i.
-

º!
lſ:

—No, from what I saw next morning.
2045. What was it that you observed next morn.

ing 2—I was giving the account in order. From Amity
Hall works they went up to the Great House on the
hill; there I heard them crying out, “Colour for

“ any escape.” Then I heard a good deal of noise

2–Previous to that
Ihudheard the sound of shells and horns in the direction of Pleasant Hill.
2038. Is that at the south-west of your place —

inside the house, and I saw a flash of fire ; then there
was a sort of lull, then a scream of some women ; after
there was a sort of consultation apparently held with
them.

Yes,

2046. Did you hear that at the time 2–Yes, I
could hear it distinctly, it was only within a musket

1's

20%. And what distance is it 2–In a crow line,

s

about two miles or two miles and a half. I heard the

º

sºls first there, then they came down to Golden “Holland, Holland ' " and then I heard like one voice
Grove; but previously to that I heard as if guns fired say, “No, Hordley; a lot of d
d Scotchmen are

º

* Bath, that is six miles from me. I then despatched a

shot of my house.

Then I heard them shout out,

there ; ” then they came down a short cut.

lºnger with information to His Excellency the

2047. Do you mean towards Hordley —Yes. Then

ſ

Gºvernor that there was a very large mob, and I put

hº

lºwn that a rebellion had broken out, that the Bath
ºur-house was in flames, and that the ladies had all

my estate people met them there, and there was a loud
altercation. I heard some saying, ... You shan't go to
the works,” and others said, “We will go to the works.”
Some lighted sticks 3. immediately afterwards a few of
ray people came rushing in and said, “Massa, it no use,
“ladies and all of you must run don't fire a shot,
“ they will murder everyºne; they have murdered
“ everybody at Amity Hall.” One made this statement,

ſ

ºngregated at Hordley.

%. Had the ladies come to you on the morning
Whe 12th –Yes, they came about 12 o'clock.
2%. And you sent off some communication to the

ſ:
n:

|
eſ

Wºnor -Yes, by the northern route.

ſº

M. What time did any of them come to your the other made that stºtement. Some said they had

|

*—They came about 12 or 1 o'clock at night.
murdered everybody at Amity Hall, another said, “It
%, Were you able to learn from what direction is no use your stºpping. At last they came into the
tº had come?–Yes.
house and took up my children.
2039. Did they come from any one direction, or
2048. You mean your own people did that f-Yes.
in different directions —From the shells and from I then advised the ladies to go behind the building to
**tering of the houses they seemed to have left what is called a trash-house, and I sent out beds, sofas,
wºn Grove and come on to the Duckenfield estate. and some chairs for them to sit down upon, and to put
hile they were there we saw flashes of fire, and
down the children upon. After they had all left I
lºrd blºws, and indistinct cries. Then they game to Went round the house º i. that nobody was left in

!

All Hall j is immediately adjoining the rooms; I had scarcely done so, and º gone down

s'

;

-

s!
$
ić

f

ſ
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the steps, when my dogs were barking, and I heard
one man cry out that he was bitten ; I then went to a
small building close to the house, about 25 or 30 feet
from it, a pigeon-house. I had no sooner got there
than two, a sort of advanced guard, came forward and

you shan’t do it.” A few stragglers came in ; the
negro houses are scattered in different places; one of
the men was near me, some of the mob attacked him,
they seemed to have been asking him where I was;
they said, “If you don't tell us we will cut your

called me.

I looked to the left and the works were

throat.” He said, “I do not know where massa is, and

full of people ; they were quite silent; there was not a
sound ; being accustomed to see 200 labourers, that
is my usual compliment of people, I judged there was
at least 500 or 600 there. These two men came up,
one had a double-barrelled gun poised in this way, and
said, “You fellow, Harrison, we want to see you, come
out.” Of course nobody answered ; he went up the
steps; there was then a sort of pause, and I heard him
stamping inside the house and saying, “Anybody
here
Surround the house; don't let anyone escape.
We will rip up every d
d woman, and everyone
of them this might.” They went into the house, and
after some time, some suggested that they had gone
from the house. I saw them pass by going up the
garden, and in a short time I heard the commencement
of the smashing of furniture, and the breaking of
glass, upsetting of tables and so on. One said, “They
no here ;” another said, “No, they are in the trash

I would not tell you if I did ; they then moved away
shouting out “Colour for colour!” and went on towards
Manchioneal; the few I saw that day were Pera,
Springfield, and Arcadia people.
2054. What distance are Springfield and Arcadia
from you?—About three miles.
2055. Are they to the south of you ?–To the

house; get fire, burn out the trash-house, burn them
out, burn them out.” One mail came with a candle

close to where I was, pretty close to the trash-house ;
there were two trash-houses, one on the western side,
and one where the ladies were hid, on the eastern side

of the works. I then moved away from my hiding
place, as it was quite close to the trash-house, and
went behind the stables; from there I dodged to a
plum tree into the canes, about 150 feet from the
house.

I saw a light carried to the trash-house; it

was partly set on fire, but being a wet night it did
not burn ; it was beaten down. They said, “Don’t burn
the trash-house; we want the trash-house by-and-bye ;
we want sugar to make for ourselves.” I afterwards
heard that it was a man named Cameron. 1 recognized

south-west.

2056. Where is Pera 3–Pera is more to the south ;

it may be five or six miles off; others seemed to have
come from Haining, that is a mountain settlement on
the north of Hordley.
2057. What distance is that from you ?–As the
crow flies about 1% miles.
2058. How far by the road —It is a very cir
cuitous road ; about seven miles.

2059. Were any of your own people joining with
the rioters ?—No.

2060. Did they all remain faithful ?—They all
remained faithful to me. I was entirely at their
mercy, if they had not been faithful; everyone of
them knew where I was, my wife, and my children—
all the labourers.

2061. Had there been anything to attract your
attention previous to this outbreak —Yes, a great
deal.

2062. Will you state what there had been –I
have been on this property 10 years; for the first six
years the pepole behaved very well; after the revival
there was a great difference.
2063. When was the revival —About four years

-.

ago.

2064. Was that confined to any particular sect, or

the voice, but I could not swear who it was then. The

was it general –It was amongst the lowest class of

fire was put out, then a cry was raised “Lots of
liquor in the store;” then they seemed to come along.
It was rather an indistinct light ; the moon was very
small ; it was on the wane in the last quarter, and by
that indistinct light I saw a great rush of those who
were scattered about the works going towards the
house. I heard a man say, “No, you shan't enter

negroes.

massa's store,” and I heard a woman scream out

2049. Who was he 7–0ne of my people, who I
afterwards heard had his arm hurt in defending my

denomination ?—No ; after the revival they gradually
became worse and worse, and things seemed to have
reached a climax about May and June. In June a
meeting was held at which, I am informed, were

store; then there was a sort of lull, and a little while

present

“Duffus is dead.”

afterwards I heard like a crashing or breaking of
bottles, they began to laugh, and said, “Hurrah,
buckra country for us, buckra country for we, hurrah.”

2067. But not confined to any one particular sector

-

2068. Were you at that meeting —No; I sent u

book-keeper to report. He was at the meeting, and
informed me

2069. We had better not have his information ?—

can get them when we want.” Then a few came very

However, all work was stopped through that meeting

close to where I was, to the book-keeper's barrack,
and broke it up ; then there was a rush for Holland.

in the whole district.

the morning when they left,
2051. How far is Holland from your place —
About 2% miles.
2052. Amity Hall lies directly between you and
Holland –Yes; the great house formerly belonged

--

2065. What do you mean by the revival?—I can
hardly tell you, but they all stopped work and began
to pray and jump about.
2066. Certain religious meetings you mean –Yes:
a sort of fanatical meeting.

One man said, “Never mind the buckra women, we

2050. When was this 2–It was about 2 o’clock in

- * :

2070. With your own people as well ?—There were
only nine persons working, and six of those were
children, with the exception of the head people. The
whole work was stopped; after that, things became

became so bad I could not get my people to work for
anything.

2071. Not even your own people —No ; the rob
beries became so great in the negro houses that they

º

2053. Did you see anything more that night 2–
That night I saw no more, early in the morning I
came out. By this time the ladies were taken up by

would stop at home, and perhaps only one member ºf

º

a family would come out to work. At last, the work
was nearly at a, standstill ; they always appeared tº

*

my people to the negroes' houses ; I saw them in the

expect something.

negro houses and left them there. I told my wife I
was going away to seek for assistance, that I would
try and get troops before dark. I could not tell her

3d, 4}d. or 6d. I have asked them why leave off at
at 10 o'clock, and they have said they were not going

to Holland.

exactly what I could do, but I told her to keep a brave

Hands that I knew would work
for Is. 6d. or 2s. would go away quite satisfied with
to kill themselves.

heart. I then started and went to the top of the hill
to see if a man-of-war was there. I did not see any,
she lay in too close. Just about 12 o'clock I heard a

2073. That is a very hot time, is it not ?—Yes; but
it is the time they usually put on to make money for

great noise and shouts, and some people came, a large

August.

body I presume they were I did not see them, only
a few ; they came along, and I heard an altercation
between them and my people. They were saying, “No

August is the time they generally have a holiday, and

2072. Was this in June and July –Yes.

2074. August is their holiday time, is it not *at that time we can get very little work done; but this

º

:
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was before that; they seemed to be expecting something to happen and would not work. My head people

speak to that ; the clerk of the peace could be able FIFTH DAY.
to give it. All that I am aware of is, that when they Mr.

becºme at last so disgusted that they said they would
sooner go and take a hoe themselves and work ; they
said, “We are quite disgusted, we cannot get people,
and consequently we cannot please you.”
2075. This you say was in June and July 2—Yes,

appeal they put down 2s.

and it has been growing.
2076, Was there anything more that you observed
between that time and October 2—They improved a

little just immediately before the rebellion in a very
strange way; large gangs came out all of a sudden
and worked very well for about two weeks. I said
this was very extraordinary. I was very glad to see
this change come over my people : the men were
quite alive to it, and said the people were getting sen

2092.

You do not know what any other fees 29 Jan. 1s56.

would be 2–No.

2093. But in order to have the right to appeal they
pay 2s. ?—Yes.
-

-

2094. Have you ever heard any complaints of the
fees of the magistrates' courts —No, the complaints
have generally come from the magistrates themselves.
2095. But have any persons made complaint to
you ?–No, not any.

2006. You say you generally employ about 200

sible. At the time of the rebellion there were 110

men 2–200 in crop time, if I can get them regularly,
and about 120 out of crop time ; that is 200 from the
middle of October to the end of May, and about 120
from the end of May to October again; that is if they

people working on that very day.

work regularly, but sometimes I have 50 and some

2077. Had there been any change made in the

rate of payment to the people —No ; I have not
made the slightest change for the last 10 years, with
the exception of some work for which I paid 25 per
cent, more.

2078. How do you pay your people —Every
week.

2079. Are you yourself present when they are
paid?—Yes.

2080, Are you always present —Yes, I may be
sitting down outside.
2081. Are you always within call ?—Yes, so much
sº, that I sit at the window of my house, which is
about 100 feet from where they are paid, to see that

there is no disturbance; they cannot even speak with
Out my hearing it, and if there is the least loud
talking I am sent for.
2082, Are matters explained to the people when

they are paid —Yes, the order is, when anything is
Wrong they must come and show to the different head
men; each headman sees to the paying of his gang ;
if they receive 4s. and they should receive 5s. they

times 250.

2097. At this time you say there were 110 –Yes,
all in one gang.
2098. Are your labourers located upon the
property, or do they come from a distance —My
principal labourers are located on the property, but
about two-thirds of them come from Arcadia, Spring
field Hill, Castle Haining, and little settlements.
2099. Are the houses of those that are located upon
your property their own, or do they pay rent for
them —They pay a nominal rent of 6d. per week
for the house with garden attached.
2100. For a provision ground 7–As much land as
they choose to cultivate.
2101. At 6d. per week 2–Yes.
-

2102. Do you visit these houses on your estate 2–
I do not visit them so often as I should like, for this
reason—they do not like a manager looking after

them ; they fancy he has some meaning in it : they
suspect him of something, and I only ride through in
the course of my duty, perhaps once a month ; in fact,

must show to their headman that they have received I make my visits as seldom as possible unless they are

* and when the payments are done the headman
tºnes up with this man and says, “Sir, so and so com

sick.

2103. How are the sick looked after 7–The sick

plains of receiving 4s. instead of 5s.” The daily task on the Hordley estate are looked after. The other
is gone over and looked into ; if it is wrong he gets

day they were sick with small-pox, and I had a resi

if it is right he has to be content. dent attendant at the proprietor's expense. I paid 10s.
*8. Have you had many cases before the magis a head for that, and I had another doctor, Dr. Major,
tuits with regard to your people within the last year who attends the Africans according to the orders of

the other shilling;

two?—I have had a good deal of provocation to Government. The old slaves have pensions, and they
* “ases, but I do not care to go on with them : are respectably buried. Last week I buried one of
* have been very few, except for larceny. I the oldest slaves on the property, and he was buried

bºys make a point of bringing up persons found as comfortably as I could bury him. His nephew had
*ing, robbing cane pieces, or anything of that the burying of him, and he was told by me to spare
" ; but as for breaches of contract, for not working no expense.

While he lived he was allowed 3s. per

"ºing their work properly, there would be no week by the proprietors, and the produce of 30 cocoa
nut trees and seven bread-fruit trees.
**it if I thought proper.
?—No,
I
summoned
you
ever
* Have they
2104. Was that as a pension ?–Yes.
*t had a summons.
2085, Are you a magistrate yourself?—Yes.

2105. Are any means provided for the education of

the children of the labourers —There used to be, and

* When there are complaints made by the men there is the remains of an old school-house.

"Wºt having received proper payment, what magis
them?–The
to hearupon
"suallysitsitdepends
*
there are
the roster;magistrates
that ºnally
***Mumber of magistrates, and certain days are
*...* ºr each magistrate to sit.

It was

erected at the joint expense of the proprietors of
Hordley and Amity Hall estates, but they could not

get the labourers to send their children, so it was

told me by the previous attorney. The proprietors of

Hordley are very anxious on that subject, and no
later than last year they left it to me to give a sub
scription to Mr. Murray's Wesleyan congregation for
there never was such a thing as a lapsed their school-house to the amount of 10 guineas. My

usually,
thereindidour
he district,
Mr. Jackson was
*theWhen
seldom
meetings?—Very

º

º ºver heard any complaint against the

labourers are all Wesleyans and Church of England
in our district; the negroes seemed all people. There is not a person of any other denomina
tion.
* You never heard of any dissatisfaction 2106. Who are the proprietors of the Hordley
: the negroes with the magistrates?—Not in estate *—Admiral Sir Stephen Lushington, "General
in º district, nothing more than an appeal; Taylor, who was once commander of the forces here,
and Sir Clement McNaughten, and I believe there
208) º they would appeal.
º º whom would they appeal —To the are some smaller proprietors ; and on this occasion,

*
Satisfied,

o

w

|

. before

one of Her Majesty's judges. when they heard that their negroes had behaved

kni lievthat an expensive process?–No ; it costs

themselves so well, they gave me an order to reward

2091. Is e, a fee of 2s.

them, and I gave about 10l. or 12!, among them.
I
of;
aware
I
am
all
is
all?—That
i...that
2107. Do you encourage your people to come to
* \ºver
**m an appeal court, therefore I cannot you if they have any complaints —Yes.
F 4

—
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE

2123. Did you have any conversation with Mr
Gordon in the month of June last 2—Mr. Gordon,
being a brother book-keeper of mine, was what I may

2108. And do you listen to them at once —Yes,
if there is anything which they do not understand.
No later than last week some of the older diggers came
to me—I think it was only last Friday—and said,
“You have said through your head-man that if there
“ is anything that we do not understand we are to
“ come to you. There is a report going about that
“ the Queen orders we are not to work ; is it
“ true " I said, “Don’t make fools of yourselves;
who told you so *" They said, “Massa, we hear so.”
On Monday morning they all turned to their work,
and I left them on the Tuesday all working very
cheerfully.
2109. Is the work on your estate task work, or how
is it apportioned 2–There is such a variety of work
on the estate that I cannot particularly say that there
is any particular rule.
2110. Is there some work that cannot be done by
task work —Yes, they would lose by it in some
cases ; but, as a rule, my canes are cut by the job.
I have had people cutting by the job for years;
24 persons undertake to supply my mill with canes.
I grind from 15 to 20 hogsheads per week, according

the end of June—about the 28th, I think, or early in
July. He said to me, “How is it that whenever you
“ask a favour of me to support any friend of yours in
“ the Vestry, I do it, and whenever I want you to sup
“ port me, you will not ?” I said, “Well, the thing
“ is this, nobody can follow you, because you would
“ upset society in such a way.” He said, “It has
“never been my creed, and I hope it never will.” I
said, “We certainly have great confidence in your
“ ability, and from your command of temper, and
“from your knowledge of the evil of these things;
“but I must tell you candidly you are playing with
“ edged tools, and the people are getting too strong

to circumstances ; sometimes it is less.

When we

“ for you. Here is all my work stopped through that

consider it necessary to push, it is more.
2111. Is your mill worked by water power —I

“ meeting at Stokes road; here are people only work
“ing for 3d, 4}d., and 6d. per day; they cannot live
“ on it. All the respectable people are robbed, and
“ obliged to stop in their grounds and keep watching
“ over them ; this will come to bad, you cannot con

term an old friend of mine ; we were rather intimate.

I was in the habit of buying about 150l. or 200l. worth
of cattle every year from the Rhine estate. As a
matter of business, he often called on me.

On this

occasion he made a sort of visit of ceremony, by
bringing his wife with him to see my wife.
2124. Was that in the month of June 2–It was at

&

have two mills, water and steam.

Some of the canes

are cleaned by the piece. Seven acres, at so much an

*

acre, but most of the work is done at so much a
chain–25 chains for 1s. As a manager, I do not like

to give them tasks ; they are able to hurry it over,
and I am content to have it done by day labour, that
is by planting cane-holes and digging at 2s. a 100
holes.

A man can make, from about 6 in the

morning till about 2—a good cane-hole digger—
2s. easily, and I have known them make 3s.6d., that
is if they came late on the Monday they would make
2s., on the Tuesday they would make 3s. 6d.
2112. That would be when they are working
beyond 2 o'clock 2–Yes.
2113. What are the general working hours when it
is not task work —For the day labour hours, till the
bell rings at 6 o'clock; again at 11, they then
have an hour to dinner ; the bell is rung again at 12,
and they are dismissed at four. That is for the day
labourers—the African emigrants and apprentices,
they all work together.
21 14. Have you any shop on your estate where the
people buy things, or do they buy where they please ?
—There is a shop kept by Mr. Robert Kirkland. He
pays so much a year rent. It is a building I don't
like, but it is kept up at the special request of the
negroes, as it saves them walking some distance.

2115. You do not make it obligatory upon your
people to buy there 2–No, I do not wish them to have
it, because I think it helps to demoralise them.
2116. In what way do you think it tends to

demoralise them, do they sell spirits there —They
sell rum.

2117. And do you think that having the rum on
the spot tends to demoralise them —A few that are

sots, it does ; but my allowance to a certain class of
men and boys is a glass of grog a day.
2118. Do you pay for that ?–Yes. It is allowed by
the estate, upon which I pay duty. I give away about
a hundred gallons of strong rum every year.
2119. Did the house at Hordley suffer much —The
best of my drawing-room furniture was saved, my beds
were partly saved, but the windows were all destroyed,
and every glass and all the crockery ware. Three
puncheons of rum were taken out, not even an empty
bottle was left.

-

2120. Do you mean they were all broken 2–Every
thing was smashed.
2121. Are you aware whether anything was carried
off the premises —Yes, an immense quantity was
carried away.
2122. As plunder 2–As plunder. I think a great
deal of my crockery was carried away, because the

pieces I have seen will not account for the quantity.

&s

trol all this.”

“Oh,” said he, “if I wanted a re

“bellion I could have had one long ago. I have been
“ asked several times to head a rebellion, but there is
*

“ no fear of that. I will try first a demonstration of it,
“ but I must upset that fellow Herschell, and kick him
“ out of the Westry, and the Baron also, or bad will
“ come of it.” I said, “Good God you! don't mean a
rebellion ?” and I jumped up. He said, “Oh, don't
be alarmed, you know me.” I mentioned this circum
stance, two or three days afterwards, to Mr. Hire, and
I thought it was right to inform the Government of
it. Mr. Hire said, “Oh, you know it is merely an
idle boast : you know the man :'' in fact he appeared
quite wild on the subject, I did not think he would
ever have thought of a rebellion. I said to Gordon,
“Why do you waste your abilities, you might be the
right-hand man of the Governor f" He said, “Oh, I
have a mission to perform ; it is my mission.” After
that, my wife was very unwell, and Gordon said to me,
“Look you, you had better leave the country for
“ change of air, you have been a long time in it, and
“take your family with you.”
2125. When was this —It was the same night, but
about half or three-quarters of an hour afterwards. I
said, “I cannot leave, you know, on account of the
estate ; it is a ticklish time just now.” He said, “Oh,
“ your life is of more consequence than the estate, and
“ the lives of your children ; go away before the rainy
“ season, and don’t let Christmas see you here, or you
“will repent it.” I said, “I could not leave my place
just now.” He said, “I am going to Paris,” I said,
“Why not go to England, the old country; you cannot
speak French, why go to France f * IIe said, “Oh,
my wife is half a Frenchwoman,” and laughed. We
went into the other room, and Mrs. Gordon asked what
we were talking about. I said, “It was one of our
old quarrels, Mr. Gordon is turning such an agitator,”
or “sticking up for the negroes.” I think those were
the exact words. And then he laughed and said,
“Oh, the whole country will belong to the negroes
directly.”

2126. That you say was merely a laughing remark 2
—Yes, a jocular remark.

2127. Was anyone present when this conversation

took place—Mrs. Gordon must have been present,
according to your account –-Afterwards she was, but

to the best of my knowledge there was no one but him
self and me. I was smoking a cigar, he was not. We

left the room—the ladies were singing, his wife was
a very good player on the piano—and he then made

this remark, laughing. I then took my wife and family
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to Kingston, and accompanied the flying column back

whom, Mr. Duffus, said, if I recollect right, that he FIFTH DAY.

to the river on the 18th or 19th of October, that was

had threatened his life.

Captain Adcock's party.
$128. Where was that ?–From Morant Bay to the
Plantain Garden River district.
2129. That was a party that came from Kingston to

Morant Bay ?–Yes, on their return from Morant Bay.
I do not know exactly where they came from ; I joined
the party,
2i;0. Was it a party of the 6th –Yes, a few of
the 6th, and Captain Astwood's Volunteers.
3131. Was it only on the 18th and 19th that you
were with them —My mind is very confused about
dates; it was on the Thursday after the rebellion, the

Thursday week after I left my house.
2:32, That would be the 19th 2–Yes, the 19th or
20th,

233. Did you see anything of what was done?—
Yes, I saw everything that was done.
2134, Will you describe what was done 2–We went

along from Morant Bay to Plantain Garden River.
2135. When did you go to Morant Bay first 2–1
toºk my family on the Saturday, under escort, on board
the “Onyx" to Kingston. I left Kingston on the Wed
nesday, and on landing I accompanied the column of
Captain Adcock as a guide to show them the Plaintain
Garden River district.

2135, Will you tell the Commission anything that
you saw —We went along to Leith Hall.

2137. Is that about three miles from Morant Bay ?
—More than that, five or six, I think.

Several

prisoners were brought in by several constables as we
went along, and were shown to Captain Adcock; the
majority of them were let go—a lot of plunder was
along with them. I think three or four were flogged,
they had about 25 or 30 lashes, if I remember right;
one mall was found with his arm chopped, and the
mark of a rifle wound had gone through him, and he

I distinctly remember Mr.
Duffus saying that he had made a blow with a cut

lass, and that it was only by dodging away he had 29 Jan, isgö.
escaped it.
2147. Where was this?–At Bowden wharf, on the

morning of the 12th.
2148. What was done with Mitchell ?–We made
a more minute search. IIe was held in custody, and

we found upon him several papers, with Paul Bogle's
signature. I did not read them all ; one was handed
to me, and some were handed to others.

The one I

saw was something about a meeting ; it was very
unintelligibly written, the signature was very distinct.
It was something about payment for some oil, Ol'
something, at their meeting-house, or about procuring
some oil, I don't exactly remember the words, but he
was found with this, and he was shot.

I know now

who that man was ; he lived with a woman belonging
to Hordley, called Annie Lewis, for a long time. I
have heard since that he was married to her, but I
don't know that.

2149. In that case, again, there was no regular
court-martial *—There was a court-martial, so far
as this, that the other officers and Captain Astwood
sat upon it.
2150. Were there two, or three officers present ?—
Yes, while this was being done at both places.
2151. Were they Volunteer officers ?–Yes, Captain

Astwood was a Volunteer officer; there was only On e
officer of the regular troops.
2152. Was that Captain Adcock 2–Yes.
2153. Where was Mitchell shot, and how 2–He
was tied to a tree and shot ; about the distance of

from here to that light, about 12 paces, I should
think.

21:54. Was he killed at once 2–He was killed at
Ollce.

confessed that he was one of those that had been

at Morant Bay the week before. He had been brought
from the woods, hiding.

2155. How many men fired at him 2–I do
know, but I think about six or eight.

not

2138. Do you mean he had been one of those who

2156. Who were the men that fired, the Volun

had been at Morant Bay on the 11th —Yes, evidence
was brought against him, besides his confession, which
slowed that he was there, and he confessed that this
Wºund was from a Volunteer's rifle it looked to me as

teers ?—The regulars, the Rifle-shooters.
2157. Was it a party of the 6th regiment that
fired 2–I believe they were white soldiers.
21:58. Then what next took place º-His house

if it was a ricochet wound; he was shot.

was burnt down, and then we marched on to Gol den

3139. Who shot him —He was shot by the com
Maud of Captain Adcock; the case was looked into
and examined ; in fact he confessed.

Grove, and were rejoined by a large body of bl ack
troops, and we made Golden Grove our head-quart (21’S.

ſmal trial, more than all the parties were examined.

2159. From which direction did the black troops
come *—From the direction of Manchioneal.
2160. Between Bowden and Golden Grove were

2141. By Lieut. Adcock ?—By Mr. Adcock ; they

any prisoners taken, or was any mischief done of any

2140. There was no formal trial of any sort 3–No
Wºre all brought in, and it was brought in evidence

*the was there. One man had found him hiding
"the woods, and the man confessed that he had been

sort —No, I saw none.

2161. Did you reach Golden Grove that evening?
—Yes.

*; and he was ordered to be shot, and was shot.

º And some persons you say were flogged

2162. Did you find a detachment of black troops
— there —No ; they were to meet us at the ITOn

tS.

343. Under what circumstances were they flogged?
They had the booty, different pieces of cloth, and
*Parties recognized the cloth and some other goods.
Hºnor exactly recollect what.
* Do you mean as having a portion of the
ºr about them?—Yes, and they were flogged.
*ś. How many of them —I think there must
*ºn about three or four; a good many were let
** the women were let go.
* What next happened, after going to Leith
Half-Then we went up to a settlement called Port
"ºut, or Harbour-heali settlement, they both join

Bridge. An advanced guard was sent to tell them to
come on to Golden Grove, as there were better
quarters there, so that they should not encamp; they
were to have a large house. When there we were

joined by an officer, I forget who. There were two
officers, Doctor Morris and Ensign Cullen, I think, I
am not quite sure; then a regular court-martial was
held, a lot of prisoners were brought in on charges;
several of them were women. I suppose there m ust
have been about 60 women.

Those that were the

most guilty were told to be kept in custody till the

next morning, the others were let go; they were told,
“you must not join again,” or so mething of that sort;
* It was thereabout some of the people there and five or six men, who had been attempting the
* that a man, of the name of William Mitchell, lives of different persons whom they had chopped at,
whº they had been looking for, lived up there ; and,
**hing the houses, we found this man Mitchell.
**tched several of the houses to see if we could

were tried by court-martial.

I was not admitted

to

the court-martial.

2163. Then you were not present at the trials 2–

plunder; and, among the rest, we came No, only at the executions. I was outside. I was not
: this man's, Mitchell, house. We had been in the room at all.
d the

tº:

for lin, at least the constables had at

Mr.J. Harrison.

2164. About how many were tried, and about how

* Bay, I do not know on what particular many were executed –I should say, the first day,
*gº, but there were two gentlemen present, one of there must have been about 60 people tried.
G
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EVIDENCE TAKEN

2165. Was that on the 19th 2–On the Thursday
night.
2166. Do you mean that they tried 60 after you
arrived there, on the Thursday evening 2–There were
none tried that night, we were too tired; it was the
next day.
2167. You think there was about 60 tried ?–Yes,

because everything was all confusion wilen we arrived
—we were getting something to eat and so on, and
nothing was done that night; there was a tremendous

crowd. They were put in the mill-house and tried next
morning; there were about 60 of them tried ; about
five or six were hung.
2168. Were they hung that same day ?—The same
day.

2169. And were any flogged 2–Several parties that
were leaders of gangs were flogged.
2170. You mean parties who were represented to
be leaders ?—Yes.

I saw them tried ; the smaller

offences were tried without any documentary evi
dence,

217 1. Were they tried singly or in batches —Every
person was tried singly, and the very great offences
were put on one side ; the simple offences were dealt
with summarily. Those who were leaders were put on
one side to be tried by the officers, and out of the lot
that were put on one side about five or six were hung
or shot ; the rest were flogged.

2172. How many were flogged —I should say
about 15 or 20 ; several of the women were such

miserable looking creatures, and so young, that Cap
tain Adcock said, “Oh, take them away, I cannot be
bothered with them, take them away.” He would not
punish them, but he said, “Don’t do it again, or else I
don't know what we shall do to you.” That was to
frighten them. In fact, I never saw such humane
men, under such difficult circumstances, in my life as

|
-

:

do with these women,” and took away the booty from
them.

2182. Were these people brought in with booty,
then 2–Yes, every person had a charge against them.
2183. Who preferred the charges against them —
The different constables and the different owners of

the properties: the constables came and said, “I found
this woman with this booty.” Some of it was identified
and some not ; but I could see that they were goods
out of the stores ; they were sent away there and
then.

2184. Out of the 150 how many were tried ; did
they then sift the charges, and take the serious ones?
—They sifted the charges, but there were no serious
cases of murder, or of anyone who had threatened
lives ; they were only floggings.
2185. Then there were no executions after the 20th?

—Not after the first day.
2186. How many people were flogged out of the
150 that were brought up —I should say about 25 or
30, they were all mostly women.
2187. Those that were flogged you mean 7–No;
those that were men they tried.
2188. You say all the women were sent away, do

you ?—Yes, most of them were women; a very small
quantity of men were left.
2189. But you say there were 20 or 25 °–Yes,
about that ; I did not keep any account.
2190. Were those punishments inflicted in the same
way ?–Yes.
2191. And did it vary in the same way from 12
lashes to 150 *—They were principally bigger people,
the second and third day ; it was the first day that
there were boys.
2192. And what was the number of lashes they
received?–Averaging from 50 to 150 ; there was one
man who I remember got 150.

I do not remember

Captain Adcock and Mr. Allen.

many got 150, but I remember this man in par

2173. How many lashes did the people get who were
flogged —From 50 to 150, some of them only got 12
—boys only got 12, and several got off without any
punishment at all, boys of about 15 or 20 years of
age. Captain Adcock would say, “Does anybody
know anything about this person?” There was one boy,
an African named Callagan, belonging to Hordley
estate. I said to him, “I told you not to join these
people, you have got into trouble ;” and I said to
Captain Adcock. “This boy bought me a pair of
trowsers the other morning,” and the captain said
“Go along.” Another African boy was sentenced to
about 20 lashes, and after he had got about 10 I said,
“I beg for this boy—Blackwood, will you be a good
boy " He said “Yes, massa,” and he was let go.
Those were the only ones at all connected with Hordley
that were flogged.
2174. How were these floggings inflicted ?–With

ticular, because he was a sort of leader, he had broken

small cords.

Then many persons were brought in on a charge of

2.175. With a cat 2–With a cat,

2176. Were the people tied up 2 – They were
tied.

ºi

BEFORE

2177. Tied to what ?–To two rings; it used to be
a place at the Golden Grove steps where the overseer
used to have his horses penned ; there happened to be
rings there, and they were tied up to those rings.
2: 78. Were they tied in the usual way ?–With
their trowsers down to here (describing it) and their
shoulders exposed, Particular attention was paid that
they should not strike their legs, or strike too low.
2179. Who inflicted the punishment 2–It was in
ficted by black soldiers; I think a few by the whites,
but principally it was by the black soldiers. Next

into two or three people's houses; he was recognized
by Mr. Duffus and several others.
2193. Do you remember his name *—His name was
Shanty Mitchell; he was then proved to have made
a chop at a man, and inflicted a wound on his head,
but the man contradicted himself once or twice.

2194. Then you do not mean that it was proved,
but that evidence was given 2–There was a mark
on his forehead.

2.195. However, there was some evidence given,
but the man gave evidence in a contradictory way ?—
Yes. It did not satisfy Captain Adcock, so he did
not make it a capital charge.
2196. Was this on the Saturday ?–Yes.
2197. Did you remain longer than that ?—There
was scarcely anything done in the way of flogging.
After that there were one or two different cases.

murder, and so on. The depositions were taken
before me as a magistrate, and then they were sent
on to Manchioneal ; those were capital charges, such
as murder, and attempting to murder.

2198. Was there anything on the Sunday ?—No.
I rode out with them on the Sunday.
2199. But there were no trials or punishments on
that day ?—No.

2200. Who did you ride out with on the Sunday ?
—With Captain Adcock and the troops.

2201. Where did you go to ?–We went and
visited Amity Hall estate.
2202. Were they patrolling 2–Yes; we saw the
devastations there. We went to Wheeler's field, and

day, I should think, 150 people must have been

saw the devastations there; and we went round the

brought up.

whole district.

2180. Are you now getting to the 20th 2–I am

2203. You have spoken of devastations on the

going to the Saturday now, I think, but we were so
confused about days and dates, that we lost all account

several estates ; as to the negro houses, did you see

of time.

218.1. You say that on Saturday the 21st 150
people were brought up 2–Fully that, a tremendous
crowd; Captain Adcock just put out a lot of the

women, and said, “Go away, we can have nothing to

any devastations there —No, not a house was injured.
2204. Were no houses burnt ; you have men

tioned one house —I thought you meant in the
Plantain Garden River district.

I saw one man's

house burnt at Amity Hall for having in his posses:
sion a gold watch and several articles of jewellery that
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were recognized as belonging to one of the parties in
Amity Hall house; that house was burnt, and another
man was found with some property belonging to Mr.

Chisholm, and his house was burnt; but it was no
house to him, because it belonged to the estate.
2205. But he might have had something in the

2212. You never did 2–No, I never did.

FIFTH DAY.

I never

saw a more humane or a kinder man in my life than
Captain Adcock. I will mention an instance. A
man of the name of Jacky Lewis was brought up for
threatening my life; he was a man I did not know ;
he was from Manchioneal estate. When he came up,

Mr.J. Harrison"
29 Jan. 1866.

house; you did not take the trouble to take out his

some men told me that he had threatened my life, and

furniture?—Well, a negro's furniture is not much.

that he had been hunting for me. I said to him, “You

2006. By whose order was that house burnt —By
Captain Adcock's.

“scoundrel, what on earth have I ever done to you,

2207. Were those all the houses that were burnt :

—That was all that was done that day. We then went

“I never knew you.”

Captain Adcock turned

very sharply to me, and said, “That is a prisoner,
“ and I will not allow you to use language like
“ that.”

on to Bath, and we saw a lot of women brought in by

2213. Then, during the time you were with the

the Maroons with a lot of plunder, and Captain

troops, you never saw any acts of cruelty or violence,

Adcock said he had nothing to do with them; they

that is, violence on the part of the men independent
of their officers ?–No, not the least ; quite the

were to take them to Bath,

2208, The question you were asked was whether

there were any more negro houses burnt —No, that
was all.

2209, And were there any more executions —No
more executions after the first day.
2210, Were you three days with the troops?—I
was there the whole time they were down there,
about seven days.
2211. Did you see any act of cruelty or violence on

-

reverse,

2214. Had Lieut. Adcock any servant, a soldier
who was acting as his servant —No, I did not see
any particular servant.
2215. When you were at Bath did you see whether
the Court-house there was burnt 3–No, it was not
burnt ; it was a mistake about that. It was a large
fire, but the Court-house was not burnt.

2216. Was there anything burnt?—It seemed as if
the pasture was burning just in that direction,

the part of the troops?—No, not the least.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. D.
Marshalleck,

Mr. DANIEL MARSHALLEck recalled and further examined.

2217. You said that you were present at Morant Bay
might have casually talked about it to people, but I
never gave any information.
2218. Will you describe exactly what took place on
2230. You gave as your reason for not mentioning
that occasion ?—I was sitting at my house, and I it, that the magistrates were treated with the greatest
heard that a man was to be flogged. I went out in disrespect —At the time they were.
the Parade in company with another party, and I saw
2231. By whom 3–By the Provost Marshal.
a man by the name of Marshall being tied ; he was
2232. What magistrates do you speak of *-Myself,
tied to a gun and flogged; he had a great number of Mr. Miller, and Mr. Bowen. I presented a petition
lishes given to him, I think very nearly 50; I did not to the House of Assembly upon a matter of grievance
Cºunt them, but there was a great number of lashes. that I had received from the Provost Marshal, and I
The man shrieked a little and drew up his body, and can produce a copy of it if the Commission wish to

when a person of the name of Marshall was executed :
—I was,

I immediately heard the Provost Marshall, Mr.
Ramsay, say, “Take down that man and hang him.”
e man was immediately taken down ; he was so

Weak that he could scarcely walk; he was pulled
*g, and when he got just under the hanging place
* was pulled up; a rope was put round his neck as

hº

iſ:
Asºº
ºd

º

he was lying down, or very nearly so ; he could
*ly stand, and he was pulled up and hanged,
is as a barrel would be hoisted up the side of a ship.
*19. What day was this 2–I cannot tell the
* lay, but to the best of my recollection it was

*Wednesday succeeding the day of the rebellion.
2220. That would be the 18th –Yes.

\,

2233. You petitioned the House of Assembly
against him, did you ?—I did.

2234. Will you hand it in 2–This is a copy of my
letter, containing the particulars of my grievances.
(The witness handed it in.)
2235. This is your own grievance 2–Yes.

2236. At the hands of Mr. Ramsay ?–Yes; and
you will find a letter there addressed to Brigadier
General Nelson, in which I explained what was done
to me.

2237. Who was commanding at Morant Bay at this
time —Brigadier Nelson.

*l. Where was this?–At Morant Bay, in the
Parade,

2238, Is this your petition ?–This is the rough
copy which I took from the solicitor's possession.
2239. Did you have any answer to your letter to

sº

sº

see it.

º What other persons were present at the
*Mr. Young, the reporter, was there with me; General Nelson —Yes; the General gent for me. I
Hikhe walked out with me ; other gentlemen saw
* Mr. Ford, of Kingston, and the captain of a used to go there every day to the General. He said he
regretted the circumstance, and was sorry there was
"º a Mr. Becket was present.
%. You saw this yourself, did you ?—I saw it
with my own eyes.

* Did you give any information of it to any
*—No one dared to say a word. The magistrates
**ty
person of respectability were treated with
the utmost disrespect; they were not solicited nor
Asked * single question.

º, Did you give any information of this to

any

no intermediate course. It is either to dispense with
the services of Mr. Ramsay, or to retain him ; that
martial law would soon cease, and he hoped I would
yield to the public.
2240. What was the complaint that you made
I was taken into custody and sent to the condemned
cell for no reason of any kind.

2241. Were you let out on parole —Yes; I was

*—No, I have never been asked about it by sent for from my house.
allºdy.

2242. What was the charge against you *—Up to

* Dº you mean that until to-day, you never now I cannot tell you. His Excellency Governor
***) information about it —I never gave any Eyre sent me a copy of Brigadier-General Nelson's
ºnatiºn to anyone.
reply, and he also stated that he concurred in opinion

º
When did you
* Asked about it.

first mention this —To-day with General Nelson, and regretted the circumstances
My petition bad been before the House of Assembly,

-

2228.to.But did yyou never g
give anyy information
fore

and I had not had a report. I can safely
-

day to anyone?–No.

-

say t hat the

magistrates were treated with the greatest disrespect,
G 2

.

.
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i.ay.so was every person of respectability at Morant

Nelson the conduct of Ramsay ?–Not having seen
martial law before, I did not know the severity or

Mr. D.
Marshalleck,

2243. Was this after the case happened as to Mar
shall ?—My case was subsequent to that.

the form of it, and as we were told that all civil rights
were out of our power, that we had to give them
over to the powers of martial law, we remained per
fectly quiet ; at least I did. I did not think we could

2244. You were taken into custody subsequent to

29 Jan. 1866.

that case of Marshall ?–Yes.

22.45. I do not quite understand your feeling that

the public interest required you to be silent if you had
seen such conduct on the part of Ramsay as you
witnessed. General Nelson, you state, put it to you,
whether you would yield your claim to that of the
public, and you said you would –Yes.
2246. Did you think the public was benefited by
retaining such a man as you describe him to be *—I
thought if martial law would cease so soon I had no
objection to let it remain.
2247. Did you ever mention to General Nelson
what you had seen with regard to Ramsay's conduct
—No.

well interfere.

2250. But as you complained about being detained
in custody yourself for two hours, one would have
thought you might have complained of this 2–I did
not know it was illegal.
2251. You did not think it was an illegal act, do
you mean 2–I did not know it was a wrong act until
afterwards.

2252. How have you found that out now 2–Because
I have heard people speaking of it.
2253. Then you have talked about it?—No ; I
have overheard others who have seen it talk about
it.

2248. You never mentioned it to him —No ; I

think I mentioned it to Mr. Espeut.
2249. And did not you think as justice of the
peace, it was your duty to mention to Brigadier

2254. You complained of being arrested without
cause —Yes.

2255. And of being put in the condemned cell ?—
Yes.

The witness withdrew.

RoßERT GIBSON sworn and examined.

R. Gibson.
--

Georges in

2276. What distance would that be from the Court

2257. On the 10th of October, were you driving
your master and Mrs. Georges to Morant Bay ?—
Yes.

house at Morant Bay ?—About 100 yards.
2277. At that time did you hear anything said by
some women who were standing near —Yes.
2278. And did you go on towards the Court-house?

2258. And the following morning you drove them
again from Belvidere; that is where they live —On

—No, I was from the Court-house.
I’arade from where I was standing.

2256. Were you coachman to Mr.
October laat 2–Yes.

the 10th we drove to 13elvidere.

I could see the

2279. What had become of your carriage —That

2259. Where is that ?—Near Morant Bay.
2260. From Belvidere did you go to the Rectory 2

was upset.

2280. Before you got there 7–No, after I left
there.

—Yes.

2261. Was that on Wednesday the 11th 2–Yes.
2262. About 100 yards from the Rectory, did

2281. Then were you on the Parade with your
carriage and horses 2–Not in the Parade, in a street
that runs down to the Parade just outside it.

you overtake any person on the road —Yes; we
met a crowd just on the cross roads.

223. As you were driving from the Bay ?—From
the Rectory, coming into the Bay. .

2264. Did you overtake or meet them 2–We met

2282. While you were there did you hear anything
said by the women who were standing there —
About four or five women said, “The only way to
get out the buckras is to put fire to the Court

house * and so they were running about, going for
the fire.

them.

2265. How many were there 2–A crowd; a great

2283. After that did your horse take fright —
Yes.

many persons.

2366. Were they more than 50 or less *—About
50.

Y

2284. And were you upset against the gate post 3–
cs.

2267. Did you notice what they were carrying 2–

They had sticks and machets in their hands.
2268. Did you speak to a man of the name of
Fuller, who was on the box with you ?—Yes.
2269. As to the possibility of being able to drive

2285. Did you then take one of your horses out
º
the harness and ride it back to Belvidere —
ſes.

this crowd

2286. On your passage to Belvidere did you meet
any other persons —Yes; I met a crowd first, but
they did not disturb me.
2287. Did you ride through them —Yes.

2270. Did you attempt to drive through them —

2288. Was that crowd armed in any way ?—With

through them 3–Yes.
disturb them ż"

I said. “ Will

He said, “No.”

*

-

*

º
*

sticks.

Yes.

2271. Did you get through 2–Yes. IIc said,
“Come along, they won't disturb you.”
2272. And you went through them 2–Yes.
2273. While you were going through did you see
anything done to a brown man —Yes.
2274. What was that 3–IIe was standing up just
at Mr. Levy’s place at Morant Bay, and a man with
a gun and a bayonet ran up and said, “Here is a
brown man,” and shoved the bayonet into him.

2289. Anything clse 2–Going nearer to Belvidere
I met a man coming with a big stick in his hands.
As he saw me he said, “This is Georges' scrvant;
“I have a great mind to lick you down. I am not
“ certain whether they have Georges or not ; so
“ as you are his servant going home I have a great

“mind to stop you ;” but I was going at a speed
that he could not stop me.

2290. What speed were you going at 2–I was

2275. About what o'clock was it 2 — About 3 galloping.
o'clock.
2291. Then
The witness withdrew.

you went on to Belvidere 2–Yes.

Mr. BROOKES COOKE sworn and examined.

Mr. B. Cooke.

2294. Did you hear anything which led you to

2292. Are you sub-collector of the Customs at
Morant Bay ?—I am.

suppose there would be soºne disturbance there 2–I

2.93. On the 11th October last were you at Morant

did. I heard in the morning that there was likely to
be a disturbance. My brother, who is since dead,

Bay ?—I was.

Went down there.

ºº
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afterwards, as the Baron closed the doors. I went in
came up and told me so, but I did not think anything and got through, and I was attacked by one of the
of it. I paid no attention to it : I thought it was
men who had a rifle in his hands with a bayonet at
nothing more than what usually takes place.
2295. What do you mean by that 2–They used to

tached to it; he attacked me with a stick ; he left me

come down there sometimes on Vestry days and kick

directly afterwards, however, and he went one way,
and I went across the fort and met a man who com

up a row—make

a noise.

2297, Who would 3–The negroes.

menced to beat me till I got to the bottom of the hill,
and then he attacked Mr. Bowen.

2008, Was this while the Westry was being held 2–
Sometimes, but it was nothing of any consequence.
2299. Do you mean that it was not an uncommon

I got to the bottom of the hill, and the man attacked

thing for them to come down in considerable numbers

much.

when there was a Westry meeting 2—Not in very great
mbers; perhaps 100 or 200 would be on the Bay.
2300. During the meeting do you mean *—Yes.
2301. Was it market day when the Vestry was
held —No; it was on Wednesday when it was

2309. Were you saved by the intervention of any
one 7–Yes, by a Maroon.
2310. Who interfered to save you ?—Yes; I saw

2302. But on these occasions when they came
down in crowds as you mention, was it market day or
any particular day —No.

2303. Merely the Westry —Merely the Vestry or
any public day.
2304. What first attracted your attention on
Wednesday, the 11th –On the 11th of October I
went down. I left my horse at the store of Mr.
Lumilie, a storekeeper there, and I crossed over and
went to the Court-house for the purpose of seeing my
father,

2305. Are you a son of the rector –Yes. I saw
my father in the body of the Court-house, at least
just under the porch, the clock tower, and having

spºken to him I went out again, and went down stairs.

me and struck me down.

2308. You were a good deal hurt, I believe?—Very

them kill Mr. Walton.

2311. We need not go into all the particulars, I will
only ask you this, whether you are quite certain that

the stones or brick-bats were thrown previously to the
order being given to fire —Oh yes, they were thrown
before the order was given ; that I am positive of,
because I was standing just over the Volunteers.

2312. When the negroes generally come down in

thºse large numbers of 100 or 150, did they usually
bring anything with them —They generally bring
their sticks with them, some bring their cutlasses; in
fact a negro very seldom goes without a cutlass. I
have been a number of years with them, and know a

a negro in the road without his cutlass, or very seldom
indeed.

2313. Do you make any distinction between the
cutlass and bill ?—Yes, I never saw them

carry a

In about a quarter or half an hour afterwards I was
there with Mr. Hitchins and one or two others, and

|

my brother, the clerk of the peace, and I heard some
one say, “The people are coming.” They were then
blowinghorns, and beating drums and fiſe, and so on. I
then ran up the steps and went through the Court

2314. When you have seen them in on other
occasions have they come in with fifes and drums ?—
No, never unless it was at Christmas time, when they

house to the steps on the east of the Court-house, and
stºod next or close to the Baron. I saw a number of

have come in playing their drums.
2315. Did they appear to you to come in as an

lºſsons, I should suppose from 500 to 600, coming ;

ordinary
crowd on this occasion ?—Not at all; they
came in with some intention.

I do not remember ever seeing them with a

ill.

|

2316. Did they come in as an ordinary crowd col.
Yºu had better read the Riot Act before they come
when there are public meetings —Not this
º' My brother ran down stairs and got the Riot lected
* and brought it up. The Baron stopped every crowd.
2317. In what did the difference consist between
ºw and then and waved the people back, and told
tº to stop. He then sent a man of the name of this and other crowds —They came in with guns in
Mºlaºsh, who I believe has since been hung as a their hands, and cutlasses and sticks.
2318. But you say they almost always have cut
*k and said, “Mac, go out and see what these

*want; see what they require, and come back lasses 2—Almost always.
2319. At what time used they to come in with their
mitºl me." I saw McIntosh in the crowd apparently
ºg to keep the people back with his hands raised. drums as you spake of 2–At Christmas and August.
Whether hº did try or not I don't know. They kept
2320. Did they come in in any apparent order on
**anting until they were, I suppose, within iO
yards, or Perhaps closer than that, to the Volunteers,
when they poured in a volley of brick-bats and stones
"ºn the Volunteers. Some one, who I cannot re
ºr, said, “Baron, give the order to fire,” and
*ly
some
said,and“Fire!"
and
kul Mr. afterwards
Hitchins give
the one
order,
they fircd.

R.
lº

this occasion ?—No, it was a large crowd and they
were dancing. I saw them dancing and holding up
the rifles which they had taken from the police
station.

2321. But dancing does not look very much like
marching in military order, does it —No they came
in that way to show what they had done.

º
several people in the crowd drop ; a great
y of them dropped, and I believe some three or

º
sº

* ºf the dead were left on the ground ; the

2322. Were they in a compact mass —Yes, they
must have been.

2323. Did you see them —Yes, just before they

"ºl. I believe, were taken away, and those who came up into the square there was one street which
"get away by themselves did so.
º:

-

*\º succeeded in making your escape, did
r

-

-

they came through.
3.324. Did you see those that came through the side

*—I got from the Court-house immediately street?–No, I saw those that came down the centre.

*

The witness withdrew.

Robert Hugh GRAY sworn and examined.

º Are you book-keeper on the Blue
i. § Thomas in the fast?—I am.
tº

Mount

- * hit was your occupation in October last :

2.

º * home doing nothing, living by myself at

º

º ºutain Valley.

wº

* “ * You a westryman in that month –

º

good deal of their habits, and you scarcely ever meet

they turned the corner, and some one said, “Baron,

º

---

—Yes, I suppose it was one of the police rifles. When

held.

i.

29 Jan. 1866.

2307. The man you speak of had a rifle you say ?

themselves.

hº

Mr. B. Cooke.

-

2296. Do you mean some dispute at the Vestry —
No, they would come down and make a noise amongst

º:

FIFTH DAY.

2328. Did you attend a Westry on Wednesday, the
11th October 2—Yes,

2329. Were you there throughout the time until it
broke up —Yes,
-

2330. We do not want to go through all the details
of what occurred ; were you present at the time the

Vestry came back into

the Court-house, when the
G 3

2.
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FIFTH DAY. windows were broken and when the firing took place
into the building 2—I was.
R. H. Gray.
2331. Did you remain there until the firing of the
29 Jan. 1866. roof compelled you to retreat —I did.
2332. Did you go into Mr. Price's house?—I did not.
2333. Where did you go?—I fell off to the left. I
was the third person that left. After the rector
and his son came out, I heard a noise that they were
murdering the rector, and I went to see if I could
render any assistance.

2334. Then you were not in the Court-house ?—I
was there when the fire was ordered.
When the Volunteers were ordered to fire :

†.

– I es.

got back, and took it away half broken, and a piece of
the seal was knocked off.

2357. After you came to your senses, where did you
go —A little boy came and raised me up. I had to
go barefoot to the druggist, and I begged him to assist
me ; he himself was in such an alarmed state that he

could do very little; he opened a bottle and gave me
half a tumbler of port wine, and gave me some water.
As the blood began to pour from my head I got back
my senses, but was very weak and could hardly speak;
the people pursued me there finding I was not dead,
but they could not get at me.
2358. Why not?—Because I was hid. They insisted
that I was in the house, and they threw stones in at

2336. Did you follow the rector —After they the window.
23:59, Was that at the chemist's 2–Yes, I was up
cleared the way, I followed the rector out immediately.
2337. Then you were not in the building when it stairs.
2360. What became of you ?—I remained till dark.
was burning —No ; I was there when the fire was
ordered to be put, and I said we could not remain There was a great flame, and they said it was the
there.
Court-house burning; the people were gathered in the
2338. Do youmean ordered to be put by the rioters? streets, and I heard them say, “The brutes are in
—Yes.
here, smash the door, and go in.” However they did
not ; they threatened to put fire in and burn them
2339. Did you hear that ?—I heard it myself.
2340. Whereabout was that ordered —Downstairs.

I heard them, “Go and fetch fire,” and say, “Let us
burn the brutes out.”

º

2341. Were you coming out at that time —No, I
y

was inside then.

º,

2342. Then before that was executed you left the
building 2—I left the building.
2343. In consequence of that?–In consequence of
the fire.

2344. And you went towards where Mr. Cooke, the

wº
4.

—I think he had.

2365. Then he was one of you ?—Yes.
2366. Was he at home when you went to him —
No, he was not at home. I did not see him there ; I

2345. Did you go up to him —No, I could not get
to him. As I went a woman called out, “Mr. Gray,
they are going to shoot you.” I turned off then, and
before I could turn down a lane, a mob was upon me

saw his daughter.
2367. Who gave you the port wine 2 – His

2346. Was anything done to you ?—Yes; I was all
but dead. If I had not got into good hands in time I
must have been dead (the witness exhibited the marks
of an injury that he had received.)
2347. Where was that done to you ?—About 100
yards from the Court-house.
2348. When you met these people —Yes.
2349. What first was done –They fell on me with

:

2361. Which place are you speaking of ?—The
druggist's place.
2362. Were others there beside yourself?—Oh, yes;
his own family was in there.
2363. Was he a vestryman —He was.
2364. Had he been attending the Westry that day?

rector, was –Yes.

with sticks, cutlasses, and stones.
º

Out.

sticks and cutlasses.

2350. Were you felled to the ground 2–No ; they
could not get me to the ground. I got my back

i

against the fence, and I was cut on the head—that is
the mark.
2351. Was that done with a cutlass —Yes.

*

daughter.

2368. How long did you remain there 2–About an
hour. They said, “Mr. Gray, we are not able to
“ assist you, we are going to leave you to yourself, try
“ and do what you can.” I said, “Yes.” The staircase
was near by, and I rolled down as well as I could ;
when I came to the step at the bottom I tried to get

up, but could not. I made a slip down to the bottom,
and laid hold of the post.

2369. Where did you go to then –The servantgirl
of the house came and gave me some assistance, and
gave me some water. I then fainted. I recovered
again, and walked as far as from here to the wall, and
then I fainted again.
2370. When did you get home 2—I never got home
until the 1st of November.

2371. Where were you between the 11th October
2352. Were you struck with sticks —Yes, all about and the 1st of November?—At Morant Bay, living
upon myself as well as I could.
my body.
2372. But whereabouts –In a man’s house.
2353. Were you rendered insensible?—Yes, quite so.
2373. Were you an invalid all the time 2–0 uite an
2354. How long did you remain so *—I could not

f
º

*
|tº a

exactly say: but when I got my senses back, I was in

invalid.

a pool of blood lying down.
2355. Was it still daylight —Yes.

2374. Do you mean that you stayed there because
you were ill –Yes, and could not get home at all.
2375. Is that all you know about it 2–That is all

2356. Of the 11th October ?—Yes.

I saw a man

take up a cutlass to give me a fatal blow ; I said,
“Have mercy on me, don't do it,” and a woman said,
“Oh, don't kill Mr. Gray, he is not such a bad one.”
He then ceased and came and stripped me of my gar
ments, my watch, pocket-book, and hat. My watch I

".
• *

!

I know. I got home and found my wife very sick
and ill from the fright, and from that she died. She
told me when I got home that she could not live for
her heart was moved ; people had come and chased her
out of the house.

The witness withdrew,

John ELISHA GRANT sworn and examined.

J. E. Grant,

2376. Where do you live —At St. David's.
2377. What are you ?—Stillerman.
2378. To whom ?—At Albion estate.
2379. Whose estate is that ?—Mr. Jamison's, of
Kingston.

2380. How long have you been stillerman there :
—Last year.
2381. Have you been there all the time —Yes.
2382. Were you residing at the Yallahs in the
month of October last 2—Yes.

2383. What were you there —I was working in
the still house.

2384, Was that Mr. Jamison's estate 2–Yes.

2385, Were you taken up by anybody there —
Yes.
2386.

Who took you up 7–The soldiers.

2387. Was it the soldiers or the Maroons —The
soldiers.
2388.
soldiers.

Who were the soldiers ? –- The marine

:
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2389, Do you mean the sailors or the marines from
on board the ship —Yes; they took me up.
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hung 2—Up to when they ceased off hanging, up to FIFTH DAY.
November.

-

2420. What day in November was that 2–It was “” (”

2390. Do you know from what ship they came 2–

Saturday morning ; on Friday evening we hanged 29 Jan. Ts66.

No,

2391. Where were you taken —To Morant Bay.
2392, Who were you taken before ?—Mr. Ramsay.
2393. Was any charge made against you ?—No.
2394. None —No.

2395, Was nothing said about you ?—Nothing at
all,

2396, What was done to you?—He gave me 25
lashes in the morning.

2397. What day was this 2–That was on the 15th

Seven.

---

2421. Up to what day in November, do you say?—
I don't know what day in the month, but on Friday
we hanged seven, and on Saturday morning we buried
them ; and from that we never hung no more.
2422. Then one Friday in November was the last
day that any were hung at Morant Bay?—Yes.
2423. Are you able to say how many were hung
during that time 2—Yes; I buried 101 at the back of

October.

the Fort.

2398-9. Who was present; was anybody present with
him when he gave this order?—Yes, there was plenty

We had to count up to Mr. Ramsay how many we

ºf people there ; the policemen and all the soldiers

buried, and give in a tally.

were there when he gave the order to the imarine
soldiers to flog me.

gave me 25 lashes, that was all the payment he gave

2400. Do you mean that was done without anybody
making any charge against you ?—Without anybody
making any charge.
240l. Just be careful, because there must have
been some reason given for it surely —There was

no charge against me. As he was coming down the
steps he said, “Oh, you rebel, I saw that fellow look
ing at me, give him 25 lashes ;” and so they did.

2402. Who was it said he saw you looking at him *
—Mr. Ramsay: he came down from upstairs. I was

tied behind a cart this way (folding his arms), and as
he came down from upstairs he said, “Ah, you catch

2424. How do you know the exact number, 101 —

2425. Were you paid anything for this f—He
Ille.

2426. Why were you to carry in a tally of the
number that you assisted in burying 2—Well, I don't
know why he made us carry in the tally, but he
did so.

2427. On paper, do you mean 2–No ; to mark it
down with a bit of chalk on a piece of board, and on
Sunday he had to make his report.

2428. One hundred and one you say ?–Yes.
2429. Then did you remain at Morant Bay all this
time —Yes.

2430. Until this Friday in November 2—Yes.

vºl.

sºme rebels.”

2403. He said that to the marines 2–Yes; then I

just turned my eyes this way and looked at him, and
he said, “Oh, you look at me, give him 25;” and they
laid hold of me and gave me 25 lashes.

Did you go with the troops anywhere 2–

es.

2432. Where did you go to ?—To the side of
Stony Gut.

ſ

up on the gallows; and he gave me a shovel, a pick-

2433. Then you did not remain at Morant Bay all
the time —On one day I go there with the troops.
2434. What day was that?—I can't tell you really

*

axe, and a hoe.

what day.

2404, What was done after that ?–19 men hung

r
º

24% Who did —Mr. Ramsay.
2406. Do you mean that 19 men were hung up on

|.

the gallows after you got the 25 lashes —Yes, and

2436. Why were you taken with the troops ?–If

g:

he gave me a shovel, a pick-axe, and a hoe, to go and

they wanted anything to be carried I was to fetch it

dig a ditch to bury those that were hanging up on the
gallºws; and so I did. I went back to the Fort and

down.
2437. What troops were they that you went with ?

liga ditch for them to be buried,
*7. Was anybody with you ?–Yes, there was

—The white soldiers.

120f us.

the soldiers call one Mr. Cole.

º
-

º
º
º
º

* Do you say this was on the 15th –Yes, the
láh of October.

2435. Was it in the first or second week 2–It was

in November, but I cannot rightly tell you.

2438. Who was in command of them —I heard

2439. Well, where did you go to ?–To the side of
Stony Gut.

hº

.*, Sunday –Yes; they took me up on the

2440. What happened as you went along 2–

lºſ
ii.

&mday and carried me to Morant Bay; we got to
Mºrant Bay on Sunday the 15th.
*!" What happened after the Sunday; were you
still kept in custody ?–Yes, I was still kept in cus-

When we got to a house a person was grunting in
the house, and directly a soldier went up to guard the
house, and when the woman was grunting he said,

**tend with them at the Parade. I had to fix
** the people to walk on to go up to the
kaffold to be hung.
24ll, When was it that you had to fix these barrels?
ºuting the time he was hanging.

directly I heard “Oh, oh.”

-

tº it

Alſº
|

º: But on what day was this f—That was when

i.
ãº

. there, 19

sº
sº
|hº

“You bitch, I will let you grunt for something,” and
I went to the door and

saw a female naked in the house, and a baby came
out from her in the house, about this (about a foot),
and at that time the soldier shot an old lady and
a little boy in the house.
2441. Were they shot do you mean 2–The soldier

men hung there. I was not there

shot the old lady and the woman, and a little bit of a
boy in the house.
2442. How many soldiers were there?–12, six
2º:
fired in the house and six fired the top of the house
hº º how many days did this happen ; how
to catch the house.
º5 \ë.
in custody ?–Till the 26th of
2443. What! merely because they heard somebody
hristmas.
grunting —Yes.

*"..! had to fix barrels on to the woºd.
wº hen was it ?—Any time at all they going

-

iſe §
2416,

º: no charge made against you all that

º

;:
-

arge at all.

º

ºf thes

to assist in burying people
* "day —Yes, all the time, the whole time.

Nº. 15th of October down to when 2–
#2

#18. Not
*—No

*mber
Th:

Fº

tº

*ged

2419,

º
the 26th

2444. Where was this house ?—This house was
close to the roadside.
-

2445. Whereabouts; how far from Morant Bay ?
—I cannot tell you how many miles from Morant Bay.
2446. About how far, was it nearer to Morant

Bay or nearer to the place by the side of Stony Gut 2
—Close ; there was Stony Gut, and here was the

of December burying
" burying bodies on the 26th of place.
i that was the time they let me out of
2447. You mean that the hut was close to Stony

F

Gut 2–Yes.

.*
*time from the 15th were you
""g the bodies of those who were

2448. Do not you know at all whose house it was 2
—No, I don't know the people at all.
G 4
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2449. Have you never been there since 2–No.

2483. In what order did the men march ; how were

2450. Should you know it if you saw it again —
J. P. Grant. Yes, I could show the very identical place.
29 Jan. 1866.

2451. Did you go on with the soldiers ? – Yes,
After they had done that they took a little box out of
the house, about this size (a small size); the box had
got four feet to it, with a one-pound cheque in it and
a gold piece, an old ten-shilling ; they took that out
of the box and gave me the box to carry to Morant

they marching —The same as they march in the
Streefs.

2484. Were you in front of them or behind º_In
front.

2485. Did you all march together ?–Yes.

2486. They were marching in their ranks, I sup
pose –Yes.

yº. Were they loaded

Bay.

#52. But you had not got to Stony Gut yet –
Stony Gut was at the side ; that was the first day,
we only got to Stony Gut that day.
2453. When did you get to Stony Gut 2 – The
next day.
2454. I thought you said you were only one day
from Morant Bay ?–That was the first day; the next
day we got to Stony Gut, and go and burn down
Bogle's chapel.
2455. Was Ramsay present at the time the woman
was shot ?–No, he did not go that day.
2456. Who was present —The officer the soldiers
called Mr. Cole.

2457. The second day you say you went to Stony
Gut and burnt Bogle's chapel ?–Yes; we saw a
woman in the chapel, and Mr. Ramsay go to hang her
in the chapel, but afterwards he did not hang her, and
he gave her 20 lashes in the chapel.
**

2488. Where did they load —At Morant Bay.
2489. Then the officer loaded the party before they
started —I do not know whether the officer made

them load, but they were all loaded at Morant Bay
before they started.

2490. When you got near this house, how were they
marching along the road —We were in front, and
they were aside of we marching.
2491. On the side of you ?–Yes.
2492. Not behind you ?—There were some on the
side of we, and two were aside of we marching, and
all the rest were behind, to keep the prisoners correct.
2493. How did the men get into the house as they
marched along the road 7–As they got to the house
they heard a person grunting in the house.
2494. But who quitted the ranks — One of the
serjeants marched in, and marched we in, right into
the yard were the house was.

2458. Who was present at that time 2—Mr. Ram
say ordered to do it.

2495. You were on in front ?–Yes.

2459. Who was present at the time –The soldiers
and policemen.
B 2460. What policemen 2–The policemen at Morant

2497. Two 2–Yes.
2498. And the rest in the rear 2–Yes.

stW".

2461. Do you know their names 2–0ne was named
Fuller.
2462. What is his christian name 2 – I do not

know. I only heard the name “Fuller.”
2463. Was anything done beside the flogging of
these women and the burning of the chapel on the
second day ?—There was nothing more done ; only

we went to the house, and Mr. Ramsay took a bundle
of money out of the house.
2464. Any thing besides the box, do you mean 2–
Yes ; this was out of Bogle's house.

!

before they started 2–

eS.

2465. Well, what happened on the next day ?—
Next day they did not carry me with them ; they sent
me down to Morant Bay prison.
2466. The third day you went down to Morant
Bay, did you ?–Yes.
2467. Who took you down 2–The policeman.
2468. Fuller —No, it was not Fuller.

2469. Who was it —Another policeman took me

2496. And had soldiers on both sides of you ?—Yes.
2499. The reason why you went to this house was
because they heard the grunting you say ? – They
were going to the house before they heard the grunting.
2500. How many soldiers went into the house —
Six soldiers go into the house and six stand outside,
and we were in front of the house.

2501. Were you halted there —Yes.
2502. Who halted you ?—The soldiers. •
2503. Was there any word of command given 3–
By the officer.
2504. He halted you, did he?–Yes.
-

2505. Well, what then * – As the officer said

“Hºlt,” he said “Ready,” and as he said ready, the
soldiers did not make any turn, but bang they let go.
2506. But how could you see anything about it
when you were in front of the soldiers ?–13ccause we
in front of the soldiers and

there was the house

(describing ;), and i could see right from one end to
the other ; the female was naked by the side of the
bed, and the soldier was on guard of we, and the
officer gave command and they let fire.

2507. Do you mean to say that you yourself were

down.

2470. Do you know his name 2—No.
2471. Then you were away from Morant Bay three
days —Yes.
2472. These men you speak of were men of the 6th
Regiment, were they not *—Yes.
-

2473. You said that the woman was shot, and the

never inside the house —No.
2508. How far off from the door of the house were

you ?—The road is there, and there is the house

(describing it), and the soldiers came and surrounded
the house, and we in the midst of them ; there were
six at this corner and six at that corner.

2509. You mean to say you were never in the

old woman and the boy?—Yes; and when the house
was nearly burnt down they said, “You are a nice

house ?–No, never at all.

manure to send home to the Queen.”
2474. Then the house was burnt down 2–Yes;

doors 2–Yes.

that was said when the house was burning down.
2475. You marched off with the troops from Morant
Bay, did you not ?–Yes.
2476. Were there any other men besides you ?—

2510. But from the road you could see into the
2511. Were you marching just in front of the
soldiers ?—Yes.

yº.

Yes, six of us went.

º

2512. Where was the old woman and the boy –
Both of them were in the room.

They were all there in the same room -

es.

2477. How many of the troops went —Twelve of

2514. You said that the soldiers fired up —They
fired in the house first ; they shot the party in the

the troops.
2478. And an officer ?–Yes.

2479. And who else besides 2–Nobody else, only
six prisoners; six military prisoners they called us.

house, and then afterwards six of them fired on the
house to catch the house on fire.

*

2515. They set fire to the house ?–Yes.

2480. Then you marched off, a party consisting of

2516. Then you swear that you saw from the road

an officer, twelve soldiers, and six military prisoners ?
—Yes.

a woman lying by the bed naked ?–Yes.

2517. Being delivered of a child, which was half

2481. Did Mr. Ramsay march off with you ?—No,

out of her body ?–Yes.
he did not go that day.
2482. You were going from Morant Bay to Stoney , 2618. And you saw a soldier 3–12 soldiers.
Gut 7–Yes.
~ 2519. How many soldiers fired the house ?—Six.
*

-

s
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three persons.
2521. Where did the soldiers stand who fired into

ſº

2535. And how many the second —They only FIFTH DAY,

2520. And six soldiers fired at this one woman P

Yes; six soldiers fired in the house, and they shot the

burnt Paul Bogle's chapel.
2536. How many houses had they burnt before they
came to this woman's that was killed 2–Eight.

J. E. Gramſ.
29 Jan. 1866.

º

2537. Was this the last 2—Yes.

the house ?—They did not stand any distance at all ;
as there was the yard, there was the house.
2522. Did they all six fire at once 2–Yes.

2538. Was the officer, Mr. Cole, in regular uniform –Yes. ,
2539. Where did you pass the two nights that you
jº. Did they all fire in at the door 2–six fired at

º

º

ºn

-

one time, six fired in the house, and the other six

hº ..". ºver

fired on the top of the house ; both doors were open
the hall door and the room door were open.

toº ſle ºgnt.
#!" To Morant Bay ?—Yes, at night, and go out
*.*, *...*&
first?—Yes.
of all to this place where
wentday
2541.
was you
the first
this
houseThen

º

-

slept out at night; we came

:

º

-

»

524. was this woman in an inside room 2–Yes,
in º room by
lº
y the side of the bed, naked. "
Sli
2525. And there was. the hall bºwº the outer
*

-

-

2526. What do you mean by the hall ?–A passage
like the room here, so that you can see right through.
2527. You do not mean that the hall was as large
as from the door to where you are sitting 2—No.
2528. What was the size of the hall ?—I could not

-

i

2542. And came back to Morant Bay ?—Yes.
2543. And the second day you went to Stony

door and the room in which she was 2–Yes.

-

-

-

-

|| |

ºn
''',

Gut 2—Yes.

2544. And the third day they sent you back to
Morant Bay ?—To Morant Bay prison.
2545. Were you kept in prison 2–Yes, from that
day.

tºll you the size of the hall; it was a small house ;

2546. Then you were not out at all the third day 2

there was the hall, and the room was that way, and

—I was kept in prison from that day up to the 16th

you could see from one door to the other, and both

of December.

2547. How many burials were there altogether ?—

doors were together.

2529. Did you pass other houses on the road —
Weburnt plenty houses going up.
2530. Before you came to this house?—Yes.
2531. Did the soldiers examine every house they
passed?—Every house they go to.
2532. They examined them —They examined, but

there was nobody in them ; all the people had run and
gone away.

The first week we buried 101, the second week 36, the
third week 47, and the fourth week 35.

2548. That was at Morant Bay ?—Yes, nine females
on one side.

2549. You were not in prison when you dug these
graves and buried the people, were you ?—No, I was
on the Parade with them in tent.
Y

2550. Then you were four weeks in the tent 2–

es.

2533. How many houses were burnt 3–We burnt

2551. Nine women you say were hung 2–Yes.
2552. Were you flogged by one man yourself?—

mine houses that day.
2534. Do you mean nine houses the first day ?—

By two, two of the soldiers flogged me ; one gave me

Yes, the first day,

13 lashes and one gave me 12.
The witness withdrew.

-

Adjourned till to-morrow at 10 o'clock.

SIXTH

DAY.

º

º

Tuesday, 30th January 1866.
PRESENT :

RUSSELL

sixth pay.

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.
John BLosseTT MAULE, Esq.
|
GURNEY, Esq.

Mr. A.

Warmingtou.

Mr. ARTHUR WARMINGTON sworn and examined.

* Are you a magistrate of St. Thomas in the

because it was not usual for them to walk up the 30 Jan, 1s06,
public road with cutlasses like that except when they

East :-I {lm.

* How long have you resided in Jamaica —

Nºlly 10 years.

are near their estates.

Captain Hitchins with his Volunteers drawn up.

º, Latterly have you acted as manager of the

2563. Then it was on your way from Plantain

Jamaica Cotton Company's estate in the Manchioneal Garden River to Bath that you saw these people 2–
tº-1 have,
Yes, I saw them all the way from Manchioneal to
you Muirton.
last did your
October
beginning
the from
* aInletter
2564. All going in the direction of Bath ?—Yes.
requesting
the lateofCustos
º

º at the Vestry on the 11th 2–I did.
* On the morning of the 11th did you leave
*: With a view of going there —I did.
t

——

When I got to Bath I saw

ºn

2565. Were they in large or small parties ?—They
were in two's and three's, and sometimes there were
10 or 12,

: Is that near

2566. At Bath you say you saw the Volunteers ?—
Manchioneal 2–Yes, quite in
ºf Manchioneal; it looks down on the Yes, and I asked Captain Hitchins what he was

!

º
going to do, and he said he was called out on active
j Whi
Bay —I service.
wati,w º way did you go River
2567. Did you go on keeping close to the Volun
first,
sº." !: Plantain Garden Morantestate
teers ?–Yes, all the way; I called at Potosi, and
2560 i. ordley on my way down.
testate º i. ºivº any intelligence there, as to Mrs. Herschell asked me if I would like to take her
*not to go . *—Yes; Mr. Harrison advised husband's gun. I rather laughed at it at first, but
º." Iparticularly wished it, as he had upon reflection I took it, as I intended to return that

-

º

-

-

-

-

-

:

º'

CSS

Howe* were particularly riotous there.
ºuse I had you thought it your duty to go 2–
, Did

*W a great

a special request to go.

I
º go on through Bath?—Yes;
along the road

* tutº º: of people walking

**Was very much surprised to see it,

night ; I thought perhaps it might be required.
2568. Did you then join Dr. Major ?—I loaded
both barrels of the fowling piece, and joined Dr.

-

Major ; we overtook the Volunteers in about 10
minutes or a quarter of an hour, and we kept with
them all the way to Morant Bay; we could scarcely
H
*
-------

------------ºf-a---

_º
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get along, there were such crowds of people along the
road.

Mr. A.

Warmington,
-

2569. Where they more numerous after you passed
Bath –Yes, they were more numerous, and nearly

30 Jan. 1866. all of them had cutlasses in their hands.

-

2570. Was your attention attracted by a party of
women as you got near Morant Bay ?—I saw a great
number of women especially as I got near a river
about a mile from Morant Bay. There were a great
number of men, and women too, assembling. The
Volunteers were stopped there, and got their rifles.
2571. Was there anything about the women that
you noticed —They seemed very much excited
indeed.

2572. Did you hear any cries from them 2–Yes, I
did ; about two or three miles from Morant Bay I
heard some women crying out “Flog them John's
Town.”

I did not know what that meant, but I

have understood since that the people were coming
down from John's Town.
2573. Whereabout is John's Town 2–I do not
-

know it all, but it is not very far from Morant Bay :
they were screaming most frantically about flogging
from John's Town.

2574. Do you know whose property it is 7–I do
not know anything about John's Town except that it
is a negro settlement.
2575. Not a particular estate 2–No, it is not an
eState.

2576. When you reached Morant Bay, did you
put up your horse ?—I put up my horse at Mr.
Marshalleck's. Then I went to the police station
and had some conversation with Mr. Alberga, the
late inspector; he seemed very much alarmed ; he
thought that they were going to be riotous.
2577. Did you see the arms at the police station ?—
Yes, I saw 12 or 13 stand of arms; they pointed
them out to me.

steps. They came quite close up to the Volunteers.
He asked them what they wanted, and they said,
“ War.”

2592. Did you hear any of the Volunteers say
anything to Captain Hitchins 2–Yes; I heard them
say, “Shall we fire * and he said “No.” He told
them to fall back, and they retreated a few steps as
the mob came on.

2593. What did you observe next 2—Then I heard
the Baron read the Riot Act, or attempt to read it.
He had not completed it, when the mob threw stones.
They pelted the Volunteers, and some of the stones
came up to the top of the steps where we were
standing. I saw the Volunteers bleeding, and then
I heard the Baron say, “Fire.”
2594. And then they did fire –They did fire, and
we retreated into the Court-house.

2595. Did you see the result of the firing 2–1 saw
a few men fall ; I cannot say the exact number.
2596. You say, almost immediately, you retreated
into the Court-house ?—Yes, I was obliged to do so
because stones were coming in and bullets also. The

bullets knocked down the plaster off the walls where
we were standing, and the windows were smashed
to pieces almost immediately.
2597. Did the Volunteers continue to fire from the

house ?—I heard them fire another volley.
2598. From downstairs ?–From downstairs, but
after that I only heard scattered shots.
2599. Then did you look out of the Court-house
at that time 2–Yes I looked out whenever I had an

opportunity, but when I looked out stones came up
immediately, and sometimes a ball.
2600. Was the Parade then occupied by the Volun

teers ?—Yes, but just afterwards they rushed up into
the Court-house; the doors were opened, and about
eight or nine of them came up into the Court-house.
2601. And what did they do —They fired from

the windows at the mob whenever they appeared,

2578. Were they modern arms?—No, old-fashioned
fowling pieces, flint guns, old brass mounted pieces,
with sword bayonets.
2579. Did you hear that additional police had been
sent for 2–Yes, a very large force. I think he said

They scattered. I saw them at the corners of several

15 or 20 in addition to what he had.

small streets.

2580. Did you then go over to the Vestry f–I
went over with him to the Vestry, and I remained
there till the Westry was nearly over, about half
past 3 o'clock.
2581. About half-past 3 what attracted your
attention ?—Some one came into the Court-house and

said, “ They are coming;” The Volunteers were
drawn up in front of the Court-house.
2582. At what distance were they from the Court
house at that time f—The Volunteers were not more

than five or six yards from it.
2583. Did you go to the window upon hearing
this cry?—I went to the door. The Baron cried out,
“Keep your seats, gentlemen.” We sat down for a
moment, and immediately afterwards some one came
in and said, “ The rebels are coming ” then we all
rushed out on to the steps.
2584. What did you then see, or hear 2—I heard
Captain Hitchins tell his men to load. I heard him
say, “Load.”
2585. And what did you then observe 2—I observed
an immense number of people coming up in a dense
body towards the Court-house.
2586. Were they armed or not ?—They were armed
with muskets, with bayonets, cutlasses, sticks. And
I saw women with glass bottles and sticks also.
2587. Were you able to recognise any of the arms ?
—Yes; I recognised them immediately.
2588. As what ?—As the Police arms, they were
brandishing them about their heads.
-

2589. Those, you say, were of a particular make 2
—Yes.
2590. What was done on their advance 2

Were

they crying out anything —Yes; I heard them cry
“ Colour for colour” and “ War, war.”
2591. Did the Custos address them at all ?—The

Custos, and all the other gentlemen, went out on the

2602. You mean the Volunteers ?—Yes.

2603, But I was asking you, after the second
volley, whether the crowd still remained there 2–

2604. Did this go on until you observed the smoke 2
—Yes; they kept firing at us.

sº

2605. How long was it before you observed any
symptoms of fire —Three hours, I should think.
2606. From when P – From the time they first
attacked the Court-house—from about half-past 3,
till half-past 6 ; perhaps not quite so long, it is
hardly possible to judge.
2607. What symptoms of fire was it that you
observed 2–I saw smoke coming out of the shingles
of the School-room that is adjoining the Court-house,
and I said to our Sergeant, Harrison, “ They are
going to smoke us out.”
2608. Did you see, after a time, that the Court
house caught fire 2–Yes, it caught fire.
2609. Was that from the flames of the School
house ?–From the flames of the School-house.
2610. What did the Custos do at that time 2–We

were at that time at the back of the building.

The

fire was so warm that we could not stop at the front
part; we got more shelter at the back. When they
found we retreated to the back, they fired into the
back also. We got behind the wall and peeped out
occasionally, at the windows.
2611. Did the Custos do anything, or give º
direction about a flag 2–Yes, he asked an old blac
man, in the Court-house, if he would take a flag of
truce out, and the old man declined to do it ; he said

that he should be killed. I then gave the Baron my
pocket handkerchief, and he pinned it to his umbrella
and went himself to the front window of the Court

house, and waved it backwards and forwards, stand
ing behind the jalousie for shelter. The people
called out, “What is it, what is it.” He said, “We

want peace.” They said, “We want no peace, we
want war.” He then retreated again to the back
part of the Court-house.

º
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2512. Did some of you then make your escape —

that I was a doctor, sent up by Captain Bogle's orders, SIXTH DAY.
Bogle had told me

Yes, some out of the window, and a few out of the

and that I was to be attended to.

door. When the mob had scattered a little I dropped

in the morning that he would take me up to Stony m

out of the window.

Gut.
-

2613. Where did you go to ?—I ran to Mr. Price's

º, How long did you remain there ?—I should
think about two hours; it seemed a long time.
2615. Did Mr. Price's house catch fire —Mr.
Price's house caught fire some time afterwards from
the Court-house; but they came up much closer,
when we were at Mr. Price's house, and fired right
into the jalousie. I saw Lieutenant Hall shot, stand
ing at the jalousie; he died immediately afterwards;
and I saw Mr. Georges wounded also, and Mr.

2628. You remained there that night 2–I remained 30 Jan. 1866
there for that night, and my wounds were dressed.
I asked Moyston if they would not come back and

kill me; he said, “No, you are quite safe here.”
There were three wounded rebels underneath the

house, that he had been attending to.
2629. In the morning did you see a steamer com
ing in 2–Yes; and there was a person in the house
who used to work for me on the cotton estate, and I

asked her to get me a pencil and paper; and I wrote
to the officer in command of the troops, and asked

him to send for me.

Alberga's son, and the Baron.
2616. You saw them wounded ?–Yes, and Mr.
McPherson, the coroner.

2617. Mr. Herschell then offered up some prayer for

you, I believe?—Yes, then we made up our minds

to

He sent up four soldiers, and

they took me down to the police station.
2630. Were you afterwards taken on board the
“ Wolverene’” —I was taken on board the “Wol

verene’’ in the evening, and I went to Kingston, and I

rush out again as the roof fell in, and we scattered

returned on board the same evening.

everywhere we could.

—About 50 or 60.

2631. Were there many other refugees on board 2
2618. Where did you go?—I ran across the ram

parts; the first place I ran to was under a gun, on
theramparts.

-

2619. After that where did you go?—Iran behind

tle parapet; we were obliged to move about con
slamily, because every time the people saw the least
movement they fired ; I was struck several times by

2632. Did you then go in the “Wolverene” to Port

Antonio —I went round from Kingston to Port
Antonio in the “Wolverene.”

2633. What did you find there 2–I saw all the

principal inhabitants on board an American ship.
2634. Was that the “Reunion”?—Yes, commanded

stones; we laid flat on the ground at times.
2520. Where was your next hiding place – My

by Captain Tracey.

last hiding place was very much later, it was a small

taken refuge there.

2635. They had taken refuge there –They had

I crept in there

2636. Were you able to see what was the state of

and found it quite full of people, some of them were

the houses about Manchioneal, and Mulatto River ?
—Yes, we passed Mulatto River; the house was

out-house behind the Court-house.
wounded.

burnt to the ground, only just the walls were standing:
2521. What persons were those –There were everything
was burnt.
was that ?—That was on the 15th, or
When
2637.
nºt know who they were, it was quite dark ; I could rather on the 16th.
On the 15th we stopped at the

three or four Volunteers, and several others. I do
not tell who they were.

252. What happened to you while you were there?
–30me one stooped down and looked in underneath,
and called out, “Buckra here, buckra here !” a num

her of others came up, and began probing us with
sticks and bayonets. I got a prick in the back with
abayonet, and Mr. McPherson had a bayonet thrust
quite up his person, he was lying across me wounded.
They came up quite close to the place, and began
tearing off the boards and stoning the house. Some
said," Set fire to it.” Some one overheard that, and

they regularly stormed the house, they burst it open
and dragged the people out, and killed three or four
ºf them,

2023. Were you dragged out 2–I was dragged
ºut, and immediately stripped; I got a slash across
the head with a cutlass, and they were just going to

Castle, we halted there for the night. An express had
come down to say that the castle was to be attacked
that night, and Brigadier-General Nelson ordered us
to push on at once to save it.

2638. Then it was on the Monday you were at Man
chioneal —Yes.

2639. Did you observe what property had been

destroyed —Yes, at Mulatto River; we did not go
out of the regular road, we heard what had been
destroyed.

2640. In going to Port Antonio you passed along
the coast of Manchioneal, did you not ?–Yes.
2641. When did you get to Port Antonio —On

Sunday morning.
2642. That would be the 15th –Yes; we got
there on Sunday morning, and we were ordered to

kill me, and I remember hearing Doctor Gerrard call march away at once.you accompany any of the troops
2643. Then did
Quº, “Heis a doctor,” and some one said, “Save the after
that time 2–Yes, I was attached to the 6th
*tºrs.” Paul Bogle came up and caught hold of regiment,
by order of Brigadier Nelson. I offered
* and asked me who I was ; I said I was a doctor;
the troops as a guide across the country,
to
myself
ºil, “Take care, you are telling me lies; if you and he accepted
me.
tºll me a lie, I will take your head off.” I said,
2644. On what day was that ?—That was on
Nº, it is the truth.” He then gave directions, after
morning, the 15th.
ing me of everything I had, my watch, chain, Sunday
2645. Which detachment of the Sixth were you
and
trowsers
my
to
me
shirt,
stripping
*ing, and
with?–Captain Hole's.

º

that I should be taken up to some house at the back
ºf the town, first making me take a solemn oath that

ºuld not dress a white man's wounds.

2646. How long did you remain with them 2–
Until the 5th of November.

2647. From the 15th of October until the 5th

* Whose house was it that you were taken to ?
"Wººhouse belonging to a man named Moyston,
*druggist.

.. Did he dress your

2648. Now will you describe the operations of that
force ; where did you march on that Sunday ?–We

ºthere I was stopped three or four times; I was
* there, I could not walk, and we were stopped

marched as far as the Castle.

**indsºn. road.

Port Antonio.

tºº,

:

wounds 2—Yes; on the

of November ?–Yes,

What distance was the house you were taken

sº was about 500 or 600 yards from the Court
mi. *d in that distance we passed four sentinels

". who stopped us.
ty

º leads you

to call them sentinels?—

i." “Who goes there, who have you got
** the men who were with me explained

2649. Whereabouts is that ?—About 12 miles from

2650. Along the coast?—Yes, along the coast.
2651. Towards Mulatto River ?–Towards Mulatto
River.

2652. Where did you first see any symptoms of
lawlessness —At Long Bay.

2653. How near is that to Port Antonio —Long
Bay is 14 miles from Port Antonio.
H 2

--
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2654. What did you observe there 2–I saw some
of my own property strewed along the road, I saw
photographs of my wife—and those were the first
things that I saw—lying on the road, covered with
dirt, and an immense quantity of property belonging
to different persons—scattered about the road trinkets
and other things.
2655. What distance is that from Morant Bay by
the road 7–Very nearly 40 miles.
2656. What did you observe next 2—We went up
to a place called Cog Hall, which is about one mile
from Long Bay.
2657. What did you see there 2–We went into the
negroes' huts and found them completely piled up with
plunder of every description.
2658. Did you find any persons occupying those
huts –Yes, there were numbers of persons in them ;
many of them came out and said they had nothing at
all to do with the rebellion, that they had no property
at all and nothing in their houses; but we went in

side and found it quite different; they were full of
plunder, as full as they could hold.
2659. What was done, either with the people or
their houses —The people were ordered to come out
of their houses, and they set fire to the houses.
2660. With the property in them —Some of it
was pulled outside, but there was not time to save it.
2661. What was done with the occupants —No
thing at all, they were not touched.
2662. Not on the Sunday ?–Not on the Sunday.
2663. How far did you go on the Sunday ?–We
halted at the Castle for the night and slept there, and
on the Monday morning we went to Muirton.
2664. Did you see anything as you were passing
from the Castle 2–Yes, we saw Mulatto River House

burnt to the ground.
2665. Whose was that ?—Mr. Hinchelwood's.

2666. Did you pass any other estates which were
occupied?—Yes, we passed Kensington, the house of
Mr. Foote, and he told us it was gutted. I did not
go into it myself.
2667. Did you find any of his property about — I
could not tell that.

2668. You could not identify it?—No, I could
not.

2669. Where did you go on the Monday ?—On the
Monday we marched right on to Muirton. At Man
chioneal we saw three or four stores gutted and a
house burnt.

2670. What number of houses are there in Man

chioneal —There are a great number of negro houses
and a few respectable houses. I suppose about a
dozen or fourteen shopkeepers' houses, and houses of
those sort of people.
2671. Three or four of the stores you say were

gutted 2–Yes, and one

house burnt.

The Court

2683. What was done with them as they were
brought in 2–They were tried ; they were identified
by the constables as having taken part in the
rebellion.

2684. By whom were they tried ?–They were
tried by Court-martial ; they were first examined by
Captain Hole ; he sifted the evidence thoroughly, and
all that he thought proper subjects for Court-martial
he sent round to be tried.
2685. And as to those whom he did not think

proper subjects —He disposed of them himself.
2686. In what way did he dispose of them 2–If he
had sufficient evidence he flogged some of them.
2687. Without Court-martial 2–Without Court
martial.

2688. What number did he direct to be flogged
without a Court-martial 2–There were very few
flogged without a Court-martial.
2689. About how many do you think?—I cannot
recollect ; many of them I did not know anything
about ; I do not know whether they were flogged or
not.

2690. How can you say there were very few if
some went on without your knowing it 2–I generally
saw those that were flogged.

2691. How many did you see flogged 2–I think I
saw 30 or 40.

2692. What number of lashes did they receive?—
Fifty; a few received 100, and two or three, I think,
150.

2693. You mean of those that were tried ?–Of

those tried by Court-martial.
2694. And those who were flogged without Court
martial 2–They received about 50 lashes.
2695. Where did the Court-martial sit to which

you refer —At Muirton.
2696. Are you able to say how many people were
executed there 2–Yes, 33.

2697. That is in the whole of that time up to the
5th November 2—In the whole of that time.

2698. Were fany of them executed without a
Court-martial 2–Not one; Captain Hole took the
greatest pains to sift the evidence thoroughly before
they were sent to Court-martial ; there was ample
proof in every case.
2699. Did you attend the Court-martial 2–Yes, I
was a member of the Court-martial.

2700. How came you to be a member of the Court
martial —I was ordered to sit on it by Captain
Hole.

2701. Have you a commission ?—Yes.

2702. Are you an officer of Volunteers ?—I am a
lieutenant unattached.

2703. Had you a commission given to you when
you were first attached to the corps ?–Yes.
2704. Who was the president of this court —I

house was all destroyed, smashed to pieces.
2672. Then where did you go on to ?—We went
then up to Muirton.
2673. What did you find there 2–We did not find

Wils.

anything touched there, except that a number of my

and Ensign Lewis.
707. Of what regiment –One was in the First,
and Ensign Lewis was in the Sixth.
27.08. You say that when you were in the Court
house, the mob outside fired at you with bullets —

own small stock were destroyed.

2674. Your cattle do you mean –Pigs and poultry
and so on were stolen.

2675. Was that where you stopped on the Monday ?
--That was where we stopped altogether, finally.
2676. You did not go any further —No, not until
a day or two afterwards.
2677. We had better have the whole history 2—A

small party was then detached, and they went over to
a place called Williamsfield. . .
2678. What day was that 2–I cannot recollect.
2679. But was it in the course of that week —
Yes.

2680. Did you go with that detachment?—I did
not ; I acted as commissariat officer.
2681. Then you remained at Muirton, did you ?—
Yes.

2682. Did you see prisoners brought in whilst you
were there 2–I saw an immense quantity of prisoners
brought in by constables.

2705. You were the president of the court that
sat 2—Yes.

2706. Who were the members ?—Ensign Cullen

Yes.

2709. How do you know they were bullets —
Because I saw them knock down the plaster, and
some of them dropped on the ground.
2710. Then had you the bullets in your hands —
I did not take them up, but I saw them on the ground.

2711. What sort of bullets were they –Round
bullets.

2712. Round common bullets?—Yes, I saw slugs,
also, jagged pieces of lead.
2713. How many work people or labourers do you
employ on this Manchioneal Cotton estate 2–When
the company was going on full swing, about 200 a
week.

2714. How many did you employ at the time of
these disturbances 2—Scarcely any were being em
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played at that time, we were almost at a stand

2788. Is the estate working now?—There is very

". What has been your practice as regards the

little being done; they have not decided whether to
carry it on or not. The managing director, Mr. Bourne,

payment of the men employed on your estate?—They went away suddenly when the rebellion broke out,
and I have heard nothing decided yet.
2716. Did you pay them yourself, or did you pay
2739. How long had you been at a standstill before

SIXTH DAY.
-

Mr. A.

Warmington.

were paid weekly.

them through anyone else?—I paid them myself
sometimes and sometimes the clerk paid them.
2717. Were you present when the clerk paid them?
—Yes, almost always.

2718, How did they work on your estate; by task
work, or by piece, or by day labour —Some by task,
and some by day labour.
2719. When the men were paid at the end of the
week, were their accounts explained to them 2–If

they required explanation; if they did not understand

the 11th October 2—About three or four months; not
completely at a standstill, but the wages bill would
not amount to more than eight or ten pounds per

week; perhaps not so much as that, generally speak
ing, on each estate. There was a very large amount
of rent owing upon the estate which we could not get
in at all from the labourers, and the directors in

England, were anxious that the people should work
off this rent.

2740. What rent was it, was it for location ?—

them.

Most of them rented an acre of land on the estate.

2720. Suppose there was any dispute about pay
ment, what took place —A field list was taken every

2741. Then the people who worked on the estate
were located there 2–They were not located on the

day, and we referred to that, and also to the driver of estate, but in the neighbourhood. Some build huts
the gang, and the dispute was settled that way.
on their ground. It is, nominally, an acre that they
2721. Have you ever had any application to the

have, but they often take three or four acres in the

magistrates from your people about the non-payment mountain district that we know nothing at all about.

ºf wages?—Never; not once. I was there for two

2742. What do they pay for an acre –13s. a year.

years and a half and I have only had two cases in

They were paying six dollars a year, and Mr. Bourne
cut it down to 13s. a year, that is 3d. per week; but

court the whole of that time.

2722. Did you discharge your labourers, or cease we found it more difficult to collect the money when
to employ so many because the estates were nºt it was cut down to 3d per week, than it was when
working so well?—The estate was not working well, they were paying six dollars a year, and paying
they were without funds, I believe.
2723. If you had had funds could you have got
plenty of labourers?—I believe so, we were never
short of labourers, but they preferred as a rule work
ing down in the river district upon a sugar estate.
2724. Why did they prefer that ?—That I cannot

quarterly.

2743. When you had a large number of people

working upon your estate—200–used you to visit
them –Constantly. I was out all day long.
2744. I do not mean at their work, but at their
houses; did you ever go amongst them at all?–Some
times I did.

tºll.

2745.
they were sick,
instance 2–I very
!. Did they have better wages?--I do not know. often gaveIf them medicine, andfor
wife was very kind
my
that they did, but they seemed to like that sort of
to them in that way.

work better than picking cotton ; they did not care
2746. Had you any medical man attached to the
about picking the cotton. I have often gone out and estate
–No ; but if they came to me I never refused
found them asleep under the trees in the middle of to give them medicine.
the day.
2747. On what day did you pay the wages 2–
2726. What was the rate at which they were paid : Generally
on the Friday.
-According to the work which they did; we used to
2748. Was that for the current week, or for the
give them shilling tasks.
previous week –For
current week. They
-

paid up every week, except on one occasion, when

about 2 o'clock in the

Y,

they were not paid, I think, for about eight weeks.
Mr. Bourne told them that he had no money, and they

2.8, And they earned a shilling in that time did

waited for money from England.
2749. When wasthat 2–About three months before

º they finished their work
º

yº

~!

li

were

the

2727. How long did those tasks take —They used

to turn out very late in the mornings, about 8 o'clock,

* –Yes, in four or five hours; they could have
titled double or treble as much if they had wished.
*9. How much could an industrious labourer, a
ºn picker, earn on your estate 2—The most I have

the rebellion.

2750. How much was owing to those people, do
you think, when you had no funds for these eight
weeks —About two weeks pay a few shillings each.
ºn earned has been 2s. 6d. and 3s, a day; that is by * 2751. Were they all paid at the end of the eight
* Women. The men will not pick cotton at all, weeks?—They all came up and that said they were
tº refuse to do it.
quite willing to wait ; that they knew that they would

º, Was there any shop or store on your estate * be paid. Mr. Bourne explained to them that he had
-Atºne time there was.

-

ºl. Did the people buy things there?—it did
* allºwer at all ; the things sent were too dear,

not money at the time. They were all paid.
2752. Did they go on working 2–Yes.
2753. Then, at the time of the disturbance occur

ty said,

ring, you had no debts; everybody was paid –

º But was it optional in them to buy there?—

Everybody was paid.

t;

º, \º at all ?–Not at all.

2754. Can you give the Commission any idea of the
-

º, Antſ the shop was surpressed because it did

"...wº-Yes; it did not pay at all.

number of bayonets that you saw in the hands of the

crowd 2–Yes. I saw 12 or 13 stand of arms, I think.
I cannot say what number.

º, Did any of your people take any part in the
*Thances?–A great number.
º, Those persons that had worked for you do

2755. How many of the crowd did you see armed
with guns —Well, armed with guns, I should think
50 or 60, and I saw them with those sort of spears

**º-Yes, a great number.

which they use for sticking pigs, javelins, which they

* Hºlthere been any disatisfaction expressed
* -Not at all, except that they could not

were brandishing over their heads.
2756. Were they fixed to any sticks?–Fixed to a

* We were nearly at a standstill

long pole. I also saw bills fixed to a long pole.
The witness withdrew.

WILLIAM Cooner MILLER sworn and examined.
Tºl.
~Yes, *You manager

of the Serge Island estate?

2758. Is that under the care of Mr. Shortridge, or
belonging to him?—He is attorney for it.
H 3

30 Jan. 1866.
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2759. Where is it situated ?–In Mountain Valley
district, in St. Thomas in the East.

W. C. Miller,

30 Jan. 1866.

2760. On the 12th of October last did a body of
men come up to your residence 2–Yes.
2761. What number of men 2–About 25, I should
think.

2762. What had they with them 2–They had cut
lasses and sticks, and one of them had a gun.
2763. You had heard rumours of their coming pre
viously —Yes, I had heard what had happened at
Morant Bay the previous day.
2764. Did you call upon your people to protect
you?—I did.
2765. How many people had you upon the pro
perty —I suppose between 200 and 250, but they
were not all there at the time; there must have been

2773. Did any of your people, as far as you could
see, join the rioters ?—I saw some of the Garbrand

Hall people, but none of the Serge Island people were
there.

2774. Had you received, previously to this, a
threatening letter ?—I received one since, which I
have here. I received it on the 3rd of January. It
bears the Kingston post mark.
2775. Have you had any dispute with your people
about wages 7–None, whatever.

2776. Have there been sometimes complaints made
about their not receiving as much as they thought they
were entitled to ?—Sometimes they complained that
their wages were low, and wanted increased wages,

and so on, but they never complained about the
quantity they got according to the task.
2777. Did they never complain that they did not
get what they had agreed to take 2–No.

at least 40 or 50 people about the place.
2778. Did you pay the wages yourself?—I did pay
2766. Well, did they show a good feeling towards
when I could. Sometimes I am very subject to gout
you ?—They did.
and not able to move, and then I used to give it to
2767. What happened when the 25 men came up 2
head book-keeper.
—These people that were about me, our people, had my2779.
Did you ever have an appeal against your
nothing to protect themselves with, and these men decisions to the magistrates ?—No ; in fact I very
who came up, the 25, had cutlasses and sticks, as I
seldom had occasion to go to court.
stated, and one had a gun, and then my people said to
2780. When you have gone to court, what has it
them that they must not trouble me; they said that I been for 3–Merely the people neglecting their work.
was a good man, and never did any person any harm, For instance, a short time ago, since the rebellion—
I had always been kind to them. They said that was
2781. We do not want anything since. Anything
not their object, they did not care if I was kind or not, before ?—I have never had occasion to go up for
but they had orders to kill every white and every
or anything of that sort.
coloured man. The driveress in my second gang—a wages,
For trespass —Nor for trespass either.
2782.
very respectable black woman—persuaded them to go
you ever stopped a man's wages for
Have
2783.
away to Morant Bay, and hear what was going on at
ng
anythi
—No.
the Bay, and they could come back and do what they
2784. I do not mean a deduction on account, but
liked with me. That gave me the opportunity of anything besides, for not having performed the usual
getting away. I first went and secreted myself task —No, I have never done that.
upstairs, and I saw them go to the grindstone and
2785. How many people do you employ generally
grind their cutlasses, the back and the front as well. upon that estate –From 200 to 250 sometimes.

Then they started off in the direction of Morant Bay,

2786, You said there were some of the people from

and that gave me an opportunity of escaping.
2768. Where did you conceal yourself?—Upstairs,
in a garret. I then went over the hills, through St.
David's, to Kingston. On leaving the estate and
going down the hill I saw a large body of people on
the way to Morant Bay passing the estate. I suppose
there must have been at least 1500 people; they were

another estate belonging to Mr. Shortridge, what

all armed.

2769. Whereabouts was that ? — Just opposite
Serge Island.

2770. What distance was it from Morant Bay ?–

number of people did you see belonging to that
estate –The greater number of them came from the

Garbrand Hall estate.

There were some people

among them that I did not know.

2787. But the greater part of the 25 came from
Garbrand Hall?–Yes.

2788. Who was the overseer of that estate —A
person of the name of Paterson.

2789. That is not the same person who occupies
Monklands 2—Oh no, not at all; not the same
person.

Eight miles.

2771. By the road —By the road, and as I saw
them I turned off and took another cut through the
canes, and I hid in the high canes. A friend of mine
was with me, Mr. Drummond.
2772. What distance are you from Stony Gut 2–
In a straight lineI should say it would be three miles.

2790. Had there been any difficulty in getting the
men to work previously to the 11th of October 2–
None whatever,

2791. Not upon your estate –Not upon my
Cstate.

2792. Had all gone on just the same as usual 3–

Just the same as usual.
The witness withdrew.

That is the short cut,

Mr. ARTHUR WARMINGTON recalled and further examined.
Mr. A.

Warmington,

2793. We understand you wish to correct one part
of your evidence —Yes.

West India Regiment —Ensign Cullen was the

2794. You stated that nobody had been executed
by order of Captain Hole without a Court-martial ;

officer in command of the 1st West.

was that correct —Yes.

—Eight or ten.
2801. How did they break away ?—They galloped

2795. Was anybody shot without a Court-martial 2

2800. You say a portion broke away, how many ?
off from the rest.

2802. They were on horses, then 2–Yes, they

—Yes.

2796. Will you state what were the circumstances 2

—They were shot by a party of the 1st West, who
got away from the main body, without any order
at all.

º

2799. Who was the officer in command of the 1st

were all mounted ; at least, the majority.
2803. Did you hear them fire 2–No.

2804. How do you know they shot ?—I heard two

*º º

º
º

or three fire, but not more.

-

2797. How many ?—I saw cight or ten bodies on
2798. Whereabouts was that?—Along the principal
road, in the direct road from Manchioneal, between

2805. Then you say you found in the road eight or
ten bodies –Yes, scattered along ; I saw one, and
then two, in that way.
2806. What, in the whole day was that 2–In the

Long Bay and Manchioneal.

whole day.

the road.

.

!

&
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2807. In the whole time you were there 2–The
whole time,

2808. Besides that, was anybody shot by Captain
Hole without Court-martial *—Only one, and that

63

ahead. Most of the blacks were mounted; the whites
were not, or very few of them.
2816. Where did you come up to these 10 men

SIXTH DAY.

again –We did not see them for two or three days

Warmington.

Mr. A.
-

was the man I spoke of a convict.
2809. You have not spoken about him 2–He was

afterwards.

an escaped convict pointed out to us by the people

them came back.

there.

2818. You found the dead bodies you say ?–Yes.
2819. Where were they lying 2—On the road,
between Manchioneal and Long Bay.

2810, What was his name 2—I cannot recollect his

I recognised the man

name; I could get it for you.

30 Jan. 1866.

2817. They stayed away ?–Yes, one or two of

2820. On or off the road 2–On the road.

myself; he was tried before me about six weeks
previously.
2811. And what was his sentence 2—Ninety days'
hard labour; he had been frequently punished

2821. How did these 10 men come up again, how
did they rejoin –They came in the night, I believe.

before.

2822. To where 7–To Muirton.

2812. And he was pointed out as a man who had

2823. Did you leave the road to see whether there
were any more dead bodies not on the road —I did ;

tscaped from prison 7–Yes, and who had joined in

I went up to Cog Hall, about three miles up the main

breaking up the house at Elmwood.
2813. Whose house was that ?—My house.
2814. Was it eight or ten men that went away ?–

road.

Ten.

you say ?—They were gun-shot wounds.

2815. You say they broke away, did they gallop on
ahead or gallop off the road —They galloped on

2825. You saw plainly they were gun-shot wounds?
—Yes, they were gun-shot wounds.

I did not see any dead bodies at all. I saw no

one shot at all.

2824. As to these dead bodies you saw lying on the
road, do you know what they died of ; they were shot,

The witness withdrew.
Mr. Robert KIRKLAND sworn and examined.

2826. Are you a storekeeper at St. Thomas in the
East?—I am.

2851. Did you get away afterwards?—I did ; about
9 o'clock at night.

2827, Were you present in Morant Bay upon the

-

11th of October 2—I was.

2828. Have you a store there 2–I have.
2829. Have you shops in the Blue Mountain Valley
also?—I have.

2830. How far from your Morant Bay shop or
store?—The shop at Chiègo Foot Market, is about five

l

:

Mr. R.
Kirkland.

2852. In disguise ?–In disguise.

2853. Had any threats been offered to you during
the day ?—None whatever. I never heard my name
mentioned ; reports came to me that all coloured
people were threatened, but I was never threatened
by anyone.

2854. How do you manage the shops that you have

miles from the Bay, and the other one at Coley, is

up in the Blue Mountain Valley 3–I have agents

about seven or eight.
2831. Did you see the crowd of rioters who came

there.

into Morant Bay on the 11th of October 2–I did.

October 2—I have not been there up to the present

2832. Were you then at your store ?—I was in my

º

store,"

3.

2833, Did you see them advance to the Court

l

hºuse?—I saw them advance to the Court-house.

º

2834. Before that, had you noticed them at the
Pºlice station ?—I had.

2855. Did you go to these shops after the 11th of
time.
2856. You have never been to them —No.

2857. Why have you not been to them 2–My
manager, at Morant Bay, goes to them; he visits them
once a week.

2858. He has been there 2–He has been there

2835. Go in and come out?—They went in and

repeatedly; he goes up every week.
2859. After the 11th of October, do you know, from

|-

täme Out.

º

them?–Police fire-arms.

were in preservation or not ?—They were sacked ;

2837. And after that they approached the Court
*—They approached the Court-house.

the people in charge came down and told me so.
2860, Your clerks came down to you ?–Yes, one

28%. Did you notice what they brought out with anything you have had to do, whether these shops
sº

º, As they approached did you notice what they of them at Coley was burnt down by the military
*—Stones were thrown.

when they got up there.

2861. What time did you first hear of that ?—If
$39. By whom ?—By the mob.
*40. How near had they got to the Court-house had been sacked first by the rebels, and then sacked

º they did that ?–It must

have been about a

Thälm,

--

by the military.
2862. And the other one –The other was used as

i. Did you notice the Volunteers at that time *
-i ild,

a station or barracks for the time by the military
people there.

* They were drawn up in front ?–Yes.

2863. The other store was 2—The shop at Chiègo

* When the stones were thrown what did they Foot Market was used as a station for the military.
*—Nothing was done; not at that moment.
2864. Who told you about the sacking of your
* Did you see them move —I saw them move store ?—Mr. Cresser, who was in charge of the shop
"ºyal of the steps of the Court-house.
at Chiègo Foot Market.
*5. Retire?—Retire.

2865. Where is he 3–I cannot say ; he is there, I

* Whatnext did you notice done by the Volun

think, now.

*—The mob went right up to within 10 or 12

*Weared to me from where i was, of the
º

is restored, not the other.

far were you off?—I was about 200
.."
s upstairs, at my store.

—Yes, that is restored and in operation now.

º What did you next see?—The bugle sounded
º

Jºy was fired by the Volunteers.
sº i. What became of you then 2–1 remained up
º:

B

* Bay.

º

2867. The one that was used was a military station ?
2868. The other was burnt down 2–Yes.

2869. Is Cresser the person who could give infor
mation about the one that was sacked and burnt down?

**out 10minutes, and I tried to escape from —Yes; a woman was in charge of the Coley estate. I

ſº

*.
º,

2866. Have you restored them?—The one certainly

Munteers.

* *You succeed

sº

—Not in getting through

got half way, when I hid myself in a

had other shops sacked also.
2870. Where were they –In Plaintain Garden
River district.

2871. How many ?—Two shops there were sacked
H 4

-

º
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Rirkland.

2872. Have you seen them 2–I have ; it is in that
quarter I reside.
2873. When did you go there first and see they

30 Jan. 1866,

were sacked 2–I went there on the 3rd of November.
2874. And then found them sacked ?–Yes.

Mr. R.

2875. Who managed those for you ?—One of them
was managed by John Hamilton, at Holland estate ;
the other was managed by Jas. Hall, at Hordley estate.
2876. Then you had two shops ?—Yes.
2877. Now at Morant Bay you continued to reside
till the 1st of November, did you ?—Yes.
2878. Have you been there since that ?—I have.
2879. Up to the 1st of November were you present
at any of the executions that took place there 2–Yes,
I went occasionally to see the executions.
2880. At the time you were there did you see Mr.
Ramsay ?–Oh, I saw him every day.
2881. I mean at the executions 2–Yes.

2882. Have you anything to state with regard to
him in respect of yourself?—I have.
2883. What is it 2–On the 21st October he came

into my store, at about 11 o'clock, and inquired for
me, and when I appeared he placed his hand into my
collar, and dragged me out into the street. He struck
me at the side of the neck and took me over to the

station, and placed me in the piazza, and ordered that
if I opened my mouth I was to receive 12 lashes. He
then ordered me to be taken to the Parade, and placed
in one of the tents with the rebels. I was taken there

in charge of a policeman. The brigadier-general
came up and prevented my entering the tent. He
said, “Take that man back to the station until I see

him myself.”
2884. You have mentioned the brigadier-general,
do you mean Brigadier-General Nelson —Yes.
2885. He sent you back again —He sent me back
to the station ; a sentry was placed over me till 5
o'clock, or about 5 o'clock, and I was then taken down

to the wharf and dismissed by the brigadier.
2886. Was any charge made against you at any
time while you were in custody ?—None whatever.
2887. Neither at the beginning, middle, or end ?—
No, none whatever. As I was being discharged,
Mr. Ramsay said to me, “This will teach you to sup
press evidence in future.” I asked him what evidence
I had suppressed; he said “Not a word.”
2888. Do you mean that he did not say anything,
or that he used that expression ?—I asked him what

-

and-so ""—No, he cursed me.

I do not remember

what he said exactly.
2895. Did not he say at the same time, “You are
a cursed fellow, you have done this, that, or the other?”
—He did not.

2896. Are you sure of that ?—I am quite sure he
did not.

2897. He never told you anything as to why he
took you into custody ?—He never told me anything.
2898. Did you ask him 2–I could not face him he
was so violent.

2899. You did not say to him, “Why are you
doing this?”—I could not.
2900. Because of the 12 lashes —I verily believe
had I spoken to him or resisted him, I should have
been flogged or shot, his manner was so very violent.
2901. Where is your store ?—It is Cater-corner to
the police station ; that is, the opposite corner, running
aCr()SS.

2902. Is that all you have to state 2—I saw Mr.
Earl flogged.
2903. Who is he 2–Book-keeper at the Belvedere
estate.

2904. When did you see that ?—Previous to my
ill treatment by Mr. Ramsay.
2905. How long before that ?—Perhaps two or
three days.
2906. What did you see done to him 2–I saw him
receive 12 lashes. He had been standing just
opposite the police station. There were two book
keepers together, himself and brother, book-keeper to
Mr. Fitzgerald, of Oxford estate; they were told to
separate.

2907. By whom ?—By Mr. Ramsay. Fitzgerald
came into my store and Earl remained there for a few
minutes. He was asked by a policeman, “Were you
not told to move off.” He was moving off to his lodging
just at the corner of the police station ; he had to go

up by the police station, and in doing so he was called
back and tied up to the column, and received 12 lashes.

evidence I had suppressed, and he said to me, “Not

I saw him flogged, and I called him into my store and

a word.”

dressed his back.

2889. Meaning that you should hold your tongue 2
—Yes.

E. Gentle.

2890. As much as to say, “Don’t speak 2"—Yes.
2891. Did you receive the 12 lashes 2–No.
2892. You received nothing, except that you were
in custody ?—Yes.
2893. At the time he struck you on the neck and
collared you, did not he tell you something against
you that brought him to you ?—Nothing whatever.
2894. Did he never say, “I come here to see so

2908. Is Mr. Earl a white or black man —A fair

coloured man.
The witness withdrew.

Edwin GENTLE (a coloured man) sworn and examined.
2921. What was that a store of 2–It was a store of
2009. Do you live in Spanish Town 3–Yes.
dry goods, powder and cutlasses, and ironmongery,
2910. And are you a master builder —Yes:
2911. Do you remember being at Bath on the 12th and a post-office was kept there.
October last 2—I was.

2922. Did they bring the things out from the store?

2912. I believe you were engaged under Mr. Price,
the architect, in superintending some building work?

—They took several things from the store.

—Yes.

There were several of them ; I do not know the exact

2913. On that day, the 12th October, at Bath, did

2923. How many were there, do you suppose?—
number that entered there.

I saw them with boxes

you see any people come into the town as rioters ?— of shirts and other things.
2924. Do you know Mr. Ford's store ?—That is the
I did.
2914. What amount in number did you see ?–I
think about 100.

2915. What time of the day was that ?—I cannot

say the exact hour, but I think it was about 10 or 11,
or between 10 and 11.

2916. In the morning 2–In the morning.
2917. Were they armed –Yes, I saw them with
cutlass, stick, and one man with a gun.

store I am speaking of.
2925. Is that the same as the one near Lieutenant

Hall's house 2–No, Lieutenant Hall's is the

other

way, at the back of the church.
3926. You were asked about Lieutenant Hall's
•

house, did you see anything with respect to that?Yes, I saw the rioters go to his house.

2927. And what did they do there 2–I was incor
2918. Do you know Lieutenant Hall's house at rect, that is the same they went to.
-

Bath?—I do.

2928. You said something about Ford's store, did

2919. Were you near there when anything was done you also notice Andrew Marks' store?—Yes.
to it?—I was about 200 yards from it.

2929. Was anything done by the rioters to that *-

2920. What happened with respect to that house ?
—They entered the store and took several things

Yes.

from it.

out, and bottles, as well as salt provisions.

2930. What 2–Several casks of liquor were taken
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station. Mr. Ramsay says, “Hang those two;” and SIXTH DAY
the bluejackets said, “Yes, sir.”
2968. Did you see them hung after that was E. Gentle.
stated 2–Yes, they were carried down.
30 Jan. 1866
2969. Was that all you saw with regard to their
being hung 2–Yes.
2970. You were not present at any trial?–No,
they were not tried,
2971. How do you know that?—Because they were
brought down from Bath.

3981. Did you go into the woods or bush from
Bath?—I did.
2932. When was that ?—That

-

was on the Thurs

day; I went to a property called Bacon Hill.
§33, Is that near Bath —Near Bath.
2034. What led you to do that ?—I was afraid of
the rioters having come into Bath and I went away;
several of us went away, having seen them entering
the town of Bath.

2035. Did many others accompany you ?–Yes,

2972. Where they men that you had brought —

several others.

No, they were not men I had brought.
2973. When were they brought from Bath 2–They
were brought down that same evening,
2974. Did you see them come in 2–Yes. I was
there when they came in.
2975. Brought by whom 2–Brought by the Ma

2936. Who were they –Capt. Hitchins' daughter

was one, and a man called Bruce, the bandmaster of
the Volunteers, and his wife.
2937. Was there more than one lady ?—Mrs.
IIitchins went with us.

2038. Do you remember any more ?—Mrs. Duffius.
2939. How long did you remain in the woods –I
remained there until the Friday evening.

Toons.

2976. And how long after they were brought by

2940. With the parties you have mentioned —I do

the Maroons was it, you say, that you saw them

not know that the other parties were there because
we were not together; we were not at one place.

hung —Well, it was not more than a quarter of an
hour.

2941. Did you go to different places then –Yes.

2977. Had you seen them all the time, from the
time they were brought in till the time they were

2942. While you were at Bath and the men were
there, did you hear anything said by any of the

hung —Yes.

rioters about the Court-house 2–No ; I heard the

2978. And you positively state that no inquiry
took place —No inquiry whatever ; when they were
taking them away Mr. Lake said, “Stop a little, let

people say that the rioters were going to burn down
the Court-house that evening.
2943. But you did not hear the rioters themselves
make any remark about it?—A lady whose lodging I

“ me get their names.”
2979. Who is Mr. Lake 2–A reporter; and Mr.
Ford was also present.

was in said so.

2980. When you were there 2–Yes.
2981. That you say was on Thursday, the 18th –

2944. When you came out from the woods, were
you sworn in as a special constable —I was.

2945. On what day was that ?—That was on the

Yes.

Saturday.

2982. Was that all you saw with regard to execu

2946. The 14th of October ?—Yes.

2941. And in the capacity of special constable, did
Youtake up any prisoners ?—I did.

tions on that day ?–On that day, yes–no, before

2948. Where did you take them to ?—I took them
to Mr. Kirkland, the magistrate in Bath.
2949. Did you go to Morant Bay with them 2–I

that I saw, I think, 18 hung ; there were 17 men, and
one woman called Mary Ward, hung.
2983. Where were they hung —They were hung
in the Parade, opposite the Court-house.
2984. At Morant Bay –Yes, they were tried by

did, on the Monday.

Court-martial.

2950. Did you continue at Morant Bay until the
17th —I did.

: That would be the Wednesday?—The Wed

2985. Were you present —I was present when
they were tried.

hèSúay.

2932. Did you see anybody executed at Morant
Bay —I did, I saw Marshall executed.
* Do you know his other name —No, I do

2986. All of them –Yes.

2987. Were the public admitted then 2–Yes.
2988. Or were you there as a special constable 2
—No, I went up as a witness; I was called there as
a witness.

*0t.

%934. What was Marshall 2–He was a brown
Iſlän,

2989.
as it the same day that Marshall was
flogged that the two men you speak of were hung —
No.

º, What was he in business?—I cannot say.
%. Had you never seen him before ?–No, I do

2990. Marshall was flogged and hanged, do you
say?–Yes.

nºt remember that I had.

*śī. Before he was hung, did you see him suffer

* else?—He was flogged

on a gun, at the

rt,

2991. But it was not the same day as that on
which the two men were hung —No ; I think that

would be the second or third day; it was not the same
as Marshall was hung.

º, Do you know Mr. Ramsay ?—I do.
2992. Which was first 2–Marshall was hung on
* Washe there?—Yes, he was there.
the
Tuesday and taken down on the Wednesday even.
* While the flogging was going on, did
he was hanging from one day till the next even
*all lo or say anything?—I did not hear him ing,
ing; he was hung up for two days.
* Anything.
*l. What did he do?–He turned his head this

Yº and Mr. Ramsay said, “He grinned at me, take
“ºn and hang him.”

ãº

2993.
Youand
sayhung
it was
on the Tuesdayy that Mar
was
flogged
7–Yes.
Marshall
2994. That was on the same Tuesd ay

that you got

* Was that done when Ramsay so said –It in there?—I went in on the Monday and this was on
the Tuesday.
** He was taken up and hung.
* Who did that?—it was done by the sailors;
2995. That would be on the 17th; was it th

º
&

*Nºte
called the bluejackets.
$64. After that, were you sworn as a Volunteer?
- wº, by Capt. Ford.

-

º
*2

*

º, On the 18th, Thursday, were you present at
**gºing?—Yes, I was, at the police station.
*6. Who were flogged on that day, while you

**
*

#!”

tº

*
!-There were several persons flogged ;
(...) * that was flogged got 50 lashes by order

".that the two men were brought in by the M.;
—N 0.

- -

2996. Then how was it?–Marshall was hung on
the Tuesday and on the Wednesday these
men were

brought in.

2997. Which men — The two th
they were brought in with several

º:

flogged; it was on the Wednesday that these t Were
º . “may, and some had 25 ; I do not know the were hung.
Se UWO men
ºlity
of
them.
2998.
The
next
day
to
Marshall
2–Yes.
* Were you present at any executions?–Yes; the Tuesday that Marshall was in *Sº it; was on
** two men standing on the side of the hanging up on the Wednesday.
8, and he was
-

I
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2999. You mean to say his body was not cut down?
—No, not till the Wednesday.
3000. Then it was on the Wednesday that the two
men were brought in by the Maroons, and were hung
within a quarter of an hour, you having seen them

3032. And what soldiers ?–Six.

3033. Under the command of whom ?–Captain
Adcock.

3034. Then you say there was Mr. Astwood, what
was he doing — He was with the troops of Kingston.
3035. Volunteers ?—Volunteers.

there all the time —Yes.

3001. Upon which occasion you say no inquiry or
trial at all took place —No inquiry or trial at all; it
was after the Court-martial, there was a Court-martial
on that day, but it was after the Court-martial had
adjourned.

3002. That they were brought in 2–Yes.
3003. Do you know whether those two men were
tried elsewhere or not?—I am not aware that they
were tried at all.

3004. At any rate all you can say is, that from the
time you saw them brought in by the Maroons until
the time they were hung, you saw no trial *—No.
3005. And that time you make about 15 minutes ?
—Yes, thereabouts.
3006. At the Police-office —Yes, at the Police
-

office ; the reason I say that is because that is the
place where the Court-martial was held at Golden
Grove and at Morant Bay, for that district, the Court
martial was not held anywhere else.

3007. You were at Morant Bay on the Wednesday 2
—Yes.

3036. How many of them were there 2–I don't
know exactly.
3037. A dozen P-More than that.

3038. What were you doing there 2–I was a
Volunteer.

3039. In what corps were you ?—I was under
Captain Ford.
3040. Well, these two men you say were tied to
trees and shot ?—No, one was shot ; two were put up
to be shot, but one was taken away and flogged ; he
got 50 lashes; the other was ordered to be shot.
304 I. Who ordered him to be shot 2–Captain
Ford.

I believe Captain Ford got the orders some

where else, because he came out and said they were
to be shot.

*

-

"

-

3042. Had he any paper ?—No.
3043.
How
he shot ?—By eight Volunteers;
they
loaded
andwas
fired.
3044. How far off were they when they fired 2–
s

About the distance of from here to that wall.

3045. Did they fire by word of command 2–By

3008. Just repeat what you say Mr. Ramsay said
when he ordered these two men to be hung up ; and

word of command.

the blue jackets did it?—He said, “Hang those two.”

Ford.

3009. You say they were standing at the side –
They were on the east side of the station.
– 3010. Was that all he said –Yes, “Hang those

two " He had a paper in his hand and he said,
“Hang those two,” while he was flogging the rest.
3011. What was that paper ?—I cannot say.
3012. Did he look at it 2–He had it in his hands.
3013. Did he look at it — Yes.

3.014. Before he ordered them to be hung —He

had it during the time they were togging the rest, all
the time in his hand.

-

3015. Was he looking at it at the time he said,
“Hang those two f"—Well, I can't exactly say whe
ther he was looking at it.

3016. Did you, on the Saturday after the Wed
nesday you have been speaking of, leave Morant Bay
and go to Golden Grove —I did.
3017. Were you marched with a company of sol
diers in command of Captain Ford –Yes.
3018. Was Lieutenant Adcock there –Yes, and
Mr. Astwood.

3046. Who gave the word of command 2–Captain
3047. How long had you been at Leith Hall before
the executions by shooting took place 2–1 arrived at
Leith Hall before the rest of the company came up ;
I was there about an hour.

3048. Had Captain Ford been there with you ?—
No, I arrived at Leith Hall before Captain Ford.
3049. An hour before him 2–Yes.

3050. After he arrived, how long passed before the
men were shot *—I think about half an hour.

3051. Were you present all the time in company
of Captain Ford *—I can't exactly say it was half an
hour, because I had not a watch, but I think about
that.

30.52. I understood you to say that the men who
were tied to the trees were brought from the custody
of constables at Leith Hall ?–Yes.

3053. And were there at the time you arrived 2–
** *

Yes.

-*.**
-

3054. Were you in the company of Captain Ford
all the time after he reached Leith Hall 2–Yes.

3055. In his presence —Yes.

3019. At what time did you reach Golden Grove on
the Saturday ?—Between 5 and 6 o'clock.
3020. Did you pass by Leith Hall —Yes, we went
into Leith Hall,
3021. What was the state of Leith Hall ?––We saw

several prisoners there then.
3022. In whose custody ?–In custody of some con

3056. Was there any inquiry, any charge against
the men in custody ?—Not that I know of; I did not
hear it : Captain Ford was with the company, but
Mr. Astwood and Captain Adcock were in the
house.

3023. What was the state of Leith Hall ?—I went

3057. You do not know what they were doing
during that half hour 2–No.
3058. How came you to march and arrive an hour
before Captain Ford, and the company 2–Because

into the book-keepers premises, and I went into the

we went in carts ; there were several carts at Golden

overseer's house.

Grove to take the men there.

3024. Did you go into the Hall itself?—Yes.
3025. Was it pillaged —No, I did not see that ;
there were about 10 or 12 men there, protecting

occasion ?—Some carts took four men, some five, and

some three, according to the luggage that the cart

the property.

had.

stables.

3026. What happened there ; did you see any one
there 2–Yes, I saw two men brought out and tied to

a tree, one to each tree, and the Volunteers ordered
out to fire at them, to shoot them.

3027. Of whom was this company you marched
with composed, were they Volunteers ?—Captain Ford
was captain of the the Volunteers.
3028. How many Volunteers were there 2–I can
not say exactly the number.
3029. Where there many Volunteers ?—There were
many.

3030. Were there any soldiers ?—There were 32
Volunteers altogether.
3031. Under the command of Captain Ford 2–
Yes.

-

*

3059. How many of you went together on this

3060. Then you were on the baggage guard 2–
Yes.

3061. Is that what you mean to say ?—They had
a quantity of luggage.
3062. Why did not you march with your com
pany ?—We were sent on with the carts to Leith
Hall, to wait there for the rest.

3063. As a guard to the carts 2–Yes.
3064. Who was in command of this party with the
carts —There were several of the Volunteers.
3065. Who was in command 2–No officer was

come just then.

3066. Was there any non-commissioned officer —
No, there was no non-commissioned officer appointed,
until we arrived at Golden Grove.
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5067. How many of you Volunteers were sent on
with the carts —I think about four of us.
3068. And you were there about an hour before
the rest of the body arrived –Yes.

shoot this person, how were they standing—were

3060. Did all the earts march together –No:
after we left Leith Hall they did.

arms.

5010. But going on to Leith Hall, you did not all

3098, when the Volunteers were called upon to SIXTH DAY.
there so many men?–Yes.

--

-

3100. Did you ever get any?–Yes, when I arrived
at Golden Grove; several of the Volunteers had no
arms till we arrived at Golden Grove.

Captain Ford —Yes.
3072. And you left Leith Hall the same day?—

leave Harbour Head –Yes."

3073. Did you go to a place called Harbourhead

-

3099, Did you shoot any yourself?–No, I had no sojan isºs.

march together ?–No.
3071. You arrived in the cart about an hour before

Yes,

E. Gºd.

-

-

3101. After burning these two houses did you

3102. And proceeded towards Golden Grove?—Yes:
3103. And there you remained during the Sunday?
—Yes.

3104. Did anything occur until the Monday?—

—Yes.

3074. What distance is that from Leith Hall?—I

Nothing until the Monday.

3105. What do you say happened on the Monday ?

think about a mile and a half or two miles.

3075. Is that in the direction of Golden Grove :
—Yes,

3076. Did anything take place there 2–Yes.
3077, What?—When we called at Harbourhead,
we saw a man standing at his gate; I think his name
was Mitchell he was leaning on his gate; and Captain
Adcock gave the word to halt; we all stopped, and
he said, “This fellow looks d
d suspicious.”

On the Monday there were several people flogged.

3106. Did you see Mr. Harrison there 2–Yes.
3107. Was he in company with Lieutenant Adcock?
-Yes.
3.108. How many people did you see flogged on the
Monday ?–I think about 40.
3109. Were you present at any of the inquiries or

trials with respect to any of them —There were no

3079, Did he point to the man at the gate 2–Yes,

trials; they were all brought out from the mill-house
where the soldiers were guarding them, to the

he said, “Any one of you know this man, can any of
you identify this man!” No one could. We all said, no

back part of the house, with their hands tied behind
them, yoked together, two men yoked together with a

3078. Which fellow 2–Mitchell.

we did not know the man. He said “Rear advance.”

rope; all the Volunteers consisted of the overseers

The rear advanced, and one of the Volunteers, whose

and book-keepers, and they were called out to identify

name was Sigismund Depass, said, “I know him, sir,

any one that they knew, and as fast as they said, “I

" he was one of the men among the rest at Bowden,
“I saw him with a cutlass in his hand.” The Captain

see that man, he was one,” he was ordered to get flogged.
31.10. Who ordered him to be flogged 2–Captain

then gave orders to tie him and shoot him.
3080, Captain Ford *—No Captain Adcock.

Adcock.

3111. Where was Captain Ford all this time —

3081. He is a lieutenant is he not ?–Yes, but he

present too, and Doctor Morris.

was called so.

3082. What did he say?—“Tie him and shoot

him." He was tied then to a tree in his yard, and
shot;

eight men

Captain Ford was present, and Mr. Astwood was

were called out to shoot him.

3112. Who flogged them; who inflicted the punish
ment —The soldiers of the Sixth.
31.13. Not the Volunteers –The soldiers

3083. What eight men were they —Volunteers,

generally

came up to the barracks and said, “Any of you chaps

and whilst he was lingering shaking on the tree,

want a job, something to be done?” and whoever liked

Sigismund Depass loaded his gun and went to his

to have it, well and good.
3114. We are now upon Monday, the 23rd, when

head.

3084. Then they did not kill him 2–No, he was

you go" tº Golden Grove you saw 40 persons flogged:
now, on that day, you are asked who flogged any of

struggling.
3085. A

-

...

3085. And somebody went and put him out of his
misery —Yes; then the others began to set the
hºuse on fire; his wife was bawling, and another old
lady.
3086. Whose wife are you speaking of ?—Mitchell's
*

vie; at least she said she was the wife of Michell.
3087. Where was she –She was in the yard.
3088. At Leith Hall —No, in Mitchell's yard,

the 40 °–The Sixth.
ºf la 2

:…

3.115. The soldiers of the Sixth *—Yes.
3116. Did they flog all the 40 –Yes, and the
Volunteers; I say the soldiers generally came up and
asked who would like to assist them in doing it.
31.17. Do you mean on that day —On that day
and every day else.

31 18. Do not talk of any other day than the one

we are inquiring about 3–On that day, yes.
3119. The soldiers came and asked the Volunteers

where Mitchell was shot.

3089. What is Harbour Head –It is a village

what –If any one would like to take a job.
3.120. What at flogging –Yes, at flogging.

with several houses.

*90. And was this a small house where the gate

3121. Where were the Volunteers and soldiers 2

** at which the man was standing 2–Yes, the house
*inside, and he was at the gate.
3ºl. Then you left that same evening –No, we

They were all in one barracks.
3122. But were they not present on parade when

the flogging took place –Yes, the Volunteers were

*the house on fire, then ; we were ordered to set the

present when the flogging took place.

houses on fire.

3123. And who else —The soldiers.

-

* How many –We set two houses on fire.
3093. How many houses were there in the place :

3124. Then both were present 2–Yes.
31.25. But you say they went to the barracks and

-There were some more houses at the back, but the

ked
":".

two houses that
fire
Mitchell's
houses s that were set fire to were Mitchells

#" en to the soldiers to prepare their cats, and the

r
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r

: Anyone else's:--No.
i. Were they both Mitchell's houses *-Yes, he
º in one and his

mother in the other.

*96. Who set the houses on fire –The Volun-

* and the soldiers of the Sixth ; one of the
*** was burnt by the Sixth, and one by the

"unteers; we were all ordered to set the place on
* : *Very place we went to, some of the men were
ºrdered to set places a-light.

*7. Did you set fire to any houses —Yes, I did
**me as the other Volunteers.

if anyone would lik

yº

die

º

iob –
* * job
—The order was

went up to the officers' barracks to take the orders,

then they came up to our barracks and said they were
going to ſlºg (the two barracks are not together),
and asked if any one would take a partin doing it.
3126. But on this occasion, when 40 people were
flogged, were the Volunteers and soldiers drawn

up

on parade; were you present 2–I was present.
3127. As what?–As a Volunteer under arms.
3128. How many were there?–Almost the whole
company, with the exception of those that were going
to flog.
-

3129. Who flogged these 40 people?—The soldiers
and Volunteers.
--I 2
-
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3130. How many of the Volunteers?—I cannot
say exactly now, sometimes they were two and some
times they were four, but upon that day we were
under arms, for there was a quantity of people brought
out on that day, and that was the only day that we
were under arms.

3131. That was on the Monday ?—On the Monday
the prisoners were put up, and we surrounded them

work, and remained in the negro houses, he would flog
them because no lawyer could come there and interfere
with him.

3163. Who said that?—Captain Ford, he said there

was neither lawyer, nor magistrates now, and if they
did not go to work, if they were found in their negro
houses, he would flog them ; those were the people
then in the field.

3164. That was regulating the management of the

there.

3132. Just attend ; on this Monday, you, the Volun
teers, were in one barracks —Yes.
3133. And the soldiers were in another ?–No ; the
soldiers and Volunteers were in one barracks, the

sixth regiment and Volunteers were in one barracks.
3.134. Who were in

the other barracks 3–The

officers and troops.
3135. What troops ?—The troops of Kingston,
under the command of Captain Ford; the Troopers.
3136. When did you on the morning of the Monday
first hear of any flogging going to take place —It
was in the evening, not in the morning. The Volun
-

teers went out to Duckenfield and returned back in

the evening, and after they returned back then the
flogging took place.

3137. Was that the first time you heard a flogging
was going to take place —Yes.
3.138. Were you then ordered out on parade *—
Yes.
3139. And the soldiers and the Volunteers who

were in the barracks together went out on the parade *
—Yes.

estate 2—Yes.

3.165. You were dismissed at the end of three weeks,
were you not ?—I was on leave.
3166. You went away ?—Yes.
3167. Did you go to Morant Bay?—I went to
Morant Bay.
3.168. What happened to you when you got there?
—I arrived at Morant Bay on the Tuesday night.

3169. What Tuesday was that ?—I really do not
know the date.
3170. Would it be in the month of November 2–

Yes, it was in the month of November.

3171. When you got to Morant Bay on leave, did
anything happen to you ?—I rode a horse that was
given to me as a Volunteer, and I came on to Bath,
and the master of the horse saw it and asked me to
take care of it for him ; we generally press a horse
wherever we find it when we are ordered out. The
master of the horse was a Mr. Moon. I arrived at

Morant Bay that evening ; I went up to Sergeant
McKenzie, the senior sergeant, to ask him for two
bundles of grass. He said, “Yes, you can have four
“ bundles if you wish it, and a boy will carry it for

3140. To be present at the flogging 2–Yes.
3.141. Then when do you say on that day the

“ you.” When I went in I saw a soldier of the Sixth
who knew me, and asked what I wanted.
I told

soldiers came and asked the Volunteers to assist in the

him. He said I could get the grass but I could not
get a boy to carry it. A policeman came up and told
me that the horse belonged to a man called Dacres,
who was sent to Potosi ; I said I knew nothing about
that, I had pressed it as a Volunteer. However, he

flogging —That evening, just before the flogging took
lace.

3142. Was that just before you were ordered out
on parade –Yes, before we went out on parade.
3143. You say you marched in from Duckenfield

that day ?—I did not go to Duckenfield.
3.144. But the troops did —Yes.
3145. Well, after this, was the parade dismissed ?—
Yes.

3146. Then what took place 2—Then the soldiers
came and told us they were going to flog, and asked
who would take a hand in doing it ; after that the

cats were prepared, and Captain Ford sent his orders
that the Volunteers were to be under arms to be

marched on to the great house, and the prisoners were
then there, and the flogging commenced.

3147. When they came and asked if the Volunteers
would like to assist, did any Volunteer offer to assist?

could have it, as I did not want it then. He said,
“ Very well, but I shall first know whether the horse

“ is really the same horse or not.” Whilst I was
talking to him he said, “You had better speak to the
“ inspector, and if this is the horse, he will give you
“ one to go back to Golden Grove.” I said, “No, I
“ will not say anything to the inspector; I want to
“ have nothing to do with him.”
3.172. What inspector was that ?–Mr. Ramsay :
while I was talking to the policeman, Mr. Ramsay put
his head out and said, “Who is that talking there?”
I said, “Me, sir.” He said, “Who?” I said, “Gentle.”
He said, “Gentle from St. John's 2 "

I said, “No,

3154. Did you go to a place called Holland f-Yes.

Gentle from Spanish Town.” He said, “Come here,
I want you.” I went into the station. I saw a police
man sitting on the step at the entrance; he said, “You
had better not go up.” I said, “The inspector called
me.” He said, “You had better not go up, wait.” I
heard him say again “Where is that fellow * I said,
“I am coming, sir,” and as I said I was coming, he
came to the steps and said, “How dare you come in
here with your hat on.” I said, “I did not, sir, I had
not my hat on when I came in,” he said “You did,
sir,” I’said, “I did not.” He said, “McKenzie, take
him and give him a dozen.” He took me to the post to
the Piazza and tied me to the post ; and whilst they
were tying me McKenzie said, “Beg him.” I said
“Inspector, if I have done you any wrong, I beg your

3155. And to Duckenfield 2–Yes.

pardon ; I would not do anything to offend you.” He

3.156. To Amity Hall 2–Yes.
3157. To Hordley —Yes.

said “Give him another dozen.”

—Yes.

-

3148. Who 2–I can tell one, the overseer at Hol

land, Sergeant Stewart.
3149. Who else —There were about two others,
but I do not know their names ; they were two book
keepers; I know Stewart was one.
3150. That was on the Monday, was it 2–Yes.
3151. Did you continue at Golden Grove for three
weeks 2—I did.

3152. Doing service as a Volunteer ?—As a Volun
teer.

3153. During that period had you to visit the
estates near Golden Grove —Yes.

3158. To Wheelersfield 2–Yes.

3159. And to Plantain Garden River estate 2–Yes.
3160. Were those on different days 2–0n different
days'; the days we went to Amity Hall, we went to
Hordley the same day.
3161. Then you took those two on the same day?—
Yes, and we went to Wheelersfield on the same day.
3162. What for *-For the purpose of calling up
the labourers from the field. Captain Ford called
them up from the field and gave them a charge, telling
them what they were to do ; if they did not go to.

3173. But you had not had any then 2—Not at that
time. He said “Give him another dozen, and if he
says any more give him another dozen again.” Then

they tied my hands to the post, tied my feet, and took
off my jacket, shirt, and flannel, tied me with a rope
across my back to the post, and then I was flogged,
and whilst he was flogging me he said “I wish to God

I could get a few of these Spanish Town lawyers here
I would give them the same, a d

d set of rascals.”

3174. How many lashes did you get 2—Two dozen.
After they had done, he said to the policeman, “Put
“ on his shirt and take him to the prison and tell
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a McPherson to keep him there till I choose to
a release him,” which they did.
3.175. How long were you there?—Four days.
3,76. Have you told us all that you said before

Ramsay put his head out of the window, and called

“ Penitentiary, to Mr. Shaw ; you will be a very good
“ hand there.”

SIXTH DAY.

I remained there four days, and was
E. Gentle.

released by Captain Astwood ; he gave me a pass ;
he recognised me then, and knew I was a Volunteer.
3178. Is that all you have to tell us?—There were

30 Jan. 1866.
---

several persons present when I was flogged; there

on to him?—Yes.

3177. And all that you said to him after he did
that?—Yes, that was all I said. Next morning he

came to the prison. He said, “Where is that fellow
* Gentle.” I was called out, and he said, “Double,
d
a sir; attention. Hold up your head, you d
a rascal; I think you would be a very good hand for
a Mr. Shaw, at the Penitentiary; I will keep you till

* everything is over, and then I will send you to the

was Andrew Marks, a Volunteer.

3179. Was he a Volunteer of your corps ?—No, the
other corps ; another man, a volunteer of my corps,
named Brooks, a book-keeper on Golden Grove
estate, was also present.
3180. Who inflicted the lashes 3–Serjeant Wright.

3181. What is he 2—A serjeant of police ; Serjeant
McKenzie counted them.

º

The witness withdrew.

EMILY FRASER (a coloured woman) sworn and examined.
$182. Did you live next door to Mr. Cooke's
rºtoty?—Yes.
$183, Did you see the rector when he was in
his buggy, apparently wounded, coming home 2–
-

Yes,

3|84. Did you go out at that time —Yes, I just
Tân Qui.

#18). Did you see any of the mob advancing 7–
When Iran out to Mr. Cooke's son.

º You ran to where his son

was, did you ?—

E. Fraser.

the bridge a gang of people say, “Stop him, stop him,
kill him.” I ran up to them, and said, “Don’t kill
him, I beg forgive,” and he ran past me. I followed
him a little way; I knew he was going to the Rectory.
A great gang came, and he turned back ; he was
going to pitch down a precipice to break his neck, and
Iran up to him saying, “You will break your neck;

º

*

fall back, if you don't you will break your neck.”
3190. Do you know the name of that gentleman?
—It was Baron Alfred.

es.

$187. What did you see going on there —I saw

Mr. Coºke on the ground lying down ; I called him.
He answered me and said, “Do Milly, liſt me.”
$188, Did you see anything done to him, or had the

3191. You helped him into a buggy and he got
away ?–Yes, seeing him going to the Rectory I ran
back to Mr. Arthur Cooke, and I never left him till

dark, and then I begged another woman to help me

Peºple all gone at that time —When I ran to him, I

lift him, and we carried him into the bush.

stººd over him ; the people came back again.
318). What did they do?—They said, “Are you
standing there crying for this white man * we shall
"kill you and put you by the side of him.” I walked

the people running and saying, “Buckra kill, buckra
kill ; kill everyone.” I was in the bush with him till
nearly 8 o'clock.

ºf a little, and then I came back again and called
him. Some man came with a sword and said, “If you
lºſt confine yourself to your house I will run you

Mr. Cooke; he was not dead yet.

..

I heard

3192. With whom do you mean *—With young
He said, “Milly

give me a little water.” When I came up the road Î
did not see any crowd ; I came back with another

"through." I begged him not to cut him up ; I took

woman, and we pick him up and we carry him to the

ºf my landkerchief from my head and tied it over
# and when they came up again I took it away.

Rectory ; the buggy came and I told them to take him
to Mr. Parn ther's.

lºgged them, “Dºn’t cut him up any more.” Several

3.193. And he died very shortly —Yes; the man

"ºn there say, “Kill him, yes; kill him, yes.” I
* “For God's sake, don't cut him up any more.”
*ºn came last when I was standing over him, and
*ºne, using my name, “If you don't move off I
Mºllyou, and pit you by the side of him.” Then

that came up to me last said, “I will make you know
its two hind feet until it was dead; it cost 10l. IOs. ;
it died directly.

* Why, and when I looked round he was chopping

3.194. You did not see that done, did you ?—No,

* I returned back, and his head was smashed up.

but I know the man who did it; it was the last man
who came to me. When the man-of-war came in the

--

yourself for crying for buckra,” and next morning the
rebels went to where I had got a horse and chopped
-

---

-

º

ºn to cry out and begged, “Don’t kill him, don't
"him no more." I then walked off again, and I

º

-

*

-

men were coming to me with sticks and cutlasses, but
-

**while man come running, and when he came to

the soldiers landed and they ran away and left me.

The witness withdrew.
--- -

Edwin GENTLE recalled and further examined.

...E. Gentle.

-

* -

-

* You stated that you were present at the Ramsay said, “Hang those two.” Mr. Lake said,

º ºf two men

who were brought in by the

*...* and executed by Ramsay —Yes.

* You saw them brought in 2–Yes.

sº You saw that within a quarter of an hour of

º: brought in they were hung 2—As far as I
Tige,
º wº they in your sight during the whole of
º

º: *—I was present when the barrels were put

*Places and the bolt was fixed.

“Stop a little, let me take their names.”

-

3202. Is Mr. Lake here 2—I do not know if he is
here; he is a reporter,

3203. Do you mean any of the gentlemen who are
here 2 – No; I saw that gentleman (pointing to
Mr. Foung) in Morant Bay, but I do not know
whether he was present on that occasion ; I did not
see him at the station.

º Just answer the question ; you were present

3204. He is not the person you refer to ?—No,
Mr. Lake is the person; I do not see him here. When

º them from the time when they were brought

Mr. Ramsay said “Hang those two,” I did not see

in

** were hung?—I was present till the time this gentleman ; in fact, I could not see everybody,

º *Put up ; the moment they were put up I
From the time they were brought in till they
º
º put º the gallows you saw them —Yes.
* You said that Mr. Lake was present 2–He

*nt at the station; I do not know if he went
**ws; he was at the station when Inspector

lº

because while these things were going on people were
so frightened.
3205. Who were the persons who put them on the

barrels 7–It was done by the blue jackets ; but I did
not see the barrels kicked away.
3206. You said before that you saw them hung, but
you mean to say that you saw them put up —Yes,
I 3

-
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3225. How do you know that these people had not
they were tied with their hands behind them before
been tried ?–Because they were taken out afterwards
they left the station.
3207. You saw the ropes put on their necks, and and tried, and some of them were hung.
3226. Some of those were tried afterwards, after
they were put on the barrels before you left —Yes,
3208. What became of you when they were put on they had been flogged by Ramsay when he visited the
prison ; can you mention any person to whom that
the barrels 2—I went into Mr. Copeland's store.
3209. Before you went to the store did you see happened —Yes, I can ; one person, a man named
them hanging by the rope —I saw the topes round William Thomas.
their necks, but I never saw them suspended.

3210. All you saw was that they were standing on
the barrels with the ropes round their necks —Yes,
3211. The last you saw was that they were on the
barrels with the rope round their necks, but you never
saw them hanging by the rope ; they were not sus
pended ?–I never saw them suspended.

3212. How long did you remain in the store ?—
—Some time, but I did not come out again to see
them suspended,
3213. How long about 2 – Not more than about five
minutes.

3227. When was he flogged 7–On the Wednesday
I think.

I went in on the Tuesday.

3228. Was that before or after you were flogged:
It was after I was flogged.

3229. How long —The next morning.
3230. On the 8th November he was flogged 3–
Yes.

-

3231. When was he hung —I do not know that
he was hung.

3232. You told us he was hung —No ; I said he
was tried afterwards.

There is a lane that leads down to the parade where

3233. No ; you said tried and hung, and I asked
you the names of any persons who were flogged and
hung afterwards 2—I said one Richard Thomas; he

they were hung, and in that lane is the store : it is

was tried.

3214. When you came out what did you see –
at the corner.

I turned into the store, and came out

3234. You said William just now —The next one
is Richard Clarke.

the next store, and went on to my lodgings.
3215. You did not come on to the ground again that

evening 2—No.

º

BEFORE

I forgot to state when I was here

3235. You were asked for the names of persons

that whilst I was in prison several persons were

who were flogged first, and hung afterwards –Yes,
3936. Were there any such persons --Richard

flogged, when Mr. Stewart was present on one occa

Thomas.

sion. Inspector Stewart one morning was present
when several were flogged without being tried.

3237. You said William, and you said you did not
know whether he was hung —Richard Clarke was

3216. Where was that ?–In the prison.
3217. At Morant Bay ?—Yes.
3218. When was that ?–On the Friday before I
got my discharge on the Saturday. M-Glashan was
there on the Saturday. Inspector Stewart was there
on the one occasion when they were flogged without
trial. Inspector Ramsay generally came down every
morning at 6 o'clock, and flogged as many as he
thought proper during the time I was there.
3219. When were you discharged —I have not
got my pass now ; I have given it up to Mr. Gaunt
let, a lawyer's clerk.
3220. He is in Spanish Town, is he 3–He is ; I
mean during the time I was in prison.
3221. You say Ramsay came down every morning?
—And flogged several people without being tried,

flogged,
3238. When was he flogged 2–1 do not remember
the date.
*

3239. How long after you were flogged 2–Either
Wednesday or Thursday.
32.40. That would be on the 9th or 10th – I was

so frightened I could not keep dates.
3241. That would be on the 9th November 3–
Yes.

3242. How long afterwards was he hung —He
was not hung, but discharged after being tried.

3243. You keep on telling us that he was flogged
first, and then hung —No.

3244. You did distinctly.

Now, just attend, Was

anybody flogged in the prison where you were, and
afterwards hung –No, I do not know of any. Some

and on one occasion Mr. Stewart was there.

were tried afterwards, and others were not tried at

3222. How do you know they were not tried ?–
Because they generally took them out of prison to

hung.

all.

If I was in prison I could not see who was

3245. These people sentenced by Ramsay to be

try them.

3223. How do you know they were not tried ?—I
am quite certain they were not tried.
3224. How do you know 2–Because those persons
who were tried were not returned to the prison.

They were taken at 12 o'clock.

flogged, did you see them flogged 2–Yes; I saw him

flog some every morning. Some were tried after
wards, amongst them Richard Clarke, or not tried at
all, but flogged in the prison without being tried. I
could not see any one hung, because I was in prison.

The witness withdrew.

R. Clarke.

RICHARD CLARKE (a black) sworn and examined.
3246. Do you live in Spanish Town —I was born
3256. Did you come into the Bay from that place,
the morning after 2–I returned the next morning,
here, but I live in Kingston.
when I heard the troops had come.
3247. Do you follow the trade of a baker —I do.
3248. Is that as a master baker or a journeyman 2
3257. You were not in the Bay itself till next º
—I work as a master baker and a journeyman some morning —Yes.
times.
3258. Did you live at the Bay; was your hºuse,
3249. Both 2–Both.
your home, there —I was working at the bakery
3250. Were you employed by a person named trade. Sometimes I slept at the bakery, and sometime:
Bailey in that business in Morant Bay in November I went out where I lived, with a friend from Spanish :
last 2–Yes.

Town named Samuel Edwards.

3251. Were you in Morant on the 11th October 2
—Yes.

3252. Were you on that day engaged in your busi
ness as a baker —Yes.

32.53. Where were you at the time the Court-house

—My employer had sent me on the Wednesday to gº

to Mr. Marshalleck's store to pick out some flour; my
employer was a sergeant of the Volunteers.

was being burnt —I was a mile out of the Bay.
3254. East, west, or north of it *—To the west
of it.

3255. That was at the time the Court-house was
burnt?—Was burning.

-

3259. Was that at the Bay –No, a mile from it.
3260. Next morning what took you into the Bay ? .

3261. What time did you get to the Bay on Thurs:
day morning 2–It was between 9 and 10 o'clock on
Thursday morning when I went back.
Y

3262. Did anything happen to you at that time :e8.
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3963, What?—I had to pass the Court-house before

I could get to the bakery : I was in the middle ; the
pºlice station was in the front and the Court-house
in the back, so I am in the middle. In coming back

Ihave to pºss the Court-house, and I saw the soldiers
in front of the Court-house—they were on guard, and
I passed them and went into my bakery When I
went I saw two great guns before the police station

door, and soldiers were keeping guard there with
loaded arms, bayonets charged, caps on, and triggers
half-ºrked. I stood at the bakery door, leaning in
this war, and the soldiers asked me, “Well, what do

you knºw about this affair?" I said, “My friend, I am

a perfect stranger here, I have only been here six
weeks, and I was compelled to run myself, or likely I
might have been killed myself.”
$264. You said that ?–To the soldiers.

3:67 But you were not obliged to run away ?—I
was: Iran away from where I was baking, and I ran
away to where I slept, a mile off.
#256. Well, that was what you said –That was
what I said to the soldiers. I remained discoursing
with them, and they were keeping guard across the
bakery door, because the sun was so hot they could
nºt keep guard at the station, and they walked up and
iwi in front of the bakery. After awhile my em
player called to me, “Richard!” I answered, “Sir.”
3257. Make it a little shorter. Did anything un
Sºlhappen that day —I stepped out of the bakery
to go for the flour, as my employer ordered me. The
sºlier said to me, “Where are you going " I said,
"[am going to Marshalleck's store.” He said, “What

ſº I said, “For flour.” He said, “Who is your
emplºyer?" I said, “He is upstairs.” He called to
my emplºyer upstairs and said, “Do you employ this

Maroºn?" My employer answered, “Yes, he is my
baker" and the soldier asked him, “Who are you ?”
He said to the soldier, “I am a Volunteer, a sergeant

of the Volunteers.” The soldier says to him, “How
"come youtube a Volunteer and you upstairs smoking

“your pipe, instead of being down with us?” My em
Mºtt replies. “I have got to sleep in the wood last
light, or likely I might have been killed.” He stands
thºſe about five minutes, and the soldiers looking up
*him, and up and down, and the soldier said. “I
ºf heard this man state just now that to-night will

*Wºrse, because he is coming to kill every white
ºn and every brown man.” I said, “ Me, you hear
tº that?" He said, “Yes, you ; silence 1 we sol

me up and shoved me two yards, and jerked me up
again by the rope. I said, “Lord have mercy upon
me!" He said, “Mercy on a rebel! there is no mercy
for him.” Then he led me to the boat, to a step, and
he shoved me as I made to go down, and pitched me
so that I went head foremost. He jumped down into
the boat and pulled me up by the neck, and stretched
out my legs, and lashed me in the boat. There were
five other men came, and they did them the very

SIXTH DAY
-
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stirne.

3269. You say there were five more, do you know
any of those five 2–Yes, I have seen them, and if I
could see them I could identify them.
3270. You do not know their names —Yes, I know
a few of them.

3271. Of those five?—Yes, they are living in Morant
Bay.

3272. How many of them?—One, named Kennedy.
3273. Did he come into the boat —He came into

º

the boat.

3274. How many soldiers brought you down to the
boat?—Four.

3275. Was there an officer with them?—No, no
officer followed them.

3276. Who was the officer to whom they told the
story you have been telling us—what regiment did he
belong to?—I cannot tell, because I am not acquainted
with the regiments,
3277. Don't you know figures 2–No.
3278. Don't you know I when you see it 2–1 I
know, but I did not identify the figures on the cap.
3279. Had these men numbers on their caps at all?
—I cannot exactly tell whether they had or not, I was
so frightened, and was marched about from one to
another, I could not say.
3280. How were they dressed ?–They had got on
a shell jacket, the same as the soldiers here.

º

--

**
º
º

3281. What colour was the jacket —Black.

3282. What, black shell jackets —They were red,
with yellow about them.
3283. The same as those here 3–Yes.

-

º

;

3284. Were they white or black soldiers ?—They

-

*

were black soldiers; they took me, and off we went.
The “Wolverine " was out in the stream, and after
‘.

we went alongside they sent a rope and fixed it
they bounced barrels.
3285. What?—They hauled us up.

.
º

round me, and fixed the block, and bounced us up as

*

-

-

º

3286. When you got on board, did you see any

º

"it'sdon't come here to play.” Immediately an officer body you knew *—I am not certain what I saw, there
ºrs upand says, “What has this man been doing 2"

were five or six black persons in prison already.

The soldier said, “He said just now to-night will be
* because he is going to kill every white man
**Very brown man,” I said, “I never said so.”
** me a blow on the face, and said, “Silence!

Mr. Georges was on board.
board.

I saw Rector Cooke on

I saw Mr. Cooke on board.

-

º,

3288. The Clerk of the Peace f-Yes.

3289. The gentleman with the spectacles 2–Yes.

"ºldiers don't come here to play.”
* You don't mean that the officer did so?—No,
**, as the officer stood by; he called one from

º ºrd room, and said, “Come here; did you hear
*in say so?” He said, “Did you not hear him
*** *night would be worse, because he is going

*very white man and every brown man * and
** said, “Yes, he did.” Then he called another
* nº said, “Did you not hear him say to-night

.

3287. Which Mr. Cooke —Mr. Stephen Cooke.
º

I saw ladies on board whose names I do not know.
a

3290. What became of you ?—I was taken and
placed in a shackle alongside the bulwarks of the

ship, with my hands tied behind me, the same way as
I was tied before.
"

3291. Where did you go to ?—They put me down

t

there alongside the ship's side.

3292. But where did the ship go to ?–Next day,
"We worse, because he is going to kill every that was Friday I was taken, and next day I found
*man and every brown man?” and he said, “Yes myself in Kingston, out in the stream, facing the

* The officer moved off directly, and went to
ºr's shop belonging to a person named Brown,
º sºldier says “The officer seems not to want to

º

t

Ordnance wharf.

º

s

3293. Where were you all night —On board the
ship.

*94. Whereabouts in the ship —Where they put
***, but we will take him in charge,” and
‘ºle three men, making four, to me in the market, me at first. In the evening the ship went away to
º *hed me down to the wharf.

At the wharf I

"... was a sentry, and the soldier says to the

Port Royal ; the Governor was on board, and Mr.
Espeut and Mr. Lewis, and different gentlemen, mer

*
:

*lhave brought this man here because I heard chants from Kingston, came on board.
.*.* to-night will be worse, because he is going
“In ºverywhite man and every brown man.” I said,
º did say so." He said, “Silence you, not a

º
*

*

º

3295. After you got to Kingston what was done

-

. . .

with you, where did you go?—Nowhere; they kept

.." am not going to talk to a rebel. We soldiers

me there, and took me back.
3296. Did you ever get out of that ?—Not till

ºne here tº play; and he shoved me down,

Saturday morning, when I found myself at Morant

* *

i

-

* fixed a rope round my neck, then raised Bay.
I 4

f

t

-

t

!
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and the pilot said, “They are the Maroons;” and
the Governor immediately ordered two boats to be
got ready, and they put us into them, and carried us
ashore. The boat could not go ashore ; it stopped in
the water about three feet deep, and the sailors took
us and shoved us out with the ropes round our necks.

3297. Did you go on shore there 2–Yes, on the
Saturday; when we went back to Morant Bay they
took us on shore.

3298. You say that when you were put on board
you were put into what you call shackles f—They
put a long iron bar to my leg.
Y 3299. And they put you against the bulwarks?—
(es.

-

3300. At what time did you go on board —Be
tween 3 and 4 o'clock.

The coxswain said to one of the men, “You are very
cruel; you ought not to treat the men that way;”
and he gave the man three blows in the face.

By this

time several others were round when we went ashore.

3301. Where did you pass the night –In the ship.
3302. Were you still in the shackles –All might.
3303. How many others were there —About 30
Or more.

We were given into the hands of the Maroons, the

police, to the Volunteers, and to the constables. They
drove us along like driven cattle, flogging us with
staffs and the Government eat; flogging us all the
way. They ran after us, and drove us into the prison,
and they drove us like cattle into the prison.
3322. Can you mention any persons who did that?
—It was done by the Maroons and constables of Port

3304. Were they all in shackles 2–Yes.
3305. With their hands tied behind them as you
were 2–Yes, except the women.
3306. And you were sitting on the deck —Yes.
3307. With your backs against the bulwarks?—Yes. Antonio with their staffs.
3308. Thirty of them — How long were you till
3323. But you do not know their names —No, I
you went to Port Royal—went into the stream, as you am a perfect stranger there.
say, and were then brought back to Morant Bay ?—
3324. How many of you were driven like cattle —
It was on Friday night we were at Port Royal, and The whole of us who had been in the ship.
on Saturday at Morant Bay.
3325. Thirty of you ?—The whole of us.
3309. Were all the same people on board then 2–
3326. Were your hands tied behind you then –
All the same prisoners were.
They were before us now.
3310. Were you in irons all the time 2—All the
3327. Well, you got to the prison –Yes.
time till we went on shore on the Saturday morning,
3328. How long did you remain there?—Five days,
and then we were delivered into the hands of Ramsay, and then the Governor and the ship came back for us.
the inspector.
3329. After five days where were you taken to ?–
3311. From Thursday night till Saturday morning After five days the inspector called us out and counted
you were in irons on board ship, having made a us off and says, “Well, my boys, I am very sorry that
voyage to Kingston and back—you being in shackles I have not the pleasure of hanging you.”
all the time 2—Yes.

3330. Who said that ?—Inspector Ramsay at Port

3312. What did they give you to eat —A barrel
of biscuits was brought by the sailors, and the sailors
threw it all round.

33.13. Everyone got his portion ?–Yes.
3314. What had you to drink?–In the evening a
tub was brought with some coffee, and they shared it
right round.
3315. How did you eat with your hands tied
behind you?—They loosed our hands from behind
us, and crossed them, and tied them in front of us,

Antonio, a brother to this inspector here.
3331. That is Paul Ramsay ?—Yes. He said, “Well,
my boys, I am very sorry I have not the pleasure of
hanging you ; however, you are going back to Morant
Bay, and I will recommend you to my brother, and he
will do as well as myself.” He then marched us to
the ship.
3332. What ship —The “Wolverene.” When we
got there we found Mr. Gordon on board.
3333. Where did the ship take you ?—To Morant
Bay.

and so we took our food in that way.
3316. Well, that brought you to Saturday, when
3334. When did you get there —The next day.
.. .
you were landed at Morant Bay ?—Yes.
3335. What was done then 2–We were taken to the
3317. What time were you landed ?–About be prison at the workhouse.
º
tween 9 and 10 o'clock on Saturday.
3336. How long did you remain there 2–I re- "sº
3318. What was done with you then –We were mained there, going every day from the workhouse to .
sent on shore, and afterwards delivered to Ramsay, the Court-house, altogether 24 days.
º
and he marched us to the Court-house, where it was

3337. After that what became of you ?—The

burnt down, and we surrounded the Court-house right Maroons brought down lots of people one day.
º
round. There were three or four sailors with ropes,
3338. But what became of you—listen to the ques- tº
a
and Ramsay sent us round the Court-house, and di tion—think of it, and then answer it. What became
rected the sailors how to fix the rope over the window of you after you were 24 days in the prison at Morant º
sill of the Court-house. We commenced to pray, at Bay ?—I was released.
º
least I did, in my heart. I said, “I do not know
3339. Were you ever tried ?–I was never tried,
lº
what I done, but I am going to be executed.”

3340. You were released ?–I was.

3319. But what was done *—A while after an officer

3341. That was all that happened to you ?—No.
º.
came to Ramsay, and said to him, “What are you
3342. What did happen to you ?—When the Ma. Jº
going to do with these people f" and Ramsay said, roons one day brought a lot of people down they did sº
“This lot has got to be hanged off first.” The officer not take any of us out of the prison. I was sitting ºn
says, “Take them to the Court-house first,” and down. It was raining, and the people were ºn
then Ramsay immediately pulled his beard and talking ; a soldier said, “Who is talking there " 'º,
stamped his leg to the ground, and immediately The people would not speak. The soldier said 4.
marched us to the Court-house.

The Court-house

again, “Who is talking there 2 ” Then they said, "es

was the church which Mr. Price was building ; there “It's this man ; ” that was me, and they said so º
was no roof to it; but there was an awning over it, because I was a stranger. I said, “I was never tº
and that was the Court-house. They tried that day, talking.” The soldier said, “Come out !” I got
as there was so much rain, two men and one woman,

up and went to him ; he had my hands tied and º

and they were hung that Saturday evening, and they handcuffed, and he put on shackles and put me in
marched us back on board the “Wolverine” again the middle of the yard of the workhouse between 12
that Saturday evening. On Saturday morning we and 1 o'clock; and half an hour afterwards Inspector
found ourselves in Port Antonio.
Ramsay came and said, “What has this man been
3320, What time did you get to Port Antonio — doing : The soldier said, “Talking.” Then Ramsay
It was about, to the best of my recollection, between said, “Give him 50 lashes.” I was immediately
8 and 9 o'clock on Sunday morning.
taken and tied up to the post of the workhouse, and
3321. What was done with you there 2–We heard they took off my shirt, and then Ramsay said, “Don’t
the horns playing in the fort, and the Governor give him 50 lashes—give him 25.” I received 26
asked the pilot, “Who are those with the horns?” lashes instead of 25, and he ordered me to be sent

º
J
v

ºf

º
•
º

*
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into the condemned cell, and not to have any dinner

I cannot account for it ; there is no account I can SIXTH DAY.

till half-past 7 in the night.

give. I am breaking out all over enough to face the
dead. I am very poorly. I am under the doctor,
and I am now taking medicine.
3366. Do you remember seeing a woman hung
while you were at Morant Bay ?—I do.
3367. Where was that ?–In Morant Bay.
3368. But in what part of it —On the gallows
that were put up in front of the Court-house.
3369. At what time was that ?–In the evening.
3370. But at what time during the period you
were in custody?—When we were taken out of the
prison in the morning we did not go back till night.
3371. Was that when you saw it —Yes.
3372. Now, what happened then –A woman was

3543. How long before you were released did that
happen?—Two weeks; afterwards I had 200 lashes,
and was then reprieved.
3344. But when did it happen that you had the
26 instead of the 25—how long before you were sent

away?—Two weeks after that—
3345. You were released ?–1 was ; that very day
two weeks I got the 100 lashes.
3346. Were you released the day you got the 100
lashes?–Yes.

3:47, But this day when you got the 26 %–That
was two weeks before.

3348. Now, what hapened which led to your re
civing the 100 lashes the day you were released ?—
I saw Inspector Ramsay and three officers come to
the prison on Saturday morning, and they commenced
to call us up, and there were soldiers there with cats;
and as I came up Ramsay said to me, “What do you
do here?" I said, “I am a perfect stranger here,
and have only been working here six weeks; I do not
know what I have been taken up for.” Ramsay said,
“Well, soldier, give him 100 lashes.”
3349, Who said that ?—The Colonel

who

was

She had a small portion of money in her possession—
the amount I cannot tell,—and her daughter, a little
girl, was near. She called her daughter, and wanted
to give her the money. Ramsay turned round, and
said, “What is that : "

The soldiers said, “The

woman is calling her daughter to take some money.”
He said to the giri, “Go away.” After the woman
was hung on the gallows, I saw Mr. Ramsay and the
rest of the officers surround the woman

on the

gallows, and the sailors were taking away the money
from her off the gallows.

Ilalle,

know 7–I cannot tell ; they marched us off to prison
back again.
3374. That is all you saw of that matter?—That

As well as I can recollect I was 25 days in prison
altogether,

3373. Did the daughter get the money, do you

is all I saw of that.

Some time afterwards I saw a

man marching to the gallows ; the sun was hot, and
he had nothing on his head. His son was coming to
give him his hat. Ramsay saw it, and said, “What

$53, No.: you say you were 25 days after you
tuneback to Morant Bay ?—No ; I say that alto
gºther all my prison days were 24.

does the boy do there * * Somebody said, “The boy

8354. That includes the whole –The whole is 24.

was getting the lashes was the said time when the

is giving his father his hat.”

Ramsay ordered the

boy to get 12 lashes, and the time when the boy

When I was flogged I kneeled down, and said, “God

father was mounting the scaffold.

bles the Queen and his royal–

3375. Were you present —I was.
3376. How many were there —The whole of us.
3377. How many of you ?—I cannot describe how
many, but more than a hundred men and women
surrounded the gallows.
3378. Do you remember a person named “Cowell?"

33% What have you got in your hand 2–(The wit
nº lauded in a written paper.)
83% Who wrote this?–That was given to me.

Mr. Nelson ordered the supervisor to give me this.
3%. This is “Pass Richard Clark—by order,

W. H. Taylor, Ensign, 2d Battalion 6th Regt.,

—Yes.

Nºthº-That was a pass I received after I was

3379. Who was he 3–He belonged to the Baptist
religion, and was a “local preacher.” He preached

flºgged,

-

* That is after you got the 26 lashes?—After
Igºt the 100 lashes.

30 Jan. 1866.

being marched from the Court-house to the gallows.

acting there was present. I mean the one who is
gºne out of the country now, but is coming back.
3350. Do you mean Colonel Nelson –That is his
$451, He sentenced you to 100 lashes, then you
were allowed to go ; when were you sentenced —The
same day on which I was let go.
3352. Do you remember the day of the month —

R. Clarke.

when the minister was not there.

$39. The other paper says, “Richard Clark, a

3380. What do you know about him 2–He was
flogged.

* man, who has been flogged, has permission to
* to Kingston.” That is dated the 9th, and it is

3381. When 2–I cannot tell the day of the month.
3382. When about—were you still in prison 2–

* “By order, Adcock,” which was the date on

Yes.

*Yºu were released —When I received this I

was flogged there with 25 lashes. They brought

They brought him to the Court-house, and he

*ºtharged, but I remained in the Bay till all my
*were gone. That was a pass from the prison,

them round in the evening, and tied them to the
where they were flogged.

*** was to enable me to go home.
* Then the 4th was the day on which you

and reprieved, and two days afterwards they sent for

gun,

3383. What became of Cowell ?—He was flogged

* lischarged?—Yes.
ºl, Was that the day you got the 100 lashes 2–
** the day. I was never tried, or anything.
iºn they had done flogging me, he ordered Boats
* Campbell to take up some dirt and throw

him again.
3384. What happened then?--A man named “Petre,”
a shopkeeper, was sent for, and he said that Cowell
had said, “Blood shall run down the street like

*the Most where the blood was dropping before
*iºn he commenced flogging again. When I

was hung.

**d I went to seek my clothes; all my
** were gone; what money I had was all gone ;
º at the Bay begging bread and begging
§§; hºme. After that I went to Dr. Phillippo,
º º's the kidney is injured. If I was in a

*** I could show you the situation I am in.
** [00r man.

º Areyou not able to work

—The doctor says

*"ºle tº support even myself.
* Then how have you been living since then

water.” He pressed that charge against him, and he
3385. Who said that –Petre pressed that charge
against Cowell.
3386. He charged him that Cowell said what 2–
That Cowell said, “Blood shall run down the street
like water.”

3387. What was done with Cowell ?—He was
hung.

3388. Did you see that—did you hear the charge 2
—I did not hear Petre make the charge, but the
people said so when they came down.

Tººen obliged to ſive upon my family.

3389. He was tried by court-martial 2–I was
downstairs, and the Court where he was tried was

sº."

upstairs, so I did not see it.

as no reason assigned for the flogging 7–
º, Can you give no account for it yourself?-

3390. Was the woman tried by court-martial that
was sentenced to be hanged ?–Yes.
K

.
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3391. And also the man whose son wanted to take

round at the time.

3392. Was he tried by court-martial —They were
all tried. As they were tried they brought them

3410. Do you know the difference between a naval
and a military officer—between an officer who is an
officer of a ship and an officer who is an officer of a
regiment —I know a man like Nelson, because I

down and gave them in charge of the soldiers, and
they stood in a line before us, and they were marched
round to the gallows and hung, and there they
remained hanging all night, and in the morning they

asked who he was.

3411. Answer the question — do you know the

buried them.

difference between an officer of the navy and an officer

3393. Do you remember seeing a man tried whose
name was “Prendergrast 7"—“Prendergraw " they

of the army —I do.

called him.

3412. Now, then, the man that spoke to Ramsay
when this man, Prendergast, was going to be hung,

3394. Was that while you were still in prison 2–
I was still in prison.

was he a naval officer or a military officer —He was
an officer that had got on two brass buttons.

3395. What was his sentence 2–I did not hear it,

but I saw him on the gallows, and with the rope
round his neck. I heard him say, “Lord, I am going
to be hung, and am the man that saved
”
I
forget the gentleman's name; but he said he was the
man that saved such a gentleman. An officer spoke
to Ramsay about it and he was reprieved off the
gallows, and Ramsay ordered him to be taken into
the condemned cell, and he was locked up, and they
never brought him out till such time as I left the
prison.
3396. You left in the middle of November 2––Yes,

3397. Do you remember seeing Mr. Georges there,
speaking to Ramsay ? – Yes; I saw Mr. Georges
there one day, in the Court-house ; he said to Ramsay,
“How much have you hung?”—Ramsay put his hand
in his pocket and took out a paper and gave it to
Mr. Georges and he read it ; and he said to Ramsay,
“Well, well, Ramsay, by the time martial law is over

you will be a made man ; ” and the two of them burst
out to laugh.
3398. Do you remember seeing a man named
Chisholm and his wife —He is here now.

3399. You were not asked that—do you remember
seeing him —I do.
3400. Was that at the beginning or the end of the

time you were there —In the middle.
3401.

Did you see anything happen to them 2–

Inspector Ramsay came in one Sunday morning and
said, “Where is old Chisholm ?”

3413. Had he rings round his arm —Yes, right
round his arm.

3414. What sort of cap had he on ?—A small black
cap—a blue cap.
3415. Did you remark anything on his cap 2–No,
my eyes were wandering about from place to place, I
could not keep them in one place ; sometimes they
were on the gallows, and sometimes one way and
sometimes another.

3416. Did you notice what effect was made on the
face of Chisholm, when he received those three blows

with a stick —I saw the blood spilt, and it washed
all down his bosom.

about that.

Chisholm was

brought out to him : Ramsay said, “What do you
know of the meetings Gordon has been keeping '"
Chisholm said, “I do not know anything ; Mr. Gordon

“ stopped at my house, and he put up his horse when
“ he came ; he always told me to pray to God ; ”

-

he was about three yards from him, and we all stood

him his hat ?—He was tried.

Ramsay said, “Now, you mind, sir,” and he struck him
on the temple with a stick and made him bleed.
Ramsay came back on the Monday, and Boatswain
Campbell said to him that Chisholm had been speak
ing very much about Gordon. Ramsay said, “Where
is he bring him here ;” and when he was brought
Ramsay said, “What did you say about Gordon "

3417. That was at the same time when General

Nelson and you were standing by ?—Yes.
3418. Do you know a person by the name of
“Stephen,” who was there when you were there –
No—“ Stephen : " No.
3419. While you were in prison what did they
give you to eat during the day —At half-past 9 they
brought two large coppers with boiled cornmeal, and
they brought a scale and weighed out 14 ounces to
each man—that is, when it is boiled, about the size of
a goose's egg—and a bit of fish they stuck into it, and
they put these into a large bowl, and they came to
the gate, and if you came past to go into the next yard

they gave you a piece ; they held it in their hand and
handed it to you, taking them one by one ; in the
evening, when we came home, it was boiled already
and placed in a bowl inside the prison gate, and as

you came in you take it in your hand and go in.
3420. The same thing —The same thing ; now and
again they boiled a little rice, but that they gave in a
pan ; they gave a pudding pan between two men.

3421, Just before you were taken from the prison
were you ordered to clean out any place, or to clean
up any place —No place at all.
3422. What was it —Nothing at all ; I was never
ordered to clean anything.

3423. And you never did —I never was ordered to
do so.

3424. When you were taken out of the prison, were
you ordered —I went to the Court-house.

3.425. What happened then –-I remained at the

Chisholm said, “I said nothing about him, but he is

Court-house; they said, “This is the man that killed

a good man, and he told me about God :'' Boatswain

the Baron, and this is the man that killed Mr. Cooke;"
they shoved him into the Court-house and in five

Campbell said to Ramsay, “He is delirious,” and
Ramsay told them to keep him in prison all the time,

minutes he was out again at the Court-house ; we tº

and not to send him to the Court-house.

mained till between 2 and 3 o'clock, and when the

3402. You said you saw Ramsay strike Chisholm
over the face three times with a stick —He did, with
a stick that he had in his hand.

3403. Who was by at the time —General Nelson
came in.

3404. Who was by when Ramsay struck Chisholm ?
—All the people in the prison were witnesses.
3405. Was anybody there but the people in the

trial was over, we were marched to the gallows to
surround it.

3426. You were asked whether you were

ordered

or not—Did you clean any quarters, the General's

quarters ?–Not me ; I have seen people, men
women, ordered out on a Sunday morning,
ordered to chop down bushes, and scrape things,

and
and
and

So on.

prison —Boatswain Campbell was there, and Cor

3427. But you were not ?—No ; they said they

rington was there ; Corrington is a boatswain of the
prison too.

would
not trust me to go out, because I was " :
stranger, but they would trust those people that

3406. Did you say General Nelson was present 2–
He came in with Ramsay.
3407. And he was present?—He was present.

3408. Do you mean General Nelson —Yes, General
Nelson.

3409. Do you mean to say that he stood by and
could see what was done as well as yourself?–Yes ;

belonged to the parish.

3428. Did you ever see Mr. George William :
Gordon at Morant Bay ?—I did.
3429. Where 2–I saw him come out every even

ing to witness the death of those who were on tº
gallows. They brought him out the same as the res'
of us to see the death of those on the gallows. . .

THE JAMAICA ROYAL COMMISSION.

3450. Is that all you saw 2–One morning very
early I saw Inspector Ramsay, with the police, sol

diers, and the Volunteers, come into the prison for us,
and we said to ourselves, “We don't know what they
a will do with us this morning ; they have never
“taken us out of prison so soon.”
3431. We do not want to know what you said but
what you saw —They marched us from the prison,
and instead of taking us to the Court-house they took

75

3437. On any evening, when you were brought out SIXTH PAY.
to the Court-house, and you saw Mr. Gordon there,
did you see Mr. Ramsay say or do anything, or did

R. Clarke.

you see anything done or hear anything said 2–Yes ;

30 Jan. 1866.

one evening before he was executed in the morning,
Mr. Gordon was standing with his arms folded in

front of the gallows, and when Ramsay had hung all
the rest of the men up on the gallows, he said,

us to the gallows. When we went to the gallows, to
secure the gallows as usual, there were seven men to

“Hang him,” and he turned round to Mr. Gordon,
saying, “’Yes, yºu are the cause of all this.”
3438. You heard Ramsay say, “You were the

be hung. Ramsay put them in front of the gallows,

cause of all this.”

and went away. Seeing Inspector Ramsay going,
the soldier put Mr. Gordon in the middle, with his

Mr. Gordon was tried ?–I never knew whether he

hands tied behind him.

“Come,” said the Inspector,

“march him up.” They marched him up to the step
of the Court-house, and he was hung over the side of
the window frame.

3432. Under the arch 2—No ; the centre frame of

the window. As he fixed him, Ramsay said to the
men," Hang,” and the sailors drew away the bolt, and

they dragged off his spectacles; but he said some
thing that I could not hear. I could not say what it was.
Ramsay said something, and he burst out laughing.
3433, You mean to say that Mr. Gordon was tied

up and suspended with his spectacles on ?–Yes.
3434. Was Mr. Gordon amongst your number, and

Were you present at the time

was tried or not.

-

3439. Did you know whether the prison you were
in had been the workhouse —Yes.

3440. That is to say, the prison and the workhouse
are the same building 2—All the same. We were

sleeping out in the yard on the stones.
3441. Were you in the building —I was ; but the
little rooms were so full that we had to sleep on the
stones in the yard, and if it rained or hailstones fell,
it was ordered that we must lay still, and not be
allowed to get up.
3442. Was there any roof on it —No.
3443. The building where you were, not the yard,
but the building, whether there was a roof on it or
.

-

did you see him imprisoned in this prison at Morant

not, had it any windows in it * – There were

Bay where you were 2–He was in the police station

windows.
3444. And was there a roof 3–There was a roof.

and I was in the workhouse, so I never saw him till

-

3445. All the time 2—Yes; all the time.

we met at the gallows.

3435. Have you described all you saw when he was

3446. Were there floors to rooms in that building 2

at the gallows —Yes. One evening he was standing

—No ; there were little ground terraces, but not

>

floors.

3436. You say you never saw him till he was
executed 2–No ; he was brought out every evening
before he was hanged, to witness the death of the
others,

3447. There were no signs of burning in the build
ing where you were 7–No.
3448. Do we understand, then, that that building
had sustained no damage —No ; it had not.

The witness withdrew.

PETER BRUCE sworn and examined.

3449. Were you formerly in the Second West India
Regiment?—Yes.
Were you a bandmaster of the Volunteers ?

tº

—I eS,

3451. You were not at Morant Bay on the 11th of
November 7—No.

P. Bruce.

breaking out, the message he brought me induced me
to hide it, a message from the captain of the Volun
teers before he died.

* *

3466. You had a dispute as to whether you or
Mrs. Hitchins ought to have the reward 2–There
was a letter from a man to the Governor to get the

3452. You were ill at the time 2–Yes.

reward.

3453. On the evening of the 11th did a Volunteer

3467. We will not try that ; there was a dispute 2
—Not at all; only Colonel Fyfe told me he would

º to you with instructions to save the magazine
—les,

get it.

3454. In the course of the evening did somebody
cºme with orders to save the powder 2—A policeman

He came to

3468. Don't you think you ought to get it 2–Yes;
but she brought a letter and claimed it.
3469. And she got it 2–Yes.
3470. On the Friday evening did the Maroons
come down, and bring some prisoners ?–Yes.
3471. Did you then go to Mr. Kirkland 2–On
Saturday morning.
3472. Had you any directions then as to what to

... from Morant Bay with a message from Captain
Hitchins to go to the bandmaster to tell him to save

do —From nobody. I did all by my own head.
3473. You are thinking about the magazine again.

the magazine,

Now just forget about the magazine. When did you
first see Ramsay there 3–From the time martial law

Câme,

3455. To whom did he come 2—On the night of
the llth.

-

.* Just answer the question ?—The

-

man came

Iſle,

-

3457. Whom did the policeman come to ?—It was
not a policeman ; it was a drummer.

$458. Who was the person who came? — A
drummer.

took place. He came at 2 o'clock in the night, crying

-

3439. Do you know his name 2—Isaac Stewart.

$100, Did he come to you ?—Yes.
361. Did you receive instructions from Mr.
Hitchins as to what to do?–Not at all.

* Did you hide the key

of the magazine —I

º:
What day was that ?–On the 11th,
ursday.

“ Martial law proclaimed.
right in Bath.

Queen.”

God save the

-

3474. Do you remember what day that was ; how
ever, that would be Friday the 13th.
appointed to do anything f—Yes.

Were

$464. Then that is the 12th, the day after the dis

3465. No; the Thursday would be the 12th ; do
mean the day on which the disturbance at

*Bay took place, or the day after 2—The day

Marshal.

-

3476. Who appointed you ?—The magistrates.
3477. Did you go to the prison with Ramsay and
Mr. Kirkland 2–Yes.

-

-

3478. What prison was that ?—The rebels they
took up.
.
3479.
it 2—In the police station.
3480. What
Whereprison
2–In was
Bath.

* But before that, on the very night of the fire
K 2

i

you

3475. What ?—I was appointed acting Provost
on the

"ºº-It was on the 11th, the Thursday.

;

-

º:
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3481. Were there some prisoners there who were
charged with having stolen goods –Yes.
3482. What was done with them —Mr. Ramsay
ordered them to be flogged.
3483. Were they flogged 2–They threw them down
there and flogged them.
3484. Who flogged them —The constables.
3485. What with ?—With a sash cord, three of
them fastened together.
3486. Was anything done to them besides whilst
they were being flogged —The next morning they
were sent to the “Bay.”
3487. While they were being flogged did anybody
do anything to them 2–Ramsay, with a supple jack,
was beating them on the ground.
3488. Where were they flogged, on what part of

3511. Did you use your discretion before any pun
ishment was inflicted 2–He told me during the time

I must look and see that those who had been thieving
got well punished, and that those who had done the
greatest crime got the greatest punishment, and that
those who had done the least, such as the plunderers
and women, I was not to be hard upon.

I was to

give the plunderers 30.
3512. Did he tell you to use your own discretion ?
—Yes.

3513. Was it left to you to determine how many
lashes should be inflicted 2––He told me he gave me
that liberty, but I never took it upon myself, but
asked him before I inflicted punishment.
3514. Before you did —Before I flogged anybody.
3515. Did he tell you what to do in every case ?—
their bodies 2–On the back.
Every prisoner that came he said to me, “Take
3489. Was the back bare 2–The back was bare.
“ these prisoners that have done the least crime, and
3490. Did he give directions what was to be done “ punish them according to the crime. Those that
with persons with plunder in their possession ?—All “ have done the least wrong give them the slightest
the plunderers were to be flogged well and let go, “ punishment.” But about many of them he called
and the murderers from the “Bay” were to have 100 me and told me, “Give them so much ;” but he left
lashes and to be sent to the “Bay,” and they would me to deal with the least. He said, “Give the least
be hung every one of them.
“ to the females, for they are tender.”
3491. Did you receive any directions as to the in
3516. He told you to use your discretion, do you
strument for flogging —Yes.
know what that means ?—Yes; he gave me my liberty
3492. From whom 2 — From Mr. Kirkland, the to give to everyone what I thought he deserved.
magistrate.
3517. And did you give them what you thought
3493. Was any objection made to the instrument they deserved 2–No, I never did before asking him
you prepared?—Yes; I made one according to the what to do.
regimental style, with nine tails, and three knots in
3518. Now when a man was put aside, not being
each tail. I showed it to Mr. Kirkland and he was
flogged, what did they say to you ?—“Flog this man,”
agreed, but the other magistrates objected, Mr. Smith they called me and told me.
and others.
3519. Who did —The magistrate.
3494. Who is Mr. Smith ?—He is dead.

3520. Mr. Kirkland, was that ?—Yes ; he said,

3495. Can you mention any others who are alive 2
—I was altogether a stranger there, and I do not
know the others.

3496. How many persons were flogged there 2–
More than I am able to number.

Sometimes I had

about 150, for I began from 6 in the morning till 6,
until I could not see my way.
3497. Did you flog them all ?—No ; but I watched
and took charge of them all.
3498. What was the greatest number of lashes
given 2–Oh, they were all different.
3499. What was the greatest number 2—One hun
dred lashes.

3500. That was the greatest number inflicted;
what was the smallest number 2—Thirty lashes ;
that was the smallest number given to the males
that were flogged.
3501. Were there many women flogged —Every

woman that was a prisoner was flogged. Every
woman that a constable brought a prisoner was

“Take that man and give him so much ; if he is to
“be let go, let him go, and if he is to be put back in
“prison, give him so much and put him back in
“prison.”
3521. Then what do you mean by saying he told
you to use your own discretion —He told me to give
a dozen or two dozen, according to the crime.
3522. To do as you thought right —Yes, but I
never took upon myself to do it.
3523. Do you mean that in every case you asked
Mr. Kirkland how many stripes were to be inflicted 2–
Because these are plunderers they must be one crime,
and so he said, not that everyone was to be different,
but that all the plunderers were to have one punish
ment, and all the murderers were to have the same

punishment and be put in prison.
3524. Did he tell you in every case how many
stripes were to be inflicted —Every time.
3525. Then what do you mean by saying that you

flogged.

were told to use your own discretion ?—He left that

3502. How many women were flogged ?—I do not
know everything in that way. I could not remember
to keep any count.

but I would not do it.
3526. You refused ?—I refused.

3503. How many lashes did the women get 2—
Well, we gave some 10.

3504. Was there any exception of females who
were in the family way ?–Oh, yes. One of the
females was said to be in the family way, and she was
sent to a midwife to search if she was, and then she

3527. Was a doctor present when these floggings
took place f—No.
3528. What were the women flogged with ?—With
a whip made of blind-cord.

3529. With a regular cat —With a cat-o'-nine
tails.

3530. You mean a regimental cat 2–Yes.

3531. Where were they flogged —Near the magis

was let go.

3505. Then you should not say that every woman
was flogged ; can you say how many women were
flogged 7–I cannot say.
3506. How many lashes were the greatest number
given to a female *—Some had 10, and some had 12.
3507. What was the greatest number any woman
ever got ?—Some got five, that was the least.
3508. But what was the largest number 2—One
dozen.

trates room.

3532. Whereaboutson their bodies?—They dropped
their clothes and were flogged about the back.
3533. You said some objection was made to the

cat by some of the magistrates ; did you make any
alteration in the cat —He gave me wire, a piano
wire, to make a cat.

3534. Who gave you that ?—Mr. Smith did, and
the men always used it after that.

3509. They never got more than one dozen 2–
Never more.

3510. Did you receive any instructions from Mr.

Kirkland as to inflicting punishment ; were you
ordered to use your discretion before punishment was
inflicted 2–Yes.

*

3535. The women were flogged with regimental

º and every man was
—Yes.
Y

flogged with the wire cat 2

3536. Was the cat made entirely of this wire 2–

es.

3537. Were there nine pieces of wire –They

º
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could have as many as they like, the men who were
making them.
3556, Was it with nine pieces of wire do you
mean?–Mºre than that. Some were appointed to
make the whips, some to assist me, and sometimes
the wire came out of the whip, and then we put
another piece in.
3539. You have been a soldier .-Yes.

3540. What were you in your regiment —I was
in the band.

3541. Were you ever a drummer ?—I was a bands
Idän.

$542, Did you ever flog a man in the regiment?—

never said anything to him at all because it was SIXTH DAY.
martial law.

-

3559. Did you never speak to him at all ?—When

P. Bruce.

they told me to use my discretion afterwards, I went 30 Jan. 1866.
back and said, “You must tell me what to do to
each of them ;” because it was martial law I was

------

afraid that I myself might get a flogging.
3560. Do you know the distinction between the
parts of a piano 2-Yes.
3561. Some of the strings are cat gut and some
brass wire ; was this brass a wire 2–Yes.

3562. Did you not make any observation when
you saw these cats —I did once or twice to a man
that was with me. I said, “This is more than I ever

No.

3543. Did you ever see a cat —Often.
$544. Were the wire cats made like the regimental

“knew ; I never saw a person flogged with such as
“ these.”
3563. What became of these cats —After all was

cat?—Not at all.

3545, Were they the same length 2–Yes.
$546, Was the lash the same length —Yes.
3547. How many thongs were there 2 More than
I am able to tell.

3548. Sometimes more than nine —Yes, double,
and more than that.

3549. Were there knots in them 2–Yes, four in
each.

3550. In each thong of wire 2–Yes.

3551. He gave you these cats—you didn't make

over, when I had them in my room, Colonel Fyfe of
the Maroons had them all burnt.

3564. How do you know that ?–Because they
were in my room when I went out, and when I came
back the Maroons said they had sent for these cats
and burnt them.

3565. What Maroon told you that ?—The Maroons
were there, and Colonel Fyfe commanded them.
3566. Do you know the name of the person who
told you?—It was the man the colonel sent; his
name was McCarthy.

them—they were ready-made 2 – Every time they

3567. How many of these cats were used in the

wanted them they were ready-made.
$552. You spoke of the cat—that is the wire cat—
. the thongs made of wire? — They were

punishment of these people, who seem, from what
you say, to have been flogged all day, from 6 in the
morning till 6 in the evening —Altogether about
eight. As fast as a wire broke they sent it back to
get another wire fixed into it.
3568. Were the punishments very severe 2–Oh,
very :

mixed.

, 8%. You were asked before, and you said dis

inctly they were all wire; you said there were more
"an line pieces of wire?--There were more than
mine Wietes of wire, and then blind-cord.

º, Were they mostly wire?–Almost all wire.

3569. You have seen men flogged when you were
in the army —Yes; I have seen a man get 300

3555. Had you one in your own hand 2–I proved

lashes, but I never saw anything like this.

* and if one of the wires came out

I looked at

In,

3570. Were the people flogged as hard and severely
as is usual with the ordinary cat —Yes.

*andWhºtheyputcalled
them for
into another
your hand
2–When
I looked
at one
it ;

broke

"...il. Inuit know how they were made.

3571. What became of them after they were taken
down –Some were flogged and discharged, and some
got a 100 lashes and were sent to the Bay; some

$7. Who flogged the men —The constables.

of them were sentenced after they got flogged to six

* When Mr. Kirkland told you to use your

months and twelve months' hard labour, to make the

tiºn, did you speak to him about this cat?–I

road from Bath to Maroon Town.

The witness withdrew.

J. Hinchelwood.

John HINCHELwood sworn and examined.

-

* It was your servant we sent for, but we house *—It was all stolen, except that what was not
*land that your servant has left you ?—The taken away was burnt, I suppose.
* | *pected was wanted wished to learn the
3581. What night was this —It was on Friday
** a cºoper, and he has gone away, and there is
anºther man in charge of my cattle.

-

night that it was burnt.
3582. What distance is your house from Morant

º
*You know where the man is now 2–He
ses not fit from Black River with his family, who

Bay ?—Thirty-five miles very nearly.
3583. Is it in the way from Morant Bay to Port

"sºle on their own

Antonio 2–It is in the road.

land.

3584. What distance is it from Port Antonio —

**** from some information that you re
*" him
that
you were induced to leave your
*—Oh
nº
ºvº dear no
; it was what I heard from the

About 16 miles.

*lainincºm. to go away.

No ; I can tell you that this man, who was the cause

tly

-

-

$575, Did you see th
See the firing of your house ?–A
-

-

º : I was on board of ship at sea.
º "wastheservant there that saw it 2–I
*y all saw it; I left all my clothes there, and
**nant
thºse º “aused me to go away was left to take

º
37.

-

3585. You do not yourself know anything more ?—
of my leaving, was the immediate cause, but Mr.
Bowen had to come to me in the morning.
3586. It was information you received as to the

progress of the people *—It was particular informa
tion ; he knew that the people were coming to take m

head off and to burn my property, and that though he
and a great many others would be glad to help, and .

-

is he the beadle of the

sº the person we wanted 2–No ; but
º named Charles,

who after all

save me, yet if these bloodthirsty people were to come
up in that way they could not raise a hand to do so.

3587. That is that we would not be able to protect
you ; were there any other properties between

your

.**iºvº had left, and he saw the whole, house and Port Antonio which were destroyed 2–
.."jilé cattle boy.
There was one; you have to go nearly three miles on
.*. Your house Was
º: all the Woodwork destroyed entirely 2–En
was destroyed, but the walls
ºthere,
$80,

the road to Port Antonio ; it was about three quarters
of a mile out of the main road, and you come to Elm
Wood.

-

" was done with

the property in the

3588. And was that destroyed 2–It was sacked,
K 3
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They

robbed it.
J. Hinchelwood.
30 Jan. 1866.
-"

3589. Was that on the Friday night?—I believe, to

the best of my knowledge, that it was on the Friday
night,

3590. Were you able to say whether there were any

marks of the rioters having procceded to Elm Wood
towards Port Antonio —No, I could not. They sent
to Mr. Jones to say that they would breakfast with
him.

3591. You have not yourself seen anything?—I
have only heard from others.

The witness withdrew.

WILLIAM CHISHolM (a black) sworn and examined.

W. Chisholm.

3592. What are you ?—I keep a little shop at Morant

not suppose any military officer was there; I did not
examine that.

Bay.

#98.

3595. By whom 2–By Ramsay.

3617. Did you see General Nelson 7–Yes; he saw
the blood and asked me where I got the blood.
3618. Was he present when you were struck —I do
not know ; my head was scattered, and the blood

3596. By Ramsay himself, or by his orders ?—By

was washing me.

Were you at any time taken into custody

during these troubles —Yes.
3594. When 2–On the 16th of October.

3619. You say he asked you where the blood came

his own self.

3597. Did he say what he took you into custody
for 2–He came in with Mr. Richard Cooke, who

brought him there ; he collared me, and I said, “What
do you want me for " He hit me two blows.
3598. Where did he take you to 2–To the police
station.

3599. How long did you remain in custody ?—
From the 16th of October to the l l th of December.

3600. Where did you remain in custody during that
time 2–In gaol.
360l. Where 2–At the workhouse.

3602. At what place —At Morant Bay.
3603. Till the llth of December 2—Yes.
3604. Were you ever tried—No.
3605. Were you flogged ?–Yes.
3606. When 2–Ramsay came into the prison one
morning, and began asking me if Gordon had told the
s

people that they were to kill buckra.

I told him

“No ; Mr. Gordon never said such a thing.” Then
they took a cat and gave it to a soldier, and the
soldier put on my back, and put it on my back, and put
it on my back, and then Ramsay cried, “Stop.”
3607, You say that he put a cat into the hands of a
soldier, and the soldier flogged you ?—Yes.
3608. Were you stripped 2–No, but I had only my
shirt on.

3609. What was done then 2–Then he asked me

from ?–Yes, after that.

3620. Had he been present when you were struck :
—I do not think so, but Ramsay was present.
3621. And a soldier was present —Yes. I cannot
go with them, because I did not examine that, and I
am obliged to say what I saw.
3622. Were any other prisoners there –Some
might be, but I cannot go with them. The soldier
struck me.

,-

3623. Was he a white soldier —He took me to the
police station and asked Sergeant Mc'Kenzie, “Did
you see this man in the riot *
3624. Was any charge ever made against you?—

-

Never.

3625. You were never tried in any way ?—No,
only under Mr. Ramsay.
3626. Did Mr. Ramsay ever tell you what you were
put in prison for 2–No ; but I commence to tell you
the whole of this, if you will allow me.
3627. Well, go on ?—He first asked Sergeant
McKenzie if he saw me in the riot. Sergeant Burnett
and Sergeant Drisdale, and the whole of them, were

sº

asked, and the charge was “l)o you not know that
man " They said, Yes, I know Chisholm ; he is a very
quiet man, and he never disturbed any person.” They
sent to the tank at the Parade next morning for a rope

...

Then he

to tie my foot. One tied my hand and one tied my
foot. I was to go and hang; and they were taking
me to hang me when Mr. Bowen, of Coley, came in the

said, “You are a liar,” and he struck me on my face

morning, and he saw me and said, “Well, Chisholm,

... with his fist, and the soldier struck me with a stick ;

they flogged me with a whip and a stick both. I re

you going dead.” I said, “Yes.” He said “You don't
“deserve to dead, but for the sake of Mr. Gordon you

mained in gaol from the 16th October to the l l th

“going to dead.” Immediately he turned back, and the ºt

December.

rope was loosed from off my hand, and loosed from off sº
my foot, and they put on a small cord on my hand and ºf

again the same question; and I said Mr. Gordon never
did.

He never did. He was a peacemaker.

3610. Was that the only time you were flogged 3–
Yes. I was very poorly in gaol.
3611. Did Ramsay strike at all except with his fist

-º-º:
* --

's

foot, and they made a soldier tie me.
º
3628. Did Mr. Bowen do that ?–No ; Mr. Ramsay, 's-

on your head —He flogged me with a whip and struck

Mr.

me with his fist, and the soldiers struck me with a stick.

fastened me.

Ramsay took a loaded pistol to blow out my brains.
3612. Do you mean that he threatened you ?–Yes.

blood remained on me in the gaol; they took up Mrs. . .
Chisholm, and Eliza, my grandchild, and a little child, ºw

3613. Was that at the same time 2—The same 16th

We were all in gaol and nobody was at my house, and ºn

of October. A sailor collared me by the coat collar
and pulled me along.
3614. Was any body present when you were struck 2
Yes, some person was in the gaol. By striking me
the blood was made to flow and it washed over my face,
and though there was some person in the gaol I could

the money and things were taken away by the people, sº
3629. Who took it 2–The people. While the house sº

* -

not See.

3615. What sort of person was present?—A soldier.
3616. Was he an officer or a private soldier —I do

Bowen

interfered to loose me and Ramsay `s

I have the cord and can show it, that “I

was open they came and plundered it.
3630. You were not present 2–1 was not.

º
s

3631. You found, when you came back, that every
thing was swept away ?—The grass was gone, and the 'º
sugar and everything was clean away like this floor. Sº,
It was Richard Cooke that brought him in the meantime.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned till 10 to-morrow.

º
-

*]
º
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Wednesday, 31st January 1866.

--

SEVENTH

PRESENT:

DAY.

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.
Russell. GURNEY, Esq.
John BLossert MAULE, Esq.

W. Lake,
31 Jan. 1866.

WILLIAM Lake sworn and examined.

3532. Are you a policeman of St. Thomas in the
East?—Yes.

3633. On the 10th of October last did you receive
awarrant to apprehend Paul Bogle and others?—
Yes,
-

3634. Did you go with the warrant to Stony Gut

-

said, “Do, master, for God’s sake, save my life;” and
he let me go. I ran into a house, and four men with
cutlass and stick followed me into the house, and
carried me back to Bogle's yard.
3652. What was done with you? Was Bogle
there?—Yes, he was ; but not when I made my

—Yes.

escape.

3635. How many went with you ?—Five other
policemen, and two constables.
3636. As you were going to Stony Gut, and got
near there, did you observe anything 2—Yes. Some
boys running to Stony Gut.

3653. But was he there when you were taken
back?—I refused to go, and they went back with the
message that I and the others had escaped to the Bay.
I escaped and went to the Bay, and reported to the
Custos and clerk of the peace.
3654. Were you at the police station on the 11th

3637. Did you afterwards see these boys in Bogle's

October 2–Yes.

yard?—Yes.

3638. When you went into the yard, whom did you

3640. What did Bogle say?–He said, “Read it.”

3655. What was the first thing you saw that day ?
—On the 11th I was stationed guard. About half
past 3 or 4 o'clock I saw a number of people
coming towards Mr. Grant's. I got up and looked
upon them, and then I laid down upon the bench. I

3541. Did anyone read it —M'Kay did.

was sick. They broke into the station and took away

find there?—Bogle and a few females.
$639. Did Fuller say anything to Bogle 2–Yes;

Fuller said, “I have a warrant for you.”

$642. What did Bogle say then 2–He said, “I
will not go."
-

3643. Did any of you say or do anything upon
that?–Fuller made him a prisoner.
3644. How did he do that ?—He clapped him by

our arms, and nearly killed me. They raised the
cutlass to chop me, but another man said, “It is your
“ colour; don't kill him. You are not to kill your
“ colour.” I managed to escape to the back of the
station, to Mr. Cooke's, for my life was in danger. I
told them that the rebels had come down.

the shoulder.

3545. What did Bogle do then 2–He rushed away

from Fuller, and Fuller caught him again.
3546. And then what did Bogle do 2–He laid hold
ºf Fuller and me together, with one hand on each,

ind he gave orders to his men to turn out. About
"men with cutlasses and sticks came upon us.

3647. Did they come into the yard —Yes; they
Wºre hiding in the chapel and the cane-field.
$648. You had not seen them before ?–No, not
ºre he gave the order to the men to turn out :
ºn the men rushed out of the cane-field and the

I was

frightened. Meanwhile, as there was no other police
man there, they took away the arms.
3656. There was no powder there 2–No, and no
flints on the guns.

3657. Amongst the men at Stony Gut did you
recognise any – Yes. There were some there from
Middleton, some from Thornton, some from John's
Town, and some from Arcadia.

I make a mistake—

I mean from Cardiff.

3658. How far is this place, Thornton, which you
mention, from Stony Gut –About two miles.
3659. And how far is Middleton –It is the ad

*l, and came into the yard, I managed to make joining property to Stony Gut.
**scape, but I was caught by another man.

3660. How far is John's Town?–About seven miles

* When you were caught by the other man, from Stony Gut.
what happened?—He asked me, “What right have
*here?" I told him that I was a policeman, and

*ver warrant was given to me I was obliged to
* He said, “You have no right here,” and
** me by the collar. He had a cutlass in his
hand, and he said, “I have a good mind to kill you.”

3661. And how far is Cardiff?–About the same
distance.

3662. In the same direction ?–Yes.

John's Town

and Cardiff are adjoining properties.
3663. Did you see or recognize any of the men who
came to Morant Bay—to the station-house º-Yes,

**id to me, “Do you know our intention ?” I many of them. Those I recognized have been hung.

*"Nº". He said, “We expect to come to the
* kill all the white men, and all the black men

w

º, won't join us.”

ſº
That was
**aid

3664. Where were they from ?–From John's Town
-—Richard Kennedy.
3665. We do not want you to mention the names 2
–Many of those who came from John's Town and
Middleton have been hung.

the man that held you ?–Yes.
* I said that if I were to die I would not
3666. Did they mention any oath that you were to
jºin them.
take -No ; they expected to bring me back, but I
tº: Were you taken back to Bogle's yard –Yes. refused.
ºutl
* man laid hold of me again, and held up the
3667. They did not repeat a form of oath to you ?
*"er me, and told me to take oath that I would –No.
* I said I would not. He then drew his 3668. Cardiff is to the west of Port Morant 2–Yes.
* * kill me, and I bowed down to him, and
3669. Just above Leith Hall 2–Yes.
they would kill all enemies, white, black, or

-

The witness withdrew.

CHARLEs Jacobs sworn and examined.

3670. We

Wite in Oct** #pºliceman in the Morant Bay
-

'

-

372. William Lake was with you?—Yes.

3673. What time did you get to Stony Gut?–I
one of the six policemen sent on
Tuesda... '"You
th

tº. º d October, up to

-

-

cannot tell the time exactly.

-

Stony Gut with

3674. Was it in the middle of the day ?–No, soon
in the morning.
-

IX 4.
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3675.

Whom did you first see there —Paul Bogle.
Where did you see him — I saw in him the

3676.
house.

C. Jacobs.
31 Jan. 1866.
---

3677.
—Yes.

Was that the house they said was his house?

3678. What was first done about Paul Bogle —
When they carried the warrant, private M'Kay read
it to him, and he was told we have a warrant, and he
said, “Take out the warrant.”

3679. Was it read when he said so —Yes; private
M“Kay read it : when they read it, Bogle said, “I
won't go.” Private Osborn said to him, “You are
my prisoner,” and they laid hold of Osborn, and they
held him.

3696. Did he state to you in any words the oath
you were to take 2–No.
3697. Only that you were to join them 2–Yes,
3698. What oath did you take — When he took
the book and said, “Swear so help my God to tell the
truth, and nothing but what was the truth,” he did
not say what I was to join him for.
3699. Only that you were to join him 2–Yes.
-

3700. Did you take the oath —Yes, he compelled
me to do so, or he would kill me.

3701. In fact you did take it?—Yes.

3702. And you kissed the book 2–Yes.

3.03. Did you see anybody else take it 2–Yes,
William Fuller, and Osborne took it also.

3680. What did they do to you ?—They called out
“Men.”

3704. How long were you kept up there with your

3681. Who said that ?–Bogle.

hands in the handcuffs before you came away; how
Jong did you stop there handcuffed —They let me go

3682. Had he been alone up to that moment —No.
3683. You said they laid hold of you?—Bogle laid

the same day about 4 o'clock.

hold of me first, and one of the other men was called
William Grant.

3705. Did you return to Morant Bay ?–Yes, and
stated there what had been done to me.

3706. Amongst the people there that you saw at Paul

3684. Did Grant come up 2–Yes, and he blew a
horn and shell, and he commenced to blow the shell and
knock the drum, and about 300 men came out.

Bogle, did you see any that you knew before ?–No.
3707. None —No, I was strange to Stony Gut; I
was new from St. David's, and did not know them.

3685. Did you see where they came from *—Some
3798. Did you see any that did not belong to Stony
came from the chapel and some from the cane-piece.
Gut 2–Many belonged to Stony Gut, and some had
3686. What did they do ; what had they with come from Spring Garden.
them 2–Bogle delivered me to some of them.
3709. How did you know that some were from
3687. Did you see what they had with them when Spring Garden 2–I identified a couple of them from
Spring Garden before.
they came —Yes, sticks and cutlasses.
3710. What did you do when you identified them 2
3688. What then 2–Bogle then delivered me to
them, and they took me to the house and handcuffed —I saw their faces and knew where they came from.
3711. Did you go to Spring Garden the time that
my hands, taking the handcuffs out of my pockets.
you identified them 2–No ; I have plenty of times;
3689. They put them on you?—Yes.
3690. Did they do so with any body else ?–Yes, I have passed by Spring Garden.

been 2–Yes.

3712. Had you seen any men there that you saw
on the 10th of October again at Stony Gut 2–Yes.
3713. You did?—Yes, there was one Geohegan.
3714. What do you mean by identifying them 2–I

3692. The house next to the yard in which you
were given into the hands of the men 2–Yes.
3693. Did they do any thing, or did they ask you

mean to say that I know their faces again.
3715. Besides the men you saw from Spring Garden
did you see anybody else you had seen before ?—No.

with William Fuller.

3691. The house they took you into, that you men
tioned, was that the house where Paul Bogle had

to take any oath —When they took me Paul Bogle

3716. None. You returned to Morant Bay that day,

asked me to take oath, and gave me the book.
3694. Did he say what it was –To take an oath
to join him.
3695. Do you recollect what the oath was 3–Yes;

and gave an account of what had happened?–Yes.
3717. The next day were you on duty at the Court
house at Morant Bay ?–Yes.
3718. Were you present when the arms were taken

he asked me to take oath ; he said I must kiss the
book to join him. I said I could not do it. He said if

out of the station ?—Yes.

I could not do it he would kill me.

Court-house.

3719. Were you at the station ?—I was at the

The witness withdrew.

WILLIAM FULLER sworn and examined.

720. You are a policeman in the Morant Bay
º

force 2–Yes.
º

3721. And were you in October last 2–Yes.
3722. Did you accompany William Lake, Osborne,
and others to execute a warrant on the 10th of October

to Stony Gut 2–Yes.
3723. Were you amongst the rest who got there at
the time Paul Bogle was seen in the yard —Yes.
3724. Do you remember who first spoke to Bogle :
—Yes.

3725. Who?—Osborne.

+

3726. And he said what ?—He said, “Mr. Bogle,
I have got a warrant for you, sir.”
3727. What was said upon that ?—Bogle said,
“Read it, that I may hear what it is.”
3728. And it was read 2–Yes.
3729. Was he alone —No ; he and a man named

William Grant, and his wife, and another woman,
was there.

3730. Were they standing in the yard with him *
—Yes.

him on the shoulder, and said, “Mr. Bogle, you are
my prisoner.” After that Bogle cried, “Help here!"
He called out, and at the same time, immediately as
he cried “Help here!” a man named William Grant
said, “Turn out, men l’” and as he did so the shell
blew, and the drums rolled at the same time, and
about 300 men, if not more, came out of the cane
field, and we were trying to make our escape,

when a man named William Ford caught me behind
the neck, and immediately about 40 men were upon
me and beat me severely, and captured me, and I was
carried back into Bogle's house. A Bible was brought,
and I was told I was to take the oath.

3733. Were you handcuffed 2–Yes; immediately
they handcuffed me and Charles Jacobs together, my
right hand and his left.
3734. Then you were taken into the house 2–Yes.
3735. Then he brought the Bible out, and told you

to take an oath ; who did that ?—Bogle.

3736. What oath did he ask you to take —He
said, “You must kiss this book.” I said, “What is
the meaning of this oath f" He told me that I must

3731. The warrant was read 7–Yes.

kiss the book.

3732. Was anything further done —No. He said,

“kiss the book without knowing what is the meaning

“I won't go with you to-day,” and Osborne clapped

“ of the oath, because it is a great meaning ; tell me."

“Never mind,” I said ; “I will not
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3773. And Ramsay ?–Yes.
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my head if I did not kiss the book.
3774. And yourself?—Yes, and four or five men,
Sergeant M'Kenzie, senior sergeant of Saint
º, who said that ?—A man named William and
Thomas in the East.
Simmonds.
. Was that in the presence of Bogle ?—Yes. 3775. He was there too 2–Yes.
3776. Are you quite certain that a prisoner named
He said, “What is your skin " I said, “I don't

DAY.

----

W. Fuller.

-

know." He said “Black,” and that I must kiss the
boºk and cleave to the black, and cleave from the
white, I was compelled to take the oath because
they were ill-using me.

$739. After that oath did

sº

kiss the book —

Yes, I did; I was compelled to kiss it.
3:40. How long were you kept there before you
were released ?–I was captured about 7 in the

morning, and I was there till about 4 o'clock, I think.
3741. Did you return with the others?—Yes.
3742. Did you go with Osborne –Yes, to the Bay.
3743. And with Jacobs —Yes, and James Foster,
a constable.

3744. Then when you got to Morant Bay, you gave
of
occurred —Yes. I reported

º wº

to the Custos and the Inspector.

3745. Did they say anything before you left about

intending to come down to the Bay —They said that
they expected to go to the Bay that day, but it was
now rather late, but to-morrow the Vestry was to be
held at the Bay, and they expected to come down.
3746. Who said that ?—That was Bogle.
You say Foster, the policeman?—He is a

.
rural constable.

Richard Clarke was not there 2–Yes, I did not see
him.

3777. Do you know anybody of that name 2—No;
I saw a man named George Clarke, but he was not
there.

3778. Do you know Edward Gentle 2–I know a

man named Gentle, but I do not know the spelling of
his name.

3779. Was he a builder 2—Yes, he is a builder in
Spanish Town.

3780. You know him ; was he there on that day
when you were there with the soldiers, the police, and
Ramsay and M'Kenzie 2–No.
3781. Are you quite certain 3–Yes; he was at the
Bay, working at Bath.
3782. Were there any prisoners taken up there by
the soldiers ?—A prisoner; I saw the soldiers shot
him ; a man named Levison it was, but they only
wounded him, and he ran away, and I saw him pull
off his clothes, and his shirt, and threw it down.
3783. Who was the other ?—I do not know his

name.

I think Lake knows it.

He was shot by a

soldier.

$750. Not a policeman —No.

3784. Was he killed 2–Dead on the spot.
3785. Can you tell us how that took place 2–I
believe he was coming along, and saw the soldiers,
and began to run, and a soldier jumped back and shot

375l. Now, you say that before you left to go to

him at the same time.

3748, Was it James or Jonas Ž–James Foster.
3749. He was a constable —Yes.

ºº Paul lºgº said

it was too late to come

to the Bay that day?—Yes.
372. And that
would be coming the next

º

º'-Wes; and as I got down I reported to the

3786. He was running, was he 3–Yes.
3787. Was that after you reached Stony Gut 2–
Yes.

alº-Yº,
I explained all that matter.
3754. While you were all there did you see a man

3788. Were the soldiers halting 2–Yes; the camp
was at Bogle's chapel.
3789. You did not return that day ?—No ; we went
in the morning, and remained until Thursday.
3790. On either of those days did you see a man

* James Richard Smith 2–Yes. Íſe was a man

named Gentle —No.

* down when they gave me the oath; he was
** tº take down my name.

He was not there at all ; there was not a man I did

Inºr and the Custos.
37%. Did you communicate to them that matter

ºWºmes
* When he did that, did you see him take down
of other men —Yes.
º

How
many ?—I beli
men37%.
before
I left.
elieve

lhe SWOro 20 or 40
-

3791. Can you be certain that he was not there 2–
not See.

3792. Was anybody flogged at Bogle's chapel?—
Yes.

Smith
down * names down 2–IIe took the names

3793. Do you know what soldiers were up there 2
—The artillery soldiers and the blue jackets.
3794. You mean there were some of the Artillery
besides the blue jackets —Yes.
3795. Was this man shot by an Artillery soldier
or a blue jacket 2—By an Artillery soldier with a little

Were you, at a later tim
time than
º$750,about,
at Bºgić. chapel ?—Yes,

red coat.
3796. Where was he when he shot

* lº
Who
swore them
—Bogle
himself, as they
*in
presented
the book
to them.
2

º: Where was that?–In his house.
º As he swore the 20 or 40 men, did
-

you now
y

º "long was that after the 10th of October?
-: º
Weeks; a week and a half, I think.
190 you reme

º ;: rºle
763,

-

ºv
Robert Evan
Jones being
-

--~.

º: º tºne was the chapel burnt
§§4. H * unburnt at that time.

urnt

or un

... * you to be there 2–Mr. Ramsay
;
:"...ºus tº martial law ending.
Illst f *: You there —Yes.
He said that I

tººk

* Rºbert *!. and another, Robert Evan Jones,
$766, D

and James Edwards.

him 2–At

Stony Gut.
3797. Walking about 2–Yes.
3798. Was he a sentry —No ; he only took up his
gun, and as the man began to run the soldier shot
him. I saw where he was shot. It was only in the
mouth. I saw a piece of a leaf in his mouth.
3799. Who put that in 7–The soldier.
3800. At what distance from the soldier was the
man at the time —I cannot say what was the dis
tance.

3801. Was the man running 2—When the man
attempted to run he shot him.
3802. Was he a prisoner who had been brought up
by the soldiers from Morant Bay ?—No.
3803. Then how came he to be a prisoner ?–He
was not a prisoner.
3804. Where did he come from ?—He belonged to
Stony Gut.
3805. Do you know who it was 2—I know his
-

. * man

º tº.‘.
157, W.

:
ſº

"tº there

* Wººly

there that day named

-

punished the

day when you

* Are ** Woman named Levison.
there: N |. * that Richard Clarke was not
3769. i.d did not see him.
*utioned j Ramsay and the other policemen you
* other people with you ?—No,

xtent hº
TO
~Ak."

-

€ll

ho

-

A.*
50 º *y were there about you think?
9| | 1. Fº
ift

3

-

father, but I don't know the name of the lad.

3806. What is his father's name 2–Jacob Darby.
3807. Is he a person living at Stony Gut 2–Yes.
3808. This was his son 7–Yes.

§ troops ?—Fi

* Ania. officer

ºn.

31 Jan. 1866.

3809. You had not seen him before that day ?—
No.

-
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3810. Was anybody flogged there 2–Yes.
3811. Who was that –A woman named Levison;

SEVENTH
DAY.

Ramsay captured her.
W. Fuller.
-

31 Jan. 1866,

3812. How was it they flogged this woman 2–
Ramsay took her in custody.
3813. Where?–In Stony Gut.

3823.body
On of
that
you went to Morant Bay ?–The
*—
whole
us.day
yy
-

3824. Was the woman you call Levison any relation
ºf the man who was shot —Yes, he was her husband.

he was shot, and wounded.
3825. He was not killed 2–No, he escaped. It
>

3814. In a house —Yes; she was the only person
we saw, and Ramsay said she must tell where the
other party had gone. She said she did not know

was when Ramsay came to Stony Gut and said, “This
man proclaim martial law in Stony Gut.”

where they had gone. Ramsay took her to Bogle's
chapel, and flogged her ; then he threw a rope over

-N9 ; as the troops came into the town, and the man
heard them firing, he made his escape, and the troops

the beam, and said to her, “If you don't tell me where
they are gone and take me there, I will hang you.”

fired at him. He was shot in the shoulder, and got

She was there from Wednesday morning, with a rope

$26. And this man was taken into custody there?

away.

3827. What became of the woman –She did not
run.

round her neck, tied as a beast is tied when it is put

out to grass, till Thursday, when we went to the Bay.

3828. After she was untied on the Thursday and

3815. Do you mean that she remained in Bogle's
chapel from Wednesday to Thursday ?—She was tied
outside the door until Thursday evening, when we
went to the Bay.

let go, you saw her no more ?—I saw her some time

3816. Outside the door —Yes.
3817. What was she tied to ?–To the wattle.

afterwards.

3829. You saw her alive afterwards —Yes, up to
Saturday last.
3830. The other day —Yes.
3831. Then she is alive?—Yes.

3832. Do you know the name of the man you saw
3818. Was the rope through the door —It was

tied to the wattle on the door ; the rope was run
through it, and she was tied from Wednesday till
Thursday evening.
3819. How was she tied ?–With a knot round her
neck.

3820. Was the rope long enough to let her get out
of the building 2–Yes; they tied her to the wattle
outside of the house.

3821. What became of her ?—Afterwards, when

we went to the Bay, the troops let her go. That
time Ramsay went down to the Bay, and when we
were going the troops let her go.
3822. That was on the Thursday ?—Yes, sir.

shot dead —No, I do not know his name.
3833. You told us his father's name 2–Yes.

3834. Was anything more said to Osborne by Bogle
when he read the warrant, and said, “You are my
prisoner,” than “I won't go with you to-day?”—
Osborne clapped him on the shoulder, and said, “You
are my prisoner,” and Bogle called out “Help!”
3835. Did he say it was too late that day to go,
but that they were coming the next day, and did he
say they were coming next day quietly —No. He
said, “No ; to-morrow is the Vestry, and I expect to
come to the Bay.”
3836. Did he say how he would come?—No.
3837. Only that they were coming?—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

His Ercellency
E. J. Eyre.

;

His Excellency Edward Jolix EYRE sworn and examined.
3843. Certainly?—There was one, and that a very
(The President.) The Royal Commissioners think
it right that it should be stated, for the information of general ground of complaint wherever I went. It was
witnesses who may be called before the Commission, the prevalence of larceny of provisions and stock.
that they are not bound to answer any questions the
3844. That was referred to in your same speech?—
answers to which may tend to render them liable to
It was. I simply referred to it to show that there were
any penalties; and the witnesses must understand
that if they do answer such questions, their answers very few points of that kind brought under my atten:

may be used against them in any future proceedings.
3838. Were you acting Governor of this island?—
Yes, for nearly two years before I was appointed full
Governor.

3839. In November 1864 did you open the Legis

lative Assembly?—Yes, I opened the ordinary Ses
sion,

3840. Do you remember at that time the following
passages in your opening speech —“I am happy to
“ have this opportunity of publicly expressing how ex

tion. That was one of the principal things, and it had
been going on for a considerable length of time. The
Inspector of Prisons, in his report for 1865, says, that
in September 1861 there were only 283 prisoners in
the General Penitentiary; that in the following year
there were 352; that in the year after that there were
482, and that in 1864 there were 629. They had gone
on gradually and progressively increasing, and the ma

jority of these were cases of theft and larceny of some
kind or other. I mention this now because a good
deal of the state of the country has been referred to

“ tremely interesting and gratifying this tour was to

the dry seasons which followed this period, and Ishow

“ me.

now that these tendencies did exist before.

In the varying scenery, climate, and industrial

“ pursuits of the different districts I saw much to admire
“ and value; but, however diverse from each other in

“
“
“
“

3845. We are referring now rather to the expres:

sion in the speech which you made at the opening of
the Assembly with regard to the general feeling of

physical features or capabilities the several parishes
might be, I found the inhabitants, one and all, ami
mated by the same spirit of warm loyalty, considerate
kindness, and generous hospitality?”—Yes ; I most

loyalty?—It was undoubted wherever I went. I may

fully endorse that passage, and I most gratefully re

especially in this district, wherever I went I was re

member the feeling which I then noticed.
3841. That was the result of a tour which you then
made through a considerable part of the island?-Round the entire island, with the exception of the
parish of St. John.
3842. Was there anything that occurred in the fol
lowing year which induced you to alter that opinion?

ceived with the greatest hospitality, not only by the
gentry of the country but by the peasantry themselves.
All along the way they lined the road, and over each
gateway there would be a couple of cocoa-nut boughs
bent to the posts and tied together with fruit, and

—Perhaps if I were to mention to the Commissioners

in the first instance a few points which were brought
under my notice during this tour, as the only points
which were matters of complaint of which I heard, it
might be well.

state that in St. Thomas in the East and Portland,

flowers hanging from them, and my carriage was

repeatedly inundated with bouquets. This was by
the very people, many of whom were recently in re
bellion.

3846. Will you tell us when it was, in the year

1865, that you received information which induced
you to change your opinion as to the general feeling **
*}
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of loyalty prevailing throughout the island?—It is
perhaps difficult to say when the change took place.

38ſ. We do not mean the exact day ; but when

was there anything to indicate it before the outbreak
in October?—What first struck me as agitating the
country was that letter of Dr. Underhill's, and the

consequent meetings which took place. I regarded
that the primary origin of the agitation.
$48. Then you did receive some information as to
meetings that were held in consequence of your publi
cation of that letter?—With submission to the Com
missioners I beg leave to say that I did not publish it,
not do I know who did. Dr. Underhill has stated

that I did publish it in the Official

Gazette, but such

3856. We do not know whether there is anything

material to be stated prior to the 10th of October,

unless you think so — We had nothing at all to indi:
cate the probability of any immediate outbreak, and
we hoped things were settling quietly down.
3857. That was in August, the affair you have
mentioned —The latter part of July.
3858. On the morning of the 11th of October were
you in Spanish Town, and did you there receive a
jetter from Baron Ketelhodt —On the morning of the
11th.

3859. A letter written on the 10th 2–Yes.

I re

ceived that on the morning of the 11th.
3860. Is this the letter you then received

was not the case.

“The Custos of St. Thomas in the East to the

3849. However, in consequence of the publication

ºf that letter by some means, were meetings held?—

“Governor's Secretary.
Morant Bay, October 10, 1865.

“SIR,

Yes,

3850. Didyoureceive information of what took place
althose meetings?–Yes. In many instances the parties
º

themselves sent their resolutions through me, and they
were submitted to the Custodes to be reported upon.
All the documents were sent to Her Majesty's Secre
tary of State.
3851, Was the information you received such as to

induce you to alter the opinion which you had ex
pressed in November?—It led me to the opinion that
in agitation was going on which would have a perni
cious effect upon the island.

3852. Previously to the outbreak had you made a
communication to Her Majesty's Government with
reference to the feeling which prevailed and the

“I DEEPLY regret that it is my duty to bring
“ to the notice of his Excellency the Governor that a
“ serious outbreak among certain of the labouring
“ population in this neighbourhood is threatened, and,
“ in fact, has already commenced. The facts are
“ briefly these :—A number of over one hundred and
“ fifty men, armed with sticks and preceded by a band
“ of music, came on Saturday the 7th October, with
“ the openly expressed intention to rescue a man who
“ was that day to be tried for some offence, if found
“guilty. Leaving the band of music outside the town,
“ they proceeded to the square in front of the Court

“house.

A man having been ordered into custody,

“ on account of the noise he was making in the Court
“house, a rush was made by a body of the men

agitation which was going on in the island?—I will

“ referred to, and the man rescued from the hands of

answer that question by referring to the letter itself.
On the 25th of April 1865 I wrote to the Secretary
of State, transmitting the statement of distress and
grievances from certain poor people of St. Ann's ; I

“ the police, one of whom was left with his finger

then wrote this:– “This is the first fruits of Dr.

“Underhill's letter, which represented the peasantry of
“Jamaica as being generally in a destitute, naked, and
“starving condition; a representation which many of
“ them will be quite ready to take advantage of, and try
“to turn to their own account in every way they can ;

" nor will there be wanting persons in this colony to
"encourage and urge them on ; and I fear that the

“ broken, and several others beaten and ill-treated.

“In consequence of this outrage warrants were issued
“ yesterday against twenty-eight individuals who had
“ been identified, and the warrants placed to-day in
“ the hands of six policemen and three rural constables
“ for execution. On, however, the attempt being made

“ by this force to arrest one Paul Bogle, I am informed
“ by the policemen, who have just returned, that on
“ a signal being given a body of over one hundred and
“ fifty men, armed with cutlasses, bayonets, and pikes,

“result of Dr. Underhill's communication, and the cir

“appeared and mades prisoners of three of the police
“ men, on two of whom they placed handcuffs, and

“tulars of the Baptist Missionary Society, will have a
“very prejudicial influence in unsettling the minds of
“the peasantry, making them discontented with their

“ only suffered them to leave after having obtained
“an oath from them that they (the police) would

“lot, and disinclined to conform to the laws which

“join them. The oath was administered by Paul
“ Bogle on a Bible he had at hand.

The statement of

rºlate their taxation, their civil tribunals, or their
Pºlitical status, all of which they have been informed

“all the policemen is to the effect that the people

tº unjust, partial, or oppressive.” That was my
ºnviction as far back as April 1865; there are

“Bay to-morrow. I have, under these circumstances,

ºral Other passages which bear upon the same

“ to assemble here to-morrow the whole of the men of

subject.

“whom he can dispose in his parish and St. David,

§. We only want to know whether there had been
ºthing to induce you to alter your opinion?—Yes.

“ the latter through the Custos of that parish ; and I
“ have also despatched an order to Captain Hitchins

i.

at is the first letter I wrote, showing my conviction
** system of agitation had been introduced, which
would have a very injurious effect on the future of the

"W. There were many other subsequent dispatches

“ openly declared that they would come to Morant
“ thought it my duty to direct the Inspector of Police

“ to attend here with the St. Thomas in the East

“ No. 1 Company. But as the policemen thus pro
“ curable amount to only thirty men, and the compan

* Subsequently to that, and before October, had

“ of Captain Hitchins consists of only about twenty
“ men, and the Morant Bay Company can turn out at
“ most twelve efficient men, I very much fear, and

**enmeasures with reference to apprehended dis
*—I think the first apprehension brought

“my fears are shared by the Inspector of Police and
“ magistrates, and other respectable inhabitants re

"my notice of disturbances likely to occur was

| force will be
“ siding on the Bay, that this [
“utterly incapable to cope with the body of men who

"the same effect.

ºº August 1865. I do not know that I can refer
º: to all the passages, but the particular
thºse Fº: disturbances were apprehended were
lººk River and Westmoreland—that is, in
St i.

º 8, Westmoreland, and also in St. James.
districts, some apprehensions with regard to those

* Did you take any measures in consequence of
º
Aut

“ the case, I named one hundred and fifty as the
“ number of the men engaged in the outrage of this
“ day; but the evidence I have received while
“ writing this despatch leaves no doubt in my mind

“ that the number was for greater. The police and
“ the Morant Bay Volunteers have no powder. I

ºn, ?—I took immediate steps, by
i. man-of-war round, and directing the local

“ cannot hesitate, under these circumstances, to submit

º take any such other steps as they could

“ that it is very probable that without some military

º, And I think the taking of those steps

“ aid the force at the disposal of the authorities will,

ºn the
prey

“ have committed this gross outrage on the authority
“ of the law. I may add that for fear of overstating

*d the disturbances,

“ in the event of the people carrying out their threats,
L 2

SEVENTH
DAY.

His Ercellency
E. J. Eyre.
31 Jan. 1866.
-
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“ be insufficient to uphold the law, and in that case
“ the worst consequences must be anticipated.
“I have, &c.

His Ercellency

“ (Signed)

“far short of the truth, which I fondly hope it may
“ do, I consider I have only done my duty in bring
“ing it before you.

M. A. WON KETELHoDT.”

“I have, &c.

P.S.–6 P.M.–The shells are at this moment blow

“ (Sgd.)

John DAvidson, J.P.,

“ St. David Mountain District.”
ing to collect men all through the Blue Mountain
Valley and through John's. I am of opinion that no This rather means the contrary surely —There must
time ought to be lost in dispatching a sufficient military have been some error, it was written very hurridly,

º

force.
—That letter reached

M. A. Von K.
me about 8 o'clock in the

and he even left out the letter which was to have

morning in Spanish Town. I immediately convened

3871. This is the postscript: P.S.—“Having re
ceived the letter I enclose it for your Excellency *"
—Thereupon I immediately got on my horse, with
out even staying for a change of garments, and rode
down to Head Quarter's House, at Kingston, to make
further arrangements.
3872. On your way did you meet a messenger from
the Custos of Kingston corroborating what you had
heard 2–I did, and giving more information.
3873. Did you find the troops had gone —I found
that in the interval between my starting from Flam
stead and my getting down to Head Quarter's House,
General O'Connor, who had been at Port Royal
reviewing the troops, had been met by the intelligence,
and had immediately turned the gunboat round, and
given orders for 100 additional troops to be des
patched to Morant Bay.
3874. And 100 had been sent previously by your
direction ?—Yes, there had been no delay whatever
on the part of any of the authorities, either civil,
military, or naval.
3875. When you found what had been already
done by the General did you give further directions

the Executive Committee, and summoned the Attor

ney-General, and, with their concurrence, I immedi

ately communicated with the General and the Admiral,
directing that troops would be sent with the least
possible delay to Morant Bay, and I believe every
exertion was made to carry out that order.
3861. You communicated with the General and

the Admiral 2–With the General and the Commodore;
the Admiral was not here.

3862. Is this your letter to the General 2
“Governor Eyre to Major-General O'Connor.
“ SIR,

King's House, October 11, 1865.

“I HAVE the honor to acquaint your Excel
“lency that information has just reached me that a
“ serious disturbance has occurred in the neighbour

“
“
“
“

hood of Morant Bay by a party of over 100 to 150
men, armed with cutlasses, bayonets, and pikes. It
is necessary that the most prompt measures should
be taken to put down this resistance to constituted

“ authority, and I have the honour to request your

“Excellency will be pleased at once to detach 100 men,
“ to be removed to the disturbed district.

I have

“ requested the senior naval officer to provide con
“veyance for these troops, if possible in a man-of
“ war, and I trust that arrangements might be made
“ to embark them in the course of the day, as, if
“ possible, the steamer ought to leave with them
“ without delay, since it is stated that rioters ‘will
“‘come to Morant Bay to-day.”
“I have, &c.

“ (Signed)

E. EYRE.”
—That is the letter which I sent to the General.

been enclosed ; that is the letter I received.

-

about troops from Newcastle –Yes, I considered it a

most important thing to detach troops from Newcastle
to intercept the rebellious parties whom we supposed
to be coming up the line of the Blue Mountain
Valley.

3876. You supposed that from Mr. Davidson's
letter —Yes, and also from my knowledge of the
country, which led me to conclude that that would
be the natural direction to take.
3877. Was the order sent to

-

Newcastle 2–The

3864. What distance is Flamstead from Kingston 2

order was sent that very night.
3878. Did you at the same time write to General
Jackson —Yes; I requested him to accompany the

—About 14 miles from Kingston.
3865. Much the same distance as Spanish Town?—

troops as a Justice of the Peace.
3879. He is an old Indian officer, is he not ?—Yes;

It is about 23 miles from Spanish Town.

but it was not in his capacity as a military officer
but as a Justice of the Peace that I requested him to
accompany the troops.
3880. Did the Executive Committee meet you that
night – Yes; that is on the night of the 12th, and

, 3863. Having done that, did you then go off to your
residence at Flamstead 2–1 returned to Flamstead.

3866. But it is about

the same distance

from

Kingston as Spanish Town is 2–Yes.
3867. But it takes longer to go to Kingston from
Flamstead than it does from Spanish Town —Yes,
because there is a railway from Spanish Town to

the Privy Council was immediately assembled after

Ringston.

wards.

3868. You went from Spanish Town —Yes.
3869. On the following day did you receive a letter
from Mr. Davidson —I did.

3870. Was this the letter 2

“Mr. Davidson, J.P., to Governor Eyre.
“ Sherwood Forest, October 12, 1865.
“You R Excell ENCY,

“I DEEM it my duty, as a justice of the peace
“ for this parish, to hasten to apprise you of the
*

“ information I received in a letter a short time ago.
**

The letter I have sent to a neighbour, so regret I

i.

I cannot enclose it.

“ The people at Morant Bay have risen, burnt
&*

down the Court-house, released all the prisoners,

“ murdered several of the white people. The names
“ I have heard are Mr. Cooke, clerk of the peace,
Mr. D. M'Pherson, clerk of the vestry, Mr. R.
M“Pherson, gaol keeper, Mr. Walton, a magistrate.
“ The contents of the letter, as above, I believe to
&4.

be correct, although it may not be improbable the
“ rumour is exaggerated; being so serious a one,
however, there no doubt is considerable truth in it.
4. *

“ The letter further states that it is the intention of
*&

the mob to go up the Valley and onwards (I fancy

**

in this direction).

“ Should the information to your Excellency fall

3881. What was the result of their deliberations?

—The result was that we considered it expedient that
martial law should be declared.

In order to declare

it, it was necessary to get together what is called a
Council of War, under an Island Act.

3882. Is that the 9th Victoria, chapter 35 —Yes.
Steps were taken at once to make necessary prepara
tions for the meeting of the Council on the following
morning.

3883. Was the opinion you have mentioned unani
mous – There was no difference of opinion on the
part of the Privy Council at all.
3884. Then when did the Council of War assemble?

—On the following morning.

3885. The morning of the 13th —Yes; on the
Friday morning.
3886. What was their determination ?–The deter

mination was that martial law should be immediately
proclaimed.
3887. Of whom did the Council of War consist –

Of the Senior Naval Officer, the Senior Military

Officer, the Governor, and the members of the two
branches of the Legislature.

3888. We do not know whether any difference of
opinion existed amongst you, as to the propriety of
declaring martial law —Not as to the propriety of
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declaring martial law. I think there was some little
difference of opinion as to whether Kingston should

3899, And also the Attorney-General and Mr.

3900. Did you embark at 10 o'clock in the morning 2 His Ercellency
—Yes.

388). Well, martial law was declared —Through

out the county of Surry, except the city and parish of
Kingston.

3800. Previously to the meeting—the meeting of
the morning of the Friday, that is—had you gone

with your aide-de-camp, over to Spanish Town a
little after midnight?—Yes; I did, partly to make
some arrangements of my own, and partly to get
together the members of the Council, many of whom
resided near Spanish Town; and also with the view
of the Proclamation being got ready.
3891. You returned to Kingston by 8 o'clock, and
then met the Council of War 2–Yes.
3892. Was this the form of the Proclamation of
Martial Law:
“Proclamation of Martial Law.

“Jamaica, ss.

“Victoria, by the Grace of God of the United
“Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland
“Queen, and of Jamaica Supreme Lady,

E. J. Eyre.

3901. Did you, in going down the harbour, meet
the “Wolverine " bringing up a number of ladies,
gentlemen, and children who had escaped, and some
prisoners who had been captured 3–We did.

3902. And did you at the same time receive this
letter from the naval officer :—

Captain de Horsey, R.N., to Governor Eyre.
“Wolverine, at Morant isay,
“ SIR

-

October 12, 1865.

“I REGRET to have to inform your Excellency
“ that the disturbance you apprehended at this place
has

occurred, and with sad results,

about 28

“ men, including the Custos of the parish, having

been

brutally murdered, and the Court-house

“burned by the rioters. The company of the First
West were immediately landed, and as the attack on
the town is expected to be repeated to-night, I
intend landing a party of 114 men from this ship
to co-operate with them in preserving order, and
“ the “Wolverine’ will return to Port Royal to

morrow morning at daylight, conveying those of
the white inhabitants who desire to go to Kingston,
“Whereas we are certified of the committal of “ and with the object of bringing here any further
“grievous trespasses and felonies within the parish “ troops your Excellency may desire to send. I
would urge on your Excellency the necessity of
“of St. Thomas in the East, of this our island of
sending at least another company to this place, in
“Jamaica, and have reason for expecting that the
order that the party landed from the “Wolverine
“sºme may be extended to the neighbouring parishes
may rejoin their ship, so that she may be efficient
“ ºf the county of Surry of our said island : We do
for proceeding to any other part of the island,
“hereby, by the authority to us committed by the
should
it be necessary, as I unfortunately at present
announce
laws
declare
and
island,
this
"
of
our
to all
“whom it may concern, that Martial Law shall pre “ have not any man-of-war at Jamaica.
“ Defender of the Faith.

“To all Our loving subjects:

«-

&-

" Vail throughout the said county of Surry, except in
“ the city and parish of Kingston ; and that our
“military forces shall have all power of exercising
“the rights of belligerents against such of the inhabi
“tants of the said county, except as aforesaid, as our

“ said military forces may consider opposed to our
“Government, and the well-being of our loving
“subjects,

“Given at Head Quarter's House, Kingston, on the

“I have, &c.

“ (Signed)
A. M. DE HoRSEY.”
—I did receive that letter, and in consequence wrote
the letter which immediately follows to the General,
requesting an additional number of troops to be sent
up in the “Wolverine,” while I myself went on
immediately in a chartered vessel, the “Caravelle.”
3903. Did you receive further accounts from some
of the refugees —Yes, verbal ones, no written ones;
they were merely conversations.

thirteenth day of October, in the year of our Lord
3904. There were some reports which have since
ºne thousand eight hundred and sixty-five, and in been
discovered to be unfounded as to the treatment of
"the twenty-ninth year of Our reign.
some of the dead bodies —One of them, I understand,
"Witness—His Excellency Edward John Eyre, has been, that with regard to Lieutenant Hall. How
“Esquire, Captain-General and Governor-in
“Chief in and over Our said island of Jamaica,

“ and other the Territories thereon depending

far the others were true I have no means of knowing.
3905. You communicated them as you received

“in America, Governor and Commander-in

them —Yes, of course, without means of knowing

* Chief of the Colony of British Honduras,

whether they were correct or not.
3906. Did you likewise receive a narrative from
Mr. Cooke, the clerk of the peace?—Not at the time;
I do not think he was in a position to write it then,
but it is appended to the dispatch, because I received
it subsequently before the dispatch went away.
3907. Did you send a request by the “Wolverine’”
for another company of white troops ?—I did.
3908. And you went on to Morant Bay ?–Yes.
3909. At 7 o'clock in the evening, was that when
ou got there —Yes.
3910. What did you discover had been done as to

“Chancellor of our said island of Jamaica,
“ and Vice-Admiral of the same.

“ (Signed)

4. D.- 1 =

E. EYRE.

By his Excellency's command,
“ (Signed)

Edward Jordon,
“Governor's Secretary.”

-That is the Proclamation.

* Is that a form which has been used on former
"ls -I cannot say that. That is the form
Pºlted by the Attorney-General, and with his
approval.

the disposition of the troops?—We found that Captain

* You consulted him as your law officer as to

Luke had been sent on in advance as far as Bath, or
rather that they had gone on as far as Port Morant,

* Mºlings?—Yes. He was consulted, and the
* Justice was consulſº also, as to proclaiming in the first instance, upon which we decided upon
*tial law in the first instance.

... Had you ever heard any doubts suggested as
the power of the Governor, with the advice of the

. of

War, to declare martial law —None
* A specific enactment existed which was
**ed to remove all doubt.

º Pidyou request the General to appoint some
*" *company you to the scene of action ?—
..ºt in writing but verbally.
-

3897. And

General Nelson was named for that

going on ourselves that evening. On arriving we

found that the troops had gone on still further, that
they had pushed on to Bath.

3911. Did you land 50 men from the “Caravelle?”
—We landed 50 men from the “Caravelle.”

3912. And you issued orders for a party of seamen
and marines to start for Easington, in St. David's 2–
We did.

3913. With what view was it that that party was
detached?—It was intended that it should have co

"Pºe?—Yes.

operated with the party from Newcastle, upon the line

º
!” you invite a member of Council, and
Assembly attend you ?—I did.
lucinbers of

of the Blue Mountain Valley, and that they should meet

the

to
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Hutchins 2–I did.

be included or not. That was the principal point
discussed.
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at Easington, but that intention was not carried out.
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3914. When you arrived at Port Morant were there
any prisoners there who had been captured 2–We re

in, E., ceived information which led us to suppose that by
E. J. Eyre,
31 Jaii. 1866,
-

sending out a party during the night some persons
might be captured. Some persons were brought in,
one man particularly ; but there were several others;
only one was of any importance.
3915. Was that a man named “Flemming?”—Yes.
3916. Was he tried by court-martial –Yes, that
same morning.

3917. And executed ?–And he was executed, and
the others were released.
3918. Were the others men or women 2–I think

they were chiefly women.
3919. On the 14th of October did you, having
made the arrangements you thought necessary, return
in the gunboat to Morant Bay —I did.
3920. And did you arrive there about 9 in the
morning 2–Yes, we arrived there about 9 in the
morning.
3921. Soon after you arrived did the “Wolverine”
arrive —Yes, almost immediately.
3922, Were there prisoners on board the “Wolve
rine” who were landed ?–Yes, they were.
3923. Were any of them tried by court-martial 2–
They were before we proceeded.
3924. How many do you remember were tried by

3944. Did you receive information as to Stony
Gut 2–I heard that it was the head-quarters of the
rebels, and a very difficult position.
3945. Did you form any opinion then as to what
had been the result of the military operations with
reference to the rebels, if you so call them 2–We
had headed the rebellion at that time.

3946. Did it appear to you that the dispositions of
the troops were such that there was no reasonable
prospect of its extending, supposing that that rising
stood alone, along the eastern side of the island 2–
From Port Antonio to Morant Bay we hoped it was
stopped, and we believed that when the Maroons were
armed we should stop the whole thing ; they were not
then armed.

3947. When were they armed 2–After the steamer
went to Kingston and returned ; that would be on
the 18th.

cuted.

3926. Was that on the standing archway of the
burnt, Court-house ?–Yes, where the scene of the

where the rebellion existed.

3925. And four were executed 3–Four were exe

In aSSacre Was.

3927. And one was flogged —One was flogged ;
es.

3928. You then went to Port Morant again in the
steamer ?–Yes.

3929. Did you find there a gunboat which had
taken on board a number of ladies and children : —

off – Yes, from communication with the district
I do not think the

Maroons actually commenced their march on that day;
they were only armed.
3950. But you believed that if armed they would
be faithful to the Government —We had every
reason then to suppose that we had stopped this
rebellion from spreading.
3951. How long did you remain at Port Antonio !
—Till the evening of the 16th ; we arrived there on

Yes, we did.

3930. Did you see them —I did not see them.
3931. You only heard the state they were in 2–1
heard from the officers on board the ship.

3932. On the 15th of October did you start the
“Onyx * for Kingston, and did the “Wolverine” go
to Port Antonio —Yes.

3933. Did you go to Port Antonio —Yes, in the
“ Wolverino.”

3934. And you arrived there about 11 in the morn
ing 2—Yes.
3935. Did you receive information there as to the

progress that had been made –We received infor

the morning of the 15th, and left there on the evening
of the 16th.
3592. On the 16th instant the court-martial sat 2–

On the 16th the court-martial sat, and tried prisoners
and 27 were found guilty, and hung.
3953. To go back a little at Port Morant, was not
one executed 2–Only one man at Port Morant ; I
think you asked that question before ; one was
flogged and one hung, and some others released.
3954. That is the one mentioned in another letter

as being hung on a tree near the Bay ?–Yes,
3955. Did you receive despatches from Kingston

mation that the rebels had sent word that they

from the Executive Committee and the Custos, and

intended to come into Port Antonio and burn it that

the parties expressing a desire for your return, and
urging you to declare martial law in Kingston —It
was very pressing upon me for that purpose.
3956. Did you, in consequence of that, go to King
ston —I did, immediately.
3957. Did you decline to put martial law in force
in Kingston —I did not consider that it was ab
solutely necessary, and I thought that we might
manage to do without putting the chief capital of the
colony under martial law.
3958. Did you find that there were apprehensions

evening. .

3936. That was the information you received at the
time 2—Yes; we learned that they were within a
short distance of the place; we immediately landed all
the troops that we had, and a detachment, 100 strong,
was sent without a moment's delay to meet the rebels,

st

destination.

3948. By the Wednesday ?—Yes.
3949. By the Wednesday you thought the opera
tions had been such, that if any rising had been con
templated in any other part of the island, it was cut

court-martial –Four, I think, or five.

''

3943. Were any orders given as to the parties
stationed at Morant Bay, what they were to do?—
Yes, an order was given that the two parties who
were intended to co-operate at Easington should meet
and subsequently proceed to Stony Gut, but at that
time the design had been frustrated, in consequence
of the party from Newcastle not having reached their

o march back upon them.
3937. Did you find that a considerable number of
the principal inhabitants had taken refuge on board
an American ship, called the “Reunion ?”—They had;
they were still on board when I arrived there; I went
on board the barque and saw them myself.
3938. Had any of the Maroons come down to Port
Antonio —Some of them were down there ; I think

it was that same day, but I am not quite sure abou
that.

-

-

3939. Were they armed 2–Very few, and their arms
were of no use whatever.

3940. They had some old guns 3–Old guns, but I

think they were of no service, and they had very few
of them.

-

3941. What orders did you give from Port Antonio,
what further orders ?—After detaching the 100
troops ?
3942. Yes; you sent off expresses to Kingston and
Morant Bay with information ?–Yes, I sent off ex
presses.

of disturbancés at Linstead 2–I did, and about one of

the first acts I was called upon to perform, on reaching
Kingston, was to request that the troops at Spanish
Town might be sent on immediately.

3959. They were sent on 2–They were, and
Spanish Town was left without any for the time
being.

3960. On the 18th you returned to Port Antonio
—On the 18th we steamed for Port Antonio.

3961. You entered Morant Bay as you went to
Port Antonio —Yes.

3962, Did you find then that your measures had
succeeded ?–Yes;

we

distributed

the

arms so

as to complete the arrangement by sending out
some of the Maroons, which had not been done

previously.

-

3963. Did you find that the parties from Stony
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Gut had returned —They had returned ; at least we
*

had received a report that they had reached Stony
Gut and found nobody there.

4. *

3964. Did you receive full reports from the officers
as to the proceedings they had taken —The reports
were comparatively brief. Whilst I was with the
party myself I saw all the reports, but not always

sent back to their own district, under a competent
head, to protect that district and the vicinity, and
to act as occasion may require. I think that 150
men of the Moore Town Maroons should be armed

*&

SEVENTH
DAY.

His Ercellency
E. J. Eyre.

and placed under Colonel Fyfe ; that they should
<<

be sent into the centre of the line between Morant

31 Jan. 1866.

**

Bay and Port Antonio (near Moore Town), to be
4.

afterwards; in fact, to this day I have not seen many

divided into two divisions, one to act in the direc

*

of them.
&*

3965. Many of the reports do you mean *—Many
of Colonel Hobbs's reports I have not seen at all. I

*&
*

tion of Morant Bay, or towards Blue Mountain
Valley; the other towards Bath, Plantain Garden
River, and Manchioneal districts, each scouring the

should say that Colonel Hobbs was not acting in

hills and the outskirts of the cultivated lands to

concert with Brigadier-General Nelson, but was acting
under an independent authority.

drive in, cut off, or capture the rebels, if any have
retired from the lowlands or lands contiguous. If
the Maroons thus act in co-operation with the
military parties at Port Antonio, Manchioneal,
Morant Bay, and Easington, I think the country
will be completely scoured, and those in arms
against the Queen be either cut off or captured—a
step which is essential prior to the declaration of
an amnesty. It would, of course, be important that
the party under Colonel Hobbs, last heard of at
Monklands, should act in co-operation with these
arrangements, but at present we have no intelli
gence of his movements since leaving Monklands.
I think 40 stand of arms and corresponding ammu
nition should be left at Morant Bay, to be distributed
to a party of planters and others, who are prepared
to arm from Kingston and re-establish themselves
in the Plantain Garden River or Bath districts, if

3966. Then the Commissioners at once understand

**

that you have not seen all the military reports made
at the time?—I have not ; at least I understand that

there are many which I have not seen. The officers
never reported to me. When I was present in the
neighbourhood with them of course their reports
were shown to me.

3967. But neither the reports, nor copies of them,
have been sent to you ?–Not those to which I am
alluding; some of the reports I had copies of after
wards, at my own request.
3968, But during the time that martial law existed
were they sent in to you?—I believe there were some
which I have not seen which were sent in at that
time.

-

3969. Some you have forwarded to Her Majesty's

so armed.

Government —I forwarded every report which I
received to Her Majesty's Government.
3970..Were these sent in to you at the time at
which they bear date —No. A considerable number
of them I only received copies of just as I was closing
My despatch; some of them I had received previously,
or had had an opportunity of reading.
3971. But they were not all sent to you ?—All I
received were sent on ; I had not even an opportunity

A man-of-war will be sent round the

island in the course of a few days, to call at all the
seaports. Another man-of-war will in a few days
be at Morant Bay, at the disposal of Brigadier
General Nelson, to facilitate any movements he
may desire to make, so as to keep up his inter
“A gunboat can also, if required, be placed at the

Brigadier's command for this purpose. It is my
own intention to leave Morant Bay for Kingston

was being made up.

about the 20th or 21st instant, when I shall be

3972. Did you give any directions, when martial

happy to make or facilitate any additional arrange

law was proclaimed, to the Commander-in-Chief, as to

ments which the Brigadier-General may consider
desirable. There is a settlement (Altamont I think
it is called) about four miles from the Maroon Town,
where several white or coloured families reside,

tle way in which it should be executed ?–I gave no
Wirections whatever. I understood that during martial
lºw the supreme power was vested in the military
authorities,

and are apprehensive of danger. This post should

*3. Are you aware whether, when martial law

be visited by the Maroon party.
“ (Signed)

the Governor

his
given directions to the military or not —No, I do
not know.
3974. You do not know either one way or the
Other?—No.
3975. Did you point out to the officer commanding

E. EYRE.

“ October 18, 1865.”

—Those are the instructions which I gave to Brigadier
General Nelson.

3980. And which were carried out 2–And which
were carried out.

* Hoºps what the general policy to be achieved

3981. You refer in these instructions to what was

Yºº what was the object in view -Most decidedly.

necessary previous to an amnesty being declared ?–

|irected all the movements of

Yes.

the troops as long as

I was with them ; but with the subsequent details I

have nothing to do; that was entirely left to the
military powers.
*As to the way in which they were carried
Out?—Yes,

3982. When was it that the amnesty was declared?
—On the 29th or 30th of October ; I think it was
the 30th.
3983. Was this the form of it 2
“ Proclamation.

*". There is a memorandum to the Brigadier
General in the printed papers?—Yes, there is a

“Jamaica, ss.

“ Victoria, by the grace of God Queen of the United

Illemorandum.

“ Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and of

.*. Which you gave to Brigadier Nelson, as your

“Jamaica Lady Supreme, Defender of the Faith :
“To all to whom these presents shall come.

"...tiºns upon leaving?—Yes, that is quite correct.

sº This is the memorandum ?
•*

. . ." Memorandum for the Brigadier-General.
“t

"the present state of the insurrection and of

. . " "...angements for putting it down, it appears

* that the district in which the rebels are most
ºr elies between the military post of Manchioneal
. . ºut the station recently evacuated at Easington. I
""f opinion that the most effectual positions to
.*PW for present purposes will be a station at
{:

"Antonio, a station at Manchioneal, a station
Morant Bay, a station at Easington. The
tter having been broken up would have to be
º I am further of opinion that 30 of
*:

**Charles Town Maroons should be armed and

*

communication.

of kºping copies; they arrived when the despatch

has been proclaimed in this island before,

:

*s

“Whereas We are certified, That through the zeal
and energy of Our Civil, Military, and Naval
Forces, the wicked Rebellion lately existing in
certain parts of the county of Surry has been
subdued, and that the chief instigators thereof and
actors therein have been visited with the punish

ment due to their heinous offences: And whereas
We are further certified that the inhabitants of the

said districts lately in rebellion, are desirous to
return to their allegiance : Now know ye, that, in

Our Royal clemency and mercy we do issue this
Our Royal Proclamation, hereby notifying that we
do grant a general Amnesty and Pardon to all
persons in the aforesaid districts who shall at once
L 4

º
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His Excellency
E. J. Eyre.

“ come in and submit themselves to Our Royal
“Authority by reporting themselves as so disposed
“ to the Civil, Military, or Naval Authorities, except
“ing only such persons as have been actual partici

31 Jan. 1866.

“ persons as shall be found in arms, or with stolen

the subject, but it is impossible for me to bear them
in my memory.
3990. Could you refer us to any, as you have
collected several, calculated to bear out your state
ment in that respect —I have already sent in to his
Excellency the Governor a despatch containing a

“ property in their possession, after this Our Royal

variety of statements.

“ Proclamation, and such persons as are now in

3991. Those are statements made subsequently,
are they not ?–Yes, but still embodying the same

DAY.

“ pators in the crime of murder, or of arson, such

“ custody awaiting trial: And we do further notify
“
“
“
“
“

to all persons concerned in the late Insurrection
and Rebellion, that it is Our Royal command that
they do forthwith restore to the proper owners, or
deposit with Our Civil, Military,or Naval Authori
ties, all stolen property or plunder, of whatsoever

“ kind.

“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

“And we do further enjoin all Our loyal and loving
subjects to refrain from harbouring, and to give
up, to be dealt with according to law, all persons
(excepted as aforesaid) who have been actual
participators in the crime of murder or of arson,
all such persons as shall be found in arms against
Us, and all such parties as may have stolen property
in their possession, under pain of incurring Our
highest displeasure, and the penalties by law

“ attaching.

“Witness his Excellency Edward John Eyre, Esq.,
“ Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of

kind of statements and circumstances.

3992. Do you mean that there were communications
from the various authorities of the island, represent

ing that to be the state of feeling prior to the 13th of
November 2—I was in communication verbally with
many persons, and many of them were verbal com
munications.

3993, Did you communicate with the Executive
Committee on the subject —Yes. I was in almost
hourly communication with them on the subject.
3994. Was there any difference of opinion as to
whether it was to be continued for the whole month
—None whatever.

3995. Was any application made by any parties in
the island for the cessation of martial law —None

whatever. I may state that Kingston itself was con
sidered in a very precarious position. The Custos
and authorities there were constantly representing

“ this Our island of Jamaica, and other the

that to me.

“ territories thereon depending in America,

3996. Subsequently to the 30th ?—Yes, subse
quently to the 30th, when the amnesty was declared.
3997. Now we wish to refer you to the case of
Mr. Gordon. Was it by your directions that he was
apprehended ?–He was, by my directions.
3998. He was not at that time within the pro

“ Governor and Commander-in-Chief of Our

“Colony of British Honduras, Chancellor of
“our said island of Jamaica, and Vice-Admiral

“ of the same, at St. Jago de la Vega, this 30th
“ day of October, A.D. 1865, and in the 29th
“ year of Our Reign.
E. EYRE.
“ (Signed)

claimed district P-He was not.

-

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN.

“By his Excellency's command,
“ (Signed)
ICDWARD JORDON,
“ Governor's Secretary.”
That was the form of the Proclamation prepared by
the Attorney-General, and immediately sent to the
military and naval authorities for their guidance.
3984. But martial law was in operation till the
13th of the following month —Yes.
3985. You say that “Whereas We are certified,
“ that through the zeal and energy of Our Civil,
“ Military, and Naval Forces, the wicked rebellion
“ lately existing in certain parts of the county of
* Surry has been subdued, and that the chief insti
“gators thereof and actors therein have been visited
“ with the punishment due to their heinous offences:
&

3999. Was his ordinary residence within that
district —His ordinary residence was within the
proclaimed district.
4000. Was there, first of all, an attempt made to
arrest him within that district 2—The attempt was
made at his ordinary residence.
4001. It was found 2–It was found that he was

hiding in Kingston, which was not proclaimed.
4002. That was the information you received 2–
That was the information I received.

4003. You gave directions for him to be appre
hended there —I gave directions for him to be appre
hended there.

4004. What information had you received at that
time which led you to the conclusion that it was im
portant that he should be apprehended out of the
proclaimed district 2–When I was in the disturbed

“ And whereas We are further certified that the

district myself, I heard from every quarter, and I had

“ inhabitants of the said district, lately in rebellion,
“ are desirous to return to their allegiance f *—Yes.
3986, State your reasons for continuing martial
law in force beyond that time nearly a fortnight —
Because there were still a large number of rebels in
custody who had not been dealt with, and because
there were apprehensions of serious disturbances in
other districts, and it was considered necessary that
summary punishment should take place with regard
to those in custody, and those who should be captured,
not coming under the Amnesty Proclamation, before

reason to believe from various little facts and circum

stances, such as his issuing seditious placards, under
the plea of advising the people, and his being inti
mately connected with all the chief rebels, and
various other little facts of that kind, led me to the

conclusion that he had been the prime instigator of
the outbreak in that neighbourhood; and I found

that the same opinion was universally entertained in
Kingston.
4005. Can you refer us to any particular informa
tion that you received upon that point?—Amongst

the 13th arrived.

other things some of the rebels, I was informed, had

3987. From whom did you receive communications
at this time showing that there were apprehensions of
risings in various parts of the island –From various

themselves stated that he was the cause of their being

persons.

tion ?—I cannot at this moment remember from whom
I received the information.

3988. From authorities —I had reports from
almost every part of the island.
3989. Every part of the island ; did you receive
any official report at that time —I can hardly re
member at this moment in what way or form, or when
the reports were all received ; but they were very
numerous, and disclosing a number of little facts,
circumstances, and incidents tending to show a
seditious spirit and a desire to join in rebellion, if an
opportunity offered; all indicatory that the country
was very unsettled, and in a very precarious position;

I have collected a large number of reports bearing on

brought to the gallows.
4006. From whom did you receive that informa
4007. Do you speak of his being intimately coll
nected with those parties who were leaders in the
outbreak 2 Was that a political connexion, or was
there anything more than that f—I believe it was
political, personal, and religious.

4008. Political feeling had risen high in that dis
trict —Very high.

-

4009. And he had been taking a leading part, he
being a Member of Assembly for that district —A
very active part; yes.

-

4010. Were you aware of anything beyond that,
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which would be more than that which would exist
between a man who was a candidate for political
honours, and those by whom he was supported 2–I
had reason to believe that it was his acts, and the
language in which he had indulged, which had led to

“Mr. Cardwell, Secretary of State, was induced to
send to Mr. Eyre, in reply to the St. Ann's

--

Memorial.

His Ercellency
--

But

--

had you information tending to show that he was the
instigator of this particular outbreak — Simply the

--

loyal spirit. We know that our beloved Queen is
too noble-hearted to say anything unkind, even to
her most humble subjects, and we believe that Mr.
Cardwell, and her Majesty's other ministers are
gentlemen too honourable and honest in their inten

tions wilfully to wound the feelings of Her Majesty's
colonial subjects; but we fear they have been

seditious placards, mentioning by name those indivi
duals who were subsequently murdered, whom he
held up to the odium of the public as being tyranni
cal and unjust.

deceived and misled, and the consequence is a
serious grievance to our people; but we fear they
have been deceived and misled, and the consequence

4312. Had you seen what you called the seditious
placards; had they been communicated to you ?–Oh,
yes, I had seen the placard, but without being aware

is a serious grievance to our people; but we advise

who had issued it, or who had circulated it.

---*

of the Island **—I do.

4015. Were there any other persons whom you
gave instructions to apprehend out of the district
**

proclaimed under martial law —Some other persons
were apprehended, I think, during my absence.

Several Haytiens were apprehended, and other parties.
4016. Was a person named Levein apprehended ?

—Yes; he was apprehended by my express orders.
4017. He never resided within the district 2–He
never resided within the district.

them to be prudent, yet firm in their remonstrances,
and we have no doubt that the truth will ultimately
prevail.
“People of St. Ann's'
“Poor people of St. Ann's
“ Starving people of St. Ann's'
“Naked people of St. Ann's
“You who have no sugar estates to work on, nor
can find other employment, we call on you to come
forth. Even if you be naked come forth, and pro
test against the unjust representations made against
you by Mr. Governor Eyre and his band of
Custodes. You don't require Custodes to tell your
woes ; but you want men free of Government
influence; you want honest men; you want men
with a sense of right and wrong, and who can
appreciate you. Call on your ministers to reveal
your true condition, and call on Heaven to witness
and have mercy.
“People of St. Thomas ye East, you have been
ground down too long already. Shake off your
sloth. Let not a crafty, Jesuitical rector deceive
you; speak like honourable and free men on Satur

day, the 29th.

4018. What induced you to issue those directions 2
—Because I was in possession of a letter of his, in
which he stated—the letter was addressed to Dr.

Prepare for your meeting.

Re

member the destitution amidst your families, and
your forlorn condition; the Government have taxed
you to defend your own rights against the enormi
ties of an unscrupulous and oppressive foreigner–

Bruce, of Vere—in which he stated, with reference
tº the Underhill meetings and large gatherings—

(thºse are the very words)—“That he was engaged

Mr. Custos Ketelhodt.

" in writing editorials for the purpose of screening Dr.

wonder you do; you have been dared in this pro
voking act, and it is sufficient to extinguish your
long patience. This is not the time when such
deeds should be perpetrated; but as they have
been, it is your duty to speak out, and to act too !
We advise you to be up and doing on the 29th,
and maintain your cause, and be united in your
efforts; the causes of your distress are many, and
now is your time to review them. The Custos,
we learn, read at the last Vestry the despatch from

“ Bruce and others from the charge of anarchy and
"tumult, which must necessarily result from the very

"strong demonstrations which were being made.”
Shewing that there was a combination between him

ºld Dr. Bruce and others to stir up the people, with
the full knowledge of what the result would be.
4019. He was released ?–He was subsequently

*lºsed on a technical formality.

* On the return to the habeas, was it not *—
cº By the Supreme Court?—By the Supreme
CS.

Mr. Cardwell, which he seemed to think should

4022. Were there any others ?–Yes. Dr. Bruce
*-

*Anºther; and severaiothers were taken prisoners,

ºr by my directions, or by those of the Executive
Committee, or by those of the Custos of Kingston.
* Residing out of the district 2–Residing out
§ the martial law district. One of them, "Mr.
Nathan, a Member of Assembly, was one who was
p.,,, Meetings—St.
..." STATE of Ann's
THE ISLAND.
Bay, St. Thomas ye

Public

i;

in their bosoms, be content to be quiet with such a
reproachful despatch as this
Remember that he
only is free whom the truth makes free. You are
no longer slaves but free men
Then, as free men,
act your part on the 29th ; if the conduct of the

Custos, in writing the despatch to silence you, be
not an act of imprudence, it certainly is an attempt
to stifle your free expression of your opinions;
will you suffer this
Are you so short-sighted
that you cannot discern the occult designs of Mr.
Custos Ketelhodt
Do you see how every Vestry

taken into custody by direction of the Custos.
4024. You particularly refer to this letter —

t;

You feel this, and no

quiet you ; but how can men, with a sense of wrong

Öurt :

he puts off the cause of the poor, until the Board

East.

A requisition, numerously signed, for a public
"ºting to consider ‘The State of the Condition
ºf the People, having been presented to the Custos,

breaks up, and nothing is done for them
Do you
remember how he has kept the small-pox money,
and otherwise misdistributed it, so that many of
the people died in want and misery, while he with

* Honor has appointed Saturday, the

held relief?

(:

-

-

«

29th inst.

. . "Public meeting at Court-house Morant Bay.
*:

º trust there will

º

"Pºple will not, on that day, allow themselves

“How that he gave the money to his own friends,
and kept it himself, instead of distributing it to
the doctors and ministers of religion for the poor?

.." be interfered with by any of those who have
.." written to their disparagement, and made

Do you perceive how he shields Messrs. Herschell
and Cooke in all their improper acts * You do

(;
(ſ

be a good meeting, and that

*tements without proper foundation, which has so

mised Her Majesty's Government, as to cause the
"; indiscreet despatch which the Right Hon.

31 Jan. 1866.

--

facts that I have mentioned; that he had circulated

4013. You had been aware of the issuing, but you
had not ascertained the author, or who was the pub
lisher?—No ; but I ascertained, prior to our captur
ing Mr. Gordon, that he was the party who had circu
lated the placard, and I have since ascertained that
he was the party who wrote it. The original procla
mation, from which the placard was printed, being in
the possession of the law officers of the Crown at
this moment, and being in Mr. Gordon's handwriting.
4014. Do you refer to that which is headed “State

SEVENTH
DAY.

“This document ought to be well handled in a E. J. Eyre.

--

this rebellion.

401]. That had excited the insurrection ?

89
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know how deaf he is on some occasions, and how
quick of hearing in others? Do you remember
his attempt at tyrannical proceedings at the elec
M

|
|
|
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“tions last year and this 2 Inhabitants of St.
“Thomas in the East, you have been afflicted by an
enemy of your peace—a Custos whose views are
His Ercellency
E. J. Eyre. “ foreign to yours? Do your duty on the 29th July,
“ 1865; try to help yourselves, and Heaven will help
31 Jan. I 866. “ you.”
Is that the paper to which you refer, in which the
persons were named who were the victims on the 11th
of October 2—That is the paper ; the Custos, Mr.

now that it was between those times that I was called

upon to send troops to various parts of the island.
4030. Between what times *—I cannot remember
the exact dates, but it was between the 29th or 30th
of October, and the 13th or 14th.

4031. What parts of the island do you refer to ?—
All round the island almost.

Brown's Town was a

place where serious disturbances were apprehended,
and troops had to be sent. Lucea was another, and

Herschell, and Mr. Cooke were three of those.

Black River.

4025. You said you had ascertained that this had
been circulated by Mr. Gordon —Through the com
munication of the postmistress, who knew his hand
writing. I may inform the Commission that at the
time these arrests were made there were only 1,000
troops in the colony altogether, 500 of which were
kept in the disturbed districts, and could not be re
moved; the other 500 were engaged in defending
Kingston, Up Park Camp, and Newcastle ; and there
were apprehensions, not only in Kingston, of distur
bances arising, but in almost every part of the island;

mitted to the Secretary of State. They are not pub
lished because they were subsequent to these. I

the whole island was considered in the most imminent

peril. We had not a single soldier that we could
have detached to any one district if any further out
break had taken place, which was considered immi
ment in many places, and on that conviction I con
sidered I was justified in taking the most summary
and prompt measures, I did not proclaim martial
law, as I was requested to do, because I preferred
taking upon myself the responsibility. Those only

All these communications were trans

cannot at this moment remember the dates, or the
particular circumstances.

4032. But you know that there were communi
cations asking you for troops, and that troops were
sent between the time of the proclamation of the
amnesty and the expiration of martial law —Yes;
between the proclamation of the amnesty and the
expiration of martial law. It is almost impos
sible, in a complicated case of this kind, to bear all
the circumstances fully in mind; but there is the fact,
the troops only arrived on the 28th of October, and
they were distributed between that and the first 10
days of November. There is also a communication
from Colonel Whitfield, dated the 12th of November,
in which he points out

4033. That would not have any effect, as martial
law expired on the 13th —No ; it simply shows that
the state of things continued.

who have seen what martial law is can tell the in

4034. In his district 2–Yes.

convenience and evil which it entails upon any com
munity, especially upon those in the capital of a
colony, and I preferred taking the sole responsibility,

4035. What we wanted to have was what infor

trusting to a bill of indemnity, which was subse

quently passed. That was my reason for not pro
claiming martial law when the arrests were made.
4026. Can you tell the Commission, from any in
formation you have received since, whether the effect
of the arrest of these persons was to quiet the ap
prehensions of the well-disposed in different districts?
—It was, undoubtedly; at the same time the evil
was going on on the part of different individuals;
even that paper edited by this Mr. Levien, was at
that time publishing the most decidedly agitating
articles, and it became necessary to take some steps
to put a stop to that.

4027. This is information that you have received
of course ?–It is information that I have received ;

the paper was published.
4028. Have you any of those papers?—The papers
are attached to the documents sent to the Secretary
of State. I could not get another copy. I think it
is the paper of the 17th of October to which I par
ticularly refer. The effect produced by the steps
taken was unmistakably shown in the subsequent or
next but one paper.
4029. The 17th, that would be the one before the

arrest, and the one subsequent to that ?—Yes, it
shows the effect that was produced in that one case.
The agitation was being continued as much as it pos
sibly could be by Mr. Levien. He was writing as
many articles in dispraise of myself as he possibly
could do. I tried to procure second copies of the
papers, but I was unable to do so. I have since
learnt from different parts of the country that the
effect was most marked upon the rest of those indi
viduals.

mation you had received, which operated upon your
mind, and induced you to continue martial law —I
would lay before the Commission a map, showing the
route of the military and the Maroons. This is one
on a smaller scale, which will show it more readily.

It will be seen from this tracing that our troops,
small as they were in number, occupied from Buff
Bay to Kingston and the entire country to the east
ward of that line, a tract of country I suppose con
taining from 700 to 800 square miles. The blue
lines represent the Maroons, the others the military.

This country, it must be remembered, is a very diffi
cult mountainous country, and it was a very unfavour
able wet season of the year, in fact the rainy season.
This will give the Commission an idea of the diffi
culty of working the country, and getting under an
outbreak if it took place, and therefore the necessity
of preventing its occurring in any other district.
4036. There was one article previous to the appre
hension of Gordon, and one subsequent 2–Yes; I
think I obtained them from Mr. Kemble. They are

being used in the trial of this very Mr. Levein.

-

4037. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Was the letter
to which you have referred, from Mr. Levein to
Dr. Bruce, the sole ground upon which you acted in
directing the apprehension of Dr. Bruce 2–That was
only found after Dr. Bruce was apprehended.

4038. Did you direct the apprehension of Dr.
Bruce —I directed the apprehension of Dr. Bruce.

4039. Upon what ground were you induced to
direct his apprehension ?–Upon information which
led me to suppose that he was mixed up in the dis
turbances. First of all I may say that letters from
Dr. Bruce to Mr. Gordon were found amongst Mr.
Gordon's papers. I also received information from

The article I refer to was on the 17th of

the Custos of the parish, which led me to believe that

October, after the massacre, and before the arrest of

Dr. Bruce was creating, or likely to create, serious

G. W. Gordon. It was attached to the first despatch,
I think dated 23rd January. One was published on

Bruce's name incidentally, as well as the others.

disturbance in the district. I simply mentioned Dr.

the 17th of October, and the other on the 24th, as far

4040. You do not state anything of your own

as I can remember. The Commission asked me just
now if I could refer to any official communication
tending to show that there was a disturbed state, and
likely to be a disturbed state in the other parts of the
island, and I stated that I could not exactly remember
at the time, so many communications and documents,
both verbal and written, having come before me, that
it was impossible for me to bear in mind all the
different circumstances; but I can recollect clearly

knowledge affecting Dr. Bruce 2–I can have no know
ledge of anything myself.

4041. To what disturbances do you refer with
which Dr. Bruce was mixed up 2–The Underhill
agitation amongst others.
4042. Was this postscript yours which was added
to the despatch : “I have seen the proceedings of the
“ court, and concur both in the justice of the sen
“tence, and also in tle policy of carrying it into
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* effect,” with reference to Mr. Gordon –I have
not the slightest objection to answer the question
that I did see the proceedings, and I fully adhere to

the expressions contained in that note.
4043, Was Custos Ketelhodt's letter the first letter

4048. On the same day as Baron Ketelhodt's 2–I SEVENTH
JDAY.
think the same day, very late in the day. It was
either that night or the following morning ; I cannot His Ercellency
remember exactly. The massacre must have taken E. J. Eyre.

and others relating to this disturbance —Subse
quently,
4045. Have you that letter ?—I think the Crown
law officers have it in Kingston. It is published in

place long before that letter could have been replied
to ; in fact, they did not wait for a reply.
4049. Did you receive more than one letter from
Paul Bogle –Only one.
4050. Was that one signed —It was signed by a
great many persons whose names were attached. It
is the same letter which is printed in the Parliamen

these papers.

tary papers.

4046. Is there a copy of it?—A correct copy.
beg to state, with reference to the letter about which

4051. What has become of the parties who signed
that letter —I believe the majority of them were
engaged in the rebellion as principals, and have been
executed, as far as I have any means of knowing.

you received with regard to this disturbance?—Un
doubtedly.
404, Did you not receive a letter from 1'aul Bogle

an inquiry has just been made, that I received that

late on the day, and the parties did not wait for any
answer. They proceeded, as they called it, to put
their shoulders to the wheel.

4047, You received it on what day ?–On the same
day.

-

31 Jan. 1866.

º

4052. You do not remember the names P-Paul

Bogle was one, M*Laren was another. I cannot
remember exactly the names. I believe the greater
number were executed as principals in the rebellion.

The witness withdrew.

Robert Eva N Jon Es sworn and examined.

4053, Were you in October last a policeman at St.
Thomas in the East 2—I was,

that we had in the station.

R. E. Jones,

I told them there was

110ne.

4064. Are you now what is called a boatswain at

4079. Did they say anything about flints —Yes;

Morant Bay —Yes, at Morant Bay prison.
4055. On the 11th October were you in the yard

they said, “How are these fellows to fight us ; they

at the police station ?—I was.

4056. Did you hear a number of people coming
towards it —Yes, I did.

4057. Were they armed at all ?—Yes, with cutlass,
slick, and lance.

“ have not got any flints on their guns.”
4080. Did you use something else instead of flints :

—Yes, there was some bones on the guns, made in the
shape of flints.
4081. Did you have those for practice –Yes.

4082. For snapping —Yes; we do not have flints,

at the end of a stick.

but bones cut in the shape of flints.
4083. When you came to yourself, and found the

4059. What did they do when they got to the
station —They plundered the station, and took away

people all gone, what did you do?—I made my escape
from the station to the house of Mr. Cooke, the clerk

the arms, guns, and bayonets, and beat the policemen

of the peace.
4084. Then did you get into the woods : —I did

4058. What do you mean by lance —Bills stuck

who were at the station.
4000. Were Lake and Good there at the time –

They were there.
4061. Did Lake escape –Lake made his escape.
4052. Did you go in from the yard 2–Yes.
4063. When you went in from the yard in what
state did you find Good —I found him on the ground,

and the rebels were beating him.
4064. Did you endeavour to save one of the guns 2
-I did; I took a gun off the rack.

4065. Did they take it away from you ?—They

afterwards.

4085. Before you got there did you hear any cry
from any women —Yes, when I was at Mr. Cooke's
house.

4086. What was it you heard there 3–I heard and
saw the women, the running up and down in the
streets, and bawling out, “Put fire to the Court
“ house; put fire to the Court-house.”
4087. Did you see anything done to the Court
house, or any part adjoining it 2–I did. Before I

went into the wood I saw three men put fire to the

tºok it away from me.

406ſ, Did they hurt you at all —They did.
4067. How *—By

º

beating me with their sticks, and

School-house adjoining the Court-house.

4088. Were you present about a fortnight after this
at Paul Bogle's chapel ?—I was.

wounding me with a bayonet.

408. Where was it they wounded you with a

4089. Did you see anything done to any woman
there 2–I did.

byonet?–On the left arm.

Hºl. Did they ask for anybody ?–They did.
4070. For whom 3–For my inspector, Mr. Al

herga,

471, What did you say —I said I do not know

4090. Will you describe what you saw —I cannot
remember the name of the woman, but a woman 'W.
taken when we went up. There was nobody to be
found save a woman, a man, and two children, and

the Provost Marshal gave charge to flog the woman.

where he is.

472. What did they say?–They said they would

We were commanded to flog her.

The man saw the

It was downstairs

troops, and ran out from Stony Gut into the woods,

that the rebels broke in.
4073. Did they say what they would do if they
ſºund him —They said they would kill him if they

and the troops shot at him, but they could not find
him ; they only saw the blood.
4091. What was done with the woman f-She was
severely flogged.

!"p stairs in search of him.

found him upstairs.

4092. Was any reason given for that?—The only
474. Did you intreat them to leave you alone 2–
reason stated was that she must tell where Paul
ſitreated them to save my life.
.#7% What was their answer to that ?—They said Bogle was.
if I would join them they would not kill me, but I
4093. Did she say she did not know 2–She said
"...ºll them where my inspector was.

ſº Did you then become insensible —I did.
all º arms were taken away ?–Yes, I did.
478. Had they before that asked anything about

4077. When you came to yourself did you find that

she did not know.

4094. And then was she flogged —She was
flogged.

!:

4095. Was she called on to say where Bogle was
while the flogging was going on ?—She was con

!"erº-They asked me for powder as they began stantly called on by the Provost Marshal to tell

º beat me. They said I must tell them where they where Bogle was, as she lived neighbour to Paul
could get powder, and asked where was the powder Bogle.
M 2
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R. E. Jones.

4096. That was Mr. Ramsay ?—Yes, Mr. Ramsay.
4097. Did she still say she did not know?—She
said she did not know, she would tell if she did know
to save her life.

31 Jan. 1866,

4098. Was anything more done to her ?–Nothing
more than flogging her. Yes, they did.
4099. What more ?—After she was left off flogging
by the Provost Marshal they went into the woods in
search of rebels.

4100. Who did —The troops and several police
men likewise, and did not find any ; they returned
and settled in the chapel, encamped in the chapel.
The Provost Marshal was telling the troops that the
woman who he had already flogged was in the town,
and they consulted and sent for her.
4101. Did she still remain then 2–She was then in

4124. On what part of her body was she flogged 2
—Over her rump ; the lower part of her body.
4125. Who were present at that time besides the

military; what policemen were there 2 – Serjeant
Dresdell and myself.
4126. Were any prisoners present —No prisoners.
4127. When this woman was flogged were all the
troops present —No, not all.
4128. Any of them —A few of the troops but I
do not know their names.

4129. Was any officer present?—No, except the
Provost Marshal.
-

4130. How many of the white troops do you think
were present *—About three.
4131. Were they soldiers or sailors ?–Sailors.
4132. Did those three sailors take any part in it 2
—No.

the house and they sent for her to tell where Paul

Bogle was ; she was taken down to the chapel.
4102. And what was done there 2–They said if
she would not tell where Paul Bogle was they threat
ened to hang her.

4133. None whatever ?–No.

4134. What were they doing 2—They stood there
holding their guns in their hands.
4135. Were they looking on 2–Yes.
4136. Who sentenced this woman to get these

4103. Who did 2–Mr. Ramsay and the officers of lashes

who gave the order for her to get them?—

the troops.
4104. What officer was present at that time 2—I
forget his name, he was a little man.
4105. What troops were there –The “Wolverine”

were scattered about in the woods with the troops.
4138. What was the interval between the different

troops.
4106. You mean the sailors ?—The sailors and

lashes, then she was released ?–Yes.

Captain Jones of the artillery of Port Royal.
4107. Then the troops were composed in part of

º: artillery and

the sailors of the “Wolverine f"—

CS.

The Provost Marshal.

4137. Were all the police present 2–Not all ; they
inflictions of punishment; that is to say, she got 25
-

4139. How long was it before she got the next 25 *

---

—About 15 minutes.

4140. And how long was it before she got the next
25 –About half an hour after.

yº.

You say they threatened to hang her ?—

es.

4.141. Did you see her flogged yourself?—I did.

Mr. Ramsay said that she must tell where her husband
4109. Did they do anything beside that ?—They was. At the place where the troops shot her hus
band the blood had run down on the steps. Mr. Ram
4110. Where was she put for the night?–She was say said she must know where her husband was, and

tied her hands.

kept there in custody the whole night; they unloosed
her afterwards; she did not tell where Paul Bogle
was ; she said she did not know,

she said no.

-

4142. What do you mean by the blood running

down there ; he was shot as he was running away,
4111. Was the rope put round her neck at all ?— was he not?—Yes; they shot the man in the house
It was in the first place.
as he was coming out from the house.
41.12. Who did that 2–Mr. Ramsay.
4143. You mean that the blood was near the house?

4113. Was she hung at all 2–No ; it was merely
put round her neck to threaten to hang her.
41 14. Merely that ?—They only threatened ; she
stood up while the rope was put round her, but they
never lifted her off the ground.

—Yes.

4.144. But it was as he was running away that he
was shot ?—Yes.

4145. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was it on the threshold, or
was it a little way off 2–Just at the side of the
house.

4115. She was kept in custody all that night –
All that night.

-

4146. Just as he was coming out 3–Yes.

41.47. Was it a soldier, a sailor, or a policeman that
4116. Where was she kept all that night –In the
shot this man —A sailor; the police were not armed
#117. Are you sure she was in the chapel, or out at all with any guns.
4148. Who was the policeman that flogged this
side of the chapel tied ?–She was not tied, she was
outside the eave of the chapel; there was a guard woman?—I cannot remember.
4149. Was it the same man that flogged her the
round the chapel.
41 18. Was she fastened in any way to the chapel ? three times, or different men —The same man.
4150. Were her children present when she Wils
-No, not at all ; she was never fastened ; they made
her cook meat for them.
being flogged 7–She had no children. I have said the
#119. How many lashes did she receive you think? two children were found in the house afterwards
chapel.

-

think she received three times, and each time was straying about.
25 lashes.
4í51. Did you ever see that woman again at Mor
#120. Who inflicted the lashes; who flogged her ? rant Bay in custody ?—I saw her in custody.
4152. Where
Morant
-

—One of the policemen ; I forget his name.
4121. What did he flog her with ?—A cat.

2–At

Bay.

4153. When was that –I could not say exactly :
it was some time in October.

4122. A regular cat —Yes.

4123, Was she lying down or standing up 2–
Lying
down.

4154. Was that the last time you saw her ?–I saw
her afterwards selling provisions in the market.

The witness withdrew.

P. M. Dowell.

PETER M*Dowell sworn and examined.

º

Are you a book-keeper on the Coley estate 2

- les.

4156. Is that in St. Thomas in the East 2–Yes.
#157. How far is Coley estate from Stony Gutº
—I don't know the distance ; it is ten miles from
Morant Bay to the Coley estate.
4138. Is it ten miles west of Morant Bay, or north

west? Do you know the points of the compass?—
No.

4159. Is it on the Great Negro River ?—Yes.
4160. Do you know Mount Ida —Yes.
4.161. Is it near that ?–Yes.

4162. Do you remember the 10th of October last ?
—Yes, I do.

** * . .. .
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4163. Were you on the estate that day ?—I was.
4164. Did any men come to you ?—None whatever;
but I saw about a dozen men going on the road.
4165. Were you on the road 2–No, I was on the
estate; the road is just in front of the estate.
4166. What road are you speaking of ?—The road

leading on to Monklands from Morant Bay.
4167. What were they doing 2—Playing drums and
fifes.

4168, What time of day was that ?–About 10
o'clock in the morning.

4169, Did you see any of them again —At about
2 o'clock in the evening they returned. I saw them

gºing back again towards Morant Bay ; there were
then about a hundred men.
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4187. Did they pursue you ?–Yes, they captured

SEVENTH
DAY.

us, and got us back to the barracks.
4.188. What did they say to you ?–-They said we
must go to Stony Gut with them. I said we could

P. M. Dowell.

not go because we were sick.

31 Jan, 1866.

4189. Did you know any of those men —Yes; I
knew one or two of them.

4190. Where did they come from ?–From Blue
Mountain estate, one or two of them ; the rest came
from all sides.
4191. Is Blue Mountain estate in the same direc

tion as the Coley estate —It is about three miles
from it.

4192. After you told them that you could not go
to Stony Gut because you were sick, was anything

further said or done –They said, if we did not go

4170. What were they doing at that time 2—Play
ing drums and blowing fifes in the same way.
417]. What happened after that —Nothing else

that day, until Wednesday night.
4172. What happened on Wednesday night?—Just
about the time of going to bed, between 9 and 10
o'clock, we heard people passing along the road, going

up and talking, and saying, “To-morrow morning
every buckra and every Mulatto head must be taken
off.”

4173. That was at 10 o'clock on Wednesday night,
the 11th —Yes.

4174. On Thursday morning did you see any men
gºing on the road 3–Yes, about 200.

4175. Were they armed —Yes, they were armed

they would take off our heads, and they gave us a
Bible to kiss to take an oath that we would join them,
that we must join them.
4.193. Before they gave you the Bible, did they ask

you anything —They said we must go to Stony Gut
and consent to join them, skin for skin.
4.194. Did they propose to do anything when they

gave the Bible to you, to make you swear anything 2
—Yes, to swear that we would not leave Monklands.

4.195. Was this when you saw them on the Thurs
day ?—Yes, they came in to kill us, and they said we
must go with them to Stony Gut, as soldiers with
mashets. I said I could not go as my brother and 1
were sick; they said, if you won't go, we will take off
your heads. One of them said, swear them and leave

with cutlass, gun, sticks, fixed bayonets, and bayonets

them.

on sticks; they were using the Volunteer's guns.
4176. Were they making any noise —Yes, they

4196. What did you swear, or did they make you
swear anything —They said, “You must join us.”
4197. What was the form of oath they administered
to you ?—They only said, “Do you join us?” and we
said, “Yes;” and they said, “Kiss the Bible.”
4.198. Then you swore a promise?—Yes; they then

were blowing shells.

4177. And were they going along the road to Mo
rant Bay?–Yes, coming from Monklands.
4178. At 11 o'clock on that day, did any men
come to you ?–Yes, about 36, I think.

4179. Where were you when they came 2—In the
barracks.

4|80. Upon the estate —Yes.

left us and went to Monklands, and we made our es

cape ; they said they were
4199. Where did you go
4200. Did you see any
went and hid ourselves;

4181, Was your brother with you ?—Yes, both of
º sick; I had a lame leg, and he was sick with during the night.
Wer,

4182, Was a man by the name of Alexander Francis
there?—Yes.

going to Mr. Paterson's.
to ?—Into the bush.
more at them —No, we
we heard shells blowing

4.201. During the same night do you mean *—Yes.
4202. That was on Thursday night, the 12th –
Yes.

4203. In what direction were they blowing?—All

#183, What was he –A book-keeper.

about the estate.

4.184. On the same estate 2–Yes.

#185, What did the persons who came to you do
-They chased us out of the barracks, and we ran
into the woods,

#186, You ran from them 2–Yes.

4204, What are you doing now —I am still book
keeper at Coley.
4205. Have you come from there now 2–Yes,
4206. And are going back again —Yes.
-

The witness withdrew.
ALExANDER FRANCIS sworn and examined.

* Are you a book-keeper on the Coley estate,

A. Francis.

4220. Had they music with them then 2–Yes,

ºr Mount Ida —I am.
4208, Were you on the estate on Tuesday, 10th

they had.

October –I WàS.

Yes, on Wednesday morning I saw a lot of them pass

4209. During any part of that day did you see
*Walking on the road with music —Yes.
*10. What time of day was it on the Tuesday that

ing, going on to Morant Bay.

*śrst saw them –About 8 o'clock.

#1. In the morning —Yes.

º How

many were they, do you suppose —I

* say: I did not count them, but I should say
"twelve or thirteen men.

* Were they with music 2–Yes.

4221. On Wednesday, did you see any of them —
4222. Coming down the valley —Yes.
4223. In the direction of Monklands 2—Yes.
4224. How many did you see on We dnesday II101'll
ing 2–About 100.

-

4225. What time in the morning was that 2 —From
9 to 10 o’clock.

Did any others come along
t road that
day4226.
—Yes.
g the

†: What music was it?—Drum and fife.

.*15. Where were they going to ; in what direc
tion?–To Monklands.

4227. At what time did they come ?—Coming up
or going down do you mean 2

; Gºing up the valley?—Yes.

4227a. Either way —I did not see any comin,
Wednesday they ..".
Morant Bay, and were coming up.
º passing.
4238. How many did you see then 2. It
i.
On the road —On the road.
9 or 10 o'clock at night, and I could not º:
wagº In what direction were they going 2–They heard
them, be
saytaken
that off
“all
heads would
the the
nextbuck.
day.” and' Mulatt
&l LLO
hi. "é" the direction of Morant Bay from Monk.
4229. Were you at that time in the barracks in

º You see during that day any other men,
umber of men —Yes, in the evening I saw about

Orn

but on the night of
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company with Peter M'Dowell?–Yes, my brother
book-keeper.

A. Francis.

4230. Did they move up the valley —Yes, they
moved on.

31 Jan, 1866.

4254. What was it – They said that we must join
the blacks, skin for skin.

4255. Did they bring a book out to you ?–Yes,
they gave us a Bible.

4231. On Thursday did you see any –Yes; on

4256. Did they make you promise to join them —

Thursday morning we got up as usual, and the people

Yes;
they said if we did not join them they would
kill us.

all turned out to work, ploughing, digging cane-holes,
and cleaning canes; at about 8 o’clock I saw the

plough cattle driven into the yard, and all the people
stopped work. I asked what was the matter; they
said they did not know ; they came to me and brought
the pickaxes and shovels, and said everyone that
turned out to work they would kill.
4232. Was it the men working under you that said

4257. Did you promise to join them, and kiss the
book —I did.

4258. Did they then go away —Yes, they went
on to Monklands.

4259. They went up the valley at all events;–
Yes, and we made our escape.
4260. And you saw no more of them 2–No.

that –Yes.

4261. Are you still book-keeper at the Coley

4233. How many did that :-The whole of the

estate —I am.

estate.

4262. You say that you employ 100 men —Some

4234. What was the number of them 2–I cannot

say rightly ; the whole of them stopped work.
4235. How many did you employ on the estate that
day ?—I cannot say rightly ; sometimes we have 100,

timos.

4263. Would that be the greatest number you
employ —Yes; it depends on the work we have.

4264. When did you pay those men —Every

sometimes 50 ; some would be sick, and some would
stop away.

Friday.

4236. In a general way, without being particular as
to the number, were they the whole of the men that
were then working, or half of them —Well, half of

overseer, and I pay them.
4266. You pay them yourself, do you ?—Yes.
4267. Do you pay them all, or does your brother
book-keeper pay some —Both of us pay together.
4268. Do you have many complaints about their
not getting the money which they expect to get —

them.

4237. They gave up their pickaxes and tools —
Yes, and took the cattle out of the plough, and would
not work ; they stopped work.
4238. What time was that ?—About 9 o'clock in

the morning.

4239. On Thursday ?–Yes.
4240. What became of them —I do not know, they
went away ; they went on with the body of men that

4265. Who pays them —I get the money from the

No, we never owe them anything ; we pay them
regularly.
4269. Every week —Every week.
4270. What do they earn ?—They earn 10s., 9s. 6d.,
8s., 7 s. 6d., according to the work.

4271. Do they work by task work?—By task work;
we give it them by chains, so much to do; and if they

were on the road going on.

4241. Did they do this at the time the men were on
the road with the drum and fife —A little before.

4242. Did you see anything more of these men on

do their work they get their money right; but they
will not come out till about 7 or 8 and want to leave
at

4272. How much can a man earn who does a fair

the road that day ?––No, they went away.

4243. Up the valley —They went down.
4244. Did your men who came with their pickaxes
return again –No, I never saw them.

4245. Whose estate is the Coley estate; who are
the proprietors —Mr. Francis Bowen, but Mr. Levy
has got it.

4246. Did you run into the bush –-I did.
4247. That day ?–On the Thursday when they
came upon us.

day's work —ls. 6d. or 2s.

4273. Have there ever been any cases from the
Coley estate brought before the magistrates about the
non-payment of wages, or anything of that sort —I
do not know.

4274. Not to your knowledge —Not to my know
ledge. I do not know anything about it.
4275. They never complained to you ?–No ; what
ever their wages were they got it.

4248. At what time did you go —About 2
o'clock.

4276. Do you ever visit their houses and look after
them at all r-No.

4277. Never ?–Never,

4249. What made you do that ?–13ecause they were
going to kill us.

4278. What do you do if they are sick?—That I

4250. Who were going to kill you?—The rebels.
4251. Where did they come from ?—I cannot say :
they came up from the road.

know nothing about.

I cannot attend to that.

4279. Does the attorney in charge of the estate or

the overseer do anything for them —Yes, if they are

*252. How many were they –About 36 men.
4253. Did they make you swear anything —Yes.

sick and come and ask him for a little

sugar, or any

thing like that, he will give it to them.

The witness withdrew.

Mr.

P. A. Espeul.

Mr. PETER ALEXANDER ISPEUT sworn and examined.
4280. Are you the Custos of the parish of St.
4288. You were an officer in the militia 2–I was a
Thomas in the East –I am.

captain in the militia.

#. And are you a large landed proprietor there
—f airl.

4282. Are you also a member of Assembly –I am
a member of the Assembly.
4283. Were you summoned to attend a council of
war on the morning of the 13th October –I was.

#289. Did you land with the troops on the 13th?
—I did, at about 7 o'clock in the evening, I think.

4290. Were there different Courts.martial held in
Morant Bay ?-There were. There was one held the

day, after we landed. Only that one, I think. Im.
mediately after we were ordered to proceed.

*94. Were you upon that Court-martialſº I was.

4284, Did you attend that council —I did, at
about 8 o'clock in the morning, I think.
4285. Did you concur in the advice to proclaim
martial law f-I did.

4286. In your judgment was that a measure neces
safety of the island 2–I thought it was,

sary for the

from the information we had at the time,

4287. Did you accompany Governor Eyre to
Morant Bay ?—I did, in a French steamer, the
“Caravelle.”

think we tried some four or five prisonºrs, five i
think it was, and there were four Sentenced.
president
ºf f-I
P-I think
thi
p
nt of the Court

4292. Hunt
Who was.
was
Colonel

4293, Were notes take
think there were some. n of the proceedings —I
4294. Then it would appear from those notes who
were the members of the Court-martial !". would.

4.9%;
Youwere
say four
four ororfive
fiveº
per Oils were
think
there
-

?—
tried ?–I
-
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4996. Did the proceedings appear to you to be

fairly conducted ?—I thought they were perfectly so.

95

4817. was there any information that you received sº."
DAY.

1597. Was opportunity offered to the persons to
make their defence?—Yes; they were always asked

which led you to suppose there was any danger of a
Mr.
more extended rising 2–Everyone had something to
say to that effect; it was spoken of generally as an P. A. Espeut.

what they had to say in their defence. .

arranged thing among the people.

1998, Were any applications made to you for any

4318. Did you, as one that concurred in the declara-

31 Jan. 1866.
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time to prepare their defence?—Never,

tion of martial law, make any enquiry to see whether

1299. No such application was made?—No, never;
not at any of the Courts-martial that I attended.
4500. Did you afterwards go on to Port Antonio?–

there was a necessity for the continuance of martial

We were ordered to embark on board the “Wol
verine." I think at mid-day the following day, the

been declared 2

Saturday, we proceeded to Port Antonio, and landed

amnesty, on the 30th 2–We heard that there were a

there some time on the Sunday morning.

good many persons from all parts of the country who
had all their own story to tell, even some of the people

4301. Did you attend the Courts-martial there 2–1
did the following day.
4302. You were a member of them, were you ?–1
was a member of several.

We sat there for a week I

think, or four or five days.

law?–The continuance or the creation ?

4319. For the continuance of it?–After it had
4320. After the time of the declaration of the

that were executed. From the cries that
at the time, led one to suppose that
something.
4321. What cries were there made by
that were executed 2–I heard several on

they made
there was
the people

4303. Does the same remark apply, then, as to
being exe
whether any applications were made for delay ?–No. cuted say, that Mr. George William Gordon had
No one applied for time. We ourselves remanded a brought them to this end ; and that, with the papers
gºod many men where we thought the evidence was we had seen taken from Stony Gut, led one to sup
not strong enough. We gave them every chance. If pose, as a matter of course, that there was some
a man being tried said that he had a witness who

to do with it, we always remanded him for another

arrangement that was understood by them. At Port
Antonio you heard people of all classes saying that
it was an understood thing, and that Mr. George

day,

William Gordon was at the bottom of it all.

knew he or she was not there, and had nothing

º You did?—Always;

at our Court we always

4322. Were you in communication with the Go
vernor at this time 2—The Governor had left us and

did so.

4305. How many persons do you suppose were tried
at Morant Bay or at Port Antonio —I cannot recol

gone to Kingston ; on our landing he was not there
more than a day, I think.
4323. Did you communicate with him subsequently?

lect now exactly. Perhaps 30 or 40 at Port Antonio.

—No ; I afterwards communicated with him.

by Courts-martial of which you were a member, either

4306, Were they generally tried singly or in
batches —There were some in batches, and others

singly. Each man of course was always identified
by the witnesses in the most distinct way.
4307. Up to what time did you continue to sit on
Courts-martial, either at Port Antonio or Morant Bay?
—I think we remained at Port Antonio over a week,

for six or seven days. I then returned to Morant Bay
and remained there till the 6th November, during

which period I sat on a good many Courts-martial.
4308. During that time can you tell the Commission

4324. Was that at the expiration of martial law
—Yes; when I returned to the House of Assembly,
on the 6th November.

4.325. But you had not any communication with
him subsequently to the expiration of martial law,
after the first few days?–No except that the thing
was always brought up and mentioned popularly.
4326. Were there any particular districts as to
which you received information which led you to
suppose that there was any danger of a rising there *
–L heard from several friends, that at St. Elizabeth,

whether or not alarm was felt –There was very

in the county of Cornwall, the same feeling existed;

great alarm at both places.

this was at the west end of the islands, that a very bad

4309. Were you able to ascertain whether there
appeared any good reason for that alarm –I thought

so much so that vessels of war were sent there.

feeling had shown itself, I think in the August last,

there was from having seen the wounded people, and

4327. You are a large proprietor; how many

having heard the complaints that were made by all

labourers do you employ on your estate 2–1 suppose
about 200 or 250, on both properties.

sºrts of people.

4310. That is from what had taken place on the

4328. How do you pay them 2–Weekly; on Fridays

Ilth October 2—Yes, at Morant Bay.

always.

4311. Did there seem to you to be a well grounded
alarm up to the 6th November, after the troops had

—No, never.

4329. Are you yourself present when they are paid?

liken possession of the different points along the line

43.30. Who is present —The overseer; the money

ºf country?—I do not know that there was alarm

is remitted to the overseer and he pays them.
4331. Does he pay them himself?–Yes, with his
book-keeper.

ºil. We had pretty well stemmed the rebellion at
that time, but there was still very great alarm, inas
much as they were so very few persons that had
thirmed to the estates. They were still apprehensive.

43.32. If any dispute arises, does he explain the
account of each man to him 2–If it is necessary.

4312. Are you speaking of the labourers, or of the

43.33. Have you had many complaints on the part

Prºprietors?—The proprietors and other persons

of your men?—I have never had any complaints.
Sometimes I have had a complaint that they have not
been paid because it was stated that their jobs were
not properly finished, and they had to go back and
do them, and then they had been paid. There has

"gaged on the estates.

#13. Had the proprietors mostly fled 2–Almost in
"º instance they had left their estates.

º: And had not, for the most part, returned ?–
, Ilſ).

been nothing serious.

*13, Had the labourers fled, or were they working
the estates?—A good many had left the estates.

work, and day work upon an estate.

my own estate, which I visited about a fortnight

*I think about the 20th October, a good many of

4334. Was it task work?–It is task work, job

4335. What can a good labourer earn a day 2–1
should say a cane-hole digger might very easily earn
4s, a day. On several occasions I have called up my

*came up to me and reported that they had had
nothing to do.
4316. Did they go on with their work 2–In a cer

time they have earned 2s., and have said, “Go and do

in way, in a trifling way; no heavy work was done,

“ another task; it is only 11 o'clock, and you will

* there was nobody there. The overseers and

“earn 2s. more, and you will be a rich man;" and the
answer has been, “Massa, I could not spend it : why
go and kill myself?”
4336. What time do they begin work in the morn

-

*keepers had all left the estates and were afraid to
"", and did not return indeed until the military

"stationed at certain points.

people, having seen them leave at 11 o'clock, at which
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ing?—I should say about 6 o'clock; that is the cane
hole diggers;” but the field people never turn out till

tell So-and-so—I think I heard him say particularly,

tell Catherine that I am being hung, but I will come
and see her to-night at 7 o'clock, and he went on in
half-past 9 or 10 o'clock.
4337. Do your labourers live on the estate 2–A that way addressing the mob. I think there was also
a man by the name of Craddock, a little fellow, who
good many of them do.
4338. With a piece of provision-ground and a said something of the sort, but M*Laren I heard
cabin —Yes, they have a house and garden, for which myself. I was quite near to him, and I heard several
they pay nothing ; if they want land they pay five dol on several occasions. I heard Craddock or Geogha
lars an acre. It is very fine land; it grows more than gan, I am not certain which.
4356. Cannot you remember the names of any
they can possibly consume.
4339. Do you ever complain of wanting labour — others?—No, I cannot ; I remember M'Laren very
frequently. Continuous labour we are very badly well, because he was the first.
off for.
4357. Were you at Gordon's trial —I was there
4340. What do you call continuous labour –I part of the trial of Mr. Gordon, not the whole time.
mean persons that will work on estates whenever
4358. Did M*Laren appear as a witness on Mr.
their services are required, but it so happens they do Gordon's trial 2 There was a M*Laren ; was that the
not do it. They have their own patches to cultivate, same man 2–I cannot tell.
and you very often find that they are doing that when
4359. What did he mean in saying he was to see

Yº.

Catherine 2–I am sure I could not tell.

you require them.

4341. By continuous labour, do you mean that you

hire men when you want them and discharge them
when you do not ?—Certainly.
4342. You do not hire them by the year 2–No,
never; there is no yearly agreement.
4343. You hire them by the day ?—By the day, by
the job, or by the task; but they are employed almost
all the year. During crop-time, of course, there are
more persons required in the manufacturing process.
43.44. Were the men that were brought before your
Courts-martial labourers, or were they men living
on their own settlements 2—Most of them were small

settlers—men that never work on estates; you never
see their faces on estates.

4345. From what districts were they principally *

4360. On the first Court-martial you were on at
Morant Bay was there a woman tried ?—There was a
WOInlan.

4361. Was she executed 2–Yes, I think she was.
4362. Was there with the sentence a recommenda
tion ?—There was.

4363. What was that recommendation ?—I do not

know, I am sure; it was just in a general way.
4364. Was that the Court-martial that you sat on ?
—Yes, it was.
4365. What was the effect of that recommendation ?

—The effect was that she should be transported or
imprisoned.
4366. That her life might be spared —Yes.
4367. But her life was not spared, and she was

—Most of them were from Blue Mountain Valley,
where there are several of these townships—York,

executed 2–Yes.

Stony Gut, John's River, Betford Town, and all those

executed generally —Sometimes they were sentenced
in the morning and executed in the afternoon, or

places, and from what is called the River District,
beyond Bath, from Bath and Southfield, and those
settlements about Manchioneal ; a good many of them
came from there.

4368. How soon after sentence were the parties

sometimes next day, according to what time we had
—more for convenience.

4369. Generally speaking, it was very speedy ?—

4346. They were occupiers of land, then, and not
merely labourers ?—No, I think in most instances
they were small settlers.
4347. Do the magistrates at petty sessions sit once
a week 2–Once a week, or once a fortnight. There
are several district courts in the parish.
4348. Are the magistrates who sit there summoned
by rolster —Yes.
4349. Who keeps the rolster?—The clerk of the

Yes.
4370. Within 24 hours?—Yes.

4371. And very often less than that?—Very often
less than that.

4372. Were there any cases of executions within
one hour or two 2–I really cannot tell. There might
have been, I should think. I think I recognised
Cases.

printed and stuck up in the office.
4350. Who strikes the magistrates that are to sit 2

4373. Did the Attorney General sit on the Court
that recommended the woman to mercy?—He did.
4374. Do you remember her name *—No, I do not.
There was only one woman. The Attorney General

—The Custos himself.

sat there as a Volunteer officer—a Militia officer.

peace ought to do so; the Custos fixes it. It is

4351. But for each sitting 2—They are struck for
the year, and as the period comes round they are
noticed by the clerk of the peace that it is their turn
to sit.

4352. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Do you remem
ber where it was that the cries which you speak of
were uttered 2–At Morant Bay.
4353. Can you name any of the parties 2—I can
only name one person, and that was Mr. M'Laren ; he
was secretary to Paul Bogle's gang.
4354. He made use of some cries, did he 2–Yes,
he cried out very loudly indeed. He said he was

selected as secretary because he could read and write,
and people must take warning by him to see what Mr.
George William Gordon had brought him to ; and
there were a good many others said the same.

4355. To see what –To see what George William
Gordon, had brought him to, and Paul Bogle, and
Moses Bogle ; that was all he said. He also said,

4375. Did the Courts-martial inform the prisoners
of their sentences —Always we were called a mili
tary Court-martial; we always did so. The naval
Courts-martial, I think, did not ; the navy never do.
I have been on board vessels of war, and they never
do mention the sentence ; we always did.
4376. Was the first person who was executed at
Port Morant a servant of your own, named Flem
ming 2—He was my head stiller-man. I was not pre

sent at his execution. I remained at Morant Bay with
the troops. The Governor left in the French vessel, and

I went on board the “Onyx" to Port Morant with
SOmle OverSeers.

4377. You said that you were not present at Flem
ming's execution ; were you present at his Court
martial —No, I was not. Flemming had been in my

employ for some 15 years, I think, as stiller-man, and
afterwards he became head stiller-man

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to 10 o'clock to-morrow.
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Mr. JAMES PATERson sworn and examined.

1978. Are you a justice of the peace at

St. David’s

4400. Is it task work?–No, I do not do much task
work; day labour.

—Yes.

4379, And proprietor of an estate at Monklands?
Yes, in the St. Thomas in the East and St. David's.
4380. On Thursday, the 12th of October, did you
hear of a disturbance that there had been at Morant
Bay?—I did.

$281. At first you did not believe the accounts, I
think, that were brought to you ?–No.

4382. But they were confirmed in the course of the
morning –Yes; three different messengers came
and told me I had better be off the property as they
were coming to murder me.

4383. Did you in consequence of that leave Monk
lands?—I did.

1 Feb. 1865.

4401. Do you mean 6d. for the whole day's work?
–6d. for children, and their day's work is very short ;
for the last 12 or 18 months I did not get them to work
till 9 or half-past; then after 2 they worked badly,
and at 4 or half-past they finished work.
4402. Do you find working by the day better than
task work?–I get through my work much quicker
by day labour, although it is more expensive; if you
give them one or two acres of grass to cut they take
a long time doing it, and that is the reason I prefer
the day labour, although it costs me nearly double.
4403. Do you hire them continuously or as you want

them?–Oh, continuously; I can never send anyone

4384. You had gone away before they arrived f-I
went away.

4385. All you know as to what took place at the
house you have been informed of by your wife and
your servant?—That is all. I did not see anything
at all of it myself.

4386. How many labourers do you employ f—Some

away from work.
4404. You don't hire a man for a year 2–No, by
the day, or by the week, as they come.
4405. Do your people live on the estate 2–No, I
have only a very few living on the estate; since freedom
they have all left and bought land and have their own
houses.

times I have from 150 to 200 a day.

4406. And those who live on the estates, do they
4387. Had there been anything in the conduct of pay rent 2–Yes.

the labourers that had attracted your attention pre

4407. How

much 2–ls, a week for house

and

viously to this?—Nothing particular ; only a little
saucy, and impertinent, and lazy; they did not attend

ground.
4408. How much ground 2–It ought to be an acre,

to their work.

but some men have two or three acres.

4388. Nothing very marked —No, I did not
observe anything particular.
4389. Nothing which had excited apprehension in
your mind before ?—No.

4409. Then his time would be pretty well occupied
in cultivating his own ground –Yes, I can't get them
to work more than three or four days in the week.

4490. Did you find any reports which had been
spread and were producing an effect there *—I had
heard the people talking themselves about having

4410. Have you had many cases before the magis
trates between yourself and your labourers about
their wages —No. I have been 40 years at Monk

meetings of different kinds, that their wages were to

lands and I do not think I have had 12 cases all that
time before the court.

be raised, they were to get 2s. a day, and so on ; and
that the Queen had sent out to say that they were to
gºt all the out-lying lands.

491. When was this; many months before ?—Five
or six months before.

$392. There was nothing immediately before which

4411. Have you any shop on your property, any
store ?—I have.

44.12. Who keeps it —I have a servant who keeps
it, and my wife attends to it occasionally.
Y 44.13. And do the people buy at that shop
es.

had attracted your attention?—Nothing I had ob
served particularly.
49%. Had there been any disputes on your estates

4414. You don't oblige them —No ; they are very
glad to do so, they begged me to do it, and they felt the

with the labourers and the overseer at all —No.

loss of it very much during the three weeks that it
was shut up ; I emptied it during the rebellion.
44.15. The shop was sacked 2–Yes.
44.16. Who sacked the shop 2–These rebels.

1

º not keep any overseer, I manage it myself, with
*Assistance of a book-keeper.
4394 Did any of your people take any part in the
isturbances?--I don't think so. There was only

4417. Not your own people?–No ; they took
nothing out of it; they lived there three days and

"nº many that was taken amongst them.

º How do you pay your people *—I pay them

Weekly,

48%. Do you pay them on the Friday for the
"nºnt week?—I pay them on the Saturday.
£897. Is that for the week then expiring —No, for
the previous week.
498. They are always a week in arrear then ?—Yes.

$99. What rate of wages do you pay ?—I pay Is.
**, and 9d, and 6d, according to the work.

only left on the Saturday afternoon when the troops
were on their way down.
4418. This is what you have been informed 2–
Yes, I don't know it.
4419. Is Mrs. Paterson here 2–Yes, she can give
all that information ; I did not go back.
4420. You have nothing else to state to us I sup

pose -I have nothing else of any importance to
state.

The witness withdrew.

Mrs. ANNIE PATERSON sworn and examined.
421. Are you
lands !—Yes,

the wife of Mr. Paterson, of Monk

* Do you remember the 12th of October when
}" husband left the place —Yes.
*%. How long after he left the place did any
* come up?—About 20 minutes.

4424. Will you describe the people that came : in
what numbers did they come *—I did not see them at
all on the 12th.

4.425. Where were you?-My servants took me
into the bush before the men arrived.

4426. You heard them come up f-Yes.
N

Mrs.
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4427. And you were concealed in the bush the
whole day ?—Yes, till about 10 o’clock at night.
4428. Did you then receive some information?—
One of my servants came and told me that they had
left the house, leaving a message to say they would
not trouble me ; it was Mr. Paterson they wanted, and

over to the shop again, and took whatever they wanted
out ; they took the keys of the shop at one time, and
then gave them to me back again ; they kept posses
sion of the shop the whole of the day till 2 o'clock,
and then they went away, leaving a guard of three
men of their own party to see that nothing was taken

they would be back over night for Mr. Paterson.

out of it.

-

Mrs.
A. Paterson.
1 Feb. 1866.

4429. At 10 o'clock you went back to the house ?
—Yes.

4430. In what state did you find it 2–The doors
were all forced open, the wardrobe broken in the bed
room, nothing taken out of it, the shop was opened,
all the blinds broken in the shop, and a large quantity
of dry goods taken away.
4431. Do you mean eatables?—No, cloth ; they took
drinkables and eatables too.

-

4435. In what number did they come in the course
of that morning 2—I should think there must have
been 100 in the yard at one time, and 100 in the

road at one time, as far as I could see : there might
have been more.

4436. They left at 2 o'clock, leaving a guard of

three persons —Yes, and the guard was there upon
Saturday morning when I left to go to the military.
4437. You heard the military were in the neigh

4432. What do you call dry goods?—Cloth.
4433. Did they come back again at all —They
came back again the following morning, about 20

bourhood, and you went over to join them —Yes, to

minutes to 6.

of your people before this that had attracted your

4434. In what numbers were they then 2–Only
one man came first ; he ran past me and went round the
house, and I went in. I was standing at the back of
the house and I went and spoke to him. I asked him
what he wanted. He had a gun in his hand. He
came up in a stooping position to the house for about
100 yards, and when I went to ask him what he

be under their protection.

4438. Had you observed anything in the conduct
attention ?—No, nothing.

We had not the least idea

of anything of the sort until the message came to Mr.
Paterson.

4439. Were you at all aware of there being any
ill-feeling in the neighbourhood towards your hus
band 2–No. They said if they could not get Mr.

wanted, he said he wanted Mr. Paterson. I told him

Paterson they wanted his nephew.
4440. Did his nephew live with him —Yes, his

he was not here, he had left the day before and gone

nephew was in the house.

to Kingston ; he said he did not believe what I said.

4441. Was there anything taken out of the house,
as well as the shop you that have spoken off-Some
small things out of the drawing-room ; scent-bottles
and other small things.

I told him to come in and examine the house himself.

He came in and went through all the rooms, the bed
rooms also, and I turned up the valences of the beds
and sofa myself to show him that Mr. Paterson was
not there ; then he seemed satisfied and went out of the

house, and just as he went out another one came in,
and another one a little after that, and all asked me the
same question, where Mr. Paterson was, and said I
must give them Mr. Paterson's gun. I told them I

did not think he had one, as I had seen a young man
the day before with it.
was one in the store.

One of the men said there

I went over to the works.

I

4442. You are living at Monklands now, are you ?
—Yes, I came down from there. I was subpoened to
attend here, and I went to Kingston.

4443. You did not hear anything as to any plans
about the house, as to what was to be done with the

house and the property —My servant told me.

4444. Your servant has told you something 2–Yes,
she told me sounething.
4445. She told you something she had heard –

would not allow them to break the door; they took
me to the window, and they asked me if they could
get in there. I said, “No ;” they then broke one of

She was present.

the windows, went in, and found the gun, and brought

—Yes.

it out ; before that they told me I must give them any
powder I had.

I went into a room in the house and

found a little and some shot with it, and I then went
over to the works and gave it to them ; they then went

4446. She is now at Kingston, is she —Yes.
4447. Will you ask her to come here to-morrow

4448. What distance is Monklands from Coley by
the road 7–Six miles, I believe.

4449. And from Morant Bay by the road 2–Either
nine or 10 miles, I am not certain.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. JoHN DAVIDSON sworn and examined.

Mr.

J. Davidson.

4450. Are you a justice of peace in St. David's
parish –Yes.
4451. You live at a place called Sherwood Forest ?
—Yes.

afterwards.

He had not been there.

He said the

rebels were coming on, and Monklands was in flames.
4457. He brought that intelligence —Yes; he had
not gone down ; he heard it on the road, and he came

4452. I believe that is an estate in the upper
valley of the Blue Mountain Valley —It is in St.

back and told me, and that was sufficient to make

David's, about five miles from Monklands.

4458. Did you act upon that ?—Yes, I removed
myself, and my wife, and some visitors.
4459. Where did you go?—To Pen Hill, and re

4453. Further up the country or lower down —

Rather more in the interior, though not exactly in a
direct line.

4454. I believe on Thursday, the 12th of October,
you received a document which you forwarded to
Governor Eyre 2–I did.

4455. After that, on Friday, the next day, were
you at Arntully, Mr. Lascelles' estate —I went there
with the troops. I was obliged to leave Sherwood on
the Thursday afternoon.
4456. What led to your leaving Sherwood 2–It
was simply this, I thought I would send down a mes
senger as far as Monklands to ascertain whether the

rebels were determined to carry out what they had

me go.

turned td Sherwood next morning. The troops
passed Sherwood on their way to Arntully.
4460. Is Mahogany Vale between Sherwood and
Arntully *-No, Sherwood is between Mahogany
Vale and Arntully.

4461. Did you find at Arntully Mrs. Paterson —
Not that day.
4462. When did she come there 2–On Saturday,
the following day.
4463. The day after 2–Yes.

4464. On Sunday did you accompany these troops
as a justice of the peace —Yes.

threatened. I found that was the case, and I im
mediately sent on another despatch to the Governor,
and subsequently sent a man mounted to ascertain if

4465. And went down to Monklands 2—Yes.

the report was true that the rebels were at Monklands
and whether it was on fire. He came back to me

—It is about half a mile below Monklands' works.

4466. Did you also go to Duckworth 2–Yes.
4467. How does that lie with regard to Monklands :

4468. Further down the valley —Yes.
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4460. Whose property is that?—It is leased by

4489. And where the goods were found, at the

FIGHTH
A.Y.

houses 2–Not at the houses; at every house we came

Mr. Paterson: it belongs to parties in England.

4470. Did you also go to a place called Ross Isles?

to everything they considered valuable had been taken
out and concealed.

—Yes.

Mr.

J. Davidson.

4490. How do you mean concealed?–Hid in the

4471. Is that further ?—Yes.

447). How far beyond Duckworth —A mile or a

1 Feb. 1866,

bush.

-

4491. Do you mean the property of Mr. and Mrs.

little more,

4473. Did you then proceed on to Mount Lebanus?
—Yes,

4474. That is a point still further on ?–Yes.
475. Continuing down the valley —Yes.
476. Did you go into any house in the valley,

where goods were found belonging to Mrs. Paterson 2
—I was at the houses, but did not go in with them.
A lot of things were found below the coffee trees;
the trees were very umbrageous there, and things
could be hidden there.

4477. Coffee trees, where?—Round the negro
houses,

4478. On what estate 2–Not an estate, a settle
ment.

479. Were these goods you are now speaking of

º under these coffee trees, close to the houses

–

Paterson?—Everything they considered valuable;
they took away doors and so on.
4492. Were they found in the bush, the doors and
such like 2–No.

4493. Had any of the troops marched in that
direction before ?–No, but they knew that the troops
were at Arntully,

4494. Had these cottages that were burnt yards
belonging to them, or enclosures of any kind -I do
not think there are any enclosures; there might have

#.
an
ind.

apology for a fence, or something of that

4495. But take it that there was a fence or palisade
round it, a small enclosure ?—There might have been
about some of them.

4496. If that were so, was it within the limit of

es.

the fence that the goods of Mr. Paterson were found

480. Did you see them there?—Yes, I saw these

–Not within the limit of any fence ; they were
found outside under the coffee trees, and they were
not fenced in, if I remember rightly.
4497. And were these coffee-grounds, in which the
things were found, connected with the house adjoining

taken out, and they were identified as Mr. Paterson’s
property.

481. While you were there?–Yes.

#82. After this Sunday did you return up the
valley again —Yes; that Sunday the regiment did
not go further than Mount Lebanus.
4483. And returned back to what point 2–To

Monklands, the head-quarters.
4484. You did not return to Sherwood for several

that was burnt 2–Yes.

4498. And did you find, in all the cases where

houses were burnt, good in the coffee grounds belong
ing to the house?—I can't exactly say that from my

days?—No, I went to Kingston with Mrs. Paterson,
and was detained there through the serious illness of

own knowledge.
4499. Has each settler, with his own cottage, a
separate piece of coffee-ground of his own, or is it com

a relative.

mon to all the inhabitants – Each coffee-ground has

4485. While you were about the houses when the
goods were found, were any of them burnt —Yes.

486. How many ?—I cannot exactly say : a good
number.

its owner. They buy land, build a small cottage upon
it, and they may grow anything they like upon it.
4500. Supposing they wish to grow coffee, do they

cultivate ground in common, or does each man culti

4487. What do you call a good number 2—Perhaps
30 or 40,

vate his own ground 2–Each man cultivates his own

ground, I believe.

4488. Thirty or 40 houses burnt?—Yes.

I am not exactly able to give any

opinion upon that.
The witness withdrew.
Dr.
W. C. Clarke.

Dr. WILLIAM CAREY CLARRE sworn and examined.

4%). I believe you are the coroner for Port
Rºyal?–Port Royal Mountain.

º And a justice of the peace

of St. David –

ES

4517. Did the detachment from Mahogany Vale

return with you to Arntully –Yes.
4518. About the middle of the day on Saturday ?—
Yes.

4519. Did you there meet Colonel Hobbs –No,
4%. Do you remember upon Friday, the 13th of
Other, some soldiers of the 6th Royals arriving he came an hour after the troops had arrived.
With Captain Field —Yes.

4520. Lou met him there some time in the day ?—

{{ Where were you when they arrived –

Yes.

4521. And he took command of the soldiers that

Within two miles of Mahogany Vale.

...º. At your residence —No ; on my way to
Mahogany Våle.
* You met them?—Yes.

* You were there to join the troops in the
*ity ºf medical man, they having none with
them?–Yes.

£8. Did you do that ?—I did so.
º Didyou go with them to Mahogany Vale —

were at Arntully –Yes.
4522. On Sunday did you go to Monklands with the
troops ?–Yes.
4523. Did they all go there 2–Yes, I think so.
4524. And from there where did you go to ?—
Through Duckworth to Ross Isle.

4525. Was Mr. Davidson, the justice of the peace,
with you at that time –Yes, he was.
4526. Then you went to Ross Isle, and I believe

* Mahogany Vale to Arntully.
there some property was found belonging to Mr.
#1% Where did you spend the night of the 13th 2 Paterson ; did you see that ?–Not at Ross Isle. I
-A Arntully.
ill, With the troops ?–Yes.

believe I saw it at Mount Lebanus.

4527. You proceeded further –Yes.

* Captain Field'being in command 2–Yes.

*: The next day where did you go?—Early in

4528. Were any houses burnt at Ross Isle 2–Yes.
4529. How many 2–I have no idea of the number.

**ing I went from Arntully to Mahogany Vale

4530. At Mount Lebanus what was done?—The

! see General Jackson's grandchild. I was attending

houses were entered, and a great many things
were found about which were recognized afterwards

"ºfessionally.

ºº leave the soldiers at Mahogany Vale?
4ālā, Did Y.

as belonging to Mrs. Paterson's store.

4531. At Mount Lebanus º-Yes; things might
- *

*-

ºn a Mahºny valet-Yº,
.." Where did they come from ?—From New

have been found at Ross Isle which I did not see. ?

4532. At Mount Lebanus did you notice any flags
on the hills 2–Yes.

4533. Describe what you noticed 3–One particular
N 2
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one was on an immense bamboo, the flag was about
two feet and a half in length, made of white calico,
and there were some more smaller ones.

We con

4567. From Somerset, where did you go to ?–To
a place called “The Barracks,” about a mile further
down the valley.

sidered they were signals.
4534. Were they placed in the earth on end ?—
Yes.

4535. How many did you notice altogether ?—
Three.

4536. Did you see any of the men belonging to the
village there 2–I do not recollect. We saw one or
two children and a girl in the course of the day. We

4568. And from there, I believe, you went in search
of rebels 2–Yes.

4569. Did you get to a place called Coley, farther
down the valley —Yes.
4570. Did you find anybody there 2–No.
4571. Were any houses burnt at Coley —Yes, at
the Lot.

4572. How many ?—The place is called “Coley
Lot.”

saw a few men.

4537. On the hill ?—We saw several on the hill.

4538. How many ?—I cannot say.
about a dozen myself.

I saw perhaps

4539. We hear that several of the houses were fired

4573. From Coley you returned up the valley to
Monklands —Yes.

4574. On Wednesday, the 18th, were you at Monk
lands the whole day ?—Yes, the whole day.
4575. I believe at Monklands a man or lad of the

where the property was found?—Yes.

4540. What time did you leave Mount Lebanus 3–
Some time in the evening.
4541. And returned up the valley to Monklands 2
—Yes.

4542. On the 16th, which was the Monday, was

Mr. John Davidson, of Monklands, with you ?—Would
you let me refer to my notes ?
4543. Yes?—They were notes, I suppose, made
about the time?—At the time. (The witness referred
to some notes.)

4544. What is the date you speak of, the Monday
after the Sunday ?—Yes, Mr. Davidson was there.
4:45. And was Mr. Lascelles, the owner of Arn

tully there 2–Yes.
4546. Were you and Mr. Davidson, and Mr.
Lacelles, formed into a Court of Inquiry —Yes.
4547. Who formed that ?—I think we did it at the

request of Colonel Hobbs.
4548. And what did you inquire into ?—The case
of a man called “Billy Carr,” who was one of the
ringleaders.

4549. He was charged with that ?—Yes.

4550. What time on the Monday was this inquiry
instituted 2–Some time after 10 o’clock.

4551. What became of the inquiry —We handed

name of “Billy Anderson’’ was tried ?–Yes.
4576. Were you one of the members of the Court
that tried him 2–No.

4577. Were you present at the trial 2–I was.
4578. Did it appear during the course of the trial,
that Billy Anderson was some person belonging to
Paul Bogle —Yes, his servant.
4579. Was he convicted 2–He was.

4580. And after conviction was he reprieved by
General Jackson —He stated that he could give
information.

4581. Were you present 2—I was. He stated that
he could give information that would lead to the cap
ture of Paul Bogle, and that he would take a detach
ment of troops up to Stony Gut and show them where
Paul Bogle was stopping.
4582. Are you aware that General Jackson took
him in search of Bogle —I believe he did.
4583, You were not in company with him —No.
4584. On Thursday the 19th, where did you go to
from Monklands, was it to a place called Chigoe
foot ?—Yes, Chigoe Foot.
4585. How far is that from Monklands?—Six hours'
march. I don’t know how far.

4586. Is that in the direction of Stony Gut?—

it to the Court-martial.

Yes.

4552. You were not the Court-martial itself —No ;
we were a preliminary inquiry.

4587. Did you go to Stony Gut yourself?—I did.
4588. On Thursday the 19th 2–Yes.
4589. Were any men tried and executed at Chigoe
Foot that day ?—There were.
4590. How many ?–11.

4553. You handed the result of your inquiry to
them ż–Yes.

4554, Was anything brought to your knowledge by
that enquiry about William Carr —Yes ; we con
sidered that he was a rebel and a ringleader.
4555. What information was brought before you to
lead you to that ?—Several witnesses were examined,
who swore they saw him and heard him give directions

-

4591. At Stony Gut, did you go to Paul Bogle's
chapel?—Yes.
4592. What did you find there 2–A body of marines
and blue jackets.

4593. How large a body ?—I do not know ; a good

to bodies of men about Monklands, and other parties.

number of men, over 50 I should think.

He was known to be a ringleader by the people about

4594. I believe some houses that day were burnt at
Stony Gut 3–They were.
4595. On that evening did you return to Chigoe

there.

4556. But as to your own knowledge, did Carr
make any statement in your hearing —No ; but
immediately before he was executed he made a state
ment to General Jackson, which was given directly
to us.

4557. Did you hear it 2–No, not myself.
4558 After inquiring into that matter what became

of you the following day, Tuesday the 17th 2–I went
with the troops to Somerset.
4559. How far is that from Monklands 2—About

four miles, I should think.

4560. Further up the valley —Down from Monk
lands, on the road to Morant Bay.

4561. What was done at Somerset; did you meet
a schoolmaster there 2–Yes.

-

4562. Did he point anything out to you ?—He did
to Colonel Hobbs and other officers. .

4563. Were any of the houses burnt there 2–Those
that these men said were rebel houses.
4564. What was the name of that schoolmaster 2–
I cannot remember his name.
4565. Was he a Somerset schoolmaster ?—I think

he belonged to some dissenting chapel.
4566. But he belonged to the village of Somerset 2
—He belonged to the village.

Foot market 2—Yes.

º

4596. On Friday the 20th, did you go to Mahogany
Vale —Yes.

4597. On private business, I believe 2–Yes.
4598. On Saturday the 21st were you present at

the trial of a man named Arthur Wellington —I was
not in the room at the time of the Court-martial.

4599. Then you did not hear the trial —No.
4600. Did you see him executed 2–Yes.
4601. That day ?—Saturday.
4602. Where was he executed 2—At Monklands.

4603. Do you know a place called the “barba
cues” —I do.

4604. Is that part of the property of Monklands –
Yes.

4605. There are terraces on the hill-side —Just
below the house.

4606. On the hill-side, or at the bottom of the
valley 7–On the descent, on the hill-side.
4607. Above the lowest point 2–Yes.
4608. Some way above —Yes, some little distance
above.

4609. They are places where the coffee is dried ?–
Yes.

t
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examine any other; that was the wound I considered

EIGHTH

1610. Is it a point that is visible at great distance
up and down the valley —Yes, some distance.

-

46ll. You can see it at a great distance up and

down the valley, I want to know that ?–Several

JDAY.

caused death.
hun

4646. Do you consider that wound would cause
instantaneons death?–Yes, or the next thing to it.

*

-

4647. There might have been other wounds that

dred yards.

1 Feb. 1865.

jºig. How many hundred yards —From above
the valley I should say six or seven hundred yards.
1613, And below —That I cannot recollect ; there
is a tree which prevents the view from one point.
4614. Is it as visible on the other side —I cannot
well answer that question, as I do not remember pass

you did not see?–Yes.
4648. You considered that one wound was sufficient
to cause instantaneous death, or the next thing to it?
—Yes.

4649. Besides these shots that were fired continuously,

not in a volley, were there any other guns discharged
at him before he was brought down 2–That I cannot
ing that point in the daytime.
say, but as soon as he was shot in the throat a bugle, I
4615. How many men were told off to execute believe, was sounded ; I am not sure of that ; at any
him?—I do not know that.
4616. What time of the day did it take place 2– rate the firing ceased altogether, and the guard that
About 11 o'clock, I think ; it might have been later. was very near came out, and whether they found it
necessary to fire at him or not I cannot say, I was in
4617. Did you professionally attend as the medical conversation.
man at the execution ?—No, I was asked subsequently
4650. Do you recollect sufficient to be able to state
to examine the man.
-

4618. Washis death instantaneous 2—I think so.
4619. From your examination ?–Yes.
4620. You did attend the execution ?–I was at the

whether the bugle sounded directly after the first
shots were fired 2–I cannot.

4651. In fact you know nothing about the way in
which they fired 2–No.
The Sunday was a rainy day, was it not —

yº.

execution.

4621. Can you say at what distance the men were

placed who shot him —I believe about 350 yards.
4622. Where was he placed —On the opposite

es.

4653. Were you still at Monklands –Yes.
4654. Was Monday rainy also :-Yes.

hill,

4623. That is on the “barbacues " ?—No, on the

hill opposite the “barbacues.”
4624. And where were the men placed ?–On the

4655. Was anybody shot that day ? – Two, I
believe.
4656. At Monklands 2—Yes.

4657. On the Tuesday did you go down or up to a
“barbacues.”

place called Garbrand Hall – Yes, I did.

4625. Then they fired across a ravine I suppose –
Yes.

4626. Where was he placed, did you see him —
Yes.

4627, Where was he placed *—In front of a tree.
4628. Was he tied ?–I did not see him tied.

4629. How many men fired 2–I could not tell you
that.

4630. Did more than one fire at once 2–Yes, two

4658. Which way did you go, up or down to it 2–
We went down the valley, and then up a side valley.

4659. Did you go to a place called Spring Garden
Bay ?–Yes.
4660. And to a place called Surge Island 2–Yes.
4661. Did you then return to Monklands 2–Yes.
4662. Was anything done the day that you made
the march 2–I did not see anything on that day that
I know of

Yes, we saw Mr. Gordon's overseer at

or three rifles went off at one time.

Spring Garden; he was taken prisoner, I believe.

4631. By word of command 2–I was not suffi
ciently near.

4663. What was his name, Lawrence –That I do
not know.

4632. How far were you from the firing party –
10 or 15 yards.

4664. On the 25th or 26th of October did you leave
Monklands and return home 2–Yes.

4633. Then do you mean to say you cannot tell ton,4665.
Did
you ever see this man, Arthur Welling
before
?–No.
whether they fired from word of command or not *c

I was in conversation with some one.

4666. Did you know anything about him –Simply

4634. Not paying attention ?—No, I might have
heard a word of command, but I do not recollect it at
this moment.

what I have heard.

4667. You did not know anything yourself?–No.
4668. You have spoken about a guard at the same

4635. Did the prisoner fall at the first shots that

time you spoke of a bugle sounding, what do you mean

were fired 3–I do not think at the first, but very

by a guard —The body of soldiers who took the men

shortly after. To the best of my recollection it must
have been the seventh or eighth shot, but they were

up the hill, were stationed directly behind, within a
few yards of the men.
4669. The guard you allude to was the guard which
took the prisoners up, and who remained there whilst

fired in rapid succession.

4636, They did not fire in a volley?—I was the
next thing to a volley, a continuous report almost, not
in a volley, I think.

4637. Not one report?—No.
4638. You do not know how many men were
drawn out to fire?–No.

4539. Did you see the body after death –Yes.
4640. Where did you go to examine it ?—He was
brought down from the hill to the place where he was
to be buried.

4641. Who brought him down ?—I believe the
constables and soldiers.
4642. Carried him down 2–Yes.

4643. You inspected his body after that ?–Yes.
-

Dr.

W. C. Clarke.

4644. Where was he wounded ?–He was wounded

the sentence was carried out 2–Yes.

4670. Was the bugle you referred to with them 2–
No, if a bugle was sounded, as I believe it was, it was
sounded from the barbicues, not from those mem.

4671 —How many men went over with the pri
soner 2–Four or five, I believe.
4672. Soldiers ?–Yes.

4673. And policemen and other constables —I am
not aware : there might have been.
4674. Was any signal given by the guard on the
other side of the valley before the bugle sounded ?–

The guard could not see the soldiers on the barbacues;
no signal could have been given.

>

4675. Then they signalled only by bugle, not by

in the throat, one wound that I examined was in the sight 2–Yes.
467º !. bugles sounded on the barbacues 2–Yes.
throat, at one side passing through the side of the
4677.
not know that any
signal w as given
from
the You
otherdoside?–No.
y Sig
neck, and dividing the large vessels of the neck.
-

-

4645. Was that the only wound he had 2–ſ did not
The witness withdrew.

-
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ANN MITCHELL (a blackwoman) sworn and examined.
4707. Was she in the house
4678. Where are you living 2—At St. Thomas in
the East, at Harbour Head.
4679. You were married in October last 2—Yes.

I Feb. 1866.

4680. Were you living at Harbour Head then 3–

?—Yes.

4708. Was he standing by at the time —He had
come out in the yard, and they were in the house.

4709. What further was done by them 2–After she

Yes.

said it was her son's coat, they said, “Where did

4681. In a house of your own 2–Yes.
4682. What business did your husband carry on,
what did he do —He was a bowl maker by trade,
and sometimes kept a school at Spring.
4683. What was he doing in October last year 2–
He was keeping school at Spring in October last year,
not last year, the year before last : last year he was at

nigger get such a coat as this f"

home.

4712. What next took place —After they came out
they asked where was the man. His mother said,

4684. But in October, 1865, was he at Spring?—
Yes, he left the school the year before last at Christ
mas, and the beginning of last year he was at home.
4685. When was he killed –Last year.
4686. In October last, during martial law, where
was your husband 2–At Harbour Head ; they killed
him on Saturday in the yard.
4687. Were some soldiers there on that Saturday?
—Yes, I believe two, and some Volunteers, and Mr.
Ford was the captain.
4688. Were you there at the time 2—I was there.

When I came down I met them coming up, and I
heard Mr. Harrison say, “This is one of my people.”

47 10. Who said that ?— It was all the soldiers.

I

could not tell rightly which one.
4711. At that time, when they asked whose coat it
was, and made that remark about it, can you tell
whether Mr. Harrison was there 2–Mr. Harrison was
out on the road.

º

“Out in the yard ;” and they came out and catch him,
and tie him up to a quassia tree in the yard, and

stripped his shirt off his back, and shot him, and gave
him a shot in his eye.

4713. They tied him to a tree in the yard, do you
say ?—Yes.

4714. Did you see that done —Yes; and as they
shot him his head dropped.

4715. Before that, at the time they tied him, were
you there 2–Yes.

4716. When they tied him to the tree ?—Yes.

He said to me, “Where is your husband 2* I said he

4717. Where were the men who shot standing after
he was tied to the tree ?—Depass was the first man

was at home.

who shot him.

4689. How far were you from your house when Mr.
Harrison asked you that –The house is by the road
side; I was close to it, and the people were in the
middle of the road.

4690. After you said your husband was at home,

what was done —He said that martial law was put
on for seven years; and if I did not mind they would

4718. Was he a Volunteer —Yes, a Volunteer.

4719. Was any order given by any person that was
there in command 2–I cannot recollect if any order
was given. You could not hear, for everybody was
frightened at the time out of his wits; but one of the
officers, I suppose, went and gave command to shoot
him. They said all about it was Mr. Astwood.
4720. Then did you see Mr. Astwood there 2–I do

catch him and shoot him.
4691. Who said that ?–Mr. Harrison.

not know him ; only since I have been at Kingston.

4692. Were there any soldiers insight at that time 2
—The two officers first came on before ; and when

4721. That was noe name that you have heard of
since. Is that what you mean *—Yes.

they got to the wood-top they were told to stop.
4693. Who told them to stop —The rest said they

byyou see this person, whom you call Depass, fire 2

must stop.

4694. Those that had not gone up the hill, do you
mean 7–Yes; and the rest came and called me into

the yard.

4722. We only want you to tell us what you saw.
— LeS,

4723. You saw him fire —Yes, and I can bring
witness to it.

4724. Was that the only gun that was fired?—

4695. Did they come into the yard 2–Yes; they

Three guns they gave him, and Depass shot him

went into the yard, and went into the room and
searched, and took away a coat.
4696. Was your husband in the house at that time 2

here (in the head), and his brains were scattered.
4725. Did they all shoot at once –Three of them

—He was in the house.

4697. Whereabouts was he 2–He was in the house,
and I was standing close to the roadside. They came
up and said, “Who lives here : Open the gate.”
And he opened the gate and they went in.
4698. Who went in when you opened the gate 2–I
could not tell rightly ; they were all of a string on the
road.

4699. Was Mr. Harrison by at that time 2—When
they went in and shot him 2
4700. When they asked you to open the gate 2–
They asked, “Who lives here : Open the gate ;” and
he was in the house and he came and opened the gate.
4701. Your husband did —Yes; and they came in.
4702. At that time was Mr. Harrison there 2–He

was there among the soldiers.
4703. At that time had Mr. Harrison said to you
what you have stated, or was it afterwards —Before ;
before they came to the gate.
4704 Keep your attention to what took place after
he had opened the gate, and they had all got in. What
happened then * – When they came into the room
they made search.
4705. What for 7—They said, “Buckra's goods in
the house.” They did not find anything, and they
took away a coat that belonged to my husband ; and
when they asked who's coat it was she said it was her
son's.

4706. Who said that ?—My husband's mother,

shot him.

4726. But did they all three do it at once –They
fired the guns after one another.
4727. How soon?—As one went “boom,” the others
went “boom boom.”

4728. Where were they standing when they did

that —They were in the centre of the yard, and they
had tied him up to the tree.

4729. How far from the tree were they standing 2
—Not very far in the yard ; they were in the yard.
4730. They were in the yard, and the tree was in
the yard, was that so —Yes.

4731. Were they as far from your husband as I am
from the end of this table 2–Yes, not so far from the
fence of the road.

4732. Was the tree to which your husband was
tied growing in the yard —In the yard.

4733. In the yard belonging to your house –
Belonging to the house.
4734. And the three men were in the same yard –
Yes.

4735. What space was there between the tree and
the men who fired —Not very far.

4736. Was it as far as I am from you (about four
gards) —Yes.

-

-

4737. Or further ?—Not further — one shot him in
the side and took out his guts.

4738. Were the three men all standing close

together ?—Yes, standing separate from one another.
4739. How far apart were they —Not very fºr ;
in the same yard.

-

––

ſº

-

-

º
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4740. But were they standing in a line, or one

behind the other ?–One behind the other, and as one
let fire, the other let fire after one another.
4741. Behind each other ?—Yes.

4742. Were you standing close to them 2–I was in
the road.

4743. Besides those three and yourself, who were

in the yard?—Some were in the yard, and some in the
4744. Did you see any others in the yard besides

thºse three ?—Plenty, Mr. Grove was in the yard.
4745. Who was he – Richard Grove ; he belonged
to Harbour Head; he lives at Mount Zion now.

103.

4771. What station was that ?–At Port Morant.

4772. Then you got corporal Phillips from Port
Morant 2–Yes.

A. Mitchell.

4773. Was that the same day your husband was
shot ?–Yes, the same day.
4774. You went to him and got him to come 2–
Yes, he sent a person to come and dig the hole, but
at the time of martial law everybody near was afraid
to come, and I wanted somebody who was not of the
neighbourhood.

4775. Was that your reason for going down to
Port Morant and getting Phillips ?–Yes.
4776. Before the day on which the soldiers came

4746, Did he then live at Harbour Head 2–Yes.

along the road, as you say, had you heard that they

4747, Besides Mr. Grove, was Mr. Harrison stand
ing near?—He was in the road sitting on his horse

were coming 3–Yes. When I was at the yard I heard
some one running past and say that a gang of soldiers

behind a mango tree.

were coming.

4748. Can you tell whether Mr. Harrison could
see what happened at the time you were there?—
Mr. Harrison see quite well.
4749. He could see what you saw 2–Yes ; it was
a low fence.

4750, And, in fact, the people in the yard and those
in the road could see exactly what took place –
Everyone—everyone could see that was standing in
the road.

4777. How long before they came did you hear
that ?–Not very long.
4778. Ten minutes ?–Yes, it was about 10 minutes.
4779. Before that person running by came to tell
you that the soldiers were coming had you heard that
anyone was coming up to your house, or in that dis
trict —I heard they were coming, but after I was
innocent I made myself pretty contented.

4780. How soon before the man ran by, and said

4751. What was your husband's name 2–Charles

they actually were coming, had you heard of the

Mitchell,

likelihood of their coming –I heard they were coming

752. Of those three persons who fired, the first,
you say, was Depass, a Volunteer –Yes.

from Port Morant to Golden Grove.

4753. Who were the other two 2–I do not know.

4754. Were they Volunteers or soldiers ?—Volun
teers; some of them were book-keepers who dressed
themselves in regimentals.
4755. But they were not soldiers ?—No ; when

they shot my husband they put fire to the house at the

4781. Was that the same day —The same Satur
day, just about 3 o'clock, or 2 o'clock.
4782. In the middle of the day – Yes.
4783. Do you know the day of the month –It was

the same Saturday they kill him that they hang Mr.
Gordon at Morant Bay on the Monday.
4784. Then it was on the Saturday before that

which one it was, but they put fire on the house at the

Monday ?–Yes.
4785. Before the Saturday had you ever seen Paul
Bogle –No ; I never saw him. I don't live near

very moment, and burnt everything.

him at all, I live quite in another district entirely.

same time and burnt down everything.
756, Who put fire to the house 2–I do not know

#757. What became of you?—I was in the road.
4758, You saw the house burnt —When they shot

4786, Besides this coat which they found, which

your mother told them was your husband's, did they

him Iran in, and as I returned back I saw everything take anything else out of the house –A year before,
burnt down.

4759. Where was your mother ?—When I came
back again

I saw my mother, as the house was burning,

standing there folding her arms, and when I said

when he kept school, he wrote a receipt for Bogle,
something about the chapel.
4787. There was a letter in the coat, was there
not *—Yes.

"What has he done?” the answer was, that Depass had
4788. Was that a receipt for the sale of some lamp 2
shºt him; they took him from the tree, and one of —Yes, which he had bought for Paul Bogle's chapel.
the sºldiers went and made his old mother come and

Paul Bogle had bought it, and he gave it to my hus

stand over him,

#760. Did the soldiers or Volunteers do anything

band to write, to make out some account, and it was
slipped in his breast pocket.

"You?-Nothing at all; they did nothing to me,

4789. Then was that in the coat at the time —

"lytomy husband, and they burnt my house and left Yes; and they said, “Where he get this paper?” and
me in distress.
I said he got it when he was keeping school. They
#75l. What became of you afterwards; where did took it away and carried it with them. I said I knew
nothing at all about it, and knew nothing of what was
7"gº after you returned and ſound your house burnt
-ſkſ the body. I could not get any body at all to done at Morant Bay.
º, and bury him, so I went to a man by the name of

4790. This was a receipt that your husband had at

Phillips, a carpenter, and said I had nobody to bury
him, and asked him to let a person come and bury his

Spring –Yes, for Mr. Warren's lamp.
4791. You had never seen Paul Bogle you say ?—

bºy. Ifollowed him all the way. They left him naked;
Iwapped him in calico and carried him to the wharf.

Last year at Christmas, not this Christmas, last

§2. What wharf would that be—Port Morant?

he went there, and Paul Bogle got him to write the
receipt as he could not write, and so he made out the

-IeS.

#63. How far is Harbour Head from Port Morant?
-A good distance.

Christmas : some time when he was keeping school
receipt for him.

4792. Then that was more than a year ago —Yes.

*Could you go it in half an hour —You could
4793. How do you know that Paul Bogle could not
write –Because I always been to his chapel.
* Quick, but it is further than that.
4794. But you said some little time ago that you
jöö. Would it take you an hour to go?—About
an hour,

486. Did you bury him in the sea?—Yes.

#". Did the carpenter take his body in the sea

had never seen Paul Bogle –I never saw him for
three or four months before the row commence,

**ial constable. He was left at the station, and

4795. You said a little time ago that you had never
seen him ; then you did know Paul Bogle 2–I knew
him; but before the war commenced, about two or

* my husband to the pier and threw him in the

three months ago, we never met together.

-I was corporal Phillips, he was the one. He was

4796. But before the “war," as you call it, began,
iſº. What was corporal Phillips ?—A soldier.

had you heard it was going to begin º-I never heard

* A black soldier?—Yes.

it at all.

Where did you find corporal Phillips ?—He
*Leith Hall, but I saw him at the station.
4770,
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4797. Are you sure of that *-I never heard it at
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4811. Had you never seen Paul Bogle before ?—
4798. Had your husband been schoolmaster under
We
went to the chapel before that, and we never met
Paul Bogle —No, under Mr. Warren, at Spring.
4799. Then you had attended Paul Bogle's chapel again till the opening of the chapel.
4812. You had seen him before the opening of the
three months before the war —Before the war last
year at Christmas the new chapel that was built was chapel ?—Yes.
4813. Long —Long enough, but from the opening
opened, and we went to the opening, and he was
the chapel we never met again.
of
showing him the receipt for the lamp that was hanging
4814. Where were you living before the opening of
up in the chapel, and as he was a teacher at that time,
he got him to make out the receipt for the lamp which the chapel?—Mitchell was keeping school at Spring.
4815. How long had you been at Spring —From
he had bought.

4800. Were you present —Yes.

the time I left Spring, I tell you, I never went there

4801. And saw him do it 2–Yes.

again.

4802. After you had been at the chapel on that
occasion, did you continue to attend it —No, never
again.

4803. Have you never been there again —I never
been there again.
4804. What is the distance of this chapel you

speak of from the place were you live –It is another
district entirely.

4805. How long would it take you to go from the

4816. But how long before you left it were you
there –From Christmas. On the opening of the
chapel we never went back to Spring again.
4817. But how long had you been at Spring before
you finally left it —Before last year Christmas, about
the middle of the year.
4818. Then you had been from the middle of the
year down to Christmas at Spring 2–Yes.

4819. And that is a short distance from Stony
Gut 2–Yes.

one to the other ?—A day's walking.

4806. Where are you now living —I am still living
at Harbour Head.

4807. Near where you lived before ?—Yes.
4808. Was the time you mention that you were at

the chapel the only time you were at Stony Gut 3–
Yes, the only time.
4809. In all your life —Yes.

-

4820. How long does it take you to go there?—
You start about 3 o'clock, and you get there at dark.
4821. Besides being a schoolmaster at Spring, did
your husband preach 2–Yes, sometimes when the
minister was not at the place he preached.
4822. Was that at Stony Gut 2–He never did at
Stony Gut.
4823. At Spring 2–Yes.
-

4810. At the time you went over to the chapel you
were present when your husband made out this receipt
at the request of Paul Bogle 3-Yes.

4824. Who was the minister at Spring 2—Mr.
Warren.

The witness withdrew.

WILLIAM SMITH sworn and examined.
W. Smith.

4825. Are you a servant to Mr. Shortridge —
4826. Were you living with him at Rozel in

;

4846. Did you get on to Port Morant 2–We could
not go.

Yos.

4847. What did you do?—We were obliged to stop

October last 2–Yes.

at the Retreat estate that night.

4827. Did you go with him to Morant Bay on
Thursday, 12th October 2–Yes.
4828. Early on the Thursday morning did he send

Next morning, on the Friday.
4849. Did you go alone to see whether the road

out his cart from Rozel to Plantain Garden River

was clear –Yes.

4848. Did you attempt to go on again that day ?—

4850. What did you discover ?—I could not go on

estate —Yes.

4829. Was there some property in the cart 3–Yes.
4830. Was there a good deal of property which

at all, there was such a crowd, such a number of
persons, that I was obliged to turn back.

4851. What number of persons did you find there?
4831. Did you afterwards see that the whole of —I cannot number them at all, they were across the
road ; they came all the way looking for him, coming
that had been taken —Yes.

was sent there 2–Yes.

4832. On the evening of the Thursday, did you go
towards the Plaintain Garden River yourself?–No,

after the cart.

I was going up from Rozel to Plantain Garden River.
4833. When you got as far as Lysson's estate, did
you observe anything?—Yes.

yourself?—I was obliged to turn back to Morant
Bay, to let him know they were there.
4853. What did you do after you had let him know

4834. What was that 2–I saw about 25 men run

ning down to go towards Port Morant.
4835. Were they armed at all —Yes.
4836. How were they armed –With cutlasses.
4837. Were they the ordinary cutlasses which the
labourers have 2–No, they were cutlasses well ground.
4838. Did you observe that ?—Yes, I did.

4839. Did they say anything to you ?–Not to me.
Mr. Shortridge drove.
4840. Did you pass them —Mr. Shortridge pass
them ; we kept passing them. A lot of them were
running.
4841. Did they disturb you at all?—No, they did
Inot.

4842. Did they say anything to you ?—Not to me.
I can tell you what they did say.
4843. What did they say?—One of the men said,

“Ah, sir, you go on, I am coming behind you,

and I

-

4852. Did you not manage to get through the crowd

that it would not be safe for him to go?—I told him
he could not go at all.
4854. What did you do —About 11 o'clock in the
day he sent me back with one of his strong horses, to
go and see Mrs. Shortridge. When I went the crowd
was still there ; I was obliged to send the horse back
to Mr. Shortridge.
4855. Did you then contrive to make your way

through —Through the same party in the road.
4856. Did they let you pass —Yes, there was one
man who knew me well ; I begged of them, and they

said I must not go to the straight road, I must take
the Port Morant way pass the other party.
4857. Was that the man you made the bow to who
told you that ?—Yes.
4858. What did you do then 2–I went down to
IPlantain Garden.

4859. Did you find Mrs. Shortridge there?—She

am before ;” that was meaning that part of them was
waiting for Mr. Shortridge."

was out in the bush.

4844. You mean that some were behind him, and
some were before ?—Yes, at Port Morant.

in the cart that was taken away, what was the value

4845. Did you ascertain whether there were any
before him at Port Morant –Oh, yes.

4860. You said there was a great deal of property
of that property —I do not know.
4861. Was the cart burnt 2–Yes.

The witness withdrew.
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JAMES FIELD (a black) sworn and examined.
4890. Is not Mr. Foote's on the regular high road 2
4862. What are you?—I am a planter.
4853, Were you formerly in the police —Yes, I —No.
4891. Then where they went afterwards you do not
was 01106.
know 2–No.
4864. Where do you reside —At Manchioneal.
4892. Did you remain concealed in the bush 2–
4865. At the town of Manchioneal 2–At Kensing
ton, a little out of the town, about three or four miles Yes, till the morning.
4893. How soon did you see anything of the troops ?
from the Bay.
—On Monday about from 10 till 11 o'clock.
4866. Do you know Mr. Foote —Yes.
4867. Where does he live —At the same place,
4894. You did not see any of the troops till Monday?
Kensington.

4868. When did you hear anything of the disturb
ance at Morant Bay?—On Thursday evening.
4869. Did you receive any information which you
communicated to Mr. Foote –Yes.

4870, What was that ?—On Friday morning I

some account of what was done —Yes.

4897. What was the first thing done after you

kill Mr. Foote,

Just at the road below Kensington, at a place called

4871. That was the rumour that reached you and
which you communicated to Mr. Foote –Yes.
4872. Did you see anything of them yourself before
you
to Mr. Foote –I saw nothing of them

Pleasant Hill.

'. You only heard that they were in the neigh

them, first blowing horns, and by the burning in the
y.

4876. What Bay is that you are speaking of 2–
Manchioneal Bay.
4877. What happened after that ?—After we heard

4898. Where did you go first with them —I
marched up to Kensington with them ; I told them to
come to Kensington and march part of the way;
they went there to know if it was the truth that we
were telling them ; we showed them the things that
we had removed, and Mr. Foote's things that we hid
in the bush and part in our houses, his likeness and
such like ; some believed us and some did not, and
intended to shoot us ; we said we were not rebels ; so

after leaving Kensington they went to the Bay and
pressed us to follow them to the Bay.
4899. Is that Manchioneal Bay ?–Yes, to where
they were going to stop, at the barracks at Muirton.

4900. In what way were you engaged while you
were with the troops ?—They pressed me to see and
to inquire and to search with them.

the shell blowing, we saw a great light as if a house

4901. To search for what –For anything stolen

was on fire in the Bay.
4878, Have you since ascertained whose house it

from any gentleman's property, and if I could dis
tinguish them to point them out.

was —Yes; we admired that it was the police
station, however it was Mr. Bunting's dwelling house.
4879. What did you see after that ?—After the fire
we heard of the rebels, and we scattered away just

4902. Did you find any houses in which stolen pro
perty was concealed 2–Yes.

backwards of our house.

4880. Did you get into the bush —Yes.
4881. After you had got into the bush, did you hear

them come —Part of the night, before daybreak in
the morning, about 2 o'clock.
4882. What did you hear then 2–I heard with my
own ears, but I could not tell who the persons were,

-

-

4903. Where —At the sand shore, near the Bay.
4904. What was done to any house in which any
stolen property was found —The things were taken
out of the houses and the houses were burnt down.

4905. How many houses were burnt while you
were with them, during this time 2—While I was
with them on the Monday do you mean :

4906. No, in all the time ; you say that you were
with them all the time that martial law lasted ?–Yes;

three men say, “If we can only catch that fellow Foote

they burnt John Rickets' house, that was one ; John

“to-night we will kill him and suck his blood; ” by

4883, Were you able to learn what number there
Wete who passed you and went up to Mr. Foote's

Davis's house, two; Perkin's house, three; Ballamany's
house, four ; and one Robinson's house, five ; while I
was with them they burnt these five houses.
4907. Were those the only houses that were burnt,
as far as you can recollect —That was while I was
with them, but there [were] so many of us they took
to follow them that I cannot give an account of all.
4908. You saw as many as five houses burnt 2– s:

hºuse; was it a few or a number 2—A vast quantity;

Yes.

Haring that, I remained still in the bush, just at the
lººk of the wall; we waited there till they got into
the house, and they broke open the doors, and the

º:t.”was “Colour !” “Colour !” “Colour !” “For
80

4909. In all those houses was there stolen property

there was much in number.

-

4884. How long did they remain there —They did
ºf remain much long, for they did not find much

tigº, we had removed things and hid them in the
ºf the Friday before ; they came at night, so they
*M find much things to plunder.

found 2–In many of them.
4910. Was stolen property in each one of those five
houses —Some things were taken out ; I cannot say
whether things had been taken out by other people or
not.

-

4885. What became of them afterwards —They
Went away afterwards.

*86. In which direction ?—They went down the
rºad they came from.

-

*87. What distance is this place of Mr. Foote's

ºn Port Antonio —I should take it to be 20 miles.

* Then that party did not go nearer to Port
tºnio than Mr. Foote's house ?—I could not say

* they went to after they went from Mr.

Foote's

Qūse,

* I thought you said they went back again ; do
7" mean they came in a direction from Port Antonio:
-No, not from Port Antonio, from Manchioneal, to

*lown the road back.

1 Feb. 1866.

4895. Did you remain with the troops ?—Yes, con

joined the troops; where did you join them first 2–

bourhood and coming up in that direction ?—Yes.
4874. In consequence of that I believe you assisted
him and his family to remove —Yes, I did ; I assisted
him and his family to remove to Port Antonio.
4875. After he had removed did the people come
up towards his place?—On Friday night we heard

J. Field.

tinually, and until the martial law was over.
4896. Then you can give the Commission, perhaps,

river killing all the gentlemen, and they intended to

*

DAY.

—Not until the Monday morning, we heard of their
coming and we went to meet them.

received information that the rebels were down the

myself.

EIGHTH

4911. You were not asked whether property that
was in the houses were taken, but can you tell whether

or not there was property found in each of the five
houses or not ?—Not all, as to my seeing.
4912. In how many of the five houses did

you see

stolen property found 3–We found four bottles of gin
in John Davis's house.

4913. Was there any stolen property found in any
other house 2–No more houses.

4914. Only in one of the five houses —Only in one
of the five.

4915. Then what were the other four burnt for 2–
I cannot say ; the troops said they came to burn.

4916. You said first of all, that in most of the
O

º

º
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houses stolen property was found, or at least in several;
you say now only in one –They said every house
we went into and found things in, they must burn
the house, whether good or bad.
4917. What do you mean by that ; do you mean if
they found property belonging to the owner of the
house it was then to be burnt 2–No ; the question
was to distinguish whether they were from Manchio
neal shops or not.
4918. Were any houses burnt in which they did not
find any property; you have mentioned Davis's house
where they did find some stolen property —Yes.
4919. Did they find stolen property in any other.
house, that is property belonging to other persons;
did they find property in those houses belonging to
other persons —-Yes,

4946. And taken the paper away ?—Yes, I was put
in possession of about nine, and they came on me in
that way; I would not attempt to go any further.
(The witness handed in a paper.)
4947. What is that –That is my own handwriting.
4948. Are these the houses you were put in pos
session off-Yes.

4949. “Richard Scott, land and 20 square post;
“ Stewart Dickson, land and house; Susan M'Kane,
“ land; Charles Brown, land ; James Lindsay, land
“ and house ; Thomas London, land and house ;

“Thomas Sterling, land and 15 post ; Charles Newf
“ ville, land and house ; Esther M'Kane, land and

“ house.” I suppose where there is only land put
down the house has been burnt?—Yes; some of them

we found nothing, so they said we go backwards out
of the house “and search,” and there they discovered

have not been upon the land since, but they bought
their property, and knowing it to be their property
they seized it, and set me to watch it. Those that
are marked “posts” are prepared for new building.
4950. Is this your authority. “Jamaica, I hereby
“ authorize you to keep possession of the within
“ named properties, until his honour the Custos shall
“ give you further notice.—P. M. Ramsay, inspector
“ of police, to James Field, head special constable.”
So you were put in possession of those nine properties?

things.

—Yes.

4920. Besides Davis's 2–Yes, besides Davis's.

4921. You said just now that was the only house ?
—You said things found in the house, but there were
things in the yard and round the premises.
4922. Was that the case with all the houses —Yes.

4923. Are you quite sure about that f-Yes, I am
quite sure, because when we searched inside the house

4924. What troops were those, where did they
come from ?—Some from Port Antonio.

4925. Were they black or white troops ?—Some
were black and some white.

4926. Do you know what officer they were under *
—They were the Sixth, I believe.
4927. Do you mean that those five houses were the
only houses that you saw burnt all the time you were
with the troops ?—No, there were many companies of
lls.

4928. But as to yourself, those were the only five
houses that you saw —No, many were burnt besides
the five.

4930. You saw that other houses had been burnt
down —Yes.

4931. But you did not see them burnt —No, I did

4953. There are two, which of them 2–The one at
Port Antonio.

4954. You say you did not like to hold some of
them —No, because they were grunting about it.
They were making a noise over my head, saying that
I was taking away their land, and I did not like to
quarrel with anybody.
had no intention to keep any of them.
4956. Then you were not of much use as a keeper
of them —No, because I did not like to get into too
much quarrel.
4957. Have you given them all up now 2–I did as
-

I liked in it.

not see them set fire to.

4932. Were you over the whole of the district in
the course of this time 2—No, not all over ; I was

only in one part of the district.
4933. How many houses do you think you saw that
had been burnt during that time –A vast quantity.
4934. When you say a vast quantity, was it 20 or

100 ; what do you mean by a vast quantity ?—
According to my best calculation I should say it was
about 50 or more.

4935. Have they been rebuilt since —No.
4936. So that it can be seen now what have been
burnt —Yes.

4.937. What has become of the people who occupied
those houses —Some of them have been dispossessed;

the property has been taken away from them.
4938. You mean their ground —Yes, it has been

4958. How many of the people have come back
again and taken their places —I said I should be
content to suffer for not watching them, rather than
have any confusion with the people.
4959. Did you report to the Custos that you had
retired from the place that he put you in 7–I told the
inspector I would not be bought out of the place.
4960. Was the coffee picked before you declined
to hold possession ?—None of them had coffee, except
one. I never looked on it to see whether it was ripe
or not.

There were three or four roots of coffee.

4961. Did you pick that ?—No, I never went near
the place.
4962. Nor cocoa nuts 3–The people have eaten
the cocoa nuts as they liked. If I intended to go one
way they have gone another way.
4963. Was the land taken of the man whose house

confiscated.

4939. Some of the people are not living, I suppose?
—Some are not living.
4940. By whom were they dispossessed ; was there
an Act of confiscation ; was that what you mean *—

was burnt down, who had the four gin bottles; you
say his house was burnt down —Yes.
-

4964. And was his land taken —Yes.

4965. Has he gone back to his land —He is dead.
4966. Was he executed 7–He was shot.

Yes.

4941. Who dispossessed them : Who has got pos
session now, not of the houses but of the ground 7–
Not the ground, the houses.
4942. The houses you say are burnt —They were
their own property.

4943. The lands, therefore, still remain 2–Yes.
4944. Who is now in the occupation of that land 2
Those that were confiscated were taken away; the
police seized it and took it away from them, and put
up a piece of paper forbidding them.
A good many have gone back, have they not?

:

4952. This is Mr. Paul Ramsay, is it not ?—In
spector Ramsay.

4955. How many of them have you given up —I

4929. That you saw burnt 2–They were burnt
down, but not while I was present.

- Les.

4951. As to the greater part of those, the houses
had not been burnt 7–Some of the houses had not
been burnt.

4967. Was any mischief done to your place by the
people —While I was absent they eat two of my
19 S.

4968. Was any stolen property found in Davis's
house ?—I did not find any when I went into posses
Slon.

4969. But do you know whether in his house, or
outside it, any other property was found besides the
four gin bottles —Not to my seeing.
4970. Was there gin in them or were they empty
bottles —There was gin in them, and good gin too.
4971. Then they did not remain full long —No.

The witness withdrew.
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MATHEw Joseph (a black) sworn and examined.
4972 Are you of Georgia, St. Thomas in the East? —I stop there that night, and another gentleman
came there too.

—Yes.

1973. Are you by profession a schoolmaster —Yes.
4974. Were you a schoolmaster at Morant Bay on
the 11th October 2—I was.

4975, Were you on that day in the Court-house

M. Joseph.

5003. Was that Dr. Major 2–Yes, and Mr. Mar
l Feb. 1866.

shalleck.

5004. Did you all stay there together ?–Yes.
5005. Next morning what became of you?—I left
Miss Downie and went back to the schoolmaster, and

—Yes.

4975. Were you there when messages

arrived

the schoolmaster and myself went up to the Court

about some persons approaching it —I was. At
first they took no notice of the messages.
4977. The Baron did not take any notice you

house to see what was done.

mean?—Yes.

righthand was filled with clotted blood ; and Isaw Mr.
Alberga with a chop over the head, a cutlass wound;
and I saw three others, black men, lying dead, and
Mr. Leslie and myself went on towards the Court

4978. But at last they did take notice —Yes, at
last they did.

4979. When they took notice did they get up

5006. What did you find there 2–I saw Mr.
Herschell lying dead, and his throat was cut, and his

from the table —Directly.

house, but when I went there I saw a few men with

4980. What did you see when they got up from
the building out into the street 2—At the north door
we saw the people, about 50 of them, in the Court

sticks in their hands looking suspiciously, and I turned
back; we went to a Mr. Grant's place, and there I
saw Mr. Price lying dead; his pants were taken off
and he was barefooted. I intended to go and see Mr.
Baker, but when I saw the men with sticks I turned

house. All the gentlemen went to the north door.

4981. Did you go with them —Yes.
4982. You saw some people approaching 2–Yes.
4983, Was that on the side of the part you call the
Parade?—Yes.

4984. In the front ?–Yes.

4985. Did you notice the people as they approached

so as to see what they were doing?—Yes, I saw them,
some with ramrods in their hands, loading guns, and

some walking with cutlasses in their hands, brandish
ing them.

4986, Was there a vestryman there called Sullivan
—Yes, he told me to leave the Court-house in case
the people should come down, as we could run easily.

4987. Did you take that wholesome advice?—I did,
that is the reason I am alive this day.
4988, You went with him, did you ?—Yes, to the
back of the Court-house.

4989. Away from the front ?–Yes.

4990, Did Sullivan go with you ?—He went before
Imé,

4991. What became of you when you went out at

the side of the building 3–We were not there more

back.

5007. Did you continue there for several days after
wards?–Yes, I was in the Bay; I could not go home;
my wife told me not on any account to come back,
because four men had come there to look after me to
shoot me.

5008. Where do you live —At Georgia, about 12
miles from the place.
5009. When did you go home 2–On the following
Wednesday my wife said it was not prudent in me to
remain there, for the people would be sure to kill me
in the night.

5010. Then you did not remain there 2–No.

5011. Where did you go?–I went with the troops
under Colonel Hobbs.

5012. Where were they –Coming from Stony
Gut. I met them coming from Chigoe Foot Market,
5013. Where did you go?–I remained there that
night, and went to where I lodged. I went down
there with Colonel Hobbs and his men.

We marched

than four moments before we heard the reports of

up to Font Hill and from there to Coley.
5014. Did you perform the duty of any officer

guns in front of the Court-house.

there 2–Yes.

We ran down, and

Sullivan went down by the way of the new church,
myself and Mr. M'Kenzie ran to the bush.
4992. Which M'Kenzie

is

that ?—Duncan

C.

M'Kenzie, a coloured man. He went down to the bush,

and Iran round up the lane, and went to a school
master, a Wesleyan teacher.
sº Then you did not keep with M'Kenzie –
0.

4994. How far was the schoolmaster from the

Court-house —The Wesleyan school that I am
Speaking of was about a quarter of a mile from the
Court-house.

4995. Did you run the whole way?–Yes.
1996. At a good pace –Yes; when I ran down the

ºhand went up the lane, my first thought was to look
ſt my saddle to saddle my horse ; but when I went
"the place where it was left it was locked up, so I

* to the schoolmaster and hid myself.
*7. Did you stay with the schoolmaster 7–Yes.
4998. Until when 2–Until about 4 o'clock the
sme day.

* You were there about an hour then 2–Yes,
about that.

5015. What were you made –The colonel ap
pointed ine as chaplain, to read to those who were
executed.

5016. How long did you remain performing that
duty 2–1 think about eight days.

5017. When you left the soldiers what were you
appointed to do?–I was appointed by Colonel Hobbs
to superintend the picking of the coffee and other

things. I can show my letter of appointment.
5018. Did he give you a written appointment 2–
Yes he did. (The witness handed it in.) Read, “I
“ hereby authorize Mr. Joseph to superintend the
“ picking of coffee, &c., upon Somerset, Mount
“ Lebanus, until instructions received from the
“ Governor, and recommend him to receive six

“ shillings per diem for so doing.—J. T. Hobbs,
“Colonel commanding at Monklands, Oct. 6th [Qr.
“ 16th 1865.”
5019. Did you perform those duties 2—I did.
5020. For how long 2–Until I went to Spanish
Town ; until the end of martial law. I came over
and saw the members of the Committee, and they told

me to return and take possession of the property in

º). At 4 o'clock what did you do?—I left

the name of the Crown, and I kept possession until

with the intention of going up to Mr. Cooke's place

the 18th of December, when Ireceived a letter advising

"k
at the Court-house. When I had got part of
the Why I was advised not to go up to Mr. Cooke's

me not to interfere till further orders.

This is the

receipt for the coffee sold during martial law. (The
*inasmuch as the people were there already, and

witness handed it in.)

"º would kill me, f was one of the first they in

5021. What did you do with the money received

ºlded to kill; I saw the people were taking their

* Il things to the bush, and I went to Miss

from the sale of the coffee?—I handed it over to
Colonel Hobbs. (Receipt read.) “Received from

ºuie and assisted her.

“Mr. N. Joseph twenty-seven pounds sixteen, after

º: Did you assist Miss

Downie in getting her

Titure out ?—Yes, and taking her out.

“paying his expenses for coffee picked off rebel
“grounds in Somerset and Mount Lebanus.-J. T.

* Whatbecame of you after you had done that?

“Hobbs, Newcastle, Nov. 6th [Qr. 16th, 1865.”
O 2

*
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Y 5022.
Wes.

Did you get your 6s. a day all this time?—

5023. Up to what time 2—Until martial law ceased;
but I beg to say that a few days before it ceased I
had orders from the General not to pick the coffee
until I received fresh orders from the Committee,

5051. Were you present at the time he was shot?—
Yes, I was present.

5052. Where were you?—I read to Wellington
and Graham that morning, and after I read to them the
were taken by the soldiers over a rivulet, about 100
yards over the way. Wellington was first tied to a tree

and shot, and the other man was tied to a tree and shot.
and I thought it prudent not to interfere.
5024. This is your bill ?—Yes.
5053. Were they taken together ?—They were
5025. Did you deduct the amount of this from the taken over together, but not shot together.
5054. But they were taken together ?—Yes.
amount received and pay the balance over ; did you
5055. From Monklands —Yes, they were taken
pay yourself this bill and pay the balance over ?—
No, the balance was mot paid over on that date, over to a little plat or field.
because the Committee told me to keep the money in
5056. Was that on an opposite side of a gully —
hand. After paying myself to the 18th December Yes.
whatever balance was left belonged to the Crown.
5057. Were you standing at a place where they
5026. What became of that balance 2–I have it in dry the coffee, called the barbacues 2–Yes, I was just
land.
opposite the quarters, but the soldiers that were
5027. At the present time?—Not to-day, but I shooting them were on the barbacues.
have the balance in hand.

5038. How near were you to the soldiers who were

5028. You have got the command of it?—Yes, I
have the command of the money.
5029. While you were picking the coffee, and this
sort of thing, what became of your school?—During
the rebellion we had no school in St. Thomas in the
Fast. No children attended school at all that time.

5030. Were you present at Chigoe Foot Market at
the time a Court-martial was held?—I was not.

5031. Were you at Font Hill ?—Yes.
5032. When any trials took place?—The people
were tried at Chigoe Foot Market, but they were
marched up to Font Hill; about eight or nine were
shot at Font Hill.

5033. Then you were not present at any trials at
Chigoe Foot Market or Font Hill?—They were not
tried at Font Hill, the people were tried at Chigoe
Foot Market and shot at Font Hill.

5034. Were you present at the time they were
shot?—Yes, I was.

-

5035. How many executions were you present at 2
—I do not remember, but I think five or six.

i

shooting 2—About 10 yards.
5059. Did you see them fire at the time that Arthur
Wellington was tied ?–Yes, I saw them.
5060. How many fired —I think about 10 men.
5061. Were they regularly told off for that duty 2
—They were put in the rank and were told to fire,
and they fired.
5062. Did you see an officer commanding them —
Yes, there was an officer.

5063. Did they fire in pursuance of an order given,
a command 2–Yes, they fired on command.
5064. Do you know the officer who was there?—
No ; I know the officer, but do not recollect his name.
5065. You know him by sight?—I should not be

able to state now what officer it was on that particular
day, who ordered to shoot Wellington, but there was
an officer in command.
5066. At whose command the men fired at Arthur

Wellington —They fired at an officer's command.
5067. Did they fire together or one at a time 2—I
think they fired together, to the best of my recollection

5036. You were performing at that time the duties
of chaplain –Yes, reading to the people.
5037. Was there a Mr. Graham among the number
that you attended as chaplain —Yes, a man called

110W.

Donald M“Laren Graham.

5069. Could you see Arthur Wellington from the
place where you were 2–Yes.
5070. Was he killed by the first shots fired at him :
—No, not at the first shots; they fired about seven

5038. Did you on the occasion I am referring to at
Font Hill see any of the prisoners tied by ropes 2–
Yes, they were tied by ropes,
503.9. Were those ropes, when you were present,
cut by the bullets of the soldiers who fired?—I re
membered a man that escaped at Font Hill, but those
that escaped by the ropes being cut by the bullets
were at Coley, not at Font Hill.
5040. How many did that happen to at Coley —
Two, I think, two brothers; they ran away.
5041. They got free from the ropes in consequence 2
—Yes, and ran to the cane fields.

5042. Did anything happen at that time with

regard to the soldiers?—Yes, the soldiers fired at
them, but Colonel Hobbs said, “No, as they have
got away, let them go.”
5043. Did you hear him at that time say anything
to the soldiers about the duty they had to perform 2
—I did not hear anything said to the soldiers; he said
it to himself that it was a very painful duty to
perform.
5044. Did he say that in your hearing?—I heard
the words; he said it was very painful.
5045. After that did you separate from Colonel
Hobbs at Coley –For that evening.
5046. Where did he go, do you know 2–He went
up the mountains with the others.

5047. And where did you go to?—I went where I
lodged.

5048. Did you go to Monklands —Yes, the follow
ing day I went up to Monklands.

5049. And did you join Colonel Hobbs again?—I

5068. All the 10 of them —They fired off, but it
appeared that some of the pieces did not go off; it
was a damp day.
-

times before he was killed.

5071. Do you mean that the whole 10 fired seven
times 2–No, they fired and reloaded.
5072. Did those 10 men that you describe as being
called out to shoot this man all fire together, by word

of command –They fired by word of command, but
their guns did not all go off.
5073. Did they all try to pull their guns?—They
all tried to pull their guns.
5074. At the same time —Yes.

5075. Do you know what a volley means?—A
volley, I believe, means a report of guns fired at the
Same time.

5076. Were several guns fired together ?—I am
stating to the best of my recollection now.

w

5077. Did all these men put their guns up to their
shoulders together ?—I saw them put up their guns.

5078. Together ?–Together, but they all did not
go off at the same time.

5079. When they had fired once what did they do
then –When they fired once the man was not dead,
he was not dead at the first volley.

5080. What happened then –They had to fire
again about seven times.

5081. About seven times —Yes, he was not shot
by the first volley.
5082. Then you mean to say that 10 men fired
seven times at this man ; do you really mean to say

was with him all along.

that —To the best of my knowledge and belief I say
there were 10 men in the rank, but the 10 pieces did

5050. On that day was there a prisoner by the
name of Arthur Wellington P-That was the day he

not go off. I presume by the powder being damp.

was shot.

but about 10 men put up to fire.

5083. How many did go off?—I could not tell that,
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5084. Were the men in two rank, or in one rank 2
—I cannot tell that. I was just in front of the
’ quarters.

º: º one

5112. Was there any signal before the bugle
sounded?—No, I did not hear any.

5113. Did you see any —No, I did not see any.
rank kneeling ; did you see any

men kneeling —Yes, they knelt when they fired, but,
understand me, the man was not shot at the first time.

5086. How long from the firing of the first gun was it
before he was shot ?—About four minutes.

5087, Was there any shot fired on the other side
of the gully ; did any men standing on the other side
of the gully fire at the man who was tied at the tree?
—I do not remember.
5088, Were all the shots from the barbacues 2–

The shot from the barbacues killed the man over the

way, I don't remember any others.

5089. Did anybody fire at Arthur Wellington
except the 10 men you speak of 2–I do not remember.
5090. Then you say these 10 men fired more than
the first time —Yes, more than once.

5091. You say they fired seven times —I say
about seven times; more than once.

DAY.

-

5114. Who was this Arthur Wellington —He
was a man at a place called Somerset.

M. Joseph.
-

1 Feb. 1866.

5115. What was he f—He was a man that did not

bear a very good character.

-

5116. What was he in business—what was his

occupation ?—He was a sawyer ; he had a little place
of his own.

5117. Was he a person who practised any art —

They said he was an obeahman, but I cannot say.
5118. Did you in the exercise of your duty as
chaplain to him, find out anything of this ; did he
tell you who he was 2–No, he did not tell me.
5119. So you did not learn from that source —No.

5120. It was merely the repute of the neighbour

hood —Yes, I had known him for many years.
5121. Where was he reputed to be an obeahman 2

-The people would talk in that way, but he might

5092. And you say four minutes was the time 2– not be an obeahman for all I knew, but I heard so.
About four minutes.

5122. Where did you hear it —I heard it in the

5093. During that four minutes did you hear or district there.
5123. Do you mean the district of Monklands 2—
sse anybody else fire but the 10 men – No, I did not
See anybody else. I beg your pardon, let me understand No, Somerset. Arthur Wellington lived not far from
you ; say four men fired first, and did not kill the where I lived, about three miles from me.
5124. Do you mean that you had heard it before
man, another four fired, until about seven rounds;
the time of his being there 2–Yes.
that would be the proper term.
5094. And reloaded from time to time 2—Yes.

3095, Did you hear any bugle sound while he was

being shot?—I remember when they tied Arthur

#125; He had had that repute in the neighbourhood
before ?—Yes.

5126. How long had you known him ?—Nearly 10

Wellington to the tree, the men who took him over

years.

went round to a part where the shot could not reach
them, and when Arthur Wellington was supposed to

whole 10 years 7–No; when I went there as a stranger

5127. Had he always that reputation during the

tº shot the bugler sounded the bugle for them, and I did not hear much, not till afterwards. Two of his
they came round to see if the man was dead; I heard sons were attending my school ; one of them was

shot. His youngest son was attending my school ;

the bugle sound.

* Was he dead or not dead then —When they

º first I heard the

men say he was hit but not

-

he

himself never attended the church.

5128. What age was the son 2–About 21.

*129. You say he attended your school; when was
39. Did anybody fire after the sounding of the that ?—It was a long time ago.
*30.
He was not attending it up to the time he was
buglº-When the bugle was first sounded they went shot
?—No.
eſld,

ºd to see if he was hit, and the men said he was

hit hut not dead, and they went round again.
30%. Did anybody fire after the bugle had been

3131. But he had once been a pupil 2–Yes.
3132. Was he shot at the same time as his father 2
sºunded?—The soldiers on the “barbacues” fired -No, he was not shot at Monklands; he was shot at
ºf the way at Arthur Wellington, and, as I said Coley.
5133. After Arthur Wellington was shot, was
*first, he was not killed by the first or second shots.
Graham, the second man who was with him, exe.
3999. You say they fired 2–Yes.
* Then the bugle was sounded to cease firing? cuted —He was shot at the same place.
- ICS.
5134. And immediately after?—Yes, immediately
*101. After the bugle had sounded, the men near after.
Arthur Wellington went to see what effect had been
$135. Was he shot in the same way, from the same
produced —Yes.

-

*102. When they found what the effect was did

ºly after that fire again?—The soldiers did.
5103. At the barbaeues 2–Yes.

distance —Do you mean tied to a tree ?

5136. First, as to Arthur Wellington, while you
administered to him, as chaplain, did he tell you
whether he belonged to any religious body ? He did

$104. That was after the bugle had been sounded? not tell me himself, but I heard he was a Baptist : his
-Yes, because he was hit but not dead.
father was a Baptist. They never went to any church
$105. Then they fired again 2–Yes,
at all ; they may have had their meetings at home.
5106. From the barbacues 2–Yes.

5137. At his house do you mean –I am not

a WarC

$107. Do you know how often they did that ? whether his house was a meeting house.

|
Sºy about seven times they fired from the
"barbäcues.”
*108. Did somebody go each time to see if he was

5138. When you talk of him as an obeahman, do

you know what that means ?—I mean practising
obeah.

-

*—After the party went to see Arthur Welling

5139. But what does the practice mean, what do you
"... about two minutes afterwards he was dead; I understand by it —The people have a foolish notion
*" in all it was about four minutes from the first that they can put something in the ground in order
When they began to fire till he was really dead, not to kill people. I don't believe it; but my opinion is
longer than that.
that it is a sort of slow poisoning that many people

$109. How many shots were fired the second time? can adminster ; that is my belief.
- said in all about seven shots; I should not say
5140. That is what you understand by obeah?—
Yes, that it means slow poisoning.
ºn shots, but seven times they fired at him.
5141. Is there any idea as to whether or not an
$119. At which time he was killed you do not
ºw?–No, I was above them, and they were about obeahman can be wounded by anybody ?—Many of
-

19 yards below me, but they were firing over the the common people have great confidence in obeah ;

º-

Plate, about a 100 yards over.

they believe them to be almighty, that they can do
*And that they cannot be wounded ?–They
$111. You say they did not, after the second alnvthing.
-

*ing go to see if he was dead?—When they went
*nd the second time he was dead.

believe so.

*

O 3
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5143. Was Graham shot in the same way as Wel
lington 2–Yes, he was.
5144. From the same distance 2–From the same

M. Joseph.

were condemned 2–No.

lace.

5145. And tied to the same tree ?—Yes.
5146. Who was Graham 2–He was a man in

1 Feb. 1866.

better circumstances than Arthur Wellington ; the
man could read.

5147. Where

did

he

come

from ?—The same

district, Somerset.

5148, What had he been doing during his life —
He was a small planter of coffee, and from what I
saw of his place pretty well off.
5149. Was there any idea of his being an obeah
man 2–I never heard so ; he was a man in a better

!

that when they went to Morant Bay they never got
justice.
5167. Are you speaking of some of those who
5.168. Not those to whom you acted as chaplain 2
—No ; I did not hear them say so. I heard it sub
sequently, after they were shot ; when I received the
circular from Mr. Espeut to inquire into the cause of

the rebellion, to throw light on it, then the people
told me so.

5169. When was that ?—Not very long ago.
5 170. Is it since the Commission came –I think
not.

º

5171. When did you hear that first 2–About five
weeks ago, not more than that ; before the Commis

position than the other people around him, and the
local people knew him, and he had some influence

Slon Canne.

with them.

sentenced to death 2–No.

5150. Were you with the soldiers when Wellington
and Graham were first taken into custody ?—Yes.
5151. Where were they first taken 2–In Somerset.
5152, Is that in the Blue Mountain Valley –Yes,
5153. Near Coley –Yes.
5154. On what day were they taken —They were
taken the day before we went to Font Hill; they
were taken up and left at Chigoe Foot Market for the
night, and taken to Font Hill the following day.
5155. Were they part of the people who were tried
at Font Hill?—Not at Font Hill, at Chigoe Foot

5173. Then it was none of those that said they had
been led into it because they wanted land without
paying —Murray told me that before the rebellion,
and they told me they were led on by Paul Bogle. I

Market.

remember.

5156. And then marched up with you and the

-

5172. You did not hear it from anybody who was

heard that from men that were shot ; more than one

told me they were led on by Paul Bogle to rebellion.
5174. Were you told that by men who were con
demned to death –Yes.

5175. Which of them told you that ?—I say more
than one.

5176. Do you remember which 2–No, I do not
5177. Did Graham 2–No, not Graham ; he did

not tell me so ; he confessed that he was wrong in
were the two men that were taken up to Monklands; joining the rebellion. Another young man was taken
they were the ringleaders; all the others were exe along with Graham. He said he was going to suffer
guilty, but the other young man was innocent, and he
cuted.
5157. Were you present when Arthur Wellington was discharged immediately. I told the Colonel
was taken —I was down at Chigoe Foot Market what the men told me, and he discharged the man
directly.
when he and the other man were brought down.
troops ?—Yes, from Font Hill to Monklands; those

5158. You were not at his house when he was
taken —Not at his house.

5178. Had he been condemned ?–No, he was not

condemned, he was merely brought down by the con
stable.

|

5159. Was Graham shot and killed directly –
Directly after Wellington.
5160. Was he shot at once, or was there more than

one discharge at him 2–More than one discharge.
5161. How many men fired at him —I should say
about the same number.
5162. And at the same distance 2–Yes.

5179. When did you perform your duties as
chaplain to Arthur Wellington –The morning before
he was executed.
5180. At Monklands 2—Yes.

5181. Were there any other parties executed that
evening, or about the same time as Arthur Wellington
was shot ?—Graham.

5163. Did it appear to you, from what you noticed
in the firing, that there was any defect in the charges,
that they were damp —That was what I said just
now, the powder was damp ; it was a wet day.
5164. It had been raining, had it —Yes; and
Monklands is a cold place.
5165. Amongst those to whom you administered as
chaplain, was anything said to you as to the reason
why they had come to this trouble —I heard from
Graham that he did take part in the rebellion. Many
of those, not of those executed, they said nothing to
me; but others subsequently said, as their reason for
rebellion, that they were not properly paid for their
work by the planters.
5166. Did others give any other reason than that ?
—They said they wanted land without paying rent ;
that I heard myself, a man, called Murray, say so.
His Excellency sent 200 copies of the Queen's advice,

in August last, and I gave that man one. When
he said he wanted land without paying, I said,
“You can't do that.” He said, “We ought to get land
without paying rent—five dollars a year is too much.”
I said, “Do you expect to have property without
paying for it?” He said “No.” I said, “If you
“ want Government property without paying for it,
“anybody might come and take away your horse with
“ out paying for it ; would you like that
Well,
“ then, on the same ground you cannot get land
‘ without paying for it.” He took it quietly. He
*

5182. More than that ?–Not that day; on follow
ing days, but not that day.
5183. Were any number executed the following
day —No, the following day was Sunday.
5184. How long did you remain at Monklands –
I remained till Colonel Hobbs left ; I was with the

troops about eight days in all.
5185. How long after the Saturday when Welling
ton was shot ?—I think about five days.

5186. Can you tell us how many were executed
during that time —From the time I joined the
troops ?

5187. In all the time you were there —I should
think, to the best of my recollection, about 50 ; from
Coley to Monklands about 50.
5188. Do you remember a number of about 13
being executed at Monklands at one time —That was
after Wellington was shot.
5189. Do you recollect as many as 13 being shot in
one day ?—Yes, I recollect that.
5.190. What day was that ?—I think about the
Tuesday following. To the best of my recollection,

there were about 13: one of the young men who had
attended my school was one of the 13.

5191. Was that Wellington's son 2–No, Welling
ton's son was executed the day before Wellington
himself.

5192. What was the age of your pupil who was

shot ?—I can't say ; some of them were nearly young

was one of those that went to Morant Bay, and he

men when I went there, and I was there nearly 10

was wounded. I saw him the following morning
wounded ; the same man I was giving that advice
to over night. Another thing I heard them say was,

years.

5193. Do you mean they were as old as 20 —Yes,
some, and some about 14.
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5194. Will you describe the mode of execution of
the 13?–I say about 13.

5195, Where were they executed —Just by the
market. They were tied up on the fence, and when

they were executed they fell into a hole.

5195, Were they shot —shot; their grave was dug
before they were executed.

when I was with the troops. I never saw that the
prisoners dug their own graves; never—it was the
constables.

EIGHTH
DAY.

-

M. Joseph.

5202. Where were the men ranged before they
were executed 7–In front of the long grave, and as
they were shot they fell into the grave.

1 Feb. 1866.

5203. Were they shot one after the other or all at

5197. By the same men —No, not the same men.
5198. Who dug it —The special constables.

once º–All at once.

519. Did any of the prisoners dig the hole 2–No,

5294. Were any means taken to see that they were
dead –Yes, I remember it very well. I remember

not any of the prisoners.
$200. Either then or at any other time —Not when

the particular case. A few men seemed not to be
quite dead, and the colonel gave orders for the men

I was at Monklands.

to shoot them through the head, and I am certain
520l. Or anywhere else —Nowhere else ;

not

every single man was dead before they were buried.

The witness withdrew.

PENNY Aikis (a black woman) sworn and examined.
$205. Do you live at a place called the White
Horses 3–Yes.

P. Aikin.

him what was the matter with him, and he told me

Mr. Ramsay shot him.

% Where is that?—Near to Morant Bay.
5207. Do you remember Saturday morning when
you were going to the river ?—Yes.
5208, Was that in October *—Yes, the 14th.

* Was it in the morning or the middle of the
day –In the morning.

when I

3223. Then you spoke to him? Yes.
3%. Pid you see where he was wounded ?—Yes.
3227. Where was he wounded ?. One wound here
(in the belly), the other here (in the side).

*19. Did you meet anybody ?—I met the marine
soldiers.

&ll. After you had got by them did you meet
*ly else?--I met a gentleman, and he told me
his name was Mr.

* I thought you said he was dead
go he was not dead; he died afterwards.

Ramsay.

*8. What did you ask him I aské him what
W*, the matter with him ; he said he was shot and
his hip was broken.

% Pid he say anything more ? Yes.
5230. What more did he say *—When I asked him,

* Was anything more said by him to you ?—
said Mr. Ramsay told the policeman he was to
**id he was the King of Jamaica, and he had shot he
take
a stick and beat him after he had shot him.
**, there, and take care that I did not interfere
*31...Did he say whether that had happened or
not — Yes, it happened.
33.32. Who did he say beat him *—The policeman.
3233. How long did you stay there —I did not

with him, or he would shoot me too.

* Did he point in any direction at the time he
mentioned that to you ?–Yes.
*...Where did he point to ?—He pointed to a
Waterial; he said he shot a man there, and take care stay with him long.
I did not interfere with him.
%là. What became of the gentleman who said he

* M: Hamsay?—He followed the marine soldier.
* Where did you go?—I went to the river and
got water,

5234. Did you go away ?—Yes.
3233. You saw no more ?—No.

5236. What was the age of Henry Bunnyman —I
do not know his age,
5237. What was he 2. A boy.
. 5238. He did not do

* After you got the water —I saw the boy
that was shot.

anything 2—No.

3339. Were his father and mother living 2–His
mother is outside.

* Was it near a waterfall —Where I went to
fetch water.

* Yºu saw a boy shot there 2–Yes.
* What was his name did you know him
ºte?—Henry Bunnyman.
* Washt a person who lived near you ?—Yes.
*2, Was he still alive *—No, he was dead.

* Then you said nothing to him? I asked

5240. What were they: what did they do?—They
don't do nothing; he went to his mother's house.
3241. What is his mother 2. She is outside.
5242. But what did she do *—Nothing.
3243. What did his father do
His father died.
5244. And she and the lad lived at the White
Horses?—Yes.

*43. Are you related to his mother ?—No.

The witness withdrew.

ANTHoNY BICKNELL (a coloured man) sworn and examined.
was all burnt, was not that so —No, it was not ;

* Dº you live at Mount Lebanus ?—Yes.
* Are you a carpenter?—Yes.
* *ployed by Mr. Paterson, of Monklands?
~les,
.#249. Had you seven houses on your place —

gentleman set it down, but I did not say

4. Bicknell,
the

so.

5258. Did he read it over to you ?-No, he did not
read that to me. They took away my clothes.

ČS,

5259. Who took your clothes away? The soldiers.

*30. How were your seven houses occupied ?—

5260. Did you see them take them away ?—I did

'..." and sister and myself.
*.
By different members of

not see them take them away, but when I came
your family —

£8,

back

my wife said they had taken them away.
5261. You were not there, then, at the same time

* Were those houses burnt at any time —They
"...rut on Sunday.
$253, Which Sunday was it ; was that a Sunday

* * distrianº aſ Mººn.

Bay ?—Yes, the

the soldiers were 2–No.

5262. Where were you?—I had run into the bush.
I did not face them.

5263. Before they came 2–Yes.

5264. Then who told you the soldiers had burnt
* ºffer that, when the soldiers ºne down.
your place —I saw them when they burnt the place.
*Pº
yºu
know
what
soldiers
they
were
burnt
I know it was them burnt it.
by ºël Hobbs' soldiers from Newcastle.

*Were your tools destroyed? Yes, they took

5265. Who told you the soldiers burnt the place ;

you say you were away in the bush –The soldiers
"...all my tools.
§. Aid a quantity of your stock besides and burnt the place. I could see them when they burnt
º:
Was that all burnt?—No, they took away the place; I was not far from them.
it 0 ing,
5266. From the bush could you see them 2–Yes.
ºl. You said before, I think, that your clothing
5267. How far from your house were you ?—A
O 4

"-
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5270. Were any others shot at the same time —
No. When my son was shot there were 13 of them

5285. Struck him with a pickaxe 7–Struck him
with a pickaxe.
5286. Is one of your sons now in prison —Yes,
now in Kingston.
5287. Going to be tried ?–Yes.
5288. Who were present at the time these 13 people
were shot ?—Plenty of men ; I could not name them.
5289. How came you to be there ; you were not a

shot together.

prisoner, were you ? Were you taken into custody at

5271. Then your son and 12 others were all shot
together ?—Yes.
5272. Were they tried ?–They did not try at all.
5273, Were you there 2–Yes, in the very place.

all ?–No.

mile distant from them, where I could see them on
the hill top.
5268. Was your son taken prisoner ?–Yes, one of
them.

1 Feb. 1866.

5269. Was he taken to Monklands 2—One was
taken to Monklands and shot.

5274. Where was it —At Monklands; I was there

They send me there to dig the hole.
5292. Who sent for you ; who ordered you to dig
the hole ; what was the name of the person —The

when

yº. Do you mean

5290. Were you taken into custody?—No.
5291. How came you to be there at that time?—

soldier, Colonel Hobbs.

you saw them brought in 2–

5293. Did Colonel Hobbs order you to dig the

es.

hole 2–Colonel Hobbs.
5276. All the 13 of them 2–Yes.

5277. How soon after they were brought in were
they shot ?—They were shot about 4 o'clock.
5278. How long after they were brought in was it
that they were shot —They were brought in about 3
o'clock.
5279. And shot when?—Shot at 4 o'clock.

5280. All those 13 —Yes, all shot over.

.

to the constable —No.

5281. Who brought them in 2–Andrew Taylor
and Anthony Bonner.
5282. You are quite sure, are you, that they were
brought in at 3 o'clock and all shot without any
trial at all ?—Without any trial at all.
5283. How do you know they were not tried ?-I was there, on the very spot, and the men dug holes

º

for them.

5294. Who ordered you ?–Colonel Hobbs.
5295. Himself —Yes, by his orders.
5296. Do you mean that Colonel Hobbs gave you
the order to dig the hole, or that somebody gave you
the order by his order 2–Colonel Hobbs gave the
order, and the constable gave me the order to work.
5297. Did you hear Colonel Hobbs give the order

-

5284. Did you see the bodies after they were shot?
—Yes, I did see the bodies. I buried the body, and
one was shot and did not kill; and he was put into the
hole, and they ordered to cover him ; and then they
covered him ; and when he was in the hole he cried

out, “I am punished,” and one of the men took a
pick and struck him two times before he died.

5298. What you mean is, the constable told you you
were to do it by Colonel Hobbs' order ?—Yes.
5299. Did you see Mr. Joseph there 2–Yes, Mr.
Joseph was there.
5300. He was there at the time 2—Yes.

5301. What are you doing now 2–I am making a
little house for my shelter, for my wife.
5302. What is the charge against your son, who is
now in prison?—I don't know what the charge is
against him.
5303. Is there anything else you have to tell us?
—Yes, I have something else to tell you.
5304. What ?—The boy that was shot left two
children, and they took away all my tools; and those
two children are left to me to support.
-

The witness withdrew.
MATTHEw Joseph recalled and further examined.

M. Joseph.

5305. You told us about 13 people being shot at
once —Yes.

5306. Do you know when they were taken into
custody ?—The same day.
5307. The same day they were shot ?—Yes.
5308. What time were they taken into custody ?—
To the best of my recollection about 2 o'clock, and
they were shot about 4.
5309. Were they tried ?–Oh yes, they were tried
by Court-martial, certainly.
5310. You were asked before whether they were
all killed before they were buried ?–Yes, they were
all dead, and as to using a pickaxe, it is a thing he

and a young man they called James Kelly, who had
attended my school years ago.
5313. Who tried them 2–Colonel Hobbs.
5314. Who formed the court –Colonel Hobbs was

there that day, Captain Field, and Mr. Lascelles. I
remember the magistrate.
5315. Were the prisoners taken to any court or
place for the purpose of trial *—Always where the
officers lodged for the time, at Mr. Paterson's ; they
were carried up there, and after trial they were sent
down to the mill-house, and I read to them at the
mill-house.

5316. Were they tried all together, or separately 7
—Always separately, one by one; that was the mode
of trial I saw whenever I was there.

never SaV.

5317. Were you present when they were tried,
5311. Must you have seen it —I must have seen
it. A pickaxe was not used to any man, not even a
sword. I remember quite well the man was not quite

when the Court-martial was sitting 2–Not at the
sitting.

dead, and the colonel ordered to shoot him.

they were tried, I was in the place. They were taken

5312. Do you remember the names of any of the
13 –I remember this man's son, as one of the 13,

up to the officers' quarters, where the Court-martial

5318. Not when the I3 were tried ?–No, but

was held, but I was not present.

The witness withdrew.

W.Christy, jun.
-

WILLIAM CHRISTY, jun. (a black) sworn and examined.
5319. Where do you live 2–At Font Hill.
5325. Do you remember the Sunday when they
5320. What are you? How do you get your living; came ; was anything done to your mother ?—Yes.
5326. What was that ?—They stripped her half
Have you any property of your own 2–Yes.
5321. Or do you work upon somebody's estate 2– naked and flogged her.
5327. Did you see that 2—I was not present; I
I have my own property.
was up on the hill and saw it.
5322. What, some land and a house ?—Yes.
5323. Where 2–At Font Hill.

5324. Did your father, when the soldiers came, go
to the woods?—Yes.

5328. Did they tie your mother ?—Yes, tied her
to the house post, and stripped her stark naked.

5329. How many lashes did she get —Thirty
lashes.
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5550. How far off were you ?–Not far off, only on
the hill.

§331. A mile off, or half a mile 2–Half a mile off.
5332. And you saw how many

EIGHTH
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with

you ?–Yes, when the Maroons went to set fire to the

-

-

5346. Did your mother live in the same house
house and burnt the house.

W. Christſ, jun.

lashes it was she

5347. Did they search the house *—Yes, and took

received —Yes.
5333. Do you mean you counted them, or that she

everything out of the house and carried it away.
5348. Were you in the house when they searched

has told you since how many it was 2–I counted

it 2–No, I was not in the house ; I went into the

them myself.
5334. You counted 30 lashes yourself —Yes.
5335. Where was she flogged, what part of her
body?–0n her rump.

bush, and stood facing the house.

$336. Did you see anybody else flogged —Yes,
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5349. Was that while they were searching the
house 2–Yes.

5350. Did you see them take the things out 2–0h,
y es.
5351.

What did they do with them 2–Carried them

Paul Sampson.

5337. Was he flogged at the same place –The
same place.
5338. How far off him were you ?—I was at the
same part.

5339. How many lashes did he have 2–I cannot
recollect how many lashes he had, because they took
him to a cocoa-nut tree.

5340. Where is your mother now Ż–At home.
5341. And where is Paul Sampson —He don't

away.

5352. You saw them do that ?—Yes.

5353. What did they take out of the house º-They
took my father's clothes, my mother's clothes, my
clothes and my boots, and my brother's, and plates,

knives, and everything.
5354. What quantity of clothes was there that they
took away ?—They took away a quantity, all that
was in the house.

come, he is at home.

5342. How old is your mother ?—Well, I cannot
say how old. .
5343. Is she an old woman —No, not an old wo—

5355. A great quantity of clothes 2–Yes.
5356. Of your father and mother's —Yes.
5357. And of your own —Yes, and of my little
brother's.

Wall,

5344, Did you see some bodies hanging in M*Laren's

5358. You saw them carry all that away ?—Yes,
and what they could not carry away they tore up.
5359. Is your father here —Yes.

thapel?—Yes.

$345. How many were there 7–Nine.

The witness withdrew.

$360. Are you the

WILLIAM CHRISTY, sen. (a black) sworn and examined.
W. Christy,sen.
father of the person who has —Yes, the morning the soldiers came from Monk
-

just gone out 2–Yes,

lands.

$36]. On the Sunday after the disturbances at Mo
rant Bay did a constable bring some seldiers to your

5364. Did you go with the soldiers into the woods
to capture some people there 2–No, I did not go with
no soldiers, I went with a young man, a constable;
he persuaded me to go to catch the people in the woods.
5365. While you were gone was your house burnt 2

house?—Yes.

5362, Did you go with a constable to the woods to
capture the people who had fled there —One day,
on the Sunday.

5363. You went with them to capture the people *

-

—Yes.

º

5366. And your mule and saddle taken away –Yes, and a light van.

º

The witness withdrew.

Lewis Edward DAvidson (a black) sworn and examined.

*7. Are you a shop-keeper in St. Thomas in the house, and they took me up from the place and carried
East?—Yes,

*Did you at any time see some soldiers of the
6th lºgiment coming from Monklands 2–Yes.

L. E.
Pavidson.

me to Coley.
5377. Did you not see anything happen to Francis 2

—When I was going up to barracks that night, when

* When was that —That was on Tuesday the soldiers had me in charge, I saw him lying down
in the road.

evening,

§70. Was that the Tuesday after the disturbances
at Morant Bay?–Yes.

5378. Was he dead —He was a dead man at the
time.

*!...Do you know a person of the name of Joshua
Francis *—Yes.

5379. Did you see anybody else shot 2–Yes.
5380. Who 2—A young man of the name of Wil

* Did you see what was done to him —Yes.

liam Shand,

*...What was he –He was a sexton in the

5381. Where was he when he was shot ?—He was
shot in his house; his house is just below my shop.
5382. Whereabouts in the house was he 3–.just
coming out at the door.
5383. Was he shot by the soldiers ?–Yes.

Parish church.

º
Did you see him upon that evening 2—I saw
m in the evening pass, going from one barracks up

º barracks at the top.
5384. How long did you remain a prisoner 2–1
*As he came along what happened to him :
-He said that in going up
was a prisoner from the Tuesday night until Saturday.
* Tell us not what you heard, but what you
$385. When you got back in what state did yºu
to

* ºne?—I was not there when he was shot, but

I

**gun fired, and when I heard the gun fired I

º "the bush, and after I came out from the

bush

find your shop —Everything taken out of the shop ;

they only left empty cases in the shop.
5386. In what state of health was Shand 2–He

was a lame man with sores.
The witness withdrew.

**her soldiers that were behind came into the

Robert WILLIAM KIRKLAND sworn and examined.
R. W.

3. Are you a planter in St. Thomas in the
*{-Yes, I have been.

any parties come into Bath —A great number.

* Whereabouts is your place —I am deputy

º
ºf dues in Bath.
William Pitt Kirkland.

5389. On Friday, the 13th of October, did you see

My uncle is the collector,

5390. Just describe what you saw 2–It is rather

difficult to describe ; there were a great number of

people came in with cutlasses, and flourishing sticks;
P

Kirkland.
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they attacked Mark's store; he is a licensed retailer
of rum.

5391. What was done besides attacking the store ?

—They broke it open.
5392. What number of men do you suppose there
were ?—They go and come in such a way that it is
difficult to say, but I should say not less than 300 or
400, perhaps more.

5393. After attacking and rifling Mark's store did
they attack any other store ?—Yes, Charles Edward
Kirkland's store, my son's.
5394. Was there Ford's store too —Yes, next to it.

5395. Was that plundered at all ?—Yes.
5396. What did they ask for there —That I can
not say, it is only secondary evidence. I could give
you what the young man in charge told me.
5397. This was the first party you saw come in Ž
—Yes.

5398. Did you see a second party follow them —
Yes, later than the first party, a few minutes.
5399. In what numbers did they come in 2–It is
difficult to say, because I had to move out. I was out
of Bath.

:

5415. Were women flogged —Yes.
5416. What was the greatest number of lashes
given to the women –Fifteen.
5417. And the men, what was the ordinary number?
—There was only one man severely flogged—100–
from 40 to 50 was the average. I marked that none
their possession, that was proved in the evidence we
took and sent to Morant Bay.
5418. Where was it these people were punished
that you saw punished 2–In Bath.
5419. Was Mr. Bruce acting at Bath 2–Yes, he
did act in Bath.

5420. As Provost Marshal 2–No.

5421. How were these floggings inflicted ; what
was the instrument used for the flogging —Bruce
made the cats himself. Simply twine, regular cats,
made by this very man himself. He had been in the
5422. Was there any wire used in any of the cats?
—Yes; only for the men, not for the women.

See me.

cats himself.

5423. But for the men, there was wire used ?–

There were some wires; what number I do not

5425. Did you hear directions given to him about
it was left to him ; he was told, “You are an old army
man, go on in the same way as in the army.”
5426. Did any military officer see the cats there 2
—Not at Bath.

5427. Were they all Volunteer officers ?—There
were no officers at all, the civil magistrates acted.
5428. Who were the magistrates?—The magistrates
were not to be had ; the only one who was there was

and these people went on, and he was asked what
they were to do.

William Pitt Kirkland.

5405. What house was that ?—Mark's store par
ticularly ; the first reference was to Mark's store, and
he said, “Only kill the white man, for when we done
that we have the house to live in for myself;” that

was what I heard this man say, simply that, nothing

5429. Then was it by his order they were flogged?
—Yes.

5430. And you heard him give directions as to the
making of the cat —No, I did not, he left it to Bruce;
he did not particularize how it should be made.
5431. Had you a cat in your hand 2–No.; I saw it
men it was, not for the women.

5433. Where were the men flogged —On the
shoulders.

we will have the place to ourselves.” I was about
20 yards from him and the store, not more.
5406. Did you know these people, could you state

5434. How many cords were there 2—That I can
not tell you, I never counted them. I saw it on the
table.

I knew

5435. How many cats did you see, one, two —I

some, because I was a resident in St. Thomas in the
East for many years, and some of the people I was ac
quainted with. I was lessee of an estate, and also

saw more than that, four fully. I could certainly
give evidence about four.

employed at Hordley; some of the people I did know.

contain wire —Yes, but not for the women.

5436. Did all those that were used for the men

5407. Where did the people you knew come from ?

5437. The only order Bruce got was to make cats

according to the army pattern, you say ?—The army
pattern ; we know nothing about such a thing—had

5408. Is that an estate —It is a poor people's
estate ; it has been sold to other people ; cut up and
sold to other people.
5409. Did you remain with the troops any time 2–
No ; I had nothing to do with the troops, except that
I was put in the victualling department; we had
stock on the Rhine, and I had to see that the troops
and Maroons were fed.

5410. Did you see anything of the punishments
inflicted f—I did.

5411. What punishments —They varied according
to the evidence.

*** *

lº

—Generally from Torrington or Panton ; it is called
both.

i.

on the outside table.
5432. You saw that wire was used in it 2–For the

more : “When we have killed the d–d buckra

where they came from ?—No, not personally.

--

*

the way in which the cats were to be made 2–No,

one of them address him by name. I am not person
ally acquainted with him, he stood aloof from the
other rioters altogether, he stood under one of the
trees by the road path, he stood by himself quietly,

5404. What ?—One man wanted to set fire ; he
said, “No, don’t set fire to the house.”

sº

know.

went in two sections I know ; there was Andrew
Hecks, who seemed to be the commander. I heard

I did.

F.

army.

5424. Where was the wire purchased, what wire
was it —That I cannot tell you, for Bruce made the

5403. Did you hear him give any directions —Yes,

-

were flogged but those who had stolen property in

5400. You got out of Bath before the second party
came *—Yes, I saw the second party from my position.
I went into a garret at Miss Carter's place, one of
these garret windows that open out, and I looked out
at the shutters and could see them, they could not
5401. Did you see what number the second party
consisted of 7–They went in detached parties. It is
difficult for me to tell you the number.
5402. But about how many ?—I cannot say, they

º

5413. Among those you saw punished 2–No.
5414. Were many flogged 2–Several.

º
**.
:-

never transpired in my life.
5438. Where did he get the wire from ?—I do not

º

know.

º

5439. Could you let us see one of those cats; who
has got them —He had them. There were about
four knots, so far as my memory will serve me, on
each strand.
5440. How many strands were there 2–I did not
count them.
5441. The women were flogged with cats without
-

wire *—Without wire, and the women did not get the
punishment as the men did.

º
º
-

º
~*

º
*

º
º

5412. Did you see punishment inflicted without

5442. Were the men severely punished 2–Only

º

trial upon any person —No ; evidence was taken,
and I once in fact wrote out the greater portion of it

one, Richard Davis.
5443. I do not mean the number of blows, but had

ºt
º

myself. Mr. William Smith, a magistrate, and Mr.
John M. Grove, of St. Thomas in the East, wrote out
most of the evidence, and no one was punished before

it a severe effect upon them 2–No, only with two
that I observed; whether there was greater tenderness
of skin or not I do not know ; two men I saw bleed

ºf

evidence was given.

more than any of the others, but not injured by no
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5451. Bay
Howin many
prisoners
were is sent
to
Morant
all from
Bath –It
very down
difficult

, because they got up; they were not laid down;
they had the same as the others.

meålls

#144. You say one man only had 100 lashes —

for me to tell you.

AP. W.

5452. Was there more than this one 2–A great

Yes,

545. Bay
What
was his case
?–He
at
Morant
afterwards;
he was
foundwas
to behanged
the ringleader.

number;
there down
must have
been 150Bay
or ?—Yes,
more. under
5453. Sent
to Morant

Kirkland.
1 Feb. 1866.

Maroon guards. They were sent down because we

-

5446. When flogged what was the charge against
him —For the riot, and for entering into Mr. Mark's
store and robbing him.
,

did not like to interfere with them. Those that were
convicted of light offences, theft, and all that sort of
thing, we just flogged them and let them go ; those

#7. What was it he was hanged for ºfterwards
—That I cannot tell you I was not on the Commis

for heavier offences, such as being concerned in the
murders, were sent to Morant Bay for trial.

º }. ſº º

Siúil.

5448. Where were the women flogged, on what

on the
º of theirir bodies?—Only
bodies
nly on the

DAY.

-

-

shoulders, this i

-

were taken into the

v.
5455. You say ggeu
what :-1
you v considered
the light cases

shoulders, this is

wººl tried and disposed of, and

#9. Were those sent down to Morant Bay for
trial first flogged —Only one man on that same day,

sentenced to flog

* 3–Yes.

-

5456. While those thought to be serious cases were
sent down to Morant Bay to be tried?—Yes.
5457. Were any other cases flogged at Bath except

and that was done through a mistake, because the

ºrieſ was sent down for him to be sent to Morant
Bay. The order was sent from the Commission at

Morant Bay; it was sent up there, and the old gen-

the ones you have mentioned —Those who were

tleman did not think he would have it done.

flogged were let go, went home; nothing more was

5450. Was he charged there with the attack upon

done.
5458. What you were asked was, whether any of
those sent to Morant Bay, with the exception of the
one you have mentioned, were flogged or not *—I
never knew of any.

the shop at Bath, and was punished for that ?—Yes;

I do not know what the charge was at the other place,
but I believe some fresh evidence was adduced before
the Commission.

Adjourned till 10 o'clock to-morrow.

NINTEI

DAY.

º

Friday, 2nd February 1866.

º

PRESENT :

sixth day.

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.
|
John BLossett MAULE, Esq.

r: “

RUSSELL GURNEY, Esq.

,

Mr. W.

F. R. Lynch, Esq., stated that he appeared on behalf of the Government, and on behalf of the authorities
tonſerned in the suppression of the disturbances in the eastern division of the island.

#6.
-

R. J. Walcott, Esq., barrister-at-law, subsequently appeared instructed by Mr. Lynch.

º

º

2 Feb. 1866.

Mr. WALLACE Wood M*Gowen sworn and examined.

#9. What are you?—I am a planter.
† Where you one of the Volunteers ?—I was,
#61. Did you receive a summons from Captain
to attend at Morant Bay on the 11th October?
–Hºlins
did.
-

5476, Were you afterwards drawn up in front of

-

5477. At what time were you first drawn up in
front of the Court-house *—As soon as we went into
the Bay we marched on to the Court-house at once.

#62. Where was the point of meeting 2-—At Bath,
headquarters.

o'clock.

*63. At what distance from Bath do you reside :
-About eight miles.

Hitchins went to the Custos for orders, and we

5478. At what time was that ?—Between 9 and 10

5479. Did you disperse then 2–Yes; Captain

$464. In what direction ?–On the east of Bath.

marched on from there to the tavern and had some

35% When you arrived at Bath did you find that

refreshment.

*Volunteers had already left Bath 2–1 did.

.* Did you hasten on

to overtake them –I

5480. When you had had your refreshment, what
time was it when you were drawn up in front of the
Court-house – About 2 o'clock.

*67. Where did you overtake them —About
Harbour Head, near on to Port Morant.
*8. What distance from Morant Bay is that —

!º about seven miles, to the best of my know
e.

5469, Did you then march with them into Morant

Bºy; I did.

*::::::ile (explaining the position on the map).
*l. Then you entered Morant Bay passing the
Pºlice station? —yes,
* And then down to the Court-house —Yes,
"...the main street into the square.

** About what time was it you passed the

Riº station ?–Between 9 and

5481. Was everything perfectly quiet at that hour?

—Perfectly, there was not a sign of any disturbance.
5482. How soon was there a sign of any ?–About
3 o'clock.

5483. What first attracted your attention ?–Cap
tain Hitchins dismissed us for a few moments, he said,

“Do not go very far.” We went into the School-house,

*70. Which way did you enter Morant Bay ?–On

10 o'clock.

º

the Court-house —Yes.

or some house adjoining the Court-house on the west

end; some of the Volunteers, myself among them,
went into the battery of the Fort, amusing ourselves
by looking at the guns ; I had occasion to return to
the School-house, where our rifles were, and I saw

Mr. Arthur Cooke come galloping through the Parade,
and he said to me, “M'Gowen, the rebels are upon you;
they are coming.”
5484. Do you mean that he called them at that

* Was everything safe at the police station at
that time –Perfectly quiet.

time “the rebels.” ---He said, “They are upon you,

* You had sºme refreshment in the first in
“ance?—Yes, we had, at the tavern.

they are coming.” The bugler was standing by, and i
said, “Sound the alarm ‘’’ The alarm was sounded
P 2

º

-
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and the Volunteers rushed up to their post where they
were ordered to appear ; in about 10 minutes after

—We were driven back three paces, and we could go

that we saw an immense number of people, there must
have been about 400 or 500, to the best of my belief.

5505. What did you do then 3–They came up
upon us so near that we could not even shorten arms
to charge them, the front rank could not even bring
their rifles to their shoulders; we were obliged to fire
from the charge, they were so close upon us. The
word “retreat" was given, by whom I am not pre
pared to say: we went into the lower room of the

5485. Did the main body of them come down the
street in front of the Court-house ?–Yes; they came
with fixed bayonets and the police guns.

5486. Do you mean the guns which had been at the
police station ?–Yes; I saw them coming down car

no further.

rying the guns.

Court-house, and after clearing them out of the

5487. Had they anything besides —They had, as
well as I could observe. Some had long sticks
sharpened, others had long sticks with old rusty

Parade we fired at them out of the windows, they
pitching stones at us.
5506. You firing out of the windows of the Court

bayonets stuck on them ; some had bills.

house —Yes.

5488. In what way were the bills used ?–The bills
were on sticks, I observed that, and I observed one

African in front with a pistol in his hand, dancing and

5507. What was the effect of that firing upon the
people *—They got alarmed, they could not get at
us, they quitted the Parade, and then we ran up

pointing it.

Stairs.

5489. What happened as they advanced —The
Custos stood on the steps with the lèiot Act in his
hands and he shook it in this way (waving it), and
called out to them, “Peace, peace!” and some of them
answered, “Devil's peace, we want no peace.”
5490. Did he afterwards begin reading the Riot
Act 2–Yes, he commenced reading it.
5491. What happened at that time 2—Before he
had finished reading the Riot Act they had marched
so close upon us as to strike us with sticks and stones

on our leads, some of our faces were literally covered
with blood, the Captain got a blow on his forehead,
and I got a slight wound which bled.

5.492. Are you certain you received that wound
before you did anything —I am certain ; before any
of us did anything we were almost beaten down with
sticks and stones; the street had been newly paved,
and they came in with a shower of stones upon us.
5493. Do you mean the main street from Port

Morant had been newly paved —The street coming
down to the Court-house.

5494. Did you see them pick up stones there, or do
you merely assume that they did so 3–I didn't ob
serve that they picked any up, but we had a shower
of stones. I do not engage to say that they took them
off that part in particular.
j495. Do you know whether the prisoners at the
gaol were employed in breaking stones —No, I do
In Ot.

5496. When you had received those blows was
there an order given, either by the Custos, or Captain
Hitchins 3–Captain Hitchins turned round to the
Custos and said, “Custos, we shall be all murdered if
you do not give the order to fire,” and with that the
word “fire" was given. By this time the Riot Act
had been read ; the word “fire" was given, by whom
I do not know, whether by the Captain, the Custos,

5508. Where did they go, did you see ?—They
secreted

themselves behind

the wall of the

new

church, and behind the different little houses and
Stores.

5509. Then you say, on the Parade being cleared,
you went to the upper room ?—Yes.
5510. Did you continue occasionally to fire from
the windows there 2–Yes; and they never missed
an opportunity of firing at us while we were in the
upper part of the Court-house.
55II. Were you able to say what they fired into
the Court-house 2–Oh, they fired guns.
5512. Loaded with what ?—With bullets.

5513. Did you see any bullets —We saw where
the bullets struck.

5514. But did you see the bullets themselves?—
No, we could not see that.

-

-

5515. From what you saw of the way in which the
wall had been struck, are you able to say that it was
a bullet, or an odd piece of iron, or anything of that
sort —No, I am not prepared to say that ; it was a
bullet of some description I know ; it was said that
they used stones. Prior to this they struck a fish
dart into the bugler, into his bowels. He was
standing near to me; the man dropped a carpet-bag
that the ammunition was in, and snapped the dart
and went away with it in him, and they picked up
the carpet-bag, so that they had cartridges.
Were there cartridges in the bag then 3–

yº.
CS.

5517. And the bugler was carrying that carpet

bag —Yes, and he also dropped the bugle.
5518. After this had gone on for some time did
you find that the Court-house was catching fire —
The Custos called to me, “Sergeant, stand at this
“window and shoot down any persons that dare to

or any other magistrate.

“scale the walls,” and while I was there I observed

5497. On that word being given did the Volunteers
ſire —Yes, but the people were so close upon us
that it disarranged all our plans, and the Volunteers

a man with a lighted bundle of trash going up to the
School-house, on the west of the School-house. I

fired a volley.

shoulder, and would have shot him, but he dodged
underneath the trench, and I could not see him, but

5498. You say it disarranged your plans—had you
previously received instructions how you were to
act – In case of an attack do you mean :
5499. Were instructions given for this particular
day, or do you refer to your instructions generally as
Volunteers ?—When we went to the Bay the Captain
learnt from the Custos what he expected to happen
and why we were called out, and the Captain laid out
a plan how we should fire, that we should give them
street firing.

5500. Is that a particular drill —Yes, a particular
drill.

5501. What is street firing 2—It is section firing.
5502. Not all firing at once —No, but they ad

vanced so quickly upon us, and commenced beating
us down, and the Volunteers got excited, and as the
word “fire” was given they fired a volley.
5503. Were you in the ranks —Yes, I was
covering sergeant of No. 1 Company; that was to
the right,

5504. Were you then driven back upon the steps ?

heard a cry of “Fire . "

I brought my rifle to my

I could see the smoke going along above the trench,
and in about a quarter of an hour it was seen that the
building was on fire.
5519. Then did the Court-house catch fire from

the School-house ?—Yes, there was a westerly wind
blowing.
5520. What did you do when the Court-house
caught fire —We tried to escape.
5521. Give your own history; how did you escape
from the Court-house 2–I jumped through one o
the windows on the south side of the Court-house
with the rest of the gentlemen.
.

5522. Where did you go to at first?—We ran into
the Fort, and from there we went into a little house

adjoining the Court-house, or immediately adjoining.
5523. Was that Mr. Price's house?—Yes, on the
east end of the Court-house.

5524. Did that catch fire after a time 2—It did.

55.25. Where did you go to then –We came out
—we had uo other house to go to.
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5536. Where did you go?—I was along with the
res at the Fort. We were all in the Fort.
5521. What happened to you there —This must
have been between 7 and 8 at night, and as we came

ºut the glare was so great that the rebels could easily
distinguish where we were, for they came up in
hundreds on us, shouting: “Oh, we have got them,
we have got them " and all such shouts as that.
5528. What happened to you ?—Myself and several
others, who were disarmed, ran into a little out
house.

529. How were you
ammunition.

disarmed 2–We had

no

5550. But you had your rifles?—I had my rifle.
553]. How many rounds of ammunition had you
when you began –Fifteen rounds.
5532. Then you fired fifteen rounds away f-Yes,
I did.

5547. What was the confession that he made to NINTH DAY.

you ?–He called me, and said that he did not think
he was going to live, that he felt very bad, and that

Mr. W. W.

he would like to tell mesomething, and he commenced
to tell ºne how he had been taken in by Paul Bogle
at their meetings; that he was always there, because

2 Feb. 1866.

M. Gowen.

he had sworn allegiance to them ; it was not exactly
in those words.

5548. Give us as near as you can the very words 2
—He said Paul Bogle had made him swear to join
them, but that he did not tell him what he was to join
him in ; all that he told him was that he was to join

him and a large party, and on a certain day they
were to go down to Morant Bay, but he did not know
what he was going to do there, and Bogle did not tell
him what his intentions were ; he said that they
wanted to look out for their price, for better wages.
5549. That—who said that ?–That Paul Bogle told

5533. Go on with your statement —They came
on us in hundreds, and chopped at the outhouse.

him so. He did not tell him that he was going to destroy

Dr. Gerrard was there with me, and they cried out,

but their intentions were to look out for better wages,
and that he must come and be one of his party and
join them ; and he told me that Mr. George William
Gordon had been putting them up to it for the last
three years. As soon as he mentioned Gordon's name
I stopped him, and said that was enough. I wrote a
note off to the camp, or got it written, for I could not

“spare the doctor, spare the doctor.” With that he
came out, and we all came out of the outhouse, and

they chopped me down. This was the first wound I
gof, it was a lick intended for my head, and I held
up my hand and they chopped my finger off.
5534. Did they cut it clean off?—Yes, it was just
hanging by a little thread, Dr. Gerrard took it off
with some scissors. The next blow was inade at my
head, and I defended it with that (his hand). I got
it all over my head; there is one (pointing to his car),
and there is another with a cutlass (at the side of the
jaw), The fellow, whoever he was, laid hold of my
head and just drew the cutlass across.

5.535. Was it a sharp cutlass —Yes, it was.
got other wounds on my head with sticks.

I

anybody, or that he was going to fight with anybody,

write, asking one of the officers in command to come

over, and two or three of them came over. They
brought a Bible, a piece of paper, and pen and ink,
and took the man’s evidence.
5550. What was this man's name 2—I do not
know.

.5551. Is he dead or alive 2–I left him in the

hospital; I am not aware whether he is alive.

I got no

other cutlass wound about me.

5,552. Who was the officer that came 2–I do not
know. I never knew. I never saw him before.

5536. Did you become insensible 2–No ; but if
they had struck me another lick I should have been

5553. Was he an officer of the army or of the
navy —Of the navy, I think. The evidence was

insensible. They left me for dead. I never moved ;

forwarded, I think.

I remained there; they stripped me, except my pan
taloons; they took off my boots, shirt, and every

5554. How long were you in the hospital before
you got well ?—I went into the hospital on the 12th

thing, and left me lying in a pool of blood.

I

October, and I remained there until the military and

5537. What happened then?—The next morning

navy were withdrawn. I then came down to Kings
ton and was there a long time, and I was an out-door

remained there till next morning.
a man came up to me, and said, “You brute, you not
dead yet, I am going to take off your head,” and he
tommenced flourishing a cutlass over me. I was so

patient for some few weeks. I used to go there every

Weak that I could not speak to him. A young woman

possession of the Government.

came up. I had never seen her before.

day and show myself.

I gave a statement to Mr.

Williams, the barrister, and I think it is in the

She offered

me a glass of water and he knocked it out of her

5555. (Mr. Yaſhan.) Was this man you speak of
a black man —He was.

land, and threatened to cut her head off also. She
said, “He is my brother ; don't kill him ; I will give

5556. Do you know his name —No, I do not

Yºu four shillings to take away his body.” She

remember his name, but if I were to see him I should
know him.

ºffered four shillings to take away me and Rutty, but
5557. Was there more than one black wounded

º had not got four shillings.
**

$538. What prevented anything further ?—The

man in the hospital at the time –There was.

Wolverine” arrived, and the soldiers and sailors

remember hearing them say that there was another,
who died ; he was shot through the leg, and it was

"º put ashore, and the men had to run away.

* Was this woman you speak of a black
"mºnº-No, a fair woman ; her name was Benson ;

|ºl never seen her before.
r

* Were you at the hospital after this 2–Yes,

* Bay; I

was taken in Mr. Marshalleck's

Did you see any of those who had been
":" in this outbreak there 2–I saw Rutty there.
§2. He was a Volunteer 2—Yes. .
5541.

* Did you see any of those engaged in the
"ººk?–Yes, I saw one.
º: W. he lying in the hospital with you ?—
Was a * º not in the same ward. He
right

mi. º º shot

through his

* Goodman." h was not killed. I remember
b who was attending us, showed me
º ullet which he said he took out of the

* portion of

I

amputated.
5558. Was the man on the point of death when he
spoke to you ?—I am not prepared to say.
5539. Was he in a dangerous state –I am not
even prepared to say that.
5560. ISut from your observation was he
The

he did not think he was likely to live, and
he would like to tell me something, and that was the
something he told me.
5561. IIow long did you remain after he had
this conversation with you ?—I cannot exactly tell

man said

you.

5562. How many days did you remain after that 2
—I think I left on the 20th November.
5563.

What day was it that he told you—how

many days after he told you did you remain there 2–
About three weeks.

º: it was a portion of a conical shot.

5564. Had you been in the hospital three weeks
*º hear any communication made by befºre
this man sent to you to say he wanted you ?
—Yes, near about that.
ºº º you hear him make that communication ?
º: *", What time did you remain after he
***de a confession to me.

that

-

spoke to you ?—I think, to the best of my knowledge,
P 3
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NINTH DAY. it was somewhere about the 20th of November.
Mr. W. W.
M. Gowen.

Somewhere about three weeks after I entered.
2 Feb. 1866.

I

am not quite accurate.
5566. On what day was it that he spoke to you ?—
It

might not be as much as that.
5567, You were there several days after he spoke
to you, I suppose 2–Yes.
5568. You do not know the officer who took the

evidence 2–No, I never saw him before or after.

5569. Should you know him if you were to see
him 2–I think I should.

5571. Were you present when he took the state
ment —Yes, I was.

5572. He said that Gordon had been urging them
for three years —About that time he said ; he did
not say exactly three years, he said it had been going
on three years.
5573. You never saw that man since 2–No, of
course I never called at the hospital since. I do not
know whether he is alive or not.

5574. Have you got that statement that you made
to Mr. Williams ?—I have not got it, but I made the

5570. You say he was an officer of the navy —I
think so.

statement, and handed it Mr. Williams myself.
5575. Do you know what has become of it?—No.

The witness withdrew.

Maj.-Gen.
F. Jackson.

Major-General ForBEs JAckson sworn and examined.
5576. Are you a justice of the peace for the island 2 before you met them —They had reached within
—Yes.
three miles and a half of Mahogany Vale.
5577. And do you live at a place called Mahogany
5599. Then they were close on 2–Close on, bound
Vale —Yes, that is one of my properties.
ing down at nearly double quick.
5578, Does Mahogany Vale lie up the valley of the
5600. Did you turn back with the troops ?—Yes.
Blue Mountain ridge 2–No, it is on the mountains of
5601. And did not go forward to Newcastle —No,
why should I do so when I had got the men I wanted.
Port Royal and Yallah's River.
5602. Where did the troops that you had joined go
5579. Were you at your house at any day in
October when some persons came up there armed 2 to *—Mahogany Vale.
—Yes.
5603. To your house *—Yes.
5580. What day was that 2—It was near the end
5604. Did they remain there during the Thursday?
of October.
—When they came near Mahogany Vale, there is a
5581. But the first day ?—Which way do you mean property called Chesterfield, opposite to my gate ; I
divided them, knowing that they had hard service
by their being armed *
5582. Any way—the first day that any armed men before them ; I put half under Lieutenant Green at
came to Mahogany Vale —What men—black, Chesterfield, and the other half I sent to Mahogany
white, or brown.

Vale.

5583. Any colour—were you at home the first
day they came to Mahogany Vale —Yes.
5584. What day was it they first came there —

5605. Does Chesterfield adjoin Mahogany Vale —
There is a river between, they are opposite.
5606. When you divided the force in the way you
describe, what other step did you take —Why, like
a sensible military man, Captain Field placed a sentry
at Mahogany Vale in hail of the other Lieutenant
Green had put. When I met the troops coming down,
I said to Captain Field, “What instructions have you
got ?” He said, “I have no other instructions than
to go down to General Jackson at Mahogany Vale.”
5607. What did you do after the two parties had
been placed —I very soon saw that I had got the

Who, the rebels 2

5585. Those people we speak of, you call them
rebels —They did not come to Mahogany Vale ; they
came to the gap just above Mahogany Vale on the
night of the 12th, yelling, after everybody had fled.
5586. How far would that be from Mahogany
Vale 2–As the crow flies, between half and three

quarters of a mile. They came there yelling and
giving laughter of derision, evidently intended for
me, because everybody else had fled.
5587. You were at the Vale —Yes.

5588. What o'clock was it when you first heard

they were at the gap *—I will tell you all about it.
On the 12th of October a great number of reports
5589. Will you have the kindness to answer the

question ? What o'clock was it when you heard of
the people being there 2–I will answer it, although
I do not think I am compelled by the law of England
to do so.

5590. What o'clock was it when you first heard
them at the gap on the 12th October, when you were

at your house at Mahogany Vale —When I first
heard it—you must let me tell my own straight

5608. What did you do —I put Lieutenant Green
in Chesterfield, and he said to me, “Now, General—”
5609. Without telling us the conversation between
you and Lieutenant Green, can you state what you
did yourself —I am telling you what I did.
5610. You are rather telling us what you said –
Then I will put it into other language.
5611. Just bear in mind the question put to you,

and give a direct answer —So I will ; I said to
Lieutenant Green, “You have got no instructions.”
5612. But I am asking you what you did —I am
telling you what I did; I said to Lieutenant Green,
“As you have got no instructions, and there is no

“ other magistrate placed here, and I am going off,

forward story.

5591. If you will answer the question it will be
more

men I wanted, both officers and men.

convenient 7–Well, then,

it

was about 3

o'clock in the morning.
5592. On the morning of the 12th –Yes, my son
in-law was on guard, and he called me up at 3
o'clock, and I was going up to Newcastle to bring

“ here are your instructions, wherever your detach

“ments are. I declare military law,” and I reported
it to the Governor.

I said, “ Before I send 18 miles

-

down the troops.

5593. When you heard they were at the gap 2–
Yelling.

-

5594. So you have said—when you heard that
what steps did you take —I went off to Newcastle

down to you how many lives will be sacrificed *"
I am an old pupil of Sir Willoughby Cotton and Sir
Charles Napier, and I knew how to act.

5613. While at Mahogany Vale, and when you had
got the two bodies of men placed as you had placed
them, what further steps did you take with regard to
the cause that had brought the soldiers there 2–1
went up to see Governor Eyre on the Thursday night,

to bring the troops as a military man would do.

having been satisfied—for I never go upon half

5595. What distance had you to go?—To Newcastle
— 13 or 14 miles; I met the troops coming down.
5596. How many of them –Fifty, under Captain
Field, that man of iron, bounding
5597. What distance had they got from Newcastle

measures—that the rebels were advancing towards my
property; I went up on the Thursday night to see
Governor Eyre, that was on the 12th October.

when you first met them —They went the long road,
not knowing the country as I did.
5598. What distance was it they had reached

56i 4. At what time did you leave Mahogany Vale
to do that ?—About 5 o'clock in the evenings to the
best of my remembrance. You have to go up a long
ridge to get to Flamstead.
5615. Did you reach Flamstead that night —No.

in
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I was going to tell you, if you would

let me.

I deter

them mentioned that the Governor's lady was going

mined to go to Governor Eyre first, and when I

to be carried off.

arrived at Penn Hall I saw lights in the place, that

5640. You being there, the troops under Captain
Field had gone forward to Arntully —No, Captain

is within a quarter of a mile of Guava Ridge, where
the road turns off to go to Flamstead. I went in and
found Mr. John Davison and the ladies. I said, “Can
a you tell me whether the Governor is at Flamstead
to-light ?” He said he had gone down a few hours

Field had not gone forward then.
5641. But he did go that day, did he not?—No,
pardon me.
5642. Not on the Friday ?–Yes, he did ; but we

agº. I had my son-in-law with me, and we turned

held a council of war first.

ii.

back to Mahogany Vale. I made my arrangements
and decided to go up to Newcastle next morning, and
to insist upon the officer commanding there to send
military troops down.
5616. Then you did not go further than Penn Hall
that night?—Not that night, that was Thursday the
12th.

5617. You returned to Mahogany Vale —Yes, to

protect my own property; everybody else had fled.
5618. On Friday morning did you start again to go
to Flamstead –I started between 3 and 4 in the

morning to go to Newcastle to call on the command
ing officer to send troops.
j619. Did you reach Newcastle —No, I met the
gallant Sixth coming down at a bounding pace, ex
emplifying their badge.
j620. Where did you meet them —Between Guava
Ridge and Mahogany Vale.
5621. How far was that from your house *—Four
miles, but I met them under that, coming down at a
bounding pace.
5622. Commanded by whom –. Commanded by that
iron officer, Capt. Field.
5823. Did you turn back with him —Of course I
did.

5624. What became of the troops under Captain
Field?—When I had fed them and reſreshed them as

they deserved, after a long march as they had had, as
they had no instructions, and I was the only person
responsible, I directed them to go on to our Arntully,
where [knew the house was two feet thick in masonry,

and which, without saying anything to the proprietor,
I knew I could defend.

562%. Did the troops you met under Captain Field

first go to Mahogany Vale —Yes.
3020. And afterwards to Arntully —Yes.
5627. Is that the property of Mr. Lascelles?–Yes,
ºn the frontier of St. David's and St. Thomas in the

NINTH DAY.
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5643. Was Captain Field present?—Yes.
5644. Who else —Lieutenant Green.

We con

sulted everybody present, and we wrote up for 200
rank and file increase, to the officer commanding
Newcastle.

5645. Who was sent to take that message 2–A
messenger, a constable. I cannot tell you the name.
If you had been in my position, and had to provide
mules and ammunition, and everything of the kind,
you would not have known a man that you had

º
º

5646. You sent off for 200 soldiers more, at all

-

*

5647. After the council of war did you send forward
Captain Field to Arntully –Yes.

-

.. "
*

—Yes, up to Hagly Top, when I came back and

*

waited for Lieutenant Ross's detachment.

-

5630. Where did

they come from ?—From all the

*

º

5649. During the rest of this Friday were you at

º

home at Mahogany Vale —Yes, part of the day,
because I marched up with the detachment to
strengthen Aratully—no, that was on Saturday.

*

*

*,

5650. What further happened to you at Mahogany
Vale during the Friday after the departure of Captain
Field –I pushed on Captain Field to Arntully. I
must tell you that the proprietor of Arntully had

i

º

come down to Mahogany Vale, while I had gone up
towards the Governor, and he there stated (which he
repeated to me) that his whole property was gone

i:

with the rebels.

5651. Then you learnt that the rebels had been at
Arntully —He stated that.
5652. When did you first learn that ?—I learnt it
on Thursday night, the 12th October, when I was
coming back from going to Governor Eyre. I met
Mr. Lascelles and I said to him, “All right, you go on
to Kingston,” so that I should have two strings to
my bow.

|
*

º

.
*~

*

g

-

º

-

º

º

.*
º

º

*

--

!

5655. But we had got as far as the Friday ?–On
the Friday the troops came down.
5656. That we have got already. After you had
sent of Captain Field to Arntully, what occurred at
Mahogany Vale during the rest of the Friday 2–

sº

*

*

º

. .
-

*
-

|
º

Reports continued pouring into me of the strength of

“states they had fled from.

2031. Will you mention some of them —Sherwood.

the rebels, and of their intention to march into St.

%92. Whose was that 2–Mr. John

David's and Port Royal.
5657. You received that intelligence 2–Yes. I
expected to be summoned before this Commission.

Davidson,

Radnor.

5633. Whose was that –Mr. Davidson, I believe,

-

º
*

*

*

* the attorney for it ; it was superintended by
Mr. Thomas Williams.

5658. Not on that day surely 3–No, when they
first sat, and I would have brought down all my proofs.

º

º

º

.* Is that far from Mahogany Vale —Four or I wish to explain why I am not prepared. I was in
live miles,

the midst of the mountains when I received this

* Any others?—There was Parson Jackson, a
*mesake of mine.

ºff. Where did he come from ?–From Ayton,
wº miles and a half; then there was Mr. Lewis from
Woburn Lodge, and Mr. Lascelles from Arntully.
*7, Was Mr. Lascelles with you at this time —

He was there on the 12th.

ºOps.ºn the Friday with

º

º

summons, therefore I am unprepared as I otherwise
should have been to answer all the questions in a

º

most clear manner.

5659. Do you think you would be able to make the
thing a little more definite and clear if you had those
documents —Yes, if I had got my map.

º

l

5660. Do you think you would be clearer with your

$538. We are talking of the Friday ?—He came

the troops, following the

papers and maps?—No; I will answer everything. I
will show you everything when the 6th Royals is on
the tapis.

5661. But we have the Sixth already at Arntully 2–
* Then you had in fact a large party of ladies
* gentlemen at Mahogany Vale on the Friday – Yes, but you have not had their services. I only
*"med, crowded; the Custos of the parish was

*the Honorable Stephen Mais. Mr. Henderson,
*"f the members for the parish, was there, two of

-

an

*

º, gentlemen, and everybody.

s

3648. And you accompanied him part of the way ?

On the Friday everybody came to me. I am not an night.
5629. What number were there on the Friday ?—
My house was cramined as full as it could hold, with

-

events —Yes.

East—a place I knew I could defend.
5653. You sent Mr. Lascelles to Kingston, did you?
5628. Did you accompany Captain Field —Part of —Yes; I said, “You go on to Kingston, I am going
the way I did, and then I returned and found that my on to Newcastle.”
* was crammed, from the Custos downwards.
5654. That was on the Thursday?—Yes, Thursday
‘gºtistical man, but everyone there looked to me.

i*

º

Sent.

want to show you the service that Her Majesty's 6th
has done.

5662. I wish you, if you could, to listen to the
P 4
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questions, and them shortly answer them ; and if you
have any statement to make afterwards, the map and
papers would help you to make it?—All right. You
want to know what happened on Friday. On that
night Lieutenant Rowarth wrote to me—he had come

down in an unprecedented period, noble to the British
army. My despatch did not go off, calling for troops,
till between l and 2 o’clock.

5663. On what day was that?—On the Friday.
5664. At l or 2 in the middle of the day ?—P.M.,

§§5. Did you remain at Arntully with the troops
—The rain pouring.
5686. How long had it been doing that ?—It is only
five miles from Mahogany Vale.
5687. But it might have been raining before you

got there –Pouring every day—don't you see what
I am suffering now.
5688. Then you

had about

100 men —Yes,

altogether.

5689. Under Captain Field ---Yes, Lieut. Green,

and by 10 a.m. there was a reinforcement at Guava Lieut. Rowarth, and Lieut. Taylor.
Ridge; he sent a despatch on to me the same night,
5690. What was done at Arntully 2–When I
“We have arrived here, what are we to do ’’’

5665. When did you get that ?—Midnight on the

arrived at Arntully several that had fied came in
from the properties ; and other people, blacks that
knew me, told me that there were an enormous number

Friday.

-

5666. Until you got his despatch at midnight on of rebels at Monklands and around Monklands. Well,
Friday nothing further had occurred at Mahogany sir, I was placed in a most invidious position by
Vale?–No. 1jo you suppose, when I understood there Governor Eyre—a most invidious position; I daresay
you have read in the newspapers
5691. Never mind the newspapers. We only want
portant part of the country, the key of the rebellion to know what you did in the capacity of a justice of
—do you suppose I would do anything else than Put the peace —A justice of the peace, sir! I was in
them on the defensive *
command of the troops. I claim that I was in com

were thousands of rebels going to attack us, and the

authorities had only sent us 50 men in the most im

5667. But nobody had attacked you up to the mid
night of Friday ?–No.
5668. Did Lieutenant Rowarth and his men come

to you ?–He wrote a despatch down to ºne, and
I received it at 12 o'clock.

i

s

I must tell you that I am

a little bit of an eccentric person.
5669. You need not do that. What we want to

mand of the troops.

5692. But you were not in fact –I was though, and
they believed I was—like the old soldier who sits
there (the President). I knew well that I had not
troops to meet the number of rebels that was reported.
I am an old man, and my character and that of my
soldiers is concerned.

know is what happened on the Friday -The des
patch came down on the Friday night and roused me

5693. We are not inquiring into that. We are
simply
asking you to give an account and narrative of

up about 12 o'clock at night. I wrote back to Lieut.

what you did, we are not inquiring into character ?—

Rowarth and said, “All right!” the weather was very
inclement.

You are not, very likely, but the world has to speak
of it, and I speak before the world.

5670. Did Lieut. Rowarth over get to Mahogany
Vale 2–You won’t let me speak; you won't get any

what took place at Arntully, and what information You

5694. Will you have the goodness to tell us briefly

thing out of me unless you let me speak. I am a received as to the fire of the rebels —The information
soldier dependent on my services.

5671. The question is a very simple one. “Did
Lieut. Rowarth ever reach Mahogany Vale --Yes,
he did most gallantly.
5672. When did he do that ?—I must tell my own

I received was that they were there by thousands.
5695. How far from Arntully is Monklands, the

place where you heard they were 3–Five miles.
5696.thatIn you
consequence
of that
and?—I
the
force
had, what
stepsinformation,
did you take
went into the porch of Arntully and said, “ Mounted

story.

5673. You must answer the question, and answer

with decency *—I tell you he sent me a despatch.
5674. (Sir Henry Storks.) You must really be good
enough to answer the questions that are put to you ; I
address you as the Governor of Jamaica and as a
brother officer, and I request that you will answer the
questions calmly and to the purpose, and without

Volunteers reconnoitre Monklands.”

5697. Well,
didorthey
one responded.
A
sergeant
and five
six goof —Not
the Sixth
rushed up the
steps and said, “General, we are with you.” I said,
“My good fellows, you have had hard service enough

“ already, you are wet through, and it's pouring
“ with rain. I want mounted men.” No mounted men

other observations. You are asked when he did that %
—Early in the morning.
5675. Was that Saturday morning 2—Saturday

were forthcoming. Down I went among them.

morning.

to Monklands.

5676. What force of troops had you at Mahogany

Vale before he came —None but what he brought,
instead of getting 200 I had 50 under him.
5677. You had 25 before, had you not *—No, 50.
5678. Those you divided between your house and

the house adjacent —How could I do that
pushed them on towards Arntally.

I say I

I

went into Mr. Paterson's lower cottage.

5698. Is that near Arntully —Sir, it is five miles
5699. Did you go to Monklands yourself?—Yes,
myself.

5700. I mean did you go alone —Alone, I tell you
nobody came with me.

5701. Were you on horseback 2–I will tell you
you would not allow me just now to say anything
about it.

5679. That was Captain Field's force —Yes.
5680. I thought the first force you got at Mahogany
Vale you divided, and put one half to defend your
house
and Captain
one halfField's
to defend
the house adjacent —
That was
force.
... •

5681. Then that had gone altogether ?—That I

pushed on to check the rebels, who were on the
advance on to Kingston.

5682. Then all you had at Mahogany Vale on the

5702. The question is, did you go on horseback;
you can answer that surely —Yes.
5703. What did you find at Monklands 2—When I
take soldiers and put them in a position, a man of my
experience, an old man and an old officer, when I put
men in a position of that kind I am responsible. My
life is nothing to their honour. I put them into
Arntully. I wrote for 200 men and only got 50.

Saturday was Lieut. Rowarth's force –That was all,

5704. Can you tell me this—when you got to

they came at 2 in the morning. I gave them coffee
and a glass of grog and what I could get for them to
eat, and marched with them up to Arntully."
5683. At what time did they start forward to
Arntully *—We started in the pouring rain. I
suppose we got to Arntully about 12 o'clock, I had no

Monklands what did you find –I found that the place
had been attacked by the rebels. I went into the

watch.

5684.I But
you
could tell by
—Yes,
could
tell.
y the time of day, perhaps?2
-

place and took a glass of brandy and water there, and
I saw a lot of nice York hams hanging up in one
I’OOlm.

5705. Had all those been left by the rebels 2–If
you would let me tell you my own story it would save
time.

I went down there, they surrounded me.

40 or 50 black and coloured people surrounded me in
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the lower cottage; they said to me, “Paul Bogle has
been here.”

5706. Who said that 3–These people.

I cannot

tell you who they were ; how can you expect it, there
were 30 or 40 round me.

5707. Were they black people?—Black, coloured,

5730. Willyou tellus what happened from your own NINTH DAY.
recollection without the aid of newspapers?—Yes, yes,
it's all very well, but my brother soldiers have been
attacked in England.
5731. You really must answer the questions that are
put to you like any other witness?—I will answer

and all sorts; they said, “We know you General by

them, but I will defend the character of the soldiers.

namepretty well at Mahogany Vale, and Paul Bogle
says, “Tell that d-d Mahogany Vale General to
a bring all his white troops, and I am ready for them

5732. You are not here to do that, but to answer
questions. Will you kindly tell us after you left
Arntully with Colonel Hobbs and the rest of the force,

“ at Stony Gut.”

what did you do that day, where did you go to ?–
What did I do? why I fought the enemy of the Queen.

5708. Did you get that message 2–I got those

5733. Where 2–In the bush.

words.

5709. In consequence of receiving that kind of
invitation, what did you do?—I said to them, “My

“good friends, I am going to bring the white troops
“down here.”

5710. What did you do ; we do not want all this
conversation?—I am telling you what I did. I told
them to be calm and not be excited when the white

5734. Where did you meet him or them —I was
the first ; we marched down; the report was so strong
of their strength against us, that you might have heard
a pin drop except from the military tread of the

soldiers. When we went towards Monklands I went
on half a mile a-head ; I could not contain myself to
tell you the truth. Then they commenced to drop shots

troops did come down, that they would come down as
soon as possible, that everything that was taken would

in the bush.

he paid for, and no injury would be done to them, and
that they were not to fly away thinking that the white
troops were going to injure them. I told them at the

round.

5735. From the hill-side, do you mean : — All

had a good idea of having one for my own dinner.
57ll. That you did, I suppose, as an old soldier –
Yes, they did not take my advice ; it may appear
egotism before you, and before the world, but to show
you what the thing really was, I had not left Monk
lands five minutes before Paul Bogle and his band

5736. Were you much in advance of the military
force –No, no more than I ought to be.
5737. How far was that 2–Why, sir, where is an
officer's position ? What a question
5738. You say that they began to drop shots out of
the bush all round you ?–Yes, all round.
5739. I suppose you, being in a valley, the bush
would be on the hill-side round you ?–There is a
range of mountain on that side, and a range of moun

rushed in.

tain on the other side.

same time, “Take out those York hams,” because I

5712. Then you did not see him there 2–No, and
he had not the pluck to follow me.
5713, You yourself did not see him come in 3–
No, but I will bring you a witness that saw him
COInê in.

5714. You only heard it from others ?—I have posi
tive proof about it; you must not doubt it.
5715. But you did not see him yourself?—No ; do

5740. That was the position you occupied as you
advanced - Yes.

5741. Did you go beyond Monklands that day?–Of
course we did.

5742. How far beyond –We went down to Fuller's
shop.
57-43. How far is that?—There is a map, I will show
you (referring to it); we marched down there and the
-

you suppose if I had that I would not have had a
lick at him.

rebels were in the bush.

§716. Did you return to Arntully * – Yes, and
arrived at dark; then for the first time, to use military

and I saw them there; I am a cavalry officer, you

Jºhnſº, I found my nose put completely out of joint,

then I drew my sword and called out, “My men, now
we have got them.”
5744. Did you advance towards the rebels where
you had seen them –Can you doubt it.
5745. Did you get an opportunity of making out
how many were there, their number, and force –No.
and if you were to see the bush you could not do so.

by finding Colonel Hobbs there in command ; but he
had no instructions, like all the officers that came
down, they had no instructions whatever.

8717. However, you found Colonel Hobbs at Arn
tly?—Yes.

3718. Was the force increased by his arrival 2–
Ten or 12, his escort.

Before we came to Fuller’s

shop, there is Duckworth, an old thrown-up property,
know.

I saw the rebels in the bush retreating, and

5746. You are not able to tell how many you met

*19. What force did you find 2–When I found a
ºld with medals on his breast, of course I did not
Pºlº tº ask him how many men he had.
$720. But you could judge from what you saw —

on that occasion —No, decidedly not.

Isºld say from about 115 to

rebels going off.

120.

ºl. Did you remain at Arntully that night –I

5747. What happened after ; did you go on still
further towards them 2–Till we came across a wall :
the Sixth were drawn up in line, and there were the
I called out, “Will any countrymen

come out and help me over this wall?" I just got

7%. Having done that, what further happened at

over the wall in time to get into Duckworth ; Captain
Field was going to fire the place. I said, “ Captain

*uly did the rebels overcome up to you at Arn
"; -Do you think these black rascals would ever

“ Field, that belongs to an owner in England, an inno
“ cent man, don't fire it.” Then the rebels fled, and

"ºup before a white soldier *

the Sixth let into them.

"ºnd gave my opinion pretty freely, too.

$723.

What I want to know is what happened at

sº and if the rebels ever
** then ; they

came up there 2–

had done so on the Thursday

5748. That was at Duckworth, was it 2–Yes.
5749. Did you advance that day beyond Duckworth 2

—The men had had very hard service.
5750. Did you advance beyond Duckworth 2–I am

*}.rather
But Ithink
meannot.
whil11e
*ill

were there
you were
there 2–No,
O, I

going to tell you ; the men, poor fellows, had had
very hard service ; I have seen pretty hard service in

* Then
became of yyou?—I told yyou I
"ºwn
withwhat
the troops.

my time.

º Down
the valley —Down the valley.
hº
With Colonel Hobbs ?—Yes, with Colonel

worth?—Yes, but I must not let the services of the

5751. Did you advance that day beyond Duck

t

. ſº. How many days were you

with them 2–All
*that we had a rebel before us.

ms. º long was that in days 2–We went down
tº Il bºy morning the 15th. I think you will find by
an º, that there was plenty of them that
** deter Colonel Hobbs,

soldiers be hid; they were asked, “Are you quite fit
for anything more ?” and they called out as one man,
“For anything.”
5752. Were they fit to go beyond Duckworth -

Fit! they were British soldiers.
5753. Did they in fact go beyond Duckworth 2
They did.

5754. To what point did they advance that day?—
Q
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They did not come home till between 11 and 12 that

since ascertained there were 500 or 600 that day.

night.

returned back to the Sixth, and after that the Sixth

I

5755. They left to go down the valley —Yes, that marched up to the place, and the fellows fled, leaving
a Bible on the floor.
was where I met Paul Bogle.
5760. In the Tabernacle —Yes, in the Tabernacle,
5756. Where did you meet Paul Bogle — At
Fuller's shop ; the troops were advancing on the left just above where this fellow escaped. We returned
bank in skirmishing order; there had been torrents to quarters that night between 10 and 11 o'clock.
5761. Did you halt at Duckenfield that night 2–No,
then, rivers which, if you must cross, you must not
look at, or you would fall off your horse. The troops we came back to Monklands, the key of the whole
were advancing on the left bank of the river, Lieut rebellion.
enant Green was in front with me.

When the halt

5762. That was the head-quarters ?—Yes, the key
of the rebellion ; the Sixth saved the island.

was sounded Colonel Hobbs was close by ; the halt was
sounded for a battle, not for rest. On the right bank,
over the hills, appeared a lot of rebels. I said to Green,
“Do you see those fellows : I will try and get a lick at
them while you are halting.”
5757. Can you tell how many they were in force 2
—Five or six, but I could not tell, for the houses and
the penguin fences; there might have been 50 or 100

5763. Was the head-quarters of Colonel Hobbs
there 2–Yes, and lucky for the island it was.
5764. Could you form any opinion as to the force
opposed to you from the firing in the bush f—Oh, that
is an impossibility, even to an old soldier who has been
accustomed to face nearly everything. You could not
ask a man who could give a better idea of the kind of

for what I could tell.

thing, because I am accustomed to this kind of war

Welſ, sir, I crossed the river

and went up to try and find an inlet to get at these fare ; it is an impossibility. I could tell you, though
fellows. I could not, the penguin fences were over that blacky had said that the soldiers could not meet
head, and as I returned back towards St. David's, I him, but they proved that they could. I beg to remark
saw the troops getting ready to advance. I turned to the Commission, that if I had paid attention to
back to get to the troops. When I came down to the such, I cannot call them instructions, the rebels would
river I saw a great big black fellow on the side, well have been down at Kingston. I acted upon my own
armed, on a grey horse. I levelled my revolver at responsibility. Here are the letters, if the Commis
him and called on him to stand; he would not. I sioners wish to see them. I am also prepared to prove
cannot say anything about it, but the officers may tell to the Commission that before this rebellion broke out,
you more about it. There had been tricks played if anything I was a radical, and in favour of the blacks.
with my revolver ; it was a beautiful fellow, but it There is my printed speech at one of their meetings.
missed.
I was invited by Sam Clarke, who knew me well, to
5758. Did he take a shot at you ?—No, he did not; attend a meeting in St. David's, and I prevented a
oh no, the idea of one of those black fellows attempting meeting in the mountains of Port Royal upon Dr.

+

!

Underhill's lies.

to do that

5765. (Mr. Lynch.) Do you know who this person
5759. What became of the man you aimed at and
missed ?—The river was coming down with enormous was upon the grey horse ?—I did not know him then,
boulders as I tell you. I am a cavalry officer, and I but I pretty well found him out afterwards.
5766. You did not know him at the time 2—Not
crossed it as quickly as I could, and gave him chase.
then,
but I had undoubted proof afterwards that it was
Just then the Sixth saw him and let in a volley of
rifles among us. I chased him till there was a turn in Paul Bogle.
the road; of course he was better mounted than I was;

5767. Did you visit Stony Gut at any time after

every black fellow is better mounted, but I gained on
him till a bend in the road took place; he was about 150
yards before me, and he got into the bush. At the
top of the place we afterwards found the Tabernacle ;

this 2–No ; but will the Commission allow me to say
a few words with regard to Stony Gut
5768. But you were not there, we understand 2–I
have not been there, but I made myself acquainted

a number of men go there, several hundreds. I have

with it.

"tºº

The witness withdrew.
Mr.
A. Beckwith.

Mir. ARTHUR BECKWITH sworn and examined.

5769. Are you a minister 2—I am.
5770. Of what particular denomination ?—I am
connected with no denomination ; I belong to a body
who simply desire to be called Christians.
5771. Is that at St. David's 2—We have a church
at St. David's.

5772. Are you well acquainted with the Blue
Mountain Valley district —I have had a three years'
acquaintance with that district, having journeyed
through it during that period at different intervals,some
scores of times.

you mention up to October last 2—Not mp to October
last ; I discontinued my visits in May 1864, I think.
5778. Had you any conversation with any persons
who were supposed, whether rightly or wrongly, to
have been implicated in this outbreak, in the course of
the lºst summer or autumn –In June or July last,
as far as my memory serves me, I had a conversation
with the late George William Gordon ; I was on

friendly terms with him and I expostulated with him
on the part he had taken in connexion with what was
termed the Underhill Convention.

-

5773. Have you been in the habit of visiting that
district during those three years ?—I have con

5779. The Underhill Convention you call it?—
That was what it was termed generally ; I stated that

tinually.

it was my opinion that the movement was not falcu
lated to effect the object that it had in view, and that
it was rather calculated to excite a spirit of disaffec

5774. As a minister —Yes.

5775. What was the character of the people during
that time 2—When I first visited the district I had the

impression that they were rather a superior class of
people from what I had seen of the negro popula
tion of Jamaica ; they manifested great hospitality,
appeared to be in exceedingly comfortable circum
stances, and were very orderly and well affected, so
far as I could judge.
5776. Does that observation apply to the Stony
Gut district 2–No, it does not ; the Stony Gut dis
trict is peculiarly situated, it lies upon no main road,
-

tion among the people, and to raise up a feeling of
opposition to the black people, which I judged had
for some time in a great degree been dormant.

5780. What did he say?–He stated that he should
persist, in the movement, that they should agitate
throughout all the parishes, that the people were
greatly oppressed, that they must have redress.
made some further observation to him, and in reply
he stated, as he was in the act of moving away into
his office—this conversation occurred at the door of

it is an isolated spot, having communications at both

of his office—“Ah, well, we must have it some way or

ends of the settlement with Morant Bay. I never
visited that district, but I know the position of it.
5777. Did you continue your visits to the district

the other, this is the great movement,” or words to
that effect; “and if we do not secure it in this way, in

six months there will be a revolution in the country."

~
--
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He then added, “And, as I have always stood by the their muskets while they were forming in
M.
I will stand by them then. I may to proceed to the Parade to witness the execution of

black people,

late that I made known this fact to his honor the
Custos of Kingston, and the police magistrate, Mr.
Bricknell.

-

5781. At the time do you mean *—Not at the time.
I had no reason to suppose it had any such signi

ficancy, as I was subsequently induced to attach to
it;

bit after the outbreak at St. Thomas in the East,

A. Beckwith.

condemned criminals.

5788. Was that on one or more occasions —On two
occasions; in fact it was brutal. They struck them 2 Feb. 1866.
--

violently, giving them a violent blow with the butt

being sent for by the Custos of Kingston, and the
pºlite magistrate, I thought it my duty to make known

that was done on the off side of the line, so that it

this fact, amongst others, to them.
5782, Was that before Mr. Gordon was taken

notice of the officers who were in charge.

into custody, or afterwards 2–1

think it was after he

was taken into custody, because I remember at the
time I made this statement they were examining his
pers in the office.
$783. It was before his trial P-Oh yes, before his
trial of course. I did not think it was right in me to

thrust myself forward to give my evidence against the
man, as I had already taken what I supposed to be the

proper course in the matter, by making known the
fact to the Custos.

5784. Were you at Morant Bay after the out
break —I was.

5785. And during the continuance of martial law
—For five or six days.
5786. Canyou give the Commission any information
cºnnected with the way in which the disturbances
were suppressed ?–My general impression was
5787. We hardly want to have your general impres
ion; but if you will tell us anything that you obser

yed, or anything that came within your actual know
ledge, we shall be glad to hear it 2–Well, I saw black
soldiers, not officers, of the West India regiment, ill
treat prisoners, strike them with the butt ends of

-

ends of the muskets to put them into line.
5789. Was that done to several prisoners ?–Oh,
yes ; all along the line. I must, however, state that
could not be observed, at least it might escape the

5790. It was done in the rear you mean?—No; the
officers stood on the left side of the prisoners, and I
was on the right-hand, and this was done on the right
hand of the prisoners.
5791. Was there anything more than that, anything
beyond that which you observed in the suppression of
the disturbances 3–No, nothing as affecting the pri

º

soner's.

5792. And nothing as affecting the soldiers or the
police —No, nothing.
5793. (Mr. Lynch). Did you communicate to the
officer in command of the troops the ill-treatment you
witnessed ?–I did not. I durst not ; I had upon me
a wholesome dread of martial law.

No doubt if such a

thing took place under my eye again I should do so;
but the fact is that martial law was something new to
me, and I must say in common with others that I was
under a certain degree of fear.

º

:

5794. Or restraint *—Restraint. I have repeatedly

-

mentioned the fact to different individuals.
5795. All that I wanted the Commission to know

was whether it was brought to the knowledge of the

officer in command?—No, I do not think it was.

The witness withdrew.

Evelin A WILLIAMs (a black woman) sworn and examined.

5796. Were you servant to Mrs. Paterson of Monk
lands in October 2–Yes.

E. Williams.

the house, and I told them not to do that, and they

-

broke the doors.

5797. Do you remember being at Monklands in

5817. Then they did not burn the house 2–No,

that month when some people came up the valley they did not, but they did break the doors.
amed, and came to Monklands 2–Yes.
5818. Besides breaking the doors, did they do any
5798. Do you remember the day that Mr. Paterson
went away –Yes.

* On that day did anybody come to Monklands :
-I CS,

thing more to any part of the house or premises 2–
No, they sent in for some goods, and they took out
some shirts.

5819. When was this?–On the same Thursday.

*00. Who were they –Plenty of people.
*01. How many —I do not know how many,
more than 50 of them.

5820. Did they take anything else?—They did not

take anything except three shirts, that was all they
took that day, they took plenty of liquor to drink.

$93. Did they come into the house —Yes.

5821. What liquor was it 2–Porter, aniseed, and

*03. Had they anything in their hands 2—Yes,
Pºly of guns, and cutlasses, and bayonets, and

ginger wine.

swords.

would not take that because they thought perhaps

5822. Was there any rum on the premises ?—They

* Did you know any of them – Plenty.

that Mrs. Paterson had put poison in it before she

*05, Did you know them before ?–Yes.

went away.

%. Where had they come from ?–From the same
Pººl as I come from, St. Thomas in the East.
*7. When they first came did they ask for any
body or say anything?—Yes, they asked for Mr.
Paterson.

º Did

-

5823. They did not think that of the porter, anisced,
and ginger wine —No.
5824. That they drank - Yes.

5825. Was that all they did before they went 2–A

barrel of biscuits was in the shop, and they took that
anybody answer them —I answered

out.

5826. Was there a shop near there 2–Yes, the shop

* What did you say?—I said I did not know
* he had gone to.
5810.

Did they say anything to that ?—They asked

:* mistress, and I said I did not know where she
sºil. Did Mrs. Paterson see them on that day ?—

yº. She had gone into
A

the bush, had she —

º What o'clock was it that they were there?—
.*ºclock on the Thursday.

º

How long did they stop there –They stayed

do anything
*% While they were there did theydoors.
the house *—Yes, they broke all the

*16. Anything more ?—They were going to burn

and house is together.

5827. Did they break that shop in ?—They broke
it up.
5828. Did they take more than the barrel of bis

cuits?--No, only the liquor, which they were selling
in the shop.
5829. Was that where the porter and aniseed was 2
—Yes.

-

5830. When they had done all this, what more was
done 2–Nothing; they only asked where Mr. Paterson

had gone, and they asked for his gun and powder.

I

said that I did not know that he had any.

5831. Did they search the house?—Yes, they did,
and they found a little powder in his writing room.

5832. When it became dark did they go away –
Yes.

Q 2
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5833. Did you hear anything more of them that
night 2—No, they went away, and they told me iſ I
knew where Mrs. Paterson was, I must go and tell
her she must come home, and they would not disturb
her.

Mr. Paterson sent another servant, who was in

5855. But you do not know who from ?—I do not
recollect rightly.
5856. You say they broke into the coffee store to

look for the gun, but they did not get it?—They
found an old double-barrelled gun, and they took

the bush with her, to see if they were gone, and to say

that.

that I must come to her, which I did about 10 o'clock,

5857. Did they do anything more that day ?--No.
5858. What became of them, where did they go 2–
They stayed until about I o'clock, then they went

and the other servant too.

5834. Who was the other servant?—I cannot say
exactly ; he was a man carrying the mail.

away.

5835. You went to Mrs. Paterson and told her what

5859. In which direction, did they go when they

had happened, and that she might come back f—Yes.
5836. And she remained in the house during the
night 2–Yes.
5837. When did you next see anybody come up to
the house —On Friday morning.
5838. At what o'clock did they come 2—About 8

went away ?–Down the valley.
5860. They went back to the place from which
they came 2–Yes.

-

5863. What time did they come that day —They

o'clock.

5839. Who were they 2—The whole drove of them
again.

5840. Were they the same in number 2–Yes.
5841. Or more ?–No more.
5842. Did Mrs. Paterson remain in the house ?—
Yes.

5843. What did this same drove do when they got
there —They came in and asked Mrs. Paterson for
Mr. Paterson.

5861. Was that all you saw at Monklands 2—On
Saturday they came back again.
5862. That was the next day ?—Yes.

She said that Mr. Paterson was in

town. They said well, if they did not find Mr. Pater
son, Mrs. Paterson must go and show them where the
gun and powder was.

5844. What did she say to that ?—She said her
husband had not got any.
5845. When they heard that what did they do?
—They said they must have it, that one of the over
seers always used a gun, and they asked where that
gun was, they wanted that particular gun.
5846. Did they get it —No.
5847. When they did not get it did they do any
thing more ?–No, they said they wanted something

came soon on the Saturday morning.
5864. Was it daylight 2–Yes.
5865. How many came then 2–Plenty of them, the
same lot.

5866. What did they do that day ?—They did not
do anything that morning, but in the evening they
came and took out all that there was in the shop.
5867. Did they remain there until the evening —
They go away and come back in the evening.
5868. Did they stay long in the morning 2–No.
5869. At what time did they return in the even
ing 2—About 4 o'clock.
5870. Did they then go to the shop —Yes.
587 l. What did they do there –They opened the
shop and took out the cloth, salt provisions, soap,
candles, and everything out of the shop ; they left
it empty, nothing in it at all.
5872. Did you see what they did with the things
that they took out of it 2–They took it and carried it
down the road with them.

5873. Did they pretty near empty the shop 3–
Yes,

to eat and drink, and Mrs. Paterson said there was

nothing to eat; if they wanted anything to eat and
drink there was some little something to drink.
5848. Did they get anything to drink 2–Yes.
5849. What?—Mrs. Paterson gave them a gallon
of rum ; they shared it amongst themselves.
5850. After they had shared the rum did they do
anything more ?—They said that the gun was in the
coffee store. Mrs. Paterson said they must go and
see ; they wanted to break the door. She said “Don’t
break the door, because I cannot have anybody to
mend it again ;” and they broke open the window
and got into the coffee store to look for the gun.
5851. Did you hear anything said by any of them

5874. Did they leave anything behind —Scarcely.
5875. Was that all you saw of them —Yes.
5876. They never came again —No ; on Monday
the soldiers came down.

5877. And you saw no more of the others ?—No.

5878. Did you hear anybody say they would fire
the house ?—Yes, I did.
5879. Did you hear any of the others say stop it —
Yes,

5880. You heard it stopped —Yes, the man said
they must burn the house, and his brother stopped
him.

5881. Did he give him a reason for stopping him?
—No.

as to the use the house was to be made of, or who was

5882. He did not say why he was not to do it?—

to have it —The one that is dead was going to have

No, he did not say anything ; he only said “Burn the
house,” and the others said “Have mercy.”
5883. You say you had known the people that came
the first day ?—Yes.

it, Bogle.

5852. Did you hear them say who was to have it 2
—I did not hear that myself.
5853. Who did you hear it from ?–Oh, different
people heard it.
5854. Did you hear any of them that day say any
thing about who was to have the house 2–In the same
month of October.

5884. As inhabitants of St. Thomas in the East,

you yourself being an inhabitant of that parish 2–
Yes.

-

5885. How many did you know out of the whole
lot that came 2—I nearly knew the whole of them.

The witness withdrew.

GEORGE BASSETT CLARKE (a black man) sworn and examined.

G. B. Clarke.

5886. Do you reside at St. Thomas in the East 2–
Yes.

5887. Is that on the Spring Garden estate 2—A

portion of its land.

5892. Then you have some little land that you

plant —Yes.
5893. But by trade you are a carpenter —Yes.

5894. Do you do any work as a carpenter —Yes,

5888, Would that be about a mile from Stony
Gut —Yes, about a mile.
5889. What is your occupation ?—I am a carpen
ter by trade, and a vestryman of the parish.
5890. Of the parish of St. Thomas in the East 2–
Yes.

5891. Do you work upon any particular estate, or
do you work generally as a carpenter f—I plant
mostly
-

for the navy.
5895. On Saturday, the 7th of October, did you go
to Morant Bay ?—Yes, I went.

5896. Was that for the purpose of seeing a Com
missioner of roads 2—Yes, Mr. Darwin.
5897. Respecting some work —Yes.

5898. Did you go to the Court-house to see the
person with whom you had some business?—Yes.

:
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5899. Who were the magistrates that were there at
that time?—Justices Bowen and Walton.
5000. What was going on whilst you were there ;
did you attend to the business before the magistrates ?

—No, I had business in the Court with the sergeant,
Burnett, who had asked me to call on him, and after
I had seen about the Commissioner I went over to
see him. As I was waiting to see him I heard behind
me a little rumbling noise like a whispering, I turned
round and observed a policeman had a man before

him, showing him out from the Court-house, and by
the time he came between the arch and the body of
the Court-house, the man turned round and said,

"Take care, you are shoving me, and I am going.”
5901. Who was that person —I believe his name
was Geoghagan. The policeman said to him, “Go
on, sir,” and both voices met together ; he was com

5920. Have you not said so before ?–No, I did
When Davidson told me there was a row in the mar

ket, I came to the window and peeped, and as I
looked over I saw the person I knew well, Lewis

Miller, and this Geoghagan, doing like that with a
stick, hindering the policeman from putting his hand
on him ; but there was a concourse of people coming
round, it was market day.
5921. You say he was hindering the policeman ;
who do you mean –Geoghagan.
5922. Not Miller ?–Not Miller ; I saw Miller

among them.
5923. What was it the person said to you which
induced you to look out into the market 2—He said
5924. Was that what he said 2–He said it was a

heard the noise by this, and said, “Who is that

making this noise, bring him here before me,” but by

market?”—Yes, thank you, that was the very word,

this time the policeman had already shoved him out
side on the steps; then two other policemen, the
one keeping the bar, and Sergeant Burnett, went
out after him down the steps to the Parade, the

“It was hell in the market.”

5926. Did you see Paul Bogle there that day ?—
Yes.

out?–1 stayed there until a person by the name of

5927. Where did you see him 2–I saw him in the
body of the Court-house.
5928. Did you see him in the crowd 2–No, I did
not see him in the crowd, but the whole of them came
out of the Court-house together after the young man

John Davidson said that there was a row in the

came out of the steps.

market with the police.
5903. Then you remained in the Court till you

went away.

5929. Did Paul Bogle go with them then 2–Yes,
he went along with them and others.
5930. Were you at Morant Bay again on the Mon
day ?—Yes.
5931. Did you go there to bail a person of the

5904. Did you see anything of the row in the
market?–Yes, I saw this man Geoghagan ; he would

name of Davidson – Yes.
5932. What was he there for 7—I believe he had a

not allow the policemen to put upon him, he had a

warrant against him.

one at the door shut the door and went before
Burnett.
-

5902. Did you remain in the Court, or did you go

heard that there was a row in the market 2—Yes;

then I moved out down the steps to the market, and

little bit of stick with him.

5905, Was there a number of people in the market 2

–Yes, it was Saturday, plenty of people in the market.
5906. Did they take any part in this *—I cannot

tell that. I saw they took part in it, because I came
up to the window and peeped down, and I saw this

5933. For what ?—For trespass, or something of
5934. Did he go to the Court on Monday ?—Yes,
he went with me, and I bailed him.
to go with him.

He asked me

5935. Was he tried, was the case heard against
him 2–No.

Went away in another direction.

5936. Then how came you to bail him 2–There
was a warrant sent out against him, and the police

5907. So whether he was taken, or how he got

º

the like.

young man backing in this way (describing it), and I
away, you do not know 2–I do not know.

º

to me that there was a row.

hell of a row, a devil of a row in the market.
5925. Was that what he said, “It was hell in the

plaining to the man and the man to him. The justice

NINTH DAY.

not ; I saw several persons, as I am telling you now.

‘.

who had the warrant did not take him ; he heard of

5908, You know nothing about that –Nothing at the warrant and he came over and asked me to go
down with him and bail him.
$909. Are you sure that it was before the magis
5937. Was he then charged with the trespass 2–
trate asked who was making a disturbance, that they Yes,
and I went and bailed him.
were pushing him out of the Court –Yes.
5938.
First of all was he charged with the trespass
3910. Who was the policeman that was pushing
the magistrate that day ?–The day that he
in ºut of the Court 2–I do not know the young before
was bailed.
* name, but he was a yellow-skinned man.
5939. Before he was bailed had his case been called

*ll. Did not you see any person in the crowd

º the policemen

on 7–No.

from arresting the boy –
5940. Then you merely gave bail for him to appear

A0,

3912. Have you not represented before that you another day, is that so – Yes.
It was on the Monday you say that you went
** several men preventing the boy being arrested, to 5041.
bail him —Yes.

!" among them was Lewis Miller —Yes, I saw
lºt among them.

5942. And you say the case was not called on on

* You did not see several persons preventing the Monday ?—Davidson was not called on ; there
were

*being arrested --I did not see several persons,
! saw Lewis Miller.

,

other people with him, I believe.

5943. But did not he plead guilty —No, it was not

* Did you see Lewis Miller endeavouring to
*ut the boy being arrested 2–Lewis Miller was

the Middleton case, it was another case.

ºng them.

—Yes.

§§. Among whom ?—Among the crowd.

; : Was the arowd preventing his being arrested 2
º *9tsºy whether he was preventing them, but he

5944. Did you see Mr. Cooke there on the Monday 2
5245.

Which Mr. Cooke was that —stephen

Cooke.

5946. Did you have any conversation with him

respecting the disturbance on the Saturday —Yes
‘...."g them ; he was a person that was deaf.
gº;
But have you not said before, “I saw several he was telling me that on the Saturday they behaved
.*Pºnting the boy being arrested, amºngst very badly ; he was going over the whole of it with
"Lewis Miller, who was hanged ?–Lewis Miller me. He said, “I am glad that you were not among
* Amongst them.
them.” I said the people were wrong.

ºwn. º yºu see several of the people trying to
5047. What people 2–He was speaking about how
Plenty of * policemen from taking the boy —I saw the police were sent after the boy, and how
they pre
.." ºn together, I have said so already.
vented the police from taking the boy ; and as he Was
Did You see plenty preventing the constables relating the circumstance to me I told him they were
*ing the boy —No, I cannot swear.
wrong, and I was glad I was not there.
-

Q 3
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5948. Was anybody else present at this time –
Yes.

BEFORE

places putting up a boiling house, and they said that
people were going to the Bay,

G. B. Clarke.

5949. Who —Davidson was present.

2 Feb. 1866.

5950. Anybody else?—Mr.

Charles

5978. At 3 o'clock do you say was that ?—It was
Price

was

there.

5951. Was anything else said at that time —Yes,
Mr. Price was saying that if he were a justice of the
peace in the parish and there was that row, or as it
was called a riot, he would read the Riot Act and
shoot them, because it was like the case of Mr. Mitchell

in Kingston, where many innocent persons were shot
for the guilty. He asked if I knew the Riot Act, I
said “Yes, I always heard it read at every opening of
the Court.”

5952, Did you go back to Morant Bay on the
Monday ?—Yes.
5953. Was there a meeting at your chapel on that
night —No meeting at all.
5954. Was there not a meeting at the chapel at
Mount Pisgah —I heard so.
5955. You only heard that there was a meeting 3–
I only heard that there was a meeting.

about 3, or about 2 or 3.

5979. Did you see any people going in that direc
tion ?–Yes, going down, and they heard that the
Volunteers

5980. Did you hear anything yourself: did you
hear any message brought to them —I did not hear
any message brought to them, but I heard say where
I was, that the Volunteers were coming up, and the
whole of them that were going down turned back, and

ran back towards Stony Gut ; afterwards they went
down, but they did not walk that road.
5981. But by some other road f-Yes.
5982. In the course of the afternoon did you hear
firing at Morant Bay f—Yes.
5983. Did you afterwards see people come back —

“º. Did you see one or two of them wounded ?—
º, Did you leave your place after that time : —

5956. You were not there 2–

5957. On the Tuesday morning did you see any

policemen and constables going up Stony Gut 2–Yes,
º

they passed me at my gate.
5958. How many did you see ?—I cannot rightly
say the number, but I think about six or seven.
5959. Did you observe anything that they were
taking with them 2–While they were passing I saw
that had their staves, and the constables had on
their badge.

5960. Did you see them carrying anything besides
their staves 2–The handcuffs.

5961. Which of them did you see with handcuffs
—I did not take notice.

5962. Did you see more than one policeman with
handcuffs –I did not take notice.

*** whº—ºn

night.

. On Wednesday ?—Yes, on Wednesday night,
5988. Where did you go to on the Wednesday
evening —I had to go away and leave my two
children to go to St. David’s.
5989. You went away to St. David's 2–Yes, I and
my wife.
-

5990. Leaving your two children behind 2–Yes.

5991. What led to your going away ?—I had in
formation they were coming back to kill me.
5992. Who?—The people.
5993. What people do you mean *—Those that
went down to the Bay.
5994. How long did you remain down at St.
David's 2–1 went down there on the Thursday morn

5963. Did you see the constables return afterwards
without their prisoners ?—I saw in the evening, as I
was standing at my window, some persons passing up

ing, and I was there until I saw Justice M'Lean.

another road, and I believed it was the policemen.

5996. What did you do after that ?—I was started
away : they were going over the hills; the road is
very rugged, and the sole of my foot was blistered,

5964. Was it one man going back alone at that
time of the evening 2—There were about two of

5995. When was that ?–On Thursday morning, I
reached a place called Heart Ease.

them.

so that I never reached Heart Ease until about 5 in the

5965. What time did they come on the Tuesday ?
—They came on Tuesday morning.
5066. And you saw those two going back on the
Tuesday evening —Yes.

morning ; after I arrived over there, during the day, I
went to see a justice of the peace, and I saw Justice

M“Lean passing ; I told him of the circumstances and
asked him for protection, because I heard they were
5967. What time in the evening ; was it after coming to take my life; he told me he considered me
dark 2–No, before dark.
very safe there, and I might stay.
5997. Did you stay there —I did.
5968. Did you see anything of Paul Bogle on the
5998. For how long —I was there Thursday,
Tuesday —No, not at all.
5969. You did not see him at all ?–No, not at all ; Friday, Saturday, Sunday, till Monday morning.
5999. What did you do on Monday morning —On
I never saw him from the Saturday until the day he
was executed. '
Monday morning I met him again, he generally passed
5970. Then you did not take any part in any meet that way; it was a little place that my sister had. I
ing at all on the Tuesday evening —Not at all, either went and told him that I did not consider myself safe,
before or after.
and if he should require any statement I was willing to
5971. You did know of any messenger being sent give it,
6000, Why did not you consider yourself safe on
off that evening 2–I was told by the messenger him
self that they went on the Tuesday ; one of them was this Monday ; from whom did you think you were
in danger ?–It was reported now and then that the
imprisoned.
5972. You did not see any person write any letter people were coming over the hill.
6001. Do you mean the people who had gone over
that evening 2—I did not see any person write it, I
was told.
to Stony Gut —The people that had gone from the
5973. On Wednesday morning did you see any Bay : they said the rebels were coming over the hill,
people collecting at all —I did not see them collecting. and I considered as I fled from them they might come
I am a mile from Stony Gut ; where I am living is down and kill me, so I did not consider myself safe,
just by Honey Comb, Spring Garden, and I saw some but Mr. M'Lean said I was quite safe. I said as
martial law was proclaimed I had better go up and
people pass me going up.
5974. Towards Morant Bay ?–Towards Stony see the officers upon it.
Gut,

5975. Is your place between Morant Bay and
Stony Gut, or beyond Stony Gut —It is situated
between Stony Gut and Morant.
5976. You saw some people going up to Stoney
Gut 3–Going that way.
5977. Did you see any going the other way from
Stony Gut to Morant Bay ?—About 3 o'clock I heard
people coming down ; I was at one of my neighbour's

6002. Did you go up to any of the officers?—Yes,
I did, he sent for me and I went.

6003. Do you mean that one of the officers sent for
you ?–Mr. M'Lean told me that he would tell the

Officers, and if they wanted me they would send for
me; he did send a constable for me to come up.

I went up.

6004. But why should you think the officers would
want you ; you were flying away from the men I
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understand?—I did not say the officers would want

examined him first, then he took him outside of the NINTH DAY.

"wº You

station ; I heard those words myself; then when he
got up the steps and came back, he and another gentle

say you told Mr. M'Lean to let you

know if the officers wanted you ?–No ; if I could
give any information in the matter I would willingly

man, I don't know who he was, told me, “You are

* What information was

it that you thought

ter.” I said, “Yes, sir.” Then he said, “Oh, you will

you could give that they might want?—That the

be hung.”
6028. Did he tell you that any reward had been
offered for your apprehension ?—No.
6029. Did he tell you that a reward of 100l. had
been offered for your apprehension ?–No, I never

neople went down to the Bay and began to fight, as I
heard; I believe that was enough to say.
5007. In what way did the people go down ; was

there anything in their manner of going down that
you thought you could give information about 2–
I was told.

6008. We do not want what you were told ; what

was the information you thought you could give to
the magistrates ?—The information I thought I could
give was about their going down to the Bay, which I

G. B. Clarke.
2 Feb. 1866.

Mr. George B. Clarke that the justice gives such a
good character of,” or “who has such a good charac

heard that until I came to town ; I never knew such

a thing ; but they knew quite well here that I had
nothing at all to do with interfering.
6030. Then you have ascertained, have you, that a
reward had been offered for your apprehension ?—
Afterwards when I came down here.

had heard.

6009, Did they go down armed *—I did not see

6031. When do you mean –Since the Commission
Calne.

one, but I heard that they went down armed.

5010. Then you had no information at all to give,

except that you saw people going in the ordinary way
down to the Bay ?—Yes,
60ll. Was that all the information you thought
important to give to the magistrates ?—Well, I

6032. Were you not told before that ; were you
not told so, at the time you were in custody ?—No, I
was not told it then.

6033. Not before you were taken down to the mili
tary prison —No.

6034. You never told anybody that you knew a

think so.

6012. When you went up to the officers, what was
done to you ?–They asked me who were the people
that went down to the Bay, and I told them who I
had heard had gone down to the Bay.

6013. Did you tell them whom you saw go 2–I
could not tell them whom I saw, because I did not
See anybody,
6014. You described seeing several 2–Yes, I did.
I told what I had heard. I could not tell what I saw,

reward had been offered —I said to the gentleman
that I had heard a reward had been offered.
6035. A reward of 100l. 2–Yes, afterwards.

6036. Then you did state subsequently that you had
heard there was 100l. reward offered for you ?–
That was when I came to Kingston that I gave that
Statement.

6037. When you were taken to the military prison
what happened to you ?—Before I was taken to the

because that would be telling a story.
605. Then you did not tell them anything you had

military prison they stripped off my jacket.
6038. Who did that —Mr. Ramsay ordered it to

seen —I did not tell them that I had seen them go

be stripped off.
6039. Who stripped it off —The policeman.
6040. That was on the Tuesday, was it —Yes, on
the Tuesday night.
6041. On the Wednesday were you taken before

down to the Bay, because I did not go out to see
them.

5016. What was done to you when you got there 2
—When I got there they took me and kept me.
6017. And you were put into the police station,

Mr. Ramsay *—Yes, I was taken again before Mr.

were you not –Yes.

Ramsay, he sent for me.

there?—I did not see him at first, but on the Tuesday

6042. What happened then —When I went up he
called the policeman, and began to ask the policeman

ºvening when I was about to come on to Morant Bay,
thſ officer told me he would detain me, and take me

“Did you not see this fellow? don't be afraid of him.”
6043. That was of you ?–Yes; some of them said

off to Morant Bay.

when they came to Stony Gut they did not see me ;

6019. Then you were taken on the Tuesday evening
on to Morant Bay ?–Yes, and when they called me I
... a man of the name of Bunday ; they called one

they heard they were going to kill me because I was
the person that gave the news of the people of the
Bay on Saturday. Some of the policemen, Fuller and
the others that went up to Stony Gut said I did not
have anything at all to do with the affair, but whilst
he was speaking another man, named Lake, came in

(018. Did you see a man by the name of Bunday

Hilº, a sargeant, and he was shot.
6020. Tell us about Bunday first of all 2–
Bunday was called up ; he was in the guard
ºn at Easington, and he was taken out and tried.

Billy gave evidence against him ; he said that he saw

and said that when he was going over to Stony Gut
he met me coming from Stony Gut. The others con
tradicted that, still Mr. Ramsay liked him best and

him; that was what I was told, but I saw Bunduy when
he was shot.

took his evidence.

%21. You saw him taken to be tried, and Billy
** give evidence against him, and you afterwards

Yes, whilst I was about to ask a young man a ques

* him shot *—Shot, and two other men, and a man

tion, a sailor was standing on the other side ; I did not

* Woman were flogged.
% Who were they —I do not know their
Ilălnes.

observe him, but as I was going to ask the question
he lifted up a cat and went so (striking).

%.Was anything more said to you when you
gºt to Morant Bay ?—Yes,

6046. Were your clothes on 2–My jacket was off.

"24. How were you taken to Morant Bay –I
*handcuffed, and was tied with ropes to the tail of

licked me right across the back.
6048. Who was present at that time 2—Justice

*y; I and two other men.

Bowen.

-

º

6044. Was anything done to you at that time 2—

6045. Upon your back was that ?–Yes.

6047. And he cut you, on the shirt —Yes, the

-

% Who did you see at Morant Bay —When I
"... there I saw Mr. Ramsay.
º What did he say to you ?—When the guard
ºlivered me to him they took the letter upstairs ;

ºne
lown and called a policeman to him and said,
Come here, don't you know this brute. Was he not

6049. Must he have seen it –Oh, yes.
6050. He gave you one stroke 2–When he did
that of course I looked. I never saw anybody examin
ing me or asking me questions. I looked at Mr.

Ramsay to see if he would protect me ; another

* Did you hear what he said when he examined

young man came up, and Burnett was telling about
opening the door, and that he nearly knocked me
down, as the door was just in a line with where I was
standing.

on one side —Yes; it was right before me, he

6051. Did he say that you had tried to trip him

in the Bay

on Wednesday?” He took him one side,
*examined him in that way.

Q 4
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NINTH DAY, up 2–He said I was standing there, and in coming
G. B. Clarke.
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down he nearly tumbled over me.
6052. Did not he say you tried to trip him up 2–
Not that day; he said so afterwards, in evidence, I mean
the evidence that was given before the Commission,
that is, the body that sat that day ; but those were
not his words the first day.
6053. The first day he merely said he nearly fell
over you ; is that so 2–No ; he said his foot
knocked against me. Mr. Ramsay asked him, “Do
you think he meant to trip you up, to knock you
down?” and he said, “Well, I think so, sir.”
6054. Did you try to trip him up —No, I was
standing up in my usual way of standing when I went
as a vestryman. The policeman opened the door. I
said I was not going to stay.
6055. Tell us anything more that happened while
you were before Mr. Ramsay ?–While I was speaking
again, going to question Burnett, I was again struck

by the sailor with the cat.

As I got that stroke I

turned round to Justice Bowen.

I looked on him, and

directly he gave me another lick, quite over my head,
and licked me right over my eye.
6056. With the cat — Yes, bang into my eye.
Then they pulled of my hat and heaved it under the
table, and Mr. Ramsay, with his fingers so, said
“Come, closer you brute. You stole those studs that
are in your shirt now, you thief,” and he took them
out of my shirt with his own fingers and put them into
his pocket. He then ordered the policeman to take
me back to the tent. They took me down and ran me
right to the tent, and there I was, I did not keep any
proper account of time, but I believe it was that very
same day that some people came in ; as the tents were
filled with prisoners they began to flog them, they
brought the great gun right out into the main road
from the Court-house, and they began to flog some of
the people.
6057. How many people did you see flogged ?–I
saw several flogged.
6058. About how many ?—I believe they flogged
more than a dozen.

6059. Was there any woman flogged 2–No ; there

was hung, was it not?—Marshall was hung the very
day I got there, on Tuesday night.

6075. When was it that you saw Governor Eyre
—He came ashore, I believe, on the Wednesday.
6076. Was that the Wednesday after f-It must be
the Wednesday after.

6077. The next Wednesday ?—Yes, I think so.

6078. Before that had you seen any other persons
hung besides Marshall —There was nobody else hung
except Marshall.
6079. From Tuesday, the 17th, to Wednesday, the

25th, Marshall was the only person that was hung;
do you mean that ?—The only person ; no it was not
Wednesday, the 25th. I do not well remember if it
was the day that Marshall was hung that the Governor
came ashore. I am not very certain, it must be
another day ; it was either Wednesday or some other
day in the week that he came ashore. We heard he
was coming ashore from the “Belvedere.”
6080. After that time were there executions going
on 2–Yes, after that.

6081. How many ?—I cannot tell you, but the first
quantity that was hung was plenty. There was a
main boom of a vessel erected from the Court-house,
from the clock tower, with two bamboos across.

It

was not supported in the middle, and when the drop
fell, the weight of the people surged the beam in the

centre, being such along beam, and those that got upon
the ground brushed away the dirt from under their feet.
6082. How many of them were there executed at

that time, do you remember 2—No.
6083. But you say there were plenty 2–Yes, those
that were hung off the Court arch were shoved from
the middle to the other arch, and they hung there as
much as that portion of the wall could hold; then they
went to the other portion and did the same till the

whole quantity was hung up.
6084. Well, did this go on for more than one day ?
—Yes, for several days.
6085. Are you able to tell us at all how many you
believe were executed during this time —I cannot

tell you of my own knowledge.

were no women flogged.

6060, Was there a person by the name of Kelly
flogged —Yes ; he was the first young man flogged.
6061. Was there another named Marshall ?–Yes;
George Marshall.

6062. What happened to Marshall ?—They put him
up over the gun wheel, they put his feet to sit right
on the nave of the wheel, and then he was drawn up
close, and his body was tied and his hands and feet,
and he hung in this way over the wheel (crouching.)
6063. How many lashes did he receive –Ireckoned
28 lashes,

6074. How many people had been hung, at that time,
before he was there ; it was on Thursday that Marshall

-

6064. What happened then 2–As he had them the
whole of his body got blue and black colour, and he
called out, “Lord, mercy;” and as he said so Mr.
Ramsay ordered him directly to be unloosed, and they
took him right up from there to the arch of the Court
house, and he said, “Put him down and tie him.” I
cannot tell you what I saw when they were tying him;
but when he was tied, they went and called out the
whole of the prisoners to see his execution.

6086. You do not remember 2—No.

6087. Were you afterwards tried—called up for
trial?—Yes, I was afterwards called up for trial.
6088. Who was there 2–At the Court I was tried

by Mr. Espeut, Mr. Hutchings, the official assignee,
and another gentleman.

I cannot remember his

name, but he wore a red jacket ; I believe it was Mr.
Lewis, a stout gentleman.
6089. Did Ramsay say anything 3–Yes, when he
came down, he came straight on to me.

6090. When you were taken before this Court, did
Ramsay say anything there —He took and held me
by my shirt collar.
6091. Was that before the Court 2–When he was

taking me to the Court he took me by the collar ; he
said, “Anybody give evidence against this brute?”
as he ran me up to the Court.
6092. Where was it he said that ?—I was under
neath the shed.

6093. What you have said is that Ramsay ran you

6065. Who called them out —Mr. Ramsay.
6066. Were you all brought out f-Yes.
6067. And did you see him executed ?–Yes.
6068. Hanged —Yes; right between the arch,
and they pinioned him this way, with stone pads

up to the Court, calling out, “Any body give evidence

under his arm.

before the Court.

6069. Was that to increase his weight 2–Yes.
6070. Did Ramsay say anything to the prisoners at
the time Marshall was hanging?—Yes, he said,“Look
there, look, look, you brutes, you beasts look at him;
the whole of you will be hanged.”
6071. Some day after that did you see Governor
Eyre at the prison —Not at the prison.
6072. Where then 7–You may call it the prison;

6097. Did Stephen Cooke give evidence 2–Yes, he
gave evidence.

against this brute?”—Yes, that was so.
6094. Was that on the way to the Court 2–Yes.

6095. Was Burnett a witness against you ?—Yes.
6096. Were you permitted to question him —Yes,

6098. Did you call witnesses on your behalf?—I
asked if I could call witnesses on my behalf; I told
them before that I had witnesses, but they did not
give me any power; in fact, Mr. Ramsay would not
hear.

6099. Never mind about Mr. Ramsay ; what did

it was at the tent where I was confined.

the Court do —The Court told me if I had any

6073. What day was it that he was there; do you
know 2–It was a Wednesday.

witnesses I could send for them, and asked Mr. Ramsay
to send for them.
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ºw. Then your trial was put

order that
the
jºin, said, turning to Mr. Ramsay, “ Is this
in the evidence you have against . this man " He
off, in

u might send for the witnesses, was it?—Yes,

said, “Many parties

promised, to give. evidence, but

they are afraid of the

man.”

loºking in his book.

He said that whilst
-

-

gºia. But you say, after this evidence

had been

given, you asked for leave to call witnesses yourself?
* I asked for leave to send for my witnesses.
ſºn. And then, as we understand, the Court
directed Ramsay to give you facilities for that purpose?
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did.

6111. Was a person by the name of William Grant
hanging at that time —No, that was not the time
they brought him out to be executed.
6112. Did you see Ramsay bring Mr. Gordon out
when the body of Grant was there –Yes, that same
Friday that I told you he was lying down,
6113. Did you hear Ramsay say anything to him *
—Ramsay brought him up before Grant.
61 14. I asked you what he said at that time 2–He
brought him right before the other prisoners, and he

Lyes, I was put aside as there was not sufficient

said, “There is your friend Grant, you will be hung

winesses; the gentleman put me aside, saying “I

like him.”

G. B. Clarke.
2 Feb. 1866.

*

6115. That was what he said to Gordon —Yes,

remand you."

6093. How was it, if they remanded you because
there was not sufficient evidenee, that you asked leave

he said so to Mr. Gordon.

6116. Was that before Mr. Gordon's trial 2–Yes.

6117. Before Gordon was tried did you see Ramsay
to call witnesses, and that the Court directed Ramsay
to give you facilities for calling them. *—I will tell in the prison at any time —Yes, on the Saturday
you; when they said there was not sufficient witnesses,
[found that ſhad the power to ask, and then I asked
the gentlemen if they wouldallow me to bring witnesses

to prove me innocent.

-

§094a. That was after Ramsay had said there were
other witnesses against you ?—No, he did not say so
—there were no other witnesses against me.

morning.

61 18. Did you hear him then say anything about
evidence against Gordon – Yes, he said, “Who
“ can give evidence against Gordon f who knows

“ about Gordon, and can give the evidence against
“ him will save his life and be rewarded.”

6119. Did any person go out with him after that ?

695a. I thought you said that, Ramsay stated —As he said so, a boy by the name of John Anderson,
there were plenty of witnesses, but they were afraid a boy, I knew well, came from the first cell as you
to come 2–He said plenty, but nobody told him so, went into the prison, and he was going to Mr.
Ramsay. I don't believe he was going to tell him
not a single soul.
60964. Was it after that that your case was put off,

|
-

º

-

* ,,

anything by the way I saw him approach him.

yourself:—Yes.
6097a. Did Ramsay give you any facilities for
calling witnesses?—Not at all.

6120. Did he go up to Ramsay —Yes, and
Ramsay said, “Do you know anything about
Gordon " He said, “Yes, sir.” Ramsay said,
“What do you know about him, ain't you one of the

º

6038a. Did you ask him?—Yes, and the first time I

rebels.” ... He said, “No, I am not a rebel.” Ramsay

|| ||

asked him he offered to shoot me ; he took out his

said, “What do you know about Gordon 2 * The

and that you then applied for leave to call witnesses

*

revolver and said, “You brute, if you open your

boy. Anderson said to him that Mr. Gordon came up

mouth I will shoot you ; how dare you, sir.” I after

to Stony Gut, and said that all the white men should
be dead long before this.

|

6121. Was all this said in your presence, and in

|

wards saw one of the head constables of the village, a
person who knew me well, and could state if I had
anything to do with this matter; his name is John
Williams, a sergeant. While I was talking to John

the presence of the other prisoners ?–Oh, yes.

Williams, Mr. Ramsay came and said, “Who allowed

who came up to him after he made this offer 2–

this brute to talk? give him a dozen :” and imme
diately they took me down and flogged me.
6099a. When was that ?—I cannot tell you the day.

Another young man, a thin-bodied young man.
know him.

I do not remember the day.
6100. Was it after or before your trial —After

6124. Did Ramsay then leave with Anderson and
this other person —Yes.

my trial.

6125. Do you mean that all this conversation passed
between Ramsay, and Anderson publicly before all

610l. After you were remanded ?–Yes, after I

-

º

-

º

||

l

º

-

º

6122. Was there anybody besides the boy Anderson
t

6123. Do you know who he was 2–No, I do not
º

t

º
-

-

* -

|

-

--

was allowed to call witnesses.

6102. Did you get the dozen 2–0h, yes, I got it.
6103. Did you see Mr. Gordon there?—Yes.
6104. Did you see somebody give him leave to sit
down?—Yes,

5105. After that did you see Ramsay come in 2–
Yes, and I saw Mr. Gordon was tied in this way to
tone ashore (with his arms tied to his side), and his
hat just cocked on his head.

the prisoners?—Just as I am telling you.

6126. You have not said that before, have you?—

".
-

Oh, yes.

6127. How many prisoners were there present who

-

could hear it 2–In fact the whole of us.
6128. How many prisoners were present who could

hear this besides you?—Many, many, many.
6129. Were you present at Gordon's execution ?—
Yes.

6106. After he had been allowed to sit down did

6.130. He was brought up by a file of soldiers, you

Yºu see Ramsay come in 2–Yes, he came out of the
place, and asked, “Where is that Mr. Gordon " the

say ?—Yes.
6131. He asked the soldiers where he was to go,

ºliceman said he was there, pointing to him, and he
hallet him sit down, and he said, “Who allowed you

did he not ?—Yes.

6132. Did the soldiers point out 2—When they

-

tº allow him to sit down,” or words to that effect ; the

came up with him the other prisoners were executed

i

ºiceman said again, “His hands must be too tight,
Instease them,” and so they did ; by this time he

already, and were hanging, about the place, and
Mr. Ramsay ordered the file of soldiers to halt,

** sitting down with his head fixed against the wall.

and afterwards he said, “Go on ; ” they went on
to the place. They had to go under a little arch to

"107. Did he give any directions respecting him at
the same time?—Yes.
6108. Did he tell them what to do if Gordon at

the Court-house, and when they reached there Mr.
Gordon asked whether he was to go round the steps

*mpted to escape?—Yes, he said if he attempted to

or to go under this place, and they showed him. I
saw according to his signs that he asked again, and

*ape they were to shoot him, but before that he told
than that if they saw him speak again to any man they
Yºſe to blow out his brains ; he was speaking to old
Whº, and Ramsay came out and saw him speaking,

º

-

-

they showed him the steps and he went up.
6133. Did you see him give anything to one of the
marines?–Yes, his spectacles and his hat ; he took

"he made use of those words.

off his hat first, and when he was about to be executed,

"19. Did you see Mr. Gordon when he was brought
ºut for execution ?—Yes, I did.
6110. Did Ramsay bring him out, or was Ramsay

on his spectacles.

-

and the rope was round his neck, they found he had
6.134. Did you hear Ramsay Say anything after
R

=

º
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Gordon was executed, while the body was hanging,
or before, after the rope was put round his neck --No.
6135. Did you see your brother tried ?–Yes.
6.136. Is there anything you wish to tell about
that ?—If you wish to hear it.
6137. How long did his trial last 2–It did not last
any time—when they brought him to try they brought
me up.

There were two women who Lake said had

told him certain things about me, they brought those
people up, and they said what he said was a story ;
they called a policeman to testify the same ; then
they brought me up in the evening. I was not down
at the prison that day, I was left in the cell. They
afterwards sent for me and I came up in the evening,
and when I came up the Court-martial rose. After
wards I saw a carriage coming on with Mr. Georges
and several others in it; they went right up to the
General's quarters. Afterwards the Court sat, and I
found that they had my brother before them and a
policeman.

6.138. Were you present —I was. They brought
him down ; as they brought him down they carried
him into the Court, and I saw Mr. Georges with a
written document in his hand ; he presented that
first to the Court. I saw him through the window,

and the Court looked on it, and presented it back to
him, and he read from that. That was the evidence he

gave against my brother—he read from that document.
6.139. Was that the only evidence against him –
Yes, the document that he read.

6155. Never ?–No, they never asked me whether
I was guilty or not : no persons at all were asked
those questions at these Courts. I have seen six,
eight, 10 persons taken up before the Court-martial,
in less time they were put right in the condemned

*

Cell.

6156. In less time than what ?–In less than an hour.

6157. You say you were remanded, were you ever
brought back again before the Court-martial 2–L
was brought up, as I have told you.
6158. You have stated that you were brought up,
and that your case was put off?—Yes.
6159. Were you ever brought before the Court
martial again —I was not brought back again, they
never sent for my witnesses.
6160. Were you ever brought before the Court
again –I was not brought back, but I will tell
how they disposed of me ; the person that Lake
said had told him they brought down to the General,
and it appears this person told the General
6161. Were you present when he told the General

anything 2—I heard so afterwards from Mr. Ramsay.
6162. You knew that certain persons who had
been named were brought down 2–Yes.
6163. What happened after that, were you dis
charged 2–Yes.

61.64. But were you first brought before the Court
martial again —I was discharged by the officers that
were in the Court-martial.

6165. Then you were brought before the Court

-

6140. Some document that Mr. Georges read was
the only evidence against your brother, you say ?—
Yes, not the only evidence; there was other evidence

martial 2–No, I was not brought up before the

Court-martial ; they came down to the gaol where I
was, and there they discharged me.

—Mr. Foucher.

6141. Your brother was executed, was he 2–-He

6166. Do you mean that the persons you had
named before, as forming the Court-martial, came

was executed.

6142. Were you compelled to clean out the privies,
to sweep the streets, and to dig graves for prisoners
who were executed, while you were a prisoner –
Yes, they sent me to dig graves; and one Sunday
Mr. Ramsay ordered us, and told the boatswain to
let us appear before the station door, and then came
and told us to clean the privy, and we cleaned it out ;
and one Saturday he called us out to go and sweep
the market-place and the main street right through.
6143. How were you released at last —I was
discharged.

6144. (Mr. Lynch.) When you were taken to
Easington, where the officers were, was any charge
preferred against you ?—No, no charge at all against
me, because there was nobody to bring any charge

down to the gaol and discharged you ?–Yes, it was
not Mr. Espeut then, but another set of gentlemen ;

they kept me till the rising of the martial law-up
to that very day.
6167. And at the expiration of the martial law
were you discharged —Yes.
6168. Then you never were, in fact, brought before
the Court-martial again —I say so.
-

6169. You were discharged from prison —Yes, I
was discharged. These were Mr. Ramsay's words to
me, “We discharge you ; there is no evidence
“ against you, but you must not be seen in any

“Vestry, you must not be seen at any public
“ meeting, you must not be seen at any meeting at

“ alſ, and you must not be seen in Morant Bay ; are

against me.

“ you content *"

6145. But you said you were put upon your trial—
what were you tried for before the Court-martial 2–
The charge was, as I have told you already, that
Lake said he met me coming from Stony Gut, and

the Vestry I must offer in my resignation.” He
said, “It is enough that you are convicted, that is
“ enough resignation for you ; if you want it I will

that when he went to Stony Gut a woman told him

I said, “Well, sir, if I am to leave

“ give you a pass; if not, I will not.”
6170. Did he give you a pass —Yes.
6171. Have you got it 2–No, I lost it recently.

that I was the person that had hindered the policemen
from taking the boy up.
6146. Was the charge that you were concerned in,

6172. (Mr. Gorrie.) Upon your return home did
you find that your house had been burnt down and

attempting to prevent the warrant being executed on

your provisions all dug up 2–Yes.

the Tuesday ?—That was what Mr. Ramsay put me
up for trial for.
6147. Was there any other charge besides that ?—
What I told you that Burnett said, that he came out
of the place and nearly knocked me down, when he
said I had endeavoured to trip him up.
6148. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was any written notice of the

6173. How long a time elapsed between the trial
of your brother, Samuel Clarke, and his execution ?

-

—About an hour.

6174. About an hour between the trial and the
execution ?—Yes, it was no time.

charge served upon you ?—No.

6175. Did you see your brother Samuel brought to
Morant Bay ?–Yes.
6176. What happened to him on that occasion ?—

6149. Were you told at any time what the charge
was 2–Not at all, not a note ; there was no charge

—As they bring him in he was flogged.
6177. As he was brought in, do you say ?—Yes, he

against me.

and Goldson were flogged.

6150. Was the charge read to you when you were
put before the Court-martial 2–No.
6151. It was not read to you ?–No.
6152. Then they did not tell you what you were
charged with ?–No, not at all.
6153. (Mr. Lynch.) Were you called upon to plead
to anything —Nothing at all.

6154. (Commission.) Were you asked whether you
were guilty or not guilty —No.

6478. What, after they were brought in 2–Yes.
6179. By whose order –I cannot say.

I was

there, and I saw when he was flogged.
6180. You saw him being flogged?—Yes.
6181: Who was he flogged by ?—By the sailors, by
order of Ramsay.

6182. How many lashes did he get?—Twelve; and
there was another man by the name of Panton, and
this was the matter—if you should give evidence

ºº
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be sure that

6195. You say Manfield Panton was flogged

ſhe witness would go right along with you to the
lows.
Manfield
Pantonboy,
gave
evidence against two
boys,
his son
and another
and because he did not
give sufficient evidence, Ramsay brought him down
imm upstairs, put him down, and gave him a dozen

because he did not give sufficient evidence, and

against three or four people, you might

NINTH DAY.
G. B. Clarke.

afterwards he gave evidence and the three were

hung—do you know the names of those three
persons
I told you that Manfield Panton had a
son, I forget the boy's name, and there was another

lashes; and after he went back he gave evidence, and
they were all hung. There was a man by the name

young man of the name of Graham.

of Simon Taylor, he gave evidence against many

were more among the batch. Panton was brought

persons, and after all he was executed among them.
There was a young man by the name of Kennedy, he
gave evidence against a boy, the boy was executed,

downstairs and flogged because he did not give good
evidence. He was flogged by Mr. Ramsay ; he

2 Feb. 1866.

61.96, Were those three hung —Yes, but there

ordered him to be ſlogged.
6197, And you say that was because he did not
give good evidence —Yes.
6198. Then afterwards he did give more evidence 2
-

and he himself was strung up ; and if he had not

appealed to an officer there, he would have been gone.
6183. Was he put upon his trial —No trial.
6184. (Commission.) Do you mean that he was to

—Yes.

be executed without a trial *—If you give evidence
against anybody and convict that person, you go with

61.99. And then he was hung 2–Yes.
6200. And were the persons against whom he gave
evidence hung also :-Yes,
6201. Who were those persons –His own son,

him, except a Volunteer and a constable.
6185. Do you mean that anybody who gave evidence
against another, unless he was a Volunteer, was
afterwards executed —Allow me, I cannot answer

and another young man by the name of Graham. I
was present when Sergeant Bailey, who came up

you so; if there was a prisoner who should give

company of soldiers, was shot; his hands

evidence against any two or three persons who were
executed, he goes along with them.

with the

6186. Do you really mean to say that a prisoner
who gave evidence against other persons who were

escape that night.

and feet were tied, and they shot him for making his
He was a sergeant of the Volun

teers, his name was Edward K. Bailey.

convicted, was himself afterwards executed ?–Yes.
618ſ. Do you mean to say this—that the witnesses

6292. Where are you living now —At Honey
Comb.

$203. Have you rebuilt your house 2–No, I was

who proved the case which hung a man were also

living in Stony Gut before, but I left Stony Gut

themselves hung?—Yes.

in July.

6188. So they hung up the prover as well as the
thing proved ?–Yes.

5.-

6204. Are you related to any of the persons beside
your brother, whom you have mentioned as having

6189. How many persons who gave evidence

been executed 2–Yes.

against others who were convicted were also hung.
You have mentioned two—were there more than

6205. Who?—I married Paul Bogle's daughter.
I have been married to her these four years. 1 and

those two —Those two are the people that I knew.
$190, Do you know of any others but those two 2

him could not agree, so I leave the place, and live out

-I speak of Manfield Panton and Sam Taylor.

at Spring Garden, a mile off.

619. Do you know of any other beside *—Kennedy

6206. Where did your brother Samuel live 2.

He

lived in St. David’s.

was the boy.

61%. Was Kennedy put upon his trial?–No, he

6207. That is further off 2–Yes, further off.

was not put on any trial.
5193. Who was the officer who interfered in the

* of Kennedy?—I don't know.

G208. Had you been living at Spring Garden
before the 12th October 2—Yes.

I believe he was

6209. For how long —From July.

* Secretary of the General. Kennedy said so
afterwards.

62.10. From the July before.—Yūs.

º

6211. Where had you lived before that July 2–1
619. Is Kennedy alive 2–Yes.

was living in my own place at Stony Gut.
The witness withdrew.

Adjourned till 10 o'clock to-morrow.

TENTEI DAY.
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Saturday, 3rd February 1866.
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SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.

RUSSELL GURNEY, Esq.

TENTH

John BlossETT MAULE, Esq.

|

ALEXANDER Bothwell sworn and examined.

* Are you a carpenter living at Spring Garden?
6213. Were you
any time?—Yes.

employed as a special constable

6222. Was he a person who has been executed 2

6224. What time in the day, in the evening or in

$215. In the month of September, about two weeks
ºre the outbreak, were you at any meeting 2–
ES,

-

-

6226. Did you hear him give any directions

$217. But where was the meeting held —In one

Yes; he asked me to take the oath.

6227. Did he say what the oath was 2–No ; he

William Bailey's meeting-house.
$218. Who is William

the night —About 8 o'clock in the night,
6225. Who took the lead in the meeting ?—Joseph
Kelly.

6216. Where?—At Spring Garden.
-

Bailey?—An old Baptist o asked me to take the oath, and I asked him, “What
is the meaning of it ” and he said I must take it
first before he would tell me the meaning.

-

*19. Ishe a preacher there?—Yes.
5220. Was he present at that meeting

?–Yes.

ºl. Who asked you to attend the meeting —One
Jºseph Kelly.

3 Feb. 1866.
"----

6223. What time was it held –I remember that
it was held on the Tuesday.

*14. When was that ?–In the late rebellion.

Iſlän,

A. Bothwell.

Yes,

- 16S.

HDAY.

6228. Did you agree to take the oath —I told him
“No ; because I never heard of a man taking an oath
without he heard a meaning in taking it.” He said
R 2

-
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if I would not take the oath I should not hear the

meaning of the meeting. I must go away, so I took
my hat and went away.
6229. How long was that before the outbreak at
Morant Bay?—It was about a week and a half.
6230. Did you go with the police on the 10th of
October to Stony Gut 2–I did.
6231. What did you see there ; do not mention the
names of any persons who are to be tried unless it is
required. We want to avoid anything that would
prejudice the cases of any persons about to be tried ;
so take care and don’t mention any names. You say
you went with the police on the 10th of October 2–
-

6260. You have lived there 10 years?—Yes.
6261. You were there in 1864?–Yes.

6262. Do you recollect Ann Mitchell and her hus

band living there 2–No.
6263. Do you know anybody of that name 2—No.

6264. He was a schoolmaster there, but by trade a
carpenter ?—I did not know him.

6265. Is Spring Garden a large place —No.
6266. Are there a great number of people there 2–

It is a large property, but there are few people.
6267. How many people are there –There are
about 40 houses in the district.

$º. Do you know the people by sight and voice?

Yes.
– les.

6232. Did you see what was done there 2–Yes.
6233. What was done?—I saw the policemen go
into Paul Bogle's yard. I went in company with
them to Stony Gut carrying a warrant; one of the
policemen read it to Bogle, and he said he would not
go. The policeman then held him with one arm and
said, “You are my prisoner.” He laid hold of the
policeman and called out “Men,” and a number of
men came out from Bogle's cane-field and his chapel,
and apprehended the policemen and myself.
6234. You were apprehended too?—Yes.
6235. What was done with you ?—After I was ap
prehended I was rescued from them by a woman.
6236. By a woman —Yes.
6237. Did you get away ?—Yes.
6238. Was there any person there addressed by
any particular office —No.
6239. By any title —No.
6240. Did you hear anybody give any directions
about arms ?—Yes.

6241. Is he a person who is now living —Yes, one

6269. Did you know them in 1864?–Yes.
6270. Can you say positively, one way or the other,
whether there were people of the name of Mitchell
living there in that year —No.
N 6271. Do you know whether there were or not ?—
0.

6272. You cannot say ?–No.
6273. Where did the people at Spring Garden
attend on Sundays *—Several of them attended their
own meetings in the negro houses.
6274. In Spring Garden –Yes.
6275. Spring Garden is about a mile from Stony
Gut 2–Yes.

6276. Did any of them go that distance to the
chapel there 2–Yes.
6277. How long did it take them to go there 2–
No time at all—about an hour.

6278. What, to go a mile 2–Yes.
6279. Then you take it easy 2–It must be more
-

than a mile, because there is a long road.

William Grant.
6242. How was he addressed ?—He said to the

6280. What extent of land goes by the name of
“Spring Garden : " Is it a mile or two across, or is

Imen

it a mile round 2–It is a large property.

6243. What did they call him —They called him
Captain Grant.
6244. What directions did he give to the men 2–
He only said to the men, “ Men, get into the fort
and get out your arms.” That was Bogle's chapel
-

that was called a fort.

-

6281. Is it all one estate 2–Yes.

6282. Spring Garden you said is an estate which

lies between Stony Gut and Morant Bay ?—Yes.
6283. Is it nearer to Morant Bay than to Stony

Gut 2–It is nearer to Stony Gut.
6284. But it is nearer to Morant Bay than Stony

6245. They called it a fort —Yes.
6246. Were arms commonly kept there in Bogle's
chapel ?—No.
6247. Did you see what was done to any of the
police on that day ?—Yes.
6248. What ?–I saw them taken as prisoners and
carried into Bogle's house, but I managed to make my

to Stony Gut 2–Yes.

escape and went away.

Grant —There must have been over 300 men.

Gut is 2–Yes.

º It lies between Stony Gut and Morant Bay?
— 1 eS.

6286. That is, coming from Morant Bay to Stony

Gut, you first come to Spring Garden before you come
6287. How many men came out at the call of

6249. Is there anything else that you have to say?
—Only that he was the man who gave the orders. I
saw them go into the chapel and take out a number of
spikes and lances and cutlasses.

6288. What, altogether ?–Yes.
6289. Some you say came from the cane-field and

6251. Do you know why they called it a fort?—I
suppose because they kept arms in it.
6252. You only suppose so *—No, I saw them

some from the chapel ?—Yes.
6290. (At the suggestion of Mſ. Gorrie.) It was
at the call of Bogle that they came out, and then
Grant told them to get the arms ?–Yes.
$ 291. How many of them were there 2–It must

come and take out the lances, and so on.

have been over 300 men.

6253. Did you see Bogle take any out 2–No, I saw
the people take them out.
6254. Do you know where they kept them in the
chapel ?—A number of them went inside and took

6292. (At the suggestion of Mr. Gorrie.) What
was the name of the policeman who accompanied

-

62.50. You saw them take the arms ?–Yes.

them out.

6254. Have you ever been inside the chapel your
self?—Yes, once.

We have got that over

6293. (At the suggestion of Mr. Gorrie.) Tell us

the names of any persons not now living whom you

-

saw at that meeting 2–I remember that I saw Paul

6255. Did you see any arms there ?–No.

yº. You are

them —(Commissioner.)
and over again.

º

a carpenter at Spring Garden 2–

es.

6258. How long have you been living there 2–I

Bogle, Moses Bogle, Joseph Kelly, James Betty.
6294. Anybody else?—Charles Geoghegan, James

Geoghegan, Edward Clarke. I don't remember any
In Ore.

went there about 10 years ago.

6259. And from that time to the present you have

6295. You do not recollect any more ?–No.

6296. Are all these dead?—Yes.

been there 7–Yes.
The

witness withdrew.
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FRANCIS GoRDon sworn and examined.

6297, Are you a labourer living at Stanton 2–

6317. What did you see when you got there?--I

DAY.

saw a gang of people up there by the side of the

º Do you remember

the outbreak at Morant

Bay?—Yes.
6299. Before that did you go to any meeting at
-

Church Corner —Yes; I went from Stanton to
Church Corner.

6300. How long before the disturbance was that ?
—About three weeks before.

-

6301. Who desired you to go 3–I heard about the
meeting.

6302. Do you remember from whom you heard
about it?—I heard from Moses Bogle and James

policemen; there were some policemen there and a
sight of people; there were lots of policemen.
6318. Did you see what the people were doing
with the policemen 2–Yes, I saw them catch the

F. Gordon.
3 Feb. 1866.

policemen and carry them into Bogle's house.
6319. Did you have a letter given you that day?—
Yes, on the same Tuesday,
63.20. What did you do with the letter?—It was
not to me that they gave the letter, they gave it to
-

Onslow to go to Spanish Town, and give it to the
Governor.

MLaren.

6303. Did you see M*Laren at the meeting 2—Yes.
6304. What did you see him do 2–1 saw him in

6321. Did he give the letter to you?–Yes, I came

with him and the rain came on upon the road, and he
got fever, and I put the letter in a basket that he gave

the meeting-house.

6305, Was it at a meeting-house ?–Yes.
6306. The meeting-house at Church Corner ?—Yes.
6307. The question that you were asked was,

“What did you see M.Laren doing **-I saw many
people in the house besides himself.
6308. How many about 2–I cannot well tell how
many, but plenty of them.

6309. You were asked, “Did you see M*Laren and
what was he doing : "-He sat alongside a table with
a book in his hand, and as the people went in he was
oathing them and taking down their names.
6310, Did you hear what the oath was 2–I did not

know the meaning of the meeting, but I heard him
sºy as the people came in, “You must not let your

father or your mother know anything about it; ” but
I do not know anything about the meeting.
6311. You say that, M.Laren was oathing the
people as they came in 2–Yes.
6312. You don't know what the secret was 2 How
do you know that he was oathing them 2–I saw him

me, and came here to Spanish Town; I saw a police
man by the side of the way, and I saw a soldier
walking up and down, and I asked if that was the
Governor's house; I held the letter in a piece of
Paper, and I saw a gentleman coming out.

6322. Do you know who that gentleman was *—No,
he was a gentleman with striped trousers.
63.23. When was that ?–On the Wednesday.

63.24. At what time was it that you gave the letter
to the gentleman —I came from Kingston by the
9 o'clock train to Spanish Town,

6325. You would get here by 10 o'clock 2 Yes.
6326. Did you deliver it directly? Yes, directly.
I stood for a little, and I saw a gentleman come out

side with red-seamed trousers: I gave the letter to him

and he carried it inside; he came out soon and ſold
ºne that I was to go away, that the answer would
come by post.

6827. (Mr. Gorrie.) Is Onslow dead *—No, he is
outside.

take the book in his hand and hand the book to them,
and they kissed the book.
6313. But you did not hear what it was 2–No.
6314. Did you kiss the book?—No ; he asked me
to go there, but I said, “I do not know what the

6328. (Mr. Walcott.) Would you know the gentle
man again to whom you delivered the letter I did
not examine him, he was a tall gentleman.

6829. Would you know him if you saw him? I
do not know.

secret of the meeting is,” and I would not join the
meeting; I stood outside, close to the door, and would

6330. How long after you gave the letter to him

and he told you what you have said *—He did not

not go inside.

6313. On the day before the disturbance at Morant

Bºy did you hear anything?—Yes, I heard a shell
blowing up at Stony Gut.
6316. Did you go there 2–I went from Stanton ;

thought it was a fire burning, and I went up to
Stony Gut.

stop much long inside ; he only came out and told Ine.
6831. (Mr. Walcott.) What do you know do you
know what the book was on which the people were

sworn ?–Do you mean at the meeting 2
6332. The one that M'Laren had 2–I

saw him

with a book, but I do not know to read.
The witness withdrew.

WILLIAM ONSLow sworn and examined.
W. Onslow

$333. Are you a labourer living at Stanton 2–Yes.
6834. On the day before the outbreak at Morant
Bay did you go to Stony Gut 2–Yes.
$335. What took you there 2–I heard the shell
and the drum.

;

he called me tº give me a letter, and said I must tak.
it to Spanish Town.
6345. Did you go to town 2–Yes.

-

6346. And did you give it to Gordon to take z

6836. Did you see any policemen there 2–Yes.
6337. What state were the

6344. Was that to take to Spanish Town & Yes

policemen in 3.

what

had happened to them —I saw a policeman with the
handcuffs in his hands.

Yes.

6347. When did you give it to Gordon —On the
Wednesday when we came in.

6348. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were you apprehended during

6338. How many of them were handcuffed 2–1 the disturbances –Yes, I was in prison for 20 days,
*W four policemen in there.
B339, You were asked how many had handcuffs

and afterwards I was flogged.

ºn?–The one called Taylor and another one, I do

Wednesday I went with the letter, and the
Wednesday I was taken.

not know his name.
6840. Two of them 2–Yes.

634. What time was it when you were there, do
Yºu remember 2—I do not remember what day of the
month it was.

642. morning,
Do you remember
what time of the day;
afternoon, or evening ?—It was

Was it

about 12 o'clock.
6343, Did Moses Bogle give you any letter that
y?—Yes,

6349. When were you taken up 2–Like this week

following

6350. Who took you up 2–A constable called
Thomas Henry.

6351. Where were you taken to ?–To Morant
Bay.

ãº. Were you tried at all 2–Yes, they took me
down to the wharf and to the Court-house and tried
me, and they sentenced me for a flogging.
6353. How many lashes did you have 2–When I
went in the first day they gave me 12.
R 3
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6354. When you first went in 2–Yes.
6355. Was that before you were tried ?–Yes.

6367. Did you find your house ?–Yes.
6368. Was Gordon in prison with you ?—I did not

6356. Who ordered that ?—I don’t know who the
W. Onslow.
3 Feb. 1866.

BEFORE

gentleman was, but he ordered me to get 12 lashes;
and a couple of hours afterwards he knocked me
down on the ground.

see him for a week after I went down, and I then
saw them fetch him to the wharf.

me by the head and some held my feet, and they gave

6369. At Morant Bay ?—Yes.
6370. Was he in custody ?—Yes.
6371. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was Gordon flogged 2–No,
he was not flogged, but he was in the prison for four

me 25 lashes again, and took fine salt and scoured

weeks.

6357. Who did –A sailor, and some of them held

my back with it.
6358. Who

6372. (Mr. Watcott.) Did Moses Bogle give any

ordered

that ?–I

don't

know

the

gentleman's name.
6359. Were you told what it was for that you had
either the 12 lashes or the 25 —For on account of
the letter fetched.

6360. On account of the letter that you brought 2

reason for giving you the letter to take to Spanish
Town —He called me and gave me the letter, and
said I must take it to Spanish Town and give it to
the Governor.

6373. How much were you to get for it —He gave
me four and sixpence to pay expenses and the train.

yº.

—Yes.

Then you got four and sixpence for it 2–

6361. And you don't know who ordered you the
flogging 3–No.
6362. What sort of man was he –They took me

6375. How many days were there between your
getting the first 25 lashes and your getting the last :

from the Parade and the serjeant-major brought me

—I don't know.

to the station and they flogged me into the station.
6363. Then you had first 12 lashes and then 25,
and afterwards you were tried ?—I was afterwards

6376. When did you get the 12 lashes —The same
day they gave me the other 25 and I remained a
week, and when I was coming out they tried me,
6377. How long were you in prison —Twenty
days.
And they gave it you as you came out —

tried again and got 25 again.
6364. Then you got 62 altogether ?—Yes.
6365. On three different occasions 2–When I came

out I was sick and my back was sore, and I got bad.
6366. (Mr. Gorrie.) Where did you go when you
were discharged — Home to Stanton.

eS.

yºs.
es.

6379. There were 20 days between the first 25
lashes and the second 2–

The witness withdrew.

JAMES FOSTER sworn and examined.

J. Foster.

6380. Are you a rural constable, and were you so
in October last 2–Yes.

6381. Do you live at Duany Penn 2–Yes.
6382. Where is

that ? – About 39

came in to take the oath, as soon as they took the
oath they gave them a dram glass of that.

miles

from

Kingston.
6383. How near is it to Stony Gut 2–It is about
eight miles from where I live to Stony Gut.
6384. Did you go with the police to Stony Gut on
the 10th of October 2–Yes.

6405. When they came in to take the oath —Yes.
6406. Whom did you see take the oath º Don't
tell us about anyone who is alive and in prison ; but
what did you see done –They took the oath between
them, and they spoke a language I did not under
stand.

6407. How do you know it was an oath ?—They

6385. Whom did you see first there?—Paul Bogle.
6386, What passed between you and Bogle —
When we reached the yard the police said, “Good
morning, Mr. Bogle.”
6387. Did you tell him what you came for 2–Yes.
6388. What did you tell him —That we had a

kissed the Bible.

warrant for him and others.
6389. Was the warrant read to him —Yes.

6410. Don't tell us by whom, but did Paul Bogle
say anything —Paul Bogle said, “You must be

6408. How many men did you see kiss the Bible
and drink the gunpowder and rum ?—I saw seven
first.

6409. Was anything said about shooting you ?—
Yes.

6390. By whom 2–By M'Kay.

killed,” he said, “The four of us in custody must be

6391. How came he to read it 2–He had it in his

killed ; ” while I was sitting on a chair he brought a
double-barrelled gun which was loaded, and said, “I
have a great mind to put you to death.”
64 11. Somebody said that, and what did Bogle
say ?—Bogle said, “Swear his life skin for skin "

pocket the whole way.
6392. What did Paul Bogle say ?—He said, “So
help my God I won't go, I have done nothing.”
6393. What was done then 3–Osborn clapped
him by the shoulder and said, “You are my prisoner.”
6394. What did Bogle do 2–He collared Osborn
and held him, and put his hand to his mouth and
said, “Men, stand out.”

6395. Had anybody else come up 2–A man had
come behind him and sounded a drum, and the shell

began to play.
6396. What was that for 2—Men came out from

both sides of the cane-piece.
6397. And from anywhere else ?—From the chapel
Way.

§os. What did you do when you saw those men
coming?—Iran.
6399. You were caught 2–Yes.
6400. What was done to you ?—I received a lick
on the head, my hat was knocked [off], my trousers
were taken away, and I was tied by my arms in
Bogle's yard, afterwards I was taken inside the house.
6401. While you were inside did you see anything :
–Cutlasses, two guns, a lance, and a sword.
6402. Did you see any drink there *—Yes.
6403. What was that ?–Gunpowder and rum.
6404. What was done with it?—When the parties

-l

º

Was anything said by Paul Bogle to Foster?

– I G.S.

6413. Foster was one of them who went with you?
—I am Foster.

-

6414. Then what was it he said to you ?—That he
would keep us in custody, and that when the white
men wanted us they would come for us, and that
when the white men came for us they would let us go,
and keep the white men.

6415. Was anything said to you about kissing the
Bible —The Bible was presented to me, and he said,
“You must kiss the Bible.”

I asked him to tell me

the sense of it, he said, “If you don't kiss the Bible
your head shall be taken off.”
6416. What did you do 2–I kissed the Bible.

6417. After this did you see other men come in
—Yes, three more.

**

6418. What did they do —They took the oath
and drank the gunpowder and rum.

º

6419. When you kissed the Bible did you promise
to do anything —I did it to save my life.

6420. Was there any declaration on your part –
He said, “So help me God if he found me in the Bay

i

-
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6458. Who was at the head of them 2–Buie.

4 when he came among the white people he would
“ kill me.”

649]. What became of the three men —They
went out to drill.

6422. Are they alive —I don't know ; some are in

*

TENTH
DAY.

6459. Was he brandishing a cutlass 2–Yes.
6460. Tell us what orders you heard Colonel Buie
give 2–He said he must turn out and drill quickly.

6461. How did he put them in the ranks of three ?

J. Foster.
3 Feb. 1866.

—I was not near enough to hear that.

r1s011.

6493. We don't want to know that ; what did

Bogle order?—He ordered

Colonel Buie to take out

6462. Did you hear what was said in the drill-field 2
No, they were at a distance.

--º|-

6463. What was the first thing they did in their

the men to drill.

6424. When he did that was any sign given or

anything?—No. I saw one leader.
$425. We don't want to know anything about that
at present; were any shells blown —The shells were
blowing and the drum was still playing:
6426. How many men went to drill —Over 300

drill —They marched out of the yard.
6464. How many of them 2–One company.
6465. How many was that ?—About 100.
6466. Were they all in the house at the same time *

º

—No, the house would not hold them.

6467. Were they all in the yard at the same time *

men.

—Two companies were left in the yard while one went

6427. Whom did you see drilling them 3–Colonel
Buie drilled one lot, and Moses Bogle and James

Out.

Davies drilled the others.

-|

|-|---º
º--

6468. Then there were three companies altogether
in the yard * how many men?—There were over 300
-

6428. Did you hear him call Colonel Buie 2–Yes.

of them.

6429. Who called him so —Paul Bogle.
6430. What weapons had they –Cutlass, stick,

6469. Were they all in the yard –Yes, they went
out in companies, and as soon as one company had
done drill another company marched out and the first

and lance.

6431. In what way were they drilled; explain
what you mean?—They went out and practised with
the cutlasses, playing before them.

6432. And did they march about —Yes.
6433, Was any command given —The order was,
“These men must be drilled, and you must be quick

in your drilling;” and they marched a distance from
the house.

6434. How far off were you ?—I was in the room
looking through the window.
6435. And how far off was the ground where they
were drilled 2–About as far off as the other side of
the street is from this.

6436. (Questions suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Did you
See the gunpowder and the rum mixed 2–Yes ; while

I was there the powder was thrown into the rum ; it
was presented to me, and I said, “I never drank such
a drink as that.”

came 1n.

6470. Who marched out the first 2–Colonel Buie.

6471. What did he say when he marched them
out —He said, “You must be quick with your drill ; ”
he was close to me in the room when he said that, but

when he went out he went outside the yard.
6472. Did you hear him give the word of com
mand *—He said, “Men, you must be quick.”
6473. Do you say that immediately when he said
that they went out 2–Yes.
6474. And in what order did they go 2–The drum
and the shell went before them, and as they went out
they were brandishing the cutlass as I have said.
6475. Were they in threes then –Yes, three by
three.

6476. How many went out at once 2–About 100.
6477. And how many were left in the yard?—
About 200.

6437. You took the oath, but declined the gun
powder and rum ?—I kiss the book.

5438. What did they say to you ?–They said it was
to raise my spirits up, and I said, “No, I don't want
my spirit raising.”
6439. Where did they take the powder from ?—
They took it off the table.

6440. What was it in 2–It was in a paper.
6441. Was the parcel small or large —It was small,

abºut two pounds, as far as I can judge.
$142. About how much did they put in one bottle ž

-There was about a gill in each bottle.
5443. How many bottles were there *—Four.

6478. And did they drill ?—When Colonel Buie
came in Moses Bogle took out a company.
6479. Was this before or after the oath was taken 2
—It was after I took the oath.

6480. Where were the other policemen then 2–
Outside, in the piazza.
6481. Did they see what took place in the yard 2–
Yes, they must.
6482. And did they see what took place in the drill

ground —They were too far off to distinguish what
was said.

6483. But they could distinguish what was done
—I could see them playing the cutlass.

54, What was in the bottles before ?—Rum.

6484. And the others?—Yes.

6445. Did you taste it?–No.
6445. Did you smell it?—I know it was rum.

6485. The other policemen could see that ?–Yes.
6486. How long were they at it —About three

$47, Did they offer you a glass —Yes, they pre
*illed it to me, but I would not drink it.

*S. Did you get it in your hand 2–No.

*19. That was not the first time in your life that
Mihad seen or smelt rum.—No.
6450. How many

drank it —I saw seven first, and

terwards three.

ºl. Did everyone who drank the rum and gun
Pºwder also kiss the Bible 2–Yes.

quarters of an hour, as far as I could judge.
6487. Were you looking out of the window 2–Yes.
6488. Did you get any more rum ?—No.
6489. Did you see any more taken —Not while I
was there.

6490. How long were you there altogether ?—I

was taken into custody about 9 o'clock in the morning,
and I was discharged about half-past 5 in the after.
no Oil.

* Was that part of the ceremony of taking

**h}-As soon as they kissed the Bible they

* the rum and gunpowder.
* Was it before or after you had kissed the
*that you were offered the rim and gunpowder ?
-* I had kissed the Bible.
$54. When you saw them drilling were they ranged
"tanks, or were they all together in a crowd 2–
...Yet three by three, a regular body of men.

* Were they in a long ine of men, three in
ºn then all threes behind –Yes.
º How were they brandishing their cutlasses *
º Way (the witness flourishing his arm before
6457,

They were in ranks —Yes.

6491. About what time of the day was the drilling?

—After we were taken into custody.
6492. That was shortly after 9 o'clock?—Yes.

6493. You reached Stony Gut by 9 in the morning 2
—About that.

6494. When did you leave Morant Bay ?—At 6
o'clock.

6495. Who were the policemen in the house with

you ?—Osborn, Fuller, and another.
6496. Try to recollect the other's name?–1 have
forgotten his name.
6497. Was it a policeman or a constable—the third
one –There were three police and one constable.
6498. Who was the constable f-I was.
R 4
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6499. Did you know all the policemen when you

recollect 2–He called him out and said, “Take out the

started 2–Yes.

men to drill.”

6500. And did you know them all when you were
at Stony Gut —Yes.

Buie, take the men out to drill.”

6504. Give us his exact words 2—He said, “Colonel
6505. How was Colonel Buie dressed ?–He had a

3 Feb. 1866.

6501. Tell us who they were now 2–M'Kay was
one—he ran.

6502. And he was not in the house?—No, no, he

ran and made his escape, and Miles was one of the

|

policemen. He made his escape, and Lake was one.
He made his escape.
6503. Now tell us exactly what Bogle said to Buie
when he told him to go and drill, as near as you can

|

ſ

goatskin belt and a cutlass in a cabbage sheath.
6506. What did Buie say immediately after he took
the men out to drill?—The bugle and shell blew, and
the men came up, and he ordered them to fall in in
threes and march.

6507. (Commission.) You saw them march out by
word of command 2–Yes.
6508. What was the word of command?—“March.”

The witness withdrew.

|
WILLIAM ALWARENGA sworn and examined.

W. Alvarenga.

6530. Then about half an hour afterwards what did
6509. Are you druggist residing at the east end of
you hear?—I heard the reports of guns. First I heard
Morant Bay ?—Yes.
6510. Is that almost out of the town 2–Yes, by the light reports of stones flying against the place, then,
side of the main road.
as I came to the yard door, I saw Robert Hugh Grey,
6511. On the 11th of October did you see a body of one of the vestrymen from the valley, coming in with
men coming to the Bay?—Yes, I was at the Vestry, it out any boots or hat, and I think his coat had been
taken off, and he was all in blood, and very much
was Vestry day.
6512. Were you there when they came in 7–No, I wounded.
6531. What time was that ?—I suppose it must have
had occasion to go to my place of business from the
been some time after 3 o'clock, or near to 4 o'clock.
Westry.
6513. What time was that ?—About half an hour I think so, but I am not very positive.
before 3 o'clock.
6532. What sort of wounds were they –Severe
6514. What was the number of those you saw come wounds about the head.
6533. Did you see how they had been caused ?–I
out —Upwards of 300 to my knowledge.
6515. What had they with them —They were all did not examine the cause. I was much frightened.
armed, men and women, with cutlasses, sticks, and I did not know what to do. I asked my son to look
bayonets. They had sticks such as the police have after him and to dress him, and I asked my daughter
to give him some port wine.
for the dogs in the streets, and a few guns.
6534. You went into the bush 7–Previous to my
6516. Is the police station between your house and
the Court-house 2–We are just neighbours. The going I ordered them to get two black women and try
police station is about 100 yards I suppose from to remove him, for I heard stones smashing the win
In e.
dows of my house upstairs, and Grey was lying down
6517. But is if nearer to the Court-house ?—A little bleeding, and I begged one black woman, who was a
nearer to the Court-house than I am.
servant, to go and look for another. “I am going to
6518. When they passed your house?—They didn't “make my escape,” I said, “you help to take out this
-

pass exactly.

“man, for if they don’t find me they will finish him.” I

6519. But about 2—As I got to the entrance of my
shop I saw them right in front of my door.
6520. Are you sure some of them had guns —I am

may observe that I am just almost at the foot of a hill.
I made them help him up and take him to one Miss
Gordon, who lives 200 or 300 yards off, and he re
mained there ; I made my escape into the bush and
remained there, and during the night I heard a great
cry and movements of people running about. At a
late hour I heard some one cry, “Oh God save me;
for God's sake save me.” I remained there part of

sure, previous to going to the station.
6521. About what number?—Not more than about

five or six guns at that time, I think.

6522. What did you observe when they were oppo
site to you at your door?—When they were in front
of my door there was a long string of them further
on, and those in front, as they came in front of my
door, knelt down on the ground and took up the dirt
from the ground and tasted it, and swore ; they said,
“We will kill every white and Mulatto man in the
“Bay, and when we finish we will return and go to
“ the estates.”

6523. How many of them did you see do that ?—
Just merely those who were in front of my door ; but
a long string of upwards of 300 were behind that
I could not see so well. I could only see those in front
exactly.
6524. You mean that you didn't know whether the
others did it or mot ?—I didn’t know. I saw that they
shook their heads at me and said, “We will come back
for you.”
-

6525. They went on to the station ?—Yes.
6526. Did you see them 2–I saw a lot of them go
into the station, and there were many in front of my
door still after they had gone on to the station.
6527. And they took out the guns —They did, and
I saw them brought out.
6528. Did you shut up your shop —As soon as
they got away and I got clear I calculated where I
should go.

6529. Was a Mr. Grey brought into your shop —
As I shut up the door I listened, and for a long time
I heard nothing, but afterwards I heard reports like
stones knocking against doors or buildings. I am not
very far from the Court-house.

the night, and just as it was turning morning I heard
a horn blow. I don't know, but I suspected it was
the people. I heard a great noise afterwards as though
they were a great body of them, and then I heard
three cheers, “Hip, hip, hurrah [" and a little after
wards there was no more noise but silence.

I re

mained till the morning, and then I came down, and
the first person I met outside my shop was Dr.
Major.

6535. You did not see anything more of the people
who had come in on the previous day ?–No, no more;

I was not present during that day, but I came out the
next day and met Dr. Major, and the first party we
dressed was a party of three rebels who were wounded.
6536. Were the persons marching in regular order on
the Wednesday ?—They were in mobs and not in any
regular order, there were a lot of them together, a
large crowd of them.

I am certain there were up

wards of 300, and I believe they were not all, for I
was told some went round by the wharf road.

6537. There is another way besides that which
passes your shop —There is a wharf road that leads
right down, and another by which they could come
from the valley way and surround the Court-house, so
that they could have a guard on each side.

6538. (Mr. Gorrie.) What was the meaning of
their eating the dirt 2–Why I cannot say. It would
take some one else to explain that, but I think it is a
kind of oath amongst the negroes.

6539. You never saw any such ceremony before ?–

º
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No, but I suppose you will have some further informa
tion about that.

6540. Where they in sight of the Court-house?—It
was before they were there.
6541. And before they could see the Volunteers?—

6542. (Mr. Walcott.)

TENTII
I)AY.

Were you present at the

Vestry as a vestryman 2–Yes, as a vestryman. I was
there the whole day until the time I mentioned. I
suppose I was much indebted to the Baron for my
escape, for he said to me, “Go and see if there are any

H'. Alvarengt.
---

3 Feb. 1S66.

They knelt down on the ground, but I cannot tell refreshments.”
what for. They took up the dirt off the ground and
6543. Was your shop sacked, or attacked 2–There
tasted it. I suppose it is some method among them
was
nothing destroyed but the sashes of the windows
of taking an oath. And they swore and said, “We upstairs.
“will kill this day every white and Mulatto man, and
“when we finish the Bay we will go to the estates;”

6544. That was with the stones 2–Yes; when I

and I believe they did go to the estates the next day.
That is all I can tell you, and I give it to you as

went away I ordered the doors to be left open so that

truth,

what they wanted.

they might come in and take whatever they found and

The witness withdrew.

JAMES CRESSER (a coloured man) called and sworn.
6545. Are you overseer to the Blue Mountain determined to take off my head if I would not give it
estate?—Yes.

.J. Cresser.

lii).

6546. On the morning of the 11th of October did

6562. Did they search to see if there was a gun ?—

you observe anything about Chigoe Foot Market —

I made them search.

Blue Mountain estate is about three quarters of a
mile from Chigoe Foot Market. On riding down the
estate on the morning of the 11th I heard the sound

Fitzherbert's bag containing money, and took a couple
of silver spoons; and they ordered me to give them

of a drum and shells.

Some l'unn.

6547. Where from ?—From the direction of Chigoe
Foot Market.
6548. In what direction is that ?—It is in the Blue

Mountain Valley district.

6549. How far from Stony Gut 2—Three or four
miles by the road.
6550. By the road 2–Yes.

6551. You saw nothing that day ?–No.
6552. The next day were you taking a ride round
the estate —I was, and Mr. Fitzherbert was with me.
6553. What did you observe —We went through

the works to the grindstone, and there we found half
a dozen or eight men with cutlasses which they were
sharpening. I ordered them off, and they wouldn't
go, because I never allow them to do that unless they

have work to do with their cutlasses. I got off the
mule and was going to take off the handle of the

6563. They didn't find any 2–No ; they took Mr.'

6564. Young Mr. Fitzherbert was there at that
time —He was.

6565. What did they do to him —They threatened
to take off his head, and I told them he was a stranger

just come to the island, and if they saved me they
must save him, or if they were determined to kill him
they must rather kill me.
-

6566. Did you succeed —I did succeed by offering
that they should kill my children, and then do as they
liked with me.

6567. What did they say?—They said, “No, we
don't want piccaninies.” After that they ordered me
to open the store, and they searched it and found no
gun ; and they ordered me to give them some rum,
which I did, and they left the estate.
6568. Was there anybody who appeared to have
control over them —There was a man who was the

grindstone, and one fellow said to me “The last time

chief.

“you ordered me off, but this time if you try you
“will see what you get.” I saw he was determined
to do some mischief, and I got on my mule and went

called him Captain. His name was Alexander Wilson,

6569. How was he addressed by them?–They
I believe.

6570. What has become of him 2–I do not know;

àWay.

6554, Was it a common thing for them to be sharp
“ming their cutlasses in that way 2—I never allow

then to do so when they are not working.
.65%. Do these men work on the estate —Occa
sionally, but they were not working that week.
6555. Do you know whether they were at work at

he is not taken.

6571. How long have you been overseer on the
estate 2—For two years.

6572. How many labourers do you employ?—About
200 or 250.

6573. Is that the average throughout the year —

lº-I don't suppose they were, because whenever We are not particular ; sometimes we do not require
tly come out to work they came to me; they work all that quantity.
with me always when they do come out.
657. About 9 o'clock did you see any people

6574. Do you ever require any more ?—We some
times take 200 in crop time.

ºming to your place —Yes; about 9 o'clock a

6575. Do many of the labourers live on the pro

*tvant came in and told me the people were coming.

perty —There are some of the people, but they are

!g up and looked through the window and saw a

invalids almost.

whole host of

people, nearly 50 of them, with guns,

6576. They are not employed on the estate 2–Only
"tases, sticks, and stones. When they got to the to clean the yard.
Wºrks they said, “Let us go in and take that fellow
'Cochrane, the book-keeper.” Mr. Cochrane imme
*ly ran out of the barracks to the house, and a

*gang of people ran after him. As soon as he
*Pled into the house, a fellow who was following

º gave him

two severe cuts in the face with his

ASS,

% Who was the person who gave him these cuts?

-Alan named named Edward Stewart.

6577. Are there any people who have cottages on
the land 2–None.

6578. How are your people paid —Weekly.
6579. On what day?—On Friday.

6580. For the week ending on the Friday?—For
the week previous. We always have a week.
6581. Who pays them f—Myself, assisted by the
book-keeper.
6582. Do you explain to the men if there is

any

%. Has he been executed —Yes.

difficulty 3–I always do. I explain their faults before

6560, Did they

pay day.
6583. How much can a man earn ?–3s. or 4s. if

ask for anything?—They asked for

ºn and said, “If I did not give up the gun and

.*Pºwder and shot belonging to the estate they
Yºuld take off my head.”
* Did you give it them?—I had none on the

i. but they

would not believe me, and insisted
*Was not an estate without a gun; and they were

he likes.

6584. Is it task work f—All except that in the
distillery.

6,385. How, are they paid there?—They are paid
1s. 6d. or 1s. 3d, a day, working from 6 to 6.
S

!
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6586. Do you give them time in the middle of the

6602. Did you know, although they did not work

day —They can take time as they like. When the
still is loaded they have nothing to do but rest them

on Blue Mountain estate, who were the others besides

the two boys 2–Oh, yes, I know them ; they lived

selves,

just about half a mile from the estate, at a village

6587. How long is that ?—Sometimes an hour, or
three quarters of an hour,

adjoining, called Danby's.
6603. Is that higher up the valley or lower down?
—In the same part.

6588. Does that occur once a day ?—No ; three or
four times a day.
6589. Have you ever [brought] any labourers
before the magistrate 2—Not since I have been there.
6590. Nobody on the estate —Nobody.
6591. Neither labourers nor otherwise ?—None,

6592. Who owns this store that you speak of 2–It
is not a store for purposes of sale; it is a rum store.
6593. There is no shop —No.
6594. You employ 100 to 150 hands —Yes.
6595. Where do they come from ?–From the
neighbouring villages—one called Danby's Village.
6596. Where were they on the 12th of October 2–
Some were at work.

6604. It is a side river to the main stream 2–Yes.

6605. Were they labourers or proprietors —Most
of them were proprietors, with nice little cane-fields

and cane-mills. We always buy cane-tops of them to
plant.
6606. They were working their own land 2–Yes.

6607. (Questions suggested by Mr. Gorrie). What
do you mean by saying that you explained the faults
of the labourers to them —I mean that in case I find

fault with the work during the week I explain it to
them before pay day, and give them time to repair
their work.

6608. Was it the custom to keep back any part of

6597. How many?—I did not take a list, because
they were driven off by the people.

. 6598. You do not know how many came that day ?

the wages for faults 2—I never do ; I would sooner

have it done over than stop the pay.
6609. Supposing it is not done over by Saturday,

—No.

would you keep back the money?—Of course, I would

6599. Had any of the people who came worked on
your estate 2–Only two boys.
6600. They worked under you ?–Yes.
6601. And they came with the rest of the party
and partook of your rum ?–Yes.

not pay for bad work; but I always give an oppor
tunity to make the work good before pay day.
6610. Do you know what became of Mr. Cochrane?
—He died 16 days afterwards from the wounds he
received.

The witness withdrew.

L. Arma.

LETITIA ARMA (black) sworn and examined.
6611. Are you a servant of Mrs. Lundy's 2–Yes.
6622. Were they taken 2–Yes.
6623. Did you see whether the people who came
6612. Does she live at Morant Bay?–Yes.
6613. Do you remember the Wednesday night that night were armed at all ?—Yes.
6624. What had they?–Cutlasses, and swords, and
when the Court-house was attacked –Yes.
6614. Did the people come to Mrs. Lundy's store ?
Were there any swords besides cutlasses 2–
—Yes.
6615. What time did they come 2—About 11

º,

-

o'clock.

"º, Had they been there before that evening 2–

-

6616. Had the store been shut up before that time?

"º. At what time 2—About 3 o'clock.

Yes.

6617. What did they want when they came —
Gunpowder.
6618. Did they get the gunpowder ?—Yes.
6619. How * Did they buy it?—No.
6620. They took it —Yes.
6621. Were there also in the store iron pots and
cutlasses —Yes.

6628. Did you know when the Court-house was
attacked 2–Yes.

6629. Was it before or after that that they first
came to Mrs. Lundy's store ?–Before.
6630. What did they come for then 2–For the
gunpowder; it was then they came for the gun
powder. They came round the yard for it.
6631. Did they get any at that time 2–No.

The witness withdrew.

W. Cuthbert.
--

WILLIAM CUTHBERT (black) sworn and examined.
6632. Are you a policeman in St. Thomas in the what were we, and were we armed ; and I said, “We
East 2—Yes.
are here ; we are not armed.” They asked if we
6633. On the 11th of October were you a boatswain would give up possession, or not. We said, “We
at the district prison —Yes.
cannot give up possession whilst you are there ; we
6634. On the night of that day did any persons cannot let out the prisoners. If you want them you
come to the prison – Yes.
must come for them yourselves.”
6635. You are not wanted to name them, but about

6643. What did they do then 2–Then they came in.

how many were there 2–About 300 and more.
6636. Were they armed –Yes, they were armed
with Volunteers' rifles, police muskets, cutlasses, and

6644. Was Paul Bogle there 2–Yes.
6645. Did he say anything about the men coming

sticks.

-

in 2–Yes.

They were not decent pleasuring sticks, such as you

6646. What did he say —He said, “Break off one
company;” and he put a sentry at the gate. And
Paul Bogle stopped at the gate, and Moses Bogle
came in to the inside of the prison to the tunnel, and
ordered his men to take possession, while he and four

would walk with.

men more keep sentry outside.

6639. Just describe them —They were pimento
sticks, and of all descriptions. I could not imagine

me to do so, and I did.

6637. What sort of sticks had they —Different
sorts of sticks.

6938. Were they such as persons walk with ?—

what they were, because I was more afraid of looking
at the people than to look at the measure of their sticks.
6640. When they came to the gate, what did they
say ?–One said, “Let us fire!” Another said, “No,
let us halt and see if there is anybody there.”
6641. Did they halt and see –They did, and we
gave them answer.

6642. What answer did you give —They asked

6647. Did you open the doors —They compelled
6648. And they took out the prisoners ?—Yes.

6649. How many –Fifty-one.
6650. Did they say anything about the Queen 7–
They said they were not against the Queen, and
therefore they would not take the prisoners with the
prison clothes on them.

6651. Did they say why?–No; they did not say
why ; but they said they would not take against our
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Sovereign Lady the Queen, and would not receive

6665. Was there any inquiry or Court held before

them with the prison clothes; they must have their

these people were flogged ?–I could not say whether

own private clothes on. They said I must give them

they had before they came down, but they had none

a hammer to break open the chest where the clothes

at the prison.

6652. Then did they ask you for any book 2–Yes;
they asked me, after I had given up the prison, and
when they came underneath the tunnel, and they were

going out with the prisoners, to reckon the prisoners,
that they might be sure they had all the 51. They
said, “We will not leave you until we swear you;"
and they called for a bible. I got the rector's Bible,
out of which he preached on the Sunday. And they
swore me and the other boatswain, whose name is

Campbell,

6653. What did they make you swear?—That I
would never more be a public officer, and that I
would deliver up the key to the superintendent ; and
that they would come back in the morning, and that
if they found me there they would take of my head.
They wanted me to go with them, but I said I was
in bad health and I could not go. Mr. M'Pherson
was the superintendent. They swore me that I was
not to be any more a public officer ; that I must go
home and work for myself.

6654 (Questions suggested by Mr. Gorrie). Were
you a boatswain of the prison during the time of
martial law —Yes.

6655. Were persons put into prison then 2–Yes.

6656. Can you tell us anything about the manage
ment of the prison? Had you the management —Yes.
I was there until the 1st of January, and then I
resigned the situation and joined the police.
5657. How many prisoners were brought in during

that time —Too many. I could not remember the

them 2–Yes.

6667. Did they call their names out from the list
6668. Were the persons whose names were called
out flogged 2–Yes.
6669. How many lashes did they get 2—Different
quantities.
6670. What was the least number 2—Twelve.

º
6671. What was the greatest number –Fifty.
6672. Had nobody more ?–Nobody more.
6673. Were there women amongst them 2–Yes,
but no women were flogged.
6674. What was done with them 2–Some were
released.
6675. But what was done with them 2–Directions

were given to them that they should not be found in
a place like that again.
6676. Do we understand that they did not ask you
what people were bad characters, or had been taken

plundering —No, because I did not know scarce any
of them, except a few.

6677. Was anything asked about them —They
asked the superintendent or the boatswain, “Do you
“ know this man : Do you know anything about his
“ character Have you known him a long time * did
“ you ever know him to be a fighter or a thief ?”
And then they would give him a dozen and let him go.
6678. Who flogged them *—Sometimes the Provost
Marshall said, “Give them a dozen.”

6679. Who flogged them 2–The “Wolverine "

6658. Were they all there at one time 2–Yes.
6659. How were they treated —They were treated
quite kindly by the superintendent, and I think by

6680. Do you mean sailors —Yes,
6681. Did they bring their cats with them —Yes;
on the Saturday they sent me for two.
6682. Where to ?–To the police station.

6660. Did you see other officers treat them
666l. Did you see them flogged when they were
brought in 7–Yes; some 50 were flogged on Saturday,
and let go.

5562. Had they been brought in on that day —
No; it was because the number was so much.

The

prison was so full that the General and the Provost

Marshal said they would like to get a quantity

6683. Then they were not naval cats, but police
cats —No, the police did not use any; the sailors
had left them there, and they sent me for them.
6684. On what part of their bodies were these men

flogged 2–Underneath the entrance of the prison.
6685. You were asked upon what part of their
bodies? -Upon their backs.
6686. (Mr. Gorrie). Did you see a woman executed
who was pregnant 2–I saw a woman executed.

released; and they commenced to ask for those who

6687. Was there one who was pregnant who was

were of bad character, like plunderers, and so on.

executed —Not to my knowing. I could not say

They flogged them ; they gave them a dozen or two,

whether she was or not.

and let them go.
5663. You say the General and the Provost

them--one Mary Ward, and one Mrs. Geoghegan,

Marshal; who was the General –Not the General,

6688. What was the name of the other boatswain 2

but the Captain

of the gunboat, Lieutenant Brand.

º: And the Provost Marshal; was that Ramsay?
-168.

3 Feb. 1866.

—Yes.

men.

differently?—Not to my knowing or seeing.

cumbert.

--

quantity; upwards of 300.

the Officers as well.

W.

There were about three of

and one from Nutt's River.

-

-There were Sligo Campbell, and John Codrington
Campbell was the head boatswain.

The witness retired.

Sligo CAMPBELL (a coloured man) sworn and examined.
S. Campbell.
6702. What part of the prison did they come toº
5689. Are you a policeman —Yes.
To the prison gate.
6690. You are a policeman at present —Yes.
6703. Did you hear any order given when they got
6691. Were you ever an officer in the prison at
there 2–" Halt.”

Morant Bay?–Yes.
%92. Were you so in October last – Yes.
6693. What situation did you fill there ?—I

6704. Anything else 2–Bogle gave the order to
was a

turnkey.

594. Do you remember some people coming to the
Prison on the 11th of October 2–Yes.

.

-

6666. Did they bring a list of the people with

were, and I did so.

TENTH
DAY.

load.

6705. And they did load 2–Yes.
6706. Did you see this 2–Yes;
the middle of the yard.

I was

standing in

6707. After this, did you hear any order to ſire Q_
%95. What time did they get there?—About 12
The order was given to fire. Bogle gave the order
Wºrk at night.
ºff. How many of them were there —About 300. “Fire,” and Buie said, “No, not yet; these fellows
5697. In what manner did they come –They may have retired.”
6708. After that was anything said to you ?–Yes
ºne in line together, and walked by rows;
They called, “Who was there 2 " And I answered.
º, Were they marching in order - Yes.
5899. With whom 3–Paui Bogle and Moses Bogle. “Me;” and they asked, “Who me?” and I said, “Sligº
500. What
Had they
in theirand
hands
–Yes.and Campbell.” Paul Bogle said, “Come out to mº,
º
hadanything
they –Guns,
machetts,
and I went out to them. Then he said he had come
Sticks,
to relieve the prisoners, and he told me to let them
S 2

*
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out.

I said I could not do anything of the

ln (1.

S.

cºm/cil
-

6709. How were they standing –All in a line,
and with guns to their shoulders.

3 Feb. 1866.

6710. How deep were they —Some were one way
and some another.

There were 10 in a line, and

two deep.

6711. How many companies were there * – I
reckoned four.

6712. What did they proceed to do?—Bogle gave
the order to march in, and so they did; and they
came to the entrance of the tunnel, und said I was to

open the gate. I said, “Very well,” and they told me
to put the key to the lock and open the gate.
6713. And they went in 2–Yes.
6714. You went with them 2–No ; I stood under

6724. What did they swear you to ?—Craddock
administered to us that when the superintendent came
we should give up the key to him, and they said,
“Don’t let us find you in a public situation again.”
They told us to give him the key, and that otherwise
they would return back in part of the night and take
off our heads if they found us in the same position.
6725. After you had taken that oath did Craddock
take it too f—No.
6726. Who else did 2–William Cuthbert.

6727. Afterwards did the party under Paul Bogle
go away ?––Yes, they formed the prisoners in line and
marched them off.

6728. What became of you ?—They left me there,
and as they got to the gate they started from the
town.

the tunnel. They took the prisoners, and said they

6729. That is all that happened that night?—
would not go without their own clothing. They had That is all.
6730. These prisoners never returned ?–No.
the prison clothes on them.
6715. What was done with regard to their clothing?
6731. When did you fill the office again –I stopped
—Bogle gave orders that they must get their own
the 1st of January, and then went into the police
Ol'C.C.
clothes, for he would not like to rebel against the
Queen, and he would not strike as a rebel against the
6732. Then you were there when the prisoners
came into the prison after the 12th of October 2–
Queen, and so they wanted their own clothing.
6716. What was done there * – They ordered Yes.
directly the boatswain, William Cuthbert, to give up
6733. Do you know about what number you had in
the clothes. The superintendent had the key that custody at the first time —Yes, I know the number.
734. What number 2—350.
opened the clothes room, and he was not in the place.
6717. Did you see the clothes changed—taken off Y 6735. Did you see any of these 350 flogged ?–
eS.
and changed 2–Yes.
6718. Was anyone inquired for 2–Yes.
6736. How many?—I have no recollection now,
6719. Who –William Osborne asked for the super but a great many of them were flogged on Saturday.
intendent, Mr. M'Pherson.
6737. What Saturday ?—I think it was in October.
6738. Do you remember when martial law finished?
6720. Did you make any answer —I said I did not
—Yes.
know where he was gone.
6739. That was some time in November 2–Yes.
6721. How long did they remain before they went
away ?—About an hour.
6740. During the time when you had them in hand
6722. Was anything done to you about swearing except the flogging, did you see them ill-treated in
you ?—Yes. Bogle gave orders to swear us, and the prison —No.
Craddock gave the oath.
674I. As far as you know were they treated as the
6723. What was the oath 2–He asked if we had a prisoners used to be as before ?—They were treated
Bible. I told him, “Yes.” They brought one, or in the same manner as the prisoners always had
been.
rather we took one from the superintendent's office.

|

.

The witness withdrew.

C. M. Robertson.

CHARLEs MUNRo Robrtson (coloured) sworn and examined.
6758. What did he do 2–He threatened me and
6742. You are a tailor, are you not?—Yes.
6743. At Morant Bay ?—Yes.
said if I did not clear out he would chop my head off.
6759. Did you go away ?—Yes.
6744. Were you there in October last 2–Yes.
6745. During that day were you out in the town?—
6760. That is all you saw 2–Yes.
Yes.
6761. (Questions suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Is there
6746. Did you see a boy attacked by some people another Charles Robertson at Morant Bay a tailor –
or pursued by some for having delivered the gun No.
6762. Did you see the crowd on the Parade 2–Yes.
powder out to the Volunteers ?—Yes.
6747. What was his name 2–Robert. He was a
6763. Do you know what was done before the
servant of Mr. Stephen Cooke.
Volunteers fired Were you there when the Volun
6748. Did you follow that boy —He ran through teers fired 2–No.
6764. How far is your tailor's shop, where the boy
my yard.
6749. What time of day was it 2—About half-past ran through the yard, from the Parade 2–About 200
3 in the afternoon.
yards.
6750. Did others follow him 7–One man did.
6765. Can you see the one from the other ; as you
6751. Never mind the name of them ; but did

they f—One man did.
6752. Did you speak to him —Yes.
6753. What had he with him 2–A cutlass and a
stick in his hand.

6754. Were others following him 2–I followed
him.

6755. Was he at the head of a body of men —No,
he was alone.

º

º

stand up in your yard can you see the Parade –I
can see the Court-house.

6766, Can you see the Parade in front of it 2–My
shop is in the Parade.
6767. Then you overlook the parade 2–Yes.
6768. Did you see the commencement of the riot
when the people first arrived. I heard the drum and

º

*,

the shell.

6769. Did you see the people come into the Parade?

6756. Did you, when you followed him, say any
thing to him —Yes, I tried to stop him. He said he

—Yes, I did.

wanted to come into the house because the boy had

away.

come in there he said.

**.

6770. After that did you move away ?—I moved

I told him the boy had gone

6771. Was that directly —When they were within

down the hill. He was much excited, and he stood
a few minutes, and afterwards went to the foot of the

60 or 100 yards of the Volunteers I went away.
6772. You did not see them go close to the Court

hill.

house *—I could make out 200 and who were armed.

6757. After you had remonstrated with him was

anything done with the cutlass —By another man.

6773. You say they were 60 yards from the
Volunteers when you retired 7–No, nearer than

s
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that I was seven or eight paces in front of the

6797. Where did they find the stones?—As the

Wolunteers.

man eame across one fired a stone, another fired a

674. But we want to know, before you went
away, how near the people had reached to the Volun
teers?—They were about the centre of the Parade.

could find.

6775. You did not see anything after that 2–No,

stick, and another fired an old pan, or anything they

3 Feb. 1866.

6799. And the people were compelled to go down
the line 2–Yes.

776. Your shop is in the Parade, but that's not
where you live ; the place where the boy ran through

6800. Did you see anything but sticks and stones
used ? Any guns 2–No, I saw a man pointing a gun.
6801. Did you see a soldier strike a man with the

yard is where you live; that is some distance off?

C. Munroe.
-

6798. Did the soldiers stand in line?–Yes.

I went home.

the
—Yes.

TENTH
DAY.

butt end of the gun or bayonet, as he was running 2

6777. Did you hear guns fired 2–Yes.

—No ; at the end of the line or the corner, the sen

6778. Where were you then –Going up the main
street towards my house.
6779, Was your back to the Court-house ?—There
were several buildings between me and the Court
house,

try would take the butt end of the gun and strike a
blow with the gun; it was not continually done.
6802. Not with the bayonet 2—No.
6083. (Mr. Walcott.) Were these black soldiers ?
—No.

6780, You were out of sight 2–Yes, I was in the
6084. Were they black and white soldiers?—I

street.

6781. You are not able to tell us what was the

think they called them marines; they were sailors
and black soldiers.

effect of the firing ; you were not in sight, and did
not see what happened —No.
6782. Were you in Morant Bay during the time
of martial law —Yes.

6783. Did you see people flogged 7–Yes, a great
many of them.
6784. What was done to them after they were
flogged ?–They were stoned, and sticks were fired at
them by the soldiers, that's all.
6785. After a man was flogged, did you see any
º,

thing done to him —He was let loose, and they fired
stones at him whilst he was going to his place.

º,
º,
iſ

6786. Who did –The soldiers, and so on.

687. Who do you mean by “so-on”?—Men-of
war's men,

6788. Soldiers and sailors ?–Yes.

6807. Do you know of any complaints having been
made to the officers in command about it 2–No.

6808. Do you know what led to its being stopped 2
—No.

6809. But during that week or two you saw a great
many being treated that way – Yes.
6810. In fact it was the common practice after
they were flogged —Yes.

6811. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were any officers present
Did you see any officers present when this was done z
—Yes; a great many:

6812. Can you mention the name of any officer

6789. And police?–No.
6790. Where was this?—They were tied to the
gun in the Parade and flogged there, and then when
they were cast of they were stoned.
6791. Describe a particular instance —I don't
remember.

who was there 2–Mr. Nelson was there; I believe I
saw him there.

6813. Do you mean you saw him there when they
threw stones at the people who had been flogged 2–
Yes,

6814. Was he in such a position that he must have

6792. Did you ever see a man knocked down by a

ºne, when he was running away after he had been
flogged?—Yes.

seen it himself?–Oh, yes.
6815. Was that once or more than once –More
than once.

§3. After he was flogged 2–Yes.
$794. How were the men dressed ?–They were

* only with their

6805. Was this a usual practice after flogging –
A stoppage was put to it some time afterwards.
6806. How long did it go on 2–A week or two.

trousers on and their shirts

6816. Were there any other officers there whom

you can name *-No, I didn't take particular notice.
6817. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you see Lieutenant
Brand present —I cannot say.

95. Just as they were taken down from the gun?
-I CS,

6818. Was the Provost Marshal present 2–Yes, he
Was.

"96. And the soldiers and sailors threw sticks and

6819. (Mr. Walcott) . Did you know who put a

stones at them ?—They stood in a line, and the peo
ple had to come past them up into the street, and as

stop to it *-No, I don't know.
6820. Do you remember how many times you saw

tº did so they were stoned.

this scene enacted 2–No.

The witness withdrew.
f

WILLIAM MITCHELL (coloured) sworn and examined.
6830. Now, at the time when you got out of Mr.
ºl. You live at Morant Bay —I do.

*...And are a Volunteer of the 2nd Company of

*Sº Thomas in the East Rifle Corps ?–Yes.
* You were so on the 11th of October —Yes.

Price's house, you were there with the Baron and
several people had escaped 2–Yes.

6831. Where did you get to when you got out of

* We don't want you to give us all the details Mr. Price's house?—I got into the penguins at the
"the approach of the people, but you were drawn
"ºront of the Court-house?—Yés.

* How many of you, do you know, were
ºwn up together there?' I think the company
**ted 30, but three were left out that left 27.

back of the Fort.

6832. And did you hide there 2–Yes, in the pen
Ulllls.

6833. While you were there did you hear anything
said or done, while you were hiding in the penguins.

%. You saw Captain Hitchins receive a blow in —Yes, I heard the Baron attacked by Paul Bogle.
li * from a stone —I saw him bleeding ; I be
6834. Did you know the voices of one and the
*it was from a stone.
other ?–Yes, distinctly.
*7. And that was before a gun was fired 2–Yes.
* You remained when the Court-house was
buried?—yes,

'*'. And you then escaped to Mr. Price's house?
-No; I escaped before the Court-house was fired

** na"
adjoining place, and from there I got into

M

**rice's house, and was there when that house
f

was burnt.

6835. Where there other people there at the same

time —Not at the time when Paul Bogle attacked
the Baron; at that time he was the only one.
6836. Describe what you heard?—When Price's
house was burnt I was in the penguins; I saw the
Baron leaning on his elbow against the wall of the
Fort, and as soon as the men came into the Fort the

Baron laid himself down in a trench. I was just
S 3

*V. Mitchell.
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about the distance from him that the length of this
room is from me now, and I saw him. Paul Bogle was
making his search round, and he saw the Baron and

REFORE

and they get a long bamboo with a light on the end
of it and commenced searching, and when they came
they found me out.

said, “Oh ! we have the Baron now ; there's the

6847. Who did 2–The men.

Baron.” The Baron jumped up and he said some
thing to the Baron about money.
6837. Who did?—Paul Bogle. I don't now re
member what it was, but I gave my statement before,
I said then what it was. He said something and
make use of some words about money. The Baron
said, “What is all this Is it me you want? If it is
“ me you must take me ; here I am and let every
“one else go free.” He said, “No, I don't want you
“ alone, I am going to kill you, and to kill all these

6848. What men 2–The rebels.

“ buckras, and all these mulatto fellows, and the

“Volunteers you bring out to shoot us ;” and as he
said so about two dozen men came up.”

6838. To the spot where Paul Bogle and the Baron
were 2–Yes, and they commenced with sticks upon
the Baron, and he cried for mercy.
6839. who did —The Baron. Bogle said, “Oh
“ no mercy now ; we don't know mercy.”
6840. What went on then?—The Baron kept crying
for mercy till he fell, and as soon as he fell they said,
“That well, he dead now,” and they went away ;
about a quarter of an hour afterwards they returned,
and when they returned, and Paul Bogle along with
them, he looked at the Baron and said, “Oh! he's

dead now ;” and one fellow said, “Chop him we had
better give him a chop,” and he drew his cutlass and
chopped the Baron. Another fellow came up and
said, “That won’t do, we must give him a charge:”
and he discharged his musket into the Baron, and
Paul Bogle's expression was, “Now drag him down
the gully, and let the pigs eat him.”
6841. Did they do anything upon that —They
dragged him away, and I remained in the penguin.
6842. Till what hour —Really, I cannot say.
6843. But about — Were you there all night –
I think from what several gentlemen state that it

was about 10 o'clock at night.
6844. Then it was dark —Oh yes. I forgot to
state Paul Bogle mentioned this to the men. He
said, “Ha! my boys! didn't I tell you night was the
time to do the work—night was the time.”
6845. Did you hear any women come in 2–Yes.
6846. At what time 2—There were a lot there,

but the men wanted to go away, because they said
the soldiers were coming. The women said, “No,
search the bush, plenty more in the bush.” The men
said, “No more,” but the women said “Plenty more;”

M. Cresser.

6849. What did they do —They took me out and
commenced to beat me with cutlasses and sticks all

over the body.
6850. Were you wounded ?–No ; they beat me
with the flat of the cutlass, but I had to go to Dr.
Gerard, who is the surgeon.

6851. How long were you in his hand 2–I went
about two days alterwards.
6852. Did they let you go?—Yes.
6853. What did they do after they had struck you
and let you go?—They took away my boots, they took
the ring off my finger, they took everything out of my
pocket. They said, “We must kill him,” and they throw
me down one man put his foot on my stomach, another

held me, another draw his cutlass to take off my head.
6854. How long did that continue —I was on the
ground about five minutes, and I heard a man call
out, “Who is that you have there?” They replied,
“That fellow Mitchell.”

He said “What Mitchell ?”

and they said, “Mrs. Lundy's clerk.” He said,
“Never mind, save him,” and as he say so they let
me go, and I sprung upon my legs, and he came up
and took charge of me, and I begged him to take me
over to the store, and as soon as I got there I fainted
away.

6855. When did you come to yourself?—About a
quarter of an hour afterwards, and I was then re
moved to another house for safety.

6856. At that time those who had struck you had
gone away ?—Yes, they went away, and then they
returned after, demanding my salary from Mrs. Lundy
for saving my life.
6857. Who did that ?—The rebels.

6858. The same people who had you in hand be
fore ?—The same parties.
6859. Did you give them anything —No ; I had
nothing to give them at the time.
6860. How did it end ?–They came to my em
ployer.
-

6861. To Mrs. Lundy ?—Yes; and I don't know
what she did.

6862. Was that all you saw of them that night —
Yes.

6863. Then you say that two days afterwards you
were in the hands of Dr. Gerard —Yes; he gave

me a certificate, which I gave to Captain Adcock.

MATTHEW CRESSER sworn and examined.

-

6864. Do you live in the Blue Mountain Valley

circumstances of the same nature ?—Yes, not those
who carried the drum.

—Yes.

6865. At Chigoe Foot Market 2—Yes.
6866. Are you the person in charge of the business
of Mr. Robert Kirkland there 2–I am.

6867. What business does he carry on at this

6879. Did you see any at all —Yes.
6880. Others ?—Yes.

6881. How many did you then see ?—I saw now
and then four or five men going down with sticks in

place —Dry goods, and provisions and cloth.

their hands.

6868. Do you remember some people going along
near that store when you were there on Tuesday,

6882. At what time of day was it —About 9 or
10 o'clock in the morning.

10th October 2—Yes.

6883. Altogether, making a rough calculation, how
many did you see during that morning, putting all

6869. What time did they go by ?—About 9 or 10
o'clock.

6870.
6871.
went by
6872.

In the morning 2—Yes.
In what manner did they go by ?—They
with a drum.
How many were there *—About eight or

ten.

6873. In what direction were they going --On

these parties together ?—Five or six dozen in that
part of the road that day.

6884. Later in the day did any come from Morant
Bay ?—Yes.
6885. To your store, where you were 2–Yes,

6886. What did you hear when they reached you ?
—I was inside ; I came out, saw one man with a

wards.

cutlass in his hand, and he was chopping against the

6874. Was that up the Valley 2—Up the Valley.
6875. With their backs towards Stony Gut and
Morant Bay ?—Their heads that way, anywhere.
6876. Do you mean they were going in an opposite
direction ?—Yes, up to Monklands or Coley.
6877. Did you see them again that day —No.
6878. Next day did you see any persons under

door post.

6887. Of your store ?–Yes.
6888. Was the door closed ?–No; we close the dry
goods part about dusk, but we keep open the pro
vision department later, because we sold rum there.

6889. What did you learn from that man —He
said he was just from Morant Bay.
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6890. That was about 5

o'clock,

was

it?—Yes,

between 5 and 6 o'clock; he said by this time five
rsons were dead, and that if Mr. Bowden, the pro

prietor of Coley, jumped up to the sky or anywhere,
they would follow him, and take off his head ; that he
must have his head taken off.
6891. Did you hear more from him than that ?–
No ; he said he was going up for more hands.
6892. Did anybody join him before he left you ?—

A few that came up after, as he stepped to go
away.

º
|

How many more do you think joined him :

—About a dozen or more.

6894. Were they armed 7–Some had cutlasses in
their hands, and some had sticks.

6895. About 1 o'clock in the night did a party
reach you?—Yes.

6896. That same day — At night that party
knocked me up.

ld

tº
º

M. Cresser.

say the word." ... I was trembling, and one man said,

3 Feb. 1866.

“Order, order " another African said, “ He is a
off.”

6920. How many of them were there 2 – About

three dozen of them came in and filled the shop at
that moment: then this one man jumped over the
counter and looked against the wall, and took all the
cutlasses that he saw present, and distributed them to
the people.
6921. Out of your store ?–Yes.
6922. When you say he distributed them to the
people, who do you mean –Those that came in with
them.

6923. Were they black, brown, or white :

All

came up I was lying down ; I heard a noise, and lis

up and put his hands on me, and with a cutlass on my

tened; they halloed out my name, and said, “I want
bread, I want something, I am hungry.” I said, “I
have no bread, I have biscuits;” he said, “Let me

neck, and said, “You are a Volunteer: what Volun.

teer are you now, tell me now "putting a ground
cutlass to my neck.

I knew his name, and I said,

have them;" then I came out with a little boy, and

Davis, Davis, where can I go from you?” and when

when I came to the window and opened the latch, I
saw a quantity of people ; I said, “My friends I have
biscuits, but no bread :" they said, “We must have

I said so he took his hands down. The other man,
the head man, he seemed, struck his hand on the

it; open the place.”

* find you as I did this morning, as the sun rose,
* everything would have smoothed down.” He did
not say anything more, They ordered drink; I called

me to get them something to eat, biscuits.
5899. Did they get biscuits?—Yes.
6900. What did they get to drink?—Rum.

counter, and swore, “So help me God, if I did not

to the server, and said, “Let these gentlemen have
run." They got run, and they walked out.
6924. How long were they with you, do you think,
at that time –About a quarter of an hour.

º, Did you know these people at all by sight?
–This man I knew.

ºl. Had you seen those people at any time
before; do you know who they were 2–I knew one

6926. Any others –The man that struck his hands
on the counter.

Imam,

I saw him once in passing the road

much lower down.

69% We do not want his name, but did you know
Where he came from; where did he live?—ithink he
lived at Somerset.

6903. Later on during the night did others come
to you?–Yes.

6927. You did not know where they had been
living, I suppose –The African I heard afterwards
was living at Danvers village or town.
6928, is lºanvers village or town a settlement z_
A settlement.

* At what time —I think about 2 o'clock in

tº Not an estate –It is an estate, land bought.

the morning.
%. How many came then —Two men.

6930. A negro settlement :
6931. How far is that from

º, How were they —They were very violent.
* What had they in their hands? One came
"p with a Volunteer's gun, a rifle.
6908. Had the other anything?—The other seemed

"hºp something down off his head, outside.
*Did you come down to them 2–Yes, it is a
large building.

''''''. Was this on the ground floor —Yes.
"Il Did you speak to him —Yes; I came out.

I was shivering. They said, “Let us have something
"Ali what have you got?”
º
Were they drunk or sober 2—They were not
llllk.
6913. Then were they sober 2—Yes.

.."914. How far had they to come from Morant Bay
# they came from there to your store ?—I think it is
ſilly six miles.
"1% What became of those two men —After

Yos.

you ?–At the back

part. about a mile and a half.

6982. Did you see which way these people took 2
—As they came out they went down the road.

6933. Did you see where they had some from 2–

They had come up the road that morning.
693+. And then they went back again z_Yes.
6935. They did not go further along the road –I
cannot tell how far they went : they went backwards
towards where they came from, towards Morant
13ay.

6936. During this Thursday did you notice these
parties of people passing by along the road –On
Thursday they came back again.
6937. The same party –There must have been
upwards of 200 or 300 then.
6938. When did they come –A bout 11 o'clock.

I lived just opposite, facing the market, where they
keep market on Saturdays, and when they came at

tº showed me the gun, and so on, and got wha

that time, about 11 o'clock, they filled the market

tº wanted, they went away.
WI6. What did they get —Biscuits, rum and

with people more than what there is on Saturdays.

Water, and tobacco.

were they marching in order?—They came in regular

6939. Were they straggling in irregular bodies, or

-

917. Next morning early, that would be Friday,

bodies; even all those that I saw in the morning were

ºil others come to you?—No, next morning would

altogether with other parties.

*Thursday.

6940. Those that you had seen first with others
came back with the others –Yes.
6941. Were they armed at 11 o'clock ?—I do not

'918. What happened then 2–About 7 o'clock, as
* making up my day's sale, I saw about three

believe that there were two men

lien men; they came with sticks, a cutlass, and *
* and one had stones in his hands; they camº into

"shop and opened their hands, and said, “C.”
"pill.” I don't know what they meant, two of then
stºod at the dry

goods store where I was.
8919. What did this party do? —The two me"
-

-

Volunteer, don't give him up his gun, cut his head

black men ; and when they distributed them, he came

know me, and he said: “ Open, sir; and when I come
in I will see.” The moment I opened the door they
rushed in and nearly filled the shop, and they ordered

TENTH
DAY.

and sharpened like a spear, and they held it to me in
that manner, and said, “Tell me, give me the word,

5897. What did they say or do to you ?–As they

698. Did you open?—Yes; one man seemed to
J. A

stepped up; I moved from one counter to the other
they held a basket, a stick, and an old bill, ground

-

without a

cutlass.

6942. Did you see any guns –A few, not many

"º.

They came into the market, you say *-Yes;
"o.

and as I came to the door, and looked out. I
congregation of people, and I was

*

ne,

-
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Dacre, who I knew for a long time, ran before, and

IDAY.

said, “Take him in charge! Take him in charge "

“ take bail, and some people went with me; and they
“fly on the people, and the people turn on them
&4

M. Cresser.
3 Feb. 1866.

6944. That was to you ?—Yes, and one man laid
hold of my hand.

º Did they take

&4

again, and the Court-house was burnt down, the
School-room catch fire, and of course burnt the

&4

you anywhere beyond there *

—Yes.

&4
<<

6946. Where did they take you to ?—They took
me to Stony Gut.
6947. That same day ?—That same day.
6948. Did you go directly to Stony Gut 2—After
they came in and satisfied themselves with biscuits,

rum, and tobacco, and took out all the pipes in the
place, they turned to and locked the shop. They had
forced all the windows. They let my hands go after
they took me, and the man went side by side with me,
and told me to go on, and I was compelled to go.
6949. Did they go back again down the Valley P
Down the main road about two miles,

6950. Where did you go?—They took me up in
the mountains, up to Stony Gut.
6951. That being Thursday, what time in the day

&*

Court-house; and now my people, wait a few days
and see. Don't go to any work. Not a man should
work if he could get a dollar a-day; if any man is
content with a dollar a-day, we shall appoint 10

&4

men to see that person flogged; when they want
*&

anything they must go to an estate and take a cow
“ out and kill it; and they must go off to Monklands,
“ and tell Mr. James Paterson to leave his place and
go off the island, it is not his country.”
6962. Did he say more than that ?—That is what
I remember hearing.
6963. After he had said that, did anyone come
forward 2 – Yes; M'Laren. He said, “Captain, I
have finished a job, and am not yet paid.” He said,
“12 men shall be appointed to go with you on the day
“ of payment, and shall see you paid the sum you
gº

“agreed for.”

did you get to Stony Gut 2–It must have been about
half past I or 2.
6952. What was done with you when you got
there *—I was over exhausted, and when I got where
the meeting-house is, the chapel as they call it, I just
sat down on a piece of cocoa-nut husk, and leaned my

6964. Was anything done? — Bowie came there
with a long sword, and he said, “This sword I went
“ into Price with, for he killed my son; he left me

back against the fence like a dog that was tired; a
few moments after Bogle came out.

6954. While you were there did you see people
arriving —After I sat down, I saw them coming
down, all with guns in their hands, towards the

here ** He had a Volunteer gun. I said, “Oh Mac,
with anybody else;” he said, “Oh.” Then after this
the sun was about going down, and some one said,
“Well, Captain, we live out down the valley side ; it is
time for us to go;” he said, “Yes, you can go; they
said, “And when the enemy comes you can send a
“ messenger to let we know, and if any come this
“ side, we can send down to you.” Then of course a
lot of the people began to travel away, and amongst

chapel.

them I travelled too.

6953. Which Bogle : — Paul Bogle ; and I saw
Moses Bogle come out, and I saw Craddock. I never
knew him before. He was a little man ; they told
me that was his name.

6955. From what direction ?—From the east direc

“ without my son.”

6965. Did anyone speak to you at that time —
M“Laren; he saw me, and said, “How came you

6966. Then they did not keep you any longer ?—It

tion.

was getting dusk and I contrived to get away along

6956. Would that lead to Morant Bay ?—Yes, they
have several roads leading to Morant Bay.
6957. Then they would be coming along the road
you saw them, if they were coming from Morant
Bay ?—Yes; and they could come other ways,
6958. How many came, do you think?—A lot of
men with arms, all running into the chapel.
6959. After they came what took place —I saw
30 men or more go alongside the chapel ; it is a hilly
place, but the little level place they could get, these
men had to go in a line like soldiers or Volunteers,
with guns; and one unan was drilling them, said,
“Right shoulder arms! left shoulder arms ” and then

with them, and go down the road.

he said, “March " and he marched them right round

is all in the same road.

the chapel, and then they all marched about two or
three times round till he stopped them.

6960. How did it end ?—Whilst they were there
Craddock began to talk, telling the people that this
country would belong to them, and they were about
getting it, to take possession, that they had been long
trodden under sandals, and now they were about
getting the country : it had long been theirs, and they
must keep it wholly in possession. That they had
sent a petition into the Queen, and he did not believe
it went halfway; and he turn back, and said, “You
must work? How long have you been working? What
have you got ? Where are your chaises and buggies;
they make you pay taxes to drive them,” and the
people all said, “Hear! hear!” A little while after
he said, “Stop, stop, I have got something,” and
everybody was silent; he said, “I heard that one
“ Georges has arrived; I heard he was pointing out
“ this man and that man, and the other, but let him

6967. Were you alone amongst the people that had

been brought there, without any other companion ?—
They took Mr. Lundy's shopman too; he had another
shop in the Valley much larger than mine.
6968. Had you and he been taken up to Stony
Gut as prisoners ?–Yes.
6969. And when it got dark they did not keep you
any longer ?–No; as the people travelled away I went
along with them ; as we came out and came into the

main road a few of the people came that way and
began to plunder Mr. Lundy’s shop.

-

6970. How far was his shop from Stony Gut 2–It
6971. Not very far, I suppose —Not very far;
they did not remain any time. They did not take out
all the goods, and as they were going along I saw a
great quantity come out and they said, “Chop :

shop,” and they went and flung over the shop and
smashed it down.

6972. Whose shop was that ?– Mr. Kirkland's
where I lived.

6273. Yours?—Yes, and they chopped the doors,
and took the things out of the place, and I had to run
back from the house and keep myself quiet.

6974. At what time did they get to your shop Just at dark.

6975. About half-past 6 –Just dark or light.

6976. Did you see anything more of them that
night —They travelled up the Valley and they went
away.

6977. Do you mean they were passing by ?—Yes.

6978. How many did you see going up the Valley

“ take up, we shall see in what Court-house they are —Oh, a great crowd.
“ to be tried, and by what jury, and by what judge.”
6979. The next day was Friday ?—Yes.
6961. Who was saying this 2–Craddock still, and
6980. What did you see that day 2—About 9 or 10
the people said, “Hear! hear!” Paul Bogle then said, o'clock I heard a great rush, “Soldiers coming ".
“Well, my people, you come to hear what I have got “Soldiers coming!” I was alarmed, and when I peeped
to say.” They stood still, and he said, “The other out I saw a quantity of men coming up the road with
“ day they sent a policeman for me, and I would not guns on their shoulders.
“go. I kept the policeman there for some time, and . 6981. What men were they —Bogle was in front;
“I let him go afterwards. I went to Morant Bay to they marched two and two, and a lot of women were
-
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by their side; M'Laren was on one 'side and Bogle

two and two, and the others who had sticks and so on

on the other side; they came up and stood; I saw

were by the side, filling the road.
6984. Besides guns and sticks did you see any other
arms ?–Some that had not guns had cutlasses.
6985. Did they also walk two and two –No, they
were all about the road following.
6986. Did you see more of them that day?—No,

some of them were loading their guns; they brought

a young man out and Bogle said they were going to
shoot him; some one called out to save his life, and

they flogged him and took him up the road, and they
all put their guns on their shoulders and marched
away saying, “They were going to Monklands.”
6982, Did they pass you?—Yes.
6983. About how many should you say there were 2
—About 200 I should think; those with guns were

TENTH
DAY.
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they were all scattered up the valley.
6987. Did you see them return down the valley 2

—No, I never saw that quantity again.
6988. You never saw them again 2–No, they went
all the way up.

The witness withdrew.

CHRISTIAN HENRY (a black woman) sworn and examined. .
7008. When were you next disturbed after that ?—
6989. Where do you live —At Golden Grove.
6990. Were you there on the 12th October last 2– Next morning I heard Mr. DaCosta call, and I went
Yes,

for a carriage, and I saw the whole drove of them

6991. Did you hear an alarm or any cry made on
that day ?—Yes.
6992. What was it?—I heard a cry out, “ They

come down.

are coming, they are coming.” I said, “What is it *"
they said, “The people from Morant Bay; they are
coming to Golden Grove.” They came in and I saw
a crowd of people and told my niece to fasten up the
lace.

6993. What is your business —My profession is a

C. Henry.

7009. You call them a whole drove, how many were
they – I cannot number them ; everyone of the
rebels came to the yard.
7010. Was there 100 or 20 °–I could not count

them, but I tell you a great number came to the yard,
and I told them not to come in ; about four men held
me in this manner, and leaned on the door and tried

to get inside after Mr. Da Costa. I would not allow
them, and I bawled out with a loud voice, “I am a

baker.

6994. Was that the place you told your niece to
ſisten up?—Yes.
6995. Did she do that ? — By the time she was

ready to fasten up the place I saw the whole drove of
them in the market just by Mr. Chevannes' place, and

there was not very much time to fasten up the place
before they all commenced breaking it.

6996. How many were they do you think —I can
not number them, they must be about 100 or more.
6997. What store is Mr. Chevannes' that they were
at?—A very large store in the market.

6998. Of all sorts of goods?—All sorts in it; I
mentioned it was a full store.

6999. At that time did you see Mr. Da Costa ?—
Yes, Mr. Da Costa was upstairs; he shut up the store
when he heard the people were coming.
7000. Does he keep a store ?–He was the clerk to

“ Maroon, and if anyone disturbs anyone in my house
* I shall send for the Maroons.”

7011. What effect had that upon them —They got
frightened directly.
7012. You are a Maroon, are you ?—I am a Maroon
myself, a Maroon born.
7013. Then you frightened them away?–I fright
ened them ; when they got outside I saw it took an
effect upon them. I run out myself and left Mr. Da
Costa, and I took three cutlasses from them and two
sticks.

7014. After you disarmed them, did they go away 2
—Yes, as I bawled after them in that way they tried
to get out. By that time the carriage came, and I put

Mr. Da Costa in the carriage, and they all ran to go
and cut the traces, and Mr. Da Costa only got two of
the children and himself in the carriage.
7015. What became of the rest ?–His wife and one

Mr. Chevannes.

700l. What did you see him do?—His family and
himself were upstairs while they were breaking the
store,and his nieces, Misses Brindlass, and their brother
and one Mr. Rye.
7002. He was a clerk, I believe 2–Yes, they were

of the children they would not allow to get in the

carriage. I held Mrs. DaCosta on my knee with the

illupstairs, and as they were going upstairs for them
Miss Brindlass took them out of the upstairs and came

baby; we tried to go about a quarter of a mile after
the carriage. The people came up and said, “What
will you pay us if we let Mrs. Da Costa go?” “Two
pounds,” I said. “I will give you three pounds if
“ you will save the life of the gentleman and the lives

ºver to my place; by this time everyone was quite
alarmed, and did not know what to do, even myself

me to give them, and I gave them bread and anything

was quite alarmed.

that I could find to make them let the carriage go on;

703. Did they come into your store ?—They were

“ of his family.” I did not have any money about

ºming in there, but I bawled out I am a Maroon, and

then I sent away Mr. Da Costa and I took Mrs. Da
Costa as far as I could to put her in the carriage, and

tº all stood away from me, and Miss Brindlass said,
"Will you protect these people " and she took the

so she went away.

whºle of them, 10 of them; Mr. DaCosta, his children,

took Mr. Da Costa.

*his clerk, and all went into my place.
ſº. Did they stay there that night —Yes.
ſº. While they were there did any people come
**k for DaCosta?—Yes, some came and asked if

M. Da Costa was there.
"6. Who asked that? – About three or four men
. ºny gate and said, “Is Mr. Da Costa in your
** I said, “No, nobody is here;” I kept the yard

7016. In the carriage 2–In the carriage, we over
7017. And the rest of the children –Yes.

7018. Then they all went —They all went with
Mr. Da Costa.

7019. Did you hear the people call out anything,
any of those who wanted to prevent them from going
away?—They were all calling out, “Colour for colour º
the whole drove of them, but I do not know what they
meant.

!" silent so that nobody might come in, as there
***
men there but myself and my niece; when I
tard them come I fastened the gates, and no one

them -I gave them to the soldiers the same night

** and I put three dogs just at the gate and
*...] the baker's shop.
t º Had these men that asked for Da Costa any

that they came ; I gave two of the cutlasses to them
and I have got one now in my house.
7021. Did you see anything more of them that day?

7020. What became of the arms that you took from

-

it. º, their hands —Yes, they had cutlasses and -The whole of them were running after Mr. Hire
... ºf number them, but they all came to and the book-keeper of Golden Grove estate...I saw
.* and I fastened the gate, and my dogs were the whole drove of them go into the house and pull
Wi
yard ºº afraid ; I always have dogs in the
mattrasses, and everything that they
-

-

.*

T
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7022. After this did you see Mr. Jackson P-Yes,
I heard Mr. Jackson was very poorly.
7023. Did you see him?—Yes, I sent for him
myself.
7024. Where did you see him —I did not go my
self; Dr. Crowdie gave his buggy to see if we could
get anybody to bring poor Mr. Jackson, so I got a
person, my servant, to go, and I went as far as Iron
Bridge in the buggy. They said the people were too
strong for me, perhaps they might hurt me, and they
gave me a man to take the carriage up.
7025. Did you go and bring him down?—Yes, I
went to Iron Bridge and met the buggy there, and
brought him and Mr. Creighton, too.

7026. Did you see Mr. Hire 2–No, only Doctor
Crowdie, Mr. Jackson, and Mr. Creighton.
7027. Where did you bring them to ?—Doctor
Crowdie and Mr. Jackson came to Golden Grove first,

and they heard that Mr. Creighton was very poorly
and they wanted to send for him and I did so, and the
three were at Golden Grove. While they were in the
house I went there and had the care of Doctor Crowdie,
Mr. Creighton, and Mr. Jackson ; Doctor Crowdie
had his own nurse. Mr. Creighton wanted a person to
attend to him, and I did attend to him the whole while.

7028. How long did you remain at Golden Grove
—It was on Sunday morning that I left, the soldiers
came up on the Saturday. I did not leave Mr. Creighton
not an inch; I was with him the whole time.

7029. Besides yourself was there a Miss Margaret
Hamilton, who nursed these sick people 2–Yes.
7030. You and she together ?—Yes.
7031. You left the place after the soldiers had
arrived 2–Yes.
Y 7032. And you

-

came back again to your store ?–

es.

The witness withdrew,

J. Wilson.

JANE WILSON (a black woman) sworn and examined.
7033. In October last did you live at a place called
7056. Are you sure of that ?—They did not search
Long Bay ?—Yes.

in the house at all.

7034. Is that seven miles to the west of Manchio
neal 2–Yes.

7057. Nor the outside of the house either ?—No,
only set it on fire.
7058. Did they say to you that they had found
anything there which was not yours ?—Nothing at
all, they were my own things in the house.
7059. Were there other things there that they said
were not yours ?—They were my own clothes, and the
soldier say, “A black person have all these ; they

7035. Are you a widow 2–Yes.
7036. Did your husband die in July last year 2–
Yes.

i

7037.
October
7038.
7039.

Do you remember on a Monday morning in
seeing Mr. Codrington —Yes.
Did he come to Long Bay ?–Yes.
Who is Mr. Codrington —He was a magis

trate.

7040. Where 2—At Manchioneal.

7041. Did anyone come with him —Soldiers.
7042. How many soldiers came with him —A
whole gang, I do not know how many.
7043. You mean by that so many that you cannot
count 2–I cannot count.

7044. Had you a house at Long Bay ?—Yes.
7045. Were there many other houses near yours ?

they my own clothes.”
7060. They said, however, that they were not
yours ?—Yes, they say so ; they say they white
clothes.

7061. Was there a great quantity of clothes there :
—My husband's dead clothes that he left with me two
months ago, and my clothes and my child's.
7062. And no others ?––No.

7063. What was your husband 2–He was a clerk
in the church and a schoolmaster.

—Yes.

7046. How many ?—Lots of houses.
7047. When Mr. Codrington came did he come into

your house —Yes, he came to the gate, and ordered
the soldiers to burn this house.

must be the white clothes;” and I said, “No, massa,

7064. Did you see any officer with the soldiers ?–
There was so many I did not know who was the
officer from the soldiers.

7065. Did you see one –There was so many sol

-

7048. What house was that ?—My house.
7049. Who was living in it with you ?—Me, and a
person with me.
7050. Was it a man or a woman 2–A woman ;

my husband being dead I took her for company.
7051. What was said to you then –They sent me

diers I did not know the officer from the common

soldiers, I was frightened at so many.
7066. Were they white or black soldiers ?–It was
a white soldier that burnt my house.

7067. How was he dressed ?—I was so frightened,
I can’t say.
7068. Had he a red coat on ?—I did not notice

for a fire-stick.

7052. Who did —The soldiers. I bring my
fire-stick to them, and when I bring the fire-stick
Mr. Codrington say, “Burn the house.” I ran out
and say, “Mr. Codrington, are you going to burn my

what they had on, I was so frightened.
7069. Do you know the difference between soldiers
and sailors 2–Yes.

7070. Were they soldiers or sailors, do you know

Ż

poor house 2" “I don't care,” he said, “there is —I don't know what dress they had on. Soldiers
martial law, there is no mercy;” and he set the house

on fire, and the soldiers went into the house and took
out a saddle and what clothes there was, and what

they don't want they catch fire in the house, and I had
a dead child on Sunday night, and on Monday morning
a sick child—two children.

burnt my house.

7071. Had you ever seen Mr. Codrington before ?
—Yes, I lived near to Mr. Codrington.

7072. When this was going on did you go and
speak to him —Yes, I came out and called out to
him, because he knew my husband.

7053. In the house —Yes, and some other people

7073. What did you say to him —I said, “Mr.

was in the house ; I begged them, and I ran into the

fire before it dropped down, and took out the live

“Codrington, are you going to see me, poor inno
“ cent, and my house burnt wrongfully, and I got

child and the dead child out of the house.

“ no husband now * *

I was in

black for my husband, and they took it away and tore
7074. What did he say when you said that to him?
it up and leave me destitute, and when I bawled the —He said, “It is martial law, there is no mercy; I
soldier said, “If you bawl, I will shoot you, much less “ don’t care, burn the house.”
your house to set it on fire.”

7075. That was all he said to you ?––Yes, and they

7054. Before Mr. Codrington told them to do what burnt the house.
you have said they did, and before they sent you for
7076. (Mr. Walcott.) What sort of a saddle was
the fire-stick, had they searched your house ?—No, it that you had 2–My husband's riding saddle.
they did not search the house at all; they just went
7077. A man's riding saddle 2–Yes, the soldiers
inside and took the handkerchief from me.

º Had they searched round outside the house?
-N 0.

took that.

-

7078. Did it belong to your husband —Yes, his
own property.

:
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7079. And the clothes, what kind of clothes were
they ?–Black, three boxes.

7098. What caps had the white soldiers on their
heads 2—I did not notice to tell you what caps, but
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, iOS0. Women's or men's 2–Women's and men's :
they took what they wanted.

there was a whole troop of them.
7099. You cannot tell how they were dressed; had

J. Wilson.

they long trowsers or short leggings —They had big

3 Feb. 1866.

7081. There were three boxes of clothes, were
there?—Yes.
7082, Were the men's clothes black broadcloth 2–
Yes,

7083. And the women's dresses, what were they 2
—I was in mourning for my husband, and they took
it away.
7084. What was the material of the women's

clothes, silk?—No.

wide black trowsers.

7100. Do you mean coming down to the feet —
Half way up the leg.
7101. Had the white soldiers those kind of trowsers

on 2–Yes, the white soldiers had black trowsers.

7102. The same kind of big trowsers?—Yes.
7103.

Was

there

more

than one

cartload

of

things taken away ?—They burn other houses besides

7085. What then 2–Muslin, and there was a black

dress and woolsey.
7086. What was the black dress 2—Print ; there

was no silk; I did not have any silk.
7087. What did they do with the clothes —I don't

know; they took and turned them into a bundle and

put it into a cart, and carried it away with them.
7088. They had a cart then —Yes.
7089. And they tied up all the clothes in a bundle
and put the clothes in the cart, and took them away ?
—Yes.

In line.

7104. How many cartloads did they take away ?
—Only one cart they had with them driving.
7105. Was the cart filled 2–Yes, they took as
much as they could at the different places they went
to till they got up to the barracks.
7 106. The cart had as much as it could hold 2–

Yes; and they left me with nothing but what I have
on even to this day. I bawled out in the road and
begged them give it to me.
7107. Who drove the cart 2–The same soldiers

1090. Were these people dressed in black that
came to your house ?–No.

drove the cart.

7 108. White or black soldiers ?–White soldiers.

709. How were they dressed ?–They had on
7 109. What did they have in the cart, a horse or

soldiers' dresses.

7092. What kind of dress; what was the colour
of it?–Like the soldiers over here.

mule 2–A horse.

them, and white, all what the soldiers have here.

7110. And they said the clothes did not belong to
you, but belong to white people —Yes, they belong
to me truly.
7111. How far is this place at Long Bay from
Mulatto River ?–It is not a day's walking.

7094. What had they on their heads —A cap
with a red thing round it, a red band the black

Hinchelwood lived f-Yes.

7(93. But what was the colour; don't you know
the difference between black and white ; what was
the colour of their dress 2–Black and red all about

-:

7112. You know Mulatto River, that is where Mr.

soldiers had.
7 13. Whose house was burnt down 2–Yes.

7095. Oh, they were black soldiers ?–Black and
white all mixed together.

7095. But you said they were white soldiers ?—It

was a gang of white came and a gang of black.

.

7097. The black soldiers, then, had caps on with
red bands round them –Yes.

7114. Is Long Bay nearer to Mulatto River than
Manchioneal —You have to pass Mulatto River
before you get to Manchioneal.
7115. Mulatto River is between the two then 2–

Yes, in the middle.

The witness withdrew.

|A

º
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GEORGE BRYAN (a black) sworn and examined.
7|16. Do you live at Long Bay ?–Yes.
1117. What are you ?—A labourer.
7118. Early in October last did you go from
Morant Bay to Kingston —Yes.
7119. By sea –Yes.

7120. Were you at Kingston on the 11th of
October –Yes,

1121. When did you leave it 2–On the 13th.
(122. Where did you go to ?–To Manchioneal.
123. When did you get there?–On the 15th.
!!! Did you go home to Long Bay —Yes.
ſlº. Do you know a person by the name of Ned
Bryan –Yés.

ſº Was he a relation of yours ?–Yes.
|27. What relation ?—Brother,
71°8. What became of him —He was shot.

G. Bryan.

7 139. Had he been with you since the 4th of
October at Kingston –Yes.
7140. Did you go to Kingston early in October 2
—Yes.

7.141. And did not come back again till the 16th 2
–Till the 15th.

7142. Did you get to Long Bay on the 16th —The
15th.

7143. Are you certain he had been with you the
whole time you were at Kingston —Yes,
7 144. Did you see your brother Ned taken

up

when he returned – Yes, he was taken up by the
soldiers.

7145. Did you see him —Yes.
7146. You saw him taken up 2–Yes.
71.47. How soon after he had come and landed with

ſº. Did you see him shot —Yes,

you ?–We landed at Manchioneal about 12 o'clock in

ſº. Where?—At Long Bay.
!ºl. When —On the i8th October.
ſº. By whom —By the soldiers.

the day.

º Do you know for what he was shot?—No.
7184. You know nothing about that ?—No.
ſlº. You merely saw him shot ?–Yes. I was at
"*" at the same time with him ; the two of us
"... home together.

". Pld he come home with you?–He came

7.148. At what time did you land 2–We two
landed in one boat.

7149. That does not tell me the time —It was at
the same hour.

7 150. What hour?—The same 15th October the
two of us landed at Manchioneal, and we went home
the same day, and we reached home at 4 o'clock in
the afternoon of the 15th.

"...ith me the same day.
º he been with you all the time —Yes,
º Then when was he taken —He was taken

7 151. Of the 15th –Yes, we landed at Manchio
neal at 12 o'clock in the day, and we never reached
home till 4 o'clock the same day.

* morning, the 16th, and was shot on the

7153. You say your brother was taken up at 12

16th.

7152. The same afternoon 2–Yes.
o'clock on the 15th –On the 16th.
T 2
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7154. Well, was he tried, do you know —No.
7155. How do you know that ?–Because they only
took him up out of his house; he asked what they

took him up for, and said he was just from King

3 Feb. Isog, ston ; and the doctor says to him—
-

|

7156. What doctor 2–The doctor of the soldiers.

blow given 2°–There was a lot of them, and the
soldier was in a crowd.

7195. And did you say before, when you told this
story to this gentleman, that you did not see that
sword blow given 2–The soldier gave it to him.
7 196. Did you say you did not see it given; do
you understand the question ?—I saw the whole of

7157. What doctor was it?—I went up to ask, and
them in the crowd, and the soldier struck him over
they told me it was Doctor Morris.
7158. What did he say to your brother ?—He said, the head.
71.97. Only one did that you say ; only one drew
“Well, if you are just from Kingston, come on, and
“I will carry you on till I hear further whether you the sword and delivered the blow 2–Yes, delivered
the blow.
“ are from Kingston or no.”
7159. Did he take him anywhere to ascertain
7.198. Have you not said this morning, when you
that?—No, he did not go anywhere; he just came on told the story before, that you did not see this done?
the road, and said he must come to a man who kept —Understand me, sir, I was hiding myself in the
a shop on the road.
house, and saw the soldiers as they came; they tied
him to the post, tied him to the tree, and after that
7160. Whose shop was that ?—David Mayne's.
7161. Did he go to that shop 2–No, he just come they shot him.
7 199. You have told us that. Now just attend to
part of the way, and they reached a tree; and they
cut off the head of it and tied him to the post, and what I ask you ; you have told us now that you saw
ordered three soldiers to shoot him.
the sword blow given on his brow, that you saw the
7162. Did three soldiers shoot him 2–Yes.
soldier draw the sword and cut your brother on the
7163. Do you mean that that was done in the time temple?—Yes.
that he was taken from your house ?—Yes.
7.200. You say now that you saw that ?—I saw
that.
7164. Without stopping?—Yes.
7.201. You saw it done 2–Yes.
7165. They went nowhere except to this post 2–
No, nowhere, only to the post.
7202. Listen to this; have you not said this
7166. What distance was that from your house?— morning that you had not seen that done. Answer
It is not far, just as far as to the gate there (pointing the question—have you not said this morning, in
to the end of the room).
telling this story before, that you did not see that
7167. You saw him shot, what became of you ?— sword blow given ——Yes, I did. I saw the sword
I was hiding, as I was in the house. I was compelled was chopped.
to hide from the soldiers.
7203. Did you not say so this morning 2–Yes, I
7168. Did you see it from your house then 7– did say so.
Yes.
7204. That you did not see it 2—I say the whole
7169. From your own house you saw him shot ; of them were in a crowd.
were you in the house ?—I was in the house when
7205. Listen to the question, and tell me if you
he was shot.
understand it before you answer it ; you have told
7170. And you could see it from your house, it this story to that gentleman this morning, have you
was so near as that 2–Yes, between my gate and not ?–Yes, I told it to him about the soldiers.
the tree-head cut off as a post.
7206. When you told it did not you tell him also
7171. He was taken straight from your house and that you did not see the soldier cut your brother with
was shot 2–Yes.
the sword ; do you understand the question ?–Yes,
7172. Was he tied to the tree ?–Tied to the tree.
7173. Who shot him 2–The soldiers.

7174. How many of them —Three.
7175. Did they all fire together at him —Yes, at
one time, and they gave him one bullet on the right
side, one here (in the stomach), and one on the right
leg, and they gave him a chop over the head.
7176. With what 2–With a sword.

7177. Did you see the chop given 2–Yes.
717S. You actually saw it done —I saw it done.
7179. What sort of soldiers were they P-Black
soldiers.

7180. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was that the only person
that was shot on that occasion ?—No, I saw many
more shot.

7181. Where 2–At Long Bay.
7182. (Commission.) Are you quite certain that
you saw that blow which you describe given to him *
—Yes.

7183. Did not you say a short time ago that you
did not see that ?—Yes, I did say it.
7.184. Which do you say now?—I say that he
received three balls.

7185. Attend; you say he had a chop over the
brow 2–Yes.

7186. Did you see that chop given 2–Yes.
7187. Do you mean to say that ?—Yes, I do say it.
7188. Who gave it to him —A soldier.
7189. What with, with what instrument 2—A
sword.

7190. What sort of sword 2–It was a long sword.

7191. Did you see him draw the sword —I saw
the soldier draw the sword.

7192. You have told this story before?—Yes.
7.193. To a gentleman who came to ask you about
it, and who wrote it down. Do you see that gentle
man sitting there (Mr. Lindo) 2–Yes.

7.194. Did not you tell him, “I did not see the

I do.

-

7207. Did you tell him so —Yes, I did tell
him so.

7208. That you did not see it done 2—I did see it,

I did see the chop.
7209. But you told him you did not see the chop?
—Yes, I did.

7210. You told him you did see it?—Yes, I did
See it.

7211. Did you tell that gentleman this morning
that you did see it done, or that you did not see it
done P-I told him I saw it done, because I was in
the house, and the crowd of soldiers were there.

7212. Then you swear that you told the gentleman
you saw your brother chopped by the soldier with a
sword ; on your oath do you swear that ?–Yes.
7213. You do —Yes.

7214. This man that you saw draw the sword, did
he draw it out of the scabbard 2–Yes.
7215. Was he dressed like the other soldiers ?—

Yes, like the other soldiers.
7216. They were black soldiers ?–Yes.

7217. Had he a gun in his hand 2–Yes, he had a
gun in his hand; the whole of them had guns in
their hands, and the doctor had a short revolver.

7218. Do you know Mr. Codrington, the magis
trate 2–Yes.

7219. Who lives near Long Bay?—Yes.
7220. Shortly after the day you are now speaking

of, when your brother was shot, did you see Mr.
Codrington —Yes, James Codrington.

7221. Is that the person you mean when you said
you knew the magistrate 7–James Codrington is the
brother of Christopher Codrington, the magistrate.
Y 7222.

A few days afterwards did you see him –

es.

7223. Was anything said by him 2–Yes.

7224. What do you say what was said by him to
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to take a man up to Manchioneal Bay.
7925. Was that all he said?—Yes, we carried him

up to Manchioneal to the soldiers,
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7240. And you were inside the house hiding 2–
Yes.
7241. Was the door shut 2—No.

Gºrgan.

7242. The door was open 2–Yes.

7226. Did he say anything to you about your
brother being shot ?—No.
7227. Nothing —No.
7228. Be careful, do you mean that you actually
saw somebody inflict the wound, or did you see your
brother's body afterwards with the wound there 2–
I saw somebody inflict the wound at the same time
when the soldiers were together.

7229. (Mr. Walcott.) Was your brother dead at
the time the wound was inflicted 7–Yes; he was

dead, because he had three balls in him.
7230, Was he dead at the time that the sword-cut
wound was inflicted 2–Yes.

7231. Where were you hiding 7–Just near to the
road in the house.

TENTH
DAY.

7243. Does the door face the road 2–Yes.
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7244. How far was this tree, with a post to it,
where your brother was carried ?–Just like this gate
here in this room.

7245. Have you anything growing in your yard,
plantain, succour, or yams ?—No ; I have no yams.
7246. Cocoas or anything else ?—No ; we do not
grow anything ; it is a new settlement. I don't plant
anything yet.
7247. Was there any bush 7–No.
7248. No bush in the yard 2–No.
7249. It was quite clean then 2–0uite clean.
7250. You had not began to plant anything 2—No.

7251. You say it was a straight long sword that a

7232. But in what part of the house 2–Just near
to the door-mouth. I was stooping down to see,
because they said that everyone that walked on the

7252. And you say a black soldier drew it out of
the scabbard and struck your brother over the head

road would be shot.

—Yes.

7233. Were you in the house at the time your
brother was arrested 2–Yes.

soldier had 2–Yes.

7253. You say he was dead then 2–Yes.
7254. Had he been taken off the tree then 2–The

7234. Were you arrested too 7–No, I was not.
7235. Why were you not arrested; were you
hiding at the time your brother was arrested f—Yes.
7236. They did not see you there —No, they did
ROt. See me.

soldier did not take him off, but the wife came imme

diately and a man that came out in the road at the
time.

7255. Who took him off the tree ?—The wife of my
brother.

7237. Where were you hiding —Just near to the
door-mouth by the gate.
7238. Did they come inside the house 2–No ; they

did not come inside my house at all.
7239. Then where was your brother arrested 2–In

7256. Then he was still tied to the tree at the time

he was chopped 2–Yes.
7257. And was dead then 2–Yes.

7258. (Commission.) Is that all you have to state 2
—Yes.

the road.

-

The witness withdrew.

MARY BRYAN (a black woman) sworn and examined.}
7269. Are you the wife of Ned Bryan 2–Yes.
7260. Do you live at Long Bay ?—Yes.
726l. Where were you on the ilth of October last?
—At Long Bay.
7262. Where was Ned Bryan then —At Kings
ton,

M. Bryan.

Bryan was your husband, and James Bryan your hus
band's brother ?–Yes.

7282. Were they all at your house ?—Yes ; James

Bryan and Ned Bryan were in the house.
7283. And where was George —George was at his

7263. When did he come home 2—On the 15th
0ctober.

house, next neighbour.
7284. Next to you ?—Yes.
7285. When they got to your house at 7 o'clock

7264. When did you see him on that day ?–On

what did they do?—They came for Ned Bryan, and

the 15th October, Sunday evening, 4 o'clock.
7265. He came back to Long Bay ?—Yes.

said he was a rebel.

He said no, and one of the

soldiers came and held Ned Bryan and James Bryan.
7286. What did they do with them —They took

7266. How long did he stay there?—He only stayed
there Sunday night, and Monday morning, the 16th,

them out in the road.

they shot him, and he was dead.
1267. Did you see that done 2–Yes.

7287. When they got out into the road what became
of them 7–As they got to the road the soldiers asked

1268. When was it done?–On Monday morning.
7269. At what time of day ?–Seven o'clock in the
morning.

for a rope, and they took the rope, and Ned Bryan
said, “I am just from Kingston last night, and I am
going to dead this morning. What have I done?”

7270. Are you certain of that ?–Yes.

And a white gentleman, with a black soldier, riding a

7271. That it was 7 o'clock —Yes.

horse, was there.

The whole of the black soldiers

7372. I suppose you were in bed that night between were riding, and when they carry him out in the road
the 15th and ſgth –Yes.

he said, “I am just from Kingston last night.”

The

7378. At what time did you wake and get up —I gentleman, who the soldier said was the doctor, had a
#" up soon on Monday morning, and was sitting pistol in his hand, and he took the pistol and knocked
down with a child in my arms.

I saw the soldiers

º:
the soldiers that were at Mr. Ward's on Sunday
ight,
tºº. How far is that from your house ?–Only
*ght across.

* Are you sure they came straight to your

hºuse as early as 7 o'clock :-Yes.
ºff Are you quite certain of it?—Yes.
d
0

|

*...When they came at 7 o'clock what did they
iThey met Ned Bryan sitting down.
* That was your husband 2–Yes, and his

ºlº, James Bryan.
*19. Is not his name George 2–James.

º Then is there a third brother named George 2
.." "ºther is named George. Ned Bryan's brother
1281. Then George Bryan is your brother, Ned

*ºned James Bryan. We all bear one name.
º

Ned Bryan on his hand, and said, “Go on ; I want

no chat from you.” They went a little in the road,
and they tied the two brothers, James Bryan and Ned
Bryan together, and the doctor ordered three soldiers
to come off and shoot those two men. They tied him
to a tree by the side of the road, and cut off the head
of the tree, and three soldiers came and shot the two
of them.
7288. Shot both of them 2–Yes.

7289. Were they close together ?—Yes; and they
shot them facing each other. The three soldiers shot

the two, and when they shot the two Ned Bryan was
tied to the post that way, and James the other to the

front, and as they shot him James dropped down, and
Ned stood up, and out the soldier drew a sword out of
his sheath, and chopped Ned Bryan right down.

7290. Was he a black soldier that did that, or a
T 3
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white one?—No white ones were with them, only the

the waist to the tree he struggled a little, and one of

one they said was the doctor.

them walked up and chop him.

M. Bryan.
Y
3 Feb. 1866.
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7291. The doctor was the only white man 2–Yes.
7292. That morning did you see George Bryan –

Y

7327. Was he dead at the time he was chopped 2–

eS.

7328. Was James shot dead too 2–Yes.

GS.

7293. Where did you see him 2 — As they were

7329. How far from your house was this tree that

taking Ned Bryan, coming from the house, I called to

he was tied to ?—As far as from here to that house.

George Bryan, and took him to the place where they

7330. How far was the tree from George Bryan's
house f—Mine and George Bryan's house is together.
7331. Close side by side 2–Yes.
7332. Were they touching one another ?—No ; his
house here, and my house there.
7333. How far was this tree from George Bryan's
house, in what direction was it from George Bryan's
house, was it immediately facing his house, or to the
right or left of it?—The tree was up the road, and
they bring Ned Bryan and James Bryan from the
house there. I and George Bryan in the house, and

shot him.

7294. When you called George Bryan out, was it
from the house next to yours ?—Yes.
7295. Did he come out 7–Yes. As they were
going to shoot Ned Bryan he was obliged to hide
against a patch of bush or they would have shot him.
When they shot Ned Bryan one of the black soldiers
called out to me, “Ah, that child has saved you this
morning.”
7296. You say there was a patch of bush —Yes.
7297, Did I understand you to say George Bryan
did something —Yes; if he had not hid behind the
bush they would have shot him.
7298. Did he go into the patch of bush —Yes.
7299. Was that near his house ?—Yes.

7300. Are you certain that these two were tied
together to the tree that was cut down —Yes.
7301. And only three soldiers fired —Only three
soldiers.

7302. Did they fire all at once or at different times?
—The three of them pointed the gun and shot it at
one time.

7303. All at once 2–Yes.

7304. Did they shoot both Ned and his friend ?—
James and Ned were tied together, and the three
soldiers shot the two of them together.

7305. Were they side by side —No, the two front

each other. They were tied face to face.
7306. Against this tree ?–Yes.
7307. Do you mean that one had his back to the
soldiers and the other his face 2–0ne had his back

they come out in the road to the tree.

7334. Was the tree in front of George Bryan's
house or on one side of it; as you come out of your
door and walk down the road, was the tree on your
left or your right hand or immediately facing your
door 7—It was on the right-hand side of the road.
7335. You turn to the right, then you come to the
tree ; which way do you turn round when you come
out of your house to get to the tree ?—You turn this
way, and walk straight on.

7336. Was the tree on your right or left hand 7–
The right hand.
7337. The same side as your house 2–Yes.
7338. Then the tree was not immediately facing
your door-mouth —No, the tree was not at the door
mouth. They followed the men they tied till they
came to the tree.

7339. If you were in your house or George Bryan's
house could you see the tree ?—No.
7340. You cannot see the tree from your house or
George Bryan's house —No.
7341. Whereabouts was the bush that he went into,

to the tree so, and the other there (describing it),

behind his house or on the opposite side of the road

and they shot the two together, and they send the

—The bush close to the tree ; the patch of bush right

ball through the two of them.

against the tree.

7308. At once —At once.

7309. They only fired once —Yes, once.
7310. And all at the same time 2—Yes, the two

brothers tied together.
7311. And they were face to face —Yes.
73.12. Then the first one was shot through the
back 2–Yes, the one shot through the back go through
the other.

73.13. Which had his back to the tree ? — Ned

Bryan.
7314. And his face to the soldiers ?—Yes.

73.15. Did they take them to this tree and shoot
them directly after they had taken them out of your
house 2–Yes.

-

73.16. You say they met him sitting down 2–In
my house.
7317. You said that his brother was sitting with

7342. Is it behind his house or on the opposite side
of the road, I mean the bush he went into ?—The
same side of the road where the tree was.
7343. And where his house was f_Yes.

7344. How far back behind his house was the bush

—Just from here to there (pointing), just out of the
door there. No one could walk on the road that day,
the soldiers would kill everyone of them. Only the
women could go backwards and forwards in the road.
7345. (Mr. Gorrie.) When you said Ned Bryan
was dead before he got the cut, was he actually dead
or in the agonies of death 2–He was in the agonies
of death, and they chop him.
-

7346. Was he quite dead or only dying when he
had the cut ; were you near enough to see 2–I had
the child in my hands.
7347. Did you see somebody else shot besides these

him — His brother was sitting with him in his

two men, your husband and your brother ?—No, no

house.

one did not shot at the present.

7318. How far off were the soldiers when they
shot him —Just as far as from here to that gentle
man (a few yards).
7319. (Mr. Walcott.) Where was George Bryan
when the soldiers fired f—He hid behind the patch of
bush at the time.

7320. At the time the soldiers were firing at James
and Edward 2–Yes.

7321. Then he was not in his house at the time f

—No, I begged him to hide, for the soldiers would
kill him.

7322. Then he was behind the bush when the
soldiers fired at James and Edward 2–Yes.
7323. He was not in the house then 2–No.

7324. You say that Ned was chopped over the

obliged to call George Bryan. I went and loose Ned
Bryan and James Bryan off the gate, and call George
to help me dig a hole and bury him.

7350. Then you were together all the rest of the
day ?—Yes.
7351. And you saw no other shot but those two

—No. On the 9th of December Mr. Ramsay came
and took away a horse that Ned Bryan had for 201,
and he carried it to Morant Bay and sold it for 31. 3s.
7352. Who took away your horse 2–Inspector
Ramsay and Abbington.

7353. Was it the Mr. Ramsay that was at Port
Antonio —Yes.

head —Yes.

7325. At what time was that ?—The same morning.
7326. Was it before or after the soldiers fired ?–

After the soldiers fired.

7348. You saw nobody else shot you mean 8–No.
7349. (Commission.) When did you see George
Bryan again —After the soldiers were gone I was

When they tied him round

73.54. Do you mean Paul Ramsay or Gordon
Ramsay ?—I don't know the spelling of the names;
it was the inspector.

7
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7355. (Mr Gorrie.) What was the date when you

7356. (Mr. Walcott.) What is Mr. Abbington —

said that happened ?–On the 9th of December, and
he sold it on the 6th January.

He is a brown man; he was a police sergeant at

TENTH
DAY.

Manchioneal once.
M. Bryan.

The witness withdrew.
3 Feb. 1866.

CHARLEs Nelson (a black) sworn and examined.
7357. Were you in charge of Mulatto River on
7378. Have you anything else to state 2–Yes; on

Friday night the 13th October?—Yes.
7358. How far is Mulatto River from Manchioneal?
—About six miles.

7359. What was your business there 2–To take

care of the place, to take care of the stock.

C. Nelson.
---

the 16th October the soldiers came up from Port
Antonio, and they came and burnt down the house,
and took away all my clothes and everything.
7379. Where were you living 2—In Little Bay;

they took away all my sister's clothes and everything,

7360. Whose stock 2–Mr. Hinchelwood's.

7361. On Friday night, the night mentioned, did

anybody come to that house where the stock was 2–
Yes, they came up just about 8 o'clock.
7362. How many were there 2–A whole crowd, I
did not number them.

except what we had on our backs.
7380. Who was the officer commanding the soldiers?
—Mr. Codrington was the officer giving orders.
7381. Mr. Codrington was with them —Yes.
7382. Who was the officer ?–He was a doctor, I
don't know his name.

7363. Were they armed 2–No, only cutlasses in
7383. Were they black or white soldiers ?–White

their hands.

soldiers.

7364. How many came 2—A crowd ; I say I did
7384. Any black 2–White and black; the white

not number them.

burnt the house.

7365. Were they black men —Yes, all black men.

7366. What did they do?—After they came up to
the house they said they wanted something to drink,
and they went round to the store and broke the store
door open; they took out some jugs of rum and drank
outside, they said it was not sufficient, and they went
in and got a puncheon, and one man held a lamp over
the puncheon and was drawing some more rum, and
the rum flashed up in the blaze of the lamp.
7367. Did it catch fire —Yes, the puncheon

caught fire; they were trying to out it, but they could
not, and they ran outside ; some of them caught fire
and they took up the jugs of rum and went away,

7385. Did they charge you with anything 2–
Nothing at all.
7386. Did not they say you had done something 2–
Nothing at all.
7387. Only burnt your house ?–Only burnt down
the house.

7388. Did they search it before they burnt it 2–
Yes ; and took away my clothes, and afterwards set
the house on fire.

7389. How many clothes did they take away ?—
They took away all my sister's clothes.
7390. How much was there ; was there a cart-load 2

leaving the house burning. I tried to save as much as
we could out of the house. They came back on

—I cannot number them.

Saturday morning, and they plundered all they could
take out of the house; they plundered the turkeys
and geese and sheep on Saturday, the whole day.

tied it in a large bundle, and carried it away.
7392. Were they cloth clothes 2–Yes, cloth.
7393. Any muslins —Yes, and some broad-cloth

7368 Was everything burnt down to the ground

7391. And did they put them into the cart —They

trowsers.

then?—Everything was burnt close to the ground.
7369. Except the turkeys and things that they took

7394. Did not they say that they belonged to white
people, or something of that sort —No, they did not

away ?—Yes; and what we took out of the house on
Friday night.

say anything.

7370. That you had saved?—Yes.
7371. Were they the same people that you had
seen on that Friday night?–Yes, and many more.

7372. Did you see the same persons who you had

7395. They simply took them out and burnt your
house 2–Yes,

7396. That was at Little Bay ?–Yes.
7397. How far is that from Mulatto River ?—Two
miles.

7398. Is it near Manchioneal 2–Yes, from there

seen the night before ?–Yes.

7373. So as to know them again —Yes, I knew
some of them; they were taken up and tried by Court

to Manchioneal is about eight miles.

martial on Port Antonio.

was never examined here before.

7374. Were you there?—Yes.

7399. You were examined here, were you not 2—I

7376. On the trial of those men 2–Yes.

7400. Did not some gentlemen write down what
you had to say ?–Yes.
7401. Did you tell him about these soldiers ?—No,

7377. Or some of them —Some of them.

I did not tell him about that.

7375, Did you give evidence 2–Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned till 10 o'clock on Monday morning.

*
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ELEVENTH DAY.

Monday, 5th February 1866.
PRESENT :
ELEVENTH

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.

T)AY.

RUssell GURNEY, Esq.

John BLossETT MAULE, Esq.

J. Asher.

5 Feb. 1866.

JAMEs AsHER (a black) sworn and examined.
7402. Are you a policeman 2–Yes.
7420. What was done with you there?—They talked
7403. For what parish 2–St. Thomas in the East. of killing me there.
7404. Were you on duty at the Parade at Morant
7421. But they did not do it?—They did not do it.
Bay on the 11th of October 2—I was.
Some consulted to flog me, so they ordered me to take
7405. Whereabouts were you?—Near the Court off my pantaloons; I did so ; I took off my upper pan
house.
taloons leaving on my drawers. They asked me who I
7406. Did you see the people enter the Parade — was, I told them I was a descendant of the Maroons.
Yes.
7422. Are you a descendant of the Maroons 2–
My mother's mother was a Maroon.
7407. What did you do?—I made my escape.
7408. How soon did you make your escape?—When
7423. What did they then say or do —They said
we ran to go to the station and found we could not get they would not kill me, but they would swear me ;
that I must leave the white and cleave to the black.

arms.

7409. Then you thought it was time to be off?—
Yes

7410. Did you get to the bush or the beach 2–To
the beach.

7411. And afterwards to
Corner ?—Yes.

º Did you swear to that ?—I was compelled so
to do.

7425. Was there any book produced —They pro
duced a book.

a

house at Church

7426. What time was it that you were sworn at

Stony Gut —It was between 5 and 6 o'clock in the

7412. In the course of the night did the people
come to the house where you were 2–Yes.
7413. What number was there who came in at that

time 2—Including the people they took out of the
Penitentiary about 300 of them.
7414. What did they do with you?—They took me
out wishing to kill me.
7415. If they wished to kill you, why did they not
do it *—They asked me who I was, and I told them I
was a policeman.
7416. What did they say to that ?—Bogle came up
with a sword to strike me, and one M*Laren who was

the captain, told him he must not kill me; he knew
me, and I had done a favour for him a few days
back.

7417. What did Bogle say then —They consulted
to take me up to Stony Gut.
7418. Did they take you to Stony Gut 2–They
did.

7419. Who took you up there 2–Bogle and his
Inell.

morning.

7427. Were you then let go 2–Yes, I was sent
away. They ordered me not to remain at Bath, they
were coming to Bath, and if they found me there they
would take my head off.

7428. They said that ?—Bogle said that; and they
further stated that they would not kill any more white
men, but as as fast as they catch them they would
make them work in the cane fields.

7429. (Mr. Gorrie.) Do you come from St. Thomas
in the East or Kingston —Now from Kingston, but
I am of St. Thomas in the East.

7430. You have been staying at Kingston for some
days 2–Yes.
7431. Can you mention the names of any who you
saw at Stony Gut who have since been executed —
Yes, I saw M'Laren there and Bogle.
7432. Which Bogle 2–Moses Bogle.
7433. Anybody else?—I saw Paul Bogle when they
took me up to Stony Gut, and Francis Gillespie, and
John Gillespie ; those two are alive.

The witness withdrew.

Mrs. M. A.
Cooke.

Mrs. MARY ANN CookE sworn and examined.

7434. Are you the wife of Mr. Stephen Arthur

7447. Were you at that time sitting at your window?

Cooke, clerk of the peace for the parish of St. Thomas

—I was standing at my door.
7448. Were you able to see what they did when they
got to the police station ?—Yes; I saw them partly
destroyed the station and enter it, and take out the
police arms.
7449. You saw that done, did you ?–Yes.

in the East 2–Yes.

7435. Have you a dwelling at Morant Bay ?—
Yes,

7436. Which stands upon a hill overlooking the
town 2–Yes.

7437. Is it near the town 2–Yes; it is in the

7450. After that did you see where they went 2–
They marched on to the Parade, storming the Wo

town.

7438. On the 11th October last were you at home 2
–Yes, I was.

7439. On that day did you see a number of black

people enter Morant Bay?—Yes.
7440. How many do you think you saw 2–About
400 or 500.

7441. About 500 °–Yes, if not more.

lunteers with the brickbats which they had then
prepared.
7451. Did you hear anyone cry out anything from
among them —Yes; I heard some one say not to
call them by their names, but to call them, “Brother
Mob.”

7452. Did you hear any command given about firing?
—Yes; I heard them say to one another, after the

7442. Did you see them pass down into Morant Volunteers and the gentlemen retired to the Court:
house, that they must not waste powder; they would
Bay ?—No ; they went down into the station first.
chop them down as they came out.
7443. Did you see them at the station ?—Yes.
7453. Who said that, do you know 2–No ; I heard
7444. Is it the police station you are speaking of?
—Yes.

some one say it in the mob, I cannot say who said it.

7454. You saw the Volunteers then go into the
7445. Did you notice if they had anything in their
Court-house ?—Yes, with the gentlemen.
hands there –Yes; they had cutlasses and sticks.
7455. Did you then go upstairs —No ; I then
7446. Anything else ?—No ; I did not see them
retired to my bedroom. It was a one-storeyed house.
with anything else at that time.

THE JAMAICA ROYAL COMMISSION.

7456. Was that a room having a window overlook

ing the place —Yes,

the School-room as well as the
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7464, Had Miles anything in his hands 2—Not the

7457. Did you sit there at your window 2–Yes; I
happened to look and saw a man mounted on some

second time ; at first he had a gun with a lance on
the top of it.
7.465. Was anything said by them when they came 2
—No ; they only wanted to see my husband. He

bricks with a lighted torch in his hands, and putting

asked for Mr. Cooke some three or four times,

the School-room on fire, and all the others were round
him breaking stones.

I knew nothing about Mr. Cooke, that he had left
the day before.
7466. What became of you ?—I was then in the

Court-house.

7458. Did you see the Court-house take fire –It
took fire from the School-room ; it caught from the
School-room,

7459. Did anyone call at your house the next

I said

-

Mrs. M. A.
Cooke.
5 Feb. 1866.
-

bush, and a man took me to his house.

7467. Did you go into the woods on Thursday ?—
Yes, because a woman came up twice to set fire to the

morning, Thursday ?–Yes; on Thursday, the 12th

house, and I went into the wood.

October, a woman came up to my house twice, in com

7468. And you stayed illere till when 2–Until
next day.

pany with a black man named Miles, and asked for

ELEVENTH
DAY.

Mr. Cooke.

7469. Were you with others in the woods 2 I think

7460. Who was Miles, do you know?—No, I do
not know him; it was the first time I ever saw him.

7461. Did you know at that time that was his
name?—No ; not until some one spoke to him and

you had some of your children with you ?—Yes.
7470. I believe you remember the “Wolverine”
coming into the Bay ?—Yes.

asked what he wanted with me, and then I knew him

747 l. That would be on the Saturday morning 2–
Yes, or Friday.

by that name.
7462. Did they address him by that name 2—Yes;
they said, “Miles, what do you want with Mrs.

7473. Was your house plundered –Yes, every
thing was taken out; all my clothing and different

Cooke?" He came alone first with a gun, and

things.

afterwards another man came there.

sº And you

7472. Did you go on board her ?—Yes.

7463, Asking for Mr. Cooke 2–Yes.

never saw any of them again 3–

0.

The witness withdrew.

JAMES MINOTT (black) sworn and examined.
7486. What did he say to you when he saw you

J. Minott.

sº Are you a tailor living at Morant Bay ?–
es.

7476. Did you know Paul Bogle 2–Yes, I did.
7477. And Moses Bogle 2–Yes.
7478. Some time in the month of September did

Moses or Paul Bogle come to you ?—Moses Bogle, not
himself, his son.

7479. In consequence of what he said did you go
anywhere —No, I did not.
7480. What was the name of the son who came to

. *—Really I do not

know ; his name was Bogle,

4 50W.

-

148l. Was that inviting you somewhere, but
declined to go?—Yes.

you

-

74%. On the llth of October did you see Moses
Bºgle —Yes, I did.
7483. Had you received what purported to be a

there —He said to me, “Mr. Minot, I am sorry that
“you are sick ; this is the same affair I sent to call
“you about, we are going to send to the Maroons to

“join us.” I said, “I will bet anything that they will
never join you.”
7487. Are you a Maroon 2–I am.
7488. Did he say anything more to you ?—Yes, he
did.

7489. What ?—He said, “I sent to call you to join
“our meeting, also to sign a paper, but I am busy
“ now ; I will see you another time.”
7490. Do you know anything else about this
matter —Not what I saw, only what I heard.
7491. If there is anything you saw or know your.
self, as to what was done in suppressing the disturb

ance, you can state it ; do you know anything about
that ?–No.

message frºm him in the meantime –Yes.

*4. When you saw him on the 11th of October,

Mºyas he 2–He was

down at the wharf.

iłºś. Was that after the Court-house had been
*ked, or before ?—About the same time.

7492. How near to Morant Bay do you live 2–
About a mile.

7493. (Mr. JPalcott.) Do you know anything about
the paper that Bogle talked to you about ; Did he
tell you what the paper was at all 2–No.

The witness withdrew.

Joseph HARDY WILLIAMs (a coloured man) sworn and examined.

* Are you an accountant residing at Morant
Bay?—Yes.

º, Were you a Volunteer on duty on the 11th

J. H. Williams.

7501. Was that before you fired 2–Before we
fired.

7502. When you fired what was the effect of it 2-—

ºf October –Yes,

They were so near to me that when I fired I could not
º, Did you see the people enter on the Parade : put my gun in a position to reload.
—Yes, I did.
7503. What did you do then —I had to escape
*7. How long did you remain there —For about then ; a man was going to put my bayonet through
*.

-

ºn hour.

Wººl were
you see
whenupthein people
º...
Parade?—We
drawn
line to entered
receive

In 10.

7504. Your bayonet was fixed, was it 2–Yes.

7505. Where did you escape to ?—I escaped through

* When we heard they were coming, under the
*d ºf Captain Hitchins; as they advanced upon

the back of the Court-house.

"We had to retire six paces in the rear till we could
"tº further, our backs came against the wall of the

the back of the Court-house ; there is a fort at the

ºt-house; they commenced throwing stones at us.

*" was given to fire; at this time the Riot Act

"ºing read by the Baron.

º Are you quite

7506. Did you go into the Court-house 2–No, to
back of the Court-house. I went through there over
the wall, down to the sea beach, and from there I
tried to make my escape.
7507. Is that where the battery is 2–Yes.
7508. How far did you get 2—I went about a

sure that the throwing of
***
before
the
word
was given to fire –Yes, quarter of a mile from there.
'llite sure.
750),

º! You see anyone struck — Mr. Bowen

"*struck in the face.

7509. Is that over a bridge 2–Yes.
7510. To a place called Brown's Gut 2–Yes.
7511. There who did you meet with ?—I then went
U

:
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to the house of one of my comrades, a Volunteer ; I
was not there I suppose more than a quarter of an
hour when somebody said to me, “They are coming !”

7520. Did you see any persons there who have been
since executed 2–Yes; I saw one Scipio Cowell there,
and I saw M*Laren there ; I saw one of the Bogles

and when I looked out I saw about 100 of them with

there, whether it was Moses or Paul I cannot say:

sticks in their hands, under the command of one

they were so much alike that I could hardly tell one

M‘Laren, I think it was, and they surrounded the

from the other; and I saw M*Intosh there.

house.

7521. Who did you go there with ?—About a dozen

7512. What direction did they come from ?—I
could not see, because I was in the house.

of us went there.

7522. Did you ask anything when you were there :

7513. Was there more than one party came up
there; do not mention any other name, but was there
more than one party came there besides the party
that M'Laren had 2–Yes, after they beat me four
more parties came.
7514. You were beaten then 2–Yes.

—I did not ask, but one of the friends I went with

asked what was the intention of the meeting, and they
refused to tell us; they would not tell what was the
intention of the meeting now, but we should know
hereafter. They had a meeting which sat previous to
this on the Thursday, at Morant Bay, and M'Intosh

7515. Were you much hurt?—Yes; I got both my
hands broken, my left hand broken across the wrist
and the right hand broken here.
7516. What did they beat you with ?—Sticks.
7517. What did you do at last —They took me
about a mile and a half along from the scene of action,
when they consulted whether they should carry me
on to the Captain's residence or not ; some said,
“Carry him on.” I said, “No, send me through

said, “We did not see any of these men at the meeting

thicket or bush,” that would take me about two

No.

miles and a half to the back of Morant Bay. They
consulted and said, “Send him through the bush and
let him go home the best way he can ;” and from
there I tried to get home, but I did not reach home.
7518. Did you know any of these people before ?—
Yes, I did.

7519. Had you been at any meeting with any of
those people before ?—I saw some of them at a meet
ing held on the 15th August, at a house called Mr.
Gordon's house next to my residence at Morant Bay;
it was called Mr. Gordon's house.
whether it was his house or not.

I do not know

“ on the Parade on Saturday last, and we won’t have
“ them now.”

I saw sticks in their hands.

7523. When they told you this what did you do?—
I came away.
7524. And your friends with you ?—Yes, we came

... "

away.

7525. Can you give the Commission any more infor
mation about the matters they are inquiring into ?—
7526. Do you know anything of any acts of violence
in the suppression of the disturbance 2–No ; I do
not, I was so ill that it was nearly six weeks before I
was able to come out.

7527. Were you in the hospital, or were you obliged
to keep in your own house 2–In my own house.
7528. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were you present in the house
of the meeting you speak of 2–Yes.
7529. Was Mr. Gordon there 2–No, Mr. Gordon
was not there ; William Clyne was there and he was
president of the meeting,

The witness withdrew.

A. Cameron.

ALEXANDER CAMERON (a black) sworn and examined.
7550. How many were at the meeting do you think?
7530. Are you a labourer living at Font Hill?—
Yes.

-

7531. Do you work upon any particular estate —
At Coley.
7532. Whose estate is that ?—Mr. Bowen's.

7533. And do you remember the disturbance at

Morant Bay on Wednesday, the 11th of October 2–
Yes.

7534. A day or two before that were you at any
meeting 2—Yes.
7535. Who asked you to go there 2–Anderson.
7536. Has he been shot ?—He was shot.

7537. Where was this meeting —At Anderson's
bought land.
7538. Does he occupy some land at Font Hill ?—
No, at Coley.
7539. Were there many people there 2–Yes.
7540. Was any book given to you ?—Yes.
7541. What book 2–A Bible.
7542. What was said at the time when the book

—I cannot remember.

7551. About how many?—About 12 ; them all
destroyed.

7552. Did you see any of them destroyed –-No, I
was in the bush.

7553. Then you did not see anything that was
done —Not with my eyes.
7554. Did you see anything done by the Volunteers,
or the soldiers, or the police —Yes, by the soldiers.

7.555. Tell us anything that you saw done —I was
in the bush and I came home, and I saw the soldiers
run after me and I ran in the bush; I was in the

yard when they came upon me and I was frightened
and ran away.

7.556. Did you go back to your house afterwards?
—Yes.

7557. How soon afterwards 2—When they were
gone.

7558. In what state was your house —They had

was given to you ?—They gave me the book to kiss;

not taken anything from it.

they did not tell me what it was for, they only told

time, or anything written down —No.

me to kiss the book and to go down on Wednesday,
and I should hear on Wednesday, at the Vestry, what

7559. You say you did not see any paper at the
7560. Did you not see any persons signing a paper?
—No.

it was for.

7543. Did you see any person with a paper ?—No.
7544. Did you see any names written down —No.
7545. Did you go to Morant Bay on the Wednesday?
—I went to the meeting, I did not go to the Bay.
7546. Was anyone with you when you went to the
meeting 2—My brother.

7561. What was done when a person was sworn;

was anything done then after he had kissed the book?
—No, only kiss the book and set down the name.

7662. Who sat down your name –John Stewark

7563. (Mr. Gorrie.) Stewart was executed, was he
not ?—He died.

7564. You have never seen your brother since, have
7547. Anybody else?—All that were at the meeting you ?—No.

are destroyed.

7565. Was Stewart hung or shot?—Shot.

7548. Was Moody at the meeting 2—Yes.
7549. He is not destroyed, is he 7–No.

7566. (Commission.) Where was he shot ?—I was
in the bush when he was shot.

The witness withdrew.

º
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John Moody (a black) sworn and examined.
7567. Were you at any meeting on the Monday meaning of the oath he gave us. He said, “You
before the outbreak at Morant Bay ?–Yes, they sent “ must not mind; we cannot tell you yet, we do not

ELEVENTH
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º

DAY.

'J. Moody.

“ know.” Then he dismissed the meeting and we went

to call me.

7568. Who sent to call you ?–Anderson.
7569. Where was this meeting that you went to ?
—At Font Hill.

7570. At whose place —Anderson's place.
757). Do you know what Anderson's christian
name was"—Abraham.

7572. How many people do you think there were at

the meeting while you were there *—I cannot tell
you, it was at night.
7573. But you can tell about how many there were

5 Feb. 1866.

away.

7575. Did you kiss the book 2–Yes.
7576. Were you told when you would know what
it was 2–No, they did not tell me what it was.
7577. Did they say whether they would tell you at
any time what it was 2–Yes; they said after giving
me that, that by-and-by they would tell me what it
meant, but they did not tell me that night what it
meant.

kissed the book —They had singing and praying,

think.

and then we went away.

7574. What was said to you there by anyone —

They gave me a book and told me I must kiss it;
when he gave the book we asked him what was the

:

7578. Did you see anything done after you had

—As far as I could number, about 12, not more I

7579. Did you see anybody with any paper there 2
—Yes; they took down the names that night.
7580. Was your name taken down when you had
kissed the book 2–Yes.

The witness withdrew.

John M'PHERson (a coloured man) sworn and examined.
7581. Are you a policeman —I am.
of you?—They were coming up, and they had cutlass
7582. On the 7th of October last were you at the and pike and the police guns which they took out of
Petty Sessions at Morant Bay ?–Yes.
the police station, and they advanced, and as they
7583. Was there any disturbance in the court at advanced they commenced firing stones.
that time —Yes, there was a disturbance.
7600. Was that before the word fire was given 2–
7584. Who was the person or one of the persons No, afterwards.
7601. Then did the Volunteers fire as soon as the
making that disturbance 2—A man of the name of
James Geoghegan.
word fire was given —They did, immediately.
7602. Then you did not see any stones thrown
7585. Were any orders given by Justice Walton 2
before the Volunteers fired 2–No, no stones.
—Yes, to take him in custody.
7586. What did he do when that order was given 2
7603. Whereabout were you at this time —After
—A whole lot of people, Paul Bogle among them, the Volunteers fired I was in the Court-house.
7604. But before that ?—I was outside along with
came and rescued him from the police; he made a
noise in the court, and when ordered to be silent he the Custos.
would not.
7605. Behind the Custos ?–Yes, on the step.
And there was then an order to take him –
7606. Then you say they began firing stones 2–
€S.
They did.

J. M'Pherson.

-

*1.

yº.

7588. Did any of you take him —Yes, policeman

Jacobs took him in custody.
7589. Where 2–In the Court-house, and he rushed

7607. You say they were within four yards of the
Volunteers when the word was given to fire —
Yes.
‘.

7608. What was the effect of the firing 2—I saw a
ºut on the Court-house steps as the policeman laid
hºld of him, and then the mob came up and rescued number of people fall.
7609. About how many did you see fall ?—There
him from the police.
7590. Did you see that ?—I did.
must have been over a dozen I think, and immediately
7591. Did you endeavour to retake him —We did, the stones commenced to fire the Custos and all the
other gentlemen went into the Court-houses, and I did
and as fast as we did he was taken away.
7392. Was anything done to you ?—Yes; I had too, and they commenced to jump through the Court
Another prisoner in custody; they licked me and house windows and got away down the bush. A man
another policeman and took him, and Graham came chased me down the bush with a cutlass—a man by
the name of Bogie.
and licked me on the hand and broke my finger.
7610. Did you remain in the bush all night 2–I
7593. Was the mob too strong for you ?–Yes, they
Were too strong ; the magistrate had to call to us to

did, and about 200 people collected outside, but they

retire into the Court-house.

did not know that I was in the bush.

7394. Were you at Morant Bay on the 11th of
October —I was.

º, Where were you on that occasion ?—I was in
the Parade.

7611. Where did you go to the next day ?—I
stopped in the bush that night, and next day I went
up to Mr. Parnther's, the Wesleyan minister, and
remained there.

7396, Were you in the Parade when the people

7612. Did you remain there till the soldiers came 2

"ame in *-I was, and after what had happened I
"ºl up the Court-house steps.

—No, I went to the police station, and they had
stolen every article of clothing that I had.

7613. After the soldiers came did you remain on
1897. How soon did you go up the Court-house
*Ps?-Before the Volunteers got orders to fire. I duty at Morant Bay ?–Every day : I was there the
** ordered by Mr. Cooke to take the book up to the
*TOn.

1598. The book containing the Riot Act 2–Yes,

*While I was going with it Captain Hitchins took
"himself and handed it to the Custos. The mob came
fºund the corner : they stopped for a while, then they

whole time.

7614. Did you remain the whole time that martial
law continued 2–All the time.

76.15. Where were you on duty –In the station,
on night guard, and out in the town too.

76.16. How many prisoners were brought in where
*eeded, and the Honourable W. P. Georges was you were on guard —From time to time they came
*g with the Baron, and he said, “Do not allow the in ; sometimes I had 200 and sometimes 150, and we
Pºpe to come too close.” By this time the people marched them out to see the people executed.

"º have been about four yards from the Volunteers,

7617. Did you take any account of the number

"both Custos and Mr. Hitchins gave the word to executed 2–I have seen 19 some days, and I have
it together.

* Had anything been done before the word

seen 12 and I have seen 10.

7618. Do you mean 19 on more than one day ?—

"* given to fire except advancing within four yards On one day that I recollect.
U 2
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And 12 and 10 you say?—Yes, and nine.
In a day ?—Yes.
Did you see people flogged —Yes, many.
Were any flogged who were afterwards ex

7637. Did you see any woman flogged 2–No, not
in Morant Bay.

7638. How many do you think you saw flogged
without any trial at all 3–I do not remember the exact

ecuted that you saw—first flogged and then executed 2

number.

—I recollect seeing Sam Clarke get a dozen.
7623. Was he afterwards executed 2–He was.

7639. About how many was it, 10, or 50, or
more ?—There must have been some 30 or 20, I think.

7624. Do you remember about when he was brought

and sometimes the sailors.

7640. Who flogged them —Sometimes the police

in 2–No, but he was about one of the last number

7641. And the soldiers ?—Yes, sometimes the

executed.

soldiers.

7625. How long before he was executed had he
7642. Did you see anything else that you wish to
been flogged —About three or four days.
state 2—No, nothing.
7626. He was executed about three or four days
7643. (Mr. Gorrie.) What trial was going on at
after he was flogged, was that so – Yes.
the Petty Sessions when this occurred with Geoghe
7627. Before he was flogged was he tried at all?— gan –They were trying a boy. The boy was fined,
No, the Provost Marshal spoke to him, and I believe and the serjeant went to go and demand the fine after
he was sulky or something or the other, and he ordered the case was disposed of ; and Geoghegan said, “No, I
“ believe it was only a dollar you were fined, and you
to give him a dozen.
“ have no business to pay any costs.” The serjeant
7628. Were you present —I was.
7628a. After that was he tried ?–He was.
said to him, “You must not interfere with him, you
7629. And then he

was executed —He was

executed.

7630. Were many people flogged without being
tried ?–There were several people that were brought
to the station; they never got more than about a
dozen or a dozen and a half.

7631. What were they ſlogged for 7–Some of them
were sulky; they would not obey any orders that were
given to them, or anything like that, and they were
obstreperous.

7632. As to Sam Clarke, whom you speak of, had
any orders been given to him which he disobeyed –
I was present at the time, and I heard the Inspector
say to those three, “I will give you a dozen if you
don't behave yourselves,” and he ordered him to have
a dozen.

7633. Did you hear the way in which he had not
behaved himself —No, no more than that.

7634. You came up and heard the Provost Marshal
say, “If he does not behave himself I will order him a
dozen "2–Yes.

7635. And did he instantly order him a dozen —
Yes.
7636. Who

was

that

Provost

Marshal 2–Mr.

Ramsay.

must not make a noise,” and ordered him out of

Court; and while he was going out he continued to
make a noise, and he rushed out through the people
with a stick.

Justice Walton said, “Don’t let that

fellow go, take him into custody.”
7644. What was this boy being tried for who was
fined ?–I rather think it was for an assault; a woman

brought him there, whether it was for an assault or
for a trespass I do not recollect.
7645. (Commission.) Was the woman one of the
same class as the boy –Yes.
7646. And do you know what he was fined 3–1
think it was 4s. and costs.

7647. Do you know what was the amount of the
costs that were demanded ?–It is generally 10s. 6d.
7648. Is that the general amount of costs when a
person is fined anything —Yes, unless there is a
subpoena attached to it, then of course the cost
would amount to more.
7649. Then the lowest costs are 10s. 6d. 2–Yes.
7650. So that if a man was fined 1s. he had 10s. 6d.

cost to pay ?–Yes.
7651. (Mr. Gorrie.) Are these kind of discussions
about costs frequent —Yes, very frequent.
7652. Are there often disputes about the costs?—
Very much so.

The witness withdrew.
R. Ogilvie.

i

RICHARD CGILVIE (a black man) sworn and examined.
7653. Are you a mason living at Ross Isle 2–
7664. This was on the Sunday ?–On the Sunday,
Yes.
7654. Do you remember Sunday, the 15th October, and they were all with gun, cutlass, and pike.
7665. Was M'Laren there 2–Yes, James M*Laren.
the Sunday after the disturbance at Morant Bay ?—
Was there any property on the chapel ?—
Yes.
C.S.
7655. Where were you at that time?—At Ross
7667. What sort of property —All the goods they
Isle coming up the public road.
taken from Monklands, from Mr. Paterson's
7656. Is that near Monkland's 2–Yes.
OuSC.
7657. Was there some persons there with another
7668. What did you see done with that property;
erson of the name of Sammy Beckett 2–Yes.
was it all left in the chapel or was it all removed ?—
7658. What has become of Beckett 2–He was

yº.

-

shot.

º

They removed it to Mr. Alvarenga's house.

7669. Who was he 3—James M'Laren said to

7659. What did those two persons do to you ?–As
I got down the road I met them coming down
with machett, stick, and cutlass in their hands,
and as they came they pressed me right across my

to Mr. Alvarenga's house.”

neck, and one took me by my feet and threw me down
on the ground, and tied me with a rope.

of his house.

7660. Where did they take you to?—They dragged
me on the way down to Mount Lebanus Chapel.
7661. Who did you find at Mount Lebanus Chapel?

o'clock.

—Paul Bogle.

Serjeant Graham, “You must take those goods over
7670. Who is Mr. Alvarenga 2–He is a white
man ; they had run him away and taken possession
7671. What time was it on the Sunday ?–About 8

7672. Was there any report about the soldiers

coming 7–Yes; some person came and told Bogle
7662. What did the people who took you say to that the soldiers were coming.
Bogle –They said, “My lord, there is a man that
7673. What did Bogle say?—He said to all these
I have brought in to you.” He said, “You must let men,
“Get your arms loaded and ready, and those of
“ the handcuffs remain on his hands until it is time
you
who know your arms are not loaded go to
“
“ to put him before the gun, and let him be shot,
Paterson Stewart's house and get powder and
“ because he is on the white man side.”

7663. What did you see at this chapel?—I saw
more than 100 men there.

load

“ your guns.”

7674. Did some go down to some place to get
powder –Yes; they went and loaded, and when

- ºn
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7682. Did you see what was done with the ELEvºNTH
soldiers 2–Yes.

7675. That who cried for peace –The men from
the Bay said the soldiers cried for peace.
7676. What was said upon that ?–As they said so
the whole of them went away down to Fuller's shop

DAY.

7688. How long did you remain at Monklands 2–
(R. Ogilvie.

Till martial law was all over.

7684. Did the soldiers remain at Monklands all

5 Feb. 1866,

that time 2–Yes.

7685. Were there executions at Monklands –

to keep guard, waiting for the soldiers they said.
7677. Were you handcuffed 3–Yes, I was hand
cuffed, and they leave me in charge of a man in the

They did not execute them, they shot them.

chapel while they go down to Fuller's shop.

all ?–Yes.

7686. Were the persons who were shot tried at

7678. How did you get away ?—As the men went

7687. Did you see any person shot who were not

away I just raised my hands and knocked my hand
cuff, and they dropped and I made my escape.

tried? – Everyone that was shot was tried at
Monklands.

7688. Did you see any person flogged there 2–

7679. What became of you after that 2 Where

Yes.

did you run to ?–To Monklands.
7680. Who did you find there 2–When I went to

1689. Were they tried ?–Yes; they were tried
before they were flogged.

Monklands the soldiers were come down, and had
gone up to Mount Lebanus, and I waited at Monk
landstill they came back.

768). Did you see anything more ?–Yes, I was at
Monklands at the time.

1690. Did you not see any persons flogged who
had not been tried ?–No, I never saw one at all.
Everyone that they flogged was tried.
7691. Who was the officer at Monklands?—Colonel

Hobbs was there and Captain Field.
The witness withdrew.

WILLIAM ANDERSON (a black) sworn and examined.
7721. Were the Bogles there?—Yes.

W. Anderson.

7692. In October last you were living at Font
Hill?–Yes.

7722. Are you certain of that 2–Yes.

7688. Is that in the parish of St. Thomas in the

7723. What tree was it where the meeting was

East —Yes.

º: Were you there before the 11th of October 2
-10s,

1895. At the present time you are

living at

7724. Do you remember what took place at that
meeting ; did you stay there during the time it was
held 2–Yes.

Newcastle, at the barracks?—Yés.

hº Whose

held –A gynnep tree.

servant are you there 2–Colonel

000S.

7723. Was there anything particular that

you

recollect 2–Yos.

7697. How long have you been with him as
servant?—Since October.

* Did your father

7726. What was it?—I climbed to the top of the
gynnep tree.

live at Font Hill also

7727. You went up the tree, did you ?–Yes, to

es.

hear the meeting properly, and I sat down on the tree.

* What was your employment there—what did
Yºu do when you were at Font Hill ?—Working at
the estate.

Mr. Gordon was the chairman of the day, and I sat on

the gynnep tree and heard him. He said, in the first
place, he went to the Court-house, and asked for the

700. Whose estate?—Mr. Bowen.

Court-house, and he came back again and said the

701. While you were there had you ever visited

Court-house not grant him, never ; but he should hold
the meeting in the open market, and if the people
would agree to let him hold it in the market; and the
people said, “Yes,” they all agreed.

Sºny Gut?—No.

º Bilyou know any of the Bogles 2–Yes.

"...When did you first know them?—we were
ºpel brothers; we always met at the chapel at
7728. Was that where this tree was growing in
Morant Bay.
which you were 2–Yes.
7704. How long before October had you been
7729. After that do you remember anything more
*tomed to meet them at the chapel at Morant
that took place –Yes.

Bº Very long.

º More

7730. What 2–He said, “What cause we to hold

than a year —No, not quite to a

year.

º That was a year before October 2–Yes, in
ſº. And what is your age —Twenty.
108, I believe you are the father of a family –

“ this meeting to-day

We hold the meeting for the

“ benefit of the parishes. I go over to the Custos for
“ the Court-house; he grant me Court-house, and after

“ that he take the Court-house away, and he should
“ like to go and ask Governor Eyre for the poor book,
“ because they pay taxes for the Court-house as weli

“ as, the white." They said in the meeting, poor

709. Which of the Bogles did you know at the People of St. Ann's were sending petitions to the
*You speak of at the chapel ?—I knew Moses government
for the parishes and no good done to
gle and Paul Bogle; those are the two brothers I
them at all.

OW,

Maſºn
"y.
"Did
you know a man by
In

7781. Anything more ?–Yes; he said the people
the

name

of

were working for days and days without Wages, and
working hard, they had to pay taxes and rent for

"I Did he come to the chapel ?—He was never a ground-rent, and all the outside land should be given
"ºn; he was of another different society.
up to the poor black people.
* Did you know a man by the name of William
7732. That was what you heard as you sat in the
it?–Yes.
tree ?–Yes.

º, Was he a chapel man
! 114,

—Yes.
But M-Laren was not *—No.
Did you know Thomas Dolby ?–Yes.
And William Bailey —Yes,
Were you at the Morant Bay meeting under

!;
|
".
"...in August last?" Yes.

º Who was there holding the meeting 2—Mr.
7719. Which Gordon ?—George William.

720. A
know

*—

i." others?—Plenty

-

7733. How many persons were round you, do you
think?–A number of people ; I could not number
them.

7734. This was in August you say?–Yes.

7785. Was Mr. Gordon the only person who spoke?
—No, there were several more.

7736. How long was he speaking before anybody
else spoke —He spoke up to an hour.
7737. Was that all you remember his saying during

>

more, but I don't

that hour 2–Yes.

7738. He made that statement 2–Yes.
U 3
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7739. And that is all you recollect 2–Yes; he said
several times that before he went to Morant Bay as a
sitting man they never had a hospital or a poor-house,
that he was the man that brought the hospital and the
poor-house into Morant Bay, and that when he went
there and saw the poor people lying about in the
street, he always took money out of his pocket and
give it to them.

7740. Who else spoke besides Mr. Gordon 2–
Mr. Bogle.
7741. Which Bogle —Paul Bogle.
7742. Did anybody else that you recollect speak at
that meeting 2–Yes.
7743. Who?—Moses Bogle.
7744. At any time after this meeting that you refer
to were you at the chapel ?—Yes.
7745. Where was the chapel that you were at, at
Stony Gut or Morant Bay ?—At Morant Bay.
7746. Were you ever at the chapel at Stony Gut 2
—Yes, I went once.

i

7747. When did you go there?—I went once to
buy some sugar.
7748. What, at the chapel ?—No, I went to buy
some sugar at Stony Gut.
7749. Did you go to the chapel ?—Yes.
7750. When was that ?—When the chapel went to
OijeII.

"##1.

When was that ?—That was in 1864.

7752. The year before ?—Yes.
7753. Did you on that occasion see James M*Laren
there 2–Yes.

7754. What was he doing there 2–He had just
come from Morant Bay to see the new chapel and what
minister was going to preach that day.
7755, Did you see or hear him do anything that day?
—No.

7756. Then was that the only time you were ever
at that chapel ?—Yes.
7757. Did you see a person by the name of Warren
there 2–Yes.

7758. What was he doing 2—He was the minister
of the day that claimed the pulpit.
7759. You did not hear Warren preach, did you ?
—Yes, I heard him preach.
7760. What, on this occasion, when you went to
Stony Gut chapel ?—Yes.
7761. After Warren had finished preaching did you
hear anybody reading names out 2–Yes.
7762. Who was that ?—That was Paul Bogle.

7763. What was he reading the names out of 2–
After the chapel was over there was a collection.
7764. Was it for the purpose of getting a collection
that the names were read out 2—Yes, to give the
minister.

7765. Was there a collection after every meeting,
do you know 7–No.
7766. You were only there once, though —No.
7767. Were you ever at a chapel where names were
read out by James M'Laren —That was at Font
Hill.

7768. That was where you lived —Yes.
7769. When was that ?–That was in the month
before October.

7770. What took place when you were at the chapel

of men. My father said, “Well, what is the meeting "
he said if my father wanted to know the particulars

of the meeting he must send and notice it there, and
when the people came he should tell the particulars
in the meeting.
7774. Was this a conversation between M*Laren

and your father while you were there 2–Yes, I was
sitting down by the barbacues side,
7775. That was not in the chapel?–No.

7776. Were you the only three persons present,
M‘Laren, your father, and yourself, when this took
place –Yes.

7777. Was that the same day that the meeting was
held in the chapel ?–Yes.

7778. Was that before or after the meeting in the
chapel ?—After the conversation M*Laren sent and
call the people.
7779. Then it was before the meeting 2–Yes.

º

After the conversation was the meeting held?

- I es.

7781. Were you there 2–Yes.
7782. What took place —Very few came in the
evening.

7783. About how many altogether, never mind
their names?—Only 20; and when they met together
he took a Bible and said if we wanted to know the

particulars in the meeting we must take an oath. The
people said to him that he must tell them the parti
culars before they took the oath.
7784. Who said that?—The people.

yº.

Somebody said that, speaking for them --

es.

7786. You do not know whom 2–No, M*Laren

said he would not tell them without they took the
oath. The people got aggravated and wanted to go
away. My father said they were quite right to go
away, he must tell them the truth. He wanted him
to be sworn in as a Volunteer. The people asked him
what was the Volunteers to do ; he said when the

white people were called out as Volunteers they did
not tell them what to do ; and they should get their
Volunteers like the white people. Some of the people
took the oath and some did not take it.
Y

7787. Did you hear what it was they swore ?—
eS.

7788. What was it?–Only, So help me God to stand
to my own country.
7789. That was the oath 2–Yes.

7790. After this oath was taken by some of them,
was anything more explained by M'Laren to the
people who had taken the oath —No.
7791. Did you take it?–No.

7792. Did you continue at the chapel?–Yes.
7793. When the oath was taken what further was

said by M.Laren or done by the people —He only
said that Bogle's cousin had a case at Morant Bay
about rent, and he never pay any rent for so many

years, and now they charge him for ground rent; and
they went to the court on Saturday for the case to be
tried, and when the case was tried they passed on him.
a verdict to go to the Penitentiary; and they would
not give him up to go to the Penitentiary, and they
took him away, and they asked to meet at Morant Bay
on the Wednesday.

when James M*Laren was there in the month before

October 3 — He came from Morant Bay to hold
meeting.
7771. Were you present at the meeting —Yes, I
was at the meeting in the evening.
7772. At the chapel ?—Yes.
7773. Was there anything then that took place that
you recollect?–In the evening he sent over to call
my father and wanted to see him ; my father came
down and asked him the particulars. He said he
wanted to see my father to tell him that he came from

Morant Bay through Stony Gut, and that there was
plenty of stir going on at Stony Gut, and all the
people at Font Hill were coming after him. My

father asked him what were the particulars; he said
he was sent by Mr. Bogle to hold a meeting this even
ing to call up all the people, to have a good number

7794. Was this all said by M.Laren –Yes.
7795. Now just recollect for a moment ; you say
this took place in the month before October 2—Yes,
7796. Are you certain of that 2–Yes.

7797. You are quite certain that you heard
M“Laren that evening in the chapel state that Bogle's
cousin had had to pay ground rent that he had never

paid before, and that they went to Morant Bay, and
º: the verdict was that he was to go to prison –
eS.

7798. Was anything said after the Volunteers were
to be had about drilling 2–Yes.
7799. What was that 2–He said they only want to

pick up the people to hold the meeting, and when
they meet at Morant Bay, without a civil war there
was no use in the island,

º

7800 Repeat that?—He only came to pick up the
people, and every one must come out as a soldier; and

when we meet at Morant Bay in October, without a
civil war in the island, the island would come to no
d.

*...) Did he say that

that same evening 2—Yes.

1802. That they were to go to Morant Bay, and
there would be a civil war –Yes.
7803. Do you mean that that was said by M'Laren
on that same occasion ?–Yes.
7504. Had he a book with a list of names in it 2–
Yes,

-

:
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him, and the warrant was to go with him to Morant
Bay. He said he would not go, and they said, “If
“ you won't go with us by goodwill, you shall go by
“ force.” He said he would not go at all with them.
Then he commenced to rise against them, and when
he commenced to rise against them he catched the
policeman and put the same handcuffs on his hands.

ELEVENTH
DAY.

. .

7806, Was anything read from that book 2–Well,

I really cannot tell.
7807. How do you know then that the book had a
list of names in it?—I saw him open the book, and he

i

-

º

W. Anderson.
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-

That was what he said.

7829. How far is Stony Gut from Font Hill 2–I
cannot tell how many miles. It is a day's walking.
7830. Do you mean it is 12 hours' walking 2–Yes,
in the day.
7831. Are you sure of that ?—Yes.
7832. Did you ever yourself walk from Font Hill
to Stony Gut 2–Yes.

|t
|

º

-

-

7805. Did you see that ?—Yes.

.

-

-

*

º

*

78.33. You have 2–Yes.

had a pencil, and he took down as many men as he

7834. How fast did you walk 2–1 started away on
Friday, on mid-day, and went over there for some

could get on the list to take to Stony Gut.

sugar with a beast, and it took me till 12 o'clock at

º

-

7808. After that did he leave Font Hill ?–Yes.

night to return back.

7809. What did you do, did they ask you to join 2
—Yes.

|

-

|

78'5. Twelve hours there and back, then 2–Yes.

7836. How long does it take you to go there without
coming back 2–Not quite a whole day to go and stay

7810. Did you join —No.
1811. When next did you see any of the Bogles or
MLaren, either at Font Hill or anywhere else?—
It was October, when he went over to see my father.
7812. Again –Yes.
7813. At Font Hill ?–Yes.

1814, Who was it that came to see your father
there?—Bogle.
7815. Which Bogle —Paul Bogle.
7816. Were you present when he came to see your

there.
º

7837. Not quite one day ?–No.
7838. If it be that distance, what time of day was
it that Paul Bogle came over and said to your father
all that you have last told us —About 10 o'clock.
7839. In the morning or evening 2–In the mid

º

º
-

*

day.

*

*

No, 10 o'clock before 12.
—Yes.

7818. Would it be the beginning, the end, or the

—Yes.

7841. Do you mean before 12 o'clock in the day ?
7842. Was it in the morning, when it was light 2

º:
º

-

7843. Are you perfectly certain that it was early

7819. In the middle of October 2—Yes.

i
-

7820, What took place between them then 2–He
went over to Font Hill, and said to my father that he
had only just come to see him, and to tell him that

he was to come to Stony Gut.
1821. Did he say when he was to go there 2–My
father asked him when he was to come there.

He

in the day, or mid-day, before 12, while the sun was
up 2–Yes.
7844. Not 10 o'clock when the sun was down 2–

º

|
º

No.

7845. Do you say it was light —Yes.

7846. You do not know the day of the week you
say, although you knew the time of the day ?–No.

-

:

said my father could come on Wednesday or Thurs
day, and my father said he had no time to come. He

conversation took place between Paul Bogle and

:* to tell my father

your father about this warrant, and about their want

about coming to Morant

fly,

might be dead or come safe, he did not

ſlow,

78% What day of the week was this when he said
that to your father, do you know 2–No.
1824. He said he was to go on Wednesday —
€S.

7825. What more did he say about going to

Mºrant Bay?—He said to my father, that last
!

Sºurday he went down to Morant Bay because his
ºn had a case, and when they called to try him at
*tour all the planters sat down and got the young
ºn to be tried, and they would not have the young
*10 go into the Court. He was standing out ; he
*it
was a wrong business for the people who had
been working a ground many years without paying
* tº commence paying taxes ; and before the young
º should pay he would have the case tried in cir
*; and when he said that the clerk of the peace

7848, Was that the time you say at which Paul

* ran outside, and said they would have the
*g man to go away; and he went up to Stony
ºf 10 his place, and sitting down he saw some police

7850. You were at Morant Bay when there was a
riot, were you not ?—Yes.
7851. How long after this conversation between

*

your father and Paul Bogle were you at Morant Ba
when the riot was 3–The day when Bogle went to
my father
7852. You tell us that Bogle came and had a con
versation with your father about 10 o'clock in the day ?
—Yes.

7853. You were present at Morant Bay when the
riot took place —Yes.
7854. How long after was that ?—I start away at
6 o'clock in the morning from Font Hill.
7855. You did, did you ?—Yes.
7856. And went where 7–To Morant

Bay.

father at Font Hill did you do that ?—On Tuesday
he came to my father.
7858. I thought you said you did not know the

day of the week 7–I thought you said the day of the
week, and you said you did not ?—Yes.

es.

* What did he say about that ?—He said he
*itting down and the policeman read the warrant to

*

!

month.

about this warrant did he
how the thing went 2–

º

—Yes.

7%. Did all this pass from Paul Bogle to your
hiher?—Yes.
1827. When he told you

º

Bogle said that your father was to go to Morant Bay

* to read him a warrant.

º him who read it, and

.
-

on the Wednesday ?—Yes.
78.49. That was in the same conversation, was it 2

* out to the policeman to bring in Paul Bogle to | 7857. How soon after Paul Bogle had been to your
**, and he ran outside on the step, and all the

w

7847. But of that time of the day it was that the

ing Paul Bogle to go down to Morant Bay ?–Yes.

7822. What was it he said 2–He told my father
that on Wednesday he was to go to Morant Bay, and

º be he

*

*

a

7840. Do you mean 10 o'clock in the forenoon 2–

father?—Yes.
7817. What time in October was it 2–I cannot
remember the date now.
middle?–In the middle.

. "

7859. I asked you if you recollected the day of the
7860. Now you say it was on Tuesday?—Yes,
Tuesday morning.

-

7861. You are certain of that, are you ?—Yes.

7862. Then when did you go to Morant Bay,
6 o'clock in the morning *—Wednesday morning.
U 4

*,
*

º

º

*.

º
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7863. What, the very next morning?—Yes, the
next morning.

or store did you go to to buy it?—In Mrs. Lundy's
Store.

-

W. Anderson.
5 Feb. 1866.

7864. However, you went to Morant Bay ?—Yes.
7865. And were you present when there was a
riot, and the Volunteers and the people were firing at
each other ?—Yes.

7866. You saw that, I believe 2–Yes, I saw that.

7897. After you saw them come in and take the

guns from the station what became of you ?—I kept
at a distance, but I could see.

jº. What

did you do?—I did not do anything

else.

7867. Do you say that that was the very next day
after Paul Bogle had been to Font Hill to speak to
your father ?—The next day after I was at Morant

7899. Did you go home?—I stood up to watch the
people come in, and when they went into the market

Bay.

the Court-house.

7868. Were you at Morant Bay the very next day
after Paul Bogle had been to see your father ; do you
understand the question ?—No.
7869. You recollect the day that Paul Bogle went
to see your father at Font Hill —Yes.
7870. And you recollect the day you saw the
Volunteers and the people fire at each other at
Morant Bay ?—Yes, that was Wednesday.
787 I. One was Tuesday and one was Wednesday,
was it *—Yes.

7872. The day you saw the Volunteers and the
people firing at each other, was that the day next
after the day Paul Bogle had been to Font Hill to see
your father ?—No.
7873. It was not ?–No.

7874. How long after was it, then 2–That was on

all the Volunteers was standing there in rank opposite
7900. Did you see all that ?–Yes.

7901. How long did you stay there looking at that:
—I cannot tell what time it was.

7902. About how long it was; was it about 10
minutes ?—I waited till half an hour.

7903. Were you holding your bundle of cloth all
this time 2—Yes.
7904. You were 2–Yes.

7905. After the half hour when you watched this
what became of you? When I stood there I saw the
people run into the market. I stood up against a
gynnep tree and I heard the guns ; but to know who
fired I do not know.

7906. What became of you after you had seen all
this ; where did you go to ?—I went home.

7907. Did it take you three hours to go home again?

the Wednesday.

—I travelled all night, I took three hours.

7875. On the Wednesday when you started about
6 o'clock from Font Hill, and went to Morant Bay,
you saw the riot ; you know what I mean by a riot ?

No.

—Yes.

7876. How long after was that day after the day
that Paul Bogle had seen your father at Font Hill 2
—That was Friday evening.
7877. What was Friday evening 2—The day after
the riot at Morant Bay.

7878. That was Friday evening, was it 2–Yes.
7879. But you were not all the time at Morant Bay,
were you ?—Yes.
7880. How did you happen to go to Morant Bay at
all at 6 o'clock that morning —I went on my own
occasions.

7881. What for ?—To buy some cloth.
7882. Were you directed by anybody to go there
for that purpose ?—No, my own self.
7883. You went to buy cloth for yourself?—Yes.
7884. Well, the day you went at 6 o'clock to buy
cloth, did you see anything at Morant Bay when you
got there —No, I did not see anything at that time.
7885. How long had you been there before you
saw anything —I start away from Font Hill at 6
o'clock and by 9 I got to Morant Bay.
7886. Did you walk 2–Yes.
7887. Then you can walk from Font Hill to
Morant Bay in three hours ?—Yes.
7888. And yet it took six hours to get to Stony
Gut 2–Well, sir, Stony Gut is a different place from
Morant Bay. Morant Bay is a straight road.
7889. When you got there at 9 what did you do?
—I went to the stores to buy some cloth, and when I
buy the cloth I sit down a good hour to rest myself.
7890. Did you go home again then —Not in the
same hour ; I start away after, when the war com
menced.

7891. Before the war commenced how long had you
been waiting there 7–I stayed till two hours.
7892. Did you buy your cloth 2–Yes.
7893. Did you see the war begin –Yes.

7908. Was it still daylight when you got home 2–
7909. How long after this day that you have
described when you bought your cloth was it that
you heard the conversation with Paul Bogle and your
father at Font Hill —I heard the conversation before

I went to Morant Bay.
7910. How long before?—On the Tuesday.
7911. How many days before ?–Only one day.
7912. Are you sure it was only one day ?—Yes.
7913. Well, you got home again –Yes.
7914. What happened to you the next day, that
would be Thursday ?—Yes, I got home on Wednes
day night, and I was at home Wednesday and
Thursday.

7915. Did anything happen to you on Thursday?
—No.

7916. What happened to you with respect to the
riot that had happened at Morant Bay —That was
on Friday.
7917. What happened on Friday ?—I came out to
Coley, and when I went out to Coley there was plenty
of us standing there together.
7918. Were they Coley people or Font Hill people?
—IIalf Coley people. We stand there together, and
we saw Bogle coming up with his party from Morant
Bay.
7919. Which Bogle was that ?–That was Paul
Bogle.
7920. Did you see him —Yes, I saw him coming
up with all the people with gun and everything, he
came to the shop and asked for something to drink.
7921. Whose shop was that ?—The shop on the
Coley estate.
7922. Do you know who kept it?—Yes, Mr. Bowen.

7923. Were you in the shop when Bogle came
there 2–No, out on the road.
7924. On the road near it 2–Yes.

7925. They asked for something to drink you say?—
Yes, and they said there was nothing inside to drink,
for the people had plundered out all that was in it
already.

7894. Where were you when it began –Istand up
close to a new church building; but in the first place

7926. Did they do that when you were there —No.
ſº Had it been done before you got there :

coming from Lundy's store, coming down, I heard that
the crowd was coming from Stanton road, and when

— les.

I heard the drum going I just went round the plan
tation and looked, and I saw the people coming in,

... 7929. After that what became of Bogle —He said

and I took up my cloth; I saw them come in and
went to the station, and when they went into the

it was a shame for the people to go to the shop and
take out all the goods, that if he knew who took them
out he would him 100 lashes and also shoot him; and

station they took away all the guns from the station.
7895. You saw that done?—Yes.

7896. Of whom did you buy your cloth; what shop

7928. You did not see it done?–No, I did not see it.

they took up two young men there, and he gave them
a gºod flogging and fired a volley over their heads.
7930. Did you see that done?—Yes.

sº I
*…
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1931. Did you see Paul Bogle order two men to be
flogged ?—Yes.
1932. Two young men you call them —Yes.

1933. Who were they —One that was flogged was

7966. And you were at Font Hill on Sunday and ELEVENTH
DAY.
Monday ?—Yes.

7967. And on Tuesday you were carried up to
7968. Who did you find there 7–Only a sentry.

the name of Reed.

1934. Do you mean Reed was the person flogged ?

5 Feb. 1866,

7969. Nobody else but a sentry —Yes, and one
magistrate.

—Yes,

7935. And they shot over his head you say ?—Yes,

but they no shoot him, only a volley over his head.
7936. To frighten him —Yes, and he said they
came up this evening to pick up men, and when he
pick up the men they were to meet the troops.

7970. Were those the only two persons —The
only ones I can remember.

7971. What do you mean by a sentry —A soldier.
7.972. Did you remain at Monklands any time —
Yes.

1937. That was what he said at Coley —Yes, and

7973. How long 2—That night when I went

all the young men must go with him to Monklands
and pick up the rest at Monklands.

Campbell took me in, and took me to the barbacues ;
Mr. Sawyer was there; I was to be shot the evening

7938. Did they go away from Coley to Monk

I went in.

lands —No.

7974. But who was going to shoot you, if there
7939, What became of them —They said they was only a magistrate and a sentry ; who said you
would not go, and he forced men to go, and said if were to be shot ?—Some of the soldiers who were on

they would not go he would take away their lives,
and to save their lives many go along with him.
1940, Did you go —Yes.
7941. You were one of those asked to go 7–Yes,
and I said I would not go.
1942. But at last you did 2–Yes, he called out for
fire tamarind switches to make a rod, and for guns.
1943. After that you went up 2–Yes.
1944. With some other people of Coley —Yes.
1945, And with Paul Bogle —Yes.
1946. How many altogether went 2 – About 100
Went,

sentry.

-

7975. The sentry said so *—Some of the soldiers,
there was more than one sentry.
7976. Then did you see anybody else at Monklands
but the two that you mentioned ?–Yes.
7977. When did the others come 2—There was

plenty there.

7978. After you got to Monklands and saw those
two, the magistrate and the sentry, did you see other
persons besides these ?—Yes.
7979. How many more did you see besides 2–I
saw one Mr. Ogilvie.

7980. Anyone else —There were plenty more,

1947. Up the Valley —Yes.
1948. How far did you go?–To Mount Lebanus.
7949. At what time did you get there that Friday ?
Friday afternoon we reached there as it was

º
dark.

but I cannot remember them.

7981. Did you see two, or 20, or 100?–No, not
quite 100.
7982. How many ?—About 10.

7983. You say they were going to shoot you that

7950. Did you stay there all night —Yes.

evening 2–Yes.

795l. What became of you afterwards 2—I stay

7984. Why did they not ?—Mr. Sawyer said to

there the Friday night till Saturday morning, and on
Saturday morning I want to go away, and he said no I

them, “ The best is to let this lad remain till the
Colonel comes ;” he was gone out with his troops ;

must not go away, I must stay there with him.

1952. Who said that ?–Bogle ; I said I wanted

they said they would take his orders as he was a
magistrate, and they put me back till the Colonel

to return back; he said, “You shall not go back

came, and in the morning they took me up to the

"till you have made up your mind to join the com
“pany; when you take the oath I shall take you
“to Stony Gut and swear you,” and when he said
that I sat down. On Saturday he went up to

Colonel at the Court-martial.

Monklands.

7985. Were you tried by the Court-martial 2–
Yes.
7986. At Monklands 2—Yes.

7987. That was on the Wednesday morning 2–
Yes.
1953. Did you go with him 2–Yes.
7988. What were you tried for, what was the
1954. Did you take the oath —No ; when I went
"Monklands, and all the rest of the men, they went charge against you ?—The charge of the constable
in and asked for Mr. Paterson; they said Mr. was that I was a rebel.
7989. What was the result of that trial, how did
hºn was gone to Kingston, and he said to the
Pºplein the shop that Mr. Paterson should not have it end ?—The Colonel said to me if I took him and
gºne away and left the shop, for he had come to showed him Paul Bogle's place he would spare my
-

Prºtect Mr. Paterson, and Mr. Paterson had run

**) and left the shop, and as he had left the shop

life ; I said I went to Paul Bogle's place once, and
I know the road to go there, but suppose we went

* Wanted something for the people to drink. Iſe and he made his esc pe was I, to blame for that ?
* the young woman for the key, and she gave He said no, he only wanted to know the place, and
in the key, and he go into the shop and took out I took him up to Stony Gut.
7990. Took who —The Colonel and his troop.
*And several things and gave the men to carry :
lid not have any. I returned back to Mount

7991. You say he offered you your life if you would

ºntº, and as I returned back to Mount Lebanus
º down for a good hour and then I travelled back

take them to Paul Bogle's place at Stony Gut 2–

Iſle,

7992. This was on Wednesday morning 2–Yes.
7993. Before your life was offered you to do that,
had they found whether you were guilty of being a

lº. To Font Hill ?—Yes.
* Before you went back to Font Hill did you

º: the Oath

W. Anderson.

Monklands 2—Yes.

rebel or not ?—No.

—No.

§. Did you never take the

oath to join them *

-\0.

*8.myself.
How came they to let you go 2–I
?— went
Il
tº

§ Without their knowledge?—Yes.
tº You ran away in fact?—Yes.

; Q. Saturday

Yes.

—Yes, on Saturday night.

jº After that were you taken up by anybody ?

7994. They had not?—No.

7995. What became of the trial when they were
trying you by this Court-martial, how did it end ?
did they stop trying you, or find that you were a
rebel, or what ?—They stopped trying me.
7996. They did not go on ?—No.
7997. Where were you tried ?–At Monklands.
7998. Whereabout, in a house or in a field 2–
In the house.

ſº Who took you after that ?—One Campbell.

; Where did he take you to?—To Monklands.
* When did he do that?–Tuesday.

7999. How many members of the Court-martial

were there; how many persons were there trying you,
can you recollect 7–Yes, there was Captain Field.
X

|
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8000. We do not care about their names, but tell

us how many in number 2—About five of them.
800ſ. Were any persons there who came forward
as witnesses to say they had seen you do anything,
or anywhere 2–Yes.

yº. Were any persons shot at Chigoe Foot 2–
es.

8043. Did you see them shot ?—Yes.

sº Do you know how many were shot there?—
O.

8002. There were witnesses sworn ?–Yes.

8003. Against you ?—Yes; Evelina Wilson.
8004. Had she seen you up at Monklands 2—Yes.
8005. They did not find you were a rebel you say ?

8046. Will you give some of the names of persons
against whom you were a witness?—I know one was
Thomas Stewart.

—No.

8006. That was stopped 2–Yes.
8007. They did not end your trial —No.
8008. They gave you your life if you would show

8047. Was he shot ?–Yes.

8048. At Chigoe Foot *—No ; they try him at
Chigoe Foot Market and take him to Font Hill and

them Stony Gut —Yes.

shoot him.

8009. Did you after that go with anybody to
Stony Gut 2–Yes, I went with the troops.
8010. With whom did you go?—In the first place

8049. Can you give another name 2—Abraham
Kelly.
8050. Had you known these men before ?—Yes.
8051. Where did they live 2–At Font Hill.
8052. Now a third —Bunting.

the Colonel sent me with General Jackson.

|

8045. Can you recollect the persons' names in whose
cases you were a witness 2–Yes.

8011. Was that on the Wednesday ?—Yes, on the
Wednesday.
8012. Where did you go with General Jackson 2
—He made me go all the way to Chigoe Foot Market,

8053. Was he a Font Hill man 2–Yes.
8054. Any others ?—Those three belonged
Hill.

and he made three times to shoot me.
8013. Three times on the road 2–Yes.

8055. Were there any other persons whose names
you can recollect against whom you gave evidence 2–

8014. How were you taken on the road 7–I
walked alongside of them.
8015. Were you tied to anything 2–Yes, they
put a cord into my hands.

I cannot remember the names now.
8056. No other names than those three ?—No.

to Font

8017. Whose horse ?—General Jackson's.

8057. From Chigoe Foot I suppose you went back
to the head-quarters at Monklands 2—Yes.
8058. How long were you there ?—I cannot re
member ; we stayed there very long.
8059. After that where were you taken to ?–To

8018. You say three times on the road you were

Newcastle.

8016. You mean the end of a cord 2–Yes, tied

round my arm, and he held it on his horse.
threatened to be shot ?—Yes.

8019. Do you know why that was 2–He said if I
did not show him any people he came across as
rebels he would shoot me.

I said I could not show

8060. Have you been there ever since 3–Yes.
8061. As servant to Colonel Hobbs 2—Yes.

8062. While you were going to Stony Gut, or as
you were coming back, were you ever tied to the stirrup

any people that were walking the roads as rebels

of Colonel Hobbs 2–No.

because I did not know them.

8063. Or did he ever hold a pistol at your head to
keep you in order —No, only the time when I was

8020. How far did you go with General Jackson
in that way ?–Only as far as Chigoe Foot Market.
8021. Did you go back again to Monklands —No,
I stopped there with some of the soldiers,
8022. At Chigoe Foot Market 2—Yes.
8023. Was that on Wednesday night –Yes.
8024. Now on Thursday what did you do?—On
Thursday the Colonel marched down to Monklands.
8025. And joined you ?—Yes.
8026. Did you then take him up to Stony Gut 2–
Yes.

taken prisoner at Monklands.

8064. What happened then 2–He had a pistol on
the table.

8065. Whose pistol —His own pistol.
8066. What was done about that ?–He said if I

did not speak the truth he would take that and shoot
Ine.

8067. Who said that ?–The Colonel, but he was
making a sport.
8068. Sport or not, did he hold the pistol to your

8027. At what time did you get to Stony Gut on
the Thursday ?—The day was very wet ; we took a
long time to go ; the road was very bad, and when we

head 2–No.

went up we met the sailors.

truth he would shoot me.
8070. Where was that ?–That was at the Court

8028. How long did you stop at Stony Gut 2—We
did not stop quite two hours, we turned back.
8029. In what state was Stony Gut 2–We found
all the houses pulled down, and the cocoa-nut trees

8069. He merely pointed to the pistol —He only
put his hand on it and said if I did not speak the
martial.

8071. When you were being tried ?–Yes.
8072. That was at Monklands 2—Yes.

were cut down.

8073. When you first got there —Yes.

8030. Did you see anything in the chapel?—Yes,
all the chapel was broken up.
8031. Was it burnt 2–No, they don't burn yet.
8032. Then you stopped there about an hour and
went back again to Chigoe Foot Market —Yes.
8033. What became ofyou after that?—We stopped
there until the constables commenced to catch the

people, and the Colonel tried them at Chigoe Foot
Market.

8074. When you were taken up from Font Hill by
Campbell ?—Yes.

8075. That was on the Wednesday morning, was
it *—Tuesday.
Y

8076. You were taken up on Tuesday night —

es.

8077. But you were tried on the Wednesday morn
ing 2—Yes.

8035. And heard them tried ?–Yes.

8078. Was that the only time that the pistol was
threatened at your head by the Colonel ?–Yes.
8079. You say Colonel Hobbs pointed to the pistol
on* table when you were before the Court-martial?

8036. From there where did you go?–To Monk

– l eS.

yº. Were

you there when they were tried ?–

es.

lands.

8037. Were you a witness 2–Yes.
Did you give evidence at Chigoe Foot ?—

yºs.
e8.

8039. In how many cases, against how many ?—

I cannot remember how many.

ºw. In

more than two cases 2–In more than

that.

8041. In as many as 20°–Well, about that ; I
can't say.

8080. What was Colonel Hobbs doing at the Court.
martial —Him sit down to see the people tried.
8081. When the Court-martial was sitting you say
Colonel Hobbs was present 2–Yes, he was present.
8082. When he pointed to this pistol, was that when
they offered you your life *—Yes, after that.
8083. After that, was it; it was not during the
Court-martial, then 2–No.

º •|

8084. When was it that the pistol was pointed at

and you were threatened with it if you did not speak

º
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the truth; you say it was not, during any Court
martial; when was it; do you understand 7–No, I do
not understand you.

8124. Where did you see him as a prisoner –I

ELEVENTH
DAY.

never saw him as a prisoner.

-

8085, You say Colonel Hobbs pointed to his pistol
and threatened your life if you did not tell the truth :

8125. Did you ever point out any persons that you
said were generals and captains; do you know what

W. Anderson.

a general is ?—No.

5. Feb. 1866.

—Yes.

8085. You say that was not while you were being
tried?—No.

8087. When was it?—After I was tried.

8088. Was it after he had promised your life if you
would show him Stony Gut 2–Yes.
8089. In fact he warned you that if you did not tell

the truth you knew the consequences, pointing to the

pistºl; was that it?–Yes.

8090. As you were coming up the Valley, and had

reached Mount Lebanus with Bogle, did you hear the
people he was with call him any name 2—Yes.

8091. What did they call him —They call him
“Captain.”
8062, Was Moses Bogle there 2–No.

8093, Did you ever hear Moses Bogle called by
any name?—They called him “Land captain.”
8094. You say that you were sent with General
Jackson from Monklands 2—Yes.

895. And you went with him down to Chigoe
Foot Market —Yes.

8096. On the way from Monklands to Chigoe Foot

did you point out to him any persons that you said
were rebels?–0nly one man, when we went to Chigoe
Foot Market.

8097. Had you pointed out any others as you were

marching from Monklands to Chigoe Foot ?—No.
8098. Only one at Chigoe Foot ?—Yes.
8099, Did you ever point out any other after that 2
—Yes.

8126. Do you know what a captain is 3–Yes.
8127. Do you know what a colonel is 7–Yes.

8128. Did you point out to Colonel Hobbs any of
the prisoners at Monklands that you said were colonels
or captains 2–Yes.

8129. Who were they —Arthur Wellington.
8130. What did you point him out as ?—He was a
captain to Somerset.
8131. Had he lived at Somerset 2—Yes.

8132. Did you know him before that ?—Yes.

8133. As living at Somerset —Yes, always work
ing to one field.

8134. Besides Wellington did you point out others
as captains or colonels 2–No.
8135. Only he –Yes.
8136. Did you point out any of the Bogles 2–Yes.
8137. Where 7–At Monklands; they asked me
what officer Bogle was.
8138. Was Bogle a prisoner there 7–No.
8139. Then you could not point him out 7–No.
8140. You mentioned him you mean 2–Yes.
8141. You told him of him 2–Yes.

81.42. But were there people as prisoners that you
could see at Monklands that you pointed out to

Colonel Hobbs as captains or colonels, besides Arthur
Wellington ; do you understand what I mean *—No.
8143. You know there were certain prisoners up at

Mºnº when you got back again from Stony Gut?
- I eS.

8144. And you pointed some of those out, about 20,
to Colonel Hobbs as rebels 2–Yes.

8100. How many ?—About 20.
8101. Was that to General Jackson 2–No, to

81.45. Among those 20 did you point any of them
out either as captains or colonels of the rebels 7–No.

Colonel.
8102. Where 7–At Monklands.

8103. That was when you came back again from
Stony Gut 2–Yes,

!

Then you pointed out one at Chigoe Foot ”

-Ies.

8105. And 20 at Monklands 2—Yes.

8106. Any others?—No.
8107. You knew M*Laren 2–Yes.

8108. Did you ever hear him called by any other
name?—Yes.

8109. What did they call him 2–They called him
“Secretary.”
8|10. Was he up at Monklands —Yes.
8|ll. Did you point him out 2–He was not at

Monklands at that time; they did not get him up at
Monklands.

8112. Did you see him up there 2–Yes.
8113. When he was up there did you point him
out?-No, he no went at that time.

8|14. Did you ever point M'Laren out at all 2–
Yes; I pointed him out to the Colonel, but not till the
Colonel catch him, not till the party shot him.
.* Where did you point him out 2–At Monk

8146. Then Arthur Wellington was the only man
—Yes.
Y 8147.

Had you known Arthur Wellington long 2–

es.

8148. You say he was a captain, why do you call
him captain —They make him a captain at Somerset.

81.49. Had you seen Arthur Wellington acting as a
captain –Yes.
8150. Where 2—At Monklands.

8151. When —When they tried him at the Court
martial.

8152. But he was not acting as a captain then ; did
you ever see him command as a captain 2–No.
8153. Never ?–No.

8154. Then how came you to point him out as a
captain 3–Włºit I hear out of his own mouth.
8155. As a Somerset captain 2–Yes, because he

went with us to Stony Gut, and Bogle raised him to
a captain.

8156. Were you there when he raised him up to a
captain 2–No, he spoke it to me.

8157. When did he say that to you ?—We were
walking together going up to Monklands, and he used
these words.

S.

8|16. Then you saw M'Laren up at Monklands?

-Yes, that was when Bogle went up to Monklands.

8158. On the Saturday do you mean 2–Yes.

8159. When you were coming up the Valley from

8117. We want to know whether you saw him when

Coley 3–Yes.
8160. How long before that had you known Wel

e was a prisoner 2–Yes.

lington labouring in the field at Somerset?—very long,

* Was that when Colonel Hobbs was there 2–

we always work at Monklands together.
€s.

$119, Was M'Laren one of those you pointed out to

Cºlonel Hobbs –When he was taken prisoner.
$120. When you were up at Monklands, and pointed
... people to Colonel Hobbs, did you point out
'Laren as one —No.

$121. Did you ever point him out as one of the

º *—No,

I never saw him, after that he ran

way.

$122. When –We went up to Monklands on
*"urday morning, and when the troops came to

Mºnklands they made their escape.
* Then you never saw him again until he was
* Prisoner?–No.

8161. What was he before he became a captain as
you say?—A planter.

-

8162. Did he work in his own fields 2—Yes.

8163. Besides that did he hold any office there?—
No.

8164. Did he practise any art 2–No, I never saw it.

8165. You never saw him do anything 2—No.
8166. Do you know what an obeah man is P_No.

8167. Did anyone go to Arthur Wellington's house
to search it 2–No, not that I know of.

8168. You do not know anything about that 2—No.
8169. How far is Somerset from Font Hill P_A
good distance.
2: 2

º
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8170. How many hours' distance 2—I cannot re
member. I travelled to Somerset once, but I do not
know the distance.

W. Anderson.

8171. I thought you said you worked in the same

field as Arthur Wellington —Yes, we always worked

8198. From whom had General Jackson taken the
riflle 2–From one of the soldiers.

8199. Was there only this one person on the hill
when General Jackson wanted them to fire –Yes.
8200. You could not see anybody else?—No.

8201. You say General Jackson told you you must

5 Feb. 1866.

in the fields at Monklands.

out rebels?—Yes.
8172. But you do not know his house at Somerset ? point
8202. Were people going along the road then 3–
—No.
We did not meet people till we mostly reached Chigoe

8173. Were you ever in it 2–No.

Foot Market.

8174. How long on the Saturday when you reached
8203. When you nearly reached that did you then
Monklands looking for Mr. Paterson —Till Saturday meet
with some people —Yes, the people on the hill,
evening.

and he called out to me, “Who are those people on

8175. At what time of day did you first get there *
—The rain was coming, and we could not see the sun

not tell him who the people were on the hill he would

the hill ?” I said I did not know ; he said if I did

at that time.
shoot me.

8176. About what time in the day did you first get

8204. Did you meet anybody whatever on the road

there 2-—I could not tell what time it was.

from Monklands to Chigoe Foot Market 7–No, not

8177. Then were you searching for Mr. Paterson
we got near to Chigoe Foot Market.
till the evening 2–Yes, I was looking for him in the till8205.
Did you then meet some people 2–Yes, two
evening.

8178. Did you, while looking for him at Monklands,
hear Paul Bogle say anything about him 7–Yes.
8179. What did he say?—He asked if Mr. Pater
son was there ; they said no, he was gone to Kingston,
and he said Mr. Paterson should not go away and
leave his shop.

Inert.

8206. Did anybody say anything to you about those
men —Yes.

8207. Who 2–General Jackson.

8208. What did he say ?—He called to me, and
asked me if those men were rebels.

8209. What did you say ?—I said only one I

8180. That was what you heard him say?—Yes,
that was all I heard him say about Mr. Paterson.
8181. Did he tell the men that he took up there

knew.

-

-

8210. Did you say who he was 2—Yes.

what he thought they were, or what they were worth 2

8211. What was done upon your saying that one
of them was a rebel ?—I said I saw him along with

—No.

the rebels.

8182. Did Bogle say anything to the people that he
was commanding at Monklands about what they (the

8212. What was done in his case ?—We took him.

8213. What was done with the other ?—They took

people he was commanding) were, or what he thought him down to Chigoe Foot Market.
they were * Do you understand the question ?—No.
8214. Did they take both of them 2–Yes.
8183. Did he tell them anything about themselves *
8215. To Chigoe Foot Market —Yes.
8216. What was done there with the two men —

—Yes.

8184. What did he tell them —I heard him say to They shot one.
them that they must not stand there together,
8217. Was that the one you had pointed out as
that he heard there was a troop at Mahogany Vale, being with the rebels —Yes.
8218. What was done with the other ?—The other
and if they stood there together they might pop in
upon them, they would not know.
was a policeman.
8219. What was done with him 2–-I don't know
8185. Was there anything else?—Nothing more that
what they done with him after all.
I heard him say.
8186. Did he say anything about his going to St.
8220. You did not see anything done with him?—
David's 2—After that, when he went back to Mount No; but I saw him go and take up some persons.
Lebanus I heard him speak that.
8221. Then he was not kept a prisoner —No.
Y 8187. Was that after he had been to Monklands 2—
eS.

8188. Was it the same day —Yes, the same even
1ng.

8189. What did he say at Mount Lebanus about
them —He said the rain was coming, they were to
march up to Arntully Gap and go right round to St.
David’s.
8190. Was that all he said 2–Yes.

8222. Were those the only two persons you met
before you got to Chigoe Foot Market —Yes.
8223. Then in Chigoe Foot Market did you see
any persons —Yes.

8224. Was anything asked you about them —Yes,
he asked me about them, and I said I did not know
them.
N 8225.

Were there none of them that you knew?—

O.

8191. Do you recollect whether he said anything
about what he had got at St. David's 2–No.

8192. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) When you went
to Chigoe Foot Market with . General Jackson was

8226. What was said to you when you said you did

§. know any of them;

was anything said to you ?—

0.

8227. Were any of them taken prisoners?—Yes;

anybody besides the General with the troops ?–Yes. some one went and gave evidence about them.
8.193. An officer —No, only a sergeant.
8228. But you did not give any information about
them 2–No.
8194,
Do
you
know
his
name
2–Yes,
Sergeant
Neale.
8229. You did not know any of them —No.
8195. Did General Jackson give orders to the
8230. How soon was that man shot who you pointed

troops ?–Yes, he wanted to give orders to the troops, out as being with the rebels —They kept him till the
and Sergeant Neale said, “No, General, I won't go by morning, when the Colonel came down.
8231. Was he tried ?–Yes.
that order.” He saw some people on the hill, and he
8232. And was afterwards shot ?—Yes.
wanted the sergeant to fire at the people up the hill
and the sergeant said no, and he said if it was not for
8233. How long after his trial was he shot ?—
the other men on the hill, he would take the rifle Well, I cannot tell what hour.
and shoot them.

-

8234. About how long 2—About two hours.

. 8196. Then the sergeant refused to take his orders
is that what you mean?—Yes, and when the sergeant
. to look at them there was a female; General

#. :º it was a male, and he took away his
—º..*) Who took the rifle from him :
Jackson.
~.

**nt took away the rifle from General

8235. Did you ever point out 20 persons all at
once as rebels 2–No.

8236. Where did you see those 20, or about

20,

whom you described as rebels 2–When they Werº
fetched in, not before.

8237. When they were fetched in you were asked
if you knew anything about them —Yes.
8238. Was that at Monklands 2—Yes.

:
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8239. You say about 20 altogether you pointed out
as having known 2–Yes.

8240. You did not point them out before they were
taken —No.

8241. But after they were taken you were asked
who you knew ?—Yes, the Colonel asked me if I

knew those people, and I said, “Yes.” “Was he a
rebel?" and I said, “I saw him march along with
the rebels,” and they called other evidence.
8242. (Mr. Gorrie.) You say you heard M'Laren

say something in the chapel in September 2—Yes.

8265. Did he ask you what you knew about this 2
8266. Did you tell him then that you had been to

“to hold this meeting; myself was born free, but my

—He did not say anything more.

“Government; and if they will give up the outside
“land to we, we shall work with cane, and cotton,

“and coffee like the white. But the white people say
“we are lazy and won't work.” When he said that
the people said, “We have no land to work.” He
said when they rented a piece of land from the white
people they had to send a man with a chain and
measure an acre, and they asked them to pay 21, a
year for an acre, and to pay heavy taxes for a horse,

and he said, “You cannot keep two horses because of
“the taxes, but if the outside land was given up to
“them to work, they should pay the taxes to the
“Queen, and if the land was given up to them they
“did not want anything from the white people, they

8267. And then he asked you what had been said :

:

8268. You say he took your examination ?—Yes.
8269. Did he write down what you had to say ?—
Yes.

8270. Has it ever been read over to you ?–No.
8271. Has anything that you have said ever been
read over to you ?—Yes.

8272. Where was anything read over to you ?—At
Newcastle.

8273. Who read it over to you ?—The sergeant.
8274. Was that what you had before told Colonel
Hobbs –Yes; what I told him, and the sergeant took
it down.

8275. Oh, the sergeant took it down at the time —
Yes.

8276. And then read it over to you?—Yes.
8277. Has it ever been read over to you since that 2
—No.

8278. Then did you put your mark to it, or some
thing of that sort 2–No.
8279. Not when the sergeant read it over to you ?
—No, I did not put any mark.

“would try to make their own living themselves; but

8280. When was this done; was it after martial law
was over that you were asked about this 2–Yes.

“they would not give them the land to work, neither
“give them any money; how then were they to

any inquiry into this before the people were executed :

“live?" And when he said that he said to the

—No.

8281. Did Colonel Hobbs or General Jackson make

ºple without they came together and go down to

8282. When M'Laren was tried did you give any

Morant Bay in lump, to let the white people see there

evidence in his case ?—I was not there; he was not

was plenty black in the island, it was no use at all,

tried at Monklands.

and cry out that they don't mean to pay any more

8283. Then they had not asked you anything about
this till after martial law was over ?—No, they never

ground rent again; and after seven years in freedom

the outside land was given to them a long time, and
tº white people kept it to themselves. That was what
Iheard him say.
$244. Have you ever given an account of that

ºte: have you ever told any person before what
this speech was —No.

asked me till after the martial law.

8284. When was it that you first went into Colonel

Hobbs' service –In October, most to the ending.
8285. That was while martial law was going on ?
—Yes.

-

8286. (Mr. Gorrie.) When you pointed out people

%. Have you never been asked before what you
heard M.Laren say —Yes.

$46. When did you first tell it?—At Kingston.
*7. How long ago was that ?—I cannot remember
the month now; very long ago.
*
Have you had to repeat it several times —
0.

as rebels, did you say anything about them except
that you had seen them with the rebels —No.

8287. Did you state anything that you had seen
them do —No.

8288. Only that you had seen them with the rebels?
—Yes, what I saw going along with the rebels; I

did not know his name, they brought him up and I

*49. Who did you tell it to at Kingston —I do
* know the gentleman; the Colonel gave me an

pointed him out to the Colonel.

ºr to go down.
$250. Had you ever spoken to the Colonel about it

had seen with the rebels —Yes; I said, “I saw this
man march along with the party with a gun on his

befºre *—Yes,

shoulder,” but to know his name I did not.

*ºl. And did you tell him what you had heard
&id?—Yes.

%2. And he told you to go down to Kingston —

\s the gentleman said he would be much obliged to

ºwed
me
y.

down, and I should be paid for my

º * you been

8289. You pointed out to the Colonel anybody

you

8290. Some you pointed out as having carried a
gun ?—Yes.
8291. Were those you pointed out in that way
executed shortly afterwards —Yes, those that had
the gun on the shoulder; another one came and gave
evidence.

§ And you were paid for your day —No.
: Were you not paid anything —No.

-

8292. You say you pointed out nearly 20 altogether?
—Yes.

paid anything for coming

8293. Were all of them executed, do you know 2–
No, some were flogged.

** you ever received any money about

8294. How many of the 20 do you think were exe
cuted and how many flogged, as nearly as you can

:-N0.

S (—No.

* You have been employed as Colonel Hobbs'
*ryant?–Yes.

tell ?—There was a good number of them.
8295. A good number of them were executed 2–

º
What place in Kingston was it that you went
º °xpect it was Duke Street.

Yes, at Monklands.

$259, 1jo you know whose office it was 2—No; I

"*" office, it was near to the Court-house.
Dº you know Mr. Kemble —Yes.

5 Feb. 1866.

—Yes.

this meeting 2–Yes.

“slave by working from days to days. I cannot get
“money to feed my family, and I working at Coley
“estate for 35 chains for 1s., and after five days'
“working I get 2s. 6d. for my family. Is that able
“to sustain a house full of family P" and the people
said, “No." Then he said, “Well, the best we can
“do is to come together, and send in a petition to the

W. Anderson.

—Yes.

8243. Just tell us again, as nearly as you can,
what you heard him say?—He said, “Why cause me
“mother and father was slave; but now I am still a

º

8261. Have you seen him about it at all; did you ELEVENTH
DAY.

See any name up at the office —No.
8262. Can you read –No.
l
8263. (Commission.) How was it you came to tel
Colonel Hobbs about this speech of M*Laren's at this
meeting 2–In taking my examination.
8264. Did Colonel Hobbs take your examination ?

8296. The greater part, perhaps ?–Yes.

8297. But some were flogged only 2–Yes.
8298. Did you see the execution of Arthur Wel
lington —Yes.
X 3
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8309. Was he undressed before he was buried ?–

8299. Did you see his body after he was shot?—

ELEVENTH
DAY.

Yes.

8300. Did you help to bury him —No.
8301. What did you observe about the body ?–I

W. Anderson.
5 Feb. 1866.

8310. You saw blood all about the body ?—Yes.
8311. But you did not see whether there were any

Yes.

other wounds or not ?—No.

8312. Was the body stripped ?–No, they had not

saw them put him on a tree.

8302. But we are asking about what occurred after

stripped the body, he had clothes on.
8313. What clothes had he on ?—A shirt and

he was dead?—They dug a grave.
8303. Was that before he was shot ?—After he

frowsers.

was shot.

8304. Did you examine his body ? — No, I no

8314. (Commission.) When you were with General
Jackson marching with him and the soldiers, did any

persons fire out of the bush on the party —No.

examine his body.

8305. Did you see where he had been shot ?–Yes.
8306. Where did you see he had been shot 2–On

8315. You never heard a shot fired out of the bush?
—No.

8316. When you were with Colonel Hobbs did you
the tree.

8307. But whereabouts on his body was the wound 7

hear any guns fired out of the bush —No.
8317. No guns were fired out of the bush —No.
8318. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you hear any shots fired

—He was very distant, but when he came back I saw
that one ball had hit his head and mashed it in.

8308. Did you see whether there were any other
wounds or not ?—No, there was dirt on his skin, I
did not see it.

at all?–No.

8319. You did not hear the report of a single gun
anywhere 2–No.

The witness withdrew.

J. Spence.

John SPENCE (a black) sworn and examined.
8339. Did you not say the burying ground —Yes,
8320. Where do you live —At Cottage Pen.
8321. Where is that ?—It is at Mr. M'Pherson's, the burying ground is close to the house.
8340. What house —The meeting-house.
the coroner.
8341. Were you asked to go in —Yes, Joseph
8322. Near what place – About a mile from
Robinson asked me.
Morant Bay.
8342. Did you go in 2–No.
8323. Do you remember the disturbance at Morant
8343. Were you told by them at all what the
Bay in October last 2–Yes.
g was for 2–Yes.
meetin
8324. Some little time before that were you asked
8344. Don't mention any name of any person who
to go to any meeting 2–Yes.
is living ; but what were you told the meeting was
8325. How long before that ?—Three weeks.
2–They did not tell me, only a boy said
8326, Were there any persons who are not now for8345.
We won't ask you what the boy told you.
living—don't mention any who are living—who asked
Did you see a Bible there 2–Yes, I saw a Bible.
you to go there 2–Yes.
8346. Where did you see it 2–I saw it on the
8327. Who asked you ?—Alick Taylor.
table.
8328. He is living ; you were asked for people who
8347. Where 2–On the meeting-house table.
are dead —Joseph Robinson and M'Laren.
8348. But you did not go in 2—No ; I could be
8329. Were there any persons named Gordon and
-

Graham 2–Yes, Edward Gordon and David Graham.

8330. Where was the meeting that they asked you
to go to ?—At Church Corner.

8331. At what place there?—At the burying

outside and see it.

8349. You saw a Bible 2–Yes.

8350. Did you see anything done with it?—Yes,
they were swearing the people on it.
8351. Who was 2—M*Laren.

ground, close to Mr. Barrett's yard.
8332. Did you go there ?—Yes.

N 8352.

8333. Were there many persons at the meeting 2–
Yes, plenty.

8334. How many do you mean by “plenty 2 °–
About 100.

8335. Who was in the chair, or was there any
chairman 2–Yes, M'Laren.
8336. Where did the people who attended that
meeting come from, do you know 7–Some came from
Nutt's River and some from Dumfries.

8337. Did you go inside the meeting —No, I did

Did you know what they were sworn to ?—

O.

8353. You saw them kissing the book —Yes.
8354. But you did not hear what was said —No.
8355. Did you hear any directions given to the
people 2—No.

8356. Did you hear anything said to the people
about whether they were to tell anybody ?—Yes;
they said they were not to tell father or mother, or
anybody.
8357. Who said that ?—M“Laren told a boy so.
Was that a boy that kissed the book 7–

yº.

not.

8338. Then how do you know how many people

CS.

8359. M*Laren told him not to tell his father or

were there 2–I saw them come in. The meeting
mother ?—Yes.

was full.

The witness withdrew.
J. Williams.

John WILLIAMs (black) sworn and examined.
yº. There were 21 there, but 12 took you ?—
8360. Are you a rural constable 2–Yes.
es.
8361. Where do you live —On Spring Garden
8369. Where did they take you to?—To Bogle's,
estate.
8362. On the 12th of October did

any men come

to you there 2–Yes.

8368. How many men came to you ?–Twelve of
them.

8864. What had they with them —Arms.

$365. What sort of arms ?—Volunteer guns.

to his house.

8370. Did you see Bogle —Yes.

8371. Did Bogle say anything to you ?—They left
me to James Buie to try me.

8372. How did he try you ?–He was at a table
like massa (meaning the Commissioners), with a

8866. What were you asked, what did they say to
-They took me down to Bogle's.
8367. Before they took you did they ask you any
question?—No, they asked me no question before
they took me down. When I came out my house—a

sword in his hand.

*gro house that I lease from Mrs. Barrett ºf found

under them.

you

21 men with guns Pelting a cocoa-nut tree.

8373. What did he say to you ?–He asked what
party I join.
8374. What did you say?—I said I join no party
but that of white people, because I have grown up

8375. Did he say anything more ?—He said if only
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I jºin them he would give me a part of Spring had only 7l. 10s. for the Baron, and it was sent back
Garden for my life, and from generation to generation
that part which I leased.
8376. Did M'Laren say anything 2—Yes.
8377. What did he say ?—He answered and said
he did not like to control an old man.
$378. Did he say anything as to what he was going
to do?—He said, “We must let old Williams alone
till we come to the biggest part of the work,” and
that when they came back they would find me.
8379. Did they say what was the work they were

to me.

Mrs. Williams went to the bush and I

sent it.
J. Williams.

8395. Did you ever hear anything of this kind
from Buie before ?–No.

5 Feb. 1866.

8396. Had you seen him at any time at Stony
Gut 2–Yes.

8397. Did he say anything to you at all ?–No.
8398. Or afterwards 2—Afterwards, on Thursday
the 12th, he told me he was going to Blue Mountain
Valley.

going to do?—They said they were going to Blue

8399. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you take Buie yourself?

Mountain Walley.
8380. What were they to do there 3–To take and
cut off the busha (overseer) head.

—Yes, and catched Moses Bogle at the same time—he

8381. Who said this 2–M“Laren said it to Buie.

8382. Did you go away before they came back 2–
Yes; when I went from there I was a little quick;
if I had not been quick to go away to my mountain I
would have been dead.

8383. Did you take Buie prisoner —Yes, I took
him up on the 22nd October.
8384. Where did you take him 2–In the bush.
8385. Where did you take him to ?—To Morant
Bay on Monday.
8386. Did he say anything to you about the matter?
—Yes. I asked him what the disgrace him bring on
the island, what trouble he made.

ELEVENTH
DAY.

and Alexander Bothwell.

º

8400. Were you present at Buie's trial —No ; I
carried him there and delivered him up.
8401. You did not give any evidence at the trial —
No, because I catched him, and all the witnesses were

in Morant Bay before I went, and I just took him to
the gentlemen.
8402. What estate do you work on ?—I worked at
Blue Mountain for four years.
8403. What did you earn there —I was a planter
and head-man.

8404. What did you get 2—Twelve shillings a
week.

8405. What did the ordinary labourers get 2—Five
shillings a week.
8406. Were they all paid regularly 2–We pay
sometimes regularly, and sometimes there is no change
and we stop till another week.
8407. Who used to pay them —Mr. Cole.
-

8387. What did he say?—Well, he say, “The rent
“too heavy, and the back land was given up to the
“island from our Queen to the black people.”
8388. Did he say anything more ?–1 asked him
how this thing be ; he said he don't know the thing
was to turn out so bad, but as it had turned bad he
could not help it.
8389. Did he say anything more about the back
land given by the Queen to the black people 2–He
said he never knew the back land was given till Mr.
Gordon made him sensible of it, that was his word.
8390. Anything more ?–I said to him, Mr. Gordon
have plenty of land on the island, and he ought to set
a good example and make the other gentlemen
follow it.

8391. Did he say anything more ?–No.
8392. Were you asked any question about the Baron,
or any money of the Baron —Yes. He said I leased
the place from the Baron, and then the other tenants
sent the money to me for the Baron.
8393. You collected the rent for the Baron 2–Yes.

Buie said if I had any money for the Baron I must

8408. Himself 2–Yes.

8409. On what day ?—Always on Friday evening.
8410. Was that for the week before ?–Yes.

841 1. Were there any complaints amongst your
people about wages not being paid 2–No, not the
time I was there, three years and more. I have been
looking after my own business lately.
84.12. You have not been working there for three
years ?–Yes.
8413. You have your own ground 2–Yes; I
promised the Baron, and could not go out when I
leased the estate.

8414. Was it a subject of complaint amongst men
who did work that they did not get their wages 2–
When I was following the gang they complained that
five macs was not enough, but the men at the estate
can't afford any more than five maccaroni.
8415. Is a maccaroni a shilling 2–Yes.

him why. He said because the land was free, and the

8416. But did they complain that they were not
able to get their 5s. ; did you hear the people

Baron would not meddle with the land again and I

complain * – They complained that it was not
enough.

nºt give it to him, I must keep it for myself. I asked

must keep the money; there was no person over me,
and I must keep that for myself.
8394. Was anything more said to you ?—No ; I

8417. Did they complain that they did not get their
money —No, when them work them paid.

The witness withdrew.

John M'LEAN GRAY (white) sworn and examined.
8426. Did you see what number of men were there 2
$418. What are you ?—I am proprietor of a
breeding pen in St. Thomas in the East.
—Yes; Mr. Smith escaped and I was seized; there
$419. In what part of it —Twelve miles north of were nine or ten of them with Volunteers' guns.
Morant Bay.
8427. What was done —I thought, of course, that
$420. Stony Gut is north of Morant Bay ? — my life was very little good, but they did not take it.
Sony Gut is three or four miles south of me.
Mr. Smith escaped to the bush, and died in conse
$421. You are in Plantain Garden River district 2

quence of sleeping in the exposure and the wet for

four nights.
-Nº, I am in Blue Mountain Valley district.
$422. When did you see anything of persons
8428. Was any violence offered to you ?–Oh, yes;
-

I did not expect a moment's life.

"ºnnected with this disturbance 2–On Thursday.

* Do you mean the day after the outbreak

—

€8,

$424. You did not go to Morant Bay ?–No, I

* he rumours on the Thursday morning.

8429. Was it with sticks —No, with guns and
Volunteer swords.

8430. Did they shoot at you ?—No ; they entered
the front door as I escaped at the back. The two
doors are directly opposite to each other, and the
said I must stand still or they would shoot me. I of
course stood and begged for my life. Some of the
men I had known 12 or 14 years ago, when they
picked coffee for me.

*5. In the course of that day did you see
ºthing?—I rode over in the morning to Mr.
*ill's, of White Hall, my neighbour, who lives a
* frºm me, to hear if he had heard anything of it;
*" while we were in conversation, before I had been
* 10 minutes, one of the children rushed into the
8431. Did they interfere for you ?—There was not
* and said that men were entering the gate with much positive interference, but they did not shoot
£uns and swords,

me.

They ordered me to deliver up Mr. Smith's
X4

J. M. Lean

Gray.

I68
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guns, shot, powder, and the rest, and they called for
ELEVENTH
I) AY.
drink, which of course I supplied.
J. M. Lean

Gray.
-

5 Feb. 1866.

8432. What did you do then —These people stole
nothing; they said they were warriors.

8457. Then all these people who were flogged were
ordered to be flogged by Mr. Kirkland, as a magis

8433. They were not thieves?—They were not
thieves ; but as I was getting away a quantity of

trate 2—Yes.

thieves entered the place.

8434. Did they plunder the house —They called
for more rum and drank an enormous quantity; and
I rode away over to my own house.
8435. You got away ?—Yes, they did not prevent
me.

8436. (Mr. Gorrie.) They did not interfere with
you?—They did not then prevent me, but they after
wards did. When I found I was all right I bribed
one of the head-men of the thieves not to bring the
people over to me by giving him a bottle of grog.
8437. You bribed him with a bottle of Mr. Smith's

º

8456. There was no Court-martial?—There was
none in Bath.

8458. How many of them —Sometimes 30 or 40
in a day.
8459. How many lashes did they receive generally *
—From 20 to 80 or 100.

8460. Did you see the instrument with which the
floggings were inflicted 7–Yes.
8461. What was it 2–It was made of cord stuff, and
there was a mixture of brass wire to it.

8462. Do you know who made it 2—A black man
named Bruce, who had been a soldier.

8463. Did you hear any directions given to him 2–
No, I believe it was at his own instigation. He told

rum not to come over to you ?—Yes; they did not
bring the thieves to me, but I returned to look after

me he had seen it used in Africa.

Mr. Smith's children, his three orphan daughters, and
then I was kept a prisoner till half-past 11 at night.

Yes.

8438. You came back to see about the children —
Yes; the warriors left a man in charge of the place,
and he said that until I could show where Mr. Smith

—No.
8466. There was first a cord and then a brass

8464. You saw that it was made as you describe 2–
8465. Was the brass wire covered with whipcord *

was I was not to go away.
8439. What happened at half-past 11 ?—I had
some two or three of my own people watching about
the place, and this man of the warriors who was

wire —Perhaps half a dozen wires were mixed
through the cordage.

watching me got quite drunk, which was my object,

8469. Did you ask him anything about it that led
to his saying it was used in Africa 2–1 had conversa
tions with him repeatedly; he was an intelligent sort

and I got free.
8440. You tried another bottle of rum ?–Yes.

8441. Do you know anything more ?–On the

following day, when I was standing at my own door
with my wife, another gang of five men, also with
Volunteer guns, that is, three of them, and one with
a common musket, and the captain with a stick, came
up and asked for my gun and powder and shot. I

told them it had been taken the day before, because
they had sent over from Golden Valley the day before,
and it had been given up to them.
8442. Did they maltreat you at all ?–No, but a
man who is now in custody.
8443. No, don't say anything about him; don't
mention his name; is that all you know ?—They

asked for refreshments, which they got.
84.44. Did you see anything afterwards as to the
measures adopted with reference to the suppression of

the disturbance –On the following day, the Satur
day, a man came who said he was from Bogle's camp,

8467. Were the wires knotted 2–No.
8468. But the cords were 2–Yes.

of man.

8470. Did you make any objection to this instru
ment —No, I did not.

847 l. What led to his saying that that was an
instrument he had seen used ?–I made no objection,
except that I said, “That seems to be a cutting thing.”
He said, “Yes, that's what we always use in Africa.”
8472. Who inflicted the flogging?—Several diffe
Tent men.

º

8473. What were they –Labouring men, generally
\
speaking.
8474. What were these people who were flogged
and dismissed charged with having done —A great
many of them principaliy, I believe, were charged
with robbery, and furniture which had been brought
from Herschell's and other places was traced to them.
8475. Do you mean that it was found in their
houses —The evidence brought them and the furni
ture together.

•.

which was a mile from my place.

8445. Was that at Stony Gut 2–No, Bogle had

8476. You say principally; what other offences
were there?—Serious offences were sent to Morant Bay,

retreated to Thornton by that time, and my line and
8477. But we are speaking about those who were
the Thornton line are exactly a mile apart. This
you say that principally they were flogged
flogged;
man had an old grudge against me, and under the
were
protection of this camp he dogged me the whole of for having stolen property in their possession;
any flogged in whose possession no stolen property was
Saturday to shoot me.
found —I do not think so ; I have not seen it.
8446. Do you know anything of Miss Smith ?—She
8478. For what other offences were they flogged 3
is left in my care.
—They were flogged for entering places, even if they
8447. Where did she live before this 2—At White
Hall, where I now live.

8448. What became of her ?—(The witness made
a statement as to a rumour which he stated to be

had stolen nothing.

\

8479. Did you see any women flogged —There
were some women flogged, but I did not look at that.
8480. You know that they were 2–Yes, they were
put up to be flogged.
?
8481. Were they flogged with the same

groundless, with respect to some alleged it!-treatment
of Miss Smith.)
with the same instrument.
8449. Were you present when any persons were —Yes,
8482. Did you see the instrument 2–It was the
tried who were afterwards punished 2–We escaped
l
to Bath on Monday, and I was present at trials, and same instrument, there was no difference.
were
they
bodies
part
of
their
On
what
8483.
evidence
for
three
in
taking
Mr.
Kirkland
assisted
weeks.
\
flogged —On the shoulders, I believe.
8450. Were a great many prisoners brought in 3–
$184. When these floggings took place at Bath
-

intº
!

-

-

there were no troops at all there 2–No, only

Yes.

8451. Are you able to tell at all what number 2–
A great many were whipped and sent about their
business.

8485. They are not troops, the troops had nothing

8452. Were they previously tried ?–Oh, yes.

to do with the floggings —No.
executed
8486. Were

8453. By whom 2–Mr. Kirkland investigated the

were all sent to Morant Bay.

CaSCS.

the

l

Maroons.

º: º

|

there —They
. .

.x.

8487. (Questions suggested by M. Gorrie). Wº:
anybody executed at the beginning of the list. º

8454. Is he a magistrate P-Yes.

8455. And did he, as a magistrate, sentence them
to be whipped –Yes.
-

None that I know of; it was going on some *S*
before I succeeded in getting there.
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$488. Did you see anybody shot at Bath —Nobody

8513. What was done to a man after he had received

in Bath, but I believe the Maroons shot people at

100 lashes?—Generally speaking he was put about

Thornton.

his business.

ELEVENTH
DAY,
J. Mºlean

$489, You were not with them 7–No, I came up
to White Hall, where they were for three weeks with
Colonel Fife.

$490 Did you see anybody shot?—I did not.
849]. Did Colonel Fyfe tell you anything about
it?—He told me he had found a man who had the
Baron's ring, the ring which he used to wear on the

index finger of the right hand, and he said he had that
man shot. Colonel Fyfe told me so.
8492. Were there any others ?–No, no others.
8493. Were the Maroons under Colonel Fyfe at
Bath?–Yes, they were.
8494. Did they bring in any prisoners who were
afterwards flogged ?–Yes, a great many.

$495. Were the men sent down to Morant Bay first
flogged before they were sent there for trial —I am
not aware of that; I do not think so.

8514. Did any doctor see him —There were no
doctors in the parish, they all ran away to Kingston.
8515. What became of the people who were kept in
gaol?—I don't know what became of them ; I left as
soon as possible. A great many were sent about
their business, but I left a number who were kept in

8516. Were there many who had 100 lashes 3–
There were not many.
8517. Were there several 2–There were several.

8518. How many ?—About 50.
8519. Fifty persons had 100 lashes each?—No, a
great many had 50 lashes, but I don't think I saw as
many as 10 or 12 get 100 lashes.
8520. But as many as 10 or 12 did get 100 lashes :
—Yes.

8521. Do you know whether any record was kept

were sent to Morant Bay for trial were not flogged, so

of their names —I don't think there was. Mr. Kirk

far as I know, but it is quite possible, as I had fever
for three days,
8496. What was done, as far as you know, with

land had no one to assist him but myself, and I had
been knocking about for five days, and had fever

thºse that were flogged —Generally speaking, for
offences of the nature of larceny they were flogged

merely assisting him, there was no one else.

-

8497. What was done with the others ?–Do you
mean those who were sent to Morant Bay ?
8498. Those who were flogged and not allowed to

gº what was done with them —I don't know any

who were flogged and not let go.
$499. You said generally speaking, and we supposed
that some were not sent away ?—Several were kept
fºr confinement and not sent away. I don't know

5 Feb. 1866.

Bath.

Those who

and allowed to go.

Gray.

afterwards.

8522. In what capacity were you present 2–I was
8523. When these people were sentenced how were
you acting 2–As clerk.

8524. You were writing down –Yes, I wrote the
questions he asked and what he told me.

8.525. Before all the floggings you witnessed was
there a preliminary inquiry into the offence charged
against the person who was afterwards flogged –

-

There was.

8526. And you wrote down the questions and

|
|
-

-

what became of them.

answers ?–Yes.

8500. Are you a magistrate 2—I am not.
850l. (Questions suggested by Mr. Walcott.) Was

tº wire, the brass wire of which you have spoken,
plaited into the cat?—No, it was not.

$302. Did you ever have one of these cats in your
hand?—Yes.

8527. Were the writings preserved?—Mr. Kirkland

Kirkland determine whether the persons charged were
guilty –Yes, and he sentenced them to be flogged or
8529. Was every person asked to speak in his own

about 20 inches perhaps.

these persons were sentenced to 100 lashes 2–I cannot

8500. Was it pianoforte wire or bell wire 2–It was
nºt so thick as bell wire.

§07. Do you know where it was obtained —No.
º, Did you see the floggings inflicted —Yes.
$3% What was the greatest number of lashes —

8530. Can you tell us the evidence upon which
charge my memory with that.
8531. Did you write down the punishment as well
as the questions and answers in each case ?–Yes.
8532. Then if they are kept we shall find the
punishment upon them –Yes.
8533. Did you write them on regular sheets of

A hundred.

paper ?–Yes.

*19. When a man was flogged was he standing up
Tying down?—He was put upon a board sloping,

8534. And did you hand them to Mr. Kirkland 2–
Yes, and he carried them and put them into his iron
chest.

"died upon it with his hands and feet stretched out.

*!!, Did you see the back of any man after he
Wºgged?—Yes, many.
* Were they severely punished —Oh yes,
*Verely punished.

º

8535. Who brought the charges against the pri
soners ?–Generally the constables and Maroons.
8536. And did they produce evidence 2–Yes.
8537. And were they regularly sworn ?–Yes.

The witness withdrew.

THEodone TESTARD (brown) sworn and examined.

*Did you in October last keep a shop at a had taken off Dougall's head, that after him they were
the called the White Horses?—Yes.

|

to take mine off, and after me they were to take off

* Is that on the coast between Morant Bay and
ngston —Yes.

hº-Yes,
8541, Did anybody

Mr. Whiteman's head.

8544. How far is it from Morant Bay to your shop

* On Thursday the 12th were you at your

—Four miles.

8545. After they told you this what did you do?—
come to you on that day ; you

* nºt give us their names, but how many ?—A
ki, ºf men attacked the shop.
$42. How did they come —One man was blowing
**, one man had a sword, and the others had

I resisted against them, and they said they would take
off my head if I did not give them liquor. I drew
some rum and gave it to them ; then they called for
ale and bread.

8546. How many were there of them 2–A number

of them, but those I recognized came in front to the
*ses and sticks.
* Did they proceed to do anything —They counter; they were a large body.
-

**, came and asked me what colouri was for,

ºf white, Isaid for whitº they said my head
** taken off. The man with the shell said they

-

-

8528. After the witnesses were examined did Mr.

defence”—Yes, always.

$505. What sort of wire was it —Common small

-

|

must have them.

ºf cºmmon wood, about a foot long.
$304. How long was the lash —A little more,
lºss wire, about the thickness of a piece of cord.

|

-

to be taken to Morant Bay.

$30% What was the handle composed of 2–A piece

|

-

8547. We don't want their names, but their num
bers ?—There were about 30 or 40.

8548. Did they all partake of your provisions and

been sworn by Bogle, and that at 12 o'clock they hospitality?—Yes, some coming in and some going out.
Y

-
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got to Kingston I went to the General's house and

8549. Afterwards what became of them —I got
away myself.

lodged my complaint, and then I went up with the

-

Governor in the French steamer.

8550. You left them there 3–Yes.

8555. Before they left you did they make you say
on what side you were 7–They compelled me, and to
get away from them I said, “If that is the case I will

T. Testard.

8551. Where did you go?—On to Kingston, to the
5 Feb. 1866.

General's house.

8552. You left the shop to take care of itself?—I

“ turn and change sides, and go over to the side of

locked the front door and left a lamp inside, because

“ the black.”

there were some of them in the neighbourhood, and I
8556. Then you went to Kingston —Yes. I was
thought I would leave the lamp burning. Generally stopped at the fort by some soldiers, and I gave
on that day I have a cart coming up, and I told the information to them.
girl that I left behind that I should perhaps meet the
8557. When you returned on the Saturday did you
cart part of the way.
find your goods safe and sound 7–No, I did not.
8558. Had they been plundered 7–Yes. I came up
8553. You went on to look after the cart; did you
with the steamer to Morant Bay and guided the
ever get back again —I did.
8554. When 2–On Saturday morning. When I troops up.
The witness withdrew.
F. Macrae.

FRANCES MACRAE (brown) sworn and examined.
8570. Were you there?—Yes.
8571. Did your father see them 2–Yes, he saw
Yes.
8560. Do you live with your father at a place called them; but the whole of us ran away and did not stop
to See.
“Friendship" in the Bath district —Yes.
8572. You did not hear what they said to him —
8561. Do you remember Thursday the 12th of
No, they did not speak to him.
October 2—Yes.
8573. Did they take anything 2—It was in the
8562. Did any people come to you armed on that
night. We ran to the woods and slept there, and
day?—Yes.
8563. Don't tell us who they were, but did they do or they took what they wanted and went away.
After they went away did you miss anything?
say anything —They said they had come to demand
rifles; that they were just from the war, and had got - I eS.
8575. What?—A suit of my father's clothes, and
authority to come and look for rifles.
8564. What did you say to them —I told them knives and forks and spoons.
8576. Did you lose any cattle 2–On the day before
there were none in the house; one of the men, the
leader of the gang, Abraham Cornwall, told them they that they took a cow.
8577. On the Thursday?—Yes.
must not search, but take my mother's word for it, she
8559. Your father's name is Thomas Macrea?—

sº

8578. Were these the same men who came for the

must stand the result.

8565. Your father did not see them 2–No, we had
to hide him in the bushes.
8566. Are the bushes where he was hid near the
house ?—Yes.

rifles —No, another set.

8579. Did they come before or after those who
came for the rifles 2–Before.

8580. Were you present when they came for the
cow?—Yes; my father was not in, and they went to

8567. Could he hear what was said 2–No.

meet him on the road.

8568. That was on Thursday ?—Yes.
8569. Were any people there on the Friday, the
next day ?—Yes.

8581. Did they speak to him 2–I was not with

him, but he said so they took hogs and other things.

The witness withdrew.

T. Macrae.

THoMAs MACRAE (brown) sworn and examined.
for 14l. or 15l. week before. On the way past
8583. And did you live at a place near Potosi “Friendship " I went down and met the people in
the road and stopped them, and I said to them, “My
called “Friendship " ?—Yes.
“good fellow, you have taken away the cow without
on
house
your
near
or
home
at
you
Were
8584.
“my consent.”
Friday the 13th of October 2—I was at Potosi.
8590. Was anything else taken besides the cow?—
8585. Did you go home that day?—Yes.
Not by that party.
8586. In the evening 2—Yes.
8591. But by another party?—Yes, on the Friday
8587. Did any people come to you that day; don't
morning.
7–Three.
there
were
name them, but how many
8592. The same day?—Yes.
8588. What did they want – A cow.
8593. What did they take —Everything out of the
8589. What was said about it 2—They said they
wanted a cow to freshen the people, as they were just house they had a mind to.
8594. They stripped your house –It was Mr.
from the war. I replied that I had none of my own

8582. Are you the overseer of Potosi ?—Yes.

-

-

stock, they were all my employer's, and I was not at
liberty to give them to them. They said they must
have it. I said “If you will have it you must take it,

you please yourself, but I don't give you any.” I
retired to “Friendship” and took up a very nice cow
which Mr. Herschell had bought from Mr. Georges

Herschell’s house.

-

8595. But the night they came to your house did
they take anything?—They took all my clothes and
the knives and forks, and 14l. or 15I. worth of pigs.

8596. Was that on the morning of Friday ?–No.
late on Friday evening.

The witness withdrew.

JAMEs ALExANDER WILSON (white) sworn and examined.
J. A. Wilson.
-

8597. What are you, Mr. Wilson —A planter.

me off the horse, searched my pockets, took my hors”

were to let in #9.
one said
from me;
and whip
Grove.
—At Golden
near BathThursday
8598. Do
methey
surround
by-and-by, at Golden
they would
but
of
the 12th
remember
youlive
Doyou
8599.
Grove, but another man said that they did not me".
October 2—Yes.
to give any notice. Then they gave me my horse and
stoo. Did you receive a letter at Bath on that day I went on, and I went to a house and got out of their
from Mr. Kirkland 2–No, I was taking one to him.
8601. At Bath —Yes.

8602. At what time 2—Between 10 or 11 o'clock

way till they were gone.

$604. Does he live at Bath —Yes, he keeps a st"

8605. Did you meet any others –Yes, * thre
went did you meet any people ?—I
met a mob opposite the Court-house, and they took Rhinºima, a gang of cane-hole diggers, whº “
there.

I was
As you
8603.going.

º º,
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me of the horse with sticks, and beat me fear
fully.

$606. You were beaten again?—Yes.
8607. Where were these people from ?—Some were
$608. What numbers were there of them altogether?
—The last lot was about 25.

8609. Did they inquire for anybody ?—A man
named M-Tavis said they were to let me go, and that
they were not to kill me till they had caught Mr.
Chisholm, the overseer of Golden Grove.
860. What did they ask about Chisholm ?—They
said “Where is that fellow Chisholm ?” I said he

was all right at Golden Grove. They said that they
intended to kill him, and after they had killed him
and cut him in pieces they would chop his head in four
it on the four corners of Golden

Grove Bridge, and that after that they would tie me
up and kill me.
86ll. Did you see any people at the barracks —
Not till after they had destroyed Mr. Tavares' store.
8612. Was that on the same night?—Yes, on
the Thursday night.
8613. Was anything done to the barracks 7–Yes,
afterwards they came there and smashed everything
and cleared everything out. The cry was, “Pull it
“down and kill every white and brown man. There
“is none of them to live.” They said that was not
their time. Christmas was the time, and they were
preparing for it, but as it had come on so soon already
they must go on and mash down everything, and
kill all the white and brown.

8614. Was anything said then about what was to
be the fate of Golden Grove House ?—When I had to

run away into the canes, and one half of them were
coming out of the house, I heard one of them say to
another, “Come over to the great house,” but
another said that that was to be saved for Paul Bogle,
those were the orders from the captain.
8615. (Mr. Gorrie.) Are you one of the Kingston
witnesses?—Yes.

8616. (Mr. Walcott.) Had these cane-hole diggers

whom you met been at Morant Bay on the Wednesday?
—No.

8617. Were you there yourself?—No, but they did
not go; they met the crowd at Bath. They came out
to work in the morning and then took away their
hoes and went to their cutlasses.

-

ploy —From 500 to 550.

They get all the cocoa-nut trees, and so on.

8638. Have they provision grounds —They have
plenty but they are too lazy to work them. . . . . .
8639. How much land have they –An acre or
an acre and a half to each house.

8640. Do you visit them —When they do not
come out we do, to see if they are sick.

8641. When they are sick what do you do?—We
give them an order to the druggist shop.
8642. (Mr. Gorrie.) IIow many out of the 550 get
17s. or 18s. a week 7–Just the spell hands ; hose
who work at grinding the canes and the wainmen.
8643. But the ordinary labourers; what is the
largest amount of wages they earn ?—They can earn
from 5s. to 7 s. 6d.

8644. For six days work?—No, for five days.
8645. Your week is five days, they do nothing on
Saturday ?—No.
8646. Have you work enough for them all to do
—Yes, plenty.

8647. All the year round – Yes, if we have not
grass to grow we put them to billing bush.
8648. Who are the owners of this estate 2–M.

Archdeacon, in England.
8649. (Mr. Walcott.) Are the people who earn
17s. or 18s, the people who work on the estate all the
year? – Sometimes they do not earn more than 5s. or
7s.6d, because it is task work.
8650. How much time does it take them to do 24
chains of canes —I have seen them finish at 12
o'clock.

8651. How many hours had they been at work –
They can do it in four.
8652. But during that time they can earn 2s. 6d. 2
—Yes.

8653. If a man has a complaint how far has he to
go to the magistrate —To Bath.
8654. How far is that?—Seven or eight miles.
8655. You said you had not many summonses on
the part of the labourers ?—Very few.
8656. Do you ever summons the labourers ?–
Yes, sometimes.

for abusive language.

8658. These people have families generally 2–
the year round 3–

8620. Do you always employ the same people —
Yes, plenty of them live on Golden Grove estate.
8621. Did many of them join in this affair —Most
of them, except the head wain man and head car
8622. What did your people earn a week or a day 7
—Some of the cane-hole people earn 1s. 6d., 2s., or
2s. 8d., as they like.
8623. Is it all task work 2–Yes.

8624. When are they paid 7–Those who are em
Moyed as field hands from Monday are paid off on
Friday afternoon at 4 o'clock, and the mill hands who
grind the canes and do not complete their work are
not paid either on that night or the Saturday.

8660. Who is the proprietor –Golden Grove keeps
it up.

8661. Does it contribute to keeping up the school 2
8662. Who pays the master —The country.
8663. Does it give the rent of the School-house
free ?–Yes, it charges no rent for it.
8664. (Mr. Gorrie.) How long can the men make
17s. or 18s, a week –During the time when we are
making sugar.

8665. How long is that ?—About eight or nine
months in the year; sometimes when we have bad
weather it is only seven months.
-

8666. Have you any shop on the property?—There

$625. When are they paid 2–On Wednesday.

are two Stores.

8626. For what week?—For the last week.

8627. For the week ending on the Friday ?–Yes.
8628. How much can a man earn at that work –
The mill hands can earn 17s. to 18s, a week; it is by
the pair.
and

the

from

the

head book-keeper.
8630. Have you ever had complaints
Peºple about the wages?—Not much.

half a mile from the works.

—It does all the repairs.

penter,

$29, Who pays them —The overseer

Yes,

8659. Have you any school 7–There is a school

es

8667. Who are the proprietors ?—Robert Kirkland
and Tavares.

8668. They do not belong to the estate

?—They

rent the stores from the estate.

8669. Are they obliged to buy the goods from the
proprietors —No.
8670. (Mr. , Walcott.) Is not the shop a conve
nience, as enabling the attorney to get silver with

.8531. Have you had any cases at petty ses which to pay the people —Yes.
sions?–No.

8632. You have not had many ?—No.
8633. Where did these 500 or 560 people live *-

It issometimes
sometimes to
difficult
get silver ? Yes
and8671.
we have
send totoKingston.

y

Some lived at Arcadia, and some at Springfield, and

8672. (Mr. Harvey, solicitor to Mr. Underhill.)
Do many of the 500 labourers come from the Man!

Some at Pera,

chioneal district?—Those are chiefly the spell hands.
Y 2

--

5 Feb. 1866.

8657. What is that for 2–I have taken up some

8618. (Commission.) How many men do you em

yº Do you employ them all

8635.
Are the houses rent free?—No, some pay rent. J. L win,
8636. What rent 7–6d. and 1s. a house.
8637. What do they get besides their houses 2–

from Golden Grove and some from Arcadia.

quarters, and put

8634. Those
on keeps
the estate
have they
small ELEVENTH
holdings
7–No,that
the live
estate
up houses
for them.
DAY.

-

-
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8673. What distance is that ?–About 14 miles.

8674. How do they come there every morning —
They come on the Sunday and remain during the week.
We have a large barracks they can stop in ; they stop
till the week is out, and then go home on Friday or
Saturday.
8675. Are these barracks places where families
-

can live —They generally

come

without their

families, but those that come with their families we

put into the negro houses.
8676. (Mr. Harvey.) Do you mean by the term
barracks a military station ?—The place where the
book-keeper lives is called the barracks.

The witness withdrew.
J. B. Barnet.

JAMEs BoxNER BARNET (black) sworn and examined.
8694. When —I did not take down the day, but it
8677. Are you a baker ?—Yes, I am master of a
was in the height of martial law.
bakery.
8695. What did he do to you ?—He came to me
8678. Do you live at Morant Bay ?–Yes.
8679. On the evening of the 11th of October, the and asked me to find him a mule and harness. I said
were you there 2–Yes, at my shop to him, “If you can tell me where I can find it I will
OOI’.
go and get one for you with all pleasure.” He said,
8680. Did you see some people come towards your “Take that baker to the guard-room.” I said to him,
shop door that day ?—Yes, they came voluntarily to “Inspector, you are taking advantage of me, for I
tell me.
“have done nothing.” He said, “Take that baker

Yºlº,

868l. What o'clock was that ?—Some attacked me.

“to the guard-room and give him a dozen lashes;

When the rebels rushed in I ran from the Parade,
and went to the house of Justice Marshalleck, our

“he is a gentleman in Morant Bay; I hear what he
“is ;” and he had the pleasure of giving me a dozen

justice and magistrate. I ran with the fright of
them and I found myself in his place, and after I
came out to go back to my bakery. I got into con
tact with them and found that they had got hold of

lashes.

a white man, an old Scotchman named “Watson,”

servant to a man named “Bennett,” and they had
him by the arm; he was going along with them,
and was ignorant what they were going to do; I
called out to him, “You are a foolish fellow, for they
will kill you ; ” and I caught hold of him, and lifted
him up and shoved him into my baker's shop, and
locked him up there. After that they surrounded
me; I resisted them, and they said I had taken away
a white man from them. I tried to “soft soap" them
the best way I could, and then they left me and went
away. Then I came out from my shop and went to
Marshalleck's again, and from there I went back to
my bakery; on the way I met two men with the
machett round, near the Parade,' I said, “What is the
matter º’” “We have been too long oppressed,” they
said, “we have been too long kept down, we have
“ been too long under bondage, and it is time to get

“our rights.” I coaxed them and said to them, “Go
“home and don't go into any nonsense, for the
“Queen will be against you.” The two men said

they did not know, but they listened and talked
quietly with me.
(The witness went on to make a statement about a

8696. Was it a baker's dozen 2–I got a dozen.
8697. Was that all you got —There's plenty more
according to my statement, if you will question me.
8698. You got a dozen —Yes.
8699. Who gave it to you ?—He ordered a police
man named Sergeant Drysdale to do it. On Sunday
they took me back to my bakery, and then they sent
to me for bread. I said if they would bring a little
note I would deliver it to them, that I might know
where I was to get paid, and they took me for that
and gave me six lashes, which made 18 lashes that I
got ; on Saturday 12, and on Sunday six.
8700. Who ordered you to get six on Sunday ?—It
was between Lieutenant Brand and Ramsay.
8701. Did you hear the order 2–He went to com
plain to Ramsay.
8702. You mean Lieutenant Brand 2–Yes; he

carried me to Ramsay, and told him that I refused to
give bread without an order, and Ramsay ordered a
policeman named Corporal Henry to give it me.
8703. Was Lieutenant Brand present —Yes.
8704. And you got the six *—Six on Sunday, and
12 on Saturday.
8705. What happened then 2–I could not better
myself, so I had got to put up with it, and I was com
pletely robbed by the soldiers and sailors.

person said to be in custody. Statement omitted by

8706. How 2–All my poultry and swine were taken
away and I was left destitute; what the rebels left

order of the Commission.)

the soldiers and sailors destroyed.

8682. Were you drinking rum with these men —
No, I was standing up at my door.

8683. What became of you ?—A man came up and
lifted a sword and tried to chop me with it. I had a
battle with him, and he did not cut me, for I went
into my shop.

8684. Was that all —I was ill-treated; they robbed

8707. Did they come to the house and take it 3–
They would come to the shop door and take what they
liked without asking, and they would go into the stye
and take a hog.
8708. Who were the soldiers ?–The Third West

India Regiment; they took away a barrow that cost
me 2!., and two others worth 14s. each.

Ine.

8685. What of 2–They eat all my bread and pro
8686. Was that the same night 2—The same night.
8687. What became of Watson, who was inside –
He is still servant to Mr. Samuel Barnett.

8688. But he was in the shop all this time —Yes,
after the crowd left I sent him to the store.

8689. When you went into the shop where did you
find him 2–He was there where I had locked him up;
when I had locked him up I went out and bade
defiance to them; I locked him up inside.

8690. When you opened the shop was he in the
shop?—If I put him inside and locked him up ; if I
opened my door I must let him
8691, And you did —Yes.

8709. What did they do with the barrow —They
eat him.

V1SIOrr.

8710. What else did they take 2–They took 14
fowls of different prices, some large hens, and some
young growing fowls.

8711.
Have asked
you anything
stateanything
—As there
is no
question
me I doelse
nottostate
else
at present.

know ; Mrs.
Anderson
of 8712.
Morant(Mr.
Bay Gorrie.)
?—ThéreDoareyouseveral
I don't
know
which you méan unless I know the colour.
8713. (Mr. Walcott.) Where were you flogged ?—
In the station.

out.
-

8692. All your bread was gone?–Oh, that was
late in the evening, when they had done they came
there for bread.

8714.myWhereabouts
on your
back;
shirt was taken
off. Ibody
was ?—On
floggedthe
asbare
dis
gracefully as any rebel.
87.15. (Commission.) When you were flogged was
anything more done to you ?—Nothing more ; I was

8693. Have you anything more to say ?—Yes; I

was ill-treated by Mr. Ramsay, more shamefully than
by them.

not put in prison.

8716, were you beaten in any other way?—"
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Imore
wasthan
not that.
ill-treated
the other
down the
night
and day
supplyand
the the
station,
the ELEVENTH
I wasbyinjured,
as Isoldiers;
have said.nothing bound
Volunteers,
General,
thetonavy,
troops;
DAY.
8717. Did you see any others punished 3–I was

I had to work night and day worse than a slave.

J. B. Barnet.

The witness withdrew.
5 Feb. 1866.
-

Sergeant WILLIAM NEALE sworn and examined.
Sergeant

8752. Did you do anything to the houses —No,

$718. Are you a sergeant of the “E” company of
the second battalion of the Sixth Regiment *—Yes.

W. Neale.

nothing was done to them by my party.

$719. How many years have you been in the
Sixth —Going on nine.
$720. How long have you been a sergeant —
Twelve months.

$721. On the 13th of October did you leave New
castle?—I did.

8722. What party had you under your command 2
—Six men, with five black pioneers.

8723. Was that to carry ammunition to Captain
Field 7–Yes.

8724. On the night of the 13th where did you
halt —At Guava Ridge.

8725. Early next morning did you go to Mahogany
Wale?—I did,

8726. Whom did you find there 2–General Jack
80ſ),

8727. At what time was that ?—About 5 or 6.

8728. At about 8 did Lieutenant Rowarth arrive 2
—Yes, with more men from Guava Ridge.

8753. Did you see any burnt 2–Not on that day.
8754. Where did you go next day ?—From Chigoe
Foot Market to Stony Gut.

8755. Were you fired at that day ?—No.
8756. Did you fire at any people that day ?—I
fired at some people, but I cannot say whether it took
any effect.

8757. Did the men under you fire —No.
8758. What were the people you ſired at 3–I
cannot say ; but I considered them rebels myself,
because if they were loyal subjects they would have
come to the troops who had come to protect the place.
Instead of that they ran.
8759. Did you call to them to stop —They were
a long way out of hearing.
8760. Was there mothing but the fact that they
were running away that led you to think that they
were rebels 2–That is all.

873]. That was on the 14th 2–Yes.

8761. What were the orders you got 2–The orders
I had were that any people who stayed in their
houses were not to be molested, and that any people
who deserted their houses and were found any
distance away in the bush were to be fired on, but
if they came up to the soldiers they were not to be

8732. On the 15th did you march under Colonel

molested.

8729. To whom did you report yourself —To
him.

8730. What did he tell you to do —To proceed to
Arntully with the ammunition, to Captain Field.
Hobbs to Monklands 2—Yes; he was senior officer
there.

8733. Did you receive directions from anybody
else?—None.

8734. How long did you stay at Monklands 2—For
a considerable time; but on the 15th the time we

stayed there was only about half an hour, while the

8762. But if they ran away?—They were to be shot.
8763. Could you see whether they were carrying
any property, or whether they were armed 2–On one
occasion I could see a person with a bundle on her
head, but I could not see whether there was anything
in it.

8764. Was she fired at 2–No, we fired at no
WOmen.

men rested and got a little water.

8735. Where did you go then —I am a stranger
to the place.

8736. Is it a place near Ross Island 2–I think it

8765. Did you see any people armed ?—The only
arms I saw were cutlasses, and when we found any
of them they were very sharp, sharper than they

s

would have for cutting sticks or grass, by what I

WàS.

8737. On your way what officers accompanied you ?
-The officers of the detachment—Colonel Hobbs,

Captain Field, Ensign Taylor, Lieutenant Graeme,

8766. On this day did you see any houses burnt 2
—On the day I went to Chigoe Foot Market 2
8767. Yes 2—No.

and Lieutenant Rowarth.

yº. Did

have seen.

General Jackson accompany you ?—

8768. When was the day on which you saw houses
burnt 2—On the 15th I saw houses burnt.

£8,

8769. What houses were those ?—The houses of

$739. He does not belong to the Sixth 2–No.

$40, Nor to the army —I do not know.
8741. Did he give you any orders ?—We took none
from him.

$42. Did he give you any ?–No.
8743, Did he tell you to do anything 2—On one
Occasion he did.

§4. Where was that ?–Coming from Monklands
tº Chigoe Foot Market.
$745, Is that on the way to Ross Island 2–We left
Rºss Island on our left.
*746. What were the directions he gave you ?—

*told one of my men to fire. I told limić should
* no orders from General Jackson; that I was in
and that the man should not

* of my men,

rebels, pointed out by the magistrates.
8770. What magistrates ?—I could not mention

one particularly, but the magistrate and every
loyal subject considered that they were rebels'
houses.

The Colonel always ascertained this from

the people before he would do anything.
8771. Do you mean he made some inquiry of the
magistrate or other people, and if the people said if
these were rebels' houses he burnt them 2–Yos.

8772. How many did you see burnt on the 15th 2–
I could not say.
8773. About how many on the line 2–We marched

through the bush first and then home by the road.

* I would have him made a prisoner. General

I was in front with the skirmishers, and the main
had to burn the houses; I therefore cannot

*son at the time got hold of the rifle and took it

tell.

º

. º, and pointing to two figures on a hill he

8774. But you know that was the plan pursued 2–
.* “Those are two men.” “No,” said I, “they I am certain, because I heard the Colonel ask the
.* two Wºmen. It is the order of my Colonel that
{{

º children nor women are to be molested; and

question.

8775. Was the party you belonged to ever without

**Wºrdly to fire at a woman;” and with that a magistrate, or were magistrates always present 2–
$º the rifle from him.
Never.

8747. W.
-None. °re any persons fired at as you went along
-

r

-

º: Were you fired at 2–No.
; º Wºuring the whole of the day —No.
No. *

\o shot was fired out of the bush at you ?—

* You never heard firearms that day ?–No.

8776. Do you mean that they were never present 2
—We were never without a magistrate or a guide.

8777. On the 25th of October did you volunteer
to go in search of Paul Bogle —I did.

8778. Whom did you take with you ?—I took six
men and General Jackson. That was the day when
he wanted to fire on these people.
Y 3
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8779. Were there any Courts-martial held –
Always when they were prisoners to be tried.
8780. Do you remember a person named Arthur

: Sergeant
º

W. Neale.

5 Feb. 1866.

8813. And you didn’t get under cover ?—No.
8814. How was this man taken into custody?—By
a man named Fleming, who was farrier to the Colonel.
He fetched him while we were in Chigoe Foot

gave an order to Captain Field and myself that the

Market.

man was to be placed at a distance for an example,
where the prisoners who were there, and likewise
the inhabitants who were about, might see him.
Monklands is in a hollow place, and there was no
place only this hill that the man could be placed on.
8783. Where was he placed 2–Beside a tree.

8815. He was brought in 2–Yes.
8816. Were you ever at his house 2–I was told by
Fleming that he fetched him out of the house.
8817. What has become of Fleming 2—I do not

8785. Where was the firing party —They fired
from about 400 yards distance, as near as I could

8786. How many did the firing party consist of 2–
About 10.

8787. Did they all fire at once 2—Well, no, not
exactly at once. You could not call it a volley nor

yet file firing ; it was like what we call a bad volley.
8788.
8789.
8790.
least he

Did they fire independently —No.
Was it by word of command 2–Yes.
Who gave the word 2–Captain Field ; at
was the man I got orders through from the

Colonel.
8791. Were you in command of the firing party f
—No, I was with the guard along with the prisoner
who was to be shot.

8792. Was this on the Thursday ?—Yes.
8793. Did you march him to the place where he

ſº

know.

88.18. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was any other man shot
after Wellington, a man named M-Laren or Graham 7
—They were two men shot.
8819. Was this man shot at the same time 7–No,

he was shot by the side of the tree, and the guard shot

guess.

‘.

from the tree.

8781. Were you present at his execution ?—I was
sergeant of the guard at his execution.
8782. Where was he placed —Well, the Colonel

Wellington being tried ?—I do.

8784. On the hill 2–Yes.

!

very short, very short; I was not under cover when,
the shot was gone, although I ran very quick aeross

was executed 2–Yes.

8794. Did you tie him to the tree ?—Yes, to keep
him up, because I had to go a considerable distance,
above 100 yards; and if I had left him he would
have run away, so I thought the best way was to tie
him.

8795. After you had attached the prisoner to the
tree did you retire 100 yards out of range —Yes.
8796, Could you see the firing party —No.
8797. Then you only knew that there was a bad
volley by the sound 3–Yes.
8798. Could you see the prisoner —No, there

him.

8820. Where was the guard —The guard was at
the place where the execution was, and the man's
body was down on the barbacues.
8821. What was there between you and the barba
cues —A large gully and water.
8822. What distance was the guard from Graham
when he was shot ?–Not above 20 yards; the guard
was for that purpose.
8823. (Commission.) Graham was shot by your
party —Yes.
8824. Who gave the word *—I did.
8825. How many fired?—Four.

8826. Do you know a man named Josephs —Yes,
he was a man the Colonel got to pray with the men
before they were shot.
8827. Do you know that he says Graham was shot

from the barbacues –Very likely Josephs may be
mistaken in the way it was done, because the men
fired to clear their rifles.

I had Graham on the side

of the hill and the guard fired at him ; and there was
an order given that men who had their arms loaded
long should fire up the hill; but there was no one
there to fire at.

8828. (Mr. Gorrie.) What men were those –
Every soldier cleans his own rifle.

-

8829. On this occasion what men fired up the hill
—About a dozen men fired off their rifles.

was a hill between me and the prisoner.

8799. You do not know whether he was killed by
the first volley –I can say he was not killed by the
first volley, because after the volley was fired I went
over to him and the man was not dead.

.

.”

8830. (Commission.) That was about the same time
when your guard fired at Graham —Yes, but they
fired in a different direction.

8831. Were these men part of the firing party that

8800. Was he wounded ?–He might have a flesh
wound, but no more. The next that was fired he

had fired at either of the men 2–The men on the bar

bacues did not fire at Graham, they fired at Wellington.

was shot about here (witness pointing to his neck).

But those were other men that turned out with their

8801. Was that a single shot ?—I took it to be a
single shot.
8802. When you went up from the guard to the

rifles to discharge them.

prisoner at the tree, had you a bugler —-No.

8832. The men all fired off their rifles were not the

same who fired at Wellington —No.

8833. (Mr. Gorrie.) Do we understand that these

8803. Was it agreed that they were to fire one
volley 3–If he was not dead they were to fire
again.

8804, Were you to give the signal 2–I was to
shout down.

were part of the men who were called out to fire at
Wellington but who did not fire off their rifles?—
Their pieces did not go off.

8834. How many fired 2–A dozen ; only two of
the firing party did not fire off their rifles. Ten men

8805. How many shots were fired after that ?—I
took it to be only one shot.
8806. Only one —Yes, and when I came to look
at the man he was shot in the neck and in a drooping

position, and I took him to be dead. I put him down,
and when I looked at him I found he was dead.
constables carried him to the burying place.

The

were ordered to fire at Wellington, and the rifles of
two out of ten did not go off, but missed fire. These
two men, with others out of the barracks, afterwards
fired off their rifles to clean them.

8835. (Commission.) In fact the whole of the de
tachment had their rifles loaded ?– Yes, most of
them.

8807. Was there any wound in the head —No.
8808. Then the only wound was in his throat —
He had a wound in his neck, and a flesh wound.

8836. And when Wellington's execution was over

º: men who were loaded fell out to fire them off —
es.

8809. Had he three altogether ?—Yes, the third
was just about his ribs.
8810. How many wounds did he get from the

first volley —I considered him to have got two flesh
wounds the first volley.
8811. Then one single shot took effect in his

8837. (Mr. Walcott.) When you went in search of

º did William Anderson

accompany you ?—He

ICl.

8838. Was he tied to anybody's stirrup —He
WaS.

8839. To whose ?–To General Jackson's.

to

8840. Who tied him there 7–He was not tied to

carry him away to the burying place.
8812. How long was the interval between the first
volley and the shot that killed him *—Well, it was

the stirrup, but there was a cord tied round his arm,

throat 2–Yes. I then

ordered

the constables

and General Jackson had the other end of it wrapped
round his hand.

-

-
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8841. (Commission.) Did you act as provost ser

geant at all ?—I did.
$842. What were your duties —To see that the
prisoners were secured, and that they had both water
and food.

8843. How were the prisoners treated —Very well,

better than they should have been.
S844. But describe how they were treated, and
answer the question ; we don't ask your opinion ?—

They got water and food, and the Colonel was kind to
them, and if any of them were to be executed he used
to get Josephs, the schoolmaster, to pray with them.

8852. How was it, if you were there for the purpose
of putting a man out of his suffering, in case he was
not killed by the first discharge, that you did not do
so with respect to Wellington —I was going over
from my guard, I had about 100 yards to go, and
whilst I was going he was shot by another man.
8853. Had you any orders about ropes —Yes, the

In lan.

8855. Did you find that that was the idea among
the prisoners ?—I did, and many of them said they
never would believe in obeah again.
8856. After they saw him hit at that distance 2–

were brought in —Some were perhaps a day after
they were brought in.
8848. What was the shortest time?–5 or 6 hours.

8849. Were you present at any of the trials —No.
8850. How soon were they executed after they had
been tried?—The Colonel generally said to give them
an hour or an hour and a half and sometimes two
hours to pray.

Sergeant
W. Neale.
5 Feb. 1866.

Colonel often checked me and said that I had the

8846. How much?—Half a pound or three-quarters
scarce—and pork, and coffee, and yam.
8847. How soon were prisoners tried after they

DA.Y.

prisoners tied too fast when they order quite loose.
8854. Did you see whether any effect was produced
on the other prisoners by the execution of Wellington 2
—Well, I did ; they thought no bullet could kill the

$845. What were their rations —Biscuits.

of a pound, as near as I can guess—they were very

ELEVENTH

Yes.

8857. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you ever put a man out
of his pain after he was in his grave *—I never had
any occasion ; they were all dead that I saw in their
graves.

8858. Did you not when the 13 were shot ?—I was
not there.

8851. When there was an execution was there

8859. (Commission.) As provost sergeant you had

usually a loaded party sent out in case the prisoners
were not killed by the first discharge —Yes, there
was always a guard.

nothing to do but to look after the prisoners ?—
Nothing else.

8860. You had no further orders ?–None.
The witness withdrew.
R. Dacres,

RoBERT DACREs (black) sworn and examined.

*-

8861. Are you a schoolmaster at New Monklands 2
—Yes.

8862. Do you keep a school belonging to the Church
of England?—Yes.

8863. Do you remember Saturday the 14th of
October, when some people came up to where you live?
—Yes, I remember.
8864. How many people came do you think —

Three came into the yard with cutlasses.

; While you were there had you a flag flying 2
-I CS,

8866. What flag —A white flag.
8867. Was it in the yard 2–In the yard.

8868. At that time did you hear of the approach of
the soldiers?—Yes.

8869. Did any of them say anything about the flag 2
The wit

—They asked me the meaning of my putting up the
flag, and I said that when I heard the soldiers were
coming down I put up the flag to protect the property,
and that I might be able to give an explanation. I
had told the people that they must not go on in that
way, and if the white men were not their friends they
would not have schools.

Some women came and told

me that the men had gone round, and when they pro
ceeded to meet them I had the opportunity of going
out into the woods.

8870. Who were coming 2–The men.
8871. What men —The men that were going to
Monklands. I remained in the woods till night, and
when I came back I left the district altogether, and
only returned when I heard that the soldiers were at
Monklands.
ss withdrew.

SUsANNABENNETT (a black woman) sworn and examined.

8872. Do you live at Port Morant 2–Yes.
8873. Do you remember Thursday the 12th of
October?—Yes.

&

•

me up.

$874. Do you remember hearing of the disturbance
at Morant Bay?–Yes.
$875. How long after that was it that you speak of,

8889. I thought you said somebody else sent the
constable —Jackson was the constable, John Wood
row sent to take me up.
8890. You named Charles Benjamin just now 2–

the next day ?—The following week.

Yes, there were two constables.

8876. The week after that, was it?—Yes.
$877. Were you taken to Leith Hail at that time *

-The war commenced on Wednesday at Morant Bay,
and Mr. Woodrow sent and took me up.
8878. How soon afterwards 2—The following week.
8879. Do you remember the day of the week on
Which he sent —No, I cannot remember the day of
the month.
*

S. Bennett.

Woodrow 2–Yes, and he sent the constable to take

8880.
$881.
$882.
$883.

8891. You spoke of one as having sent the other ;
do you say now that it was John Woodrow who sent
the two constables to you ?—Yes.
8892. How do you know John Woodrow was the
person that sent the constables; did the constables
tell you that ?—Yes.

8893. Did not they say what you were wanted for 2
—No, they did not tell me.

The day of the week 2–Thursday.
8894. Did they search your house before they took
you ?—Yes, they searched my house.
Who took you ?–Jackson, the constable.
8895. Did they find anything there 2–No, there
Where did he take you to?—To Leith Hall.
Did he say what he took you there for *— was nothing in it which did not belong to me; I did

Yes, he took me to shoot me.

$884. Did he say what you had done, for which you

i to be shot?—I

had not done anything to him

At all.

8885. Did he

say you had done anything 2—Me
say, but he send the constable.

cannot tell what he

8886. Do you mean that Jackson sent the con
stable?—Yes.

*87. Who was the constable that came to you ?—
One named Charles Benjamin.
3888. Do you know a person by the name of John

not take anything at all from John Woodrow ; do not
know his house at all.

8896. Had you anything in your house which
belonged to somebody else ?—No.
8897. Nothing at all ?—No.

8898. And nobody told you that they had any pro
pertythere?—I have worked for him and he not payme.
8899. Did you work for him —Yes, and we could
not agree at all.

8900. Had you had some dispute with John Wood
row about the work –No.
Y 4
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8901. Then what do you mean by saying you could
mot agree at all with him 2–I worked and he cannot
pay me.

S. Bennett.
5 Feb. 1866.
---

8902. Who was it could not pay you ?—John
Woodrow said he cannot pay me. I work for him,
but he stop my two weeks money, he would not pay
me; he said if I would tell him the day of the month

that I did the work he would pay it, and when martial
law came he said he would have me taken up and
have me shot.

8903. How long was this before the constables
came 2—I had done the work just about a month

8904. How many days had you worked 2–I worked

head and fired it.

8940. Were you fired at again after that ?—No.
8941. Not on another Sunday; did not a constable
fire at you ?—Yes.

8942. Why did you say no, then 2–The following
day Johnson came and took me up and fired at me.
8943. Was

he

a

constable 2–Yes, the same

8044. Where did Johnson come to take you up 2–
At Port Morant.

-

8905. How much did he owe you for that ?—A
shilling a day, I believe.
8906. Then he owed you 10s., did he 3–Yes.

8907. And you asked for that 10s., and he said if

8945. Where were you staying 2—At Port Morant,
at my next neighbour.
8946. Was that after your house was burnt down 2
—Yes.

you told him the days you had worked he would pay
you ?—Yes.
8908. Did you tell him the days?—No, I do not
remember the day of the month. I do not keep any

8947. What was the name of your next neighbour?
—Gray.

dates.

Gray. Johnson fired a gun on Sunday night; he
broke open the man's door.
8950. Was Gray present —Yes.
8951. And saw it all 2–Yes, he was present.
89.52. And did they fire at him too —No.
8953. Were you tied to any place when you were
flogged on these different occasions —On the Sunday
when I got the lashes Peter Espeut turned me on to

8909. When you got to Leith Hall what happened,
who did you see there first —I saw Adam Hague, the
custom-house officer.

89.10. What

did he do then 2–He ordered the

people to load four guns to come out and shoot me.
8911. Did the men load their guns —Yes, after
that the black soldier say, “’No, they must allow him
“ to flog me; if they killed all the black people, who
“ would there be to work the canes when all the black

“ people were killed.”

8912. What did Adam IIague say to that ?–He
did not say anything to that, he was very vexed that
the black soldier did not take the law from him.

8948. Was it a man or woman 2–A man.
8949. What was his christian name 2—Charles

the ground.

-

8954. We have not heard of him before; was he
present at Leith Hall —Yes.
8955. But it was not on the Sunday that you were
at Leith Hall ?—Thursday.
8956. That was when you had the 100 lashes?

8913. What did the black soldiers do —They took
me and tied me up and gave me 100 lashes.
89.14. What, without anybody's orders ?—Yes.
89.15. Was there any officer present?–No, no officer.
8916. How many black soldiers were there 2–Only

—Yes.

one, and the constables with him.

8959. Did he tie you up 2–Yes, he helped to tie
me up, and as soon as they loosed me he turned me on

8917. The two constables that came for you ?—
There was plenty, I don't know them all.
8918. Can you tell what constables were there;
were they the two constables that fetched you ?–One
was John Murray and one was named Gordon.
8919. Any others ?–Plenty others of them, but I

}

8938. Did the bullet touch you at all ?–No.
8939. What do you mean by saying the bullet
walked round your head —He put the gun over my

constable.

before the martial law.
two whole weeks.

9837. Was that the same black soldier who flogged
ou ?—Yes.

.

8957. And Peter Espeut was present you say ?
—Yes.

8958. And he turned you on to the ground 2–Yes,
he tied me up.

the ground.

9860. (Mr. Walcott). Where do you live 2–In
Port Morant.

8961. Who is Woodrow 2–He is a buckra.

8962. What does he do for his living 2–He is a

cannot name them.

carpenter.

8920. You have named two who came for you,
Benjamin and Jackson, were they both present —Yes.
8921. And they both saw this done –Yes.
8922. What did they flog you with ?—They flogged
me on my back.

8963.
8964.
8965.
garden.
8966.

8923. What with ?– A cat.

8924, Did you see the cat —Yes, with a wire.
8925. A cat with wire 2–Yes.

8926. On your shoulders ?–Yes.
8927. A hundred lashes you say ?—Yes.
8928. Has it left much marks —The cat was big
enough.
8929. Has it left plenty of marks on your shoulders?
—Plenty.
8930. What was done with you after you had had
the 100 lashes; were you then sent home 2—Yes.
8931. Then next week did anything happen to

you ?—The following week they took me up again
and gave me 10 lashes.
8932. Who took you up then 2–John Woodrow,
Jackson, and Benjamin.
8933. Did they all three come and take you up 2–
Woodrow ordered the two constables to take me up

Or an engineer, which 2–An engineer.
Where does he work —I cannot tell you.
What work did you do for him 2–In his
Where does he live 2–At Curtis estate, an

old estate of Mr. James.
8967. And he lives there 2–Yes.

8968. And you weeded his garden for him 2–And
planted guinea corn.
8969. On Thursday, when you were taken up, where
were you carried to ?–To Leith Hall.
8970. Who is the owner –Adam Hague was the
OverSeer.

8971. Who was the owner of Leith Hall ?—Peter

Espeut's father; old Espeut is the owner of the
estate.

8972, Was he there 2–I cannot tell if he was
present.

8973. Which was the Peter Espeut that threw you
on to the ground, the father or the son?—The son.

8974. Would you know him if you were to see him
again —Yes, if I saw him I should know him.
8975. What is the son doing at the estate 2–He is

at Bath.

book-keeper.

8934. Then you say you had 10 lashes, did they tell
you what that was for 2–No.
8935. Then did you go back again to your house ?
—No, because they came and burnt my house, and

8976. You say the order was from Mr. Hague to
shoot you ?–Yes.
8977. And the soldiers said, “No, don't shoot her,
keep her to till the canes and make her work?"—Yes.
8978. Was there only one soldier 2—Yes, one.
8979. How came there only to be one soldier, where
were the others ?–Plenty all about, one there, one
there, and one there ; everywhere they were flogging

everything.

8936. On the Sunday after that were you flogged
again —Yes, the same black soldier shot me with the

gun, but the bullet walked over my head.

º
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people, they left soldiers, one and one, and one, and

9010. One Maroon and constable 2–Yes.

they went on hanging and killing.

9011. When you got the 10 lashes at Bath your

$980. But it was this one soldier that gave you the
100 lashes —Yes.

808). Did he give you the cat to look at 2–No,

back was very sore was it not *—It was sore.
9012. Has it left much mark on your shoulders
now 2–The marks are there now.

but I saw it in his hands.

DAY.
S. Bennett.
5 Feb. 1866.

9013. Can anybody see them if they look at your

8989. And did you see the wire —Yes.
8983. How was the wire, plaited into the lash?—Yes.

shoulders ?—Yes.

8984. It was wire and hemp then plaited together ?

wounds healed ?–No.

9014. When you were taken to Bath were the

—Yes.

9015. They were open —Yes.

8985. Was it an old-time cat 2–Yes.

8986. Like a slavery time cat, was it?—Yes, it was.
8987. When did you look at the cat; was it before

you were flogged or after, to see the lash —Before
they flogged me.

8988. Was there only one lash or were there plenty
oflashes?—Plenty, about seven or eight.

9016. And then they gave you the 10 lashes –Yes.
9017. Who ordered you to receive those 10 lashes
—Maroons, and those same constables.

9018. Do you say that the Maroons and the same
constables ordered you to have the 10 lashes –Yes.
9019. What did they do to you afterwards?—They
come back and burn my house.

8989. It was a cat with about seven or eight tails 2
—Yes.

9020. Where was your house at Morant Bay ?–In
Port Morant.

8990. You say it was in the soldier's hand and you

9021. Then you went to live with Charles Gray ?

examined it 3–Yes.

—Yes.

8991. Where was his gun?—Upstairs and I was
down on the ground.
8992. Do you mean that it was upstairs in the

head 2–They caught me in another person's yard.

house?—Yes.

in 2–In the next yard.

8993, How do you know it was there 2–Because
I was down in cell a prisoner.
8994. If you did not go upstairs how would you
see the gun there 2–Because Mr. Hague told him to
load the gun and shoot me.
8995. Did you see the gun ?—I did not see it in

9024. In Gray's yard do you mean?-No, the next yard.
9025. Whose yard was that?—Walter Johnson's yard.
9026. (Commission.) Did not you say just now
that they came into the house and shot at you in the

my eyes,

8996. Then you never saw the gun ?—I did not
see the gun upstairs, because I don't go upstairs.

8997. Then how do you know the gun was upstairs?
—Mr. Hague had a person to load the gun to shoot
me; if the gun had not been there the soldier could
not get the gun to shoot me.

8998. This was on the Thursday, and you never
saw the gun that day ?—I tell you I don't go upstairs.
8899. And you did not see the gun ?–No.
sº There was a black soldier there you say?—

9022. Where was it that the soldier shot over your

9023. What other person's yard did they catch you

house?—That was another time.

9027. Who ordered the shot to be fired at your

head, did anybody order it 2–John Woodrow.
9028. Was he present —He ordered the soldier to
take me up because he would have me shot.
9029. Was John Woodrow present when the soldier

fired at your head —No, but he sent the soldier after
me.

The soldier told me John Woodrow was vexed

because he had not gone by his orders.

9030. What soldier told you that?–The black soldier.
9031. What was his name —I don't know his
name ; he did not tell me his name.

9032. Then you say Woodrow was not present?–No.
9033. Who ordered Johnson to shoot you ?–The

CS, One.

900l. Was he to load the 4 guns?—There was consta

blºsthere, constables shoot people the same as soldiers.
9002, Were the constables to shoot you ?–Oh yes,
they not particular at that time; there was no law for
poor fellows.

90% Who took you to Bath 2–Jackson and
njamin.

º, The same two constables —Yes.
905. How long after —I can't tell you the day, it
was the following week.
9006. The next week after the Thursday ?–Yes,

I
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Wºot particular to the day.
they take you before a magistrate at
:-I did not see any magistrate.

nº |

Do you know Mr. Kirkland 2–I did not see
º
m at all.

same John Woodrow.

9034. Was he present when Johnson shot at you in
the house *—No.

9035. Was Woodrow at Leith Hall when Adam

Hague and Peter Espeut were there —No.
9036. (Mr. Nathan.) How many people flogged
you at Leith Hall —Two.
9037. Who were they 2—The soldier flogged me
first and John Murray second.

9038. Those persons gave you the 100 lashes 3–
The soldier flogged me first and when him tired then
John Murray.

9039. (Commission.) When you had received 100
lashes where were you taken to, to your home?–Yes.

9040. Was anything done to your back; it must
have been very sore, was it bleeding 3–Yes.

wº Who did you see there?—I see no magistrate,
saw Maroon there.

9041. Has if left many marks on the shoulders?—Yes.
9042. Can they be seen 2–Yes.
The witness withdrew, and was examined by two surgeons.
-

Dr. Richard GeoRGE BANoN sworn and examined.

i

"...

and9043.
backHave you examined this woman's shoulders
-

-

-

four or five years I dare say I have seen a hundred

Dr. R. G.,
Banon.

punished.

you able to form any opinion as to
*º Are
she has received a number of lashes —As
All

0

regimental officer I can say that that woman

º*
you
it. y
tertain9.ofDo

any lashes with a cat.
feel qui
?–Quite
quite sure of that 2–0ni

9047. In your opinion could her back and shoulders
be in the state in which they are if she had received
100 lashes on the 19th of October 2—Certainly not.

Having been in the London District Recuiting Service
I have often detected recruits coming up for examina

tion and have rejected them because of their bearing

* Have you seen many men punished —In

the marks of the cat ; there is no mistaking them.

The witness withdrew.

9048. H

Dr Edward LEsli.E PHILLIPPo sworn and examined.

. . Have you also seen and examined this
"man?—I have.

-Iha, Have you had any experience on this subject?
.." three persons flogged with a cat, and I

do not

all like there would be, especially if a person had
received so large a number as 100 lashes.
9050. As far as you are able to form an opinion,

do you agree with Dr. Banon —Yes.

ink there are any marks on this woman at
The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to 10 o'clock to-morrow.

I}r. E. L.

Phillippo.
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Tuesday, 6th February 1866.
PRESENT :

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.
John BLosseTT MAULE, Esq.
RUssell GURNEY, Esq.
|

TWELFTH
DAY.

J. Beard.
6 Feb. 1866.

JAMEs BEARD (black) sworn and examined.
9058. Were they armed at all 2–Yes, with sticks
9051. Are you a carpenter, living at Morant Bay ?
—Yes.
and cutlasses, and they were coming towards Morant
9052. On the 11th of October were you a police.
man on duty at the District Prison —Yes.
9053. Did you see any party coming into the town

on that morning 2—Between 3 and 4 o'clock I saw a
body of people coming down from the Valley Dis
trict.

Bay.
9059. From what direction do you say they were
coming 2—From the Valley District.
9060. Is that a different way from that by which
they would come from Stony Gut 2—It is the same
way ; that road leads to Stony Gut as well.

9054. Which way did they come to Morant Bay ?
—On the Wharf road.

9055. Is that the western entrance to the Bay ?—

9061. Then they might come from Stony Gut
either that way or on the other side of the town –

Yes.

Yes.

9056. Is it the entrance by the road nearest to
Kingston 2–Yes.
9057. What was the number of the party —There

20 or 30 in the first drove, and the second must have

were 20 or 30 about in the first drove.

gangs, each from the Valley District.

9062. How many were there in the first drove —
been about the same.

I saw no less than four or five

The witness withdrew.
J. Britt.

JAMES BRITT (brown) sworn and examined.
9081. Well, she threw the first stone —Yes.
9063. Are you a Volunteer of No. 2 Company ?—
Yes.

9082. Then other women throw stones 2–Yes.

-

9064. On Wednesday, the 11th of October, were
you on duty under Captain Hitchins —Yes.
9065. In the course of the afternoon, did you go by
the station and see Mr. Arthur Cooke riding in 2–
Yes.

9066. In consequence of information which he gave
to you, did you give information to Captain Hitchins?
—No ; I made an alarm, and the bugle was sounded.
9067. Then did you join the Volunteers ?—Yes.
9068. Were they drawn up in front of the Court
house 7–Yes.

9069. Did Captain Hitchins give any orders ?—He
gave orders to load.
9070. Soon after that did you see any people
coming round Kirkland's Corner —While we were
loading we heard that they were breaking down the
station.

9071. You heard the noise of their doing so 2–
Yes.

9072. What did you see ?—Afterwards we saw them
coming round the corner into the Parade, with guns
and bayonets fixed, sticks, swords, machettes, and
lances; they were advancing, blowing shells and
playing drums.
9073. Could you form any judgment of the number
that came in 2—No, the lane was crowded.

9083. Did you see anybody struck —No, I did
not.

9084. What was the next thing done –Then the
men rushed on, and then they fired.

9085. How near did they get to you before they
fired —They were not more than five yards from us.
It was all we could do to present our guns.
9086. Are you sure that the stone was thrown by
the woman before you fired 2–Yes, long before. The
women began to fire the stones, and as they did so,
and were coming across the Parade, the men rushed
1I].

9087. Did you see the effect of your fire —I saw
some of them fall.

9088. Did the people then press on or go back 2–
They pressed right on us, and we broke into open
order, and escaped the best way we could.
9089. Were you able to load again before they were
upon you ?—No.

9090. Then did you make your escape 2—Some of
them rushed upon me and said, “Kill him ; he is a

Volunteer ' " I escaped, and then again about 20 of
them followed me.

9091. Where were you during that night f-I went
to Mr. McKenzie's penn, about a mile out of the Bay.
9092. Did you see nothing more ?—No ; there
were other Volunteers in the yard, and while the
people were beating them I made my escape.
9093. On the Saturday before this Wednesday did

9074. How near did they get to you before any
thing was done?—About 20 yards, and a woman
named Geoghagan
9075. Is that a person now living 2—No, she is

you see anything 2–Yes, I was at my place of busi

dead.

ness.

9076. What did she say or do —She first fired a
stone, and several other women followed her, and then

9094. Where

is

that ?–Opposite the Church

Corner.

9095. Is that at the entrance to Morant Bay ?—
the men rushed right in.
9077. What was done by the Custos ?—He was Yes.
9096. On which road—on Stanton road or the
reading and calling out “Peace " " and other gentle
men were calling out, “Peace in Her Majesty’s other ?—The other.
9097. What did you observe —I heard drums
name !” But the people were saying, “No peace
playing, and when I came out and looked I saw men
Hell to-day !”
-

9078. Whereabouts was

this woman when

she

threw the stone —She was just in front of us, in the

matching from the Parade with drum and fife, and all
armed with sticks and with shouldered arms.

9098. Did anybody appear to be in charge 2–Yes,

north part of the Parade.

9079. Did she come up with the people *—She was a rebel named Captain Grant.
the guide, and led them ; she came up in front of evidence against him.
them.

-

-

9080. But they did not want a guide —She was a
sort of leader.

I have already given

9099. Do you mean before the magistrate?—Yes.
9100. Then there was a person whom you saw
don’t mention him at present; but tell us what any

"Ni
º

º

*:
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one person appearing to exercise any authority did or
said?—He told the men to “halt, and right counter
march,” and they were going towards the Parade
again when they met Bogle and other men. I was not

near enough to hear the conversation, but they turned
back again and marched on. In coming near the
bridge they broke in open order, and near my place
he told them to halt, and formed them four deep, and
then told them, “Shoulder arms and quick march ; ”
and the drum played and they marched off. Bogle
was in the rear of Grant.

9101. You say you live near Church Corner; was

there any meeting-house there —Yes.
9102. And were there any meetings there f—People
used to be coming by with sticks, and they would

stop at my shop for cigars, and I would say to them,
“Where are you going 2" and they would say, “To
meeting.”

9103. You never attended any of these meetings
—No.

9104. How often did you see these parties —For
months before.

9105. How often ?—Sometimes twice or three
times a week.

9106. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were these religious meetings

was there any meeting-house there —There was a
Baptist chapel there, but it was not open.

ing –Sometimes there were 10, sometimes five, and
sometimes two together, all with sticks.

9109. Would that be the common way in which
they would go to the meeting 7–Yes. I don’t know
whether it was a religious meeting or what sort of
meeting. I don't know the sense of the meeting. When
they would come in and buy anything I said, “Where
are you going 2" and they said, “Going to meeting.”
91 10. Had these meetings been going on before this

TWELFTH
DAY.
J. Britt.
6 Feb. 1865.

time —Not till about 4 months before the rebellion.

911 1. But there was nothing in them which sur
prised you at the time 2—It was very surprising to me.
Inever saw them before attend the meetings with sticks.
91 12. Don't they generally carry sticks in their
hands 2—No, they never carry sticks to the Baptist
chapel ; only Sundays, and any holidays like Christ
mas day, they never attend the meeting.
9113. Was there a good deal of excitement going

in
*

on ; was this the time of the revival 2–The revival

9107. How do you know that if you did not go 2–

|||}# *ºf

had passed about 12 months before, and they had
ceased going to the meetings ; but they did not then
carry sticks.
9114. (Mr. Gorrie.) When do they carry sticks?
—When they go to market.
9115. Don't they usually walk about with either a
stick or a cutlass —No, only on election days and at

ſº

iſ

º º
|!

º

-

-

|

9116. Don't people commonly walk about the coun
try carrying sticks —No, unless on a Saturday.
9117. (Mr. Walcott.) Which of the Bogles was it
that you saw on a Saturday ?—Paul Bogle.
9118. You say it was only during the last three or
four months before what you call the rebellion that
they were in the habit of holding those meetings 2–

º

º
º
º

"
*

º

9|19. Do you reside at Stanton on your own pro
perty?—Yes.
9120. On the morning of the 11th of October was
any statement made to you by your men —No, I
think not.

912]. What number of men do you employ 2–
About 150, more or less.

9122. Did they come to work on the 11th of Oc
carpenter, and a

* ?—No, only one wainman, a
oy.

9|23. Had you been aware before that they were
not coming to work 2–No.

9124. In the course of the afternoon did you see
any persons pass your property 2–Yes; about 12, or a

Mr. G. Ashby.

9127. Does the road divide a little way from your
property 2–Yes; I should say about 10 chains from
my gate.

9128. Are there two ways of entering Morant Bay
after passing your property —They can either turn
back into the works and go to a place named “Pem
broke Hall,” or they go straight on to the Bay. These
people went on all one way, where the woods divide.
They sat down and held a conversation, and then they
sprung up and went on.
9129. You have not been there many weeks 2–I
bought the estate on the 12th of August, and went to
live there on the 29th of August.
9130. Are you able to give us any other informa

little after, eight men passed on the lower road— tion ?—No. I saw the Court-house in flames
there are two roads which pass my property—and, as
my wiſe was playing the piano at the time, they sang 9 o'clock, and the people passing my house.
ºut, “Stop that damned noise, or we will make you.”

0 tourse it was stopped immediately.
9125. Whereabouts is Stanton –A mile and a

quarter from Morant Bay.

about

9131. Did you see anything of the measures taken
with reference to the suppression ?—I was at home all
the time, and did not see anything at all.

9132. Did you see nothing of the punishments after

9|26. On the same afternoon did you see any more wards 2—I saw the hanging of three men and one
Pºple pass?—About 300 men and women came past

woman. I saw them hanging there, but I saw nothing

ºut 3 o'clock with cutlasses, sticks, staves, bayonets of the trial, or anything else that occurred, except
" Poles, one with a pistol, two with guns, and one that on the Monday afterwards they were bringing in
prisoners.
The witness withdrew.

Ursula FitzGERALD (coloured) sworn and examined.
933. Do you live with your mother, Mrs. Gordon,
9139. Were there 100 or less 7–Some hundreds.
“the entrance of Morant Bay ?—Yes.
9140. Did you know a person named “Duncan

.* Which entrance 2–0n the way from Stan
* Do you remember the 11th of October 2–

Stewart 2 ”—Yes.

9141; Did you hear any directions given by him *
—Yes, he shared the gang.

8.

°36. Do you remember seeing Mr. Cooke gallop

9142. After he gave that direction did you see

you see a

which way the people went 2–Some took the main
road to the Bay, some took the wharf road to the

What number do you think—are you able to

Rectory.
9143. Were there many women with this party –

-

Yes.
Z 2

*
-

|

Yes.

Mr. GEORGE ASHBY sworn and examined.

** Opinion —I do not know.

*

º º

other such times.

º

9138.

tº

.

The witness withdrew.

"; by your house?—Yes.
*7. Either after or before that did
*Party of men —Yes, after that.

*

-

If it had been open I would have heard; but I heard
there were meetings at the common negro houses.
The chapel is not open except on Sundays. The
church is by the same place.
9108. (Commission.) In what way were they going :
just as countrymen would ordinarily go to a meet

with an old musket, an old “ Brown Bess.”

*

. *.
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9144. Did you hear any complaint made by the
women to the men 2–Yes.

-

9145. What time was that ?—About after 3 o'clock.
U. Fitzgerald.
6 Feb. 1866.

9146. Was that some little time after they had
divided as you saw 2–Yes.

9.147. How long after that ?—I am unable to say
that.

9149. What was it you heard 2–I heard the
women say, “You men, don't you see the Volunteers
“ killing all our men
When you at the mountain

“ you say so and so, and now you come down to the
“ Bay you leave all the work to the poor women.”
91.50. Do you know anything more about it —
Yes. I know a few people more.
9151. We don’t want to hear about particular

9148. Was it some minutes, or an hour or two

after, or later in the evening 2—It was not very late.

people ; did you see any of the punishments inflicted
afterwards 2—No.

The witness withdrew.
C. Gordon.

CECELIA GoRDON (black) sworn and examined.
9.152. Are you the mother of the last witness 2– “ to the Parade and

see what the Volunteers do to

“ the men there.”

Yes.

you hear some complaint made by some of the women 2

9160. Did the people pass your place at night, some
of them, do you remember—and were they cheering
as they passed ?–Oh, yes, all night.
916.1. Did you hear anything said as to what they
were going to do?—When the women spoke to the
men they divided again, and returned to the Parade.
Captain Stewart said, “ Divide again,”—he was the
captain of the rebels—“ and part of you stand in

—Yes.

“ in the road from the Court-house to the wharf,

9153. Do you live near Morant Bay on the Stanton
road 2–Yes.

9154. Do you remember seeing a number of persons
passing your house on the afternoon of the 11th of
October 2—Yes.

9.155. Did you afterwards hear the firing —Yes.
9156. After that did the party come back, and did
9157. Was that after the firing had taken place —
Yes.

9158. How long 2—Not much long.
9159. What was it you heard the women say ?—
They came on the Wharf road and the men came on
the Four Mile road, and the women said, “Now, you

“ men, this is not what you said in the mountain. You
“ said you would come to the Bay and do so and so,
“ and now you leave all this work to the women; go

“ and do not suffer no man to pass, and part of
“ you stand in the main street, and do not suffer
“ no man to pass.” Captain Grant said, “Shall I
go with them * Captain Stewart said, “Yes;” and
Captain Grant took the Wharf road along with the
people.
9162. Were you present, and did you hear what
was said when they passed the first time in the day ?
—No.

The witness withdrew.
J. Gordon.

JAMES GoldDON (black) sworn and examined.
9183. Were they white troops or black troops ?—
—Yes.
White troops.
9184. There was some officer with them 2–Yes.
9164. On the 12th October did you see any party
coming to you place, or down by your place —Yes.
9.185. Did you see what was done by those troops
9165. What sort of party was it —People in when they came in 2–I saw the constables taking the

9163. Are you a carpenter living at Port Morant 2

-

numbers.

9166. About what number do you think 2–The
first gang was about 30 or 40.
9167. Did other parties come besides that ?–Oh
eS.

9168. What number in all do you suppose ?—About
300 or 300.

9169. In what direction were they coming —They
were coming from the different villages in Port
Morant.

9170. Did you hear anything said about Mr. Short

ridge by the people as they passed ?–Yes.
9171. What was it —They said Mr. Shortridge
was at Morant Bay coming up. Some were waiting
for him on the road ; and they said that if they did not
kill him and Mr. Chisholm, they would not have the
War Over.

9172. Is Mr. Chisholm one of Mr. Shortridge's
overseers ?–Yes, at Golden Grove.

91.73. As they were going towards Morant Bay,
did a gunboat come in sight –Yes.
91.74. What was the effect of that upon the people 2
—They plundered Mr. Marshalleck's shop.
9.175. But when the gunboat came, what did they
do?—They all fled away.
91.76. Did you hear anybody addressed as “Cap

prisoners.

91.86. Apprehending the prisoners ?—Yes.
91.87. Did you take any before them 2–Yes.
9.188. What was done to them —They tried them,

and they flogged some of them, and they sent some on
to Morant Bay.

9189. Did they flog any of those they sent to
Morant Bay ?—No.
9190. Did you see what went on at Leith Hall ?—
Yes, I was there part of the time.

º: Was
—l C.S.

that where the floggings took place?

.

9192. Were any flogged without being tried ?–
Two or three women were flogged without being tried.
9193. Was there any military court sitting there :
—They came there at first from Morant Bay, and
while they remained there there was a military court,
and when they came back they came there again,
9194. But when they were there, were any people
flogged without being tried ?—When the military
were there 2

9195. Yes?—No. They flogged some.
9196. But did they ever flog any people who were
not first tried ?–No, they tried them.

9197. But when the military went away, what

9.177. Is he living 2–He was hung.

was done *—About three or four people came through
Mr. Woodrow. One of the men was flogged by the
military, and Mr.Woodrow brought him back, and when

91.78. Did you continue at Port Morant after this 2

the Maroons were there they tried him, and shot him,

tain " by them?—Yes, Captain Flemming.
—Yes.

91.79. Did you see anything of what was done there

by the soldiers, the police, or the Maroons 2–Yes.
9180. Tell us anything you saw 2–The troops
can le.

9181. When did they come in first —I cannot tell
the right day.
91.82. Who was the officer who commanded them 2
—He was a white man, I don’t know his name.

9198. Do you mean that the Maroons tried him —
Yes.

9199. Who were present then –All the Maroons,

Mr. Woodrow, and myself; and when I said to Mr.
Woodrow that this man had been flogged once by the

military and that they had put him aside, and that he
and another man had been flogged already for stealing
a ham at Clifton Hill, where Mr. Woodrow resides,

he told me that if I did not hold my cheek, he would

T
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have me either flogged or shot myself. I said I did
not think he could do it.
9200. Was the man shot ?–Yes.

9209, Who ordered him to flog any ?—I don't : Twelfth
DAY.
know, but they were the plunderers.
9210. Who decided that they had been so —I was

920. By the Maroons 2–Yes.
9202, And was Mr. Woodrow present?—Yes.
that?—No.
9204. What was the name of this man 2–Charles

and sent them to Morant Bay.
9211. How did you find out that they were plun
derers ?—Many of them I knew.
92.12. Had you seen them plundering —Yes, at

Dies,

Mr. Marshalleck's store,

9205. When the military were away, were any
peºple flogged without any trial *—A few people, but

92.13. Then upon your statement the black soldier
flogged them —Yes.
9214. Was there anybody to give directions except

9203, Was there anything more against him than

a soldier was there.

J. Gordon,

at the station at Port Morant, and I detected them,
6 Feb. 1366.

this black soldier ž-No.

9206. What soldier *—Only one was there. The
military had ordered him to Manchioneal, but he

stopped at Port Morant.
9207. Was he a black or white soldier 2–Black.

9208. By whose orders was anybody flogged then 2

92.15. Was there no magistrate there —No.

92.16. How many people were flogged in that way ?
—I cannot say.
9217. Do you remember the name of that man who

flogged first and hung afterwards—would it be Doyle?
—His name was Charles Dies.

—By the black soldier's orders.

The witness withdrew.

GEORGE ADAM HAGUE (coloured) sworn and examined.

G. A. Hague.
-

9218. You are a clerk of the Customs at Port

9237. Did you ever see her have any flogging after

Morant and Morant Bay?—I am collector.
9219. Do you know a person named Susannah

that ?—Never ; no, that is the only time I know of.
9238. And who were the persons, or who was the
person who flogged her when she had the 25 lashes 2

Bennett —I do.

9220. Did you see her at Leith Hall after this out
break at Morant Bay ?—I did.
922]. Is it true that you ordered the people to load
four guns and go out and shoot her ?—I did not.
9222. Did you see anybody load guns to shoot her ?

—I think it was a white soldier, I am almost certain

—Nobody loaded guns on that or any other occasion

sent for to Morant Bay ?—I heard after I got down

when I was present.

to my office.
9241. Did you see a person named Mitchell in your

-

9223. Is it true that you were ever vexed with
the black soldiers because they did not take the law
from you?—I never was. I may mention that I

:º

it was.

9239. Were you at the Custom-house at Port
Morant on the 11th *—I was,

9240. Did you hear of the Volunteers having been

office 2–Yes, he came in on two or three occasions

went there with Capt. Adcock's soldiers as they were
returning from the Plantain Garden River district

that day.
9242. And Duffus 2–He came in from the Vestry;
he got in about 2 o'clock. He sat down and talked for

and Captain Astwood's troop also, and I found that

some time, and this man came in while he was there,

woman being flogged by orders of Captain Adcock;
she got some 25 lashes; she is a rebel, and the wife

and was simply very rude.
9243. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie) Was anything
-

ºf one of the most notorious rebels in that neigh

said about him.

bºurhood, who has not yet been taken.

was shot ; he came into the office, walked through the

Is this man untried ?–I heard he

9224. What do you know about it 2–I saw him on

public office into the private office and said, “You

the morning when Flemming attacked me on the way

d
d son of a b
h, what are you doing here * *
Then pointing to the chair where I was sitting he
said, “That place is the place of a blackman, and if
“ you don't quit it quietly we will have your head
“ cut off as we intend to have that of the Baron,

tº the Custom-house; that woman was among the
gang,

9225. What morning —The morning of the 12th ;
* is the wife of a notorious rebel who is not yet

*h, who was engaged in robbing Clifton Hill, and

“ and of the Cooke's.” He was very violent and I

gºt away.

thought he was drunk or crazy ; that was what I saw

92%. You say she was flogged 2–I saw her when

Cºlin Adcock and Captain Astwood were both
Pºnt, and she was flogged.
small number,
That's what you consider a small number 2—

º
yes,

* Did you see the instrument with which she
* flogged 7–It was an ordinary cat.
9231. Was there any wire in it 2–None that I
" ; they were made with a little bark.

%2. What bark

—The bark of some tree which

"...le into fibre and plaited.
9233. Had you seen the military cats used ?–I saw

* Morant Bay.
9234.

hear what had taken place —Yes, two men came and
told me.
9245. You heard there was an outbreak 2–Yes.

9246. Did you drive to Port Morant 2–I rode
down.

y

-

answered him.

9244. (Commission.) On the next morning did you

%27. Were about 2–On her shoulders.
928. What number of lashes ?—Twenty-five ; a

k

before the actual outbreak at Morant Bay. I never

9247. Did anything attract you attention on the

way ?—I saw groups of persons on different parts of
the road, and a very large group at the shop of Mr.
Marzinck, a Volunteer, who was reported to have
been killed on the Tuesday.

I stopped and asked

if it were true that he had been killed. Before the
man I asked could answer me, another fellow who was

standing outside the shop said, “Yes, he is, and what

Were they more or less severe than those 2– the hell is that to you.” Immediately afterwards the

º which were used at Leith

Hall were much less

horn was blown by a man that was near me, and I

sº
Wºli they inflict less injury than the
. º *—I saw a man take 50 lashes with one

the river by a cross road, and I saw a very large

fancied that something was wrong.
Of

º Without a drop of blood.
tiº

Nº. were present do you

remember at that

i. Captain Astwood's troop that went into
º ourhood, Captain Adcock, of the 6th, Mr.
º * "Yeſseer of Leith Hall, Mr. Espeut, a
ad . of Leith Hall. I came in after the troops

the it.
mith

Cust "ºre, she did not find me.

I rode in from
*tom-house after the troops had come in.

I rode across

gathering at the end of the road. However, I rode
on thinking I was all safe, and when I got very near
to the cross road, I heard a voice distinctly say, “He
is one of them;” still I rode on, and at the corner I
saw between 80 and 100 persons, and a man named
Edward Flemming walked away from the crowd and

approached me. The road was filled on three sides,
and there was just one corner a little open ; he walked
towards me and asked, “Do you belong to ” some
Z 3
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I could not catch the whole of the question,

but as I saw him with a cutlass I struck my horse
with the left spur and as it bounded Flemming cut at

9272. You did not observe—did you see them hav.
ing their food —Yes.
92.73. Were their hands free at that time 2—Yes

G. A. Hague. my head and hit as near
as possible without touching

certainly. I am strongly inclined to believe they wer.

me. I galloped on to the Custom-house.
9248. There you received a warning 2–Yes, from

not tied then ; there was a guard of Marines, and the
prisoners were put at the stern.
9274. Did you observe any ill-treatment towards

6 Feb. 1866,

the servant.

9249. You are not asked what he told you, but was
your attention attracted to a crowd coming towards

them 2–Not the slightest.

the Custom-house ?—Yes.

ashore before them.

92.50. What state were they in 2–They were very
excited; some with arms, two with cutlasses and sticks,

and they came almost running down.
9251. In consequence of this, did you get on your
horse ?—No, I remained in, believing that they would
have done nothing ; they told me that they had gone

9275. Did you see them disembarked 7–No, I got
9276. Did you see them put on board the “Wolverene”
at Port Morant?—They were taken from Port Morant
to Morant Bay; on the Saturday landed there. A
Court-martial was held in the evening, some prisoners

º

were tried, and some four or five were executed. That

was the first execution. Then the remaining prisoners

to Marshalleck’s store; I looked out and saw the store

was after I was on board.

being broken, and I mounted my horse and started.
9252. Did you go to Clifton Hill ?—I went back

92.77. Did you see them put on board 2—I saw them
being brought up by night.
9278. But you did not observe in what way they
were put on board, whether any violence was used—
you are not able to say?—No. I heard of a man
being pulled up by the neck or shoulders.
92.79. But you did not seeit?--No, it was mere hearsay.
9280. When you arrived at Port Antonio on the
Sunday morning, in what state did you find the in

to my residence.

-

9253. You remained at your residence that night,
did you ?—I remained all the evening, and that night
I was told by my servants that the people intended
to COme.

9254. Did you receive information the next morn
ing, Friday ?—Yes.
2255. What did you do —I went into the woods.
9256. How long did you remain there 2–Till late
that night, when the servant came and told me that
the soldiers were at Port Morant, and he guided me
through the woods to Port Morant were they were.
9257. Did you see the Governor —He came in
after midnight with Brigadier-General Nelson, Colonel
Fyfe, Mr. Lewis, and some others.
9258. Did you inform him of what had occurred 2
—I told him a minute detail of all that had occured.

9259. And he sent 25 soldiers ?—Yes, he sent them

under command of Captain Ross with me to find

º:

were taken back on board the “Wolverene,” and that

habitants there 2–The ladies and children were all in

a frightful state of alarm, and had left their houses at
Port Antonio and taken refuge on board an American
barque. We found them there, and the men were on
shore quiet.

9281. Did the Governor land with you ?—Yes.
92.82. Whom did he meet 2—The Maroons.

92.83. Was there a body of Maroons at Port Anto
nio 2–There were over 200.

9284. Were they there before you arrived —Yes.
9285. Did the Governor address them 2–He met
them and addressed them.

92.86. Did he receive assurances of their loyalty and

Flemming.

9260. Did you catch him —Yes.
9261. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was he executed 2 – Oh
yeS.
9262. (Commission.) Were you with them when he

devotion to the Crown –The fullest assurances.

The greatest possible anxiety was exhibited by them
to help the Governor.

9287. Did you see much of the person who acted
was taken f-I went with the soldiers to his house ;

we found him there, and took him prisoner to Port
Morant.

The Governor ordered a Court-martial, and

he was tried.

I gave evidence against him, and half

a dozen others gave most conclusive evidence against

him, and he was ordered to be executed ; and he was
executed at 6 o'clock that morning. We had caught
him at 4 o'clock that morning. The Governor was
very anxious about it, because he wanted to give a
warning.
9263. Was there any other person executed then 2
—There were none executed there after that; he was

the only man executed then at Port Morant.
9264. You went on board the “Onyx " with them,
and went to Morant Bay ?—I did.
9265. Did you go on to Port Antonio 2–We were
transhipped to the “Wolverene,” and went to Port
Antonio on the Saturday.
9266. Were there any prisoners with you ?—There
were some sent by the troop who had gone to Bath
and Golden Grove, and had brought prisoners with
them, whom we had taken in at night at Port Morant.
9267. What number of them 2–I cannot say; there
might have been 50 or 60. We went round to Port
Antonio.

9268. Did you see how the prisoners were treated 2
—Kindly, very.
9269. What was the kindness shewn to them 2–

as Provost Marshal during the suppression of the dis
turbances, Mr. Ramsay ?—Yes, I saw him on two oc
casions on that day when we went on board the
“Onyx.”

9288. Will you describe what you did see of him :
—On the Saturday when I had landed there, and
shortly after I had landed, I was told that it was ne

cessary to get a pass to enable me to move about the
town during martial law.
9289. Did you find that that was necessary in order

to be secured 2––Absolutely necessary. I went to his
office for the purpose of getting a pass, and he took a

piece of paper and wrote the word “Pass” on the top,

ºf
***

and then he asked my name. I said, George Adam
Hague, and he wrote the name; then stopping sud:

,

denly, he looked me in the face, got up and pitched

sº

the piece of paper on the ground, said, “That be

sº
**
sº.

d—d ſ” and walked out of the room.

9290. Did he give you the paper ?–No, he made
the observation, threw it down, and walked out. I

***

took the paper up and went to the police station, and

tº i.

told the policeman what had been done; he said,

"

“Never mind, here is pen and ink; fill it in, and I

gº
will
get itYour
countersigned.”
ºk
9291.
name was in—what did you fill in — ºn
“Collector of Customs, Port Morant.” I gave it to
the policeman who did get it countersigned; he gave

º

W.

.

|

it back to me in the course of the day. Then we got

ºil

They were put in the stern of the vessel, and I saw
them getting food and water, and everything they
seemed to require.
92.70. Were they tied or handcuffed —Upon my

on board the “Wolverene.” I afterwards went back .
from Kingston to Morant Bay in the “Onyx,” and lººd
we got there on the Friday.
ºt
92.92. That would be on the 20th 2–Yes; I went to
ºs |

word I cannot say. I do not think they were. I
think they were all put at the stern of the vessel with

Port Morant and saw the state of affairs there.

a guard over them.
9271. You are not able to
tied ?–No, I would not say.

I then

started back. On my way back I stopped there two

days and was not landed. I came in a boat belonging ºf
say that they were not

to Mr. Smith, of Leith Hall, and landed on the wharf
As I got to the main street, leading from the Court-

&º

º

—-TT ---
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house to the police station, I heard a voice shouting
“I say you fellow—you man there—damn you, sir,
stop!" I could not believe it was addressed to me,

through it in a sort of maddened manner. I got out

TWELFTH

of the room. Mr. Espeut took me from the police

DAY.

but I turned round, and saw Ramsay standing behind
me at a little distance. I stopped, and he asked me,
as he walked up, “Who are you—what's your name?”
I told him, and he said, “What are you doing here 2"
Isaid I was going to Kingston; and he asked me,

rebels were congregated.

“Have you got a pass " I showed it to him. There

respectable men in St. Thomas in the East. He is a

was a woman whom I had known at Morant Bay, who
was standing at the door of the police station, and I
had heard that she had been sent there by Mr. McGill,
the wharfinger. Ramsay said to me, “Who sent that

Ramsay with his hands on Kirkland's throat, pulling

woman here f"

I said I did not.

He said, “What

is she sent for?” I said, “For having been with the
rebels on the 12th, with a knife in her hand, and with

station, by his side, down to the place where all the

G. A. Hague.

He called me to go away,

and in that way I got out of Ramsay's hands. On the

6 Feb. 1866.

day after I was still there, and in the main street I
saw Ramsay with his hands on Mr. Kirkland's throat.
Kirkland was a shop keeper, and one of the most
very quiet, law-abiding, God-fearing man.

I saw

him across the street to the station. He was flying
across the street. I thought something was wrong,
and I said to Mr. Cooke and Mr. Marshalleck, “Let

us see what is the matter with poor Kirkland.” I
went across and saw him standing in the police station,

having been seen on the wharf with a knife, calling
out the men in general to go on and cut the throats
of every damned Mulatto in the place.” That's what
I told him. Ramsay said, “Did she say that ?” I said,
“She did.” Then Ramsay called out to the police
man, “Let that woman go—it was devilish well said.”
She was let go, and I saw her leave the station and go
away. I went into the Court-house, and while I was
there I was told that Ramsay wanted me. Mr.
Andrew H. Lewis told me. Mr. Ramsay was there
in a very excited state. Mr. Espeut had said some
thing to him, and when I went to him I found him
in a frightful state of excitement. He ground his
teeth, and was in a terrible way. Mr. Espeut came
up from the opposite side and said something to him,
and Ramsay said, pointing to me—“I am interrupted
in the performance of my duty by that man.” I said,

you mean what day ?
9300. Was it during October 2—It was within a
very short time after martial law was proclaimed ;

sº

"It is not true. I never interrupted you once—I am

it was in October.

|| ||

sloyal subject.” Ramsay replied, “Silence, sir!”
9293. At what time of day was this 2–Between 4
and 5 in the afternoon.

9298. In consequence of what you saw and had
seen previously, did you go to Brigadier-General
Nelson 2–No, I did not ; I went to the seaside for
fresh air.

I felt crazy and went there to get away

from the place altogether; I met General Nelson, who
said to me, “Good morning!” I told him what I had
seen, and he turned back and said, “Come on with
me, and show me this man.” He walked back to the
tent, and ordered him to be released that instant, and
the man was taken to the station, and released and
let go.

9299. Can you mention what time that was 2–Do

in such a state. I saw him several times, but never
I would not swear that he

- --

||

-

in October.

-

ºt.

930.5. You did not consider that too humane—to

take care not to punish the innocent?—Well, no.

Tuietly to take it up to the general.

felt inclined to punish anybody against whom there
was any evidence whatever.
9306. Then he required stronger evidence than you
considered necessary —He might have been too

| |

I

!
º

-

| |

º

in front of

93.18. But in what direction ; towards Morant

Point or Long Bay —They went up the hill as they
came into the Bay.
93.19. Did they go inland 2–Yes.

93.20. What state were they in 2–They were vio

º which was locked

lent ; and they were blowing shells and horns.

º:, ºWhthey then break into the shop

lasses and sticks.

*goods.

—Yes.
*—
took out all
at else did they do?—They
-

º ºld you see them do anything else?—No :
!"º shop after taking out all the goods, and

t

º into Charles Kirkland's shop.
the

º What did they do there ?—They took out all

º And then they went to another shop of the
* Kirkland, and took out the goods there.
saw—these two or three
*Yºnin * -Yes, in the course of that day. In the
** night there were upwards of 500 people
9316

º this all you

º

-

humane.

Edward KELLEY (black) sworn and examined.
$307, You are a policeman 2–Yes.
blowing shells. They came from down the river to
policeman at Manchioneal –– the Bay, and went up to the police station.
you
Were
a
ts,
93.17. In which way did they pass the Bay ?—
* What was the first day when you saw any Past the barracks towards the Wesyleyan chapel,
ilurbance?–On Friday, the 13th.
coming up to the police station.

up, and they demanded
. but the key was not given to them.

º
||

º

The witness withdrew.

* What did they do?—They came

º

whom there was the strongest evidence.

iſer that he brought a letter to me, and asked me

dozen men come from the
. ºut two or three district
with cutlasses and
Garden River
*
*cks,

-

-

9303. Any undue severity ?—None whatever, and
so far as the General commanding was concerned, I
9304. What do you mean by that?—I mean that
he did all that he could, only to punish those against

Tell us what you saw 2–I was present
.."
fore Thomas Henry was shot. About 2 o'clock I

º

º

!

persons —Of misconduct.
think he was a vast deal too humane.

tº swear that he was in liquor.
9.97, Was he fit to do his business —He got

ºn

1,

-

itement. I have seen him several times in the morn

92%. (Commission.) Was the excitement you have
*cribed apparently produced by liquor 2–I would

||

930l. Was it towards the end of October 7–It was

was drunk, but he was in a most frightful state of ex
ings quiet and getting to his business.
9295. (Mr. Gorrie.) The business of hanging do
You mean *—No, the business of the office. Shortly

**

|

9302. Did you see anything of the conduct of other

9294. Was he sober 2—I never saw a man before
in such a state as that.

and policemen getting ready to take him away—just
what had happened to myself,

9321. Were they armed –They were, with cut
9322. With nothing else?—Nothing else.
93.23. Did they come in regular order, or as a
crowd 2–In a crowd.

* Not like soldiers, or

anything of that sort 2

—iv O.

9325. Did they seem to be under the command of
any person —No ; under no command at all.
9326. Were they violent in their language or any

thing?—No ; they only went up to Thomas Henry

Bunting's house, where they destroyed the things,
the house.

and set fire to

9827. That is the house where they went to before?
Z 4

|

E. Kelley.

-

º

º
-

*
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No ; they went to the shop before, and this was the

1)AY.

dwelling-house.
9328. Where did they go after that, do you know 2
—They went from the house on to the police station,
and broke open the police station and took the books
and all the contents of the police station.

E. Kelley.
6 Feb. 1865.

93.29. What were the contents?—Chairs and tables.

9330. Were there any arms there f-There was
only one arm, and I secured that.
9331. Did you hear at all what they said they were
going to do?—No.

sº. You did not at all hear from any of them?—
0.

9333. (Mr. Walcott.) Do you know what they did
afterwards 2—They went on to Mulatto River.
9334. (Commission.) Have you anything more to
say, or do you know anything more ?—No ; the day

afterwards they came back to the bay, on the morning
of Saturday, the 14th ; a shower had come on during
the night.
(Mr. Gorrie.) And that dispersed them 2–

yº.
es.

The witness withdrew.
J. Williams.

JAMES WILLIAMs (a coloured man) sworn and examined.
Bay on Saturday the 7th of October 2—Yes; and
9336. You live at Middleton, do you ?—Yes.
9337. Is that at Stony Gut 2–It is abutting on, and the case was tried.
9363. Your case went off without disturbance 2–
bounding Stony Gut.
9338. Are you a lessee of landed property —Yes. A little before my case was to be called on a lad was

º

9339. Under whom 2–Under Mr. Wellwood Max
well Anderson.

93.40. What quantity of land have you in lease

there 2–I suppose 1,321 acres of land, to the best of
my knowledge.
93.41. Have you under lessees —Yes.
9342. You have tenants under you on the property
at Middleton 2–Yes.

9343. About how many ?—I cannot tell you the

quantity just now. I did not take the number.
9344. But you have more than one —About 30

tried for assault.

-

9364. Did that case come on before yours ?—Yes;
and when the boy was fined, the policeman took the
to pay it. A boy named James Geoghagan said aloud,
“The money you receive is too much ; if that is the
way you go on, we will soon see.” The policeman
said to the boy, “You are a little too officious; you
are not a public officer, and have no right to take and
interfere in the business; you had better go out.”
9365. Did you see how much money was paid –

- º

ºf

No.

9366. When this happened, how did Geoghagan

odd.

9345. Did you commence your tenancy under Mr.

of voice.

Anderson on the 1st of April last year –-Yes.

9346. Did you take the land with the tenants on it?
—Yes.
w

9347. When does the rent become payable 2–
Quarterly.
9348. What was the rate —20s. per acre.

say what you have repeated 2–In a very rough tone

*

9349. Is that good land 2–Very good land.
93.50. You began on the 1st of April 1865; how

many quarters' rent have you received —I received
the first quarter's rent in June.
935]. After that had you any difficulty in getting

any of them to pay the rent —Yes; I had a little
difficulty, because they make promises to pay the rent
—they never refuse, but they say, “You must have a
“ little patience; the estate does not pay as yet, but
“ as soon as we get it to pay we will pay up the
“ rent.”

9367. Did it interrupt the business before the

magistrates, or merely interrupt what the policeman
was doing 2—The case was just tried, and the lad
came out to pay his fine ; and the case in which I was
concerned was called on, and was about to be tried,
when he interrupted the Court.
9368. Then it did interrupt the Court 2–Yes.

They called, “Silence " and the policeman said to the
boy, “I will report you;” and the boy walked out in a
rude way, and the people followed him. One of the
Justices said to the policeman, “Take that man into

custody,” and the whole of the people rushed out of
the Court-house and went into the market.

9369. Did you follow —I came to the window.
9370. Did you see what took place —I saw scuffling
with one another.

93.52. In September last did you receive the rent 2

9371. Did you see the boy who had spoken to the

—I was asking in September for the rent, and that
was when they said so.
9353. That was when it took place 2–Yes.

policeman about the fine —Yes, he was at the bottom

9354. Did they ultimately pay?—Yes; a few of
them have paid, but since then I have received rent.
9355. Were there any who did not pay ?–Yes;

they said the land was free. One man named Edward
Clarke said the land was free, that I should reduce the

of the steps.
'
9372. And did you see the policeman he had spoken
to f-Yes.

9373. And whom else?—The other policeman and
the Inspector. The Inspector tried to tell them to
make less noise, because they were behaving quite
rude; and by this time there was no Court, because

rent. He worked in a provision ground with a partner

the noise was so great.

—and he said I must soon cut down the rent, because
he had been to the Record Office, and found that the

9374. Did you see anybody else there that you
knew 2–I am well acquainted with many of them.
9375. Was there a man named Paul Bogle 3–He

land was given to them free, some years ago,
9356. But how did they find that out 2–IIe told
not go amongst them, but stood on the step of the
me so. I told him that there were too many of them did
Court-house.
working in one ground; and that it would be better
9376. You saw him in the building —He was
to separate. I told him, that instead of working one
there at first, but after so many people came out, he
acre they worked three acres.
9357. What did they say?–Buckra had “duct” it came out and stood on the step.
9377. Did you hear him say anything —When
from them.
9358. Deducted it from them; does that mean they were going on so very rude, they licked one or
two of the policemen.
taken it away?—Yes.
9378. Did you hear Paul Bogle say anything —
9359. Did they say anything more about what they
expected to do with the land 2–He said I must wait, Yes; he said something after the people had come in
and if I did not reduce the rent, I would not get any again, and the man I was trying for the trespass came
at all. I said that if others reduced the rent, I would in and took his trial. At that time I heard Bogle
do so also.
speak. When Miller, that is the man I had summoned,
9360. Did you, after that, distrain a tenant for allow was tried and fined 20s., Bogle said three times,
ing his horse to stray upon the land 2–Yes.
“Appeal the case ;” and he came up and became
Did he rescue his horse which you distrained security for the man.
- I CS.
9379. For Miller, your tenant 2–Yes.
9362. Were you at the Court-house at Morant
9380. This was Saturday the 7th 2–Yes.

', a
º

~.
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-
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9381. Did you leave then 3-Yes; I heard they
were about to murder them, and I went home.

9382. Next morning did you meet any people 2–
That was the Sabbath, I did not meet anybody. I
went to church. On the Monday I went out to the

Valley road, and I saw a number of men, about 18
in all.

9383. What were they doing 3–There were about

six together, then four, then five, and then six, but I

“If one black man is killed, colour for colour; if one
“black man is killed, every buckra and every Mulatto
“shall be killed likewise.” A great body of them
assembled, and as I heard the accounts I went to the
bushes and hid myself. I came home on Thursday,
and came through the bushes.
9396. The bush near your house 2–Abutting on
and abounding Middleton.
9397. Is that near Stony Gut 7–Stony Gut is on

counted about 18, and one of them was McLaren

this side of the road; it is very near, only the road

coming on the way to Font Hill.

makes a division.

9384. Is that a little up the Valley —Yes, near to

they not ?—Yes.

º Is that all you observed —Then I came home,
and on the Monday evening, between 5 and 6, I heard
the blowing of shells and horns, and the beating of
drums, and saw the people all passing by my dwelling,

how many, I did not count.

a large number of people. I was quite surprised, as

9.400. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie). Was Fºdward
Clarke amongst those executed ?–Yes, and Lewis
Miller also.
940l. Is that the man about whom the case was
tried ?–Yes.

9386. Then they came back —Yes, from Stony

9402. (By the Commission). Then two of your tenants
were executed 2–More than two, but those two I

9389. On Wednesday morning did you see anything?
—I saw them come back very early at daybreak, and

they went back again about the same hour as on the
previous day.

9390. Did any of the people of Middleton Village,
where you live, go —All of them, women and all.
9391. How many ?—About 30.

9392. What distance had they to go —About a

6 Feb. 1866.

93.99. How many ?—I cannot exactly bring to mind

Gut; and about 8 o'clock they went back again.
9387. In the evening did they return ?–No, they
came at daylight in the morning, and returned again
at 8 to Stony Gut.

9388. Is that all you saw on the Tuesday ?—Yes.

J. Williams.

9398. Some of the tenants have been executed, have

Coley,

there was no firing in the neighbourhood. They
never returned till the next morning, on the Tuesday.

TWELFTH
DAY.

remember well.

-

9403. How many more ?–David Richards, Robert
Craven, Henry Patterson, William Manning, James
Geoghagan, who made the erruption in the Court,
and Charles Geoghagan.

9.404. (Suggested by Mr. Walcott). What was the
nature of the trial, for trespass, or for rescuing the
horse ?—The horse was not yet taken to the pound,
and he took it away before it was in the pound.
9405. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie). The horse was
rescued by the owner of the horse ?—Yes.

9406. (By the Commission). And was that Miller
—Yes.

mile and a quarter.

9393. Did you remain at your residence, at Mid
dleton, during that day —I did ; I was afraid to go
out anywhere.
9394. At night of the Wednesday did you hear

anything?—About 6 o'clock I heard somebody, who
was coming up the road, say that the black people
were killing the Volunteers, and that the Volunteers
were killing the black people, and that there was a
great to do in the Bay, for the blacks were killing all
the Volunteers, and the Volunteers were killing all the
black people.

9395, Did you hear any special cry?—There were
only a few people left in the neighbourhood. They
were nearly all females, but there were one or two
young men; but I heard them all cry out and say,

9407. (Suggested by Mr. Walcott). Do you remember
the amount of the fine that was imposed ?–20s. and
costs.

9408. Do you know the amount of the costs?—ſ
paid 9s. 6d. to Mr. Cooke,

9409. Do you mean you had to pay 9s. 6d. for the
summons —Yes.

9410. Then he was ordered to repay that and the
amount of the fine, or to be imprisoned till it was
paid —No, he would not have to pay if he went to
prison.

‘.

941 1. For how long —For 30 days.
9412. (By the Commission). Do you know how
much he had to pay besides the 9s. 6d. 2–I cannot
say ; I do not think he had to pay more.

The witness withdrew.
Mr. JAMEs DUFFUs sworn and examined.

9413. Are you the proprietor of Bowden —Yes.
9414. Is that close to Port Morant –It lies in the

harbour.
9415. On the east side of it 2–Yes.

9416. Were you there on the 12th of Oetober 2–On
the 11th, 12th, and the 13th, when I left.
9417. Were you there with your family –I was.

9418. Did you see Mr. Levy's store plundercd at
Port Morant —Yes, the same day.

lº" 9.

Mr. J. Duffus.

9428. After you were afloat did you see people going
to the place —Yes, several hundreds of them. I
could not say exactly how many.
9429. In what manncr were they going —I could
hear a yelling noise, but I could not hear what it was.
9430. You got on board the “Onyx " ?–Yes.
9431. When did you get back to Bowden 2–In less

than two hours afterwards. The “Onyx * anchored
opposite Leith Hall estate first.

Had you people working under you ?—I

9432. What did you find at Bowden 2–Everything
was destroyed and carried away on the wharf, in th.

9420. In what duty or service –On the wharf as
Wharf-labourers, and preparing timber for shipping.

office, and in the dwelling-house.

$421. What did the people on the wharf tell you ?
-Thºy did not tell me anything on that day.
%2% What about their work —They worked the

buggy was fired, and the troops hauled it into the sea
or the whole place would have been burnt; the win

whole day.

dows were all broken ; the furniture chopped, and the
things carried away. The table and bid linen, and

º
Was there a day on which they told you any
ing about it *—They said on Friday morning that

9488. In what way were they destroyed 3 My

all the and
clothes
were carried away which belonged to
myself
family.
o

they were ordered not to work.
9424.
to

Hºw many of them —Upwards of 20.

ºme What
do that
?–My
cattleman
that I did
hadyoubetter
getday
away,
as they
were

9434. What amount of property in value did you
so lose –About 500l. worth altogether.
9435. How many years have you been there 2–31

ºng to murder me.
946. What did you do?—I got into a boat with the

years.

"...iºn
of going to Morant Bay.
9427. And

Jamaica —Yes.

-

” 2

into the ñº." met the “Onyx " ?–Yes, coming
**

9436. Do you mean you have been 31 years in

-

9487. You do not know anything about thei
ing fired shot at the people *}.

fired

7

dº º

A a

OF

EVIDENCE

MINUTES

TAKE N

BEFORE

g442. For the same week?—All for the previous
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but the people we" all dispersed. The shot
TWELFT
DAY.

Mr. J. Duffus.
º

fel1 near

employed on the
9438. How many people
estate 2–1 have no estate. I am employed as *

the wharf.

l

are

---

6 Feb. 1866.
--"

wharfinger.

Do you not em:
G. th the bamboos
9439. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie).
*—Yes,
in connection wº have
labourers
ploy
1:l
jout 40, but only recently.
a property lº
Manchioneal, wher" I * negroes for the past 10
making
can a man * at the bambºº busi.
Whatarrow”
years
9440.
ness He can easily earn three or four shillings tº
-

day.

9441. When do you pay

2

Friday.

them : —On

week.

H

u often Cases

in Court 2—I have not

ºl.

Case

you º'
Have
9443.more
than
taken

wer brought into

s into Court, and

I

-

'ourt.

wº Do º: get plenty of labour –As much as
I º, had you not some dispute about th e road 7–
-

g time ago.
* Two or three years; but none
Tº#".
anything
to do with the º;
those people
had
of 9447.
(By the Commission). Where is the road
_It is a road passing through my yard, º:
*-

through my house. The people who came up *
have described were all strangers.

The witness withdrew,

Thomas EARLE (brown) sworn and examined.
9467. Do you keep the accounts of the labourers?

T. Earle.

9418. Are you a book-keeper at Golden (* _Yes, all the accounts of the estates com"
estate
Do you
9449.2—Yes.

remember Thursday morning in
-

-

the

week of the riot at Morant Bay –Yes.
94.50. What were you doing that morning —I went
to the field, as I generally do, and I saw a large num
ber of cane-hole diggers and planters all in one gang.
9451. How many —About 60.

9452, what were they doing ; digging cane-holes
on the estate 2–Yes, I found they had left work.
That was at 8 o'clock in the morning.

through

the hands of the book-keepers.

9468. You keep the accounts of the money they
are entitled to, checking the men who are absent *
complained of 2–Yes.
9469. They are paid once a week?—Every Friday
evening for the previous week.
9470. Is that for the self-same week, for the week
ending on the Friday —Yes.
-

9471. Is that the general practice –In most of

9453. Is that the usual time to come off?–No ;

they come in about 8, or sometimes half-past, and

the estates I have been on that is the general practice

to pay for the actual work. That is the fifth estate I

those who come in late reported some occurrence

have been on, and it is the general mode of payment.

which had taken place. I heard that, and that was
the cause of their going away. I remonstrated with

different. I have seen them as high as 18s, a week

them—with the head-man, and advised him to go to his
work and not to follow the others.

He turned round

and said, “You had better shut your mouth, or we

9472. What can a man earn ?—The wages are

at Golden Grove, and as low as 5s. or 4s., according
to the work.

-

“ holm is not here, or we would know what to do.
“Walton is dead and others must look out, and I am

94.73. Is 18s. for a head-man 2–No, for a cane
carrier—a common labourer carrying canes in the
yard.

“ going to Morant Bay.” Another said, “We had

six days in the week.

“may soon show you what to do. It is a pitty Chis

better commence here and go on and meet them.”

They were to commence from there at once, and meet
the others.

9454. Is this the first time they have treated you in
this sort of manner 2—Yes.

9474. Is that for five working days 2–That is for

9475. How many hours do they work —They go
at 5 in the morning, and knock off at 6 in the even
ing, or when the task is finished.

9476. Have you known many complaints about

94.55. What became of them —They went towards
Morant Bay.
9456. Did you see anything more of them 2–In the
evening about 4 o'clock I saw a large body of people,

their wages and the way they receive the money —

Very little of it has come under my notice. Some
times there is a little, now and then ; but the overseers

now and then overlooks, and if the book-keeper notices

upwards of 200 in number, and some of these men of failures the overseer passes them over and reprimands
the people, and says, “Next time do better work.”
the morning were among them.
They came to Golden Grove estate 2–I was But it is yery seldom that their wages are stopped,

9457.

just going to my dinner and I heard a report that the
people were down. I went out to see what was the

and that is when they refuse to go over the bad work.

I saw them in

pleting the work —Yes, even going from one week

Tavares's store demolishing it, and taking everything
away. Mr. DaCosta was upstairs, and how he got out
I cannot say.
9458. Where did the 60 people who were at work

to another. If they do not wish to complete it on
Saturday they can do it the next week, and we give
them every advantage to complete it properly.

that morning live —About Arcadia and Pera settle

on Monday to go over his bad work left on Friday,
let us say, he would lose his time, he would be working
for the Friday night before ?—No ; I have seen when

case and what was their intentions.

ments.

9459. Have they been long in the service under
you ?—Yes, a long time; they were there before I
went there.

9460. How long have you been there?—I was on
that estate 12 months before October, but have been
in the neighbourhood before.

9461. Did you know any of the 200 who returned
in the evening 2—Yes.
9462. Where do they reside —At Arcadia.
9463. On whose properties do those whom you know

work –A good many of them were workers and a
good many were settlers.

9477. Then you give them an opportunity of com

9478. In going over the work, suppose a man begins

they come out early on Monday morning put the bad
work to rights, and then take off the task for the day
afterwards.

9479. Is 7 o'clock the usual hour for coming to
work 2–It is the hour at which the earliest come out ;

the generality come out at 8 or half-past.

I have

seen them as late as 9.

9480. Have you had many cases of summonses

on the part of labourers against employers on the
estates where you have been 2–I have not had two.

9464. Is Arcadia a settlement 2—It is.

9481. But have persons who have not gone before
the magistrates complained to you that they have not

9465. Is not Mr. Shortridge the attorney of Golden

received as much as they are entitled to ?—None

Grove estate 2—Yes.

where I have been.

9466. Have you been book-keeper on other estates ?
—Yes, I was at Low Layton in 1859, and afterwards

magistrate —On a neighbouring estate there is Mr.

at Leith Hall.

Harrison ; he is a magistrate.

9482. How near to your place have you any
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9483. He is an attorney in your neighbourhood –

9505. Throughout any part of the year 2—Through

TWELFTH
DAY.

Yes.

out any part of the year.

9484. Have you any stipendiary magistrate —Mr.
Jackson comes there.

We never refuse any on any

of the estates I have been on.

T. Earle.

9506. In your book did you keep the account of

9485. How near is his Court f—At Morant Bay.
9486. How far is that –Fourteen miles ; and it
is seven miles to Bath, where he occasionally comes.
9487. Have you heard men complain of the difficulty

of getting justice before the magistrates ?–Never to
my knowledge.
9488, You never heard them complain f-Never.
9489. In the different estates where you have been
book-keeper are the labouring people located on the
estates?—Most of them. Not the whole of them you
employ, but the greater portion of them are on the
€States,

9490. Do they pay for the houses they occupy —
In some estates they do; merely a trifling rent, accord
ing to the position of the person. If he makes good
fair wages he pays his rent. If it is a weak and feeble

person he gets his house rent free.
9491. What is a fair rent —Sixpence a week for a
house and a garden round it.
9492. Is the garden sufficient for a provision
ground —No, they work a great deal more. They
go into the woods and hire lands and cultivate grounds,
a good many do. They stop two weeks on the estate
and do the work regularly, and then go away another
week.

9493. When you say sixpence a week, does that
include half an acre 2–Yes.

9494. Does a man come on the Monday morning
and say that he wishes to have work, or how does he go
off and come on ?—As soon as he comes on the Monday
morning he gets work. You don't turn back anyone.

There is employment for as many as will come, or as
many as can come.

9495. Are you ever pressed for labour —Yes, some

every man's labour —Yes.
9507. Is his name put down, and the day upon
which he works?—Yes, each day opposite his name.
9508. Could you produce one of those books to the
Commission ?—I have not one with me.

9509. Could you send for one —It is a long way
from here. Mr. Shortridge would do it.

9510. What is the time when you have most work
for the men —At the crop time of the year, about
this time,

9511. What is the time you have least work —
About July.
9512. I suppose the account of work is all kept in
a ledger ?—Yes.
9513. Then you could give us a ledger for a year 2
—I don't know whether we have any ; a good many of
them were destroyed during the rebellion. The books
were destroyed.
9514. Could you give us the books for the last
month –Mr. Shortridge could.
9515. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was Chisholm, who the
people wanted to get hold of, the actual payer of the
money ; was he the person who paid the money —
Yes, along with the book-keepers.
9.516. He was the man, who upon reference to the
book-keepers, paid the money —Yes.
9517. And got the receipt 2–No receipt was given;
“Paid" marked opposite the name.
9518. (Commission.) On the different estates upon
which you have been are there shops, stores 2–Yes,
in every one almost.
9519. Are the people labouring upon the estates
bound to purchase from these stores unless they like?

—Not unless they like ; they can go to Kingston or

times in the planting season, when they are planting
their own grounds; then they go away.

anywhere else.
9520. Who kept these shops?—Different men.

9496, You never refuse labour that offers ?—We
never do.

none whatever.

º Have you never refused labour that offered 2

9521. Persons connected with the estate 2–No,

From Kingston a person might send

a clerk to look over his business.

9522. I suppose they require the consent of the

—Never.

9498. Does that apply to all periods of the year 2–
Yes, all the year round ; when there is not work in
the fields, provided they are clear, as sometimes they
are, we send them away into the pasture ; so we can
keep them employed and let them clear away round

attorney in charge of the estate –Yes; the party who
has it leases it or hires it from the attorney or the
OverSeel'.

9523. (Mr. Gorrie.) Do the people bring in their
provisions, which they rear on their provision grounds,

the pasture.

for sale in Kingston market —They do in a great

9499. (Mr. Gorrie.) Does this apply to Golden
Grove alone, or to all the estates in the neighbourhood,
and others with which you are acquainted –I believe
to all the neighbourhood.
9500. (Commission.) All the estates in which you

measure, but where we are there is a market, at Golden
Grove, which is equally well furnished, as I believe

have been book-keeper ?—Yes, generally.
9501. What other estates have you been to ?—Low
Layton, in Saint Georges, and Duckenfield.
* In Duckenfield did you refuse labour there?
-N 0.

º Had you always work for all that came there?
— les.

Kingston is, with everything that is necessary.
9524. Are things cheap now in Golden Grove

district?—No, they are not very cheap.
95.25. Were you flogged during the disturbance —
No, sir, I was not.

9526. Is there another book-keeper of the name of
l'arle in the neighbourhood 2–Yes.
9527. And he was flogged f-Yes.

9528. Were you present --No, I was in Kingston.
9529. Where was he book-keeper ?—At Belvedere;

9:04, You would always have been glad of more
"ourers?—Yes, at certain seasons especially of the

he is my brother.

year,

—Yes, he will be down here.

9330. He was flogged by Ramsay, at Morant Bay?

The witness withdrew.

Mr. JAMEs DUFFUs re-called and further examined.

* (Commission.) We are told there is some Morant Bay; I want a white wife and an estate
thing additional you have to state. You were speak

myself.”

"çºf the 12th of October?—on Wednesday, the 11th
"October, I was down early at the wharf, and a wag
**me from the Plantain Garden River for boards;
. named Charles Mitchell was in the boat, and he
º “must have two 20-feet boards for 2s. ; he went

in the morning.

9532. What o'clock was this 2–Between 8 and 9
9533. Was Mitchell executed 2–Yes, shot. On the

morning of the 12th the same man came back, and said

had come for the boards. I said, “Have you brought
...ºn
pulled
boards, upwards
of he
* long. Iand
asked
himofffortwopayment,
he said he
the money?”. He drew his cutlass and said, “You’.

"...oney. I said, “Get into the boat and go d—d; I will cut your head off.” He said, “where

: With me, I am going to Morant Bay.”

He said,

79* are going to have your head chopped off at

is the Baron 2 Where is Herschell ?”

9584. Did you know this man 2–Yes.
A a 2

6 Feb. 1866.

-

º

|

NCE TAKEN BEFORE
MINUTES OF EVIDE

I was in the front along .
Lieutenant
Adcock;
was
a long line
of us. he W* some distance
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95.35. What was

1His name

1

Twº LFTH
DAY.

-

9536.
believe.

-

(Mr. Gorrie.) Did you

n

w

give evidence upo

4.

... came up together when we halted. cupied by
9378. Do you know the house OC

-

---

Yes,

this

whether Harrison. went first of

man f—Yes.
stated ?–Yes.
Mr. J. Duffus, his trial?—Yes.
537. Yº
Whatº
youishave
state
.
whatnow
he was
executed for 7

579. Did you see
*
º: º_Nobody went there at all.

th

g;so. Did you see a co" brought out from the

1 Feb. 1866.
---

behind ;

2–Charles Mitchell, I

of2 myYes;
overs?”
and the additional ev idence
ide
the man went
539. of
Ona bamboo,
the same and
affair.
said, “That is the way to

hº2–Yes.
The

off buckra's head.”
º
He did not cut you. head off?—No.

wº. was that ?—I think the man had the

- ... -

*

somebody must have go” ?—That
-

-

ds.

r

jāj.
your
?—No.
93.42. Or
Only
theoverseer's
bamboo ?—Yes.
ted ?–He was

coat on. I am not positive that he had it on.
9583. That is to say, Mitchell ?—Yes.
9584. Was Mitchell in
?—No, he was

. hº

§315. And for that he was execu
executed.

9544. (Commission.) Your overseer was presentt 2
_He
sometried
distance
from me:
§13,waswho
Mitchell?—Lieutenant
Adcock,

Captain Astwood, and Captain

Harrison, of the St.

Thºmas in the East Volunteers, they were the per
sons who tried him.

95.46. Were there any other witnesses besides your

self and your overseer?-No, I

did not take much
notice; they were marching along the road ; the sol
diers were marching.

9547. And you reported to the officers ?—Yes. I
said there was a man who was threatening me the
other day, and he ordered him to be whipped, and
when he heard all the evidence, he said, “Shoot him.”
9548. You met a party of soldiers ?—I was march

he was
the roadside:
Whoout upon him
out 2–I did; he was stand

nº

ing on the roadside close by the road, and we saw
nobody there else in the yard but himself.
9586. Did you see either his wife or his mother ?—
I saw nobody at all in the yard but him at the time.
9587. Did you afterwards see the house searched
at ali: The soldiers searched the house.
958s. was that after the execution or before ?—
After the execution. And they found in the coat a
receipt for some wall lamps from Paul Bogle.
9589. You think that it was after the execution
that was found 2–Yes.

9590. At the time that coat was found, were not
either the wife or the mother to be seen 2–Neither of
them.

ing with them from Morant Bay to Golden Grove.

9591. Where was it he was executed ?–In front of

9549. And on the march you reported this to the

his house.

officer 2–Yes.
9550. To what officer ?—Lieutenant Adcock.
4.

º I.

9592. Was it in his yard —Yes, he was carried

Was this man in custody ?—No, on the road

Slde.

into his yard.
9593. Was he tied to a tree ?—He was tied to a

tree to be flogged ; and after they heard the whole

9552. You met him 2–Yes.

9553. And then what happened ; was the man
arrested —Yes, the troops were halted, he was
arrested, and the evidence of myself and my overseer
was taken.
9554. Was a Court-martial formed ?–There was

no regular Court-martial, no oath administered.

9555. What did they do —Took the evidence of
myself and my overseer.

9556. In writing —No, they did not take it down
º:

.

in writing then, merely verbally.
9557. Were you sworn ?–No, I was not sworn.

of the evidence he was shot.

9594. Did he remain tied to the tree while they
heard the additional evidence 2–Yes.

9595. From the time he was tied to the tree to be

flogged, and while the additional evidence was being
given, was he released from the tree ?—No. It did
not occupy above 10 minutes.
9596. What was the evidence that had been heard

upon which he was ordered to be flogged —Merely

about his coming to my place on the Wednesday
morning.

§ W. your overseer sworn ?–No.
º *—And Lieutenant Adcock ... }. º
9559. What happened then—they heard your evi

95.97. What was the additional evidence 2––On the

Thursday he came back and threatened me.
9598. Did that change the sentence 2–Yes; and
evidence of my overseer, that he attempted to chop

!.

Síl Ot.

of 9560.
the 6thLieutenant
Royals.

Adcock 2–He was in command
-

1In.

95.99. Were you present 2—No.
9561. He was ordered to be shot 2–Yes.

9600. Where is the overseer —He is at home.

9562. What took place then 2–He was shot.

9601. And some other gentlemen, you say, was with

9563. Where was he shot ?–Then and there.

you?—Mr. Porter was with us.
9602. I suppose when this man was shot he fell at

º:
§ º roadside —Yes, in his own yard.
565. Was that on the roa

Golden Grove —Yes.

road from Morant Bay to

the tree ?—Yes.
-

9566. Two
Who soldiers
shot him?–Yes.
2–Two off the
th 6th Royals.
9567.

9603. Did the troops resume their march and leave

him there 2–Yes.
9604. Just as he was 2––Yes.

9605. Was that house fired 2–Yes.

9568. Did they both fire at him 2–Yes.
9569. By word of command 2–Yes.

..º. Did the man fall dead at once 2—He died at

9606. Before you left 2–Yes.
9607. Did you see any women there ?–No.
96.08. No women 2–No.

0.

#.

9571.
Did you say
No,
he was
y this man was flogged first f

-

9572. Was this man a carpenter 2—No, he was a

labourer. I believe he was a married man.
2573. Was Mitchell the man who came on the Wed
nesday morning, and asked you if you were going to

Morant Bay to have your head cut off?—Yes.
9574. Was he the same man who afterwards came

to you on the Thursday —Yes.
9575. (Mr. Gorrie.) I understand you to say that

he was sentenced to be flogged 2–Yes, before they

9609. Neither in the yard nor in the road 7–No;
we saw some further on, where the cross roads meet,
selling bananas and plantains.

º

No women near the house?–No, no women

all all.

96. 1. Who gave the order to fire the house 2–
Lieutenant Adcock.

96.12. And who fired the house?—Some of his men.
96.13. Had there been any
house – I am not certain.

property found in that

9614. Was there a person there named Depass —

Yes, he is my overseer.
heard all the evidence; he was not flogged.
Did Depass shoot him —I believe he fired
9576. (Commission.) Was Mr. Harrison with you at 96.15.
him after he was dead.

at this time —Yes, Mr. James Harrison.

9577. Was he separated from you at all —There

96.16. At whom 2–Mitchell.
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9617. He is among the Volunteers, I believe,
Yes,

9626. Then you don't know of your own knowledge

'9618. He fired at this man after he was dead?—
Yes,

9619. How long was that after he had been shot

by the two soldiers ?—About two or three moments.
9620. How many Volunteers were there with you?—
Upwards of twenty.
962]. Was this man Depass in the ranks 7–In the
ranks of the Volunteers.

9622. And did he step out of the ranks and de

liberately fire at this dead man?—I cannot positively
tell you that.
9623. How do you know he fired then 7–I was
told so,
9624. You did not see him

fire 2—I

did

not.

The two shots fired by the two soldiers killed him
at Once,

9625, You did not see Depass fire?—No.

TWELFTH
DAY.

that he fired 2–No.

9627. Did he tell you so 2–Yes.
9628. He himself told you ?–Yes.

9629. (Mr. Gorrie)—Are you a magistrate 7–No.

Mr. J. Duffus.
6 Feb. 1866.

9630. A justice of the peace?—No.

9631. Did you go to Morant Bay on the 11th 2–
I was at Morant Bay on the 11th.

I went there on

business, and left Morant Bay by 1 o'clock. I saw
people congregating there, and some of the people
were very impertinent on the road, and asked me

what I was going home so soon for. One fellow said,
“You are looking at my stick, aye **
That is whet you call impertinent, is it?—

yº.
es.

96.33. (Mr. Walcott.) Did Mr. Depass tell you at
the same time whether he noticed any muscular action
about the body of the man 2–No.
9634. (Commission.) He did not give any reason
for shooting at him 2–No.

The witness withdrew.

WILLIAM Coleridge Port ER sworn and examined.

W. C. Porter.

9635. What are you?—I am now manager of
Winchester estate. I was, up to the 1st of January,

9654. You don't know the difference between a
shot and a shell ?–No.

manager of Pera, a thrown-up sugar estate.
9636. Were you with Lieutenant Adcock on the
12th October, as they were moving from Port Morant

the wharf?—I did not see any explosion.
9656. When you landed you remained there till

to Golden Grove 2–It was not on the 12th.

9637. What day was it —I think it was on
the 20th,
9638. Was Mr. Duffus there ?–He was.

9639. How came you to be with him 2–Well, I
must remark that I went down to the meeting of the
Westry on the 11th.

9640. That was the day of the row —Yes.
9641. Did what happened on the day of the 11th
cause you to be with the troops on the 20th 2–Yes, I

wascutoff from going home. I could not return home,
9643. You were at Morant Bay on the 11th –Yes.
9643. And you could not get back again —No.
964. Where did you go to ?—To Springfield Penn,

9655. Did you see them explode after they reached
the 20th, did you ?–No, I returned to Morant Bay in
the “Onyx.” Seeing the rebels, and hearing they had
gone over to attack Pera, I returned on board the
“Onyx" to Morant Bay, there I remained until the

19th.

On the evening of the 19th the young men from

Plantain Garden River were mustered to go up in
command of Lieut. Adcock, and Mr. Ford, who acted
as Captain of Volunteers. We mustered on the
evening of the 19th so as to be able to start on the
morning of the 20th, and we started and went up on
the 20th.

96.57. From Morant Bay 2–From Morant Bay,
96.58. With Lieut. Adcock 2–Yes.

9659. Did you pass by a place called Harbour
Head 2–Yes.

about one mile from Morant Bay.
9643. That is eastward 2–Westward, coming from
Kingston side.

9646. Did you stay there till the 20th 2–Yes.
9647. Then you went to Port Morant 2–1 went

dºwn to Morant Bay, hearing that the “Onyx” was
gºing up to see if I could get up to Pera ; it opens

9660. On the road from Morant Bay to Golden
Grove –Yes; we first stopped at Leith Hall.
9661. When you were at Harbour Head did you
see Mitchell taken into custody ?—I saw him in
custody.

9662. Not actually taken —I saw him in custody.

ºut on Port Morant harbour. We went on board

9663. Were you near Mr. Harrison at that time?—

and went up to Port Morant harbour. When we
§ about midway in the harbour, I made out
Mr. Duffus in his gig, with his family coming out.

No. Mr. Harrison was further to the rear than myself.

9848. This was on the 20th 2–N3, the 13th.
9649. You saw Mr. Duffus ?—Yes, coming up in

9664. He was in Custody at the time you got up 2–
Yes.

9665. Was he in custody near a house where it was
said he lived where Mitchell lived 2–Yes, he was
in his yard.
9666. What did you see after you saw him in

Fºrt Morant harbour in his boat. The “Onyx” took
limin. We went up as far as they thought it was custody ?–Isaw him tied to a cashew tree in the yard.
*and threw out the anchor. We saw a tremendous
9667. That was the first thing you saw 2–Yes;

lºt of people gathering, going in full force to attack
wden, and they threw three shells, but each shell,
nº Opinion, fell short of the wharf.

he was tied to the tree, and Mr. Duffus and Mr. Depass
were called on by Lieutenant Adcock, and they gave

* They did not take effect?—No. The first
ºl *y snipped nine matches before it went off.
* * glas we could see them plainly smashing

did’nt hear their evidence.

-

evidence against him.

9568. You saw that –I saw them called up. I
9669. Was he tied to the tree before the evidence

.*

the windows and doors, and saw them
called for 3–To the best of my belief he was.
º: *Way plunder on their heads as easily as was9670.
To whom was the evidence given?—To
Lieutenant Adcock.
965l. Pid you remain on board —I remained on
9671. And others ?—There were others there.
* """ some eight or nine soldiers had been I don't
know exactly who they were.
then º: there they took five prisoners,
9672. After evidence was given what was done?—
º º *"Onyx" alongside the wharf, andwelanded. He was ordered to be shot.
person w landed there with Mr. Duffus and other
9673. Did you see that carried out 2–I did.
mi º We º the whole place destroyed; his books
9674. Did you hear the evidence?—I did not,
the

Pers all destroyed, and his buggy burnt, and all

ºPlundered and robbed.

*."º many shells did you say there were
#. º
*::::::::
to the best of

whati

shells, not three shots?—I don't know

***hot and which is a shell.

9675. Was he tied to the tree with his face to the
tree, or his back?—With his face to the tree-hugging
the tree as it were.

9676. Did you see any of the soldiers go into the
house where he was 2–Yes.

9677. Did you go in yourself?—I did not.
A a 3

l
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9678. Where were you standing —Out in the road,
on my mule's back.
9679. How long did you halt there before you
advanced again —I don't believe we were there more

97.10. You saw it in the distance 2–Yes.

9711. How many did you see flogged 2 – Eight

-
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than half an hour at the utmost.

96.80. And Mitchell was executed before you started?
—Yes.

97.12. After that what happened —They ran out
of the Bay, and the people there hallooed at them, and
jumped at them, and all like that, and I saw some of
the young men with instruments which they had made

9681. Did you see women there —No, I did not.

to strike at them.

9682. Not at the house *-No.

9713. Who were those young men —Some were
soldiers, some, I think, were marines of the “Wol
verene’’ on duty.
9714. Were they near the men who were running
away after the flogging?—It was some of the men
who were off duty that were doing this.

9683. Did you see the house fired ?–I did.
9684. You saw no female there 2–I saw no females

there whatever to the best of my knowledge.
9685. Did you notice anything done with a coat
that was taken from the house :-Yes ; I saw a coat

in the custody of one of the white soldiers, from the
ocket of which a receipt was taken.

9686. Where were you then 2–On the road, exactly
the same place where I was before.

.

or 10.

9687. Did he bring it near you ?–No.
9688. How do you know there was a receipt found
—I heard them say, “Here is a receipt from Paul
Bogle for lamps.”

97.15. Standing by looking on?—Yes; and I distinctly
heard, at least not distinctly heard, but I heard General
Nelson and Provost Marshal Ramsay address them
selves particularly to the young men drawn up, saying,
they prohibited anything of the sort, and if they saw
any of the other young men doing it again they
would have them punished.
97.16. Who said that ?—Both General Nelson and

9689. You heard that ?–Distinctly.
9690. Was that before or after they shot the man
-

who was tied to the tree ?—I think it was after.

Mr. Ramsay, one after the other ; they both of them
spoke in those terms to us.

I

97.17. Have you anything else you wish to state —
would not be positive, but if my memory serves me
right, it was after he was shot.
9691. When the man was shot was he stripped –

Nothing else, except that we had everything at Pera
destroyed, both belonging to my employer and myself.
97.18. Who owns the Pera estate 2—Mr. Stewart.

No, he was in his shirt and trowsers ; his head was

9719. How long have you been in Jamaica 2–I am

blown to atoms.

believe he was struck anywhere else in the body. He

a native ; I have been on Pera for seven years.
97.20. How many men do you employ —Formerly

was brought out afterwards loosed from the tree and

we used to employ, as an estate, about 200 labourers.

brought to his gate.
9693. Did you see the body after it was taken
down 2–I saw him after at his gate.
9694. Are you positive he had no wound except in
his head?—I did not examine his body, but I know his
head was blown to a mass of jelly.

9721. How many now *—As a pen more or less
from 50 to 60, cutting logwood, caring the cattle, and

9692. Where was he shot ?–In his head.

I don't

9695. How many men fired at him 2–I think it was
six that were told off.

9696. And how many fired ?—I think the six, but
I would not be certain. Mr. Depass, however, fired
later than any of the rest.
9697. Was he one of the six *—No, he was not.
9698. How came he to interfere 2–I do not know

whether he received any order to fire or not.
9699. Did you see him fire 2–Yes.
97.00. He was a Volunteer 2–Yes.

970ſ. How were the Volunteers drawn up 2-—Some
were walking.
97.02. They had broken off?—Yes, broken up more
or less; we were not in regular line.
97.03. The firing party were soldiers of the Sixth 2
—Yes,

9704. And did Mr. Depass just take up his rifle
and shoot at him —He was standing near by the
Sixth at the time ; whether he was ordered among
them to fire or not I won't say, but he did fire, and
he was the last one to fire.

97.05. How many of the Sixth fired 2–I think it

making fences.

9722. What do they earn a day ?—At cutting log
wood, 4s. a day, but some of the gang do not earn
more than 6d. or 1s.

9723. That is task work –Yes, 16s. a ton we used
to pay to chip the logwood, and 3s. 6d. a cord for the

bamboos, cut and split.
9724. How long does it take to cut and split a cord :
--Some of the able-bodied men gave me three quarters
of a cord, others gave a cord a day, some only half a
cord. Some earn ls. 9d. a day, and some 3s. 6d. a day.
97.25. When do you pay them *—I used to pay them
for the bamboo every week, and the logwood when
they brought it in, and when it was carried off and
weighed ; I used to pay them as soon as it was
finished.

97.26. Have you ever had any disputes with your
labourers ?–Never all the time I was there. I have
had instances where I have taken them to the Court

for stealing cocoanuts.
9727. Did they ever take you to Court 2–Never in
my life for wages or anything else.
97.28. Do these people live on the estate –There
are two parts of the estate, new and the old Pera

estate which are sold to them. At Barking Lodge and
Arcadia there are settlements which were sold to them

WaS S1.x.

by the former proprietors, from which place we get our

97.06. Was any communication made to the man
after he was tied to the tree to be flogged before he

labourers.

was shot ; was the communication made to him that

There are sometimes particular sorts of labour we
require which we cannot get, that was when it was

he was going to be shot ?—No, I would not say that
there was, but I heard the man distinctly say several
times, “Lord, have mercy upon me !” Whether that
was in answer to having been told that he was to be
shot or not, I cannot say. I did not hear that he was
addressed at all.

9707. The evening before you left Morant Bay for
Golden Grove were you there with Captain Ford,
who seems to have been a special Volunteer —I was.
9708. When you were there did you witness men
flogged ?–I did. I saw them flogged on the Parade;
I saw several being flogged on the Parade.
9709. Who was in command of the party when they
were flogged —I cannot tell you. I was at a dis

-

9729. Do you ever want labour you cannot get —
not a pen.

9730. Yes, but since it has been a pen 2–0h, we
have never wanted labour.

9731. (Mr. Gorrie.) What sentence did the negroes
get for stealing cocoanuts 2–I have known them to

get 30 days, some 20 days, and some of them for a
large quantity stolen I have known to get 90 days, but
very seldom that.
9732. Stolen from the estate upon which they were
working –Yes.
97.33. What do you call a large larceny of cocoa
-

nuts —Over 50 I consider a large one. Fifty or 60
cocoanuts is what we consider a large larceny. In the

tance; it was in the soldiers' camp, and we were not

night they take them and string them and carry them

permitted to go there without a pass, and I had none.

away, and there is a machine which is made by the

:
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Maroons, which is very much like a fishing net, which
they use, and which will hold a great many.
9734. (Mr. Payne.) What is the value of the

mill.

cocoanuts?–3l. for 1000 we used to sell them.

the other by the job 2–Yes,

9735. (Mr. Walcott.) Did you see any of the
townspeople hooting these prisoners who had been
flogged?—Yes, I did ; I saw two or three.
9736. (Mr. Payne.) Do you know anything about

97.42. And it is to a man's own interest to work
upon the job 2–Yes.

the wages at sugar mills —I had a sugar mill at
Pera under my management, and the people used to
work at 1s. 6d. and ls. 9d, a day. At Winchester,

where I am now, the people are working pretty
regularly at 1s. 9d, a day.
9737. For how many hours ?—Eight hours, I think

task than I can get them now to work at the sugar
, 9741. In the one case it is paying by the time, in

TWELFT
DAY.

w

C. Porter.
-
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9743. Do they keep them on some of the mills night
and day ?—No, we never do.
9744. Do you know of its being done *—I don't
know any instance in St. Thomas in the East where

a mill is kept on night and day. After a man has
finished his task he

may do more if he wishes, but it

is not compulsory.
97.45. You do not compel them to do more than a

task *—Very often they won't do more than a

it is,

task.

9788, Eight hours without any stoppage –They

have got to stop sometimes; sometimes they cannot
help stopping.
9739. There are stoppages all through the day ?—

9746. (Commission.) In what time may the task be
performed 2–Eight or nine or 12 hours.
97.47. According to circumstances 2–Yes, if the

9740. How is it you pay such high wages for cutting

fuel is good, and the quantity of water.
9748. (Mr. Walcott.) Will you explain what is
done as to the boiling off?–Sometimes the fuel is bad

logwood, if people cannot obtain more than 1s. 9d.
a day in the sugar mill at the boilers ?—Sometimes

later, and there is generally an extra allowance of 6d.

Yes,

your fuel is bad under the engine, and it is physically
incapable of grinding more canes; but it is a man's
physical strength which drives him on to the chopping

ºf logwood, and they used to work much later at that

in the warming house, and it will detain them much
or 9d. allowed for boiling off the liquor on the Satur
day night.

9749. (Commission.) What is the fuel ?–Trash
and dried bamboos.

The witness withdrew.

MARY ANN THoMAs (a black woman) sworn and examined.

lº Do you carry on the business of a baker?—

M. A. Thomas.

97.70. What was the matter with him 2–He came

es,

there, he had received a shot.

9751. At Morant Bay?—Yes.

9771. Did he come into your shop —Yes, a woman
brought him in.
9772. Did he stay there 2–Yes, they cleaned him

º Were you there on the 11th October last 2–
es.

9753. Did anyone come to your bakery —Yes.
754. What did they want to do —They came for
something.
97.55. What was it 3–To deliver out what was in

there.

9773. When did Thomas go away?–Go away in
the morning; stayed there till after daylight, then he
was taken to the almshouse.
9774. Was there a man named Bennett who came

the shop to them.

9756. Did you give it to them —Yes, I was com
Pelled to give it to them.
9757. How many came 2—I can't number them, a
great number.

to your house ; do you know anybody of that name *
—No.

9775. Or Barnett; did Barnett come to your shop?
—He was the owner of the shop.
9776. What did he do when he came 2—He did

9758. Did you give the whole contents of your

lº !—Yes;

I believe I delivered the shop to

not come there, he was the owner of the shop.
97.77. What are you then 2–I am living with

em.

him.

9759. The shop to them too?—Yes.

9778. (Mr. Walcott.) Do you know who this

$16). What became of you, where did you go to ?
did not give it to them they would have taken

º

“Stony Gut.”

-

779. Is Thomas alive now Ż–The one that was in

my life.

976l. Where did you go to ?—I remained there.
9762. How long did they remain there ; did they
ºntinue in your shop as well ?—One woman con
tinued there with a sick man, but the rest came and

*manded what they wanted, and go out again.
.9763. How long did that go on ?—They came in
till after dusk,
9764. Did

they stay there the night ?—They

stººd till about the mid-part of the night.

I could

not know the hour.

%5.

Thomas was 2–He was one of the party from

Did you see a party

978O. Yes 2–He is alive.

9781. Is there anything you wish to tell us before
?—Yes, Mr. Ramsay illtreated me. I was in

you go

the baker's shop on Saturday night : rain was coming,
and I turned out of Mr. Barnett's place. Mr. Ramsay
called me to bring fire for him. I said I would not
come out, it was raining. He said if I did not fetch
fire to him he would shoot me, and after he came to

me in the baker's shop with his pistol, and tell me I
was to come out to him with the fire.

carrying away

Mr.

**—They did not carry him away.
966. Took him away?–No.
9767. Led him away ?–No. I did not see nothing,
"; what the people told me in my shop.
º, Did anything more happen to you that night?
-Nothing more that I am aware of.
9769, Did you see a person there named George

Thomas?—Yés.

my shop.

I ask him to

take the fire and I went out in the rain with the fire,
and after giving him the fire he held the pistol to me
as if to shoot me, and I bawled out and he put the
pistol into his pocket, but he did not shoot me.
9782. Did he fire the pistol 2 – No. I bawled, and
he put the pistol into his pocket.
97.83. What hapended then 2–Nothing more.

9784. What did he want the fire for 2–To light his
pipe.

The witness withdrew.
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SAMUEL THoMPsoN (black) sworn and examined.

TWELFTH
DAY.

S. Thompson.
6 Feb. 1866.

9785. (Commission.) Do you live at Grange Hill,

98.18. Who gave them *—Mr. Ramsay told a white
soldier to flog me.

near Manchioneal —Yes.

9786. Are you a labourer —Yes.
9787. Do you know a man named Alexander

9819. What was the instrument they flogged you
with ?—I cannot tell you ; the string had got bumps
about this length, knotted, knotted, knotted.

Jones 2–No.

9788. Do you know a man named James Pasley?
—Yes.

9820. Besides you, were others flogged that

you

saw 2–Yes.

9789. Do you know a man named Jones?—Yes.
9790. What is his christian name —Alexander
Jones.

ºl. The other two, Alexander Jones and Pasley?
— Y eS.

9822. Was it a severe flogging you got 2–Yes.

-

9791. Then you do know a man named Alexander
Jones 2–Yes.

9792. Were you taken up with those two men —

9823. Did you bleed —Yes.
9824. And has it left the marks f—Yes, three weeks
after.

All taken up together.

9825. Has it left any marks —Yes, a bump.

97.93. Who took you up 2—Stephen Grant, the

9826. Is it bad now 2–Yes.

constable.

9827. How long after did you feel it 2–Two weeks

97.94. Where did they take you to ?—From Grange
Hill to Muirton.

after.
9828.

97.95. How long were you kept in custody ?—The
same day I was taken up, and the very same day they

suppose 2–Yes.

took me down to Port Antonio.

the Court before which you were tried order you to

9796. How long did you remain there –Three

When you were flogged, you were tied up, I

98.29. Who ordered you to have the flogging; did
have the flogging 2–Yes.

weeks.

9830. (Mr. Walcott.) Who is Mr. Morgan Jones?

97.97. In prison?—Yes.

—The Rev. Jones.

97.98. At the end of that time what became of you?
—We did not know what they took us up for.
9799. That is not answering the question. At the
end of that time where did you go to ?—We were in
the prison working.
98.00. But at the end of the three weeks you were

9831. Is he living 2–Yes.

9832. What became of him about that time; do
you know where he was at that time 2—No.

§º. Have you just come in from

Port Antonio?

--IN O.

9834. Where do you live —Grange Hill.
9885. Where is that ; in what parish 2–In Man

kept in prison at Port Antonio ; what did they do with
ou ?—Flogged me.

chioneal.

9801. Who flogged you ?—Mr. Ramsay give white
Y 9836.

soldier order to flog me.

Is that near where the Rev. Jones lived —

eS.

9802. What did they say you were to be flogged for 2
—I went up to an examination, and there was no

9837. Do you not know what became of them at

witness against me.

the time you were taken up 2–No ; they were not at

9803. Who was sitting to listen to the case?—I don’t
know. I was a stranger to the party.

Manchioneal then.

9804. Was there more than one 7–Three of them.

9805. Where were they sitting 2—One sat here and
one sat there (side by side).

9888. Where were they —At Kingston.
9839. (Commission.) Have you lately come from
there 3–I came from there on Thursday.
9840. (Mr. Gorrie.) You met Mr. Payne and Mr.
Burke at Yallas 2–Yes.

9806. Not in this room –No.

9807. What building —At the Court-house.

984]. And they sent you down here 2–Yes.
9842. (Commission.) Do you rent a house under

9808. At Port Antonio 2–Yes.

9809. What did they say you had done?—They
said Mr. Morgan Jones had sent a letter to take me
up because I had joined the riot.
9810. Did they say where the riot was 2–Yes;
Saint Thomas ye East.
9811. After they said you had done that, did any
body come to say anything —Not a soul.
98.12. Who said you had been there —Mr. Morgan
Jones sent a letter to Mr. Ramsay the officer.
98.13. Did you hear that letter read —Yes.
9814. What did the letter say ?–It said I and
James Pasley and Jones went to join the riot, and we
told Mr. Ramsay we had not been there.
9815. After that letter had been read, was anything
more said —No.

Mr. Foote 2–Yes.
Y.

9848. Did you live there after you got flogged 3–

eS.

9844. How long; are you there now —No ; the
house took away from me.

9845. How long did you continue to live there 3–

The house was taken away from me on the 20th
morning of November.

9846. Where did you go to after the house was
taken from you?–In the little kitchen in the yard.
9847. In the yard of the same house 2–Yes.

9848. (Mr. Walcott.) Mr. Jones is living at his
house now, is he not ?–No.

9849. Where is he living 2—I can't tell.

98.30. Has his house been set on fire lately —No.

9816. Then were you flogged 2–Yes.
98.17. How many lashes —One hundred.

9851. Has there been a fire there lately —No, no
fire at all burn the house.

The witness withdrew.

J. Pasley.

JAMES PASLEY (a black) sworn and examined.
9860. Where did they take you to ?—To Muirton.
Manchioneal 7–Yes.
9861. And the next day ?–To Port Antonio.

9852. Are you a labourer ?—Yes.
9853. You live at

98.54. At a place called Grange Hill ?–Dillon.
9855. Were you in October taken up as a prisoner
with a man named Samuel Thompson —Yes.
9856. Where were you when you were made a

prisoner —I was at the house where I was living.
98.57. At Dillon f—Yes.

9858. How far is that from Grange Hill ?—About
half a mile.

9859. Who made a prisoner of you ?—A constable
took me up ; he said Mr. Morgan Jones said I was
to be taken prisoner.

9862. How long did they keep you a prisoner?—
Three weeks.

9863. Had you any punishment?—They flogged
Ine.

9864. During the three weeks —Yes; I was
working.
9865. In the prison 2–Yes.

9866. Except the work, did they punish you; were
you ever flogged?—Yes, I was flogged.

9867. When did that take place —On Saturday;
martial law was over on Monday.
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9868, Was that just before they let you go?—Yes,
they let me go on Wednesday 4 o'clock.
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9892. Was it before them that this letter of Mr.

DAY.

Morgan Jones was read 2–Yes.

3869. How many lashes had you ?–On the triangle.
9870. How many cuts, how many blows, had you ?
–0ne hundred.

9893. Did that letter say that you had been up to

9872. What did they say you had done —Nothing
at all. I had done nothing, but Mr. Morgan sent the
order to the captain.
98.73. Who is Mr. Morgan—do you know who Mr.
Morgan is 7–Yes.
9874. What is he 3–The Rev. Jones's son.

9875. His name is Morgan Jones then *-Yes.
9876. What did he say you had done 2—I believe
he said he would take his oath that me joined the
rebels.

9877. That is what Morgan said you had done 2–
Yes,

9878. When did you hear him say that ?—I did

-

.J. Pasley.

some river and joined the rebels 2–Yes.
6 Feb. 1866.

9894. Was that all that was said 2–Yes.

9871. What did they say you had done –There
was nothing against me.

*

yº.

Then they ordered you to be flogged —

es.

9896. Did not these three gentlemen order you to
be flogged —Mr. Ffrench, Mr. Escoffrey, and Mr.
Boult?–No, Mr. Ramsay ordered me to be flogged.
9897. Did they not first sentence you that you
should be flogged —No, Mr. Ramsay sentenced me.
9898. Then you were let go —Yes, on the Wed
nesday evening, at 4 o'clock.
9899. What did they flog with ?—A cat.
9900. Did you see how it was made *—Yes.
9901. Was it a heavy one —Yes, it fell bump,
bump, bump, bump-(knots).

9902. Had you a severe flogging —Yes.
9903. Did you bleed much 3–Yes.
9904. Were you very sore after it?—Yes, I was

not hear him.

9879. Did you hear a paper read 2–Yes.

almost dead.

9880. What did the paper say?–Said that Mr.
Morgan sent to take me up, and Jones and Thompson.
9881. After that paper was read, was any person
called to state anything —No, there was no evidence
against me.
9882. None but that bit of paper ?–No.
9883. After that was done, what was ordered to be
done?—They flogged me.
9884, Who ordered that ?–Mr. Ramsay.

9885. Were there any people to whom that paper
was read, who were listening to what was charged
against you?—I cannot tell.

9886. Were there not people sitting there to try
you?—No, no people; only Mr. Ramsay examined
me, and flogged me.

9887, Was he the only person who heard that paper
read?—The captain received a letter, and he said I
must go down to Port Antonio, perhaps I will meet
him there; and I was in prison for three weeks; no
evidence against me, I was examined and flogged.
9888. I want to know the particulars that happened.
When they were examining and flogging you, just

before you were sent away from the prison, did they
take you before any gentlemen who were sitting there
in the Court-house?—I was taken before gentlemen,

but no evidence was given against me.

9905. Have you got any marks now —Yes, marks
down my back I could show now.
99.06. How long were you sore with it 2–Three
weeks and a half, sir.
9907. (Mr. Walcott). Do you know the Rev. Mr.
Foote 2–Yes.

9908. Do you live close to Mr. Foote 2–No, I
don't live much close to him.

9909. (Commission). How near?—About five miles.
99.10. (Mr. Walcott). What became of him 2–I
cannot tell.

-

99.11. Do you live close to Samuel Thompson 2–
Yes.
9912. You rent land from the Rev. Mr. Foote 2–
Yes.

9913. Do you know whether he ran away ?—Mr.
Foote 2
9914. Yes?—No.

9915. (Commission). Was Mr. Foote there when
you went back home 2—I went to Port Antonio, and
I met him there when I was taken.

9916. When you got home did you find him at his
usual place ; was he living there then 2–He lives at
Kensington.

9917. Was that where he was living before you

9889. Where did they take you before they ordered
you to be flogged, did they take you to the Court

were taken 2–Yes.

house?—Yes.

—Yes.

.9890. Did you see some people sitting there to
iºn to any charge made against you ?—I saw Mr.

of Mr. Jones, and his wife and son, Mr. Morgan?—

º and Mr. Boult, and

Mr. Jones was in Kingston.

Mr. Escoffrey, three of

them.

9918. You found him there when you went back 2
9919. (Mr. Walcott). Do you know what became

9920. Did he get to Kingston during martial

989]. You went before them 2–Yes.

law —No, before.
The witness withdrew.

Dr. Banon was desired by the Commission to

examine the two last witnesses.

Dr. RICHARD GEORGE BANON recalled and further examined.

%21. Have you inspected those two men 7–Yes.
9922. Have they been flogged —The first man,
Samuel Thompson, has been flogged very lightly.

%23, And the second man?–He has also been

*gºd, but less punished than the other.
9924. Can

they have had 100 lashes laid on with

**aſ of knotted cords, with any severity ?—I should
think not myself.

925. But you cannot speak positively 7–No ; the
first man might have got, perhaps, 50 lashes, but as

*gards the other man, it certainly must have been
*Very light cat indeed, if he had 50 lashes.

9926. They do not bear the ordinary marks that a
man would have if the lashes were well laid on ?—The
first man may.

9928. (Mr. Gorrie). Could you see two months

Dr.
R. G. Banon.

afterwards whether a man had got 50 or 60 lashes,
from the marks —No.

9929. Fifty or 70 ?—No.

9930. Fifty or 80 *—He has got a very light
punishment.

9931. He has the marks of a flogging two months
afterwards 2—Yes, 10 years afterwards if you come
to that ; they don’t lose them.
9932. (Commission). A man who had received a
severe flogging would never lose the marks, would
he 2–A man who receives 50 lashes with the common
cat never loses the marks.

9933. (Mr. Gorrie). Could you, with a number of

"doubt they have been flogged.

a

º:

men placed before you, say which had had 100 lashes,

.9927. Supposing it was done on the 11th of and which had had only 50?–No, for the following
November inst? The ordinary lashes, given at the reason, that some men's skins are much more liable to
Present day do not show the same marks. There is

º

show marks of corporal punishment than others.
9934. But supposing the skin to be that which
B b

\
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least shows marks of previous flogging ; supposing

have seen during the late mutiny in India men who

that these men had the skins which would least show

have had skins of the same colour.

IDr.

it, would you be then able to say ?—I should say

R. G. Banon.

neither of them received a severe punishment, par

ticularly the second one.
6 Feb. 1866.

Samuel Thompson shows

more marks than the other one, but I do not think

they either of them received severe punishment.
9935. What are the backs which you have been

9936. Dark skins, therefore ?–Yes, natives.

9937. What kind of natives do you refer to ?—
Every native of India from the three Presidences.
9938. But what sort of people 2–Hindoos, from as
fair as you are to as dark as the men I have just now
examined.

accustomed to see?—Well, the white soldiers'; but I
A. Jones.

9939. In the Hindoo Presidency —Yes.

ALEXANDER JONES (black) sworn and examined.
99.40. Did you in October last live at Dillon, near
9970. What was the instrument they gave it to you
Manchioneal –Yes.
with ; what did they use –A cat.
9971. Was it a severe flogging 2–Yes; only I have
9941. In that month were you taken a prisoner —
Yes.
got a good skin, and it does not show.
9972. Your skin does not show marks; is that what
99.42. When you were taken, where did you go
to P-To Muirton.
you mean by a good skin?—Yes.
-

9973. Is it a thick skin 2–Yes.

99.43. And then to Port Antonio —Yes.

9944. Were you made prisoner with two other
people, Thomson and Pasley —Yes.
9945. How long did you remain at Port Antonio 2

9974. Did it bleed much 2–Yes; it bled very well
at first.

9975. How long were you sore with it?—About
three weeks.

Three weeks.

99.46. Did they at any time during that three weeks
flog you ?–Yes.
99.47. When was that ?–On the Saturday.
9948. Was that at the end of the time you were a
prisoner —Yes.
9949. What did they flog you for 2–I don't know ;
they don’t tell me what I do. They carried me to

º

l

Muirton, examined me there, and then carried me to
Port Antonio,

•

99.50. At the end of the three weeks they flogged
you ?—Yes.
9951. Did they say you had done something 2–

9976. When did you go home after this?—On the
Wednesday.
9977. Where to ?—I came back to Dillon where I
live.

9978. Have you been living there since —Yes.
9979. (Mr. Walcott.) What bay was it you were

seen fighting in 3–They did not mention the bay.
9980. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you know it was Morant
Bay they referred to ?—No ; Manchioneal Bay.
9981. (Commission.) Who were the three gentle
men you saw sitting at the time 2—I was not with
the three gentlemen at the table ; Mr. Ramsay was
One.

No.

99.52. Did you not hear them say you were charged

99.82. Was there anybody else at the Court-house ?
—Mr. Ramsay : nobody else—there were three gen

with something 2–No.

tlemen ; I don’t know their names.

9953. Nothing at all —No.
99.54. Where did they take you to just before they
flogged you ; to the Court-house —Yes, took us all
up to the Court-house.
9955. Did you see some people sitting there —

9983. Did they give any directions —No ; only
Mr. Ramsay alone.
9984. What did they do —Nothing.
9985. Did they listen to the Volunteer's story that
he had seen you at the Bay ?—No; the Volunteer was

Yes.

at the side.

9956. Before whom they took you ?—Yes.
99.57. When you got before these people who were
sitting there, was anything said to these three people
about you ?—Yes.
9958. What did they say about you ?–One of the
men, the Volunteer man, when Mr. Ramsay asked

him if he knew any person, he said Yes, that is a
person from Manchioneal.
9959. Pointing to you ?—Yes.
9960. What Volunteer was

that ?–One of

9986. The Volunteer could see the three gentlemen?
—Yes.

99.87. Did he speak to them when he said you had
been fighting at the Bay ?—No.
9988. Who did he say it to ?—Mr. Ramsay.
99.89. Loud enough for them to hear?—Yes.
9990. (Mr. Walcott.) Do you rent land from Mr.
Foote *-From Mr. Jones.

999]. The Rev. Evan Jones?—Yes.

9992. Just about martial law time do you know

the

Volunteer's Company called Thomas Burke.

9961. What did Burke say to you ?—He said he
saw me on the Bay fighting, and I tell him, No; he

what became of him —No.

9993. Do you know whether he ran away out to
sea —I know nothing at all about him.

9994. Do you know what became of Mr. Foote —

said, Yes.
9962. Then that Volunteer said that to the three

persons who were sitting 2–Yes.
9963. After the Volunteer had said he had seen

*

I know nothing about Mr. Foote at all.
9995. You say you have got a good skin, what are
those marks on your face —Small-pox.
9996. That left marks, did it 2–Yes.

you at the Bay fighting, did the three persons who
were sitting direct or ordered anything to be done to
you ?—Yes.
9964. What did they order 2—The magistrate, Mr.

9997. (Mr. Payne.) Was Dillon burnt down 3–
Yes.

9998. How many houses were there originally —
Thirteen.

Ramsay, ordered that I should be sent down to be

flogged.
9965. What sentence did the three persons pass upon
ou ?—No sentence at all.

9966. Did you hear any 3–No.
9967. Were you taken alone, or with others ”—All
three taken down together at one time.
9968. What did they give you ?—They gave me
100 lashes.

10,000. Who burnt them 2–I don’t know.

-

10,001. (Commission.) Was that while you were in
prison —No.
10,002. When were they burnt 2–On Tuesday.
Y

10,003. Before you were taken into custody ?–
es.

10,004. Did you see them 2–No.

10,005. You have seen since that they have been

9969. What with ?–On my back.

burnt down.—Yes.
The witness withdrew.

The Commission directed this witness to be examined by the Doctor.
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Dr. R. G. BANoN recalled.

10,006. Have you seen this witness?—Yes.
10007. Has he been flogged 2–Well, I really think
he has not been flogged.

There is hardly a sign of

corporal punishment on his back ; and he has rather
a fine, delicate skin.
10008. There is hardly a sign of corporal punish
ment on his back.-No.

10,009. Does delicate skin retain marks longer ?—
Yes; it generally shows a light streak.
10010. At any rate you would say that he has not
received a severe flogging —Certainly not; if he has
received 10 lashes I should say he got them very
light.
10,011. (Mr. Gorrie.) Is that man's skin more de
licate than the skin of a white soldier –I think it is:
that man has a much more delicate skin than the two

men that I examined a short time ago.
10,012. What is the condition of that man's skin in

point of delicacy compared to the white soldier?—
Just the same; you will find some white soldiers have

thicker skins than other white soldiers. I would say
it is a delicate skin for any man, white or black.
10,013. (Commission ) In your experience which
shows the marks most, a dark or a fair person —As
far as I can give an opinion the white skin shows the

19r.
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marks more than the black.

10,014. I don't mean anything approaching black;
I mean talking of white people of fair complexion
and dark complexion ?—There is no difference, only
some white soldiers will show less signs than others,
according to the delicacy of the skin.
10,015. It does not turn on the complexion ?—No ;
I think not. There is one thing I want to say about
the first man I examined (Samuel Thompson) it is
very difficult to say whether the man got 100 lashes
or not; he showed more signs of punishment than
the second one; the second could not have got the
punishment to show the marks of 50 lashes, the first
man showed marks of having had severe corporal
unishment, but I very much doubt whether he
. anything like 100 lashes.

The witness withdrew.
*

WILLIAM KELLY SMITH (black) sworn and examined.
10,016. Do you live in the city of Kingston, put in irons till mid-day. Then Captain De Horsey
Jamaica?—Yes; 21, Blackmore Street, Kingston.

of the “Wolverine,” came on board, and after a little

10,017. Were you connected with the newspaper
talled the “Watchman "-For several years I have

consultation we were released from irons.

been connected with the “Watchman.”

board the “Aboukir” twelve days, and on the 2nd of
November we were ordered on board the “Cordelia,”

10,018. Is the office of the “Watchman" at King

10,027. What became of you ?–We remained on

ston?—Yes; Peter's Lane.

went up to Morant Bay, and arrived there about

10,019. Do you remember the office being closed by
order of Inspector Nairne –Yes, on Wednesday

3 o'clock, I think. As we landed we were taken by
the soldiers to the police station. On our way to the

evening, the 8th of October.

station they pointed to us the gallows.

10,020. Were you taken into custody the next day?
—At 4 o'clock in the morning Inspector Nairne with

what had become of those who had preceded us,

four men knocked at my door. I asked him what he
Wanted, and he told me he had orders to arrest me.

W. K. Smith.

We asked

because (allow me to remark) that there were 35
other prisoners from the Camp who were on board the
“Cordelia,” who had been sent up in the boat before

I asked permission to be allowed to dress myself,

we, the political prisoners, were landed. We inquired

which I did ; after I had dressed myself I walked

of the sailors what had become of them ; they assured

with him to the barracks, and I was handed over to
the military there.

us they had been hanged already, and that we should
go off shortly afterwards.

10,021. The barracks in Kingston –Yes, I was

10,028. Go off?—That is, that we should be hanged

handed over to the military there, and within a com

shortly afterwards. We were taken to the police

Paratively short time I, in common with two others

station.

lºviously arrested, went up under military escort to

that we should answer our names. I was standing the

The Provost Marshal came in and directed

Up-Park Camp.

third on the right-hand side, and he applied to me to

10,022. How long did you remain there —From

give my name. I told him my name was Kelly Smith,

Thursday morning till Saturday evening, locked up
in the ſell, my boots taken off, and locked up in the
“la day and a night, except at little intervals to
* meals and to go out into the outer office.
10,023. Where were you taken to from there —

He said, “I know you d
d well. Your name is
William Kelly Smith : if you don’t stand properly I
will give you a hundred lashes.” Just at that instant

his eyes turning downwards, he saw a man by the
name of Goldson, and he said, “What is that man

there—give him a dozen.” He was immediately
"Saturday, the 21st, myself and 14 others under a doing
taken out and a dozen lashes given him ; and Samuel

jºy strong military escort were taken from Up-Park
Camp and taken to Ordnance Wharf. At the Ord
ºngº Wharf we were lashed, our hands lashed be

hind our backs, and placed into the boat to be taken
ºn board the “Onyx.”
10,024. Who lashed your hands 2—The sailors of
the “Aboukir.”

10,025. By whose order 2–I cannot say: by the
"ºr of the officer in charge of the boat. We were
ºn to the “Aboukir.” Onour arrivin g we descended
* lower deck and our hands were released one by
* and we were placed in irons; we were made to
"down on the floor with our bodies extended, and
"º Were placed in irons.

10026. Irons on the feet 2–Irons on the feet.
hºmever we had a call of nature a rope was placed
"und our necks, mine at least, and the others too;
*tºl of them to go to the head of the ship. We

mained in irons from Saturday until Tuesday mid
º On Tuesday morning the commander of the
Aboukir" allowed us to go on deck; we were hand

Clarke, he was also ordered to receive a dozen lashes.
At that time they were taken to the station and tied
to a post, and I heard them receiving lashes. Another
fellow prisoner named Crole—the Rev. J. H. Crole
the perspiration was running down his face and he
had his handkerchief up to his face. Mr. Ramsay
said, “That man is winking at his fellow prisoner, take
him out and give him a dozen.” He said, “I was not
doing anything.” Ramsay said, “Give him another

dozen for saying that.” He had one dozen. They
were about to tie him again and some gentlemen out
side interfered by some sort of sign, and Crole was
released, to the amazement of the policemen and
others. After the stripes were administered on all of
them and their names taken down, we were ordered

to lie down. “Lie down you parcel of d

d

brutes '''

10,029. Who said that 2–Mr. Provost Marshal
Ramsay. “D
d brutes, d
d Baptist brutes,

d—d political brutes, lie down ſ”

Shortly after.

wards we were ordered to prepare ourselves to

go to

ºted two by two, several of us, and walked the decks

the hanging ground. We went there ; we were

**kw minutes, and on our return below we were

marched off in couples two by two.
B ly 2
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10,030. Who marched with you?—The police ser
10,031. Two and two 2–Yes; there were 15 or 19
who were then at the station, so we marched off to the

instantly. After that we were ordered back again to
the station. On the Saturday there was no Court

hanging ground, and that morning there were four martial, and we remained there.
10,036. That was Saturday ?–Yes, there was
men hanged up. On the following day, Friday, on
our return to the police station
nothing on Saturday, nothing on Monday, Tuesday or
10,032. You say there were four men hanged ; had Wednesday. About this time the Governor's Amnesty
they been tried ?–I am not aware if they had or not; Proclamation had been stuck up, promising pardon to
that was about half an hour after our landing at all those except those that were in prison, and who
Morant Bay. On our return to the station we were had been engaged in actual murders; about five or
ordered again by the Provost Marshal to lie down. He six men were brought down from Bath and released
said to McKenzie, “Have you any bread 2 Give these on Thursday about 2 o'clock. That evening we were
brutes a bread each.” A half loaf was given to all of ordered out again, and about seven men were hanged
us; and having just escaped the flogging, I laid hold on the Thursday evening. On Friday some more men
of my bread and ate it as if I had been really a brute, were brought from Bath and from St. David's, and
in order to satisfy the Provost Marshal that I was very from the valley ; they came down very early in the
morning. About mid-day they were tried, and in the
hungry.
10,033. I suppose you were very hungry —Not evening we were ordered out and witnessed their
very under the circumstances. I could not be ; hunger executions, and then, I had forgotton to state, upon
had flown from me.
two occasions men were flogged, each of them 100
10,034. You had lost your appetite —Oh! lost ; lashes. Four sailors were appointed to flog one man,
however, after that, we laid down and went to bed,

each sailor giving 25 lashes ; that was on two occasions

and I fell fast asleep. About midnight I felt some
one dragging my feet, and as I awoke I found the

preceding the last day; the last execution was on
Friday. .
10,037. Was that the first Friday in November, the
amnesty was on the 30th of October, does that enable
you to fix upon which Friday the last execution was 2
—The last execution was on the following Friday
after my arrival ; I arrived there on Thursday the

drink of brandy.” I trembled, knowing the fierceness
of the officer, and said, “Yes, sir.” He gave me the
glass, he threw the brandy into the glass, and the
policeman threw the water. I took it off and laid

ſ

down again; he went round, and after that he went

upstairs.

Friday morning we woke, and we had a

sentry placed over us, to clean ourselves and so on,
º

.

and we remained there.

At about 11 or 12 o'clock

I saw Brigadier-General Nelson and the Honourable
W. P. Georges, Custos of St. David's, and Mr.
McLean. They passed through the door; and General
Nelson said, “Do you know any of these prisoners ?”
As I saw Mr. Georges and these gentlemen I hid
myself, because I knew he had known me pretty well,
and I was afraid that his knowledge of me then would
not have been to my benefit. He looked round and
said, “No, I know no one.” At the time he was

there Samuel Clarke, who was sitting two prisoners
above me, had gone into the back. On his return I
said to him. “Sam Georges has been here to look for
“you, because Brigadier Nelson asked him if he did
“ not know anyone, and he said he didn't see any one
“ he knew, and I am satisfied he wanted to see you.”
About 20 minutes after that, Ramsay came in and said,
“Which is Samuel Clarke here 2°

ſ

Those of

them, with the exception of Lawrence had died almost

Provost Marshal with a bottle in his hand, and
a policeman with a candle. He said, “Take a

;:

lay hold of their legs and drag the legs.

geant McKenzie.

Samuel Clarke

said, “I am.” He said, “Dress yourself and come
with me.” That was positively according to the clock
a quarter past 3. He dressed himself and went out
with the Provost Marshal ; he returned to the police
station about 25 minutes after.

10,035. After 3 do you mean or after he left 2–
After he left with Clarke ; and after he had gone
upstairs and attended to himself. Upon coming down
he ordered Sergeant McKenzie to tell the men to get
ready, and we got ourselves ready to go to the muster
ground, or hanging ground; we marched two by two.
As I got to the steps I looked on and saw Clarke and
others coming on. We marched on to the hanging
ground. After we were properly adjusted Clarke
came, and I saw a moment afterwards Henry Law
rence ; he also was brought on. Their names were
called one by one, Lawrence first and Sam Clarke
afterwards. They went up and the rest of the pri
soners in order. All the military officers were there
and Mr. Bicknell, and a number of other gentlemen,
and after that the Provost Marshal, as I found it to be

2nd of November.

10,038. Then it would be Friday the 10th 2–Yes,
Friday the 10th, Saturday nothing. Sunday inter
vened ; on the Monday nothing. On Tuesday at 7
o'clock we heard a salute, and Major General O'Connor
with his suite came into the Bay, and visited us at the
station, walked upstairs, and saw Mr. Levein and
others. Then after that several of the prisoners were
discharged and 12 of us were ordered down to the
district prison at Morant Bay. There we remained

until the 27th, and my family after a good deal of
exertion obtained for me a habeas corpus, and I was
let out, brought before the Judge, and entered
into bail to appear. I may as well take this oppor

tunity of informing the Commission that the news of
the massacre in St. Thomas in the East reached

Kingston on Thursday, the 12th of October, about 3

o'clock; great excitement prevailed throughout the
city in all quarters, in every direction. I happened to
have been out that night until about half-past 9 or
10. On my way home I came on towards the
General's head-quarter house, in Cross Street, I

noticed that the street was extraordinarily lighted, and
I of course drew near for the purpose of seeing what
it was that caused it.

I went and I understood that

a Privy Council was held that night; I was told so by
the constable. I staid there until something about
11 or a little after, a number of carriages were there.

A gentleman who was with me, Mr. Goldson, said to
the constable, “Be kind enough to say to Inspec
“ tor Nairne that I am here and wish to speak to
“ him.” He went and delivered the message and

Inspector Nairne afterwards advanced towards us, and
we met him just before the gate of the General's
house. At that time the Privy Council seemed to
have finished their business for the night. I recog
nised then the Honourable Mr. Westmorland, Mr.
Hosack, two members of the Executive Committee
then in the island, Colonel Hunt of the Volunteers, and
five or six gentlemen, Captain O'Connor, and one or
two others who I do not remember at the moment.

I

heard them talking, and I heard Colonel Hunt say,
“We will proclaim martial law to-morrow, and we

usual with him, took his watch out of his pocket and

will lay hold of that fellow George W. Gordon, and

placed it to his ear, and gave the order to be hanged.
Just as the plank upon which they were was drawn,
their bodies swung, and a few seconds after, that the
sailors went one by one to them as they were kicking
and drew down the noose tight, knocking it down,

we will make him “skedaddle,” and the response by
the others was, “We will hang him.”

10,039. Which of them said “We will hang him º'
—I cannot tell you, but there were many voices,

many voices of those I have already told you of ; Mr.

laid hold of each of their necks and broke the neck,

Westmorland, Mr. Hosack, Captain O'Connor, and

and after that, if they were kicking again, they would

five or six others.

:
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10,040. You saw all these persons?—Yes.

10,057. Has there been a true bill found against

10,041. Just repeat their names again 2–The
Honourable Mr. Westmorland, the Honourable Mr.

Hosack, Colonel Hunt, Captain O'Connor, and there
were five or six.

TWELFTH
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you by the Grand Jury for sedition?—No.
10,058. For conspiracy —I have been told so.
10,059. Have you been in Court to surrender to

your bail —I have been attending the Court ever

10,042. Five or six others ?—No, inclusive.
10043. And several voices replied to Colonel Hunt,

since.

W. K. Smith.
6 Feb. 1866.
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10,060. Have you heard the bill proclaimed in
Court –I have been there every day.

“We will hang him f"—Yes.

10044. Where was this?—Just at the threshold of
the general's house.
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10,045. Standing outside?—They were just inside.
10,046. Standing in a group 7–In a group waiting
for his Excellency the Governor; he had been inside,

and they were waiting for him,

because in a short

time afterwards he came out, got into his carriage
with Colonel Hunt, and said, “We will meet each
other to-morrow morning.”

10,047. You are quite sure about the three you have
mentioned, Mr. Westmorland,

Mr.

Hosack,

and

Captain O'Connor?—Yes.
10,048. Although you cannot name the others ?—

10,061. (Commission.) Is that in consequence of
an indictment against you of a true bill having been
found against you ?—It is a matter of only last Satur
day I found that ; one Saturday gone.
10,062. (Mr. Waleott.) Can you give us the names
of all the five or six persons who got into the carriage 2
—I never said anything about getting into any car
riage at all. I said only the Governor and Colonel
Hunt got into the carriage.
10,063. Was it before Colonel Hunt got into the
carriage that you heard what he said?—Certainly.
10,064. Can you remember any other names, except
Captain O'Connor, Colonel Hunt, Mr. Hosack, and

Yes.

Mr. Westmorland 2–I said there were five or six

10,049. Have you fixed the day ?—That was on
the night of the 12th October. I can give you the
namesof others who were present upon that occasion—
Emanuel Joseph Goldson.
10,050. With you ?–With me.
10,051. In your company ?—With me.
10,052, And who heard what you heard —Yes.

gentlemen, I recognised those ; the others I did not
recognise, that is to say, I did not know their names

10,053. Mr. Goldson ?–Yes.

10,054. Who else?—The constable, Paul Levy.

I

was not sure at the time that he heard it, but I have

since questioned him and he has admitted it.
10,055. He was present at the time –And myself.

:

at the moment.

10,065. Those four you knew well ?—Yes, I was
standing abreast of them.

-

10,066. You have no doubt about any of those four
gentlemen – Oh no.
10,067. (Commission.) I want you to give us a

-

little explanation about what you say about the sailors
breaking the necks. There were two men hanged, I

believed —At the time when Clarke was hanged
10,068. Yes 2–Eight.

10,069. How did the sailors get up to break their
I was in company with Mr. Nairne, and I remember
the very night after my release out of prison, he necks —The gallows is low, very little higher than
called to see me about 10 o'clock to see if the constable this place, so that when they are hanged they are not
was doing his duty, and I took the opportunity then higher than that from the earth (about four feet);
of asking him about the conversation in the presence

they just got on their shoulders, drew down the noose

of my family ; he did not demur to it, but he gave me tightly, and in order to get the noose down they press
on the neck to draw it down.

all eVäSlye answer.

10,056. (Mr. Walcott.) When Provost Marshal

10,070. Did they lay hold of the men, hanging by

Ramsay asked about the bread, was it not in conse their shoulders ?—In order to draw down the rope
quence of his asking about the bread, and some and to draw down the noose so as to reduce it smaller,
mutinous expression by Goldson, that he was ordered they naturally get hold of the head and bend the head
to receive a dozen lashes 2–Not at all.

-

!

-

back to get the noose close.
The witness withdrew.

-

Dr. MoRitz Stease (called at the suggestion of Mr. Payne) sworn and examined.
10,071. Are you a medical man —Yes.

10,082. A very severe injury –Severe flogging.

Dr. M. Sterne,
-

10,083. What as to the third man *—There is a
10.072. How long have you been so —For the
third man upon whom it does not seem to have had
last three years,

10,073. Have you been in the habit of seeing the

wks of people who have been subjected to corporal
punishment’—From the whip do you mean *

10074. Yes; have you seen any until to-day ?—
Yes, I have seen one or two.
10,075. Where —Here.

the same effect as upon the others.
10,084. What does he appear to have had 2–He
also seems to have had some flogging too.
10,085. Is it anything like the others ?—I don’t
think it is quite as bad.
10,086. Are you able to form an opinion that he

*

, 0.076. Who have been catted 2–I don't know if received 100 severe lashes 2–It is impossible for me
"was a cat, but with some weapon, some whip of to say : 100 lashes may give rise to less appearance
sºme description.

than 50, it depends cntirely upon the force.

, 10077. You do not mean a whip used by a private
individual, but persons who have been flogged under

who has had 100 lashes —No, I think not.

ºntence —Yes, who have bled when they were
flogged,

who has had 50 °–I have seen the back of a man

10,078. Have you examined these three persons
whº have been examined to-day ?—I should wish

-

.

10,087. Have you ever seen the back of a person
10,088. Have you seen the back of a person

*
-

-

who has had 25 or 30.

º

10,089. With a cat —With a whip of some

*rely to state that it was quite incidentally that I description.
*ºined them. I was accidentally here listening,
"I was asked to look at one of the cases, and I

-

10,090. Where have you seen that ?—In Kingston
at the hospital.
10,091. Under what authority ?—I don't know :

subsequently looked at all.
10,079. Were you present when Dr. Banon examined they have assured me they have been flogged, and I
them?–No.

10080. First of all as to Clarke –I don't know
their names,

"981. As to the three what do you say?—As to
"they appear to me to have received a very severe
flºgging severe injury has been inflicted on them ; I

-

-

have seen the marks.

10,092. Do you mean a prisoner who has been

flogged —No, people who have come up to the
hospital, and who have told me. I have seen boys
who have had severe flogging with a cowskin. I
have seen several.

10,093. Several, have you ?–One or two. I think
"ld not swear it was a cat, it has been by some
I have before said that I have not seen it inflicted,
"Pºn intended to inflict punishment.
B b 3
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but I have seen it on persons. I wish to say I have
not seen any inflicted by a cat or by any legally
authorized instrument, but I am able to give an
opinion as to the amount of flogging a man has
received, judging from the marks on his body.
10,094. (Mr. Payne.) Are you acquainted with the
ordinary marks of wounds of different descriptions f

received three months before ?—The greater the
severity of the flogging the greater the injury.
10,101. (Commission.) Do you not know that a
soldier who has received a severe flogging of 100 lashes,

retains the mark till his death —Yes, I believe they
do. Two of these men have very severe marks,
which I think they will retain till their death.

—Yes.

10,095. The one that was least flogged was the
one you looked at first 2–1 saw three men.

10,096. The first one you looked at was the least
flogged —He gave the least indications; that was
the short man (Alexander Jones).
10,097. You saw marks on his back and right
shoulder —Yes.

10,098. Would those marks have been more or less

.

manifest on a white skin —Yes, considerably more.
If those had been on a white skin, they would have
presented a much more formidable appearance than

10,102. (Mr. Walcott.) How long were you
Medical Officer at the hospital —I think very
nearly four years. I came out in 1860. I suppose I
should be almost accurate if I said three years and a
half.

10, 103. Would the “Cases Book” show these cases

of flogging of which you speak —No, not at all, not
necessarily. They did not come in to be treated for
flogging; but now you mention that, I have seen
several soldiers who were in the hospital for other

cases, whose backs showed me the marks which they

on his skin.

had received from flogging.

10,099. Would you expect that the scars from a
severe flogging would heal after three months, from
your experience of wounds generally —It would
depend entirely upon the condition of the patient's

any who had been flogged by authority, and by the

health, the mode of cure, and various other circum

stances, the blood-making capacity, and so on ; you
could never lay down a rule.
10,100. Could you think it possible to say, from
seeing a man's back, how severe a flogging he had

I said I had not seen

cat. I wish to correct that. I have seen them, and
they were principally foreigners.
10,104. And did you find from them how long
before they had been flogged ?–Several years. The
two men I saw just now will retain their marks for
several years, and those are very like those marks I
have seen on the backs of the soldiers I have spoken
of.

SYDNEY LEVIEN sworn and examined.

10,105. Are you editor and proprietor of the
“County Union ”?—I am the editor and proprietor
of the “County Union.”
10, 106. Is that a paper published in Montego Bay
—That is a paper published in Montego Bay.
10,107. On the 1st of November last, were you
arrested 3–On the 1st of November
arrested.

last

I was

10,108. I think you had better tell us your own
account —I will. I was arrested by Lieut. Stuart,
of the Spanish Town Volunteers. He and about 30
armed marines from the “Lily” came to my resi
dence, and asked for me.

individual whatever that will not bear the light of
day. I knew nothing of the outrageous massacre
that took place. The letter to Dr. Bruce was written

bond ſide, and was such as any gentleman would
write to another, finding his friend unjustly accused.
I should wish that letter to be made public, because
it is a very serious accusation against me. It was
stated, it was solely upon that account I was arrested.
Even when I was discharged by the Chief Justice,
no charge was made against me. At the present
moment there are two or three bills of indictment

against me at the Special Sessions.

I came down the front

10,109. Are you correct in saying that the Chief

steps. I was pointed out to them as being Mr. Levien,
and I was instantly arrested. I asked permission to
see my children; it was refused. Two pistols were
placed upon each side of my head, and I was carried
down to the boat of the “Lily,” placed on board the
“Lily,” and carried thence to Morant Bay. I asked
on board the “Lily" for some authority for the pro
ceedings that had been taken against me. Capt.
Heneage told me it was not customary for any officer
in Her Majesty's Service to show his instructions to
any but a superior officer; all he could tell me was,

Justice decided your arrest to be illegal, or was it
that he said you were entitled to your freedom under
the habeas corpus —He said I was entitled to my

freedom upon habeas corpus, without saying whether
my arrest was illegal or not.
10,110. That the return made to the habeas corpus
was insufficient —Yes, that was so.

I would state,

that in the Montego Bay and Saint James's parishes
no martial law had ever been declared. It is 153 miles

from Morant Bay, and I had never been in Morant

Bay or in that county from the time I landed in

Jamaica, 35 years ago.
10, 11 I. While you were in confinement at Morant
carried to Morant Bay or Kingston. I was carried to
Morant Bay, landed on the 2nd of November there, Bay, had you the means of observing what the con
and placed in a very small room with two policemen duct of any of the authorities was 2—I had no
on guard over me, with loaded arms, and a soldier at opportunity whatever. I was in close confinement.
the window. I was kept there for about seven or
10,112. Was there anything, upon the first evening
eight days in that room, and then I was removed up of your arrival, to which you would wish to draw
stairs into the higher part of the building; under attention ?—Beyond this, that on landing I was
that strict confinement I was kept during martial carried straight up, by a naval officer who received
law, and for many days after martial law. It me, (I don't know his name,) off the wharf to the
ceased on the 13th, and I was kept there till the 8th gallows, where there were about 18 bodies hanging ;
of December, when I was brought over to Spanish and he said, “That makes 175 of these d–d rebels
Town. I appeared before Sir Bryan Edwards; there that we have hanged up to this day.”
10,113. You say you don't know his name —No :
was no charge whatsoever against me in any shape or
way, and he declared my arrest illegal. I was dis and I had no opportunity of asking who it was until
charged without bail in any shape. No charge what after martial law was over, and it would be unfair of
ever was made against me, nor did I know until a me to say what name was given to me.
few days ago, when I read it in the public print, what
10,114. Had he been on board the ship with you

that I was on board his vessel, and I should be

sº

Mr. Eyre had given against me here. I was arrested No, he was stationed at Morant Bay, and he received
me on the wharf.
10,115. Could you tell his rank from his uniform :
—He had two stripes on his coat. I don't know his

Jº

was not produced, but I may be allowed, I presume, rank; he was in constant communication with General

ºf

having been accused of a considerable offence, to

is

because I had written a letter to Dr. Bruce, stating
that I was about writing an editorial exonerating him
from the consequences of his conduct. That letter
contradict that.

I have never written a line to any

Nelson.

10,116. Did you see him afterwards frequently f

º

º
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Oh, repeatedly, I saw him every day until martial

to be classed among that infamous gang with which

law was over, but I had no opportunity to point him

at this moment his name is so unfortunately asso
ciated. Dr. Bruce's hospitality, his kindly nature, his
impulsive feelings, and his ardent temperament, have
been, perhaps, the means that betrayed him into an

out. I pledged my word to the Marshal that I would
hold no communication with my guards, and I did

not. I had no opportunity to ask them.
10,117. (Mr. Walcott.) What kind of treatment

dilyon receive from the Provost Marshal during the
time—from Mr. Ramsay ?—I was treated with this

simple distinction, that I was allowed a room to
myself. The Provost Marshal said to me, “Mr.
* Levien, have no desire to make your punishment
“harder than is necessary. I have a duty to perform ;
* I must keep you in close custody; you must bend

“yourself to the circumstances.” I did so.
10,118. (Commission.) Had you any communica
tion with General Nelson during the time —None,
with the exception that he sent me a letter that

my daughter wrote me, sending me a pair of ear
trumpets. I may say that the rigour of the confine
ment was increased doubly, inasmuch as I was not
allowed, even after martial law ceased, pen, ink, or
paper. I was allowed but once to write to my family
during the whole of that time.

10,119. (Mr. Walcott.) Is the charge against you,
which is now to be tried, one of seditious publication
On the 17th of October last 2–Yes; my papers are
open to the world at large. I never wrote anything
that can be construed into sedition.

10,120. Is that one of the charges against you ?—
Yes, made since I have been liberated, I apprehend,
in Order to save an action in England. This (a paper
was here produced) is the editorial I wrote, on the
faith of the letter upon which His Excellency said he
apprehended myself and Dr. Bruce. It is perfectly
simple and plain; one wonders how it could be mis
understood.

10,121. (Commission.)
º
of October. I

What is the date of it —
should wish to have that

taſi :
*

Extract from the “County Union.’
“Montego Bay, 31st October 1865.

DAY.

association with Mr. Gordon.

But that this latter

would have dared to open to him his scheme of blood
and murder, the world would not venture to believe
until it has some positive proof to warrant it.”
(The witness.) It is right to say, in reference to
that, that that opinion of Mr. Gordon was formed
from the Kingston papers stating that they had abun
dant evidence to show his participation in the rebel
lion. We were completely at their mercy to give us
information, because we had only two posts during
the week, and I may state that since then my
opinion

K), 122. You have now changed the opinion that
you then had 2–Yes, the moment I found he was an
innocent man. We were completely at the mercy of
the other papers. There were reports about him. I
had never seen him, and did not see him till he came

to Montego Bay in August.

He came to my office,

and I offered him a breakfast. That is all I know of him.

The following extract from the “County Union ”
was put in and read :
“Montego Bay, 17th October 1865.
“OUR FATAL INFLICTION.

“We should not be at all surprised to learn that
ere this the Governor has opened his eyes to the fact
that, as the ruler of the colony, something more is
required from him than the mere rearing of chickens at
Flamstead, or studying economy over his one barrel
of potatoes and two quarter casks of beef, ex “Mon
tezuma.” A stern lesson will have been taught him
the true meaning of which he shall learn through the
columns of this journal, so full as the full details of the
bloody tragedy are at our command. It is by no means
our intention to spare the rod and spoil the child.
Stern teachings require stern teachers. We have

warned him over and over again what would happen
“DR. BRUCE.

“Among the arrests reported by the last post, none
have caused greater regret than that of Dr. Bruce, of
Were. No one this side imagines that he can be a
guilty man—guilty to the extent of any complicity
with Gordon or his murderous crimes.

if he and his advisers persisted in believing that their
only end and aim was the raising of taxes and the
utter negation of feeling for the people. We told him

what would come of sowing the wind—of scattering
broadcast nothing but sarcasms on the people—

The doctor is

nothing but sneers at their condition—nothing but

ofthe best Scottish family descent, has resided in the

contumely and contempt at every word they uttered

tountry for nearly half a century, and has never been

as their friend and governor. What will he write to
the Colonial Secretary as to the blood that testifies

known but as a gentleman of high attainments, cele
ºrity in his profession, and of a nature hospitable
beyond belief. As a practitioner, he has ever been a

favourite with the ladies of the parish in which he
practised, and he enjoys a circle of connection second

"nºne in the colony. He has been, however, at feud
with Mr. Custos Mackinnon for a series of years past,

against his fatal misrule 2. What does the riot speak
of-happening where it has-in a district where,
because a magistrate represented the people as dying
in the lock-up without attendance and without
food, he was dismissed the magistracy
What does
it speak of, we ask, when we find that not even

and when we learn through the Kingston papers that the sacred calling of the clergy saved the eſtu
it is for having uttered threatening language against sion of blood P Heaven only knows how horrible
this gentleman he has been arrested, we may indulge the slaughter has been, and how indefensible, but
in the hope that his present difficulty arises out of no man also knows that the Custos of that parish only
"mplicity with Mr. Gordon, but through a past the other day was supported by the Government
limity that in small communities is kept up by

in the most outrageous act that could be perpetrated

bºy malevolence, anxious to ingratiate itself with

against the liberties of the people and the freedom of
election. The people of Jamaica—the beasts of burden
—have to be taxed at the very least a thousand
pounds, because, in the best of power and in the very
climax of misrule run mad, the Baron Kettlehodt
choose to commit an assault upon an elected church
warden, and the Governor thought it decent and be
coming to give him the people's money to fight a battle
against the people's liberties with. All these are

men in power.

-

“We will not do such violence to the Custos of

Were as to imagine he had anything to do with the
*, nor yet will we credit, on bare report, that a
$ºleman of birth, of education, of refined feelings

ºf unbounded charity, can have heart or part with

*rebels who have gone to their account. While we
* ºf believe the poorest white man who breathes

TWELFTH

""" sell his countryman and colour such as has

things that cannot but be taken into account. They

*uted—while we do not believe it is in human

are not justification of the rebellion that has taken

ºute, however degraded, to betray those bound to
ity tiesof consanguinity, fellowship, and community
! ſºling—still less are we prepared to credit that

place, nor are they brought forward as such. But
when the Governor and his advisers take upon them

Bruce, a Mason of high rank, the coroner of a
large Parish, the father of a respectable family, the
true Christian gentleman, and the beloved of a large

law is cruelly obnoxious to the people—when the

* endeared to him by long acquaintanceship, is

become equally callous on their part and riotous in

selves to make their will the law of the land, and that
Governor and his advisers run riot in their abandon
ment of practice and propriety—the lower classes
B b 4
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their way. A Government that sows the wind must ex rebellion of 1831–32 to guide us, and we can safely
pect to reap the whirlwind; a Government that spends say, founding our observation on what passed then—
thousands upon thousands on prisons and peniten that however praiseworthy the action of our then
tiaries, yet cares not to educate the people, must expect ruler, it falls infinitely short (the means at present
a semi-barbarous population ; a Government that wil commands of Government and altered circumstances
fully closes its ears to the practice of wisdom—that fully considered) of the wisdom and indomitable zeal
imports its ready-made clothing and its principal that has placed under the heat of power the hydra
articles of every-day utility manufactured to its hands; headed monster that has caused such present misery
a Governor and a Government who prefer to see a —that was intended to overwhelm the land in a deluge
treasury and prisons full rather than a people and a of gore and revolutionary butchery. No one can
colony industrious and honest—deserves whatever falls peruse the account of His Excellency's individual
exertions—his abnegation of self and comfort, in his
on them in the way of warning.
“ In every town there are hundreds of females remaining as it were in actual arms from the first
who cannot obtain work, who are actually starving moment he left Kingston to the latest intelligence
unless they ply the harlot's trade, the needle lying from that city, but must concur with us in saying
idle because of the fatuous obstinacy of the Governor that as our Governor—as the General Commander
and Government; in every town there are hordes of in-chief of the colony—he has exhibited a determina
young men graduating for prisons’ certificates, quali tion and wisdom to which there is no plus ultra.
fying themselves for Morant Bay riots—because the
“A consideration of such events as have transpired
Governor and his Government choose to say, coats, hats, too clearly show that the crisis that has been sur
and boots, shall come to the island ready-made from mounted has at its bottom a deep and dark design
England and other markets. This is the curse of the to place the country at the mercy of a large section
country—this is why Jamaica will ever be a rising of the black population ; to exterminate in fact
Inursery of crime—a hope-forsaken colony, so long as the white and coloured element from the land. No
men with an Eyre's mind, and all an Eyre's utter thing less can be accorded its intent. Nothing less
incapability of governing are sent to blast it into utter was aimed at by the murderous revolt at Morant
irredemption.
Bay. Colour being the watchword by which in the
“We are of strong impulse and write as plainly as madness of their unbridled fury they lashed them
we think. In no portion of the globe has the Al selves into the frightful massacre that has advented.
mighty placed a fairer spot for earthly happiness. There is every reason to believe that the inception of
But neither in no portion of the world would man be the plot originated in Kingston—that from there went
so permitted to ruin by his misgovernment, as is given forth the conspiracy—that from that city extended
to Mr. Eyre by the colonial secretary. As with Mr. the ramifications which bursting forth somewhat
Eyre with others; the head perversed and unequal to prematurely in Saint Thomas ye East, have yet
the taste, the responding members vibrate to his their partizans and agents in every district. And
shortcomings. What in the name of God would be but that so salutary a check through military mea
more dreadful than to imagine that a Cargill had to sures was brought to bear against them, they would
try the murderers of Morant Bay ?—What if like at yet be displayed in the agricultural districts now
Vere he became insane, and set them for a day to holding back not more from fear than from the cer
gaol 2 What, if with a passion equal to that at West tainty of the hopelessness of success. For not only
morland he acted equally as incoherently : What, if have the largest portion of the black people remained
after trial and sentence, the several prisoners were quiescent, but an appreciable section displayed their
kept as was the man in irons for seven months (in horror at the acts that were done—their proved
the Cornwall gaol), utterly forgotten by the Governor fidelity to the Crown—and their affection for, and
that murderers had been condemned to die 2 What devotion to the very class their misguided brother
if-? The heart fairly sickens at the misprision of sought to immolate.
“So, too, the Maroons have not for a moment
Government in which the annals of the colony are
so fertile—it fairly stands aghast at the frightful mis wavered in their allegiance to the Government, and
rule that places Jamaica as it were upon the surface with a fealty that has imparted confidence to the
of a volcano ready at any moment to rise and heart of the community, have proved a very powerful
overwhelm her.
auxiliary in field movements against the rebels. On
“We cannot but hope that this will reach the eye all sides the traitors and murderers are encordoned
of the executive at a moment when he will be neither entirely by soldiers, marines, sailors, Volunteers, or
turning his potatoes to preserve them, nor checking off Maroons—on all sides they are at the mercy of a
his chickens, and other small stock at his mountain government that by its head seem to understand
residence.”
the doctrine that mercy can only unfold her wings
(The witness.) That was written at the time the when rebellion lies in chains and prostrate at her
news of the rebellion first reached us, when I con

scientiously believed from my knowledge of events
that what did happen was from the mal-government
of the country. I don't know that I have any reason
to alter my opinion now.
ExTRACT from the “COUNTY UNION ?” read.

feet.

“A glance at the military and defensive opera

tions already accomplished shows how utterly mad
to imagine that beyond the outbreak that announces
it, there can be any prospect of success for those
who are engaged in rebellion. Already have hun

dreds—the number that were shot by skirmishers in
Montego Bay, October 24th, 1865.

the woods can never be known—been sent to their

“THE REBELLION As IT IS.

—whether it really has been so effectually scotched
as that what effete vitality remains be harmless—

account ; already has the hand of justice laid low the
house of every man (through the district) in whose
dwelling any article of pillage or spoil was found. Al
ready have hundreds come in pleading for that
life which in others they were so reckless. Already

whether or not the blood that has fallen through the

have hordes of negroes surrendered—the gallows

sanguinary inoculation of Haytian virus be all that is

staring them in the face—to ask for punishment in
mercy. And here the black people should under

“ WHETHER or not the rebellion has been crushed

to flow from the side of order, it cannot be denied that

to the master spirit of His Excellency the Governor
—to the energy, prudence, and unhesitating action of
Mr. Eyre—the island and its people owe a debt of
gratitude worthy of everlasting memory. Never has
a righteous executive so instantly followed execrable
crime—never has active retribution struck such terror

into the hearts of rebels, murderers, and outlaws. We
have the personal recollection and experience of the

stand how each craven wretch is anxious to save

his own life by swearing away (falsely or truly no
one but God only knows) the life of his nearest

friend or associate. They should understand how
little faith can be found in men who first dipping
their hands in the blood of innocent people, are
equally ready to sell the blood of their own fathers,

brothers, or friends, so that they may escape from the
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penalty of a joint crime. This alone ought to cause
the black people to understand how in any rebellion,

however for the moment they escape, but a few days

can pass before they are brought to the hangman by

10,123. Is there any explanation that you wish to
give of any part of the article which has been read,
that of the 17th of October ?—The explantion of this
article is, that at the time it was written, I believed

TWELFTH

it to be perfectly correct.

6 Feb. 1866.

those with whom they are in concert.
“We earnestly hope that these things may be laid

to heart by those most concerned in comprehending
them. The broad acreage of Jamaica wears upon its
bosom thousands and thousands of black men wanting
only education to raise them on a level with the white
and coloured people in many respects—the superior of
some who are still lower in the scale of society than
themselves. Position and possession can never be

acquired by blood and rapine—by murdering this set
of men toget possession of their land, or to take their

position in society. The murderous teachings of St.
Domingo can have no footing now. There is no
freedom to fight for, no chains to throw off. Could we

suppose that in any parish the blacks attained to
wealth and station, that by their industry and perse
verance they owned large estates, landed property, and
well-stocked stores—could any number of white or
coloured men rise up in rebellion and plunder them 2
Could any set of white rebels hope to massacre them,
and hold possession of their property No, a thousand
times no. The same power that crushed rebellion in
the blacks at Morant Bay would rush to crush it in
the whites clsewhere.

The name of the law, the

power of the throne, the preservation of order, and
the rights of every British subject to the protection of
life and property, are unalienable. They have been
asserted by the Government at Saint Thomas in the
East; they will ever be supreme so long as in
Jamaica there reigns the power to maintain the supre
macy of English justice against lawless violence.
“And very nobly will it tell in the mother country
—very reliant do we feel here upon it—that amongst

I believed that the people

S. Levien.

of Jamaica were over taxed; and I believed that the
whole secret of the rebellion laid in the conduct of the

Baron Ketelhodt towards the people, and the Govern
ment's illegal support in giving him money, 1,000l., to
defend an action, which was entirely private, between
himself and Mr. Gordon.

Had I known as much as I

know now, that a letter had been written by Paul
Bogle, I should have written differently about him.
10,124. Who was the magistrate who was removed
in Morant Bay ?—Mr. Gordon was the magistrate
who was removed from Morant Bay. Mr. Gordon

complained against the lock-up. It is a matter of
history now in Jamaica. Mr. Gordon complained of
the bad state of the lock-up in which a man had died.
He made the complaint to the Governor, and upon
that complaint he was dismissed from five magisterial

º
ºº

Conlºnissions.

10,125. When you assert that the Governor spent
1,000l., or gave 1,000l., for Baron Ketelhodt to sustain
an action brought against him, do you know that as a

fact —It is known as a fact from the Assembly
Records. It is known as a fact that 250l. was granted
first.

10,126. By whom 2–By the Governor, and by the
Executive Committee. It was spoken of openly and
not contradicted ; and we took it as a general fact
that the law bill came to 1,000l., and that that sum
was granted by the Government.
10,127. But you only suppose that ?–We know as
a fact that 250l. was granted.

10,128. By the Governor —By the Governor and
Executive Committee.

the people for whom she sacrified so large a sum to

10,129. Was it brought before the Assembly to be

give freedom to, there were a host of true, of grateful,
and loyal black men and women, whom no inducement
could turn to rebellion, whom no persuasion could

voted 2–No, not voted by the Assembly. It was given
by the Executive Committee and the Governor.

seduce to leave the teachings of religion, their duty to

10,130. How could they get 250l. without its being
voted by the Assembly –It is hard for me to say

God and to their country.

how they got if, but they did get it.

Earnestly do we hope,

IDAY.

It has never

frvently do all men pray, that we have seen the last been denied. It has been repeatedly stated in the
ºf this Haytian demonstration in the people of this Assembly, and urged as against the Government, that
tºlony. But, and if in spite of our hopes and of the the 250l. was voted.
Bºrn lesson taught those who are now answering for
10,131. Voted by whom?—By the Governor and the

their crimes at the great bar of Heavenly justice, such
hadness again runs riot in our midst, we just as

Executive Assembly.

10,132. By the parish *—Oh, no, not by the parish;

*tly hope that we shall meet with equal display the parish had nothing to do with it. Baron Ketel
ºflºyalty, courage, and fidelity, as not only at Hordley hodt, if I remember rightly, sent in a petition to the
*ate, but in many other places, were exhibited by

ºf black, noble black people who remained faithful
"their Queen and country.”

Executive Committee.

10,133. But how could they get the 250l. 2–That
I cannot tell you ; they do these things in this place.
Adjourned till to-morrow, at 10 o'clock.

s
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THIRTEENTH DAY.

Wednesday, 7th February 1866.
PRESENT :

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.
John BLosseTT MAULE, Esq.
RUSSELL GURNEY, Esq.

THIRTEENTH
DAY.

E. House.
7 Feb. 1866.

Edward House (a black) sworn and examined.
“ do you go with stick, cutlass, and gun ? Take my
“ advice, don't you go.”
10,162. What more passed ?–They said, “Your
Bay.
10,136. On the road towards Stanton –No, to “ advice is good, but we can’t let you go ; you must
the north.
“ go along with us,” and they marched on.
10,163. Did anybody give any directions before
10,137. On the 11th of October were you deputy
they marched —Moses Bogle commanded to march.
collector of petty debts —Yes.
10, 164. Do you mean he used the word —Yes;
10,138. On that day did you go to Stony Gut to
10,134. Do you live at Friendship pen —Yes.
10,135. Where is that ?—A mile from Morant

serve a summons —Yes.

Moses Bogle commanded to march.

10,139. At what time did you get to Stony Gut —
About 12.

10,140. What did you see there —I saw about
400 men set themselves four abreast.

10,141. Were they standing still ?—Standing still.
10,142. Had they arms with them 3–Cutlass, stick,
and two guns.

10,165. How did they march 7–They marched
the same, four abreast.

-

10,143. Did they ask what you wanted there —
Yes.

10,166. When you got as far as Spring Garden
did you meet a man on horseback —A man rode up
Spring Garden way and came after we ; he followed
behind, and said the Volunteers were coming up.
10,167. When he said that were any fresh direc
tions given —Paul Bogle said, “Turn back, let go
home to my house.”

10,168. Did a man then come up and address Cap
tain I}ogle 3–When we turned back to the house a
man called Thomas said, “Oh, you're taking advice
“ from buckra's side; don’t you see Mr. House is on
that I was on the white man's side.
“ bucra's side ; yesterday we would have taken the
10,146. Did they say what they must do with you ? “boy but you still backing us.”
—Yes.
10,169. What did Bogle say then 2–Ishall exactly
10,147. What was that ?—They said they must use the words; I believe the man said, “If you don't
take me in charge and carry me to Captain Bogle.
go with us to-day I will take away the men.” Then
10,148. What did they then do —They called Bogle said rather than the men should go away they
lieutenant and another captain, and they carried me should go in the Bay then. I said to Bogle, “I don't
“ prevent your going to the Bay, but I think before
to Captain Bogle.
10,149. When they came before him who spoke to “ you go to the Bay in this sort of manner you should
“ write,” and Bogle replied, “I have wrote to the
you there?—Captains Bogle and M*Laren.
10,150. Which do you mean by Captain Bogle — Governor already sº then they marched.
The two Bogles, Moses and I’aul.
10,170. At Spring Garden, was anything said 7–
10,151. Were they both called Captain Bogle – Yes.
10,171. What was it?—When we came outside the
Yes, Bogle, Paul Bogle, and M-Laren.
10,152. What did they ask you ?—They asked gate a woman used the words, that if they would

10,144. What did you tell them —I said I came
to serve a summons upon one William Ford.
10,145. What did they say to that?—They said I
only came to take their secrets to the white man,

what I wanted there.

10,153. Did you repeat again that you had come to
serve a summons —Yes.

10,154. What did they say upon that ?—They said

they could not let me go, because I only came to take
their secrets, and they must take me in charge.
10,155. What did you say to that ?—I say to them
that I not on the side of the white man or the side of

the black man, but I for both parties; I came to do
my duty. It was a particular duty I had come to do,
and I was bound to do it.

allow me to them she would know what to do with
1.ne.

10,172. Did Moses Bogle say anything 2–Yes;
when we got to Spring Garden direction some took
the east way and some the north; Moses said that
his brother Paul say they must divide there; some

walk, the Church Corner way, and some Stanton
Road way.
10,173. Did you go with those who went the
Church Corner way —Yes.
-

10,174. Who went with the Church Corner people?

10,156. Did you ask them were they were going 2
—They took me in charge, and said they must hand
cuff me, but they did not do so; they read my sum
mons and returned it back to me, and then they said
they must go on to the Bay and take me along with
them. I asked them were they were going.
10,157. Where were the Bogles standing, or where
were they when you were taken to them —They
were present at Spring Garden, in the road, and the

—Moses Bogle.
10,175. Before you got to Morant Bay did you

bands of men were behind.

sea side way and made my escape. Before that I

hear the sound of any guns —I heard the report of
guns up the Bay.

10,176. Did you then make your way off?—Moses
Bogle, and the men who took me along with them

ran up towards the Bay and left me; I followed
them till I got up to the cotton tree at the cross road

from Kingston to the Valley, and I turned off to the

met Sergeant Drysdale and Sergeant Mackenzie and
10,158. They were on the highway ?—Yes.
10,159. When you asked them were they were told them what had happened to me.
10,177. (Mr. Gorrie.) When they were four abreast,
going did Paul Bogle make any answer —Yes.
10,160. What did he say *—He said, “I am going as you tell us, were there women among them ?—No
“ to the Bay to deliver myself up, as they sent for women ; the women were all at the side.
10,178. Did the women go with them down to the
10,161. What did you say to that ?–Isaid, “Why Bay ?—Some of them.

“me yesterday.”

:
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10,179. How many ?—I cannot tell directly how
many, because we met some at Church Corner way
coming up, and as fast as we met them they returned

Bogle and M-Laren were called captain —No ; I believe M'Laren was called lieutenant ; Moses and Paul
Bogle were called captains, those two.

thmºnth
-

E. House.

10,181. That was all you saw in command 3–That

-

7 Feb. 1866,

k.

10,180, You tell us that both Moses and Paul

was all I saw,

The witness withdrew,
R. W. Drysdale.

Roxſeo WILLIAM DRYspALE (a black) sworn and examined.
sons in sight of the police 2—Sometimes they were
10,182. Are you junior sergeant of police –I flogge
d at the station, that was when they would not
aſſ).

13,183. Do you remember, on the 11th of October,
meeting the last witness, House 7–Yes.
10,184. Did he give you some information as to

behave themselves, when they would not keep quiet;
then they got a dozen lashes to keep quiet.
10,203. Do yon mean a dozen beyond what they
had been sentenced to at their trial 2–No, not at

what had happened to him —Yes.
10,185. After the outbreak at Morant Bay where

were you?—At Morant Bay.
10,186. Did you remain there during the time of
martial law —During the whole time of martial
law.

10,187. As a policeman —As a policeman.
10,188. Did you see persons executed there 2–I
10,189. Did you take an account of the number 2–

all.

10,204. Who was it that had a dozen lashes to

keep quiet 2—Sometimes the people would come up,
and if you asked them a question they would not
answer you to no account, and sometimes they would
not answer you at all, and when they did they com
menced rambling and would not tell a straight-for
ward story; and then they were ordered a dozen
lashes.

10,205. Who ordered it 2–The Provost Marshal.
I did not.

10,190. Did you see whether or not any persons
were executed without having been tried ?–Not to

10,206. Those persons were not tried ?–No ; they
were not tried at that time.

the best of my knowledge, as far as I recollect ; I

10,207. When those persons were sent away have

was not there all the time. Sometimes I was on other

you seen anything done to them as they went away;

duty.

—Not that I know of.

ºl. Were any

persons flogged without being

tried ?–Not that I know of, neither ; I have seen

10,208. (Mr. Payne.) Were you at the Parade in
the afternoon time when floggings were administered 2

people flogged, and during the time of receiving the —Sometimes, not at all times.
10,209. You have been there sometimes?—Yes,
flogging they commenced to feel faint and weak; and
they were generally let go, ordered to be pulled and sometimes I was not on duty.
10,210. Are you not at the present moment under

down.

10,192. What was the greatest number of lashes the inspectorship of Mr. Paul Ramsay, the brother of
that you saw given there 2–I cannot remember.
Gordon Ramsay ?—I am.
10,193, What was the least number you ever saw Ż
10,211. (Mr. Walcott.) Do you remember George
—I have seen them get 20 lashes, a dozen, two dozen, Bassett Clarke –Yes.
10,212. Was he in custody while you were there 2
50 lashes.
10,194. Have you not seen more than 50 °–I do —He was.

10,213. What was done to him —He was flogged,

not remember.

sº You did not take

an accurate account 3–

if I am not mistaken.

10,214. Do you remember what the charge was
10,196. Who was the person by whose direction against him —No, I do not.
they were given; who was the person in authority ?
10,215. Do you remember whether there was any
charge against him 3–No, I do not remember ; I do
—Mr. Ramsay was acting as Provost Marshal.
10,197. Did you see how the prisoners were treated not remember any charge against him.
by him?—Yes, I have seen.
10,216. But you say nobody was flogged without
10,198. Have you seen anything unusual at all in having been first tried ?–Except those that would
the way in which he treated them ż–Not that I saw ; not answer questions, as I said before.
I saw he did his duty straightforward.
10,217. Do you know whether he was one of those
0.

10,199. After the people were flogged what was who would not answer questions ?–1 remember that

done with them —Some they flogged and let go.
he was flogged, I do not remember anything more.
h 10,200. But when they were let go —They went
10,218. Did George Bassett Clarke do anything to
Oſme,
while you were apprehending a prisoner —I do
you
10,201. Did you see anything like “running the not remember.
;
;"
have
I
is
2–Yes
gauntlet do you know what that
10,219. Did he ever interfere with you when you
never been in the Parade in the afternoon time when
were in the execution of your duty?—I don't remember.
they did flog, to witness that.
10,220. Were you ever tripped up by anybody
10,202. Have you seen anything done to the men

who were flogged, either by the police, or other per when you were in the discharge of your duty –No.
The witness withdrew.
THOMAS HENRY BUNTING sworn and examined.

T. H. Bunting.

number of them —They were in troops of five and
10,221. Do you live at Port Antonio —Yes.
10,222. Do you keep a store there 2–I had a store Six.
10,229. Were they playing on any instrument, or
at Manchioneal, St. Thomas in the East.
10,223. On the 12th of October were you living at blowing anything :—No, not on the 12th.
Manchioneal?—Yes.

10,230. Did you hear them say anything 7–Yes;
they said as soon as their friends came from Plantain

10.224. In the Bay?—Yes.
"225. Did you see any persons that day near Garden River district they were going to join them
10,231. You heard that said, did you?" Yes."
Your store ?–Yes,
10,232. Did they say that to you or to each other 2
10226, Who were they; what were they ; I do
were talking among themselves; I went among
They
—iſhey
people.
black
were
names?
*Want their
1922. Were they armed –Some of them had them.
-

*ses and sticks in their hands.

**, To what amount were the people, what

10,233. You say you did not hear
anything that day ?—No.

them

blowing

C c 2
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10,234. Did you hear that on any day ?—Yes, on
the 13th.

T. H. Bunting.
7 Feb. 1866.

—Along the side I should say from about 20 to 30
huts.

10,235. That would be Friday ?—Yes.
10,236. What was done then f-A lot of people
from the Plantain Garden River district came into

--

Manchioneal at about half-past I or 2 o'clock on
Friday, the 13th.
10,237. You say they came from the Plantain
Garden River district ; did you know they were
from that district ; had you seen them before ?—I
knew they worked there.
10,238. Did you know them by sight as belonging
to that district 2–Yes.

10,239. How did they enter the Bay ?—Blowing
shells, and making a great noise.
10,240. What number of them were there 2–From

all I could gather I should say 300 or 400 ; I am not
Sure.

10,268. Is that the march you speak of, the march
of the 16th 2–Yes, the march on the 16th.

10,269. I mean on the Monday when you went by
land to Manchioneal from Port Antonio —Yes, by
Long Bay.
10,270. Will you say there were not 100 burnt
down –I speak of what I saw. I followed the
troops.

10,271. In your sight were there not 100 burnt
down —Not along the line of road. There were other

:
s

houses off the road that I did not go to.
10,272. You did not see more than from 20 to 30 °

—I did not count them ; I should say not more.
10,273. Is there any number that you will swear
was not exceeded already burnt down f—Afterwards,

in travelling through the districts, I saw a good many

10,241. Did they come in a crowd 2–Yes, in a
crowd.

10,242. Irregularly, or in a compact body ?—They
were straggling, not marching in a body.

10,243. Did they proceed to do anything 2—As
soon as they entered the town they broke open my
StOre.

10,244. Had you locked it up 2–Yes.
10,245. When they broke it open what did they
do —They plundered everything out of it.
10,246. Besides yours did they attack other stores 2
—Yes ; they attacked two other stores in the Bay ?
10,247. Whose were they?—They belonged to
Mr. Kirkland.

houses burnt down.

10,274. Are you able to say how many you saw
that had been burnt down, not that you witnessed the
burning of 2–Over 100.
10,275. Will you say how many houses were left
standing along the line of march 2—We left several
houses where there was no plunder, and no complaint
made against the people occupying them that they
were rebels.

10,276. Will you state how many houses you think
altogether were left standing, belonging to the negroes,
along the line of march 2–I did not count them.
10,277. Were there more than a dozen 2– Yes,
much more than a dozen.

10,248. What became of you ?—I escaped in a

&

More than 50 houses were

left standing.

boat.

10,278. Did you see any persons shot on that line
10,249. To where 2—To Port Antonio.

of march 2–Yes.

10,250. As you were going in the boat did you
look on the Bay and see what was going on ?–Yes;
I saw an uproar, and on my [way to] Port Antonio
I saw my residence on fire, and I also saw Mr. Hin
chelwood's house on fire four miles to leeward of
Manchioneal.

10,251. His house is at Mulatto IRiver, is it not ?

-

10,279. Will you state to the Commission how
many persons you saw shot ?—I saw about six shot,
and I saw about seven or eight dead bodies lying on
the line of road who were shot by an advance guard.
10,280. Who were those six persons shot; by
whose orders ?–13 y the orders of the captain com
manding.

—Yes, four miles from Manchioneal.

10,252. On the passage to Port Antonio —Yes,
about four miles from Morant Bay.
10,253. When did you get back to Manchioneal 2–
I returned with the troops on Monday morning the

N 10,281.
No.

(Commission.) Were they tried first 3–

10,282. (Mr. Payne.) What were they doing 2—I
believe when the troops came they ran away, and the
soldiers fired their guns.

16th.

10,254. In what state did you find your property 2
—I found my store entirely bare of everything, and
my residence burnt to the ground.

10,255. Was your residence distinct from the store?
—Yes, about a quarter of a mile from it.
10,256. What was your loss in value –The loss of

my stock-in-trade was about 900l. My furniture,
clothing, silver, and everything else in my residence,
over 300/., was all destroyed.
10,257. Is that all you have to state in respect of

what happened to you on that occasion ?-That was
10,258. (Mr. Payne). Were you engaged as a
Volunteer officer?—Yes, I am a first lieutenant of

10,283. They ran, did they —Yes, at the approach
of the troops.
10,284. Before these people were shot were any
houses burnt down f—Oh, yes; the advance guard
burnt a good many houses. They were soldiers of
the First West India Regiment. I believe they
straggled away from the party. Captain IIole never
sent them on ; they broke away, and went on before.

10,285. And they burnt some houses?—Yes, and
shot some people.
10,286. And as you came up you say you saw some
people ruuning away ?–Yes.
10,287. Were they called on to stop —Yes, they
were called on to stop.

10,288. And if they did not stop were they shot ?

Volunteers.

—Yes.

10,259. To what place did you go as a Volunteer

10,289. Did any of them stop 2–Some stopped,

officer 2–I was at Manchioneal.

10,260. Did you go somewhere else ?—No.

10,261. Did you go to Long Bay ?—I passed Long
Bay on my way to Manchioneal.
i0,262. How many houses did you see burnt down

on your way?—I cannot tell you the number.
10,263. Will you be good enough to state proxi

and they were allowed to go to their usual avocations
on giving an account of themselves.

10,290. How were they dealt with ?—I say they
were let go.

10,291. That is, provided they stopped —All those
that stopped and gave an account of themselves were

mately how many houses were left standing —That
I cannot say. I only came along the coast; I did not

not disturbed.

go along the road.
10,264. Did you yourself order all the houses you
met with to be burnt along the sea coast —No, I was
not in command ; I was under Captain Hole.
10,265. Who was in command *-Captain Hole.

tell.

10,292. Were their houses burnt down f—I cannot

-

10,266. Of the Sixth 2–Yes.

10,267. Will you state as nearly as you can how
many houses were burnt down on the line of march 2

10,293. Did you see any one shot in their own
houses who were not running away ?—No.

10,294. (Mr. Walcott.) Do you know either
George, James, or Edward Bryan —I know some

Bryans. I do not know their different names. I don't
know the difference between them.

10,295. You marched with the troops you say on

* *
* ºr

!,
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the 16th?—Yes, we left on the 15th, and arrived at

taken effect —I heard he was shot somewhere in the

Manchioneal on the 16th.
10,296. On that line of march did you see two mon

throat.

tied face to face on a tree and shot by three soldiers ?

from his throat.

THIRTEENTH
1).V.Y.

10,301. Did you examine him —I saw blood oozing T. H. Bunting.

—No.

7 Feb. 1866.

10,297. (Commission.) Did you see any person of
the name of Bryan shot *-I passed the body. I was
told that the man's name was Bryan. I did not sce
him shot.

10,298, Was the body tied to a tree ?—No, he was

lying across the road. Ile had been shot by the
advance guard, not by the company under Captain
Hole.

10,302. Were the advance guard black soldiers ?—
Diack soldiers.

10,303. Do you mean they were an advance guard,
or those that had broken away as you call it 2–Those
that had broken away from Captain IIole. I was
with Captain IIole.

I never left him till we reached

Manchioneal.

-

10,304. Was there any person executed, as distinct

10,299. Was it only one body you saw 2–One
body I saw. I was told that that man's name was

from those that were shot as they ran away, by order

of Captain Hole on that march —No, nobody.

Brvan.

i0300. Did you see where the gun-shot wound had

10,305. The only persons that were shot were the
persons that were running away ?—Yes.

The witness withdrew.
*

WILLIAM EccLEs WARD sworn and examined.
10,319. IIow long did you stay at the meeting 2–

W. E. Ward.

10,306. Are you an accountant —Yes.

10.307. And do you live at Morant Bay 3–Yes.
10,308. On the 11th of October were you there?—
Yes,
10:09, I believe you were taken in as a prisoner
that day ?—Yes.

10910. Who took you a prisoner —The rebels.

103!!. How long were you detained by them 2–

No time at all ; they turned me out.
10,320. What were the circumstances which led to

your being turned out ; who did it?–We asked what
was the intention of the meeting.
10,321. Who asked – The whole of us that went,
me and four or five young men.

10,322. You and some others went in company ?

About two hours.

—Yes.

10,312. On the 15th August last, before you were
ºken prisoner, did you attend a meeting at Morant

could not tell us ; that we should know hereafter. We

Bay –Yes, I did.
1931% Where was it held – In the late Mr.

Gordon's house, just opposite the Wesleyan chapel.
10,314. Were any persons who are since dead
Present there 2–Yes.

10,315. Who did you see there of those who are
* dead?—George M'Intosh, and M1“Laren, and
several others.

19916. How many of them

altogether were there

"ºut giving the names —There must have been
"ten 20 or 30; I should think about that.
"317. What time of the day were you there 2–It
Was in the night.

"ºls. At what o'clock 2–I cannot rightly say at
*
it was. It was in the early part of the

10,323. Well, what was said —And they said they
said if it were anything good we should like to join
them. M'Intosh said, “What are you come to do here
“to-night, why were you not at the meeting under the
“gynnep tree in the parade.” And he said we were
spies. They began to kick up a row, and turned us out.
10,324. Did you go into the house ?–Oh, yes.
10,325. While you were there who was in the
chair —Iſenry Clyne, an old man. M'Laren was the
secretary at the meeting. IIe had writing materials
before him.

10,326. Did you go back to the house again after
that *—No.

10,327. I believe you were at the Bay the whole of
the l l th, and saw what transpired 2–Yes.
10,328. From beginning to end ?–Yes.

10,329. What part were you performing –No part.

Illſ
S“v.

10,330. You were not a Volunteer —No.
The witness withdrew.

Captain

Captain ALGERNoN DE Horsey sworn and examined.
"Wolverine "—ſ was.
"932. On the 11th of October did you receive a

considerable number of corpses lying about the 4. De Horsey.
ground.
10,340. Can you state what number 2—I should say

* Wom Governor Eyre, informing you that a

between 18 and 25, but I did not count them.

"ºl. Were you in October last captain of the

º apprehended in Morant Bay ?–Yes, on

the

10,341. Could you see which were Volunteers by

their dress, or which was not ?—I could not distin

"3%. And requesting conveyance by a man-of
"...ºr a company of troops ?–Yes.
10,334, Was the “Wolverine” the only vessel that

uish very well ; they were disfigured.

10,342. Did you see that the Court-house and other
buildings about there had been burnt 2–I did.

10,343. Did you then order the marines and a
*then had at your disposal 2–The “Wolverine”
of church
men under
Oxle
y to occu py
* the only man-of-war, except two gun-boats, company
a half-built
in theLieutenant
square 2–I
did.
-

which were under repair.
10,335. What did you do upon receiving that
"munication from the Governor –Immediately
º for sea, and went to Kingston to embark the

and non-combatants might be taken on board
“Wolverine "?—Yes, non-combatants, women,

rººps.

children.

10,344. Did you then give information that women
the
and

10,345. You remained at Morant Bay during the
10%. Having embarked the troops, what did
day, did you not —I remained during the day and
Yº-Having
embarked
the
troops,
I
proceeded
to
Port Royal, anchored there for the night, and during the night.
10,346. Was that in consequence of information
Rºlled to Morant Bay by daylight the following
morning.
you had received as to an expected attack —y.
10,347. But no attack was made either during that
10,337. At what time did you arrive at Morant
day or night 2–1 received information from Various
*—A little before 9 a.m. I think.

10%. Did you immediately land the troops, and sources that an attack was apprehended that
"ºup) the square ?—I did.

10339. What did you discover there?—I found a

might

and that the numbers estimated were I think from
400 to 800 or 1,000.

º
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sure they were not. I think their hands were tied
10,348. There having been no attack, did you take
came on board.
the refugees to Kingston with the view of bringing after they
0. Were they placed on the “Wolverine”?—
10,38
additional troops ?—I did the following day.
Captain
10,349. Did you bring additional troops from They were placed on the upper deck, between the gun
A. de Horsey.
Kingston —Yes, I brought a company of the Sixth. and the quarter deck.
10,381. How were they secured 2–Only by having
10,350. Did the “Onyx,” under the command of
7 Feb. 1866.
s tied, I think.
Lieutenant Brand, come with a company of West their hand
10,382. Did you see whether they were bound in
India troops ?—She did.
arks 7–Some, who were consi.
10,351. As you were coming back on the following any way to the bulw
s,
eader
d
in irons.
were
ringl
dere
le,”
avel
y,
the
with
in
“Car
fall
you
did
Frida
day,
10,383. How many do you think were in irons 2–
with the Governor on board?—I fell in with the
Six or eight I should think; perhaps 10.
“Caravelle" close to Kingston as I was returning.
10,384. Were they fastened to the bulwarks 2–
d
rnor
the
2.
boar
on
come
then
Gove
Did the
10,35
Not if they were in irons.
“Wolverine "?—Yes.
10,385. The others who were not in irons, were they
10,353. On the 14th did you proceed again to
ned to the bulwarks —I think that
Morant Bay ?—I will not be certain about the date. in any way faste
ain those who were considered
I think it was the 14th. I could tell by referring to the irons would not cont
my notes. Those are the notes. If the 14th is ringleaders.
10,386. You had not irons enough 2–I think the
stated there that was the day. Only it is not fresh in

THIRTEENTH
DAY.

shackles would not contain the number, and any
my memory.

10,354. On the 14th did you embark on board the
Governor and his family and Brigadier Nelson at
s.
Morant5.Bay ?—Yeve
the Governor in the meantime
I belie
10,35
had been to Port Morant on board the “Onyx "?—

violent characters who were considered ringleaders

Yes.

10,356. Did any Court-martial sit at Morant Bay
of which you were a member 2—No.
10,357. Was there a Court-martial at Morant Bay ?
There was a Court-martial sitting at Morant Bay the

or violent characters, if the irons would not hold

second time I arrived out.

Morant at daybreak, and arrived I think about noon,
10,389. Soon after 10 you say in your notes?—

10,358. On the Saturday that would be 2–I think
a Saturday.
it was
10,359. You were not a member of that Court
martial 2–No.

10,360. Do you know how many were tried by
that Court-martial 2–I think there were four or five.

10,361. Were there four executed in front of the
Court-house ?—I think there were, but not until I
had sailed.

10,362. Then you do not know that of your own
knowledge —No, not of my own knowledge.
10,363. What did you do when you arrived at Port
Morant —I embarked some troops.
10,364. Was that some of the West Indian regi
ments —Yes, who had marched up from Morant
Bay.

ió965.

were secured.

10,387. When you say violent characters you mean
not that they had showed violence on board the ship,
but that they were so reported 2–Those who were
considered to bear the reputation of being ringleaders,
them, they were secured to a bolt in the ship's side.
10,388. How long were you going from Port
Morant to Port Antonio —We

sailed from Port

That is correct.

10,390. Did you then disembark the troops and the
prisoners ?—I did.
10,391. That was on the Sunday ?—That was on
the Sund2.ay.
10,39 Did you there find an American barque
crowded with ladies and refugees —Yes, I did.
10,393. At Port Antonio did you find a body of
Maroons —I did.

10,394. What number 2—About 200, I think;
from 150 to 200.

10,395. Were they armed 2–They were armed
after their own fashion.

10,396. What was their own fashion ?—With

sticks and two or three pikes, and I think half a
Did you also take on board any prisoners ?

—I think I did.

10,366. Was that about 89 prisoners ?–Yes, about

West India Regiment dispatched under the command

89 prisoners.

10,367. Had you on board 240 troops ?–Yes.
10,368. Were there also refugees on board 2–Yes,

there were.

dozen muskets among them perhaps; they were very
tly armed.
indifferen
10,397. Were 50 men of the Sixth and 50 of the
of Captain Hole to march towards Manchioneal?—
I think there were.

10,398. On the following day, Monday, was there

e

10,369. And that was on the Saturday, was it 2–

a Court-martial held –There was.

10,399. Were you a member of that Court-martial?

Yes.

10,370. Where did you take the 89 prisoners to?—

To Port Antonio.

10,371. Did you see them embarked *—I saw them

10,400. Who presided over it 2–Colonel Hunt.
10,401. Do you know how many prisoners were
tried before that Court-martial 2–I do not know ;

come on board.

10,372. How were they brought on board?—In one
of the “Wolverine’s ” boats.

—I was not.

I should observe that

I went about so frequently to Port Antonio and

I think about 20 or more ; from 20 to 25, but I can
not swear to the number.

Morant Bay that I forget the particulars of each

10,402. I believe you then went back to Kingston,
taking the Governor on board, in order to get arms

trip.

for the Maroons —I did.

io973.

You remember the 89 prisoners being

10,403. Did you arrive at Kingston at 7 in the

brought on board, do you not ?—Yes, and they were
embarked in the “Wolverine's "boats.

10,374. Did you observe the way in which they
were brought on deck —I saw them come on deck.
10,375. Did you see any unnecessary cruelty used
in bringing them on board —None whatever.
10,376. Did you see them struck —No, not on
coming on board.

10,377. Did you see the way in which they were
brought from the boat up on to the deck 2–I did not
look over the side.

10,378. Were they bound before they were brought

morning on the 17th 2–I did.

10,404. And there you landed the Governor?—
Yes, at Kingston.

10,405. Did you there ship 500 stand of arms?-

We did.

10,406. Did you also then take on board the
Governor 2–I took on board the Governor.

10,407. Did you there receive a prisoner ?—I
there received a prisoner, Mr. Gordon.

10,408. Did you leave Kingston, calling at Port
Royal?—I left Kingston about noon or 1 o'clock, and

on board 2–No, I think not.

called at Port Royal.

10,379. Can you state positively whether they were
or not *-I could not state positively, but I am almost

Y

10,409. Did you then go on to Morant Bay?-

es.
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10410. Did you there disembark Mr. Gordon
believe you received him on the 17th ?—Yes.

I

it anything you had yourself seen in the first place 2

at Morant Bay?—Yes; I put to sea late from Port

10,411. And at daylight on the 18th did you arrive

10,433. Was it anything you had yourself heard
from the negroes?–No, it was from the requisition

Royal, about 2 or 3 o'clock; the sea breeze was very

that I had received from the Governor for men-of

sºng, and we did not get to Port Morant till day

war to visit the island. In August, I think it was,
I sent the “Bulldog” and “Cadmus ” down in con
sequence of the great state of alarm existing then.
10,434. Alarm of whom ?—I think it was of the

light in the morning.

10,412. Did the Governor stop at Morant Bay ?—
No, I think not.

10413. Did he go on with you afterwards to Port

Custos and civil officers of the several districts in

the western part of the island, who had applied to

Antonio.

the Governor for a naval force.

10,414. Did you leave Mr. Gordon at Morant
Bay?—I am not certain, I rather think he went to

10,435. Did you ascertain that that alarm was
entertained by the authorities at the western ports
which you yourself visited 2–I did not visit the

10,415. Was he the only prisoner you had on
board at that time —Oh, no ; I had a great many

western ports.

Others.

two men-of-war down.

10,416. At the same time?—At the same time.
10,417. Was there anything that you remarked
about the treatment of the prisoners on board the
“Wolverine : "-Nothing particular, except that
measures were taken for their safety, without any

10,437. Did you receive reports from the persons

commanding those men-of-war that you sent down 2
—I did ; and their reports, as far as I recollect, went
to confirm that there was ground for apprehension.
10,438. Did you make any communication to the

Governor of what you had observed, and the con

10,418. How was Mr. Gordon treated in parti
cular —Mr. Gordon was a prisoner under the charge
of a sentry, without being confined in any other

clusions to which you had arrived 2–At the time of
the outbreak do you mean :
10,439. Yes.—I wrote a dispatch to the Governor
on the day of my first arrival at Morant Bay; that

10,419. Was he in irons 2–No.

was the 12th.

10420. Or bound in any way ?–He was not under

10,440. Later than that, for instance, at the end
of October, did you have any conversation with the
Governor, or make any communication to him, as to
the impression which you had been led to form from

any restraint, except that a sentry had to remain
near him.

10.421. How many prisoners were there altogether?
—I think we had near 100 at one time on board.

10422. At the time you returned from Kingston
with Mr. Gordon and the Governor, how many had
you?—I should think about 40.

Mr. Gordon was

kept quite separate from the rest of the prisoners;
the negroes were between the guns. Mr. Gordon
was abaft in the afterpart of the ship, which he
had all to himself, and when it rained he was
allowed to go below.
10,423. On the morning of the 20th did you dis
º the 45 prisoners, including Mr. Gordon?—
eS.

10,424. Previous to leaving Morant Bay did you
give to the lieutenants commanding the “Onyx "

what you had observed —I had a great many con
versations with the Governor and a great many
written communications.

10,441. And did you communicate to him the im
pression that you had formed –I think I did ; I
think I fully communicated to him that I considered
very strong measures were necessary. I think I urged

strong measures as much as I thought it my duty
to do.

10,442. What do you mean by strong measures?—
That the insurrection should be put down with a

had it net 2—Entirely ; it had been put down in the

disposal of General Nelson —I did.
10,425. And did you, on the morning of the 21st,

first five days, I believe.
10,444. What then were the strong measures that
you recommended after the insurrection had been
put down within the first week —I do not remember

troops?—I did.

.10426. Were there any directions given as to her

recommending any strong measures in particular

Visiting the various western ports —She was sent

after the insurrection was put down ; it was more
during the first day or two or three.
10,445. But you say after that time, and as late

ºwn to land arms at several of the western ports.

10,427. In consequence of what was it that those

‘.

strong hand.
10,443. By the time you wrote this dispatch on
the 22d all open insurrection had been put down,

and “Nettle” orders to place their vessel at the
*nd the “Lily” to Kingston to ship some arms and

Captain
A. de Horsey.

10,436. You did not yourself go there 2–No, I sent

ill-treatment.

way.

DAY.
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Antonio —I think he went on with me to Port

Port Antonio too.

THIRTEENTH

—No.

*tions were given for landing arms at the various as the 22d, you still entertained apprehensions that
Yºstern ports —In consequence of a requisition
ºn the Governor that a man-of-war should go down
there with arms.

19428. You sent your dispatch, I see, to the

Almiral on

the 22d of October giving an account
ºf your proceedings?—Yes, the original went to the

"maider-in-Chief and a duplicate to the Admiral.

there might be fresh risings; you say, “I have thus
“sketched what has been done up to the present
“ day, and now, as the state of the affairs still is, I
“
“
“
“

have reason to think that owing to the prompt
and energetic measures that has been adopted the
rebels are paralysed with fear, and will make no
head against the military force ; but I venture to

Did you then express your conviction that “express my conviction that unless military posts

t;

10,429.

ſt

unless military posts were stationed at the principal

{{

Places all the white people would gradually leave “ people will gradually leave the island, as their

“ are maintained at the principal places all the white
&

the island, as their lives and properties would not ‘ lives and properties will not be safe.” Was that
the conviction that you entertained as late as the
º safe"?—I did, in those words.
10430. What was it that led you to that convic 22d 2–That was my opinion on the 22d.
10,446. Did you communicate that opinion to the
*—I was of opinion that the negroes throughout
ſ:

*iland were in a very disaffected condition, and my Governor that it would be necessary to maintain
"Pilon was principally formed from conversations
With the inhabitants of Jamaica.

military posts —Yes, I did, I am sure I did, in con
versation, but not officially.

10,447. I am not asking you merely as to official
!"431. Were those conversations that you had
With them during those three or four days or those dispatches —I can have no doubt whatever that I
* lays that you were engaged in these matters ? did, as I conversed very fully with him upon the
-Principally, but not entirely. During the two or subject.
Previous months I had considered that Jamaica
"* in a very disaffected state.

"48% What had led you to that conclusion ; was

10,448. Did you have any conversation with him
on the subject of continuing martial law
The
Governor told me how long martial law would last,
C c 4

t;
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but I do not recollect having any further conver

IDAY.

sation on the matter.

Captain
A. de Horsey.
7 I'eb. 1866.

10,449. That would be for 30 days, for the month

BEFORE

merely received them on board for conveyance for
safety.
10,470. Do you remember what officer it was that

—Till the 13th of November, I think it was.

you received them from ?—Captain Luke, of the

10,450. Did you form any opinion yourself from
what you saw as to the necessity of continuing mar
tial law during the whole of that time 2 – My
opinion at the time was that the civil law was not
capable of resuming its functions immediately ; there
was too great a state of alarm all over the island.

West India Regiment, I think.
10,471. Was there a woman amongst those pri
soners ?—I do not recollect whether there was a

woman among the prisoners on the first day, but at
various times there were several women among the
prisoners.
10,451. And that the existence of martial law was
10,472. Will you try and recollect the number of
calculated to produce confidence among some at any prisoners that arrived by the first boat after you
rate ; is that what you mean *—I thought so ; I did arrived at Morant Bay ?—I think two.
not think at that time that one month was too
10,473. What were they, men —Men.
much.
10,474. What was the next boat full –I am sorry
10,452. Or was it rather assumed that martial I did not bring the ship's log, I could then have given
law having been declared it would, as a matter of you the number.
course, continue for a month —I do not think I gave
10,475. It is not a usual thing for you, I suppose,

that much thought.
10,453. You understood it was to last a month –
I understood it was to last a month, and I was of

opinion that it was a good thing it should last a
month, and I am of that opinion still.

10,454. Can you remember exactly how long you

to receive prisoners ?–No, it was an unusual state of

things entirely.
10,476. I wish you to try and inform us of the
particulars of this unusual state of affairs —I do not
think a dozen prisoners altogether came on board
that day, as far as I recollect.
-

had Mr. Gordon on board your boat —On board the

10,477. Amongst that dozen was there a woman Ż

“Wolverine "at least at least a day and a half I
think, if not two days.
10,455. You of course received him when you

—I cannot recollect ; it was a perpetual embarkation

returned from Port Antonio the first time to fetch

arms for the Maroons —I received him at Kingston
between 12 and 1 o'clock.

-

and disembarkation.

10,478. (Commission.) Were refugees received
that day and women among them —A great number
of refugees, I daresay 80 or 90.
10,479. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were the prisoners taken on

10,456. You got to Kingston the day after you left

board the “Wolverine” in the same manner as the

Port Antonio —Yes; I left Port Antonio, and

refugees —Certainly not.
10,480. What was the difference 2––The refugees

touched at Morant Bay, and went to Kingston.
10,457. You left Port Antonio on Tuesday the
17th, or was it Monday the 16th –I could tell by
referring to my notes.
10,458. You received Mr. Gordon, with about 40

or 50 other prisoners, at Kingston on the same day
as you received the Governor on board the “Wolve
rine : *-I cannot swear to the number of prisoners.
I received Mr. Gordon on the same day that the
Governor re-embarked.

10,459. That was on your return from Port Antonio,
when you embarked arms for the Maroons? — It
Wals.

10,460. Then you left Kingston with the Governor,
Mr. Gordon, and the other prisoners, and proceeded

back to Port Antonio, which was your final destina
tion, was it not ?—I am almost sure it was ; in fact,
I know it was, because it was on purpose to take the
arms to the Maroons there.

10,461. Then you touched at Morant Bay ?—
I touched at Morant Bay en route.
10,462. It was there you disembarked some of the
prisoners, or did you take the whole body from King
ston and proceed on to Port Antonio —I think I took
them on to Port Antonio.

10,463. Did the whole body that you had taken on
board at Kingston go on to Port Antonio with you ?
—I cannot say for certain ; I think they did.
10,464. But Governor Eyre went to Port Antonio
with you ?—I think I took them to Port Antonio and
brought them back again.
10,465. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were you senior officer at

were embarked as you would embark ladies and gen

tlemen, and the prisoners were brought on board as
prisoners, secured sufficiently for safety.
10,481. Do you recollect any arrangement being
made by way of rope and pully to embark the pri
soners ?—I think that in the case of the most violent

ones they were brought off with their hands tied, and
not being able to walk up the side I think they were
hauled up with a rope's end.
10,482. Do you mean by the expression violent
ones, that they were violent, or only reputed to be
so 2–I think in the particular case to which you
allude I did myself see violence, for I was on the
wharf. There was very great difficulty in getting
the men into the boat; nothing but main force could
embark them, and they were so violent that in order
to prevent their jumping out of the boat again it was
necessary to lash them.
I0,483. This was violence displayed by the pri
soner on the wharf – Yes, on the wharf.

10,484. And they were then tied by your direc
tion ?—Not by my direction, I was merely looking
OIl.

10,485. You were on the wharf –I was on the
wharf.

10,486. Were they tied by your men on that occa
sion while you were present —I think one or two
might have been ; if they were tied after they were

in the boat it would have been by my men, but if
they were tied before it would probably have been by
the soldiers of the West India Regiment.

the senior officer of the Jamaica division, which in

10,487. Was there a woman standing on the wharf
among these prisoners ?—I have no recollection of

cludes all the West Indies as far as Barbadoes and
St. Thomas.

seeing a woman prisoner on that day at all.
10,488. Do you recollect on that or any other occa

10,466. When the prisoners were brought to you

sion seeing a woman hoisted up by rope and pulley

your first arrival at Morant, Bay?—I was ; I was

to be taken on board the “Wolverine,” did you make

from the boat into the “Wolverine?”—I never heard

any investigation into their cases before receiving

of such a thing, and I do not think any officer in the

them 2–Not at all.

“Wolverine" would have stood by and seen it.

10,467. By whom were the prisoners brought to
you on the first occasion, on your arrival at Morant

saw or heard such a thing.

Bay ?–The prisoners were brought by pickets of the
West India Regiment, and brought down to the wharf,
and I sent boats to look after them.

10,489. You never saw such a thing 2—I never
º

10,490. Do you recollect when Mr. Gordon was
brought on board the “Wolverine” whether there
was a gentleman with him of the name of William

10,468. You had had nothing to do with the appre
hension of the prisoners ?—Nothing whatever.

Wemyss Anderson, solicitor, of Kingston —Not that

10,469, You merely received them on borad 7–I

10,491. Was any application made to you by any

I know of.
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gºleman on board the “Wolverine ... for liberty to

hanged at Morant Bay, you have mentioned it already
to-day in your examination ?—I only mentioned it, I

jdress Mr. Gordon, or to put himself in communi
cation with him, while he was your prisoner —I do
not recollect anybody asking me, but if he had asked
I should certainly have refused. I have no recollec
tion of anybody asking me.
10,492. Did you not refuse a written communica
tion from a gentleman stating himself to be a
solicitor, wishing to place himself in communication

10,514. You have told us about the state of insur
rection, and so on ; when you arrived at Morant in

with Mr. Gordon —I have no recollection whatever

the “Wolverine” was steaming in.

of receiving any written communication from any
solicitor or anybody else about Mr. Gordon.
10493. Was there on board the “Wolverine’’ on

10,515. Did you find any armed force of rebels in
possession of Port Morant when you went there 2–1

that occasion a lame gentleman —Yes, on that occa
sion, or about that time, I do not recollect.
10,494. I wish you to try and recollect if he was

10,516. Or at Port Antonio 2–I had not found an
armed force anywhere opposed to us.
10,517. Then I understand that when you reported
to the Governor your view of the state of the island,
his own report, and his own requisitions to you on
previous occasions, were part of the information upon
which you acted ?–I do not think I quite understand
the question.
10,518. You recollect receiving a request from the

on board the “Wolverine” at the same time as Mr.

Gordon was 3–That I can hardly recollect.
10,495. Are you prepared to say that that lame
gentleman did not place himself in communication with

you representing himself to be a solicitor and desiring
fiberty to communicate to Mr. Gordon —I cannot
recºllect his making any request to me about Mr.
Gordon.

10,46. Were you made the medium of any request
tº the Governor in connexion with that matter —I

think not, indeed this is the first I have heard of it.
10,497. How was Mr. Gordon treated when he was

isembarked from the “Wolverine” to be placed at
Morant Bay ?—I have no knowledge whatever.
10.498. Did you not see him disembarked *—No.
10,499. Did you at any time have any part of your

think, as hearsay.

I heard that four were hanged

after I went to sea.

THIRTEENTH
DAY.
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what condition did you find it with regard to any
armed force being opposed to you ?—I found no armed
force, they had all retired. I believed they retired as

arrived at Port Morant at dusk and did not land.

Governor to send men-of-war round to some of the
other districts of the island 2–That was two months

before, in August.
10,519. You have stated to-day, as I understand
you, that the request to send men-of-war round to the
other districts in August was part of the reason for
your declaring your belief that the island was in a
dangerous condition in the month of October 2—Yes.
10,520. You say that you were in communication
with the inhabitants of Jamaica also, and that from

fºrce of sailors on board the “Wolverine " at Morant

Bay for duty there —I landed a party of 114.
10,500. For what purpose were those men landed?
–To guard against an attack from the natives.
10,50l. Were any part of those men landed for the
sº of acting as executioners at Morant Bay?—
0.

10,502. Did you receive reports from the officers at
Morant Bay in charge of these men during the whole
Kriol they were engaged on shore ?–1 received very
lºw reports, because I placed the naval party under
the Order of Brigadier-General Nelson.
10.503. Then we are to understand you did not

hºw what was taking place at Morant Bay by the
º of your ship while they were under the orders of
General Nelson?—I got duplicates, I think, of most

"ºls, but I was absent and could not consider my
selfin command.

!".5%. From whom were those reports received?—
ºn the officer in command, Lieutenant Oxley.
!"305. In those duplicate reports were there any
*ments made by Lieutenant Oxley of the duty the

*were performing at Morant Bay; did he say
hºw the men were engaged – Not particularly at

Mºunt Bay, they were principally engaged at Easing
ton, *Way

from Morant Bay.

* Did you receive no reports, or duplicate
** stating that any of your men were engaged

"yºt Morant Bay?–Oh yes.
t

º What duty –Garrison
}lºe,

duty, garrisoning

10,521. Was it the persons in Port Royal that so
impressed your mind *—I should find it difficult to
give the names as I am a stranger, and do not know

many persons' names, but I spoke to a great many
whose names I do not know.

10,522. You know the Custos of Kingston as for
example ; were you in communication with Doctor
Bowerbank on that subject —I know him a little. I

do not recollect speaking to him on the subject.
10,523. Were you in communication with many
members of the Government, Mr. Hosack and Mr.
Westmorland for instance?—I was in communication
with Mr. Hosack, and I saw Mr. Bowerbank on

various subjects.

10,524. Do you mean that those official parties, the
Custos and the members of the Executive Committee,
were part of those to whom you allude *—Certainly.
10,525. What men-of-war were sent down to what
you call the western districts in August 2—The
“Cadmus" and the “Bulldog.”

10,526. Have you any written report from the
officers in charge —ſ had.
10,527. What were the names of the officers 2
Captain Wake,
Gordon,who
whocommanded
commandedthe
the“Bulldog.”
“Cadmus, and
y

-

* Was that all you were informed, was it not

10,528. Have you their reports here so that you can

*10 you that the men were engaged in executing
|ſiºners ?—I think not.
º
You think not —I should say certainly

produce them to the Commission ?—They are at the

**we no recollection of any such report being

10,529. (Mr. Walcott.) Were you not the senior
officer in command of this division since the death of

made to me.

Commodore's office, they can be produced on applica
tion to the Admiral.

* If yºur men were so employed, was it a part

Commodore Craycroft, and until the arrival of

* y of the officer there to report to you such a
tº re . as that?–1t was the duty of the officer

modore Sir Leopold M'Clintock; and was it durin

hº Nº.
in all respects.
º
nd he did not report that any part of your
i. º in the duty of executioners ?–I
º certainly not. I cannot swear that execu
ºf any º ºver mentioned, but I have no recollection

$10
º

information that you received from them you are
enabled to form an opinion. Will you tell us some of
the inhabitants with whom you were in communication ;
where was your principal station at Jamaica –Port
Royal.

10

º being made to me about executions.

N."* Were you ever on shore at Morant Bay –

Aſ)

that time that the request was sent to you to ...;
down men-of-war to the western Ports of the island P

—I think it was the day before Commodore Craycroft

died that
I hadthetocommand.
act. I think
before
I took

10513, Do you recollect the first party that

the requisition came

10,530. But you had to act upon it —I had to act
upon it as Commodore Craycroft was ill and died
10,331. Did you receive any communicati
other inhabitants of the

ſ

Com

-

iºſ Jº

WaS

persons of the state of feeling among the PeaSantr;:
Dd

º
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the island 2–From several of the inhabitants of St.

DAY.

Thomas in the East, I think.
Captain
4. de Horsey.
7 Feb. 1866.

10,532. Do you know the President of Privy
Council, Mr. Salmon –A little.
10,533. Did he ever speak to you about the con
dition of the country?—Yes, I have conversed with
him about the condition of the country.

dangerous state of the island, at the time you com
municated to Governor Eyre, was formed upon some
sources of information ; was it founded upon the

communications and official reports sent to you by the
commanders of the “Cadmus ” and the “Bull-dog?”
—No, I think not. Their official reports, as far as I

recollect them, said that there was reason for appre

10,534. Was he one of the persons whose informa

tion assisted to form your opinion ?—I do not think I
made his acquaintance uutil after my opinion was
formed.

10,535. (Commission.) You say that the Custos
and the members of the Executive Government were

those with whom principally you communicated, and
which led to the opinion you formed ; were there
other persons besides those ?—I think I did not say
principally, but partly.
10,536. There were other persons whom you com
municated with, and whose communication led you to
form that opinion ?—The other persons were princi
pally inhabitants of St. Thomas in the East, who
came up in the “Wolverene” afterwards.
10,537. That was during the disturbance —Yes.
10,538. Then, as I understand you, you had been
led to form an opinion of the dangerous state of the
island from communications made to you as to the
other parts of the island. Do you mean that persons
of St. Thomas in the East spoke not only of the state
of feeling in their own district but other districts too?
—I think so, but I cannot recollect the conversations

in times pass.
10,539. Were any of the prisoners under your
charge at any time ill treated as far as your observa
tion went —No ill-treatment of prisoners on board
took place to my knowledge.
10,540. Were you ever present at any of the Courts
martial that were held at Morant Bay while you were
there 2–I was present, I think, at the first Court
martial.

10,541. Was that Court-martial conducted in the

usual order —I was present only a part of the time,
I should say, and I do not pretend to have much
knowledge of military Courts-martial.
10,542. You speak of a Court-martial being held at
Port Antonio, were you present there 2–No, I was

hension, but did not speak of any particulars.

10,544. They visited Savanna-la-Mar and Montego
Bay in August 2–Yes.
10,545, And Dry Harbour f—Not Dry Harbour.

10,546. Did they visit Black River ?—Yes.
10,547. Were there reports other than official
reports that they sent to you ?—None.
10,548. Then it was only their official reports?—
No other.

10,549. You had not any verbal communication with
them 2–I saw them after they returned.
10,550. But your opinion was not formed from any
verbal communication they made to you, is that so?
—I had communication with Captain Gordon when he
returned from some of those places.
10,551. Had you conversation with him about the
state of the island which assisted to form your opinion,
or was it formed exclusively from official statements?
—It did assist to form my opinion ; everything I
heard assisted to form my opinion.
10,552. Was what you heard from the commanders
of the “Cadmus” and “Bull-dog” part of the
material upon which you came to a conclusion upon
the state of the island?—In a very slight degree.
10,553. You have seen this list ; I believe it is one

that was made out by you ?—Yes.
10,554. Does that contain the names of the officers

and men under your command at the time you went
to Morant Bay, in October (it was handed to the
witness) —This contains all but one, which I forgot
until this morning, that is Mr. Patch, my secretary.
10,555. The other paper contains the list of those
you left ashore ?—This, the list of the detachment of
my men.

-

10,556. Are they correct 2–Yes.
10,557. (Mr. Gorrie) Do you remember having any
communication made to you by any naval officer as to
his interfering to stop or prevent any persons being

shot —I have no recollection of hearing anything of

not.

10,543. You have said that your opinion of the

the kind.

The witness withdrew.

G. Bryan.

GEORGE BRYAN re-called and further examined.

10,558. You have something that you wish to say ?
—You asked me if I knew anything more. I did not
understand at the time; I understood I was to give
witness as to my brother alone.
10,559. Who made you understand otherwise since 2
—When I went outside I was told to say as much as I
had seen.

10,560. Were you here yesterday ?—Yes.
10,561. Were you in the room here yesterday ?—

bush, and the soldiers stand in the road and fire gun

after him ; immediately after this I saw a man of the
name of Sandy M'Pherson tied with a rope, and the
black soldiers carried him.

10,566. How did they carry him —They carried
him with the rope in this way (with his hands tied); he
had nothing on his head as he was going along the road.
10,567. What do you mean by carrying him ; You

No, I was not inside.

don't mean they took him on their backs —No; he
was going on between them along the road, and as

10,562. Were you outside, below the bar where the
people are standing —I was outside the bar.
10,563. Were you here when Mr. Duffus was

back of the neck, and the ball came out through his

examined —Yes, I was here, but I did not hear what
he was saying.
10,564. You were not asked that ; but I now ask

you, did you hear what he said —I was only able to
catch a word.

10,565. What have you got to say now ; you have
been sworn, and you will recollect you are on your

they go along a little more further they shot him at the
eye.

10,568. Where did this take place —At Long Bay.
10,569. On the road —Yes, on the road.

10,570. How far from Long Bay; where were the
troops marching 2—They came from Port Antonio,
and they slept that night at the house of Mr. George
Ward, a magistrate.

former oath —On the 16th October last I was in

10,571. Why did they shoot Sandy MPherson 3–

Francis Winter's house, at Long Bay, and I saw a
regiment of black soldiers coming, and there was a

I don't know why they shot him. I was in the house
and saw them; they tied him, but I can't tell what

man of the name of Thomas Panton along with them.

they tied him for.
10,572. How far off was the soldier when he fired at

Immediately they shot him down, and they came up

part of the way, and I saw a man of the name of him —The soldier that carried him was behind him ;
Thomas Franklin, a constable. He had a cutlass and he had the rope, and he was going on, and as he wº
a staff in his hands; the black soldiers were riding going past Francis Winter's house he made him stand
horses, galloping after the man; the man ran in the up, and he loosed the rope and tied it to the back of
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him, and after that he shot him at the
neck, and the ball came through his eye.

back of his

house, and the soldiers and this man, Sam Holmes,
caught hold of his shirt and back, and dragged him

THIRTEENTH
DAY.

10,573. How far off were you?—I was in the same

into the road, and the white soldier was before Sam
Holmes on his horse, and as he heard Sam Holmes

G. Bryan.

say, “Come here,” they shoved the boy away from
him, and as the boy was going up to the house the

7 Feb. 1866.

house, and the man was just passing, going along just
at the corner.

-

-

10,574. How long did you see him before he was
shot?—I cannot rightly tell you, for I had not a
watch.

10,375. Was it five minutes ?—About that perhaps;
I don't know.

10,576. Was it half a day ?–No.
10,577. Was it half a minute —Yes.
10,578. Then can you give some notion how long it

was; you say you saw them come along —Yes.
10,579. And you saw him tied ?–Yes.
10,580. Was he tied to a tree and shot —No, not

soldiers knocked him, and he pitched back dead.
10,604. What soldiers did that ?—White soldiers.
Sam Holmes shoved the boy away from him, and as
the boy was going up to the house the soldier shot
him in the back of his shoulder, and he fell dead.

10,605.
all ; he is
10,606.
his living
10,607.

What is Sam Holmes —He is nobody at
no constable, nor soldier, nor anything.
What is he ; does he do anything to get
–No; he is a black man.
Where does he live 2–He lives in Port

tied to anywhere at all ; he was tied with a rope, and

Antonio.

the soldier had the rope at the back of him.
10,581. From the time you first saw him until he

10,583. Have you not the slightest idea; was it all
done directly –All done directly; as I saw him pass

10,608. What is his business 2–I do not know,
because he is not living in my parish.
10,609. How did you know anything about him
then ; how did you know his name —I knew his
name because he usually came up near me at Long
Bay.
10,610. What did he come about 2–Going down
and coming about the place at Golden Grove. I

it was done in the same minute, all done at once.

knew him, that was the reason I called his name.

10,584. What did he do when he got the ball in
that way ?–He dropped dead.
10,585. Did he drop on his back?—He dropped on

10,611. You said just now that you did not know
anything about him because he was not of your
parish —No, not to know what trade he was.
10,612. You must have known what he was doing
if he was a friend and an acquaintance of yours ?—

was shot, how long was it *—It was half a minute;
I can't say.
10,582, Can you give us no idea how long it was 2
—No; I could not tell what time it was.

his back.

10,586. He fell on his back, the ball going in at the
back and coming out at his eye *—Yes.
10,587. What did the soldiers do when they got
this man between them with his hands tied behind

him?—They were tied in front at first, and then they
untied them and tied his hands behind his back and
shot him.

He was not close in the neighbourhood.

10,613. How did he get his living —I cannot tell.
10,614. Was he a labourer ?– Yes, he was a
labourer.
10,615. Does he hire land 2–I cannot swear that.

I do not know whether he buys land or whether he
10,588. Then they changed the rope —Yes.
10589. When they shot at him was he walking or
standing still ?–He stand.

10,690. Then upon the line of road you saw one
sºldier take up his gun and shoot him through the
head?—Yes.

10,591. How far off was the soldier –The soldier

º standing

as far as those people (a few

hires land.

10,616. How does he get money to live with ?–I
do not know.

10,617. Does he labour on his own land, or is he
hired out by other people —The whole of them buy
land, but I don't know whether he had any of his own.
10,618. You say he was a labourer –Yes, he was
a labourer.

Well, sir, after that

yards).

10,592. Was any word of command given to shoot

him?—I cannot say; I could not go near them.
10,693. How many soldiers were there there —A
quantity; I could not number them.

10,594. Were any in front of him as well as behind
him?-No, all at the back of him.

10,395. Were they black soldiers ?—Black soldiers,

and white troops with them.
10.596. How many?—I could not reckon them ;
there was a quantity.

10,619. Well, after that, what happened that you
want to say ?—After that I went on to David Mayne's
shop.
10,620. Was that the same day ?—Yes, the 16th;
and as I went to David Mayne's shop I saw a brown
coloured man of the name of Jones, from Mr.

Kennedy's place, and I saw David Mayne tie a man
and kick a man till he fell ; that man was a ring
leader.

10,621. Who was David Mayne – He was a
brown man.

10.597. Did you see officers with them —Yes, I
* officers with them, but I do not know who they

10,622. What was his business 2—A shopkeeper.

Węre,

10,623. Where does he live —At Long Bay.

10598. How were the soldiers going, did you

10,624. You say that David Mayne tied a man and

*; were they black and white mixed together ?

kicked him till he fell?—Yes.

-Black and white mixed together ; and I saw a

10,625. Because he was a ringleader ?—Yes.
10,626. Where were you when he did that ?—I was
at the shop.

º with

some officers in it, and all the soldiers

€.

10,399. How were the black soldiers dressed ?—

10,627. Were you standing close by?—Yes, close by.

Tº had on a red waistcoat coming right off here,
"the others of them were in white,
10:00 Do you mean the white soldiers were all

10,628. How did you know he was a ringleader 2 –
I could not tell that ; I did not examine him.

tressed in white ?—Yes, with a white cap.

—David Mayne said so.

"ºl. After that what became of you?—I was
*ing at the same spot, for I could not come out,

"I saw a man coming from the sea-beach. As he

10,629. Then why do you say he was a ringleader 2
10,630. You stood by and heard him say so 2–Yes.
10,631. Did he say so to you ?—Yes.

ame along the road he saw the soldiers standing at

10,632. What did you say —I did not say any
thing. . James Codrington ordered me immediately

** He went up to his house, and as he went

to go along with the constable, and carry the man to

"," his house a man named Sam Holmes had a
ºutlass in his hand,

Manchioneal, with a woman by the name of Jane
M“Kay, and another man named Andrews, three of

º

them.

and as he saw the boy going by
him back, and said, “Where are you coming

"º, Was the boy running —Yes, the boy saw

10,633. Did you go?—I go. In the way of going
up I meet a dead man in the road of the name of

**ldiers, and was afraid of the soldiers.

Thomas M'Caw; he was dead on the road going up

10603. Was he running –Yes, to go into 'his

to Mr. Kennedy's place.
D d 2

-
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10,634. What time of day was this 2—I cannot

rightly tell you; it was late in the day.
G. Bryan.

10,635. Did you go where you were told to go by

James Codrington at Long Bay ?—Yes, I was going
7 Feb. 1866,

up to Manchioneal, seven miles from Long Bay.
10,636. Did you go there 2–Yes, I carried the
persons from the shop up to Manchioneal on the same
day, and as I go further on I meet a man by the
name of Morris Jones; he was dead.
10,637. Another dead man?–Yes, another dead

10,661. On Friday, the 20th October, was there
anything you saw that you have to state —I am
telling you first about the 17th, as I was going home.
10,662. Well, was there anything more on the
7th 2–Yes.

10,663. What was that ?—I saw a black soldier

going down to Long Bay ; I was behind him going
on the road.

10,664. One soldier ?—Him one; he

leave the

rest of the soldiers, and as he go down to Mr.

man. I was going up to Manchioneal, and his house
was burnt down, and the soldiers shot him. I go on
further to Mulatto River, Mr. Hinchelwood's place,

Hinchelwood's place he met a big bull in the way,

and I met another dead man, of the name of William

and as he go a little more further on he meet one

Edwards.

constable and two more men, bringing up four more
prisoners to Manchioneal, and this one soldier asked
him, “Who are these ?” He say, “Prisoner,” “Where
you carrying him to.” “Up to the captain.” Then the
soldier loose the man, and send off one to a distance,
and stand him and he shot him, and he drop down
dead; he took the other one, put him off again, and
shot him dead; he take another one and put him of
again and shot him dead.

10,638. What did you do with the prisoners you
were sent to take 2–I had them with me.

10,639. What did you do with them —I carried
them and delivered them up to the Captain.
10,640. What Captain did you deliver them up to ?
—To Captain Hole.
10,641. Was that the same day ?—That same day.
10,642. Was that all you did that day ?—Yes: as
I gave him up the Captain asked the constable,
“What man is this " The constable say, “Mr.
James Codrington had given him to me as a ring
leader.”

10,643. Was that the man you had taken prisoner ?
—Yes, and I gave up the two women along with the

and he shot him dead.

, 10,665. What did he meet 2—A big bull, a cow,

10,666. That was three ?—Yes; and he took

another one, the boy was going to run, and he shot
him on his back, and knock him down on his face.
10,667. That was four 2–Yes, and the men returned

In all.

back to Long Bay with him.
10,668. Were these white or black soldiers you are
speaking of 2–It was one black soldier.

10,644. Did you do anything more ?—No. The
Captain said to me that I must not go down to-night,

shot the four.

10,669. Did one man shoot them all ?—One man

as it was late, and if I went down the soldiers would

10,670. You say these four that you met were

meet me and shoot me, and I slept there that night,
and next morning I was going to come away, and I
stopped, as I heard this man was going to be shot.

with a constable —Yes, one constable, and two more

10,645. Which man 2–The man of the name of
Jones.

*

10,646. Do you mean the man you had taken —
Yes, and another one they brought up from Long
Bay, Andrew Ward, and they were going to hang the
two next morning, and I wait until they hang.
10,647. After they were hung, what did you do?—
Stop, sir. I wait as I heard they were going to hang;
I wait till they hang, I saw some white soldiers put
a rope under Ward's neck and one to Jones' neck;
and Mr. Harris was there, the Baptist minister, and
they marched them down to the Bay. The white
soldier was behind them with gun, and the Captain
was before the white soldier, and the prisoners was
behind the white soldier, and the black soldier was

before the prisoner, and they marched down to the
Bay.

-

isis.

Did you follow 2–I followed. I was going
home. They carried them down to the wharf, and

men besides the constable.

10,671. What were the two more men —They
were going along with the constable to assist him.
10,672. But who and what were they —They
were no constables.

10,673.
10,674.
10,675.
10,676.
10,677.

-

What were they —They were labourers.
Did you know them before ?–Yes.
Who are they —One was William Bryan.
Is he any relation of yours ?–Yes,
What relation is he 3—He is a cousin of

mine.

10,678. What was the name of the second man —
The second was Edward Richardson.

10,679. What was he 2–He was a labourer.
10,680. Where did these men live –At Long

Day.
10,681. Are they there now 2–Yes.
10,682. Who was the constable that was with
them —The constable was Thomas M'Kay.
10,683. Had you known him long —Yes.

10,684. And you say that these two labourers and

they hung the two, and this Jane M'Kay they flogged.

the constable permitted this black soldier to shoot

10,649. Was she taken down to the wharf –Yes,
and they flogged her at the wharf, and gave her fifty.
10,650. How many soldiers were there there?—I

these four men 2–Yes.

cannot number them.

10,651. Was there more than one soldier 3–More.

There was the captain, and the officers, and the
prisoners.
10,652. What Captain was it 2–Captain Hole.
10,653. This was on the 17th 2–On the 17th.
10,654. How long did you remain at the wharf?—
I remained there until they hang them, and then I

10,685. You say they stood by when this was
done —Yes.

-

10,686. And you stood by ?—Yes.
10,687. What were you then doing; how came
you to be marching with this soldier ?—I was not
marching with him; I was afraid of him; I was
behind him all the way down.

10,688. How far off were you when he shot these
four men —I was standing a distance behind him.
10,689. You were not a constable f—No, I was

went away.

not a constable.

10,655. Who flogged Jane M'Kay ?—A white
soldier flogged her on the back.
10,656. What with ?—They tied her.
10,657. What was the instrument they flogged her
with ?—With a cat. Then I went away from
Manchioneal, and was going home, and there was a
soldier before me, as I was going home to Long

10,690. When you saw this black soldier shot those
four people, how far were you off?—I was near to

*
ay.

10,658. Was that on the Friday?—It was on the 17th.
10,659. That would be Wednesday, would it not ?—

No, the 17th was Tuesday.
10,660. When did you go home 2—I go home the
same 17th.

them;
I had
a pass,
and awas
constable
was?—A
withman
me. of
10,691.
What
constable
with you
the name of James Panton.

•

10,692. Where is James Panton now —I don't
know where he is now, I don’t see him.
10,693. Is he in the police now —No.

10,694. When did you last see him —I have not
seen him since.

10,695.
Not since
10,696. Then
you that
makeday
it ?—No.
out that yourself and

the constable who was with you, and the ""
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labourers and the constables with the prisoners, that
is five persons, stood by while the four men were
shot down by this one black soldier?—Yes.

10,697. That is what you mean to state, is it —
Yes; well, on my way home the black soldier sent
back the men and I go on along with him.
10,698. Then the black soldier went back again *
—Yes, straight down to Long Bay. I have not
reached there yet, and as he got to Long Bay, James
Codrington bring out six men, and he asked him who

distance with you along the road from Manchionea THIRTEENTH
DAY.
to Long Bay, the whole seven miles 2–Yes.

!º. Were you in his company the whole time *

7 Feb. 1866.

10,726. Within sight of him 2–Yes.

10,727. Do you mean that being within sight of

all they; he say prisoners, and a man of the name of

him for seven miles, and seeing him shoot down 10
men, you would not know him again –The truth is,
that I could not go near to him to stand before him.
10,728. Still you could look at him, and see what
he was doing 2—Yes, I did, but there are plenty of

Tremaine. Mr. Codrington's head-man went out and

black soldiers favour each other.

said that one of the men of the name of Robert

10,729. Do you mean that is the reason you would
not know him; that they are all so alike —Yes.
10,730. That is the reason you give *—Yes,

Berry stole a hog from Mr. Christy Codrington; the
man said that he did not steal any; that he knew he
was going to dead, and after he was dead the hog
would come out. The same black soldier put him
out; he said I don't want no chat from you, and he

other so that you cannot tell the one from the other ?

put out the six of them, and he shot four at that side,

—Yes.

and carried two men to that side and shot them; that
one soldier shot ten men that one day.
10,699. That one soldier did —Yes.
10,700. Who was present when he shot the six
men that you have just mentioned —There was a
vast quantity of people present.
10,701. Give us the names of any other beside

yourself that you know?—There was my father, but
he is unable to come, he is old.

10,702. Was there anybody else about there that
you say saw it —Yes, the men saw it.
10,703. Give us the names of anybody that you
saw and that were there 2–William Dryan, the same
man I told you of before, and Richardson.
10,704. Are those the two labourers who had seen
the other four –Yes.

G. Bryan.

- L. eS.

because I did not see him to know him.

10,731. You say the black soldiers favour each

10,732. Is that the reason you give —Yes, because
I did not examine him.

10,733. How long were you with him altogether ?
—I walked from the 13ay, and I saw him before me
all the way along the Bay.
10,734. You walked the whole seven miles with
him —Yes.

10,735. As you saw all this, you must have been
within sight of him ; were you more than a half of
a mile from him as you went along the road —No,
I did not measure the road ; I do not know what dis
tance it was that he was on before me.

10,736. Were you as near to him as you are to the
end of this room 2–Yes.

10,737. And you stood near him when he shot the
four men on the road 2–Yes.

-

10,705. And the other constable that were with
them, was he there also f-Yes.

10,706. Any others ?—I cannot remember the rest
of them now; there was too many of them, I cannot
remember them.
Y 10,707. This was on the 17th October, was it 2–
£S.

10,738. And you went on to Long Bay and stood
near him when he shot the six *—Yes.

10,739. You were one of a great number of persons
standing by when he shot the six *—Yes.
10,740. You were as near as the rest of them 2–
Yes, I was near up at that time.

10,741. Could not you then take an opportunity of

10,708. At what time on that day did you get
back to Long Bay ?—I cannot tell what time; it
would be about 12 in the day.
10,709. Twelve in the middle of the day, do you
mean?—Yes.

10,710. You had come from Manchioneal 2–Yes.
10,711. That is seven miles off?—Yes.

10,712. Did the constables you met, who were
bringing the first four men that were shot, turn back
the same way as you did —They turned

º
{{CK,

10,713, And the black soldier went straight on

seeing the soldier and knowing him 7–1 could not
know him in particular, because I did not examine
him. I was afraid of him ; he shot ten men besides
shooting a bull.

10,742. That would be a very good reason why
you should know him, one would think —I was afraid
of him.

10,743. That is the reason you give for not know
ing him again; is that so f—Yes.

10,744. Is that all you have got to say about the
17th October —The man took down two more along
with him to Port Antonio.

10,745. Two other soldiers do you mean *—No,

with you?—Straight on.
10,714. He did not turn back but continue to go
ºn the same way ?–Yes, he said he was going on to

two more men from Long Bay.

Port Antonio.
10,715. How came this black soldier to be there

soldier; he tied one man's hands behind his back, and

alºne?—I do not know, he came away from the rest.

feet and throw him on the side, and he rested himself

ſºlº Where did he leave

the rest ?— At Muir

10,746. Who took two more men 2–This same

because he did not go along, yet he took him by the
for the constable till he got the two men to Port
Antonio.

ll,

10,717. What regiment did he belong to ?–I
cannot rightly tell.
10,718, You do not know 2–No.

10,719. Do you know his name —No.

19.720. Should you know him again if you were to
* him —No, for as he went down to Port Antonio

** was a report followed him that he shot too
"ºh, people without orders, and they took him and

f

10,747. How did this one soldier take the two men
to Port Antonio 2–He carried them.

10,748. Do you mean he took them on his back 2–
No, he tied them.

10,749. And so he took them to Port Antonio 2–
Yes.

10,750. Did you see him start —Yes.
10,751. How did they go 2–The soldier

was

put him up.

behind the two men, and the two men were before

.10721. What do you mean by that —They put
him up in the black hole, so I heard, but I did not

the soldier.

See him.

10,752. Were they walking 2–Yes.
10,753. Tied together ?—Yes; tied together.

.10722. But that would not prevent your knowing

10,754. How far did you see them go in that way?

**gain —Well, he was a very savage man, and I

--I did not go farther than Long Bay; that was my

* traid of him at the time, and I did not go to

living place.
10,755. You merely saw them start 2–Yes.
10,756. That was all you saw of them 2–That
was all I saw that day.

*mine him too much.

"723. Was he a tall man or a short man?—He
Was a short man.

"74. Did he go on this 17th October the whole

10,757. Was there anything more ?—I did not see
D d 3
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10,758. What about him 2–He heard that the
soldiers had come on the 16th to Long Bay.

wheel, and a rope right across his waist, dropped his
shirt and flogged him; they gave him 100.
10,782. Was that in the open street 2—Just in the
shop, the same shop door, David Mayne's shop.
10,783. Is that near the guard-room —Yes,

10,759. Where was Henry Dean 2–He was in the

where the guard-room is ; the next one they took out

anything more on that day, the 17th. The same day
there was another man deaded, a man of the name of
George Henry Dean.

bush at Long Bay.

was Mrs. Christy, they tied her in the same way on

10,760. What happened to him —He came out, he
heard that they had taken up his wife, Mr. James
Codrington sent and take up his wife.
10,761. Was he in the bush you were in 2–I was
not in any bush ; he went and hid himself in the bush
as he heard the soldiers shot all the people, and he
heard that Mr. James Codrington sent to take up his
wife, and his wife was big with child, and he did not
wish her to be hurt, so before they kill his wife he

the cart wheel.

came out to be killed instead, and as he came out

Mr. Daniel Mayne ordered the constable to tie him.
10,762. What constable was that ?—A constable

belonging to Long Bay.
10,763. You lived at Long Bay and knew the con
stables that lived there ?—There were constables from

all parts.
10,764. But you say this constable was a Long
constable 2–No ; he does not belong to Long

É.

aV.

10,765. What constable was he 3–A rural con
stable.

10,766. What was his name 2—I really cannot tell
Oll.

10,767. Is David Mayne still at Long Bay ?—Yes;
as they tied the man the man ran inside the shop, and
he took and licked him right across his stomach, and
the man bawled out, “Man, man, what have I done to

you,” He did not speak but he licked the man again
all over his face till his nose and mouth began to
bleed.

10,768. While he was doing that were you standing
by looking on —I was standing.
10,769. And looking on ?—Yes; but nobody could
speak to him. .
10,770. Was the constable looking on too —Yes.
10,771. Whilst David Mayne was bringing the
blood out of this man's face —Yes, and immediately
the man's face swell up ; about 3 o'clock some more

soldiers were coming from Port Antonio, black
soldiers, and an officer was in a carriage, and a black
soldier drove him ; he ordered the soldiers to take

Henry Dean up to Manchioneal, and the soldiers tied
Henry Dean and a boy of the name of Robert Bignoll,
and another of the name of Benjamin, tied them
together, and tied them behind the carriage, and they
dragged them up ; the soldiers were behind the men,
and they put the carriage in the middle, and some
more soldiers were on before, and they carried them
up to Manchioneal.
10,772. That is they started for Manchioneal 2–
eS.

10,773. Did you stay at Long Bay ?—Yes.
10,774. You say this was about 3 o'clock 2–Yes.
10,775. Where were you standing or sitting when
you saw all this P-I was at Long Bay, at David
Mayne's shop door.
10,776. Were you in the shop —Yes.
10,777. And remained there ?—Yes.

10,778. Was there anything else on the 17th f
No, no more else.

10,784. What did they give her?—They gave her
50.

10,785. Whereabouts 2—On the back, and after

they had done that they took some salt pickle out of
the store and washed her back.

10,786. Do you mean brine –Yes; and there they
let her go, and took Catherine M'Kay and tied her in
the same way; Ranking tied her to the same cart
wheel; they tied her with one rope so, and one so
(describing) with a rope right round her waist, and
gave her 50, and the cart wheel pitched away from
the place, and the woman was pitched right down on
her back.

10,787. That was done at David Mayne's shop —
Yes.

10,788. By Ranking, the constable –Yes.
10,789. Who else was there 2—I was there and

plenty others were there; Donald Biggerstaff was
there.

10,790. What is he 2—A labourer.

10,791. Where does he live —At Long Bay.
10,792. Is he there now 2–Yes.

10,793. You say he was standing by looking on ?
—Yes, he was the man that was flogging ; he was
ordered to flog the woman. Ranking tied her and
Biggerstaff was the man that flogged her.
10,794. Can you name anybody else who was there :
—I do not exactly know the names now, there was
plenty.
10,795. Were there 50 persons standing round look
ing at it 2–Yes, 50—plenty.
10,796. Can you give us any other names *—I
quite forget them, I only just remember what they
done. I do not remember all the people.
10,797. Who gave the orders for this to be done *
—James Codrington. I went away for that day and
went home, and never returned back again that day.
-

On Saturday the 21st they ordered—that is not down
in the paper.
10,798. What paper ?–I say I did not set that
down in my evidence.
10,799. Then did you set anything down on paper
that you are telling us?—I said this paper was the
one I gave in evidence. I did not state the 21st in
that.

10,800. When did you put anything on paper; can
you write 2–Yes.
10,801. Can you read —Yes, I can read.

10,802. Did you ever write anything 2–No, I
never wrote down anything.
10,803. When was it that you set anything on

paper about this that you are referring to now *—In
this paper that I gave as my evidence to the clerk
yesterday, I did not put down the date of what I am
speaking of now.

10,804. Not about Saturday, the 21st —No, I did
not put it down.

10,805. Why not ?—I forgot it.
10,806. And you forgot the whole of this that you
have been telling us to-day the last time you were

10,779. Have you anything more to say ?—Yes.
here —You see I did not exactly understand what
10,780. Well, what is it 2–On the 20th, that was you meant on that day.
10,807. But you understood yesterday what we
the Friday, I saw they had a woman of the name of
Mrs. Christy, and another woman of the name of meant 2–Yes.
10,808. Then why did you leave out Saturday the
Catherine M*Kay tied up in the room of a man of
the name of Henry Panton.
21st
Yesterday, at any rate, you understood that,
10,781. What room was it *—A little room they because you were asked yesterday to put down what
had in Long Bay, which they kept as a guard-room, you had forgotten before why did you yesterday
and they brought them out to flog, and I saw James leave out that which happened on the 21st on the
Codrington tell a man of the name of Thomas paper ; can you give a reason 2–No, I cannot give a
Ranking, a constable, to tie that man, and they nailed reason for that, as I had put down the 22nd, I said I
up a cart wheel against the shop, and they brought could very well speak to the 21st.
out Henry Panton first and tied him round the cart
10,809. Did you say that ?—Yes.

º
-

*

!
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that they tied Johnson Speed and gave him only 15 thrºwth

10,810. You said that yesterday ?–Yes.
10,811. To whom did you say it, do you know —
No, I do not know, because I had down the 22nd.
10,812, Whom did you give that paper to ?—The

man that took it down, I do not know him.

lashes to make up 100.
10,831. Do you mean that they gave him 100 all

G. Bryan.

but 15 °–Yes.

10,832. Why did they not give him the other 15 °

7 Feb. 1866.
-

10,813. Was that the person who sits there (Mr.
Lindo) —No.

10,814. Was it that gentleman (Mr. Espeut, junior)?
—No.

10,815. Where were you when you put on paper
the things you have been talking about, except
Saturday the 21st. Was it at Spanish Town or at
Kingston —At Spanish Town.
10,816. You say you put it down on paper in

Spanish Town yesterday ?–Yes.
10,817. And you left out Saturday the 21st, is that
so?—Yes.

10,818. Therefore, you did not put that down 2–No.
10,819. You had just the same liberty to talk about
that as about the Sunday ; why did you put down the

Sunday ?—I saw somebody killed on the Sunday.
10,820. You put down on the paper what you were

going to say about Sunday the 22nd, did not you ?—
Yes.

10,821. And you did not put down what you saw
on Saturday the 21st —No.
10,822. Then why did you put Sunday on the

paper, because you had full liberty to talk about that ;
can you explain it —No.
10,823. Then go on with your story about the
Saturday ? – On the Saturday James Codrington
ordered three constables to go up and bury all those
persons that the soldiers had killed on the road, and
they went and buried them.
10,824. Who went to bury these people –Three
constables.

10,825. Who were they 2–Edward Minott, Thomas
M'Kay, and Charles Hunter; they had some men with
them looking for people in the bush, and they buried
those that were shot in the road.

10,826. Is that all you have to say about what you
saw on Saturday —Yes.
10,827. Was there anything more on the following
day?–0n the 22nd.

10,828. What have you to say about that ?—I was
in the same shop.
10,829. Do you mean David Mayne's shop —Yes.
10,830. Well, what happened on that occasion ?—

I saw Mr. Christy Codrington bring down four white
soldiers with him, the four of them rode. Mr. Cod.
rington rode a mule, and the four soldiers rode four

horses; they went up to Mr. Codrington's place, Rose

—The cat broke, and immediately Charles Nelson and
Edward Minott come in, and the soldiers run inside
the shop and take up a horsewhip, a piece of stick ;
another one say to him, “Oh, this was not made to

“ beat a man with, you must not take this to beat the
“man with,” and he put it down.

Then they asked

Edward Minott, “Did you ever see this man tied to
the tree anywhere in your travel?” “ No.” “You
never see him f" “No ;” and Minott say to him,
“Better ask Charles Nelson,” and they ask Charles
Nelson, “Did you ever see that man on the tree ?”
He say, “Yes.” He ask him, “Where you see him : ”
and he said, “When Mr. Hinchelwood's house was

burning he saw that man standing there.” Then the
soldier said, “Where is my rifle * and he took up
his rifle immediately and went up to the man; the
man immediately bawled out, “Lord, I don’t do nothing
and I going to dead.” A man of the name of Thomas
Hunter ran up to him with the constable's stick to
lick him. The soldier came out, took up the gun,
point at him and fire at him, and there was no ball
in it ; he came back and loaded the gun afresh, and
then he shot him, and hit him just in the middle of the
back and killed him.

10,833. Was that a black or a white soldier f–
White.

10,834. What regiment did he belong to, do you
know 2–The Sixth. He shot him right in the middle
of the back, and the man just dropped off the tree ;
and another one walked up to him and said the man
was not dead, and he put the ball to his ears, and blow
his brains to the ground.
10,835. Where was this, on the road 2–No, at the
shop door.

10,836. Was it at David Mayne's shop door at Long
Bay ?–Yes.
10,837. Close to this guard-room ? — Close to the
guard-room.

10,838, Did these soldiers form part of the guard;
were they on guard —No.
10,839. Do you know what being “on guard ”
means ?–Keeping guard.
10,840. Well, were these soldiers on guard —No,
they only just come from the guard-room.
10,841. How many of them were there 2–Four.
10,842. Was an officer with them?–No, no officer
with them, but Mr. Codrington.

Garden, and after that I saw Charles Hunter bring

10,843. Was there a non-commissioned officer with

down two men, one of the name of James Sparkes and
the other of the name of Johnson Speed, and when
they came down from Rose Garden they came to the

them—a sergeant —No, I don't know whether there
was a sergeant; I don't know the sergeant from the
corporal.
10,844. Was there a corporal * – I don't know

shop, and Mr. Codrington called out, “Where are all
the prisoners you have got here : " They brought out
James Sparkes and Johnson Speed. He asked John

them.

10,845. Don't you know a corporal from a private 2

When they heard the soldiers were shooting too much

—No, they were soldiers.
10,846. Is that all you have to say?—After the

Peºple they ran in the bush and hid, and being Sunday

man was shot they said they were going home, and

they came out and delivered themselves to the con
stables; he asked all the rest of the men that were

Mr. Codrington called up all the men that were at the

ºrching for the men there if any of them ever saw

shot on the tree ?” they said, “Yes.” He said,

son Speed where were they all this time. They said

shop door, and said, “Did not all of you see that man

Johnson Speed or James Sparkes anywhere in their

“Well, all of you take warning by that man shot on

Way, and the whole of them answered no.

the tree, or else you will get the same.” I was
standing near him, and heard that said by Christy
Codrington.

Then he

*d Charles Hunter if he ever saw the men do any

ºing,
ſt

Charles Hunter said no. Then he said, “What

fight have you then to dare to bring them down

hºrº " . He said because the men were in the bush
*bring them. The men delivered themselves up.
* of the soldiers walked up to the two men and tied
* two men with their hands behind their backs;

10,847. What more ?-Nothing more took place on
that day after till the 24th.

10,848. But you have not put on the paper a word
about the 24th 2–No.

*her

10,849. Very well ; tell us about the 24th 2–On
the 24th I went up to Muirton, and when I went up
to Muirton I went and asked Captain Hole about my

ſº nothing.” Mr. Codrington sent off and called

hog, and I saw three men carried out to flog.

then ordered them to stand out ; one said,
Shoot him,” another said, “No, for the man's don't

"ward Minott and Charles Nelson, and meanwhile
the men had gone for them they carried James

Pºkes to a cocoa-nut tree and tied him and gave him
they flog him with a cat on his back; and after

100;

10,850. Where 2–At Muirton.
10,851. By whom *—By the soldiers.

10,852. Were they black soldiers or white soldiers ?
—White.
D d 4
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10,853. Were there any constables there 2–No.

º you have told us to-day about Saturday the 21st?

10,855. Well, what happened ; who was present 2

-N 0.

10,865. Why did you not ?—I waited till I came

—Captain Hole was there.
7 Feb. 1866.

10.864. Nor did you yesterday tell us in full all

10,854. No constables 2–No,

10,856. Did you know him by sight 2—Yes. They
gave one 100, and one 50, and they gave another man
of the name of Clarke 50; and after they flog him
they say they were going to put him back for
telling lies, and they give him 50 for telling lies.
10,857. So he got 100 f—No, only 50. They give
him 50 because they say he tell lies. Then I went
in to the Captain, and after I went in to the Captain I
meet Mr. Warmington and I meet Mr. Christy Cod
rington, and I meet Mr. Foote, and I ask him if he
give James Codrington orders to kill all my poultry
in Long Bay.

10,858. What did he say to that 2–He say, “No.”
I said, “Well, sir, I am a poor innocent man. I was
“ in Kingston when the rebellion broke out at Morant
“ Bay, and I never left Kingston until the 13th of
“ October, and I come home on the 15th, so I don't

“ think it is any right for James Codrington to go
“ and destroy all my poultry;” and immediately Mr.
Foote said, “If you are going to demand payment for
“ your poultry and hog, who is going to pay us for
“all that the rebels have destroyed 7" The Captain
asked Mr. Warmington did he know me, and he asked
what did I think my hog was worth. I said the hog
was worth 2l., and he said, “Well, then, my men
must go ;” and I went home. I asked for a pass that
the soldiers should not shoot me, and I went to the
shop.

10,859. Did you have a pass given to you ?–Yes,
I had a pass.
10,860. And you went home 7–Yes.
10,861. And saw nothing more ?—Yes.
10,862. That was on the 24th of October 2–Yes.

10,863. Did you yesterday tell in full the same that

you have been telling us to-day about the 24th of
October 2–No.

und.

10,866. Why did not you tell yesterday as fully
what you have told us to-day of Saturday the 21st and
the 24th 2–I did not really consider it, because I
thought as you asked me if I could say any more I
could very well state it.
10,867. Did not they ask you to state about it yes
terday 7–No.
10,868. Did not they ask you what happened on the
Saturday ?—No, nobody asked me.
10,869. Did they not ask you yesterday what you
knew happened on the Saturday ?–No, nobody asked
me that.

10,870. Did not the gentleman ask you to tell all
you knew and all you had omitted to tell when you
were here before ; was not that what you were asked
yesterday; do you understand 2–No.
10,871. You came yesterday stating that there was
something you had omitted to tell before, and which
you had cnitted to tell to the Commissioners ?–Yes.
10,872. You did not tell yesterday about Saturday
the 21st October in full ?–No.

10,873. Nor did you yesterday tell about the 24th
in full 2–No.

10,874. You held your tongue entirely about the
24th ; you were quite silent —Yes.

10,875. Have you ever before to-day told in full
what happened —Not in that paper.
10,876. Have you ever before to-day told in full
what happened as you say on Saturday the 21st of
October —No, I never told it to anybody.
10,877. Not before to-day ?–No.
10,878. This is the first time 2—Yes.

10,879. So also this is the first time you ever said
anything about the 24th 2–Yes.

The witness withdrew.
THOMAS HENRY BUNTING re-called and further examined.

T. H. Bunting.

10,880. You mentioned having seen the corpse of
one person by a tree ?—No, not near a tree. I cannot
swear who it was.

10,883. Were you able to see any wound on the
head —I did not notice any.
10,884. Did you see whether there was any wound
inflicted with a cutlass or sword f-There was no

10,881. A person who you were told was Bryan 2

wound on the body.

—Yes.

10,885. But on the head or face
10,882. You described some wounds 2 — I saw

blood oozing from his throat.

He had been shot.

bleeding from his throat.
Bryan. I could not say.

— No, he was

I was told his name was

The witness withdrew.
GEORGE BRYAN re-called and further examined.

G. Bryan.

10,886. (Mr. Payne.) Did I examine you last night?
—Yes, sir.

10,895. With reference to your first examination
here, which of the Commissioners examined you ;

which of the gentlemen examined you the first day ?

10,887. When I examined you last night did you
begin telling me a very long story —Yes.
10,888. Did you find I was very impatient about it?

—Saturday last f

—Yes.

this gentleman (Mr. Gurney).

10,889. Did I not request you to hurry on and tell
me the principal points —Yes.
10,890. After I had examined you as to several
matters which you have detailed to-day I dismissed
ou ?—Yes.

10,891. I want to ask you whether the attorney or
the gentleman who examined you did not examine

you much in the same way as I did —No, for he
asked me.

10,892. You don't understand me ; did the gentle
man who examined you listen to the whole of your
story, and ask you to tell it him in full, or did he hurry
you about it as I did 2–He heard me about it because
he wanted to make it short.

10,893. Who was that gentleman?—That gentle
man (pointing to Mr. Lindo).
10,894. When you made your statement to him you
omitted to tell him about the 21st ; did you forget it
at the time 2–Yes.

10,896. Yes —This gentleman (Mr. Walcott) and
10,897. (Commission.) Which is the gentleman
who did examine you, point him out 7–This one
(Mr. Walcott).
10,898. (Mr. Payne.) Which of the three Com
missioners examined you ? — That one, sir (Mr.
Maule).

10,899. When he asked you whether you had any
thing more to tell, did you understand him —No.
10,900. What did you understand him to say ?—I
only understood him about the death of my brother.

10,901. That you were to speak as to the death of
your brother?—Yes.

10,902. (Mr. Walcott,) You say that early in
October you came to Kingston by sea ; what was the
name of the vessel or boat? – The “Fanny,"
schooner.

10,903. (Commission.) When you were examined
on Saturday you thought you were to tell us only about
your brother, you say?–Yes.
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10904. You stated at that time that you saw your
brother shot from out of your own house ; was that
true?—I was in my own house.
10,905. And from your house you saw your brother
shot?–Yes.

10,906. And that is true?—Yes.
10,907. It is not true that you went into the bush 2

—The bush was before the house, and Iran through
the bush, I was in my own house.
10,908. Is it true that at the time your brother was
shot you were hid in the bush —No, I was not hid
in the bush ; I was in the house.

-

10,909. You say you went through the bush –
Yes,

10,910. Where was the bush 2–0n the side of the
road.

-

10,911. At the back of your house 7–No.
10,912. In front of your house ?–No.
10,913. Do you say there was no bush in front of
your house ?—On the other side of the road.
And you were not concealed in that bush *

§º.

-N 0.

10,915. Do you know that your sister-in-law stated
that you were concealed in that bush 2–No ; she

10,941. Where 2–In his own yard.
10,942. Buried him in his yard –Yes.
10,943. At what time was it that you buried the

body?–Just after the soldiers were gone.
10,944. Did the soldiers go away at once?-No,
they did not go away at once.

10,945. How long did they remain there –They
had to remain there.
the negro houses.

They went away all through

10,946. Through a good many houses —Yes.
10,947. Did you see the soldiers fire at your
brother?–It was in a crowd.

The whole of them

came on.

10,948. You saw them fire at him 2–No.
10,949. You do not know how many fired 7–Three
guns fired.
10,950. Did all the balls take effect 2–Yes.

10,951. Did they all strike him at once —Yes.
10,952. Did they shoot at him alone?—Yes, he
received a ball here (chest), and one here (belly),
and one on the right thigh.
10,953. Was he fronting the soldiers when he was
shot?–Yes.

states I was in the bush. She don't know when I

10,954. There was nothing between him and the
soldiers ?–No, nothing at all. I don't see anything

Went in.

at all.

10,916. Was there anybody else shot at the same

10,955. Then you saw nothing between your

time as your brother was 2–No, sir, because I did not

brother and the soldiers when he was tied to the tree
and shot *-No.

see the other person shot, I really think.
10,917. You did not see any other person shot at
the same time as your brother was 2–No, I did not
see the man when they were tied, but I saw the man
that was on the back at the back of him.

10,918. Was there any other person shot at the
same time that your brother was 2–Did I see any
person shot at the same time 2

10.919. Yes; any other person shot at the same
time your brother was shot ? — No ; I said that

already. There was no other person shot, only
farther on.

10.920. Then there was not anybody shot at the
same time that yºur brother was shot 2–No.

10921. Are you quite sure of that ?–No, not on
the same spot.

10,922. Only some way on ?–Yes.
10923. Where was your brother when he was shot 2
—When who was shot, sir?
10,924. When your brother was shot ?–He was
tied to the post.
10,925. To what post 7–A post, a tree they had cut

off. We call it a post.
10,926. How far from your house was it?–Just

thºdistance from here to that gate down below.
10927. The gate in front of this house 2–Yes.

10,956. You saw your brother tied to this tree ?–
Yes.

10,957. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Did they do
anything to the tree before they tied him up 2–No.
10,958. Nothing to the tree ?–No.
10,959. They just tied him up to the tree ?–Yes.
10,960. He alone was tied up to the tree ?–He
alone I saw tied to the tree.

10,961. (Commission.) What do you mean, he
alone?—He alone tied to the tree in this way. He
was tied right across by a rope on the tree, and the
soldiers were before him.

10,962. Then they did nothing to the tree before
they tied him up –No ; it was a gate-post, where it
grew as a tree, and they cut off the head.
10,963. Who cut off the head 2–The owner of the

10,964.
y ard.

10,965. (Mr. Payne.) Did you not say before that
the soldiers cut off the head of the tree ?–No.

10,966. “They cut off the head of the tree and
tied him,” that is what you said before ?–No, the
soldiers did not cut off the head.

10,967. (Commission.) Then was any order given
to any soldiers ?—I cannot exactly tell.

10,928. And along the road 2–Yes.

19929. Did the body remain tied to the tree when

. ſell down?—The

wife of the husband cut him

QWn.

Sometime ago you mean –Yes.

10,968. You cannot tell that ?–No.

10,969. But you said before that they ordered three
soldiers to shoot him —I did not hear any officer
say so.

"930. How long afterwards 2—After the soldiers
had gone.

, 10%l. How long after he was shot ?—About 6
0'clock in the morning.

19932. What time was it he was shot?—I cannot
fightly tell you what hour.

!%. Morning or night?–In the morning.
10984. How much before 6 o'clock?—I cannot
exactly tell you.

199%; You can say whether it was one, two,
or three hours ?-No, because I did not have a watch.
"986. Was it light when he was shot?—Yes, it
"...light; it was day.
"987. Then it must have been very soon after

. that the wife cut him

10,970. When he was ordered to be shot what took
place ; just describe what took place —I did not see
nothing take place.
10,971. There was the post or the tree ?–Yes.
10,972. What was the first step ; what was the
first thing done when he was ordered to be shot;

what did the soldiers do ; you have got a post or a
tree with nothing to it, what was the first thing they
did –They tied him.
10,973. Describe what took place; how did they
do it; how did they tie him ; did they come and take

him by the neck, arm, or leg, or how —They tied
him round his waist on the tree, and he was standing
up.

down —Soon, sir, very

10,974. With his back to the tree ?—Yes, his back
to the tree, and his face was fronting the soldiers,

* Did she not have to go and get a person

10,975. Supposing I was a soldier and your
brother, would there be anything between you and

Il,

W. the town

to come and take the body away?—

*initisme, the same one that took the body, and
another man.

º Who was the man

—Another man named

td.

2–
Edward took the body ?–Yes,
all
it. and
buriedYou
and!"940.

me; do you understand what I mean?–No.
10,976. You are with your back to the tree, and I

am the soldier, what happens :-They put the ball
through him.

10,977. Did you see the ball strike him –Yes, the
ball struck him, and the man dead.
E e
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10,978. Did you see when it happened —Yes.

7 Feb. 1866.

BEFORE

11,006. Had he any other brother ?–No ; I heard

10,979. Did they all three discharge their guns at
G. Bryan.

TAR EN

he had a brother who was down the river.

I don't

once 2—All at once.

know him.

10,980. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) What was the
name of your brother who was shot ; that you have

shot at the same time —Not on the same spot.

been describing as having been shot ?—What is the
name of my brother ?
10,981. Yes; that brother you say was shot at this
time —Ned Bryan *
10,982. Is he your brother ?—My brother-in-law.

11,007. Now you say that there was nobody else
11,008. How far off was the nearest person who
was shot ?–The nearest person who was shot to them
was Thomas Quantan.

11,009. How far off was that ?–Almost as far as
the Court-house.

Married to my sister. I call him brother.
11,010. From here to the opposite side of the
10,983. Do you know, a person of the name of square 2–Yes.
James Bryan, or did you know a person named James
11,011. Were there two persons at any time shot
Bryan –A person of the name of James Bryan
together
that you saw —No ; I saw two persons shot,
i0,984. Do you know a person of the name of but they were clear off down the river.
James Bryan –Yes.
10,985. Who is he 7–Not my brother.

11,012. But not in Long Bay ?–No.

11,013. Did you ever see a shot fired through one

10,986. Any relation of yours ?–No.

person and hitting another ?—No, I did not see none

10,987. No relation at all —No.
10,988. Where is James Bryan now 2–I heard

fired through two persons, and hitting both.
11,014. Did you ever see two persons tied face to

this one James Bryan was dead, but I don't know
him.

face —My eye did not behold it.
11,015. (Mr. Walcott.) What was the name of the

10,989. Was he no relation of yours?—No.
10,990. None at all 2–No.
10,991. You heard he was dead —Yes.

“Fanny.”

10,992. Where did he live —He was living down

—Mr. Sherwood.

vessel that you went from Kingston in 7–The
11,016. Do you know who that ship belonged to 2

the river.

11,017. (Commission.) From Manchioneal to King
10,993. Have you any other brother ?—Yes, I had ston
was that —Yes, and from Kingston to Man
chioneal.
name?—Nam
too.
Bryan,
James
e of
10,994. What
11,018. Were you working on board the ship –
10,995. But I asked you whether James Bryan was No, I was a passenger ; I went to Kingston to sell
your brother, and you said no –I had one, the one my provisions.
One.

that went to Kingston, of the name of James Bryan.

10,996. He is your brother ?—Yes.

11,020. What wharf did you lay alongside at

10,997. Is he alive 2–Yes.

10,998. Where is he –At Long Bay now.
10,999. Have you any other brother ?–No.
11,000. Had your brother-in-law any brother ?—
Yes.

named Edward Bryan.

11,002. No ; he was Edward Bryan —No, there

11,021. Did you leave Mr. Astwood's wharf on the

13th of 9etober in the “Fanny” —Yes, and slept
at Port Royal the same night.
day ?—Yes.

11,023. (Commission.) When you asked to be
examined did you first speak to this gentleman about

is two of them, Ned Bryan and Edward Bryan, and
he had one of the name of William Bryan that I gave

it (Mr. Baring)?—Yes. '

to you, who was at Manchioneal, and the

Bryan and Edward Bryan tied face to face and shot?

soldiers shot

him.

11,024. Did you not tell him that you saw James
—No, I never stated that.

11,003. Where is Edward Bryan *—At Long Bay
In OW.

11,004. Had he any other brother ?—Another in
Kingston, named John Bryan:
li,005. Is he alive still —Yes.

11,025. And did you give as a reason for not

mentioning the two having been shot that you thought
you were not to name anybody whose face you did not
see ?—Whose face I did not see ?

11,026. Yes?—(After a pause.) No, sir.

Lieutenant BARING sworn and examined.

Lieutenant

-

Kingston —Mr. Astwood's.

11,022. Then went on to Manchioneal the next

11,001. What was his name *—He had a brother

Baring.

| 1,019. (Mr. Walcott.) What was the name of the
Captain —Burke.

11,027. Did this witness apply to you to be re then struck the other one in the back. He gave me
examined f—He did.

II,028. Did he state what it was that he wanted to
prove —He said he wished to prove first about some
women having been flogged, and I then questioned
him about the execution of his brother. He gave mº

an account circumstantially of their both being tied
together face to face and shot. I asked him par
ticularly where each shot struck; he gº ºne *
account of one having struck in the shoulder, and

the account most circumstantially. I questioned him
very closely ; he told me particularly that they were
tied face to face, and that one shot hit one man on the

shoulder, and struck the other in the back. I asked
inim if the two men were tied together, and he described
it to me. He understood perfectly what I said.
11,029. (Mr. Gorrie.) That was two mornings ago,
was it —Yes; Saturday, in that room.

GEORGE BRYAN re-called.
G. Bryan.

11,030. Is it true that you ever saw two men placed
face to face and tied to a tree ?—I never saw it.
myself; I heard other people talk about it.

11,031. (Mr. Gorrie.) How many dead bodies did
you see by the post –I saw one.

The witness withdrew.

J. M. Ross.

JAMEs MooRE Ross (coloured) sworn and examined.
volunteers on the Parade in front of the Court-house?
:
11,032. Are you a clerk to Mº'. Lundy ?—Yes.
exactly.
—Yes,
11,033, She iº a shop at Morant Bay, we have
11,036. Were you facing a road down which the
d?—Yes.
ºthewere
you acting as a Volunteer at Morant people came when they came armed *—Immediately
11th of October 2–Yes.
*... Were you drawn up amongst the rest of the opposite.
11,037. Did you notice how they approached you,
-

--

----

-

-

THE JAMAICA

from what direction ?—Immediately before us there is

a road which leads onward to the Parade, coming
from the police station ; there is a curve, and that
curveis immediately before us, standing on the Parade
round.

11,038. Did you see more than one body of men
come down that way?—First of all, I saw about 300
men immediately in front of us, and after they had
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11,044. The men mob 2–Yes.
11,045. Are you sure of that 2–There were women
with them.

I cannot tell who fired the stones.

11,046. Are you sure that happened, that the stones
were fired at you before you fired at them 2–Yes,

THIRTEENTH
DAY.

J. M. Ross.
7 Feb. 1866.

quite positive.

11,047. I believe you were wounded ?–Yes, I was
very much wounded. I had 11 cuts on the head, and

come in very near us, I then saw the gathering of I was shot with sand shot in the arm, and all my
some others on the other side the road that comes up
from wharf way.
11,039. Did that second body of men approach you
from a road different to the first 2–Different to the

first; but there were not very many came up that
Way.

iſolo What did

they do to you when they first

body battered with sticks.

11,048. Where did you fall 2–I fell just underneath
the arch of the Court-house steps.
11,049. Did you continue to lie there for some
time?—Well, I was assaulted there most cruelly, and

beaten there; they penned me up round the other
side, and I could not get away; after they thought

got to you?—They were coming up very disorderly, they had given me quite enough they dragged me
and pulling out sticks, and had cutlasses and lances, just between the School-room and the Court-house
and the Baron immediately came out of the Court under a tree, while they went back and assailed the
house. He was there at a vestry.

He took out his

pocket handkerchief and waved it, and said, “My
men, peace, peace.”
11,041. What was done to you by the Volunteers ?

—We stood up, waiting for orders; the Baron kept
on trying to appease them.
11,042. That we know ; just bring your mind to
bear upon the question, did they do anything to you,
to the Volunteers?—They assaulted us by firing
stones at us, and one stone hit Captain Hitchins as he
was coming down the steps.

Court-house.

11,050. Were you senseless *-I was quite in
sensible when they dragged me underneath that little
tree. I remained so for at least an hour, got a little
recovered, and managed to get down to the Wharf
road.

11,051. Were you there attacked again?—There
was a man coming up to attack me, but a woman who
had assisted me came and begged and prayed him not
to injureme again as I had had quite enough : he then
went away, and I managed to get down as far as the

11,043. Were you able to see who threw the stone :
—I could not tell you who threw it, but it came from

Wharf stairs.

the mob.

and lifted me into his boat, and took me off.

11,052. And you got away ?–Yes; a man came

The witness withdrew.

WILLIAM CATHCART GABEY (coloured) sworn and examined.
W.C. Gabel.
11,053. What are you ?—I am a counting-house they determine to made us a slave again; when you
clerk.
do come to Stony Gut, or Hayfield, blow your shells,
Il,054. Did you know a person of the name of and tell what place you is from first before entered .
“ E. K. BAILEY.
E. K. Bailey?—I did.
11,055. What was he 2–He was an upholsterer.
11,061. Are those signatures in the handwriting of
Bailey –It appears so : they are all in the hand
ll,056. Where did he live 2–In Morant Bay.
writing of Bailey.
11,057. Is he now living —No, he is not.
11,058. Has he been executed ?–He was shot in
11,062. (Mr. Gorrie.) When did you see Bailey's
handwriting last 2–About the latter end of last year.
attempting to get away from the camp.
11,063. Do you mean the latter end of 1865 or
11,059. Are you acquainted with his handwriting 2
1864 2–1865.

—Perfectly.
11,060. Do you believe that to be in his hand

11,064. What was the document in his handwriting

Writing (handing a letter to the witness) —I do,
sir. (Read).

you saw –A letter ; and I had received several
accounts from him during 1865, too, while I was con
ducting the business for the late Mr. Price. He used
to supply the labourers with goods, and I used to get

“Morant Bay, 17th October 1865.
“MR. GRAHAM AND other GENTLEMEN,
“It is time now for us to help ourselves, ‘skin

ºf skin, the iron bars is now broken in this parish.
The white people send a proclamation to the Governor
tº make war against us, which we all must put our

shoulder to the wheels, and pull together. The
Marºons sent they proclamation to us to meet them
at Hayfield at once without delay, that they will put
is in the way how to act; everyone of you must
leave your house, take your guns; who don't have
Hºus take your cutlasses down at once, come over to
Sony Gut, that we might march over to meet the
Marºons at once without delay; blow your shells, roll
... "
}.

Your drums, house to house, take out every man,
ºrch them down to Stony Gut, any that you find in
the Way take them down with their arms; war is at
"", my black skin, war is at hand from to-day, to
ºrrow every black man must turn out at once, for
the ºppression is too great, the white people are now

cleaning up their guns for us, which we must prepare
"Meet them too, cheer men, cheer; in haste, we

º: for you a part of the night, or before day
àk.

“We are your truly,

:
º

º
“ G
*

“
“
“
“

PAUL BOGLE.
J. G. M*LARREN.
B. CLARKE.
P. CAMERON.

* a bearer to send us a answer to this, for

accounts from him every Saturday of the goods
supplied.
11,065. Did you ever see him writing 2–Yes.
11,066. What?–These accounts.

11,067. Have you seen him make out those ac
counts himself?–Yes.

11,068. Have you got any of them 2–No, I de
stroyed them all long, long ago.

11,069. How long ago?–The middle of last year.
11,070. (Commission.) The middle of 1865? –
1865, yes.

-

11,071. (Mr. Gorrie.) You said just now that the
last you saw of Bailey's writing was at the end of
last year 2–I saw his writing them.
11,072. What was it 2–Some little note that he

wrote. I could not charge my memory as to what it
was.

11,073. But you can charge your memory with
what you saw at the end or at the beginning 2–1
will correct myself so far, it was in about between

October, November, and December that I got these
accounts from Bailey, not exactly in the middle of
the year, and it was at that time that I saw it.

11,074. After the riot of Morant Bay?–Oh no.
11,075. Then you mean 1864, do you not?–1864.

º6. Then you have not seen any of Bailey's
writing since October, November, or December 1864?
—No.

---

E e 2
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11,077. And you are now recognising his hand
writing from your recollection of it at that date –
Yes.

11,078. Did you see him writing those accounts in
November 1864 2–Yes.

11,079. Where did he write them 2–At his shop.
11,080. Where was his shop –In Morant Bay.
11,081. Who showed you this letter first 2–It was
shown to me in Morant Bay by Mr. Lindo.
11,082, Recently —Yes, very recently.
11,083. And you never before spoke as to that
letter being Bailey's handwriting –No, because I
never saw it.

TAIKEN

BEFORE

might not have done it; I could not attempt to stop a
man's pay if he demurred.

11,096. Is the Bailey to whom you refer the one
who resided opposite the police station in Morant
Bay ?—Yes.
11,097. The upholsterer —Yes.
11,098. You swear you saw him write those ac
counts with his own hand 2–Yes.

11,099. Had he a clerk —Not to my knowledge.
11,100. Had he anyone in the shop besides himself
to attend to it 2–Females.

11, 101. Had he not a boy, a young man 2–No, not
to my knowledge, he had no young man who could

11,084. When did Mr. Lindo show you the letter?
—The week before last, or last week, on my exami
nation before Mr. Bicknell in taking evidence.
11,085. Who is Mr. Bicknell ? — He is a police
magistrate of Kingston.
11,086. Were you examined before him in King

write them with his own hand –I saw him write

ston —No, in Morant Bay ; he was there taking

them sometimes, not always.

write there.

11,102. Had he a brown boy who used to serve his

customers there 2–No, not to my knowledge.
11,103. And you swear that you saw Mr. Bailey
-

11, 104. And who wrote the others?—I don't know;

examinations.

1 1,087. About what?—About the late disturbances.

they all tallied so well; they were all in his writing.

11,088. Was Mr. Lindo present —Yes.
11,089. And showed you that letter then 2–Yes,

11,105, Did you ever see Bailey write his own
name *—Not exactly. I have not seen him write

11,090. You had never seen it before ?–Never.
11,091. During martial law or since —Never.

his own name, but I have seen it to papers which

11,092. Until that period —Until that period.
11,093. What were those accounts of Bailey that

11,106. But you never saw him write that signa
ture to that document or any others. Have you ever
seen him write his own name —Yes, in receipting

Were Sent to me.

you referred to ?—I used to take a little salt fish and

a little rum from him during the week, and he used
to send in the accounts to me that I might stop it out
of the pay of the men.
11,094. He sent in the accounts to you as book

those documents; I correct myself there.

keeper?—To the late Mr. Price I was paymaster.

twice to those accounts.

11,095. And you were at once paymaster of the people
and agent for Mr. Bailey —Mr. Bailey just sent the
accounts to me. I used to say to the men, Mr. Bailey
has sent in this memorandum for things that you

11,108. How long ago?—About nine months ago.
I 1,109. (Mr. Walcott.) Would you have acted upon
this handwriting with respect to any account sent

have had during the week, is it right

and they

would say, yes, stop it out of my money.

I might or

11, 107. Which is the correct statement; have

you

seen him write his own signature, or have you not :
—I have seen him write his own signature once or

-it;

it whatever ?—I have no doubt about it.
The witness withdrew.

FRANCIS M'KAY sworn and examined.

II, III. Are you an accountant —I am in charge
of Mr. Kirkland's store on the Bay.
II, II2. Did you see the people come to the Bay on
Wednesday the 11th October 2—I did.
11,113. How many passed in your direction ?—
There must have been upwards of 300.
11,114. Did you see the police station attacked and
the arms taken away ?–Yes.
11,115. You closed your store, I believe —Yes, and
I had to take refuge in the upper story of the premises.
11,116. Did they pass near your store in the course

of the night 2–Yes, the store is so situated that they
must pass to go the houses.

can gather—

11,118. What did you hear them say ?—I heard
them say now that the Baron was dead they would
see who would prevent them from getting the Court
house.

-

I 1,119. Are you aware whether there had been
some application previously by the men to have the
use of the Court-house for a meeting 7–I believe
there was.

11,125. Did he assign any reason for it?—No; and
whilst taking him over to the police station he
thumped him once or twice in the face. On
another occasion he came and ordered me to shut

the store and give him the keys, and ordered the
policemen to rifle my pockets of all my private papers
and read them.

11,126. And did the policeman do so —Yes, he
did.

11,127. What was the name of that policeman —
I do not know. Upon another occasion I had a horse
at my yard and I sent a man down with a bundle of
grass for it.

11,128. Were you present then —Yes, he met Mr.

11,117. Did you hear anything said by the people
as they were in front of your store ?—From what I

Ramsay; he asked him where he got the grass from ;
he said I had sent it on for my horse; he then
stopped the man and ordered the policeman to put on
12 lashes.

11,129. Because he was carrying grass to your

horse —Yes, he was taken to the police station, and
Ramsay ordered him to be lashed.
11,130. Were the 12 lashes given 7–Yes.

11,131. What was the name of the man —
|Porches.

11,132. Was he a person employed by you ?–No.

-

11,120. Did you hear anything said about Dr. he merely took the grass down for me as a favour.
11,133. Do you know what he is 2–A labourer ;
Gerrard; was that in front of your place 3–Yes.
11,121.Dr.
DidGerrard
you hear
any reason
given
for and
not he works in the stable.
harming
—Because
he was
a doctor
11,134. (Mr. Gorrie.) Is he alive —Yes.
a good
man.
11,135.
(Mr. Walcott.) For what offence did Mr.
11,122. Have you anything more to speak to ſ—
Ramsay order Porches to be flogged —He assign.
About the conduct of Mr. Ramsay, I saw him when no reason at all; he ordered him back with the bundle
-

-

of grass, and when he got there he ordered the police

he dragged Mr. Kirkland out of the store. . .

li,123. When was that —I am not certain of the
:lic.

"ile. You saw

*"..

storº Yes, he collared Mr. Kirkland and dragged
him out.

man to put on 12 lashes.

11,136. Were you present 2–Yes.
11,137. You saw the 12 lashes laid on ?—Yes.
r

him actually taken out of the

---,

into you ?—Yes.
11,110. (Commission.) You have no doubt about

11,138. And he assigned no reason for it ?–No.

:
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11,141. You did not mention it to anybody else

11,139. And charged him with no offence 2–None

?

whatever,

—The times were such that no man could open his

11,140. (Commission.) Did you report this to any
body?—I explained the circumstances to Mr. Ramsay,

mouth, you were almost afraid to hear your own
breathing, such was the state of things.

Thiſ,
F. J/‘Āay.

but he would not listen to me at all.

7 Feb. 1866.

-

The witness w ithdrew.
W. C. Gabey.

WILLIAM CATHICART GABEY re-called and further examined.

11,142. We understand you saw a person named

11,159. When the man fell down was he put on his

Marshall executed —Yes.

legs before he was run up 2–He tried while he was

11,143. State what you saw about it 2–I was in
the upstairs of a house a short distance from the

on his legs to shuffle along.

Parade.

Yes.

11,160. Then was he dragged up by the neck –

11,161.
11,144. At —Morant Bay, and I saw a number of
men flogged, one after the other, and let go. I saw lay 2–He
11,162.
this man tied up and while being flogged he writhed
very much, the same as the others did ; he turned his Yes.
11,163.
head round and he was taken down immediately
from the gun, his hands and feet tied, and he was trowsers;

The rope was put round his neck while he
was pulled up.

Where was he hanged, to the railing 3–
Had he any clothing on ? – Only his
the shirt was taken of when he was

shoved on towards the Court-house, and he fell down

flogged, they were just finishing a few more stripes

flat; a rope was hoved round his neck, then they ran
up the Court-house steps and put the rope round the
railing, and he was bousted, pulled right up.
11,145. Who were present at the time 2—There
was several officers present, I don't know their

he had to get.

names, the Provost Marshal was there.

11,146. Did you hear him give any orders about
it?—No.

11,147. Are you sure there were some officers

11,164. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you know Marshall
before that ?–Never.

11,165. (Mr. Payne.) What colour man was he 3–
A coloured man, a brown man.

11, 166.
11,167.
quadroon,
11,168.

A fair coloured man 2–About my colour.
Nearly white —My colour ; he was a
it is called.
(Mr. Pſalcott.) Were those officers near

enough to hear anything Marshall might have said

there 2–Yes.

-

11,148. Cannot you give us the names of any
officers that were there at the time 2—They had
recently come to the Bay, and I did not know their

before he was taken down off the triangles —I have
no doubt they were near enough and must have heard,
because there were two men afterwards sent to be

hanged, and after the ropes were put round their

names,

11,149. What regiment did they belong to, do you

know?–0fficers of a black regiment.
11,150. How many of them were present at that
time?—I will not attempt to swear.
11,151. More than one at any rate 2–Yes, more

than one on the ground.

necks they were let go ; I don't know who gave the
command ; the Provost was upstairs. I went out to
see the prisoners who were brought in from wind
ward, and after two had been flogged two were sent
round in the Parade, and I ran upstairs again to see
what they were about to do with them, and ropes
were put round their necks. There are two steps

11,152. And who must have seen it all ?—Yes.

leading up to the Court-house, one east and one west ;

11,153. Where were the officers ?—They were in
they were standing —Yes, they were very near.
11,155. Who was superintending the flogging 2–

one was put on one gun, and the other on the other,
and just as the rope was about to be pulled up I saw
the men taken away (I cannot say who ordered them
to be taken away), and taken back to the rest of the
prisoners.

The Provost Marshal.
11,156. You did not hear the Provost Marshal

—On the ground.

give the order to take him down —No, I could not
swear who gave the order to take him down.

—No, they were on the ground.

the Parade.

11,154. Could they see what took place from where

11,157. Nor could you swear who ordered him to

11, 169. What were they standing on, the ground 2
11,170. (Mr. Gorric.) Were they on a platform :
11, 17 l. You know the common barrel platform
upon which men were hanged —Yes.

be hanged?—No.

11,158, You say these officers were standing on the
Parade?—Yes.

| 1,172. They were not standing upon that, were
they 3–No, there was none rigged up at the time.

The witness withdrew.

HENRY SEYMoUR KENNEDY sworn and examined.

11,173. What are you ?–A proprietor of two
“states, a magistrate, and Captain of Volunteers.
11,174. In Port Antonio 2–One in Port Antonio

and one in St. Thomas in the East,

11,175. Were you at Port Antonio on Sunday when
tº “Wolverene" first reached there?—Yes.

ll.l76. That was Sunday the 15th –Yes, about
12 o'clock.

11,177. Were you present at the Court-martial held
At Port Antonio after that ?—Yes, two weeks, as a

lººker-on only.

...His Did you act on the Court-martial 7–I did
º After that did you go to Manchioneal *—I
lºl.

II. S. Kennedy.

11,183. Were any people executed at Port Antonio &
—Yes, there were a great many.

--

11,184. Who had not gone through a trial – A
great number that had not.

11,185. Who were executed —No, everyone were
tried.

11, 186. Were there any persons executed who had
not gone through a trial *-No, they were tried in
open Courts-martial, everyone that I saw executed.

11,187. At Manchioneal were the people who were
executed tried by Court-martial –All that I saw
executed.

11,188. I suppose you have no record of numbers?
-Not having any official connexion with the Court I
have not.

!!!80. I believe there you took charge of your
Company of Wolunteers?—Yes,

!!!8l. Were you present at Courts-martial held

**—I was present during one week.

11, 189. You sat as a member of the Court-martial
at Port Antonio, did you not ?—No, I did not.
sat 2–No,
I was there as a guest
gue st of
the11,190.
officers,Never
as a Captain
of Volunteers.
-

-

--

t

"'82. Did you go to any of the executions of the

* that were tried ?–1 attended every evening
* that there was an execution.

11,191. You never sat on a Court-martial 2–No.
1 1,192. (Mr. Payne.) Do you know a Mr. Chris
Ee3

º:
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topher Codrington 2–I do ; he was a neighbour of

11,196. What is the name of your servant —George

Inline.

Thompson.

11,193. Was he engaged upon the Courts-martial 2
—Not to my knowledge; I was not at Manchioneal

I 1,197. Do you know of your own knowledge any
thing that Mr. Codrington did —No, I was so ill at

when he was there.

the time I don't know what occurred.

11, 194. Do you know whether Mr. Codrington has

been removed by the late Governor, Mr. Eyre, in
consequence of the number of excesses with regard to
punishment —I know of his removal from superse
deas by reading the “Gazette" only.
11, 195. Do you know of any excesses committed
by Mr. Codrington at Manchioneal 2–I do not know
it personally, but I had him arrested from what was
told to me by my servant.

11,198. (Commission.) You are a magistrate

you

say ?–Yes.
11, 199. (Mr. Payne.) Was that statement made
-

verbally —Yes, not to me in my capacity of a magis
trate, but as a master.

11,200. Then you, issued, your warrant —No, I
wrote to Captain Hole, and he ordered his arrest.
11,201. (Commission.) You were merely acting in

your Volunteer capacity ?–Yes.

The witness withdrew.
H. N. Reid.

Hor ATIO NELSON REID sworn and examined.
11,202. Are you clerk to Mr. Ford at Bath ?—Yes.
11,231. Did you see the kind of cat?—It was made
of seine twine.
11,203. Does Mr. Ford keep a store ?–Yes.
-

11,204. On the 12th October do you remember any
persons coming to Mr. Ford's store and making
demands 2—Yes.

11,205. What demands were made –The first was

11,232. Anything else?—Yes, a few wires were
put in it, brass wire, about three or four shrods.
11,233. How thick was the wire –The wire was

what we call 18-gauge.

made for a gun and powder, and they took it away,

11,234. What are you by trade –I am a dispenser

took all the guns and powder we had.
11,206. They took it away ?—Yes; those men were

of medicines, too, but since the murder of my brother
in Morant Bay I have been a clerk.
11,235. What do you know about wires — I dis

hung.

11,207. Was any resistance made at the store to
prevent them taking it?—Yes.

11,208 By whom 2–By one Samuel Thompson.
11,209, Was any threat held out to him —They

Pºe medicings, and attend to anything else.
11,236. It is a store, I suppose –Yes, we sell
everything.

-

11,237. Whose store is it you dispense?—Mr. Henry

offered they would take off his head if he did not let
them do what they wished.
11,210. That night were there any strangers in
Bath going through their drill ?—Yes.
11,211. How many people were doing that ?—I

Ford's.

think about 300 or 400, because there was a lot.

II,240. Do you sell cats 2–No, we sell twine.
11.241. Do you know where this wire came from
that you say was put into the cats?—From Mr. Ford's

11,212. In what part of Bath were they drilling?—
Right opposite the Court-house.
11,213. That was the same, the 12th 2–Yes.

11,238. Is that where the medicine is dispensed ?–
Yes, all in one.
Y

11,239. Do you sell wire as well as medicines?—

CS.

Store.

11,214. Did you hear any orders given –Yes.

11,215. What?—“Shoulder arms,” “Head parry,”
“Shorten arms,” and so on.

11,242. Did you see the cats made 2–Yes.
11,243. How were they made –Just tied on to a

bit of stick, 16 strings.

11,216. Were there any musical instruments –
Yes, they had a drum.

11,217. Was that struck?—Oh, yes; they were play
ing all the while.
11,218. What had become of the people who lived
in Bath that night —The whole of them fled to the
mountains.

11,244. Did you count them 2–Yes, I counted them.

11,245. Did you help to make them —I was pre
sent when they were making them.
11,246. Did you lend a hand 2–No.

11,247. You say there were 16 strings on to a
handle 2–Yes.

11,248. How did they put this 18-gauge wire in

11,219. Was Bath in the possession of these people
all that night —Well, they went away directly after
wards they were about setting the Court-house on
fire, but they said it was too close to the church, and
that would get burnt down, and they would not like
that as they were getting a black parson, as the other

planter one was killed.

—They twisted it round the twine, just twisted it
round.

11,249. And made one strand of it 2–No, they put
the wire on a few of the strings.
11,250. Twisted it with the string or twine —Yes,
-

11,251. Then the wire did not act separately?—No.
11,252. Twisted with the string 2–Yes.

-

11,220. They did not burn it?—No.
11,221. They went away that same night –Yes:
11,222. After the 12th did you see prisoners brought
into Bath 2–Yes.

-

11,253. Were there knots 2–Yes.

11,254. How many ?—I cannot say, the twine was
always knotted separately.

11,255. How many knots were there in each strand?
—I cannot tell.

11,223. By whom ?—Constables.

-

11,224. Do you know the magistrate, Mr. Kirkland 2

11,256. What sort of knots were they —Single
knots.

—Yes.

-

11,225. When were these prisoners brought in 2–I
think they commenced about the 16th.

11,257. How many tails did the cat have 7–Some
had 16, and some had 12.

-

11,226. Did you see them taken before Mr. Kirk
land 3–Yes, I was there every day giving evidence

11,259. Who made them 2–They were made at

inst them.

º Did you

11,258. How many cats did you see made 3–1
cannot tell the quantity.

see them suffer punishment after

they were tried ?–Well, yes, sir; some were flogged,
and some were sent down to Morant Bay to go before
urt-martial.

º, § Did you see who flogged them, who actually
did it, what hand did it *—There were a lot of people

in Bath from all the different plantations, all came to
Mr. Kirkland's yard for refuge, and the person who
did it I did not know, he was a big man:

11,229. Somebody you did not know ?—Yes.
11,230. You saw the flogging, what was it done
with ?–Done with a cat.

Mr. Kirkland's house.

11,260. Who made them 2–Well, I can't name the
person positively, because they were all strangers to
me; they had everybody helping.

?

11,26i. Lesides men, were there women flogged Yes.

-

- -

-

11,262. Was there any distinction made in the cat
used for them 2–Yes.

*

11,263. What was the distinction ?—The women's
cats were 12.

11,264. Twelve tails —Yes.

11,265. Had they wire —Yes.

THE JAMAICA Roy AL COMMISSION.

11,266. Are you sure of that *—Quite sure.
11.267. What was the greatest quantity of lashes
on saw given to the women ?—From four to 12.

THIRTEENTH

11,286. All?–Yes.
11,287. Without exception ?–Yes.

DAY.

11,288. Do you mean any of those you gave evidence
[against] were hanged 2–No.
11,289. Or shot?–No, except three of them Samuel
Thompson gave evidence against, who took the guns

11,268, Was 12 the highest ?—Yes.
11,269. Did they ever give as few lashes as four –

H. N. Reid.
-

-

Yes, oh yes.

11,270. Did any get as few lashes as two 2–Yes.
11,271. What part of the body did they get it on?–

7 Feb. 1866.
-

out of the store; he saved my life.

11,290. Is Samuel Thompson at Kingston —No,

On their backs.

he is at St. Thomas in the East.

11,272. These people that came in as prisoners,

were they the people who came in

223

on the 12th 2–Yes.

11,273. Some of them that you gave evidence
ainst —Yes.

11,274. Was that the matter that you spoketo?—Yes.
11,275. Have you anything else to tell the Com
mission that you saw —Nothing else, except what
was in the paper; a man nearly killed me.
11,276, Was that somebody who is now living 2–
Yes, he is alive; he is in Kingston now.
11,277. (Mr. Gorrie.) How many people did you
give evidence against 2—I cannot remember that
exactly.
11,278. (Commission.) Was it 10 or 50 °–There
was a lot. It was a good sized store, and there must
have been 300 come into the store ; we had a lot of

goods, and they were all taken off in about an hour's
time.

11,279. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you give evidence against
one?–No, more than one.

11,291. Who were the three persons that were
hanged?—I only know one of them named Edwin
Sterling.
11,292. Were any of those two dozen women that
you gave evidence against 2–Yes.
11,293. How many –I cannot tell.
11,294. Try and recollects were half of them
women?–No, most all men; I think about six women

I gave evidence against.
11,295. And those were flogged 2–Yes.
11,296. When you say that a great number of
people were assisting in making the cats, were they

the people from the plantation of whom you have
formerly spoken –Yes.
11,297. Were these people in Mr. Kirkland's house?

—In the yard; they were living in the yard; they
were refugees, you know, from the plantations.
11,298. Who was it that flogged the people 2–1
tell you I don't know the man's name; a tallman, a
stranger to me.

11,280. Two?—Well, I should say about a couple
of dozen.

11,281. Was the evidence that you gave that you

had seen them in the street upon that occasion ?–Yes.
ll,282. Tell us what became of the couple of dozen?

—Some were flogged.
11,283. How many ?—I cannot tell you how many.
11,284. Try and recollect; was it one dozen or half

11,299. Do you know the butcher in Bath º No.
11,300. Do you know the man who killed the cattle
for the Maroons upon that occasion ?–Yes.

11,301. Was that the man who flogged?–Yes; he
was a tall, big fellow.
11,302. That is the man who used the wire cat?—Yes.

11,303. Did that man ever give as few as four

lashes, to your knowledge –Yes.

a dozen?—Almost all I gave evidence against were
11,304. You swear so?–Yes, those four lashes
flogged; the plunderers.
were given to women, not men.
11,285. How many exceptions were there that were
11,305. (Mr. Walcott.) I believe you said your
not flogged; were there six or eight?—What I gave brothe
r was murdered ; was that Lieutenant Reid, of
evidence against all were flogged.
the Volunteers :-Yes, sir.
The witness withdrew.

SARAH KNowLEs (a black) sworn and examined.
11,306. Are you a domestic servant 2–Yes.
11,823. When did you see him next?—At the shop
11,307. And live at Morant Bay ?—Yes.
door next morning, about 5 o'clock.
11,308, Were you servant in October last to Mr.
11,324. Was that Kirkland's shop door?—No, Mr.

Price?—Yes.

Grant's.

11,309. Do you remember the 11th of October
ºple coming to Mr. Price's house ?–Four of the

11,325. What state was he in then 2–He had a
chop on the side of his nose.
11,326. He was dead?–Yes.

Vºlunteers came to his house when the people came in.
11310. Did you see Mr. Price taken by anybody on
11,327. Anything else?—One of his teeth was out,
that day?–About 7 o'clock in the evening.
and
he had a chop across the neck, and a chop on the
!!ºll. Who took him –A body of people.
forehead, and several about the head; I could not
!!,312. Were they black people?—Yes.
count them ; all over his head.
11,313. Were they armed 2–Yes.
11,328. Did you notice the state of his body?—Yes.
!}{1}, Did you see what they did with him –
11,329.
How was that –It was not chopped.
lºlá, What?—They were beating him at Mr.
11,330. Only the head
Yes.
Kirkland's shop door first.
11,331. Was his dress on 2–He had on his trowsers.
*16. After that what did they do?—A man
11,832. What had become of his coat They had
lamed Bogle came up and asked who they had taken
it away.
-

*ating. They said, “Mr. Price.” He said they
* to save him, and leave off beating him ; and two

11,333. Had he his shirt on 2–Yes.

11,334. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you prepare his body for
* took him in charge. They took him up the burial
** and the crowd began to mob him again, and sheet, -lay him out *-Yes; I wrapped him up in a
%le said they were to stop. Two men took him up
11,335. (Commission.) You did not see anything
"Mr. Grant's gate.
about his body in the way of wounds 2—No.
"ºlſ. Did you see what they did with him at
11,336. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was he undressed before
"nuts?—Commenced to beat him there.
you wrapped him in the sheet —No, he had on his
ºlº. Did you see them kill him —Not on the trowser
s, the same as he had them in the morning,
|ºl9. How long were you there whilst they were
11,337. You put him in the sheet in that same state?
—Abou
*ing him
t a quarter of an hour when they —Yes. He was taken to the almshouses,

Were about him.

11,338. And he was buried in the same

lº). Did you go away ?—They commenced to

way
you

found him 2–Yes.

ºut him again.

!ºl. After the quarter of an hour —Yes.
Whenhim
you see
did 3–I
left by
away,
did*
* leave
them
ranhim
andthem;
left when

11,339. Buried with his trowsers on 2–Yes *- his

drawers and trowsers on, and his shirt.

11,840. Were the trowsers in any way cut º_No.
He had his braces, too.

ting him.

S. Knowles.

-

11,341. (Mr. Payne.) Was his finger cut off?—No.
Adjourned to Friday, 10 o'clock.
* E e 4

-

-

-
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Friday, 9th February 1866.
PRESENT :

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.
John BLossETT MAULE, Esq.
|
RUSSELL GURNEY, Esq.

FOURTEENTH
DAY.

Mr. JoHN SAwFRs sworn and examined.
Mr. J. Sawers.
9 Feb. 1866,
--

--

Y

11,342. Are you the proprietor of Manchester —

11,362. Those were all burnt 2—All burnt.
11,363. What number do you suppose were burnt?

es.

should think from 12 to 15.
11,843. On the 11th of October were you residing —I11,36
4. Did you find many houses occupied ?–Not
at St. Andrew's –I was.
in that settlement; not at Stony Gut settlement.
11,344. Had you to supply the troops with beef ?
11,365. Then you were not speaking merely of the
—I was contractor for the troops at Newcastle.
line of march 2–Oh no, in the settlement of Stony
11,345. In consequence of that had you to go to
Monklands to see that the troops were properly Gut.
11,366. Those were houses not belonging to any
supplied ?–It was not necessary, but I thought it a other estate, but houses belonging to the negroes

duty that might be useful.

themselves – They were negro houses, thatched

11,346. What day was it that you went to Monk
lands —On Tuesday the 17th. I believe the follow

huts.
11,367.

ing Tuesday after the riot.
11,347. How long did you remain there * – I

—Yes.

But belonging to the negroes themselves 2:
-

11,368. Not rented by them 2–No.

-

remained there till the following Saturday.
11.369. But belonging to them —Said to be. I
11,348. Did you go with the troops upon any of understood it was what we call a free settlement.
their expeditions from there 2–I did ; I went to
Stony Gut with them.
II,349. Did you see any persons shot?—Yes; I
saw 11 shot at Chigoe Foot Market.
11,350. By whose orders were they shot?—Colonel

11,370. What was done to the houses you found
occupied ?–They were all saved.

to sthem
done
II,37
t to. those
itant
2. Noth
—No—No
Nor ing
11,371.
to thewasinhab
the inhabitants that came forward.

of

-

11,373. Was there anything else, that yºu º'
11,351. What inquiry had previously taken place 2 before you left on the Saturday —I saw 17 rebels

Hobbs.

—It was early in the morning, and we were on the shot at, at Coley, one of whom got away.
11,374. Do you mean shot at, or shot ?—They were
march to Chigoe Foot, and he explained that he
could not go through the usual formalities of a Court
martial. He found the men there captured by the
constables, who declared they had seen them in open
rebellion plundering. I don't know where they got

captured prisoners, they were ranged, the rope was
cut, and he got away.

ii. 75. Wi. jºyou mean by being shot at .
were ranged in lines. On the return of .
They
them from. Colonel Hobbs had them in a row before troops from Stony Gut they stopped there that night,
the constables, to be sure that there could be no and'I went on to Coley estate with Mr. Bowen; tı"
mistake in the identity of the prisoners, and then he was the first time of his going there from the time he
swore the constables on the Oath of Allegiance.
win;
nt atBay.
the fºllo
On Foot,
Morack,
run out
was
I found
Chigoe
at 11at o'clo
morning,
11,352. What do you mean by swearing them on
the Oath of Allegiance —He made them hold up

Colonel Hobbs with the troops, and a large

number

of prisoners, the proceedings against whom I know
the form was this: making them hold up their right nothing of, having left the previous day. It was the
hands and swearing before their Maker, and their remnant of those, as I understood, that were shot *

their right hand. I may be wrong in the phrase, but

allegiance to Queen Victoria, Governor Eyre, and
the Constitution of the country. I suppose he framed

Coley that afternoon.

it on
the emergency.
11,353. But what was it he swore them to ?–To

speak of *-I speak of those 17.

the fact that they had captured these men, having
seen them in open rebellion. It was necessary for

tion by shooting 2—Yes.

the troops to be going on.
11,354. They were obliged to march on at the

not hit him —He was the outsi man, as far as I
could observe, and he got away. There were 9ne 9

11,376. Do you mean that those are the 17 yº"
-

11,377. There were 17 persons put up for exec
-

say the ball di!
*: º to one of those you
de
8.

time —Yes. They were to surprise Stony Gut that two shots fired after him, but he escaped. He W*
morning, and they reached Monklands in the middle
of the night for that purpose.

taken up about a week afterwards and brought tº

Colonel Hobbs, and he said his escape, was, sº
11,355. This would be on what day ?—It would be miraculous that he could not think of punishing hiſ
the morning of Wednesday, or Thursday rather.
again, so he made him take what he called the Out"
11,356. The 19th —That would be the 19th.
, and
iance
go. away on Saturdy the
himwent
Alleg9.
sayletyou
You
11,357. You say that you remained there till the of 11,37
Saturday ?—Yes.
21st; did you return again after that time –On the
11,858. What did you see done at Stony Gut 2–
wing
follo
,
0. Tues
long did you remain there then ?–I
We met the marines and sailors there who had then
Howday.
11,38

come up ; there was nothing done there except firing
remained there till the Friday.

11,381. What did you see during that time –I saw
11,359. What was done in the way of firing Courts-martial being held at Monklands upon cap
houses —Those which had no persons to account for
d prisoners.
them, where no persons could be seen, were supposed ture
11,382. And executions following 2—And execu
to be the residence of the rebels.
11,360. Do you mean that all that were found tions following. I saw the 13, but I left before
ur Wellington was shot.
empty were burnt —Those immediately on the line Arth
11,383. Can you state the circumstances inder
of march.
which those 13 were executed ?—They were all tried
11361. Which were found empty —Which were
regularly by Court-martial.
d empty.

houses.

foun

:
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11,384. Was there anything particular, in the cir

11,396. Then you did save his life –In that way:

cumstances attending the execution ?—A large trench
was dug, and they were ranged on the upper part of
it, on the inside, and fired simultaneously, and all
seemed to drop dead. An officer went up and
examined them afterwards, and they were pronounced

Next morning I had him examined by Colonel

dead, and were covered.
11,385. Who was the officer —Captain Field.
11,386. Did you see anything done to any of them
-

--

Hobbs.

statement, Mr.

that he had gone through a Court-martial. He never
11,397. That he has explained. Had you ever
known this boy Anderson before ? — No ; he is a
native of St. Thomas in the East.

11,398. After this examination you say he was

examined more fully by Colonel Hobbs the following
11,387. Was any one of them found to be living,
and shot in consequence of being alive 2–I do not
remember that being so with any of those 13. At

Chigoe Foot Market Captain Field's men had to go
up near to them and shoot again. One or two were
writhing.

11,388. But on the occasion of those thirteen being
shot, you do not remember anything of the kind 2–
No,

11,389. Did anybody go up and break the back of
any one of them with a pickaxe, in consequence of
his being alive —I never saw such a thing.
11,390. Were they covered in immediately?—They
were covered in within half an hour ; the constables

went up and set to the men that dug the trench.
11,391. Were the prisoners placed in front of the
trench —On the right side, on the upper part of it.
11,392. Was the trench in the rear of the prisoners
or in front of them –In front, so that they fell into
it. Some of the prisoners were flogged, many were

day ?–He then stated to me, but I did not take it
down, that he parted with Paul Bogle that forenoon,
and we took means to capture him the following day.

11,399. (Mr. Walcott.) What was the treatment of
Colonel Hobbs towards the prisoners he had under
his charge —I thought it very considerate and kind,
and I was constantly there; indeed, Colonel Hobbs
and I slept in the same room together.

There were

several persons coming backwards and forwards
making complaints to him, which were always con
siderately attended to.
11,400. Do you know whether those who were
condemned to be executed were allowed to have

prayers read to them, and had time to prepare them
selves before they left the world —Except at Chigoe
Foot Market.

There the time would not admit of

it.

11,401. When there was more time, how much
time was allowed —I do not think they were shot
the same day. I think it was from day to day, but I

let go, and some were sent by my own warrant to

did not take particular notice. Nothing was hurriedly

camp, to be tried there, as there was not sufficient

done. Joseph went to them, and I myself sometimes
read prayers. Joseph is a catechist of the Church of

evidence against them on the spot.

I took the

evidence of the boy Anderson ; he was the first one I
saw when I went to Monklands on the first Tuesday,
On my first visit there, and I heard him give very

contradictory evidence to the Commission on Monday
when he was examined.

11,393. Do you mean that he then made statements

contrary to what he gave you ?–Yes.
11,894. Did you hear him examined on Monday?
-Yes; I happened to be here. I took notes of his

evidence on the spot. I heard him say here, for

England.

11,402. (Mr. Gorrie.) Is that the gentleman who
has been picking coffee since –Colonel Hobbs ap
pointed him as a sort of steward to see to that, as he
thought it a pity the coffee should be lost, there was
such a quantity of it.
11,403. You have stated that the constables said

they had captured the men in open rebellion, give as
nearly as you can the exact words they used.—By
“open rebellion " I understood plundering every

instance, that I saved his life on that occasion by

where about.

preventing—

11,395. What did he tell you ? We have the notes

11,404. (Commission.) We do not want what you
understood, but what was said. Do you recollect the

ºf his evidence here, and can compare it for ourselves.
-This is the pencil memorandum that I took on the

words that were used by the constables?—There
were some 30 constables, all talking at the same time,

He

each accusing this one and the other, but when they

saw Bogle get the powder from Mrs. Lundy's store,
and saw Bogle serve it out to the people. Bogle gave

were solemnly put as I fell you in a line, Colonel
Hobbs had all the prisoners before them, so that no
mistake could take place in their identity. I cannot
recollect the exact words they made use of.

spºt (reads eramination of William Anderson).

him an old musket, and he gave it back as it had no

º, and slept at Stanton Road with Mr. Bogle's
"in at Nutt's River; Thursday went home ; and
* Thursday afternoon heard the drums beating and
saw Bogle at Coley shop ; he said “You are a queer
Person; you go to the Bay, and you left him and

ºne away; I suppose you left him for dead.”

ºgle called a Sergeant and Corporal, James Grant,

Valley Road, Jemmy Knight, saying, that if he did

11,405. Was every man's case inquired into in
dividually —No.

11,406. Did Colonel Hobbs go up and say “What
have you got to say against this man, or that man 2"
—No, I do not think it was particularised to that
extent.

11,407. How was it managed at all ?–As I tell

*
go they would shoot him (William Anderson).
before the constables,
He was showing that he was under compulsion; you ; they were ranged in a line

then they were sworn, and they each said we took

declares that he was kept forcibly by the others; a

: strange man,
he soldiers

don't know his name, told him that

were at General Jackson's, Monk

lands." Bogle asked for Mr. Patterson, and was

this man and that man.

-

11,408. Was each particular man pointed out º_
Yes; each man that made the charge against a
prisoner, although not in writing, was sworn on the

*y he was not here; “if I had found Patterson

Oath of Allegiance. It seemed to me almost as solemn

: *I would cut of his head, and taken it to the

as if it had been on the Bible.

.*". He stated here, that when Bogle was at
Monklands, he said he regretted that Mr. Patterson
had thought it

necessary to run away from the store

11,409. Then, each man's case was investigated
individually —Not to the extent of saying what he
had been actually doing at each particular place he had

*hº would have protected him. I thought he might been plundering at.
to Colonel Hobbs in pointing out matters.
lºſul
he Sergeants were about going to shoot him, and

"though I could not interfere officially, I recom
mended that they had better keep him till Colonel
* returned, who was then down the Valley on

"excursion with the troops.
15589.

J.Sawers.

9 Feb. 1866.
--

went through a Court-martial.

examine the bodies.

It was dreadful weather at the time.

DAY.

which I thought led the Commission a little astray,

after the shooting —Not after the shooting, except

seeing Captain Field go up and

He made here a further new

FOURTEENTH

11,410. Then some officers said, “I have seen this
man in rebellion ” or “plundering ;” was that it 2–
Yes; and the names of all were taken down.

11,411. (Mr. Payne.) Did they use the words “in
rebellion,” or did they only say, “I saw this man with
F f
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a stick or a matchett at such and such a place f"— º taken place with respect to any of those I
Most certainly “in rebellion;” and the close of
Colonel Hobbs address to them was, “You have all
11,428. Did it take place with any of those 132
been considered worthy of death.”
— No. It was a dreadful night ; the rain was
11,412. Did the persons who gave evidence, and

pouring.

any or all of the cases say, “I saw this man in open
rebellion,” or say, “I saw him with a cutlass in such

11,429. (Mr. Walcott.) Did Colonel Hobbs address
the prisoners after their different trials, and ask them
what they had to say at the Courts-martial and

a part,” or “plundering such a place” —No; I
think the terms were “open rebellion.”

the Court-martial.

who identified, as you say, each particular prisoner in

I 1,413. Were the constables asked by Colonel

Hobbs what they meant by open rebellion ; were
they asked to specify particular acts —Yes; he
asked if they had been seen plundering or robbing
particular stores. Chigoe Foot Market was almost
the centre of the rebellion. That village was all
plundered, that is, there were one, two, or three shops
all plundered, and the women had all run away.
11,414. And it was the constables that identified

all the parties —The boy Anderson identified two
or three.

11,415. You have described the state of Stony

Gut, and you say that the houses that were found
empty were burnt 2–Yes.

otherwise ?–Colonel Hobbs did not interfere with
N

11,430.

He was not on the Court-martial 2–

O.

11,431. Where there was no Court-martial, for
instance at Chigoe Foot Market when those 13 were
identified in the way you describe, were they called
upon to say whether they had any answer to give —
They were not questioned individually.
11,432. Were they collectively —I think if any
one had anything to say thay would have said it;
but they seemed very sullen; they said nothing.
11,433. But they were not asked if they had any
thing to say ?—They would have been heard if they
had.

1 I,434. Did he address them at all ; did he lecture

11,416. From twelve to fifteen 2–Yes.

them —Not on that occasion.

11,417. How many houses at Stony Gut were left
I did not go

11,435. Or on other occasions 2–Generally upon
other occasions, after the Courts-martial, I have

I stated that what I saw was on

known him go down among the prisoners; but I do

standing —It was a large village.
into the interior.

the line of march.

We were not there long.

We

left it within about an hour.

11,418. Can you state at all what number of houses
there were before the burning began —I cannot,

not know what took place there.

11,436. (Commission.) Your entry to Stony Gut
was under the guidance of the boy Anderson –We
had another man besides.

It is one of those

11,437. Was it not also at the time Anderson was

difficult places of access.
11,419. Were there many houses left standing 2–

with you ?—We got Anderson when we got tº
Chigoe Foot. He had left the day previously with
General Jackson and his party to capture Paul

because I never was there before.

There were at the time I was there ; even Paul

Bogle's house was not burnt. I went into his house
out of curiosity. I do not know whether it was
burnt subsequently ; it was standing then. The
marines and sailors were left in charge, and we
came away.

11,420. You came away leaving a portion of the
troops behind you ?—Not the troops ; the whole of
the Sixth came away : the marines and sailors
remained ; they came from Morant Bay, and we
from Monklands. They were there many hours
before we got there.
11,421. (Commission.) Your remark that 12 or
fifteen houses were burnt applies to houses that
you came up to on the line of march 2–Yes.
11,422. And not to houses in Stony Gut at all ?—Yes, in the village of Stony Gut. What I meant
by the line of march was the track we had to go
through. We passed from Chigoe Foot Market;
we left hundreds or many dozens of houses on the

Bogle.

11,438. But when you went into Stony Gut, was
it not by the guidance of Anderson —He went with
us; he was not the guide that started with us.
11,439. But was he the guide at the end ?–Yes;
he was considered the guide.

11,440. When you got to Stony Gut, you say the
marines and sailors were there already ?–They had
been there some hours before us.

11,441. Was any part of Stony Gut burnt at the
time you got there 2–No ; I think nothing was
burnt before we got there.

11,442. None of the houses —They were pulling
them down. The officer of the marines or sailors,
I do not know which, said their orders were to pull

down, but not burn. They were in Paul Bogle's

chapel ; they had broken it; it had been opened all
over, but it had not been burnt.

We left them

there.

road ; it was on the main road ; this is an isolated

11,443. Upon that occasion, either by the party

part of the country.
11,423. At Stony Gut you say you left a good
many houses standing, but you left the marines and
sailors in occupation ?—Yes.
11,424. When you say that houses found occupied
were saved, does that apply to Stony Gut 2–No ;
on our approach to Stony Gut, the marines said they
only saw one occupied.

already in possession, or those that came up with

11,425. Then it follows that the whole were

you to Stony Gut, where any of the cocoanut trees
cut down f—They were.

11,444. By you ?—No ; by the sailors.

I

remember, if the Commission will allow me to

explain it. We were all very thirsty, and the water
cocoanut is a great relish, that is, the cocoanut in its
unripe state, in its watery state. The gentlemen
and officers wanted some for lunch, and I remember

destroyed 2–Not by the Sixth. I do not know what one of the tars saying he was not a monkey to climb
was done subsequently.
the trees, but he would soon find a way of getting
11,426. (Mr. Payne.) Can you swear that the back them, and he got an axe and cut some down. I did
of no man was broken by a pickaxe among those not see more than four or five trees cut. I should
13 you have spoken of-a living person —I never state that Anderson's evidence was afterwards begun
saw it, and I never heard it mentioned till this

to be taken with respect to another person. Warren

moment, that such a thing had taken place.
11,427. (Commission.) Do you think if such a
thing had taken place you must have seen it *—If it

to be tried elsewhere.

the preacher, but Warren was afterwards sent down

The witness withdrew.
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Dr. MAJor recalled, and further examined.

11,445. We understand you have something that
wish to state in addition to what you stated
before; what is it —I was asked the other day if I

you

DAY.

11,453. Could you see the smoke from where the

Dr. Major.

gun was fired t—No, we could not.

11,454. Could you judge of the distance at which
they
fired?—No, icould not; I conclude that Captain
from the Rhine to Bowden on the 13th, we were Ross and Captain Luke while we were halting were

9 Feb. 1856.

know anything as to whether, as we were marching

fired at, or whether there was firing from the hills. making inquiries, in fact I believe they were ascer
As soon as we got to Plantain Garden River, we taining where the firing came from. When we got as
heard firing on the hills, and Captain Luke and far as Pleasant Hill we heard that there was some
Captain Ross ordered us to halt. There was about row at Golden Grove. Captain Luke sent on one or
150 men, I think, and about 40 ladies and gentlemen, two of the soldiers; they presently returned ; Captain
with children, about 200 in all. The firing continued Luke asked if it was all right, they said no. Then
until we got to Pleasant Hill. The moment the word they came and spoke to Captain Luke, and he im
was given to march again, there was another shot, mediately sent Captain Ross and about 40 or 50 men,
then we were commanded to halt again ; in fact, it
was halt and proceed nearly the whole time.
11,446. You say you heard firing ; did you see

any result of the firing at all —No.

11,455. Where?—At the top of Pleasant Hill. In
about two hours Captain Ross returned with 45
prisoners.

11,447. Did you see a bullet —No ; I did not.
11,448. Did you hear one *—Oh yes; we heard
them distinctly.
11,449. You heard the guns, but did you hear the
bullets?–No; we did not hear them.

11,450. Then no balls fell at all near you ?—No :
not that I am aware of.

and we kept waiting there about two hours.

-

11,451. How many shots did you hear fired in all,
do you think?—I should think at least 30; that was
On the road from the Rhine to Bowden.
Where the shots fired out of the bush 2–

*

-

11,456. What happened then when the 45 prisoners
were brought —Then we proceeded on to Bowden.
11,457. Taking the prisoners with you ?–Yes, and
they were placed on board the “Wolverine.”
11,458. Did you see them placed on board the
“Wolverine *—No, I did not ; we were placed on
board the gunboat.
11,459. (Mr. Gorrie.) Where some of those
prisoners women –I think not.

t3,

The witness withdrew.

ALEXANDER PAUL (a black) sworn and examined.
11,460. Are you a labourer living at Holland
11,482. What did they do with you afterwards?—
Estate?—Yes.

A. Paul.

They carried me to the bridge and lashed the two of

11,461. Where were you working on the 11th
October —At Amity Hall Estate.
11,462. Did you hear anything of the disturbance
before Friday the 13th —No.
11,463. Do you remember that day ?—Yes; the
13th I remember.

Golden Grove P-No.

11,484. Did the two men who came hand you to
two constables –Yes.

11,485. What were the names of the other two 2–

11,464. Did you hear a great noise on Holland

Estate that day?—Yes.
11,465. Did you go on the bridge –Yes, about
7 o’clock.

William Smith and Richard Hall.

tlyou go back to your own house?—Yes.
11,467. Did you ever see anything of the people
who were making that disturbance —No.

11,468. On the following week did you see some
some people in their custody ?—

|

-

11,486. Then they took you to Golden Grove –
Yes.

11,487. What happened to you there 2–I got 250

11,466. In consequence of what you heard then

º having

us together, and carried us to Golden Grove.
11,483. Did the same constables carry you to

lashes.

|

|

-

11,488. Two hundred and fifty —One hundred
and fifty.
11,489. Were you tried first 2–Yes; I see two
officers.

11,490. Were you tried ?–Tried ; they said I was

|

6S,

to get 150.

11,469. When did you go to your work again?—
11,491. What were you charged with ?–I do not
On the 24th October, at 6 o'clock I got up, but I did know what I was charged with.
nºt gº to work; I was getting ready to go to work.
11,470. What happened then 2–As I was getting
my breakfast I saw two constables come in and

appre

hended me.

Ilºil. Do you know who they were —Yes.
11,472. What were their names 2—William Walters
and Charles Hall.

11,473. Where did they take you to ; to Lydia
Francis?–Yes.
11,474. Is she your housekeeper ?—She is not my
housekeeper.

*75, Who is your housekeeper ?—Catherine
Anderson.

|,476. Did they take you to her house —They

11,492. Who were the officers by whom you were
tried ?–I do not know ; they were soldier officers.
11,493. You know the difference between soldier

officers and volunteer officers, do you ?–Yes.

11,494. And these were soldier officers you say?—
Yes.

11,495. How many of them were there 2–Two of
them I see : the rest were not officers.

11,496. Who were the others who were present at
the time when you were tried ?–There were two
officers, and many more. I do not know what
number.

11,497. Were the two officers sitting together 2–
They did sit; they were standing up.

tºok me out of her house.

11,498. And there were other persons standing by,
were there 7–Yes.
!!!!". Not out of your own house —No.
*18, You said they came to your house. Do
11,499. Was no charge made against you?—I never
{**nd your housekeeper live in the same house — heard no charge.
Not in the same house.

11,500. Did not they tell you what they were

*9. However, you were in your housekeeper's assembled for, and what they brought you there for
—No.
*were you?—Yes, I was in her house.
**". And these two Constables came and took
you from it?—Yes,

* Where did they take you to ?–To Lydia

Francis, and they apprehended her.

11,501. Were any witnesses examined 2–No :
only I and the person that was tied together with me
were carried to Golden Grove.

11,502. That was Lydia Francis 2–Yes.
F f 2

|
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11,503. She was not examined as a witness, was

11,528. How do you work there, by the week, the

day, or how —By the week; they pay me weekly,

she —No ; she was there as a prisoner too.
11,504. Do you say that no witnesses at all were
examined, and said anything at all about you ?—No ;
I never heard any.
11,505. And you never heard what it was that you

11,529. How much do you get a day ?—I work for
one six month, thirty chains, cutting canes.
11,530. How long does it take to do that ?—From
6 o'clock until 3.

had the 150 lashes for 2–No.

11,506. And you do not know even now what it
was for ; is that what you mean *—No ; I don't

11,531. From 6 in the morning do you mean 2–
Yes; I cut 35 chains up to 3 o'clock.
11,532. Do you have any rest during that time 2–

know what it was for.

Yes; we have a rest.

ſº

11,507. What was done with Lydia Francis —She

You are away for 1 hour during that time?

got 15.

-- I es.

11,508. Did you hear what she was to have at the
time you had your 150 °–Yes; I heard what she
got, but I did not see it.
11,509. How many was she ordered to have at the
time you were ordered to have your 150 *—I heard

11,534. Had you had any dispute with your over
seer befere this 2–No; I never have any dispute; he
and I quite agree.
11,535. Still he brought you up to be flogged, did
he not *—Yes; so the constable stated to me.

11,536. (Mr. Walcott.) Who is Mr. Stewart; what

she was to get 15.

estate is he overseer of ?—Holland estate.

11,510. Did the constable, before you were flogged,
say who had ordered you to be taken up 2–Mr.
Stewart, my overseer.
11,511. What were you flogged with ?—A cat

11,537. Have you seen him lately 2–Yes.
11,538. When did you see him 2 – Last
Saturday.

made of sash cord.

11,539. Where 2—At Holland estate.

11,540. (Commission.) Do you work for Holland

11,512. With knots —Yes, with plenty of knots

estate now 2–-Yes.

coming to the bottom.

I 1,541. Have you gone back for your work since
11,513. Did you see who made the cat 2–Yes.
11,514. Who made it *—Mr. Stewart, my em the disturbance 2–Yes.
ployer.
11,542. (Mr. Walcott.) Did you hear what Lydia
11,515. How many persons flogged you?—Six.
Francis was flogged for ; did you hear what the
charge was against her ?–No.
11,516. Did each give you 25 —Yes.
11,543. Were any goods belonging to other persons
11,517. Do you say that no witnesses were ex
amined against you ?—I did not hear no witness.
taken out of your house at the time you were taken :
11,518. But were not witnesses examined against -—No, never.
you, and sworn ?—No ; I never heard no witness
11,544. Had you not seen any property that did
against me.
not belong to you brought into your house 2–No.
11,545. Or into your housekeeper's house —No.
11,519. Perhaps you do not understand 2–You
11,546. Or into Lydia Francis' house —No ; my
must remember, Sir, that nobody don't swear against
housekeeper was very poorly, and I was minding her;
me that I do anything.
11,520. But did not somebody swear against you ? I was attending to her.
—No ; I never hear that.
11,547. Was anything done to your own house?—
11,521. When you went before these two officers On the 26th I was not there, but three fowls were
did you see persons who were sworn ?—I saw plenty taken from my yard.
11,548. But nothing was done to your house ?—
of people there.
11,522. You were not asked that. Did not you see No.
the Bible put into the hands of some persons —They
11,549. Then when you got back to your house
never swear ; they did not have no Bible ; they did you found it just as you had left it —Yes.
not give no Bible to them.
11,550. After you got your flogging they let you
11,523. But have you not said to some gentlemen go —Yes.
11,551. And where did you go 2–Home.
that witnesses were examined against you and sworn?
—No ; I say that nobody did not swear against me.
11,552. And you found your house in the state
I see the officers down there ; I stand up outside and which you left it 2–I found it in the same state.
11,553. Was Lydia Francis' house burnt, or did that
they stand up on the step, and I stand right before
the step.

remain the same 2–I did not see he ; I leave her at

11,524. Did you not see that gentleman write down
what you were saying —Yes; him ask me if nobody
did not swear against me. There was nobody swore
against me, unless it was the soldiers that the officers

Golden Grove.

said to, I was to have the 150,

No.

11,525. Where do you live *—At Holland Estate.
11,526. What are you upon Holland Estate 2–I
live on the Holland Estate.

11,554. Have you seen her house since 2–Yes.
11,555. Then it was not burnt 2–No.

11,556. Was your housekeeper's house burnt 2–
11,557. Were you flogged by black or white
soldiers ?—At the time there were no white soldiers
there. It was the volunteers.

11,558. Was it the volunteers who flogged 3–

11,527. What do you do there, are you a labourer?

Yes; and half of the constables at Golden Grove.

—A labourer.

The witness withdrew.
Mr. S.
D'Silva Lindo.

Mr. SolomoN D'SILVA LINDo, sworn and examined.

11,562. Then did you read it over to him —I did.
11,563. And then he said that what he had said

11,559. When did you take the examination of this
witness —Yesterday, at my office at Kingston.
11,560. What did he state then about the witnesses

was, that he had not heard any examined 3–No :
against him —In answer to the question several some time after, after I had proceeded to question
times put to him by me in the presence of four other him as to what the witnesses had said against him,

persons, he said that witnesses were sworn and exa he hesitated for some time, and then he said there
were no witnesses. I said, “You cannot say that, I
mined against him.

;:
-

11,56i. Who were the other persons who were have just written down so; you said so.” He sai

there at the time 2—My three clerks, and one Robert he did not say so. The four persons who were preBaker. I called it to their attention subsequently sent said to him “Don’t say that, we heard you say
when I had finished. Some time after, in re-examina-

's

so.”

tion, I asked him again, and he then denied that he

'g

º,

-

º,

º

had told me so.
The witness withdrew.
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John BURNETT, sworn and examined.

11,564. Are you junior sergeant of the police force
of the parish of St. Thomas in the East —Yes.
11,565. Were you on duty at Morant Bay on
Saturday the 7th of October 2—Yes, I was.
ll,566. When the magistrates were in Petty
Sessions at the Court-house —Yes.

DAY.

Justice Dalton overheard the moise, and said, “Bring

9 Feb. 1866.

“ Court.”

11,586. When that order was given did anybody
take the person –Immediately the order was given
Private Charles Jacobs took Geoghagan in front of
the Court-house door.

I went to assist Jacobs in

11,567. Do you remember being there at the time
that the case of one Alexander White came before

the magistrates charged with an assault –Yes,
11,568. Did you hear his case tried ?–Yes.

bringing Geoghagan before the Justice of the Peace,
when Bogle and the others came and rescued him
from me.

11,587. That was Paul Bogle —Paul Bogle and
11,569. Was he fined ?–Yes.
many others.
11,570. What was he fined 2–4s.
11,588. They rescued him from you and Jacobs
11,571. Was it your duty, being on that day in the —Yes; they took away the prisoner from us, and
Court, to take the person who was fined to the Clerk went down the steps on to the market. We took the
of the Peace 7–Yes, always.
prisoner again ; the whole crowd came round us, and
11,572. Where was the Clerk of the Peace to began to brandish their sticks about us in the market.
whom you took him —The Clerk of the Peace was A few persons came round us, and said, “Sergeant,
in the bar before the justices.
“ you had better leave this people alone, because it
ll,573. Sitting in the same room ?–Yes. I took “appears as if they intended to harm the police,” and
the prisoner to the place where we keep prisoners I went up the Court-house steps.
after they are tried.
11,589. Did you see anything more done that day
11,574. Then did you take Alexander White to by the people outside —Yes; the people outside
the Clerk of the Peace —I took him from where he broke one of the policemen fingers.
was tried to the room where we keep prisoners when
11,590. Was that one of the persons who had been
they are tried.
trying to take Geoghagan *—Yes.
11,575. Did you then go with him to the Clerk of
11,591. How long did you stay there that day ?—
the Peace to ask him what were the costs –-After

I was there till after the Court was over.

putting him in the room I returned, and enquired of
11,592. Did the people disperse before the Court
the Clerk of the Peace what were the costs, and he was over ?—The people dispersed, and we called up
said 12s. 6d.

11,576. Was White with you at that time 2–No.

the Court again, and tried a man they called Lewis
Miller. All the people came down to be present, and

11,577. Had you handed him to a man named

that caused a crowd to be in the Court-house.

William Fuller —Yes; a private of police who was
in charge of the room.

11,593. Was the Court crowded when Miller's case
came on 2–Yes ; more than usual.

11,578. Did you direct Fuller to go and get the

11,594. Was that about a horse 2–It was a trespass

money from White 2–I told Fuller to receive 16s. 6d.

on some land at Middleton, were James Wilson and

from the prisoner, should any person call to pay it

Davis were.

for him.

11,595. At what time did the people disperse ?—
11,579. When that was done did anybody speak to
You on the subject or interfere 2–Immediately as I
told Fuller so, Bogle son, William, said no, I was not

I think between 3 and 4 o'clock.

11,596. Was that before the Court had risen 2–
Yes.

to receive 16s. 6d. I asked him how much then ;

11,597. I believe it was upon your information
that
a warrant, was taken out on the Monday, for
it; he said he knew something about it, because it
was 9s, 6d, for the summons, and the magistrates had apprehending those who had rescued Geohagan 2–

he said 13s.6d. I asked him what he knew about

Yes; information was laid by order of the Justices,
ined the boy 4s., that would make 13s.6d. I asked and
the warrant was sent out.
him if he knew that there was a subpoena got out for

*girl; he said, no; and I told him 13s.6d., and 3s.,

* 16s. 6d. and I would thank him in future not
*interfere in this Court, otherwise I would represent
his conduct to the justices.
.*0. Besides speaking to him did you speak to
his father —I turned round, and saw the father, and
* “Bogle, you had better speak to your son, he is
getting excessively rude.”
!!,581, Was this in the Court-house itself?—Yes.

11,598. Were you the Superintendent of Police
who sent the party to execute it 2–Yes; I sent six

policemen and two constables, and gave them strict

orders not to be harsh, but to go quietly and speak to
the people they met.
11,599. They came back to you afterwards, and

you heard what had happened to them at Stony Gut 2
—Yes. They were taken into custody and hand.
cuffed, and that they gave them an oath.

I do not

know the nature of it.

* Did you see whether Paul Bogle did speak
11,600. Were you present on the 11th, when the
*sºn, and as he was reprimanding his son about Court-house was attacked by the people?—I was
* "terfering in the Court, a boy called James present.
Gºghagan said, “No, Bogle son did not interfere
11,601. I believe you were obliged to hide yourself

§ his son?–0h yes. Bogle went on to speak to

*You." The constable who was sitting on the

in the bush —Yes, I had to run away when the

windºw, and who is present here now, said, “Yes, people came down to the market. I was standing
outside the Court-house.

Yºu did interfere with the sergeant.”

º What

constable is that ?—Lake ; he is

11,502. However you made your escape out in the
bush –Yes, and I was apprehended by 30 men, who

11,584. How old is Bogle's son 7–I think he must

came down upon me.

about 25.

11,593. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was Paul Bogle present
11,585. What did you do then 2–I said to

º, “Yºu come here to cheek me always in

after Geoghagan had been rescued, and when Lewis

Miller's case had been called on ?– Yes, he was

t.º

present.

... ºn said, “Come out of the Court, let us gº

11,604. He was in the Court 2–He was in the
Court,
the magistrates
fined Lewis Miller
he wentand
up when
and stood
security for him.

and as Geogaghan was going out of
irº **ister, called Isabella Geogaghan, came up

-

.." in the market, and let us see if any d

d

*an come here if we don't lick them to hell."

J. Burnett.

“ that person here who is making that noise in

11,605. I believe he was bail for Miller 2–Yes.
F f 3
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11,606. Paul Bogle advised an appeal, did he not ?

DAY.

—Some 12 or 10 of them who stood outside the bar
J. Burmett.
9 Feb. 1866.
-

his legs —I cannot remember at present whether I
did see him.

said “appeal,” “appeal,” and Bogle came forwards
and stood surety for Miller.
11,607. Do you know how many persons you laid
information against for the rescue of Geoghagan —
Against 26.
11,608. Of the others, besides Paul Bogle, were
any present on the Saturday after Geoghagan had
been rescued, and while Miller's case was being heard
in the Court –Oh yes.
11,609. You say Paul Bogle was there —Yes.
I 1,610. And there were others ?—Yes, others.

11,611. Against whom warrants were issued on the

11,632. You say you were ill-treated ?–Yes.

11,633. When was that ?–On Friday the 13th. I
made my escape on Wednesday : I was out Thursday,
and was sick not able to come in. On Friday morning
as I was returning I met one of the soldiers on guard
just at the Cotton Tree at Morant Bay. He asked
me where I was going ; I told him, and took out my
crown, as my jacket and cap was not with me. I
showed him my crown, and told him I was a sergeant
of police, that the people had determined to kill me,
and from the kindness of one or two persons I was
saved, and I was now going to the station. He took
me into custody.

Monday ?—Yes; one of the rioters is alive now. I
think his name is William Grant.

I 1,634. Who took you into custody ?—The soldier.
I went on with him quietly.

He carried me to the

11,612. (Mr. Lynch.) What has become of the
other 25 against whom you laid information together

Parade, and tied me up, and they awfully illtreated
me. They kicked me about my face. I have one or

with Paul Bogle —I really think think they are

two little marks now. I had two gold rings, and they

killed; I have not seen them.

took them away from me,
shamefully.
11,635. Was this a black
There were many; black and
11,636. But the one who

11,613. All of them 2–-I removed from Morant

Bay Station to Manchioneal. I am at Manchioneal
now, and I have not seen any of them except
William Grant and Moses Bogle son, Henry Bogle;
he is now in custody.
11,614. (Commission.) Who removed you up to
Manchioneal 2–I was removed by Inspector Ramsay.

11,615. Which Ramsay, Paul or Gordon —The
one at Spanish Town.

11,616. (Mr. Lynch.) Do you know a man by the
name of George Bassett Clarke –Yes; I know him.
11,617. Did you see him on the day of the trial of
Lewis Miller —He was present, and I nearly fell
over his legs, as I was coming past. He was standing
this way, and I knocked myself against his foot and
nearly fell down on the ground.
11,618. Accidentally —Yes,

and treated me most
or a white soldier —
white.
took you first 2 – A

black one took me from the cotton tree, and carried

me to the Parade, and there treated me most shame
fully.

11,637. What did they do to you ?—Some took my
boots, and they kick me on the face; others stamped
me over and stood on me; they throw me on the

ground till one soldier called George Green inter
fered, then I got off the ground.
11,638. What regiment did he belong to ; you
know 2–I think he was belong to the 6th West.

11,639. There is no such regiment. Was his
regiment quartered at Spanish Town —I do not
know.

11,619. Was it accidental on both sides —Yes. I

11,640. Who was the colonel of his regiment;

don't know whether he did intend it; his foot stood
this way and I fell over it.

who was the officer with them then 2–I don't know

11,620. Could you tell from his manner and conduct
when you stumbled over him whether he appeared to
have done it on purpose, or whether he helped you

11,641. Was the regiment stationed in the Island
before the disturbance took place —I cannot tell;

when you fell?—ithought he did it to make me fall,

the name.

it was stopping at Morant Bay.

because he generally interfered in a matter of this

11,642. Should you know Green again —He and
I belonged to one property, and I should know him;

sort.

he belonged to New Monklands plantation.

11,621. But at the time 2—At the time, Bogle son
being his brother-in-law, and Bogle being his father

came up, and said they should not illtreat me in this

in-law, I really think he did it on purpose.

kind of manner, and he got some water and washed

11,643. Then he was a Jamaica man —Yes; he
The soldiers took the two rings off my

11,622. Did you think so at the moment 2–Yes.

my face.

11,623. Did he attempt to save you when you

hands. I complained to one of the officers that it

stumbled; did you notice that ?—I did not notice

was a shame to use and illtreat me in this kind of

that.

In all fiel".

11,624. Was not this man Clarke ordered out of
Court by the police, by the instruction of the Justices
in consequence of this 2–I do not remember that.
11,625. What became of him after you had

Y

stumbled over his legs —I don't know where he

Court-house I ran on to the Leewards Walk, and

I cannot tell now in

then to the Windward Walk, I met about 30 men,

went to.

I did not observe.

the confusion of things whether I did see him or not
after I fell over his legs.
11,626. Were you present when notice of appeal

was given in the case of Miller ?—Yes, I was present.
11,627. Who gave notice of appeal —I think Paul
Bogle.

11,628. Did he say anything on that occasion ?—I
cannot at present remember whether he did.
11,629. When was the notice of appeal given —
To appear at Bath.
11,630. But when was it given, do you remember 2

11,644. Is that the treatment you speak of 3
es.

11,645. Was that all ?—Yes, except what I got
from the rebels. When I started away from the

and they said “kill him, kill him,” and as I heard
that I jumped up on to the hill, and one man laid
hold of my hand and kicked me so that I should keep
it until this day. I know that man, it was Charles
Mayne.
I1,646. Is he one of those about to be tried ?–No;
he is hung.

11,647. Was this George Green you spoke of a
brown man or a black man f—A black man.

11,648. You are certain of that ?–Oh yes; he
was a black man.

—No, I do not remember ; there was too much con

11,649. And what did you say to this man Mayne

fusion, and from the way in which I was treated. I
was most shamefully treated, even by the soldiers.
Very shamefully treated.
11,631. Did you see this man Clarke about the

who treated you as you state 2–I said “Mayne,
what have I done * For God's sake save my life.”

Court-house, or in the crowd again during that day,
after the time you described yourself as tumbling over

away; he could not come after me; he ran about

He held me by the hand, and held a large stick over
me; I took away my hand from his, and jumped
40 feet, and he could not catch me; I jumped into

º
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a patch of bush and hid myself there ; I took off my
cap and jacket and dropped it, and lay down under
the bush.

11,650. I must ask you about this George Green

again. Are you certain that he was a pure black or
partly black —A negro.

11,651. Do you know what is meant by Sambo 7–
Yes.

FOURTEENTH
DAY.
-

11,652. Was he a Sambo —No ; a black man
like myself.

.J. Burmett.

11,653. (Commission.) How long have you been in

9 Feb. 1866.

-

the police —Four years.

The witness withdrew.

O, Stewart.

OBEDIAH STEwART (a black), sworn, and examined.

-

11,654. Do you keep a shop at York —Yes.
11,655. How near is that to Bath ; where is it?—
It is in the Morant district.

11,656. How far from Morant Bay ?—Three miles
and three quarters.

11,657. On Thursday, the 12th October, did any
people come to that shop of yours ?—Yes.
ll,658. How many ?--In the morning I heard the
shell blowing; about half past 10 o'clock I saw a
little girl, who came and told me that some people
were coming to the shop. I had some money there,
and I took the money out of the shop, and went and
hid it, and against the time I took it and came back
I saw a great number of men coming over the river
with gun, and lance, and bayonet, and stick. I
reckon then the first gang, but there was another

taken off that day. Then some broke the shop open,
and the gates, and I went in and open the shop, and
they took out to their satisfaction, and went out.
There were three gangs on that morning. They
remained till 12 o'clock before they went out.
1 1,659. When did they first come –They came
after 10, and they remained till 12.
11,660. What became of the goods, the contents of
your shop —They took away all the goods. In the
evening two more gangs came back, about after

4 o'clock, and commanded me to give up what was
in the shop. I said, the men that came in the
morning had taken out all that had been in the shop;
they said no. I went in and opened the shop, and

showed them, and when I showed them they turned
back to go, and another man at the gate by the name

gang coming further away, a great number more than

of Edward Reid said, “Run behind the door.”

the others; and then there was another number, men

“No 3" he said “Yes.” My mother said “No;” he said,

and women; they came into the shop, and asked me
to give them all what I had in the shop. I asked
what for; they said, the goods belong to buckra ; I
said no ; they said yes. Well, they said, I must give
it up, and if I did not give it up, my life would be

“Go away, old lady; if you don't mind yourself this
day, I will know what to do with you.” I went in

taken, I say, “What do you take my life for "
They said, because the goods belong to buckra, and
they want all the goods belong to buckra, and all the
black and brown people that join buckra, they would

I said

and took the rum pull, and drained the rum as much

as they could get until they threw it away, and then
they go away.
11,661. That was on the 12th October 2—Yes;

they all swear, and ask me for money.
º You kept your money?—Yes; I ran and
ld it.

kill them, and if I did not give it my head would be
The witness withdrew.

NATHANIEL LARE (a black), sworn, and examined.
11,663. Are you a rural constable —Yes.
11,664. Were you in October last —Yes; at

11,678. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Had anything
been said by Bowie to you before this 2–No.

St. Thomas in the East.

11,679. Nothing 2–No.

11,665. Do you live at a place called Wellington 2
-10S.

11,680. How long had he been with you before this
conversation took place —He had never been with

11,666. Did you then know a man named James

me at all.

Bowie?—Yes.

11,667. I believe he has since been hung —Yes.
º Did you bring him to Morant Bay ?–
BS

11,669, What day was it you took him there —
I do not keep the dates.

I remember it was in

"ºr, but I do not keep the dates.
11,770. Was it a day which happened after the
ºrkhouse had been burnt ?—Yes, after the Court
house had been burnt.

!!!]]. I suppose Bowie was in custody ?—Yes.
!!! Did he tell you anything 2–Yes.
In

"T3.
Will you
it was put
—
gºing down
he just
said,state
“Ohclearly
God, what
Mr. Gordon

* Fight out of the way.” I said, “What did
Gºrdon put you out of the way to do He said,
Mr. Gordon told them to destroy the white men

* the coloured men, but those that joined them
º tº be destroyed. I said, “Old man, I do not
elieve You, it is bad to take life; however, I have
ºthing to do with it; when you go down to
Mº Bay tell that to the high quarters.” He
*"My son, what use 1 to speak when I know I
|hang.” That was all.

11,681. But you took him that day —Yes.
11,682. Did he begin to say that directly as

i. he Court-martial at Morant Bay.
; The same day?—The same day.
$76. Did you ever see him again —No ;
that day I
!"# 5. see him again.
-

you

took him —Yes, that day.
!!,683. Was it directly as you took him he said that

or had hº'º a with you some time?—He go along the
road with lug a good time before he speak the word.
11,684. Then he had spoken nothing boº, haſ 2
—No ; he was going along the road.
11,685. Silent; saying nothing?—Saying nothing

till he almost got to Morant Bay before he said the
words.

11,686. Did he say anything after this, after he
said, “My son, what is the use of my speaking this
I shall be hung"?—Not a word after that.

»

11,687. That was all ?—Yes.

11,688. When did you first mention this
tion that you had had with this Bowie; to j.";
you first tell what you have told us to-day ?—I did

-

not speak it. I think I told it to
when I attended the Court-martial.

Mr. Ramsay,
YouIne
toldº:
Ramsaya that
told this
§ 11,689.
* imº
little,Bowie
if youhad
please
o;

id not state that case. I rem

but I did not state that.

11,674. What did you do with him —I delivered
i

ember the words,

11,690. Can you remember to whom you ment;

. wº º,?—I gave evidence to %. º
only tell it to Mr. Lindo when I
at

Kºº. Bay.

-

-

rº.

Was giving evidence

from

-

-

-IN0,

N. Lake.

11,691.
was .#
only this
a little
whil6 ago ?—
11,692. That
Had you
to an
—Yes.

ld you give evidence to any Court there?
told it to Mr. Lindo 2–Yes.

ybody before you
F f 4
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N. Lake.

him —Mr. Campbell came up to St. Thomas in the
11,693. Who did you tell it to ?—Mr. Campbell.
East ; he was preaching there.
ctor
ll.
Campbe
!!,694. Who is Mr. Campbell?—Re
Y 11,707. Were you on duty there as a constable?_
11,695. Rector of what place —Of Kingston.
11,696. You told him this, did you ?–Yes.

9 Feb. 1866,

11,697. Before you told Mr. Lindo 2–Yes.

Il,698. When do you think you told Mr.Campbell?

es.

11,708. Can you write 2–No.
11,709. You have mentioned the conversation

you

had with Bowie ; you are wanted to tell it over
11,699. How long after you had Bowie in custody again *-I took up Bowie in custody, and going
i. you tell Mr. Campbell ?–It was in the martial along the road, he told me, “Oh God, it was
“Mr. Gordon tell we to do so, to destroy the white
aw.
11,700. While the martial law was going on, do “ men and the colored men, but those that joined
you mean 2–Yes; it was at the end of martial law “ them not to be destroyed,” and I said to Bowie,
“I do not believe you ; however, I had nothing to
before I told Mr. Campbell.
11,701. Was the martial law over before you told “ do with it, when you go down to Morant Bay tell

—Well, it was after the rebellion was done.

“ that to the high quarters.”

Mr. Campbell ?–Yes.
11,702. It was 2–Yes.

1 1,703. Which do you mean, was it during the
martial law, or after it was over that you told
Mr. Campbell?—During the martial law I never saw
Mr. Campbell at all ; it was after the martial law.
11,704. Had it been over long?—No, not very long;
it was about December, one month after.

:

1 1,705. A month after it was over ?—Yes.

11,706. Where was Mr. Campbell when you told

11,710. Then he said what?—He said, “My son,
“what use me to speak when I know I will hang.”
11,711. Was that all ?—Yes.

11,712. (Commission.) You say you never men
tioned it to anybody till you mentioned it to
Mr. Campbell ?—No.

11,713. You remember that he was the first person
you mentioned it to ?—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

D. Johnson.

DougLAss JoHNSON (a black), sworn, and examined.
said I would not join such things; I hide from them.
11,714. Do you live at Monklands —Yes.
11,727. But did they ask you to join them 2–Yes;
11,715. Is that upon Mr. Patterson's property?—
did ask me to join, but I would not agree to

§

Yes.

11,716. Do you manage the cattle?—Yes.
11,717. Were you at Monklands on Thursday the
12th October 2–Yes.

II,718. Do you remember any persons coming up
there on the evening of that day ?—Yes; the Thurs
day evening I was there.
11,719. Who was it that came?—Bogle's desciples.
11,720. How many of those persons came?—More

that.

11,728. Did you see other persons there who were
asked to join –Yes.
11,729. How many?—Plenty; many; some I did
not know at all.

11,730. Did you see those persons names put down
who were asked to join f-Yes.

11,731. By the same person who had the pencil?—

than a hundred.

Yes.

11,721. What did they do to you ?—When they
came I stand against the kitchen room, and they have
gun and sword, and shell, and a big bomb beating it.
I was frighten and run away and hide.
11,722. Where did you hide – In the bush.
II,723. Before you hid in the bush, did you see

1 1,732. This was on Friday, was it?—That was
Friday.
11,733. Did you go into the bush again on that
Friday ?–No; I don't hide in bush again that Friday,
till 1 o'clock when I have to go and get up my cattle,
and I saw the whole drove of them going back, and I
drew myself up and hid behind a little bush that they
should not see me, because if they see me, they want
me to go with them.
11,734. Then when they went away from Monk
lands you hid away in the bush —Yes, till they were
gone, then when I got up my cattle I did not go down
to Monklands; I was afraid. Then I got to Monk
lands to sleep till Saturday, 4 o'clock, when I saw the

any names taken down —After I hid in the bush,
when they left that Thursday evening, they go away,
and I come out of the bush, and I stop with Mrs. Pat
terson in the kitchen room till daybreak Friday
morning ; and when I go to milk the cattle, a whole
crowd came back again at 6 o'clock. I passed them
and went to the cattle pen and milked the cattle.
When I came back they were there asking Mrs. Pat
terson to give them anything they want to drink or
eat to their satisfaction. I saw a young man named
James Gordon, and I saw him having a pencil in his
hands and paper, and he came and called on all to
join them.

11,724. Is James Gordon living?—Yes; he is in
now. What was he doing with this pencil?—He
gaol
11,725.
wrote down, and he came, and said, “You must join
“ the desciples, and if you join they put your name

whole drove of them come down to Monklands.

I

came again to the kitchen window, and when they
come, Bogle had a lance with him, and when he came
to me he said, “Where is the girl who keeps this
house.” I said she was gone to get some clean water.
He said he wanted the key to get to the shop, I must
call her, and I did call her; and when I went to call
her the whole gang came back.
11,735. Did they get the key of the shop —Yes;

when the girl came she gave up the key to him, and
“ down.”

11,726. Did they ask you to join?—Yes; and I

they opened the shop and went into the shop.

The witness withdrew.

ROBERT JACOBs (coloured man), sworn, and examined.
R. Jacob'.

11,736. Do you live at Bath 2–Yes.
11,737. Are you a private in No. 1 company of
Volunteers ?—Yes.

11,738. Were you one of the Volunteers who went
service on the 11th October at Morant Bay ?—

º,

11,741. Where was it —They never attack me at
Bath.

11,742. None of your party 2–Do you mean the
rebels 2

11,743. Anybody?—No, nobody ever disturb me
in Bath.

e8.

11,739. We do not want to take you through that
day's proceedings, but were you afterwards taken

back to Bath —Yes; about four or five days after.

11,740. When you were at Bath did any persons
come and attack you?—No ; not at Bath.

11,744. Were you at Friendship Penn 2–No.
11,745. You were never there?—Yes; I have been

there; I know Friendship Penn.
11,746. But you were not there on any day shortly
after the 11th 2–No.
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11747. How long did you remain at Bath after

your return?—I remained

in Bath till after martial

jaw ceased, and came to Kingston.
11,748. While you were at Bath were any prisoners

brought in 7–Yes.
11749. By whom ?—By constables and by Maroons.
11,750. Both men and women —Both men and
-

Women.

ll,751. Were you present when their cases were

233

The most I see was twelve, eight, and six, and so

on ; the largest number I saw was twelve.
1 1,760. Where did they get it?—On the back.
1 1,761. You say the people who were brought in
had their cases heard by Mr. Kirkland 2–Yes.
11,762. Did he sentence them to be flogged 7–Yes.
11,763. Were you present when he sentenced them *

FOURTEENTH
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R. Jacobs.
-
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—My shop is in a part of the premises that Mr. Kirk

land occupies, and I saw the constables and the
Maroons take the prisoners up to Mr. Kirkland.
11,752. By whom were they examined into ?–By
11,764. Did you hear what Mr. Kirkland said –
Mr. Kirkland.
No ; they brought them down and had them flogged.
11,753. Is that Mr. Pitt Kirkland, the magistrate 2
11,765. Were you present at any of the inquiries 2
—Yes.

examined into ?—Yes.

—Once or twice I was there.

ll,754, Were you there when any were sentenced
to flogging 7–Yes.
ll,755. How many did you see flogged that were
sentenced?—I cannot exactly say now how many,
but I saw some flogged, and some went on to Morant
Bay.

il,756. Cannot you say how many you saw flogged;
—No; I saw women and men flogged, but I cannot
say how many.
ll,757. Did you see the cats that were used ?–
Yes,

ll,758. Was there any distinction in the cats used

11,766. What sort of form was gone through when
the inquiries took place —The parties the Maroons

brought in for stealing anything, when it was properly
proved, were ordered to be flogged.
11,767. And did they examine witnesses f–Yes;
they examined witnesses.
11,768. Were the witnesses sworn ?—Yes; they
were sworn to those parties that they saw them
engaged in plundering certain houses and shops.
11,769. What were they sworn on, the Bible or
what ?–The Bible.

for the men and for the women –Yes; the cats

11,770. Were the prisoners asked if they had any

used for the males had wire plaited, but the cats for
the females had no wire at all ; it was just twine, the
sile they use for making seine.

thing to say in their defence 2–Oh yes; they allowed

ll,759. How many lashes did the women get?—

!

them.

11771. Every one —Oh yes; those that I wit
nessed.
º

The witness withdrew.

t

Moses NATHANIEL Wolfe (a coloured man), sworn, and examined.

llº. Are you a tailor at Morant Bay ?—I am.
11,773. Are you also a Volunteer in the No. 2

M. N. Wolfe.

Captain Hitchins ask the Baron anything that was
to be done 2–After the Riot Act was read 2

No.

tompany ?—Yes.
11,787. Next after the Riot Act was commenced

!!...+. Were you out on duty as a Volunteer in
the body that was at the Court-house on the 11th of to be read, did Captain Hitchins say anything to the
Baron about what he was to do about firing 2–No ;
October —I was.
ſlº. Did you see the people come down on the
Court-house?—I did.

|T6. And attack you?—Yes.
!!".
Do you remember the Riot Act beginning
read?—
i do.

tº be

º, Was anything said at that time by Baron

Rºbºt with regard

to peace —When the rebels
* Coming in Baron Won Ketelhodt took a white

ºrchief and he was waving it to the people,
º *ing them for peace, and they replied to him,

* Hell; Peace the Devil.”

sº
After they had said
ºne them to you, the body

that, was anything

of Volunteers ?—Not
by
* * the Riot Act had been read by the Custos.

º º º: Riot Act, was he º
º with the ºi.

auling 1

in or
yet; he was trying
to make

front rank.

11,791. Where about in the front rank 2–On the
left side of the front rank.

11,792. Was the Captain on the right or left 2–
On the right.

11,793. How near had the people got who pelted
you with stones at the time you fired 2–About five

;

yards from the spot where we stood.

11,794. Did you all fire together ?—All fired to
gether.

ºnmenced pelti the Volunteers

11,795. After you had fired did you begin to
reload?—When we fired we came down in a loading

or

-

position, and then the whole of the rebels ran up and
covered the Volunteers.

11,796. Then you retired into the buildings 2–
Yes.

were standing, they

: W. the Volunteers with stones.

wifi. h9 commenced doing that?—The rebels;
$1085,

11,789. What word did he say?—“Fire.”
11,790. Which rank were you in 2—I was in the

-

-

'81. º
Did you hear the Riot Act began to be
lºad?—I
* What was don
the rebels, as you call
* after that?—Wheenbythey
came about three
jºls from where
|l

I heard nothing else. I heard Mr. Hitchins ask him
no other question, but when the Act was read then
of course he gave the word of command to fire.
11,788. Who did —The Captain.

11,797. Did you lose your rifle 2–I lost it after we
got away from the parade. The rebels took it away
from me.

* got one of the wounds here from the

11,798. While you were standing in the ranks 2–
Oh no.

*W*it while the Riot Act was being read
* Yºu received that cut –I received the cut
-

-

ºf the Riot A. was read.
sºThen after you had received that blow,

Captai
ilchins
A“...wa
you hear
anythidid
Barons read,
be reaºº the
ng after
it was begunn
it Act i. heard him ask the Baron to read the

.."; the time the rebels were stoning us,
*if he co º to wait a little, he would wait and
with them . É. Peace. He could make no peace
11786." then he read the Riot Act.
he

While
15589.

* 100.

the Ri t

-

11,799. You kept it then 2–I kept it f
pt it for a good

while after.

11,800. Were you wounded that night?—I was.
11,801. Where were you when you were wounded?

A. the time I was wounded I was at the back

of

the

ort.

11,802. You had got out of the Court-house then?
I got out of the Court-house when it was On fire
and we went into a little house at the side, where
Mr. Price was living, and from there to the fort
We remained there for a while, and then the rebels

---

iot Act was being read, did

came in upon us. I suppose there must have
G g

been
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE
Of course, there was no

parties, I heard a shell, I suppose, calling them

way of getting out, and they came and dragged us

together, and immediately they came round the other
side. Two other rebels came to me when I was lying
on the ground, and they said, “This is one of the

80 or 90 from the West.
out.

11,803. What wounds did you get 2—I got five
9 Feb. 1S66.

“ Volunteers; he is dead, the d–d son of a bitch.”

chops.
11,804. What with ?—With the cutlasses.

11,805. Do you know what party did that?—No, I

As he said so, the other one said, “Come let us see,”
and they came and turned me over on my back; then
they came and searched if I was dead. They came

cannot tell.

and felt my chest to see if it was blowing, and they
11,806. Was it dark 2–It was dark.

11,807. Did you lose your uniform —I was
stripped naked after I was beaten by these parties;
of course they believed I was dead. I afterwards
tumbled myself down a gully that extended to the
bottom road, and then they laid hold of me there and
took away my rifle, and then they commenced mur
dering me with sticks and cutlasses.
11,808. Again –Again.
11,809. Were those fresh wounds 2—They were
fresh wounds.

11,810. Did they strip you then —When I found
the numbers were so great upon me, I stretched out
myself as if I was dead, and then they turned to
immediately and stripped me of my uniform and

felt my nose. I stopped my breath as well as I could,
and when they found no breath was coming, they
believed I was dead, and they moved off about the
distance of four or five yards. One of them returned
with a cutlass, and said to the other, “Come let us

“ cut off his head,” and he immediately came and
placed his knees down upon my chest, with one hand
extended, and he pointed the cutlass at my throat.
The other said, “No, come on ; there is no occasion

“ to cut off his head, he is dead already ; let him
“ remain ; come let us look for them that are not yet
“ dead;” and then both went away.
11,813. (Mr. Gorrie.) What was the word used
by Captain Hitchins before you fired —He said
“ Fire.”

11,814. Did he use that very word —He said

under clothes.

11,811. After that did you lay on the ground naked?
—I lay on the ground naked.
11,812. Did others come up at a later time 2—A
good time after I was partly murdered by these

“Fire.”

11,815. You did not hear anything more than that

said 7–I heard nothing else from him.

The witness withdrew.

Joseph MESSENGER (a coloured man), sworn, and examined.

J. Messenger.

11,824. Without giving me the name of the man

11,816. What are you?—A Volunteer.

11,817. Do you remember the 11th October 2– that said this to you, do you know, or did you then
Yes.

11,818. Were you at Morant Bay that day ?—Yes.
11,819. Do you remember on that day any one

coming to you before you started 2–Yes.

know where he came from ?—I do not know where
he came from.

11,825. You had got a job for him you say?—Yes.
11,826. Where did you send the work home –

11,820. Where were you then 2–I was then down
at my shop, where I am working.
11,821. Where is your shop —It is down near the

finished.

Parade.

himself.

He never got it till a few weeks back, when it was
11,827. Where was it sent to ?—I delivered it to

II,822. Before you started on duty as a Volunteer
what was said to you about going 2—A man came to

11,828. At the shop —Yes.

me about some work that I had in hand for him ; I

11,829. Then he gave you no place where to send

am a tailor by trade, and he came and asked me if it to ?–He told me I was to send it up to Blue
the work was not finished ; I told him no, I would

Mountain Valley, but it was not finished as I pro

finish it to-day, and I would bring it down in the
evening to him, but as I was now called out on duty

mised.

I should not be able to finish it before late the next

sent —Yes,

day. He then asked me where I was going, if I was
going up to Stony Gut. I said I don't know where I
am going to, but I am called out on the usual ground,

When he told me I had better go home and sit down,
I said I was under the control of the Governor. He

that is on the parade.

said, “There is no Governor for this island." I said
I have a Governor, and I am compelled to go where

He said to me, if I was going

to Stony Gut I had better go home and sit down.
11,823. At what time in the morning was this —

11,830. Did he ever tell where the work was to be

11,831. Where 2–Near to Chigoe Foot Market.

I am called upon to go.

About 11 o'clock.
The witness withdrew.

WILLIAM WALKER (coloured man), sworn, and examined.

W. Walker.

11,832. Are you a member of the Volunteer Corps?
Yes.

11,833. Of Morant Bay ?—Yes.

Messenger was in, and I told him no. He said,
“Have you seen him.” I said I have not seen him
since the morning. He said, “Where are the Volun:

11,834. Do you live at Morant Bay?—Yes.

teers going " I said I do not know. He said the

11,835. What is your business —I am a saddler.

Bath Volunteers came down, and he heard they were

11,836. Do you keep a shop there 2–Yes.
11,837. On the morning of the 11th of October did
anybody come to your shop –Yes.

going to Stony Gut, and if they were going to Stºry
Gut to disturb the Stony Gut people he would join
the Stony Gut people, and the same sword I was
cleaning would serve to run through my own guts.

11,838. Was it anybody you knew * You need not
give his name.—Yes, I knew him.
11,839. Where did he come from ?—From Church
Corner.

11,840. Was he living there 2–Yes.
11,841. What did he ask you ?—He asked me if

11,842. After that did you go to the Court-house?
—Yes; and on the Parade I met him about an hour
before the rebellion took place.

11,843. You met him again, did you?—Yes, hº
had a stick in his hand. He came up to me, and said,

-
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* Did not I tell you, you were not to come out here.”
did not speak to him. He saiid. “Never mind,, yyou
-

>

-

º just º what you get ;” and I left him.
iſ 844. You were in the corps ?–Y es.
iſ si;. Under Captain Hitchins *—Yes.
Court-house?—
ii.
sºv. Drawn up in front of the
-

11,849. The first one was at the shop when he
called to know if Messenger was in 2–Yes.
11,850. Where you hurt at all that day?–Ireceived

FOURTEENTH
DAY.

two stones blows, one on the chest and one on the

W. Walker.

al-In

-

-

"is". This conversation

took place at Morant

Bay did it not —Yes; near by the Court-house

11,851. When was that 2–That was when the

9 Feb. 1866.

company was formed, as the crowd was coming in.
11,852. Before you fired or after 2–Before we
fired.

º

At that time the company had not yet formed;
allihe Volunteers were walking about the Parade.

isis. You are speaking of the second conver
sation?—Yes.

11,853. Before any body fired 2–Yes; as the com
mand was given I received the blow.
11,854. That was all the injury you received 2–

Yes.
The witness withdrew.

Eliza GREGoRY (a black), sworn, and examined.

l,855. Are you a servant living at Morant Bay ?
—Yes.

11856. Were you there on the 11th of October
last?–Yes.

11,857. About 5 o'clock that evening did you go
anywhere?—I went up to the bridge.
il,858. What do you call the bridge —At the
bottom of the Bay.

11,859. Has the bridge a name; do they call it
anything?—No.

11,860. When you were there that afternoon, did
you meet any men —Yes, I met about 20 men.
11,861. Had they any thing in their hands —
They had cutlass, a machette, and gun and bayonet.
11,862. What were they doing?—They were keep
ing guard.
11,863. Over the bridge –Yes.
ll,864. Did you know any of them 2–I knew one
Iman.

11,865. Did you know a man by the name of James
M'Laren —Yes.
11,866. Was he there?—Yes.

E. Gregory.

11,869. Did you hear him say so?–Yes.
11,870. How long did you remain there while they
were there?—I live near on the bridge.
11,871. How long did they stay on the bridge –
Between 7 and 8 o'clock they blew the shell and went
up the Bay.
11,872. Where did they go to when the shell was
blown 2–They went up in the town.
11,873. Did you hear M'Laren say to them where
they were going 2–No.
11,874. Or what they were going to do?—
M-Laren left them at the time he told them to wait

for Mr. Georges.
11,875. He left them there 2–Yes.

11,876. Did you hear any one say to them that
they were going anywhere?–No.
11,877. Did you hear anything said about the
prisoners?—One of them said that they were going
to let the prisoners out. M'Larne told them about
11 o'clock at night they must go and let the prisoners
out.

ll,867. What was he doing?—He was telling the
men to keep guard.

11,868. To keep guard about what?–To keep

guard about there, and wait for Mr Georges.

11,878. He came back again then 2–Yes.
11,879. Were they there till he returned 2–Yes.
11,880. What did he say when he returned 2–He
said you must come and let out the prisoners.
11,881. And then they went 2–Yes.

The witness withdrew.

JANE Edwards (black), sworn, and examined.
J. Edwards.

!º?. Where do you live?—At Morant Bay.
lº. Were you there on the Saturday before
the disturbance? Yes.
11,884. Where were you?–In the Court-house.

* Had you any case there in which
*interes

you

ted?—No. I went up there to see the

Peºple that were tried.

*W
hat did you see there?—I saw them try
k White.

cº Do you remember any disturbance in the
º fined Alick ll, and a policeman told
* !! #s, and the boy was going to pay the
* When a young man came and told him he

When they sentenced him, the policemen fetched
him out to carry him to prison, and the other party
would not let him go. The policemen were hauling
the young man from the door to carry him to prison,
and the rest would not let him go to prison; and
they were taking hold of the policemen, and the
inspector called to the policemen, and said, “Let the
man go!” and told them they must leave the man at
the door, and come back and take down the men's

names, the names of the men that were on the
Parade.

ll, 4

* not pay the ll. 4.
Gut *

Who was he?—A young man from Stony

i

-

º ºº was his name?—James Henry.
howed out

He

º only ll, not 11.4s. The policeman

11,894. Who do you say was the person who said
that White was not to pay 24s., but only the 20s.?
You say when the policemen told him to pay
24s., somebody said he was not to pay 24s, but only
20s. Now, who was that person 2–I do not know
the name.

° young man,* and told him not to

11,895. Now just think?—I don't know. George

"" when they shoved him out they
steps, and Mr. Shortridge said
"*h back that man, and have him tried.
Y.” Are you sure that was Mr. Shortridge?—

was the person.
11,896. George who –George Bailey.
11,897. That was not the person you told us before?
––No.

ii.
º
* ſº

it before ?–(By Shorthand Writer.) James Henry.

lnt

-

º,:

they mu

º dºwn the

11,898. (Put to the Shorthand Writer.) What was
sure that Mr.

Shortridge was

Saturday. ° and Mr. Walton were sitting on
º What
*k and Sente *Epened then —They fetched him
Prison.

the

11,89
*93. Ten

nced him to 10 days in the district
days in the district prison —Yes.
-

11,899. (To Witness.) Why do you give us two
names? Which was it? Where does George Bailey
live –In Stony Gut.

11,900. And where does James Henry live?—At
Stony Gut.
11,901. Which was it?–George Henry.
G. g 2
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11,930. Did you see them when they were there?
—I saw them when they were there.
11,931. Did you see them at Stony Gut, at Paul
Bogle's 2—No ; I did not go up.
11,932. Then why did you tell me so
Was this
11,904. Which was it 2–James.
11,905. Do you know a person named Charles what Foster told you ?—No ; Foster did not tell me.
11,933. Didn't he 7–No.
Bogle 2–Yes.
11,934. Who did —The day Foster told me was
11,906. Was he there 2–Yes.
11,907. Did he tell the young man not to pay the when they took up Lewis Stewart, and took up
24s. ?–George Bailey first told him, and then Bogle. a man and carried him to the Bay, and carried
11,908. You said it was James Henry 7–I was Walters to the Bay.
11,935. When was that ?—The very week.
not present when he was tried on the Saturday.
11,902. But now you have told us three names.
Do you know two men of the name of Henry James
and George —Yes. I know George.
11,903. Do you know James —Yes.

11,909. You were not present —Yes; I was on

11,936. The week afterwards 2

Did not Foster

11,912. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Where you
present in the Court-house when he was fined 3–

tell you on the evening of the Tuesday, the 10th, when
he came down —No ; he did not tell me anything.
11,937. Did anybody tell you as they came down
the reason why they had not got the people with
them —On the Tuesday the people did not go with
them to Stony Gut, and they did not come with the
policemen down. I saw him coming back from Stony

Yes.

Gut.

the Saturday.
11,910. You said first that George Bailey and then
that Charles Bogle told him —Yes.

11,911. But you said before that James Henry
was the person who told him —Yes,

11,913. And were you there when he was told not

11,938. What is his name 2—I don't know. I saw

to pay the fine, or did somebody tell you ?–No ; I him coming, and I asked him if they went to Stony
was present on the Saturday,
11,914. (By the Commission.) Were you in the
Court-house —Yes; and he was going to pay the
11. as he was fined; but the policeman told him to
pay 11.4s., and the young man told him he must not
pay it.
11,915. What was the name of that young man Ż
—James Henry.
11,916. James Henry said he was not to pay what

the policeman told him to pay?—Yes ; and the
policeman shoved him away directly.

Gut for Bogle, why they did not come down; and he
said they would come down on the Wednesday.
11,939. Who told you so *—The policeman I met
on the cross-road where they have now buried the
people.

11,940. Is his name Rushton 2–No. I saw the

policemen in the Bay, and I don't know them.
11,941. Where does Foster live —At Duaney
Pen.

11,942. Was not he the person that told you this?
—No.

11,917. Do you mean James Henry —Yes; and

11,943. Were you there on the Wednesday ?—Yes.

he shoved him to the platform; and Mr. Shortridge
said directly they must bring him in and have him
tried, and when they tried him he was to go to the
Penitentiary for 10 days.
11,918. You said the District Prison —It is the

11,944. What time did you go?—I went to Morant
Bay at 12 o'clock.
11,945. What for ; was it market day ?—Yes; I
went to sell some ockra and some peas.

11,946. How long did you remain there —I re

same.

11,919. Was it the District Prison or the Peniten
tiary 2–Not the Penitentiary, but the District Prison.
But the party would not let him go, and the police
men and the rest came down the steps, and the in

spector said they must come back and take down the
names ; and when they went back the policemen took
down the names of all the men.

11,920. Did you see them come up on the
Tuesday ?—Yes; on the Tuesday they sent off ten
constables to Stony Gut ; one of the ten constables
was named Foster. They were sent up for the people,
and they did not come down.
11,921. Did you see that ?—I was present.
11,922. Where?—Near the cross-road, coming from
the Bay, when the policemen came.
11,923. Is that what you saw, or what you heard 2
—No ; I saw it myself on the Tuesday.
11,924. Is not this what you have stated that
Foster told you?—No ; Foster was a constable.
11,925. Did he tell you what happened ?–No ; I
was present and saw it.
11,926. Are you not speaking hastily P Did you
see it all, or is this the account that was given by
others ? Did you see the policemen go, or did the
policemen tell you ?—When the policemen were
coming to the Bay, and the people did not come with
them, I asked the policemen, and they said the people
would not come down to-day, but they were coming
down on the Wednesday.
11,927. Had you before that seen 10 policemen go
into Stony Gut —I did not see them when they
were going, but when they were coming back.
11,928. Then you saw nothing of it till then 2–
Yes; from the Saturday I saw them.
11,929. On the Tuesday did you see the policemen
-

going up to Bogle's —I did not see them when they
were going.

-

mained till 1 o'clock, and I left a little after.

11,947. Where did you go then —Home to my
yard.
11,948. Where is that ?—Close to Morant Bay, to
Duaney Pen.

11,949. Well, after you went to your yard, what
happened then; did you remain in your yard —No;
when I was in the Bay on the Wednesday, I saw
Mr. Cooke.

11,950. Answer the question. You say you went

sº

to the market to sell things about 12 o'clock, you left
a little after one and then went into your yard. How
long did you remain in the yard —When my selling

º
º

was done I went to my yard.

11,951. How long did you stay there —I stayed
till about 4 o'clock.

19,952. Did you not go out of it at all ?—No; I
did not go out in the evening, but just came to the
road.

11,953. You mean that from a little after 1 till

about 4 o'clock you did not go out of that yard; where
did you go then 2–I just came out into the road.

11,954. What was the first thing you saw after you
went to the yard —I did not see anything as I came
out of the yard.

11,955. But while you were in the yard, did you

see any people going to Morant Bay ?-No; when I
was out I did not see any person.

gº. But did you, when you were in your yard;
-ANO.

came out of your
your yard,
yard, did
No11,957.
; I did When
not. you
y
did you?
y

11,958. Well, what did you see –When I was in
the Bay on the Wednesday, and when I was in the
Parade selling my load, I saw Mr. Cooke galloping
in, and saying they must get ready, the party was
coming. I saw the Baron go into the Court-house,
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and afterwards he came out with a book in his hand,
and Mr. Stephen Cooke was standing with a book by
him, and the others said the Volunteers must

11,975. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Have you
Where ſo you come FOURTEENTH
DAY.
from now; do you coºrºom Kingston 2–No.
11,976. Where do * come from ?–Down the J. Edwards.
seen anybody in Kingston

get

ready, and Mr. Cooke gave the word to fire; and they
fired on the people.

street, below Dr. Land's.
11,977. You mean that you have been stopping
there to-day –Yes; I stop below Dr. Land's.

11,959. You say this was while you were in the
market selling your load 2–Yes.

9 Feb. 1866.

11,960. You said you left the market a little after
1 o'clock –Yes; I was there when the Baron read

11,978. Did you go to some gentleman at Kingston?
the book and they fired on the people; and as they -No. When I was down aſ. Christmas, a gentle
fired on the people I saw half of them tumble down,

|

* came to me, and said that Mr. Phillippoo said he
was to take down from People that came from Morant

and the rest ran out of the Parade, and said they were
going to the station to get some guns; and I tºok up

my bowl and ran away.

||
|

Bay what they hear about the war, and he took it
down. I was going away the next week back to
Morant Bay, and the gentleman said, I must not go,

-

11,961. Are you quite sure this happened a little

because if I did they would warrant me, and I was

before 2 o'clock; do you know what hour it is gene
rally in an afternoon; are you sure you went to the

compelled to stop, or they would warrant me.
11,979. Have you not been to Kingston some time

market at 12 o'clock 2–Yes.

11,962. And that you remained there only till a

ago now *-No.

little after one –Yes.

*989. Did you
come from Morant Bay to Spanish
ºoming to Kingston — waii. to

11:968. And that this all happened before that

Town without

time –It was just 1 o'clock.

Kingston, and I never went *Way again since. I
came after Christmas, and I came down here.
'**'. You don't mean that you have been here

!';*. How do you know —The clock was there
striking.

!º. Do you mean that the clock was striking

since Christmas — came down here to Spanish
Town after Christmas.

just before you left the market, or just when they

came in :-The stroke struck just as they came in.
11,966. Was it striking one ?—Yes:
11,967. Are you quite certain of that ?—I did not
leave the Bay till after 1 o'clock.
1968. Are you quite certain the clock was striking
**...the people came into the Parade —Yes; just.
They did not give the people any quarter; they shot
them as they came in.
11,969. Whereabouts in the Parade were you ?—I
Was in the Parade.

11,970. Whereabouts –In the Parade, against the
gynep tree with my load.

!.971. Was that on the right or the left hand side
ºf the Parade –The people came in on my left

11,982. And you have been here ever since?—
*yed with a young woman since after

Yes; I have
Christmas.

11,983. You say you were living at Morant Bay
now *-Yes; but I came down

to see somebody after
Christmas, and I was to go back ; and Mr. Phillippo

***, gentleman to my yard, and he said he must
take down anything that anybody who came from
Morant Bay knew about the war.
11,984. Have you not told ºpy gentleman at Kings
ton what you have to say *—No.

11,985. (Suggested by Mr. Jºneſ.) Is Mr. Short
ridge a big man or a little man *-He is a big, tall,
Stout man.

hand, and I was on the right hand to go down to the
11,986. Are you sure that he is the gentleman who

Seaside.

was there on the Saturday —Yes.

!!,972. To whom did you first give the account 2
-I don't know. A gentleman named Mr. Phillippo
* to take down what I had to say, and the gentie

11,987. Do you know Mr. Bowen *—Yes; from
Coley.

11,988. Was he there?—Yes.

* he sent came to Moran, Bay.

yº. A gentleman Mr. Phillippo sent down

11,989. You said Mr. Shortridge and Mr. Walton?

—

€S.

—Mr. Shortridge, Mr. Bowen, and Mr. Walton

from

lº. How long *go?—I came down here after

Retreat were all there.

Said

ºistmas,
Iwº to me
go back;
the gentleman
when and
he came
to takebutdown
what the

*O. Was anybody else there?—There were
***ore gentleman that I don't know; but I know.

*Ple said about the Wº that I was to stop, and I
* been all the time waiting here.

Mr. Shortridge and Mr. Walton.

The witness withdrew.

Richard SHERRINgton (black), sworn, and examined.
rºl. Are you a labourer living at Font Hill?_
down, some of the parties said, I didn't belong to
!!992. Were Ou at
St. Thomas in the East, but to St. David's, and they
t; David's gº
* any time at Minto in
11,993. Were you taken into custody there?—Yes.
By what soldiers?—The 6th Regiment.
-

-

-

#:

i. when was that *-On the 23d of October.
* Was that on * Monday ?–Yes.
11,997. Were You taken to Monklands 2—Yes.
How "g did you remain there 2–Three

11,998.
Weeks.
8.

-

-

-

11,999 How Were
*
me inthem.
charge of th You employed there ?—They
to mind

go; and they said I must stand and mind
prisoners, and give them water and something

let me

the

to eat.

12,002. Were you a prisoner?—Yes.
12,003. Were you let go –Yes.
12,004. And were you afterwards employed to
guard the others ?–Yes.
12,005. Where were the
the coffee store.

prisoners kept 2–About

-

*P*soners, to guard them and

12,006. Did you see MLaren and Arthur Welling
ton brought in 2–Yes.

º

there 000.
wereWere You a prisoner yourself 2 – No :
*me behin º 7 *re besides mé, but the others
-

-

12,007. When was that?—I don't remember the
day.

12,008. How long was it after you were taken and

had to guard the prisoners ? released ; you were taken on Monday the 23d 2–
** a prisoner, and after we got Yes, and I went away on the Monday and came back
àid you

on the Wednesday.
G. g. 3

R. Sherrington.
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12,009. How long after that was it that M*Laren
and Arthur Wellington were brought in 3–They

12,043. What was the result of the first fire?—One
of them fired, and fired five times, and he didn't re
ceive no shot.

R. Sherrington. came on the Saturday.
9 Feb. 1866.
---

12,010. That would be the 28th 2–Yes.
12,011. What was done to them after they were

12,044. Five times?—They fired 35 times, and the
man was standing over the hill.

brought in 2—They took them in charge, and they re
mained the night and the morning, and then they

One man stood up and fired first, then the other; the
second stood up and fired ; then the third and the

sentenced them to be shot.

fourth behind the rear rank.

12,045. One man fired 35 times 2–Not one man.

12,012. There was nothing done on the Sunday,
was there?—They were brought it on the Saturday,
you say?—Yes.

-

12,013. Then the night and the next morning
would be Sunday. Was anything done on the

12,046. You said just now that only two men fired
at him —Yes; I saw two men fire first, and the

other regiment behind did not fire then, but afterwards
they did.
12,047. Two men fired and missed, and then all the

Sunday ?–Yes; and they came from Minto Gap,

men behind fired 2–Yes.

and to Arntully Gap and to Hagley Gap.
12,014. But on the Saturday that M'Laren and
Wellington were brought in, how soon after that was

12,048. The two men went away ?—Yes; the
others were on the step.
12,049. How many of them —I cannot tell how
many, but all the balls that were fired came from
behind the regiment and went over my head.
12,050. Where were you sitting 2–Down by the

anything done º-They were not shot on the Sunday,
but on the Monday.

12,015. Was anything done on the Sunday ?—
They didn't troublé anybody on the Sunday.

12,016. Do you know whether these men were tried
or not ?—I did not see them.

12,017. But on the Monday you say they were
shot ? —Yes.

12,018. Did you see them shot ?–Yes.
12,019. How were they shot ; who was shot first ?
—Arthur Wellington was first.

Barbacue wall.

12,051. And was each a separate shot, only one
soldier firing once —No, more.
12,052, And you counted the 35 shots —Yes; 35
shots.

12,053. How long did it take to fire 35 shots 2–I
cannot remember that.

12,020. Where was he placed to be shot —At a
a pimento tree, over against Mr. Patterson's coffee

12,054. Was one directly after the other as quick
as you could count –Yes; the one fired “bang,”
and the other fired “bang,” and another fired, and I

place, over the way.

reckoned it, and the man was tied to the tree.
12,055. And was it the 35th shot that hit him 2–

12,021. Where were the soldiers ?—In , the big
buckra house in the distance like between here and
the Court-house.

Yes.

12,056. Was that the only one —Only one.

12,022. That is where the soldiers were 7–Yes.
12,057. And where did it hit him —On the breast,
12,023. What was there between where the soldiers and right on the heart; on the stomach here (point
were and where Wellington was 7–He was beyond ing to his heart).
the river on the hill.

12,024. Then whereabouts were you ?—At the

same place, the Monklands coffee store, guarding the
people.

12,058. That's not the stomach 7–Right on the
heart.

12,059. Did you see the body afterwards —Yes.
12,060. Did you see a wound in the neck —Yes.
12,061. Then they were more ?—Paul Golden, after

12,025. How far from you were the soldiers ?–I
was sitting down and looking at them.
he was shot, cut off the head with a cutlass. The
12,026. Were you very near them ?—Yes, at the soldiers ordered him to do it.
coffee store, and the buckra house is just by.
12,062. What soldiers ?—The 6th Regiment.
12,027. How many soldiers fired 2 – I didn't
12,063. One of the officers ?–No ; a soldier.
reckon.

12,064. The head was cut off?—Yes.

12,028. But was there not a guard, a certain num
ber ordered out 2–Yes, close in a rank.

12,029. But how many were they in a rank —I
could not acknowledge how many, but lots of them
standing up.

12,030. Were there five or ten in the rank?—More

12,065. Were you sent across to bury the body ?—
No.

12,066. Then how did you come there 2–I was
standing up on the store and tried to see where he
was buried, but could not see, it was too far.

There

were Arthur Wellington, Joseph Russell, and others.

than ten.

12,031. How many ranks were they –About 16.
12,032. You don't mean there were so many as

that to shoot him —They put two men exactly to
shoot, and the others were standing up, but did not
fire.

12,033.
12,034.
12,035.
12,036.

12,067. Who buried him 2–The soldiers.
12,068. Where 2–In Monklands Market.

12,069. What became of the head 2–It was put on
a stump and remained there.
12,070. Where 2–In the same place were the body

was buried.
The rest were put away ?—Yes.
12,071. In the Market-place?—Yes; in the Market
And two were appointed to shoot ?–Yes.
place.
Do you know who they were —No.
12,072. When the 35th shot hit him, did he fall
What were they ; soldiers of the Sixth —

down 2–Yes; he made a bow.
Yes.

12,037. What did they do?—Four of the soldiers
took over Arthur Wellington and Daniel M'Laren.

12073. Was any thing more done then, besides

cutting off his head —That was just coming off then

12,038. But we have it at present that Wellington as he made the bow and received the shot, and then
is tied to a pimento tree, and two soldiers are ordered they blew a horn, and the soldiers were there behind,
and they came forth and loosed him, and he fell to
to shoot him 2–Yes.
12,039. And they were near Mr. Patterson's house, the ground, and they stood over him, and gave him
another close shot on the ground.
the great buckra house —Yes.
12,040. After he was tied to the tree, and the two
soldiers were appointed to shoot him, did they fire?—
Yes.

12,041. Did anybody else?—Those two.
12,042. Those two only 7–Yes.

12,074. Who did 2–The soldier.

12,075. Didn't you say that he had only one shot,

one wound, except that was given him with the
cutlass —Yes, one shot him.
12.076. Where 2–Over the hill.

-
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12,077. On what part of the body —On the head.
15078. Was that before or after the head was cut
off? Before the head was cut off. When the head
was cut off they pitched him down when the shooting
was done, and they pitched him down into the
Market.

12,079. We understood you did not go to where he
was tied ?–We stood where we were and saw him.

12,080. You were on the Barbacue —Yes.
I2,081. Could you see the tree from the Barbacue,
and could you see him taken down from the tree ?—

say there was only one wound, and that was in the

heart?–Yes; the soldiers shot him from Monklands,
* he was cut down they gave him one in the
12,106. But what do you mean by saying that
when you saw the body there was only one wound,
and that was in the heart 2–Yes.
12,107. It must have been in the head 2–No.

a pistol —A rifle.
12,083. You saw that ?—Yes.
12,084. Then did you see the cutlass drawn and
his head cut off?—Yes; and when they came to the
mast-wood tree they buried him there.
12,085. Did you know anything of Wellington be
fore ?—I met him once or twice before.

12,086. Where?—At Coley Way and Morant Bay.
12,087. Did you know what he was ; how did he

get his living ; was he a labourer —He was a man

I

had no wound.

shot the two men they called us to meet them down
there in the market.

12,109. Was this second shot given him at the
market or at the tree ?—They cut him from the tree,
and laid him down on the ground, and gave him a
second shot.

12110. After that he was rolled down 2–Yes.

12,111. Where did they cut off his head?—They
pitched him from the hilltop to the place where the
hole was dug.
12,112. You say M*Laren was there also?–Yes.

12,113. Where was he when Wellington was being
shot —He was tied to the same pimento tree.
12,114. Not while Wellington was being shot ?—
No. About three soldiers were at the back of a hill,

terson at all times.

12,088. Was he thought to be anything more than
a common labourer —I cannot say ; I don't live in
and had M*Laren with them.
that one village.
12,115. After Wellington was shot, and the body
12,089. You don't live in that part 2–No.
knocked down to the market, was nothing done with
12,090. Did you hear anything said by the prisoners M“La
ren 2–Yes.
while he was shot about him —No, I didn't hear
anything at all. James Brown cried out hard when
12,116. What? – The horn blew up Monklands
they shot him. His brother was standing outside, guard, and two other soldiers who were with M*Laren
and he cried “Brother!” and “Lord have mercy upon went to the back of the hill, and they began to fire,
me!" The brother was not shot, and James Brown and we looked at them, and M*Laren wore a serge
was getting shot, and he cried, “Good Lord have jacket.
mercy on me!”
12,117. And where were the soldiers who shot

12,091. Did you hear the prisoners say they would M*Laren; was he tied to the same side of the tree to
which Wellington had been tied before ?–Yes; the
not believe in Obeahism again —No.
same
very tree.
12,092. Do you know what it is ?–No,
12,11
8. But was it on the same side of it 2–Yes,
12,093. Did you ever hear of it 2–No.
the same facing.
12,094. Did you neverhear it mentioned in any part
12,119. Where were the soldiers who shot him 2–
of the country?—No.
On the same Monklands step.
12,095. Did you ever hear of Obeah —Yes, I hear
12,120. In the same place where they were when
them say it, but I don't know it.
they shot Wellington —Yes.
12.096. We don't suppose you have anything to do
12,121. How many soldiers were ordered out to
With it, but did you hear anything about it when shoo
t M'Laren –Thirty-four loaded and fired.
was shot ?—No, I didn't hear anything
all.

Wºm

12,122. Were 34 shots fired at him —Yes.

1997. Did you hear them say anything?—No.

12,123. Were they the same persons?—The same
soldiers.
-

What do you know about it yourself?–I
know nothing more than what they asked me. No
12,098.

thing at all.

12,124. Were two ordered out together, as before ?
—Two men stood out, and fired first.

* When this man was shot

over the way, at
WaS º tree, what became of the body ?–It
uried in a deep hill place.
º You say he made a bow and fell down,
t did they do then ?—They rolled him down the

12,101. How *—They rolled him down to the flat

where he was buried.

*". Did

12,125. And after that 32 others?—Yes; they
fired behind.

12,126. And was it the thirty-fourth shot that hit
him —The one that hit him on the mouth.

12,127. Was that the thirty-fourth –Yes.

12,128. Thirty-three were fired before he was hit 2
—Yes.

bod

12,12

y?—They
9. What was done with the
they, not carry the body down the broke his
neck, and then they gave him another close

im
soldiers took their feet and capsised shot again when they loosed him. It's no use telling
º.thethe
In down
hill.
o

º: Was the

lies, for if I am dead to-morrow I shall have to
head on then 2–Not till after answer for it. I only tell the truth.

º l me down, and then

they

cut his head off.
º when he received one
shot and could

im, but as he fell down they gave him

.* shot, and then they capsized him down
pitched him down to

the hi

:* ! saw the men
12,104. H

pº." you did the body come when
—About from this to
coco
nut t
nº. º º: ºther side (distance estimatethed at 130a
-

it was

-

market.
12,

9 Feb. 1866.

saw the man when he was taken out, and I saw he

that laboured well on his grounds, and for Mr. Pat

another cl

-

12,108. Did you go across to the place?–As they

12,082. What did the soldiers fire; a gun, a rifle, or

not

|

º

R. Sherrington

ead.

Yes.

hill

DAY.

*ed upon him till he came down the
3.1-21

". But didn't it come near to you, because you

12,130. Did you know M*Laren before ?–Yes.
12,131. Was

his

name

M'Laren º – Daniel

M“Laren.

12,132. Did he ever go by the name of Graham :
—Yes; that is the father's name.

12,133. Sometimes he was called Graham, was he ?
—I can't say so, when he was shot.

12,134. Was he sometimes, called Graham

and

sometimes M.Laren?—No: his name was Daniel
M*Laren.

12,135. Did you ever know him called Graham *
–No.
-

G. g. 4

-
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12,136. His father's name is Graham 2–Yes, and
he is Daniel M'Laren.

R. Sherrington.
9 Feb. 1866.

12,167. Were they all shot dead at the first dis
*

12,137. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) What became
of Wellington's head after it was on the stump 2

charge —They blew the horn, and they fired ready

º and every

How long did it remain there – M'Laren and

Wellington were shot as to-night, and a good force of
rain came down in the night, and the river came

one of them fell down into the

Ole.

Y

12,168. Every one —Yes; they all fell.
12,169. All these people you have mentioned 2–

(*S.

down and drove away the stump, and took away the
12,170. Did you hear any of them cry out after
head. The gully came down, and in the morning we wards —No ; only Jimmy Brown and Alexander
could not find the head.

Thomas.

12,138. And the head was never seen 2–No; up to
this day never again.
12,139, Have you anything to tell us about

Brown cried out first, and Alexander Thomas cried

Brown 2–James Brown 2

12,140. We don't know. Brown you spoke of 2–
I don't know any Brown. I know the one boy that
was shot called James Brown, and he cried out.

12,171. What was done with them 2 – Jimmy
out afterwards, “Do, oh Lord, save my soul,” and the
soldiers said, “You
, shut your mouth or I'll
blow out your brains ;” and they let fly in the same
place, and knocked their brains out.
12,172. Where were they lying then 2–They put
them on the top of one another.

12,141. Can you tell us anything about him ; what
happened to him —When James Brown was shot,
there were 14 of them shot together.
12,142. Was he one of the 14 –Yes, that was one

In the hole.

of the 14.

when the soldiers shot they all fell down, but did not

-

12,143. Do you remember the names —Yes, as far
as I could go.
12,144. Were these 14 all in a row, and were they
shot together ?—Yes.
12,145. When was that ? – On Wednesday the
same October.

12,146. Was that the day when Wellington and
12,147. How long after they were shot and buried

M“Laren were shot?—They were buried long ago.
were these 14 shot?—A week afterwards.

12,148. Was James Brown one of them 3–Yes.
12,149. Who were the others ?—James Spence,
Samuel Beckett, Edward Richards, Andrew Betty,
Peter Bicknell, William Robinson, William Grant,
Joseph Grant, William Gillespie.

13,150. Or Thomas —William Gillespie, Charles
Wheeler, Charles Williams, George Hamilton.

12,151. Were there any women or any one else?—
William Seward, Andrew M*Farlane, Abraham
Anderson, George Gill, Billy Carr, Joseph Russell.
12,152. Are you quite sure about the names 3–
Yes ; I knew them well.

12,153. Are you quite certain

12,173. Where were they when they cried out —
12,174. In the trench 2–Yes; at the same time
finish dead.

12,175. What did the soldiers do —They mixed
five blocks of white lime.

12,176. But what did they do to the two men that
cried out : You say they were shot by somebody who
stood just by them —No ; I don't know.
12,177. Who shot them 2–The 6th Regiment.
12,178. Was it the soldiers who fired from as far
off as you have described : Did somebody go up to
them —When the first shot was fired they went up
to them and gave them a close ball.
12,179. Both of them 2–Not to say the two alone.

12,180. But you said they were all dead but two
—Yes.

12,181. Were they all dead after the first dis
charge except Brown and Thomas —Well, I don't
know ; but the whole of them fell down together,
and the two of them fell at top, and the rest were

down at the bottom, and they gave the two a close
shot.

12,182. Did they give any others a close shot?—I
did not see that.

You said 14, and

you have told us more ?—Because I forgot. I did not

12,183. Then they put a quantity of quick lime 2–
Yes; they made five blocks of white lime and threw

remember the names altogether.

it in on them.

12,154. Was John Morgan one *-Yes.
12,155. Was Lowis Cubisson one?—Yes...Alex
ander Thomas, Daniel Stewart, Thomas Gibbon,

12,184. Now this trench you talk of, was it behind
the men, and were they shot with their backs to it, or
was it in front of them —The hole was just behind

Edward Richards, James Wellington.

them, and their feet were just right at it. ,

12,156. Were all these tied together ?–Yes, all.
12,157. All that you have named —Yes; all tied
together.

-

12,158. And what was done with them —They
were all shot.

12,185. Had they their backs or their faces to
it 2–Their faces were turned to the hill, a steep

place.
12,186. Where was the hole —Behind them.

12,187. Are you sure the trench was behind

they took out 14 from the bottom side, and took out

them 2–Yes. They shot them as they were on the
knees, and as they shot them they fell back into the

half from Monklands way, to meet them from the

hole.

12,159. That's more than 20; you said 14 —No :
coffee store.

12,160. And then they were all shot together ?—
Yes ; on the side of the river.

12,188. They all disappeared in the trench *Yes.

12,189. How deep was the trench –They did not

12,161. How many soldiers were ordered to shoot
them 2–I can’t reckon them all, but a great number.

dig it up at all. I cannot say ; some were deep,
but that one that day was something like the depth

The soldiers went down on their knees, and turned
their faces to the hill.

of this table.

12,162. Whereabouts on the property —At Monk
lands.

12,163. Near the Barbacue, or the pimento tree,
or the market place –In the market place.
12,164. Was it on the road 2–You can walk on the

road and put your hand on the graves.
12,165. What soldiers were they, white or black 2
—The 6th Regiment.

12,166. How far off were they when they fired 2–
They all stood like the wall at the end of this room,
and the rank of soldiers like the people at the other
end of this room, and they fired.

12,190. But as to these 20 men, was their trench
behind them 2–Yes.

12,191. What do you mean by saying that they
put them all one on the top of the other ?—They put
them all head and tail.

12,192. They arranged them 2–
(Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) How were the men
who were shot arranged 2

(By the Commission.) Were they bound before
they were shot ?—Every one was single, with his
hands tied.

12, 193. Were they tied to each other ?–Yes;
every man was tied.
-

T.,

- **
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re they standing, sitting, or kneeling 2
º of
and they all knelt

with which they were covered, and you saw the

"º. When they put one at the top of the other

12,205. You perfectly recollect what you have told
us about Wellington, and Mr. M'Laren or Graham 2

_º.
did

º

they unloose the cords 2—Yes; they cut them

e them.
º:
did 2–The

soldiers ; they had a

knife and a cutlass, and they cut them.

12,198. What was it?—At the time the head was
taken from the stump by the river, during the day
after I went over and saw crows flying, and I went

and saw all the men's feet out of the bottom of the

12,206. Are you quite certain that M*Laren or
Graham, as well as Wellington, was tied to the tree
and shot from the Barbacue —Yes, positive.

9 Feb. 1866.

12,207. And that there were 30 odd shots 2–Yes.

(At the suggestion of Mr. Gorrie the witness was
asked to count thirty, and did so.)
12,208. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Did the two
soldiers who were put out to fire first fire both at the
same time, or “one, two f"—One fired first, and the

graves, and the crows eating them.
12,199. After the rain had washed away the

other second.

stump?—Yes.

the time on your fingers as you have done now —
No ; I was not counting my fingers, but I reckoned

12.200. But it was a week after that that these
people were shot ?–Yes.
12.201. How do you mean *—I mean the new
people who were shot after Arthur Wellington.

R. Sherrington.

—I don't know them.

12,197. Did you see anything done with the bodies
afterwards?—Yes.

FOURTEENTH
DAY.

crows eating them 2–Yes.

12,209. (Commission.) Did you count them off at
S0.

12,210. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Are you sure
that you mean 30 or 13 —Thirty.
12,211. (Suggested by Mr. Walcott.) What distance
were you from the trench when you heard the firing?

12,202. You don't mean these 207–No.
12,203. You mean the other new people after
Wellington —Yes.

—About as far as from here to that tamarind tree;

12,204. You say the water washed away the ground

twice as far. There was bush between, and I could
not see clearly.

The witness withdrew.

Joseph HALL (black), sworn, and examined.
J. Hall.

12,212. What are you?—A cooper.
12,213. Do you live at Font Hill ?–Yes.
12,214. Do you remember being at your house
Octo

there on the 19th of

ber?—Yes.

12,215. Did any one come to you on that day ?—
Yes; Augustu Lightburn, and other two, one a con
stable, and one young man, by the names of Kitto
Davis and Morais Hunter.
12,216. What did they do?—They came to me,

and Lightburn said to me, “You are my prisoner in
the Queen's name.” I said to him, “What for "

H. said, “Never mind, come along with me.” I
*id, “Then you must read my charge.” He said
that I would hear when I went down ; and he took
*from there, and carried me to the District Prison
at Morant Bay.

12,227. There was no charge made against you
till the end of the day you had been in the cell ?—
There was nothing said to me till they marched me
to the Parade and back in the evening.
12,228. When 2–When the others were executed.

12,229. How often ?—Every day.
12,230. There was no charge made against you
when you first got to the prison —No.
12,231. None —None at all.

12,232. What did they say you were there for ?—
They only stated that they took me as a prisoner and
brought me ; nothing else.
12,233. Did not they say why they sent you to
prison 2–No ; they did not say why they sent me to

prison. They only took me to Ramsay, and then

*IT. Is that all they said to you before you
went to Morant Bay?—Yes.

*18. That they had come in the Queen's name,
"Morant Bay ?—Yes. They said to me when I
sked about the charge that when I went I should

and you will hear what the charge was when you got

*"...ºr they had power to cut off any one's head
"St. Thomas in the East.
12,219. What

there ?—I was in became

of you when they got you

five days in a cell. prison for 18 days and afterwards

º Do you

carried us to the prison to be left there.
12,234. But didn't they try you when you were
there 2–No.
-

12,235. And at the end of that time you got 75 —

º

Yes.

12,236. Were you tried before you got the 752–
No ; they only took us to the prison yard and
flogged us.
12,237. How may of you ?—Ninety-five of us.
They took us two by two, and they tied us to two

posts, and as they flogged us they gave “God save
know who it was who took

you

got to Morant Bay? — They took me
º '.*say
, and he ordered me to be sent to

to M

º: You were 18 days and five days more, and
ºppºned

to you
º
in and
ay
lishes, 5 of us to be flogged, and he gave me 75
?—Rams

came

the Queen,” and then they gave us a pass.
12,238. But you were present in the yard the
whole time while the 95 were flogged 7–No, I was
not ; but they sent us two by two.

12,239. When you had got your flogging you got
your pass —Yes.
12,240. Were you the first or the last 2–I was

12

that

-

about the middle.

-

*Why did they give you

75 –They said

to Font Hill, and it bears a bad
"haracter, "gºd
an
gº free. * ºf course they gave me that as a pass

*

12,241. Who flogged you ?—A soldier.
12,242. What soldier ?—A white soldier.
12,243. Was it a sailor or a soldier; what was the

13223.. Who sa;
said that ?—Ramsay said so.
12,224
he give you that as a charge against
* no charge, for I was never entered
for trial.
12,225.

colour of his dress 2–I saw him with a white smock
shirt.

~Yes.

12,245. Did he give you the whole of the 75 him
self?—Yes; they held the cat and flogged us.

-

yº."

* Except that you came from a bad place 2

*226.
Are
certain of that ?—
?–Yes.
15589. you quite
l
-

12,244. What sort of a cap 2–Cap with a crown
right over his shoulder.

º

12,246. How many men flogged you ?—Three men

gave me 25 lashes each.
H h

-
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acquainted with them.

º
persons to bury those that were hung yester
ay.

12,348. You are acquainted with who flogged you ?
—No ; I am not acquainted with them.

12,378. But you say you were taken out to
see people hung every day, and that was in the

12,247. Were they all soldiers ?–Yes; I am not

12,349. But you can tell us.

Was he a white

morning — They took us out every morning, but

soldier —Yes.

every evening they hung ; they did not hang in the

12,350. What did they flog you with ?—With cats.
12,351. Three people flogged you, and gave you
twenty-five each 2–Yes.

12,352. Do you know positively that they were
soldiers ?—Yes; for I saw them at the Bay, and they
came into the prison after, and I saw them there, and
they were soldiers.
12,353. This place where the executions at Morant

Bay were, and where you were taken every day. was
there a burnt building there?–Yes.
12,354. Do you mean to say—don't be in a hurry
now—that every day when you were in prison you
yº taken up to that place to executions —Every
ay.
Y 12,355.

During the whole time of the 18 days?—

eS.

12,356. Did you go 18 times : — Yes; every
morning till Ramsay came, and said, “Send the
prisoners to the Parade,” and we went and saw the

morning.

12,379. In the morning, you say, you were taken
out to bury —Yes; and then we went to the Parade
and stayed till the others were executed.

12,380. How many did you see hung each day?—
The first day I went I saw 25.
12,381. 25 hung 2–25 hung.
12,382. In the evening —Yes.
12,383. How many the second day ? — All that
week the same till the next week, 11.

12,384. Were there 25 hung every day of the first
week —Yes.

12,385. Was that in six days or seven –Six days,
to my knowledge.
12,386. On the next week how many ?—Sometimes
11 and sometimes 8 up to the last day, that was
Friday. On Thursday they hung five only.
12,387. And how many the third week —I was
not there the third week.

people executed, and all the others were put in a
straight line loooking at them, and whenever you held
down your head a soldier told you to hold up your
head and look upon them.
[2,357. Do you know how many days there are in
a week 2–Yes; I know there are seven days in a
week.

What did they do the third week —They

were still going on.

12,389. In the same way ?—Yes,
12,390. How many each day ?—Sometimes three.
12,391. But at the end of the time 2—At the last,

-

12,358. And one day of these is Sunday ?–Yes.
12,359. Were you taken down there on Sundays?
—Sometimes they carried us on Sundays.
12,360. Did you go on Sunday there 2–They did
9n some Sundays, but not every Sunday.
12,361. How many Sundays were you in prison 2
—I was in prison two Sundays, and the third Sunday

they flogged us, and jet us go. I was in prison two
Sundays, and the end of the week I was flogged and
let go.

12,388. In 18 days there must have been a third

week.

-

12,362. Were you flogged on Sunday ?—No ; on
Saturday.
12,363. How many Sundays before that had you
been in prison?—Two.
12,364. Only two —Yes.
12,365. Are you certain of that ?—Yes.
12,366. You say you were in prison two Sundays,
and how many of them were you taken to the exe
cution place —On the Sundays they used to take
us to bury each other, those that were dead and
hanged on Saturday evening.
12,367. You said you went on the Sundays to see

at the ending of the third week, there were only
five.

12,392. Five every day ?—Yes; part of that week,
each of the three days, I saw five.
12,393. The 25 that you say you saw hung, were

they hung all at once —Yes. The gallows was
down aſ the Parade, and they hung 19 on the gallows
and 6 on the burnt wall of the Court-house.

12,394. What was the gallows made of ?—They
took bamboo, and tied them together, and put a stick
up and took a rope and fixed it upon the gallows.
12,395. Was there a rope to each beam —Yes.

12,396. Were there 25 ropes —There were nine
ropes on the gallows at the bottom at once, and then
there were six men hung there.

12,397. Under the arch 2–Yes.

12,398. Do you know a person named Scipio
Cowell ?–Yes.

-

12,399. Was he a prisoner 2—Yes.

12,400. Do you know anything that happened tº
him —Yes; he was flogged twice and discharged,
and afterwards brought back and hung.

12,401. He was discharged and then brought
back f—Yes.

people hung —They took me on Sunday to bury
those who were hung on Saturday evening.
12,368. Where did they bury them —Some at the
back of the burnt Court-house and some at the cross
road.

12,369. Do you mean to say you ever saw people
hung on the Sunday ?—No.
12,370. You went out to bury people on the
Sunday ?—Yes.
12,371. That is what you now say ?—Yes.

12,372. Did you ever see people flogged on Sunday?
—Yes; the first was on Sunday.
12,373. Where 2–In the prison yard.

12,402. He got two floggings —Yes.

12,403. Do you know why he was flogged, or why
he was hung –No ; but he was with us for the first

flogging; then he had the last flogging, and was dis;
charged, and the next day he was brought back and
hung.

12,404. Did that happen to more people than one?
—I never acknowledged it but in that case.

12,405. How many lashes did he get in the first
flogging 2—The first time twelve.
12,406. And the second P-50.

12,407. What interval was there between the first
and the second ; what time elapsed between the first
and the second —They gave the first on the Tues

12,374. Except on those Sundays do you still say
that every day when you were at the prison you were

day, and the other week, Wednesday, they gave

taken to see people hung 2–Yes; except two
Sundays.

Wednesday the other week they gave him 50.

12,375. Were you taken more than once a day ?—
Only once ; they took us in the morning, and brought
us back in the evening.

12,376. Were you all day seeing them hung —
Every evening they hung.
12,377. What did they do in the morning —They

took us out every morning, and every day they

him.

the second. On Tuesday they gave him 12, and
12,408. What for 2–I don’t know.

12,409. How soon afterwards was he brought

back —He was brought before us on the Parade.
Ramsay was there, and Cowell could scarcely walk,
and two men had to sling him by the arms, and the
next day he was hung, and I can't tell what for.

12,410. Are you sure he was the only person you
saw flogged first and then hung —Yes.
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12,411. Then it is not true that you saw some

12,440. You saw that yourself?—I saw when ten

iº first, and then flogged afterwards —He was

soldiers shot them, and again we saw them hanging

*:

the only one.

up in ten ropes.

12.412. Then it is not true that you saw some 2–
N0.12,413. Did you ever anywhere, at any time, See

in their bodies ?–Yes,

J. Hall.

****! Did you see ten wounds made by the shot
and the blood.
9 Feb. 1866.

12,442. Where was it

men hung who first were flogged 2–Hung first and
flogged afterwards :

FOURTEENT
DAY.

you saw them

hanging 2–

At M.Laren's Chapel.
12,443. Inside or outside *—Inside, on the cross
beam.

12,414. No ; first flogged and then hung 2—I saw

Scipio Cowell. He is the person I know.
12,415. Was there any place or time where or

when you saw people flogged and then hung 2–I saw
persons hung, but I never knew that they had been
flogged, except this one that I knew.
12,416. Do you know who ordered Cowell to be

12,444. You saw in MLaren's Chapel hanging to
the beam men who had first been shot, and were
hung afterwards 2—Yes.
12,445. That is what you state 2–Yes.
12,446. Then as you describe it

-º

º

they were put into

the rope —Yes.

12,447. Did you see them put into the rope, and

hung?—No. He was brought to Mr. Ramsay that

did you see who did it ?-No ; I saw them when

day.

ºn. You are certain that you don’t

know who

ordered Scipio Cowell to be hung —No.

12418. Who ordered him to be flogged 2–
12,419. Did you, when you were at Font Hill,

prehended them, and carried them to the soldiers, and
when the soldiers came we could not face them, and

12,448. When you first saw the chapel, how many
were hanging there 2—Nine.

12,449. Had the whole of them been shot ?—Yes.
12,450. It was inside the chapel they were hang.
ing —Yes.

-

12,451. When was it you saw this ?—They shot
them before they took me to prison.
12,452. Before you went to Morant Bay ?—Yes.
12,433. Do you remember the news coming to
Font Hill of what had happened at Morant Bay; the

1%421. You only saw the soldiers take them 2–
The soldiers did not take them. The constables took

riot that took place there and the burning of the
Court-house —Yes, I heard of it.

them, and carried them to the soldiers.
12,422. Is that all you saw 2–Yes ; and they

12,434. Can you tell when you heard of it first?—
I heard it on Thursday.

carried them to M'Laren's Chapel.
º Is that a chapel ?–Yes; he gave service
there.

see the men hang in the chapel ?–It was the Thürs.
day before, and the other week the soldiers came in

**3, Was it used as a chapel?—I don't under
stand.
13,426. Do you know what a chapel is 2–Yes,

whº people go to prayer.

12,455. How soon after that Thursday did you

and were hanging the men there.

but I could not go when the soldiers were there.

* Did you see the people at the time when
they were shot?—when they were pointing the gun
to shoot them *

12430. Yes?—No.

12,460. Did you know a person named Richard
Cherrington –Yes.

#! You saw them afterwards 2—yes.

they were tried

not know. I did not see them

said that you saw people

12,461. Did he live at Font Hill 2–Yes.
12,462. Did you see him ?—Yes ; he was shot at
the same time.

I saw him dead.
12,465. You did not see this thing done 2–No, I
did not see when he was shot.

12,466. Were you ever, told what Cherrington
was doing when he was shot ? — The day lic was

shot I left him in his house a little before the
soldiers came ; he was combing his hair and dress

ºr
.**ied ?–I do not say whether any of
º
who were taken and went up to be shot were

ing himself.

º Have you

hung in the chapel ?—The same day he was shot.
ever told

any persons, or any

12,467. Was that the same day the people were
12,468. Was that the day the soldiers came to Font

º *}” saw men shot who had j been tried ? Hill ?—Yes.
F. º that I saw men shot and hanged in
12,469. Was that the same day they
","ill, and they said to me, “Were they tried,” people
up in the chapel ?–Yes.
I said, “I
»

don't know, there was nº Court

te

3. "ung them, and if

Font Hill ?–Yes.

12,472. How many ?–In all fifteen.
12,473. When were they burnt 2–The same time

j in the rope in the troops came in they commenced to fire all the
houses.

2,437. Do Jº mean that they Strung them up,
hungth

-

-

i"; *ter they had shot them; y.
§:
W.to the"...ºnt
Hill —Yes.
...,
these
the sam
stables
take"ºre
soldiers
!".º
you saw ten con
e

12,470. Was that all one day ?—Yes.
12,471. Did you see houses that were burnt in

shot, and hanged

hiº.”.
Persons shot and they afterwººd.
**, There were some shot there, and they
l

hung the

-

º Did you see any man

º

12,464. Yes.—No, not when the gun was upon
him, for nobody could face that time, but afterwards

13,432. Is that all you know —When they shot
them, and left them, of course we went and saw them,
and had to bury them.

* Do you know whether

1%+59. Do you know what regiment 2–From the
6th Regiment.

12,463. Did you see him —When he was shot 2

-

º Have Yº", ºver

12,457. Was it before that or after that 2—After
that the soldiers came, a week afterwards.
!?,458. Were they white or black soldiers 2–

up ten men,

ºn to what is called MLaren's Chapel, whether it
** chapel or no?—Yes, it was.
*Did you go there?—I went after they left,

.." *—No, I do

Thursday ?–Yes.

White.

*7. You say the constables took

and gave them to the soldiers, and ten men were

the

-

12,456. You heard what had happened on the

they called it so.

martial.”

º
-

we were compelled to hide.

12,424. Then it is a sort of chapel ?—I don’t know ;

ºº

the

soldiers left there.

Mr. Ramsay.
afterwards see men shot ?–I was not there when
they were shot, but I was there and saw them.
12,420. After they were shot ?—When they ap

º

; On

12,474. Was that the same day too —Yes.
12,475. The same day Cherrington was shot ?—
Yes.

12,476. Did you lose anything 2–Yes.
-

12,477. What did you lose –They took two pairs
of boots from me and three pairs of pantaloons.
H h 2

º
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12,478. Who did that 2— The soldiers and the

1)AY.

people.
J. Hall,

12,479. What do you mean by the people?—The
People I mean were constables.

9 Feb. 1866.
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12,508. Where were you going 2–His house was
near

the road ; we are all living neighbours, and I

was going across.

12,509. Were you running away ?–No, I was

12,480. Did the constables take them —The con

stables were walking with the soldiers.
12,481. Were there any other people there?—I
don't know, except the prisoners.
12,482. Did you see them taken 2–No, I didn't ;

going to my house, and when I got there I heard
the alarm that the soldiers were coming, and

burning houses as they came along, and I made
escape.

my

-

12,510. When you saw Cherrington you saw him

my mother was in the house.
I was not there when
the soldiers took the things; my mother told me the

dressing 2—Yes.

soldiers took them.

when the soldiers came in 2—I was not there then in

12,483. That is all you lost, two pairs of boots?—

Three pairs of pantaloons, a black hat.
12,484. Was that all you possessed in the world 2
—No ; but they took away all, even to table, tum
blers, knives, and spoons, and everything.

12,511. How do you know what he was doing
the said spot, but that was when I passed him, and
in an hour afterwards he was dead.

12,512. Did you see his dead body ?—Yes.
12,513. Where 2–At his house.

12,514. In his yard or on the road 2–In his yard

12,485. What else did they take —They took my
pantaloons, boots, and hat, my mother's gown, three
pairs of knives and forks, a little chair, plates, spoons,
and a table ; and they smashed up the furniture, and
took my mother's diagram attached to the title, and
tore it to pieces.
12,486. Do you or did you know Cecelia Christie :

12,515. In what position was it in 2 Can you tell
from the position what he had been doing when he
was shot; was he sitting or lying —He was lying

—Yes.

lying dead –A good while afterwards, when the

12,487. Did she live there 2–Yes; in the same

place.
12,488. Did you see anything done to her ?—She
was flogged.
12,489. Did you see it 2–No; if I had been there
I would have been shot by the soldiers. I did not see
her flogged, but I saw stripes on her.
12,490. Whereabouts did they flog her ?–On the
lower part of the back; on the hip.
12,491. Did you know Paul Sampson —Yes; he
lived in the same yard.
12,492. Was anything done to him that you saw
I saw the marks of the flogging upon him, but I was
-

not there.

12,493. Then you don't know how he was flogged,
do you ?—I was not there.

I2,494. Have you ever said you knew he was tied

at his own house.

down, and had on an Oznaburgh shirt.

12,516. How long was he shot before you saw him
soldiers returned.

12,517. Was it some hours or some days after
wards 2—On the same day; a couple of hours after
wards.

12,518. Do you know how many houses were

burnt 2–15 that day; but afterwards when I got to
prison I don't know how much.

12,519. Do you know a sailor from a soldier

when you see him *—Well, I distinguish them by
the dress.

12,520. Do you know a marine —Yes.
12,521. Were the floggings at Morant Bay gene
rally done by soldiers or sailors ? — The marines
flogged in the Parade those that were tried and
sentenced to be flogged, but in the prison it was
not a marine.

to a cocoa nut tree ?—Yes; he showed me the cocoa

12,522. Who flogged you ?—The night I was or
dered into the yard to be flogged it was not a marine;

nut tree.

it was a white soldier.

12,495. You did not see him knocked on the head
with a gun ?—The wound is there.
12,496. But you did not see it?—No.
12,497. This is what somebody elso told you, or he
told you himself?—Yes; and I saw the wound on
the side of his head.

12,498. You were in the bush 2–Yes ; I was
compelled to go to the bush when the soldiers
Caine.

12,499. It was after all this you were taken to
Morant Bay ?—Yes.
12,500. (Mr. Payne.) At what time of day did

you first see the soldiers ? Do you remember what
time of day they came to Font Hill —At what
hour 2

12,501. Yes?—I can't tell.

I have not a watch.

12,502. But without being so accurate you can
sometimes tell whether the sun has been up 3 or 4

hours ?—The sun was nearly up above the head in
the morning when they came.
12,503. Where were you when you first saw the
soldiers ?—I heard that the soldiers were burning the
houses coming up.
12,504. Did you see them before you escaped 2–
Yes ; I saw them burning the houses.
12,505. How far off were you from Font Hill when
you made your escape –They were just coming
over the line of Coley land to Font Hill. It is about
a quarter of a mile.
12,506. When did you see Cherrington last 7–I
saw him in the morning as I passed ; he was in the
house when the soldiers were coming, and I made my

12,523. Not a sailor 2–No.

12,524. You saw the people hung there —Yes.
12,525. How were they hung —They marched
them up to a board placed on two barrels, and they
stood upon the board with their hands tied and the
feet tied, and the repe round their necks.
12,526. Was anything done to them after they
were hung, after the rope was pulled up ; that is, to

the men you saw —When they hung them, they left
them till the next morning, and then took them of
and buried them.

12,527. You did not see anything done to the
people after they were hung —No ; the people did
nothing beside hanging them by the neck; but some.
times the marines pulled the rope closer, and held it
down close to the neck.

12,528. (Mr. Walcott.) Where were you on Wed
nesday the 11th of October ?—At my house.
12,529. At Font Hill ?—Yes.

12,530. You say the next day you heard about the
row 2–Yes.

12,531. What day was it that the soldiers came to
Font Hill ?—The Thursday, about a week after.

12,532. Why did you run away that day —I made
my escape because the soldiers were shooting and
catching the people.

12,533. Did you see them 2–I did not ; because
if I had been there they would have taken me.
12,534. Did you see them shoot or catch any
body ? — No ; I didn't see them, but they were
coming in the same district where I was living, and

everybody was making their escape, and I went with

escape after the alarm, then he was shot.

12,507. You say you were making your escape 2–
Yes; I passed his house, and heard of it, and made

them.

my cscape.

afraid.

12,535. Why did you run away?—Because I was
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12,536, what made you afraid —I was

*

the soldiers.

-

afraid of
-

-

13537. If you were standing peaceably in your
hons would you be afraid of the soldiers ?—If you
in the house, they would take you as well. They
didn't make any distinction between

Bay ?—The soldiers came in the day, and in the
same afternoon I was taken and sent to Morant Bay.
12,548. After that you remained in prison 18 days?

FOURTEENTH
DAY.

J. Hall.

—Yes.

12,549. Then you were 5 days in the cells —Yes.
12,550. That made 23 days —No. The 5 days

those who were

in the houses and those who were not.
12,538. And that is why you ran ?—Yes.
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were during the 18.

*

12,551. Were you take

ever

morning

y
n
to the
15,539, where did you go to when you ran away ? Parade?—Yes; they took out
everybody.
—Iran into the bush opposite my house.
52. What were you sent to the cells for 2–I
19,540. How far?—I can't exactly say; I don’t don'15,5
t know myself, but I was taken to the cells.
know the length of it, but I was living on the level,
15,553. (By the Commission.) Can a man not make
and Iran up the hillside.
a guess; can a man not imagine —No ; I know no
12,541. Was it so far that you could not see what reason whatever.
was going on in the level ?—I could not show
12,554. Did you do anything —No ; I never did
myself.

-

12,542. You could not see anything *-No.
12,543. How long were you there –The day after
they went to Coley I came out.
Í2,544. How ſong were you there?—About 2
-

anything for the time.
12,555. While you were in prison, did you commit
any breach of prison rules —No.
12,556. You say Richard Cherringto was shot ?
—Yes.

hours.

12,557. Did you know more than one man of that

12,545. How did you know when the soldiers left

—You can see them going down the road to Coley, name f—I knew father and son.
12,558. There were two of the same name 2–Yes.
from where they shot the people.
12,546. How comes it that you did not see them
12,559. When you went to M'Laren's chapel to see
when they were in the level ?—When they are in these men hanged, did you go alone —No ; there
the road in an open space you can stand and see were plenty of us.
them.

12,547. How long was it after the

soldiers came to

Font Hill that you were arrested and taken to Morant

12,560–3. Who went with you ?—Mr. Brown, who
is here, Mr. Cherrington, and Logan, and Mrs. Stewart,
and Alexander Brown is here too.

The witness withdrew.

John MLAREN (a black), sworn, and examined.
J. M. Laren.

12,564. Do you live at Font Hill ?–Yes.
12,565. And you are a labourer ?–Yes.

* Were

you ever taken as a prisoner –

CS.

to Monklands 2—Yes.

12,567. When 2–In my own yard at Font Hill.
12,568. At what time were you taken —I was
taken on the 21st October.
l

º

Where were you taken to ?—Up to Monk

ands,

12,570. Did you go by Coley —Yes.
12:371. Who took you ?—A Coley constable.
12,572. When you got to Monklands what was
"nº with you?—I was standing a whole night and
*Whºle day, Sunday; a night and a day.
*73.
After
that where did you go to ?—After
that
they let
me go.

yº. Did you go back again to Font Hill —
º: And when you got to Font Hill did any
"g take place there, or did you find anything 2–

burnt my house.
12,576. Had it been burnt, or was it burning when

** there

—It was burnt before they took

º: Pid they burn

it that same day —They
... ºn the 20th October, Friday, and then on the
º: they took me up.

yº. Do you know a chapel at Font Hill ?–
yº. Did you see anything done to that ?—
What
* and hung them up on the beam.

12,580,
?
°y shot nine an -There were 10 men taken, and
12,58]
*

-The

that
12

* you see that at the time it was done 2
° Monday they burn the house they done
-

at this chapel see the men strung

-The chapel they burnt was near

12,587. Did you see the men when they were first
hung up on the beam 2–I saw them hung. I stood
away at a distance, and I thought if they saw me
they shoot me.
12,588. Did you yourself see the men shot ?—
Before my face when the men were shot ? No; I
did not see when they shot them ; I did not come
up when they put up the gun and take shoot, but I
heard the gun, and when they were gone I came
down, and saw the men hung up there.
12,589. How many did you see hanging there?—
Nine men.

12,590. The chapel is yours, you say?—Yes.
12,590*. But you are not the preacher ?—I only
lead the people—I give a preacher.
12,591. You are not the preacher himself : —
No.

12,592. You are a leader you say ?–Yes.
12,593. Is it a Methodist Chapel ?—A Baptist.
12,594. Besides this, did you lose any clothes
or property – Yes; I lost two young shirts and
two new waistcoats just made ; they took those
away.

12,595. Who took them away ? – When I go
back to my house they take my clothes. I had hid
all my desks and things in a hole, and if they burn
the house they could not burn that. When they
came to the house they did not see anything.
They searched all about. and took out every article
and thing.
12,596. Did they find out the place where you had
hid them 2–Yes.

-

i. º Yºu
place.
l

12,585. Did you see it done yourself?–Yes.
12,586. You say your chapel was used for hanging
the men up before the constables of Coley took you

my

12,597. Who found them 2–Francis Bonner, the
head constable.

º They did
-

12,598. Have you never said that those things were
not burn the chapel ?–No ;
take
n away by a person called Joseph —Joseph
... ." were hanging on one beam.
when you id you find them hanging in your chapel picked the coffee.
99. Have you not said Joseph was the man
Mºi." trom Monklands?—Before I got to that12,5took
your clothes and saddle *—I can't say who
-

took it.
H h 3
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12,600. Have you not said before that Joseph was
12,621. Then have you come here from Kingston
the man that took your saddle and clothes?—No: now —I have been back home since I was at
not Joseph took the saddle and clothes.
Kingston, and then I come back again here.

12,601. Have you not said that he did 2–Francis

9 Feb. 1866.

12,622. How long ago did you come to Kingston 2
Bonner took the saddle and clothes; Joseph only —In January.
picked the coffee.
12,602. Joseph took your coſſee ?–Yes.

12,603. But he was left in charge, was he not ?—
Joseph and Francis Bonner took the things. It is
the same thing, the property was taken from me,
12,604. (Mr. Walcott.) Did you know Paul Bogle?
—Yes; I knew him.

12,605. Used he to preach at your chapel some
times —No.

12,606. Did you know James M*Laren —He was

12,623. And then you went back home 2–Yes.
12,624. When did you leave home 2—Last week
Thursday.
-

12,625. Is this two bushels of coffee all that has

been returned to you ?—Yes.

12,626. Has anything else been returned to you
besides the two bushels of coffee –The two bushels,
of coffee, and two desks, and one trunk.
12,627. And the saddle *—No ; that has not come
to me.

.

my son.

12,607. Who used to preach in your chapel ?—

12,628. Two desks and one trunk —Yes.

can't preach.

12,629. Anything else 2 – And my handsaw.
Mr. Bowen has my saddle now.
12,630. Have you asked him for it 2–I deal with

12,609. When was it you were arrested and
carried to Monklands : Was it the same day they

Mr. Bowen.

Thomas Richards.

12,608. Did you ever preach there yourself?—Me

Francis Bonner the constable ;

I no deal with

burnt your house –The same day they burn the

12,631. But have you asked Mr. Bowen for the

house 2 No; they burn the house Friday, and they
take me up Saturday.
12,610. Was it on Friday they hung up the men 2
Yes. Friday they shot the men, and hung them up
that day, the 20th of October.
12,611. And next day, Saturday, you were arrested?

saddle 2–I do not ; but the constable Francis Bonner
go and ask him.

—Yes; when the nine men hang dead; when they

go to bury the men I go to the yard, and the con
stable come and take me.

12,632. You say Mr. Bowen has the saddle; have
you ever asked him to return it to you ?—I never go
to ask him.

12,633. How old was your son James M'Laren 3–
Some 22 years of age.
12,634. What was his trade 2–A labourer.

*

12,612. Did the constables tell you what they took

12,635. He was a preacher too, was he not ; did he
preach in the chapel?—Him can't preach ; him can

you up for 2–They took me up for my son James

read.

M“Laren, and knowing Mr. Gordon, they said I must

12,636. Could he write and read 2–Me can’t read
or write, but James M*Laren him could read and

know something about it. I told them I did not.
James M'Laren, my son, lived at the valley, and I
did not know anything about his proceedings.
12,613. That was the reason they gave. Was it

because you were the father of James M'Laren they
took you up —Yes; and say they would shoot

write.

-

12,637. Where did he go to school —I put him to
school when he was a little bit of a boy.
12,638. Where was the school —At Morant Bay,
in barrack.

Ine.

12,614. But they let you go 3–Yes.
12,615. (Mr. Gorrie.) Has any of your property
been returned to you; any of the things that were
taken, have they been returned to you ? – Since
I came down to Kingston, they tell how much

things they take from me, and when I go back to
Font Hill to ask Mr. Bonner, Mr. Bonner tell me all

the things were given to Mr. Bowen. Mr. Bowen
have my saddle and my hog.

12,616. Have any of the things been returned to

12,639. Did you build the chapel at Font Hill —
Yes, we built it, and the minister consecrate it.

12,640. Did your son ever preach in that chapel ?
No, the minister preach ; not all times.

12,641. Who was the minister ?—He was drowned
in the heavy weather,
12,642. But who was he 7–Thomas Richards.

12,643. Where used your son to preach; how
often ?—He not preach at Font Hill; he preach at
Morant Bay. There is two chapel. My son live at

Morant Bay, and on Sunday when no minister he
ou?—Since I come up the last time
give service there.
12,617. They have been returned 2–Yes.
12,644. (Commission.) What denomination do you
12,618. Which of them have been returned 2–
Mr. Bonner give me two bushels of coffee; he take it belong to ?—Baptist.
12,645. What society of Baptists ; the Native
out of the stone hole.
12,619. That was returned to you ?–Yes; when Baptists 2—John the Baptist.
12,645 a. Do you belong to the Native Baptist
he heard the thing was talked about.
12,620. When was it you came to Kingston and Society, or to the one in England?—No understand.
12,645 b. (Mr. Walcott.) Is your society a Buckra
this was returned to you?—Since I came down from
Kingston.

Society or a Nigger Society —Nigger Society.
The witness withdrew.

[Adjourned to 10 o'clock to-morrow.]
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Saturday, 10th February 1866.
PRESENT :

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.
Russell. GURNEY, Esq.
|
John BLossett MAULE, Esq.

FIFTEENTH
DAY.

GEORGE M*MURRAY (a black), sworn, and examined.
G. M. Murray.

12,646. Are you a labourer living a Manchioneal
12,647. Do you work on any particular estate —
No.

12,648. What do you work at 7–I work on my
own fields.

12,649. Had you, in October last, two houses at
Deeling —Yes.
12,650. Is that near Manchioneal —Yes.
12,651. Who did you rent them from ?—One from
-

the Rev. Jones; the other was my own place.
12,652. Was it the one at Friendship that was

your own place —Yes.
12,653. And the other you rented from Mr. Jones?
—Yes.

12,654. Did two black soldiers come to you at any
time —Yes.

12,655. Did they come to your place at Friendship,
or the other ?–The house I rent from Mr. Jones.

12,656. I thought you only rented one house ?—I
rent one house in the place where I live.
12,657. Was it to your house, or the one that you
rented, that the two soldiers came 7–Soldiers came

to the two; they came the first day to the one that I

-º

and when they were packed up they gave them to a

—Yes.

10 Feb. 1866.

man to carry.

12,673. Did you know who that man was 2–No.
12,674. What did you do after that ?—They took
the clothes, and I found my wife was crying because
the things were taken away, and I was forced to cry
myself; we staid in the house all day, and in the
evening, when my mind was cooled a little, I went
out into my garden-field.
12,675. After that day, when your things were
taken away, where did you go to ?–On the Monday
-

evening, we heard the soldiers were coming back on
Tuesday morning to burn every house and kill every
man in Bath.

12,676. Then, what did you do 2–I got frightened,
and tried to escape.

12,677. Did you go into the bush —Yes.
12,678. Was that to hide yourself before the
soldi
ers came 2–Yes.

12,679. How long did you remain there –I went
two weeks into the bush.

12,680. How were you living there 2–I go to the
field where I work.

12,681. Up to your place in the mountain, do you

rent.

12,658. Were you living at that house then 7–

mean –Yes; I got up that way.

12,682. You say you remained there two weeks :

Yes, I live in that house.

12,659. What did you do with the other house that

belongs to you?—When I go up to the mountain I

did you then come back 2–Yes.

12,683. When you came back, did you find your
house ?–No ; when I came back there was no house

stay there.

12,660. They came to the house that you rent, you
Say?–Yes.

12,684. Was it burnt down 2–Yes.

12,661. When was that ?–On Monday morning,
thirst Monday morning when the soldiers came up
Manch

12,685. Was that the house belonging to Mr. Jones?

ioneal.

to

—Yes.

12,686. Was anything done to you up in the

Monday after what had
12,662 Was that the?—Ye
happe . Mora

mountains 2—Yes.

*663. Do you know who those black soldiers

mountains —Yes.

ned at

nt Bay

s.

"re -I do not know their names, but they were

12,687. Did the soldiers come to your house in the
12,688. When did they go to that house –In the

two black soldiers.
12,664. Did they belong to the West India Regi

other week.

"; that you don't know, perhaps ?– No, I do
DOt.

went up there 2–Yes.

»

2

12,689. Do you mean by that, the week after you
12,690, Were you there when they came 7–No.; I

did not go up to the mountains when the soldiers
do?took
*Wand
—Thout
ha
broke into my came
theyand
didroom
ey me.
º
intotmy
there.
-

12,666. Did

they ask you leave to search your

* first of all, and did you give them leave 3–

"...iſ nºt ask no leave.

sº
What did they do when they came in —
º came they went straight into the room
in

,
and took 9 the clothes box, put it on the ground,
and

and took

12,691. You say on Monday night you went into
the bush and went up to your house in the mountains;
is that so —No, I go to the field I work in, and look
and come back; I did not go to the mountains.

12,692. When did you go the mountains; how
soon afterwards 2 Was it whilst martial law was going

* butt-end of the gun and smashed it in, on 2—When martial law was going on. I could not

Out all t* from the room, out of the house, and took

get any power to go there at all before.

.*.*.*lothes belonging to the lady and myself;
% º * even leave me a handkerchief.
; Have you a wife –Yes; a married wife.

did you go there before Christmas?—Yes; I go there

...

12,693. How soon afterwards did you go there ;
before Christmas.

.
.
things belonging to weeks before Christmas.
tookº
your wit.º
all the
.. they
..
.º
.º.
tº
12,695. What did you discover when you got
id º ... y things in your house that
there?
—The house burnt down, and everything I had

12,694. How long before Christmas 2—Just two

-

-

Onged
§ to you ?—Every thing in
tº.
"ºne and my wife.
Añº 12. What did they do with those

**y took out the in

the house

in it gone.

things —

12,696. What had you in it *—My clothing and
my wife's, which we kept there that we might always

sº

gs they made up a bundle,

‘.

at all.

have some to wear when we went up that way.
H h 4
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12,697. Was that as well as the other clothing you
12,701. Who did the other houses at Deeling
had in the other house 2–Yes, all destroyed.
belong to ?—They belong to the same Mr. Jones.
12,698. Do you know whether any other houses
12,702. Were there any houses up in the mountain
were burnt down Did you sce any other burnt that were burnt besides yours?—Yes, about 10 houses;
houses —Every house was burnt down at Deeling, my house made the tenth, and they burn every
not one was left.
One.
12,699. Who did those houses belong to ?–Every
one of them had its own owner.

12,703. Did they belong to the people who were
living in them 2–Yes.

-

12,700. Do you mean they belonged to the people
who lived in them —Yes; people lived in every one

12,704. Then they did not belong to Mr. Jones?—
No.

of them.
The witness withdrew.

M. Williams.

IMARY WILLIAMs (a coloured woman), sworn, and examined.

12,705. In October last were you living at Hol

12,735. Who flogged you ?—The Maroons.

land 2–Yes.

12,706. Upon that estate 2–Yes.
12,707. Are you a married woman —No.
12,708. Were you living there alone —Yes.
12,709. Did you work upon the estate 2–Yes.
12,710. On some Tuesday did any constable come
to you ?—Yes.
12,711. Do you remember what Tuesday that was

12,736. A Maroon.—Yes.

-

12,737. Was it a constable that flogged you ?—The
Maroon flogged me ; the constable gave me to the

—No.

12,712. Do you remember hearing of the distur
bance at Morant Bay ?– Yes.
1 1,713. Was it the Tuesday next after that, you
heard of that, when the constable came *-Yes.

12,714. Do you know the name of the constable
—It was George Davis who came to take me up.

12,715. What did he say when he came to you ?—
He told me that the Reverend Parson Foote sent him
to come for me.

Maroon.

-

12,738. Was the Maroon who flogged you a con
stable 2–No.

12,739. How many lashes did you receive —
14 lashes he gave me.
12,740. At the time you were taken up, you said
you had been working on Holland estate 2–Yes, and
when they let me out of Morant Bay prison I came
to Mr. Stewart for my two weeks' money. He told me
he would not pay me the money, that after martial
law I should not get my money at all; that the Queen
said so.

12,741. Were there two weeks due to you ?—
Yes.

12,742. And Mr. Stewart said that the Queen said

12,716. Where did he take you to ?–He took me nobody was to be paid for work done before martial
law 2–Yes.
up to Manchioneal.
12,743. Has he ever paid you?—No.
12,717. Who did you see at Manchioneal —Mr.
12,744. How much did he owe you ?—About two
Warmington of Muirton.
12,718. Did not he take you before Mr. Foote?— weeks.
12,745. How much had you earned during those
Mr. Warmington gave me to Mr. Foote.
two weeks —When we work from Monday to
12,719. Where was Mr. Foote —At Kensington.
12,720. Is that in Manchioneal —Yes.
Friday, I earn from one shilling to sixpence a week.
12,721. What did Mr. Foote say to you?–He sent
12,746. Do you mean you had only earned one
shilling in each of these two weeks —No ; one
me to Morant Bay Prison for three weeks.
12,722. You do not mean that he ordered you to shilling for one week.
12,747. And how much for the other week 2–0ne
be kept there for three weeks?—Yes; he said the
constable was to take me to Morant Bay for three shilling again.
-

weeks.

12,723. Were you tried at any time —No, they no
try me at all.
12,724. Were you never tried?—When I go to
Morant Bay, in the fourth week, they took me out
and try me.

12,725. After you had been at Morant Bay three
weeks were you taken out and tried ?–Yes.
12,726. Who were you tried before ?—Mr. Ewart.
12,727. What was done after you were tried ?—
Mr. Ewart let me go; he said I did not deserve
punishment.
12,728. Had you been punished in any other way
than being sent to the prison —Yes; the first week

12,748. Then two shillings were due to you ; is
that so 7–Yes.

12,749. IIow long had you worked for the shilling;
a day during the week —No; I worked five days.
12,750. Do you mean that you worked five days
for one shilling 3–Yes.

12,751. How many hours each day; at what time
did you go in the morning –Six o'clock in the
Imorning.

12,752. And how long did you stop there 7–Till 4
o'clock in the evening.
12,753. You were away part of that time, of course;
for an hour during the time —No; the task was too
heavy.

of the martial law Mr. Foote came and took me up,

12,754. Do you mean that you worked from 6 o'clock

and persuaded the constable to carry me to Bath to

in the morning till 4 o'clock in the afternoon, in
every one of the five days —Yes.
12,755. What was the work 2–Weeding the canes.

the Maroons, and catted me.

12,729. Was that before or after you were sent to
Morant Bay ?—After.
12,730. Do you understand the question ? You say
when you were taken before Mr. Foote he ordered

12,756. Be careful what you are saying. Do you
mean that you worked every one of the five days from
6 in the morning till 4 in the afternoon —Yes; I
you to be taken to Morant Bay for three weeks?— went from 6 o'clock in the morning till 4 o'clock in
Yes. .
the evening before I was able to go away.
12,731. Was it before that he ordered you to be
flogged —They flogged me first before they sent me

lº. And

you worked, all that time, did you?

- I Cs.

to Morant Bay.
12,732. Did Mr. Foote order that ?–Yes.

12,733. That you were to be flogged and after
wards to be taken to Morant Bay for three weeks —
Yes.

12,734. Where was it that you were flogged —I
was flogged at Bath.

12,758. Every one of those five days —Yes.
12,759. And you earned only one shilling ?—Yes;
only one shilling.

12,760. Do you mean one shilling a-day, or one

shilling for the five days —One shilling for the five
days; he had to take four bits for the rent.

ºl.

ºn

ºn

ºn
º,
** º
--Ali,

...],

:
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12,761. Did you pay four bits (eighteen pence) those two weeks; did you stop to eat any food before
you got back at 4 in the evening 2–No.
a-week for your rent?–Yes.
12,774 d. You surely do not mean that, do you; you
12,762. Then what you mean is, that you earned

DAY.
M. Williams.

say you never went home for breakfast or dinner —

two shillings and sixpence a week?—Yes.

12,763. But that eighteen pence was kept for the
rent —Yes.

12,764. And all that time you were working the
hours you mention for two and sixpence ; that is six

pence per day —Yes.
12765. Where does your mother live?—My mother
lives at Manchioneal.

12,766. Whereabouts at Manchioneal 2–In Man
chioneal Bay.
12,767. Had she a house there 2–Yes.

12,768. Did it belong to her ?—Yes; it was her
own buy land.
13,769. What became of that house ?–It was
burnt down.

-

10 Feb. 1866.

No.

12,775 e. But did you carry any food with you to
eat during the time –Yes, when we had got sufficient

--

food.

12,776 f. Had you any food during the two last
weeks that you say you were working at Holland;
did you leave off work in order to eat some food that
you had taken with you ?–No ; I never leave the
work till I finish it at 4 o'clock, when I go home.
12,777 g. You say you had nothing except some
water to drink all that time –Yes.

12,778 h. Had you any sugar-cane –We were not
able to take any.
12,779 i. How far was your house from where you

12,770. You did not see it burnt, did you?—No.

worked 2–About half mile.

12,771. You have seen that it was burnt 2–Yes.

12,780 k. You say you had 14 lashes —Yes.
12,781. What was the instrument used ?–A small
twine that they made into a cat.
12,782. Explain what you mean by 25 chains

12,772. Where is your mother now —I took her
down to Holland with me.

12,773. Is she living with you now 2–Yes.
12,774. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were you paid by the task,
or by the day ?—Task work.
12,775. (Commission.) And that task work was so
heavy that you were obliged to work from 6 o'clock
-

which you had to weed; was it 25 chains long —
Yes, 25 chains long.

12,783. And how broad 2–A small chain; you hold
it and stretch it.

till 4?–Yes; 25 chains I had to do.

12,784. Was it one line all the way long 2–Yes.

12,776. Did that take you 10 hours a day, from
6 o'clock till 4 –Yes.

12,777. Weeding 25 chains?–Yes.
12,778. Did you not have any food during that time;

from the time you went at 6 o'clock in the morning,
till you got home at 4 in the evening —No.
12,779. Nothing at all —No.

12,780. Nothing either to eat or to drink —I only
got water to drink.

12,771 a. Did you have any food at all to eat 2–We
eat food in the morning before we go to work.
12,772 b, Did you take any food with you ?—When
we get any food to carry, but when we do not get

12,785. Was it one row %–Yes.

.

12,786. Was there more than one chain all along 2
—If one row does not hold 25 chains, then you have
to work two rows.

12,787. So that you have to weed all the canes
which there are in a length of 25 chains –Yes.
12,788. Where were you flogged; on the shoulders ?
—Yes, and on my back.
12,789. (Mr. Walcott.) Were there a great many
weeds on Holland estate, or was it well kept up 2–
It was very bad in grass.
12,790. In the part that you had to weed ?–Yes.
-

12,791. You mean that there was a great deal of

any we go without.

1277.3 c. Did you carry any food with you during

grass?—Yes,

The witness withdrew.

Sophia DAvis (a black), sworn, and examined.
husband saw the soldiers come, and he ran into the
12792. Do you live at Fonthill 2–Yes.
bush, for fear they should shoot him.
12.793. Is that your own house 2–Yes.

12,807. IIow long before had he gone into the

14794. You do not pay rent to anybody for it?—

bush —He heard that if the soldiers saw any man in

0,

2,795. Do you live alone there, or are you married ?

the house they would shoot him.

12,808. Did you hear that before they came to the

-I am a married woman.

yº. Do you live with your

husband there —

house ?–Yes.

tS,

13.797. What is his name 2–Jacob Davis.

Y

*798. Do you remember hearing of the dis
ºnces at Morant Bay; do you remember the war

12,809. And so he had gone to the bush 2–Yes,
12,810. Leaving you and your nine children —

C.S.

12,811. When Mr. Bowen and the soldiers

came,

**, or hearing anything about it 2–No ; the dis what did they do or say ?—I sat down with my little

º my house

being burnt brings me here to

child at my breast, then I rose with the child in my

arms, and said, “Massa, I beg you not to burn

*K.

my

*79% When was it that anything was done to house with my nine children;” and he said, “ Come
* Do you remember Francis Bowen coming with

out, woman.”

12,812. Mr. Bowen said so, do you mean 2–Yes:

* soldiers to your house –Yes.

*9. When was that, on what day –It was on he said, “We will put fire to the house;” and then
my children came out of the house.

a Friday.
12,801. What Friday ?—I cannot tell the day of

fire to attheall house
putanything
Didlet they
12,813.
out of2it. Yes;
did not
they
me get

•

the month.

12,802. Do you remember hearing about the

"ºles down at Morant Bay ?—Yes.
º: How long after you heard of that was it
*

º *Y came to your

house; was it directly after

12,814. Before they gave orders to burn the house
did they search to see what was in the house? No.”
12,815. Not at all ?–No.

-

12,816. Was there anything in the house whi

º * * week afterwards?—It was the same week. did not belong to you ?—No; nothing at all, º

º That would be Friday the 13th, then.
"," Francis Bowen; is that the magistrate —
º of Coley.
Whºt did they do when they came to your
º
12 sº had nine children in the house.

own things.
youit say
that they
Do i.
y burnt the house with
the things
º
all 12,817.
-

12,818.

#. you sure of that?–Yes,
anythin
all i."
ºtake

not they
Didsoldiers
12,819.
house
?—The

i 5 And your husband, was he there 2–My
589,

I i

of the

º:
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12,820. Then the house was not burnt with every

FIFTEENTH

thing in it 2–They not burn my clothes; they

take

DAY.
-

S. Davis.

12,840. Did you remain there 2–Yes.

12,841. Did your husband come back to you there?
—Yes.

away all my clothes.

-

12,821. Were there any clothes of your children :

12,842. Is he living there with you now 2–Yes.
12,843. Were these white or black soldiers ?—They

li) Feb. 1866.
--

y bit.
—Ever
Did
12,832.

they take all away ?—Every bit;
-

and

were Newcastle soldiers.

12,844. Was there any officer with them —Me
when they took all the clothes they left the house
don't know officer; the officer was riding ; when the
naked, and then set fire to it.
12,823. Did they take away anything else?—Yes. officer rode up he asked me for a pipe. While I was

12,824. What? —The little panikens the children
fed from.

12,825. Was there a hog 2–Yes; they took away

up, and when I spoke to them about the burning of
my house they said it was martial law; and I said,
“Look what martial law has done for me!”

my barrow, my fowls, and my hog.

12,826.
12,827.
12,828.
my finger

looking at the house that was burnt two officers rode

-

12,845. What became of your husband; when did
Anything else?—Yes; they took my ring.
he come back to you again –After the martial law
What ring was that —My married ring.
Who took that ?--The soldier took it off WaS OWer.
to save my life; so he told me.
12,846. Did he live in the bush till martial law
-

12,829. Was Mr. Bowen present —Mr. Bowen
was present.

-

12,830. And he saw them take the ring from you,

was over ?—Yes.

12,847. (Mr. Payne.) Did you see any other houses
burnt at Fonthill ?–Yes.

did he f-Yes, he was present.

12,848. Can you tell how many ?–Massa, me
12,831. And saw the man take the ring, when he
reckon, I no reckon number; but there was
cannot
said it was to save your life —When the man took
the ring, I can't say whether he saw the soldier; the plenty burnt.
12,849. Were there many left —Yes.
soldier took me so, and the rest ransacked my house.
12,850–60. Were there many not burnt 2–Yes.
Then he said, “My woman, you must not speak; if
12,861. How many —Me cannot recollect.
you speak I will kill you.”
12,862. (Commission.) Were there as many left as
12,832. I was asking you about the ring 3–The
burnt?—Yes.

soldier took that.

12,833. When Mr. Bowen was present 2–Mr. Bowen

12,863. (Mr. Walcott.) Do you say they were
white troops ?—Yes.

was there.

12,834. Did he see the soldier take your ring 2—I
cannot tell whether Mr. Bowen see him take it.

12,835. Did the soldier say it was to save your life
you must give up that ring —Yes; and he asked me
for money.
12,836. Was that the same soldier that took your
ring —The same soldier.
12,837. What became of you after this; where did
you go with your nine children —A good massa gave
me half a house.

12,838. Where was it that you went to this half
house –Close near; a neighbour.
12,839. Was it at some friends 2—We build a new

house, and the half house was part of the old building,
which was empty.

12,864. Newcastle soldiers ?—Yes.
12,865. And two officers and Mr. Bowen were

present 2–Yes.
12,866. You did not hear the officers names, did

you ?—No ; I don't know their names.
12,867. You did not hear Mr. Bowen call their
names —No.

12,868. How do you know they were officers?—
They ride, and the soldiers walk.
12,869. It was by their riding that you say they
were officers ?—Yes; that make me call them so.

12,870. Did Mr. Bowen tell you that any of the
things found in your house did not belong to you, but
to somebody else —No, he did not.

The witness withdrew.

ANNE WEDDERMAN (a black), sworn, and examined.
A. Wedderman.

12,871. Did you live at Holland Estate 2–Yes.
12,872. Were you living there with a person of
the name of Samuel Walker –Yes.

12,873. Do you remember the time that martial
law was on ?—Yes.

12,874. Were you there during that time —Yes.
12,875. Was there a Sunday during that time, that
3. recollect, when Mr. Stewart came to see you ?—
C.S.

-

12,876. Who was Mr. Stewart —The busha on
the estate.
12,877. What

say, the constable, came in. I ask to walk through
the house.

I had two piccaninnies. I ask leave to

bid them good-bye to go up to Manchioneal. They
carry him up on Wednesday, and on Saturday him
dead, and on Saturday morning them take him down
to the churchyard.

12,884. What churchyard —Manchioneal church

y ard.
12,885.

How far was the place where you were

living from Manchioneal —I cannot reckon, but not
long walking.

the

12,886. Did you ever go to Manchioneal and see

second Sunday of martial law, he sent one William

Samuel Walker there —No, I did not go there, but
one, Mr. Panton, who belonged to Manchioneal, was

did

Mr.

Stewart

do 2–On

Sewell and one Joseph Lewis, two police constables

t when they shot him.
from Golden Grove. They came chock into my presen
12,887. You did not see Samuel Walker shot?house, and took out Samuel Walker from the house,
I did not see, but Mr. Panton tell me.

and carry him to Golden Grove.

12,878. Where were you at that time 2—Me was
at home.
Y

t

12,879. In the house, do you mean 2–Yes.
12,880. Did you stay there after Walker went?—
Cs.

12,881. When did you see Samuel Walker after
that —They take him to Golden Grove and keep
him there fºr a week, and take him from there up to
Manchioneal.

****. How do you know that —Me see him in

12,888. Mr. Panton said he was shot?—Yes.

12,889. Where was Mr. Panton —He go up tº
Manchioneal.

*

12,890. Is he there now 2–Yes.

12,891. At the time Samuel Walker was taken; *
you say, was any money owing to you ?–Yº; just

two weeks, before the martial law, was due to Walk"
by Mr. Stewart.
12,892. And was two weeks due to you ?–Yes.
12,893. That he had got to pay you ?—Yes.
-

-

12,894. Did you ever get paid —After the martial

the morning When he was going up.
.**38. Did you see him at Manchioneal —Me see

law I go to Mr. Stewart, and say, “Will you Pay"
him when me went from Golden Grove, Mr. Ram. the money ’’
-
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12,895. What he did say?—He would not give me
the money at all; and I had the two picaninnies

12,925. Every day in the year?—Yes, barring
when I sick.

12,926. Were you working for the two weeks

going to perish with hunger.

A. Wedderman.

before Walker was taken into custody ?–Yes; two
full weeks.
12,927. The whole of those two weeks for five

12,896. Did you ever get the money —No ; I
don't get it.
12,897. And you have not got it now?—No: I
don't get it.
12,898. How much was it you wanted him to pay

days in each week?—Six days in each week.

you?—I was working in the trash house at a shilling

light in the morning.

12,928. And for what time?–From before day

12,929. How long did you go on working –Some
I had to budge part of the night. .
º, How many days did you work?—Six times
When you went before daylight in the
12,930.
days, from Monday to Saturday.
g
long did you stop there before yºu went
how
mornin
12,900. And that was what you wanted 2–Yes.
you there all day?—All day till night
Where
away?
was
wages
)
days
12,901. (Mr. Payne. How many
again; sometimes till all the people gone to bed.
a day.

-

owing to you?—Six.
12,902. And how much was owing to Samuel
Walker –A shilling a day.
12,903. Does Mr. Stewart owe Samuel Walker six
shillings, then –Yes. He paid him a part—it was
six shillings, but they had to deduct “four bits”
rent. If it had not been for my father I should not
have been able to live, me and my pickaninnies would
have died of hunger.
12,904. Did you see any houses burnt —No.

12,931. And every one of them six days for each

of those two weeks you were there the whole of the
day?–Yes.

12,932. You were ready to do your work the whole

Yes.How far do you live from the trash
day?–
12,933.
—Me do not live much far; not quite a mile.

house?

12,934. How much was owing to you ?-Two
weeks.

12,905. (Commission.) How long have you lived
On Holland estate 2–I was born on it.

12,906. Have you worked there long 2–Yes, from

12,935. But how much money was it that was due
to you ?—For one week, eight shillings.
12,936. And how much for the other week?—The
other week the same.

growing up. I never work anywhere else.

12,907. How much have you been in the habit of
earning a week?—Sometimes I work always full up,

and get four bits a day; but when you do work full
up, you never get the money.
12,908. Is four bits a day full pay ?—Yes; but
sometimes Mr. Stewart stopped it.

12,937. Then you earn eight shillings in the week
—Yes; but we are not getting it.

12,938. Was it four bits a day that was due to you ?
—Yes.

12,939. Except that the rent would have to be
deducted 2–Yes.

12,940. How much was your rent –Four bits.
12,941. Then that would leave about seven and

12,909. When are you paid : Upon what day of the
week?—They always pay on a Tuesday.
12,910. What are you paid on a Tuesday ? Is it for

sixpence?–Some days you get you work by the pan,

the week preceding —Yes, for the week; sometimes

piece work.

12,942. Were you working task work?—It is of
you just get two shillings.
12,911. Who pays you ?–Mr. Stewart. If I work me I am talking.
last week I should not get paid till the following
12,943. Then how was it four bits a day?—Working
Tuesday,

the pan.
12,912. Then you are not paid for the week which by 12,944.
Then do you mean that you really earned
just expired, but for the week before that – by the number of pans you worked four bits every

º

€S.

12,913. Is Mr. Stewart the overseer ?–Yes.

12,914. When he pays you, does he explain to you
Your account, so many days so much —No ; he stops

one of the days during the fortnight, except Sundays
—Yes.

12,945. You were working every day during the
two weeks, except Sundays, is that so?–Yes.

it, and he never tells you what he stops it for ; some
12,946. How much did you earn each day –We
times I work all the week and just get sixpence, and
d three days at four bits.
worke
mes
four bits,
sºmetimes just get a shilling, and someti
12,947. What did you earn in the other four days
after the rent is paid.
that week?—A shilling a day.
12,915. Did you ever complain to anybody about of 12,948.
Then the second week four days you earned
this? Have you ever made a complaint to the magis
four bits 2–Yes.
trates ?—No.

12,949. And how much the other two days –One

12,916. Never?—No.

12,917. Have you ever complained to Walker
ºut it?–Yes; sometimes I don't go to the work,
and he gets the money and brings it to me.
14918. Has he never made complaints to the

shilling.
12,950. Then that would be 7 s. 6d. for the first

week, and 8s. for the next week; 15s. 6d. altogether?
—Yes.

12,951. Your rent, you say, was four bits each

Imagistrates ?–No.

12.919. Never ?–No.

week 2–Yes.

19930. How many times do you think you have

12,952. Was anything paid you for those two
weeks —No: I did not get anything.

ºn dissatisfied with the amount paid to you?—

* he gave

me I was obliged to be satisfied

lū.

.”921. Have you complained —I complained all
* Not a week we ever get full pay.
19922. I suppose you do not get full pay because
X" dº not work the full time; is that so -I work

* Monday chock down to Saturday, except

when
Monday till

!ºk. When I don't sicki work from
Saturday,
wº What time do you begin in the morning —

hen I have

to carry cane trash I have to budge

work two weeks at a 1s, a day.
12,956. Then there would be 12s, due to him —
Yes.

12.937. And that was not paid —No, not paid,
12,958. Then there was some 12s. 6d. owing to you
and 12s. to Walker *-Yes.

P"...ºf the night to carry it.
12,924. Have you been in the habit of working on

"and Estate all the year round?—Yes.

12,953. You said at first that 6s, was due to you;
ls, a day ?–That was to Samuel Walker.
12,954. Then did Walker work at the same place 2
—Yes; he was driving the wain,
12,955. Was there anything due to him 2–Him

-

-

12,959. You paid the rent; not Walker *—Nos I
paid the rent.
-

The witness withdrew.
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John MARCH (a coloured man), sworn, and examined.

FIFTEENTH
DAY.

12,960. Do you live at Bath, St. Thomas in the
J. March.

12,995. Were women as well as men flogged?—
East 2–Yes."

-

12,961. Do you remember being
10 Feb. 1866.

12,994. Against none of them 2–No.

12th of October last 3–Yes.

there on the

-

12,962. Was that the Thursday in that week —

They were.
12,996. What was the greatest number of lashes
the women got ?—They got from 20 to 30 lashes, and
less than that ; but the men got 50, not exceeding

Yes.

12,963. On that, day did you see any people enter

that.

town; blowing horns —Yes, they came from the
the
direction of Morant Bay, blowing a horn, and also

Yes.

12,997. Did you see the cats that were used ?—

12,998. What were they made of 2–They were

with a great noise.

-

12,964. About how many came 2—They came in
two bands of about 100 each.

-

-

12,965. Were they armed –Yes; with various

wrapped very closely with wire; the wire was
wrapped very closely upon them; but there was
another kind not wrapped with wire, made of cord.

12,999. Did you see any distinction made between

sorts of weapons.

12,966. What were the weapons you saw ?—Guns,

the cat used for the men and that used for the

cutlasses, and other such like ; bayonets and harpoons. women —Yes; the heavy cats with the wire were
not laid on the women.
12,967. Any machetts —Yes; and harpoons.
13,000. As to this cat that you describe with wire,
12,968. What did they do?—They went to Mrs.
were the wires separate or covered 3–The wire was
closely put on, covered.
13,001. Do you mean to say that the wires were
12,969. And did they not ask for keys —They
demanded of the shopkeepers or their servants the covered –The whip was covered with the wire;
they were wound closely together.
keys of the several places.
12,970. Did they get them —They got them, and
13,002. What were the strands or lashes composed
of 2–They were composed of cord. I could not see
they opened the stores.
12,971. What did they do when they opened them : what they were.
13,003. Had you ever one of them in your hand?
—They took, especially out of Mr. Ford's store, a
large amount of goods; several articles of various —No ; but I have seem them very closely.
kinds.
13,004. Can you state what your impression was
12,972. Food or dresses 7–Dresses; more clothes that they were made of from what you saw 2–
I think they were made either of coarse twine or
than anything.
12,973. Did they take out anything else —They cord.
took guns also ; two guns.
13,005. Did you see anything else among them —
12,974. Was that from Mr. Ford's place —Yes.
Bumps; there were heavy bumps on some of them.
12,975. Did you see them leave Bath and go away?
13,006. Do you mean knots —Yes.
—Yes; they go up and down the streets, carrying
13,007. Anything else ?—Nothing else.
13,008. Then the wire was to attach the lashes to
away the goods of Mr. Ford.
12,976. After they had done all that, did you see the cats P Are we to understand that ?—The whip
the people that had done it go away from Bath — was lashed to the stick, and the wire went to a certain
I escaped to the mountains that day. What I relate distance upon the whip.
was what happened on the first day.
13,009. Were the wires covered with anything, or
12,977. When did you come back again 2–About were they plain wires 2–Plain wires, brass wire; it
three days after; by the time the Maroons were in was outside; the whip was overlaid with wires; it was
possession of Bath.
not inside, but laid outside, wound round.
12,978. When you came back again the Maroons
13,010. Do you mean to say the wire was like this;
were there, were they –Yes.
as close as this over the cord (describing it) —Yes,
12,979. Did other persons besides yourself leave closer than that, or else it could not have made such
Bath ; those who were the inhabitants of the place — dreadful wounds when they were flogged.

Hitchin's and demanded of her powder. She said
she had not any there; and they went away.

-

-

-

Yes; mostly all the coloured people, especially the
women, the ladies of Bath.

13,011. Do you mean to say that the wire was laid

so closely on the cord that you could not see the cord

12,980. When you returned, and found the Maroons

underneath —No, I could not, unless I had gone and

in possession of Bath, were any prisoners brought in 2 opened it.
Yes; they brought in several.

-

13,012. Were there any cords that had not wire

12,981. Who brought them in 2—The Maroons and round them 2––Yes, there were.
the constables.

-

13,013. Are you so certain as to be able to describe

12,982. Were you present when those prisoners

were tried and punished —Yes; I think they were
justly tried by Mr. Kirkland; and I think it does
honour to him.

the mode in which the wires were twisted upon the
strands 2—Yes.

13,014. How many of the tails of the cats had
wires so twisted rounded them —I did not reckon

12,983. We want not your opinion, but what you them, but I believe from what was said there were
saw —They were justly flogged.
nine tails.
12,984. Were you present when they were tried ?
13,015. Do you say the wire was twisted quite
—Yes; I was.

12,983. Did you see any of them flogged 2–Yes.
12,986. Who were flogged —Men and women.

12,987; Were they any of the persons that you had
seen at Bath, when the stores was opened 2–Yes.

close 2–Yes, to each lash.

-

13,016. Did the wire extend from the handle to the

end; the tail 2–No.

-

13,017. How high did it go; half way up the tail

—Yes, about half way up.
12,988. Did you know them again 2–Yes.
13,018. That is the lower half –Yes.
12,989. Were they part of the persons that had
13,019. The half nearest the handle *—Yes.
come in armed –Yes; they were afterwards flogged.
13,020. Do you mean nearest the end of the
12,990. You had seen them in Bath, when they or nearest the handle *—It was nearest the end.

lash,

came first armed *—Yes, I did see them.

12,991. And you afterwards saw them brought in
as prisoners ?–Yes.

12,992. How many did you see that you knew
again -I recognised about 10 of them.
gi evidence against them *—
Did you
you give
12,993.
2–No,
In Ot.
I did
-

13,021. Over the lowest part —Yes.

13,022. Then, that would be furthest from the
handle 2–Yes.

2

13,023. You say you never had one in your han"
—No.

-

13,024. How near were you to one of them *-*
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near as I am to you, but I never went close, because

of the 1st West India Regiment, came up, and brought

FIFTEENTH

I could not bear the sight of flogging.

some more prisoners, so they put them together

DAY.

13025. On the 16th of October, did you go to
Morant Bay?—Yes, I had occasion to go there.
13,026. Did you see anything there on that day?—
Yes, as I entered the bay I saw a man just about

with those who were at Leith Hall before the others

dying; on the part in front of the burnt Court-house.

flogged.

13,027. Any others ?—No more ; he alone was
there.

J. March.

whom the soldiers brought up ; they had some charge
against them.

13,055. Who were flogged —All the prisoners
were flogged, except one.

13,028. Did you see any being prepared to be

13,056. How many were flogged —I did not reckon
how many were flogged.

flogged 2–0h yes.

13,029. Did you see them flogged 2–Yes.
13,030. After they were flogged, what did they
do?—There was a road immediately opposite to the

13,057. Were there 10, 20, or how many ?—About
15, I think ; something of them number,
13,058. Did you see them tried ?–They were not
tried, so to speak, because the court had not been

flogging post, and the soldiers were on either side,
forming an avenue, and they had to run through that

formed or witnesses called at that time.

avenue, and the soldiers were prepared, some with
large sticks, and some with heavy clubs, as large as

13,059. Who was by that you knew by name when
these 15 were flogged ?–I do not know their names.

13,031. Was the point where they were whipped at
one end of the avenue of soldiers ?—A little way from
the avenue, but stretching itself in the avenue.
13,032. When they were whipped, and let loose,

had they to pass up between the two lines of soldiers ?
—Yes,

13,033. Was this in front of the Court-house 2–

Not quite in the centre, but in front; the flogging post
was nearly at the right hand of the Court-house, and
they ran from there, and as they ran through the
avenue of soldiers, the soldiers struck them on the

ground; I saw many felled to the ground by
the blows.

13,034. Who struck them down 2–The soldiers
with these clubs.

13,035. What soldiers were they –-Black soldiers.
13,036. How often did you see that ?—I was there

for nearly an hour, or about an hour.
13,037. You only saw it once 2–Yes; the soldiers
were removed before I went.

13,038. Was there an officer present —No, there
was no officer; but the officers could have seen them,

iſ they were at the flogging post, and must have seen
if they were there.
13,039. Did you see any officer there —No, I did
mot,

13,040. How many soldiers were drawn up in this
Avenue, as you describe it 2–About 20, I think.
13,041. Ten on each side 2–Yes, I think about

was by.

13,061. When the 15 were flogged 2–Yes, and an
officer belonging to some of the regiments; a tall
officer.

13,062. Belonging to a regular regiment 2–Yes.
13,063. Was any body else there —Mr. Astwood.
13,064. Was it a white regiment or a black regi
ment the tall officer belonged to ?—I think he belonged
to the black.

13,065. How many lashes did these men get 2–
Fifty.
13,066. Do you mean fifty each 2–Yes.
13,067. Did you see them inflicted 2–Yes, I was
very near, holding the soldiers' guns whilst they were
employed in flogging.
13068. Was that all you saw at Leith Hall ?—Yes;
there was also another man there who was to be shot,
but he was not shot. The officer said he would return
and see whether he could be shot.

13,069. But he was not shot ?—I am told that he
was hung, but I do not know.
13,070. You did not see him shot ?—I did not see

him shot, but I saw the other one.
13,071. What other ?—Two of them were to be

shot, and they removed one, and questioned the other.
He had a wound here in the breast, They asked him,
“How came you by that wound,” he said he went to
Morant Bay the day of the fight to buy medicine for

his sweetheart, and suddenly he felt something here,

that; I did not reckon them.

and when he looked he saw he had received a wound.

13,042, Was that all you saw at the whipping
place?–In Morant Bay, I was so afraid, that I went

Then they said, “Oh, this is one of the Morant Bay
men; shoot him,” and he was put out.
13,072. Was he shot ?–He was shot.
man's name 2—I do not

*Way, and therefore saw nothing more.

13,073. What was that
13,043. Upon your return to Bath, did you go to
know, I never inquired.
Leith Hall estate —Yes, I called in there.

13,044, Was that on the same 16th of October 2–
0.

13,074. By wholn was he shot ?—By the Volun
teers.

13,045. When was it?—I think about three days
atter; about the 19th or 20th.

13046. Then did you remain three days at Morant?
Yes, but I never out to the Bay, I was afraid.

19047. What did you see at Leith Hall, when you
"nt back on the 19th 2–We were talking in the
hºuse, when suddenly I heard the cries of “The

ºs are coming,” and when I came out I saw
Mr. Ford's Irregular Cavalry and Mr. Astwood's
ſºunted Volunteers coming on riding to Leith Hall.

13,075. By Mr. Ford's Volunteers ?—They were
mixed together, Mr. Ford's and Mr. Astwood's.
13,076. Did you hear any orders given by anybody
to shoot him 2–Yes.

13,077. Who gave the orders ?—I did not see : I
was some distance off; as far as from him to the

picture [the length of the room].
13,078. Did you hear the order given 2–Yes.
13,079. Who gave the order 2–I do not know ; I

did the
notman,
see the
because
I was
looking
on
theperson
object,who
moredid,
than
anything
else.
o

*...Where you there when they came in —Yes,
Hºllowed them tº the dwelling house.

13,080. (Mr. Gorrie.) Do you know where

the

*9. But you said you were at the dwelling General's quarters were with respect to the flogging
**fore they came?: No, I said that I was at a place —No, I do not ; I was only there for a few
"...the Bookkeeeper's Barracks.
*050. What was done there that you saw 2–As

hours, because I was actually afraid.
13,081. Of what 7–I went away because I feared
Mr. Ramsay would flog me. I saw people running

* "p the people told the officers that they had
*prisoners there.
away from Mr. Ramsay as he was coming up, so i

º Who were the people

that told that to the

º people belonging to Leith Hall.
d 52. Had they any prisoners there —Yes; they
º prisoners in the room there,

º When they told the officers that,
SOIn

*

13,060. Were there officers by ?–Yes; Mr. Ford

this chair leg.

I

10 Feb. 1866.

13,054. What did you see done —They were

what was

went away, and never returned at all.

13,082. Why were you afraid that he would flog
you ?—Because if I was to remain carelessly

about

there he would flog me, they say, and I ran away.
13,083. Are you connected in business in

any wa

º *y brought them out, and just at that time with
Mr. Kirkland, the magistrate 7–In nº wºy
whatever.

***6th Royals, I think, and a black corporal

I i 3
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13,084. (Commission.) When this man was shot at

Leith Hall, you do not know who gave the order for
his being shot?–No; but I heard Mr. Ford

say,

J. March.

13,101. Which was the man that you say that the
officer said was not be shot until he returned ?–I
don’t know him at all.

“Shoot him, shoot him.”
10 Feb. 1866,

13,100. Do you mean the Plaintain Garden River
District 2–Yes.

13,085. Did you hear Mr. Ford say that 2–Yes.
13,086. Then he did make the order ?–It was

13,102. Was it the man that was put up to be

then he asked the question as to the wound he had.
13,087. And that you represent as being the only
evidence on which they shot him 2–Yes; when he
was asked about the wound and he told them how he
got it, they said he was one of the Morant Bay people,

shot ?—Yes, but afterwards removed.
13,103. That was the second man —Yes.
13,104. Not the man that had the wound in the

and so he should be shot.

kept *—No.
13,106. (Mr Gorrie.) Were you in any way con

13,088. That was the evidence on which they shot
him —Yes,

13,089. Then you say Mr. Ford said “Shoot him,
shoot him "?–Yes, that was what he said, as the man

told them his story, but when they put him out yon
der to be shot, the Volunteers drew up in that direc
tion, and I did not follow them, so I do not know who
ordered them to fire.

13,090. You do not know who actually gave the
word of command to fire —No.

13,091. But who ordered him to be shot ?—The
officer,

13,092. What officer?—Mr. Ford.
13,093. When he said “Shoot him, shoot him,” did

they then and there and then put him out —Yes.

13,105. That was not the man that was told to be

nected in business with Mr. Ford 2–No.

13,107. At any time 2—No, I went to be em
ployed as book-keeper on Leith Hall Estate. I did
not get it then, as I did not see Mr. Espeut. My
clothes were taken away from me, and then I had to
remain in Bath, and do something else.
13,108. What are you doing now —I am working
in the shoe-making trade. Mr. Espeut promises to
employ me, and so I do that until I can get that.
13,109. (Mr. Lynch.) What distance were you
from Mr. Ford when you heard him say, “Shoot him,
shoot him "?—As near as I am to you (about two
Syards).
13,110. How near were the officers to Mr. Ford 2–

Very near ; just about the same distance. They were

13,094. Directly after —Yes; but besides Mr. Ford
there were the other officers.

13,095. What were the other

chest ?—He was shot.

officers ?—Soldier

consulting what was to be done.
13,111. Had the cats which the women were flogged
with wire to them —No.

13,112. Did you ever have them in your hand —

officers.

13,096. Were they white soldiers ?—The officer I No; but I could plainly see what they were.
13,113. Were you quite close to them – Yes,
told you of just now, whether he was of the white or
13,114. Did you see the women flogged ?– Yes.
black regiment, I don't know, but I think of the
13,115. How many — I think about 10 women in

black.

-

13,097. What part did he take —He agreed also
that he should be shot.

13,098. What was his name; don't you know 2–
No, but he said the other man should not be shot till
he returned ; then he would know whether he would
be able to shoot him or not.

13,099. When he returned from where —They
were going up the River District.

Bath.

13,116. How were they flogged; on what part of
their bodies?—On their backs ; they were stripped of
their clothing thus far, and they were flogged.
13, 117. Were they tied up 2–Yes; they were tied
to a board which was placed against the cart.
13,118. Who flogged them —The constables, I
think.

The witness withdrew.

A. Brown.

13,119. Do you live

ALEXANDER BROWN (a coloured man), sworn, and examined.
where they kill the men. Me and another man called
at Fonthill —Yes.
-

13,120. Do you remember seeing some soldiers

Naylor were lying together; it was at McLaren's
place.

come to Fonthill ?—Yes.

13,121. What time was that –On Friday.

13,122. What Friday?–Friday before Saturday.
13,123. Do you recollect the war at Morant Bay ?

13,137. Were they lying on the ground there?–
No ; they hang them up.

13,138. Did you see them there hanging —Yes.
13,139. Nine men 2–Nine men.

—Morant Bay

-

-

13,140. Did you go to a place called Coley on that
13,124. Do you remember the war there —No.
Saturday ?—Yes; that same Saturday.
13,125. Did you never hear of it?–Yes; I hear same
13,141. Did you see any persons there?—Yes, I

of it.

13,126. Did you hear of it when you were at Font
hill ?—Yes.

13,127. How 'soon after was it that the soldiers
came 2—The soldiers from Newcastle came to Monk

saw the dead bodies that they killed on the Friday.
13,142. You saw the dead bodies on the Saturday,
you say ?—Yes.
13,143. How many ?—Fourteen.

13,144. Did you know any of them —Yes; I

lands on Friday.

-

13,128. Did you see those soldiers come in to Font
hill 2–Yes, on Friday they came to Fonthill.
13,129. Did you see them do anything on that
Friday ?–Yes.

knew three of them.

13,145. After this, did you see soldiers go up the
valley, towards Monklands 2—Yes.

13,146. What day did they go up there —After
the Friday evening.

13,130. What did you see them do —Burn houses.
13,147. Do you remember, on the Tuesday after the
13,131. Did they burn yours?—No, they don't Saturday
that you went to Coley, seeing soldiers
burn my house that time.
towards Stony Gut 2–Yes.
towards
up
going
iš,132. How many houses did you see them burn ?
the very next Tuesday after —The soldiers burn nine houses on the Friday.

13,133. Did they do anything else?—Yes. . . .
13,134. What was that 2–After that they kill nine
men.
13,135. Did you see them, kill nine men ?—I Saw
the men; I did not see any killed on the Friday; it was
-

-

-

Saturday morning.

13,136. Where did you see them —In the place

13,148. Was that

Yes; the Tuesday after.

-

13,149. Did you go to Stony Gut —No, I did not
go to Stony Gut. I was working at Coley.
13,150. Do you remember at that time any soldiers
or marines coming to you ?–Yes; after the Sunº,
-

13,151. That was the Sunday after the Tuesday
•–Yes.
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13,152. Where did they come from ?—They came

13,174. Do you know the names of the persons

from St. David's way. When they came to Fonthill,
they did not find me out ; but they saw my wife, and

you saw hanging in McLaren's chapel ?–Yes; I

they got into my house, and took all the things I had
got there. They got into my trunks, and took out
all my clothes, and took away my wife's clothes;

13,175. What were they —One was Thomas
Stewart, one Simon Wilson, and Jaspar Telfer, and
one Abraham Kelly, and one Charles Smith, and one

and they took away my rings, and a saddle I had
saved, which I bought for three pounds four.
13,153. They did not take any money —No ; they
did not see any money; I don't have any money for

Bunting.

them to take.

FIFTEENTH
DAY.
-

know some of their names.
A. Brown.
-

10 Feb. 1866.

13,176. How many houses were burnt altogether
at Font Hill 2–The soldiers that came there on the

Sunday, they kill the nine men, and burn four houses
on that Sunday.

13,154. When they had done that, did they do

13,177. Were other houses burnt that day ?–No ;

anything more to your house —After they did that,
they burnt down the house, one of the men say, We

only on the Friday.

take many things out of the house. There was an
old lady there.
13,155. Was she ill ?–Yes; very weak.
13,156. Did the soldiers know that ?–Yes.
13,157. And they would not burn down the house *

whom any of those houses belonged ; were any of

ſ

13,178. Can you tell the names of the people to
them your relations —Yes.
13, iT9. Do you know what soldiers they were

that you say came over from St. David's to Fonthill
—Yes.

—Yes,

13,180. What sort of soldiers were they, white or
13,158. That was your own 2–Yes; my own

black 2–White.

house.

13,159. Did you go on the 11th of October to
Morant Bay ?–No.
13,160. Where you at Morant Bay on that day ?—
Where is it *

º Don't you

know where Morant Bay is 2–

13,181. Where they soldiers or sailors —Soldiers.
13,182. Do you know the difference between the
Newcastle soldiers and the marines —Them from

Newcastle came down on Friday, and go back to
Monklands and Stony Gut ; and after that, on the

Sunday, these soldiers came over the hill from

es.

13,162. Did you go there 2–No.
13,163. Never ?—No; long time I never go to
Morant Bay.
13,164. You did not go at all 2–No.

13,165. Were you ever wounded at all ; did you
ever get a wound :-No.
13,166. Not a gun shot ?—No.

St. David’s.

13,183. Do you know the Maroons ?–Yes; black
people.

13,184. Were those the persons that came from
St. David's 2–No ; we don't see the Maroons at
Fonthill.

sº Did you ever get a cut with

a sword —

0.

13,168. Were you never wounded at all —No ; the
soldiers don't see me.

13,159. Where were you ?—I was dodging on one
side; I never faced them.

13,170, Were you in the bush —Yes; not so deep
into the bush, but on one side away from them, so

13,185.
were they
13,186.
taken out

They were white soldiers that you saw,
–Yes.
(Commission.) Did you see the things
of the house *—My wife did ; they were

taken from my wife.
13,187. But you were not there 3–No.
13, 188. You were in the bush — Yes ; that morn
1ng.

-

-

13,189. Your wife told you about it —Yes.

they could not see me.

13,171. But could you see them —Yes.
13,172. (Mr. Payne.) Did you see any gun shot
'Wounds on the bodies of the persons that were hang
ing at McLaren's chapel ?–Yes; they were shot.

13,190. Do you know the names of more than four
of those who were killed at Coley 3–Yes.
13,191. Did you know John Walker, Edward

Clyne, George Gale, Reid, and William Graham —
Yes ; I knew them.

13,173. All of them —Yes.

The witness withdrew.

John Collins (a black), sworn, and examined.
mer Phillips said there was a letter come from the
13,192. Are you a mason at Kingston —Yes.
Bay to hang the man.
13,193. Were you formerly at Leith Hall —Yes.
13,208. And so he hung him —Yes; he hung
13,194. On the 10th of October last, were you
there *—Yes.

him, and shot him.

13,195. Did you remain there until after martial

J. Collins.

-

13,209. Which did he do first 2–He put the man
on the mango free, with a rope, and the rope slipped,

law had expired –Yes.
13,196. Do you know a soldier of the West India and the man fell down, and Mr. Espeut's son took a
*giment of the name of Phillips ?—Yes.
18,197. What was he –A drummer.

13,198. Did you see him do anything during the
martial law —Yes.

pistol and put it to the man's head, and blew his
brains out. The man was beginning to struggle,
and Drummer Phillips took a rifle and blowed the

man again, and hung him up till next morning.

13,210.
Dokilled
you mean
that the body was hung again
lº!99. Where was it?–At Leith Hall.
after
he was
–Yes.
. . 19.200. Do you remember when it was 7–I believe
13,21 1. When Mr. Espeut's son fired a pistol at
it was on Wednesday.
him, was the man dead or alive 2–When he fired,
$301. Which Wednesday 2–In October.
*02. Do you remember hearing of what hap the ball go through the man's brains.
Pººl at Morant Bay —Yes.
13,212. When he fired the pistol at him, was he
* **s

-

S

13,203. Was it the Wednesday after that, or the

*Wellnesday —The Wednesday after that.
º What did you see this man Phillips do —
. him bring in a man and a woman, and he hung

dead or alive 2–He was alive.

>

13,213. What is the name of Mr. Espeut's son 2–
Peter.

13.214. What colour is he?—A fair young man

a brown man.

o

2

**an and flogged the woman.

-º: Whº was present when he hung the man :
the tree. peut's son. The man was hanging upon

:

13,215. What was done with the woman 2–The
woman got fifty lashes.
dijº. Who ordered that ?—The 6th Regiment

%. Was he tried ?–No.

*7. Who ordered him to be hanged —Drum

13,217. Was she tried ?–No.
I i 4
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13,218. How long after she was brought in was it

DAY.

J. Collins.
-

10 Feb. 1S66.

Leith Hall ?—Yes; too many flogged ; lots flogged
after that.

that she had the 50 lashes 2-—The next day.
13,219. How do you know that she was not tried ?
—Because I was there.

13,258. At Leith Hall ?—Yes.

-

13,259. Who ordered them to be flogged 2–That
same officer from the 6th regiment, but he was not
there when the rest were flogged ; they said he left

13,220. That was when she was flogged 2–I was \
there when she was brought in, and I was there
messages to flog them as fast as they catch them.
when she was flogged.
13,221. Do you know that she was not taken
13,260. Who said that he had left word they were
before anybody to be tried ?–None of those were to be flogged 7–Drummer Phillips said that.

taken before anybody. They said they were rebels,
and began to flog them.
13,222. Without anybody giving directions for it
—Some one said they were in the Bay; some said the
woman was in Morant Bay.
13,223. Who did they say that to ?—They only
said that to the officer of the 6th Regiment.

13,261. Was he a black or a white man 2–A
black man.

-

13,262. Was there not an officer present when they
were flogged —No, there was no officer; only those
people that were on the estate ; no officers; they were
g One.
13,263.

When these other women were flogged, or
-

13,204. What officer was that?–One with a red

when both women and men were flogged at Leith
Hall, was not an officer present —No officer at all.
13,264. But have you not said there was 2—When
13,226. Did he order her to have the 50 lashes the first one was flogged ; not afterwards.
13,265. Did you not say this, “Some of the soldiers
when he was told she was at Morant Bay ?—Yes.
13,227. Who flogged her ?–Two of the white “ flogged women and men at Leith Hall there was no
soldiers.
“ trial at all ; there was an officer present; he gave
13,228. Do you remember Lieut. Adcock 2–I do “ orders to flog the people” —That was when he

jacket; I do not know his name.
13,225. Was he a naval officer —A navy officer.

came the first day.

not know him.

13,229. However, you say it was a naval officer
who was there 2–Yes.

13,230. Was there more than one naval officer

13,266, But there was no officer present, you say?
The first day there was ; the other day there was no
more officer there.

13,231. But was there more than one naval officer

13,267. How long did the officer remain there ?—
About six or eight hours.

there 2–Only one.
13,232. You say it was a naval officer who ordered

13,268. Was there no officer there afterwards 2—No.
13,269. Were the men left without an officer

there 3–There were some of the Volunteers.

there 7–The whole of them went afterwards down

her to have 50 lashes 2–Yes.

13,233. Do you know what is meant by a naval to the 13ay.
officer —Yes.

ship.

I don't mean an officer on board a

I mean an officer of the soldiers.

13,234. It was an officer of the army, then, was
it —Yes; an army officer.
13,235. A soldier 2–Yes.
13,236. Was he a white officer 2–Yes.

13,237. How was he dressed ?—He had on a red

-

13,270. Then, no officer was left there after the six

or eight hours you speak of 2–With the exception of
Drummer Phillips.
13,27 l. You say some of the soldiers flogged
women and men? Who were the soldiers that flogged
them —That was the first day.

ºil
*** --

13,272. But after that ?—After they went away, it

sº tº

jacket and dark trowsers, with little red seams of was only Drummer Phillips there.
cord.
13,273. Who flogged the people after that ?—
13,238. Was he tall or short 2–He was not so Drummer Phillips.
13,274. Was he the only person that flogged 7–
very short.
13,239. Should you know him again if you saw There was he, and one named Gordon, and named
Murray,
him —I do not know ; I cannot tell.
13,275. Where they the only persons that flogged”
13,240. Do you think you should know him if —Yes.
you saw him —No.
13,276. Who were Gordon and Murray ?—They
13,241. Do you remember whether he had any
whiskers ?—I don't remember that he had any were working on Mr. Espeut's estate.
13,277. Then nobody gave any orders except, you
whiskers.
13,242. Had he a moustache 2–I think he had a say, that order which was given before the officer
little moustache ; I don’t think he had any whiskers. left —Yes, I was told so I did not hear anybody
-

-

13,243. And

he sentenced

this

woman

to

be

flogged, you say *—Yes.
13,244. What did he say ?—He said the woman
was to get 50 lashes.
13,245. Did she get 50 lashes 2–Yes, she got 50.
13,946. Where did she get them —Over the back.
13,247. What with ?—A cat.

-***

giving any orders.

13,278. Do you remember a man being brought in
who was wounded ?–Yes.

13,279. When was that ?—That was the same day

when the 6th Regiment came up there.
13,280. And while they were there ?–Yes.

13,281. What was said or done to him —That
same officer asked what was the matter with him,

13,248. What sort of a cat —They had two cats.
13,249. What was the first cat —A large cat ; she
had 25 with the large cat.
13,250. What was the second cat —A small cat,
a small thread with wires in it ; she had 25 with
that.

and they say his side was wounded, and they supposed
he was a rebel in the Bay.
13,282. Who said that ?–Drummer Phillips said
that.

13,283. What was done then 2–The man was tied
and shot.

13,251. How do you know the cat had wires in
it —I held it, and noticed it myself.
13,252. Had you it in your hand 2—I had the cat
in my hand.
13,253. With which this woman was flogged 2–
Yes, before she was flogged.
13,254. Who put it into your hand 7–The drummer
put it down, and I took it up.
13,255. You swear that you had the cat in your
hand 2–Yes.

13,256. And you swear that it had wires in it 2–
Yes.

13,257. Did you see any other woman flogged at

13,284. Who ordered that?—The officer ordered
that.

13,285. He was not tried at all ?—No, he was not
tried; only questioned.

*

14,286. What did he say when he was questioned?
—He said that he was passing through the Bay,
going to buy medicine for his housekeeper, and he
received a ball.

13,287. And then the officer ordered him to be
shot ?—Yes.

13,288. Do you remember whether when the
soldiers of the 6th were going to Bath, they left a
man at Leith Hall f–Yes, they left the man there.

s
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13,289. Who was that man 7–The man was hung.
13290. What was his name?—I cannot remember
his name, but they left the man there. They could
not find any proper evidence against him ; so they

present, Mr. Espeut's son, and Mr. Smith.
13,322. Is Mr. Smith dead?—No ; he is alive; he

said he must remain there till they return back from
Bath, and while they were gone to Bath Drummer

13,323. Was any other person present * – Yes;
there was one Murray, the headman of the estate.

Phillips hung the man.

13,321. Who was present at the time -I was
is overseer of the estate.

back —He asked for the man, and Drummer

13,324. Were other persons shot that same even
ing?—Yes.
13,325. How many ?-There were many more
along with him.

Phillips said the man was hanged, and he said he
would remove Drummer Phillips, and send him down

evening, I think, altogether were shot at Leith Hall;

to the Bay the next day; and next day Drummer

there were four shot; two hanged.

Phillips went to the Bay.
13,293. You say this was when the 6th went to
Bath? Was it after they had been the six or eight

13,327. Let us have first those that were brought
in by the Maroons; were there three others with

-

13,291 Before the officer came back 2–Yes.
13292. What did the officer do when he came

hours at Leith Halif—Yes.

13,326. How many about 2 – About three that

him –Yes.

13,328. Were they brought in by the Maroons 2–

13,294. Then they came back again?—Yes; next

day,
13,295. How long did they stay there —Not an
hour,

13,296. You stated that after they had gone
Phillips and two other men flogged these persons?—
They went down to the Bay in the evening, and
they never returned back till Thursday morning,

Yes.

13,329. Were they tried by the Maroons 2–Yes.
13,330. And he ordered them to be shot ?–Yes.
13,331. All those four 2–Yes.

13,332. Were there any others at Leith Hall shot
or hung besides that one man that you mentioned

before ?—Yes, there was one man hanged.
13,333. What was his name?—I cannot say his
name.

about 2 o'clock.

13,297. That was the next day ?—Yes.
13,298, Was it during that time that all these
people, men and women, were flogged 2–Yes; mean
while they were gone to the Bay.
13,299. When were the women flogged 2–The first
woman, do you mean *

13,334. Were any others shot?—Yes, there was
one shot.

13,335. One other ?–Yes; there was one that the

Kingston Horse Guards shot ; that was the man that
was brought in, whose side they said was wounded.
13,336. That was the one you told us of before ?–
Yes.

13,300. No; the other women?—They were flogged
when they were gone down to the Bay.

13,337. Was that all who was either shot or hung 2
—Yes.

13,301. You say Phillips was the person that
flogged them —Yes.

13,302. But you say Phillips was sent down to the
Bay by the officers –Phillips was not a white
soldier; he was a black soldier.

13,338. How many were flogged 2–I cannot num

ber them ; every day they were flogging; some five
and-twenty.
13,339. Some five-and-twenty a-day, do you mean
that f-Yes.

13,303. Answer the question. You say when the
ºfficers came back from Bath, and Phillips said he had
hung this man, they sent him off to the Bay –Yes.
13,304. Then he could not have flogged people

After the officers sent him to Morant Bay –Yes;

he flog the people after they went to Morant Bay.
13.305. Where did he flog them 2–At Leith Hall.
13,306. You say the officers, when they came back

frºm Bath, sent Phillips down to the Bay?—They said
they would send him down to the Bay.
13,307. Did he go to the Bay them —No; he never
went till afterwards.

13,308. How long afterwards 2—About two or
three days afterwards. He was there two weeks
13,309. Then the officer did not send him away?—
stºp till martial law was over.

13,343. But about how many do you think were
women Were there 20 women flogged altogether,
while you were there 2–More than that.
13,344. Were there 50: – More than that was

flogged.
13,345. At Leith Iſall, while you were there, do

you mean –Yes; about 60 women were flogged.
13,347. How many –About 14 were flogged that
day.

ºs.

13310. Do you remember on some day the Maroons
"ringing in a man to Leith Hall —Yes.

|}}ll. Do know who that man was 3–They
* the man was an Obeahman.
18812. What was his name —I cannot remember
the name.

About 14 flogged in the presence of the

white officer –Yes; men and women.

13,349. You were asked how many women were
flogged 2–About 11 women that day.
13,350. Were they flogged while the white officer
was there 2–Yes.

13,351. Are you sure of that P – Yes, because
then

19814. By whom was he tried ?–By one of the

11 women were flogged that day.
13,352. And he saw it 2–Yes, he saw it.
13,353. Did he order it 2–He ordered them to be

same Maroons.
13,315. Do you mean that one of the Maroons made

flogged, and ordered when they finished flogging

Cd.

s!

13,342. Out of the 25 that were flogged almost
every day, how many were women : — I was so
frightened I could not keep a list of them.

of the 6th was there 2–Yes.

He did not send him away immediately ; he was to

sº

number the women.

13,346. Were any of those flogged while the officer

ºlore he ever went down to the Bay.

º What was done with him 2–He was

13,340. For how long 2–For about two weeks.
13,341. How many women were flogged?—I cannot

them every man must have a stone in his hand, and
“harge against him —one of the Maroons formed when they leave they tell them to run, and as fast as
*"ge, and a busha from the estate, named Smith, they run they pitch stones at them from the other

tººl and witnessed it.
side.
19916. Witnessed what?—The trial.
13,354. Do you say that every man was to have
*7. Before whom was he tried ?–Before this stone in his hand, and was to throw it at the men asa
.º

*100m; a fair man.

13,318. Did anybody give

went away –Yes; they stone him all the way
evidence against him * they
till he get up to the gate.

-The man's brother.

13,355. Did they do anything to the women?—

*19. Who ordered him to be hung —He did Yes; they stone them in the very same
"hang; he was shot.

* Who ordered him to be shot —The same
*on that tried him.

way, every

woman and every man.

13,356. Did you see any of them hurt with the
stones?-Yes, I saw plenty tumbled down.

15589.
K k
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13,357. Can you mention the names of any of the
women that were hurt –I don’t know them.

J. Collins.

13,358. Can you mention the names of any of the
men —I don’t know the men either ; I was just a

10 Feb. 1866.

stranger there.
d 13,359. Did the officers see it done 2–He saw that
One.

13,360. And was he the person who ordered the
men each to have a stone in his hand 2–Yes.

13,361. The officer of the 6th –The officer of the

man was shot? Did you see that letter ?—Yes, I saw
it.

13,381. You saw a letter ?–Yes.
13,382. Was it read –Yes, it was read.

13,383. (Commission.) What were you doing there
at this time that you happened to be present when
this man was shot ?—I was present in the same
busha's house when the letter was brought. It was
brought by a constable from the Bay.
13,384. Did you hear what the letter was 2.-Yes,
the letter said the man cannot walk to come to the

6th.

13,362. What were you doing during the fortnight
you were there —I was up and down.

13,363. Up and down where 2–In the estate.
13,364. Doing what ? — I went there to repair
Mr. Espeut’s house.
13,365. Were you engaged in that all the fort
night —Yes, I was engaged in that.
13,366. Was Mr. Espeut paying you for that ?—
No, he did not pay me, but the master workman who
got the job paid me for it.
13,367. What was his name 2—John Lewis.

13,368. He paid you for the work you did –Yes.
13,369. Did you stay there day and night —Yes,
day and night.
13,370. During the whole fortnight —Yes.
13,371. Upon the premises : — Yes, upon the
premises.

13,372. (Mr. Lynch.) What was the charge the
Maroons made against this man that was brought in,
and was tried by the Maroon, and sentenced to be
shot ?—They said he was an Obeahman.
13,373. (Commission.) What is an Obeahman 2–
I cannot say.

13,374. What do you understand by it?—Well, I
understand only hypocrisy.
13,375. What sort of hypocrisy %–I don’t know
anything about it.
13,376. Do you mean it is a person who pretends
to do. something that he cannot do —Yes, that is
just it.
13,377. But what does he pretend to do 2–I
cannot say, because I do not know.
13,378. Have you ever heard — Oh, I hear of
them all times.

13,379. Have you ever heard what he pretends to

do 2–He pretends to make others do good, and he
cannot do good himself.
13,380. (Mr. Lynch.) You speak of a letter which
was brought, and given to Drummer Phillips, when he
shot the first man.

Was that letter read before the

Bay, and they must hang him or shoot him.
13,385. That was that the prisoner could not walk
to Morant Bay?—Yes.

13,386. And therefore they must hang him or
shoot him there 2–Yes.

13,387. Do you know that man’s name 2—I do not

know the man's name, I was a stranger up there.
13,388. When did Drummer Phillips go down to
the Bay ? Not till after martial law was over, was it?
—Yes; it was the Friday before martial law was

-

OWer.

-

13,389. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was Mr. Hague present
when the first woman was flogged —Mr. Hague was
present.

13,390. At the time the first woman was flogged
—Yes; Mr. Hague, the Custom House officer, was
present when many were flogged.
13,391. Was anybody else present f – Yes,
Mr. Woodrow, the engineer.
13,392. Any body else —Mr. Espeut's son and
Mr. Smith.

13,393. And the officer of the 6th 2–Yes; it was
that day.
13,394. Do you know the woman's name 2—No.

13,395. Should you know the name if you heard
it —I cannot say, for I never heard the name that
day.

13,396. (Mr. Lynch.) Was Mr. Hague present on
more than

one occasion

when women had been

flogged 7 – Yes; he stopped there many days and
many nights.
13,397. And he saw many flogged 2–Yes; every
day,

13,398. Are you quite sure he was present upon
the other days when the women were flogged 2–Yes.

13,399. Every day almost, I think you said —Yes,
every day.
13,400. What was he doing there 2–He said he
was afraid to stand up by the Custom House, and he
came up there for protection.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. WILLIAM GEORGE ASTWooD sworn, and examined.

W. G. Astwood.

(The caution already printed was read to this witness.)

13,401. Are you Captain of the Kingston Volunteer
Cavalry —I am.
13,402. On the 19th of October did you march
from Kingston to Easington —Yes.
13,403. And thence to Morant Bay ?–On to
Morant Bay.

13,404. Was that the first day on which you took

any part —I was called out immediately, on the
intimation of the rebellion in St. Thomas in the East,

on the 12th, and served in Kingston until then with
my troop.

13,408. That is what you were informed ?–We
were informed.

13,409. Was any remark upon that made by the
prisoners in your charge —The sight of it occasioned
a good deal of attention amongst the prisoners, and
one or two of the principal of them remarked, “That
“ is the place where all this was got up; the people
“ there have brought us to this.” That was said by
several of the prisoners, who appeared to me to be
prominent, and were heading the file of prisoners.
13,410. Did you sit on čº in Morant
Bay ?—I did.
-

13,405. I don't think there was anything you saw

at Kingston bearing upon this inquiry ; was there *
—Nothing.

13,406. Had you any prisoners with you at that
time, when you went to Morant Bay ?—I had 24
prisoners with me.

13,411. Will you describe what the proceedings
were 2–Men were brought before the Court charged
with either being privy to murder or sedition, riot or
rebellion, just as the case might be, and their cases
were inquired into, witnesses were called, every façº

13,407. Did you pass by Stony Gut as you went 7

that was brought out against them was corroborated,
and if not it was not attended to at all. The prisoners

—On the road to Morant Bay we were enabled to see
smoke rising from Stony Gut. It was then being
burned by a detachment sent out from Morant Bay.

had every opportunity of cross-questioning the wit:
nesses; they were allowed their time to do so, and n°
man was considered liable to be condemned or
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sentenced to death who had not taken part in the
riot and affray where murder was committed, or who
had not assisted to commit a murder, or who had not
committed a murder.

13,412. Did they cross-question ?—They did ; and
some of them very cleverly.

13,413. Do you know how many Courts-martial

aware of.

13,442. You say there were women brought before
you, and dismissed ?–Not before the Court-martial.
Captain Adcock said to me at the time—I think these
were his words—“I have not come out here to flog
women, nor will I.”

13,417. And the witnesses —Yes.

13,418. What form of oath did the Court take —
I can scarcely repeat it now; it was the usual form
of oath, that all matters should be tried conscientiously

and considerately, and that the proceedings of the
Court should be private, and should not be divulged
until—

13,419. Was it the oath in the Mutiny Act 2–Yes.
I know it to be the oath in the Mutiny Act.

13,420. How long did you stay at Morant Bay ?—

13,443. If there were any women who were not at
once dismissed, what was done with them —Upon
one or two occasions, when women were before us,
where the evidence tended to show that they were
connected with any murder, they were either sent to
Bath or Morant Bay, with the witnesses.
13,444. Do you remember a prisoner named Pren
dergast —Yes; I captured such a man.
13,445. Where 7–At the 11th mile, on the road

13,422. How far did you get on Saturday ?—We
halted definitively that day at Golden Grove, and

from Morant Bay, during the previous ride.
13,446. Where was he taken to ?—l brought him
to Kingston, and he was taken by one of the men of
my troop to camp : from that he was taken to
Morant Bay.
13,447. What was his statement to you when you

made that our head-quarters.

took him —He admitted to me that he had been in

I arrived there on the 19th, staid there on the 20th,
and marched for Plantain Garden River on the 21st.

--

13,440. You have heard she has given evidence

13,441. Do you remember her being brought before
you ?—She was never brought before us, that I am

13,416. Were the members of the Court all sworn ?

13,421. That was on the Saturday ?—Saturday.

13,423. You got to Golden Grove on the Saturday ?
—Yes; but we stopped at Leith Hall on the way.

13,424. How long did you stop at Leith Hall 2–
Not long.
13,425. You said part of the oath was that the

proceedings before the Court-martial should not be
divulged until
; until what ?—I am not quite
sure that was part of the oath ; but I understood it
to be that we were not to divulge the proceedings of
the Court unless a reasonable time had elapsed, and
perhaps never. I know I have been careful not to

divulge the proceedings of any Court that I sat on.
13,426. Were they held with closed doors —No,
they were not.

connexion with the rebels, but he stated he was

obliged to be so to save his own life ; had he not they
would have killed him ; that they had killed others
for not having joined them.
13,448. Were you present afterwards when he was
on the gallows 2–I saw him on the gallows.
13,449. Where was that ?–At Morant Bay.
13,450. Was that before you went to Golden Grove?
—Before I went to Golden Grove.

13,451. What took place when you saw him on
the gallows:–On the gallows he seemed to see a
person in the crowd whose life he had saved. He

cried out, “Mr. Miller, Mr. Miller, I saved your life,
and your wife's life.”

13,427. Then anybody could come in 2–Anybody

he ordered a halt.

General Nelson was present ;

Mr. Miller came forward and said

could come in.

that the man had saved his life and his wife's, and he

13,428. Who went with you on going to Leith
Hall?—A detachment of the 6th Regiment, under
the command of Lieutenant Adcock (by courtesy,

Nelson.

Captain Adcock, being Aide-de-Camp to the General),
and some local Volunteers.

was then and there released by order of General
13,452. Did you go into the Plantain Garden
River district with Captain Adcock —I did.

13,453. When was that *—I left Morant Bay, I

13,429. How many of the 6th went — About
15 or 18 men, I think.
13,430. Any black soldiers with you ? — None
whatever.

think, on the 21st. It was Saturday the 21st, I think.
13,454. That was the day you went from Morant
Bay ?–Yes.

13,455. Who went with you at that time

13,431. Was Provost Marshal Ramsay with you?—

He was not with us. I found him at Morant Bay,
and left him there.

13,432. You left him at Morant Bay ?—At Morant

You say

there was Captain Adcock and a detachment of the
6th. Were there any others with you at that time 2–
There was a body of local Volunteers. The planters

of that district had been organized into a local body

ay.

of Volunteers.

13,433. Did you see any letter that was found
In an ex-policeman 2–A letter was shown to me.

13,456. Did you take up any prisoners?—We took
a few, very few.

13,434. Do you know what has become of that
letter?—No ; I do not know.

and constables 2–Yes; at Golden Grove, which was

13,435. Who had that letter last 2—That letter

13,457. Were several brought in by the Maroons

inder the impression, as far as I was concerned, he

then head quarters, and others were brought to us in
our various roads, for instance, at a place called
Bricklayer's Hill a Maroon captain brought us some

had it last.

prisoners.

was shown me by the Provost Marshal, and I am

*36, Was anybody brought before you at Leith
Hall?—When we arrived at Leith Half we found a
"mber of persons, several people, men and women,

whº had been captured by the constabulary, and they
"*" handed over to us to be dealt with.

13437. And how were they dealt with ?—The
Wºmen were dismissed ; I am not so sure that all of

13,458. It was in reference to those you were
speaking before ?–Yes.
13,459. Did you see a person of the name of
Hague —I did, at Leith Hall ; but I am not sure
whether it was when I was going towards Plantain
Garden River, or on our return.

13,460. Was there any woman flogged, as far as

"ºn were dismissed, but it was an invariable rule of you know 2–Certainly not.
* not to punish the women.
*sion all were dismissed.

I think upon that

There was one man.

13,438. Just confine yourself first to the women.

FIFTEENTEI
DAY.

W. G. Astwood.
-

10 Feb. 1866.
-

Morant Bay and one at Golden Grove.
13,414. How many prisoners were tried before the
Morant Bay Court-martial *—I took no notes; I was
the junior of that Court; but I think 8 or 10.

—Yes.

, ſº

I did not hear of

here 2–I have.

President was Colonel Lewis.

*

Bennett —I never heard of her.
her then.

you sat upon — I sat upon one Court-martial at

13,415. Who were the other members ? — The

º

Was any woman flogged there ?–No woman was ever
flogged at Leith Hall in my presence, to my know
ledge.
13,439. Do you know a woman named Susanna

-

13,461. While you were at Leith Hall, do you

remember two men being ordered to be shot by
Captain Ford –Captain Ford had no command, and
K k 2
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I do not know of two men being ordered to be shot.
I doubt whether he would give such a command.
13,462. Was he with you ?—He was, but he was
looked upon as a subordinate, and he was not allowed

of six men who had been tried by Courts-martial,
and executed at Golden Grove.

-

13,463. Where there any people shot at Leith Hall?

13,484. Were any men there shot and afterwards
hanged —None.
13,485. Do you remember any occasion upon which
man was not shot when the firing party shot ?—

—There was one man shot there, that I am aware of.
13,464. Do you know what the circumstances
were —The man was brought in to the officers, and

13,486. Do you remember what was the name of
that person 2–I do not.

any command.

}.

O.

the three commissioned officers who were present

13,487. What was done in that case ?–One of the

were assembled and the evidence taken, certainly not
in the form that things are going on here, but the

men seemed to be suffering very much ; the rope was
improperly adjusted, and he seemed suffering very

evidence was taken as well as it could be at the time,

much.

and he was proven to have aided and abetted in the
rebellion upon the 11th October at Morant Bay, and

13,488. That was a man who had been hanged —
Yes; after he was swung off, and Captain Adcock
ordered two men to advance and shoot him, and put
him out of his misery. We had had a great deal of
rain for a few days previously, and their pistols
snapped. My pistol was in my holster. I knew it
to be dry, and I lost not a moment, but stepped
forward and shot him through the head, in order to

attacked the Volunteers, and aided in committing
murder. &c., &c., and he was ordered to be shot.

13,465. Do you remember the name of that person?
—I do not.

13,466. Were there two persons brought before
you at that time – Yes, there were,
13,467. Was one ordered to be flogged?—No ; the
one was ordered to be detained.

13,468. Did you pass by Harbour
way from Leith Hall to Golden Grove
13,469. Do you remember seeing a
Mitchell on your way ?—We captured

Head on the
—We did.
person called
a man named

Mitchell.

-

13,489. Were there any cases where they were
shot and not killed, in the first instance, that you
saw 2–None whatever.

13,490. Is there a place called Dalvey —There is,
on the sea coast, at the south-east end of this island.

It is near Rocky Point on the sea coast, the south

13,470. Where was he 3–Standing at the road
side.

end his miseries.

east end of the island.

I believe near his own gate.

13,491. Do you remember a woman being brought
there 2–On reaching Dalvey we found a number of
time 2—I was.
prisoners, women and men ; among them a fair
13,472. At the time that Mitchell was captured 2– coloured woman who had been taken up for having
At the time he was captured.
stolen property in her possession. Seeing such a
13,473. Were you near enough to hear anything person in such a position attracted my attention, and
said by Captain Adcock —The officers of the detach Captain Adcock's. I was questioning her particularly
ment or column were together, three officers ; and as to what induced her to take part in a crime of that
witnesses were examined.
sort. She then explained to us that she had no idea
13,474. But before that, at the time Mitchell was of such a thing, but a lot of men came up from Plan
apprehended first of all, were you near enough to tain Garden River district, after sacking the houses
Captain Adcock to hear what he said at the time of down there, for the purpose of raising the men at
his capture ?—I think I must have heard everything Dalvey, and they then told her and others that if
that he said.
they did not go down to the River district they
13,475. Is it true that he said, “This fellow looks would get nothing, that the Court-house was burnt,
damned suspicious ; can any one identify this man f" the Magistrates killed, the Custos killed, and all the
—It is possible he might have said, “Can any one law of the land was gone.
13,492. What was done with that woman 2–Dis
identify the man * but I doubt whether he said,
13,471. Were you with Captain Adcock at that
º

“This fellow is damned suspicious.”

missed.
-

13,476. Did you hear that ?—No, I did not.
13,477. Did he call out for the rear to advance 2–

We all came up together, and formed a knot on the
road.

13,478. Do you remember whether any one did
identify him —Yes, a Mr. Duffus and a Mr. De Pass
identified him.

13,479. What was done after they identified him 2

13,493. What was done with the others ?—We
supposed she was with the other people at the time
of the murder of Mr. Hire, and we directed the
constables to take them on either to Morant Bay or
to Bath.

13,494. On your way from Morant Bay to Golden
Grove were any houses burnt 2–We found some

huts there; I don't think they ought to be denominated

—Evidence was taken as to who he was, and he was

houses.

ascertained to have been the companion of a man by

13,495. Places in which persons lived ?–Yes, we
we found some places in which were stolen goods, but
abandoned by the inhabitants ; those we fired.
13,496. How many of those were fired 3–Ten or
twelve, perhaps.

the name of Flemming, for the capture of whom a

detachment of one of the West India Regiments had
been sent out, they had captured Flemming, and
were unable to capture him ; he was proved to have

taken part in the riot or massacre at Morant Bay on
the 11th ; he was proved to have taken part in the
destruction of Mr. Duffus's property at Bowden, and
of having attempted Mr. Duffus's life and the life of
De Pass; he was also proved to have known of the
riot at Morant Bay one or two days previously to its
breaking out.

13,480. After that evidence was given, what was
done 2–He was ordered to be shot.

13,481. Is it true that immediately upon his being
identified by Mr. Duffus and Mr. De Pass, that
Captain Adcock said, “Tie him, and shoot him *—
—No, it is not true.

13,482. You say this inquiry took place before ?—

-

13,497. Ten or twelve, altogether ?–During the
entire road.

13,498. That is, the road to Golden Grove —Yes;
through the country, and back to Morant Bay, during
a period of five days.

13,499. In what way did you ascertain that the
property found in there was stolen —There was a
large dry goods store totally emptied of its contents
at Golden Grove, and in those houses we found
packages of dry goods, some with marks upon them,
and with the name ; things which the inhabitants of

the houses could not possibly have in their possession.
13,500. Were there any cases in which the inhabi
tants were there, and claimed the goods found there

He was in the first instance tied to be flogged ; but

as being their own 2–In no case.

it was the subsequent evidence of Mr. Duffus and

13,501. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were any persons appre
hended in Kingston by your corps, or under your

Mr. De Pass that caused him to be shot.

13,483. Did you witness the execution of many

direction, with your knowledge –Not that I am

men at Golden Grove —I witnessed the execution

aware of. I was absent from Kingston a part of the
º

*
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time, and some of my corps were left behind. Pri
soners might have been apprehended without my
knowledge. I am not aware of it.
13,502. Was it some privates of your corps that
escorted Mr. Gordon to the “Wolvercne "—No ; not
of my corps.
15,503. Where were those 24 prisoners appre
hended ?–In the mountains about Easington, and
handed over to me by the constables.
13,504. Were none of them apprehended in Kings
ton?—No ; in St. David's and in St. Thomas in the
-

East,

13,505. Did you investigate the cases before you
received them from the constables —No, I did not.
I took them over from the constables, because I saw

the constables were unable to guard them ; and I
ultimately handed them over to the Clerk of the

said “Let me see your pieces; I will prime them
myself.” I looked at them, and found some had no
locks, some no hammers, some no pins; they were
the old “ Brown Bess” affair.

will follow you to the “Nineteen Mile Tavern.” I
decided that they were unfit to guard the prisoners to
Morant Bay, and I took charge of them myself.
13,518. But what you are asked is, when you went
to the Clerk of the Peace, these men accompanying
you, whether after that time there was any investiga
tion by the Clerk of the Peace —Not that I know of.
13,519. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was there time for any
investigation into the cases while you were at
Easington –Yes; there was time for a short pre
liminary investigation.
13,520. How long were you at the “Nineteen Mile.”

Tavern ?—I suppose I was there three quarters of an
hour.

13,506. Who is the Clerk of the Peace of St.
David's 2–Mr. Fitzgerald is the Clerk of the Peace ;

13,521. Do you know where the prisoners were
when you were taking refreshment – Below ; in
charge of the police and constabulary.

but a Mr. McLean acts for him.

I found the

and five policemen with arms without locks. I con
sidered they were not fit to take the prisoners through
the country, and that it would be almost inviting the
rebels to attack them ; therefore I took charge of the
prisoners myself.

13,507. Have you any list of those 24 prisoners ?
—I have no list.

I took them on the road, and

delivered them to the Provost Marshal at Morant Bay.
13,508. Was there any list delivered you by the
of the Peace of the prisoners ?—There was no

º
isi.

13,509. (Commission). You were on your march,
As I understand 2–Yes; and I met constables and

policemen conducting these prisoners, and I did not
consider them safely guarded, and I took charge of
them; the Clerk of the Peace having assured me

they were prisoners. I met him about three miles
from there. I allowed the constables to escort them

to the Clerk of the Peace, and then received them

from him, upon representing that they were not fit to
gº on to Morant Bay. He gave me a list of those
prisoners, but where it went to, I cannot say.

13.510. To whom did you give it —To the Provost
Marshal.

13,511. (Mr. Gorrie.)

In what capacity was

McLean acting then –I cannot say. I looked upon
him as deputy to the Clerk of the Peace, or a person
in authority in the parish, whom I had ever known to
be Deputy Clerk of the Peace, or Magistrates’ Clerk,
ºr something of that sort. I always looked upon him
* Part and parcel of the government machinery of
that parish.
18,512, Was Mr. McLean acting in a military
"lºity, or a civil capacity ?—I believe him to be a
militia officer; I do not know in what capacity he
was then acting.
!3,513. Was he in uniform 2–No, he was not.

13,522. And where was Mr. McLean 2–-I don't
know.

-

13,523. Was he refreshing with you ?—No.
13,524. Were those prisoners tied on the road 2–
They were tied two together.
13,525. (Commission.) Handcuffed 2–No ; just by
the wrist.

13,526. The wrist of one ; to the left wrist of the
other ?–Yes,

13,527. Did you see any one flogged at the “Nine
teen Mile ” Tavern ?—Upon what occasion ?
13,528. Upon this occasion, when you received
these prisoners ?—No ; I saw none flogged ; there
were none flogged.
13,529. Upon any other occasion, did you see any
one flogged at “Nineteen Mile ” Tavern ?—I did.
13,530. When was that ?—About a week after.
13,531. Who was that ?—I don't know the names.

I saw several men flogged.
13,532. Under what circumstances were they
flogged —Those men had been caught in the woods;
and ascertained to have had stolen property with
them; others again were recognized to have been
associated with the rebels, and hiding from justice.
13,533. How was this ascertained, that they had,
for instance, stolen property in their possession ?—It
was ascertained by the Clerk of the Peace.
13,534. Were you present at any inquiry 2–No ;
the Clerk of the Peace represented to me that such
had been the case.

13,535. And did you give directions for their being
flogged 2–Yes.

13,536. On the representation that you received
from the Clerk of the Peace —From the Clerk of
the Peace.

of the Peace received the prisoners,' I was taking

13,537. There was no Court-martial, no examina
tion, before you upon that occasion ?—No.
13,538. Or in your presence 2–No.
13,539. But you were told by the Clerk of the
Peace that there had been an investigation, and that
he considered them to be guilty –Yes.
13,540. And upon that you gave directions for
them to be flogged —Yes.
13,541. What number of lashes were ordered 2–

*Inc refreshment.

From 30 to 50.

13,514. Would you know the names of any of the
Prisºners, if they were mentioned to you ?—No, I
would not."

13,515. Were you present when the Clerk of the
Peace made any investigation ?–No; when the Clerk

18,516. (Commission.) Could you say from the
* *cupied at Easington whether there was an
"stigation or mot ?–It appeared to me the pri
*rs had been some time at Easington. I found

ºn the road in custody of the police and con
stabulary.

ºli. Then you took them, as we understand, to

*Cºrk of the Peace, or directed the constables to

W. G. Astuvood.

I said, “Go on ; I

Peace of St. David's.

constables were not fit; there were five constables

FIFTEENTII
DAY.

13,542. Any less than 30 f—I rather think not.
13,543. Any more than 50 °–No ; no more than 50.

13,544. Were there any women among those 2–
None.

13,545. (Mr. Gorrie) Was that the person you
called the Clerk of the Peace, or was it McLean, who
is not really Clerk of the Peace 3–No; it was the
real Clerk of the Peace.

* them there?—I found them on the road, on the

13,546. Was the day when the flogging took place

* tº the acting Clerk of the Peace, at what is
* the “Nineteen Mile" Tavern. I immediately
hel them, and said to the police, “Are you loaded ?”

at “Nineteen Mile ” Tavern, October the 15th – No.
13,547. What date 2–It must have been October
the 24th or 25th.

lºy said to me “No." Their guns were beautifully
*ºnel, and I at once supplied them with cartridges,
*l made them load, but in order to be particular, I

been some time in custody before ?'—I understood
they had been brought in that day.

13,548. Had you ascertained that these persons had

K k 3
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13,568. Did the Attorney General sit upon any

13,549. (Commission.) I don’t know whether you
mentioned how many there were who were flogged at
that time 2–Eight, I think.

13,550. When was it that you were at “Nineteen
Mile” Tavern again —On my return to Kingston
on the 24th.

-

13,551. With regard to the Courts-martial at

Morant Bay, what oath was given to the witnesses 2
Do you remember the form of the oath that was
administered to the witnesses at Morant Bay ?—I
cannot repeat it now, but it appeared to me to be
ample; it was the same form of oath administered
at all the Courts-martial that I have attended.

13,552. Administered to the witnesses by the
Court-martial —Yes. I cannot tell you the form,
but it appeared ample to me.
13,553. Do you know whether it was a form taken
out of the “Mutiny Act 2"—The President of the
Court repeated it, and I think from the manner he

Courts-martial with you ?—No.
13,569. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you appear as a
witness on Prendergast's trial 2–I did not take
Prendergast to Morant Bay ; I took him to Kingston.
13,570. Were you a witness upon his trial 2–I
was not,

13,571. I have taken that you were at Morant
while he was executed 3–That is so.

13,572. How long had you been there before he
was executed 2–He was never executed.

13,573. Well, put up for execution ?—I was there
the day before.
13,574. Do you know the time that elapsed between
the trial and the executions —I believe men who

were tried in the morning were executed in the
afternoon, and those tried in the afternoon were

executed on the next morning.

13,575. You may have been at Morant Bay when

repeated it, it was.

this man was tried, but you were not called as a

13,554. Do you know the form in the “Mutiny
Act 2"–I have read it, but I cannot repeat it

not called as a witness.

In OW.

13,555. Were the members of the Court first
sworn ?—The members of the Court were first sworn

witness —I may have been at Morant Bay, and was
13,576. While you were at Morant Bay, did you
See any of the regular floggings on the Parade?—I
saw several floggings, not many, that were ordered by

upon an oath, which I, at the time believed to have

Court-martial. I saw none of those floggings I hear

been taken from the “Mutiny Act.”
13,556. Would you know it if you were to hear it
again f—I think I should.
13,557. “You shall well and truly try and deter

popularly talked of.

I saw few floggings by Court

martial.

13,577. (Commission.) What was done after the
number of lashes ordered had been inflicted ?—The

mine according to the evidence in the matter now men were generally loosed; the moment they were
“ before you. So help you God.” “You shall duly loosed, they ran away, and the soldiers and people
administer justice according to the rules and standing about picked up bits of cocoanuts and
“articles for the better government of Her Majesty's sticks, everything they could get, and hooted and
“Forces, and according to an Act now in force for threw them after them.
the punishment of mutiny and desertion, and other
13,578. Was that seen by the other officers ?–I
“ crimes therein mentioned, without partiality, don't know.
13,579. You saw it 2–I saw it.
“favour, or affection; and if any doubt shall arise
which is not explained by the said articles or Act,
13,580. Did you do anything to check such a
then according to your conscience, to the best of practice as that —I did not see anything in it; they
“ your understanding.” Was that the whole of it 2– ran like deers, and things were thrown at them which
I cannot say whether it was verbatim to that, but it did not hurt them ; they were light materials.
was something like that.
13,581. Was not this practice stopped afterwards?
13,558. “ And the custom of war in the like cases. I heard afterwards it was stopped.
“And you shall not divulge the sentence of the
13,582. You do not know it of your own know
“Court until it shall be duly approved ; neither ledge —I do not know it of my own knowledge.
“shall you upon any account, at any time whatso
13,583. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you see any rope ex
ever, disclose or discover the vote or opinion of any tended behind the prisoners that were being flogged,
particular member of the Court-martial, unless and was it not the practice to try and trip them up,
required to give evidence thereof as a witness by a when they ran –That is decidedly untrue.
&&
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&
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Court of Justice or a Court Martial in due course
“ of law.” Is that the oath —That is the oath.

13,584. You never heard of it 2–I should have

seen it or heard of it, if it had been so ; nobody would
have taken the trouble to do it.

13,559. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you as a Volunteer
officer consider yourself sitting under the authority of
the “Mutiny Act”?—I considered myself sitting
under the authority of the officers who commanded

13,585. What do you mean by the light materials
that were thrown 2–Well, you know that cocoanuts

Ine.

dried in the sun it is as light as cork; in all villages

13,560. What officers do you refer to ?—I con
sidered myself serving under the authority of what
ever senior officers happened to be over me at the

easier than for people to pick up this, and things of

have a lot of fibrous stuff round them, and when it is
there is a great deal of it lying about, and nothing is
that sort.

13,586. (Commission.) You say “things of that

time.

13,561. What senior officers do you refer to ?—
When I was at Morant Bay I was under Brigadier

sort.”

Were there any stones thrown —I never

saw it.

13,587. You saw bits of stick, you say ?–Yes

General Nelson.

and cocoanut trash, the outer rind of the cocoanut.

13,562. And at Golden Grove 2—There I con
sidered I was under Captain Adcock.
13,563. (Commission.) By whom were you directed

13,588. The fibrous part —The fibrous part.

.

13,589. The shell of the cocoanut —The outside
part of the shell.

to sit upon the Court-martial ; were you directed by
any one —We were directed by warrant.
13,564. Oh, you had a warrant had you ?–Yes;

could hurt a person —Never.

and in answer to that question, I considered we all
sat under the same authority.

they ran.

13,565. Who was your superior officer upon this
occasion ? – The aide-camp to Brigadier General

that you saw men receive 2–I never saw them receivº

Nelson, known by us as Captain

who could not have ran faster than I could.

-

Adcock.

13,566. Do you know whether he was authorized
to hold Courts-martial by General Nelson –I have
reason to think so.

13,567. That is what you mean by the warrant
you talk of 7–Yes.

13,590. Did you ever see anything thrown that
2.

13,591. You say they hooted them –Yes; and
13,592. What was the greatest number of lashes
more than 75 lashes, and I never saw a man flogg”
13,593. How many different men flogged, when
man had as many as 75 lashes 2—Sometimes two.
have seen one man give 75 lashes.
I
13,594. Have you seen more than two ?—Well,
don't think I have. I may have.

---

13.595. Who were the people at Morant Bay who
sailors.

13,596. Did you see any stones thrown when these
rties ran away ?—I never saw any stones, and don't
believe stones were thrown.

13,597. Did you ever see them struck by the

13,619. (Mr. Gorrie.) Have you read the evidence
of those parties about this 2–Yes; that De Pass fired
after the others had fired.

13,598, Do you mean to say that upon no one
occasion did they strike them —I never saw a soldier

the impression that Mitchell never moved.

upon any one occasion strike them.

De Pass's gun go off?—I should suppose a second or

-

13,622. How

long after the others

fired

did

two.

13,623. (Commission.) Who were the firing party
—Men of the 6th Regiment.

13,624. Who told them off?–Captain Adcock.
13,625. How came this man De Pass to be there 2
—Captain Adcock ordered a firing party. I don’t

think he told off any particular persons: he ordered a

13,602. (Commission.) Did you ever see any of the
officers in charge present upon these occasions at the
time these people were pelted and ran away 3–I
doubt very much whether any were present. I cannot
say as to Morant Bay, but I am inclined to think

firing party, and his men obeyed him with more
alacrity than the others who were in De Pass's file,
and under that party.

some of the officers were present in the country

but the local Volunteers were under the command of

districts,

Mr. Ford.

13,603. Was the same thing done in the country
districts —Yes, it was done everywhere ; the nigger

13,627. Did he step out of his own troop up to
firing party —They were not in regular order.

never stopped when he had had his lashes ; he ran

13,626. Under whose command was De Pass

?—

We were all under the command of Captain Adcock,
the

13,628. Who told the men off for the firing party 2

13,604. Can you mention any occasion when any
officer was present –I cannot say that the officer
who commanded our party witnessed it, but he might

—The men were not regularly told off.
13,629. But what order was given —I think
Captain Adcock addressed a party of the 6th
Regiment, and said, naming a number, “We will shoot

have,

him "

directly, and some of the people pelted him.

13,605. When these men were flogged were the

13,630. How many did he name 2—I don't exactly

troops and Volunteers under arms ?—Generally speak

know how many he named, but I know four or

ing, their arms were put aside.

fell out.

13,606, Were they in the ranks, fallen in regularly 2
—They were not.

13,607. (Mr. Gortie.) Did you make any remon
strances in the country districts —Yes; I repeatedly
told the people not to hurt them, and I saw they were
not hurt,

13,608. Had they been hurt before you gave this
Caution ?–No.

13,609. (Commission.) But saw there was some

danger of their being hurt?—I saw, if a man were
to throw a stone instead of a cocoanut fibre, it would
hurt them.

13,610, Had you ever occasion to give those
instructions —I think upon one occasion, I cried
out, “Don’t hurt anybody; don't hurt those people.”
13,611. Was that in consequence of seeing some
body hurting some one —No no one was ever hurt.
13,612. But did you see any one with something
that would hurt?—No; it was more to prevent the
pºssibility of any one taking up anything that would

hurt them, so that no complaint should be made.
13,613. (Mr. Gorrie.) Who gave any evidence as

tº Mitchell having had previous knowledge of the

W. G. Astwood.

13,621. Did you see how many wounds he had in
his head —No, I did not count them, but I am under

13,600. And ran –Yes.
13,601. With their bleeding backs 7–Yes, or
without ; sometimes their backs did not bleed.

DAY.

chief v.

them.

having received these floggings; were they dressed ?
—They generally took their shirts in their hands.

-

but he fired afterwards.

13,620. Was Mitchell dead when De Pass fired 2–

13,599. (Mr Gorrie.) In what condition were

--

evidence; he fired not simultaneously with the others, 10 Febºscó.
I believe he died instantaneously; every bullet fired
at him went through him, and through his head

the men when they were thus being pursued, after

-

There is a mistake in that

seen soldiers pretend to strike at them ; but they

anything in the yard, and make a sham blow at

-

FIFTEENTH

13,618. He volunteered 2–He volunteered.

soldiers with their muskets or their sticks —I have
never struck them, and never intended to strike
them; like a man would take up a stick to a horse or

* --
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flogged?—Marines and

-* --

five

13,631. Were your own troop and the 6th party
all there *—Yes; all in the road; not in regular order
as you see men drawn up on parade.
13,632. This man was shot on the road —Yes,
on the side of the road, just off the road a little way.
13,633. (Mr. Gorrie.) Can you tell us all the
witnesses that were examined against Mitchell ?—
Mr. Duffus was examined, Mr. De Pass was examined
and there were two other men examined, but I forget

at the moment who they were. There is not the
slightest doubt they can be got. Mr. Harrison, a
magistrate of the parish, gave evidence against him.
It could be got, but I cannot give it to you now.
13,634. (Commission.) How do you mean, it could
be got, by learning from the individuals themselves 2
º

—Yes.

13,635. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was Mr. Harrison present
as a magistrate or as a witness —He was present

more as a witness than as a magistrate; he is a magis
trate of the parish, but he was present as a witness.

13,636. Did he after giving testimony against

the

man decide with the others as to the man's fate ?—
He did not.

riot?—Mr. James Duffus.

13,614. And it is only from Mr. Duffus's evidence

13,637. (Commission.) Were the witnesses called

that you make that statement. Was there anybody
*ides Mr. Duffus who gave that evidence –A man

sworn ?—They were not sworn.
13,638. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did Mr. Duffus consult

with the officers as to what should be done?—No, he

'ſ the name of DePass corroborated him.

did not.

ºló. That was only as to an attempt upon their
lives?–And as to what took place at Morant Bay.

13,639. Who were the officers ?—Captain Adcock

De Pass, I think, was with the party who fired at him.
think, hung a little while, and, as it

acted with myself and Lieutenant Brass.
13,640. What was, in your opinion, established
against Mitchell, which warranted death 2–He had
aided in committing murder.

* his piece went off, making a distinct report, so

13,641. (Commission.) You mean being a party

18616. (Commission.) Did you see DePass fire a
*" or pistol at the time Mitchell was shot ?—

DePass fire, I

at Morant Bay –Yes; that he was an outlaw and a
"you might say he fired last, but it is just like in rebel.

º Vºlleys, where one piece goes off after the
*; but De Pass certainly did not come up and

** last shot at him.
13,617.in.W.as he one
stepped

?—

of the firing party —He
-

13,642. (Mr. Gorrie.) Can you name the other
witnesses, who spoke as to his having taken a part at
Morant Bay ?—There was evidence, but I forget the
witnesses.
K k 4
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13,643. Were those witnesses soldiers, Volunteers,
or magistrates ?—They were men composing the local
Volunteers.

W. G. Astwood.
10 Feb. 1866,

13,644. The two persons that were witnesses 2–
Local Volunteers; men of that district.
13,645. Which district 2—That district.

13,646. Morant Bay district 2–Yes.
13,647. Some of Captain Ford's men 2–Yes.
13,648. Were they black men, white men, or
brown —They were not black men, but it is not
easy to tell whether a man is brown or white in this

º

13,666. (Commission.) Was there much powder in
it —I don't know if there was any powder in it.
13,667. (Mr. Lynch.) Will you state the condition
in which you found Plantain Garden River District,
when you arrived there 2–Well, I found nearly all

the men of the district had taken to the bush; they
were not seen ;

every respectable house in the

district had been totally destroyed in the interior;
all the contents, clothes, furniture, books, pictures,
everything was destroyed or carried off. I found
that there was not a respectable house in the district

country.

where a gentleman had been living that was not

13,649. But what were they ; bookkeepers or what?
—They were two bookkeepers.
13,650. Can you recollect to what estate they
belong —If I could recollect to what estate they
belong I could tell who they were. The reason I
say they were bookkeepers is, because every one of
that force, except two, were bookkeepers.
13,651. Do you remember how many there were
of the local Volunteers under Captain Ford 2–25

demolished.

13,668. You mean the interior of it 2–Yes; and
all the smaller part of them which could be taken
away, except in one instance at Golden Grove.

13,669. (Commission.) And where other places
damaged—Wheelersfield, Hordley, Amity Hall, and
Holland 2–Yes.

13,670. Those four 2—Yes.

13,671. Duckenfield Hall?–Yes; that was damaged.
- 13,672. That was five 2–Yes.

or 26.

13,652. (Commission.) Therefore there were two
of his force who were on the ground that day under
him *—Yes.

13,653. (Mr. Gorrie.) Can you recollect the evi
dence the witnesses gave as to Mitchell being present
at Morant Bay ?—They identified him as one of the
rioters; that was the substance of their evidence.

13,654. Did they state they had seen him —Yes.
13,655. Were those witnesses in Morant Bay the
day of the riot ?—I don't know ; I should presume

13,673. Did you go to Potosi ?—No, I did not.
13,674. (Mr. Lynch.) Will you state the condition
in which Morant Bay was 2–I found Morant Bay,
when I got there, in a state of considerable excite
ment; there were not many troops, but a great many
prisoners. A letter was produced there by an ex
policeman from a man named Bailey.
13,675. (Commission.) Was that the letter of
E. K. Bailey —Yes.
13,676. Addressed to Mr. Graham 2–Yes.

13,656. Did they say in their evidence that they
had been in Morant Bay on the day of the riot ?–It

13,677. Do you recollect any of the contents of it *
—As far as I can say, it was to this effect, that the
iron bars were broken, that there were few troops
in Morant Bay, and now was the time to come

was stated to us that this man had been at Morant

down.

Bay, and we had no reason to doubt it.
13,657. (Commission.) That they saw him at
Morant Bay ?—That they saw him at Morant Bay,

reference to that letter?—That letter rendered it

they were.

and we had no reason to doubt it.

13,658. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you inquire whether
the witnesses had been at Morant Bay yourself?—
Yes. You can understand, your excellency, that we
should not upon such an occasion be so concise as a
barrister would be here.

13,659. (Mr. Lynch.) Do you consider it possible
that a woman could

have been flogged without

Captain Adcock's knowledge while you were with
him —No woman could have been flogged by his
orders, without his knowledge.
13,660. Could any man or woman, after punish
ment with flogging, have been stoned, without
Captain Adcock or any other officer under his com
mand seeing it 2–Oh yes, that might have been ;
any man, certainly not a woman, because Captain
Adcock's fixed principles, arranged between himself
and myself, were that no woman should be flogged
by our authority.
13,661. Do you know of Captain Ford having
giving any orders for inflicting punishment upon any
prisoner under Captain Adcock 2–I don't know of
any case, and I don't think Captain Ford would have
been obeyed if he had done so ; his position would
not warrant it.

13,678. What took place in Morant Bay with
necessary for the Provost Marshal, in my opinion,
and his own too, I think, to be most particular and
strict with reference to the prisoners, in guarding
the prisoners, and also to guard against surprise.
13,679. (Mr. Lynch.) Do you know the reason
why two men who were to have been hanged with
others at Golden Grove were shot instead —They
were not shot instead; they were hanged ; they were
supposed to have been suffering more than they ought
to have been, and orders were given for them to be

-

shot.

13,680. (Commission.) While they were hanging

*** *

—Yes; to put them out of their misery.

13,681. (Mr. Garrie.) After they had been shot,
were they left hanging 2–Yes.
13,682. (Mr. Lynch.) While under your observa.
tion, what was the conduct of the Provost Marshal?
—I considered him

a most

active

and efficient

officer; his position was a very trying one ; his
responsibilities were enormous. Of course, I have
not had much experience as to what Provost Marshals
ought to be, but I was under the impression,
certainly, during my experience in Morant Bay, that
he never did anything that I did not consider the
urgency of his position warranted.

13,683. How long were you there 2–I went there

13,662. When was it you saw the cocoa-nut fibre
thrown at the men after they had been flogged 2–I

on the 19th, remained there on the 20th and 21st,

saw them the first afternoon Iarrived ; I saw two or
three men flogged there, and I saw it.

active in getting provisions and rations for us, and

and then came there again on the 24th; he was most
our men and our horses.

13,684. (Commission.) But did you see any cruelty
toward the prisoners?—I cannot say that I saw any
13,664. What arms were kept there 7–I don't know cruelty towards the prisoners; he was strict with
of my own knowledge, but I believe a considerable them. I sometimes saw a prisoner get a few lashes
number of old militia arms. I saw the door, a strong from a sailor; I never inquired into the case, as to
13,663. Was there a magazine at Morant Bay ?—

Yes.

wood door, covered with copper, very much battered,
apparently as if great exertions had been made to

whether the man deserved it or not.

13,685. Did you see any display of temper on his
force it open without effect.
part ; any hasty punishmeut from temper; any punish
13,665. When was it you saw that ?–On the ment for anything personal to himself?—I saw a

º

º

s
sºl

morning of the 20th. I was taken by a gentleman at
Morant Bay there, and I saw most strenuous exertions

sailor hitting a man over the head one day. I called

º

Mr. Ramsay's attention to it, and he directed the

*

had been made to force open that door.

man to stop.

!
º
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13,704. (Mr. Gorrie.) What time did you see the FIFTEENTH
DAY.
body ?--Just after daylight.
13,705. (Commission.) How far from the tent was W. G. Astwood.
the body lying 3–About as far as from here to that

13,687. E. K. Bailey —Yes.
13,688. How long was Bailey in custody then 3–
I found him in custody on the 19th ; he attempted to

window.

escape on the 20th, and he was shot by a sentry.

there were many sentries.
13,707. Was there any inquiry held the next morn

13,689. As he was escaping 3–Yes.
13,690. Shot dead?—Shot dead.

13.391. Where was he confined —He was con
fined in a tent. All the prisoners at that time were

10 Feb. 1866.

13,706. The sentry, I suppose, was outside —Yes;
ing as to how this man was shot?—I cannot say.
13,708. That you do not know —I do not know.
13,709. (Mr. Payne.) Was he shot just in front of

under canvas.

the tent where he was confined —Yes; I saw his

13,692. You say it was Bailey who was struck in
that way over the head; were you there on the 18th *

body there.

—No, I was not.

-

13,693. (Mr. Lynch.) Did you see the cats used
by order of the Provost Marshal at Morant Bay, or
the description of them —Some were Navy cats, and
others were cats made up there of ordinary cord.
13,694. Was there any cat at Morant Bay with
wire, that you saw 2–1 should say not. I have

never heard of any eat in St. Thomas in the East
having wire until I have heard it here.

13,695. Should you have seen it; did you have
one in your hand 2–Yes; I have examined them.

13,696. Did you see any wire in any one cat that
you examined?—No; I did not.
13,697. At Bath, or at Leith IIall? —There was

13,710. (Commission.) You were at Morant Bay
on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, and the Tues
day?–No; I was at Morant Bay on Thursday the
19th, Friday the 20th, and part of Saturday the 21st.
13,711. And then again on the 24th –1 returned

again, I think, on the 24th.
13,712. How many days did you sit on Courts
martial during that time —One day at Morant Bay
and one at Golden Grove.

13,713. Do you recollect which day it was 2–
Saturday the 20th.
13,714. Saturday would be the 21st —Then I sat

upon Friday the 20th.
13,715. How many people did you try that day ?—
Six or eight, I think.

13,716. Separately, or together ?—All were se

no cat used at Leith Hall while any soldier or officer
parate.

was present with wire in it.

º While you were there 2–Not while I was

13,717. Six trials —Six trials.

there.

13,718. Then you say it was that Colonel Lewis
was present —Yes; and Captain Espent and myself.

13,699. During the time that you were under
Lieutenant Adcock's command, what was his conduct
and treatment of the prisoncrs ?–Firm and humane.
13,700. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were you present when

Bay ?—Yes.

13,719. Was that the only day you sat at Morant
ić,720. Now, at Golden Grove, how many days did
rou sit on Courts-martial 2–On one Court-martial.

Bailey was shot?—I was not present, but I..heard,

13,721. Do you remember the day?—I forget the

in the morning, that he had been shot by a sentry.
I know he was violent, because the night before in

day; it was in the evening we sat at Golden Grove.
I forget what day it was.

my presence he broke the handcuffs off his hands.

13,722. Do you recollect who the members of the
court were 2–Myself.
13,723. You were president 3–I was president,
and there was Ensign Cullings and Dr. Morris.
13,724. Do you remember how many were tried ?
—We tried eight there, I think.
13,725. Did you keep notes of the proceedings —
Yes, and handed them to somebody or other. I
handed them to the Commanding Officer who sent
them forward to the Brigadier-General in command.

In the morning I heard he had attempted to escape,
and I saw him lying dead in front of his tent.
13,701. (Commission.) Who was it shot him; do
you know —I think it was a man from
“Wolverene.”

the

-

13,702. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were the irons on him when
you saw the body ?—I did not observe whether he
was ironed. I was more struck with the quantity of
blood that came from him.

13,708. (Commission.) Where was he hit –In the
neck somewhere.

-

13,726. And notes were kept of the Morant Bay
sittings as well ?–Yes.

The witness withdrew.

WILLIAM PITT KIRKLAND sworn and examined.

W.P.Kirkland.

(The caution already printed was read to this witness.)
18727. Are you collector of dues at St. Thomas in
13,738. What did you see them do?—I had to fly
the East?—I am.
from my house to the woods for refuge.

18728. Do you live at Bath —I do.

13,739. Did you have any conversation with any

'''29. Do you remember being at Bath on 12th body of them —No ; had I remained in

Cºlºr ?—I was there,

should not have been here now.

13,730. I believe you reside there ; your house is
ere?--Yes.

*781.to
Coming

Do you remember
upon
fºº".
the j."

thatt dday

my house I

I fled to the woods:

the woods came down very near to the house; the
shrubs grow very thickly, fortunately for me.

jeople
peol

13,740. The bush is very near —Yes, within 50
feet, I should say.

13,732. What happened on the 12th —A large

13,741. How long were you in the bush –From
about 9 o'clock in the morning till the next day.

number of people came into Bath.
§3. How did they come?—with arms.

13,742. Till Friday the 13th –Yes; large num

º# Many do you know —A great many.
tiº º how many —I should say that pre
ºtheir coming I had seen two Maroons, who I
mºniº º up to their township (that was on the

llrged

bers of men took possession of Bath; they came in
military array, marching.
13,743. Did you see them —I saw them from the
bushes marching
ranks with flags flying, drum
beating,
and a horninblowing.
c

aroon, of the 12th) and bring down a force of

warded; and that I would see that they were re

.."W. for the protection of Bath.
tiºn is º ºt before the other armed

13,744. till
How
did they
remain
2 They
remained
thelong
Maroons
came
downinonBath
Friday.

13

13,737.

people

T. —It was just before.

ou say these people came
§ºat quantities?—Yes,
in large numbers.
15589,

armed in

13,745. What time did the Maroons reach Bath 2
—They came in between 9 and 10 o'clock in the
morning ; about 30 in number.

13,746. What became of the other lot that came in
L l
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the day before ?—As soon as they heard the Maroon

notes of the minor cases —No ; they were too

DAY.

horn they fled; they gave up sacking the stores and

numerous, and I had scarcely any assistance.

fled, and no more showed their faces in Bath except
W. P. Kirkland,

13,771. I only want to know the fact –In fact,
I did not.

as prisoners.

-

-

10 Feb. 1866.

13,747. How many Maroons came into Bath –
Thirty on that day.
13,748. How many altogether came there ?—
About 62.

13,749. Was that the strongest force of Maroons

in Bath —Yes, until Colonel Fyfe came in, and he
brought about 120 more.
13,750. Then you had, when he arrived, about
1802—Yes.

13,751. When did Colonel Fyfe arrive —About
10 days after the break out.

13,752. Then, for 10 days from the 10th of Oc
tober you had only 30 Maroons there —Yes.

13,753. Afterward you returned to your house, I
believe –Yes.

13,772. You took notes of the graver cases?—In
all the cases.

13,773. And sent them forward to Morant Bay
with the prisoners ?—Yes, and the witnesses.
13,774. Had you any acquaintance at Bath who
took notes for you ?—Not in the minor cases; I had

no assistance whatever ; I had such a multiplicity of
business. I was applied to by every one; not a de
spatch was forwarded but what was sent through me.
I had to provide the rations for the men.
13,775. Was there any gentleman there who came
in and offered to take notes ?—Yes; there was my
nephew, who was my clerk at the time, he rendered
me some assistance ; but he had to attend to the

rationing of so many he could render me very little

13,754. Had anything been done to it?—I only
missed a watch I had left on the sideboard and an
old hat.

13,755. Was that all that you missed ?–Of the

moneys of the public I had not a shilling was taken,
they were so anxious looking for my old head, as
they called it, that they did not find the money.
13,756. After you returned to your house did the
Maroons bring in any prisoners to the town —Yes;
on the Monday they commenced, and the constables

took heart and brought in prisoners daily.

assistance.

13,776. Then, as a point of fact, no notes exist

of the minor cases tried by yourself?—None.
Mr. Gray, who came to Bath with his wife for safety,
did offer me some little assistance, but not much.
13,777. Was the evidence against these parties
given upon oath —Always.
13,778. What were the class of cases tried by you
—mere possession of plunder f-Yes; those that

were found with stolen property in their possession
were punished ; the others were dismissed.

13,757. Where had the constables been before ?—

They did not appear to have any confidence until the

13,779. What class of sentence did you award 2–
To the women were given from 10 to 20 lashes, and

Maroons came in ; after the Maroons came in they

the men more severe.

commenced capturing several prisoners and bringing

13,780. What was the severest of the men —The

them in.

severest was 50 lashes.

13,758. What was done with the prisoners when
they were brought in 2–They were examined, and
those who had serious offences against them were
sent on to Morant Bay for trial.
13,759. How many were sent ; a very large
number 2—I really cannot say.
13,760. Then the rest of the prisoners that were

13,781. Did anybody get more than that?—Not
with my knowledge.
13,782. Who flogged them 2–I employed an old
soldier of the “Second West,” who was a band

not sent, what was done with them 2–Those who

master at Bath at the time.

13,783. Bruce —Yes.
13,784. Was he a black soldier 2–He was.

13,785. What kind of cats were made by Bruce —

were not found with stolen property were sent home;
but those who were found with stolen property were

The first that was made was of common twine.

whipped.
13,761. Who decided what should be done with the

Yes, there were.

prisoners ?—I did.
13,762. As a magistrate 2–As the only magistrate
in that district; in fact, I may say, in the parish,
except one who was at Morant Bay.
13,763. IIad you any particular instructions –

that had been used for a considerable time were

Yes.

thin pieces of wire into the cat.
by my order.

13,786. Were there any others made afterwards?—

13,787. What were they made of 7–These cats
laughed at as trifling, and playing with the people.

It was never by my order they were altered; but I
believe they were altered afterwards.

-

-

13,764. What were they —Brigadier-General
Nelson sent up instructions through Mr. Ramsay,
the Provost Marshal, that I should send down all
serious cases to him, but to deal with the minor cases

myself.
13,765. And you proceeded to carry out those in
structions —Yes.

13,766. And you did deal with the minor cases —
I did.

13,767. Had you any other Justice of the Peace to
act with you ?—None ; there was only Mr. McKenzie
in the whole parish. Some fled to Port Antonio,
others went on board the gunboat; but when the
Maroons came, and when they saw a detachment of
soldiers pass through they came back, but we were
afraid the soldiers might come into Bath and fire on

13,788. To what –They introduced two little
It was never done

13,789. But did you know it 2–Yes, I did know
of it after.

13,790. After —Yes, after it had been used. . .
13,791. Did you know it whilst they were applying
these cats —I found out they were using it after
some time. They had not applied to me in the first
instance. They were so trifling that I really did not
make any serious objection to their use. They were
not twisted, but long thin pieces.

13,792. How long were the first cats used before
they were altered —I don't think the alteration was

made three days, when Colonel Fyfe came, and the
whipping was stopped.

r

13.793. Then for 10 days it was continued 3–No:
because Provost-Martial Ramsay came up some day;
afterwards, and he catted several of the prisoners

to us mistaking us for rebels, and I said, “I will go
“ with you at daylight to the officer at the Rhine

had on hand, several of them that night.

“ estate, and state how you are situated”; which

it must have been about five days after. About tº
days after I returned home, and got back on the

I did.

13,768. How many days were you sitting engaged
in trying the minor cases 2–I should suppose about
seven days before Colonel Fyfe came in.
-

-

-

13,794. What day did he reach Bath —I imaginº
morning of tho 13th.

º:

13,795. Then he must have come up about the
18th 2–Yes, about that.

13,769. Did you take notes of the eyidence in the

13,796. And Colonel Fyfe came into the tow”

minor cases —Those were sent on with the prisoners

about the 23d 2–I think about the 23d he came 1” d

always to Morant Bay.
13,770. Those are the grave cases, Did you take

13,797. Were the prisoners brought into Bath .
tried by you before the arrival of the Prov"

—-

s

* -º-º-º-º-º: ºº

-
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Marshal?—There were some that had been. We
had a large number on hand when he came up.
13.798. Were these prisoners brought up and tried,

Morant
Bay, he came up during the night and applied FIFTEENTH
the cat to them.
DAY.

and sentenced by you, before the arrival of the
Provost Marshal —There were some brought up.

18,799, Was it during those days that the altera
tion took place in the character of the cat —No, it

on them —No ; it was my intention to send them on,
agreeably to the instructions I had received.
13,831. Did you ever order any cases sent to
Morant Bay to be catted before they were sent —

was after he left.

Not one.

13,800. After he left?—Yes.

15,801. Then no alteration had taken place in the
kind of cat used, or about the wire, till after the
Provost Marshal had been, and after he had gone –
It was after he had gone.

-

13,830. Without sentence; was there no sentence

W.P.Kirklan

10 Feb. 1866,
-

13,832. Are the cases that Ramsay ordered to be
catted the only cases that were so treated before they
were sent to Morant Bay?—All those cases were
forwarded.

13,833. That he catted 2–Yes.

13,802. He came on the 18th ; when did he go
13,834. Those were the only cases —The only
away?–During the same night he came in and went cases, the others were catted and sent to their homes ;
up to the police station, where there were a great we had no places for confinement and no arrange
many prisoners, and he catted the greater number of ments for food. It was done from verbal instructions
them.

13,803. That would be with the ordinary cat—the
unaltered cat —One that was brought.
13,804. That he brought of his own 2–I did not
see it brought. I saw him using it, because he re

that the brigadier sent to me; he had so much to do
he could not write. I got several messages of that
sort : to send on all the serious cases and to deal with

quested that I would go with him to the station, which

the minor cases myself.
13,835, Were these simply wires, the length of the
twine forming part of the tails, that were used for the

I did,

cats : —Yes.

13,805. He ordered the prisoners to be catted —
Yes,

13,836. Or were they bound round —No ; nothing
of that kind that I ever witnessed, nor do I believe

->

13,806. What cat was used then 2–I rather think
the cat must have been brought up with him.

any cat was made of that description : 1 rather think

13,807. Do you know whether it was or not *—I

13,837. Were they knotted together with the
twine —They were knotted.
13,838. Were they knotted by themselves —They
were merely introduced the full length of the cat to

do not know.

13,808. Or whether it was the same used under
your sentences —I am not aware.
13,809. Who made the cats 2–Bruce ; he made

it was to stiffen the twine.

make it stiffer.

the original cats of twine only. Those that he made
Originally, that I saw, were twine only.
13,810. And they were used by you until after the

13,839. Among the people who suffered flogging
were any women flogged 3–There were women
flogged ; the principal thieves were women; they

Provost Marshal had left 3–Yes.

plundered upwards of 3,000l. worth of property in

13,811. Who made the alteration in the cat —I
am not aware; I never altered it.

Bath, and the Potosi houses were almost gutted.

13,812. But who made them 2–I cannot say :
Several persons were making cats.
13,813. Whose business was it, after sentence, to

the twine only —No ; they were flogged very mild. I
did not consider it my duty to send them forward, or

See the sentence executed 2–Bruce's.

sentenced them to work upon the roads.
13,841. How did you feed them then –From the
provisions taken out of the rebel provision grounds.
13,842. What did you give them —Yams and
plaintains, and whatever we could get, and they had
fish also. I procured fish for them, some of which I

13,814. Was it his business to provide the instru
ments with which the sentence was executed 2–Yes ;

I looked to him to provide the instruments.
13,815. When Mr. Ramsay ordered those people
to be catted, you went with him you say —I did.
13,816. Did he inquire into their cases separately :
—Yes; he asked me why they were there.

There
The whole

were several implicated in the murders.

ºf them were parties concerned in the massacre at
Morant Bay.
-

13,817. Those would be parties you would send to
Morant Bay?–Yes.
, 13,818. Were any of those who were implicated
in murders at Morant Bay in the prison when
Ramsay came there ?—They were.

13,840. I think you told us they were flogged with
to let them go without punishment. Colonel Fyfe

am liable for now.

13,843. Did you see on the night that Ramsay was

there a stick, called the supple jack, used —No they
were all catted.

13,844. You were present —Yes; I went to the
station with him.

13,845. Then you were by when they were flogged
under Ramsay’s orders ?—Yes.

-

13,846. Did you see a supple jack used then 2–No:
he used a cat.

.1%819. Were any of those ordered to be catted –

13,847. While they were being flogged with a cat,

Yes; he ordered them to be catted.
13,820. Those who went to Morant Bay ?–Some

did he strike them with a supple jack –No ; I don't
think he did.

of them went afterwards.

doing anything of the sort.

13,821. Were those the cases that Ramsay ordered
to be catted 2–Yes.

18822.BayAnd
they were after that sent down to
orant
?–Yes,
3 Q93

\v

-

* ...

-

º Was that done in your presence

•

*26, Besides these more serious cases which
Were destined for Morant Bay, were others catted by

ºtºlarshal Ramsay on that visit *—No.
13,827.
13,82
,828.

None?–No.
-

Then, they

-

had only been investigated

| " preliminary to their being sent off?—
reliminary,

º They had

never been sentenced or any

$º-No; it was my intention to send them to

-

13,848. Did you see him with a supple jack in his
hand –He might have been riding with one; he did
ride up; I cannot say positively that I did see him with
-

-

-

one in his hand.

13,849. Cannot you speak positively, one way or

—Yes, it in. other,

19824. At the gaol —At the police station,
*ing the night that he came up.
3825. The same night?—Yès.

I cannot remember that I saw him

whether

: . hiſ . people {{.

anything he had in his hand 2–No ; he used the cat
himself upon that occasion.

13,850. Did he flog several of the prisoners with
his own hand 2–Well, I believe he did.
13,851. But did he –Well, he did.
13,852. How many ?—Several of them.
13,853. He flogged several with his own hand 2–
Several.

13,854. Was Bruce there that night —No; he was
not.
13,855. Then those whº were not flogged by Ram
-

say, by whom were they flogged —I rather think he
must have had one of the police.
L l 2

º
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13,856. But you were there ; who flogged when

13,888 (Mr. Gorrie.) Is he a magistrate of Bath ;

Ramsay did not ?–I think myself that Ramsay flogged

-—No ; a magistrate of Port Royal, I believe.
13,889. How far is that from Bath 2–Do you
mean Port Royal down here.
13,990. The parish of Port Royal 2–Port Royal

them entirely.
W. P. Kirkland.

• 13,857. Do you mean to say he flogged the whole
of them 2–1 think he did.

10 Feb. 1866.

13,858. How many ?—I think we had about 15.
13,859. Did he ſlog the whole 15 —Yes.
13,860. What was the greatest number of lashes he
laid on ?—I cannot exactly say ; I don't suppose he

Mountains.

could have given them more than 30 lashes.

between.

13,861. Each 2–Each.

13,862. Were they men —Yes.
13,863. Were they tied ?–No ; they were held
down by the police, and he took the cat in his hand
and flogged them.

13,864. Was that the only visit Ramsay paid to
Bath while you were there with the prisoners ?--The
only visit.

Bath is not in the parish of Port

Royal.
13,891. There is a parish between that and
St. Thomas in the East —Yes; St. David's lies

13,892. Did you report to any superior authority,
at any time, that you had those people working upon
the roads -No ; Colonel Fyfe was my authority.
13,893. Is it within your knowledge that he re.
ported to any superior authority ?–No.
13,894. You made no joint report —No.

13,895. Did you ever propose to Colonel Fyfe to
make a report —No ; I proposed to him to have a

13,865. He came on horseback one night, and re
turned the same night –Yes.

13,866. How many hours was he with you ?—He

court established in Bath, and he said he would

endeavour to get it done, that the cases might be
more gone into ; but we never managed to get a

was not altogether in Bath two hours ; he went

court established.

immediately to the police-station.
13,867. And then rode home again 2–Yes.

13,896. You wanted a court in Bath to go more
fully into the cases of the people you had sentenced

13,868. What distance is it by road from Bath to

to work on the road –In all cases.

Morant Bay ?–14 miles.

13,897. Was it thought of, in connection with them,

13,869. You say when Colonel Fyfe got into Bath,
there was a difficulty in maintaining the prisoners,
and he put the men to work on the road –Yes.
13,870. And the women —Men and women.

13,871. How long did that last –Until the end of
the year.
13,872. Until the end of December 2—November

more ?—No.

13,898. It was during martial law you sent down
the prisoners to Morant Bay, was it not?—Yes,
during martial law.

13,899. Had you any intention of trying again
those parties who were working on the road 3–No.

13,900. By the new court which you proposed to

and December they were working on the road which

establish in

goes towards Portland.

might have referred their cases to it; but there was

13,873. How many had you in prison during that
period —I think we had about 44 working upon

no court established in 13ath.

that road; they did not all turn out ; some of them

perior officer in Bath –Yes.

skulked off and escaped ; they had two weeks to pre

Bath –IIad it been established we

13,901. (Commission.) Colonel Fyfe was the su
13.902. IIe holds an appointment in the Militia,

pare themselves to go on the road ; for two weeks

does he not *—Yes, he has held that years ago.

after they did not turn out.

13,903. (3/r. Gorrie.) Will you give us some ex
amples of the crimes which the prisoners were tried
for 2–For larceny.

18,874. Were they in prison or out of it when they
were repairing the roads —No; they were sent home;
they went to their own houses; they carried their

own yams and ground provisions they had every
Saturday ; again, they were only sentenced for five
days each week, and I provided them with salt pro
duce; they had an allowance of salt fish.
13,875. (Mr. Gorrie.) You paid them no wages 2
—No wages.
13,876. You gave them salt fish you say?–Yes.
13,877. Was that all the food they had 2–No ;
they had the ground provisions.
13,878. Where did they get those –From their
own ground ; they went home every Saturday, and
they were to take the yams from their own grounds,
and come to Bath and get an allowance of fish for the
week.

13,904. Take one case, take a woman for instance;

can you recollect the name of any woman particu
larly 2—I cannot remember the names of the parties
who were sentenced to be flogged.
13,905, Had they plunder upon their own bodies?
-

—Many of them brought the plunder upon their
heads.

13,906. Did you try any people who had been
brought into Bath with plunder on their heads —
Yes.

13,907. Men or women 2–Doth men and women.

13,908. Recollect some particular instance, and
fell us what plunder it was on her head, and what
punishment you gave for that offence –In most
case furniture was brought in.
13,909. Did they bring in furniture upon their
-

13,879. What did you do with them at night —
They were allowed to go home, I believe; they were
never imprisoned at all.
13,880. They were sentenced by Colonel Fyfe to
work on the road –Yes, in the place of whipping,
correctly I think, he sentenced them to work on the
road.

heads —Yes; chairs and tables, and various things,
sometimes goods that had been stolen.

13,910. I want a special case. Do you recollect
any woman bringing a table on her head into Bath,
or a chair —I cannot name any individual.
13,911. Do you recollect any case of a woman
bringing a table upon her head 2–No.

13,881. Were these people tried ?–Yes, examined
13,912. Do you recollect a chair being brought
by Colonel Fyfe and myself, and they were convicted in 2–Yes.
clearly of theft.
13,913. Suppose a woman was brought into Bath
13,882. Did you convict them upon an examina with a chair on her head, what punishment would
tion, or after a formal court –We had no regular you award for that ?—A simple whipping.
court. I was the only magistrate, and Colonel Fyfe
13,914. What do you call that f –12 lashes.
was the only officer.
13,915. What evidence was taken with regard to
that ?—The constables who brought them in were
13,883. You took evidence 2–Ycs.

13,854. (Commission.) Sworn evidence 2–Yes.
13,885. Did you swear the witnesses —Yes; they
were regularly sworn.

-

-

13,886. (Mr Gorrie.) In what capacity did Colonel
Fyfe act —He was then Colonel of the Maroons.
13,887. (Commission.) But he is a magistrate also,
is he not ?—Yes.

examined.

13,916. As to what?—As to their being in post
session of that property, and as to that property
belonging to other parties.

13,917. But had you before you the owners of the
houses —No ; the owner of one house, where the

greater number of things were, was murdered.
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13,918. Do you mean Mr. Hire —No. Some of
brought in, but most of the pro
rty was Mr. Herschell's.
13,919. Had you Mrs. Herschell before you ?–No;

his property was

she returned to her father's property at Portland as
soon as she could get away.

13,920. You had no other people then to identify
the property —The servants of the houses were in

13,942. Will you tell us who they were?—I cannot
state any particular person, but it was spoken of
about Bath, and laughed at as trifling.
It appears to me that it was on the visit of the
Volunteers from the River District, that when they

came up they laughed at the cat we were using, and
it strikes me it was after that it was altered.

tification that of a servant —Yes, there were two

River District.

servants in Bath. Enormous books and various pro
Latin books and German books, but it did not

signify.

13,922. Did you investigate each case, and have
the witnesses regularly before you in each case ?—

13,944. What River District 7–Plantain Garden

13,945. What Volunteers were they —Under the
command of Captain Ford.

13,946. Was Captain Astwood there —No.
: 13,947. Lieutenant Adcock —No.
13,948. Captain Cole 2–No ; no regular officers.
Captain Ford was in command of that detachment.

13,949. Then you say it was after the visit of

Yes,

13,923. Of the whole of the cases of the parties
who were flogged in Bath –Yes, and they were
never flogged, unless they were brought in and a case
of stealing proved against them.
13,924. How long would a trial occupy, Mr. Kirk

land?—It would depend entirely upon the number of
witnesses,

13,925. Give us the average f—It might be a
quarter of an hour ; we had to be prompt ; there
were many cases. Mr. Herschell's servant came into
Bath also and identified articles brought from his
house. Various servants were there; my house, in
fact, was the resort of all who were in this state.

13,926. (Commission.) Did you ask every prisoner
if they had anything to say in their defence?—Oh,
13,927. Did you hear any witnesses they might
produce —There were very few cases in which they
could do anything but acknowledge that the property
was not theirs. Scarcely in any case did they
attempt to defend themselves.

13,928. (Mr. Gorrie.) Do you mean to say that
they all acknowledged 2–In a great many cases they
made no defence.

Ford's volunteers that the cat was introduced 2–

Yes; it appears to me it was in consequence of their
laughing at the old cat.
13,950. Did you hear that ?–No, but I think that
was the mode by which it was changed.
13,951. Did Captain Ford speak to you about it 2–
No ; they were passing their remarks in Bath, I
suppose.

13,952. Did it come to your ears at all ?—I heard
that remarks were made.

13,953. That the Volunteers were laughing at the
cat —Yes, that some of them were ; as playing with
the people.
13,954. Did you speak about that to any one 2–
No, I did not.

13,955. Did you speak to any of the constables
about it 2–No, I did not; the cats were ordinarily
made by boys.
13,956. (Commission.) Where are these cats; could
you produce any of them now 2–I am not aware
where they are.
13,957. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were not those cats kept at
Colonel Fyfe's, or taken from his house, after martial
law was over ?—They were not, to my knowledge;

13,929, Did you give them any opportunity of
bringing forward witnesses to tell that that property

I am not aware what became of them.

was their own 2–We never could have got through

nor do I believe they were.
13,958. Did you get a message from Colonel Fyfe
with regard to those cats —I never received a
message from Colonel Fyfe.

the cases,

19930. In order to get through the cases you
thought it was unnecessary to give the accused any
º of making a defence –Time did not allow
Of It.

13.931. (Commission.) But I thought you said you

asked if they had anything to say in their defence 2
-In all cases they were allowed to say anything to

I am not

aware that they were ever given to Colonel Fyfe,

13,959. Or any one in your house or employment 2
No, never; not naming a cat.
13,960. To your knowledge 2–No.
13,961. In whose custody were they 2—Bruce's.

13,962. When he left, to whom did he give them 2

rºut the evidence against them.

I do not know.

13,932. Did you ask them whether they had any
thing to say?—We might, in serious cases.

Oh, yes; they were in the house, but not given up

13,933. Do you not consider a case of larceny,
which entails flogging, a serious case ?—Yes, it is.

13,963. Was there ever a cat in your house ?—
ossession formally.

13,964. When did you last see one in your house ?
—I cannot really say.
13,965. Try and recollect; Was it the end of the

13,934. (Mr. Gorrie.) Are you prepared to swear
that upon no cat that was used, that you saw, was
there wire twisted around 2–I will. I will solemnly

year, when the people were working on the roads 2—

Wear that I never saw a cat with wire in it, except

Oh, it was before that.

-

13,966. Was it two weeks before that ?–Yes, I

in the way I have stated, with thin wires.

}}}}5 (Commission.) Were they only thin wires?
-Thin wires.

13936. Were these cats submitted to you before
they were used ?–No; no cat had ever wire wrapped
TOund it.

13,937. (Mr. Gorrie.) Do you consider a cat with

floggings were
given up.
13,967. When did you give up flogging in Bath?—.
As soon as Colonel Fyfe came in, on the 22nd ; he
came in about 10 days after.
13,968. (Commission.) After what ?—The break
think it must have been soon after the

* Plain wire the more humane of the two – Yes, I

Out.

do; the wrapping round would lacerate the skin.
13,938. Where did you give any directions that

—Yes.

13,969. It was the 22nd of October that he came 2

*ºt should be made with the plain wire —I gave

13,970. (Mr. Gorrie.) Are you prepared to swear

*"irections at all for the wire to be put into the cat.
'W's done without my orders.

there was no flogging in Bath after the 22nd of Oc
tober 2—None, I believe.

}%. You saw them being used —I did.
13.940. And you did not stop it 2–I did not, as I
ought to have done.

º of common cord to be too light
£,

13,971. But you must know if there was 2–No,
there was not.

13,972. Did you see anyone flogged in Bath after

*l. You mentioned that they considered the
—Not cord,
-

that date 2–Not an individual.

13,973. Neither male nor female 2–Neither male
nor female.
L 1 3

DAY.

W.P.Kirkland.

13,943. Was it spoken of in your house by the
refugees in your house ?—I cannot say exactly who.

Bath, and they identified the property.
13,921. Was the whole evidence you had of iden

perty of all descriptions was brought in, and some
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13,974. Was there anyone reported to you as having
been flogged in Bath after the 22nd 7–Never.
13,975. What Ramsay do you refer to upon this
occasion ?—The Provost Marshal.

13,976. You mean Gordon Duberry Ramsay ?—
Yes

13,977. Not Paul Ramsay ?—No ; he was not there

13,981. When he flogged the people?—Never since.
13,982. Did anyone else take part in that flogging

besides Mr. Ramsay —I don't think he employi
any person, I think it was altogether done by him.
self; others took part in holding down the prisoners.
13,983. And these prisoners he flogged, he took

at the time.

himself down to Morant Bay ?–No ; I had them for.
warded to Morant Bay.

13,978. He was there, at Bath, in some capacity,
was he not ?—Not during that time.
13,979. Not during martial law —No, since martial

who had catted them 2–Yes.

law.

13,980. Has he since been appointed inspector
of police —Paul Ramsay, the Provost Marshal;

Mr. Ramsay has never visited Bath, except that night.

13,984. To the Provost Marshal, the same person
13,985. For what purpose ?–To be tried.

13,986. (Mr. Lynch.) Is not Mr. Fyfe a magistrate
for Portland and a magistrate for St. David's Yes,
he is ; and has been acting as a magistrate for those
parishes till lately,

The witness withdrew.

H. Minott.

HENRY MINOTT (a black man) sworn and examined.
13,987. Are you a carpenter at Pleasant Hill, near

14,007. Where did they take you to after that?—

Manchioneal 2–Yes.

After they had set that house on fire I returned back

13,988. Do you remember the Monday after the
disturbances at Morant Bay ?—Yes.

to my house, and by the time I got to my house it
was burnt down, with all my things, clothing, car.

13,989. Did some white and black soldiers come 2
—Yes.

13,990. Do you know what officers came with
them —No, sir, I don't know what rank of officers,
but it was Dr. Morris.

I do not save as

gº. Did he tell you why he burnt your house?
--IN O.

-

14,009. Did he not give any reason for it 2–No

-

13,991. Do you know of anybody else ?–No.
13,992. Were you in your house when they came
—No, I was at the Rev. Mr. Foote's house then.

13,993. When did you go back to your house?—
When I returned back Dr. Morris came up to my
house.

I'Cºlson.

14,010. Did he say there was any stolen property
in your house —No stolen property at all was there.
14,011. Did he say there was 3–No, nothing of
the kind ; never spoke a word to me.

.

14,012. (Mr. Lynch.) Do you know who it wa

13,994. What time was that ?–It was about
10 o'clock.

13.995. In the morning 3–In the morning.
13,996. Were there any soldiers with him —Three
besides himself.

13,997. Did you meet them —Yes, we came in
contact coming from my house ; by that time they
had set my house on fire.
13,998. The house was on fire when you got up,

who set your house on fire 2–I know Dr. Morris set

it on fire. I was coming from the Rev. Foote's
house, and as I was coming he came to my house
already and set it on fire.
14,013. (Commission.) He himself, with his own
hand *-Yes, for this reason, that he came to this
woman's house and set it on fire, to my know
ledge.

i.

14,014. Then it is because he set this woman's

* on fire that you

was it 2–Yes.

13,999. Did Dr. Morris do anything –No, he did
not do anything, but when I came up to him he fired
his revolver after me. I cry out to him, “I am not
one of the rebels;” he said, “Who you are, then *
I said, “I am Henry Minott,” and he turned me
back from the way to my house; and I turned back
into another house. He put me into a chair to set
down, and told the three other soldiers to turn outside
ready to fire at me, to wait for the order; but they

did not, and there were minister's things in that
house.

penter's tools, and everything.
much as a pin head.

say he set yours on fire?—

C.S.

4.

14,015. You did not see him set your house on
fire —No ; but nobody else did it.
14,016. (Mr. Harvey.) Do you know Weybridge
Village 2–Yes.
14,017. Where is that ?–Three miles from Ken
sington.

14,018. Is that part of Governor Darling's property?
—Yes.

14,019. Was there great destruction at Weybridge;
was there burning there 2–Yes.

-

14,000. Who did that house belong to ?—Charles
Noville.

º

14,001. What is he 3–He is a minister, the Rev.
Mr. Foote; and Charles Noville is the person into
whose house I was put.

14,020. (Commission.) Did you see it done —No;
I did not see it personally.
14,021. Have you been there since —Yes.

14,022. How many houses were burnt down there?
—I did not observe them.

14,023. Have there been many burnt there —

14,002. What was he 8–He had removed a part
of the minister's property from the plunderers.

14,003. What became of you after that —He took
me out of that house.

I did not observe them.

-

14,024. About how many; as many as 10°-I
cannot personally tell, because I am not living
there.

14,004. Who did 2–Dr. Morris.

14,025. (Mr. Harvey.) Do you know a house

14,005. What did he do with you then *-Carried
me along to another house, and he went in there and
set that house on fire.

called Weybridge House ?—Yes.

*

14,026. Was that plundered, do you know —Yes,
it was.

14,006. Whose house was that —One Dorothy

14,027. How do you know that ?—Because I went
there, and saw the sashes broken.

Noville.

The witness withdrew.

P. Burnard.

PHILIP BURNARD (a black) sworn and examined.
14,028. Do you live at Port Antonio ?—Yes.
14,031. What Monday ?—In October.
14,029. Did you upon some occasion go

Bay to sell tobacco 2–Yes.

i4,030. When was that —On Monday.

to Morant

-

14,032. Which of the Mondays in October was it?
—I cannot remember the date of the month.
cannot read, and therefore I cannot tell,
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14,033. Do you remember the disturbance, or the
war, as some of them call it, at Morant Bay ?—Yes.
14,034. Was it before or after that —Before that.
14,035. The Monday before that –Yes.
14,036, Were you there on the Wednesday?—

FIFTEENTH
DAY.

14,051. Have you a wife —Yes.
14,052. Any children 2–One, only a month old.
14,053. How old are you?—I can't rightly tell my

P. Burnard.
10 Feb. 1866.

age.

es.

14,037. What did you see on the Wednesday?—I
was selling tobacco. On the way coming up, just as
I got to Morant Bay, from Stanton, I saw two
women coming down—a big stout woman, and a black
one; they were running down with a person's tongue
on a bit of pole, and they said, “This tongue won't

tell any more lie from heaven to hell.” I got
fightened, and I hid in a cave with my tobacco, and
I was in the cave three days; and on the Monday I

tried to make my way out of the cave and came
flway,

Hºs. (Mr.

vision ground 2–Yes; I take it in a boat from
Falmouth.

Lynch.) At what hour in the day

was that?—About 3 o'clock.

14,039. (Commission.) Did you examine the tongue?
—No ; I did not.

14,040. (Mr. Lynch.) Did you know the two
women —No ; I did not know them.

14,041. Were they tall women or short women —
One was short and the other one was tall.

14,042. What was their colour –One was a brown
person, and the other was a black woman.
14,043. Which was black 2–The tall one.

14,044. (Commission.) What are you ?—A free
holder.

14,045. You do not work 2–Yes.

14,046. What do you work at 2–Provisions.
14,047. On your own provision ground —Yes.
14,048. You do not work for anybody ?–No.

14,049. Then you do not earn anything except
what you make out of your provision ground 2–No.
13,050, Do you sell what you get from your pro

14,054. Can you read —No.

14,055. Can you write –No.
14,056. How much do you make a week by this
provision ground —From 10s. to 11s. a week.

14,057. Do you pay any rent —Yes; I pay 11, a
year to Mr. Hinchlewood.
14,058. Have you any ground of your own, your
own property —What I have I rent, and I have
some from my grandfather.
14,059. Have you got a house –Yes.
14,060. Do you pay nothing for that ?—Yes; pay
taxes for it.

14,061. Have you not got any better clothes than
these ?—(The witness's clothing was very ragged.)
They took me up, and I was in gaol for seven weeks,
in irons, and they sent me from there to Spanish
Town. Mr. Inspector Stewart said I was to be put
in irons, and I was put in gaol for nothing at all.
14,062. When was it you were taken up 3–Seven
weeks now.

14,063. Seven weeks ago from this time 7–Yes.
14,064. After the rebellion ?—Yes.
14,065. After martial law —Yes.

14,066. What were you charged with ?—Nothing.
14,067. Are you a prisoner now *—No.
14,068. You are at liberty —Yes; they send me
to Kingston, I was to give evidence, and they gave
me liberty.
14,069. Up to yesterday were you in gaol —Yes.
14,070. At Kingston —No ; here.
Y 14,071. Have you got better clothes at home?—
C.S.

The witness withdrew.

CECELIA VICTORIA STEwART (a black woman) sworn and examined.
14,072. Do you live at Font Hill —Yes.

14,073. During martial law, did a constable named
Collins come and take you up 7–Yes.
14,074. Do you remember what day it was 3–
Thursday.
14,075. How long after the disturbance at Morant
Bay was it —A week.
14,076. What did Coliins tell you ; what did you

C. V. Stewart.

14,092. And was he shot on the same day ?—Yes,
by the McLaren Chapel.

14,093. How far is the Blue Mountain from your
lace –Far enough.

14,094. How long would it take you to go there 2–
It don't take me two hours.

14,095. How far is it from there to Chiego Foot

Market?—It is not too far; I would scarcely walk

say to him —I asked him where"him" carrying me to.

that road ; it is too far.

He tell me the charge was against my husband. He

14,096. Does it take half-an-hour to walk, or an
hour –I don't reckon on that; it is not too far from

said that Mr. Bowen told him to take my husband,
and if they did not find him, to keep me.
14,077. Where did they take you to 2–1}lue

Blue Mountain.

Mountain.

Hill –Far enough.

14,078. How long did you stop there 2–A night.
Then, were you brought back to Font IIill?

lº
- ies,

14,097. How far is Chiego Foot Market from Font

I don't know the way from

Chiego Foot Market.

14,098. It is not far, is it?—It is a place, we get
up in the morning, go to market, and come back

14,080. Did they find your husband 2–Yes.

before 11 o'olock.

14,081. And he went with the constable —Yes.

14,099. What time of the day was it that your
husband was brought back to Font Hill –Friday.

14,082. You were let go —Yes.
14,083. Do you know where they took your hus
band to?–To Blue Mountain.

14,084. Did you go with him 7–No ; but the

tºtable told me he was going to take him to Blue ,
Mountain.

14,085. Was he afterwards brought back to Font
Hill'—Yes; afterwards to Font Hill.

14,086. When did he come back?—Friday morning,
14087-8. The next day, do you mean?—Yes.
14089. Do you mean he was taken to the Blue
ºntains on Thursday, and brought back to Font
Hill on Friday: that can't be; it was Thursday you
Were taken 2–Yes.

14,100. What time –Friday morning.
14,101. But it was on Friday morning he was

-

taken first of all ?—Yes.

14, 102. He was taken to Blue Mountain 2–Yes.
14, 103. Then to Chiego Foot Market 2—Yes.
14, 104. And then to Font Hill?—Yos.

14, 105. Then he could not get back there on

Friday morning?—Friday they took him ; Friday
they shot him.

14,106, Did you see him shot ?–No, but on
Saturday morning I went and buried the body.
14,107. Did you see him on Friday, when he came

back —No ; I don't know what time he came. They

1490. On Friday your husband was taken — took them up to McLaren Chapel to shoot them, and
Yes, and killed too.

they burnt the house before they went past with the

1491. Do you remember that he was taken on prisoners.

he Friday to the mountains, and then taken back to
Ciego Fºot Market? Yes.

14,108. Did you see them burn the house ?–Yes;
I was sitting down at my door.
L l 4
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C. V. Stewart.

14,120. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was it Jasper Telfer 2—Yes

14,109. Who came by ?—Mr. Bowen, General
Jackson, and Colonel Hobbs, and the soldiers with

I think it was, and one Bunting, I don't know his

them.

name, and one Davey, and another stranger man,

14,110. Were they all present when your house

whose name I don’t know.

-

10 Feb. 1866.
--

was burnt 2–Yes; and Mr. Bowen ordered me to

141,21. (Mr. Lynch.) Stewart was your husband

get up and take out my things; he was going to burn
the house, and to hang my husband; I said, “As you
are going to burn the house, save my husband;” and
Mr. Bowen said he would not, he would not save my

—Yes.

husband, and he would burn the house, and I came

don't live near me, but I knew them.

out of the house and saw it burn.

(Commission.) Did you know all these eight

14,123. Did they all live near you ?—No, they
14,124. You say Mr. Bowen, and General Jackson,

and Colonel Hobbs were present, did you know them
by sight, —Yes, I knew Mr. Bowen, from my husband

14,111. Had you any children 2–Yes, three.
14,112. Were they there 2–Yes.

14,113. Where did you go to ?—Stood outside
under a mango tree ; and they burn the house.
14,114. Did Mr. Bowen tell you why he was going
to burn the house —Yes, going to burn the house,
because my husband was a rebel.

14,115. Who did the house belong to ?—My
husband.

14,122.

ersons —Yes.

having Mr. Bowen's place.

14,125. And Colonel Hobbs —Yes; he came with
the soldiers.

14,126. And General Jackson —Yes; agentleman
who was lame.

14,127. (Mr. Payne.) And a constable named

-

Robert Collins ?–Yes.

14,116. Did he pay any rent for it?–No, it is a
buyed place, he bought it for Mr. Bowen.

14,128. Did he do anything to your husband 2–

14,117. How long ago had your husband bought
it?—About two years. He gave him title and

He took me up, and afterwards took my husband.

diagrams with it.

Colonel Hobbs that came 2–Because I heard when

14,118. Did you see the bodies of the persons in
McLaren's Chapel the next day ?–Yes.
14,119. Can you tell us the names of those persons?
—Abraham Kelly, Thomas Stewart, Charles Smith,
Richard Murray, Jasper something, but I don't know

14,129. (Mr. Lynch.) How do you know it to be
Mr. Bowen and the other gentleman came into the
yard, he said “Colonel, we will have this house to
burn; ” and then I heard him call him Colonel
Hobbs.

14,130. Had you ever seen him before that day ?—
No ; I heard Mr. Bowen call him so.

the spelling.

The witness withdrew.
Adjourned to Monday, at 10 o'clock.

SIXTEENTH DAY.

SIXTEENTH
DAY.

G. Cherrington.

Monday, 12th February 1866.
12 Feb. 1866.
PRESENT :

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.
RUSSELL GURNEY, ESQ.
John BlossETT MAULE, Esq.
|

º

GRACE CHERRINGTON (black) sworn and examined.

14,140. Did they burn on the Friday and Satur

14,131. Do you live at Font Hill?—Yes.
14,132. Do you remember the disturbances at
Morant Bay on the Wednesday ; do you remembe
hearing of it?—Yes.
14,133. On one Thursday after that did you go to
the bush with your children —Yes.
14,134. Was that the next day, or the following
week —No ; when I heard the soldiers coming we
were frightened.
14,135. That must have been Thursday the 19th ;
how long did you remain in the bush —I went in
the morning, and the other people came and told me
-

I must go home, because if the soldiers and Maroons
came and found us in the bush they would kill us.

14,136. Was that the same night —Yes; I came
back and did not stay in the bush at all. ..
14,137. On the next day, the Friday, did you see
the soldiers?—I sat in the house and they were

burning in the bottom. I went and looked for them
and they came back to my house.

day ?—Not on the Saturday.
14,141. Did they on the Friday ?–Yes.
14,142. How many houses did they burn on
Friday?—In my district four that I know.
14,143. Four houses?–Yes.

14,144. Whose houses were they —Abraham
Dacres's, Ann Pennyglass', Cecelia Christy's (the
woman that was flogged), and Valentine Dacres's.

14,145. That was on the Friday; on the Saturday
they did not burn any ?—No.

I4,146. On the Sunday did your husband send you
out anywhere *—To my next neighbour's.

14,147. What was he doing when you left; was
he dressing —Yes.

14,148. How long were you away ?—I can't well
tell. I know I did not stay long.

-

14,149. When you came back you found him
dead 2–Yes; 10 Newcastle soldiers came.
14,150. You did not see it?—No.

r

14,151. But you found he had been shot?—Yº:
14,138. Were they the soldiers from Newcastle; when
the Newcastle soldiers came they slept in the
the white soldiers ?–Yes, from Newcastle.
house.
14,139. Did anything happen there on the Friday
14,152. You must just tell us what you saw. You
or the Saturday?—When they had burned the houses found
he had been shot while you were away in the bottom they went up to the top.
-

-

-
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But that's the last ; when the Newcastle soldiers
had killed the people at the top they came,
14,153. When did they sleep in your house ?–On
the Friday.

14,154. On the Friday or the Saturday ?—My
husband got dry clothes for the soldiers, and gave

SIXTEENTH
DAY.
--

G. Cherrington.

them dinner.

12 Feb. 1866.

(Examination interrupted to swear an interpreter.)

--

|

JoHN DAvis, Sergeant of Police, was called and sworn as an Interpreter.
Examination of GRACE CHERRINGtoN continued.

14,155, Was that on the Friday or the Saturday?
—In the evening he gave them dry clothes and dinner,
and they slept there and went away on the Saturday

soldiers ?–Yes; the one that slept in the house was
named John Tierney.

14,166. Do you know the names of the two who
were there on the Sunday ?–No.

morning,

14,156. Did you see the body of your husband
after you came back —Yes; they shot him when
they came over the hill.
14,157. You don't know that ; answer the ques

14,167. Were there any other soldiers about at the
time when you came back on the Sunday ?–No ; no

tions; did you see what wounds there were 2–Yes;

two ran up to the house.

I buried him.

14,163. What did they do to the house?—They
took away all the clothes and the money, and my

-

14,158. Was there a shot wound?—I had to bury
him. It shot him through the front and through the

back, and hit a chair at the back and dropped to the
ground.

14,159. Was there any other wound 3–There was
One wound with a sword that went into the arm and
came out the other side.

14,160. Did they take anything out of the house
On the Sunday?—Yes; when the soldiers shot him

he asked the child to give him money.
14,161. Were you there then 2–I stood at the

kitchen door and heard him. The child said “yes,”
and took frightened and went into the room and
showed him a chest, and he turned the chest on the

one but those two.

The whole regiment had gone

to the bottom, where they burnt houses, and the

ring and my father's ring.
14,169. Did they take clothes —Yes; and my
glasses and knives and forks.
14,170. Did they begin doing anything to the
house –When they had done they said I must go
out, and the picaninny must go out, and they would
burn the house. My father was a weak man. The
soldier told the child to go out of the house, and the
little boy said his father had not done anything that
they had killed. A constable came up and said my
husband was a good man. I have five children.
14,171. Did the constable interfere to prevent
their burning the house —Yes.
14,172. Who was that constable –Augustus

ground, the chest where we kept the clothes, and he Leightman.
took the money.

14,173. Was he present when you first came

14,162. How much money –Five shillings.

down —He did not come at the time when my

14,163. Was there more than one soldier ž–Two

husband was dead. He ran up aſterwards.
(The witness produced the bullet with which she

tame into the yard, and one shot my husband, and
the other stood at the door—that made two.

14,164. Do you know the names of the soldiers ?—

said her husband had been killed.)

14, 174. (Mr. Payne.) Was your husband lame 2–
Yes, he was a hale man ; but he went into the bush

No, I do not.

14,165. Were they soldiers; were they white

and the thorn went into his feet.

The witness withdrew.

A W. H. Lake.

Acqustus WALTER IIEweTT LAKE (brown) sworn and examined.
14,175. In the month of October last were you

14,188. Were witnesses examined against them 2–

reporter to the “Colonial Standard : *-Yes.

Witnesses were examined.

14,176. On Friday, the 13th of October, did you
leave Kingston in the “Caravelle” steamer, and
arrive at Morant Bay that evening 2–1 arrived at

the prisoners in any way ?—None.

October.

their defence, which they endeavoured to do.

14,189. We may suppose that nobody appeared for

14,190. Were they asked whether they had any
Morant Bay on the evening of Friday, the 13th of answer to give –They were called upon to make

º Having gone in the “Caravelle” steamer ?
- les,

14,178. On the following morning was there a
Court-martial?—Yes.

14,179. Were you present 2–Yes.

14,180. How many persons were tried ?–Three
men and one woman, named Lewis Stewart, James
Williams, Charles Read, and Sarah Francis, that was
the day after I arrived.

and cutlasses.

14,192. Were they executed 2–They were.
14,193. At what time — About 5 the same
evening.

14,194. Was there anything particular in the mode
of execution ?–Yes; I was struck with the peculiar

Hunt presided, His Honour the Attorney-General,
and the third gentleman I don't recollect ; there

cuted by some sailors of the “Onyx" or the “Wolve

might have been four.

rene,” Her Majesty's steamers, and after they had

cutor but the Provost Marshal.

14,183. That was Ramsay ?–Mr. Ramsay.
14,184. At what time did the Court-martial assem

ble?—About 2 o'clock in the afternoon.
14,185. What was the result of the case ?—They

were all condemned to be hanged, and the sentence
on the woman was recommended to be commuted.
14,186, Was the sentence announced at the time *
-The sentence was

.

the Bay with a lot near, and having arms and sticks

14,181. Who were on the Court-martial 2–Colonel

14,182. Who prosecuted —There was no prose

!2

14,191. What was the nature of the charge, and
the evidence against them —I have not that case in
my note book, but I rather think it was for being on

promulgated at the time.

14,187. With the recommendation ?-Yes.

mode in which they were executed ; they were exe
been suspended about 5 minutes, the sailors went
and jerked their necks by pulling their feet.
H,193. Had you ever seen an execution before?_
Several.

14,196. They were placed on a cart —Yes; and
the cart was drawn away.

14,197. What was the gallows 2–It was

14,198. How long did the bodies remain ?—They
M m

15589,

under the

arch of the Court-house, and the rope was faste ned
over the rail of the Court-house.
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14,226. Were those tried by Court-martial; you

were cut down the next morning, I believe, between
6 and 7 o'clock.

said the Courts-martial began on that day ?—Yes, but

14,199. Was there a number of prisoners untried the catting by the Provost Marshal continued ; Satur
day the 21st is the first day I have of the Court
at the time 2—A great number.
14,200. Were they required to be present 2–They martial.
14,227. Was there there none on Thursday?—
were brought out specially to see the execution.
14,201. Did the bodies remain till the Sunday None.
14,228. How many were catted and released on
morning 2–Yes.
14,202. When did any flogging begin –Flogging Thursday ?—Twelve.
14,229. How many lashes did they receive –Fifty
commenced on Wednesday the 18th.
14,203, Was there anything between the bodies lashes each.
14,230. Were those flogged for travelling without
being cut down on the Monday morning and the
passes —For being found without passes.
Wednesday ?—Not that I recollect.
14,231. On Friday what was done —Eight more
14,204. Were the persons that were flogged tied in
any way ?—Those on the 18th were not; they were were catted and released.
14,232. Were those also for travelling without
brought in as stragglers found on the road without
passes, and ordered to receive each fifty lashes; one passes —Without passes too.
14,233. And then on Saturday ?–On Saturday the
was George Marshall.
14,205. Was there a trial at all ?—No trial.

Court-martial commenced.

14,206. Was there no inquiry 2–I cannot say
whether the Provost Marshal made an inquiry.
14,207. But before a magistrate 2–No.
14.208. Did Ramsay sentence them —He brought
them out and ordered them to be flogged.

14,234. What was done on the Saturday?—On
the Saturday 20 were tried, rather 21 were tried;
23 were tried, 20 were ordered to be hanged. John
Minot, a cripple, was ordered to receive 50 lashes,

14,209. Was it mostly for being without passes —

an alleged deserter from the Volunteer corps, 25

William Cameron 50 lashes, and Edward J. Barrett,
lashes.

Yes.

14,210. Had there been a general order that per

14,235. Do you know anything of William Gordon :

sons should not walk about without passes —There

Yes, he had 50 lashes.
14,236. These four received lashes f–Three had

had been an order so promulgated on the 15th of
October.

14,211. In what way was it made public *—It was
stuck up, and was to the following effect:— .
“Morant Bay, Sunday, 12 o'clock,
“Provost Marshal's Office,
“October 15, 1865.
“PROvosT ORDERs.

“No. 1.-Police and all well-disposed inhabitants

50 lashes, one had 25, and 20 were hanged.
14,237. Were those 20 hanged —They were exe
cuted the same evening between 5 and 6 o'clock.
14,238. On the same evening, Saturday?—Yes.
14,239. Have you the names 2–No, I have not the
list of that batch.

14,240. That is Saturday the 21st —Yes.
14,241. Was nothing done on the Sunday ?—No
thing done on the Sunday.
14,242. What was done on Monday the 23d 7–
Sixteen were catted and released, 50 lashes each, and

will have passes numbered.
“No. 2.-All inhabitants to be in their houses at

5 p.m. and not to move out until 5 a.m. unless the
military authorities order the evacuation, or other
Wise.

18 men were tried that day and hanged.
14,243. Were those who were catted brought in for
travelling without passes —Yes.
14,244. There was no other charge whatever ?—

“No. 3.-Persons without passes will be dealt
with summarily.

None.

“No. 4.—All persons who are aware of any rebel
or accomplice will give information to

es.

-

“G. W. RAMSAY,
“Provost Marshal.”

Y

14,245. The 18 were tried by Court-martial —

14,246. And the others ?—Merely by the order of
the

Provost Marshal;

in that batch Mr. George

William Gordon was executed.

14,247. On the 23d 2–Yes.

14,212. Is that signed by Ramsay ?—Yes, the

original was, and this was a copy taken from the

Four were catted with 50 lashes each and released ; I

other.

may mention that prisoners were continually being
brought in ; persons who were found on the road
without passes; continually over two or three hours
in the day.
14,249. Were any executed that day ?–Sixteen

14,213. Was it printed ?–It was written.
14,214. Where did you see it —I saw it at Morant
Bay on one or two stores, and at the police station.
i4,215. Was it printed —It was written, and
there were several copies.
14,216. Were none flogged by order of any Court
martial 2–Yes; there were several.

|

14,248. On Tuesday the 24th what was done?—

were hanged.

14,250. Were they tried by Court-martial —Yes.
14,251. On the 25th what was done?—Eight were
catted, and got 25 lashes each, and were committed

14,217. Then those without passes were those who
were not tried by Court-martial —Yes.
i4,218 .For more serious offences were they tried ?

for trial before the Court-martial.

—Yes.

the Provost Marshal's.

14,219. When was the first Court-martial after
that ?–According to my despatches
14,220. Are those your original notes ?—No, these
these are my printed despatches taken from my
original notes.
j4,221. Have you not got your original notes ?—

14,252. By whose order were they catted —By
14,253. Was any further charge brought against
them afterwards 2—No ; it was usual the moment

prisoners were brought in, if statements were made

by constables, or Maroons that they had committed
murder, that they were immediately catted and sent
down to the tents to await trial.

I have.

14,254. That was done instantly —Yes.

14,222. Properly those are all you ought to refer
to ; what were they printed in 2–In the “Colonial

14,255. The eight were committed for trial after

Standard.”

14,223. Perhaps you can get a copy 3–Yes.

being catted 7–Yes.

14,256. Were any tried or executed that day :Not that day.

14,224. Have you no notes, your original notes of
the Court-martial 2–I have. (Witness referred to

catted with 25 lashes each and committed for trial,

his notes.) Catting continued on the 19th.

18 were eatted and released, and 16 hanged.

14,225. That was the Thursday ?—Yes; in all,

on the Thursday, twelve were catted and released.

14,257. On the 26th what was done –Five were

-

!4,258.

S1C.K.

On the 27th –I believe on that day I took
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you know
nothing
was14259.
the lastThen
execution,
or among
the about
last I it?—That
saw ; and
it rendered me very ill indeed.

14,260. But on the 27th of October what was done?
—Four men were catted with 12 lashes each ; and 18

14,278. Were any officers present at the time 3–1
won't charge my memory with it, I rather think there

I was sick,

were, but I won’t be sure,

14,262. By whom *—Mr. Sergeant Major Judah,
late of the Volunteers. He is no longer attached to
the Volunteers, I got well again, and was able to go

14,279. It is rather an important matter, can you
speak positively –-I took no note of that.
14,280. You spoke of the execution of Marshall ?—

out on the 31st.

Yes.

14,263. We will take the others, subject to proof
afterwards?—I may mention that up to the 26th I
was informed by Provost Marshal Ramsay, upon ask

batch executed on the 18th of October.

i4254. Well, about the 28th —On the 28th II
were hanged, and two flogged by order of the Court
martial; one received 100 lashes and the other 150,

that is the information I got
*
14265. There was nothing done on the 29th 2–
Nothing, but on the 30th nine were catted with 25
lashes each and committed, 12 were hanged—nine
men and three women.

14,266. On the 31st 2—I got better between those
two days, and I speak positively as to this item ; one

-

:-

º

a

…

A.

Marshall was hanged, on the 18th of October,

14,281. Did you witness that 2–He was one of the
He was a

very thin man and rather sick. After being tied to
the gun by order of the Provost Marshal, he was
ordered to receive 50 lashes. On receiving the 47th
or the 48th he turned round and ground his teeth.
The Provost Marshal saw him, and ordered him to be
hanged immediately.
14,282. Were you near enough to hear whether any
expressions fell from him —Yes, as near as I am to
Oll.

14,283. Are you able to say whether he spoke 2–
He did not speak.
14,284. He did not ?–No. and his hands were so

14267. How many lashes 2–I have not the num-

tied that he could make no gesture. His back was
like a bit of raw beef, bleeding very profusely. He

bet in my notes; 12 were hanged. On November
the lst 15 were hanged, and on that day I left Morant

was taken down, thrown on his back, his hands and
feet tied, a rope put round his neck and thrown over a

Bay.
14269. Well now on the 18th of October was there

rail, and then he was hoisted up as you would a barrel
of flour. He had no drop. In connection with that
I may mention that after he had been suspended about

Anything you witnessed as to Frank M'Queen and

three minutes a huge white stone was taken and put

was catted and released.

14,268. On the 1st of November 2—Yes.

-

14,276. Was this the ordinary course ?—I only saw

it done on one occasion.
14,277. What day was that ?—The day George

were hanged–15 men and three women.
1425l. You are not able to give us any further ?—
The others which I reported were given to me while

ing him.

º

sentries?–Black
of 14,275.
the 4th Who
West were
Indiathese
Regiment,
I believe. soldiers SIXTEENTH
DAY.

Joseph Mitchell?—Yes, as was my custom, I always between his arms which were tied behind him. I should
–).

went to the police station every morning to see what
was going on, and get the news. After a short time

like it to be noticed that Mr. Henry Ford of Kingston
was near by and saw it, and could corroborate it, as

I saw two men brought in, and I ascertained their

were Mr. Daniel Marshalleck, Mr. Gentle, and Captain

-

names to be Frank McQueen and Joseph Mitchell.

Beckett.

tº

They were brought in by constables from Airy Castle,

14,285. Who is Captain Beckett —The captain of

and reported to be the murderers of the Rev. Mr.
Herschell. The Provost Marshal ordered them to be
talled; to be loosed, their shirts taken off, to be tied
10 the posts of the police station, and to receive 50
shes. Immediately afterwards they were ordered to

a schooner trading between Morant Bay and King

-

tº langed by the Provost Marshal. I followed them

…

º

14,287. (By the Commission.) Do you say he was

the Provost Marshal; they were immediately tied by that the Provost Martial was only making fun.
14,288. That was when he first gave the order 2–
*ſee and arms and placed either on a cart or a
ºtland the ropes adjusted, when a young naval Yes, and so did I.
ºr belonging to the “Wolverene” came up and
14,289. What were the words 2—The Provost
iſſuired by whom they were ordered to be hanged. He Marshal said “Take him from the guns and hang
as told “by the Provost Marshal;" he asked “by a

Court-martial?” they said “no.” He stopped the
*tion and said he would go to the Provost Marshal,

*

…

the Volunteers.

present at the time and saw it —He was. We con
versed in reference to it, and he expressed his belief

tº

\s

merchant in Kingston, and he commanded some of

tººk place, and they were handed over by 10 police

…
…

Mr. Miller of Serge Island was also there.

14,286. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Is Mr. Henry
Ford Captain Ford — He is Mr. Henry Ford, a

tº to their heels to the parade where the executions

ºn to the sailors, and orders given as received from
*- .

ston.

ºlin about three minutes he came back and ordered
*m to be taken down. The ropes were taken off,
ºn they were sent back.
l4,270, They were subsequently tried ?–M“Queen

him '"
14,290. On the 31st did you go anywhere with the

Provost Marshal 3–On the 31st I accompanied him
to M*Laren's Chapel.
14,291. How came you to do that ?—He came to
see me and advised me to walk out. He was on
horseback, and I went with him. He went to the

Mº, and hanged; but I am not certain as to Joseph

chapel, kicked open the door, ordered two policemen

Mitchell.

to take the lamps to the police station, gave me one

2

* tº run what I considered the “gauntlet,”—there
". A large string placed across and an avenue made
"hºk soldiers and sailors on both sides. As they

or two relics, and then went into the next yard,
where a man was standing up and conversing with
some females. , Iſe had to pass by the man who had
his hat on, and he gave him a violent blow in the
face, and asked him how did he dare to keep his hat

2
...

*flogged and released they were pelted with cocoahut shells.

he ordered him to be taken to the police station and

º

Hºl. With respect to these floggings, was anyºg done after the men were flogged 2–Yes, they

*

...

-

14,272. Do

you mean the shell or the fibre —

Shells, stones, and the butt-ends of guns.
*
•

*

officer, but

to receive 12 lashes; he was taken, his shirt was
taken off, and he got 50 lashes, and was directed to

*3. Do you mean they were struck with the butt- be sent, to the district prison to await evidence
ºf guns, they would not be pelted with them — against him:
*seen them so struck that they fell down and
"gºt up again. They were pelted with tin pans,

14,292. What was his name 2—I did not know,

14,293. What were the relics —White gloves
"the usual coup de grace was that the sentry at the that were said to belong tº M'Laren and a collection
"her gave them as many blows as possible with his box, which I brought to Kingston with me.
14,294. Where were you staying at that time 2–

glū.
*

on? The man said he didn't know he was an

14274, Could he give a man more than one –

I was lodging at the house, of Mrs. Matthew's ;

*times he gave them two by running after them.

previously I had lodged with Mr. Judah where
M m 2

W. H. Lake
"…~

12 Feb. 1866.
---
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Mrs. Anderson was, but afterwards the house was
taken by the soldiers and we had to remove.

sent to his tent. Two days afterwards he was placed
before the Militia tribunal on the same charge, but

-

A. W. H. Lake.
12 Feb. 1866,
---

14,295. What about Mrs.

Anderson –On or

about the 23d of October, when the military came and

worded differently.
14,310. What do you mean by that ?—He was

ordered us to evacute the house, we left the house
desiring Mrs. Anderson to remove our traps.

first charged with being seen in arms and threatening

We missed her for some time; two or three hours;

and whether she was met by Mr. Judah and myself in
the streets or at her house I am not certain, but

when we met her again she said to Mr. Judah, “I am
fainting.”

-

14,296. Did she account for it 2—She said, “Do
give me a little ale.” It struck me that something
had happened, but she could not tell us, and the next
day we found a blue jacket in the house cohabiting
with her, and she exhibited symptoms of weakness.
14,297. Is she alive or dead —I believe she is

the lives of persons in Morant Bay. On the third
occasion George Judah, Mr. Marshalleck, and other
influential gentlemen of the town had him re-taken.
He was re-brought before the Court-martial, and
they swore that if he were let loose they felt in great
danger of their lives; upon which he was sentenced,
and ordered to be hanged.
14,311. You say the charge was the same, but
differently worded ; what were the two —The first
was for being concerned in the rebellion and found in
arms; the second was that these gentlemen had felt

that they were in danger of their lives, and that on

alive.

one occasion he had threatened to do for Mr. Judah

14,298. You have something to tell us about
Mr. Brand 2–During my illness at Morant Bay

on the account of a dispute of 2d, between them.
14,312. Then the second charge was that in
addition to what had been charged against him
before, he had threatened Judah’s life —Yes, great
efforts were made by these gentlemen to hang him.
14,313. How do you know —They went about
gathering evidence.
14,314. Did you see them 2–Yes.
14,315. What evidence?—They went about asking
gentlemen if they had heard certain things; whether
they had heard him say so, and whether they were

Lieutenant and Commander Brand, of the gunboat

“Onyx,” came into my room uninvited. I was then
in a doze, and the first thing I knew of his being
there was seeing a revolver in one hand, and a
“Colonial Standard ” in the other. He approached
my bed, and in these words he addressed me “Did
you write this, Sir f" The revolver pointed at me.

I was very much alarmed.

I said “What is it 7”

He said that I had called him Lieutenant I}rent.”
I said that I had been ill and a friend had done it for

me ; and he said “Well take care and have that cor

rected at once ; my name is not Lieutenant Brent,
it is Lieutenant and Commander Brand, and if you
do not have that corrected, you will take the re
sponsibility.” I called Mr. Judah to correct it.
Lieutenant Brand went away and I had a relapse.
It made me exceedingly ill.
14,299. It was a question of spelling.—Yes.
14,300. Who composed the Courts-martial which
you attended ?–-Lieutenant Brand, Ensign Kelly
of the 1st, and Mr. Errington.
14,301. And the others ?—Mr. Andrew H. Lewis,
Mr. Espeut, and Captain Astwood, afterwards
Mr. Hutchins.

14,302. Have you anything to say as to the way
in which the business was conducted 2–Yes. Defore

the Naval Court-martial they got through the trials in
a remarkably quick space of time, each man's case did
not occupy more than ten minutes. The sentences
were never promulgated. The comparison struck me
when I went into the other court, where they took
more pains in investigating. The cases occupied
a longer time, and the sentences were promulgated.
14,303. What do you mean by “promulgated "–
Announced at the time.

14,304. But were they promulgated when they
came out 2–Yes.

not afraid of their lives.

14,316. What gentlemen —Mr. Miller, Mr. Mar
shalleck, and Mr. George F. Judah.

14,317. Were you living with Mr. Judah at the
time —I was ; we were intimate friends.

14,318. Then, after the two former Courts-martial,
although sentenced, he got two whippings —No.
14,319. Then he was sentenced to be hanged 3–
Yes.

14,320. And he was hanged?—Yes,

14,321. Did you see the execution of James
M“Laren 2–I did.

14,322. Did he make any statement on the scaffold
before he was executed ?–He did not.
close to him as I am to that bible.

I was as

14,323. Was Mr. Espeut there?—I do not recollect.
14,324. You say there was no statement —There
was no statement made by M*Laren on the scaffold.
14,325. (Mr. Payne.) What was the age of the
young woman who was sentenced to be hanged, but
whom the Court-martial recommended to mercy?—
About 20 or 22.

14,326. You say in your statement it was about
24 —You can hardly judge of the age of these people.
(The witness was requested to hand in to the
Commission his original notes, and the statement
he had prepared, and he did so.)

14,327. Who was it flogged the people –A man

14,305. And in the other court they were pro
mulgated inside —Yes.
14,306. Were you ever at a Court-martial before?
—Never. The president acted as secretary, and

belonging to the Navy, usually a stalwart, heavy man.

14,328. What were they flogged with ?—With cats.
14,329. Did you ever see one of these cats —No.
I never ventured to touch one of them.

The Provost Martial prosecuted,

14,330. How were they tied, and what were they

and I may mention that on one occasion there was
before that court the case of Thomas Holgate, a man

attached to—that is, the people who were flogged 3–
To the police station and to the guns.

took all the notes.

who was tried three times.

14,307. What about him —He was tried first
before the Militia Court-martial, sentenced to receive
75 lashes, sent under the tent, and in about

10 minutes afterwards he was placed before the
Naval Court-martial.

14,308. Had he been flogged —He had not been
whipped yet. During his trial, nearly after ter
mination of it, he mentioned to the President of the

Court that he had already been tried in the other
Court-martial, and sentenced to receive 75 lashes.

14,309. They had taken some evidence —Yes.
At the termination of his trial, or a short time before
he was sent under the tent, he mentioned to the

president that he had already been tried and sen
tenced ; upon which the president called upon the
Provost Martial for an explanation. The explanation
was that he had made a mistake, and the man was

-

14,331. How were they tied to guns —By

their

armS.

14,332. Did you see any woman flogged —No:
none were flogged there.

14,333. Were you present at the trial of Georg"
William Gordon 2–Yes; from the moment he was
brought in till the time he was led away.
-

14,334. Did you take notes of the trial —I did.
14,335. Have
youBicknell,
those notes
—They
are in thº.
possession
of Mr.
the police
magistrate
of
kingston. I lent them to him for his perusal, and
he has not returned them.
14,336. You can let us have them – Yes.

14,337.
Do you write
write
stenography.
I have shorthand
a system of—I
my do
ownnº
of
abbreviation.

14,338. You have since printed an account of the
trial 7–I have.
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“Witness continued—I still adhere to this depo

14,339, Are you able to swear to the correctness
of this report –In substance I can, in reference to
those portions of the documentary evidence which

sition. Mr. Gordon sent up afterwards to say that all

are mentioned, the rest is a verbatim report.
14,340. These would be your notes dressed up, not
to use the word in any offensive sense, that is, put
into shape?—Yes.
14,341. So that you supplement your notes, and

himself to see the Queen face to face ; and when we

give the report in consecutive order —Yes.
14,342. What you mean is writing out the abbre
viations —Yes.

14,343. Not adding words 2—No.
14,344. Then do we understand that no document

was put in during the trial except those which you
have mentioned here –There were none whatever

except those.
14,345. You have given in this report what ap

peared to you to be the material parts of the evidence :
—Yes. (The report alluded to was then put in, and
is as follows):—

DAY.

the people must throw up money and send it to
him, that he might pay for the letter to go home to
the Queen, and if the letter don’t go he will go
tell him we not able to do that, if it is the Queen
send we will do so, he said we must try our endea
vour, and if we get the money we must send it to any
post office, and direct it to Mr. Gordon, and he will

get it, and it must be signed G. W. Gordon at the
back, and he will receive it anywhere at all; and
from that I never heard anything at all until I saw a
large body of them.
Cross-examined by the prisoner, through the Pre
sident of the Court.—I know the letter came from

Mr. Gordon ; I don't know his signature ; but ac
cording to what the letter states, it comes from him.
“ The prisoner.—I disclaim that letter. I never
wrote such a letter in my life.
“ The Provost Marshal tendered to the Court the

“ ST. THOMAS IN THE EAST RIOT.

“Trial of George William Gordon, Member of
Assembly for the Parish of St. Thomas in the East,
&c. &c.

“Saturday, October 21, 1865.
* Before a Drum-head Court-martial, composed of—
“ (1.) 2d Lieutenant and Commander Brand, of
the Royal Navy, (President);
“ (2) 2d Lieutenant Errington (of the Royal
Navy); and
“Ensign Kelly (of the 4th West India Regiment).

“Mr. Gordon Duberry Ramsay, Provost Marshal.
“The President read the charges to the prisoner,
which are as follow:—

“lst. High treason and sedition.

“2d. Having complicity with certain parties in the
insurrection at Morant Bay on the 11th October 1865.
“To both charges the prisoner pleaded not guilty.
“John Anderson (a rebel) sworn, states:—The

dying confession of a rebel, Thomas Williams, and
stated—‘That is my handwriting ; I wrote it in the
presence of Lieut. Jones, of the Royal Artillery ; I
was sent for, and told the deponent was dying, and
wished to speak to me; I took other officers with me.
“ The deposition was then read. The following
are extracts : — Mr. Gordon said all the outside land

you will get for nothing.” “He had two meetings.”
“He had tickets signed G. W. G.’ ‘ IIe said white
man keep all the money, and black people work for
nothing.’ ‘Mr. Gordon's people made the disturb
ance, and Mr. Gordon teach them.”

“All is Gordon's

friends at Stony Gut.’
“ The prisoner.—That is given on hearsay; and
I deny it all.
“The Provost Marshal cross-examined by the
President of the Court.—The dying man said all

were Mr. Gordon's friends at Stony Gut, and Gordon
teach them.

“ The Provost Marshal also tendered to the Court

Espeut is. Old Bogle got M'Laren to go to the

a document, signed ‘William Robertson Peart,” and
‘James Fyfe Humber,’ of the parish of Vere, sworn
to before a justice of the peace, Mr. Gibb, of the same
parish.
“The document was read, and the following are

mountains to look men, and to come to Morant Bay.

extracts — William Robertson Peart and James Fyfe

rebels told me if I did not join them they would shoot
me. I saw Mr. Gordon at Stony Gut. I was forced
to travel away to Leith Hall barracks, where Mr.

-

I saw M'Laren going to the meeting with paper, and

Humber were present at a meeting at Vere, called to

a piece of lead pencil in his ears.

discuss the merits of Dr. Underhill’s letter.

I heard George

We

W. Gordon say to Bogle, they are going to hold a
meeting, and if we did not get the back lands they

heard Mr. Gordon address the meeting.” He said,
‘We petitioned the Governor; he is a bad man, and

must all die.

not sound. The Governor sanctions everything done

“Cross-examined by prisoner, through the Presi

by the white man to the oppression of the black man.

dent of the Court.—I saw Mr. Gordon at Stony Gut
on a Sunday. I did not date the month. I think it

My people get nine shillings a week. What do you
get : (A voice—two shillings and sixpence.) Look

was June or July, but it was this year. I did not date
it down. There were plenty more persons there
besides Bogle and himself. All who were there
heard it. It was in the morning after evening

at your clothes ; you are half naked and starved.
They represent to the Queen that you are thieves.

chapel; the sun rose. At about this time chapel
was over 3 p.m. I know Mr. Gordon quite well.

“The prisoner here asked the Court for pencil and
Paper to take notes of the evidence.
“The Court was ordered to be cleared to consider

the application.
“The Court opened, and the application was
granted. The prisoner was then furnished with
Pencil and paper.

The Queen's advice is all trash

it is not her advice.

Mr. Price and a few others are worthy people.

work on Sundays.

You

Why are you putting ſire to your

own souls
Sabbath breaking is bringing down a
curse upon you. I hear your overseer has said that
if you attend this meeting he will tear down your
house ; he can't do it. Do as they do in Hayti.

“The prisoner.—I said the labourers in England get

that. As to Hayti, I never thought of it; and my
Heavenly Father knows it.
“The Provost Marshal also handed to the Court

“James Gordon (a rebel) sworn, states –In Au another letter seized by him in the house of the rebel
gust last M'Laren went up to the Valley, Mount

Chisholm (one of the ringleaders), which he swore to

lºanus, and says that George W. Gordon says that as being in the handwriting of George William Gordon.
they must hold a meeting, because he wants to gather The letter was read, and the following are extracts:–
sº
3.

|P men, and that he (Gordon) sent a letter to the “Dear Chisholm, I have much to say to you, but can't
"ºn, and if no answer came he would go himself write ; please send and tell M*Intosh, Clarke, and
tº the Queen.
Bogle to inquire for letters; they are all starving in

“Here a deposition of witness, made before the Vere; pray to God for help and deliverance.”
ºpector of prisons, and taken before Mr. M'Kenzie,
** was put in and read, as follows:– Mr. George

gº!

SIXTEENTH

“ The Provost Marshal handed to the Court a

deposition of Chas. Chevannes,

sworn to before

Gordon sent a letter to the Valley, stating there H. J. Bicknell, Police Magistrate of Kingston. The
Yºlº be a war, and they must be prepared for it, deposition was read and received, and the following
are extracts — Shortly after the trial Gordon vs. the
* that the people would get their lands free.'
M m 3
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Baron, Mr. Chevannes expressed his regret to
Mr. Gordon ; he Mr. Gordon said, ‘Never mind; if I
don't get revenge, my people will.’”
-

“The Provost Marshal handed to the Court a depo
12 Feb. 1866,

sition sworn to by George Thomas (a rebel), who was
notable to attend the Court, being sick in hospital, taken
before Mr. Marshalleck, J.P. The deposition was read,
and is as follows:—‘I, George Thomas, residing at York,
in the parish of St. Thomas in the East, do solemnly
swear that these three weeks they begin on it—Paul

Bogle and Moses Bogle. They sent to call me and
several others. When I went they swore me, and told
me that on the appointed day I would see what
was done. The day appointed was Wednesday, the
11th October, 1865. They told me that I was entitled
to 4s, a day, and we never get it. Mr. Gordon never
came at the meetings. Mr. Paul Bogle got Mr. Gor
don's handwriting, and he (Mr. Gordon) was the person
who told Mr. Bogle the lands was going to be free, and
he (Mr. Gordon) put up Mr. Bogle to do all this rebel
lion. They said if I did not swear they would kill me.
Tuesday night, the 10th October, 1865, was the last

BEFORE

their disparagement, and made statements without
proper foundation, which has so misled Her Majesty's
Government, as to cause the very indiscreet despatch
which the Right Hon Mr. Cardwell, Secretary of
State, was induced to send to Mr. Eyre, in reply to
the St. Ann's memorial. This document ought to be
well handled in a loyal spirit. We know that our
beloved Queen is too noble hearted to say anything
unkind, even to Her most humble subjects, and we
believe that Mr. Cardwell and Her Majesty's other
ministers are gentlemen too honourable and honest in
their intentions, wilfully to wound the feelings of Her
Majesty's colonial subjects; but we fear they have
been deceived and misled, and the consequence is a

serious grievance to our people; but we advise them
to be prudent, yet firm in their remonstrance; and we
have no doubt that truth will ultimately prevail.
People of St. Ann's 1
Poor people of St. Ann's'
Starving people of St. Ann's
Naked people of St. Ann's
“You, who have no sugar estate to work on, nor
meeting we had. I heard them say they were not can find other employment, we call on you to come
to trouble Mr. Georges, because he is a friend of forth. Even if you be naked, come forth, and protest
Mr. Gordon. I repeat that Mr. Gordon is the head against the unjust representations made against you
of the rebellion. He (Mr. Gordon) put up the Bogles by Mr. Governor Eyre and his band of Custodes. You
to do it. I heard Paul Bogle say, on Wednesday don't require Custodes to tell your woes; but you want
evening, the Ilth October, 1865, ‘Good God, we men free of Government influence—you want honest
can't get no fire; look at the white men killing all the men—you want men with a sense of right and wrong,
black people.’ He called for the fire. I have heard and who can appreciate you. Call on your ministers
Mr. Gordon advise the people not to pay for their to reveal your true condition, and then call on Heaven
lands, and they must seek for the white people first. to have mercy.
“People of St. Thos. ye East, you have been ground
Monday, the 9th October, 1865, I saw four policemen
come to Bogle's yard ; they were Fuller, Lake, a down too long already. Shake off your sloth. Let not
Maroon, and M'Kay, and two constables, whom they a crafty, jesuitical rector deceive you; speak like
pressed. I know one of the constables; he is named honourable and free men on Saturday, the 29th.
Liston Davis, and one named Betty. I have seen Prepare for your meeting. Remember the destitution
James Dacres at one of the meetings; I have seen amidst your families, and your forlorn condition; the
William Bogle and the other brother, who work Government have taxed you to defend your own
Mr. Marshalleck logwood dray, at the meetings. rights against the enormities of an unscrupulous and
M“Laren, of Church Corner, and a man named Grant, oppressive foreigner, Mr. Custos Ketelhodt. You feel
of Stanton Land, used to write at the meetings, and this, and no wonder you do; you have been dared in
I have seen a small man from town (I hear he is a this provoking act, and it is sufficient to extinguish
family of George Clark), at Paul Bogle's house, and your long patience. This is not the time when such
he all time write there. George Clarke, and his deeds should be perpetrated; but as they have been,
father-in-law (Paul Bogle), got out, and he (Clarke), it is your duty to speak out and to act too! We advise
has nothing to do with this row. I never see him at you to be up and doing on the 29th, and maintain
your cause, and be united in your efforts; the causes
the meetings.
his
of your distress are many, and now is your time to
GEORGE x THOMAs,

review them.

mark.

“Sworn to before me, this 18th day of October,
1865.

“DANL. MARSHALLEck, J.P., Parish St. Thomas
in the East.”

“The prisoner—That is quite untrue.
“The Provost Marshal handed to the Court 300

placards found in Mr. George W. Gordon's portman
teau in Kingston, of which the following is a copy :-

to stifle your free expression of your opinions; will

PUBLIC MEETING.

“A public meeting will be held at
the
day of
purpose of

The Custos, we learn, read at the last

vestry the despatch from Mr. Cardwell, which he
seemed to think should quiet you; but how can men,
with a sense of wrong in their bosoms, be content to
be quiet with such a reproachful despatch as this
Remember that he is only free whom the truth makes
free—you are no longer slaves, but free men; then
as free men act your part on the 29th ; if the conduct
of the Custos in writing the despatch to silence you,
be not an act of imprudence, it certainly is an attempt

On

for the

you suffer this? Are you so short-sighted that you
cannot discern the occult designs of Mr. Custos

Ketelhodt

Do you see how every vestry he puts off

the cause of the poor, until the board breaks up, and
Chair to be taken at
o'clock, by
nothing is done for them : Do you remember how he
“The Provost Marshal handed to the Court a has kept the smallpox money, and otherwise mis
placard, supposed to be printed at the “Watchman" distributed it, so that many of the people died in want
and misery, while he withheld relief? How that he
office. The following is a copy :gave the money to his own friends, and kept it him:
-

-

“STATE OF THE ISLAND.

self instead of distributing it to the doctors and

“PUBLIC MEETINGs—ST. ANN's BAY, ST. THOMAs

how he shields Messrs. Herschell and Cook in all

ministers of religion for the poor

Do you perceive

YE EAST.

their improper acts * You do know how deaf he
“A requisition, numerously signed, for a public is on some occasions, and how quick of hearing in
meeting, to consider ‘the state of the condition of the others ? Do you remember his attempt at tyrannical
people,' having been presented to the Custos, his proceedings at the elections last year and this Inha
honour has appointed Saturday, the 29th inst., for a bitants of St. Thomas in the East, you have been
public meeting at Court-house, Morant Bay. We afflicted by an enemy of your peace—a Custos whose
trust there will be a good meeting, and that the people views are foreign to yours. Do your duty on the
will not, on that day, allow themselves to be interfered 29th day of July 1865; try to help yourselves, and
with by any of those who have already written to Heaven will help you.
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“Elizabeth Jane Gough sworn, states : I am

post-mistress. There was a correspondence between
Mr. Gordon and certain parties, George M*Intosh,
William Grant (the saddler), William Chisholm, James
MLaren. I have seen letters for Paul Bogle, but

very seldom. I saw two packets of papers come
thrºugh the Post Office. I can swear to the hand
writing of Mr. Gordon.
“ (Printed placard handed to Mrs. Gough to

“Answer. I know I am going to be hanged this
night; I don't know if he has anything to do with it.
“Question by the President of the Court. Did you
ever hear of Mr. Gordon being concerned with Paul
Bogle
“ Answer. Paul Bogle is a freeholder, and always
gives votes for him. Mr. Warren is Paul Bogle's
minister.

“Cross-examined by the prisoner, through the
President of the Court.

identify).
“Witness continued.—This was one of the two

“Question. Do you know a man named James

papers addressed to Paul Bogle and Chisholm ; it
had a wrapper in the handwriting of Mr. Gordon. I

Gordon 2
“Answer. I know several James Gordon.

can, and do swear to the handwriting. I never
saw one posted to a tree in front of M*Intosh's house.

“Question. Have I ever sent up to tell you to get
up a subscription, and not to pay for the lands, and
to get up a rebellion, or to advise them to any im
proper act
“Answer. No ; I heard him at the public meeting
on the 12th of August advise me and others to pay

“ (Letter of Mr. Gordon to Chisholm handed to
witness for identification).
“Witness.--It is Mr. Gordon's handwriting, and
signed by him.
“Question by the President. Was it not cus
tomary for him always to attend vestry meetings
" Answer. Yes; he is always on the Bay the day
before the vestry.

“Question by the President. Was it not an ex
ceptional instance that he was missing in attending
the vestry on that very day ?
“Answer. It was. The slaughter commenced in
the evening. He was not in the Court-house.

“Question by the President. Have you seen or

“ The Provost Marshal handed to the Court a

letter, dated 12th October, addressed E. C. Smith,

marked “private,’ and signed G. W. Gordon. The
letter was read, and the following are extracts :—
“‘I thank you for yours of the 12th (?), but the
door to money-letters are closed. I lament deeply
the death of Hire; to be attributed to the arbitrary
power of the Baron. People can't hope for justice.
This is the true cause of the discontent.’

“ The prisoner. I admit that to be my writing,

heard of any meetings in Morant Bay ?
“Answer. I have never heard of any.

but there is no intent there.

“Question by the President. Were they kept
Secret.

“Answer. I don't know.

“Cross-examined by the prisoner, through the
President of the Court.

“Question. Are you not aware that I have been

for some time corresponding with Bogle :
“Answer. I can't tell.

my taxes.

Some time before my

husband's illness, Mr. Gordon had written my husband

“ This closed the case for the prosecution.
“The prisoner asked the permission of the Court to
call a witness; which being granted,
“ Theodore Testard was called and sworn ; ex

amined by the President.
“Question. Did you not recently call upon me in
Kingston, and find me in ill state of health, about
two weeks ago
“ Answer. I saw Mr. Gordon on the sofa, but I

remember that letter.

don’t know if he was sick. I went at Mr. Mesquita’s,
and finding he was out, and hearing he was at

“Question. When was my last letter through the
Post Office to Bogle :

Mr.

to pay Bogle for shipping wax and sugar.

I only

“Answer. I can't remember.
Was it more than two or three months
ago:
“Answer. It may be more or less. I can’t re

Question.

member the exact time.

“Question, Are you not aware that Chisholm has
been an old servant of mine, and that I have been

Mr. Gordon's, I went to Mr. Gordon's.
Gordon

on

the

sofa.

I

saw

him

I saw
dressed.

Mr. Mesquita and myself left together.
“ The prisoner. May I be allowed to examine
Dr. Major as to the state of my health, which pre
vented my attending the vestry :
“ The President. Dr. Major is not in Court, nor
is he on the Bay.

“ The prisoner then made the following state
Iment :--

Corresponding with him more or less 2
“Answer. I am not aware he was a servant of
r. Gordon.

“Question. Was he a friend of mine :
“Answer. I don't recollect his writing Chisholm,

“ Your Honours,

I have to state that I was not

taken up; but when I heard there were suspicious
rumours about me, and feeling I was innocent, I gave

him talk about getting grass from Chisholm.

myself up. I went to the General's house, in com
pany with Dr. Fiddes, and told his Excellency that if
I was required for anything concerning the disturb

"Question. Did not a title come through the
book post lately for M'Intosh *

no authority over me at all, and when about taking

but when he comes in late on the Bay, I have heard

ance here, I was at command.

He told me he had

for M'Intosh, which came through the post

leave of him, his Excellency the Governor came in
with Dr. Bowerbank, and I was about stating to his

"Question. What induced you to take that placard

Excelleney the same thing. (Here the prisoner
asked for water, which was given him.) When his

On the wrapper ?

"Answer. It is always a habit of the Post Office

Excellency said he had come for me, and would
take me on board the “Wolverene,” and immediately

here to take the wrapper off the newspapers, and

Dr. Bowerbank escorted me to my lodgings, and

"Answer. There was a paper with a penny stamp

º
ely,

º them and return them.
º:

took me to the Ordnance Wharf, and I was taken

Question. Was the seal broken off the wrapper ?

on board the “Wolverene.” I have been entirely

Allºwer. I just squeezed the book post parcel

brought up with Europeans from my early days,

º took one out.

and my best and confidential friends are of that

Qºstion. Have you happened to hear that I class at this moment. I have never had any other
but a feeling of love and affection for them. I have
* been labouring lately under indisposition ?
imported European labourers myself, knowing they
. . Answer. I have never heard so.
t James M.Laren (rebel prisoner under sentence
would be of benefit to the country, and able
º **), sworn, states.—I know Mr. Gordon as a to instruct the Negroes, and I have always desired
*her of the House of Assembly for this parish, to see the Europeans introduced into the country as

º Vestryman.
kno Question by

the President of the Court. Do you

º Gordon has something to do
Il

with this re

a blessing to it. Instead of driving them out, my
desire is their increased locality here. Then the
extensive possessions of land which I have would,

think, be a sufficient guarantee for wishing the safety
M m 4
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of property; and therefore rebellion would be the

charged against me, I should have been tried on the

last thing I would wish to see. I have always recom merits in Kingston, as I was not taken up in any
A. W. H. Lake.

mended the people, who have frequently complained
to me, to patience and perseverance; and, as a proof

rebellious act, nor on rebel ground, neither within

12 Feb. 1866,

of that, I have always endeavoured to have their

gave myself up to his Excellency the Governor, so
soon as I heard that that suspicions were held against

Votes recorded so as to obtain legitimate position.

And I solemnly before my Maker and this Court,

any martial law district. As I said before, I freely
Ine.

declare that I never knew from Paul Bogle, or any

“(The prisoner's defence lasted over an hour.)

other person in this parish, of an intended insurrec

“The Court was then ordered to be cleared.

tion. If I die, I will die triumphantly. I knew
nothing of it until I was informed by a policeman
in Kingston. I then went to the police station, and
next to my friend Mr. Airey, who is connected with
this parish, to know if he had heard any thing about

it. I never heard from any of the parties of their
movements or intentions in the least degree.

I

admit that the circumstantial evidence may be
suspicious on me, but I can't help that. Paul
Bogle, I admit, is my political friend, and it was his
duty, by his profession, to have practised peace and
good-will ; and I was astonished to hear he was at

the head of this disturbance. I can hardly believe it.
I regret it ; but cannot control it. M'Laren I have
lately known, chiefly since the last meeting here.
My reason for not attending the vestry was solely
from ill health. I was afflicted with a severe cough,
which shook my whole frame. When Dr. Major
called upon me in September, he regretted I would
not be able to attend the vestry, as I was so poorly.
Then I was obliged to see Dr. Fiddes, and I could
not possibly come up. I also mentioned to Mr. Airey,
to whom I refer you, that my knees were so weak I
could hardly stand, and he said I had better be away.
This will, I hope, satisfactorily answer the suspicions
about my not being at the vestry. The late Custos
and myself were old and familiar friends, and although
we have had political differences, fought upon their
own merits, I should never have done, nor wished

him any personal harm ; I would have protected his
person at any time. In proof of this, at the last
election there was a slight disturbance, and I went

to the Baron and said I hope
things to go on quietly, although
speaking terms; and I advised the
towards him, and generally. And

he would allow
we were not on
people to be quiet
as to the Rector,

I told him he ought to love me as his own son, and

that I had no animosity against him.
“The President. That closes your defence:
“The prisoner. I beg, Mr. President, you will
note that the evidence of Gordon is not correct, but

hearsay; and Anderson seems to be a volunteer
witness. It is not correct, I solemnly declare. I
have only been at Stony Gut Chapel once. I am
sorry to keep you so late. I wish to clear my
character, if I die or live ; and then it was a Sabbath
meeting, when we could have nothing but religious
conversation. If I said anything, they must have
misunderstood me.

The statement of the man at

York seems to be a general statement. I don't know
him, and I deny what he attributes to me. In the
deposition (Humber and Peart), the words attributed
to me, especially in reference to Hayti, are in
correct. I solemnly declare I never thought of Hayti
when I was at the meeting at Were ; and those
words, supposing they were correct, were spoken in
another parish, having nothing to do with this. And
I emphatically declare I never made disrespectful
reference to the Governor, nor did I say he was a
bad man on that occasion. I was in a most chastened

“After sitting in deliberation for nearly one hour,
the Court was re-opened.

“On the re-opening of the Court the President
pronounced—‘The Court is dissolved.” The prisoner
was led back, in the custody of the Provost Marshal,
to the place of his confinement.”
Witness. I want to explain how his defence
lasted over an hour.

14,346. You state in your printed report of the
trial, that it did last over an hour 7–Yes; I want to

explain. The President of the Court-martial was
very careful in taking down, word for word, every.
thing that Mr. Gordon uttered, and hence it was that
it occupied so long time. The moment he said a few
words he was stopped that they might be taken down,
and hence it is. He could have spoken it all in
10 minutes.

14,347.

It was not a written statement 2–It was

not.

14,348. It was extempore ?–It was. There was
no time allowed to prepare his defence. He was
called upon immediately after the prosecution closed.
14,349. (3/r. Gorrie.) Will you go into the matter
of Mr. Gordon's treatment from the time when he

was brought from the “Wolverene"?–He was sub

jected to a great many indignities in the following
lmannel".

14,350. Tell us what you saw 2–I saw him at the
police station with his arms tied, lying on a rug and
a blanket, and some sailors came up and, when they
saw him, enquired “Who was that d-d son of a B :"
“Is he a white man or a Frenchman ** They held
up a cat and said to him “Would you like to have a
taste of this, old boy f" “He’ll soon get it,” said
another; and a third said, “We'll get a rope for you,
you haven’t long to remain here ;” and some other
remarks were made, which I do not recollect just now.
14,351. Do you consider that Gordon had a very
patient trial ; was he fully heard in everything he
had to say ?–I do not ; he was interrupted in the

latter portion of his defence by the President, who
announced “that closes your defence.” To which
Mr. Gordon replied, stating that he begged the
President would fake note that the evidence of

Gordon the rebel was not correct, and then he went
On

14,352. Was he allowed to cross-examine all the
witnesses —He was.

14,353. He was not interrupted in that ?—He was
not.

-

14,354. Is your reason for saying that you consider
he had not a patient trial founded on the remark of
the President 2–Yes.

14,355. He was not interrupted except to know
“is that the end,” is that the interruption?—I took it
as an exclamation ; it was when he had stopped for
some time, and then he resumed.
-

14,356. And when he resumed he was not inter
rupted ?–No.

14,357. At what o'clock did the trial commence?—

spirit that day. I emphatically deny the statement

At about 2 or 3 o'clock in the afternoon.

of Mr. Chevannes. Revenge is a feeling not in my
breast. With reference to the parties, Paul Bogle
and Chisholm, writing them letters, I have been in
correspondence with them for some time time on
general and political matters; and I have no letter

14,358. And when was it over ?—About candle
light, between 7 and 8.

from them which I would not wish this Court or the
world to see. I have no secret correspondence

from them. I hope it may be the pleasure of the

w

14,359. Then it lasted—?–Fully four and a half
hours.

-

14,360.
Is itwould
true be
thatonly
he was
givenofa opinion;
very patient
trial
—That
a matter
I do
not think it was.

14,361. Have you not stated it ; did you write

at

Court to take further information that no charge is

the time that “he was given a very patient trial, and

made against me for being concerned in any rebellion.
I had expected, if any crime or misdemeanor were

was allowed to cross-examine all the witnesses through
the President of the Court, and above all was Perº
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mitted to enter into a lengthy defence. The trial lasted
till past candlelight, when the Court was ordered

“ hanged; no time was to be lost, and he was accord
“ ingly strung up in the presence of the insurrec

to be cleared. The Court sat in deliberation for

“ tionists.”

nearly half an hour, during which time there was a

14,385. Do you remember a man named E. K.
Bailey there 2–I have seen him.
14,386. Are you aware if he gave any information
to the Provost Marshal; were you present, or are you
aware that he did so, and volunteered his services —

profound silence.” Is that a correct account of what
took place; is that in the letter of the 21st of October?
—Yes; I would not be bound for my manuscript being
all in print. It may not appear in my manuscript.
14,362. Is that what you at that time stated 2–I

may have so stated, but I won't be bound by it.
j4,363. How do you mean?—I have known some
very serious errors occur.
14,364. Do you mean that it is not correct –I

may have so stated.

-

i4,365. Was that your opinion at the time 2—My

opinion at that time was that he had a patient trial.
14,366. “A very patient trial *-A patient trial.
14,367. These are the words, “he was given a very
patient trial.” It was my opinion at that time that
he had a patient trial.
14,368. Was it your opinion that he had a “very

patient trial f"—I won't be bound by that.
14,369. It was your opinion that he had a patient
trial?–Yes.

14,370. You have altered your opinion since –
Yes,

14,371. What was your reason for altering your
opinion ?–Because I think there should have been
some patience exercised in allowing time to call
Dr. Major, who he stated could prove as to the cause
of his absence from the vestry that day.
14,372. Did he ask for it 2–He did not ask, but

simply submitted that Dr. Major could do so; the

President stated in reply that Dr. Major was not on
the Bay; he said “Dr. Major is not in court, nor is
he on the Bay.”

14,373. Did Mr. Gordon ask for any postponement
to produce Dr. Major *-No.

14,374. (Suggested by Mr. Payne.) Was not
Dr. Major brought to the Bay on the following day
to another court-martial 2–He was.

I am not aware; the first time I saw him was under
tent tied as a prisoner.

14,387. In custody ?–Yes.
14,388. You know nothing of the finding of a letter
in Stony Gut at Bogle's house, written by him *—
Only from hearsay; what I wrote in reference to the
case was communicated to me.

14,389. Have you any recollection of the number of
prisoners in confinement in Morant Bay itself at the
time when Marshall was hanged ?–I won't speak
within 50 or 60.

14,390. There was a great number ; were there
something like 350 —I think not.
14,391. You cannot speak within 50 °–No.
14,392. Were there over 200 —I could not judge;
some were at the police station, some were being
catted, and some were at the place.
14,393. What force had the Provost Marshal at his

command --Soldiers of the 4th West India Regi
ment and marines.

14,394. What number 2—I should think numbering
40 or 50, and he had two field pieces placed at each
corner of the Bay.
14,395. Were they two at each corner ?––No, one ;
and one at the parade; in fact he had four altogether.
14,396. Commanding the entrance to the town f—
Yes.

14,397. Did you tell the Provost Marshal that
Mr. Marshalleck, the Justice of the Peace, was con

cealing a rebel named Fuller, who was afterwards
tried and hanged as a murderer?—I did not, for the
best of all reasons, we were not on terms.

14,398. Did you inform the Provost Marshal that
Marshalleck was concealing Fuller —I did not.

—Yes; his residence is not very far from the Bay.
14,376. (By the Commission.) You are not quite

did you write to your employers that the evidence of

correct, are you; because the following day was

which you have composed your pamphlet was merely

Sunday?—Then it was on the Monday.

the oral testimony given, and that there was a mass
of documentary evidence in the possession of General
Nelson which you could not communicate, and had

14,378. (Mr. Walcott.) Did you hear Marshall
say these words, looking at Provost Marshal Ramsay

while he said them, “I’ll do for you " ?— He said
nºthing of the kind; if he had I would have heard

14,399. As to the case of George William Gordon,

not had the opportunity of seeing 2—(After referring
to notes.) I wrote this to my employer: “I have full
“ notes taken of the trial, but am not permitted to

“ forward them for publication until leave is given

him; in fact I was nearer to Marshall than the Pro

“ me to do so by the Brigadier General.”

Yost Marshal himself.

14,400. Did you inform Mr. Levy, your employer,
that the notes of the evidence sent by you and
forwarded to his office were notes merely of the oral

14,379. Did you ever write that to the “Stan
dard”?—No, I never did; I'll tell you what I wrote.

14,380. You are asked did you ever write that to testimony given at the trial, and that there was a
the “Standard,” that Marshall said to the Provost

mass of documentary evidence in the possession of

Marshal “I’ll do for you.” –No; I wrote this:— General Nelson which you had not the opportunity of
"Among the rebels was George Marshall, a brown
man, of about 25 years old, who on receiving 47

: lishes
ground his teeth, and gave a ferocious look
of defiance at the Provost Marshal; he was im
*:

ſt

mediately ordered to be taken from the gun and

. . hanged; no time was to be lost, and he was accord
ingly strung up in the presence of the insurrec
tionists.”

seeing, and which you could not communicate 2—At
what date 2

-

14,401. It must have been after the trial when you

sent the report of Gordon's execution ?—I wrote so
many despatches that I really don't remember. (Wit
ness examined his papers.) On reference to

my

original despatches I find no such thing.
14,402. (By the Commission.) Do you mean that
you positively say you wrote no such thing 2—I see

1438). Did you see any one attract the Provost
Marshal's attention to what Marshall was doing?— none here, and it would have been here.
Nobody did; if they had I would have seen them,
14,403. Have you drafts of all your original de
spatches – No ; I have them as printed in the
ºuse I watched that case very closely.

*382. Did Marshall repeat the expression “I will
ºr you" after he was cut down from the gun ?—
*"ever said so, nor could he have repeated it ; he
never said it at all.

“Colonial Standard.”

14,404. (By Mr. Walcott.) Did you write a letter
to Mr. Levy accompanying the report, stating that
you merely sent up the oral testimony, and there was

14383. Did you ever write that to the “Stan

a mass of documentary evidence in the possession of
dard"?—Never.
General Nelson that you could not get sight of 2–Is
14884. You did not write that after he was cut off that a private letter
the gun he stated that he would “do for ” Mr. Ram
14,405. It may have been 7–I may have done so.
* {-No, I never did; I wrote that “he was imme
14,406. (By the Commission.) But how do you

*ly ordered to be taken from the gun and reconcile that with your statement that every piece of
15589.

|

DAY.
A. W. H. Lake.

14,375. Was that as a witness for the prosecution f

14,377. And that was after the execution of
Mr. Gordon –Yes.

SIXTEENTH
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documentary evidence appears in the report f—On
reference there you will find not less than nine pieces
of documentary evidence, the long placard, two con

your note books; have they all been handed to the

fessions, and six others.

substance of your pamphlet which you published 3–
No I cannot, because I have not got those notes here.
14,428. Could you read them if they were here?—
I suppose so.
14,429. But you have some here; can you read off

14,407. Did you write a letter accompanying the
report of the trial to Mr. Levy, stating that you
merely sent up the oral testimony, but there was a mass
of documentary evidence in the possession of General
Nelson which you could not get sight of 3–-I rather

Commission ?—Yes.

14,427. Can you read off now from your notes the

some of those –Yes; (reading) “Catting com

incline to the opinion that I did not.

menced ".

14,408. You rather incline to the opinion that you
did not ?– I did not; I will say I did not, and I will
Mr. Levy himself in a note at the foot of one of my
despatches acknowledges the receipt of two documents

14,430. But the notes of trials which you took –
I took no notes of any trials except that of Mr. Gor
don's. I undertake to produce those notes.
14,431. How do you reconcile the two statements
you have made to-day ; that you changed your

which I sent to him—two confessions : it is under

opinion because Mr. Gordon was not allowed to call

date the 18th October, and is as follows:– “Note. The

Dr. Major, and that you changed your opinion because
of Mr. Taren's evidence —I changed my opinion
because shortly after Mr. Gordon was taken I had
conversations with several gentlemen in the Bay, who
told me that the evidence against him was unmis
takeable, and that he would be hanged ; I formed my
opinion upon that before he was tried.
14,432. Did you tell the Provost Marshal that you
were desirous of giving the Government sorce infor
mation about arms ?—No, I did not; I had none. .
14,433. Had you at any time —I did not. In

state, for the informaticn of the Commissioners, that

confessions are in our possession, but we do not feel
ourselves at liberty to publish them, as our doing so
may thwart the action of the Government, and impede

the course of justice against the parties implicated by
them. The fate of the principal miscreant appears to
be sealed.” So that he was in possession of the two
documents.

14,409. Those are the confessions of two men who
were executed 2–Yes.

14,410. Were they put in evidence at Gordon's

fact I dreaded the Provost Marshal so much that I

trial *-Yes.

14,411. Does the statement of the evidence given

at Gordon's trial, which you forwarded to Mr. Levy,
your employer, and which has been printed and is
now before the Commissioners, contain the whole of
the evidence –It contains the whole of the evidence

had very little to say to him.
14,434. But about arms being ready for tranship
ment from some place to Jamaica?--Yes, I did ; but
I thought you meant at Morant Bay. I said I could
give him some information upon a letter I had received

that I forwarded to Mr. Levy, with the exception of from Colon, in which the writer stated that a vessel
one deposition of Thomas Williams, which i lost had cleared out with a large quantity of arms, and he
after borrowing the trial from Mr. Levy, but which I suspected it was for Jamaica. I think I can produce
that letter.
took in my notes—Thomas Williams alias Johnson.
14,412. Then some part of the evidence before the
14,435. You say you dreaded the Provost Marshal;
court-martial is left out of the pamphlet 2—I have did you ever write to him after these things were
already stated to the Court that these are merely sub over, and after the cessation of martial law, and
stantial extracts.
express your gratification at the way in which he had
w

14,413. You have lost the evidence of Williams or
Johnson —Yes.

14,414. Is it not there —It is here.

14,415. He gave oral testimony ?—No, he gave a
deposition, and you will find it in my notes. Williams
and the man at York.

14,416. Did you send that to Mr. Levy —I did.
14,417. It is a dying confession, not a deposition, it
is written here in the pamphlet that the Provost
Marshal tendered the dying confession, and the
deposition was then read; do you mean one and the
same thing —I do.
14,418. Was that forwarded to Mr. Levy 2–It
was.

14,419. Is there nothing more besides the evidence;
nothing of your own statements in the pamphlet than
ou have already stated —Nothing more.
14,420. (Suggested by Mr. Walcott.) Did you
write to Mr. Levy to say that the evidence was con

clusive in your mind of the guilt of Mr. Gordon —
I did so write, not that the evidence was conclusive.

conducted himself in his office as Provost Marshal,

and thanking him —No ; I simply asked for a pass to
Kingston, which I got.

14,436. Did you write to your employer, Mr. Levy,
stating that the Provost Marshal was “the right man

in the right place, and a Crimean hero” —I did.
I wrote to say he was the “right man in the right
place,” and if I had said he was the “wrong man in
the wrong place " I knew what I would have got.

14,437. Then it is not strictly true —It is not
strictly true. I don't believe I committed any sin.
I only saved my back from being lacerated.
14,438. (By the Commission.) Your reason for
stating what was not true was to prevent your back
from being lacerated ?–Yes, and some of my most
intimate friends had been arrested, and I thought the
Provost Marshal might have had his eye upon me,
and I dreaded him very much.

14,439. Did you go about with the Provost
Marshal 2–Only on one occasion.

14,440. You have spoke also of the haste of the
proceedings conducted before

the Naval Court

14,421. (By the Commission.) Then you did not ?
—I wrote “these confessions implicate Mr. Gordon
“ most seriously, and there is no doubt of his being
“ summarily dealt with.” M'Laren's evidence is

martial ; did you write the following with regard to

opposed to these, and I altered my opinion as soon as

“ the service to which he belongs and to the Crown
“he serves. Patient, calm, deliberate, with a mild

Lieutenant Brand : ,
“Lieutenant and Commander Brand is a credit to

I heard it ; the former opinion I had before the trial.
14,422. (Suggested by Mr. Walcott.) Did you see
the execution of George William Gordon —I did.
14,423. Did you see the body hanging on the
following morning 2—I did.
14,424. It remained a night and a day ?—24

“martial he gives every prisoner, however proven to
“ be guilty, his own way of questioning witnesses
“ through him, and the right of entering into his
“ defence” —And did you write, “The Provost

hours.

“Marshal still continues as active and energetic as

14,425. Did you write to your employer that the
face of the arch traitor was turned from the land

which he had deluged with blood f – What was
written about that was written at the time I was ill,
and I requested Mr. Judah to write for me and there
it is.

-

14,426, You say you took notes and you forwarded

“ voice and manner, as President of the Court

“ever, preserving order and discipline on all sides,
“ which astonish every one. How he has stood theim
“mense amount of fatigue and labour he has undergon*

“surprises me; from early morn till late at night hº
“ is here, he is there, he is everywhere. Frequently

“he takes a midnight ride into some late stronghold
“of the rebels, accompanied only by Sergean'
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a MKenzie of the Police, and is back again ready for
a the active duties of the day. Verily he is a man
... of iron" —No, I did not ; that was written by
Mr. Judah.

i4,441. But you adopted it —I did.
14442. Did you see what he had written by your

14,458. Then the whole of that letter is Mr.
14,459. What do mean by saying that you autho
rized that statement respecting Lieutenant Brand in

A. W. H. Lake.

consequence of the terror produced by his revolver ?

12 Feb. 1866.

—You did not state the date of the letter, and I

fancied that was the document I requested him to

desire?—Yes.

-

14,443. Did you adopt it 3–I did.
14,444. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Was this
immediately after the revolver scene –It was.
14,445. Just look and see about that, will you ?–
I wrote according to the tone of the newspaper with
which I was connected.

14,446. Do you mean that you wrote what you did
not believe to be true, because you thought it would

write.

14,460. And you fancied you had made the state
ment under terror of the revolver ?—I did at the

time. My last despatch is dated the 31st of October.
14,461. Then you did not write any of this at all
(quoting passage about Ramsay given above) –I
did not.

simply because of the position which the newspaper

14,462. Amongst your notes there is one of which
you have not told us—“Friday morning, 20th October,
last night (midnight) E. K. Bailey, while escaping
from the tent, was shot. First time did not succeed.”

had taken up.

(Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) How did you know that ?

please the newspaper ?–No, I mean that if my
article were a little in praise of anybody, it was

14,447. Although the praise was ill-founded ?–I
don't know that it was.

I did not write it.

—I was so informed.

October, between that and the 1st of November. This

14,463. That was only information which you
received —Yes; in fact nearly all my despatches
were founded upon information which I received.
14,464. Do you mean the man who gave you the

It was

information ?–Private Wickars of the 4th West India

written after I left by Mr. Judah.
14,449. And adopted by you ?—I made a mistake.
I was not at Morant Bay. I left on the morning of

Regiment.
14,465. Was he on sentry at the time —Yes.
14,466. Was Bailey ever tried ?–I believe not.
14,467. What information did you receive that he
attempted to escape twice —On the first attempt he
was ordered back to his tent and he obeyed, but on
the second attempt the soldier shot him.
14,468. Did you see the body ?—I was told that it
was taken away very early the next morning. I did

14,448. No, but you adopted it. What was the date
of the revolver scene?—On or about the 27th of
would seem to be on the 1st of November.

the 1st.

14,450. Were you not the correspondent —My
correspondence had ceased, and Mr. Judah became
the correspondent. He was then employed by Mr.
Levy to take my place. That was after the 31st of
October.

14,451. What is that you are referring to, which
was written by Mr. Judah and adopted by you ?—
(Witness having referred to his notes, read as
follows): “Rumour soon spread that George William
"Gordon was to meet his doom at seven o'clock, and
" as it wanted only a few minutes for that time I
“hastened down to the place of execution. There he
“stand high above all the other rebels, beneath the
“great arch of the burnt Court-house, with his hands
“ and feet pinioned, and the halter round his neck."

110t see it.

14,469. Here is an entry in your notes, dated
“November the 2d

1865 :"—I think that is Mr.

Judah's handwriting (note book handed to witness).
It is my handwriting, but there is a mistake in the
date ; I left on the 1st.

I, was too affected by the scene, and requested

14,470. “Mrs. Marshalleck refused to make any
“ cash advance on the eve of my travelling to
“ Kingston ; left Morant Bay at 1 o'clock :"--It is a
mistake in the date ; I arrived in Kingston on the

Mr. Judah to write it.

1st about 7 o'clock.

14,452. On Wednesday what was done, how many
were hanged?—I came home unwell, and the letter
was written after that.

14,453. You said that you went from Morant Bay
to Kingston exceedingly ill ?–1 left at 2 o'clock, they
were hanged in the morning.
14,454. Then there was some communication by
Yºu aſter you left —That despatch was written by
Mr. Judah.

14,455. Who reported the number of executions
floggings —Mr. Judah reported them to me.

and

14,456. You gave them to us as being your own,
Yºu said Mr. Judah's were down to the 31st —I left
Morant Bay on the 1st November.

14,457. But did you send a letter of that date to
Yºur newspaper ?–No.

14,471. How was Mr. Gordon dressed ?–IIe had

on a pantaloon and vest, with a white blanket thrown
across him. He had no coat or jacket on.
14,472. (Suggested by Mr Gorrie.) Did any
medical man attend you, Mr. Lake 2–Dr. Goodman.
14,473. Was that after the revolver scene 2–He

attended me from the commencement to the last of my
sickness.

14,474. (By the Commission.) Did Lieutenant
Brand call to inquire after you while you were ill ?—
He called afterwards.

14,475. After he paid the visit with the revolver ?
14,476. Were you on friendly terms afterwards 2–
We were nover friends.

14,477. But he called repeatedly to inquire after
you?—No, only once; whether he called to see the
effect of his fright I cannot say.

The witness withdrew.

Eliza BERRY (black), sworn, and examined.

#78. Do you live at Long Bay –Yes.
*479. It is not far from Manchioneal, is it —
Abºut four or five miles.
14,480. Do you remember a constable named
Iayne coming to your house –Yes.
14,481. Do you remember when he came –On

14,484. Did Mayne come before or after you had
heard that ?—After the war.

14,485. What did he do —When he came he told

me—“Mrs. Berry, I have hºard that your husband
“ is gone away, and we have no charge against him,

14,482. And do you remember hearing about what

“ so you had better send and call him and let him
“ know, and when he comes, tell him I am at the
“ Bay side, and he must come to me, and I will clear

happened at Morant Bay –I can't really tell,

him with Mr. Codrington, for they have no charge

ednesday.
* I was away from Morant Bay.
§488. Did you ever hear what had happened
at Morant Bay

?—Yes; I heard a war was there.

SIXTEENTH
DAY.

Judah's 2–Yes.

against him.”

14,486. Where was he 3–Gone out to the ground.

14,487. Did you fetch your husband 2–Yes.
N n 2
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14,488. What
Did Mayne
see him
—Yes.
14,489.
happened
—When
he came he went
to the shop door, and I followed him.

took out Robert afterwards, and shot the two of

** “iº"W.'...} ...'.
12 Feb. 1866.

them.

14,491. How far is that from your house ?—About
a mile.

-

from took
my out
mouth,
then separated,
and
they
JosephThey
and were
shot him;
and then they

Y

14,496. Had you known David Mayne before ?—

C.S.

*

14,492. He took him to the shop door, and you
followed ?–Yes; and then I saw a black soldier

14,497. What is he –A shopkeeper.
14,498. What was he doing that day when you

º
º

down there, and Mr. Rankins one of the constables,

were down and the two brothers were shot?—

- ºr

and three men ; he said, he come to Mr. Mayne, and
they gave orders, and Rankin tied him, and the
soldier called out Mr. Mayne. I said, “Mr. Mayne,
“ there are the soldiers, what do you know about
“ this man He was on Mr. Codrington's estate;”
Mr. Mayne said, “These are the two very men I
expect to be shot.” They were two brothers, one
Robert and one Joseph.
14,493. Which of them was your husband 7–
Joseph.
14,494. When did you first see Robert —I met
him tied already at the shop.
14,495.
you see; my
whenhusband
you wentwas
down
They
wereWhat
tieddidtogether
tied2

Nothing; but as fast as the constables came down
and brought the prisoners, he received them at the

tº

* ...
behind; they put them
aside to stand, and they stood
-

about an hºur or two out of the sun, and Jonah
* .

. .

; :-

."

-

Codrington called to Mayne to give charge to the
soldier what he knew.

He came and said, “I know

“ so much about it, they are the two men I wished
“ for, and the two men I got;” then the soldier and
Mayne stood up together, and the soldier asked
“What do you know about it 7” I was going to
speak, and they said to me “Hold your mouth, we
won't have your chat.” There was not any words

14,500. You say they made some charge about
Mr. Codrington's sow 7–Yes.

14,501. Do you say you know where that sow is
still ?–Yes; it is on the spot now, just present at
Rose Garden estate.

14,502. Whose place is that ?—Mr. Christopher
Codrington's.
14,503. How do you know that was the sow

spºn about when
r

-

the- ****
two

men were tied that day !
r

-

—(Through
Interpreter.)
the
live,thebut
he would givI told Mayne that
ter: 1
...
Yºº,
"","
"g"
*
*
*
*
told me not to speak.
; on ?
14,504. He gave you no explanation ? — He
W. W.

-

-

threatened me, and I went away.
14,505. Are you living at Long Bay now —Yes,
14,506, Was your house burnt 2–I went to the
constable and begged him as the young man had been
shot and was dead, and I had nowhere to live with
my seven children, not to burn the house.

tº

º
º

º
º

º

The witness withdrew.

*

ºr

shop door.
14,499. That was all he did 2–Yes.

ºf

-

-

M.

Berry.
--

lº

-

MARY BERRY (a black) sworn and examined.

14,507. Do you live at Long Bay ?—Yes.
14,508. Do you live there with your husband,
Robert Berry —Yes.

14,509. Do you remember while there hearing of
what had happened at Morant Bay.
14,510. After that did a constable come to your
husband's house ?—Yes.

14,511. Do you remember how soon that was after

you had heard of the Morant Bay business?—About
two weeks after that.

º

14,521. Did you see them both taken f–Yes.
14,522. When did you next see those two, Joseph
Berry and your husband —They took them from the

º

house and carried them down to Mr. Mayne's shep.

º

14,523. Is that a mile from you ?—Yes.
14,524. Did you go with them —I did not go with
them, but I called to my sister-in-law, and sent her
down.
14,525. Did you see your husband Robert Berry
and his brother Joseph after that?—Yes.

º

º
º
º

-

14,526. Where did you see them —At Mayne's

14,512. Who was the constable :-Tremaine.
14,513. When he came what did he do —He took
14,514. Did he say why?—Yes, he said my husband
stole Mr. Codrington's hog.

shop.

Ine.

2—Whe

im.

When 2–When they shot him
14,528. When was that ?—The morning.
?–No, they bury him

º º º: º

14,515. Are you a relation to Eliza Ann Berry —
Yes.

-

•)

14,527.

º
º
º

º
º

on the same day they shoot him.

14,530. Did you go up to Mayne's door that same

º

day ?–No.
14,531. Then where did you see him —When they
dead and take him up I see him ; when they shoot
him they send and cali me to receive the body, and I
tell them I do not want the body, they kill him and

º
s
º
º

—No.

they must take him themselves, because I had fever

sº

When was he taken —He was taken up
the14,519.
same day.
14,520. And was Joseph Berry taken —Yes.

and14,532.
was sick,
able
go and
see him.
Didand
youwas
evernotsee
histobody
again
—No. I

º
º

14,516. She is your sister-in-law —Yes.

14,517. When the constable said your husband had
taken the hog, did your husband say anything to

you ?—Yes, he said “Don’t fret for me, I am not
guilty.”

14,518. Was your husband taken away that day ?

-

did not ; I saw Eliza Ann Berry, and she tell me.

º

º
º
tº:

-

The witness withdrew.

is
º's

º

THE HON. M.R. JUSTICE ALLAN KER sworn and examined.
The Hon.
Mr. Justice

4***,

to the district or parish of St. Thomas-in-the-East –

º

of Jamaica 2–About five years and a half.

The Justices of the Peace of St. Thomas-in-the-East

º

14,534. Were you acquainted with Jamaica pre
viously to that time —No, I was not.
14,535. We understand that in the event of any
dispute between the labourers and their employers it is

are persons of the first social position in the parish

º

selected to perform that duty ; the planters supply a
proportion on the local commission, the wealthier
traders and shop-keepers also ; and any person of

º

14,533. How long have you been one of the Judges

s

that

º

appointment sooner or later, if there is no objection to

"4

a matter upon which the Justices of the Peace have mark or standing is almost certain to be offered
jurisdiction ?—It is.
14,536. Can you inform the Commission who are
the Justices of the Peace, particulary with reference

º

his moral character.

14,537. Is there any large majority of any one class

*H
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redominating among the justices —I do not possess
sufficient local information to be able to answer that
question. Those of most mark, of highest social
position, undoubtedly are planters; there can be no

14,553. You say another thing that shuts him out SixTEENTH
DAY.
from redress is the distance he may have to go 2–
Yes.

14,554. What is the greatest distance which any
one might have to go in St. Thomas in the East –

The Hon.
Mr. Justice
Allan Ker.

question about it.
14,538. Are you able to state whether the planters
and the persons connected with the planters, such

stations — Morant Bay, Bath, and Manchioneal, at 12 Feb. 1866.

as their overseers or attorneys, do constitute the

either of which his complaint can be heard.

majority of the Justices of the Peace –If they do

14,555. Are those the three stations within the
parish of St. Thomas in the East where the Petty
Sessions sit 2–I think so. I have only paid four
visits to that parish, and am not well up in the parti

not constitute a numerical majority, they certainly
are the persons of most influence beyond all dispute.
14,539. Are there any stipendiary magistrates for
that district 2—There was latterly a gentleman of the
name of Jackson sent there by Governor Eyre to act

That I cannot undertake to say. There are three

cular localities; but there can be no doubt that a very

great distance would have to be gone before even the

as a stipendiary magistrate; how long he was

first step of lodging the complaint could be per

stationed there I do not at this moment recollect, but
it was quite recently.

formed.

14,556. Is there any other circumstance to which

14,540. Are you able to give the Commission any

you can refer which shuts out the labourer from

information as to whether there are frequent appeals
from the magistrates, either on the part of the
labourers or on the part of the employers with

redress 2–It is altogether very disagreeable to me to
make this statement, but I regret to say that I have
taken the impression that the mass of the people in

respect to contracts between thrt two —I believe
hardly any. I must say that I believe the law of
labourer and employer is altogether in a most un

the administration of justice that it is right and proper

satisfactory position in Jamaica. I have lived in four
of the West India islands, and in none have I found
it so utterly unsatisfactory as it is here.
14,541. In what respect –In this respect, that
from the expense to which the parties are put, and

14,557. Do you know what is the reason or ground
of that want of confidence; if so, will you state what
leads you to that conclusion ?—It is upwards of a year
since I paid my last visit. I go circuit there, and
generally remain upwards of a week at each of the
circuit towns. I have conversed with the parties

from other causes to which I will refer, legal redress

is absolutely shut out from one class altogether.
14,542. You, of course, refer to the labouring
class rather than to any other ?—Yes.

14,543. Will you state in what way legal redress
is shut out from the labouring class —It works in

this way. I may mention first that I paid four visits
altogether to the parish of St. Thomas in the East,
with an interval of upwards of a year between each,
and the number of appeals in that parish was greater
than in any other parish of Jamaica.
14,544. Will you first have the kindness to answer

the huestion in the same way as every other witness
is required to do, and you can then add anything that
strikes you as important, that leads you to the con
clusion that the labourer is shut out from legal

redress –Simply by the expense of it.

It is dis

St. Thomas in the East have not that confidence in
should be felt.

themselves in certain cases, and have received such

information. I am bound to say very much in the
nature of hearsay, as a traveller acquires in the course
of conversation with the persons with whom he comes
in contact, which has produced that impression on my
mind.

14,558. That there is a want of confidence in the
decisions of the magistrates ?–In fact I have no sort
of doubt about it, and I took that impression a very
long time ago.
14,559. We must, if you please, try to ascertain the
grounds of the conviction that you have arrived at?—
The number of appeals has occurred to me as one
ground.

14,560. Have there been any appeals to you from

of that Act are such as to make it not worth his
while to take the trouble of enforcing his claim, with

the decisions of the magistrates upon the questions
between employers and their labourers ?—No ; I was
proceeding to state that when I was interrupted.
14,561. Have there been no appeals 2–No.
14,562. Then what do you refer to as showing the
want of confidence on the part of the labourers in the
decisions of the magistrates ?—From the appeals on
other subjects, the ordinary cases which come before
the magistrates.
14,563. Is that what convinces you that the
labourers have not confidence in them —That is one
of the grounds upon which I have formed the conclu
sion ; not the only one.
14,564. What number of appeals from the decisions
of the magistrates have come before you in the course
of the last five years that you have known in

the uncertainty of the result.
14,547. Will you have the goodness to state what

sion there were as many as 13.

tressing to me to have to make such a statement, but

I am bound to say that I have come to the conclusion
that the labourers of St. Thomas in the East have

not that confidence in the administration of justice at

Petty Sessions which it is of such importance to the
Peace and order of the community they should have.
14,545. Is the expense the only subject to which
Yºu refer as shutting them out from redress —

Expense principally.
14,546. What is the expense?—Suppose a labourer

who has a claim for a balance, say of 2s. due to him
ºr wages, he is empowered under the Petty Debt
Act to sue for that amount ; but the official expenses

* the expenses —I have not the Act by me, they

St. Thomas in the East 2—I think on the first occa

14,565. That was the first year 2–Yes, four years

Mary from time to time, but I believe they are never ago, which I recollect remarking at the time, and have
frequently referred to since as the largest number of
* than 7s to the clerk of the magistrates.
14,548. Has he to make that outlay before his case appeals.
*n be heard —Yes, and that is the lowest. He may

14,566. In how many of those 13 appeals was the

have to subpoena a witness who may live 10 miles off;
and one reason why he may not find it worth while

decision of the magistrates reversed ?– I forget

!" Sue his employer is, that he may have to take a
Jºy of 15 or 20 miles for that purpose.
14,549. Let us exhaust the subject of expense first.
"Sºy 7s, is not the only expense –It is not.
}%). What expense is there beyond that 3–I

*.htmay have to subpoena a witness.
14,551. What is the expense of that ?—I am sorry
**ay that I have a wretched memory for details,

but ºrate is fixed

by the Petty Debt Act.

*2. Then upon reference to that Act can we
*itain what the expenses are —Yes.

whether it was in seven or six, but certainly in six.
14,567. What was it the next year – I never
anticipated any inquiry into this, but I think I am

able to state that at Morant Bay, three years ago, the
number of appeals was also very large.
14,568. Are you able to state what proportion of
the decisions was reversed in that year 2—No. I am
not prepared to state the number reversed. I believe
it was less than the other; but I recollect two

decisions on that occasion more particularly, which
struck me as very glaring indeed.

14,569. Can you state what number of appeals
N n 3
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there were in the last year 2–As to the precise num

14,586. Is he sitting as a stipendiary magistrate in

ber I cannot.

the district in which he holds property?—No, I

14,570. Could you supply the Commission with the
number of appeals there have been, say for the last
five years, and the number of decisions that were
reversed ?–I could no doubt do so by communicating

rather think Mr. Fife lives at a place called Blox
burgh, in Port Royal ; I think he owns an abandoned
coffee estate there. He does duty in St. David's,
which is closely adjoining, but the cases that would
arise in Bloxburgh, on his estate, would be decided

with the Clerk of the Peace.

14,571. Could he furnish it 2–I have not the
smallest doubt of it.

14,572. Whose duty is it to make the return to the
Governor 2–The Clerk of the Peace.

14,573. If we cannot get it from the Clerk of the
Peace, or from the office of the Governor, can you
point out any way in which we can obtain it *--I
know of no other.

14,574. Have you kept no note of the appeals in
your note book 7–No ; I had them at the time, but
I have destroyed them.

14,575. Have you no note even of the last year —
No, not even of the last ; as a rule, I make only a
few memoranda to assist me.

14,576. You have mentioned some reasons why

you think there is no confidence in the administration
of justice, do you think the constitution of the court
has at all led to that want of confidence 2–I have no
doubt whatever about it.

14,577. Could they appeal to the stipendiary magis
frates ?–No.

I now

recollect

that

Mr. Jackson

must have gone to St. Thomas in the East about
18 months ago. There is no appeal to a stipendiary
magistrate.

*

14,578. But might they make their appeal to the
stipendiary magistrate alone, or does he merely sit
with the other magistrates ?—He merely sits with
the other magistrates; they cannot select their own
magistrate.
14,579. Does he always sit with other magis
trates ?–He always sits with other magistrates.
14,580. Can a court of Petty Session be held

by Port Royal magistrates, not by St. David's magis
trates. I think it right to state that I have for years
past come to the conclusion that the present system
of the unpaid magistracy in Jamaica is the most
unsatisfactory that could well be conceived. Of 270
magistrates that hold the commission of the peace,
from personal observation and knowledge of a good
many, I should say that more than half were utterly
unfit to hold that trust, unfit by want of education,
capacity, social position, and pecuniary independence.
14,587. I thought I understood you to say that the
magistrates in each district were those gentlemen
who stood highest in point of social position ?–In
some parishes there is nobody above the grade of a
petty shopkeeper. In this island the people of the
highest grade, unless there is some stigma against
them either at King's House or at the Colonial Office,
invariably hold the commission of the peace, but in
many parishes no such persons can be found; in
several parishes here there is no person occupying the
rank of what is commonly called “a gentleman,” or
anything approaching to it.
14,588. And not fitted by education for such a
position ?—Utterly unfitted as I have said by educated
capacity, and above all things by what I have
already alluded to, namely, by pecuniary indepen
dence and social position, calculated to secure the
respect of the mass of the people.
14,589. Do you think it possible, from what you
-

-

without his presence —Oh, yes; the chances are

that Mr. Jackson sits at Morant Bay and at Bath,

know of Jamaica, that there should be an unpaid

magistracy, such as would in your judgment ensure
the confidence of the people *—No ; I do not think so
decidedly.

A

-

14,590. And St. Thomas in the East would not be

and that he does not sit at Manchioneal, which is

an exception to that in your judgment 2–Most deci

17 miles from Bath.

dedly not an exception.

14,581. Does he attend all the Petty Sessions at
Morant Bay ?—I do not know how that is, it depends
upon his instructions from King's House.
14,582. Supposing he were one of the bench, do
you think there would then be any well-grounded
sions upon such a point 3–No ; nothing has ever

14,591. Is there anything peculiar in the circum
stances of St. Thomas in the East which distinguishes
it from other parishes in the island 2–I should say
the distinguishing peculiarity of St. Thomas in the
East is, that being a great sugar parish probably a
larger portion of the population are what are called
“Estate's negroes,” that is, they work for wages, and

come before me which would lead me to believe that

not on their own

Mr. Jackson

probably aware that the Plantain Garden River
District has a just celebrity as a sugar producing

want of confidence in the magistrates and their deci

14,583. We are not speaking merely of Mr. Jackson,
but of stipendiary magistrates, we will include
Mr. Jackson ; do you think if they were always on
the bench there would then be any ground for want
of confidence —No, most certainly not ; I know the

stipendiary magistrates, and I consider that they
enjoy, and justly enjoy, the confidence of the popula
tion. Undoubtedly the Honourable Richard Hill,
Mr. Laidlaw of Manchester, Mr. Chamberlain of

Montego Bay, Mr. Jackson of St. Thomas in the
East, and last, but most certainly not least, the
Honourable Mr. Fyfe of the Legislative Council, I
should say in an eminent degree enjoy the confidence
of the population.
14,584. Supposing they were to constitute a part
of the bench sitting at Petty Session do you think
there would then be any want of confidence in the
-

decisions of the bench —No, I think not ; I should

say if any of those gentlemen sat as a constituent
member of any bench of justice for the time being
it would at once secure the confidence of the people

account.

The Commission is

district, and has had ever since Jamaica was settled.

14,592. Would there then in that parish be a

larger proportion of those occupying the higher
social position connected with the planting interest ?—
On account of the high value of the Plantain Garden
River estates almost all the owners are wealthy

absentees, such as Mr. Archdeacon, the London
Banker, Lady Cowper, and others, who can afford
to live in England, and who leave the management
of their affairs to their agents. The consequence is,
that the wealthier proprietors are entirely non
resident, and, therefore, of course are not available

for the Commission of the Peace, or any other public
trust.

14,593. Instead therefore, of having the owner of
the estate, the attorney or manager would be the
person likely to be in the Commission of the Peace #
—Yes; poor Mr. Hire, who met with such a dreadful
fate, and who was really an acquisition, was the
attorney of two wealthy absentees, and did the duty;

which in all probability they would have been called

in any decision.
14,585. Do you know if these gentlemen, the
stipendiary magistrates, are landed proprietors in
Jamaica —Mr. Fyfe is ; I do not know with refer
ence to the other gentlemen. Mr. Fyfe owns, or did
own, a property in more than one parish, but I rather
think he left it very much in the hands of his agents,

also in Jamaica is equally unsatisfactory —I do,
most assuredly, and that is by no means a recent

and took no personal interest in its management.

factory Z – I refer to the law of appeal more

upon to perform if they had been here.
14,594. Do you consider that the state of the law
conviction of mine.

14,595. In what way do you consider it unsatis

THE JAMAICA

icularly; I am speaking strictly within the
fircle prescribed to me, the law as it is brought to
hear upon the labouring class.

14,596. What is the defect that you would desire
to point out in the law of appeal –The defects are
manifold. There is first and foremost the expense,
which I regret to say was increased, and in some
instances nearly doubled two years ago, under certain
circumstances, which, if I am required to do so, I
will mention more in detail.
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There is this further

defect in the law of appeal, that instead of being
simple, instead of providing facilities to the com
plainant for bringing his case to the notice of the
circuit judge, it is surrounded with snares and for
malities and technicalities which really, in the great
majority of cases, as I have seen over and over again,
render the law of appeal not at all an available

opportunity or means of redress.
14,597. Will you point out some of those circum
stances which you think render it unavailable 2–I
did not think it necessary to provide myself with
copies of the different Acts, because I took it for
granted that a reference to them would be sufficient.

endorse the appeal, and if he loses the appeal he
forfeits the money, or it goes to the other side.
14,602. You think he should make a deposit 2–Yes,
he should make a deposit. Although I have spoken
strongly, and entertain strong opinions on the subject
of expense, yet that is not the only evil; there is the
worry to the labouring man who has come perhaps
fifteen miles to the Petty Session, and who considers
himself aggrieved ; he must enter into a long bond
and pay a heavy price and get a surety, who, as I say,
may live ten miles off, and then both have to attend
before a justice of the peace, who may or may not be
absent; all this I say is shutting the man out from
redress altogether ; and then, as I have already stated.
he has to serve his grounds of appeal : and, for the
purpose of getting a person to prepare it for him, he
must make a journey to Kingston, so that altogether
he would have to take a journey of about 32 miles.
14,603. Then what you would desire would be,
instead of his giving security he should deposit a sum
sufficient to provide security for the penalty and costs
being paid –Precisely so.

The appeal law to which I refer was passed by

14,604. You think that should be done to avoid the
inconvenience that would arise in a case that has been

the Legislature of this island in the year 1857.
From very long experience I have become convinced
that if one thing is of more importance than another

is likely to have an appeal attends the original hearing
with his surety —I dare say such a thing has been

brought to our attention where a man who thinks he

in dealing with a most ignorant and helpless popula done.
14,605. Then without any of the inconveniences
tion, it is to make the law of redress extremely
simple. I should say, in the case of an appeal, if you speak of the appeal can be heard 2–Certainly
the man is not satisfied with the judgment he should that would be so; it may so happen that there may
be called upon to pay his eight shillings and six be a justice on the spot. I am showing the incon
pence, or whatever the amount should be, there and venience that may happen in a parish where the
then; instead of that he has to enter into a long population is not clustered together as they are in
bond for which he pays a heavy fee; he has to certain disturbed districts, but scattered all over the
procure a surety, which surety may live 10 miles district.
14,606. Would your wish be that he should have
off; the two together have to attend before a magis
trate, who may live 15 miles off. Then he has the option either of depositing the money, or giving a
to serve notices on the other side, and to serve

endless grounds of appeal; being an ignorant man he
cannot do that himself, which is the cause of his

security ?–No.
14,607. To many persons it might be inconvenient
to deposit the money, might it not ?—That is a matter

being obliged to go and employ a lawyer, so that of detail for the consideration of those who I hope
I

some day or other will address themselves to the

may mention as one other circumstance, that in the
Parish of St. Thomas in the East, there is not one

viction is that the clerk of the magistrates should

the whole result is a large expense to himself.

amendment of such a state of things. My own con

draw up his papers.
14,598. Take the neighbourhood of Morant Bay for

simply announce, “are you ready with your deposit
fee,” and if he is he should be entitled to his appeal.
14,603. Would not that virtually shut out the
power of appeal from a great number of poor persons
who might not have the money to deposit –Then
give him 48 hours.

instance, how would it be there —I believe there are
two gentlemen, Mr. Bourke and Mr. Nathan, who are

to secure the payment of the penalty and costs 2–No,

Available lawyer. If a man wishes to appeal, if he
is not satisfied with his case as decided at the

sessions, he must travel all the way to Kingston, a

distance of 60 miles, before he can get a man to

the lawyers that have the entire monopoly of that
business, and they live at Kingston.
14,599. Then what you mean to say is, that all this
machinery is very costly —Very costly; it does not
ºme me who am as an official of the island to speak
illof the Legislature, but I must say that those gentle
men who enacted the appeal regulations could not

have had one particle of statemanship amongst them,
ºr the smallest understanding of the population they
had to deal with.

14,609. Do you mean to make a deposit sufficient
I don't mean that, simply such a sum as would

correspond with the amount he now pays in the shape
of official fees; it is simply as a security. I don't see
why he should give security for the judgment, seeing
that he gives security to abide by such decision as
will eventually be given by the judge on circuit.

14,610. Would that not be apt to give a great
advantage in the case of a rich man over a poor one
by delaying the course of justice, if you gave the
facility of appeal without such security ?–In the

-

.14600. It would appear from this Act that he may

present state of things the rich man has all the
advantage. I am proposing a state of things in

#ve verbal notice of appeal —There can be no

which the poor man shall have the opportunity of
ºubt of that; but the principal requirements are the paying a great deal less down ; the deposit I mean
°ntering into the bond, the procuring the surety, the to be in the nature of the fees of court.
*endance before the magistrate, the serving notices
14,611. Supposing the judgment of Petty Sessions
ºf appeal, which sometimes amount to an indefinite

was that the party should be imprisoned, would you

number, in fact wholly beyond the ability of a labour

allow him then, upon the payment of the official fees,
at once to go free ?—I am perfectly prepared to admit

"g man to prepare for himself. The amending Act

*lly does not alter the matter in that respect, but it
"akes matters worse, as I shall presently mention.
14601. Then are we to understand that you take
objection to having any security given for the pay
ment of the penalty and the costs, and that a party

that there must be a distinction drawn between civil

and criminal appeals; if that was not recognised
great mischief would be done, but that is a matter for
detail when legislation is once more, as I hope it will

liberty to appeal without that ?—Most

be before long, set on foot on the subject.
14,612. Is it your opinion that both rich and poor

*uredly nothing of the sort; I say call on the man
"Pay down his ten shillings and sixpence and let him
he entitled to his appeal, and let the magistrate's clerk

it is a great disadvantage and drawback to the testi
mony I do myself the honour of tendering to the

is to be at

º

suffer from the present state of things –It is. I feel

N n 4
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Royal Commissioners, that I happen to have a very himself open to ridicule if he talks threats without
bad memory for dates, but I know that complaints of being able to make them good ; all he can do is to
the appeal law have been made by persons of position send for the man, to admit the wrong done to him, to
as well as by the labouring poor.

tender his sympathy, and to tell him that if he chooses

14,613. Do you think it wholly unsuited to a mer
cantile community ?–Wholly so.
14,614. Is there anything else connected with the
law, besides the law of appeal, that you consider

to take a long journey and employ another lawyer, he

-

12 Feb. 1866,
--

disadvantageous to the interest of Jamaica, and which
may have tendered to cause the disturbances, into the
origin of which we are now enquiring –I should
desire respectfully to remark that I cannot consider,
even after what I have stated as to the great defect
in the administration of justice in St. Thomas in the

may have the conduct of which he complains investi
gated by a competent tribunal.
14,620. Would the remedy for that be a stipendiary
magistrate travelling a circuit like that which the
judges go in England 2–No. At one time I thought
it utterly impossible that such state of things could
exist in a British dependency. What I would suggest
would be this, that there should be some sort of

public officer, a kind of public prosecutor, or protector
East, that that by any means caused these terrible of the labouring class, to go and ascertain grievances
occurrences, but they caused disaffection, which has of this description, and point the people, who are
been worked upon by others. I have no doubt what ignorant and helpless to an incredible degree, to the
ever I think I ought to mention (it is for the Com legal way of getting legal redress. A man of the
missioners to consider whether they think it worthy labouring class whose lawyer has neglected his duty
of being noted), that I believed the disaffection of —a thing that has occurred over and over again—
certain parties was caused by the bad administration has no redress; he may travel upwards of 60 miles
of justice in the first instance, and to another cause, and waste his time, because he has not the faintest
namely to the diminished respect for all manner of idea whether he should go to the Governor, the
authority, executive authority, judicial authority, Bishop, or the Judge. I am bound to state, in the
ecclesiastical authority, produced by the turbulent interest of truth, that I attach immense importance
tone of the House of Assembly, and the seditious to this, and I think that the whole of the question, as
tone of the public press. I believe those to have to the relation of attorney and client, that client being
been the causes of the melancholy events that are the labouring man, should be analyzed with a view
to the most stringent legislation.
now being inquired into.
14,615. Is there anything that you have to say
14,621. What would be the remedy you would
with regard to the legal practitioners of the island 7– propose 3–This has occurred to me, that the judge
Upon that subject I feel it a duty, seeing the cardinal on circuit ought to have a summary jurisdiction to
importance of speaking plainly upon an inquiry of investigate all causes of complaint by the poorer
this description, to make this observation, that the classes, or indeed by any body, of alleged neglect of
conduct of legal procedure, as it affects the mass of duty by any member of the legal profession.
the people, is in the hands of parties who are prac
14,622. Are the lower orders of the people of this
tically wholly irresponsible for their conduct in their country fond of litigation ?—I do not think so; I may
dealings with them.
mention that others differ from me in that respect,
14,616. Are not the legal practitioners officers of but I certainly have not taken the impression that
the court in this island in the same way as they are they go to law for the sake of it. Some people are
in England 2—No, the officers of the court are not known to be fond of litigation, I do not think they are,
the parties who conduct the appeals.
14,623. Then we gather from you that one remedy
14,617. But are the attorneys not officers of the
court, as they are in England 7–Oh yes, they are so; you would propose would be an increase of the body of
within the last five days a member was dealt with lawyers ?—Hardly so; I think the remedy that I have
upon the specific grounds that he was an officer of pointed out would be the right one, to give a summary
and stringent power to the judge on circuit. We have
the court.
most able men in the legal profession, and it has
14,618. Is there a power of striking off the rolls 2 never
occurred to me as a defect that we have a
—There is that power; theoretically there is the
smaller
number than are available for all purposes of
power, on the part of the labouring man, who has a
complaint against his lawyer for neglect of duty, to utility. Possibly I might make clear to your Excellency
move the court to have his conduct examined, and if and your colleagues what I mean in reference to this
necessary to have him punished, but practically that really all important subject, the relation of employer
remedy is absolutely barred to him. I have never and labourer. I think there ought to be, and we
known a single instance, and I believe none exists, have it not, although in three other West India
although I believe the necessity of it frequently islands that I am acquainted, there is such a thing,
occurs, of a labouring man having ever so just a an Employer and Labourer's Act, by which disputes
complaint against his lawyer for gross neglect of between the two should be settled sumarily and satis
duty taking any steps with regard to it; he has no factorily by a tribunal within a reasonable distance.
practical remedy, except an observation from the judge, The want of such a thing is, I am satisfied, the cause
or an intimation from him of what his legal remedy of endless heartburnings, and really disaffection, as I
is. It is a subject I deeply regret to have to refer to, have already stated. It happens on this wise, the

because I am brought in daily contact professionally
and personally with the members of the legal profes

sion, and their good will is not only a thing essential

negro of Jamaica, I am bound to say, is not a satis
factory workman; there is a want of completeness in
his work, and when the employer settles with him

to my comfort, but a thing I covet; but as to the

on Friday afternoon, he finds a great part of what he

relation of attorney and client, that is to say labouring
client, the dealings of the legal practitioners are
wholly irresponsible, he may do just as he likes, and

has bargained should be done is not done at all; the

practically he does do so.

14,619. Can you suggest any alteration of the law
that would remedy that state of things —I have
over and over again, as a judge on circuit, received
complaints; the thing is a matter of public notoriety;
it has been printed in the papers that certain members

chances are, I have no donbt, that if the great
majority of the causes of quarrel were investigated
the employer would be found to be in the right; but

what is wrong is this, that he sits as judge in his
own case. In Antigua there is only one Judicial
Act, and that is the award of two magistrates sitting
alternately and hearing the cause of quarrel. That
this goes on here to an extent that is very much to

of the legal profession neglect their duty in the most

be regretted I am bound to say I know of my own

signal manner by the class in question, and I have

knowledge.

over and over again gone into the question of what

}+24. What is the remedy you would propose for
**Tº
really think it would be a very simple one,
9ircuit in Jamaica is the most powerless man in the simply a Masters and Servants Act.
island, he can only reprimand, and he only lays
* Supposing such a dispute was to arise at
-

means I had of preventing it. But the judge on

º
º
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this moment, the labourer would apply to the magis
trate, would he not *-Yes.
14,626. Who would you have him appeal to in
stead, the magistrate is not upon the spot to see the
-

work himself. You say the manager has to decide it
now?–He does decide it.

14,627. How could that be practically avoided, as

14,636. Simply as a magistrate, stating “I open SIXTEENTH
DAY.

my court to-morrow here " ?—I cannot conceive that
that should give any offence.
14,637. I think immediately after the Emancipation
Act there was a large number of stipendiary magis
trates in Jamaica 2–Very large, some 50 or upwards,

The Hon.
Mr. Justice
Allan Ker.

I think; but my recollection does not extend so far
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on think there could be, so as to be ready of access
to all the estates, an official person who could decide

back as that.

it by a view of the spot in any way —I have no

—No, they were imperial officers, paid out of the
imperial funds.

doubt; in fact it was my own idea, which I have
already expressed, that there might be a person
whose business it was to protect the helpless ; but
seeing that these disputes are like any others, I see
no reason in principle why they should not be inves

tigated in the ordinary way, so that every facility was
supplied by the ſaw in the way of inexpensiveness

14,638. Were they paid out of the colonial funds 2
14,639. And how is it as to those who remain

now –They are still imperial officers.
14,640. And in former times they did visit the
estates periodically 3–Yes; in fact they were the
official machinery for carrying out the Emancipation
Act.

I assisted on one

14,641. It was their duty to decide not only

occasion in the administration of such an Act, and

matters that would arise out of the Masters' and Ser

I am bound to say it was always considered to be one

vants' Act, but they were to visit the estates to see

of the most successful of the local enactments.

to the condition of the labourers ?—Yes.

14,628. Is there not a difficulty in the case of
Jamaica, arising from the great extent of the island
and the scattered nature of the population ?—As
suredly there is; and I am bound to say that is not
a difficulty in Antigua. That is a compact little
island, where the people all live close together, and

14,642. Did that give considerabie offence —It
did ; we know that as a matter of history,
14,643. It made them very unpopular –Very
unpopular.
14,644. Did they gradually decline in number 2–
Yes ; they died off or were removed, and no fresh
ones were appointed. About 10 years ago notice was
issued that no fresh ones would be appointed.
14,645. Do you think it could give any offence if
they were to go, not as inspectors, but merely as
administrators of the law, holding their Courts of
Petty Sessions in different parts of the county, or
parish, or district º–Assuredly not.
14,646. Do you think that would be likely to give
satisfaction both to employers and employed ?–It is
my very strong conviction that the employer of labour
would find his account in it just as well as the la
bourer. I was asked just now what were the diffi
culties in the case of appeals. I think it right to
mention that two years ago the actual expense of an
appeal was about 18s., 16s. to the clerk of the peace,
and 2s. for a stamp. I believe I am correct in that
statement. In 1863 an Act was passed, called the

and dispatch. It is so in Antigua.

it works well. A man finds it worth while, if 5s. 6d.

is owing to him, to spend three or four hours in
having his case adjudicated upon by the magistrate
who is close at hand ; but here, as I have said, he

may be 20 miles off.
14,629. Suppose the system of stipendiary magis
trates was introduced here, would it be a good thing
for the magistrates to visit estates periodically to assess
in certain districts, would that be a way of over
coming the difficulty —The owners of land are so

important a body here, they are the persons by whom
the machine of this island works, that anything in
the shape of a gratuitous affront should be avoided.

I mean by any person assuming to interfere between
them and their people.
14,630. Supposing the stipendiary magistrate held
a Petty Session at three or four different points in
the district, would there be any reason against that,
whether the litigant was the owner or the labourer
-I should say not. The great thing would be,
according to the old phrase, to bring justice to both
Parties' door, and I can see no reason why a sti

Pendiary magistrate, as part of his duty, might not
it in any available spot that might happen to be.
14,631. In the island of Mauritius, where a system

“Appeal Regulation Amendment Act,” concerning
which, I am bound to say, a more objectionable Act
never found its way upon the Statute Book. It
formed the subject of a correspondence between
myself and the Secretary of State. That Act was
passed, I am sorry to say, without a single dissentient

voice in either of the legislative bodies, and by that
Act the expenses were increased to an amount

"stipendiary magistrates is in operation, it appears varying from 20 to 100 per cent.
that the greater number of cases were uot brought

14,647. Is there any Vagrancy Act in Jamaica 2–

by the labourers against the proprietors, but by the There is a Vagrancy Act, but it is partially a dead
Prºprietors against the labourers for neglect of duty—

letter.

are you aware of that 2–I believe that is so ; and I

in which it was enforced, and that was against a

I think in five years I only recollect one case

think I have already stated that I have a profound policeman who had neglected to maintain his wife.
14,648. Are you of opinion that a good Vagrancy
ºnviction that if these quarrels were investigated the
lºority would be decided in favour of the employers,

Act, one upon good honest principles, would be an

advantage to the country —That would depend very

but the objection is his settling them himself.
14,632. Supposing in every parish in Jamaica much upon its provisions. A Vagrancy Act, wisely

thºſe was a stipendiary magistrate, and he held
Periodically a Court of Petty Session in that part,

conceived and wisely administered, I believe, would
be a very great benefit, but that is one of the most

Wºuld that not be bringing justice both to the pro difficult questions, I am bound to say, we have
Prietor and labourer without trouble 2–I should say

to deal with.

I believe the existing law has fallen

*h a state of things would be highly desirable. into desuetude. It has been thought better not to

* great thing would be to accomplish it in such a administer it, and that is iny own private opinion.
14,649. I suppose the particular section in the
** as not to hurt the feelings of the proprietors of
** a class to whom we cannot show too much Amendment Act to which you have alluded is the
deference in legislative enactments.

sixth section, which is in these words: “Notwith

14634. Surely there could be nothing to offend

“ standing anything in the 18th section of the said

lºſsons in holding a Petty Sessions, say in four

“Act 21 Vict. c. 22. implied to the contrary, the

º parts of a parish

“ certified copies of proceedings and evidence re
“quired to be furnished for the use of the judge

or county —I should say

*684. Supposing there was a good Master and “shall be charged to and paid by the party appealing,

º

Servants' Act to administer, you think no proprietor
* take an offence at such an arrangement as

“ of appeal, if allowed :"—That is to say, the ex

**-I should say not, if he came simply as a ma

penses were increased by that sixth section to an

**te performing the routine of his duty.

* And not as an inspector —No.
15589.

“ and shall form part of and be included in the costs

extent that I have been assured by legal practitioners
over and over again has acted as a bar to the
O o

very

º
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redress which it ought to have been the object of the
Legislature to encourage.
14,650. Looking at the Act altogether it does pro
fessedly contemplate that, does it not ?—I am bound
to say that the Act has some good provisions in it;
but that clause was a most unnecessary one, the
clerk of the peace was amply remunerated already,
and I am convinced that clause has acted as a bar in
SOme cases.

14,651. It is stated that the Act is to be construed

liberally in favour of the appellant?—That is a most
happy provision, and the person who penned it
deserves to be commended. The Act is a very good
Act. I have found it most beneficial, except that
now the position of affairs is this —the appellant
suddenly finds that he is called upon to pay a fee of
variable amount, concerning which he never heard
anything before, and of which actually the very rate
is not fixed, so that two years after its passing it has
not been fixed at what rate the charge shall be made,

whether at the expensive Spanish town-rate, or
according to the notion of some of the judges on
circuit.

14,652. (Mr. Payne.) You have alluded to two
decisions which, on one circuit of yours, struck you
as extremely bad —Yes; they were at Morant Bay,
three years ago. I recollect that the most unfavour
able impression was caused by one of those cases.
The appeliant was a black woman, who sued a man
in the parish of no mark for 12s., and I am bound to
say the impression I took in the case was this, that
the magistrates really believed she was entitled to it,

but they had not the courage to say so; at all events,
she swore, and the testimony was uncontradicted,
that she was entitled to the money, and indeed there
was no kind of doubt about it.

14,653. Is it not also the case that a person, a poor
man for instance, cannot bring a civil action against
another without giving security for costs —That is

I, along with my brother Kemble, decided in favour
of granting Mr. Gordon a new trial.

14,665. (Mr. Payne.) The case of “Gordon vs.
Ketelhodt" was one that probably occasioned a good
deal of excitement in St. Thomas in the East 2—I

think I have said I only paid an annual visit there,
and I have not had an opportunity of forming an
opinion upon that subject.
14,666. Do you happen to know whether Baron
Ketelhodt's costs in that case were paid by the
Government * – They were, I believe ; I have no
official knowledge of it, but it was of public notoriety
that they were.

14,667. Perhaps I may venture to ask you whether
the remark you have made with respect to the legal
profession applies to the counsel as well as to the
attorneys —No, certainly not ; and I made that
remark in reference to certain gentlemen who, I
believe, thoroughly concurred with me, that the
irresponsible position in which they now stand with
the labouring class ought to be put an end to.
14,668. I presume it does not apply to all the
attorneys —No.
14,669. (Commission.) What you think is, that it
is desirable there should be responsibility ?–Yes;
that there should be practical responsibility.
14,670. (Mr. Waſcott.) Was not the question be
fore the Supreme Court, in the case of “Gordon vs.
l{etelhodt,” upon the improper admission of evidence?
—Not altogether. My decision went upon the double
ground of the improper reception of evidence, and
upon the fact; upon the evidence the question was,
whether Gordon was a member of the Established

Church ; and I considered upon the evidence that he
had not forfeited his right to be looked upon as such.
14,671. You acted upon the ground of the verdict
being contrary to evidence, and the inadmissibility of
the evidence —Yes; upon that double ground.
14,672. Was that the decision of the Court —No,

the fact.

I think my brother Kemble, not that he did not

14,654. (Commission.) When you say a poor man
of course you mean that nobody can bring an action
without giving security ?–Yes.
14,655. (Mr. Payne.) Otherwise is he compelled
to try it by affidavit 2–Yes.
14,656. (Commission.) Every plaintiff would be
liable to be called upon to give security for costs
when he brings his action, would he not ?—Yes.

concur with me, but he made no allusion to it; he,

14,657. Whether that plaintiff was poor or rich 2–
Of course, that is never inquired into.

14,658. (Mr. Payne.) I believe it is provided that
if he cannot obtain security for costs he must bring
the trial by affidavit 2–Yes; and within the last
week I have made an order to that very effect.

decided upon the question of a particular document
having been improperly received; but I was strongly
of opinion that Gordon was not to be considered to
have ceased to be a member of the Established

Church upon the evidence.
14,673. You have mentioned another tribunal

which you say the public have not so much confidence
in ; do you mean the tribunal composed of judge and

jury. You have stated that the litigation by affidavit
would be before a court in which the public would
have more confidence than in another court; is that

other court composed of judge and jury —No. As
to the present state of the jury system; perhaps I am

14,659. Was not the action in which you made that wandering into irrelevancy, but what I meant was,
order that of “Gentle vs. Gordon Ramsay ?”—It was. that nothing was more notorious than what the verdict
14,660. And Gentle, not being able to give security of juries are at this moment. I had rather not
for costs, he was compelled to try it by affidavit 2– express what I feel, seeing that I occupy a judicial
position. I may say this, that I am strongly of
Yes; there is no discretion in the judge.
14,661. (Commission.) That is, if parties are unable opinion, and have been ever since I came here, that
to answer for costs the judge may order a proceeding the tendency of legislation ought to be to concentrate
by affidavit; that would give him rather an advantage, power in the hands of the judges rather than of the
would it not ?—I think if you will inquire into it juries. A judge is a responsible person, he is
you will find, with reference to the pre-existing Act, answerable for everything he does, and the more his
that it has more to say for itself than you imagine. powers are increased the better; in fact, I have
Just at present I am one of those who judicially always concluded, and that conclusion may be drawn
expressed an opinion that that Act, if the circum from the tenor of my evidence, that it is the want of
stances were all known, was an Act forwarding and power on the part of the judge that is the great evil.
not obstructing redress. I believe it brings within
14,674. (Commission.) Would that apply to criminal
the reach of the poor a redress which they could not cases —No, to civil cases only.
have before, and before a tribunal which I am bound
14,675. (Mr. Walcott.) Are the members compos.
to say is entitled to much more confidence than any ing the jurors in criminal cases any better than those
jury.

14,662. (Mr. Payne.) Do you remember the case
of “Gordon vs. Ketelhodt Ż"—Yes; I sat on the
cast?.

14,663. Did you decide in favour of Mr. Gordon in

that case ?—Yes, I did; I gave a long decision in
Gordon's favour.

who try civil cases —They are much of a muchness
I should say, and both equally bad.

14,676. (Commission.) I suppose the jury panel,
from which the jurors are selected to try civil cases,
is the same as in criminal cases 2–It is one common

panel, I think.

14,677. Is there a special jury –We have a

14,664. (Commission.) Was there a difference of special jury.
14,678. In civil cases *-Yes.
opinion amongst the judges —No, there was none ;

ºn
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14,679. Not in criminal cases —No, I think not.

of State as lately as the 1st of September last.

14,680. Not in misdemeanors ?—No ; it has never

subject of that pamphlet was “Legal Redress for the

been in exercise within my knowledge.

14,681. Is it the same as it is in England 2–Yes.
What I would say about the jury is, that they are not
fitted by education, social position, character, or
pecuniary independence, to fill that position in courts
of justice.

14,682. (Mr. Walcott.) Will you state, if you can,
the majority of any class of which the petty juries in

DAY.

Labouring Class,” in reference to which I have long
been of opinion that the present system is what I
have expressed.

14,692. Is this more the case of Morant Bay and
Bath

than elsewhere 2–Yes, more so ; but I am

in criminal cases —I cannot say more of one locality
than another.

artisans; very respectable in their way, and really a
class in favour of whom, in many matters, my sympa
thies are actively aroused, but utterly unfit for jurors.
By that I don't mean that they are not able to read
and write, but 1 should say that was about the limit
of intelligence of a very large proportion.
14,683. Are you able to state anything as to the
existence of disaffection previous to the outbreak, or
whether it was wide-spread or local ?—No ; I can

14,694. Then it is general 2–General ; a general
want of confidence in the administration of justice.
14,695. Not in the administration of justice gene
rally, but by the local magistrates ?—Yes, by the
local unpaid magistracy. I may observe that these
conclusions are of date before Mr. Jackson went to

but I believe in the fact of a very extensive disaſ
fection all over the island. I most firmly and re

that district. I have reason to believe, though not
from personal knowledge, that Mr. Jackson has given
general satisfaction.
14,696. As to the administration of criminal justice,
is not the stipendiary magistrate present 3–I do not
think so, I think he indifferently sits at the stations

ligiously believe in that ; but I have no personal

which are mentioned in his instructions.

knowledge on the subject.
14,684. Your belief is not founded upon your own
personal contact with the people —No : only from
reading the local newspapers, and from the statement
of other persons.
14,685. Did you perceive anything yourself in the
demeanour of the people shortly before or immedi
ately aſter?—No: most certainly I saw nothing.

14,697. (Mr. Payne.) Does the want of confidence
that you allude to extend to the clerk of the peace as
well as to the magistrates in Morant Bay or Bath, or
either especially 2–1 have reason to believe that

14,686. What effect had the declaration of martial

law, and the measures taken to suppress the outbreak,
upon the population with whom you came in contact
immediately after —I live in a retired part of the
island; I have no complaints to make of my neigh
bours, I confess, either before, after, or during these
occurrences; therefore I can say nothing of my own
knowledge. I live about 12 miles from Kingston, in
the St. Andrew's Mountains immediately under New
castle. I may mention that there was a tangible
reason for the people in my district being orderly,
they were within easy reach of Newcastle.
14,687. You have spoken of the want of confidence

in the administration of justice in St. Thomas in the
East, does that extend to the administration of justice
in criminal matters as well as civil 2–Undoubtedly it

12 Feb. 1866.

obliged to say there are other places.
14,693. I mean as to the administration of justice

this country are composed ?–They are composed of

only express opinion. I have no local knowledge,
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there is a want of confidence in the Peace Office in

St. Thomas in the East, and that it is of long
standing.
14,698. (Commission.) In what way is it supposed
that the clerk of the peace, as distinct from the
magistrates, throws obstacles in the way of the due
administration of justice –In matters of appeal, as
clerk to the magistrates, he necessarily has a very
great influence on the Bench, being a professional
ill all.

-

14,699. Is there anything in the discharge of
his duties as clerk of the peace as to which you
have heard any well-grounded complaint *—I cannot
speak as to personal knowledge, but I have reason to
believe (if that answer be accepted) that there is
dissatisfaction.

14,700. As to its being well founded that must be
from something you yourself know —I can say this,
that I have reason to believe that an act of the clerk

of the peace in St. Thomas in the East gave great
dissatisfaction. It was my allotted duty to have zone

does,

14,688. And does it apply particularly to any one
portion of St. Thomas in the East 2–No, I should
say not; I think I have had reason, both at Bath and

Morant Bay, which are the two circuit towns, to
draw that conclusion. I should have been very
happy if I could have furnished the Commission with

all the grounds which have led to the formation of
that opinion ; at present I can only lay the opinion,
such as it is, before you, and say it is one of very long
date.

14,689. That is as to there being grounds for want
of confidence 2–Yes,
14,690. Rather than as to the fact of want of con
-

-

idence?—No, as to the fact, I can speak to that from
personal communication with the people themselves.

I encourage them to come to my lodgings at
"rºut towns, and they have made statements

the

from

quite satisfied me that, in
the case of the individual making the statement, and
* regards the class to which they more especially
time to time which have

long, there was not that conſidence in the local
ºlininistration of justice which is absolutely necessary
ºr the peace and order of the community.

that circuit in October last, when I intended to have

inquired into this very matter; but I must say that I
have no personal knowledge of the fact.
14,701. (Mr. Walcott.) Did you find Mr. Jackson,
the stipendiary magistrate in the island, upon your
arrival here 2–I think not; I am almost certain not ;
he was a stipendary magistrate in the island.
14,702. But not at St. Thomas in the East 2–I
am almost certain not; I think he came there within

the last two years.
14,703. In some of the parishes of the island are
not the offices of clerk of the peace and magistrates'
clerk divided, and held by two different persons —
Yes, in some parishes it is so. As you have men
tioned the subject I think I ought to say that we
have a system here which must be admitted to be
most objectionable, and that is a system of clerks
of the peace executing their office by deputy. The
consequence is that the clerk of the peace, who in
Jamaica is a most important functionary, and has

great powers, a sort of local attorney general, by
whose operations the administration of justice is

14,691. And you have been led to the conclusion

either very much facilitated or retarded,—is allowed by

* for that wait of confidence there was good reason?
—I am obliged to say that has been my conviction
for these four years, and I may mention a circum
stance as proof of the sincerity of my opinion ; about

the law to do his duty by deputy, and I think in six
cases he executes that duty by deputy, while he
receives the salary and does nothing. I am bound to
say, having not only made this a subject of cor

"9 years ago, seeing much that was objectionable,
ºre particularly with reference to the appeal law,
* Wrºte a pamphlet on the very subject now being

respondence with the King's House, but having had
the most minute opportunities of observation, that it
is a state of things which the administration of

"Tuired into, and sent a copy of it to the Secretary justice imperatively requires should be put an end to,
-

O o 2
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The clerk of the peace himself is generally a man of our local laws, which appears to be wholly incapable
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ability; some of the ablest members of the legal pro

of being defended, the clerk of the magistrates, who

fession hold that office.

It is the natural right of the

is in the majority of cases also the clerk of the peace,

people that they should have the very best assistance,
as the public intended they should ; but by a defect in

is enabled to appoint a deputy, who may or may not
be a person wholly incompetent for the post.

The witness withdrew.
12 Feb. 1866.

Mr. AUGUSTUs W. H. LARE re-called.

Mr.

A. W. H. Lake.

14,704. (Mr. Walcott.) I put a question to you in
mistake just now ; I asked you if you had written to
Mr, Ramsay thanking him for his courtesy towards
yourself personally, and also stating that he had most
efficiently performed his duties, and you said you had
not. done so; did you not tell that to Mr. Augustus
Sinclair, a Lieutenant of Volunteers ?—I have no

14,705. May you have done so *—It is not likely.
14,706. Would you venture to swear you did not 2
—I would not undertake to swear that I did.

14,707. Would you undertake to swear you did
not ?—It is rather a difficult position to be placed
in ; I do not think I did.

14,708. But you cannot swear you did not ?–I
cannot swear not, nor can I swear that I did.

recollection of telling anybody.

The witness withdrew.

C. Sullivan.

CHARLEs SULLIVAN (coloured) sworn and examined.
14,709. Are you a vestryman and a druggist at
14,729. Were they neighbours of yours ?–No.;
they were no neighbours of mine at all.
Morant Bay ?—Yes.
14,710. And do you live at a place called Gresset,
14,730. You had never met them before ?–Only
about a mile and three quarters from Bath —Near one ; I had occasion to attend him when he was very
Bath,
sick with small-pox.
14,711. Were you at the vestry at Morant Bay on
14,731. What was said by them to you?—They
the 11th October 3–I was.
asked me where I was going ; I told them ; and they
14,712. Do you remember standing near Mr. Wal said I had better be cautious because I might be
ton at the time that some people were coming towards licked on my way home, and the one I had attended
the Court-house armed 2–No, I was a distance with the small-pox said to me that the Maroons were
behind him, he was before me.
at Bath, and they had sent to call them, and they
14,713. What happened to you when you were in were going up.
that position ?—The circumstance about which you
14,732. Was that all you learnt from them —Yes;
now ask me took place before Mr. Walton came that was all I learnt from them ; they showed me
behind me; when I was accosted he was not near me.
14,714. What was the circumstance –As I came
from underneath the Court-house, endeavouring to

make my escape, I was attacked by five or six men ;
the principal individual who wanted to lick me was a
man of the name of James M*Laren.

Shortridge's cart that they had just burnt at the
junction.

14,733. Did you meet the road contractor Mr. Mais?
—That was the day previous. I met him the day
previous, and I saw him on the 12th.

On the Satur

14,734. Did you meet him on the 12th —I did not

day previous to the outbreak I had gone against
them, I had said that they were wrong in the pro
ceedings they had taken, but a constable being in the
Bay, whose name was Patterson, would not allow it,
and through his interference I escaped.
14,715. What was it that he would not allow 2–

meet him, he came to me on board the sloop

He would not allow them to lick me.

“Eleanor.”

14,735. However, whether you met him or not, did
you speak to each other ?—Yes, we did.

14,736. What took place —He said to me, “Awful
scene, Sullivan, awful circumstance!” I said, “Yes, it

is so.” He said “Well, I believe Billy Gordon to be at

14,716. Was that all he said –That was all.

the head of this.”

14,717. You say that was in consequence of some

14,737. Who is Mr. Mais who gave this opinion ?

thing you had done on the Saturday before ?—I had

—Henry Mais I believe his name to be.
14,738. What is he –He is a road contractor I

merely spoken to say they were quite wrong.
14,718. After that what became of you ?—I made
my way to the wharf, it was while I was proceeding
to the wharf that Mr. Walton was coming behind

from about Rock Fort to St. Thomas in the East :

me.

somewhere thereabout ; I won't be sure.

14,719. You saw him knocked down —I saw him
knocked down.

14,720. Did you go on board the “Wolverene”?—

believe.

14,739. At Morant Bay ?—I believe his contract is
14,740. Had you known him before ?—Yes.

14,741. Did he say anything to you about the
evidence you had given at the Court?—He said he

I did on the following day, the 12th.
14,721. That was the day it arrived in the Bay,

believed Mr. Gordon was at the head of it.

was it not ?–Yes.

I said, “If Mr. Gordon had anything to do with it he

14,722. Did you go on board with some wounded
people —Yes; I washed the blood from off the
wounded men, and took them on board ; I did that
the previous evening on board the sloop “Eleanor.”
14,723. But on the 12th you went on board the
ship “Wolverene” and took some wounded people *

14,742. That is not an answer to the question ?—
must be a very bad man.”

14,743. Did he say anything to you about the evi
dence you had given at the Court 2–He said to me,

“I thought you were friendly.” I said, “No, not at all,
because Mr. Gordon was angry with me the other day
for the evidence I gave in Court.”

14,744. Had you given evidence in any case?-I

—I did.

14,724. Did you stay long, or did you return on
shore ?—I remained about an hour or upwards, and
then returned back to the Bay.
14,725. After you had landed did you meet any
persons —Yes, I met a few persons by the junction
-

had done so.

-

14,745. And was that what was referred to 3–1
say I had done so.

-

14,746. What was the case ?–It was in the case of
“Baron Ketelhodt vs. Gordon.”

14,747. Was that tried at Morant Bay ?—No ; at

of Port Morant cotton tree.

14,726. Who were they —I do not know them.

14,727. Were they armed 2–No ; they had no
atms.

Kingston.

14,748. Had you been a witness in that case ?–1
WaS.

14,728. Were they strangers at Morant Bay ?—
That is a hard thing for me to say, I believe they

14,749. And was it the evidence you then gave
that Mr. Mais referred to ?—It was to that.

lived just in the vicinity.
The witness withdrew.
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14,750. Are you an overseer

at Port Morant 2–

DAY.

ºl. I believe you were overseer to Mr. Duffus 2

14,777. Who were they :-They were labourers.
14,778. Upon the estate 2–They rented lands.
14,779. Where 2–On Phillips Field.

– I eS.

14,780. They were tenants at Phillips Field 3–

* Has he property at a place

called Bowden

Wharf?—Yes; and Phillips Field.

Yes.

14,781. Will you state what it was you heard them

14753. Did you remember a man, now not alive,
of the name of Charles Mitchell, coming to the wharf

on the 11th of October, about 9 o'clock in the
morning?–Yes.
14,754. What did he come for *—I do not know
what he came for.

14.755. What did you see of him —I first saw him
there; he was dressed in a black coat and trowsers,

say two months before ?—I dunned them for rent.

14,782. Was it your business to collect rent *—
Yes; and they said they would soon have all the
lands for nothing, and that they would have to pay
In O rent.

14,783. Did they say that to you?—They said that
to me in my presence.

14,784. Did they say that seriously or jokingly –

and with a stick.

I did not think it was meant seriously.

14,756. What did he come about, as far as you
know?—I did not question him, but he was pointing

time think so.

out things about the place, and saying, “ All these are

14,785. You did not, you say ?—I did not at the
14,786. You thought it was meant more as a joke

for the black people, we will have all this ; all these

—More as a joke.

premises,” pointing out the lumbering stuff about the
place, “will belong to the black people.”
14,757. Was that the first thing you heard him

No.

say?—Yes.

14,787. Were they laughing when they said it —
*

14,788. What was it they did say ; can you recollect
the exact words —They said that they had no money,

14,758. Who was he saying that to ?—I don't know

that they could not pay the rent ; however they said

that he directly spoke to anyone.
14,759. Was there anybody near that he might
have been speaking to ?—There were some other
black people about the wharf.
14,760. Was Mr. Duffus there 2–Mr. Duffus was
in the yard.
14,761. Was he near enough to Mitchell to hear
what he was saying —I believe so.
14,762. Was that all you first saw Mitchell doing
or saying on the wharf; was he not giving orders to
Mr. Duffus, and saying that he wanted some timber
or something —Well, I afterwards heard.
14,763. Was it what you heard between them, or
between yourself and Mitchell ?–If my memory
serves me right he was speaking something about
boards, but I took no immediate interest in what he
was saying.
14,764. How came you to come up where he was ;
did you come there to take the order?—I generally
came down to take orders; that day Mr. Duffus was

“We shall soon get all the land free, and then we
shall have to pay no rent at all.”
14,789. But that remark did not impress you as
being important in the least 2–No ; it did not make
any impression on me at all ; I never thought of it.
14,790. Having thought nothing of it at the time
you first heard it, did you ever at any other time
before you heard what Mitchell said on this morning
of the 11th give it a thought again —I spoke to

gºing to Morant Bay, and I had to take charge of the
wharf until he returned.

14,765. Did that lead you up to the place where
Mr. Duffus was standing in the yard, when Mitchell

made this remark —Yes; it was just before the

stairs leading up to the office.
14,766. Was that the first thing you heard him say ?
—That is the first thing I can remember.
14,767. Are you quite sure you heard that the

first thing in the morning 2—I commonly trust to my
memory.

*

14,768. But are you sure it was as early as that in

tº morning when that was said —Oh yes; quite as
early as that.

14,769. Did anybody make any remark upon those
Words of Mitchell?—I do not remember.

14,770. Did it strike you as a curious thing that a
man should say all these things should belong to
Sºmebody else?–It did strike me; but having pre

ºusly heard the negroes saying that the land would
all free, that they would have to pay no rent, and
* Oh, I of course concluded that it was some of their
arrangements.

14,771. Where had you heard those things said by
"her persons which led you to think that — I
º it on one of the properties that I am in charge

Some persons about it.

14,791. Then you did give it a thought again —
I did give it a thought again.
14,792. Was it that which you heard two months
ago which led you to pay less attention to what
Charles Mitchell said 2–That which I heard before
and what Charles Mitchell said led me to think

nothing of it.
14,793. You thought it was just a continuation of
the same sort of thing –The same sort of talking.
14,794. You let it pass by without remark 2–1 let
it pass by without making any remark; I do not
remember making any remark.
14,795. Then the remark of Mitchell impressed
you as little as the remark which you heard two
months before ?—Yes, it did.
14,796. Are those the only two occasions in which
remarks of the same nature have reached your ears
from the lips of any parties —I cannot remember
hearing anything else.
14,797. Do you remember what led you to mention
that to a third person before the 11th of October 2–
Having heard it said by another party.
14,798. Do you mean something of the same kind 2
–Something of the same kind.
14,799. Having heard Mitchell say that on the
1 lth of October, did you see what became of him and
Mr. Duffus?—I had something to do a little from them,

and I heard Mr. Duffus say, “Oh, come on Mitchell,
and take a passage in the boat.” He was very anxious
to go across the harbour, and he wanted to get
Mitchell into the boat with him to get him across.

14,800. Did you see Mitchell again on the 12th,
next day ?–Yes; on the 12th, some time in the
morning, quite early, very nearly about the same
hour.

14,801. IHow did he come then 2–He came in

loose trowers and shirt, and no jacket on.

4772. Which property –Phillips Field.
14,773. Where is that ?—That is about a mile
"Prºperty adjoining Bowden.

-

14,802. Had he anything in his hand 2–Yes, he
off;

had a cutlass.

14774. Further inland of course 2–Yes.

14,803. Did you notice whether it was an ordinary
sharp one – I did notice, because he came up to me

*775. When had you heard that —About two or

with it, about four inches of me.

tº months prior to the rebellion.
*T6. From whom did you hear it — From some
black people,

14,804. What was its state —He came right

up

to me with the cutlass, and said, “By God, Depass,
I would just as soon chop your d-d head off as I
O o 3
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did they break anything —I went ashore after they

would chop this bale of goods open,” and he gave
three chops to the bale ; a black man came up and
said “Hallo, Charles Mitchell, what you do that for,
gentleman pay sixpence to put up those bamboo, and

dispersed, and saw all the furniture chopped up, and a
good deal carried away.
14,828. Did the “Onyx " do anything 7–She fired

you come and split it open.

three shells.

14,805. Was Mitchell very irritated and angry in
his manner 2–He was flourishing his cutlass reck
lessly, as if he was vexed, saying “Why don't you
put iron hoops on and then they could not be chopped

14,829. They did not take effect we hear?—The
crowd had dispersed.

14,830. You that day steamed off to Morant Bay?
—Yes.

14,831. And you stayed there until the 20th of

that way.”

14,806. Had you said anything to irritate him —
I never said a word to him before or afterwards.

14,807. Then without any provocation he came up
to you so 7–Yes, without any provocation.
14,808. Then you left him —He left me and went

October 2––Yes.

14,832. On that day did you march from Morant
Bay back towards Leith Hall ?—Yes.
14,833. Going by the top of Morant Harbour?—
Yes.

14,834. Under whom did you march ; who is your

away.

14,809. You were employed I believe that morning
with some of the people belonging to Morant Bay ?—
That same day the people were all at their work, I
left and went away to the bamboo fields,
14,810. Did you see any persons doing anything
before you left 2–Nothing particular to attract my

captain —Mr. Ford was captain of the company I

attention.

his house ?—Yes.

14,811. Did you say anything to the people that
were working with you ?–Not until after I had

14,838. Will you tell us shortly what you saw done
there?—A halt was made by the rear rank.

returned to the wharf.

was lin.

14,835. You went to Leith Hall ?—Yes.

14,836. On your way did you pass by Mitchell's
house 2–No ; we had not come to it.

14,837. After leaving Leith Hall did you go by

14,839. We do not want all these details; did

14,812. At what time did you get back to the
wharf?---I think it must have been about I I or
12 o'clock.

something occur at Leith Hall in which you took a
part. (His Excellency the President here read to the
witness the caution already printed.) You understand

14,813. What happened then to make you say any
thing 2—Mr. Duffus pointed out to me from the house,

that caution ?—Yes.

across the harbour, a mob of people gutting a shop
that was on the beach ; but previous to my going

Morant Bay, and before you saw the last of Mitchell

away a gentleman came over, a Mr. M'Gill from
Port Morant, and said, “Mr. Duffus, I am very much
alarmed, the people are in a great state over the

way, swearing to kill every white man,” and asked
Mr. Duffus to lend him his boat in case he should

have to make his escape.

14,840. Before you left Port Morant and went to
there, did Mitchell ever make use of a threat to you
with regard to yourself?—Before I went to Morant
Bav Ž

14,841. At any time 2—Previous to the 12th.
14,842. You say on the 12th you left for Morant
Bay ?–I did.
14,843. During the 11th and 12th when he was

14,814. Was the boat lent him 2–No, Mr. Duffus

said he could not lend it him, because it was the only

there, as you say, was any threat made use of by him
to you with regard to yourself?—Only what I men

one he had.

tioned before.

-

14.815. Did you ever go to the wharf, and after

14,844. Nothing beyond that —Nothing beyond

some delay get some men to man the boat, and take

that.

it out to sea —That was on the 13th.

14,845. Do you say the cutlass was within four
inches of your face before he cut the bands of the
bale ; was it flourished in such a way as if in mere
swagger, or was it a serious menace, according to
what you thought then 2–I thought it very serious,
because I was pretty well alarmed, and would not open
my mouth, and would not speak to him.
14,846. Was that said when he used the cutlass in
a menacing way to you, so as to induce them to think
he was menacing your life —Yes.
14,847. You seriously say that ?—I seriously say
from his having threatened me in that way I con
sidered that my life was in danger.

14,816. What happened on the 13th –On the
13th Mr. Duffus wrote a note to me to say that things

looked very serious down his way, and a-king how it
was with me ; I was then riding round the property,
and I immediately drove down to see him at Bowden
Wharf.

14,817. When you were at Bowden Wharf what
took place that day —I met him riding up to the
Ihouse, and he said you had better go to the wharf,
and see if you can procure hands.
14,818. Just tell us what happened at the wharf
that day ?–I saw a large number of persons there,
they were talking a good deal, and wanting their

moneys, which is an unusual thing on Friday morning.
14,819. Of whom did they want their moneys —
Of Mr. Duffus; they had heard he was going away,
and they would not allow him to go away except they
were paid.

14,848. Do you mean that at that time you e n

sidered so —On any other time he might meet me.

14,849. But at the time were you impressed with
the notion he was threatening your life —Yes,
14,850. Was that idea present to you when he was
flourishing the cutlass 2–Yes.

14,851. You were then in fear of your life —Yes,

14,820. Were these persons who were asking for

their moneys the persons that had been working

then.

under you and Mr. Duffus 2–Yes; up to the
Thursday.
14,821. Was it the moneys for that week they were

he not have done it —I dare say he could have done

asking for, or for the money for the week before ?—
For that week.

14,822. Did they do anything to the property there?
—Not until after we went away.

14,823. Did you see anything done by them 2–I
saw them smashing the things ; I was on board the
“Onyx" when that was done.
14,824. What did they do —I saw them carrying
away things on their heads.
14,825. Where were they carrying them from ?—
From Bowden.

14,826. Whose property was it —Mr. Duffus'.
14,827. Did they do more than carry things away ;

14,852. If he had desired to take your life

could

it.

14,853. Was there anything to prevent his carrying
out that threat, or might he, instead of throwing the
weight of the cutlass on to the balahoo, have cut of
your head with it —He might have done so.
14,854. He might have applied the cutlass to your
neck instead of the bamboo —He might.
14,855. Now as you were marching from Morant

Bay did you pass Leith Hall towards Golden Grove?
—Yes.

14,856. You were a volunteer under Mr. Ford?—
Yes.

14,857. Will you shortly state what you saw done

to Mitchell, what you yourself saw done?—I was
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14,891. How many ?—I think there were two or

called up before Captain Adcock and saw Mitchell
tied to a tree; I immediately said to the Captain that

I could give evidence of threats that man had offered

three, I cannot remember.

DAY.
--

14,892. Did you fire —I fired two or three seconds

S. Depass.

to me. He asked me the nature of the threats; I

after, the man appeared not dead, and I fired and 12 Feb. Iseo.

told him; and he said to me, Can you swear that that

shot him in the head.

man used those expressions, and held the cutlass

over you, can you swear that is the man? I said,
Yes, I can swear it. There was some argument for
some time, and the man was ordered to be shot.
14,858. What do you mean by argument, what was
said:—What was said between the officers I could
not say.

14,893. Did you receive any order to do that *I went in with the other soldiers to order.

14.894. Are you certain they were soldiers
Volunteers —Yes.

and not

º

14,895. Except yourself?—Except myself.
14,896. Then whatever number there were they

were all soldiers except yourself, and you were the

14,859. There was something said, you mean, by
the three persons, the substance of which you did not

only volunteer —To the best of my

hear?—No.

four or five who fired 2–There were not so many.

14,860. Was that all you saw done 2–I saw him
shot.

recollection.

i 1,897. Can you tell whether there were twelve or
14,898. Not so many as 12 —No.
14,899. Were there as few as four –I do not

14,861. Who shot him 2–The soldiers shot him.

14,862. Only the soldiers ?–No.

think there were more than two or three.

14,900. That is excluding yourself?—Yes, ex

14,863. Who else 2–I fired at him too.

cluding myself.

14,864. Who ordered the soldiers out to fire 2–

Captain Adcock ordered men to dismount and

14,901. Did you see the house burnt?—I saw the
house in flames.

shoot that man.

14,902. Who set fire to it?—I do not know.

14,865, Was that the only order given—can you
recollect the order you heard given by Captain

14,903, Did you see any woman there –Not until

Adcock?—I cannot recollect.

14,866. Cannot you give

-

we were marching.

14,904. How long did you halt altogether in order
it

in

substance 3–1

Cannot.

tºº. You say you heard him ordered to be shot ?

to go through the trial and shooting of Mitchell ?–I
think it must have been about half an hour.
14.905. Half an hour on the road 2–Yes.

—l eS.

14,868. What was the order ?—The exact words

used; the order was for the man to be shot, the
exact words I cannot remember.

14,869. You are not asked for the exact words,

14,906. When you started to march again you say
you saw some women there —No, I saw one woman.
One woman called out to me by name, “Mr. Depass,
are you going to leave Morris Holegate here * *
14,907. What

but for the substance. What was substantially

Mitchell's wife.

Ordered, without recollecting the exact words, as to
the soldiers who were to do it?—There were no

before.

sºldiers picked out.

14,870. How was it done then 2–Those that were
in advance marched out.

woman

was

that ?—That

Was

14,908. Had you known her before?—I saw her
14,909. You had seen her before, had you ?—Yes.
14,910. So that when she spoke to you you knew
who she was 2–Yes.

14871. How were you drawn up —They were all
in companies.

14,911. Was her husband dead at that time 2—Yes.

14,912. Did she know it?—She was in the yard

14872. In columns or in line?—I was not a drilled
Vºlunteer.

then.

14,913. And he was tied dead against the tree ?—

lºšič. Were you standing across or along the No, he was loosed down ; we were then marching.
rºad —Along the road.

14,914. What was it she did say ?—“Are you going

-

18,874. Who was on the right of this line, the
*liers or the Volunteers?—I do not remember.
14875. Where were the mounted men —Almost

all the men were mounted.

14,915. Who is Morris Holegate 2—A notorious
man it was said, I did not know it myself.
14,916. Where was he at that moment?—He was

14876. Soldiers and all 2–Yes.

14877. What did Captain Adcock say, he ordered
*me to dismount you say?—Yes.
14,878. How many

to leave Morris Holegate here * *

did

dismount º–I cannot

a man living in the same village.
14,917. Was he upon the ground 3–No, he was
not.

14,918. He was not in sight then when she put

that question to you ?–He was not in sight.

*ºr exactly ; a good many dismounted.

*19. Did he never say how many were to dis

14,919. Did you go into the house before it was

"untº—I do not recollect.

fired.

*880. Were you mounted or dismounted —I had
**mule, and I had dismounted by that time.
14881. You had been giving evidence?—Yes.

sort of inquiry was instituted 2–He was tied to the

*And Mr. Duffus had been giving
**—I did not hear his evidence.
*3. But you saw him there 2–I saw
there.

evi
him

*4. You saw him on the ground when evi
dence was given –Yes.

*5. Was he dismounted —I cannot recollect
"hether he was or not.

14886. You gave your evidence dismounted I
"Pose?–Dismounted.

º

Then you say the Volunteers were ordered

14,920. Where was this man Mitchell when this
tree.

14,921. Was tied up before his case was inquired
into ?—Some evidence was given before I came up.
14,922. When he was shot was he left tied to the
tree?–No, he was loosed off.
14,923. Who loosed him off?—The Volunteers.
14,924. Where was his body placed 3–Just at the
gate.

14,925. Removed from the tree ?—Yes, and placed
just at the gate.

14,926. Where was the tree ?–In the yard.
14,927. This Morris Holegate you did not know?

ºunt, how many did upon that order dis
"it’—I did not count them.

–Oh ! I knew him well.

14,888. How many fired ?–Two or three fired.
•ed ?–
yard. Where were they when they fired
the14,889.
—In

Yes,

-

r:
14,890.
respect to
otherHow were they standing with
each
-

twisted

º:
marched
the tree and

nd
and fired,

-

14,928. Was he an inhabitant of Harbour Head?—
14,929. What was he, a labourer?—Yes, a labourer.

14,930. Has he any particular reputation among
the people —Not that I know of ; the negroes said

in a line, but the men

that himself and this man Mitchell and others were

the soldiers fell on one

leagued in arson, in burning down Harbour Head
house,

-

O o 4

°
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14,931. Had he the reputation of having taken an

14,948. When was she in the yard 2—I did not
see her till after we were marching.

active part —Yes.

14,932. But you did not know anything of him you
say ?–Not of his general conduct.
14,933. Is he hung —No ; he is not hung, he is

12 Feb. 1866.

alive.

14,934. Has he never been taken —I heard that
he was taken up, but I do not know what for.
14,935. Where do you live ; where is your house :
—I live at New Market, about 10 miles from Bowden.

14,949. You say she was in the yard, at what time?
—Just as we were marching.
14,950. Who gave the orders to fire 2–Lieutenant
Adcock gave the order.
14,951. What was the order he gave 2–I do not
know.

14,952. Were they told to fire, or to make ready?
—I do not remember.

14,936. You were on duty on this occasion as a
Volunteer, and went up to Golden Grove —Yes.
14,937. There you were present at some executions,
trials, and floggings —Yes.
14,938. Were there people executed at Golden

14,953. On the occasion you have referred to, when
the people wanted their money, did you give it them?
—Mr. Duffus had a 5l. note in his pocket, and a
few shillings in silver ; he handed them the note
and said divide this between you, and to the women
Grove 2–Six men were executed, but I did not see
he gave 2s. apiece ; he said if you remain all quiet,
them executed.
as soon as I go to Morant Bay I will get some silver,
14,939. But you saw floggings —Yes.
and send up Mr. Depass and pay you all.
14,940. When you came home again, what was the
14,954. What was the usual day of paying wages?
state of your house :--It was quite empty, with the —Between Friday and Saturday.
exception of the frame of my bedstead.
14,955. At what time of day were they usually
14,941. Every thing taken away ?—Every thing paid —Between 5 and 6 in the evening on Friday, or
was taken away.
from 7 to 10, or sometimes later on Saturday, accord
14,942. You formerly used the word gutted ; is ing as they came down.
that the expression that you describe the state of
14,956. This was on Friday morning 2–Yes, on
things were found; that everything was gone –Yes. Friday morning.
14,943. (Mr. Gorrie.) Are you a native of Jamaica?
14,957. Did Mitchell ever work for Mr. Duffus, or
——Yes, I am ; I was born in this town.
at your place —Some two years ago, I believe, he
14,944. Have you ever been in America —I never worked on the wharf.
was off the island in my life.
14,958. He was not working there then 2–No.
14,945. Did you know Mitchell before ?–Thirteen
14,959. Had Mr. Duffus or you purchased any pro
years ago I got acquainted with him.
of him, or any stock of any kind —I never
14,946. And you knew his wife before ?–Just by (11 Ci.
-

yºn

sight.

14,947. She was in the yard, I understand you to

say, when you were there giving your evidence –I

4,960. Did you purchase any boards of him?-*

No

14,961. Are you sure of that ?–Quite sure.

did not say that.

The witness withdrew.

RoßERT MARSHAL WHITTLE (a black) sworn and examined.

R. M. Whittle
---

14,962. Do you live at Bath —Yes.
14,963. And are you a schoolmaster there *—Yes.
14,964. And also a clerk of the Established Church 2
—Yes,

14,965. Were you there on the 12th October last :
—Yes, I was.

14,966. Did you see some armed persons enter the .
town that day ?—Yes.
14,967. Do you know where Mr. Ford's store is 2
—Yes.

14,968. Did you see anything done by the people
to that store ?—Yes, I saw them enter the store and
carry away goods.
14,969. Did you follow them to the store ?–Yes,
and stood outside.

14,970. What did they do?—They entered the store
and took away a lot of goods.
14,971. Did they do that with violence 2–Not
violently, but if any one had interfered with them,

they might have done some injury.
14,972. Did they break the store open, or was it

open —No, the store was open.
74,973. How long did the people remain at Bath 2
—They went and returned again about three times.
14,974. During that day ?—Yes.
14,975. At any time while you were there that day
did they also go to Mr. George Kirkland's shop —
No, that was during the night; no one saw them go
there.

14,976. Then the next day was Friday, do you
remember a party of Maroons coming into the town
that day ?–Yes, later.
14,977. At that time what had become of the per
sons that had broken Ford's shop —They went away
and some of them returned and entered Mr. Mark's

14,980. That was before the 13th 2–Yes.

14,981. Then they had left before the Maroons
came 2—Yes, they left before the Maroons came.
14,982. After the arrival of the Maroons were you
present when any prisoners were brought in and
tried ?–Yes.

yº. Were

they tried before Mr. Kirkland?—

C.S.

14,984. Did you witness their trials —I stood
outside.

14,985. Did you hear what went on ?—No, I did
not hear, but I saw them brought up and flogged.

14,986. How many were you present at the fiogging
of *-I should say about half a dozen ; I did not see
the end of it : I saw a great number pass my house
while I was standing in the street, women and men.

I4,987. How do you know they were flogged :Because I saw some of them with blood on their

backs, and the women dropped their gowns.
14,988, You did not notice how the cats were made,
did you ?—Yes, they were made of wire.
14,989. Are you sure of that ?–Yes, I held them
in my hand.
14,990. You can swear the cat had wire in it, can
ou ?—Yes.

14,991. How was the wire put into the cat?—
Lengthwise.

14,992. Was it covered with anything 2—Nothing:
14,993. It was a naked wire, was it?—Yes, I had
it in my hand.

14,994. You saw no women flogged I suppose, did
you ?—Yes.

14,995. Among the six people?—I saw about six
flogged.

14,996. Did you see a woman among these six -

shop in that neighbourhood.
14,978. Did you see that done *—Yes, I saw it

Oh yes, I saw a woman flogged.

done.

on her back.

14,979. That was on the 13th –Yes, on the 13th.

14,997. Where was she flogged 2–In the same yard,
14,998. Was she tied up 2–Yes, she was tied to *
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cart; a piece of board was put up to a cart, and she
was tied to that.

14,999. What cat was used for the women –I
cannot positively say what cat was used for the
women, but I did not see the blood flow from the

15,000. What was the largest number of lashes yon SIXTEENTH
saw given to a woman —I cannot call to mind.
15,000a. You had no cat in your hand, except
this one with the wire —No, I saw another cat with

DAY.

R. M. Whittle.
-

no wire in it.

women's backs as I did from the men.

12 Feb. 1866.
---

The witness withdrew.

John Lewis (a black) sworn and examined.
15,001. Are you a baker at Morant Bay ?–Yes.
15,002. You are also a beadle, I believe –Yes.
15,003. Were you at Morant Bay on the 11th of
October 2—Yes.

15,004. Were you at your bakershop that day, and

did you hear cries going on ?—I heard a great noise
going on.
15,005. At what time 7–Between two and three

in the evening.

15,006. In consequence of that did you go any
where?—I just ran to the back part to see what it

J. Lewis.

15,016. When you got there did you see anything :
—The Volunteers were on the parade.
15,017. How long did you stay there —I did not
stay a minute ; I had to run back again.
15,018. To your bakery --Yes.

15,019. Did you stay at your bakery the rest of the
day —No.
15,020. How long did you stay there 2–About 10
or 20 minutes; I had to run back to my residence.
15,021. Where is that ?–Not a quarter of a mile
off.

Was,

15,007. What back part do you speak of ?—The
back part of my place.
15,008. Where did that look to ?—On the north
side.

yº. Did it look

towards the police station ?—

15,022. Further off the Court-house do you mean *
—Yes.

15,023. Did you remain there -—I remained there
the whole night with my wife,
15,024. And saw no more ?–No, I did not see any
more.

es.

15,010. How far from it 2–1t would be almost

20 yards,

15,011. Could you get a clear sight of the station
from your yard —Yes, but it was after I ran in the
front that I saw it.

15,025. Did you hear anything said by the people
on the parade –When the poor Baron was crying
out for peace, the people said “No peace, we have
come for war.”

15,026. Did you see any stones thrown by them :

—Yes, when the Volunteers were retiring ; they
15,012. What did you see ?—I saw a great body of stopped at the wall of the Court-house, and could not
persons come down with sticks and cutlass, and females
go back any more, and then the men began to pelt the

with their petticoats tied up, and their breasts hanging Stones.
down, and they were pelting the station and the men
15,027. Did they throw stones before the Volun
that took charge of it, and they took away the guns.
teers fired, or after —They threw stones before, and

yº. Did you see

them take away the guns –

then the Volunteers fired.

€S,

15,028. Did you remain there until the firing took
15,014. What did they pelt the station with ?— place —No ; as they began to pelt the Volunteers,
Stones and brickbats.
15,015. Did you go out further towards the Court
house?–Yes, iran back to the Court-house to call

the first volley, I ran away.
15,029. And you never went back again –No, I
did not.

the inspector.
15,030. Iſave you anything else to state 2–No.
The witness withdrew.

rºl.
CS,

ALEXANDER BREoN (a blaak) sworn and examined.
You are a master carpenter, are you not?—
15,042. Then you never got up to the parade at

15,032. Were you acting as a Volunteer on the

11th of October?—I was a Volunteer before the

all 2–We could not get in, it was covered with
people —
-

15,043. Did you go the Rectory – No, I was

11th October.

lºº. But you were acting on that day —Yes,

lº,094. Were you sent out by Captain Hitchins as

kicked down before I got as far.
15,044. Where you going towards it 2–Yes.

15,045. Where did they lick you down 2–Just

*Plºuet guard —Yes.

, 13.0%. Where did you go to ?–To the road lead between the roads leading to the top walk.
15,046. What with – With sticks; they had
"ş" the back of the rectory for two other Volunteers
who were absent.

cutlass and sticks.

§6. Did you find them, and return with them
-Whilst returning the people came in.

15,047. Who did that —A man, plenty others
were with him.

§987. What happened then as you were returning?

I was licked down with a stick.

15,048. How many were there do you think?—As

-We were both going the same road, as we came

far as I can remember, from 25 to 30 men over me :
the Cotton Tree, and looking down the road, some
could not have a chance of giving me a lick.
**jeant said it was impossible for us to pass the
15,049. How long were you on the ground after

from

º it was covered with people.

you were licked down —I cannot remember ; I was

15,038. Which way did you go?—At the same
me the people spied us, we ask them to allow us to

senseless, and when I came to myself I was naked, or

ti

*ourselves; they said they had no orders to do
ourselv
* and we ran
to save

l

es.

15,039. Which way did you run ?—To the bush

eading to the parade.

-

15,050. Was it dark when you came to yourself?—
Not quite, very nearly.

15,051. What became of you when you came to

yourself?—A female very kindly led me to the bush,

º1. Where
you in uniform ?—Yes, I was.
Did you go into the bush with your

and showed me the way to Mr. Parnther's pen.

. 9", ºr

the bush.

Miſſ
u

partly naked.

did you get rid of it 2–With my

15,052. And there you spent the night?—Yes, in

"", and I had my rifle with me.
The witness withdrew.

15589,

A. Breon.
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JAMEs JoJINsoN GRAHAM (a black) sworn and examined.

DAY.

J. J. Graham.
12 ['eb. 1866.

15,053. Do you live in Somerset district 2–Yes.
15,054. Do you remember one Friday during
martial law, while you were at your brother's, three
constables coming there –Yes.
15,055. Were they James and Richard Ross, and
Samuel Coniston –Yes.

15,056. Did they take you in charge –Yes.
carry you to Chingoe Foot Market 2

kº. And
— l (2S.

15,058. To Colonel Hobbs –Yes.

15,059. What did any soldier do there —The
soldier took a rope and put round my neck, and when
he put it round my neck we all sat down on the
ground, and he put the rope round another man's
foot, and said to me, “You must watch the rest.”

15,060. What did he mean by that –I don't
know.

15,061. Were you afterwards, all of you, marched
to Font Hill —Yes.

15,062. How many of you ?—I did not count them,
as I was a prisoner,

15,063. Did some of you ask for some water as you
went along —Yes.

:

15,064. What did the soldiers say to that –The
soldiers said “I will soon give you water with my
gun.”
15,065. Was that one of the white soldiers ?—Yes.

15,089. Had there been any trial before this 2–

They never tried me at all ; they never ask me any
thing at all.
15,090. Were these men all taken at the same time

as you ?—Only one man was taken with me.
15,091. Was that your brother ?—No, my brother
was taken up on Thursday; Daniel M*Laren was
taken up on Friday with me.

15,092. What was the effect of this firing at you
all —The Colonel said ready, and we heard the gun
cock, and he said “Fire,” and they fired (immediately)
a volley, and they cut down the whole of us. When
they had cut down the whole of us I found that the
rope between me and my brother was cut, and I
tumbled down as a dead man ; in the meantime I

said to myself if I stand up the rest will fire at me
again, so I tumbled down, and when I tumbled down
I turned my eyes up to see the guard ; one man was
about there, and one by the side of me, and as I see
them there I got up and ran right through them, and
as I ran right through them two of them fired again,
and I ran to the canes.

15,093. Did your brother run with you ?—My
brother followed afterwards.

15,094. Then he was not shot ?–No, neither of us
got no shot.

15,066. Was this when walking along by the river
side —Yes, and when they were drinking water

15,095. Both of you escaped 2–Yes.
15,096. And the others were all destroyed 2–Yes;
there was three of us brothers taken up, the other

themselves.

one was shot.

15,067. The soldiers were drinking 2–Yes.
15,068. When you got to Font Hill did you see the
constable, with Abraham Kelly, go to the top of the
chapel?—The constables took the trash off the house,

15,097. Were you afterwards taken up again –
Yes, I was taken up again at Yallahs Bay.
15,098. And were you taken before Colonel Hobbs

and Abraham Kelly was put upon the house and tied

15,070. And shot ?–Yes.

15,099. What did he say when you were brought
before him – He said he would not shoot me again,
because he never saw a ball cut a rope before ; he
believed the men cut the rope.
15, 100. What were you taken up for 2–I do not
know what they took me up for, they just came and

15,071. Who gave the order for it —The Colonel.

took me up.

15,072, Colonel Hobbs you mean *—Yes.

15, 101. Were you never told what it was for –
No ; they said M.Laren wrote the papers; they
found the papers, and M-Laren had put all the people
names upon the paper, and when I went up to
Colonel Hobbs he did not ask me anything at all

by his legs, and when they shot him he came head
foremost on the wall.

15,069. Were there some others placed against

the chapel wall at the same time —Yes.

15,073. After they were shot were they hung up
in the chapel ?—They took them up and hung them
up in the chapel on a cross beam.
15,074. Do you know whether on not they were
tried ?–I can't say, because some of them were taken
up on Friday.
15,075. Were all of those who were shot at that
time taken up before you were 3–1 dare say took up
before me.

15,076. You don't know whether or not they had
been tried ?—No.

15,077. Were you afterwards marched to Coley —
Yes.

15,078. Were you all tied as you went along 2–
Yes.

15,079. How were you tied ?—I tied singly.
15,080. You mean with your hands tied behind
ou ?—Yes; marching down to Coley.
15,081. Not tied to each other then 2–Not till we

arrived at Coley, when a big rope was run right
between us, and if the whole multitude of the men

died you can't get away, because the rope kept you ;
they tie your feet first before you, and after run a big
rope between you.
15,082. You said just now that your hands were
tied behind you ?—Yes, so they were.
15,083. Do you mean after that that one rope tied
ou all ?—Yes.

at Monklands – Yes.

about that.

15,102. Were you not at any time told what you
were taken up for 2–They said they had found my
name on the papers.

15, 103. Do you mean on the paper which M'Laren
had written ?—Yes; and I told them it could not be,

and if M Laren had put my name it was forged.
15, 104. You had not directed him to do it?—

Certainly not.
15, 105. Had you two houses —Yes.
15,106. Where were they at, Somerset —Yes.

15,107. Were they both burned —The two of
them.

15,108. Were they your own houses —My own
houses.

-

15, 109. How many other houses were burnt in
Somerset —I cannot tell you in numbers.

15, 110. About how many ?–If I was to say about
I may tell a lie.

15,111. How many were left —I think about five
houses were left.

I5, 112. Cannot you tell us at all how many there
were before the soldiers came there 2–Your Honour

it was a little city.
15, 113. Were there a hundred houses —There

15,084. Were you tied to your brother ?—I and
my brother were tied to each other.
15,085. Were soldiers ordered out to shoot you ?—

must be about that.

The Colonel ordered out to shoot the whole of us.

burned —Five they leave, all the others they burned.

15,086. How many were they f—As I was a pri
soner I do not recollect.

15,087. About how many do you think?—About
10.

15,088. Were you all put in a row 2–Yes,

15,114. And all of those, except about five, were

15, 115. What are you by trade –A sawyer.

15,116. Where do you work?—I work at the
Barracks.

15,117. Are you employed by anybody?—At the
Barracks.
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15,118. Is it an estate?—A village
15,119. Do you work on your own account, or does
anybody employ you?—My brother employed me.
15,130. How much a day do you earn ?—Sometimes

hung up at M-Laren's Chapel taken into custody on
the same day you were 2–Oh no, some of them were
taken up on the Thursday.

I can earn 3s., sometimes 1 earn 2s., and sometimes

—I was taken up on Friday, and Donald M-Laren was
taken up on Friday.
15,125. Were any of the nine that were hung up

ls. 6d., that is the least we work at.
15,121. When Colonel Hobbs gave the word ready,
what did he then say ?—He gave the word “Ready,”
and then he said “Fire,” and then the whole of them
went “R-r—ll.”

15,122. Are you sure he did give the word “Fire" 2
—Yes.

15,123. (Mr. Payne.) Where any of the nine men

I)AY.
--

J. J. Graham.

15,124. Were any of them taken up on the Friday ?
12 Feb. 1866.

in M'Laren's Chapel taken up on the Friday ?--I
cannot rightly say.

15,126. Was M'Laren hung up in his own Chapel?
—No.

15,127. Was the man Donald M“Laren one of those
who were hung up in the Chapel ?—No.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned till 10 o'clock to-morrow.

SEVENTEENTH

DAY.

SEVEN
TEENTH
DAY.

Tuesday, 13th February 1866.

The Hon.
Mr. Justice
Allan Kerr.

PIRESENT :

13 Feb. 1866.

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.

Russel.L GURNEY, Esq.

Jolin BLossett MAULE, Esq.

The Honourable MR. JUSTICE ALAN KER recalled and further examined.

15,128. We understand that you wish to add some
thing to your evidence of yesterday.-I do myself the

at my lodgings, or any persons capable of speaking.
With respect to conversations with such people I am

honour of occupying the further attention of the

not able to state it as a fact; but I am perfectly

Rºyal Commissioners for a brief space.

I was asked

certain in my own mind, that I must have put to

the question yesterday, upon what i grounded the con
viction which I stated that the administration of justice

them the question, “How is it as to the administration

in St. Thomas in the Last did not possess the confidence
of the labouring population. I further stated that the

of justice : " I feel perfectly assured, although I am
not able to state it as a fact, that I have put that
question frequently during the last five years during

conviction in question was of long date with me, but

which I have held the situation which entitles me to

that the original grounds of it had passed from my
memory. In the interval since yesterday I have had

importance to this source of information, observations

an opportunity of taxing my memory, as far as it
serves me on the occasion, as to what those grounds
are, and I now propose to state them, of course

observing that it is for the Commissioners, and not

fºr me, to judge what the value of those grounds is.
I have formed the belief on five distinct sources of
information. The first is conversations which from

time to time I have had with people of the labouring
class in that parish, not suitors before me, according
to a custom which I have had of encouraging visits
of the class in question. That is the first
ground upon which I found the belief to which I have
from people

referred. The second is conversations which from

time to time I have had with legal practitioners,
Practising but not resident in the parish, upon the
Very subject upon which I gave my testimony yester

give this evidence.

Fourthly, and I attach great

dropped by witnesses in the course of criminal and

civil trials.

In Bath and Morant Bay, for example,

I have no recollection of any particular instances, but
I have no doubt in my own mind that the defence,
which is an extremely common one in cases of
larceny, has been raised in that parish over and over
again. I mean this, that the estate from which the
property was alleged to have been stolen at the time,
owed a certain balance to the person charged for work
done on that estate. A good deal of my information
was derived from casual observation to which I have

made reference. Fifthly, the observations made by
the parties themselves, appellants or respondents who
have appeared before me, either to conduct their own
appeals, or to have them conducted for them by legal

practitioners. I may observe that it is a habit of mine,

day, as to the unsatisfactory state of matters in respect and always has been, as much as possible to see the
ºf the administration of justice; and those gentlemen parties construing the Act as one that contemplates
mentioned to me (I am unable to recollect the instances

the doing of substantial justice.

* this distance of time)—those gentlemen mentioned
to me facts leading to the conclusion which I have

at all events where the thing can be done without
impropriety, that the parties should state their case
before me ; and I have no doubt whatever, that

sated was mine, uamely, that matters in respect of
the administration of justice were not altogether in a
"isſactory condition. The last conversation I have
held with any legal practitioner upon that subject

I invariably require,

statements have been made to me over and over

again by those parties that went to assist the con
clusion at which I yesterday laid before the Commis

"st date as far back as two years and four months sioners, that matters were not in the state that might
"90; so it will be made intelligible to the Commis

*rs how it is utterly impossible for me at this date
"remember what the instances were. Thirdly, con
**sations which I have had from time to time with

Pºsons of intelligence resident in the parish; for

be wished, in respect of legal things bearing on the
class of , people to whom I have made reference.
There is only one other matter upon which I am
anxious to detain you for a very few minutes; but
I think it right to do so, because I attach very great

*le, the Island Curate or any dissenting clergy importance to it. . I stated yesterday, that in all my
* who may have done me the honour to visit me

experience here, I had never known one single case
P p 2
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of a labouring man suing for a small balance due to of Jamaica are in a great measure men of good
him of weekly wages, I have known cases of parties

sidered to have heen withheld when pay-day came

character, hard working and industrious men, most
invaluable to the peace, order, and welfare of the
community ; but also stated that by education and
condition they were not, most clearly, qualified for
that particular trust. The excuse for such a state of

round.

I further stated that the explanation was

things as I have mentioned, the excuse which is

this, that the class in question did not find it worth

pleaded (because I have made it a matter of private
conversation with parties) is simply that they are
struggling men, barely able to pay their way, and
who are not able to devote their time to the public
duty, and not sufficiently educated to recognise the
great importance of that duty. I am not aware that
I intended to say anything else.
15,131. You say you have never known a case of
an application to the magistrate for arrears of wages,
or for a sum in dispute by an estate's labourer, but
that you have for arrears of wages, so to say, upon
task-work —Upon task-work.
15,132. Can you explain how that should apply in

suing for piece-work, but I have never known the
case of an estate's negro suing for a small balance for
what he considered due to him, and which he con

their while to do so. In the first place, that the
expense was too great; and, in the second place, the
endless trouble, including in that trouble sometimes
an immense distance to be traversed ; thirdly, the
uncertainty of the eventual result from what I am
obliged once more to remark, the want of confidence
of the class in question in the strict impartiality of the
tribunal who were to adjudicate upon their cases;
but, fourthly, and so much has my attention been
given to this abuse, that it is almost incomprehensible

to me that I omitted to mention it yesterday—I mean
the almost absolute certainty of endless delay before
any adjudication takes place. I apply to my friends
now here, Mr. Lynch and Mr. Burke, and I am sure
they know that I have always shown a vigorous and
strong protest against it. It happens in this way,
when the plaintiff goes to his place there is great
difficulty in getting a court, from the extreme diffi
culty there is in getting magistrates to attend. But
the cases I wish to mention more particularly are
these, I have observed over and over again that there

seems to be some spell upon two magistrates sitting
together, immediately upon sitting, to defer the whole
business of the Court to the first day of adjournment.
One case I will mention as typical of them all ; and
this assertion, I wish it to be observed, I make deli

berately and am thoroughly aware of the responsibility
of it. The case occurred in the parish of Portland,
the adjoining parish to St. Thomas in the East. It
occurred at the end of October in the year before
last. An appeal came before me in which the
appellant sought to reverse the judgment of the
Court below, which was a judgment against her
by default, for not appearing to answer to a civil
claim.

I think a man had sued her for the small

one case, and not in the other ?—I think it is intelli

gible. The smallness of the amount in one case and
the largeness of it in the other. In that case at
Morant Bay I recollect the plaintiff was a black
woman, and she sued for 12s. for piece-work. She
had worked from day to day for a fortnight, but for
the other work, it is about 1s. 6d. to 2s., almost in

variably very small sums.
15,133. You stated that you thought in all cases
the administration of justice would be assisted, where
the stipendiary magistrate formed part of the bench ;
and you stated that in St. Thomas in the East there
was a stipendiary magistrate for the past year; we
find now that he had been appointed during 1858,
therefore, during the whole of that time there has
been a stipendiary magistrate who enjoys the confi

dence of the people —I have nothing to say against
Mr. Jackson.

I was not aware of it.

He is not in

the habit of attending the Circuit Court, and I was
not aware that he was resident in the parish at all.
I rather think he lives near the coast, and was not in

the habit of attending the Circuit Courts, which is

the only chance I have of seeing people in his

amount of some 12s. or 14s., which he alleged to be
due to him. I observed that judgment had gone by,
by default, and I called upon the appellant to explain

position.

that.

15,134. (Mr. Walcott.) Does your knowledge
extend all over the island, as to the working of the

The statement that he made (I am not quite

Courts —With the exception of what is called the

sure whether I gave it in full to the Government,
it was the occasion of a long correspondence, which
ended I hope in the reform of the conduct of affairs
in that particular parish,) was this :—that he lived

Home Circuit, that is to say this cluster of parishes

15 miles off; he came to Port Antonio and found

districts, that I am intimate with.

no Court sitting ; he remained the greater part of
the day and then went away. He attended at the
next adjourned Court, there was no sitting then ;
a labouring man's time was valuable ; he waited the

St. Catherine and St. Dorothy, and St. John and
Kingston, and what are called the Precincts of King

ston, it is only the country districts, the outlying

º:

15,135. (Commission.) What are the rules as to

the attendance of stipendiary magistrates at the
different Petty Sessions —That is a subject I have
not mastered. They are entirely under the control,

greater part of the day, and then wheeled about as

of course, of the Governor, who has the power, which

qn the first occasion. He came up the third time,
still no Court. He said, “ Is it any use for me to

he seems to have exercised more than once of late,

of removing a stipendiary magistrate to a district
go again º’ And he allowed judgment to go by where there is a more satisfactory sphere of action.
default. 1 give the date it occurred; it was in
Portland, on the last circuit of 1864. Other cases
I laid before the Government, and I am prepared

15,136. But a man when he is appointed

for

8,

particular district, say St. Thomas in the East, what
would be the arrangement of his attendance —He
to refer to the two letters which I wrote calling would certainly not attend at all the Courts, I should
his Excellency Governor Eyre's attention to such
a state of things. That case, if it had been a

Say.

15,137. Would he not be able to attend at all

solitary one might have been disposed of by the the Courts 2–I should say not. No person except
simple remark that it was a very hard case, but I say he had very good health and vigour could do it.
that is typical of scores of cases which have come
15,138. You have only mentioned three places
before me.
where there are Sessions held, Bath, Manchester, and
15,129. Have any of those cases occurred in
St. Thomas in the East 2–No. I only mentioned
one case as typical of others that occur, I will not

say in every parish, but in a great number of parishes.
I mean to say that the question of constant delay, con
stant postponement is produced.
15, i.80. From the non-formation of the Court —
Yes ; and the universal habit of delay and postpone
ment which I have noticed.

I have simply one more

remark to make as to the difficulty of forming a

court. I stated yesterday that the unpaid magistracy

º

Morant Bay ?—Yes.

15,139. How often are the Petty Sessions held Once a fortnight.

15,140. At each place —At each place.
15,141. (Mr. Payne.) Do you know the

time at

which Mr. Jackson was removed from Morant Bay

by Governor Eyre 2–I think he was removed imme
diately before the outbreak.

15,142. Only immediately before ?–Only imme
diately before the outbreak.

": {
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15,143. Do you know of the circumstances of this
removal at all ?—Nothing of my own knowledge.
15,144. I presume you cannot speak as to whether
there was any discontent in the parish in consequence
of his removal —No ; I am wholly unable to speak
to that. I have not visited that district since October

in the year before last, and all the information I have

got is open to everybody.
15,145. (Commission.) Your opinion as to the
unsatisfactory state of the law and as to the want of
confidence is not confined to St. Thomas in the East,

it applies also to other parts of

the island 2–Jamaica

consists of 22 parishes, in which, so far as my obser
vation has gone, matters differ very very much as to

the way in which justice is administered. In some
parishes, I may say, it is highly satisfactory ; in
others quite the reverse. Where there is an able
clerk of the magistrates, a most important functionary
in this island, where he is a man who lives on the

spot and addresses himself to his duty, he invariably
acquires over the bench an authority which makes
matters work much more satisfactorily.
15,146. I suppose one great corrective of that
would be the constant attendance of a stipendiary
magistrate —Yes, and a resident clerk of the magis
trates and Clerk of the Peace ; where those two

offices are held by men of ability, everything goes on
smoothly.
15,147. Whether there is a stipendiary magistrate
or not?–0h, there are very few. I think there are
not more than four stipendiary magistrates in the
whole island. I think in the large county of
Cornwall, there is only one, Mr. Chamberlaine of
Montego Bay. St. Thomas in the East has been
conspicuous in Jamaica as a district torn by dissen
sions of every kind. It is almost a distress to travel
through it. All the leading parties there, so far

back as my recollection extends, rank upon one side
or the other, two parties whose spirit towards one
another is something which I would rather not speak
about. It is very much the reverse of that which
should be expected of Christian men ; that is the
explanation. I believe, I cannot say I know, but I

believe it is a fact of notoriety that Mr. Jackson and
his brother justices were in a state of constant dispute,
I believe even on the Bench.

Mr. Jackson was

totally without influence there.

15,148. Was there a good Clerk of the Peace
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the stipendiary magistrate formed one of the Bench 2
—Certainly ; so far as regards St. Thomas in the
East. That parish has always been remarkable for
dissensions.
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I think the records at the King's House

would show endless complaints of public officers, one
against the other, and as to the faulty administration

The Hon.
Mr. Justice
Allan Kerr.

of justice. I mean to say documentary evidence upon
that subject would place it beyond all reasonable
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doubt that that is an exceptional parish.
15,150. Would the remedy for that, or for any parish
similarly situated, be that the stipendiary magistrate
should sit alone, unfettered by the attendance of other
magistrates ?—All these are cases of circumstance;
and exceptional cases must be dealt with in an excep
tional manner. If the Governor was of opinion that
a stipendiary magistrate was a fit and proper person,
it would be for him, reference being had to all the
circumstances, to say whether he was disposed to
commit the whole administration of justice to a
stipendiary magistrate, or to allow him to sit in
association with others.

15,151. Do you think it would be an advantage to
abolish the unpaid body ?--I think it would, I have
long been of that opinion. I say there are not the
materials for an unpaid magistracy in Jamaica. I do
not mean to say that there are not many individuals,
men of very high character, men capable of keeping
their own with the best of any community, but they
are a mere handful, mere units in a large population.
I might here take the liberty of observing that the

question is one very far from being free from difficulty
on account of the large geographical state of Jamaica.
In British Columbia Mr. Leyton did the whole duty
himself, and only with healthy exertion ; but here,
on account of the enormous distance, I think if a

system of paid magistracy was resorted to, it would
before long make a large inroad upon the purse of
the Government ; the expense would be enormous.
The parish of St. Elizabeth alone is sixty miles long.
15,152. Have you directed your attention to what
number of stipendiary magistrates would be re
quired —At last I think there seens to be the hope
of such a thing, but up to this date it was a hope
without being the least of an expectation. I have
not given my attention to it, but I believe it would
require a very considerable number of persons. I
think I stated yesterday that there were at one time
as many as 55 stipendiary magistrates.

there?—No ; I am bound to say that the Clerk of

15, 153. That included the visitations 2––Yes.

the Peace there was not an efficient public officer.
13,149. I think what you stated yesterday, you
would probably make some qualification of You
stated that the administration of justice at the Petty
Sessions would be perfectly satisfactory, supposing

15,154. But merely to attend every session ?–I
skrould be sorry to hazard a mere guess, because I
have not considered the subject ; but I have no doubt

it would entail a very heavy expense upon the public
resolul'CeS.

The witness withdrew.

GEGRGE JAMES ARMSTRONG (coloured) sworn and examined.
G.J. Armstrong.

lălă, Are you now residing at Lloyd's Estate in
the parish of St. John 2–I am.

13,156. On the 11th of October were you stopping

* house of Mr.

Francis Bowen, at Coley 2--I

15, 163. Did you see from what direction they
came –They came from the Morant Bay direction.
15,164. What did you do upon that ?—I left the
house.

15,165. Oh, you had not left the house before

15,157. On the night of that day did you hear from
* Servant of Mr. Bowen what had occurred at Morant

#ay.*—Yes; I heard

of the disturbance at Morant
-

13,158. On the following morning, in consequence
ºf the information that you received, where did you

***—I left the house and went among the negro
Cottages,

, 13,159, Belonging to the Coley Estate?—Belong
!"g tº the Coley Estate or in its immediate neigh
bourhood.

-

1%lſº. Did you see any body of people come up in

that –No ; not before I saw the assemblage.
15,166. Then it was in consequence of the infor

mation you received, and secing the advance of this

body that you left the house 3–Yes. And previous
to my leaving I saw a Mr. Miller, of Serge Island,
and a Mr. Drummond pass through the yard.
15,167. Did you then conceal yourself in the house
of a person named Wills 2––Yes.
15,168. Did he assist you in that ?––He did.
15,169. Was that one of the labourers on the
Coley Estate *—Yes, I presumed so.
15,170. While you were concealed in that cottage,

*heighbourhood where you were 2–I saw a great

did any of the body of men come into the cottage à

"d assemble at the works,

Yes; during the night a body came in.

#!ºl. At the works of Coley —Yes.

*162. What number of people were there about
- suppose about 200 or 300,

15,171. That would be the Thursday night 2–
Yes; and I heard them describing the feats they had
performed, and the robberies they had committed.
P. p 3
-

-
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15,195. Did you remain there -—Yes, until the
17th, the Tuesday.
1)AY.
15,173. Did a second band come in 3– Yes; a
15, 196. Did anything happen on the Sunday ?—
second band came in, and the old man fearful, of my On the Sunday? Yes. They called there again
G.J. Armstrong. being seen in his house, led me out of the back (they were always coming and going), and said the
white troops were coming over the hill, and that they
I 3 Feb. 1866. of his house, and I got under some planks under
some thatch which overhung it, and concealed myself were burning down right and left of them; and they
got panic-stricken. Cowell said that Bogle was in force
there until they passed.
15, 174. What number of men were there 2–I did advancing to give the troops battle; that he Cowell
not see them : I merely heard the tramp of the had advised them against it, whereupon they fled.
horses.
15, 197. On the Tuesday you say you got away ?—
15, 175. When they had passed you returned to the On the Tuesday I got away.
house *—Yes; and I remained there all that night
I5,198. You were not in any way ill-treated while
until the next morning, when Mr. Bowen's domestic you were there 2–No ; not by any means.
sent a mule and a guide to lead me over the swamps,
I5,199. Or the other prisoners ?—No ; nor the
and show me into St. David's.
other prisoners that I saw.
15,176. Did you start upon this mule with the
15,200. What did you do on the Tuesday that you
guide –I did ; but we had not gone very far when got away ?—I went to Morant Bay. I returned on
he turned back, and said he was afraid that if he was the Thursday to Mr. Bowen.
seen assisting me to make my escape, that they would
15,201. Is that to Coley —Yes.
kill him.
15,202. On going there did you pass the market
15,177. Did you then return to Wills' house –I where the 6th Royals were 2–We stopped at the
returned to the cottage at Coley.
market, and I saw this man Stewart, and recognized
I5,178. Was he afraid to take you in 2 – Yes; him and gave evidence against him, and I heard after
whereupon I turned to Mr. Bowen's cottage.
wards that he was shot or hanged, or something,
15,203. And his house burnt down 2 – And his
15,179. About eight o'clock on the Friday morning
did you see a body of men advance 2–1 heard the house burnt down. Dacres told me that he gave
voices of some in the yard, and before that I saw a directions for my being captured; that they thought
great concourse at the works as on the morning before. at first it was Mr. Elkington, the overseer of Belvidere,
15, 180, Were there bugles 2–Bugles and drums.
and as they expected the Maroons to charge them
15,181. Did you see in what way they came 2– momentarily, they thought if they had caught me
They seemed to come from the same direction, they would have killed me.
15,204. The Maroons would 2–Yes; that they
Morant Bay direction.
15, 182. Were they armed in any way ?—Yes, with spared nobody that was not of their party.
15,172. Was there anything particular in what
they said —No ; they passed on.

SEV FN
TEENTH
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15,205. Did he tell you also as to any directions

sticks and cutlasses.

15, 183. The ordinary cutlasses — The ordinary

Bogle had given 2–Yes; he mentioned that Bogle
had directed them to take no more lives, but to make

cutlasses.

15,184. Was there anything then that you have to
tell us about them —No. A short time after that
one of Mr. Bowen's servants told me that a few

prisoners of all they could.
15,206, Were you with either of the troops or

volunteers in any of their proceedings in the course

of the people were coming after me, and he advised

of the suppression ?—I was not.

me to make my escape. I got down into the garden,
and shortly afterwards I heard a shout of the fellows

lö,207. Did you witness any executions —I did.
them —At Morant Bay I saw several hanged and

coming aſter me, and I saw a man with a rifle in his
hand, which he levelled at ine, and two others, one
with a new regulation sword, an officer's new regula
tion sword, and the other with a cutlass, and they

seized me and said I was their prisoner. They led
me from there up to Mr. Bowen's cottage, placed a
guard over me, and robbed his store.
I5,185. Did they carry you to Font Hill – Yes,

15,209. In the cases of those that you saw whipped,
had there been any inquiry first 2–As far as I know
and observed an inquiry was always made.

15,210. Was it a mere inquiry whether they had a
pass or not, or was there any further inquiry —Those
who were hanged, I believe, were first tried.
15,211. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was your evidence on

one Bryden's.
15, 187. Were there any other persons there f –

Stewart's trial the same as you have given here, that
you were not ill-treated –No ; I gave evidence

There were three others.

against him about his having captured me.

15,188. In what position where they —They had
been book-keepers at Coley, two of them, and one of

told us here, that you were not ill-treated ?–No, I

them was a teacher, I believe.

did not.

they in the same position as yourself?—They were

15,212. But did you not also add what you havº
15,213. (Commission.) You did not give ally
evidence of having been ill-treated 2–No.

15,214. (Mr. Gorrie.)

there as prisoners.

i

whipped.

15, 186. To whose house did you go there 2–To

15,189. Were they acting with the people, or were

º

15,208. Can you give us any information about

Did you mention before

their leader, Dacres, and one Cowell.
15,191. Was there a person named Stewart —Yes;

the Court that Dacres had taken you for your protº".
tion merely 3–No : I made no statement of that
kind ; my evidence was simply against Stewart,
15,215. You did not state that —No; I made nº

the man who took me was named Stewart.

statement of that kind.

15,190. Did you see any persons who appeared to
exercise authority over the men 2–I saw after this

15,192. Did he say anything 2–Yes; he wanted
me to cut my arm, and he would cut his, and we were
to taste each other's blood as a pledge.
15,193. As a pledge of what :-That I would join
them, join their party; and this was to be the pledge.
15,194. This was on Friday the 13th 2–Yes.

15,216. (JIr. Walcott.)
their hands.

15,217. Do you know the man who levelled the
rifle at you ?–Yes; the same man Stewart.

Dr. Robert GEORGE BRUCE sworn and examined.

15,218. Where do you reside –In Vere.
15,219. On the 23d October was your front door
burst open 2–Yes.

15,220. And were you then surrounded by armel
men under Lieutenant Sinclair 2–Yes.

-

Did you see whether

Dacres or Cowell were armed – I saw no arms 1"

The witness withdrew.

I}r.R.G. Bruce.

*>
tº

15,221.
made
–Yes.
15,222. And
Where
wereprisoner
you carried
to ?–-I was taken
to the Court-house and kept there till Wednesday
morning.
15,223. That would be the 25th –Yes.

º
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15,224. Where were you then carried to ?—I was
then carried in irons and tied to my gig to Old
Harbour, 18 miles off. I was then put in a mule

waggon and driven to his Excellency the Governor in
front of the King's House; after that I was sent to the
guard room, and soon afterwards sent on to Up-Park

Camp and put into one of the cells. The next morn
ing I was marched from Up-Park Camp to the
Ordnance Wharf, and next morning went to Morant

15,234. (Mr. Payne.) The Governor, I think, was
quite close to you, was he not *—Quite close.
15,235. (Commission.) Was there any unnecessary
hardship beyond that of your confinement at Morant
Bay —The greatest annoyance was that the accom
modation was so horrible and I could not sleep. The
Provost Marshal at night came into the room.
15,236. To see whether you were there 2–1 suppose

SEVEN
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Dr. IR. G. Bruce.
13 Feb. 1866.

S0.

Bay.

15,237. Were you taken out to witness the execu

i5,225. How long were you kept there?---Altogether
I was 60 days a prisoner.
15,226. How were you then released ?–By Habeas
Corpus.
15,227. Released on bail —On bail.
15,228. To answer some charge for which you are
now about to take your trial – Yes.
15,229. Where you confined all these 60 days 2–In

the inspettor's house in Morant Bay.

tions —No.

-

15,238. Were you told of any charge against you ?
—No ; no charge at all.
5,239. Do you mean there was no charge told you
at all while you were there 2–No.
15,240. When you were arrested was any charge
made against you ; were you informed of the reason
you were arrested 2–Lieutenant Sinclair said he
arrested me by the order of his Excellency the

15,230. The Inspector of Police –Yes.
15,231. (Mr. Payne.) I think when your hands
were manacled, and you were tied to your seat,
Mr. Sinclair saw your position and slackened the
rope, did he not ?—He did.
15,232. How were you fastened at the time the
Governor saw you?—The ropes were about me, and
my hands in irons.
15,233. (Commission.) In handcuffs, I suppose 2

15,241. Were you locked up in this room at Morant
Bay ?–Yes; there was a policeman at the door, and
the door was constantly shut.
15,242. Did the Provost Marshal visit your room *
—Oh yes; often in the night, and the police also.
15.243. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was there a policeman in
the room with you at night —Not in the room with

—In handcuffs.

Ille.

-

Governor.

-

The witness withdrew.
JohN LoRD sworn and examined.

15,244. Are you an inspector of police —For 25
years I was. I am not at present.
15,245. Were you in St. Thomas in the East –

Yes; and other parishes.
15,246. When did you cease to be an inspector –
In March last year.
15,247. Were you in St. Thomas in the East before
that period?—I was.
15,248. Do you know the line of country which
lies between Manchioneal and Port Antonio —I do :

that was part of my district, and Portland also.
15,249. Were you over that district in October
last?—I was.

15,250. Were you there before, on, and just after

J. Lord.

the outbreak —I saw several groups of negroes
standing on the road-side, apparently waiting for
something or the ether ; it was very unusual. There
were some 30 or 40 in different groups extending
all along the road.
15,264. That was on Friday morning the 13th 2–
Yes.

-

15,265. Was that all that attracted your attention
that morning —That was all that morning.

15,266. At Port Antonio you remained how many
days —Until Monday. I think it was Monday the
“Wolverine” left.

15,267. The 16th –The 16th.

the 13th of October 2–1 was there before and sub

15,268. Did anything occur while you were there :
—Several messages were sent down and brought in

sequently.

by the market negroes, that the people were coming

15,231. I mean immediately before ?—Immediately
before.

15,252. When were you there in respect to that

date?—On Sunday I was at Morant Bay.
15,253. On the 15th –On the 15th I was at Port

Antonio ; on the Sunday previous to the outbreak

I was at Morant Bay.
15,254. That would be the 8th of October then —
€S.

5.255. Upon that day did you leave Morant Bay
-Yes; in the evening for the river district.

13,256. Were you there professionally —No ; I
Went there merely on a visit to my sister.
15,257. Did you go to Manchioneal —On Monday
| arrived at Manchioneal.

15,258. How long did you remain there —Till
tº morning of the 13th. The evening of the 12th
|heard of the outbreak and the massacre at Morant
ay. I immediately recommended my brother-in

* Mr. Ward, to remove the ladies down to Port
Antonio,

15,239. How far is that from Morant Bay, where
Yºu Were 3–About mine miles.

1%200. What was the name of that place —Fair
rospect.

|3261. Having given the advice to remove the
* to Port Antonio, what did you see or do your
self?–On the morning of the 13th, at daylight, I

down to attack Port Antonio.

There were several

fires on the borders of Portland and St. Thomas in

the East on the night of the 14th.

15,269. Did you see those 2–Yes; Mulatto River
was burnt down that night ; we saw that distinctly.
15,270. How far is that from Port Antonio —It
is about 10 miles I should think ; it is situated very

high on the mountains, just at the back of Port
An

Antonio ; we could see the fires distinctly.

immense number of ladies were brought in from the
country.

15,271. On the day you left did you return to Fair
Prospect —No ; I did not consider it was safe.
15,272. Where did you go to ?—I remained at
Port Antonio. We got the ladies on board an

American barque, the Captain very kindly received
them, and they put out to sea.
12,273. I want you to tell us the effects you wit.

nessed of the outbreak in the country —I came
round by water in the “Wolverine.”

12,274. Where did you land –At Kingston.
12,275. Did you see anything in your passage 2–
No ; we passed by at night. We saw fires as we

were coming along Manchioneal Bay.

I don't know

how they were caused.
12,276. Was that all you witnessed between Port
Antonio and Manchioneal Bay ?—That was all.

15,277. Were they fires of houses burning —Houses
** two of my nieces and a young lady, Miss burning.
15,278. Not signal fires —Oh dear, no. Very
Algºl, from Fair Prospect to Port Antonio. .
extensive fires.
!?!?. How many miles did you drive 2–14.
*8. In that distance did you see anything of
15,279. Along the coast 3–Yes.
Pºp 4
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J. Lord.

15,280. How many fires did you witness —Three
or four fires; but on the evening and night of the
14th they were very large fires indeed.

15,281. Have you been there since —No, I have
not.

13 Feb. 1866.

I thought it was an unusual demonstration on

the part of the people, seeing so many on the road
that morning.
15,282. They did not interrupt you, or stop you at
all 2–Oh no ; not at all.

15,283. They did not attempt to stop you ?—No.
15,284. I suppose you know the labouring classes in
St. Thomas in the East very well ?—I do.
15,285. Are there many Africans now in St. Thomas
in the East 2—Well, the last two or three years, prior
to my giving over command, there were several
Africans located on the various estates.

15,286. And having had considerable experience
in this island, do you think there were more Africans
in that district than in others ?—No ; I should say
in Westmoreland there are more, from what I saw of
a riot that occurred there in 1858.

There are a far

greater number there than in St. Thomas in the
East.

15,287. Are the Africans badly conducted people;
are they more troublesome to manage than the negroes

of this island 2–Not when they become acquainted
with the language of the country.

I think the African

negro very easily managed, and more easily led, by
the European especially. I never found that they
were difficult to manage. I found the Creole generally
more troublesome in the course of my duties.
15,288. Can you give us any idea of the number of
Africans in the last two or three years who have been
introduced to St. Thomas in the East 7–No; I
cannot.

15,289. (Mr. Gorrie.) Could you distinguish these

fires of which you speak, whether they were negro huts
burning or estate houses —They appeared to be very
large buildings.
15,290. Could it not have been trees or bush

—No ; fires apparently of wood buildings, from the
way the fire burst out suddenly.
15,291. Might it have been a whole village —The
moment I saw the fires I said there is Mulatto River

burning.
15,292. But along the coast 2—The fires were in
the village of Manchioneal ; it would be impossible

for me to say whether they were small houses or
large.

The witness withdrew.

Rev. E. Palmer,

Rev. Edwin PALMER (a black man) sworn and examined.

--

15,293. Where were you residing on the 20th of
October ?—I was residing in Kingston.
15,294. Where you on that day apprehended by
two policemen 2–I was.
15,295. Were you placed for two hours in the city
cage and after that removed to the Barracks —Yes.
15,296. And there locked up in a dark cell ?–Yes.

15,297. Next morning were you removed to Up
Park Camp —Yes.
15,298. What was done to you there 2—I was
removed there, and the officer there asked me
15,299. Do you know who the officer was 2–No ;
I do not know. I think the general was there. I
don't know him.

I was told he was there.

was at the Ordnance Wharf, one came up to tie my
hands, and I said, “Don’t tie it so hard as the others,”

as I saw the others were crying out, and he called out
to another sailor, and they both lashed me together,
lashed it heartily, and tears came into my eyes. They
then took me into the boat, and then to the “Aboukir.”

I went up and the captain gave orders that I should
be placed in irons. My leg was placed in irons, and
I was placed on my back. I had nothing to eat there,
and he gave orders that if any of the prisoners should
make an attempt to escape to blow out their brains.
15,305. Who gave that order 2–The captain.

15,306. The captain of the “Aboukir 7”—Yes;

I know

and he said, “Dont care about their lives any more
Major Prenderville was there. He wanted to know than you would a cat's life.” Another one said
the cause of my coming there. I told him I was not to me, “What are you ?” I said to him, “I am a
aware myself of what was the cause ; I was a loyal Baptist.” He said, “Then because you are a Baptist
subject, and I did not know what to say. He said I will hang you for that.”
15,307. Who said that ?—One of the officers in the
there was no paper with me to know why I came ;
however he sent me down to the provost-sergeant vessel ; being a stranger I could not tell their names.
there, and he called for a rope.

15,300. Who did —The sergeant called for a rope
to tie my hands behind, and to cut my hair, and placed
his hand on my head and began, but afterwards he

stopped and he took me into a cell and locked me up

!

15,308. Could you tell what his rank was 2–1
could not.

I5,309. Was he in uniform 2–Yes; he had a blue
coat and some lace about him.

15,310. Was any one present who you can mention;

there.

was the captain present at that time 2—At that time

15,301. Were you bound —No ; he did not tie my
hands, he attempted to do so but he did not carry it

knew that.

Out.

have known him.

15,302. How do you mean he attempted to do so?
—He called for the rope and said my hands were to

15,311. But how do you know it was the captain
who said what you mentioned?—Why, I was told

be tied.

afterwards that he was the captain.
15,312. Did you afterwards hear him addressed as
captain *—Yes.

15,303. He expressed his intention of tying your
hands 2—Yes.

15,304. What then 2–I was placed in the cell

I did not know who was the captain ; afterwards I
If the captain was there I would not

there until the afternoon, and I was told that I was

15,313. Was the person whom you afterwards saw
addressed as captain present when the officer said

to be removed, and I was taken from there by soldiers,

this 2–I am not aware that he was.

and I was escorted by a large detachment of soldiers

15,314. Were any other officers present –Others
might have been there; I cannot say, I was so much

through the streets of Kingston to the Ordnance
Wharf, and there my hands were lashed behind me in
a very severe manner, which brought tears to my

frightened. I was there in irons, and I had a fever;
the fever got in my head. The doctor came to me,

eyes. I had never been tied before in my life, or and when I was getting a little better he told me that
about 18 inches of rope would be better for me, the

been imprisoned in any way in my life; and I was
placed in the boat and taken on board the “Aboukir”

with my hands lashed behind me. I found it a diffi
cult matter to get into the boat with my hands tied.
I am afraid to go into a boat whether my hands are
tied or not, and being tied I found it terrible work.
I did not know how to step into the boat, because I

best medicine I could get,
15,315. The doctor of the “Aboukir 7”—Yes. . .

15,316. What is his name —Dr. Ryan, I think, is
his name.

15,317. What next ; how long did you remain on
board the “Aboukir "-I think I remained 12 days.

was afraid of the boat; I did the best I could with

I had to sleep on the bare deck.

the hard usage from the sailors. At first, when I

and from the top deck I could see the skies, and when

No bed; nothing;
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the rain came it wetted me and gave me severe cold.
No doubt that gave me fever too.

15,341. Were you ever told what the charge
against you was 2–No charge at all ; and I was

15,318. Were you in irons all these 12 days —

under the impression that there was no charge at all

0.

against me.

15,319. Had you your hands tied behind you all
those 12 days?—Yes. When I went on board and
was placed in irons my hands were loosed and placed
in irons. I was there for about three days in irons.
15,320. Your feet you mean *—Yes; and then
afterwards, because I suppose the captain thought
very likely I would die, as I was so cast down, that
he gave orders to relieve me, to take away the irons

from my feet; and he gave me a little airing on the
deck, and he put irons on my hands to go there.
15,321. What did you get to eat during those

12 days?–On the “Aboukir" they gave us beef and
bread, and so on. As far as the feeding went they

did very well there ; we had nothing to complain of
there, so far as that went.

-

15,322. Were you afterwards, on the 2d of No
vember, removed on board the “Cordelia f"—I was.

15,323. And taken to Morant Bay ?—Yes.
15,324. Is there anything you have to state as to
your treatment on board the “Cordelia *—On board

Rev.

November that you stopped there 2–Yes.
15,343. What was done then –I was there all
along, till afterwards when martial law was closed.
The Tuesday after I was ordered by the Inspector to
be taken to the district prison. First he came and
some one, I think the surgeon, said, “Well, what are
you going to do with these men º’ IIe said, “I am
going to discharge them.” He went upstairs and
wrote some bits of paper, what are called passes, and
he called out several names and said, “Take up your
baggage" (little bundles we had), and every man
took up his things ; then when he had called several
names he seemed as if he had forgotten our names,
and we thought he was going to discharge us. He
afterwards came back and said, “Fall in, men,” and
we fell in, and he ordered us to be taken to the district
prison.

13,344. How long did you remain there 2–I
remained there until a writ of Habeas corpus was

the “Cordelia” the first thing when we went of

sent for me.

15,345. Were you released upon that ?—I was
released.
I was taken before Judge Ker and
released.

15,346. Did you have to give any bail —I had to

15,326. Can you mention any particular treatment
from any particular officers?—They said, “You will
be hanged, rascals, you will be hanged.”
15,327. What officer made use of that expression ?
—I cannot tell ; I did not know the parties. It was
the first time I ever saw them in my life. I know
Ole of them told one of the sailors to put me in the
position so that the oar (the thing that he rowed with)
might beat my stomach.
15,328. But did he tell him to do it that he might
strike your stomach 2–He told the man to put me in
a position in which every one knows he would strike
my stomach.
15,329. I want to know whether he made use of

the expression, that the oar was to be in such a posi

tion as to strike your stomach —He did not name
the oar, but the position in which he placed me would
have that effect. However, the man when he did so
said, “No ;” and I afterwards heard the man grum

give bail for 300/. to answer any charge that might
be brought against me.
15,347. Are you about to take your trial 2–1 am.
I was taken before Sir Bryan Edwards, and with
some technical objections I was discharged. How
ever, though I have been discharged, yet I am again
indicted upon the same charge.
15,348. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were you taken to see the
executions —Always, from the time I landed. The
very afternoon I landed I was taken.
15,349. (Commission.) Each day upon which there
were executions you were taken out to witness
them —Yes; and to see the people flogged.
15,350. To see the people flogged too —Yes.
15,351. Is there anything you have to communicate
about it —All I can is, it was horrifying to one;
and after trying the best I could
. I cannot
describe my feelings from what I saw.

15,352. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was there anytl.ing on

bling and saying, “Dear me, where is English

board the “Aboukir" done to you when you were

sympathy.”

taken from below to the side of the vessel ?—When

15,330. You cannot tell us who that sailor was, I

I was taken out of irons to go to the head of the ship

suppose —No; but he certainly was a very humane

a rope was placed round my neck, and the officer had
one end of the rope in his hands, and in the other a

person.

15,331. When did you land at Morant Bay —I

landed at Morant Bay. .

drawn sword.

Whenever I had to attend to the calls

of nature I was taken with a loaded gun behind me.

15,332. On the same day you were put on board

the “Cordelia "–On the same day.
15,333. You were only a few hours on board the

“Cordelia?"—Only a few hours.
15,334. Were you then marched to the police

I was denied saying even, “IIow-do-you-do" to my
wife ; and up to the time I left, I could not ask any
person how was my wife. I was not allowed to
receive a letter from her, and see anything save the
Bible I had with me.

-

gallows, and I was told that I would be hung to

15,353. Did you send a petition to the Governor
afterwards 3–1 sent a petition to the Governor.

mºrrow morning.

The whole of us did.

station —I was ; and on my way I was shown the
lă,335. Who told you that —I was told by the
marine men, the soldiers.

15,354. When —While we were in Morant Bay
District Prison.

13,336. Were you called before the Provost Marshal

* Morant Bay –Yes; and he asked me what was
" name, and I told him my name.

After calling

"ut the names he said something like this, “Heads
"D." I cannot tell what one of the men did, in fact

We were all suffering very dread

fully, and had it not been that we were released, we
should all have died.

15,355. Was there any answer to your petition ?—
The Governor never replied to us.

We told him we

were loyal subjects : but we never got any reply:

"9 of the men did, but he ordered two to be taken

we assured him of our loyalty, and that we were

out to be catted.

innocent.

13,937. Two of the prisoners?—Yes; one Goldson
after that he said,

15,356. (Commission.) IIow long have you been
a Baptist minister —I think I have been a Baptist
minister for the last 15 years, and I have been in

13:338. On
—Yes;
laidstation.
down on
We the
had floor
no beds
given we
us atallthe

Kingston for the last 13 years.
15,357. Have you been in the country districts

19339. How long were you kept there —I think

much —I have travelled sometimes.

ºlone Samuel Clarke; and then
lit down there, you fºllows.”
the flºor.

"...ºnlined there for about 12 days.
15,340. Was there any trial, any enquiry into your

15,358 Have you ever been to St. Thomas in the
East 2—For the last three years I have not been

*%-No person ever asked me anything.

there.

15589.

E.Palmer.

-

15,342. That would take you to about the 14th of

course the sailors and the officers were very harsh,
very unkind.
15,325. The officers ?–Yes; those who had to do
with us.

SEVEN
TEENTH
DAY.

-
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15,359. Do you belong to the Native Baptist
Denomination ?–No; I belong to the Baptist Society

15,385. Is that a feeling which you find generally

prevalent among the labourers?—I found it pretty
much so.

DAY.

in London.
Rev. E. Palmer.

15,360. Have you ever been in Stony Gut 3–I do

13 Feb. 1866.

15,386. Would that apply to the stipendiary

magistrates ?–No. I never heard, as far as my
knowledge goes, of any stipendiary magistrates being

not know that place at all.

15,361. (Mr. Gorrie.) Do any of your congrega
tion come from the parish of St. David —I have a charged thus.
large congregation at St. David's.
15,387. Had you any stipendiary magistrate in St.
15,362. You know that parish well then ?—Quite David's 2–We had. Mr. Fyfe is our stipendiary
well; I go there once every month.
magistrate, but he was not there at all times; he was
15,363. What part of St. David's 2 – Yallahs taken away from there and was at the Penitentiary.
estate. Perhaps i might be allowed to state that
15,388. At the time that these people were not
when I was taken, Mr. Nairne took charge of my paid on Norris estate was he then the stipendiary
-

study, and examined all my private papers, and magistrates in your district —No ; he was not then.
found nothing, and went into the chapel and opened
a press, and ripped up the floor in four different

15,365. Is she here 2–She is not here.

15,389. Can you mention any other case where the
people were not paid —Well, I have been always
hearing complaints that the people had not got paid.
15,390. I am afraid there are complaints on the one
side that they do not do their work, and complaints
on the other side that they do not get paid ; is not

15,366. Can you tell us anything of the people of

that so *—I believe so.

places.

15,364. (Commission.) That is what you have been
told, I suppose 2–Mrs. Palmer was present.
St. David's 2–I believe the people there are poor on
the whole ; sometimes they can get work, and some
times they cannot. Sometimes they might get pay,
but it is precarious.
15,367. Do you know that of your own knowledge?

15,391. Are there any other cases where you have
applied to the overseer to see whether he confirmed

the account given by the labourers ?—No.
15,392. Have you any more overseers and labourers

on estates connected with your congregation ?—No,

—Yes.

no other. I did apply to another book-keeper who
15,368. That they do not get paid for the work has to pay the people and so on, one Millard; he
they have done —Sometimes they do not get paid.
is not here now.
15,369. Will you mention any cases that you know
15,393. What estate is he book-keeper of ?—He is
of, where they have done their work and have not
at Albion estate.
book-keeper
people
the
been paid for it 2–I know it in this way,
15,394. What did he tell you?–He told me that
that I am placed over will tell me, those people I
have confidence in, they will tell me that they worked, the people were not dealt with at all fairly.
15395. Upon his estate 2–Upon his estate.
and people who have to do with the estates, and that
15396. Where is that estate 2–-St. David's.
at certain times the people do not get paid.
15397. Do you know any other cases of discontent
15,370. Tell us what people and upon what estate
they tell you that they do not get paid?—I was told that or dissatisfaction, of your own knowledge; you see
a great many of the labouring classes, and you
they do not get paid upon Norris estate sometimes.
15,371. By whom were you told that they do not would have opportunity probably of observing ; the
get paid upon Norris estate 2–Well, I was informed Royal Commission will be glad to know if you do?
—I am not now prepared to state anything more.
by some of the people.
15,398. You don't know anything at all, as I
15,372. By whom were you told that the people on
Norris estate do not get paid —I was told by the understand, of the people in the neighbourhood of
overseer there.

I asked him and he told me the

people did not get paid in truth.
15,373. The overseer —Or the book-keeper.

15,374. What is his name?—His name is Bogle.
15,375. Has he anything to do with the other man

Stony Gut 2–Nothing at all. I don't know the
place at all.
15,399. Nor Manchioneal 2–No.

15,400. (Mr Gorrie.) As to the stipendiary magis

trate in St. David's, does he ordinarily attend the

of the same name 2—No.

Petty Sessions 2–I believe he does,

15,376. When was it he told you that they did not
get paid —Oftentimes. I inquired of him when the
people said they had not got paid. I inquired of him

15,401. That is Colonel Fyfe, is it 2–Yes.
15,402. (Mr Payne.) To whom does Norris estate
belong 2—Mr. Georges.

whether they had got paid, and he told me no.
15,377. How far is Norris estate from Morant

David's 2–Yes.

15,403. (Mr. Gorrie.) And he is custos of St.
-

Bay ?—I should think it is about 13 miles; I am not

15,404. (Mr. Walcott.) When the people com
that they were not paid, was that in answer
plained
15,378. Was Bogle one of your congregation ?— to any complaint of yours that their contributions
Yes ; Bogle is one of my congregation.
were falling off?—They would come and complain
15,379. Did he give you any reason why they did to me that they could not give their contributions
not get paid –I cannot charge my memory exactly because they were not paid.
now that he did give me any reason.
15,405. (Commission.) I suppose the payment is
15,380. Do you know any reason why the people
who do not get paid do not avail themselves of their voluntary, is it not; no fixed sum ?–No. Voluntary;
certain.

legal remedy ?—When they come to me I tell them whatever they choose.

to state the matter to God and be quite, and do the

15,406. (Mr. Walcott.) Did you ever state your

opinion to your congregation, that they could not
best they can.
justice at the Petty Sessions —Never; I have
15,381. Do you know any reason why they do not get
Dr. Underhill's letter I
do it; is it on account of oppression that they don't been very careful; even
there.
congregation
the
to
took
never
do it, or other reasons?—I am of opinion that it is
15,407. You have not done anything to create
are situated, for persons really to get

very hard, as we

that feeling, amongst them —I always try, sir, to

redress in these matters.

15,382. Why do you think it very hard 2–Because set what is right before them.
13,408. You never communicated to the people
there is a friendship existing, and that friendship
existing, you find that when persons go to law they that, they could not get justice —No. I never
would do that. People don't tell me much, but
scarcely get any remedy.
15,383. You mean from the constitution of the whenever they come I suppress anything like it.
Petty Sessions —Just so.
15,409. Are you aware that Colonel Fyfe has been
15,384. And they are persons who are likely to be stipendiary magistrate for the last three years in
interested, or friends of those interested —Yes.

St. David's 2–I cannot say the number of years.

The witness withdrew.
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CHARLEs WALKER (a black) sworn and examined.
15,452. How many did he take up —About 50 I
15,410. Are you a labourer?—Yes.
think.

15,411. Do you live at Rocky Point?—Yes.

C. Walker.

15,412. Where is that ?–In St. Thomas in the
East.

15,413. Were you at a place called Winchester on
the 14th of October 2–1 was.
15,414. On the Saturday ?—Yes, on the Saturday.

15,415. When at Winchester, did you see soldiers
coming from the direction of Bath —Yes, I did.
15,416. Were they white soldiers ?—White soldiers.
15,417. Did they come along the road by a hut

15,453.
15,454.
15,455.
15,456.

Where did they take them to ?—To Bath.
Did you go with them —No.
They went in that direction ?—Yes.
Do you know a constable of the name of

Anderson 7–Yes; William Anderson.

15,457. Did he gome to your house ?–Yes, he did.
15,458. When did he corne —He came to my

house on the Wednesday.

15,459. The Wednesday after the Saturday ?—
Yes.

belonging to a man who was a watchman –Yes.

15,418. Did you see what happened —Yes; that
man was shot by the white soldiers.
15,419. Under what circumstances; what did the

15,460. Did he say anything to you ?—He did not
See tile.

-

watchman do —He climbed a tree.

15,420. What tree ?–A mango tree.
15,421. Was that near his hut —Yes.
15,422. What time of the day was it —Between

15,461. Did you hear him speaking 2–Yes.
15,462. To whom *—To my wife.

15,463. What did he say to your wife —That he
had come to take me up.
15,464. Anything more ?—No ; he did not say

9 and 10 o'clock in the morning.

any more.

15,423. What happened when he was up the tree ?
—They shot him and he tumbled off.
15,424. How many soldiers were there 2–About
ten of them, and Mr. Shortridge was with them.

gone to Bath.

15,425. Were they under command of anybody ?—
I don't know, but Mr. Shortridge was with them.
15,426. How near to the party of soldiers were
you, when you saw them fire —Very near ; about
from here to that wall.

-

15,427. What happened, that you saw next —
They went to a negro house, and they saw two women
standing at a gate, and seeing the soldiers coming
they ran in the direction of their houses, and two of
them fired, and they shot one old woman dead, and
shot another in the hip, Jessy Barrett.
15,428. Was that on the same road 2–Yes.
15,429. The road that leads from Bath to Win

My wife told him I was not there, I was

15,465. Then what you know is what your wife
has told you ?—No.

I was very near him.

15,466. Did he not say something about the
Maroons and the Baptists —That was after that.
It was Mr. Porter who said that.

William C. Porter;

he was our overseer at Pera.

15,467. What did he say?—He came the same
Saturday.
15,468. The same Saturday that this constable
came 2–Yes.

Mr. Porter

came

to the constable

stating that he was a Volunteer, and he had asked
for two days' leave of absence to come and revenge
the niggers, for if he did not they would come to my
house and kill me.

15,469. Did you hear that ?–Yes; “and there are
some fellows about here, in the place, especially
Walker.”

chester —The same road.

15,430. What regiment was it *—A Newcastle
regiment *—Yes.
15,431. Are you sure of that ?—Yes.
15,432. Passing through Winchester leads you to
Golden Grove –Yes.

15,433. Were they going in that direction ?—Yes.
15,434. After they shot the old woman, did they
do anything more —No ; them go on.
15,435. You say the person who got the ball in
her hip and was not killed, was Jessy Barrett —Yes.
lá,436. Did you go home then –Yes; I leave and
go home.

15,437. Where is your hºme 2–Rocky Point.
15,438. Is that near Winchester z-About

15,470. That was yourself?– Yes. “You must
d
bring him either alive or dead; and all the d
Baptists' heads must be struck off.”
15,47 l. Are you a Baptist –Yes.
15,472. After you heard that you went away ?—
Yes.

15,473. Where did you go to ?—I was going to
Airy Castle.
15,474. Did you get to Harbour Head first 2–
Yes.

15,475. Did anything happen to you there 2–As I
got to Harbour Head I heard the report of guns, and
then I advance up to the bush nearly to the house. I

two

went to the house of Mitchell; I heard Mitchell

miles from Winchester.

bawling, and I saw some soldiers going towards

15,439. Did anything happen to you on the Monday
after the Saturday ?–Yes; a constable came out into

Morant Point, and I saw Mitchell down on the

ground bleeding.
15,476. Did you see him shot ?–No.

the street and gave out orders.

15,477. Did you go forward to a place called Airy

15,440. Did you hear those orders ?–Yes; I hear
the constable give the orders out, that we must ail

Castle –Yes; the Maroons came there.

kºp in our houses; everybody not keep in will be

15,478. Did you see them take any men there?—
They came there and went to a house of two men

taken up.
15,441. You hid yourself I believe —Yes.

15,442. You were not taken up —No.
3,443. Did you after that go to Bath –Yes.
d 15,444. What day did you go there —The same
ay.
15,445. Monday ? — No.

Saturday ; the next

named Williams.

15,479. How many were taken up 2–Three.

15,480. What did they do with them 2–Put them
off a little distance to say them prayers, and while the
men were saying their prayers, they said they had a
load which were going to Bath, and they took away

Saturday. I was hid myself away until the next

one, Joseph Franklin, and five of them shot the two

Saturday.
13,446. You were hidden a week —Yes, a week.

James Williams in the head before they left.
15,481. Did you see them burn any houses?–Yes;

13,447. The Saturday after you went to Bath, you

they burnt the two James Williams' house.
15,482. Did you see any officer with the Maroons 2

Mºre persuaded to return home and not go there 2–
ČS.

1%+18. You met some woman —Yes, I met a
WOIIlan,

—Yes; I know the officer.

15,483. What is his name?—Briscowe.

15,484. Was he present at the time 2—Yes; he

gave orders when they were shot. The Maroons
!3,449. And you came back —I did.
}%430. What did you see when you came home * said that Williams was always coming up to Moore
- saw the constables take and lash up a lot of Town, saying he was a doctor, and that he always
people.

*451, Was that at Rocky Point?—Yes.

TEENTH
DAY.

came to Moore Town to rob them; that he was an
Obeahman.

Q q 2
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15,485. That Williams was an Obeahman?—Yes.

you work the whole day; is it task-work or day

SEVEN
TEENTH
DAY.

15,486. You heard the Maroon say so ?—Yes.... .
15,487. What is meant by an Obeahman —This

work 2–I always work task-work.

C.

W. lker.

13 Feb. 1866.

man was a doctor, and some sime

agº...he got them

drink, gave them bush; and this Williams came to
Moore Town once and gave the mother bush-medi
cine, and the mother don't live; and he said he

15,525. How much can you earn ?—I always earn
1s. to 1s. and 6d.

15,526. How many hours are you at work to get
1s. and 6d. —I have to work very hard.

15,527. How long —One day, and the next morn
ing when I go back to finish it.
15,528. Then you cannot earn Is. and 6d. in one
-

would rob no more.

-

-

-

-

15,488. Then this robbery consisted in giving
medicine for the mother, which did not cure her ?—

day ?—No : sometimes I take two days when the
work is bad.

Yes.

-

15,489. What do you mean by an Obeahman —
After they call in the medical men who are doctors,

15,529. Is it in weeding canes that you work –
Yes, weeding canes.

15,530. How many chains do you weed for four

and can't cure them, then they call the Bush-doctor.
15,490. Then an Obeahman is a
That is what they call it.

Bush-doctor —

bits 2–25 chains for 1s.

-

15,531. Is the land where you work wet land 3–
-

-

15,491. Have you ever seen any of the medicine
they give —No.

fă,492. What power is the Obeahman supposed to
have ; more power than the doctor *—Sometimes the
bush is more effectual; more cure; sometimes they

rub you with the bush, and sometimes give it to you
to drink.

15,493. What is the bush – They give you some

Wet at times.

15,532. But generally speaking 2–No it is not.
15,533. Do you have the same, whether the land is
wet or dry, whether the work is light or heavy, do
you still have the same —Yes.
15,534. 1s. for 25 chains —Yes; and sometimes
30; when it is a little thin, 1s. for 30 chains, but
when it is bad, 1s. for 25.

15,535. When it is bad you say you cannot do it in

times guaco.

15,494. Did you ever see this made *—Yes; they

one day ?—No.

15,536. How many hours do you work?—From

boil it up.

15,495. Have you ever seen it boiled by the Bush

6 to 6.

15,537. How long are you away for your meals

doctor —No.

15,496. Have you seen medicine made –Yes.
15,497. What sort of thing is it —Some take

altogether, only an hour 2—Yes.

15,538. Do you mean you are working 11 hours?—

bush and some guaco, and some vine.

Yes; 11 hours, take breakfast one hour.

15,498. Do they boil it —Yes; if you complain of
cold they will give you clary.
15,499. Have you any wooden babies —I know
we have some sometimes to frighten thief. They put
it in the ground and when the breeze comes it

15,539. Upon what estate do you do that ?—Upon
Golden Grove sometimes, and sometimes on Pera,
and sometimes upon Mr. Kirkland's. I never worked

rattles.

sº six to six you say, being

15,500. After you had been to Airy Castle, did you
go back to Rocky Point again 2–Yes.
15,501. What was the state of the house when you
got back —Burnt down.
15,502. Where had your wife gone to ?—To her
sister's house.

15,503. In the same place; Yes ; in the same

cane for Mr. Kirkland.

15,540. Upon Golden Grove you usually work
away only one hour?

- l eS.

the year round 2–No ; sometimes we don't when
the crop is over.
15,542. What do you do then 2–Go to another
place, work for Mr. Kirkland ; he is just by my
district. I go and chop logwood.

lace.

15,504. Had the house finished burning when you
got home —Yes.
15,505. Was it all destroyed 2–Yes.

15,506. It had been destroyed while you were at
Airy Castle –Yes.
15,507. You lost everything that was inside 2–

Everything gone; only my life saved.
15,508. Was there a Baptist Chapel there 2–Yes.

-

15,541. Can you get as much work as you like all

15,543. What work does Mr. Kirkland do 2–Chop

logwood.

15,544. Then you can get work all the year round?
—Yes; different works.

15,545. Are you paid regularly ; do you get your
money every week —No ; sometimes we don't get
any money at all.

-

-

15,546. How is that ?—When it comes to Friday
they say the work don't please them.
15,547. What do you do then ; have to finish it?

I5,509. Was that burnt —That burnt down, and
they took away the Bible.
15,510. Were other houses at Rocky Point as well

—They never bother with it any more ; whatever you
do is gone to nothing ; they won't let us go back and

as yours burnt 3–Yes.

finish it.

-

15,548. Upon what estate has the overseer refused

15,511. How many ?–Plenty of houses.
15,512. A dozen —More than that.
15,513. Were there two dozen —More than that.

to pay you anything for the work that is done, because

15,514. Were there 60 or 80 *—Yes, 60.

estate 2–Yes.

it is not done well; has that been on Golden Grove

15,515. Is it a settlement f—Yes.

15,516. How many houses were standing –Seven
houses were burnt in that village.
15,517. What makes you say there were 60 houses
burnt —They were 60 houses inhabited.
15,518. And out of that 60, seven were burnt 2–
Yes, seven.

15,549. Who was the overseer or book-keeper
there 7–Mr. Chisholm.

15,550. Has it been so on other estates ?–Some

times it has been done at Duckenfield estate.
N

15,551. They do not tell you to mend the work?
0.

-

...?

15,552.
But they refuse to pay you anything
ing 7–
Refuse
to pay

15,519. You are a labourer, I think?—Yes.
15,520. On what estate do you work 2–Sometimes

15,553. Refuse to pay you anything 2–Yes; when

with Mr. Kirkland, and sometimes I work on the

you don't do good the labour, they don't pay you

Pera estate.

at all for day labour ; they don't pay me nothing.
15,554. When you have not received your pay,
have you ever gone to a magistrate and summoned
the 9Yºsee 3–No ; we never summon them.
!9.5%; Why?–No use you summons them, no

15,521. Have you any ground of your own?—Yes.
15,522. Is it your own ground, or do you rent it 2
—I rent it from Pera.

15,523. How much can you earn a day as a la

bourer —I can earn 2s. to 1s. and 6d., but I never
get it.

15,524. How much are you paid for the labour if

body will hear you.

º6. How do you mean nobody will hear you?
Hierº
is no justice at all; nobody would hear
II.10.
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15,557. How do you know that, if you have

own land 2–Some of the land you can't earn nothing
at all, excepting to get a little provision to feed you

never tried ?–I have not, but others have tried.
i5.558. Can you tell us of anybody who have tried and your children.
15,579. How much land have you ?—Two acres in
and not get their rights *—Yes.
15,559. Who?—A good many,
15,560. Tell us one at Mr. Chisholm

SEVEN
TEENTH
IDAY.

C. Walker.

different pieces.
at Golden

Grove –I know one Andrew Bartley.

15,561. When was that ?—Last year.
15562. Did he summon Mr. Chisholm ?–No ; him

15,580. What family have you ?—My wife and
children, four children besides myself and my wife.
15,581. Are you able from two acres of ground to
get food for them —Yes; I ought to be, but my land

go to make complaint to the magistrate, but he never is not good land to produce.
get right. He had no money to summon him ; he
only complained.
i5,563. Who did he complaim to ?—Sometimes we

complained to Mr. Hire and sometimes to Mr. Har

13 Feb. 1869
---

r

15,582. What do you pay for it *—ll, a year.
15,583. For each acre or for one 2–21. for two
acres.

15,584. Who do you pay it to ?—ll. for one acre
I pay to Mr. Porter of Pera.

T180m,

15,564. Where is the Magistrates' Court in your

neighbourhood ; how far from where you live —In
Bath.

15,585. And who do you pay the other ll. to ?—
I thought you meant for my own land.

15,586. Is it your own land, or do you pay rent for

15,565. How far is that from you ?—About four
miles from me.

15,566. What is the first thing you have got to do,
suppose you are not satisfied with your wages and
you want to summons your overseer, what have you
got to do, do you know?—No, your Excellency; we
have got no money to summon them.

15,567. What have you to pay for taking out a

it : you pay rent for your provision ground; how
much land have you of your own that you pay rent
for 2–Oh, one acre.

15,587. You said just now you had two acres —
Yes; one acre is my own. I pay ll. a year for my
ground.
15,588. For how much ground —For one acre.
15,589. What is the other acre; is it your own 2–

summons —To sue for debt 2

Yes.

15,568. Not for debt. Suppose you want to sum
mons your employer for not paying you when you
have done a week's work, how much do you have
to pay for taking out a summons 2–2s. 6d.

15,590. Have you bought it *—Bought that.
15,591. What did you pay for that, the acre you
bought 3–About 7/., with the surveyor's expenses.
7 l. 14s. with the title and all.

-

15,569. You say you cannot summons because you
have not the money in your pocket to pay for the
summons —Yes.

15,592. Does the ll, an acre you pay include your
house 2–Yes.

15,593. Cannot you and your family live upon the

15,570. You say you have your own land. How
long does it take you working your own land * What
time in the week do you give to that —Saturday

produce of that land 2–No ; I cannot live upon it

sometimes,

make 7–Provisions.

lää71. Is Saturday enough for working your own

alone without going to work.
15,594. What do you buy with the money you
15,595. What kind –Cocoa and yams, and plan

land?—No ; sometimes I am obliged to be absent

tains and all that.

from work.

15,596. (Mr. Gorrie.) Is that land of yours culti
wated land or is it bush —When you take it you are
in bush and you cut it down.
15,597. Is your land cleared, the land that you

15,572. How much time in the week do you
want for the cultivation of your own land –We do
not take any certain time; it is according to the
SeaSOh,

-

bought 7–Yes; that is cleared.

15,573. Do you work as much as two days a week
On your own land 7–Sometimes.

15,598, Was that land clear when you bought it 2
—No.

15,574. Taking one week with the other ?—Week

after week you may take a day little by little, and go

15,599. You had to clear it, and you gave 71. 14s.
for it 2–Yes.

on till you work up.
15,575. Does it generally take as much as two

15,600. What is it you grow upon that land 2–

ºys a week to work it up 2–No ; you can't spare

Bitter cassava and a little beans and peas, and all

that time.

sorts of things.
15,601. Have you got any poultry —Fowls.

15,576. How do you mean 2–You can't stop from
your work.

lºſſ. Do you mean to say you are regularly
Working rhore than four days in the week —Yes;
When there is work.

15,578. How much are you able to earn from your

15,602. And pigs —Yes; but you keep them in
the pen, because if you let them out the neighbours
would shoot them, and so would the gentlemen.

15,603. (Mr. Walcott.) Who was the magistrate
that Andrew Bartley complained to ?—Mr. Hire.

The witness withdrew.

EMANUEL Joseph GoLDsoN (black) sworn and examined.

15504. Were you formerly a sergeant in the police
fºrce?—I was for 11 years and 4 months.

E.J. Goldson.

a little shop in Princess Street prior to my getting the
market.

13,605. How long have you ceased to be so *—I
15,610. At the present moment you are waiting to
take your trial at Kingston —I was tried, but the
*ed in the month of May, 1862.
, 13,606. What have you done since —I have been jury could not agree, after being locked up six days.
*ght months of that year city inspector of Kingston I was tried on the 26th January, and the jury was
* 100', a year; from that time i have been acting
“lerk of the market for 12 months, then acting lessee

"the market for another 12 months, then I tendered

discharged on the 1st February, and could not come
to a verdict.

15,611. On what charge were you tried ?–On the

!"ºl, and was outvoted by 1,066i. for the market

charge of sedition.

mºl, and that was last year.
13,607. You were outbid —Yes; and from August
"f that year till October, when I was taken into
custºdy, I was doing nothing.
*308. Is that all you have been doing during the

15,612. Are you awaiting any second trial now 2–
Yes, with others, for conspiracy, on my own bail.
15,613. You were taken into custody ?–On the
morning of the 19th of October, at 4 o'clock in the
morning, at my residence, No. 19, Love Lane.

Period you mention ?--Yes.
15,609. Nothing else —About

15,614. Where were you taken to ?—To Kingston
Barracks. I was apprehended by Mr. Nairne, the

four months I kept

Q q 3
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inspector of police, and a policeman, without a

until 2 o'clock p.m., when we were released from the

Warrant.

irons and allowed to remain there.

-

We were taken

\DAY.

E. J. Goldson.
13 Feb. 1866.

15,615. What was the charge 2–There was no
charge and no warrant.
15,616. Who sent him 2–Colonel Elkington.
15,617. But there was a warrant 2–There was no
Warrant.

-

15,618. Where did they carry you to ?—To the
Barracks.

15,619. How long did you remain there?—I re
mained three quarters of an hour, and was then taken
to Up-Park Camp, and there I remained from Thurs
day morning till Saturday about 4 o'clock in the
evening. In the meantime my boots were taken from
me, and I was left in my bare socks on the floor; that
was on Thursday the 19th, and I was kept there till
midday of Saturday the 21st. Then I was called, and
when I went to the officers' quarters I saw Mr. West
morland.

Mr. Nairne was there, and he said to me,

“You say that you are innocent of this affair, but
“ you can give some information of the persons con
“ cerned.” I said the first part of his observation
was correct, but the latter was not, because if I knew

a person concerned and did not report it, I was just
as bad. He asked me, “ Did you not attend the
Underhill meeting : I said, “ I did.” He asked,
“Did you not deliver an inflammatory speech there?”
I said, “I did not. I spoke on the assault law which
“ gave the justices the power to send a man to the
“ penitentiary, and made it optional to fine him.” He
then said, “Did you not deliver other speeches that
were inflammatory " I said, “I cannot say: it is
too long ago; I have no notes.” He then said, “I will

“ take down what you say in writing, and it may
“ be used against you.” I said, “ In reference to
“Mr. Gordon I know nothing about him.

I never

“ had any correspondence with him ; I don’t even
“ know where he lived. I have met him in the street,
&
‘ that is all I know of him.” He said, “You have

not had a correspondence with him f* I said, “No,
sir.” He said, “I have found a letter among your
papers.” I said, “You cannot; but you may have
“ found one from the Reverend Mr. Gordon, the head
“ master of Wolmer's free school.

As to St. Thomas

“ in the East, I do not know the parish, and was
“ never there.
“ lived there.”

I have a brother who told me that he

on deck next day to walk. I was handcuffed with the
Reverend Mr. Harris. The next day we were allowed
to be without handcuffs. The next day we had
prayers on the quarter-deck, and on Sunday we had
service on the lower deck. Whilst I was in irons, and
just about when that time was finished, a sailor gave
me a blow on the head, and but for a rope which he
had to lean over he might have smashed it.
15,626. What with ?—With his hand. I cried out,
but he dodged, and I could not find him.

On the 2d

we were allowed to go in the rear with the rope over
our necks, and the end held by an officer with a long
sword.

We remained till the afternoon of the 1st of

November, and then got orders to get ready to go on
board the “Cordelia" for Morant Bay. We went
and arrived there on the 2d, and about 2 o'clock we

were sent to the station. While the sergeant was
taking the names, Inspector Ramsay came. He asked,
“Who are these ?” and he was told that these were

prisoners from Kingston. He said, “Take the names,”
and then he came towards us. They were in double
ranks, and I was about the fourth from the beginning,
He asked my name. I told him, and he went away,
but he turned back and said, “What are you looking
at f Take him out and give him a dozen.” I said,
“I have not done anything,” and he said, “Take

him out, and if you say anything I will give you two."
I was taken out ; they stripped my jacket and shirt off;
I was tied by the hands and lashed to a post in the
street, and flogged by a white soldier. A policeman
was told to flog me, but he refused.
15,627. Why —I suppose because he knew me
and had a respect for me. I think that was the case,
I being an old sergeant. The soldier gave me 12
strokes on my bare back.

-

-

15,628. Was he a white soldier ?–Yes.

15,629. Of what regiment —I cannot say.
15,630. Was he a marine or a soldier 2–I do not
know.

15,631. Did you see the number on his cap —No ;
I was so frightened.
15,632. You got a dozen or two –I got one dozen
with a cat-o'-nine-tails, on Thursday the 2d of No
vember.

15,633. Who was the constable who refused to flog

15,620. What was the end of your being taken
there 2–On the Saturday in the afternoon I was

taken and marched to the Ordnance Wharf, and an
officer named Penfowl, the head gunner of the
“Aboukir,” gave orders; I was tied ; my hands were
braced back and lashed with a small dirty rope, so
that they hurt me. I asked them not to tie me so
tightly, and they said, “Shut your mouth, you b–
“ son of a w
; if you say anything I will run you
“ through with this knife.”
15,621. Who said that ?—The sailor who was
tying me.
15,622. What did he say ?—“Shut your mouth
“ you o
son of a w
; if you say anything I
“ will run you through with this knife.” He tied me,
passing the rope between my hands, drawing it toge
ther, and making it most excruciating. Afterwards
we were ordered into the boat.

Doctor Alexander

was on the wharf seeing us. We started for Port
Royal, and after we got midway we had to cry out
because the pain was so severe, and the officer gave

you ?—I cannot say.
15,634. Don't you know him —I cannot say at this
moment I remember him.

15,635. Would you know him if you saw him again?
—I think, I would not swear, because from since I left
the place I have not seen him again.
15,636. What happened then *-When the officer
had flogged me, I returned to the station and put on
my clothes. The inspector then asked, “Isn't this

Goldson, the late sergeant of police " They said,
“Yes,” and he said, “ The d

d electioneering

“ brute, set him down in the book to be flogged for
“ insubordination.”

15,637. Who said that ?—That was Ramsay said
that. I went to my place and fell in, and about 4 or
5 o'clock I was ordered to the Parade to see an exe

cution. I saw hung three men and one little woman,
15,638. Why do you call her little —Because she
was small ; not big. That was four persons I saw

hung that evening.

As the inspector called the

names, a sailor at the foot of the gallows pinioned

In the ship our

them, and took them to the trap-board and fixed

hands were tied, and we were put in the second deck

them up and kicked away the board ; and when they

orders, and the rope was slackened.

and put in irons; that is, one foot, by order of the

could not die, some of the sailors laid hold of their

captain, and we were laid down flat on our backs, and
the master-at-arms giving orders, “ If any one of
“ these men attempts to escape shoot him as you
“would shoot a dog.”

shoulders and their feet and tried to jerk their necks,

15,623. What is his name 2—I cannot say.

15,624. What ship is that ?—The “Aboukir.”
15,625. Would you know him if you saw him —
Yes ; I was there 12 hours.

He said, “Shoot him

as you would a dog, without remorse.” We were in
irons from Saturday the 21st till Tuesday the 23d,

15,639. How often were you present —Twice;

that was the first evening. I saw Sam Clarke flogged
on the evening of the 2nd, and hung on the evening

of the 3rd. Ramsay said Clarke was laughing, that
was
Friday:
on thetheSaturday
no Court,
and on
the Sunday
inspectorthere
read was
prayers
in the
station along with us.

15,640. Who was the inspector —Ramsay.
15,641. And he had prayers on Sunday ?—Yes, in
-

*
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the station. On the 6th I took ill with fever and
remained so till the 8th, when I was sent to the hos
pital, along with two other prisoners. To my surprise,
f found it was the district prison. I was very sick
with ſever and ague and vomiting. I got there about

milday, and in the evening, they brought me, some

Leake. A sergeant ran away after stealing some
money, and the inspector suspected me of being con
cerned with the sergeant in the affair. There was
nothing found against me in that matter, but I was
charged with having raffled a watch two years before,
and then a charge of insubordination was made against

salt fish and boiled yam with the skin on. I said,
“What is that for *" and was told “ It is your dinner.”

me, and I was turned out.

I said, “I am a sick man; where is the nurse ** He
said, “There was no nurse.” I was there till the

watch, that the inspector had rafiled a ring and a

26th of December, when I was released by Habeas

Corpus; and I was

sick all the time.

I sent to his

Excellency, asking him either to bail me or to give
me some aid. He said he would try to give me some

aid, and he spoke to the gaoler, who gave me some

soup and port wine. After I got back to Kingston I
remained at home sick.

15,642. How long were you in the police force —

Eleven years and four months.
15,643. Why were you discharged —There was
some difference between me and the inspector.

15,644. Where was it?—At Kingston.
15,645. Who is the inspector —Richard Austin

SEVEN
TEENTH
DAY.

E. J. Goldson.
13 Feb. 1866.

The insubordination was,

that I said, when I was charged with rathing the
picture, and what was to be done to him
For that
he discharged me for insubordination. I wrote for
my discharge but I could not get it.
15,646. Was it your own watch —Yes.
15,647. You parted with it by a raffle –Yes; I
got it for 12s., and parted with it for 13s.
15,648. What do you do now —I have been in
custody 68 days.
15,649. (Suggested by Mr. Payne.) Was the in
spector of police named M'Kenzie —That was the
sergeant at St. Thomas in the East, of whom Ramsay
asked if I was a sergeant, and whom he told to put
me down in the book for insubordination.

The witness withdrew.

The Rev. JAMES FRANCIs Roach (black) sworn and examined.
15,650, What are you ?—A minister of the Gospel.
15,651. Of what denomination ?—Wesleyan Asso
ciation.

15,652. You have come here at your own request;
you are anxious to make a statement —I was re
quested to do so by Mr. Lindo, as I understand.
15,653. That was only fixing the date; did he
request you to come?—A policeman came to me this
morning.

15,654. To tell you this was the day —The police
man said I was required to attend.
15,655. We don't require you ; we understand you
are abiding your trial 2–Yes.
15,556. What is the charge against you ?—Con

Rev.J.F. Roach,

15,657. Under those circumstances, unless you wish
to make a statement, and to give evidence on your
own account, we do not wish it *—I have no par
ticular wish, unless it be your desire.
15,658 If you don't wish, we won't compel you ?–
I have no particular wish ; but if you are wishful to
hear me I have no objections.
15,659. It is entirely for you to determine; if you
wish we will listen; if not, you are free.—I consider
myself in this respect somewhat placed in a dilemma,
inasmuch as I did not require myself to come hither,
but was called hither this morning.

15,660. There seems to be a misunderstanding
about it.—I have no wish.

spiracy.
The witness withdrew.

EMANUEL Joseph GoLDSON further examined, at his own request.

Witness—ſ forgot something which I wish to

E. J. Goldson.

15,662. (By the Commission.) How many of them

On Thursday night,

were there ; four or five, beside Colonel Hunt z_Yes.

the 12th of October, I was coming home, between
he hours of 11 and 12, and saw the General's house

15,663. Was nothing said besides what you have
told us?—Yes, something; but I cannot say what it

lit up brilliantly ; and I went in that direction.

Was.

Aller I had stood in front some time I saw Colonel
Hunt come out from the direction of the house

in the house.

state to the Commissioners.

"Wºrds the street way, and I heard him say, “We'll

15,664. Was the Governor present 2–No; he was
-

15,663. 1 ou suppose so *—I saw him come out

Pºlim martial law to-morrow,” (some other gentle

afterwards.

ºn were with him.) “and if we catch George William
Cºlon we'll let him skedaddle.” I saw Inspector

No.

15,666. Was his Excellency the General present —
-

\º, and I said to him, “Is there anything you
.."tº my services for
I am at your command.”
He said, “There is nothing that I require you for
* present.” I was in company with Mr. Kelly
Sill. Paul Levy was the constable on duty outside.

15,667. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Can you repeat the
expression that was used ?–" We will proclaim
martial law to-morrow ; and if we only catch George
W. Gordon we will let him skedaddle to-morrow.”

15,661. (By Mr. Walcott.) Try and remember the

15,668. By Mr. Walcott.). Do you recollect seeing

* of the gentlemen who came out with Colonel
ºut—I cannot.

Captain O'Connor there 2–He is a gentleman I do
not know at all.

The witness withdrew.

JAMEs STEwART (black) sworn and examined.

º Are you a small settler at Thornton,
Thomas in the East Yes.
º Is it a free settlement?—Yes.

in

º 1. Qn the 21st of October, when you were

in

15,673. Anything else —I saw them shoot three
men in my sight.
15,674. Who were the three men —William Tref
feck, William M*Farlane, and an old man that they
-

Yes * did you see the Maroons coming down 2–

19672.
Whatcame.
did
**
as they

J. Stewart.

you see them doing
g 3–Burnin 9.

called William M’Donald.

15,675. And any women —Yes; Amelia Stewart.
15,676. What were they about when they were
shot ?—They were old people in their houses.
{\ q 4
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15,677. Do you mean that they were all in their
houses when they were shot 2–Yes.

15,706, Down to Morant Bay ?—That was in
Bath.

15,678. Were they in four different houses —Yes.

15,707. But that was not ordering you to be shot?

15,679. You saw the Maroons shoot them 2–Yes ;

—We 16 were sent down the river to be executed or

one William Treffick was out of his gate, they called
to him, “Old man, come out here,” and they shot
him as he came.

15,680. Was any officer with them?—Colonel Fyfe
was there.

15,681. And must he have seen it 2—At the time
several ranks of them were scattered to the other

parts of the place, and I cannot say exactly when
they shot these people.
15,682. But we want to know that ?—He was

present when they shot M*Donald and Amelia
Stewart.

-

15,683. And M*Farlane 2–Yes.

15,684. Did he give orders about it —He might
have done before.

15,685. But did you hear him give any ?—No.
15,686. Was there any inquiry as to who they
were 3–I don't know. When he took me up I asked
what was the reason.

15,687. But were you near enough to hear what
passed ?–No, I was not near enough.
15,688. How far off were you?—I was in my yard,
about as far off as that tree, (Distance estimated by
artillery officer at 52 yards).
15,689. Were many of the people there at that
time when the Maroons came into the village —Yes,
they came in my sight; they were burning houses
in my sight, but as far off as from here to the tree;
as they surrounded the house they fired right in.
15,690. At this time were many people in the
village, or had they left —A good many had left,
but plenty were there.
15,691. Did they shoot anybody else besides those

shot.

15,708. Were they not sent to Morant Bay to be
tried ?—They sent 12 to Morant Bay, and 15 to
Golden Grove to be shot, and I was one.

Mr. Ha

milton came and said, “Master, you had better wait till
you send to the Bay to see whether he was in the
riot or not, for if we send him hastily we will never
see him back.” Then there was no charge, and they
let me go. I did not go to Morant Bay.
15,709. While you were in custody during the 11
days, did you see men and women flogged 2–Yes.
15,710. Did you see the cats —Yes.
15,711. Did you see those with which the women
were flogged 2–Yes.
15,712. What was in them —Before they had
only one, and that was a wire cat, until one Mr. Stew
art came from Golden Grove, one of the Volunteers,

and he gave them some of the English cats. He
brought a bundle of them fastened to his belt; but
those they had before, they had been ordered before
by Mr. Kirkland to make up with wire.
15,713. Did you hear him give the order that wire
was to be put into the cats?—He sent to Mr. Ford's
store in my presence on Monday morning and bought
the wire, and gave it to a man called Isaac Dick, one
of the floggers, to put in the cat.
15,714. Were many women flogged with the cats
that were made of wire –Several of them.

15,692. Who else ?–A boy called Alexander For
syth. I did not see when they shot him, but I saw

15,715. Are you quite certain —I was there every
day and every morning when they were going to flog,
They took us that were not to be flogged from the
prison to see the rest flogged.
15,716. That would not enable you to say, after
everybody else has said the contrary, that women
were flogged with the wire cats —They were flogged
in my presence.

the dead body under a mango tree by the road as they

15,717. Yes; but whether the cats had wire in

four 3–Yes.

took me to Bath.

15,693. Was that the direction in which they had
come 2—Yes.

15,694. They took you a prisoner in your yard —
Yes.

15,695. Did they say why —No ; Colonel Fyfe
said he had orders to come to Thornton and take up

everybody on account of the rebellion.
15,696. Is that all he said 2–Yes. He ordered
me to be tied by the soldiers, and ordered them to go

-

them –In my presence they flogged the women with
the wire when they were trying me, and the next
day they flogged with the wire.

15,718. But did they flog women with the wire?—
They did.
15,719. You saw Mr. Stewart when he brought
the cats —He brought a bundle from Golden Grove,
tied to his waist, and gave them to Mr. Kirkland,
15,720. Then the wire cat was used no more after

that ?—No ; not in my presence, after the English

into my house with a hammer and smash down my

Cat Came.

wardrobe, and the house furniture, and catch the
house on fire, and they burnt it and took away all my
clothes, and my children's clothes.

15,721. How many days after the flogging began
was it that the English cats were brought –These
cats were contrived by Mr. Kirkland.

15,697. Had you many children with you in the
house ?—Seven.

15,698. What became of them —They had to run
into the bush as they saw the soldiers approach the
g ate.
15,699.

How long did you remain in prison —

15,722. How many days was it that the flogging
went on before the English cats were brought there?
—Four days in my presence.

15,723. How many women did you see flogged :They came from various districts, and I saw more
than a 100.

11 days.

15,724. More than a 100 women flogged 3–Yes.

-

15,700. Was nothing done to you ?–No.
15,701. Were you ever tried ?–Yes; by Mr. Gray
and Mr. Kirkland.

15,702. Then they let you go?—Yes,
15,703. What was the charge against you when

15,725. Just think about it. Do you mean that
you were present and saw 100 women flogged ?—
From Monday morning until Thursday, and from
Thursday until the next Monday, they flogged them
continually when they brought them in under any

you
were
tried the
?–There
wasMr.
no charge
at all.
They crime; flogged them, male and female, until the
put us
outside
door and
Gray and
Mr. Kirk
notice came that the Governor pardoned all !he
iand were in the house, and those they had charge plunderers.
against went down the river. They sentenced me on
15,726. Do you know how many 100 are Can
the Monday. They took me on the 21st and sen
tenced me on the 23rd to be shot on Monday
morning.

-

15,764. Who sentenced you to be shot —Mr. Kirk
land and Mr. Gray.

*

15,705. Did you hear that ?-Yes; they ordered

me off. They brought us from the Court-house to
the yard, and formed us in a rank there, and tied me
and all the rest, and put 16 of us to go down the
river, and I was the 16th.

you count 100%—Yes.

15,727. Where were they flogged --In the street,
before Mr. Kirkland's door.

-

15,728. On what part of their bodies?—Upon their
shoulders.

15,729. All of them 2–Yes, male and female.
15,730. How many lashes did the women get ?—
cannot say.

-

15,731. Cant’t you recollect any amongst so many?
-

iſ

º
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—Some got a dozen, some two dozen, some three,

SEVEN.
TEENTH

“this rank down to the river.”

J. Stewart,

according to the trials.
15,732. What is the greatest number of lashes that
a woman got?—Some 30, some 20, according to their
cTimes.
15,733. What was the greatest number –Thirty.

moving off Mr. Hamilton said “Old master, I beg

15,734, You said three dozen —They flogged
them according to their crimes, as they brought them

you keep that man in charge till we send and see if
the people say whether they saw him there.” They
kept me back by his order. They sent to the Bay

in for plunder.

and found I had never been in the riot at all.

15,735. You say they flogged them daily, how many
a day ?—Sometimes five in one morning, sometimes

sent down the 15 and took me out, and shot every

While we were

the Maroons.

15,741. Women —Yes.

15,742. How many on the 9th day ?–On the
9th day they flogged two.
15,743. And how many on the 10th —On the
10th day they flogged only males. They flogged
Se7en.

15,744. You have said that ten was the greatest

number in one day; can you tell us off-hand how
many tens there are in a hundred 3–Ten tens in a
hundred.

-

15,756. (By Mr. Gorrie.) You say the 15 were

Monday —Till the Thursday week.

six, and on the seventh day they did not flog, and on
the eighth day they flogged four —Yes.

13 Feb. 1866,

one of the others.'

15,757. How do you know 2–The guard came
back and told us they shot the rest, and they were

and the third day three, and on the fourth day they
flogged five more, and on the fifth day they flogged

DAY.

They

three, according as they brought them in.
15,736. Did you ever see more than five in a day ?
—Yes; on Monday morning they flogged ten.
15,737. And you were there till the following
15,738. Do you think that ten was the greatest
number they flogged in one day –Yes.
15,739. You mean of women —Yes.
15,740. Then the second day they flogged five,

•

15,755. Who communicated that to you ?—Mr.
Kirkland and Mr. Gray. They put us outside the
door, and after that gave the guard order to take

shot at bottom river ?—Yes, at Golden Grove.

15,758. (By Mr. Walcott.) What are you ?–A
labourer.

15,759. Are you a local preacher too —No ; I
joined the Church of England.
15,760. Do you live near Potosi ?—Six miles from
it.

15,761. You saw Colonel Fyfe, you say, present
whilst three persons were shot ?–No ; he was riding
along with them while they tied me. He took my
spatter-dashes from me, and said he would have the
use of them.

15,762. (By Mr. Gorrie.) He took a loan of them
in fact –Yes.

15,763. Have you got them back 2–No. They
took my two horses about the same time, and they
gave them back ; they took two saddles, but they did

not give them back; and they took six shirts, but they
did give them back to me. They took 7/. cash. The

15,745. If you begin with ten on the 1st day, and

three or four on the others how will you get a hundred 2
—I mean in the whole time. They let me go and I
stopped in the Court-house as my own house was

Maroons broke a chest and took it out.

15,764. (By Mr. Payne.) Are you a labourer on
your own buyland 2–0n my own land.
15,765. (By the Commission.) Are you a free

burnt down, and they ordered me to cook for the holder, or do you rent the land 2–It is my own.
15,766. How much land have you got ?–Five

prisoners.

º

15,746. How many days were you there altogether?
—Twenty-four; but 11 of them in prison. In the
rest of the days I went to see them flogged. I had
the privilege of going up and standing to see them.
15,747. After 11 days' imprisonment you became
took –Yes. There was no place for me to go to
when my cooking was done. I went to a tree not far
from the Court-house, where they flogged the people
according as they brought them in at present. I saw
about a 100 women.

The number of the males I

can't express.

acres.

15,767. Have you a family –Yes.
15,768. How many children –Seven children.

15,769. Are you married ?–Yes; twice.

15,770. You never go out as a labourer 7–Not
since 1848.

15,771. What do you with the produce of your
land 2–Sell it in the market.

15,772. How much a week can you make out of
the five acres —Well, sometimes more, sometimes
less.

I make sometimes 10s. a week.

15,748. Can you say that Mr. Kirkland sent for
the wire and had the cats made with it —Yes.

15,749. Did you hear him give the order —Yes.
15,750. Whom did he order —Isaac Dick, a black
Iſlän,

15,773. And feed your family besides 2–Yes.

15,774. Have you nobody working for you ?—No :
only me.

15,775. But your children —They are not big

15,751. Was he a soldier —Yes, he was a police

tº: and from that they took him as

a guard to flog

enough to work, except under my control.

15,776. (By Mr. Walcott.) Don't they help to
weed the yam holes 2–Oh, yes; they assist me.
15,777. (By the Commission.) Then from five

em.

15,752. Was he a soldier 2–He was not.

15,733. The 10 women who were flogged that day,
Yºſe they flogged with cats with wire in them 2–
the women flogged before the cats were brought

acres you feed your family and make 10s. a week
besides 7–Yes; and I hire an acre from Mr. Herschell
at Friendship.

15,778. What Mr. Herschell ?—The Reverend

", Golden Grove, they were flogged, male and
"ulº, with the wire cats, before Mr. Stewart

Mr. Herschell.

brought the English cats.
15,754. (By Mr. Gorrie.) What was the result of

—Six dollars.

13,779. How much did you pay for this per acre 2

15,780. Did Mr. Herschell let much land to the
* trial; was any communication made to you of
* sentence?—Thé sentence was that the 16 Wero people *—Plenty.
Ordered tº be shot at the bottom river, Plaintain
15,781. Had he a large property 2–Yes; he hired
Potosi, and was trustee for Friendship.

Garden River.

The witness retired.

HENRY FRANCIs HIRE (brown) called and examined.

ºš2. Were you a book-keeper at Golden Grove
-A Amity Hali
15783,
agent
for it.Was that your father's estate 22–He was
*

H. F. Hire.

15,784. About 10 o'clock on the 12th of October did
you go to Golden Grove 2–Yes, I did.

15,785. Did you find the negroes at their work 2–
They had knocked off.

15589.
R. r
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15,786. In the course of that evening did you hear
a great noise at Golden Grove —Yes.
15,787. What was it 2–People breaking into
Mr. Emanuel Tavarres' store.

H. F. Hire.
13 Feb. 1866,
--

15,788. Who were at Amity Hall?—Mr. Creighton,
Mr. Justice Jackson, Dr. Crowdy, Mr. Chisholm, my
father and myself.

15,789. Did you hear the people approach Amity
Hall ?—We heard them at the works a mile off.

15,790. What were their cries —“Colour for
colour,” and they were breaking into the house.

15,791. At what time did they attack your place #

15,802. To whom did they say that ?–To the

people; the gang that was at the house already.
This was another gang that had caught me.
15,803. What did they do then –A lot of them
rushed on me, and commenced upon me with sticks.
15,804. Did you become insensible 2–Yes; they
left me for dead, and went into the house and joined
the others that were there already, and I went into
the bush and remained there all night.
15,805, Who carried you into the bush 2–A black
Inaſt.

—About 11 or 3 to 12.

15,806. Is he one of your own people —He lives
at Hordley.

15,792. We have had the particulars of it, that
number of people come to your house –I would say

a Maroon and taken to a shop —Yes.

about 400.

15,807. On Saturday morning you were found by

-

15,793. What did you hear them saying —When

I5,808. Was everything you possessed destroyed 2
—Everything. My father died the next morning

they came the doors were all barred up, and they

from the suffering.

said we must open the doors, and they would have
every d
d one of us, they would cut all our
throats, and have every one of us. Mr. Jackson told
them he was Mr. Jackson, the stipendiary magistrate,
and their friend ; they said they did not care, and he
would be the first they would murder. Then they
forced their way in.
15,794. Who was the first person they knocked

and they had stripped him. On the Saturday I saw

down 2–Mr. Jackson.

His head had been split open,

a man that they had taken up, who had on the very

breeches my father was wearing when he was killed.
15,809. (Mr. Gorrie.) Had your father taken any
active part in political matters ?—He always went to
in

the vestry, but on this occasion he had Mr. Creighton

-

with him, and did not go, but remained at home.
15,810. Had he taken an active part in any party

-

disputes ?—I never bothered with politics, but he at
15,795. Did they get into your room —Yes.

15,796. You got under the bed —Yes.
15,797. Were you found out 3–Yes; and as they
found me I came out.

15,798. Did they call you to come out 3–They
said “There's one fellow under the bed.”

tended meetings of the vestry.
15,811. Was he a friend of Mr. Gordon, or of the
Baron, at the vestries —I cannot say.

15,812. (By the Commission.) Before the mob
came up did you hear anything said by the people in

15,799. What did they do?—I got a cut across the
eye, that was the first : and as I ran out of the room

that district as to what they would do when the others
arrived 2–Nothing. The only thing that made me
uneasy was, after we heard of the riot at Morant Bay,

I got four on my back, one on my head, and one

seeing the people had knocked off at Golden Grove.

across my nose.

I thought that rather serious.

15,800. Afterwards were you caught by any other

15,813. (By Mr. Walcott.) What was said about

people —Yes; another gang caught hold of me and

the Reverend Mr. Girod and his family —When they

brought me back.
15,801. What did they say?—They said they had
brought a prisoner.

were driving past two or three of them on the Thurs
day, Sinclair and others, they said, “You are running,
eh ! we’ll soon have you.”

The witness withdrew.

ºlº

LYDIA BRUCE (brown) sworn and examined.

L. Bruce.

sia
15,814, Do you live at Kingston —Yes.
15,815. Are you the wife of Bruce the bandmaster 2
—Yes.

15,822. Did you find they were taking things away
from Marks's shop —Yes.

º:
~*

15,823. About 12 o'clock what did you see ?--I

* ...

15,816. When did you ever see anything of the
rioters or whatever you may call them?—On Thursday
morning they came to Bath.
15,817. What time was that?—About 9 or 10o'clock.
15,818. Did you see anything of them or hear any
thing 2—I saw them.
15,819. Did you have any conversation with them,
or hear anything from them —I had a conversation
with a tall young man, I don't know him, but I think
they said his name was Edward Steele. He said to
me something about Mr. Hitchins's death, while they
went inquiring for the powder and the guns. They
went into Mr. Hitchins's place, and the young man
was talking to me. Two of them came up and
said “Where's Bruce 2" Bruce said, “Here am I.”

saw some of the Maroons come down there, and about

They said, “Well, we want the powder and the gun.”

member.

He said, “Well, my friend, I have no powder and no

Mr. Gray who was assisting Mr. Kirkland with the

gun. I am here as bandmaster, but I am not the

people there. I don't know the others.
15,827. What was done after that ?–As the people

drill instructor or the bugler.” Then they went away,
and another lot came again to ask. I said, “Look on
him, he is a man sick ; and if he had been at the
Bay, if he had not been sick, he would have been
killed himself; but if you wish the brass instrument,
or anything like that, you might have it, but not the
powder nor the gun.”
15,820. Did you escape and go the hills on Thurs
day evening 2–Yes.
Y 15,821. And you returned on Friday morning 7–
es.

#.

5 the soldier came and with them agentleman, I think
º
sº

Shortridge is his name.

15,824. On Thursday were a great number of per
sons taken to Kirkland's 2–Yes.

º

15,825. Did Mr. Kirkland ask Bruce to do any

thing 2–He said “Bruce, you are a regimental man;
you know about how they make the cat.” Bruce said
“Yes.”

He said “Make one.”

He made a cat-o'-

nine-tails, and he brought it to Mr. Kirkland, and he

said then “You know how they make it; it must be
right.” The rest of them that made their escape
from down the rivers, coloured lads and white Bushers
and things, said “That is too light.”
15,826. Who said that ?–Only two that I can re
One was Mr. Smith that died, and one was

were coming in Mr. Kirkland went downstairs and
asked the Maroons and the constables which were the

plunderers and the murderers.

Then when they

were showing him he called to Bruce and said “You

must select the murderers and the plunderers,” which
Bruce was doing, that they presented the wire cat.
15,828. Who did 2–A black man brought it to

him. He got it from upstairs among the others that
condemned the one that he made. Then Bruce turned
round to another young man, Isaac Dick, and said

-
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15,838. Where have you seen men flogged in the
a This is cruel, but what can we do?". The first man
that commenced to flog was Beckford, and they 2d West India Regiment –In Kingston, at Up-Park
wanted to flog him because he did not ſlog strong Camp.
enough. On Monday I saw Mr. Kirkland tell them
15,839. Were you in Africa with the regiment 3–
to give those that were murderers 100 lashes, and No ; but I was at Nassau and other places.
send them to the Bay to be hung. I was sleeping at
Kirkland's then, but with the cruelty I could not
stop, and I went back to Mrs. Hitchins's house. The
first them flogged was a man named Taylor, living at

Ginger Hall. They flogged him with the

wire cat,

and he commenced to trickle blood, and a man said
“Never mind,” and they sent him to the station.
Another that I could name was Levison; but the rest

I never knew, because in Bath I never saw them
before. I could not remain at Kirkland's any more

for the cruelty. I went backward and forward to see
my husband, because it excited him, and he was
unwell, and I had to administer things.

Mr. Sullivan

had to give medicine, and Parson Murray medicine
and nourishment, because he fainted away, and was
very sick.

15,829. Were any women flogged 2–Yes,
15,830. What was the cat that was used for them
made of ?–Twine.

15,831. You did not see any of them flogged with
the wire?—No ; none of them were flogged with

15,840. How many lashes were the most you saw

SEVEN
TEENTH
DAY.
-

L. Bruce.
-

13

** 1866.

given at Bath –Some got 30 and some 50, but those
men that were to be hung I heard Mr. Kirkland say

that they were to get 100. I saw a few get 100
lashes, but those two that I have mentioned were the
only two that I remember. The reason why I know
Taylor so well is, that I used to see him come into
Bath, because Ginger Hall is not far away.
15,841. How many is the greatest number you saw
the women get 2—The greatest number, I think, was
12. Some got six and some three.
15,842. But none got more than 12 —No.
15,843. What became of the cats —They used to
be kept at Mr. Kirkland's ; but a little before martial
law was over my husband brought them down to
Mrs. IIitchins's, where we were stopping. One day
I was busy, and a boy named Roper and another
came there and said Colonel Fyfe had sent for the
cat and the rope. I said, “Who sent you ?” They
said “Colonel Fyfe,” and I gave them to them.
When Bruce came I told him, and he wanted to know

Wire.

15,832. Were you in the regiment with your hus
band?—Yes.

who sent for it.

15,844. How many cats did he make with the

º Did you see men

flogged in the regiment *

wire 2–1 did not count.

15,845. Did he make more than one 2–Yes; when

- I eS.

15,834. You have?—Yes.

15,835. Were these floggings more severe than you
saw there —They were terrible.
thing like them.

I never say any

15,836. What regiment were you in 2–Colonel
Whitfield's, the 2d West India
15,837. Did you ever hear of a man in the 2d West

India Regiment being flogged with a wire cat —

they were in the house I saw three of them.
15,846. How many did you give to the boy?—Three.
15,847. (Mr. Gorrie). Did Ramsay send up to
Mr. Kirkland directions to have trenches dug to have

the people buried ?—I did not hear it from Ramsay's
mouth.

15,848. You did not hear 2—I heard Mr. Kirkland
say.

Never before.

The witness withdrew.

AUGUSTUs W. H. LARE further examined, at his own request.

A. W. H. Lake,

(Witness.) In reference to a matter of date.
15,849. What is it 2–Turning up my file yesterday

or three days ago, and he promised to return them. I
applied again this morning, and he then informed

! ſound that I had arrived in Kingston from Morant

me that he had received a telegraphic message from
Mr. Lynch, desiring him not to give them to me, and
also that he had a letter from Mr. Vendryes, the editor
of the “Colonial Standard” upon the subject.
(Mr. Hºalcott.) They will be delivered to the order

Bay on the 2nd of November, not the 1st, and that

M: Judah's despatch, in which he passes a high
ºlºgium on Lieutenant and Commander Brand, is
dated the 3rd.

15,830. Have you got your notes of the trial *—I
have addressed an official communication to the secre

*y upon the subject. I applied to Mr. Bicknell two

of the Court.

(JPitness.) These notes in the meantime may be
tampered with, and I won't be responsible for them.

The witness withdrew.

-

-

GEORGE ForTuxATUs JUDAH (coloured) sworn and examined.

15,851. Were you correspondent to the “Standard”
*Wspaper of Jamaica 2–Yes; for a few days.

15852. During what days —I commenced on the

* immediately after Mr. Lake left.
º

º

º

15,853. What day of the month was that ?–On the
* or 2nd. He left on the 2nd. I commenced on
the Friday.

lº, What day of the month was Thursday ?—
think it was the ſst.
It would be the 2nd 2–Then I began on

º
£ 3rd.

}%. Did you communicate anything on his

G. F. Judah.

15,859. Were you lodging in the same house with
Mr. Lake 2–Yes.

15,860. Where was that house 2–Mrs. Matthews'.
He first stopped at my own house, but I had to give
that up to Her Majesty's troops.
15,861. Did you know a Mrs. Anderson 2—I did.
She was my servant.
15,862. We hear that she went out of her mind –
-

Yes ; she did.

15,863. Was that while you were there 2–Yes.
15,864. What was she when she was in her mind 2

"half to the “Standard” while he was yet with you?

—A char-woman, and she used to attend to

me,

-Yº, : about a quarter sheet of foolscap.

cooking my meals, and she came in and out.

She

15,857. On what subject —I do not quite re
member,

38%. You were a Volunteer?—Yes; we stopped
"the same quarters.

had been a servant when I was there with my wife,
and I went back and took lodgings there, and sent
for her.

15,865. How long were you there before she went
R r 2
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out of her mind —Two or three weeks. I only went
there from Spanish Town a week before this affair.
15,866. How do you know she was out of her
mind —She used to go on singing, and she sat up
all night, and dressed fantastically.
15,867. Was that during the whole time, or only

—º–

after she had been there some time 2—After she had

G. F. Judah.

15,875. Were you present when Marshall was
punished —I was standing on Kirkland's step at the
time.

15,876. Did you see him flogged —No.
15,877. You did not see him taken down 2–No.

15,878. Can you give us any account of the execu
tions after Mr. Lake left 2–I have no notes.

been there some time ; she is a native of the place.
15,868. You judged by her conduct?—Yes.
15,869. Was there anything more that was extra
vagant 2–She said she was my wife.
15,870. And that is why you think she was out of

15,879. But can you tell us anything of the number
each day 2–No.
15,880. Did you write this passage about Lieutenant

her mind –And she said she was the wife of the

I think I did.

Governor, and that she was sent to be queen here,
and she used to fancy.
15,871. (By Mr. Gorrie). Where is she now —I
think she is perfectly sane now.
15,872. (By the Commission.) Have you seen her
lately 2–Oh yes. I came from Morant Bay a day or
two ago.

15,873. How do you know that she is sane now ;
has she ceased to call you her husband 2–No, not
that exactly. A man named McIntosh was taken out
of her house and wounded on the first day of the
insurrection as a prisoner, and she came in crying,
and that was the first time I saw a symptom of it.
15,874. We may suppose she was not the only
person excited during that time —No ; she was not.

and Commander Brand (passage read as before) —
15,881. Did you write this about the Provost

Marshal, describing him as a “Man of iron" (passage
read)?—That is mine.
15,882. We can hardly suppose that this is yours,
“Serjeant-Major Judah, who is still on the Provost

Marshal's staff, continues to be actively employed,
and is rendering valuable services to his Queen and
country” —No ; that is Mr. Lake's.
15,883. (By Mr. Payne.) Did you go to Bath with
the Provost Marshal 7–No. I always remained at
Morant Bay. I was sick previously, and I volunteered
on the condition that I was not to be sent out unless
a horse was furnished for me.

The witness withdrew.

E. Collins,

ELIZABETH Collins (black) sworn and examined.
15,884. Do you live at Long Bay?—At Elmwood
in the parish of Long Bay.
15,885. Do you remember a constable of the name
of Michael Perry coming to you ?–Yes.
15,886. When was that ?–In November.
15,887. What time in November ?—One Friday.
15,888. Did he carry you before William Codrington,
at Long Bay Market —Yes.
15,889. Was another woman taken with you ?—

shop —Yes. She got a flogging after martial law.
I was flogged after martial law. My daughter was
flogged twice, by James Codrington and David
Mayne.
15,901. When were you first flogged 2–She was
flogged first.
15,902. But you were not present —No.
15,903. Did you see her back 2–Yes. I saw it
well blooded up, and they washed it with salt pickle.

Yes.

15,904. About three weeks afterwards did you
send her to Port Antonio —Yes, with cocoanut oil.

15,890. Who was she 7–Mary Johnson.
15,891. Did he ask any question ?—Yes. He asked
Mary Johnson whether she did not hear me say,
“When would she catch one of his hogs in payment
for the one that he had poisoned belonging to me.”
15,892. What did Mary Johnson say ?—No. But
he still insisted that she must say “yes.”
15,893. And did she - He pointed to a tree, and
said, “See that cocoanut tree, she will be lashed
there, and if you don't say that, you will go to the
free and get that woman's flogging.
15,894. She did say yes —She got frightened and
said yes.

15,895. Were you put into a room, and afterwards
tied to the cocoanut tree and flogged —Yes.

15,896. How many lashes did you get 2—Thirty.
15,897. Who flogged you ?—James M'Cormack
Reade.

15,905. How old is she?–22 years.
15,906. Did you find, when she came back, that
she had been flogged again –Yes.
15,907. How old are you ?—I don't know.
15,908. Have you anything more to say?—Yes;
Mr. Codrington flogged me for the envy of the hog
that was poisoned.

15,909. Did you accuse him of having poisoned the
hog 2–Yes.
15,910. The hogs belonged to you ?—Yes.
15,911. Your hog was poisoned ?–Yes.
15,912. Did you think he poisoned it?—Yes.

15,913. Was he angry with you because you had
said that ?—Yes; and he turned me off the provision
ground, and now I have none.
15,914. Who has done that ?–Mr. Codrington.

15,915. Whom did it belong to ?—I rented the

15,898. Who is he –A coarse rude young black

land from him.

nian.

15,916. Your daughter is not here 2–No.

15,899. Who ordered it 2—Mr. Codrington.
15,900. Did you send your daughter to Mayne's

15,917. Have you a husband 2–He died of the
small-pox.

The witness withdrew.

SELINA BUCKLEY (coloured) sworn and examined.

S. Buckley.

15,918. Do you live in Portland 2–Yes.
15,919. Do you remember the row at Morant Bay;
did you hear of what had happened there 2–Yes.
15,920. After that did any soldiers come to where
you were living 2—Yes.

15,923. What soldiers?—White soldiers and black
soldiers.

15,924. What did they do when they came to your
house –They burnt my house.

15,921. When 2–On Sunday.

15,925. Did they do that directly they came?-,
When they came to the gate they blew the horn, and

15,922. Was that the Sunday after what happened

then they broke in.

at Morant Bay ?–Yes.

15,926. Did they begin to burn directly?—Yes.
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my hands and feet, and put a rope round Donaldson's
15,927. They turned you out 7–Yes.

neck and fixed the rope to a grape tree, and

15928. Were they looking for anything 2—For a

hold of the two feet, and the doctor ordered them, and

man named Murray.

catched

15929. Did you know Murray before then 2–No. the soldiers hung Donaldson, and two soldiers stripped
and the doctor
15,930. Had Murray ever been in that place — him,
15,943. Who called him the doctor ?—The soldiers.

SEVEN
TEENTH
DAY.

-

Yes, on the Saturday morning.

15,944. Was he the doctor of the soldiers ?–Yes.

S. Buckley.
13 Feb. 1866.
—

i;931. The Saturday before the soldiers came ?—
15,945. Were the soldiers white ?–Yes. The
Yes.
15,932. Where had he been —He said he was doctor shot him with a pistol.
15,946,
My Captain
father-in-law.
going to carry for gentleman Stewart an express to They
werewho
goingis toDonaldson
hang me,— but,
Hole
St. Mary's.
15,935. Before the soldiers had reached you, and begged them to pardon me, and not to hang me.
i5,947. What were they going to hang you for ?—
while they were known to be coming, did you see
Murray run any where —He ran away from the For being in the house where Murray came. They
told me if they did not catch Murray when they came
house when the soldiers came.
15,934. You had known him before ; you knew back they would take and shoot me.
15,948. Did they catch Murray ?–They hanged
who he was 2–No.
15,935. Had you never seen him —Never before father-in-law on the Monday, and caught Murray
the soldiers came.

that night.

15936. How did you know it was he 3–He came

15,949. (Mr. iſ alcott.) Where did Murray cºme

on the Saturday night, and he said he was going tº

from? From St. Thomas in the East he said, and he

carry an express to St. Mary's, and when we asked

had an express to carry on.

why he not go on, he said he sent it by post already.

15,950. Did you learn that this was the doctor
after martial law was over or before ?—When it was

The soldiers came on the Sunday, and he ran away.

15,937. When they burnt your house where did
you go to ?–I had no father, and only a disabled
mother.

15,951. Are you quite sure of that ?--Yes. I asked
who was the man, and they said he is the doctor.

15,938. Where did you go to ?—I went to my
aunt. Mrs. Danvers was in prison when they burnt
the house. We slept there with my mother, and the
soldiers surrounded the house and told Bryan to get a

light, and Bryan said he had none. Then he went to
a house for a match, and lighted it and came into the
house, and the soldiers came into the house.
15,939. After Murray had gone you went to your
aunt's 2–Yes.

º How

Ovel’.

long did you stay ?--Till Sunday

night.

15,941. Did they look for Murray at your aunt's
—Yes; and they did not find him.

15,942. Do you recollect what happened on Mon
day, the next day ?–Yes; at daybreak on Monday
morning they took us to Nutt's River, and they tied

15,952. Can
Whoyou
toldtéll
youthethat
—Iofheard
people.
15,953.
name
one ofthethem
?—I
don’t know their names.
Y 15,954. Is that why you

say it was the doctor ?—

es.

15,955. (By the Commission.) Can you give us the
name of the doctor —No.

15,956. How was Donaldson your father-in-law —
He married my mother.

15,957. Was that a second marriage?—Yes.
15,958. Was Murray not married ?–No.
15,959. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Did you hear that, he
was the doctor while the soldiers were there * Was
it after or before martial law that you learnt he was
the doctor —After.

The witness withdrew.

A. Mackenzie.

ANN MACRENzie (black) sworn and examined.

-

15,960. Do you live at Long Bay —Yes.

and then he took fire and set fire round. I said,
“Poor me! I'm destitute ; I have nobody to do any

15,961. One day during martial law the black

thing for me; I make new building, new, house, and
you come and this done to my poor building.” He
put a gun to me and told me to shut my mouth, or he
would blow my brains out. I left the house then, and

soldiers came for your husband —Yes.
15,962. Where was he 7–Gone away nine years.

15,953. Where to ?–He said he was going to work
in St. Mary's parish, and I did not get any money.

15964. Did anybody else come 2—I saw the doctor
of the white soldiers come in.

heard the white soldiers speaking about it.
15,966. While he was there, did you hear the
soldiers?—Yes; I heard the other soldiers speaking
about it. He was the doctor.

15,967. What did he do?—He went into my sleep
ingroom and took up a pillow, and said, “ This is a
I said, No ; freedom come a

long time, and it is time to buy a tick and a pillow.
15,968. What did he do?—I took it from him, and
he went

there was another man.

15,969. (By Mr. Malcott.) You heard a soldier

15,965. How do you know he was the doctor –1

white man's pillow.”

the house was burnt down. The doctor did it, but

to my box and search it and took out 2s., a
white pocket handkerchief, and my daughter's things;

call him “doctor” —Yes.

15,970. who was the other man —They called
him by name, but I did not catch up the name.
15,971. Was the other soldier an officer or a pri
vate –A private soldier. He called him by name,
but I was so frightened, that I could not catch up the

name now. After that I have been well sick from
the fright.

15,972. What was he like —He was a sma.; man;
with plenty of whiskers all round on his cheek, and

his chin, and his lip.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned till 10 o'clock

to-morrow.
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EIGHTEENTEI DAY.

Wednesday, 14th February 1866.
PRESENT : .
EIGHTEENTH
DAY.

C. Dennett.
-

14 Feb. 1866.

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.
John BLossETT MAULE, Esq.
|
RUSSELL GURNEY, Esq.
CATHERINE DENNETT (a black) sworn and examined.
keeper of the name of Francis tell me that in a short
15,973. Do you live at Coley —Yes.
15,974. Do you remember hearing what happened time my head would come off my body.
16,001. Did they keep you at the barracks —Yes,
at Morant Bay ?—I don't know anything at all about

they keep me at the barracks till they kill the people
that.

15,975. How soon after did you hear anything at

at Coley.
16,002. What people *—The same people that the
soldiers shot at Coley.
15,976. After that did any soldiers come to Coley
16,003. Do you mean those 14 that you have already
.—Yes, afterwards, on the Friday after we did not
told us about 2–Yes; they keep me that night, and
work.
15,977. Did soldiers come to Coley on that Friday ? then carry me to Monklands.
16,004. Was it the next day they took you to Monk
—No, not at all.
15,978. When did the soldiers come to Coley — lands 2—They carry me up the same Friday night.
16,005. Then were you at Monklands the day after
On the Sunday. No, not on the Sunday, on the Fri
Friday ?—Yes, on the Saturday.
the
day, but I don't know the date.
16,006. What did you see done there, or what was
15,979. Was it after you had heard of what hap
done to you ?—They do nothing to me at the time
pened at Morant Bay ?—Yes.
15,980. How many came —Enough of them. .
I go there.
16,007. When you were at Monklands what was
15,981. Were they black or white –They were
with you after you had got there –They not do
done
white soldiers.
15,982. When they came on that Friday, what did anything at all with me—they don't flog me, they
they do?—They hung nine men at Font Hill, at the don't shoot me, but my hands were tied behind me.
16,008. How long did they keep you at Monklands?
meeting-house, and afterwards, when they came down
l the same Friday night till about evening—
—Unti
at
14
killed
Coley.
back again, they
15,983. Was that on the Friday ?–Yes.
it was about 4 o'clock before they let me go.
15,984. Who were those 14 –I don't know, they
16,009. On the Saturday you mean, don't you?—
were all different district people.
Yes.
16,010. Then you went home again to Coley —
15,985. Were they people belonging to Coley —
-

all about it 2–On the Thursday afterwards.

They killed some from Coley, that I know—one John
Walters and one Edward Coleson.

15,986. Were they Coley people —Yes.
15,987. You knew them —Yes.

15,988. They were two out of the 14—did you know
any more?—They killed one man they called Thomas
Reed.

15,989. Was he another of the 14 —Yes, and

they killed one they called Alexander Jakes, but the
rest of the people I did not know.
15,990. The rest were not Coley people —No, the
rest were not Coley people.

Yes.

16,011. Were you at Monklands when the people
were shot ?–Yes, I saw them shoot Daniel McLaren.

16,012.
16,013.
16,014.
16,015.
tied them
16,016.
16,017.

Did you see him shot ?–Yes.
And any one else?—Arthur Wellington.
You saw those two shot, did you?—Yes.
How do you say they were shot ?—They
on a large tree up on a coffee-piece.
They tied them do you say?—Yes.
How —They tied their hands behind their

backs, and tied their feet, and shot them.

16,018. Did they shoot them at the same time, or

15,991. Did they bring them with them, then, or one after the other ?—The gun all go off one after
how did they get to Coley —All different people they another—bomb, bomb, bomb, bomb.
16,019. Then were they both shot at the same time
brought with them.
15,992. Are you sure that was done on the Friday
when the soldiers first came to Coley —Yes.

that those guns went “Bomb, bomb f"—Yes.
16,020. Both at once 2–Yes.

16,021. Or was one shot, and then after a time the
15,993. Are you quite sure of that f–Yes, and the
same Friday they take me up and tie my hands be other shot ?—Yes, the whole of them fire at once.
16,022. Just tell us in your own way how Welling:
hind my back, and take me to a man they called
ton and McLaren were shot after they had been tied
Edward Reed, the constable that took me up.
15,994. Was he the man that tied your hand behind to the tree—were they tied together ?—Yes, tied
your back?—Yes, when he came he asked my daughter with their two hands together, and when they tied them
where I was, and my daughter said, “Mother is next to the tree they tied their hands again behind their
door.”

15,995. Was that before he tied your hands –
Yes.

15,996. After you had had your hands tied behind

back and shot them.

16,023. Were they tied to the tree at the same time?
—Yes, at the same time, and they killed the two, they
never killed one dead only, at the same time they kill

your back by Reed what did they do with you ?—

the two together.

Then they tell me my life was dangerous.
15,997. Who told you that ?—A man they called

two together.

Edward Reed.

15,998. Were you at Font Hill ?—Yes.
15,999. After you had been tied and were told that
your life was dangerous what did they do with you?
—They carried me down to the book-keeper's bar
racks with my hands behind my back.
16,000. Was that at Coley 2–Yes; and when I
go down to the book-keeper's barracks, the book

16,024. What, both at once 2–Yes, they tied the
-

16,025. Just stand up and explain how it was done?
—(Describing it.) They tied their two feet and their
hands behind, so.

-

16,026. And then the guns went off “Bomb, bomb,"
did they 2–Yes.
16,027. And they were both killed at once?–Yes,
16,028. Is that what you say ?—Yes.

16,029. Do you understand me?—Yes.

THE JAMAICA

16030. You saw those two men, McLaren and Wel

Golden 2–Yes, he cut off the man Arthur Welling

lington, both at the tree at one time 2—Yes.
j6,031. How far were you from them when you

ton's head.

saw this?—I was at the coffee-piece.

16,046.
Yes, with
16,047.
16,048.

16032. Were you at the barbacues —Yes, and
they were standing as far as that ackey tree (52

º Where were you standing or sitting 2—I

yards).

was at the coffee-house.
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-

16,034. How near is the coffee-house to the barba

16,045. Did you see him do that ?—Yes.
You saw Paul Golden cut the head off 2–
one cut.
What with ?–With a cutlass.
Where was he when he did that—was he

came of their bodies —Yes.
16,036. Did you see them untie the bodies from
the tree ?–Yes, and when they did that, there was a

who had done it —I ask good.
16,052. You say you had seen who did it 2–Yes.
16,053. Then what made you ask who did it 2–I
asked over again.
16,054. Are you certain you saw it —Yes.
16,055. Soon after you had seen it did you ask
anybody who saw it 2–I saw the man cut the head,
but I did not know who did it, and I said, “Who cut

16037. Where were you when you saw that—were

you still at the coffee-piece?—Yes.
16,038. Is that all you saw —Yes.
16,039, You saw no more of it —Yes, I saw one
Joseph Russell and William Morgan ; they flogged
them and killed them at Monklands.

16,040. What I asked you was whether you saw
anything more of the bodies of McLaren and Welling
ton after they had been untied from the tree, and
thrown down on the mashed tree root ?—I asked a
woman and she told me.

16,041. Did you yourself see anything more ?—
With my own eyes—I would not tell a lie.
16,042. I want to know whether you saw any
thing yourself?—I saw Arthur Wellington's head on
the dry mash stick. There was the body and there
was the stump.
16,043. What do you mean to express by the
“stump"?—The body was in the grave and the head
was on the mash stick.

14 Feb. 1866.

the head there.

16,050. Did you see who had done that ?—Yes.

down there.

C. Dennett.

up on the tree ?—No, on the same dry mash stick.
16,049. Was that near the grave 2–Yes, he cut off

cues—is it all one thing —Yes.
16,035. After they were shot did you see what be

big mashed tree root, and they took and pitched them

EIGHTEENTH
DAY.

16,051. But if you saw it done why did you ask

the man's head :''

16,056. Did you know Arthur Wellington 2–Yes.
16,057. What was he 2—I don't know what trade
he was, but I knew him.

16,058. Don't you know what trade he was 2—A
sawyer.

16,059. Did he do anything besides sawing wood
—I do not know.

16,060. Did he ever doctor the country people?—
No, I don’t think it; he was not a doctor.

16,061. I)id he pass as an obeah-man in the coun
try —No, I never heard it.
16,062. Do you know what an obeah-man is 2–
No.

16,063. Come, what is he 3–I scarcely know them.
16,064. What is an obeah-man 2–1 don’t know

whether Arthur Wellington was an obeah-man.

16,044. Did you know a man of the name of Paul

16,065. Was he a bush-doctor 2–I cannot tell.

The witness withdrew.

DAvid Phill.IPs (a black) sworn and examined.
16,081. What did he order you the four dozen for 2
16066. Where do you live 2–I live in Text Lane,

Kingston.
16067. What are you ?—A cooper.
16,068. Where were you during the time of mar
tial law —I was at home.

16,069. At the place you have mentioned?—Yes.
16070. What happened to you while martial law
Was going on ?—I went out at half-past 9 o'clock that
night to buy something, and as I was going home I

—I don’t know what it was for.

16,082. Was it Major Prenderville —I cannot say
his name.

16,083. Were you working in Kingston at this

time —Yes; I am employed by Mr. Nalder, the sugar
refiner, at the time.

16,084. This pass states, “That David Phillips has
“been released from confinement, having summarily re
“ceived four dozen lashes, with a caution to be more

Was captured by some Volunteers at the corner of
Queen Street.

They asked me, “Who comes there **

! said, “A friend.” They said I was to advance. I
did not. I did not know what was the meaning of it,

* I asked what was the meaning of it.
16,071. Who did you ask?—The Sergeant of the
Vºlunteers, and he said I must not ask him that.
16072. What did you do?—I did nothing else ;
he ordered them to take me.

16073. Where you taken 2–Yes, and they took me
to the cage. Next day Mr. Bicknell tried me, and
ºut me up to the camp, and during the time I was
tº my two hands were tied day and night, and on the

“guarded in his conduct in future. Signed Prender
“ville,”—is that the Major you speak of ?—Yes.
16,085. Did he order you the four dozen 2–Yes,
16,086. Who ordered you the extra dozen 2–The
same Major.

16,087. What was that for –Because I said I got
a flogging for nothing; he said I should not say any
thing.

16,088. Then you got another dozen because you
said you had got four for nothing 2–Yes.

16,089. Did you see any other men flogged 2–Yes,
an old man.

16,090. Where was that *—At the camp.
filay they brought out a convict and hang him up
16,091. What did he get 2—He had 40, and he was
"the camp. On the Saturday morning they gave all over stiff where he had been pricked with swords.
"ºur lozen lashes, and when they finished them I . 16,092. Did you see that done –Yes.
* “I got a flogging for nothing,” and they gave
16,093. Who ordered that man to be flogged ?–The
* another dozen for that.

lºº. What was the name of the sergeant who
*You up —Berwick.

º, Did you know him —Oh, yes, I knew him
"...This is the paper they gave mé (producing it).
19976. Is that a pass – Yes.
ºil. After you left the camp —Yes.
16078. Who orderedyou to get four dozen lashes?—
he

Major.

"º. What Major –The first Major; I don't
ow his first name.

*0. Where does he live —At the camp.

same Major.
16,094. Did you see him pricked with swords 2—
No, I did not see it.
s

16,095. How do you know that his back was pricked
with swords —He told me so ; he and I were in the
same room up at the camp.
16,096. What was his name 2—I don’t know his
Iname.

16,097. Was he from Constant Spring 2—Yes.
16,098. After you had that four dozen what did
you do?—I did not do anything.
R r 4
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16,099. Where did you go?—They sent me home.
I went home to my house.

16,110. Who flogged you ?—Two soldiers, a white
and a black one.

16,100. At Kingston 2–Yes.
16,101. (Mr. Gorrie.) Do you know the name of
the convict that was hanged at Up-Park Camp —

16,111. (Mr. Walcott.) Do you remember what
charge was made against you before Mr. Bicknell ?—

No, I do not know his name.

Mr. Bicknell.

No ; I did not hear what the sergeant was saying to

16,102. (Commission.) At what time of the day
was he hanged 2–In the evening, about 4 o'clock.
16,103. Were all the prisoners present when he
was hung 2—All present.
16,104. Where was he hung 2—At a cashaw tree
by the side of the hospital; he was all over in irons,

16,112. Were any witnesses called 2–No.
16,113. Nobody besides the sergeant —No, no
body.

16,114. (Commission.) Were you called upon to
make any defence, to say anything you had to say, or
anything like that ?—No, nothing like that.

16,115. When you were at the camp were you

from his neck to his heels.

16,105.
16,106.
16,107.
ber?—It

asked to make any defence 2—No.
16, 116. Did they state any charge against you?—
No charge at all.

What day was that?—That was on a Friday.
Don't you know what Friday ?—No.
Was it in November, September, or Octo
was in October, the day before I was

16,117. Did they just call you out and say “Come
here " ?—Yes.

released.

16,118. Were you then tied up —Yes, and flogged.
16,119. Was anybody else flogged besides you?—

16,108. When was that ?—The date is on the pass

(the pass was dated 28th October).

Yes, six that morning.

16,109. Have you ever been in confinement before ?
—That was the first time in my life, never before.

and some had 48 ; I had the most.

16,120. How many did they get 2—Some had 40,

The witness withdrew.

J. Bryan.**

JAMES BRYAN (a black) sworn and examined.
16,121. Do you live at Golden Street, Kingston — you when you were arrested 2–No, no warrant at
all.

Yes.

16,145. Was any charge made against you ?–No
charge at all; I could not tell for what purpose I

16,122. What are you?—A cigar-maker.
16,123. In October last were you acting as a
Volunteer?—Yes.

was taken up.

16,124. In which corps?—Mr. Wiltshire's.

16,146. Do you remember the name of any person

16,125. In the month of October were you taken who was flogged at the camp 2–I remember a man
by the name of Henry Wallace; he had three stabs
in his back, and he said the Volunteers had given it

up —Yes.
16,126. By whom ?—By Inspector Nairne.
16,127. Where did he send you ?—He sent me up
to camp on the 24th of October.
16,128. How long did you stay there 2–I was

him.

16,147. Do you remember any prisoner being hung

five of us were sent that morning, and 15 on board

at the camp 2–Yes; a man by the name of Jones,
16, 148. Who was Jones —A prisoner from the
penitentiary.
16,149. How was he hung —He was hung with
chains all over him on a cashaw tree; they put a cart

the “Aboukir.”

underneath the tree ; and I saw the young man

there until the 2nd of November.

16,129. What became of yon then –They sent me

up to Morant Bay on board the “Cordelia.” Thirty

16,130. You were not on board the “Aboukir " James Phillips flogged.
but the “Cordelia’’ P-Yes.

16,131. Then you know nothing about

16,150. Did you see Ramsay do anything in par

the ticular at Morant Bay ?—When we went in the

“Aboukir " ? —There were 15 prisoners for the

evening to call out Goldson and the whole of us men,
he said to Goldson, “What is your name *

“Aboukir" sent up to the Bay.

16,132. You did not see anything that took place

16,151. Did you see him do anything particular :

on board the “Aboukir,” did you ?—No.

—Yes, he flogged him.
16, 152. Did he strike anybody ?—Yes.
16,153. Who was it he struck — Sam Clarke;
he struck him before he was hung.
16,154. Where did he strike him 2–In his jaw.

16,133. When you got on board the “Cordelia"

you say you were taken to Morant Bay ?—Yes.
16,134. At Morant Bay what became of you?—
I was there at the station under Mr. Ramsay.

16,135. For how long?—I was there until the 14th

16, 155. What with ?—With his fist.

of November before I got my discharge.

16,156. Did Ramsay strike anybody else, do you

16,136. During that time what was done with you? remember 2—I saw he flogged another man.
—They did nothing with me, but just kept me in the
16,157. Do you remember his striking a man
station.
16,137. Do you mean the police station ?–Yes, named Dick 2–Yes, that was on the way coming on
to Kingston.

and every evening they took us out to see the people

16, 158. Did Ramsay say anything to him?–Yes;
I saw him coming, and I said to Dick, “Dick, let us
salute him.” Dick said, “Well, I am going into the

executed.

16,138. How often did you go to see that —Most
every other evening.
16,139. During that time did you see people executed

yard to see a person"; and as he turned into the gate,

that you knew —I did not know any of them ; I saw I salute him, and a man of the name of Grove salute
him, and a young man, who is dead, of the name of
many executed and flogged too.
McLean.
-

16,140. Did they take you out to see them flogged

as well ?—Yes.

16,141. Have you anything to state with regard to

-

16,159, Were you prisoners?—Yes, we were pri
soners, but we were discharged.

what you saw on that occasion ?–I saw some men

16,160. At the time they saluted him had they

have 50 lashes, and some 100 lashes during that
time, but I do not know them.
16,142. You do not know why they were given –

been discharged 2–Yes, it was all after martial law;
As he passed he said, “You men come along here ;”

No, I cannot tell.

dare you, sir, wear this cap 2" Dick said to him, “I

16,143. Is there anything in particular that you
witnessed that you wish to mention ?—I did not see
anything more than seeing the people flogged, and

“am a Volunteer, and from the time I was taken up till
“now I get this cap.” He said, “If I had a knife he
would cut it,” and he took away the cap from him,

what were hung.

16,144. (Mr. Payne.) Was any warrant shown to

and after McLean went up to him he said, “How

and he struck him with the cat that he had been

flogging the people with.
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16,161. This was after martial law, was it —Yes, he gave him the cap back, and said, “Take it,” and EIGHTRENTH
1)AY
after martial law.

16,162. Where was it?—It happened at a place called
Yallahs Bay, some 13 or 14 miles from Morant Bay.

16,163. Did he say anything more to them —Yes;

as he went up to him to take it, he struck him in the
face again with the cat, and said, “If you ever

J. Bryan.

“ come to Kingston and open your mouth, and say
14 Feb. 1S66.

“anything, I will have you punished.”

The witness withdrew.

The Hon. ALEXANDER HESLOP, Her Majesty's Attorney-General for Jamaica, (coloured,)

The Hon.

sworn and examined.

A. Heslop.

(His Excellency the President read the caution, as
printed, to the witness.)
(The witness).-I thankfully acknowledge the in
formation, but having nothing to conceal, I shall feel
no difficulty in answering any question which is at

all pertinent to this inquiry.
16,164. On Wednesday, the 11th of October, did you
receive a summons from Governor lºy re?—I did,
and in an unusual form.

lives in the last house in Kingston, to the eastward of
the town.

I saw Dr. Bowerbank, and I saw also the

Police Magistrate of Kingston, Mr. Bicknel. I told
him what I proposed doing ; that I was going up to
St. Thomas in the East myself, having had some
former connexion with it. We arranged to go up
together by the carriage. I returned to my lodgings
that evening, and whilst there I received a message
from His Excellency the Governor, who had come

16,165. Did he afterwards communicate to you the

down from Flamstead : I returned to the General's,

letter he had received from Baron Ketelhodt —He

and it was there arranged that a proclamation of

did, on that same morning, between 8 and 9 o'clock.
16,166. You are aware that after communicating
with you certain dispatches were sent off —They
were sent off promptly; in fact they were sent just

martial law should be issued.

as the clock struck 9.

*

16,167. In the afternoon of the 12th of October did

you receive some letter?—I did.
16,168. What letter was that ?–It was a letter
addressed to the Governor—the Governor himself

being at Flamstead, whither he had gone on the day
preceding, immediately after having sent off his
dispatches to the General in Kingston, and to the

Naval Officer in command at Port Royal.
16,169. At what time was it when you received
this letter on the 12th 2–I should say, as nearly as
possible, about half-past 3 o'clock ; Mr. Walcott
was in my house and in my study at the time. It
was 20 minutes past 3, he informs me, so I
am tolerably correct. I fix the time simply from

this, that I had just time to pack up a few clothes and
put them in a portmanteau and get to the train in

time to go back to Kingston by the last train. I must
explain the opening of this letter, because it was
addressed to the Governor, not to me; it was put into
my hands by a personal friend of mine, Dr. Ross, who

had brought it over by the road. I declined opening
it at first, but he stated that the Custos of Kingston
had given express directions that if the Governor
was not in town the Attorney-General was the man

to open it and read it, and accordingly I did.
16,170. Did you then go on to the General's

house?–I at once went over by the train, I had
barely time to pack a few changes of linen. I went
ºver to Kingston and deposited my luggage, small as

16, 173. What was the purport of the message
that you received from the Governor —That I lis

Excellency wished to see me immediately; it was a
verbal message, I think.
16, 174. Did you find the Governor at the Gene
ral's 3–1 found the Governor there and the General.

It was then arranged that a proclamation of martial
law should be issued, or at least prepared, and I was
requested to draft it.

I did so then and there, in

accordance, as I believed and believe, with the militia
law of Jamaica now in force.—It was necessary that
that proclamation before it could be lawfully issued
should have the sanction of 21

members

of the

Council of War. The Governor succeeded in getting
such a Council of War next morning at 10 o'clock,
which very much surprised me. I do not think I
was there before that o’clock.

16, 175. There were summonses issued over night,
I suppose 3–Yes, there was a proper Council of War,
unquestionably ; in fact there was a superabundance
of gentlemen present.
ió,176. More than the 21 required by the
Militia Act 2–More, there were twice 21, I
suppose the room was full ; it was then agreed that
martial law should be proclaimed. First of all it was
suggested or proposed that it should be declared over

the whole county of Surry.

I will not speak of any

discussion that took place, but the result was that
the proclamation of, martial law was authorized as

over the whole county of Surry, with the single
exception of the city and parish of Kingston.
16, 177. Was there any division of opinion as to
declaring it for that part —There was,

16,178. All were not agreed then as to the necessity
was to order a carriage and a pair of horses to go off of issuing a proclamation at all —I beg your pardon,
it was, at my lodging house, and the first thing I did

lºst morning by 5 o'clock to St. Thomas in the

that was not what you asked.

Past. I mention facts because I am not going to

a division as to the area over which it should extend.

mention impressions; the Commissioners will draw

16,179. Were all agreed as to the propriety of
declaring that portion under martial law —Every

their inferences from the facts that I state; I do not
tly what I thought about the outbreak, but I will
* What I did on the strength of it.

You said was there

man ; there were some even that would have had
martial law declared over the whole island.

16, 180. The matter in discussion then was, whether
16,171. Did you receive a message from the
Governor ?—If the Commissioners will allow me, I the town of Kingston should be included *—Precisely
think

perhaps I may make a chronological narrative ;

SO.

16, 181. Were there statements submitted to that

*nd if they will hear what I have to state first it may
*"ggest additional questions to be put, and I shall be

Council of War —No, there was nothing but common

*Y. happy and in duty bound to answer them.

talk.

aving ordered the carriage and pair to be ready, I
"We up at once to the General's to see if this report
* really correct, or whether he had additional

man carried his own information within his own head.

information to give. I saw the General, I was with
him I suppose about half an hour, he confirmed it,

16,182. Were there no statements —No, every
16,183. Is there any record of the persons that
were then present 2—I do not think there is.
16,184. Could you give us the names 2–I could
tell a good many.

"the only additional information I got from him
*...that he had sent on without the Governor's
"lºition an additional company of men, or an

I can ; but you must not take it as a list of the

additional 100 men.

number that were there.

16,172. Where to ?–To Morant Bay, on his own
*Ponsibility, and of course by his own authority.

16, 186. Was there no secretary, no minute kept of
the proceedings —I do not think so. I saw nome.

**n went up to the Custos, Dr. Bowerbank, who

16,187. Give us all that you can remember 2—

16,185. Will you give us what you can 2–All that

S S
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EIGHTEENTH There was the Speaker of the House of Assembly;

pay
The Hon.
A. Heslop.

normal provision on the statute book under certain

there was Mr. Constantine Burke, a member for one
of the parishes, I think St. David's ; there was Mr.
Nathan ; I think Mr. Colthirst, Mr. Salom I think ;

circumstances. The 33rd of Charles the 2nd, chap.
21—which Act was passed in the year 1681, nearly

but it must be observed I am speaking from a rather

the first session that it was on the Jamaica statute

confused recollection of names ; there was a room full
of gentlemen.

book; there was a provision in section 7 of that Act,
which is repealed law, but which has been continued

16,188. Only give us those that you do remember 2
—The Governor was there, the General, Mr. Lynch
was there certainly, Mr. Isaac Levy was there, and

in every subsequent Militia. Act—it has not any

200 years ago—was the first Militia Act, or that was

14 Feb. 1866.

duration clause itself.

I would remark that at that

available members of the Assembly and Council were
present, and there can be no earthly doubt about it; and

time, of course, the mass of the population was a servile
population, and in the 7th section there is this pro
vision, “That upon every apprehension and appearance
“ of any public danger or invasion, the Commander-in

no one ever dreamt that there was a doubt about the

“ Chief shall forthwith call a Council of War, and with

several gentlemen from Spanish Town ; in fact all the

valid constitution of that Council of War.

16, 189. Was the Chief Justice there 2—The Chief

Justice was there of course, and gave his opinion. I
was there, Mr. Osborn was there, and several military

“ their advice and consent cause and command the

“Articles of War to be proclaimed at Port Royal and
“ St. Jago de la Vega,” Kingston not then being in
existence, upon which said publication the martial

and naval officers.

law was to be in force.

16,190. The members of the Privy Council are also
members of the Council of War, are they not –I
think they are ; however, it was duly constituted. I
believe there was never any doubt about that.

law I take it that this section gives us about as
definite a description of martial law as we shall find
in any text book, at least as definite and I think much
more clear, “that then it shall and may be lawful for

16, 191. We wanted to know whom it embraced 2–

“ the said

And what was the martial

Commander-in-Chief to command the

&4

persons of any of His Majesty's liege subjects, as

I have mentioned all the persons who were perhaps
4.&

the most notable ones.

also their negroes, horses, and cattle, for all such
&4

16, 192. (Mr. Gorrie.) You have mentioned no
members of the Government as yet ; were the mem
bers of the Executive Committee there :-They may
have been—I think they must have been ; for instance,

«

“
“
“
*

Mr. Westmorland must have been there, I think, but

&4

I do not pledge myself to say that he was.
16, 193. (Commission.) Then he did not take any
very active part in it —No, he did not certainly—the
members of the Executive Government did not take

any very active part. The legal opinion of the Chief
Justice was asked. I expressed an opinion, rather in
• strong terms, about the impropriety of extending
martial law to Kingston. I thought it would be in
jurious to commerce, and so forth, and the result was
simply that there should be a proclamation of martial
law, and the draft proclamation which I had drawn
in the way I have mentioned the night before was
accordingly engrossed, and then it was taken down
to be published in the proclaimed districts.
16, 194. Were the members of the Council of War

called by summons —I cannot answer that question,
because I do not know.

16, 195. Did you receive a summons —No, I know
that summonses were given out. I drafted the pro
clamation about 9 o'clock, or between 9 and 10, at the
General's.

16, 196. Under the Militia Act I believe all mem

bers of the House of Assembly are qualified to act as
members of the Council of War?—I think they are.
16,197. And all members of the Privy Council —
All members of the Council.

At the time that Militia

Act was passed it may be worth while to note that
the Privy Council and the Legislative Council were one.
16, 198. We have rather collected from what has

“

service as may be for the public defence, and to
pull down houses, cut down timber, command ships
and boats, and generally to act and do with full
power and authority all such things as he and the
said Council of War may think necessary and expe
dient for His Majesty's service and the defence of
this island.” That was the first positive enactment

with regard to martial law, and I believe was the first

and the only legislative definition of martial law. But
that provision has been continued by subsequent Acts
—that statute was only repealed by the 9th of Victoria,
the present Act—yes, it was repealed first by the 6th.
of Victoria, chapter 35, which was a general repealing
Act, striking of a batch of Acts many of which were
virtually duplicates of others; but that Act long before
it was repealed was virtually continued, in duplicate,
I might say, by the 38th of George the 3rd, c. 19,
S. 53. I do not know whetherit is necessary to give it
to the Commission, but I will undertake to say it never
expired, never for 24 hours; the sun never rose and

set on Jamaica as a country in which the English law
prevailed with regard to martial law.
16,201. What statute are you referring to ?—The
38th of George the 3rd, chapter 19, section 53.
16,202. Was that a Militia Act 2–Yes.
16,203. It was a sort of concurrent Act, then –It

was ; in fact it did not repeal the other at all, but it
re-enacted that particular clause—in fact it re-enacted
a large portion. It must be borne in mind that this
island was settled by an armed force, and I may
mention, as a proof of the military origin of this colony,
that the officer who in England is called the high
sheriff is with us called the provost-marshal, up to
this day. This Act of Charles was in force until the

6th of Victoria. I speak generally of the continuing

passed that there were two parties in the House of
Assembly –Yes, there always have been.
16, 199. Were there members of both parties present
at the Council of War —Oh, yes, there was a perfect
mixture of all political parties, men of all shades of
colour and all shades of local politics, (which I myself
never understood,) and I think that so far as the pro
clamation extended I may and do say confidently,
that there was not one dissentient voice against the
proclamation of martial law over the area specified in
the proclamation.
16,200. You can probably draw the attention of the
Commission to the state of the law as regards martial
law previous to the 9th of Victoria—can you in fact
give us the history of the martial law of this island —
I think I can at any rate give some of the leading

sanction of any Council of War was required, was it?
—Oh, yes; “That upon every apprehension and ap

indicia of it, and I think that I should be warranted
in saying that, from the time of the actual settlement

“ Chief do forthwith call a Council of War.” Then

of this colony as a British possession under the Crown,

the subsequent statute tells of what materials the
council is composed.

there never has been a day during which martial law,
or the power of declaring martial law, has not been a

Acts, they are little more than repetitions.

16,204. You have referred to 38th George the 3rd,
what was the next Act —The next was the 50th of

George the 3rd, chapter 17, sections 72, 73, and 74.
In none of the subsequent statutes is there any specific

mode of proclaiming martial law mentioned, nor yet
any definition or any alteration of the original defini
tion which was given by the statute of Charles; that
is to say, “That the Commander-in-Chief shall have
“ power to do all such things as he and the Council

“ of War shall think necessary and expedient for His
“ Majesty's service.”
16,205. Under the statute of Charles the 2nd no

“ pearance of any public danger the

Commander-in

16,206. The Council of War of that date would
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robably consist of his own officers ?—Probably so ;
the first statute does not even mention the number,

of the repeal of the statute of Charles was the 4th

but all the subsequent statutes do.

mentioned are substantially mere repetitions of the
previous laws.
16,221. The provisions in the 4th Vict. are just the

The 38th of

“And whereas the
* appearance of public danger, by invasion or other
George 3rd, c. 19, see.

53, states,

a wise, may sometimes make the imposition of martial

same as those in the 9th, apparently —I think they

a
“
“
*

ate.

law necessary, yet as, from experience of the
mischiefs and calamities attending it, it must ever be
considered as among the greatest of evils, be it
enacted, that it shall not in future be declared or im

* posed but by the opinion and advice of a Council of
“War,consisting as aforesaid,” referring to the preced
ing section, the 51st, which says, “That for the future
“all Councils of War shall consist of the Governor and

* Commander-in-Chief for the time being, the Admiral
“ and Commander-in-Chief of His Majesty's ships on
“ this station for the time being, the several members
“ of the Privy Council, the Speaker and members of
* the Assembly, general officers of Militia,” and so
forth. The 58th section is, as it were, restrictive: it

says that “Henceforth no martial law shall be pro
* claimed except with the advice of the Council of
“War, consisting as aforesaid:” that is to say, as in
section 51, which is the one that defines the composi

16,222. And there is a provision introduced that it
shall cease at the end of 30 days, unless continued 2–
Yes ; the 7th Vict. c. 64, the sections 9, 10, and 11,

are mere repetitions of the others. I may mention,
with regard to the “Rules and Articles of War” there
mentioned, that Rules and Articles of War were,

up to the year 1858, in the form of an Act of
Assembly every year passed.
16,223. An annual Act 2—An annual Act.

The

last Act printed at length was the 14th Vict. c. 19.
Then there were several continuations of that in two

or three lines, stating that such an Act should be

continued for so many years; but that is where all the
Articles will be found. That Act was continued by
the 15th Vict. c. 10, and further continued by the 21st
Vict. c. 18, until the 31st of December 1858; and

since that there have been no Articles of War except
the Queen's Articles for the government of the troops.
16,224. Do they apply merely to the government
16,207. But that does not seem to re-enact the pro of troops ?—They apply to the militia whenever they
visions that you have referred to in the Act of are called out and organized, either during martial
Charles –It does not alter them ; it does not repeal law, or when embodied by order of the Governor.
the Act of Charles.
16,225. Were those Acts special to Jamaica, or
16,208. It is a restraining statute 2–Yes; it simply were they merely publishing the Acts passed in
states that the Governor shall act by the advice of England –They were special to Jamaica, and they
the Council of War.
had reference chiefly to the Militia at a time when
16,209. That is repealed, we understand, by the 6th the Militia was embodied for general service.
Victoria –Yes, c. 35.
16,226. Making special provision for this island 2
16,210. Then there is another Act enforcing the —Precisely ; the present Act is the 9th Vict. c. 35,
sections 96, 97, and 98. That is the Act in fact
same provisions —Undoubtedly.
16,211. Where is that ?–If the Commission will under which the proclamation was issued.
allow me I am going through them in order. There
16,227. That is, the existing Act 2–Yes.
is the 5th of William IV. c. 28, ss. 71, 72, 73. The
16,228. That expressly repeals the statute of
7th William IV. was disallowed, and the 4th Vict. c. Charles —Yes.
27 comes in force.
16,229. Which had been generally repealed by the
16,212. What was the Act that remained in force 7th of Vict. *—Yes, it repeals the whole of them.
16,230. Have you mentioned the 6th Vict. c. 35?—
at the time the statute of Charles was repealed 3–
The 4th Vict. c. 27.
Yes, that is a general repealing Act.
16,231. I understand you to say there were
16,213. Does that re-enact the particular provisions
to which you have referred 2–Yes, I daresay it duplicate statutes which the 6th Victoria cleared
does. The sections are the 92nd, 93rd, and 94th ; it out of the statute book —I have stated, I think,
has got all the same clauses about the constitution of that the 4th of Vict. was concurrent and co-existent
tion of the Council for the first time after the statute
of Charles.

the Council and the proclamation of martial law.

with the statute of Charles that was repealed by the

16,214. But has it the definition of martial law —

6th of Vict. ; it was the striking off one of the barrels

No, I thought I had so stated. I most certainly say
that assuredly there is not a single one of the Acts
that repeals, alters, adds to, or repudiates that defini

and shooting with a single-barrelled gun. It was
repealed ; but I state at the same time concurrent and

tion of the statute of Charles.

co-existent with the statute of Charles is the 4th of
Victoria, the provisions of which are in force to this

16215. We understand you to say that the 6th day, and w ...ich are substantially the same provisions
Vict, did repeal the whole Act 2–Yes; but I am
speaking specifically as to that definition.
16,216. Then the 6th of Vict, does repeal the Act

of sect. 96, 97, and 98 of the present Act, 9 V.c. c. 35.

ºf Charles?—Undoubtedly.

Charles about the Articles of War 2—No.

in the sections I have quoted, 92,93, and 94, as those
16,232. It does not recite this clause in the Act of

16,217. For the first time 2—For the first time, so

16,233. Then that Act retains the substance of the

far as my knowledge goes.
16218. Then it comes to this, that the 38th George
3rd was not a concurrent Act with that of Charles,

Act of Charles, with the exception of this detail about
the Articles of War —Yes ; I may mention that at
the time of the Act of Charles the Articles of War

tº a restraining one –A definitive one I should were not on the statute book. There were no
(all it. The statute of Charles did not specify the Articles of War ; in point of fact, at least, there is no
Cºmponent members of the Council, and this was an
Addition in aid.

means of ascertaining what they were.

{{

16,234. Was there not the local Act to which you
16219. By the Act of Charles it was necessary, have referred —The note I have got of the Rules and

&

With the advice and consent of the Council of War,

{{

w cause and command the Articles of War to be were first printed, but I have got the last one in the

**

proclaimed at Port

Royal and St. Jago de la Vega,
upon which said publication the martial law was to
be enforced.” These subsequent statutes to which

Articles of War does not enable me to say when they
form of the Act here.

Of course in

England they

are the Queen's orders, those are under the Mutiny

Act ; but in Jamaica up to the end of the year 1853

Jº" have referred do not require the Articles of War, they appeared on the statute book as an Act; and the
whatever they

may be, to be proclaimed —No, they
do not, not one of them.

EIGHºsta

Vict. c. 27, sec. 92, 93, and 94. The Acts that I have

last one where we see them printed at length is the
14th Victoria, chapter 19.

*20. Nor do they specify the manner in which
*tial law is to be proclaimed –No, not one of
them; they simply say “the Governor may proclaim

show the necessity of the enactments in it as distinct
from those of 4th Vict. c. 37, which re-enacted the

*tial law.” The Act that was in force at the time

statute of Charles the Second ; why was the statute

16,235. The recital of the 9th Vict. c. 35, would

•*
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of the 9th Vict, passed while the law still existed un
repealed undert he 4th Vict. You ask me a question
which I do not think the Legislature could answer.
16,236. But you might —I cannot give any reason.
16,237. They thought fit to do it —Yes.
16,238. Is there any reference in these Articles of
War to martial law – I think there is.

I have the

annual laws printed separately ; they are not easily
put in the statute book. I think it right, before I
can make myself perfectly intelligible (as the Com
missioners have asked my opinion with regard to
martial law in Jamaica), now that I have endeavoured
to develop all the sources from which information may
be derived, to draw a distinction between the consti

tution of this country and that in England. The
petition of right, which is virtually a statute, has
relation only to the realm of England. Jamaica was
not even a possession of the British Crown at that

time, and certainly no portion of the realm of England.
In the declaration of rights there is no mention what

ever of the prerogative right, or the contrary, of de
claring martial law—Jamaica then was a British

possession. The petition of right (the only statute,
so far as I know, which proclaims the illegality of the
Crown's exercise of its alleged prerogative in declaring
martial law without the consent of Parliament) is
confined to the realm of England; Jamaica, so far from

being a portion of the realm of England, never was,
and is not ; because the Queen of England is not the
Queen of Jamaica—she is Lady Supreme and has
different functions in both capacities and various

about the difference with regard to the constitutional

question here and in England, I said that the petition
of right at the time of Charles the First had relation
to the realm of England. It unquestionably negatived
the right, so far as the realm of England was con
cerned—(mark you, Ireland was no portion of the
realm of England, and we shall see, when I come to
mention the Act of 1798, that there is a special ad
mission of the prerogative right of the Crown in
Ireland, three or four times repeated, to declare
martial law when it pleased)—I say that the petition
of right, which one may call the statute of Charles
1st, did unquestionably negative the right, of the
King in England to proclaim martial law without the
sanction of his Parliament, and the law has remained

in England from that time as it is now—that if a
minister in the Queen's name, and by the Queen's
authority, chooses to declare any particular district
under martial law, he takes the consequences, and must
go to Parliament for an Act of indemnity. He knows
that he is breaking the law—he has got his head on
his shoulders, and his eyes open—it is supposed that he
knows the consequences and that he is prepared to
stand them. There is no provision—there never was
a provision in England, or on the English statute
book, authorizing the Crown to declare martial law
in the realm of England. The dispute upon that was
one of the greatest points of the controversy between
King Charles the 1st and his parliament, and we know

what the lamentable consequences of that dispute
were. The question was never mooted again in the

powers, and if she were to cease to be the one, which

Declaration of Rights at the revolution of 1688. There

God forbid, it does not necessarily follow that she
should cease to be the other ; she is represented by
the sign of Her person, Her seal—the seal of Jamaica

Declaration of Rights, because it was supposed to have

is not the scal of the United Kingdom, and the man

being no statute law in England, and there never

who has the custody of the seal, whomsoever the
Queen may choose to entrust it to, has the right of
using Her Majesty's name in this island for all pur
poses which the Queen herself can use it for ; the
difference being that the authority of the island seal
is confined within gunshot from the coast of the
island, and the great seal of the United Kingdom
represents the state and empire of the Queen of

having ceased to be statute law in Jamaica, authoriz

is no mention

been settled.

whatever about martial law in the

That is the distinction, I take it, there

ing the issuing of the proclamation of martial law. Of
course one sees the reason of it, because the very

Of course no Governor

patents that were given by Charles the 2nd, when he
partitioned out this island, the very condition of them
was, “You shall import so many African labourers, so
many per acre ;” that was the very ground of tenure
—a tenure of employing a servile population ; and
the whole policy of legislation during slavery was to

here can have any communication with any foreign

put strong powers in the hands of the Government,

country except as a private gentleman.
16,239. Does not the broad seal of Jamaica also

because the free population was a very small fraction,
compared with the mass of the population. Whether
it was sound policy to continue that after emancipa
tion, of course is a question which I do not wish to
discuss. That being the state of the law in England, .
the constitutional law of Jamaica, 1st George 2nd,

England to foreign nations.

relate to the dependencies of Jamaica 2–It does.
16.240. Are not they beyond gunshot of the
island 3–That is by statute. The Caymanas Islands,
for instance.

16,241. They are beyond gunshot ?—Yes.

c. 1, declares “That all the laws of England which

16,242. Would the broad seal of Jamaica have

“ have been issued and recognized in Jamaica hereto
operation there 2–That is by express Act of Parlia “ fore shall be henceforth the law of Jamaica.” What
ment, which was passed not more than three years I say is, that the Act of Charles was on the statute
ago. A sort of power has been exercised (I was Jhook at that very time authorizing martial law;
going to say almost from time immemorial, but we therefore it could not have been a portion of the law
know that the British Crown has not been in posses of Jamaica that martial law never should be pro
sion of Jamaica from time immemorial, in the legal claimed. I hope I make myself intelligible.
sense of the term); however, for a long series of
16,246. I do not quite see how that follows. If I

years it has been the practice for the Governor here

remember rightly, it says, “All the laws of England
“ that have been in force in Jamaica shall be deemed

to give commissions to the magistrates in the Cay
manas island, upon what authority I never knew ; and
it was in consequence of the extraordinary anomaly
of this and similar proceedings that the attention of
the English Government was drawn to it, and they

16,247. That was to determine a great dispute, to
limit it to those laws that had been in force –In point

passed an Act of Parliament, about the 25th or 26th

same Act you find, for the first time, Jamaica giving

Victoria, specially regulating the Government of the
Caymanas, and putting it as a subordinate dependency
to this.

16,243. Was that a local Act 2—No, an imperial
Act.

“ to be law " ?–Yes.

of fact it was a compromise ; because in the very
a permanent revenue to the Crown, and the Crown,
which had refused time after time to pass an Act in
the very same words, entered into a compromise:
The statute closes with a schedule of revenue and
expenditure, and the very last clause in it states that

16,244. Then by that Act the broad seal of

all the laws of England that have been recognized and

Jamaica extends there 2–No, there is no mention of

acted upon in this island shall henceforth be the law

the broad seal.

of Jamaica. I say that the English law, with regard
to the right of the Crown to issue proclamations of

16,245. But the powers under the broad seal, the
granting commissions, for instance 3–Yes, in point of

martial law, could not have been adopted here, for the

fact the Governor of Jamaica is now Governor of the

simple reason that there was then existing on

Caymanas. All the power he possesses here he
possesses there. To return to what I was stating

provision that, under cº
tain circumstances, the Governor should have the
statute book of Jamaica a

the

ºl,

.
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16,265. What number of persons were tried at that Eigºth

power of proclaiming martial law. Therefore I say
of necessity that portion of the law must be so con

Court-martial *—I kept no memoranda, as indeed

strued as to make it consistent with the power of the

you may imagine, as I could not sit up ; but I should

The Hon.

Governor to declare martial law with the advice of the
Council of War. I think I have now stated all that

say there must have been at the very least 10 persons
tried, perhaps more, but I should say not under 10.

A. Heslop.

I am prepared to say upon the question of martial

I think there were seven tried all at once.

law.

Excellency the Governor asked me to take passage

16,266. What were the results of the Court-martial 2
—The results were five, I think, I may be wrong,
four or five, but I think five persons were condemned
to be hung, one of them a woman, all in reference to

with him on board the French steamer “Caravelle.”

the actual outrages and series of murders that had

We accordingly sailed from Kingston on Friday

been perpetrated three days before.
16,267. Were they all charged with that ?—They
were all charged, and all that were convicted were
according to my opinion then and now proven to be
guilty participators and actual actors in the mur

16,248. When did you go to Morant Bay 2–As I
stated before, I was going to drive up, but His

morning.

16249. And arrived at Morant Bay when 3–That

same evening about 7 o'clock, I think it was ; we
disembarked immediately.

16,250. Did you sit upon a Court-martial that even

derous atrocities committed in that little square on

ing?—No. certainly not.
16,251. Not on the Friday ?—No.
16,252. On the Saturday ?–Yes, the proclamation
was made on that same evening, immediately we landed.
16.253. Proclaimed there 2–Yes, proclaimed there.
16.254. When did you sit on a Court-martial —

the 11th October—as conclusively proven to have so
acted as if it had been proved in any ordinary court
of justice.
16,268. Does that apply to the woman as well as
to the men —Most assuredly to the woman, who was
I may say perhaps the worst of the lot. Speaking
for myself and the motive which actuated me in
recommending this woman, not to mercy, but that the
sentence should not be carried out fully upon her,
speaking I say for myself, I was not actuated at all
by any idea of mercy, but solely upon the grounds of
policy. These people had abstained hitherto from

I sat on a Court-martial the next morning.

16,255. In what character did you sit upon that
Court-martial?—As a Captain of Volunteers.
16,256. How was martial law proclaimed at Morant
Bay—was it by a printed proclamation ?—By a
written proclamation, I think. No, I believe it was
printed, but I won't be certain on that. Mr. Ramsay
can give the best information upon that point, because
he was the man that proclaimed it. I speak only
from information that I derived from him, that he

both proclaimed it by sticking it up on some public
place and also by reading it aloud in some public street.
16,257. We find that in 1831 the only way in which
it was proclaimed was by beat of drum on the steps
of the King's House—was it proclaimed in that way
at Morant Bay ?—No, I do not think so. I don't
know how it was done, in truth, so far as beat of
drum was concerned. There was a camp, there is no
mistake about that.

16,258. You say you sat upon a Court-martial on
Saturday ?—I sat on that one Court-martial, at any
rate, that one day.
16,259. Who were your colleagues —They were

Mr. Fyfe, who I believe has the rank of a Colonel
in the Militia, but he was also a member of the
Legislative Council.

16,260. And a stipendiary magistrate?—And a
stipendiary magistrate too. There was Mr. Andrew
Lewis, Colonel of Militia and formerly Adjutant
General of Militia; Mr. Peter Alexander Espeut, a
prºprietor of an estate in the parish, and of other
estates in other parishes; and Colonel Hunt (Captain

Hunt of the Marines, but Colonel Hunt of the Jamaica
Militia), who acted as President ; and myself.
16,261. You were not at all well at the time, I
believe?–No.

16,262. You have been described as lying on a
mal by one of the witnesses —So I understand.

I

violence to women, and I thought it was desirable

not to provoke them to adopt another course. It was
not on the ground of mercy to the woman, but solely
with the object of preventing brutalities against
females in the further progress of what was considered
then to be a rebellion.

16,269. You were aware that at that time there

were several ladies and others supposed to be in the
hands of the people —Yes, we knew that they were
not in their houses, where they ought to have been in
the ordinary time of peace.
16,270. And you thought the execution of the
woman might lead to some species of brutalities
towards them –Precisely so, that was my motive ;

other gentlemen may have acted upon the principles
of mercy, but I felt none for her and I feel none
In OW.

16,271. Do you know anything more yourself as to
the proceedings of the Courts-martial 2–No, because

I sat on no other Court-martial, and I saw only one
execution, and that was by accident, at Port Antonio.
16,272. Have you been consulted at all about the
cessation of martial law, or about particular trials
or arrests?—That is a large question. I have not
been consulted in the case of any one single arrest
since the declaration of martial law.

16,273. Not in a single case ?—Not in any one
single case, so far as my memory serves me.

I am

subject to correction. I mean to say before the
arrest, be it observed ; I have never been consulted

upon the question of arresting.
16,274. Do you state that you never were consulted

have no doubt that was perfectly true : I was very about the arrest of anybody?–Not about the arresting
ill, so ill, in point of fact, that it was with difficulty I
stood up to take the oath, and then I lay down again :
but I was in as perfect possession of my mental

to be done with them, and so forth ; but I was never

faculties as I am at this moment, and I heard the

consulted, nor was I cognizant of any actual arrest

of any person. I may have been consulted, I dare
say. I was when they were in prison, as to what was

Whole of the evidence distinctly. I was obliged to until after it was made, of any arrest whatever, from
He down among a litter of saddles, boxes, and even the declaration of martial law up to the present date.
revolvers.

16,275. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were you consulted prior

16,263. You said that you had difficulty in standing to the arrest of any person as to the primá facic case
| to take the oath, were the members all sworn ?— against him, upon which the arrest was proposed to
All sworn.

be made —No, I was never consulted upon any
16,264. Do you remember the form of the oath — single topic, neither upon the sufficiency of evidence

! was present when it was read to Mr. Astwood, and

or otherwise.

I believe from recollection it was exactly the oath
*
is given on Courts-martial in the army, because
I Particularly recollect the conclusion of it, that we

16,276. Or as to the policy of arresting him 2–
Nor as to the policy of arresting him, nor as to any
one single fact connected with the arrest. For
instance, I never knew anything of the arrest of Mr.
Levien until an officer, subordinate to myself,
although not in my own company, was actually
dispatched from Spanish Town,

Wºre sworn not to communicate to any person what

'", ºwn private opinion was with regard to any
might arrive at, except in a court of

º we
Justice,

S s 3
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16,277. Supposing you never knew the strength of
the case against him before he was arrested, were
you ever consulted upon the strength of the case
against him before he was sent to trial 2–Oh, yes.
16,278. You were 2–Yes, I have been.

14 Feb. 1866.

16,279. That is, with respect to persons being tried

--

not under martial law —No, not under martial law.

troops, and so on ; but the General and the millitary
officers, that is, the professional men, have the or

ganizing and regulating of all the details, the marching
of the troops, and so forth. If there was to be an
outbreak, say at Westmoreland, and the Governor was
to write to the General, and say, “Send over three
“ or four companies of men to be there on such a day,

16,280. Take such a case as that of George William

“ and there shall be a man-of-war at your disposal.”

Gordon, or Mr. Lawrence 2–I had not seen Mr. Law

that would probably be all the General would listen to ;

rence ; indeed I have never seen him in my life, as
far as I know. Mr. Gordon I knew very little of ; I
knew him by sight. I will, if you please, state all I

he would take all the details upon himself.

know about Mr. Gordon.

16,290. Did you then form any opinion, or give any
advice to the Governor, as to what his functions were

under martial law, as Captain-General of Jamaica

16,281. Were you ever consulted as to the duration
of martial law f-No, I was not consulted with regard
to the duration of martial law ; in fact the law was

allowed to take its own operation.

The Governor

never consulted me, and I do not see that there was

—I cannot recollect that I did.

16,291. Was such a question the subject of consi
deration between the Governor and the General –I

really cannot say so ; I have no recollection of it, and
I do not think it was—certainly I have no recollec

any necessity for his doing so. It was not a question
of law, but a question of policy and common sense.

tion that it was.

I should like first of all to tell the Commission what

was discussed at the Council of War —As to the

the facts are, and in so doing I shall very likely
anticipate some of the questions that might be put to
me. After the Court-martial, the only one upon

Governor's function do you mean *
I6,293, Yes —No abstract question at all was
discussed. We had no time to discuss moot points.
I6,294, Had you any opinion at the time, or have

which I sat, we went round to Port Antonio.

We

arrived there early on Sunday morning ; I stayed there
but sat on no Court-martial.

I saw one execution

-

16,292. And it would follow that no such question

you now, as to who was the supreme authority in
Jamaica under martial law —The Governor, but the

there. On that same Monday evening we re-embarked

General in the field.

on board the “Wolverine,” and I came back, leaving

16,295. That is just the point I wish to bring you
to—whether you have any opinion as to whether the
Governor, as Captain-General, is supreme commander
of the troops, or whether the General is :-That is

my colleagues, Col. Fyfe, Mr. Espeut, and Mr. Lewis,
at Port Antonio, to carry on the Court-martial. I
came back with His Excellency the Governor; we
arrived at Kingston early—about 7 o'clock. The
Governor and Col. Hunt left me at the wharf, and I
never saw them afterwards until I heard that same

day at the train—the 1 o'clock train I think it was—
that Mr. George William Gordon had been taken, or

was being taken, on board the “Wolverine.” I knew
nothing at all about his arrest, personally.
16,282. Were you consulted about his case after
wards, before his execution ?—No ; I very much ques
tion whether there was time to do it.

I do not know

that there was any communication, even with King's

matter of opinion.

16,296. I wish your opinion, as Attorney-General,
upon that point, if you have one to give —My opinion
in regard to martial law is, that when the Governor
proclaimed martial law, and gave his orders to the

General to go up to a proclaimed district, not the
whole island, that the Governor was absolved from

personal responsibility. That is my opinion. With
regard to the acts which the General thought it
necessary, or the officer in command, Brigadier Nelson,
I believe the Governor acted under the impression

House ; there may have been, or there may not have

that he had handed over the administration of that

been.

district to the military authorities.
16,297. That is hardly an answer to my question.
The question was this, do you regard the Governor
and Captain-General, under martial law, as the
supreme military authority ?—Certainly not. The

16,283. Did you, in the enforcement of martial law,
ever recommend the Council of War to act under the
definition of martial law in the Act of Charles —I

cannot say that I ever thought about the Act of
Charles or any other Act; I acted, as I believed, in

Governor, certainly not. I obeyed the orders of

self-defence—that was the principle upon which I

General Nelson, and I sat on the Court-martial under

acted, the principle, I mean to say, of a person
defending himself.
16,284. When you drew up the proclamation of
martial law, in what capacity was it done by you ?—
Decidedly as Attorney-General.
16,285. Acting under the orders of the Governor *

the order of General Nelson.

16,298. I think you are confusing two things; of
course you acted under General Nelson, but that leads
us back to the point of who authorized General Nelson.
You have told us just now that you considered, when

the General got his orders from the Governor to take
himself to the field, the General was thereby relieved
16,286. And not acting under the orders of the from personal responsibility 2–No, not the General,

—Yes.

Commander-in-Chief?—No.

16,287. By the Commander-in-Chief I mean General
O'Connor —It so happens that it was drawn up in

the General's own house, in the presence of the
General and the Governor ; it was very hastily drawn.
I do not know whether the original is in existence
now ; perhaps a word was used in it which might
subject me to criticism, but which I am perfectly pre
pared to defend, namely the word “belligerent.” It
was drawn, as I say, hastily, but I am prepared to
defend that word.

the Governor.

I may be wrong ; that is merely my

opinion.

16,299. You regard the General, then, as the
supreme military authority, and not the Captain

General of the forces —Yes, in the field, in the
active government.

16,300. When you drew up the proclamation of
martial law, under the authority and direction of the
Governor, did you draw it up as a proclamation of
martial law over the whole country?—No, I think
not.

the 9th Victoria, the Militia Act 2—I believed so ; I

16,301. I should like you to consider that before
answering it?—I keep no memoranda because I have

drew it under that Act, because it was my then belief

not a clerk. I am speaking entirely from memory. I

that I acted under the 9th Victoria.

do not believe it was. Now you mention it, I recollect

16,288. You drew it as Attorney-General under

16,289. I was asking you if your attention had been there was some discussion between the Governor and
called to the functions of the Governor and Captain the General, and perhaps I may say I took part
General, as distinguished from those of Commander of in it. Certainly it was in my presence, about ex
the Forces in Jamaica 2–I cannot say that it has par cluding Kingston, and certainly next morning, when
ticularly. I know that the Governor has instructions I went to the meeting, I very strongly objected to
and the General has instructions.

For instance, the including Kingston. I thought it would paralyse the
Governor can make a request to the General for whole commerce of the country.

-
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16,302. Will you try and recollect whether the
exclusion of Kingston at that early date of the discus
sion between the Governor, the General, and yourself,
was an exclusion of Kingston from the rest of the
country, or an exclusion of Kingston from the county

of Surrey —I think the exclusion of Kingston from
the county of Surrey—I daresay the original procla
mation is downstairs in the secretary's office, and I
would rather be bound by my own handwriting than
by my memory.
16,303. Will you be good enough to tell us
now what happened at the Council of War—
whether the proposition by the Governor was to

proclaim martial law over the whole island, or
merely over the county of Surrey, as was after
wards decided upon —I will tell you all I know
about the proclamation of martial law. I certainly
was not there at the beginning of the meeting,
therefore I do not know what the Governor's propo
sition was ; if he made a proposition at all, very
probably he made it before I arrived, because I heard
a discussion going on ; whether he made it or not, I
know this that I very strenuously opposed it.
16,304. (Commission.) You mean you strenuously
opposed the inclusion of Kingston —Yes, and the
extension of it at all, because there were some persons
who did talk of extending it all over the island.
16,305. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did the Governor support
the proposition to extend it over the whole country,
that is what I wish to get at 2–No.
16,306. Not while you were there —No, certainly
not.

16,307. Did the General 2–I do not think the

you.

I confined my attention in my address to the Białºsth

Council of War to the exclusion of Kingston from the
county of Surrey.
16,312. In addition to that, I wish you to state to
the Commission the circumstances which induced you
to include the parishes of Metcalfe and St. George's,
St. David's, and Portland 2–I never talked about

including St. George's or Metcalfe or St. David's ;
the whole point of my address to the Council of War

was this, to exclude Kingston. Everyone had agreed
—I believe it was unanimous; I am speaking in the
presence of several gentlemen who were there, and I
am confident that the meeting was unanimous as to
having martial law declared over the area over which
it was eventually declared ; and there was a great
number, I should say even a majority, for including
the whole county of Surry ; and I spoke very strongly,
perhaps in stronger language than I ought to have
used, for I spoke very strongly indeed against in
cluding Kingston ; therefore you will see that the only
point at which my attention was really directed, and
to which I addressed myself, was not the inclusion of
any parishes but the exclusion of one.
16,313. What I wish to come at is this—whether

the information on which you proceeded in proclaim
ing martial law in St. Thomas in the East and the
other parishes was the news you had heard of the dis
turbance in St. Thomas in the East 2–And what I
had read.

16,314. I wish to know whether there was any in
formation upon which you proceeded in agreeing to
the proclamation of martial law in these other six
parishes in the county of Surrey other than that of

General spoke. I am certain he did not, at least while

St. Thomas in the East –No, not that I am aware

I was there.

Surrey —Martial law, as recited in one of the very
sections under which the proclamation was drawn, is
stated to be one of the worst political evils; and I did
not think it ought to be extended over an area larger

of, except as I tell you, in St. David's. You might
almost call them the same parish, because they are
the same political parishes.
16,315. But they are two different parishes 2–Yes,
they are divided by an imaginary line.
16,316. Was there any information laid before the
Council of War which, to your knowledge, induced

than that where the actual outbreak had taken place,

the Council to proclaim martial law in the county of

or where there were most inflammable materials im

‘luded in my mind because, as I said before, it would

Surry : I mean were you present when the informa
tion was laid before them at any time —No; as I said
before, I believe every man at the Council of War

have paralysed the whole commerce of the country.

carried his information in his own brains. There was

\w English merchant would have sent out goods on
Cºlumission or sale to a Kingston merchant if Kingston
had been under martial law, because he would not
ºnly have had to insure his goods across the Atlantic,
ºut he would also have had to insure them after they

no information laid before us.

16,308. Then what was your reason for limiting

the proclamation of martial law to the county of

mediately in the neighbourhood.

had got here.

Kingston was ex

-

16,309. Will you tell us upon what information you
Pºeeded in coming to the conclusion that the county
of Surrey ought to be proclaimed under martial law Ż

16,317. Will you tell us what information indivi
dually you carried in your brains as to the disturbance

at that time 2–1 will tell you from the beginning.
The Governor sent for me

16,318. I don't want any details ; but will you tell
us what information you had from the county of

The parish of St. David's is adjoining that of St.
Thomas in the East, and I know there is a very inti

Surrey —The Baron Ketelhodt and a number of
my other personal friends had been murdered. I had
no legal evidence of it, but I had that kind of evidence
which a man acts upon every day of his life. I had

* connexion, especially between the political
*gitators of the two parishes. Mark you, none of

confidence, that he and a great many of the most

these reasons were given, but I give you these as my
**ons now. Those are the best I can give. Port
land was also adjoining St. Thomas in the East, and
there is the main road right round the island, and we

the written evidence of men in whose word I had

respectable persons, and highly honourable persons,
had been murdered brutally.

16,319. In the early, part of your evidence you
mentioned a letter.

I did not ascertain whether

you

"ght it just as well to include these adjoining mentioned from whom you received that letter on the
Pºlishes; and when we did that, there was no reason
We should not go on to St. George's and Met
“alie.

º

16810. If I follow you right, it is thus you pro

afternoon of Wednesday ?–1 received a letter from
a private messenger, a personal friend of mine,
Dr. Ross. Mr. Walcott was with me at the time I

received a letter giving me the very information

thimed martial law in Portland and St. David's,
*ause they were the neighbouring parishes to St.

about the Baron's murder.

Thºmas in the East –Quite right; that was my own
Iſlotive.

you say ?–No, it was a letter addressed to the
Governor, which I hesitated to open ; it was written
by Mr. Georges, who himself was misused in the

..!ºll. And you came to the conclusion that mar

16,320. That was a letter fom a private friend,

|
lºw ought to be proclaimed in St. George's and
Port Royal because they bordered on St. David's and

melée.

Portland *—No, I did not come to that conclusion at

not mentioned that yet —I do not even know that it

16,321. It was a letter from Mr. Georges, you had

". . In the first place, I was directed to draw the was an original letter ; I believe it was a copy.
16,322. Were you on that day, or on the following
|*||ation. It was prepared long before the
Council of War met—several hours before ; it was

day, before or at the Council of War, informed that

*ween 9 and loo'clock at night. I was not consulted a letter had come from Paul Bogle and others in that
"ut it; but what I did at the Council of War I tell neighbourhood —I am not sure about that.
S s 4
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16,323. Will you try and recollect 2—I have tried ;

16,388. (Mr. Gorrie.) Then you tried these people

it has occurred to me before I have seen some such

and judged them, not as belligerents who had been
engaged in any fight against Her Majesty's forces,

letter—I believe in the newspapers. If I did not see
it in the newspapers I have seen it in the original;
but I have no idea when I first saw it, I give you my
honour. I cannot charge my memory whether at that
time the Governor showed me the letter from the

Baron which he wrote on the 11th, asking for assis
tance, and when he wrote his despatches—I cannot
charge my memory whether I saw that letter then or
not. I certainly have seen it, but cannot tell you
when.

16,324. You have seen the letter now 2–I think
so ; I have seen a letter, and I believe I saw it first,

now my memory begins to revive, in the Kingston
Court-house.

16,325. IIave you a sufficiently clear recollection
of the contents of that letter to enable you to answer
any question with regard to it?—I think there were
some words in it that might be construed into a
threat; but the letter will, of course, speak for itself.
I dare not say, because I might be saying what was
incorrect, whether it was a threat or not.

I have no

recollection of its being so—in fact, I don't think it

but as individuals who had committed the crime of
murder 2–Belligerents.

16,389. You used the expression once before ?—

I did, and I say I can justify it; there is such a thing
as bellum civile, there can

be therefore a war

amongst persons who are subjects to the same Crown.
The word belligerent in a popular and legal sense is
generally in the mouths of neutrals when there are
two belligerent countries, two independent nations
fighting, and when the neutrals speak of them as
belligerents, for instance the word was bandied about

considerably during the late rebellion in the United
States. The principal nations of Europe, England
and France among them, recognized belligerent rights

upon the part of the Confederates, that is to say they
were to be dealt with not as rebels, but according to
the laws of war; there is no impropriety of speaking
of belligerents where there is open war. I have
always understood that to be the meaning of it, but
it has got a restricted meaning by the use of the word
on the part of neutral powers.
16,390. It is not to that extended sense of the term

Was.

J6,326. Perhaps you will be able to answer this that I refer. I merely wish to know whether you
question, and that will be sufficient—in coming to the treated these men at Morant Bay as prisoners of war,
conclusion that martial law ought to be proclaimed in having been belligerents, or as criminals who had
the county of Surry, did you proceed on the infor broken the law —As both, decidedly ; a man can
mation of the murder of Baron Ketelhodt and others, hardly be a rebel without breaking the law, and I did
exclusive altogether of the contents of that letter of not certainly merely try them for murder; I tried
Bogle's 2–I think so. I think exclusively, because I them under what is called martial law, which I take
will tell you, although I may not be very confident of it is the law of self-defence. Not that I was per
it, I do not believe I had seen that letter from Bogle. sonally afraid for my own safety, for I was not ; I
I knew that the Baron was a man of great personal never go armed, and I would not care to walk from
courage, and that he would not have sent for troops one end of Jamaica to the other with a stick. I
unless they were wanted, and therefore I quite con acted on that law, the law of resisting force by force.
16,391. I did not quite follow what you meant with
curred with the Governor in the propriety of sending
regard to the distinction between the Queen as Queen
them. Unfortunately they went too late.
16,327. With respect to the first Court-martial you of England and as Lady Supreme of Jamaica, and I
attended, you mentioned Mr. Espeut, that he was a wish to recall your attention to what you said with
proprietor of estates ?—I said of an estate in St. regard to an Act of Parliament which passed, regu
Thomas in the East, and certainly of another in Met lating the jurisdiction over the Caymanas; that Act
calfe.
was passed by the Imperial Parliament 2–Yes.
16,328. Did Mr. Espeut sit on the Court-martial in
16,392. Then you recognize the right of the Im
the capacity of a military officer, or what ?—I believe perial Parliament to add to or subtract from the
jurisdiction of the Governor of Jamaica – Yes.
as a military officer—an officer of Militia.
16,329. He is the only one whose rank you had not Certainly of the whole empire. The Queen could do
mentioned—what is it —Captain. We had no uni it in India, though Her Majesty as Empress of India
form on, I must tell you, if that was necessary.
is not Queen of England, she may cease to be the one
16,330. At that Court-martial you tried seven or and continue to be the other.
16,393. Her Majesty of course in passing these
ten persons —Certainly not less than seven. Only
four were condemned.
Acts passes them as Queen of England, and not as
16,331-80. Did you try them as murderers?—I think Lady Supreme of Jamaica —Certainly, I expressly
the charge was—I knew perfectly well that there was remarked that she had different powers and functions
no finding of a grand jury, or any formal indictment ; in the two capacities.
16,394. Do you mean to state that the Queen, as
but the people were told, and it was in writing, for I
saw it, what the charge was, and as far as my memory Lady Supreme of Jamaica, has any authority different
serves me, and it is pretty good upon the point, it and distinct from her authority as Queen of England?
was treason and murder.
—Decidedly ; she can proclaim martial law here, and
16,381. Then are we to understand that the woman she cannot in England.
was condemned to death for treason and murder 2–
16,395. You recognize it that it is as Queen of
England alone, I suppose, that she has right and
For murder, at least in my opinion.
16,382. Are you quite sure that treason was ex authority over the island of Jamaica —I can very
cluded in her case ?—I do not know, I am sure; the

well conceive a state of circumstances when she

conviction, at least in my own mind, was of murder. might cease to be Queen of England and continue to
16,383. But was she charged —She was charged, be Lady Supreme of Jamaica, or vice versá, the two
are not necessarily conjoint. I merely mean to say
they were all charged.
16,384. Were there any written charges —Yes, I that the two dignities are entirely separate. The
saw it in Colonel Hunt's hands, it was a very short Queen of England might easily make away with
form.

-

16,385. What was the written sentence with regard
to her ?—I do not know ; I daresay it is in the
possession of General Nelson.
-

-

16,386. (Commission.) From whom did you receive

Jamaica, or hand it over to a foreign power, and yet
not cease to be Queen of England.
16,396. (Mr. Walcott.) You have stated that you
gave your adhesion to the proclamation of martial
law in consequence of the murder of Baron Ketelhodt

the charge —Colonel Hunt had it, I believe it came and others, at Morant Bay?—Yes.
from the Brigadier-General.
16,397. Were you slow to arrive at that opinion, or
16,387. The President of the Court was in posses
sion of the charge —Yes, he swore all the members

quick —I was quick.
16,398. Do you remember at 1 o'clock on the day

of the Court, and then he had the oath administered
to himself.

rumour that 17 men had been wounded and one killed,

of Thursday my telling you that there had been a

.
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that I received that communication by the 1 o'clock

dissatisfaction is principally confined to the lower

train —Yes.

Courts.

16,399. Were you quick or slow to believe that ?—
I told you I would not believe it—it was all rubbish.
Irather think I told you what I said to the Governor
—that it was all very right to take these precautions,
but I had seen something of the people before, and I
did not believe there would be a broken head.

DAY.

16,414. To the administration of justice in Petty
Sessions —Yes, on summary convictions in small
cases, petty debts, and so on.

16,415. Have you been able to form any opinion as
to what causes that dissatisfaction ?—Yes.

16,416. What is it 2–I think it is because the

16,400. Did you change your opinion shortly after?

by the train immediately.
16,401. Then, in your opinion, there was a necessity
for the proclamation of martial law 2–Decidedly, or

magistrates, although as a body I believe desirous of
doing justice, are not sufficiently educated men, taking
them as a body, and I think also that even where they
act honestly and intelligently there is a cloud of sus
picion thrown over their decisions from the fact that in
many instances, they are connected with the estates

I would not have assented to it.

as owners or otherwise.

—I acted promptly, as I tell you. The moment I got

this letter I packed up a few things and went over

I was there as a

member of the Legislative Council and the Privy
Council.

16,401.a. Do you think that that proclamation of
martial law and the acts under martial law prevented
the spread of the disaffected spirit which showed
itself in St. Thomas in the East 2—I do.

16,402. Then you think that the acts done in sup
pressing the outbreak in St. Thomas in the East were
necessary to prevent similar scenes being enacted in

other parts of the island –You must confine my

16,417. The disputes not unfrequently being dis
putes between the labourers and the employers ?—
Yes.

I think that is one of the causes ; even in cases

where the decisions are correct according to the
strict letter of the law, and given with all integrity
of purpose, there is suspicion and dissatisfaction.
16,418. Is the state of society in Jamaica such as
to cause very great difficulty in the appointment of
Nnest and intelligent magistrates, who from position
should be above that suspicion?–Oh, very difficult, it is
impossible to do it, you have not the class of people here

evidence to my experience. I am speaking only from
the Wednesday to the Monday. I left Port Antonio
on the Monday night, and know nothing more. I
have no doubt, from my own experience and know

gentry, who in point of fact generally act through
the magistrates' clerk or take his legal advice, and spend

ledge of that part of the country—and it is parti

the time that is judicially spent pour passer le temps,

cularly good—I have not the least doubt in the world

though they are of course actuated by a desire of

that the conflagration, as I may call it, would have
spread, had it not been promptly checked, among
persons who were not at all originally ill-disposed.

serving their country : we have no such class of persons
here. No man in this island has any spare time to

16,403. Were you not once a member of the As
sembly for St. Thomas in the East 2–Yes, from 1849

to 1859. I represented that parish for 10 years.
16,404. Then you had some knowledge of the
people?—Yes.
16,405. (Commission.) Is that the original draft of
the proclamation (handing it to the witness)?–No,

which you have in England, representing the country

give to the pubile, we live from hand to mouth in all
classes of life.

16,419. Then do you think that without the ap
pointment of a paid magistracy it is possible to have
people appointed who would at the same time perform
their duties rightly and avoid being suspected by the
labourers ?—I think it sheerly impossible.

16,420. I may collect from that that the only remedy

that is not mine.
º

º,

for the evil at present existing would be the ap.
16,406. (Mr. Gorrie.) Can you toll whose hand pointment of stipendiary magistrates ?–That is my

writing these interlineations are 2–No.

opinion.

16407. Is it not Mr. Eyre's writing –No, I am
quite certain.

16,421. Is there anything with reference to the
clerks of the peace to which you think our attention

16:08. (Commission.) Is it Mr. Myers' writing 2– ought to be called 3–I do not know that there is ; I
think upon the whole, speaking of the clerks of the
Yes, I daresay it is.
15409. That is the draft that went to the printers peace as a body, they are a very able body.
16,422. And are they unconnected with the estates
—that is not the draft, you say, to which you allude?
-

-No, I never saw that before.

generally -There is no clerk of the peace whose

16410. You are, of course, able to give the Com name occurs to me as that of a person connected with
missiºn some information as to the state of the island
Previous to the outbreak —Yes, I think I can pretty

generally; but I must premise, in order that the Com
mission may be able to form a fair estimate of the

Wºrth ºf my testimony, that since I have been At
ºney-General, which is now a period of 11 years, I

estates at all—there may be.
16,423. Is there a power of discharging the duty
by deputy —Yes, there is a common-law power, I
take it, in fact it is the same in England. It is under
one of the old statutes by which the office was regu
lated, which ever has been considered to be in force

have not been in the habit of travelling in the coun here, “by himself or his lawful deputy.”
16,424. There are none of the authorities that have
". . When I was a practising barrister I used to go
*gºlarly to different parts of the island on circuit any veto as to the appointment of a deputy 2–No, and
With thejudges, but for the last ten years and a half more than that, there are provisions in the statute
I have been principally confined to Spanish Town

book requiring the personal residence within his

and Kingston.

precinct or district of the clerk of the peace himself ;

1941. But your official position leads to your but then there are always provisions enabling him,
having intercourse with persons in all parts of the with the permission of the Custos and magistrates, I
island {-Undoubtedly, and I see the mass of the forget what they are specifically, to get leave of
*munications to the King's House from the cus absence, and in many instances that leave of absence
* of parishes and magistrates; and I myself com has been obtained, and the clerks of the peace are
"nicate with the coroners and very often with the
*śstrates; and from reliable information, at least

not permanently resident ; but it was originally the
principle that was contemp' ºd and endeavoured to

* Iconsider reliable information, I will give the be enforced for many years by the acts of the
Legislature.
"Pºiºn which I shall hereafter express.
16412.
First
I
must
ask
you
whether
you
think
16,425. Do you think it an undesirable thing that
there was throughout the island a dissatisfaction with there should be a power of appointing a deputy.

the administration of justice –I think there was.

1643. Do you think it prevails more in any one

without any yeto as to the person appointed - No,
I think that the magistrate of the parish or precinct

Pan of the island than another, or is it a general dis ought to have the negative power.
*faction?—It is a bold answer to make, and it ought
16,426. Do the clerks of the peace hold other
"be considerably qualified ; I mean to say that the offices besides that of clerk of the peace —I do not
§
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know, they do not ea officio; in many instances they
are clerks to the magistrates, not in all.
16,427. Do they hold other offices besides —I do
not recollect that there is any one instance; there
may be an instance in which a clerk of the peace
holds another public office, but I do not recollect it.
16,428. You say there are in some cases clerks to
the magistrates, but not invariably so *—No, not
invariably.
16,429. I have asked you generally, was there
anything specially in St. Thomas in the East—was
there any special dissatisfaction there which has been
brought within your knowledge —Do you mean the
outbreak, or general dissatisfaction ?

16,430. I meant generally, first of all, as to the
administration of justice –I have not had intimate

communication or connexion with that parish since
the year 1859. I represented it for 10 years before
as a member of the House of Assembly, consequently
I know it well, both the parish and the people; since
that I have known comparatively little of it, that is
to say, nothing more than of ordinary parishes ; but
as long as I knew it the people were quiet and very
loyal, and all classes of the community I believe had
good feeling towards each other up to, I think I may
safely say, the year 1859, but it is unquestionable
that there have been complaints from both sides.
There have been parties, as I heard Mr. Justice Kerr

state yesterday morning here, there have been parties
since that time, and there have been complaints
almost innumerable coming up to King's House, very
much I daresay to the annoyance of the Governor,
and very considerably to my annoyance, because they
have been generally referred to me. The disputes
arose principally among the magistrates themselves,
so far as I could see, for the last six or seven years.

I have had very little personal acquaintance or know
ledge of the parish ; whenever I had the means of
ascertaining what was the state of the feeling in that
parish, it was generally that the magistrates were
squabbling between themselves, and I knew they were
personally, because I was personally acquainted I
believe with almost every magistrate in the parish.
16,431. Were the disputes between local magis
trates on the one side and the stipendiary magistrate
on the other ?—To some extent they were ; the

16,438. Can you give the Commission a little of the
nature of the questions that have been raised ?—I
will confine my observations to the disputes with
regard to the boundaries of estates in St. Thomas in

the East. . In the first instance, simply premising
that I do know that there have been for some time

disputes of a similar character in other parishes in
the island, I take it the origin of them was this:—
After the emancipation a number of English pro
prietors did not choose to cultivate or to continue the
cultivation of their estates, and they did not choose to
sell them. They simply left them—left them to grow
up in what is called “bush " here, or “ruinate”
in England. The former slaves “squatted ” there;
years and years passed on. The English proprietors
or mortgagees would have nothing at all to do with
it, or with anything connected with Jamaica, and the

people gradually began to think that they had got
rights by possession, especially in many instances.
I have one particular property in my eye now—I
am referring to a suit in the Court of Chancery of
“Speed v. Willis,” from the history of which I am
principally drawing my facts. The people imagined

they were getting rights by possession, and because
the legal owners in England did not choose to inter
fere. Eventually, probably a purchaser in England
has come, and he wishes i.aturally to know the boun
daries of his estate—10, 15, or 20 years probably after
these people have been in unquestionably adverse pos
session. They go with a surveyor to try to run the
lines; they meet a number of people, who say, “You
shall not come upon our land,” and they retire ; they
then get warrants out against the people to appear at

the next Circuit Court and answer to any indictment
that may be preferred against them. These people,
I should remark, having been armed with cutlasses,

which is, at least I consider it so, an ordinary instru

-

ment for the men to have, I am not afraid of meeting

ºl.

men with them, and I do not feel that there is any

* 1:

thing extraordinary in it with Jamaica habits,

ºt

however condemnable it may be. They meet these
people, and they refuse to allow them to run the
boundary lines, and they are brought up. I say this
is not an imaginary case. It is a case which I heard
of personally from the late lamented Mr. Augustus

º
º,

Hire.

It was his case.

He told me the last time I

stipendiary magistrate was also a personal friend of ever saw him, which could hardly have been more
than two weeks, if so much, before his death—his
mine, as most of the other magistrates were.
16,432. Did you find, independently of the disputes murder, that this was exactly his case ; that he wanted
among the magistrates, that there was a dissatisfaction to run his lines, and that there was a number of people
in the district as to the mode in which justice was upon an estate that had been abandoned years ago.
administered 2–I have no reason to believe so par I said to him, “What are you going to bring them up
ticularly. I know there was a complaint made about for f" and I seemed to puzzle him immensely by the
some charges with relation to fees taken that were question, “What are you going to indict them for "
not legal, and I believe those points were taken up by they had used no violence. He said, “What can I
the stipendiary magistrate. I do not think they were do ; could I run these lines " I said, “Certainly
referred to me officially ; if they were of course the “ not, you acted like a very prudent man in going
records of them will be in King's House, but I do not “ back again ; but I want to know what it is you are
think they were. I rather think I am merely speaking “going to indict these people for * Well, Mr. Hire
of what I saw in the newspapers with regard to the had them up, according to his own account. I am
complaint.
simply speaking of what he told me. I have not veri
16,433. Have you any reason to suppose there were fied the accuracy of it, but I have no doubt of it,
fees illegally taken —I cannot say ; but I am sure of because I knew him personally and could rely upon
this, that if Mr. Cooke took fees that were illegal he his word. A great number of persons were bound
must have done so in ignorance.
over to appear at the Circuit Court, and he was
I6,434. There has been no such case brought before murdered about a week before that Circuit Court could

you ?—I believe not ; I think I can trust my memory have taken place.
upon that point. I believe there has been no such
case, and I am perfectly prepared to state my con

-

16,439. You have given us the account of an indi
vidual case ; do you believe there were other cases in

the parish of St. Thomas in the East similar to that?
of an illegal fee, Mr. Cooke must have exacted it in —There was the case which I became acquainted
viction that if there was such a thing as an exaction

ignorance.

16,435. Have there been many disputes in that part
of the island as to the right to land 2–Yes, many.
16,436. Has that been the case more especially in
the parish of St. Thomas in the East than in other
parishes in the island 7–To my knowledge more in
that parish than others; but I know that they are
going on in other parishes in the island, within five
miles of where we are now sitting.
16,437. A dispute 2–Yes.

º

with of “Speed and Willis ;” that was a similar case.
16,440, Was that in St. Thomas in the East?—
Yes; Governor Darling had an estate in the imme:

diate neighbourhood, and he knew all about it, and
I daresay there are records of it in the King's
House.

16,441. How recent was the case of “Speed V.
Willis f"—It is an old case.

When I became con

cerned in the suit was only about 11 or 12 years agº;

but it was an abated suit there was neither plaintif

º

sº
º
|

ºf .
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or defendant, neither complainant or respondent, that
was alive.

16,442. Are there other, disputes as to land 2–
There are in other parishes, but almost all of the same

there has been general discontent with their condition, Eigh ºth
as compared with that of the upper classes. I say
discontent, but not disloyalty.

The Hon.

16,455. Do you think the vestry system a good

A. Heslop.

one —Very bad.

kind.

14 Feb. 1866.

16,443. Was the Chancery suit you speak of a

16,456. Do you think the periodical election for

question raised in any way between the title of vestrymen a system that answers well, or does it pro
squatter and

proprietor 7—It was this : An order was
that certain tenants

duce excitement and bad passion ?—It produces ex
citement among an excitable people, good-hearted at

(squatters) should attorn. These people said they

bottom, I believe ; but it produces excitement, and

were not tenants, that the relation of landlord and
tenant never existed at all, that they were trespassers,
if anything. They would not attorn—they did not.
They were brought up to Spanish Town by writ of
attachment, and dismissed by the Supreme Court
under a writ of habeas corpus as having been illegally

does mischief.

made by the then Vice-Chancellor

arrested.

16,444. That was before the emancipation, and
therefore could not arise out of squatting —No ; I
said it arose in consequence of the emancipation.
16,445. What the case of “Speed v. Willis f"—
No; I went into the suit upon the simple question of
the arrest of these people for contempt of the order of

the Court 6f Chancery, namely, that they should
attorn to the person who had been receiver in a dead
suit where there was no complainant.
16,446. It was a long existing suit when you
became engaged in it 12 years ago?—Yes; it was a
suit that required to be revived according to the strict
proceedings of the Court of Chancery, but in point
of fact it was not revived.

16,447. Have you any information that you could
give to the Commission at all connected with the
cause of this outbreak on the 11th of October 2—My
own personal opinion is, that there was a great deal of
personal ill-feeling in the parish, arising from the dif
fêtent views, political, parochial, or by whatever name
they may be called, existing among the gentry of the
Parish and the men of property, and that that was
communicated to the lower class of the people by
sympathy. I do not mean to say necessarily by words.

There is, perhaps, hardly one insti

tution the continuance of which I would so much de

precate in the island as that of the parochial vestries,
for this reason, it is the training school for the dema
gogue.

16,457. Might not the same answer be given with
reference to such elections in England 2–Perhaps so.
16,458. As to the case of Mr. Hire's, had he sum

moned many of the people to the Circuit Court which

was to take place next after the date of his death —
He told me so.

16,459. Do you know how many 3–I do not know,
but he told me a great many.
16,460. What estate had he purchased ?–He had
not purchased any estate; I believe he was acting on

behalf of some English proprietors, the Lamberts, I
think.

16,461. He was acting as an agent then 3–Yes.
16,462. Was this proceeding of his to clear the es

tate of squatters as you understood —Unquestion
ably that was it, he wanted to run his lines; there
is the same kind of thing at a place called Hartlands,
within five miles of this town.

16,463. I suppose he wanted the boundary line fixed
with a view to that 2–And he could not do it, that

Unfortunately, also, there was a lawsuit between the
Baron Ketelhodt and Mr. Gordon, Mr. Gordon being

was the reason why, at the very last session but one
of the Legislature, there was a power conferred upon
the Supreme Court that it was said it did not possess
before, of making an order for the surveyor to go even
on another person's land.
16,464. Do you know of any disputes about land in
connexion with any of the other parties who have
been the victims in this outbreak —I have heard, but

the plaintiff in the action.

I don't know it, that that was the case with respect

I do not think it necessary

that I should go into the details of it, but I believe
that was the spark that set fire to inflammable mate
rials; that is my private opinion.

to Mr. Herschell.

16,448. That is not from any information that
tumes to you officially —No.

you know 2–Yes, he was ; he purchased a thrown-up

16,465. At Potosi ?—Yes.

16,466. Was Mr. Herschell a landed proprietor, do
sugar estate, Potosi, about a mile or so from Bath.

16,449. But an opinion that any other of the public

16,467. Was that where his cure was 2—I think he

lay form —Any other with perfect liberty to criti

was curate of Bath. I don't know whether he pur

cise or condemn.

chased the estate or leased it; I know he invited me

16,450. Have you had information come to you
ºfficially tending to show any discontent or disaffec
tiºn in other parts of the island * – I believe there
his been general discontent with their condition
all º the island among all the lower class of the

to it.

16,468. Do you know of any question as to the
right of occupying what are called “the back lands º'
—No, I have never heard of any right claimed.

people.

are what they call the outlying land, bush I take it.

16,451. For how long a time should you say that
*been so?—I should say for the last four, five, or

It means the uncultivated land.

*Years, or it may be longer, not disaffection to the

to take the average, a sugar estate in Jamaica does

ſeen, observe, but discontent with their betters ;

not consist of less than at least 1,000 acres, some
1,500 or 2,000, but the average may be fairly placed
at 1,000; there are boundary fences generally pre

What would be called so in England with the upper
dºes–general discontent.
16452. Has that been, as far as you have been able

16,469. What do they call the back lands —They
16,470. Waste land –Precisely so ; if you were

scribed, but it is the little nucleus that is cultivated

"learn from official sources, discontent on the part of

around the works, comparatively in the immediate

*abourers towards their employers, or discontent

neighbourhood, to save in the first place the expense

* the part of those who cultivate their own land

of carriage, and so forth, and generally the works are
placed in the immediate neighbourhood of the most

"alls those of a superior station —That is a ques

ºn that I should be very chary of giving a very fertile portion of the land. Out of an estate of 1,000
“inite answer to, because, as 1 have said, I have
no experience of the country for the last 10
ârş,

ye

* I am asking you as to any information that
*ºme to you officially as Attorney-General –I
Peak generally; by employers and labourers I pre

*Yºu mean in the general agricultural labourers.
"434. Certainly – Well, f have hardly had
* *perience of them, except what I have heard,
and heard, I believe, from reliable sources. I know

"Sºmerally among the lower classes of the people

acres, probably not over 100 or 150 are cultivated in the
way you would speak of cultivation in England. There
may be, besides that particular 150 acres, 200 or 300
more kept in decent grass and bush, for cattle to feed
on. Then the great circle is the outlying land where

people do squat—whether they have a right to it or
not is a different thing, but undoubtedly they do squat,
I know it; people may have been living upon your land

for one, two, or three years together, and you may never
know anything about it; the country is generally well
wooded, especially in the mountains, and a man may go
T t 2
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and clear away a patch of ground and build a hut,

amongst the women particularly, there is no mistake

and make himself comfortable.

about it.

16,471. Have you heard of any agitation caused in
the island by a claim to occupy these lands without

16,487. Is that a point that requires to be taken
into consideration by any statesman dealing with this
question ?—Decidedly ; amongst men I don't believe
it exists—I have never felt it amongst educated men,
16,488. But even the magistrates are not educated
men, according to your former testimony ?—When I
spoke about their being not educated men, I would
observe that I know magistrates as well educated as
any that sit on the bench in England, not even ex

a payment of rent —No.

16,472. (Mr. Gorrie.) As to the disputes in St.
Thomas in the East between the magistrates, do you
refer in one instance to a dispute between the magis
trates and Mr. Jackson, the stipendiary magistrate,
about the condition of a lock-up —I do not recollect;
very likely Mr. Jackson may have made a complaint,
and just as likely it may have been referred to me,
but I can only speak from memory.
16,473. To bring it to your recollection, I refer to
the same lock-up as Mr. Gordon was deprived of the
magistracy for interfering with and getting sup
pressed ?–1 perfectly well recollect Mr. Gordon's
case, although I don't remember the details of it.

16,474. Do you recollect any discussions between
Mr. Jackson and the rest of the magistrates, or any
correspondence between him and the Governor which

was referred to you about the condition of that same
lock-up, I mean of recent date, since Mr. Gordon's
case ?–As I said before I have no clerk, and I never
keep memoranda, and cannot keep cºś of what I
write, but the papers at the King's House are avail
able.

16,475. You do not remember it —No ; I know
there were papers referred to me about Mr. Jackson ;
but what the contents of them were and what I

cepting the courts at Westminster, but as a general
rule the magistrates are not technically and legally
up to their art.

16,489. You have mentioned an Act to empower
persons to run surveyor's line through the property
claimed by the poor people, without their consent –

Claimed by anybody, the Act will speak for itself. I
have it not here, it was one of the very latest Acts
passed the session before last.
16,490. Passed before the disturbance 2–It must

have been after, because I recollect making a motion
in the Supreme Court for that very purpose, and the
Court held that, under the existing law, they had not
the power to do it ; it was in consequence of that

decision in the Supreme Court that the Act was intro
duced, therefore it was after the disturbance.
16,491. Was it that the Act had passed before and

came into operation after 7—No, it was passed after.
16,492. It was one of that series of Acts which

includes the Confiscation Act and the power of the
Governor to proclaim martial law 2–No, I cannot
memory does not serve me.
I6,476. Do you recollect the case with Rector Cooke, call it one of that series, it was not occasioned by the
about some boy who was sent by him on board a vessel? outbreak ; I think I can safely state that that was no
part of the policy of it. It would have been passed,
Yes, I do perfectly.
16,477. When was that 2–That was about eight or at any rate it would have been proposed, if no such
outbreak had taken place.
months ago, probably.
16,493. When the Council of War decided upon
16,478. That was before the disturbance 2–Yes,
long before.
the proclamation of martial law, in your mind had the
16,479. With regard to the case of Gordon v. Ke alleged atrocities or mutilations committed on the
telhodt, was that a case about the right of Mr. Gordon persons who were murdered at Morant Bay any in
to take his seat at the Vestry after an election by the fluence on your mind?—I did not give any considera
tion to the mutilations; I thought killing a man was
people —Yes.
16,480. He was prevented from taking his seat by enough ; I do not care what you do with him after
the action of the Custos ?—No, not entirely from wards.
16,494. (Mr. Walcot.)—You speak of there having
taking his seat, but from taking part in the proceed
ings, because the Custos stated to him that, as the been a feeling of discontent on account of colour
representative of the parish in the House of Assembly, between the lower and upper classes 2–No, I do not
they would allow him that courtesy to sit among the mean to say between the lower and upper classes. I
gentlemen of the Westry, but he was not to take part say that the upper class, the educated class, if they are
the upper class, despise it, I have never felt it myself;
in the proceedings.
I6,481. When he attempted to interfere he was among the women I believe it does exist.
turned out, was he not ?—l was not present ; I can
16,495. Did you ever hear a negro express any
only give you what was the sworn testimony of the dislike of a man because he was a white man —I do
wrote upon them I cannot be bound by, because my

witnesses.

I believe he was touched on the shoulder

by a policeman, and he refused to get up. There are
little bars which separate the vestry table from the
general Court-house, he was sitting within, and the
magistrates in Vestry were there ; he would not go
out, he sat down in his chair, and they lifted him
bodily, chair and all, and took him to the outside of

not mean to say that I have often heard it, but I
certainly have heard it.

16,496. Has not the bad feeling been on the part
of the negro toward the coloured man more than the
white man?—Much more against the coloured man than

the white man certainly ; but although I am a coloured
man myself, I should not have any fear in going

amongst 10,000 infuriated negroes as long as I was
16,482. Enough to constitute a legal assault – unarmed, I would not take my revolver with me.

the court.

-

Yes. In fact he did not leave the court, according to
the evidence ; he stood at the door, and even took

notes on the top of his hat.
16,483. With regard to the general question of dis

pute, you have been asked whether the disputes were
about land or the administration of justice, and so on 2

16,497. How long have you been practising at the
bar 2–22 years.

16,498. I believe you once acted as Chief Justice
in Jamaica —-Yes, for a year, during Sir Bryan
Edwards' leave of absence.
16,499. Then you have had a good opportunity of
obtaining a knowledge of the character and conduct
of the solicitors practising in the courts of this island?
—Yes, a very good opportunity.
16,500. Will you state to the Commission what

I wish also to ask whether there is any discontent
between the lower and upper classes arising Arom
the question of colour —I am afraid there is.
16,484. You had better state your impression as
to that ?—I believe it is only among the lower class, experience you have had of their conduct generally?
the uneducated class.

-

16,485. Does it not extend all through the frame

work of society in Jamaica —I do not think so,

—Upon the whole I should say they are a highly
respectable body, and an intelligent body. There are
very few of what I would call highly educated men

honestly, in Jamaica; among the women I think it

among them.

does, amongst the upper classes.

men who have been educated in England; but gene.

-

16,486. And amongst the women of all ranks f—
Yes, amongst the women of all ranks—I should say

Some there are of the older men,

rally speaking, as to the present staff of solicitors,
think in the majority of cases they are men who have

the JAMAICA Roy AL commission.
been educated in Jamaica ; they have not seen the
world, but they do not want brains, and as a rule they
do not want integrity.

16,501. (Commission.) You have been asked about
the case of Gordon v. Ketelhodt, and about Mr.

Gordon being expelled from the Westry by the order
of the Baron 2–Yes.

16,502. In what way did the Baron act?—At the
instance of the rest of the board of magistrates and
vestrymen,

16,503. It was not his individual act?—Not his
individual act, but his and that of Mr. Shortridge
and one or two other gentlemen. The magistrates

were getting indignant with the Baron for allowing
Mr. Gordon to remain there, and said, “Why don't
you do your duty,” before he ever did do it. The
vestrymen were anxious for Mr. Gordon to remain,
and they left when he was removed. The whole
question turned upon the point whether Mr. Gordon
was a member of the Church of England.
16,504. Can you speak as to the number of appeals
which took place while you acted as Chief Justice?—
I have notes of every case of appeal I believe that was
brought before me, they were very few; I do not believe
in the whole course of the 12 months that I had more
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appeals than 10 or a dozen, and in no one instance
could it be imputed to the magistrates that there was
anything like corruption ; wherever the decisions were
reversed, and very rarely were they, it was generally
on the ground of mistake, a loose admission of improper
evidence, or something of that kind, or it was decided
by hearsay.
16,505. You presided over the most extended area

EIGHºstn,
The Hon.

A. Heslop.
14 Feb. 1866.

of the island, I think 2–Yes.
16,506. But it did not include St. Thomas in the
East 2–No.

16,507. Are the magistrates ex-officio members of
the Vestry?–Yes.

16,508. You say that the vestrymen went out of the
Vestry upon Mr. Gordon being refused his seat 2–
Yes.

16,509. Did they all leave —I cannot say, but I
know the general feeling of the elected members of

the Westry, that is to say the Vestrymen, was un
doubtedly in favour of the elected churchwarden, and

the Justices to a man stood by the Baron.
16,510. Then it was a majority of the official mem

bers of the Vestry rather than of the elected 2–
Precisely so.

The witness withdrew.
Rev. John Edward IIENDERSON sworn and examined.

16,511. Did you receive a copy of Doctor Under
hill's letter ?—I did not receive a copy. I had a letter
from Doctor Underhill stating that he had sent it, but

returned to Doctor Underhill through the Colonial

I have not yet received the letter. I simply had

from Doctor Underhill.

information from Doctor Underhill that on such a date

he had sent me a letter, and that letter had been

Rev. J. E.
Henderson.

Office in England.

16,512. That you do not know of course –Only
16,513. You can only say you did not receive it?—
I never received such a letter.

The witness withdrew.

SARAH ANN Robinson (a black) sworn and examined.
your husband was in the station house ?—I was sick
16,514. Do you live at Morant Bay 2–Yes.
16,515. Do you remember during martial law that in my house lying down, and when they ready to
your husband and your son were in their ground hang me they take me out of the house.
working —Yes.
16,530. How long did you remain sick in your
16,516. Did five constables come 2—Yes.

16,517. Do you know who they were 2–I do not

know their names; but they belonged to a neighbour
ing estate.

16,518. You do not know the names of any of
them?—No.

16,519. Where did they carry them to ?—They took

house *-I sick two weeks before martial law ; I sick
in my belly.

16,531. When your husband was taken away were
you sick 2–Yes.
16,532. How long after your husband was taken

did you remain sick —Two weeks I lay down.
16,533. Then when you got well you saw your

them to the station house at Morant Bay and had husband hung 2–Yes, and piccaninnies killed.
them there for two weeks.

16,534. What was done to you when Mr. Ramsay

16,520. What then 7–Then Mr. Ramsay go and

take them out and say he would hang them, put them
ºn a gallows and hang them without any law, and he

hung them so, and they remained on the gallows till
3 o'clock in the morning.
16,521. What day was this?—I cannot tell the
16,522. What were their names?—One name was

James Robinson, and one name Joseph Robinson.
16,523. Do you say they were hanged without any
examination ?–Yes.

16,524. How do you know that ?—They were hung
up in the Parade; as soon as they got them in bush

would not have you hung —He let me go, and said I
must go to my work.

16,535. Was anything taken away from you ?—
Yes, a black soldier came and took everything I had,
he took Iny clothes and took my married ring.
16,536. Did he come alone P-I don't know who
sent him, but the black soldier came.

16,537. Was it only one black soldier *—Enough,
enough, enough, they come with gun and pistol.
16,538. How many of them came *—Sometimes
they come six to one house, sometimes seven.
16,539. But how many came to your house?—
Seven came in the one house to me.

they came and hung them and broke their necks.
16,540. And took your wedding ring you say?—
16,525. I thought you said it was two weeks before Yes, one had me so, and he drawed the ring from me,
they
7–They
tookthethem
the the others held me fast.
stationwere
house,hanged
but they
hang all
othersout
first,ofthen
16,541. How long was that after Mr. Ramsay had
they took this gang and hung them afterwards.
sent you away ?—The same week.
16,526. Were they two weeks in the station house
16,542. Was there any officer with the black sol
before they were hung 2–Yes.
diers 2–No, the officers when they come they ride,
-

16,527. How do you know they were not tried they don't come inside the house.
during that time?—When they take me out of my
16,543. But was the officer with them in the road 2
house
I
was
sick,
and
they
took
me
to
the
station
—The
officer was out on the road.
house and were to hang me, but Mr. Ramsay saw I
16,544.
Was the officer standing outside your house
Was too sick and weak and did not hang me.
when the men came in 2–No.
16,528. How do you know that your husband was
16,545. Then he did not see anything of this —
nºt tried?—They don't try him at all, they no question
him, they no ask him nothing.
16525. Where were you during the two weeks that *iºc. They did not burn your house?—No :
T t 3

S.A. Robinson.
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Christ pleaded mercy, Jesus cried mercy, and they did
not burn it.

S. A. Robinson.
14 Feb. 1866.

16,547. (Mr. Walcott.) Did you see any officer ?—
hey never come into the house, they stand out of the
road ; when the officer do come pass and see them do
bad they scold them and call them away.

16,580. You said there were many ?—I don’t know
the grandy's name, and I don't know the woman's
name.

16,581. Were there many of these women in that
state 2–One woman in hard labour.

16,582. You told us before that there were so many

16,548. Who was the officer who called them

you could not count them ; did you see more than one
away ?—I don't know his name.
woman with a grandy shot ?—No.
16,549. Was he a white officer 2–Yes, a white
16,583. Only one —Only one.
Inan.
16,584. How many grandys did you see shot?—
16,550. You did not hear how he was addressed, One grandy.
whether he was called captain or colonel ?—No ; he
16,585. Where were you when you saw it 2–I go
had something on here and here (pointing to her pass, and they bawl out.
shoulders), and all gold here.
16,586. Where were you going to ?–To my ground.
16,551. What did you say about your piccaninnies?
16,587. Where were you coming from ?–From
—They catch hold of my piccaninnies by the feet and Morant Bay.
knock their heads and dash out their brains.

16,588. How near to your place is that ?—You go

16,552. Do you mean that they dashed out their
brains 7–Yes, and they leave half dead; and a woman
was in a state of pregnancy, and the grandee (midwife)

up the mountain.
16,589. But how near to your ground was it that
you saw this —You go from Morant Bay up to the

was about delivering her, and the soldiers would come
and shoot the midwife, and shoot the woman, and shoot

mountain, and there is house all there.

the child.

16,553. Did you see them do that ?—Yes.
16,554. How often did you see them do it?—All
the time of the martial law the soldiers would come in.

16,555. But how often did you see this 2–All
time.

-

16,556. How many piccaninnies had their brains
knocked out 2—Me cannot tell, me cannot reckon

16,590. But the house where you saw this done, was
it near your house or near your ground —Yes.
16,591. Who were the persons that did this?—
White soldiers, the marine soldiers.
16,592. What officer was there there 2–Me do not
know the officer, massa, I no know him at all.

16,593. Were there more persons in the house than
the woman in labour and the grandy ?—No, no other
WOman.

16,594. Was there not a child besides 2–No.
16,595. You are certain of that ?—None at all.

them ; there were so many I could not reckon them.
16,557. Did you see it yourself?—If me not see the
whole, me see two or three with mine own eyes, they
knock their heads so, and they knock their heads so.
16,558. Were they your piccaninnies —No, but

16,596. Where were you when you saw this 2—I
pass the house and see the piccaninny lay down before
the woman, and saw the grandy dead ; and I saw the

near about.

woman dead and saw the little child dead.

16,559. Can you tell the name of one person
16,597. Was the piccaninny born ?–Yes, born,
that had the piccaninnies brains dashed out 2 -— just out come.
16,598. Were the soldiers there at the time 2–Yes.

Susanna.

16,560. Susanna what ?—Susanna Williams.
16,561. Did she live near you ?—Yes.
16,562. Close to you ?—Near about.

16,563. At Morant Bay ?—Yes.
16,564. You say you saw three, can you tell me the
name of another mamma that had piccaninnies 2—I do

16,599. When you saw that ?–Yes.
16,600. Were they inside or outside the house?
—The soldiers came out of the yard.
16,601. Were you going along the road 2–Yes.
16,602. Did you stand still to look 2–Yes.
16,603. How long did you stand 2–Massa, I was

not know them ; what I don't know I cannot name.

afraid. I all tremble so, and I run past and go along,

I6,565. The other two you do not know *—I cannot
tell what I do not know.

16,566. You say you see a woman have belly and

have piccaninny coming and the soldiers shoot them—
tell me the name 2—I do not know the name, but it

is true, I don't tell you no lie.
16,567. Did you see it —Yes.
16,568. And you do not know the woman's name *
—I do not know the name.

16,569. (Commission.) How many grandys did you

16,605. (Mr. Walcott.) How do you know that?—
The man had ground alongside mine.
16,606. What is that man's name 2—Me not know
his name.

16,607. Do you know the house where it hap
pened, could you point out the house ?–At Stony
Gut.

see shot *—One.

16,570. And how many piccaninnies in belly did you
see shot ?—One.

16,571. Where was that, in Morant Bay, or where
abouts was it 2–In the valley.

16,572. In what valley, can you give us the name
of the valley —Valley road.

16,573. She had been neighbour to you, you say ?
—Yes.

16,574. What was her name —I don't know her

16,608. At Stony Gut was it 2–Yes,

16,609. Suppose we took you to Stony Gut could
you point out the house in which you saw the dead
woman, the dead child, and the dead grandy?—Yes.
16,610. Could you also point out the ground that
the man was working at at the time when the wife
and piccaninny and grandy were shot?—Yes.
16,611. You know the man's name, don't you?—
No.

-

16,612. Can you recollect what day this happened,
when you saw this woman shot with the piccaninny

name; she was no neighbour.
16,575. No neighbour —No.

16,576. Did not you say she was your neighbour,
and lived quite close to you?—No, not the woman,
but the grandy.

16,577. Do you know what they call the grandy?
—No, there was many.

16,578. Do you say there were many —Many.
16,579. You were asked the name of the grandy?
—I don't know the grandy's name.

go long, go long.
16,604. You did not stop 2–No, I went to my
ground ; the husband of the woman was not there, he
was gone to his ground.

and the grandy ?—I don’t know.
16,613. Was it in martial-law time 2—In the height
of martial law.

16,614. Before you were taken up?—Yes.
16,615. Your husband was in prison 2–Yes.
16,616. And your two sons?—One son.

16,617. And before you were taken up and sent to
prison 2–Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to to-morrow.

º
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NINETEENTH DAY (Middleton, Stony Gut).
Thursday, 15th February 1866.
PRESENT :

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.
RUSSELL GURNEY, Esq.
|
John BLossETT MAULE, Esq.

NINETEENTH
DAY.

E. Gillespie,
EDWARD GILLESPIE sworn and examined.
15 Feb. 1866.

I am about 29 years of age. I was ill when the martial law was in force here. I own a hut house here in
Middleton near where I am standing ; I was living at first of the martial law, when ill, in another house, further
of down the hill. I returned to this hut and was up here living in it, when the Maroons came here; no
white soldiers ever came to Middleton. Jane Wallace formerly occupied my hut, she never had a child there.
I came back to live in it a day before the Maroons came. Jane Wallace left it a month before—after she

left it was empty. The Maroons had passed the day before I returned, and came back to this place the day
after. No woman was ever delivered in this hut of mine, nor ever occupied it, except Jane Wallace, nor was

there any grandy ever shot there, no one was ever shot in it.

I never before to-day heard of the story of any

woman having been shot whilst being delivered here or anywhere.
E. Davis.

EMILY DAvis sworn and examined.

I am cousin to the last witness, and live here in Middleton, Stony Gut. I have been living at a small hut
house close to this hut house of Gillespie, which is the one pointed out by Mrs. Robinson, the witness, as the
house where the woman being delivered was shot. I have known that house a long time. No woman was

ever delivered of a child in Gillespie's house. No white soldier ever came to Middleton, Stony Gut, during
October or November last. No woman was ever shot in any house here in Middleton. The Maroons passed
through one day but did not stop. They burnt my aunt's house and another house of my uncle. I never
heard before to-day of any woman having been shot here while being delivered, or of any woman having
been shot at all.
THOMAS MILLER sworn and examined.

T. Miller.

I am a ranger of Middleton estate. I was at Middleton, Stony Gut, in October and November last, and
during all the time of martial law in October and November last. In October the villagers here all went
away, I stayed behind ; I live neighbour to the last witness, Emily Davis; Gillespie's hut was occupied in
those two months by Gillespie himself. Jane Wallace left about two months before the martial law, she
occupied it till then. No woman was in it during martial law it was empty until Gillespie came. A white

soldier officer rode through without stopping on one day before the Maroons came, and they stopped here in
Middleton nearly a whole day; I saw Dougald Lindsay shot by them, he lived near Middleton and the
Maroons met him; I never heard of a grandy or of a woman being shot while she was being delivered of a
child.
DAVID WALENTINE sworn and examined.

D. Valentine.

I am 28 years old, and live at Stony Gut, and rent land at Middleton ; I was at Middleton when the

Maroons came, I did not run away; they shot Henry Patterson and Dennis Geoghegan, black men. I heard
that the ring of Baron Ketelhodt was found on Patterson. Dennis Geoghegan was in the morning looking

fºr his horse, and they found him, as I hear, and shot him ; Briscoe, a captain of Maroons, was with the
Maroons; I did not see the men when they were shot, but heard the guns fired three volleys; I saw them
when dead, and buried them.
EMILY LINDs AY sworn and examined.

E. Lindsay.

Ilive over at Stony Gut, I am the widow of Dougald Lindsay : the Maroon shot my husband, and the same
lay burnt my house at Stony Gut, and took all my things out at the further Stony Gut. I did not see my
husband go out on the 11th of October to Stony Gut, or did I see him with a lance, I won't swear he had not;
I have five children, and

am living with a neighbour.

I did not see my husband shot, I heard horns blow on

the Monday and Tuesday, but not on the Wednesday, that day my husband went to the field.
ALExANDER BOTH well sworn and examined.

A. Bothwell.

I am a carpenter and acted as special constable during the martial law. I lived at Spring Garden. On
Tuesday his iOth of October I went to Stony Gut, and saw there Dougald Lindsay at Paul Bogle's yard,
ºr his chapel, among the other soldiers of Paul Bogle, with a walking stick in his hand. On the 11th of
October, Wednesday, I saw Dougald Lindsay in company of Paul Bougle and others down the road to Morant

*}, about the middle of the day, carrying a lance with iron at the top over his shoulder, and stick in hand;
Dougald Lindsay and am sure it was he. .

ºy passed at the road by spring Garden and were about 100 in number. I was well acquainted with
Adjourned till Friday, at half-past 10 o'clock.

|
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TWENTIETH

-

º

DAY.

º
º

Friday, 16th February 1866.
PRESENT :

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.

TWENTIETH

RussFLL GURNEY, Esq.

DAY.

-

º,!. A.
eslop.

-

|

º

John BLossETT MAULE, Esq.

------

The Hon. ALEXANDER TIESLOP re-called and further examined.

16,618. We understand there is something you have

have the duty of prosecuting in the Superior Courts

16 Feb. 1s56, to add to your evidence –There is the original draft

when the Attorney-General is not present, and he

that I made at the General's house ; I do not know

rarely can be there, because sometimes there are two

whether it was published in exactly those terms.
This was drawn about 9 o'clock on Thursday evening.

or three courts sitting together. I have nothing more
to add upon that point. I wish to correct a portion of
my evidence which relates to Governor Eyre. I
said I never saw him on the Tuesday we landed

---

16,619. And this is as it was altered in the Council
of War 2–Yes.

(The draft and original proclamation of Martial
Law were here produced and read, as already

from the “YWolverine,” from the time we left the
Ordnance wharf.

I find that I made a mistake in that

16,620. It was originally “the parishes of St.
“Thomas in the East, St. David, Port Royal, and

respect, because I have the proclamation, which I per
fectly well recollect drawing myself. I merely wish
to have that corrected. I did see him afterwards, up

“Portland,” and it was afterwards altered and made

at Dr. Bowerbank's, the Custos's house, and I have a

into “the county of Surry, except Kingston " ?—

perfect recollection of seeing him up to as late as 10
o'clock in that day. That is the mistake of fact that
I wish to correct. In reference to the power of the

printed.)

Yes.

16,621. (Mr. Gorrie.) And that was your own pro
position ?—Hardly my own ; it was the Governor's
instructions. I was acting simply as Attorney-Gene
ral then.

16,622. (Commission.) You were instructed to draw
that proclamation ?—Yes, and it was confirmed.
16,623. Is there any other point to which you
would draw our attention — First of all, with regard
to clerks of the peace, I would refer the Commissioners
to the English statute of the 37th of Henry the Eighth,
chapter 1, section 3, which has always been treated
and acted upon as in force in this island. In refe
rence to the deputy of the clerk of the peace, the

deputy must be approved of by the Custos, who makes
the appointment.
16,624. The Custos here is in the place of the Lord

Lieutenant with us?—Yes. The 19th Victoria, chap
ter 10, is in relation to the office of clerk of the peace
too. Section 32, which is the Jamaica Act, gives the
power, which in England is vested in the Quarter
Sessions, of removing clerks of the peace, and trans

fers the power from the Quarter Sessions, which court
was abolished by this very Act, to the Supreme Court,
that is merely with regard to the dismissal. In Eng
land it is regulated by the 1st William and Mary,
chapter 1, section 8. We considered both of those
Acts in force until 19th Victoria, when the Quarter
Sessions being done away with altogether it was
necessary to provide some means for removing clerks
of the peace, and it is regulated by that. I may men
tion, too, in addition to the duties of clerk of the
peace when they are clerks of the magistrates, they

Governor, under the island seal, where I said, speak

ing generally, that His Excellency as custodier of the
island seal could do all things that Her Majesty could
do if present in person, I must modify that by saying,
“subject to any possible restrictions which Her
“Majesty may express, either in her commission to
“ him or in her instructions.”

16,625. Or by an order from one of her Principal
Secretaries of State 2–Yes, that prevails during the
whole tenure of the Governor’s office.

16,626. You were going through the different sta
tutes affecting martial law ; has your attention been
called to a statute passed in the Imperial Parliament
last session, an Act to remove doubts as to colonial
laws; because the second section of that Act provides
that any colonial law shall be deemed void if repug

nant to any such colony to which such law shall relate?
—Precisely.

16,627. And the next section says that “No colo.
“ nial law shall be, or deemed to have been, void or in

“ operative on the ground of repugnancy to the laws of
England, unless the same shall be repugnant to the

&

&4
&4

provisions of some such Act of Parliament, order, or

regulation as aforesaid "-Precisely, that is it and

I say the effect of that Act, so far as Jamaica is con

cerned, is rather to extend the operations of our laws
than to restrict them. I am sorry I did not allude to
it. I have had my attention drawn to it, that the
laws are not deemed invalid in the colonies, unless
they are repugnant to some Act of Parliament ex
tending to the colonies.

ROBERT JAMEs STEwART sworn and examined.

16,628. Are you book-keeper at the Holland es

16,634. Was she paid for those three days?—Yes,

tate 2–I am the overseer.

she is marked “paid.”

; 16,629. Have you brought with you the accounts
of the pay-bills from the 1st of September to the 1st of

task.

November last —Yes.

16,635. Was it piece work 2–No, day labour, by

16,636. What do you mean by that —A task of so

16,630. Do you remember a person named Ann
Wedderburn, who was working upon the estate —

many chains.

No, I do not.

chains.

-

16,637. At what rate was she paid —ls. for 25

16,631. Will you refer to your pay-bills and see if
she was working upon your estate in the month of
October; her statement is that she worked there for

16,638. How many chains did she do during that
time –She did 25 chains upon each of those three

weeks 2–(The witness referred to a book.) I have her

days.
16,639. When did she work again *—She

did not

here on the 2nd of September.

16,632. How long did she work then —That week
she worked three days.
16,633. The week ending the 2nd of September 2–
Yes,

-

-

work the week ending the 9th–the next week.
16,640. Did she work again afterwards?-I will
tell you presently ; she did not work the week ending
the 16th of September.
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4 and 5 o'clock in the morning, so the watchman told TWENTIETII

16,641. Then the 23rd —She worked the week
ending the 23rd of September three days again.

}}AY.

me ; I heard the noise.

16,674. And you ran off?—Yes.

16542, was that again 25 chains each day ?—
Twenty-five chains.
16543. Now go on to the 30th –She did not
work in the week ending the 30th.

15,644. And not in the weeks during October 2–

R. J. Stewart.

16,675. Ilad you all your papers with you ?–Yes,

-

16 Feb. 1866.

all in my jacket pocket.
16,676. A list of the labourers of the current week 2
—Yes.

16,677. You say Walker had not been working the
previous week –I cannot remember whether he came

º Was she paid for that work that she did in

that week or not, as I have no list.

.
Septemb
Is it true
16,646.er?—Yes

did not see who the people were 2–Not in the house,

16,678. Have you anything more to tell us; you
that she has ever been in the

habit of working upon your estate from Monday
morning till Saturday night, six days in the week —
Only five days; they never work more than five days
out of crop, from Monday till Friday.
16,647. Was she ever working at pans, to be paid

but I saw who chased me in the bush.

by so much a pan?—Not to my knowledge.

the constable to apprehend him —Yes.
16,682. Were you applied to by Ann Wedderburn
after martial law for any money which she said was

16,648. Was a man of the name of Samuel Walker
working upon your estate —There was one Samuel

16,679. Who was that 2–Samuel Walker.

16,680. Walker and others chased you into the
bush –Yes.

16,681. Was it in consequence of that that you sent

due to her ?—I cannot remember.

Walker working there.
16,649. Do you know that was a man she was
living with ?—I cannot say.
16,670. Was there anything due to him at the time

16,683. Have you any recollection of her ever
applying to you for any?–No.
16,684. You say there were not two weeks due to

of martial law –Yes, I think there was.

her ?–No.

16,651. Just take the two latter weeks in October–

just take the weeks ending the 8th, 15th, and 22nd –
Samuel Walker was working on the week ending 9th
September.
16,652. How much was he paid then 3–Five
shillings a week; he was a wainman.
16,553. Were his wages 5s. a week 3–Yes.
16,654. A shilling a day ?–Yes.

16,655. Did he work five days or six –Five
days,

16,656, Was there 5s, due to him on the week

-

16,685. Did she apply to you for any money due to
Walker that you recollect —Not that I recollect ;
I don’t think that ever she did.

16,686. Her statement is that there was at this

time 12s. 6d. owing to her and 12s. to Walker; was
sile a tenant of the estate –She was not a tenant;
she was living on the estate, but she had not a house,
Samuel Walker had the house.

16,687. She had no house of her own in her own
name —I did not know who she lived with, whether
it was Walker or anybody else.
16,688. Did you ever deduct 1s. Gd, a week for

tling the 9th —Yes, and that was paid to him.
16,657. Now take the next week 2–On the 16th
he worked.

16,658. How much was he paid –Five shillings
was paid to him.

15,559. Was he paid that ?–Yes, it was paid to
Thomas Brown, the head wainman ; he was the head
man for all the wainmen, and he generally took the
money.

16,600. Whether he paid the 5s, to Samuel Walker

Yºu cannot say?—No, sometimes he takes it all to
Saye time.

16,661. To save them coming up for it —Yes.
15,662. Now go on to the 23rd –“Samuel Walker
paid again 6s.”

16653. Then he worked six days?—He worked
six days that week.

rent f–Not a bit.

16,689. (Mr. Gorrie.) You say that the lists for
the last week, which might show that Samuel Walker
might have worked, have been destroyed —Yes.
16,690. You cannot say if Ann Wedderburn

worked that week of course —No, I cannot say who
worked.

16,691. You have it that she worked on the week
ending the 6th of October 3–Yes.
16,692. And she might have worked on the week
ending the 13th of October –Yes.
16,693. You cannot say ?–No.
16,694. Do you come into personal contact with

these people yourself?—Yes.
16,695. Do you keep those books with your own
hand 2–Not all of them.

16,696. Are those lists you are reading in your own

16564. Was he paid that 6s., or was it paid to the
* Wainman —ſt was paid to himself that time.

handwriting —I kept part of them in my own hand

Wººd on the 6th October again, and was paid 5s.

writing; these are put in by the book-keeper.
16,697. (Commission.) I see Walker is put down
here as a cattleman at 5s. per week?–Yes, sometimes,

16,666. Was that paid to him —Yes, paid to
himself. That was the last week of the work before

and sometimes 7s.6d.

*tial law, and they did not go to work again till
tº 28th October; they stopped work in the middle
Jºn Send any constable to the house of Ann Wedder

printed was read to this witness.)
16,698. (Mr. Gorrie.) You only partly keep that
book you say ?—Yes.
16,699. Who actually pays the wages to these
people *—It is me that counts out the money, and the

burn to take up Walker ?–Yes.

other book-keeper calls out the names and marks it

16,665. When did he work

after that ?—He

ºf the week.

1666. Upon any Sunday during martial law did
16668. Do you remember when that was —I
*not remember; it was one Sunday in martial law ;

(At the request of Mr. Gorrie the caution already

paid ; there are two of us always at the table.

it was the

16,700. You call out the name of the head cattle
man, or the head wainman —Sometimes, not always.

"º. You say the 6th of October was the last
* the man worked: Yes ; he might have worked

16,701. Occasionally you pay money to others than
the working people *—Yes.
16,702. Do you do that with your field hands 2—
Sometimes the field hands do not come up themselves;

Sunday after I left Morant Bay and went
up to Kingston,

"tº first week of the rebellion, but then I lost all
* I could not say; the lists were all torn up
and pºli by salt water.
16,670. Your papers were destroyed 2–Yes; I was
"" by them into the bush.

lºſſ, When did they come to your estate?—On

they send others to receive the money for them.
16,703. You do not pay the money always from

your own hand into the hand of the actual worker —
Not always.

ºring of the 13th of October, some time about 4

16,704. People sometimes work, of course, at one
description of work and sometimes at another ?–-

"ººk-a large body of them.

Ycs.

16672. Who wºre they —I cannot say.
19678. What time do you say it was 7-Between

16,705. Can you say from your own knowledge
U u

|
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ºn

TwPNTIETH what work Ann Wedderburn performed —She
generally weeded the grass and trashed the canes.
16,706. What do you mean by “trashing the

16,738. Try and recollect what is the largest sum
you have deducted 2–I have threatened to do it.

canes "-Taking off the dried leaves.

… s.
º ºu
• **
º

16,739. Haye you not deducted any since the dis.
turbances –If the work was improperly done of

16,707. Then did she carry that to the boiler-house?
—No, she does not carry it out of the field.
16,708. Did not she at one time work in the boiler

course we should.
ºr ºf

16,740. (Commission.) Has work been improperly
done —Yes, there has been some.

house or about the sugar works —She might have ;
I cannot remember now.

jº

16,741. (Mr. Gorrie.) And have you deducted any
money for that ?—I might have,

16,709. Will the entry be in this book if she has 2–
Yes.

º

sº

16,742. (Commission.) Have you ever deducted

º

any ?—I have.

16,710. Did she carry trash from the
knew her quite well, I suppose 2–Yes, I
did carry trash from the mill.
16,711. Is that paid at the same rate
hand 7–They are paid by task work, so

mill—you
think she

16,743. (Mr. Gorrie.) How much —I cannot say.
16,744. Are those deductions in that book?—No. 1

as a field
much per

put down the sum that I pay.
16,745. Is not the work you put down there a
record of the work the person has done for the week?

ºn

-\ºf

—No.

8.1].

16,712. How much per pan 2–2d. per pan,
16,713. How much may they make in a day?—
They can earn four bits—about 1s. 9d., or 1s. 6d.
16,714. You knew this woman perfectly well, I
suppose 2–Yes; but I did know at that time that
she was living with Walker.

16,715. You knew her as being on the estate 2
—Yes.

*

16,716. And you have seen her in the mill —Yes.

16,717. Working there —Yes.
16,718. At that kind of work, pan work, which
they can earn ls. 6d. a day by ?—Yes; if they do
the task for it.

16,719. When do these people, who do this kind of
work at the mill, go to their work —Generally about
5 or half-past 5 o'clock in the morning.
16,720. How long do they work —To about 6
o'clock at night.

16,721. (Commission.) Do they not go home dur
ing that period for any interval —Generally, in the
middle of the day, one relieves the other.

16,722. How long does the gang off work go off?
—They are left to themselves.
16,723. How long are they off work 2–I could not
say, sometimes they take longer and sometimes not so
long.

ſå,724. How long is one gang off work, from 5 in
the morning till 6 at night —I cannot say exactly.
16,725. How many gangs are there 2–One gang,
but they spell one another.
16,726. (Mr. Gorrie.) A person employed at that
work has to be there the whole day from 5 in the
morning till 6 in the evening 2—He has no reason to
be there unless he sees fit.

16,746. Suppose you are making up a record for
your employer, from what list would you make out
that ?—From the wages that were paid.
16,747. Then you could not tell him the amount of
work ; only from the wages —Yes.
16,748. What is your register of work, does that
book contain the register of all work done on the
estate 2–No.

16,749. Have you any other books containing the
register of work as different from the wages —No.
16,750. Can you point us in that book to any cal
culation that has been made where workmen have

done indifferent work –Yes, because the full amount
of money is not put down.
16,751. Suppose a woman has been working at
trashing canes, six days a week, at 1s. a day, you
enter there in that book 6s. ?—Yes.

16,752. Where do you enter the deduction, suppose
some part has been indifferently done —There is
nothing put down but what is paid for.
16,753. Assuming that part of the six day's work
wasn’t worth paying for 2—I see it, if it is done well,
or if it is done badly.
16,754. Supposing there was a whole day's work
indifferently done, and you did not intend to pay for
it, where would you enter that ?—I should not enter
it at all.

16,755. You can never keep all these accounts in

your head, you must enter them in some book?—I
have generally a field list book.

16,756. Have you got your field list here —No,
they were all desiroyed ; we put all the works in this
book.

16,757. (Commission.) Is the field list kept *—No,

16,727. But in point of fact the people do not leave
the works –They generally leave to go and get

we use it as waste.

their meals cooked.

—Yes.

16,728. How long do they take for that ?—One

16,758. (Mr. Gorrie.) It is used as trash, Isuppose?
16,759. Do you recollect Walker working there a

works one half time, and the other the other half.

week before the disturbances at Morant Bay ?—I can

16,729. That does not alter the day's pay ?—No,
that does not alter the day's pay at all.
16,730. Is it the practice at all to deduct part of
the wages if the work is not done properly sometimes *
—Yes, if it is not done properly sometimes but if

not recollect.

they go and put the work to rights they get their
money; we generally threaten them with that.
16,731. If they go and put their work to rights
that takes up another day ?—Not at all times.
16,732. If they have done a whole day's work
indifferently, and they are obliged to do it again, that
deprives them of one day's work, does it not —No ; if
they were diligent and did their work, there might be

only a little part of it to be put right.

16,760. The people came after you on the 13th –
(2S.

16,761. Was he working just previous to that 3–
He was working on the 6th ; I have that here.
16,762. When do you pay for your work, the same

week it is done or the following week —Generally
the same week.

-

16,763. You ran away upon the Friday, did you
not ?—Yes.

16,764. There was no pay on that day ?—No.
16,765. Then I suppose Walker's pay was due to
him for that week, if he was working —Yes.
16,766. You cannot say if he was working that

I6,733. Do you ever complain that the whole day's
work is indifferently done —No, not at all times.
16,734. Did you ever do it —No.
16,735. What was the largest amount of work you

week —No.

complained of 2–Perhaps patches in their work.

house ?–Yes.

16,736. A patch of 20 chains or 50 chains, or what ?
—No, about half a chain, or a quarter of a chain,
well done, and then another part not well done.

16,769. What was the last time you saw Samuel
Walker, before you saw him pursuing you in the bush

16,767. He had been working there regularly
weeks before as cattleman or wainman –Yes.

for

..

16,768. And you sent down the constable to his

as you say ?—I cannot remember.

lect to have deducted 7–I cannot say ; I do not

16,770. A wainman is always going about the
estate, I presume 2—Yes; I cannot say if he was

recollect.

working that previous week or not.

16,737. What is the largest amount you ever recol
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16,771. The monies with which you pay the
labourers are sometimes transmitted to you from
Kingston, or from a distance, I suppose ?—Yes.

16,772. Does such a thing as this ever happen, that
ou get a less amount than will pay all the labourers ?
—Sometimes we don't get the full amount for the
Friday,

TWENTIETII

16,791. You got to the sea, I think 2–Yes.

DAY

16,792. And got into the sea —Yes; I took my

shirt and tied bamboos together, and made a raft and R. J. Sºurt.
got into the sea, and they were sitting down on the
I6 Feb. 1866.

beach waiting for me.

16,793. (Commission.) You went to sea on this
raft? —Yes.

-

16,773. How do you do in that case ?–Pay as far
as the money goes, and if there is not money enough
leave the list till we get the rest of the money to pay

them, that is on Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday
generally.

16,794. Who picked you up

—I waited till it was

dark.

º

16,795. And you then landed ?–Yes.
16,796. Was it daylight when they saw you on the
raft —Yes, about 3 o'clock in the afternoon.

º

After

16,774. Will that book show that, or have you a

destroying all my house, they came after me.
cash book different to that ?—Yes.
16,797. When they saw you out at sea on the raft,
16,775. Then that book would not show us any what did Walker do —They sat down on the beach
docking?—No: if you see 1s. it is a shilling's work, and watched me, and when it commenced to get dark
64, it is sixpence work, 9d. it is ninepence work ; it they moved away.
does not show the deductions.
16,798. Had you a paddle with you ?—No ; I broke
16,776. (Commission.) Do you enter any sum of a bamboo, and used that as a paddle.
16,799. (Mr Walcott.) Do you know one Alexan
money as paid until it is paid —No.
16,777. If you had not money enough on the Friday, der Paul ?–Yes.
16,800. Did you ever send constables Charles
and paid on the following Tuesday, would it be entered
Walker and 11all to apprehend him —Yes.
when you actually paid it —Yes.
16,778. (Mr. Walcott.) Explain to the Commis
16,801. When he was brought to you did you
soners about the spell-work, how many hands do you order him to be flogged —I did not order him to be
flogged ; it was done by the orders of the Captain
have carrying dry trash to the furnace —Four.
16,779. Then two spell one another ?—It is the who examined him. I only waited to hear the order
that was given to me.
green trash work that spell one another.
16,802. Then you did not order Alexander Paul
16,780. That is very much heavier work 2–Yes,
to be flogged —No ; it was ordered by the Captain.
very heavy work.
16,803. Captain who 2–Captain Ford, or Captain
16,781. Only strong able-bodied women do that ?—
Hole ; I don’t know which, Captain Hole I think.
Yes, and strong able-bodied men too.
16,804. Was that at Golden Grove —Yes.
16,782. The dry trash is carried by girls, mere
16,805. Did you, with your own hands, make the
children, is it not ?–Yes; girls.
15,783. Of 14 or 15 years old –Twenty, on an cats with which he was flogged : —I made lots of
cats by order of Captain Ford.
average.
16,806. You never gave any order to have this man
16,784. How many hands are employed in carrying
green trash from the mill to the trash-house –Nine flogged 2–No.
16,807. (Commission.) Did you give evidence
hands in all; one lot works and the other sits down
against Paul ?—No ; I had no evidence to give at all ;
and rests, but they have all the same pay.
16,785. Whether they are resting or working — it was another old man who gave evidence against him.
16,808. What was that evidence –That he was

Yes.

one of the plunderers at the greathouse.
16,786. Though half of them might have worked
the rest of the time —

º hours, and the others

16 809. Of Holland estate 2–Yes.

16,810. What were the cats made with ?—They

es.

were made with comuon twine.

16,787. When Walker was chasing you what was

16,811. All that you made –All that I

made

he doing besides chasing you ?—They had machets nothing else.
and were chopping in the trees, and had a signal given,
16,812. The house of Holland estate was plundered
A sºrt of a whistle. They chased me from the estate ? —Yes; and all the windows and everything nashed
fully nine or 10 miles.

-

16,788. With cutlasses in their hands 2—Yes.

down.

16,813. Was there any wire in the cats : —There

16,789. (Commission.) Where did you hide at last : was no wire in the cats I saw-made at Golden Grove,
—I went round by Light-house Point.
or in any that I made myself.
16,814. Did you see any cats at any other place —
I6,790. (Mr. Walcott.) Morant Point Light-house *
—Yes, a long way past that. I rode my horse as far Yes; I saw some cats at Morant Bay, which were
As I could ride, then I left my horse in the bush and made by the sailors.
ran for it; I satdown to rest, and I saw the two men

coming along feeling for the tracks of my boots in the
soft mud; when they saw me they gave a whistle, and
Iran through the bush again, and they followed me

16,815. Did you see what they were made of 2–I
did not notice them.

(The witness was directed to make a list from
his book of the monies paid to Ann Wedder
burn during the year 1865.)

*length of time through the bush.

HENRY J. BickNELL, Esq. sworn and examined.

16816. Do you produce these notes that you re sent there by order of the Governor to assist the
(eived from Mr. Lake 2–Yes.

18,817. Are they in the same state as they were
in when you received them 2–I believe they are.

16,818. Have they been out of your hands –Yes,
they were in the possession of Mr. Henry Kemble for
A few weeks. I lent them to him; they have not
been in the possession of any one else, I believe.

HaveBay
youbybeen
to Morant
Bay?– I Mr.
was
º16,819.
to Morant
order
His Excellency

Major-General in examining the evidence.

16,822. Are you a magistrate *—I am the police
magistrate of Kingston.

16,823. 1s there any information you can give us
as to how punishment was inflicted —I saw many
persons executed, and I saw some flogged.
16,824. Did you assist in the inquiries?—No, I
did not.

16,825. How was that if the Governor requested

you to go there to assist —When I arrived there

yre.

16,820. When 2–During the last week of martial was no necessity for my assistance. I saw Courts

law.

I went there about the 1st or the 2nd of martial going on, and witnessed executions.

There

ovember.

were very few Courts-martial going on after I got

16821. In what capacity were you there —I was

there.

U u 2

..H. J. Bichnell,
Esq.;
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16.826. Did you attend any of the Courts martial? instructions, and receiving no instructions, I came
—I did.

DAY.

away.

16,827. Merely as a spectator –Yes.
II, J. Bicknell,
16,828. Will you give us your opinion as to the
Esq.
mode in which they were conducted ?–All the
16 Feb. 1866. Courts-martial that I saw were presided over by
Lieutenant Brand, and I saw every care and pains
taken by him. I saw him write the evidence and
examine the witnesses, and the prisoners were allowed
all latitude in cross-examination.

16,829. Was there any improper haste as far as
you saw —None that I saw ; the statements were
received and written down as they made them. The
proceedings of the Court were summary enough to
a man unaccustomed as I was to see trials by Courts
martial.

i was struck with that.

16,830. The trials were summary you say?—I
have seen such tenderness shown for life at the trials

of persons charged with capital offences in Civil
Courts, that of course, as a civilian, I was struck by
the summary nature of the trials.
I6,831. What do you mean by summary trials 2–
The rapidity of them ; but otherwise the evidence
was carefully taken.

w

16,832. What was omitted – I saw nothing omit
t cd ; what I mean to say principally is, there was
the absence of that formality which is observed in
Civil Courts.

16,833. What do you call the formality observed in
Civil Courts which was not there –The arraigning

of the prisoners, the swearing of the jury, and the
addresses of counsel.

16,834. Were the prisoners told the nature of the
C

harge —Yes.

16,835. Were the witnesses then examined 2–Yes.
16,836. Had they the opportunity of cross-ex
:*mining 2–Yes, every opportunity.
16,837. Did they cross-examine —They did.
16,838. Were they then called upon for their
defence –They were.
16,839. Were they then asked whether they had
łł ny witnessess to call —I don't remember that being
:lsked.

16,840. Do you remember statements made by
them in defence that they could have proved by
witnesses —No ; they were generally rambling
s tatements.
I was not struck by any statement.
16,841. Were prisoners called upon to plead guilty
or not guilty —The charges were read over to them.
16,842. And then –I don't remember whether the

question was actually put, “Are you guilty or not
guilty?” as is done in Civil Courts.
16,843. You

cannot remember that ?—I don’t

remember that.

16,844. How many Courts-martial do you think

16,854, Had you any communication with Brigadier.
General Nelson —I had constantly, I was a guest at
his house.

16,855. Was it in consequence of any instructions
from him that you came away ?—No.

16,856. (Commission.) You thought your presence
was not necessary 2–Yes, and I reported my return
to the Governor.

16,857. Do you remember what day you returned :
—On the Saturday, previous to the expiration of

martial law. Martial law expired on the Tuesday.
16,858. Then there were no Courts-martial after
that time 2—No, the Courts-martial had all ceased

before I came away.
16,859. Did you leave the Kingston prisoners
behind you ?—Yes, I did.
16,860. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were any proceedings taken
before you, before those prisoners were taken to Up
Park Camp —No, I don't remember any.
16,861. Do you recollect a person named Phillips
being produced before you ?–-I do not remember.

ºil tº

ºr

16,862. David Phillips, a young man, was taken

before you in your police magistrate's capacity at
Kingston, and it is stated that you sent him to Up
Park Camp, is that so —I do not remember.
16,863. Have you any notes you can refer to, to
refresh your memory, as to whether such a person
was brought before you ?—There were some persons;
persons were brought before me, I know, identified or
charged in some way with being implicated in the
disturbances in St. Thomas in the East, and some of
those people I sent to Camp for further examination.
16,864. How many ?—I do not remember how
many; not many, some two or three to the best of
my recollection.

16,865. Were there not others belonging to King
ston, and not to St. Thomas in the East, so sent –I

don't remember any as belonging to Kingston.
16,866. During martial law did you receive in
your Court parties brought in by the Volunteers
charged with so-called military crimes, and send them
from the police chamber up to the Camp 2–1 do not
remember any such instance.
16,867. Were these parties apprehended at St.
Thomas in the East —They could not have been
apprehended there, or they would not have been
brought to me.

16,868. I ask where they must have been appre

hended ?–They must have been apprehended in
Kingston.

-

16,869. They were brought before you as police
magistrate, and instead of trying them you sent them
up to Up Park Camp 7–Some were brought before
me that I sent to Up Park Camp, having ascertained

you were present at 3–Not more than two or three.

that they were in some way mixed up with the diº

16,845. Were you present at Mr. Gordon's trial 2
—No ; he was executed before I went up.
16,846. You say that the evidence of the witnesses
was written down 2–Yes, by the President.
16,847. Did you see anything else written down
besides the evidence of the witness —Nothing,
except the statement of the accused, which I have

turbance in St. Thomas in the Éast.
remember the particular circumstances.

never seen done in a Court of Justice before.

civil jurisdiction you sent them to the Camp :-I

16,848. Their answer to the charges 2–Yes, the

: in
ºf

I don't

16,870. Did you try those parties —I investigated
the charges.
16,871. (Commission.) And thought there was a
primâ facie case upon which you acted 2–Yes.

16,872. Instead of committing them to trial by the
sent them to the Camp for further examination.

defence,

statement in defence is never written down in a Civil

16,873. (Mr. Gorrie.) Do you recollect sending a
man to Camp for using threatening language in

Court, that is what I mean.

Ringston 2–No.

16,849. The statement in defence?—A prisoner's

*

16,850. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were you instructed to go
to Morant Bay specially in reference to the Kingston
prisoners?—I was not.
16,851. What were your instructions then 2–If I
had had notice I could have produced the Governor's
letter. I have not it with me, I can send it to you.
16,852. (Commission.) The letter that you will
send to the Secretary of the Commission will be the
letter that you had from the Governor —Yes.
16,853. (AIr. Gorrie.) I wish to know from whose

16,874. Could you by referring to your notes give

--

º

that information to the Commission?--I do not think
º

I could, unless the name of the person was given.

'',

º

h

16,875. Phillips is the name of the man, and Ber
wick the name of the Volunteer, who brought him
before you ?—I remember the name of Berwick,

!º

16,876. Could you by referring to any of your
notes refresh your memory as to such a case ?—I do
not know. I keep a note of all proceedings that come
before me.
º

instructions you left Morant Bay ?—I received no

16,877. Did you keep a note of the cases charged
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by Volunteers during martial law —I have no doubt
I did,
16,878. (Commission.) Are you one of the official

16,888. (Mr. Walcott.) Are those notes in the Twl:NTIETH
1)AY.

same condition as when you gave them to Mr.
Kemble —I believe they are ; I never read the

Esq.

16,889. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you give authority, or

16,879. Do you remember during martial law a
man being brought before you, charged with having
used seditious language in the prison —Yes.
16,880. Did you send that person to the Camp —
I did send him.

16,881. Did you afterwards hear what had become
of that person —I afterwards heard that he was
executed. I will state under what circumstances.

It

was reported by the Inspector of Prisons to the
Governor that this man had made use of libels of a

very dangerous character in the prison, namely, that
if he could get some to join him he would cut off the
heads of the Inspector and Superintendent of the
Prison and other officers, and make his escape ; upon
that the Governor sent off instructions, that con
sidering the dangerous nature of the times, and the
dangerous tendency of such language in a prison, he
should be sent to Camp, and we sent him, after I had
first taken the evidence, up to Camp.
16,882. What was the name of the person 2–I do
not remember the name, it can be easily ascertained
at the prison. I believe the Inspector of Prisons has
the letter.

16,883. Who were the other visitors who acted

assist in the arrest of what are called the political

were arrested and sent to the district where martial
law was in force at the time.

16,891. (Commission). Had you any communication
with the Governor on the subject of those arrests —
None.

16,892. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was it arranged between
you and the Custos that these prisoners were to be
arrested 2–Not exactly.
16,893. (Commission.) Did you give the opinion at
that time that they were rightly arrested —I did. I
quite admit that the arrests of these parties in any
ordinary times, and under ordinary circumstances,
could not be justified by law ; but I consider that
they were justified by the law of all laws, the law of
public safety. It was upon that ground that I con
sidered them to be rightly arrested, for I knew the

majority of them to be disaffected persons.

visitor, he was once.

16,894. (Mr Walcott.) Kingston city alone was
excluded from the operation of martial law —Yes.
16,895. Do you know a place called Fletcherland 2
—That is in the parish of St. Andrew ; the line of
St. Andrew runs into the city of Kingston.

Gorrie.) Are there any parties now
Penitentiary as rebels —There are
I believe, in the Penitentiary now,
by Courts-martial ; a number from

16 Feb. 1866.

prisoners, Palmer, Goldson and Roach, and others ?—
I did not order the arrest of any of those people, but
I knew of the arrest at the time, and I thought that
the arrests were properly made.
16,890. Were the magistrates called upon by the
Custos to take part in the proceedings —No ; they

with you ?–1}r. Campbell; he is no longer an official
16,884. (Mr.
confined in the
many prisoners,
sentenced there

H. J. Bicknell,

notes.

visitors of the Penitentiary —I am.

16,896. And that would be called Kingston –

Portland principally, I think.

Yes.

16,885. And wearing a particular dress as rebels 2
—I am not aware of that.

16,886. With the word “rebel ” stamped across
their breast —I am not aware.

16,887. Are they in chains 2–I don't think they

can be in chains; as a rule of the prison the prisoners
are not to be kept in chains, except when working in
the streets.

16,897. (Commission.) It is a part which is popu
larly called Kingston, but which is in the parish of
St. Andrew 2–Yes.

16,898. (Mr. Haſcott.) Then these persons who
were brought beſore you might have been taken in
the part called Kingston, and yet have been in St.
Andrew, and subject to martial law —Yes, that
might be so.

The witness withdrew.

ALEXANDER GRAY (a black) sworn and examined.
16,899. What are you ?–I am a pedlar.
16,913. On Tuesday, did you go to the trials 2–
16.900. Where 2–1 travel from Kingston to Port Yes.
land buying provisions.
16,914. How many days did you do that ?—I was
16,901. Do you remember, during the latter end of there about two days.

the time when martial-law was in force, going to
Portland –Yes.

16.902. What day of the week was it 2–I arrived

there at 11 o'clock on Monday.
16,903. Where did you go to there; did you go to
the Court-house —Not upon that day.
16904. When did you go?–On the following day,
Tuesday.

16965. What did you see there —I saw some
Peºple brought from Manchioneal and tried.

16,906. How many —I don't know the statement
ºf the whole that were tried.

16907. Were there a good number 2—A good
number.

16,915. What was the largest amount of lashes

you saw given —Everyone I saw got 50, except one,
who got 100.

16,916. Did you know the people who were
flogged 2–Four of them.
16,917. What were their names 2–One named
John Walker, one Charles Dunnen.
16,918. How many did they get -—Charles Dunnen
got 50 lashes, and Walker the same ; James Camp
bell 25; Richard Brown 25.

16,919. You went there on the Monday, and

you

heard the trials on Tuesday and Wednesday ?—Yos.

16,920. Did you ever go after the Wednesday —
No.

16,921. Or see anything else?—I saw the flogging
16,908. After their trials did you see what was
"It with them —Yes, they were flogged ; every every day.
"thing three or four, sometimes six.

16,922. How many days?—From the Monday down

16909. How many days did you see that, besides to the Friday.
16,923. How many altogether did you see ſlogged 2
the Tuesday —I saw them from the Monday I
arrived at Portland.

16910, You say you did not go to the Court-house
On the Monday ?—No ; but they commenced to flog
w

frºm the Monday.

—I saw 53 flogged.
16,924. At Portland 2–At Portland.

16,925. Fifty-three flogged —Yes, and 11 hung.
16,926. Was that at the Court-house –They were

16,911. Did you see them flogged on the Monday ? flogged just before the Court-house door.
16,927. Did you notice whether any of those you
-Yes, I saw them flogged. The house was just like
this, and the Court-house was opposite. They flogged saw flogged cried out at all —Yes.
them just under the window where I sat.

16912. Then you saw some people flogged on the
Monday?–Yes,

16,928. How many did that ?—The whole of
them.

16,929. All of them —All of them.
U u 3
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16,930. Did all the 53 cry out 2–Yes.
16,931. What was done with those that cried out 2

DAY.

BEFORE

ordered him to make a bow; he makes a bow. He
ordered
his foot. him to draw his foot, and he declined drawing
o

A. Gray
16 Feb. 1866.

—When they cried out, Captain Hole ordered them
to be gagged.
16,932. Then all the 53 were gagged ?–Not exactly
53, because the constables were flogging first, and
when they got weak the soldiers came down from the
barracks and flogged.
16,933. What soldiers ; white soldiers ?–White

soldiers, the Sixth Company. When the first set of
people were flogged they never gagged them.
16,934. Although they did cry out —Yes, they did
cry out.

16,935. How many altogether were gagged 2–All
that I saw flogged by the white soldiers were gagged.
I6,936. How were they gagged —If they bawl
out Captain Hole ordered to gag them, and they pick
up a stone and shove it in their mouth.
16,937. Did they tie the stone in their mouth –
One man kept the stone in the mouth, and the other
have the rope round the neck, and kept them down on
the triangle. One kept his hand to the mouth, with

16,958. How do you mean by drawing his foot?—

In making a bow, draw his foot that way.
16,959. Scraping the ground 2–Yes.
16,960. Did he do that ?–No.
16,961. What was done then 2–He was imme
diately ordered to be taken to the Court-house yard
and receive 25 lashes.

16,962. Did you see that done 7–Yes; about S

o'clock on the Friday morning.
16,963. Did you go into the yard —No; I looked
through the Court-house window, and looked down.

16,964. Were you in the Court-house ?–Yes.
16,965. At 8 in the morning —Yes.
16,966. Who flogged him —The constable.
16,967. What was Cameron 2–He is a labourer.
16,968. At Portland 2–At Portland.

-

the stone in it.

16,938. How many people who were flogged were
treated in that way ?—The whole that I see the white
soldiers flog.

I6,939. Do you mean all the 53 were 2–No, the
whole were not gagged.

16,940. How many were gagged in that way ?—I
can't give you a real statement of how many were
gagged.
16,941. Did they cry out after they were gagged 2
—No, they could not.
16,942. What sort of stones were used ?–Hard
stones they pave the streets with ; stones that they
break with hammers.

They shoved it in the mouth,

and kept their hands to it to keep it in.
16,943. While they were being flogged —While
they were being flogged.
I6,944. What were they tied to ?–Three pieces of
stick, and a cross-piece on the top, called a triangle;
and the legs fastened by a rope, and the hands on the
head of the triangle, and raised bodily off the ground,
without their feet touching.

16,945. You say some of these 53 were flogged by
constables and some by soldiers ; how many were
flogged by soldiers ?—I did not separate the number.
16,946. Were there half or a fourth –More than
a fourth. There were three flogged the first day, and
one the following day, before the soldiers came down
from the barracks.

16,947. Did you know Captain Hole by sight —
Yes.

16,948. How long had you known him before ?—
I had never known him till I came there that week.

16,949. How did you know it was him ; how did

16,969. Do you know a man named Richard
Brown —Yes, he was carrying water for the soldiers.
16,970. Did you see anything done to him 2–0n
the morning he leave the Court and go aboard the
bamboo ship to work, Mr. Ramsay sent for him by
two constables, and he was brought, and he was put
on the triangle, and got 25 lashes, without trying.
16,971. How do you know it was without trying?
—I was standing there when they brought him from
Mr. Escoffery's wharf, from the bamboo ship.
16,972. What day was that ?—I think it was on
Thursday.
16,973. Was it before or after Cameron was

flogged —The day before Cameron, the same week;
the Thursday before Cameron was flogged.
16,974. Where was Brown flogged —Out in the
street, just in front of the Court-house.

16,975. Who flogged him —One of the Volunteer
men ; a bugler.

16,976. Who ordered the flogging —Mr. Ramsay,
the Provost Marshal.

16,977. Were others standing by besides Ramsay?
—There is always a good deal standing there.
I6,978. Who stood by besides Ramsay ?—There is
plenty of people generally standing there at the time
of the flogging.
16,979. But upon this occasion ?—Mr. Angell, he
was there.

16,980. And you were there —Yes. I was stand
ing just by the gate.
16,981. Did you spend your time that week at the
Court-house, listening to the trials 2–No ; I was
only at the Court-house two days.
16,982. Then did you attend all these floggings the
other days —Yes. I must see them, because just
where I was sitting was close by. There were two
triangles, one just by the station, and one just in front

you learn it was him —Where I was I could speak

of the house.

to him.

Y

I was close to him.

16,950. Did you hear him called by that name —
Yes, I heard him called by that name, and I left him

16,983. Where you were doing your business ?—

es.

16,984. Was this the month of November or

there when I came away.

October that you are talking of?—Not in October,

16,951. How do you know he ordered the people
who cried out to be gagged 2–Because I witnessed

it was in the month of November.

16,985. (Mr. Payne.) Were the orders to gag the
mouths of the men, given each time by Captain Hole:
16,952. What did you hear, what did he say?— —Each time according as they bawled, as the man
“Gag that man,” and a stone took up by the soldier cried out, it was ordered to gag. Captain Hole gave

it.

I heard it out of his mouth.

and shoved into the man's mouth.

16,953. And was that done each time the men cried
out 7–Each man that was flogged the same treatment
was done to him.

16,954. You were there from Monday till Friday ?
—Yes; up to the following week, when I left, after
martial law.

16,955. Did you see James Cameron there 2–Yes.
16,956. Who is he 2–He is a man that was work

the orders every time.
16,986. Did he repeat the order every time?—

Every man that was flogged who bawled out, he
ordered to gag them, and accordingly it was done.
16,987. Was anything done to the cats —They

used to wet them in a large tub of water before they
commenced to flog.

16,988. (Commission.) Plain water —I cannot say
whether it was plain water, because I never examined

the water, but a tub generally came out in the stree!
ing at the bamboo ship.
16,957. What did you see about him —He was every evening when they flogged.
going to work on Friday morning at 6 o'clock, and
16,989. Were the cats applied wet then out of the
one of the Volunteers sang out to him to take his pipe tub –Yes, they took them out of the tub of water
out of his mouth, and he done so. He was called back wet, and then just shook off the water.
by Mr. Herbert Angell, and he done so. He then
16,990. (Mr. Walcott.) When you were not at
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our house
at the looking
triangle atin that
front,
were you
own
at thelooking
police station
triangle
–
The police station and the house is in the same road,
one triangle is ºpposite. the window, and the other is
opposite the police station.
-
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16,994.
you from
not think
it rather dangerous?—
I had
to gºtDid
a pass
Mr. Alexander
Bryner, and TWENTIETH
DAY,
signed by Mr. Francis.
16,995. Did they flog at both triangles at the same
time —Yes.

A. Gray.
-

16 Feb. 1866.

16,991. Could you see both triangles from your

--

16,996. Did Captain Hole stand at both triangles 2
—He stood at one end, by the steps, and the Ser

house?—Yes.

16992. Without going out of doors —Yes.

16993. What did you go up to Portland for 2–To
buy provisions; there was no trade in Kingston.

geant-Major kept the account of how many lashes
going.

The witness withdrew.

Joseph Thompson (a black) sworn and examined.
J. Thompson.
16,997. Where do you live 2–Mount James.
say you were guilty of threatening Mr. Knox's head
T T
16998, Is that in the parish of St. Andrew's 7– —They said he said so.
Yes,
17,016. Did they say that you had threatened —

16,999. Was your father laken to the almshouse
in St. Andrew's – Yes.

17,000. When was that ?—The same time when

the riot affair was going on ; a little before that.

Yes.
17,017. And then they gave you 50 lashes –Yes.
17,018. After that what became of you ?–As they
gave me the 50 they let me go, and I tried to make

17,001, What was he taken there for 2–1 le was a

my way to where I live at Mount James, and as I was

little disturbed in the head, and one of my brothers
went with my sister to take him away.
17,002. Did you go, too —Yes, myself did come to
him, my youngest brother took him and bring him to
the almshouse, and my sister sent to me, over to
Mount James, to say that the old man was disturbed,
and before we carried him to the hospital we took
him to the almshouse, and they sent to me to fetch
him away.
17,003, And you did fetch him away ?–Yes.
17,004. After you had fetched him away, did policemen come to your house —No.
17,005. Where did they come * – To Half-way

going home my back was swelling to this thickness.
17,019. Where does Mr. Knox live —Half-way
Tree.

Tree,

17,006. When did they come there *—Six of us
came down to take the old man out of the alms-

house, and I told the young men to get two pieces of

17,020. And what is Mr. Knox 2–He is a brown

man, sir.
| 7,021. What is he º-He is a doctor, sir.

17,022. Has he lived there long –Yes, he was
there long enough.
17,023. Did you know him before he made the
charge against you ?—I generally go to Kingston,
and always see him there.
17,024. You knew him before ?—I did not know

him as a friend.
17,025. You knew who he was 2–Yes.
17,026. You had seen him before ?–Yes.
17,027. You knew he was a doctor –Yes.

17,028. Had you been speaking to him —Not at

bamboo stick to make a hammock as he can’t walk,

all.

and we were to put him in a kind of hammock to carry

17,029. He simply sent for the police, and said you
had threatened to take his head off?—Yes.
17,030. Had you got a machett in your hand 2–

him. I was talking to my cousin, my sister's child ;
he was to take the two sticks, and he did not bring
them. I got vexed, and he said, “Uncle, how are

No.

you going to carry grandpapa, I forgot to bring the
two sticks " I said, “Boy, don't disturb me at all,
don't you know what is doing up at Morant Bay ?”

17,031. What work do you do?—I was a planter
and a sawyer too.

He said, “What?” I said, “ Don't you hear how

anything now.

they are blowing off people's heads " I said, “Today they have put on martial law,” and I said,

17,033. Why can't you do anything *—The pain is
so great. (The witness here showed a large sore

17,032. Where 2–At Mount James.

I cannot do

“Don’t disturb me at all:” and I had the old man in

which he had on his back. He also bore signs of

my hand, and Mr. Knox wrote for me at the time, and

punishment.)

he sent for me to be taken to the station.

I said this

as I passed near where Mr. Knox lived.
17,007. Were the policemen there at that time
No; as I passed I told the boy, “Be aware

–

17,034. You were not flogged up there, were you ?
—No, this the aggravate from that.
17,035. How long had you left off working as a

of sawyer and planter?–From the same time I was at

yourself.”

17,008. Did the policemen come at all —Yes, to

the Camp.
17,036. Had you been working up to that time.

tle shop at Half-way Tree; they came and took me

IInd you worked before that –Yes, I was working

to the station.

before.

17,009. Did you go with them —Yes, I go with
them to the station.

17,010. Why did they take you there — The sergeant order they was to handcuff me, and to take me
straight off to the Camp.

1.011. Did they handcuff you ?–Yes; I said,
“What for tº they said, “You must be patient, my
man; when you get to the Camp you will know.”
17,012. Was that Up-Park camp —Yes, and the
rain was falling all the time till we reached the
Camp.
17,013. What were you taken there for 2–Because
Mr. Knox said I had made a threat to take off his
head.
17,014. What did they do with you ?–Handcuffed

y right hand against my left foot, and kept me there

17,037. All along until you went to the Camp —
Yes.

17,038. Are you certain of that ?—Yes, I do.
17,039. At Mount James 2–Yes.

17,040. You had been working there week after

week 4-Yº.
17,041. How many children have you ? – Five
children and my wife.
-

-

-

17,042. Are you still living where you lived before?
—Yes.

17,043. You say Mr. Knox was passing you at the
time you were talking to your nephew about bamboo

sticks —Yes, I passed Mr. Knox's shop as I made
use of the words.

17,044. (Mr. Payne.) Is Mount James a

negro

settlement – Mount James is belong to Mr. Mc

Dowell.
17,045. Have you

for eight days; on Friday they took me out and try
* and Saturday they came up about evening and
took me out ther, and tied me on an iron, stretched

land or buy land there?
–It is rented land we live on.

"skin on an iron, and gave me 50 lashes.
17,015. What was the end of your trial, did they

17,047. Who does the shop belong to that you

-

any hire

17,046. How much f—All got an acre each.
U u 4
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speak of at Half-way Tree ?—I really cannot tell
1)AY.
Qll.

J. Thompson.

17,049. Does the doctor's shop adjoin the rum shop,
is it close to the rum shop —Yes, near by it.

17,048. To Mr. Knox 2–No, he has got a doctor's

shop. He has had a rum shop by himself.
16 Feb. 1866.

The witness withdrew.
Mr. R. J.
Stewart.

Mr. Robert JAMEs STEwART recalled and further examined.
17,050. Have you gone through your book, and is
17,064. Then you are able to say something more
the account relating to Ann Wedderburn ?— than you cannot remember, are you not?—I don't

.

es.

remember it.

17,051. When does the book commence 2–From

17,065. Are you prepared to say you never said

6th May 1865, up to 18th November; the only sums
earned by her are 3s. in the week ending on 2nd Sep
tember, 2s. 9d in the week ending on 23rd September,
and 2s. 9d. in the week ending on 30th September.
There is, then, nothing more till 18th November.
17,052. There is another person whose account you
have been desired to look at, Mary Williams; did she
earn in the week ending 19th August 2s., on 26th
August 2s., on 9th September 1s. 6d., on 16th 2s. 6d.,
§. 23rd 2s. 6d., and on 30th September 2s. 9d. ?—

such a thing?—No, I never said it; I can't remember

C.S.

17,053. Did she earn any in October, at least until
you lost your papers?—I owed her nothing till the
week I lost my papers.
17,054. Is this account inclusive or exclusive of

rent?—She paid no rent; she was only carrying water
for the other gangs, for the cane-holers.
17,055. Was that the only work she did?—That
was the only work.
17,056. How long did she work for that?–Some
days ; four days in some weeks, and some five days;
it was 6d. a day she was paid ; it was very light

it.

17,066. Are you able to swear you never did say it,

that is what you are asked, to anyone – I don't
remember ever saying it.
17,067. That you have said 20 times over ; what

I am calling your attention to is whether you are
prepared to swear you never did say it?—I never
said it.

17,068. You are quite certain you never said it to
her, are you?—Yes.

17,069. Has she been working for you since 2–
Yes, she is working steadily now.
17,070. She is working now, is she 7–She is
working now.

17,071. And she has not made any claim for two
weeks' wages —No.

17,072. (Mr. Gorrie.) Have you in point of fact
paid anybody for that week during which you lost

your pay bill?—I paid the blacksmith only.

work.

17,073. Then all the other people who were work
ing there are not paid?—No; but then I did not know

17,057. Were there two weeks wages due to her at
the time of martial law —No, there was only that

what to pay them.

week.

17,074. And so you paid them nothing 2–I paid no
one but the blacksmith.

17,058. Do you remember her applying to you for
17,059. Did you at any time tell her that the Queen
said nobody was to be paid for work done before

17,075. (Commission.) Why pay the blacksmith in
particular —He was a very good man.
17,076. But this work went on ; you say you know

martial law —No.

the people who were working there every day, don't

any wages 2–No.

17,060. Did you ever say that to anybody?–Not
that I remember.

17,061. Not that you remember ?—I don't think I
ever did.

17,062. But cannot you say whether you did or
not *—No, I don't remember ever saying such a
thing.

you ?—Yes.

17,077. Are any of those men who you knew to be
engaged in this disturbance working on the estate
now?—I cannot say myself who was engaged in the
disturbance, because they did not come so close up to
Ine.

17,078. You recollect the persons who followed you?

17,063. Could you have said such a thing without
remembering it 2–No, I could not have said it without
remembering it.

—Yes, two.

I have given their names; they canº

close up to me. I kept as far ahead of the others as I
could possibly do.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to 10 o'clock to-morrow.

TWENTY-FIRST DAY.

Saturday, 17th February 1866.
PRESENT:
TWENTY
FIRST DAY.
-

A. Miller.
17 Feb. 1866
----

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.
|
RUssell, GURNEY, Esq.
John BLossETT MAULE, Esq.
ALEXANDER MILLER (black) sworn and examined.
17,079. Are you a commission agent 7–Yes.
17,085. On what day ?—The 18th.
17,080. Do you live at Kingston —Yes.
17,086. Did you meet the Custos that
17,081. On the 17th of October did anyone call did.

upon you about getting Volunteers?—Yes; I was
sworn as a Captain of Volunteers by the Custos.
17,082. The Custos of Kingston —Yes.
17,083. Did you begin to collect men to serve as
Volunteers ?–Yes, I got about 16 men sworn already.
17,084. After you got that number did you go to
the commissariat office for arms ?–Yes, I was called
to do so.

day –

17,087. Did he show you anything * – Yes;

he

showed me a bit of paper, which he said he had re
ceived from the Reverend Parson Beckwith.

17,088. Do you remember the contents ; did Yºu
read the paper ?–No. He read that Parson Beckwith
said I had told him he must not write in his pºp"

against the black people again.

17,089. Had you said that to him f-No.
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17,000. Is that all that occurred —I went to Mr.
Beckwith and asked him whether it was true that I
had told him so. On the 20th, between 1 and 2
o'clock, Inspector Nairne and four policemen knocked

me up and took me prisºner.

17,104. Under what circumstances were you de
tained do you know what charge was made against
you ?—No.
17,105. Did you never hear anything stated ?–
Nothing but what the Custos shewed me Parson Beck

TWENTY
FIRST I)AY.
A. Miller.
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17,091. Were you taken anywhere —I was taken
to the barracks.

17,092. At Kingston —Yes.
17,093. And after that where were you taken —

with had written to him,

17,106. Do you know now what was alleged to be
the ground of accusation against you ?–No, I do not
know now.

17, 107. Were you finally released ?–Yes.

To the Camp.

17,094. Is that Up-Park Camp —Yes, Up-Park

Camp, where they shaved my head and locked me up

17, 108. When 2–On the 15th of December.

17, 109. Have you a store at Kingston —Yes, in
Water Lane.

in a cell.

17,095. The next day did they take you anywhere ?

17, 110. What became of that ?–Mr. Nairne had

—Yes, they took me to the Ordnance Wharf, and put

the keys of that.
17, 111. Did you return to your store ?—Yes.
17, 112. In what state did you find it —I missed

me on board the “Aboukir.”

17,096. How many days were you on board the
“Aboukir "-12 days; I was put in irons and my
hands were lashed on the wharf behind me before I left.

17,097. After the 12 days were over, what was done

with you?—I was embarked in the steamer “Cor
delia,” and sent to Morant Bay.
17,098. Where did you go when you got there 2–
I was then marched to the police station, under the
charge of Mr. Ramsay, the Provost Marshal.
17,099. And were you kept a prisoner —Yes.
17,100. Until when 2–Till the 14th of November ;
Imade a mistake, I said the Monday after martial
law, but it was the Tuesday.
17,101. You remained till the Tuesday after mar

several things.

(Witness handed in a list of the things which he
alleged he had lost.)
17,113. What kind of store do you keep 3–A
vendue store.

17,114. Are you a jeweller; these are all jewellery
goods 2—Yes.
17, 115. Except mattrasses, they might be domestic
articles —I sell them.

17, 116. You have lost 51.15s. worth of goods ac
cording to this list —No, that is in cash as well as
in other things that I lost.

17, 117. Without enumerating them or going into
details, what estimate have you formed of the losses
17,102. Were you dismissed then —No, I was then you sustained —I lost about 80l. in goods.
17, 118. (By Mr. Walcott.) Were you a licensed
sent to the district prison at Morant Bay.
17,103. How long did you remain there?—Till the pawnbroker *—I am not a pawnbroker; I am a ven
15th of December.
due storekeeper and a commission agent.
tial law, that would be the 14th 2–Yes.

*

The witness withdrew.

ALEXANDER PIIILLIPs (black) sworn and examined.
17,139. Where were you placed there 2–I was
placed in a cell.
position of a gentleman.
17,140. What was the size of the cell ?—About
17,120. Are you living on your own means ?—Yes.
17.121. On the 24th of October were you arrested nine feet square.
by Lieutenant Sinclair —Yes.
17, 141. How many of you were placed in that
17,122. Did he state to you upon what charge you cell ?–Six of us.
were arrested ?–No, he only told me he was ordered
17, 142. Did you remain there till the Sunday ?—
Yes.
to arrest me by the Governor.
17,143. What was done on the Sunday ?–Provost
17,123. Was your house searched, and were your
papers taken 2–Yes.
Marshal Ramsay ordered me to be placed in number
17,124. Were you then taken to the Alley?— I one condemned cell by myself.
Was to the Court-house, that is in Vere.
17, 144. How long did you remain there 2–On
Sunday and Monday.
17,125.
Were
you
living
in
Vere
at
the
time
—
es.
17, 145. On the Monday were you taken somewhere
Is that your ordinary place of residence 2 else —I was taken out to the temporary Court-house,
- es.
where the people were tried.

17,119. What are you by business 2—I am in the

-

*

17,127. Were you then placed in the custody of
the

military – Yes.

17,146. And were you compelled to witness any
executions there 3–Yes.

-

17,128. On the morning of the 25th were you and

17,147. Did you see any executions on Monday

ºther prisoners put into handcuffs —Yes, we were put

the 30th 2–Yes, I saw an execution on Tuesday.
17,148. Did you see any on Monday —No, on
Tuesday.
17,149. On what other days did you see executions 2
—Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday.
17, 150. Did you see Clarke and Lawrence executed 2

into handcuffs.

17,129. And were tied with ropes —Yes, and tied
with a rope.
* Were Morris and yourself placed in a eart?
— les,

17,131. And were you driven to Spanish Town –

—Yes.

CS,

17,151. Did they say anything on the scaffold –

17.132. And were you afterwards conducted to Up
Park Camp —Yes.

17,133. On the 26th were you taken by a military
guard to the Ordnance Wharf –Yes.

* you embark on board the “Wolverene?”
~ les,

Nothing.

17,152. Was anything said by any of the others ?
—One of the men said it was his ignorance that
brought him to that death ; the others were crying
loudly that it was “Innocent death
innocent
death !”

ºl35, What was done to you then 2–The hand
*Were
taken off, and my foot was put into a
shackle.
17.136. Were you taken in the “Wolverene" to
ºrant Bay –Yes,
-

17,153. Did you hear anything said by Ramsay on
those days 2–1 ſe generally called out to me in the
crowd and said, “I hope that fellow Phillips will

keep his eyes there, and see what is going on ;” and

-

ºlº. When did you reach Morant Bay —About “I hope they will watch that fellow l’hillips, that he
90 *k

on Friday morning, the 27th.
º, Were you delivered into the charge of Pro
"Marshal Ramsay?—Yes.

might not make his escape.”
17,154. On Saturday the 4th, were you summoned

before Ensign Taylor –Yes, the boatswain sum
X x
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moned me before Ensign Taylor and another officer,
whose name I do not know.

17, 179. How was he dressed ?–I could not look

particularly at his dress at such a time as this.

17,155. Was that a military officer or a naval

17,180. Which of them made you kneel down and

officer, or a Volunteer officer 2–I think he was a navy

say, “God save the Queen, and d-n all black men?”

officer.

—I cannot tell. I only know that it was Ensign

17,156. What did they say to you ?—They told
me to take off my clothes, and to receive 100 lashes.
17,157. Were you told what that was for 2–No, I
was not told anything at all; I was never told.
17,158, Was there no charge read against you ?—
No, they never told me anything about any charge.
17,159. Did you receive the 100 lashes —Yes, I
took off my clothes, and I complained, in a submissive

Taylor from the pass I got.
17,181. (By the Commission.) Is that the officer
from whom you received the pass —The man who
made me kneel down sent me to receive the pass, and
it was signed by Ensign Taylor.
17,182. Did you see it signed —No, I did not see
the pass signed.
17,183. Then you do not know that the officer who
manner, that from ill health I was unable to undergo
signed
the pass was one of the officers who were then
such severe punishment. He told me to let him see
my back ; I turned round, and he said, “Oh, you present 3–No ; I do not know that, as I do not know
him personally.
have a good back to receive it.”
17,184. Would you know either of them, or both
17, 160. Who was that ?–An officer.
17,161. Do you mean Ensign Taylor, or the other of them, if you saw them again —I cannot tell
officer –One or the other; I know Ensign Taylor whether I could be able to identify them.
17,185. Was there any policeman present 3–Yes,
by the passport which I received.
17, 186. What was the name of the policeman —
17,162. After that what was done —He told me
I do not know.

to kneel before him.

17,163. Do you mean the same officer –Yes, he

17, 187. Was there any constables there —The

that ordered me to be flogged.

boatswain of the prison was present.

17,164. And what did you do?—I did kneel before
him, and he said to me say, “God bless the Queen l’”
I did so; he said, say “D—n every black man,” and

you were about to be apprehended ?–Never. I was

I said so ; he said, “Rise now, and take up your

“ clothes, and take your pass and go away ; and I
“ hope that after this you will never interfere with
“ politics. You ought to be thankful to the Queen;
“if it were not for the Queen you would have been
“ hung this day.”
17,165. Then you left – Yes.

17,166. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Were you

17,188. (By Mr. Walcott.) Were you not aware that
taken by surprise.
17,189. Did you make any preparation to resist
your apprehension ?—I could not make any prepara
tions when I did not know that I was to be arrested.

17,190. But did you ?—I never did.
17,191. You had no armed men ready to resist your
apprehension ?—Nothing of the kind.
17,192. You were taken by surprise when you saw
armed Volunteers came to arrest you ?—I saw them

chairman of the Underhill meeting at Vere —I acted
as secretary of that meeting.
17,167. (By Mr. Walcott). Are you under charge
now to take your trial for conspiracy?—Yes; I was sub

17,193. Is that what you mean, that you were taken
by surprise when you saw the armed Volunteers?—
As they came to my gate the officer came to me and

come to the gate.

poenaed to attend the Court as a witness and they

said that I must allow him to come in as he had an

indicted me.

order to arrest me.

17,168. And a true bill has been found against
you ?—They say so.

17,194. Was it seeing the armed Volunteers that
took you by surprise ?—I saw them ride up to me.
17,195. (By the Commission.) Were they armed?

17,169. (By Mr. Gorrie.) They got you to the
Court as a witness and indicted you ?—Yes.
17,170. (By Mr. Walcott.) You have been connected
with the “Watchman " for many years —For the
last five or six years I have had no connexion with it.
17,171. But before that you had 3–Yes.
17,172. Are you a Maroon —I am.

17,173. Have not your countrymen repudiated you?
—I am not aware of it.

I would call Brigadier

—Yes.

17,196. (By Mr. Walcott.) Was that what took you
by surprise ?—I never knew they were coming.

17,197. Would you have been surprised if you had
seen an unarmed policeman come to arrest you?—
Not if I had known that I was to be arrested.

17,198. (By the Commission.) As we understand
you had not the slightest expectation of an arrest at that

General Nelson to

17,174. Are you quite sure that you were not tried ?
—I was not, and I have never been questioned.

`

I7,175. Did any officers give evidence against you ?
—Not to my knowledge.

17,176. (By the Commission.) Not in your pre

time —I would not be surprised if I saw a policeman,
but seeing the Volunteers surprised me.
17,199. But you were surprised ?–I saw them come
with arms, and as they were armed I was frightened.
I 7,200. You know Dr. Bruce 2–I do.

17,201. You act together politically, don't you ?—

sence 2–Not in my presence.

17,177. (By Mr. Walcott.) You think that the
other officers with Ensign Taylor was a naval officer 7

I am his friend.

I think Ensign Taylor was a military officer.

you in after you were released ?–I had fever imme;

17,178. Yes, but you think the other was a naval

17,202. (By the Commission.) What condition were

diately after I was flogged, and I was confined in bed
for two weeks.

officer —Yes.

The witness withdrew.
R. Saunders.

RoBERT SAUNDERs (a black) sworn and examined.

-

17,203. What are you ?—A carpenter and painter.
17,204. Do you live at Delvy, St. Thomas in the
East 2–Yes.

17,205. Do you remember, during the martial law,
being at Golden Grove estate –Yes.
17,206. When was that 2–On a Monday.

17,207. Do you know what Monday ?–It was a
Monday in October, I don't know the day of the
month.

on that Monday ?–On that Monday I went over 10
the estate and saw them flogging a man by eats. ..

17,210. Who was it that flogged —Black soldiers.

17,211. Whom did they flog –A black man be:
longing to Winchester.

17,212. Do you know his name 2—Yes, Thomas
Phillips.

17,213. What was he 2–He was a man that had
one foot lame, a cooper by trade.

was the Monday after the soldiers came up on the

17,214. Was that all you saw on the Monday Yes, when I saw that I was frightened to see the

Saturday.

flogging.

17,208. Which Monday in October was it —It

17,209. What did you see at Golden Grove estate

17,215. What were you doing at Golden Grove -
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I was called to Mr. Kirkland's shop to repair his shop
door; it was broken by the people.
17,216. Doing a carpenter's job —Yes, I was there
that Monday. I was there till Monday night, and re
turned back on Tuesday morning.

17,217. When you went back on Tuesday what did

you see –I saw Mr. Ford and I begged him to give
me a pass; he said to me if you are going back to
Delvy you had better wait till 6 o'clock, as we are
going back to hang six men.
17,218. Did you wait to see that sight —Yes.

17,219. Where were they hung —They hung them
just by Tavaras' store.
17,220. Were you present when the six men were

hung at Tavaras' shop —Yes.
17,221. Do you know who they were —Yes, I can
remember James M'Kenzie, a one-handed man, and
one William Winter.

17,222. Then the other four you did not know 2–
No.

17,223. After you had seen that did you go back to
Delvy —Yes.
17,224. Did you see anything more when you were
working repairing the shop at Golden Grove —No.
17,225. Nothing mor —Nothing more.
17,226. Were you taken up 2–Yes.
17,227. When 2–That week.

17,228. That same week 2–Yes, on Friday.
17,229. Who took you up —A constable of the
name of George Richardson; I was taken up twice.
17,230. But that was the first time was it 2–Yes.

17,231. When he took you up where did he take
you to?—To a house in Delvy they call a station,
where people were taken up to.
17,232. How long did they keep you there?—He
took me there in the morning about 7 and kept me
till 12, and then carried me to Golden Grove.

17,233. And what did he take you up for 2–I
don't know what he took me up for.
17,234. What did he say ?—He said to me I under
stand you went to Mr. Groves, I said yes but I did
not care anything about that.
17,235. Was that all he said 2–He asked me if I

had a cutlass; I said no.

17,236. Did he say when you went up to Mr.
Groves —Yes.

17,237. When did he say you had been up to Mr.

He said, “No,” and Mr. Sinclair said, “Let go the
man.”

17,251. And you were let go 2–Yes.
17,252. Was that all that happened to you ?–I
was taken up again.
17,253. When was the second time that you were
taken up f—When I came to Kingston on the Satur
day.

#23.

The week after —Yes, about eight days

after.

17,255. Who took you up then –I was taken up
by one Burton.
17,256. Was he a constable 2–Yes.

17,257. Did he take you up in Kingston —No, he
took me up at my house at Delvy, when I arrived
from Kingston up to Delvy ; I went back on Satur
day.
17,258. What did Burton take you up for 2–He
took me up because he had a charge against me.
11,259. What was the charge —He would not tell
me anything about the charge.
17,260. Oh, yes, he did?–No.
17,261. He must have told you something 2—I will
tell you when I go further; he took me up and my
wife, and carried me to the same station.

17,262. What did he say he took you up for *-He
did not tell me anything at all.
17,263. He did so at some time or other, did he
not ?–Not till I went to Golden Grove; when he took

me he tied my hands. Mr. Richardson ordered them
to tie me at Delvy.
17,264. What did he tell you he did that for 2–He
said I went to Mr. Groves that same night that I was
taken up the first time, that I went there to do some
thing.
17,265. Had you been to Mr. Groves a second
time —No, I never went back there again. I had
never been but once to Mr. Groves, and what caused

me to go there for that I heard a shell blow.
17,266. Never mind that; on this Saturday when
Burton took you up and tied your hands was Mr.
Richardson the constable there 2–Yes.

17,267. Did Burton tell Richardson why it was he
took you ?—Richardson was the head-man of the rest
of the constables.

17,268. Had he sent Burton to take you ?–Yes.
17,269. When he took you did either Burton or

Richardson say why they took you ?—They did not

Groves —The same morning.
17,239. Did he say anything more ?—No.
17,240. Did he say that you had been to Mr.

tell me anything till I go to Golden Grove on the
Monday.
17,270. When they told you on the Monday what
was it that they told you ?—When I got to Golden

Groves to do anything 3–That was what he meant,
but I told him no.

Grove the officer asked, “What charge have you
against this man Richardson : " He said, “I took up

17,241. But did he say that you had gone there to
do anything, never mind what he meant —Yes.

this man by suspicion.”

17,238. What, the same morning that he took you
up —Yes.

-

17,242. What did he say upon that subject —He

t

to me that I had no right to go up to Mr. Groves'

Ouse.

17,243. Did he say that you had gone there to do
anything –No.

17,244. Did he say what you intended to do by
going there —My intention was to go to Mr. Groves
º assist Mr. Groves to prevent any one disturbing

17,271. Who said that, Richardson 2–Yes.
17,272. Suspicion of what ?—I don’t know.

17,273. When the officer asked him why he took
you up, and he said on suspicion, did he say what the
suspicion was f—The suspicion meant
17,274. How can you tell what he meant –I know
what he means.

17,275. Well, what did he mean then 2–He mean a
thief.

17,276. Did he tell the officer that he had taken

17,245. But what did Richardson say you had gone
there for —He meant to say that I had gone to put

it means.

Mr. Groves to death, but of course I did not.
17246. Still he said that 2–Yes, he said that.

17,277. But did he say so *—He did not tell him
“a thief,” but that was what he meant by suspicion.
17,278. That is your idea of suspicion ?–Yes,

17:247. Did Richardson say that you had gone to
Groves that morning to put him to death —Yes,

that is what it means.

tº put him to death, and I denied it.

º

17,248. Of course you did not do so?—No.
17,249. He took you to Golden Grove on that
charge?—Yes.

l

you up on suspicion of being a thief ?—That is what

17,279. What did Richardson tell the officer about

you when the officer asked him why he brought you
there 2–He told the officer he would not believe that

I go to Mr. Groves' house without taking anything,
17,280. Then he said that did he 2–Yes.
17,281. That was something more than mere sus

!7,250. When you got there what happened to you ?
-I saw one Mr. Sinclair, a busher, of Duckenfield
*; he asked, “What charge have you against this

picion ?—When he said so, I say No, I don't take

ºn " Richardson said, “I don't know, sir.” Then

17,282. Then in fact Richardson charged you with

Mr. Sinclair said, “Had he any stick or cutlass "

having stolen something at Mr. Groves', of being a

anything at all.

-
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thief ?—Yes, the man told him that I had been to Mr.
17,304. Did you ever [see] those hogs with Mr.
Groves, but the man did not come to give evidence Richardson after you were taken up 2–I did not see
that day. I said myself I had been to Mr. Groves, my hogs; I never went to his house.
but I did not take anything.
17,305. How do you know he took the hogs —By
my wife ; she told me. I have two properties, one
Y 17,283. He said that you had taken something —
es.
here and one up that side, and he went to the top side
17,284. And upon that charge you were taken to to take the hogs. He had to pass to the lower pro
Golden Grove —Yes.
perty, and my wife see him.
17,285. When Richardson told the officer that was
17,306. Then that is the way you know it, because
the charge what was done to you ?—The officer put she told you so —And many parties told me so.
17,307. When you were taken up by Richardson
up his hand and said, “I will bind you to Golden
Grove estate for four weeks to work without food and taken to Golden Grove, were your hogs still at
home –Yes.
or clothing ;” he said four weeks, but I work five.
17,308. And after you got back again you did not
17,286. Do you mean to say that the officer then
said that you should be bound to Golden Grove to find them ż–No.
17,309. Which place were the hogs at, where you
work four weeks without food or clothing 3–Yes.
17,287. What officer was that, what was his name? live or further up 2–Not where I live, but at the
—I don't know his name.
other property.
17,310. Not where you were taken up 2–No.
17,288. Did he say that in Mr. Richardson's
hearing 2–Yes.
17,311. Not at Delvy —Yes, at the same Delvy.
17,312. And Richardson had to drive the hogs
17,289. Are you sure of that ?—Yes.
17,290. How long did you work at Golden Grove 2 from your place —Yes, to carry them through the
—I don't know how many days of the month. I did plantation.
the five weeks.
7,313. And as they were going your wife saw
17,291. You don't mean to say that you worked five them, is that what you mean *—Yes.
17,314. Who is Mr. Sinclair 2–He is overseer at
weeks without food, do you ?--I fed myself.
Duckenfield estate at this present.
17,292. You got your own food 2–Yes.
17,315. Who hung the six men at Golden Grove 7
17,293. Did they give you none 2–They only paid
me 6d. per day. The officer said, “Are you a trades —I don't know the soldiers' names, but Mr. Ford was
man?” I said, “Yes.” He said, “What?” and I said, present.
“A carpenter.”
17,316. Were they black or white soldiers?—White
soldiers.
17,294. Did you work as a carpenter –Yes.
17,295. For five weeks at 6d. per day ?—Yes; he
17,317. Who flogged the man Phillips ?—The black
soldiers.
said you shall have 6d. per day.
17,318. Then the black soldiers who flogged Phillips
17,296. After that five weeks were over you went
away, I suppose?—I went away.
were not the soldiers who hung the six men —No.
17,297. Where did you go to ?—I went back to
17,319. Were those soldiers regular soldiers ?—The
Delvy, and from there I went to Light House.
black soldiers, do you mean?
17,298. Was that all that happened to you ?—Yes,
17,320. The white soldiers, what sort of soldiers
the last time I was taken away I lost two hogs.
were they –I don't know where they live.
17,299. Who took them —ičichardson.
d 17,321. What sort of dress had they –White
-

17,300. Was that at Delvy —Yes.
17,301. When did he do that ?—That same week I

l"CSS.

17,322. What had they on their heads 2—A white

was taken up to Golden Grove.
cap
17,302. What has become of the hogs, have you
17,323. Had they anything over their white dresses?
ever seen them since —He took the hogs that same —Some had white jackets.
week.

17,324. Had they anything over them —They had

17,303. Have you seen them since —No ; that
very day he took the hogs, he killed them and eat
them.

all different dresses.

17,325. Had they belts on ?–Yes.

17,326. What colour were they –White.
The witness withdrew.

º

J. Mack.

JONAS MACR (coloured) sworn and examined.
17,327. Are you a shoemaker —Yes.
17,339. Did you gather enough of it to know that
17,328. Do you live two miles from Spanish Town 2 it referred to yourself?—Yes, afterwards.
—Yes.

17,329. Do you remember being taken up by some
Volunteers ?—I do.

afterwards.

17,330. How many took you up 2–It was six.

17,342. When you heard that did you say anything
to Stewart —Yes, I asked him the privilege to allow

17,331. When was it *—On the 8th of November.

t

17,340. Did you understand that much —I did.
17,341. That the paper related to you?—I did

17,332. What time of day was it *—About 10
o'clock at night ; they took me out of my bed.
17,333. Where did they take you to ?—They took
me to the War Office, as they called it.

me to speak for myself; he said no, there was

17,334. Where was that 2–Where the Volunteers

—No, they did not ; they told me all the prisoners
that came in there always slept in the dark room, but
as he looked upon me as a decent young man he would
let me stand there in the prison.
Y 17,344. Did they keep you there that night –

were stationed.

17,335. When you got there did you hear anything
said or read —Yes, I saw Mr. Stewart take a paper,
he and Major Hamilton, and read it, and it was that

one Robert Dubuisson had said something ; and he
said, “If this statement is not true you will be dealt
with according to law; ” and he said, “Yes.”
-

plenty of time to speak for myself, and I did not say
anything more.

-

17,343. Did they allow you to speak for yourself?

es.

17,345. What happened to you next day?—They
sent me by the first train to Up-Park Camp.

17,336. Who did he say it to ?—To one Robert

17,346. What happeded to you there —I went to

Dubuisson, and Dubuisson signed the paper.
17,337. Did you hear the statement read 2–I was
and ignorant, and did not understand what it

the Camp on Thursday night, and the serjeant of

Sal Gl.

Did you see what the Camp serjeant did
.17,347.
that paper ?—He carried it in to Major Prender

º

17,338. You heard it read but did not understand

it —No, I did not, because I was stupid and
ignorant.

Volunteers gave to a serjeant at the Camp the same
paper.

W1110.

17,348. Did you go to the Major —He came out
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side and saw me, and gave the serjeant orders to take
me in charge; and after the serjeant took me in
charge he held me by my collar and said to me,
*Your head shall be off, or your neck shall be at the

gallows " and I never

said one more word to him

afterwards.

17,349. After that where did they take you to ?—
The white soldier took me and handed me over to
two black soldiers, and I never said a word ; and

self, and he gave me a bed to rest myself on. I was
fainting away, I could not help myself, and he said to
me, “If I had known you were so tender I would
“ never have given you half as much, but your
“ appearance deceived me.”
17,359. Who is Dubuisson that you have been
speaking of 2–He was a landlord of mine and after I
got myself ill-treated, I went to the Camp to the Major,
and I got the letter which was to flog him instead of

afterwards they trimmed my head and locked me in

In 16*.

the cell.

17,360. Have you got that letter here 3–The clerk
of the peace has it ; I intended to bring him up for

17.350. How long did you remain in the cell ?–I
believe not more than five minutes : I was there no

perjury.

time before I was called and tied with a rope by my
hands. That was done by a black soldier called

17,361. Was it Doctor Hamilton's letter that you
got *—Yes, I brought it over.
17,362. You got it from the Major 2–Yes.
17,363. And brought it over here 2–Yes, to Mr.

Bagage. The Major rode up and took a paper out of
his pocket and read it; it was the case of a black man
who was to get 50 lashes. After he had done with
him he took out my paper and read it, and when I
went to speak to him he said, “Oh, yes, beautiful
* language for you to make use of ; you shall get 48

.J. Mack.
17 Feb. 1866.

Allwood.

17,364. You were Dubuisson's tenant you say ?—
Yes.

“lashes.”

17,365. Do you recollect what the letter was about 2
—I could tell you from beginning to end.

17,351. Did he read this paper to you ?—IIe read it
out openly in everyone's ears.

17,366. We don't want it in full, but what was it
about 2—As i understood it, I did not witness it nor

17,352. You heard it 2–Yes.

TWENTY
FIRST I)AY.

read it, but the Major told me when I went over for

17,353. What was it —He said I was speaking
seditious language.
17,354. What was the paper he read —The same I
speak of.
17,355. What was it 2–He said that I told Robert
Bruce Dubuisson that his head should be off.

That

was the first, and the second was that the time should
come when his head should be off.

the statement that he had received from Mr. Stewart

of Spanish Town, that if he had received it a little
earlier, what I had got he would have got.
17,367. (Mr. Gorrie.) Have proceedings been taken
against Dubuisson for perjury P-Yes.

17,368. (Commission.) Where do you live –In
St. John's.

17,369. In which direction, is that out of the town 2

17,356. Was that all the paper said —No, plenty

Other statements, but I was calculating myself a dead
man; and I did not keep it in my mind. It did not
matter if a man said anything or not, he would be
hung. Though I was innocent of all these things my
sentence was 48 lashes, and I got one in a mistake,
which made 49.

17,357. You got the full sentence and one over ?—

Yes, and afterwards the Major himself personally took
He down to his quarters, and treated me very kindly.

I was bleeding like a pig. He ordered the servant to
Sponge my back, and he gave me a glass of rum and

Water, and ordered his wife to give me a cup of green
ki, and a couple of slices of bread.

17,358. The Major did that –Yes, the Major him

—It is two miles out of the town on the St. John's
road.

17,370. (Mr. Jalcott.) IIad you not made some
boots and shoes for Dubuisson for which you had
dunned him —No, I never did.
17,371. You had not dunned him then 3–No.

The letter referred to by the witness was here
produced and read as follows:—
“Charge preferred by lºobert Bruce Dubisson
against Joseph Mack, respectively, of the parish of
St. Catherine, for using seditious and threatening
language. Never mind, this affair is over, but it will
come again, when your head will be the first to cut off.
I solemnly declare this statement to be true.
“(Signed)
Rob ERT BRUCE DUBUIsson.”

The witness withdrew.

GRACIE Top1N (a black) sworn and examined.
17,383. Did your grandmother live with you?—
º, You are a single woman —Yes.
Yes.
{3}. Do you now live at Stony Gut 2–Yes.
17,384. Did you ask them not to touch your house
|...}. Did you do so in October last 2–Yes.

lº, Did you know Dougall Lindsay who lived
* Stony Gutº-Yes.

"876, Do you remember the day he was shot ?—
£8,

[...]. Did you see him shot ?–Yes.
º Where?–In my own house.
ºl. Did he live near you?–Just over the Gut.
º). Was there a Gut just between your house
and his –Yes.

because she was there 2–Yes.

17,385. And they did not –No.
17,386. On the Thursday after Lindsay was shot,
did they take you anywhere —Yes.
17,387. Where?–To Morant Bay.
17,388. What was that for 3–They took me for
evidence against George Clarke.
17,389. Did you give your evidence against him 2
—Yes.

-

* \º shot him

G. Tobin.

17,390. And after you had done so did they let him

—Maroons.

theymydohouse.
anything to your house?—No
tºº,
did notDidburn
o

o 2–Yes.

2

17,391. Is that all you got to say?—Yes.
The witness withdrew,

Mr. WALTER LANGForp STEwART sworn and examined.

...; What is your office?—I was a lieutenant

Mr. W. L.
Stewart.

17,395. Is that it, do you know (handing the paper
-

‘Vºlunteers; at this time I am acting Inspector

to the witness)?—Yes, that is it.

"f Police here.

º
What were you in October last —I was a
*nt in the Volunteers and secretary to the
ºn Road Board.

º: And, do

you remember Robert Bruce

º:
making a charge against a person
s Mack *-Against Joseph Mack, I do.

named

17,396. Did you see that in November 2—In
October.

17,397. It is dated the 9th of November 2—That
is the date of the charge.

17,398. Was there an original writing that was
read by you ?—Yes.
X x 3
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17,399. To Mr. Dubuisson 2–Yes, in my own
handwriting.
17,400. Where is that ?—I don’t know; it is in the

Mr. W. L.
Stewart.
17 Feb. 1866.

book that is kept at the guard-room.
17,401. Was it read by you to Dubuisson when
Mack was present at the guard-room ?—No, it was
not when Mack was present.
17,402. At the War Office he called it 2–It was

read at the War Office to Dubuisson by me.
17,403. Was Mack present 2–No, I think he was

17,414. Is that all you know about it?—That is all
I positively know about it.
17,415. (Mr. Gorrie.) Who sent Mack up?—It was
Major Hamilton. I drew up the charge and I drew
up the letter to Major Anton, and the Major put his
name to it. I told off the guard who went with Mack.

17,416. Then the guard took him up to the Camp
with your letter and the charge you had preferred –
With Major Hamilton's letter.
17,417. Did Major Hamilton see Dubuisson and

not.

take his evidence before he sent this man up to the

17,404. Just recollect; he says he heard you read it
to Dubuisson, and you asked if that was true —He
may have heard me read it to Dubuisson, but I did
not notice his being there ; I did not see him.
17,405. Then he might have been there and heard
it read – He might. I read it after he was

instructions from Major Hamilton were to send Mack,
Dubuisson, and all the evidence against Mack by the
first train up to the Camp.
17,418. Then Major Hamilton did not see Dubuis
son —He may have seen him.

Camp, or ever see the man Dubuisson himself?—My

17,419. Is that the letter you speak of (handing

apprehended.

17,406. He says he was apprehended and taken by
six soldiers to the War Office; that he saw you and
Dubuisson there, and that you read a paper containing
a charge —I read it to Dubuisson with a view of
cautioning him if it was correct.
17,407. Was that after the arrest of Mack –Yes.

17,408. And after he had been brought in 2–Yes.
17,409. Then probably he was there when you

one to the witness) —That is a copy (letter read).
“To Major Prenderville.
Spanish Town,
“I have the honor to inform you that I forwarded
this day from Mr. Stewart, of Spanish Town, the
accompanying prisoner Joseph Mack, as per margin,
for making use of seditious and threatening language,
calculated to excite people about his residence, also,
R. B. Dubuisson accompanied the prisoner to sub

cautioned Dubuisson as to its correctness —There is

stantiate the charge.”

every probability that he was there, but I cannot

That is a copy of the letter. .
17,420. Was Major Hamilton there at the time —
He came his rounds as usual, and I told him I had a
prisoner and what he was charged with ; he told me
to prepare the charge and send a line to the officer at
Camp.
17,421. Had Major Hamilton heard anything from
the prisoner's lips ?–Only from the writing.
17,422. He took your information ?—He acted en
tirely on my information.

recollect.

17,410. After you had read it to him what became
of Mack —He went up to the Camp by the first train
the following morning.
17,411. Accompanied by this charge —Yes.
17,412. Did Dubuisson go with him : —Yes, I
ordered that he should be taken there with him as
evidence.

17,413. To support the charge —Yes.

The witness withdrew.

P. Levingston,

Polly LEVINGSTON (a black) sworn and examined.
17,423. Are you a widow 2–Yes.
17,443. In the chapel ?–They flogged me before
they carried me into the chapel.
17,424. Where do you live —At Stony Gut.
17,425. Was your husband's name Edward Leving
17,444. When they got you to the chapel what
ston 2–Yes.
did they do with you ?—After they flogged me they
17,426. What became of your husband 2–He was tied my two hands, and took me down to the chapel,
shot.
and there was a piece of cord in the chapel for the
lamp to be fixed to, and fixed that cord round my
17,427. Where 2–At Stony Gut.
17,428. When was he shot —The same Wednesday neck.
that the soldiers came in.
17,445. After they had put it through the place
17,429. Do you remember being there when he where the lamp hung do you mean 2–Yes.
was shot ?—Yes.

17,446. When they got the rope over your neck

17,430. Did you see your husband shot ?–Yes,
17,431. Who shot him —White soldiers shot him.
17,432. How long did he live after he was shot ?
—He did not dead.

17,433.
17,434.
17,435.
were that

How did he live *—He live long enough.
Did he live a week —More than that.
Do you know what white soldiers they
shot him —I don't know them rightly ; it

was two of them.

-

17,436. What was their dress —They were dressed
in black.

17,437. The day your husband was shot did they

take you anywhere —Yes.
17,438. Where did they take you to ?–As they
shot him be make escape from the house, and after he
make escape from the house the soldiers run into the

house, and asked where was the man they shot.
17,439. The question I asked you was, whether

they took you anywhere that same day ?–Yes, they

what did they then do?—They drag it up.
17,447. Did it drag you up —Yes.
17,448. By your neck 2–Yes.

17,449. Off the ground 2–Yes, about that much
(about 18 inches). I felt my eyes begin to shoot out
of my head and my mouth begin to dribble, and they
asked me where was Bogle

and they got the rºſ"

into my neck, so that I could not make answer. He
ask me if he let me go, would I show him where
Bogle was. I could not hear what he said ; then they

slacked the rope, and as they slacked the rope I
dropped down, and then they asked me where W*
Bogle
2 I asked
said IMr.
did Ramsay
not knowto anything
Then they
let me go.about
Hehim,
said
no ; they must keep me in charge, and they kept tº

.
aº

in charge till Wednesday morning with my two hands
tied this way. They kept me outside the chapel the

i.

º

whole day, the rain falling, and would not let meg"
indoors.

17,450. Was that Wednesday night, or during the
day ?–Wednesday whole day, and Wednesday night;
carried me down to the chapel, but they first tie my and when Wednesday night came they bored a holº

took me in charge that same day.

s

17,440. Where did they take you to?—They

hands, and take me right round the town.

17,441. By the town do you mean Stony Gutº

through the chapel window with a sword, and ran 4

cord through the window; they went inside and ki.

—Yes.

me tied outside ; they kept mé in charge the whºlº

17,442. When they took you to the chapel what
did they do with you ?—Mr. Ramsay ordered the
policeman to give me 50 lashes.

day Thursday, and my hands tied this way till 4
o'clock, when the soldiers were going down to Mora!

Bay, and when they let me go one of the soldiers tº

º

:

º
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me, “Your house is burnt, you must not go to the
“bush, because if you go

to

the

bush the soldiers

coming from the mountains will meet you. and shoot
“you; you must go and shelter yourself;” and on

Tiursday evening they let me go.

17,483. Where did you get it?–On my skin.
17,484. Did you see your husband after he was
shot, and before he died ?–Yes, after they let me go.
17,485. You went home again, and saw him after
they let you go from Morant Bay —Yes.

17,45i. Where did you shelter yourself?—I have

17,486. Where was he 2–He went to the next

a son, married to one of my daughters, and I went

place, which they call Torrington, and some one took
pity on him and dressed his wounds.
17,487. Did you go up to him —Yes.
17,488. Did you go back to your house at Stony

re.

"º.

Did the soldiers put you there —They
told me anyhow I may go and shelter.
17,453. But not in the bush —No.
17,454. Did the soldiers go away that day ?—Yes.
17,455. How many of them were there —A good
ng of them; I am not able to reckon them.
17,456. You have no idea of the number *—No.
17,457. Was there an officer with them 2–Yes.
17,458. What was his name, do you know *—No, I
don't know the officer's name, only Mr. Ramsay and
One gentleman.

17,459. Did these soldiers come from Morant Bay?
—Yes, them that took me in charge did.
17,460. Were they soldiers from Morant Bay, or

Gut after that 2–Yes.

17,489. Then it was not burnt 2—My own house
was burnt ; my daughter has two houses ; the soldiers
burnt one and left one.

17,490. Then you went to the other ?—Yes.
17,491. (Mr. Gorrie). Had you a provision ground :
—That was taken away.
17,492. Who

did that ?—The constable, John

Williams.

17,493. Was it rented, or was it your own provision
ground ; did you pay rent for it *—I work it with my
son-in-law.

did they come from another direction—from Monk

17,494. Did you pay any rent for it to anyone ;

lands —Them that took me in charge came from

was it bush land or rent land 2–Rent land.

Morant Bay.

17,462. But the people that had you in charge and
treated you in this way had come from Morant Bay ?

17,495. Whose rent land –Spring Garden's. The
soldiers took off my married ring.
17,496. (Mr. Walcott). Did you know any of the
persons that came up to Stony Gut with Provost
Marshal Ramsay ?–Yes, I knew the policemen.
17,497. Can you tell us their names —One Charles

—Yes.

Fuller, and one Romeo Williams.

17,461. They had not come from Font Hill then P
—Them that burn the house them come from Font
Hill.

17,463. You were tried, were you not *—Yes.
17,464. By a Court-martial —Yes.
17,465. At Stony Gut —Yes, the constable took
me up after that, after the soldiers had let me go.
17,466. How soon after were you taken up again?
—I was taken up on Sunday morning.
17,467. The Sunday after the Thursday ?—Yes.
17,468. Was it then that you were tried ?–Yes; I
went before the Court-martial.

called out, “Corporal, there is a female here ;” and Mr.

Ramsay said bring her here, and they brought me
up

17,500. What did Ramsay to you then 2–When

17,469. Where was that ?–At Morant Bay, the
Constable took me there.
Y.

17,498. Was there one named Robert Evan Jones 2

—I do not know. Only Charles Fuller and Romeo
Williams, and the other policeman.
17,499. Did they inquire anything about you
before they flogged you ?–No, they took me up and

17,470. Were you then sentenced to anything 2–

Mr. Ramsay put me down to flog me he said they
were to flog me until I showed where Bogle was.
17,501. Had he asked you to show where Bogle
was before ?–No.

€8,

17,471. What?—When I was going Mr. Ramsay
came in and asked, “Who bring this old lady here :"

The constable said they fetched me up ; he said they

17,502. Did he tell you what he flogged you for 2
—No, he did not tell me at all why he flogged me.
17,503. Were there any soldiers there at the time :

should not fetch me up, because I got too much ill

—No.

treatment at Stony Gut already.

17,504. Not when you were flogged 2–No.
17,505. After you were flogged you say you were
taken to the chapel ?–Yes.
17,506. And the rope tied round you ?—Yes.
17,507. Were any soldiers present there 2–Yes.
17,508. Do you know whether there was an officer
present amongst the soldiers ?—Yes.
17,509. Jº you hear his name called 2–No.

17,472. After you were tried by Court-martial was
anything done to you ?—Yes, the Court-martial
sentented me to be hanged.

17,473. But you were not hanged 2–When the
sentence was passed Mr. Ramsay came up, and he
said he would give evidence for me of what had been

long to me at Stony Gut already.
17,474, Did he give that evidence 2–Yes; after
tº
sentence pass for me to hang he came in and gave
the evidence, and then the gentlemen tell me, “Well,
"old lady, you hear that ; if Mr. Ramsay was not
"present to give the evidence of what he had done to

"Yºu at Stony Gut, you would be hanged, but as he
"his given evidence of what was done to you at
"Sºny Gut you shall get 50 lashes to-morrow.”

ſº. Did you get them 2–No.
* going to hang, he leave me out of it.
And you went home 2–Yes.

*78. Where was it you were flogged when you
** at the chapel?—They took me in front of my
º house, and carried me to a next neighbour's
17,479. Who flogged you ?–Mr. Ramsay ordered
the policeman to flog me.

º Who gave you the flogging

17,511. Do you know what kind of a sº " : he
was ; how was he dressed ?–He wore a red dress.

17,512. You say that they tied you ; were you tied
to the wattles of the chapel outside, or through the
window –When they tied my hands they bore a hole
through the window.

17,513. Then the rope was not run through the
wattles —No, through the window.
17,514. Were you inside the chapel or outside while
-

17,476. Not any ?–No, on Tuesday morning when
look me out with the rest of the prisoners that

{{II.

17,510. You don't know his name 2—No.

—The police

"48l. What was it with?—A cat ; they bring

"Pºº (at with them from Morant Bay.

you were tied up —Outside.

-

17,515. Are you quite sure of that ?—Yes.
17,516. Was not the rope long enough 2–Yes, it
was long enough to let me outside.
17,517. Was it long enough for you to go inside or
outside as you pleased ?–No.
17,518. Could you not go inside at all —No ; one
of the soldiers called to them, “Take in those

prisoners out of the rain, and come inside,” and they
made answer, “No, let them stay out there.”
17,519. Mr. Ramsay was not there then, was he
—No, he was gone.
17,520. He was not there when you were tied to

the chapel?—Yes; he left me at that time when they
* Did they tie you up?–No, they let me lay tied
me.

down on the ground.
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17,521. What were you tried for at Morant Bay;

17,530. How did you find out it was Paul Bogle's

what charge did they make against you; did they say
P. Levingston. you had killed anybody, or stabbed anybody, or that

shirt?—When me come home the shirt was left at

FIRST DAY.

Morant Bay.
17,531. Were witnesses examined against you at the
o
Court ; did not people come and give evidence against
N 17,522. Was no charge made against you at all ?— you ?–No.
O.
17,532. Did the constable Williams give evidence
17,523. There must have been some charge ; you against you ?—Yes.
say you were tried by Court-martial 2–Yes.
17,533. What was that about 2–Only the shirt.
17,524. What did they tell you you were being
17,534. Who were the gentlemen that tried you?
tried for 2–Me not tried for nothing ; but the con
stable told me to go down, and they let me go, and I —I don't know the gentlemen.
17,535. Were they officers ?—A short gentleman
walk about the bush and I pick up a red gauze shirt,

you had hid anybody who had killed somebody ?—
17 Feb. 1866.

and the constable came and see me with it, and said

you steal it.
17,525. Then you were charged at the Court-martial
with stealing that red gauze shirt, were you ?—Yes;
when they took me up with the shirt they carried me

talked about it.

17,536. Was he an officer 2—No.

-

down to Morant Bay to the Court-martial.

17,537. Was there anybody else ?—There was one
short stout gentleman and a small rawbone one,
smaller than Mr. Ramsay.

The

17,538. What was the third one like 2–He had a

shawl had no mark upon it, but they said it belong to

stout body.
17,539. Was he tall or stout 2—Ouite short, and
two others quite thick.

Paul Bogle.

17,526. What was it they were going to hang you
for 2–For this same shirt.

17,527. For having Paul Bogle's shirt in your pos
session ?—Yes; when I picked up the shawl after
they let me go, I did not know what to do with it.

17,528. Was it because you had Paul Bogle's shirt
in your possession that they ordered you to be hung :
—Yes ; they say me steal it.
17,529. And afterwards it was found out to be Paul

17,540. You do not know whether they were
officers, bushers, or anything else —No, I cannot
give evidence about that.
17,541. Why were you not flogged if you were sen
tenced to be flogged 2–Mr. Ramsay said you shall
not be able to stand the flogging, so he would not flog
Inde.

17,542. And he let you go?—Yes,

Bogle's shirt —Yes.

The witness withdrew.

F. Wilson.

FRANCEs Wilson (a black) sworn and examined.
15,543. Are you now a widow —Yes.
17,563. How many others were served so, too —
17,544. Was your husband's name Simon 2–Simon Plenty of them, but I did not go close to them to
Wilson.

17,545. Do you now live at York Village —Yes.
17,546. Was your husband a head Sawyer at
Belvidere estate –Yes.

take a list of them, or to take a list of them all. I
began to bawi, and one of the soldiers said, “You

“ must take this woman in charge for hallowing
“ because her husband was dead.”

17,547. Where is your village; is it near Stony

I said, “Wilson,

“ is that the way you are going to dead wrongfully,
“ and leave two little children to me to maintain f"

Gut f – Yes.

7,548. In Saint Thomas in the East 2–Yes.
17,549. Was your husband taken to Chigoe Foot
Market 2—Yes.

17,550. You recollect when he was taken there 2–
Wednesday.

17,551. In what month, do you remember 2—I do
not know.

17,564. How many children have you ?—Four,
They ran after me to take me in charge, and Iran
and they did not catch me till next day. The reason
they took me was because me and my mother made a
noise about my husband and my brother that was

shot, and they carried me down to Morant Bay, and I
was in the Penitentiary there nine days.

17,552. Who took him there 3–The constable.

17,565. Your brother's name was James Stewart,
was it not ?—Yes.

17,553. From York —Yes.

17,554. Did you go there, too —Yes.
17,555. When he got there what was done to him
—They took him up on the Wednesday; he was not
at home, he was gone into the bush.
17,556. How did the constable get him out of the

17,566. Did you see him shot?—Yes.

17,567. Where was he shot —They were all shot
together at Chigoe Foot.

bush 2–After the constables and the Maroons came

17,568. Was there anybody else you knew who was
shot —Yes, there was Charles Douglass, Edward
Reed, James Robertson, all from York, one village,

to take him out, and some more of them out of his

shot at Chigoe Foot.

own yard, they took him.
17,557. Then he had come back from the bush —

17,569. After you had been taken to Morant Bay
were you tried by Court-martial –Yes. When they

took me out on Thursday they did nothing ; they took

Yes.

17,558. And they took him from York to Chigoe
Foof Market 2—Yes.

-

17,559. Was he taken there with others ?—Yes.
17,560. And you went to Chigoe Foot, too —Yes,
that morning ; they took him up on Wednesday, and
Thursday morning they carried him down to Chigoe
Foot.

17,561. How far is that from York 2–It is a
straight road from Morant Bay, and then you come
to a cross road.

17,562. When you got to Chigoe Foot Market what

did they do with your husband —On Thursday
morning, when I came down to breakfast very early,
I heard the gun fired. I had got his breakfast ready
to take to him, and before I could take it to him he
was shot, and they put a rope round his neck and
hung him up on a tree ; he was lying down on the
ground, and they took him and hung him up on the
tree after he was dead.

me up with 14 men, and took me to the place where
they have the Court-house to try people, and they
hanged the 14 men, and let me and my mother go.
17,570. You do not know the names of the persons

who tried you ?—No, I don't know them at all, barring
Mr. Ramsay.

17,571. Were two of the 14 that were hung Lewis
and Philip M'Lean 2–Yes, two brothers, sawyers.

17,572. Did you see any of the Maroons —No.
17,573. When you got back again did you find your
house all right?—Yes; the constables did not allow
the Maroons to go in where we live, and it was not
burnt down.

17,574. (By Mr. Walcott.) Was your husband at
home on the 11th of October; did he stop at home
with you ?–Yes.

17,575. Did not he go out that day at all?--Tº
Belvidere.

–

T
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17,576. Did not he leave Belvidere on

the 11th of

October, or York Village —No.

17,577. Where was he that day ?—On
nesday of the
row dº you mean 2
1737s, Yes?—Him gone to the bush to

the Wed
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17,592. But you must take an axe to cut down
sticks to make the pit 2–Yes.
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17,593. The cutlass would be used to chop the bush
F. Wilson.

shoot.

about the root of the tree to cut it down to make the
pit —Yes.

17,579. To shoot birds, or wild hogs, or what ?—

16 Feb. 1866.

17,594. Were you told what you were tried for at

8.

Morant Bay ?—They did not try me for anything.

"...so Had he a gun with him ?–Yes:
17,581. He did take his gun with him that day?—

17,595. Did any of the four gentlemen that you

appeared before, and who tried you, tell you what they
Where was your brother, James Stewart?—
º
Him go to Belvidere with another yºung man. .
17,583. Did he carry his gun with him —No, he
was working.

tried you for 2–No.

17,396. They never told you what they tried you
for 7-No.

17,597. You and your mother ?–No.

17,584. He carried his matchet, his cutlass, did
he 3–Yes.

17,585. Did he grind it well before he went —No.

17,586. He did not grind it —No.
17,587. (Commission). What was he working at at

17,598. Did you never hear anything read to you ;
did nºt they say what you were tried there for 2–No.
they just ask me what I came before the Court for,

and I said nothing, and they let me go. They said
there was nothing greatly against me and my mother,
17,588. Did he work with a cutlass as a sawyer — but they did not let me go just at present; they took
me and made me look at the 14 men hanging, and
No, but if you are a sawyer you must have matchet.
Belvidere?—As a sawyer.

17,589. Why?–To cut sticks to make saw pits.

here is a swelling that I got from one of the boards on

17.590. Don't you take an axe for that ?–It requires

which the men were standing falling on my foot.

matchet; you cannot do work without.
17,591. You mean to chop the bushes off the
sticks?—Decidedly.

17,599. (Mr. Payne). Did Mr. Ramsay say

any

thing to you when you were sent away?–No ; he
only said I must run.

The witness withdrew.

John M'Phersox (coloured) sworn and examined.
17,600. What are you?—I am employed as usher to

J. M'Pherson.

17,614. You say you remained there seven days;

the Rev. Mr. Webbe.

during that time did you see any executions —Two.

17,601. What are you by business —I am a shoe
maker by trade.
17,602. Are you carrying on that business now 7–

the name of Orgatt, and another man whose name I

No, I am not now.

flogged.

17,603. You are out of employment now —Yes.
17,604. Were you at any time arrested by Lieu
tenant Sinclair –Yes.

17,615. Who were they —One was a soldier by
do not rightly remember; and I saw several persons
17,616. You say you saw a soldier hanged 2–A
soldier was executed.

-

17,605. When was that ?–On the 2nd November,

17,617. A soldier of what regiment 2–Of the black

Thursday, about 2 o'clock or thereabouts.
17,606. Were you taken by him from Spanish
Town to Kingston —I was taken by him to the
guard-room in this town, and next morning conveyed

regiment ; the charge was that he had deserted his
regiment, and it was the second time he was found at

to the railway station.

17,607. Were you taken to Kingston 2––Yes, to Up
Park Camp.

17,308. Did he say anything to you ?—He said
something to me whilst in one of the carrs.

17,609. What was it that he said —I was sitting
Just opposite to him. He said, “Now, come over
: here, M'Pherson; you see Morgan has been taken ;

ºn need not be alarmed when you go to the camp :
ºn will find a lawyer there who will question you
... º much, and you must swear to anything in order
…
t;

that you will do away with that chap, so that you

must be saved. Remember what I say, and don't
ºrifice yºurself and family by allowing that fellow

St. Thomas in the East.

17,618. What was the other man executed for 2–
A charge was preferred against him, and he was tried

by Court-martial for inflicting some blows upon a
constable which resulted in death.

17,619. And what were the people who were
flogged —They were several people.
17,620. What were they flogged for 2–Under a
charge of being engaged in these disturbances; they
were one or two pesrons flogged who were not tried

by Court-martial, but merely flogged upon statements
sent in by the magistrates.
17,621. How do you know that ?–There was one
named Mack, from this town, and another young
Ina Il.

17,622. What was his name 2—I don't know ; ho

to escape.”

*10. Who is Morgan —I believe he was then was flogged for one or two chow-chow. I was
:3S,"the Attorney General; he was arrested before examined and asked whether I had not stated to Mr.

Sinclair that I had certain disclosures to make against

17,511. How long did you remain in custody ?—I Mr. Morgan, and upon the strength of that I have
lost my employment, as I can show to the Royal
a period of seven days.
"ºl there for
Morgan tried while you were there 2
17,612. Was

wfore*\'s
nºt tried, but I was summoned to appear
Mr. H. J. Kemble, Clerk of the Peace. I saw
* Bºwerbank, Custos of Kingston, there.
17,613, Were you examined respecting Morgan 2–
* examined very strictly respecting Morgan.

Commissioners. This is the paper I had. (Read)
“ Released from confinement from Up-Park Camp
“ this day, by order of His Excellency the Commander
“ of the Forces, no charge appearing against him in
“ the Provost Marshal's book.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned till Monday at 10 o'clock.

(Signed)

“ PRENDERVILLE.”
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TWENTY-SECOND DAY.
Monday, 19th February 1866.
PRESENT :
TWENTY
SECOND
DAY.

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.

RUSSELL GURNEY, Esq.

|

JoHN BLossETT MAULE, Esq.

WALTER WHITFINCH sworn and examined.

W. Whitfinch.
-

17,623. Are you a saddler in Spanish Town 2–
19 Feb. 1866,

17,638. That is, nothing that you know of 2–No.

Yes

He was tried as being a great rascal of the deepest
17,624. On the 25th of October were you arrested
by Lieutenant Stewart, of the Volunteers ?—Yes.
17,625. Were you first taken to the guard-room at
Spanish Town and afterwards to Up-Park Camp —
Yes.

17,626. Were you taken before Major Prenderville:
—Yes.

17,627. How many days were you kept in confine
ment 2–Till the 9th of November.

17,628. Was any charge ever brought against
you ?—No.
17,629. Were you ever told why you were arrested
—I asked the Major every day he came to visit us
what the charge was, and he said he did not know for
what I was sent there. This is my paper I received
when I was discharged. (Read.) “The bearer is re
“ leased this day by order of His Excellency the
“ Major-General, Commander of the Forces. (Signed)

water.

17,639. Upon that, who ordered him to be flogged?

—Major Prenderville. Of course all the other flog
gings I witnessed were by orders of Court-martial,
and the trials and proceedings were read out daily to
the people as they were brought out to be flogged.
All these trials were confirmed by the General.
17,640. Did you learn where the Court-martial was
held 3–At the Camp.

17,641. At Up-Park Camp 2–At Up-Park Camp,
Saint Andrew's. I saw nine men flogged in one day.
17,642. What we want to know is if any were
flogged without trial 2–There was this man from
Kingston that I have already mentioned and the
particular case sent by Inspector Downer, and I saw
two others that were sent from Saint Andrew's; one

was flogged for stealing a piece of cane, and one for
stealing a yam and a piece of cane, and one was for

“ HENRY ANTON, 9th November, 1865.”

three chow-chows.

17,630. Did you see any punishment inflicted while
you were at the Camp —I saw men flogged daily ;
sometimes morning and evening, sometimes six at a

17,643. (Mr. Walcott.) Do you know the name of
the man that was sent by Inspector Downer—was it
Joseph Thompson 2–I cannot recollect the name of
the parties at all; the name was just called out at the
time. The persons I did not know, and there was a
good deal of excitement every day. I was terrified of

time.

17,631. Did you see by whose orders it was done?
—They were tried by Court-martial. The trials
were read over to the men before they received the
floggings.

17,632. Was anyone executed there 7–Three men
were executed.

17,633. Do you know who they were 7–There was
one Jones, I think his name was, from the Kingston
Penitentiary ; he was the first man I saw executed.
17,634. What were the other names 2–I do not

know the names of the other two; one was a young
man about 25 years of age ; he was taken from Port
Royal Mountains. He was charged with murder ; he

what I saw.

-

-

17,644. Do you know a man of the name of Joseph
Thompson, a black man with grisly beard?—I do not
know. There were about 60 or 80 prisoners when I
went in ; they were daily going out and coming in.
I don't remember the name of Thompson. Mr. Downer
sent a letter; no doubt the Major can produce that
letter.

the disturbed district, Morant Bay. The charge
against that man was for attempting to chop at a
soldier who attempted to take him in custody. Men
were also flogged without any trial before Court

17,645. Did you make a speech at the Underhill
meeting about the importation of leather into the
country —Yes, I did; that was at a meeting that we
believed to be perfectly legitimate.
17,646. How long before this was it that you
attended that meeting —Five or six months before,
and one of the members of this parish presided as
chairman of the meeting.
17,647. Who was that 2–Mr. Andrew Lewis. The
meeting, I believe, was convened by a requisition to
the Custos, or by the act of the Custos.
17,648. But there was no Custos at that time?—

martial.

Mr. Hill was the senior magistrate acting for the

had inflicted several blows upon a special constable
when he was about to take him, and the man died
from the effect of the blows.

The third man was

hung the same day I was released, the 9th November;
was a soldier who had deserted.

He was found in

I saw about five men ; one was a man from

º
ºr "

is

º
º

º:

sº
º

º
i.

º

Kingston.
17,635. How do you know that there had been no

Custos.

I7,649. Was he present —He was not at the

º

Courts-martial in those cases —He and another man

meeting; he signed the requisition; it was drawn up
by a number of persons.

º
is

17,650. What was the meeting convened for 2–
The intention of these meetings, as I understood—

º

were quarrelling, and this man made a charge against
him, and he was taken before a justice of the peace at
Kingston, if I mistake not.
17,636. Do you know the name of that man that
was flogged 2–No, I do not know ; but the man that
made the charge against him was one Secard ; he was
coachman to some gentleman at Kingston, he formerly
belonged to this town. There were others sent in by
the inspector of Saint Andrew, Mr. Downer, and upon
his statement they were flogged. Three were sent in
one evening, and one was flogged for singing a revival

17,651. I am not asking about the meetings in

general, but about this particular meeting —The
meeting was convened to express grievances, and to
substantiate the statements made by Dr. Underhill in

º
..

-

his letter.

º

17,652. You took a very active part in it, did you
not ?—No, not beyond moving a resolution.

º

17,653. And speaking to it?—Yes, I spoke to the

º

hymn the night previous. . The Major, of course, saw nature of the resolution. I know nothing else about
that that charge was so trivial that he would not flog it. I never got it up. I was asked to move the

º

the other two ; he dismissed them. Mr. Downer gave
the man that was flogged a very bad name—that he
was always a troublesome man to the police.
17,637. Was there nothing but this letter from
Mr. Downer —Nothing else.

resolution, and I did so.

s

r

17,654. (Commission.) What did you speak about
—I spoke upon the subject of the same duty being
levied upon the raw material as upon the ready-made
articles imported; that was all I spoke upon.

º

º
,

º

The witness withdrew.
*")
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AUGUSTU's CoNSTANTINE SINCLAIR sworn and examined.

17,655. Were you Lieutenant
Yes, I am so now.

of the Volunteers ?—

-

17,656, Were you so in October last 2–Yes.
17,657. Did you receive any orders, during the
continuance of martial law, from Colonel Hunt, to
roceed with 20 men upon some expedition ?—Yes.

17,658. Had you a sealed packet with you ?—Yes.
17,659. Addressed to whom ?—To the Honourable
Louis F. Mackinnon, Custos of Vere.
17,660. Had you authority to open that sealed

packet at any time ?—Yes, after having an interview
with Mr. Shaw, the Clerk of the Peace for Vere.
17,661. Did you then find what your instructions
were —I did.

17,662. What were they–have you got them
here 2–Yes. (The witness handed in the following

paper) –" To the officer in command of the detach
tº ment of Mounted Volunteers, ordered on special ser
a vice, 22nd of October, 1865. The officer command
“ing such party is required to proceed to Vere; he
* will at once communicate confidentially with the
“Custos, after which he will proceed directly to
“ wherever Dr. Bruce is, and at once make him

“prisoner, and bring him safely to head-quarters.
* Dr. Bruce's person is to be carefully searched for

“ papers, &c., and his residence must also be
“ thoroughly searched, and all papers or document
“of a suspicious kind brought away. Probably there
“will be a letter from G. W. Gordon, which should

“be secured. No hint must be given to anyone
" of the service upon which the party is proceeding;
“ and the whole arrangements are to be carried out as

“quietly and expeditiously as possible. There is
" also a person by the name of Phillips, a friend
“ and ally of Dr. Bruce and of G. W. Gordon, who
“should also be captured and searched, and his house
“searched, too, if he can be found.

The Custos

“might be able to give some information as to his
“whereabouts, and who he is.

He is referred to

“ especially in some letters from Dr. Bruce to G. W.
“Gordon, which has been seized. If taken, Phillips

“should also be brought in a prisoner. (Signed,)
“EYRE, Governor.”

17,663. Did you then proceed to the house of
Dr. Bruce —I did.

SECOND

IDAY.
I placed in an open cart, what is called in this country
a grass-cart, and I had the two black men, Phillips A. C. Sinclair.
and the other, handcuffed, and Dr. Bruce also hand

cuffed. I placed ropes around their bodies to secure
them in the cart, and I gave directions that the rope

should be just fastened in front of Dr. Bruce's body
from one pin of his gig to the other, as he was sitting
in his gig : he was not tied, but he was

secured in

that way. I did that, because when I went to Vere
I inquired as to the feelings of the people there, and
I was told by all accounts I met with, that they did
not like the appearance of the people ; that they

had become suddenly very civil, and were taking off
their hats to everybody, and that sort of thing; and
they believed there was something below that of a
very suspicious character.
17,675. It was a bad sign in fact 2–It was a bad
sign. The Clerk of the Peace, Mr. Shaw, came to
my quarters and asked me if I intended to place
handcuffs on Dr. Bruce.

I said that had already

been brought to my notice ; that I was not at all
settled in my mind whether I should do so or not—in
fact I doubted the legality of the proceeding. Mr.
Shaw told me that it was perfectly legal; and having
been told that it was perfectly legal, and being told
all these things, and having received from Mr. Shaw
a copy of an affidavit which I have here, stating that
a man had sworn that he had heard a person say, if he
could get 40 other persons to join him, he would get up
a rebellion in the place, I thought I was justified in
securing Dr. Bruce the best way I could.
17,676. Is this the paper you refer to-" Benjamin
“ Morris stated 25th October, if 40 others would

“join him, he would raise a row to-morrow morn
“ing * Then there are several signatures, and it
proceeds: “The above was elicited by his being told
“ by a fellow labourer that he would be required to
“keep watch with them that night ; he said after
“wards if he was watching when they came he
“would join them f"—That is it.
17,677. That you mention as a reason why you
thought it necessary to secure them while they were
passing through Vere —Yes.
17,678. That was merely the impression on your

mind from information given to you ?—Yes, that

17,664. And did you arrest him and seize his
papers?—I did.

was all.

17,679. Did you

17,665. And did you convoy him to the military
guard at the Alley –Yes.

17,666. How did you take him there 2–Upon

convey the prisoners to the

King's house 2–I did. I regarded that as my head
quarters.

17,680. Did the Governor come to the portico

his own horse. I ordered his horse for him, and
after leading his horse, and while on the road, it was
exceedingly dark, and he requested me to take hold

—Yes.

ºf his hand and I did so ; and I hold his hand
through the dark lane until we got to the Alley—

McGlashan 2–Yes.

of the house ?—Yes.

17,681. Did you there make your report to them 2
17,682. Did he then give directions to Lieutenant

that was at his own request.

17,683. And did he take the prisoners to Up-Park

17,667. What did you do with him when you got
" the guard-room —I sent for the officer in charge
of the military, who came, and I requested that he
"ld give the best accommodation he could to Dr.
Bruce. He said certainly ; and a room with an

*llent bed and everything clean and neat was

!" at the disposal of the Doctor, and he remained
there in that room until I was going to take the

Camp —Yes.

17,684. How were they conveyed there 3–They
were in a van. I transferred them from the gig and
cart, which were open vehicles, to a very nice van,
which was covered with curtains, and they all came
in that with three Volunteers; the curtains were

down, I should state, when they came into the
town.

Pºlºners off to Spanish Town.

17,668. What day was it that you arrested him —

17,685. Did the Governor see the prisoners?—

On the evening of the 23rd.
1,669. Next morning did you proceed to arrest

If he looked in the direction where the van was he

º-I did at a very early hour.
§10. Did you take him to the same place 2–Yes.

ºil. Did you seize his papers?—Yes.

may have seen Dr. Bruce's body, or a portion of it,
for Dr. Bruce sat at the back of the driver.

If the

Governor looked he might have seen a portion of
his body.
17,686. Would he have seen whether or not Dr.
-

17,672. Then, on the morning of the 25th, did you
* for Spanish Town 3-Yo.

Bruce was handcuffed at that time 2—I don’t think the

...'",Vº º you

arrive here 2–I arrived

Governor could have seen from the position he was

day, I should say between

in, whether Dr. Bruce was handcuffed or not; he was

º: of that

some distance off.

17,674,

i.

How did you take the prisoners ?–I placed

. in his own

gig, and he came in that from
°y to Old Harbour; the other two prisoners

17,687. Did you afterwards receive any directions

from the Executive Committee to apprehend any
other persons 2–Yes, to apprehend two persons in
Yy2

19 Feb. 1866.
--
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this town of the name of McPherson and O'Meally.
17,688. When was that ?—That was I think on the
2nd of November.

A. C. Sinclair.
19 Feb. 1S66.
-

17,689. Did you apprehend them both 2–I did.
17,690. Did you take them to Up-Park Camp —I
took them to Up-Park Camp next morning.
17,691. Did you afterwards take them to Kings
ton –We went from here by rail as far as the station

in Kingston, and from there to Up-Park Camp.
17,692. Did O'Meally's brother accompany him —
Yes, he did ; he asked me to permit him to do so, and
as he was a Volunteer and a very attentive man to
his duties I said, Certainly.
17,693. Did you have any conversation with
McPherson as you went along —Yes, for a few
seconds; I was taking a pinch of snuff and a person
sitting opposite me asked for one ; in order to give
him the snuff I was compelled to change my seat, and
then I went to where McPherson was ; he looked
very much distressed and broken up like ; I observed

to him, “Don’t be alarmed, don’t fret,” or something
to that effect. “If you are an innocent man, if there
“ is nothing against you, no harm will be done you,
“ but I would advise you to speak out ; speak out
“anything you know : ” and I added, “Remember
“you are a man of family, and I strongly recommend
“ you to speak out.” He said, “Certainly, sir.”
That was all I said to the man, nothing more.
17,694. Did you say anything to him as to his
speaking against Morgan *—I never did. I spoke in
general terms that if he knew of anything against
any parties that he should speak out, I don't know
that I alluded particularly to Morgan.
17,695. We want to know what you said —I said
just what I have told you.
17,696. Did you make any reference to Morgan at
all ?—I do not remember now that I called Morgan's
name at all, if I did call Morgan's name it must have
been incidentally ; but I never used such a word as
“ hanged " or anything approaching to it.
17,697. Did you ask him to give any evidence
against Morgan —I never asked him to give any
evidence against Morgan particularly, I distinctly
swear that. That very night when I came home, I
stated what I had said to the Executive Committee,

and Mr. Myers was there at the time; he wrote it
down, and if you send to the office no doubt the paper
will be found.

17,698. Did you speak also to O'Meally at the same
time —Yes, he was sitting at the side of me,

O'Meally, his brother, and myself sat together, and I
made the same remark; it was purely a passing re
Inark, without any intention to give any instruction or
anything like that to either party. The brother came
afterwards to me at my office and offered to make a

country, as I heard they were doing (some came to
Spanish Town), and addressed themselves to the
labouring population, who could not exactly under
stand what they were talking about, all that would
cause disturbance in the country; and I stated so in
my seat at the Vestry of St. Catherine, of which board

I am a member; I stated distinctly that the tendency
of these Underhill meetings, was revolutionary and
seditious. I said that as far back as July, long before

the outbreak at Morant Bay and I subsequently
wrote my opinions at length to a gentleman in the
country, and suggested that the protective force in
the island should be increased, and that a small

steamer of war should be always at the station to re
move troops from place to place, because I was quite
certain, from the excited state of the people, before
very long there would be an outbreak and bloodshed

in Jamaica. And when the outbreak took place in
St. Thomas in the East, I happened to see that gen
tleman within a week after, and I said how strange it
was, and did he remember what I wrote and told
him, and he said, “Yes, and the moment I heard of

this I remembered your letter.” I should like, if the
Commissioners would permit me, as there is an im
pression abroad that I acted cruelly to Doctor Bruce,
to hand in this letter from Doctor Bruce to myself:
“MY DEAR SIR,

17,704. How was Doctor Bruce carried from Old

Harbour to Spanish Town

regard himself first, and he said, “But suppose I don't

Were you with him

then 2–Yes, he was carried in a van.

17,705. How was he secured 2–He was secured by
my order to a corporal who was in charge of what I
call the personal guard, that is the guard over the
bodies of the persons. We just passed a rope from
one pin to the other : that was the order I gave, and
that was the order I expected to be obeyed through
out, and I never heard to the contrary. I never heard
that the order was not expressly carried out; if any
deviation had been brought to my notice, I certainly
would immediately have taken measures to prevent
it.

17,706. You say at Harbour Head he was tied by
a rope crossing from one side of the gig to the other?
—Yes.

17,707. How was he tied in the van —I saw him

written statement to that effect if I wished it.

17,699. What passed between you and O'Meally as
you say ?—I told him something of the same character
that I mentioned to McPherson, that if he knew any
thing against anybody he should speak out, that he
should not keep back anything at all, that he should

17th December.

“I BEG to remind you that there was, as I told
you, a ten pound parish paper in my almanack or
“ pocket book which you took when you arrested me;
“ pray try and get it for me. I have been very sick
“ since I saw you but do not forget your kindness. I
“ really want the money, and hope you will be kind
“ enough to send it for me.” And here is another
note where he signs himself, “Yours faithfully.”
17,703. (Mr. Gorrie.) That was when he was at
Morant Bay, I suppose ?—No.
4&

go into the van and saw him seated near the driver,
with his face inwards; after all the things were in, the
trunks and papers and so on, I of course took my
position as commanding officer in the rear of the
company.

Y

17,708. Were you with the party all the time?—

cS.

know anything sir, what can I say?” I said, “In that
case you can't say nothing,” and he said, “Exactly
sir; ” and there the thing ended, nothing more passed.
17,700. Did you know Mr. Lake, the reporter of
the “Colonial Standard ” —I do.

17,709. But he was tied to the van, was he not?—

—His body tied ; I never heard of such a thing till
In OW.

17,710. But you tied him in the gig 2—I distinctly
say he was never tied at all to my knowledge, he was

17,701. Did you have any conversation with him

after his return from Morant Bay ?—Yes.
17,702. Had you any opportunity of forming an
opinion as to the state of the people, or as to their
state of feeling in St. Thomas in the East 2–No,
not in St. Thomas in the East. I formed my opinion
upon the general state of the country from the agita

secured to the gig, the rope was tied to one pin and
passed in front of his body and secured to the other
1Il.

17,711. Was he handcuffed in the van —Yes; when

he got to Old Harbour and was taken to the Court
house, the handcuffs were taken off, and I went my:
self and asked him to take some refreshments, and

tion I saw arising out of the Underhill meetings that
were being held everywhere; from my long connexion
with the press, and having been accustomed to
reportspeeches of all and every sort of persons in the
country, I knew perfectly well that when the parties

fastened to the corporal —He was not fastened to
the corporal; the corporal's orders were to secure

got up these demonstrations and went through the

him.

superintended the getting of them; and everything
that I could do to make him comfortable I did.

17,712. You have not mentioned how he was
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17,713. How did he secure him, you saw him?—I
tell you again I saw him enter the van, I saw him
seated, and the trunks go in, and after that I retired
from the van to my place as commanding officer.
17,714. (Commission.) Was any complaints made
to you by the prisoners about the way in which they
were tied ?–None whatever.

17,715. (Mr. Gorrie.) Not on the march 2–On
the march Dr. Bruce complained about the rope
being tight.
17,716. Then he did complain 2–He said it was
rather tight, and I went up and had it slackened ;
and I will tell the reason why he complained of the
tightness of the rope, it was because he was driving;
he drove himself about six miles on the road.

17,717. With the handcuffs on ?–With the hand

cuffs on. I should state they were chain handcuffs,
open, and he actually took the reins from the driver,
a man by the name of Robinson, a sergeant, who was
avery bad driver, and he drove all through the gullies
and other places. I beg to say, Phillips returned
thanks to me for my kindness.
7,718. There was an Underhill meeting held in
Spanish Town, I believe —Yes.
17,719. Who was in the chair at that meeting 2–I
was at that meeting for a few minutes, and saw Mr.
Andrew Lewis, one of the representatives of this
parish, delivering a speech as chairman.
17,720. Were you at Morant Bay at all 2–No.
17,721. Is that the same Mr. Andrew Lewis who
was Colonel of Militia?—The same man.

sented to the Governor without creating a rebellion ?
—Most decidedly.
17,736. Most decidedly what?—Most decidedly a
public meeting can be held here, and resolutions
passed and be presented to the Governor, and no
rebellion break out.

17,737. Will you just tell us what was the par
ticular phase of the Underhill public meetings that

you imagine would create a rebellion ?—I read the
Kingston resolutions.
17,738. But I am referring to the Spanish Town
meeting 2–1 do not confine myself to Spanish Town
at all.

17,739. Then let me ask you the question directly.
Did you understand that the Spanish Town meeting
was provocative of rebellion, that one *—I understood
this, from what I heard had been said there, that the

Spanish Town meeting would cause the people from
the agricultural districts, who came in large bodies to
hear what was being said, to go away and disseminate
false statements, and to inflame the minds of others

who were at their homes quietly, and I really believed
at that time, when there was a contest about some

land at Heartland's near here, that the feeling of dis
loyalty engendered through these speeches at the
Spanish Town meeting might extend itself down to
IIeartsland, and at any time the seat of Government
might be overpowered by these people.
17,740. Will you tell us the particular phase of the
Spanish Town meeting that you thought would be

productive of these extraordinary effects?—The strong
inflammatory speeches that I heard had been delivered.
I was not there and did not hear the speeches.
17,741. Will you tell us what the speeches were
about 3–I heard this from persons who were at the

zealous of the whole.

meeting, but I was not there when they were

17,723. But I mean any person like Mr. Lewis—
any person in a prominent position ?—No ; he was
the only person I saw. I was not there very long.
17,724. Do you know how the meeting was called 2

delivered.

a meeting was to be held.

17,725. Who was it called by ?—I heard from Mr.
Hill himself, at the Vestry, that he called it.
17,726. Do you mean Mr. Hill, the stipendiary
magistrate —Yes; I heard him say so.
17,727. But he was not at the meeting 2—He was

17,742. (Commission.) I suppose what you mean to
say is, that resolutions are one thing and speeches are
another ?—Most decidedly.
17,743. And if persons do not speak to the resolu
tions, the having a resolution is only an excuse for
making a speech —The resolutions are a nominal
affair at public meetings in this country.
17,744. (Mr. Gorrie.) Will you tell us, as a matter

of fact, what the gentlemen were speaking upon at
that meeting —I tell you I was not there.

not there when I was there, but I heard that he

17,745. If you were not at that meeting, and did

called the meeting.
17,728. Do you know what resolutions were passed
* that meeting?—I saw them in the newspapers, and

not hear the speeches, will you explain how it is that
you know the exact result that was produced ?–1 was
going to answer that question before.

read them.

17,746. Then answer it now —I never in my

17,729. What was the tenor of them —The tenor

evidence to-day, nor in my speech at the Vestry, nor

ºf the resolutions never conveyed the statements of the

in the letter that I wrote, alluded particularly to the
Spanish Town meeting. I spoke of the agitation that
was going on throughout the country, and I put the

speakers at these public meetings at all; they take
ſº to put before the public and the people of Eng

land a very loyal affair, still they may indulge in a whole thing together in one mass, and I said this thing
gºt deal of disloyal talking ; that has been my ex
|ºrience as a reporter of 16 years' standing in this
place

is going to produce trouble in Jamaica, and the

Government ought to be prepared, and a protective
force for that purpose will be essentially necessary in

17,780. I suppose a public meeting is called for the a very short time. I did not speak of about the
"Pºse of passing resolutions in this country as well
* In any other - Yes.

Spanish Town meeting alone.

17,747. But we are speaking about the Spanish

Town meeting at present —And I am not ; there is
17.731. Do you know that the resolutions were sent the
difference.

I am speaking of the whole of the

"the Governor in the first instance –I think so.
lººd to be in the habit of going to the King's House,

meetings.

when Colonel Hunt was there, very often,
a lot of Persons went up as a deputation.

that you know of 3–Yes, I heard so; I read some

and one day

17,748. Was there an Underhill meeting at were

that were published in the newspapers.
17,732. Were they gentlemen attending the meet proceedings
17,749. And the result you saw of the Underhill

º-Yº, and they all went to present their resolu
S.

17,733. Did you see that?—I saw them either going
Out

g "oming in, and knocking about the Parade.

17,734. Did you see them going into the King's

meeting at Vere was to make the people more civil

when you went —No, I don't mean to say that I was
told so by the people there.

17,750. Well, there was no rising in Vere 2–No.
17,751. Nor in Spanish Town 2–No.

'''''' to present their resolutions to the Governor 2

-Hy “An I answer that when I was not there *

17,752. Yet there were Underhill meetings there 2
—Yes.

º I wish to ask your opinion, if you consider

17,753. And the agricultural peasantry did not
come in and upset the Government?—No, they could
* magistrate of the place, and resolutions not upset the Government, but they might create
Passed at that meeting, which resolutions were pre confusion.
y

A. C. Sinclair.
-

19 Feb. 1866.

17,722. Did you observe any other of the parties
in a prominent position who attended that meeting 2
—I saw several persons there. I remember seeing
Mr. McPherson there; he seemed to be the most

—I think I saw a placard about the town, stating that
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17,754. When was the Spanish Town Underhill
meeting held —I think in July or August; it must
have been before July, because it was at the Vestry in
July that I protested against their account being paid.
They actually published the proceedings in the papers,
and sent in the account to the Vestry.

17,755. I suppose the gentlemen who promoted the
Underhill meetings were your political opponents?—
No, I should not say so.
17,756. Were they your political friends —Some
of those very men voted for me some four days after
I had denounced the meeting ; the Vestry was held on
the Tuesday, and I was elected on the Thursday, and
many of the men who took part in the Underhill

meeting came and voted for me at the Vestry.
17,757. You were opposed to the political views of
those gentlemen who supported the resolutions at the
Underhill meeting —Most decidedly so, because I
considered them to be productive of injury to this
country.

17,758. You do not suppose that quite the opposite

political views to those set forth in these resolutions
would be productive of injury —Certainly not ; I
think they would tend very much to elevate the
character of the country abroad.
17,759. Then you mean to say this, that for any
parties to hold a public meeting, and advocate what we
may call the Underhill views, is provocative of rebel
lion; but if anybody holds a meeting advocating the
very opposite political views, that would not be provo
cative of rebellion ; is that what you mean to say ?—

What I mean to say is this, that people went to these
Underhill meetings, and they made speeches and passed
resolutions, and this is what particularly struck me at
the Kingston meeting, which is a sort of head-quar

BEFORE

17.769. Never mind whether it is an extraordinary
question or not, answer it?—Some regulations were
embodied in an appendix to the rules for governing

the Volunteer force, which were made according to
law by the Governor and Privy Council; and that
appendix forming part of the series was published of
course among the other documents.
17,770. What was it 2–It is the order that is to be

found in the Queen's regulations. I think it was an

opinion, given by the then Attorney General of Eng
land, Mr. Law, afterwards Lord Ellenborough.
17,771. Long before the rebellion?–Long before.
17,772. Was there any order sent out from the
Volunteer department of the military secretary's office
about the suppression of mobs —No.

17,773. (Mr. Walcott.) You attended the Under
hill meeting, did you not ?—The one that was held in
Spanish Town; I was there for about five or six

minutes; I heard Mr. Andrew Lewis speaking; I
went in while he was speaking.
17,774. Did you leave of your own accord, or in
consequence of something you said there were you
ejected —No, I left of my own accord.
17,775. You know Mr. Lake, the late reporter of
the “Colonial Standard f"—I do.

17,776. Did you see him after his return from St.
Thomas in the East, and have any conversation with

him about Mr. Ramsay ?–Yes. I met Mr. Lake in
Spanish Town, he was speaking about Mr. Ramsay,
and he said to me that whatever other people might
say of Mr. Ramsay he had nothing to say against him,
because he had always been kind to him, and espe
cially during sickness, and in coming away from the
place Mr. Ramsay gave him a pass and made him a
present of 32s. towards bearing his expenses home.

ters; they formed a corresponding committee to cor
respond with the people in the other parishes, and get
up similar meetings in the country upon that agita
tion ; and they did not, as is usual at public meetings,
separate and do away with their meetings when they
have finished their day's work; but they formed them
selves into a permanent society called “The Under
hill Convention,” with branches all over the country;
that is the reason why I said, and I say it again, that
these meetings were most decidedly productive of
injury.

No.

17760. Were not these meetings, and was not that
convention, for the purpose of redressing grievances

17,780. You have been speaking about the Under
hill meeting at Kingston, which you say you were not

under which they believed the people were suffering 2
—I cannot agree with you in believing that there

—About that time. I read the resolutions in the news

were grievances.

17,761. Was not that the alleged object of these

meetings —Oh yes, the alleged object.
17,762. Do you think that the discussion of alleged

grievances on the part of a population must necessa
rily be followed by rebellion —Most decidedly not;
but I think that when professional demagogues go to
these meetings and excite the people by making false
and inflammatory harangues, the people go away and
keep these things in their minds, and disseminate these
false doctrines in their neighbourhood, and create con

17,777. Did he tell you anything as to how Mr.
Ramsay had performed his duties —He spoke of him
as an efficient officer, but he did not enter into any
eulogiums.

17,778. Did he express any fear that he had of Mr.
Ramsay while he was there, and that it was in conse:
quence of that he spoke highly of him —No ; the only
thing I heard him say in the shape of fear was about
Lieut. Brand, and that was a long time afterwards.

17,779. But with regard to Ramsay he did not?—

present at, was that meeting held in the month of May?
papers, and I formed my opinion from the newspaper
reports.

17,781. Were the resolutions that were passed at

that May Underhill meeting such resolutions as those
upon which your opinion was formed –Yes, about
that.

17,782. With the proceedings at the other meetings

and that which you attended in Spanish Town, and
that at Vere, were those generally upon which your
opinions were formed 2–Yes.

-

17,783. Did you ever communicate the conclusions
fusion and (as was the case in St. Thomas in the
had drawn from those meetings to any member 0
East) bloodshed ; and it is all from the teaching of you
the Government 2–I did.
these political demagogues.
17,763. I suppose, by a political demagogue, you
mean one that does not hold your political opinions, is
that so 2–I don't say so. I would not say that I con
sider you a demagogue.

17,764. What is your position ? Have you any
Government employment —Yes.

17,784. To whom ?–To the Hon. Dr. Hamilton.
17,785. When 2–About that same time.

17,786. About when 2–About July; between June
and July.

17,787. Was the Vere meeting in July —I do not
remember the date of that meeting now.

17,765. What is that —I am assistant to the mili

17,788. Was it as late as that do you think –

tary secretary in the Volunteer department.
iT,766. Who do you mean by the military secre
tary 3–Colonel Hunt, in the Volunteer department.
iT,767. were you that in July or August last –

think the Vere meeting, if I am not mistaken: W*
held after I had wrote the letter to Dr. Hamilton ;
it was a confidential letter.

17,789. Still you communicated your opinions "

Yes.

him —Yes.

17,768. Do you recollect an order being sent to the
Volunteers at that date with regard to what the mili

ber of the Government 2–Not in writing.

tary were to do with regard to riots?—That is a most

17,791. Verbally –I spoke to Mr. Westmorland
on the subject.

extraordinary question.

17,790. Did you communicate it to any other me"
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17,792. To the same effect as the letter?—Yes, to
the same effect, but not so elaborately of course.

17,793. Are those the only two that you remember?

—Those are the only two, I do not remember having

TWENTY.

spoken to Mr. Hosack, although I may have done

sººn

so.

~

The witness withdrew.

A. C. Sinclair.
19 Feb. 1866.

Mr. THoMAS WITTER J Ackson re-called and further examined.

17,794. You have been stipendiary magistrate for
the parish of St. Thomas in the East –Yes.
17,795. What was the date of your appointment,
and when did it cease ?—My first appointment as sti
pendiary magistrate was to that parish, but I did not
go there, I went to St. David's. I went back for the
last time in September 1860.
17,796. We have the date of your appointment as

being in 1858 –1837. In September 1860 I went
to St. Thomas in the East.

17,797. It is given to us as 1858 —That is a mis
take.

I was transferred from St. Thomas in the Wale

to St. David's at that time, and from there I went to

St. Thomas in the East in September 1860. I think
I went to St. David's in January 1858.
17,798. What was the date of your removal
from St. Thomas in the East 2–1 was removed from

St. Thomas in the East about August; it was pend
ing for some time, there were complaints made against
me by the Custos.
17,799. We only want the date of your removal 2

Mr. T. W.

where there was any room for dissension or difference

Jackson.

of opinion, there generally was.
17,813. Upon what points did that difference of
opinion principally arise —As to the guilt or inno
cence of parties, and as to the sufficiency of proof.
17,814. I suppose your voice had no more weight than
the voice of any other magistrate?—No, I was only one.
17,815. Do you mean you were constantly outvoted
upon points respecting the guilt or innocence of the
party charged —I avoided it, particularly at Bath,
by seldom taking my seat, when there was an abun
dance of magistrates without me—that is when there
were two magistrates. I was frequently at Bath, and
I particularly avoided taking my seat there.
17,816. Surely that was where you were principally
wanted if your opinion is correct —I found it was
only creating a bad feeling by doing so, and I could

º

do no good.

17,817. Was that the case at Morant Bay, too?—
No, it was not so much so at Morant Bay, because I
was a regular attendant there. I was generally the

—I went to Portland about the 3rd or 4th of October.

first, and the magistrates did not attend there with

17,800. Up to what time did you continue to
discharge the duties of stipendiary magistrate at
St. Thomas in the East —Up to the beginning of
August,
17,801. Then from the beginning of August till

the regularity that they did at Bath.

October you were not performing duty anywhere –

cularly important there, you thought it consistent with

-

17,818. So that your presence was necessary in
order to form a quorum ?–Yes.
17,819. You say where they could form a quorum

without you, although your presence might be parti

No; I didj business that was to be done out of the

your duty not to attend ?–I was not aware that
my presence would be particularly important.
17,802. But you did not sit as a magistrate 2–No;
17,820. Surely, if there were decisions constantly
pending the inquiry I did not; I was desired to prºnounced there such as you felt to be unjust
Court in St. Thomas in the East.

abstain,

|

decisions in consequence of the partiality of the magis

17,803. Can you tell us whether in your opinion the trates, that was especially where you would be wanted 2
People at St. Thomas in the East, from the time
you were appointed up to the time of your leaving,
were dissatisfied with the administration of justice :

—I do not go so far as to charge the magistrates
with partiality or injustice, I say we used to differ

—Most assuredly they were.
17,804. Could you learn that from your communica
tion with the people —I cannot say that I had any
conversation with any persons on the subject, but I
gathered it from my own observation generally that
they were dissatisfied, and they represented acts of

right, and I was wrong.

impropriety repeatedly.

17,805. In your opinion was this dissatisfaction
well grounded ?—I think it was.

17,806. First of all, as to the constitution of the

miſgistracy of whom does the bench of magistrates
Principally consist –Of planters.
17,807. Are you able to give the number of magis
lates in St. Thomas in the East, and what propor
tiºn of them are planters?—I cannot immediately do

sometimes on minor points, and it may be they were
17,821. Surely the paid magistrate's duty would
be to attend under all circumstances, would it not ?–

So it would be ; it would be my duty to attend under
all circumstances, but under the particular circum
stances of the case; if I did sit, there would be two

magistrates who would outvote me, or who could
outvote me, and all I could do would be to aid and

assist if they required it, and I always did so.
17,822. Still your opinion would be on record 2–
Not at all.

17,823. But as far as you yourselves were concerned?
—It would be as far as I was concerned.

17824. Would not the fact of your being a very
irregular attendant at Bath be likely very much to

* but I should say, without fear of being far wrong, diminish your influence there —I do not know that
abºut five-sixths of them were planters or connected I had any particular influence at all.
With the management of estates.

17,808. It is a district of planters, is it not –It is
* Planting district.

|7,809. Of whom are the other sixth composed ?—
ºneſchants or shopkeepers.
17,810. Did you attend the petty sessions for the
Inost part —I did.

17,811. Both at Bath and Morant Bay —Not so
"ch at Bath as at Morant Bay. I was a constant

17,825. Your position surely would give you an
influence, especially if you were a regular attendant
—I cannot say that.

17,826. When you speak of the magistrates as con

sisting principally, of planters, and your differing
with them as to the guilt or innocence of parties,

would they be matters in which they as managers
of estates would be likely to have a bias *—An imper
ceptible bias, perhaps, it may be.

17,827. An unconscious bias you mean 2–Yes, an
**gularly, because the other magistrates formed unconscious bias.
their Courts without me, and I considered it would
17828. Did you think that it was a matter that was
felt by the labourers?--There is no question about it.
*Worse
than
useless,
that
it
would
be
unnecessary
for ºne to take my seat with the almost certainty of

*ndant at Morant Bay, but at Bath I did not attend

17,829. Have you from your communications with

*ing dissensions between us, so I left them.

F812. Do you mean there was almost a certainty

them been able to ascertain that ?—I have got here,
I believe, instances of direct acts of oppression (refer

"having dissensions with the magistrates whenever ring to some papers).
"...at with them –Perhaps that is almost going
17,830. Have there been any decisions in which you

**tle too far, but I really think I am not far out

have seen that bias manifested in questions between
Yy 4

º;
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the labourers and managers of estates?—I cannot elu
cidate the matter in a stronger light than I have put
it there (referring to the papers which the witness
handed in).
17,831. We want anything of your knowledge
showing the bias of the magistracy in matters of
dispute between labourers and employers ?—I beg to
submit to the Commissioners a correspondence which
I had relative to the lock-up.
17,832. Was that prior to your removing to St.
David's 2–It was while I was in St. Thomas in the

East ; these are copies of the sets of correspondence
relative to the treatment of persons there.
17,833. Does the case to which you refer arise at
all out of the relation of master and servant 2–

Precisely so, superadded to the fact that the master
was the magistrate acting.
17,834. Who judged in his own case ?—So far as
proceeding against the party was concerned, he did
not judge the case. Unfortunately the party is dead;
he is one of those gentlemen that was murdered at

magistrate thinks him innocent, I yield at once on the
side of mercy.

17,847. Without stating the reason —I may say
that I don't argue the point.

17,848, You say you yield on the side of mercy,
but may it not be on the side of injustice, instead of

on the side of mercy, if the party be really a guilty
party?—I am speaking of guilt and innocence, nºt
any petty debt case where the case is between man
and man, but where one is to suffer, that is the

difference ; whenever there is a question of guilt or
innocence, there may be a floating doubt in either
party's mind, that is what I mean.
17,849. Do not you think that the public is inter
ested in a guilty party being convicted, as well as in

the innocent being acquitted —It may be that my
brother magistrate is just as likely to be right as my
self, and I do not argue with him to bring him to my
way of thinking.

17,850. But that is not the reason is it why you
are appointed as stipendiary magistrate and paid hy

the Imperial Government —I give my opinion that I
17,835. Will you mention what you think bears think the man guilty ; I don't know whether I have
upon the question ?—The facts were these, the pro been right or wrong, but that has been the rule upon
prietor of an estate met a woman going to work on which I have acted.
the estate, by accident apparently her hoe struck his
17,851. You fined the magistrate 5s. you say,
horse's nose, and he retorted upon her by supple-jack and 14s, costs?–Yes, I believe on that occasion,
ing her very severely. She took out a summons against I went a little beyond my usual plan. One
him, and it came to Court; Court after Court for about magistrate said, “Fine him a shilling,” the other
three months or more, and it was not until a represen said, “One or two shillings,” and I said, “Let it be
tation was made to His Excellency the then Governor, five shillings,” and that was the way it was done.
17,852. Did anything take place on the next Court
Mr. Eyre, that a Court could be formed to try this
magistrate up in that district.
day —On the next Court day the same magistrate
Morant Bay, but the case is notorious.

17,836. Where was the summons taken out 2–At
Morant Bay.

who was fined 5s. sat with me and tried a man

17,837. Where you regularly attended ?–Where I

barely proven against him, and it was a trifle com

attended.

17,838. Do you mean that you could not get a

second magistrate to attend ?–I could have a magis
trate attending, but when the case was called on the

magistrate would get up and say he could not wait
any longer.
17,839. Was that when the case was coming on 2–
Yes.

17,840. And that occurred Court after Court 2–

for an assault upon another man.

The case was

pared with the assault he had committed on the

woman, and when I asked him what he thought of
the case, he said “Guilty.” I concurred, and said,
“What fine **—“Thirty shillings,” said he, I said I
thought 1s. and costs would be quite enough,
but as he wanted to make it 30s. I would go
as far as 5s, and costs, which was precisely
what he had been fined the time before, and his
answer was, “I conscientiously cannot do it.”

That occurred Court after Court, and when at length

17,853. Of course he took a different view of the

the trial did come on, two other magistrates sat with

assault from that which you did –Probably he did.
17,854. Is there anything more you wish to say as
showing a well grounded want of confidence in the
magistracy —I would state that that same magistrate

me, and we ultimately decided to fine the magistrate
5s. and costs,

17,841. Did you concur in that decision ?—I did
Concur.

went on board a ship where there was a sambo boy

17,842. How much was the cost 2—The costs
were, I think, some 14s., between 12s. and 14s.

who had a fancy dog; he tried all he could to get this
dog from the boy either to purchase or to beg it, the
boy would not part with it, and he took the dog away
from the ship and took it home. The owner of the
dog by some means or other repossessed himself of it,
and the magistrate ordered the police to take the boy
up, and he was taken up and lodged in custody on a
charge of stealing the dog. He was brought up to

17,843. If there were these repeated adjournments
would not the costs amount to a great deal more than

that ?—No, the costs are not increased by adjourn
ments in petty sessions.
17,844. Do not you allow any costs of the at
tendant of the complainant —No, and that is a very
great grievance ; the costs are not allowed in cases of answer that charge, which was unwritten ; there was
that sort, because it would be as it were punishing no summons, only a verbal order to the police to take
the unsuccessful party for the fault of the magistrates him up ; he was lodged in the lock-up, he was
who did not form the Court. I make it a rule, and brought up before me, nobody appeared against him,
have always done so, never to discuss any difference and I told him he was at liberty to go; he requested
with the magistrates sitting with me, so as to increase to be allowed to remain so as to answer the charge
a penalty or a punishment, or in any way to bring in brought against him, and vindicate his character. He
a party guilty, and for that reason I did not urge a remained there Court after Court till he was tired of
heavier penalty.
waiting and eventually he went away out of the im:
17,845. Do you mean to say that you thought it prisonment : that was after the vessel had sailed, and
was a case that called for a heavier penalty, and that he had lost his situation, and I believe he never got
you did not express your opinion ?—I do.
his dog back again ; he was in gaol upwards of two
17,846. Surely that cannot be the duty of a months, if not more.
stipendiary magistrate, particularly under such cir
17,855. That you say was at his own desire, so that
cumstances 2–When two magistrates are to pro he might vindicate his character —Just so.
17,856. Of course those are not facts within your
nounce parties guilty, I being one of them, if I think
the party guilty I may say so, but I never use any own knowledge—upon what evidence was it that you
argument with my brother magistrate to induce him came to that conclusion ?–Part of what I have said
to come to my way of thinking to pronounce a party with regard to the dog is a fact within my own
guilty. If I think a party innocent nothing will in knowledge; I saw the boy brought up.
duce me to join my brother magistrate in pronouncing
17,857. You did not see the magistrate take the
him guilty, but if I think him guilty, and my brother dog, did you ?—I did not.
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17,858. Then all you can say is that the boy was

was guilt or not on the part of the magistrate, it

charged with stealing the dog, and that this was the

tended to create dissatisfrction in the minds of the

statement he made, and that nobody appeared against
him?—I have heard the other part from Mr. Cooke, the

people.
17,874. Was it more than once that it was put off
in consequence of the magistrates leaving 2–As far as
my memory goes, I think it was more than once. I
only remember one instance of their leaving directly
in that way, but it was more than once, either by their
leaving or by their not coming.
17,875. How often was it from their not coming,
can you remember —I cannot say, I know the case
was put over for about four months, allowing for the
time of taking the summons out and so on; you may

magistrate's clerk; he told me of it, and the boy him
self afterwards came and told me of it.

17,859. You do not know it of your own know
ledge?—No.
iſ,860. What you know of your own knowledge is,
that the boy was brought up after having been lodged
in prison upon that charge, and that the charge was
never prosecuted —Yes.
17,861. The boy's defence was that the dog was
his own, and that it had been taken from him by the

magistrate —He did not enter into defence, he had
no opportunity given him from first to last ; no charge
was ever brought against him.
17,862. However, that was his story —Yes.
17,863. You have mentioned these two proceedings,
both in reference to the same magistrate, showing, as

and that is what makes me remember it.

It would

occurred.

call to mind any particular fact, but as I stated in
these papers, however unavoidable the state of things
may be, the mere circumstances of all the magistracy
being selected from one particular class of persons
causes that feeling. I do not wish for one moment to

be understood to imply any particle of corruption or
impropriety on the part of my brother magistrates.
As I just now endeavoured to point out, any bias that
might operate on them might be unintentional and
imperceptible to themselves.
17,866. You say that in the case of the woman the
magistrates would not wait, but went away when the
case was coming on ; who were they –1 remember
On one occasion Mr. Bowen was sitting with me, and

17,876. When

you

were

removed

from

St.

Thomas in the Vale to St. David for what reason

were you removed, for the convenience of the public
service, or why —It was the old stumbling-block
upon which I have been nearly split three times, the
clerks of the magistrates and their fees.
17,877. Was there any complaint made to the

Governor of the delay in the case you speak of, the
charge of assault against Mr. Walton 2–A man whose

name I forget, but he was one of those punished at
Morant Bay, a reporter to one of the papers, Miles I
think his name was, brought a complaint to Governor
Eyre.
-

17,878. Then there was a complaint made of the

after that.

17,880. Then the Governor acted on the complaint
immediately?—Yes. I do not know in what way;
no communication was ever laid before the magis
trates.

Mr. Miles was there, and he stated the fact ;

it was talked of that he had made a statement.

17,881. Who was Mr. Miles —He was a reporter
to one of the newspapers in Kingston, the “Watch

he could not wait any longer.

man,” I think.

17,867. Was there anyone else that you can recol

17,882. Now, as to the fees of the clerk of the

lect?–It was not always on that account itself; once

peace about which you wish to state something ; did
that operate so as to cause a denial of justice to the

Very nature of the circumstance, that whenever there

labourers —The fees, as fees properly charged, may
not do so, but they are frequently very improperly

Was a bench of magistrates, and the case was likely to

charged.

17,883. Were ſees illegally exacted in St. Thomas

be tried, there was always some application to put it
ºff. It struck me at the time that these applications
Were only to be made in case there was a necessity

in the East 2—I think so.

for them.

complaint is made by a policeman or a rural consta

17,868. How many magistrates must there be to
form a quorum ?–Two.

17,869. Cannot the stipendiary magistrate sit by
himself?—No ; that is the law in England, he cannot

t

case not being tried ?–Yes.
17,879. Was it subsequently to that complaint that
the Bench was formed ?–Yes, the Court was formed

immediately the case was called on Mr. Bowen said

ºr twice it was put off by application from Mr.
Walton himself, the magistrate charged, and from the

-

that case was called forward not have been there

magistracy —I do not know that I can immediately

stitution of the magistracy —I do not immediately

-

not have been so strong in my memory had Mr. Bowen
left on the calling of any other case, and then when

which you have to state as to the conduct of the

17,865. You have mentioned two stories both

19 Feb. 1806.

six, seven, or eight Courts, at the last of which it was
tried. Sometimes the magistrates would quit before
it was called on. The case of Mr. Bowen was peculiar,

to try it, although the same effect would have

effecting one magistrate ; we want to know whether
there is anything more which would justify the
people in feeling a want of confidence in the con

Mr. T. W.
Jackson.

call it three months, that would be about six Courts—

you think, a well grounded want of confidence in the
magistracy. Will you state anything beyond that
place my finger upon any fact.
17,864. How many magistrates are there in St.
Thomas in the East?—I should say somewhere about

TWENTY
SECOND
DAY.

17,884. Will you state in what way ?—Where a
ble the clerk of the magistrate, in my opinion at least,
is not entitled to any fee whatever. I think there is
a clause in the Police Act, and also in the 24th

Victoria (Jamaica Act), which says that he shall not

** here. Yes, I beg pardon, any magistrate may be entitled to fees upon matters of a public nature.
it by the consent of the parties, but that is not
Pºlliar to the stipendiary magistrate.
7,870. How many times was the case you refer to
!" of in consequence of the magistrates leaving 2–

*
º,

ſ:

«&

17,885. Is this the clause to which you refer :
That the clerk of the peace and magistrates' clerks

"annot tax my memory just now, but it stood over

“respectively shall be paid monthly or quarterly, in

two or three months.
17,871. You are now stating that sometimes it was

“full compensation, in all proceedings, &c., at the
“Assize or Circuit Courts, and special and petty

P" of in consequence of the application of the party
"dicted?—Sometimes it was.

“ nature ?”—Yes.

17872. How many times was it put off in conse.
"nº of the magistrates leaving 2–I do not charge
"...all as being intentional, understand me.

:

If I am not mistaken the Police Act has itself a clause
to that effect.

“ sessions, relating to offences or matters of a public
17,886. IIow does that touch the question at all 2–

17873. Then I really do not know what the mean

That refers to matters complained of by the police.
Some years ago the Attorney General's opinion was
taken on the statement that I sent to the Governor,

*g of the statement is 3–I merely state the fact that
there was this case pending for somewhere about four

and he defined those words “matters of a public
nature” to mean such offences as a policeman could

"ths; whether it was unintentional, or whether there

take up a party for whom he saw committing an
Zz

º:
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TWENTY

offence without a justice's warrant, that he said was
a matter of a public nature contemplated by that

SECOND

DAY.

17,906. And in the middle of 1864 it was corrected?

section.
Mr. T. W.
Jackson.
-

19 Feb. 1866.
---

17,905. On the 11th January 1864 you reported 2
—Yes.

17,887. Do you mean that if a policeman sees an
assault committed by A. upon B. and he takes up A.,
that becomes an offence of a public nature ?—I have
a case here which I beg to submit to the Royal Com
missioners. (The witness handed it in.)
17,888. Can you mention any other illegal fees
which you think are demanded by the clerk of the
peace —A case occurred at Monklands.

A woman

complained of another person under the Towns and
Communities’ Act for creating a disturbance, and the
language used was not used to this woman, it was a
mere disturbance of the public peace. The clerk
demanded fees. I agreed with the other magistrates,
contrary to my view of the matter, to allow the costs,

as the woman had paid them in the first instance, but
I requested three other magistrates, who sat with me
on that occasion, to join me in drawing up a case,
which we would submit to the Governor or to the

judges, under the Act for their decision, which we
might have for our future guidance, and not one of
the magistrates would agree to take the opinion of the
judges on the subject.
17,889. Did you agree with the magistrates in that,
contrary to your opinion ?–It was no use my dis
agreeing; there were three magistrates who said they
would not grant it.
17,890. But you could always be a dissentient 2–
That would be of no use. I said, as the woman had
already paid the costs, it was of very little consequence
to either party.

—About the middle of 1864.

17,907. What were your reasons for not reporting
in 1863 —My reasons were partly that I was not
directed to report, only to use my efforts to correct

abuses. Another reason, and the more cogent reason
of the two was, that I thought I should be able to
remedy it by representation to the Custos; and I
believe it was promised me by the Custos that it
should cease to be a lock-up and be converted into an
almshouse, but that was not done, as I was led to
expect it would be done.

17,908. Had you any instructions as a stipendiary
magistrate *—There were some instructions when I

was first appointed a stipendiary magistrate, but they
do not apply to the state of things as they now stand.
17,909. That was in the apprenticeship time –
Yes, the office of stipendiary magistrate in this coun
try differs in no respect to that in England. We
have no instructions except that we receive our
salaries, and are looked to more immediately for the
performance of our duties. There is no difference
whatever between the stipendiary magistrates and
the other magistrates.

17,910. As to your removal, was there a complaint
made against you ?—There was.
17,911. Have you seen that complaint 2—I have.
17,912. Did you receive any notification as to the
ground of your removal —I did. I have not got the
document with me, but I will procure it and lay it
before the Commission. I beg to state that when I

17,891. There is something about the lock-up

got the Governor's directions to remove I considered

which is supposed to bear upon this question of the

it my duty to go immediately, without questioning

want of confidence in the magistracy, what is that ?

either his authority or his reasons for sending me.

—There was a correspondence which I had with the
Governor on that subject.
17,892. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did Mr. Gordon make some
complaint about the management of that same lock-up

think is of importance in this inquiry, is the effect that

house ?—He did.

º

...!

The only matter with regard to my removal, which I
the removal had on the whole of the peasantry of the
parish.

17,913. T)o you know that ?—I have abundant

17,893. What was the consequence of his making
that complaint –It was referred to the magistrates,
and upon their report, I presume, Mr. Gordon was

reason to know it.

deprived of all the magisterial honours that he held
under six different commissions, I think, not for St.

that the people would not submit to it.
17,914. How long was that before the outbreak —

One of the men who was after

Wards hanged, Sam Clarke, met me before I left the

parish, and he told me, in the most emphatic way,

Thomas in the East alone, but for other parishes as

It must have been a month or six weeks before the

well.

outbreak.

17,894. Did you inquire into the accuracy of his
statement —No, I did not join in the inquiry, but
that was the result of my observation subsequently,
about a year and half after.
17,895. Were you present at the time of the
inquiry 2–Part of the time. I went into the Court
after it was formed and was present part of the time,
but did not take any part in it.
17,896. Do you know anything about the state of
the lock-up, was it under the management of the
magistrates ?–It was.

I

º

stºn,

º W.
º... }
º:
-

17,915. Yet you seem to have been one of the first
victims?—I was so. There was a gentleman who
said almost the same thing to me at Kingston. I

-

-

allude to Mr. Hire; he told me within 24 hours of
the time of his death, that he had written to Mr.

ºl:
tº

Westmorland to tell him that if I (Mr. Jackson) had

been at Morant Bay on the Saturday the men would

ºf
ºſ,

not have been resisted, or something to that effect, and

º

the occurrences of Saturday would not have taken

º
º

the result of that examination is embodied in that

place. And I may be permitted to say, that the
negroes have a peculiar confidence in the stipendiary
magistrates generally ; and it was not the sending me
away from the parish so much, as leaving them
without the slightest prospect of getting another
stipendiary magistrate in my place.

despatch.
17,899. When did you examine it *—Soon after the

trates I do not see what advantage the peasantry

17,897. Where was that lock-up 2–In Morant
Bay.

isos.

Did you examine the lock-up —I did, and

17,916. But if you always yielded to the magis.

8th of October 1862, when I received a circular from

derived from your presence as stipendiary magistrate :

Governor Eyre, stating that His Grace the Duke of
Newcastle, Her Majesty's Secretary of State, had

—I never yield except where I do it upon principle,

desired I should do so.

17,900. In what state did you find it; was it in a

or where opposition is no use. I yield upon principle,
Where, by yielding, I take the milder course; or I
yield when there are two or three against me, and

there is no use opposing them—it cannot be called

good state —It was in a most wretched condition.
17,901. Was it corrected afterwards?—It was not

yielding.
17,917. You were removed, I think you say,

corrected until the middle of 1864.

St. Thomas in the Vale to the parish of St. David,

17,902. When did you inspect it *—Soon after
October 1862, when I got this circular.

17,903. When did you report upon it —Not until
the 11th January 1864, and I will give my reason for
not doing so.

17,904. Then during 1863 you did not report upon
it f—I did not.

from

in consequence of a difference about fees —I do not

know that it was ostensibly on that ground ; but

what really led to it was the opposition I met with
from the clerk of the magistrates.
2
17,918. The letter you received stated the cause
—Yes.

-

-

17,919, Is this the letter (read) : “In making this

º

º
º:
ºn

*{
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* communication, I am directed to inform you, that
is although the proposed arrangement renders it un
“ necessary for the Governor to enter minutely into
“ the recent differences between yourself and the

“justices of the peace in St. Thomas in the Vale,
'tº his Excellency has before him the strongest evidence
“ that your demeanour in your magisterial capacity
“ has been, on more than one occasion, such as to give
“ him and others making representations on the sub
“ject just ground of complaint; and his Excellency
“earnestly cautions you against any exhibition of
“ similar conduct in your new sphere of duty, as it
“cannot fail to lead to consequences of the most
“ serious nature affecting your continuance in the
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was carried on in St. Thomas in the Vale without

my having the opportunity of being present or know
anything at all about it. His Excellency Governor
Darling sent a complaint to the Custos of the parish;
the Custos sent it down to the senior magistrate, Mr.
Garrigues, but the real actor in the transaction was
Mr. Hall, the magistrate's clerk. They held an
inquiry into my conduct without so much as inti
mating to me that they were going to do it. I was
not present a single day, and upon that report that

DAY.

Mr. T. W.
Jackson.
19 Feb. 1866.
-

letter was written.

17,920. (Mr. Gorrie.) Your conduct was inquired

1858 —Yes; and to that letter I replied by stating
that the whole of it was founded upon a report made

into by your opponents —By my opponents, without
my having the opportunity of answering them.
17,921. (Commission.) We are talking of August
1865, when you were removed from St. Thomas in

upon an inquiry instituted upon my conduct, which

the East to Portland 2–Yes.

“stipendiary magistracy.” That was in November,

TWENTY.
SECOND

The witness withdrew.
A. C. Sinclair.

Argustus CoNSTANTINE SINCLAIR re-called and further examined.

17,922. These are the words you are alleged to
have used: “Come over here, Mr. McPherson, you
“see Morgan has been taken. You need not be alarmed
“when you go to the Camp, you will find a lawyer there
“who will question you very much. You must swear
“to anything in order to do away with that chap, so
“that you must be saved. Remember what I say, and
“do not sacrifice yourself and family by allowing that
“fellow to escape?”—I give the most uncompromising
denial to the whole of that statement.

I never said

opportunity to deny it —I am much obliged to the
Commissioners for their kindness in giving me the
opportunity.
17,924. (By Mr. JPalcott.) Do you wish to make a
statement about certain words that passed between
you and Mr. Lake —I do not wish particularly to
make a statement, but it is in respect to a conversa
tion that I had with Mr. Lake in John's Lane, at
Kingston, soon after he returned from Morant Bay. He
said to me in answer to a question that I put to him,
that Mr. Gordon had received a fair trial.

anything like it.

17,923. It is fair to you that you should have the
The witness withdrew.

J. G. Smith

Joseph GoRDON SMITH (coloured) sworn and examined.

17,926. Were you one of Astwood's troop of
Volunteers ?—I belong to the Kingston troop of

he called for myself and two others, and we went up,
and he said that he did not want me then, but by-and
by he would, and I was not to go away. Sergeant
Allen and Trooper Aarons were the other two, and

Volunteers.

they went away with Inspector Nairne. Captain

17,927. Is that commanded by Captain Astwood
—It is commanded by Captain Astwood.
17,928. Were you ordered out on the 12th of

Astwood came and said, “Smith, I have intelligence
“ where Paul Bogle is hid in Kingston. I want you
“ to go and apprehend him. It will clear you of a
“ great deal of suspicion, and the reward will be
“ something useful to you.” He hardly finished when
Colonel Hunt with Dr. Bowerbank came up and said,

17,925. We understand that you were a nephew
of Mr. Gordon —I am.

October 2—I was.

17,929. On the same day did you mount night guard
at Rock Fort –I did on the 13th, but others did on
the 12th.

On the 14th we went to Albion.

“Astwood, bring your men,” and we were called up
stairs and marched to Mr. Gordon's office.

17,930. There was some rumour that was found to

have nothing in it when you got there —There was
nothing in it.

17,931. On your return did anything happen at the
11th milestone?—Yes, a policeman came and reported
that they had taken a person who was on his return

from Kingston to Morant Bay, and whose name was
Prendergrast. Captain Astwood sent for him and
examined him, and the man said he had taken his
ºverseer to Kingston, and they took him into custody.
On his way down, while he

had a rope round his neck,

I being alongside, Captain Astwood said to him,
“What did Gordon tell you at the meetings?" The
man said, “Mr. Gordon tell us that when we want
“justice, and they take us to the Court-house,

I was

placed as sentry at the “Sentinel” office door, and I
saw Colonel Hunt and Captain Astwood examining
the place. Colonel Hunt sat opposite to me at the
door, and he said, “I wish to God, Astwood, I had

“caught that damned b

, and had him at Morant

“ Bay; the tallest cocoa-nut tree there would not be
“ tall enough to hang him upon.” Then he saw me

and said, “Holloa, Smith, I did not recognise you.”
Captain Astwood said, “ This must be a most painful
position for Smith, but I believe they have not
spoken for 10 years.” I said, “It is true we have
not spoken for 10 years, but I don’t believe he has
anything to do with the rebellion,” and the subject
dropped. He then sent down to Mr. Bicknell and got

and

from him a little map that they had found in the

…

ºf no justice there, we must come to the Appeal
Court, or else we must come to him, and he would

counting-house, and they commeneed to search upon
the map, pointing out where the people had been

-.

See about it in England.” Captain Astwood said,

appointed to go, and I recognised the maps as very

He no tell you anything else?” And the man said,
No, he only tell us that.”
17,932. Do you remember anything happening on
the 18th, when Lieut. Brand came in 2—Something

similar to a map I had left in the office years before.
17,934. There was something on the 18th, what was

90curred before that on the 17th.

an officer came upstairs with a seaman behind him,

4.

17,933. That is, that Mr. Gordon was apprehended.
but you did not see that –Oh yes, I was ordered out,
that is the most important part, On the 17th In
Pector Narine came to the guard-room, and I said to
him, “Is it true that there is a warrant out for my

that ?—I was upon guard, we were all being picked
to keep guard on special duty, and about 9 o'clock
carrying a mail bag and despatches.
17,935. Who was that officer 7–He announced him

self as Lieut. Brand. He was told of Gordon's arrest, on
the day before, and he said, “Yes, I knew of it, I had
“ the pleasure of hanging the first damned rebel, a fel

"cle?" He said, “No, there is none, but I believe “ low named Flemming, at Port Morant, but nothing
there is to be.” I went upstairs to Captain Astwood, . “would give me greater pleasure than the hanging of
Zz 2
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“ this damned son of ab–.” I was very irate, and
walked away and muttered
17,936. Never mind what you muttered 2—I went
on the 18th to Easington, and went with a number of
prisoners to Morant Bay.
17,937. What did Ramsay do?—He flogged them
without even asking their names.
17,938. How many of them —Nearly all, I believe,
but I didn’t see all, because we were dismissed when a
shower of rain came on. Afterwards I went to the

guard-room and he was then swearing five of them
with their hands fastened and a rope round their
necks, and he was swearing them in these words,
“You shall well and truly state what G. W. Gordon
has to do with the rebellion,” and between each part
of this a sailor came down with the whip over their

17,960. Are you quite sure that you heard Lieut.
Oxley make this offer to Mrs. G. B. Clarke 2–He told
me himself.

17,961. But did you hear it 2–He told me himself
thathe had offered her 100l. and the life of her hus

band if she would find Bogle.

He told me this while

Irode with him.

17,962. Was anyone also present 2–Only Sergeant
Beckett and myself went with him on the expedition.
17,963. Was Sergeant Beckett with you when he
told you this 2—No, I don’t think he was. He was
galloping after some men on the road.
17,964. Was anybody there but yourself?—I can't
say whether any of the sailors behind heard it.

17,965. Were they near enough to hear it —They
might have been.

shoulders. Mr. Lindo, the solicitor to this Commission,

16,966. Were they —I cannot say.

saw my face, and saw that I was very much excited,
and he put his hand upon my mouth and said, “For
God's sake, Smith, keep your mouth shut.”
17,939. Next day did you leave Morant Bay ?—
Yes, under Lieut. Oxley.
17,940. How long were you with him —From the
20th to the 26th. We went on duty down to Mount
Vernon, on the 25th, we went there to capture Bogle.
17,941. What ground did you go over ?—Through
Cocoa Walk, and we slept at Bell Clair on the night
of the 25th. I forget the name of the man; we went
from there to Mount Vernon, having Bogle's daughter
with us as a guide, with a rope round her neck. Mrs.
George B. Clarke, I think, is her name; she was offered
100l. and the safety of her husband, if she would tell

17,967. Were they near enough 2–I could not say;

where her father Paul Bogle was.

we were riding in advance and they were behind us.
17,968. And you do not know how far they were
behind –I could not tell you how far they were
behind us at that moment.

17,969. What induced Lieutenant Oxley to tell you
this *-We were friendly, and we were conversing.
17,970. Were you talking about the woman 2–We
were talking about the whole affair.
17,971. Did you ask him about it?—I did not
know on what expedition we were going until we had
started, on the road, and then I was told.

17,972. But you asked how it was that you had
Paul Bogle's daughter for a guide 2–I asked how it
was that he took Bogle's daughter, and he said he
had the children as hostages at Easington, and he

17,942. Did you hear that offered 2–Yes.

told me about the reward.

17,943. Who offered it 2–The officer.

17,973. That is the reward he offered (By the
Commission.) Did you know that there was a re

17,944. What did he offer 2–100l. and the safety of
her husband, if she would inform where her father was.

ward —Yes, I knew that there was a reward of 400l.

17,945. Was that Lieut. Oxley –Yes, she was to
take us to Spring Garden, but unfortunately she took

offered.

us to Mount Vernon first ; we afterwards went to

Spring Garden and there heard that Bogle had been
arrested the day previous. We then returned through

That was known in Kingston before we

started.

17,974. Where was Mrs. Clarke – Behind us.
17,975. With the sailors ?—Yes.

17,976. Was anyone holding the rope –A sailor

a place which I think is termed Pleasant Hill Gap to

had it in his hand.

Easington.
17,946. Did you see anything done by Lieut. Oxley
or in his presence —No, nothing like injustice.
17,947. You say that it was by his orders, or that

17,977. Who was with you when Colonel Hunt
used the expressions which you have stated 2–Cap

he himself made this offer 2—Yes, but I do not con

17,979. Was any other person present —No, no
one else was there. Shall I tell you more ? I spoke
to Captain Astwood on the subject several times since,
and he said he was sorry I was present, and he hoped
I would drop the subject ; he said he was very sorry

sider that anything.
17,948. Did he march her with the rope round her
neck 2–No, she had a horse given to her, but the rope
was round her neek.

17,949. Who put it round 2–I did not see when it
was put round.
17,950. Did she go willingly 7–Yes, willingly
enough; she was much dejected, and she looked lively

tain Astwood.

17,978. The mark was addressed to him 2–Yes.

I was present. I may mention one thing more. On
the day before we left Morant Bay several prisoners

were brought out to be flogged, and after they had

enough when she was set at liberty. She could not

been flogged, and some had got 50 lashes, some less,
and some more, they had to run the gauntlet between

trust herself to go home alone, and a guard was sent

the sailors, and they were pelted, struck, and kicked

with her.

in all sorts of manner.

17,951. Is there anything else you wish to say?—
Nothing else.

that ?–Friday the 20th.

17,952. (By Mr. Walcott.) How many of these pri

17,980. (By the Commission.) Give us the date of
17,981. Is that the first day you were there 3—The

soners were flogged by Provost Marshal Ramsay

second day.

before he asked their names 2—I never heard the

17,982. How many days had you been there when
that happened ?–We went one day about 2 o'clock,

name of one asked.

17,953. How many of them were they —I saw at
least a dozen flogged without their names being called.
17,954. How many did you bring in 2–32, and
I think he took 24, and I saw a dozen flogged, but I
saw five examined afterwards separately.
17,955. (By the Commission.) How many lashes did
each receive 2–12.

17,956. Who flogged them —The sailors.
17,957. (By Mr. Walcott.) What space of time did

and left the next day about the same time. We went
on the 19th and left on the 20th.

17,983. Then the 20th was the day ?—Yes.

17,984. Did you see an officer there —No ; I tell
you I don't know all the circumstances. Where
they were flogged on the 19th, Sergeant Allen came
to me from Captain Astwood, from the guard-room,
asking me not to leave the guard-room as Ramsay

this occupy —Some time, I didn't look at my watch;

was there threatening to give me two dozen for what
I had said or done. I was so frightened that Ihardly

we were all so horrified that we didn't know whether

noticed what was done.

we hung on our heads or our heels.
17,958. What day was this f–Thursday, the 19th

two dozen.

of October.

17,959. Was it the flogging that made you horrified?
-The manner in which it was done.

17,985. Frightened at what ?–Frightened of the
17,986. (By Mr. Walcott.) Had you said any:

thing —I had said to him, “How do you do?” I
believe there is nothing offensive in that.
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17987. And for that he was going to give you two
dozen —I don't know anything else that it could be

—I only saw him with his hands tied, going down to
the tent.

for.

17,993. How many persons did you see flogged

17,988. (By the Commission.) Had you ever been

on the 20th 2–I could not tell the numbers; I was

connected with the “Tribune 2"–I was never con
nected with a newspaper in my life.

sick of seeing it.

17,989. You don't know whether there was an
officer present 2—I could not say.
17,990. What is your profession ?—I am a grocer

over 20.

17,994. But how many were they —There were
17,995. Had that number to run the gauntlet 2—
Yes.

in Kingston.

17,991. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Did you see
Mr. Gordon brought into Morant Bay ?—I did; I
saw him taken.

The “Wolverene" came in that

night and he was landed in the morning after I got
there, and taken to the guard-room, and from there
he was taken to a tent that usually holds five per
sons, but into which 50 or 60 persons were packed
like herrings in a barrel.
7,992. What kind of treatment was he receiving 2

17,996. And some you say were knocked down f
—They were pelted, and what is called licked with
sticks and stones, and with cocoa-nut shell.
17,997. And some were knocked down 2–Yes,
SOme Were.

17,998. How long were you looking on while they
were being flogged —Nearly an hour. But I could
not tell you exactly, because I was not timing
it.

The witness withdrew.

CHARLEs OAKLEY (black) sworn and examined.
round, but what was being said I never
17,999. Are you a policeman —Yes.

tºn

18,000. On the 13th October did you bring in a

prisoner named Edward Spence?—Yes.
18,00l. Where to ?—In the station at Half-way
Tree.

18,002. What did you take him for 2–About 2
º'clock in the night I was on sentry ; as the moon
was very shining I drew on one side of the road.
I saw him coming along and he stopped, and he

new.

18,007. You saw him under examination ?—I saw
him sitting and the rest round him, but I heard

nothing. When I wished to hear, the inspector
bawled out to me, and I went away.
18,008. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Was anyone
flogged at Half-way Tree before being sent to Camp 2
—Yes, I have seen some flogged.

made about five tacks and came on a little, and then

stopped, and then came on a little and came oppo
site to where I was, and I look out of the tree

18,009. When 2–I cannot remember the day

rightly, but about two or three were flogged by
Walcott.

-

where I was standing and struck the gun, and

asked, “Who goes there 2 " He gave me no answer,
and he dropped down and tried to make away.

I

went up to him and I said, “Where are you going : ”
He said, “To St. Andrew.”

I said “You are

18,010. By whose orders ?—He is a sergeant, I
don't know whether he got the order from the
inspector.
18,011. How many lashes did they get 2—I never

there now, in St. Andrew.” He said, “I am going
up to the Gap.” I said, “I don't know any Gap.”

reckoned, because I do not like to see it.

He said he was going up to St. Andrew's Gap.
I said I was living there and did not know any,

18,013. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Was the in
spector present —The inspector was always present.

and then I took him to the inspector inside, and
returned to my post.

18,014. Can you tell the names of the persons who
were flogged —No, I cannot tell the names, because

18,003. What was

his

statement 2–I

cannot

rightly say. I delivered him to the inspector, and
went back to my post.

18,012. Are you a Maroon —No, I am a creole.

**

they are people I never saw before, but they have the
names in the book.

18,015. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Were the

-

18004. You did not hear what passed between

people who were flogged negroes or people about the

them?—I heard nothing, I was on duty. I deli

village, or what 7–They were black people, but

they belonged to further up, to some higher part
yered him to the corporal in charge, and they had him of
St. Andrew's.

inside. I could not tell what they said or did until
the morning.
18,005. Did you see anything more ?—The next

18,016. Were they passing from Kingston home

wards, or towards Kingston –I saw some with yams,

noming I saw him sent away to the Camp, and I and it was suspected that they had stolen them, and
they were sent away to be flogged.
nºt beheld him or saw anything of him again.
18,017. They were coming into the market with
18,006. Have you represented at any time that
You had him examined 2–No, never at all. When I yams ?—Yes, they were coming on the road, and they
time back the inspector was sitting, and the other were suspected they had stolen the yams.
The witness withdrew.

JAMEs MUNRoe (black) sworn and examined.
18,026. Did they come near you ?—No.
18018. You live at Prospect Penn, in Blue
º

Mºuntain Valley —Yes.
}%019. What is your calling; what do you do?
- an a carpenter.
*020. On the 11th of October were you at home?
- was at my work.

ºl. Where —I was then working at a public
º Where was it?—A road on Blue Mountain
...” Is it near where you live —Yes, quite
6,

r.

-

º When working
º heard a shell, as

there did you hear any
if parties were going to

Mºrant Bay.

* Did you see them?—They did not walk on
*way where I was working.

18,027. Were they near enough to be seen 2 No.
18,028. You could only hear them 2–I could only
hear the shell.

18,029. How far were they off?–A mile and a
It must be that distance across the Valley.
18,030. Did you see anything or hear anything

half.

more that day ?—No.

18,031. Did you on the next day, Thursday?—
Yes.

18,032. Did you go to work that morning 2—Yes.
18,033. Did you meet any people –Yes, I met the
people returning from Blue Mountain estate who had
gone to work.

18,034. What time did you meet them —About
half-past 6 in the morning.

18,035. In what direction were they going?—They
Zz 3

*
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were coming back to the settlement, leaving the

SECOND
DAY.

estate.

J. Munroe.

below Prospect chapel.

18,036. Where was the settlement 2–A village just
Village.
18,038. Were they on the return from Blue Moun
tain estate – Yes.

nig.

18,073. Had you ever seen their faces before ?—
Yes.

18,074. Could you tell whether they were men in

18,039. Did you speak to them 2–I asked the
reason why they were coming back, and they said that
no person was to work on that day.
18,040. That was the 12th 2–Yes.

free settlements or labourers ?—They were labourers.

18,075. Were they on estates?—Yes, on the very
day of the row at the Bay they were working.
18,076. On what estate 2–Blue Mountain.

18,041. Did you return home that day?—I returned
back as they did.
18,042. You followed their example 2–Yes, one
would not go to work where I was working, because
º

on the following week.

18,072. Where did they live –In a village near

18,037. What is the name 2—We call it Danvers’
19 Feb. 1866.

18,071. Did you, on any day of that week, see men
hanging on trees at Chigoe Foot Market 2—That was

we were working cart for the gravel road.

18,043. Did you see a body of men when you went
home 2—Yes, about mid-day.
18,044. Who were they —The party that returned
from work. They had gathered themselves into a
body of the people about the Valley. They did not
all belong to Blue Mountain, but they came from
different places.

18,045. How many were they in number 2—I did
not count them.

18,077. Did they all belong to that estate —Yes.
18,078. Did you take any of them into custody –
I took up two in custody that I was sent for by the
overseer, but not one of these.
18,079. Those were two others ?–Yes.

18,080. You did not see them walking about with

guns and cutlasses —No ; but for some other things
I was ordered to take them.

18,081. Did you on any day see people hung or
hanging at Chigoe Foot Market 2—That was on the
Thursday week after.
18,082, That was none of the days you speak of ?
—Not the very week; no.
18,083. But the week after ?—Yes.

18,046. Of course, but you could see whether they
were two or 200 °–There were more than two.
18,047. Were there 200 °–No.

18,048. How many were there 2–Between 12 and
13.

18,049. What had they in their hands 2–Guns.
18,050. How many had guns —About a couple of
them ; I did not reckon them.

18,084. You saw people on that day ?—Yes,
18,085. What did you see ?–I saw them hung
upon the trees.

18,086. What men were they —Black men.
18,087. Do you know where they belonged to ?—
They belonged to the different settlements; I only
knew three.

18,053. There are 10 left, how many had cutlasses 2
—I did not reckon properly to observe how many had

18,088. How many were hanging 2–Eleven.
18,089. After this, were you ordered to go any.
where 2–0n the Friday we were ordered to march
and arrest prisoners at Font Hill.
18,090. How many men do you say you saw hang
ing at Chigoe Foot Market 2—Eleven.
18,091. Were they flogged before they were

the guns.

hanged —I do not know.

18,051. Had the rest anything 2—No, they did not
arrest anybody.
18,052. Had the others anything in their hands 2–
They had cutlasses.

The others had cutlasses and sticks.

18,054. Where were they going to ?—They crossed
the Valley and went over to the next estates.
18,055. What estates ?—The next is Serge Island

18,092. Three of them you knew —Yes.

18,093. Did they belong to the Chigoe Foot
Market 2—They belonged to York.

18,094. What prisoners were those you talked

and New Coley; they went in that direction.
18,056. Is that lower down the Valley 3–It is
across the Valley, in about the same direction.
18,057. Does that lead towards Morant Bay ?—

about 2—One man that Mr. Miller sent for. I must
call them prisoners.

Both do , but they were going from Blue Mountain

kept in restraint –Yes.

to go across the Valley.
18,058. Did you say anything to these people 2–
They threatened and said, if I did not go with them
they would destroy my place; but I did not go, I
remained at home.

18,096. Where did they come from ?—The same
settlements.

18,097. Who took them up 2–I was ordered to gº
and apprehend one named Campbell.
18,098. Where was he 3–At his house.

18,059. And they did not destroy your place 2–
No.

18,099. Where was that ?—At Huntley
ment.

18,060. Did you see anything more of them that
day ?—They went up to the Rev. W. C. Harty's for
the gun.

18,095. Whatever you call them, they were people

settle
*

18, 100. Were you acting as a constable?—Yes.
18,101. And as a constable you were ordered tº 3"
and take them 2–Yes.

-

18,061. Did you go with them 2–No, I did not.
18,062. That was on the Friday ?—Yes.

18,063. How many did you see on that day ?—I
did not count them. The state of things was such
that you could not face them to count them.
18,064. Were they more or fewer than on the day
before ?–They were fewer. They were scattered
abroad, and not so much as the day before.
18,065. Had they anything in their hands 2—They
had the same things that they had on the Friday.
18,066. You saw at least they were not so many as

on the day before ?—Yes.
18,067. In what direction did they go 2–When
they got the gun from Mr. Harty, they came out of
the gate, and where they went I do not know.
18,068. Did you see them go to Mr. Harty's 2–
Yes, I saw them come out of the chapel gate as I came
out of my gate.

18,069. Do you know where those people live?—
They are living in the different villages.
18,070. Were any of them from Chigoe Foot
Market 2—None from that way.
-

18,102. Had you others with you ?—Yes, there
were three prisoners. Another constable went with
me for them : that made two, and a prisoner tº
came and delivered himself up at Blue Mount”
estate
three ; and
tooktothem."
Chigoemade
Foot Market,
andtwo
we constables
were ordered
march
them to the tree where the men were hanged.
18,103. And you did –We did.

18, 104. Where did you then take them ?–To

a

house that was set apart for that purpose, and *
lodged them there.
18, 105. Where 2–In the place.

18,106. You say you knew three of those whº
hanged 2–Yes: one was Reid, another was Robin"
and another Bogle.

:… ?

18, 107. On what day was it you saw hanging ºr
On Thursday.
7.

18,108. Was Robinson hanging the same day º
Yes; they did not hang any more there after the
day.

18,109. What was the third named —Bogº

N

18,110. He was not Moses or Paul Bogle?—Nº.

s
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I dare say he

18,131. What were their names 2–Charles Smith,
Murray, and Davis.

18,111. Did you get to Font Hill —Yes, on the

18, 132. When you got to Coley was there anything

that was the name we called him by.
had another name.

1s,il2. That was the day you went to Chigoe Foot
Market 7–Yes; we slept there at night and went on.
18,113. Did you carry prisoners on there 2–
Yes,

18,114. How many ?–Nine were hung there.

18,115. Did you see them shot or hung —They
were shot first.

18,133. What did you see –They put up 16

18,117. Were they hung up in the chapel ?—They
ripped the chapel half way and hung them.
18,118. Were you there —I was there, and had to
handle them myself.
18,119. Were you there when they were shot?—
Yes,

18,120. And when they were hung 2–Yes.
18,121. By whom were they shot ? — By the proud
loºking gentleman that was so much the captain of
them—a nice-looking gentleman, a tall upright
Illāſl,

18,122. Was he an officer ?—Yes.

18,123. Was he an old man —He had a littie speck
of grey in his hair.
18,124. You don't know how he was dressed ?–He
had a little red on his cap.
18,125, Were they soldiers with him —Yes, there
were soldiers.

18,126. Had he whiskers ?—I did not observe it.

18,127. How many soldiers were there 2–I didn't
count them.

18,128. Of course; but were there 1,000 or one 2–

Not 1,000, pretty near to 100.
18,129. From Font Hill where did you go?–Down
to Coley, to Mr. Bowen's place, with the rest of the
prisoners,
18,130. Did you know any of the nine that were
hung there 2–Yes, I knew three.

19 Feb. 1866.

In Gºn.

18,134. What day was that 2–The same Friday.
18, 135. The 13th 2–Yes, the same day we went to
Font Hill; we came down to Coley pretty nearly at
dark. They put up 16 men, and the 16 fell, and after
that two rose and ran.

18,116. How many of them —Nine.

DAY.
J. Munroe.

more ?–Yes.

Friday.

TWENTY
SECOND

The officer would not make

the soldiers pursue them.
18, 136. Did you help to bury the 14 that wer
shot ?–Yes, with my own hands.
-

:

18, 137. You left the people that day and saw no
more ?–That day the soldiers and the remainder
went to Monklands, and I kept guard at Coley, and
went up to Chigoe Foot Market.
18, 138. Are you a creole or a Maroon 2–I am a
creole.

18, 139. (Mr. Walcott.) Was the same officer at
Coley as at Font Hill –Yes,
18, 140. (Commission.) With the same set of soldiers
at both places – Yes.
18, 141. The same that hung the nine, shot the 142
—Yes.

18, 142. You were with them all the time 2–Yes, I
went from Chigoe Foot Market on to Font Hill and
down to Coley.

18, 143. (Mr. Gorrie.) Who ordered you to take
up the three people —The man named Campbell was
sent for by Justice Miller.

* 18, 143a. Who is he?—Of Serge Island. The man
was taken up by me, but as Mr. Miller was not there

to tell what he had done I could not press the
charge, and he was let free.

He was with us back

and forward. I could not press the charge, and

Miller was not there to press it, and he went away.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned till 10 o'clock to-morrow.

TWENTY-THIRD

DAY.

Tuesday, 20th February 1866.
PRESENT :

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.
John BLossett MAULE, Esq.
|
RUSSELL GURNEY, Esq.

TWENTY
THIRD DAY.

A. J. Brymer.

ALExANDER JAMES BRYMER sworn and examined.

18,144. Are you postmaster at Kingston —I am

say I kept a record, but I cannot tell how many. A

Pºstmaster-General of Jamaica.

great many were stopped, Mr. Nathan's, the solicitor's

18,145, Did you receive at any time any instruc
iºns as to the withholding of any letters ?—I did

letters were retained, and there was the Rev. Mr.East's,
and the Rev. Mr. Henderson's, they were included;

hom the Governor.

they resided at Montego Bay.

18,146. Were those instructions in writing 2–Yes.

-18, 151. What were you to do with the letters ?_I

lº!!". Have you them with you ?—I have not. I
* it in the usual form, and the man below takes

was to send tiem to the Executive Committee.

* ºf them. I was under the impression that he

to those two 2–Two or three to each.

"ºld file them, but he has left the office, and I have
not found them.

ºliº. You have reason to suppose that the letter is

18, 152. How many letters did you receive addressed
18,153. How soon after did you send them 2–I sent
them to the Executive Committee.

*149. You can state the instructions what they

18,154. Were they returned to you ?—Yes, and
they were forwarded to Montego Bay.

**-There were several parties, and amongst them

18,155. Were they forwarded with any information

Were the two gentlemen named in my summons; the

as to what had been done with them 2–I had not the
slightest information, they were sent to me to be

lºst?—Yes.

"ºr was afterwards increased to a great many.
*150. What letters were you directed to withhold,

20 Feb. 1866.

»

forwarded.

*** you remember 2–1 recollect the two gentle
"mained in my notice, Mr. Henderson and Mr.
º, and there were letters for people in the city
*Kingston. I recollect that perfectly well, but this

I said I believed they had been, but not in

***ummons, and those two are named in it. I dare

office,

18,156. You did not communicate to the

persons

what had been done –Mr. Dendy wrote to

me and

complained that his letters had been tampered with
Z2 4

my

::
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18,157. Were there any other letters that you with

THIRD (DAY. held 2–Yes, several.
--

A. J. Brymer.

18,158. What other persons were there 2–I men

tioned the name of Mr. Nathan, and there were a
20 Feb. 1S66.

18, 165, Did you get a receipt from the Executive
Committee for the letters you sent 2–No.

great many addressed to Haytians.

I kept no record,

as we are not in the habit of keeping such records.

18,166. How many different persons do you think
there were 7–There was only one letter or two letters

to each person; no person had a great number, some
had only one, some had perhaps two.

18,159, Nor are you in the habit of receiving such

instructions; were there many other letters sent to
the Executive Committee in the same way?—A good
many, perhaps 20.

18,160. Were they all returned ?–Yes, all, and
delivered.

18,167. Then there were about a dozen persons
altogether ?—Yes.
18,168. Were any of these letters sent to the Custos?
—The Custos in one or two instances took the letters

himself to the Executive Committee; he applied for

18,161. (Mr. Gorrie). Were any of these letters

them and said he was directed so to do.

sent back to England 2–I think they were all re
turned to me, and by me sent to the persons to whom
they were addressed.
18,162. Did you stop any of Dr. Bruce's letters ?—

addressed ?—I do not.

I think there were some.

Yes, I recollect that, because Mr. Carvalho came and

18,163. Were they returned ?–They must have
been, they were all sent back and posted.
18,164. (Commission). Did you keep a record of
the letters you sent to the Executive Committee ?–No,
we keep no record, except of registered letters.

complained to me that his letters had been opened
and read in the presence of another party, and he

18,169. Do you recollect to whom those letters were
18,170. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was Mr. Carvalho one?—

assumed that as a great grievance.
18,171. (Commission.) The letters were not readin
your presence 2–No, I never saw the contents.

The witness withdrew.
C. Wilson.

CATHERINE WILsoN (black) sworn and examined.
18,172. Have you come from Golden Grove to
18,200. Did they say anything to you ?—They said
I was the very one that took the bundle.
Spanish Town —Yes.
18,173. On your own account 7–Yes.
18,201. What became of it?—They tied it up and
18,174. Do you belong to Bath —Yes.
put it into a cart.
18,175. You work at Golden Grove —Yes.
Y 18,202. That was before you got to Bowden?—
CS.
18,176. Under whom do you work —Under Alex
ander Chisholm.
18,203. They took you with another person; and
18,177. How long have you worked under him from Bowden where did they take you next?—To
Port Antonio.
there 2–I was there a long time.
18,204. In the steamer ?—Yes.
18,178. And you have been working down to the
18,205. Were your hands tied behind you?—Behind
time when you left to come here 2–Yes.
18,179. You worked down to the day you went my back.
18,206. When they took you to Port Antonio where
away to come here 2–Yes, they took me away in the
War.
did they take you to ?—They put me into a cell with
the rest.
18,180. Are you a married woman —Yes.
18,207. Was that on the land 2–Yes.
18,181. Did you work in the cane-piece —Yes.
18,208. How long were you in the cell?—They
18,182. Did anything happen to you while you were
working at Golden Grove 2–Yes.
took me up on Monday morning.
18,183. What was that ?—When the soldiers came
18,209. Did you get there on Sunday ?—Yes.
to Golden Grove on the Saturday they took me away
18,210. On the Sunday they took you and put you
with the men that they have hanged in Port Antonio ; into a cell ?—Yes.
they took me with a little boy named Thomas Dunn,
18,211. What did they do to you ?—They tied me.
and several others, to Port Antonio.
18,212. Did they find you were not guilty about
18,184. Did you go there —Yes.
the bundle 2–Yes.
18,185. Did you go direct from Bath —They took
18,213. What became of you when they found that?
me from Golden Grove and carried me to Bowden.
—When I got to Port Antonio before I knew to whom
18,186. What soldiers were they that took you it belonged I found out that it belonged to Miss
from Golden Grove to Bowden —Black soldiers.
Hamilton.
18,214. Did you know that ?—I found out from
18,187. Did they take anything out of your house
marks on the clothes.
when you went —Yes.
18,215. Is that the way you knew it —Yes.
18,188. What?—When the soldiers came to Bowden
18,216. You say you were found not guilty, what
they carried me with the rest of the people to Port
Antonio. Only me and the boy named Thomas Dunn became of you after that, what did they do to you
were saved.
when they said you were not guilty —They put me
18,189. You were asked if they took anything from into a cell.

your house —No ; they did not find anything there.
18,190. Did they search it —No.
18,191. Did they look for goods —No.
18,192. Had the black soldiers a bundle there ;

when they took you had they bundle with them 2–
Yes.

-

18,193. Where did you first see that bundle *—At
the road.

18,194. What road 2–Golden Grove road.

18,217. How long did you remain there?—Three
days.

18,218. After that were you let go —No, they
brought me back to Morant Bay.

18,219. What became of you ?—I was there three
weeks in gaol.

18,220. Were you there three weeks —Two weeks.
18,221. What became of you then —On the

Saturday Mr. Ramsay sent me to go and look fºr
some wood, and afterwards when I looked for it, in

18,195. Was anything told you about the bundle *
They told me to loose the bundle. I got frightened and

the evening they began to let me go, and they let me

loosed it.

go.

18,196. Who had it when you loosed it 2–The
soldiers had got it.
18,197. Did you loose it?—Yes.

18,198. Did you see what was inside the bundle *
—Yes.

18,199. What ?–Ladies' clothes.

18,222. In the evening you went away, was that
the Saturday ?—Yes.

-

18,223. Have you a house and buy land at Air")
Castle 2–Yes.

-

18,224. Did you go there 2–Yes.

18,225. Was your husband living there?—Yes.
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18,226. Was he there while you had been working
at Golden Grove —Yes.

saw him I would not know him, because it was night
when I saw him.

18,227. Did you find him there —When I was in

prison at Morant Bay I heard that he was shot.
18,228. Then you didn't find him there when you
got there 2–No.
18,229. Was your house standing –—The house and
everything in it was burnt.
18,230. Did you go to the hired house that you had
at Golden Grove —Yes, and all my things that I left

were destroyed. I did not find anything of my
poultry and fowls, they were all taken away.
18,231. Had you any money –-I had 5l.
18,232. Was that in the house 7–No, that was
Olle.

18,266. How came he to write it ; did you ask him

the estate.

18,237. You had saved it 2–Yes, I continually
saved it when I worked.

18,267. Did he propose it to you ?—I asked him
myself.

18,268. What did you say to him —I told him I
would be much obliged if he would set it down.
18,269. Before that was written you had had some
thing written and set down by another gentleman 3–
Where I went yesterday.
18,270. Where did you see him —I went to the
house.

18,271. What house 2–I don't know the name.

you worked to save 51.3–I worked for a gentleman
named Thompson.

white gentleman.

18,273. Is he here now *--One of the gentlemen is

here ; he is there (pointing to Lieutenant Strachan).
18,274. But he did not write it 2–No, another
gentleman did that.
18,275. Do you know a person of the name of
Mendes 2–Yes.
18,276. Who is he 2–A Maroon.

18,277. Did you ever see him at Golden Grove 2–

-

18,238. How long had you saved ; how long have
-

18,239. Where was the land you worked on for
him —I was cooking for him.
18,240. Were you servant to him —Yes.
18,241. Where did he live —He went away along
time.

18,242. Where did he live —Mr. Thompson was
the overseer at Golden Grove.

18,243. Was that before Mr. Chisholm came ––
Yes.

18,244. How long had you been at Golden Grove
as cook to Mr. Thompson —I cannot remember now.
18,245. But was it half an hour or half a year ;
you can make a distinction between that, can't you ;
can't you tell about how long; had you been a month,
two months, or six months º–A little before I left

Golden Grove, and then I worked with him again.
18,246. You have been there as cook 7––Yes.

18,247. How much had you a week –-4s. a week.
18,248. Was the whole of the 5l. got by being his
cook 3–No.

18,249. How much of the 5l. did you get for being
Cook —I don't recollect, but when Mr. Thompson
left Golden Grove, Mr. Chisholm found me there, and
I found that him and me could not agree, and I left.
18,250. How much of the 5l. had you got then :--

I worked a little and a little and put it down,
18,251. You got 4s. a week as cook 2–Yes.
18,252. How many 4s. had you got before you and

Yes.

-

18,278. Was that before they took you to Bowden,
or after you came back —I saw him before they
took me to Bowden, and when I came back from the
war he was there still.

18,279. Then he was there before you left and after
you came back —Yes.
18,280. Did you ever see him in the boiler house

at Golden Grove —Yes, I saw him walking in the
estate.

18,281. In the boiler house ?–In the boiling house.
18,282. Did he ever speak to you?—He never spoke
to me.

18,283. Did he speak to a man named Ramsay
sometime that you heard 2–Yes.
18,284. When was that?—When I came back from
the wars.

18,285. Was that after you had been to Airey Castle
and gone over to Golden Grove —Yes.
18,286. What did he say ?—I had a trash basket on
my head, and I heard him talking, and I asked, “Who
is that fellow talking, that is the fellow Mendes;”

Ramsay asked me who I called Mendes, was it my
master He said he did not know why they had sent
me back to the parish without my being hung or
shot.

18,287. What was the Maroon doing there, was he
working 2—No.

18,288. What was he doing?—They walked about
to flog people as they liked.

18,289. But this Maroon in the boiling house, what

Mr. Chisholm disagreed, had you got half the 51. -- was he doing 2—He was walking all about.
No, I did not reckon it.

18,290. Was he the only one there when you came

18,253. Then did you go to the cane-piece —Yes.

back 2–Yes.

18,254. And did you get the rest there —Yes.

18,291. When Ramsay said what you have told us,
did the Maroon say anything —Ramsay went for

18,255. How much did you get at that ?—Some

times when I was carrying trash in the yard, I got Mendes in the boiling house.
ls, 3d, a day.

18,292. What happened next —Mendes came and

18,256. Did you work continually *—I work six
days a week.

yº. Then

that was when you got the rest ?—

ČS.

18,258. And you had 5l. in the house when the
*ldiers took you, and it was not there when you came

lººk?—Yes. (The witness handed in a paper to the
Commission.

18259. Who wrote this paper ?--I don't know the
&ntleman's name.

said, “You b–y rebels;” and he flogged me with my
clothes on, and my trash basket on my head, as long
as I could stand.

18,293. Who did 2–Mendes.

18,294. What did he flog you with ?—A whip.
18,295. How many hits did he give you ?–As much
as he was able to stand over me.

18,296. Was it one or 50 °–Plenty.

18,297. Was that two—would that be plenty —
When he flogged I was done.

$260. Where did you find him, where did you
18,298. How many did he give you ?–He gave me
Pick him up –In the tavern, if I saw him I would plenty, I did not reckon.
not know him.

18,261. Was he black or white —He was brown.

!8362. Where was the tavern; what is its name *
-I don't know.

18,299. You can say if it was two or 202. It
was more than 20.

18,300. Is that all that happened ?–When he had

}%3, Was Sarah with you last night?—Yes.

done he made me put my hand on my belly and make
a curtsey, and he told me that if he had a pistol he

18:264. You don't know who wrote it?—No.

would have shot me.

**65, Do you see the person in this room –If I

C.

Wil, ort.

to do so 2–Yes.

18,272. Was he a black or a white gentleman?—A

18,233. Was the house standing —Yes, it was
standing.
18,234. How did you get the 5l. 2–I didn't get it.
18,235. Whose was it —It belonged to me.
18,236. If you had got it, how did you ever have
it at first –It was my labour that I laboured for on

TWENTY
THIRD DAY.

18,301. When did you recollect all this about the
3A

20 Feb. 1866.
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TWENTY. Maroon coming out and calling you this and giving
When did you come back to Morant Bay
"*" DAY. you 20; when did you first think of it? I thought of on lº,321.
the Monday, or three days after you were taken.
it all the time.

did you leave him at Port Antonio —They destroyed

C. Wilson.

18,302. Why did you not think of it when you told him before I came away.
20 Feb. 1866.

your story in the house to the gentleman —Because

18,322. Did you see him destroyed 7–I saw him

I was rather too late.

going out of the cell.

18,303. Did they not give you plenty of time to say
what you had to say?—Yes, but he did not hear all

Court.

my story.

18,323. Did he go to be tried ?–Yes, he went to
18,324. Did you go with him?—We all went

-

18,304. Did not he say to you “Have you anything
more to say ?”—Yes.
18,305. Why did you not tell him this 2–It was
rather too late.

18,306. The sun had not set and it was not late, so

there was plenty of time, is that why you did not tell
that yesterday ?–Yes.
18,307. And is that the only reason 2–Yes.
18,308. Is that all you have now to say, because it
is not too late now —I am distressed, and I have
nothing to give me to go home.
18,309, You have come all the way from Golden

Grove to Kingston on foot, and by rail here 2–Yes.

together.

-

18,325. Were you tried on the same day ?—Yes, on
the Monday morning.
18,326. Did you ever see him after the time when
he was tried ?–Yes, I saw him in the cell.
18,327. Was that before he was tried ?–After he
was tried.

18,328. Did you see him after that 2–When they
went to destroy him we could see him out of the cell.
18,329. Where did they go to ?—We could see them
take them out of the cell.

18,330. Did you see anything more ?—From that I
never saw him again.

18,310. Is that all you have to tell us?—Yes, and
I am distressed and have nothing at all.
18,311. Are you working at Golden Grove?—Some
times I get work at the rate of 6d. a day.
Y 18,312. When you go back do you go to work —
es.

18,313. (Mr. Walcott.) What Ramsay was this 2–
Black Ramsay.
18,314. (Commission.) Was his name Richard 2–

18,331. What name did you know him by ?—
Richard Blake.

18,332. What name did you know the woman who
lived with him by ?—Sarah Cousins.

18,333. Did you see any other two there —Yes.
18,334. What other persons where there with you,

when you were taken away —Only this Richard
Iłlake, and Robert Blake, and James Bernard.

18,335. Do you know one William Street 2—I

Yes, Richard Ramsay.
18,315. (After being re-called.) Do you know any
thing of Richard Blake 2–Yes.

knew one William Street at “ Golden Grove.”

18,336. Do you remember when it was that you

18,316. Were you taken to Port Antonio —Yes.
18,317. Did you see him there —Yes.
18,318. Where 2–Me and him went along to Port
Antonio.

last saw them —No, we were tried before the
Governor,

18,337. Were they tried before the Governor –
Yes.

18,319. Did you go in the same steamer from
Bowden –Yes.

18,338. What sort of clothes had the other persons

got on that tried them —I don't know, I heard them

18,320. Did he go to the same prison 2–Yes.

sentenced to be shot.

The witness withdrew.

º

ſº
S. Cousins.

SARAH Cousins (coloured) sworn and examined.
me back to the estate, and showed the other book
18,339. Do you belong to Manchioneal —Yes.
18,340. Have you been working at the cane-piece keeper that my name was on the list.
18,356. Did you then go back to Mr. Chisholm –
at Golden Grove —Yes, when they have a crop I
Not at the same time. I waited till the next pay day,
work.
18,341. Have you a house there where you settle and then he told me the same, that he did not see my
name on the list ; and I went to M'Kay again, and
when you are working at Golden Grove —Yes.
18,342. Was it in October last that you began to then he showed the list to several persons in the house.
-

work at Golden Grove 2–Yes.

18,343. Do you work under Mr. Chisholm ?–He
employed me.
18,344. Is he the overlooker ?—Yes.
18,345. How many weeks have you worked there
for which you say you want payment and have not

I can't read it, and the only person I remember that
can read is Edward Kelly.
18,357. Did you tell Mr. Chisholm that your name

was on the list I did ; and directly as M'Kay showed
the other party I saw Mr. Chisolm come to the kiln
house door, and I said, “Well, busha, the book-keeper
says my name is on the list; ” and he said that I had

had it —Three weeks I worked and have not received

better shut my mouth.
any pay at all.
18,346. When did the three weeks come to an end ?

—When this week is gone it will make up four weeks.
18,347. It would be four weeks now 2–Yes.
18,348. What do you want for the three weeks,
what is the amount of payment due —He paid me
3s. a week, and for two weeks that would be 6s., and
in all that would be 9s.

18,358. Were you ever paid —Never at all.
18,359. You had a house at Golden Grove —Yes;

18,360. Do you recollect the time of martial law?
—It was in October that there was martial law.

18,361. Did anybody come to your house at that
time 2–No.

18,362. Did no soldiers come 2—I saw the soldiers
come, and they took away my husband.
-

18,349. Has anything out of that to be kept for
rent 2–I have to pay Is... every week for rent.
18,350. Is that kept out of your wages 2–When

anybody is paid Mr. Chisholm draws it out.
18,351. Then there are 6s. due to you for the three
weeks —Yes.

18,352. Have you asked for it —I asked him twice
for it on pay-day, and he said my name was not on
the list,

18,353. Did you then go to a man named M'Kay ?

18,363. What soldiers were they —Black soldiers.
18,364. Did they take him away —Yes, on the
Saturday.

18,365. Did you remain there all the time —Yes,
till I came here.

18,366. Did they take anything besides your hus
band –They took a large bundle of clothes.
18,367. Did they search the house inside —Yes;
they did not find anything except the clothes that

they took away.
18,368. Was it a large bundle 2–It was a large
-

—Yes.

18,354. Is he a book-keeper ?–Yes.
18,355. Did you see him open a book 2–He sent

bundle.

18,869. Whose clothes were they –They belonged

* I.
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to a lady of the name of Nancy M*Williams. It is

but I don’t remember all the words; but she said that

the bundle of clothes that they accused the other one

she had not recollected all that she had to speak.

of stealing.

18,395. You saw, or you heard her tell the man

18,370. Does she live near you ?—No.
18,371. How came they into your house ?—Mr.
Kirkland had the lady staying with him when the
war broke out, and she ran to my house and sent a

TWENTY

THIRD DAY.
S. Cousins.

that ?—Yes.

18,396. Did you see him write something when
she was telling him 2–Yes.
18,397. Is that the sort of thing you saw him

20 Feb. 1866.

little girl named Sarah Butler with the bundle of write –(Paper handed to witness.) Yes, it was a
clothes, and she brought the large bundle of clothes
and left it in my house.
Golden Grove.

piece of blue paper.
18,398. Who was that man —I am a stranger and
I don't know the person.
18,399. You know a person when you see him

18,373. Did she leave the bundle –Yes, in my
house to stop there during the war. It was Friday

again after you have seen him once or twice, your
being a stranger does not prevent that; did you make

morning, and she went away to Fairfield Pen, and she

a statement yesterday ?—Yes.
18,400. Where f-At the Queen's House.
18,401. Do you recollect the person who wrote
your statement down ; should you know him again f

18,372. What became of the lady ?—She went to

left the bundle with me.

18,374. Then it was in your house when the soldiers

came —Yes, it was underneath the bed, and they
went and found it.
18,375. You never saw your husband since that

time —I have never seen him at all again.
18,376. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did anybody tell you that
he or she had seen your husband shot ?—I heard that
they were hanged and shot, and I never believed it at

—Yes.

18,402. Where is he –There is the gentleman

(pointing to Mr. Maule).
18,403. How did you lose your marriage ring 2–
It was too large, and it dropped off.
18,404. How many years had you been married

all till Williams came and said that the whole of them

before he was taken away ?–Not much long at all.

were hanged.
18,377. (Mr. Walcott.) What was your husband's

how long it was ; was it a year, or five years, or half

name 2–Richard Blake.

18,378. Then you are not a married woman —
Yes, I am, but the ring was lost.
18,379. How is your name “Cousins,” if your
husband's name was “Blake "?—That is my christian
Ilaine.

18,380. (Commission.) What is your name 2—My
christian name is “Sarah Cousins.”

18,381. Why did you not say that your name is

“Blake” if it is ; where were you married ?–In
Manchioneal.

18,405. Can you make it a little more clear as to
a-year, or a month –In the October when martial
law took place, it was just a year and a half.
18,406. Were you married at the church 2–We
were married at the Wesleyan chapel at Manchioneal.
18,407. (Mr. Walcott.) Was that Mr. Foote's
chapel?—Yes.
18,408, Was it Mr. Foote who married you ?–No.
18,409. Don't you remember the name of the
minister —No. (The witness here stated that her
mother-in-law, Maria Blake, desired to be examined

by the Commission, and to state that her husband and

18,382. When —That is where I belong to.

her son, Robert Blake, had been destroyed.)
18,410. Do you not know what she is going to

18,383. Who married you ?—A minister who is

say *—She is going to say the same thing about her
husband and her two sons; it is the biggest one that
I was living with.
18,411. Is that Richard Blake 2–Yes, and there

gone away, and doesn't live there now.

18,384. Were you married or were you not ?—I
was married.

18,385. What was your name before you married

was another son named Robert Blake.

Blake?—Sarah Cousins.

18,386. Then your name has remained so still ; do

you never call yourself “Blake’?—Yes, they call
Iſle S0.

18,387. Don't you call yourself so —Yes.
18,388. Then why did you not say that your name

18,412. You do not know about their being
destroyed –Yes, they were all destroyed.
18,413. Were these two taken at the same time as

your husband 2–Yes.
18,414. Did you see Robert Blake taken at the
same time as Richard Blake 2–Yes, I saw them ;

was “Sarah Blake,” and not “Sarah Cousins” —

the black soldier took Richard Blake from before my

You asked me, and I said so.
18,389. You call yourself “Cousins” all the while

face, and I saw them have the other little brother

coming down.
18,415. Did you see Bernard, your mother-in-law's
-

knowing that your name is “Blake.” What was the
name of your husband 2–Richard Blake.

18,390. (Mr. Walcott.) What is the name that
You go by at the pay table —Sarah Cousins.
18,391. (Commission.) You have been stopping at

'Spanish Town, at what tavern ?—At Mrs. Brown's,

husband, tºxen –Yes, I saw James Bernard coming
up the road, and they took him as he came up.
18,416. You saw your father-in-law on the road in
the hands of the soldiers ?–Yes.

18,417. And the other Blakes before with you ?—
Yes.

a black lady.

18,392. Did you stay there with Catherine

18,418. Did they go together?—Yes, and as the

Williams?–Yes.
18,393. Did you see her tell her story to some man

soldiers shoved him along he dropped a knife, and he

who wrote it down —I did not see it; I do not

18,419. What was the age of the one whom you

know.

picked it up.

-

call “the little brother ”?—He was a tall boy.

18,894. You heard her telling something to a man
who wrote it on paper ?—I heard when she spoke,

18,420. Was he a man?—No, he had not come to

a man yet.
The witness withdrew.

ºl.

CHARLEs KNox (coloured) sworn and examined.
Are you a druggist living in St. Andrew's 2 looking man. I, thought he was sick from the

-1 am.

manner in which they were treating him; they

*422. On Saturday, the 14th of October, did you
See Joseph Thompson with an old man leaning on his

were striking him on the stomach.

arm —I did.

were striking him on the stomach as if he were sick.

.*,429. And were there some other men about
him —Yes.

18,425. They were not hurting him —No, they
I said, “What is the matter?” One fellow said,

“Nothing.” I did not think there was anything in

*424. What did you do upon seeing that –I

that, and I said, “What are you going to do with

*" that the old man was rather an emaciated

him : " Another fellow said, “What's that to you?”
3 A 2

C. Knox.
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I said, “I beg pardon. I am sorry to have inter

THIRD 1) AY.
C. Knor.
20 Feb. 1S66.
-

taken into custody, and they sent him to Cam

rupted you ; go on.” The man Thompson said, Afterwards he was tried, and I gave evidence agains
“God blast your soul to hell, what do you want to him before the Court-martial, and I believe that th
“know * God damn you, you damned villain, want result was that he was whipped for it.
18,426. Have you seen some account of his
“ to take everything into your hands. If you have
and did that induce you to come here 7–
“ not ears to hear, you have eyes to see, and if you
os.
“ don’t know what's coming, and can’t bear it, you
18,427. (Mr. Gorrie.)—You thought it too much of
“ will see it soon.” He afterwards went to the shop,
and talked there for nearly half an hour. There was a good thing 2—I thought there was a great deal of
a respectable man named Gale there. This was said untruth in what he said. He was taken up and taken
amidst a crowd, and they seemed to enjoy it. I went to Camp, that is true enough, and that I gave evidence
for the police, and when they came I had Thompson against him.

*

The witness withdrew.

R. O'Meally.

Robert O’MEALLY (coloured) sworn and examined.
as well as to you ?—I cannot say. I saw him speak
to him. but I cannot say what he said.
18,429. Are you a dealer in dye-woods?—Yes.
18,441. Are you quite certain that you and
18,430. On the evening of the 2nd of November M'Pherson have not concocted this story —I have
was your brother arrested by Lieutenant Sinclair — never spoken to him, and I have concocted nothing.
I myself was arrested.
18,442. Have you never spoken to him since —
18,431. You were conveyed by train to Kingston Yes, but not in the prison.
Have you talked about it to anybody else?
and then taken to Up Park camp —Yes.
- No.
18,432. Did you, while in the railway ear, see
18,444. Not at all 2–I

18,428. Do you live in Spanish Town —Yes.

§º.

your brother in conversation with Lieutenant Sinclair

spoke of it to Mr. Benuzzi,

who was with us.

I asked him what was to be done

—I did.

18,333. After that did you have any conversation
with him yourself —Yes.
18,434. Where was he 2–He sat opposite, and the

train was in motion. He sat opposite to me and took

with Morgan and Whitfinch. Afterwards I told it

to Dr. Phillippo, and I afterwards told, when I was
released, what Mr. Sinclair had asked me to say,

18,445. You never told M'Pherson —Never.
18,446. Have you talked to him about the evidence

He said to

that you would give here?—No ; I never asked him

me “Has your brother told you anything " I said
“yes,” and he said “Well you must give such evidence
“ as to have Morgan and Whitfinch hung.” I said, “I
“ don't know them.” He said “No, but you can speak ;
“brace up yourself like a man, and say anything, but
“ by all means let them go to the devil. You must
“ remember that self-preservation is the first law of
“ nature; ” and he told me [must look to my wife and

what I was to say, because I never required to ask
anybody; I never stated to him what I had stated
in the prison, nor on the 23rd of November when I

out his snuffbox and offered me a pinch.

children, and save myself. We had no more con
versation till we went to the Camp, and then I was
delivered to the Provost Marshal, and we stood, one

was released.

18,447. Are these the words that he used to you,

“If you know anything state it fearlessly and boldly,
and be not afraid of any man?” He never said any
thing of the kind, he told me to give evidence against
Morgan and Whitfinch and have them hung, and so
save my own life. I am under no obligation to tell alie.
18,448. Answer the question; did he say to You

“If you know anything state it fearlessly and boldly;
and do not fear anybody you are a family man, and

on my right hand, myself in the centre, and another
on my left. The Provost-Sergeant said to me, “Do
you know Gordon 2" and I said “Yes”. The Provost
Sergeant then said “Well, you will be hung like him ;
you have a fine kip of clothing.” He had a large
carpet bag, and he was wearing a fine paletot and a
nice black hat. I requested Robinson, who was in

were to tell it?—He said the first law of nature was

my rear, to call Lieutenant Sinclair, and I said to him,

self-preservation, and I must look to my wife and

“Tell the gentlemen who I am, and for what I am

children.

brought here.” He said to me “You will be taken
“ care of, but do what I tell you, and you will be
“ all right.”

18,435. How long were you in custody ?—Twenty
days.

18,436. Was any charge brought against you ?—
No, none. I got my discharge, and this is it.
(Discharge handed in and read as follows):

it would be better not to sacrifice yourself?”—He
never said so; he said I must remember that the first
law of nature was self-preservation.”

18,449. Did he say that if you knew anything you

18,450. Did he say that ?—That was the

end of

the conversation ; he said the first law of nature was
self-preservation.
18,451. (Commission).

Did he at any time say, “ If
“you know any thing against them you had better
“ tell it 2 ”—He said “Has your brother told you
“anything 2"

18,452. That you have told us; but did he say,
“If
you know any thing against Morgan and the rest
“The bearer, Robert O'Meally, a political prisoner “of the prisoners you
must tell it **—I told him that
is hereby released and set at liberty by order of I knew nothing about it, and I don't remember
that
Governor Eyre.

he did.

“Major-General O'CoNNoR,
Commanding the Forces of Jamaica.
“HENRY ANtoN,

Major 1st West India Regiment,
Commanding.

“ Up-Park Camp, 27th November 1865.”

18,453. (Mr. Walcott). Why did you tell him
that **—Because he put the question; because he
said I must give such evidence as to have them hung.
I said I knew nothing about them, that we were not
friends.

I told Mr. Sinclair five months before, when

he complained that Morgan had written an article

in

the newspaper against him in July, a week after the
18,437. (Mr. Walcott.) What were you arrested
election
for the Vestry, and he said he would do every
for 2–I don’t know.
18,438. Were you connected with the Underhill thing in his power to have Morgan punished.
18,454. When was that 2–In July.
Convention ?–No, I know of no Convention.
18,455.
(Commission). Are you a member of the
18.439. Did you attend an Underhill meeting — Vestry -No
; I generally support gentlemen who
I did.
go to be elected, though I am not a member myself,
18,440. Did Lieutenant Sinclair speak to M*Pherson but on that occasion I opposed Mr. Sinclair.
The witness withdrew.
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18,456. Are you amedical man residing at Kingston?
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understood, that he would not allow him to go with
Inc.

— 168.

Kiº. Are you a justice of the peace for the
and parish of Kingston —Yes.
18,458. Had you been medical

>

Mr. A. Fiddes

city

18,486. Did he go in Doctor Bowerbank’s carriage

adviser to the late

accompanied by mounted troopers ?–Yes.
18,487. Where did they take him to ?—I can only
only speak from hearsay, because I saw nothing more

-

Mr. Gordon for some time –Yes.

18,459. Did you see him on the 26th of September
last —I did.

18,460. Did you find him in very indifferent health

of him from the time he left the General's house.

18,488. Was it arranged that he should go and see
Mrs. Gordon and then go on board the “Wolverene F’”
—I think so ; I think it was understood that it was

—He was in very bad health.

18,461. Did you tell him that he must keep perfectly

quiet for some time —Yes.

arranged that he was to go and get some clothes, and
bid good-bye to his wife and go on board.

-

18,462. You did not see him again for some time *
—No; I do not think I saw him again till the 17th
of October.

18,463 Did you see him then 2–Yes.
18,464. How was he then 2–He was improved in
health, but was still poorly; not at all well.
18,465. After he was with you did you hear he
was about to be arrested?—I received some in

18,489. You did not see him afterwards 2—No.

18,490. IIow long have you been a medical man in
Kingston –Since the end of the year 1841.
18,491. IIad you very constant communication with
the people in the neighbourhood during that time —
Yes.

18,492. With all classes 2–Yes, all classes.

18,466. And did you go in search of him 2–1 did.

18,493. Had you a very extensive knowledge of
the peasantry in that part of the country —I had a
very good knowledge of the peasantry of the whole

18,467. Was that in order to inform him of it?—Yes.

country.

18,468. Where did you go for him —I went first

18,470. On the following day did you find him —
On the next day, on the 17th, about 11 o'clock in

18,494. Had you seen any reason to apprehend any
rising amongst them 2–1)o you mean amongst the
peasantry of Jamaica generally *
18,495. No, amongst those that you were generally
acquainted with ?—I had seen none whatever. I
think them a most peaceable and quiet people, and I
never had any such reason.
18,496. Your intimate acquaintance with them
would be in the neighbourhood of Kingston —Not
only with that parish, but with many others, St.
Thomas in the East, St. George's, Vere, St. Andrew's,

the forenoon.

Metcalfe, and all round about.

formation on the 16th of October.

to the house of his mother-in-law, Mrs. Shannon, in
Church Street, and was told that he had not been

there for several days. Next I went to his counting
house, at the bottom of Mark's Lane, and the person
in charge informed me that he had not been there
from the day previous.

18,469. Were you able to find him that day ?—
Not that day.

16,471. Did you give him the information which
you had received 2–Yes.

18,472. Did he immediately go with you to the

General's quarters?—Immediately.
18,473. Where was it that you found him on the
17th —At the house of his cousin in North Street.
Y 18,474. And was his wife with him at the time –
CS.

18,475. Was anyone else there 2–There was a male
friend present at the same time.
18,476. Who was he –Mr. Vinen, and a cousin,
a female cousin, the lady of the house.

18,497. Do you give the same opinion as to St.
Thomas in the East —Yes; I believe as a whole they
are the most quiet and peaceable people of my
acquaintacne. All my experience tends to show that.
18,498. Were you aware of there being discontent
amongst the people —For the last 18 months or two
years a good deal of dissatisfaction has existed
throughout the country generally,
18,499. That is as far as your acquaintance ex

tends —Yes, it was not confined to the peasantry,
but extended to all classes of the people, even to the
official classes.

18,500. Had you any countmunication with any of

18,477. Did you see the General when you went to
his house?—I did, General O'Connor.

the Executive Committee, on Mr. Gordon's being

18,478. Did Mr. Gordon offerto deliver himself to

conveyed on board the “Wolverine **—I saw Mr.

the General?—Yes, he acquainted the General that Hosack, one of the Executive Committee, on the
had come for that purpose, hearing that the morning of the 17th, prior to Mr. Gordon's giving
Gºvernment intended to apprehend him. The General himself up.
said he was a soldier and nothing

more, and he could

tº act in that capacity.

18:479. In which capacity ?–In regard to appre
lending him, or taking him into custody.

18,501. Did you see Mr. Westmorland 2–Yes, I
saw Mr. Westmorland after Mr. Gordon was arrested,
in reference to Mr. Gordon.

18,502. What was it that passed between you ?—

18,480. Before you left the house did the Governor He informed me that he had spoken to Governor Eyre
"one —Mr. Airey, Mr. Gordon's solicitor, came first. on his leaving in the “Wolverene,” with Mr. Gordon
18,48l. You had sent for him —Yes.
18,482. Did the Governor and Doctor Bowerbank

"me in?—Subsequently, within five minutes after
"r arrival at Head Quarters House.

as a prisoner on board, and had expressed his desire
that Mr. Gordon should have a fair, full, and careful
trial.

18,503. (Mr. Gorrie). Did you receive a letter

18,483. State what passed after that —They both from Mr. Gordon on the 16th of October, which is in
walked rapidly up to Mr. Gordon, who was stand your possession ?–Yes.
"g at the corner of the General's writing table,
Prºparing —

18,504. (Mr. Walcott). When Mr. Gordon was at

Head Quarters House, did Governor Eyre

say more

18,484. Never mind that, what did they do?—They to him than that he was to consider himself a pri.
Yºut up to him, and one stood on his right side, and soner –Yes, there was something more, I think he
* ºther on the left, and they made him understand made him understand that he was to go on board the
“ Wolverone.”
that he was their prisoner.
18,505. That he was to consider himself a prisoner
13,485. Did Mr. Gordon say what he had come
fºr?—Yes; he repeated what he had told the General, and go on board —Yes.

* he had come to meet any charge that might lie

18,506. You say there had been a general feeling

**ust him, and that he was entirely at the disposal

of discontent throughout the island 2–To the best of
my belief there was. I judge a good deal from the
press of the country, and from conversations with

** Government, and he was ready to go with me

** Place the Government might direct. Governor
yre told him he would not allow him to leave the
Pºinises without a

20 Feb. 1866.

military escort. That is, as I

individuals.

-

18,507. But your own mind; was that in a state of
3. A 3
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discontent 2—I believe the majority of the population
thought they had ground for a good deal of discontent.
18,508. You had, individually, grounds for discon
tent with regard to the hospital 2–Not particularly;

forming a judgment of that parish as you had of form
ing a judgment of other parishes –Perhaps not so

no, not at all.

of the state of feeling among the peasantry there.

good as of my own immediate neighbourhood in the

parish of Kingston, but I could form a fair conception

18,509. No angry feelings were raised in your mind
with regard to that matter by the correspondence, as
to the official position you occupied ?–Not particu
larly ; I retired voluntarily, and wished to be clear of
it. There was nothing particular in my mind, but I
judged of the discontent from what I saw in the papers,
and what I heard in conversation with all classes.

18,526. For what length of time —During the
last 22 or 23 years.

18,527. Is your opinion of the peaceable and quiet
conduct of the people in St. Thomas in the East as
strong as it is of the people in other parishes and dis
tricts —Except with regard to the late riot.

I

18,528. But before that was your opinion so strong,

came to the conclusion that there was a wide-spread
spirit of disaffection throughout the length and breadth

because since then you know otherwise ?—For the
last two or three years I considered the people in that

of the island,

parish were in an irritated state, certain circumstances

18,510. (Commission). What do you mean by dis
affection ?—I beg the Commission to understand that
I do not mean there was any feeling to subvert the

having occurred which tended to keep up irritation in

Government, but that there was disaffection as to

what was believed to be the local misgovernment. I
beg you to understand that it was not a feeling of any
disloyalty, or a desire to set aside the sovereignty of
the Queen, but

18,511. What did it mean *—It was a feeling of
disaffection towards the local administration of affairs.

18,512. (Mr. Walcott.) You talk of the people,
the peasantry, being peaceable ; are they not simple
minded, and easily led?—It is not difficult to act upon
them or influence them either for good or for evil, but
they are essentially a quiet and peaceable people, the
most quiet I ever lived amongst in my life.
Y 18,513. But easily led either for good or for evil 2–
€s.

the parish.
18,529. Is it right to say that your opinion was not
so well-founded with regard to the people in that
parish as it was with regard to others in the rest of
the island 3–The result has shown it was not.

18,530. But without the result, and before that (not
judging by subsequent events, you have said the peo
ple there were as quiet and peaceable and well ordered
as anywhere else, and that your opinion was founded
upon your experience of them, which experience was
about as good as your experience of any other part of
the island), before you learned otherwise from the
facts that have happened, did that continue to be

your opinion ?–I, think they would have been well
disposed if they had not been subjected to certain
measures and circumstances of irritation that came in

upon them.

18,514. And being acted upon by evil advice they
would follow it 2–Yes, I think they would be sus
ceptible to evil advice, just as they would be to good
advice, so long as the advice came from a party to
whom they had been accustomed to look up.
18,515. Do you know whether the people in St.
Thomas in the East had been in the habit of looking
up to Mr. Gordon 2–Certainly, I think they did.
18,516. And any advice that he gave them they
would act upon 2–I think they would. I think they
looked upon him as their friend. I do not know that
he ever gave them bad advice, and I do not believe he

+

18,531. Your opinion of their quietness and well
conditioned state was not the same there as elsewhere?

– Yes; I do not think the conditions are equal. I
think that parish had certain exciting causes in opera
tion which were more or less influential at leading to
that outbreak.

18,532. Were you aware of the circumstances
prior to the outbreak —Yes.
18,533. Knowing the circumstances, did you form
an opinion of the quiet and peaceable conduct of the
people in that parish different from ihat you had
formed of them otherwise ?—I never anticipated what

did.

has occurred.

18,517. (By the Commission). Will you explain a
little further what you mean by the word “disaffec
tion ?”—I would wish you to understand that I think
there was a wide-spread disaffection throughout the
country for the last two years. It was a disaffection
against the Governor and the local administration of
affairs, and I, with many others, shared in that dis
affection ; but I do not think there was any desire to
shake off the Government of the Queen, or to outrage

18,534. Were you led to form an opinion of the
quietness of their conduct different from your opinion
of people in other parishes, in Gonsequence of your
knowledge of those irritating circumstances —I can
only answer that I was not much surprised by the

law and order.

18,536. But you say you were not surprised ?–ſ
had heard of a good many circumstances calculated

The desire was for redress, but that

outbreak.

18,535. That is as different as can be from what

you have said ; then you were not surprised by what
took place —I was surprised and alarmed.

it should be obtained in a legitimate manner.
18,518. Then do you not mean rather discontent
than disaffection ; or, is it not dissatisfaction that you

to irritate the people.

mean 2–Well, I will withdraw the word, and use

—I was not resident in the parish.

either of those.

18,538. But you said you formed an opinion of the

18,519. Does that really express your meaning ; do

you mean that it was a desire to subvert the order of
things in this island 2–I do not believe anything of
the kind ever existed.

18,537. Did you yourself know the circumstances?

-

18,520. Or to obtain redress by illegal means ?—I

quiet and well-conditioned conduct of the people;
knowing the circumstances of irritation operating upon

their conduct, were you able to form an opinion diffe
rent as to their conduct from that you formed as to the
conduct of other people in other districts?—No. .

18,521. Certainly the word “disaffection ” would

18,539. You still continued to think them quiet
and well-conditioned, although those circumstances

have carried a stronger meaning 2–Well, that is what

existed —I think so. They are a part of the whole;

I mean.

and I think the whole negro peasantry, as a body,

18,522. You say that your experience of the people
of the various parts of the island led you to a firm
opinion of their peaceable, well-conducted, and quiet

are quiet, peaceable, and well-ordered.

do not think so.

character ?—Yes.

18,523. And that your knowledge was as great of
St. Thomas in the East as of any other parish 2–Yes.
18,524. Were you led, from your experience, to
form as well founded a judgment of the people in that

18,540. You say you knew of certain districts, and
your knowledge led you to certain opinions of their
conduct, that it was peaceable, quiet, and well-ordered;
and that was your opinion equally of St. Thomas in
the East and of other parishes, but that in that part

cular parish you knew of irritating circumstances, th;

parish as of those in any other ?–Yes, I had many

knowledge of which prevented your being surprise
at the outbreak, and you were not surprised ; nº.

acquaintances there amongst the people.
18,525. And had you as good an opportunity of

did they lead you to form an opinion of the condu",

knowing of those circumstances before the outbreak,

-

º

s.
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18,558. Did you have an opportunity of noticing
that with your own observation ?—I heard it talked
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of, and the press wrote about it a good deal, and it
Mr. A. Fiddles.

18,541. You only judge by the result —Nothing
more. I did not anticipate bloodshed and murder

gave rise to a good deal of dissatisfaction.
18,559. Was that in St. Thomas in the East f—All

—I will not say I was not surprised.
18,543. Which will you say ; you said before that

over the country.
18,560. We are talking of special circumstances
not applicable to other districts —I was not there,
but I heard of it, and talked with the peasantry from

there.

18,542. No ; but you say you were not surprised ?
you were not surprised ?—I was surprised to hear

the parish upon that matter, and I know they felt

that so many people were killed.
18,544. You would have been more surprised that

much aggrieved.
18,561. Was that especially in St. Thomas in the

100 should be killed than that 18 should be killed,

East 2–Yes.

and your surprise would have been increased at 1,000

18,562. Then the dismissal of Mr. Gordon from the

being killed; but were you surprised at the outbreak,
whether the number killed was five, or 500, or only
one?—Yes; my previous knowledge led me to sup
e they were so peaceable that I was surprised at

magistracy was one of the irritating circumstances 2

bloodshed.

18,545. Then you were surprised at the outbreak 2
—Yes, certainly.
18,546. You do not mean now that you were not
surprised ?–I was surprised at the outbreak, on
account of the peaceable character of the people. At
the same time I had been in possession of knowledge
that certain matters had been going on there for a
long time, which had given rise to considerable irrita
tion among the people.
18,547. Had you, from your knowledge of these
irritating circumstances, as you call them, observed a
change in their bearing in respect to their peaceable
and quiet conduct —No ; I never was resident in
the parish. I met people who came from the parish,
many persons coming down to town, but I had not
18,548. Then not having been there for many
years, have you offered to this Commission an opinion
of the quiet conduct of these people in their mode of

of the people of Jamaica as a

18,549. We are not asking about them as a body :
We are asking about those who live in St. Thomas in

the East —I cannot certify as to Stony Gut.
18,550. No ; but of the parish generally, where you
say you were aware of irritating circumstances pressing
ºn the people, which were not applicable elsewhere.

Yºu say you have not been there for 10 years —
Yes, I was there two years ago.
d

18,551. For what length of time —For a couple of

ays,

18,563. Without being very particular as to time,
can you mention when it was that you spoke to these
people and noticed the effect of this circumstance 2–
Very soon after the occurrence.
18,564. Would it be in 1865 –I don’t remember

the date.

It was some time ago, but I have no note

of the date.

18,565. The thing speaks for itself—we know
when it was done; but when did you notice the effect
of it upon the people —I merely mention hearing of
it soon after the occurrence of the event.

18,566. You derived your knowledge from conver
sation with persons living in the parish, from reading
the newspapers, and from general conversation with
other persons —From general conversation and in
tercou I'Se.
*

18,567. With whom P With people connected with
the parish –Yes, some.

18,568. Do you remember the names of any ?–I

been there for many years.

i. on 3–1 speak

—I think so.

do not remember any particularly at this moment, but
I talked with many persons.
18,569. Can you recollect the names of any parties
connected with the parish from whose conversation
you derived the information and the opinion that
there had been irritating circumstances in operation ?
—The thing was so general that I do not know that I
can specify any particular person.
18,570. But people more particularly connected
with the parish *—I could not specify any particular
name at this moment.

18,571. Do you remember nobody ?—No.
18,572. Can you give us no particular name 2–No
name. The impression upon my mind was that that
was a source of irritation.

-

-

18,552. What was your employment there —That
ºf a medical practitioner.

18,573. You say you had conversation with the
peasantry and other people with whom you had inter

18,558. Did you see many of the people *—A few.

course; can you give the name of anybody with whom
you had conversation, and state whether they were
connected with the parish —I do not recollect any
particular person. It was a general thing that came

18,554. Did they afford you an opportunity of

judging of their peaceable and quiet conduct, and
having had that opportunity two days within 10
}*, can you give an opinion on the subject –I
$ºuld not speak of the state of the whole parish;
how could I, in two days, speak of an entire district.

1855.
We quite
agreeI say.
withI you
your
importance
to what
never?—Attach
was in Stony

(Wn

Gul in the whole of my life.
18,556. Is it true that for 10 years you have had
ºnly two days' personal presence in that parish –
‘s; I must take time to recollect. Yes, I was up
*re about 18 months or two years ago. I have been
there several times, but I have never lived there.

I

**k of it generally.
1857. Now, with regard to these “irritating cir
"stances,” what were those, the knowledge of

over the face of society there, and it was understood.
18,574. You cannot make it more definite 2–No.

18,575. Can you remember other circumstances

distinguished from those which you have mentioned,
and not extending to other districts —I think the
judicial proceedings between the Custos and Mr.

Gordon, and the voting of the public money to the
Custos to carry out legal proceedings between those
two men, caused an ill-feeling among the people there
—the labouring people, to whom Mr. Gordon was
well known.

18,576. You speak more particularly of the labour
ing people of St. Thomas in the East 2–Yes.

18,577. Was your observation that that operated as

* having reached you, made you say there was an irritation upon them derived from going amongst
*thing operating upon that parish which was not

them, or was it derived from conversation outside the

Applicable to people in other parishes, and which was

parish —I have had casual conversations with them,
and with people from other parts of the country.

* to irritate them, and led to the outbreak, which
18,578. But we are speaking of St. Thomas in the
"ºrtheless surprised you when it occurred 2–There
*ºne circumstance that I know gave rise to a good East; was it conversation with anybody in that
ja ºf ill-feeling; that was the dismissal of Mr. parish from which you derived the information that
Gºrdon from the magistracy on account of interference that was an irritating cause ?—I cannot specify parti
With a sick man in the lock-up, and his representation
"the case to the Governor. I know that gave rise

**good deal of ill feeling.

cular persons, but I have spoken with people from
time to time in ordinary conversation.

18,579. These people you speak of, were they
3. A 4

|
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with St. Thomas in the East?—Some of

Mr. A. Fiddes.
-

20 Feb. 1866.
*--

There were serious matters—the tramway matter, the
hospital matter, and other matters.

em.

18,580. Who were they —I do not remember

18,599. The causes of your discontent did not

º in

exactly.

18,581. How do you know they were connected

any way to St. Thomas in the East —Not

at all.

with the parish if you do not know who they were 2

18,600. Do you remember being in St. Thomas in

—I have spoken to people who came to consult me
professionally.

the East with Mr. Gordon, about two years ago?—

18,582. Who were they 2—Some of them were
labouring people.
18,583. Do you know what part of the parish they
came from ?—They came from that district. I have

and beyond that with Mr. Gordon—15 years ago.
18,601. We are talking of two years ago?—No. I

casually spoken to them for a minute or so as they

years ago.

Oh, many years ago I made a visit to Manchioneal
went to see his brother-in-law, who had broken his

leg, and afterwards died of the injury; that was 15

I never took a note of their

18,602. Without fixing it at two years ago, were

18,584. You mentioned that they were connected

you ever there within a short time, more or less, when
an application was made to Mr. Gordon in St. Thomas

came to consult me.
Ilannes.

with the parish ; you might recollect whence they

in the East for wages—for payment of wages by the

came or what they were called *—All I can say is
that I got the impression from just short and casual
little conversations with people who came to me for

labourers ?—Not at all. I never was with him there,
or anywhere else, except on that particular occasion
which I have mentioned, 15 years ago.
18,603. Did you, at the time when you heard of the
irritating circumstances arising from the dismissal of
Mr. Gordon from the magistracy, hear to what his

medical advice, and that their conversation made me

believe that that was a matter which caused a good
deal of pain and irritation to the people generally
throughout the parish.
18,585. Those conversations were with people who
came to you seeking medical advice, and who belonged
to the parish ; if you do not know what were their
names, do you know from what part of the parish
they came —They came from all parts. Many people
come to me every day of the week from that parish to
get medical advice and medicine. They pay me and
go back. I talk a little with them, but I make no
record of them.

18,586. Still you might recollect their names or the
places they come from ?—I really cannot single out

any particular case. I give my general impression,
and cannot say more.

18,587. Do you know of any other irritating cir
cumstance besides the two you have mentioned?—I
have heard of a great many others.
18,588. But you only heard of those you have men
tioned ?–I have heard of disputes about wages, and
all that sort of thing ; but inasmuch as most of the

proprietors are gentlemen up there whom I knew

dismissal was attributed 2–Yes.

18,604. What was it attributed to ?—Well, I go by
what I read in the public papers. I knew nothing of
my own knowledge.
18,605. But you heard from some parties, and in
casual conversation, that it was an irritating cause;

did you ever hear from persons in the parish the
cause to which Mr. Gordon's dismissal was attributed

—Yes; I heard that he had gone to the lock-up and
found a man in the privy suffering from acute
dysentery, and that he was without care and atten
tion, and he represented the matter to His Excellency
the Governor, and that His Excellency dismissed him
upon the strength of that representation, or because
of the remarks he had made in reference to the
magistracy in the precinct or district.
18,606. You heard that his dismissal was for repre

senting that he had visited the lock-up, and found a
man in the privy with dysentery –Yes, that was
understood to be the real cause.

well, and with whom I was on friendly terms, I never
attached much importance to them. I have a great

18,607. And nothing more ?—Well, that he had
made some attack upon some of the magistracy, and
that His Excellency had dismissed him upon that

respect for the proprietary body there, as a pro
prietary body, and I heard the complaints, but never

account.

attached much importance to them.
18,589. May we take it that the irritating circum
stances to which you attributed the irritation of the
people were Mr. Gordon's dismissal from the magis

bourhood, which caused irritation, was that he was

tracy and the application of monies by the Vestry to
the defence of the action of Gordon against Ketel
hodt Ż–To the best of my belief, those two circum
stances caused considerable dissatisfaction.

18,590. Those were two circumstances to which

-

18,608. Do you mean that the belief in that neigh
supposed to be dismissed for having interfered for that
poor man –Yes.
18,609. Probably you are aware now that that was
not the cause ?—It is merely what I heard.
18,610. Do you know that that was not the cause:

do you know now that the cause of the dismissal was
different and other from that which was alleged to be
so when you first heard of it?—No, I know nothing

you attached importance as irritating the people, and
which you knew beforehand —I thought so. I may

of the secrets of King's House.

18,611. But as to the public notoriety from which

º

be wrong ; it was a mere supposition, but many other
people thought so with me.
18,591. You had never been to Stony Gut 2–

your opinion is derived 2–I have never heard any
thing advanced to alter that impression which seems
to have taken hold of the public mind.

º

18,612. What impression ?—The impression that he

Never.

18,592. Had you ever been consulted professionally

by any of the Bogles —Not to my knowledge, but it

was dismissed on account of the interference with the

man in the privy, and also his attack upon the

is possible.
18,593. You do not remember 2—Not at all.

-

I

magistracy.

18,613. (Mr. Gorrie.) Do you know that

the

prescribe for many of the peasantry, but I have no
particular recollection of Bogle.
18,594. You were not aware of any particular in

persons who had taken part on one side or the other

fluence that he had 7–Not at all.

in the hospital controversy 2–I think it is very pos

18,595. You say the discontent was extensive,
and that even you participated in it —To a small

sible that they did, but I should not like to draw a

extent.

18,596. What were the causes of your personal dis
content 2–It was nothing.

18,597. It must have been something 2—It was
chiefly about the public offices that I had reason to

be vexed. It was nothing. I showed no disloyalty.
18,598. One, would not suppose such a subject
would cause disloyalty, but we say discontent 2–

persons arrested in Kingston during martial law were
.

sweeping conclusion about that.

18,614. (Commission.) You had taken a part in
that controversy 2–Yes.

18,615. And you were not apprehended ?–I was
under great apprehension. I believe many of the
Parties arrested were political opponents of Doctor

Bowerbank, but I would not like exactly to draw the
matter into such a narrow compass as to say thatit was

hinging upon the hospital

matter,
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the skin.

sºns who were examined by Dr. Banon —Yes, I
18,620. Were they such marks as you would not
... them afterwards, after he had seen them.
expect
to find on the backs of persons who had
18,617. All three of them 2–Yes.
received a hundred lashes from a military cat —Not
-

18,618. What opinion did you form —Two of them

I should say had been pretty smartly flogged ; the

Mr. A. Fiddes.

if the lashes had been heavily laid on, but I think
they had been fairly flogged. If they had been
heavily laid on I think they would have been more

third one I think had been mildly flogged. As
to the other two, I should not put the flogging in the marked.
superlative degree. I would not call it a very severe * 18,621. Have you been in the habit of seeing people
flogging.

who have undergone corporal punishment —No.

18,619. Were they such marks as you would expect
to find from a hundred lashes with a military cat —

a long time afterwards —Not much.

18,622. Have you been in the habit of seeing them

The witness withdrew.

Mr. H. Mais.
Mr. HENRY MAIs (white) sworn and examined.
18,623 Do you live in the parish of St. Thomas in this was taking place, and I went into Lyssons. Then
the East 7–I live in the parish.

18,624. And have you been a Government con
tractor –During the last five or six years I have
been a contractor under Government in connexion
with St. David's and St. Thomas in the East.

18,625. What are you a contractor for 7–I have a
line of road in three parishes, and am a taxpayer for
three parishes.

18,626. Did you visit Morant Bay on the 9th of
October 2—I did.

18,627. Did you visit Mr. John Walton on that

day?—I was with him till half-past 4 o'clock.
18,628. Was that at Retreat 2–Yes.

18,629. That was on Monday ?–Yes, Monday the
9th. He mentioned to me that he was afraid things
were going on rather crookedly, and that the people

were having nightly meetings in the settlement close
by John's Town.
18,630. This was a conversation between you and
him on Monday the 9th ; we won't pursue that. Do

you know anything of your own knowledge of such
meetings being held nightly —Nothing further than
what I heard. I never visited them, but I constantly
heard of them.

18,631. All you know is what other people told

18,636. Who was there besides you ?—Mr. Wallace,
two book-keepers, and the captain of a cutter, who
came afterwards to aid us in case of our being obliged
to fly. However, the men behaved remarkably well.
Eight or 10 black people were placed as a guard on
the road, a little way from the house. About half
past 5 in the morning I took Mr. Wallace's child, and
sought shelter on board the cutter in Lyssons Bay.
18,637. Had you before that, or subsequently, again
seen Mr. Sullivan, the vestryman — I saw him on the
day previous, and I met him on board. I saw Mr.
Cooke, the Custom-house officer, lying on the com
panion, and Mr. Sullivan just at his feet. Seeing that
the Volunteers and Mr. Cooke were much wounded,
and that Mr. Sullivan was uninjured, I asked him how
he had escaped. He told me he had used the rebels'
pass word, and that he belonged to Gordon's party.
That is what he said,

you?—Yes,

18,632. On the 11th did you again visit Morant
Bay?—Yes.

18,633. What was your experience —As I entered
the town, about 2 o'clock, I saw an unusual number of
country people, some with sticks, walking about, and
the Volunteers; and I inquired of a vestryman
named Sullivan what was the cause of the confusion
and noise that I heard.
-

18,634. It attracted your attention; did you go to
the Rectory —I went to the house of Mr. Stephen
Cooke, and I lunched with Mr. Cooke, Mr. Walton,
and Captain Hitchins, and at 3 o'clock I started from
the Bay.

18,635. Where were you going to?—I was going to
St. Thomas in the East, to look after

East Prospect, in

Some 400dd hands that [had on the road; just as I got

out of the Bay, not a quarter of a mile, I met 20 or 30
armed men with sticks and cutlasses. Two or three of

them Irecognised, and I stopped and asked them where
they were going and what they intended to do. They

iſ not

I saw what, from the direction, I judged to be the
Court-house burning ; and the overseer of Lyssons
came in, having attempted to get into the Bay, but
returned because they wanted to maltreat him.
During the night, about 11 o'clock, I heard yelling
and crying from gangs of people ; and we had a
message that they intended to come and take off the
head of everybody on the estate.

speak, but marched on ; and I said to them,

"You had better take care what you are about.” I
Prºceeded to East Prospect, and about 4 o'clock in the
ºilernoon, when I was between Oxford and Retreat on
"J Teturn, I met a man whose shirt was spirted over

With blood. He was accompanied by 10 or 12 armed
men. They did not speak to me; just behind them some
Women were working, and a chain or two further on I

*** woman whom I had employed; she said to me;
For God's sake, Mr. Mais, turn back " I asked

le: what was the matter, and

she said, “The war is

... ºommenced; they have killed Mr. Walton, and they
... ſº killing all the buckras ; if you go a few paces

. . tºlerdown to the Bay both yourself and the buggy
will be chopped up.” I heard an African, who was
$ºing by at the time, swearing that the Baron should
*wer live again at Oxford. I could not believe all

I have sworn to it, and I have

witnesses to support and prove it.
18,638. We do not disbelieve your word, but this is
only a conversation ?—He remarked further, “Mais,
“ you know of late I have not supported Mr. Gordon,
“but I knew the rebels' pass word, and I belonged to
“ Gordon's party. I was anxious to get home, but it
“ was utterly impossible for me to pass through the

“Bay that morning. I was obliged to take a pilot boat
“ to get down to my residence ; we boarded the “Wol
“verine’ and gave her a pilot, and I went on board
“ and gave Captain de Horsey all the information I
“ had gathered, not only from what I saw, but from
“ the pilot who was present at the onslaught ; how
“ ever, on arriving, my neighbour, the Honourable
“ A. G. Fyfe, came to me about 2 o'clock, and to
“ confirm what I say I made the very same statement

“ to him that I make now.” Mr. Cooke was quite
near and heard all, and can corroborate all I say.
18,639. You came ashore again, and witnessed

executions and hangings —I was in Morant Bay two
days during martial law.
18,640. Which two days were those, can you re
member 2—I think it was on the second day I met
Mr. Lake.

18,641. Is that the reporter ?—Yes. I cannot tell
whether it was the 1st or 2nd of November, but I
think it must have been the 2nd.

I met him on this

side Morant Bay, and he gave me information of what
was going on.

18,642. In Morant Bay, you mean 2–Yes.
18,643. And you went to Morant Bay ?—Yes, I
was there two days, either the 1st or 2nd of Novem
ber or the 2nd or 3rd.

18,644. During those two days were you present at
any hangings 2—I was present at two Courts-martial.
I was present at the Courts-martial of Lawrence and

Clarke ; I was present when the rebel prisoners were
3 B
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brought out ; I went to see if I could identify any
of my road people. I saw only one man, whether he

and I have advised them to behave quietly, and if they

were the rebel prisoners. He said he was in a very
awkward position about these prisoners, that unless

don’t know where he lived, he was here, there, and
everywhere.

required any kind of redress they must proceed in a
was accused afterwards I cannot tell, I had nothing proper direction to the proper authorities.
18,659. That was very good advice on your part,
against him. I was then in company with Mr. Beck
with, and while talking to him a Volunteer rushed but I want to know something on their part with
between us to identify some woman, who he said had regard to the change in their bearing and conduct,
made some attempt or something, I did not hear it. whether you can trace it to any practical cause either
I saw nothing during the time the prisoners were out mentioned by them or existing within your own
that attracted my attention beyond what was usual.
observation ?—As far as I know and believe in my own
18,645. Did you see any floggings —No, I saw né” mind Mr. Gordon's inflammatory language has had a
great deal to do with it.
floggings during my stay at Morant Bay.
18,660. Did you hear him speak —I did not hear
18,646. Did you see many hanged —Yes, I think
five the first day, and six or seven the next ; the him speak. I live 20 miles from Morant Bay. I can
second day I saw the General, and I said to him, “It tell you the effect of his speaking.
18,661. He lived at Morant Bay, did he not ?–I
is a pity all these prisoners should be here,” these
they were identified he should be obliged to let
them go without any punishment ; that he could not
interfere at all, and they must be liberated. The
only thing I saw in the line, and that did not attract
me particularly, was a soldier in the West India

18,662. Had he a residence at Morant Bay ?—I
don’t think so ; he had a house, but I don’t think he

resided there, he travelled principally at night.
18,663. What is the name of the place —Spring
Garden.

regiment ; he just lowered his musket and placed the
prisoners in an even line, but I saw nothing at all par
ticular while I was there. I applied to the General for a
protection order for a woman who was instrumental

18,664. You were saying that you noticed the
language he used had operated upon the people —
Yes, as far down as 20 miles from Morant Bay.

in giving me timely warning, and he gave it to me for

so as to identify it with the results —It was reported
to me that he harangued the people at the last meet
ing he had at Morant Bay, an open air meeting,
telling them that they should not work under 4s. a day,

her.

I should tell the Commissioners that I was

aware of a great deal of disaffection throughout that
arish.

18,647. Have you been long acquainted with St.
Thomas in the East —For six years I have been
backwards and forwards continually.
18,648. Did you live in the parish —I have lived

18,665. In what particular way was it manifested

and the effect of that had reached me.

18,666. You say you did not hear him speak —
No, I did not hear him speak, but the people refused
to work because they were so instructed by him.

1In 11.

18,649. For six years —No, my private residence
is in the parish of Port Royal, which is on the line
of road, 20 miles from Morant Bay. Being con
nected with the Government as a road contractor, I

18,667. These were matters which interested the

people as you heard, and they as you suppose followed
his advice —I fancy they must have done so, or they
would not have left their work.

18,652. During the last three or four years have
your observation been directed towards the temper

18,668. Independently of what you did not hear, did
you observe whether there were any practical grie
vances operating upon the people which effected the
change you speak of *-I did not know that there were
any practical grievances at all which pressed upon them.
I8,669. Did you ever hear the people amongst those
you employed say that there was anything they were
aggrieved at 2–I have often heard them appeal to me
with respect to what they should do.
18,670. On what subject —Their wages ; they
refused to work under 4s. a day, because they were

and behaviour of the peeple —I have seen a great

told not to do it.

have a good deal to do with that district, 17 miles
beyond Morant Bay to Leith Hall.
18,650. That is your district of road —Yes, as far
as Leith Hall Bridge, from about a mile this side of
Port Morant.

18,651. Then you have to pass St. David's also,
which is adjacent 2–Yes, I have known St. David's
for the last 10 years.

change within the last three or four years, a very
great change, in the bearing, demeanour, and language

Yes, they gave me that as their reason.

18,672. You speak of the persons working under

of the labouring classes.

18,653. Have you employed many hands under

you ?–Sometimes I employ 200 or 300 in a day, but
I have found them very good sort of people to deal
with, and they will repose in you all confidence in
dealing fairly with them ; but that same confidence
they repose in me, or in any other well disposed

-

18,671. Did they give that as their reason —
and employed by you ?—Yes.
18,673. But although they said that, did they con
tinue to work for less than 4s. ?—Certainly, they

worked for me as usual, because they said they would
not heed what had been said. The neighbourhood
was effected by the same teaching ; my people said that

mind that would lead them, if I may so term it, to

they were perfectly satisfied to work for an employer
they knew, however small the pay might be.

destruction.

Y

person, they would also repose in an evil disposed
18,654. Has the change you have observed increased
more recently —I think it has since the last year or
tWO.

18,655. During 1864 and 1865?–Yes, particularly
in St. Thomas in the East.

18,656. In the last two years was it intensified at
all ?—I think so from what I witnessed at the different

elections, both vestry and public.
18,657. Were you able from your acquaintance with

the proceedings to attribute it to any special causes
—I think that the people have been ill-advised by evil
disposed minds—demagogues.
i8,658. Just attend to the question without refe
rence to evil disposed persons ; do you know whether
there has been anything practically bearing upon their
state of life to which you could attribute this change
of which you speak —I have repeatedly heard them
complaining that they were oppressed by taxation. I
know to the contrary. I have been asked my opinion,

18,674. That related to the subject of wages?-

ſes.

I8,675. Did you ever hear them mention any other
subject to which you could attribute the change in
their bearing and their discontent —There was some

talk about some outlying lands which they had a right
to, but I never heeded anything about that, because I
knew it to be incorrect,

18,676. It was not sufficiently stated to you at

the

time to make you think it of importance?—No, because
I knew to the contary.
18,677. Still, if they stated it to you at all, could yºu
tell, from the mode in which their statement was made,
that it seemed a serious practical grievance, or on"
not worth heeding 2–I conceived that it was ºn
imaginary grievance from what they had been taught
and heard.

18,678. Still many of our grievances are imaginº
and not the less obnoxious on that account :-Quitº
SO,

-
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18,679. Did that, although it might have been
imaginary, seem a felt grievance—to your observation

I mean, although you knew or thought it was with
out foundation —I say it had an effect upon them.

18,680. Then it was a practical grievance to them?
—Evidently, from the manner of their expressing
themselves as not being satisfied.
18,681. Did it seem to you at that time or not to
be an operating source of irritation ?—It had a very
eat influence upon them.

18,682. Can you say whether you noticed any
other operating irritation which they expressed ?–I
attended the Westry meetings at St. Thomas in the East,
at Morant Bay. I have been present, though I took
no part in it.
IS,683. You are not a vestryman —No ; I was

present, and I have seen conduct there that I think
was anything but what it ought to have been, and
which in my opinion tended to lower the authorities
in the estimation of the public.
18,684. Will you make that more definite and

specific, what sort of conduct do you refer to ?—I
have seen conduct towards the Custos, rector, and

gentlemen assembled, on the part of Mr. Gordon,
which in my opinion had a very great influence in
tending to upset the minds of the people and to lower
the authorities in their estimation ; in fact I felt

disgusted, and have been obliged to leave the place.
I could not sit any longer to hear it.
18,685. Will you describe the conduct more par
ticularly —He opposed every measure that was
brought forward.
18,686. He was in the opposition ?–In the opposi
tion, but latterly in the minority.
18,687. Was there anything in the mode of opposi
tion, anything in language or manner that was
particular —His language and deportment towards

the whole body, and particularly towards the Custos,
was anything but what it ought to have

º

person, does it 2–That was the tendency it had on
the lower orders.

TWENTY
THIRD DAY.

18,697. What was the manner or matter which

lowered these persons, merely because they were
opposed ?–I cannot tell you the exact matter that
was brought before the Board, but almost everything
that was brought forward Mr. Gordon had something
offensive to say upon ; it appeared so from the noise

Mr. H. Mais,
20 Feb. 1866.

at the Board.

18,698. You say he had something offensive to say,
can you give us one of his remarks as a sample of the
lot –It was so much so that I remember on one

occasion the Custos said, “Mr. Gordon, you are
quite an obstructive.
18,699. That was the remark made to him —

Exactly, in my hearing.
18,700. I thought you were alluding to something.
offensive on his part to the others ?–In addressing
the Board.

18,701. (Mr. Walcott.) Were you aware that Mr.
Gordon was in the habit of going among the people 2
—Nothing further than what I have heard others say;
of course I could not attend such meetings as were
held by Mr. Gordon.
18,702. Then you were not aware of it of your
own knowledge –No, nothing further than what has
been reported to me.
18,703. Do you know anything of what had occurred
after the outbreak at St. Thomas in the East, so
far down as Yallahs –In what way do you mean :
18,704. Any violence or threatening language to
any persons?—There is threatening language used up
to this moment, and no later than last Saturday two
constables came to me and said

18,705. (Commission.) Will you try and distinguish
what you know yourself from what you heard. Has
threatening language ever been used to you ?—No,
not to me.

18,706. Or in your presence 2–No.

18,707. (Mr. Halcott.) Are you a magistrate —

€ll.

18,688. Can you give us a notion of what it was

that made you think so —From his manner of
expressing himself, and endeavouring to thwart and

put everything out of sorts; that was the impression I
|al, that the ten dency of his conduct was anything
but that which would command respect.
18,689. Do you mean conduct and language, or
gesture and bearing 2–Language ; interrupting the
proceedings of the Board.

18,690. Were the proceedings ever interrupted by
parties not members of the Vestry—by the audience 2
-Never while I was present.
18,691. Then this was only a debate between the
parties, opposition and so on ?—Whatever might be

Yes.

18,708. Do you know anything of the state of the
people during martial law in other districts besides
that of St. Thomas in the East –Only my own
district, Port Royal.
18,709. What is the state of feeling amongst them 2
—I think that the generality of them are pretty well,
with the exception of one or two. Reports were
brought to me during martial law, but I did not heed
them, because I thought things would take their own

course, but, as I observed before, I think the people
to be well disposed if they are left alone and not led
by evil disposed persons; that is my opinion of
them.

brought forward by the Custos, or any other member,

18,710. What effect do you think martial law and

everything was opposed by Mr. Gordon.
18,692. Then outside the Vestry and beyond it you
have no other evidence of what you observed —

the troops had upon the people in Port Royal 2–1

That was what I saw.

18,693. Did he ever bring forward any propositions

think the timely arrival of the “Wolverene,” and the

troops coming over the hills, evidently had the effect
of suppressing the wide feeling of disaffection through
out this district, or it would have taken fire, and it

ºf his own which were opposed by the other side — would have affected the whole of Port Royal and St.
He has often done so.

David's.

18,694. Then he had an opposition to him —

18,711. From what you know of the people you

Decidedly, there has been sometimes a majority of eight

thought then and still think it was a

Or nine.

measure ?—I think so—very justifiable ; it has been
the salvation of the country, that is my opinion ; and

18695. Did that opposition lower him more than it
did the others?—Not that I ever saw.

necessary

the best portion of the black population believe it too,

18,696. Then mere opposition does not lower a

and have so stated to me.

The witness withdrew.

WILLIAM M*PHERson (a black) sworn and examined.

18712. Do you live at Manchioneal —I do.
18,713.
AndYes.
are
debts
there?

of
you deputy
deputy collector
collector of

W. M'Pherson.

18,717. Where were you on that day?—I was on
pett
petty

18,714. Are your also No. 3 of the Volunteer
"pany at Manchioneal 2–Yes.
18,715. And a corporal 2–Yes.
l 18,716. Were you on duty as a Volunteer on the
*h of October 3–1 was not on duty.

-

the Bay, Manchioneal.

18,718. On the morning of that day did you
some people coming down on the Bay ?—I did.

see

º

18,719. Did you know any of them by sight
No,
were
not living in the Bay, they were ****
going
on tothey
Long
Bay.
*s

18,720. Coming into Manchioneal Bay 2—Yes.
3 B 2
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18,721. Do you know where they came from ?— minutes after I heard them go to Mr. Levy's house,

THIRD DAY.

They came from down the River district.
W. M'Pherson. . 18,722. How do you know that ?–By
-

20 Feb. 1866.

. there;

their work

I saw them with their bundles and I asked

“ come out this night we will take their heads off one

£In.

---

and commence to mash; from there they went into
private Fisher's house, and I heard one man cry out,
“Where is the Manchioneal Volunteers; if you don't

18,723. When you say they from the River “ by one,” and I ran away into the yard. In a little
district do you mean the Plantain Garden River

while I heard the shell blow, and heard them going

district 2–Yes.

up the hill, near Mr. Bunting's residence, and not
long after I saw Mr. Bunting's house catch on fire.
18,748. Did you see it lighted 2–I saw the light.
18,749. Did you see anybody put light to it?—No,
I only saw the light.
18,750. What became of the people who were
armed with sticks and cutlasses 2—After they took
out Mr. Bunting's goods they went out of the Bay.
18,751. What direction did they take?—Some went
up the hill to the station, a place they call the
Barracks, and some went up Grange Hill way and

18,724. How many did you see coming into Man

chioneal Bay and going on to Long Bay ?—I don't
see much coming, somewhere about two dozen going
right through the Bay.
Y 18,725. Does Mr. Foote live near Manchioneal —
Gs.

Y.

18,726. Is he the Wesleyan minister there 2–

eS,

18,727. Did any of them speak of him —Yes.

18,728. What did they say of him —A man told
me that they heard they were coming up on Friday
night to go to Mr. Foote, Mr. Hinchelwood, and
George Codrington, to kill them that night.
18,729. Did those other two gentlemen live on the

Bay –Not on the Bay but near it; as I heard that, I
said to the head-man of Darlingford, Mr. Kampton,

“I hear they are coming to kill Mr. Foote on Friday
night.” He said I had better get a horse and go over
to Kensington and tell Mr. Foote.

18,730. Did you do that ?–Yes, I did.
18,731. You went over to give information to
Mr. Foote 2–Yes.

18,732. After that what more did you see ?–As I

was coming in I heard a great noise, and I see about
five or six dozen people down the Bay, some were

the Sand Shore.

18,752. Was that all you saw while you were at
Manchioneal —Yes, that day, 13th and 14th.
18,753. Did you go to Port Antonio —Yes, I did.
18,754. As a Volunteer ?—Yes.
18,755. What day did you go there?—We went to
take down prisoners by the Lieutenant's orders. I
do not remember the day.
18,756. Did you see anything while you were there?
—Yes, the day when I went, Saturday.
18,757. Was that the 21st —I do not remember.
18,758. Was it the Saturday next after the Satur
day we have just been speaking of ?—I do not
remember ; it was just after martial law.
18,759. Was it the very next Saturday after the
-

walking with goods and some had broken Mr. Bunting's one you speak of ?—It was about two or three
Store.
Saturdays after.
18,733. Was that the same day ?—The same day,
18,760. About the 28th then 2–About that.
the 13th. .

18,761. What took place then 7–That Saturday

18,734. What more took place —I went up the

hill and saw them going into one Mr. Kirkland's store

in the main street, I saw five men hung up there.

at Manchioneal Bay.
18,735. What did they do to that ?—They took out

Thomas Crane.

everything and broke the windows and doors, they
then went from there to another store; I could not

!ºin

morning, passing along the road going to the church,
18,762. Do you know who they were —One was
º

18,763. Where did he come from ?—Manchioneal.
18,764. Give us the names of any of those who

º

º

sce that, it was about a mile or three quarters, I did you knew ; did you know any of the others ?–One
not see that it was broken till Sunday morning.
was Edward Milliner.

18,736. Whose store was that —Mr. Kirkland's.
18,737. Were you standing by, or what were you
doing when that took place; how came you to see
them 2–It was after I was coming from Mr. Foote's,
right through the Bay.

18,765. Was he another Manchioneal man 2–Yes;

another was James Lindsay, one Samuel Titus, and
one George Lindsay.
18,766. All of Manchioneal —Yes.

18,738. Did you meet them —I met them in the and18,767. How many did you see hung 2—I saw five,
two in the evening one was John Murray, and

Bay.

18,739. And did you see the store broken —I saw
Mr. Bunting's store broken, and one of Mr. Kirkland's.
18,740. After that what became of you ?—I went
up to my house.

18,741. Did you see anything more next day ?—I
did.

18,742. What was that ?–On Saturday morning I
went down to the Bay and saw a great quantity of
them in the Bay, just, in front of the post-office.
18,743. Were they armed 3–Some had stick and
cutlass, and some were without stick at all.
18,744. That was on the 14th was it 2–Yes, on
Saturday.
-

18,745. About how many were there, and who do
you think they were —I think there were about five
or six dozen.

18,746. What did they do?—I heard one man say that they want Mr. Bunting's goods in Wharf Street.
I said, “You no get Mr. Bunting's goods here, they
are Mr. Sherwood's goods.” They said, “How can

they be Mr. Sherwood's goods 2 " They wanted to get

the other Alexander Wilson.

18,768. Was that all you saw at Port Antonio –
Yes.

18,769. Did you then go home again —Yes, on the
Sunday.

-

18,770. Had you marched along the line of coast
from Port Antonio to Manchioneal —Yes.

--

18,771. What day did you go; was it the day before
you reached Port Antonio —I think so; it was on
Saturday.

18,772. Did you go by any houses that had been
burnt 2–No, not along the road. I never went in
anW.

18,773. Did you see Muirton 2–Yes.
18,774. Was that burnt 2–Muirton House

No.

18,775. Was it pillaged, plundered, gutted, empty?
—No ; we went up there on the night of the 13th.
18,776. Did you go to Orange Hill?–Yes.
18,777. Whose is that ?—That is in the possession
of the Cotton Company.

Mr. Bunting's goods, or else they would mash the

18,778. Was anything done to that?—I don't think
door open ; they called out to Mr. Naylor, who kept there
was anything in it; the house was built, but
the key, to open it, and they opened it and went in
and took out all the things.

-ºº

• 'º

the Thursday that I went, and I was there Friday and

nobody lived there.

18,747. Had you heard any shells blown 2–I did, 110t.º Did you go to Rose Garden —No, I did
on the 13th, Friday night, and as I heard the sheli
18,780. Or Fair Prospect 2—I passed that on the
blºwing. I heard some people in Manchioneal call road
to Manchioneal.
“Hip, hip, hurrah! colour come;” and about five
18,781. Did you go to the house º-No, I did not

º
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18,782. Then you do not know anything of the
roperties on that line of road 2–No.
18,783. (Mr. Walcott.) Did you go to Reach 2–
0.

18,784. Did you hear any expression used by the
people you saw at Manchioneal with reference to the
white or coloured people *—I did not, only the word
“Colour, colour.”
".

18,785. “Colours come **—Yes.
18,786. That was the cry by the people of Man
chioneal, was it 2–Yes, on Friday night, and about
2 o'clock on Saturday morning, when they were
breaking into Mr. Bunting's store, those were their

* -

-

-)

words, “Colour come ! Colour for colour.”

18,787. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you see anybody hung

anywhere else but at Port Antonio 2–Yes, at Man
chioneal.

18,795. How many ?—I cannot number them.
18,796. Did you know the parties —No.
18,797. (Mr. Walcott.) Did you, between the 13th
and the 16th of October, hear any expressions used

TWENTY
THIRD DAY.

by these gangs of people in reference to the white

20 Feb. 1866.

and coloured people —No.

W. M'Pherson.

*--

18,798. None —None.

18,799. (Commission.) Are you quite certain you
never heard anything said by these persons who came
down to Manchioneal Bay about the white or coloured
people, except “Colour for colour,” and “Colour come”?
—That was all ; only one man of the name of Dick
Wilson gave evidence at the examination at Man

chioneal Bay that he heard them say they would kill
Mr. Foote if he did not stop collecting the rents from
Grange Hill.

18,800. Is this your signature (handing a paper to

18,788. How many ?–Eleven.
18,789. Do you know who they were ?–Some I do
not ; I think I know two, one was James Beston.
18,790. Was he a Manchioneal man 7–Yes.

18,791. What had he been, a labourer 2 – A
labourer.

18,792. Were there any others that you knew 2–
There was one William Crawford, and Robert
Crawford.

the witness) —Yes.
18,801. You there say that you heard them say
they would destroy the white and coloured classes, and
take possession of their estates and other property
belonging to them —That is different. Mr. Bunting
asked us to sign that, and I said I would sign that
about killing the Volunteers.

-

18,802. Why did you sign that if it were read over
to you ?—I told him I could not sign that. He said

18,793. What were they –Labourers, and there

I could sign that.

I heard them say they would

was a man of the name of Gerrard Paply Walters,
and one Andrew Wergs, and some others who I don't

kill the Volunteers.

I said that was the only thing

know.

brought it to us to sign. I said I did not hear them
say they would kill the whites, only the Volunteers.
I told him that before Justice Kennedy.

18,794. Besides the hanging at Manchioneal did
you witness any floggings there 2–Yes.

I heard, and he said, “Sign for that.” Mr. Bunting

The witness withdrew.

*

SAMUEL RICHARD MINott (a black) sworn and examined.
18,803. Are you a carpenter –Yes, I work at that writing on the paper, was anything done with you
trade, and I ama small settler.

-

18,804. Do you live in St. Mary's at a place called
Pleasant Hill ?–Yes.

S. R. Minott.
--

about it *—I was ordered back to be locked up.
18,820. Did they say whether you had written it

or not *—No one had identified the writing properly,

18,805. Were you there on the 15th November
last —Yes.

they only suspected it; the writing was held before
me and I discovered the writing to be a female
writing, and not that of a man.

18,806. Upon that day did anything happen to
you?—Yes; I was apprehended by William Preston
and Thomas Johnson, two privates of police, and two

third time I found myself at Rodney Hall as a pri

constables.

soner, and I was locked up there.

18,821. Were you brought up a third time —The
I was taken on

18,807. Four people —Four people, and a host of Saturday, the 18th November.
spectators.

18,808. What did they do with you?—As soon as

18,822. From there where did you go to ?–I found
myself, on Monday the 20th, at this gaol, in

they came in they told me I was a prisoner.

Spanish Town, which they call the Middlesex County

nº. Where did

Gaol, and I received many violent treatments there.

they take you to ?—To Leith

{1||.

18,810. How long did they keep you there –All
Wednesday night, till Thursday morning, the 16th

ºf November, at 3 o'clock; then they carried me on to
Port Maria Bay, where I had my examination.

18,823. Did you offer bail to get out of prison 2–
While I was in prison I wrote to my brother to ask

Mr. Gray, who committed me to this gaol, to give me
bail, and he refused.

18,824. Did you ultimately get bail —I did at
last, on the 28th of December.

18,811. At Port Maria were you taken before any
bºdy?—Yes, before William Gray, justice of the
Peace, and the magistrates' clerk, T. M. Hagon.

º
º

18,825. Were you kept in irons during the time 2—
While I was in the County Gaol I was not, but I was
all the way coming down travelling along the road.

18,812. What was done there 2–They examined I have the marks of the handcuffs here now. Mr. Gray
Int, and put me back in the lock-up.
ordered them particularly to put a tight handcuff on

18813. What did they examine you about 3–1 me, and that I was to be guarded with sword and
hear the charge that a paper was picked up at a store pistol.
in Gale Market that was seditious, threatening to
burn down many estates, and kill many gentlemen.

18,814. That being the charge what became of it *

18,826. That was at St. Mary's 2–Yes; he has
a malicious feeling against me.
18,827. That was what you thought —I know it,

-They put me back till Friday, and brought me again

because we had a quarrel at one time about paying
tº be examined ; and one Richard Jones, a man of taxes, and he has had a spite against me ever since;
Gale, a cooper, took steps to identify the writing.
it is the rule of the magistrates in this island.
18,815. What writing was that ?—He wanted to
18,828. Had you been writing anything about him :
—Yes, I wrote to the Governor about his conduct to
Prºve the letter was my handwriting.

18,816. Did they produce a paper ?—It was not
Prºduced then, not at the examination. Mr. Hagon
* it was not at all like my writing.
18,817. Was that on the second occasion ?—Yes.
18,818, Was the paper then produced 3–Yes; this
Mr. Jones said that he believed the outside paper had

* figures of mine, but the internal had nothing of
the kind.

18819. When that evidence was given about that

me whilst I was paying taxes in 1863.

Here is the

letter that I wrote, and he has borne a malicious

feeling against me ever since that time.
18,829. That is what you think —No, it is the
fact ; and it is the nature of the magistrates in

t:

Jamaica, if they once have a spite against you, if you
are ever so right you must lose it. I am on my oath,
and am speaking the truth. I know it, because I have
had dealings with them.
3 B 3
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18,830. That is your description of a Jamaica
magistrate –That is a Jamaica magistrate.
18,831. Have you been accustomed to write for
publications —Not in public at all. Once or twice
he was imposing on me while paying taxes, and of
course I wrote to the Governor and told him what I

suffered in paying taxes. If you are paying taxes
Mr. Gray is one that takes every advantage, and if

you want 1%d. to make up 12s., if you only had
11s. 10}d. of the money he would not take it, but he
would fling the money at you, and drive you out of
his office, and have a policeman to shove you.
18,832. Mr. Gray is a magistrate —Yes, and clerk
of the Vestry.
18,833. You call taking an advantage of you making
you pay all that was due *—Sometimes if you bought
one horse he would tax you for two.
18,834. If you only paid 11s. 10}d., you would not
pay 12s. ?—No, but you would ask him to let it remain
till to-morrow, and bring the 14d.
18,835. You are bound to bring the exact sum, are
you not *—Yes, and I was willing to bring the exact
Surn.

18,840. At St. Mary's Circuit Court do you mean?
—Yes.

I suffered much when I came to the gaol.

18,841. (Commission.) What did they say they took
you up for 2–For the letter ; the letter was found in
the store, and as I was the last person that came out
of the store they believed that I had written it.

18,842. Then were you taken up on a charge of
being in the store ?—Yes, on suspicion.
18,843. That was the charge against you?—Yes.
18,844. It is not yet decided ?–No.

18,845. What have you to say about your gaol life?
—I suffered much there.

18,846. What did you suffer —My hair was taken
off and my beard; I was stripped of my drawers,
shoes, and stockings, and I have been sick up to this
very moment, being a man accustomed to shoes and
stockings.

-

18,847. Do you mean that you had to walk about
the gaol without your shoes and stockings?—Yes,
18,848. Was that one of your sufferings —Yes.
18,849. And another suffering was that they took
your hair off?—Yes, and shaved my beard, and I
never shave my beard.

º

18,836. (Mr. Walcott.) Are you under bail now?
—Yes.

18,850. Anything else ?—Yes, I was put in a cell
twice.

18,837. To take your trial 2–Yes.

18,851. What for 2–One day they ordered me to

18,838. What for 2–Just for that letter, and it

sweep the yard. I said I was not a tried man ; that I

cannot be identified ; the handwriting cannot be

had not come there to work, that I was willing to
oblige them, but I did not feel quite well ; and I was
put into the cell all Saturday and Sunday.

proved.

18,839. What Court are you to be tried at 2–At
St. Mary's, in March coming,

18,852. That occurred twice —Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. JAMEs DAYS sworn and examined.

Mr. J. Days.

18,853. Are you deputy clerk of the peace of had been adjourned, along with Dr. Bowerbank, the
Kingston —Yes.
18,854. Were you so in October last?–Yes.
18,855. Was there a Special Session held on the
17th of October 2—There was.

18,856. Who was present at that Special Session ?
-- His Excellency Governor Eyre, the Honourable the
Custos of Kingston, Dr. Bowerbank, the Honourable
Henry Westmorland, W. G. Freeman, and Captain
Hunt; Justices W. S. Payne, H. F. Colthirst, Charles
Levy, Alexander Turnbull, D. J. Alberga, Joseph
Francis, Alfred Da Costa, W. G. Astwood, Anthony
de Roux, J. C. Melville, J. M. Brass, Daniel Finzi,

Joseph Stines, John S. Brown, and William Lee; the

Custos, and Dr. Bowerbank asked me for a warrant

to apprehend Mr. George William Gordon. I think
I went to get the necessary form of information and
warrant, and then upon my return I inquired what
was the offence ; high treason, seditious language, or
what else. I got no answer to that question, but
Governor Eyre turned to some one, I believe to the
Custos, and inquired what had become of a sworn
information which he had seen with reference to Mr.

Gordon ; the Custos, I think, replied that it was in the
hands of the Inspector of Police, Mr. Nairne. While
I was awaiting an answer to my question the
Inspector of Police came in, and he was appealed to
for the sworn information, which he produced.
18,861. Do you know what has become of that

first named gentlemen were in attendance with His
Excellency the Governor.
18,857. Was any statement made by the then

information ?—I was told by Mr. Nairne what had

Governor –Yes, he made a statement to the effect

become of it.

which I have entered here.

18,862. Are you able to tell us whether it is now

18,858. Refreshing your memory by your entry

in existence —I do not know whether it is in exis

made at the time, tell us what it was 2–He stated to

tence, but Mr. Nairne had it then.
18,863. When 2–On the 17th of October, because

the effect that he attended that morning in answer to
the resolution of the justices, passed on the 14th
instant, at a Special Session, which resolution was
that he was asked to come back to consider the pro

priety of declaring martial law in the city and parish
of Kingston. His Excellency said that he did not
think it necessary to proclaim martial law in Kingston,
that disaffected parties could be apprehended upon
information being sworn to, and he would deal with

I saw it.; it was only the other day that he mentioned
having handed it over to another individual, Mr. Henry
John Kemble. In consequence of what I saw written
at the bottom of that document my services were
evidently not required.

18,864. You thought they were not required –
They did not require my services, nor would I have
rendered those services unless an information had been

them ; that the disturbances were being subdued ; that

sworn.

there was no organized resistance to the military, but
the insurgents were generally apprehended at their

18,865. There was nothing that you saw in the
paper they produced that in your opinion justified you

own homes; that several had been executed, and that

in doing anything —I was not called upon to do any

there were several others awaiting thier trial ; that he

thing, because as that paper was presented the parties

had been to Port Morant, and thence to Port Antonio,

left, the inspector left with the document in his pos

and troops had been distributed in the several places.

º and the Governor and Doctor Bowerbank also

He stated a vast deal more than that, but those were

left.

the more material points which I thought worthy of
being recorded.
18,859. Was anything more said or done by him
either at or subsequent to that meeting 3–Yes; after
that meeting he did say other things, but I cannot tax
my memory with them just now.
18,860. Did he give you any directions —After
wards he came to the Peace Office after the Session

18,866. Do you hold the same office now —I do.

18,867. (Mr. Lynch.) What was the object of the
Special Session ?—The object of the Special

Session

was to consider the propriety of declaring martial law
in the city and parish of Kingston.

18,868. At whose request and by whom was the
Special Session called 2–I cannot tell you at whose
request that on the 17th was called, I only had an

:
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intimation that a Session would be held just a little
while before.

-

-

- -

Special Session disclose the object of the Special

TWENTY

Session ?—There was no notice served, no notice was THIRD DAY.

-

iss69. Who summoned the justices –I imagine
the Custos.

18,870. Not you?—Not me.

-

18,871. (Commission.) What is this book —This
is the minute book of the Special Sessions.

18,872. The official minutes ?—Yes.
18,873. Kept by you in your official capacity ?—
Yes,

18,874. Is it a minute of all Sessions —Of all
Special Sessions.
18,875. Is there another book in which the ordinary
Sessions are entered –Yes, what is called ordinary
minute book.

18,876. Is this book kept by you officially; is it

your duty to keep it —Certainly.
18,877. Are the minutes read over when the Session

produced, but I knew the object in consequence of
what had taker: place at the meeting before.
18,897. What was the result of this Special Session?
—That no martial law was declared, that the Governor
said there was no necessity for it.
18,898. That was on the 17th 2–Yes: on the 14th,

Mr. J. Days.
20 Feb. 1866.

by a resolution he was asked to attend in Kingston
for the purpose of considering the propriety of declar
ing martial law.
18,899. He was not in Kingston then 2–He was
not in Kingston he was either at Port Morant, or at
Port Antonio, or somewhere.
18,900. Then in consequence of that decision, at
which the Governor was present, there was no mar
tial law proclaimed in Kingston —No, none was pro
claimed in Kingston.

has terminated, or when a new Session commences :

—No, the minute is never read again.
18,878. Never read at any time —No, not at any
time, unless they are required.
18,879. Is what you have written down ever read
over to the magistrates or justices assembled 2–No.
18,880. Never ?–Never.
18,881. Not confirmed in any way ?—No, not con
firmed in any way.

18,882. You keep your own memoranda —Yes.
18,883. Are you bound by law to keep this minute
book?—I am not aware of any particular law requir
ing me to keep it, I found it was the custom when
I went there.

-

18,884. Supposing the Justices of Session called
upon you to give an account of any case that had been
heard at any previous Special Session, do you refer to
that book authoritatively –I do.
18,885. You read it to them as a voucher ?—I do.

18,886. Then it is occasionally read to them —It

18,901. Was the Governor invited to attend this

Special Session ?–He was by a resolution which had
been forwarded to him by the Custos. On the 14th
there is this resolution, “That his honor the Custos

“be requested to send an express to His Excellency
“ the Governor, requesting his immediate presence in
“Kingston, with a view of considering the necessity of
“having martial law declared here, it being considered
“ of the greatest importance that this step should be
“taken at once.”
18,902. Can you say from your recollection whether
any person actually brought forward a substantive
proposition that there should be martial law —No,
they could not.
18,903. Was there any substantive motion ?–No,
there was not they only heard what the Governor
had to say, no motion whatever was made.
18,904. (Commission.) On the 14th was there also
a complaint of a neglect of duty by the constables —
Yes, I think so.

is occasionally read, when it is required.
18,887. But not formally —Not formally.

18,905. That, although 80 constables were ordered

18,888. And never confirmed :-Never confirmed.

out on duty the previous night, only 36 obeyed the

18,889. Did you ever receive any order to keep this

call 2–Yes.

book —None whatever; I have been there for the

last four years.
18,890. And you find your predecessor had done the
same —Yes.

18,891. Are these books deposited in the office ;
Were the books kept by your predecessor all deposited

in the office?—Yes, they are ; I found them kept
regularly.
18,892. Can you take a book out of the office as you

Please. You have produced this book to-day —Yes,

Ibrought it with me for the purpose of refreshing my

18,906. Did that apply to the special constables 2
—Yes.

18,907. Not the ordinary constables 2–We have
only what are called constables.

18,908. Do you mean that it applies to the regular
force —We have no others in Kingston ; there is a
regular constabulary consisting of 80 constables, and
it is that regular force that is alluded to.

18,909. Thirty-six of them out of 80 only turned
out 2–Yes.

18,910. Then on the 24th of October I see there

are further complaints by the inspector –Yes,

memory.

18,893. By whose authority did you do that, your
own –Yes, I brought it with me.
18,894. Then you can take it out of the office with
out any authority —They can only be taken out by
myself; I cannot take them home, but understanding

18,911. This is the minute : “I regret to report
“that with few exceptions they are very unwilling to
“ perform the duties required of them; out of 100 con
“stables sworn in for the city it is with difficulty I can

“command the services of more than an average of 14

there was some inquiry with reference to a matter “ day and 30 constables nightly; nor will they remain
that occurred on the day on which a Special Session “steadily on their beats, they move three or four
was held, I brought it here with a view of refreshing

“together, instead of each constable taking command of

my memory,

“the beat assigned to him ; it has been stated to me

18,895. (Mr. Lynch.) Do you know who called “that they have been seen napping on their beats.” A
* Special Session ?—I imagine it must have been great number I see were in consequence of this dis
the Custos.

*

missed from the force —Yes.

-

18,896. Do the minutes upon the proceedings of

18,912. I think 35 were dismissed ?–Yes.

The witness withdrew.

CHARLEs KING (a black) sworn and examined.

18913. Are you a labourer living at Manchioneal P
—Yes,

18.914. Do you remember martial law —Yes.

18,920. On the following Friday were you taken on
to Morant Bay ?—Yes.

18,921. How many of you went to Morant Bay

18,915. On the Thursday in the second week of together ?—I cannot number them.
*Artial law were you taken up —Yes.
18,922. But about how many were they f—About
18,916. Were you then at Holland 2–Yes.
40 of us.
18917. Were you taken by a constable of the name
18,923. How did you go —We were tied.
ºf Johnny Hamilton –Yes.
18,924. Did you travel by land 7–Yes; we walked.
18918, Were you taken to Bath —Yes.
18,925. All being tied together ?—Yes.
18919. And put in prison —Yes.
3 B 4
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18,926. When you got there did you see Inspector
Ramsay ?—Yes.

18,962. You never heard any charge brought
against you ?—No.

18,927. Was that the Provost Marshal 2–Yes.
C. King.
20 Feb. 1866.
---

18,928. What did he do when you got there —
When we got to Morant Bay, right before the Court
house that was burnt, where the men they were hang
ing, he said, “Take warning by the men that were
hanging there.”
18,929. Did he do anything more ?—Yes, he hung
a woman by the name of Mary Ward.
18,930. Had she come down to you ?—No.
18,931. Did he do anything more than that ?—

18,963. Don't you know what you were taken up
for P-No.

18,964, Well, what happened after you were
flogged 7–They stoned me out of the town.
18,965. Who stoned you out of the town –Con
stables, Volunteers, policemen, and soldiers.

18,966. Do you mean that they stoned you out of
the town of Morant Bay ?—Yes.

18,967. Do you mean that they actually threw

18,932. What ?—As we came down he took one
man, I don't know his name ; we were all strangers

stones at you ?—Yes.
18,968. Did the stones hit you ?—Yes, Ireceived a
blow on my side ; I thought my rib was broken, but
when I got home the doctor came to see about it, and

to one another, but he took him out and hung him that

it was safe, it was not broken but sunk.

Yes.

same evening.

18,969. Who was the doctor that saw it 2–A black

18,933. Was he one that came with you ?–Yes.
18,934. About what time did you get to Morant
Bay ?—Half-past 5.
18,935. And when was it that this man was hung :

man, a bleeding doctor.
18,970. What is his name 2—I don’t know.
18,971. Where does he live 2–He lives at Hector's
River.

—The same hour as we went in they took him and
hung him.

18,972. Who were the persons that flogged you ?—
White soldiers.

18,936. Do you mean without his being tried or

18,973. How many of them 2–One flogged me;
no, not white soldiers, man-of-war sailors, a sailor

anything 2–I cannot teli whether he was tried at
13ath or not, I cannot tell.

flogged me.

18,937. He was not tried at Morant Bay ?—No ;
as he came in he took him that same time and hung

18,974. Did he give you all the 50 himself —Yes,
all the lot on my back.

him.

18,975. What with ?—With a cat made of sash cord,

18,938. Cannot you tell his name —No, I do not
know his name.

and the tail of it had bump, bump, on it all the way.
18,976. (Mr. Lynch.) Where were you taken up

18,939. Do you know where he came from ?—Yes.

at 2–Holland.

18,940. Where 2–He came from Bath.

18,977. When you were taken up were you told
what you were taken up for *--No.

18,941. But you don't know what place he belonged
to ?—No.

18,978. You don’t know this doctor that looked at

18,942. Did you actually see him hanging 2–Yes,
I saw him with my own eyes.
18,943. Who was he hung by ?—By the white

your rib that was bent 2–Yes, I know him.
18,979. How long had you known him?—A long
time.

sailors, man-of-war sailors.

18,944. What was he hung to ?–To a bamboo
gallows.
18,945. What did he stand upon —Upon pork
barrels, boarded all along.

18,946. Was he hung at the same time as the woman
Mary Ward —At the same time.
18,947. How many were hung that night 2—I could
not uumber them.

18,948. Were there so many ?—Yes.
18,949. Cannot you recollect the number you saw
on that very first night —I cannot rightly tell, about

18,980. How many years —I cannot rightly say.
18,981. Have you known him several years —
Yes.

18,982. What is his name 2—I don't know his
Ilalne.

18,983. How far does he live from you?—About
six miles probably.
18,984. How long after your return home did you
consult him about this bent rib of yours ?—About two
or three days.
18,985. Did he doctor your back, too, for the flog

ging –No, I did not show him my back, only the

50, I am not rightly sure.

rib.

18,950. About 50 do you say ?—Yes.
18,986. Is he a bush doctor, or what ?—A black
18,951. Do you know how many 50 is 2–Yes.
Iman.
18,952. You don’t mean 15, do you ?—No, not 15.
18,987. Where does he live 2–He lives at Hector's
18,953. Fifty —Yes.
River.
18,954. What, 50 hanging there all at once –
18,988. Does he live in a town there in a house?—
Pretty near, but I could not count them.
He
lives in a house by the roadside.
18,955. Just think a little how many 50 is ; you
18,989. How long were you in prison in Morant
don’t mean as many as that, do you ?—Yes.
, Bay before you were flogged 2–I was in prison
18,956. Was anything done to you ?—Yes.
Thursday,
18,957. What did they do to you?—They flogged me. Morant
Bay.and Friday they took me from Bath to
18,958. Who ordered you to be flogged —Mr.
18,990. How long were you in prison at Morant
Ramsay.
Bay before you were flogged —The same evening,
18,959. How many lashes did you get 2–50.
Friday, that I came down I was flogged.
18,960. Were you tied at all —No.
18,961. Were you told what you were flogged for *
18,991. And that was the day you saw the 40 or 30
—No, no one told me anything.
persons hung —Yes, that was the day.
f

-

The witness withdrew.

J. Green.

John GREEN (a black) sworn and examined.
18,997. Was the Saturday week after the
18,992. Do you live in Kingston —Yes, I am an
old soldier.

18,993. In the Third West India Regiment I
believe 2–Yes.

18,994. Did you at any time go up the Blue Moun
tain Valley to seek for work —Yes.
18,995. When was that P−About two weeks after
the war.

disturb

ance 2–Yes.

18,998. Did a constable meet you on the road ?—
Yes.

18,999. Who was that 2—A constable that had "
crown on his arm; he had no peak.

19,000. Was he a sergeant-major of police ?—He

18,996. On what day of the week was that ?—I go was a man that Mr. Ramsay said must walk about"
there on Saturday.

pick out the people to be hung,

THE JAMAICA

19,001. However, he was a constable, wearing a
badge on his arm –Yes.
19,002. Did he say what he took you for 2–IIe

-

there?—
hungevery
see many
19,022. Did
day.
altogether
15, people
sometimes
28, you
Sometimes
When they hung I took some gravel and counted it
up to 170.

19,003. Was that anybody that have not got a
pass *—No pass at all ; I said I was a soldier, a free

day was over ?—I took the gravel and counted it.
19,024. What has become of the gravel ?—I threw
away the gravel after I got it into my head.

19,004. However, he took you to Mr. Ramsay ?—
Yes,

19,005. What did Mr. Ramsay do?—Mr. Ramsay
said, “Bring him down to the Camp.”
19,006. Were you taken to the Camp 2–Yes, and

º:

THIRD

-

J. Green.

19,023. What did you do with the gravel when the 20 Feb. 1866.
-

19,025. Do you mean that each day you counted
with the gravel whether there were 15, 17, or 28 —
Yes.

19,026. Did you take up a piece of gravel for every

when I go to the Camp he take his foot and kick away
the policeman, and said the police was wrong for tak

person —Yes, till it came to 170.

ing up an old soldier, but the sergeant at Morant Bay
said during martial law duty must be done.
19,007. What was done then 2–He carry me down
to the gallows and put me under the gallows.
19,008. Who did —Mr. Ramsay.
19,009. I thought Mr. Ramsay said that they had
done wrong in taking an old soldier —Yes, but he

the gravel ?—Yes.

licked me and catted me ; he licked me on the back of

19,027. Do you mean for the 16 days you kept all
19,028. Where did you keep it 2–In the same yard
where they kept the prisoners, there was plenty of
gravel there.

19,029. But where did you keep your 170 pieces of
gravel ?—When I was flogged I threw it away.

19,030. Where do you come from ?–From Africa.
19,031. How many years' service had you been in

my head with a bayonet, and they took every little

the Third West India regiment 2–16 years and six

trifle that I had. I had 11. 2s. in my pocket, and they

months.

19,032. Where were you discharged 2–At Up-Park
took that away.
19,010. Who took it away ?––The police sergeant, "Camp, Colonel D'Arcy gave it me.
the one that had the bayonet.
19,033. Have you got your discharge and certifi
19,011. Was he a white soldier ?–No, a brown cate : –It is at the Commissariat.
Iman.
19,034. Have you got a pension ?–No, I did not
19,012. What regiment did he belong to ?–He was get a pension.
a constable down at Morant Bay.
19,035. Was the bottom of your certificate cut off,
19,013. Don't you know his name 2—I don't.
or were you a good character —A good character, me
19,014. What did Ramsay say after he said the have conduct stripes.
policeman was wrong for taking an old soldier —He
19,036. What gratuity did you get when you were
kicked away the constable first, but afterwards he said discharged 2–They said they would give me 71.
19,037. Did you get the 7t.?—Me get it.
they must keep me at the station and beat me before

.

.
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said Mr. Ramsay said that he was to take anybody
that was walking about the place.
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they sent me away.
19,015. Were you beaten ?—Yes, I got 50 lashes.

---

19,016. Who flogged you?—Two white soldiers.

19,017. Were you told what it was for 2–No massa,
they no ask me nothing.

19,018. Did they tell you what you were flogged

for’—They tell me nothing at all, only ordered me
to be flogged, and for three days I did not eat.
19,019. Where was this 2–At Morant Bay, by the
gallows.

19,020. Do you say for three days you had no food

º

at all?—No food, me no eat on Saturday, they take
!!!
-

*:
-

-

t

19,038. Were you ever flogged when you were in

º

the army —No, and I never deserted.
19,039. Why were you discharged at the end of
16 years service, why not stop on to get a pension ?–

Colonel D'Arcy said we were to go to Africa, and I
told him my constitution was not strong enough.
19,040. (Mr. Lynch).--Where did you keep these
pieces of gravel ?—They were in the yard.

‘.

19,041. Do you know what you were flogged for
—They picked me up in the road.
19,042. Do you mean you were flogged for being

away my money from me.

picked up on the road 2–Yes, nothing at all else.

19,021. How long did you remain there —I
remained there for 16 days.

had taken me he would have let me go.

Colonel Jackson said I was an old soldier, and if he
-

The witness withdrew.

-

º
-

!.

Mr. WILLIAM THoMAs JAMEsoN sworn and examined.

* .

º

Mr.

19,043. Are you a merchant, and attorney for one or two of the book-keepers ; generally the field W. T. Jameson.
Albion estate, St. David's 2–I am.
19,044. How are the people on that estate paid –

They are paid generally on Friday morning, sometimes
on Saturday morning, but very seldom.
19,045. Would that be for the current week, or the

previous week?—For the previous week, that has
the custom upon that estate for many years

*

-

-

-

19,050. Have you had complaints on your estate as
to the payment of wages *—Sometimes complaints do
occur, but they are always settled at the time to the
satisfaction of the party.
19,051. To the satisfaction of both parties 2–Yes.

you mean that you have not heard any

19,052. Do
complaints on your estate by the labourers, where

º

they have not been satisfied ?–Never.

-

19046. What is the practice, supposing

book-keeper and the headman of the estate.

!"; w;

19,053. What are the hours of work there 2–When

-

. º.º.º.º.º. ºº
ºi
and wº *"... regular time, but they are generally half an hour
: * perform it,..
-

-

-

rom

between

8 and

ill

e morning—8 is

e

ls

the

it. sº º § ..";º 'º'd from
ey agree to, and wa, or oa.

º:wages and given to another person to finish the
-

-

º

-

Or

-

-

19,047. Have they the opportunity, given

them to

finish the work themselves?—Certainly, always.
-

19,048. If they do not do it what you pay to

-

another person to complete the work is deducted from

-

their wages?—Yes.

º
º

''. !'";

but when they
and knock off
are working by job-work they turn outabout
8 some
when they please; they turn out
times, and finish by 12, and sometimes by 1.

behind—till 4

"º.

!.

How

-

º can a man

who

3.

his work

well earn between 8 o'clock and 12 —They generally

knock off when they do what they call their shilling;
they do so many tasks for a shilling, 20 chains, and

.

they knock off when they do that, finding the shilling
19,049. By whom are the wages paid —The wages sufficient for the day.
19,055. Do they occupy houses belonging to the
overseer always, in the presence of
Øre paid
-

tºº.

3C

|
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estate generally —Many of them do, houses and
provision grounds in which they work.

Mr.
W. T. Jameson.

19,056. What is the rent for that ?––20s. a year
per acre generally.
19,057. Does that include the house 2–Yes, it
includes the house ; there is a house on it. When

20 Feb. 1866.

they have a house merely, they pay 6d. a week for

country now ; lately he was not in this country, he
was sent off the island by the Governor.
19,069. How long ago —I think in October or
November; during the disturbances here he was
discharged from the estate by the overseer ; I asked
the overseer the reason of his discharge, and he said
he was discharged for putting fictitious names to the

it, that is for a house without land.

papers.

19,070. Is the overseer here *—No, the headman
19,058. And for that they pay 20s. a year —
They get the land with a house upon it; they of the estate is.
19,071. Does he know anything about it 2–I don't
generally build a house upon it.
19,059. Do they build a house upon your land, do know whether he does or not.
you mean *—Yes.
19,072. Have you any of your pay bills with you ?
19,060. Suppose a man takes a house and an acre —I have the pay bills from the 1st of August last up
of land, what does he then pay ?–I have never or to this date, which shows all the money that has been
seldom known that to occur; he generally goes and paid on the estate.
19,073. Do you enter these pay bills in the ledger
chooses his land and makes up a house.
19,061. What does it cost to make a house 2–Very afterwards —They are entered in a journal which is
kept on the estate. These are the papers kept for
little, they get the materials to make it on the estate.
19,062. Are they supplied to him —He goes and the payment of the people, and these are what are
sent into me in order to pay the people. (The witness
gets it, he is allowed to go and cut it.
19,063. Can you tell at all what it might cost him * handed them in.)
19,074. How are they paid, in what coin 7–In
—It might cost him a few pounds, perhaps 31. or 4l.
to make a house.
sterling coin, in silver always.
19,064. And his own labour, of course ?–And his
19,075. Do you pay them the exact sum that is due
own labour.
to them —The exact sum due as by the papers.
19,076. For instance, here is a man that has
19,065. Do you mean 31 or 47. for the material :
—Yes, the material might cost him nothing ; and 3s. Iłd, due to him, do you give him that exactly?—
if he builds it all himself it will cost him nothing, Yes, 3s. 1 #d.
19,077. You do not divide it amongst them to settle
because he has the materials on the spot; but he
generally employs some one to assist him in building. it themselves : —No.
19,066. And for that and the material it would cost
19,078. Is not there a difficulty in getting change
him 3/. or 4/. *—Yes.
sometimes —Yes, in that case one is paid 3d. over,
19,067. Had you a person employed under you of and he gives the 1%d. to the other man.
the name of Miller 2–Minard.
19,079. Have you got a shop or store on your
-

-

19,068. Where is he 2–I heard he was in this

estate –No, none.

The witness withdrew.
D. Simpson.

DAVID SIMPson (a black) sworn and examined.
19,080. Are you head-man on the Albion estate – on pay days by the labourers ?—I never heard it
—Yes.

before, not till lately.

19,081. Is it your duty to give out the task to the
people that work there 2–Yes.
19,082. How many chains do they weed for 1s. 6d. *
—16 or 17 chains according to the grass.

19,097. What do you mean by not till lately 7–
Not till this week.

19,098. Do you think they have been well satisfied
generally —They are well satisfied.

19,099. Have you any difficulty in getting labour *

19,083. For how much 2–For ls.

19,084. Does that depend upon whether the land is
wet or dry —Yes.
19,085. Or whether there is much grass or little,

—No, sometimes in the planting time we may be
short of labour a little, but we are never short of

labour from Monday up to Saturday.

19, 100. It is only that they work a short day's

I suppose ?—Yes.
19,086. How long does it take to earn that 1s. ?—

work 2–Yes.

They come out about half-past 7 in the morning, and
they work till 12, when the task is finished; some

want 2–Yes.

finish at 1, and some finish earlier.

19, 101. But can you always get the labour you
19,102. Have you had many summonses on your
estate 2–No.

19,087. Upon the average do they earn that from
half-past 7 to 12°–Yes.
19,088. Do they ever do a second task —Some
will do a second task, and some will not do it; some

do bad work and not finish it, and others go and finish
their task, and then they take out 6d. from them to
pay the other people.
19,089. What do you pay for cutting the cane —
They get 1s. 6d. for 23 chains.
19,090. How long does it take them to do that ?

—From about half-past 6 till 11 or 12, then they have
done.

19,091. That is a little harder, I suppose, and they
came out when it is cooler 2—Yes.

19,092. How much do the day labourers have 2–
The day labourers get 1s. per day; they work from
half past 7 till 4.
19,093. Have they any time away during that
period for meals?—Yes, they have an hour between.
19,094, Then that is seven hours and a half —
-

Yes.

19, 103. Had you had occasion to take up your
labourers before the magistrates ?—Not my people
working there.

19, 104. None of your people —No.

19,105. What do you do when the people are sick
and cannot work, do you make them pay you rent
—If they are sick and cannot work we never make

them pay the rent; sometimes they pay three quarters'
rent, and if they say they are not able to pay now we
pass them over till they are able to pay again.
19,106. Do you mean you keep it as a debt against
them —We stop it, and let them pay by instalments.
19,107. How many persons do you employ upon
this property —From 250 to 260.

19, 108. Are they generally the same persons?—
Generally, not exactly, they come from all parts.
19, 109. Do the greater part of them live on the
estate or in the neighbourhood of it 2–Yes, the
greater part.
19,110. Is there a school near for the children 3–
There is a school at Yallahs, about two miles from

19,095. Are you always present on pay day ?— the estate, also at Islington.
19,111. Do the children go to school –Some of

Every pay day I go down unless I am sick; they will
not pay without me.

19,096. Are there often complaints on your estate
*_*

as

them.

-

19,112. Do the labourers get medicines from the

º

tº
*

…"
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overseer when they are ill 2–Yes, and we give them

might have summoned men from some place or other,

jº sugar when they are ill.
*..
.*5, you know anything of Minard 2–He
wºre at the estate belonging to a gang called the

and they might have received the money.
19,121. Was that the reason the man was

-

-

igation Land Gang.

lº

-

How

long ago ?—About

12 months ago,

>
-

before the rebellion.

- - -

gii;. Has he been there within

the last

12
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dis

D. Simpson.

charged 2–Yes.

19,122. Do you ever pay the head-man of the gang
for all the men in the gang –No, everybody comes
for their own money; a list is given to

-

-

20 Feb. 1866.

the various

persons on the different pieces.
19,123. What did this man Minard say when you
-

months?–No.

-

-

-

19,116. Do you know anything about his leaving 2

told him of this 2–He said it was a mistake.

—i. gave in some list of persons who were not at
work

at all; he gave in three names that never

worked on the estate.

19,124. Did this occur more than once, or only this

one time —I dare say the overseer found something

-

not correct.

19,117. I thought you always paid the men your
self: Yes, in company with the overseer and book
keeper.

-

19,118. Who would receive the pay, then, for these
three men?--They would not get it after we found
they did not do the work.
j9,119. Then they did not get it —They did not
-

19,125. There were some suspicions, you mean –
Yes; he gave in a list of three persons as being at
work on the Saturday, and there was only one.
19,126. And he had put two down 2–Two at one
piece and one at another.

--

go up at all : he only gave in a false list.
19,120. Suppose you and the overseer had not gone

19,127. Have you any Coolies on the estate —
Africans.

19, 128. What is the breadth of each chain 3–

to the gang to see these men, who would have re

Three feet wide.

ceived the money —He might have received it, or he

19, 129. And how many feet are there in a chain —
A half-chain is 50 length: 100 goes to a chain.

The witness withdrew.

HENRY GRANT (a black) sworn and examined.
H. Grant.

19,130. Do you live at Spring Garden —Yes.
19,131. Is that near Stony Gut 2–Yes.
19132. Have you got some buy land there —
19,133. About an acre –Yes.

19,134. Is that upon the Oxford estate –Yes.
19,135. Do you remember getting some flogging in
the month of October –Yes.

19,136. Who gave it to you ?—Mr. Ramsay.

19,137. He ordered it, you mean –Yes.
19,138. Where were you when it was given —At
the police station.
19,139. What police station ?—At Morant Bay.
19,140. Do you remember when that was 2–Yes.

19,141. How soon after the war at Morant Bay ?—

I cannot tell anything about that, massa.
19,142. It was about that time, was it?—Yes.

19,143. After it had begun ?–Just as the war
stopped on the Saturday.
19,144. How many lashes did you get 2—I got
about 50 lashes.

19,145. Who took you from Stony Gut to Morant

º-A man by the name of John Williams.
19,147. After you got the flogging did they let you
gº-Yes, Mr. Ramsay gave me a note.
19,148. And you went back again to Spring
Garden?–Yes.

19,149. How long did you stay there before any

ºy took you away again?—The other week.
19,150. Who took you the other week —Maroons.
19,151. How many of them were there —I cannot
rightly tell; there was plenty of them.
19452. Enough to take you ?—Yes.
º Where did they take you ?–In my own
place.

you to?—To White

19,155. When they got you to White Hall, what
did they do with you?—They took me from my
garden and tied me to a man named Taylor. There

19,164. Who wrote that paper?—A little boy, I
got him to write them down.
19, 165. Where did he get what he wrote on it

how did he know what to write –A young man told
him what to write in the paper. He was a young man
called Valentine, who belongs to Spring Garden.
19,166. Did you tell the names of the two men to
the boy who wrote this?—No, the young man who
came up to Middleton, he told the boy.
19,167. And did you get it done in consequence of
the advice given you to go and get it written on
paper ?—Yes.
Y 19, 168. You say Mr. Burke told you to do that ?—
(*S.

-

19,169. And you got another man to tell the boy
19,170. Do you know the names of those two men
that were shot —One was the name of Dugald Lind
say, I do think.
:19,171. When did you first hear that name 2–I
hear the name in the parish.
19, 172. Did you know him —Yes, I knew him.
19, 173. He was one ; what was the name of the
other ?—One name was Frenderson.

19,174. What was his Christian name 2–Robert
Frenderson, I do think.

19,175. Not Billy *—I cannot tell the right name
properly.
19,176. Did you know him —Yes, he was a Mason

19,177. Where did he live 2–He lived at Stony
Gut land.

19,178. Then Dugald Lindsay and Robert Frender
son were the two men you saw shot ?—There is more

-

19,156. There were four of you, were there not ?–
Five of us; we all came out of the same village.
|9,157. Out of Spring Garden —Yes.
|9,158. Did you go through Middleton?—Yes, and
when we got through Middleton the Maroons shot two
Iſlen,

!9,139. Did you see them shot —Yes.
19,160. Do you know their names?—I took down
the date of their names. A gentleman gave it me to
lake it down. Mr. Burke gave me orders to

—As far as I can remember, those are the names.

in ‘an.

all,

* John Francis and others there.

The names are on that paper.
19,163. If you remembered what the names were to
write them down, you can tell us what they are now :

what the names were, is that so?—Yes.

19,146. What was he –A constable.

the names.

(The witness handed in a paper.)
19,162. What were the names of the two men —

Yes,

º Where did they take

19,161. Have you done that —Yes, I have done it.

take down

on the paper.

-

19,179. You have only told us of two —Two first
and three afterwards.

19,180. How many altogether did you see shot ?—
Five altogether, one named Grant ; the spelling of
the name is in the paper.

19,181. Did you know him —Yes, I knew him.
19,182. Where did he live —He lived at the same
Stoney Gut.

19,is3. Had he more than one name?—One name,
Duncan.

19,184. Was Grant any relation of yours ?—No.
3 C 2

‘.
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19,185. That is three. You say you saw five shot ;
do you recollect the other names —Yes, the other
tWo.

H. Grant,

19,186. Who were they –I am trying to remember
20 Feb. 1866.

the names—it is put down there.
19,187. Do you think one of the names was Pat

19,208. Did you never see Dugald Lindsay at
Stony Gut —What part of Stony Gut do you mean?
19,209. Any part?—The lower part; they live at
Middleton, and go up Stony Gut side.

19,210. Did you know Paul Bogle's chapel?—I
knew it, but

terson 2–Yes.

19,211. Never saw it 2–No.

19,188. Did you know Patterson before that time *
Yes, well.

19,189. Where did he live 3–At the same Spring
Garden.

19,190. Did he not live at Middleton 2–Yes.
19,191. Well, he could not live at Middleton and

19,212. Then you never saw Dugald Lindsay there?
—I never go into the chapel because I don't join him.
19,213. Where did you ever see Frenderson before?
—The same Saturday at the same place.
19,214. Did you ever speak to him —No, I never
spoke to him.

19,215. Never said, “How do you ?” as you passed

at Spring Garden too —He lived at Middleton, and
the whole of them did.

One of the other man was

him on the road —Yes.

19,216. Did you know his name 2–Yes.

Geoghegan.
19,192. Then it was not Milliner *—Geoghegan was

19,217. When you met him and passed the morning
to him did you know his name 2–Yes.

the fifth.

19,218. Whereabouts did Duncan Grant live –In

19,193. Who was it told the boy to write the names

the same Spring Garden.
19,219. Near you ?—No, up the Middleton side. I

down 2–Valentine.

-

19,194. Then you did not tell the boy —No.

don't live Middleton side, I live down Morant side by

19,195. You did not know the names —No.
19,196. Just give us the three names you do know
of the men that the Maroons shot —Dugald Lindsay,

—Yes.

one Duncan Grant, and Frenderson.

Y

19,197. What became of you when the Maroons

the Cross Bar.

19,220. You knew them and used to speak to them?
19,221. Did you see them when they were dead?—
C.S.

19,222. Did you see the Maroons shoot them 2–

took you to White Hall?—I slept in my handcuffs the
whole night until daylight in the morning, then I

No, I did not see them shoot them ; they showed me

went to Mr. Fyffe.

the bodies and said the Maroons shot them.

19,198. When you got before Mr. Fyffe what was
done with you ?–Nothing ; Mr. Fyffe let me go back

19,223. You say you were flogged at Morant Bay,
was that when you were in the prison —No, they
never took me in the prison.
19,224. Where did you go to then, in the police

again.

19,199. And you went home again 3-Yes.
19.200. (Mr. Walcott.) Where did Dugald Lindsay
live 2–In the same place.

19,201. Had you ever seen him before [he] was

station ?—Yes.

19,225. How long were you kept there 3–That
same Saturday morning they flogged me about 12
o'clock.

shot ?–Yes, I had seen him.
19,202. And knew him ?—Yes.

gº.

And they let you go that same Saturday?

— I. C.S.

19,203. Had you ever talked to him —Yes.
19,204. Where used you to see him *—I
the Saturday before I came to the Bay.

saw him on

19,227. Did they flog you badly —Yes, I could not
go anywhere for two weeks.

-

19,205. Where did you see him –Coming down
from my place.

19,206. Did you see him at Stony Gut 2–No, I
did not see him at Stony Gut.

19,207. Did you ever see him there —No.

19,228. Did it make you bleed 2–Yes,
19,229. Did blood come plenty 2–Yes.
19,230. What did they tell you they flogged you
for 2—They tell me nothing.
19,231. What did Williams say he took you up for:
—He never tell me nothing.

The witness withdrew.
Mr. JAMES DEARMER FORD sworn and examined.
Mr.J. D. Ford.

19,232. What are you ?—I am the secretary of the

said that Jamaica was to become a second Hayti; he

nk of Jamaica.

asserted that he had not used those words; and then I

º
At Kingston —At Kingston.
19,234. I believe you wrote a statement

said to him, “It is very strange, Mr. Gordon, and I
addressed

to 19,235.
Governor
Eyre
—I did, I was asked to do sº. .
That
related to a conversation you had with
the late Mr. Gordon —Two or three conversations.
19,236. Was that at your bank at Kingston —It

“ cannot understand it; you are friendly with me,
“ sitting down conversing, and yet when you are

“ not present, and I am reading the papers, judging
“ from your speeches, you are exciting the people to
“ cut our throats.”

19,240. When you said that to him did you follow

was at the bank in Kingston.

-

19,237. About what time were these conversations
had with him —From about two to three weeks

before the rebellion, and one or two days afterwards,

it up with any more remarks about his speeches, or
did he make any reply 2–He made a reply, and I
followed it up.
-

that is to say, on the Saturday morning afterwards, the
14th.

-

19,241. What was his reply 2–He said I must
not suppose that he meant anything of the kind, that

-

19,238. Can you give us the

nature of the conver

sation on the first occasion ?—Mr. Gordon

had been

he went down to speak peace to the people. I said

in the habit of coming there to sit with me and read

the kind of peace, as it seemed to me from my reading
the papers, was to tell the people “don’t hit them," a

and I said to him,
, speeches,
the papers,that
it seemed to me

the same time showing his own discontent and
making them discontented, when otherwise they might

referring to his Were
strange that he should

i., a friendly pleasant person to sit with: and yet when not be so. He said that he only went down at their
he was not present, judging from his speeches, he was special request to speak peace to them, but that thº.
...e. who was exciting the people to cut my throat and had a great many wrongs, and he was bound to fell
*>

such like as myself.

them so ; I asked him further how he could say that

would lead him to understand that You Were referring
at were 2–It was in reference to the Were

sorts of things which the paper reported him to sº.

Custodes all over the island were the worst and
ig.239. Had you said anything before that which the
wickedest of men and the most scoundrelly, and

to speeches

speeches.
He hadthebeen
complaining
me of him.
the He said, “Well, for the most part they are so, ther.
manner in which
newspapers
were,toabusing
may be some exceptions;” I then said, “Supposing
j misrepresenting his Vere speeches stating he had “ these Custodes were taken away, could a better"

*
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things.
º for instance, the late Naar de Graffe, those
19,247. Do you know the names of those people : Mr. J. D. Ford.
and such as that. He said, “Not exactly ; I fear some
of them were very bad men also ;” I told him this —Merely from memory. I saw, the Bogles; the
habit of speaking evil of Custodes and persons in “Tribune” of that day would tell what the names 20 Feb. 1866.
authority seemed to me a very dangerous habit, calcu Were.
lated to produce evil; in fact, taking all his speeches
19,248. Was this conversation at your bank —
together, it was like putting fire to a barrel of gun Yes. Then after the rebellion, on Saturday, the 14th,
wder, and calculated to do much harm. I said,
again came up to my bank, as he told me it was
tº Supposing you were made a Custos to-morrow, from he
the only quiet place he could come to read his letters,
-

---

-

“ this habit, which has become the habit of this

as he was really being so ill-treated and ill-used

* country, of abusing all in authority, you would in Kingston by everybody, that was the only
“immediately become a scoundrel as great as any of
“ them.” He said, “Well, I understand you, Mr. Ford,
“you do not mean that I am a scoundrel, but that I
“should be called so.”

place he could come and sit to read in ; this
was just after 9 o'clock, after the post letters had
been delivered. He complained that some of his

I said, “Yes, I mean that.”

He said, “Well, there is something in that.” Then
I asked him, “But supposing, Mr. Gordon, the people
“were to be such fools as to rise in rebellion (this

letters from St. Thomas in the East had been kept

“was between two and four weeks before the rebel

back by the Post-Office, and he showed me a letter
from Vere. I said, “Mr. Gordon, you cannot wonder
“ at the people treating you as they do, because it is

“lion), do you think that, even in the event of their

“exactly what I told you would happen from your

“being successful in their cutting all our throats,
“which is perfectly possible in the first rising, if they

“ speeches, and I am sure you must have been as

“ sorry for the bloodshed as I was, you cannot have
“took us by surprise, that England either could not “ meant this.” He said, “I am very sorry for my
“ or would not avenge us amply, so that every one of friend Mr. Hire,” and he wished very much to go to
“ them would be killed and done away with.” He Mr. Airey, his friend, to ask him what were the par
said, “Ah! Mr. Ford, you are quite mistaken there : ticulars, or further news by the post. I never saw
him since then.

* all the power of the great Napoleon could not put
19.249. You say he said he was sorry for his
“for the troops died of disease before they could friend, Mr. Hire —Yes, and he said no more than
“meet the people in the mountains.” I said, “But that. He said for himself he was a very peace

“down the rising in Hayti, and that was successful,

“in India a very short time ago an organised, armed,
“ and formidable rebellion of millions rose against the

loving man, and I must not consider or think that he

“Government, and we know how they were successful

" *.ſits, but it was very quietly, steadily, and deter

that he was a man of peace and not a man of blood.
I told him that it was his duty, when everybody con

“ minedly put down, and England's power has been

sidered him so, distinctly in some way to disconnect

“kept, and so it would be here.” He said, “Mr.

himself with the rebellion publicly, for the sake of
the people who believed he was on their side, and for

“Ford, India is not at all a case in point, for India is

had anything to do with any blood-thirsty intentions;

" ; "at country, and the English troops would overrun the sake of his own safety, if he did not want to be
“it and conquer it, but this country is a mountainous

considered as aiding and abetting.

He said he did

"ºuntry, and before the British troops could reach not know what to do, he would go and see his friend
“ the people in the mountains they would die of dis

Mr. Airey, and he left.

" ** here.” Thereupºn he got up to go away, saying

19,250. To whom did you first mention the conver

“Of course this is mere abstract talking.”
19,242. He said that did he 2–He said that, but the

sation you had with Mr. Gordon relative to Havti and

*Prºssion made upon my mind was such, that imme
diately I got home that evening I told my family of it.
19,243. You mentioned this 2–Yes, to show that I
* notice of it at the time as what I considered a
serious thing.

him :-That marked conversation I mentioned to

19.244. That was the substance of the conversation

the first time you remembered talking with him on
the subject —Yes, that was the first time he broached
the subject.
19,243. That was three weeks before the 11th of
October 2–Yes.

1946. Did you see him again –IIe used to come
*ly every morning to read the papers with me, and
he very frequently alluded to the way in which the
*"spapers abused him. I told him he partly de
*Yº it. On the very morning of the rebellion,
but before we knew of it in Kingston, he was with
* alone in the bank; he was complaining to me

ºf the “Tribune” newspaper having strongly abused
ºn again, and attacked him for having portioned
"t his cattle among the tenantry on his estate for
the Purpose of getting their votes. I said “But
if that is so you have done a very wrong thing,
because it is teaching an ignorant people to shave
very close towards disregarding the sanctity of
ºn Qath, and a wrong thing too.” He said, “Every

India, the first marked conversation that you had with
my

brother and to my wife when I got home that same
evening.

19,251. You mentioned it at once, did you ?–I
mentioned it to them, and I also wrote the impression
it made upon me to my brother in Australia.
19,232. However, it was again brought to your mind
after it had happened that same

evening —Yes.

19,253. And subsequently you gave a narrative of
it in writing *—Subsequently I mentioned it to one

or two friends after Mr. Gordon's execution, I did not
like to prejudice anything.
19,254. Ultimately you gave a narrative of it in the
paper you addressed to Governor Eyre 2–Yes. There
is one point I wish to mention which I forgot at the
moment. He said, “You know, Mr. Ford, they
“ accuse me of having been absent at this Vestry
“ meeting with intention and with foreknowledge,

“ you know from my having been up here every
“ morning that I have been too ill to go down ;" which
was the fact. I can state positively that he did look
too ill to go down, and he was really ill; he had a
cough, and was really poorly, that I know to be the
fact.

{{

Pºlitician does it.” He admitted that he did do it,

*" thought it not wrong at all, and the names of

those to whom

19.255. Had you seen him from time to time in
business, two or three days prior to the 11th of
October 2—I had seen him every day.

19,256. Had you noticed that he was ailing in

he distributed his cattle I afterwards

health for some days before the 11th 2–There was

"ticed were amongst the chief of those who were
ºuted as rebels. He acknowledged to me that

not the slightest doubt of it; he had a cough, and was
weak from dysentery apparently ; but the cough was

* had done what the paper said he had done, but

plain, and he was ailing.

-

The witness withdrew.

3 C 3
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AGNEs STEwART DAvis (a black) sworn and examined.

THIRD DAY.

19,257. Where do you come from ?—St. Thomas in
A. S. Davis.

19,278. It was the first day of Christmas you say

the East.

that the child was born ?—Yes.

19,258. What part of it?–Roselle.
19,259. What have you got to say ?—My two

20 Feb. 1866.

19,279. Have you never said that you returned
to the bush on a Sunday evening after you had
been there once, and that while you were in the
bush seven days, the next Sunday night your baby
was born while you were in the bush—have you

-------

houses were burnt.

19,260. Two houses at Roselle?—Yes.

19,261. By whom were they burnt —By the white
soldiers.
19,262.

ever said that ?—No, I never did.

Do you know when that was 2–Yes, on
Sunday.
19,263. Did they search the houses before they

19,280. Who assisted you when you were delivered
of the child 2–My little child.
19,281. Your own child 2–Yes.

burned them —That I cannot tell.

19,282. How old is she 7–She is a big child
enough.
19,283. Is that all you have come to say?—Yes.
19,284. Do you remember the person who wrote
down on paper what you had to say—just look
at that gentleman (Mr. Hamilton), did you see him?

19,264. Were you there when they were burnt —
I ran away to the bush.

19,265. When did you run away, before the
Sunday —No, on the Sunday I heard they were
coming.

19,266. How long did you remain in the bush –

—Yes.

Three nights.
19,285. Was he the person who wrote down what
you told him had happened to you at Roselle 7–Yes.
19,286. After he had written it on the paper did
he read to you what he had written ?—He did.
19,287. Did you tell him to make an alteration
in one of the days named ; did you tell him to alter
six days into seven days —I told him I was seven
days in the bush.
19,288. When he had written six, did you hear him
read six days ; did you hear it read over to you?—

19,267. Had you a daughter with you there 2–
Yes.

19,268. Was she with you all the time –Yes,
19,269. I believe you were delivered of a bady in
the bush –Yes; a lady gave me an old broken house,
and I cut some plantain leaf and made a bed of it.
19,270. When you came back did you find your
houses burnt —Yes.

-

19,271. Are you sure you were only three days in
the bush 2–Yes.

-

19,272. Did you ever go to the bush again —Yes.

Yes.

19,273. What, about that same time ?—Yes.

19,289. Did he ask you when he had read it over
whether it was correct, whether it was what you
meant —Yes, he did, but he put something else
besides what I said, another paper.
19.290. However, he did read some paper or other
to you ?—Yes.
19,291. Was what he read to you what you had
just been telling him?--Yes,

19.274. How soon after you came out the first time
did you go again *—I had got no shelter, and I went
to the bush again.

-

19,275. How long did you stay the second

time —

The second time only just a day.

-

19,276, was it the first or second time you were in
the bush that your baby was born ?-The baby was
Christ
mas.
born in the bush 2–No,
child
i.ofthe

19,292. You are certain of that ?–Yes.

the first
19,277.
Wasday
born

19,293. And did he ask you whether that was
right after he had read it 2–Yes.
19,294. And did you say it was right 7–Yes.

I was delivered in an old house which a lady gave me
to live in.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. John C. HAMILTON sworn and examined.

Mr.

J. C. Hamilton.
O

19,295. Where you employed to take the statement
it?—At Mr. Allwood's
Davis
Agnes Stewar
wheretdid
take was.
you2-1
f ſº.

19,305. And you asked each after sentence if it was
correct 2–Yes.

•

19,306, What did she say?—She said, “Yes.”
19,307. Was there one place which she wanted an

office.

19,297. When 2–Yesterday;

- -

-

alteration made –That alteration was made before I

10,298. Did you listen to her story and write it
down 2–Yes, I did.

read it over; she told me it was six days, and then she

-

-

19,299. And to assist you did yºu occasionally put said it was from Sunday to Sunday, and I counted it
questions to her in order to understand what she was to her on my fingers, and showed her it was not six
days but seven, and then I altered it.

saying?—Yes:

-

-

19,300. Is that what you wrote (handing a paper
19,308. Are you certain, it being an act you did
. written down all that you had
sº)?—Yes
to §§itness
you had
yesterday, that you heard her make the statement as
athered from her, either. by her statement or your
jºin
. did you read it over to her ?—I read it
-

-

you wrote it —As I wrote it, and I swear that is

19,309. You have not, as she suggests, substituted

to her carefully.

oº:
over

And

the

same paper.

*iety ?—Distinctly, and as I read

another paper for it?–No.

every sentence, I asked her if it was correct, and
**

aid yes.

º Did you read it sentence by sentence —
"tºo Not all at once —No, I never do, I always
read it sentence by sentence.

º
*.

19,310. Did she make use of these words, “I
returned from the bush on Sunday evening, and I
was in the bush seven days, and on the next Sunday

night my baby was born ; while I was in the bush

“we had to cut plantain leaves to make a bed for
“ myself and my four children "-Yes.

AGNEs STEwART DAvis re-called.
A. S. Davis,

19, 311. You say somebody gave you an old
r

house

to live in where the baby was born as you say, where
was that old house ?–In the negro ground.

19,312. Was it at Roselle 2–Yes.

19,313. Is that near where you had the houses that

were burnt?—Yes.
The witness withdrew.
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Rob ERT Johnson (a black) sworn and examined.
. Are you a labourer ?—Yes.

§: ń. º live at Holland estate *—Yes.

19,351. Were they labourers on Holland estate?—

Yes, and there was one Morris Brooks.

-

19,316. Do you recollect a Sunday during martial
law?–Yes.

19,352. Had Theodore any other name

19,317. Were you sent by Mr. Stewart the overseer

-

19,353. were there any others ?–Yes, one Samuel

of Hºlland estate anywhere 3-Yes.
19,318. Where to ?—To Golden Grove.
19,319. Who took you there ?—One James Boyd.
con

20 Feb. 1866.

Walker.

19,354. Those were all labourers on the

IIolland

estate were they –Yes.

stable?—Yes.

19,355. Do you know the day of the month that

ig321. When you got to Golden Grove where
were you placed —They tie me to the

R. Johnson.

besides

Theodore ?– I don't know any other name.

--

19,320. Was he a

TWENTY
THIRD DAY.

this Tuesday was 2—No.

mill-house.

19,356. Was it a Tuesday in October —I cannot

19,322. Were you kept there as a prisoner –

rightly tell when it was.
19,357. Do you the difference between November

Yes,

19,323. For how long?—From Sunday about 10
o'clock till Monday morning, and up to Tuesday about

and October 2—No.

19,358. Which comes first October or November?

2 o'clock before I go home.

19,324. Do you mean 3 o'clock in the afternoon of

—October, it was October month that they took me,
in martial law.

Tuesday ?—Yes.

19,327. Was that at Golden Grove —Yes, on the
Tuesday.
19,328. What did they give you?—Fifty.
19,329. Who gave you that ?—The overseer, Mr.

19,359. You know then that it was in October 2–
October they took me.
19,360. They took you on Saturday, did not they
—No, Sunday.
19,361. Did you see soldiers by when you were
flogged —A lot.
19,362. Were they black or white 2–White and

Stewart, for one.

black.

19,335. Did you then go home 2–Yes.
19,326. Before you got home was anything done to
you?–Before I got home they flogged me.

19,330. With his own hand 2–Yes.

19,363. Did you see any officer there 2–I don't

19,331. How many did he give you?—I cannot tell
you how many he gave me.
19,332. Who were the others ?—I don't know the

rest of them, they were Volunteers.

19,333. Who was by when Stewart flogged you ?

know the officer from the soldier.

19,364. What is your age 2–I can't tell, mother
has got my age.
19,365. Where do you live now 2–At Holland
estate.

—I don't know them, barring the Busha.

19,366. Who
Stewart.

19,334. That is Mr. Stewart 2—Yes.

do you say flogged you ?—Mr.

19,335. They were Volunteers you say; did you
ever see any of them before that day ?—No, I never
see none before that day.

who
67.?—Volu,nte
soldiers
ers.

19,336. What did they say you had done when they
flogged you?—Nothing at all ; they just came and
took me; I did not know anything.
19,337. They must have told that you had done
something surely 7–They just take me and bring me

them to flog you ?—Yes.

away, they say nothing then.

19,338. Do you know now that they said you had

done something?—No.

19,3

But

really flogged you, were they

19,368. Do you mean that Mr. Steward helped
19,369. Is Mr. Stewart a Volunteer 2—Yes, he had
the Volunteer's dress on, gun, and everything.
19,370. You have got a dispute with Mr. Stewart
have you not, about money —Yes.
19,371. He says that you owe him rent 2–Yes.

19,372 And you say that he owes you money for

work 2–Y.es.

19339. Did you never hear what it was f_No,

19,373. Have you ever taken that to the Court

nothing at all.

house, to the magistrate 2–No.

19,340. Before they took you to give the 50 lashes,
did not Mr. Stewart say something to you ?–No.
19341. Did he never speak to you before he gave

wages money —No.

19374. You never went to complain about your
19375. Never ?—No.

Yºu to the constable to take you to Golden Grove?—

19,376. How much money do you want from Mr.

19342. Did the constable say what they were
hºuse, and said “You must come ;” that was all.
19343, Did he not say why you must come 2–1
*d him why; and he said he did not know, that

*ing you for 2–Nothing at alſ; he came into my

Mr. Stewart said I must come.
§4. Did you ask anybody but the constables?
-N0.

19345. When you were put in the mill-house were

there other men with you?–Plenty.

ls. 6d. for rent.

19,377. What did you get out after he took the 1s.
6d. for rent —I get 7s.6d. a week.

.

19,378. One shilling and sixpence per day 2–Yes,
and he take out 1s. 6d. for rent, and give 7s. 6d. for
the week.

19,379. How many weeks do you want to be paid
for 2–One.

tºo.

That is 7s.6d. you ask from Mr. Stewart?

-- I eS.

. . 19346. Did you never hear from any of them why
"Was you were flogged 7–No.
19,347. Never? No.

$348. Did they try you ?–No.

19,381.
19,382.
19,383.
19,384.

Can you read or write 2–No.
Is there a school on your estate 2–No.
Is there a school near you?—No.
Have you never been to school 2–I have

19,349. Do you know the names of anybody that
"...saw standing near you when they flogged you ?

been to school when I was a little bit.

-** a lot of them from Holland estate.
19,350. Can you give us some of their names —

all.

*Theodore and one Richard Rowden.

|

Stewart 2–He pay me Is. 6d. per week, and he take

" only the constable came and took me.

12,385. Did you learn anything 2—No, nothing at
19,386. Did they whip you for not learning 2–Yes,
they flogged me, but being a small child, I did not
care anything about it.

The witness withdrew.

Lydia FRANCEs (a black) sworn and examined.

19387. Do you live at the Holland estate —Yes.
389. Were you taken up by anybody on that
19388. Do you remember a Tuesday during martial Tue19,
sday ?—Yes, I was taken up on Tuesday.
aw –Yes,
19,390. Who took you up 2–The constable.
3 C 4

L. Frances.
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19,891. Do you know whether anybody told him to

19,409. Do you know the name of anybody else

do that ?—I do not know.
19,392. Where did he take you to ?–To Golden

who was there when the 20 lashes were given you?—

-

L. Frances.

One William Smith.

Grove,
20 Feb. 1866.
---

19,410. Was he a constable too?—Yes.
19,411. Was there an officer there 2–Yes.

19,393. When you got there on the Tuesday was

19,412. Do you know who he was 2—No, I don't

anything done to you ?—I was there the whole day

till 4 o'clock in the evening, and then they flogged me. know his name, he had a long sword draggling on the
19,394. What did they give you ; how many ?— ground.
They gave me 20 lashes.
19,395. Where 2–On my back.
19,396. Do you know who did that ?—A white

19,413. How long did they keep you at Golden
Grove?—From 6 in the morning till 4 in the evening,
and when they flog me I go away and go home.
19,414. Was the Busha, Mr. Stewart, there when
you were flogged —Yes.
19,415. Who was it flogged you?—I don't know
the gentleman's name, but a soldier flogged me.

-

soldier.

19,397. Was he there alone, or were there others
with him –Plenty soldiers.
19,398. When you were flogged?—Yes.
19,399. Did they say why they flogged you ?—
Because I went to look for some food for my hog, and
they said I had no right to go to that place.
19,400. Where had you been looking for food for
your hog 2–Along the estate where I was working.

19,416. I believe you have money that you want to
be paid you by Mr. Stewart 2–Yes, I do, for 20
chains.

19,417. He owes you money does he –Yes.
19,418. How

19,401. That is the Holland estate 2–Yes.

19,402. Had your pigs been wandering over it, or
had you ?—My pigs did, they got out of my yard.
19,403. Did you go to get food for them on the
estate 2–I had the pig put back in the stye.
19,404. Had you been over the estate to get food
for the pigs 2–Outside, where I work now.
19,405. And was that what you say they flogged

*

much 2–Sometimes I work three

weeks, and he take part for rent.
19,419. How much do you want from him —When
I do my work, when he give me 20 chains, I look for
my shilling, but I never get it.
19,420. Was it 1s. a day ?—Yes.
19,421. How many times have you worked 20
chains 2—I worked it all time.

19,422 Every day ?—Yes, every day,
19,423. How many days do you want to be paid

you for —Yes.

for 2–When I have done my 20 chains I want my

19,406, Can you tell me the name of anybody who

was by when they gave you 20 lashes —When they

shilling.

flogged me a gentleman was there.
19,407. Who was he 2–Richard Hall.
19,408. What is he 3—A constable.

19,424. How many shillings does he owe you now?
—Last week he took it for my rent, 3s.
{
19,425. Have you been paid —Yes, I was paid.
The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to

10 o'clock to-morrow.

TWENTY-FOURTH DAY.

Wednesday, 21st February 1866.
PRESENT :

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.

TWENTY.

FOURTH DAY.

RUSSELL GURNEY, Esq.

Mr. H. Ford.
21 Feb. 1866.

|

John BLossETT MAULE, Esq.

Mr. HENRY Ford sworn and examined.

19,413a. Were you before the disturbance at Morant

Bay resident at Kingston —At the moment I was,
but previously I resided in St. Thomas in the East.
19,414a. At that time you were in Kingston —Yes,

having a place of business, and a residence of my own
in Bath, which was the reason of my desire to go up
there.

19,415a. What was your business at Kingston at the
moment 2–That of a merchant.

themselves for the protection of the city of Kingston
chiefly.

19,424a. How were they requested; was the requit
written ?—I do not know exactly; but it was generally
communicated over the town, that all who were
favourable to that side were to meet at the barracks
on Saturday afternoon.

19,425a. What day was that?—On the Saturday
immediately after the outbreak—Saturday the 14th.

in Kingston what had happened at Morant Bay in

19,426. Who told you of the invitation first; how
did you get to know of it so as to act upon it –

October 2—I did, and I took very great interest in it,
on account of my mercantile interest in the parish.
19,417a. You had interest and property in St.
Thomas in the East —To a large amount. My

lated over Kingston ; I learned it from the maglº

19,416a. Do you remember hearing whilst you were

cannot clearly remember, but it was generally cir"
tracy, and knew it came from Dr. Bowerbank.
.
19,427. How did you learn it through the magi.

managing clerk was killed in the first outbreak.
19,418.a. What was his name 2—Lieut. Reid ; he was
my clerk in charge at Bath.
19,419a. Was he killed at Bath —No, he was killed

tracy.—Did a magistrate inform you ?—No, I think

at Morant Bay as a Volunteer Lieutenant.

signed an enrolment in a special cavalry company. .

19,420a. The news reached you at Kingston –It did.
19,421a. What steps did you take as an active agent

not ; it was current matter of conversation.

-

19,428. You mean that you learned it from

a man"
the street 2—I learned it abroad ; previously I h
19,429. thing
A special
company company
of troop'.
a distinct
fromVolunteer
a militia Volunteer
of

in the matter 2–I enlisted as a special Volunteer at

troop 7–Decidedly. The one is enlisted permanently,

Kingston.

and19,430.
the other
specially.
The Militia Volunteers are enlisted

19,422a. What is a special Volunteer?—They were

-

under

Volunteers raised for the emergency of martial law.
19,423a. Under what authority ?—By invitation
from the General, I believe. Those who were favour

a Local Act, but we want to know the authority ".
the enlistment
of special
the
simple authority
of theVolunteers?—I
proclamation ofsuppº
martial

able to the Government side were requested to enrol

law was sufficient.
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19,431. But then anybody might go out with a gun
and call himself a special Volunteer 2–No, we were
enrolled under the sanction of the General.
19,432. What authority was given to the General
—It was not for me to inquire into that, nor did I.

presumed that the Governor and

1

the General, in di

recting men to enrol, were justified.

19,433. You went to the barracks —Yes, and en
rolled myself there.
19,434. How —I took the ordinary oath of alle
giance.
19,435. Who administered it to you ?—I think the
Custos; but it was administered by the civil authori
ties at a table in a room upstairs in the officers'
quarters.
Everybody took the oath ; I presume
their names were recorded, and they afterwards
formed themselves into companies. As I had pre

viously enrolled myself as a special cavalry Volun
teer, I fell in under Capt. De Cordova, who announced
himself as a captain.
19,436. Where did he announce himself?—On the

steps of the barracks.
19,437. Wasit at the same time when you took the
oath of allegiance —Yes, but on the previous day,
on the same day I had signed a general enrolment,
which was drawn up without appointing officers or
fixing details, signifying that I was willing to join in
the formation of a special cavalry company.
19,438. Then the enrolling as a special cavalry
officer of Volunteers was before—where

there two

acts, or was it all one :-There were two acts; but

the enrolment I had signed was not a binding thing
—it was merely an agreement that I was willing to
unite in forming such a company.
19,439. Where did that enrolment take place 2–It
was in the hands of Captain De Cordova.
19,440. Where did you sign it ; at the barracks?—

No, I signed it in the post-office; I was met at the
post-office piazza, I think, first by Mr. Sullivan, who
said he was joining, and asked me if I would join, as

I had formerly belonged to the Kingston Troop, I
said, “Yes,” and immediately signed it with Captain

De Cordova; the agreement being that we would
unite in forming such a troop.
19,441. You merely put your name down that you
were liable to be called upon to act —No, because he

had no power to enrol me; I merely agreed that I
would enrol.

19,442. You merely put down your name as a per
son who might be called upon to enrol – Yes.
1943. That was done by De Cordova, on the
morning of the 14th 2–I think it was on the 13th.

ſº Was the troop

in the Militia Volunteers ?

- IN 0.

19,445. Was De Cordova an independent Volun
teer —He was the same as myself, a special Volun
tºr, and he received his appointment as captain from
the General; and he communicated it to those who
Were in the yard, from the steps of the Kingston

appointed captain by the General, who was then
present, and as he stated it in the presence of the
General we supposed it was sufficient ; and we had
frequent interviews afterwards with the General,
who inspected us.
19,454. Before that you were established into a
corps in some form ; but what did you afterwards do

on this Saturday ?—We took no other enrolment ;

found a large number of young men with whom I
was acquainted, who were in a state of abject des
titution, with neither lodgings nor food that they
could depend upon from one day to another.
19,455. What class of men were they — Book

keepers of estates, mostly white, or fair-coloured, who
would pass as white.
19,456. Did you know them before that ?—Yes.
19,457. Where were they from ?—The Plantain
Garden River district.

19,458. How many of them were there —I have
papers to refresh my memory with as to figures (trit
ness rººferred to his papers); I think there was 17 at
that moment who expressed their willingness to
accompany me to the district, if we could get autho
rity from the General, and arms to go with. Upon
that I drew up a similar sheet of paper to that which
Mr. De Cordova had drawn out, showing who were
willing to form a company with me. I think I have
a copy of that paper here. Yes, here is the copy. It
is dated the 18th of October. (The witness produced
and read the document as follows :) “ St. Thomas
“ ye East, 18th October 1865.” “List of persons
“ willing to join a temporary Volunteer company to
“ proceed through the Plantain Garden River dis
“ trict.” (!) itness continued.) It was signed by 17,
as I say, but it was not an enrolment, it was a list of
persons willing to join.
19,459. You had no authority to form a company ”
—No, nor did I exercise any military evolutions
whatever. It was an agreement.
19,460. What was the next step 2–20 men, or
thereabouts, arrived from Kingston in a gunboat, and
they had 20 old muskets with them, which had been
given to them at Kingston—incomplete stands of
arms. The next day, I believe it was, I found them,
and mentioned to them that I had got 17 ready to
*

join, and I wished to know if they would unite. They

19th of October, when you put yourself down in the
list, you had better tell us?–It was a private agree
illent that we would enrol.

I went to General Nelson and told him that they

you know with regard to Friday the

1947. The list was produced by De Cordova at were 36 young men anxious to form a company and

"", post-office, where you had gone in consequence

to reoccupy the abandoned districts, a space of about

ºf hearing about it? No, I was merely passing by

36 miles.

º and I went

prevent its lapsing into a lost state.
19,461. You said that you told the 20 men from

in because the people were met

ere.

1948. It was the rendezvous?—No, we went in
there to ask for pen and ink.
1949. That list Mr. De Cordova took 2–Yes.

19,450. You describe him as acting by the autho
"ity of the General 2–No.

19,451. By what authority then 2–None ; it was
“Private arrangement, by which a private gentleman
might ask his acquaintances to unite in forming a
company.

My great desire was to reoccupy it to

Kingston that they were already organized –Par
tially.
19,462. To what did you refer 2—There was no
organization, only that 20 stand of arms had been
given to them by the authorities at Kingston.
19,463. But they were organised under no kind of
system —I don't believe there was an enrolment of
any kind.
19,464. Were they part of Mr. De Cordova's com

19452. When was it he proclaimed himself pany ?—No, they belonged to St. Thomas in the East,
and were anxious to return home.

*in –On Saturday afternoon.

"4% What did he say?—That he had been
*

º

only afterwards I became Captain Ford. On the
Tuesday following I was anxious to go up to St.
Thomas in the East on private business, and I had
mentioned it to Captain De Cordova, who consented,
and I got a passage in the “Wolverine” to go up on
Tuesday the 17th. In my capacity as sergeant of a
special company I went to St. Thomas in the East
with the Government weapons—the cross-belt, sword,
and pistol—and a pass and leave of absence in my
pocket, allowing me to go on my private business.
When in St. Thomas in the East, in Morant Bay, I

agreed unanimously both to join and that I should be
captain. I said, “You are organized, let us decide
“ on officers.” They said, “We are willing that you
“should be captain.” I said, “I have your consent
“to go to the General and to say that I have 37
“ Volunteers ”—leaving out myself there were 36.

barracks.
19,446. All
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19,465. There was no organization at all, they
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belonged to no designated corps, there was no cap

men on the lower part of the place, and to prepare to
execute prisoners.

Mr. H. Ford.

tain, and amongst themselves there was no form or
shape whatever ?—No, but there were 20 men with
20 old muskets.

remember.

19,488. Who gave you that order ?—I cannot

21 Feb. 1866.

19,466. By whose authority were they formed into
a company ?—I do not know ; but they were organized

by the request of Mr. Shortridge, who was then in
Kingston.
19,467. Was that a temporary corps distinct from
De Cordova's 2–Yes, it was only one of a dozen.
19,468. Was it part of that which you joined on
the Saturday ?–No.
19,469. What became of that company ? — On
Saturday they were divided into several companies.
I fell in with Captain De Cordova, and others fell in
under other captains. It was a very large enrol
ment, and the men were divided into several com
panies. They were numbered, I think, up to eight
companies.

19,470. By whom 2–I do not know.
19,471. Were you near when it was done —No,
I know it was known as No. 1 Special Volunteer
Artillery Company.

19,472. What was De Cordova's company?—Special
Irregular Cavalry.
19,473. Did they receive pay and rations while
they were out?—I believe not. They got arms.
19,474. But not pay ?—I think not.
19,475. The 17 young men you mentioned as
being destitute, what became of them —I lent 5s.
apiece to those who were most destitute and dis
tressed, and I was security for a suit of clothes for
one of them who could not get credit himself.
19,476. Have you had to pay for that suit of
clothes —I have ; I have not literally paid for it.

The young man recognizes it, but I suppose he has

You must surely remember who gave it to
was brought to me as a message.
By whom 2–I do not know.
From whom –From Captain Adcock, I

presume.

19,492. It purported to come from him —Yes.
19,493. And you were prepared to obey it on that
account —Yes, certainly, I was obliged to obey him.
I was told so before leaving Morant Bay.
19,494. When you were at Leith Hall on the 21st

did you execute any prisoners ?—I executed one
prisoner.
19,495. Do you know his name —I do not.
19,496. Do you know for what he was executed ?
—I presume he was executed as a rebel; he had a
wound in his breast at the time, I believe; I ques
tioned him, and he said he went to Morant Bay to
buy medicine ; I said it was an unlikely story, be
cause there was a doctor's shop on the spot. This
was after he was delivered to me for execution.

19,497. He was shot ?—Yes. A second man was
sent to me to be shot, but I was told not to execute
them until I got further orders, to wait until the

trials were finished.

Before they were to be shot the

second man was withdrawn from me ; I had an order
to deliver him back.

19,498. Was he flogged ?–I do not know ; I did
not take special notice; I did not execute him.

19,499. To whom did you re-deliver the second
man, the man who was not shot ?–To a soldier or a

Volunteer, I presume to a recognized member of the
company.

19,500. Upon what authority, we are going now to

not the means to pay for it, as he lost everything. It
has gone into a current account that I have, and
therefore in reality I have paid for it.
19,477. Then you started on Thursday, the 19th,
with 36 men —On Friday morning we organized, I
think. I left Kingston on Tuesday, landed at Morant
Bay on Wednesday the 18th. On Friday, the 20th,

19,501. Not to you, but it might be thought so —
(The usual caution was here administered to the
witness.) Thank you, as I am conscious of no fault
I can turn pale at no charge.
19,502. Tell us to whom you re-delivered the man

we enrolled the force of Volunteers; we were known

who was not shot?—He was a recognized member of

as Ford's Volunteers as a designation.

the troop that was travelling.

On Saturday,

the 21st, we marched to Golden Grove.

19,478. Had you the General's authority in writ
ing 2—No.
19,479. Were you ever put in orders ?—I am not

|i

19,489.
ou ?—It
19,490.
19,491.

aware, I had the consent of the General.

19,480. Had you written instructions —I had
written instructions.

19,481. Were you attached to any particular
officer –Yes.

19,482. By order 2–By General Nelson's order; I
was directed by him to take my orders from Captain
Adcock, I believe he is Lieut. Adcock, but he was

some ground which is tender ?—Not at all.

19,503. Upon what order did you re-deliver him *
—Upon a verbal message, I presume from Captain
Adcock; the prisoner was brought to me and taken
from me by the same authority. The same power
that could deliver him to me could take him away, I
presume. I will mention that I have seen it stated
in the printed evidence that I said, “Shoot him, shoot
him ;” I will prove that that is impossible. I was not
present at the examination of that man or of any
body at Leith Hall; I could not, therefore, pronounce

or influence his conviction, when I knew nothing of
his examination. I knew nothing and I saw nothing

called Captain Adcock because he was a local Captain

of him till he was brought with the order to me to

of the Volunteers.

We were instructed to name him

execute him. I believe he was righteously executed;

so in public.
19,483. Then on Saturday, the 21st, you were at

he was wounded, and eight miles away from his resi
dence, and without, as far as ſ could learn, sufficient
excuse for being so.
19,504. You had no authority to shoot anyone

Morant Bay with 36 men under you ?—Yes, about
that number ; but ultimately it became 39, including
myself.

-

19,484. You then proceeded to Morant Bay, under
whom 2–Under Captain Adcock.
19,485. What force had he besides 2–Ten men of

the 6th Royals, and a corporal, making a total of
11 ; and Captain Astwood, with 10 troopers of the
Kingston Permanent Volunteers. According to my
estimate we were 60 strong on leaving.
19,486. Then you proceeded towards Port Morant,
going through Leith Hall —We did. We halted at
Leith Hall.

except that which was given to you by Captain
Adcock —Certainly not.

º

19,505. The final order to shoot him was commu

nicated to you ?—Yes, by a lieutenant.
19,506. Who is he –He belonged to Kingston

then, and was in company with Captain Astwood,
and forming part of the cavalcade.

19,507. Was he a special Volunteer —No, he was
attached to the Permanent Volunteers, but he brought
it to me as a message from Captain Adcock.

19,508. On that message the man was shot ?—

19,487. What was done by you at Leith Hall on
the Saturday?—I was in charge of the rear of the
column. As I had charge of many of the Volun

Yes.

teers who were on foot and some who were in the

19,510. Did you go by the cottage where Mitche"
was shot ?—We did.
19,511. Were you present when he was shot?–4

carts, I did not arrive at the house as soon as the

others; and before ascending to the house, which is
on the top of the hill, I received an order to halt the

19,509. You went from Leith Hall by way of
Harbour Head P-We did.

saw it from a distance.

-
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19,512. Had you any hand in carrying that out 2–
None whatever.

19,513. Was Mr. Depass one of your corps ?—He
Was,

19,514. Had he been formed under you at Morant

Bay before you started —Yes, he was one of my
original 17.

i0,515. And you were marching in the rear of the
column going towards Harbour Head —Yes,
19,516. Depass would be under you ?—The men
were not all close together ; some were riding in

TWENTY
who formed the party, but as there were not sufficient ..."
DAY

for the whole, those who were most fortunate got *** **
horses, then the less fortunate got the carts, and the Mr. H. Ford.
least went on on foot.

19,535. In the course of the march, did you reach 21 Feb. 180°.
Golden Grove on the Saturday ?–We did.

19,536. On Monday were you present –Allow me
Head. I was bringing up the rear, when I found
that there was a halt, and I gradually closed upon it,

carts and some on horseback, and therefore the march

when we saw the man, or rather I saw Mitchell, tied
to a tree, as I believed to be flogged. Afterwards I

was not perfectly regular,
19,517. Did you notice what was done by Depass

was burnt down.

at the time when Mitchell was executed at Harbour

19,537. Who gave the order ?—I cannot say.

19,538. But you heard it * – I don't know from
whom, I cannot say from whose mouth it came, but I

do not think so ; I think circumstances threw him
there at the moment.

column to hear the order –I got in sight of the man.
19,540. Did you see him shot ?—I saw him shot.

19,519. How *—We were not marching with per
feet regularity; there were many in carts, some on

who shot him clearly; there was a great crowd of us,

presume from Captain Adeock.

19,539. You got sufficiently near to the head of the
19,541. Who shot him 2–1 did not see the man

horses, and some few on foot ; those on horseback

and a certain number of men between me and the man

marched together, and those who were on foot went

who was shot ; there were the carts and some on foot,

together, and those white soldiers and Volunteers

and I believe the 6th Royals and Volunteers were
intermingled.
19,542. You heard the order ?—The news would

Cărts.

19.520. They probably would be in the rear of

the whole?—No, they were at the head of those who

reach me.

19,522. Then those on horseback led the column,

19,543. We don't know whether you mean that you
heard the order originally given —I am not sure, but
I don’t suppose I heard it originally.
19,544. Did you hear that the order had been given
before you saw the execution of the order —Yes,
clearly.
19,545. Did you see what soldiers stepped out to

then came those who were in carts, and then those on
foot?—No, the true leaders of the column were

could not see over those who were in front with the

Captain Astwood's cavalry, and then came the Volun

cart and other impediments.

teers and the 6th Royals, intermingled considerably.

19,546. But we may suppose that those who shot
him were not part of the crowd—they stood forward
and were detached in some way ?–Certainly.
19,547. Did you see who they were who were so

were on foot.

19,521. Then those who were on foot followed

those who were in carts, and then came those on
horseback —No, the men on horseback were, I think,
in front of the carts.

19,523. Did you notice where Depass was when

you halted —I presume that he was in front.
19,524. Are you aware —I saw him, but I don't

shoot the man —No, we had become a crowd, and I

know how he got there.
19.525. He was under your command —Yes, but

detached 2–No.

they were intermingled from the necessity of the con

see over their heads ; I saw the man, and I saw when

Veyances,

he was struck.

19,526. But when they were marching they were
not intermingled ?—Yes, because the carts only held
the white soldiers, and as many as could get into
them.

they were on their legs they
were not intermingled 2–We never marched on foot
19,527. But when

aller we got the carts; it was to save fatigue that

We got the carts; we kept spelling the men with
thºse in the carts who could get in, and changing

19,549. Did you see how many shot at him —No.
19,550. Is that all you witnessed at Harbour Head 2
—I saw his house set fire to, and I marched on.

19,551. Then you were at Golden Grove on the
Sunday ?–Yes.

19,553. There was nothing done on the Sunday

search the houses.

19,529. But when they marched each corps

19,556. What was done on the Sunday besides

going round to search the houses, which you call a
raid or a patrol —I believe if you will allow me to

Wºre supposed to be most fatigued were allowed to

refer to a letter which at the time I wrote to m

ride in the carts in preference.
19,530. But those who were not in the carts —

he marched in regular order. I do not think the

brother, I can describe it fully. (If itness read from ,
manuscript): “This morning we made a raid with 30
“men all mounted, and got back to head-quarters at

Sixth marched together after we got the carts, be

“4 p.m., bringing in a few prisoners, and having

* I consider that they would ride if possible;

“flogged nine men and burned three negro houses.”
19,557. That is on the Sunday ?—Yes.

19,531. The Volunteers were on foot ?—Yes, but

*} ºf them got into the carts.
19,532. Those who were on foot would be simply
Volunteers?—Yes.

19,583. Was Depass mounted —I don't know, he
"º have been; I am not sure ; it was left to those
who were most lucky to get horses.
19,534. How did you get them —Ten of them
Mºre brought by a messenger with the carts from
Golden Grove, They were sent for by the gentlemen

.

19,555. There is a difference –The object was to

marched by itself?—We interchanged in the carts,

Cărts,

;

—We made a raid, that is, to search the district.

19,528. They rode in turn ?–We had only six
“arts altogether.

*") of them marched on foot after we had got the

i

19,552. You were there also on the Monday –Yes,

them with those who were on foot.

there were 10 men and the corporal, and I don't think

º

19,548. You were not near enough 2–No, not to

19,554. A patrol – It was called a raid at the
time, and I used the same expression.

but not with perfect regularity, because those who

f

heard the order that he was to be shot, and his house

Head —I have a fair belief that I saw him among
the firing party.
19,518. Had he to leave the rear to get to the head
of the column to go amongst the shooting party —I

who were unprovided with horses were riding in the

s

to finish what I have to say concerning Harbour

19,558. You say that you flogged nine men on the
Sunday ?—Yes.
19,559. Who were they —I do not believe that I

am quite certain of these figures ; it might have been
10 or it might have been eight, but to the best of my
knowledge and according to my writing at the time it

*

was nine.

*

19,560. Tell us upon whose authority the nine were
flogged 7–Captain Adcock's.

19,561. Upon what charges?—General charges of
plunder, I believe.

19,562. Were those nine brought in by the parties
3 D 2
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:

19,588. Did you go to the estates round in that

who had gone out to search the houses —Some were,

but others were taken by ourselves.
19,563. Where —In the villages, with stolen pro
perty, exhibited for everybody's satisfaction.
19,564. Were you present when they were ordered
to be flogged ?—I may have been and I may not have
been. I am not sure. I saw them flogged, but I
had no voice in any of these orderings, and therefore
I took no special note of them. More or less I was
satisfied that they were done after proper exami

district and address the labourers ?—I did afterwards,

19,589. What time was that 2–On Tuesday—
Captain Adcock left and all the regular soldiers left
me at Golden Grove on Tuesday the 24th.
19,590. He left with the soldiers of the 6th 2–And

with the Kingston troop under Captain Astwood, and
with Ensign Cullen and the black soldiers who had
united with us there.

19,591. They left on the Tuesday ?—Yes.
19,592. Who remained there 2–My own special

nation.

19,565. How was the property proved to be stolen 2
—By the vast difference between it and the other
property in the same houses—its want of similarity to
anything in the building. ,
19,566. Of what sort of things did it consist 2–
Mostly whole pieces of cloth, or there was more cloth
than is common out of a shop, or than would be pur
chased at a time, and it was in the shop foldings.
19,567. It was assumed to have been taken out of
the stores 2–Yes, and in most cases it was confessed

to be store property; and the people all asserted that
they picked it up.
19,568. Does that relate to the nine people flogged
on the Sunday ?---I believe so, generally, but especially
on this day those who were flogged were for having
stolen property, that they asserted was either purchased
or belonged to the stores and had been found. It was,

Volunteers.

19,593. How many had you under you then 2–A
total of 39. I may have enlisted one afterwards.
19,594. All ranks 7–Yes.
Y.

19,595. Being left alone you were in command?—
es.

19,596. Had you special orders or instructions —
Before leaving Captain Adcock told me to flog in all
minor cases, and all more serious cases I was to send

to the nearest military station to be tried by Court
martial. The nearest military station, I presumed,
was Manchioneal.

ºnling to

I was told I had no authority

the execution of prisoners, but only to

og.

19,597. Were those instructions given to you in
writing, or by word of mouth —By word of mouth.
19,598. On the Tuesday did you go to the labourers
on the estates and address them?—I did on the

as a rule, admitted not to be theirs.

19,570. Then you were present when they were
charged or tried ?–I was in some cases, but not in

Wednesday.
19,599. Did you tell them, “If you don't work on
the estates and remain in the negro houses,” that you
would flog them as there was no longer any lawyer
there to interfere with you ?–No, but I told them

every instance. We made a circuit of probably 15

something to that effect.

miles that day, and these took place in different places.
19,571. They were flogged on the spot ?—Yes,
where they were taken, and I put it down as an
aggregate of mine.
19,572. You said that you brought part of them in :
-—Yes, we captured part, and some were brought to
the troops in different places by the constables.
19,573. They were flogged in those places —Yes,
some few were delivered by the Maroons at Bachelor's
Hall and flogged in the pasture there and released.
19,574. On Monday were you present at Golden
Grove when 40 prisoners were flogged 2–Yes.
19,575. Were Captain Adcock and Captain Astwood
and Dr. Morris present?—They were.
19,576. Those were flogged at Golden Grove —
I am not aware of the exact number. A large
numbe werer flogged in my presence and that of the

19,600. But dropping those exact words—did you
tell them if they did not work on the estates you
would flog them—was that substantially what you
said 2–I did not say that there was no lawyer, but
that there were no magistrates, and that I would flog
them if they did not turn out to work. I did that for

19,569. That being so, you were present 2–In many
instances I was,

the good of the people, because by making them work
I removed the ban of suspicion from them. My object
was pacification and a good feeling towards the people.
The threat was never carried out, and it could only

tend to the good of the people, who became loyal
people from being rebels in consequence. Prior to

that every black man who was seen was arrested, and
after that none were arrested in going to work. I
discontinued the system of passes in that district
which was under my command.
19,601. What district was that ?–Plantain Garden

other officers.

River district.

19,577. Were they tried ?–I believe they were
all examined—not tried by a stated Court-martial.
19,578. Examined before whom *—Captain Adcock.
19,579. Who sentenced them –Captain Adcock.
As I understood nothing was done except by his
orders ; whoever acted acted by his orders.

command until I met other commands; and I tºld

19,580. Did you witness the floggings —I did.
19,581. By whom were they inflicted 2–By Volun
teers and soldiers indifferently.
19,582. What with ?—With cats. At first the cats
that the soldiers brought with them, afterwards we

I considered everything under my

them that they would not require passes in my dis
trict, but that if they went to Manchioneal district, ºr

Bath district, or Morant Bay district, they would
require passes; but that as long as they conducted
themselves peaceably in my district they would not
require passes.

19,602. How did they become loyal citizens from
being rebels —They showed it by their willingness
to resume labour.

19,603. You said to them, “You must either work

made cats ourselves.

or be flogged” –I said to them, “You must resum:
your ordinary occupations or remain under suspicion.

19,583. Of what did you make them —At first we
could get nothing but sash cord ; it was unlaid into

them, my words were taken as kind advice. I may

four strands, it was considered inefficient because it

mention that the feeling in that district is very strong

was soft, and we afterwards got twine.
19,584. Did you see Mr. Stewart, the overseer of
Holland, at Golden Grove 2–Yes.

in my favour. I believe there is not a man in th:

19,585. Did he inflict ſloggings —Yes, I appointed

so brutal. It is the general impression there that!

him sergeant.

19,586. And two book-keepers from Holland 2–

I conveyed that to them, and being well known tº

island more respected and loved by the blacks than I
am in this very district where I am accused of being
saved their lives and their houses.

19,604. That is the opinion you have formed about

Very likely; whenever flogging was done, Mr. Stewart yourself with regard to the district?—I will read:
letter
was called to take charge of the flogging party. I
think almost invariably he was in charge as sergeant.
19,587. These floggings being ordered to be done by

from an African woman, and I have received
several
messages
in you
conformity
with
19,605.
Perhaps
will delay
thisit.until the end of

Captain Adcock, did you receive from him directly your examination ?—I hope you will give me.”
your orders to carry them into execution ?—I did,
opportunity of proving that I am not regarded intº

:
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district as I am in the English newspapers—as a man

carrying fire and sword to the people.
19,606. Leave it until we have learned the preli
minary details. We have got to the Wednesday when
you told them this 2–Yes.
19,607. How long were you in sole command of the
district of which you made Golden Grove your head

quarters ?—About eight days. I will give you the
exact time (referring to memorandum). until Wed

nesday the 1st of November, I may say seven and a
half or eight days.

19,608. Had you been joined by other forces 2–
No.

19,609. What did you proceed to do, had any per
sons to be flogged 2–Yes.

19,610. How many ?—I don't know.
19,611. About how many ?—I kept no memorandum
of it.

19,612. Let us go by steps and see whether we can
make it out. You began on Tuesday : did you flog
any that day ?—I flogged the remainder of those who
had been sentenced by Captain Adcock, as he was in
a hurry to return to Morant Bay by dark.
19,613. Were those

which

formed

the residue

already sentenced by him or by you ?—By him ; I was
ordered to flog a certain number and to give them so
many lashes.
19,614. Did he give you a regular list written—
how did you know how many each was to receive —
They were allotted off.
19,615. Was it “balance in hand so much " ?—Not
exactly, the sentences were various.
19,616. Who determined there should be five or

50?–Captain Adcock.
19,617. What did he tell you ?—That so many of
the prisoners were to receive so many lashes, and that
one was to receive so many more, and that others
were to receive a certain number more or less.

19,618. Were you able to keep them in your head,
so that the one who was sentenced to receive five lashes

19,631. You merely patrolled the district 2–I did
not consider mine was raiding, but only patrolling.

19,632. When were the people flogged —Generally
of a morning.
19,633. By whom were they tried ?–Before me.
19,634. You examined the evidence —I inquired
minutely into the case of every prisoner before me,
and I invariably asked the prisoner what he had to
say in his defence, or whether he had anything to
give in evidence to his character. I released several
without flogging, although in several instances the
men took off their shirts, and said, “Massa, I ready
for flog.”
19,635. They rather liked it 2–No.
19,636. But that was a very exceptional state of
mind –They begged me to flog them, as a rule, in
preference to sending them to Court-martial. I had
authority to flog in like cases.
19,637. Others you sent to Manchioneal —Yes,
they dreaded my sending them there more than my

Yes, and in the mildness of it too.

19,641. A man will often plead guilty to a minor
charge to escape a greater one 2–Not if he had a fair
defence against the major charge. The man I recol
lect taking off his shirt—I have a recollection of two.
One of them said, “I ready for flog, massa ;” and I
said to him, but I am not ready to flog you, I want
to know the charge. I have a clear recollection of
dismissing a man after he had offered himself to be
flogged.
19,642. You say that one was on the 1st of Novem

ber under your sole authority ?–Yes.
Grove on the evening of the 24th 2–No, he left at

º On the Tuesday you

On the 23rd

we marched for a patrol through Duckenfield and

Delvey. (The witness referred the Commission to the

finished them off?—I

paragraph in his letter upon this matter.)

19,644. Were you there over six days sentencing
19,621. On the Wednesday do you remember and flogging prisoners, and do you tell us that you
whether any were flogged —I presume I flogged a cannot give us an approximate average of the number
few every day.
flogged —I do not like to be committed to a figure,
19,622. Where were they from ? — Mostly they but to take it roughly, probably 15 or 20 a day; 15
were brought in by rural special constables and I should think would be a large average.
Maroons,

19,623. In executing those duties had you no record?

—I did not keep any record, as we were travelling
without

baggage.

19,624. You were at head-quarters, not travelling
any continued distances 2–13ut we were like men on
the march all the time.

19,625. Did you move out every day over the
country —I did.

19,645. How many were dismissed unflogged 2–I
should think fully five a day.
19,646. Were any women flogged ?–Yes.

19,647. How many women were flogged under your
command during the whole time —Not a great many,
very few.
19,648. How many ; can you give us no informa
tion ?—It is hard to state upon my oath.

19,649. But you are not to be nailed to a particular

19,626. Special constables brought in prisoners,

did you capture any –Yes.
19,627. On the Wednesday you cannot determine
how many you flogged —I kept no record, but I
kept a rough memorandum of a diary.

figure ?—Probably about three a day.

19,650. Were they all for charges of plundering 2
—Yes, there was nothing more serious except what I
sent to Manchioneal.

On one occasion I think I re

flogging?—(Witness referred to his diary, and read

leased three or four persons on one charge, and con
victed a man who was not captured at the time, but
whom I sent and captured upon the evidence I got

several passages as to movements of troops, but found

which induced me to release the others.

to entry as to floggings.) I wrote to Morant Bay for

19,651. What did you do with the man 2–I gave
him 100 lashes. I considered him to be the greatest

19,628. Will your diary assist your memory as to

Instructions,

19,629. Did you then, taking Wednesday, Thurs

rascal that came before me.

I believe he would have

day, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, flog prisoners :

seen a dozen men hanged for his offence.

and can you give no idea as to the number ?—Not

obstinate in his evidence that I had a great difficulty
in eliciting legal proof, although my own mind was

º prisoners, but I can
ay.

º

19,643. Did not Lieutenant Adcock return to Golden
noon on the 24th, a trifle after noon.

gether ?–From 15 to 20 ; I have no record.

21 Feb. 1866.

fidence in my examination than in the risk of being
tried by Court-martial.
19,638. They would rather bear the ills they had,
than fly to others that they knew not of?—They were
confident that if I sent them to the regular Court
martial their chance of escape would be trifling.
19,639. How many do you think you discharged
without flogging —I mean to imply that they had
confidence in the equity of my judgment.
19,640. They had confidence in your decision ?—

sentences in the whole concern.
four batches.

19,619. How many were there do you think alto

Mr. H. Ford.

flogging them. It showed that they had better con

did not get 50 lashes, and vice rersá 2–The news was
general to all, and everybody knew the numbers.
Probably there were not more than two or three
There were three or

Twº NTY.
FOURTH DAY.

of

show where I marched each

He was so

satisfied.

19,652. Did you take the evidence against him after
help you to the number. Did
he came in 2–Yes, in his presence.
You return every night to Golden Grove —Yes.
19,630. That won't

3 D 3
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19,653. Who brought him in 2–I sent constables
for him.

19,654. Where was he taken 2–On the estate at

work.
21 Feb. 1866.

Many men who were amongst the principal

rebels went and returned to their work, and tried to

make themselves out as loyal people; this was one.
19,655. What was his name 2—I don't remember

his name, but it could be easily ascertained by writ
ing, as he is well known, and the circumstances are
peculiar.
19,656. What are the circumstances —Three men
and a woman were taken, I believe, for having

plundered property in their hands, and upon asking
the prisoners what they had to say in their defence,
they stated that they had nothing to do with it, and
that this other man, who was a stonemason, had re

shot in that way. I said that was not likely, because
there was a doctor's shop where he lived. I most
determinedly deny having said, “Shoot him,” or
having been in any way concerned in his condemna
tion ; I do not, however, intend to imply that he was
wrongly condemned.
19,666. But you had nothing to do with it 2–No.
19,667. You were not by at the time 2—No, it is
false.

19,668. After the 1st November what became of

your corps ?—Some days before that they were dis
missed on leave.

19,669. The whole 39 —The bulk of them; but
on the 1st of November they were finally dismissed.
I think on the Monday afterwards there was a general
consent for them to return to their private avoca

quested them to let him dig holes in their yards and
bury the property where it was found. I sent and
captured him, retaining the others in custody. When
he was brought in he stoutly denied having anything

tions.

to do with it.

The whole of them.

I was referred to a woman who was

not present and was not a prisoner, and who it was

said could corroborate what these people had told me.
I sent for her, and she came in and corroborated the
statements of the prisoners that this stonemason had

brought the goods to her house and asked her to

19,670. Were they people connected with that
district 2–The whole of them.

19,671. Except those who came from Kingston –
19,672. You say a general consent, by whom?—
There was a general leave given by me.
19,673. Then you were left alone *—I was expect
ing to be relieved immediately, and the men were
anxious to return to their duties as book-keepers and

Secrete them.
19,657. She corroborated the other three ?—The

others.

three men and the woman. She made the tale so
clear to me that no doubt was left on my mind, but
the man was still so pertinacious in his denial that I
felt unwilling to punish him until I could bring the
matter undeniably home to him. I got that evidence
by his getting ill-tempered. After denying his pre

sufficient number on the Golden Grove estate for the

sence there at all, he began to question one of the

19,674. Their civil duties 2–Yes, and I had a

protection of the garrison.
19,675. What number 2 – Probably eight or 10
altogether, counting myself and others.
19,676. How long did you remain there with those
eight or 10 °–Till Thursday the 2nd of November.
19,677. What became of you then 2–I went to

men as to his presence, and I said to him, “You have
convicted yourself.” I then gave him 100 ; I con
sidered that he was not only a criminal against the
white people, but that he would have seen the four
people there hanged or flogged for his offence. I dis
charged the four immediately. To show you the
system adopted in these cases, I may state that the
woman I confined for the rest of the night as a pri
soner, giving the constables instructions not to ill
treat her—as a punishment for being a conniver at the
secretion of the property, and I gave her a lecture
and discharged her. I merely locked her up to show
that she was guilty of a crime which she was not

Bath.

aware of.

the remainder of those who had gone to Morant
Bay.
19,681. Who gave you that command 2–I assumed
it by right of the former appointment, and also my

I directed the constables not to ill-treat

her.

19,658. What was the highest number of lashes

you sentenced the people to ?—I think 100 was the
highest. I think that one case that I mentioned was
the highest, because I was much annoyed about that
case, and I think it was the largest number.
19,659. What was the usual number 2–As far as I

19,678. And gave up your command 2–Yes, on
the 1st, to Ensign Cullen ; but as long as I remained,
till the 2nd of November, he consulted me in every
CàSe.

19,679. After that had you anything to do with the
use of force in suppressing the rebellion?—No, not
for some time. I came to Kingston, and two weeks
afterwards I returned to Bath, and finding there con
siderable alarm I was called upon as a Volunteer
officer to protect the town, and I placed guards.

19,680. How did you do that, having no troops ?—
I took command of the No. 1 Permanent Volunteers,

gazette appointment as honorary lieutenant of the
company.

19,682. You belong to the company ?–As an
honorary officer.

19,683. You became an acting officer –At the

can remember, 50.

19,660. Was that to men —Yes.
19,661. What was the highest number you gave to
women 2–I think 30.

request of the parties.

19,684. You had nothing to do but protect the
place —That was all.

19,662. And the lowest ?–12 or 13; I am not
quite sure, but a dozen.
19,663. Where did you flog the women *—Across
the shoulders.

-

19,685. You may do as you like about putting that in,
we are not your counsel. About the burning of houses,
you told us nothing about that. Did you burn houses
during your independent command 2–I burnt one.
19,686. Was that near Golden Grove?—No ; I am
not quite sure of the exact locality, but I think it was

19,664. There is one matter you ought to have been
asked about earlier. It has been stated that you and
Captain Astwood were present when a wounded man
was brought in, when at Leith Hall, who said that he
had received the wound at Morant Bay, where he had

19,687. Is that the house referred to in that letter?
—No; this letter was written several days before I

gone to buy something for

assumed command. The houses there alluded to were

his sweetheart 2–That is

on the line of Harbour Head and Green Castle.

the man I mentioned.

burnt by order of Captain Adcock.
19,665. When he said that were you and Captain
19,688. During the whole time the people were at
Astwood present, and a white officer, and did you Golden Grove were they fed at the public expense
hear this said, “Oh, here is one of the Morant Bay or at private expense —At the public expense.
people, shoot him,” and he was thereupon shot ?—I
19,689. Did they get pay —No.
was not present and did not say so. I was not pre
19,690. Did they get no pay ?–No, they got no
sent at his examination, but he gave me the explana pay nor rations.
tion of his wound at the spot where he was executed.
19,691. Where did they get it from ?—Some pot
I asked him how he got the wound for the sake of tions we got and paid for at the stores, and some We
convicting him from his own mouth. He said he had took in the name of the Queen. I took the hogs

gone to Morant Bay to buy medicine, and had got

when we wanted them from the Rhine estate.

:
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19,692. What other kind of things did you take *
—Yams.

19,693. Did you take things out of stores in the
name of the Crown 2–We gave receipts for all we
took.

19,694. And those are the bills that are now being
sent in. What sort of things did you feed them on ?
—At first pork, and bread, and yams, and plantains.
19,695. Out of the stores did you take wine or
brandy?—No, we got a little rum on the estate. I
am a teetotaler, and I restricted it as far as possible.
I was on one occasion called upon by Captain Ast
wood to stop the grog for the night, which I did with
a great deal of alacrity. Nobody else liked to take
the onus of stopping the grog, but I had no com
punctions.
19,696. Did you serve out preserved meats and
salmon —No.

19,697. There are large bills coming in 2–No, I
believe my company has not cost the country 10s. a
head.

(The witness here handed in the manuscript of a
letter, part of which he said had been pub
lished.)

(Witness.) I would rather have the whole of the
letter read, but I wish to make some observations on

what has been published in this paper (producing a
newspaper).
(The Commission.) You cannot read that paper
unless the letter is put in.
The letter produced was read as follows:—
“Sunday evening, 22nd October 1865.
“Golden Grove Military Head Quarters.
“My DEAR JAMEs,

“I avail myself of an express which is going

down to Mr. Georges to send you the position of
affairs here. To begin, or imprimis.

We marched

from Morant Bay on Friday, starting at about 6
o'clock, and reached here at quarter past 1, after an
exciting, a pleasant, although to some fatiguing,
march. We numbered exactly, according to my esti
mate, 60.

other eight to be hanged or shot, but it was then
quite dark, but their execution is postponed till morn
ing.

George W. Gordon had his black coat and vest

taken from him as a prize by one of the soldiers, also
his spectacles by another, so you will see he is very
little differently treated from the common herd. I

am told that one of his cattle at Rhine is killed every
day for the benefit of the people and constables in
Bath, and to-day we sent there and fetched away one
for this party. We quarter on the enemy as much as
possible; small stock, turkeys, &c., we took ad libitum,
other supplies we give receipts for. The troops have
now been better fed, an immense improvement for my
men over Morant Bay, where they were mere refu
gees, with no claims on anyone for either food or
shelter, and were really destitute. We press all the
horses and saddles we can find, but the black troops
are more successful than ours in catching horses;
nearly all of them are mounted. They shot about
160 people on their march from Port Antonio to
Manchioneal; hanged seven in Manchioneal ; met
three on their way here. This is a picture of martial
law ; the soldiers enjoy it, the inhabitants have to
dread it ; if they run at their approach they are
shot for running away. The contents of all the
houses we have been in, except only this very house,
but including the barracks, have been reduced to a
mass of broken and hacked furniture, with doors and

windows smashed by the rebels.
“With love to Cordelia and the children,
“Believe me, your affectionate brother,
“HENRY FORD.

“Address me as on the next page.
“Henry Ford, Esqr.,
Captain of Volunteers,
I expect to be back in
Morant Bay.
Morant Bay before I get
“To be forwarded to
wherever stationed.

to Bath.

“Tell Langley to send papers to Mr. Child.

You

will of course write to Thomas.
“ H. F.”

In one march we had several halts, and

19,698. The troop marked “K. V.,” is that King

disposed of what prisoners were delivered to us by
the constables, and took prisoners ourselves, foraged
for provisions, and arrived here in capital spirits. I
leave off here as a sentry fired a shot, which neces
sitated a general turn out. I got under arms and
went to the quarters of my men; ordered them to fall

ston —Yes, Kingston. I wished that letter to be
read because of its perfectly private nature. It has
been asserted that it was a dispatch from a command
ing officer to his superior officer ; the tone of the
letter has been much condemned. I will explain that

in and took a guard with me to ascertain the cause

I intended it to bear no tone whatever, knowing that
it was subject to be opened, both at Morant Bay and

ºf alarm, when I received a message from the com

at Kingston, by the post-office authorities; therefore
I was unable to convey my sentiments in it. The

handing officer to dismiss; the alarm was from a
stranger not answering the sentry's challenge ; no

general tone, as my brother can prove, was decidedly

"he was hurt; this is really garrison life. To resume,

in favour of mercy.

on our march from Morant Bay we shot two prisoners

sent to Australia to another brother of mine who

My other letters, which were

and catted (flogged with the cat-o-nine-tails) five or

lives there, and the first letter I sent, stated that my

**, and released them, as these latter were only

first act had been to save the life of a man.

"harged with being concerned in plundering, not

Government wrote to me for information, and I wrote

ºrders. When we reached Golden Grove, we met
kirmishers from the Manchioneal party reporting

to them in these terms: “The letter in question was

their arrival at the Suspension Bridge; as we had de
"mined on making this our head-quarters, our com
ºlder sent off to order them to join us here, which

!" did. That company consisted of the 1st W. I.
* under Lieutenant Cullen and Dr. Morris : the
"ernoon was spent in getting the several bodies of
"I'llrtered, and in laying in and preparing food,
all of which fell under my superintendence. My men

The

written by me.”
19,699. Is this an answer you sent to the Govern
ment 2–Yes.

19,700. You may state what you like, but we don't
know what they asked, and we cannot receive that
letter —When I saw criticisms in the English press
I wrote to the Jamaica papers.

19,701. That is a correspondence with the press ;

is known by the world at large, through the
"10 men of the 6th (white) are quartered in the that
channel
you have adopted —I distinctly stated that
*Pers' barracks, the black troops in the old the expression
did not refer to my own acts, but
hºspital, the troop (K. V.) and all the officers in the

*
hºuse. This morning we made a raid with 30
men all mounted, and got back to head-quarters at
4 p.m., bringing in a few prisoners, and having flogged
* men and burned three negro houses, dined, and
then had a Court-martial on the prisoners, who
amºunted to about 50 or 60. Several were flogged

º

ºnly applied to acts which I had

seen or heard

OI.

19,702. And the things stated were not within your
own knowledge, but were general reports that reached

you ?–Yes, in the mass. A person quoting my letter
in a deputation to Mr. Cardwell

-

19,703. We cannot go into that 7–I do not wish to

Court-martial from a simple examination.
" * John Anderson, a kind of parson and press it upon you.
*hºolmaster, got 50 lashes for his share in the Under-"
Fººt. You say the letter was likely to be opened?
º . Nine were convicted by Court-martial, – I eS.
*" them to 100 lashes, which he got at once; the
19,705. What do you mean 2–There was a general
-

3 D 4
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order that all correspondence was to be examined
before being delivered.
19,706. By whom 2–The order was issued before
eft, and communicated to me by the Postmaster

19,728. So that the firing party was stationed
amongst the crowd 3–I suppose there was a little

General.

space round them.

19,707. You thought it was liable to be opened, and
you wrote in that spirit —I was precluded from
criticising any of the acts I saw performed.
19,708. It is necessarily resulting from the evidence
that the matter you relate as to Manchioneal was told
you by other parties, and that you were not present
when they marched as you say ?—I know nothing but
hearsay of the 160 people.
19,709. (Mr. Gorrie.) Had you seen any of the
letters opened at Morant Bay —I did, I assisted in
opening and reading letters by orders from, I think,
Mr. Hutchings, who was the senior militia officer at
the time, and who had military charge of the post

19,729. Was Depass there? Did he form one of
the
firing
your
had nothing
to do
withparty
it ; I by
gave
no orders
orders ?—No,
in that Icase.

19,727. Were the firing party a portion of the
crowd 2–The Volunteers and the earts crowded up.

c

19,730. But it was through you that all the orders to
the irregular corps were given by Captain Adcock?
—Yes, but I presume a man in my corps, knowing
that Captain Adcock was the commanding officer,
would obey him, irrespective of my presence.
19,731. Who were the others who shot Mitchell,

besides Depass 2—I am not aware, but I have heard
they were the men of the 6th Royals.
19,372. These book-keepers and others who form

part of your corps belong to the Manchioneal district?

office.

—No, to the Plantain Garden River district.

19,710. Therefore you knew not only that the
orders had been issued, but you had seen the corres
pondence actually opened at Morant Bay, and you

19,733. That is your district over which you had
charge —Yes.
19,734. Did not their absence prevent the people
going to their work –Possibly."

had assisted in doing it —Yes.

19,735. You kept the book-keepers and overseers

19,711. Was that as an officer 2–As a private

as a military corps, and then told the people that if
gentleman. That was before I became captain of they did not go to work that you would flog them —
Volunteers.
Immediately after going there I gave leave of absence
19,712. Your knowledge of the fact that letters to a certain number that they might go and reorganize
were so opened affected the tone of your communica the work under their charge on the estates. It was
tion which has just been read 2-—Most decidedly. I not until the reorganization had been effected that I
was afraid to criticise the nature of anything that expected them to turn out under orders from their
was done there, and I simply related the circumstances, employers. I told the people at the same time that
and so I explained it to my brother when I came to they should have the same pay and the same amount
Kingston, to account to him for the absence of any of work, that the work should not be increased nor
sympathy in the letters.
the pay shortened. I simply wished to restore matters
19,713. You did in fact know of acts which you to the state they were in before the war, and I pro
condemned in your own mind —Yes.
mised the people protection in their pay and labour,
19,714. You were afraid to state your views of such but told them that I would insist upon their working,
acts, as you stated 2–Yes.
but that they should get no increased hardships from
19,715. You have said that women were flogged at my presence.
19,736. (Commission.) You wanted to get them to
Golden Grove ; were any women flogged at Leith
Hall ?—I have no recollection of seeing any flogged their occupations —Yes; in fact I was the friend of
at Leith Hall. I do not believe any were flogged in the labouring people.
19,737. (Mr. Gorrie.) What do you mean by
my time.
19,716. About that man who was shot at Leith Hall “ principal rebels "--Men engaged in murder, or
with the wound in his breast ; you said you asked leading a mob.
19,738. And an ordinary rebel was what?–A
him, for your own satisfaction, the grounds upon
which he had been condemned —No, I asked how he plunderer, one of the people who entered the houses
after the original attack.
got the wound.
-

19,717. This was before he was led off for execu
tion ?
tion.

No; when he was already led up for execu
-*

19,718. Which execution you were about to per
forum 2–Yes, after he was delivered to me for execu
tion.

19,719. Immediately after that conversation you
retired and ordered the men to fire —Not imme

diately, but when I got the order to do so.
19,720. But they were immediately happening one
after the other ?–Yes, but there was a lapse of time.

19,721. What order did you give on such occasions?
—That was the only occasion.
19,722. What kind of order did you give?—I told

19,739. That is what you mean by the designation
“rebel ?”—Yes; there is one circumstance I have
not been asked about, the execution of a man named
Marshall at Morant Bay.

19,740. (Commission.) We have had that proved,
but what do you know about it 2–1 was present, and
am prepared to give evidence upon it.

19,741. The only point is, were you near enough
to hear whether anything was said by Marshall while
he was being flogged —Quite close to him.
19,742. Was anything said —Nothing whatever
was said while he was tied to the gun.

19,743. What were the acts you state in that letter

off a dozen men or so, and directed them to fire when

you abstain from commenting on, and which you say
you condemned:—It is not what I said in this letter;

I gave the regular word of command, and I directed

Knowing what was done in the case of Marshall !

them where to aim.

condemned it as murder the same day.

19,723. Though you deny having said, “Shoot
him,” immediately, in point of fact, immediately or
shortly after your examination, you did order the
soldiers to shoot him —Not upon my own examina

19,744. The question is confined to that letter;
you said there were several acts committed under

tion.

martial law which you disapproved —I disapproved
of shooting men on the road, and bringing in strag
glers as rebels—men merely straying about the roads,

19,724. But you were the person who, after having

which I discontinued the moment I had charge. I

spoken to the prisoner, ordered the men to fire 2–Yes,

most strenuously disapproved of the act of the black

but not by my command and order. I was merely in
a subordinate capacity, and it was not upon my own
responsibility that I ordered the man to be shot.

soldiers in the journey from Port Autonio to Man
chioneal or Golden Grove, where they shot 160.

19,725. About Mitchell's execution at Harbour
Head; you mentioned that there was a crowd of

proved of the act, as I related it in my letter.

Volunteers and soldiers together ?—Yes.

from commenting upon —Yes, from the liability of
the letters being opened.

* {9,726. Were they standing around the firing party?
—Yes, I presume so.

19,745. Do you know that –No ; but I disºr

19,746. That is one of the acts you abstained
19,747. You state it as part of what you had
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heard, but gave no opinion upon it 2–Yes, Istrongly
disapproved of the soldiers shooting men if they ran
away, or shooting them in their houses in the way I
described in my letter.

You have not asked me

anything about a statement in my letter as to Captain
Adcock and General Nelson actuated by views of
clemency.

-

19,748. Those are your opinions upon their cha
racter or conduct –I relate a circumstance when

General Nelson sent for me, and I will read it as an

a letter which
Africans.

I have received from

TWENTY.
one of the FOURTH
DAY.

(Witness read the following letter) —
“ H. Ford, Esq.
“ DEAR SIR,
Golden Grove, 22d January 1866.
“I AM quite uneasy not hearing from you,
“ from the various reports going about, which makes

Mr. H. Ford.
21 Feb

1866.

--

“ it worse. Myself and all my country people beg
“ you will drop us a few lines to let us know how
“ matters stand.

We are all anxious to hear from

instance as a leaning of these officers to mercy.
(Witness read the following :) “ Of Brigadier
* General Nelson, Captain Adcock, and Captain Hole
“I can speak as being invariably merciful, and of
“which I can furnish instances. They only inflicted
“ punishments as an unpleasant necessity, after full
“inquiry or regular trial.” I saw General Nelson
expressed the greatest annoyance that an innocent

“ you, for we all look to you as the only friend we
“ have. We can never forget your kindness.
“With our united kind regards,
“I remain, sir,

“On behalf of them and myself,
“ Your most humble and obedient servant,
“ SARAH Hodgson.”

man had been led to execution, and who would have

(JPitness.) I have had that confirmed to me by re

been hanged but for his prompt energy in having him
removed from the gallows on being told the man had
saved the lives of some overseers, although convicted
of the acts of rebellion.
19,749. That one act would not prove him to be

peated messages and statements that I am regarded
by the people there as the saviour of the district.

innocent if he was condemned for other acts *—It

I may have an opportunity of seeing them, and, if
necessary, I can refute them by any amount of

may be criticised, but I mean that he was anxious to
save life. You said that you would allow me to read

19,750. No doubt that is your impression, but we
are not trying you upon the opinions of others ?–I
hope if there are other statements prejudicial to me,
evidence.

The witness withdrew.

Mr.
W. D. Downer.

Mr. WALTER DALEY Downer sworn and examined.

19,751. Are you Inspector of Police of St. An

19,768. Was it before or after April 2—I think it

drews?—Yes, and the Mountain District of Port

must have been before April, but I cannot tax my

Royal.
19,752. As Inspector of Police did you before

memory just at the moment.

October last notice anything in your district which
drew your attention to any preparations for the use of
force by the peasantry —Not in my district.
19,753. In what district did you notice it —Not in
any district particularly. I noticed the people shortly

which officially reached you about the people meeting

before martial law.

19,754. We are inquiring about the time before the
outbreak in October —They were exceedingly im
Pudent, not at all civil and obliging, they were sulky
and very surly.
19,755. Where was it that you observed this —
Pincipally about the district of Saint Andrews and
Port Royal. I seldom leave there.

19,769. What was the nature of the information
to

drill or exercise 2–I must first mention that

Kingston is not within my district, but Dr. Hamilton
wrote me a private note.
19,770. Were you officially informed of matters
which you were to look into as Inspector of Police 2
—Not officially.
19,771. What do you mean by not officially —An
official communication was not made to me, it was a

private communication.
19,772. Is Dr. Hamilton the Custos ?–Yes.

19,773. Did you receive a communication from him?
—Yes.

19756, Was it a change in their conduct towards

19,774. Do you not consider that an official com

You? — No, not towards me particularly, but in

munication ?—I thought I was not to mention any

general.

thing private.

19,757. You must have been there to notice it;
did you notice it ?–Yes, I noticed it particularly.

tor 2–It was.

19758, Was it different from the conduct at any
Prºvious time —Precisely.

19,739. When you noticed it, were you at the time
* subsequently to the outbreak led to mention it to
"nºbody?—I think I wrote to Dr. Hamilton on the

19,775. Was your attention drawn to it as Inspec
19,776. Although the letter began, “My dear sir,”
you acted upon it *—I acted upon it.
19,777. Very well then, as your attention was drawn

to some matter that you were to act upon, tell us
what that matter was 2—The matter was the sham

"ject, the Custos of the parish. I mentioned it to

Volunteer drilling that was reported to be going on in

him, and I know I brought it to the notice of the
ºvernor that we were entirely without arms, that
the policemen were entirely unprotected.

Kingston, and I was asked to inquire into it and give

19760. Was that prior to October 2–Yes, at least
a year before.

my opinion.

19,778. That was the information you received 2–
Yes.

19,779. Sham Volunteer drilling you call it?—Yes.

1976, Where was it they were without arms?—
At Saint Andrews and Port Royal Mountains.

19,762. Did you know of any meetings of the people

'º for exercise or military drilling? Not in Saint
Andrews, but in Kingston I heard of it, and Dr.
hillon drew my attention to it.
*7%.
You did not know it yourself then 2–No,
hot ºf Andrews,

19,780. Did you learn by whom 2–Isent the senior

sergeant down to go and examine and bring me full
particulars. I was ill at the time.

19,781. You say this was at Kingston 2–Yes.
19,782. You say Kingston is not within the district?

—I have no authority there.

—Not of my own know

19,783. How came you to be called on to act there?
-I said that Dr. Hamilton wrote to me to ask me to
let him know what was going on there.

º
Did you officially have your attention drawn
it?—Yes.

19,784. To let him know what was going on not in
your district —I fancy that was why he wrote on the

º Or at Kingston
º

letter “private.”

-

As inspector?—Yes.
When was that?—I was ill at the time; I

19,785. Were you to look into the matter as regards
Saint Andrews, or to go to Kingston –I was to look

ºust have been in April, it was in the early

into it and inquire if anything of the kind was going

aº.

Pºrt of the year I know.

on at St. Andrews. From what he had heard it wº
3 E
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lashes,
which were inflicted 2–I suppose that must be him.
19,815. What was the date at which you took him
up 2–I think the 30th.

on the 24th of October and sentenced to 50

going on in Kingston, and he would feel obliged to me
if I would let him know what it was.

Mr.
W. D. Downer.

19,786. This was outside your district —Yes,

19,787. You say you sent somebody ?—I sent the

19,816. This states it to be on the 19th 2–Then it

sergeant.

-

21 Feb. 1866.

19,788. Did you yourself inquire into it?—No, I
did not.

cannot be the same man.

19,817. Before you sent the man to Up-Park camp

19,789. Who was the sergeant you sent?—Sergeant
‘Finlayson.
19,790. Is he here 2–Not to-day.
19,791. Where did you send Finlayson to ?—I sent
him to go and find out where this place was in Kings
ton where it was reported this was going on.
19,792. What was the place –As he reported it
to me it was a place near the Spanish Town Road,
nearly in the suburbs of Kingston, still in Kingston.
19,793. Did you receive any report from the person
you sent 2 – He mentioned to me what it was, he made
very light of it, he thought there was nothing what
ever in it; he told me how many men he saw and

he underwent five hours' examination, apparently from
1 o'clock till daylight —Yes.
19,818. What did he state with regard to himself?
—He admitted—

19,819. Give us what he said 2–It is written down
there, I have not seen it since it was written.

19,820. Is it in your handwriting —Yes.
19,821. Did you write it at the time 2—Within a
few hours of the time.

attention drawn to, during 1865, in regard to the

19,822. And then you may take it and refresh your
memory —He informed me he was intimate with
Paul Bogle, that he resided at a place near Garbrand
Hill in St. Thomas in the East, that he kept a small
shop there, and was in the habit of attending his
meetings at Stony Gut, that he knew Mr. George
Gordon very well, and that Mr. George Gordon was
what they called their protector, and that whenever
he attended these meetings at Paul Bogle's the subject
was always their wrongs that were discussed there,
that he knew something was on foot going on, but he
did not know particularly what at the time.

alleged preparation for the use of force by unauthorized
parties 2–I believe it was. I do not at this moment

meetings 2–Previous to the outbreak at Morant Bay,

what it was.

19,794. Whatever reached you, did you communi
cate it to Dr. Hamilton 2–Yes.

19,795. You thought there was nothing in it ap
parently —I communicated what I did hear to Dr.
Hamilton.

19,796. Was that the only matter you had your

19,823. Did he say when he was attending these
19,824. Did he fix the particular time —He said

remember any other.

19,797. That was in April you say ?–Yes, about
that time.

19,798. Did you ever in your capacity as Superin
tendent of Police communicate to the Government

what had reached you with regard to what people
were doing at unauthorized meetings —No.
19,799. Nothing at all —So far as I did not know
of any.
19,800. Or threatening language 2 — That was
during martial law ; the report I wrote for the infor
mation of Dr. Hamilton, my Custos, and sent to him,
simply reported what occurred during martial law.
19,801. Do you remember writing an account dated
the 3rd January last 2–Yes.

that on Monday the 9th of October the word came to
him that he was to go that night to Paul Bogle's, I
asked him what word, and it was some time before I
could get him to tell me what the word was, he pre
tended that he did not know ; at last he said that the
word that came was, “Colour for colour,” and that he

was to go to Paul Bogle's to attend a meeting; he
said he went there and saw a great many persons
there, and it was decided to meet next day, or the day
after, at Morant Bay, and that next day, the 10th,
word came to him, in consequence of that, they were
all to meet at Morant Bay next day; that those who
had guns were to bring guns, and those who had cut
lasses were to bring cutlasses; he said that he would

19,802. Who was Mr. Pearson, a subordinate officer

not go when the 11th came, that he was averse to

who you mentioned as having had a conversation with
a man across the Bay ?—I don't know what depart
ment he is in rightly, but he came over to Spanish
Town to-day. I saw him here to-day.
19,803. When did he communicate, if anything, to

going, but that his wife persuaded him to go, saying
that was twice they were going to share the white

you ?—He did not communicate anything.
19,804. Was Edward Spence, a prisoner, brought

in by Charles Oakly to you on the 30th of October 2–
He was.

19,805. Where was that ? — At Half-way Tree,
No. 3, police station.
19,806. What was he brought in for 2–He was

man's land, and he was called for it and would not go,

and he must go this time and see what was done; he
said that he went and took cutlass and gun, and see
them all attacking the white people at the Court
house, and that he was afraid and ran away to his
own house ; the next day the soldiers came and
he ran away into the woods, and he was in the woods

from the 18th to 30th, which was the day on which I
took him.

That is the substance of his statement,

-

and pretty nearly word for word—it was stated little

by little. I should mention that Oakly was not pre
and I o'clock at night without giving an account of sent when that was stated, he was relieved from Sentry
himself. I heard the sentry challenge him myself duty and came into the guard-room when I was
examining Spence; he made some noise and I ordered
from my bedroom window.

brought in for attempting to pass a sentry between 12

19,867. Did you inquire into the charge —I did,

him out.

ºs
*

º

19,825. He had brought Spence in 2–Yes.

and he could give no account of himself.
19,808. What became of him —Next day he was
sent to camp with the statement I got from him with

19,826. Do you know anything of your own know
ledge which led you to form the series of opinions

º,

a great deal of difficulty of where he came from.

contained in this paper ?–No.

4:

-

19,809. Is that all you know of the treatment of
Edward Spence –That is all.
19,810. How long were you in his presence while
he was undergoing examination ?–From 1 o'clock
until nearly daylight.
19,811. Endeavouring to ascertain who and what
he was 2–Yes, he travelled all over the country with
me, and told me a great many of apparent lies.
19,812. You heard him make a statement at last 2–
Yes, at last.

19,813. Where is Spence now 7–I never heard
afterwards what became of him, he was sent to Up
Park camp early next morning.
19,814. It appears by this paper that he was tried

Y.

19,827. Nothing 2—No, I think that is subsequent
to the 11th of October.

4.
*

19,828. You cannot state the grounds upon which
you formed this opinion ?—No, not at the moment.

19,829. (Mr. Burke.) Was not this man Spence
flogged at Halfway Tree, before he made any state
ment to you?—He received three cuts with a riding:

º

whip, that was all.

19,830. Who gave him that ?—Sergeant Walcoth
by my dircetion.

19,831. What was he doing?—He could nº

answer the questions, I could not get a single wº"
out of him, but all sorts of stories about other parts

of the island which he had not visited; at last Ilos'

º*
*

:
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all patience with him, Walcott was standing by with
a small riding-whip in his hand, and I said, “Walcott,

opinion was that he described places and roads which
were perfectly incorrect, and I knew he could have

TWENTY
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give him a cut with your whip,” which he did across

no knowledge of them.

Mr.
W. D. Downer.

the shoulders, and that was all that he had.

19,844. (Mr. Bourke.) That was the ground of
your objecting to them, was it —Yes.
19,845. And you accepted this —Yes.
19,846. Did you send on his statement to the camp 2

19,832. Then he was flogged for making state
ments which you did not believe –Which I knew to
be untrue.

19,833. Was he not tied up 2–He was put in irons.
19,834. Was he not tied up 2–No.
19,835. Do you mean when he was flogged—he was
not tied up when he had these three cuts –No, his
feet were in irons, he was sitting on the ground, and
I was sitting on a chair over him examining him as

21 Feb. 1866.

—I believe I did, I usually do, otherwise they would
have sent back for it.

to who and what he was.

19,847. Were any other persons flogged at Half
way Tree ?—Two children, one a boy of 12 and the
other of 17; it was not anything connected with this ;
they were flogged for petty larceny.
19,848. It had nothing to do with Spence 2–

*

19,836. Did not he state that he had come from St.

Andrew's gap, and did not you state that you did not

Nothing.

19,849. How many lashes did they get each 3–

believe him, and was he not then struck with the
One had 15, the other 20.

whip?—No, certainly not ; he travelled all over the
island, among other places he said he had come from
the gap, and as there are five or six gaps at St.
Andrews it was impossible to know which it was he
meant.

19.837. Then you told him you did not believe
him —I told him I did not believe his statement all

º the whole story was false

19,850. By whose authority was that ?—By mine.
1.

19,851. Were these floggings reported to the officer
at camp —No, yes, by-the-by, I beg to say they
were reported by me to Major Prenderville ; this was
during martial law, and he advised me, if any punish
ments were to be inflicted, not to inflict them myself,
but to send them on to him.

from beginning to

en

19,838. Did the constable and you examine the man
from 1 o'clock till daylight —Yes,
19,839. How many different statements did he
make to you during that period – At least five or

I have to state that

these two were flogged because I did not like them to
receive a heavy punishment, and they were flogged

with switches, as they were incorrigible lads, for steal
ing provisions.

*

19,852. Had it anything to do with the suppression
of these disturbances —No.

Six.

19840. And the statement you now make was the

19,853. (Commission.) Where did you flog them,
on their backs —On the shoulders; it was only with

last statement —Yes.

-

19,841. Which you adopted 2–Which I adopted.

tamarind switch.

19,854. (Mr. Bourke.) Did you send in any volun
19,842. It appeared the most correct —The only teer
to be locked up at camp at night 2–No, I sent in
COrtect one.
eer, but not to be locked up.
a
Volunt
19,843. (Commissioner.) That is to say you did
. What was his name —Mr. Henry J.
19,855
,
t
not know it was correct but you though that all the
ll.
Bickne
others were incorrect –Yes, the reason I formed my
The witness withdrew.

C. G. Morgan.

CHARLEs GRANT MoRGAN (a black) sworn and examined.

19,856. Were you acting as clerk to the Attorney
General of Jamaica in October last —I was,

19,857. You were living at Spanish Town?–Yes.
19,858. What were you before you were clerk to
Mr. Heslop?—I was the clerk of the late Mr. Robert

Jackson, who was the clerk of the Vestry of St.
John's, and also a collector of dues.

yard, and placed in the custody of Sergeant Combey,
a black soldier, as a prisoner.

19,868. How long were you kept at the camp —
For 16 days and a half.
19,869. Did you hear the charge that was made
against you ?–From the time I was delivered at the
camp to the time I was released I was never asked
a question.

19,859. How long had you been clerk to the
Attorney-General –For 10 years.
19,860. Up to the time you were taken —Yes.

hear any charge made against you ?—No charge.

19,861. Who arrested you in October 2–The Hon.
Doctor Hamilton, one of the members of the Executive
Committee, and major of the Volunteers of this parish,

thing said that you had done —I cannot say; I had

19,870. But before you got to the camp did you
19,871. Not here 2–Not here.

19,872, You say you heard no charge ; was any
not heard.

ºld Lieut. McLachlan of No. 1 Company, captain of

19,873. Did you hear anyone say you had doneso,

Vºlunteers, and several policemen with loaded muskets

and so *—I heard a lot of rumours when I came out.
19,874. Before you were released ?–No.
19,875. Were you not told you were taken up for
such and such a charge —No, never.

and bayonets attached.

19,862. When did they take you up 2–On Tues
jºy, October 24th, 1865, early in the morning, when
was in bed.

19,876. Who did you see on the morning you
19,863. You were taken to the guard-room —Yes. were taken to the guard-room *—A lot of Volunteers.

19,864. And from thence to the station ?—Yes.

19,877. Was there anybody there who received

19,865. And by the train from Spanish Town at you and said you were taken up for so and so - No.
19,878. Did you see Dr. Hamilton ?—He arrested
7 in the morning to Kingston —Yes, from there I
"smarched to Up-Park Camp, where martial law
was prevalent.

me and took me to the guard room.
19,879. He came with the Volunteers ?_Yes.

!9866. When you got to the camp what was done
19,880. Did they in some way mention what it was
With you?—I was placed in the custody of Major they came about —They did not.
Pºndºrville, who was acting Provost Marshal, he
19,881. You never knew 2–I never knew.
*ed to take me at first, but asked Mr. McLachlan
19,882. You don't know —And don't know now.
" * brought any accusation against me, and he said
!", but after some conversation which I did not hear,

"* received, and Mr. McLachlan asked for a receipt

ſt *, which I don't know whether he got ; I was
afterwards handed over to two white sergeants, one
"their names was Edwards.
19,867. Where were you taken to ?—To the cell

19,883. During the 16 days you were in the

camp

were you in close confinement *-No, I was allowed
to walk about the cell yard.

19,884. Were you ever subject to any flogging —
No, I was not flogged, but I saw many flogged.
19,885. After 16 days you were released —Yes.
3 E 2
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19,886. You were never tried ?–No, I was never
asked a word.

C. G. Morgan.
21 Feb. 1866.

“we quarrel.”

He was executed by a white man

named Edwards, a sergeant.

19.887. Were you ever told anything 2—No, and
the Major used to say to me, whenever he came,
“There is no charge against you, Mr. Morgan.”

19,913. Was he hung or shot 2–Hung with a
handkerchief round his forehead; I saw another man
executed.

---

19,888. Which Major —Major Prenderville.
19,889. Who did he say that to ?–To me in the
presence of Williams, my fellow-prisoner, and Sam

Clark; and he continued, “If you were a rebel, I

19914. What was his name 2–I don't recollect.
19,915. And you don't know when 2–No, we were
not allowed to keep writing materials.
19,916. How long after you had gone there was it?

“ so, but having been sent here by the Government

—I think it was four or five days.
19,917. You don't know his name —No, but he

“ to be by me kept I cannot.”

was brought from St. Thomas in the East.

19,890. Why would he let you go if you were a
rebel?—Because he had the power to do so, there

ceedings that were read.

“would let you go, because I have the power to do

being no charge against me.
19,891. Because there was no charge against you
he wouldn't let you go 2–He could not.
19,892. Unless you were a rebel ?—Unless I was a
rebel; I was compelled to sleep on the naked floor for
16 days and nights without a pillow.
19,893. How many were there in the place where
you were 2–Myself, Williams, and Sam Clark.
19,894. Three of you ?—Yes, there was a boy, but
he was taken away afterwards.
19,895. Is that all that happened to yourself?—To

19,918. How do you know that —From the pro
-

19,919. What happened with him 2–He was

charged with having wounded a constable severely,
and was hung.

19,920. Hung for murder, in fact?—Yes, according
to the proceedings of the Court-martial. Then I saw
another, who was a soldier, charged with having
deserted twice, and he was found amongst the rebels
in St. Thomas in the East.

19,921. Was he a black or a white soldier 2–Black;
I also saw a man flogged in the camp.
19,922. What was his name —I don't know ; he
was a black man.

myself; this is a paper I had on coming out (pro
ducing a paper).
19,896. That is your pass 2–Yes, in consequence

19,923. What was he flogged for 2–Sedition; most
of the men who were flogged were for saying some

of that, I lost my situation; I petitioned the House

thing or another.

of Assembly after I came out.
19,897. Is that your writing (a written paper was
here produced)?—No, I write a better hand than that.

19,924. Did you know where he came from ?–I
don’t recollect ; another man was sent from Kingston,

19,898. This is full of various statements; whose
writing is it 2–Mr. Mitchell's.

name; he was flogged for having spoken seditious

19,899. Did you see it written ?–Yes, I dictated it.
19,900. This is full of matter which is not very
definite of things you saw and heard while you were
in prison ; are there any of those things you wish to

19,926. How do you know that?—I heard the pro
ceedings of his trial read, and the man that gave

19,925. What was his name 2—I don't know his
words.

-

make more definite than this makes them —I cannot
remember the dates.

19,901. Or the names of the people —No, no
names, except one man of the name of Rooms.

19,902. Tell us anything you know clearly 2—A
man of the name Rooms was brought from St. Thomas
in the Vale and was flogged for sedition.

19,903. How do you know he was brought from St.
Thomas in the Vale – After the trial I heard the

proceedings read.
19,904. Stating that he came from there 2–Yes,
and I had known the man before, he was a coloured
In211.

19,905. What have you to say about what was done
by him —He received 50 lashes.
10,906. Did you hear the charge?—Yes.
19,907. Is that all you know about it, except what
you have heard from the proceedings —Aman named
Jones, an African, was the first man that was executed
at the camp.

19,908. Did you see him?—Yes, he was after trial
taken into a cell, the Rev. Mr. Street went and prayed
with him, and in the evening we were summoned as
usual to go out; he was brought after us to another

part of the camp, and the soldiers were armed and

evidence against him, his name was Secard. I did
not hear the evidence.

19,927. Is that all you have to tell us?–Irecollect
a constable being brought to the gap ; I think the
inspector asked him to do something, he asked him
how he was to be paid ; I gathered this from the pro

ceedings, and he was sent to the camp for insubordi
nation, and he got 48 lashes.

19,928. Did you see him flogged 2–Yes.
19,929. You don't know what his name was 3–No.

19,930. Did you see anybody whose name you
know *—Mr. Campbell from St. John's--John Camp
bell, I think.
19,931. What about him 2–He was sent there for
having spoken seditious words.

19,932. Do you know that from the proceedings?
—Yes; every proceeding was read before us.

19,933. What was done to him 2–He was flogged,

50 lashes.

I think two men were sent from St.

Andrews, one for stealing vegetables called by us,
“chow-chow.”

19,934. What was his name 2—I don't know ; he
was not tried by Court-martial.
19,935. How do you know that ?—Because he was
only brought that same evening as they were flogging,

and Major Prenderville said, “Oh, you are just in
time.”

19,936. Had they been taken in the act of stealing?

brought there, a cart was brought out, and a cross
piece was put on the top of the cart; the man was
ordered to go and stand up, and the rope was brought
and put round his neck, and before the man was
executed he said, “Massa, I want to say something.”
19,909. Who did he say that to ?—I think he spoke
to Major Prenderville.

—Yes.

19,910. Was this at Up-Park Camp 2–Yes; the
major then gave a touch to Major Anton, and said,
“This man wishes to say.something,” he said, “No,

camp, and after he had received a quantity of lashes,
he said, “This will teach me manners; ” the soldiers
who were at the triangle reported him to have said

no speeches here.”
19,911. Who said that ?—Major Anton, then Major
Prenderville said to the man, “Say everything to
your God.”
19,912. What was the name of this man —Jones;
he was a convict in the penitentiary ; he said, “I am
“ not guilty, the man swore against me ; no like me ;

another thing ; Major Prenderville put him again on

19,937. You heard the statement of what they were

flogged for 2–Yes. One for stealing three pieces of
cane, not six inches in length ; he was also flogged.
A woman came along with them for stealing a yam,
but Major Prenderville would not flog her.
19,938. Anything else ?—A man was flogged at the

the triangle, and gave him a dozen lashes for having
spoken.
19,939. Spoken what ?—For having spoken som"
thing that was spoken by the soldiers.
-

19,940. But where were you while this was going
on 2–About three yards off.

--

:
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19,941. Is that all you have to tell us?—We could

not learn the name of these people. I can tell you
something about Sam Clark.
19,942. What did Sam Clark do?—He was in the
same room with me, and one morning the so-called
rebels were there, and we were called out as political

prisoners too. The General came and inspected the
whole of us.

19,943. What General 2–Major-General O'Connor,
and after he had inspected us Major Anton drew his
attention to Clark in this manner, saying, “That is
Clark;” the Major went up to him, and said, “Yes,

“your brother was hung three days ago, and you
“will be hung to one of those trees.” Clark having
heard it trembled fearfully, and said, “But, General,
“I was not at St. Thomas in the East, I don't live

“ there; I live at St. David's, and was in Kingston,
“ and when I heard Inspector Nairne was looking
“ after me I went and gave myself up to him.”
The General said, “Yes, you were not there, but if
“you are tried and found guilty you will be hanged

405

19,944. Did that end in anything particular *—
No. Major Prenderville came into the cell one
Sunday, and he was speaking to us, to wit, “I don't
“ know what you are kept here for, there is no
charge against you, Mr. Morgan ; there is no
charge against you, Mr. Levy; there is no charge
against you, Mr. Williams; and Clark, I should
like to break off the handcuffs around your hands,
because you seem to be a decent man and have
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conducted yourself well here ; but I am afraid I
cannot, because the magistrate has been here and
given you a bad character ; there is no charge
against you.”
19,945. IIe said that ?–Yes.
19,946. Who was there when he said that ?—
Williams, Olivia.

19,947. And yourself?—Yes. They were after
wards sent with 24 others to Morant Bay.
19,948. Have you anything more to tell us?—

:

No.

“to one of these trees.”

19,949. You afterwards went home 2–Yes.
The witness withdrew.

RICHARD Rodox (a black) sworn and examined.
R. Rodon.”
19,950. Did you live at Holland estate in St. fainted, the last lick they gave me I don't know, f :Thomas in the East 3–I was born there.
I began to loose my feet.
19,973. How many men flogged you ?–Six.
19,951. Were you working there * – Yes, con
19,974. Six men flogged you ?—Yes.
stantly.
19,952. Do you recollect the Sunday when martial
19,975. How many did each man give you ?–I
cannot tell you ; I only know I had 150 lashes. Six
law was on —I don't know the day of the month.
19,953. But some time in the month during martial men flogged, they took spells to flog me.
19,976. Who ordered you to be flogged 2–A soldier
law do you remember some constables coming to
-

officer, I don't know his name.

you ?–Yes.

19,977. Was Mr. Stewart there at the time 2—At

19,954. What did they do to you ?—They carried
me out of the yard and took me to Golden Grove.
19,955. Did you see anyone in Golden Grove after

the same time.

they took you there —I saw plenty, but I did not

Stewart –Lots of black soldier and white soldier, I

know them.

don’t know the name at all.

19,956. Were they soldiers ?–Lots of soldiers.
19,957. What did they do with you ?—They took

19,978. Were others by besides the officer and

19,979. The only name you know is Mr. Stewart's
name —Mr. Stewart.

me from there to the mill-house, and on Tuesday they
flogged me.

19,980. What did he tell the officer you had done 2
—I had done nothing at all, nothing at all to him.

19958. They flogged you on Tuesday ?—Yes, at
4 o'clock.

19,959. What did they flog you for 2–Mr. Stewart
ordered them to take me up.

19,981. Had you been working at Holland up to
the day you were taken —Up to the week; four
days I worked.

19,982. Ilad you heard what had happened at

19960. He was the overseer at IIolland 2–Yes.
I asked them on Monday what they took me up for,

Morant Bay –Yes.

they said they would not tell me.

took me it was while I was working, and they carried

1990). Did Mr. Stewart say why they took you

19,983. At the time they took you ?—When they
Ille 111.

up?–No, he only sent a piece of note.

19,984. Had you been to Golden Grove before the

19962. Did you hear what that piece of note had

Sunday they took you there —No ; that Sunday was

got in it?—No.

the first time I had been there.

19963. Did anybody ever tell you why you were
*h up?—Not a soul; when I asked what I had
º they told me to shut my mouth, and I commenced

19.985. Had you been to Holland before ?—Yes.
19,986. Had you been at Holland when some of
the people came up there to make a noise *—Yes,
they came
at midnight ; I heard them hallooing
while
I wasthere
in bed.

cry,

*
you ever
Were
takenDid
for 2–No.
1995.

Did

hear anybody
you
y body say
say what y

c

19,987. Had they shells blowing 2—No, I did not

they take you before anyone who

hear no shell.

ºard witnesses — No : they only took me before the

* , and we were all to get 150 lashes.

* And did you gºt 150?–Yes, and he made

Y

19,988. Any drum beating ?–Only bawling.
19,989. Had they been into IIolland House 2–
es.

* {0 and lift up a dead man, me alone, on my
19,990.
And
had
broke
all the
sashes.

ºulders, and bury him.

1957. Did they let
º, Tuesday night.

º Are you sure you had 150 lashes ?—Yes,
19969. How ofmaº were there besides
!"itself?—Lots
-

t

-

º
there two men besides yourself?–
lashes of us; the whole of us from Holland had

1997)"

19,991. They broke the furniture ?—Yes.
19,992. How many days before the day you were
taken
thatthat.
happen –We were taken the following
Sundaydid
after
o

..

19,970. Were there two men
ion 2
*m.
—I cannot tell you
19.9

theyy taken things
gs out º_.
—They

you go on the Tuesday ?—

19,998. That had been about four days before the
Sunday ?–Yes.
19,994. In the middle of the week 3–Yes.

-

19,995. Did you join them 2–Yes,
wereatnot
part iin
the19,996.
sashes You
—None
all.taking
g any
any part

breaking
-

-

*::: ".
*y is 150 ; do you know how long
aving them ?—They flogged me until I

1999. Do you live on the estate at Holland
live at Barney.

?—I
-
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19,998. Did Mr. Stewart ever stop your pay ?—
Only the last week.
19,999. Which week do you mean *—Him stop our
money the week before last.
20,000. You mean this month 2–Yes.

20,016. Did they find anything 2–No.
20,017. Did they take anything ?—They took one

of my trowsers and my serge jacket, and gave them
to me back.

*is. Did they take any other things ?—Nothing

20,001. This present one —Yes.
20,002. How many did you see of the people who
had worked at Holland taken to Golden Grove —

Will you allow me to call the names *
20,003. Yes —Brooks, Gordon, Samuel Walker,
Allen, Rowe, James Anderson, James Francis.

20,004. Is that all you recollect –Yes.

at all.

20,019. You say you had 150 lashes 2–Yes.
20,020. What with ?—A thing twisted with a
bump all the way along.
20,021. Did it punish you much 2–Yes.
20,022. Did you bleed 2–Yes; my back swollen
und,

20,005. Seven 2–Yes.

20,006. Did you see any of these seven flogged at
Golden Grove – Yes, and another one, Tommy
Russell, and Philip Aleck Baugh.
20,007. Of those you mention did you see any
flogged –Yes, all of them were flogged together.
20,008. Did you see them flogged 2–Yes; I had
gone and left the men. I went to bury a man, and
when I came back I was flogged.

20,009. Then were you all let go together ?—Yes.
20,010. Did you hear what the others were flogged

20,023. Have you got any marks on your back

now —Marks there now, and a bruise on my shoulder
In OW.

20,024. (Mr. Walcott.) You knew Samuel Walker,
did you ?—Yes.
20,025. Did you see him that night —No, I did
not see him that night.
20,026. The night of the bawling —No.
20,027. Did you go into the wood with him next
day ?—No.
-

20,028. Did you take a run with him to Morant

for 2–No.

20,011. Did they say they had been at Holland
pillaging and breaking the sashes —I cannot tell.
20,012. You did not hear what they were said to

Point lighthouse ?–No.
20,029. (Commission.) Are you working now on
the same estate 2–Yes.

20,030. Is your back bad now 2–Well now, but it

have done 2–No.

20,013. (Mr. Payne.) Where were you when you
heard the people came to Holland estate 2–In bed.
20,014. Did you when the people came to destroy
Holland House get up —I heard a noise and came
out in the hall and lit a lamp and stood at the
door.

20,015. (Commission.) Had they searched your
house before they took you ?—Yes.

began to get black now.
20,031. How soon after the flogging did you go to
work 2–For two weeks afterwards.

20,032. You were not able to work 2–No.

20,033. What had you put to your back —I
bathed it with some boiled bush, and put castor oil
afterwards.

20,034. Who doctored it for you ?—My mother.

The witness withdrew.

Serjeant-Major
E. Pearson.

Serjeant-Major Edward PEARSON sworn and examined.
20,035. In what service are you?—In the Com not answer at first, but I questioned him closely, and
missariat Staff.

20,036. Were you being carried across Kingston
Harbour in August or September last?—In September.
20,037. Were you being rowed by another man in
a boat?—Yes.

he afterwards said, “One day he was going up early
“ past the soldiers' market in Kingston, and he heard
“ two black men from the country, he believed, as
“ their legs were much splashed, saying they are

“going to buy some powder and shot for something."

20,038. Do you know who that man was 2–Yes.
20,039. What was his name —Robert Murdock.
20,040. Was he a Kingston boatman —He was

and they made some grumbling remarks about some
book-keeper.
20,053. That was where he heard it 2–That was

employed in the Commissariat boat at that time.

where he said he heard it.

20,041. Was he a black man –A black man.
20,042. A Kingston man —His parents belong to
Kingston.
20,043. And where did he come from ?—I believe

it from him strike you at all, so that you are sure you
are correct in what was said 2–I am positive as to

-

he was a Kingston man.

20,044. Was anything said to you which led to a

20,054. Did the conversation when you first heard
what he said ; I am convinced about that.

20,055. Did you ever mention it or refer it to

conversation which made him make a statement f—

anybody else? — I mentioned it to my wife.

No, he volunteered it himself.
20,045. Was it “apropos” of nothing; had nothing
been said by you to provoke the remark —Nothing

20,056. It was so striking that it made you refer to
it again —Yes, and of course more particularly when

-

at all.

.

20,046. He began *—He did.
20,047. Can you fix when it was in September?—
As near as I can tell it must have been about the

middle of September.

20,048. What was it he said —He said, “Look
“ out here soon, there is going to be a rebellion here
“ soon now, sir;” I made a remark to him as to what
his reasons were for saying so ; he said, “Never mind

“ my reasons, but about the taxes; the people are
“ only waiting for the Maroons to join them, and
“ then it will be all right.”

20,049. What aged man was he 7–About 25.
20,050. Was that all he said 2–At the time,
because I told him not to talk such nonsense.

20,051. Afterwards did he say anything 2— I

pressed him after the rebellion broke out.
20,052. You saw him afterwards —Yes, he was

permanently employed. I pressed him as to where
he had such accurate information from ; he would

the disturbance broke out.

-

20,057. But before it broke out?—I justmentioned
it to my wife, that is all.
20,058. Anybody else ?–No.

20,059. After the row had taken place at Morant

Bay you went to this man?—Yes; he was employed
permanently, and I had to pay him his wages.

20,060. Then you referred to what he had said ?—
Yes, in the presence of Mr. Samuels.

20,061. How soon after the row at Morant Bºy
did
you mention
it towho
anyone
—I to
mentioned
"
Mr. Samuels
directly,
happened
be there,itand
to Mr. David Judah Alberga of Kingston.

20,062. You mentioned it to them shortly after
heard what had happened at Morant Bay -

¥.

eS.

20,063. Did you ask him who the two black mº"
were he referred to?–Yes, I did ask him, but ".
said he was not acquainted with them ; they appeº
to be people from the country,
•

*

20,064. Is he in the service of the Commissari"

THE JAMAICA ROYAL COMMISSION.

now 2–No, I was told to see Mr. Kemble to make an

affidavit of this affair. I did so, and he was taken up

his discharge as soon as he was released, and he is
now a warder in the penitentiary.

and examined by Mr. Kemble ; or rather Mr. Drum

mond, the clerk of the peace for Port Royal, examined
him.

20065. What was he, a boatman 2–Yes.
20,066. What has become of him —He came for
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Serjeant-Major

20,067. He has another situation ?—Yes.

20,068. Was this conversation you had with him
in the middle, end, or beginning of September 2–

E. Pearson.
21 Feb. 1866,

About the middle of September, about three weeks
before the disturbances.

The witness withdrew.

CHARLEs HARRison WILLIAMs (a black) sworn and examined.
20,069. Are you a shoemaker at St. Thomas in the
20,079. Did they say when they were to meet at
East —Yes.
Paul Bogle's place –They said to-morrow.
20070. Were you working at your trade on the
20,080. (Mr. Payne.) Who did you hear say this
11th of October last 2–Yes.

;

—I heard a man of the name of Elliston.

20,071. When you heard horns and drums ?—Yes.
20072, Did you meet at Morant Bay with some

20,081. (Commission.) Was he with the others at

people with arms that day ?—Not at Morant Bay.

the same time 2–He was before

20,073. How near f—About five or six miles from
Morant Bay.
20,074. What time in the day did you meet them 2
—I did not meet them, I saw them going to Morant

was called by several of them that followed him

-

Bay.

ào;;

C. H. Williams.

What o'clock was that ?—About 10 to 11

in the morning.

the others ;

he

“corporal.”
20,082. (Mr. Payne.) Did you hear anyone else
say it —No.
20,083. You did not hear anybody but Elliston say
it —No, he was the man who bawled out to the rest,

as if he had come direct from the Bay.
20,084. (Commission.) What became of Elliston 2
-

20,076. Did you hear them say anything 2—I heard
them say they were going to Morant Bay, but in the
evening I heard them bellow out, I heard them say,
“What are you doing at home, the white people are
killing the black people at the Bay.”
20,077. They hallooed out to those who were
stopping at home, “The white people are killing the
black people at the Bay ?”—Yes.
20078. Did they say anything more ?—Yes, they
said everyone of you to-morrow must appear and get
yourself ready to go down to the Bay, and to meet
at Paul Bogle's place.

—I have never seen him since ; I heard that he was
killed.

20,085. How many were with him — Lots; I could
not count them.

20,086. As many as there are people in this room ?
—Twice the quantity.
20,087. (Mr. Payne.) Do you know how Elliston
was killed 2–No, I know that he was taken up and
came to the Bay, but how he was killed I don't
know.

The witness withdrew.

GEORGE WILLIAMs (a black) sworn and examined.
G. Williams.

20088. Do you live at 49, George's Lane, Kings
ton?–59.

answer was that there was no charge against me by
Sergeant Edwards.

20089. Were you taken up there on the 21st of

º last –I was arrested on the 21st of October

20, 104. Of the police —No, the Provost Marshal's
sergeant.

âSt.

20,105. Were you let go then 2–No.

20090. By two policemen 2–By two policemen.
20,091. In your counting-house?–Yes, in the
counting-house of Messrs. Verly and Robinson, then

19 days. Major Prenderville said, although there was
no charge against us, we were kept there for safe

my employers.

custody, and he was compelled to keep us till some

jº. Did you ask

why you were taken up 2–I

20,106. How long were you kept at the camp —

charge was made against us.

-

20, 107. Were you then let go —Yes, by command
20093. What was the answer —I didn't ask why of Major-General O'Connor, commanding Her Ma
I was taken up, I asked if there was any warrant jesty's troops in Jamaica. Here is the paper, and
Against me; the policeman said, “No, but Mr. Nairne they made a grand mistake here in calling me Charles
sent us for you.” I went along very quietly with instead of George.
them; they drew their bayonets, and compelled me to
20,108. Was that all that happened to you ?—Yes,
**Way with them ; coming down the stairs I heard
the word “ halt, dress.” A private went before me with the exception of my hands being tied.
109. How long did that happen 2–It happened
* the sergeant behind, and I was taken to the at 20,
the time I was at Up-Park Camp.
Cage.

º

!

20,110. The whole time 7–No, one day.
l

20094. And from the cage the next morning —I
kept

was

in the cage for about four hours and a half,

and a most filthy

place it was for any civilized person

h

20,111. How long were they tied ?– About four

Oul's.

i

20,112. Who tied your hands –Sergeant Edwards
20,113. Were you released from that *—Not on
º, Was that the town cage –Yes.
same day my hands were tied, they were tied four
the
ºff. From there where were you removed to ? hours
a day.
-To Kingston Barracks.
20.114:...Wh
o were you released by four hours
º: Who took you there?–Four policemen.

to be placed in.

20098. From the barracks where did you go to ? after —Major Prenderville ; he was surprised to
hear that my hands were tied ; he never gave such
-: Up-Park Camp.
an order.

;
How long were you kept there givendays.
Maº
00. Into whose custody were you2–19
3–
'''Penderville, then the Provost Marsii.

c

* When he took you

did he ask what the

20,115. Then you were let go and went h
the end of the 19 days * .4 "a went home at

§16. Did you ever hear why you were arrested ?
Do you
know
29,117. You
nowwhat
2–Not
sºns.
know
don't
th even no

-IN 0,
,

gainst you was 2–He did.
20,102. What was said ?—There was no charge

W.

*gainst me.

30.103. What was sal
sai
charge d to Major Prenderville when
there was against you ?—The

O.

e charge was 2–

-

he asked what

20,119. I see here you state you witnessed certain
things 2—A good many things.
3 E 4

–

:
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20,120. Do you know the people's names and the
charges against them you refer to ?—I know one or

G. Williams.
---

21 Feb. 1866.

two ; first I will commence with Samuel Clarke.

20,121. This is what you witnessed yourself in the
camp 2–Yes, I am going to state what people were
flogged at the camp without a trial ; some time ago
Major Prenderville said, “The magistrates are so bad

“, they can't sign, their own names, and they send
“ people here
“I had some
“ show them
“ any charge

to be hanged, flogged, or shot ; I wish
of them here at the triangle, I would
not to send the people here without
against them.” But independently of

that I could commence at Samuel Clarke, and go

along to Robert Lawson, James Mack, and another.
20,122. Just give the names : —I don't think there
was any documentary evidence against Robert Law
Son.

20,123. How do you know that ?—Because he was
not tried by Court-martial.
20,124. Just give the names of the people whose
floggings and executions you witnessed ?--I saw
Jones, a convict in the penitentiary, hung at Up
Park Camp.
20,125. From the penitentiary —He was a convict
there.

20,146. Was it James, or Jonas –Jonas, I think;
his name was Mack, I am sure of that.
20,147. What about Mack P. He received

>

48 lashes

at Up-Park Camp.
20,148. What for 2–Major Prenderville read out

that he had made use of threatening language to one
1)ubuisson.

20,149. For threatening to cut off his landlord's
head —Some words to that effect.

20,150. Is that all?—You will not hear anything
about Samuel Clarke.

20, 151. Is there anything now you have to add to
what we know *—I think I can add something more
to what you have heard about threats that were made
against Samuel Clarke, that he was to be executed

daily, by Major Anton and General O’Connor; Clarke
said to Major Prenderville once, “Do, Major, release
my hands from the irons;” Prenderville said, “Oh
no I can't ; I have had no charge against you, but
a magistrate came and gave you a bad character, and
Major Anton ordered me to put you in irons, so I am
compelled to do so; I cannot release you from irons.”
Another instance, again—Major Anton brought a
gentleman to see us, and he said to him, “That is

20,126. What was his other name; what was he

Sam Clarke, the ringleader ;” we were brought out
and exhibited very often ; many gentlemen used to

—A convict, an African man, a man about my height.

come out there, and look at us; he said “Oh, yes, that

20,127. Any other person 2–There was a man
20,129. Any persons you do know, whose floggings
or executions you witnessed, will you mention ?—

“is Sam Clarke ; I went up with him at Yallahs; your
“brother has been executed, and you will be too, when
“you get to Morant Bay.”
20, 152. Did not he say, “If you are guilty you will
be hanged f"—I am coming to that ; those were the

There were only three executed there ; Jones was
one, a man from St. Thomas in the East, and a soldier.

General's words; I heard that when I and Sam Clarke
were the only persons in the room.

brought from St. Thomas in the East.
20, 128. What was his name 2–I do not remember it.

20,130. A black soldier —Yes.

20,153. What was that ?—Major Anton came up
and said to Clarke, “Oh I will have you hanged, you

20,131. For desertion ?—Yes.

20,132. Is that all you know by name 2—Yes,
there was Robert Lawson.

20,133. Who was he 2– A constable.
20, 134. What was done with him —He received
48 lashes.

“may rely that you won't go free, for you have been a
“disgrace to your colour.” Clarke disacknowledged all

doings at St. Thomas ye East ; he said “I was not in
St. Thomas in the East on the 11th ;” Major Anton

said, “Oh! you were not there but you knew all

-

20,135. Do you know why 2–He was sent out to a
gap in the parish of St. Andrews to guard the gap,
and he refused to do so, saying he had not been paid

about it ; you were one of the ringleaders.” Some
mornings afterwards he brought General O'Connor

there very early, and said, “That is Sam Clarke;"
The General said, “Oh is that Sam Clarke,” and he

for two or three weeks, and he would not work till he
was paid.

said to him, you will be hung to one of those trees ;"

20,136. Did you hear him say that ?—No, I never
heard him say so ; I heard the charge. Major

said, “If you are tried and found guilty you will be

Prenderville read a letter from Mr. Downer, the

hung to one of those trees.”

Inspector of St. Andrews, making use of those words,
and Deputy Smith, then Deputy Inspector of St.

20,154. Was he hung —I was told he was hung;
Major Prenderville told me two or three days after
wards that he was hung.

Andrews, came there and certified that the man had
used the expressions.

20,137. Then he was punished 2–Yes, he received
48 lashes.

-

20,155. (Mr. Payne.) Do you recollect any other
case of a man being brought down to the camp to be

flogged who turned out not to deserve it —That

-

20,138. For insubordination ?—It was so called,
insubordination ; I saw another again receive 36
lashes.

Clarke said, “I know nothing about the affair;" he

was the day after I left the camp.

20,156. (Mr. JFalcott.) When Major Anton used
that language to Clarke where was Morgan?—

-

20,139. What was his name —I don't remember

What language, sir, what were the words?

20,140. Where did he come from ?—I don't re

20,157. “I will have you hung, you are a disgrace
to your colour.” Where was Morgan then —Morgan

member now ; after he received the 36 lashes he said,
this will learn me manners; Major Prenderville said,

was standing in the range, along with myself and
others, we were all put out in a line to wait for the

“What did he say?” they told him, and he said, put
him back, and he got another dozen ; but there was

General to inspect us.

his name.

a good many people flogged without a Court-martial.
20,141. Did you see them flogged —Yes.
20,142. IIow do you know they were not tried by
Court-martial —When they were tried we generally
heard who sat as president, and who were the other
officers.

-

-

20,158. Then it was not true what you said just
now, that only you and Clarke were present when he
used that language 2–We were together on the Sun
day evening ; Major Anton made use of the languag"
more than once.

20,159. In the presence of Morgan, and when you
and Clarke and the civilian were present —Yes.

Marshal generally read out the charge, and there was

20,160. What was the name of the civilian to whom
Major Anton pointed out Clarke, and made use of

never a man flogged there without a charge being

that same expression ?—I can't say; it was Major

read, or read by Provost-Marshal Prenderville before

Anton's companion.
20,161. Do you not know him —No.
20,162. Would you know him again if you saw
him —I believe I might, I dare to say I might. . . . .
20,163. What was he like 2 What was his height?

20,143. How did you hear that ?—The Provost

punishment.

20,144. Did you ever see a man flogged there with
out a charge being read out before he was flogged 2–
No.

20,145. Is that all you have to say ?—I have to say
something about James Mack.

-

Had he whiskers ? Had he hair on his head, or
was he bald, or what ?—He had on his hat.

THE JAMAICA ROYAL COMMISSION,

20,164. Any hair on his face —No, he had a
turban round his hat ; he was a man of about five

feet high, I am only about six feet two.
20,165. Had he any whiskers ?—No.
20,166. Any mustachios ?—No, he was about the
height of that gentleman, but a little stouter.
20,167. Don't you know that you were taken up
for using seditious language at the railway ?—No.
20,168. Do you not know it —No, I am very glad
to be informed of it now.

N 20,171.
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20,172. (Commission.) What are you now?—I was
employed as a clerk to Messrs. Verley and Robinson.
20,173. What are younow 2–I am nothing now.
20,174. What were you at the time this occurrence
took place, when you were arrested ?–Delivery clerk
to Messrs. Werley and Robinson, at Spanish Town

G. Williams.

0.

here.

20,175. Had you to go backwards and forwards

20,169. Is this the first time you have ever heard
it?—Yes.

20,170. Would you be surprised if some one was
tocome forward and swear that you had said you were
arrested for using seditious language at the railway

station ?–Which railway ?

by the railway a good deal – Yes.
20,176. Now you are out of employment —Yes, I
have been so for four months ; I have my recommen
dations here from Messrs. Verley and Robinson; I
served them faithfully.
20,177. You live in Kingston —Yes.

The witness withdrew.

The Rev. WILLIAM CoPELAND HARTY (coloured) sworn and examined.
20,178. Where were you residing on the 12th
October 3–Prospect Pen, Blue Mountain Valley.
20,179. On that day did the people come to your
house?—Not on that day; Mrs. Miller, with her five
children, and a nurse and a servant, came there,
seeking refuge.
20,180. Then some people did come 2—I thought
you meant rebels.
20,181. Mrs. Miller came and her family —Yes.
20,182. Seeking refuge —Yes.
20,183. She had come from where 2–Serge Island
estate.

20,184. Was her husband the overlooker of Serge
Island estate 2–He was.

20,185. And she came in and informed you that
her husband had gone —Her husband had taken
flight from the estate.
20,186. And she asked for shelter

— She was

directed by her husband to come to the Mission
house to seek for shelter.

20,187. On the day after that did any men armed
come to you ?—They did.
20,188. Did you know any of them, where they
came from ? —They were persons residing in my
neighbourhood.

20,189. You knew them before by sight 2—I knew
them well.

20,190. How many were they of them —There
were eight I should say. Mrs. Miller brought a gun
With her when she came, among other things.
20,191. What did these people say they wanted —
They first asked for Mrs. Miller; I asked them what

understood them to mean) the planters had been
treating them badly for a long time, and they could
not put up with it any longer.
20,195. Do you know what words they used which
led you to believe it was the planters they meant —
I will tell you ; they have repeatedly come to the
chapel, when they have been applied to for contribu
tions, and they have said to me, we are not paid
regularly on some of the estates, that their money
was docked, their tasks were heavy, and sometimes
they were not paid regularly.
20, 196. What estate was that ?—Not one estate
particularly.

20,197. Was it those upon the estates near your
house – Yes, Hall Head, Blue Mountain, Serge
Island, and Coley; those are the estates about my
place. I have spoken to the overseers about it and
they have said they are in the habit of putting their
work out as task work, and the people would not
finish their task in one day, so one task runs into
another day, so at the end of the week instead of

having to pay for five tasks they pay them only for
four.

20,198. Was anything of that sort referred to upon
this Friday ?–Only in a general way.
20, 199. Were these men that called upon you on
that Friday the people who were accustomed to work
on the estates you have mentioned —Yes, I believe
every one.

20,200. Were they members of your congregation ?
—Yes; one of them was rather more, a member of
the church, not a member, an inquirer.
20,201. The other people who were not there that

they wanted with her. They said they came for Mr. day, but whom you had heard about not getting their
Miller's gun and pistol; I said Mr. Miller has no wages and about whom you had spoken to the over
pººl, but Mrs. Miller brought a gun ; they then said, seers, were they members of your congregation too 2

Minister, we don't come here to do you harm

or do

. . We wish to hurt your family, if you give us the
gun ;” they said they would not disturb us if we
would give them the gun ; Mrs. Miller was in a very
*ited state of mind, and I advised her to give the
§um, and it was given to them.

—Yes, several of them. I told them that the course
they were pursuing was very wicked, and it was not
the right way to redress their grievances to rise up

against the Government in the way they were doing.
I told them, also, it was not only wicked but it was
ruinous to themselves ; that they might be able to

*192, Did they stay at your house long 2—After contend with a few white and coloured people in the
*g the gun I thought it my duty to say a word island, or the few white soldiers that might be
brought against them, but in the end it would be
to these people.
against
them, I told them they were fighting against
*193.
What
did
you
say
to
them
2–I
asked
them
what they wanted with the gun ; I had heard of the Queen ; they said the Queen knew nothing about

º

before ; I said, “You are going about seeking what had been going on in Jamaica. They also
guns, what are you going to do with them " spoke of the Governor as being a bad man; in fact

I these

used such terms I did not like to Say much to
º the exact words, but they assured me .
them.
º their reason for asking for the gun was that
. "light be able to contend with the soldiers, º Then they left you, carrying off the gun ?

º,Without

firearms they could not contend with

º that all that passed between you and
ing i. ; I then asked them what they were fight

- Les.

20,293. Is that all they took away ?–Yes, that
was all.

many
years
am20,204.
a nativeHow
of this
island.

2

have you been there?
Te 2–I

be: º º!ºy, told me that the white people had
* killing the blacks the day before, and that (I
20,205. How long have you been in the ministry?
3 F

21 Feb. 1866.
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—It is nine years since I was ordained; I was ordained
over that church.

Rev.

W. C. Harty.

-

-

20,206. Have you had a large congregation gene
rally –A little before the rebellion my congregation
fell off.

21 Feb. 1866.

20,207. How was that ?—I did not know what the

reason was at the time, but I am inclined to think it
was from the agitation.
20,208. Where did the people go to when they
did not go to church?—Stayed at home, most of them.
-

20,209. Have you a school attached to your
mission –Yes.

20,210. Is that attended by children —Yes.

20,211. How many ?—There were 49 or 50 last

Population in that neighbourhood?—I should say so
and I should say at the time the rebellion broke out
the people there and in that neighbourhood were not
aware of anything about it.

20,229. That is Blue Mountain Valley —Yes.
20,230. They are a well-disposed people?—I should
say so.

20,231. (Mr. Payne.) You say you are inclined to
think that since the agitation your congregation fell
off; you have no reason to know what that agitation
was about —There was no agitation before August.
There was a meeting held. I was not there, but I
was led to inquire about it. One of my members was
the chairman.

--

20,232. Was that one of the Underhill meetings

eal".

20,212. Did the attendance of children fall off?—

Yes, but it was not entirely owing to that, the small

—I don't know.
to the letter.

I believe it rose out of an answer

20,233. Was it about trade and wages, and so on ?

pox was raging then.

20,213. Did you get any Government assistance 2

—I heard that it was so.

20,214. Have you come from that part of the coun
try now 2–I have not been there for the last two

20,234. You don't mean to say it applied to any
conspiracy —That could not have been. There was
nothing that I heard that would have led me to think

weeks.

that.

—No, we are not endowed.

-

20,215. Did these people who complained about
their wages ever apply to the magistrates for redress
and state their grievances in a legal way ?—I believe
not. I have advised them to do that, to work honestly
and then to seek for their pay, and if they could not

get it to apply to the magistrates. Then they say

20,235. You have no reason whatever to think that

there was any premeditation ?—Not in my district.
20,236. (Commission.) Do you think that those
public meetings have a very bad effect upon the
people —Yes, from their misunderstanding what is
said very often.

that the magistrates are generally planters, and they
don't get justice done to them.
20,216. Have you a stipendiary magistrate in that

the misunderstanding of what was said at this meet

district 2—There was one there a little before the

this fact, that sometimes when I have made publica.

rebellion.

disturbance took place —I should not say so, and

tions in the chapel I have found out afterwards that
the most simple things I have been telling them have
been misunderstood, and questions have been asked
of what was said ; so if as a minister you talk to

especially the men that I knew who were implicated

them every day, and they do not understand simple

in this rebellion. I knew several of them, and I should

things said to them from the pulpit, they would also

say they were people well off, when I compare them

not understand what was said at a public meeting.
20,238. (Commission.) You think this system

-

20,217. You mean Mr. Jackson 2–Yes.

20,218. Were the people very badly off when the

with the other peasantry.

20,237. (Mr. Walcott.) How do you account for
ing having had a bad effect on them —I judge from

of

meetings has a bad effect upon the lower orders?-l

20,219. Can they get plenty of work in your neigh
bourhood if they wish it *—Yes; I have seen a man
earn his Is. 6d. from half-past 11 till 1 o'clock in the

really do think so.

day. On one occasion I saw a gang coming in from

own knowledge about this meeting which caused the

weeding canes, and I said to them, “Now you know
“ it is said you are lazy, why don't you go back to
“ the overseer and ask him to give you more work : ”
I believe they went back and asked him, and I heard

falling off of your congregation ?—I know nothing
definite. I merely judge now from what I heard now
that the outbreak has taken place. I put the one
against the other, and it must have been something,

that the liner refused to line out more than one line

because it was unaccountable to me at the time.

that day, and I heard that the same people went to

dig for a private individual to earn more.
20,220. The people who live on the estate pay
rent I suppose for the houses and also for the provi
sion grounds 2—Very few of them rent houses on the
estates, but they have provision grounds.
20,221. What rent do they pay for those ? — I
believe 16s. or 11, a year, but I think they take more
than they ought.
20,222. It is not very valuable to the landlord, I

suppose, and he is not very particular 2–No, so long
as he pays rent, and one family works the land; they

object to their being a third person.
20,223. They object to sub-letting —Yes.
20,224. Is there any provision made for sick people

in your neighbourhood, or for the poor who may be
unable to work f—I am not aware that there is.

20,225. Have you any medical man who lives in
neighbourhood who attends to the poor —I
believe a medical man has been paid by the parish.
20,226. Out of the parish rates?—Yes, but I seldom
see the medical man up in that district.
20,227. Is it a healthy district —It is not consi
dered a healthy district. I should say it is not ; the
houses are along the river course, and the people
suffer from pains and other things.
20,228. Do you think that they are a well-disposed
your

20,239. (Mr. Walcott.) You know nothing of your

20,240. Do you know a man named Edward

º

Spence f—Yes; he was a member of my congrega

º

tion.

ºf

20,241. What became of him 2–He has been

º

executed. .

20,242. Did he live in your neighbourhood?—He

º

lived in my neighbourhood.

º

20,243. Did you see him at the time of this out:

º

break at Morant Bay –I saw him either on the 18th

º

or the 14th, I am not certain which, but it was about

º

11o'clock at night. The circumstances were these was just retiring to rest, and I heard a crying outside

*

º
-

º

I went to the window and found a

"ºf

number of women. They came saying that they

º

the window.

had heard that the soldiers were coming up from

Morant Bay upon them, and they begged me to give
them shelter in my house. Of course I could not
refuse to do that ; they were females,
and I knew

nothing against them. They brought in some buil:
dles, and I told them, “If the soldiers come of course

“I must show you to them, and these bundles must
“ be searched ; therefore, if there is anything in these

“ bundles stolen, I shall get myself in trouble for
“ harbouring you.” Mrs. Spence was one of those
women. After they had been there about 10 minute.
or a quarter of an hour, three men came, Edwar
Spence was one. He had in his hand a drawn sword,

1,

ºn

:
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a sword out of the sheath ; the sheath in one hand
and the sword in the other.

20,244. (Commission.) What do you mean by a
sword, one of these cutlasses *-No, a sword; it
looked like a cavalry sword. I said, “Spence, what
do you want *" He said, “I have come for my

wife." I said, “Why do you trouble her at this time
of night?" because I had heard he had been deeply im

plicated in the rebellion. I said, “If you are obliged
* to run away from the soldiers why do you trouble

a your wife?" and he said, “I must have her,” and
another man also came for the woman he had been
living with. I did not hear these words myself, but

Mrs. Harty heard it. I put the question, but I did
not hear the answer.

TWENTY.
tell, took any part in the matter?—Five ; I mean
FOURTH DAY.
members and inquirers of my congregation.
Rev.
20,249. I do not mean particularly as to your con
gregation; I understand you to say that in your W. C. Harty.
neighbourhood they were not evil-disposed at all —
The people in that neighbourhood generally I think 21 Feb. 1866.
were much surprised at this rebellion.
20,250. But I wish to know how many took part
in this affair when the example was set 2—A great
number of the younger people, but the older people
generally set their faces against it.
20,251. You did not attend any meeting with refer
ence to the supposed grievances of the people —No,
I studiously kept aloof; in fact, in our missions we are
-

not allowed to attend them.

20,245. I understand it was Mrs. Harty told you
what he said 2–1 asked what they answered, and
Mrs. Harty said they said so and so.

20,246. Did she say that in their hearing 2—As
they were going away they drew their swords on the
women not to tell their secrets, not to say anything.
I don't know what it was.

20,247. You said that with the exception of two or

three of the people in your neighbourhood you do not
think they were ill-disposed ?–Yes.
20,248. How many of your people, so far as you can

20,252. You did not attend any of these what are
called Underhill meetings —No.
20,253. (Suggested by Mr. JPalcott.) Were you
acquainted with Mr. Gordon —Of course I was
acquainted with him.
20,254. Did he frequent your neighbourhood at all
—Not lately, not for the last three or four years ; not
in my immediate neighbourhood.
20,255. (Commission.) It has been stated that he
had considerable influence with the peasantry; is that
so 2–Yes, considerable influence.

The witness withdrew.

MARIA BLARE (a black) sworn and examined.
20,256. Do you live at Golden Grove 2–Yes.
20,283. Do you know the name of that Maroon
20,257. Do you recollect a Saturday during the man —Mendes. I don't know the spelling.
martial law 2–Yes.

20258, Were you at home that Saturday ?—Yes.

20,284. Have you seen Sarah Cousins here to-day ?
—No ; she came after me yesterday.

20,259. Was it in October 2—Yes.

20,260. What happened to you on that Saturday ?
took away my sweet

º black soldier came in and
eart,

20,261. What was his name -—James Burnard.

20,262. Had you any sons 2–Richard Blake.
20,263. Where did he live 2–At Golden Grove.

20,285. While you have been here have you seen
Sarah Cousins 2–No.

20,286. Besides Mendes taking your goat away,
did any white soldiers come to your house ? – A
white soldier, came afterwards and took away my
hog, and the hog had a large belly with pigs inside.

20,287. What did they do with the hog 3–They

20264. Near you ?—Yes.
20,265. Any other son 2–Robert Blake.

shot it in the sty.

20,266, Was he younger than Richard 2–Yes.
*0287. Were they taken 2–Yes.
20,268. How old were they, how old was Richard?
-A big young man, as tall as that policeman.

20,288. Was that about the same time?—Yes, they
took it away, and when I tell him the hog is with pig
he said if I had been a hog he shot me.
20,289. Does Sarah Cousins belong to Manchioneal?
—She belongs to Manchioneal but works at Golden
Grove.

%269. Was he married ?–Not yet.
*70. Had the other one a wife —No.
*71. Neither —Richard lived with a

20,290. Did she come back to Manchioneal on
person,

"he no married yet.
2012. Was it a person by the name of Sarah

Saturdays and Sundays —Yes, sometimes she work

there, and come down sometimes to stop at Golden
Grove at my son's house, where he and Sarah lives.

Cousins he lived with ?—Yes.

cº
Did she live with him near you in Golden
rove?—Yes, they lived at one place.
20,274. What was the age of your other son, Robert

lake?—He grown up tall.

* Was he a man grown

up 7–Yes, a young

ºn up, but he no have a woman yet.
*76. They were taken by soldiers ?—Yes.

20,291. Did your son Richard ever go to Man
chioneal 2–Richard Blake sometimes went with her.
20,292. Was there a chapel there, where Mr. Foote
used to be 2–I have never been there.

20,293. Did you ever hear of Mr. Foote –I hear
of him, but I never been to the parish.

20,294. Are you quite sure that your son Richard
Blake and Sarah Cousins have never been

married

*I. What soldiers ?–Black soldiers.

by Mr. Foote at Manchioneal —I never heard it.
had
they
after
remain
home
you
at
Did
º
20,295. Did you ever see Sarah Cousins with a
g º *...* and one Joseph Williams.
on, a gold ring 2–No.
wedding
º Who was Joseph Blake —He was living sºring
you ever hear that she had one –
Did
0.
20 º Burnard's daughter.
,280. W.

soldiers

lº,* of Joseph Williams ?–Black
----

--

-

º

º

30,297. You came here of your own accord, I

believe : nobody sent you here ?—No, nobody sent
º
Yºu ever seen any of those persons,
and Saraj, sº
Richard Blake, James Burnard, or * I gave evidence at Kingston,
ake,
Joseph will
for me, and said I had better come over. (The wit
** since?—No, not since they took mess Sarah Cousins was called in.)
º
20.28
Is that the woman that lives with your
-č, Besides that, did anything happen to you ? son,20,298.
Richard Blake 2–Yes.
-

and took away

-

-

i. º into my yard with a Maroon

20,299. And she was never marri
ed to him —Not
married yet.

The witness withdrew.
3 F 2

Maria Blake.
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Sarah Cousins.

SARAH Cousins further examined.

20,300. What do you mean by telling the Commis
sion such lies 2—I tell no lie at all, massa.

21 Feb. 1866.

You

ask me if I married, and I ashamed to tell I am not

off, and that Mr. Foote married you?—No, I did not
say that. The other gentleman said did I know Mr.
Foote, and I said yes.

--

married.

20,301. You have not only told that one lie but
five or six others. At least you said that your mar

20,302. You said that it was at Mr. Foote's chapel
where you got married to Richard Blake, did you not?
—Yes.

riage ring was too big for your finger and tumbled
The witness withdrew.

E. Gordon.

ELIZABETH GoRDON (a black) sworn and examined.
20,316. When the soldiers went away did they take
20,303. Are you a labourer at Golden Grove Johnson
2–Yes.
with them

cstate 2–Yes,

20,304. Were you there living with a man named
Thomas Johnson —Yes.

20,305. Do you remember while the martial law
was going on something happening to you one Satur
day ?—Yes.

20,306. Did anybody come to you on that Satur
day ?—Yes.
20,307. Who came —Soldiers.

waited there to see if he would ever come back, but he
never returned, and when Catherine Williams returned
she told me he had been destroyed.

20,318. Have you got any children —No.
20,319. Did you see Doctor Crowdie's servant
point out Johnson —Yes; when he point him out
as a rebel I said, “No, he was not,” but all I could do

20,308. Were they white or black 2–13|ack.
20,309. Did they do anything —Yes, they took
Johnson.

20,310. Was he in your house —No.
20,311. Where was Johnson —He was up at the

great house. They said he was one of the rebels.
20,312. Who said so —Dr. Crowdie's man.
20,313. Did the soldiers take him *—At the same

time they took him Iran down and said that he belong
to the house. They tie him at the same time, and

said they would shoot him. He fall down on the
step, and a gentleman say, they no shoot him. The
black soldier wanted to kill him.

had no effect, the soldiers took him away.
20,320. Have you come here without being sent by
anybody ?—I came myself.
20,321. Did you come from Golden Grove —Yes.
20,322. Have you been to Kingston —Yes.
20,323. What did you go there for 2–I go to
Kingston for the same complaint I come here.
20,324. How long had you lived with Johnson
—Long long time since I came from Spanish (Cuba).
Mr. Gordon of Rhine took me as new negro when I
came from Spanish country.
20,325. Did Johnson come from Spanish country?
—Yes.

20,326. Did he come with you ?–He came one

20,314. What became of him —They took him to
Bowden.

20,315. When they took Thomas Johnson did you
remain still at Golden Grove –I came out of the

kitchen when the troop went. I was working in the
kitchen cooking.

20,317. Have you ever seen Johnson since –I

month before me.

20,327. And what was Johnson's name 2–His
name was Samuel Johnson, but in Jamaica they
Samuel Johnson.

20,328. Did he always live at St. Thomas in the
East 2–Yes,

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned till 10 o'clock to-morrow.

º
º

º

º

º

º

º,

-

*
*

-

-

-

-

- --
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Thursday, 22nd February 1866.
PRESENT :

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.
TWENTY.
FIFTH DAY,

John BLossETT MAULE, Esq.

Is AAC PANToN (a black) sworn and examined.
20,355. (Commission.) Did they refer to what had
20,329. Are you of Hall Head —Yes.
20,330. Is that an estate in the superintendence of happened at Morant Bay ?—Yes.
Mr. Donaldson —Yes.

20,331. Is he the overseer —Yes.

20,332. Where is II all Head 2 – Next to Blue
Mountain.

20,333. What part did you take there, what were
you?—Head man.
20,334. Is it a sugar estate 2–Yes.
20,335. Do you remember being upon that estate
on the 11th of October last 2–Yes.

20,336. Next day, the 12th, did you hear what had
happened at Morant Bay ?—I heard of that on the
Wednesday night.
20,337. Did anyone come to the Hall Head estate?
—Yes, on Thursday morning.
20,338. How many came 2—Those that were work
ing there came out to work on Thursday morning.
20,339. Were they labourers belonging to the
estate —Yes.

20,340. What did they do —I saw them talking
about the place and not going to work, and I asked

20,356. What did they say about that ?—They said
there was a row at Morant Bay, and the buckras got
killed at Morant Bay.
20,357. Did they connect that with the reason that
they did not work —They said, if they go to work
that day people come in and kill them, and they
cannot go to work that day.
20,358. Did they say that at the same time they
mentioned what had happened at Morant Bay?—Yes.
20,359. Do you know whether after this Wednesday
the people who had worked on the Hall Head estate
down to that day took any part in the destruction of
property or in the riots which took place up the Blue
Mountain Valley —Yes, that I expected to tell you
afterwards. I meant to give this to the gentlemen at

the Bay on Saturday, but I will tell you now if you
will take it.

20,360. Did any of your men that worked under
you on the Hall Head estate join any of the bodies of

men that went up the Valley or to Morant Bay ?—
I could not tell you whether they went to Morant Bay.
20,361. Do you know whether they joined any of

them if they were not going to work that day; they
said no. I asked why, they said, “Don’t you hear
what is done : " I said “No, what is done º’ they

the people that came up the Valley –Yes, some of

said, “If we go to work Thursday they will come in

them mixed with them.

and kill all.” I asked again, “Why are they going to
kill all if you go to work º’ they made no answer.
I said I would go into the field at all events, and I

up the Blue Mountains.
20,363. How many of your mien joined them 2–

went into the field.

Almost the whole of them.

*

20,341. Did these people ever work that day ?—
No, none ever worked that day.

20,362. Did they go up the Valley —They went
I had to run through the

canes myself.

20,364. On the Thursday do you mean 2–Yes, I

20,342. How many that were under you did not
work that day?—The whole of them.
20,343. How many were they, 50 or 100 °–About
100 in three gangs.
20.344. The three gangs together make how many ?

had to run and leap over the fence into the cane-field.

—About 150.

Cochrane,

20,345. And none of them worked upon that

Thursday?—None that day, but they all worked from
Monday to the Wednesday before.
20,346. Did you, while you were in your house
Wednesday night, hear any persons passing by ?

20,365. Did your own men offer you any violence 2
—I did not wait till they came near me, I was so

frightened of myself. At the same time they chopped
the book-keeper on Blue Mountain estate, one Mr.

20,366. How far is Hall Head from Morant Bay
—I think something over seven miles.

20,367. When did your men return to their work
at Hall Head 2–They never returned to work since

º

the rebellion was over.

– l (2S,

20,368. Did they not come back the next week 2–
No, they never came back at all.
20,369. Not any of your men 2–No.
20,370. None of three gangs —No, none of them

20.347. Did they appear to be larger in number, or

not in any great quantity ?–Not in a very great
quantity.

20.348. What were they doing or saying 2–I only
heard the advice that to-morrow morning they should

came back to work.

$0 to the estate and see after the overseer, book

—It is three weeks now since I got them all to work,

keepers, and head men.
20,349. Did they mention any particular estate –

and they work quite well now.
20,372. Did they not come back to work till three
weeks ago —No.
20,373. What was done with the estate in that

Nº, they did not name any particular estate.
20,350. Did they say anything about what they
Were going to do with the overseer, book-keepers, and
the head men ?—They did not say what they would do.
20,351. When you heard this did you mention it to

*Yone?—I mentioned it to the overseer in the
morning.

20,352. Was that Mr. Donaldson —Yes.

20,353. At the time you heard them saying that

20,371. What did you do for workmen after that 2

time –There was only the grass-cutting man, and
the seed man, and the cattle man, to penn and feed
the cattle.

20,374. Did the men who joined the people that
came from Morant Bay live on the estate 2–No.

20,375. Where did your men live?—Over Stony
Gut way, some lived upon the estate ; those that did
live there did not go anywhere at all.

they were going to the overseers and book-keepers,

20,376. Although they lived at Stony Gut were

had you heard of the row at Morant Bay ?—Yes, I

they on the Hall Head estate on the Wednesday

had heard of that before.

working —The whole of them were working on the

*354. (Mr. Burke.) Who did the people say
Yºuld come and kill them if they went to work —
They did not give me to understand that.

Wednesday.

20,377. Were these men who were working on the
Wednesday Stony Gut men —Yes.

The witness withdrew.
3F 3
-

I. Panton.
22 Feb.

1866.

-

-º-

-—
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RICHARD HUSLEY (coloured) sworn and examined.

FIFTH DAY.
R. Husley.
-

22 Feb. 1866.

20,378. What is your age —I cannot say.
20,379. Are you about 20 —I think about that.

20,395. Did they search the house?_No, they did
*§
. W. into the rooms.

20,380. Were you employed under Mr. Donaldson,

powder 2—In the hall.

>*>*> *>*

ere did the

y find the gun and the
-

the overseer at Hall Head estate, in October 2—Yes.

20,381. What is your business —Servant to saddle

: }}| they take that away ?—Yes
2 ºr
letter,398.
bag. Did they
y take anythi
ything else?—They
wks

his horse.

20,382. Do you remember doing that for him on
the Thursday morning when you first heard what had
taken place at Morant Bay ?—Yes.
20,383. On that day did any of the people come up
to Hall Head estate 2–Yes.

*

20,384. Do you remember how many came —I did

º Was that the post bag of Mr. Donaldson?
yº. Is there a man by the name of Wilson

- I eS.

-

eS.

not reckon them I was so frightened.
20,385. Were there more than two 2–Yes, about

20,401. Who is he?—I don't know where he COmeS
from, he was a strange parish man.
20,402. Was he one of the men that came with

50, if not more.

cutlass and stick 2–Yes.

20,386. At what time did they come, in the morn
ing 2–Yes, in the morning.
20,387. What had they with them —They had

knew him.

cutlasses and sticks.

20,388. Did you see them begin to do anything?—
They came right up to the house and asked for gun

20,403. Did you know him —Yes, I saw him and
20,404. What did he do?—He took the gun and

went out and fired it off, and I said to him. “ Sup
posing the wad was to catch hold of the trash house.”
and a short man said, “If you say one word I will cut

powder and shot.
20,389. Who did they ask that of 2–Mrs. Donald

your head off with the cutlass.”

son, the wife of the overseer.

-- I eS.

20,390. Where was Mr. Donaldson at that time —
He was gone out into the fields.
20,391. Did they get what they asked for 2–Yes.
20,392. Where did they find it —They found the

20,406. You said no more after that, I daresay –
No, I did not, and they went away to the Blue

gun right over the door mouth, and they took it.
20,393. Was it a double-barrelled gun ?—Yes.

20,394. Did they find any shot and powder —No

$º. I suppose that made you hold your tongue?
Mountain.

20,407. Was that all you saw that day?—Yes.
20,408. Did you see anything more afterwards?—
No, I never went anywhere.
20,409. You stayed at the house ?–Yes.
20,410. Did any other people ever come to Hall
Head 2–No.

shot, they took powder.

The witness withdrew.
!

Rev. G. Truman.

Rev. GEORGE TRUMAN (coloured) sworn and examined.
20,433. Were they with Mr. Drew and Mr. Maddix
20,411. Are you a minister of the Gospel belonging

º

to the Native Baptists?—I am.
º
-

20,412. Where do you live 2–At Kingston.
20,413. Where were you before the disturbance?—
In Kingston.

20,414. Always in Kingston —Always in Kingston.
20,415. Have you a congregation on the Temple

Hall estate, in the parish of St. Andrew —I have.
20,416. Do you travel from Kingston to go there
and back again –Yes.
20,417. What distance is it from Kingston 2–About
13 miles.

20,418. On the 21st of October, that being a Sun
day, were you going towards the Temple Hall estate
to do your duty —Yes.
20,419. I believe you proposed on that day to remain
until the 24th 2–Yes, in consequence of the weather.

20,420. It being rainy weather ?—Yes.
20,421. Did anything occur to you as you were

—Yes.

20,434. What was done, if anything —They passed
on with the common compliment of the morning, and
I was then attacked by Mr. Drew.
20,435. What do you mean by being attacked, did
he knock you down —I was attacked by him.
20,436. In what way?–He inquired of me—
20,437. You mean you were addressed by him?—
Yes.

20,438. What did he say?—He inquired where I
was going ; I told him as far as Lawrence's tavern to
see a sick man; he also inquired my residence; I told

him at Kingston, but I laboured on Temple Hall
estate.

20,439. I suppose he challenged you to know who
you were —Just so.

20,440. Did you give him an account of yourself?
—Yes.

going towards Temple Hall estate on the 21st —No,

20,441. After you had given an account of yourself

nothing occurred.
20,422. What was the first thing that happened to

did Mr. Drew do anything more?—Yes, he said to
me, “You must turn back with me to give the autho

you that you have to state —On the morning of the rities some satisfaction ;” I then inquired how far it
was; he said it was as far as Golden Spring ; I told
24th I proposed to go and see a sick man.
20,423. Where was that?—Just above Lawrence's
tavern.

20,424. Where is that ? — In the parish of St.
Andrew.

him it was rather far; he said it was a matter of
duty.

20,442. Did he take you there at last —He did.
20,443. After this conversation ?—Yes.

20,444. How far is Golden Spring from the place
20,425. Is it near the Temple Hall estate 2–Yes, I
was on the way going there, and I met a number of where you met him —About two hours.
20,445. Then you and he and the rest of the com
people coming down.
20,426. From where to where 2–From Lawrence's pany went back 2–He rode on with Mr. Maddix to
tavern towards the direction I was coming from.
Golden Spring, and gave me in charge of the special
constables, directing them to see that I came along
20,427. Meeting you, you mean *—Yes.
20,428. Who were they —I recognized Mr. Drew. with them ; I was compelled so to do ; I then per
20,429. Who is Mr. Drew 2–He is a planter in the ceived that there were four other prisoners in the
parish of St. Andrew. I also recognized Mr. Maddix. company after arriving at Golden Spring—
20,430. Who is he 7–He is a preacher belonging
20,446. What is Golden Spring 2–It is an estate.
to the American Association.

20,431. Anybody else?—There were a lot of black
men with them.

20,432. Were they labourers ?—I perceived after
wards that they were special constables.

(The witness handed in some papers.)
20,447. Are these the memorandum that you made
at the time —They are papers that you would like to
look over, I think.

20,448. What papers are they 2–Original papers.
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20,449. Are they the documents from which this
statement is compiled 7–Yes.

20,450. When you had got to Golden Spring what
was done to you ?—He sent off for Mr. Miles, a justice

20,471. They were not evidence against you ?— TWENTY
Fiºrii d'AY.
They gave it as evidence against me.
20,472. Are they all private letters relating to your
duties as a minister – There is one about the time of Re”.G.”
the rebellion as to improper conduct going on amongst 22 Feb. 1866.
the people.
-

of the peace; he sent back word at a very late hour
that he could not come.

20,451. At what time did you get to Golden Spring
on the Wednesday ?—I suppose about half-past 3.
20,452. Did anything take place after that on that

day ?–Yes, as soon as they received information that
Mr. Miles could not attend, they took the prisoners
down to Halfway Tree police station ; orders were
then given by Corporal Smith of the Volunteers that
the prisoners were to be handcuffed ; they sent off for
handcuffs, but there were none, none that were quite

sufficient, and to carry out his design he ordered some
ropes to be cut.
20,453. Were you first of all searched by a Volun
teer named Simon Magus 2–Yes.

20,454. Then I think your licence was taken away

by him – Yes; I was tied alongside of another man
and taken to Halfway Tree police station, and from
thence I was conducted by policemen to the camp ; I
arrived at the camp about 9 o'clock at night.
20,455. That was on Wednesday ?–Yes.
20,456. What became of you there 2–1 was locked
up in a cell; the Major of course receiving a list of
the prisoners, called their names over and inquired
who was the Baptist parson among them. I said I

was. He said, “You are very dangerous people, and
you will be hung.”
20,457. Did the Major say that ?–Yes, Major

20,473. Do you believe in revivals —No, I am
opposed to them ; I do not believe there is any
genuine religion in them. That is a letter which Mr.
Cockburn wrote to me complaining of the ill-conduct
of the people, and the answer I made to him was that I
had promised immediately to call on him, and what
ever was wrong I would endeavour to set right ; he
said he was determined to pull down the building
because the meetings were improper.
20,474. Was that as far back as 1861 –Yes.

20,475. What do they do at these revivals —They
sometimes throw themselves down.

20,476. What is the particular feeling or notion of
a revival ; what idea have the people in their heads
about it ; a revival of what ?—They mean to say that
they are revived from sin.
20,477. How do they show it —They show it
quite contrary to the genuine meaning of it ; they

throw themselves down and they prophecy things
that are beyond the mind of man to do ; they will tell
you they see things in heaven which it is impossible
for man to see.

20,478. What sort of things —They will tell you
they have seen people in heaven, that they have seen

the Lord, and all those kind of things, and they keep

Anton; we were then ordered to be taken into the

an abominable singing one night.
20,479. Are they drunk or sober when they do

cell. I was locked up in a cell till next morning,

this 7–Sober.

when information got to my wife, and she, with a gen

20,480. Do they drink or smoke –They detest
smoking.

tleman, appeared before the Custos, Dr. Bowerbank.

20,481. Do they detest drinking equally —They

20,458. That is to say you heard that they had done
that?—I heard so.

do while under the influence.

20,482. Do they dance 2–No.

20,459. Was it in consequence of your wife going

before the Custos, as you heard, that you were ulti
mately released ?–Yes.

20,483. They drink at other times, I suppose ?—I
don't know whether they do or not.

20,460. And you were released on the Thursday
morning 2–Yes.

20,484. What do they do ; they merely sit all
round 3–They throw themselves down.

20,461. Were you ill-treated, because I see some

20,485. Men and women —Men and women; they

statement to that effect in your paper; what was the
nature of the ill-treatment 2–I was tied, which I
Was not accustomed to, and had not deserved what I

keep up very idle practices.
20,486. Are they in a state of mental excitement

considered was one great evil, and next I had to
travel in wet clothes, my shoes and stockings were
Wet. I had to remain in that the whole night. I
could not get proper food on the road. I had taken

20,487. How do they bring that excitement about,
by physical means ?–No.

"breakfast in the morning, as I designed returning
back for my breakfast : I became weak, and next

when this goes on ?—Apparently.
20,488. How is it done?—I have seen men jump
out of windows, nearly as high as these, without
injuring themselves.

20,489. Into the street do you mean –Yes, they

morning Dr. Bowerbank, knowing, as I have stated,

will jump through a window and off a tree, and they

that I had nothing to do with matters of rebellion,
*cted a letter to the Major, and upon that letter I

will flog themselves with whips.

was discharged.
20,462. At what time were you discharged on the

hursday morning —I think it was about 11 o'clock.
, 40,463. Have you any document that you say is

20,490. Do they howl —They do.
20,491. Do they flog each other ?—Sometimes;
they have what is called a godmother of the revivals,
the head-mother, or shepherd.
20,492. Is the godmother a woman 2–Yes.

20,493. Does she flog the men —No, she chastises

"Portant in the matter relating to yourself?—Yes.

*464. What document is it; is it an original

the women.

document –Yes.

20,494. Then I take it to be your opinion, as a

*465. Where did you get it from ?–Some of minister, that it is a very profane and improper pro
*e papers were taken away from me ; this is my ceeding altogether ?—I do solemnly declare it.
licence.
20,495. And that it has a very bad effect upon the
people
—It has. In fact I have hardly ever seen
*%+66. Have you any document relating to the
|ºticular matter that befell you on the 24th — one prove true after coming out of the revival; they
*ept what I state, these are the papers that were have all turned back to the world again, just as bad
en away from me.

*467. These are private letters relating to your

as ever they were.

20,496. Did you ever notice anything sensual in

"g as a Baptist minister —Yes, private letters.
30,468. Addressed to yourself?—Yes.

their proceeding when under the influence of these

*469. All you complain of is that these papers

20,497. Have you seen or had reason to know that
there is anything sensual, either at the time, or as

"* taken from you ?—They took these papers, and
ºf course without any legal authority.

20,470. But the letters themselves contain no
suject relating to what happened on the Wednesday ?
—No; I merely produce them that you may see that
there was nothing

revivals —No ; I have said that I never saw
thing genuine in them.

any

a consequence of these revivals —No, it is a mere
mockery of religion.

20,498. Do you know what is meant by the word
44

sensual;” do they follow the dictates of their
passions; is there intercourse between the sexes in
3 F 4
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consequence of these revivals 2–Not to my know
ledge.
You never witnessed that as a consequence?

*

Rev. G. Truman.
-N 0.
-

22 Feb. 1866.

20,500. Is all you know of a revival that which
has been described by you?—Yes.
20,501. And that is the subject which you con
demn 2–I do.

20,502. How often do they betake themselves to
these revivals in the community that you look after ?
—Sometimes they will spend three or four days at it.
20,503. At once 2–At once.

20,504. How do they eat and drink during the
time 2—Sometimes they won't eat.
20,505. Then they must drink, I suppose ?--They
don't drink, except water.
20,506. Do you mean that they go on for three or
four days together in this way ?—They do.
20,507. Who starts it; who begins the matter, or
brings them together to do it 2–Sometimes the
leaders.

20,508. Do you mean by leaders persons having
influence over them in the congregation ?—Yes,
leaders.

--

amongst the papers that were taken away from me
I perceived these in a strange handwriting. I took
them away, and after coming home I looked over this,
and saw the nature of it to be most serious, and also
these papers.
20,526. Whose handwriting is that?—I believe it
to be Mr. Drew's.

20,527. Did you ever see him write 2—I never
did, but there is his signature at the top.

20,528. Except that that is his name, have you
any grounds for your belief that it is his handwriting,
if you never saw him write, or had any letter from
him 2–I never saw any letter of his.
20,529. Then you only state this letter to be his
because his name is at the top —Yes.
20,530. However, you got this paper ?—Yes, and
these two.

20,531. You found that letter among your own
papers ?—Yes.
20,532. In what way do you apply these papers to
your case ?—I found them among my papers.
20,533. But it does not relate to you?—No, I
am only showing what I found among my papers.

20,534. They are somebody's else papers that got

-

20,509. Are they officers ?–FYes, officers of the
church.

amongst yours?—Yes.
20,535. Then your best plan would have been to

20,510. They bring them together, do they –Yes.
20,511. I suppose the ministers never attend these
revivals —There have been some, sorry am I to say
it, there have been some that have, and you will find
in that letter that I have lost in my congregation 40
odd through my opposing it ; they were handed over
to another party, and he baptized those 40, although
I wrote him a letter telling him I have power over
these people, and that I could bring the overseer to
prove that I had spoken to them at all times and that
they were attached to me.
20,512. You say that they prophecy; what do they
prophecy *—On one occasion a woman told me that
she saw a minister, whom she was not acquainted with

return them, would it not 2–I did not know what

I was to do with them, therefore I kept them ; I did
not know their object in putting them amongst mine;
in fact things were in such a state at that time that
a man was very much afraid to move one step.

20,536. How many years have you been a minister?,
—25 years.

20,537. Where are you now * – I am still at
Temple Hall; I have two stations, one at the back
of the Bishop's pen, in the lower part of St. Andrews,
and one at Temple Hall.

20,538. Amongst your people are these absurd
reports current, that the black people are to have the
land, and that the Queen has sent out about this

thing and the other ?–No, not among my people; I
20,513. Is that what you mean by prophecy – have heard them very often speak respecting the
Yes.
rents, that they think it hard to pay rent ; I have
20,514. That is rather a vision, is it not?—Yes.
always endeavoured to prove to them that it was
20,515. I see here is a letter from the proprietor of beyond the power of Her Majesty to take away other
the chapel, in which he says he will pull down the men's land to give to them for nothing, and that it
building if this goes on ?—Yes, and here is my reply was always legal for them to pay rent, and that I
myself would not give my land for nothing.
to it (referring to the letters).
20,539. (Mr. Walcott.) For how long a period
20,516. I suppose your letter objects in substance
to the revivals, and requests him not to pull the did these revivals last –In fact they are still in
existence.
building down 2–Yes.
20,540. (Commission.) When was the last revival
20,517. And you would do all you could to stop
them —I said I would do my best, and I did so.
you were at f-Not later than 1861. I endeavoured
20,518. Did you stop them?—I did; Iwaited on him to put it down amongst my people.
first, and heard his complaint; he then called a few
20,541. Have they had one since —Not to my
of the men in and I explained before them. I said if knowledge.
they continued such conduct, I would lock up the
20,542. Can anybody go to a revival 2–Yes, any
doors, and not allow such conduct to be carried on.
body.
20,519. Did people from a distance come to your
20,543. While these revivals were going on was
chapel at Temple Hall —Yes.
the cultivation neglected ?–Yes, there was great
20,520. Was that on the occasion of any festival idleness, and the people themselves suffered great
or gathering –No.
loss in consequence of that idleness ; I beg to state
20,521. On ordinary occasions?—Yes.
from that time my church has been thrown intº
20,522. Did Mr. Gordon attend your chapel ?— athat
state of confusion, in fact my people are not gathered
No.
together yet.
20,523. Were you not acquainted with him 2–I
in his lifetime, in heaven, giving the sacrament.

never was.

The Commissioners will find that when

20,544. Since what time do you mean?—Since the

I applied to the inspector for my papers he gave time of my being taken up they were so much
me a letter to Major Anton to demand them; I went harassed by these Volunteers.
20,545. Is there anything else that you wish to
to him and he gave me a letter to another officer
state —I may state that the Native Baptists, as they
with a sealed envelope, on Her Majesty's service.
20,524. What does this refer to ?—This is the have been called, are not the Native Baptists that I
am connected with ; there has been much said about
charge that Mr. Drew alleged against me.
20.525. Whose handwriting is it, and where did the Native Baptists,
20,546. You are a minister of that division of Baptists
you get it from ?—When I demanded them they were
handed to me by an officer under the direction of called Native Baptists?—Yes, which was formed in the
Major Anton, and when I opened the sealed envelope, time of Sir Charles Metcalfe; they are quite different
to see if my licence was there I saw the licence, and from those in St. Thomas in the East.
-

The witness withdrew.
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SAMUEL BARCLAY WEST (a black) sworn and examined.

20,547. Do you live at Manchioneal?–Yes.

TWENTY
FIFTH IDAY.

20,582. How long were you there —I was there

20,548. On Friday, the 13th of October, were you
returning from your ground to your house at Man

with them till the martial law was over.

chioneal —Yes.

—Yes, with them.

20,549. Did you, as you were returning home,
t news of some persons having broken the stores
at Manchioneal 7–Yes.

20,550. At what time in the day was it you heard
that ?—About 4 o'clock.

S. B. West.

20,583. Were you acting as Volunteer all the time?
22 Feb. 1866.
---

20,584. Did you see George Wood shot ?–Yes.
20,585. Where was he shot?—Just at the Bay.
20,586. Do you mean Manchioneal Bay ?–Yes.
20,587. Who shot him 2–A soldier.

20,588. Who ordered him to be shot ?—I do not

20,551. Were you at that time in the Volunteer

Corps ?—Yes.
20,552. In consequence of hearing that at Man
chioneal, what did you do, where did you go?—I
went to a house at Manchioneal Bay.
20,553. Did you go home that night 3–No, I did
not like to go home that night.
20,554. Whose house did you go to ?—Mr. Simon
Taylor.
20,555. Who is he 3—A brown man.
20,556. What is he besides being a brown man; does
he work, or is he a person of property —He works
-

as a tinsmith.

20,557. Did you stay with him all night —Yes.
20,558. While you were there did you hear any
thing?—Yes, I saw the people coming round to the
Fort.

20,559. Do you mean the Fort at Manchioneal —
Yes, with a light.
25,560. What light?—They had lights in their
hands,

20,561. Torches do you mean 2–I cannot say
whether they were torches or lamps.
20,562. When you saw the lights did you hear
anything 2–Yes, I heard them come to a Volunteer
gentleman's house, and say, “Where is the Volun
teer, we want to see the Volunteer.” I was obliged
to hide myself in the bush until they went by, passed
the Bay, and turned up the Barrack road.
20,563. Was that in the morning 2— No, at night.
23,564. After they had gone did you come out 3–
Yes, I came out, and went back to the house.

20,565. To your own house –To Mr. Taylor's
house.

20,566. While you were there did you see any

house on fire 2–Yes, I saw Mr. Bunting's house on
fire.

20,567. Who is Mr. Bunting 2—A Lieutenant of

know.

20,589. Do you know why he was shot ?—I only
heard it asked if he were a rebel, and some person
said yes. I don't know who it was, I was inside the
house; I heard the gun fire and looked out and saw
him shot.

20,590. Was James West a brother of yours ?—
Yes.

20,591. What became of him —When I returned
from Muirton to the Bay I saw they were trying him.
20,592. When was that ?—On that same Monday,
the 16th.

20,593. Where were they trying him 2–At the
Bay. I asked what was the reason, and they said
they were going to shoot him. A discharged soldier
from Port Antonio, from the same regiment, was
coming along with the soldiers from Port Antonio,
and he told me I had better ask Captain Hole whether
he would let him go or not. I went to Captain Hole,
and he said he had not got any evidence that he had
done anything, so I must come down in the morning,
on the Tuesday, and when I went I asked Captain
Hole for my brother's life.
20,594. Did you go to him next morning?—He
said if I knew anybody that said he was not with
them I must bring that person in the morning. I
went to my mother-in-law, and she told me she saw
him going to Muirton that day.
20,595. Did you take anybody to Captain Hole
next morning 2–Yes; I took my mother-in-law, but
they refused her, and said they did not want her.

20,596. What became of your brother ?—They
kept him there till Friday the 20th, and shot him on
that Friday.

:

20,597. Did you see him shot —Yes, myself.
20,598. Did you hear why he was shot ?–Mr.
Codrington said he was a bad boy.
20,599. Did you see Mr. Codrington 2–Yes; he

the Volunteers, Manchioneal.

was among the soldiers all the time, he and they

20,568. Was it on Saturday morning you saw that?
—No, on the same Friday night.
20,569. Did you see another house on fire beside

came up from Port Antonio.

his?—Yes,
20,570. Where was that ?—A little further on; we

thought at first it was Mr. Foote's house, and we ran to

look out where it was, and we found it was not Mr.
Foote's house, it was further on.
20,571. Whose house was it 2–Mr. Hinchelwood's,
at Mulatto River.

20,572. Did you go next day to Muirton —Yes.
20,573. Is that where your house is 2–Yes, I have
another house where my father lives.

20,574. What did you find at Muirton ; was the

20,600. On the 18th did Mr. Codrington do any
thing to your house at Manchioneal Bay ?–Yes.
20,601. What 3–They put fire to it and burned it.
20,602. Who put fire to it f—He ordered two
white soldiers to do it.

20,603. Did you see it done 2–Yes.

20,604. And your house was burnt, was it 2–Yes;
I asked him why he did it.

20,605. What did he say?—He said, “The good
shall suffer for the bad.”

20,606. Did he say so to you ?–Yes.
20,607. Is that all you have to state 2–Yes.
20,608.
(Mr. Walcott.) Did you know George
Bryan
–No.
r:

house burnt 2–No.

20,575. Did anything take place with the Muirton
saw —On Monday, the 16th, I came

house that you

20,609. Who lived at Long Bay?—No, I don't
know him.

down the Bay, and I saw the soldiers come down,
20,610. Is this true, that on Monday the 16th your
And one of them pressed me to take supplies up to brother James West was coming from the beach, and
Muirton.
a man by the name of Sam Holmes caught hold of
him as he came to his house, and a white soldier
20,576. Did you take them 2–Yes.
came off his horse and shot him at the back of his
20,577. Did you then see the house ?—Yes.
20,578. Was anything done to it at all, was it head, and he tumbled over, and died—is that true 2
—At Manchioneal.
Pillaged or broken —Nothing was done to it.
20,611. Close to your brother's house; where did
20,579. Was anything done to any house at Muir
ton that you saw 2–No.

20,580. You saw nothing?—Nothing, except the
houses at Muirton village which the soldiers burnt.

he live 2–He lived at Manchioneal.

20,612. Was he captured by a man named Sam

Holmes
as he
don’t know
it. was coming from the beach & No. 1
y

20,581. What soldiers were they that asked you to
take up provisions at Muirton Great House —They
Were white soldiers, Captain Hole's regiment.

20,613. You say you saw him —I saw him when
the soldiers were trying him.
3 G

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE
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20,614. Then it is not true that Sam Holmes took
FIFTH DAY him —I don't know whether Sam Holmes took him

names; I think I know the men ; I know one Minott
from Long Bay, I don't know whether it is Edward

--

S. B. West.
-

22 Feb. 1866.

or not, I saw them trying him.

Minott.

20,615. Did you see a white soldier come off his
horse and shoot him at the back of his head, and he

persons dead on the road –I saw one lying dead at

20,640. On Monday the 16th did you see any

tumbled over and died?—No.

the Bay.
20,641. Did you see a man of the name of Thomas
Panton lying dead on the road 7–No, I did not.

20,616. On Monday, 16th –No, I saw my brother
on the Friday.
20,617. You saw him hung on the Friday ?–Yes.
20,618. Then he never was shot ?—They hung

20,642. Did you see a man of the name of Sandy
M'Pherson lying dead on the road —No, that was

him, and afterwards shot him.

what I heard.

20,619. Shot him afterwards 2—Yes, seven of them
were hung.
And your brother James among the lot ?

20,643. (Mr. Burke.) Do you know who the
person was that you saw dead on the road 2–Yes.

- I eS.

Manchioneal Bay.

º

20,621. Do you know David Mayne's shop —Yes,
it is close up to Long Bay, not where we live at all.
20,622. Do you know a man of the name of David

20,644. What was his name 2—John Davis, of
20,645. How many altogether did you see dead?
—I saw nine hung up.
20,646. Do you know their names 2–One was
Andrew Wergs, I don't know the other ones' names,

Jones —No.

20,623. You were with the soldiers you say as a

20,647. How many did you see lying dead on the

Volunteer at Muirton all this time —Yes.

road 2–One.

20,624. Do not you remember a man of the name
of Jones being hung on Tuesday morning, the 17th,
20,625, Did you see Andrew Wergs hung —Yes.

20,648. Only one –The other one that was shot
before me, George Wood.
20,649. Was George Wood tried before he was
shot —No ; he just came down, they brought him

. . .

20,626. Was there a man of the name of Jones

from the house and then he was shot.

l"

at Muirton —No, I do not.

hung at the same time as Wergs —I saw another

20,650. Was that at Manchioneal Bay —Yes, on
Monday.

man, but I don't know his name.

20,627. Do you know a woman of the name of
M“Kay ?–No.
20,628. Did you see a woman flogged at the wharf
at Muirton on the morning of the 17th –Yes.
20,629. Do you know how many lashes she got?
—I cannot remember now, I cannot reckon.

20,651. I think you say somebody asked if he was
a rebel ?–Yes.

20,652. And he was shot by a soldier —Yes.

20,653. Was any officer by ?—I don't suppose there
WaS.

20,654. Did you see any officer ?—I did not see

20,630. Do you know a constable of the name of
Edward Richardson —No.

20,631. Do you know one of the name of William

any officer.

20,655. How many soldiers were there when he
was shot ?–Plenty.

20,656. Was any order given to shoot him by any

Bryan –No ; I do not at Long Bay.

one —I cannot say.

20,632. Do you know Thomas M'Kay ?–No.
20,633. Or James Panton?—No ; I don't know

20,657. You were near, were you not ?—I was in

the names.

the house, there were many about.

20,634. Do you know James Codrington, the
brother of Christy Codrington —Yes.

any order was given 2–No.

20,658. Were you not near enough to hear whether

20,635. Do you know a man by the name of

20,659. How many soldiers fired when they shot

Tremaine, head-man to Christy Codrington 7–Yes.
20,636. Did he ever bring in six prisoners to
Muirton —I can't rightly say, every constable
almost brought in some.
20,637. On the 20th were you near David Mayne's
shop —No.
20,638. Not on the 20th at all —No ; I don't
belong to Long Bay.

him —One shot him first, and he tumbled down, and

20,639. Do you know two men of the name of
Edward Minott and Charles Hunter ?—I heard the

!|

another I think was riding, and seeing him tumble
over, shot him again ; he received two balls.
20,660. You say two soldiers fired ?–Yes.
20,661. And that was all ?—Yes.

20,662. (Commission.) Can you tell the number of

houses at Manchioneal that you saw burned —No.
20,663. You do not know?—No, I cannot tell,
20,664. Yours was one of them?—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

W. Rennie.

WILLIAM RENNIE (black) sworn and examined.
“heads, and the heads of any white man we meet;
20,665. Do you live at Manchioneal —Yes.
“we will kill all those who join the white, and all the
20,666. Are you a shoemaker —Yes.
20,667. Do you remember being there on Friday, “white gentlemen we see we will take off their heads;
the 13th of October 2–Yes.

20,668. Did a great number of people come into the
Bay that day ?—Yes.
20,669. Where did they come from, from what di

“ and the Queen will send fresh gentlemen from Eng:
“land, and we and those gentlemen will quite agree."
20,678. Was that all you heard them say?—Yes,

-

rection ?—From down the river.

20,670. That is the Plantain Garden River ?—Yes.

20,671. Did you know any of them —Yes, some of

that was all.

20,679. How many of them were there altogether
when this was said 7–I cannot number them.

20,680. Were they in a large body ?–Yes, a great

them I knew, and some of them I did not know.

concourse of people.

20,672. Did you know them before by sight?—Oh yes.
20,673. Did you know that they were people who
were living in the River district –Yes.
20,674. What did they do when they came on this

20,681. How long did they remain in the Bay –
I left them and went home, for I got frightened.
20,682. What time did you go home —After 7
o'clock in the evening.

20,675. Whose shop —Mr. Bunting's shop.

20,683. Had they been there half the day ?—Yes;
they came from down the river before night, and they

20,676. What more did they do —And they broke

broke the shop, and then a fresh crew came up.

Friday —They broke the shop.
Mr. Kirkland's, too.

20,684. Was that on the Friday —Yes, they were

20,677. Did you hear them say anything while they
were there —On Friday night they made use of the
expression, “Where are all the Volunteers ? Whether

two SetS.

“white or brown, if we see them we will take off their

mischief it was about 10 o'clock.

20,685. Before you went home how long had thºse

men been in the Bay –After they had done all the

•º
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20,686. How long had they been there before ?—
20,693. (Commission.) You said you saw four, you TwPNTY
I don't live far from the Bay ; I can't give any account have now given us five names —Yes, that was when FIFTH DAY.
how long they had been there.
I left to come in the Bay I saw the other to make up W. Rennie.
20,687. When did you first see them —About 1 the five.
o'clock in the daytime.

20,694. Was that on the Monday that the soldiers

20,688. Were they there from 1 o'clock till you left

22 Feb. 1866.

came 2—Yes.

them there at 7 o'clock —There was a fresh crew

came up, the first lot went away and then a second

20,695. What soldiers were they, white or black 2
—White and black.

ine.

"...s0. Was

20,696. Both sorts 2—Yes.

it the first lot you saw at 1 o'clock 2

—Yes.

20,697. Did you see these persons lying dead on the

20,690. (Mr. Burke.) Did you afterwards see any

road f—Yes.

shot at Machioneal Bay, or anywhere near
there 2–On the Monday when the troops came up I

person

did ; I went into the ground and came back, and as I

20,698. You did not see them shot ?—No.

20,699. Did you see how they died ?–Yes, I saw
how the balls went.

came back I met four men shot in the road.

20,691. Who were they —One was James Henry.
20,692. Was he a Manchioneal man —Yes. One
was Henry Carter, and one David Burke, one James

20,700. Were they gun-shot wounds, or bayonet
wounds, or sword wounds that they had upon them 2
—I think they were ball wounds.

Davis, and George Wood.

20,701. They look like that, did they –Yes.
The witness withdrew.

º
PETER CockRANE (coloured) sworn and examined.
20,720. What did he answer ?—He struck the knife
20,702. Are you clerk at the parish church, Saint
Michael, Port Royal 2–I am.
on the counter again and pointed it at me, and said,
20,703. Of which the Rev. C. Fyfe is incumbent 2 “I will brush you off because you join the whites.”
—Yes,

20,721. Did he give any explanation of what he

20,704. Do you remember being in Kingston in
September last —Yes.
20705. At a shoemaker's shop —Yes.
20,706. Do you remember on what day it was 2–
It was on Wednesday, the 20th September.
20,707. Whose shop was it that you went to ?—
Thomas Harry's.
20,708. What is Thomas Harry —He is a master
shoemaker.

20,709. Is he a white or a black man 2–A black

referred to ?–No.

20,722. Did you ask him for one 2–I said, “I do

º

not understand your meaning ;" and I went away, I
did not stop one moment longer.

20,723. Then it was a very short conversation you
had with him 2–Yes.

20,724. When he made this remark to you did it
occur to you to tell any one about it, or did it seem
mere nonsense to you at that time 2—I did not think
much about it at that time, not until the breaking out
of these disturbances.

Iſlän.

20,710. Was anyone else there besides Harry and
yourself?—Yes, Edward Duaney.
20,711. Is he a black man 2–Yes.

º

P. Cockrane.

20,725. Did you ever mention it to anybody until the
breaking out 2—No, I never mentioned it.
20,726. Then at that time it seemed all nothing to

20,712. Where does he live 2–At Guava Ridge,

you ?–It never came to my mind until the breaking

Port Royal Mountains.
20,713. What was Harry, the shoemaker, doing at
the time you went there 2–When I went there the
two was in very deep conversation.
20,714. Did you interrupt them —I did not inter
rupt them; there are two doors to the shop, and instead
of going through the door so as to interrupt them, I
went in at the door further up.

out, and then I called it to mind.
20,727. You never mentioned it until after the

20,715. What did you first door say?—I said, Good
morning.

29,716. Did he say anything of importance to you?
-He had a shoemaker's knife in his hand, and he
*"ck the knife on the counter and shook it at me and

11th of October 2—No.

20,728. Did Duaney, the man who was speaking
with Harry, say anything to you at the same time 2–
When Harry accosted me in that manner, and seemed
to me that he looked at him almost frightened, and he
came to me and said, “Good morning !” in a fright
ened sort of way as I thought, and I replied, “Good
morning ! this is the third time I have seen you.”
20,729. Was that all you noticed in his conduct 2–
Yes.

20,730. You were surprised at this, I suppose ?–I

was surprised indeed.
*id, “Good morning; Iyou
shall
of the first
We shall brush off.”
asked
himbehisone
meaning,
and
20,731. Do you know any reason why you did not

he said, “I will brush you off because you join with

mention this to anybody till after the news reached
you of what had occuered at Morant
?—I never
thought a thing like that would occur, I thought it

º;

the whites.”

.*,717. Had you said anything to him which made

* that remark to you ?—No, nothing in the
Orld.

odd.

20,732. But you never mentioned it to anybody ?—

*718. Had you been in the shop long before he
dressed you in that way ?—I just went in.

*719. When he said this did you ask him what he
**-Yes. I said, “I do not understand your
meaning.”

No.

20,733. Had you had any quarrel with Harry 2–
We were always very good friends.
20,734. And you have no quarrel with him now 2–
No, not even now.

The witness withdrew.
L. Orr.

oº:

LEwis ORR (a black) sworn and examined.
Were you in the employ of Mr. Bunting in
20,739. On the 13th of October did you hear any

º last

—Yes.

noise ?–Yes, I heard a great noise.

were you doing with
*ine*
sticksWhº
for him.

º

20,737.
chioneal

him –Carrying

that at Manchioneal —At Man
-

20:40, what of the noise of people coming.
20,741. Was that at Manchioneal 2–Yes.

20,742. Did you see them arrive —Yes.
ot
* HasheMr.
Bunting
**—Yes,
hire.
place. got
x 1 vo.

-

property or land
property

20,743. After you had heard and seen that did you
go to meet Mr. Bunting 2-Yes.
-

3 G 2
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he constable said to one of the soldiers, “This
20,744. After you had told him something, did he do?—T
“ is one of the fellows I took up with the bundle
go in a boat to Port Antonio *—Yes.
“ but I did not know what was in the bundle.”
escape
his
made
And
–Yes.
20,745.
20,768. And what did the soldier and the constable
20,746. When he had gone did any of the black
>

L. Orr.
22 Feb. 1 S56.

do with George Wood —Shot him.

people come —Yes, they came.
20,747. Do you know who they were that came ?—
They were lots of them came into the Bay, about

20,769. Was it a soldier by himself, or was he with

other soldiers ?–Plenty of them was standing there
with him.

three dozen.

20,770. Was he a black or a white soldier ?–It was

-

20,748. Had you ever seen any of them before, did
you know where they came from ?—They came from

a white one that shot him.

20,771. Was your house burnt?—Yes.
all differentWhat
places.did

20,749.

20,772. Who burnt it —It was burnt by Dr.

these three dozen do ?—They

Morris, I believe.

came with stick and machet in hand to go to Mr.
Bunting's shop.

20,750. What did they do there?—They chopped

the door off and carried out all the goods.

20,751. After that did any more come ?—Yes, in

20,773. Did you see him there 2–Yes, I saw him
when he came out of the yard.
20,774. Did you see your house lighted, did you
hear him order anything 2—As he came into the yard
he told my wife to come outside.
-

the night.
the night of the 13th –Yes.
20,752. In
How many more came ?—About 300 of
20,753.

20,776. After that did anybody light your house?—
He ordered it to be lighted ; plenty of the soldiers

them.

were running into the house at the same time.

20,754.

Had they anything in hand 2–Machet and

cutlass.

20,755. What did these 300 do?—They went to
Mr. Bunting's big house where he was living.

20,775. Dr. Morris did —Yes.

20,777. Dr. Morris ordered it you say?–Yes.
20,778. And it was burnt?—Yes.

20,779. After that did you see or hear anything
more ?—No.

20,756. Was that in the Bay ?—Yes.

20,757. What did they do to that ?–They smash
all the sashes and blinds, and when they had done
that they set the house on fire.

20,758. Did you hear them say what they intended
to do?—Yes, I heard them say, “Where are all the

“gentlemen, where are they gone to ? . If we catch

20,780. Did you remain at Manchioneal Bay ?—
Yes.

20,781. How long did the soldiers remain there ?–
A little long time.

20,782. Do you mean by that that they went the
same day, or they stopped another day ?–Not the
same day.

“ them we shall know what to do with them.”

20,759. Did they use the word gentlemen —No.
20,760. What did they say ?—They said, “Where
are all the buckras’

20,761. Did they say what they were going to do
with the buckras 2–I did not know what they were

going to do.
20,762. Did they tell you what they wanted to do
with them —They did not tell me, it was their own

talk, if they catch them what they would do with
them; they did not tell me what it was they would do

20,783. Did they stay a week —Longer than a
week.

20,784. Where are you working now —I live in
the Bay; I am not working, I am living at my
house.

20,785. What do you do?—I am rebuilding my
house, a little place for me and my wife, at present.
20,786. (Mr. Burke.) Did you see any dead bodies
on the road —No, I never travelled anywhere,
20,787. You stayed in the Bay ?—Yes.
20,788. And never went out 2–No.

with them.

20,763. On the Monday after this Friday did you
see the soldiers come into the Bay ?—Yes.
20,764. Did you at that same day see Isaac Barley,

him —Because I heard say it was him, and I know

a constable 2–Yes, I saw him with a bundle under

him.

20,789. (Mr. Walcott.) You say Dr. Morris ordered
the soldiers to fire the house, how do you know it was
20,790. Did you know him before that ?—No, not

his arm.

20,765. Was there any man with him —Yes, a
man named George Wood.
20,766. Did you follow them, or were you near
them —I was standing; there was a white soldier on
the step when they were coming.
20,767. What did the constable with George Wood

before ; but he was at Manchioneal a long time after
that.

20,791. And you knew who he was 2–Yes.

20,792. Does he live near there —He was stationed
at Muirton Great House.

The witness withdrew.

F. J. Femining,
jun.

FREDERICK JoHN FLEMMING, junior, sworn and examined.
20,806. When these had all joined what did they
20,793. What are you ?—A gunsmith.
d
went to Mr. Bunting's

procee

20,794. At Manchioneal 2–Yes.

20,795. Were you there on the 13th of October
last —Yes.

20,796. Did you see some people arrive there
armed 2–Yes.

to do —They

Store.

20,807. We have heard that they sacked that *Yes.

--Thº;
themg ;burn
you see
Didsame
and
the bush
I washisin house?
evenin
done the
was20,808.

20,797. Who were they –I can't say who they
saw the fire.

were ; there were about 50 or 60 people.

-

20,809. Did you hear them say what they intended

20,798. Were they black people 2–Yes.

to do?—I heard them say they would kill

all the

20,799. How were they armed 2–With cutlasses

white and coloured people if they caught them.

and sticks.

20,800. What time of day did you see them 2–
. 20.801. What were they doing 2—They marched
into the Bay, calling out “Colour! colour?"
20,802. You say marched; were they in military
order —They came in a row together.
20,803. In discipline 2–Yes.
*9,804. After they did that did others join them 2
but there mist have been about 250 or 300.

up,

2

20,811. Did they remain till the Saturday Yes.

20,812. Where were you during this time ?—I was

at Mr. Maylor's house.

Manchioneal Bay.
that ?–At
20,813.. Where isafterw
ards go to Muirton ?–Yes;
20,814 Did you
I heard they were looking for me.

–Oh, yes, a lot more.

20:805. How many —I did not reckon them

20,sio, when did they leave the Bay ?-Thºy
were on the Bay on Saturday.

About 10 o'clock.

yºsis. And
es.

-

7

that led you to go to Muirto" ‘T
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20,850. Was he on the Court-martial 2–I cannot

20,816 were you a Volunteer —Yes, I was.
20,817. You belong to the corps ?–Yes.

20,818. Were you when at Muirton taken prisoner?

F. J. F.lemming,

at Manchioneal 2–Yes.

—Yes.

20,819. By whom 2–By a man of the name of

TWENTY.

FIFTH DAY.
say; he was sitting at the table at the time.
20,851. Is that all you know about what occurred

20,852. Did you remain there while the soldiers

jun.

were there 2–Yes.

Robert Crawford.

22 Feb. 1866.

20,820. Who was he?—One of the people among

20,853. Until the end ?–Yes.

lot.
20,821.
Of those who came armed 2–Yes.

20,854. Are you living there now 2–Yes.

the

--

20,855. (Mr. Burke.) Did you see any dead bodies
20,822. Was he a black

man 2–Yes.

on the road near Manchioneal?—No.

20,823. Did he come up to Muirton alone 2–Yes.
20,824. And took you into custody ?–Yes.
20,825. Was no one with him —No one ; he was
alone.

20,826. Who was in the house at Muirton —No
one else was in the house ; I went there to hide
myself.

20,827. Where did he take you to ?–Down to the
Bay.

Åss.

What did he do with you there 2–He left
meat one of the shops, and told me he was going to
look for a man"called Papley, and he would take off
my head.
20,829. What did you do?—When he was gone I

made my escape through the back part of the shop.
20,830. Where did you go to ?—I got away in the
bushes.

20,831. How long did you remain there —Till the
troops came on Monday.
20,832. Did you see any executions at Manchio
meal?—I saw about five people hung there.

20,833. Were you present at any trials —I gave
evidence.

20,834. Were the five persons you saw hung tried
by Court-martial 2–Yes.
20,835. Did you give evidence against all five 2–

20,856. Or any houses burnt at Manchioneal besides

Mr. Bunting's —I think I saw about three burnt by
the troops.
20,857. Those were negro houses 2–Yes.
20,858. Small cottages 2—Yes; there were stolen
goods found in them and they were burnt. A lot of
Mr. Bunting's things were found in the houses, and
some of his furniture.

20,859. Are there many guns held there by the
black people —There were some taken from them. I
gave Captain Hole a list, and they were taken from
them.

20,860. Was that a list of persons you knew had
licensed guns 2–No, not licensed.
20,861. Were there many ?—I think I gave Captain
Hole a list of about 16.

20,862. Did they bring their guns to you to be
mended ?–Yes, fowling pieces.
20,863. With flint locks, old things —No, with
-

caps.

20,864. Do you sell ammunition ?—No.
20,865. Have you not go a licence for that 2—No.
20,866. (Commission.) Just before the 13th, when
they came into the Bay, had they been sending their

guns to you to be mended and repaired —No.

º: or shot?—I never saw any hung without being

20,867. You did not notice the people had been
doing that, or that you had been particularly busy in
the preparation of arms ?—There was no alteration at
all in any being brought to me.
20,868. Did they pillage your place where you had
guns —They took away all I had at my father's
place, where I used to work.
20,869. How many were taken from your father's

tried.

place –The whole that were in the workshop ; all

Not against those, I gave answer against others.
20,836. Did you ever see any at Manchioneal who
were hung without being tried ?–No.

* They

had all been tried, had they –

€8,

20,838. How many did you see besides the five

20839. How many did you see shot altogether, the jobs we had.
20,870. How many could that be?—About six, I
besides the five that were hung —They were hung
first and shot afterwards.

think.

20,871. Were you at Muirton when the soldiers
20,840. The same five persons first hung and after
Wards shot, do you mean –Five were hung and some made it their head-quarters ?—Yes; I was there, my
shot afterwards.

sister was there, and Mr. and Mrs. Bunting were

20,841. Do you mean the same persons were hung
first and shot afterwards, or did you first see men

there.

hung and then afterwards see some shot?—Yes.
*

*842. How many did you see shot —Four.

do not think it is a mile.

* Then that was nine altogether executed 7–

20,874. Were there any other that you knew who
was taking refuge there f—Yes, there was Mr. Harris

S.

*4%. Did you hear the trials of any who were

:

-

and Mrs. Harris.

*844. Five hung and four shot 2–Yes.

:

20,872. Were they from Manchioneal 2–Yes.
20,873. How many miles is that from the Bay ?—I

20,875. Are they Manchioneal people?—Yes, they
live up at Belfast.

*"itted?-Yes, there were some who they could
20,876. How long did you remain there 2—I was
"gºt evidence against, and they were let loose.
there the whole time the troops were there till they

*46. Who formed the Court that tried them, do
*know?—I saw Captain Hole.
*7. Was he a member of the Court –Yes, he
"** sitting at the table.

20,877. Was that a week or a fortnight 2–I cannot
tell, I forget the time now.

20,878. Are you a Volunteer —I was, but I snt

* Did you give evidence before him —Yes.
20849. Do you k

left.

*—

yºu know any other - saw Dr.

in my resignation.

20,879. Why?—Because I intended leaving the
parish.

s
The witness withdrew.
..
1. Eadie.

ALFRED EADIE sworn and examined.

º• Pº
you live at Manchioneal?–Yes.
Did you come from there yesterday ?—

Yes."

20,886. How many came 2—A few dozen in the

20,882. Wi
20,883. W at are you ?—I am a tradesman.
goldsmith, 'hat business do you carry on there

20,885. Did any people come down there who did
not belong to Manchioneal 2–Yes.

2–A

20,887. At what time of day did you see them on

20

yº. "*You at home on the 18th October

morning.

–

the 13th 2–Between 9 and 10 o'clock.

20,888. How many did you see arrive there 2–
3 G 3
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When I was leaving the Bay, about 10 o'clock, a great
FIFTH DAY.

number of people were coming in.

-

20,889. in what manner were they coming in 3–
Riotously.

20,890. Were they walking like a crowd of people,
anyhow, or were they walking in order and discipline *
—In a crowd, with cutlasses and sticks.

20,891. How many do you think you saw arrived

—No, I was not at the Court-martial. They were

—About four dozen at first, in the morning.

20,892. How soon after that did you see any

others ?—I did not see any more, because I made my
escape.

20,923. Were they shot fighting or running, or how
—They were running.
20,924. Running away out of Manchioneal —Yes.
20,925. Did you see any who were brought in as
prisoners ?—Yes, I saw plenty brought in.
20,926. Were any of those shot that you saw 2–I
did not see any shot. I saw nine hung.
20,927. What were they hung for, did you hear?

-

26,893. Before you went away did you see anything
done by them?–No, not yet; they were just gathering
in the Bay.

20,894. Did you return to your house that day ?–

tried at the Court-martial.

20,928. Did you ever see any shot for having pro

perty on them, or goods belonging to others?—They
were taken out of the houses in their possession.

20,929. Did you see any of the prisoners executed
for having property upon them —Yes, I saw them.
20,930. Then tell us that ?—Nine of them.

vºl. Those

0.

20,895. When did you come back again *-On

were the people you saw hung —

es.

-

20,932. Were they tried ?–Yes, they were tried at

Saturday.

20,896. Where had you been in the meantime –
At Betty Hope, near Manchioneal, about two miles
and a half from the Bay.

the Court-martial.

20,933. Have you not said that you saw some men
shot without trial 2–Yes, on the Monday as the sol

20,897. What was the state of your house when
you got back to it on the Saturday ?—All smashed,

diers came in, about 11 I said.

the goods broken and plundered.

tried ?–Yes, those that were shot were not tried at

20,898. What did you do?—I lost several things;
I lost two barrels and a half of flour.

20,899. Did you lose valuable property, like gold
and silver articles, in your trade 7–Yes, I lost
trinkets.

20,900. Any watches —No watches, except a
timepiece.

20,901. Had you any brooches —Yes, and ear

20,934. You say you saw some shot before being
all.

20,935. Were they shot for having goods found
upon them —They had no goods with them—they
were shot in the road.

20,936. As they were running 2—Yes, running.
20,937. Have you not said that 10 men were shot
without being tried by Court-martial, and that they
had stolen property in their possession ?—Those that
were shot had goods found in their houses.

rings.

20,902. What value of property was missing when

you got back on the Saturday – I estimated my own
loss at about 14l. 8s.

20,903. In trinkets *—Yes.

20,904. Were any provisions gone —All gone, and
the furniture broken and chopped up.

20,905. Was it still there, although in pieces, or

was any of it removed 2–I saw the remains of it.

20,938. Is it true that you saw men shot without
being tried by Court-martial for having goods found
in their houses, or on their premises —Yes.

20,939. Did you attend the Courts-martial —Now
and then.

20,940. Did you see any of the men flogged after
trial 2–Yes.

20,941. How many ?—I was not exactly keeping

nº. Who flogged them

—At different places.

White.

20,908. Let us know any one of them near Man
chioneal 2–In Manchioneal.

20,909. How many were gathering on the Sunday?
—Oh, a vast quantity.
20,910. Did they proceed to use violence —Not
on the Sunday; on.the Monday they commenced blow
ing the shell and calling them up.
20,911. Were they armed 2–With cutlasses and

-

- Mºſt

an account, but about 30 or more.

20,906. Did any of the people who had done this
continue in Manchioneal after the Saturday ?–Yes,
they did ; they were gathering there on Sunday to
turn out again on Monday morning.
20,907. Where was the gathering on the Sunday ?

20,942. Did you see any woman flogged ?–Two.
—The soldiers flogged

em.

20,944. Were they black or white soldiers?—
20,945. What were the greatest numoer, of lashes

º:

-i.
ºney
is a

you saw administered 2–Some got 100.

20,946. That was the greatest number was it?Yes, that I saw.

20,947. Did you see the women flogged 7–Yes, the
two.

20,948. What did they get 2—I believe one got 23,
and the other got 30.

20,949. What was the greatest number of lashes
that the women got —The greatest would not excº
not.
25, except this last one, she got 30; she had sºle"
20,913. On the Monday what did they proceed to property in her possession, and she would not dºli"
do —Their intent was to go on further.
it up ; they sent her with two soldiers to see if *
20,914. Did they say so —They did; there was would give it up, and she would not, and they broug"
sticks.

20,912. Did you see any with guns?—No, I did

one man in particular I heard say that he was going
to pay John P. Jones a visit on the Monday.
20,915. Who is he 2–A Custom-house officer at
Portland.

20,916. Were you amongst those persons so that
you could hear them say this f—All this was said on
Saturday at Mr. Sherwood's shop.
20,917. Were you there?—I was.
20,918. Was anything more done at Manchioneal
on the Monday ?–No, not till after the soldiers came.
20,919. Was anything more done by the armed
blacks that came in 2–No.

20,920. What became of them —They ran away to

her back and gave her 30 lashes.

-

20,950. All this was up at Manchioneal, was it ?—
Yes.

20,951. When –During martial law.
20,952. You attended the Court-martial you sº

did you see any of them acquitted —Yes, sometim"
20,953. How many ?–Plenty.

20,954. Plenty were acquitted you say?–Yes.
20,955. As well as convicted 7–Yes.

20,956. How many do you say you saw flogg” "
Manchioneal 2–About 30 or more.

20,957. By the troops ?—Yes.

20,958. Do you know the names of any of the per
sons who were executed at Manchioneal?–Yes: *

the bushes when the soldiers came.

ºl.

Did you see the soldiers shot any of them 2

- 1 (ºs.

20,922. How many —I think, to the best of my
recollection, about 10—either 10 or 11.

was a boy
20,959.
20,960.
20,961.

of the name of Crawford.
Was that Robert Crawford —Yes.
Who else —Henry Dean.
ith
Was he executed at the same tim” "

Crawford f—Yes.

--

-

-

:
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20,962. Were they executed together ?–Yes,
seven one day.

20,963. Can you tell us the names of any of the
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20,975. Now you have added something more
about the crops?—They were going down to take off

TWENTY
FIFTH DAY.

the crops next week.
A. Eadie.

others?—There was Christmas Bailey.
20,964. Did you know Samuel Bailey?—No.
20,965. Did you know William Bailey —Yes, that

20,976. Did you hear that said by them more than
once —Not in the crowd, one by one.
20,977. Was that said by them before the soldiers

was the one.

came 2—Yes, before the soldiers came on the Satur

20,966. William Bailey was the same as Christmas
Bailey?—Yes.
20,967. That would be three ; see if you know any

day; one man in particular said he would not pay any

more?—A man of the name of William Martin was

20,978. (Suggested by Mr. Burke.) You say you

22 Feb. 1866.

ground rent again, for the ground would belong to
them now.

one, and another one of the name of Werges.

saw persons shot running away who were not con
20,968. Andrew Werges —Yes.
nected with having goods in their houses 2—The
20,969. What day was he executed, was it the same . whole of them had goods in their houses.

20,979. But they had not found the goods there —

day as Martin —The same day as Martin.
20,970. You say Dean, Crawford, Bailey, Martin ;
any other ?—There were seven hung one day : Andrew
Werges and another man were hung the day before,

Not upon them, but in their houses.

two were hung on the Tuesday, and the others on

20,981. They first shot them, and then found out
that they had got goods –Yes.
20,982. But certain parties were shot and executed
for having goods found in their possession ?–Yes.

Wednesday or Thursday.
20,971. Where did these people belong to, do you
know?—Some belong to Manchioneal and Long
Bay.

***

During the period that these armed negroes
came into Manchioneal Bay, and were there, and you
were with them, and heard what they said, did you
ever hear it said by any of them that they would
destroy the white and coloured classes, and take
possession of their estates and other property belonging
to them?—Yes; I heard that said by several of them
that they were going down next week to take off the
crops and take charge of the estates.

yº.

Before they were shot, running away ?—

es.

-

20,983. That was another class 2–Yes.
20,984. As well as these ?—Yes.

20,985. Did you see houses burnt 2–Yes.

20,986. How many houses did you see burnt 2–
Several.

20,287. By whom were they burnt 2–By the
soldiers.

20,988. Were they negroes' huts –Yes.
20,989. Were those the houses in which goods
were found 2–Yes.

º

20,973. Did you hear them say they would destroy
20,990. How many do you think were burnt —

the white and coloured classes 2–Yes.

20,974. Did you also hear them say they would
take possession of their estates and other property
belonging to them —Yes.

That I cannot state ; I never went round to look at
them.

|

20,991. But you saw the flame 2—I saw the flames.

The witness withdrew.

|

GEoRGE FUNDRETCH (coloured) sworn and examined.
21,003. Was that all they said 2–Yes, that was
13th of October last 2–Yes.
what I lay in my sick bed and hear.
20,993. What do you do there, what is your
21,004. I suppose when you heard that you stayed
business?—I don't do anything.
in your bed 2–Yes, I was quite frightened when I

G. Fundretch.

20992. Were you at home at Manchioneal on the

20,994. Have you property of your own —Yes, I
have a little, about a quarter of an acre.
cultivate that and work upon it 2–

* You
CS.

20.996. Is that all you do 2–Yes.
20,997. On the 13th of October were you at home
sick –Yes, I was sick the Friday night when they
came in, I lay in bed.

.20998. Whereabouts is your house, is it near the
high road?—Yes, about two chains and a half from it.
.*0999, Did you hear people passing by on that

high road —Yés, I heard them passing by saying
"ºn the rebels came they were going to kill the

|
-

heard that.

21,005. Did you hear anything after that, the next
day ?—No, after that I did not hear anything at all.
21,006. Nobody came to trouble you ?–No, no one
at all.

21,007. Neither the soldiers or the black people?—
No, not one distnrb me, I got a pass from Mr. Hunt.
21,008. How have you got your living 2—I am
employed by a man in a shop, and he pays me wages,
and I can always get enough to buy provisions.
21,009. How much do you earn in the shop —
According to the business done he pays me 3s.6d. per

|
-

º

week.

White and the brown.

21,010. What is the shop —A little salt provision
*000. Did the people who were passing by say shop.
that?—Yes, they came down to the station and burn
21,011. Does he feed you besides —No, he does not
* Mr. Bunting's house.

º

you see the light from the burning

31,002. What were the words you heard them say?

. said them going to kill the brown and

the

give me any food.
21,012. How many days in the week do you work 2
—From Monday till Saturday night 8 o'clock.
21,013. And for that you get 3s. 6d. per week 7–
Only 3s.6d.

The witness withdrew.

PENELoPE MAJOR (black) sworn and examined.
21,020. What did they do —They took out Daniel

21,014. Do
Gut *—Yes. you live at Spring Garden, near Stony

Johnson.

º Po you

remember a Monday in October
What had happened at Morant Bay ?—Yes.
21

*"..."

-

-

21,021. Was he living at that house with you ?—
Yes.

-

remember being at Spring Garden

21,022. Did you see which way they took him 2–
Yes.

#97. That was October the 16th ?–Yes.
, 21,018.
-: *g. Did any policeman come to your house
Spring
Garden that day?—Yes.
y
-

21,019. How many ?–Three.

21,023. Where did they take him to ?—They took
at

-

*

him to Morant Bay.
21,024. That is to say they went down towards

Morant Bay ?—Yes.
3G 4

P. Major.

º

º

-

;
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21,036. What did they say about that P – They

21,025. Did you go with them 2–No.

yº. You remained where you were, did you ?—
*. Have you ever seen Daniel Johnson since 2
es.

P. Major.
22 Feb. 1866.

--IN O.

21,028. Do you remember the Wednesday that the
people went from Stony Gut armed down to Morant
Bay ?—Yes.
21,029. Did they come down by Spring Garden —
Yes.

21,030. Did some people go from Spring Garden
with them —Yes,

21,031. And a great number you know went from
Stony Gut with them —Yes.
Y 21,032. Did Daniel Johnson go with them —
C.S.

said they would take him up as a prisoner.
21,037. Did the police say why they took Johnson?
—They did not tell me anything at all.
21,038. Did they tell him anything?—No.
21,039. They merely took him away ?–Yes.
21,040. Did not they say you are of those who were
on the Bay on Wednesday ?—No.
21,041. Nothing of the kind 2–No.
21,042. Nor to you ?—No, nothing of the kind.
21,043. Did one of those policemen on the Monday
take anything else besides Johnson 2–Yes; one
Andrew Males, one of the policemen.
21,044. What did he take 2–He took six dollars

*

and 9d.

21,033. Did he go down on Wednesday with them
to Morant Bay ?—Yes.
21,034. When the police came for him on the Mon
day after did you hear any of them say what they had
come for 2–No.

*1,035.

Did they say why they had taken Johnson?

21,045. Was he a black policeman 2–Yes; a black
policeman.

21,046. Have you ever had that back again –
No; I never got it back.
21,047. Was that all that happened to you in
October 2—Yes.

- 1 QS.

The witness withdrew.
T. Cousin.

THOMAs Cousins (a black) sworn and examined.
21,048. Do you live at Manchioneal —Yes.
N 21,049. Are you any relation to Sarah Cousins —

21,069. Did you speak to him on that Friday ?—
Yes.

21,051. Does she live at Manchioneal 2–No.

21,070. What did you say to him —I said to him,
“Why, my friend, you people belong to Manchioneal,
“ and you were praying for a long time that you must
“ not do this thing, and you must not do such wicked

21,052. On the 13th of October were you at Man

“ness.”

O.

21,050. Do you know her ?—No ; nothing to do
with her.

chioneal —Yes.

21,053. Do you know Richard Cousins ?—Yes.

21,054. Was he a relation of yours ?–No relation.
21,055. Were you speaking to him that day ?—
Yes.

21,071. What did you mean 2–Breaking the shops
and things, and pillaging and destroying property. I
heard the people say that the Maroons were coming
up ; he said to me, “You fellows seem to take part
“with the buckras, and as soon as the bands come up

21,056. What has become of Richard Cousins 2–

—I saw seven hung.

21,058. On the 13th did you have a conversation

with him about the row at Morant Bay ?—Not at
Morant Bay but down the River.
21,059. That would be the Plaintain Garden River ?
—Yes.

21,060. What was said by you ?—I was sitting at
Mr. Thomas Henry Bunting shop door, and I saw him
and asked him how was the row down the River ? He

told me “It was hot enough, for last night we downed
that fellow Hire.” I asked him if he was there ; he

said he was, and he said to me that next week they
intended going down the River to take in the
corps.

21,061. When he said that he said “we,”

I

suppose 2–Yes, he used the word “we.” He said
“We are going down the River to take in the crops.”
I asked him how they could manage to take in the
crops without the buckra
He said it was not buckra
making the sugar all the time, it was black people
making the sugar. I asked them what would they do
with the sugar after they had made it. He said they
would send it to England.

“to-night they will take off your head.”

21,072. After this did you see anybody executed?

He is hung.
21,057. Where was he hung 2—At Port Antonio.

I said, “Send it to

England? to whom, who do you know there ** and as I
asked him that, Mr. Bunting's shop was about closing,
and I left him there and I went away.

21,062. Was that all you said to him —Yes.
21,063. What do you do at Manchioneal, what is

your business —I am a cabinet maker.
21,064. That same day did people come to Man
chioneal 2–Yes.

21,073. Where were they hung —In Manchioneal,
on the wharf.

21,074. Do you know who they were 2–Yes, I
knew some of them, not all.

21,075. Were they Manchioneal people —They
were Manchioneal people.
21,076. What were their names f—One was named

William Martin, one Jameson, one West, one Robert
Crawford, and one Andrew Wergs.
21,077. They were hung —Yes.
21,078. Did you see any shot ?—Yes, I saw 25.
21,079. Where were they shot?—Just in front of
the yard where I lived.
21,080. In Manchioneal?—Yes, in Manchioneal.
21,081. Do you know by whose order they were
shot —I think it was Captain Hole, for he was there
himself.

21,082. Did you know him by sight —Oh yes, I
knew him.

21,083. Will you give us the names of any of those

25 that were shot in the yard where you lived —ſ
only know the names of two, one Samuel Panton, and
one Jackey Lewis, and one Charles Palmer.
21,084. That is three ?–Yes, and one George
Cousins, that is four; I do not remember any more.
21,085. Did you see houses burnt 2–Yes.
21,086. Were those houses in which clothes or stolen

property had been found?—Yes, there was somehouses

burnt that stolen property was found in, but some of
the houses there was not anything in.

21,065. Did you see any violence done by them 2–
Yes, I saw them break open Mr. Kirkland's store.
21,066. What did they do to it —They took out

21,087. Were you there all the time that the houses
were being burnt —I was in Manchioneal.

i.-

º

21,088. But near the houses —I was not.

;

the goods.

21,067. Did you see at that time a man of the name
of William Johnson 2–I have seen him.

21,068. Where did he belong to ?—He was living

i. a place called
ay.

Grange Hill, close to Manchioneal

21,089. Then how do you know houses were burnt
that had nothing in them 2–I was told so.

21,090. (Mr. Bourke.) Of those 25 that you saw
shot, do you know whether any were tried or not
before they were shot?—I cannot tell whether they

*
Sº, !
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were tried or not, but they brought them from the
camp where

21,094. Where did those people come from who said

the soldiers were.

-

gið91. What camp do you mean *—Muirton House.
21,092. Did you see any men shot on the road —I
did not see them myself, I heard so.

21,093. Did you see anybody flogged —I heard
them bawling, but I did not see it.

they were going to take off the cane crops ?—The men
that told me so belonged to Manchioneal.
21,095. Were there many of the Manchioneal
people connected with those men, or were they

strangers ?—There were plenty of Manchioneal

TWENTY
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people.
The witness withdrew.
-

THoyſas BURRE (a black) sworn and examined.

21,096. What are you ?—A blacksmith.
21,097. Do you live at Manchioneal —Yes.
21,098. Were you there on Friday, the 13th of
October 2—Yes.

21,099. In the morning of that day did you see
armed people enter the Bay ?—Yes.

21,128. When the constable pointed out Wood,
Bourke, and the others, and said they were rebels,
did the black soldiers shoot them —Yes.

21,129. Immediately 2–Immediately he pointed
them out.

out, and when I returned back I saw several of them
coming with goods.
21,102. In bundles?—With bundles.
21,103. Did it look like plunder —Yes, what they

21,130. Did you hear anybody order them to be shot?
—No, nobody : the constables said, “That is a rebel,”
and they shot him right over; and they said George
Wood was a rebel too, and they shot him right over.
21,131. How many soldiers were they when the
constable pointed them out —Three.
21,132. Only three ?—Yes, at the same place; the

plundered when I left.

rest were stationed about.

21,100. How many did you see?—About four dozen.

21,101. After they had come in did you see any
go away again ?—I left them in the Bay and went

21,104. When you came back and saw this what
time was this f—One o'clock.

21,105. Same day ?—Yes.
21,106. When you got back was Mr. Bunting's
house burning 2—No, that was at night.
21,107. On the Monday were you at Manchioneal
when the soldiers came 2–Yes.

21, 134. And the constable 2–Yes.

21,135. Who were those three soldiers that you
saw —I do not know them.

21,136. Were they black soldiers ?—Black soldiers.
21,137. And no officer was there 2–No officer.

21,108. Were they on horseback *—Yes; black
troopers first came, and about two hours afterwards
the whites.

21,109. Were any officers with them —Yes.
21,110. Do you know what officers ?—I do not
know the officers' names, but there was a doctor,
Doctor Morris, and afterwards Captain Hole rode in
with the white troops.
21,111. After that did you see any constables point
out some people —I saw the constables point out
people.

21,112. What constables were they —They were
from different places.

rº. Did you know them

21,133. At the place where the men were shot do
you mean there were only three soldiers?—Yes.

—Yes, one was James

21,138. And no sergeant —No sergeant, only the
constable.

21,139. And his name you say was 2—James Field.
21,140. Is he at Manchioneal now —Yes.
r

21,141. Is he a black constable 2–Yes.
21,142. Was there any other man you know pointed
out by Field 2–No.
21,143. Was there no man of the name of Clarke *
—Yes, Andrew Clarke.

21,144. Was he one —No ; the soldiers went up to
his house and saw him sitting in the house, and shot
him right off.
21,145. In the house ?—Yes.
21,146. Without his being pointed out 2–Yes; they
-

walked right up and saw him in the house, and shot

leld.

21,114. What did he do?—He pointed out a young
man by the name of John Davis and said that was
the man that told the rebels to come to Mulatto River.

21,115. Did you know John Davis by sight 2–Yes.
Where did he belong to ?–To Manchioneal

B 21,116.

him off.

21,147. When they did that did the constable
point him out as a rebel ?—No.
21,148. Did anybody ?—No.

21,149. Were those the same three soldiers who
shot Clarke that had shot Burke and Davis —No.

ay.

21,117. Were there any others that you knew who

21,150. What people were they that shot Clarke

Were pointed out by the constables 2–Afterwards I

at his house ?—The same soldiers, black soldiers.

ºw the constables fetch a young man of the name of

21,151. But were they the same three soldiers that
had shot the others?—They go away out of the place.
21,152. Then who shot Andrew Clarke –The

George Wood in the Bay and point him out as a rebel,
and he was shot.
21,118. Was Davis shot 2–Yes.

biack soldiers.

*||19. Were there any others?—There was a lad
*d David Burke; the soldiers ordered him to go

21,153. What, the same that had shot the others ?

before and point out the rebels; he was a big stout

—No, not the same.

*g man, and he walked quite lumber like, and

about the same time.

"...] he was a rebel too, and so they shot him dead.
*20. Did they shoot him on his being merely
pointed out by the constables 2–No, they shot him
*ause they saw he was a large big fellow.
3.
1. po you mean they shot him because he was

*

º .." –Yes, they said he walked lumbering.
* Do you say the constable, whose name you

º ºn; Pºinted out that person 2–Yes.
* Did the soldiers shoot him upon his being
Pointed out 2–Yes.
-

#4 Merely by the constable pointing him out
; Ril they shoot him directly?—Yes.
offic. * What officer was there? -There was no
º ºr: at the same time.

º Was there a Sergeant there ?–Yes, a black
they
*geant
the*;
at

-

downtime.
were
the Bay and could not find
the same

21,154. Was it about the same time of day ?—Yes,
21,155.
21,156.
21,157.
21,158.
21,159.

Did nobody give orders to shoot Clarke º-No
Was there no charge against him —No.
Did you follow these soldiers?—Yes.
Did you see Captain Hole arrive —Yes.
When he arrived what took place —He

went direct to Muirton Great House.

21,160. Did you go there 2–Yes.

21,161. What were you doing, following these
people —I was at Manchioneal.
21,162. Were you acting as a Volunteer —Yes.

21,163. Were you in your uniform 2–Yes, in my
uniform.

21,164. Are you a Volunteer now?--Yes.
21,165. The day after Captain Hole arrived was
any Court-martial held —Yes, at the same time.
21,166. Were you present when it was held —Yes.
21,167. What day of the week was it –On the
Monday it took place.
3 H

T. Burke.
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21,168. What day was it you were present at the
FIFTH PAY. Court-martial that was held at Muirton?. On the 13th.
21,169. Friday ?—Monday the Court-martial was
held.

21,170. That was the 16th 2–That was the 16th.
21,171. Are you sure it was not Tuesday ?—No,
Monday.
21,172. Where any persons hung then 2–Yes.
21,173. At Muirton —Yes.

21,174. After they had been tried by Court
martial —Two I saw fetched down and hung.
21,175. Were they tried ?–Yes.
21,176. What were they hung for 2—That I can't
say, I was outside.
-

-

21, 177. You were not at their trial?—I was outside.

21,178. Did you hear the trial 2–Yes.
21,179. What were they tried for 2–One was tried

BEFORE

21,204. And shot ?—Yes, in front of the church.
21,205. Do you know who they were —No, they
were different people from several places.
21,206. People that you know nothing of 2–Yes.

21,207. On the Thursday what did you see 2–1
saw them fetch down four more.

21,208. Are you certain you saw four on the
Thursday ?—Yes.
21,209. Do you know who they were 2–No.
21,210. Have you not said that on the Thursday
you saw three ?—Yes.
21,211. Which was it, four or three ?–Three.

21,212. On Friday the 20th do you remember how
many, if any, you saw hung or shot?—Three.
21,213. Do you know their names —No, I don't
know their names.

21,214. Did you ever hear these people that came

for running after a man with a cutlass, and the other

to Manchioneal say why they came, or what they

one was tried for going into a house with his cutlass
to another man ; the other man made his escape, and
he said, “Never mind, my good fellow, you have it by

intended to do when they did come 2—Yes; I heard
them say they intended to kill all the white men and

and-by.”

21,215. Did they say what they were going to do
then, whether they meant to take anything?—I did not
see them kill anybody, they came plundering.
21,216. Did they say that they would take anything

21,180. They had both threatened people's lives —
Yes.

21,181. What were the names of the persons who

all the coloured men, and the Volunteers too.

afterwards 2—No.

were hung —I did not know them.

21,182. Did you never see them before ?–No, they
came from different places.
21, 183. Strangers to you ?–Yes.
21,184. Were any women flogged 2–Yes.
21,185. How many ?–Five.
21,186. And only two hung —Yes, that day.

21,217. Are you certain of that 2–Yes, I am cer
tain I did not hear it.

21,218. You did not hear them say they would
take possession of their estates and property?—No,
I did not hear anything like that.
21,219. Did you sign your name to a declaration

21,187. That was Monday?—Yes.

º before Mr. Seymour

21,188. Did you see any hung on the Tuesday?—

– l (2S.

Yes, seven of them.

Kennedy, the Magistrate :

21,220. Is that your signature, “Thomas Burke,” to

21,189. Did you know any of them 2–No.
21,190. Were any women flogged on that Tuesday ?
—No.

that paper (handing it to the witness) —Yes.

21,221. Was that read over to you before you
signed it 2–Yes.

21,191. None 2–No.

21,192. Are you certain of that ?—Yes.
21,193. Are you certain that you saw no women

flogged on the Tuesday ?—No.
21, 194. Did not you say, 10 minutes ago, that on
the Tuesday five women were flogged 2–No.
21,195. Are you quite certain —Yes.
21,196. Just consider, and answer if you don't under
stand the question ?– I quite understand you.
21,197. Are you certain, within the last half hour,
that you did not say you saw five women flogged on
the Tuesday ?—Yes.
21, 198. You are quite certain of that?—Quite sure.
21,199. Then you never saw any women flogged at
all ?–No, not on the Tuesday; on the Monday I saw
the five women flogged.

21,200. What did they get 2—Fifty; the order was
to get 50.

21,201. On the Wednesday were any persons shot
that you saw —Yes.
21.202. What did you see on the Wednesday ?—
On Wednesday I saw Captain Hole try five men.

21.222. This is what you say you signed “that
“ you heard the people say they would destroy the
“ white and coloured classes and take possession of
“ their estates and other property?”—No, I did not say
that, I did not say anything about taking possession of
any estates.

21,223. Can you read 2–Yes.

21,224. Then, read that, and tell me whether you
said that. Having read it, did you sign that paper ?
—I signed my name.

21,225. What does it state there 2–That they would
destroy the white and the coloured classes, and take
possession of their estates and other property belong
ing to the same.

º

Was that read to you when you signed it?

— les.

21,227. Did you understand when you read that
that you had said that ?—I said I heard them say
they would kill all the white and coloured people, not
the rest.

21,228. Then you did not hear them say they
would take possession of the estates ?–No, I did not
hear that.

21,203. They were tried, were they —Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Ajourned till 10 o'clock to-morrow.

TWENTY-FIFTH DAY (Part II.-Morant Bay.)
PRESENT :

RUSSELL GURNEY, Esq., Royal Commissioner.

Mr. Gorrie and Mr. Morgan appearing for the Jamaica Committee; Mr. Drummond, for the late Govern
ment of Jamaica ; and Mr. Lewis, as solicitor to the Commission.
R. Prendergast.

RICHARD PRENDERGAST (a black) sworn and examined.
21,233. Did you hear that some one had been in

21,229. Do you live at Garbrand Hall 2–Yes.
21,230. Are you head man on that property?–Yes.

21,231. Did you hear on the day after the dis
turbances at Morant Bay of what had happened there?
—I heard of it, and I saw an old man come by.
21,232. You heard of it 2–Yes.

pursuit of Mr. Patterson —Yes.
21,234. Was he overseer at Garbrand Hall —Yes.

21,235. Did he ask you to take him to Kingston?–Yes.
21,236. And to protect him, and did you ?–Yes.
21.237. And did you leave him at Kingston, and by
his desire return ?– Yes.

:
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21,238. Did you meet Captain Astwood and the
Wolunteers

?—Yes.
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21,259. Did you see Mr. Miller in the crowd −
Yes, and Mr. Bowen.

-

21,239. And did they jºke you back to Kingston
and send you to Up-Park Camp —Yes.
21,240. How long were you there 2–Five days.

21,241. Were you then taken to Morant Bay –
Yes.

21,242. Was evidence heard against you there?—
Yes,

21,243. And were you sentenced to be hanged 2–
Yes,

21,244. Did you ask to be allowed to speak –Yes,
I did ask,

21,245. Whom did you ask?—The man who brought
me all the way from town.
21,246. Who were the gentlemen sitting as a court
to try you ?—There were none. One man brought
me from Kingston to Morant Bay.
21,247. But you say you were tried by Court
martial. Who were the gentlemen who formed the
court –I do not know.

21,248. How many were there 3–Only one man.
21,249. And who that one was you don't know 2–
I saw him on the Tuesday.
21,250. Where was it that you were tried ?–I
really cannot tell in what part. They asked me
nothing at all.
21,251. You say that you were tried by a Court
martial, do you mean that you were 2–Yes.
21,252. Where was that ?–Down at the camp.
21,253. Where were the persons before whom you
were tried?—There was only the Major.
21,254. When was it that you asked to be allowed
to speak?—In the Bay.
21,255. Do you mean here at Morant Bay ?–Yes.
21,256. And was that where you were being tried ?
—No.

TWENTY.
FIFTH DAY.

21,260. Did you can to Mr. Miller —Yes.

-

R. Pºrvast

21,261. Did he speak to Mr. Ramsay ?–Yes.
21,262. And were you taken down from the
gallows 2–Yes.
21,263. How long were you kept in the prison after
that ?—I was in Morant Bay 14 days.
21,264. And were you then discharged 2–Yes,
after 14 days.
21,265. Did you have any conversation with
Captain Astwood as you came down 2–Yes.

-

22 Feb. 1866.

21,266. When was that —The same day that he
met me on the road.

21,267. What was the conversation ?–He asked

me, “Where are you from?” I told him I had brought
my overseer from Garbrand Hall and carried him
down to town, and was going back. He said to me,
“Was it your overseer?” I said, “Yes.” He said, “Do
you like him?” I said, “Yes, or I would not ha
brought him down.” Captain Astwood told me,
“Ah my man we shall take a thousand of you
black men's hearts for one white man's ear.”

*

*

-

When

he told me that, another gentleman met him on the
way, and he said, “Ay, you shall be in for it, my
man; there is too much oppression upon we.”
21,268. That is Mr. Grove 2–Mr. Richard Grove.

Then I told him I had done nothing at all, and that I
knew nothing at all about it ; and that if I had heard,

-

my overseer would have heard before that day. After
that I was sent to camp and was handcuffed through
day and night, and all my clothes and things that I
carried there were taken away in the camp; and for
three days I never tasted any water or food.

21,269. (Mr. Drummond.) How many suits of clothes

-

did you carry to Kingston —I carried one trousers,
* shirt, and two jackets, and I came all the way to

Was to
anything
to you
when the
yougentleasked
to21,257.
be allowed
speak done
—Yes.
I asked
man if I could speak, and he told me I could not.
The man said, “This is not the dead, because the last
death is the death,” because Ramsay, I told him, hit

only one jacket.

me a blow in the Bay, bang ! with his foot.
21,258. Were you put on the gallows –Yes, with
a rope round my neck, and my hands tied.

21,271. And the rest came on to Morant Bay ?—
I carried into camp a macaroni and 3d., and as I came
out I asked for it and they did not give it to me.

the Bay without the clothes in the broiling heat.
21,270. Was only one shirt left at camp —No,

-

The witness retired.

Sophia BATEs (black) sworn and examined.
21,292. You must be able to know that 2–He was

S. Bates.

-

21,272. Do you live at White Horses —Yes.

21,273. Is that five miles from Morant Bay ?–Yes,

a growing boy.

21,274. Are you a married woman —Yes.
21,275. And have you b
ied before ?–Yes.

21,293. So he would be at five years old 2–He was
"'''' than five.

º, And have you been married prior

21,294. Was he more than 10 —I do think he was
16 years of age.

---

21,276. What was the name of your former husband?

-Bonnyman.
21,277. Had you any children by that husband –
Yes.

21,278. How many ?–Five.
21,279. Do you remember the Saturday after the
disturbances at Morant Bay ?—Yes.

21,280. Did you hear the report of a gun whilst
you were in bed 2–Yes.

-

-

-

-

o'clock in the morning.
21,297. Did you see your son afterwards 2—Yes.

21,298. What time was that ?–Five o'clock in the
evening.
21,299. What state was he in 2—I saw him

—Yes.

passed. He lived Saturday night and was dead on
Sunday night at 9 o'clock.

+

21,300. Did you see any blood upon him —Yes.
21,301. Did you see where he was shot 2—Yes.
21,302. And did he die afterwards 2—Yes.
21,303. How long afterwards *—Saturday

ſ

night

31,804. Did he tell you how he came by his wound?
—Yes.
-

-No, I don't know, my dead husband had it.

21,287. How long have you been married to your
Present husband 2–I cannot tell.

21,288. Have you any children by him —No.
21,289. You can tell a little about it if you like.
Did he work at all ?—Yes, he worked three days.

ſ

º

that they had heard your son was shot ?–Yes.
21,296. What time in the day was this 2–Seven

crawling.

31,286. You know what age your son was surely

--

21,293. Did you afterwards hear from some boys

21,281. What did you do?—I got up.
21,282. Did you look out of your window ?—Yes.
21,283. And did you see your daughter —Yes;
and I asked where was Henry Bonnyman, my son.
21,284. Was he your son by your former husband *
21,285. What age was he –I cannot tell ; he was
* Young little boy,big enough too.

-

21,303. When was it he told you this 2–On Satur-

-

day evening.
21,306. He knew he was very ill then 2–Yes.

21,307. What was it he told you ?—When he Came
in I asked him, “ Henry, how you come with that º
And he said, “Mother, I went to take a bathe and

%290. How many years is it since he began work- “ the soldiers came, and I ran to the seaside and
“ dived, and they shot at me and don't catch me. Wh
21,291. Was he 10 years old or 20 —I cannot tell. “I rise I look back, don't see anybody, and I tº:

ing º-Many years, I cannot tell that.

3 H 2

-

*
--

-
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“ out,” and he said that a white man clapped his hand
on his shoulder and shot him right on the hip.
21,308. Clapped his hand on his shoulder 2–Yes,
the boy told me so.
21,309. Did he say he fell down with this?—Yes;

and after that he threw away the stone, and got upon
his belly and trampled him, and when he trampled
him he stretched out and could not bear any more,
and the one on the horse asked the one that was

-

22 Feb. 1866.
---

he fell down, he said.

21,310. This was at 7 o'clock in the morning. Did
he say what he had been doing between that and 5

walking if the boy was dead, and he said yes, and
then they rode off and left him.
21,312. What wounds were there on the boy's face?
—A great chop in the chin, and all the chops on the

in the afternoon 2–No, he did not tell me; but he
said when he saw the soldier he ran to the sea, and

face.

when he fell down he caught him by the foot.

instrument 2–With a stone.

21,311. Who –Not the one that shot him, because
he mounted on the horse, and the one that walked

and all his face, and he was naked.

21,313. Were they wounds made with a sharp
21,314. Was the face bleeding 2—Yes, the wound
21,315. (Suggested by Mr. Drummond.) Did the

hauled him against stone and stick, and knocked his
head against it, and afterwards tore him and drew him
into the road and laid him upon his back, and took a
big stick and beat him on the chest. Then he told
me that afterwards he threw away the stick, and the

to him —The boy did not tell me that.

white man on the horse said, “Is he dead 2 ” And

said, “You be
, you got that.”
21,317. That was the man on horseback 2–Yes.

he took a stick and chopped up his face all in blood,

white soldier clap him on the shoulder without calling
21,316. What did he say ?—As he came out of the
sea he clapped him on the shoulder, and shot him and

º

The witness withdrew.
B. Forrest.

BETsy Forrest (black) sworn and examined.
21,323. What did you hear or see there 2–I saw
21,318. Do you live at White Horses 2–Yes.
21,319. Do you remember the Saturday when the my son-in-law lying on the roadside.
21,324. Did you see that he had been shot in the
troops came by the White Horses —Yes; I was in
head –I saw the ball in the neck, and the brains
my yard and heard the horn blowing.
21,320. What time in the day was that ?—Seven were knocked out of his head, and left the bare cala
bash of the head open.
o'clock on the Saturday morning.
21,325. What was his name 2—Archy Francis.
21,321. Did you hear something about your son-in
law —Yes.
21,326. (Mr. Drummond.) Were you present when
he was shot ?—No.
21,322. Did you go to Testard's shop —Yes.
-

The witness withdrew.
A. Francis.

ABRAHAM FRANCIS (black) sworn and examined.
21,349. How many of you were tried together ?—
Two.
Bay were you ill —Yes, I was ill.
21,350. Then there were witnesses called, and they
21,328. Do you remember the next week after the
disturbances —Yes.
did not say anything against you ?—No.
21,351. There must have been some charge, some
21,329. On the Tuesday after that did the consta
thing they said you did —No.
bles come to your house —Yes.
21,352. After you were sentenced to be shot what
21,330. Where do you live – At Garbrand Hall.
21,331. What did you do when they came to your happened —Mr. Lascelles said he found us no way
21,327. At the time of the disturbances at Morant

house 2–1 saw them coming, and I heard they were

going about taking up people, and I left the house.
21,332. And where did you go to ?—I went to the
woods.
21,333. How long did you remain there 2–Sixteen
º

days.

21,334. How did you live when you were there —
I was near my grounds.
21,335. And you could get your provisions —Yes.
21,336. You had not any house on the grounds 2–
Yes, I built a shelter there when I went.
21,337. During the 16 days —Yes.
21,338. You had not any house there before ?—No.
21,339. After 16 days what happened to you ?—
I escaped from where I was, for I heard that the
Maroons were going to and fro in the bush, and I
tried to escape another way, and I was apprehended
by the constables.
21,340. Where was that ?—At Moffat.
21,341. Who was the constable who apprehended
you ?—Archibald Bryan.
21,342. Where did he take you to?—To Monklands.
21,343. What was done there —I was sentenced
to be shot.

21,344. By whom were you tried ?–Mr. Lascelles,
Mr. Smelley, and General Jackson.
21,345. And on what charge were you sentenced
to be shot ?—No charge at all.

21,346. There must have been some charge —I
was sick and I knew nothing about it.

21,347. Without saying whether it was true or

not, what did they try you for 2–Nothing; only I was

W.
Wi

wrong at all.

21,353. Did he sentence you to be shot?—It was
not him.

21,354. Just think about that a little, if he tried

you and sentenced you ; are you sure he was one
of the three gentlemen —Not Mr. Lascelles.
21,355. Then who were the three gentlemen?—
There was Mr. Smelley and General Jackson, but I
do not know the other.

21,356. You told us it was Mr. Lascelles 2—When

he came he said he never found me in any way wrong,
and he knew my father was the sexton of the church
and a good old man, and he would rather trust me

than any other. Then Mr. Smelley said we must get
flogged ; but Mr. Lascelles said as he begged for us

there was no occasion to flog us. As we were released
we met Mr. John Downer, the overseer at Island
Head, and a soldier. They held a conversation on
the road, and he commanded the soldier to make us

prisoners again and take us to Monklands. We told

him we were already made prisoners, and had been
there and were found guilty of no act, and had been
released. He said we must not say anything, but the
soldier must carry us to the Colonel and get us shot
next day at 6 o'clock. I said to him, “What have I
“ done **

He said, “You are a manish fellow to

“ leave my father's place and go to Garbrand Hall."
I said, “I never disturbed you, how you come to
lay a false information against me?” He struck
M“Gregor on his breast with the gun of the soldier,
and the soldier took the gun from him, and he used so
many ill words. The soldier and M*Gregor told him,

catched, and I went there ; and they said, “You
must go with the rest.” Me and another named
Frederick M'Gregor.
21,348. Were witnesses examined ?–Yes, but

“If you send us back to Monklands you should not
bruise us on the road.” He told the soldier to give

there were none against me.

not do that, he had made us go before the officer, and

him the gun and he would take the liberty on himself
and shoot us in the road. The soldier said he could

"nº
ºf
3 ºf

:
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he could not do such a thing on the road.

On the

way we met a brown man from St. David's, who had
been at the same place when we were released, and he

spoke to them about it, and said to the soldier how we
had been tried and let go; and the soldier said as we
had gone before and had been released he would not
take us back again, and he let us go, but said we
must not walk swift so as to catch Mr. Downer, for
the rest of the soldiers were behind, and he would tell

them to take us again.
21,357. Did the soldier let you go?–Yes.
21,358. Were you taken by the Maroons —Yes.
21,359. Where were you then?–In my sister's yard.
21,360. Where 2–At Garbrand Hall.

22,361. What day was it when they took you ?—
Saturday.

21,362. Which Saturday, the Saturday after you
had been taken by the constables 2-—Yes.
21,363. How long did they keep you ?–Five days,
until Wednesday.

TWENTY

FIFTH DAY,
-

A. Francis.
22 Feb. 1866.

21,364. Then did they let you go?—Yes.
21,365. When you went back, after the constables
had taken you, you found your house had been burnt 2
—Yes.

21,366. (.4/r. Gorrie.) Do you know anything
about your father being shot — Yes.
21,367. Did you see him shot 2–Xo, I did not.
21,368. Did you see the body afterwards 2—No ;
when I went to see where the body was the constables
chased me, and I was compelled to go back and send
my sister to take the body.

The witness withdrew.
F. Bryan.

FREDERick BRYAN (black) sworn and examined.
21,395. What did he order –That they must give
21,369. Do you live at Friendship Pen 2–Yes.
21,370. Do you remember hearing of the disturb me 48 lashes.
21,396. Did you receive them —Yes.
ances at Morant Bay ?—Yes.
21,397. Were you flogged at all after that ?—Yes,
21,371. On the Friday after that did you hear that
soldiers were coming up to where you live — at Morant Bay.
es.
21,398. How long afterwards 2—About six days.
21,399. Who ordered that ?—Mr. Ramsay.
21,372. Did your father and you then run to White
Horses?—Yes.
21,400. What was that for 2–Nothing.
21,401. He didn't say it was for nothing, did he 3–
21,373. As you were going back did you meet any
He ordered them to flog me at Morant Bay, and to
body?—We met the Marine sailors.
21,374. Did they take you into custody and carry give me 25 lashes.
21,402. After you were tried and had the 48 lashes
you to Easington —Yes.
21,375. On your way did you see the Marines do were you sent away ?–No, they kept me six days, and
after that they brought me to Morant Bay.
anything 2–Yes.
21,403. And then you were taken before Mr.
21,376. What?—They shot a man named Archy
Francis,
Ramsay —Yes.
21,404. What did he ask you ?–He didn't ask me
21,377. What was he doing 2-He was about 20
yards off, standing up and doing nothing. He was a anything ; he only ordered them to “give the man 25

º

-

little frightened when he saw them, and he fell back
a little, and they shot him. They said he wanted to
run,

21,378. Was he running 2–No.
21,379. You say he fell back – Yes.
21,380. Where was he shot, whereabouts in the
body –In the forehead.

21,381. Are you sure the ball went into his fore
head —I am not sure of that, but I saw it bleeding.
f 21,382. Did the ball go in in front or behind –In
TOnt.

21,383. Did they shoot any other person 3–Yes,
one at Norris' canc-piece.
21,384. What was his name 2–I can't tell his

name; he was a stranger.

-

21,405. And you had the 25 —Yes.
21,406. And were then sent away ?–Yes. I was
there two days, which makes it eight.
21,407. (Mr. Drummond.) What were you doing at
White Horses 2–1 ran there to escape for my life; I
was afraid.

21,408. The same day you went to Norris's 2–Yes;
they took me the same day and carried me to Norris's.
21,409. You were taken as a prisoner through
there to Easington —Yes, by the Marine sailors.21,410. You say there was an officer with them 2–
Yos.

21.411. Did they try the men at Norris's 2–Yes.
21,412. And they tried the men at Easington —

º

21,385. Did they shoot anyone else —They shot

Yes.

21,413. You were tried before Mr. M'Lean, a

John Bundy at Easington.
21,386, What was done there before they shot him :
-Evidence was given that he took away one of the
Volunteers' guns on the day of the rebellion.
21,387. Were you examined at all —Yes, they

magistrate of St. David's 2–Yes.
21,414. You say the boy at White Horses backed
when he saw the marines coming; how do you mean :
—IIc staggered back, and they shot him.

21,415. Was it in the bush —No, plenty of people

examined me.

21,388. Who examined you ?–The Marine captain.
21,389. Who was that ?–I do not know him ; he
* a captain of the Marine sailors.
21,390. Was anybody called as

lashes.”

live there.

21,416. Who?—The inhabitants of the place.

It

was facing Donaldson's and John Williams, and Mr.

a witness against

Paton and Thomas Williams.

21,417. Were they present 2–-No, they were in the

Yºu?—A man named Bailey said he saw me.
*391. Did he say he saw you at Morant Bay on

house.

the 11th —Yes.
21,392. What did the captain of the Marines ask

ning about the White Horses during those early days?

*—He asked me if I was there, and I said no, I
* in Kingston at the time.

*1893. What
elseIdid
askI you
years old
was,heand
said?–He
about asked
17 or me
18.

how many

*1894. What did he say —He said I was very
young,

21,418. Were there not a great many persons run
—No.

21,419. But there were persons who ran 2–Yes.
21,420. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was Archibald Francis shot

on the turnpike road —Yes, in the high road.
21,421. In front of the shop door —Yes.
21,422. Were there a good many houses round f
Yes.
.*

The witness withdrew.

º

yº.

AMELIA Good (black) sworn and examined.
21,424. Did Stewart the constable take you into
Are you a single woman living at York 2–
custody ?—Yes.
3 H 3

A. Good.
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21,425. Were you tied with a rope and carried
before Mr. Cresser —Yes.

21,426. Was it on the Tuesday after the dis

21,433. Did you see any other woman hanged?—
Plenty more.
21,434. Who were they —Mary Ann Francis and

turbances at Morant Bay?–Yes.
21,427. How long were you in prison 2 — Four

Moses Francis, her father.

weeks.

21,435. What other women did you see hanged?—
I saw some hanged, but I did not go the day when the

21,428. During that time were you carried out to
see the persons hanged 2–Yes.
21,429. Will you say who were the persons you
saw hanged, or any of them —Mr. Samuel Clarke,

I remember their names, but I was not present when

Mr. Edward Pence.

they were hanged.

21,430. Was it Spence or Pence?—Pence.
21,431. Where did he live 3–At Danvers' Penn.

21,432. Who else did you see hanged 2–Eleanor
Dawkins, James Lewis, Mr. Lawrence, Mr. Gordon's
OVerseer.

-

ºl s
º
l

40 were hanged.

21,436. You do not remember their names —Yes,
21,437. Were Mary Ann and Moses Francis hanged
together ?—Yes.
21,438. (Mr. Drummond.) Do you mean that
were hanged separately but at the same time –

º

Os.

The witness withdrew.

JAMEs Scott (black) sworn and examined.
21,447. It was not in Morant Bay ?—No, not here.
21,439. Are you a carpenter living at Morant Bay?
—Yes.

He hit me over the shoulder with a rope.

21,440. On Friday after this disturbance did any
thing happen to you ?—Yes.
21,441. What was it —On Friday morning I was
going to my work and the soldiers took me up.
-

21,442. What soldiers, the black soldiers ?—Yes.

21,443. What was done with you after they took
you ?—They carried me along with them to the place
they went to at Church Corner.
21,444. You were taken on board the “Wolverine”

21,448. Were you put into the district prison for
15 days, employed in digging graves, and then re
leased ?–Yes.

21,449. Were you taken before a magistrate —No.
Mr. Marshalleck was going past, and he called Mr.
Espeut and said I was a quiet, orderly lad.
21,450. Were you then discharged —Yes,
21,451. You were taken before them 2–Yes.

—Yes, he beat me with a rope.
21,446. Who was he 3–He was at Port Antonio,

21,452. When you came back did you find that
your tools were gone *—Yes.
21,453. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were there any executions
at Port Antonio —Yes; I heard them bringing in
the people and trying them and shooting them, but I

but I do not know his name.

was in the cell and did not see them.

to Port Antonio —Yes.

21,445. Was anything done to you by a policeman?

- iº S

- tº

º
The witness withdrew.

tº

JAMEs LoAGUE (black) sworn and examined.
Testard's shop I saw, about 10 yards from Donaldson's
21,454. Do you live in St. David's 2–Yes.
21,455. And do you keep a blacksmith's shop at place, a young man named Archy Francis come out of
White Horses 2–Yes.

a yard to meet them, and Mr. Ramsay shot him in the

21,456. Do you remember the Saturday after the
disturbances at Morant Bay —I do.
21,457. What happened then 7–In the morning I
heard that the soldiers were coming, and I put on my

head and ordered that he was not to be buried, but

him then, and as he shot him I looked upon him.
21,458. Looked upon whom ?—Ramsay. He said,

“You d-–d black brute, if look at me again Tl

protect the innocent.” I met Lieutenant Oxley and

shoot you.”

Mr. Testard, and they were conversing about it.
After leaving them, I saw Inspector Ramsay on horse
back galloping up. He said, “Who is that d
d
black brute coming there " I said, “I am an inno

the tavern.

“ cent and a decent man, and have nothing to do with
“ the rebellion.” He said, “You d
d black brute,”

with the rebellion, and Mr. Ramsay released me. .
21,460. How far from Ramsay was Archy Francis

and rushed on me.

were below Mr. Ennis's house at White Horses, and I

when Ramsay shot him —About 20 or 40 yards.
21,461. Was he coming towards him —Yes; we

went down immediately as he said. Iſe told me to
fall into the rank, and I did so. After that we all

were going down to Yallahs and Francis was coming
out of the yard, and coming this way; and his son, and
Bryan, and others were there.

were going up together, and when we came to

So we marched down to the 19 miles, at
-

came down and said I was a decent young man, and he

knew me well, and he believed I had nothing to do

CARoll NE BUCKLEY (black) sworn and examined.
with them into the Parade, the music was so charming,
and afterwards I sat and saw Mr. Cooke's son ride
21,464. Tell what you have to tell about what in, and as he rode in he went to the School-room whº
they were, and told them they must get themselves

21,462. Do you live at Morant Bay ?—Yes.
21,463. Were you here on the 11th October 2—Yes.

happened that day ?–On the Wednesday I was at my
house.

ready.

21,465. Whereabouts is that —Down at the sea
beach, near Mr. Marshalleck's. As I went to pick up

after 10 when I met them.

wood on the wharf I heard the drum playing and the
-

21,466. What time was that ?—I did not take
notice.

2.69.

Was this a little after 10 o'clock 2–It was

21,470. How long after 10 did Mr. Cooke come
riding in 2–A good bit.

21,471. How long 2—I cannot exactly tell.

.

21,472. You were not asked exactly —You might

21,467. About what time –After 10. Then I
ran up the hill and met the Volunteers; they were
coming to the Parade. It was the Morant Bay and

was.

the Bath Volunteers, and I thought they were going

was, and the clock did not strike for me to know tº

to muster.

hours. Then after Mr. Cooke came in and told."

21,468. What did you do after that 2–I marched

put it after 12.

s :sº fºL
•

21,459. What happened there — Justice Snaith

The witness withdrew.

Volunteers coming.

-\,;

must remain there as an example to the rest. He left

clean clothes and took a walk, and said, “They will

By this time the Marine sailors

** {

-

21,473. Was it before 1 –Yes, I do think iſ
I did not look at the time to see what o'clock."

the Volunteers that the riotsome people were coming

º

*/

:
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in, the Volunteer officer ordered the Volunteers to
come out and line the Parade; and a few minutes
afterwards I saw the people begin to run from one
side of the Parade to the other. I commenced to
wonder what was the matter, and the people came in
just between Mr. Marshalleck's and Mr. Christy's,

were just entering into the Parade then.
him in the crowd with his hand up ; but whether he
was crying “Peace!” or not, I could not tell, for I

21,494. Hardly any of the men could have got into
the Parade –It was as they just entered.
21,495. But it is a narrow place. Were 20 men

Volunteers fired and shot a man named M'Intosh ; and

in the Parade then 2–I saw very few ; very well—

when I saw him hold up his shirt with blood on it, I
said, “No, I must run, for I don't know what this

I did not count them.

my yard, and never returned till the next day,

into your yard —It was after l ; pretty near 2, I
think.

21,475. You think so *—Yes, I do.

21,476. Was it not later –-I cannot exactly say,
because I did not know the hours, or hear the clock

º

C. Buckley.
-

22 Feb. 1866.

Was not. So ne:ur.

I stood up and looked at them. As they saw the
Volunteers they stopped and drew back, and the

Thursday, in the morning. Then in the morning I
heard people speaking.
21,474. Never mind what people spoke about.
What time was it ; what o'clock when you ran

TWENTY
FIFTH DAY
-

21,493. When you saw him shot —Yes. I saw

some with guns and sticks, and their guns all held up.

means ;” and I ran out of the Parade and went into

º

21,492. Then they had only just got in 2—They

21,496. You say that as soon as you had seen
M“Intosh you went into your yard and remained there
till the next morning —Yes, I did.

21,497. Did you see any more?—I saw Mr. Gabay
come down to the beach with his hand all blood, and

blood all washing down him.

21,498. Did you see that from your yard —Yes;
and I saw the people and the Volunteers make their
escape by looking to the river side, and a man who
was on the other side of the yard went out with a
small stick and commenced to lick Mr. Gabay. Mr.
Gabay is in Kingston and he is a brown man.

strike.

21,499. You saw somebody come with a stick and

21,477. Was it as late as 32—I could not tell.

strike him —Yes.

21,500. Were you at any time taken into custody ?

21,478. Was it as late as 4 –No, it was sooner.

—On the Friday Mr. Gabay gave me in charge to the

21,479. Was it after I ?—I do think so.

21,480. It was before 3, or you are not sure that
it was —Yes, it was before 3 o'clock.
21,481. Was it before 2 – When they com

soldiers.

21,501. Were you taken to Portland in the “Wol
verine " ?—Yes.

21,502. And afterwards to Port Antonio 2–Yes.

menced to fire the first shot I do think it was 2

21,484. On this side of the Parade 2–Yes.

21,503. And were you tied ?–Yes; my hands
were tied, and both my feet, all night and day in the
rain. The rain came and wet you and you remain in
the clothes till the next day, and when they come to
carry you ashore they yoke you like cows together.
As they yoke me and drag me they choke me. We
were half way up in the water when we landed, and
I could not help myself because the rope was round

21,485. Did you see what they did at the police

my neck and my hands tied.

o'clock, or before 2.

21,482. You say you saw people coming in with

guns —Yes, and with bayonets stuck on guns, and
sticks.

21,483. Whereabouts were you when they came
into the Parade 3–Just standing up by M'Intosh
Store,

When they carried us

into prison they let us loose.

station ?—No ; I was in the Parade itself.

21,486. Had you heard any noise before they came
in?—No ; I had not heard any noise, only the music.

21,487. The music of which party —The music
of the Volunteers.

21,488. But it was at 10 o'clock when they came in
with the music —Yes. They were there a good bit
before the riotsome ones came in.

21,489. Did you not hear a noise before the people
ran into the Parade –No, the market was pretty
º but there were lots of people on the Bay that
y.

21,504. Did you give evidence there 2–I gave
evidence, and they brought me back.
21,505. You gave evidence against the people who
beat Mr. Gabay ?–Yes, and I was kept in Morant
Bay still.

21,506. How long –Friday, Saturday, Sunday,
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. Then they
called me to give evidence against the man.
21,507. Did they give you a paper when you were

let go 2–Mr. Ramsay gave me a piece of paper.
21,508. Have you got that piece of paper ?—No,
I did not know it would be called for.

21,490. How far into the Parade did the people get
before you saw M'Intosh with the wound ?—They
had not got into the middle of the Parade then.

running from this side to that side, and I was not

21,491. Had they got as far as the new church 2–

near enough to hear whether they said anything or

No, not so far.

21,509. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you hear any cries of the
people —No. I was so alarmed, and the people were
not.

The witness withdrew.
MARGARET ELIZABETH MARS1) F. N

31,510. You live in Morant Bay ?–Yes.
21,511. Whereabouts do you live —I did live at
--

º

:

my grandmother's.

go down the hill, and down to the wharf

30.

21,522. What time do you have your breakfast 2–
About 10 o’clock.

21,523. You don't have your breakfast till 10 2–

*513. Is that down towards the beach –Yes; I
** living there at the rebellion.

3,514. Do you sell cakes 2–Yes; and bread."
*1,515. Were you on the 11th of October selling
ºny cakes 2–Yes.

Not till 10 sometimes.

21,524. After you had had your breakfast you went
out 2–Yes; I do not know to recollect the time, but
it must be about after 11.

-

21,525. To what part did you go to stand 2–I was

*516. Where —Just down the lane that leads
into the Parade.

*517. From this road 2–Yes.

31,518. ls that the street opposite the Court-house *
~\º it just faces the Court-house.
*1519. What time did you go out to sell your

* that day —I did not go

I do not remember what o'clock it was.

21,521. Had you had your breakfast?—Yes.

21,512. Is that nearer to the Parade than this 2–

* can

(black) sworn and examined.
21,520. What o'clock was it when you went out 3–

out very soon.

sitting down at the corner of the street.
21,526. In the Parade, at the end of the street
nearest the Parade, or at the end of the street

furthest from it — It was just in the midst of the
street, at the corner.

21,527. And there you were sitting 2—Yes.

21,528. How long were you there before anything
3 II 4

M.E. Marsden,
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happened 2–Not much long after I saw Mr. Arthur
FIFTH DAY. Cooke ride in.
21,529. Was that soon
M.E.Marsden.
o'clock 2–Yes.

*

21,539. Did you see any man do anything when the
woman had the fire 2–Yes, the man ran down the

after you

got there at 11

As I saw him ride in I heard him

hill and said the people were going to catch the
Court-house on fire, and he took up a firestick and

22 Feb. Isºg, say, “They are coming coming!” and I saw a

trosh of straw and he caught the School-room on fire,

whole lot of people with cutlasses, guns, and sticks,
coming right down where I was sitting. As I saw
them they were waving the sticks, and I ran through

and I put my two hands on my head and commenced
to bawl.

the Parade.

on fire 2–Yes.

-

21,540. Did you afterwards see the Court-house
-

21,541. How soon after ? Did you see first the
21,530. Did you go to your grandmother's 2–Yes,
Court-house or the School-house on fire —First the
straight down on the wharf road.
21,531. And then what happened ?–I heard the School-house. .
21,542. How soon after you saw the men take the
men, and they were firing. I could not stop in the
house as my brother was a Volunteer, and I came out firestick did you see the School-house on fire ?–As I
saw him catch it I went up the lane and bawled, and
again from the yard.
21,532. What next 2—I saw a whole posse of men I went up and down, and when I went back I saw
that it was in flame.
beating a Volunteer and murdering him.
21,533. Did you help him to get into the bush —
21,543. You afterwards saw Inspector Alberga
No; they were beating him, and I said to them, “Oh come out 2–Yes. As I saw the Court-house in a
my don't murder him " and as I said that they flame I went on the wharf road and came up the
looked upon me very cross. As I begged them to wharf hill, and saw Inspector Alberga come out of
leave him alone they went, but they looked very cross, the east door of the Court-house.
and then they left the man, and afterwards I advised
21,544. What was done to him —I did not see
the man to creep into the bush and hide himself.
what was done to him, but I saw what he did to the
21,534. Did you then go back to yºur grand people. He held up a white pocket handkerchief and
mother's 2–Yes. I saw him creep into the bush and waved it to and fro, and said, “Peace peace!”
take time to go further in, because, perhaps, if I had telling that to the people, and the men said, “We
not stopped them they might have killed him. I did don't want no peace.”
not know the people.
21,545. Did you say anything to the men —I
21,535. Did you go out again —Yes, I did. I said, “Oh life! why not want no peace, my friend ?”
could not stop in one place, because I was looking to I said, “Sa! my brother is going to be burnt in the
see what had become of my brother and what was the Court-house.” I was up and down, and many did
last of him. I did not stop long. I went in, and as not care at all, but whilst my brother was there I was
I went in I come out again.
not satisfied to be still.
21,536. What did you see next 2—As I came out
21,546. You did not see the men set fire to the
and reached the foot of the hill I saw a woman stoop School-house 2–No.
down with a frock held up with something in it. As
21,547. (Mr. Drummond.) In what direction did
I went before her I saw that she had some fire down
there and some wood that she was blowing. I looked he go with the firestick; did you see which way he
into her face to see if I knew her, and I did know her. went; did he go towards Stanton or towards White
21,537. Did you say anything to this woman, or Horses, or where did the man with the firestick go?
—From the place where the woman was ; he went
did you hear her say anything –No.
21,538. Did you see anybody do anything —No straight up the hill.
21,548. To what place –To the School-room.
further than I saw the people beating the Volunteers.
The witness withdrew.

s
STEPHEN TELFord (black) sworn and examined.
21,549. Are you a rural constable living at Mount upon my land, so I sent for my paper and showed it,
Lebanus 2–Yes.

21,550. On the 18th of October did you see
Alexander Francis, a book-keeper, at Coley : —
Yes.

“

21,551. Did he say anything to you ?—He said, “I

I said that Mr. Forbes who had made the division, and
Mr. Smelley said, “You are rude to talk to Mr.
Sinclair that way.” I said, “No, Mr. Sinclair is a

must go and catch the rebels.”
21,552. What did you say?—I told him that I
did not know them. Ile said I must go to Monklands
and get a list of them.
21,553. Did you go with your badge and staff 2–

“sensible man. If I am wrong he will tell me that I
“am wrong, for he is as sensible a man as yourself."

Yes.

fellow !” and he gave me in charge, and he took away

21,554. Were you told that you must go to Colonel
Hobbs 2–Yes.

21,555. Did you as you were going to him meet

anybody ?—I met one Francis Cole and Henry
Cole.

º

and the surveyor said it was quite right, and that I
was right, and Mr. Birch was right, that was my title.

21,556. Did you not meet anybody else?—No.
21,557. Did you not meet some planter f—No ; I
met Mr. Smelley at Monklands.
21,558. Did you know him before ?—Yes.
21,559. How long before ?—A long time.
21,560. Had you ever had any disagreement with
him —One time a man came to take a part of my
land, and he brought with him a surveyor named
“Birch.” He and I were abutting down on the
river, and he got the surveyor to open the line, and
after they had opened the line the surveyor wanted
to go from the road to encroach on my land, and I
wanted to stop it. Mr. Smelley was with the surveyor,

and as Mr. Smelley and I were talking in a friendly
way together he said, “Telford, you should not talk
to the surveyor so.” I could not allow him to encroach

and then Mr. Smelley got vexed.

-

21,561. How long ago is that ?–Three years. Just
as I went to Monklands Mr. Smelley said, “Ah! that
my badge, and I went to the Colonel, and the Colonel
said to Anderson, “Anderson, do you know that
man 2" Anderson said “Yes.” The Colonel said, “Did
he join the rebels " Anderson said “No." The
Colonel said, “How do you know him " Anderson
said, “I know him to be an upright, honest man, not

“ working for anybody but himself, keeping a shop
“ of his own, and a rural constable.”

21,562. Who said this —The witness to Colonel
Hobbs himself.

21,563. Do you know who the witness was -ſ;
was William Anderson that said that to the Colonel,

and the Colonel said I must go away. As I had come
in, Mr. Smelley said I must sit down a little, and as
they were going to Stony Gut he would give me in

charge, and I must go to the camp, and he sent me
there. I was there for 20 days.
21,564. Who took you ?—Mr. Smelley sent me by
a constable.

21,565. What constable 2–Abraham Campbell.

21,566. But Colonel Hobbs had said you were not

:
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to be'sent to camp –Yes. But it was revenge for the same state when you got back as you left it 7–
three years that made him send me. I was at camp
20 days.

21,567. Was anything done to you there 2–I got
a blow on my head from the boatswain.

TWENTY

FIFTH DAY.

No ; the shop and four houses were burnt down.
21,571. Was that at Mount Lebanus —Yes. I
have 10 children, and their clothes were all taken

22 Feb. 1866.

away.

21,568. Were you tried ?—They only just carried

S. Telford.

21,572. Have you anything to say about your

--

|

me to the Court-house, and they asked Mr. Paterson
and Mr. Brown, “Did you see Telford at Monk
lands " and they said, “No, not at all.”

father ?—Yes; he was dead.

21,573. (Mr. Drummond.) Is Abraham Campbell
a constable residing in St. David's, at Manning 3–

21,569. Then you were discharged 2–No. They. Yes, he is a constable of St. David's.
kept me six days more, and took me to Morant Bay,
21,574. Is he the proprietor of Manning 2—No.
21,575. Is he a big man—stout 2–Yes.
where I was four days, and then they gave me my
discharge. All the time I lost was 24 days.
21,576. And proprietor of Manning and Middle
21,570. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you find your house in ton —Yes.
The witness withdrew.

S. Macgregor.
SUSANNAH MAcoregon (bl ack) sworn and examined.
21,577. Where do you live —At Garbrand Hall present then, but he sent the others, and on the
-

Penn.

Saturday he came.

21,578. What was the name of your father ?–
Joshua Francis.

21,608. But who were present at the time when .
your husband was tied to a tree ?—I don't know the
name of one.

21,579. Where did he live 2–At barracks.
21,580. What was he 7–Sexton of the church.

21,581. When did you see him alive last 2–He
came home on the Sunday when the soldiers began
to burn at Monklands, and he was with me until

21,609. Was there any officer at all 2–No; the
officer diºnot come on the Thursday.
21,610." But was there any officer at all there on
the Thursday ?–No; I did not see one.
21,611. How many Maroons were there 3—I cannot

Tuesday morning. Then I left him at my house
and went to the ground, and when I returned I did

tell.

not see him. His wife went over and came back
and told me he was killed.

than three — it was about 12 came there on the

21,582. You did not know that.

Did you after

wards see his dead body ?—Yes.
21,583. When 2–On Wednesday.

21,612. Were there two, three, or 100 * — More
Thursday.
21,613. And who tied your husband 2–I do not
know much of them.

21,584. At what time —About 3 o'clock.

21,585. Did you see a gunshot wound —Yes.
21,586. In his face?—Yes, and all about his body.

21,614. No. But there was a party of 12 present,
you say. Now, did one or more tie your husband *
—They held him and tied him, and one said he

21,587. Were there more than one *—Yes.

would blow out his brains.

His

jaw was partly gone, and his stomach had several

*

I heard that more than one soldier shot

21,615. What did they take out of the house?—
All the valuables that belonged to my father. I took

na.

his clothes out of his house which was burnt, and

21,588. How many wounds did you find —I did

then they burnt my house.
21,616. Did they search the house 2–Yes; they
went into the room after they held my husband.
21,617. Did they say there was anything there
that did not belong to you ?—Yes, but it all belonged
to me. On the Thursday they went away, but on
the Saturday morning they came back again.

not reckon; but I opened his shirt and saw—
21,589. You saw blood all over. But were there
more than one wound 2–Yes; more than one.

21,590. How many ?–Three or four about.

I

did not see him shot.

21,591. Whereabouts was the body ? — On the
roadside.

21,618. After the house was burnt?—Yes.

21,592. On the high road —Yes.
21,593. Near a house –No ; far distant from the

church; about a quarter of a mile.
21,594. He was with you from Saturday to Tues

day —From Sunday to Tuesday. When he went
from me on the Tuesday they shot him.
21,595. You saw him next day ?—Yes; about 3
o'clock on the Wednesday.
21,596. Did you see the Maroons —Yes.
21,597. When was that ?–On the Thursday.

21,598. Where did they come to ?—To my

21,619. Where were you ?–In the little kitchen
they had left. My husband was sick and salivated.
He was taking medicine and had got on plasters.
21,620. Then there was a little part of the house
not yet burnt —Yes; a little kitchen or cook
TOOll).

21,621. Who came first on Saturday? — The
Maroons sent a boy.

21,622. How many Maroons did you see come 2–
About 25.

21,623. Was any officer

with them 2 – Yes;

resi
Downer.

dence, after the soldiers had come there and left.
21,599. What did they do?—They took hold of my
husband, and said they were going to blow out his brains.

21,624. What did they do?—They took away the
horse that the boy was fetching from the bush for
ine.

21,600. Did they blow out his brains —No ; but
they got many things out of the house.
sºl. They did not do anything more to him –

21,625. Did you see the horse again —Yes; they
gave it back to me ; but one that the Newcastle
soldiers got I did not get back.

0,

21,626. When did they take any ?—At the same

21,602. What things did they take out of the
house *—They took them away, and burnt the

time they came.

house.

21,627. On the Saturday ?—No ; on the Tuesday.
I was in the bush eight days.

21,603. At what time on the Thursday was that *
-About 11 o'clock.

º Was there any

officer with them —Yes,

21,628. Then you did not see what was done?—

Yes. I went to feed my pigs in the morning, and
they were taking away the pigs. They came and

OtS.

saw only females there, and they asked me where
my husband was, and I said “He is sick in the bush,

21,605. What officer?—John Downey.
21,606. Is he a Maroon –Yes.

31,607. And an officer?—Yes. He was present
when my husband was tied to a tree.

He was not

but I only come to feed my hogs and poultry.”
21,629. What did they do —They got them and
took them away.
3 I

***
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21,630. Were any officers present —I don't know I told him the sexton they had shot with the key in
FIFTH DAY, the officers. I did not know his name, but I begged his hand was my father ; and he called to the rest
him to save my house for me and my children,
and of the soldiers not to burn my house.
S. M.acgregor
The witness withdrew.
-

-

*_

Adjourned to to-morrow at Bath.

22 Feb. 1866.

TWENTY-SIXTH DAY (Part I.-Spanish Town).
-

º

Friday, 23rd February 1866.

º

PRESENT :

sixth pay.

SIR HENRY
KNIGHT
STORKS,
JoBN BLossETT
MAULE,
Esq. G.C.B.

J. White,

John WHITE (a black) sworn and examined.

TWENTY-

23 Feb. 1866.
---

21,631. Where do you live –At Nutts River.
21,632. Are you a Maroon —Yes.
21,633. What do you do for your living 2–I live at
my own place.

21,634. Is it your own buy-land 2–Yes.
21,635. And you work upon your own land 2–Yes.
21,636. How long have you been there –Twenty
eight years.
21,637. During all those 28 years have you had
land of your own —I bought land of my own, property
of my own, and I am employed as a head-man and
ranger.

21,638. Ranger to what estate —Nutts River

* →

21,658. What time of day did they pass you?—
About 10 o'clock.

21,659. In the morning 2–Yes.
21,660. What number did you see go by?—I
counted l l men.

21,661. Were those the only men you saw --All
that I saw.

21,662. Were they then going to Morant Bay with
cutlasses 2–Yes.

21,663. Had they anything else besides cutlasses?
—Sticks.

21,664. Did you see Cameron on any day before
the 11th go up to Stony Gut 2–I saw him on the

estate.

Monday before ; they were blowing what we call the

21,639. Who is the owner of that ?—The owner of
it is one Mr. Cox ; but it is leased by Mr. W.

shells, to gather up men.

Anderson.

21,640. What quantity of land have you got of
your own 2–Two acres. Mr. Anderson is not the
21,641. Were you at Nutts River during October

No.

21,669. What day did you see him —I saw him on

last —Yes.

21,642. And also during September 8—Yes.
21,643. Did a man of the name of Cameron live at

Nutts River then –Yes ; Stephen Cameron.
21,644. What was he doing there 2–He was leas

ing Cocoa Nut Walk.
last five years.

He was head constable for the

live in, Morant Bay. I and him are very good friends;
we were both married on one day.
21,646. Were you at home the day that the fight
took place at Morant Bay ?—Yes; I was there the
day before the fight took place.
21,647. But you were at home on the 11th of
October 2—Yes.

21,648. On the 11th, did you see any persons going
owards Morant Bay ?–Yes.

21,649. How many were there 2—About 18.
21,650. Were they armed –They were not armed
then, but when they returned back from Morant Bay
on the Wednesday night, they returned back with
I did not see one, I saw two.

Tuesday, the day before the Wednesday.
21,670. Where did you see him on that Tuesday?

—Passing through my yard—I live on the roadside.
21,671. What was he doing —He was passing
through, going to his house, coming from the property
he was leasing.

21,645. For what district 2–The same district I

three arms.

21,665. Who was blowing the shells —I did not
see the one that was blowing the shells.
21,666. You only heard them ––I heard the shells.
21,667. Was this on the Monday ?—Yes.

21,668. On that Monday did you see Cameron 3–

lessee of the property now.

**

º

Cameron

21,672. Did you see him do anything more than
pass through the yard that day ?–He always called
on me, but that day he did not call.

21,673. Did you see him do anything more than
pass through 2–I went to him on the Monday to
collect rent. He is a man that always pays, but that
day he did not pay at all, I don't know the reason.
21,674. Did you go as ranger to him for rent on
the Monday ?—Yes.
21,675. What did he say?—He said he would not
pay the rent ; that he did not see why buckra should
take rent for the back-land.

21,676. Did he lease back-land?—Provision ground.
21,677. Is that what you call back-land ?—Yes,

called himself the captain.
21,651. What number of men had Cameron with

was 20l.

him —There were 19; but I saw 11, some with

Donaldson.

cutlasses.

21,652. Had any of them guns —No ; I did not
see them with any guns.
21,653. Was Cameron with these 11 that had
cutlasses —Yes.

21,654. What time on the 11th did you see Cameron
with these men —Not with them.

21,655. Did you see Cameron on that day ?—I did

not see him along with the men, but I saw the 11 men
with cutlass and stick.

21,656. Then you did not see Cameron with the 11
on the Wednesday?—No.
21,657. Did you see any men going towards Morant
on the 11th —I saw them passing, I was in my

.y.

-

21,678. Then you got no rent from him —No ; it
21,679. Who was his landlord?—Mr. George

21,680. What estate was it that he was tenant of?
—Cocoa-nut Walk.

21,681. What estate is that on ?–Nutts River.

21,682. Mr. Donaldson is the manager ?—Yes.
21,683. Did you ever see Cameron take men up to
Stony Gut, or meet Paul Bogle anywhere upon any

day that you remember?—I never met Paul Bogle at
all.

-

21,684. Did you ever see Cameron go with men up
to Stony Gut 2–I saw the men, but I did not see
Cameron along with him.
21,685. Did you ever see Cameron with any mell
go towards Stony Gut 2–No.
21,686. Then what have you seen him do ?–Isaw

the men when I heard the horn blow, and I went out

:
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and looked and saw

them with

cutlasses on the

21,711. Was there any other that you recollect 2–

Wednesday.

Andrew Stewart.

say you did not see Cameron on the
Wednesday ?—Yes.

21,712. Besides those you have mentioned, were
there any others ?—William Bailey.
21,713. John Cameron, of course, was the man who

-

. Śon

-

21,688. And on Tuesday, you say you did not see
21,689. Was there any day before Monday,Tuesday,
and Wednesday when you saw

Cameron take men to

the constable —No, that was Stephen Cameron.
John Cameron was his godson.

When I went to Morant Bay.
21,691. Was it on the Saturday before the Monday
u went for the rent, that you saw him –Yes.

—No.

—As I was in my house I saw Cameron on Saturday,
the 7th October, with a little something, I don't know
what, but when they came back a man came and told
me he was gathering men.
21,694. I am asking what you yourself saw
Cameron do —I saw the men go down with the
cutlass, as I tell you already, going to kill, and when

21,715. The constable's godson 2–Yes.

21,716. Were there any others that you recollect 2
21,717. You have given the names of about 15 men?
—Yes.

21,718. Were those as many as were assembled by
Cameron on the Saturday night?—Yes; I do not go
by what I hear, only what I see.
21,719. Where were they assembled?—At Cameron's
21,720. At Nutts River ?—Yes.
21,721. Was that at Cocoa-nut Walk 2–No.
21,722. Then was it at his house at Nutts River ?
—Yes.

21,723. What did they do that night 2—They were
throwing 3d. a piece to collect men, to fee them.

they say, “No you gone.”
21,695. What day is this you are talking about 2–
That was on the Wednesday,
21,696. But I am asking you what you saw done
on the Saturday ?—What I see done on the Saturday
I found they were assaulting the policeman at Morant
Bay on the Saturday before Wednesday.
21,697. Tell us if you can keep your mind to what
took place on the Saturday, what you saw done that
day —I saw them assaulting the policeman ; the
whole crowd in the market was running, and myself
ran too, but after I turn round, I found it was police
men. So I said, “What is the matter"—this Paul
Bogle led the men to rescue the prisoner.
21,698. Was that the day that Geoghagan was
rescued –Yes, on Saturday ; as they ran to strike
him with the stick, this Bogle came and took hold of

21,724. When they got together at Cameron's house
on that Saturday night, were you there 2–I was at

the stick and said, “Don’t hit the man.”
21,699. What were you doing there?—I was coming
10Iſle.

21,700. What did Cameron do that day ?—Cameron
came to me on that Saturday.
21,701. What for 2–He said, I was to go to the

Bay on the Saturday.
21,702. What did he come to your house for 2–He
did not come in the house. I saw him in the Bay on
the Saturday.
21,703. What was he doing 2–He was threatening
me, if I ever came near him he would mince me, I

collect rent, I had no business

ere.

21,704. Then it is not true what you have stated,
that on the Saturday before the Wednesday, Cameron
assembled all these men at his house, and marched

them down to meet Bogle at Stony Gut –On
Monday.
21,705. You said it was on Saturday, if this state
lent is true (referring to the witness's statement) —

No, I said on the Saturday as he returned to the Bay
he came to where I live, and assembled the men on
the Saturday night to meet Bogle on the Monday.

the gate.
21,725. Can you tell us what you saw them do?—
Nothing more than taking a number of men's names.
21,726. Who took the names —Alexander Miller,
called “the clerk.”

21,727. After he had taken the names, did he write

them on paper ?—Yes.
21,728. After that was done, what further did you
see done *—Nothing more.
21,729. Did they disperse—were they sent away ?
– Yes, to different houses.

21,730. Did these people live at Nutts River ?—
Every one of them.
21,731. Now, on the Monday, did you see Cameron
take these men anywhere 3—No, I don't know that
Cameron marched along with them, but I saw some
of them go down to Stony Gut.
21,732. Was Cameron with them —I did not see
him march along with them.
21,733. What did you see Cameron do that day ?—
I did not see him again till the Wednesday, when I
saw the fire burn at Morant Bay.
21,734. Then it is not true that Cameron assembled
all these men whose names you have given us, at his
house, and marched with them down to meet Bogle at
Stony Gut —He marched them down, but he not
go before, he captain.

21,735, Did you see Cameron with them at any
time on the Monday ?—No.
21,736. Then how do you know that he marched
them to go —The order was on Saturday to go to
Stony Gut.
21,737. Did you hear any order on the Saturday ?
—Yes.

21,738. You did not tell me so, what order did he
give on the Saturday ?—He said that Bogle was to be
apprehended on Monday at Stony Gut.
21,739. Did he say so 2–Cameron did, I heard him

with my own ears, that Bogle was to be apprehended

21,706. I asked you over and over again about that,

on Monday at Stony Gut, and they wanted so much

and you said no –I say when he came home he

men, that when the constables came they would not

*embled these men on the Saturday night.

have enough men to take possession.

21,740. You heard that from
21,707. Did you see him do that ?—Yes.
21,708. How many men did you yourself, with your his own mouth on the Saturday.
9Wh eyes, see assembled 2–Eleven men.

21,709. Do you know their names —Yes.
21,710. What were their names 2–One was Thomas

hroeder, one was Hamilton Harris, one was Samuel
Walker, one called himself Alexander Miller, one

!

house.

they came and meet the other man with the cutlass

h
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21,714. He was the man you were speaking of as

meet Paul Bogle at Stony Gut ?—I saw him on the
Saturday before the Monday.
21,690. Was that when you went for the rent —

21,692. What was he doing on that Saturday ?—
Gathering men at Morant Bay to go to Stony Gut.
21,693. How do you know where he was going to?

J. White.

-

was with them —Yes.

him do anything –No.

i. not to come and

TWENTY
SIXTH DAY.

Cameron 2–Out of

21,741. Was that all you heard?—All I heard.
21,742. Having heard Cameron say that on the
Saturday, you saw the same men he had spoken to on

the Saturday go away on the Monday ?–To Stony
Gut.

Evan Qulch, one Robert Sanches, one Thomas Howard,

21,743. What number went on the Monday morning

ºne. Casar Beecher, one Alexander Bradden, one
Richard Taylor, that was my own son-in-law, one
Howard, and one Lewis Weess.

to Stony Gut —The 11 I saw.
21,744. On Tuesday did you see Cameron and
Bogle meet at Stanton Cross road 2–No.
3 I 2

*
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21,745. You have said that they did?—I beg your

him Cameron and Bogle met at Stanton Cross road,

SIXTH 1) AY.

pardon, I never was at Stanton Cross on the Tuesday.

but I never been there that day.

J. White.

21,746. Do you mean that you have never said that
on Tuesday Cameron and Bogle met at Stanton Cross

21,762. You are not asked if you met them, but if
you told Colonel Fyfe that Cameron and Bogle met each
other at Stanton Cross road with their gangs —No.
21,763. Did you not tell Colonel Fyfe that?—No.
21,764. Are you certain of that ?–No.
21,765. We are not asking you whether you met them,
but whether you said you saw them meet each other;
do you understand the difference f—I understand you.
21,766. And you say you never did say so 2–No.
21,767. What is the matter with your eyes?—In
running to make my escape, I hurt it with a stick.
21,768. Did you get it in the disturbances —Yes,
I was trying to save my life to go to Muirton.
21,769. (Mr. Burke). Did you hear from Cameron
or any of the people, whoever they were, that were
going down to Morant Bay, if they complained of
anything —No.
21,770. Did they assign no reason for going to
Morant Bay on the Saturday ?—No.
21,771. You never heard them say that they had
any complaints or any grievance —No, not on that
day.
21,772. On any day before ; did you ever hear them
say so *—They always refused to pay rent, they did
not see why they should pay rent for the back-land.
21,773. Whose property is the back-land 7–The
property is the owner's, one Mr. Cox, but the property
is always leased out to different gentlemen.
21,774. You say they were throwing up threepenny
pieces, do you know what that was for 7—No ; they
said that those that would not sign their names to the
paper, they would not tell them the secret, and after
wards we found the murders took place on the
Wednesday.
21,775. Did you hear what it was about?—No.
21,776. Then you did not hear what they were
throwing up the threepenny pieces for 2–No.

23 Feb. 1866,

road 7–No.

21,747. You never have 2–No.

21,748. Did these same men that you have men
tioned return on Tuesday to Nutts River ?—They

came back about 4 o'clock on Tuesday, those that did
not have any cutlasses returned back to get cutlass
and sticks.

21,749. Was that on the Tuesday ?—Yes, on the
Tuesday.

21,750. Did you see Alexander Brydon on that day;
was he one of them f—He returned back for his
cutlass.

21,751. Did you see him that day ?—Yes.
21,752. Did he say anything to you about joining *
—I was passing through his yard, and he said, “Damn
“ it, you that don't join colour for colour, we will take
“off your damned heads,” and I was frightened.
21,753. He said that to you did he 7–Yes.
21,754. Was that on the Tuesday ?—Yes.
21,755. Do you know Mr. Fyfe 2–Yes.
21,756. Have you ever told him anything before,
about what I have been asking you ?—Yes.
21,757. Are you sure you did not tell him that on
Tuesday, Cameron and Bogle met at Stanton Cross
road — No ; I told him on the Monday that these
men went to Stony Gut.
21,758. Did Cameron and Bogle ever meet with
their respective gangs at any time —No, I never
saw it.

-

21,759. Have you not said that you did ; did not
you tell Mr. Fyfe you did see it —No, I did not tell
him that I saw Cameron and Bogle meet at Stanton
Cross road.

21,760. You never did –I never did see them.

21,761. Why did you tell Colonel Fyfe so —I told

The witness withdrew.

T. Williams.

s

THOMAS WILLIAMS (a black) sworn and examined.
21,777. You are a prisoner at the penitentiary at with you?—When I go to the camp I ask why they
Kingston ?—Yes.
carry me up to the camp.
21,778. Before you went there, did you live at
21,791. Was the camp at Monklands —No, Up
St. Thomas in the East, Mount Lebanus?—Yes.
Park Camp.
21,779. What did you do there —I lived on the
21,792. Was it the Sunday that they first took you,
lace.
or was it on the Monday ?—They took me on the Sun
21,780. What did you do there 2–I worked on my day, and they take me from Monklands the next day,
provision ground, and worked for next neighbour, and and carried me down to camp.
took jobs.
21,793. What was done with you when you were
21,781. Do you remember being taken prisoner – taken to camp on the Monday ?—They keep till
Yes.
they take me up to the Court-martial, and I meet Mr.
21,782. What day did they make a prisoner of you? Paterson’s wife there, Mrs. Paterson.
—On the 15th October.
21,794. Did you see Mrs. Paterson at the Court
21,783. Where did they take you to ?—They took martial *—Yes, and the Court-martial asked her, “Do
me on Sabbath day, and I asked what did I do, they you know this man º’ She said, Yes, she knew me; then
never told me anything, but they said, “Come my they asked her, “Did you ever see him among these
man, we are not going to hurt you,” and the soldiers people " She say, “Yes.” I say, “No, mam, you never
took me.
did, I never go with them at all,” and as soon as I say
21,784. Were they black or white soldiers ?—White that, they take me and lick me with a cat, and tell me
soldiers from Newcastle, and as they took me out, not to speak. I say I was an innocent man, I know
nothing about it; I was out walking, and when I was
I was just getting ready to go to prayers.
21,785. Where did they take you to ?—They took coming home, it was Thursday, in Mr. McHenry's
employment, I met a woman at the gap going to
me up to Monklands.
21,786. What did they do with you when they took Monklands.

you up to Monklands?—They put me into a cart, and

21,795. Did you tell all this to the Court-martial

never asked me a question, they brought me down to
the camp.
21,787. Before they took you to the camp, did

—They would not allow me to speak,
21,796. Did Mrs. Paterson say you were one

they tell you why you were taken —No, they never

what she said.

of those that came to Monklands 2–Yes, that was

21,797. Did not she say she had seen you looking
21,788. Did you ask them —Yes, I asked them, for her husband 2–Yes, she said she knew I had no
and one gentleman, Mr. Smilie, said, “Williams, when good feeling for her husband. .

did.

*
**

you see these rebel people, why did not you go and

21,798. Did you say anything after that —I asked

look for a gentleman 7" I said I would, but the only her why, if I did not have a good feeling for her
husband what he did for me; she said she always
gentleman I could go to was Mr. McHenry.
21,789. Was that all he said as to why you were heard I never gave him a good word, and I was
taken when you asked them —Yes.

21,790. When you got to the camp what was done

working there for 20 years back.
21,799, Did you work for Mr. Paterson at

Monk

º: º
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lands 2—Yes, and he don't settle with me regularly, man, did she live at Monklands 2—Yes, she lived SIXTH
DAY.
and through that the lady has this envy in her mind over there.
21,819, What was the name of the third witness 2 T. Williams.
against me to say this.
—I forget the name, but it was a young girl.
21,800. That is what you think —Yes.
23 Feb. 1866.
21,820. A black one –Yes, a black girl.
21,801. When she said you had come there to look
-

for her husband, did she state what day it was 3–
No, not a bit.

21,802. She did not mention the day ?–No.

21,821. Was she Mrs. Paterson's maid, perhaps you
know that ?–Yes.

21,822. Have you been in prison ever since —Yes,

21,803. I suppose you say you did not go up to
Monklands on the Thursday?—I never did.

from October.

21,823. When you were before the Court-martial,
21,804. And you did not look after Mr. Paterson 2 did they never ask you if you had anything to say in
—I never did.
your defence?—They asked me if I had anything to
21,805. Did you tell the Court-martial that —Yes, ask Mrs. Paterson.
I tell them that.

21,824. Did not they ask you if you had not any

-

21,806. Then you did say something 2–Yes.

thing to say yourself?—Yes, I said, “Yes,” and I

21,807. Then when you were told to hold your

asked Mrs. Paterson what I was looking for Mr. James

tongue, you did not do so, but you said you were not for; she said, “because I and Mr. James were not on
there?–Yes, I told them that I never did, and they
licked me in the mouth with a cat, and over my
shoulders.

21,808. After that, did they read a paper to you

before they said you were guilty —No, they never
read the paper till the next day.
21,809. Did they read a paper to you when you
were before the Court-martial 2–No, they never did.
21,810. Not at all ?—Believe me they never did
till they sent me down on the Thursday,
21,811. I am asking you at the time they tried you ?
—No; when they tried me they read nothing to

good terms,” and so of course she saw me among these
people when they were looking for him, and I never
was among the people.
21,825. You say you worked under Mr. Paterson
for 20 years ?–Yes.

21,826. Used you to see Mrs. Paterson day after
day ?–Yes, day after day, I always passed to go to
work.

21,827. Who paid you ?—Mr. McHenry.
21,828. How much used you to earn when you

21,817. Who is Mrs. Brown?—A white woman.

worked 2–When I go to Richmond Hill I had differ
ent work to do—Mr. McHenry used to pay me ! s. 3d.
and he only paid me 1s.
21,829. Is. a day ?–1s. a day.
21,830. Had you any complaint or grievance —
With Mr. McHenry :
21,831. With anybody ?–Only with Mr. James
Paterson as I tell you.
21,832. What was your grievance with Mr. James?
—As he did not pay me, when I talked to him, he told
me to go away, and I go away.
21,833. Had you any grievance of not being paid
what was owing to you ?—Mr. Paterson owed me
money and I complained to him ; and he said he did
not, and told me to go away. I was working with him
then, and that quarrel with him about the money was
20 years ago, and his wife heard it.
21,834. Then your quarrel was 20 years old was it?

21,818. What is she besides her being a white wo

—Yes, a little before the first cholera.

Ille.

21,812. After they tried you, did they read a paper?
Yes,

21,813. When was that ?–That was the day after,
Thursday.
21,814. What was the paper they read —They said

that they saw me with the rebels, and that I said
not,

-

21,815. After that what did they do with you ?—
They sent me to the Penitentiary for seven years.

21,816. How many witnesses were examined be
sides Mrs. Paterson 2–There was no more witness,

only a white woman, Mrs. Brown, and a black girl ;
if she saw me, and she said,

".0.”asked Mrs. Brown
is

The witness withdrew.
GEORGE ANTHONY (a black) sworn and examined.
21,851. Was that the first day you saw them at

Mount Lebanus —Yes, when they came they began
to blow down all our houses.

21,837. Where is Ross Isle, near what place —
Close to Mount Lebanus.

21,839. At your house at Mount Lebanus 2–Yes.

21,852.
21,853.
at Mount
village.
21,854.

21,840. Had you before that been working on any

houses 2–More than 20.

21,838. On Thursday the 12th October last were
you sick —Yes.-

estate 2–No.

my ground before I was sick.

21,842. Working your own ground —Yes.
24,843. Do you live at a negro settlement —Yes.
21,844. On that day, the 12th October, did you

How many houses would that be, about 20

21,856. Eighty 2–I think more than that, because
they blow down for seven days at Mount Lebanus,
the whole district.

21,857. Did you see them burnt 2–Yes, I saw it.

21,858. Was that on the Sunday ?–Yes.

21,859. Where did you go to ?—I went off my

* .

21,845. What sort of noise —I heard a great bawl
"g that the soldiers were coming.

ground until Monday the 16th, I went up to Monk
lands, for my sweetheart was with child big, and I

21,846. When you heard that did you see any people

delivered myself to Colonel Hobbs at Monklands.
21,860. Where was your sweetheart 2–I leave her
at my ground on Monday, when I went to deliver

"unning —Yes, I saw all the women and men begin

"run out of their houses, and take all their things
out of their houses.

2,847. Where did they run to ?—They run into
the bush.
º

Did they burn them down 2–Yes.
How many houses did they burn down
Lebanus —They burnt down the whole

21,855. Forty —More.

21,841. What had you been doing?—Working at

ear any noise ?---Yes.

G. Anthony.

21,850. Was that on the 15th 2–Yes.

21,835. You are a prisoner at the Penitentiary,
Kingston —Yes.
21,836. Before you were a prisoner did you live at
Ross Isle, Saint Thomas in the East 2–Yes.

*l,848. Did the soldiers come —Yes.

myself; I tell her I was going to look for protection,
and come back, and when I go to deliver myself to
Colonel Hobbs he asked me if I knew Paul Bogle ; I

.
º

*

said, “No.” He asked me if I knew John Lawrence ;

31,849. When did they get there —The soldiers I said, “No.” He asked me if I knew Stony Gut; I
"er came from the 12th, when I went into my

said, “I did not know it, but I knew the road to go

*"und and I never came out of my ground until the

Sunday, and on the Sunday I came out on the Hill,

there ; he asked me would I show him the right road,
I said, “Yes ;” he asked one Mr. George Halliburton

* I see the soldiers coming.

if I was true; he said, “Yes.”

He asked me how far
3 I 3

. .
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Stony Gut road lay, I told him, “On a hill this way;” you there 2–Yes, Mrs. Brown don't know me at all
he say, “I must stay at Monklands till Tuesday morn it was merely suspicion.
Who is Mrs. Brown 2–Shee is
ing and go and show him the road to go there.” I did call21,870.
is a lady they
Mrs. John Brown.
sleep at Monklands. General Jackson said if I slept
21,871. Where does she live —She lived at Mr
there he would protect me, and he did protect me and
fed me well. On Tuesday morning Mr. Smilie wrote Paterson's place.
out my name, with five young men to send down to
21,872. Did you know her before you saw her at
the camp, and when I came to the camp I did two the camp 2–Yes.
21,873. You knew who she was 2–Yes.
weeks. On the 21st October they called me up and
tried me. Mrs. Paterson was there and the Colonel Mr.
You2–Yes.
had seen her as you were working for
21,874.
Paterson
:

-

G. Anthony,
23 Feb. 1866.

-

c

asked her if she saw me come to Monklands; she say,

21,875. What did she do at Monklands 2—Washing
“No." He asked Mrs. Brown, and Mrs. Brown say clothes.
“Yes,” she saw me with the rest of the people walk
ing, but she did not see me do anything. There was a
21,876, Was she Mrs. Paterson's servant, or did
separately, working
lived
separately
girl called Eliza Ford, I did ask her once to live with she
washing
Paterson.
for Mrs.
clothes7–She
and live
me, and she refused to do so, and she gave evidence
21,877. She was a washerwoman then 2–Yes.
against me.
21,861. What did she say ?—She said she saw ine
21,878. (Mr. Burke.)—Did you go with the troops
coming to Monklands with the rest of the people, to Monklands?—No, I went to deliver myself up. I
c

c

saw one young man there.

running up and down.

21,862. Is she a black girl?—A sambo girl.
21,863. She would not go and live with you ?—No,
I did not live with her again.

21,864. Had you lived once with her ?—I asked her
to live with me ; she did not live with me, she told me

the girl I was going to live with and I would never
agree, and she came and gave false evidence against
Ine.

21,879. Did you see anything done by the troops

there —I saw them hang a man they called Billy
Carr.
21,880. Who hung him —The Colonel.
21,881. Was he tried ?–I don't know if he was
tried.

21,882. Did you see any men shot ?–No.
21,883. Did you see any flogged 7–No, I don't see

I saw them flogged at the camp.
21,884. Were you yourself flogged —No, they did

21,865. What was the evidence she gave 2–She any flogged there.
said she saw me with the rest of the people running

up and down at Monklands, to break into Mr. Pater not flog me.
21,885. (Mr. Walcott.)—Did you work on the
son's store, and such things as that, but I never was

guilty of such conduct, I worked under Mr. Paterson

barbacues —Yes.

21,886. And Mrs. Brown was a washerwoman

at the barbacues.

21,866. That was before you got your own land I

there 2–Yes.

21,887. Could she not see you working on the barba

suppose —No, when I got my own land.
21,867. After they had heard these witnesses did

cues —She don't know me.

21,888. Could not she see you working there?—
they say you were guilty —No, they asked me if I
was guilty, and I said I was not guilty; they never She saw me working there, but it was only suspicion
tell me my sentence not before the 25th October, that I was there; she lives at New Monklands, there
when they were going to send me to the Penitentiary, are two properties.
and said I was sentenced to death, and the Colonel
21,889. How long had she been living there?—
º

pardoned -e and gave me seven years.
21,868. Then you think you have been condemned

Long time.

unjustly by the evidence of this girl —Yes, the girl

time too —No, not a long time.
21,891. Did you work at the barbicues at that time?
—No, only one year.

tell a wrong story against me.
21,869. But there is Mrs. Brown, she said she saw
-

21,890. And you have been working there a long

The witness withdrew.

John MERBLA (a black) sworn and examined.

J. Merbla.
-

21,892. Do you live at Deeside in

Metcalfe —

ºl

charge was made against you ?—That was the
charge.

Yes.

21,893. Do you remember being taken by a con

21,907. Who were the witnesses against you?—
One Rose Buchanan and John Anderson.

stable on a Sunday night —Yes.

21,894. What was the name of the constable —
One Bennett.

21,908. Are they two black people —Yes.
Where did they come from ?–From Dee

º

21,895. Where did he take you ?—At my house.

S1016.

21,896. Where did he take you to ?—To Mr

21,910. What did they say against you ?–Rose
Buchanan said that I said from the window of my

Langbridge's.
2i,897. Where is that?—Sue river.
21,898. Is that in Metcalfe?—Yes.

-

21,899. From there were you sent to Spanish
Town 2–Yes.

21,900. From Spanish Town where were you taken
to 2–From Spanish Town I was taken to the camp.

21,901. Were you put in the cage here 2–Yes.
21,902. When did you get to the camp —On the
Tuesday as they took me to Mr. Langbridge's on the
Monday.

21,903. When you got to the camp how long were

you kept there before you were tried by Court
martial 2–Four days.

21,904. Did you ever hear before you were tried
why you were taken —No, I hear on Monday
t

morning.

21,905. What did they say you were taken up for *
—They say I had threatened to kill Mr. Langbridge
and Mr. Reynolds.

21,906. When you were tried, did you know what

house, that if I went to Mr. Langbridge's gate, and
he came out, I would cut off his head, if I had a
matchet with me.

21,911. What did Anderson say?—The same thing.
21,912. That was about Mr. Langbridge; what did

they say about Reynolds, did they say you had threat
ened him?—Yes, they said that after I had cut off
Mr. Langbridge's head I would go and cut off Mr.
Reynold's too.

yº. They said you would do so, did they 3–
yº. Had you had any quarrel with them —
es.

es.

21,915. When was that?—Last year in December
my father died and leave a will for my mother for six
acres of land.

21,916. There was some quarrel about a will was
there 2–Yes, and Rose Buchanan robbed the will.

21,917. Was there a soldier who charged you with
anything as well as the two that you had a quarrel
with ?–Anderson and me did not agree at all.

* ...

|
:
w
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21,918. But did a soldier, not either of those two
that you had a quarrel with, come and make a charge
against you ?—No.
21,919. Not at all, not that you had said something
about the Queen?—No, I never said anything about
the Queen.

21,931. What is it 2–The doctor told me at the

TWENTY-

-

Penitentiary it was seven years.
SIXTH DAY.
21,932. How did you get your living at Deeside
J Mºrnia
—I make my living well at plantation trade.
21,933. How much a week can you earn ?—I do 23 Feb. 1866.
not know how much I get a week, sometimes I make
21. or 31. per week by selling yams.
21,934. Did you plant your own land 2–I had coffee,
I have no land of my own,
21,935. How much land did you rent 2–Am acre
-

-

--

-

21,920. Did a soldier come and say that you had
—No, I never saw a soldier come before me to give
evidence.

21,921. Not before the Court-martial –No, no
soldier came forward to give evidence.
21,922. Did a soldier at any time come and say to

anyone that you had said something against the

21,936. How much did you pay for it –Five
dollars an acrº.
at present.

about the Queen.

land.

21,924. What was it that he said you had said –
21,925. Did you hear him say it —I heard him
say “Queen,” and I asked him “Me sir,” and the
Major told me to silence.
21,926. What did the soldier say ?—I did not hear
what he said at all, he was in liquor.
21,927. Who was 2–The soldier; the same Tuesday
evening I was taken from Spanish Town to the camp.
The Major laughed and said he did believe Rose
Buchanan robbed away the will from me.
21,928. You say she took away your father's will 2
—Yes, and I employed a sick lawyer about it.

21,929. How many years are you imprisoned for *
—They did not tell me at the camp.
21,930. Do you know it now —Yes,

;

and a half, or two acres.

Queen 7–Yes, on Tuesday evening a soldier came
before the Major.
21,923. What did he say?—He said that I said
I don't know what it was.

-

21,937, have you got a house upon it —No, not

*

21,938. Where is your house —My house is on buy

º

21,939. Who do you live with ?—I do not live with
any person at the present.
21,940. Who were you living with ?—With my
mother in my house.

21,941. What relation is Rose Buchanan to you ?
– My aunt.
21,942. What is John Anderson 2–I know nothing
about him.
21,943. What has he to do with Rose Buchanan 7
– He is only an outside friend.
21,944. Not a bosom friend ?—Well, I cannot tell.
I come and find John Anderson in her house, nearly
every day, sometimes he drink tea there.
21,945.-I suppose Rose Buchanan was his sweet
heart º-1 can’t be sure ; Mr. Burke knows about the
land affair, and about the will.

º

-

The witness withdrew.

WILLIAM GERRARD (coloured) sworn and examined.
21,946. Used you to live at Mickleton —Yes.
21,947. Is that near Stony Gut 2–No, Newcastle,
where the white troops are,
21,948, Did you work at Newcastle as cook to the

21,966. Where were you ?–At Mickleton, where
I live.
21,967. Did they say why they took you up 2–
They said I met a Maroon and threatened him on

soldiers ?–Yes.

the road.

21,949. How long have you done that ?–13 years.
21,950. When did you cease to work —Every even-

ing, sometimes at 8 o'clock when the sergeants finish

º

supper,

ºl. Was 8 about the time

ºt

you finished daily 2

- les.

21,952. Were there some days when you went off
21,953. One day when you were gone at 4 o'clock did
you hear a bugle blowing 2—That was about 11 o'clock.
21,954. On a Thursday night was that ?–Yes.
21,955. In the middle of October 2–Yes.

21,956. The day after that did anybody stop you ?
-No, I went up to my work the day after.
21,957. What took place then —I go on with the
work till evening, and after evening quartermaster
said we were not to

...

|-

and two or three soldiers. We stopped at the guardroom till Saturday morning, and the sergeant took me

-

"PWith some beef to go to General Jackson's place,

º,

ahogany Vale.

•

with the

troops to carry rations for them.

21,961. Who took you there —After I went to
head-quarters the other two companies were gone, and
ºne of the officers picked me out and left along with the
*geant and a few men to stop there, in case of
"...letter coming, and if so to take them up to them.

**
º

…"

21,969. What was the name of the soldier 2–I don't

know the name rightly.
21,970. Had you ever seen him before ?–Yes, he
was a friend of mine, he and I always had a glass

together at the mess, now and then.
Newcastle.
21,972. Was it the 6th Royals that you were cook
to ?–Yes.

21,973. Of the sergeant's mess —Yes.
21,974. What was the charge they tried you for at
Newcastle –They said I had threatened this Maroon.

21,975. How many witnesses appeared against you ?
—There were two.
21,977. And who else —There was nobody else
that you know of.
21,978. That would only be one 7–Two I know

came to the Court-martial.
21,979. Two persons who said something about you?
—Yes.
21,980. The soldier was one you say?—Yes.
21,982. What was the name of the other, did you
know him —One was a sergeant, they call Burke,
I don't know the other man's name ; I know it, but I
forget it.

21,983. Which was the man that said you had
threatened the Maroon, Burke or the other man —
The other man.

*1962. Who took you up —A soldier.
21,984. What did Burke say ?—Burke said that I
*1963. When —That afterwards, when I came had said, that if I had two or three men with myself
away from the place.
I would have swept the whole place. I don't know
4:964. Do you mean from Monklands?—Yes.
what place it was.

-

*965. When did they take you up —On the

º

Monday.

...

21,985. I suppose you never did say so —No, I
never said anything of the kind.

The witness withdrew.

2

t

-

21,981. Who was the other ?–1t was two soldiers.

21,960. Did you go there 2–Yes, I went along
."

21,968. Who said so —The soldier said so, and I
never did.

21,976. A soldier 2—Yes.

go.

21,958. Did you stop 2–Yes, along with the rest.
21,959. Did anybody come and take you up after
that º–About 12 o'clock at night they sent me
With some sugar and coffee; there were two or three men

º
.

--

21,971. Were you tried at the camp —No, at

work at 4 o'clock —Yes.

tº

W. Gerrard.

-

l

3 I 4

º
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HENRY PANTON (a black) sworn and examined.
21,986. Did you live at Mulatto River, St. Thomas They flogged me ; I don't
in the East –Yes.

21,987. Do you remember being at your house
where you were living when a person came to take
you up —Yes.
21,988. Who was he 3–6eorge Davis.
21,989. Was he a constable 2–No, a common man.

21,990.
21,991.
by ?—By
21,992.
21,993.

know how much they gave

ine.

Did you know him before ?—Yes.
What did he do, what did he get his living
his labour.
Did he say why you were taken up 7–No.
Where did he take you to ?–To Port

Antonio.

21,994. When you got there what was done with
you ?—They flogged me.
21,995. Did they ſlog you before you were tri d ?
—No.

21,996. First of all what did they do with you
before you were flogged —They worked me before
they flogged me.

21,997. Did they try you ?–No, they did not try
me before they worked me.

21,998. What work had you to do 2–We worked
on the roads, and made the roads.

21,999. IIow long did that go on ?–In October.
22,000. How many days —I cannot remember the
days now.
22,001. More than one 2–Yes, more than one.
22,002, Was it two 2–More than two, and more

22,034. But you know the difference between 50

and 100, don't you, especially in flogging

Don't you

really know whether you got 50 or 100 —They
flogged me ; I don't know whether 1 got 50 or 100.
22,035. Did they flog you at Port Antonio —Yes.

22,036. After that where did they take you to?—
To Kingston.

gº. Have you been flogged at the Penitentiary 2
—an O.

22,038. Then you had 50 or 100 lashes, which you
do not know, and then after that they shut you up in
rison —Yes.

22,039. Where do you live when you are at home?
—Panton's Hope.
22,040. What were you doing before the disturb
ance took place —Working.
22,041. On your own ground 2–Yes.
22,042. Did you never work out on an estate –
Yes, I did.

22,043. How much did you get on an estate when
you worked 2–8l. or 121. a year.
22,044. Were you taken by the year?—I got 10s.
per week,
22,045. What did you do for 10s, a week?—I
worked my ground, and sometimes I worked as a
InaSOil.

*

than three.

- I Cs.

22,003. After you had worked on the roads were
you tried ?–Yes.
22,004. They tried you at Port Antonio —Yes,
22,005. Before the Court-martial —Yes, before

l

Had you any provision ground of your own

22,047. How much —A good acre of good pasture
and.

three soldiers and Mr. Ffrench.

22,048. Did you rent this or was it your own —I
buy it.
22,049. How much did you pay for it 2–4l.

22,006. What were you sentenced to ?—I did not
know my sentence until I came here.

This two years back.

22,007. You know it now —Yes.

22,050. How long have you had this ground 7–
N 22,051.

22,008. What was it 2–Ten years.
22,009. You say you were tried before Mr. Ffrench *
—Yes.

22,010. Who is Mr. Ffrench 2–He is a brown
Inau.

22,011. What does he do, or where does he live 2
—He lives at Portland.

Have you got a house on that ground?—

O.

22,052. Where is your house —My house is on
another piece of buy land.
22,053. Where is your other piece of land —The
house is at the bottom part.
22,054. Is that your own land upon which your
house stands 2—Yes.

22,012. What is he besides being brown, is he a
planter —No.

22,055. How did you acquire that ?—By buying,
22,056. What did you pay for it?–6l.

-

22,013. Is he a busher ?—No.

22,057. How much was there—an acre, do you

22,014. What is he –A Court-martial magistrate.

think 2–No.

22,015. Are you sure of that ?—Yes.
22,016. Did he sit on the Court-martial —Yes.

22,058. Is there an acre of ground for which you
pay 4!. *—More.
22,059. Is it good land 2–Yes.

22,017. To try you ?—Yes.
22,018. How many were there —There were some
more gentlemen, but I don’t know them.
22,019. Were they soldiers ?—Yes.
22,020. What did they try you for, what did they

say you had done —They said I took saltpickles.
22,021. Where from ?—From Mulatto River.
22,022. Whose house was it they said you had
taken it from ?–From Mr. Hinchelwood's.

22,023. From his store ?–No.
22,024. Where from, then 2–Outside his yard.
22,025. IIad you taken pickles from Mr. Hinchel
wood's 2–Yes, a little pickle.
22,026. You did steal some 2—No.
22,027. You only took it, you did not steal it —
No.

22,028. Did you take it without Mr. Hinchelwood's

Y

22,060. What do you grow upon it, provisions?—

eS.

Y 22,061.

Do you sell any of your provisions?-

CS.

22,062. Where do you sell them —At market.
22,063. Have you got a wife —Yes.
22,064. And children 2–Yes.

22,065. How many ?—Eight.

22,066. Where are they now, do you know?–I
left them at home.

22,067. How old is the eldest child –As high as
so, and some so, and so (describing different sizes),
22,068. Do the big ones go to school —No.
22,069. Do they go to chapel ?—Yes,
22,070. What denomination do you belong to?-The Church of England.

22,071. What church do you go to ?—The Rural

leave 2–Yes.

22,029. You tasted Mr. Hinchelwood's pickle a

Hill Church.

sº. Have you ever been

little 2–Yes.

22,030. And they proved that against you and gave
you a flogging —Yes.
22,031. How much did they give you ?–50.

22,032. Are you sure you only got 503–Yes.
22,033. This list says that you got 100 lashes. I
suppose you would know if you got 100 lashes —

in prison before -

O.

22,073. When you worked upon these estates were
you paid regularly 2–Yes.
22,074. Always —Yes.

-

22,075. What could induce you to get into this
scrape about this pickle 2–I don't know.

The witness withdrew.

-
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Rich ARD KELLY (a black) sworn and examined.
22,104. To Manchioneal —Yes, direct to my
22,076. In October last did you live in Spring
house.
Walley estate, Manchioneal —Yes.
22,105. You were afterwards tried at Muirton for
32077. How long had you lived there —I lived escaping
from prison – Yes.
there constant ; I was born there.
22,078. Have you been labouring there ?—Yes.
22,106. Did they say you were guilty —No, not
guilty.
22,079.
Do
you
remember
in
that
month
being
taken up by some soldiers ?—Yes.
-

TWENTY.
SIXTH DAY.

sº
-

R. Kelly.

-

23 Feb. 1866.

22, 107. Not guilty of getting out of prison —No.

22,080. Were they white or black soldiers ?—White

yº.

soldiers.

22,081. Where did they take you up –In my
house.

Somebody let you out, and you went —

es.

22,109. And they said you had gone *—Yes.

º

29,082. Did they search you first—did they look
round your house first, inside –Yes, right round the
house.

22, 110. I)id they flog you ?–Yes, at Muirton.

22,111. How many lashes did you get 2—They
gave me 100 lashes.

22,083. After they had taken you what did they do
with the house –They set fire to it.

22,084.
22,085.
22,086.
22,087.
22,088.
22,089.

The Governor let me out.

22,112. Are you certain of that ?—Yes.
22, 113. Do you know the difference between 50

Did you see it burnt —Yes.
Did they take you up to Muirton 2–Yes.
Is that where the camp was 2–Yes.
Did they try you there 3–Yes.
By a Court-martial —Yes.
What did they try you for 2–I was impri

and 100 °–Yes.

22,114. Which is the greatest number 7–50 is
half 100.

22,115. After they had flogged you, whatever they
gave you, did they say where you were to go to ?—
Yes; they said I was to go back to Morant Bay

soned.

workhouse for one month, but I was October, No

22,000. They took you before some soldiers, did
they not ?–No.
$2,091. Did they try you ?–Yes.
22,092. Did they charge you with having done
anything —No.
22,093. Not at all —No.

22004. Did they say you had done nothing 3–

vember, December, and January down at Kingston.
22,116. How many years had you to be in prison
—three years – Yes.
22,117–8. While you were at Muirton did you see
people hung —Yes,
N 22, 119. Do you know the names of any of them 2–
O.

Nothing.

22,095. Then what did they try you about 3–I was

Y 22, 120.

Did you see any men shot at Muirton 3–

es.

in prison.

22,096. Did they ever say you had done anything
wrong?—No ; they don't try me for that:
22,097. What did they try you for *-They said I

22,121. Do you know the names of any of those ?
—No.

-

22,122. Were they shot by white or black soldiers ?
—White soldiers and black too.

had no business to come out of the workhouse.

22,098. Had you been in the workhouse, then ?—
Yes.

22,099. Before they took you up ?—Yes; I was in

22,123. Did you see that out of the room where you
were shut up – Yes.
22,124. But you do not know the names of the

people or of the soldiers ?–No.
22,125. How many do you think you saw hung 2–

prison.

22,100. Where 2–At Morant Bay.

22,101. Were you at Morant Bay, where the war
was –I was in prison at Morant Bay the night the

About three or four, what my eye see.
22, 126. Did your eye see any shot —About two.
22,127. What had you been in the workhouse for

Wät Caille On.

22,102. Do you remember the warriors coming and
opening the prison —Yes; they gave me my clothes
and22,103.
let me And
go.

away you went, I suppose?–Yes, I

before they let you out —For stealing a cane.
22,128. How long had they sent you there for 2–
For six months, and I had been there five.
22,129. So that you had only one more month to

pass there —Yes.

went home.

The witness withdrew.

WILLIAM DAvis (a black) sworn and examined.
22,130. Do you live at Weybridge estate, St.
22,144. From Muirton did you go anywhere else 2

W. Davis.

—To Port Antonio.
Thomas in the East 3–Yes.

22,131. Do you remember on a Monday in October
tº:
at the gate of your house where you lived 2
- I eS,

22,132.
areyou
you labour
there, for
a labourer?--Yº.
22,133. What
Who do
–For the Cotton

22,145. Did they ever charge you with doing any
thing 2—No.

22,146. What did they say you had done —They
said, if I was not guilty I should not run.
22,147. Were you ever tried ?–Yes, at Port

- **

Antonio.

Company.
24,134. On the Monday I mention, did soldiers
-

º

come to you ?—Yes.

22,148. What for –Well, I don't know exactly.
22,149. Did any witnesses come against you ?—No.
22,150. What did they say you had done when they

2,135. What did they do?–As I stood at my gº" tried you ?—I don't know what I had

done.

I saw the soldiers coming down shooting people.
22,151. What did they tell you you were tried for *

22,136. Did you see any persons shºt ?—Yes.
22,137. When they came to you what did they do

–I can't say, except because I ran ; they said I must
be guilty of something.

to 32,138.
you?—IWhat
ran todid
mythey
house.
do

—They took me "P. and

32,152. Do you mean they tried you for running *
—Yes.

ask22,139.
me whyHad
Iran.
you been running —I ran into my
-

h

Ollse.

22,140. When you saw them coming ?—Yes.
22,141. Where did you run from ?–From the gate.
22,142. What did you say when they asked you
;

why you ran 2–When I saw them coming shooting

people,
I got
afraid,
intoyoutheto'9".
Ar.,
22,143.
Where
didand
theyran
take
?—To Muirton.

22,153. Did they say so —Yes.
22,154. Who said you had run when you were
tried
?–Mr.
Ffrench.
33,155.
Was
he one of the persons sitting to try
ou ?—Yes.

22,156. Did anybody come
you were running *—No.

-

and tell Mr. Ffrench

22,157. Then who told you you were tried
3 K

for

*
sº
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running 2—I supposed myself it was because I had
run.

22,158. Mr. Ffrench said you had run ; was that
all you heard when you were tried ?–Yes.
22,159. After you were tried what did you hear
them tell you you were to have –They did not say

22,174. Was he a man working at the same place
as you, for the Cotton Company ?–Yes.
22,175. Was there any other man you knew 2–One
David Burke.

22,176. Do you remember the name of any other
that had been shot 2–No.

22,177. Were they on the road 2–Yes.
22,178. Did they live near you ?–No.

anything, only they flogged me.

22,160. Did you hear Mr. Ffrench say you were to

22,179. Where did they live –In the village.
22, 180. At Weybridge, do you mean?–Yes, the

be flogged —Yes.

22,161. What did he say?—He said I was to get

same estate.

50 lashes.

22,162. Was that your sentence 2–Yes.
22,163. Mr. Ffrench told you you were to get 50

22,181. But a little further off?—Yes.

#

22,182. Did you see some persons shot at Port
Antonio —Yes.

!

lashes, did he 2–Yes,

:

22,183. Do you know who they were?—Yes.
22,184. Where did they come from ?—From Man.

22,164. Did you get them —Yes.
22,165. At Port Antonio —Yes,

chioneal.

22,166. Was that the same day you were tried ?—
Yes, the same day.
22,167. After that where did they take you to ?—

lashes at Port Antonio —Yes.

22,171. And the five years is for running to get
into your house, you say ?—Yes.
22,172. Do you know who was shot when the
soldiers were coming up to your house —Yes.
22,173. Who was shot *—One James Haynes.

º

22, 186: Were there any others that you knew by

º

name 2–Yes, Samuel Titus, George Gardner, and

º

To Kingston.

22,168. How long are you there for 7–Since I
have been down here I heard I was to stop in the
Penitentiary five years.
22,169. Have you been flogged at Kingston —No.
22,170. Then the only flogging you had was the 50

º

22, 185. What were their names f—Alex. Robinson
and Henry Edwards.

Richard Cousins.

22,187.
22,188.
Bryan.
22, 189.
22, 190.

Were they Manchioneal persons?—Yes.
Did you know any other ?—Yes, James

º
ºh

ºil
Any others ?–No.
Were those all you saw shot?—Yes.

T

º
º
º
º

22,191. Were they shot near the place where you
were imprisoned —Yes.
22, 192. By the soldiers ?—Yes, by the soldiers,
22,193. I suppose you don't know whether. they
were tried or not ?—I cannot say.

The witness withdrew.
Wu
T. Burke.

THOMAs BURRE (a black) sworn and examined.
22,208, Did they not say you had no paper ?—No
22,194. Did you live in Spanish Town before you

Wis

-

iſ

more than that.

went to the prison —Yes.

22,209. Who tried you ?—Mr. Ffrench.
22,210. Were any other persons with him —No. .
22,211. I.)o you mean he was alone –Plenty
gentlemen there, but he was the only magistrate.

22,195. Where 2–At Ellis Caymanas.
22, 196. Were you born in Jamaica —No.

22,197. Where do you come from ?–From Africa.
22, 198. How long have you been in Jamaica 2–I

º
li

.
Tº
º

22,212. Were there soldiers there too, and more

came here in 1844.

22,199. While you lived in Spanish Town did you
work as a labourer —Yes.

22,200. In November did you go to St. George's to
see your wife –Yes,
22,201.Were you there taken up 2–Yes.
22,202. Who took you up 7–A creole man, by the
name of Simpson.

22,203. What did he take you up for 2–He said I

persons helping to try you ?—No.
22,213. Did no soldiers sit along with Mr. Ffrench
to try you ?—Plenty soldiers, each side of the house.
22,214. What did Mr. Ffrench say to you?—He
said they were to carry me down.

22,215. Why did he say you were to be carried

º
º
º

down —Because I had no paper.

tº

yº.

º

Did the policeman say you had none?—

!

eS.

had no paper.

22,204. That was a paper to let you pass along —
Yes.

22,217. How many lashes did he say you were to
have —He tell me nothing at all.
22,218. How many did you get 2—Fifty.

22,205. Where did he take you to 2–They carried

º
(

º

22,219, Who gave it you ?–Two white soldiers.

me to Port Antonio.

22,220. After you had got the 50 lashes, where did

a

22,206. When you got to Port Antonio were you they take you too —They carried me to the Peni.

º

tried ?–They try me and flog me the same time.
22,207.
they
say you no
hadcharge
done—what
did
they
chargeWhat
you did
with
?—They
me with

tentiary at Kingston.
After you
had not
been then,
flogged,
brought
you22,221.
to Kingston
—No,
theythey
flogged
me

nothing.

and after nine weeks they brought me to Kingston,
The witness withdrew.

s

;

º
"l
*
º,

-

º
F. Clarke.

Edward CLARKE (a black) sworn and examined.
22,222. Did you live at Manchioneal, St. Thomas
22,230. What did you give for it 2–I gave 31. 10s.
in the East 2–Yes.

22,223. What where you there 2–I was at the
Weybridge estate.
22,224. What did you do?—I buy land there and
work for the Cotton Company.

22,225. Had you some buy land of your own —
No.
22,226. Did you pay any rent —I buy land of
Captain Darling.
22,227. Is it your land 2–Yes.
22,228. Then you had some buy land 2–Yes.
22,229. How much had you?—I buy one quarter
of an acre.

º
ſ

º

an acre.

22,231. Did you give that to Captain Darling 3–

º

º

Yes.

22,232. Was that Governor Darling —Yes,

22,233. How long have you had it?—I had it before
he was Governor.

:

?–Sometimes
.Tº people?–Som
-

I

g-

º
-

º

22,235. And sometimes on your own bit –Yes.

22,236. On a Friday in October were you taken
up 2–Yes.
22,237. Who took you ?—Soldiers.

a
a

**

:
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22,238, were they black or white soldier ?—White
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22,256. That was two fifties for that one piece of TWENTY:

pork? Yes, and at Port Antonio they had a pail of SIXTH PAY.

soldiers and two constables.

22,239. Who were the constables —Thomas Berry water alongside of them and dipped the cat in it as
and Robert.

22,240. Where did they come from ?—They belong
to the same buy land where I live.
22,241. What did they take you up for 7—I bought
a piece of land from another man and when I go on
the ground on Friday they had plundered it.
22,242. Who had —The rest of the people, I don't
know who,

22,243. I was asking you why they took you up—
what did they charge you with ?—They said I had
taken some pork; but I had not, they found it under
a cocoanut tree on my land.
22,244. And they said you put it there ?–Yes.
22,245. You had not put it there of course ?—I
never put it there.
22,246. When they took you up for doing that did
they take you to Port Antonio, and were you tried ?–
They took me on the 4th October and flogged me to

º

--

death, and then released me.

22,247. Where did they flog you?—Captain Hunt
flog me to death and then gave me a paper.

22,248. Where did they flog you ?—At Muirton
first.

22,249. Was that for the pork 2–Yes.
22,250. Then where did they take you to ?—After.

-

wards another indictment came from Port Antonio

-,-

again, on Friday the 17th : they took me up on Friday
night and carried me down to Port Antonio on Satur
day at 12 o'clock, and they flogged me to death again.
22,251. What was that for 2–For the same pork
again.

22,252. Whose pork was it?—I don't know myself.
22,253, Did you see it 2–I never blessed my eye
2-

sight on it.

22.254. You only heard about it?—I only heard
it.

22.255. What did they give you at Port Antonio 2
º

they flogged me, and then they kept me in prison up
to this day.
22,257. Not at Port Antonio 2–Yes,

E. Clarke.
23 Feb. 1866.
--

22,258. Then have you just come from there 2–
We came from there in the Jamaica Packet and they
brought us to the penitentiary.

22,259. How long are you to be there —They say
it is five years—when I was in the penitentiary at
Port Antonio I heard tell to take away my land
and my wife and my 15 children.
22,260. Have you got 15 children —Yes.
22,261. What is your age —I cannot rightly tell
yOu.
22,262. What is the age of your eldest child –
Two of them have got four children.
22,263. Have you more than one wife —One wife.
22,264. Then the 15 children are not all your chil
dren, are they –Yes; I have had four times twins
with my married wife—besides single one.
22,265. How many lashes do you say you had 2–1
got 50 at Port Antonio and 50 at Muirton, that made
1()().

22,266. Do you say that when you were flogged
the cats were dipped in water –A pail of water at
Port Antonio.

22,267. Was your back sore at Port Antonio from
the previous flogging 2–Dr. Nelson attended to the
wounds.

*

22,268. Have you got the marks now *—I cannot
rightly tell you.
22,269. Where did you work when you were at
home 2—I work at my ground and sometimes for the
Cotton Company.
22,270. How much ground have you got of your
own —I got two grounds, buy mountain land.
22,271. Have you got a house on your own land?—

Yes, where I bought the land at the back of Captain
Darling.

—Fifty lashes.

The witness withdrew.
º
-

...

Mr. JAMEs FYFE HUMBER sworn and examined.
-

22,272. Are you overseer of Perrins sugar estate

22,273. Did you accompany a friend of yours named
William Robertson Peart a brother book-keeper to a
neighbouring estate in August last, to the Alley —

º:

Yes, I did.

22,274, What is the Alley —It is a city like, in
the parish, the Courts are held there and there are
St0res there.

22,275. Is it near Were 2–It is in Vere.

22,276. Does Mr. Peart keep the books of the Bog
estate?—Yes, he was then book-keeper.

22,277. Do you remember what day in August it
was when you got to the Alley —It was on a
Monday.
22,278. Were there a number of persons collected
tºgether at the Alley —There were negroes.
22,279. I believe there was going to be a lecture
z

--

under you ?—Yes, I noticed one or two that were
working with me.

in the parish of Were 2–I am.

**

*

Mr.
J. F. Humber.

there?–Yes.

22,290. What o'clock in the day was the lecture
iven 2–Between 1 or 2 I think it must have been.
22,291. What was the lecture about 2—He said he

came down there to look into the grievances and
distresses of the poor blacks.
22,292. Did you stay the whole time the lecture
was given 2–No, I merely heard Dr. Bruce intro

ducing George William Gordon to the people.
22,293. After that did you hear any part of the
lecture ?—I did, I heard what Mr. Gordon said.

22,294. How long did the lecture last 2–It must
have been about an hour or three-quarters, or half an

hour, but he was speaking after I left.
22,295. You are only asked, of course, as to what

you heard —That was about half an hour, I think.
22,296. What was the substance of what you
heard 2–He asked what wages they got a week, and
the people answered that they got Is., 1s. 6d., 2s.,

22,280. Did you attend that lecture ?—I did not go and 2s. 6d. per week; and he said it was a great
down with the intention of doing so.
shame, that the people that, laboured on his property
22,281. You had gone down on business –Yes, got from 9s. to 10s. per week; and he went on to say
with a friend.
...’

* Where

he had heard that some of the overseers in the parish
was the lecture given —At the

ey.
$

º
º

22,283, Was it in the open air 2–Yes.
22,284. Under a tree ?–Yes.
jº
Did your friend Peart attend it also 2–He
-

ld.

zº
...

had said that if the negroes attended the lecture they
would pull their houses down, and he said they dare
not :—“I, George William Gordon, say they dare not

“ pull your houses down ; it is tyranny. They call
“ you bad now, but then they will call you worse.”
I thought I had heard enough then, and I started

22,285, Who gave the lecture?–George William

away; he sat down, and Mr. Phillips took the chair;

Ordon.

but I retired.

22.287. Were there many persons present ?—There

22,297. I believe you have made a statement of
this before a magistrate –Yes, in Vere.

must have been about 100 I think, or near about.

22.288. Of black people –Of black people. . .
22,289. Were any of them the people working

22,298. Was that on the 19th October last —Yes,
it was.
3 K 2
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Before James Gibb, Justice of the Peace 2

SIXTH DAY. — I eS.

Mr.
J. F. Humber.
23 Feb. 1866.

“‘Hayti does ; you have a bad name now, but you

“‘ will have a worse them.’” Was that signed by

22,300. Is it a joint statement sworn by you and
William Robertson Peart º-Yes, we were both
together, and each of us heard every word.
22,301. Have you told us the substance of what
you swore then 2–Yes, it was a long affair ; we took
notes of it.

22,302. Did you take notes at the time —My
friend took the notes while we stayed there together.
22,303. Is he here ?–He is in Kingston, giving his
evidence before the Special Commission there ; but I
daresay he has got his notes with him, and can give
you the words.
22,304, Just listen to me—was this what you

swore to upon the occasion I refer to, “That
“Mr. Gordon addressed the people in the following
“ inflammable language:– My friends, I am here
“‘to-day to discuss the merits of Dr. Underhill's
“‘letter ; we applied to the Custos for the use of

you ?—Yes.

22,305. It is very long, out of what was it written ?
how did you swear to that on the 19th October 2–
From a copy we took.
22,306. Where is the copy --Mr. Peart has the
copy, he wrote it down at the time.
22,307. And was this written from that ?—This
was written from that.

22,308. You are aware that your deposition, so
sworn, was used as evidence on Mr. Gordon's trial?—
Yes.

22,309. The very one that I have now read —
Yes, that is the very one.
22,310. You swore to it 2–I swore to it.

22,311. Are your people upon the estate where you
are the overseer still working under you ?–Oh yes.
22,312. Have they manifested any discontent either
before or since October 2–No, none whatever.

“‘magistrate or vestryman had signed the applica

22,313, Were you aware at any time of your own
knowledge, not what other people told you, of their

“‘tion.

manifesting any hostile feeling towards you?–No.

“‘ the Court-house, but he refused, saying that no
We petitioned the Governor; he is a bad

“‘ man, my friends ; what did lie do but sent over
“‘ the petition to the Attorney-General for his
“‘ advice, who I firmly believe, my dear friends, is
“‘ not sound ; and he gave it as his opinion that the
“‘Custos was right to refuse the Court-house, and
“‘ had it in his power to do so. Let me inform you
“‘ that the magistrates and vestrymen are your
“‘ trustees for the Court-house.

Who elects the

“‘ vestrymen 2 (A voice, ‘the planters.") It is
“‘ your right and privilege; you pay taxes, and your
“‘money purchases the Court-house. The Governor
“‘ is a bad man, and he sanctions everything done
“‘ by the higher class to the oppression of the poor
“‘ negroes. Now, my friends, a few words as to the
“‘ rates of wages, and how you are treated by your
“‘ employers; the money that is said to go for the
“‘ cultivation of the properties goes in other ways,
“‘ which you ought to perceive. My people get 9s.
“‘per week; what do you get 2 (Several voices,
“‘ 2s. 6d., 2s., 1s., and 9d. per week, and sometimes
“‘ none at all.”) What is the price of rice at the
“ Alley P (A voice, ‘7%d. for seven gills.") In
“‘ England, it is 1}d. to 2d, per quart, showing that
“‘ the peasantry of England are better off than those
“‘ of Jamaica. Look at your clothes, half of you
“‘ are naked, your children and yourselves cannot go
“‘ to church for the want of clothes; that is a

“‘
“‘
“‘
“‘
“‘
“‘

serious question ; the people of this parish ought
to be paid 12/. per year. The coolies get rich,
because they get work continually, but you do
not. (A voice, “The planters alter the bargains,
charge us twice, and give us only half.") They
report to the Queen that you are thieves. The

22,314. Or discontent with their wages?—No;
they were always satisfied with their wages; the
only thing was, I was not liked for being so strict
with them in the management of the property.
22,315. That was the only ground of discontent :
—Yes; as far as wages was concerned, I have never
had any dispute with my people.
22,316. What is the highest amount of wages the

men get on your estate —At this time of the year,
crop time, they make 8s., 10s., or 12s.

22,317. That is at the busy time?—Yes.
22,318. How many work under you ?–Different
lots; sometimes I have 150 at work, sometimes 100,
and sometimes 50.

22,319. But at the fullest time, 1502–Yes, about
that, making lots of sugar.
22,320. Sugar and rum ?–Yes.

22,321. Do these people live on the estate –They
do not live on the estate that I am overseer of.

22,322. They live near it, I suppose 2–Yes,
22,323. Does that estate do anything for these
people in the way of providing schools for their
children, or hospitals for the sick, or medical advice?

—If they meet with an accident they get medical
advice.

22,324. At the expense of the estate 2–Yes.
22,325. When do you pay them 2–Every Friday.
22,326. Do you pay them for the current week, or
the week preceding 2—For the current week.
22,327. Have there been many appeals to magis
trates against you about wages —None that I am
aware of.

22,328. Are you ill now 2–Yes.
22,329. What is the matter with you?—I have

“‘ notice that is said to be the Queen's advice, is all
“‘ trash ; it is no advice of the Queen's at all. I am

been poisoned,

“‘glad to say that there are a few men in Vere that
“‘ are loyal and serve their God. The people in

three weeks ill.

“‘ Vere are in a very low state, and very much

22,330. When were you taken ill 2–I have been

22,331. You say you think you are poisoned?—The

“oppressed. Educate your children, and in time doctor says so.
“‘
“‘
“‘
“‘
“‘
“‘

they will be able to take the leading posts in the
country. Mr. Price and a few others that I could
name are worthy men. These gentlemen love
their people, but the gentlemen in Vere won't
speak to you. I have been told by a great many
of you that the planters work on Sundays distilling

“‘rum. Why, you are putting fire to your own
“ souls; others of you who stickle at the price
“ offered are ordered to leave the property. Sabbath
“‘ breaking is bringing down the curse of Heaven

“‘ upon Vere. What is to become of you as a people
“ “ — what is to become of your children
I will
“‘ write to the Secretary of State and Lord Brougham
“‘ that I have been in Vere, and state the distress of

22,332. Who is your medical attendant —Dr.
Phillippo.

22,333. Had any of the people been expressing
hostility towards you before you were taken ill?—No.
22,334. Then it is a mere surmise ?–A mere sur

mise.

I don't know any other way that I could have

ot it.
9. 22,335. Were yon ill on the 21st of October when
this deposition was taken?–No, I don't remember

being ill then.

22,336. Then you could have attended as a witness
at Morant Bay without sending your deposition?—
Yes.

22,337. There was nothing to prevent your appear.

“‘ the people. I was told by some of you that your ing person —The rains, it was a rainy season at that
“‘
“‘
“‘
“‘

overseer said, that if any of you attended this
meeting they would tear down your houses. Tell
them that I, George William Gordon, say they
dare not do it—it is tyranny, you must do what

time, very much so.
22,338. There was nothing in point of your ow.

health to prevent your going?—No, I was not ill
then.
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22,339. You could have gone and stated by word of
mouth what you swore to on paper ?—There was
nothing at all in the shape of health to prevent my
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words, because I was as close to him as I am to that
window.
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22,366. Do you remember particularly the words

Mr.
J. F. Humber.

you have mentioned about Hayti; did he say the

Olneſ.

ºlo

Have you generally good health –Yes;
there was another thing that might have prevented
me, at that time I was the only one upon the property,
I had no book-keepers.
22,341, Who asked you to make the deposition ?—

gressing —No.
22,367. Are you certain of that ?—I am certain

I think the Custos sent it down.

22,368. Did he not say that the black people in
Hayti were progressing —No, he never said so when

22,342. The Custos of Vere —No, the Custos of
Kingston, Dr. Bowerbank.
22,343. Was it at his instigation. I mean at his
request or suggestion that you swore the deposition ?
—ile sent down a policeman.

22,344. What was the name of the policeman 2–1
do not remember.

22,345. However a messenger came, and you went
before a magistrate and swore it —Yes.

people should do as they did in Ilayti, or did he allude

to Hayti, and say how well the people were pro

23 Feb. 1866.

what I have said is correct and what I heard.

I was there ; whether he said it after I left I don't
know.

22,369. When first were these notes reduced to

writing after they had been taken at the Alley —He
had it written in his pocket-book.
22,370. When was it copied out to send to the
newspapers you speak of 2–I cannot remember now.
22,371. Iłow many days or weeks after —I am
not sure whether it was one week or two.

22,346. Do you know how it was known that you
had been present at the Alley lecture in August 2–

22,372. (Commission.) Are we to understand that
Mr. Peart's book in which Mr. Gordon's speech was

es.

22,347. Had you communicated to Dr. Bowerbank
the knowledge that you had heard this lecture ?—It
was through some letters appearing in the papers.
22,348. Had you written to the papers about it 3–
No, I had not, I did not write myself, but I gave the
same as is in my deposition to a friend, and he wrote
exactly the same.

22,349. (Mr. Wałcott.) Did a letter appear in the
papers signed “Veritas "–Yes, it was through that
it was known I was at the meeting.

22,350. (Mr. Burke.) What day was it this lecture
took place 3–On a Monday in August.

taken down is exactly like that –Yes, exactly like
the deposition.

22,373. How long afterwards was it that it was
reduced into a form and sent to a newspaper ?–I
don't know whether it was one week or two.

22,374. You say it was taken down in Mr. Peart's
book –Yes, word for word.

22,375. Is there any difference between the speech as
it appeared in the paper, and the notes or the deposi
tions —No, I think it was exactly the same, if I
remember rightly.
22,376. What paper was the letter in 2–In the
Guardian.

22,351. You did not fix the day in your deposition ?
—No, it was in August.

22,377. Was it copied from Mr. Peart's notes in
your presence —Yes, it was.
-

22,352. What caused you to take notes ?—My
friend, Mr. Peart took the notes.

22,379. (Mr. Burke.) Were you ever summoned

22,353. What caused him to take the notes, do you
know?—I cannot say.
22,354. Was it his habit to take notes at every

to go up and give evidence against Mr. Gordon on his
trial *—A policeman came down from the Custos.
22,380. Were you summoned —No, I got no

lecture or meeting he went to ?—I am not aware that
it is Mr. Peart's habit, I am not in the habit of doing

Sumlin OnS.

it; I heard every word that was set down by Mr.

used any words about Hayti, when you sent it to the

Peart.

newspaper ?—I did not say I sent it to the newspaper.

22,381. Did not Mr. Gordon deny ever having

22,355. To whom did you first communicate what

22,382. But you said that was correct which was

you had first heard at the lecture ?--To Mr. Robert

sent to the newspaper ?—It was.
22,383. Did not Mr. Gordon write a letter denying

Russell.

**
*

22,378. By whom 3–By Mr. Peart himself.

22,356. Who is Mr. Russell ?–He is overseer at
the Bog.

that he ever used these words 2—I believe he did.

22,357. Did you communicate to him what you had
heard from your memory 2—What I could remember,

in your report as having ireen spoken of by Mr.

but what I could not I referred to Mr. Peart's notes, for

—I do not know what Mr. Price he meant. .

22,384. Who was the Mr. Price mentioned by you
Gordon as being a good man and loving his people 2

in fact the notes were read over to him before me by

22,385. Do not you know it was Mr. Price, the

Mr. Peart, and I heard it.
22,358. Then what you did not remember you
impressed on your memory from what Mr. Peart read

black man, who was murdered in St. Thomas in the
East 2–No, I had no idea there is another Mr. Price.

from his notes?—Yes, from what he read : of course

Mr. Price, the black architect 2—I do not know.

it could not be likely to remember the whole of it,

22,386. Do you know whether it was intended for
22,387. (Commission.) Is there a Mr. Price at
Vere 2––No.

word for word.

22,359. Had Mr. Peart been in the habit of taking
notes before?—I am not aware.

22,360. Do you know if he writes shorthand 2–I
Alm not aware.

22,388. (Mr. Burke.) Do you know that the Court
house was refused to the people for the holding of this
meeting 3–I did not know it till I heard Mr. Gordon
say so.

22,361. Did Mr. Peart take a note of everything

Mr. Gordon said, or only certain parts of what he

22,389. The planters in Vere did not like Mr.
Gordon did they —That I cannot say.

Gordon said —Yes.

22,390. You are a planter, don't you know that the
planters in Vere had a very bad feeling towards Mr.
Gordon —Not particularly.

22,363. And not parts of what he said —No, he
took what he said, but it was not all Mr. Gordon said,

22,391. Had they a good feeling towards him —I
cannot tell all their feelings towards Mr. Gordon.

he said a great deal more, I believe, after we left.
22,364. You did not hear him then 2–No.

was 2–Mr. Robert Russell.

22,865. Are you certain the words put down there
were the exact words used by Mr. Gordon, or the con

22,393. (Mr. Burke.) What was his feeling towards
Mr. Gordon —I am not aware ; he never expressed

°lusions you came to from what he said —The exact

his feelings to me.

said —I think he took everything.
22,362. You think he took down everything Mr.

---

22,392. (Mr. Walcott.) Can you tell who Veritas

*

The witness withdrew.
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JAMEs TAYLOR (a black) sworn and examined.
22,436. What did he say you had done 2–He said

SIXTH DAY.

* You were living in October at Stony Gut
J. Taylor.

- I eS.

I was a drummer.

22,395. You had a family of children there I
23 Feb. 1866.

believe 2–Yes.

22,396. Did you work at that time as a labourer on
the Retreat and Oxford estates ?–Yes.

22,397. Whose estates were they –I worked at the
Retreat under Mr. Walton.

22,398. Whose was Oxford 7–There was no one

22,437. Can you play the drum —Yes, I could play
a little before I was married, but since I was married
I have never played.
22,438. How long have you been married?—I have
been married about eight years.
However, Barclay said you were a drummer?

#4%

- les.

there but the head-man and book-keepers.
22,399. Who was the busher of the Oxford 2–A

Y 22,440.

Was that all you said you had done —

es.

black man they call Migson.
22,441. Did he say he had seen you anywhere
22,400. Did you see the people going from Stony drumming
–No, he only gave the evidence that I
Gut on the 11th of October down to Morant Bay?—Yes. was
a drummer.
22,401. Where were you when you saw them doing
22,442. Did not he say he had seen you drumming
that ?—I was in Stony Gut the day they went to down
at Morant Bay?—No.
Morant Bay.
Who did he tell this to that you were a
22,443.
22,402. And you saw them all go down —Yes.
drummer ?—He tell it to Mr. Ramsay.
Bogle?—Yes.
22,403. Under Paul
22,444. But Mr. Ramsay was not trying you?—
22,404. A great number of the people who lived at Yes—no,
another gentleman try me.
Stony Gut do you mean *—Yes.
Did he tell the gentleman who was trying
22,445.
22,405. Did you stop at home at Stony Gut 2–
Yes, I knew where they were gone that afternoon, and you that you were a drummer ?—Yes.
Did anybody else say anything against you?
I said I would take a walk myself.
--IN O.
22,406. They went on in the morning 2–Yes.
22,447. Did you mean that all the constables said
22,407. And you were left behind —Yes.
“This man is a drummer ?”—Yes.
was,
22,408. And in the afternoon you walked down to

º

22,448. Did not he say, “He was drumming

see ?—Yes.
<<

amongst the men on the day they came to Morant

22,409. How far did you go?—I went as far as the

“ Bay ?”—Yes; he gave the evidence that I was a

cotton tree near to the Bay.

22,410. Then you got near into Morant Bay ?— drummer.
Yes, almost to the bay.
22,449. Did not he also say that you were drumming
22,411. What did you see when you got there 2– amongst the men at the time they came to Morant
Bay —He did not give the evidence of that; he only
When I go I hear the guns fire on the Parade.
22,412. Did you then go home again —Yes, I turn said I was a drummer, and that day I did not go at all
back.
to play any drum.
22,450. We are not asking you what you did, but
22,413. Directly —Not directly, at the same time
when I went ; I saw lots of people all run from the what the constable said ; when he had said that did they
Bay, coming out with blood, some hands broken, and say that you were guilty of being a drummer ?–Yes,
some shot about.
22,451. Is that really what you mean to say, that
they found you guilty of being a drummer ?–Yes.
22,414. Then you went back again —Yes.
22,415. When you got back again did you go into
22,452. Did they flog you ?—Yes, and Mr. Ramsay
the bush —Yes.
me to my face, when they try me, that I was to

22,416. With your children —Yes.

-

i.ang.

22,417. What day was that ?—That was Wednesday
22,453.
morning when the soldiers came up.
they took
22,418. That was the week after then f—Yes.
22,454.
22,455.
22,419. Did you remain at home at your house all
that week 2–Yes.
22,456.
22,420. What soldiers were they that came the
22,457.
week after ?—The white soldiers.

Morant Bay were you catted 2–Three days after.

22,421. How long were you in the bush?—Eight days.
22,422. Then you were obliged to come out again *
—Yes.

But they afterwards flogged you ?–Yes;
me and gave me 100 lashes.
Did you get 100 °–Yes.
Instead of being hung —Yes.
Who catted you ?–The white soldiers.
How soon after you had been first taken to

-

22,423. Was that because your children had nothing
to eat —Yes.

Y

22,458. Then you were catted and sent away ?—

es.

22,459. After you had been catted did you go away
at once —Yes; when they cat me they sent me away
directly.

22,424. How many children had you there —Three
22,460. After you had been catted did you pass
down through two lines of soldiers ?–Yes.
and my wife.
22,461. Did they do anything to you as you went
22,425. When you came out were you taken into
along after you had been catted—did they pelt you or
custody ?—Yes.
22,426. Who took you ?—A constable, one Alex anything like that —No, they did not pelt me.
ander Barclay.
22,462. Did you find your house all right when you
22,427. Where did he take you to?—He take me got back to Stony Gut —No, my house was burnt
up and tie my two hands behind my back, and send me down and everything in it.
to the head constable, John Williams, at Spring
22,463. What do you do when you are at Stony
Gut ; what did you do before the disturbance –I was

Gardens.

22,428. Is that close to Stony Gut —Yes.

22,429. Did he give you up to Mr. Ramsay ?—Yes.
22,430. Where were you put –In the prison.
22,431. At Morant Bay?—Yes, I was in prison

a labourer, working at Retreat and Oxford.
22,464. How much did you get a week 7–Some
times when I work at Retreat they promise to give
me 1s. a day, but sometimes we don't get more
than 9a.

three days.

22,432. After three days what did they do with you?
—They take me and try me.

22,465. If you get 9d. instead of 1s., I suppose it

was because you did not perform your task properly 2
—We do our work, but they don't pay regular, and

22,433. By Court-martial —Yes.
22,434. What did they say you had done?—I did sometimes for two or three weeks they keep it, and
only pay one week.
22,466. At what time were you paid —Sometimes
22,435. What did they say you had done —The
evidence against me was the same young man that took Friday, sometimes Saturday.
22,467. Was it for the current week, or for the
me up, the constable Barclay.
not do anything.

-

:
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preceding week that you were paid : the first or the
second week — The second week, not the first.
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22,502. Did your wife go 2–My wife"?
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22,468. Have you ever made a complaint to a

22,503. Did your wiſe go —No, my wife don't
have revivals.

magistrate that you had not received your wages regu
larly —Yes; I was working for Mr. Walker, and he
gave me a cane-piece for a job at 3/. 10s. I got six

22,504. But you went yourself?—Sometimes when
they were singing.

hands to cut off the piece, and when it was done Mr.

you will not be punished for what you are telling us;

Walker never pay me a cent. I never got any money
at all from him ; he said the piece was not done pro
perly, and he would not pay me at all, and the piece

you rightly.

was done right.

-

22,506. Oh yes you do, were you there —Yes.
22,507. Were there many persons there —At the

big (about 12).
22,471. Do you send them to school —Not yet.

22,510. How many days and nights did it last –
Sometimes it lasted a night, when it was in the night

22,472. Why not *—I cannot get money to pay

time.

22,474. What church were you in the habit of going
to when you were at home at Stony Gut?—When I
was at Stony Gut I go to the same Baptists as at
Morant Bay.

22,475. Did you go all the way from Stony Gut to
Morant Bay to church 2–Yes, to the Baptist chapel.

22,476. Where used you to go to church on Sunday 2
—I used to go to the minister where I attended at
Kingston, a black man.
22,477. Did you ever go to Bogle's chapel at Stony
Gut —Yes.

22,478. When used you to go to Bogle's chapel, on
what days —Sunday.

22,479. Any other day?—No.
22,480. Who used to preach there 2–Bogle himself.
22,481. Always —Yes.

22,509. Were they men and women 2–Yes.

22,511. What did you do at the revivals 2–I never

do anything but sing hymns.
22,512. Did you eat —No, never eat.
22,513. Did you drink there 2–No.
22,514. Did you smoke there 2–No.
22,515. Did you dance there —No.
22,516. What did you do, sing hymns —Only sing
hymns, sing and pray, that is what I see.
12,517. Who prayed 2–Sometimes Bogle pray, and
sometimes some of the members pray.
22,518. Did you ever pray ?–Me sir?
22,519. Yes, you ?—Yes, sometimes me pray.
22,520. Out loud I mean f – Yes.
22,521. You did –Yes.

-

22,522. Did you ever see any visions; do you know
what a vision is : — Me, no,
22,523. You don't know 2–No.

22,484. Do you know what a revival is 2–Yes.

22,524. Did you ever see anything at the revival
that you never saw anywhere else ; do you understand
the question ?—No.
22,525. Did you ever see anything strange, any
thing wonderful ?—No, I never saw any signs, I
never worked at that myself.
22,526. Are the people fond of these revivals —

22,485. Did you have any revivals at Stony Gut,

Yes, some are fond of them.

22,482. Did you ever have any revivals at Stony
Gut – Revivals :

22,483. Do you know what a revival is ; answer
yes or no –Sir :

-

do you know that there were any there 7–Yes, all
about.

22,486. Where were the revivals held, where did
they take place –That I cannot say,
22,487. Come tell me the truth, where were they
held –In the meeting house.

22,488. Whose meeting house, Bogle's 2–Yes.
22,489. How often did that take place of late years,
how many revivals were there at Bogle's chapel within
the last 12 months ––For a long time I never saw

23 Feb. 1866.

were you at the last revival –I do not understand

revival 2
22,508. Yes 2–Yes.

Society.

.J. Taylor.

22,505. Were you at the revival yourself, tell us,

22,469. How old are your children —I can't
rightly tell.
22,470. How big is the biggest ?—One is about so

schooling ; we don't get no pay at all.
22,473. What church do you go to ?—I am a Baptist

SIXTH DAY. I

22,527. How long have you been living at Stony
Gut 3–Not much long.
22,528. That might be any time, how long have

you been living there *—About three years.
22,529. Where did you live before that ?–At a
place called Bannock Burn, where my father had
buy land.
22,530. When you were living at Stony Gut, about
September or October, did you see any people drilling 2
—Since I lived there.

-

22,531. While you were living there in October or

any,

22,490. Answer my question, when was the last
revival held at Bogle's chapel, there is no harm in
answering these questions?–1 know that.
22,491. Then answer, when was the last revival 2

-The last revival took place before the last year, from

that time I never saw any.
22,492. What time in last year was it, was it before
the war, before these disturbances –Yes.

September last, did you see any people drilling : do
you know what drilling is, of course you do ; do you
know what soldier drilling is 2–Yes.

22,532. Well did you ever see people drilling 2–No,
I never saw it with my own eyes.
22,533. Have you ever heard it going on ?–No.
22,534. Do you mean to swear that?—People drill
ing soldiers do you ask *

22,493. How long before ?—A long time.
22,535. No, not drilling soldiers, but the people at
22,494. What is a long time, a month or a week 2 Stony Gut drilling like soldiers ?—No, I never saw it
-More than that, some six or seven months before.
with my own eyes.
22,495. How long did the last revival last, how
22,536. Did you ever hear of their doing it 2–Yes,
many days —That I can't tell

you.

I heard it.

22,496. Did it last two days; were you present at
22,537. Did you hear the shell blowing 2—I hear
the time, tell us the truth; were you present at the the shell blowing one day when I was on my ground,
lºst revival, you know you were, why don't you answer I never drill myself.

* Quºtion; if you do not I shall have you punished 2
~! will tell you what I can.

22,538. Did you see it done by others ?–No, I
never saw it done by others.

22,497. You were present at the last revival, eh?
when the last revival was, not the
W.

º cannot tell

22,539. Did you hear them doing it *—I hear so.
22,540. Did you hear people command the others to
turn to the right and to the left and to march

22,498. Were you present at it

were you at Bogle's

and go round about —So I hear one evening as I
** when there was a revival?—was 1 there when went
to my ground, I was not there.
there was a revival

22,499. That is the question, you need not repeat it ;

"..." along the people?—At Stony Gut
22,500. Yes?—Yés.

*30l. You were among the people *—Yes.

22,541. What did you hear that evening, did

you

see them 2–Yes..

22,542. What did you see them do, tell us?—At
Stony Gut do you mean?
22,543. You know that we are talking of Stony
3 K 4

.
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Gut, because that is where your ground is ; you say

Well,
middlesometimes
of the day.theyy did it at daytime
ytime, about the

you saw something, what was it 2–No, I never saw

nothing with my eyes, I hear it.
22,544. You did not see it, was that because you
shut your eyes 2–No, I did not do it at all.

22,581. Did they ever do it at night 2—No.
22,582. Not at night —No.

22545. You did not do it of course, but others were

22,583. How soon was it that you knew that they
were doing it at the middle of the day, how long before

doing it, were they not ; come answer the question,
were not others doing it 2–I will answer the

the war —They never did it but one week before the
war, but I never did during the time.

question.

22,584. Of course you did not, but you know all

22,546. Then do. How many did you see drilling 2
Drilling sir?
22,547. You know that is what I am asking about,
why do you repeat the question, answer it ; how many
did you see drilling 2—That I really cannot tell you,
I cannot give evidence of that.
22,548. Why not?–Because I don't see it with my

your neighbours were doing it —Yes, I knew all my
neighbours were.

22,585. How many of them altogether were there
drilling 2—I cannot number them.
Were
22,586.
more than half,> three or four
therethat.
dozen
2–Yes,
about

jº. Who drilled them —That I cannot rightly
sº But you know who was drilling them —

t

own eyes.

ell.

22,549. You did see them with your eyes as you
were going to your ground so you have said, I sup
pose you did not count them —No, I did not count

O.

them.

22,589. Oh yes, you do 2–No sir.
22,590. Out with it, who was drilling them –I
don't understand you.

22,550. How many were there without counting
them 2–I cannot say.
22,551. You say as you were going to your ground
there were some people drilling at the time you were
going 2—Yes.
22,552. That you knew 2–Yes.
22,553. How far off were they —When them
drilling do you mean :
22,554 Yes, how close to you ?—How close, far

there were plenty of strangers, perhaps you might see

enough.

them and not know them.

-

22,555. How far off did you hear the people
drilling —I don't know where they were drilling.
22,556. But you were going to your ground, and
saw some people drilling or heard them — I heard
them, I did not see them myself.
22,557. How near were they –I cannot fell you.
22,558, Were they as far as the end of this room *
—Far enough, not close.
22,559. At any rate they were not so far off, but
you heard them —Yes, I hear.
22,560. What did you hear?—When I came from
my ground I hear.
22,561. What did you hear them say while they
were drilling —I did not hear them say anything
about drilling.
22,562. Did you hear them say, “right,” “halt,”
“march,” or anything like that ?–Oh yes.
-

22,563. You heard that ?–Yes.

22,564. What did they say ?—I only heard them
say that.
22,565. But you heard that with your own ears ?—
Yes.

22,566. How far off were you from them 2–From
my house *
22,567. No, from the drilling people; were you as
close to them as you are to me?—A little further.
22,568. Now, on your oath, were you not yourself
one of the persons that were drilling —Me 2
22,569. Yes, were you not one of the persons
drilling —Me sir; no I was not drilling myself.
22,570. Did you never drill —No.
22,571. Upon your oath —No, I never go myself
and do it.

22,572. Never once 2 No, I never drill.

22,573. Were you ever asked to drill 2–No, they
never asked me to do it.

22,574. Did they ever tell you to drill —No, they
never tell me to do it at all, they never ask me.
22,575. You know that all your neighbours were
drilling during the month of October, don't you ?—
Yes, the neighbours at Stony Gut.
22,576. You know that ?–Yes, but myself never
did it.

22,577. Still you knew all your neighbours were 2
—Ali my neighbours were, yes.
22,578. How early in October did you know your
neighbours were drilling?—In October, sir?
22,579. Don't repeat the question, but answer it –
What day in October.

22,580 How soon in October or September 2–

22,591. Who was the head man drilling them, the
captain —I cannot rightly tell the captain that was
drilling them.

22,592. But you heard who was drilling them 2–1
only see them.

I cannot

22,593. You saw the captain 2–No.
22,594. Who did you see – I never see anybody;

22,593. But you knew your own neighbours?—
C.S.

22,596. Then you knew who the captain was,

because you saw him, you have just said so, you saw
the captain, who was he that you saw —The captain.
22,397. Yes, the captain of course, you knew who
he was –Well, it was Bogle.
22,598. Which of them —The one that lived at
Stony Gut.

22,399. Well, you knew Paul Bogle was drilling
them, did you not *—He was the captain of it, I don't
think he drilled them.
-

22,609. Who did drill them, if he was only the cap
thin :-The day when they go up to the Bay he was
the captain.

32,601. But before they went to the Bay, who was
drilling them if Paul Bogle did not – ſhere was a
young man who they called Grant.

22,602. You knew then that he was the man drilling
them 2–Grant, sir?
22,603. Yes, Grant 2–Yes.

22,604. Why not have told us this half an hour
ago 2–I forgot it.

yº. Did you ever see

Grant drilling them?—

Cs.

22,606. Of course you did 2–Yes.

22,607. Where —At Stoney Gut.
22,608. How, long before the day they went to

Morant Bay, did you see Grant drilling them –I
don’t know the number.
22,609. Never mind the particular number, was it
a week, four days, or a fortnight, before they went to
the Bay ?—About that I think.

22,610. State yourself how long it was 2—About a
week.

22,611. Did Grant ever come to you and say you
ought to drill —No, he never came to me.

22,612. How near did Grant live to you ?–Grant
lived at Middleton.

22,613. How far is that from you?—About two
miles.

22,614. Then he used to come up to Stony Gut —
Yes, he used to come up sometimes.
22,615. To drill these men 2–Yes, he did not come
}.Ot.to drill them alone. I cannot say what he came
22,616. Did any of the men who were drilled ask
you to go with them 2–No.
22,617. Never ?–No.

22,618. Are you quite sure of that ?—Yes.

—

--
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22,619. You did not go *—No.
22,620. Why did you not go?—My mind did not
allow me to go.

22,621. Then your mind had been asked by some
body to go ?—No, nobody asked me to go.

-

22,622. Are you quite sure of that –Yes.
22,623. Did not your wife tell you you had better
not go —My own heart never allowed me to go.
22,624. Did not your wife tell you you had better

not go; come, look at me, did she not *—Yes, sir.
22,625. Then, if your wife told you you had better
not go, she knew you were likely to go, did she not :
—She thought I was going, and she told me I must
not go.

22,626. Did you tell her you were going –No.
22,627. But you promised her that you would not
go, did you not *—Yes, I said I would not go.
22,628. Had she asked whether you were going —
My wife, sir?
22,629. Yes, your wife, did she ask you that *—I
never promised to go.
22,630. Did she ask you whether you were going
to drill ; of course, she did —Oh yes.
22,631. And did you mean not to go 3–She asked
me if I was going, and I told her no.
22,632. You promised her you would not go, and
you did not go —When them go I did not go, but
when we heard the alarm came up, I said, “ They are
killing Bogle and his brother.”
22,633. That is, after the time I am speaking of
—in September and October when Grant came to
drill, and you heard and saw Grant drilling them, you

22,034. And your wife said you were not to do it *
—Yes.

drilling :
22,637. Yes —Well, sir, when them drilling so

22,658. Did they look like bills or cutlasses —No,
that i did not see : that I cannot say.

22,659. Did they look like guns —That I cannot
say, I cannot swear to that.

22,660. Without swearing to it, what did they look
like *—I cannot really tell you rightly.
22,661. Without telling us rightly what were they

like —What they have in their hands that I really
cannot tell.

22,662. You are not certain —I cannot be sure of
that.

22,663. What do you think it was 2—I don't know.

22,664. Yes, you do, you know what you think it
was 2–1 cannot be sure.

22,665. We don't ask you to be sure ?–If I tell it,
perhaps I will tell lies.
22,666. What do you think it was 2—That I don't
know, I can’t be sure of that.

22.667. Then you will not tell us?—If I saw the
things I would tell you the same.
22,668. What used Logie to preach about at these
revivals —When he preached to me he always tell
me good.
the meeting.

don't understand you.
22,671. I)id he ever preach to you about land, buy
land, and rent 3–No, I never heard him preach that
to Inc.

far as I see, I see nothing ; I did sce them with any

22,672. Did he preach it to others ?—I can't tell if
he said it to anybody else ; I did not hear it with my

thing in their hands.

OW in 6:lt's,

22,638. Had they not sticks —I did not see them

22,673. Were there any bush doctors at Stony Gut?
—Bush doctors :

with no stick.

22,639. What had they iſ they had not sticks 2–1
never see them with nothing.

22,640. You say they had not sticks in their hands,
don't you ?–Yes.

22,674. Yes 2–Well, I don't see none.

22,675. Do you know what a bush doctor is 3–No.
22,676. 100 you know an obeahman –I hear them.
call it, but I never saw it.
22,677. You never saw an obeahman —No, I don't
-

22,641. Thyn you must have seen their hands if you
know they had no sticks in them—they must have had
something :--I don't see them get anything, I was
not so close.

22,642. But you fancied you saw something in their
hands, what was it if it was not a stick, you know
what it was 2–I do not see them have nothing.

22,643. What was it you saw them with in their
hands if it was not a stick —I cannot swear to
that.

know any.
22,678. (Mr. Burke.) When you went down to the
Parade you heard the guns firing you say, and you saw
a lot of people running with blood on them —Yes.

22,679. How many people were there do you think?
—A lot of them.

22,680. I low many do you think—20, 30, or 40, or
50 – Mlore.

22,681. More than 50 °–Yes.

22,644. You need not swear to it, what do you

think it was without swearing—you say it was not a
stick, what was it 3–1 cannot tell you.
22,645. What do you think it was—what did it
look like at a distance to you ?–I was too

far from

them.

22,682. Were they wounded?—Some were wounded,
and some not.

22,683. Did you see any dead —No, I did not see
any dead.

22,684. Were they black people that you saw 2–Yes.
2:2.6S,5. Did you see them bring in any dead bodies

22,646. What was it like 2–That I cannot tell.

afterwards 2—No.

22,647. It was so like something that you can say

22,686, Can you tell me what these people went
down from Stony Gut for on the morning of the 11th?
—That I cannot tell myself.
22,087. Did you hear any of them say anything –
I heard them say they were going to Morait Bay.

it was not like a stick 2–I cannot say what it was

-

at all.

-

22,548. But they had something in their hands had
-

canes with ?–No, that is a bill or cutlass.

22,670. Did he ever preach to you about land 2–I

22,635. Then she thought you were going – Yes.
22,636. Now, as to these people that were drilling,
had they anythiug in their hands —When them

s

---

22,669. Good sermons –Yes, when I did go to

did not join them —No.

i

22,654. What do you think you saw —I don't see TWENTY
sixth DAY."
nothing but what I say.
22,655. You saw something you have not told us— J. Taylor.
what were they that they havl in their hands, were
23 Feb. 1866,
they sugar-canes 3–I don't know.
22,656. Did they look like sugar-canes —That I
cannot tell rightly.
22,657. Did they look like things they cut the sugar

they not —I don't know.
22,649. You don't know now 2–No.

22,650. Did you never tell your wife what you had
seen 7–No, I never told my wife what I saw, because
never go there to drill.

22,688. What for :-I don’t know.

22,589. What did they say they were going for 2 –
I don't know, I did not hear.

22,690. Oid you hear them make any complaint

nothing at all, she might see herself without any

about which they were going 2–No.
22,691. Did you hear them say what they were
going to do —No, they never tell what they were
going to do.

bºdy telling ; I did not know they have anything.
22,653. You knew what they had —I don't know,

22,692. How many were there that you say you
saw go down pass you from Stony Gut 2–I cannot

"9 more than what I saw.

recollect.

22,651. But you told your wife what you had seen
them have, did you not ?—No.
22,652. What did you tell your wife —I never tell
her

3 L
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22,693. How many do you think, 100 or 2003–
*Y. Not 200.
22,694. Were there less or more than 100 *—They
Taylor.

-

J.

don't number 100.

-

22,695. Fifty –About that.
22,696. You saw them go down, but you did not

2'; Feb. 1866,

hear what it was for 2–No.

22,697. Did they say anything of what had occurred
on the previous Saturday, were you there 2–On that

first Saturday I was at work chopping logwood.
22,698. Were you down at the Bay on that Satur
Did you see what passed on that Saturday?

get paid —No.

-

23,719. When you worked at Oxford did you get
paid 2–Sometimes we got pay, but very little pay.
22,720. Who did Oxford belong to ?—The Baron.
22,721. Which Baron 2–Baron Kettelholt.

22,722. Did many of the Stony Gut people work at
22,723. Is that the place you live at 3–It is near
Spring Garden.

— les.

22,700. What was it 2–I saw them have a row on

that Saturday.

22,701. Who was the row with ?—With the police
and some other young man.

22,702. What about —About a young man.
22,703. Was that the young man that was fined?—Yes.

22,704. Did you hear them say anything as they

-

23,718. You say you worked on Retreat and Ox
ford, and when you worked at Retreat you could not

Oxford 2–Yes.

say ?—Yes.

º

22,716. What sort of wounds were they 3–Shot.
22,717. You were not wounded, were you ?—I did
not go to the Bay.

were going down on the Wednesday about the row

that had occurred on the Saturday? —No.
22,705. Did you hear them say why they were
going down that day ?–No.

22,724. Did that also belong to the Baron?–Yes.
22,725. Was there not a row there between the

Baron and the Spring Garden people about the lands
and the logwood. Were you connected with that?—
Yes.

22,726. What was the row about —About the log
wood.

A man of the name of M-Gilvery owed rent.

22,727. Was he a tenant on Spring Garden?—
Yes.

22,728. Did he cut wood off the land —Yes.
sort ofhewood
22,729.
it he would chop it 2
burnt—Logwood.
And before
22,730. What
-

22,706. Did you hear Bogle say anything —No.
22,707. Did you hear any of Bogle's people say
anything 2—I never heard Bogle say so, but I heard

—Yes, and sell it.

some young men talking about going down on Wed

22,731. What was done with him for doing that *.
Mr. Walker, the overseer, brought him up. He said

nesday : I do not know what for.

he had no right to chop the wood.

22 708. Did they say what for *-No.
22,709. What were they talking about —They said
they were going to the Bay.
22,710. What else did they say?—They did not
say anything else; they said they were going to the

on Wednesday.
Bay
To do what ?—I did not hear what they
22,711.

22,732. Was he tried ?–Yes.

-".

-

22,733. What became of him? Was he punished
or acquitted 2–Acquitted. I go there myself. He
hired me to chop the wood.
22,734. Was that the wood that was chopped on
the land he rented —Yes.

22,735. Then there was a quarrel between the

Baron and the people about Spring Garden – never
quarreltheabout
anybody
heard
you
down,
went
they
when
Wednesday,
On
22,712.
that was chopped off
woodrent.
But about
22,736.
saw them coming back wounded ?–Yes.

were going to do.

22,713. How many were wounded ?–Plenty of them.
don'tbut
know.
do you
manywant
think?—I
Howdon't
22,714.
about
the exact
number,
22,715. We
how many were wounded—20, 30, or 40 –About 20.

row.
any
22,737.

Was there no further row with any other "

of the people there *—No.

..". A

º

Dr. JASPER CARGILL sworn and examined.

22,738. Are you a doctor of medicine and licentiate

º

º

the land 2–Only that; from that time we never had

The witness withdrew.
Pr. J. Cargill.

º

º

-

22,752. Did you attach any importance to

that

º
“."

London
–Yes.in
Physicians,
College
the Royal
of 22,739.
practising
you been
long ofhave
How

º-No,
letter
any
you not.
HadI did
22,753.

Jamaica —Upwards of four years.

thinking where it could come from ?—There had been

º

a letter previous to that picked up in a carpenter's
shop.
22,754. Not addressed to you ?—I was mentioned

‘. .

22,740. Where 2–At St. Thomas in the Vale.

22,741. Are you surgeon of the parish *—I am, and
surgeon to the District Prison, St. Thomas in the

reason when you took it for

º
º

º

22,743 In the first few days of November last had

in it, and I was cautioned not to go up to the Court
with my father, who would then preside as judge, as
my father was hated by the people, and that another

a letter brought to you at your surgery —I found
you
a letter in my surgery.

disturbance, such as took place in St. Thomas in tº
East, would be likely to occur there. That letter I

º

22,744. Where was it —Just by the door—underneath the door, as if it had been shoved underneath.

attached some importance to.

, Vale.

22,742. Do you live there 2–I live there.

22,745. Was the door closed at the time 2—The
door was locked.

22,746. Did you open it 2–I did.

º

º

22,755. You have not got a copy of it?—No.
22,756. Why did you attach importance to it ?—

º

There was such excitement at the time that one W*

º

apt to give credence to a letter like that. The first

s

22,747. Who was it addressed to ?–To me.

letter was a very badly-spelt letter ; the copy I have

22,748. Have you got that letter —I have not got

produced is exact spelling and everything. This W*

º
º

a copy
I have
letter;What
that
theit.original 2–It was sent
of of
became
22,749.

this. paper.
likelined
a bit of paper
on Foolscap
written
–Yes,
22,757.

- ºr

down to the Custos of the parish ; he scnt it on to the
Attorney-General, I believe.
anit.anonymous letter —Yes; this is
22,750. Was
copyitof
a verbatim

22,758. Do you mean paper as large as this?-\"

.

a slip of paper apparently torn off; it was a wº

º

of paper.
sheet
shabby
came after that letter—no
Nothing
22,759.

result

ºi

22,751. Did you make it yourself?—I made it to you ?—None whatever; but the Circuit Court W*

º
º

Linis IMIDIATE
life look
danger—two
that his
don'tin stand
Dr. Cargillmore
out—you
must
““ stead

ut off in consequence of the first letter. place where
22,760. Had you any enemies at the
of 2–No.
you know
that you
were living
you22,761.
people in your disfind the
How did

º

“ too late with Volunteers you need not fear fire will

trict —At that time or the present 2

º

“ burn.” (The original was subsequently produced

22,762. At that time –At that time they wer"
very civil indeed—most absurdly so.

º

myself.

Read.

“Redwood 1st November 1865, Dr.

“‘Cargill loose no time to tell your friend, Mr. Hall,

and read.)

r

-

:

º

º
º
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22,763. But previous to that how were they –I
did not see anything to excite any suspicion on my

“ watched; for your wife and child's sake be careful,
“ you are to be waylaid and shot and chopped.

part.

“ Iredwood, 26th November.”

22,764 2–Never ?—No.
22,765. Your district was quiet enough 2–Yes.
22,756. How did you find the civility ? Was it
increased till it became absurd 2–It became very
absurd indeed. Now I find it very different ; the

22,777. Did you attach any importance to these
letters ?—I tell you candidly I don't believe in them.
22,778. Who put the Court off?—I don't know
exactly, but at that time there were no police, the
people there were entirely unprotected, the police were
a mere handful of men, they would have been no use
at all; at the time I did attach importance to the

TWENTY.

SIXTH DAY. .

Dr. J. Cargill.

people now are very impertinent.
22,767. What do you call impertinent —They will
not bow to you as they usually do, and if you find
fault with the servants they threaten to report you
to Sir Henry Storks. There is no fair cause of any
complaint or for any threat like that. They have
some very absurd report about the parish now.
22,768. What sort of report —I cannot say that I
have heard them from people myself; but the Rev.
Mr. Thompson, one of the curates there, told me that
he heard our Custos was in chains.

22,769. Who is your Custos ?—Mr. Rennalls. The
report was that he had been taken down handcuffed,
and taken to prison.
22,770. By whom did he say *—By the Governor,
Sir Henry Storks.
22,771. The curate was told that was he 3–Yes.
22,772. Did he believe it *—I le did not believe it

certainly.
22,773. Did he treat it seriously — I don't know
what he said in reply, but I believe he mentioned it to
the Custos.
22,774. Did he hear it as if it was serious, and

repeat it to you as reliable?–No, he told me the thing,

to show what absurd stories were floating about in the
parish,
22,775. You allude to a third anonymous letter —

23 Feb. 1866.
--

first letter.

22,779. Except the letters or papers so written, was
any outward visible sign displayed of an attempt to do
anything to anybody ?–No, I cannot say that there
was, but they had a very bad effect in the parish.
22,780. Upon whom –On the peasantry.
22,781. How did they know of them –It is a very
small place and anything like this gets about immedi
ately ; the letter 1 received I never read to anybody,
I sent it immediately to Mr. Hall, and it was sent
immediately by him to the Custos.
22,782. And troops were sent up I believe to St.
Thomas in the Vale in consequence 2–Yes.
22,783. But they met no adversary 2–No, the
people were so frightened when the troops came that
they did not visit the market the next day.
22,784. (Mr. Burke, ) Do you know that the Go
vernment acted upon this letter being sent up, and
sent troops down to St. Thomas in the Vale —The
troops were sent after the receipt of the first letter.
22,785. And the Circuit Court was stayed 3–The
Circuit Court was put off.
22,786. But there were no acts of violence at all
commited at St. Thomas in the Vale 2–No.

Yes, this is the letter.
22,776. Who is it addressed to ?–To John II.

22,787. You have said that about that period the
people were ridiculously civil —Yes.
22,788. Do you not think that arose from their having

Hall, clerk to the magistrates. (Ifead) “Old man,
“ 37 men have sworn to murder you, you are closely

St. Thomas in the East —I daresay that was the cause.

heard of the number that had been killed and shot in

The witness withdrew.
Mr. Jolix HERMAN HALL sworn and examined.

22,789. Are you a captain of Volunteers of the
parish of St. Thomas in the Vale –I am.

22,790. Are you also clerk to the magistrates
there?—Yes.

22,791. How long have you lived in the parish —
About 26 years.
22,792. We have heard from Dr. Cargill that
You received some anonymous communications last

Mr. J. H. Hull,

22,799. I suppose in your experience you never

heard of a burglar sending notice that he was going
to commit a burglary —No.

-

22,800. When was the second one received 2–
Some time after, I recollect the date, it was dated the
1st November, I believe it was the 2nd or 3rd of

November Dr. Cargill sent it to me, he picked it up

eminent danger impending, take care the town of

in his dispensary.
22,801. There was a third, was there not 2–Yes,
the third was sent to me by a man named Rose——
picked it up I believe in Dr. Cargill's presence; it
was sent to me, I felt very much inclined to tear

Linstead be not fired, and during the fire a serious
riot such like what goes on in the county of Surrey

me. It had been a visiting card, but the name was

—to-morrow his Court, Cargill comes here, be on

scratched out and this was written on the back.

year –Yes, the first was on the 16th of October.

22,793. Have you got it there?—This is the one.
22,794. Will you just read it –“ Deware, there is

it up, it was addressed to me threatening to kill

your guard and there is disturbance and some evil

22,802. Are there any great wags in your parish

may occur, keep away; the people wont more be
seen about at night, take care of your magazine,
there is powder in that, look out. The people may

who are fond of practical jokes —I believe there are

be great many, there is great danger, be cautious

a few.

22,803. Did they really put off the Assizes in
consequence of that letter –Yes.

4.

at that Court—tell your Doctor Cargill don't re
main up there long—remember your child; take this
advice simple as it may seem.” That was given to
me by a man of the name of George Hanson, a car
Penter, living directly opposite Mr. Çargill ; he gave

22,804. Was it not necessary to have the Go

veryor's authority for that –1t was done by some

4.

it me just as it was.

2,795. That was some kind of warning —Yes.

authority, I don't know what.
22,805. Were troops sent to Linstead 2–Yes.
22,806. In consequence of these letters ?—Yes.

22,807. Are we to understand instead of having a
goal delivery in October, in consequence of the receipt

22,796. I suppose when you got that at the time of these anonymous letters the Circuit Court was put
Yºu took it as rather coming from a friend than a foe

off until last week —That I can't say.

- thought so, but I attached very little importance
22,808. What force of police generally look after
tº it, and I should have torn it up but two or three of St. Thomas in the Vale —Six men and a sergeant.
the magistrates heard of it and they advised me to
send it to the Custos.

*797. Who was the Custos ?—Mr. Rennails, and
I acted upon their advice.

22,798. Was the meeting of the Court put off in
*quence of that document 3–It was at the request

of the magistrates.

22,809. At Linstead how many are there –There

are only 10 police and a sergeant altogether in the
parish.
22,810. Where were the troops sent to ?

To

I.instead.

32,811. They have since been withdrawn, I
believe —Yes, they were only 10 or 11 days therſ.
3 L 2
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE

22,812. I hope the people are quiet now —Yes,

of taxes before they were due —No, no such thing

there was a great deal of excitement.
22,813. But it has quieted down —Yes; I can
only say that during the rebellion there was a great

occurred to my knowledge.
22,820. Was it not written about in the public
newspapers?—Impossible, I must have known it.
22,821. (Commission.) Such a thing never hap

deal of excitement naturally.

-

-----

22,814. You never saw the slightest disturbance in
St. Thomas in the Vale —No.

22,815. Either in the form of gatherings, meetings,
or exciting language — No ; there was foolish

pened, you say ?—No, process never issued until the
taxes had been overdue for some months; when that

is the case the collector has the information, and
I, as clerk to the magistrates, I am obliged to issue
notice.

language and ridiculous reports.

22,822. You say that the labourers do not appeal
22,816. Have you many cases before the magistrates largely 3–No, not at all.
in petty sessions of complaints on the part of labourers
22,823. When I say appeal, I mean from the
against the proprietors — A very few indeed ; I don't deiesion of the magistrates ?—In looking over the
think on an average two a year.

books I found that we had 1,200 convictions in the last
three years, and there were 20 appeals; 15 of these
at petty sessions gives satisfaction at St. Thomas in appeals were confirmed.
the Vale —I think so; there are some persons of
22,824. A nd five were quashed —Yes.

22,817. Do you think the administration of justice

course who will not be satisfied.

22,825. What is the class of case upon which con
22,818. Is there no difficulty in getting a quorum ?
—No, two magistrates form a quorum ; they attend
pretty regularly.
22,819. (Mr. Burke.) Was there not until very
recently very great dissatisfaction in St. Thomas in
the Vale, because process was issued for the collection

victions chiefly proceed f—They are chiefly quarrels
amongst the people themselves; assaults, and abusive
language, chiefly confined to themselves.

22,826. Not appeals against the decisions of magis
trates on the question of wages?—No, during the
whole of last year only one person sucd for wages.

The witness withdrew.

Edward BURRE (a black) sworn and examined.
22,827. Do you live at Charlston —Yes.
them shoot the man, I ran down to my yard to protect
22,828. In the parish of St. Thomas in the East : my wife, and by the time I got there, they rushed
into the yard already, they took out my wife and my
—Yes.
children, and I was running the whole day, and they
22,829. Do you remember the Maroons coming put them out in the open yard and set fire to the
there in October 2—Yos.
house without letting me take out anything, and burn
it.
22,830. What day did they come?—The 17th.
22,835. How near is that to Middleton —
22,831. What did they do when they came —
When they did come they came from White Hall, Charlston and Middleton are line and line.
they met a man of the name of Dennis Geohegan,
22,836. Close together ?—Yes.
he went out to look at his horse, and as he went they
22,837. Docs Charlston lie between Middleton and
shot him.

White Hall 2–Yos.

22,832. Where did they shoot him 2–Right in the
breast.

22,833. In what place —On the Queen's highway.
22,834. Between White Hall and Charlston —Yes,
and after that they went into the store, and as I saw

22,838. Is that all you have got to tell us?—Yes;
after they shot Geohagan, I was pressed by a con
stable on Saturday morning and captured ; he was shot
on the 13th or the 14th, and on the 21st I was pressel
by a constable to go and bury him.

The witness withdrew.

THoyſas DAvis (a black) sworn and examined.

7. Davis.

22,853. Where to ?—I took them from their houses

22,839. Do you live at Stony Gut —Yes.

º

22,840. Were you acting as a constable during
martial law —Yes, part of the martial law.

22,854. Where did you take them too —I took
them to the Bay.

22,841. Where were you doing duty as a constable
at that time 2—At York.

W.

at York, and bring them to him.
-

-

22,855. Did you take them to Morant Bay?—I did

-

not, Stewart took them.

22,842. Were you under Obadiah Stewart who
was head constable 2–Yes, he pressed me to be acting
constable under him.

22,843. Did you take any persons into custody ?—
Yes, I went to the Bay and had a charge against two

22,856. Where did you last see the five that you
brought from York —I never saw them from the day
I carried them in the morning.
22,857. You did not afterwards see what was done
with them —No.

persons, and he came up with them, and we did go
and bring them to him, and took them to the Bay.
22,844. You took up five people —Yes.

22,845. Where did you find them —At their

º

22,858. Did you some time after that, go with the
Maroons to Stony Gut —Yes.

22,859. Where you still acting as constable —
Yes.

-

**,

houses.

–22,860. Did you go to show them anything —

22,846. Where were the houses you found them at?
—Buy-land.
22,847. Where was the Buy-land —At York.

22,848. Did you go yourself?—Four of
22,849. You went yourself?—Yes.

Yes.

22,861. What did you go to show them —We
went from York to Stony Gut to show them different

us went.

houses, as we hear the Maroons coming to shoot and
burn.

22,850. You took five men at York 2–Yes.
22,851. And handed them over to the head
stable, Stewart 2—Yes.

22,862. What houses 2–The different houses, to tell
\
con

them that this party at Stony Gut which was not to be
burnt. I was ordered to do it by the head constable.

22,852. Did you take them by his direction?—

22,863. Did you go with them and show them part
of Stony Gut that was not to be burnt 2–Yes.

-

Yes.

- -

|
g

- -

–-

–
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22,864. Did you show any part that was not 2–

We did, we tell them this house don't burn, the white
people could go to it, or something this house quite
good and safe, and they said, Oh they came to burn
good and bad.
22,865. Then they burnt the houses you said were
not to be burnt —No.

453

22,876. Five Maroons?–Yes.

22,877. Was an officer with them when that was
done –Yes, a Maroon sergeant was there.
22,878. What was his name 2–Bernard ; he gave

SIXTH DAY.

the command to shoot him.
22,879. And he was shot ?–Yes.

23 Feb. 1866.
º

22,866. How many houses did you see burnt 2–

22,880. Did you hear why they seot him 2–I did

With my own eyes I see about five burnt.
22,867. Did you point out to them one Duncan

not hear why they shot him.
22,881. You did not hear what he was said to have

Grant's house —Yes.

done *-No, as the men Simpson delivered him to
him, they just ordered him out and shoot him ; they

22,868. Where was his house ?–At Stony Gut.

22,869. Who was Duncan Grant 2–A

carpenter

Iſläll.

-ſ

said the Colonel gave them orders.
22,882. Did you then go and find Duncan Grant &
—Yes, sitting down at his door's mouth.

22,870. What was he besides a carpenter 3–In
22,883. Was he taken and shot —Yes.

trade as a carpenter.

22,871. Had he been a Volunteer —I don't know.

22,884. Who shot him 2–The same Maroons.

22,872. You do not know anything about him —

22,885. Why did they shoot him 2–I don't know

\". I don't know whether he had been a Volunteer
(ºr not.

why.

22,886. Did they say why?—They said they had a

22,873. As you were going up, did you

meet a man

called Frenderson —Yes, he was being taken by one
Simpson by one Mr. Morrison's gate.

charge for him from the Bay.
22,887. Did they say what it was *—They did not

tºll me what it was; they only tell us to go and show
them, and we were obliged to go.

22,874. Where was that 2–At Stony Gut.
*873. At that point did the Maroons do any
thing to Frenderson 2–Yes, they took him out, and
more Maroons got, and put him out on the grass, and

do you now know why they shot him?—No, I do not.
22,889. You never did know —No, I never did

shot him there ; five men shot him.

know.

22,888. Have you heard since why they shot him ;

The witness withdrew.

WiLLIAM DARLY (a black) sworn and examined.
22,890. Do you live at Stony Gut?—Yes.
22,916. Do you mean that he had nothing in his
*"l. Do you remember the outbreak at Moran hand 3-No, I did not see him with anything.
Bay —No.
22,917. Do you mean you saw him, and cannot
22,892. Did you live at Stony Gut last October 2–
say
you saw anything in his hand –I saw him, but I
—Yes.
did not see anything in his hand.

*893. Do you remember the row at Morant Bay
-the war —Yes, I remember.

22,894. Where were you the day the war began at
Morant Bay *—Stony Gut.

22,918. Not a stick 2–No.

22,919. How were they walking?—They go straight
on ; follow one another.

22,920. Two and two —No, straight on, follow

*ś. Did you see the people leave Stony

Gut to

each other.
*

go to Morant Bay —Yes.

22,921. Two and two abreast 2–Oh yes.

*896. What time did they leave

Stony Gut 3–

About 3 o'clock.

22,922. Besides Bogle and Grant, who else was

there going to the Bay –There were several more

*97. How many did you see start – well, I

people.

Cannot count them.

23,898. Without counting them * – I saw more
than 20.

*899. Who was at the head of them *—Bogle was,
22,900. They left Stony Gut about 3 2–Yes.
*901. With arms in their hands?—No.

22,923. Were they under any leader or captain –
Well, I can't really tell ; I saw Bogle and Grant.

22,924. Who were leading the others?—Bogle was
before.

22,925. And Grant was before ?—Yes.

22.902. What had they got ?—Nothing at all.

22,926. Who led the other party —Moses Bogle.

*908. Machets?—No, I never saw none.

22,928. Besides those you saw some others ? No.

22,927. And Grant led the others ?–Yes.
22,904. Nor sticks *—No, I never saw none.

22,929. I thought you said you did 2–One party go
straight on ; I saw Bogle and Grant.

*905. Nor spears?—No.
22,906.

Nothing?—No.

22,930. Who else did you see –All the rest of the

*907. With their hands in their pockets —Yes,

people.

and their hands straight down.

22,981. Besides Bogle and Grant who else did you

.º

* That was the way they went down to
Morant Bay? Yes.
22,909. And did you stand looking at them with
your pockets —Yes, I stood looking at

Your hands in
them,

* Did you go after them to look where

they

"gºing to ?—No, I saw them go past.
*"!! Do you mean these people that went with
º
had nothing in their hands ?-No, they had

º

º
yº, Nothi
othing at all
-

;:

º
*
ſ

—No.

saw lots of people; I don't know some of

22,932. They were Stony Gut people —Some from
Stony Gut.
22,933. Are you a Stony Gut man 2–Yes.
22,934. Then you knew the other Stony Gut men 2

—Some of the people from Stony Gut I knew.
22,935.
Bogle.

Think who they
y were 2–I

Saw Dani
Daniel

22,936.
a captain
2–No.
22,937. Was
Whathewas
he –He
was just following.
22,938. What had he got in his hand *—Nothing.
22,989. Had he anything on his head ?—Nothing
at all, only his hat.
-

herº". Was there a man of the name of Grant
* You know Captain Grant 2–Oh yes.
*914. He was there 2–Yes.

*913, You saw him — I saw

see ?—I
them.

him.

22,940. Any others?—I saw James Tobin,
3 L 3
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W. Darby.
23 Feb. 1866.

22,941. What was he doing –Nothing at all.
22,942. How long had you known these people —

I and them live in Stony Gut.
22,943. How long have you iived there 2—I was
born in Spring Garden, and there all my life.
sº Did you attend the chapel at Stony Gut 2–
INO.

22,945. What chapel did you attend ?–The Church

of England at Morant Bay.
22,946. Had you ever attended public meetings
there 2–Only once.
22,947. When was that ?–I cannot remember, it
was a long time.
22,948. It was some time in September, was it not?
—Before that.

22,949. What was that about 2—I heard a meeting
was going to take place, and I go to the meeting.
22,950. What was it about 2–I heard Mr. Warren

22,975. Were you working all the week at Bel
videre 2–Yes.

22.976. Under who —Mr. Elphick.
22,977. Is he the overseer ?–Yes.
22,978. Where 2–At Belvidere.

22,979. When they went, you went half way down
after them, on the Wednesday ?–Yes.
22,980. What occurred then 2–I turned back.

22,981. Where did you go to ?—Back to my house.
22,982. Did any of these people come back wounded
that night —Yes.
22,983. How many?—I saw Archie Bailey.
22,984. About how many did you see come back
wounded ?–One from Stony Gut, Archie Bailey.
22,985. But you saw more than one —From
several places, but not from Stony Gut.
22,986. How many came back from several places?
—Four.

Say, when we go to work we must always seek our price,

for the price we were getting was too small ; and he, the
minister, could not get anything out of us, and the
tailor could get nothing from us, and the carpenter
could get nothing, and all the tradesmen could not
get anything, for the price was very small, so we
must always stand out for the full price.

22,951. After that did your neighbours go out

22,988.
22,989.
the bush;
22,990.
22,991.

What had they got in their hands – Gun.
Was anything done to you?—No, I was in
they shot my brother.
Had he been down to the Bay ?–No.
How do you know that ?—He was a little

boy.

tºº.

drilling –No.

22,952. Do you mean that nobody at Stony Gut
every drilled :-I never saw them.

22,987. Four wounded ?–Yes.

-

22,953. But you knew they were drilling 2–I
heard it, I never saw it.

22,954. What did they drill with ?—I cannot say.
22,955. You heard the people talking about it, and
what was being done—what were they drilling with ?
—I cannot say: during the week I was at my work.

º But you met your neighbours, did you not ?
– l CS.

22,957. You heard them talking about what they
were doing —No ; I never heard a word what they

Where was he, in the bush 2–He was in
the bush, and the constables catch him.
22,993. What constable 2–Obadiah Stewart, he

catch him, and bring him to soldiers.
22,994. What soldiers ?–White soldiers.
22,995. When was that ?–That was on the Thurs

day.
22,996. After the Wednesday that they had been
to the Bay ?—Yes.
22,997. Was that the only person you saw shot?—
Yes.

22,998. They did nothing to you ?—No, I was in
the wood, only they burn my house.

were doing ; when I came from work I understood
22,999. They did not take you down to the Bay?
they were drilling.
they burn my three houses.
—-No,
22,958. Did you not hear it being done?—No.
23,000. Did you see your brother shot ?—Yes.
22,959. Did you not hear them being drilled 2– - 23,001. Were you there 2–Yes, the boy was lying
Drilling, but I did not know what they drilled.
down from the Thursday to the Saturday.
22,960. Did you hear them drilling 2–Yes, I
23,002. (Mr. Burke.) Can you tell what the people
hoard it.
went down to the Bay for ; what did they say when
22,961. How long before they went down to they were going—did you hear 2–No.
Morant Bay were they drilling —They went to the
23,003. Did they not say why they were going?
Bay Wednesday.
22,962. How long before that did they begin to —They said they were going to the Vestry to seek
their price, for the price of working at the estate was
drill —When they came back from the Bay.
22,963. Were they not drilling before they went to too small.
23,004. What had the Vestry to do with their price ?
the Bay ?—I cannot tell.
they must all meet to
22,964. Oh yes, you can *—I understood they were —I don't know ; they said
make agreement.
drilling on Saturday.
23,005. To make agreement with the Westry for
22,965. But before the Saturday were your neigh
price 2–Yes.
their
bours not drilling up at Stony Gut —They never
Who said that 2–Bogle.
23,006.
Bay.
the
to
drilled till the Saturday, when they go
23,007. Was that in the speech he made –Yes.
22,966. Did you not know Captain Grant 2–1 saw
23,008. Before they started 2–Yes.
him at Stony Gut.
. Were you standing among the people he
23,009
n
22,967. When did you first see Captai Grant at
Stony Gut –The Wednesday when they were going spoke to ?–Yes,
23,010. Where was he standing 2—The people were
to the Bay.
22,968. But when did you first see him —On the round him, and he was in the middle.
23,011. Was he standing at his house or in the
Tucsolay.

22,969. Did you not know him before that
Tuesday ?–No, never knew him.
22,970. Did you never see him —No.
22,971. Where did you work?—Belvidere.
22,972. Where is Belvidere 2–In St. Thomas in

chapel ?—Out of the Spring Garden passage.

the East.

Y

22,973. Whereabouts does it lie, towards Stony
Gut 2–Far north, about 4 miles.

22,974. Up the hill, or down the hill?—Down the
hill.

**

" ".

23,012. That is below Stony Gut, nearer the Bay,
is it not ?—No, it is neighbour to it.

23,013. Is it nearer the Bay?—About four miles
from it.

23,014. He made the speech at Spring Garden ?—
os.

23,015. Before they started, did you go up to Stony
Gut 2–No.

23,016. You only saw them come past –Yes.

º

—-

-

- --— --
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23,017. Did they say anything else besides that

they were going to the Vestry to seek their price from
the planters *—He said they had to pay heavy rent
and taxes, so that they could not get wages from the
estates to pay it, and they were going to seek their

price to get money to pay

their rent and taxes.

23,018. Did he stop the men as they went by to

say that —He stopped the whole of them, and they
all stood up.

Twº NTY.
the men you saw with Paul Bogle had neither machetI SIXTH
DAY.
nor spear, nor stick, nor anything in their hands –

**

never saw any.

º

W. Darby.

. .

23,027. Do you mean to swear they had not ; you
must have seen if they had 2–They did not have any. 23 Feb. 1866.
23,028. Then you saw that their hands were empty
—Empty.

23,029. And that you pledge your oath to ?—
Empty.

23,019. How many were there when he said that ?
—More than 20.

23,030. They had nothing in their hands —No, no.
23,031. What became of the wounded men —They

23,020. What did they say?—They said, “Come
on, let us go down now.”

23,021. Had they their hands empty —Empty.
23,022. No sticks or staves —I did not see any.
23,023. But you saw the men — I saw the men.
23,024. Then you can swear that there was nothing
in their hands 2—No.
23,025. No machets?—No.
23,026. Do you mean you can take your oath that

hang them.

23,032. I suppose there were some wounded that
were not hung —What I saw wounded they hang.
23,033. Have you ever seen one in the country now
that was wounded ?–No.

23,034. You were not caught 2—No.
23,035. Nobody touched you ?–No.

º

23,036. Who sent for you to come up here —
Mr. Lewis.

The witness withdrew.

DAvid VALENTINE (a black) sworn and examined.
23,037. Do you live at Middleton —Yes.
23,047. After they had said what you describe,
23,038. Is that above Stony Gut 2–Yes, near
Stony Gut.
23,039. Do you remember the Wednesday morning
after the war at Morant Bay –Yes.
23,040. Did the Maroons come up to Middleton
that day —Yes.
23,041. What did they do to you ?—I heard them
shooting and burning houses.
23,042. What did they do to you ?–They burn
down my house and take away my clothes.

23,043. Did they say why they did it 2–Yes.
23,044. Why?—They said they had authority from

D. Valentine.

what became of them —After they went to my gate,
they came up again, and went into a sick young man,
a neighbour to me, took him out of his house and
carried him just to my gate and shot him.
23,048. What was his name 2–William Manning ;
when they took him out Briscoe said, “Four men fall
out and blow brains,” and they shot him. He was
there Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, and I saw
Denis, Geoghagan, and William Minard shot, and I
buried them myself.
22,049. After that did the Maroons go away ?—
No, they stayed two or three days, and they cut up

!.
* *

all the victuals.

the Governor to do so.

23,045. Did they tell you that you had done
something 2–I asked what I had done, and they
said what the rest had done I must pay for, for one
rotten sheep spoiled the whole flock.

23,050. When they had done that where did they
go —They went to White Hall and down to Bath ;
meanwhile the Maroons were shooting, and Mr. Fyfe

23,046. Was there an officer with them 2–Yes,

give us a pass, and the Maroons should not shoot any

called out that we must come to Bath, and he would
InOte.

Briscoe was with them and gave the word of
Command.

23,051. Did you get a pass —Yes.
The witness withdrew.

Jonix I)0wNEY sworn and examined.

23,052. Are you overseer on the Island Head
estate 2–Yes.

23,053. Do you remember on the 12th of October

list being made a prisoner –Yes.
Daniel Graham McClaren.

23,055. What place
threatened

-

Scotland.

23,054. Who took you up 2–A man of the name of
Somerset.
23,056. What did

J. Downey.

23,062. You did not tell them that I suppose, you
swore you would join them —Yes.
23,063. Were you born in Jamaica —No, in
23,064. Where did they take you to after you had

been sworn ?—They did not take me away; they left

did he

belong to ?–To

me and went away, and told me if the other party

was not satisfied with the handwriting they would
he take

you up for 2–He

send back for me.

my life.
23,065. Did they come back again —No.

23,057. What did he say you had done that made

him take you up —He said to me that their laws

23,066. Where did you go to ?–To Kingston.

Were in force, he told me he had men coming : 1

23,067. Did you go to Kingston directly they had

looked through the door and saw five men coming with
ºutlasses and sticks, and they made me give them my

gone —I could not go next day, the crowd was too
great at Somerset.

i
-

handwriting and made me swear to it.

23,058. What did you swear to ?–I swore the same
* I am sworn here now.

23,059. To tell the truth do you mean —To join
With them ; they made me kiss the book.
23,060. What did you promise to do —I did not
Promise, only under the fear of instant death and

"ompulsion to join them until I could get time to make
"5 escape, which I did on the Friday.

*3061. You swore to join them —Yes, but I had
no intention of doing

so.

23,068. Did you know those persons that came to
your house – Yes.
23,069. Where did they come from *—Somerset.

23,070. Were they all Somerset men —Yes, except
Olle.

23,071. Did they ask for your gun ?—Yes, they
took it away.

23,072. That was all you saw of them —Yes, after
taking the gun they asked for Mr. Drummond ; I said
I had not seen him for two weeks.
3 L 4

sº

i

º
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23,073. Who is Mr. Drummond; what had he to

sixTH DAY. do with them 2–1 don't knows they asked for him.
J. Downey.

took out the ramrod, and showed me the depth of the

load, and I looked particularly to see if the caps were

23,074. Was he a person who did business there 2

—Yes, he had a property called 13en Lomond.
23 Feb. 1866.

BEFORE

On.

23,083. Were they capped 2–Yes, they were
capped, I saw them particularly ; when they turned

23,075. Was he a planter?—Yes.

23,076. Did they say what they would do to him if
they found him – Yes, they said if they caught him
they would tie him as they would tie a pig.

23,077. You got away next day to Kingston —Not
the next day, the might after, Friday night.
23,078. And you saw no more of them —No.
23,079. What sort of arms had the men that came

to you ?—The first man had a double-barrelled gun;
and the other boy had one of the Volunteers' rifles.
23,080. In what direction did they go when they
left you ?–They went down Somerset way.
23,081. Was it an Enfield rifle that they had 2–Yes.

23,082. Was there any ammunition ?–Yes, they

round to go away they said, “Remember we have
“ told you our last and our first, and we will take off
“ the head of every man that will not join us.”
23,084. (Mr. Hºalcott.) How far is Island Head
from Morant Bay ?—Fifteen miles ; it is 2,000 feet
above the level of the sea.

23,085. Is it a coffee plantation ?–Yes.
23,086. Whose estate is it 2–Mr. Westmorland's.

23,087. You say that there were some five others
besides Graham McClaren 2–Yes.

23,088. Was it McClaren or McLean 2–He has
three names, I don't know which it is ; I have known

him for about 10 years.

The witness withdrew.

G. Francis.

GILBERT FRANCIS (a black) sworn and examined.
23,089. Did you live at Mount Lebanus 2–Yes.
23,117. Was that at Mount Lebanus º-Yes.
23,090. What did you do when you were there 2–I
23,118.
How many were left –A number of houses
was a labourer.

23,091. Where did you work –I worked for my
own self.

-

23,092. Have you buy-lands —Yes.
23,093. How many acres do you own at Mount

were left, because there are two sides, and the river
run right in the middle ; the houses over the river

were saved.

23,119. They did not burn one side –No.
23,120. Were any of the soldiers people that you
know 2–Yes.

Lebanus 2–About 12.

23,094. About how long have you had them —
About 10 years.

23,095. You only work for yourself?—Yes.
20,096. Do you remember being there on a Sunday

morning in October last –Yes.
23,097. What was the day of the month, do you
remember 2–Yes, it was the 15th of October.

23,121. Who did you know —The captain was
Captain Field.
23, 122. Did they say you had done anything when
they had burnt your house ?–No; not on the Sunday,
when it was done. When I was coming up on Mon
day, about 3 o'clock, to tell about the house where
they burn, they took me, and Mr. Smiley said I must
draw back a little further.

I did so ; and he said,

23,098. Is Ross Isle a place near you ?–Yes.
“Not distance enough, go further.” I go further, and
23,099. How near 2—A little distance.
just as I go a little further
23,100. Did you see anything that day going on at
Did they say you had done anything?—

sºlº

Ross Isle —Yes.

.N.O.

23, IOI. What did you see ?–Fire.
23,102. Fire of what?–Fire burning at Ross Isle,

tell what made them burn it.

23,103. But what was the burning?--Burning houses.
23,104. Whose houses, do you know —No, they

tell me.

were all the black people houses.

23,124. Why did they burn your house —I cannot
23,125. They told you, did they not ?—No, they no
-

23,126. Did they search it —No.

23,105. Small houses —Yes, and large houses
enough.

23,127. Did they find anything in it?—Yes, all my
clothes, and all the young people's.

23,106. Whose large houses were burning 3–Large
houses from about 20 to 30 feet long, and 10 feet

23,128. Did they find anything in your house which
they took out 2–Yes, everything they took out.

broad.

23,129. Did they take it out before they burnt the
23,107. Those are what you call large houses – house
—No, I don't think they took it out.
Yes.

23,130. Did they find anything in the house that

23,108. And those were the houses you saw burn was not yours?—All the things they burn belong tº
ing 2–Yes.
me ; I don't think they took anything out.
23,109. Did you go to Ross Isle —I turned back,
23,131. What became of you after that —Mr.
right back into my house as I saw the fire;
Smiley took me up before Captain Field.
-

23,110. You did not go to Ross Isle —No.

23,111. What did you do next —I came back and
took out my poor sick wife; she was very poorly. I
ut her on a bench and came back to take anything
out of the house that there was.

23,132. Where was that ?–At Monklands.

23,133. What was done with you there?—As they
took me up to Monklands, Captain Field said, was
running 2—I said, “No.”

23,134. Who said you were running —Mr. Smilº
23,112. Did you see any soldiers coming 3–Yes.
23,135. In consequence of his telling him that, did
23,113. What did they do —They began to burn they
do anything to you ?–Captain Field said Mr.
down the house ; they took gun, and three or four
burn the houses; “bang, bang!” and they surrounded
the house.

Smiley ought to have shot me.

23,136. What was done –They carry me

tº

up
23,114. How many times ſlid they fire —Four the Colonel, and they take me out of the yard, and

times at me house; and as the house catch, they stood two other men, and they said to load the gun to shoot
me, but they did not shoot me they tie me that day,
guard over the house till it burn.

}

23,115. Did they burn others besides yours?–Yes, so that I could hardly manage to get my break”
they burn 113 houses that Sunday.

23,116. Did you see them —Yes, with my own
blessed eyes.

they tie to my shoulder, and take me to the camp.
23,137. How long were you at the camp 2–Eleven
days, handcuffed in my hands.

- -
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98.13s. Where did they put you in the camp —
They put me in a little place they call the cell.
25,139. How did they treat, you ?–They gave me
half a loaf of bread at 9 o'clock, and nothing more
till 1 in the morning.

23,140. Was that all you had that day ?—Yes;
sometimes they could afford to give as much as half a
pound of beef.

23,141. Any water —Yes, plenty of water, when
wou hallooed out for it, the beef was so salt.
-

23,142. The beef made you thirsty, did it —Yes,

and you drink one water, and could not get the other.
The men said you had too much. They kept me 11
days and then let me go.

23,143. Did they ever tell you what you had done?
—No; they said a girl at Mr. Paterson's gave evi
dence that I came to Mr. Paterson's place.

23,144. What was the girl's name 2—Eliza Ford.
23,145. Did you hear her say that ?—Yes, it was
said at the camp when they try me at the Court
martial.

23,146. Did they flog you ?—Yes, I had 50 lashes
on my back.

23,160. Did you hear people go up to Monklands 2
—No, I hear nothing about that.
23,161. Did you hear the shell or drums ?–No,

G. Francis.

nothing about that.

23,162. And you saw nobody.—No ; in the place
23,163. Did you hear anybody ?–No, I did not
hear anything.
23, 164. Next day did you hear anything —No.
23,165. Did you not hear anybody up and down the
valley —I did not hear anything till the 14th of
October.

23,166. Did you never hear what had happened at
Morant Bay ?—Yes, I tell about the 14th of October.
23,167. Was that the first time you heard anything
about it —Yes; I saw the man they called Bogle
coming up with a lot of small boys, hardly worth
anything.

23,168. Who was the Bogle who was with the boys?
—The man they called Moses Bogle.
23, 169. Where did you see them —At the place
they called Mount Lebanus on the road coming up.
23, 171. How many boys were there 2–I did not

Yes,

number them, somewhere about 40. '

23,148. Was your back very sore ?–Yes, the
bumps are there now.
23,149. Did this girl say you had been to Mr.

23,172. You say they were worth nothing 2–Yes,
hardly worth the shirts that covered their backs; some
were perfectly naked.
23,173. Did they come back with shirts on their
backs worth something —They came back with shirts

Paterson's store ?—Yes.

23,150. And had taken out the rum there 2–Yes.
23,151. Did she mention rum ?—I don't know what
she mentioned—they mentioned nothing at all to me.
23,152. You did not take a gun out 2–No; they
did not tell me what, but they make a wrong calcula
tion.

23,153. Did you go to the store ?–No; my good
massa, if I not have bread four weeks, I would not
go and take it.

23,154. You were not up at Monklands —No.
23,155. Where were you on the 12th of October 2
—I know nothing about the 12th at all.
23,156. Where were you ?–In my field.
23,157. Working 2–Yes.

23,158. Did you see people going up the valley to

Monklands —I could not see any people.
23,159. Did you hear any ?–Yes, I did hear from
my field.

on their backs.

23,174. Then they came back better dressed ?–
Yes.

23, 175. You did not go with them —No: Mr.

Smiley took 11.7s.6d. from me and I came and begged
him for my money; I lost all I had got.
23,176. Have you got a wife —Yes, and about
nine children, some are in the grave.
23, 177. How many have you living 2—About nine.
23, 178. Do you mean you are uncertain of what
number you have alive —Yes.

23,179. Do you count them up to see if they are all
there 3–Yes.
-

23,180. Where are you working now —I am
working for myself, I had fever ever since from the
flogging, they killed me dead.
23,181. Is your back had now —No, it is well
there are marks, but the flesh is well.
J. Mais.

The witness withdrew.

Jolix MAIs sworn and examined.

23,182. What office or duty do you perform at
Golden Grove?—I am book-keeper there.
23,183. Were you there when the rioters came
there last October 2—Yes.
23,184. Was it the 12th or 13th of October.
Thursday or the Friday ?—The Thursday.

23,193. Did they also ask you about one James
McKenzie 2–No, he was among them.

23,194, What did he do 2–He held a cutlass over
my neck.
-

Tho

*3,185. I believe you were unwell there and could
not get away —Yes.

*186. Did they keep you a prisoner —They
*tained me inside the house; they kept me, I could
"ºt get out from them.

23,195. Did you see any of them go to the store and
spirit room belonging to the great house —They did,
they went over in my presence.

23,196. You saw them, did you ?—I was following
them.

23, 197. What was done –They were breaking

*187
How
. ll
you have to do
?–Fu
With
50. many
y of them did y

23,18 Were they all armed 2–Some had cutlasses

8.
and sticks.

º had something or the other in

open the store to take out the things.
23, 198. Did anybody say anything 2–Yes, they
were prevented.

23,199. Who prevented them?—This man McKenzie
their

23,190. Had any of them guns ?—No, I did not sce
any guns.

and one of the others.

23,200. What did he say?—He said the great

house was not to be injured, because it was to be kept
for General Bogle.

23,191. Did they ask you where Mr. Chisholm the

did.

23,201. You heard him say that, did you ?—I heard
him say it.

t

23 Feb. 1866.

where my field is, you cannot see or hear anybody.

23,170. That was on the Saturday —Yes.

23,147. Was that just before you went away ?—

0Verseer was ?—They

TWENTY
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. What did they say about him

—They said

7 **uted to kill him, they wanted to chop him.

23,202. Was McKenzie a black man —Yes.
23,203. When he said that to the people who were
3 M

-º
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breaking the store, what did they do —They desisted

SIXTH DAY. at

23,215. You were not on bad terms with them?—

23,205. How long did they remain with you ?—
23 Feb. 1866.

hurt you if they had wished ?–Yes, they could have
injured me if they liked.

Ol) Ce.

23,204. They left off?—Yes.

J. Mais.

-

•

No, I never troubled any of them to my knowledge;

*

I acted as fair to them as I could.

*

They remained there until the evening, about 6

23,216. (Commission.) Do you know where they

o'clock.

23.206. Did you hear McKenzie call him general 2
—Yes, I did.
23,207. You are certain of that ?—Yes, certain.

came from ?—There were several of the Golden Grove

people among them.
23,217. Were the 50 that came with McKenzie

Golden Grove people —Yes, partly, and some from
23,208. They left you and went off in the direction
of Amity Hall 2–Yes.
23,209. You did not see what happened there 2–
No.

Morant Bay.

23,218. Did you know them by sight?–Not those
from Morant Bay, only those from Golden Grove.
23,219. Had they been working on the estate 2–

23,210. You were left behind –Yes.

Yes.

23,211. Did you get away afterwards —Yes, and

must have been about 15 or 20 of them.

23,220. How many of them were there 2–There

got into the woods.

23,212. What is your age —17.
23,213. Were you born in Jamaica —Yes.
23,214. (Mr. Burke.) I suppose they could have

23,221. Did they assign any reason why they
wanted Mr. Chisholm to chop him ; did they say

anything about him —They wanted to chop him they
said because he was a bad overseer to them.

The witness withdrew.

Ro1;ERT DAC REs recalled and further examined.

R. Dacres.

23,222. You have come to say something more
than what you said the other day, what is it —After
martial law I was requested by one or two gentlemen
not living in the district to give them a detailed ac

officer was very kind to me; he heard that my wife
and children were driven away, and he sent for them,
and during the time they were there he was very

count of what came under my observation during the

man flogged there ; he was taken from his house. I
made inquiries what was the reason, and they said

late outbreak, during the suppression of it, and during
martial law. I stated certain things to them, and they
have said I did not state that in my evidence, because
I did not give certain evidence respecting individuals
whom I saw with my own eyes. They came into my
own yard, but as no question was asked me as to
what occurred during the suppression, I did not say
anything.
23,223. What can you state 2–I can state that on
Thursday the 12th of October, when I heard the mob
coming up in that district, I left my premises and
went to the bushes, and about an hour after I left I

heard the sound of a shell, the firing of guns, and the
whole district was in the greatest disorder.

During

the time some of the people ran into the woods, and
others ran out to meet the mob, and those that ran

out to meet the mob brought them into the district,
and told the others where the people had gone to hide
themselves. A large number of people accumulated

and went up to Monklands; they remained there
until about 8 o'clock, after that they came back. On
Friday morning I heard the sound of shells again.
23,224. Were you still in the bushes —I left the
bushes and came into a respectable man's house,

kind to them.

When I was at Monklands I saw a

there was certain charges against him.

A woman was

taken and some feathers put round her head, and a
cup whitening was put upon her head.

I asked her

what was the reason for that, and they said she had
offered certain insults to a lady. I saw between 13
and 15 shot. They were taken down to the place of
execution, a large trench was dug, and they were
placed over the trench just on the edge; they were
made to say their prayers; after that a subordinate
officer gave the soldiers orders to have them shot, and
they were shot, and as soon as they received the shot
they fell down into the trench, and I believe a soldier
or two, I do not remember now, went up to the hole,
and saw if there were any struggling, and he dis
charged at him. I left out that part of my evidence,
I did not give it when I was called before.
23,225. Who put the feathers and the lime on the
woman's head —I do not know, I made inquiry
about it.

-º
..

".

º,
*:

-

... We
-

J. W.

23,226. What was the meaning of it 2—I believe it
was to punish her, it was some kind of punishment.
23,227. What kind of feathers were they —Loose

º

feathers.

where I slept that night, but immediately I heard the
sounds of shells I left and went back to the bushes,
where I remained till I o'clock, when I heard the

evidence 2–Yes.

people return from Monklands.

23,228. Is that all you have come to add to your
The first time I saw Colonel Hobbs

I came back on

he explained himself to me that it was one of the most

Saturday morning; I saw three people, they chased
me back again into the bushes; when at last the troops

painful duties he had to perform, and he hoped under

came to Monklands I went there for protection. The

public and the island generally.

God's blessing good might be done to the general

The witness withdrew.

Mr. WILLIAM GYLEs sworn and examined.
Mr. W. Gyles.

23,229. Do you live at St. Thomas in the Vale —
Yes.

23,230. Are you a planter there —Yes.

coffee on the land in payment for their working, and
to provide provisions for themselves.

23,231. Do you remember in June or July last
giving some land to the people who were working on

23,235. What did they say?—They said to me that
Iheard
was that
urging
them was
to plant
hadnotI rent
nº
the land
free, coffee,
that I and
would

your estate to plant provisions —I gave it out before

out any of my good land, and that they would soºn

then.

walk in and cut down, and I should not be able to sº.
anything. I do not rent any of my land, it is all good

23,232. When did you give it them —About three

º

land.
years ago.

23,233. What occurred in June or July with regard

to that land 2–I was urging them to carry out their
agreement.

23,234. What was their agreement —To plant

23,236. Did that strike you as anything particular,
or
did they
idlewill
words
“Well, ifwethat.
“ the
case,seem
there
be 2—I
war said,
in Jamaica,
wil
“ have to fight.”

1
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23,237. You said that ?–Yes, but I thought no
thing of it at the time.

23,238. Was that all that occurred between you
and them —Yes.
23,239. And you heard nothing more about

this

They made several applications to rent land, and I

TWENTY.
SIXTH DAY.

refused renting it.

23,252. When did they make application ?—After Mr. W. Gyles.
June and July.
23,253. And before the Morant riot ?—Yes, and
several times before June and July.

23 Feb. 1866.

again?—Oh, yes, it is now a report going on.
23,240. But before the Morant Bay riot was any
23,254. What was the particular nature of the ap
thing
more
said
tº
You
about
the
land,
or
their
rights
plication,
the particular nature of their remarks
... it —They said the Queen was going to make it about the and
Queen 2–They came to ask me if I would
rent them some of my land, and I refused doing it.
free for them.
23.241. When did they say that ?—A little before
23,255. Was this before or after July 2–Yes, and
this rebellion.

then after this they told me about the Queen freeing it

23,242. But after the conversation you have told
us?—Yes.

for them.

23,256. What was it that was said by them when

23,243. When was it they said the Queen
going to make it free ?—I cannot tell you.

was

they mentioned the Queen —I have told you already.
23,257. Was that all ?—Yes.

95.244, was it in October or September 3–Before
October.

23,245. Was it about September 2–Yes.
23.946.
led to—Itheir
saying
the Queen was
going
to doWhat
anything
cannot
tell.
23,247. What led up to that conversation ?—About
my land.

23,258. They asked for land, you said they could not
have it, and they said the Queen would give it, was that
it 2–Yes, and they would walk in and cut it down.
23,259. That was the July conversation ?–Yes.
23,260. Was that the substance of it —Yes, that

º

is all I know about it.

23,261. You say the same thing is going on now *
23,248. What was it?—They were all wishful of
—Yes, they have it reported now.
getting
land. led to your knowing that ?—Because
23,249.myWhat

it was valuable land, it was never worked before.

23,250. Did you say anything to them about it 2–
Yes.

23,262. Do you know it of your knowledge —Upon
my brother's property.
23.263. IIas anybody ever spoken to you lately upon

your own property about this -—No, not lately, not

-

23,251. Cannot you tell us your conversation º

since this rebellion.

The witness withdrew.

G. Wignell.

GEORGE WIG NELL (a black) sworn and examined.
23,264. Do you live at Port Morant ?—Yes.
23,289. What is he 2–An engineer.
23,290. Was he at Bath when you were flogged 2–

23,265. And are you a labourer –Yes.
23.266. Upon what estate –Leith Hall.

No.

23,267. Do you remember when the martial law
was on ?—Yes.

**** Were you

taken up during that time –

23,291. Was he there after you were flogged or
before?—He was there when I was flogged.
23,292. What did he order on that day; did you
hear him order anything to be done to you ?–Yes.

€8.

23,293. What was it 2–He said the Maroons were

23,269. Who took you up 2–Robert Jackson.
to shoot me.
23,270. What did he take you up for 4–He said
23,294. Were the Maroons there when you were
that I knew where my father lived in the bush.
flogged —Yes.
23,271. Were you ever taken up by James Thomp
23,295. What time in October, was it the beginning,

80n —Yes.

..º. When

middle, or end of the month —Nearly the ending.
did he take you up 3–The same
23,296. How many Maroons were there when
Woodrow ordered them to shoot you ?—I cannot tell.

y.

23,273. Then two took you up 2–Yes.
23,297. Were the Maroons commanded by an

23,274. Where did they take you to ?–To Bath.

officer –Mr. Woodrow commanded them.

23,275. When you got to Bath what was done to
you?—They flogged me.

º

23,276. Who flogged you ?—I cannot tell.

23,299. Was there any officer of Maroons there

23,277. Do you know Mr. Kirkland 2–Yes.

besides Mr. Woodrow, was Briscoe there 2–Yes.

23,278. Did you go before Mr. Kirkland —No.
23,279. Were you put into prison 3-Yes.
23,280. How long did you remain in prison ?–Only
half a day.

23,281. And then you were flogged 2–Yes.
23,282. What did they flog you for 3–Nothing,
only they said I knew where my father lived.
23,283. They flogged you because you knew where
your father lived in the bush, is that what you mean *
—Yes, they said I must go and show them where

23,298. How came Mr. Woodrow to be in command
of the Maroons 2–I do not know.

he

23,300.
23,301.
23,302.
23,303.

Do you know him —Yes.
Did you know him before ?–No.
Do you know him now 2–No.
Then how do you know that he was there 2

—He was there ; if I see him I should know him.

23,304. Who is Briscoe 2—A captain.
23,305. A captain of what ?—Of the Maroons.

23,306. Do you know him by sight?–Yes.
23,307. Did you know him before you got to Bath 2

WàS.

—No, I never knew him before.

23,284. Who was there when you were flogged I cannot tell the people's names.
23,285. Was anybody there who you can tell that

times.

saw you flogged 2–Yes.
3,286. Who?—Ann Lindsay.

23,287. Anyone else?—William Walters.

23,288. Do you know a man by the name of Wood
roff?—Yes.

23,308. How often did you see him there –Several
23,309. Do you know James Gordon 2–Yes.
23,310. When you were ordered to be shot did he

do anything for you ?—Yes, he begged for me.
23,311. He got you off?—Yes.
23,312. What is James Gordon —A labourer.
3 M 2
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23,313. How many lashes did you get when you
were flogged 7–76.

23,321. Have you come from Port Morant?—Yes,
23,322. What is he in prison for 2—I do not know.
23,323. Who put him in prison 2–Mr. George

23,314. I thought you said 51 –Twice I was

G. Wigmell.

flogged, 25 and 51.
23 Feb. 1866.

23,315. Then you got 51 at one time, and 25 after
wards 2—Yes.

23,316. What is your age 2–18.
23,317. When did you receive this second flogging,
how soon after the first 7–The following day.
23,318. Was your back very sore when you were
flogged the second time —Yes.
23,319. Where is your father now 2–In prison at
Port Morant.

23,320. IIow do you know that ?—I left him there.

Hague.
23,324. What is he 3—A custom house officer.
23,325. When did he put him in prison 2–Last

Tuesday.

23,326. Do you know what he was put in prison
for *-They said that he came down and gave evidence,

and
he must be kept in prison until everything was
OVer.
23,327. That was what they told you, at any rate?
—That was what they told me.

on Tuesday.

The witness withdrew.

R. West.
-

RICHARD WEst (a black) sworn and examined.
23,345. What happened to you there ?—When I
23,328. Are you one of the rural constables for the
nearly got into Lake's yard I saw six men run out
parish of St. Thomas in the East —Yes.

23,329. Were you so in October last 2–In Morant
Bay.
23,330. Wére you up at Stony Gut when they went

to execute a warrant upon Paul Bogle 2–Yes.
23,331. Were you there when the policemen got up
23,332. What became of you ?—Iran away.

23,346. Did they catch you ?—Yes.
23,347. What did they do 2–0ne of them gave me

...
-

a lick on the head.
23,348. What with ?—A stick.

..

* |

23,350. Did you know them 2–No.

23,333. How soon did you do that 2–As soon as

, ººl. What hºppºned to you after you had that

º º head 2–He asked me why I came there,

Bogle laid hold of the policemian.
-

23,334. Then you ran off?—Yes.
23,335. What did you do that for 2–He blow the
shell and the men came out.

|

º,

º

after me.

23,349. What men were there ?–Bogle's men.

there 2–Yes.

|

º

23,336. Did you go up to help the constables —
Yes.

23,337. But instead of doing that you ran away ?
—All the policemen ran away. Bogle kept one and
the rest ran and I followed them.

A
ºi

said, “To execute a warrant upon Bogle.” They said,
“What right have you here?” I said they must save my
life ; they ordered a man to cut off my head.
23,352. Did they stay long with you?—Yes.
23,353. How long?—They said I must go and show
them where the policemen had gone.
23,354. Which policemen 2–Lake.
23,355. Did you show them 2–No.
23,356. What did you do?—I told them to carry
ad ºn

-

ºr

ºx -

r

º

º

º
º

º

º

*

* ,

-

º

23,338. Where did you run to ?–I ran up to the me down to Lake's yard.
policeman's yard for refuge.
23,339. Where was that ?—Up at the top side of
Bogle's yard.
23,340. What was the policeman's yard named ?–
Lake's yard.
23,341. Was Lake at home 2—The housekeeper

-

-

was there.

t

23,342. But he was not ?–Yes, he himself was

-

23,357. Did they carry you ?—They drew me right
down.
23,358. How far had you to go?–To Lake's gate.
23,359. What more occurred 2–Lake ran out of
the yard and said, “How dare you take hold of the constable. If I had my gun I would shoot you.”
23,360. What did they do then —They let me go
and returned back to Bogle's yard.

23,361. Was that all that happened to you that

there.

23,343. You followed him —Yes.
23,344. Did you find him there when you got in 2

day —Yes.
23,362. Are you a policeman still ?—Yes.

23,363. Have you run away since that day —No.

Yes.

|},

º

º
º
: H.
º:

º

º
º,

º
ºnly
**

º,

º

The witness withdrew.

º
C. Scott.

-

CHAELoTTE SCOTT sworn and examined.

23,364. Do you live at Long Bay ?—Yes.
23,365. What do you do there 2–I do nothing.
23,366. Did you never do anything in all your life?

-

—No.

it.

23,369. What do you work at 2–I plant cotton.
23,370. Was that near Long Bay ?–Yes.
23,371. On whose land—who do you work for 2–
The Cotton Company.

;
23,372. Do you remember being taken up by a man
named David Mayne –Yes.
23,373. When did he take you up 2–In the martial
-

º

to the public shop to buy some salt things.

23,375. Did David Mayne take you up then ?—
CS.

23,367. How do you live, are you married ?–No.
23,368. How do you get your living 3–I work for

law.

23,374. Where did he take you to?—I went down

*H
*,

º

º

23,376. Who is David Mayne –A brown man.

º

23,377. Besides being brown is he anything else?

º

—He is a stout large-bodied man.
23,378. Does he do anything, does he keep a house?
—He keeps a shop.

º

23,379. Does he keep a provision shop?–No.
23,380. What shop —Clothes.
23,381. Not salt things —Yes.

23,382. Clothes and salt provisions –Yes.

23,383. Why did he take you up 2–He asked *
where I came from, I told him I came from my hoº

º

º

:
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d me if I did not go to Mr. Wiggum's house, I

ºº ſº me
ton's house, I said

if I did not go to Mr. Codring

no.

-

23,384. Did Mayne give you to James Codrington?
—The two gave orders to flog me.

23,355. where was Mr. Codrington –At home.

3.js.

You were at Mayne's shop you say?—

23,419. Did Mr. Mayne give you to him —Yes.
23,420. And Mr. Codrington —Yes.
23,421. How soon after they gave you to that con

-

23,387. And where was Mr. Codrington —He was
in

th shop; the two of them were there.
23.8ss. Did Mayne say you were to be flogged 2–

Yes.

23,389. What for 2–I don't know.
23,390. Did he not say you had done something *
-

I had not done anything.

-

23 Feb. 1866.

23,422. The same day ?—Yes.

23,423. Did they take you before anybody to try
you ?—No.
23,424. Where did they take you to to flog you ?—
At Long Bay.
23,425. Was it in the road, or in the yard, or in the

customers, because it was martial law ; did he say

you had done something –No.
23,394. Were you flogged — was flogged at Long

—Two weeks.

-

No, it was because of martial law.

23,393. Do you mean that Mayne flogged

all his

Bay.

23,430. Was that a week after the first flogging 2
-

23,431. What did they flog you then for 2–I do

23,395. How much did you get 7–26.
23,396. Whereabouts —On my back.

not know ; he called me back and tied me to a

23,397. Who ordered that—who said you were to

have that ?—James Codrington and David Mayne.

23,398. Who flogged you?—A man named Daniel

cocoa-nut tree and flogged me.
23,432. Was that at Long Bay ?—Yes, the same
Cocoa-nut tree.

23,433. What did they flog you with a second time z
—The same cat.

Biggerstaff.

-

23,434. Who flogged you ?—A man named James

23,399. What is he 7–A black man.

23,400. But what is he, is he a constable 3–He is
a COIllinon Instil.

23,401. What did he flog you with ?—A cat.
23,402. Were any soldiers there —No.
23,403. Did Mr. Codrington say you had done any

McCormock.

23,435. Whereabouts did he flog you ?—The same
place, the shoulders.
23,436. Did they put your dress down —They
stripped me.

23,437. Did they strip you naked –Yes, they took

thing —No.

23,404. How old are you ?—26.

23,405. Do you live alone —No, I live with my
mother.

23,406. And not far from Mayne's shop —About
half a mile from it.

yº. Had you ever seen him before that day ?—
€s,

off all my clothes and left my back bare.
23,438. Have you got any sweetheart —No; when
he flogged me he said the constable must give me 50
lashes on the Friday and put me in the lock-up and
give me 50 more, and send me down to Port Antonio
on the Saturday morning, and send me to the peni
tentiary for four years, and when I came out if I

spoke a word about it he had a hanging rope and he

23,408. Had you bought at his shop –Yes.
23,409. Before that day did you see him with Mr.
Codrington, and they flogged you ?–Yes.

23,410. Do you really mean to say that you walked

would hang me.
23,439. After you were flogged the first time did
they put salt-brine on your back —Yes.

23,440. (Mr. Halcott.) Did you ever go by the

into David Mayne's shop to buy something, and that
because it was martial law you shall be flogged?

name of Mrs. Christie —No.

- les.

No.

º

23,411. And that was all that happened 2–Yes.
23,412. Did you see any other of his customers
flogged for coming to buy things —Yes.

23,413. How many did you see flogged, because
they were customers of Mayne's 2–I saw him flog

Sarah Walker and Margaret Minott and Ann Gollo
way.

23,441. Are you ever called Catherine McKay?—
23,442. (Commission.) Do you know Elizabeth
Collens —She is my mother.

23,443. What happened to her, was she flogged
too —Yes.

23,444. By Mr. Mayne —By Mr. Codrington.

23,445. Was that for going to Mayne's shop —She
was there.

23,414. Were they persons that lived at Long Bay?
—Some of them, and some at Manchioneal, and there
was Jane Murray.
23,415. Why were they flogged —I do not know,
2

23,426. In the open street 2—Yes.
23,427. Were you tied up?—Yes, tied to a cocoa-nut
tree; twice I get a flogging.
—Twenty-one.
23,429. What was it for 2–I was going to Port
Antonio with a bowl of cocoa-nut milk upon my head,
and as I passed I saw Mr. Codrington at his shop.
I said “Good morning !” and by the time I passed
he sent a constable after me to take me, and they
smashed my bowl ; that was after the martial law.

give me a damn good catting.
23,392. Did he accuse you of stealing anything 7

º

street –Out in the street.

23,428. How many did you get the second time *

98.391. What did he say you were to be flogged
for 2–He said by the time it was all over he would

they brought them up and said they would be flogged.

23,446. Did they say you had been taking provisions
away without paying for them —No.
23,447. Did they say nothing of the sort 2—No.

23,448. Did they search your house or look into it?
—Yes.

-

23,416. Did constables bring them —Yes.

º

23,417. What constables brought them —A man
named Michael Pearey.

23,418. Was he a Long Bay constable —Yes.

C. Scott.

stable did they flog you ?–In the middle of the day.

-

Yes.

TWENTY

SIXTH DAY. &

23,449. Did they take anything out of it?—No.
23,450. Did they find anything there 2–No.
23,451. Then they did not burn it?—No.

The witness withdrew.
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AUGUSTU's CoNSTANTINE SINCLAIR recalled and further examined.

XTH DAY.

23,452. Is that the paper which you said you gave
C. Sinclair. to the officer (handing it to the witness) –Yes.

“ least. I told all this to Mr. Henry J. Kemble,
“ in his office at Kingston ; but he was very busy

23,453. What date does it bear 2–I see it is dated

“ and he took a note in pencil on the back of a

3 Feb. 1866.
---

of what I told him of the speech alleged to
the 3rd of November in pencil at the head of it ; it ““ note
have been made by Omeally at the Underhill
was on the 3rd of November I gave it.
“ meeting at Spanish Town, ‘That all the white men
23,454. What day did you make that statement 2– “ should be driven out of the country into the sea,
On the evening of the 3rd November.
“‘ and you too, Mr. Chairman,’ and also of what I
23,455. Was that the evening of the day the people “ told him of the intimacy of McPherson with
“Morgan. Omeally's brother also went over with
were sent to Kingston —Yes.
“ us by my permission—the brother is a Volunteer
23,456. Are you aware on what charge they were “ in the Saint Catherine Volunteer Artillery—I be
sent 2–Yes.
“lieve him to be a loyal man, that he would induce
23,457, What was the charge 2—I think the charge “ his brother, the prisoner, to speak out. At the
against them was that they had taken part in the “ time of the camp, Rolinson of Saint Catherine's
Underhill meeting, delivering speeches, and so forth. “Artillery told me on Sunday evening last after
“ service he met McPherson, who said to him he
23,458. Inflammatory speeches I suppose they “ expected to be taken, but if taken it would be as
called them —Yes.
“ a witness, he did not say against whom. I under
23,459. Who are the persons referred to?—Omeally, “ stand that Mr. Thomas Harvey and two brothers
and McPherson.
“ Byles will speak of what was said at the Under
23,460. Is that what you stated at the time you “ hill meeting. They told me Harvey said he was
“ quite ready to go to Morant Bay, he said so to
knew about the case ?—Yes.
“ day; the brothers Byles told me on the night of
23,461. Is it your writing 2—No, Mr. Myers; he “ the meeting about driving out the white men, and
took it down as I stated it.

“Goldson's attack on the Chief Justice, the Go

23,462. Will you read it – “I am a lieutenant
“ attached to the Saint Catherine's Volunteer Artil

“lery; I took over three prisoners to the camp this
“ morning, Omeally, McPherson, and another named

“ Warmington. On the way in the train I told
both Omeally and McPherson if they knew any
thing they must remember themselves and their
families and speak out like men, if they knew
anything about Morgan and Whitfinch it was their
duty to state it. McPherson said, “Certainly.' I
did not think it was my duty to ask him par
ticulars, so he told me nothing. Omeally said,
‘Well, suppose I know nothing.' I said, “Then you
‘ can say nothing.” McPherson had been intimate
“ with Morgan to my knowledge for 12 years at

“ vernor, and other officials; the Byles told me a
“ number of things. To-day in his own office Mr. H.
“ J. Kemble told me that the Attorney-General sent
“ money to Morgan ; I understood, at least my im
“ pression was, it had been sent through Mr. H.
“ J. Kemble.” That was what I stated to Mr. Myers
in the presence of Dr. Hamilton, with reference to
this matter about Morgan and Whitfinch. I cannot
say exactly that I told all the names, but if I did not

tell the names, I certainly particularly alluded to
them, and also to the other persons that spoke at the
meeting.

23,463. That is the evidence you adduce to correct

the testimony of persons who said that you urged
them to speak against Morgan 2–Yes.

Adjourned.

º
!

º
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(Part II.-Bath.)
TWENTY
SIXTH DAY.

PRESENT :

RUSSELL GURNEY, Esq., RoyAL CoxſyſissioxER.

|

M. A. Williams.

MARY ANN WILLIAMs (black) sworn and examined.
them as a beast, and they bound the rope and held it,

23,464. Do you live at Airy Castle —Yes.
23,465. Is that just by here 2–Yes.

23,466. Is your husband's name James Williams ?
—Yes.

23,494. They tied you, you say, with a rope, and

drove you before them into the bush —Yes, they

23,467. Do you remember some time the Maroons

coming to your house —Yes.
23,468. Do you remember when it was 2–Yes.
23,469. When was it 2–In martial law.
23,470. Was it at the beginning or in the end of
martial law —I know the beginning to the end.
23,471. Was it near the beginning 2–First, before
we heard of martial law we heard of the rebellion at

Morant Bay, they killing all the buckra and the black.
23,472. How soon was it after that that the Maroons

came?—The same October; but a long time before
that, about a couple of weeks’ time before, we heard
about martial law.

23,473. About a couple of weeks after you heard of
the disturbances at Morant Bay the Maroons came :
—Yes.

23,474. Did they ask for your husband 2–Yes.
23,475. Did they find him at first 2–No.
23,476. Where had he gone —He had gone to look
after his horses.

put me before them in the bush.
23,495. Were you tied to anybody ?—No ; me one
tied with the rope round my arm, and I went along
with them, and when I got to to the bush where the

horse is I saw the two horses, but I did not see my
husband ; and the man Natty Richards said, “Call
your husband,” and I called him. When I called him
I didn't hear him, and I begun to cry. He said, “If
you cry and don't show me where "—Natty Richards
said—“your husband is, I will blow your brains out.”
I called and didn't hear him, and Richards said, “Who

do the two horses belong to?” I said, “James Williams,”
and he loosed the horses and gave one to a man to

take to Mrs. Georgianna Skyers's shop, where they
made the Maroons stay.
23,496. Did they take anything out of your house?
—Who

23,497. The Maroons; was there any officer with
the Maroons —No.

23,498. How many of them were they there —Two.

23,477. Had he been at home the night before?—
Yes.

I don't know who the two were.

23,499. Do you know their names —No, they are
strangers to me.

23,478. Had he gone out that morning —Yes, that
morning, to go and look after his beasts,
23,479. What did they do to you ?—It was on the

23,500. What did they take from your house :
—I cannot remember the body of things they took

Tuesday morning, the last of October; they came and

away.

did not find him at the house, and I came from another

23,501. But what were they –All the men's

neighbour's and was going along into my yard, and

clothes, and all the little trinkets that I had.

the constables came in, three men.

23,502. What sort of trinkets were they –A little
gold something to put upon a watch with a little lump

23,480. Do you know who they were —Yes.
23,481. What were their names 2–One is James

Robinson, and one Richard Lake, and one Natty

Richards. One of the rebels too came in after he had
joined himself as a constable.

23,482. What was his name –Natty Richards ;

he is in the penitentiary at Kingston.

on it like a dog's shape, and a bunch of cornelian
beads, and a pair of wheel carrings, and a little tin
case that they were in.
23,503. Did they take anything else —Yes, the
clothes.

23,504. Did they take any of your clothes —None

23,483. The other two were constables —Yes.

of mine.

23,484. What did they do when they came in 2–1
Was coming from the street, coming from a neigh

23,505. Did they take anything besides the men's
clothes and those trinkets?—A tumbler, and a decan

bºur's into my yard, and I saw Robinson, and I said,

ter, and a knife.

“There is the man's wife coming along.”

23,506. Was anything done to your house –They

23,485. What man's wife did he mean *—James

Williams's wife.

23,486. Are not you his wife —Yes.
23,487. Did you point out somebody else as his
wife?—Yes.

took two pairs of stirrups.
23,507. Did they do anything to your house ?—
They burnt it down.

23,508, Was that done by the two Maroons you
mention ?—Yes.

23,488. Who said, “There is his wife coming along
now *"—Robinson.

23,509. How did they burn your house down 2–
They took a fire from the kitchen and ordered me to

23,489. When he came what happened —When I take the pot and the victuals off the fire, and they took
º near by to the gate the men called me and said, the fire and lit the house. They took the fire from
Come here, my woman.” I went into the yard, and the kitchen and put it, before the front of the house.

he said, “Where is your husband " I said, “I don't When they had packed up all the things they walked
Fºx."
He said, “What have you done with him? out and lighted the big house with fire.
Show me your husband this ſlay where he is gone
4.

23,510. Where have you lived since then?—I only

or I will blow your brains this morning.”
“I don't know.”

I said,

*490. But you did know —Yes; he had gone to
look after his horses.
23,491. But

23 Feb. 1866.

and I went before them into the bush.

you said you did not know where he

*%-Yes; I told him so because I did not know.

go and come; one Monday at my mother's at
Prospect.

23,511. Where have you lived, at what place –
At Airy Castle, at one of my neighbour's.

23,512. What neighbour –George Walker is the
In a n.

I said he had gone a little while, and he must have

23,513. Has he any wife 2–Yes.

8"nº to look after his horses.

23,514. You have lived with them 2–Yes.

*492. Did they say to you, “Do you know where
the horse is " Yes, and i said yes.
33,493. Did they do anything to you ?—Yes; they
* rope and tied my hands, and put me before

23,515. Are you living there now?—Yes; I came
from there this morning.
23,116. And have you lived with them since last
October 3–Yes.
3 M 4
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23,536. (Mr. Drummond.) Were the constables

23,517. You have never seen your husband alive
TWENTY
SIXTH DAY. since 2—Since when he died.

-

23,518. Have you ever seen your husband alive
M.A.

:

white or black men —Black men.

º

23,537. Had they badges and staves —No, but
the first morning. That is the only time when they

Williams, since that time, before he was shot; after the Maroons
had them.

23,538. You say there were three ?—No. They

came did you see him —Yes.

23,519. Where —At my house, and they catched

23 Feb. 1866.

him in the bush.

came twice. The first time the three persons came
and they did not find them at home, but afterwards

-

23,520. Did you see them catch him 2–I didn't
stand at the spot, but I saw them take him to a gravel

when the three men went to Mrs. Beckett, Joannah
Beckett.

hole at the roadside.

23,521. Who took him —The constables.
23,522. Which constables —James Pope.
23,523. It was not any of those who came to you

23,539. Was that the same morning that the three
had come to you ?—Yes.
23,540. (Commission.) Were those three constables,

Lake, Robinson, and Richards, white or black?—They

before ?—No.

23,524. Was it James Pope —Yes.
23,525. Was there anybody else?—Thomas Thomp

were all black except Robinson, and he was yellow.
23,541. What were the others ?—Yellow persons.

SOrl.

23,526. You say you saw them take him —Yes;

and James M'Kenzie.

23,527. They took him to a gravel pit?—To a gravel
pit.
23,258.

23,542. (Mr. Drummond.) But had they no dis.
tinguishing badge 2–No.
23,543. And had they their sticks —Yes. They
had no constables' sticks since the martial law, they
took their assistance.

23,544. Who told you they were constables?—They

Was that at Airy Castle —Yes, at the

told me they were.
roadside.

23,545. And that is all you know 2–Yes.
23,546. You say Natty Williams was a rebel?—

-

23,529. Did you see what they did to him 2–No. I
stopped at the house, but I heard the gun.
23,530. How soon after they took him did you hear
the gun ?—I cannot tell at what hour it was.
23,531. Was it a few minutes or a few hours after 2
—A good time after.
23,532. They did not shoot him till they saw the

Yes.

two houses burnt down 2–Not till after the three
houses were burnt down.

23,547. You believe that he was a rebel and that

he is now in the penitentiary 2–Yes.
23,548. (Commission.) Had the constables staves
with them (a constable's staff was shown to the
ss) —No.
witne
23,549. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you hear Briscoe, the
Maroon, say anything about your husband * Do you

23,533. How soon after you heard the guns was the
dead body of your husband brought to you ?—The

know Briscoe —Yes.

23,550. Which is he 2–A Maroon man.

23,551. When did you see him 2–Not till a good
same morning.

23,534. What time of the day did they bring your
husband's body to you ? Was it soon after you heard
the guns that the body of your husband was brought
to you ?—Yes.

while.

I never saw him.

23,552. (Mr. Drummond.) How do you know that
they were Maroons, did you know before ?—I know
well they re Maroons.

23,553. Did you ever see them before ?–No.

23,535. Was he then dead 2–Yes.
The witness withdrew.

THOMAS BECKFORD (black) sworn and examined.
T. Beckford.

23,554. Do you live at Bath 2–Yes.
23,555. Were you employed by Mr. Kirkland as a
butcher ?—Yes.

-

23,556. Was that to feed the Volunteers?—The

Maroons.

23,557. Where did you get the stock from to feed

them —From Mr. Gordon's property.

jºi. How many people did you flog that day?49.

23,572. How many lashes did you generally inflict

upon each —I know that one Alick Taylor had 100
lashes and was hanged.

yº. Did

you give him the whole hundred -

C.S.

º

23,574. How many did the others have –Georg"
r had 100.
26,559. How far is that from Bath —Only 150 Tyre
5. How many had 100; were thereany othº
23,57

23,558. Do you mean the Rhine 2–Yes.
chains.

23,560. Do you remember at this time a Maroon
named Walters coming to you ?—Yes.

23,561. In consequence of what he said did you go

—William Burke had 100 : Thomas Bolton had 109:

Daniel Taylor had 100; Toby Butler had 100 and
was hanged.
23,576. Had any more 100 –All the rest had ".
-

to Mr. Kirkland's 2–Yes.

24,562. What did Mr. Kirkland say to you?–He
said I must go and assist to flog the people.
23,563. What did you say ?—I said I didn't able to

or 25, or 30.

flog. I never did. It would be hard for me to flog
and to be killing beef.

16 lashes.

23,564. You mean at the same time 2—Yes.

... 23,365. Did you flog any of the people 2–He said
if I didn't flog I would get 100 lashes. I was com
pelled, for the sword and the gun of the Maroon were
around me.

23,566. You were afraid of the 100 lashes?—Yes.

23,567. Then you did flog —Yes. I was com

23,577. Did anybody help you in flogging tº
-

-

people?—Not that day. All the females, some
?—I

23,578. How many of the 49 were women?"
ot exac
tly ut?
cann
tell you.
—Many were flogged that day.
9. Abo
23,57
23,580. How many of them —About 20 women

were flogged that day. I think one Fanny Junior,
who was heavy with child, had 19 lashes.
ith

23,581. How do you know she was hºy *
child?—She was. She went and proved it; * 20
was denied.

She was sent to be examined "*

pelled.

23,568. What day was that 2—The Wednesday.
28,569. Do you remember what Wednesday?—I
cannot tell the day. I was not able to keep the date

:

at that time.

23,570. Was it the end of martial law 2–It was
about the middle of martial law. On the Friday the

*** cºme up from Kingston, on Monday I began
to kill beef, and on Wednesday I flogged.

whether
82.she was.

23,5

She said she was, and she was

be

-

sent to it

examined —Yes, and they said she was not *
was not till afterwards that I found she was.

23,583. Who examined her?—Mrs. Bruce and 50m
one else.

r

23,584. Were they married women —”

e
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examined before the 100 lashes were given to him
—Yes.

master —Yes.

28,586. And they said she was not ?—Yes.

ºr aſ Y9

23,587. But she had the lashes 2–Yes.
23,588. How do you know that she was heavy with
child?—She is very heavy now.

?—

:

23,602a. By whom ?–Mr. Kirkland.
T. Beckford.
23,603. Were they all examined in that way ?—
Many were examined in the town. Those from a 23 Feb. 1sdó
distance they scarcely examined; they only took the
-

-

evidence from a constable.

23,589. Then she could not have been very heavy

then?—I saw her; she was big with child at that

TWENTY
SIXTH DAY

r

23,604. But that is what they did in all cases 2–
Yes.

time.

23,605. Do you know that he was afterwards sent
to Morant Bay ?–Yes.
flower. I know she was heavy with child; heavy in
23,606. How long after he had had the 100 lashes 2
the family-way.
—He was flogged to-day, and to-morrow he was
23,591. You think there were 20 flogged that day? sent to the Bay.
—I think about 20, if not more.
23,607. Was that the next day but one 2–Yes.
23,592. What sort of cat was used ?–The female
23,608. Alexander Taylor, what was done with
cat was like this, a piece of knotted twine. (Witness him —He was hanged.
produced a piece of ticine.) Some had 17 and some
23,609. Was he sent to Morant Bay ?—Yes.
16 strong with it, all with knots the same as this.
23,610. Directly —They kept them in charge after
23,593. Were the men flogged with this cat 2 flogging to-day, and to-morrow morning they sent
(Specimen of cat produced by witness shewn.)—Yes; them to the Bay.

23,590. Does she live here now?—She is at Sun

there were about 16 or 17 strands like that.

23,611. Did you flog them badly –As much as I

23,594. All with wire round —Yes, knotted in the

same way, and all that length, put on to a good piece
of stick.

23,595. Then you have kept that since —Yes. I
took that piece and kept it since that time.
23,596. Where do you say you got it 3–At the
same time when I flogged the people. It cut and I

could manage, to save myself.
23,612. You could not flog very hard at the latter
part 2–My hand got tired by flogging, and I got
tired and cried out, and they mixed a glass of rum
and water to give me strength.
23,613. Who did that ?—Mr. Kirkland sent it to
Ine.

23,614. How long were you flogging all these peo

picked it up.

23,597. Did you say you made that cat —It was
made in Mr. Kirkland's yard. He is a magistrate.

23,598. Did you see who made it —Many people
made them.

23,599. Whom did you see making them —I don't
know who made the most.

Several people gave assis

tance to make them in Mr. Kirkland's house.

I don't

know who was the master.

ple; what time did you begin 2–1 began about 9 in
the morning, and I never left off till about 4 in the
afternoon.

23,615. (Suggested by Mr. Drummond.) Did you
go to Morant Bay with the two men you say were
hanged —No.
23,616. Did you see them hanged?—No.

23,617. You do not know whether they underwent

24,600. You say that Toby Butler was hanged
afterwards —Yes.

a previous examination before a Court-martial 2–I

don't know ; they did not come back; they lived in

23,601. How do you know he was hanged?—He
was sent off with the Maroons.

Bath.

23,618. Then it is merely what you have heard 2–

-

23,602. Had his case been inquired into ; was

he

Yes.

The witness withdrew.

CHARLEs BENJAMIN (coloured) sworn and examined.

ºlº. Are you

a ranger of Mr. Woodrow's 3–

C. Benjamin.

23,632. What day was that ?—Some few days
after.

es.

23,620. Do you live at Clifton Hill —Yes.
23,621. Do you remember hearing of the out
break at Morant Bay ?–Yes.
23,622. On what day was that ?—When I went
down I saw a great mob of persons going down to the
Bay, and when I returned I saw them at the cotton

23,633. Did you say anything to her at that time 2
—No. About five or six days after she stated to me
that the man she was living with had stolen a jar of

tree at the cross-roads, and Mr. Shortridge's eart

plates to me at Mary Butler's and in the jar we

was burning, and there was a concourse of persons
there. One man said as I passed, that if any d –d
Miliatto ranger should ever come for rent, he would
blow the shell; but the man they wanted was Mr.

found an engineer's kedge, in the jar of butter when

Woodrow. I went and told his servant to warn him

to keep away.

23,623. Was he Benjamin Smith ?—He was shot
at Leith Hall.
23,624. Do

you know a person of the name
Susannah Bennett?—Yes.

of

N 23,625. Did you at any time go to her house –
0.

sº

Did you ever take her into custody ?–

23,634. She said so to you ?—Yes; and she said he
had stolen a couple of plates, and she delivered the
she gave it to me at the same house. I told her to
take us to where the things were, and she did, and we

found the rest of the articles. The porter and sugar
said
she

she did not take at all.

23,635. What did she say?—They acknowledged
that they did take the things.
23,636. Who do you mean –The same woman

who is called Susannah Bennett; but that is a wrong
name. Her name is Ann Barnett. Susannah Ben.
net is not her name. She is a married woman.
23,637. And living with another man who is not
her husband 2–Yes.

0.

23,627. Did

butter from Mr. Woodrow.

you ever give any directions for her

to be flogged 2–No.

28,628. Did you see her at any time during the
attack upon Mr. Shortridge's house ?—No.

23,629. Did you at any time see her after the dis

"rbance at Morant Bay?–Yes.

º!

23,638. Who is the man 2–His name is Wignall,
and he is now in custody at Morant Bay.
23,639. Do you know that ?—Yes.

He was in the

woods two months after the rebellion.

23,640. Do you know that she was living with him
—Yes.

23,641. Was he the man she said had given her the
38630. Where?–In the public road.
see her about 2—Walking jar of butter –Yes.

23,631. What did you
*kwards and forwards.

23,642. Do you know whether she had been work

s

3 N
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23,645. Do you know Adam Hague —Yes; he is

ing for Mr. Woodrow at any time —I was informed
TWENTY

23,646. Does he live near Bath —He lives at

w. w
; but
so 23,6
43.I do
youknokno
Donot

C. Benjamin.

if she has worked at all
lately —Not since I have taken charge of the pro

23 Feb. 1866.

y. 44.
pert
23,6

SIXTH DAY.

a custom-house officer.

Clifton Hill.

23,647. How far is it from Bath 2–Five miles.

23,648. Is hethere now —He is in Kingston now;
How long have you had charge –Since

-

but I expect him up shortly.

The witness withdrew.

May.

J. Brown.

-

JANE BRowN (black) sworn and examined.
man I lived with before I was married to William
23,649. Do you live at Harbour Head road —Yes. Brown is the father of Charles Kelly.
23,650. Where is that ?—Near the junction of the
He was afterwards shot?—Yes; at Leith

nº.

road.

It is at Harbour Head that I lodge.

23,651. Is William Brown your husband 2–Yes.
23,653. Were you taken up at any time by James
Spencer, the constable —Yes.
23,654. Do you know when that was 2—In the

all.

23,580. Was your house burnt 2–Yes.
23,581. When was that ?—The last Tuesday of

October. On the day when my son was shot, the
same day my house was burnt.

23,582. Did James Spencer come to you that day

middle of the martial law.

23,655. Where did he take you to?—He took me

at all ; did he burn your house ?—No ; it was burnt

to Leith Hall station.

by the Maroons. The Maroons all came in upon me

23,656. Was anybody taken with you ?—Yes; my
daughter Sarah Kelly. We were taken both

with their guns.

. What was done with you and your daugh
ther
toge
57.
23,6

of them.

ter Sarah Kelly, when the constable took you ?—They
took us to Leith Hall station.

23,658. How did they take you ?—They tied me,
and tied the two of us together with a big man rope.
23,659. Where were you tied ?–By my two arms.

I was very sick.

23,583. How many of them came 2—A good gang
23,584. Was James Spence with them 2–No ; he
was not there that day.
23,585. Did you not see him when the house was
burnt down 2–No ; he was at Port Morant at the
time at the seaside.

23,586. Are you sure; who was with the Maroons
23,660. Were both of you tied by your arms ?—
n they came 2—Charles Benjamin.
whe
.
And our four hands together
Is that the witness we have had to-day ?—
23,561. Was one of your hands tied to one of hers,
e
ne
h
min
rs
of
h
e
hers
to
bot
?—O
or wer bot you tied
CS.
23,588, Was any officer with them —A white man?
was tied to one of my daughter's.
23,562. Did James Spencer do anything else to
23,589. Yes.—No.
23,590. Did you not see Colonel Fyfe —No;
you ?–He was very cruel to me.
23,563. In what way ?—As he took me he struck Captain Fyfe was not with them at all, only the

yº.

-

Maroons coming alone. As they caught the house on

me with a large constable's stick on the arm.

23,564. What was that for 2–Nothing at all that
I had done; but he was cruel.

23,565. Where you told what the charge was
against you or your daughter —There was no charge
at all against either of us.

23,566. What was done to you there 2–When I

got to Leith Hall, I saw a black soldier named Cor

poral Phillip, the only man I met there, and at that
time I had my two hands tied. Mr. Smith, the over
seer of Leith Hall, was there, and he said to me, “Old
lady, what have you done : " I said, “There is no

charge against me, I have done nothing at all.” They
loosed the rope from my hand and put me in the
prison room and there I remained.
23,567. How long were you kept at Leith Hall 2–
23,568. And then were you let go 2–Yes.

23,569. And was your daughter let go too —Yes.

In the station when I was there, my youngest son
George Henry Brown boiled some food and brought
it for me, and they took the food from him and took

him in charge, and led him down and gave him 12
lashes.

23,570. Was there any charge against him —No.
28,571. How old was he –I lost the boy's age.
23,572. Was he 10 years old 2–More than that.
23,573. Was he as much as 20 °–About that.
23,574. Was he more than that ?–Not more.

23,573. After you got home was another boy of
yours taken f-Yes.

23,576. What was his name 2—Charles Kelly. He
was shot at Leith Hall.

28,577. How comes his name to be Kelly; was he

23,591. Was anything taken away by Colonel Fyfe?
—My provision field. I am going to talk about that.
It was taken away by the Maroon Captain Fyfe.
23,592. When was that ?–In the martial law.

23,593. Was that after the house was burnt that

Colonel Fyfe took away your provision ground -It
was taken away before the house was burnt. After
that my house was burnt.

23,594. Did you rent the provision ground —No :

it was land we bought.

23,595. Who bought it?–The whole of the black

people.

from all this thing.

23,598. Where are you living 2—At Harbour Hea"

. 99.
road
23,5

With whom ?—I live with my daughter in
-

your daughter Kelly *—Yes? shc
had a little house, and my husband and my little son

e. that
le00.
housIs
a litt
23,6

all live in that little house.

23,601. (Suggested by Mr. Drummond.) How do
,
r pº
onelingFyf
w that
took, oryouthre
Colcall
kno2–B
you
e, or tw
y him
upe four
ground
men from the river.

d?

23,602. Were you present when he took the gº" i
—Yes; at Harbour Head, and Captain Fyfe was
Bath, and I heard that he gave orders.

:-

. Hº".
und nowthey
03.
—Mr
thea gro
took away
mule, and
Hordley.whoHehassent
of 23,6
the provision and they took it down to Hordley.

your own son 2–Yes.

23,578. Were you married twice –No.

out of the house.

23,596. Had your husband bought it —Yes.
23,597. What has become of him —He is sick now

I remained in the station about four days.

!

fire, they did not allow me to take more than a pin

The first
The witness withdrew.
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CHARLEs BeNJAMIN recalled and further examined.

23,619. How many do you think?–10 or 12 in

23,604. Do you know this woman, Jane Brown 2–

that district,

C. Benjamin.

Yes.

23,620. Out of how many ?–About 30 or 40.

23,605. Do you remember her house being burnt 2

23 Feb. 1866.

—Yes.

23,606. By whom was it burnt 2–By the Maroons.
23,607. Just tell us all you saw about it 2–1 forget
what day of the month it was. Upwards of 40
Maroons came in late in the evening at Clifton Hill

and set to work to destroy the people's houses.
23,608. Was any officer with them —Yes; some
of their own people.
23,609. Was Colonel Fyfe with them 2–No.
23,610. Was Briscoe with them — No. Some
others that I don't know, 19 or 20 of them came into

Clifton Hill and wanted to destroy the whole of the
district. Mr. Woodrow would not allow it to be done,
for several of them had been of great assistance to
him.

He took one side, and then the Maroons said

he must send me to point out the rebels' houses.
23,611. Did you point out Jane Brown's house 2–
Yes. Her son was executed at Morant Bay.
23,612. What did you know that led you to point
out her house ?—I did it because her son had been

executed as a plunderer at Port Morant, at Mr. Mar
shalleck’s shop.
23,613. Was that before this 7–Yes ;
through that that the mother lost the house.

it

was

23,614. Did you know anything about the father ?

23,621. Do you mean that there were 30 or 40 left 2
—30 or 40, including the whole of those burned down.
23,622. Out of 30 or 40 there were 10 or 12 burnt

down 2–Yes. The Maroons were so powerful that
they would not give time to say a word. They went
in and did as they liked, and would not give time to
take away the things.
23,623. Did you see them take away things —
Not in her house, but in some houses they took away
things.

23,624. What things —Clothes.
23,625. Belonging to the people 2–Yes,
23,626. What did they do with them –Carried
them away themselves, such things as shirts, trowsers,
pantaloons and hats.
23,627. Was anybody in her house ?—When I went
in the evening I saw her and her husband.
23,628. Was that when it was burnt; when was it

burnt ; in the morning or in the evening 3–In the
evening, about 2 o'clock.
23,629. Was she in the house then –She was in

the yard. I saw her, her husband, and some children
in the yard, in a little shed, and the house was just
about to be burnt.

—No.

23,630. Was there anything in the house –There

23,615. You now say that the son had been a rebel,
and, as you thought, engaged in plundering Mr. Mar
shalleck's house —Yes; and the Maroons said I was
to point out the rebels' houses,
23,616. But this was not a rebel's house, it was not
the son's, it was the father's house —No ; the son

was nothing in the hall of the house but the flooring.
23,631. Did you go beyond the hall ?–No.
23,632. What other rooms were there beyond that ?
—I cannot tell. I could see right through into
another room ; but whether there was anything in
that room I cannot tell.

was living there. They asked if this was Kelly's
house? I said yes, because he was living there.
There were two houses in the yard, and which was
the father's and which was the son's I could not tell ;

23,633. Did you see the Maroons go into the
house *—As far as the door, and Smith and some one
else went in and returned back and fired the house.

but when they went in everything was out of the
house and they set fire to it.

23,634. (Suggested by Mr. Drummond.) Did you
see the Maroons bring anything out of the house ?—

23,617. You don't know which was the father's
house and which was the son's 2–No.

No.

23,618. How many houses did you point out 2–I
cannot exactly remember the number now.

There

were a few in the district burnt.

23,635. Was any person nigh that you knew 2–
Some they said were corporal and sergeants. I don't
know them ; they are from a distance, and I am from
Kingston,

The witness withdrew.

JANE BRowN recalled and further examined.

23,636. When was it that they took the things —
All was burnt in the house by the Maroons.

J. Brown.

23,639. What was there in the hall ?–In the two
rooms there was a new bed.

i

23,637. When was it the Maroons took the things

ontº–They did’nt take the things out, but burnt up

23,640. But what was there in the hall ?—Some

boards, I had to floor the house, and they were all

everything.

23,638. What was there in the house –All my
things.

burnt.

The witness withdrew.

J. Robinson.

JAcob Robinson (black) sworn and examined.

23,641. Where do you live 2–At Winchester.
23,642. Did the Volunteers at any time come to
Your house ?–Yes.

23,643. When 2–On Sunday, in the martial law.
28,644. Was that the first Sunday when they came

*645. The first when they came to that neighbour
hood?—Yes.
th 23,646. Who was with them 2–Mr. Duffus was with
-

23,647. Who else?–And Mr. Ford.

yº. Is

23,651. You mean they searched the house 2–
Yes.

23,652. What did they find there?—Nothing; there
was nothing there to find.

there?—Yes.

em.

house * – They cºme and looked, and then went
Out.

that the one called Captain Ford —

23,653. Did they say they found anything that did
not belong to you —What they took belonged to me,
but they said it did not belong to me.

-

23,654. You say that it did —Yes.
23,655. What was it —Three coats and four
boots.

€S.

23,656. Four pairs of boots —Yes.

*649, Was there anybody else you knew 2–There

23,657. How long had you had the three coats and

"ºre plenty more, but I don’t know them.

the four pairs of boots 2–I got one of the

coats the

*050. What did they do when they came to the year before last; I bought it from Mr. Davis.
3 N 2

º
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does he live —At Amity
TWENTY

SIXTH DAY.
-

J. Robinson.
-

23 Feb. 1866.

23,669. Were you struck at all ?–Only when they
took me on the Sunday they knocked me with a gun.

Hall

23,658. Where

23,670. Who did ? —Mr. Stewart of Holland.
23,671. How came he to strike you ?—I said, “You

now.

23,659. Was that one of the coats?–Yes. (The
witness handed a paper ‘’ the Commissioner.)
23,660. How many other coats were there ?—Two
more; one I bought when I was first married, in
Kingston.
35,661.

How long is it since you

see I am sick and I have not stolen anything.” I
was lying in the house and I showed the house.
23,672. Was it while you were lying there that he
struck you ?—When I stood up he struck me with a

were married ?—

gun-barrel on the head.
23,673. Did he hurt you ?—Yes.

Eight
or nine
years
23,662.
Were
theynow.
very good coats?—Yes.
23,663. All of them ?–Yes.
23,664. Were you carried to Golden Grove ?—Yes,
on the Sunday.

º

23,674. Was it a good

hard blow —Yes, he was

going to shoot me.
23,675. How do you know?—I told him to go to
my house, for I had nothing, and he told me to shut

you kept there ?—Three
23,665. How long were
days.
23,666.
discharged
2–Yes.
23,667. Were
When you
you then
got back
did you
find that three
-

my mouth.
23,676. How do you know he was going to shoot
you ? He pointed the gun at me, and said he would
if I did not shut my mouth.
The witness withdrew.

pigs were gone ?—Yes.

23,668. You were not flogged —No.

Strawberry Johnson (black) SW9" and examined.
S. Johnson.

go up from the river it is the first before you come to

23,677. Are you a widow living at Harbour Head?

23,691. Did Mr. Woodrow at ºy time make you
23,678. Was your husband Thomas Johnson – work for him —Yes. I had a little boy about 18
years
of age.
23,692.
Did he make you and your boy work for

23,679. Did he leave you on the 11th of October 7

him? The boy worked three days,
—Yes.
23,680.

What time did he leave you ?—At
-

Thursday
23,682. ?—Yes.
Did you see your husband at Mr. Grant's

ºrs,

23,684. He had received a gunshot wound ?—Yes.
23,685. Was your house burnt down at any time *

him he would take

away
my ground.
23,694.
You said “ and burn the house,” and now
ou say it was burnt already ?—Yes.
23,695. Why did you say so ?—It was a mistake.
23,696. To whom did your house belong?—To

—Yes; on the 18th of October.
down

Harbour Head, buy-lands.
23,797. Was it your own ?—Yes.
23,798. Have you any paper about it, for the land?

by23,687.
the Maroons.
Was that at the same time when Jane
Brown's house was burnt –Yes.
23,688. Do you rent any land from Mr. Woodrow %

-—Yes.

—I rent a provision ground.
23,689. What rent do you pay ?–ll. a year.

ground ?—As you

33,798. Where is it?—I did not bring it.
23.799. Did any of the houses belong to Mr.
woodrow —No ; only the ground.

The witness withdrew.

ANN MILINER (black) sworn and examined.
his things —He went, away and escaped as tº

23,800. Are you a married woman, living at Man people came up on the Friday.
23,814. Where and when did you see him again?
chioneal
23,sol.Bay?—Yes.
What is the name of your husband 2–It _Tid not see him, but I saw the Y9"3 woman he
was Milliner.

23,802. Where is he * He was hanged at Port
Antonio.

23,803. Then you are a widow, not a married

was23,815.
living The
with.young, woman that Mr. Kirkland W*
living with ?—Yes; she is here in Bath now,

What is her namº 2—Sophia Graham. The
young man is Charles Kirkland; he is in Bath now.

is 23,816.
sick.

woman 2–Yes.

come to

23,317. What day did you take the things *—I do
at

not recollect the date, but after the rebelliº at
Morant Bay. They came up 9. the Friday to Mº".

Morant Bay ?—Yes.

23,807. Was your husband there ?—No, he had

chioneal, the Friday after the Wednesday when tº

gone
to theDid
ground.
23,808.
they take any things away ?—Yes:

were at Morant Bay.

23.809. Did they take somebody
away
?—Yes.
23,810.
Whose were they —Mr.

else's things

Kirkland's.

23,811. How was it that they were in the house?
—I was working for him, and as I saw the people

come in I took a trunk and a bed, and carried them to

23,818. And it was then you took the things?—

Yes,
on theInFriday.
23,319.
what

-

M
way where Yo" working for *
-

Kirkland
23,320. —At
What the
wereyard.
the thing." took 2–A trº"k

and a bed, two beds, and I carried them to "Y house.
23,821. What day was it on which they Wºº foun

at your house?—I did not keep the date of the day.
*

my23,812.
house and
secured them.
You took them to take care of them 2–
Yes.

W.

... W.

º, J.

iuſ he said if I did not work for

your house —Yes.
23,805.
2–On Monday.
23.806. When
The Monday
after the disturbances

ºil.

He said it was for satisfaction. If I did not work for
him he would burn my hºuse and take away the
ground. He had burnt the house before he said that:

shop
—Yes.
23,683.
Was he carried to the hospital 2–Yes.

23,804. Did the black soldiers at any time

ºil

. . )

23,681. Did you go to Morant Bay the next day,

A. Miliner.

sil
ºi

seven days.

o'clock in the morning.

23,690. Where is your provision

º, i.
ºl

and I worked

6

23,693. Did he pay you for the work you did?–No.

23,686. Who burnt it?—My house was burnt

ºil
º
J. D.

W.

the milestone.

—Yes.
Yes.

º

... I

33,822. How long afterwards.”

23,818. When did you tell him that you had secured Monday when the soldiers came up.

–On the
it 7

i
:
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23,824. Was that the next Monday, or the Monday
week?—The next Monday.

Friday to Monday —Yes.
23,826. Had you told Mr. Kirkland
that you had taken them 2–Yes.

or

anybody

TWENTY

SIXTH DAY.

to the Bay and told Mr. Kirkland.

23,825. The things were in your house only from

23,837. Was any person present whose name you
knew *—Henry Panton was present, the same con
stable I mentioned before.

A. Miliner.
---

23 Feb. 1866.

23,838. Did you know any of the Volunteers ?–I

23,827. Sophia Graham –Yes.
23,828. When did you tell her this 2–On the same
day, the Friday. She was there, but she made her

escape out of the house, and sent her little girl with
me to stay all the time.

present 3–No ; but when the house caught fire I ran

-

23,829. After they had found these things, what
did they say?—They did not say anything.
23,830. Did you tell them you had taken the goods
to take care of 2–Yes; and Henry Panton, a con
stable, came in and said I had not robbed anything,
and that it belonged to Mr. Kirkland, and Mr.
Kirkland knew all about it.

23,831. Did they burn your house 2–Yes; and
after Mr. Kirkland came in they took the clothes and
left the bed, and took my clothes and goods and went

away; and Mr. Kirkland told me he heard I had the
bed. I said yes. He said, “You must take care of
“it and let it stay. They won't disturb your house.”
20,832. When was that ?–On the same Monday
when he came up from Port Antonio with the soldiers;
and he told me so because I would steal nothing.
23,833. Was your house burnt down —Yes.
23,834. When 2–The same Monday evening.
23,835. Did you see who burnt it down 3–The
Wolunteers.

knew one named Dan Cameron.

23,839. (Suggested by Mr. Drummond). Do you
remember when the people you called rebels came up
to Manchioneal —On the Friday.
23,840. Had Mr. Kirkland any stores there 2–Yes.
23,841. How many ?—Two.
23,842. What did they do to those stores 2–I was
not there, but when I went I saw they had broken the
stores and taken out every article from both. When
I saw them come to the front door and opened it, I said,
“Don’t take out anything, it is for his sweetheart ; ”
and I took out two beds and a bolster, and they took
away the bolster and only left the two beds, and the
trunk with only two shirts, two pairs of black
trowsers, and a long coat that he wore in the brigade.
23,843. They took away the bolster and the trunk,
but left the beds —They took the things out of the

box, and my box with them. There was a hat and
my money, and my rings, and my coral.
23,844. But you have your rings now, have you
not *—I had to hide them.

23,845. How many had you ?—Three, that they

took in my box, and two strands of corals. They
said black people like me could not buy such things ;
but we did.

23,846. Did you tell Mr. Kirkland —Yes, and he

23,836. Did you know any gentleman who was

knew it.

The witness withdrew.

(Mr. Kirkland was here seen passing the Court-house and was called in.)
CHARLEs MATTHEw KIRKLAND
23,847. Was this woman who has just been
examined in your service at all —She was emyloyed
shortly before the rebellion by me.
23,848. For how long — A few weeks.
23,849. In what way ?–In boiling cocoa-nut oil in
my yard.
23,850. Is that at Manchioneal 2–Yes.

23,851. How long was she with you ?–Five or six
weeks altogether.
23,852. When did you first know she had taken

anything of yours?—Since her retrºn from l’ort
Antonio.

I went there when I heard the rebels were

Coming to the Bay and were near us, and I remained
there three days, and came back with the soldiers.
23,853. What did the soldiers do when they came *
-They searched the houses, and those which were

found to contain plundered goods were mostly
destroyed.
23,854. Amongst others this woman's house was

destroyed it appears 2–Yes.
23,855. Did you know of it at the time —Yes, I

heard it was destroyed.
23,856. Was it before it was destroyed she told you
she had taken the things —No, I don't think so,
because when I came into the Bay first I stopped at

the house of Mr. Sherwood's, called the “Villa,” a
little out of the Bay, and stopped there the greater

C. M. Kirkland.
(coloured) sworn and examined.
23,859. It was not until the evening she told you ?
—It was not until the next day. I did not get some
of the things for some days.
23,860. When was it you first knew she had said
that she was taking care of them —I believe the next
day, or that evening. I cannot be certain now because
that is some four months ago. It might have been
that same evening, or it might not have been until
next day.
23,861. She said she told it to a girl of the name of
Sophia Graham —Oh yes; that was a shopkeeper
of mine. So she says ; but Sophia Graham is sick
and cannot answer very well.
23,862. She was a shopwoman of yours ? —
Yes.

23,863. Was she so at the time when your store
was attacked *—No, she had run away; she was in
the bush.

23,864. How long was she in the bush –For two
or three days and nights.
23,865. Did she come back before you came or
after —When I came I found them at a place calied
“The Villa,” which is situated about half a mile out

of the Bay, on the Port Antonio road. It is not even
nearby what they term the Day, but going towards Port

Antonio, about half a mile out of the Bay.

A lot of

Part of the day, and when I came into the Bay in the females had congregated there to try and protect
“Yening I heard that her house had been destroyed.
themselves.
23,857. Then it was destroyed before you came —
23,866 Is Sophia Graham too ill to come here 2–
No; I was in the Bay, but I was not at the place.
She is sick, she cannot come. She has a doctor
23,858. You only knew after it was burnt –In a
her and I am just taking the doctor now
#Tº at many instances the people never told of goods attending
who is just attending to her.
"g in their possession until the houses were des
23,867. Where is it that she lives ; how near

ºyed, and they were discovered, and then they said
"º had saved so and so, but I did not get half my
*ls that they said they had saved, and I knew they

here *—Just round the corner.

had not saved one-fifth part.

a question ?—I will see what the doctor says.

23,868. Would it hurt her if I went and asked her

(The witness left the court and returned shortly, and it was arranged that the Commissioner should go
follows) :-

º take the deposition of the witness, which was done. The evidence taken by the Commissioner is as
3 N 3
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SoPHIA GRAHAM (coloured) sworn and examined.
them; that she had a feather bed and a trunk. Be

TWENTY

SIXTH DAY.
S. Graham.
23 Feb. 1866.

23,869. Do you know Ann Milliner —Yes.
23,870. Did she at any time tell you that she had
taken goods of Mr. Kirkland's to take care of them :
Not before the war. I saw her taking away a feather
bed, and sent a little girl as a spy to see what she had.

fore the soldiers had been and taken these things I
was passing and saw a leaf-table which belonged to
Mr. Kirkland. I was afraid to speak about it then,
but when the soldiers came I spoke about it, and then

The little girl told me she said she would take care of she carried it back to the house.
The Commissioner then returned into court.

ANN MILLINER re-called and further examined.
23,872. You did not see her at all ?—She sent a

A. Milliner.

23,871. You did not tell us all the things you took
away ?—Afterwards I told Miss Sophia, Mr. Kirk

little girl with me.

land's sweetheart.

the leaf-table 2–No.

23,273. But you did not tell her anything about

º

The witness withdrew.

º
º

HARRIET GRAHAM (black) sworn and examined.
23,880. Did they take Valentine —The soldiers

H. Graham.
-

23,274. Did you live at the Rhine –Yes.
32,275. At the time of the disturbances in Morant

Bay were you living with a man named Samuel Valen
time 2–Yes.

23,876. On the Saturday morning after these dis

took him.

23,881. Did they carry him to Bowden 2–Yes.
23,882, Was he kept on board a ship to go to Port
Antonio, and did you afterwards hear that he had been

turbances did you go into Bath 2–Yes.
23,877. Did you hear a person named Pedo telling
a soldier anything —Yes.
23,878. Were they white or black 2–Black sol

shot ?—Yes.

diers.

23,879. What did you hear him tell them —That
he saw Valentine making war up at Potosi Buckra

23,883. Did the Maroons take your fowls 2–Yes.
23,884. When was that ?—The next day.
23,885. How many did they take –Five.
23,886. Did they search the place —Yes.
23,887. They did not take anything else?—No.

house.

The witness withdrew.

S. French.

SUSAN FRENCH (coloured) sworn and examined.
23,899. Did a man named Benjamin come with some
23,888. Do you live at Airy Castle –Yes.
Maroons afterwards 2—Yes.
23,889. What was your husband's name 2—Thomas
23,900. Did the Maroons burn the house ?–Yes.
23,901. Was any officer with the Maroons?—No.
French.
23,890. Do you remember hearing of the disturb
23,902. How many Maroons were there?—About
ance at Morant Bay ?—Yes.
n or eight.
23,891. Some little time after that did James Gor seve
23,903. Did the house belong to you?—Yes; my
don a constable come to your house 7–Yes.
and made it.
23,892, How long after you heard of that did he husb
Did he pay a rent for the ground 2–Yes.
23,904.
5. He paid rent for the land on which the
23,90
come 2—On Thursday.
23'893, In the next week 2–Yes.

23,894. Did he take your husband 2–Yes.
24,895. And did he handcuff him 2–Yes; he took

house was built —Yes.

-

23,906. How long ago 2–Before I lived with him.
23,907. How long did you live together ?—Better

him to Port Morant to the police station, and put him
than six months.

into the chains.

23,896. You did not see him, did you ?–Yes; I
* victuals to him on Friday morning at Morant
ay.

23,897. You never saw him again till the Satur
day ?–On the Saturday when I went to market some
one told me.

23,908. Were you married to him 2–He was not
married; he was an old married man before ; but I
am the first married.

I was never married yet.

23,909. You were not his wife —Yes, we tried to
the0.comm
keep
he was married to some body else?
sayent.
Youandm
239,1

-

23,898. You never saw him again —No.

Yes.

-

The witness withdrew.

P. Ennis,

PHOEBE ENNIs (black) sworn and examined.
23,923. Who flogged you ?—Mr. Kirkland.
23,911. Do you live at Airy Castle 2—Yes.
23,924. He ordered you to be flogged 2–Yes.
s.
ied
2.

2

?–Ye
23,91 Are you marr
23,913. What is your husband's name 2—William

23,925. Were you examined by him first of allº
Yes.
Ennis.
23,926. What did he say to you?—Nothing. They
23,914. During martial law, did constables come
ght me and afterwards flogged me.
brou
with a man named William M'Kenzie 2–Yes.
23,927. Did not somebody say anything about you
23.915. When was it —On the Monday.
23,916. What did they do?—They caught fire to
my house.

-

23,917. Did they do anything else?—I did not get

out any thing. They burnt up every thing.

first 2–No ; because no one could say anything against

me. I was sick in my house and could not go out as
far as my neighbour's gate. They tied me *
.
ght8.meHow
to Bath
brou
many
23,92

lashes did you have –1 cannot

23,918. Did they search the house first?–Yes.

23,919. What did they find in it 2–Nothing at all.
23,920. Did they tell you why they burnt it?—No.
23,921. Were you brought to Bath 2–No ; I went
:

to Kingston.

I was taken to Bath and they flogged

m*. See how the rope broke my hand.
23,922. How did they flog you ?—They tied me
upon some things.

reckon it.

.
9. Was it not
five so
23,92
2–No
many
23,930.

as five *—More

than

five.

23,931. Was it as many as 20?—Yes.
23,932. Are you sure ºf that —Yes; I had the "

upon my back. They stripped me and flogged”

:
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23,933. Was it as many as 50 °–I cannot tell.
am not able to reckon them.

23,934. You say you know it was more than 20 2–

I think I must have got 10 licks upon my back.
When the Maroons came Mrs. Watt told them to burn

up the house and everything in it, and everybody

47]

23,939. Have you got some papers with your land 2
—I have all my titles.
23,940. Where are they –In the house.

TWENTY
SIXTH DAY
P. Ennis.

23,941. Is your husband coming here 2–He is sick;
quite weak and sick.

23,942. (Mr.

23 Feb. 1866.

Gorrie.) Do you know George

-

Bucksell ?—I know him.

in it.

23,943. Is he a constable —Yes; and on the way

23,935. Who is Mrs. Watt 2–Dorothy Watt.
23,936. Did you lose your pig and your fowls —
They went into my stye, and took my pig and my

to Bath he licked me on the side, and I fell down on
the ground.

Jemmy Dickinson

were flogged —Yes; after I was flogged I came

fowls, and destroyed all the mass.

23,944. (By the Commission.) Was that after you

did that.

home.

23,937. From whom did you rent the land 2—I do
not rent it. I bought it.

23,945. Was it after you came home that you saw
him 2–Yes, he came there; I did not speak, but as I

23,938. Did you not pay any rent 2–I paid taxes

came past him he took a stick to me, and I fell on the

ground.

every year for it.

The witness withdrew.

JAMES MINot (black) sworn and examined.
23,946. Are you a labourer living near Port ducing account book). There are two books, the old one
Morant?–Yes.

23,947. Is that at Airy Castle 2–Yes, Clifton Hill.
23,948. Was your house burnt down by the

and a new one. This shows the balance of the land
that I owe the owner for.

23.956. What land is this 2–The same land they
burnt the house on.

Maroons —Yes.

It belongs to Clifton Hill.

23,949. Was Benjamin with them at the time 2–

23,957. Then the land on which you built the house

Yes; and he had a list of the houses to be burnt

you bought –Yes.
23.958. But you have not yet paid all the money
for it; how much were you to pay at first 2–Six
pounds.
23,959. You have paid 11., so there will be 51, still

down at the time.

23.950. Did Mr. Benjamin take anything away ?—

He did not take anything away, but he went on

my

ground and got provisions for the Maroons to eat.
23,951. Were you made to work for Mr. Woodrow

at all?–Yes, after that. Three days.
23,952. Who told you you must work for him 2–

He called me and made mé work for him.

23,953. For three days —Yes; and he gave me
nº pay. I asked him what authority he had, and he
º he had authority from the Governor to shoot and
ang.

23,954. Did he say he had authority to shoot or

hang anybody he liked 2–Yes; he said he had autho
ity. I pay my rent every quarter, and never owe
him any but at the new year, because it is not due till
the next quarter again.

%953. You paid a pound a year —Yes (pro

J. Minot.

due – Yes.

23,960. Whose handwriting is this 2—Mr. Jameson
gave Mr. Benjamin that paper at Clifton Hill.
23,961. From whom did you buy the land 2–From
the first Mr. Jameson. After that the young man
came out from England since the war, and he gave
us that paper the other day.
23,962. At the end of the quarter do you pay the

rent —Yes; in January I pay for the year again.
23,963. Do you pay 5s. per quarter —Yes.
23,964. In January you paid for the whole of the
quarter past, 5s. *—Yes.
23,965. Was anything deducted for the work you
did Ž–No, he took the whole.

The witness withdrew.

WILLIAM JEFFERY (black) sworn and examined.
23,981. What do you call “very well; ” how much
%966. Do you live at Grossel's 2–Yes.
do you make *—I can earn 2s. a day.
a
day
and
Maroons
the
did
law
martial
%967. During
black soldiers come to your house f—Yes.
23,982. Do you often make 2s. a day ?—Yes.
23,983. What do you work at 7–A provision field.
%968. On what day 2–Monday.
23,984. At your own ground 3–Yes.
%969. Did they search yotr house —Yes, they

23,985. How much ground do you rent —Two

Went in.

23,970. What did they find –Four young pan

acres.

taloons.

23,986. What do you pay for it?—Six dollars.

23,971. Four pairs do you mean *—Yes, that had
"ºt been working yet.

23,987. To whom do you pay it —To the collector.

*972. Did they find another pair too —Yes,
*y took it along, and took a pan and some cabbage
*... that I was going to send to town.
23,973. What did they say about the new panta
loons *—They said, “I want this thing for myself.”

*974. Did they not say the things had come from

*iºnſ, *—No, they did not say anything about

23,988. Who is he –One acre from Lysens, and
one from near Potosi.

23,989. Did you rent the land from Mr. Herschell?
—One acre I rented from Lysens, and one acre from
Mr. Davies of Kingston.

23,990. How many dollars did you pay for the acre
you rented from Lysens –Five dollars.
23,991. How much to the other ?–Four dollars.

23,992. Why did you say six dollars for the two

º,

ºff.

How came you by them 2–I bought them.
Where 2–At Kingston.

23,977. How came you to buy four pairs all at once?
-

lmu

º four

pairs of trousers. That is not too

Ch.

the other Gampion I pay to.
23,993. You do not work on an estate 2–No.

23,994. Do you work on your own ground 2–It is
my own labour.

23,978. Do you generally buy four pairs of trousers
at ... —Sometimes I buy three together.

What are you ?–A field labourer.
§ iíow
much do you earn ?—I make
.#80

—I made a mistake ; it is nine dollars that I pay. The

23,995. Have you not worked onany other ground for
some time 7–No ; I do my own labour, for my own self.

23,996-7. Did you go to anybody to complain
very

about the house being burnt down –Yes; I went
to Morant Bay.
3 N 4

W. Jeffery.

:
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any such concern. I did not meddle, and I had
TWENTY-

23,998. To whom did you complain —To Mr.

SIXTH DAY. Ewart.
W. Jeffery.

23,999. He is a magistrate 2—Yes.

24,000 Did you not go to anybody else before that ?
23 Feb. 1866. I went to Mr. Fyfe.

24,001. What did he say?—He had nothing to do
with it at all, he said, as they had burnt it.

-

24,002. Did he not say anything else 2–He did
not say anything else.

24,003.
Did he
anythi2 ng
about.
g from
stealin
the not
whitesaypeople
– He
saidpeople
if I
complained of the things they had taken away, what
complaint was to be made about the things the people
took from the whites. I said I did not benefit by

nothing to do with it.
24,004. Did you find your house burnt 2–I com
plained to Mr. Murray at the chapel first, and then I
went to Mr. Fyfe.
24,005. Did you find your house burnt when you
went back 2–Yes.

24,006. On what day was that ?—On Monday.
24,007. The same day the pantaloons were taken
away ?—The same day.
24,008. (Mr Drummond.) Was Mr. Fyfe present
when the house was burnt 2–No.

24,009. (Mr. Gorrie.) Is that the kind ofpantaloons
you bought (pointing to the witness's Oznaburgh's.) :
No ; they were drill.

The witness withdrew.

ElizaBETH BrowN (black) sworn and examined.
not himself?—He did not come but he gave the

E. Brown.
-

24,010. Do you live at Rhine —Yes.
24,011. Did some person go to your pig-stye
during martial law and take your pigs –Yes.

order.

24,012. Who was it *—John Murray.
24,013. Did he take the pigs —Yes.
24,014. Did he come himself and take them?—No,

24,015. Did you hear him give the order ?—Yes.
24,016, Did he give the order to somebody to go
and take your pigs?—Yes.
24,017. How many pigs did they take 3–Twelve
pigs and two sows.

The witness withdrew.

R. Scott.

|

RICHARD Scott (coloured) sworn and examined.
to the house ?—I came from Morant Bay on the same
24,018. Do you live on somelands near Airy Castle 2 Friday night. Eight days afterwards Mr. Woodrow
—Yes.
sent his collector with a list to burn me out of the
24,019. What are you ?—I am a groom and a
butler, and provisioner, and several many little things. house.
Yes; he had it in
24,039. Did you see the
24,020. Do you remember a Volunteer coming to his hand. I came out of thelist?—
gate and found him with
your house and taking you into custody ?—Yes.
four Maroons, and he said, “I have to burn you out
24,021. When was that ?–On Thursday.
of the house.” I said “What for ?”—He said, “I
24,022. The Thursday in the week after Morant do not know, Mr. Woodrow
gave me the list.” A
Bay ?—After the row at the Bay.
Maroon said, “I was here yesterday, Monday, and
24,023. Where did he take you to?—Down to search
ed the house ; why burn it? I find nothing in
Leith Hall.
it.”
He
said, “ Mr. Woodrow says so. I do not
24,024. Were you then sent to Morant Bay?—They
took me to Leith Hall about 10 o’clock, and I was know.” It was as much as my missis could do to
take a few clothes. The man said, “Let them take
there till about half-past 4 in the evening.
something else ;” but a fair man fired the four corners.
Y 24,025. Were you then sent to Morant Bay ?— I asked Mr. Woodrow if he had sent to burn me out,
es.
24,026. What was done to you there 2–Mr. Ram and he said “It is a lucky thing I have not burnt
say said I could not go away till he gave me 20 lashes. you in it, and shot you too.” He said, “Stay there
-

till I eat my breakfast.” After that he said, “You
are all a parcel of vagabonds. The Governor has

24,027. Did you have 20 lashes –Yes.

24,028. Were you tried at all ?–No.

—Nothing

authorized me to shoot, burn, and hang, and flog
every one of you.” He then took me and tied me to
another man, and I was carried to Leith Hall to shoot
me, or hang me. I made up my mind for it.
24,040. Who was the other man?—A black man
named Henry Good.

24,033. Did not the Maroons tell Inspector Ramsay
something about you ?—He asked, “What brought

24,042. Did Mr. Woodrow himself?—Yes.
24,043. What did he do?— A Maroon came out

this young man here ** They said “It is the man
taken to Leith Hall.” They said, “He has taken Mr.

and asked why he was doing that to me. He said he
was carrying me down to Leith Hall. The Maroon

Shortridge's cart axle in the road, when the people

said he had known me since he was a child.

24,029. Did anybody say you had done anything
there *—I got a contract with Mr. Georges.
24,030. Did you hear them say what you had done
before you were flogged ?–No.
24,031. Was nothing said —Nothing at all.

* Nothing about the axle of a cart
at all.

24,041. Who tied you and him together ?—Yes.

24,044. Who was the Maroon 2–His name Wºº

broke it.”

24,034. Had you that axle 2–If I had, I know Mr.

Shortridge and I would have brought it to him.
§º. Had you had anything to do with the cart 2
-NO.

24,036. Nothing at all 2–I saw it in my way on

Ellis. He had known me from a child.
father were company together.

I and his

24,045. Were you led together?—I saw him and
Mr. Woodrow speak in a corner, and then Mr. Wood.

If I had had a horse and

row said to me, “You can go.” I have a contra"
with Mr. Georges, and he took advantage of me.

cart I would have taken it up, for I was well qualified

(Witness handed a written document to the Com:

the way to Leith Hall.

with Mr. Shortridge.
24,037. When was it you saw it burnt in the road?
—I forget the day.

24,038. After you went back was anything done

missioner.)
24,046, Did you write this 2–No.
24,047. Who did — My daughter.

The witness withdrew.

.
H. J. Cowie.

ed.
HENRY JAMES Cowie (coloured)
sworn On
andthe
examin
24,049.
11th of October did you go
24,048. Are you one of the Bath Volunteers 2–
the Bath Volunteers to Morant Bay?—Yes.
Yes.

with

---

º
º
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there?—There

that the captain had received a blow before I fired ;
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were 18 gun men of the gun company, with the rifles,
and two first and second lieutenants, and the captain,

but I did not see it.

and one covering sergeant.
24,050. What ammunition did you take with you?

that he was wounded with the stones.

24,067. Was that before you fired 2–Yes. I heard

--

23 Feb. 1866.

—I cannot recollect: I do not know the number.

24,068.
Do you
youseeheard
thathe before
fired
2–Yes;
but Imean
did not
him for
was to yºu
the

24,051. Did you each carry your own
—Each man had 10 rounds.

that I could not see him.

ammunition?

H. J. Cowie.

right, and I was to the left, and it was so

crowded

!

24052. What time did you get to Morant Bay ?–
24,069.wounded.
Did you I receive
injury
Ż-1 Wº
severely
have fourany
severe
wounds in the
24,053. And about 3 o'clock, do you remember Mr. head, from which I am suffering now, and a wound in

It was about 12 o'clock.

Arthur Cooke giving some intormation ?–Yes.

my arm.

21,054. In consequence of that what did you do?
—in consequence of the information orders were
given and an alarm was sounded on the bugle, and we
dressed, putting on our accoutrements.

24,055. And then you drew up in front

of the

24,070. You were left for dead –I was severely
beaten on the two hips.

24,071. And were you left for dead 2–I fell; they
murdered me and drew me down to the wharf road,
and laid me there, and I was there

until about 9

Court-house –Yes.

24,056. What time was that ?–From about 2 to

o'clock at night.
3

o'clock.

24,072. While you were there, did you hear any
thing said —I heard Bogle say." Let us put fire upon

24,057. Did you see the people come into the

tº volunteer
court-house.
If we
don't, we
willW*
not the
ºntº'º"
“... the
and the
buckra.”
That
time
24,058. How did they come in 2–With sticks, cut when I was lying down, about 3 or 0 o'clock.
lasses, lances, harpoons, and women with stones.
24,073. Do you know how many rounds the
24,059. Were there any guns —A few of them Morant Bay Volunteers had ?—Captain Hitchins
had rifles.
24,060. Did they come far into the Parade 2–Yes. gave them five rounds each out of the amount that

Parade 3–Yes.

They advanced clear up to us, just about tº much as
a charge, within about the length of this table (about
four yards).
24,061. What then 3–The Custos

called out for

peace, and they said, “We want no peace to-day; we
came man to man.”

we carried away.

24,074. IIow many of the Morant Bay Volunteers
were there 2–About four or five mº".
24,075. Only that number ?—Only that ; the others
did not turn out.

24,076. All the Volunteers did not muster, did

-

24,062. What then 2–Then the captain called out they —No.
to the Custos to read the Riot Act.
24,077. Were all that company on

the ground —
24,063. Do you mean that at that time they were Yes; 18.
within four yards of you ?—They were advancing up
24,078. One Volunteer said that he went to fetch
to us, and as they advanced orders were given by the others and was knocked down :-That was “” of
captain that we should go paces back to the rear,

and we got on till we came in contact with

the Court

No. 2 Company.

-

21,079. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you know Bogle before?
24,064. Then the Custos began to read the Riot _Yes; I have known him about two yº"s".
Act 2–Yes.
24,080. Did you see him at the time —Yes; he
house wall.

24,065. What next 2–Orders were given to fire.

º rank ſired

first, and the front rank after

was in front as they came in.
24,081. But did you see him at the time he said

Wards.

24,066. Before this were stones thrown —I heard

this 2–I know his voice.

The witness withdrew.

The Reverend ALExANDER Foote (coloured) *Wor" and examined.
24,038. You say that there wer; serious charges on
24,082. You are a minister —I am a Wesleyan which he was tried and convicted —Yes; so that it
Imlillster.

2,083. What statement is it that you wish to refer

was not because of the little clothing or furniture
which belonged to Mr. Kirkland that the house was

to:-I understand that a witness has stated here be
fore you,

º

that her house was burnt, and that she had

destroyed.
24,689.

(Mr. Gorrie.) What wº the name of a
ºthing in it except things that she had saved from cattleman of yours ?–I have no cattleman.
Mr. Kirkland, her employer. I wish to state that if
21,090. Ilad you a man named “Gray" in your
that be her testimony it is not the whole truth.
24,084. What do you know about it *—I know that service –Yes; at Grange Field.
24,091. What has become of him 2–He has been
her husband was taken up on very grave charges and
shot,
I understand. I was not present, but I under
executed
at Port Antonio. I was present at his trial,
and there were a great many things found at his stand he was shot.
24,092. What was his name ?—William or Billy.
house, mattresses and other valuable things.
24,093. Were you in the district when the military
.*.
see them
—No
butCharles
I know Dar
they
º takenDid
out.youOne
belonged
to ;Sir
came
2–Yes, a few days.
g, the property which I represent through Mr.
21,094. Did you see any of their acts —None. I
Charles Harvey, the attorney.
the effects.
º Tºº was one you say belonging to him, saw24,095.
(By the Commission.) In which district 3
husba º :-Yº there were other things; and her
–In
the
district
Manchioneal.
º tried for setting fire to the house in 24,096. Did youof see
houses burnt ?—I did not see
he a i. r. Bunting lived. It was given on oath that
them burning. If I were allowed, I should like to
-

3.

pplied the fire to the house. If you refer to the
“cords of the Court-martial you will find it.
But you were present 2–Yes; and he ad
Illſ)
also that he had got hold of the Queen's post
nºy; that he had gone to the post-office
rt,

º

correct Mr. Bunting's testimony about the houses.
lſo said that all the houses he burnt, he burnt by the
order of Captain Hole. I am prepared to prove to the
contrary.
3 O

The Rev. A.
Foote.
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24,097. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were you present 3–I was

SIXTH DAY. with him.

24,116. If he had given the order would you have
heard it —Yes; there was a universal silence, except
when it was broken by the cries of the men.

24,098. Did you see any of the acts of Captain

24,117. You think you must have heard it if any

The Rev. A.
Foote.
23 Feb. 1866.

Hole .-Yes.

order had been given 2–Yes.
24,099. You said you did not. Did you see any
24,118. But you are not quite certain —I did not
acts of the military 2—They were sent out, and hear any order.
24, 119. And you think you would have heard it if
Captain Hole was generally at head-quarters, at
there had been any ?—Yes.
Muirton.
24,120. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Had you seen
24,100. (By the Commission.) Were you present

when the soldierscame to Grange Hill from Muirton

Capt. Luke present at any time during the flogging?

—I was at Port Antonio.

—Yes.

24,121. Weſt any women flogged —None at all.

24, 101. Did you attend any executions at Port

Y 24,122.

Antonio —I was there.

24,102. How many people did you see executed 3–

Did you attend any Courts-martial there?—

es.

I don't know the number exactly. I suppose at least
about five dozen. I did not see them all; not perhaps
more than about a dozen myself.
24,103. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you see any people
flogged —Yes, I saw some.

24,123. How many ?—Several. I was sick one
week, and sometimes I was away at Manchioneal.
24,124. What were the charges against those you
heard tried ?—Many persons were charged with being

24,104. Can you tell us at what part of the village
the flogging was done –Just before the Court-house.

of Mr. Hire; and some were brought in the “Wol
verine” from the River district and from Morant Bay.
The first executions were those of such persons, I

24,105. Was it done at two triangles or one —At

concerned in murder.

24,125. In the murder of whom 2–In the murder

think, from the Port Morant and Plantain Garden

two.

24,106. Were you near enough to see what was

done by the soldiers to the people who were being
flogged —I was generally in the Court-house. I
did not see them all flogged, because often I remained
in the office.

River district.

-

24,126. Did they try the people in Port Antonio
who were accused of crime in the Morant Bay dis
trict 2–Yes, they were tried. Those who were taken
round in the “Wolverine” at Port Antonio, and they

24,107. (By the Commission.) Did you see anything
done to any of those whom you saw flogged after the
flogging?—No, they loosed them, and they were taken
back into the prison.
24,108. Were they pelted at all —No.
24,109. Did you see anything done to them while
they were being flogged —Yes. I suppose you refer
to their putting stones to their mouths. I saw that.
24,110. What was that ?—I saw a soldier, I believe
—I don’t know whether a soldier or a sailor—that

put a stone to the mouth of a man who was bawling

came from this district.

24,127. (By the Commission.) What were they
charged with ?—With being mixed up in the rebellion.
24,128. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Were they
charged with being rebels or with theft?—One man was
charged with being in arms and resisting the soldiers,
and his shirt was found covered with blood at the time.

24,129. It was not found whether it was his own

blood or some other persons —No.

24,130. Did you hear them try any persons at Port
Antonio —Some of them.

24,131. Did you hear any tried of those who were

Out.

24, 111. Did he do that to more than one –I think

another soldier or a sailor did put a stone to the mouth
of a man at the other triangle.

24,112. Did you see it done to more than these two
—No, I did not. The man was making a great noise
and bawling, and they called to him to be quiet, and
one of the soldiers or sailors took a stone and put it
to his mouth, and told him to hush, and put it over
his mouth, and the man struggled and held back his
head, and I think the stone cut the mouth of one of
them, and it bled.

24,113. You heard orders given to the soldiers to do
it, didn't you ?—I am not certain.
24, 114. Was Captain Hole present —I am not cer
tain whether Captain Hole or Captain Luke was

executed ?–None.

24,132. What was done with them generally ?—
They were catted and sent to prison.

24,133. Do you happen to recollect any individual
case where a person from the Morant Bay district

charged with murder was tried there —No individual
case, and I could not say positively that they came
from Morant Bay.
24,134. But you might hear perhaps, if present,
what was the residence and the charge —I think most
of them were from Port Morant and Plantain Garden
River.

24,135. (Suggested by Mr. Drummond.) Were you
presentiewwhen Mr.e Bunting and g's
Captain Hole
had al.
ings
interv
relativ
to Mr. Buntin

proceed

*—I

present.

24,115. Did you see the officer –I saw an officer
was present who was on horseback higher up the
street.

I was in the Court-house.

Was not.

24,136. Were you ever present when they were
together ?—No.

The witness withdrew.

G. Ganey.

ed.
GEORGE GANEY (black) sworn
and well
examin
armed
with cutlasses, and swords and guns, and
24,137. Were you one of the Bath Volunteers ?–
bayonets.upon the guns.
Yes.

24,143 Did they come in in an orderly way or like

24,138. Were you drawn up in front of the Court
house at Morant Bay ? – Yes, in the rear of the
riflemen.

24,139. Did you see the people; were you able to see
them coming in 2–Yes.
24,140. How many of them came into the Parade 2

a crowd —Like a large crowd.

24,144. They did not march in ranks —Yes, thºſ
did ; straight into the Parade.

y appear
e cºm"
24,145.
exercis
over
was anybod
there any
them,Did
man to
before
them —Yes,
there was a man before them as a leader.

—A lot of them.

24,146. Who was he –A stout man ; I sº" him,
24.141. About how many ?–400 or 500 people.
24,142. In what state were they –They were

but I don't know his name.

---

l
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24,147. How do you know he was a leader 2–
Because he had a pistol in his hand.
24,148. Was he on horseback —He was on foot,
with the remains of the people advancing up behind

24, 155. Were men of the same height as you in the
front rank before you ?—No, they were taller than

him.

Ine.

24,154. You did not see any stones thrown before ?
No, I did not.

-
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G. Ganey.
23 Feb. 1866.

24,149. How long was the distance between you
and them —About an arm's length from us. Captain

24,156. How tall were they –About five feet.
24, 157. Whereabouts were you ?–In the middle of

Hitchins gave orders to take two paces to the rear,
and he told us again and again till we butted and

the rank.

bounded on the Court-house wall, and we could go no

I did go in there.
24, 159. Were you sent out to proclaim peace to the

further,

24,150. What was done then 2–Somebody asked
for a law book to read.

people —Yes; the captain of No. 1 said, “Can you
read "

24,151. Was that brought —Yes, and I saw the

Custos had it in his hand when I looked at the steps,
and I saw it in his hand. He said to the people,
“Hold on hold on what is your request ?” And
they did not listen, and the Baron read the Riot Act,
and gave the order to Captain Hitchins to fire, and
Captain Hitchins gave the order to the bugler, and
they sound “Fire!”

He said, “You

24, 160. What was it you read –I cannot recollect.

24,161. Did you go out 2–No. As I approached
the door I heard the men at the door, and I got back
to the Court-house.

24, 162. You remained till the Court-house got
fired, and then jumped out of the window –Yes.

24, 163. What was done to you ?—They got me and
beat me.

done till the gun was fired.

beating.

24,153. Then what was done?—Then began the

I said I could read a little.

must read to them a little.”

24,152. Was anything done before that except their
marching within arm's length of you ?—I saw nothing
stones, and they chopped.

-

24,158. Did you get into the school-room ?–Yes,

24, 164. Did they hurt you ?— No, only a slight
24,165. You made your escape and came back to
Bath as fast as you could —Yes.

The witness withdrew.

DAVID ALExANDER GRAHAM (coloured) sworn and examined.
24,166. Were you one of the Bath Volunteers ?–
24, 178. Did you see any stones thrown yourself?—
Yes,

Not till after we fired.

24,167, Did you see the people come into the

24, 179. Did you get upstairs ?–Yes.

Parade –Yes.

24, 180. Into the Court-house *—Yes.
24,168. About what number 2–Between 400 and

24, 181. Did you see the School-house on fire 2–

500.

Yes.

24,169. In what way did they come in 2–At first
with drums beating, fifes blowing, and a flag flying ;
and they came in and assembled just in the main
Street beside the Parade.

24, 182. And then the Court-house caught fire from
it, didn't it —Yes.

24,183. Did you get out by the window 2–Yes,

24,170. As they came in did they all crowd in or
march in 3–They came in in regular military order.
24,171. How soon did they keep advancing towards
You?—They kept advancing on slowly towards us.
24,172. Did you hear the Custos begin to read the

Riot Act —They came everyone very near, and
Captain Hitchins gave the order to go two paces to

the rear twice; and afterwards, when they came very
ºr, he sung out to the Custos to begin to read the

from the back window, myself, and the Reverend Mr.
Herschell, and somebody else.
24, 184. Were you caught 2–Yes.
24,185. What was done to you ?–I was caught
and stripped of my boots and pantaloons, and made
almost naked, and chopped up and beaten with
sticks.

24,186. Do you mean that you were chopped 2–
Yes, across my head.

Riot Act.

24,187. What with —With a cutlass or something
24,173. Did he begin to read it 2–Yes. He called
ºut, “Peace!” and said they must let him know what
Was the matter.

to myself and made my escape to the nearest place I

4174. Did you hear any answer to that ?–I
hºard that they didn't want any peace, or words to
that effect.

thought safe, that was the White Horses.

24, 189. That was a good long way ?–Yes, I
Tall.

34,175. Whilst he was reading the Riot Act what
was done ?--Captain Hitchins went up to him with
the intention of looking for the law book or something
of that sort ; but afterwards he came back, and they

*lhim if they were to fire, and I saw he was
"Ping blood from his forehead.

like that. I was left for dead on the ground.
24, 188. When did you come to yourself?—I came

It seemed as if he

"º struck in coming round the steps.

I was to the

lºſt hand of the steps, and there were people advancing

24, 190. What time did you get there 2–About 1
or 2 o'clock in the morning.
24, 191. Did you remain there until Thursday

night —Yes, until Thursday.
24,192. Did you hear the shell blown on Thursday
night —Yes.

24, 193. Was that in the house you were in 2–Just
near.

Hom that way as well as from the right and those
*g on before us into the Parade.
**
---

*7%. There were some going in front of you
"a little street? Yes, and sºme from the icſ,
And some from the right, going up to meet in a body

** Parade, and increasing ºvery minute.
*7. At the time you asked whether you were
| *hºw far were they of you?—About six yards,
* but I am not certain. It may have been
Inore or less,

24, 194. Were any people about 2–No, only one
man blowing a shell.

I was wounded, and inside the

house.

24, 195. Did anybody come up and ask anything of
the man º-Yes, somebody asked what he was blow
ing the shell for, and he said he had just come from

the Blue Mountain Valley, where he had been sworn
in by the rebels to go over to White Horses and
search for white men and kill them, and to go and

destroy and rob the shops; and if he found the man
3 O 2

D. A. Graham.
-
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who had the shop at White Horses he was to kill him,
or if he did not find him to pull down his shop.
24,196. (Mr. Gorrie.) At which side of the road
were you, on the left or the right, coming from Morant
Bay ?–On the left.

24,197. Where was the man —Out in the road, the
public road.

24, 198. Do you know the name of the person at
whose house you were 2–Sarah Ennis was one.

The witness withdrew.

A. Smith.

sºlº. Do you live at

ADAM SMITH (black) sworn and examined.
said, “You come and frighten me for the money;”

Bachelor's Hall Penn 2–

that was for the 2s. 6d.

08.

24,200. Where is that, how far from here?—About
three miles.

24,201. On the way to Manchioneal 2–Yes; you
pass it on the way to Manchioneal.
24,202. During martial law did a Maroon come to
your house —Yes.
Y

24,203. Did he take you to Golden Grove 2–
es.

24,204. How long did you remain there 2–He
took me up on Sunday, and I was there Sunday,
Monday, and Tuesday.
24,205. Did you see people hanged while you were

24,226. Did he say that to the officer ?—No: he
gave the Maroon man a paper to go to Golden Grove,
and the Maroon handed it to the soldier captain.
24,227. And he said you were to have 50 lashes?
—Yes.

24,228. You said you had done nothing, and the
Maroon said he had seen you, but that he had not
seen you take anything —Yes.
24,229. Then did they say you were to have 25
lashes 2–Yes.

24,230. Do you know who the Captain was?--No,
not all. I saw plenty of them, but I don't know
their names.

24,231. Do you know Captain Ford —Yes.

there 2–Yes, six men.

24,206. Do you know their names —I know four
of them, John Laudram, Dick Hall, one named John
Lawrence, and one named M'Kenzie. I do not know
the names of the other two.

24,207. What day were they hanged?—On Tues
day.
24,208. Do you remember hearing of the dis

turbances at Morant Bay ?—Yes.
24,209. It was not the Tuesday after that 2–Not
that ; it was the Tuesday in the middle of martial

24,232. Was it he 2–No.

24,233. How was he dressed; do you know whether
he was one of the Volunteers or one of the Newcastle
soldiers ?—It was a black soldier.

24,234. Was it the Captain of the black soldiers?
—Yes.

24,235. Did you hear his name at all, and should
you know it again if you were to hear it; did you

hear Captain Luke's name mentioned —Yes, but I
did not know him at all.

24,236. Did you hear that he was there —I don't

law.

know whether it was he.
24,210. After these two days you were let go

When they gave me the

flogging they took and stoned me.

home 2—Yes.

24,237. Were you hit 2–Yes; and they knocked

24,211. Did a Maroon named Mendes come to you ?
—Yes, and took me up again.
24,212. Did he take you to Plantain Garden River

º:

me behind when I ran along the road.
24,238. Did you run fast 2–Yes.

ºt

24,239. Then the flogging did not prevent you

running fast —I was obliged to run, or I would have

and Golden Grove 3–Yes.

24,213. Were you flogged 2–Yes.
24,214. Who ordered you to be flogged —Mr.

been knocked down.

24,240. Did you see anybody else flogged f—No;

M*Dermott there.

I was the only one flogged that day.

24,215. Is he the overseer —The busha, yes.
24,216. Did he say what you were to be flogged
for ?—Yes; he said I had done a job for him, and he
left 2s. 6d. that he didn't pay me, and he told me to
come on Thursday for it, and when I went I didn't
know there was any war.
24,217. But he didn't tell you that was the reason 2
—That was what made them take me up to be

Batchelor's Hall Penn.

24,241. From whom do you rent your land 3–From
24,242. Is that Mr. Shortridge —Yes. I worked
a job for him during martial law, when everybody ran

to the wood, and he said if I would go back and finish
he would pay me.

I did finish it, and he did not pay

In18.

24,243. You said you had asked Mr. M'Dermott for
2s. 6d. —Yes.

flogged.

24,244. How long before you were flogged was

24,218. Did he tell you you were to be flogged
because of that ?–It is the beginning of it.
24,219. Did he tell you why you were flogged?—
When they took me up I asked why, and Mendes said

that ?—It was on the Thursday.

24,245.
What did he say?–He gave me the 2s. 6d.
24,246. On the Friday and on the Saturday what
happened —The soldiers came and said I frighteº
Mr. M'Dermott for the 2s. 6d., and they said they

Mr. M'Dermott had sent for me.

must shoot me.

*

24,220. Were you taken before a magistrate at all ?
—No.

24,247. What
Did Mr.was
MºDermott
the 2s.
—Yeº
24,248.
the workpayyou
had6d.done
*—I

-

24,221. Did anybody give evidence against you ?
—No.

took a pasture job for 11, and he paid me all the res.
24,249. How long before the Thursday was that ?

24,222. When you were at Golden Grove, before

—Two weeks before.

-

you were flogged, did anybody give evidence against

24,250. (Suggested by Mr. Drummond.) Did yº"

you ?—The captain of the soldiers said I was to get

hear Mr. MºDermott telí the soldier to flog and shoo!
you wherever they caught you ?—That was the Pºp"

50 lashes.

24,223. Do you know who that was 2–No.
24,224. Did he say what it was for 7—He said I
was to have 50 lashes. I said, “Berry well, me no do
nothing.” Then he tied me and gave me 24 lashes
and let me go. The Maroons said he had seen me,
and I didn't take anything from the white man.
24,225. Where did he say he had seen you ?—He
had not seen me anywhere. They came and took me
up from the house in the mountain. Mr. M'Dermott
*

that was sent.
Y

24,251. You were told that was in the paper ?—
es.

24,252. Can you read or write?—No ; but tº
read the paper to me.

24,253. Who did —The man that gave the ord"
to flog me.

:ars ”

* Was it the Captain of the black soldiers'
- L. CS,

:
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24.255. Did it say that MºDermott said they were
to shoot you ?—The day they were at Bowden he

gave Captain Mendes a paper to say that anybody
who saw me must take me up and shoot me, and ſlog
ine.

24,256. Did you hear somebody read from that

paper that Mr. M'Dermott said the soldiers were to
shoot you for having frightened him and made him
ay 2s. 6d.; when was it the Captain read it –On
Gölden Grove great house steps. When he came he
told me I must go to Manchioneal. IIe said, “I
cannot let you go, Smith, and I cannot flog you.”
And Mr. M'Dermott said, “You are to go to Man
chioneal; you are not to come back, but to be
destroyed.” The Captain told me that.
24,257. What else did he tell you ?—The very

same day, at Golden Grove, they were going to carry
me to Manchioneal.

24,258. Who were present –Plenty of them.
24,259. Mr. M'Dermott was not there 2–Ile was
there the very day.
-

24,260. When the letter was read 2–Yes.

24,261. Did Mr. M-Dermott say anything 2–No.

TWENTY
268. It was the second
C
time
that the
24,268.
time that
the Maroon
Maro
SIXTH
DAY.
-

brought the paper ?–Yes.
24,269. And it was then after that you were taken
up, when Mr. M'Dermott gave the paper to the
Maroon –They carried me to Mr. M'Dermott.
24,270. Did he go with you to Golden Grove?—
No, he was not able to go ; but he wrote a paper. I

to the Maroon 3–Yes.

24,273. You said it was the Captain who gave it
to the Maroon 2–Yes.

24,274. What did he do with you ?–IIe put me
before him and took me to Golden Grove.

24,275. Did he take you before the Captain —Yes.
24,276. Did he give the paper to the Captain —
Yes.

24,277. Was Mr. M'Dermott there 2–No.

24,278. You said before that he was, what do you
mean ; did you see Mr. M'Dermott at all after you
saw him at l’lantain Garden River ?–No.

24,279. Then he was not before the Captain with
you ?—No.
24,280. And he did not give the paper to the
Captain *—No. Only the Maroon gave the paper to
the Captain that M’Dermott had given him.
24,281. Did you see Mr. M'Dermott at all at
Golden Grove —The first day they took me up I saw

—Yes.

24,264. One he gave to the Maroon man 2–Yes.
24,265. What did the Maroon man do with it 2–

He carried it to the Captain at Golden Grove.
24,266. Do you say there was another paper, a
second —M“Dermott gave it to the Captain.
24,267. Then there were two papers, one the

Maroon brought to you and gave to the Captain, and

-

24,271. To whom did he give the paper?—To the
Maroon, Mendes, and he handed it to a black soldier,
the head-man, to go and flog me.
24,272. Did Mr. M'Dermott give the second paper

Captain did say something when they put in the
paper. He was not going to tell me anything.
24,262. Did Mr. M-Dermott give the paper to the
Captain —Yes. They let me go for the first, and
then came back again to take me to be flogged at

Golden Grove, and gave the Maroon man a paper to

23 Feb. 1866.

saw him.

I did not hear a word out of his mouth ; but the

flog me there; and they gave me 24 lashes.
24,263. Were there two papers of Mr. M'Dermott's 2

A. Smith.

him there.

24,282. That is when you saw the people executed 2
—Yes, the very day.
24,283. After that, when you were taken the
second time, did you see him there 2–No.
24,284. Not at all 2–No.

24,285. Then you did not see him give the paper
to the Captain with your own eyes —No.
24,286. Not at all 2–No.

at the same time Mr. M'I)ermott gave a second paper
to the Captain, and the paper the Captain read to you
was the second, the one that Mr. M'Dermott gave

24,287. Did you see him at Golden Grove with
your own eyes the second time —No.
24,288. Then you did not see him give the paper

him?—Yes.

to the Captain 3–No, except what the Maroon gave.
The witness withdrew.

ANNIE WILLIAMs (black) sworn and examined.

24,289. Are you a field labourer living at Ginger

A. Williams.

do you remember the time when Marks' shop was
robbed 2–Yes.

Hall?–Yes.

24,301. What day was it 2—I believe that the
24,290. Do you remember during martial law
people came in on Thursday and Friday.
Richard Murray coming to your house 2–Yes.

24,291. What did he say after he came up 2–He

º he came

from Mr. Jacob Marks, who sent him

Ol' me.

24,292. Where did he take you ?—To Mr. Kirk
land's yard.

24,303. And when they searched the house what

did they do?—The whole time they went through the

.24,293. Were you ſlogged 2–Yes, I was flogged in
his yard.

house.

24,304. On what day did they search your house?

* Who ordered you to be flogged 3–Jacob
ArkS.

24,295. Was Mr. Kirkland there 2–He was in the

yard, but they did not carry me to him.

:

—I don't remember the day.
24,305. Was it before Thursday or after 2—The
Thursday they took me up they searched the house,

and they came back and searched on Sunday, and

#º Did Jacob Marks order you to be flogged 2
-IeS,

Saturday, and Monday, and Wednesday, and they
continually searched it.

34,297. And were you flogged 2–Yes.
li

24,302. How long after that was if they searched
your house —This week, Friday, the people came in,
and they searched the house and took me up.

:*. How many lashes did you get 2—I got 12

ICKS,

24,299. Did they tell you what it was for, why you
were flogged —They said before martial law they

brºke the law and broke the stores, and all that lived
in the town must have some of the things. They

alsºcked my house and digged up the floors and

24,306. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you see the thing that
you were flogged with ?–I saw the cat; they put
wire into it, and dipped the cat into water.
24,307. Did you see the cat?—Yes, and the wire.

24,308. How did you see the wire —They plaited
the cat and the wire together.
24,309. How do you know that ?—I saw it.

24,310. You should not say that ; there was no

fºund nothing. They stripped me to the waist and

wire about it *—There was wire in it.

flogged me.

story, massa.

-

%300. How long after Marks' shop had been
broken open was it that they searched your house;

I won't tell a

24,311. Not in the cat they flogged you with ; you
saw one cat used with wire in it —Yes.

The witness withdrew.

|

Adjourned till to-morrow.
3 O 3
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TWENTY-SEVENTH DAY.

TWENTYSEVENTH
DAY.

|

OF

T. Junor.

Saturday, 24th February 1866.

24 Feb. 1866

PRESENT
:
RUSSELL
GURNEY,
Esq.

-

* ~ *-rw-r-

(Bath.)

THoMAs JUNOR (black) sworn and examined.
Sanflower
Mountain —
24,312. Do you live at
24,346. What happened on the Friday ?–On
Yes.
Friday I went to Morant Bay and received fifty
24.313. How far is that from Bath —You can lashes from Mr. Ramsay, and I returned, and they
let me go.

see it from 13ath.

24,314. During martial law did the Maroons come
to you ?–Yes.

24,347. Who took you?—A Maroon, by Mr.
Kirkland's order.

24,315. Do you remember the day ?–Tuesday.

24,348. Did you hear him order that you should

24,316. You do not know which Tuesday?—The

be taken —Yes.

Tuesday of the first week in martial law.

24,349. Then you went back to your house ?—

24,317. Do you mean the first Tuesday, or the
second after the disturbance at Morant

Bay ?—The

second.

24,318. Who was with the Maroons f—There was

nobody at all with them.
24,319. Was there no officer with them —No.

24,320. Did they bring you to Bath —Yes.

Yes.

-

-

24,350. When you got back to your house, after
that did the Maroons come to you again —Yes.
24,351. What did they take —Two pigs and
three fowls, and one jacket.
24,352. What was the jacket made of 7–Black
stuff.

24,321. Were you in prison there for three days 2
—Yes,
24,322. Were you then taken before Mr. Kirkland 2
—Yes.

24,353. Was it cloth 2–Yes; it cost Ine tſ. I

had just had it made, and had never worn it.
24,354. Was it quite a new jacket 2—Yes.
24,355. Do you generally wear a black cloth

24,323. What was done to you after that ?—I jacket 2—Yes; it was pretty near like the trowsers
received fifty lashes.

I have on.

24,324. Were any witnesses called ?–Yes; he

24,356. What did they say about the jacket?—

called a witness, a brown lad they call Clement Nothing at all.
Salvaros.
24,357. Did they not say that it came from Mr.
24,325. What did he say ?—He said he heard me
and a lad named Natty Phillips talking, but he did

24,328. Did you know Natty Phillips ?–Yes.
24,329. Where did he live –At Ginger Hall.

Kirkland's 2–No.
24,358. Were you after that taken again —No.
24,359. Were you not taken to work on the
roads 2—Oh yes.
24,360. Had you forgotten that?—I was taken by
Mr. Wilson and Mr. Murray.
24,361. Who is Mr. Wilson —The gardener.
24,362. Is he the curator of the Bath Gardens :

24,330. Did you know what he had been doing at

—Yés.

not hear what I said to him.

24,326. Was that all he said against you ?–Yes.
24,327. You were then ordered to have fifty lashes 2
—Yes.

all f—No.

?—N

-

-

but

...","..."""
23.
Hºdson been alºng with him —yes, tº
24,332. Was that on the Friday after the Wedneswºre you paid for it —Only three pence

-

.

24,364.

day at Morant Bay —Yes.

8.

-

24,333. Where did you talk to him f–In

street.

r

the

dy for food.
24,365. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) By whose

order 2–Mr. Wilson and Mr. Murray.

-

24,334. Was that all you did —Yes.
24,335. What was Phillips doing there?—I don't
know. He was in Bath, coming from Ginger Hall,
and I came down the other way.
24,336. Was that the Friday when they were

24,366, (Suggested by Mr. Drummond.) Which
M. Murray do you mean *—The minister.
24,367. (By the Commission.) Is he a Wesleyan
minister ?–Yes.

-

24,368. Did you hear them order that you should

carrying the things out of the town the greater work

Mr. Wilson ordered us to work, and when

part of the day, and tº Pºtºsi -They were we went Mr. Wilson gave us three pence one day
carrying the things from Mark's store.
, and Mr. Murray gave us three pence another day.
24,337. They were not taking things from Potosi jie said that he and Mr. Wilson allowed us three
that day ?—I know nothing about that.

-

24,338. Don't you know that they took things from
Potosi –No, I do not know.

-

-

-

24,339. Did you see them take things from Mr.
Mark's store

*—Yes.

-----

pence a day for food while we were on the road,
ind I had . go to him for money every morning.
24,369. (Suggested by Mr Gorrie.) You were not
taken before Miº Kirklad again –No.
24,370. You were not sentenced to work on the

24,840. Dil Natty Philliſ's take any of those road'
only iy M. Wilson and Mr. Murray,
24,371. Did they employ you?—They did

things —I did not see him take any.

-

24,341. What was done after you had the fifty
lashes —They carried me to the station, and I

-

º º ing that
24,342. It was on the ºriday morning at you
hº the fifty º º º º ednesremained there till

(tº y morning.

I Was

u

not.

They only took us with the convict people.

24,372. Do you mean that it was done as punish
mentºyes.
gged twice?—Yes.
§: 'sºjº.
Was any
4

-- Y -

r

:-

-

....: lando

'%'.". . . . ..". day, it you pº", " when Člement gave his evidence?
had the lashes —I was in Bath three days.
Tºº-- w
"..." It was not after the three days that you 24,375. W ho *—Lots of people º, º
-

º

-

had the fifty lashes —I had the lashes on the

about.

Wednesday.

was taking down the evidence.
24,376. Was it Bobby Gully —Yes.
24,377. Who was he f-One of the Volunteers.

24,345. That was when you were taken before
Mr. Kirkland –Yes.

The witness withdrew.

One of the Volunteers called “Bobby Gully

* ||
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Jon N Woodrow (white) sworn and examined.
24,378. Are you an engineer residing at Bath 2– come to me to say they cannot get money, and that
I am an engineer, but I reside at Clifton Hill, close to they would be glad if I could take their labour to
Port Morant, about a mile and a half on this side of pay for the grounds. If she has worked, it must be

TWENTY
SEVENTH
DAY.

J. Woodrow.

in lieu of the rent of the ground.

Port Morant.

24 Feb. 1866.

24,379. On the day of the disturbance at Morant

Bay, did you pass through Morant Bay —Yes.
34,380. At what time was that ?--About middle

ãºs. Was everything quiet 2—Yes.

Governor had given you directions to hang and shoot
them 2–No ; I never said such a thing. I don't
know what would induce me to say such a thing.

24,407. You say you were away for a fortnight

24,382. Did you go to Roselle estate 2–Yes; it is
about three miles on the other side of Morant Bay.

after the commencement of martial law —Yes; I

24,383. Had you some work there —I was repair
ing the machinery.

24,408. Were the Maroons there after you came
back 2–Yes; before I came back they had been
burning the houses, and flogging and shooting the
people, and the people came to me for protection, for
a paper to protect them. I said I did not think it

24,384. How long were you there 2–Till Friday
morning, the 13th.
24,385. Where did you go then 2–To Kingston.
24,386. How long did you remain at Kingston —
Two weeks.

24,387. Did you then go back to Clifton Hill 2–
Yes; I returned on the Saturday.
24,388. On the Saturday fortnight after Wednes

day, the 11th of October 2–Yes.
24,389. That would be the 28th; did you then go
back to Clifton Hill ?–Yes; I returned on

the

was not there at all.

would be of any use ; but they pressed it, and said I
had better give them a paper, and I gave papers to
two or three people with several names on them of
people that I had been told had no connection with
the rebellion at all, or at all events had nothing to do

with the plunder and outbreak at Clifton Hill.
24,409. You gave a paper with a list of persons
that had nothing to do with the disturbance —-People

Saturday.
24,390. Did you then hear a man named Mitchell

who had no concern with it at all.

had been shot 2–Yes.

24,391. Was he one of your tenants —Yes.

list I gave at all. They were going on with the
flogging, and that sort of thing, just the same as

24,392. Had you had any conversation with him

before, and I did not interfere.

some time before the outbreak — I think about two

24,410. Is that the only list you gave –The only

Test.

24,411. Was there much flogging after you came
back —No ; I don't suppose I saw 200 lashes
altogether.
24,412. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Were you at
home when the Maroons came at any time, whether
the first or second time ; what did you first see of the
Maroons on the Saturday ?—When I returned on the
Saturday, I went to Golden Grove, and on the Sunday
I returned home. On the Sunday evening or Monday
afternoon, I was going down to Leith Hall, between
Clifton Hill and Port Morant, and as I was going
down I heard a lot of guns fired. I don't know what
it was. I did not know they were there. When I

24,393. The rent was due, was it *—Yes; it was
very far back. I have not seen her since about it,

coming up ; they had shot an old man, and burnt his

though I passed her on the road yesterday at Port

house.

Morant.

24,413. Do you know who that was 2—I think it
was Noble. The place is close to Port Morant. I
was opposite the house of another man named
Mitchell, and he came out and begged me to save him

months before. I cannot exactly say now the day.
I was coming home close to his house at the junction
of the road, and he said to me, “I daresay you will
“be looking for your rent, but Mr. Gordon is coming
“up; he'll pay you. I may as well tell you the truth,
“Clifton Hall won't belong to you long. The land
“will be free." They said he was half cracked in
his head, and I sent for his wife the next morning,
and told her that unless she took the land on her own

responsibility, I would take it away. She brought
five shillings, and asked me to have patience for the

24,394. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) She is not on
the ground now 2– I don't know whether she is.
The headman would tell you best about that:
24,395. (By the Commission.) Who is he –
Benjamin is his name.

He knows the names better

than I do.
i

24,406. Did you ever tell her, or any one, that the

24396. Do you know a woman named Bennett or
Barnett?—I know Hannah Barnett.

24,397. Did you give any directions for her to be
flºgged —No: I have not seen the woman at all for
Years, and I have given no directions. She was
Working with me about four years ago, and I have
lºwer seen her since.

24,398. You have not seen her since then 2–
ever since them.

I cannot remember if there was

came on the road a little further I saw the Maroons

and the house.

I spoke to the Maroons not to burn

the house, because I knew he was a good man. I have
always known him to be a good man ; they did not
trouble his house, and they left several houses there.
24,414. Was that the first you saw of the Maroons :
—Yes; I think it was on Monday, but I am not sure
whether it was on Monday or Tuesday. I think it

was Monday afternoon. Then on the Tuesday they
said they were coming back, and they came back, and
they did burn the houses, and this sort of thing about
the place.

24,415. Where 2–At what they call “Toil Hut,”

*ny money stopped when she was working there.

coming towards Bath, and Airy Castle, and down by

24,399, Was she a tenant 2–No; I think not.
No she was not.

what they call “The Land,” close to Port Morant.
24,416. That was Tuesday in the third week of
martial law —Yes ; I think it was, and the houses
left had the paper left that I had given them. I told
them whom I had given the paper to ; one of them,
named Sinclair, has gone to St. David's, but another
that I gave the paper to, to come to Bath, to show

24,400. Have you had any claim from her since
that time?—No; I have not seen her since, to my
knowledge. I may have passed her on the road, but

* never came

to me to inquire or to make any

Clälm.

%301. Did you give any orders or directions to that I had given the paper, and to say that it was
the Maroons to burn down any houses —No.

I that had saved the houses, can state that that was so.

.*492. Was Jane Down one of your tenants —

The people whose houses were burnt thought that
because I had given the paper which had saved the

No, I don't think so.

-

*403. Do you know a person named “Strawberry
Johnson º-Yes ; I know a woman of that name.

#". Is she a tenant of yours ?—Yes.
24,405. Did you after this disturbance make her

others I had given the order to burn their houses.

24,417. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Did you send
Benjamin with the Maroons 2–1 told him to tell them
not to burn the houses down, and to tell the Maroons

Yºrk for you without paying her ?–No ; some of who were the people that had not been connected
* have worked to pay their rent. They often with the disturbance.
3 O 4
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24,418. Did you tell the Maroons that you had appear 2—No ; I did not interfere with them, or
given the people a paper who were not connected caution them at all, further than that I said I had
with the riot —Yes; I did, on the Tuesday morning. ‘given a paper to some of the people ; that I had no
I said I had given papers to the people who had not authority to give papers, and did not think it would
been connected with the riot, but I didn't interfere be of any use, but that several of the people had had
no connection with the disturbances.
with the Maroons as far as they were going on.
24,430. Did you tell Briscoe that ?—Yes; I
24,419. Did you give a list to Benjamin of the
people to whom you had given that paper ?—No, I explained, as I said before, that the people might have
had connection with the affair elsewhere, but not at
think not. They knew their names.
24,420. (By the Commission.) You gave the people Clifton Hall with the plundering.
24,431. Did you order Charles Michell's provision
who asked you a paper, with a list of those you have
mentioned —The people themselves told me that ground to be taken away after Michell was shot?—
they were not connected at all with the disturbance, No ; I was not there.
24,432. But there is no one upon it now, is there ?
and for that reason I gave the list.
24,421. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Had you any —I cannot say. Mr. Benjamin would be able to tell
consultation with the leader of the Maroons before you that.
they went down to burn the houses —No.
24,433. If the people went back you would not
24,422. Did he come to you, and did you see him drive them off —No ; only I have an objection to
at your place —Yes, they were there. I think their being there if they won't pay the rent. There
are a good many of them widows, whose husbands
about 40 of them altogether.
24,423. (By the Commission.) Was there any have been executed, who can prove that I have given
leader —Yes; there was what they called a captain, them their grounds, and have not charged the back
I believe.
rents. Those are the widows of persons who were
-

24,424. What was his name ; was it Briscoe – I
think it was.

24,425. Did you have any conversation with him 2
—None at all, as regards telling him to do anything.
24,426. Were they quartered at your place —No ;
they came there, and were hungry ; I gave them a pig
to kill. They killed the pig, and jerked it in their
fashion ; smoked it and dried it, and then they went
away. They did not remain more than about two

connected with the affair.

24,434. Have you any objection to Mrs. Mitchell's
doing the same 2—Not in the slightest. I have never
objected to one of them.

24,435. (Suggested by Mr. Drummond.) What was
your reason for wishing to have a substitute for the

husband as a tenant in that case ?—They said he was
out of his head, and this sort of thing, and I thought
it was better that she should take it on her own

hours. There were no people stationed there, and

account.

there were no people flogged there.
24,427. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Did
Briscoe tell you that he proposed to go down

then.
not

and

I did not think anything of the rebellion

24,436. (By the Commission.) She made money?
—Yes; she was a strong able woman. I never thought
of the rebellion when Mitchell told me what I have

burn the houses 2–No.

24,428. Did you speak to him about it 7–No ; I
never thought of such a thing. The only thing I was

looking to was to save the houses of the people who
were not connected with the disturbances.

That was

my action in the matter, as the people I gave the
paper to will show. After I came down I advised
the people to turn out to work. They were then lying
about the place, and I told them if they continued to
do so they might be shot.
24,429. Did you caution the Maroons not to take
it for granted that all were rebels who did not

said; but I thought that if he was wrong in the head
it would be better to take her as a tenant.

24,437. Is it a custom frequently followed here for
wives to rent land independently of their husbands?
No ; I cannot say as far as that is concerned.
24,438. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Was Charles
Mitchell considered a half-cracked kind of fellow :-

Yes. At the time when I met him on the road as I
have been stating, a shopkeeper said to me, “That
“fellow Mitchell is always talking some sort of non
“ sense.”

The witness withdrew.

NN BECKFORD (black) sworn and examined.

A. Beckford.

24,439. Are you housekeeper to Mr. Woodrow —

24,448. Did they ask for anything else ?—They

Yes.

asked, “Where is the gun ?” I said, “It is in the

24,440. On Friday the 13th of October did you
hear a noise in Mr. Hayne's yard —Yes.
24,441. Is that close to your house 2–Yes.
24,442. What did you see when you looked out of

house.” Then they took it and said, “Where is the

the window f—I saw a man on horseback and some

and a parcel of shots, and they went and fired the
gun, and blew the horn, and shouted “Hurrah '"
24,449. Did they take anything else?—Yes; they
went into the store, and broke open the door, and took

of the people outside the gate.
24,443. What more did you see ?—I called to
Nancy Moore, the housewoman, to come and stand
before the sideboard, for fear the people should see
her.

24,444. Was that to prevent the people coming in?
—No ; to run into the room, and pick up Mr. Wood
row's principal papers, and hide them in the bush.
24,445. Did you hide them —Yes.
24,446. What happened them —Afterwards, when
I came from the bush, I saw the people before the

gate. They said to me, “Come and open the gate.”

other one?” and I said, “Mr.Woodrow sold it.” Then
they asked if there was any powder, and they went
and took a canister of powder, and two boxes of calls,

everything ; porter, rum, sugar, potatoe, ham,

and

everything in the store. What they couldn't carry
away they smashed ; plates, glasses, and other
things.

24,450. Do you know Hannah Barnett?—Yes.

24,451. She is sometimes called Susannah Bennett?
—Yes.

24,452. Was she taking any part in what you have

described?—Yes; when these people ran out first, the

I made a curtsey, and said, “Come in, my massa.”

steamer fired two guns at the wharf. They ran out,

Then they asked me, “Where is John Woodrow "

and
“Come,
let us crying,
go and fight
the fellow.”
ran said,
through
the gate,
“Come,
let us goThey
and

I said, “I don’t know, my massa.” They said that if
they saw him they would chop him up, horse, buggy,
and all ; and that if they met any damned mulatto
they would chop him up.

24,447. How many people were they —I was so
frightened that I don't know ; but there were plenty
of them.

fight the fellow.”

*

24,453. Who said that ?—The mob. They said,
“We are all armed to fight.” And then they all
went. In the afternoon I was sitting in the house;
and Mr. Hayne's servant, Thomas Stoner, came, and

said, “More of them are coming; you had better run,
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for they will kill you

this time.”

I ran back to the

24,455. When

did

he come

back 2–On the

TWENTY
SEVENTH

Hannah Barnett, but I did not, but there are
witnesses to say when she came, and what she took.
24,454. Mr. Woodrow was not there *—No ; he

Saturday.
DAY.
24,456. Which Saturday ?—Between two or three
weeks. He was coming, but I told the servant to tell A. Beckford.
him that the people were threatening to stop him and

went away the same day, the 11th of October.

kill him.

house, and Nancy Moore and Felicia Williams saw

24 Feb. 1866.

The witness withdrew.

-

NANCY MooRE (black), sworn, and examined.
24,455. Were you one of the servants of Mr.
24,460. Did you see her taking anything 2—I saw
Woodrow —Yes.
her go into the store when the people went away, and
24,456. Do you remember the people coming and take a bowl of sugar and some porter, and several
taking the things from his house 2–Yes, from the other little things.
Store.
24,461. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Did you see
24,457. Do you know a person named Susannah anybody shot ?–No.
Bennett or Hannah Barnett, whichever she may be 2
—I know Hannah Barnett.

s

-

N. Moore.

24,462. (By the Commission.) Or did you see
anyboddy flogged 7–No.

The witness withdrew.

John HAMILTON (colored), sworn, and examined.
24,463. Are you a carpenter living at Bath —I
*in.

24,464. On the 12th of October were you at your

J. Hamilton.

24,478. What time did they come in 2–I think it
was between twelve and a little later, as far as I can
say as to time ; they were coming and coming.
24,479. How many came the second time —About
the same quantity.
24,480. What did they do —They were here all day
knocking about, and of course we all had to fly to

house between 8 and 9 in the morning 2–Yes.
24,465. What did you see or hear that attracted
your attention ?—I saw a woman named Janet
Martin come into the town, and she went up to
Mr. Mark's store, and said, “Your servant has broken
“my umbrella, and lost my handkerchief. Unless
“you pay me 7s.6d. there will be the devil to pay
“here to-day.”
24,466. Is that all?—Plenty more, if you like to
enter into the details of the plundering of Mr. Mark's

Did they increase in number during the day —Very

store.

much, both women and men.

24,467. But is that all that she said 2–She said,

“If you don't know what I mean by “Devil' I mean
“‘Rebel, and if you don't know what that means it

the bush.

24,481. Did you fly to the bush —Yes.
24,482. What time was that ?– About 1 or 2
o'clock.

24,483. What number did they consist of then 2

24,484. What you have told us is what you your
self saw before you fled into the bush —Yes; the
town was so much crowded with people who had

“is the fighters and warriors at Morant Bay yester

sticks and cutlasses that I had to travel into the

“ day; I will bring them in here.”

bush for my own safety.

24,468. Does she live in Bath – She lives at

the house I lived in.

They threatened to burn

A man named Williams said he

Ginger Hall, just over the river.
24,469. How soon after that did you see anything f

was kicked off the piazza sometime in 1850, and
therefore he would burn the house down in revenge.

—Not five minutes after that a drove of men, not less
than 40 of them, with sticks and cutlasses, and
trowsers rolled up, and handkerchief round their
heads, came into the town.

24,485. What Williams is that ? — One James
Williams ; there were two men named James

Williams. This one was shot here. They were from

Airey Castle, and this one was formerly in the

He had paid the woman the

police.
24,486. When you were in the bush could you see

amount she demanded, and she went out, and the

what was going on 2–Yes; I was in a place where

men came in, and they went to the late Mr. Hitchins'

I could see into Bath.

24,470. What did they do?—They came on to

Mr. Mark's shop.

house, to Bruce, the Drum-major; they demanded
powder and arms and ammunition.

Bruce said they

hadn't any.

24,487. How long did these people remain 2–
There was a third mob came in.

24,488. At what time was that ?— Some came

to Mr. Ford's place, and demanded the key of the

about 7 o'clock in the evening, between 7 and half
past; it could not be later. This mob consisted of

store ; and they could not get the key, and they

about 400 men, each man of them armed.

24,471. What did they do then 2–They came on

broke open one of the windows, and went in there,

24,439. But you were not near enough to see

and took out a dozen and nine tins of powder, each
"ontaining a pound, three boxes of shot, and a
quantity of caps; I don't know how much.

them, were you ?—I was in the bush during the day,
but in the night I was coming down, and I happened

, 34,472. Did they take any guns —They took five
fire-arms.

24,473. This you say was on Thursday ?—Yes.
.34,474. Did you know any of these people –I
Šid, many of them; but the greater part of those I
ºw have been hung.

Were they Bath people —No ; they came
;24,475.
a place called Thornton and from Sunning
llſ.

to come upon them.

24,490. Did you know any of them – Yes; I
knew one Captain Smith ; he was killed.
24,491. Where did he come from ?—From Thorn
ton.

24,492. Did you know any more ? – Yes

; one

Captain Edwards.
24,493. Where did he come from ?–He came from
Thornton too.

24,494. Was Edwards a man who had been a

24,476. After this party of about 40 came in did schoolmaster at Thornton —Yes; he belonged to
*y other come in 7–Yes; they came back again the there, and he lived there. He was a Captain of a
gang of about 400.
* lºy ; another party.
24,495. What school was he master of ? — The
44,477. From which direction did they come —
They came through Bath, and went to Mr. Kirk

land's place, the chief magistrate of the town. They
id not want anything from him they said, because

"had no gun; they only wanted his head.
15589,

Wesleyan school.
24,496. Was that a school that had

formerly been

a school belonging to the Church 7–No; it belonged
to the Wesleyans originally,
3 P
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24,497. Was Edwards always a schoolmaster
belonging to the Wesleyans?—Yes; there are two;

24,526. Some were; what was the difference?—I
was standing there from the beginning to the last;

one was a teacher of the Church and the other a

I assisted in tying them.

teacher of the Wesleyans.
24,498. And this was a Wesleyan Chapel up at

but not all.

Thornton —No ; Edwards lived there, but kept a
school at Rocky Point.

24,499. The one you call Captain Edwards was
one that lived at Thornton, and kept a school at
Rocky Point —Yes; but the other Edwards lived at
Sunning Hill; it was he that took Lieutenant Reid's
sword and cap out of his house the same day.

24,500. Do you know their Christian names —
Yes ; John Edwards and James Edwards.

24,501. Which was John –John was the Wesleyan
and James was the Church teacher.

24,502. Did both of them come to Bath —Yes,

they were both in here the same day; but John
Edwards was the Captain of the troops, about 400
men. They are both hung. They came before
Mr. Ford's place, and commenced to drill the men.
We had to hide, and could not show ourselves, or
they would have taken our heads.

24,527. Were their backs very much torn ?—Some,
24,528. Were all those flogged with the cats that
had wire in them torn by the flogging —Yes; the
wire made great strokes upon them, there is no doubt
about it.

-

24,529. Will you describe the way in which the
wire was introduced into the cat —Yes; the wires

were put into the cat. There were nine tails, and
they put the wire straight down alongside the twine,
24,530. Did you see any in which the wire was
wound round the twine —No; it was not put so. It
was put between the tails of the cat, and knotted.

As you put the wire down alongside the twine you
made a turn round and fastened it.

24,531. You put the wire round the twine as it
goes down —Yes.
24,532. Was that so with all the tails 2–Yes; we
put it a little distance, and as we go we make it into
bumps.

24,503. What was done the next day ?–On Friday
the same quantity of people came in. They were here

24,533. Did you assist in making these cats –I
assisted, but only in making one. Bruce asked me to

till they heard the alarm that the soldiers were

count the lashes for him, and I left it.

coming. They dismantled Mark’s shop and Mr. Kirk
land's place of business, and took out everything.
24,504. When did they go to Potosi ?—On the
Friday; the day after Mr. Hire was murdered,
24,505. Through the day, on the Friday, did you
remain in Bath –I remained in the bush, a few

24,534. When a witness was examined yesterday
about Mr. M'Dermott you said something about
corroborating him ; what can you tell us —When I
was at Golden Grove, on the same day, I saw the
witness brought by Mendes, the Maroon, with a note.
I was standing on the step, and Mendes handed the

yards from the town, on a mango tree, a few yards

note to Lieutenant Nivens, of the 1st West Indian

from the street.

Regiment.

24,506. Did you see them carrying things during
that day ?—Yes, all the day; I saw them personally,
and could name some of the parties if requisite.
24,507. Do you know the Airey Castle people at

kill Mr. M'Dermott for 2s. 6d.,” and then he said,

all ?—A few of them.

Nivens said, “Stop,” and then he said to the man,
“Will you do the like again * The man said, “No."

24,508. Did you see any of them —No ; none of
them were in here, but they were brought in here
with Mr. Herschell's goods in their possession.
24,509. Did you see anything of any of the shoot
ings —No, Imever saw any.
24,510. Did you see any persons flogged 2–Yes.
24,511. Where 2–In Bath here.

24,512. Was it in Mr. Kirkland's yard —Yes.
24,513. Did you see the cats that were used ?–
Yes, I did.

24,514. Was there any difference between the cats
that were used for flogging the men and those that
were used for flogging the women —Yes; there was

He said to the man, “You threatened to

“Take him down, and give him fifty.” He was tied
by a man named Hunter, a corporal in the 1st West
India Regiment, and he received 25.

Lieutenant

and he said, “Take him down.”

24,535. Did you see anything of the floggings at
Golden Grove —That was the only one I witnessed.
24,536. Did you see who made most of the cats
—The man principally engaged was Isaac Dick.
24,537. Who was he 2–He is now a policeman at
Morant Bay.
(The cat produced by Beckford was here shown to
the witness.)

24,538. Did you see him make any cats like this?

a vast difference between the two.

—Yes, that is one of them.
24,539. The wire in that cat is wound round the
twine –Yes, twisted round. That was one of them,

24,515. What was the difference —The cats that
were used for flogging the females were made of

but that was never put upon a female.
24,540. Were most of the cats, which were used

lighter twine than those for the men, and had no

for flogging the men, like this?—Yes, afterwards. I

wire in them.
in them 2–Yes.

think some of the Volunteers came from down the
Mr. Stewart, I think, and said the cats were too
ight.

24,517. Did they use cats with wire in them at
the beginning of the time during which men were

(Cat produced by another witness shown.)—Yes;

flogged 2–No ; at the beginning there was no wire

there's no wire in that.

24,516. And all the cats used for the men had wire

used.

The first that was made with wire was made

by a man named Alexander Taylor, who acknow

ledged that he killed Mr. Hall, the late Collector of

24,541. Was this the sort of cat which was used?
24,542. And did this continue to be used for the
women 2–Yes.

24,543. This did not tear the back at all ?–No.

24,544. Was anything done to the people after

Petty Duties.

24,518. Where was he killed 2–At Morant Bay.
24,519. Was Taylor flogged, and sent to Morant
Bay ?—Yes.

#.

*

34,520. Before he was flogged did he confess?—
Yes, in consequence of that he was taken up.
24,521. Did you hear him confess it?—Yes, he was
standing in the street.

they were flogged 2–No.
24,545. Were they pelted at all —No ; they were
never pelted in Bath. Mr. Kirkland would not allow
it. . As soon as a man got a flogging he went away,
and was not disturbed.

24,546. Was each tail of the cat like this? (Cat
with wire round each tail shown to

witness.)—Yes,

24,522. And you say that he was the first who

24,547. There were none with straight pieces of

used wire in making cats —Yes.
24,523. Do you remember on what day he did so f
—No, I cannot say what day it was.
24,524. After were the men always flogged with a
wire cat —Yes, according to the crime.

wire only 3–No; they were all like this.
24,548. Was that after Alexander Taylor was
flogged 2–Yes.
24,549. But it was not used for all the men —No.

24,525. Were any men flogged after that with a

not used ?–According to the amount of things a man

cat in which there was no wire 2–Yes, some.

-

24,550. What were the cases for which that was

took. If a man took a jar he only got 25, but if *
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man took three or four mattrasses, or a salver, or

am not able to say who ordered the wire to be put

some clothing, or bed linen, he got more.
24,551. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Would a man

into the cats.

get most lashes for a gold ring or a table —I should

—Yes, I was there from the commencement to the

think he would he would get most for the most

end.

valuable article.

24,559. Were you present when many were flogged 2
24,560. What number do you think were flogged 2

24,552. Is the Mr. Stewart you mentioned from
Holland Estate —Yes.

24,553. Did Mr. Stewart bring cats with him —

TWENTY.
SEVENTH
DAY.
J. Hamilton.
24 Feb. 1866.

—I should not think there were less than 300, men
and women. There were not a great many women
flogged here; some women were brought and let go.
Mr. Kirkland never chastised them, but set thern to

Yes; he brought six hanging to his side.

24,554. Were they of this kind –No ; they were
made of larger twine, but had no wire in them.
24,555. Were they used afterwards —Not here in
Bath, but they were down the river.

24,556. Do you mean at Golden Grove —Yes.
24,557. You saw one man flogged at Golden
Grove; had the cat with which he was flogged any
wire in it —No.

24,558. Did you know who ordered wire to be put
into the cats —He said the cats were too light. I

work on the road, and let them go without flogging.

24,561. Did you say there were 300 at least 2–
Yes, if not more.

24,562. Were there as many as (50) fifty women
—Yes, about that.

24,563. Were you present when the 300 were
flogged —Yes, I was present here from the com
mencement to the ending. I never left Bath at all
except in one instance, when I went down the river,
and then flogging had ceased here.

The witness withdrew.

MATTHEw CHARLEs KIRKLAND, recalled, and further examined.

[Cat produced by witness shown to him.]
24,564. Is this one of the cats that were actually
used ?–Yes, with a handle.
24,565. You did not see a cat used that had nine

tails, such as that produced by Beckford —Yes, I
did.

24,566. Is this, which is now produced, as far as
the wire is concerned, in the same state as when it
was used; there are three different wires 2–Yes.
24,567. Then the separate pieces of twine had not
wire round them 2–No.

24,568. Was the wire longer than it is now 2–I
date say it may have been cut off, but there is the

M.C. Kirklana.

24,569. What was his name *—I forget; I had just
come from Manchioneal after being kept there for a
month for want of a horse.

He took about 20 lashes

before it brought blood.
24,570. How many lashes did he have 2–25 or 30.
24,571. Was that after the 20 that you say he had
before the cat brought blood —No ; 25 or 30 al
together.

24,572. Had he taken any part in the rebellion ?—
I cannot say positively about that. I only just
arrived on the day.

24,573. You did not hear the evidence; you only
heard he had been convicted of obeah 2–Yes.

fact, it has only three wires to nine strands of twine.
I saw it used on an African man convicted of obeah.
The witness withdrew.

PRISCILLA DENNIs (colored), sworn, and examined.

#. Are you a washerwoman

living at Bath

- les.

P. Dennis.

24,588. You asked him for an order for it?—Yes;

24,575. On the 11th of October did you go to

he said he had an order to kill it, and I said, “By
“ who because I didn't disturb anything belonging

Morant Bay ?–Yes.
24,576. Did you go with the Volunteers ?—Yes.
#7. Did you go with them on to the Parade *

“ to any body.” He said if he shot me, and left the
green grass over me, as the Governor had ordered, I
would not have stood on my legs and asked for the
-

ig.
z

- I es.

24,578. Did you see a number of persons coming
in with cutlasses and other arms ?–Yes, Mr. Hitchins

advised all the girls to get out of the way.
#º Did you then go to the Wesleyan Chapel ?
—les.

24,580. Did

you know a man named

Duncan

Stewart?—Yes.

24,590. Did a Maroon afterwards come 2—Yes,
named George Mendes.
24,591. Did he take away anything 2–Yes, he took
away my sheet.
24,592. Was he alone —He was one of Colonel

24,581. Did you see him at Morant Bay on that
day ?—Yes.
24,582. After you went into the Wesleyan Chapel,
-

Fyfe's soldiers, a Maroon.
24,593. Was any officer present 2–Yes; one of the

same men brought him in, and asked him to give him

in the course of the evening, did you hear him say

a bed, and he took a sheet and made turbans of it.

ºnything —Yes, I heard him say, “My God, men,

The father promised to pay for the sheet, but I could
not get the money.

. . if we do not put fire to this Court-house, we

24,594. What father ?—The father of Mendes.

Won't manage them buckra.”

34,583. When did you come home 2—I was there
"ntil the Court-house catched fire.

34,584. Did you come home on that night —No :
ºne home on Thursday morning.
*4,583. After you came home did a Maroon come
to your house?—Yes.
*2.s

24,589. Do you know what was the name of the
Maroon 2–James White.

.

24,595. Colonel Fyfe was not present at the time
when these things were taken —He was in Bath,
but I never went to him till since he came from

Kingston. The other Maroons carried me to him,
and he bid Mendes to pay me for the sheet ; and
from then I have never seen him.

lº. When was that ?–In the height of martial
*587. Did he kill one of your pigs —Yes.

I see him over

and over again, and he never bring the money. I
nearly lost my life myself at Morant Bay by the
black people.

º

The witness withdrew.
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PHILLIP FINLAY (black), sworn, and examined.

24,596. Are you a laborer living a few miles from
Bath 2–Yes.

24,604. Did they serve you with a little —Ibegged
for a drink, and they threw some rum into a glass, and

24,597. Whereabouts 2—At a place called Cross I said I never drank in the day time; they must give
me a bottle. So he said if I went to the store a man
24 Feb. 1st 6. Paths, near Sunning Hill.
24,598. On the Friday after the outbreak did you would give me a bottle of rum. I went, and he gave
come to Potosi ?—Yes,

º

it to me.

_{*. Did you come

to look for Mrs. Herschell ?
24,600. What led you to do so?—I always attended

to the parson.

24,601. You had heard that he was killed, and you
came to help Mrs. Herschell ?–Yes.

24,602. Did you find that she had gone to the
Rhine 2–Yes.

24,603. What did you see there 2–When I went
they broke all, and took all, and smashed all the
furniture. I saw M'Gregor and James White sat at

a table in front of the door and serving liquor.

24,605. What did you do with it?—I brought it to

:

the station.

º

24,606. Did you get into any trouble about it
—No.
24,607. What became of White and M.Gregor :

º

—They were both hanged.

* 1:

In the room I saw Brad

shaw and Galloway. I have never seen Bradshaw
since, but Galloway is living now.

24,608. Were you a witness against these people?
-—I was a witness in Bath before Mr. Kirkland.

The witness withdrew.
H. Silvera.
-

HENRY SILVERA (colored), sworn, and examined.
24,609. Are you a tailor residing at Bath ?—Yes,
satisfaction in St. Thomas in the East, only what they
24,610. Do you remember Thursday the 12th of had done.
October 2—Yes.
24,623. Did you see people flogged at Mr. Kirk

24,611. Did you see any people come into Bath that

ºº: of day did they come in 2—About
-

-

in 2–

-

24,613. How many came in at that time 2—About
y

- “... “: .

-

sixty, I think.
*—Theyy were well armed
24,614. Were they armed :
for any war.
24,615. Had you a Volunteer's gun belonging to
Charles Ouvrey —Yes.
24,616. Did they come to you about that ?—They
took me up directly.
r

>

-

24,617. What
a gun.

land's afterwards ?—Yes.

º with * i of cats

day ?—Yes.

They

did you say ?—I told them I hadn’t
said then I must deliver the body of him,

—All sorts; one

Without Wire and One With Wire.

24,625. Who were flogged with the cats with wire?

—The
men who were plunderers, and those that
escaped from the mob, and came here to look for the

º

tlemen here to kill them

*.
24,626. What do you mean by those who escaped
-

from the mob —Those rebels from Morant Bay.
24,627. Were any women flogged ?–Yes; for
taking valuable articles from Mr. Herschell.

24,628. Were any of them flogged with wire cats?
—No ; none of them that I saw.
24,629. How many did you See flogged ?—About
eight. Some had seven lashes and some 14.

* An
--

"ſº
º

24,618. Did they say what they had done at Moraut
Bay —They did. They said they laid down all the

24,630. What was the greatest number of lashes
you saw given to any woman 2–50.
24,631. Do you remember how the wire was placed
in the cats You didn't see many men flogged; how

white, men, and left the bodies to the crows ; Mr.

many 2–About 10.

"ſh
ºn
' [.
* W.

to have satisfaction out of him, as he and some others
escaped from Morant Bay.

Herschell in particular. They were sorry for his death,

* }

24,632. How was the wire placed in the cats —

but he ran out of the fire, and beggel for mercy, and The twine was knotted at the top about eight inches,
they said they had no mercy for him. They said he was and the wire was engrafted in it, and the twine and
one
of the strongest white men they ever came across, the24,633.
wire plated
together.
They had to put men upon him with sticks before they
How many tails had the cats —I think
could kill him. They said they would lay down every
white man, and the gang was coming at seven in the

evening that would neither spare men, nor women,

º
P

about 10.

*}
º
º,
* ,

24,634. Was there wire round each piece of twine?
–No ; not the whole of them; some were with wires

nor children, whilst the skin was red.
24,619. Who said that ?—John M'Kenzie.

and some without.

24,620. Were others by him when he said it —Too
many; the place was crowded.

wire about them 2–About five.

24,635. How many of the tails do you think had

º:

24,636. Did you see any cat like this used (the

º
*h

24,621. Did the mob increase after this in the course cat produced by Mr. Kirkland shewed to witness):

tº “

of the day ?–Greatly.
24,622. What did you do —I went to a part of the
town they did not disturb, and hid, and saw them take
out the goods from Mr. Ford's store, and night came

on, and they were here all night until daylight on
Friday morning.

I saw Frederick Strachan, and I

asked what was the reason of this. He said because the

poor black had no justice in St. Thomas in the East;
more so at the Bath Court-house; that if the wood

cutter got any money he had to go home without a
“fippence,” and he had to come to Bath, and there he
got no justice, and there was no other way to get

—Yes; these were the cats with which they flogged
the men.
24,637. Did you see any with tails like that (the
cat produced by witness Beckford shewn) ?—Yes;

º

*,

there is a man outside the Court now, named Charles
24,638. Did you see any cats all the tails of which

º
º

were made of wire 2–No.
24,639. You say that you saw some used like the
thicker one now produced ?–Yes, the same as this.
24,640. And also some with five tails of twine, and
the other five tails of wire 2–Yes,

sº

Ouvrey, who had one like that.

The witness withdrew.

-

-

º
º
*-

‘.

º:
*i;

HANNAH ASPITT (a black), sworn, and examined.
24,643. During martial law did the Maroons com”

H. Aspit'.
--

24,641. Are you a married woman living at Thorn
ton —Yes.

24,642. Is your husband about to be tried in
Kingston —Yes.

to your house 2–Yes.

24,644. Did they burn it down —Yes.
24,645. On what day ?–On Saturday.

*{

*

º
i.

*

º
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24,646. How soon was that after the outbreak at
24,658. How soon after did she die?—That day
Morant Bay; do you remember hearing what had week. She was shot on a Saturday, and there was
happened at Morant Bay?–Yes, I heard of it.
the next Saturday, and then on the Wednesday she
24,647. How soon after that was it that the died.
Maroons came 2—A week after that.
24,659. Was your house burnt 2–Yes.
24,648. That would be Saturday the 21st; what
24,660. Was anything done to your son, Adam
did they do when they came —When they came in Stewart; how comes his name to be Adam Stewart 2

so rapid I was a bit frightened, and I and my daughter

—He is called Adam Stewart after his father.

came out the house and hid in a part of the bush,
and after that they saw us hiding, and they shot the

father is dead, and I married Aspitt.
24,661. Did you see your son Adam taken 2–I
was not there the day when they took him up.
24,662. Did anybody take your donkey *—Yes.
24,663. Who took it —John Edwards and Joseph
Bonnyman.
24,664. Are they constables —Yes.
24,665. When was that *—On Tuesday.
24,666. Was that the Tuesday after your daughter
was shot —It was a long time before she was shot.
24,667. How long after your daughter was shot
did this man take away your donkey *—About two

irl.

24,649. Were you and your girl running away ?—
Yes; we went to hide.

24,650. Was any man with you ?—No ; only we
0.

24,651. Was there no man near you at the time *
—No, not at all.
24,652. How old was your daughter 2—Five months
old before the cholera.

-

24,653. That was in 1850; she would be 16 years

TWENTY
SEVENTH
DAY.
-

H. Aspilt
24 Feb. 1866.

His

months.

old 7–Yes.

24,654. Did they burn the house?—Yes.
24,655. You didn't see who was with them 2–The
one that shot the girl; I don't know him at all.
24,656. How many Maroons were together then
when they fired at you, and you ran away ?—A whole
flock of them ; but only two fired. The party had
all gone before, and three came behind, and one cast
his eye, and saw the girl sitting down, and me standing
against a tree, but they did not see me; they saw the
girl, and shot her.
24,657. She didn't die at once, did she 2–Not on
the spot; nor the same day.
-

24,668. What was the name of your daughter 2–
Amelia Stewart.

24,669. Did you see your son flogged 2–No ; but
he was flogged, and I saw his back.
24,670. You saw that he had been flogged 2–Yes.
24,671. Did you see anybody else shot the same
day as your daughter —Yes. No, I didn't see it on
the spot where we were.
24,672. Did you see the dead body ?—I didn't see
it with my own eyes, but I know the person.
24,673. You didn't see it after it was dead 2–No.

The witness withdrew.

WILLIAM TENANT (black), sworn, and examined.

#71 Are you a mariner, living at Port Morant 2
- 16S,

24,675. On the second Saturday, after the outbreak
you sitting in your house ?—

ºut Bay, were
68.

24,676. Did any people come into your yard —
€S.

-

24,677. Do you know who they were 2–I know
Some of them.

24,678. Were they constables 2–Yes.
24,679. What were the names of those you knew
to be constables?—There was one named William
Walker.

-

24,680. Do you know the name of any other ?—

There was a brown man, but I don't remember what
his name was.

-

24,681. How many were there altogether?—About
tight altogether, dodging about the house.
24,682. What did they do in your yard —They

W. Tennant,

“shop from burning, and I was nearly killed, and I
“ have got a cut with a bayonet since I came from
“ there, and that is the thanks I got.” The soldier
said, “That won't do, Mr. M'Gill, to hang these
“ people to your liking. If I have to take your word
“ to hang these people nobody will live. I cannot do
“ these things. I have to give account for every
“single soul ſlogged.” However they sent us to Leith
Hall, and when we went there was a man lying under
the tree hung already, and another was on the tree,
spinning right round as the wind blew.
24,686. Do you know who that was 3–One William
Macbeth was on the tree, and not yet cut down, but
hanged.
24,687. You don't know the name of the other ?—
No ; they carried us into a room, and tied us there
until the soldier came down, and when he came he
called us out.

-

said they had come for me.

I said, “What for *

They said,

“We don't know.

Mr. M'Gill sent for

24,683. Is Mr. M'Gill the

person who keeps the

24,688. What soldier was that ?—A corporal, a
black man, says he, “My man, I want nothing but
“ the truth to hear from you; do you know about the
“ riot ?”

you.

shop at Port Morant —Yes.

24,689. Was that the corporal 2–Yes; his name is
Phillips. He asked whether we were among the

24,684. Did they take you?—They put me before rioters or the plunderers. I said I was not amongst
them, and took me down to Mr. M'Gill's, on the
wharf, and after we got there they carried me to the

the rioters, but I knew where a shop was plundered,
and I saved most of the shop things, for I took them

Pºlice station, and kept me there till he came down home from the shop, and I took the money and
tle hill, and they took us out, and carried us to him handed it out to the master.
24,690. You threw the door of the shop open, and
in, front of his shop, and Mr. M'Gill said to the

* “There

is two of them that was among

em.”

24,685. Is Mr. M'Gill a magistrate 2–No ; he is

took the money out and took it to the master 2–Yes.

24,691. Was that Mr. M'Gill's shop —No; another
shop. I told the soldier that, and he said, “Is that
“gentleman alive " I said, “Yes, he is.” and Mr.

* Shopkeeper. The soldier said that he knew about
* and he said “Take them away ! take them away ! Peter Espeut, at Leith Hall, he heard a gentleman
* them away to the tree.” That was to go and speak highly of me. The soldier said, “It is a fine
hang. The soldier asked, “What do you know they “thing that Mr. M'Gill should make us take up people
Wºº doing; were they one of the murderers ?” He “ to please him, and send them off to go and hang. I
* “I don't know; I never saw them among the
cannot do this thing.” And the soldier saw that my
ºurderers, but I have heard so, and I have heard

hand was cut and this arm nearly broken.

*...this one (that is me) was setting them on.”
“Well," I said, “You heard wrong; I saved the

constables and things.

24,692. How was that —With hauling by the
3 P 3
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24,693. Then you were let go 2–The soldier says, butcher, and I had to take nothing for them. I am
my man.”
up since,
andisnever
work, and have a bad
24,694. And you did go quickly?—I did not do laid
leg, and
my arm
very able
littletogood.
nothing else.
24,696. What is the matter with the leg 2–The

4.

Go,

24,695. After you came home did the Maroons
come down —A few days after they came, and took
charge of the house, and bade me defiance, and put
my feet in a rope, and searched through and through,
and took what they liked, and what they wished for
they took ; and after they came out of the yard I had
three pigs that I refused a pound a piece for from the

same day I was taken up a stick ran into it, a bit of
bamboo. They were pitching me going down a little
precipice, and I got a stick into it, and it took me a
week with poultices to get it out.
24,697. (Suggested by Mr. Drummond.) Were
any officers with the Maroons when they came?—
No, not among themselves,

The witness withdrew.

MARY BUTLER (coloured), sworn, and examined.

M. Butler.

24,698. Do you live near Clifton Hill —Yes.
24,699. Do you rent land from Mr. Woodrow —

24,709. Were you present at that time, or is that
what is told you ; did you see Mr. Woodrow go with
them 2–Yes; he called me, and asked me was I at

Yes.

24,700. During martial law did the Maroons come

the riot ?, I said, “Yes; in the house with my

to your house?—Mr. Woodrow prevented them coming

children all night.”

to the house to destroy it.
24,701. How did he do that ?–He wrote and told

The day before.

24,710. Was that when he gave you the paper?—

them that they must not trouble those that did not

24,711. Where is the paper; what have you done

interfere in the row.

with it : what have you done with the paper?—The

26,702. When was that ; how long after the dis
turbances at Morant Bay ?—About two weeks, I

other man has it,

believe.

his name “James Sinclair.”

24,712. What man —One of the men. He signed

26,703. Do you remember what day of the week
it was 2–No.

-

24,713. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Did you see
any person shot?—No.

24,704. He did not give you any paper, edid he 3–

24,714. Did you see any flogged ?–No; I never

Yes.

Went out.

24,705. Have you got the paper ?—No.
24,706. Where is it 2–That is a paper that they

24,715. Did you see any houses burnt —Yes.
24,716. Was that Clifton Hill ?–Yes.

might not trouble me.

24,707. How long before they came did he give
ou that paper ?—The day before the Maroons came.
24,708. Was he with them when they came —They
went to his house, and he told them they must not
burn houses without his being with them to show

24,717. Did you see a house of an old man called
“Noble,” and the house of a woman named “Hannah

Barnett,” sometimes called “Susannah Bennett,”
burnt 3–No ; her name is “Hannah Barnett.” I

whom not to trouble ; who was in the row and who

only saw three burnt.
24,718. Whose was the , third f–Daniel Mark's

was not.

house.
The witness withdrew.

A. M'Queen.
-

ARTHUR M'QUEEN (black), sworn, and examined.
24,719. Where do you live –On Glosset land.
Mr. Beckford shown to witness) —Yes; the same.
24,720. Did two constables come to your house at One as big as your forefinger.
any time and take you to Bath ?—Yes.
24,731. Were the nine tails at the end of the long
24,721. When?–In the martial law week.
24,722. Do you remember which week it was 2–
Yes ; but I do not remember the week. I remember

stick.

the month.

tied me to a cart with my hands and legs.

string 3–Yes; the same length, and put upon the

24,732. How many people flogged you ?—They

24,723. What were the names of the men who
came 2–James Palmer and William Sandford.

24,733. Did one person give you all the lashes –
One person.

24,724. What did they do with you when they got

you to Bath —I said, “What do you mean ?

What

have I done ** They said they took me in the
Queen's name; and they took me to Kirkland's yard,

34,735. Do you know Beckford, the butcher –

es.

34,736. Was it he –It was the other one. I don't

and gave me a flogging, and a one hundred [100]

know him.

lashes. The flogging was sore for two months; and
the constables came to my house and took away the

They did not try me.

fowls.

24,737. What did they say the flogging was for:24,738. Did they tell you what you were flogged

24,725. What else —Five yards of calico and a
handkerchief.

24,726. How had you got the five yards of calico º
—I had bought it at Kirkland's at Morant Bay.
24,727. Did they say you had stolen it —Yes;
they say me stole it. When I got the flogging they
took my provision field and turned me out.
24,728.
Did
cat that
ere 11ogge
flogged
,7
ld you see the
the cat
that you were
with ?–Yes, I saw the wire.

24,729. Was it like that (the cat produced by Mr.
*

24,734. Who was he P-I don't know which one.
Y

Kirkland shown to witness) —Yes; and twisted.
24,730. It was not like that (the cat produced by

for 2–No.

24,739. Nobody told you?–No.
24,740. Were you taken before old Mr. Kirkland :

—No, I was not brought before him. Mr. Kirkland
was in his house.

24,741. Who ordered you to be flogged ?—The
Maroons.

24,742. Do you say you saw Mr. Kirkland?—N";
Ja

he was in his house ; he was not near.

24,743. Did you see him —Yes; in the house.
24,744. Were you taken into the house?–Nº.

The witness withdrew.

__*
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Rosa Johnson (black), sworn, and examined.
24,754. Were they going to do anything to your
24,745. Do you live at Harbour Head —Yes, at
Clifton Hill. The side they go to Clifton Hill, on house *—Yes.
24,755. How were they prevented ?—The Maroons
Clifton Hill Line.
24,746. During

martial law did a constable named

came and searched the house upside and down, and

Spencer come to your house 7–Yes.
24,747. Did he search the house —Yes.
24,748. And did he say what he came for 7–Yes,

took my gold ring. This that I have on my hand
shot a pig out of my stye ; it was worth three dollars,

he said he had come to look for my son, if he were

and the constables took the other three.

hid in the house.

24,756. Was any officer with the Maroons; what
was done about your house; was it burnt 3–They
burnt the house where my son lived ; everything,

24,749. Did you live with him —No; he had his
own house.

My mother is dead ; she left him a

house.

TWENTY
SEVENTH
DAY.
---

R. Johnson.
24 Feb. 1866.

belonged to my dead sister, and they took a gun, and

table and everything.

24,750. Was your son afterwards taken to Morant
Bay ?—Yes.

24,757. Did they burn your house —No, they did
not; Mr. Woodlow spared it to me.

34,751. Have you ever seen him since —No ; he
ran and hid in the bush, and two weeks after he came

24,758. Did he give you a paper ?—He was there

back, and delivered himself to Robert Johnson, at

the same time, and saw them come to my house, on
the buy land, and he pointed out, and said, “This is
“ the house of a poor woman; her husband is dead,
“ and she has no man.” My husband has been
dead Î 1 years.
24,759. What was your son's name *— Robert

Airey Castle, and he was taken, and he laboured with
the rest of the prisoners in Bath three days, and
Mr. Kirkland gave him a pass, and said martial law
was over, and just as he came home a constable took
him to Morant Bay, and they went and hung him.
24,752. You have never seen him since —No ; but
he sent a handkerchief to make me have remembrance

Beecher.

24,760. Your name is Johnson; have you been
married before, or how is his name Beecher ?—He is

that he was hung.

24,753. Did the Maroons come in afterwards –

called after his grandfather.

His father's name is

Robert Johnson.

Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Joseph WILSON Osborn E, (black), sworn, and examined.
24,761. Are you a rural constable at Thornton —
es

24,762, Were you told by Colonel Fyfe to do any
thing during martial law —Yes.
24,763. What were you told to do 2–He told me

that he saw the people run out of the wood when he
was coming up, and I must see and call up all the
people from the bush.

24,764. What were you to do with them —And

ºl.

he called me to bring to them down to

ath.

24,765. How many did you bring down 2–36.
24,766–Did you alone bring them down 2–Yes;
there was no rebellion against me. I called them all,
and gathered them all up.
24,767. What was done with them when they came
to Bath —Nothing. He told me to take them back.
24,768. After you got them to Bath did you see

Colonel Fyfe again –Yes.

J. W. Osborne.

24,783. Did he order him to be shot ?–No ; he did
not order no person to be shot. He was there that
day.
24,784. Did he see him shot ?—Yes ; he saw that

the shot was fired, but I do not know that he gave
the order ; there was so much of them, and he was
passed, and some of them came behind.

24,785. What was Tredick doing 2–He said he
was not guilty of anything. He was stopping in his
house, and he came out of his house, and they were
coming past, and they gave him a shot.

24,786. Without anybody ordering them to shoot
him —Yes.

24,787. Was that so with M*Farlane —Yes; he
was an old man that was sore.

24,788. Have you counted the number of houses
burnt at Thornton 2–Yes.

24,789. How many were there 2–136.
24,790. Were so many as that burnt 2–Yes.

24,769. Did he say anything to these men —No ;

24,791. How many houses were left 2—Only one

ºnly I must bring them back to the place, and make a

house, 1 think, is left in the village.
24,792. Was the whole village burnt down 2–Yes.

booth to make a little shelter for the children.

24,770. Were they all sent back —Yes.
24,771. Was anything done to them at Bath —

24,793. Do you live there —Yes; and my two
houses were burnt down in my yard.

Not on the present day, but afterwards. The con
ables went amongst them, and took up some of them.

else shot —Yes; some more, but I did not see them.

I don't know what for they took up some of the
people.

dead bodies of those two.

24,772. Colonel Fyfe only sent them back to work
on their little places?–Yes.

34,773. Did you see a person named Tredick shot *
- les.

24,794. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Was anybody
24,795. Did you see their dead bodies —Only the
-

24,796. Did you see any others ?–No.

24,797. (Suggested by Mr. Drummond.) Where
was Colonel Fyfe at the time the two people were shot,
as you have mentioned —He was amongst the crowd.
24,798. Did you see Colonel Fyfe while the houses

24,774. Who shot him —The Maroons.
24,775. When –In the martial law.

*#776. Where 2–Right upon his gate, in his yard. were being burnt 2–Yes.
24,777. Was that at Thornton —Yes.

24,799. Did you see anything of him during that

#778, Did you see anybody else shot *—William

time —Yes; I begged him not to let his men go out

M'Farlane.

to the bush, for these little children all ran into the

4,779. Did they shoot him too?—Yes.
... 34,780. Was any officer with them when they did

bush, and they would shoot them as I saw them shoot
from the road going on. He said, “Yes, Osborne, as
“ you have asked me, I will not send the men into the

**-All the Maroons were there.

24,781. Was Colonel Fyfe there?—Yes; but there

º

so much of them that they went to different

Ces.

-

*782. But was Colonel Fyfe present when Tredick
Was shot ?–Yes.

“ bush; it will be better to make a large booth in your
“... yard, and call all the children and women together,
“ there to get a place of shelter;” and so I did. As
soon as I could get a few men to come out of the bush
I made a large booth.

The witness withdrew.
3 P 4
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JANE BENJAMIN (black), sworn, and examined.

TWENTY
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DAY.

24,800. Are you a single woman, living at Arcadia?

J. Beujamin.

24,801. Do you remember a constable named Bailey
coming to your house 7–No ; not Bailey.

24 Feb. 1866.

24,819. Who flogged you ?—Mr. Stewart and
Mr. MºDermoott gave me the most.

—Yes.

24,802. What name?—He was a Maroon named
Bailey.

24803. Whom did he find at your house —He did
not find anything.

24,804. Did he not find some persons 3–Thomas
Drisdell he took.

24,805. Is that your sweetheart 2–Yes.
24,806. And you have never seen him since ?—No.
24,807. Did the same constable come again after

24,820. Did they themselves flog you?—Yes.
24,821. Who sentenced you to be flogged ; they
did not sentence you ?—Mr. Bailey.
24,822. Bailey gave the evidence against you?—
Yes.

24,823. Who did he give the evidence to : who
did he tell ?—He told James Barkley to come and

take me up, and carry me to Golden Grove.
24,824. You say he told somebody... that he saw
you taking away stolen things ; who did he tell that
to ?—I don't know the gentleman.

wards – Yes.

24,808. Where did he take you to ?—To Golden

24,825. You said something about Mr. Ford –
Yes; he said they must not give me too much

Grove.

24,809. Whom did you see there —When I got to
Golden Grove sentence was passed upon me.

24,810. By whom was it passed ?–I do not know
the gentleman myself, but I make out MºDermott and
Mr. Ford.

24,811. What MºDermott is that ?—The one sitting

down there (pointing to Mr. M'Dermott of Plaintain
Garden River estate); and Mr. Ford, who saved me
half the flogging.
** 24,812. What charge was brought against you ?—
Baily took me up, and said he met me with
something.
Y. 24,813. Was that some of the stolen things —

ſlogging.

24,826. Was that Captain Ford 7–Yes.
24,827. He said they were not to give you too
much 2–Yes; I dont know the police inspector who
passed the sentences to hang.
24,828. Who did that ?—The inspector.

24,829 (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Did the same
persons that flogged you send you out to be tried;
you say Mr. Ford was one ; who was the other
gentleman besides Mr. Ford who said anything about
the number of lashes you were to receive —I only
know Mr. M*Dermott.

24,830. Did he have anything to do with it?—He

Cs.

24,814. Was not somebody there besides M*Der
mott —Mr. Stewart and many more.
24,815. Mr. Ford you mentioned —He said they
must not give me too much lick, because I had just
got a child.

24,816. You had just had a child —Yes.
24,817. How old was it —A month old.
24,818. How many lashes did you have ; were you
flogged 7–Yes; I had about 30 licks.

flogged me himself.
24,831. Who was it said how much flogging you
should have?—I do not know the gentleman.

24,832. (Suggested by Mr Drummond.) Who
were the gentlemen present; was there anybody
besides Captain Ford and Mr. M'Dermott?—Mr.
Stewart, I know he flogged me, and Mr. M'Dermott
that flogged me. There were about four gentlemen
that flogged me.

The witness withdrew.

FRANCIs SNAITH MºDERMott (white), sworn, examined, and cautioned.

F. S.
M“Dermott.

24,833. What are you ?–Overseer on Plantain
Garden River Estate.

24,834. Do you know the woman who has just been
examined f–Yes ; I know her well.

24,835. Is it true that she was brought to Golden

24,842. They were principally men, but were
there any women —I do not remember any one
24,843. Do you remember the fact of flogging any
woman 2–No ; I do not remember flogging any

Grove when you were there 2–I do not remember
her ; I have seen her often at Golden Grove, when I
was there as a bookkeeper, but she has never worked

WOman.

on Plaintain Garden River.

Smith ?–Yes; I know the man well.

She is on the rent roll,

and pays her [rent] regularly ; but she does not work

-

24,844. Do you remember Adam Smith being
brought to Golden Grove; do you know Adam
24,845. Did you give any directions about him —
Yes, I did.

there herself.

24,836. Did you flog her ?—I acted under orders.
I do not remember flogging that woman.

24,837. Did you flog any women?—Yes; I acted
under orders. I was a Volunteer under Captain
Ford and others.

24,838. Whose orders did you act under 7—Captain
Ford's and others.

I don't remember that woman at

24,846. Was that some letter that you wrote?—ſ
do not remember writing any letter.

24,847. What were the directions you gave 3–1
remember giving some evidence to Captain Ford,
I think, about one Adam Smith. At the commence
ment of the outbreak I was at Plaintain Garden

River as overseer, and I remember one day I was on

all.

the estate, and Mr. Shortridge, who oversights the

24,839. How many women do you suppose you did
flog or assist in flogging —They were principally

estate, was absent at Kingston or thereabouts, pur
chasing cattle for the estates. I remember on that

men that were flogged.

day seeing Adam Smith at work at Bachelor's Hall
pen. He was a fence man, and looked after the
cattle, and I gave him a job to repair a penguin

24,840. How many women do you remember 2—
I do not remember flogging any women at all. I
will tell you why. I always made it a point not to

fence. I remember his coming on to the estate, and

flog any people that I was at all acquainted with. I he came up to me. I was sitting on my horse, with
knew the people that I knew well worked under me Mr. Slater. He came up and asked me how it was
and with me, and I did not like flogging them, in case that I wanted to turn him off the pen. He had a
they might turn round again. Only strangers,
people I knew nothing about, I flogged, and I acted
under orders,

I was a Volunteer ; a private.

24,841. Were there any women that you flogged f
—No ; I do not remember any at all. They were
principally men.

ºn

woman I flogged.

a house there rent free, because he used to give his
services whenever we wanted them on the pen.

told him that I wanted to do nothing of the

kind;

he must have had some private quarrº!
I thought
the headman on the pen, a black man named
with
Murray, and I told him I never knew about any on."

º
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Mr. Shortridge had given no directions to turn him
away. He was very rude, and I explained to him
that I was in a place with no defence at all. I had a
little revolver in my pocket, and I put my hand on it,

24,853. Is there anything else you can tell ?—
There is nothing more than that I know he was
engaged in this, and I can swear to that.
24,854. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie). Did you give
something in writing to the constable –I do not
remember. If I saw the handwriting perhaps I
might be able to know, but I do not remember.
24,855. Did you see any women flogged at

and a little fellow named Bolton who was with him

Golden Grove —Yes, I saw several.

said to him you not see him have something in his

24,856. How many; were there more than a
score ?—I cannot really say. I saw some; I won't
say more. But Captain Ford was more lenient with
the women, and perhaps you will find, from the
enquiries, that they were the principal actors in the

wanting to turn him from the pen. He was very
rude and saucy, and that was on the Thursday, at the
commencement of the outbreak. I told him I did
not want to turn him off the pen, and

that

hand. I had put my hand in my pocket, and I had
a little revolver there in my pocket.
Aut my hand

.

upon it, and the other man said, “You no see he have
something in his pocket f" With that they turned
away and I rode off, and I had nothing further to do
with him. During the riot on Thursday night I
went down to the river to Hordley estate, and to
Mr. Harrison, to ask his advice what was to be done,
and he told me

-

24,848. Never mind that. — I returned to the
estate on Thursday night, and remained till Friday
morning, and rode over to Batchelor's pen, and when I
came back I saw them smashing up Winchester House;
and as soon as that was done they were on the
road to Plantain Garden River. I was advised by
some of the people to go and make my way off the
estate. Some of the black people, two or three of
them that were very faithful to us, warned me to go
away, or else, they said, I should be murdered. I hid
myself close by in the canes, where I could hear what
was going on. I heard when the people came on to
the estate, crying out and looking for me. Mr. Slater
and Mr. Fraser were with me. We went together.
I heard distinctly Adam Smith's voice several times
from where I was hidden, and I remember it.

TWENTY
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F. S.
M’ Dermott.
24 Feb. 1866.
-

-

disturbances.

24,857. Were any officers of the regulars present
at the time when they were flogged —Yes.
24,858. Who –Captain Hole.
24,859. IDid you see him there when the women
were flogged —Yes, and I saw the doctor.
24,860. Is that Doctor Morris —Yes.

24,861. Are you sure you saw Captain Hole
present *—I think so.

24,862. Did you see him in the house —I was
not in the house.

24,863. What officers sat on the Courts-martial 2–

I did not see : it was only what I suppose.

24,864. You do not remember having flogged any
women —No ; I know the woman Jane Benjamin
intimately.

She worked at Golden Grove, but ever

since I have been at Plaintain Garden River I do

not remember having anything to do with her.

24,865. How many people did you ſlog with your

I hid

own hand *—Very few, but I don't remember how

myself, and during that night I walked through the
woods, through heavy rain, and wet to the skin, to
Port Morant. I went on board the “Onyx " to
Kingston, and returned in the gunboat “Nettle” to
Morant Bay, and was put under the orders of
Mr. Ford; and when I came back to Golden Grove

many. It was no pleasant occupation. Now and
again I did it.

24,866. How, were you selected for the purpose
of flogging ; did you volunteer for it 2–Yes.

24,867. Then, you need not have flogged unless

you liked this disagreeable occupation ?–Unless we
I gave evidence against Adam Smith.
liked it. The regulars principally flogged
24,849. Before whom did you give evidence; do really
those who were to be flogged. The sentence was
you remember before whom ; who was inquiring into “flogging,” and then the question was, how many
the case ?–I think it was Captain Ford, and I think lashes. Mr. Ford I know was very lenient with
Captain Hole was there.
some who were really guilty of being principal
24,850. Do you know whether any one else was at

actors ; I don't think he ever exceeded thirty lashes.

the Court-martial?—I was not present at the inquiry.
24,868. How do you know they were really

I was then at Plaintain Garden River.

.

24,851. How did you give evidence 2–I told what

guilty if you never attended the Courts-martial

I don't know, but there was always evidence called.
As far as I have seen they were never sentenced

I knew about him, and had him apprehended. I don't
know whether he was flogged or dismissed. I never
witnessed his flogging. All I did was to tell the

without evidence.

constable that I knew the man, and he ought to be
apprehended. I do not know what they did with

24,869. What sort of a cat did you use there 2
It was just what we call twine; small, and in nine
lashes. There was nothing like wire in or about it.

him.

24,852. You knew he had been engaged with the

I have some at Plantain Garden River.

He was one of the first that came to the estate. I
can bring several witnesses to corroborate what I

24,870. (By the Commission). You had better send
it here :-There was nothing like wire in it.
24,871. (By Mr. Gorrie). Was Mendes the man

have said.

you sent for Smith ?–No.

rioters at that time –Yes, and I can swear to that.

The witness withdrew.

CHARLEs GRESHAM SLATER (white), sworn, and examined.
C. G. Slater

said he must get it and would have it. Mr.

24,872. What are you ?–Book clerk to Mr.
Shortridge.
24,873. What do you know about Adam Smith ?—
That on the Thursday previous to the rebellion, the
same Thursday it broke out here, he came to the

24,873. He said he had done the work and the
money was due —I do not reccollect whether he

place and demanded his money.

had done the work.

24,874. What money —Some money due to him

M’Dermott gave him the money, that is, he gave
him an order to get it.
8

24,876. Is that all you know 2–Yes, that is all.

for work he had done at Batchelor's Hall pen. He
The witness withdrew.
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FRANCIs SNAITH MºDERMOTT recalled and further examined.

SEVENTH

DAY."

(Witness.) As regards the work, I had given him it to him. Mr. Shortridge was absent, and all the
a job, and a portion of it was not properly, do”. monies must come from him.
24,877. He demanded what was due to him —
and I kept back 2s. 6d. till it was done. It W*
done, and when he asked me for the money I gºve Yes; and he got it.
-

F. S.
M. Dermott.

-

24 Feb. 1866.

The witness withdrew.

CHARLEs GRESHAM SLATER re-called, and further examined.

C. G. Slater,

24,878. You do not know anything about the part
Adam Smith took on Thursday night —No.
24,879. Were you present when he was taken up ?
—I was at Golden Grove, but I did not see him.

24,880. Were you in the cane piece with Mr.

24,885. Did you see any women flogged –Yes,
I saw some.

24,886. How many ?—I could not say.

24,887. Was the number ten, or fifty, or what?—
During the time I was there it was not so

much

MºDermott on the Thursday night?–On the Friday

as fifty.

night I was.

24,888. How many do you think you saw
altogether ?—I think I saw about twelve.
21,889. How many lashes did they receive?—

24,881. Did you see or hear anything about
Adam Smith that night

— We heard a man

speaking, but we could not make out what he said.

-

-

Some twelve, and some twenty-five.

24,890. Was evidence given against them before
were flogged —I don't know ; I only saw them
they
Adam Smith, and I said, “yes.”
flogged; I know nothing about the evidence.
24,882. Did you think it was 2–Yes,
Did you see the cats that were used for
24,883. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Were you the34,891.
women —Yes.
Volunt

Mr. M-Dermott asked me if I did not think it was

one of Ford's

eers ?—Yes.

24,884. (By the Commission.) What did you do
at Golden Grove —I saw several persons flogged.

24,892. Was there any wire in them *-No.

24,893. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie). Did you flog
any ?—No; I had a cut on my hand, or else I should.

The witness withdrew.

R. M. iſ intle,

Robert MARSHALL WINTLE re-called, and further examined.
24,894. You were examined before ?—Yes.
must have been made afterwards. I saw the first
24,895. At Spanish Town 2–Yes.
that were made.
24,896. You were here during the time of the
24,905. Those that were at first used ?–Yes.
floggings, were you not *—Yes.
24,906. Those had a single string —Yes.
24,897. Can you tell us who made the cats —
24,907. Did Scott make them, and continue making
It was Frederick Scott.
them afterwards —Yes; he told me so, and I saw
24,898, Did you see the cats made 7–Yes, some him making them.
of them.
24,908. Do you know any people belonging to Bath
24,899. How were they made –They were made
itself who were charged with being down at Morant
with twine, and there was wire in a few of them.
24,900. How was the wire introduced 2–It was Bay ?—No ; none, as far as I know.
24,909. Where were the people from ? Were these
put in long ways.
24,901. But were there not different sorts of cats people charged with being at Morant Bay who be.
used ?—I only saw one kind with wire, and another longed to any place near Bath —To three or four
without wire.

miles from Bath.

24,902. Did you see any like that ? [Cat pro
duced by witness Kirkland shown.]—No, I did not
see any of this kind ; those I saw had wire straight
through,
24,903. Not bound round the tails —No.
24,904. Did you see anything like this * [Cat
produced by, witness Beckford shown.]—No ; this

24,910. Where were they from ?–From Thornton.
24,911. Did you see anything of the disturbances
here 2–Yes; I saw the plundering.
24,912. Was that going on all through Thursday
and Friday ?—Yes.

24,913. Did a great number of people at Bath take
part in it 2—A great number, men and women.

The witness withdrew.

W. C. Murray,

WILLIAM CLARKE MURRAY (coloured), sworn, and examined.
24,914. Are you a Wesleyan minister on this
station ?—Yes.

24,923. Do you know a person named James

-

Junor 7–I do.

24,915. Were you at Manchioneal on the Monday

previous to the outbreak —Yes.
-

once left Manchioneal for Bath.

24,925. Had you anything to do with his working
on the road —I may relate to you the circumstances.

Some time after Colonel Fyfe came into the village
I understood that he had sentenced several of the

persons connected with the outbreak to work on the

-

24,919. Which way did you go from Manchioneal?
–On the main road.

24,920. Did you meet several families 2 – I met
several going up to Portland, as they told me.
24,921. Were they people who had fled from
Plantain Garden River ?–Yes.

24,924. Is it true that you put him on the road to
work —It is not true.

24,916. Did you remain there till the following
Thursday ?—I did.
24,917. Did you then hear of what had occurred at
Morant Bay ?–Yes.
24,918. And you at once returned to Bath —I at

public road.

Mr. Wilson, the island botanist, my

neighbour, called upon me one day, and told me they
were working on the road, and that our road, the
road to our homes, was not one of them, and he
thought that road ought to be mentioned as one oil

which they ought to work. I said I did not think

people living in our neighbourhood ought to be
24,922. Did they try to persuade you not to go to the
employ
ed upon the public roads, as they were con:
Bath —Yes, they did, but as my family were here
I was obliged to come.

nected with the offences committed.

He said that

there were some that had to work in addition to

º
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being catted. I was not satisfied with what I heard,
and I advised him to write to Mr. Kirkland to know

from him if it were so ; if Colonel Fyfe had actually

There were several tails, and each tail had a wire

sentenced those persons to work on the road.

inserted in those I saw.

On the

—The twine.

I did so, and Mr. Kirkland told me it was

true that they were to work on the public roads, and
that on the Monday it was his intention to send them

on the Cunha-Cunha roads leading to Hayfield and
Maroon Town, the Maroon settlements.

I asked, as

-:

making, and I was standing opposite to him looking
On

24,939. Are you sure you saw any women flogged
with wire cats —I did not see any cats of the kind

home after their work was done, and whether it

near to their homes. “Well,” he said, “they might
“ do that, but if those roads were finished before the

with cats with wire in them 2–Ouite sure.
24,941. Not with a tail knitted like this 3–No ;
three strands plaited, and the wire in each.
24,942. How many of these did you see 2–I should

“Cunha-Cunha roads they would have to go there.”

say upwards of a dozen of the tails; it would be

He acceded to my wish in allowing the men to work
near home, and some two or three days afterwards

within the mark to say a dozen.
24,943. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Were there any
members of your congregation flogged —Yes ; I saw
a few flogged.
24,944. What sort of characters did they bear 2–
Good characters before, except one man.
24,945. Did you see any executed 2–I saw some
at Morant Bay. I was there one day.

the men told me they were not allowed a supply of
if the others were allowed salt fish these should not

also get their supply of salt fish. I told Mr. Wilson
it was strange.
24,926. Did you then give them a supply at your

own expense?–Rather than they should be worse off

24,940. But are you sure you saw women flogged

the same afternoon.

supply of salt fish every other day, and I believe

24,947. What was done to them, if anything, after
they were flogged —There was one man that was
driven away after he was flogged. He fainted, I
think, when he got to 75 lashes. He was loosed from
the gun, and some water was thrown upon him, and

24,927. You had nothing to do with ordering it,
and you were anxious that it should not be supposed
that you had anything to do with ordering it —Yes;
anxious that they should not be worse off, and I felt
it was wrong, and as Mr. Kirkland would not supply
it I did.

-

24,928. Did you get repaid —No ; I did not
24,929. Do you know anything further about the
Manchioneal District 2—I was here, and at Portland,

and at Morant Bay.
24,930. We may suppose you did not go to see the
floggings —Unfortunately I did see some. I felt it
was my duty to go down and ascertain what was the
character of the people implicated, and as some of my
people were implicated I felt it my duty to find out
who connected with my church was concerned.
24,931. Did you see many flogged —I saw a
goodly number of persons flogged here.
24,932. Did you see the sort of instrument which
was used; what did you see the women flogged with ?
-The women were flogged as the men were, with
the same instrument, those that I saw flogged.
24,933. What sort of instrument was it —A cat
made of twine and wire.

24,934. Did you see any women flogged with a cat

that had wire in it –Oh yes, several.
24,935. How was the wire inserted 2---Plaited in

three cords of twine, plaited in with wire running
through the whole.

24,936. Did you see anything like this

[The cat

produced by witness Kirkland shown.]—It is not the

m

he was afterwards called when he revived, and I
think it was Lieutenant Brand, if I mistake not, who

spoke to the man, and said he was to get 25 more.
He did not take the full punishment assigned by
Court-martial.

expect to be repaid,

1.

24,946. Did you see any flogged there —I did,

than the others I said I would, and I gave them a
Mr. Wilson did the same.

-

it was plaited in three plaits, those I saw the man

used.

salt fish as the others were who were working on the
Cunha-Cunha roads. I thought it very strange that

—
24 Feb. 1866.

those roads were up the mountains, whether it was
well to send them so far as to take them hours to get
would not be better to make them work on some road

--

24,938. Then it was twine round the wire 2–Yes;

Peace, and who was in charge, I believe, during the
outbreak.

DAY.

W. C. Murray.

24,937. Which was outside, the wire or the twine 2

Saturday, as I was going down to Bath, he asked me
to call on Mr. Kirkland, who is a Justice of the

TWENTY
SEVENTH

kind of whip I saw. [The cat produced by witness
Beckford shown.] Nor is this the thing exactly.

He was to have 25

more, and

Mr. Ramsay came up, and said, “Let him go.”
Mr. Brand drove him away, and told him he must
be off, or he would kick him, and the boy ran away.
24,948. (Commission). Was anything done to him
as he ran away ?—No.
24,949. Was that the only person that you saw
flogged at Morant Bay ?–No ; but that was the only
person I saw anything done to after he was flogged,
at any time.
24,950. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie). You did not see
any running of the gauntlet —No.
24,951. (By the Commission). Nor any persons

pelted after they were flogged —No.
24,952. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie). Were some
who were flogged here chased, but not stoned or
pelted ?–They were, by constables, when they were
running away, and the Maroons hit at them.
24,953. Do you mean some who were taken from
the triangle with their backs exposed ?–Yes; some
in pain and in great anguish, but running away.
24,954. But not dressed; with their backs exposed,
and these fellows running after them 2–Yes.
24,955. Whom did you see making the cats 2—I

*

saw a man named Dick, who was an ex-policeman.

The witness withdrew.

S. Scott.

SUSAN Scott (black), sworn, and examined.

24,956. Was James Scott your husband 2–Yes.
24,957. When did you see him last : did you see

him taken into custody ?–Yes, in October.

24,958. By two persons named Thompson and
Mendes 2–Yes.

24,959. You have never seen him since, have you?
—No.
The witness withdrew.
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WILLIAM CLARKE MURRAY recalled, and further examined.
Witness-I should like to say a few more words ; very savage people. I believe that my life would
it is with reference to a certain letter that I wrote to not be safe with the Moore Town Maroons, who are
W. C. Murray. Colonel Fyfe, during the outbreak, touching the very different people from the Hayfield Maroons. I do
not know who told them, but on the Sunday after
24 Feb. 1866. doings of the Maroons in the Airey Castle district.
I went there, as was my custom, to see my people noon Mrs. Moore and I were accosted on the public
there, in the Airey Castle district, and when I got street, and the most threatening language used to me.
24,967. Tell us what was the language –They
there, to my great grief, I found one of my men, a
good man, a man who had never been out of the said that they would do for me as they would for
TWENTY-

SEVENTH
DAY.

*

º

-

-

--

house, had been shot.
24,960. You cannot tell that he had not been out

James Williams.

of the house. You found a man, of whom you had
a good opinion, had been shot ?—By the Maroons.

were under Briscoe.

24,968. They said so —Yes; some of those who
24,969. Was he one of them 2–He was here. He

24,961. What was his name 2—James Williams.

was present when the threat was used. Then Hay

24,952. Have you ever seen Colonel Fyfe about
it since —Not since I wrote the letter.
24,963. Have you the letter 3–I am sorry to say

field Maroons were in charge, living here in the
Court-house, and they heard it day after day; they
would not permit me to remain out after sunset, for

I have not.

they said my life would not be safe, my life would

24,964. What became of it 2–Mrs. Murray tore

º

be taken.

24,970. Did you hear them say it —Yes; they

it up.

24,965. We can hear what it was 2–I used some
strong words about it, and he replied. I showed his
letter to Mr. and Mrs. Wilson. His reply was that
these, people had been tried by Court-martial and
sentenced to death by the Maroons.
24,966. Did you write about other people than
James Williams ?—Yes ; but I named him. He said

I ought not to be surprised, seeing that every black

told me they were sure my life would be taken if I
was out of my house after sunset.
24,971. (By Mr. Gorrie.) These were not these
Hayfield Maroons —No ; the Moore Town Maroons.
24,972. (Suggested by Mr. Drummond.) You have
spoken of the fearful doings of the Maroons. To
your personal knowledge, are you aware of any
fearful doings, or is only what you had heard?—I

--

-k

person was by act or sympathy a rebel. I was not
to be surprised that the flood gates of retribution
were opened up, and some comparative innocent ones
were swept off. Knowing, as I did, the revengeful

wrote on information received.

character of the Maroons, I asked him not to tell the

seen houses burnt 2–I have seen places where houses

º

Maroons of Moore Town of my letter, as they were

had been.

º

ht

24,973. You had no personal knowledge of very
fearful doings –It was only from hearsay.
24,974. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) You have

*º|

-

.. I

ºil,

The witness withdrew.

WILLIAM HUNTER (black), sworn, and examined.

W. Hunter.

º

*

º

24,980. Was he there tried by Court-martial —

24,975. Did you know James Scott –Yes.
24,976. Was he the husband of the woman who
was here just now 2–Yes.

24,977. Did you see him shot ?–Yes.
24,978. Where was he shot ?—At Manchioneal.
24,979. Had he been tried before that ?—He was
examined at Bath. He was taken from Arcadia to

.

*

Yes.

24,981. Before four gentlemen 2–Yes.

is

24,982. Who were they —I only knew one;

º

Captain Hole.
24,983. You were kept at Manchionial two weeks,

º

and then released ?–Yes.

º

Bath, then to Golden Grove, and then to Manchio-

24,984. Were you tried by Court-martial 2–Yes,

neal.

24,985. And after that released ?–Yes.

-

|

-

ºl

º

º

The witness withdrew.

º
º

FELICIA WILLIAMS (black), sworn, and examined.
24,093. Were the Maroons going to burn the
24,986. Are you a married woman, living at Plan-

F. Williams.
—
!

tain Walk Piece —Yes.

:

Yº,
y: ,988.

24,987. Is that near Mr. Woodrow's place —
h

id the MI

2

Did the Maroons come to your house ?—

24,989. Did they search it, and shoot your pig –

24,094. Did you show them the paper you had
from Mr. Woodrow —Yes.

24,990. Did you have a paper from Mr. Woodrow?

-

24,095. Did you see several houses burnt 2–Yes.

º6.

Did you See any

º
º,

ºther house saved by any

ºper –I saw, Mrs. Butler's house

Yes.
—Yes.

º
º
º

house ?—Yes.

saved, and

Mrs. Johnson's, by Mr. Woodrow's paper.
24,097. Had you seen Mr. Woodrow's house broken

-

24,991. Have you got it here?—I did not bring open —Nº.
24,098, Nothing was done to these houses —No ;
except they were plundered.

it.

24,992. Where is it —I left it at home.

*

The witness withdrew.

M. Dyles.
-----

º

MARGARET DyLEs (coloured), sworn, and examined.
25,003. Qn what day was it?–On Monday.
24,099. Were you married to Charles Dyles —
25,004. Which Monday, do you remember —No,
Yes.

.*
º

-

I do not. I know it was on Monday.
25,005. You heard of the disturbances at Morant

º

Bay -No ; I had nothing to do with it.
to the Marºons to shoot him.
But you heard of some people being there,
25,006.
—Yes,
the
order
Did
you
hear
him
give
25,002.
there being a disturbance 2–Yes.
and
I did.

º
s
º

25,000, Was he shot during martial law —Yes.
25,001. By whom 2–Mr. Woodrow gave an order
-

º's

º
º
-

—
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25,007. Was it on the Monday after that —No.

25,011. How was that ?—They saved my house for

25,008, Was it on the second Monday ?–No ; it
was nearly the ending of the martial law.

me.

25,009. Did you hear Mr. Woodrow say anything
about you?—He said to me, “I have a little com

he would not burn the house 2–Yes, he would save

passion upon you, and he would let them put me

TWENTY
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25,012. Did Mr. Woodrow say that for your sake

M. Dyles.

it. My father was hanged at Morant Bay.
25,013. You did not see that, but you have not

alongside my husband that they might flog me.

seen him since —I did not see it ; I have not seen

Some of the Maroons begged for me, and said I was
too much in the family way to be flogged.

him since; I saw him coming down on the Saturday.

-

24 Feb. 1866.

25,014. What was his name 2—Joseph Finn.

25,010. Your house was not burnt —No.
The witness withdrew.

MARY WILLIAMs (black), sworn, and examined.
25,015. Are you a single woman, living at Harbour

M. Williams,

tied to Margaret Dyles, and carried with her and

Head —Yes.

several others to Clifton Hill.

25,016. During martial law did a man named
Saunders come to your house —Yes.
25,017. How soon after the Morant Bay outbreak 2
—The Monday after.
25,018. Was your house searched –Yes.
25,019. And then did he go away ?—Yes.
25,020. The following week did he come again —

25,039. Were you kept locked up there 2 What
house was it you were taken to ?–Mr. Woodrow's
house; he ordered them to take us up.
25,040. Did you hear him —Yes; he sent Fer
guson to me. I was waiting till Ferguson came to
my yard.
25,041. But you did not hear Woodrow order you
to be taken up 2–When Ferguson took me to him,

Yes.

25,021. What did he ask —He asked me, “Where
is Grant :"

Mr. Woodrow said to him, “Bind these two women
•x.

together,

25,022. Is that a person you lived with ?—Yes.
25,023. You said you did not know?—Yes.
25,024. Had he gone away ?–Yes.
25,025. In the third week did any of the constables

come again —Yes; they came frequently after that.
25,026. Did they say anything about your sweet

heart?—They asked, “Where is he f" and I said,
“I do not know.”

and they bound me and Margaret Dyles

together.

25,042. Where were you taken to after that ?–To
Leith Hall.

25,043. How long were you kept there 3–I was
flogged by the Maroons.
25,044. How many lashes did you have —About
20

25,015.

Who flogged you ?—The Maroons.
25,046. Who ordered them to flog you ? —

25,027. Did they say a ything more ?—A few days
after, when they came, they saw my little boy, and

Mr. Woodrow.

they asked him.
25,028. Were you there 2–No.

—Yes.

25,047. Did you hear him order them to flog you ?

25,029. Did you go and search for Grant?—Yes,
I called him when he went to the ground.

25,048. Did you afterwards go to work 2–He

ordered me next day to go to work at Clifton Hill.
25,049. Were you a tenant of his 2–Yes; I hired
25,031. Was he afterwards sent to Morant Bay ?
from him.
ground
—Yes; he went to Leith Hall, and was taken from
Did you owe him rent 2–No; I did owe
25,050.
Leith Hall to Morant Bay.
him,
but
paid him all.
I
25,032. You have never seen him since 2–He got
25,051. How long did you work —On Wednesday,
a paper in the night, and came back in the night of
the first day he went to the Bay; the gentleman Thursday, Friday,+Saturday we did not go–Monday
I did not go, but the following week he sent a con
released him, and he came home.
25,033. Then he was taken again –That was the stable to say that if we did not work he would take
25,030. Did he come 2–Yes.

Filly, and on Saturday morning he was taken us up and cat us. I went and worked three days and
a half, and then I was sick; and his housekeeper said

again.

25,034. Since then you have not seen him ?—No ; she would go and tell him I was sick; and he sent to
call me to go to work, and I said I was sick, and from
but he sent me his pipe by a constable.
that time I never went back.
25,035. What was Grant’s Christian

name 2–

Abraham Grant.

25,052. Did you see any persons shot at Leith

25,036. Were you afterwards taken to Leith Hall ?

Hall ?– Yes; Mr. Woodrow ordered three men to be

-Yes; I was taken from Clifton Hill to Leith Hall

shot ; Charles Dyles, Dennis Bartle, and Charles
Relly.
25,053. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Were all these
men from the same place —One belonged to Clifton

from my house.

-

25,037. Whom did you see there 2–Mr. Woodrow
and Mr. Smith, and young Mr. Espeut and some
constables.
Hill ; Dennis Bartle ; but Dyles belonged to Port
25,038, Were you carried to Clifton Hill —I was Morant.
The witness withdrew.

JAMEs RICHARDs (black), sworn, and examined.
J. Richards.

º,054. Are you a laborer living at Thornton 2–
es.

* Did the Maroons take you
W –Yes.

during martial

25,061. Whom did they shoot ?—They shot a man
named William Treddick.

25,062. Any one else ?—William M*Farlane.
25,063. Is that an old man 2–Yes.

#086. When was that –On Monday.
º,057. Which Monday 2–In the second week.

25,064. Any one else ?—John Robinson.

*058. The second week after the disturbance at

25,066. Is that John Gray ?—I saw them shot.

Iorant Bay ?—Yes.

25,065. Whom else —Another man called Gray.
25,067. Whom else —Alexander Forsyth.

you?—They took
they do
*059.
bushes.
thewith
loads did
!" carryWhat
all about

25,068. Whom else ? — An African man that I
don't know by name.

*0. While you were so employed did you see

25,069. Was there a woman —There was a girl.

Ine

* Maroons shoot any one —Yes.

25,070. What was her name 2–Amelia Stewart.
3 Q 3
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25,083. You don't think it was less 2–No.
TWENTY

SEVENTH
DAY.

J. Richards.
24 Feb. 1866.

25,071. Did you see them shoot anybody near Nut

25,084. Was your house burnt 2–Yes.
25,085. Where was that ?—At Thornton.

River ?—Yes.

25,072. Who was that ?—A man named Hamilton

25,086. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie) Do

you

Harris.

remember seeing them take anybody up at Thornton

out of his house.

when they went back there 2–Yes.
25,087. Who was that ?– James Smith was a

25,073. Where did they find him —They took him
25,074. Was he tried ?–No ; the Maroons took

him out and put him right off and shot him.
25,075. Are those all you saw them shoot ?--Yes.

25,076. How long were you with them 2–I can't
say how many days; three or four weeks.
25,077. Did you see them burn houses 2–Yes.

preacher at Rocky Point. They took him and carried
him to Morant Bay, and hanged him.

25,088. Did you see him hanged —No ; but he
was hanged.

25,078. How many ?–Houses in Thornton.
25,079. How many ?—I do think about 125.
25,080. Have you counted them 2–Yes.

25,089. ( Suggested by Mr. Drummond.) Was
Colonel Fyfe present when the people you have
named were shot ?—No ; I never saw him.

25,090. Was Briscoe present —Yes.

25,081. Then you know exactly how many, don't
ou ?—Yes.

25,082. Is it exactly 125 —Yes ; not more.

25,091. Was Colonel Fyfe never present when they
shot anybody ?–No.

The witness withdrew.

T. Sinclair.
~-

THoMBs SINCLAIR (black), sworn, and examined.
25,100. But you were let go after being three
25,092. Do you live at Thornton ?—Yes.
s in prison 2–Yes.
25,093. Was your house burnt down by the week
25,101. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Do you know
Maroons 2–Yes.
many you buried ?–I know of eight.
25,094. Were your things burnt or taken away ?— how
2. Did you see anybody hanged at Morant
25,10
They were taken out, and they mashed up the table
Bay 2–Yes.
and took away my clothes.
25,103. How many —I can't remember them at
25,095. Were you afterwards taken to Morant
all ; a good sight of people.
s.
Bay ?—Ye
25,104. Did you see any one with marks on his
25,096. Did you have to dig graves for the people *
back —I saw a sambo man well cut with the cat,
—Yes.

25,097. Were you carried before Provost Marshal

Ramsay ?—Yes; to be hanged.

25,098. Were you

tried

by

anybody ?—By

Mr. Kirkland at Bath.

and afterwards hung.
25,105. Did you see the marks on his back at the
time when he was hanged ?–Yes; he had no shirt
on at all.

25,099. And were you sent down to Morant Bay ?
—Yes.

The witness withdrew.
-

JACOB Moses (coloured man), sworn, and examined.
J. Moses.

25,106. Where do you live —At Wheelersfield
Estate.

25,107. Were you taken up during martial law?

—Yes.

25,108. On what day was that –On Wednesday.
25,109. Was that the first Wednesday after the

disturbance —No ; it was turned into three weeks.

25,110. Where were you taken to ?—To Golden
Grove.

25,111. Were you tried?—One Mr. Ford tried

me.

25,112. Any one else —Yes, plenty of gentlemen

in the morning was that I was to be hanged. But
Mr. Ford put me out, and said they must give me
100–200 licks. They gave me 100 in the evening,
and tied me up, and after that they gave 56.

25,115. Do you say Mr. Ford ordered it –Yes;
25,116. Who else? — Mr. M'Dermott and
Mr. Stewart flogged me, and the rest I don't knºw.

Mr. Sinclair and Mr. M*Dermott.

I did not qualify with them. A black soldier wº
that flogg
the last 7.
t ed me.

25,11 Wha was it you were tried for –ſ had
did nothing, but a man informed against me, and said
I had said to him, “Where de buckra dem gº

before martial law. That is all, I did not thi"

with him.

25,113. Do you know the others ?—Mr. Harrison
was there, Mr. Sinclair, Mr. Stewart ; he flogged me ;
and Mr. M'Dermott, he flogged me. Six men
ed me. t
flogg
25,114.
Wha was your sentence –The sentenee

anything.

25, is was not something else said by the blº

man?—He said I was looking for the buckra, be"
they had all gone to hide.

The witness withdrew.

(The following witnesses, who were not sworn, were called, and testified to the burning of their houses
during their absence in the bush :—
Robert Paterson.
Matthew Smith.
Lewis Johnson.

Alexander Grant.
James Stewart.

Charles Francis.

Bristol Paterson.

Douglas Williams.
Simon Paplet.
Sarah Gillings.
These witnesses were all from Thornton.)
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SARAH DoNALDson (black), sworn, and examined.
25,119. Do you live at Port Morant 2–Yes.

25,120. Were you taken to Leith Hall before young
Mr. Espeut 3–Yes.

25,121. Were you kept there a day, and then let
go?—Yes.
25,122. Have you seen your husband, James Donald
son, since that time —No.

TWENTY
SEVENTH

25,123. Did the Maroons afterwards come to your
house 2–Yes.
25, 124. Did they burn your house ?–Yes.
25,125. Where did you live 2–Near the market at

DAY.

S. Donaldson.
24 Feb. 1866.

Port Morant.

The witness withdrew.

R. Lake.

Richard LARE (black), sworn, and examined.
25,126. Do you live at Thornton –Yes.
25,127. Had your father 28 acres of land there 2–
Yes.

people —Yes; when we went to the Bay I saw them.
25,161. Where they there before you ?–Yes.

25, 162. How many of them —I cannot count; they

25,128. Since his death had you possession of the
land –Yes.

25,129. Were you at Morant Bay on the 11th of
October 2–Yes.

25,130. Did you see your brother the day before
the llth of October 2–Yes.

25,131. In consequence of what he said did you go
to Morant Bay on the 11th 2–Yes.

were all clustered up together.
25, 163. Where did you join them —Just before
they got to the parade.
25, 164. At the police station ?—Just in front of it.
25, 165. What did you do?—They all went to the
Bay, saying hurrah, hurrah. Thank God, you are
come in, and we said, “What is it º' We thought it
-

was a meeting.

25,132. With whom did you go to Morant Bay ?—

25, 166. What did they do at the station ?—I was

We were at Stony Gut.

not present to see.

25,133. When did you go to Stony Gut 7–That
was on Wednesday.
25,134. Did you go on the Tuesday ? – Yes;
we went from Thornton on the Tuesday to Stony

25, 167. Had the station been broken open at the
time —No; when I came nobody had broken it.

Gut.

25,135. What time on Tuesday did you go?—About

25, 168. Was the station in its usual state 2—I did

not see it till I stood against a gun near Mr. Richard
Ross's shop.
25, 169. Did you see it had been broken before ?–

10 o'clock.

I did not look to see.

25,136. Did you see constables there 2–No, I did
not see any constables there.
25,137. Did you see none handcuffed there 2–No.

the station, and come out of it 2–No.

25,138. How long did yon remain there —Till
about the evening.
25,139. Did you see none of the constables —No.

º Did

you see none handcuffed or tied ?—

NO.

23,141. Where were you ?–1 was at Stony Gut, in

25,170. Did you see any Stony Gut people go to
25,171. Did you see any of the people with police
station guns —No ; I saw no gun in anybody's hands.
25,172. After you joined them, what did you do?
— After I stood up I saw the Baron.
25,173. Do you mean Baron Ketelhodt —Yes; I
saw him get a big paper in his hands upon the Court
house steps.

25,174. Was that the first thing you saw 2–Yes;
Bºgle's yard.
25,142. And were you in the chapel?—Yes; I aside the gun.
25, 175. Were you in the front ranks —I was on
"annot tell what happened after I left.
25,143. You say you were there from 10 o'clock in
one side, leaning against a gun.
the morning till the evening, but you say you did not
25, 176. Were you one of the first that went into
* the constables; did you see them there 2–No.

23,144. Did you stop till the evening 2–Yes.
25,145. Then what did you do —I went back.

25,146. Where to ?–To Thornton.

*]+7. Where did you go on Wednesday —We
"ºn from Thornton to the Bay.
25,148. How

many went from Thornton

— I

ºftºn so much of us. There were eight,
yº. Were there not a great many more ?–
r

Ol'

-

tS.

-

#150. How many ?—I cannot tell, about 20.
ºl. Were there more than 20 °–Yes.
*152. Were there 100 went from Thornton —
Not quite 100.

the Parade –We went altogether, and I was before.
25, 177. And the first thing you saw in coming in
was the Baron with a paper in his hand 2–Yes, with
a big paper.
25, 178. Was he reading in a book 2–No, not a
book. I did not look to see if it was a newspaper
that he read.

I saw the Volunteers all in a line, and

ramming their guns with ramrods.
25,179.--This was after he was reading ; was it
after he had been reading 2—When I saw him read
ing I saw the Volunteers ramming their guns, and
after he had read he turned to Captain Hitchins, who
was there, the captain of the Volunteers, and as he

gave order to charge then the Volunteers began to
shoot.

33,153. What had you with you when you went

25,180. How near to the Volunteers were you?—At

"h from Thornton?—I had my stick and my
ºutlass all the time from working on my estate.

that time, when I saw all this, I cleared back.
25, 181. How near were you to the Volunteers;
what was the nearest you ever got to the Volunteers ?
—About from here to the chapel.

3.134.

Where did you work —At Leith Hall.

.*,155. When did you work there —All the
time.

25, 182. You never got nearer, none of you ?–No ;

I had gone to the Volunteers I should have got a
#156. You did not work there on the Tuesday ? if
shot.
-º I did not work on the Tuesday.
25, 183. Did any of you go near to them?—I was not.
º,157. On the Wednesday you did not work there *
25, 184. But you were amongst the first 2—I was,
T^* that week I did not work.
but I never interfered, and as they began to shoot,
.*. Then you did not want your cutlass for they shoot for the blacks.
-

ſº

-

º

"g on that day ?—I took it to cut anything, a

** anything that came in my way.

º Did you join any other people on your way
"... Bºy?-No,mischief.
I did not join anybody at all in

the Bay to do any
25,160. Did

you

See

anything

of the

Stony

25, 185. At what distance were you from the
Volunteers before there was any firing, or when
they began firing —The distance from here to the
chapel.

25,186. What did you do?—I did not do anything.
Gut

After that I came out.
-
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§: they fetched me here to
25,187.
backTuesday
to Thornton
—Yº:
25,188. Did
On you
the go
next
did the
Maroons

Bath

before Colonel

yie.

25.202. Where were you ?—They had us in the
- church one day.

come
to Thornton
25,189.
Did they3-Yes.
burn any houses then ?—Yes.

25,203. Where did they take you afterwards 2—
2 To Morant Bay, and tried me before Court-martial
25,191. Did they shoot any persons at that time
I did to be hanged.
25,204. Who were on the Court-martial —I don't
_o, the Tuesday, when they began to burn.
not25,192.
see them
shoot
anybody.
know
the names. I only name Mr. Ramsay that I
Did they come again afterwards?–Yes,
25,190. How many ?—Four.

knew.

they
came. Who
35,193.

came ?—I

25,205. What were you sentenced to ?—Sentenced
to be hanged.
25,206. How was it you were not hanged?—

saw them shoot Charles

Dyles at Leith Hall.

º—Benjamin Smith:
Fyfe sent for me, and Edward Lake, and
25,194. Who else 2—William
Treddick and Charles Colonel
George Lake, to save our lives.
25,195. Who else
25.207. He got your life saved, did he 7–Yes,
Kelly.
25,196. Wasit Thomas Kelly or Charles 2—Charles
25,208. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Were you acting
and Dennis Geohegº, William Manning, Henry
as guide to the Maroons ?–No; they knew all about
Paterson, Dennis Bartle, and James Williams.
25,197. Did you see them shoot them with your the country.
own
eyes –I was with the Maroons, and sº them.
25,209. What was Colonel Fyfe's reason for intº
for you ?–He said the day. We took them we
25, i98. What did, they take you for 2–To go to fering
delivered ourselves before they shot us in the woods
the25,199.-How
Bay to be hanged.
long did they keep you ?—Two to let the crow eat us.
25,210. Were all of you saved 2–Yes, all; but
weeks.
Edward Lake was poisoned in the woods, I cannot
25,200. They kept you twº weeks to be hanged
-

-

No: they took me the day they burnt the house,
tell how.

He died.

and they had me with them. kept
Three
25,211. You
youbrothers.
two weeks 2–
25,201. And the Maroons
The witness withdrew.

were pardoned altogether ?–Yes.

º
º

º

HENRY CLARK (black), sworn, and examined.

H. Clark.

-- *

| W).

25,212. Are you a labourer living at Airy Castle 2
25,219. Afterwards, did the Maroons come to your
—Yes.
place —Yes.
25,213, In the second week of martial law did
25,220. What did they do with your provision
Palmer ºld Ellis, two constables, take Yº" to Bath
ground —They destroyed it, and took all the pro—Yºs.
7
visions out.
Y* Were you taken before Mr. Kirkland 7–
25,221. Did they give your provisions to the
-

n

-

25,215. Were witnesses sworn against you ?—Yes.
333ić. Were you chargel with stealing 2–Yes.
25.217. Were you flogged 2–Yes.
-

25,218. How many lashes did you get?–50.

;

ldiers
?—Yes.
2
A º

SO

-

ied

|

... I
... W
riſh
Ali

-

ºil

2—Yes

...
->

º re you a married man – “.
25,223. (suggºg by Mr. Gorrie.) Is Mariº
Chrichton your wife?–No : Sarah Clarke.
-

-

The witness withdrew.
C. Brown.
-

CRAwrond
BRowN
(black), sworn,
examined.
25,224. Do you live at Clifton
Hill —Yes;
on buy
25,227.and
What
did he say 2. Charles Benjamin, the
land.
ranger for Mr. Woodrow, said Mr. Woodrow hº
25,225. During martial law did the Maroons burn give" " order.
sº
ºčíº
iamin tell
hi
25,228. You were not flogged 7–No.
about
it?—He
Mr. Benjamin
Woodrow
had
an .
25,229.
O
25,226.
101 said
harles
tell given
you anythin
29. Were you ever tried at all ?–No.
-

...tº"
... . )

The witness withdrew.

to do it.

-

-

G. Walker.

25,230. Where is it that

GEORGE WALRER (black), sworn, and examined.
25,240. Was your house burnt down * Yes; meal"
you live 2–On Wheelers wiii.
I was getting the flogging, and I did not sa"

field estate.

you
in yourInhouse
?—Yes. week of martial law were
25,231.
second
Didthe
anybody
come to you on the Sunday ?

º

25,233.
came
?—The
Holland?—Yes.
busher.
25,234. Who
Do you
mean
Mr. Stewart

– I eS.

º'-l

hat it was for *s:5.242. They did not tell you what

º,
:
sº

-

I

-

25,235. W hat did he do ?—He

ea.
Seal

ched the

r00m

,2 #3

2

W S it Mr. Stewart

-

-

all

d two soldiers ?–
ldiers; ther

where I was, and there was nothing in it. He found

don't know whether they were *

nothing, and afterwards he carried me, and tied me to

two white men.

a tree, and gave me 150

25,244. Was it Mr. Stewart

lashes.

25,236. Did he himself flog you ?—No ; he and the
soldiers.

25,237. How many of them gave You

lashes 7–

He wºk wº"

the house.

-

eI

95.245. Did he flog you?-Yº". theº.
don't know if he flogged mº; the two soldie”

One of the soldiers gave me 100, and the other gave
there.

me 50. After I was loosed there were stones.
25,238. Who stoned you ? — The soldiers that
flogged me, and the Volunteers.
25,239. Where was it this was done º–In the

…"

anything.
25,241. Did they say what this was for ?—I canº
tell. I did not say anything to the gentlemen in the
house.
* -A -

f

º
º

One gave

25,246. There were two different persons:

you 100 lashes, and the other 50 –Yes. 't knoW
25,247. Who gave you the 100?–1 don't kno"

yard, outside of the pasture ; out of the house.
The witness withdrew.

º
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CHARLES ALBERT OUVREY (coloured), sworn, and examined.
TWENTY

25,218. Are you a shoemaker, living in Bath –
know anything of this? [Shown a
º Do youhimsel

cat produced by

f.]—Yes.

25,250. What do you know

-

about it 2–It was

brought by Mr. Dufus to the lodgings where Colonel

fºr was, and Colonel Fyfe said it was just the thing
he wanted to flog the people at Stony Gut. He put

25,253. What state was it in 2–The whole cat

was there, and one day I wanted a bit of twine and I
cut off the tails and made use of the twine.

SEVENTH
DAY.

There

Ouvrey.
are seven tails now; there were nine, and two are C. A.
lost; I threw them away.
24 Feb. 1866.
25,254. Were all the nine tails with wire round

them like these ?—The same way.
25,255. All the nine 2–Yes.

it on a stick, and went away.

-

25,251. Where to ?–To Mrs. Cushing's lodgings,
where he lived.

25,252. How did you get it?—After Colonel Fyfe
went away, a man left it.

25,256. (Mr. Drummond.) When it came back to
the lodgings was it in the same state as when it was

first brought to Colonel Fyfe's servant 2–Yes.

-

The witness withdrew.

CECELIA Livingston E (black), sworn, and examined.

25,257. Are you the widow of Jaspar Hall Living
stone —Yes.

25,258. Did you live at Thornton —Yes.
25,259. Did your husband go to Bath on the 13th
of October ?–Yes ; on the Thursday.
25,260. Or the Friday ?—It was the Thursday.
25,261. Did he come back that night –About
1 o'clock in the day.

25,262. Did anything more happen that day ?—
No.

C. Livingstone.

25,280. Did he faint away ?–Yes.
25,281. Was water thrown upon him 2–Yes.
25,282. Did Mr. Kirkland order that he should be

carried to Morant Bay ?—Yes.
25,283. Did you see him there 2–I never went to
the Bay at all.
25,284. Were you taken before Mr. Kirkland at
all ?—Yes.

25,285. When was that ?—The same day.

-

25,263. Next day what did do 2–He did not go
till about 2 o'clock.

I told him I wanted something,

and he would carry me to Joe Williams' shop, in
Bath.

25,264. Did you go with him —Yes.
25,265. What happened there *—We went to the
gate, and the gate was locked, and we asked if they
would let him in.

25,266. Did Joseph Williams do anything 2—The
young man said he could not let him in to-day.
25,267. Did Joseph Williams point your husband
out to Mr. Kirkland, and say he had attempted to

break into the shop; and did Bruce order the

25,286. The same day your husband was flogged 2
—Yes.

25,287. Did somebody give evidence against you ?
—The same Joseph Williams.
25,288. Were you tied to the cart 2–Yes.
25,289. How many lashes did you have –They
gave me 26.

25,290. Were you then in the family way ?—Yes.
25,291. Did you tell them so f—No ; I did not tell
them anything.
25,292. How many months are you gone in the
family way ?—Eight months.
25,293. You said you were three months then 2–

Maroons to take him 2–Yes.

It was four, and I made a mistake when I said three.

25,268. What did the Maroons do —They took
him to Mr. Kirkland's yard.

25,294. Was your house burnt afterwards 2—Yes.
25,295. When was it they burnt your house 2–I
was flogged on the Friday, and the house was burnt
on the Saturday.
25,296. Was that the next day ?—Yes.
25,297. Were you asked were your husband was 2

25,269. Was he examined ?–Mr. Kirkland did not

ask him anything.
25,270. Did anybody say anything about him —
Only Joseph Williams.
25,271. Was he ordered to have 100 lashes 2–Yes.
25,272. Who ordered it 2–Mr. Kirkland.

—Yes.

25,273. How many lashes did he have 2 – 180

not go to Morant Bay till afterwards.
25,299. Were any horses taken from you ?–Three
horses, and a mare with a big belly.

lashes.

25,274. Was it 180 or 100 °–Mr. Kirkland ordered
him to have 100, and then they gave him 180.

25,275. You said the Maroons gave him 100 –
They did not flog him.

25,276. Who did — A boy from Cotton Tree
ountains.

25,277. You have said before that it was 100; why
you now say it was 180 ; did you count the
°,
saw
lashes
?—I was there, and

25,300. Who took them —The Maroons.

25,301. Who was with them —Nobody at all.
25,302. Was there no officer ?–No.
25,303. Do you know what has become of them —
A Maroon man from the Cotton Tree Mountain took
the mare.

it.

%278. Have you said only 100 before ?–Yes.
*279. Did hecart.
fall off the triangle 2–Off the cart;

he was tied to a

25,298. You said he was at Bath 2–Yes; he did

25,304. Have you seen the pony ?—No.
25,305. Have you a large family —Yes.
25,306. (Suggested by Mr. Drummond.) Can you
count twelve *—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

[Adjourned to Monday.]

15589.
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TWENTY-EIGHTH DAY. (Part I.-Spanish Town.)
Monday, 26th February 1866.
PRESENT :

TWENTY

EIGHTH

JOHN BLOSSETT MAULE, Esq.

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.;

DAY.

Moses WILLIAMs (a black), sworn, and examined.

M. Williams.
26 Feb. 1866.

25,307. Do you live at New Monklands —Yes.
25,308. Are you a laborer there —Yes.
25,309. Were you at home on the 15th October last

25,335. And then were you let go 2–Yes.
25,336. How did they shave your head?—The
soldiers took the scissors, and clipped it.
25,337. Did they shave it with a razor too —Yes.

year —Yes.

25,310. Did you hear of any alarm that day ?—

35,338. Was that all that was done to you?—Yes,

25,339. Did you go away on the Wednesday, the

Yes.

25,311. At the some time did you see a fire at Ross
Isle 2–Yes.

25,312. What distance is that from where you live?
—It is not a mile.

25,313. Did you go towards it?—No.
25,314. What became of you when you saw the
fire 2–The white soldiers were burning, and I was an

extreme stranger, and I was afraid, and ran into the
woods.

25,315. What white soldiers were they —From
Newcastle.

same day you were flogged 2–Yes.
25,340. Were you only one day at Monklands?—
Yes, only that day.
25,341. Upon that day did you see any men that
were hung?—I only saw those 13 shot.
25,342. Do you know the names of any of those 13;
did you ever know them before ?—Yes; some of them
were my friends.
25,343. Can you give us the names of some of
them —One James Brown, one George Rankin, one
Peter Bignal, one James Spence, William Robinson,

25,316. Did you see anything more of them —Yes;
while I was in the woods they sent a constable to
take up all the people in the woods.
25,317. When was it that they sent a constable to

take prisoners of all the people in the wood —On the
Wednesday, October 25th.
25,318. Was that the day they took you up —
Yes; they took me up on the Wednesday.
25,319. That was some days after you had seen

Andrew Betty, one Willy Grant.
25,344. Were there any others?—Yes; there were
some more, but that is all I remember.
25,345. Was Dennis Brown one 2—Yes; Dennis
Brown.

25,346. Are you sure he was one?—Yes; and
Samuel Beckett, and one Charles Wheeler, and one

Fanchin Carr.

I don't remember any others.

25,347. Were those men who were living near you

the fire at Ross Isle 2–Yes; I saw the fire on the

at New Monklands before this time —Yes.

Sunday as I was just preparing to go to service. I was

25,348. And had been laborers on the estate —
—Yes; when they go and shoot them they carry me

in the woods 11 days.

25,320. Where did they take you to when they
took you ?—They carried me to Monklands.
25,321. When you got to Monklands what was
done to you ?--They shot off 13 in my presence.
25,322. What was done with you ?—They flogged
Ine.

25,349. Did you see them shot ?—Yes.

25,350. With others whose names you do not know?
—I did not know the others, but they were all shot

together, tied in one rope in a string; a single long
rope tied the whole of them.

25,323. Was that the day you got there –Yes;
that was the first day.

25,324. The Wednesday ?—Yes.
25,325. What did they say you had done when they
flogged you ?—They asked me where I was working.
I said I was working at Monklands, and I was in my
employment all the time. The colonel asked me if I
went back to my work since the rebellion. I said
there were guards all over the place, and I could not
return.

down to the barracks.

He asked if there was evidence against me;

and Evelina Williams was asked if she had seen me
at Monklands. She said no ; she never saw me.

25,326. Had you been working at Monklands
before the 15th when you saw the fire —No; at Rich

25,351. Did they stand in a row —No ; they were
tied all together, and they dug a trench, and the
soldiers shot them.

25,352. Was it a hole that was dug 2–Yes; a
grave.

25,353. Did they kneel near it 2–Yes.

25,354. Was the trench behind them or before
them 2–Behind them.

25,355. Did you see any of them tried ?–Yes: 17
were tried on that same day, and shot the next mo"
1ng.

25,356. Seventeen others do you mean –Yes.
25.357. You were not there the next morning?-)
was not there.

25,358. Then you don't know they were shot *-

mond.

23,327. How long were you at work at Richmond

No.

—I don’t know.

25,359. You heard them tried ?–Yes.

25,328. Had you been there a month —Yes, I had
been working a month.
25,329. Had you ever worked at Monklands 2—

25,360. And you went away that same night -

:-1, + 2

Yes.

35,361. Did you hear the trials of any of thºse 10
or 11were
you tried;
have mentioned
I was there
*
they
we were all—Yes;
caught together,
and sen
25,630. Was that before you went to Richmond 2–

Yes, as well.
——Yes.

-

25,331. You say the colonel asked Evelina Williams
if you had been working at Monklands —Yes.

over there.

º

i

had

25,362. examined,
When theyastried
them,
I suppose
witnesses
you are
being
examinºtºº.
In OW

º:
ºl,

25,332. And she said no 7–She was asked if I was

there with the rebels, and she said no ; she never saw
Ine.

25,333. What colonel was it 2–Colonel Hobbs.

25,334. When she said no, what further was done 2

About 5 o'clock in the evening the colonel took me

.." sentenced
ead.

me to 52 lashes, and shaved my

—Yes; they gave evidence.

-

----

25,363. Who gave evidence —Evelina williams.
25,364.
she you
Mrs.a Paterson's
maid
?—Ye.
25,365. Is
Have
father whose
name
is Thomas:e?
—Yes ; Thomas Williams.

25,366. Was he carried to Monklands

;lp WOu

while yo

were there 2–No.

25,367. Was he taken up 2–He was taken up,

*,
*

|
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25,387. You have been asked if Evelina Williams

25,368. Did you hear his trial —Yes.
25,369. At Monklands 2—No; he was sent to the
camp.

25,370. Where did you hear his trial —There
were parties there.
25,371. But you were not present 2–No.
25,372. What has become of your father ?—Since
I came to Kingston I found him let go.
25,373. Is he at the Penitentiary 2–No ; he told
me yesterday, before I came here, that he had got

was the only witness produced on these trials; is that
true or not; was there any other witness besides 3–
Yes; there was more, but she only that day that I

M. Williams,
-

Saw.

26 Feb. 1866.

25,388. (Mr. Walcott.) When the 13 men were

tried with you, who were the witnesses called :Evelina Williams.

25,389. Only that one —Only she.
25,390. (Commission.) Upon her evidence, were

they convicted and sentenced to be shot ?–Yes; the

released.

25,374. What are you ?—I am a labourer.
25,375. Where are you know —I am at the same,
St. Thomas in the East.

25,376. But where are you working —At Rich
mond.

25,377. At the same place you were at before ?–
Yes.

25,378. How much a-day do you get 2—1s.
25,379. What do you work at 3–Coffee.
25,380. (Mr. Payne.) What other witnesses were
called at the trial besides Evelina Williams ?—She

was the only witness against me; I did not see any
other.

colonel asked her if she saw them at Monklands, and

she said yes; they did not ask her another question.
25,391. Were they brought up on another day
again before the colonel ?–No.

25,392. Only that one day ?–Only that one day.
25,393. Then she was the only witness –Yes.
25,394. Against each of the 13 –Yes.
25,395. Do you mean that no other person was
called but she 2–No.

25,396. Are you certain of that ?—Not in my
presence.

25,397. You heard the trial of each of the 13 *-

25,381. Did you see any other trials —Yes; I see
all the rest, and she was the only witness.

Yes.

25,382. What other witnesses were called besides

Yes.

Evelina Williams against the 13 men that were shot?
She only ; they called her, and asked if she saw them,
and upon that they took them out and shot them.

25,383. Was she the only witness called 7–That
day. I cannot say about the next day.
25,384. I am speaking of the 13 you saw tried and
shot?—She was the only witness I saw.
25,385. (Commission.) Were you present during
the whole of the trial —No ; notduring the whole ;
only the 13.

25,386. Were you present during the whole trial of

i. man that was shot?—Yes, all the trial;

the whole

ałłąłr.

25,398. Was she the only witness against you ?—
25,399. Then they flogged you ?—Yes.
25,400. You were tried ?–Yes.

25,401. For being at Monklands 2—I was not
there.

25,402. But she said you were there –They
asked her if I went there.

see me there.

She said no ; she did not

If I had been there they shoot me the

same as the rest, but as I was not there they flogged
me and let me go away.
25,403. What did they give you 50 lashes for 2–
I don't know, only because of the martial law.
25,404. Were you not told 2–No.

The witness withdrew.

CATHERINE JoHNSON (black), sworn, and examined.
25,405. Are you a single woman ; you are not
not married ?–No.

25,406. Do you live at Mount Lebanus?—Yes.
25,407. Do you remember a Friday, in October,
when the martial law was on ?—Yes.

:* Were you at Mount Lebanus that Friday ?
-les.

25,409. How long had martial law been on when
that Friday came 2–I don't know the day.
25,410. Did a constable come to the house or yard
where your house is?–Yes.

25,411. On that Friday ?–Yes.
25,412. What did he do *—I was sitting down on

the door-way, and he came and put his hands upon
me, and said I was his prisoner.

25,413. Where did he take you to ?–He took me

C. Johnson.

25,414. When you got there, what was done with
you ?—When I got to Monklands, Colonel Hobbs
asked Evelina Wiiliams if she knew anything about
me. She said no ; she had not seen me.
25,415. What more was asked or done 2–She said

she did see me walking with the rebels.
25,416. Do you mean when they came to Monklands?

—Yes; and they took me down to the steps, and
ordered the soldiers to shave my head.

25,417. Did they shave you ?–Yes.
25,418. After you had shaved your head, what
became of you?—They did not do anything besides.
25,419. They sent you home again –Yes.
25,420. Was that the same day as you were taken
up to Monklands 2—Yes.

up to Monklands.
The witness withdrew.

REBEccA TELFER (black), sworn, and examined.

25,421. Do you live at Mount Lebanus *—Yes.
25,422. Do you work upon the estate there?–No.
25,423. Where do you work —I only work for
my ownself.

25,424. Did you do so in October last 2–Yes.
£º. Was your husband's name Stephen Telferd?

R. Telford.

23,429. Hºw soon was that after the riot, do you
recollect º–Three weeks.
23,430. While you were engaged in washing
children at the river, will you shortly tell

us

your

who

came, and what was done?–On that Friday I saw
two soldiers and three black men
came.

25,427. Do you remember when the disturbance at

23,431. Were they black soldiers ?--No: white
soldiers.
25,432. Who were the black men ?—They were
constables; the soldiers said, “Go, and fetch that

Morant

Bay took place 2–Yes.
25,428. Some time after that, were you down at

woman.” The men took me, and carried me up to the
house. I went in, and said, “Sir, will you drink.”

tº river near Mount Lebanus washing two of your

they asked me for my ring.

- les.

25,426. Is he the owner of 50 acres of land at

Mount Lebanus?–Yes.

children —Yes.

-

-

25,433. Who did --The soldiers. I said my ring
c
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R. Telford.
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was lost. He said, “If you don't give me the ring I
will blow out your brains. He asked me if I would
swear to the living God that the ring had been lost.
While he was talking to me, the other one said,
“Shoot her, shoot her ; ” and he held the gun just to

One of the soldiers said, “Come in, or I will shoot
you.” I said I could not come in. He said, “You
must come in ;” and the old man, my father-in-law,

my ear, and I bent down the ground.

what it was.

and the little children, all heard the racket. My

father-in-law, John Telferd, was coming out, to see

25434. Were your two children with you there —
Yes; at the river side.

I said, “Good massa, don’t

shoot me, for I don't know anything at all. If you
shoot me, who is to take care of my little children º’”
I begged hard, but two men tied me, and carried me
up to Monklands; one took my hand, and they took
the handkerchief off my head to tie my hands. I said
I would not go to Monklands, for I had done nothing
at all to go there. They said I must go. I said, “I
won't go, I don't know anything at all about Monk
lands. I* you can't let me go, let me take my little
children, and I will go with you.” One of the soldiers
said, “Where is your money f" and one of the black
men, called John Ashford, said, “You must give the
soldier more money.” I had 2s. loose round my
waist, and I gave him that to let me go ; and I had
to give the black men more money. When I went
to my house the big house was burnt, and my little
cookoo was gone.

25,442. Did he live next to you ?—Yes; in one

yard; and just as they saw the old man they shot
him down, and he dropped, and I ran up the hill.
25,443. Who shot him —The soldiers shot down

the old man.

I took up the two children, and ran to

the bush. I heard the soldiers say, “Make the old
get away.

b

-

25,444. Was your father-in-law shot?–Yes.
25,445. And you escaped into the bush –Yes;

and after that they took away my mule.
25,446. When was that 2–On the Sunday.
25,447. Who took away your mule —The soldiers.
25,448. Have you ever seen it since —No ; and
they burn down my shop.

25,449. When did they do that ?–On the Sunday;
the very first Sunday they came down.
That is, the Sunday before the Friday?—

yº”
eS.

25,435. When was the big house burnt –On the
Thursday.
25,436. It had already been burnt 2–Yes.
25,437. Was it yours ?—Yes.
25,438. Did you then go to your little house to
pack up some things —Yes.
25,439. Did they take you to Monklands 2—No; I
did not go with them.
25,440. Did you never go there 8–No ; they went
into the house, and got a barrel of flour, and tossed it
out, and a barrel of mackerel, too.

25,441. Those were your provisions, I suppose ?—
Yes; the soldiers tossed it out, and my little cookoo.

25,451. Was that the big house that you speak of ?
—No ; they burn the shop before they burn the big
house.

25,452. Whose big house was it 2–Mine; the
dwelling house, where I lived.

25,453. Then you had a shop, a dwelling house, and
a small house, upon the 50 acres?—Yes.
25,454. On Sunday they burnt the shop and the
big house 2–Yes.
25,455. And on Friday they came to you, as you
say, at the river, while you were washing your
children 2–Yes.

The witness withdrew.

S. M'Kindo.

SARAH MAC KINDo (a black), sworn, and examined.

the box, and took out everything, even to my child's

25,456. Do you live at the barracks in Trinity
Village —Yes.
25,457. And are married ?–Yes.
25,458. Is your husband's name Abraham Mac

up into a bundle, and put them outside the door; and
what they did not want they left in the house, and set

Kindo 2–Yes.

the house on fire.

25,459. Do you recollect the riot at Morant Bay ?—
Yes.

25,460. Some short time after that did some soldiers
come to your house ?—Yes,
25,46ſ. How soon after —On the Wednesday.
25,462. After the riot, do you mean *—The week
after the riot (the 18th).
25,463. How many were they that came 2—It was
a whole gang of them.
25,464. By a gang do you mean as many as 20 —

I really cannot tell you whether it was 20, but more
than 30, I think; because some stopped out on the
road, and some came into the house.
25,465. What did they do?—They were all round
the house, and two of them came into the house, and
said, “My good woman, come out ! Where is your
husband f* I said, “I don't know, massa, where my
husband gone.” They said, “Come out !” I said,
“Massa, what for me come out 7’’ He said, “Come

out; I tell you come out !” I had at that time a
young baby. One old man came, and put his hand

clothes.

The white soldiers took them out, tied them

I had a barrel of coffee in the

house at the time, and I begged them that they would
let me go and take out the coffee, but they burned the
house and everything in it; and I could not save any
thing at all. When I came out of the house they

took the handkerchief off my head, and carried it
away. They left me naked, only what I have on,
and what the baby have on.

25,466. Then did they leave you ?–Yes; after that
they leave me, and go down to Coley, and they set me

right out on the King's highway; one held one hand,
and the other the other.

There were two of them.

25,467. Was there any officer with them —The
officer was not dressed at that time.

I did not know

there was an officer, but there was one.

25,468. How far was he from you ?–He was far
enough ; down at the grass-piece.
25,469. Had he been at your house when it was
burnt 2–No.

25,470. He was not there then –No, not when
the house was burnt, but he went down with the rest

of the soidiers. One gang came and set fire to the

upon my shoulder, and said, “My good woman, your house, and the officer was gone down with the other
house is going to be burnt; come out with your baby.”

gang.

Another one said, if I did not come out he would

25,471. Where is Trinity Village –Just below
25,472. Did they drag you into the bush ?–Yes;
they say I must go into the bush. One said they only
wanted one round for me, and the other one said they

blow out my brains. I went out with my baby. One
of them said, “Where is your money " I said,
“Massa, I have no money.” I had 5s. in the house,
in a blacking pan. I saw them take out the blacking
pan. The other one came out again from behind the
house, and said he must have my ring. As I had
seen them take away my sister in-law's ring so I took
mine off, and shoved it into my bosom. They searched

Monklands.

-

only wanted two.

25,473. Were they dragging you into the bush –
Yes ; they burn down the house, and everybody run.
They were dragging me into the bush, and as I was
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making such a noise

the officer

came up, and the gen

deman saw me, and he licked his horse, and came up,
and asked what they were doing with me, and they
said nothing; only making a bit of fun with me.
25,474. Did the officer stop it — Yes; and sent
them away over the river.
25,475. Were you

after that hidden in the bush –

Yes; I was in the bush eight days after that, and the
baby. The child took cold, and the inside of the
child went bump, bump, like a watch beating.
25,476. Had it been rainy weather ?—Yes, very

sloppy; and the poor child died, all through the rain.
I was afraid to make up a fire to dry myself.
25,477. Where was your husband —He could not

TWENTY :
EIGHTH
DAY.

25,500. How many did you see go past 3–I really
cannot tell you.
25,501. Were there large quantities of them?–No,
not very large.
25,502. Should you say they were a few people —
A few people I saw pass.
25,503. How many; 20 or 200?–No, not 200.
25,504. Fifty do you think?—About that.
25,505. Were they armed —No.
25,506. Had they machets : — Yes, they had

-

S. M'Kindo.
26 Feb. 1866.
-

machets.

25,507. And sticks f–Yes.

25,508. Ilad they guns —No ; I did not see any
guns.

the men off?—I don't know ; they said the officer

25,509. What day do you recollect their passing ;
was it on the Wednesday you heard the news; on the
Wednesday night, I suppose –Yes, I think I saw

that was with them was one Col. Hobbs.

them before we heard the news.

face them ; he was in the bush.

25,478. Who was the officer that came up and took
25,479. Did you see him —If I did, I do not know
him.

25,480. What sort of man was the officer ?—A tall

25,510. Before the Wednesday —Yes, I saw them
go up before the Wednesday.
25,511. Did you see them come up after that to

Monklands —I saw them go up to Monklands, I

Iſláll.

-

25,481. Was he dark or fair —Not very dark, and
he had not a very stout body.

25,482. Then he was thin, was he 3–Yes; he had
on one of the white caps, Massa, the soldiers take
even to my chemise, and tore it up in pieces.
25,483. And they took liberties with you ?–They
took a great deal of liberty with me, and after all
this they send me a schoolmaster of the name of
Friend, and compelled me to pick my own coffee.
25,484. Was not his name Joseph *—No ; it was
not Mr. Joseph.
25,485. It was a schoolmaster, you say ?—Yes, and

Joseph is a schoolmaster, but it was not him ; Joseph
was schoolmaster at the barracks, the same place
where I lived, but I don't know who sent him.
25,486. Where was Friend schoolmaster at 2–At

think, before the Wednesday.
25,512. Is your house nearer Morant Bay than
Monklands —Yes; my house is very near the road
side.

-

25,513. Were they going to Monklands before the
Wednesday ? That cannot be so, can it : Was it not
after the Wednesday ?—I do not know ; I may be
mistaken in the day; it was either the same Wed
nesday morning, or the next day, or the day before.
25,514. They went up that week, at all events —
Yes.

25,515. And before the Wednesday when the sol
diers burned your big house?—Yes.
25,516. You say there were 50 of them —About
that ; I did not number them.

25,517. Did you see them come down again —Yes,
I did, but I did not see the whole of them come down.

Somerset.

25,487. Was he schoolmaster at the same place

where Joseph was —No; Joseph was at Trinity Vil
lage, the same barracks as mine, and Friend was at

25,518. Did they ever take your husband up —
No ; they never take him up.
25,519. Did he go into the bush —Yes.

Somerset. When I told him I could not pick my

25,520. What day did he go there 2–On the very

coffee, I had nothing for my baby. He said, “I can

Sunday that the soldiers came.
25,521. He did not go into the bush before the

“compel you in the Queen's name, and if you

don't

soldiers came 2—No, never before.

“I will send you to Monklands, and tie you up, and
25,522. They came from Monklands, I suppose 2–
“get your head shaved, and give you 50 lashes.”
Yes.
25,483. Where are you living now —At the same
25,523. Where is your husband now 2–He is at
barracks; we made up a little hut.
25,489. Is your husband with you now ?—Yes; home, but not very well; so much rain made him
knock up.
they have no charge against him.
25,524. Then he is not coming here to-day ?–No.
25,490. Where do you work —He is only working
25,523. How many children have you ?—Two, and
for himself. After this rebellion he did not go out
two dead.

anywhere to work.

25,491. Did he work before that ?—Yes.
25,492. Where 2–Sometimes at Coley, and some

25,526. Who was your father ?—Alexander Hin
chelwood ; he is dead now.

25,527. Where do you come from ?–From Port

times on the road; the public road digging, at Mr. Antonio.
Paterson's, at 1s. per day.
25,528. Can you read –A little ; I cannot write.
25,493. Where was your husband before the sol
25,529.
Did you go to school when you were
liers came on the Sunday and burnt your house?—
He was working on the public road down at Coley ; young — Yes.
-

ſº

Do you understand how to cultivate coffee &

he was digging on the road that very day.
— I CS,
25,494. Who was he working for 2–For Mr. Pa
25,531. You have not rebuilt your house yet, I
terson at Monklands; he was working under Mr. suppose
2–Yes, a little bit of a one. We don't makº
Paterson.
up any large one yet ; we don't know that we shall
25,495. On the road 2–Yes; the very day that we be able to get that now.
heard of the breaking out at Morant Bay.
25,532. (Mr. Payne.) Were these 50 people you
-

*:

25,496. Do you mean on the Wednesday --On the speak of all together ; how many were there really *
Wednesday.
—My good massa, I did not count them.
2547. Did he go on working on the road till the
23,333. Were there as many as there are in this
Sunday ?–He was working till that very night : he room —Not so many as the whole in this room ; but
ºne home, and we heard people talking about this
they did pass up ; I did not see the same quantity

breaking out, and he did not go back again ; he stayed
At the house.

come down.

^

25,534. Did they pass all together *—They passed
º,498. Did you see people come from Morant Bay all together, but I don't know where they were going.
tº Monklands pass your place –Yes, I did ; I saw
23,583...Were there a great many other houses

*me people come past; I don't know whether they

burnt at Trinity Village —Yes, a great many houses

"ame from Morant Bay.

As you come near to the church, you see one M.

25,499 Was that before the Sunday ?—Yes, before Edwards' shop; they burnt that down; and from thº.
Sunday.
you never see another house till you pass our hous.

the

»

3 R 3
º
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they burnt down all the rest of the houses, and they
burn Mr. Bowen's shop at Coley.

S. M. Kindo.

on the road from the Wednesday till the Saturday, the
day before he went into the bush – No; he was work
ing on the road before the Wednesday.
25,537. After the Wednesday was he working on
the road —No ; we hear that on the Wednesday night
that the row occurred at Morant Bay, and he stopped

25,536. (Mr. Walcott.) Was your husband working
26 Feb. 1866.

at home after that, because we did not know what it
meant.

25,538. What day did you go into the bush —The
soldiers came down to Monklands on the Sunday, and
everybody ran.
25,539. Did you run into the bush too —No, I did
not then. They said if the soldiers came and found
women in the house they would do nothing to you
nor burn your house, but if they met the men they
would shoot them.

$º. Was that the reason you stopped at home 2
- Les.

25,541. And that was the reason your husband ran
away ?—Yes, and they all ran and went and hid.
25,542. Did your husband go up to Monklands with
the gang of 50 °–No, he never did.

25,543. Did the soldiers search your house to see if

º: was anything in it that did not belong to you?
— 1 (2S,

º

25,544. Did they find anything?—They took nothing
belonging to anybody, only my clothing and my baby's,
and a few good things of my husband. They took
all the best they could find, but my husband never
went to Monklands, nor did he go down to the Bay.
25,545. (Commission.) Had your husband got a
gun ?—No, nothing of the sort.
25,546. (Mr. Walcott.) Did you go into the bush
after your house was burnt 2–Yes, after the house

was burnt, I ran into the woods, and my baby died as
I came out of the woods on the Wednesday.

The witness withdrew,

Mrs.L. Brooks.

MRs. LAURA BROoks, sworn, and examined.
25,547. Are you the wife of Mr. Brooks, the secre
tary of the bishop —Yes.
25,548. Is Mr. Brooks also the incumbent of the

parish of St. Andrew's ; has he a living there 2–He
is stipendiary curate of St. Mark's Creighton, of the
parish of St. Andrew's.
25,549. You remember of course well enough the

week of the riots at Morant Bay ?—Yes.
25,550. Do you remember when the news first
reached you at St. Andrew's 2–Yes.

25,551. When did you first hear of the riots —On

25,559. What is his business 2—He has a small
property.

25,560. A landowner ?—Yes.

25,561. Cultivating sugar or coffee ?—He takes
care of the property of a landlord; he looks after the
place, and is a confidential servant.
25,562. Has he much to do with the people in the
parish 7–Yes, a great deal.
25,563. Does he collect rents —No; I don't think
he collects rents.

25,564. But manages the property —Yes, and

Thursday evening, the 12th.

employs the workpeople.

25,552. After that day had you any conversation
with one of your husband's congregation or parish

25,565. Had he an opportunity of knowing the
people, and what they would think and do?–Yes,
every opportunity; he is one of the most respectable

ioners ?—Yes; two days after.
25,553. That would be Saturday the 14th 2–Yes.

25,554. What has become of that parishioner —
He still lives in the same place.
25,555. Has he never been arrested 7–Oh no.
25,556. Is he a black man 2–Yes.

25,557. What was this conversation ?—I asked
him, in the event of any rising in our district, if he

thought any of the people would stand by Mr. Brooks
and me to defend us.

He said, “They would side

with the strongest party.” I said to him, “Then I
“ suppose you mean, as there are more blacks than
“whites, they would side with the blacks against us.”
He said yes, he was sure they would do so; that they

men about the place.

25,566. Is he a person who would be likely to be
well informed of the state of feeling of the people
there 2–Yes.

25,567. Have you a sufficiently accurate

recollec

tion to be able to say whether he said what he would
do personally or what they would do —What they
would do, I think.

25,568. Not what he would do?—No, I fancy he
would have stood by us, unless he had been overcome
by fear.
25,569. He did not say so?—When he said " they,"
suppose he meant “we.”

25,570. Your conversation related rather to the

might wish to stand by us, but they would be afraid rest of the people —Yes.

-

25,571. Not including himself?—No, not including

to do so. '

25,558. What position did this parishioner occupy

amongst his follow neighbours?—He is respected by
all of them.

himself.

25,572. You never were disturbed in St. Andrew's?
No, not at all.
-

The witness withdrew.

HYAM BARRow, Esq., sworn, and examined.

H. Barrow,
-

Esq.
--

25,573. Do you live at Linstead —I do.
25,574. Are you member for the parish of St.Thomas
in the Vale —Yes.

25,575. Have you resided there two and twenty
ears ?—Yes.

25,576. Have you exercised the office of a magis
trate there 2–For 15 years.

25,580. When was that inquiry made of you?-In
1864.

25,581. By whom ?—By many negroes.

*

25,582. Residing at St. Thomas in the Wale ?—Yes.
25,583. Did you know them 2–Yes, I did.

25,584. And do you know them now —I knº"
them now by name.

25,577. Actively engaged 2–Actively engaged.
25,585. Are they people residing near —They arº.
25578. Have you as a magistrate recently, that is
25,586. What class of negroes were they ; labour
to say, within two or three years, been applied to by ers?—People well enough to do in the world.
the negroes on the subject of taxes –I haye.
25,579. What kind of applications have been made
by them 2–They have asked me whether it was
correct that immediately after the 10th August, they

25,587. Were they landowners ?–Many of them.

25,588. When they said the 10th of Angº;

would be levied on for amounts then due, which was

you understand they meant the 10th of August 1864?
—Oh, yes; they came to apply to me to know whether
it was correct that they should be forced into payment

immediately after.

of the taxes immediately after the 10th of Aug"
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1864, which was the last day for paying taxes, and
whether they would be summoned or levied upon.
25,589. That was the last day for payment without
process ?—Yes; but it never had been the custom to

proceed so rapidly as upon that occasion was done.

25,616. What is the salary of collector of dues –
25,617. What is the salary of the clerk of the
vestry 7–160l. a year, I think.
25,618. That was an inquiry made by these negroes

25,590. Why was there any rapid progress then

of you relating to this particular state of things that

resorted to ?—I can only state what I was induced to

existed in that year —Yes; it subsided, and the

believe.

matter was quiet.

25,591. Did you acquire that belief from your
official duties as a magistrate —I don't think I per
fectly understand you.
25,592. You say you only know why this rapid

25,619. Were you ever applied to by the negroes
as to whether they were to pay any more taxes at
all ?—Yes, in 1865; it would be three or four months
previous to this rebellion. I was applied to time
after time by the negroes, asking whether it was true
they were not to pay any more taxes, and I have
invariably turned them away, trying to discover from

process was resorted to from what you heard. Did
you derive that belief from any information that
reached you in your official capacity as a magistrate,
or as a member of the parish 7–No; I cannot say
from either. My impression was that the collector of
dues having left the country, and having left some

one to act for him, his return was almost momently
expected, and hence the pro tem. collector was
desirous of making as much as he could out of the
office before his principal returned.
25,593. How would that benefit him —He would
get more commission arising from the collection of

the money. When the principal returned his power
would cease. On receiving power to issue process,
the magistrates’ clerk would be entitled to his fees;
even if the process never issued the fees would be
demanded.

25,594, And paid —And paid, without process in
some cases. I have inquired of the clerk of the
magistrates if the summonses were ready, and I have
been answered that they were being prepared, and he
would insist upon his fees.
25,595. That simply arose, as I gather from your
explanation, from the accident of the deputy having
been left by the principal collector —Yes.
25,596. The negroes came to know whether there
would be the summary process compelling instant
payment on the 10th of August 2–No; they did not
come to ask if there would be, but to complain that
there was.

25,597. How much time is generally given to
them —Three or four weeks.

25,598. Does the collector receive a per-centage on
his collections —He does.

them who could tell them such mischievous nonsense

as that ; but I never could get any answer from them
beyond this, that they had heard it.
25,620. Has that application been frequent, or
only once or so *—I have been applied to 10 or 12
times by parties residing in the parish. I could not
now identify them.
25,621. Was anything asked you at the same time
with regard to lands purchased ?–On other occasions
I would be asked whether it was true, speaking in
their own style of language, that they were not to
pay any more balances on the purchase of lands, and
if they owed any balance on lands rented they were
not to pay, because the Queen had sent to say so.
25,622. When did you hear that ?—About three
or four months previous to the rebellion.
25,623. That would be about July or August 2–
That would be so.

25,624. Was that often inquired of or spoken
about 3–Eight or ten times, by different people. I
thought very little of it beyond this, that my im
pression was that there had been some mischievous
teaching.

25,625. Beyond those inquiries that were made of

you officially as a magistrate, did you notice any
organization, any drillings or meeting, or attempt to
plan —Not the sligtest.
25,626. They went on as they always had done 2–

Yes; I have heard a good deal of singing all night
round the neighbourhood, which I regarded as a very
extraordinary proceeding.

25,599. What is that per-centage 2–I think five
per cent.

25,600. Does he receive a salary besides 2–He

does, as clerk of the vestry.
25,601. Is the clerk of the vestry the collector of
taxes also –In our parish he is.

25,627. What were they singing ; was it a jovial
meeting, or what 2–It was psalm-singing.
25,628. Not revelries : —No.

25,629. Was it new to you, that psalm-singing at
night —I have been living there for 22 years, and

25,602. And clerk to the magistrates too —No.

I think I might state safely that it has increased
within the last five or six years more than I ever

25,603. Is the clerk of the vestry ex officio col

knew it.

lector of taxes —No.

25,630. Then it was not new in July and August 2

25,604. Is the appointment given by the Govern
ment 2–Yes.

25,605. He is elected clerk of the vestry –Yes.

25,606. And the collectorship is an appointment
conferred upon him 2–Yes.
25,607. Who issues the process against the parties 2

-The clerk to the magistrates.
25,608. That is another officer – Yes.

25,609. And he gets a ſee upon that 2–Yes.
25,610. In that case, one clerk gets a per-centage
upon the dues he collects, and the other gets a fee

upon the process he issues 2–Yes; but I stated the
Principal party was not in the country.

#1. That is to say, the real

collector of dues

- IeS.

25,612. This one was only an acting collector —
CS,

—Oh, no.
25,631. But it has been a growing habit 2–It has

been a growing habit with them.

25,632. And more particularly at night-time 2–
Yes; more particularly at night-time.

25,633. Nothing had attracted your attention with
regard to the question of land or taxes, save that
question put to you by them 2–Nothing whatever.

23,634. The people were perfectly peaceable in
St. Thomas in the Vale —As they are now.
25,635. And have always been *—Always.
25,636. Nobody ever threatened you ?–No.

25,637. Or behaved uncivilly to you ?—No.

27,638. And they pay that respect to your position
which it is proper they should do —They do.
25,639. You have seen a threatening letter said to
have been picked up at Dr. Cargill's 2–Yes; it was
taken from under his door.

25,613. Would he not be equally entitled to his
Pºt-centage if he allowed it to go on until the 12th
of August, say ?—That would depend upon the

ing following.

ºrrangement made between the principal and the pro
*m. gentleman as to the emoluments.

25,641. That would be the 17th of October 2–
Yes ; it may have been about that time that I SaW.

25,614. That relates principally to the circum
stances in St. Thomas in the Vale in 1864?–Yes.

#1% That you might call

an accidental event 7

TWENTY.
EIGHTH
DAY.

I am not certain.

23,640. When was it brought to you ?—The morn

the letters.

25,642. The one that was put under Dr. Cargill's
was a—I
card,have
in a piece
whitey
brown
Idoor
believe
never ofseen
that.
I envejope,

- I eS,
-

allude to

3 R 4

H. Barrow,
Esq.
26 Feb. 1866,
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the first one which occasioned the meeting of the
justices.

EIGHTH
DAY.

25,643. That was produced before the justices 2–

Yes; a hurried meeting took place, and we thought it
advisable, under the circumstances,—although I did
Esq.
not place much faith in the paper or in its value, we
26 Feb. 1866, thought it unsafe to disregard any threats, and we
thought it advisable to have the circuit court put off.
H. Barrow,
-

may have attached to it then I might not now; now
I believe it to have been a practical joke; then I felt
it was not to be disregarded.

25,665. You mean you felt that in

consequence

of what had passed elsewhere 2–Yes.

25,666. Of course at that time people's minds were
not as calm as they are now 2–Just so.

25,667. You think now it was a practical joke?—

25,644. Had you from the time the questions were

I think so now, and at the time I read it I said to my

put to you in July or August with regard to the
balances of purchase money or the payment of taxes,
until the moment that letter was put into your hands,
any outward evidence in your parish of an attempt to

brother-in-law, and another magistrate, “I do not

create a disturbance 2—None whatever.

without soldiers ?—Yes.

25,645. On the 17th October this anonymous paper
was brought before the magistrates ?—Yes.
25,646. Although you did not attach value to it,
you on that occasion thought it necessary to act upon
it —We thought it prudent to take that precaution.
25,647. Had you at that time any impression in
your mind that there were parties in your parish

25,670. Nothing else was put off but the circuit
court —Nothing else.

concerned with this sort of threat 2–No, I had not.

believe in this ; but this is no time to disregard it.”
25,668. Nothing came of it, we know —Nothing.
25,669. And Linstead was as peaceable with as

25,671. The magistrates postponed nothing —No,
I don't think they did.
25,672. Linstead is very quite now 2–Very.
25,673. Do you think there is any cause of disaffec

tion ?—No, there is none; it is a favoured parish.

25,648. No one existed who you thought likely to
institute this mode of anonymous communication ?—
No; I cannot say personally ; but my impression was
that had successes gone on elsewhere, the people's
minds would not have been strong enough to repel
anything like inducement, and they would have
joined.
25,649. There was no inducement of parties coming
into your parish to seduce the people from peace —

25,674. Do you think there is any cause of disaffec
tion among the labouring class in the neighbourhood?
—No ; among no class; but I say it is a favoured
parish; they are a well-to-do-people as a whole. .
25,675. Have you many appeals before you as a
magistrate between labourer and proprietor?—I never
adjudicate in a dispute between labourer and employer,
where a negro has appealed for wages against an
employer. Plenty of negroes have sued each other.
Assaults have principally composed the proceedings

None that I know.

of the courts.

25,650. How many magistrates decided to act upon
that anonymous letter ?—I think about five.
25,651. What did you decide to do in consequence
of that letter, or rather what did you decide to ab
stain from doing ; did you put off any public business?
—Yes; the circuit court was postponed ; by what
authority I do not know.
25,652. When would the circuit court have met 2
—The very next morning.
25,653. Were there many prisoners for trial 2–
We generally have about 18 or 20.
25,654. Were there any civil actions for trial?—Yes.

25,676. Not money claims ?—No ; except between
negro and negro.

25,655. You of course were not the parties autho

rized to postpone the circuit court —No.
25,656. What did the body of magistrates who had
this document before them resolve to do in conse

quence of it 2–We unanimously agreed that I should

25,677. Then the law of master and servant is

quite enough for Linstead —Yes.

25,678. (Mr. Payne.) Does not the absence of
claims on the part of the negro from their employers
arise from the want of confidence on the part of

the negroes in the tribunals that are to adjudicate
upon them —I don't believe that.

25,679. But it might be so, might it not?—I believe
they have every confidence in the magistrates there.

25,680. Are the magistrates, as in other districts,
chiefly planters, or are there any particular reasons
for confidence there 2–The majority of them are
planters.

25,681. Yet you think the people have confidence
in their decisions —They have.

proceed to Spanish Town, and ask his Excellency the

25,682. (Mr. Walcott.) Perhaps you will give your

Governor to give us 25 regular troops.
25,657. At Linstead —At Linstead.
25,658. And they came —We got them ; they
remained there two weeks and then they went away.
25,659. There was not the slightest indication of
any attempt 2–No; neither previously, during, nor
subsequently.
25,660. Do you attach much importance to anony

reason, from your knowledge of the people among

-

mous letters?—I do not.

I believe if I was threatened

whom you live, why the magistrates acted upon that
letter 2–It could only be the result of impressions,
from the character of the people, that they would, in
the event of anything coming into their parish and

exciting them, lose all control over themselves, and
might be induced to act with violence.

25,683. Is that your reason why you came to the
the

conclusion that it was necessary to apply for

individually by one I should tear it up and throw it presence of the military, in consequence of yºu!
away.

knowledge of the impressibility of the people's minds'

25,661. Is it a practice in this country —I don't
know whether it is a practice. There were three in
St. Thomas in the Vale, and generally found in one

—It was almost the unanimous opinion of the magiš

trates, that however much we had reason to believe

and place faith in the loyalty of the people, and their
love of order and peace, yet we were afraid, in the
25,662. Did it strike you that it might only be a event of anything like success elsewhere, they might

locality.
t

practical joke of some person who thought to frighten
you, as a humourous thing ; or did you think it was
really a serious notice —I never placed much faith
in its genuineness, I believed then, as now, if joke
it may be called, it was more of a joke ; that there

be carried away.
25,684. (Commission.) You thought prevention
-

better than cure ?—That was it.

-

25,685. (Mr. Payne.) That is from the impressible

was no intention in it.

nature of their character ?–Yes; they are an ex
citable people.

25,663. I mean such as an ignorant mind might
conceive would frighten a magistrate ; there not being

join other people they would not be able to resis''

25,686 (Commission.) You think the application."

the slighest foundation for an assumption that there
was any serious intention to disturb the peace —

—I fear not.

intended anything.
25,664. I want to know whether you attached any
real serious weight to the threats, or whether it was
a piece of mauvais pleasantrie 2–What meaning I

on
followingit the
day next
?–The
I heardingº
for the
not holding
day reason
was, because
that

-

25,687. (Mr. Walcott.) Are you aware that it wº
Quite so ; I believe those that wrote the letter never considered desirable not to hold the circuit cºurt
very letter the Judge was threatened; that was
reason I suspect the court was adjourned.

the

|

..

º
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but they came away. I think some may have come
to Spanish Town for two or three days; I came three

TWENTY

weeks afterwards and then I went home after two or

DAY.
H. Barrow,

a very large number of persons —Yes, always;

three days.
25,698. I am talking about the 17th of October;
did any men come away then 2–ſ cannot remember

persons who have nothing on earth to do with

at the moment, but I do not think so.

25,688. Would there have been greater danger if
there were a large collection of the people at the
Court House supposing anything had occurred in the
town 2–I should have feared the consequences.
25,689. At these Circuit Courts are there always
it.

25,690. (Commission.) Who was the going judge
of azzize on that occasion ?—Justice Cargill.
25,691. Nobody left the district I suppose to come
to Kingston 2–The ladies of the parish left ; I

brought my family ; but the gentlemen returned.
25,692. (Mr. Payne.) Has it not been reported
that this letter originated from some of the Volunteers :
—Yes; it was merely a matter of suggestion the next
morning, “I should not be surprised that it was
some Volunteer, who wants to keep in the service
because he has so much a day.”
25,693. (Commission.) You never found out who
was the author?—No.

25,694. Have any names been really suggested to

you of parties suspected of having written the letter
that produced so much serious alarm *—There have.
25,695. A single name 2—A single name was
suggested.
25,696. Suggested to you and the other magistrates?
—Yes, as the probable person.
25,697. Did any gentlemen come away besides the
parties you mentioned 2–Yes, I think some came
away; I can't say it was on account of the letters,

E: GHTH

Esq.
26 Feb. 1 866.

25,699. Linstead is a small place, is it not ?—It is
a small place. I don't think any of the respectable
inhabitants of the village left, for this reason : as the
officer in command of the troops stopped at my house
we had there what I might call all the leading
characters of the village : there was the officer in
command, Mr. Delgado, Dr. Cargill, Mr. Hall, and
nobody else that I know of.
25,700. They all staid –They all staid ; I saw
them every day.
25,701. Who put this paper into your hand 2–I
was requested to come up to the Court House imme

º

diately, as there was something of importance, and
this paper was shown to me by the clerk of the
magistrates, who said, “this was given me by Dr.
Cargill, will you read it and act upon it.”

25,702, Was Dr. Cargill present at the time 2–

-

Yes.

25,703. And was Mr. William Carr there 2–Yes.

25,704. He is a magistrate, I believe 2–Yes, he
does not live in the village ; he went down with me
for the troops, and returned that night.

Tho witness withdrew.

W. Carr, Esq.,

WILLIAM CARR, Esq., sworn and examined.
*

25,705. You are proprietor of the River's Dale and
New Hall Estate, I believe 2–Yes.

26,720. I suppose it is equally true that all the
buckra

were

excited 3–1

was

not

in

the

least

25,706. That is in St. Thomas in the Vale 2–Yes.

alarmed.

25,707. Are you also attorney for an estate in

26,721. Of course everybody in the parish was
talking about it *—I was appealed to, naturally,

St. Mary –Yes, Lambkin Hill Estate.
25,708. Are you also Justice of the Peace in
St. Thomas in the Vale —Yes.

hearing of the murders.
26,722. I mean it was the general conversation of

25,709. We hear you were one of the justices

everybody for the week after the news reached you ?

assembled on the 16th of October, for the purpose of

—I am rather inclined to think that the IRev. Mr.

considering an anonymous piece of paper that was

postponement of the Circuit Court which was to meet

Cork, a Baptist minister, near me, an excellent man,
was the first person that told me of it.
26,723. Then your people who work on your
estate mentioned to you that the negroes had been
killing the buckra people —They came up to me and
said, “Oh, massa, you see how they killing the

the next day ?—I did so ; I should say, I was not at

buckras in St. Thomas in the East.”

the early part of the meeting ; I came afterwards.
25,711. It was decided at that meeting to postpone

indicated anything like triumph :-Well, they shook

the Circuit Court 2–-Yes.

their heads ominously.

produced by Dr. Cargill —Yes.

25,710. And that you and your brother justices,
upon the production of that piece of paper, from
extreme caution, considered it right to suggest the

25,712. You knew, of course, the magistrates had
no power to postpone it —I was quite aware of

26,724. Did they say that in a manner which

27,725. Was it said smilingly or angrily –I don't
think they appeared to express any great regret or

that; it was a mere suggestion; we thought it would
he advisable not to have an assemblage of people

disapprobation.

next day considering the great excitement that there
"as in the country; perhaps, two or three men in a
"m shop might cause a serious disturbance and a riot

so ; I don't think they showed any great regret,
although many of the well-disposed people did so :
at least. many came to me and said, “We are very

afterwards.

sorry to hear it ; the Baron was a very good man.”
27,727. Are you speaking of the people among

23,713. Had you any police force in the parish –
small one ; I cannot exactly say the number.

*714. A dozen –Perhaps not as much as that.
*715. And a sergeant 3–Yes, Sergeant Davis

27,726. Was it more pride than regret 2—I think

whom you said there was excitement 2–The people
about my estate appeared to be very much excited on
hearing this.

Was there.

35,716. You had learnt nothing through any police
ºfficers of any assemblage or riotous proceedings on
* Part of the inhabitants of the parish *—No, I

ºr heard of any.

*717.
things
were
going
on that
as they
always
been, Then,
I suppose
2–I
may
state,
when
the

had

23,728. We, hear you not only postponed the
Circuit Court but sent for troops ? -Yes.

25,729. And you had 25 sent you ?—Yes, we had,
as a demonstration ; but I believe had the outbreak
spread beyond St. Thomas in the East, the contagion
would have extended to St. Thomas in the Vale also:

*** came of the outbreak in St. Thomas in the East,

Do you say that, from your knowledge of
ºple about my estate were very much excited. the25,730.
character of the negro population ?—I do firmly
*18. How did they manifest that excitement — believe so.
* ºf them said to me, “Oh, you see, massa, how 25,731. Was there any practical ground of alleged
º, kill buckra down there;” but I did not think dissatisfaction among your people —No, I think
"...hing very particular of it.
none, certainly not any that I know of; I think them
t

: 19. Did they leave off work —No, they never
* work, but they were very much excited

st

15589.

a well-disposed, peaceable people, but

Very suscep
persons,
3 S

tible of contagion; a few evil-disposed

i.

º
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the sake of plunder and wickedness, might have got
up a row, and it would have spread.

25,732. However, you had not the slightest indi
W. Carr, Esq. cation before, or since, of any ill-will towards you or
any one –No, I know of no ill-will.
-

26 Feb. 1866.

25,733. Do you think there was any combination
or conspiracy existing among them —Not in St.
Thomas in the Vale.

25,734. There was no communication between

them and the people in St. Thomas in the East 3–
I knew of none.

25,735. You saw nothing which looked as if the
people, before the news of the outbreak reached them,
were talking together, or meeting at night 7–Not in
St. Thomas in the Vale.

25,754. Are there any schools in your parish?—
There is a school at Mount Hermon up in my dis.
trict, and a school at IIeywood under the Rev.
Mr. Richards.

25,755. What schools are they —The Heywood
school is in connexion with the Church of England;
the school at Mount Hermon is in connexion with
the Baptist Church.
25,756. That is the London Mission ?—Yes, the
London Mission, not the Native.
25,757. You have none of the Native Mission
there 2–Thank God, I don’t think we have.

25,758. Are those schools you mention well at
tended ?–I believe so.

due in a great measure to the excellency of the
clergy, of all denominations, who are all admirable
men ; but the Baptists and others
25,737. The ministers you speak of labour among
their congregations –Yes, of course ; that is, after

25,759, Do the children pay anything for at
tendance 2—I think they do, but I don't know it of
my own knowledge.
25,760. I suppose you think that a more extensive
system of education in your part of the world would
be an advantage to the labouring classes —I think
it is always an advantage.
25,761. But if there was more facility given for
this purpose ; if there were a greater number of
schools for this population of 14,000?—I think that

all, but to a limited extent out of a large population,

would be better, certainly.

for there are about 14,000 in my parish, and a great
many are under no influence whatever.
25,738. No religious influence you mean *—No.

25,762. Do you think that anything approaching
to an obligatory system of education would be an
advantage or attended with sucess —I think it

25,736. I am talking of your parish of course?—
Not to my knowledge ; I think it is entirely owing to
the absence of political agitation that our parish is as

peaceable as it is, I may also say, that I think it is

25,739. Are they well-to-do people generally, the
population of that part —Yes, they are ; they are
perfectly independent of estates' labour.
The
labourers there are not dependent upon labour for
their support.

25,740. Then they combine property with labour *
Yes, they have grounds.

25,741. Are they hired grounds or their own 2–
Some are hired, a great many are their own ;

generally speaking, I think they are hired grounds—
they bought originally their plot of land, and then
they hire, and they can get good average land from
12s. to 16s. per acre a year. I have many tenants,
and they are totally unconnected with estates' matters;
for instance, we never deduct any money on account
of rent, or matters of that kind ; they are kept

might

25,763. Would it be a very popular thing amongst
them —I cannot say that.

25,764. You have not formed an opinion about it :
—No ; I think that they all ought to be made to pay.
25,765. But do you think they ought to be made
to attend school –If it could be so, I think it would

be an advantage, but it would be a difficult thing
perhaps to enforce attendance.
25,766. Do they generally, if an opportunity is
afforded them, manifest a desire in favour of their
children being educated —I think not.

25,767. Do you think they are indifferent about it?
—I think they are very indifferent about the education
of their children.

totally distinct ; even if they do labout on the estate,

25,768. And about their well being; do they let
them run about, or are they careful of them —Their

they have nothing whatever to do with paying for

clothing is very light.

the rent—it is not generaliy deducted.

25,769. But are they tidy or ragged —I think
the people generally up in my district are very well
dressed, but the labourers and people generally ºn

25,742. You do not stop it from the wages —No,
they pay it to the head man.

35,743. Do you find that your rents are fairly paid
up 7–Tolerably ; I think so generally.
25,744. Not much in arrear —There are some that
I have not seen for some time.

25,745. Has that been from poverty, do you think?
—Certainly not.

25,746. You think it arises from a disinclination
to pay?—Yes, I think so; they go to another
person's land and leave mine ; in fact, that is rather

working days have very light clothes; that is by
no means an indication that it is because they are
poor.

25,770. How many people do you employ on your
estate –I think on an average about 200 and over.

25,771. Do they live upon the estate generally, ºr

are they people that come from the neighbourhood?
—They come from within an easy distance; there

It is not exactly settling down ; it is this : they hire

are larger settlements near about me ; Jabour is very
precarious; I have the greatest difficulty at times, in
fact it is impossible, to have continuous field labour;
I should not be able to carry on my estate without

an acre or a piece of land, they work it, and then they

the aid of Coolies and Chinese.

leave it and go, about the time they ought to pay,

to another place, after taking everything from the

25,772. I suppose that arises from the prosperity
of the neighbourhood —I think, as I have said, they

ground.

are quite independent of estate labour, perfectly so;

a trick of master Quashie.

25,747. Do you mean to settle down on land 2–

25,748. They carry off the crop —Yes.
25,749. How are the holdings; are they yearly, or
how do you let them ?—Yearly ; but I don't think
that is generally the case, I must say, although many

no one comes to me for work; they are not ready to

go to work if it does not suit them.

25,773. Do you find the Coolies and Chinese

labour good?—£xcellent; I think the Chinese better
25,750. Then, except the instances you mention, than the Coolies ; they are most industrious people.
25,774.
Do you keep your Coolies in barracksº
you get your rents very fairly paid up without re Yes,
all in barracks; they are indentured Coolies.
of them do it.

sorting to distraining 2–I never distrain ; I never go
to court except in cases of larceny.

25,751. Is larceny very prevalent?—Petty larceny.
25,752. And robbing each other —Yes, they
complain very bitterly of their not being able to
reap what they sow.

25,753. You say that a great many people in your
parish are without any sort of religious influence or
instruction?—There are a great many.

25,775. Do you believe now that this anonymous
piece of paper was a practical joke —I never s”
the paper.
25,776. You only heard people talk of it 2–1 was
told of it by the clerk of the magistrates and the
other magistrates; I came in rather at the close of
the meeting, but I quite concurred in the policy o
posponing the circuit court. I also think I acted
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quite right in going down with Mr. Barrow about

general absence of burglary, and the more serious

EIGHTH
25,795. The satisfaction you think they evinced
DAY.
was by shaking their heads—they did not express it
in words?—They merely said what I have stated.
25,796. It is your impression, not formed upon any W. Carr, Esq.
basis, that there was satisfaction there 2–It was just 26 Feb. 1866.
as I tell you, from what they said, and from their
manner; they did not express any feeling of com
miseration for the persons who had been killed at that
particular time.
25,797. All the white people were in a great state
of excitement probably, were they not ?—I was not
in any alarm in my parish, not the least. I remained
in my residence without a soul; my wife and family
were in town. I did not send them away expressly,
they happened to have gone to town just before, but
I certainly should not have thought it advisable, from
the state of the country, that they should have been
there, we did not know what might have happened.

crimes 2–There is. Petty larceny is their principal
crime, more or less committed, and violent assaults

expressed satisfaction at what had occurred, might

committed on each other.

not that have arisen from the natural state of, I won't

the troops.

25,777. I am rather talking of the view you take,
not then, but now, whether you have reasonable

ground for supposing it was a practical joke –It
may have been, I don't really know as to that.
25,778. Have you had a name seriously mentioned

to you, to whom it has been attributed 2–No ; I live
five miles away from the village.
25,779. (Mr. Payne.) I think you said that petty
larceny is very common among the negroes?—As a
magistrate I have frequent cases of petty larceny
come before me.

25,780. Is that larceny from provision grounds?—
Amongst each other; they steal a good deal from each
other.

25,781. On the other hand, is there not a very

25,782. Is it not usual with you, as it is in other
parts of the island, to leave your houses quite open
at night unlocked and unbarred ?–From the style of
house in Jamaica naturally they are more or less
unprotected.

-

25,783. Are the front doors left open 2–In m
house they are all closed and locked; but I have dogs
who are a great protection to the house, and yet I
believe I have been robbed ; and certainly with
regard to all the poultry about the house, if it was
not for the dogs they would be all gone. It is a most

difficult thing to live out of your property, because
you cannot raise small stock.

25,784. Is it not the fact with respect to a great
many houses, they are left all night without any

fastening at all —I can only speak for myself; those
houses that I have been in I have always seen closed
and shut up both doors and windows, but I do not

i.

it would keep out an experienced London

et,

25,798. As to your impression that the people
say fear, but alarm that you all felt at the time 2—I
say I was not the least alarmed.
25,799. But don't you think the far was father to
the thought?—I do not know that these people had
intercourse with anybody else but myself just at that
particular time; they had heard of the outbreak at
St. Thomas in the East; I don't think they had time
to see anybody particularly but myself; they got into
groups and spoke all about and were very much
excited maturally; there was a little of triumph in it,

yet for all that I do not think they were ill-disposed
or bad, but I believe the contagion would have very
soon spread. I would also say, as far as my expe
rience goes in administering justice for fourteen years,
I think the people have every confidence in the

magistrates, although I am a magistrate myself; it is
very rarely that a case in which the magistrates
themselves are interested is ever brought before us.
I have been there fourteen years, and I have never

been sued by a labourer for the nonpayment of

25,785. Are not almost all the burglaries that have
been committed here, in fact almost all those offences,

wages.

traced to the Chinese who have come over ?—I am

—Very seldom for breach of contract, only for
larceny, in fact I never go to court.
25,801. Do the magistrates abstain from deciding

not prepared to say that from my knowledge of the

25,800. Have you ever had to bring your men up 2

Chinese, and it extends over some years ; they have
got a very undeservedly bad name.

cases affecting themselves 2–Mcst decidedly ; I have

25,786. (Commission.) How many Chinese have

never know a magistrate ask me to sit in a case in

you ?–20.

which he was concerned, and I swear I never asked a

25,787. Where do they come from ?—They have

been in the island for some years; they have been
with me for some years, and I have never known an
instance in which they have robbed or been taken
up for robbery in my district.

25,788. Are they good labourers ?—Most excellent
industrious people.

25,789. Are they married men —No, there are
no women amongst them, they are all men.

25,790. Do they marry – No, they do not marry
at all, strange to say ; and I think that their very

Peace and comfort is owing to the absence of women.
25,791. (Mr. Payne.) In speaking of the state of
the negroes in your parish, you say they are in a

Perfectly contented state —They are peaceable.
25,792. You have no reason to complain of them *

They are, I think, a well disposed people ; and I
think that has been entirely in consequence of the
absence of political agitation.
25,793. Do I understand you to say that these
*groes expressed satisfaction at the massacres and

butchery at Morant Bay ?–I cannot exactly say that

they did that ; they merely shook their heads omi
"ously, and said, “you see massa how nigger kill

buckra down the Bay.”
23,794. How many of them said that to you ?—A
gºod many of the people who were about the works
may say this, that I brought the
People together, and invariably read the accounts to
at the time.

I

them, and showed them how fearful was the retribu
* and how advisable it was that they should keep
Quiet and be well disposed.

magistrate to do so in mine, and I do not believe any
man would have the hardihood or impertinence to do
so ; from what I know of the magistrates in my

parish I think it is just the reverse; I believe they
are more particular when cases in which they them
selves, as agriculturists, are concerned, are brought
before them than they are in other cases.

25,802. (Commission.) I suppose it is naturally
and necessarily the case that matters they have to
adjudicate upon are matters more relating to questions
in which they themselves would have an interest
upon principle than any others?—I think not; it is

remarkable the absence of anything of the kind, when
you come to consider that perhaps there are not

more than 1,400 people working upon estates in the
parish and that there are some 14,000 inhabitants. I
think that speaks for itself how few must be the

cases that come before the magistrates in which they
are interested as a class; and it is really the case that
there are very few ; in fact my time as a magistrate
is entirely taken up with assaults committed amongst
themselves, and squabbles amongst themselves, petty
larceny and abusive language, and all that sort of
thing.
25,803. But questions between masters and servants
-

very rarely come before you ?—Very rarely indeed, it
is singularly rare.

25,804: Do you pay your people every week?—
Yes, retaining one week in hand.

25,805. That is there will be always one week in
arrear —Yes, because it is impossible to have the

books made up every Friday, they generally wish to
3 S 2
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be paid on the Friday; on Saturday they do not
work, it is market day, and it would be impossible to
make up our books satisfactorily so as to pay them

W. Carr, Esq. every week, and they used to be paid every two
weeks at their own request; whenever I did pay
-

26 Feb. 1866.
-------

25,821. An evil to those who are the owners of

great estates ?—Yes.
25,822. But suppose you were to turn yourselves into

the provision men —I do not think the people have

improved from their withdrawal from estates; they

have certainly grown what has sufficed for them
upon their own grounds, but from my knowledge of
25,806. Who pays them —The book-keeper or the them, and from my conversation with clergymen and
others best able to form a judgment on the subject,
deputy overseer.
25,807. Are you always ready, if asked for, to see they certainly have not improved.
25,823. Not the young people —The young people
them paid yourself?—Yes, it is my interest to see
them paid, because if they are not paid this week are growing up without the fear of God or man;
they would not come back next week, and I could they are under no control whatever.
not do without them.
25,824. Not of their parents —I do not think so,
or to a very limited extent; I am speaking of the
25,808. What is the average a man gets a week
—A woodcutter can earn easily enough from 3s. to mass : you invariably hear people speaking of their
4s. a day; field work is perhaps from 1s. to 1s. 6d. not being able to control the young.
or 2s. ; it altogether depends upon themselves; they
25,825. Have you noticed it yourself?—Yes, I
come out to work in the morning about 8 o'clock or have.
25,826. Amongst those whom you have to do with,
a little after ; we have rather a fog in the parish,
and they do not come out till nearly 9, and you never are the younger less moral or industrious than the
See anybody at work in the field after 1 o'clock ; it is older lot ?—Certainly, that is the case.
all done by task work.
25,827. You think the rising generation not so
25,809. And from 9 till I ?–Yes; they get over good as the departing one —Certainly not.
25,828. There is no personal influence in their
time of so many chains.
25,810. Then if they could finish at 10 it would be families —None whatever, as it appears to me; the
older people are the best, some of them are most
all the same *—Yes, decidedly.
25,811. At the end of the week what is the excellent people, and are to be depended upon ; they
average they generally earn ?–The field people earn have been under control.
25,829. (Mr. Payne.) Is it not a fact that St. Tho
perhaps 5s. or 6s., they very rarely exceed the shilling

them once a week a great many of them preferred to
be paid every two weeks.

a day, and some do not even get that, because they will

mas in the Vale enjoys the advantage of nearly all

not work for it; a cane-cutter could with great ease
earn a shilling by 12 o'clock, by cutting 16 chains.
25,812. How much do your Chinese and Coolies
earn ? — The Chinese earn more, they average
nearly 2s. a day, with the same rate of tasks as the

the proprietors of land being resident —Not all.
25,830. Nearly all the bulk of the population, like
yourself, are resident, are they mot ?—Yes, those that

Creoles.

25,813. And do it in the same time?—They work
more continuously during the day; they go to break
fast in the morning time, and then work till dinner
time, and after dinner they work up till about
5 o'clock.

25,814. Do the Chinese work on Saturday ?—Yes,
they work six days in the week.
25,815. Is it an old practice in Jamaica that of
not working on the Saturday ?—I found it so when I
came to the island ; I was perfectly a new man ; I
never owned a slave in my life, nor did any of any
relations.

25,816. Did they work on the Saturday during
slavery 3–I think the Saturday was always given up
to the people for their provision ground ; as far as I
can see by the books, they had two days in the week,
and they appeared to have grown as much provision
during those two days as to suffice for all their
wants, and they even had sufficient for sale. I have
heard that, from the old people themselves, that two
days used to be sufficient for them to grow as much
as would suffice them.

25,817. Would it be a good thing for your estate
suppose you had 200 labourers on regular pay con
tinuously and you fed them yourself and gave them
no provision ground —I think it would be an
excellent plan, but they would not do it.
25,818. Do you think they would not agree to it *
—I do not think the Creoles would agree do it.

25,819. You would be very glad of it I suppose 2
—Yes, I should be very glad if they would be

dependent on my capital ; but they are not, and that
would be the great difficulty in Jamaica with regard

have sugar estates.

I think there are about three

resident proprietors, not more, and they are con
nected with estates as attorneys or residents; but

Mr. Kincaid, Mr. McPhail, myself, and Mr. Mackie
(Sir Bryan Edwards' nephew) are the only resident
proprietors.
25,831. That influence would probably account for
the state of exception of prosperity which abounds
there 2–I do not think there is prosperity.
25,832. Is the state of St. Thomas in the Wale ex

ceptional 3–I speak of its peaceable disposition. I
think that is mainly owing to the absence of political
agitation.
25,833. And the good example that is set 2—Per
haps so. I am quite sure, notwithstanding the
presence of resident proprietors, if political agitators
were to come amongst them it would cause the worst

possible feeling, and we should be just as ball as in
St. Thomas in the East, and the same thing might
occur there.

25,834. (Commission.) Do not you think that
resident proprietors are a great discouragement to
political agitators —I think so ; I think if such a
man came amongst us we should tar and feather him.

25,835. (Mr. Payne.) You speak of the state of
the Church there, is not that a very exceptional
state; you say that the Clergy do their duty there
—I think they do, as far as they have come under
my notice; I speak now of my district, the Haywood
district, the Rev. Mr. Richards, the Church of Eng
land clergyman, is a most admirable excellent man :

he has a very large congregation, and I certainly
think his influence must be for good. The Baptist
minister is also a most excellent man, connected with
the London Mission, and both Mr. Hoole, who is not
now here, and also Mr. Clarke, who is here, must
certainly have influence for good.
-

to agriculture ; the negroes are not like those in
Barbadoes, they are not dependent upon estates for
their livelihood.

25,820. The difference between Barbadoes and

25,836. Is not that an exceptional state of things
with reference to the Church of England –I don't
think so at all with regard to the Church of England,
as far as has come under my knowledge.

-

Jamaica I take to be this : in Barbadoes you have a

25,837. The performance of their duties by the

large population, and in Jamaica a very scanty one *
—Yes, and they are not dependent upon labour from

Clergymen is what I am alluding to ?—I think they
perform their duties faithfully, but that is beyond my

estates; that is the great cause of our non-prosperity,
the want of population; no doubt, that is the root of

province.

all the evil; their very independence is an evil.

25,838. (Mr. Walcott.) Has the value of your
property increased or decreased since the late *

º
º
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break 2–I certainly think it has decreased very

slightest shame when they get with child, although

TWENTY.
EIGHTH

largely; I do not think any one would be prepared
to go and purchase property in the present state of

they are not married.
25,852. Has that been by different fathers at

the Island.

different times —I have known numbers of cases in W. Carr, Esq.

25,839. (Commission.) Did you purchase the pro
perty you have now 2–No, my father had advanced

which each child has a different father.

money largely to the owners of estates, just imme
diately after freedom, and he lost some 50,000l. I

or is that neglected — I think they are generally

came and took this estate to try and make it up as
well as I could; unfortunately the bill of 1846 utterly
ruined all those who were connected with estates.

25,840. And you saved this out of the wreck —
Yes.

25,841. How much have you under sugar cultiva
tion, do you reckon, at an average —I have perhaps
about 150 or 170 acres in cane.

25,842. Under steam machinery —Water power,
but I am putting up steam engines.
25,843. Is it sugar of fine quality ?–It is of a
grocery quality, not refining quality sugar, rather of
a better class, made in the ordinary process, not
refined.

25,844. For the transport of your sugar at St. Tho
mas, have you a good road –A very fair road
indeed.

It is about 11 miles from here.

25,845. Do you send it down by carts —In
waggons, but we are now draying it down.
25,846, Is it a good practice to send sugar in
hogsheads rather than in bags 2–1 do not think our
sugar is in a fit state to send in bags, it is not suffi
ciently dry, not refined at all ; it is not like it is in
the Mauritus, it undergoes a certain process for that;
it is sun dried.

25,847. I asked you about the morals and conduct
of the rising generation contrasted with that of their
parents, can you say anything about that ? — I think

25,853. Are children baptized when they are born,

---

25,854. (Mr. Walcott.) That is when they belong
to the Established Church 2–Yes.

25,855. What kind of feelings have parents to
wards their children, and, consequently, children
towards their parents —As I have mentioned, they
are under no control whatever ; they go away from
their parents as soon as they begin to do anything for
themselves; when they ought to be of use to their
parents for all they do in bringing them up, they
leave them and go away ; and as I said before, the
rising generation are growing up without the fear of
God or man; that is my conviction, from facts that
have been brought to my knowledge as a resident in
my parish.
25,856. Have you many old and destitute persons
about you ?—I never see any.
25,857. What becomes of them —I really don't
know, I never see any about ; I never see poverty in
the sense in which I have seen it in my own country,
Ireland.

25,858. You do not see old people roaming about
as beggars ?—No, not in St. Thomas in the Vale
certainly.

25,859. But there is a class of paupers who get
out-door relief, is there not ?–Yes, a considerable
number receive out-door relief.

25,849. Who looks after the produce; does the
father contribute —No ; the mother; there is no

bastardy law in this country.
25,850. Do not both parents contribute to the

for instance 2–Yes, I think so.
25,863. Are the churchwardens ex officio al

they are, as a class, very immoral, and I think as re

live promiscuously like a litter of puppies.

support of the children 2–No; I have frequent cases

fore me as a magistrate, both privately as well as
on the bench, in which constant complaints have

been made that nothing was done by the father of
the child.

25,851. It is all thrown on the woman 2–Yes;

and there appears not to be the slightest shame
attached to it.

Whether it is from old habits I don't

know; but certainly the scrvants do not think it the

26 Feb. 1866.

baptized.

25,860. (Commission.) Who is that administered
by ?—The Churchwardens and the Custos, in con
nexion with the clergyman.
25,861. Is all the parochial relief administered by
the agents of the Church of England *-I am not
prepared particularly to say that. I think whoever
applies for relief gets it indiscriminately, without the
least reference to their religious belief.
25,862. But the agents who administer the relief
belong to the Church of England,-the churchwardens,

gards marriage it is not looked upon as it ought to
be ; for instance, women live in concubinage, and
they do not appear to consider it the slightest harm.
25,848. When they do live in that state, are they
faithful to one man — I think not ; I think they

DAY.

moners ?—There is generally an almoner appointed.
25,864. Who appoints him?—The vestry.
25,865. Then he may be a dissenter º–Decidedly.
I wish to correct my last answer about the distribu
tion of parochial relief; it is given to the clergymen
of all denominations; in fact, seven or eight persons
get it to distribute amongst the poor throughout the
parish ; it is not exclusively confined to any par

º

ticular sect.

The witness withdrew.

JAMEs M ITCHELL GIBB, Esq., sworn and examined.

25,866. You are proprietor of the Hermitage in
the parish of Vere 2–I am.
25,857. Also of the Great Salt Ponds in St. Cathe
rine?–Yes.
-

J. M. Gibb,
Esq.

25,873. Then they are good people —Good orderly
people.
25,874. I suppose you have some labourers work
ing under you ?—Yes, some ; but I do not employ

25,868. Are you also a member for the parish of them extensively on my own account, merely in penn

º

Were, and a magistrate –Yes; I was the former for

keeping and so on; but I distribute funds throughout

only a very short period—a session and a half.
35,869. How many years have you lived in Vere *
—I completed my education in the course of 1825.

the whole district, and have done so for more than 20
years.

25,875. Is that for the remuneration of labour 2–

25,870. Have you been here ever since –Yes, Yes.
25,876. During that period have you found the
With the exception of a short absence.
#ºl. Then you have resided here for 40 years ? labourers moderately steady at their work —Very
- les,

23,872. With respect to the general well-being and
good feeling of the people around you in Vere, what
have you to tell us? -As regards that, I may say
that I have always found them very courteous and
*lectful; I never had an angry word from any one
of them.

fairly so, considering all the circumstances.
25,877. Before the month of October last, was

your attention personally drawn, or any notice
brought to you of any alteration of feeling among
the people —No, only after the meeting which Mr.
Gordon held at Were in September.

25,878. After that, did you yourself notice any
3 S 3
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change of feeling 2—There was a marked difference;
on some of the estates they ceased to labour for two
or three days.

J. M. Gilº, , 25,879. Was that an unusual thing ?— It was then ;
E.” they have generally been working from week to week.
25,880. Were those estates with which you had to

-

26 Feb. 1866. do —Yes ; estates that I supplied with money.
-

r

25,905. Then you have no ground for supposing, as
far
the parish orof conspiracy
Vere, was to
concerned,
anyaspreparation
join the there
peoplewasof
St. Thomas in the East *—Further than this gathering
at Vere that I heard of, that is not consistent with
my own knowledge; the Clerk of the Peace can tell

you, but I spoke to some of them whose names I

25,881. Can you name them –Perhaps that might
be invidious, but I was told so by the young gentle-

heard afterwards, had been enrolled amongst the
Volunteers, I spoke to many of them about it, even

the schoolmaster who was the means of prevent
ing others from joining; some said their names were
—No.
put down without their knowledge or permission, so
25,883. My question had regard to your own know- they told me.
ledge or personal observation—did you know of any
25,906. Did you speak to them as persons who had
change of feeling 2—No.
been drilling 2—Who had been drilled, they were
25,884. You only heard it from others ?—Yes, I people mixed up not in the drilling, in this Volunteer
was told by one of the black people there, a very movement.
intelligent person, that when Phillips was taken up in
23,907. When you addressed them as parties that
Were by the Volunteers, he was the means of prevent- you had heard had been drilling, did they say their
ing several persons armed with bludgeons going to names had been put down without their knowledge
the Alley, the general place of meeting, for the pur- and consent —Yes.
pose of rescuing him when he was taken up by the
25,908. Did they say anything of their actually
Volunteers.
attending drill ?—I did not hear anything about that,
25,885. Then, except that occasion in September, I only said that their names were on the list.
when there was a meeting, you say there has been
25,909. You had not heard that they had been
nothing to disturb the well-being and good conduct drilling –No.
of the people –I do not think so.
25,910. Do you consider his enrolment was for the
25,886. After that, you personally noticed nothing? purpose of defence against attack or for aggressive
men in charge.

25,882. You do not know it of your own knowledge?

-

-

—No, until this row took place in St. Thomas in the

purposes 2–I should think for aggressive purposes,

East; antecedent to that, no person could suspect
anything of the kind; I observed no difference at all
in their general demeanour.
25,887. Did you officially, as a Magistrate, through
the police or others, ever hear any runour or information about people collecting at night, or meeting or
drilling 2–No.
25,888. Nothing of the kind —I heard it through

25,911. What class of people were they that you
refer to ?—The labouring class.
35,912. Had they any arms among them —Not
that I was aware of; I do not think so, only sticks
and those long lances; they might have had those,
but that is not to my certain knowledge.
25,913. Were they labourers on any of the estates
that you had to do with ?—No, not in my own business

-

our clerk of the peace; he mentioned it to me.

at all.

º

25,889. Was that about drilling in Were 2–Yes.

25,914. Were they estates where you knew of any

º

discontent existing 2–No.

25,890. When was that ?–Since this.

25,891. I am talking of before October 2–Yes,
precisely.
25,892. Not that there are drillings going on now *
—No, immediately about that time.

25,915. With regard to the payment of wages or

arrears of taxes —No; they happened to be places I
do not pay.
25,916. Then you do not know 2–No.

25,893. Were they drillings of labourers or Volunteers ?—Black people, the labouring classes.

25,917. (Mr. Payne.) You have spoken of certain
lists of Volunteers alleged to be found, have you not

25,894. I am trying to keep your attention before

heard that those lists were made up at the request of

º

the police by Alexander Phillips ?—I do not know.

º
º

the riot at Morant Bay—before that nothing reached
you indicative of any preparation to use force 2—Not
at all.

25,895. Or any expression of discontent *—Not
at all, save this meeting in September, to which I
referred.

25896. Except that, there was nothing to interrupt

parties in their labours ?–No.
25,897. Then the Morant Bay row took place on
the II th of October 2—Yes,

-

25,918. And that they were taken down to be
sworn in 2–No.

Hi!.

º 3.
º

25,919. And that they were afterwards told they
would not be required ?–No, that is not at all con:
sistent with my knowledge, I know nothing of it, I
never heard it.

s|

25,920. Do you mean that you do not, or did not

* A

º

know anything about it 2–I do not know it, I never

º

heard of it.

º

-

25,921. Do you know that Alexander Phillips was
his trial for conspiracy º
25,899. After the news reached Vere of the Morant week at Kingston —No, I don't know it myself.

º

25,898. The news of that I suppose reached Were

one of those who toºk

the next day, or soon after 2—Soon after.

Bay riot, did you notice any change in the disposition
o

kº, lºw: laid hold of by the yº,

ery

ºne peop
ºoj, there? Weil, I don't know; some of
...
lists
. 23,992.
were put
Perhaps
in by yºu
th do not ?–No:
knºw that
I have
thº.
not seen
*

º
ºl

-

them seemed horror struck at the details. I don't
mix much with the people, for my rounds are in a
very limited area.
in or v.

'º's
Wºº Pº" " by the Crown
the evidence.
25,923. (Mr. JValcott.) Has the value of your pro:
>

erty increased

y increased or decreased since last October ?—
-

*

º
º

º,

26.900. I am only asking you º *...*. !. take 10s. in the pound for all I possess,
vation, extended as a magistrate - º d en to
25,924. Would you do so now —Most decidedly |
the Alley once or twice since, in my regular duties as
would, and I have some 12,000l. worth of land; I
a magistrate.
have no pleasure whatever in the possession of the
25,901. But you are not able to say one way or the properties simply on account of the peculiar nature of

º

other that there was any effect produced upon the

*

-

temper or conduct of the people 2–No.

my neighbourhood.

-

º,
º
º

º

25,925. (Commission.) Is there a difficulty.”

º

25,902. You say some expressed a horror Z-Yes, getting labour –No, that is abundant; it is the

º,

and myºf own
servants and
liberally
subscribed
towards
relief
the children
widows
of the sufferers.

the

25,903. You mean your domestic servants –Yes,
wassome
it asfrom
regards
labourers in
the25,904.
field How
– I got
themthetoo,
but very
limited, aperhaps
half a dozen; as far as that went it
showed
good feeling.

difficulty
in thefrom
returns.
25,926. inDoreaping
you mean
the purchasers in the
market 2—No, I cannot get into the market; it is "
-

use to cultivate, because I cannot reap.

25,927. Why is that ?—Because it is stolen from
me.25,928. What produce do you refer to ?—Twelve
Twel

º
tº

º
ººr
S$
**
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years ago

I planted 120 acres of cocoanuts, and I
think I got about one third out of it; it ought to have

25,930. Then do you attribute the loss of the
unprotected property rather to your own employed

TWENTY
EIGHTH
DAY.

given me something like from 800 to 1,000l. a year ;
by way of trial I put in last May 12 acres of plan

servants than to the pillaging nature of the people in
the neighbourhood —No, it is the peculiar predatory
tendency of all my neighbours; my neighbours are
principally black people.

J. M. Gibb,
Esq.

tains, the land itself is capable of giving me that
extent in cultivation even at 1s. as it is termed ; there
were 7,020 plants, and in 12 months, at the lowest
possible figure, I ought to have reaped that ; to
encourage my head man I told him I would give him
one bunch out of every four to take to market that
would give between 70 and 80 pounds the first year,
and after the first he would get either two or three
that would yield without any trouble whatever: I told
him I would try it as an experiment, if it did not
succeed, and if he allowed me to be plundered to the
extent I had been, I would abandon it, but I found it

25,931. Occupying land 2–No, they have their

26 Feb. 1866.
-

own settlements, labouring upon the estates. I have
had several brought to justice, and they have been
persons receiving 5s. or 6s. per week, so that it was
not for purposes of necessity.
25,932. And do you think that this sort of thing
has been on the increase of late years 2–I do
decidedly.
25,933. So that it is not possible to protect pro

perty —No ; I suppose the parish of Vere does not

useless.

29,929. Would it not be worth your while to have
a watchman or two 2–1 have three or four.

I will

give you an instance: When I was in attendance at
the House here, my own body servant, rather a light
fingered individual, carried on a systematic attack
upon me, and on Friday week last one of the negro

pay less than from 1,200 to 1,400 a year for the
private watchmen throughout the estates.
25,934. Do you think the watchmen are faithful ?—
I think not, it is a forlorn hope altogether. If the
same money was expended under the influence of the
Government it would be a source of great protec

lads came to me, and took me into the outhouse, and

tion, it would be beneficial to all, it would benefit the

there was the fruit that he had been thieving, all
ready to be removed to his residence when he went
home in the evening : I, of course threatened daggers
to him; he asked me for forgiveness as he was an old
servant, I said that was the very reason he should
have protected his master's interest; but I said, “if
“you really wish to be forgiven go to the rector or
“ some person of respectability to speak for you.”

labourer himself. As it is they frequently come and
say, “Massa, I went to my ground, and they have
pulled up all the cassava and corn.”
25,935. They pillage each other as well as they pil
lage you ?–Yes; it is bringing on a general pauperism
among them, from that defect in the social character
of the people ; that is their peculiar characteristic,
they cannot resist temptation.

In the meantime I had sent the necessary evidence to

25,936. (Mr. Phillippo.) Did any minister of any

the clerk of the peace; that was merely to frighten
him. I left it with him till next Saturday when I

denomination attend the meeting at Vere *--I was
not present and do not know. I don't think there
was any : speaking from hearsay I can gay there was
not. I am glad to say there was no minister of any

promised him forgiveness; that was my own body
servant receiving 6s. a week, and when he moves
from home he has one half of that in addition.

That

denomination there.

is the encouraging process that goes on in Jamaica.
The witness withdrew.

GILBERT SHAw, Esquire, sworn and examined.
G. Shaw, Esq.

25.937. You are the clerk of the peace for the
parish of Vere 2–1 am.

25,938. How long have you held that office —
Abºut 18 years.
25,939. Before the month of October was your
attention at all drawn to the state of the people in
the parish of Vere :--It was with reference to the

upon the estates, and a good many of them came to

me for work on my little place, and I employed them
to keep my pasture, and do that kind of work up to
the date of Mr. Gordon's meeting. Immediately after
that meeting I wished very much to obtain a larger
gang of 40 or 50 people for the purpose of clearing
out land to plant guinea corn, but after Mr. Gordon's

meeting Mr. Gordon held there.

meeting I could not get anybody to work anyhow,

yº. That was held

which I thought rather remarkable, for up to that
time I had had no difficulty.
25,951. For how long did this difficulty in getting

in September, I believe —

es.

25,941. At the Alley?–At the Alley.
25,942. Before that meeting had the state and
condition of the people been peaceable, quiet, and
respectful ?—Very much so.
25,943. There was nothing to attract your atten
tion?–Nothing at all to attract my attention, and I
-

an very much among the people.

25,944. I mean as distinguished from any other
period during which you had lived there —I observed
no difference in the people up to that time.
20,945. Then there was this meeting —Yes.

25,946. That related, if the report be true, to the
Wages of the labouring class — So I understand.
25,947. After that meeting in September, were you
attracted by any change in the temper and disposition
º people —I understood that they talked a good

f

€al,

25,948. Did you hear them 2–I did not hear them
myself.

25,949. Within the circle of your own personal

people last —I did not get any afterwards.
25,952. Not any at all —Not half a dozen people;
the season passed over, and I lost the opportunity of
getting corn at all.
25,953. How many had you got before this meet
ing —About 20 or 25.
25,934. And you only could get six afterwards 2–
Five or six.

-

25,955. Was that the only alteration in conduct

you observed — I observed no other particular
alteration.

25,956. They abandoned their labour –As far as

I was concerned they did ; but I may say when they
can get work on the estates they will not work upon
any other property.
25,957. Well, that went on until October, then

came the news of what happened at Morant Bay ?—
Yes.

25,958. At that time did you notice yourself the

"servation was there any alteration in their mode of effect produced by the news —I did. I was very
"onduct and behaviour —There was.

much about at the time.

25,950. That you yourself could notice, not anything
that other people came to tell you ?—I have a small

25,959. What did you notice —I observed that
the people were very gloomy and very sulky looking,

Prºperty in Vere, and I may as well mention that up

in appearance.

25,960. How soon did you notice that, after the
tº that time the drought had been very severe, and
there was not much work obtained by the people arrival of the news 2—Immediately after.
3 S 4
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25,961. About the 14th of October 2—I think I

first had a messenger from town on Friday morning,

25,982. Commenting on the present state of feeling
in Vere 2–Yes.

and he told me there was a rebellion at St. Thomas

25,288. Is there any disturbed state of feeling

in the East, and that Baron Ketelhodt's head was
G. Shaw, Esq. taken off and stuck on a pole. I did not believe it at

there 2–I can only speak from what I have heará

the time ; however, the man spoke so very confi
dently about it that I began to fear there might be
something in it, but I did not believe it was to the
extent he mentioned. Next day, however, some
persons came from town and told me the thing was

25,984. Tell us what you have observed yourself,
not what others have told you. Have you yourself
observed any alteration of manner up to the present

true, that there had been an outbreak.
25,962. After the news was established to be true,

negroes are again becoming excited, owing to the
views expressed by so large a portion of the English

did you notice its effect upon the people : you say
they were gloomy —Yes. I usually had to go some
five miles to my office three or four times a week,
and in going along the road I used to meet a lot of
persons, and they were always very polite and civil
to me; they would say “Good morning, massa,” and
bow or recognise me in some way. After that they

press ; they say “the Governor is to be sent home,"
and so on. Upon what belief was that founded; from
what other people told you ?—Yes; the truth of

never did so, until we had troops in the parish.

expressions of that sort before me.

from other persons.

moment?–No.

25,985. You say, I believe, that at this moment the

which I had reason to believe.

25,986. But you mix much among the people, quite
as much as others who would tell you, do you not ?—
I mix among the people, but they would not use

25,963. How long did that last —I forget when
25,987. They would probably if their minds were
the troops came, but I think it was about a couple of likely to entertain hostile views —Those are ex
weeks after.
pressions which they used in their villages, where I
25,964. As long as that, was it 2—I think so.
very seldom go.
25,965. Then did the troops improve their manners?
25,988. What class of persons were they that told
—Very much so. During the time I have mentioned, you of this –Persons to whom I have already
-

up to the time the troops came, I think, there were

only three persons in my neighbourhood, a man by

referred.

25,989. Who are they 2—For instance, James

the name of Sheldon, Alexander Petrie, and James

Smith.

Smith, who came to me to express their concern for
what had happened.
25,966. Were they labourers?—No ; above the class

25,990. What station of life were they in 7–Shop
keepers.
25,991. Were they persons who would have an
opportunity of knowing 2–Decidedly. One of them

of labourers.

-

25,967. Small proprictors ?— Small proprietors;
Sheldon, particularly, is a small proprietor; a black
man and a very decent man. They came and ex
pressed concern and detestation of what they heard
had occurred, and that they would stand by buckra,
and all that sort of thing; but nobody else did, until
a detachment of the 1st. West, I think it was, and

some pensioners, were sent by General O'Connor,
and as soon as they landed we had heaps of people
come in to tell us they had faith in buckra.
25,968. Were
landed at Vere 2–They were
landed in Carlisle Bay, and immediately the people

".

came to me, he was a Volunteer, and he said he

wished to retire, as he was not in very good health;
that circumstances had altered a good deal lately, and
he wished to be relieved from Volunteer duty.
25,992. That was only the effect produced upon
one man's conduct and character 2—That man said,
that in consequence of what he heard other persons

say of the feeling amongst them, that he would not
retire frou the Volunteers; that he would hold his

position still.
25,993. (Suggested by Mr Phillippo.) Have you

had an opportunity of noticing the influence which

were desirous of being sworn in as volunteers or

the ministers of different denominations have had

special constables.
25,969. After the troops came they altered their
manner back again to the old style 2–Yes.
25,970. And you say that lasted about a fortnight 2

upon your parish 7–Yes; I believe the ministers of
religion, of all denominations, in the parish, endeavour
to do what is right and proper.
25,994. Do you think they are successful to any
degree ?—I must state this : That it has been re
marked that for many months back, say for the last
12 months, the churches and chapels of all denomina
tions in the parish of Were have been nearly empty,

—Yes.

25,971. Except this bearing that you notice, was
there anything said which was indicative of their
temper or their intention ?—They said nothing to me.
25,972. And you heard nothing said to others ?—

instead of being filled with people, as they used to be
previous to that time.

No.

25,973. No threats —None to me.

25,974. And no meetings at night that you heard,

If you go to the parish

church you will find no more than 50 to 60 persons,
and at the chapel I attend myself at Portland you
will not see more than that.

or was informed of 2–I was not informed of any.

25,975. No threatening letters ?—No threatening
letters.

25,976. Then there was no change whatever in the
conduct and the behaviour of the people, save that
they ceased to be quite as civil as they used to be

-

25,995. Since when has that change of feeling
taken place —Within the last 12 months. The
people are now beginning to go back.

25,996. Then it began about this time last year?—
Yes.

25,997. They neglected their attendance at churches

formerly 2—Yes.

25,977. They did not wish you good morning, or and chapels —Yes. I do not go to the Baptist Ot
Wesleyans, but I have been told by the ministers
seemed pleased to see you ?—No.
25,978. That was the only alteration in their temper that very few attend to what used to, and I know it
is the fact with respect to the Established Church.
that you observed 2–That was all I observed.
25,998. Can you assign any reason for that –1
25,979. And Were is perfectly quiet now *—It is
cannot.
quite quiet just now.
25,999. Has it been since the drought —I should
25,980. Until the moment when the news from
Morant Bay reached you, had you or any of your say that the drought would induce them to go ; but
?
neighbours had the slightest intimation of any vio on most days they never go to church.
26,000. You say the attendance is improving now
lence likely to be used ?–There was so little appre
hension that anything of the sort was likely to break —It is beginning to improve now.
out that I am justified in saying that we had not four
26,001. (Mr. Walcott.) I suppose it may arise
owners of powder in the parish. I name that, merely from mere physical eauses, to some extent; the ri"
come down there in wet weather, don't they –Yes;
to show that we had no apprehension.
25,981. I see you wrote a letter to the Custos, and the roads are very bad.
-

-

-

Mr. McKinnon 2–Yes.

26,002. Were the people during the drought in *

s
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less prosperous condition, as far as clothing went, and

church or chapel with any growing spirit of discon

the means of going to church in a decent way ?–I do

tent —I did not.

not suppose they were; I do not see any reason for
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26,005. And it did not manifest itself in that way ?

that.

—I could not account for it at all.

26,003. Do you think that would operate in this
way, that the drought threw them out of employ

26,006. You do not think the drought had anything
to do with the irritable feeling that there was 2–No;

ment, so that they had not the ordinary means of
dressing —I dare say they did not gain so much
during the drought as on ordinary occasions.
26,004. You did not connect their absence from

I think the irritable feeling was got up at Gordon's
meeting ; I believe the people were perfectly loyal.
26,007. Do you mean the meeting at Vere —Yes;

J.S. Shaw, Esq.
26 Feb, 1866.

at the Alley.

The witness withdrew.

John SAMUEL BRow N, Esquire, sworn, and examined.
26,008. You are the senior magistrate of Kingston, character of the people *—Yes, from their impulsive
I believe 2–I am.
character generally.
26,009. You have been a magistrate of Kingston
26,031. That they would follow a bad example as
well as a good one *—Yes.
for 30 years —For 30 years and upwards.
26,032. Although there was no reason for com
26,010. Were you present at the council of war on
the 13th of October 2—I was not present. The custos plaint *—Very likely.
was in the island at the time, and I have no doubt
26,033. Were you aware of any existing ground
he attended ; as senior magistrate, I am now acting of grievance of a public nature ?—Not in Kingston.
3S CustoS.
26,034. Was there anything in the administration
26,011. Were you aware of a meeting which took of the summary jurisdiction of justice —I believe
place at Kingston shortly before then —I saw the the summary jurisdiction in Kingston is very good ;
advertisement of the meeting ; I did not attend it.
I have heard that in the country parts it is not.
26,012. Then you do not know what passed there 2
26,035. Have you a good general knowledge of
—Except from what I read in the newspapers.
what is going on in Kingston —Yes, I have.
26,013. Prior to the 12th of October, did you
26,036. Have you good information generally
notice anything in the manner and conduct of the speaking as a magistrate —Yes.
26,037. And up to the 12th October, there was
population of Kingston to give uneasiness —Not
prior to that.
nothing to disturb the public quiet or the public
26,014. All things were as they generally had been, contentment —Not to my knowledge.
26,038. Either in the administration of justice or
were they 3–Yes, all things were so.
26,015. Then in the capacity of senior magistrate in any other public matter —No.
26,039. Are the people of Kingston generally speak
nothing reached you of anything of a distinct alarming
nature ?—No ; any communication at that time would ing a well-behaved population ?—Generally speaking
there is a good deal of idleness among them, but
go to the custos, he being then in the island.
26,016. But you being a magistrate might hear of generally speaking they are very good people, if they
it
although it would not come to you direct? are not tampered with or led astray.
--IN 0,
26,040. Do you mean from your knowledge of the
26,017. Then noticing nothing prior to that, and people in Kingston, although there was not any real
no information officially reaching you, when was it ground of complaint, they would begin a rebellion
that any change took place with regard to public simply to obey the orders of persons who would

Jºlº,

feeling amongst the inhabitants of Kingston —At

mislead them —I think there are a number of mis

the time of the rebellion; after the intelligence reached
Kingston.

chievous persons there, as you will find in all cities.
26,041. Beyond that there was nothing in Kingston?
—Beyond that there was nothing.
26,042. (Mr. Payne.) Do you know that the
meeting in Kingston was called by requisition to
the Hon. Edward Jordon, Mayor of Kingston —

26,018. That I suppose excited all classes 2–It
created excitement in all classes.

yºu. And

everybody was talking about it 2–

es.

26,020. And everybody was in alarm –All were
alarmed.

26,021. High and low, as far as you were able to
judge —As far as I was able to judge.
26,022. Nobody attempted anything there in the
shape of violence?—No.
26,023. No violence was displayed towards anybody

I heard that it was ; I do not recollect at this time

how it was signed, but I heard last week that it was
regularly called by the Mayor.
26,043. Do you know that the Hon. Edward Jordon
would have been present at that meeting, but for
-

illness, and that he expressed his regret at not being
able to attend ?–No, I am not aware of that.

I did

at Kingston —Not to my knowledge.
, 26,024. Nor were there any preparations or drill

not attend.

ings?—I heard about Volunteers drilling with wooden

are they more impulsive than the white or coloured
population in this hot climate —In matters of that
kind I think they are.

Swords.

26,025. Personally you know nothing about it 2–
0

26,044. You speak of the negroes being impulsive ;

ºached you after the outbreak at Morant Bay —

26,045. Was there not as much panic shown
amongst the white population as was shown amongst
the black, however impulsive they may be 2–I do
not know that the word panic would exactly describe
what you mean ; all of course were excited, some

26,026. You saw nothing and had no official

knowledge ?—None whatever.

-

26,027. And the intelligence of these drillings
Yes, I think so. I will not be certain about the date ;

from fear.

but I have no doubt the rebellion would have spread
fºr and wide if it had been successful in St. Thomas

all more excited than the whites ? Do not you think

in the East.

that the whites showed just as much excitement as

26,046. But do you think that the blacks were at

26,028. Have you any special reason for that the blacks 7–I do not think so, because being better
ºnviction, that it would spread any more than would informed they could regulate themselves better.
*ttach to every rebellion ?—On account of the people
impulsive and easily led either for good

*
Or evil.

26,047. Did they regulate themselves better ?—
Yes, certainly.

26,948. (Commission.) Do you think them equally

*6,029. You had no special knowledge as a magis

* that would lead you to form that opinion —No,
nothing special.

credulous with the black population ?–No, certainly
not.

26,049. Nor so easily misled?—No, having the

26,030. Merely from your knowledge of the advantage of education that would not be the case.
15589.

The witness withdrew.
3 T

J. S. Brown,
Esq.
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DANIEL CALLAGHAN, Esquire, sworn, and examined.

Nº.
DAY.

26,077. How long did this alteration as to their

26,050. You are a proprietor of an estate, are you
not 7–Yes

D. Callaghan,
Esq.
26 Feb. 1866.

turning out late and so on continue —It went on to
the time of the outbreak in St. Thomas in the East.

26,051. Where is it?–In the parish of Vere.
26,052. You are attorney for some other estates

26,078. Except in those particulars that you have

there, I think?—Yes.

instanced, did anything fall under your observation
26,053. How many —Six or seven.
with regard to their attempt to disturb the public
26,054. Have you some considerable knowledge of peace —No ; they went along just the same.
26,079. There was no alarm in Were 2–No alarm.
the state of the population in Were from superin
tending so many estates ?—Yes.
26,080. Then came the news from Morant Bay?—
26,055. Have you lived in Were 40 years —Yes; Yes, of the insurrection.
more than that.
26,081. Did that alter their conduct in any way?
26,056. From your knowledge of the people, what —Did not it ! Considerably.
26,082. Can you specify how —I believe only one
would you say as to their temper and conduct during
last year before the month of October?—Very good ; man spoke it openly in the crowd.
26,083. Did you hear that ?—No, I did not hear it.
it was very good up to the time that Mr. Underhill's
26,084. Just tell us what you saw or heard your
letter was published.
26,057. When did you first hear of that ?—Some self that makes you say, “Did not it alter it,” mean
time in August or September. I don't know the ing that it did; what alteration did you see?—The
alteration I saw in them, as I told you before, was
date exactly.
26,058. After you say it was published, was there that they did not work steadily.
26,085. We are talking about the alteration that
a meeting held about it —There was a meeting held
sometime after, but not by the parties that published was brought about by the additional state of things
the letter, in the chapels and places; it was read out in Morant Bay ?—As I have told you.
in the Baptist chapels.
26,086. You say they looked glum ?—Yes.
26,087. Anything else —They thought, I suppose,
26,059. After that a meeting was held —After
that a meeting was held by Dr. Bruce and George they did not get their rights.
26,088. Was there any change between their style
William Gordon, at the Alley.
26,060. That was held in September, was it not ? before, and their style after the news from Morant
Bay ?—No ; it was much the same.
—Yes, in the early part of September.
26,089. Then that made no alteration ?–No.
26,061. Were you there 2–No.
26,090. I thought you said it did —No.
26,062. Did that meeting produce any substantial
26,091. Then nothing occurred except that they
or permanent alteration in the temper or conduct of
the people —Not a great deal, but they were very were not so cheerful in their manner as they had
sour and very sulky, and did not care whether they been 2–Nothing that I know occurred ; no murders,
26,092. At any rate, whatever this one man did say,
worked or not ; they would turn out late to try and
annoy the planters. We knew what had happened, it was only said by one man —That was all.
26,093. I mean that there were not other persons
and of course we took things very easy; we had not
who repeated it or joined him —No; but it spread
a great deal of work to do at that time.
26,063. Up to that time they had continued to amongst the other people.
26,094. But you saw no alteration in the conduct
work steadily as before ?—Yes,
26,064. After that you say they turned out late * of your men in consequence of what this one man
They turned out late in the morning, and knocked off said 2–No.
-

-

soon in the day.

26,065. Was that the only effect you noticed of

your own knowledge upon the people —That and
being sour and sulky.
26,066. How did they manifest that disposition ?—
They looked very glum.
26,067. You mean they altered their expressions
of face -- Yes; and formerly when you passed they
would always say, “How do you do, massa,” but they
left that off.

26,068. Did that at the time strike you at all, or
have you only thought of it since more important

26,095. Do they talk and gossip a good deal about
there –A good deal, of course; they do that in their
own places.

-

26,096. Gossip is a favourite thing amongst them,
is it not ?—Yes.

26,097. Vere is perfectly quiet now, I suppose –
Perfectly quiet.

26,098. (Mr. Walcott.) Was the person you speak
of one Benjamin Murray ?–Yes.

26,099. To you know what became of him —He
was sent to Morant Bay, and report says he was shot.
26, 100. (Commission.) How many men do you

events have occurred 2–No ; it struck me at the

employ at your estates ?—A great many : 150 on

time that it was the result of the meeting that was
held at the Alley.

some, 200 on others, 120 and 100 on smaller ones,

26,069. How many people did you notice that of?
—A good many.
26,070. Did you notice it with respect to all the
labourers you had to do with ?—Not exactly all; some
are very good people.
26,071. How many do you think it affected of those

you had to deal with ?–Really I could not tell you.

26,101. How many do you think you employ alto
gether ?—About 1,000, or more than that.

26,102. Do you find any difficulty in getting labour?
—No.

26, 103. None –No.

26,104. What can a man earn upon the estates you

own, or for which you are attorney —Of course it
Warles,

26,072. Was it half the number you had to deal
with ?—Perhaps 400 or 500.

26,073. The fashion of their countenance was

26,105. Take one of the best skilled men —Nine

and ten shillings. Those are the labourers; the head

changed; they no longer were so civil ?—They never
bid you good morning as they were in the habit of

men, of course, can work for more.

doing.

a-week —Yes; that is, from 6 or 7 o'clock in the
morning till 12 in the middle of the day; after that

26,074. That was left off?—Yes.
26,075. Do you mean that their demeanour and

expression of face towards you really impressed you
with a notion that they were angry with you and dis
satisfied ?–Not angry with me, but angry with the
generality, I believe.
26,076. It was manifested chiefly by dropping the
salutations in the mornings?—Yes, it was ; but they
were told at that meeting —.

26,106. A labourer, you say, can get 9s, or 10.
they of course knock off.

-

26,107. Then they can get 1s. a day by working
from 6 o'clock till 12 —Easily; and they could earn

another shilling if they would work till 4. We tried
to persuade them to go home and get some beef, and
come back and earn another shilling, but their answer
is, “No, we have got enough.”

26,108. It is all task work, I suppose –Yes.
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26,109. When do you pay them —On Friday
evening.

26,110. Is that for the current week, or the week
before ?—For the current week ; the pay-bill is made
out up to Saturday or Friday afternoon; if any work

on the Saturday of course that is included.
26,111. You say you pay them on Friday ?—That
is out of crop ; in crop, of course, we cannot get the
book ready always in proper time to pay them.
26,112. Have there been many appeals to magis
trates for nonpayment of wages, or anything of that
sort 2–Not that I am aware of; I believe less so than

º

26,126. And they do not belong to anybody con
nected with the estates ?—No.

in any other part of the Island. I do not recollect
ever being summoned in my estates, or anybody on
the estates, for nonpayment.
26,113. Except in crop time, are you ever in arrear
with the wages —We are never in arrear even in
crop time.
26,114. Then do you pay up weekly —We pay up

TWENTY
EIGHTH
DAY.

26, 127. You have no shops connected with the
estates ?–No.

D. Callagham,

26, 128. The people buy wherever they please ?—
Wherever they please ; they generally go to King

Esq.
26 Feb. 1866.

ston.

26,129. Have you schools on these estates ?—No.
There are plenty of schools in the parish, I dare say
half-a-dozen, but they will not go there unless you
pay them.
26, 130. How much do they pay at the different
schools —I don't know ; they are supported by some
old grant; they are charity schools.
26,131. (Mr. Walcott.) Have the properties for
which you are concerned decreased or increased in
value *—Of course they have deteriorated ; they are
not paying half the money now that they did before
the rebellion.

26,132. (Commission.) Do you mean they have

our men.

26,115. I suppose if a man's work is not well done
he has stoppages —Yes; and the work is handed
over to another party who will do it.
26,116. Do the people live upon the property 2–
No; they live upon their own property in a village
close by, and some are strangers coming from different
arts.

26,117. Do you think your estates produce as much
as they did 20 years ago, or are as well cultivated 2
—Well, I believe they do.
26,118. Taking one year with another ?—Taking
one year with another; and the estates upon which
we have got coolies are in a flourishing state.
26,119. (Commission.) Is the labour of coolies

better than negro labour –It is continuous.
26,120. How many coolies have you employed on
your different estates ?–About 300 or 400 in Vere.

26,121. Would you like to have more if you could
get them?—As soon as things are settled I shall
apply for 50 for every estate I have got ; then I can

have my canes cleaned in a proper manner.
26,122. Do you provide them with houses 2–Yes.
26,123. Do you feed the coolies —No ; we pay

them ls. a-day.
26,124. And they find their own rations —Yes.
26,125. Have you any shops upon the estates ?—

Not upon the estates ; they are all about the village.

fallen to that extent in four months time 2—De

cidedly ; no man in his senses would buy an estate
now.

26, 133. Probably four months hence they may
regain their value –Yes, they may do so.
26, 134. To what do you attribute this depression ?
—To the unsteadiness of matters in the country.
26, 135. When things are more steady you may get
up to your own price —Perhaps so; but if any man
would give me 10s. in the pound I would gladly sell
out.

26,136. (Mr. Phillippo.) You speak of Doctor
Underhill's letter being read at a Baptist chapel; did
you hear it read —No, I did not hear it.
26,137. (Mr. Walcott.) Have the Wesleyan de
nomination any school in Vere 2–Yes.
26, 138. Do you know a Mr. De Cassares, the school
master —I think there was a man of that name ; but

he ran away, he got so frightened ; and the school
was shut up.

26, 139. When did he run away ?—I suppose since
the rebellion, or insurrection, or riot, as they call it.
26, 140. There was no threatening in Vere, was

there 2–He was in the bush; perhaps he might have
heard more there than we did.

26, 141. There had been no attempt to offer
violence anywhere in Vere 2–No.
26,142. No mobs or meetings —No.

The witness withdrew.

The Hon. FRANCIS Low E, sworn, and examined.
26,143. You are the Custos of Clarendon 2–Yes.

26,144. Are you a proprietor of several penns?—

I am a considerable freehold proprietor.
d

26,145. Where are your properties 2–In Claren

0n.

26,146. Have you lived there 34 years ?—Yes.

26,147. At Clarendon was anything done to mani

fest the temper of the people before October last,
their ill will or discontent with the authorities —

Hon. F. Lowe.

26,156. After that you heard of the news of what
had happened at Morant Bay ?—I heard it on the
Friday night, and it was generally known in the

upper districts of the parish on the following morn
1ng.

26,157. Subsequent to that intelligence reaching
Clarendon, was an attempt made upon the Court
house º–It was.

26,158. What was the attempt – The attempt
was to burn the Court-house.

No nothing of the kind.
26,148. Had anything reached you as custos ?–
Clarendon has generally been considered a very quiet
and orderly parish.
26,149. And was so up to October last —Yes.
26,150. No alarm had reached you, as custos, up to

fore it was impossible to determine upon what day

that time 2–No.

the attempt had been made.

26, 159. How was that attempted –Combustibles

were introduced through a shutter in the Vestry
office; there is a hole in the shutter; the office was

closed from Tuesday to Saturday morning, and there.

26,151. No meetings nor drillings, or attempt to

26, 160. Was it found when the Court-house was

display discontent —There had been an Underhill

opened on the Saturday ?—Yes, it was.
26,161. Was your attention called to the materialsº
—My attention was called to it ; I was sent for ; and
went down in the afternoon; the materials had been
collected by the inspector of police.
26,162. What were they –Matches, a few rem

meeting.

26,152. That was a public meeting —Yes.
26,153. But there were no meetings of persons in

the evening to encourage the exercise of force –
No: nothing of the sort.

26,154. There had been an Underhill meeting to

discuss things in general about the state of the

nants of burnt, rags, and the place was very much
saturated with kreosene oil.

Island?—Yes; about May.

26, 163. Where were those matches and rags de
26,155. Did this break up like all other public posited 7–Immediately under the shutter.
26,164. Could you judge whether they had been
meetings, peaceably –Quite so, I believe.
3 T 2
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introduced from outside or deposited from inside —
Outside, undoubtedly.

part had been left open 7–The upper part of the
sash had.

-

DAY.

Hon. F. Loire.
26 Feb. 1S66.

26,165. What were the signs of that ?—The signs
were these : There was no access to the Westry office
except through this aperture in the shutter.
26,166. Except from within of course ?—Yes.
26,167. Could not people get inside f—The marks

26,193. And the lower part had been opened
during the Saturday ?—I am afraid I don't make
myself understood. The upper part is let down, and
the shutters are closed from the inside, but as there

of the kreosene were traced down the sashes and the

are two round holes in each shutter, there is nothing
to prevent material being thrown in from outside,

window sill, and the window sill itself was thoroughly

through.

saturated with it.

26,194. Then when the officer came in the morning

26, 168. Outside or inside 2–Inside.

he opened the shutters. Did he open the windows

26,169. Might that not have been done by a person also 7–Yes.
from within Ż–No, I think not.
26,195. It was not noticed at the time, you say?—
26,170. Why not ?—Because a person attempting, No; he has rather a defective sight; but a great
to fire the building from the inside would not have number of gentlemen had been in and out; only one
put the kreosene oil where it was not required ; the

or two had observed it.

combustibles were found on the ground, and the
window sill was nearly as high as these window sills,
and that was thoroughly saturated.

26,196. Did the place smell of fire ?—It did not at
the time I went there ; but that was late in the day,
between 2 and 3 o'clock; there was a very strong

26,171. But there was no trace of it outside 2–

No I told the inspector of police to make a thorough
Inquiry.

26,172. I mean there was no trace of the com

bustible material having been spilled outside 2–No.
26,173. The oil was running down the sill inside 2
—Yes.

26,174. There were no marks of the oil outside 2–
No.

26,175. Did it run on the flags inside —It was
splashed all over the floor.
26,176. Were the rags and matches placed on the
spot where the oil had been deposited ?–It occurred

smell of kreosene oil.

26, 197. You suppose the oil was inserted through
the holes 2–Yes; that is my opinion.
26,198. Was the window or any part of the shutter
splashed with the oil – I did not observe the
shutter, but the window sill was.
26, 199. Did it splash about the floor 2–It was

splashed about all over the floor.
26,200. How big was the hole in the shutter?—
I should say about six or seven inches in diameter.
26,201. As big as the crown of your hat —Not as
large as that.
26,202. What could be the object of setting fire to

to me that the intention was to have dropped the fire
on to the window sill itself, but it must have been

the place. Were there any books or documents to
burn ?—I believe the object was to gather people
thrown beyond; there was a considerable lot of together, whether for plunder or for other purposes,
kreosene on the ground as well, but the greater of course I cannot tell ; there could be no object in
burning the Court-house in itself alone.
part I think was on the window sill.
26,177. That is the window sill within the
26,203. Was there any bad feeling or dissatisfac
tion in Clarendon in that time 2—I was not award

shutter?—Yes,

26,178. I suppose you were not there in time to
determine whether the shutter had been disturbed

from the outside 2—No ; it was not noticed until the

clerk of the Vestry opened the office at the usual
hour, 9 o'clock, and his attention was not called to it
until about 2 o’clock in the afternoon.

26,179. Did the shutter continue closed ?—No ;

of anything.
26,204. Are things quiet now —There is some
degree of excitement among the people, but I consider
the people are quiet and orderly.
26,205. You say there is still among them some
excitement ; I understood you that there has not
been any disaffection manifested at all?—Not up to

the shutter was open.

that time.

26, 180. It was discovered by accident, I suppose ?
Yes; some gentlemen going into the office discovered

26,206. How came the excitement that you men
tion to be still existing 2—The excitement I allude
to was in consequence of the extracts from the

it.

26,181. Was that after the office had been opened 2
—Yes.

-

public prints being extensively circulated, and read
and explained to the people.

26,182. Then it might have been put in after the
office was opened as it was not noticed until then 2–
There was the fact of the building being on fire ; the

floor was charred something like an inch deep imme
diately in front of the window.
26,183. Was that an inch or a yard square 2–The
marks were irregular.
26,184. Did it cover a space as big as the palm

26,207. How did you notice this excitement; how
was it manifested to your senses 2—I saw a very
marked difference in the behaviour of the people.

26,208. I am speaking of the latter part of October?
I thought you were speaking of the present time.

26,209. When did this alteration begin —From
the commencement of the year; from the time of his
Excellency's arrival, when it was known that

of your hand —Not altogether I think continuously;

Governor Eyre was suspended.

the marks were detached.

26,210. Before that there had not been any mani
festations of discontent at all?—There was this fact

26,185. Putting them altogether would there be as
much charred as your hand would cover, if it was all
put together ?–Oh dear yes.
26, 186. More than that ?—Yes.
26,187. You say this was not observed till the
Saturday afternoon 7–No.
26,188. And the office had been occupied all the
Saturday from 9 o'clock in the morning?—Yes.
26,189. Did this window sill and shutter you

speak of form part of the office —Yes; the shutters
closed in on the inside.

-

-

of the attempt to burn the Court-house.

26,211. I am talking about the expression either
by manner or speech of any discontent which reached
your observation ?—There were isolated cases ºf

remarks made by persons wishing that the row would
soon come ; that they did not know what they were
waiting for; and such like remarks.

-

26,212. This came within your own observation
and hearing, did it —They were reported to me.
26,213. I wish to know whether anything reached

26,190. But the shutter had been opened, you say ?
—The upper sash had been let down, and these
appertures in the upper part of the shutters were
open ; there was nothing to prevent the material
being thrown through them from without.
26,191. After the shutter was opened ?–No; when

your own senses, which you heard of yourself, which
manifested discontent?—The day after the Volunteers
were called on duty, a letter was picked up by a

the shutter was closed.

subpoena late on Friday evening, and I really was nº

26,192. Do you mean before Saturday, the upper

Volunteer in front of the Court-house ; that was on
the 22nd of October.

26,214. What has become of that ?–I received my
able to get it.

º
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26,215. Have you got the letter –I have not; I
saw it.

26,236. Did you notice that yourself?–In many

26,217. What did it say?–It stated that they

instances; they would come to work, but they would
be satisfied to earn threepence or fourpence a day in
place of one shilling or two shillings.
26,237. But that was not any indication of a com

were a vile set; that they had no business there; that
they were a set of varmints; that was the expression.

was an indication that there was a something going

26,216. What became of it?—I think the captain
of the Volunteers has it.

36,218. Who did it apply to 2–To the Volunteers;
it was addressed to them, and it stated as soon as

their brave companions from St. Thomas in the East
came they would burn them out.

bination to disturb the public peace —No ; but it
On.

26,238. That is to say that they were dissatisfied ?
—Yes ; there was something they had a knowledge

of which they were waiting for.
26,239. Do you think the revivals had anything to
On Saturday the 22nd.
do with it —No: nothing whatever.
26,220. On pay —On pay. I received so many
26,240. You say there was a something; what
letters from the people in the parish complaining of was it —That is difficult to say.
their unprotected state, that I sent every available
26,241. About August the people take their
policeman to that district, particularly as it was near to holidays ; do they not *—Yes.
Were, where great disaffection was said to prevail, and I
26,242. They knock off work early then, don't
supplied the place of the police with rural constables; they?—No ; I think they work harder at the time, in
as soon as I discovered this attempt to burn the order to get money to spend during the holidays.
Court-house, I thought it time to call out the
26,243. Don't they always take holiday in August?
Wolunteers, which I did.
—They do.
26,221. And then this letter was found 2–Yes;
26,244. And that would be a time when the men
I called out the Volunteers on the 21st, and the
would be less diligent —Then they are not working
26.219. When were the Volunteers called out 2–

-

letter was picked up on the morning of the 23rd.

at all.

26,222. Is it a popular thing for the Volunteers to

be called out ; do they like it 2–I think they were
yery much dissatisfied; not dissatisfied exactly,

because they did not know how long they would be
out.

26,223. But being out on pay, was that popular or
unpopular –It is impossible for me to say, because

it never occurred before ; they generally require a
good deal of coaxing.
26,224. Then except this instance of the attempt

26,245. But you are talking of three or four
months before October, which would include August?
—Yes; I particularly remarked that some jobs that
I gave out which ought to have been finished before
August were not finished even in October at the
time of the outbreak.

26,246. (Mr. Payne.) I apprehend this letter you
speak of was an anonymous letter º-Yes.
26,247. You have of your knowledge seen nothing

to burn the Court-house, and the letter that was

whatever, except the alleged stopping of work in the

picked up on the 13th of October, were there any
other circumstances which came to your observation

month of August and September, from which you

persºnally indicating a disturbed state of the public
mind, and dissatisfaction ?–No.
26,225. None 2–No.

26,226. Things went on smoothly till January, you
Sny ?–Yes.

26.227. And then in January something occurred,
which you attribute to a cause that does not seem
"Cºssary to produce it, but there was an alteration

drew any conclusion previous to the riots in Morant
Bay ?–No.

26,248. (Mr. JPalcott.) Do you think that pro
perty has deteriorated in value since October 2–
Certainly.
26.249. (Commission.) What is the cause of that 2
—Things are so unsettled at present, that it is obvious
property brought to market would not fetch the
Stiltle

price.

26,250. In what way are things unsettled if the

in January —Decidedly.
whole of your parish is in a state of tranquillity ?—
36.228. Had you any reason to think the people of The people are still unsettled in their minds; they
have notions of all kinds.

Clarendon were engaged in any sort of combination
"..."onspiracy —That question is an exceedingly

ºfficult one to answer.

26,229. What, with your means of knowledge, as
being the custos —The disposition of the people is
*dingly taciturn, and it is almost impossible to
discover anything. Those who were working for me
ſound were doing exceedingly little for two or

three months before ; in fact three or four men might

** accomplished in ten days or a fortnight what
*Y took two months or ten weeks about.
26.230. When did that state of things begin —
" or three months before October.

%231. They were more sluggish in their atten
"ºnce to their work –Yes.
*

*32. Buttheir
except
that,time
was inthere
any indication
spare
any irregular way

of their using

""") attempt to threaten violence —No ; nothing
º

of the sort.

26233. No nightly meetings or drillings –I

26,251. Do you mean there is a sense of in
security ?–Yes.
26,252. As to what people –The labouring
population.
26,253. You mean they are unsettled in their
minds 2—Yes; quite so.

26,254. Then do you mean they have a sense of
insecurity —No.

26,255. Are they not working again 3–Of my
own knowledge, I cannot say.

26,256. I mean on your estate 3–1 employ so few.
26,257. Are those few working 2–1 have scarcely

had occasion to employ any since the holidays.
26,258. You do not want them at present 2–No.
26,259. I suppose you can get as luany as you
want —You can get the people, but you cannot get
them to work ; that is the general complaint on the
estates.

26.260. (Mr. Phillippo.) When and where was
"just about that time that there were revival
the Underhill meeting held at Clarendon 2–At the
"tings in one or two places.
%244. Those are religious proceedings, are they

Rev. Mr. Clayton's Chapel.

26,261. Was it a public meeting —It was called a
not?—They were very noisy after they broke up.
public
meeting. It was not called by requisition. A
Butauthority
nothing came
to your to
knowledge,
as public meeting
the26.235.
"ief civil
in Clarendon,
induce you
is usually talled by a requisition to
to believe that there was any combination or con the Custos.

*y existing, so as to exercise force —No ; after
these Occurrences, when I came to compare notes

26,262. IIow long ago was it —I think it was in
May ; I won't be certain.

With others, they all said that months before the
People were perfectly indifferent to labour.

Court-house is a chapel.

26,263. Is the Court-house a chapel too & The
3 T 3
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26,264. (Commission.) You were not present —
No, I did not know of it at the time.

26,265. It was held without your authority or

Hon. F. Lowe, knowledge —Yes.
26,266. (Mr. Walcott.)
-

William Gordon in Clarendon at any time last year?
—I really cannot say. I am not quite certain.
26,267. Had he property up there 2–Yes; about
three miles from Chapelton.

Did you see George

26 Feb. 1866.

The witness withdrew.
---

Hon.
L. M'Kinnon.

The Hon. LEwis M*KINNON, sworn, and examined.
26,268. You are the Custos of Vere 2–Yes.
26,296. That gave it a

26,269. And are proprietor of two pens at Saint
Martha's 2–Yes.

special significance in your

mind 2–Yes.

26,297. But did you see any overt acts, or anything

26,270. Are you also attorney of other estates in
Were 2–Yes.

done *—No.

26,298. It all centred in that ?—Yes; I thought

26,271. How many ?—Four.
26,272. You are also a Member of the Legislative
Council –Yes.

it would have passed over as many other seditious
meetings had passed over in Were before.
26,299. It did not permanently affect the state of

26,273. We have heard from several witnesses,

public feeling —No, not permanently.

that in Vere, at a place called the Alley, there was
an Underhill meeting in September 2–Yes.
26,274. Which was attended by Mr. Gordon —

conduct 2–No ; not the previous ones.
26,301. But you think this did –I should have

Yes.

taken no notice of it if it had not been followed by

26,275. I suppose you were not there —No.
26,276. How long were you a resident in Were
during 1865?– I do not reside in Vere; I go and

the Morant Bay riot. I should have thought it would
have passed away like the others.
26,302. Between that and the Morant Bay riot was
anything said or done which made you at all appre
hensive of any disturbance of the peace?–No;

come.

I reside in Saint Martha,

26,277. Were you for any length of time in Were
during 1865 —I was constantly there; every two or
three weeks.

26,278. Had you any opportunity in your employ
ment there of observing the state of the people —
Yes; I saw a great many frequently.
26,279. We hear that during the months which
preceded October there was an apparent quiet and
contentment among them —Yes.
26,280. There was nothing to mark any change
from the previous years and seasons —Nothing.
26,281. Did you particularly mark any change in
their manner and bearing after this Underhill
meeting, of which we hear, in September 2—I don't
think that I did mark any change in their bearing
until after the Morant Bay riot.
26,282. After that, did some change come over

their spirit —They certainly seemed averse to look
you in the face ; they were sullen.
26,283. Did they manifest it in any other way ?—
No.

26,284. Except that they did not care to meet you?
—No.

26,300. It certainly did not alter their acts and

nothing.

26,303. (Mr. Payne.) Was not a request sent to
you by the inhabitants to hold their meeting in the
Court-house *—Yes.

26,304. Did you refuse that request?—I refused it.
26,305. I don't know whether you were asked to
take the chair or not ?—I don't know that I was.

26,306. At all events you refused the Court-house?
—I was asked for the Court-house, and to sanction the
meeting, and I refused it.

26,307. You mentioned George William Gordon;
at what time did the news of the hanging of George
William Gordon reach you in Were 2–I do not
remember the exact date.

26,308. But how many days after the news of the
riot ?—I'cannot tell you. I cannot remember the date.
26,309. You say Mr. Gordon was well known in
Vere 2–He was.

26,310. Do you not attribute to the hanging of
Mr. Gordon much of the disinclination of negroes to
look white men in the face?—I do not know; possibly
they did not like to hear of it.

26,285. How long did that last —Until quite

lately. I think, until the crops began to be reaped,
and the circulation of money. There is a good deal

26,311. (Mr. Walcott.) Did you get any official
information about any illegal meetings in Were :No ; I got no official notice of any illegal meeting

of money now, which seems to have restored good
humour to everybody.
26,286. Did not this sullenness arise a good deal

that I am aware of.
26,312. Did you ever get a letter from a black mall
of the name of Sheldon –Yes. I wrote to Sheldon,

from the want of circulation of money, and the
drought —I do not think so; the drought had
ceased for months.
26,287. Did you hear the subject of the Morant

who I knew had a good deal of influence in Vere, as
soon as I heard of the riot in Morant Bay, and the
slaughter of the people, to ask him to warn all the
black people to take care what they were about. I

Bay disturbance much spoken of amongst them –

wrote him that I knew there were many good

No.

26,292. Do you get as much labour as you require

sensible black men in Vere, and I hoped they would
keep the young men quiet, or the consequences might
be very dreadful ; and he wrote me back to say that
there were many good and sensible black men in Verº:
but there were some sensible that were not good an
some good that were yet likely to be led astray, and

on your estates ?–Occasionally there is a strike for
labour, but upon the whole, with the aid of the

he was not confident of their conduct, and advised me
to take precautions.

26.288. Now they are in full work again?—Yes.
26,289. And the cane crop is thriving —Yes.

26,290. And money is circulating —Yes.
26,291. And all things are serene —Yes.

coolies, we have as much as we want.

and

-

26,313. That was in October 2–Yes.

º
º

º
º

.
º
º

º
. º
"º

ºa
º
s:

26,293. Have you any reason to think, from your

26,314. Sheldon is a black man, you say ?—Yes;

knowledge of the parish of Vere, that there was any

he is man I have known for 35 years.
26,315. Do you think that the value of the proper'ſ
under
your—No;
charge Ihas
deteriorated
since
October,
otherwise
cannot
say it has
affected
it. ".I

conspiracy or combination to disturb the public peace?
—I
have meeting.
no reason to think so, except from the
Underhill

º

W..

26,294. That is to say, you think the Underhill don't think you would buy estates any cheaper nº".
26,295. Not that the combination was a conse-

I don't know anybody who would sell cheaper.
,
26,316. (Commission.) Would you sell any cheaper:

quence of the Underhill meeting 2—I think it was
very significant, because that meeting was presided
over by Mr. Gordon.

—No, I would not.
26,317. Then there is no permanent deterioration
of the land –No, I cannot say I think so.

meeting was a sign of that ?—Yes, I do.

The witness withdrew.

-

ºf
º,
º
sº,

a
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BECKFord DAVIS, Esquire, sworn, and examined.

26,318. Yon are Clerk of the Peace of St. George's?
—Yes.

26,319. Do you remember the date when martial
law was proclaimed —I don't recollect the exact date
at this moment.

26,320. It included the parish of St. George's, I
believe?—It did.

26,321. Could you, prior to the outbreak at Morant
Bay, and of course prior to the declaration of martial
law, observe anything in the manner and conduct of
the people of St. George's to create alarm and disquiet
in you?—No: nothing whatever.
26,322. Things went on in August and September

as they had gone in other Augusts and Septembers ?
–Yes, until

26,323. Until the riot at Morant Bay nothing had
occurred in St. George's to attract your attention
with regard to the conduct of the labouring class —
No.

26,324. When that news arrived, what effect had it

upon the people in your parish —I observed a very
marked difference; very much so.
26,325. In what way was that marked difference
shown —By a general want of respect to the better
classes in the parish, and what I considered a spirit of

26,343. Was the rudeness confined to their want of

ordinary courtesy, of letting you go by without
getting in your way; and the disaffection, to these B. Davis, Esq.
remarks in the market-place –Yes; it struck me as 26 Feb. 1866.
being unusual.
26,344. There was the exciting news from Morant
Bay to fill all their minds 2—The blacks are, as a
race, very polite; and when we find them not so it is
always suspicious.
26,345. How soon did the news reach St. George's,
that the measures of suppression had been effectual 2
—Almost immediately; very shortly afterwards.
26,346. When that news did reach St. George's,
did it, in your judgment and observation, create any
impression upon the people —Yes; a very marked
impression.

26,347. Of what character 2—Their feeling seemed
to be subdued.

26,348. Did they discontinue this disaffected
manner *—To a great extent.
26,349. Then the news of the suppression must
have followed close upon the heels of the slaughter
at Morant Bay ?—I cannot say what the general
news in the parish was in that respect, but the rising,
and the fact of the insurrection having taken place at

disaffection.

Morant Bay, was well known at St. George's from a

26,326. First of all, tell us in what way they mani
fested their disrespect —Their general conduct was

very early period.
26,350. Was it known the next day, the 12th 2–
It might have been ; it was known two days after
wards; it was known before I knew it, in fact,
26,351. In the middle of the following week the
steps taken for the suppression must have been also

rude.

26,327. What did they say or do that was rude –
In every way.

26,328. Tell us one way ?—They seemed for the
time to have forgotten their usual salutation. They
would never get out of the way of a carriage, or of a
person riding. I was, myself, always obliged to be
very careful to get out of their way.

26,329. Then it was a rudeness in that way ; a want
of courtesy and civility ?–Yes.
26,330. That is one instance of their want of

respect; now, as to their disaffection ?—I myself

heard, and I believe everybody in the parish must
have heard

26,331. Never mind what others have heard; what

have you yourself heard —I have heard individuals,

I cannot say who they were, but I have heard the

known 2–I should think so.

26,352. By the 18th, the week after, was it known
that the troops had reached Morant Bay, and gone
down Blue Mountain Valley and Port Antonio —It
was known in less than a week.

26,353. You say the news of the suppression had
the effect of subduing the people *—Yes; their
demeanour was altered on the arrival of the troops.
26,354. Then the disaffection was subdued 2–To
some extent; but there were some parties who still
made use of seditious language, and were brought up.
26,355. What sort of seditious language do you
mean –Remarks generally of what the rebels were

black people in the market-place saying, “See what
"the people in St. Thomas in the East are doing :

doing.

"Wait till they come here, and you will see fun ;” and

I cannot at this moment recall them.

observations to that effect.

26,357. But you can give us the character of the
expressions —The character of them was that of a

26,332. Was that said in a threatening tone of
Yºice, or in a chaffing, joking way —It is rather

difficult perhaps to say.
26,333. But you can always tell whether a person
* expressing his views seriously, or whether it is

* banter —I rather imagine they meant it.

26,334. From their manner of saying it —Yes.
26,335. It was said seriously, and not jeeringly or
jºkingly –I think so.

%336. Did you hear that often said in the market

26,356. Can you give us any of the expressions —

sympathy with the rebellion in St. Thomas in the
East, and a sort of anxiety that it should come to
St. George's.

26,358. How did they express their sympathy and
anxiety 2–1 noticed in one instance

26,359. As to their coming to St. George's, that
was before the news of the suppression had arrived,
I suppose ?– Yes ; there were two or three parties
that were tried by Court-martial for seditious lan

the exact words of that language I cannot now
Phºe” – I heard it casually dropped by several guage,
remember.
parties.

26,337. Were those parties that you had anything
tº do with ?–No, nothing whatever; mere strangers in
the

market-place ; it was said to one and another;

"to me personally.

one had 25, and two had 15 each.

26,362. By whom were they tried in St. George's 2
—By Court-martial, composed principally of the

lº in going by ?—It was said loud enough

officers in command of the white troops.
26,363. Who were they —There were three :
Captain Harmond, of the 6th Regiment; he after

for me to

*339, Was it uttered as if said to you; as if they
* talking at you ?—I think so, because I was
standing close by.

*340. Was this said on more than one market
day?—I don't know whether if it was more than one
market day; it was on other days besides market
*s. I noticed it on one market day particularly.

º

26,360. Were they tried at St. George's 2–Yes.

26,361. What was their fate?—They were flogged;

, 26338. Was it said enough to attract your atten
ear.

TWENTY
EIGHTH
DAY.

wards left, and Quarter-master Hyde came; he stayed
some time ; then he left, and was succeeded by
Lieutenant Morton; all of the 6th.

26,364. While they were there how many persons
were tried for seditious language and flogged 2–
There were several tried, but only three that I

*341. Did it last long ; did it spread over much recollect at this moment as having been flogged.
26,365. Can you give their names —No, I cannot,
"...? Yes; during the continuance of martial law.
26,342. That brings us down to the middle of from memory; but I was present at the Court-martial,
and also at the flogging.
November; did it last as long as that –I think so.
3 T 4
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26,366. Were those three that you mentioned all very same words; they were words to the very same
and effect.
you saw flogged 2 – Those were all that were tenor
that
When were those words used ; I think you
26,396.
flogged.
26,367. Do you know when they were tried and
when flogged 2–It was during martial law.
26,368. Do you know in what week and on what
day ?—I suppose within the period of 8 or 10 days

say after the riot at Morant Bay?—Yes.
26,397. How long after the news reached there,
directly f—It was put in the Gazette.
26,398. Was it two days after you heard of the

after martial law was declared.

riot —I think martial law must have been declared

26,369. Defore the 21st of October, for instance 2–

I think so ; I cannot say exactly.
26,370. Were any women flogged there 2–No.
26,371. Or any persons executed 2–None at all.
26,372. Did you hear what the language was 2–I

:

.*

seven or eight days after.
26,399. Were those expressions used after martial
law also 2–Yes, they were.

26,400. While it was hanging over the people?—
Yes.

26,401. Was it after they had seen the flogging
that had taken place –The floggings did not all
I am permitted to state it.
26,373. You are —One man was sent up from take place in one day.
26,402. Was it after they had seen any of the
St. Mary's ; I think he was one of the individuals
who was convicted and sentenced to be flogged; that floggings f—I think so.
26,403. And after they had heard of the executions
was for seditious and threatening language.
26,374. We only want to know the charge —The of persons at Morant Bay ?—I presume so; I think
charge was for threatening and seditious language ; they must all have heard of that.
26,404. And after they had heard of the killing of
the language at this moment I don't recollect.
George William Gordon —The killing of him! He
26,375. Was not the seditious language recited in was
executed.
the charge –It was, but I cannot tax my memory
with the exact words at this moment.
26,405. I purposely used the neutral word?—I do
26,376. Did you prosecute in all three cases not recollect when that circumstance happened to
Mr. George William Gordon.
officially —I was present at the proceedings.
26,406. Do you not think that any feeling you
Judge
*
–
I
was
officially
act
you
Did
26,377.
Advocate, but the President conducted the pro observed among the people was quite accounted for
by the means taken to suppress the rebellion; you
ceedings.
have mentioned that the flogging of the people created
26,378. Did you write out the minutes ?—I did.
26,379. What became of them —They were given sympathy 2–Yes.
26,407. Do not you think the means adopted to
to the commanding officer, but I had copies.
26,380. Do you mean they were given to Captain suppress the rebellion were calculated to excite some
among the black population ?—There can be
Harmond 2–To Captain Harmond, Quarter-master feeling
no doubt of that.
Hyde, or Lieutenant Morton.
26,408. (Commission.) Were there any revivals
26,381. Have you the copies —I have not got
held in the parish of Saint George's 2–Innumerable;
them with me.
26,382. Do you know whether they were forwarded in fact, I don't believe they are over yet. I know
that some time ago it was a perfect annoyance to
by them —I have good reason to believe so.
myself and everybody else.
26,383. To whom 7–To the proper authorities.
26,409. Did you ever go to one —No ; I have
cannot
I
was
say.
Colonel
—I
Hobbs
26,384. To
asked for them by those parties, to be forwarded. I seen the way in which they went on the streets. I
never was at any of their meeting houses.
kept copies of them myself.
26,410. Do you mean you saw them in the street
26,385. While these people were flogged did you
notice what effect was produced upon the spectators just outside the meeting houses —Yes; in the streets

was upon the Court-martial; I don’t know whether

in St. George's –There was an undoubted ſympatiy of the tºwn for that day. What I am speaking of is
exhibited by the bystanders, the black population.
26,386. For the people that were flogged —Yes;
they seemed to be very much annoyed.
26,387. From your knowledge as Clerk of the

Peace have you reason to think that before this out
break or disturbance at Morant Bay there was any
conspiracy or combination to disturb the public peace
in St. George's –None whatever appeared to me;
but it would be quite impossible for me to make any
26,388. I ask you as to your knowledge, derived

from your official experience —I should be the last
erson to know of it if there was any.
26,389. Why should you be the last person to know
of it 2–As Clerk of the Peace they would not be
likely to allow it to come to my knowledge.
26,390. But you would perhaps have more oppor
tunity of knowing what was going on than a person
in an unofficial position ?—I did not know of any
secret conspiracy. How could I? I formed no opinion
as to whether there was one or not.

I do not know

of my own knowledge that there was anything of the
kind then.

26,391. Nor since the disturbance —Nor since
then that I know of.

26,392. Is the parish of St. George's perfectly
uiet now *—It is at the present moment quiet.
26,393. (Mr. Payne). Did you hear more than one
person make use of any threat of the kind you name 2
—Several.

26,394. Were those words used by more than one
person —Yes.

26,395. Those very same words?—I don't say the

sº I

sº

a long time ago.

-i Ş

26,411. Which was the last you heard of 2–I have
heard the continual singing.

º

26,412. Which was the last you were at —I have
nexºr been, it any of their meetings.
26,413. But you were in the streets, and could get
a sort of approximate notion of it —The last de
monstration that I saw in the street was a long time
ago.

26,414. What did they do?—Some of them appeared

statement with respect to that.

ºf ºf

to fall down in an epileptic fit.
26,415. In the street –Yes.

24,416. Men and women – Principally women,
I don't recollect men having suffered in that way.
26,417. What did they do then 2–Many of them
acted as if they had lost their senses; it was an
extraordinary proceeding altogether.

26,418. How do you mean, lost their senses; by what
act, did they show it 2–By their actions; by their
violent screamings and hideous noises that they made;
by their excited state, throwing their arms about.
fact they were in a frantic state altogether.
26,419. Were there many doing this all at once,
or did they take it one after the other ?–Sometimes
many of them.
26,420. In the streets —When it was at its
height.

26,421. Was it in the daytime or at night ?—In
the daytime.

I am never out at night.

26,422. Did it go on through the night from th:
day?—Yes, that I can certainly state; it goes on all
night long incessantly.
26,423. Day and night –Yes, till it is over;
they get exhausted,

-

till

* ºn
º

* I,
ºrs
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26,424. How many days and nights do they keep
it up?–Several nights : four or five days and nights.

upon their morality ?—I believe this, that it was
merely a temporary thing ; in fact, I know that many

26,425. Do they keep it up all that time before

of those who confessed all their sins returned to the

they are exhausted —Yes.
26,426. When they scream and rave out in this

way what do they say ?—They cry out that the Holy
Spirit is come upon them, and all that sort of thing.

26,427. Anything else —Some of them confess
that the Spirit has worked upon them, and that they
feel compelled to confess their sins, and then they
confess accordingly.
26,428. Out loud, to the world —Yes.
26,429. All their sins 2–Yes.

26,430. To all the people surrounding them in the
streets —Yes.

same course of life which they had pursued before.
26,453. Were the women respectable people or
loose persons —I can scarcely answer that question.
26,454. I suppose you did not hear their confes
sions —No ; but they were notorious.
26,455. Was the class of life they returned to a
dissolute life –The usual course of idleness and

pilfering.
26,456. You mean a dissolute life of that kind ;

indolent * – Yes; and with respect to the female
portion of the community, to a loose course of life.
26,457. An immoral course *—An immoral course.

26,431. While those are active in going on in this

way, what are the rest of the audience or congregation
doing?—They are silent.
26,432. Looking on —A great many are not silent.
26,433. What are those doing that are not silent *
—Those who are not silent appear to be under the
influence, as they term it, of the Spirit.
26,434. You say they appear to be ; in what way
is that appearance manifest ?—By their outward acts;

by their noises, violence, and movements.
26,435. What noises, violence, and movements do

they resort to ?—The most violent shrieks.
26,436. Do you mean without articulating any
expressions —Without any expressions.
26,437. And sometimes with ?—Sometimes with ;
calling on the Almighty to save them, and all that
sort of thing.

26,438. What does the violence consist of 2–In

throwing up their hands, and making all sorts of
screams and gestures; their movements are violent.

26,439. Is there dancing, or anything of that sort 2
—Dancing and jumping, and throwing their arms in
various postures.
26,440. Do they ever seize hold of each other, or

struggle?—I have never heard of that ; at least I
have never seen it; I have heard of it.
26,441. What is the state of their clothes; do they
tear them, or tear their hair, or get into any frenzy

of that kind —No ; I have never seen them myself
tear their clothes, but I have been told so.

26,442. Do you know how they get sustenance if
this lasts for four days; do they ever resort to stimu
lants?—In St. George's their principal sustenance,
I have observed, is the sugar cane.

26,443. During the progress of the revivals —
During the state they are thrown into.
26,444. Do they ever seem to be under the influence

of stimulants?—I thought that some appeared to be
80, but as I did not see them take spirits I could not
say.

26,445. Some gave you the impression of being

26,458. These revivals go on still, you say ?—To
some extent; occasionally you hear of some; it is
rare now. The principal meetings were held some
time ago. I think it must have been upwards of a
year ago; but revival meetings are still occasionally
held, especially in the interior parts.
26,459. Have you given much of your attention to
the superstitions of the lower orders ?—Yes.
26,460. Have you ever heard of Obeahism : Do

you know what it is 2–I know it too well.
26,461. Can you tell us what you know about it 2
—It is a two-fold art; it is the art of poisoning,
combined with the art of imposing upon the credulity
of ignorant people, by a pretence of witchcraft. Its
effects are produced by poisoning. The Obeahmen
are parties who are acquainted with many of the
simples of this country, which are not known, and
they administer them with a very pernicious effect.
26,462. Are they slow poisons which are adminis
tered —I can only imagine what they are from the .
effects which I have seen produced on individuals.
I have seen some paralyzed. These parties I have
been told have been parties
26,463. You say you have been told ; then you do
not know it of your own knowledge?—I did not see
the poison administered. I know that the general
belief is that Obeahmen are acquainted with the
venomous plants of this country; their habit of
practice in it is by imposing on the negroes by means
of charms and things of that kind, such as a dried
fowl's head, a lizard's bones, old egg shells, tufts of
hair, cats' claws, ducks' skulls, and things of that
-

kind. I have seen a good deal of it.
26,464. Are these Obeah men still much consulted 2

—Very much indeed; and their influence is so great

that nothing that can be said to the black population
can induce the more ignorant of them to question the
power of the Obeahman.

26,465. Are there many Obeahmen — A great
many scattered over the place.
26,466. Where do they live?—They have no fixed

drunk?—I certainly thought so.

residence. They wander about the country wherever

26,446. Are you able to say, that from the time
Yºu witnessed it, whether the same agents were con
tinually under these paroxysms the whole time, or

they can pick up dupes.
26,467. Is an Obeahman considered to be a

whether one took it up from the other ?—I rather
think it was infectious; it appeared to spread from

have many superstitions about them, but they are

person

that you cannot touch or hurt or kill —The people
mortally afraid of them.

one to the other.

25,447. Nobody was in this state during the whole
Period of the revival 2–No.

26,448. From your observation, do you think it
—I cannot help thinking it was a

* real or sham
Shām.

26,449. And that it was done for fun more than

26,468. Do they suppose that the body of the
Obeahman is invulnerable 2–I believe that in many
cases they do.
26,469. Did you ever converse with Obeahmen

yourself, or take an interest in it so as to get at
them —I have known at different periods of my life

ºthing else?—I think very likely; the black popu

in Jamaica, parties who have had the reputation of

lation of this country are very imitative.

being Obeahmen.

*450. So that when they see one person go into

sººn they are ready to follow the example

—

26,470. Could you discover, from any intercourse
you had with them, whether they really possessed the

power of extracting poisons from bush plants —No:

*45]. Do you know these people who attended I never could ascertain that from them; I have often
the revivals sufficiently to be able to say whether, tried, but they would give me no information.
* the revival, their character, conduct, or morals
Nº
improved or debased from what they were
efore £-N9 ; I can give no reply to that.
26,452. You cannot give any opinion, from your

""servation, whether it had any influence at all

26,471. Did you ever see them produce anything

which they affected to say were poisons or philters?
—I have seen them with many substances, the nature
of which I did not know.

26,472. Were they liquids – Yes, During the

15589.
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corpse is buried. It is supposed that if an Obeahman

last martial law an Obeahman was apprehended ; he
was not dealt with, but was sent on to Port Antonio.
26,473. Do you know his name *—I forget his
name at this moment; it would be well known by

26,489. I suppose that the same touch by the same
stick, or the same earth thrown by another person,

persons at Port Antonio.

would not be supposed to have the same effect?—i

He carried with him a

small chest and a book full of strange characters.

throws that at a person, he will die.

should suppose not, but I do not know whether they

26,474. A cabalistic book 2–Yes.

entertain that idea.

26,475. Where was that book published —It was

26,490. As far as you watched these persons in
exercising their influence, do they go about and do

not published at all; it was manuscript.

26,476. Not a printed book 2–No. In the chest
which I saw opened, there were a quantity of Obeah

this unsolicited, or are they hired by persons to

articles.

out of ten.

There was a dried fowl's head, and there

was what appeared to be an assortment of poisons of
various kinds.

punish their enemies?—They are hired on nine cases
26,491. Then they go about exercising their

supposed powers for reward —Yes; vengeance is

bought.
26,492. In what way?—For doing certain work,
Gayle, of Saint George's, he looked at one and These cases frequently occur in our courts of law;
examined it, and said it was arsenic.
and a great deal of it has come within my observa
26,478. That was a white powder, I suppose 2– tion in that way, where Obeahmen have been tried.
Yes. The others that he examined he was not able
26,493. They are hired to avenge some man's
to tell what they were; they were principally of a supposed wrong 2–Yes.
26,494. Are these Obeahmen solitary persons or
vegetable nature; they were the leaves of plants
pounded. One or two appeared to be infusions. Some have they wives and families 2–Those that I have
had a most peculiar odour. I did not know what seen have always been single men.
they were.
26,495. Has he any distinct mark by which he is
26,479. Were they medicinal –They must have known f—None in particular, that I know of except
been so.
that he is generally possessed of a very bad coun
26,480. The perfume was not pleasant —Not at tenance.
26,496. Does he cultivate an ill look for the
all ; it was strongly marked.
26,481. Besides these dry and liquid poisons in the purpose of impression ?—There is generally a pecu
box, and this book, had he any other things —There liarity about them.
26,497. As to dress, does he affect anything
was a great deal of trumpery.
26,482. Had he a stick or wand, or magic rod 2– special 2–No, I think not as to dress, but his look
is generally peculiar.
He did not carry one with him.
26,498. What happened to that Obeahman that was
26,483. Did you ever see an Obeah stick?–Oh
sent to Port Antonio; was he executed – I cannot
yes, plenty of them.
26,484. With twisted serpents round them —Yes, say what became of him.
26,499. Would you know his name if you heard
some ; and some with the likeness of a man's head,
only of a very deformed cast. They have different it 2–I question if I should.
26,500. Was he sent by the justices of Saint
kind of things on them. The negroes are in great
dread of them ; they consider if an Obeah man George's 2–He was to be sent to Port Antonio from
touches them with one of these sticks, some great Buff Bay, to be dealt with there.
26,501. Was he sent under an official notice –
misfortune will happen, if not death itself.
26,485. Did you ever see besides that a small Yes; I saw the man, and examined all his things in
.
wooden figure like a child, or the model of a man, the presence of several parties.
rudely carved ?–I have not observed that.
26,502. Were they sent with him to Part Antonio:
26,486. You never saw them with anything of —Yes, I believe so; it was recommended they should
26,477. In phials 2–In phials, liquids, and pow

ders.

A doctor was there, Dr. Robert Edward

that kind —No.

be sent,

26,487. Or a globe of glass into which persons
were to look to see futurity ?—They have not arrived
at that stage of superstition yet. Grave dirt is a

of curing as well as poisoning 2—No ; it is another

favourable article with the Obeahman.

to undo the work of the Obeahman.

26,488. Is that supposed to be the dust of the

corpse —It is the grave earth taken from where the

26,503. (Mr. Payne.) Do not they profess the art
class that do that, called “Myalmen;” they profess
26,504. (Commission.) They are the antidote, not
the bane –Just so.

º
º

The witness withdrew.

W.
iii.

--

º

AUGUSTUS MILES, Esq., sworn, and examined.

A. Miles, Esq.

26,505. Are you proprietor of Mount Moses in
St. Andrew's 2—I am.

26,506. Are you also a magistrate of the parish of
St. Andrew's 2—I am.

26,507. Down to the early part of October, had

whenever there is going to be a small election, there
is sure to be a great deal of excitement.
26,511. At that time it did not attract your atten:
tion as of any importance —None whatever;

º
ºf

ºt
º

state of the public mind of the population of St. An-

believe it was only a petty vestry agitation.
26,512. Then down to the commencement of
October nothing of importance attracted your atten:

drew's 2–Yes.

tion as to the disturbance of the public peace?—No.

º

26,508. Had anything attracted your attention
before October; substantially I mean 7–The only

nothing whatever.

s

26,513. But for that event at Morant Bay you

| ||

time in which my attention was drawn to anything
like agitation was when Kelly Smith, who has just

would have continued to ascribe his visits to the

ºth

you an opportunity as a magistrate of noticing the

been tried for conspiracy, came very much into the
neighbourhood.

sº

sº
º

petty vestry agitation ?–Yes.
26,514. Then there was no threatening of any'

º,

body ?—None whatever.

º

-

º

s

26,509. Where did he come from ?—From Kingston,
I believe ; he belonged to the district in which I

26,515. No meetings of people for drill —Nonº
whatever ; as a rule I should say they are a timid

reside now, St. James' district of St. Andrew's.
26,510. When were you first aware of his coming f

people.

s
º

—I paid so very little attention to it, because at the

yourself ?
–None whatever; there is a very friendly feeling

time I thought it was only for the purpose of a vestry
agitation, which agitates our people a great deal;

towards myself. I went there in 1862, shortly afte:
the revivals, when the people were very poor, an

º

26,516. And there is no ill-will towards

-

º

º
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they were very glad to get the assistance of the money
I laid out in cultivation and otherwise.

26,517. What extent of land have you in cultiva
tion ?–Nearly 200 acres of coffee; now I grow a great

many of their own things, such as yams, plantains,
and such like.

26,518. What they call provisions —Yes.
26,319. I suppose Kelly Smith's arrivals were only
such things as you witnessed in previous years –
Yes.

26,520. When there were contests for membership
in the vestry —Yes.
26,521. Nothing has since happened to connect his
visit with the subsequent events —No.
26,522. Then came the 11th of October 2–Yes.
26,523. The news of that in St. Andrew's affected

you just as it did others?—Yes. I had been staying
at Clarendon, and I arrived home on the 12th.

As I

was riding home a gentleman told me the news, but
I said nothing to any one about it except my
Overseer.

26,524. Was the peace of St. Andrew's ever dis
turbed after that ? — No ; I never knew it to be
disturbed.

on this subject, and I have addressed them publicly
on it.

DAY.
26,544. No peace has ever been disturbed with
you ?—No.
A. Miles, Esq.
26,545. And no attempt to disturb it —No.
26 Feb. 1866.
26,546. No gatherings, and no arming 2—None.

26,547. And no conspiracy that you ever heard of:
—None whatever,

26,548. You never had any reason to suppose there
was any conspiracy, or combination to resist authority,
as a public attempt *—No ; but I have every reason
for thinking that certain parties were aware of what
was to take place.

26,549. Some few you said –Some few.
26,550. Were they leaders amongst the others ?—
Yes; general agitators.
26,551. You say there were no gatherings in
St. Andrew’s 2 – No gatherings, but still I have
reasons

26,552, Are they public reasons —No ; they are
not; they are mere suppositions, you may say.

26,553. Not founded upon any tangible proof?—
Of course I could not mention them.

26,554. Mere surmise –Yes.

26,525. Then it was not ?–Not that I am aware

26,555. Are they perfectly quiet now 2–Very quiet
indeed.

of.

26,526. Did you notice, without the peace being
disturbed, any tendency towards disturbance in the
shape of threats or ill-feelings, or misconduct of the

people towards you ?—There were a few people that
I fixed my mind upon, but nothing that I could
accuse them of, but I did not like their conduct.
26,527. Those were a few 2–Those were a few.

26,528. Those few you had known before, perhaps,
as being ill-conditioned people —Just so.
26,529. But in the mass of those you had to deal

with, what do you say of them — They are well
conducted people.
26,530. Were they so throughout the month of

October —Yes; they were very much afraid of being
any way connected with it.

26,531. That was after the suppression ?–Yes;
they came in for work then more anxiously than ever;
more than I could give them in fact.

26,532. How are they going on now —Up to this
last fortnight, in consequence of this Commission
coming out, the people had retired from labour almost

There was a case which I laid before his

Excellency, Mr. Eyre, which I should wish to
mention.

26,556. What is the case ?—Two days after the
rebellion, a man in my employ came, and said to me,
that he had a very friendly feeling towards me, and
that there was no occasion to fear, as long as the
Maroons did not join. I did not pay much attention
to that. Two days subsequently he came again, and
said the people in the neighbourhood all liked me
very well, and would warn me, but they had no
power to protect me at all in case the rebels did come.
We were at that time supposing they might come
over the mountains from Saint George's, but of course
we got very little information that way. He told me
that if they did come, the people would not be able to
protect me; in fact they would not attempt it ; they
would join the rebels to save themselves.

26,557. He thought their valour consisted in discre
tion ?–Yes. I asked him what he would do, per
sonally, and he said he would certainly join to save
himself, that he would do what he could to assist me

entirely.
26,533. You do not attribute that to our presence,
do you?—Yes.
26,534. You consider we are the causes of great

to get away, but if I stopped he could not assist to
save my life.
26,558. Was he a respectable man —Yes; a land

discontent --I do.

if I did have to fly I should not fly towards Kingston

26,535. In what way did they manifest that 2–In

this way; that they did not pay any rent, because they
said they had heard the Queen had said they were to
live rent-free.

owner, and a respectable man. He also told me that

way, but over the mountains to Newcastle.
26,559. That was some time after the 11th October 2

—A few days after.
26,560. That was advice not to run into the lion's

25,536. Was that only within the last fortnight?—
Quite within the last fortnight; they have now been

mouth —It was to pass a certain district which he
told me. I asked him his reasons for it, and he told

working as before.

Ine.

26,537. Then they are getting wise again —Yes.
26,538. From what time did they manifest a
change —From just about the time that it was
stated this Commission was to come out.

had insulted them by the notification in the letter
sent out by Mr. Cardwell in the Queen's name. That

. talked

over, and they said it was an insult to

€In.

26,561. What were his reasons 2—I cannot well

mention that ; it would injure the man ; and I think
it would be very unjust to do so.
26,562. Is he a black man 7–Yes.

26,539. In what way did they show it -- By
abstaining from work, and by saying that the Queen

-

26,540. When did you first hear them talk about

26,563. What injury could happen to him 2–All
his companions would be against him. I know how
they do injure one another.

26,564. His principal reason was, I suppose, that
it would be safer for you to go towards the British

troops ?—Yes; and I should have to pass no people
whom he had reason to expect would wish the rebels

that; not before this year?—Not before this year.

to be successful.

26,541. But it was circulated in the Island some
time before ?—It was ; I believe it had been said

Yes.

befºre, though I did not hear it.
..?6,542. You say they did not pay the rents —Not

ºl, a fortnight or a month ago. "My own rent-roll is
*en out in labour, but I hold some property for
ºne ladies in England, and I have received none
ºn that for three months.

TWENTY
EIGHTH

26,565. That was the feeling of one person —
26,566. And that might have been shared by
others ?—I have no doubt that it was.

26,567. He said he would join the stronger side 2
—Yes.

26,568. (Mr. Payne.) You spoke of Mr. Kelly
Smith being tried for conspiracy —Yes.

*6,548. Is that in St. Andrew's 2–Yes; I am living

26,569. I suppose you are aware that he and

* now. I have done my best to undeceive them

several others were indicted for conspiracy to cause
3 U 2
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TWENTY

sedition among the people —I sat upon the grand been sitting on this jury for the last fortnight, and I

EIGHTH

have no exact information up to this time, but my

Jury.

DAY.

26,570. And you know that he was acquitted 7–

A. Miles, Esc. Y eS.

26,571. (Commission.) How many persons do you
26 Feb. 1866, employ on your estates ?—They vary from sometimes
a dozen to 60 or 70.

26,572. You have no difficulty in finding labour *
—I have not had, since I have been there, until just

lately.

26,573. Have you any difficulty now 2–I have

overseer wrote to me about a fortnight ago that he
could only get six persons to turn out.

26,574. Why?—I don't know, but I think they
have a sort of story about, that the Queen has settled
something about the rate of wages, and also that the
people in St. Thomas in the East have been paid a
different rate of wages from what they work for.
That I set right, and upon personal application to the
people they turned out readily.

The witness withdrew.

Mk. Jon N SANGUINETTI SOAREs, sworn, and examined.

Mr. J. S.
Soares.

26,575. Are you an overseer of the Farm Penn,
St. Catherine —Yes.

26,576. Were all things quiet at St. Catherine's

26,583. Had he pulled down some negroes' houses
on the property —No ; he did not pull down any :
but he dismissed a good many that lived in the negro
houses.

till the month of November 2–Quite so.

the peace of the public *—No ; nothing of the sort.
26,579. But on the 22nd November I believe you

26,584. He turned them off the property —Yes,
26,585. Do you know whether those people were
any part of that lot ?—I cannot really say so ; a great
many of them were dismissed from the farm before I

were disturbed :--I was.

went there.

26,580. In what way ?—I was aroused by hearing
a noise at the door, trying to break in. I got up, and
I saw the people go round to the back, and come just
under my bedroom. I saw three men. One said, “Let

26,586. And some after ?–Very few.
26,587. Have you since found out who those
persons were 2–No ; I never could find out or get
the slightest clue to it. I am not perfectly certain

“ us put the fire here ; if we do that, it won't take long

about the date ; I think I made a mistake about the
22nd, because when I came in here to lay the infor

26,577. Were you there all that time —Yes.
26,578. You heard of no conspiracy there to upset

“ to burn the place down, as there is a plenty of hay
“ under it.” I got up, and opened the bedroom win
dow, and bellowed at them.

The three fellows ran

away, and they looked up at me, and said, “Ah, my
“good fellow, hold on a little.”
26,581. Is Mr. Isaac Levy the owner of the land 2

mation the Volunteers were then under arms.

26,588. You never knew or heard of any conspiracy
or combination among the people in your neighbour

hood to resist authority and the law —No, not at
all.

26,589. Either before or since the outbreak in

—He is lessee of it.

26,582. And you are his overseer?—Yes.

St. Thomas in the East 2–No.

The witness withdrew.

JAMES GAY SAWKINS, Esq., sworn, and examined.

J. G. Sawkins,
Esq.

of the labouring class at large —I am speaking now

26,590. Are you the local director of the geological
survey —Yes.
26,591. In what district 2—I am at present working

of the magistrates.

over the Island. The Director General, Sir Roderick

They were all squabbling,

Murchison, is in England.
26,592. You knew the late Baron Ketelhodt, I

Yes.

believe 2–I knew him well.

26,593. You also knew George William Gordon :

26,604. They were all squabbling, were they?—
26,605. About public and personal matters?—
26,606. Did that extend throughout the whole

body of magistrates ?–It appeared to be very general,

—I did.

from all I could understand.

26,594. In 1865 had you means, from conversations
you had with either of those gentlemen, of ascertaining
the state of feeling in St. Thomas in the East –I

peasantry –It is four or five years since I was in
the parish among the peasantry.

had some conversation with the Baron.

26,595. Had you any personal knowledge, beyond

26,607. What do you say as to the people, the
26,608. You did not notice them then during 1865?
—No ; it was in 1859 and 1860.

. . .

your acquaintance with him, of the state of things

26,609. Did you gather from your intercourse with

there 2 I had personal knowledge of almost every

the magistrates what were the political subjects thº'
agitated them and made them quarrel among *

magistrate in the parish.

26,596. And of the peasantry as well ?—Yes, of the
peasantry as well.

26,597. Could you judge from your own experience

other ?–Some had rendered themselves obnoxious."

the others, and they would not sit on the bench with
each other.

and observation what the state of public feeling was
in St. Thomas in the East about the middle of last

26,610. They did not say on what ground they were
obnoxious —I did not gather particulars. . . . .
26,611. Only you heard one man abuse his neigh

year —I could.
26,598. What did you conclude was the state of

bour?—Yes.

-

26,612. And he returned the compliment back aga"

public feeling in the middle of 1865?–A very excited in the usual way of squabbling 2—Exactly sº.
But you did not hear why —I heard ""
26,599. Do you mean disaffected, or only generally one26,613.
occasion.

state.

contentious with regard to election of member 3–
Personal contention.

26,614. What was that 2–It was with regard tº

Mr. Hire and Mr. Shortridge. It appeared that."

26,600. About what subject —They were quar was Mr. Hire's day to sit on the bench, and after the
relling among themselves almost on every point.
court having met, and a number of persons having
26,601. Public, personal, or private —Public as collected for the purpose of hearing and taking their
well as private.

26,602. Upon public subjects —Yeº.
26,603. Did you notice anything in the demeanor

trials, and Mr. Hire not having arrived, Mr. Shº

ridge was selected to take the chair, along with "
other magistrates; two others were present.

-

:
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Shortridge did so, and the trials proceeded. Mr. Hire
afterwards came in ; he made no remark; I believe
he came into the room on the suggestion of Mr. Short

ridge, who wished to resign his seat. Mr. Hire refused
to take the chair, and Mr. Shortridge was obliged to
do the duty.
26,615. That was merely a personal huff?—Yes;

personal hostility.
26,616. You do not give that as an instance that
all society was coming to rack and ruin because one

man huffed at another ?—No ; I merely instance that
case as one of the sort of things that existed.

26,617. Are all the instances you know of, of that
character, class, and kind —Yes, something of that

525

Potosi as well as the clergyman 2–Not when I knew
him ; I don't know if he became so subsequently.

TWENTY
El (; HTII
DAY.

26,625. Have you been a good deal about the

Island 2–I have surveyed fourteen parishes in it.

J.

26,626. Then you must have mixed a good deal
among the people 2–Yes.
26,627. Have you any reason to suppose there was
any conspiracy or combination generally to resist
authority or to resist the law —I think in the outer
portions of the parish, generally speaking, there was
a disposition on the part of the lower classes to encroach
upon their privileges.
26,628. But the question is, whether there was any

& Sºns,
Esq.

26 Feb. 1866.

conspiracy : any understood combination ?—No, I do
not think there was.

kind.

26,618. I think you have some particular instance
of a conversation with the late Mr. Gordon 2–I have.

26,619. About the state of the island 2–Yes.
26,620. What was that – I remember his speaking

of purchasing some other estates, either coffee or
sugar, and more particularly with regard to some
mines which he imagined would turn out to be very

great wealth; and he asked me to investigate the soil,
and give him the results. I then spoke to him about
purchasing so much land, and apparently allowing it
all to go to neglect and destruction ; and his observa
tions on the subject were that in the course of a few

years there would not be a white man on the island,
and that from the immense immigration that would

come from Barbadoes and other islands his property
would be of great value.

26,629. When riding about the country, did you
ever meet with any opposition or insult, or any thing
of the sort 2–On two or three occasions I have.

26,630. Of what description ?—They threw stones
at me, and told me they would kill me if I dare to put
my foot upon their grounds.
26,631. What was that for 2–Merely because I
was surveying and examining the strata.
26,632. I suppose they expected you had come to

make a survey and measurement of their property
—Yes.

26,633. [Mr. JPalcott.] They did not know the
difference between a geological surveyor and a land
surveyor º-Yes.
26,634. Did Mr. Gordon, in his conversation with
you, tell you how the white people were to be got
rid of 3–No ; he did not intimate anything of the
kind.

26,621. Was that all ?–That was all.

26,622. In fact he was looking to a remote con
tingency as to the real value of his property —Yes.
26,623. You have given an instance of some con
versation with the late Victor Herschell about his

congregation ?–No. Lately I happened to be surveying
this district, before Mr. Herschell went there, by
appointment. He came from Maroon Town to Bath ;
he had not taken possession then. This was in 1859.
26,624. Was Mr. Herschell a landed proprietor at

26,635. He said they would disappear 2–His calcu
lation was, that the white race would disappear from
the Island, by what means he did not of course suggest,
and in that case his land would become very valu
able.

26,636. Did you write to his Excellency the
governor, in consequence of this conversation with
Gordon 2–Not in consequence of that conversation.
I did write to him about it.

The witness withdrew.

Lucy RICHARDs (a black), sworn, and examined.
26,657. Who was Richard Robinson 2–I believe

26,637. Where did you come from ?–Port Morant.
26,638. When did you leave it –On Tuesday
evening.

26,639. A week ago?—Yes.
f

26,640. Who sent you here —I came up myself.
26,641. Why did you come 2–Because I get a
Ogging.

26,642. But what made you come here more than
any where else ; did any body tell you that this was
a good place to come to ?–I went to Kingston, and
they told me to come here.

26,643. What did you go to Kingston for ?—To
show my back.
26,644. To whom 3–To the Governor.

he is a man under Gordon.

26,658. Was he a Leith Hall constable too —He
was once, but since the martial law he got to Port
Morant, where they carry on the floggings.
26,639. What were you doing; how did you live 2
—I live in my house.
26,660. What did you do?—Sometimes I sell for

the shops, but that week I did not sell for the shops.
26,661. Are you married ?–No.
26,662. Have you got any children –Yes.

26,663. How many —I had three : the other day
one died after the martial law.

26,664. How many stripes did you get from Richard

26,645. Who flogged you ?—James Gordon.

Gordon, inflicted by Richard Robinson —Twenty

26,646. Who is he 3–A constable.

four on my back.

26,647. Where does he belong to ?–To Leith Hall.

26,665. Did they tie you up anywhere —Yes, upon

26,648. Who ordered the constable to flog you ?

a tree. They stretched my two hands, and tie my
neck to the door, and take me almost off my head, and

-He said the Governor gave him liberty to flog and
ang and shoot who he liked.

the man said he was to give it me as hard as the other

26,649. However he selected the flogging with
regard to you ?—Yes.

-

26,650. When did he do it?—A week after the
martial law.

26,651. Would that be about the 8th of November 2
-IN 0.

26,652. When then 2–At the beginning.
26,653. What did he flog you for 2–He said, did I
*W where the people were hiding things.
26,654. Was martial law still going on when he

flogged you ?—No ;

martial law was over.
26,655. Was he the only person that flogged people *
-He gave orders to Richard Robinson to flog.

*656. Then Richard Robinson did it —Yes.

one could.

26,666. Were they the only two persons present 2
—No ; many more.
26,667. Who were they 2—There was a man named
Spence, a constable ; he tied me.

26,668. Who else was there —Another constable,
named William Henry.

-

26,669. Then there were four constables?–Yes;
and Frederick Bolton.

26,670. Was he a constable —Yes ; Robinson and
Bolton came and took me down to the beach.

26,671. Was it on the beach you were flogged 2–
Yes ; on a large tree, where they hung a man.
3 U 3

L. Richards.
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26,672. Did you see a man hung there 2–I

yº. Were you all flogged about the same time?

heard it.

eS.

26,673. Who was your sweetheart?—I was living
L. Richards.

with a sweetheart, but I am not living with him
again.

26 Feb. 1866.

26,674. Who were you living with when you
were flogged —Nobody.
Was anything found in your house ?—

sº
().

26,676. Did they burn your house?—No ; an old

lady was with me, my mother-in-law; she was sick;
they found her in the house with me, and afterwards
they burn her house.

26,690. One after the other ?—Yes; and several
more besides.

26,691. Did you see the others flogged ?–Yes.
26,692. How many more ?—I could not count
them.

26,693. Can you give us the names 2—As much as

I can remember, I will try ; there was one Letitia
Emsley, and Mary Ann Emsley, and this one
outside.

26,694. How many lashes a-piece did you get 2—I
got 24.

26,677. Did they search your house for anything?

26,695. How much did the others get 2—I cannot

--They searched. I don't know what they searched SaV.
for ; they did not find anything.
%996. Did the people that flogged them say that
26,678. Was any of Mr. Duffus' property found in they had been pillaging Mr. Duffus' stores?—No.
your mother-in-law's house ?–No ; she was a sick

old woman for a long time.

26,697. What did they flog them for 7—I cannot
say.

-

26,679. Was any of Mr. Duffus' property found in
your house —No.
26,680. Nor near it 2–No.

26,681. Nor on your person ?–No.
26,682. Were you present when Mr. Duffus' store

was burnt or pillaged —No ; I don't know anything
about it.

26,698. What did they say ?—I don't know what
they said.
26,699. Did they say why they flogged you?—
Yes.

26,700. Why?—They say I knew where the
people hide, and I told them I did not know where

were gone to.
26,683. Were there any of your neighbours who they
26,701. Were there other persons names that you

saw you flogged ?–Yes.

26,684. Who?—One is with me now, and we got

flogged together, Sarah Innis, and Mary Ann
Asquith, she was flogged too.
26,685. Did she live at Morant Bay ?–At Port
Morant.

know who saw you flogged 2–Yes.
26,702. Were there any soldiers there ?—No.
26,703. Was it all done by the constables?—
Yes.

26,704. Can you not say what time it was 3–It

26,686. Were you three women flogged 2–More
were flogged.
26,687. More women f – Yes; one Kitty Bryan.
26,688. Was she a Port Morant woman 2–Yes.

was the end of October.

26,705. It could not have been, if it was after
martial law, was it 2–It was the week the Maroons
came down.

The witness withdrew.

S. Innis.

SARAH INNIs (a black), sworn, and examined.
26,724. You saw Mr. Duffus' house burnt, did you
26,706, Do you belong to Port Morant 2–Yes.
26,707. You have come up here upon your own not ?—No ; I saw one house burnt close to me.
suggestion ?—Yes.
26,725. Why did they say you were flogged –
26,708. Nobody sent for you ? — I came to I was flogged, and this woman, and many more.
Kingston.

26,709. What for 2–All the people from different

26,726. Why did they flog you ?—I do not know.
26,727. Did they say why they did it —James

parts came to Kingston to say how the people illtreat

Gordon sent for me from my house, and Bolton and

them.

Henry came and said, Gordon send for me. I did

26,710. Did you come to Kingston with others ?—

not know why, but I made no answer. I went out

I did not come at the same time, because I was sick

into the road, and followed them to the beach, and
they tie my hands and Mrs. Asquith, and flog her

in my head.
26,711. When did you come to Kingston —On
Tuesday.
26,712. Did you come in company with Lucy
Richards 2—I came on Wednesday, and she came
after me ; I started on Tuesday from Port Morant.
26,713. Did you walk —Yes.
26,714. When did you get to Kingston —On
Wednesday.

James Gordon.

26,730. He was a constable at Leith Hall —He
was not a constable; they only took him for a martial
law constable.

you had done something? — I tell you the truth.
Whenon
I gotheoutbeach
on the
Thursday,
I sawherrings
three herring;
dead
; they
were salt
dry : I
saw other persons about, and I picked them up.

26,718. Was that while martial law was going on ?
—October month was out.

26,719. Then it had begun to be November?—
Yes ; sometime.

26,732. I suppose they had not come out of tº
sea —I do not know whether they came out of the
Sea.

26,733. Had they been Mr. Duffus' herrings?—

26,720. Who flogged you ?—James Gordon ; and
all the time the row commenced I was not out of my

You lived all the time

under Gordon, named Richard Robinson.

26,731. Did not they say they flogged you because

26,715. Were you flogged —Yes.
26,716. Where ?—At Port Morant.
26,717. When 2–I was flogged on Friday by

yard.
26,721.

and me and many others besides.
26,728. How many did you get 2—25.
26,729. Who gave them to you ?—The young man

at Port Morant 2–

Yes.

26,722. You had nothing to do with attacking
Mr. Duffus' store at Bowden Wharf 2—No.

No ; they belong to the shop at Port Morant.

26,734. Had that shop been pillaged and knocked
about 2–Yes; people go there, but I cannot telly"

how they broke it. I was all day in my yaº
washing clothes; I had nothing to do with
Mr. Duffus.

26,735. Was it in consequence of these

three

herrings that Gordon flogged you?—Yes; when *

26,723. Did anybody bring any goods to your
house ?—I did not have anybody there, only three

came to the station, he said “You must deliver "P

Women.

Mr. Marshalleck's goods.”

:
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26,743. That was all that happened to you ?—At TweNTY
26,736. What became of the herrings; you ate that
moment; I never go anywhere else.
EIGHTH
26,744. We hear there were five constables present
DAY.

them, I suppose –Yes; I was obliged to eat them.
26,737. Did they search your house 2–Yes.
26,738. What did they find?—They found nothing;
they searched the place three times.

where you were flogged ; is that so 2–Yes.

S. Innis.

26,745. And were other persons standing by ?—

26,739. They gave you 25 for taking those
herrings –Yes. When he asked me to deliver the

things, I said I knew nothing about the shop goods,
so if you flog me for the herrings I cannot help it.
26,740. Did you think when you saw the herrings
that they had come out of the sea 2–I don't know
whether they came out of the sea.

yºu. You know a dry herring from a fresh one 2
es.

26,742. You know they were not yours, did not

you ?–I saw them on the ground, and nobody would
pick them up.

Many more were at the station.
26,746. Were you flogged at the station ?–Down
on the beach, against a large tree.

20 Feb. 1866.
--

26,747. What did they flog you with ?—A cat.
26,748. (Mr. Malcott.) Do you know whether Lucy
Richard also picked up some herrings on the beach *
—I did not see her with any.
26,749. What did they flog her for 2—I cannot
tell you.

26,750. Did you hear at Kingston that the people
who came here got money for coming –No.

The witness withdrew.

[Adjourned to 10 o'clock to-morrow.]

TWENTY-EIGHTH DAY.

Part II.-(Bath).

PRESENT :

RUSSELL GURNEY, Esq.

MARGARET TURNER (a black), sworn, and examined.
26,765. Did they carry him to Morant Bay ?—
26,751. Do you live at Grossett 2–Yes.
26,752. Where is that ?—When you pass Potosi.
26,753. What have you come to say ; has your

house been burnt 2–My husband was hanged.
26,754. Do you mean your husband 2–He was my
sweetheart.

26,755. What was his name 2—James White.

burnt, or had you gone to the bush – I went to my
mother-in-law's and slept, and in the morning it was

26,757. You were not there 2–No.

burnt.

26,759. And his house was burnt 2–Yes; two
houses.

26,760. How, had he two houses?—One new house

he was making up, and one he was living in.
l 26,761. When was he taken away ?–In martial

27 Feb. 1866.

They fetched him to Bath, and the other week they
carried him to Morant Bay.
26,766. How long after he was taken up was the
house burnt –It was before he was taken up.
26,767. Were you there when the house was

26,756. Where was he hanged?—At Morant Bay.

26,758. You have heard he was hanged ?–Yes.

M. Turner.

26,768. Where did she live –Far away from me
in Grossett. The Maroons slept in Grossett, and in
the morning they got up very early and set the house
on fire.

26,769. When you got there, did you find the
Maroons there 7–No.

aW.

26,762. About when 2–When they hanged him,
they stopped.
26,763. Was he the last man hanged ?–Yes.
26,764. Had he been taken by constables or

Maroons —He was taken by the constables in

26,770. Do you remember when the stores were
broken into at Bath 2–No.

26,771. (Mr. Gorrie.) You heard of it?—Yes.
26,772. What day of the week was it 2–I do not
know.

Grossett.
The witness withdrew.

[The following note, received by the Commissioner from the witness Felicia Williams since her examina
tion yesterday, was ordered to be placed upon the Minutes —
“Natty Williams is a quiet and peaceable subject.

“Clifton Hill, 1st November 1865.
His house and property not to be disturbed.
“ JoHN WooD Row.”

“To the officer in charge of the Maroons.”

The document was marked “Passport” on the outside.]

yº.

PEGGY WHITE (black), sworn, and examined.
26,779. You were not there —No; a man named
You were living with John Edwards 2–
John McLean,

es.

26,774. Is es.
that the pperson they
Edwards?—Y
y call Captain
P

*

£

º

26775.
26,776.
*ITT.
*778.

You say that his house was burnt 2–Yes.
Did you see him taken —No.
You saw your brother taken 2–Yes.
That is James White, and he was brought

* Bath —John Edwards was taken up at Port
Antonio.

26,780. What was Edwards 2—He was

labouring.

26,781. Do you remember the Wednesday of the
Morant Bay outbreak —Yes.

26,782. Where was he that day ?—He was at the
Bay, but he never interfered.

26,783. You don't know that; what time did he
away ?—I was at Morant Bay myself.
3 U 4
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26,784. Did you go with him 2–I was there. It

John Edwards keep together after that?—I sat down
on the lady's step that is fastened to the cotton tree.

was market day. I went to sell provisions.
26,785. And did he go with you?—In the Bay?

26,793. Where did you sleep that night —I came

26,794. What time did you get home?—I got

26,787. Did he walk down from Airy Castle with
you?—Yes.

home about after 6 in the evening.

26,788. Was he not with other men —There were

26,795. Did John Edwards come with you ?—Yes;
I and him together; but when I was at the place

lots of persons we met in the road when we went to
Spring Garden.
26,789. What did he carry with him when he
went —Nothing.

§º

where the fire was burning down, he left me at
Mr. Grant's house, and I sat down a little. After
that he came back, and I don't know whether he had

Had he not a stick or anything with him

- IN 0.

26,791. How came you to go to Spring Garden 2–

I was living in the mountain with him, and my house
was at Airy
affair at the
the Gardens
truth : I am

Castle; and on the morning when the
Bay took place, John Edwards was at
planting some yams. I will tell the
not going to tell false. After he heard

the shell blow, and when he heard the shell, he went
out, saying he heard the shell blow at Thorton, and
would go and see what it was. I told him, “Don’t go

with the shell.” He would not take my advice, and
he went, and after a little way he followed some of
the young men, and they went on, and I took up a
few of the yams that he had in the basket to plant,
and I heard that the plunderers in Bath had gone to
the Bay. I said, “I must plant my aftoo yam, and
“ then I must go to the Bay to buy medicine, and then
“I will go to see what will be done.” I saw him going
up the hill, and he said, “We are going to the Bay.”
I said, “No one belonging to the mountain goes to
the Bay.” He said to me, “Where are you going?”
I said, “To the Bay.” At Spring Garden we met
lots of people going to the Bay, and we walked with
them, and when we reached past Thornton, pretty near
to the Bay, we heard the firing of the gun, and some of
the people said, “Buckra killing people at the Bay. I
said, “No ; they can’t go kill people. They must
frighten the people with gun.” As I went a little
way I met a man covered all over with blood. I was
sitting on the road, and when I saw the man I sat up,
and said, “John, come back. I will stop here;” and
I sat by a high stone that is on the road, and I saw
another man coming with his hands hanging down

done any mischief, and we came home.
26,796.
o do you mean, when you say “You
don't know whether he had done any mischief"?—I
cannot tell whether him one had.

26,797. Do you mean Grant or John Edwards?—I
don’t know whether Edwards had.

26,798. If he was with you all the time you must
know 2–Yes; I and him was present.
26,799. If you were with him all the time, how is
it that you don’t know whether he did any mischief?
—At the present time, when he was there he did not
do any.

He did not go inside.

-

26,800. Where did he sleep that night?–He came
home.

26,801. Did he come with you ?–Yes.
26,802. What did he do the next day ?—He went
into Bath ; him and the rest of the people ; a few of
the young men from the mountain. They didn't
interfere in the Bay, but they went into Bath about
uns.

26,803. Were you examined as a witness, or were
you present when Edwards was tried ?–No; they
took him in Port Antonio, and put him on board a
steamer, and brought him to Morant Bay.
26,804. (Mr Gorrie). Were you taken up —No.
26,805, Were you flogged 2–No; I was bound to
the Maroons.

26,806. What do you mean by that ?—They

brought me to Bath, and Colonel Fyfe and Mr. Kirk
land bound me to them.

26,807. What were you required to do —To work
at the Portland Road for two months.

26,808. What did you get for that ?—Nothing at
all.

and his shoulder dropped because he had received a

26,809. Did you get no food —I found myself;

ball, and another man with a ball in him, and another

and all my ground was taken away from me.
26,810. Where was your ground 2–At the moun

one was coming this way after I moved a little down.
26,792. Where did you go then ; did you and

tain ; at Cross Paths.

The witness withdrew.

[SUSAN WHALLEY was examined as to the burning of her house, during her absence in the bush, but was not
sworn.]
T. Duncan.
--

THOMAS DUNCAN (a black), sworn, and examined.
26,811. Are you a labourer at Port Morant 2–
26,820. Did you see the Maroons take him —His
Yes.
daughter that I am married to did.

26,812. Who did you live with there 2–I lived
alone.

26,813. Was John Noble your father-in-law 2–
Yes.

26,821. Your wife saw it 2–Yes.
26,822. Where is she f-She can’t come.
him, and I come.

I

buried

-

26,823. That is all you know ; you found the dead

26,814. Did he live there 2–He lived in the road
going to Port Morant.
26,815. Did the Maroons do anything with him —
Yes.

body, and buried him 2–Yes.
26,824. When was that?—On the Monday after
InOO11.

26,825. Which Monday was that ; do you remem

26,816. What did they do —He was a sick man,
and had been lying in his house many years. They

ber hearing of the Morant Bay disturbance —Yes.

ordered him out of the house, and he said he could

Monday after, or the Monday after that again?—It

not go, and they shoved open the door, and took him

was the Monday after that.

out, and took this rope (witness produced a rope), and

26,827. Was it the second Monday ?–The Monday
when the martial law was put on ; the first Monday

bound his hands, and bound him to a tree, and shot

him, and left word with Mr. Woodrow that they must
not interfere with the body.
26,817. Were you present —No.
26,818. You did not see any of this —I saw the
-

Maroons.

26,819. But you did not see the Maroons tie him P
—I saw the rope on him, and I buried him.

:

back home.

26,786. Yes?—Yes.

26,826. How soon after that was it; was it the

after.

26,828. Did you see the Maroons at all?—Yes,
when they came up the road.

26,829. What did you do?—I was frightened, and
obliged to run back to the station.

26,830. You say you buried him that Monday after
noon f—Yes, when they shot him.

.
:*º
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26,831. Are you quite sure you did —No ; not for
three days. I quite forgot Mr. Woodrow told me I
must not bury him, because the Maroons said if I did
they would shoot me alongside of him.
36,832. Did Mr. Woodrow tell you that ?–Yes.

26,837. He could not; he was a long way off.

We

know he was not there, and did not come till nearly a
fortnight afterwards 2—When they shot him in the

T. Duncan,

road Mr. Woodrow met them.

26,834. Mr. Woodrow was not there ; did the
Maroons tell you ?—They told Mr. Woodrow to

26,838. (Mr. Gorrie.) Are you sure that it was
the first Monday after martial law —It was the
following Monday.
26,839. Were you ever a constable —Yes.
26,840. When was that —They pressed me in in

tell me.

the martial law.

26,833. Was that on the Monday after the out
break —Yes.

26,835. Did he tell you ?–Yes; he left a message.
26,836. Who told you that Mr. Woodrow left a

message —Mr. Woodrow left it with my wife.

TWENTY
EIGHTH
DAY.

26 Feb. 1866.

26,841. How long after you buried your father-in
law —When I buried him I did not go back to the
station at all.

The witness withdrew.

D. M. Bean.

DAvid McBEAN (black), sworn, and examined.
26,842. Are you a labourer at Belle Mount 2–
Yes.

26,843. Is your wife Rosa McBean 2–Yes.
26,844. On the 14th of October did she leave you

26,856. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you see anybody else
dead near that spot?—Two men and another woman.
26,857. Was the woman dead —She did not die
et.

to go to market at Winchester —Yes.

26,858. Was she wounded ?–Yes.

26,845. You heard something about her in the
course of the day ?—Yes.
26,846. Did you in consequence go and find her
anywhere —I found her in a house.
26,847. Where
In a house against the road at

26,859. (Commission.) You saw two dead bodies?

, Winchester.

—Yes.

26,860. Near the same place —Yes.
26,861. What were the names of the people you
t

saw dead 2–One was “Sam Dilvard.”

26,862. What was the name of the other ?—I don't

26,848. Whose house ?—A house belonging to the

know the man's name.

26,863. What was the name of the woman who was
shot, and did not die —Something about Barrett.

estate.

26,849. What estate 2—Winchester.

26,850. Did you find that she had been shot ?—
Yes.

26,851. Was she very ill that day ?—Nearly unto
death.

As I did not live at the estate, I cannot be certain
sure about that one. I think the name was Barrett ;

but the Winchester people will give the best infor
mation about that.

26,852. Did she know she was dying 2—I was

26,864. Had your wife more than one wound 2–

obliged to take her up with a board.
25,853. Did she know she was dying at the time *

Only one.
26,865. Where was it 2–On the hip, and it broke
the bone. She could not live no way. I was obliged

—Yes.

26,854. Did she tell you how she came by the
wound —In the way coming she saw a soldier, and
she did not know who were the people, and the
soldiers saw her, and made a shot, and shot her.
26,855. Did she die the same day ?—The same day.

to tie her on the board, and four men carried her,

and when I got to the house the breath was taken
away from the body.
26,866. You are sure your wife was not dead when
you got to her ?—No, she had not died.

The witness withdrew.

*

W. C. Murray,

will.i.AM CLARKE MURRAY again recalled, and further examined.
26,867. Were you at Morant Bay on the 16th of Paul Bogle named, and the man caught the words,
October 2—I was.

26,868. Did you see four men brought in 2–Yes.
26,869. Before whom were they brought 3–An
officer of the Kingston troops.
26,870. Do you recollect the Volunteers ?—Yes.
26,871. Do you know who he was 2–I don't know
his name; I never saw him before that day.
26,872. What was done 2 – One of them was
ordered to be catted. .

26,873. Was there any inquiry —None.
26,874. Do you know where he had been brought
from 3–I am not sure.

-

26,875. Do you know his name —No.
26,876. What was done to the man –IIe received

about four lashes; three or four. The officer then

Asked him, whether or not he had taken an oath to
jºin the rebels. He said, “No.” “Unless you tell us
the truth,” or “until you tell us the truth,” said the
ºfficer, “we will flog you,” and he gave it to him, and
the boatswain's mate laid on three or four. “We
Will flog you till you tell us the truth,” said the
%icer. The man then said, “Yes, I took an oath.”
The officer next asked, “Who gave the oath to you?”

and said, “Paul Bogle gave me the oath.” Just then
Mr. Ramsay came in and stopped the flogging, and

said, “Let him go. You will kill these brutes and they
won't tell the truth.”

The officer ordered another

man to be laid down, and as I saw that, I was waiting
for a pass to go to the hospital to see my brother-in
law, and I left the police station, and went out in the
street, and did not remain to witness more.
26,877. Do you say that it was a policeman who
whispered the words that you have repeated 3–No;
somebody in the police station.

26,878. Did you see Alexander Taylor flogged at
Bath?—Yes; he was examined on a charge of plun
dering Leith Hall. I was present when the depositions
were being taken, and when the man was carried from
Mr. Kirkland's office to the police station. Mr. Kirk
land ordered him to be brought back and catted first,
and to receive 100 lashes ; and the next day he was
carried to the Bay, and I understand he was hanged.
26,879. Did you see another man tied up to be
catted ?–Yes.

"he man made no answer, but somebody in the police

26,880. Did you see his back -—I saw his back.
The man was tied up, and when his shirt was taken

*tion I distinctly heard whisper the name “Bogle,”

off I saw that his back was cut up with recent flog

"the man caught, and said that Bogle gave him the gings. His trowsers were taken down and about
*h. He was asked, “What Bogle " and he was 30 lashes were laid on his rump.
26,881. What was his name 2—I don't know. IIe
lºg flºgged as the questions were being asked,
What Bogle " He made no answer, and I heard was a man living at Airy Castle.
15589.
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26,882, You said before that you saw women

EIGHTH
DAY.

flogged —Yes, a goodly number of women.
26,883. How came you to see them flogged 2–

-

26,905. Of Africans ?—Yes. The settlement above

the character of the people brought in, and to see if
any of my people were among them. There was
hardly a day when I was not in Bath to ascertain

Sulphur River, connected with the Rhine Estate, is
where they live, and nearly every one of them was
brought in ; and they brought them from down the
river, gangs of Africans. I came into the Court-house,
and saw them sitting round the room, African,

that fact.

African, African, as I went round. They were chiefly

26,884. And then you stopped and looked at the
flogging, did you ?–Prisoners were brought in every

Africans that were brought in here. The Creole
bore a very small proportion to the number that
brought in here.
26,906. How many days did the flogging go on ?—

W. C. Murray. I came down for this reason.
26 Feb, 1866.

26,904. Were there 100 —Vastly more.

I wished to ascertain

ImOment.

26,885. Who were the two women you saw flogged 2

I cannot tell.

–Cecilia Livingston and Fanny Junor.
26,886. What about them —They were both
flogged when in a state of pregnancy.
26,887. How did you know 2–By their appearance.
26,888. Are they delivered yet 2—I do not know.
Did you see Livingston on Saturday last
*

#.

—I did.

26,890. Did you not notice that she was pregnant
then 2–Yes.

26,891. Then she has not been confined f—I mean,

I don't know whether the two have been. Fanny
Junor I have not seen lately.
26,892. Neither of them said she was pregnant,

26,907. When did it begin —On Tuesday the
17th, when I returned from Morant Bay it was going
on.

It was not before I left.

I understood that

Mr. Ramsay had come down on Monday night.
26,908. You had better not tell us what you under
stood —It began on Tuesday the 17th.
26,909. And how long did it go on ?–-For some
time between two and three weeks they were catting.
26,910. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) How many do
you think were flogged per day ?—Judging from what
I saw, I should think about 35 ; between 30 and 40

-

did she 3–I did not hear.

26,893. Have you anything else to say about a
saddle 2–Yes, about Duncan Stewart, who was

living at Ginger Hall. I was present when he
brought in a saddle which he said he had picked up
on the road opposite his house.

As soon as he came

in, his hands were tied together, and he was ordered
to the Court-house ; a boy was leading him, and the
head constable with a sword in his hand went behind

and fixed the sword to his rump, and pushed him
along, and the man cried out. I ran after the man
and held him, and said “For heaven's sake don’t be
so cruel.”

-

do not know.

26,912. On Sundays they were not flogged ?–No;
but they flogged every day of the week.
-

26,913. And did the numbers diminish towards
the end ?—I think so.
26,914. We have heard before that the number was

about 300; were many of your people flogged —Not
many.

26,915. Was Taylor one of them f—Yes,
26,916. Was Livingstone one –Jaspar Living
stone, and his wife Cecilia.

-

26,917. Taylor had not attended for some time —

26,894. What was the name of this man 2–Mendes.
I said, “Don’t be so cruel ! and he left off.”
26,895. You don't mean that he could have pushed
him on with the sword 2–Yes.

No ; he was rather a careless man.

26,918. Was Livingston flogged at the same time
as his wife —No, I do not think so.

26,919. How many of your people were flogged?

26,896. Just consider; was any wound inflicted

I should think about 30.

-

26,920. That is a good many –It is but a small

by the sword —I assure you it was so.
26,897. Did you see the blood —I did not. Mendes

proportion ; we have between 800 and 900 members,

had a broad sword, and used it on Duncan Stewart
as I have mentioned. I am almost ashamed to speak

26,921. You say the women were flogged with
wire –Positively; they flogged men with a cat, and

of some things that I saw, lest I should be charged

then a woman was handed up, and flogged with the

with falsehood.

Same cat.

26,898. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you interfere on behalf

}

a day.
26,911. You don't mean 30 or 40 every day ?—I

of any of those who were flogged 2–Yes, I did on

26,922. (Mr. Drummond.) Were Cecilia Living
stone and Fanny Junor flogged before or after

behalf of a boy named Stephens. He was tied up,
and being catted, and was crying out very loudly at

Stephens 2–I am not sure.

one time, and afterwards I heard quietness, except

they were flogged the same week, but I am not sure
as to who was flogged first.
26,924. And you say you know these women were

the lashings and the counting, and when they
counted 50 I rushed up to the place where they were

26,923. To the best of your recollection ?—I think

flogging him, and asked Bruce who was superin pregnant ; did you communicate that fact to the
tending, “How many lashes do you intend to give to authorities —I did not, for I did not know they
this boy " He said, “As many as he could take.” were to be flogged till afterwards.
-

26,925. Did you not then interfere?—No, I did

“Well,” I said, “if you are to give as many as he
can take, and you give him another lash, you will kill
him. The boy has fainted.” A young man, who was
standing near, went upstairs, and told Mr. Kirkland
that I was interfering.
26,899. Did you hear him tell him that ?—Mr.
Kirkland came down, and spoke to me very roughly
indeed, and he told me I had no right to go and in
terfere with the punishment of prisoners; and he was
very rude, and I left the yard, and went out.

lame or a cripple, or was he a man able to run ?-Hº

wards 2—No ; they took him down. The boy's name

26,930. Was he running when you saw him -

not.

26,926. Did you interfere the same week for
Stephens —I did. .

26,927. Was this person named Duncan Stewart
is a man who walks lamely.
26,928. Could he run ?–He walks lamely,
26,929. Do you mean that he was not able to run ?

—Not as other men. He could, but lamely. He
26,900. Did they go on flogging the boy after lives at Ginger Hall, and can be seen.
*

is Stephen. He is not more than 200 yards

from

this Court-house.

He was being pushed along by Mendes with the
sword, and he was running before it.

26,901. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Did you see
26,931. Can you give any explanation as to why
any Africans flogged —A large number. The ma you did not interfere for the women —I did nº
jority of people brought in were Africans.
26,902. How many Africans were brought in 2–
I don't know the number ; but two or three large

gangs were brought in.
26,903. About how many were brought in 2–I
cannot speak with accuracy as to the number.

interfere on behalf of those two women, because !
did not know they were pregnant till they wer”
tied up.
26,932. When they were tied up why did yºu not

say something?—I did not know till she was loose"
down and I saw her.

-A ––

--

-

-

*
*
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26,933. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Are the people

26,949. Who was the Clerk of the Peace?.-Mr.

º F.

in which justice is
26,934. Is there not a stipendiary magistrate 2–

There was.

-

Hºſh

r

- -

-

26.9% wa.
Mr. Shortridge there 3–1 cannot sºy.
º
º.
º any other case º this
011

; hº... º
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here
the manner
administered f-I believe so.

er

he two

occasions

you

-

-

W. C. Murray.

were tried for

r)

(1,

º

26 Feb. 1866.

rºlling a cart on some sprout canes as

... º º ..".
º !"

e -

Were hero ( —

Another time I was present when two or three boys

-

26,937. How long ago —Four years. I will not
say that he was not here before, but I never saw him.
I have frequently asked Mr. Jackson to attend, but
he rarely did.

were being

. | tº wheels; two carts went

º

on the

I in

t

º:

-

ank; and these two boys were brought up for
maliciously destroying the canes. I was present, and

26,938. On what ground is it that you think the
people isareadministered
dissatisfied —Their
with theimpression
manner inis, which
justice
and I,

they
were.
fined toeach
or 20fordays
imprisonment,
and º
be 18s,
stopped
three
weeks that

having attended the Court once or twice, have had

wº

que º

!

16111.

-

º

s

-

-

the
same impression, from the general demeanour of , ºº, Whº were the migiºs ºn "...T
the justices, there is little chance of escape for any Only Mr. Harrison was one, and Mr. James, I think.
who come before them.

|

º

*

,

º
*

26,953. Who is Mr. James 2–He was the overseer

26,939. You have formed that conclusion from one

of Duckenfield. The late Mr. Hire was the prose
:

or two attendances —Yes.

cutor in the case.

26,940. You are rather hasty —I have attended
three or four times, and I speak especially with regard
to what the people tell me.

—I cannot, but it was some time last year.

26,941. Have you seen eases in which a dispute
between a labourer and employer has arisen —On

been
earlywhen
in theboth
year,were
or late
in 1864.
present
in
court
tried.
I haveI was
intercourse

wº,942.
º
Un

satisfied.

*

26,956. You added to that, that you thought there
was good ground for the dissatisfaction. Are there

*

biect, first of all?—Well, I
any subject, turst of all r—Well,
cannot remember ; I do not think so when I have
been in court

-

-

26,954. Can you give the dates of these two cases 2
26,955. In 1865 –Yes, both cases.

It must have

*

*
a

-

-

.

.

.

...W. in º i. º '..." other
cases upon whichtº
you have
founded that opinion,
ºº
once or twice —I have

this conclusion ?—One case in particular I remember.

i. once y ...
said at fiust
twice you .

Mr. Duffus
of Bowden
somehad
15 aorroad
16
women
for breaking
downbrought
a fence. upThey

26,957.
, S/O / . !O nº

a

Hav
ave

some year, and he put up the fence, and the women, it

3. any other reason º cannot charge my memory
. º I. l º . . impressed
º , and I was deeply pained by them.

was affirmed, took down the fence at night to re-open
the way to the settlement; they were brought up,

been in Bath —Four years.

on to some settlement near to Mr. Duffus' house, and

Mr. Duffus shut up the road after it had been in use

W1th

Oll

26,958. (Mr. Drummond.) How long have you

Neither Mr. Duffus, nor his man,

the ranger, could identify any of them, and yet they

the time that is occupied in doing certain work on
the estates ?–Only from information received from
my people.
26,960. (By the Commission). From the people

13 or 14 of them.

were fined each of them, I cannot state the amount,

or they were ordered to be sent for 15 days to the
District Prison.

26,944, Who were the magistrates ?–1 cannot

\

26,945. It is rather a serious charge —There were
14 or 15 women.

26,946. Did they plead “not guilty "-Yes.

Mr.

º

who do the work, or from the overseers —Those

º

!

who do the work.

remember.

f
-

26,959. Do you feel able to give an opinion about

26,961. Not from the overseers : —Sometimes I
have heard from Mr. Harrison of Hordley, with
whom I frequently conversed.

t

Duffus said they came up in a riotous way, and asked

26,962. Now do you know how long it would
him to open the pass. He refused, and that night the
fence was cut down.

He said there was an equal

take to weed twenty-five chains of average land –
It would require a ‘very able and active man to

number of women, or a greater number, but he knew accomplish it in a day.
the 13 to be among the number ; and they were
26,963. How matly hours ?—From seven to four,
brought up for cutting down the fence, and neither sometimes
they work till five.
Mr. Duffus nor the ranger could point to any one of
26,964.
Is that on land of average dryness or
these women, and say, “I saw that woman cut it down.”
26,947. Or was present when it was cut —No ; it wetness : — In this neighbourhood the land is
was cut down in the morning. Mr. Harrison was generally very light. I am not sure that vegetation
judgment seat or at the table, but I spoke with him
on the subject there and then.
You cannot tell who were the magistrates?

is very rapid. It would require, as far as I can
see, an able and active man to do satisfactorily twenty
five chains of weeding four feet wide, as I under
stand is the width in the ground requiring to be

- I eS,

weeded.

here,
º

but I am not sure whether he sat on the

:*.

*

The witness withdrew.

DIANA BLAckwood (black), sworn, and examined.

$º. Are you

head woman at Hordley estate *

- I es.

-

26,966. On the 12th of October did you see

People coming up to the house ?—Yes.
26,967. What time in the day was that ?—They
began from Golden Grove about 11 o'clock. They

were at Hordley about 12 o'clock, when they had
done at Hire's.

26,968. Where were you ?—Getting up to my
Ouse to go and rest.

26,969. Were you at Hordley or at Golden Grove 2

~At Hordley.

D, Blackwood.

26,970. What number of people came here 2–
About fifty or forty people; but I did not acknow
ledge many of them.

26,971. Do you mean twelve at night?—Yes.
26,972. Do you know many of them 2–Yes, I
know many of them, but it was dark.
26,973. Did they work on the Hordley estate —
No ; the one I heard was Isaac Robinson, and he
had Mr. Hire's gun with him.

26,974. Where was he from ? – When they
murdered Mr. Hire they came down to Hordley.
26,975. Did he belong to Hordley —No ; they

-

3 X 2

=

*

with people, and know they were thoroughly dis-

-

*

-
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D. Blackwood.

belonged to all the estates about. He was working

I am tired, and I take the hoe myself and labour

at Duckenfield.

with it.

26,976. How were they armed * – They took

Mr. Hire's gun, and came down and look for Mr.
Harrison.

26 Feb, 1866.
---

26,977. That is what Robinson had 2–Yes.
26,978. Did they get into the house and destroy
the things —Yes. I hid Mrs. Harrison and the
others in the canes.

26,992. Sometimes the weeds are very bad?—
Yes,

26,993. And when they are very bad how long
does it take —I have done it by 12 o'clock when
it has been very bad.
26,994. What do they pay for it?—Sometimes
when the weeds are bad, and they can't manage it,

they take and pay them the whole shilling. Some

26,979. Did the people get into the house and

times, when they do nineteen chains out of twenty

destroy the things 7–Yes. The children and the five, they only get sixpence or ninepence, but when
ladies made twenty-five; I hid them all.
26,980. On Friday did you go back to your own

house?—I took the ladies up to the house about
5 o'clock in the morning.

26,981. Did the people come there 2–Yes; they
came looking for the ladies, and I took and hid
them in the bush.

26,982. What did the people say?—They said
if they caught Mr. Harrison and Mrs. Harrison
they would kill every soul, to the youngest child.
26,983. Who said that ?—Charles Brown, Jackey
Lewis, and Richard Brown.
26,984. Where do they belong to ?—To Hayning.
26,985. Do all these three come from there 2–
Yes.

26,986. Did anybody else say so —One Charles
Farmer.

He is from Hayning too; and John Affleck

Pringle.
26,987. Is he from there too 2–Yes.

26,988. How far is Hayning from Hordley —
Five or six miles across the hills.

26,989. You did not see any Hordley people taking
any part?—No ; I heard some of the small ones
that were running about and helping.
26,990. They were not the people who said they
would kill Mr. and Mrs. IHarrison 2–No, I did not

the weeds are bad they get a shilling.
26,995. Is that for any quantity ? – Yes; but
several don't do it, and they don't get it.
26,996. Supposing a person does nineteen chains
in a day, is he required to do six chains the next
day before he gets his shilling ; are they sometimes
paid by piece and sometimes by day ?–Yes.
26,997. If they are paid a shilling for twenty-five
chains are they obliged to finish the twenty-five
before they get the shilling 2–Yes.
26,998. (Mr. Gorrie). Have you seen labourers
paid less than that ?—They are not paid less unless
they don't finish the work; when they finish the
work they are paid for it.
26,999. Suppose they finish the half of the twenty
five, what do they get 2—They get sixpence,
27,000. And suppose the weeds are very bad,
and they don’t do twenty-five chains, have you seen
them get sixpence or ninepence —Sometimes, but
not always, they give them a shilling.
27,001. Is that always —Oftentimes.
27,002. (Mr. Drummond.) Suppose you report, as
head woman, that they have not finished the task,
are you asked whether they have worked hard or
not ?—Yes.

27,003. Suppose you say they have not been
working well, and have not finished their task, are

know any of them.
26,991. How long does it take to do twenty-five
chains of weeding if you begin at 7 o'clock in the
morning 2–I begin from 6 o'clock in the morning,
and if you put your mind to do the work and try
to do it, you will have done it about after 12 o'clock;
but of late days I find the labourers, when you give
them work to do, some of them come and look upon
the work, and won't try to endeavour to work. The

27,005. (By the Commission.) But somebody else
sees whether the work has been done besides you?

work is stopped back, and I quarrel with them till

—Yes.

they paid a shilling –Sometimes I do it myself;
oftentimes. Sometimes the employer comes and sees
the quantity that is done. If it is not well done
I pay.

27,004. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Do you report
what people do —Yes.

The witness withdrew.

MARY ANN DARTON (black), sworn, and examined.

M. A. Darlon,

27,006. Po you come from Thornton 2–Yes.
27,007. Were you living with Thomas Sinclair 2–
C.S.

27,008. On the 14th of October did you see the
Maroons come down 2–Yes.

27,009. Did you see them shoot anybody ?–Yes;
Alick Forsyth.

27,010. Where did they shoot him 2–In his uncle's
yard.
27,011. Who was with the Maroons at the time;
-

was any officer?–No ; I did not see any officer with
them; only the Maroons alone.
27,012. How many of them were

there 2–I

27,013. Was Alick Forsyth merely standing in the
yard —Yes; he was standing up in the yard.

27,014. How old was he –I cannot rightly tell
how many years of age he was. He was not familiar
with me; he was only a neighbour.
27,015. Do you think he was about sixteen or
seventeen –About that; he is a young lad.
27,016. You saw him shot ?–Yes.

27,017. Where were you ?–In my yard; they
were coming to shoot me, and I said, “No, don't;
and they said, “Here is the man that blew out yo”

man's brains.” When they had shot him they wº
and drank the blood; but I don't know wheth"
they drank the blood.

cannot number them.

The witness withdrew.

N. Cameron.

NELLY CAMERON (black), sworn, and examined.
27,018. Do you live at Harbour Head 2–Yes.

27,919. Were you living with a person named
Dennis Barclay ?–Yes.
27,020. Was he taken up

first or the second Sun!”
Was that the
27,022.disturbance
after
at Morant Bay -A week after
the
that.

by a constable at any
time —Yes.
27,021. When 2–One Sunday night. `

27,023. Were you taken at the same time 2-Ye.
27,024. Did they take you to Leith Hall *—ſº
27,025. Did you see him flogged there ? - Yes;
-

\
*.

—-

* ---

:
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they put me to stand up, and see the whole of them
catted and flogged.

27,026. Did you see how many lashes he had 2–
Yes; he had 150 by the white troops.
27,027. Did you and he then go away –Yes; we
went away together on Sunday night.

his hands tied.

N. Cameron.

mained there, and they kept me in my wet clothes

27,038. He was then taken to Leith IIall ?—Yes;
and James Gordon met him at the gate.
27,039. You have never seen him since that ?—
James Gordon turned him back on the Saturday. He
said he must go, and get his back well, but he must
have him hanged. On Monday morning I saw a
Mongola man named James Evans came and take him

from Sunday until Tuesday, and I never had any

out.

27,028. Was he flogged on the Sunday —They
kept him till Tuesday, when the white troops came.
27,029. You were both taken on the Sunday, and

you remained till Tuesday or Wednesday?--I re

TWENTY
EIGHTH
DAY.

27,037. Did he give him to the police —Yes; to
Charles James, and James got a horse whip, and never
ceased flogging him till he fell on his two knees, with

thing.

26 Feb. 1866,
--

27,040. And you have never seen him since —No.

27,030. Did the white troops then come 2–Yes;
and flogged him, and gave him 150 lashes.

27,031. On what day was that –On Tuesday.
27,032. What did he do after that —When they
flogged him, they sent him home on Tuesday, and his
back was very bad.
27,033. Did you go with him –Yes. He would

not walk. I was forced to leave him on the road, and
tell him “take time,” and I would go on.

27,041. (Mr. Drummond.) Did you count the
lashes : – Yes; I saw them; and held his beard
while they flogged him.
27,042. What comes next to 50 *—(Witness was
made to count up to 12, and could not count.
further.)
-

27,043. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Did you hear
other people count –James Gordon counted it : and

Corporal Philip flogged every soul that came to Leith

27,034. You went on ?–Yes.

Hall.

27,035. On the Saturday, did the constable come

27,044. Did he cry out —They cried out aloud.
27,045. You heard them count P – Yes; I was
there ; and too many more got the floggings.

again —Yes; the next Saturday.
27,036. Was that Daniel Newland 2–Yes.

The witness withdrew.

ALEXANDER Scott (a black ), sworn, and examined.
27,060. Have you worked for Mr. Hire also :27,046. Are you a labourer at Airy Castle, working
Yes.
at Hordly for Mr. Harrison 2–Yes.
27,061. Had you a dispute with him f – Yes; I
27,047. What are you employed to do?— To cut
took two jobs.
canes by job.
27,048. What is the contract 2–I had an agree
27,062. At one time the case was decided against
ment for 12s. an acre for ratoon canes, and for plant you ; at another time in another Court it was decided
ing canes five dollars an acre ; and sometimes when for you ?—Yes; he owed me Sl. 9s., and he brought
the piece is bad it took three days to the acre.
me up for neglect of duty, after 15 days notice, in
27,049. Is that for you alone *—No ; there are 12 this Court-house the magistrate inflicted a ſine of five
dollars.
men besides me; 13 altogether.

27,050. You say it took 13 of you three days to
earn 12s. ?–Yes; to cut down an acre and tie it up.
27,051. Why did you agree to do it for 12s. ?—

A. Scott.

27,063. And you failed ?–Yes.
27,064. And you got a verdict afterwards in your
favour –Yes; and notice was sent to Mr. Cooke,

The piece contained 9 or 12 acres, and we all
agreed to do it for 12s. an acre.

27,052. You could earn no more money at other

-

work?—Yes.

27,053. That's only 4d. a-day ?–Yes.

27,054. Why did you agree to do that ?— Some
times the work is more difficult; but if you work

the manager will not pay it you.
27,055. Why did you undertake to do this for 12s.?

27,065. How long ago?–Turning to three years.
27,066. Was Mr. Burke your attorney —Yes.
27,067. How is it that you have not got the
money —He wrote a letter to Mr. Cooke, and he
sent word I must go and arrest him myself.
27,068. How much did you pay Mr. Burke 3–1
paid him 4!. to take up the case.

27,069. (Mr. Drummond.) Will you tell us what
is the distinction

between

brisk work and other

You saw the work before ?–Yes.

work 2–If we commence a piece for job on Monday.

27,056. Then why did you do it?—They won't
... .

give more.

27,057. At other times how long will it take to do
ſº

An acre, if the piece is very good –If it is very good
it takes a day to take down an acre.

27,070. At what time of day ?—At 6 o'clock.
27,071. What time do you knock off?—When we
are working a job we knock off at 11 for breakfast.
27,072. How long do you take for breakfast 2–An
hour.

A
a

27,058. That is, that if the piece were good you
would earn nearly 1s. a day ?–Yes.
27,059. How much is what you earn generally —
Sometimes we go by the day, and sometimes he pays
* 1s. ; and sometimes for brisk work 1s. 6d.

We have two hours for meals.

27,073. Do you mean that you leave the
six 2–We commence work at six.

work at 6 o'clock.

house at

We commence

We stop in the barracks.

27,074. Who calls you in the morning?—Nobody.

The witness withdrew.

ANN WILsoN (a black), sworn, and examined.
27,081. By whom was it burnt --By Mr. Bunting.
27,075. Are you a married woman —Yes.
27,082. Who was with him at the time –A regi
3.076. Who is your husband 2–Richard Wilson.
27,077. Where do you live –At Manchioneal.

#. Was your house burnt 2–Yes.
º
:-

º When was that ?—Before day in martial
º: Was it the beginning of martial law 2–In
**ginning; the same week.

ment of white soldiers.

27,083. Were they soldiers or Volunteers; do you
know the difference f---The white soldiers that he

brought up in the morning.

27,084. Do you remember what was the day of
the week 7–Yes; I think it was Thursday.
3 X 3
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27,085. Did you ask Mr. Bunting not to burn the
house?—I said I had done nothing at all. He said
as everybody's house was to be burnt, he would burn

A. Wilson.

it to please him, for his own generosity, his own

to burn the house ?—He said if his wife had'nt a

place to stay in, I should not have a place to
stay in.
27,088. Had his wife had her house burnt?—
-

Yes.
revenge.
26 Feb. 1866.

27,086. What did he say?—He asked for my
husband, and I said, I did not know where he

was ;

and he said if he met him he would shoot him: .
27,087. What did he say when you asked him not

27,089. Is your husband in prison —Yes; and my
biggest son who left me on Tuesday.
27,090. (Mr. Gorrie.) How many children have
you ?—I have eight small children.

The witness withdrew.

W. A. East

WILLIAM ANTHONY EAST (black), sworn, and examined.
done the work —When they work from morning all
27,091. Do you live at Airey Castle –Yes.
27,092. Were you headman at Wheelersfield?— the day, sometimes they get sixpence, sometimes
Yes.

27,093. Are you now headman at Hordley —
Yes.

for that?—Yes; because he can never finish the task

27,094. At Wheelersfield what was the price for
weeding —A shilling a day I was promised.
27,095. Was it day work 2–It was task work
27,096. Then you cannot say as it was a shilling
a day how much they had to weed for a shilling 7–
Trashing and weeding 25 chains for a shilling.
27,097. But you are asked what is the price for
weeding canes 2–30 chains to 25 chains of weeding
and moulding.
27,098. Had you only one shilling for that ?—
Only one shilling.
27,099. That is putting the moulding in 2–We
mould and weed together.

scarcely.

-

27,100. Was that for 30 chains 2—Sometimes 35
and sometimes 30.

27, 101. You are quite sure about this 2—I am
quite sure.

27,102. How long did it take to weed that much

From 7 in the morning till 4; sometimes we never
can finish.

27,103. Is that allowing one hour for breakfast —

No ; generally when it is task work we don't go to
breakfast.

-

27,104. Don't they go away between 7 and 42–
They come at 7 in the morning, and work all the day,
and sometimes we have not done in the day; it is
more than we can manage to do.

27,105. What was the time they generally began
working at Wheelersfield 2–7 in the morning.
27,106. Did you ever know them earlier 2–I
cannot tell the exact time, but the latest would be
º

ninepence a day.
27,117. A good strong working man works all day

7 o’clock.

27,118. What is the cause that he can scarcely
finish it in a day ?—Because there are 30 chains
or 25.

27,1 19. Is that weeding and moulding —Yes.
27,120. How came you to leave Wheelersfield?—
Because the payment is so bad, and the task is so

heavy; and people get only three shillings or two and
sixpence a week.

27,121. You left of your own accord *—I gave the
busha notice.

27,122. He did not dismiss you ?–I said the last

time he paid us, it was not right, and the people
complained, and he abused us, and I told him the
people would not come back to work.
;
27,123. Did he dismiss you, or did you leave of
your own account —I told him I was going to leave;
and he told me I must go.

27,124. Before that, you had told him you would
go —Yes.
27,125. And now you are at Hordley —Yes,
27,126. Is the rate of wages there the same as at

Wheelersfield –We are promised a shilling a day,
and when we do a shilling task we get it.
27,127. How much is a task –16 to 20 chains.

at 7.

27,109. When have you ever known anybody at
work before 7 o'clock on that estate 7–Since last

Christmas ; since this year began.
27,110. But you were not working there then 2–
I was up to two weeks; the week before last and two
weeks.

the same time.

-

-

s
27,131. What time is that ?--Generally the same
time as at Wheelersfield.

year some people went to work before 7 o'clock in

the morning 2–Yes.

sometimes 7 o'clock.

27,133. Have you come before 7 these last two
weeks —Yes; I have gone to work before 7.
27,134. You mean sometimes —I have come out

every morning at one time. Sometimes I have been
one morning late by looking after breakfast.

27,135. Have you during the last two weeks gone
to work before 7 o'clock —Yes.

27,136. How often ?—Nearly the whole time.

27,137. Nearly the whole of the two weeks?-

27,112. How much before 7 o'clock 2–I didn't
have a watch.

-

—Five days a week.
to work before 7 o'clock 2–Yes.

*

27,114. Then how do you know it was before 7 ?—

I judge by the sun; we generally mould and weed

-

27,140. How long have you worked there {-T"
weeks.

27,113. There is a clock, is there not?—I heard
no clock.

-

27,188. How many days a week have you worked?
27,139. On nearly all those days you have gon*

-

-

27,141. How late in the day?—Up to two o'clock
in the afternoon.
f

27,142. Have you any time allowed there *
meals —No.

-

-

*

k

together all in one.

27,143. Have you not from I1 to 12 –We ""

*11%, And you have to do the two, the weeding
and moulding, for one shilling 2—One shilling I was
promised.

27,116.

right on.

*...

Don't the men generally rest ?—As

º,

come out in the morning and take their hoes,"

Are they always paid when they have

never finish till the task is done.

'', I
º:

Yes.

27,111. And you say, that at the beginning of this

4.

27,128. Is that weeding 7–Weeding and moulding,
27,129. Is that for a shilling —Yes.
27,130. What time do you go to work there?–At

27,132. At what hour is that ?—Before 7, and

27,107. Did you ever know them before 7 ?—
Perhaps they might be before 7, but I don't know.
27,108. Did you ever know them before 7 ?—In
the morning time, I generally turn out with them

º
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27,145. The day labourers eat

their breakfast at

11 o'clock —Yes.
27,146. How much can a man earn. at cane
digging at Hordley ?—Generally two shillings.

27,158. But you said that when it was bad they
finished by 4 -—Yes.

hole

27,147. Is that two shillings a day ?—Yes.
27,148. And what hours do they work – They go
abºut 7 o'clock in the morning and work till about
3 o'clock.
27,149. Do not men generally make three shillings

TWENTY
EIGHTH
1)AY.

27,159. But when it is good, how long do they
W. A. East.

take 2–The same time.

-

27,160. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Where there

26 Feb. 1866.

is a very easy row, and not much weed about it, when
do they finish –About 4.

27,161. From what time in the morning do they

-

and sixpence a day by late hours ?—A good working

work 2–7 o'clock.

27,162. If it is very difficult, what is the difference

27,150. Is the soil much the same at Hordley as at
Wheelersfield;—Yes; but the grass is generally

—Then they work up to 4, and don't finish.
27,163. When would they finish ; how long must
they work to finish it 2–Till 7 perhaps, and then not

bad.

finish it.

27,151. (Mr. Gorrie.) Has. Mr. Harrison raised
his wages, do you know —When grass is bad he
always makes some allowance; but the other estates

till 7 ?–No ; they leave it over, and the busha pays

Imall Căl).

wOnt.

27,152. Do you hear the clock at Hordley —The

27,164. You don’t mean to say that they do work
whatever he likes for it.

27,165. At Hordley, you mean, they get only 1s. ;
if a good man works from 7 to 4, you said at cane

barrack is far away from the buckra house, and I

holes, he can earn 2s. by 3 o'clock 2–Yes.

never heard it. .

27,166. How soon can he earn 2s. at young canes :
—At Hordley
27,167. Yes —I never did any since I took

27,153. (By the Commission.) You have been
talking about weeding and moulding ; do you mean
removing the trash and moulding —We generally
draw back the trash, and then mould.

27,154. What is the price for weeding young canes :
–25 chains.

-

27,155. Do you get 1s. for that ?–Yes. At
Wheelersfield we get 25 chains.
27,156. What you were speaking of before is
weeding and moulding, and weeding and trashing;

how long are the men weeding 25 chains of young
cane —Sometimes the cane-holes are bad with grass,
and sometimes it takes from 7 in the morning till 4,
and a man can scarely do the 25 chains.

charge.

27,168. Do you say that at Hordley it would take
a man from 7 to 4, if the work were easy, to weed 25
chains 2--When it is easy; and when it is hard it
will take till that time.

27, 169. How long does it take when the work is

hard —Up to 3 o'clock.

27,170. And when it is easy, how long will it take 2
—When it is hard it takes up to 4 o'clock, and when
it is easy till 3.

vºl. If it is easy, it can be done from 7 to 3 –
es.

27,157. But at other times, how long *—At other

27, 172. When it is hard it can be done from 7 to 42

times, when the grass is not too bad, the men finish —Yes; and sometimes it isn't done at all by 4.
by 4.
The witness withdrew.

SUSANNA WALKER (coloured), sworn, and examined.
27,173. Did some constables come to your house Morant
27,177.BayDid
?–Yes.
they take you and yyour husband(1 tto

- S. Walker.

at the beginning of martial law —Yes.

27,174. Do you remember on what day ?—About
Friday.
27,175. Was that in the week after –In the middle
of martial law.

27,176. You remember hearing of what happened
at Morant Bay, don't you ?—No.

#78.
- I es.

Were you kept 3 weeks in the workhouse 2
-

27,179. Was your house burnt afterwards . Yes.
27, 180. Have you seen your husband since —No.
27,181. What was his name –Thomas Walker,

The witness withdrew.

John RICHARD NELsoN (black), sworn, and examined.

27,182. Are you a Wesleyan schoolmaster —
3m.
27,183. Where 2–Here.

27,184. Do you mean in Bath 2–Yes.
27,185. On the 21st of October, did you see any
thing done by a man named Mendes 2–Yes.

J. R. Nelson.

27,189. (By the Commission.) Have

you ever
attended

attended meetings of magistrates?—I have
meetings here.

27,190. How often ?--Frequently.
27,191. Have you seen anything you wish to speak
of 7–There is no particular case that I can

n OW

remember ; for I did not take down the names of the

27,186. What did you see 2–I saw a man being
brought in as a prisoner, and as he got very nearly

parties.
27, 192.

to the place where they were being tried, Mendes ran

What magistrates have principally
attended here ; have they been planters ?—Principally

ºut of a shop, and attacked him with a broad sword
in his hand, and belaboured him three or four blows

planters.

with the sword.

27,193. There are other magistrates, are there not,
who are in business in the town 2–One was Mr. Kirk.

.37,187. Who was the man —I do not know. I
did not enquire. I saw another man who was return
ing from being flogged, and as he-came up, about the

land, a collector of dues.

same place, he was also attacked by Mendes and

—Three years ago, there was a Doctor Sibley.

received some blows.

-

27,188. (Suggested by Mr. Drummond.) Was that

24,194. Is he the only magistrate, except planters
or attorneys or other people connected with estates ?

27, 195. But for the last three years 2—I do not

I suppose it was not with the edge of the sword. He

recollect any other.
27,196. Do you know anything about the case of
Hire and Hamilton 2–I know that was a case that

might have been hacked.

was pending for a considerable time.

with the flat side of the sword *—I did not observe.

-
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27,197. That was a case brought by Mr. Hire
against Hamilton, was it not 2–Yes.

-

27,198. Who was Hamilton ?—The defendant.
J. R. Nelson.

27,199. What was he –A person employed by
Mr. Hire.

26 Feb. 1866.

27,200. Mr. Hire was taking proceedings against

27,201. What became of the case at last?—It fell
through.
27,202. Do you mean that it was never heard 7–
I mean it was never heard ; it was dismissed.
27,203. You were not present —Not when it was
dismissed.

him —Yes.
The witness withdrew.

M. Donaldson.

MARY DoNALDSON (black), sworn, and examined.
27,204. Do you live at Sunning Hill ?—Yes.
27,205. Did you live with a person named John
Robinson —Yes.
27,206. Is he alive 2–Yes.

27,207. Was he shot by the Maroons —Yes.
27,208. When —On the Saturday during the
Wal'.

27,209. Did you see him —Yes. When the man
was shot she wished to say something, and the Maroons
would not let her, but turned upon her, and shot her
too, and the pickaninny.
27,210. Where was John Robinson when they shot

him ; was he in the house ?–No ; he was out of doors,
and I buried the man myself.
27,211. Did they shoot him at the door of his
house ?—No ; he had three gun shot wounds; one in
his arm, one in his breast, and one in his neck.
27,212. How far from the house was he when he

was shot ?—He was three days and night, and I got
another woman to help me to bury him.
27,213. Was Richard Lake with him ; was he shot?
—Yes.

27,214. Was he an African 2–Yes.

The witness withdrew.

E. Hall.

EDMUND HALL (black), sworn, and examined.
27,215. Did you know John Robinson —Yes.
27,234. Did you see him at the time —He stopped,
27,216. Did you see him shot ?—Yes.
and he took off his legging ; they were going to shoot
27,217. Where was he when he was shot ?—Just two men, and he said they must not shoot them, but
at his own house and ground.
send them to Bath ; then they came on, and as he was
27,218. Was he coming out of his house —He was not there they shot these two.
sitting down.
27,235. After that, when did you see Colonel Fyfe;
27,219. When he was shot ?—Yes.
how near the bodies —Not long after he came up; he
27,220. You were there and saw it —Yes.
must have been passed.
27,236. Did you hear Colonel Fyfe say they must
27,221. Was anybody else shot at the same time *
—Yes; Richard Lake.
not shoot the men –Presently I heard him say,
27,222. Was he sitting down 2–Yes; they two “Shoot nobody at all.”
sat down, and when the Maroons came they shot them
27,237. Were you the guide 2–Yes.
both.
27,238. Did you hear him give the order?—Before
27,223. Do you know what day this was 2—I don't my presence he ordered them not to shoot anybody, but
to send them to Bath.

remember the day.

27,224. Did you see how many Maroons there were 2
—About 30.

27,225. Who was with them 2–Colonel Fyfe was
with the gang at the time, but not in the part where
they shot him.
27,226. Where was he 7–Behind, coming, and
afterwards he came and passed the two dead bodies.
27,227. Did he see them —Yes.

27,239. Was that before the two men were shot?
—Before they were shot.
27,240. Were you a constable at any time —Yes,
27,241. Were you down here at Bath —Yes.

27,242. Did you see any people flogged 7–Several.
27,243. Did you see any women flogged 3–I saw
Cecelia Livingston.
27,244. Anybody besides 2–I saw a great many

27,228. Were they near the road —Just on the
same spot as you walk along.
27,229. How near to the dead bodies did he go 2
—He had to pass them close.
27,230. Then he must have seen them 2–He saw

women flogged, but I am not aware of the names.

the two.

27,247. What was the difference between them?
—Some were large and strong, and some were small;

-

27,231. What did he say?—The Maroons had gone
before, and some were behind, and he passed the
bodies.

-

ºl.

27,245. What were they flogged with ?–Cats,
27,246. How were the cats made that the women

were flogged with ; did you see different sorts of eats?
—I saw two kinds.

some were very small and some were large.

27,248. Was there any other difference?—Not

27,232. Did he say anything when he saw them 2
—I had gone before, and could not say.
27,233. Then you did not see him pass the bodies;
but you knew he must have passed to get where you
did see him 2–It was just like the chapel from here
when they shot the man.

before my presence.

27,249. Had some of them wire in them —That I
did not see.

-

27,250. Did you see the cat with which Cecelia
Livingston was flogged?—I was present, but I did not
examine the cat to see whether it had wire in it.

The witness withdrew.

RICHARD HARRIs (black), sworn, and examined.

R. Harris.
--

27,251. Where do you come from ?—From Cross

27,257. How many did you flogged 7–Too many;
I cannot remember them.

Paths.

27,252. Is that on the way to Thornton –It is
opposite.

27,258. Were a good many women flogged --Lº's
of them.

27,253. Were you in Bath during the whole of
martial law —I was, two days before.
27,254. Did you stop till after it was over ?–Yes.

27,255. You saw the people flogged ?-Every

27,259. Did you see the cats that were used ?Yes.

27,260. What were the first cats —The first wº

a cat made of sash cord, and through the cord W*

One.

27,256. Every one person —Yes.

Wille.

%
-

-

--->
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27,261. Do you

remember seeing the cats that

Bruce made first of all

27,279. Was he afterwards sent to Morant Bay ?Yes.

?—Yes.

-

-

-

27,262. They were not made of wire 2–Every

27,280. What state was his back in 7–The flies
got hold of him.

"...g63. You are mistaken

—I tell you I was with

them all the time.

-

7265. Who made the first you saw —I cannot
Bruce here 2–He ordered

tell; but I saw it.
27,266. Did you not see

them to flog, when he got the orders from Mr. Kirk
Did you not see the cats

land.
a 27,267.

R. Harris.

27,281. His back was badly wounded ?–Yes.

27,282. (Mr. Gorrie.) You are a sugar planter –

-

27,264. Do you remember the time when some
gentlemen came and complained of the eats not being
heavy enough ?–No.

he made 2–I saw

Tº:
DAY.
26 Feb. 1866.
--

Yes.
-

27,283. What extent of property have you ; how
many acres of land 3–About seven acres in sugar,
and coffee and provision.
27,284. Were you formerly a labourer ?–Yes; I
hired labourers and worked myself.
27,285. On the estates ?–No ; not at all.

27,286. What were you ?–I was no trade ; but I
was a young man in school before.

all the cats, but I did not know who made them.
27,268. Were they all alike 2–Yes.

27,269. Were they quite alike *—There was no
difference between them.

27,270. Do you say there was no difference
between any of them 2–Yes; until after they flogged
Mrs. Livingston.

27,271. For the first week they were all alike —
Yes.

27,272. When was there any change made in
them —When they flogged Mrs. Livington, and gave
her four and five lashes, and saw the wire cut her

back, Bruce said, “This cat won't do to flog the

women;” and they changed it, and sent upstairs to
where Mr. Duffus was, and got another cat without
wire, and gave her the balance of lashes.
27,273. How long had the flogging been going on
then before she was flogged 2–About a week.
27,274. After that, the other cats were used for

the women, were they 3–Yes.
27,275. Surely there were other different sorts of

cats Did you see one like that (cat produced by

27,287. How did you get your money to buy the
land with ?—I bought it from my father ; he bought
three acres, and the rest I bought.
27,288. Have you a hundred acres?——Yes.
27,289. That is new, and you bought it –Yes.
27,290. (By the Commission.) What did you give
for it 2––Two pound ten an acre (21. 10s.
27,291. Have you paid for it —No ; I have all
the receipts what I pay.
27,292. (By the Commission.) Have you ever
been present at a meeting of magistrates ?—I know
nothing about it.
27,293. Did you see Duncan Stewart brought in 2
—Yes.

27,294. What did you see done 2–I sat at the

chapel gate, and saw Mendes have his sword pointed
at him, and say, “Go on. I have a mind to run this
“ sword into your backside. You take and kill
“ buckra and thieve, and when buckra is dead what

“ are we going to do.”
27,295. Did he run it into him —No ; but he had
it fixed, and did not run it into him.

Mr. Kirkland shown to witness) —Yes.
27,276. And did you see another with several tails

27,296. Do you know a person named Rennals 2–.
I never knew him till the day I saw them ill-treating

like that (cat produced by witness Beckford shown) *

sides of the sword.

him in the yard. They hit him in the head with both

—Yes,

27,297. Who did 2–I don't know.

27,277. Were many women flogged during the first
week 7–Yes.

But he was

tied to a stake, like a hog, and they were beating him,
with the blood over his head.

7,278. Did you see a man named Livingston

flogged —I had him in possession at the station with
me the whole time,

27,298. Did you see somebody beating him 2–No ;
I saw him tied to the stake inside the yard, and on
both sides his head was bloody.

The witness withdrew.

yº. Are you

Edward TAYLoR (black), sworn, and examined.
a labourer at Mount Morant 2– they only fetched me to flog me, and there they

€S.

27,300. Do you remember a man named Gilbert
a Volunteer, and James Fuller, coming to you ?

gº

- les,

E. Taylor.

flogged me in Mr. Kirkland's yard.
27,305. Who did –The creole and the black.

27,306. Did they tell you what they flogged you
for 2–No.

2,301. And did they take you to Bath —Yes.
27,302, Was that on one Wednesday ?—Yes.
27,303. How many Wednesdays after the Morant

Bºy disturbances —I cannot tell that, but it was in
0ctober.

27,307. Who gave the order that you should be
flogged ?—Thomas McCrea.

27,308. Who is he –Overseer at Friendship.
27,309. Did he order you to have 50 lashes 2–Yes.
27,310. And you had them 2–Yes.
27,311. Where do you work 2–Down the river ;
-

27,304. Who did you see when you got to Bath *
efore whom were you taken 2 Did they take you
before Mr. Kirkland or Mr. Gray ?—No, not at all;

but for these two years I never work; I have pro
visions.

The witness withdrew.

MARY ANN TAYLon (black), sworn, and examined.

M. A. Taylor.
--

27,312. Do you come from Mount Stewart?—Yes.
27,313. Were you brought to Bath in the same
Week that martial law was proclaimed 2–Yes.
27,314, Were you brought before Mr. Kirkland 3–
es.
.
3.315. Did he say you must be flogged 2–Yes..
Were you flogged —They flogged and tied
27,316.
Iſle,
-

27,317. How many lashes did they give you?–Me

dead, and not able to reckon ; I am a poor old weak
body.
27,318. Were you afterwards sent to work for five
weeks on the road 2–Yes.

27,319. Without being paid?—Not a quatty.

27,320. Who sent you ?—Mr. Kirkland. Every
morning and evening they gave me a piece of salt
fish, but no victuals at all.

When the captain asked

him, he said no victuals were to be given to us at all.

The witness withdrew.
15589.
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SAMUEL SHORTRIDGE recalled, and further examined.
27,321. You wish to say something about a state 8 o'clock ; some are later than that ; they hang

S. Shortridge. ment made by Jane Edwards 2—I noticed in the
26 Feb. 1866.

about the works after they come out.

newspapers that a statement had been made by her in

27,341. What are the wages of the field hands?—

Spanish Town. Probably it is of no very great import,

From 1s, to 6d. a day ; the cane hole diggers make

what I want to explain ; it is on the question of

ls. 6d. a-day, and they can make as much as they

wages.

like if they will work.

-

27,322. But just this, about Edwards 2—I read that
she stated that I was at Morant Bay on the day of the
outbreak.

I was at the other end of the island.

I

saw that Mr. Lynch asked her if she knew me, and if
she could describe me.

Another man named Charles

Walker said I was at Winchester with the troops
when two women were shot.

27,342. Do you pay by job or by day?—By task,
at cane digging; they do 80 holes for 1s. 6d.
27,343. Is there any difference in the soil, as to the
amount of labour they can do —Very little ; some
times in dry weather it is a little tougher, and in wet
weather it is a little softer and easier.

He said he saw no

27,344. How many hours do you give an average

officer, but saw Mr. Shortridge.
27,323. You were not present 2–Certainly not ;
nothing of that kind took place when I was with

workman to do that ?—He will take off his came holes

them.

27,324. Were you with them?—I went with Captain
Luke from Port Morant as guide. I came up with
the Governor from Port Morant on Friday night.
27,325. Were you with the troops when they
marched from Bath to Winchester 2–I was ; I found
my family at the Rhine.

in five hours easily; from four to five hours, and they
do it every day.
27,345. At weeding, how much 7–Weeding about
20 or 25 chains are done for Is...; that is weeding
young plants.
27,346. What time will it take, supposing the land
is in fair condition ?—A good working woman com
mencing at 8 o'clock will finish by 2 or 3 in the after
In OOR.

27,326. You saw nothing of the kind 7–Nothing
of the kind, to my knowledge. It was well known

27,347. Do they get any rest ?– Yes; they sit
down to breakfast sometimes; generally they take one

that it was black troops, and not white troops at all,

hour.

that brought in the refugees.
27,327. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were you in front or in
the rear of the troops or in the main body ?—About
the main body. The advanced guard was in front of
the buggies and carriages.
27,328. What did the advanced guard consist of?—
Of black troops.
27,329. Were they riding and scampering about 7–

27,348. That work is mostly done by women?—
Mostly by women and young boys and girls.
27,349. Is cane hole digging a man's work?—An
able man does nothing else, or scarcely anything else,
except to assist in taking in water when we are going

-

Some of them.

27,330. Who was the officer 7 — Captain Luke.
Captain Ross was with the rear guard.
27,331. Was this the first time they went down?—
It was at the very beginning.
27,332. Was Ensign Ross in charge of the body
ahead 2–No ; we were all together at Winchester,
but the men were scampering about with the horses,

and the bugle sounded a halt.
27,333. Were the men well kept in hand 7–So far;

but they were getting horses, and of course the officers
didn't like to prevent their getting them ; they

to commence a crop,

27,350. Should you be glad to get them to do
more than one task a day ?–Oh dear, yes,
27,351. Have you always work for as many as
come – Almost invariably ; it is very seldom that
we have to turn any away.
27,352. Do they generally work five days a week
at cane hole digging –They are not very regular in
that ; very often they don't turn out till Tuesday, and
then they work four days. The majority work four
days a week instead of five. Numbers of them never
turn out on Monday but on Tuesday.

27,353. Do they generally have any provision
ground —Most of them have.

-

27,354. What do they pay for that ?—Five or six

obeyed every order, and all that sort of thing.

dollars a-year.

27,334. (By the Commission.) Did you see any
dead bodies along the road 7–No ; I didn't see a

27,355. Does that include house and ground —
No.; the ground alone ; they rent an acre for pro

single soul shot, but I saw some prisoners brought in.

WIS10ns,

27,335. Tell us something about wages. You told
us before how many estates you had 2–There are

27,356. Supposing they have a house, what do
they pay ?—Generally 6d. a week for the house and
6d. for the ground; Is. a week for the house and

eight under my charge. I observed that the overseer
of Holland did not explain satisfactorily to the Com

-

-

mission why the amount of deductions was not entered

ground.
27,357. How much time does it take to work an

in the pay bill, as it is termed. There are no such
entries made in the pay bill, as you may have learnt

acre properly 2–0h, very little time, I believe, if it

from the witnesses.

were put down. In the old slavery time they had

There is such a difference in the

only Saturday, and sometimes not Saturday at all but

quantity of work each labourer does, that we only

only part of Sunday, and they had splendid provision
grounds. They always grew plenty to supply them."

put down what they do each day, and only that is
entered and paid for. The deductions are not put in

-

take Saturdays for their provision ground now; it is

done properly, and we cannot pay him the shilling.
If he accepts the payment the amount is entered.
27,336. (By the Commission.) The man has the

to market.

are anxious that he should do so.

a day they call their own, to go to their grounds and
27,358.
Can they sized
get family
enough —Oh
from dear
an yes,
acreand
tº
supply
a moderately
more ; they sell some.

27,337. If he refuses to do the work, what then 2–

27,359. Do they get poultry upon it —They have

We pay what we consider to be the value of the work

round their houses; but the provision grounds are

done.

away.

27,338. What time do the men usually come to
work 2 – About 8 o'clock is the usual time; the
“works” hands turn out much earlier, and they do
their work very well.
27,339. What time do they turn out 2–We get the

of them are free settlers, and they hire from us“.
well. Generally a person has a house and yard, "
over an acre of land at Arcadia or some other sett"

27,360. Do they get both for 1s. a week?–Mos:

ment.

mill about at 2 and 3 and 4 o'clock; that is the usual

27,361. But most of them live there 7–Yes;

time in the morning for mill hands and boiler men and

they hire an acre to work provisions on. Round

Waln men.

27,340. But the field hands?—They turn out about

º
ºſ

selves, and they had very short time. They generally

a separate book, but a man is told his work is not

opportunity of completing his work —Yes; and we

º

and

their houses in the little settlements they have Pº
of poultry and pigs.

sº

—-

-

=~i=rº
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27,362. The pigs, we may suppose, have a con
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and all table
the linen,
and ofhouse-keeping
apparatus,
cloths,blankets,
and all sorts
things pertaining

*

*

*
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siderable run in the waste land *—Yes, they have.

27,363. They get pretty good feed —Yes.
27,364. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Do they grow
their own provision, to supply the Golden Grove
market?–That is mostly to supply those who live
on the estates who do not work provision grounds,

but supply for money wages, and there is a very
large market there. Most of the Africans do not
work provision grounds, but live on the estates and
work for money, and buy provisions on Saturdays.
27,365. What number of Africans have you in that

neighbourhood —An immense number; between 500

S. Shortridge.

27,377. (By the Commission.) About the wages;
You say there is a difficulty in paying the wages
during the current week f—Simply the difficulty of
getting a supply of silver.
27,378. How long do the accounts run on ?—
Simply from, week to week. I am endeavouring as
much as I can to prevent it, but during this busy

time of the year it is difficult to get silver.

300; and there are large settlements all about, great
numbers of people who do not cultivate their grounds,
and who buy provision in the market.
27,366. Does the market supply provisions for

the book-keepers' houses —No ; they are found by

current week 2–Yes.

the estate.

27,381. How soon is the account made up 2–
Perhaps in the middle of next week, as soon as we
get the money.
27,382. Do you know a person named Thomas
Pattison at Airey Castle —I think I do; there are

and 600.

On Golden Grove most of the men are

27,367. But the estate buy the provisions —Yes;
but they are supplied by a man from the mountain ;
the overseer keeps the house, and he does not buy
provisions in the market.
27,368. What wages do the Africans get 2—
According to the work they do. Those about the
works get 2s., 1s. 6d., 2s. 3d., and 2s. 6d. a-day.
27,369. Was any of this class among those who
took a prominent part in the disturbances 2—Not to
my own knowledge; but I have been told they were
mostly the free settlers.
27,370. Were Africans punished ?–I believe they
-

joined in the plundering; as they were taken in by
the strange people.
27,371. Were any of them flogged —Yes.

27,372. Was that principally for plunder —Yes;
taking rum, wine, beer, &c.
• 27,373. Those were the accusations —I believe

they were found with them.

27,374. We have heard that people were for two or
three days passing through the streets of Bath with
plunder —I know I have lost a large amount.

... 27,375. From which house? — From Plaintain
Garden River.

27,376. What quantity have you lost 7–Thirty
pounds of silver, and about 30 pounds of plated ware,
not to speak of all the furniture that was smashed,

26 Feb. 1866.

I send

down a man every week, but I have four or five hun
dred people to pay.
27,379. Had there been anything of that sort
before the disturbances 2–Yes, often ; and over and
over again ; but when it was explained that silver
was scarce they were satisfied, and when I could get
a proper supply from Kingston I paid them off.
27,380. You usually pay on the Friday for the

Africans. At Holland, there are about 100 I sup
pose. At Duckenfield, I suppose there are 200 or

f

to a house ; everything was completely carried
away.

two, father and son.

27,383. He says that he worked a whole week for
you, and has gone away empty-handed ?—When they
misbehave, or are rude or insulting to the overseers,
their money is stopped, and kept in hand to bring

them to a little sense of decency and order, and to

º

|

keep up a little discipline.
27,384. It is suggested that he has complained to
you personally, and got no satisfaction ?—No, I am not
aware of it. You may easily understand that it is
not our interest to stop the money. We are only
too anxious to get them to do the work; only some
times when they are a little rude and obstreperous
we have to keep a little discipline ; it's the only
check
havebutupon
In England
a man
is
turned we
away,
herethem.
we cannot
get that
check

ſ

º

|

º

w

upon them.
27,385. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie.) Suppose it is
stopped, when is he to get it —As soon as he says
he is sorry, the money is handed to him. I generally
hold that sort of thing in terrorem over them.
27,386. You never stop book-keepers' wages for

º

|

!

being saucy to the men —No.

º

The witness withdrew.

(Deposition taken by Mr. Gurney.)

FREDERick Scott (a black), sworn, and emamined.
27,387. Your name is Frederick Scott 7–Yes.
duced by Charles Matthew Kirkland shown to wit
ness) –Yes; they seem like that.
27,388. You live at Bath ?—Yes,
27,395. This has three wires; do you believe that
27,389. Were you on the first day of the flogging was
about the number that were in those made 2–

A.

F. Scott,

employed to make some cats ---Yes.

º

º

Yes.

27,390. When were the cats that you made first
used ?–On Tuesday, middle of the day, Mine were
not the first used; the first had no wire.

27,391. Did you make any cats without wire 2–
Yes, sir, for the females.
27,392. How were the cats made for the males
—The cats had a little wire at the end of them :
there were about 12 tails to the cat.

27,393. Of those tails, how many had wire * – I
cannot positively tell, but the whole of them had not
WIre.

27,394. Were they like this one (the cat pro

27,396. Were the wires wound round the tails 2–
No.

l

27,397. Then how were they fixed to the tails?—
The twine was knotted round wire. I can bring
some one to substantiate what I say, Edward George

Duffey, who was also employed in making them.
27,398. Did you ever see one like this (the cat
produced by Thomas Beckford shown to witness)?—
No ; if that was used, it was made after I left.

27,399. When did you leave 2 — I left on
Wednesday. My eyes were very bad, and I had to
leave off.

The witness withdrew.

(Adjourned to Manchioneal.)
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE

TWENTY-NINTH DAY.-Part I.-Spanish Town.
Tuesday, 27th February 1866.

º

PRESENT :

º
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Sir HENRY KNIGHT STORKs, G.C.B.

JOHN BLOSSETT MAULE, Esq.

o: º, .

Edward JoHNsoN (a black), sworn, and examined.
27,400. Do you live at Morant Bay ?—Yes.
27,428. Did you see

***

27,401. What do you do there; how do you get he was not present then.

E. Johnson,

your living 2—I am a labourer.

27,429. Did he come 2–Yes.

27,402. On what estate 2—On Roselle estate.

27,403. How long have you been there —For
about these two years.
27,404. Where were you on before that ?—I lived
at St. Thomas in the East, and worked there.

27,405. Were you in your house at Morant Bay on
Saturday the 14th of October last —Yes.
27,406. In the afternoon of that day did any
persons come to your house where you were 7–Yes.
27,407. Who came 2—About four soldiers.

27,408.
27,409.
27,410.
27,411.

Were they black or white —White men.
Were they accompanied by any one *—No.
Was nobody with them 2–No.
Are you certain of that ; was there not a

boy there *—There was a little black boy there, but

27,430. When —About 6 o'clock in the evening.
27,431. Did he say anything to M'Kenzie about
you ?—He asked Mr. M'Kenzie who that was, and
M'Kenzie told him it was one of the rebels.
27,432. Had you not heard the boy make any
charge against you ?–No, none at all.
27,433. Who was this boy –A little bit of a small
boy.
27,434. Had you ever seen that little bit of a small
boy before ?—No.
27,435. Nor since 2–No.

27,436. Don't you now know who he was 2–No.
27,437. And never did know 2–No.

27,438. When M'Kenzie said you were one of the
rebels what was done with you ?—He took me down,

he was outside of the gate.
27,412. Did he bring them to your house ?—Yes;
the gate was open.
27,413. How do you know this boy was with them 2
—The soldiers asked for some fire to light their pipes.

and took off my shirt.
27,439. Did he take you to the police station ?–
Yes; and had me flogged.

I handed them the fire, and when I came out to the

a policeman of the name of M'Kye.
27,442, Who ordered you to be flogged?—Mr.

front of the door I saw the boy was at the gate.

27,414. And from that you concluded he had
brought them —Yes.

27,415. Was that the only ground you had for

27,440. Who flogged you ?—Mr. Ramsay.
27,441. Did he flog you himself?—No ; he ordered
Ramsay.

27,443. Then why did you say MKenzie flogged
you, when he did not : — Mr. Ramsay ordered

stating that ?–Yes; and the soldiers took me in

Mr. M'Kenzie.

charge.

27,444. To do what?—To get me flogged; and
another policeman flogged me.
27,445. Was Mr. Ramsay there when you were

27,416. Because you saw the boy, you imagined he
brought them there –The boy told the soldiers that
they must take charge of that man.
27,417. Was he pointing to you ?—Yes.
27,418. Did the soldiers light their pipes 2–No;
they did not light their pipes at all.
27,419. Not when you brought them the fire —
No.

27,420. Did they do anything when the boy said
they were to take you in custody ?—Yes.
27,421. What did they do —They carried me up.
to the barracks.

27,422. Was that at Morant Bay ?—Yes.
27,423. Did they say why they took you, or did
-

the Provost Marshal?—No.

the boy say why they were to take you ?–Nothing
at all; they afterwards took me, and tied me.
27,424. Was that when they got you to the
barracks 7–Yes.

re

27,425. Did they tie your hands 2—Yes; behind
my back.

27,426. Did they take you from there to the police
station ?—Yes.

flogged —Yes.
27,446. Standing by ?—Sitting on a chair.

27,447. How much did you get —I cannot say,
I could scarcely stand the flogging; I fainted.
27,448. In the Police station ?–Yes.

27,449. When did you come to yourself again?—I
was not able to get up, and they turn me round and
turn me into the street,

27,450. Next Monday was anything done to you?
—On the Monday they took me up fresh again.
27,451. That was on Monday the 16th –Yes.
27,452. Where did they take you to then?—They
took me out of the same house.
27,453. Did they take you to the station?—Yes.
27,454. What did they do there –They took me

to the market, where Mr. Ramsay was.
27,455. What did they do to you when they took
you there –Sergeant M'Kenzie went up to him, and
told him there was no proof against me to tell what I
had done.

27,427. When you were at the police station, who

did you see ?—Sergeant M'Kenzie and another policeman; a sentry in the station.

27,456. Then they did nothing to you?—No.
27,457. Did they let you go 2–Yés.
27,457a. Is that all you have got to state —Yes.

The witness withdrew.

C. Stewart,
--

CECELIA STEwART (a black), sworn, and examined.
27,458. Do you live at York in the parish of
27,464. Who is John Milliner 2—My husband.
St. Thomas in the East 2–Yes.
27,465. Was he living in the same house with you?
27,459. Do you remember the Maroons coming to —Yes.
York –Yes.
27,466. When they took John Milliner out what
27,460. When did they come 2—Wednesday.
was done?—They said he was one of the rebels. He
27,461. What Wednesday ?—The third Wednesday said no. They said, “Go along before,” and as they
from the fight at Morant Bay.
get round the corner they shoot him.
-

27,462. When they came to York did they come to
the house you were at 2–Yes.
27,463. What did they do?—They called out John
Miilliner.

27,467. Did you see them shoot him 7–Yes.

27,468. Where were you ?—I was walking behind
27,469. Did they say why they took him?—No.

them.

*!

º
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&
º
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27,470. Did they say he had done anything 2—No.
27,471. What did they say about him —They did

TWENTY

27,494. That is what he did not do ; did he do
anything —No.

sº

27,495. Did he see Milliner shot ?–Yes.

not ask him anything else.

27,472. They asked him nothing else but if he was

Zł. . .

27,496. Are you sure of that ?–Yes.

a rebel ?—No.

C. Stewart.

27,497. On the road 2–Yes.
27,498. After he was shot what was done to him 2
-

27,473. He said no, and then they shot him –
Yes.

-

27,474. Was that all you heard 2–Yes; and when
I bawled out one of them said if I bawled out he
would shoot me; that he had commands to shoot
every one.

27,475. How many of these Maroons were there 2
—Three of them.

27,476. Was there an officer with them —No.
27,477. How do you know that ?—The officer was
behind them.

27,499. And they went away ?—Yes.
27,500. Briscoe and the three Maroons —Yes.

off of them.

27,479. On the road 2–Yes.
27,480. Is there a carriage road or a cart road by
your house ?—Yes; a cart walk.
27,481. The officer was on horseback, was he 3–
Yes.

27,482. Do you know who the officer was 2–
Briscoe.

27,483. Did he see what was done by them 2–No.
27,484. How do you know he did not see ? Why

-

time besides the Maroons —Some were in the front
on the road side.

-

27,505. Did they do anything more to anybody
else 2–No.

27,506. Only to Milliner —Yes.
27,507. Who was your nearest neighbour there -—
One George Monroe.
-

27,508. Is he there now 2–Yes.
27,509. What is he 7–A black man ; he went

away to Bath.
27,510. Was he taken away ?–No.
27,511. Was he there at the time —No.

Milliner ?—That I cannot say: they took him and

27,512. (Mr. Payne.) Do you know a man by the

shot him round the corner.

:

people live there.
27,504. Is it a settlement 2–Yes.

did he not see what the three Maroons did with

name of John Williams ?–Yes.

27,485. You say that Briscoe, the officer, was
behind them —Yes.

27,513. Who is John Williams ? – Of Spring
Garden.

27,486. IIow far behind was he 3–Just round the

turning.
27,487. Do you mean he was within call; could
you have spoken to him —Yes.

27,488. Could you have called to him —Yes.
27,489. Did you call to him —No.
27,490. How soon after Milliner was shot did

Briscoe come up to them that shot him : Did you see
him at the same time you saw the three men shoot
Milliner – Yes; they came past and shot him, and
Briscoe came.

;

27,501. What did you do with Milliner —I could
not get any one to take him up till Thursday morning,
when a man came and helped me.
27,502. How many people were at York at that

27,503. Were they persons living there —Yes,

27,478. How far behind —Just about six yards

º
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—They leave him on the road.

27,514. Is there not a John Williams living at
York 2–No.

27,515. Was there not a John Williams living at
York —No; at Spring Garden.
27,516. What was the name of your sweetheart?—
John Milliner.

27,517. You say that Driscoe saw him ; was he
alive when he saw him 2–No.

27,518. Where was he when Briscoe saw him 2–

At that time they had shot him already.
27,519. Was he dead when Briscoe saw him —

-

27,491. Did he come directly —Yes.

Yes.

27,492. Within five minutes, perhaps ; did he come
directly —Yes, he came up.

27,493. When he came up what did he do —He
did not say anything at all.

-

27,520. Where was he lying 2–In the road.
27,521. Lying dead on the road –Yes.
27,522. Who were the persons that buried him : —
Me and one Charles IIill.

The witness withdrew.

Reverend WILLIAM Forbes, sworn, and examined.
I’, v. W. Forli, s.

27,523. I believe you are the rector for Manches

–.

27,533. IIad they been to church and been colm -

*

ter?—I am.

municants before the months I have named :-The

27,524. Before the month of October, before any
news reached Manchester of what had happened at

Morant Bay, had you been resident at your rectory

young people were always ready to come forward
even as the old, until latterly.
27,534. When did you notice a difference in their

at Manchester ?–Yes.

practice —I have noticed this for the last two years.

27,525. For how long —From the 1st of March

for two years past.
27,526. Then you were there during the months of
June, July, August, and September —I was.
27,527. In Manchester had you an opportunity of
noticing the temper and disposition of the people,

27,535. Then there was nothing different in the
months of June, July, August, and September from
what they had done in January, February, and
March, with regard to the particulars you have men
tioned 2–Nothing.

27,536. I was asking you particularly with regard

especially those of your flock —There were no

to the four or five months prior to October, whether

rumours at that time.

you noticed any change in the conduct, disposition,

27,528. Had you an opportunity, I ask, of noticing

them —Except as a clergyman meeting them every
day and every week.
27,529. Then you had an opportunity of noticing
-

them —Yes.

27,530. From the observation you made during

those months was your attention drawn to anything
different from what usually went on ?—No, I cannot
say that it was.
27,531. There was no change in their disposition
towards you ?–No.

temper, or behaviour of your people 3–No, I remarked
nothing. There was one specific remark 1 may make,
that in my own nursery a servant girl said to my

children, “Ah! you give us orders now, but you stand
a little

.”

27,537. Did you hear it —I did not hear it myself,
but my children heard it.
27,538. I suppose that was said to keep them in
order 2—I don’t know about that ; she had no right to
do it.

27,533. Were they peaceable and well behaved –
There was this only that I remarked, that the young

27,539. Still servant girls very often do things
which they have no right to do?—That may be, still
she did say it. She said, “You order now, but stand

People kept back from coming to church, and espe

a little, and you take orders from we.”

cially kept back from coming to the communion.

27,540. After the news had reached you of
3 Y 3
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Rev. W. Forbes.
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thing that happened at Morant Bay, did you propose

to have an address signed by your congregation ?—I
did, and drew one up in brief and pointed terms
expressive of loyalty to the Queen.
27,541. Did you present that address for the sig
nature of your congregation ?—I read it four times
over, and explained it four times over to my congre
gation. I invited them to sign it; but I said, “Don’t
be in a hurry; take time.”
27,542. When was this?—This was a very few
weeks ago.
27,543. During the present year —Yes, within
the last month.

-

27,544. You seem to have noticed some change in
their temper at that time —Yes ; a most decided
change immediately after this Commission was an
nounced, and the proceedings against Governor Eyre.
27,545. You think there was a change then of their
conduct —There was a change in their feeling
towards the Government.

were content, and acquiesced in it —I do not think I
quite understand you.

27,562. Do you think they were not willing to sign
it from not agreeing in the course taken by the late
Governor —I cannot tell that. I endeavoured to

give them my impression of the whole matter, and
perhaps they were influenced by what I said; but I

did not wish them to act under my influence, there.
fore I gave them time to think.
27,568. You have spoken of an under-current of
dissatisfaction now existing; do you not think that is

dissatisfaction with the proceedings taken in sup
pressing the riot or insurrection by the late Govern
ment 2–No, I do not think it. I think it is the

general feeling that was on their minds before, dis
satisfaction with things in general.

27,564. What is the grievance they are alleged to
have suffered f—I am not to speak of rumours, I
believe, only what I know myself.
27,565. (Commission.) Have you had the means of

-

27,546. What makes you think there was a change

fixing this dissatisfaction to any specific subject or

in their feeling —From this fact, that they were

cause ?—No.

generally willing to sign, and ready to sign; many of
them came forward to do so; but I said, “Take time;

27,566. Because “things in general ” leaves rather
a wide margin 7–I am not to speak of things that
are beyond my own knowledge, you tell me.

I will give you a week to think of it,” because many
of my fellow clergymen had objected to the proceed

27,567. Anything that you have heard the people

ing; they did not like it; they thought the people

say you can state –Then I can say I have heard

would sign anything in order to curry favour with
me. I therefore said to them, “Take time; I will
give you a week;” and at the end of it, or rather
before, these proceedings were announced as to take
place against Governor Eyre, and immediately the
feeling of the whole people changed, and one man
only came forward to put his name to the paper.
27,547. Did nobody else sign it —One other man
was willing to do so, but he came to me afterwards.
He said, “Rector, I don't see any use in it, for nobody
else is going to sign it ;” and I said, “I agree with

nothing.

ou.”

27,548. Are the people of Manchester quiet 2—
They are quiet people.
27,549. They are quiet now 2–Yes, so far as out
ward appearance goes, but I cannot help fearing that
there is an under current of dissatisfaction generally.
-

27,550. (Mr. Payne.) Did you arrive in the country
in March 1854 –I arrived out in 1833.

27,551. But you became rector in March 1864?–
Yes.

27,552. Were you resident there before that ?—No;
I was in the next parish, St. Elizabeth, before that.

27,568. Then this general dissatisfaction you speak
of you cannot apply to anything?—I know there is
general dissatisfaction.

-

27,569. How do you know it —From rumours.

27,570. Then it is not from your own knowledge?
—It is not.

27,571. Of your own knowledge you know of no dis
satisfaction ?—No; not of my own knowledge, except
what I told you, what has passed in my own nursery,
27,572. (Mr. Payne.) Your evidence amounts to
this, that no one man could be found, after they were
freed from the control of the late Governor, to sign
an address expressing their satisfaction with the
measures adopted —You mistake me; their impression
was that the Governor had done wrong, and that he
was to be hung immediately. I have heard that.
27,573. Do you say that you heard people say that
the Governor was to be hung 2–-I cannot say that
they said it exactly to me, because they would not
come to me directly and say such a thing as that;
but I know such a thing has been said. I am morally
certain of it.

27,574. (Commission.) Have you heard them say
27,553. You say you have observed for two years
past that the people have abstained from coming to it to any one —To be candid, I will not say I have
church and to the communion ?–Yes; the young heard it with my own ears, but I know it is the
general impression.
people.
27,575. That is from rumour and conversation in
27,554. Then you have not observed any change
in reference to the young people at Manchester – the parish 2–Yes.
27,576. Have you any reason to suppose, from your
Not for two years.
27,555. You were not there before that two years? great experience in this country, that there was any
—No.
conspiracy or any combination to resist the law by
27,556. Then you have observed no change what force at any time during this last year 7–Yes; there
was a threatened outbreak in August, which was very
ever among the young people *—No, I have not.
-

i

-

27,557. Have you with you the draft address which promptly dealt with by the Custos of the parish, and
by his Excellency Mr. Eyre. . .
you drew up to Her Majesty —I have not.
27,577. Was that in Manchester ?–Not in Man
27,558. Did it make any reference to the late chester; in St. Elizabeth's.
Governor, Mr. Eyre 2–Yes, direct. It was appre
not there?—I
was notintheſe
hensive of marked approval of the Governor's conduct at 27,578.
the time,But
butyouI were
was very
much interested
the
in suppressing so promptly the rebellion, and of con parish, as I had been there for a good many years.
fidence in him, and of abhorrence of the outbreak

27,579. You know the parish well?–Yes, for years.
27,580. Were you conversant, of your own knºw.
27,559. Then when you asked the people to sign ledge, of any threatened outbreak at St. Elizabeth's

itself.

it was while the late Governor was Governor of the

in August, or of any attempt to suppress it?—I only

Island 2–Yes.

heard what everybody else heard, that the Custº
27,560. After his Excellency Sir Henry Storks immediately addressed Governor Eyre, and that the

arrived, you found the people not willing to sign –
No , they would not sign it then ; we could not get
them to do it.

“Bulldog” was sent down ; all that every one knows,

27,581. Beyond that you have no personal knºw.
ledge of the causes of the expected outbreak, or "

27,561. Do not you think they would have been mode of its suppression ?—No.
27,582. And you have no knowledge of any ".

willing to sign it before, in order to make it appear
to those in authority, after the severe proceedings
had taken place in other parts of the Island, that they

spiracy or combination ?—Not of my own knowledge:

I only speak of what general rumour has said.

The witness withdrew.

T
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JAMEs STEwART, Esquire, sworn and examined.
27,610. Did you tell them it was wholly un
27,584. For what district?—For the district of founded ?–I said it was untrue; I had heard from
the public prints that clothes had been sent out, but J. Stewart, Esq.
St. Mary and Metcalfe.
27,585. Are you also a proprietor of estates ?–No, not by the Queen.
I am not.
27,611. Did you take the trouble to explain things
27,586. Have you anything to do with the manage in their proper light?—I did.
27,612. What effect had it upon them 2–They did
ment of estates?—Yes; I have, of four large sugar

t

27,583. Are you a magistrate —Yes.

estates in that district.

not seem to be quite satisfied at my explanation.

27,587. Had you the management of them during
last year —Yes.
27,588. Do you live in St. Mary's parish 7–No; I

27,613. Did you at any subsequent time repeat it,
and endeavour to set them right on the ground of
their grievances —No, I did not ; it never came

live in Metcalfe.

before me.

27,589. How long have you been there 2–I have

27,614. Did it continue to operate upon them, ac

been in Metcalfe now 11 years, residing at the place
I am in now, but I resided in another part of the

cording to your observation ?—I did not see that

parish before I went there; I have been about 13 years
altogether in Metcalfe.
27,590. During last year was your attention drawn
to the behaviour of the people who worked upon the
estate for which you were concerned ?–Yes; it was
about the end of June and July.
27,591. Up to that time had you had many persons

under you working upon these estates ?—A great
many.

27,592. About how many ?—I should suppose I
must have had on an average from 120 to 130 a day,
that is not counting Saturdays nor Sundays.
27,593. Had they during the early part of the year
worked regularly upon the estate f—As usual.
27,594. What change did you notice at any time

during the year?—I noticed a change about the ending
of June and the commencement of July.
27,595. What was the character of the change 2–
-

I saw that the people were not happy in themselves;
that they did not meet me as they usually did; they
were generally coming to me on all occasions when
they were in trouble or distress, and I was very
friendly with them all; but about this time I ob
served they had a kind of sulky way about them, and I

inquired from my overseers if they had observed any
thing; they said that the people were not working as
well; that they often came to work and loitered about
the works, in the intervals between the cane pieces,
and did not work, and that their conduct was not
what it used to be.

27,596. Did you make any inquiry of the people
themselves with whom you had been on friendly
terms ?—I did.

27,597. Among the labourers ?—Yes.
27,598. Your own labourers ?—My own people.

what I said did them much good.
27,615. Not at first 2–Not at first ; afterwards I

observed that the people did work a little better
before August, but that is generally the case before
August and Christmas; when the holidays are, they
do work better so as to accumulate more money in
order that they may sit down and enjoy their holidays
on those occasions.

27,616. Beyond this demeanour you describe, and
being restless from the cause you speak of, was there

anything else which attracted your attention ; did
they seem to be ill-minded towards yourself –Far
from it.

27,617. Then it was a mere question of clothes
and money with them —It was a question of clothes
and money with them altogether. I never received
the slightest incivility from any negro.
27,618. When the August holiday passed, did they
return to work?—No, they did not ; they did not re
turn in the time they usually did, which is three weeks.
27,619. Did they ever return ?—They returned till
martial law was proclaimed; then of course they all
went.

27,620. Not during martial law —Not during
the commencement of it.

27,621. Had they worked down to the middle of
October 2–Yes, they had.
27,622. Then they left 2–Yes.
27,623. When did they return to their work —I
think they returned to their work about the middle
of September.
27,624. And continued till the proclamation of
martial law —Yes.

27,625. I suppose the arrival of the news of the
disasters at Morant Bay produced some kind of

27,599. What was the result of the inquiry of the

public excitement in your district –A very great
excitement. I should state perhaps I was myself to

people themselves —What the people told me-them

blame in some measure that they left off work, for

selves was this, that the Queen had sent out clothes

this reason, there is a large number of these persons
employed about the works in the manufacture of

and money to them, and they were to have higher
wages.

27,600. That would not be likely to make a person
look sulky, would it 2–But they did not get it; that
was the cause of their sulkiness.

27,601. They expected to have clothes, and money,
and high wages —Yes.
27,602. And they did not get it?—I believe they
did get the clothes.
-

-

27,603. Did they say they had got them —They
did not tell me so.

sugar, and I employ a good number of Coolies; the
Coolies are employed in the field labour, and when I
found these disturbances, and the unsettled state of

the country, I ceased to manufacture sugar, as I did
not like to run the risk of having a large quantity of
produce, and not being able to manufacture it.
27,626. Then you suspended operations —I did
artly.

º

27,627. And you think it was partly your fault
that they struck work —No, I do not think that.

27,604. Did they say they had not got them —No.
27,605. Neither way ?–No.
27,606. But they mentioned these things when you
inquired what was the matter with them —Yes.

27,607. Did they make it a ground of grievance
that their wages were low, or that they had not got
the money and the clothes?—They seemed to think
that the money was withheld from them, and the
clothes too.

27,628. Do you mean that you partly caused it by
knocking off work a little, so that there was not so

much for them to do?–No; I cannot say I caused it.
27,629. You thought you might not be able to cut
your crop —Just so.
27,630. How many, Coolies have you ?–Upon a
grazing estate I must have from 60 to 70 a day.
27,631. Are they living in barracks —They are

Did they say who withheld it —They did

living in barracks.
27,632. And do you find they work well ?—I find
they do very well in field labour, and they are capital

*7,609. Did you take the opportunity, upon hearing

people to be employed about animals; they are kind

that, of endeavouring to tell them the truth, and say

and gentle.
27,633. Did this talk about the clothes and money
operate upon the Coolies 7–No ; they worked right
through. .

Il

flºw.

0t,

they must be a little mild in their expectations —I
laughed at them, and ask how they could possibly
expect it.

-
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27,634. Then you always have those 60 on hand *
—Yes, who [ kept the estate clean with.
27,635. Then the observation you made about the
change of temper did not extend to them 2–Not

27,654. Everybody at that time was in expectation
naturally enough that matters might grow worse
rather than better ?--It was not upon that ground,
but so that I could remove, and take out the Maroons

at all.

that I had under me, and to prevent the rebels coming

27,636. They were not under the expectation of
clothes and money which they ought to receive and

across the country; that was what I asked for the
troops for.
27,655. Where were your Maroons 2–At Annotto

did not ?—No.

27,637. Then, except with the interruption of their

.

Bay.

#656.

Had you a force there 2–Yes, I had.
27,657. Were they there before the news arrived
about what had happened —No. Directly the news
arrived about the outbreak, I sent for the Maroons;
again, after martial law, and went on as usual — but I found they had already come over to the
Yes; we are going on pretty well now.
Government, and tendered their services. Next day
27,639. Had you anything to do with the precau the captain of Maroons came to me with 40 men, and
tions which were taken during the alarm which was he handed me a letter to forward them to Buff Bay,

spirit for labour, there was no alteration in their

conduct towards the authorities in your district —It
did not come under my observation.
27,638. I suppose after a while you settled down

consequent upon the events in Morant Bay ?—When

to be attached to the 6th Regiment, and do duty

this rebellion broke out, I rode down to the capital
of the parish, Annotto Bay. I found the people in a

with them.

great state of excitement. The Custos, Mr. Westmor

land, was absent here attending to his duty; the senior
magistrate, an aged gentleman, was unwell; and I
then wrote over to the Governor to say that we were
perfectly unprotected on our side of the island. There
were a few police arms there, but some of them
had no springs to their pans, and some had no
springs to their cocks, and there was not an efficient

arm amongst the lot, nor was there a round of am
munition ; that everything was in confusion, and that
I thought there ought to be some head named to look
after the parish.
27,640. Metcalfe happened to be in the district in
cluded in martial law —Yes.

27,641. Had you anything to do with some pro
perty in St. Mary, beyond that ?—No.
27,642. Nor in St. Thomas in the Vale 2–No.

27,643. Is your property entirely confined to Met
calfe —No ; I have one in St. George's, the Low
JLayton Estate.
27,644. That would be in the

district, of

martial

law —Yes.

27,645. No disturbance reached you in Metcalfe or
St. George's, although you had no police or any
arms?—There was no actual disturbance ; there were

plenty of rumours about what was going to be done.
Of course it was not done; I took very good care it
should not be done. I got plenty of arms and

27,658. Who was the captain 2—Mr. Nugent. He
took those 40 men to Buff Bay; I then got 30 sland
of arms and some caps, but no ammunition ; and as
soon as I got them, knowing the officer at Buff Bay
had no arms to give the Maroons, I sent to him, and
told him if he would send back the Maroons I had

arms for them, and I would arm them, which I did.

27,659. Have they got the arms now?—They have
got the stand of percussion muskets.
27,660, Were they smooth bores 2–Yes; and
22 stands of flint.

27,661. Did the 40 Maroons continue at Buff Bay?
—Yes, till I sent the letter to the officer in command.

27,662. Did they come back then 2–They did.
27,663. Then they were not brought into active
service after that ?–No.

27,664. Not out of Metcalfe 7–No ; I only kept
them to control the people.
27,665. Did you know Mr. Gordon —I did.
27,666. Do you know that in the month of June or
July he was resident at Kingston —I know that he
always resided at Cherry Garden.
27,667. That is near Kingston 7–It is near Kings.
ton, but whether he was actually in Kingston then,
or whether he was driving about the country, which
was his constant practice, I do not know.
27,668. Was there anybody ever there with a
vessel at Kingston in those months?—There was.
27,669. Who was that ?—There was a Mr. Eden
boro there.

ammunition.

27,646. With respect to this part of the inquiry, is
that all you can communicate to the Commissioners ?
—Yes; that is all that I can communicate as to this

27,670. Do you know where he is now?–Yes, I do.
27,671. Where is he 7–In London.

27,672. Have you sent for him —I did send for
him.

part of the inquiry.
27,647. Have you any reason to suppose, from

27,673. When did you do that —I did so on the

your knowledge and great experience here, that there
was any conspiracy or combination during last year

8th of January.
27,674: That was the first time you sent for him :

to resist the law or authority, from your own know
ledge —From my own knowledge I cannot say
much, except as a matter of course, knowing what
had taken place, and the threatening letters that

That was the first time.

were picked up on both sides of me, at St. Ann's
Bay, threatening to burn down the Court-house, and
destroy the Custos, Doctor Baring, and threatening
letters to murder the overseer of Low Layton Estate.
27,648. That was in October 2—Yes.
27,649. Were they anonymous letters ? – Yes,
they were.

37,650. Did you see those letters ?—Yes; I saw
them, except the St. Ann's one. I did not see that, I

27,675. When did he leave this country —On the
1st of August.

27,676. To whom did you send for Mr. Edenboro !
—I addressed the letter to the captain of the ship that
Mr. Edenboro went home in, and I enclosed that
letter to the owners of the vessel, Messrs. Thompson

& Co., requesting them, as it was a letter of great
consequence, that they would get it forwarded to
Captain Shadrack as soon as possible.
27,677. Was Mr. Shadrack the captain of the vessel
by which Mr. Edenboro went to England —Yes; the
“Rio Grande.”

27,678. What was Mr. Edenboro here ?—Mr. Eden

saw the other two.

27,651. However, of your own knowledge you
know nothing of any conspiracy or combination ?—

boro was in command of a Confederate schooner
of war.

-

-

#

27,679. Do you know the name of that schooner?—

No, I do not.

27,652. Nothing at all attracted your attention
... until the outbreak of Morant Bay —No.
27,653. Otherwise of course you would have com

She was a captured vessel; her name was erased, but
she went by the name of “Happy go Lucky.”

municated with the Government, or acted upon it 2–

I was perfectly prepared to act. I wrote to the

a reef here, called Lime Tree Reef, and the captain
landed before he came round to me, and he then came

Governor for troops, and the reason I did so was

round to Annotto Bay. When I went to Annetto

coming across

Bay on one occasion I saw this gentlemen walking

that I wanted to

the country.

wºent the people
º

27,680. What was she doing here?—She came ºf

about, and he seemed to be a little down in his luck.

r
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27,681. Who was that gentleman —That was
Mr. Edenboro.

27,682. The Confederate captain?—He was then.
27,683. The war had ceased in America then, had
it not ?–Yes, just a few weeks.

27,684. You had an interview with him 7–Several;
he came up and stopped at my house.

27,685. When did you first learn anything respect
ing him which led you to send over to England for

27,700. That clothes had come over?...—Yes.

27,701. During the period of martial law were
the negroes very much alarmed in your part of the
country —They were; I never saw people so fright
J. Stewart, Esq.

ened as they were. The most ridiculous reports and
the greatest rubbish was brought before me ; but out

27 Feb. 1866.

of a lot of 30 or 40 people that were brought before
me I only sent two on to Court-martial that were

punished ; that was for threatening language.
27,702. Would not that alarm account for their
27,686. What was the date of the letter which led leaving work —The alarm was that they expected
u to send for him, or when did you first get it. the rebels to come down, and that they would be
3. must not give us the contents of any letter; you obliged to join them; that was the thing that fright
may look at the date, and tell us when you received ened them ; they fancied pressure would be put on
it?—I think I received the letter on the 6th of them, and they would be obliged to join them.

him?—I received a letter,

January, if I remember right.
27,687. From him?—From him. The letter I see

27,703. They were alarmed from some cause or

other ; would that account for their ceasing to work
is dated 16th of December.
regularly 2–I think it had a good deal to do with it.
27,704. The Coolies, who worked right through, I
27,688. But did you not get it that day ?—No.
27,689. When was the first day that you yourself presume were not alarmed ?–No.
received any information which led you to send for
27,705. They would have no cause for alarm 2–
Mr. Edenboro —I think on the 6th or 8th of January. They are most peaceable men.
I wrote on the day the packet sailed, the 8th January.
27,706. They would have no fear either of the
rebels or the Government?—No ; I do not think they
I wrote directly, whatever day it was.
27,690. You wrote by the first mail after you re had any fear.
ceived this letter 7–I did.
27,707. (Mr. Walcott.) Did you hear any expres
27,691. Was that the first you ever knew of some sions before October from the people in your neigh
matter or other relative to Mr. Edenboro, although bourhood about St. Thomas in the East ! You say
you knew him personally —That was the first. I they did not turn out to work immediately after the
knew a good deal about Mr. Edenboro, but that was August holidays; did they give some reason for it to
the first I had heard of the offer that had been made you ?—They said they were waiting to hear the law.
him.
27,708. Did they say where the law was to come
27,692. What has been the result of your sending from ; what did they mean *—That I don't know. I
for him —The result has been that the gentleman to cannot give that ; I can give my impression.
whom the letter was directed had sailed for Savanna

27,709. What impression did it make upon you ?

la-Mar, and the letter was sent on by the packet, and
it is lying at Savanna-la-Mar now.
27,693. Has Captain Shadrack appeared yet?—No,
he has not, but the letter is there, and in it is an en
closure for Mr. Edenboro's expenses out, which I sent.
27,694. Was this, without giving any details, a

Did they ever tell you what they meant by “the law "
—They told me that they expected that a new law
was coming out that they were to get 4s. a day.
come from ?—One boy did. He told me it was to
come from St. Thomas in the East, but I did not

matter in connection with Mr. Geo. William Gordon

take much notice of that.

and the Captain of the “Happy go Lucky"?—It was.
27,695. Can you tell us whether there is any
prospect of Mr. Edenboro ever getting here?—I shall
certainly use every effort to get him here.

27,696. Are you going to send for him —I am,
and to send the money to bring him out.
27,697. When do you propose to send ?—By the
next packet.

27,698. I believe that is all you have to state —
That is all.

27,710. Did they tell you where the law was to

27,711. You have stated that you received a letter
from Mr. Edenboro 2–Yes.

27,712. Did you communicate that letter to Go
vernor Eyre, on the receipt of it 2—I don't know that
I am obliged to answer that question.

27,713. (Commission.) Did you hand that letter to
Governor Eyre?—I did.
27,714. (Mr. Walcott.) Did Mr. Eyre communicate
to you that Mr. Edinboro was in communication with
the Secretary of State for the Colonies about this
t

27,699. (Mr Payne.) You have spoken of a talk

º

same matter 2—I do not know whether I should be

and rumour about money and clothes being sent over ; justified in mentioning the conversation with Mr. Eyre;
were not those clothes being sent over by private however, I do not wish to put any obstacles to any
persons in England on account of the great drought?—

º

inquiry.

I cannot tell you how they were being sent; I know
(Mr. Walcott urged the reception of the letter in
nothing about how they were coming ; I only heard evidence, but the Commission was of opinion that it
that they had come.
could not be received.)
The witness withdrew.

Mr. John PALACHE, sworn, and examined.

27,715. You are I believe police inspector in the

27,716. Have you held that office long —Upwards
of 10 years.
27,717. Has your attention been particularly di

27,725. You yourself, I suppose, had the supervision

parish of Manchester –Yes.

rected to the district of Manchester –Entirely so.

27,718. During the months of June, July, August,
and September, was your attention drawn to anything
unusual in the conduct and manner of the inhabitants

of that parish —Nothing whatever.
27,719. Were matters going on as usual then —

27,724. None ever reached you ?—None.
of the whole of the district 2–Yes; I have been
residing in Manchester for 27 years.

27,726. Have the people continued in the same
state of public feeling up to the end of October and
November 2–Yes; they certainly have; the respect

*gard to the conduct, manner, and temper, or spirit

able part of the people.
27,727. I am speaking of the mass of the black
population, because there are always exceptions, there
would be some irregularities on the part of individuals

ºf the people there 2–Nothing whatever,

which would not represent the spirit of any body of

Just the same as usual.

27,720. Nothing attracted your attention with
27,721. As inspector of police would you officially
have been made aware of any drillings, night meetings,
2

Mr. J. Palache,

27,722. Your policemen would be, I suppose, on
the look-out for that sort of thing 2—Always.
27,723. And would make reports to you?—Yes.

* threats of the exercise of combined force –It

ought to have been.
15589,

people —There was nothing that could possibly
throw any doubt on my mind.

27,728. Nothing to cause you expectation ?–No
thing whatever.
3 Z
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27,729. Nothing as to preparation to meet force by
force 2–No.

27,730. What do you say as to the condition of the
young people *—They are generally very idle.
27,731. What age do you include under the head
of young –—From the age perhaps of sixteen, just
after they lose the protection of their family, until
some of them are 25 or 26, when they are powerful
young men, and create some dread.
27,732. At what time was your attention draw
to this conduct of indolence on their part –A few
-

weeks before the outbreak,

27,733. Did they do more than become very idle *
—They made use of some expressions that were not
thought of then,
27,734. When was this 2—About three or four
weeks before the outbreak.

27,735. That would bring you to about the begin
ning or middle of September 2—Yes, about that.
27,736, Is that the time you refer to ?—Yes;
about that time there were some remarks made.

27,737. Did you hear them —No, I did not.
27,738. They were reported to you ?–Only re

that I scarcely came up to man or woman but they
curtsied, or touched their hats, and said, “How do you
do, massa.”

.

27,757. Was that directly the news came 2—Yes;
that lasted a very little time.
27,758. What took place then 2–0n one occasion

I was told, whether it was addressed to me personally
I don't know, I took it to myself—by a man I had
known some time previously, and had caused to be
punished for disorderly conduct ; as I was passing by
with Mr. Sturridge, a justice of the peace, he said, not
pointing, but as negroes will do, “I do for you as
for Price at Morant Bay.” I think it must have been
meant for me.

27,759. You thought so from the manner in which
it was addressed to you ?—Yes; those were the words,
and he was looking direct at me.
27,760. When was this said —A few days after
the news came down.

27,761. Who was it that said that ?—A man called
Thomas Chambers.

-

27,762. Was he a man you knew before ?–Yes; a
man I punished some time before for being drunk.
27,763. A drunkard ; a bad character ?—Yes.

ported to me.

27,764. Had he any leaders or followers ?—No.
27,765. Then that was an isolated piece of abuse?

27,739. Officially 2–Not officially; by mere com
mon conversation.

27,740. You took no heed of them 2–No.

27,741. Can you give us a sample of them that we
may see what it was 2–I cannot remember the exact
expressions, but I can remember one or two circum
stances that occurred after the outbreak.

27,742. We are now trying rather to determine
whether you officially heard anything which was
substantially indicative of any great change in the
temper and spirit of the people. You say there was
none, but there were instances of some things with
regard to the younger members ?–Yes.
27,743. And that you say only reached you inci
dentally, not officially —Not officially. “
27,744. Although that, weakens the value of them,

still you say they seemed to be important, viewed by
the light of subsequent events. I want a sample of
what was said by these young indolent people —They
would make use of insolent remarks in passing and
repassing.

27,745. Was it said to yourself?—Yes; on frequent
occasions ; even on Saturday last I had occasion to

—Yes.

-

27,766. Do you think that indicated anything like
an alteration in the spirit of the people at large?—
No. I have no impression that the people at large
were inclined to rebel ; but I am quite certain that
had the rebels reached Manchester, even those who
were not inclined would have been compelled, by the

mass that would have been with them, to have joined
for the protection of their own lives.

27,767. We are talking not of what people would
have been compelled to do, but what they had an in
clination to do; did you find any spirit of insubordina
tion in wishing to imitate, on their own account, what
they had heard of?—Oh no.
27,768. You don't know that of your own know
ledge?—No.
27,769. Have you any reason to think there was
-

any conspiracy or combination to resist authority in
the district in which you are inspector —No ; the
people have always been very obedient where the
authorities have been concerned.

27,770. You do not think there was any conspiracy

correct the people.

27,746. We are talking about September now —
And they will take the centre of the road.
27,747. But did they do so in September, which is
the period we are now referring to ?—I am speaking
of then, and even previous to September ; they would
take the road, and when requested to move they would
not take the slighest heed of it; and I have always
turned round, and remonstrated with them, and told

or combination existing last year —I don't think
there was any formed in Manchester.
27,771. Without a conspiracy, were there any

operating causes of discontent among them, largely
spread, about wages, or the administration of sum
mary justice —I am not aware.

27,772. Nothing came to your knowledge?Nothing came to my knowledge as to wages; I never

them that the centre of the road was intended for horses

heard any complaint; and as to the administration of

and wheeled carriages, and foot passengers were to take

justice, there is not a parish in the island where fewer
appeals are made against the decisions of the magis

the sides of the road ; one man once turned round to

me, and told me the road was as much his as mine.
27,748. What was he in, that he took the centre
of the road 2–He was a foot passenger.
27,749. And you were on horseback —Yes; on
horseback.

27,750. Is that the kind of remarks that you have

trates.

27,773. Is it a well-behaved parish generally?Generally
exceedingly
well-behaved
but
knowingan the
negro population
as wellpopulation;
as I do, I

certainly had a great deal of dread myself, and the
people themselves were very excited at the outbreak.

referred to ?—Yes; and other familiarities,

27,751. Were the other familiarities of a like kind

27,774. Do you think they are easily led ?—Very
easily; no people more so.

to the one you have instanced made to yourself?—
Yes; nothing of a grave nature that I remember.

27,752. Merely a churlish and uncivil mode of
replying to your remonstrance —Yes.
27,753. Is that a remarkable thing in Jamaica, the
way in which people go about the roads ?–No.
37,754. Was that the kind of thing that you say
afterwards seemed important 7–Yes.
27,755. What was the effect upon the people at
Manchester after the news came from Morant Bay ?
—They became exceedingly quiet.
27,756. Directly the news reached them *—A great
deal more respectful.

Previous to that I have been

-

27,775. (Mr. Payne.) I think the negroes, are

better off in Manchester than in any part of the
Island, are they not ?—I think they are.
Y

27,776. It is an exceedingly prosperous parish -

eS.

-

27,777. You have spoken about the people taking
the road; is there anything peculiar in that; have you

often been between Spanish Town and Kingston Not lately.

27,778. Is it not a usual thing all over the Island
for the negroes not to get out of the way of any
carriage —Not until very lately; and it has been
noticed by several persons, they usually walk in th:

passing by people that I did not know, and they have
asked me why I did not bid them the day ; but after middle of the road; but formerly whenever they heard
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anything coming, such as a horse or a carriage, they

that are not able to go out to work from lazy habits

immediately stood on a side.
27,779. Have you driven through the market street
at Kingston —Yes.
780. Well,
do they
27,780.
Well, do
they stand on one side there 2—
No ; because the concourse is such there that they can
hardly move themselves.

and from the want of clothing.
27,784. You have noticed that for some years, you

27,781. With respect to the idleness of the young
-

men, when did you first notice that º?—I have noticed
-

it for a long time.

-

-

-

-

-

DAY
-

say ?–For the last two or three years ; since the high Mr.J. Palache.
price
of cotton.
27,785.
(Mr. Walcott.) You say that the people in 27 Feb. 1866.
-

r

your parish are well off?—Yes.
. . /
27,786. Is there much larceny in your parish –
-

Not so much as in other parishes. I think the
larcenies are brought to light more now, on account
of the rural constables, who get a reward for bringing

27,782. Haye you noticed it during the whole of these delinquents to justic. In former days they
last year —Yes, for several years.
27,783. Then it is not particularly lately that you
have noticed it 2–No ; I have known this, that there
are in my neighbourhood hundreds of young persons

made all kinds of compromises amongst themselves.
27,787. Are they larcenies of growing produce,

that is, of the produce of the negroes themselves —
It is amongst themselves a great deal.

The witness withdrew.

Rºº.

Rev. Joseph SIDNEY Woollett, sworn, and examined.
27,788. You are a Roman Catholic priest ?–Yes.

27,789. And you live in the parish of St. Ann —
Lately I have taken up my residence there.
27,790. You are there at present —Yes,
27,791. How long have you been there 2–About
two months. When I say I am residing there, it is
more my head quarters than my residence. I am
travelling about daily.
27,792. In what district of the Island has your

27,803. In what month was this f—In the early

part of July.
27,804. A rising among the people, you say ?—A
rising, a revolt, or words of that kind.

27,805. Who were they that said this —They were
small settlers.

27,806. They were settlers who would not plant :
—Yes.

27,807. Did you communicate this to anybody ?—

principal experience been —I think I may say all
over the Island, more or less, but principally westward

I communicated it when I came up to Spanish Town
to some officials; I don't know who they are; I

of Spanish Town.

myself thinking it at the time to be sheer nonsense,

27,793. On the western side of the Island more

and I persuaded them to plant.

especially 7–Yes; taking the northern parishes there.

27,808. When did you communicate this at Spanish

27,794. Do you visit the parishes there more than
twice a year —Twice a year generally, and sometimes

Town 2–I think it was in August, or in the end of
July.

one or two of the parishes it may be three times.
27,795. Were you upon your tour to visit these
parishes during any part of the middle of last year –

27,809. Do you know the name of the person you
communicated it to ?—I do not know.
27,810. Was it by word of mouth or by letter —

In June and July I think I was there, and in May.

By word of mouth only, because I really thought

My journeys generally last me three months.

nothing about it, and the officials thought nothing

27,796. From your knowledge and personal obser-

about it ; they thought it mere rumour; if they had

vation, confining your evidence to what you noticed
and learnt from your own experience, and not what
other persons have told you, what did you find to be

paid more attention to rumour perhaps it would be
better.
27,811. Tell us what you yourself heard, which in

the temper and spirit of the people in the districts
into which you went —I must state that I found

your own mind suggested the idea of disaffection at
the time you heard it, and which was so far important

as a fact a general opinion prevailing, not a mere
rumour. I formed my opinion from general ac-

as to make you communicate it —I did communicate it,
27,812. From how many people did you gather this
information about the expected rising as a reason for

cumulative evidence

27,797. You did not form it from other people's

Js wºu."

º

-

-

-

-

º

º

-

•

º
-

opinion ?—No; from the statements and facts they

not planting —I don't know how many.
27,813. Was it half a dozen —I heard several after

º

gave to me.

service, when they were talking about it among them-

-

27,798. I rather want the facts that you yourself selves; I paid no particular attention to it.
gathered, and the conclusions you drew from those
27,814. I only want to know the number 2–I
facts, not an opinion based on an opinion ?—I say it cannot tell.
was not based upon the opinion of others, but upon
27,815. This you say was on the borders of
the facts they stated.
St. Elizabeth and Westmoreland 2–No; Westmoreland
7,799. But those facts are not facts you learnt

º

º

*

and St. James.

-

yourself. Did you yourself acquire information from
27,816. What was the district or parish you were
your own information, and not from the narrative of in 7–St. Elizabeth was the parish ; Pisgah was the
others, which led you to draw any conclusion at all, place.

.
º

one way or the other ?—You put it upon such narrow

27,817. Is Pisgah a negro settlement 2–I think

ground that I can hardly state anything at all, because if I heard any statement of what a man intended
to do, that would only be my judgment of what he
intended ; for instance, if I heard a person in one
Parish particularly, but where two or three parishes
meet, one not very far off, speak of their being afraid,
and this was in the early part of July, about the

principally brown people; they cultivate ginger and
arrowroot.
27,818. Were these persons that said they were not
going to plant in consequence of that expectation,
brown people —They were old militiamen in former
days.
27,819. Was there anything more of the like that

º

8th—

met your observation about that time 2—There was

"

27,800. What parish are you speaking of?—The
Parish of St. Elizabeth.

27,801.ofBeyond
Manchester
is where
Parishes
Westmoreland
and St.—It
James's
meet.

the
27,802. In that part of the country did you hear

:

ºº

anything that the people themselves said; your own

t

---

º

one thing that made me suppose there must be dis.

º

affection among the people in St. James.
27,820. Whatand
did afterwards
you hear?–At
Hill, in
Westmoreland,
in St.Negro
Elizabeth,
it

s

was reported that the people were to be made slaves;

-

this I heard from the poor black people.

People?—Yes; my own people and other people too;
Pºny of them. I heard them state that they were

they were to be made slaves again. They said, “I hear

ºfraid to plant, and that they did not intend to plant,

they make us slaves again, and people say so.”

because they felt convinced that there was to be a

27,822. Were those people of your own communion?
—They were negroes that we had.

**ing among the people.

s

27,821. What did they say ?—They asked me if

3 Z 2

y

º

*

*

*

-

i.

º

.
* ,

a
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27,823. Were they labouring people –Labouring
people.

27,824. Or occupiers of land 2—I think one I
Rev.

J. S. Woollett.
27 Feb. 1865.

remember occupying land. I think the rest were
labouring people.
27,825. Did they actually come to ask you for
information ?—One of them actually followed me for
about a mile ; he was one of a class that is to be

made itself manifest ; was it a view of some parties
had got into their minds 2—Yes.
27,844. You attribute to the operation of that idea

a spirit of discontent among the people —Not merely
that ; but I put that together with other things,
for instance, the seditious language that I have
already spoken of.
27,845. Supposing there had been other causes

found here on the Pedro Plains and other places,
called Paraquet Indians; they have, it is supposed,

operating, you conclude that it brought about a spirit

some Indian blood ; this one followed me for more

27,846. In what way did the effect show itself,
those being assumed as the operating causes 7–I am
not quite certain I apprehend your question.

than a mile, and asked me with an apology if the
people were to be made slaves again ; that was in

of discontent, if not disaffection ?—Yes.

St. Elizabeth's, near to Pedro Bluff; but still there

27,847. When we attribute to certain causes certain

is one statement I should make here, that there were
some gentlemen who rather inprudently said, in a
joking way to some one in the neighbourhood, that
there were some gentlemen coming to make slaves
of them again. Whether that gave rise to the idea, or
whether that spread to the Paraquets, I cannot tell.
It was about 10 miles from where these people were.
27,826. That only shows how credulous they are ;
is that what you mean by it —No ; I mean to say
that in St. James and Negro Hill, and these places
where I formed this opinion, they must have heard
from some persons seriously that the British Govern

results, those results generally make themselves

ment, or some gentlemen, intended to make them

slaves again, and the people took it up.
27,827. This was only one man in the Pedro
Plains 2–Only one man.
27,828. And he was a Paraquet Indian 2–Yes,

27,829. Did you gather from his manner whether
he was a person capable of forming a common sense
idea —No ; I did what I could to explain to him
the absurdity of the thing.
27,830. Did he seem satisfied with your explana
tion ?—Quite.

27,831. Is that the only instance you have to give us
about the expectation of the return of slavery among
the people —I do not remember anything more just
now ; that and the one I mentioned at Negro Hill
and St. James.

27,832. What was that ?—That was the same
thing. They asked me if they were going to be
made slaves again.
27,833. Who asked you that?—Some black people.
27,834. How many ?—It might be two or three in
one place, and perhaps half a dozen in another ; but
there was a great distance between the places; they
could not have had communication at Negro Hill

manifest to observation and sense; if discontent

existed it must have been made manifest by some
observation of it; you attribute the discontent to
the expectation of a return to slavery, and, con
currently with that, to what you heard of seditious
meetings —Hearing there was to be a revolt, and
that the people would not plant on that account, as
soon as I found this had taken place, first in St. James,
that there was an idea that they were to be brought
back to slavery, then in Westmoreland, then after
wards at Pisgah, where I was told by these brown
people that they were not going to plant on account
of this revolt, I connected these different things.
27,848. You assumed that the alarm was to be

traced to the expectation in their minds of a return
to slavery —Not only that, but to what had been
told them at different places, that the Queen was
going to send them out money, and all those things.
27,849. Did you hear the people themselves say
that the Queen had done so 2–I forget whether I
heard them ; I did not go about taking notes.
27,850. Did any person ever tell you so —I don't
remember that they did,
27,851. All you remember is, that the people said
they had heard it 2–I cannot say even that. I do
not assert it, nor contradict it, that any one told me
the Queen had sent out money.
27,852. Can you tax your memory with noticing
anything in the conduct of your flock, or those that
consulted you, or spoke to you, amongst the labouring

class especially, as to their intention to join anything?
—No.

27,853. Nothing at all ?–No.
27,854. Nor did you notice any combination to
cxercise force —No ; I do not believe they are

particularly, because that is separated almost from

capable of combination ; they may be prepared, but

the rest ; it is a land very difficult of access.
27,835. Were these people of your communion ?—
Those in St. James were not; those in Negro Hill were.
27,836. Of course you did the best you could to

I do not think they could combine among themselves.
27,855. You think there was no conspiracy or
combination ?—Not in the sense in which it is used

among the higher classes, but I think they may be
explain things to them —I told them at once the prepared, and well prepared.
27,856. Are they, in your experience, an imagi.
absurdity of it.
-

27,837. Did it seem to satisfy them 2–Quite ; so
27,838. Could you trace this expectation as far as
it reached the minds of the parties who asked you
about it, whether it was working in such a way as to
make them discontented or alarmed 2–Taken in con

nection with the meeting that took place at that time,

which went by the name of the Underhill Meeting,
at Black River, where I was told there was seditious

language used

native and excitable people —Quite so.

27,857. And ready to ignite like gunpowder –

far as I saw.

Yes; I think those who wish to prepare the country

for rebellion, if any one wished it, might content them.
selves with preparing the lower classes.

27,858. Is it your experience of the negroes that
they are capable of being worked upon in that way

without any operating cause of practical discontent?
—They may be told many things which they may
hardly know or not ; for instance, that the Queen is

-

to send them money.
37,839. You were not at any of the meetings?—Not going
27,859. But if a man is well to do, and I was tº
tell him he was starving, would he believe it *—I
and going to it.
believe a great number are excitable enough for that
27,840. You did not hear what was said there —
27,860. What to believe against their senses ?—
No ; only what was reported.
Yes; and if you will allow me I will give you an
27,841. From your own observation are you able instance of it. At one of the Underhill Meetings at
to form any judgment whether this notion about the Black River men came representing themselves tº
return to slavery had operated to any extent so as to be starving ; they came in well-dressed clothes, and
communicate discontent to their minds 2—I certainly it was estimated by the merchants in the town that
in the house itself; but I saw the people collecting

think it did.

the value of their horses was 2,000 dollars, and Yº!

27,842. To how many, do you think —Through they believed themselves to be starving and naked,
these three parishes, St. Elizabeth, St. James, and when they were all well dressed, and had on well
Westmoreland. The interior I speak of particularly.

polished boots, and had good saddles and girths. "

27,843. Did you notice in what form the discontent you choose you can call Mr. Lane, one of the Pr"
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cipal merchants, who can corroborate what I state,
that they were well clothed, and that they spent a

good deal of money in Black River afterwards.
27,861. Do you think that was with a view of
taking in others ?—I cannot say that.
27,862. Or do you think they were taken in them
selves, that these men with good horses and good

clothes yet persuaded themselves to be miserable
poverty stricken men?—That is all I can imagine.
They were a contrast to meetings that take place in
England.
27,863. Are the people, as a mass, that you
administer to, well off?—They are mostly settlers,
and some labourers, Portuguese,
27,864. How many do you reckon as your people?
—About 1,000.

27,865. I am talking of the whole of the island —
Including Kingston, I should say about 6,000, or
from that to 7,000.

27,866. That is not including the troops?—No.
27,867. Those that you have more particularly
to do with are, as a mass, a well-to-do people?—Yes;
I think they are ; some are labourers, and some
shopkeepers.

27,868. Are they well conducted people?—I think
certainly, as a body, they are, but they are all scat
tered; they do not form in any one parish a body or
a congregation.
27,869. They are interspersed among the other
-

feeling throughout the whole country shows that
there was no preparation.
27,883. Have you seen any fact, or can you state
any fact, of your own knowledge, or anything that
population, showing that there was any preparation
to rise ?–No, I heard nothing from them.

27,884. I suppose any idea you have formed on the
subject is derived from conversations with the white
people —No, I do not say that. White, black, and
coloured, I did not hear them say they were going to
rise, or whether they were going to rise or not, but

I could plainly see and form an opinion from all I
learnt that they were well prepared, and if any com
motion or disturbance had taken place at a police
court, or a magistrate's court, or anything of the kind,
that there might have been a general affair throughout
the parish if it had not been prevented, and that was
the general opinion about the place. It was well
known that at certain places the courts were put off
from fear of some disaster that was done at St.

Thomas in the East, St. James, Brown's Town, and
other places.
27,885. (Commission.) That shows the extreme
caution with which the magistrates acted, does it
not ?—It shows the extreme caution they were obliged
to act with.

27,886. And it shows the extreme alarm of the

I made the remark at the

time, just to show them that I remembered the state
ment they had made.

27,892. But it does not follow that what others
state is a fact 2–No ; but if I have heard the same

27,876. They had taken your advice –They had,

thing stated by different people, in different places, I
must form an opinion from it.
27,893. It was enough for you to rely upon —Oh,
yes; from book-keepers, overseers, proprietors, and
small shopkeepers ; it was all one statement.
27,894. That only shows a panic *—No, it shows
one feeling, quite enough to make me believe; it is
not merely a panic.

27,870. Then you have an opportunity of seeing
others?—Perhaps as much as my own people, wher
ever I go.
27,871. Did you notice in your course, prior to the
Morant Bay affair, any expression of discontent with
a view of rising; did you personally notice any
expressions or intention of rising to resist the autho
rities?—Nothing more than I mentioned at Pisgah.
27,872. No man ever told you, “I am not going to

plant my land, because I am going to join the rebels º'
—No; nothing of the kind.
27,873. You heard no intention, deliberate or

vague, of any intention of rising —No ; my servant
is here, and he can corroborate that statement with
regard to Pisgah, if it is considered of any conse
quence as a fact.

27,874. (Mr. Walcott.) I think you were about to
explain that you had dissuaded the people from their
intention of not planting; will you state what you wish
to say?—The next time I went round I said to them,

“Well, you have planted, I see.” They said, “Yes.”
27,875. Was that after October 2–Yes; when I
went the second time.

so far. I mention it to show that they remembered
it themselves, that they had said they did not intend
to plant.

27,877. (Mr. Payne.) I think you were not present
at the Black River meeting –No; I merely saw the

people passing by the house.
27,878. So you do not know, of course, of your
own knowledge, that these people persuaded them
sºlves that they were poor and naked *—No ; but

they came down to a professed meeting of the poor
and naked.

27,895. The fact is you have formed your opinion
upon their statement : — Upon their statement,
certainly; how else could I form an opinion ? You
must form your opinion from the different statements

27,879. Might they not be representing the griev
anºes of other persons who were not sufficiently well

coming before you. I observed things myself, and I

of to come 2—It was never so stated; it was a common

many things which showed me the state of the country;

Opinion throughout the town, mentioned by all the

for instance, two men came to me to complain of

merchants there.

27,880. What merchants —White and black ; I

something. I had to take them six miles to a magis
trate; the magistrate was aſpaid to interfere, although

"are say and coloured too. I really did not pay any

there were 40 soldiers over there. The two men had
been assaulted. Their father had been assaulted the

attention to it.

27,881. You have seen no traces of any conspiracy
or combination to rise 2–No ; I have said that I do

not believe they can combine ; combination and
*ganization are things they are not capable of, but

they can be well prepared.
*7,882. You have seen no traces of any preparation
"rise, of your own knowledge —I think the general

Rev.

you have yourself heard from the black or coloured J. S." ii., ſett,

white population?—It shows how cautious they were
obliged to be.
27,887. Did you know anything of your own know
ledge inducing you to form an opinion that there was
a preparation among the black people to rise in any
of the parishes of which you have spoken —I would
rather say they were prepared by others in such a
way that if anything took place there would have
been a general insurrection.
27,888. I asked you what you knew of your own
knowledge ; have you any grounds for that opinion ?
—Yes, certainly; the different statements I have heard
from different people about it.
27,889. But have you any grounds for it of your
own knowledge; I am not speaking of statements from
white people —From white, and coloured, and from
black people too, I believe I heard these statements.
27,890. Has any fact been brought home to you to
induce you to form that opinion, any fact within your
own knowledge —I call it a fact that I have heard
the different statements of so many persons as to
what they knew was taking place.
27,891. It is a fact that you heard it you mean 2–
Yes, I heard it as accumulative evidence, enough for
me to form an opinion upon.

people?—Quite so.
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saw the caution which the magistrates observed, and

week before, and these two men, or lads rather, were
assaulted. I sent them back with the deposition to
the magistrates at Linstead that evening, about 4 or
5 o'clock, and the reply was that it was too late that

evening to interfere, and about half-past 8 or 9 o'clock

I passed by these persons house, and neither police,
nor soldier, nor anyone had been there.
3 Z 3
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27,896. Was that in October?—Yes.

parish in the Island of which it can be said they are

27,897. That led you to form an opinion that these in a state of poverty.
Peºple were expecting something and were alarmed 2
—Yes, they were.

27,905. Have any complaints ever been made to
you as to the want of confidence of the labouring

27,898. (Mr. Payne.) I think we may take it that population in the magistracy —No, I have not heará
you know nothing of your own knowledge 2–You
may draw that conclusion if you please.

27,899. Has any fact really come under your own
personal observation inducing you to form an opinion
that they were, as you say, actually prepared —
You cannot expect that 1 should go into their different
meetings.

27,900. (Commission.) You heard no threats made
use of 2–I heard none myself made use of that time.

them; they have not been made to me direct; I have
heard it spoken of, of course, but none have been
made to me.

27,906. The members of your communion would
speak to you about it, would they not *—Of course
they would, and I think anybody else would also. I
heard nothing of the kind.

27,907. At all events those that were under your

pastoral charge would complain to you?—I do not
27,901. You saw no arms, no gatherings, or any think they would more than the other. I think I
attempt to organize physical force —No ; I heard of know every class and every person. I have heard of
plenty of threats, and if you wish it I can give you such complaints, but none were made to me directly.
(Mr. Phillippo.) Do you know who got up
the names of magistrates and others who heard the the27,908.
meeting at Black River ?—I have heard the name
threats.
stated, but I forgot it ; I think it was Gilling.
27,902. (Mr. Walcott.) Have you observed the
27,909. Do you know if any minister any denomi
people in St. Ann's, what their condition was in life 2 nation was present at that meeting 2–Iofam
not sure.
—I should say they were very well off there.
27,910. You saw the people pass, you say?—I saw
27,903. Up in Dry Harbour Mountains, for instance? the people pass. I saw one or two coming away
—They are very well off; they are mostly settlers talking of it; but whether they were present at the
there. There is a German and an Irish settlement, meeting or not I cannot tell ; I did not watch every
and the black people are all very well off, I think, as one that went in.
far as I have seen, and I visit the entire of the parish
27,911. Then you know nothing personally of what
took place there 2–No ; I was not there. I saw the
twice a year.
27,904. Then in your opinion they were not in a people going there and coming away from the
state of poverty —I do not think there is any one meeting.

:*

&

The witness withdrew.
Rev. J. S.
Hildebrand.

The Rev. JAMEs SLEssoR HILDEBRAND, sworn, and examined.

27,912. Are you the island curate of St. David's
in the parish of Manchester ?—Yes.
27,913. Had you been there any length of time —
I was appointed first a year ago last October.
27,914. During last year did your congregation
attend steadily at church 2–Not nearly as much so

as they had done when I first went ; they fell off very
much in the year 1865.

own, and cultivate a great deal of coffee of their own,
and at the same time labour upon the estates; they
get their families to labour.

27,929. Did you communicate with them, and
remonstrate with them on their absence —Yes; a

great deal.

-

27,930. What did you learn ; did they attribute it
to the failure of their crops ?–No ; they would not

27,915. When did you first notice they were falling
off 2–From the commencement of the year.

say it was the failure of the crops; they would merely
say they had not clothes.
-

27,916. In January do you mean *—They began to
fall off about then.

27,931. Did they say why they had not clothes?–
Yes; it was an understood fact
among them that the

27,917. Did that continue, or did it reach a point
and stay ?—It continued to get worse and worse.
27,918. When did it reach its worst point 7–I

coffee had failed, and that money was scarce.
27,932. And that left them without a wardrobe.

should say a little before this breakout.

You attributed their want of clothes to their want of

means, and the failure of the crops ?—I did, partly :
27,919. It went on diminishing till the end of but I don't think altogether.
September 2–Yes, it was diminishing up to then.
27,933. Did they intend to attribute it to that?—
27,920. What class of persons were they who dis
They did ; and I suppose they would naturally do so,
continued their attendance 2—The black people.
because they would not like to give me any other
27,921. Of all ages —Of all ages.
-

TeaSO1).

27,922. Had there been any distress among the
was no distress, because there was distress in Jamaica.

27,934. When you remonstrated with them for
their non-attendance, and they said they had not

They had two failures of coffee plants, and they

clothes, did they mean to say that as the season had

people —There had been. I would not say there

frequently alleged want of clothes as a reason for not failed they were not able to supply them?—That
they were not able to buy them.
coming to church.
27,923. They were, in the ordinary language of
mankind, hard driven for money?—Yes ; at the same
time I am quite sure that their wages were such
that by a little extra exertion they might have got
them if they pleased.
27,924. You say their coffee plantations had failed?
—Yes, generally.
27,925. Was your congregation made up generally
of labourers on estates or settlement men —Most of

27,936. Did you think so at the time?–0f course,

I would take no such excuse; what I invariably told
them was, that I was quite sure that by a little
exertion at all events they might get a suit of Osna.
burgh or two ; and there was not one of them that
could not clothe themselves.

27,937. Did you tell them so?–Yes; I always

them have settlements of their own.

27,926. They cultivate those estates on a smaller
scale —Yes.

27,935. You say you attributed it not entirely tº

what they intended to communicate —No ; I don't
think it was altogether attributable to that.

told them so.

27,938. That there was labour enough to supply

-

27,927. I suppose then, if a failure takes place
they would feel it more severely in the small cultiva
tions than those on a grander scale –They would

themselves –Yes.

27,939. You attributed it to a kind of disinclina.
tion to labour —I think there was a kind of unsettled

feel it in two ways, inasmuch as they would not get feeling among them.
quite so much labour.

-

27,928. They labour only for themselves in the

27,940. An unsettled feeling with regard to labour,

settlements, I suppose 2–No; many of the people upon other things.
attending my congregation have settlements of their
27,941. Did you think so then –I did.
-

--

s

do you mean *—I think their minds were dwelling

-

—-

º

l

-

-
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27,942. Did you tell them of it?—I frequently told
them of it.

-

-

TWENTY
NINTH

for the purpose of using physical force on their
account 2–I did not think they were.

DAY.

27,943. That you thought they were not giving
ou their real reasons —Yes; I always told them so.

27,964. At any rate you did not find any indication
of it among your people —No ; except what I have
stated.

Rev. J. S.
Hildebrand.
27 Feb. 1866

27,945. What led you to attribute it to causes

27,965. Did that continue down to the news of the
Morant Bay disturbance —Yes.
27,966. When that news reached you what effect

different to what they assigned —Because I knew

did it produce on your people —I think it made them

some of them were pretty well off.
27,946. Was that the only ground for attributing
it to other causes than they assigned –Certainly.

much more respectful in their demeanour to strangers.
27,967. Directly the news came 2—Immediately.
27,968. Was there any material effect produced

27,947. But they alleged they were not well off,
and you said they were *—Certainly ; a good many

upon your people after the second week in October 2

27,944. What did they say then —They would
sometimes say, “No massa, no, nothing but clothing ;

me get clothes, and me come to church.”

of them could easily have done it; besides they had
refused work when it was offered them, even when

—There has been a wonderful change ever since.

27,969. For the better, in your judgment –Yes,
for the better.

27,970. Have you better congregations now *-I

they were pleading poverty to me.
27,948. That being the state of things that they
seemed to assign a cause, which did not appear to you
to be borne out, did you allege to them any reason that

you assigned for it?–1 was always telling them that
they had evidently a disinclination to go to church,
and that there was some reason for not wanting to go.
27,949. You did not say what the reason was 2–
No; I could not say for certain then what the reason
was, but I think afterwards facts showed it.

27,950. Had you in your own mind assigned any
specific reason 7–I used to attribute it, and I would
even mention it to them occasionally, to these
meetings that were getting up of Dr. Underhill's.
27,951. You mean the discussions about the price
of labour and wages 2–Yes ; I am certain that had
a good deal to do with it.
27,952. In disturbing them, do you mean 2–I am
sure it had.

27,953. How do you think it had operated upon

their disinclination to their going to church or other
wise?—It kept them from any wish to go to work.
27,954. But why did it keep them from going to
church —Because when they did not go to work
they probably found it more difficult to get clothes.
27,955. But that would not be the reason with
those who were well off?—There seemed to be some

kind of expectation among them ; I can't tell what it
Was.

27,956. Did you think so at the time 2—I did. "I

frequently had an impression that there was some

have better congregations; and more than that, I see
that the young people are coming out better ; at the
same time I am sorry to say there is again a disposi
tion to be unsettled, which there was not until lately.
27,971. Do you find a disposition to the pilfering of
exposed property among your people?—Oh, plenty of it.
27,972. Are provision grounds robbed at night —
Yes : on Sundays mostly. The few that would go to
church would probably find their provisions gone
when they got back.
27,973. There is no difficulty in getting work in
your parish, is there 2–Not the least. I am sure
there is nobody there who could not get work any
day in the year if they wished it, except Sunday.
27,974. Do the people, as a fact, appear to dress
worse than they used to do —Yes, they really do;
they do not dress in the showy kind of style they had
-

done before.

27,975. Was it in January or February when they
began to fall off in their attendance 2–Yes, and all
through the year.
27,976. Would it be true to state this in March

1865, that the people in your district “dressed quite
decently, and not unfrequently expensively " ?—Yes,
I think it would.

27,977. That would rightly describe the sort of
thing that was going on among your people in March

1865?–Yes; I think it would.

When they come

out on market day you see them dressed well.

I have often said that

27,978. And would it be true in March 1865 of the

there was a kind of inner life among them which we
were evidently not getting at. That I repeated over
and over again.
27,957. At the time, do you mean?—At that time ;
long ago.
27,958. And you at that time thought it was dis

people with whom you had to do, that they were not

secret going on among them.

"ºntent resulting from these meetings, upon the price

of labour and wages –Yes, I attributed it to that
unsettling their minds, making them unfit for ordinary
business.

any poorer than they were two years before ?–No:
I do not think they really were poorer; there was a

kind of temporary distress among them, but I do
not think there was anything like poverty. Two
years before they had been equally poor, I think, at

least the year, before, because the coffee crop had
failed then, and every year the coffee crop fails they
are always more or less in distress. They were as
well off last year perhaps as they were the year

27,959. Beyond that, had you any ground for before; each year the coffee crop had failed.
“ssuming that in this inner life, as you call it, they

27,979. (Mr. Payne.) You were saying that there

Were contemplating violence or organization ?—I do

was a double cause for the people not coming to

not believe myself that the black people would ever

church, that they had been very poor ; was the other
cause, which you were going to state but did not,

ºrganize anything of the kind by themselves; I do
not believe they ever could or would.
-

27,960. Was there anything at that time which

that there was a want of work at the time of the
failure of the coffee crop —No, I do not think that.

*ated a well-founded impression on your mind of
27,980. Do you consider that the inner life you
"ything like organization at that time for the pur speak of of the negroes, was one that you were
!” ºf employing force —No ; I had not any idea acquainted with previously, and that it was only
that there was anything of that kind.

lately that you have not known it ?—Yes; I think

*961. We know that they are capable of it if the they are much less open than they used to be.
*Yidence about October is true, that they organized
27,981. Do you consider you used to know the
then, according to all accounts; you say the people inner life of the negro race better than you do
* incapable of doing that ?—I don't think the black

now 2–I think so.

}*P*.did it; I think it was done by wiser heads

27,982. (Commission.) How long have you been
here —I have been in the West Indies 15 years.

than theirs,

*962. Do you think the white people did it 2–I

º not say who did.

I have never attributed it to

II].

27,983. And how long in Jamaica —I have been
in Jamaica seven years now.
27,984. (Mr. Phillippo.) Were there any meetings

27,963. You thought at any rate that during the in Manchester as to the price of wages —No ; not
"º we are speaking of, when your congregation immediately in that neighbourhood. I think there
fell off, that they were not capable of organization, was one at Porus.
The witness withdrew.
w
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* Do you reside in the parish of St. Andrew?

28,000. That would bring you down to September 2

- I es.

Rev.

W. Mayhew.
27 Feb. 1866.

i.
|

Rev. WILLIAM MAYHEw, sworn, and examined."
—Yes; I made every allowance for it.

28,001. How far were they in arrear with their

27,986. Are you the rector of that parish 2–Yes.
27,987. Were you residing there during the year

rents in September?—Some of them a couple of years.

1865 —I was there the whole year, except about

28,002. Except that, was there any other indica.
tion ?–No ; I did not observe anything further.
28,003. Did they continue to attend service –
Yes; I did not observe anything different in that

six weeks in the early part of the year.
27,938. Did you notice during the summer months,
and down to the end of September, any change in
the habits, disposition, and temper of your people *
—The only thing I observed was that the glebe
tenants paid their rents very badly, and they would
not work it out in labour. There is a large glebe
rented out in a great many settlements.
27,989. They would be your tenants?—Yes.
27,990. Is the glebe attached to the Rectory?—Yes.
27,991. And they did not pay their rent regu
larly 2—No ; of course I allowed for the drought.
27,992. Had you a drought just before that ?—
Yes; we had a long drought that year.

respect.

28,004. Nor did they appear to be worse clad
than usual 2–No.

28,005. Did they communicate 2–Yes, as usual; I
did not observe any difference.

28,006. After the disturbance at Morant Bay I
believe you had some conversation with a parishionet,
or somebody near you ?—I got a threatening letter
on the Tuesday after the outbreak.
28,007. That was on Tuesday the 17th of October?
—Yes.

27,993. And at that time the arrear of rent was

28,008. Have you got that letter ?—I sent it in

attributable to the drought 2–Yes; but when I sent
for them to work out their rents, although they could
get no work for themselves, they would not come.
27,994. You proposed that they should pay rent
in kind 2–Yes; I told them that English labourers
would be very happy to work it out if they could

answer to a circular which I received from the

get no work.

-

Government two or three months ago.

28,009. To Governor Eyre 2–Yes.
28,010. Was it a scrap of paper, or was it a regular
letter by post 2–It came through the Kingston Post

-

27,995. Were they settlement men, or all labourers
without lands 2—They had land and houses in some
laces.

27,996. They did not agree to your plan of work
ing out their rent 2–No ; although they could only
get 6d. per day at Constant Spring, and I have
given them Is. or 1s. 3d, according to the work,
they would not come.
27,997. Were they at that time working on their
own lands 2—No ; the drought prevented them.
27,998. What part of the year do you now speak
of 2 — I think we must have had

Office, and as it looked suspicious the Postmaster
had opened it, and seen it, and sent it on to me.
28,011. Do you attach much importance to a thing

of that kind —No ; merely in connexion with this;
it threatened to chop off my head because I was as
bad as the Baron, for I oppressed the people in
making them pay rent for land that I never paid

for; that is the glebe land.
28,012. That was the subject of this threat?—Yes;
and that they were at Port Antonio (I did not of
course believe that), and when they came that way
they would serve me in the same way as the Baron
had been served.

nine months

28,013. You took no notice of it, but forwarded it

drought at the least.
27,999. At the time you offered labour instead of
money : — I think we must have had fully nine
months drought.

when required 2–Yes; the sexton gave it to me. I
was going down to Port Maria, and the sexton said
that I had better send it to the inspector of police,
which I did.

The witness withdrew.

JE. No ºl.

ELIZABETH Noel (colored), sworn, and examined.
28,022. When did he speak about that to you ?–It
28,014. Do you keep a tavern at a place called
Yallahs Bay ?—I do.
was early in last year. I do not remember whether
28,015. Was the late Mr. Gordon in the habit of it was the first or the second vestry.
28,023. Of 1865 2–Yes.
passing through Yallahs Bay from time to time, and
stopping at your tavern ?–Yes, always on his way.
28,024. What did he say to you about this report:
28,016. I believe he always used to pass by there —He went to the vestry, and as he returned he called
at the tavern, and he said to me, “Mrs. Noel, I have
as he went to Morant Bay —To the vestry.
28,017. Did he attend the vestry days regularly 2 “ been coming here for a number of years; did yºu
“ ever hear that I behaved in any way immoral in
— He used to attend it regularly till latterly.
28,018. How often did he come to your tavern ; “ your house 2 " I said, “No, Sir, I never heard it."
He said, “Because that parson Herschell has reported
every week 7–Not every week.
28,019. How often in a month?—Every three “ in St. Thomas in the East that I have got a child;
-

months, when the vestry met.

“ now the amount of harm that would do me if my
“ wife was to come by ; what a wicked man he is;

28,020. Once in three months 2–Yes, whenever
the vestry was held at Morant Bay, or any public
day, he would call.
28,021. Do you remember his coming to your
tavern, when he spoke to you about a report which
had reached him 2–It was a report Mr. Herschell had

—No ; I only saw him one vestry after that again. I

made about him.

think the last vestry in October he was not there at all.

“ his tongue ought to be cut out.”

28,925. Was that all he said to you about it?—Yes,
that was all he said to me.

28,026. Did he ever refer to the subject again?

The witness withdrew.

GEORGE FouchE, sworn, and examined.

G. Fouche.

28,027. Where you born in Jamaica 2–Yes.
28,028. You are reporter of the Guardian News

paper, which is published in Kingston —I am.
28,029. On the 3d of May did you report the

speeches made at a meeting held at Kingston —Yes;
I was not then reporter for the Guardian ; I was for
the Sentinel.

28,030. Then you reported the meeting for the
Sentincl?—At that period.
28,031. What was the object of that meeting 2–It
was called an Underhill Meeting, to take into con

sideration the distressed state of the peasantry of the
country.

-

28,032. Were you there when it was first assembled?
—Yes; at the Court-house, Kingston.
28,033. Who was in the chair 2–Mr. George
William Gordon.

28,084. Have you any notes that you took at the
time of what passed at that meeting?—Yes, I have
some
nºtes;You
I have
my pocket
28,035.
maynotes
use inthem
for thebook.
purpose of

refreshing your memory of what you heard on that

==T-T
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occasion ?—I have not the notes with me, I gave them

I could make out of it. One of the speakers spoke of

to the government.

the mal-administration of justice, the injustice shown

28,036. Your memory is very good I dare say on

to the blacks in a case tried in Kingston, the case of

the subject 2–Yes.
28,037. Just give us a short sketch of what
Gordon was in the chair, Mr. Kelly Smith was the

Myrie, where he was sent by Mr. IIart to prison for
something like sixty days instead of fining him. He
said if it had been a white or coloured person he would
have made him pay a fine, instead of sending him to
the Penitentiary, and he would warn the government

secretary, and I took speeches of Samuel Clarke and

that they would repent if they ever made a convict of

the Revd. Mr. Palmer.

him.

28,038. Did he first address the meeting 2–Yes, he
was the first speaker.

28,060. Who was this speaker —-Emanuel Joseph
Goldson ; he said if the government ever made him
a convict they would repent it, for he was not the
man to submit to such a thing.
28,061. Was there much applause at that senti
ment —Very much indeed, and it was followed very

happened at that meeting —I attended that meeting ;
it was held in Kingston on the 3d of May last; Mr.

28,039. Did the Revd. J. H. Crole speak 2–Yes,
he addressed the meeting.
28,040. And the Revd. James Roach 2–He did

not speak; I did not hear him.
28,041. What denomination of clergymen were
there –The Revd. Mr. Palmer is a Baptist connected
with the society in England ; Mr. Crole was connected

with Mr. Gordon's Tabernacle, he was the preacher
there.

28,042. Were is that ?–At Kingston, in the Parade.
28,043. Was there a person of the name of O'Brien?
—Yes, he spoke, but said very few words; he only
seconded a resolution, I think.

28,062. Do you remember the Rev. Mr. Crole
addressing the meeting 2–Yes.
28,063. How many altogether would that meeting
consist of *-When I was present I should say there
were between 200 and 300 people; just about that
number.

©

28,064. Did you hear the Rev. Mr. Crole say that

if the negro was fat enough the white men would eat
him up 2–Yes.

28,046. Who is Thomas Harry —A shoemaker in

great indeed.
28,066. Did he also say that the people were taxed
for their religion; that the newspapers said the
Governor's morality proclamation was all a farce, for
immoral men were employed in situations, and the
Gospel said we were not to obey a government that

28,051. And was that all he did –That was all he
did.

28,052. What is there in anything you have come

to tell us about 7–With whom shall I begin with the
first speaker, Mr. Palmer ?
28,053. Give us the substance of what you came
away with ?–It was this; that the people were
oppressed with the heavy burden of taxation, and it
was time for them to seek for liberties; that the blacks

were oppressed by the white and coloured people of the

28,067. I suppose the whole was much in the same
strain, of which that is a sample 2–Yes; Mr. Goldson
said he would rather shed his blood than be flogged.
He also said something about the whipping bill.
28,068. That you have put into the mouth of the
º

Rev. Mr. Palmer ?—No ; he did not say that ; it was
Goldson who said that.

28,069. Then the meeting broke up, I suppose ?—
I did not wait until the meeting was concluded ; I
left before. It was increasing largely in number, and

the people were getting excited. They attempted to
throw a gentleman almost through the window ; if he
had not quickly obeyed them they would have done
so. That was one Mr. Hepburn. He would not
take off his hat ; he was remonstrated with, but he
would not take it off. One or two persons rushed up

they were large taxpayers, and they formed the greater
part of the community; that they had no advantages
whatever, but it was their duty to stand up as men,
and seek for their rights and privileges.

to throw him over the window, but a black man of

28,054. Were the audience to whom these topics

substance. Mr. Harry spoke very much about the
oppression of Quashie.
28,071. You say Mr. Gordon merely mentioned

present.

28,055. How were these topics received; with great
applause ?—Very great indeed, especially when they
were told that the government was not to be obeyed,
because it was immoral.

28,056. Did he specify the immorality ?–Yes; one

of the speakers said that the government was immoral,
and that the Scriptures told them they were not to
obey an immoral government.
28,057. Did they state what the immorality con
sisted in —No, they did not; they did not go into the

the name of Clarke said they must not do it.
28,070. Is that the sum and substance of the
speeches that you heard —Yes; that is the sum and

what the meeting was intended to be 2–Yes.
28,072. He did not speak himself —No, he did not.

28,073. We need not go into the thing more
minutely, it was all in the same strain, I see?—Yes.
28,074. I do not see anything here about the mal

administration of justice –They said Mr. Hart, one
of the magistrates, did not understand the law well,

or he would never have sent Myrie to the Penitentiary;
he would have fined him.

If he were a white or

morality or immorality of the government; they only

coloured man he would not have sent him there, but be
cause he was a negro he sent him to the Penitentiary.
28,075. Did you continue in Kingston after this

made that sweeping charge, that the government was

meeting 2—Yes.

immoral, and the people were not bound to obey an

º
0 do it.

government, and no one could compel them

28,058. Did they say nothing more but that it was
an immoral government --They said the governor's
morality proclamation was a farce; that was what the

*Peaker said first in introducing that part.
28,059. What is the morality proclamation ?—I am

28,076. And exercised your calling of reporting for
the “Sentinel” 2–Yes.

28,077. When the meeting was over, did you notice
any effect produced by it upon Kingston —No parti
cular effect at all ; not from the meeting.
28,078. You do not think it had much effect out of
doors ?—I made a report of it, and my employer

what it means. He said there was nobody to hold public

would not publish it. He thought the speeches were
not fit for publication, and the matter dropped.
28,079. Did not the “Sentinel” put all this into

sittings, except men that were immoral, that was what

its columns —Oh no ; my notes were destroyed.

19t acquainted so well with that part; I don't know

15589.

º

was immoral –Yes, that was what he said.

country very much; that they were kept under; that

were addressed made up of black people *—Yes; there
were comparatively few white or coloured people

º

28,065. Did that receive great applause 2–Very

they had no situations given to them, neither in the
Customs, or the Post-office, or any place of that kind;
that the people were kept under foot very much by
the white and coloured people of the country ; that
government gave them no encouragement, although

-27 Feb. 1866

soon after with cries of “Shame, Shame.”

28,044. Did Samuel Clarke speak 2–Yes.
28,045. And Thomas Harry —Yes.
Kingston.
28,047. Was Emanuel Joseph Goldson there 2–Yes.
28,048. Did he speak —Yes, he spoke.
28,049. Did Mr. Gordon speak 2–Yes; very few
words; he merely told them the nature of the meeting.
28,050. He opened the proceedings —Yes.

G. Fouché.

4 A
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28,080. Did none of it appear —None of it, except
the resolutions, which were paid for.
28,081. But the speeches in support of them were
not ?—No ; no speeches were put in.
28,082. What were the resolutions, do you re
member 7–No, I do not ; there were a great many,
some 17 or 18 of them.
N 28,083. You made no return of the resolutions 3–
-

O.

28,084. (Mr. Payne.) Are you now reporter for

Commissioners that Mr. Phillippo said that speech
was well reported —Yes; he said so. I said to him
in the morning, “How is your speech f" and he said
“Well done.”

-

28,107. Were you also in the habit of writing
articles for the “Watchman " ?—Yes; I have written
for the “Watchman,” certainly.
28,108. That is the paper which has been indicted
for seditious language?—When I say I wrote for it,

I wrote an answer to a man that had been abusing

the “Guardian " ?–No, I am not.

Ine.

28,085. What was the ground of your discharge
from the “Guardian ;” were you discharged —Yes;

28, 109. Are you in the habit of contributing for
the “Watchman ;” I am not speaking of answering
men who abused you ?—That is the very thing I

I left the “Guardian.”

28,086. Were you discharged from the “Guardian"?
—Yes, I was discharged from the Guardian ; there is
no mistake about it.

28,087. Were you discharged on the ground that
you were not a competent reporter 7–No.
28,088. Do you write shorthand 2–No.
28,089. What were your original notes that you
took at the meeting 2—Just rough notes.
28,090. And those rough notes were not taken in
shorthand 3–Oh no ; there are no shorthand writers
here, I believe.

28,091. Then, in the account you are giving to the
Royal Commissioners, are you speaking from memory?
—Now ; yes.
28,092. Entirely —Yes; but my memory, a few
days ago, was refreshed by my notes in the court at
º

Kingston.

28,093. But you said your notes were destroyed ?
—No ; I did not say my original notes were destroyed.
I never said that. I copied them. My original notes
are in the possession of the government; my pocket
book.

-

28,094. Did you subsequently amplify your original
notes ?—Yes.

28,095. And you are speaking from that amplifica
tion ; you are speaking, in fact, from your memory of
your notes?—Of my notes.
28,096. Not from your own memory –From my

have contributed.

28,110. Do you know that this meeting was con
vened by requisition to the Honourable Edward
Jordon —Yes, it was.

28, 111. Do you know that he did convene it?—I
saw it by advertisement.

28,112. Do you know that the Honourable Edward
Jordon would have presided at that meeting, but that
he was too ill –I don’t know that he was ill.

I

have not the honour of his acquaintance.
28,113, Do you know that he swore that the other
day at Kingston —He said he would have attended
and taken part at the meeting had he been well.
28,114. Do you also know that in the case of
Myrie, which has been alluded to, the Chief Justice

expressed himself in very strong langnage about the
injustice that had taken place —I think the Chief
Justice would be the best person to ask that. I do
not remember the decision now.

28,115. (Commission.) This meeting was held on
the 3d May ?—Yes.
28, 116. How many resolutions were proposed ?–I
think l 7 or 18.

28,117. Do you know the people of Kingston by
any long residence among them —I do.
28,118. Could you tell what class of persons formed
the audience at this meeting 7–The labouring people
and mechanics.

28,119. Were they people who had shops or houses

original notes.

28,097. I do not wish to ask you at all a painful
question, but is your memory so good as other persons
may be; have you not suffered from illness —I have
a good memory.
28,098. Still you have suffered from epileptic fits 2
—Yes, I have suffered certainly, but, thank God, not
for a long time.

28,099. Are you a recognized reporter —I don't
know what you mean by the term “recognized.”
28,100. You have often made use of the word, I
believe –I borrowed it ; it was only a quotation. I
took the word recognized from Mr. Lake.
28, 101. You are not a recognized reporter, are

in Kingston –Some of them.

28,120. What number do you think altogether were
assembled there 2–I have said between 250 and 300
at the utmost.

28, 121. Were they mostly of the labouring class :
—Mostly the labouring class. The gentlemen of
education, or comparative education and intelligence,
and property, were around the table; those who spoke,
black gentlemen.

28, 122. Did you hear the resolutions read —Not

you ?— I don't know the meaning of the word “recog

in a body; they were given to each gentleman by
Mr. Kelly Smith.
28, 123. You heard them read out, I believe —Yes.
28,124. (Mr. Walcott.) I believe Mr. Jordon, who

nized.”

has been mentioned, was the mayor of Kingston

28,102. Are you not a schoolmaster by profession ?
—My profession is that of a schoolmaster.

at that time —Yes.

28,103. How often before this occasion have you

over reported speeches at public meetings?–Several
times. I remember reporting three or four times. I
have several times reported. I used to report the
circuit courts long ago. I reported Mr. Phillippo's

28,125. Did the general body of reporters of the
press remain at the meeting 2–No ; Mr. Campbell
left. I believe he was reporting for the Journal.

28,126. And the Standard reporter, did he leave
—He left before me.

-

speech once, and he said it was very good.
28,104. Do you mean to say Mr. Phillippo said it

28,127. Do you know why they left?—Mr.
Campbell got quite disgusted with the meeting. . .
28,128. Is he the editor of the Morning Jºurnal

was well reported 2–Yes.

I believe so ; I am not sure.

28,105. Then if Mr. Phillippo denies that he speaks
untruly 2–My word is to be taken equally with

28, 129. You say he retired 2–Yes.
28,130. Do you know the reason why the reporters

º

left —I do not know except what they told me,

Mr. Phillippo's.

28,106. You deliberately state before the Royal

and what they swore to at the trial.

The witness withdrew.

Rev.

The Rey. SAMUEL RINGOLD WARD (black), sworn, and examined.

S. R. Ward.

Mission —No; I am an American by birth. I
28,131. Where do you live –In St. David's.
28,132. Are you a member of the Church of agree, however, with the English Baptists in con

--

England 2–No ; a Baptist.

28,133. Do you belong to the Native Baptists —
No.

28,134, Are you connected with the London

tradistinction to the Native Baptists of this Island.
28,135. You are an Independent Baptist -Yes.
28,136. How long have you been exercising your

calling in this district where you live —I have
º

**

º
* *
.

le.
*
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lived there since 1861, but I went there occasionally
when I was preaching in Kingston in 1856, five
ears before that.

28,137. Were you there during last year –All

tion

are rather more inclined to insolence and

insubordination than formerly 2–Not the educated
rising generation.

28,154. Amongst the class you speak of I suppose

last year.

28,138. What was the conduct of your congrega
tion with respect to public matters, were they quiet
and well disposed ?–My own congregation are

quiet and well disposed, but outside my congre
gation I discover a good deal of insolence on the
part of the people, such as I did not see when
I first came here.

28,139. To what class of people does that remark

apply —The lowest class ; not those who in England
would be called the yeomanry, but the labouring
class, the peasantry.
28,140. Was that in the particular district where

your congregation live —Not only there particularly,
but everywhere where I have travelled in St. Thomas
in the East,

28,141. Did you find it more there than anywhere
else?–Rather more than elsewhere since last Sep
tember.

of about ten miles.

28,143. All in the county of Surry —Yes.
28,144. You say outside your congregation you
have noticed insolence on the part of the peasantry,
especially in St. Thomas in the East; in what
manner was that manifested ; give us a sample —
came

here

as I

met
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the influence of education has not been exerted at

all 2–There is no systematic education at all in 27 Feb. 1866. ,
the Island.

28, 155. Among the class to whom you attribute
this insolent manner and want of respect, education
has not extended at all ?—Not much ; they do not
send their children to school, and there is very
little school provision made for them.

28,156. Do you think there is a great want of
moral training and domestic influence in their homes 2
—There is an entire absence of it; I teach the

Scriptures at my school just because I am aware if
they are not taught there they would not be taught
the Scriptures at all.
28, 157. Where is your school —I hold it at my
house in St. David's.

28, 158. How many scholars have you attending

your school —Very few ; some forty between myself

-

28,142. In what other district besides have you
noticed it 2–In the upper part of Saint David's
and the inside portion of Port Royal, and between
my residence and the city of Kingston—the space

When I first

28,153. But do not you think the rising genera

-sº a

one

of the

peasantry he would salute you respectfully, but
now he will go by with a stare, a leer, or a
frown; if you say a word to him almost on any
subject, heretofore he would give a respectful
answer, but for the last few months they have

been rough and insulting in their answers and in
their intercourse everywhere.
28,145. Within the last few months you say this

has been the case; are you speaking of the last
few months dated from to-day ?—Dated backwards;
since the Revival of 1861 there has been a greater
looseness in morals and inattention to business, but
since the middle of 1865, indeed since the publication
here of Doctor Underhill's letters, and the use that

has been made of them, I have seen more of it.
28,146. I think you said it was during the
middle of last year that you discovered it most
outside your congregation ?–Yes; it showed itself
more to me because I was travelling more then.
28,147. In the way you have specified ?–Yes.
28,148, You said you observed it for the last
few months; I want to know whether you referred
to the months that have expired since the riot at
Morant Bay or before ?—Just about a month before
that I went to St. Thomas in the East, and if the
Commission wish I will state why. Since that time,

and my daughter.
28,159. You say something led you to St. Thomas
in the East; what was it 2–I will state.

Previous

to my going I was exceedingly pained to see that
an old acquaintance of mine, Mr. George William
Gordon, to whom I was introduced in England in
1854, was going about the country holding meetings,
the direct tendency of which was to unsettle the
peasantry, and to interfere with the relation of master
and employer, landlord and tenant.
28,160. That was the impression produced upon
your mind —From reading his speech at Vere, and
reading “ the state of the Island ” in St. Thomas in
the East, and from what I knew of his career

generally from his speeches at the meetings about.
Mr. Stephen Cooke, the Clerk of the Peace of
St. Thomas in the East, Mr. Henry Mais, who has
been before the Commission, and Colonel the Honor

able A. G. Fyfe, were talking about it, and we
concluded that the only way to counteract an evil
influence engendered in that way was to go and

hold counter-meetings, teaching the people loyalty
and good order, and those gentlemen did me the
honour to signify that they thought I might do
good in that direction. I therefore wrote a letter to
Baron Ketelhodt, asking him for the use of the

Court-house to hold a meeting in, for addressing the
peasantry, without any respect to politics, local or
general, and he granted it.
28,161. Did you hold a meeting 2—I did.

28, 162. Was it numerously attended ?–It happened
to be the Court day and market day as well, and I
had the magistracy and the people together, and I

*

addressed both.

28,163. What time of the year was it 2–It was
on the 9th of September.

28,164. Were your observations well and respect

the 9th of September, I have noticed more of it fully received by the peasantry —By the peasantry
than before.

well received ; by the gentry very well received. I

28,149. That was in what you have described as spoke to both.
the leer of their looks?–Yes'; and the insolence of
28, 165. Had you any other opportunity of noticing
their answers.
the demeanour, disposition, and temper of the people
28,150. What kind of answers do you refer to ?— of St. Thomas in the East 2–Yes; for numbers of
If you wish to buy anything of them they will not them passed my residence going to and from market,
answer you yes or no, respectfully; if you ask the and I occasionally travelled to preach in St. Thomas
way hither or thither they will not answer you, in the East, and the borders of St. Thomas in the
and especially if you reprove them for a fault, they East and St. David's.
28,166. Had you noticed during the latter months
will not take it as they did ten years ago. I
remember ten years ago when there was a row prior to October that there was any change in their
between any persons on the road, I could go up disposition from what you had known before, generally,

ºnd stop it at once, a thing I dare not do in

|

Ireland, but now I could not do that.
28,151. Does that remark apply to the old and

|Hº

middle aged, or exclusively to the young —More to
the young.

we were talking about the lands which he got at the

|

28,152. Is not that a fault or defect that is

belonging to the Queen, and I said I would join him
in stating that he got those lands at a nominal value,
as they were generally sold in that way; that was

Prevalent pretty well all over the world —I have
not been much over the world.

time he lived at Font Hill, contiguous to lands

4. A 2

|-

|

besides what you have mentioned —I had noticed a
state of language which I had to rebuke. For instance,
James M*Laren and I met on the 2d of September ;

º".
º
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what passed ; but he took occasion to say that the
people wanted lands, and if the owners did not allow

meetings in Kingston, and drilling soldiers there, but

them to have lands there would be blood.

I knew nothing of that at the time.

I rebuked

that; but I have since heard that he was holding

-

Rev.

S. R. Ward.
27 Feb. 1866.

him for making such a remark as that. I refer to
remarks like that as being different to what it was
before. An old man at the meeting said he would
not pay buckra anything for land; and Samuel Clarke
joined his conversation in, saying to this person that
it would do them an injury making such remarks. I
said, “Whether it does injury or not, such remarks
ought not to be made; they are disloyal.”
28,167. When was that ?–On the 2d September,
at Yallahs, St. David’s.

28,168. Except that which you have specified, was
there anytſiug in St. David's during the months of
June, July, August, or September that led you to
apprehend an outbreak —No ; nothing to lead me to
apprehend an outbreak. At that time there were
several things at St. David's which were bad, but we
did not suspect anything of that sort; for instance,
in June, I think, a vestry meeting was held there,
and a man was excluded from the vestry because he

was said to be “too much buckra.” He was a very
decent old man, named Dewany; he was a black
vestryman, but they all joined to put him out ; I

28,181. Then you did know nothing of any con
spiracy or combination ? — At that time I never

suspected anything.

28,182. In St. David's nothing was done beyond
what would extend to it from St. Thomas in the East

during October 2—So far as I know.
28, 183. I mean within your own observation?—Yes,

21,184. Were you in St. David's during the whole
of October 2—Yes.

-

-

28,185. During the disturbance period —Yes;
the mob came within five miles of my residence,
intending to come our way, but they did not.
28, 186. None of your congregation interfered ?–
None at all, nor any person in the district contiguous
to me. One or two persons have said some bad things,
but there was nothing like an outbreak, or sympathy
with it, except in one or two isolated instances.

28,187. Were you given to apprehend, from any
thing said to you, any alarm with regard to your own
personal safety —I was, a little, I confess.
28, 188. When was that ?—At the time of the
outbreak; the reason of it was this : I knew Mr.

thought that looked bad.

Gordon to be a man of a good deal of revengeful

28,169. Why was he put out, do you know ; what
objection was made —13ecause he did not go with

neSS

them in their radical measures.

Samuel Clarke and

some others were for disturbing things, and seeking
to get the control of everything into their own hands.
28,170. What was the subject of dispute there 2–
It was just anything and everything. For years past,
whatever side the magistracy took, they would take
the opposite side ; a constant “confusion,” as the
Baptists call it, between Sam Clarke and his party,
and the Hon. Mr. Georges and the magistrates.
28,171. A contention ?—Constant contention.
28, 172. Then this man was put out because

º

—Because he took the side of the gentry; that was
what was alleged against him, that he was too much
buckra.

After that they wanted to have all the

schoolmasters turned out, and they asked me to take
one of the schools.

I, of course, declined; then

they said they must have a man of the name of
Minard, an American, put into one of the schools,
and a person turned out for that purpose. I objected
to that. Then they held an Underhill meeting to

28,189. We will not go into that matter too far?
—I am giving my reason for alarm. I knew perfectly
well that every person opposed to him in St. Thomas
in the East was a victim, and a slaughtered victim.
After the slaughter of the 11th of October I knew

that an article I had written in the paper had so
vexed him that he cut me, although we had been
acquainted 11 years. I commented on the case of
“Gordon vs. Ketelhodt.”

I met him after that, near

my own house, and he cut me. Knowing that he
was a man that did not spare those who were opposed
to him, I did not know that some of them might
have heard him say a word against me, and wish to
injure me. I heard, when I was at St. Thomas in
the East, that one of Mr. Gordon's people, named
M‘Intosh, who has been since executed, did his utmost
to raise a riot against me at the meeting.
28, 190. That was only a sort of noisy opposition to
your views, I suppose ?—A noisy opposition, and he
tried to marshal men to injure me.

28,191. In what particular —He was opposed to

show how much we were all starving, and I both

what I said.

denied any starvation in the Island, and wrote a letter
in opposition to their ideas at that meeting.
28,173. Was that in 1865?–In June 1865.

one I refer to was that they held at St. Thomas in

28, 174. Where the audience to whom that was

28,192. What meeting is it, you refer to ?—The
the East.

28,193. That was in September ?—Yes.

addressed about starvation in a bad condition ?—Not

28,194. I am talking about the period after the
riot, whether there was anything then calculated to
some of them, who owned their 10, 15, 20, or 100 give alarm f–Inasmuch as I had received that kind
acres of land, and they went to this starvation meeting of opposition from M'Intosh I did not know but that
with their two horses, such as some English gentle if they had their full career, and came sweeping down
at all ; that was the mischief of it; they were men,

men would like to gallop with.
28,175. When they were told they were starving

did it appear to convince them that they were —No :

the valley, they might take us on the way, as we

were obnoxious to them ; but very soon after the
outbreak Samuel Clarke came to my house on his

but unfortunately in our country you may tell a man

way to Kingston, and he dropped a word that made

anything in which he thinks his interest is concerned,

me feel somewhat fearful that if they came down that

and he will go with it.
28,176. After giving him a good dinner, could you
make him believe he was starving —He would act

way I should be a victim.

28,195. You did not go away from your house -:
No ; only in the neighbourhood. Mr. Mais and I

as if he believed so.

acted together. I was no magistrate, but I did my

28,177. But his credulity would not extend to so
monstrous a position as that *—No.

best to stand by him at the time.

28,178. You say the people are credulous —Yes,
but apparently not so credulous as truthless.

for an hour or two ; not permanently,

28,179. These discussions you referred to were
more or less wise; but did you see anything outside

28,196. You did not leave your residence —0mly
28,197. You did not go away ?—Not at all.
28,198. What was it that Samuel Clarke said –
He came to me, and said that it was a very great

amongst the people which indicated any intention to
appeal to force —No.

blessing that I did not go to Font Hill at the time

28,180. No conspiracy or combination of classes —
Nothing of the sort. Sam Clarke, with whom I was
quite intimate, said to me that he wanted to go to
£ngland to lay our case before the English people.
I said, “We have no case; the English people want

told me that in October, after the outbreak.

us to beliave ourselves.”

I should have been in trouble there,

IIe seemed to concur in

sº

I was to have gone, on the 16th of September ; he
28,199. What was the occurrence on the 16th of
September —I was to have gone there, and held 4
meeting amongst the people, the same as I did at
Morant Bay, and I was led to believe if I had gone

-

.. '-
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28,200. There was nothing going on at Font Hill

28,213. You say that education is in a bad state 2

in September, was there —I did not know it ; but

—There is no system of education in the Island. The
government give about 3,000l. a year for education,
and according to the statistics of last year there are
not schools for one child in 100 throughout the Island.
The teachers are sadly disqualified, and there is no
supervision over them.
28,214. The teachers are not fit to teach 2–No.
28,215. Do you think that a compulsory system of

Clarke, who knew it, was connected with it, and was

running away from St. Thomas in the East at that

-*

time, has since been executed, and we had plenty of
evidence that he was implicated in the matter.
28,201. Do you think the system of vestries has a
good or bad effect upon the people —I do not know.
I am not acquainted enough with politics to know.
education would be attended with beneficial results 2
I confess I have seen no very good effect from them.
28,202. Do you think the system of public meetings —I am exceedingly anxious to have it tried, and
has a good or bad effect upon the people *—We have I am doing all I can to induce people to have it tried,
never had any reason to find fault with it till lately.
I think it would be indispensable in this Island.
28,203. Do you think they would be much better if
28,216. Is there any normal school for school
they were let alone —Upon my word I do not know masters ?—I don't know of any ; I think not.
28,217. Would such an establishment as that,
how we should do without them, as a sort of safety
valve for some of the patriotism and enlarged views where you could send out schoolmasters to teach the
that we have in this colony. We want to hold public ordinary rudiments of common education, be attended
meetings to tell the people what we think.
with good results —I recollect now that there is a
28,204. Do you think it would be better if their normal school at Mico, but young men going from
patriotism were confined to tilling the soil instead of there get very poor employment and worse pay ; the
making speeches —That is a very important point; peasantry care little about education, and do but little
but here we have had a free constitution declared, in it, and I am sorry to say the gentry do less.
and these things are almost necessities, and have
28,218. Do you think that a systein of competitive
gone on very well.
examination for the public employments would be
28,205. Do you think good has resulted from these attended with good results —I hope so ; but no man
meetings, or the contrary 2–Of late of course I have who has lived here for ten years can do other than
doubted it, because they have been perverted, very speak very dubiously about any new system producing
sadly perverted, in fact, as was that meeting on the good results; we have smashed up everything, and
3d of May in Kingston. There is a loose feeling whatever does good anywhere else is useless here.
28,219. What is the cause of that ?–It is the fault
about the lands among the people, which is increasing;
of the whole of us; we are a bad lot all round ; we do
they think the land belongs to them.
28,206. Do you know of any general cause of dis more in finding fault with different classes than we
satisfaction among the labouring classes; you have do in doing good in any way.
mixed a good deal with them; is there anything you
28,220. I think you gave very good advice a short
can state of your own knowledge – I do not know of time ago, and these were your sentiments then :—
any.
“ Brethren, if you fail through the little cloud that
28,207, Do you think the relation between em “ now overhangs your sky, if you yield to despair,
ployers and employed is good or bad —I have no “I ask again what must become of our beloved
reason to find fault with it. I think it is as free
“Jamaica. Can any other class now compete with
“ you ? Are you not rooted to the soil : Do you intend
from fault here as in any country I ever saw.
28,208. Do you think every man gets value for his “ at some distant day to gather up all you will have
labour if he likes to work : — When I was at “ made in Jamaica, and carry it beyond the seas, and
St. Thomas in the East that question came up ; there “ to expend it in other lands to enrich them * Allow
were several employers there, and we discussed it “me to beseech you to increase your productions
closely. Every employer present declared that he did “ rather than diminish them, enlarge your fields
rather than contract them, add stock to your other
not owe his labourer a farthing, and they unitedly
condemned everybody that would not pay regularly. “ property and your other sources of income, and if
There was no one there who was known not to pay “you have time and labour to spare (and estates
regularly ; but there was a gentleman who was absent, “ need both) surely you will be wise enough to take
and we afterwards heard that he was coming up to “ advantage of cash employment; but be not dis
“ couraged; you have some important duties to
one of the estates to pay his men on the Saturday.
28,209. Have you ever heard the people complain “ perform as free men; among them is the education
of the administration of justice —Yes; I have heard
“ of your children, and the training of yourselves to
them complain of it, but not in such a way as to “ an improved moral status. Let no human con
impress me with anything out of the way. They are “ sideration impede, much less prevent this great,
* complaining people; they grumble worse than “indeed two-fold work; then your children will have
“ the advantage of cultivated minds and skilled
nglishmen; no matter what is done, they grumble.
28,210, You think it is more from temperament “ hands, and Jamaica will have, what she never had
4. *

than from any real cause of complaint —I think they
Will always grumble; if it rains they will grumble;
if it does not rain they will do the same. They will
express a good deal of tongue-wise dissatisfaction

that is not really in their hearts.
28,211. You say that you heard complaints about
the tenure of lands, as regard location and provision

“ before, a free, educated, industrious, and moral class

“ of self-helping yeomen; be not discouraged.” Was
that your advice to your people at St. David's?—Yes.

28,221. I suppose those are the remedies that you
would like to see adopted 7–So far as the people are
concerned, now and always.

-

28,222. And from what you told us to-day you

grounds —They don't like to pay rent for them.

seem to consider they sadly need it —Yes.

28,212. That is to say, they would rather have the
and free ?–Yes; and they say they must. I have

brated gentleman who escaped from American slavery,

heard a man say that he would not pay buckra a

28,223. (Mr. Payne.) I think you are the cele

ºrthing. I have had to eject a man from söme land

are you not, and visited England 7–No; I am not
the celebrated gentleman. I am not the man who

for which I am attorney, about four miles from here;

escaped from slavery : I was one of many others,

* ºld man, who was servant to my client's grand
mother. If you sell them land they won't send to

28,224. But you are the gentleman who was received
by the Duke and Duchess of Sutherland 2–Yes.

ºve it measured; it is a common thing for them.
They want to travel all over your ground. They get
* Yºst deal in that way; and when words have been

* to them about the Queen's giving them the back
*nds, they are prepared to receive bad impressions

28,225. Did you bring an action some time ago
against a man of the name of Dick —Yes.
Y 28,226.

That was an action for libel, was it not ?—

eS.

28,227. What was the nature of the libel ?—It was

ºn thºse words, and unfortunately they have had

an attack on my moral character, which he made in a

those addressed to them of late.

publication.
4. A 3
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28,228. Were you at that time the minister of an
Independent congregation ?—Yes.

details of the interview between Sam. Clarke and
yourself —It was a very short one. I was in my

28,229. Who obtained the verdict in that case ?—
Mr. Dick obtained the verdict.

field at work, as I am a farmer, and my boy came

28,230. The defendant in the action ?–Yes.

28,231. Did you afterwards leave the Jndependent
congregation and become a Baptist —No ; I was
then the same as I am now.

I remained in the same

church, with the sustenance of the same church at

that time, and for a length of time afterwards.
28,232. You are now a Baptist, you say ?—I was a

down to me and told me Mr. Clarke was there. I

went up to the house, and found him there, looking
differently to what he had ever looked before in my
presence. He was a bold, cheerful man at all times,
but now he was sunk in despondency.
28,251. What day are you speaking of 2–This was
on Monday, the 16th of October; he was then escaping
from St. Thomas in the East.

He said that he had

Baptist then.

many enemies; that if he could see the soldiers who

28,233. You were an Independent then, you say ?
—I was an Independent Baptist then, of the same

were there he would be safe, but he was afraid that

church.

some enemy would bring the soldiers upon him, and
might accuse him of being connected with the out

28,234. (Commission.) And are you an Independent break. He said it was a great mercy I did not go to
Baptist now 2–Yes. Allow me to say that this man, Font Hill a month before. I asked him then, “Are
Dick, had been a member of my church. I don't they in it too " and he said, “Everybody.” He
exactly see what it has to do with the question before seemed to know a great deal, and he seemed to be
this Commission, but I don’t flinch from meeting it, if willing to say some things; at the same time he
it is the gentlemen's pleasure. This man Dick, I say, seemed to be reticent. He professed to be very
had been a member of my church, and upon complaint penitent, and the only reason I did not believe in his
brought before me I suspended him, then upon his penitence was that he would not confess more. I
acting very much out of the way; after giving him a could get very few words from him. I tried to bring
fair trial I excommunicated him, and then he brought him to close quarters, and every time I did so he
this charge against me, which, as is the way with would shut his lips.
Baptists, I submitted to the church first, and then
28,252. (Commission.) You say that parents are
upon their vote, and upon the advice of such men as disinclined to have their children educated, and show
the late Charles Lake and others, I brought a suit no interest in the matter –Very little indeed.
against him.
28,253. Are the majority of the people, with whom
-

28,235. An action for libel ?–Yes.

you come in contact, married, or are the children

28,236. (Mr. Walcott.) Was it not an indictment 2

legitimate or illegitimate –That is a very queer
question for Jamaica. I was looking at my own
school the other day, and I believe about one half of
the children are legitimate, that is to say, born in
wedlock, about half of those children are brought to

—Yes, an indictment.

28,237. (Mr. Payne.) Did Mr. Dick plead justifi
cation ?—Yes.

23,238. And he won the verdict 2–Yes.

28,239. Were you not an Independent when you
came to the Island first, I mean an Independent as
distinguished from a Baptist –Yes; I was not a
Baptist then ; that is I had not been immersed.
28,240. Did you not subsequently to that change
from an Independent to a Baptist —Subsequently to
what ?

28,241. Subsequently to the action ?—No ; it was

me to be registered, not more than that, for the last

ten or eleven years.
28,254. Then one half, as far as you know of the
children that are born, are illegitimate –About one
half, as far as I have been brought into contact with
them.

-

28,255. Do these people live together or separately?
—They seem to live together just as man and wife

while I was in the church, and Dick was a member
of the same place.
28,242. I believe the subject of the libel was

would.

immorality with the members of your congregation ?

The classes that work; the peasant class.
28,257. What higher class does it affect — The
merchants, the planters, the overseers, and almost
everybody.

—Yes, immorality; that is to say it did not amount
to that, but that was what it hinted at, and I took it
as if was meant.

28,243. (Mr. Walcott.)

Do you find the parents

I am sorry to say that sort of thing is not at

all confined to the lower classes.

28,256. What do you mean by the lower classes —

28,258. There is no difficulty in getting married in
* ||

of the children at all anxious to educate them 2–-No,
to no extent. There may be one out of a thousand ;

Jamaica, is there —No ; it only costs a crown.

the proportion is not greater than that, I am sorry to

—The delay is three weeks, but before his Excellency
I will venture to say this, that I have had persons

say.

-

$8,244.

They show no inclination or desire to have
their children educated 2–They show no care about
it at all, and the misery of it is the mothers are less
anxious than the fathers on the subject; they are at
a much lower intellectual stand-point than the fathers,
and they seem to care very little about it.
28,245. Then the educational means are quite
sufficient for the educational purposes in the Island at
present 2–Yes; I am sorry to say I think so, and
for that reason I would have a law compelling them
to be educated.

28,246. You think that the means of education now

are quite sufficient for the demand –I think there is
not sufficient force applied to them.

28,247. (Commission.) If we understand your
answer correctly, you think if there was a larger supply
of schools well conducted there would be a greater
number of scholars ?—I think it is possible, but

besides that I think you have got to compel the
arents.

28,248. (Mr. Walcott.) You say that Sam. Clarke
visited you ?–Yes.

28,249. Was that immediately after the outbreak 2
—Yes.

28,250. Perhaps you can give the Commission the

28,259. There is no delay in giving notice, is there?
come to me without due notice being given, and I
have said, “Rather than you should live in sin, I will
marry you,” and I have done so, and if the Governor
calls me to account for having done this, I suppose I
must go to prison.

-

28,260. (Mr. Phillippo.) You speak about meet:

ings being held in the country; did you ever attend
any of them —I have attended meetings of some
SOrt.

28,261. But these meetings at which you say
seditious language was used ? — No ; I have not
attended those.

28,262. Then you do not of your own knowledge
know what language was used ?–I only took reports
of them from the papers, and such reports as have
occurred where professional gentlemen have been
engaged in such things.

28,263. Such as the Kingston meeting, I suppose?
—Yes; I think them all bad meetings.

28,264. You have depended entirely on the report;
send out with the signatures of their chairman and

you have seen 2–On the resolutions they endorse an
secretary.

• 1

28,265. Do you refer to any meetings in St. Davidsº
—No ; I do not know that we have had any ba"

-

s
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º
º

meetings in St. David's. I think what would have
been had at the St. David's meeting was counteracted;
but one thing came out of it, there was a deputation
sent to the Governor, which I very much regretted.
28,266. It was introduced to the Governor by the
members of the parish, was it not *—Yes; I regretted
the sort of interview they had with the Governor,
and the remarks men made I thought bad.

28,267. Who got up that meeting —Mr. Clarke.
28,268. Do you mean Sam. Clarke –Yes.
28,269. (Commission.) You did not attend the
meeting at St. David's on 26th June 2–No; I could

not do it, because I did not believe in the object for

which the meeting was called. It was called to express
belief in the starvation of the people, and that was

TWENTY.
NINTH

DAY.

not true.

28,270. Did you know what resolutions were to be
passed at that meeting 2–No.

Rev.

S. R. Ward.

28,271. You had never seen the resolutions until

they were passed ?–No. When they were brought to
me I condemned the eighth resolution as a libel on
the custos. They were brought to me afterwards,
before they were printed, and I condemned that.
28,272. Then you did not sign them?—No ; and I
thought it was due to all parties concerned to have it
known that I disapproved of it all.

27 Feb. 1866.

The witness withdrew.

W. R. Peart,

WILLIAM Robertson PEART, sworn, and examined.
28,273. Do you live at Chesterfield in the parish of must swear to it. I believe

Mr. Russell had men
He was the one that wrote the

Were 2–I do.

tioned it to him.

28,274. Did you attend a meeting that was held at
the Alley in Were in September last 2–I was present

letter.

at that meeting.

to embody it in a deposition ?—From Mr. Russell, at

28,275. I believe you were the person who took
notes there —I
Mr. Gordon said.

took

some notes there of what

28,286. From whom did you get the suggestion
the instance of Doctor Bowerbank.

28,287. Who is Mr. Russell ?—A magistrate in
Vere.

28,276. I believe the notes that you took were the

28,288. You swore the deposition on the 19th of

basis of a subsequent deposition that you swore before
some magistrate —Yes, and sent it to Morant Bay.
28,277. I believe it was a joint deposition made by

October, I believe –I do not remember the day

rightly; I was very sick at the time, or about that
time, with fever.

you and Mr. Humber 2–Yes.
28,278. Did you write out a full account of the
speech that you heard made by Mr. Gordon on that

28,289. Were you ever applied to to go and per
sonally to state what you heard 2–1 was not sum

occasion —Of each sentence as I took it down.

*

I

moned.

The speech was written down five weeks before the

28,290. Were you applied to to go without a
summons 7–To come to Kingston.
28,291. But to go to Morant Bay ?—No ; to come
up to Kingston.
28,292. Instead of making a deposition ?—Yes;
one or the other they said would do; they were not
particular which.
28,293. So you chose the deposition. I believe

rebellion broke out ; before we heard anything at all

Mr. Humber was not ill 2–No, he was not ill.

about it.

28,294. I see the deposition is dated the 19th of
October ; you know the substance of it; we have had

did not write out the whole of his speech, because I
did not intend it to go before the public ; I did it
just for my own pleasure.
28,279. Do you remember when it was that you
made your deposition ?—I think it was just after the
rebellion had broken out in St. Thomas in the East.

28,280. Did you write an account of the speech,
that you swore to, directly you heard it, or when
you made your deposition ?—Directly. I wrote it
out roughly.
28,281. In full 2–In full.

it read 2–Yes.

28,295. It is signed by yourself and James Fyfe
Humber; sworn before Mr. Gibb, Justice of the
Peace f–Yes.

28,282, You wrote it out in full from the notes,
did you?–Just as I swore to it.

28,283. How shortly after you took the notes did
You write them out 3–It was written out next day, and

-

28,296. Do you live permanently at Vere —I have
been there for the last seven years.
28,297. And are there now 2–Yes.
28,298. Have you got your notes ?–Yes; but I

Published in the papers.
**4. I believe it was communicated to some

don't think you can read them. (The witness handed

Periodical ?–It was to the “Guardian.”

them in.)

28,285. At whose instance did you swear the

28,299. (Mr. Payne.) Do you know whether notes

dºsition which embodied that speech —The Custos

were taken at the Were meeting by Mr. March for

the County
we
The witness withdrew.

ºf Kingston, Doctor Bowerbank, sent down to say

Union ?—No, I don't know.

WILLIAM DENIson Moody, sworn, and examined.

28,300. Do you live at the Alley at Vere 2–Yes,
*30l. Are you the postmaster there —Yes.
*802. Were you present at the meeting at the
Alley on the 4th of September at which Mr. Gordon
Presided ?–Yes.

you stop to the breaking up of the meeting —We
went away.

28,305. When did you leave *—Whilst Mr. Phillips,
I believe, the acting secretary, was reading some

*303. Did you hear him speak at that meeting –

Yes I

W. D. Moody.

28,304. Then he did not raise anything ; or did

was not there at the commencement of the

**ing, when Mr. Gordon was concluding his speech.
e heard him speak of “the Queen's advice.” He
*id it was not the Queen's advice, and that even if

"* it did not refer to the people of Vere, it had

resolutions.

28,306. Were there any cheers proposed for any
body ?–Yes; for Doctor Bruce.

28,307. Did they give them —They gave him
three cheers.

reference to the people of St. Ann's ; that he regretted

28,308. (Mr. Payne.) There is great distress in

** the distressed condition of the people in Vere;

Vere, I believe; it is one of the districts that have
suffered most 2–Yes. Were is subject to periodical
droughts.

" he went with the intention of raising a collection
"behalf of the Anti-Slavery Society, but instead of
"g something from them he should have to give

them something.

28,309. It has suffered more particularly than other
parishes 2–Yes.

-

The witness withdrew.
4. A 4
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Mr. Edward GRANT, sworn, and examined.
Y 28,310.

28,326. Did it excite the audience when it was

Do you live at Halse Hall, Clarendon 2–

said 2–No.

CS,

Mr. E. Grant,
--

28,327. Did they receive with pleasure and satis.

28,311. What are you there —Manager of the
estate.

faction this observation, or statement, or threat 2 What

27 Feb. 1866,

was the effect of what was said by this man, whose
name, by-the-by, you have not given us?—I did not
know the person.
28,328. What was the effect produced by it, besides
the effect produced upon you ?—The rest of the
people seemed to take it quite easy; I did not see
left the chair. .
them make any row or anything.
28,315. You heard his speech 2–Yes, for a short
28,329. Was there any expression of approval or
assent —I did not hear it.
time, I was only there a few minutes.
28,330. Did they laugh?—No.
28,316. Besides Mr. Gordon's speech, which we
28,331. Did they cheer ?—Before that some one
have had given us already by two other witnesses,
did you hear anybody else speak —I heard a person said “IIurrah! Hurrah "."
28,332. That was before that was uttered ?–Yes.
say something in the crowd.
28,317. Was he making a speech or making a noise?
Then they were hurrahing something else?
Making a noise. After Mr. Gordon left the chair I —Yes.
28,334. When this was uttered, was it said loud
saw a man by the name of Phillips go into the chair ;
and before Mr. Phillips was in the chair more than enough for the people assembled to hear?—Quite
three or four minutes, I left. Before I left I heard a loud enough.
person in the crowd say
28,335. And loud enough for Mr. Phillips to hear,
28,318. Did he address the whole crowd with a who was in the chair —Yes, quite loud enough, I

28,312. Are you an overseer ?—Yes.
28,313. Were you present at Vere on the 3d or
4th of September, when there was a meeting at the
Alley 2-—Yes, I was, on the 4th of September.
28,314. Were you present during the whole time —
No ; I went there a very short time before Mr. Gordon

º

loud voice 2–Yes.

was out of the crowd.

A chain in front of where the

28,319. Sufficiently loud for everybody to hear?— Than Was.
28,336. Had the resolutions been read by Phillips
Yes; he had a paper reading to the people, which I
before this 2–Yes.
suppose was the resolutions.
28,320. You are speaking of Mr. Phillips now 2–
28,337. Did you hear them —I only heard Mr.
Yes; when Mr. Gordon left the chair Mr. Phillips Phillips read them; I was about a chain away.
was voted into it.
28,338. You did not hear what it was 2–I did not
28,321. Then the man in the crowd said something; hear.
what was it he said 2–He said, “Buckra come here

28,339. (Mr. Payne.) You say Mr. Phillips, who

“ to-day; we will lick Buckra, and make Buckra blood was in the chair, must have heard this if it was said
“ run " and as I heard that, I and Mr. Moody at all ?—Yes.
28,340. Do you know whether or not it was cur
mounted our horses, and went away.
28,322. What did you do that for 2–As we heard rently reported that the planters would come down
the man say so we thought they were going to create and interrupt the meeting, and not allow it to be held?
it to W.
—I did not hear anything about that.
28,341. Was Dr. Bruce present at that meeting?
28,323. You thought it more prudent to retire ?—
-

-

Yes.

—Yes; I saw him there.

28,324. Did you see any indication of a row when
that was said which led you to be off?—No ; there

28,342. Was this spoken loud enough for him to
hear?—Quite loud enough, for he was near.

must have been about 250 persons there, and a great

28,343. Then he must have heard 2–Yes.

many of them had sticks.
28,325. Did they use those sticks in a manner
which made you fancy that they were going to act

28,344. You say you are sure it was said so loud
that the majority of the people in the road could

upon this speech that you have last told us of *-No;

N 28,345.

I did not see them using their sticks.

hear 2—Yes.

-

There was no sign of dissent or assent?-

O.

The witness withdrew.

S. C. Stone.

SAMUEL CHARLES STONE, sworn, and examined.
28,346. Are you a storekeeper in St. Elizabeth's 2 years there, and my sales
—Yes.

were never so low as in

those months.

28,347, Was there any distress in St. Elizabeth's

28,355. Which months, July and August –In

parish during the months of June, July, and August

July and August.

last 2–No distress at all ; the people are all pretty
well off there; they ride their horses to church.
28,348. Where is your store kept *—It is almost

of sale –In cotton goods.

on the borders of Westmoreland and St. Elizabeth.

price, was it not ?—Yes.

28,349. What is the name of the place —I call it
New Market; it is just at the New Savannah Gate.
28,350. Whose property lies there —New Sa
vannah is my mother's property.
28,351. Do the workpeople who work on these pro

28,358. Probably it had then reached its highes'
value *—They used to say they were not going tº

perties deal at your store ?—They get paid, and they

28,356. In what class of goods was there a failure
-

28,357. Cotton was getting rather high then in

buy goods.

-

28,359. Had not the price of cotton reached a very
high
price And
then did
—Ityou
wasobserve
very high
then. off. in
. the
28,360.
a falling

come to that store and buy, but it has nothing to do

sale of other classes of goods besides cotton goods?-

with the property.

No ; provisions sold well, and salt provisions. I keep

28,352. But do the people that work on that pro

perty deal at your store ?–Yes.
28,353. In what articles do you deal 2–Dry goods,
and everything generally. The store is not mine. I
am conducting it for Mr. Manly.

28,354. Did you notice in July or August anything
that at that time arrested your attention with regard
to the sale of your goods, or had it only arrested your
attention since October 2—My sales fell off a good

deal from the previous years.

I have been about six

a book of general sale of everything we have got,
a country store we have everything all mixed together.
28,361. Still the failure you speak of was in cottom
goods 2—The sales in general were short.

-

28,362. Did you sell as many articles for eating

and drinking; articles of consumption ?—I did "
average that ; it was upon the sales in general.
28,363. Can you tell us whether the failure tººk
place more especially in cotton goods, or in the arti"
of food –Chiefly in clothing; wearing apparel.
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28,364. Those articles of clothing were principally
cotton goods, I suppose –Cotton, and all kinds of
woollen goods, and boots, and everything.
28,365. Have you heard any of your customers

say anything with regard to the purchasing of your
goods ?—I have.
28,366. When did you hear it 2–In July.
28,367. What was it, and who said it —I was

showing them articles of different sorts which I had

just got out from England.
28,368. What class of articles 2–Cotton goods,
shirts, and things like that. We always get out a
general supply for August and for the Christmas season.
28,369. What are called Manchester articles —
Yes; generally we have larger orders then.
28,370. You were showing these goods to them,
and something was said —Yes.
28,371. What was it that they said 3–They said,
“Oh, we are not going to buy goods now, Buckra
“making us fools, we can soon get goods for nothing.”
28,372. Was that said at the time they were in

quiring the price of the goods —Yes.
28,373. You gave
28,374. And then
thought they had an
in price.
28,375. That was

them the price —Yes.
they made the remark 2–Yes; I
idea that cotton was going to fall
the impression you had in your

mind then 3–Yes.

28,376. Do you remember delivering some stock at
the Retreat estate in Westmoreland 2–Yes.

28,389. Did you think him in earnest ?–He
had been convicted twice for the same act in the

judgment —It was honestly worth that ; he could
have made double that money by it.
28,379. Why have you not got your 10s. yet –
Because we had a dispute afterwards. I told him to
go and look after the meat. Instead of doing that he
got drunk, and loitered about the store till the meat
came, and then he said he would not take it at all, it

was too bloody.

28,380. He wanted to be off his bargain, and

1) A Y.

same place. He was always in gaol, you might say.
He threatened a storekeeper just opposite, Justice
O'Rielly's.
28,390. Was it for threatening language he was in
gaol –IIe carried it out.

28,391. What was he in prison for 3–For quarrel
28,392. He was given to violent conduct and
language *—Yes; and he carries out his threats when
he does give them.

-

28,393. Is he in debt to the storekeepers generally *
—Oh no ; we never trust him.

28,394. When were these other threats that you
speak of ; when he was in prison —The late Justice
O'Rielly could tell you that he was sent to prison for
hard labour for six months; that was in 1860.

28,395. Was he there on any other occasion ?—
Constantly; at almost every Court he was had up for
beating some one or other.
28,396. You said there were two occasions on

which he had been in prison for the same thing —
Yes, for threatening two different parties ; a man of
the name of Gillot, and another by the name of
M'Neil, who keeps stores opposite me.
28,397. Then he was always in hot water about
threats and violence —Yes.

28,399. Did you attach much importance to what
this man said —He always followed it up. I might
not be safe. He might carry out his threats by
burning down the house, because the store is at
tached to it.

28,400. I see you refer to an instance of some
person who was taken up by a constable called Adam
Smith; what was that matter 2–Adam Smith is a

very respectable black man; head constable of New
Market.

28,401. What did he do with this man 2–He

always used to go to every meeting that he heard of,
and write down everything he heard said. He died

very suddenly the other day. I was on the jury, and
it was proved that he was poisoned by arsenic.

He

was perfectly well in the morning. My employer,
Mr. Manly, had given him 30l. or 60l., as he wanted
it to buy produce for him, and that day he came and
settled up what money he had out, and he asked for
30l. ; he gave him 10l., and he left the store, and in
28,402. What did you find to be the cause of his
death —He was poisoned by arsenic, but we could

came into the store, and demanded it.

not trace it.

28,381. What was the upshot of this demand of
I refused, and

told him he had better give me the 10s. or I would
He said he would murder me if I did

28,403. Was there any medical testimony 2–Yes,

not give it him before the evening; he would make

Doctor M'Catty.
28,404. Was there a post mortem examination ?–

the devil to pay; that he would burn my employer's

Yes.

store and the village of New Market, and my mother's
house, New Savannah; he would make them all into

—We could not find out.

28,405. Was it shown how he had got the arsenic 2

ºne; that he would blow the shell, and have as many

28,406. Was there any reason why he should com

hands as he wished, and that he had plenty of ruin
and powder at his house to give them.

2.384. Can you determine whether it was before

mit suicide —They said so ; there was no reason.
28,407. Was there any reason stated at the time 2
—I did not see any, except that when he was dead it
was found out that he owed perhaps 100l. or so to
different parties.
28,408. Was that a great debt to him —I do not
think so. He was a man trusted with a good deal of
money, and a most sensible man.

or after the news of the riot at Morant had reached
New Market, where your store is 2–I cannot really

it money that he had misapplied ?–It was given

28,382. When was it that ne said all those things
-

28,383. Was it after the Morant Bay riot ?—I
I think it was about

that week, if I am not mistaken.

* I think it was on or about that week; it might

* been a week before or a week after; I am not
Certain.
*885. You won't fix it either way?—No.

*886. Did he say it in a vapouring, noisy manner *
~He walked up and down the street.
*887, Was he drunk or sober 2—Sober; he
*med to have had one or two drinks.

28,409. What were the debts contracted for; was
him to buy produce with.
28,410. Then do you mean he was 100l. out in his
accounts 2—So I heard.

28,411. Was there any reason assigned why he
should be poisoned?—In the course of the evidence it

came out that a man was quarrelling with him, and

he threatened to prosecute him; he used bad language,
and the man said, “Oh, you stop till Christmas, and

.*388. He seemed to have “a drop in him,” as it

we will make an alteration.” That was all that could

is called –Yes,

be found.

15589,

27 Feb. 1866.

ling with two storekeepers, and threatening them,
and knocking them down too.

his; did you let him have his money back —No ; he

Cannot tell; I think it was.

S. C. Stone.

-

three hours he was dead.

Wanted his money back?—Yes.

-I think it was in the month of October.

NINTII

28,398. In fact he was a notorious charactor 2–Yes.

28,377. Were you sending them with a cart and
horse, or how 2–I have been lately managing a pro
perty for my mother, and I sold some steers at Retreat
estate; when they got in the road an accident hap
pened to one; it fell over in the road and hurt itself.
I butchered it, and sent for the cart to come back in
the evening. I could not go next morning, and a man
named Carr said he would give me 31. 10s. for the
animal. He brought me 3!, in cash, and a note for 10s.,
which I have got now.
28,378, Was the animal worth that money, in your

sue him for it.

TWENTY
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFoRE

28,420. (Mr. Walcott.) Was this man Adam

28,412. You know nothing about the cause of his
death, except the medical one that was assigned, of
arsenic 2–No.

Smith a son of a former slave of Mr. Salmon, the
Custos of the parish of St. Elizabeth's 2—He might

28,413. Had he been in the hands of any Bush
Doctor or Obeahman 2–No ; he was a perfectly

have been , he was a young man, about 35 years of
age, I should think.

healthy strong man. It was proved that he was
28,421. Was he the person who gave some informa
poisoned by arsenic.
tion to Mr. Salmon about July or August last 7–Yes.
28,422. How do you know that ?–Because he
28,414. Had he done anything that would be likely
to call upon him the hostility of his neighbours or his mentioned it to me. He attended a meeting at the
acquaintances —Not at all. He only went to one Baptist Chapel, about eight miles from me.
28,423. What was that meeting about?—I think it
house that day, and he was very friendly there ; he
was complaining the day before, and he came home.
was one of these Underhill meetings.
28,424. But you don't know that ?—I am not sure.
28,415. Was there any evidence tracing the posses
sion of arsenic to him? —No ; they could not trace He said there was a great deal of excitement, and
-

it at all.

people thronged in ; that they were jumping up, and

-

28,416. Had he done anything to cause people to
have a hostile feeling towards him —Yes; because
he was very strict.
28,417. I suppose a constable generally has some
enemies?—But this one was very particular and strict,
even with those under him ; he was very strict in all
*

his duties.

28,418. Had he constables under him 2–He had
under constables.

28,419. Towards whom you say this strictness was
exercised 2–Yes; in everything that was intrusted
to him in his duty he would be very strict.

there was a great deal of excitement.

28,425. Where was that meeting held —At the
Baptist Chapel at Hewitt's View near Middle
Quarter, St. Elizabeth's.

28,426. (Commission.) When did you hear from
him that he had been to this meeting; how long
before he died of poison 2–A long time. This
happened about July and August that he went to
this meeting, and his death did not happen till the
latter end of November.

-

28,427. You did not connect the one with the
other ?—Oh no.

The witness withdrew.

The Rev. DAVID MORRIs, sworn, and examined.

Rev. D. Morris,

28,428. Do you live at Montego Bay ?—Yes.
28,429. Are you there engaged in the discharge
of any duties?—Yes; I am rector of the parish
church.

Øº

:

28,430. At Montego Bay did you observe, during
the months of July, August, and September, any
thing different from what had existed generally
among your flock —No, I can't say so.
28,431. Did things remain as they had generally
been 2—Yes.

28,432. What was the state of prosperity amongst
the people ; were they well off, or hard up 7–At the
time that certain letters were addressed to us by the

28,438. Did the news of the Morant Bay riot,
when it reached your district, produce any sensible
effect upon your people that you noticed ?—I did not
See anything myself. I was not in the way of
witnessing it. There were several rumours and
reports.

28,439. Have you any reason to suppose that there
was a conspiracy or combination to resist authority
by force, to combine for the purpose of upsetting the
established order of things —I have no reason to
say so.

28,440. You know of nothing of the kind of your
own knowledge 2–No, not of my own knowledge,

28,441. I see in your letter you complain of the
increase of petty larceny and pilfering, and the general
any particular difference, except that there was a suppression of operations, but you suppose that indo
good deal of poverty and distress generally, but no lence had much to do with the matter —Yes.
(; overnor, in reference to the statements that had
been made after Dr. Underhill's letter, I did not note

good deal of distress in Montego Bay, but it is of a

28,442. That letter is dated 14th March, I see?—
Yes; that is in answer to one of the inquiries tha

chronic character.

were made.

results from it, no disaffection. There is always a
28,433. Was it more then than usual –I cannot
tax my memory with its being especially more at
|

that time.

I announced to the Governor that I did

not notice anything especially different; but I ought
to state that after I had written that letter a little
later there did appear more tokens of it, which I had
not myself apprehended ; that is, I had no evidence

-

28,443. I see you apologize for not being in a
position to answer the questions more fully; that you
have had your time limited by special circumstances

so I suppose you did not go largely into the question?
—No ; there were some questions I did not at all gº

largely into in both letters. I stated that I could
not give much evidence as to the condition of the

Afterwards there were some more tokens,

labouring classes, for for the last three or four years

which led me to suppose that in those parts the
people might be in more distress, and that the state
ments made in that respect might be more accurate
than I at first supposed they possibly could be.
28,434. What was the date of your letter to the
Governor, that you were requested to write on the
subject of the circular you received f—I forgot the

my duties had been in a different sphere. In a large

date.

Montego Bay as well as elsewhere.

28,435. Was it last year —It was in 1865. It
was sent after the publication of Dr. Underhill's

did, in answer to a circular.

of it.

town there are a great variety of cases of distress,

28,444. (Mr. Walcott.) The distress among the
people you speak of would not be of the same nature

as the distress among the peasantry, of course —Nº.
it does not arise from the same causes, except that

the same depression would influence all classes at

28,445. You wrote a letter upon the subject -

28,446. There was a subsequent letter also, I think

letter.

28,436. At the time you wrote it you say there

was no great alteration in your parish —No ; I do

was there not (handing one to the witness)?-Yes.
28,447. I see you state here that but for the rapid

not have much to do amongst the labouring popula -putting down of the insurrection at St. Thomas "

tion; the distress I witness is of a different character,
the aged, infirm, and distressed needlewomen, and of
a very various character.
28,437. Not of the labouring classes 2–No; I do
-

not have much to do with the labouring classes, and

have not much opportunity of observing them. The
routine of my duty in the town is incessant, and I am
not able to visit the country much,
-

the East it might have reached as far as Montº
Bay; I should like you to give your reason for that ?

—I thought there was a preparation in the mind."
many in several parishes, and it would proba'ſ
spread
extensively
with disastrous
28,448.
(Commission.)
Will youresults.
first of all

read

the passage you propose to explain, written ""

1st January is 66 – “My impression certainly *
º
--

T-- ~-

*
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“ now, that there was recently, since the public
‘meetings and agitations which followed the publi
cation of Dr. Underhill's letter to Mr. Cardwell,
“a spirit which so far partook of disaffection in,

“ perhaps, several parishes, that it was susceptible
“ of being fanned into positive disaffection, or dan

“gerous or seditious excitement, by such an event
“as the sudden and ferocious outbreak in St. Thomas
“ in the East.

After that outbreak of wicked vio

“lence there would probably have been very serious
“ danger from the kindling and rapid diffusion of a
“contagious spirit of sedition and revolt, if the
“insurrection in St. Thomas in the East had not

“ been promptly confronted, limited, and quelled.”
28,449. In that passage you refer to several
parishes; can you name those that were in your mind

when you penned that passage —I did not define in
my own mind how many parishes. My impression
was from the reports and rumours that probably there
was a spirit of the kind pretty widely spread, and I
used the term “probably in several parishes.”
28,450. You had not any personal knowledge of
any special parishes which might be supposed to be
referred to in that passage *—I might refer to some
in my own mind ; for instance, I thought it probable
there might have been in St. James itself.
28,451. That is your own parish –Yes.
28,452. You say several parishes ; what other
parishes were you thinking of :-There were several
parishes proclaimed under martial law, that was
before me.

28,453. That was where the matter was already
accomplished –It was only a general statement. I

thought there might have been danger in St. James,
if there had been any acts, and there had been many
reports about Westmoreland being in a very dis
quieted and dangerous state; and I thought some
other parishes might be in the same condition.
28,454. Therefore you wrote that paragraph merely

from information gathered from rumours and state
ments?—Yes.

-

28,455. Not founded upon any knowledge of your
own —No.

28,456. (Mr. Wałcott.) I think you say, “That the

-*

=

“sense of insecurity in Montego Bay, before the
“arrival of the naval and military protection, was
“of a grave complexion” —Yes.
28,457. (Commission.) I suppose, after the news of

the Morant Bay affair was thoroughly well known,
everybody was in a state of alarm, naturally enough

28,461. Have you a bad opinion of the moral con
dition ofyour parish *—There is a great variety; there
are many really estimable people amongst all classes.
28,462. I find in your letter you say, “In the first
“ six months of 1865 I found seven marriages regis
“ tered in the parochial register, while the baptisms
“ were 77° 3–There is a moral looseness in a large
proportion of St. James' and other parishes, quite
fearful to contemplate. It is an opprobrium under
Heaven; I mean they utterly neglect the marriage
tie. There is concubinage among all classes, high

There was no disturbance.

28,459. Or any attempt at it during the month of

Qctober, when the examples were before them ?—
No; I am not personally aware of any fact of the
kind. There was nothing that I witnessed.

*,460. This letter was written by you at the

27 Feb. 1866.

28,463. Did you find attendance at your church
get at all lax during 1865?–Yes; I think for three
or four months during the insurrection it was not so
very marked. The attendance was a little more
languid; nothing more.
28,464. Was that in the summer time 2—I can't

say how long it was before the insurrection; perhaps
two or three months; that was not at the time the
letter was written.

28,465. Is there a reaction set in now 2–I think

there is, in some degree. Since the insurrection
there has been a very good congregation ; it has
decidedly improved.
28,466. Do you find a distinction between the
conduct and character of the negro portion of the
community ; are they less amenable to discipline
than they used to be 2–I think, amongst the black
population, many of the elder people are better than
some of the younger ; but there are a great many
excellent young persons too.
28,467. You have not observed that distinction,

then – Frequently, amongst the elder people, who
were born in slavery, there is a meekness and docility
and respect to their superiors.
28,468. Have you a school in the parish of St.
James 2–There is an endowed free school, and I
have also established two infant schools in the place.
28,469. Are they well attended ?–There is only one
now ; I have thrown them into one, and opened
another at Granville.

That is not well attended yet,

but it is only just commenced.
28,470. (Mr. Walcott.) Do you remember at the

last Circuit Court whether there were any persons

I saw some myself.

Rev. D. Morris.

motorious fornication.

convicted from Montego Bay of having used seditious
language –I think I have heard the fact, or I have
read it in the papers.

28,458. None of your parishioners attempted to
ºke a disturbance, even after the news, did they —

-

and low, official and non-official, so that there is no

Parish the consequence might be as dreadful ?—The
Were written at the time.

NINTH
DAY.

longer any safeguard around you, and all the minor
secondary safeguards are gone. There is nothing to
recommend virtue in any special manner to the vast
masses of the people ; even if they are called before
a magistrate, perhaps he may be a man living in

thinking if the same thing was repeated in their
facts were so well known that some anonymous letters

TWENTY

28,471. (Mr. Phillippo.) There was a meeting, was
there not, at Montego Bay ?—Yes.
28,472. And the Custos presided, I believe?—Yes.
-

28,473. And one of the Members of Assembly was
present and spoke –Yes.

28,474. And there were many respectable persons
present, were they not ?—No doubt; some went from
curiosity entirely, I believe.

*||lest of somebody else, I understand z-It was

28,475, Did they take part in the meeting 2—No:

"itten in answer to a circular from the Governor

* Executive Committee, asking our opinion as to

the Custos was there, and several respectable people.
I was not there. I saw the news in the papers, and

the state of the Island at the time.

read the speeches.
The witness withdrew.

THoMAs MANNERs, Esquire, sworn, and examined.

sº I believe you were assistant surgeon of the
West India Regiment —Yes; for nearly 10 years.
28,477. When did you cease to be so –In 1858.
i. Are you now a magistrate and coroner of
the parish of St. Dorothy 2–1 am.
W

28,479,

Have you been so since 1858?–No: I

'*' there in 1861. Since 1861 I was acting coroner
till 1864, when I left.

*0. On the 3d of December last did you
*trate get some information –Yes.

as a

T. Manners,

28,481. Wils that information relating to some pro
ceedings in drilling 2–Yes.

-

28,482. In consequence of that information did

you go to Spanish Town —I wrote to the Executive
Committee.

28,483. Did you go yourself?—I wrote them, and
on Friday the 8th I came into Spanish Town.

28,484. Then you went in consequence of this
information ultimately to Spanish Town —Yes.
28,485. Did Inspector Ramsay meet you?—On the
Friday.
4 B 2

Esq.

.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAREN BEFORE

28,486. At any time after you got here ?–Yes, I
saw him.

28,487. Did you accompany him with one Frederick
Stewart?—Yes, on Sunday the 10th.
28,488. Where did you go to ?–To Pot House
Pen.

27 Feb. 1866.
--

28,504. This was in the beginning of December,
you say?—On the 10th of December.

28,489. Was Stewart the man from whom you re
ceived the information which brought you to Spanish

28,505. Was he tried ?–No; he was brought before
the magistrates, and committed for trial.
28,506. He is not tried yet —No.
28,507. (Mr. Payne.) Do you know that this man,
William Thomas, was a man who was in the habit of

Town 2–Yes.

having shooting parties at his house?—I never heard
of such a thing.

28,490, What took place at Pot House Pen 2–We
went up there, and only saw two old men; we went

he was released by habeas corpus?—I do not know

up to Frederick Stewart's house, waited there some

positively ; I have heard so.

time, and saw a man by the name of Lawrence Fuller.

28,509. Do you know that the bill has not been
sent into the grand jury by the Attorney General,

28,491. Who was he?—He was the head constable

28,508. You know after he was committed for trial

because he has decided that there was no evidence

there.

28,492. Of Pot House Pen do you mean 2–Yes.
28,493. Then there was the constable Fuller,

Ramsay the inspector, yourself, and Frederick Stewart,
the informer ?– Yes.

28,494. What did you do?—We waited for a little,
and at last received some information from the head

constable that he had seen drillings take place, and
from different things he told us Mr. Ramsay thought
it would be as well to search a man by the name of
William Thomas, who was said to be a man that was
drilling them.

28,495. Did you search William Thomas' house?—
Yes.

-

28,496. Was that a house at Pot House Pen 2–
Yes, about 15 minutes walk from there.
28,497. Did you search it 2–Yes.

whatever ?—I don't know any reason. I know that
he has not gone before the grand jury.
28,510. The Attorney General has not sent the bill
in 3–I know it is not gone in. I don't know the
1 casOn.

28,511. Were not the flags John Canooing flags:
I said there was a stick with two red things on it.
28,512. (Commission.) Do you go a good deal
amongst the lower classes —Yes.
28,513. IIave you any reason to suppose that there
was any conspiracy or combination among the people
to resist authority by force, before the events of
October 2—No; the people all seemed very quiet.
28,514. There was nothing to lead you to suppose
that there was any conspiracy or combination ?—Not
that I knew.

28,515. Has everything been quiet in your neigh

28,498. What did you find * – We found some
bullets of various kinds, and I think two guns and
various other things, and an old shako.
28,499. What regiment did that belong to ?— It

bourhood?—Some of the blacks are a little talkative,
that is all ; a little more so than they were.

had no number on it.

some bullets 2–Yes.

28,516. (Mr. Walcott.) You saw two guns and

also found a stick with two red flags on it. I think

28,517. Were there any swords —The sword, as
far as my recollection serves, was brought in from

that was all.

another man's house.

28,500. Had it been a military shako —Yes; we
28,501. What had Thomas been, or what was he
A labourer.

28,502. Where is Pot House Pen 2–It is about
five miles from Old Harbour Market.

Thomas was

not in his house when we went there; he was brought

28,518. From an adjoining house?—Yes, close by.
28,519.
28,520.
28,521.
28,522.

Was there any bullet mould —Yes,
And pistols —A small pocket pistol.
Any lead —There were lead bullets.
Any lead besides —No; I don't remember

in by Mr. Ramsay, and six other men belonging to him. that.
28,503. What happened then 7–They were taken.
28,523. Did you find any powder —No; there was
a powder flask.
into custody.
The witness withdrew.
E. iſ illiams.

ESTHER WILLIAMs (a black), sworn, and examined.
28,524. Do you live at Manchioneal —Yes.
28,525. At a place called the Weybridge estate?—
28,526. Do you work upon it 2–Yes.
28,527. Do you recollect martial law being on ?—

—No.

28,544. Are you certain of that ?–Yes.

28,545. What did he do when he was at homeº

Yos.

Were you there at that time —Yes.

28,529. Do you remember any one coming to the

house you
28,530.
28,531,
28,532.

What had he been doing?—He don't dº

28,543. Had he not been down to anybody's store?

Yes.

28,528.

28,542.
anything.

were living in at that time —Yes.
Who came *—Mr. Codrington.
Was he the magistrate 2–Yes.
What did he do?—He set my house on fire,

and I was in childbirth.

28,533. Was this in October or November 2–
October.

28,534. Were you taken out of the house first
before the house was set on fire —When he set the
house on fire I came outside the door.

28,535. Did they give you time to come out 2–
The house was set fire to, and I came out.

28,536. After it was set fire to ?—Yes.
28,537. Did they look into your house *—No; they
did not look into the house at all.

28,538. They did not look for anybody's goods,
then 2–No.

2

28,539. Where was your husband * – I am not
married.

28,540. Where was the father of your child —He
rall.

28,541. Where did he run to *—Into the bush.

Nothing.

28,546. Does he not work 2–Yes; he works "
Mr. Bowen's estate.

-

28,547. Did you work at the same estate 3–No.
28,548. Had
Do you
another up
?—Yes..
. hº
28,549.
he work
been atworking
to the time
ran away ?—Yes.

28,550. When did he run away ?—That sam"
Wednesday.
28,551. The Wednesday that your house was

Sct

fire to ?–Yes.

28,552. When Mr. Codrington came and burnt
your house, did he ask where your husband was (T
No, he did not.

*

28,553. Did he make no inquiry of that Kinº-Nº

28,554. Did they say why they burnt your hous"?
—As they came they said, “That is Milligen's house;
they must set it on fire ;” I said, “No, massº, it

“not Milligen's house; it is my house, and I º
“know where I go to live with my piccaninny.".
28,555. Did they burn all your things as well as
the house ?—Everything was burnt.
.

.

-

28,556. Where did you go to ?–I go to my sis”
house.

---

––-

-------

!

28,557. Were any other houses burnt besides yours?
—Yes.

28,577. I suppose that was a very small house —
No ; a big house.
28,578. Was there more than one room in it?—Two
-

28,558. That you saw 2–Yes.
28,559.
others
did and
you Mrs.
see burnt
—
They
burntHow
Mrs.many
Fuller's
house,
Hughes'
house, and John Wilson's house, and Mrs.
; I
forget the lady's name.
28,560. Did they burn all the houses on the Weybridge estate —He don't burn every one.
28,561. How many are left —I cannot recollect.

28,562. You don't know how many were burnt 2–

-

TwPNTY.
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rooms.
E. Williams.
28,579. On the ground floor *—There 1S n() floor.
28,580. Is there one room upstairs ?—No; it is all gº ºn. Isco.

28,563. Was the child born in your house before it

-

on the ground.

-

i.

(ints.

e

"

-

28,581. Who lived in the other house 2–That was

º
! .

an outside house, where we cook.

28,582. Were they all in the one yard 2–Yes.
28,583. How have you come here now all the way
the whole week to walk with my piccaninny.
28,584. Did you come in the train from Kingston 2

sister's house.

—Yes.

28,564. After you got there ?—Yes.
28,565. How soon after you left your own house?—

By the time I got to my sister's house the child dropped.
As you went to the house ?—Yes.
In the house —No.
In the street, in the road 2–Yes.
Where is its father; is he living with you ?

—Yes.

!

!

28,585. Where did you get the money to come 2
—A lady that came from Manchioneal lent me two bits,
28,586. Who lent that to you ?—The lady that
comes from Manchioneal.

28,587. Do you know her name *—Yes.
28,588. What is her name 2—Mrs. Williams.

28,589. Is she any relation of yours ?—Yes.
28,590. What relation is she 3–Cousin.

28,570. Is he working 2–He came back last week,
but he is never working.
28,571. He is living with you still ?—Yes.
28,572. And helping you ?—Yes.
28,573. And do you work too —No, I cannot
work yet.

28,574. Had you more than one house in this yard?
Yes; three houses.

28,575. Were they all burnt 2–Yes.
28,576. Who occupied the other two 2—My little
brother, James Williams.

28,591. When did you leave Manchioneal —On
Wednesday,

28,592. When did you get here 2–On Saturday,
and my brother-in-law, named M'Kenzie, of Man
chioneal, lent me some money.
28,593. Who sent you here —The gentleman that
keeps the office at Kingston.
28,594. How came you to go to Kingston —
Mr. Nathan's clerk tell a young man outside.
28,595. Did you come here with Mary Wergs –
Yes.

The witness withdrew.

MARY WERGs (black), sworn, and examined.
28,620. Were you in bed 2–In bed. When he
knocked at the door Mr. Wergs tell him not to break
Kingston last week 3–I set out on Friday, and came the door. He would open it. He called to me to rise
and get lights. I only just had power to rise with
in on Saturday.
28,598. Was that the first time you had been into my petticoat on my arm, and light a light, and he

28,596. Do you live at Manchioneal —Yes.
28,597. Did you come from Manchioneal to

Kingston —No; I came already with a complaint,

said, “Surround the house, and come in ;” and when

and carry it to the office.

he come in he searched the house right through, and
he did not see anybody in my house, but me and my
five children and my husband. I lift up one of the
boards. He said I must not lift up the boards; a man
could not get under the house ; and he directly said to
the Volunteers, “Tie that woman ;" and he tied me
and my husband with our hands behind our backs,
and my daughter; he tied the three of us, and set fire
to the houses ; he fired the big house first, and

28,599. When did you first come to complain —
Last month.

28,600. Did you go back again to fetch Esther
Williams ?—I did not fetch her.

28,601. Who fetched Esther Williams ?—I do not

know ; I came with my own complaint.
28,602. Then did you not go back again —I went

Ome.

28,603, Did not you come back again with Esther
Williams ?–I don't know, we are not living together.
28,604. Did not you bring her back —No ; I was
not bringing her here.
28,605. Did she come alone 2–It was not for me
to bring her; she is outside there.

28,606. Do you remember October the 12th 2 Do
you know the days of the months – Yes.
28,607. Was it a Friday in October 2—Yes.
28,608. While you were living at Manchioneal on

that day, did anybody come to your house —Yes.

then the other one, and he would not allow us to

save anything ; a dog was under the house, and he
was roasted up to ashes under the house.
28,621. Was that the big house ?—Yes. He carried
us to Mr. Gardner's, the clerk of the peace of
Manchioneal, me, my husband, and my daughter.
28,622. Did he burn all your clothes in the house ?
—Everything I had. Captain IIole was the officer at

the barracks, and Captain Iſole, when he heard of it,
took out the regimental soldiers, and came after him,

but could not catch him ; and next morning he told

28,609. Who came 2—A Wolunteer captain came.
28,610. What was his name 2—Bunting.

Mr. Bunting he would report him to the Governor,

28,611. What was he captain of 7–The Volunteers.
28,612. At what time did he come to your house *

IIole said that.

28,623. Captain Hole said that ?—Yes, Captain
28,624. What became of your other children 2–

We left them at home.
-At 12 o'clock at night.
28,625. Then they did not burn them –They ran
28,613. Was any one with him —Yes.
º
28,614. Who —Mr. Eady was with him, and out of the house.
Fleming, and Joe Fisher.
28,626. Where did they run to ?—Into the yard, after
28,615. Who are those people 2–A Volunteer and the house catch fire. He took us to Mr. Gardner's,
-

-º

agº

-

was set fire to, or at your sister's house — At my

h

'

from Manchioneal 2–I have been obliged to take

I don't remember.

28,566.
28,567.
28,568.
28,569.

il
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two soldiers went and took them off the beach.

and put us in prison the whole night, and told

ºld. How do you know that ?—They came with

Mr. Gardner to watch over us, and on Saturday

CIll.

morning he let me go, and I had nowhere to put my

28,617. Were they black or white —Black.

head but a little hut,

28,618. Volunteer soldiers ?—No ; the soldiers of

28,627. When they came and burnt your house

the regiment; Captain Hunt's soldiers.
28,619. What did they do?--When Mr. Bunting

were they drunk or sober 7—I don't know ; I was

came, he knocked at the door.

said to him, “Mr. Bunting, don't burn the house; it is

sleeping. I suppose they must be drunk, for Mr. Eady
4 B 3
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-
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“ a pity to burn the house if you don't find anything
“ in it :" and he said, “That be damned.”

28,629. Did not he let you put any clothes on ?—

I just jumped up and managed to put on the petticoat,

28,628. Do you think Mr. Bunting was drunk or
sober 2—I can't tell; I was partly naked ; I only had
a petticoat in my arms when he set the house on fire

that was all I had on my skin; he would not let me
take anything.
-

and tied my hands behind my back.
The witness withdrew.

W. M.

Anderson,
Esq.

WELLwood MAxwell ANDERSON, Esq., sworn, and examined.
28,630. You are Inspector-general of Immigration, the idea of liberty of person with liberty of the land?
I believe 2–Yes.

—In all properties I have had to do with they have

28,631. Have you estates in Jamaica –An aban
doned one.
28,632. You have land 2–Yes.

28,633. Not in cultivation ?–Yes.
28,634. Is Middleton one of them 2–Yes.

put that forth. There is a place not many miles
from here where they set every one at defiance, and
threaten to murder any one that comes upon the
property. That is at Hartlands, a part of which
belongs to me.

28,635. Does that include Spring Garden —No;
only Middleton,
28,636. And part of Stoney Gut 2–No; it adjoins
Stoney Gut.
28,637. I believe you had some case of trespass
with regard to the Middleton property?—I leased
Middleton to a man named James Williams, and some

28,654. That is as regards their provision grounds,
and the back land as they call it —Yes.
28,655. But on the estates they have not such a

notion as that ?—What I speak of are sugar estates
in high cultivation. They told me in 1841, when I
went to take possession of the estate I had purchased,
that it was no use the Queen giving them freedom if

week or two afterwards I saw something in the

she did not give them at the same time their houses

papers.

and their grounds to cultivate their provisions upon.

-

28,638. Was it anything you had to do with ?—No;
I knew nothing at all about it until I saw it in the

28,656. For themselves 2–-Yes.

28,657. But they did not lay claim to the whole of

newspapers.

the estate 2—No, not at all.

28,639. Had you any difficulty with regard to the
rents of the estate among your people —Yes.
28,640. What was the difficulty that arose 2–In
1857 a coloured man of the name of Ripley Edie told
the people that the Queen had given them the lands
when she gave them freedom.
28,641. Did you hear him tell them that ?—No ;
but they told me so, that the Queen had given them
the place when she gave them freedom, and freedom
would be of no use if they had not their lands and

28,658. Merely what are called their provision
grounds, and what are called the back lands, the
unoccupied ground —Only their houses and grounds,
although they claim the whole of this place, Mid
dleton.

-

-

-

there 2–Yes.

28,660. You know this country very well?—Yes.
28,661. Do you consider that there was any con
spiracy or combination existing, before this disturbance
in St. Thomas in the East, to break the law, or to see

28,642. Had you any difficulty, after the men told
you that, about becoming possessed of your land, and
getting the rents paid —I was 17 years in possession

the law at defiance by force —I have had an opinion

28,643. Some question then arose as to the right of
freedom of the land 2–Yes.

28,644. By the occupiers ?—Yes.
28,645. And by the tenants —My tenants.
28,646. Did they refuse to pay rent —They
refused, and beat my head man and the collector, and
said they would do the same to me if I was to dare
to put my foot upon it.
28,647. That was in 1857 ?–Yes.
28,648. After that did you get over the difficulty 2

º

28,659. Because they had all got occupation ground

houses.

of it before there was any misunderstanding.

º

from circumstances, such as these disturbances about

land, and from the way in which the people spoke to
me, that there would be before long an attempt on
the part of the blacks to murder the white people,
and to take possession of the whole of the land, the
whole of the Island.

-

-

28,662. Did you ever see anything which indicated
an intention to carry that out by a conspiracy —Not
until the rebellion broke out.

-

-

28,663. You had seen no preparation to carry out
that fancy —I have seen a defiant insolent tone, so
much so that after being two years away in India as
Immigration Agent, when I came back the evident
change in the manners of the people and their

.*

They petitioned Governor Darling, and the Governor

address caused me to carry a revolver loaded and

*
*
º:
º
º

called on Mr. Ewart of St. Giles, who had been there

capped whenever I went up into the country.

sº

16 years, and he made a report, which I have sent in,
I had then been about 17 years in possession of the

28,664. But you never had any symptom of
violence offered to you, of life or property —Yes, I
had a message sent to me by a Wesleyan clergyman's
wife, that I ought not to travel up to my mountain

*

-

—No: I have had nothing to do with them since.

property.

28,649. That point was settled. Had you any fur
ther disturbance upon the same question later than
that ?—No, none ; only that I could not get the rent
of them. I just got a trifle now and then.
28,650. Did that difficulty continue down to the
end of 1865?–Yes; up to about this time last year 1
negotiated with Mr. Williams, and leased to him for
seven years.

28,651. Had you any knowledge of there being any

dispute about land in St. Thomas in the East last
year?–Not of my own knowledge.

residence after dark.

28,665. That was not a threat upon your life —
They said they would murder me on the road; I was
told so by one of Mr. Harding's collectors.

º

at Middleton, and said to me, “It is not your land."
28,667. When was that ?–In 1857.

yº. That

was before you went to India?—

C.S.

28,669. That related to the question of these dis

of my own knowledge, but they have had an
impression for more than 20 years on many, estates.

with a revolver ; did you do that from any

28,653. Do you know whether the people connect

.*.

28,666. You were asked if you were ever threatened

putes about the Middleton land 2–Yes.

mother.

; : ,

ºl

directly by anybody ?—A man held a cutlass up to me

28,652. Of claims laid to it on the part of those
who occupied it, as against the landlords —No, not
I purchased one, Oxford estate, in St. Mary's, about
1841, from John Gladstone, of Liverpool, and the
people said it was no use the Queen giving them their
freedom if they did not have their lands and houses,
and so they said as to some property belonging to my

º
º

28,670. You were talking of going up to your place
direct

threat that was offered to you ?–Only from what I
was told; not direct, because I would have had them

º

up instantly before the magistrates if they had
done so.

º
-

28,671. Do you think there was any reasonable
cause on the part of the peasantry and labouring
classes to be dissatisfied with the administration of
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justice; have they any real grievance of that sort –I
have heard them say that they did not get justice
from the magistrates. My own opinion, from 29
years' experience, is, that if there is a leaning at all

on the part of the magistrates of Jamaica it is a
leaning on the side of the negro.
28,672. Then your answer is that they have

coin

28,676. And they claim to have a sort of freehold
right to these lands now that they have acquired their
freedom ?—That was what they said to me, as I
stated before, that it was no use the Queen giving
them freedom unless they had the lands.
28,677. But that was how the claim arose ?—I

W. M.

Anderson,
Esq.

suppose that is the impression upon their minds.

28,678. (Mr. Phillippo.) Have not several of the

plained —They have often told me so.
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28,673. But your experience as a magistrate your
self, and of magistrates, is, that it is unfounded ?–In

my experience the leaning has been in their favour,
not only on the part of the stipendiary magistrates,
but I have remarked it particularly in the old time.
Men who lived here in slavery, and possessed slaves,
more particularly on their part, I have seen a leaning

people paid for their lands, although they have not
got titles —Of my own knowledge I think there
was about 150 acres sold, and they have paid about
half of the purchase money; and I have sent messages
to them from Mr. Hart, and told them if they would
come and pay the balance I would procure a title

from Mr. Hart for them; but I added that Mr. Jack
to the negro, and even when they were convicted son, the solicitor of Mr. Hart, had excluded all the
they have made the fine or imprisonment very lenient lands that they claimed as having purchased, although

indeed.

they had not paid the purchase money.
28,679. I suppose the difficulty is to ascertain what
land is excluded and what not *—It is very simple.
Mr. M'Geachy and his partner have surveyed the

28,674. Did they ever complain to you about the
fees that are payable upon legal proceedings before
magistrates?—I have never heard it myself direct, but I
have heard a great deal of it, and I have from time to

lands.

time looked into it, but I do not see that the fees are

exorbitant. It has been a complaint in every parish
on the part of the people; I think there is no cause

28,680. What is the value of your land?–Twelve
shillings per acre I paid near Hartlands; Middleton
I get 11, for; and Prestons, an abandoned estate, I

for it.

rent at 11. an acre also. On my own abandoned

28,675. (Mr. Payne.) These provision grounds the coffee plantation, where I reside, I get 12s. an acre ;
negroes had in time of slavery, had they not ?—Yes; that is the charge; I very seldom get it.
they were generally woodlands, cleared out and dis
28,681. You abandoned your estates because you
tributed among the slaves, although I was not here in had a difficulty in working them —After I was
ruined by cultivating them.
slavery.
The witness withdrew.

John RICHARDS KITCHEN, Esquire, sworn, and examined.
28,702. Do you think they would attend school
28,682. Are you a magistrate, and clerk of the
vestry of Trelawny parish —Yes.
more generally if the education in this Island was
28,683. How many years have you been resident organized upon a better or different principle *—I do
not know ; they do not seem to value the advantage
there 3–Off and on for 44 years. Since 1822.
28,684. What is the state of the labouring population of it, I think.
in your parish 2–I see nothing to complain of myself.
28,703. Do you think obligatory education would
28,685. Have they got plenty of work?—Plenty of be a good thing —I do not know how it might be
work, and everything is going on very pleasantly as made to work exactly.
28,704. I see you give two instances of men who
far as regards the crops being taken off.
f 28,686. Are the wages paid 2–Regularly and
made threats. Do you know whether those were
threats which were communicated to the rest of the
airly.

28,687. And they are not discontented 2–Not that
I know.

-

-

people, and partaken in by them, or merely emanating
-

28,688. Were they behaving as usual during the

middle of last year –Yes.
28,689. Have you no cause for disquiet —No.
28,690. Was that true of them down to October
and afterwards —Yes.
-

-

28,691. Do you agree with the rest of the world
—Quite so,

28,693. With regard to education among them in
your parish, is any trouble taken by the planters who
employ them to afford them the means of educating

their children —The clergymen generally do that.
28,694. Then the planters do not contribute to the
Support of the schools?—Yes, they do.

28,695. Is that, to your own knowledge, generally
Practised throughout Trelawny —No : I do not

have spread readily in the parish of Trelawny and
other parts of the Island.
28,708. As to Trelawny, upon what is your
opinion founded ?—I judge from the riots that took
place two years ago, that arose merely from a local

dispute as to the ownership of property in the

28,710. Then they were mere riots 2—It was a

their children to school if they have the opportunity ? very serious riot, but by God's providence the town
of Falmouth was not burnt; it was set fire to in three
-I do not think they do generally.
28,698. Do they neglect their children as a rule : places.
-They do not send them regularly to school.
28,711. Then it was a riot of a very serious
-

28,699. Do the children work in the fields?—

When they arrive at a working age.

-

nature ?–Very serious.
28,712. Excited by some local cause ?–Yes,

28,713. Is that the ground from which you form

ºlºred a temptation to keeping them from school — an opinion, that if they had an opportunity to rebel
I think so.
-

º

opinion is that if the rebellion had not been put down
in the prompt and emergetic manner it has it would

28,709. You mean they were easily excited two
years ago —About four or five years ago I believe
it was ; it was just a local dispute.

.38,700. Probably the value of their labour is con
**

any reason to suppose it was an expression that

would be shared in by the people at large —My

28,696. Then it is an exception that the planters
contribute to schools —I can only speak to two

-

--

-

neighbourhood of the town.

28,697. Do the people show an inclination to send

a.

28,706. Did you hear him make use of that threat 2

think it is, generally.
factors, who I represent.

*

28,705. Who was this man 2–I do not know him.

28,707. Assuming such a thing was said, have you

28,692. And you imagine if he was misled he
would be likely to follow 2–Quite so.

º

character and lawlessness 2–It is

—No, I did not.

that the negro is an excitable and easily led person

**

from their own

merely what has come to my knowledge. One man
said he wished the rebels would come to Trelawny,
and if they did he would sharpen his cutlass and cut
off the head of every white man.

they would rebel ?—That is the ground.
28,714. But there was no active cause of dis
content
expressed at any time 7–No.
-

rºl. Do you find that operate amongst them
QS,

—

- i.

-

4 B 4
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-

28,728. (Commission.) You do not think a de
fendant would be likely to employ a plaintiff —No.
28,729. Although there is a great want of labour
28,716. As peasantry –Yes.
28,717. Notwithstanding all that, you form an in the country, is there not ?--Yes; it would be a
opinion, from the riots four years ago at Falmouth, frivolous complaint I think that would occur.
28,730. He would rather avoid him, you think?—
that on this occasion, if they could, they would have
I think so.
joined the rebellion ?—I think so.
28,718. Have you any other reason for forming
28,731. (Mr. Walcott.) Trelawny is a large parish,
that opinion of them, except that riot at Falmouth : I believe 2–Yes.
28,732. Are not the labourers there, more than in
—Seeing what they did on that occasion, that is the
ground of my opinion.
most other parishes, generally dependent upon their
28,719. Then there is no ground derived from labour for means of subsistence –I do not think
they are, because most of them have good grounds,
their discontent last year —No.
28,733. Are they not more dependent upon labour
28,720. Or from their manifesting any inclination
to use force for the redress of supposed wrong?—No. for their existence than any parish in the Island 2–
28,721. When the disturbances took place in Oc No ; I think they are a good deal independent of it,
tober, had you of your own knowledge any reason to as far as having grounds to support them,
28,734. Do you know of any disputes between
suppose there was any conspiracy or combination to
resort to force —I don't think there was any con labourers and employers at Trelawny ?—I know of
In One.
spiracy or organization.
28,735. You are, I think, attorney for some of the
28,722. Do you think the people have any reason
to complain of the administration of justice as regards estates ?—Yes.
the magistrates’ courts —I do not think there is any
28,736. Have you never had any complaints
reason; the courts are regularly held.
brought to you by the labourers upon the estates for
28,723. Do they complain of the cost attending which you were concerned, that they were not pro
legal proceedings before the magistrates ?--I do not perly paid —No.
28,737. Do you know of any now 2–I do not.
think they do ; they seem to be too fond of going to
Court.
28,738. You are a magistrate, and take your turn
28,724. Are they litigious – They are very fond of duty at the magistrates' court at Falmouth —Yes.
of law.
28,739. Are there many appeals entered against
28,725. Do they go to court as labourers against the decisions of the magistrates in your parish –
their employers, or among themselves generally — Not many.
28,740. You have a resident clerk of the peace,
Cases of labourers against their employers do not
often occur.
have you not ?–Yes; at least the deputy is always
28,715. Are they well off; well clothed ?–Gene

rally speaking, I think they are.

-

28,726. The country is very quiet now, I presume *
—The country is quite quiet.
28,727. (Mr. Payne.) If they brought actions
against their employers, I suppose they would not get
employment again –I do not think a man would be
likely to employ another who had sued him.

there.

28,741. But he is resident there 2–Yes.

28,742. I believe upon any question of law that
would come before you, you would consult Mr. Burke,
who is also clerk to the magistrates ?—Certainly,

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to 10 o'clock to-morrow,

TWENTY-NINTH DAY. (Part II.-Manchioneal.)
Tuesday, 27th February 1866.
PRESENT :

RUSSELL GURNEY, Esq.
N. Williams.

|

NATHANIEL WILLIAMs (black), sworn, and examined.
28,756. Was any officer with them at that time –

28,743. Do you live on lands formerly belonging to
the Church Missionary Society at Long Bay ?—Yes.
28,744. Was that land given to you by the society
in consequence of your having been their secretary *
—Yes.

28,745. Are you now the sexton at Cog Hall?—Yes.

I cannot say ; I do not know them.
28,757. You could see whether there was an officer

or not, could you not, or did you go away ?–There
was a hill, and I was obliged to place myself against a
little bush.

coming towards your house —Yes.
28,747. When was that ?–In the second week in
October.

-

28,758. Where were you ? Were you concealed in

28,746. Do you remember seeing black soldiers

the bush

Could you see the soldiers ?–Yes,

28,759. What did they do * – After they shot
Thomas M'Coy they left him in the place where they

28,748. You don't mean that week, do you ?–Yes. . shot him, and came higher up, and came nearly to me,
28,749. How long after the disturbance at Morant
Bay ?–On Monday in the next week.
28,750. The disturbances took place on Wednes
day ?—Yes.

28,751. When is that you mean they came 2—On
the next Monday.

28,752. Do you mean Monday the 16th —Yes.
28,753. What did you see them do as they came

at my house.

28,760. What did they do?—They set the house
on fire.

28,761. Was it burnt down 2–Yes.

28,762. In the next week what did you do?–0n
the Monday after that I came out of the bush.
28,763. What house did you go to ?—I went into
the road, and after that I went to a cocoanut tree, and

along —They came along, and came up to the higher

slept there.

part of the land.
28,754. Were they coming in the direction of

the road 2–Yes.

28,764. On the Tuesday were you walking along

jº. And did you see Isaac Baily, the constable?

Bath —Yes, from Port Antonio.

28,755. Did they meet a person named Thomas
M'Coy f—Yes; in a place leading from the church.
They said to him, “What man are you ?” He said,
“The Queen's man.” They said nothing more to
him, but they shot him.

- I es.

h

-

28,766. And George Daynes —Yes.
28,767. What did they do?—They took me up.
28,768. Where did they take you to ?–Kensington

OuSe,
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28,769. Is that Mr. Foote's 2–Yes.
28,770. Was he at home —Yes.
28,771. Were you taken next day to Port Antonio

by the Volunteers —Yes.
28,772. Were your hands tied ?–Yes; and the

with the captain who tried me, and asked who they
were flogging : They said it was me, and then
Mr. Ramsay and the captain said they must loose me,
because the captain said I was not to be flogged.
28,783. Were you kept there three days, and then
sent home 2–Yes.

rope was round my neck.
28,773. Was anybody with the Volunteers ?—I
only knew the captain.
38,774. What is his name 2—William Thompson.
28,775. Was he there 2–Yes.
28,776. Did the constables that took you up go with
on to Port Antonio —Yes.

N.

#

Williams.

º

27 Feb. 1866.

28,784. Did you see any people shot besides M'Coy P
—Yes.

-

28,785. Can you give us the names of any you saw
shot ?—James Williams, Robert Berry, Joseph Berry,
William Nicholas, and a young man from down the
28,786. Was he from the Plantain Garden River ?
—Yes. There was another little boy they killed.

28,787. What do you mean by “a little boy;” do

said Captain Ross.

28,778. It was somebody called “Captain,” but
whether it was Captain IIole or Captain Ross you do
not know 2–No.

ou mean a working man 2–Yes; he was working.
28,788. Was he a boy about 20 years of age —
Yes; about that.

28,779. Did he ask what complaint there was

against you ?—Yes, he did.
28,780. What answer was given to that ?—Isaac
Bailey could not tell; but a little boy named Thomas
Scott was called upon by Willy Thomas to give
evidence against me; and this boy went up and said
that he saw me at Mulatto River on Saturday morning
with a few cocoanuts, but he did not know which way

28,789. Was that George Thomas —No ; not yet.
They called him for a nickname “Twopence ha'penny,” but I don't know his name. Then there was
George Thomas, James West, Bryan King, Richard
Lindsay, a man they called James Fifer, and another
Inan,

28,790. Was he shot at the same time as Fifer 2–
Yes.

I got them. The captain asked, “Was that all ;” and

28,791. You do not remember his name 2—Yes.

then he asked if anybody there knew about me.

28,792. Go on ?—William Edward, Johnson Speed.
28,793. Who was Johnson Speed shot by ?—The

Nobody could say anything about me, but a young
man named James Field, and he said he knew me,

and then the captain said I must go on one side.
28,781. You did go on one side —Yes.

white soldiers.

º

28,794. And had he been flogged before he was

shot ?—Yes; he was flogged part of the way, and

28,782. Some little time after that did Albert Orgill
come to you ?–Yes; we were all sent down to the
Court-house, where the rest of the prisoners were ;
and just as I went into the house, or about 15 minutes

after, I heard Orgill say that I must come out. They
took me to the market, and took off my shirt, and tied

my two hands to the triangle, and tied my two feet,
They gave me as many

as 20 licks, and then Mr. Ramsay came from the top

nearly finished, and the cat cut, and then there was
evidence that he was one of the rioters.

28,795. Somebody came and said something more
against him after he got part of his flogging 2–Yes.
28,796. Were any tried ?–I don't suppose so.
28,797. Do you know 2–At the same time when
they got them out of the wood they shot them.
28,798. Is that all you know?—Yes.

|

The witness retired.

WILLIAM JoHNSON (black), sworn, and examined.
found stolen property in your house –I said they

W. Johnson.

28,799. Are you a labourer, living at Grange Hill
—Yes.

28,800. Do you remember the black soldiers coming
to your house ?—Yes.

28,801.
28,802.
at Morant
28,803.
28,804.

were my own goods.
that they told a lie.

I say I bought them before, and
-

28,809. And did not Captain Hole order you to

On what day ?–On Monday.
Was that the first Monday after the troubles
Bay ?—Yes.
Did they take you to Muirton —Yes.
How long were you there —Five days.

have one hundred lashes —Yes.

28,810. You were sent home, and found your house
burnt 2–Yes.

28,811. Do you know Dr. Morris?—Yes; I saw
him shoot my hog.

28,805. Were you then taken before Captain Hole *
28,812. Did you see him with your own eyes

—Yes.

—Yes.

28,806. What was said about you ; were any

28,813. What did he do with it 2–He put it on a

witnesses examined —No.

28,807. Did not a black soldier say anything 7–Yes.

horse, and carried it to Muirton.

28,808. What did they say ; did they not say they

(£3) in my house that was burnt down.

I lost three

pºunds

The witness withdrew.

*

RICHARD BRowN (black), sworn, and examined.
28,825. What did you see in the chapel yard 2–I
Do you live at Belmont, Manchioneal
went into the yard about the afternoon, and was there

- les.

28,815. Are you a carpenter –Yes.
28,816. Do you remember the black soldiers coming
to your house ?–Yes.

till the forenoon after.

I saw the soldiers bring in a
man, and afterwards I saw him at a pimento tree. He
was shot in my absence.

-

28,817. When was that ?—On the 16th of October.

28,818. Was that on a Monday ?–Yes.
28,819. Was there one soldier only 2–Yes.
28,820. Did he search the house ?—Yes.

28,821. Did he take anything away ?—Yes, all my

clothing.
28,822. Was there anything there that did not
belong to you?—No.
º Did you follow him to the Baptist Chapel?
- I eS.

28,826. Was that Thomas Houghman 2–Yes.
28,827. Did you conceal yourself in the woods for

some days —Yes; after that I went to White Horses,
and was taken up by two black men, and they brought
me to Morant Bay, and I saw the Provost-Marshal,
who ordered me to receive one hundred lashes by four

marine sailors. I asked them why they took me up,
and they said on suspicion, because I was without a
aper.

28,828. Did you then go back home, and find your

28,824. Where is that ?––At Belle Castle.

house burnt down 2–Yes, to the ground.

The witness withdrew.
15589.

4 C

* *

DAY.

river ; I do not know his name.

28,777. When you got there were you taken to
Captain Hole —I don't know the captain, but they

and commenced to flog me.

Twº
NTY. I
NINTH

R. Brown.
-

º

º
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Roch EstER Cousin (black), sworn, and examined.
28,829. Are you a ranger at Muirton 2–Yes.
28,836. Did you hear him —Yes.
28,830. Was your house burnt down at any time *
28,837. Where were you at the time it was burnt

R&
. .

down –In the yard. I took out all my clothes, and

—Yes.

28,831. When —On Wednesday.
put them outside of the house, and he took every
28,832. Was that the Wednesday after the row at thing, and put it into the fire, and smashed all my
crockeryware.
Morant Bay?—The second week of martial law.
28,838. Who did that ?–Bunting.
28,833. Was it the next Wednesday after the
Morant Bay troubles 2–Yes.
28,839. Was he present during the whole —Yes.
28,834. Did you see it burnt down 2–Yes.
28,840. You had got your things out of the house?
28,835. Who gave the order to burn it down 2– —Yes; and he took everything, and put it into the
Mr. Bunting.
fire, and burnt every morsel.
The witness withdrew.

W.

coºns.

28,841. Are you a labourer living at Manchioneal 2

n

º

WILLIAM Cousess (black), sworn, and examined.
Yes.

28,842. Do you remember your house being burnt
down 2–Yes.

28,843. Where were you?—At a hiding place.
28,844. Were you able to see what was done 7–

28,850. That would

Yes.

º

28,845. Did you hear what was said —Yes.
28,846. Did anybody give orders for it to be
burnt down —Mr. Christy and Mr. Bunting.
28,847. Were all your things burnt in it —Yes.
28,848. Were they white soldiers or black?–White,
28,849. What day ?–On Friday.

be the 20th, no doubt

*.

ºn

—Yes.

º

The witness withdrew.

f %.
tº an
-

.
º

GEORGE WILLIAM HAMILTON (black), sworn, and examined.
28,851. Do you live near Williamsfield estate at
28,866. And did he burn the house ?–Yes; and
Manchioneal 2–Yes.

28,852.
28,853.
28,854.
28,855.

---

Aſ

º:

after that I went to a little house where I sold salt

Are you the owner of land there —Yes.
Was your house burnt down 2–Yes.
When –It was Monday.
Was it the first Monday after the Morant

Bay affair –Yes; when the soldiers game.
28,856. Were the soldiers white or black —White
soldiers.
-

-

28,857. Where were you at the time –In my
house, me and my wife, and my old mother.
You were in the house when they came P

$º.
...” Did you see an officer

provisions, and they burnt down that also. They
burnt all the clothes, and put fire to the old lady, and
they held my hands together, and put a pistol to my
breast.
28,867. Did Titus tell them to leave you ?–Yes;

M.

º:
** *

3.
ºl

but28,868.
they burnt
all my clothes that were in the house.
Did they say there was anything found in

º:

the house that was not yours ?—There was nothing
there.

28,869. But did they say there was 7–No.

º

28,870. Did anybody
say so —No ;; nobody
nobody at all
ybody say

- I es.

.***
*- I
*...*

-

-

?–-I don’

s

–-I don't know the sai". “‘li eighty-two pounds (821) in the

doctor.

28,861. Is that Dr. Morris ––Yes.

28,862. Dr. Morris was with them 2–Yes.

28,863. Did he go into the house –Yes,he searched
and found nothing, and he said he was going to shoot
me. He asked was there anybody to give me a

º

-

-

-

28,860. Did anybody give orders ?—I saw the

****

house, and the money is all gone.
28,871. What was this 82l. in 2–In silver. There
was seven pounds (7.l.) in a cheque.
28,872. And was there 75l. in silver ?—Yes. It

sº

-

º,

tº

was altogether in one bundle; the whole 821.

sº

28,873. That is a large sum to have in silver?—
Yes ; I was selling salt provisions.

º

º
º
º,

character. I saw a constable named Anthony Titus.
He came up, and he said, “The man is no rebel, but he

28,874. (Suggested by Mr. Gorrie) Had you º

“ always tries to work honestly for his bread, and

collecting the silver to purchase fresh stock with *-

º

“ does nothing :” and I was let go, and they went into
the kitchen where my wife makes coffee, and got the

Yes.

-

28,875. (Suggested by Mr. Drummond.) How long

º,

fire.

have you been keeping shop —Two, or three, or
four, or five years.

s

28,864. Who did that —The doctor.
28,865. After he had been told that you were no

b
h

-

28,876. What sort of a shop is it?—I sold salt
provisions.

rebel ?––Yes,

The witness withdrew.
º

-

-

A. Titus.

º:

-

º

ANTHONY TITUs (black), sworn, and examined.

---

28,877. Are you one of the local constables?— man, and no rebel, but a good man; he then let him
go free, and said he would burn the house.

Yes.

28,878. Did you see Hamilton's house burnt —
Yes.

-

28,879. What did you see?--I went with the soldiers to Hayning, and they took out the man and his
wife.

-

28,881. Who burnt the house?–The doctor.

28,882. Was that after you had told him that?—

-

-

yes ; the doctor took fire #. the kitchen, and fired
the house. I asked him if he would not allow me tº
take something out. He said, “Yes,” and I helped

28,880. Who did that —The soldier doctor, ºnd out
Hamilton,
and he brought it out. when we brought
half he told me to go away; it was not my business,

he put him against a tree, and was going to shoot him,
when I was called back by the man, and he asked me

º
º
º
º

º
º

º
º

s

and I left.

º,

The witness withdrew.

º

what sort of a man he was. I said he was a good

º
º

G. W.
JHamilton.

º

GEORGE WILLIAM HAMILTON recalled, and further examined.
28,883. Why did you not take out your silver ?—The man held me.

.

.

. .

—

s

-
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Robert DAvis (black), sworn, and examined.
28,884. Was your house burnt —No; but I have a

him down to the Bay.

80ſl.

28,885. Was John Davis your son —Yes.
28,886. Did he live with you ?—He had his own

R. Davis.

28,893. Did you afterwards see your son dead —
Yes; just at the Bay, as you come up to the Court

*

27 Feb. 1866.

honse.

house.

28,887. Did you live with him —No ; I lived with

28,894. How far is that from your house ?—My
house is close to the Court-house.

my daughter, and he supported me.
28,888. Did he come to see you during martial
law —Yes; on Monday morning.
28,889. Was that the first Monday after –Yes.
28,890. Did any soldiers come?—Yes; all the black
soldiers come, and searched my house.

28,891. Did they take your son —Yes; and they
said they did not know the place.
28,892. Did you see what they did with your son

after that ?–No ; they said he must go to carry them

28,895. Were you near enough to hear what Field
said 2–No ; but he was there.

28,896. When you went back did you find your son's
house burnt 2–Yes ; and they took away all he had.
28,897. How long after was it that you saw the

house where you had been —Not long.
28,898. Was it the same day ?—Yes; and all the
clothes were taken away, and a pair of boots that I
had been to Kingston to buy were burnt.

The witness withdrew.
C. Williams.

CHARLEs WILLIAMs (black), sworn, and examined.
28,899. Do you live on Retreat lands 2—Yes.
28,900. Do you'remember at any time during martial
law the white soldiers coming to your house ?–Yes.
28,901. On what day ?–On Monday.
28,902. Was that the first Monday after the dis
turbances at Morant Bay -No ; the third week.
28,903. The third week of what ?—I don’t recol

lect the day; but it was Monday.

*

-

28,904. Was it when first the soldiers came to this

neighbourhood?—They always went past my house
before, and never came in till then.
28,905. You cannot remember how many Mondays

after the disturbance began it was 2–The first week
they did not disturb us.

28,906. But did they the second week?—Yes; then
they did.
28,907. Who was with them when they came —
Mr. Codrington.
28,908. Did he search the house ?—Yes, and I
went outside, and he looked, and found nothing ; then
he told a fellow to clear a chest out, and I said there

was nothing in it, and they told a white soldier to set
fire to the house, and it was burnt down.

28,909. Did he say that there was anything there
that did not belong to you ?—There was nothing.
28,910. But did he say there-was 2–No, nothing.
28,911. He did not take anything out of it —No.

The witness withdrew.

SELisa M'Leas (black), sworn, and examined.
28,912. Are you a single woman —Yes.
28,913. Are you living with anybody?—The person
that was living with me has left me.
28,914. What was his name –Thomas Barker.

28,915. What has become of him —He has gone
Out to work.

-

28,916. Was your house burnt?–Yes.
28,917. Was it your house or his —It was my

28,923. Was the house searched —Yes; but they
didn't find anything. After I heard they were going
to burn the house down, I put all my things outside
the door, and he took my trunk, and opened it, and

searched it, and found nothing but my own clothes
and things in it.
martial law they said they were coming to shoot him,

martial law.

and he went to the bush.

house.

28,924. Where was Barker at this time 2—After

28,925. He had gone to the bush 2–Yes.
28,926. Have you ever seen him since 2–Yes,
afterwards he came back.

-

28,921. Were the soldiers white or black 2–It was
... tº

S. M'Lean.

28,922. What was done then 2–He ordered me out
of the house, and set the house on fire.

house.
28,918. When was it burnt 2–The second week of

28,919. On what day 2–On Tuesday.
28,920. Where were you then – I was in my

Mr. Bunting and the Volunteer men.

28,927. Did you not remember yesterday that
Mr. Bunting was present 2–No.

The witness withdrew.

MARGARET LAING (black), sworn, and examined.
28,928. Do you live at Belmont lands?—Yes.
clothes, and my washing bowl, and everything, and
28,929. Was your house burnt down 7–Yes.
gave them to a man named Johnson.
28,940. Was that Henry Johnson —Yes.
28,930. When was that ?–On Friday evening.
28,941. Have you got it back again 2–No.
28,931. Which Friday 2–In October.
28,932. Was it at the beginning or at the end of
28,942. What is he 7–He had two houses, but
martial law 2–It was the end. My house was the last they were not burnt. He is not a constable, but the

they burnt; they never burnt any more after that.
28,933. It was towards the end of martial law —
©S.

28,934. By whom was it burnt down —Soldiers.
28,935. White soldiers or black soldiers ?—They
Were constables and soldiers.

28,936. Were the soldiers white or black —Black.

%937. Who was the constable –George Piercy.
28,938. Who gave the order that the house should
burnt down?—The soldiers and Piercy got the
* and he took it out of the kitchen, and gave it to
the soldiers.

soldier took the clothes, and gave them to him.
28,943. (Mr. Drummond). Is the constable a black
man –Yes; all the constables were white and
black.

28,944. (Mr. Gorrie). Did they give your clothes
to Henry Johnson —Yes.

28,945. Did they say why they gave them to him 2
—The soldier took all my clothes, and he was not at
the house.

28,946. Did the soldier say he had taken Johnson's
clothes 2–Yes.

*939. Did they take clothes out of the house?—
He threw out my chest, and took out a bundle of

* ,

to put them in the way, and they took him and carried

28,947. And did he say that he gave Johnson
because he had taken his 2–Yes.

The witness withdrew.
4 C 2
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E. Hall.
27 Feb. 1866.
---

Eliza HALL (black), sworn, and examined.
if I would not give him money he would burn my
28,949. Is that at Manchioneal 2–Yes.
house down, but that if I did give him money he

28,948. Do you live near Happy Grove —Yes.

28,950. During martial law, in the second week, would not burn my house down.
did the soldiers come and search your house ?—Yes.
28,957. What corporal was that ;-Another that
28,951. And did they then go away ?—They set was with him ; I don't know who he was.
28,958. Was he white or black 2–A white soldier,
my house on fire, and they didn't go away at all.
28,952. But the first time when they came didn't
28,959. Who did the corporal say would burn the
they go away ?—They came when they came down the house ?—The doctor.
river first, and they came the second time when they
28,960. Was the doctor present 2–Yes.
came up.
28,961. Did he hear him say so?—Yes.
28,953. When they came the first time did they
28,962. Do you mean that when the corporal said
search the house ?–Yes; and then they went away.
Doctor Morris was standing by—close by ?—
es.
28,954. And then did they come again —Yes;
when they came up again.
28,963. And upon your not giving him the money
28,955. Who was with them —Doctor Morris was Doctor Morris set fire to the house himself?—Yes;
there, and all the soldiers. All the rest passed by, and he called for the fire-stick, and set fire to it.
Doctor Morris stopped behind, and ordered the house
28,964. (Mr. Gorrie.) What do you mean by the
to be fired.
corporal?—I heard them call him corporal, and I
28,956. Did he give any reason for it —No. He don't know what they mean.
gave me time to take out anything I wanted ; and the
28,965, They called him corporal?—Yes; I don't
corporal asked me to give him money, but said that know the meaning.
-

º

-

-

-

The witness withdrew.
P. Brown.

Polly BROWN (black), sworn, and examined.
28,966. Are you the wife of David Brown —Yes.
28,973, Was there any officer there?—No; I am
28,967. Do you live at Hector's River ?–On land not sure.
bought from Happy Grove.
- 28,974. Did you hear anybody called anything who
-

28,968. Was your house burnt at any time —Yes,
about 4 o'clock.

28,969, Was that during martial law —Yes.
28,970. Was it at the beginning or at the end ?—
When the black soldier passed the other week they
went down and saved the place because they were
innocent people.

28,971. Was it burnt by the white or black soldiers ?

was with them 2–No.

28,975. Who burnt your house down —A white
soldier ordered a man named Cawis.

28,976. What is his Christian name –Alexander.
28,977. Where was your husband?—Me and him
went out of the house.

28,978. Your husband was there 2–Ycs; we tried

to save the things, but could not manage it, because

—The white soldiers.

28,972. Do you know anybody that was with them 7 the time was late in the evening.
—Plenty of them came in with them together.
The witness withdrew.
II. Blake,

HENRIETTA BLARE (black), sworn, and examined.
28,983. Was anybody else present at the time that
28,979. Do you live at Manchioneal?—Yes.
28,980. Was your house burnt down ?—Yes.

28,981. By whom was it burnt down º–By the

ou knew 2––Mr. Bunting and Mr. Thompson.

28,984. Who was he º-From the bottom side.
28,985. Was he a constable —No.

black soldiers.

28,982. Who was with them at the time —

28,986. Did they search the house?—Yes, for *
long time.

Mr. Bunting.

-

The witness withdrew.

*
t

II. I’lercy.

IIENRIETTA PIERCY (black), sworn, and examined.
28,996. Did he then pass on ?—Yes.
28,987. Are you the wife of Robert Piercy?—Yes.
28,997. And then did Mr. Warmington come ?—
28,988. Is he a blind man —Yes.

28,989. In the second week of martial law did the

Yes.

28,998. What did he say?—He called out to the
28,990. Were they going to burn your house, and soldiers, “Haul out the blind man, and put fire to the
did you ask them not to do so, and did they leave it d—d house.”
unburnt 2–Yes.
28,999. Did they draw him out —Yes; and thº,
28,991. In the following week did they come back put fire to the house, and burnt it down. They did
black soldiers come and search your house *-Yes.

not save anything at all, but burnt every bit. .

again —Yes.

28,992. On what day was that?—Tuesday.
28,993. Were they black or white?—White soldiers.
28,994. Who was with them —Mr. Christy.
28,995. Did he give the soldiers any directions
about your house ?—He told them not to burn the

house, because a poor old blind man lived in

it.

29,000. You know Mr. Warmington by sight?—
Yes; he is of Muirton.

29,001. You are sure it was he who said that ?–
Yes.

29,002. Were they the white or black soldiers?White.

The witness withdrew.

CHARLEs HoR (black), sworn, and examined.

C. Hor.

Do you
livehouse
in Manchionealº-Yes;
29,003.
burnt at any time 2—Yes.
your
29,004. Was
29,005. When was that ?—In the first week of
martial law.

29,008. Who was with them 2–Mr. Bunting.

directions

hº
Did anybody
29,009.
lotthe
of them
Bunting, and athat
2–Mr. give
be burnt
should
with him, put fire to the house, and I sat down,

-

r

29,006, on what day of the week?–Tuesday.
everything I had was burnt.
25,007. By the white or the black soldiers ?–By
the white soldiers; a whole lot of them.
The witness withdrew.

and
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Ros ANNA II UG11Es (coloured), sworn, and examined.
29,015. Was anybody else with them 2–A whole
29,010. Is your father alive – Ile died.
29,011. Was your mother's house burnt down f crew of them went by, and when they came down
29,016. Did they search your house –Yes.
s.
When 2–On Monday night.
29,017. Did they find anything that did not belong
to you ?—Nothing at all.
29,013. Was that the first Monday in martial law
29,018. Do you know the doctor's name 2—I am
_Yes; it was when the white soldiers came.
29,014. Was there any officer with thern ?—The not acquainted with him."
r

-

TWINTY.
NINTII
IDAY.
-

R. Hughes.

º,

27 Feb. 1866.

29,019. He was called “doctor f"—Yes.

doctor was with them.

The witness withdrew.

AMELIA Scott (black), sworn, and examined.
26,025. Who was with them; was any officer with
29,020. Do you live on the bay at Manchioneal —

A. Scott.

them —The doctor.

Yes.

29,026. That was somebody you called “doctor 2 ”

29,021. Was your house burnt 2–Yes.
29,022. Who burnt it down —The soldiers.

29,023. Were they white or black —White.
29,024. Who told them to burn it down 3–I can
not tell.

—Yes.

29,027. You don't know his name 2–No.

29,028. Are you a single woman —I was married,
and my husband has becn dead a long time.

The witness withdrew.

GEorge BRYAN (black), sworn, and examined.

-

-

20,029. Do you live near IIappy Grove 2–Yes.
29,030. Was your house burnt —Yes.
29,031. By whom was it burnt 2–1)octor Morris
gave the order to burn it.
29,032. Did he burn it himself, or did he give the
order himself?—He ordered other people to burn it.
29,033. To whom did he give the order —To
Alexander Haynes.

G. Bryan.

29,034. Is he a constable 2–No.

29,035. Were any soldiers there at the time —No.
29,036. Did the house belong to you, or did you
rent it — I bought it.
29,037. From whom ?—From Mr. Codrington.
29,038. How long ago —A long time.

The witness withdrew.

NANCY PANTON (coloured), sworn, and examined.
29,044. When you came back your house was burnt?
29,039. Are you a married woman —Yes.
29,040. What is the name of your husband – —Yes; everything was burnt out.
William Richard Panton.
29,045. Did the house belong to your husband, or
did he pay rent for it —The land I bought and paid
Y 29,041. Was the house you live in burnt down 2–
es.
for; but all my taxes papers were burnt in it.
29,042. You were not there 2–No.

$º You and your husband ran into

N. I’anton.

29,046. Who bought it —My husband's father.
the bush *

- les,

The witness withdrew.
f

T. W. Worgs.
Trio M'As W. WoRGs (black), sworn, and examined.
29,047. Are you a labourer living a short distance harboured no rebels. He then struck the door, and I

from this Court-house –Yes.

29,048.
29,049.
29,050.
-It was

Was your house burnt 3–Yes.
When –-On Friday night.
Was that in the beginning of martial law Ż
in martial law, but I do not keep it in

remembrance.

29,051. Was it in the first or second week —I do
not remember it,

said, “Don’t break it; I'll open it,” and I opened it,
and called to my wife to get a light. He then made a
search, and afterwards I was going to take up a board,
but he said “don’t do that,” and after all he ordered
fire to be put to the house, and one of the Volunteers
set fire to the door, and a black soldier put fire, and
then they fired the outhouse.

29,059. Did he tie you ?–Yes; he tied me and my

29,052. Who burnt it down 2–Mr. Bunting.
29,053. Did he burn it himself —No ; he fetched
the Volunteers in the night when I had gone to bed,

wife and daughter.

-

29,060. Where did they take you to ?–To a house
on the Bay.

ine and my family.
39,654. Did he bring soldiers or Volunteers ?–A

29,061. Were you left there all night 2–Yes, as
prisoners.

Volunteer and two black soldiers,

.29,055.
After you had gone to bed he came —('S

29,062. And next day, what was done to you?—IIe
said he was going to take me and my wife to Port

4,057. Did he say why he burnt it 2–IIe said he

Antonio. I said I thought I was punished enough,
and he told me that I might go, but that if I saw
Wilson, the rebel, I must take him up. IIc let me go,

w! come to see if I harboured rebels, because he

and I came away.

29,056. Did you hear him give the order to burn
it down 2–Yes.

-

understood I did.

|

29,063. Was the house your house ?—Yes, and it

29,058, What did you say?—I said I did not. I

was my father's before me,

-

!

Tne witness withdrew.
:
!

John HAMILTON (black), sworn, and examined.

29,064. Did you know a person named William
Gray *—Yes.

-

º, Do you live at Grange IIill?–Yes.

J. Hamilton.

29,068. Who shot him 7–Doctor Morris.

29,069. Tell us exactly what passed?—The soldiers,
a whole fleet of them, came in the morning.

º, Did you see Gray shot ?—Yes.

29,079. What day was that?–On Wednesday.

*067.
Where —At Grange Hill Bread Fruit
€e,

29,071. Where did the soldiers come from ? 'From

Muirton, and they went up to Deeling, and when they
4 C 3
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were coming from there they saw me sitting on the
TWENTY-,
NINTH
DAY.

buckra house step. The doctor called me, and I
went up. . . He asked me, “Who lives there *"I said,

have a receipt.” Then Gray came up, and Doctor
Morris did not allow him to say a word out of his

“Nobody,” and he would not believe what I said, and
J. Hamilton.

he called me down to the Bread Fruit Tree.

Robert

Deacon was there, and he asked him did he know
27 Feb. 1866.

mouth, but told him he must walk back. He walked
back, and he presented a pistol three times at him, and

it would not go off. Then he took a piece out of the
pistol, and put the shot right (witness described the

anything about me, and he answered, “Yes.” . He

taking out of a cylinder from a revolver, and the in.

asked him did he know anything against me, and he

sertion of a charge in the chamber), and he pointed
it at the man's breast, and took the gun from a soldier,

answered “No.”

Doctor Morris asked the boy where

I belonged to. I said, “I live at Grange Hill.”
There were two men with me, and Doctor Morris
called them down, and Robert Deacon said, pointing
to Billy Gray, “This is one of those for whom you

and fired, and he fell dead.

29,072. Was your house burnt down 2–Yes.

29,073. Did you see it?—I was not at the place,
but when I went back I found it burnt down.

The witness withdrew.

A. Rock.

ANN Rock (black), sworn, and examined.
29,079. Did anybody order him?—Mr. Warmington.
29,074. Are you a widow, living near this Court
29,080. Did you at the time show him a paper?—Yes.
house ?—Yes.
29,081.
Where is it —A witness had it, and said
29,075. Do you remember the 20th of October 2–
he would be present to-day, and he is not here.
Yes.
29,082. You showed that paper to Mr. Warming
29,076. Was your house burnt down on that day?
ton 2–Yes.
—Yes.
29,083. Was that a paper that had been given to
29,077. Were you present when it was burnt down?
by Captain Hole 2–Yes.
you
—Yes.
29,084. And still Mr. Warmington had it burnt
29,078. Did anybody set fire to it, and who —
down 2–Yes.
William Thompson.
The witness withdrew.

J. Turner.

JAMES TURNER (coloured), sworn, and examined.
29,098. Did you see anybody shot at Duckenfield?
29,085. Do you live on Golden Grove estate —Yes.
29,086. And the second week of martial law did Yes; James Davis.
29,099. Who shot him —Three soldiers; two
anybody take you up on the road 2–Yes; Mendes the
s and a corporal.
private
n
Maroo did.
29,100. What was he about 7–He was just going
29,087. Where did he take you to ?–To Bath. .
across to his sister's yard.
29,088. Before whom 2–Mr. Kirkland.
29, 101. How near were the soldiers to him —No
29,089. Was there any evidence against you?—
-

way from him ; no distance.

There was nothing at all.

29,090. What did he do —He flogged the whole
of us on the Saturday.
29,091. How many of you were there ?—A large

29,102. Was there any officer with them —There
was no officer.

-

-

quantity of us.

I cannot number them all.

29, 104. Whereabouts was it 2–In the negro houses.

29,092. Don't you know about how many ?—Nearly
100, male and female.

-

29,093. Were you flogged —Yes.
29,094. You don't know how many lashes you got?

29,105. The man was not in custody ?–No.

º

29,106. You said he was going across to his sister's

º

lºsſ

yard ; was he in the road going across —Yes.

29,107. You say that he was then going across the

—No.

29,095. Do you mean that when you were taken
before Mr. Kirkland he said every one was to be
flogged —Every one. He did not pick and choose
any one of us, but he ordered them to flog us, and let
us go.
29,096. Was nothing said about you?—Nothing at
all.

29,103. Were they black soldiers ?—Yes.

No information had been laid.

29,097. Did the officers who took you say anything
about you when they brought you in 7–Nothing at all
was said.

road 2–Yes.

29,108. Did more than one soldier fire at him?Three of them fired at him.

29,109. Did they fire altogether ?–Yes.
29,110.
could rds
not say:
manylook
hit at
himhim—Iafterwa
.
29,111. How
Did you
–I did
not search the body to see whether the three shots
went through him.
29,112. Was he dead 2–Dead on the spot.

The witness withdrew.

John Douse (black), sworn, and examined.

J. Douse.

29,113. Do you live at Golden Grove, and are you
a watchman on the estate 2–Yes.

29,114. At any time did a constable, named Lewis,
come to you ?—Yes.

29,115. When was that —On the last Saturday

I went to the place, and the constable, came !
behind me, and the officer asked, “Is this the º:
The constable said, “Yes”; and the officer said. ' Take
him down, and put on 50 lashes.” I said, “.Thº is no
ce against me; what have I done * |º
eviden
“If you
open your lips, and say another word, I Wi

before martial law was done away with.

29,116. Where did he take you to ?—To"the Great
House.

-

29,117. Before, whom did he take you ?—The

put on 50 more.”

29,122. You did not say any more ?–No.

29,123. You had the 50 ashes –Yes; and "V
back is sore now.

officers of the soldiers.

29,118. Do you know what officer it was 2—The
last officer that came to Golden Grove.

2–

29,124. Are you watchman on the estate." e
; since You
No29,125.
has been
º
money
lawnotnobeen
martial
an paid
s”º
that!
a watchm
have

29,119. You did not hear his name 2—No.

29,120. Was he an officer of the white or of the

—No.

29,126. But you were up to

black soldiers ?—Of the black soldiers.

***'. As you got to the place what was said –

w?–Yes.

martial l,

29,127. But you have not been since {-\".

The witness withdrew.

ºr

---
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TsAAc STERLING (black), sworn, and examined.

, 29,128. Do you live at barracks —Yes.
29,129. Was your house burnt down at any time *
—Yes.

29,130. You did not see it burnt down —No.
29,131. When was it, that you found it burnt
down 2–On the Tuesday in martial law.
the Monday.

29,133. Was it the first Tuesday ?–Yes.
29,134. Did you in the next week go to a con
stable named Thomas King *—Yes.

29,135. Was he your friend ?–Yes.
29,136. What did he do —He said to me, “I cannot

He carried me to Port

Antonio, because he said he could not keep me there.
29,137. Where had you been before that time *

-

Had you been hiding —Yes.
29,138. Before whom were you taken 2–Before
Captain Hole.

-

DAY.

º

-

I. Sterling.

-

27 Feb. 1866.

29,145. Did they flog you without orders ?—The
order was from the captain.
29, 146. How do you know that ?—He said they
were to take and flog me.
29, 147. You said before that there was no evidence

against you, and that you were to be taken back, and
now you say that he said they were to flog you ;
which was it 2–The same word that I tell you.

29,148. You say you had one hundred lashes —-No;
fifty.

I said half a hundred.

29, 149. Where is
chioneal.

The law was too strict.
-

me half a hundred.

º

-

29,132. Which Tuesday ?—The soldiers came in on

keep you in my house.”

29,143. Then when you got there what was done *
—They flogged me at four o'clock.
29, 144. Who did —Two black soldiers, and gave

TWENTYNINTH

the

barracks 2–Near

Man

-

29, 150. Were you ever told what the 50 lashes
were for 2–No.

*

29,139. What did he say or do 2–He sent me up

29,151. Did you see anybody hanged at Port
Antonio —Yes.

29, 152. Who 2–Alick Robinson.
29, 153. Who else —Richard Cousins.

to the barracks, and tried me there.

29,140. Who did —Captain Hole.
29,141. What was said then 2–No witness came
against me, and he sent me back.
29,142. Where to ?–He sent me back to the Bay,
to the Court-house, to the lock-up.

29,154. You said Henry Cousins yesterday ?–No.
29, 155. Are you quite sure his name was Richard 2

—Yes, I know him; he belonged to Spring Valley.
29, 156. (Mr. Drummond.) How do you know that
you had 50 lashes —The police captain counted it.
29, 157. What is his name —He is a serjeant.

The witness withdrew.
R. Deacon,

Rob ERT DEACON (black), sworn, and examined.

29,158. Where do you live —At Muirton Fort at
Manchioneal.

Bread Fruit Tree, and asked me if I knew the men.

29,159. Did you know a person named William
29,160. Did you see him shot at any time —Yes.
29,161. When was it?—I cannot say what was the

-

time, but it was in the martial law.
martial law 2–It was in the middle.

William Gray; and at the same time Corporal
William Hunter at the bay got down William Gray,
29,164. Shot whom *—William Gray.
29,165. I)id he shoot him at once 2–He fired a

29,163. What did you see ?—One morning I was
going with the soldiers to a place called Hayning,
and we went up by a place named Deeling, and we
came back down to a place named Grange Hill. The
doctor saw Gray and two other men sitting on the

*

He said “What is the

I said one is John Hamilton, and one

and the doctor put him out and shot him.

29,162. Was it at the beginning or the end of

--.

I said I knew two of them.

name "

Gray ?–Yes.

: -.

house step, and he went and fetched them to the .

revolver at him six times.

29,166. Did the revolver go off?—No.
29,167. Then he tried to shoot him 2–Yes; and

then he took a large gun from a soldier and shot him.

The witness withdrew.

IsABELLA FRANCIs (black), sworn, and examined.
me, take yourself right out, and I came out, and
29,168. Do you live at Manchioneal Bay ?–Yes.

:*

:: *
º

*

29,169. During the first week of martial law what

another soldier said, “Put another ball in that fellow's

happened —I was sitting down in the house with the

“ head,” and they blow out his brains, and another
took him out, and put him in the pasture, and I had

man I live with, Andrew Clarke.
29,170. Was he with you ?–Yes.
29,171. In the house –Yes; the house we lived
in. It did not belong to himself, it belongs to another
Iman named John Murray, but we live in it, and John

said was with them –Francis Saunders.

Murray lives in another place.
29,172. What happened then 2–I was sitting with

the soldiers came in at the same time.

-

the baby, and I saw a black soldier, and he asked
º:
*

º
º
*

º
-

…
dº
***

Andrew Clarke, “Where are all the men's goods that
...you have Please bring them out.” Andrew
Clarke said, “I have been sick three months, and did
“not interfere.” The soldiers searched, and found
ºthing; and another soldier came, and asked if any
body had been in the house, and the other soldier
'ºne and sang out it was all right. Then I was sitting
down and three soldiers came in, and a man named

to go out without a cap for the baby, and they burnt
the house with fire from the kitchen.

29,173. (Mr. Drummond.) Who was the man you
29,174. Who is he 3–I don't know ; but he and

29, 175. Does he live near you ?—I think he was
one of the prisoners that were taken up and punished
at Port Antonio.

29,176. What sort of soldiers were they 2—Black.
29,177. What sort of dress had they on 2–The
same dress as soldiers wear ; blue trousers and jackets
and yellow cuffs.
29,178. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was the man a constable 2–

Saunders came in with the three soldiers. Andrew He was a constable when the soldiers came, but in the
Wºs sick, and he was smoking his pipe with his hand
º the table. They said, “Where are all the goods

. yºu got?” Andrew, said, “The house has been

end of martial law they took him up. - He brought
the soldiers there before they took him up.
29,179. What has become of him ; is he now in

. . arched already by the soldier. I have been sick

prison --Yes.

three months and not done any business.” I had
Jºº.come out with this baby one month, and the

29,180. (Suggested by Mr. Drummond.) Did you
hear, Saunders tell the soldiers anything about

*iers came in, and I explained that it was John Clarke —He told them that the house did not belong
Murray's house, and the soldier dropped him, and he to Clarke, but to John Murray, and they shot Clarke
*Pped on his side, and bawled for mercy. He told directly.
The witness withdrew.
4 C 4
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JULIUs BIGNALL (black), sworn, and examined.
29,194. Were there any witnesses 2–There were
Manchioneal Bay -Yºs.
no witness against me at all.

TWENTY
N IN TH
1)AY.

J. Big, all.

29,181. Do you live at
time
–Yes.of
29,18
nd week
3. Was
seco
theany
—Int at
thate burn
Whenyour
washous
29,182.
al 4.
law.By
marti
29,18

-

29,195. Was anybody there besides him —A great

many.
29,196. Was there anybody sitting with him —
whom was it burnt ?—By Thomas Plen
ty of gentlemen were there, but I don't know

27 Feb. 1: 65.
----

Bunting.
5.

29,18

With whom did he come to the house ?—

them.

With the Volunteers.

29,186. Were there any constables?—There were

29,197. Was any sentence passed upon you?—I
was to have 30 lashes on my bare back, and I was
taken before four white soldiers, and tied with two

7
to burn
give
29,18gaveDid
rs order
nteethe
house
to setthemyhous
the order
the he
Volu
—He

ropes, one round my neck and one round my arm, and
lashed upon a big bread-fruit tree, and well flogged

Was the house searched first ?—Y es.
29,189. Did they say they found anything in it that

that they said I must run away, or if I did not imme
diately they would shoot me, and I ran and left my
hat, and I had to lay myself on a cocoanut root for a

two constables.

7.

-

s

e

on 29,18
fire. 8.

till the blood ran down from me as a river. And after

-

did not belong to you ?—There was nothing at all.
0. But tdid they
. burnt 2
sayafter
therethewas
29,19
--No
e was
hous
was done
29,191. Wha
——He told two constables to take and tie me.

29,192. Did he tell them ––Yes; and to carry
me to Muirton. I was tied there a day and a night,
and after that I was sleeping in the cold in the open

whole week, till a friend took me to his premises for
security in my sickness.
29,198. Did you see anybody hanged there —
Sometimes. I saw two young men brought down and
hanged on the wharf.

air till just before they took me to examine me in
the morn3.ing.

29,19

Whom were you taken before ?--Captain

IIole.

º

:

-

29,199. Who were they —One was Andrew Worge,

!.

and the other I don't know the name of; I saw them

-

with my own eyes.
29,200. Do you know whether they were tried or
not ?—I cannot say.

The witness withdrew.

ANN MILLER (black), sworn, and examined.

29,208. Did you see Charles Farmer shot?—Yes,

A Mille;’.

29,201. Do you live at Sand Shore ?—Yes.

---

29.202. Is that near Port Antonio —On the road
nio.
to 29,20
Anto
l’ort 3.
you
Did
law —Yes.

see any person shot during martial

29,204. Whom –A young man named Allen Ross.

Mr. Stew
5.art sent him to be shot.

29,20 You saw him shot ?—Yes.
29,206. Who gave the orders?—Captain Hole.
29,207. Was he tried by Court-martial first 2–Yes.

29,209. Was he tried by Court-martial?—Yes.
29,210. Did you see anybody hung —Francis
iams and James west, and Christmas Bailey, and
Will
the other brother, Robert Crawford, and a man named

-3.
--".

º

ºf

inl war
Mart
ial 2–
i.e.
ºi
n. Were they all tried
by Court-martial?
yº
".... ."

?_Y

r

-

ºn

º

29,212. Were those all you saw 2–Yes,

º
º

The witness withdrew.

N. Di h.

NATHANIEL DICK (coloured), sworn, and examined.
29,229. What was his name 2—Johnson Speed.
29,213. Do you live with your father, Robert Dick,
29,230. Did you see anybody else at all?--Mºlly
at Long Bay ?—Yes.

º

more came into the ground; I don't know who shº!
them ; they were lying on the ground.
29,231. You didn't see them shot ?—No.
29,232. Where were they shot?—At Long Bay;

º

29,214. Was his house burnt —Yes.
29,215. Did you see it burnt 2–Yes.
29,216. Where was he 2–He was not at home.
29,217. Where was he 2–He was at his mother's
lıouse.

29,218. Who burnt the house ?–Doctor Morris

-

and Mr. James Codrington.
29,219. Did they burn it, or did they give orders ?
—They two burnt it.
29,220. Did they put fire to it?—Yes.
29,221. Did both of them put fire to it 2–Yes.
Did you afterwards go down to Long Bay?

ºl

sº.

º
…

-:

and they lay there till I digged a hole and buried them.
29,233. Do you know their names ?—Yes.
29,234. Did you see any women ?—No; there was
shot.
no 29,23
woman
5. Some

women named Berry –Yes;
r

I

º

knew them.

29,236. Was anything done to them; did you ".
see 2–No.
º
29,237. Did you know their husbands?—Yº:
.
youy was
knowthe-1
of them
29,23
— I CS.
y 8. Which and
other;
JosephdidBerr
29,223. Did you receive any directions from a Berr was one,
constable 2–Yes.

r

they were two brothers.

29,224. What were they —To go down to Long
Bay, and patrol the bush, and take out all the people
and things that were hid there. They brought a
woman there to be flogged.
29,225. Who was she —Margaret Minot.
29,226. What was she flogged for ?—I do not
know. A constable named Martin shoved me out,
and said, “You must tie the woman.” I went and
tied her, but didn't tie her well, and when Mr. James

Codrington was flogging her she got loose.
29,227. Did he himself flog her ?—Yes, and she
was loosed; and he turned with a guava stick and
beat me on the head till I bled from the nose.

*223. Did you see anybody shot during martial
law —Only one man.

No. I did

39,239. Did you ever see them shot ?-Nº!"
not; but I saw them lying dead on the ground."
buried them.

29,240. You helped to bury them 2–Yes.
29,241. Where 2–At the sea side.
2. Where at 2–Long Bay.
29,243.
Do you know when it was ?–No.
29,24

their

29,244. Do you know when it was you sº"
bodies 2–No.

º

?–N

**

29,24
6. Did
at all. of that name?
nobondy–Nº
know Brya
you know
Did you
29,245.
*

son of

29,248. Did you not help to bury some I”
that name —No.

The witness withdrew.

º
º
º:

—No.

29,247. You never did 7–No.

º

º,

º
º
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ANN Rock recalled, and further examined.

29,249. Do you now produce the paper which you say was given to you ?—Yes. (The witness produced
a paper, the writing upon which was only partially legible. The legible words were as follows:–)
“October

Manchioneal

65

protect Ann Rock of the

Barrack."

(the rest was illegible).

TWENTY
NINTH
DAY.
A. Rock.
27 Feb. 1866.

The witness withdrew.
P. Scott.

Phillip Scott (black), sworn, and examined.

29,250. Do you live at Manchioneal —Yes.

and saw all the things taken away and said you were

29,251. During the second week in martial law

a good man —He did not see it.
29,258. Nor Mr. Warmington nor Mr. Bunting 2–
I cannot say that he saw it, but he was present.

did the black soldiers come to your house and search
it and then go away ?—Yes.

29,252. Did the white troops come afterwards —
Yes,

29,253. Did they take anything away ?—They took

29,259. Where was he –Outside of the house.

29,260. Were they all present —Yes.
29,261. But you cannot tell whether they saw it 7–
No.

all my valuable things.
29,254. Who was present —Mr. Warmington,
Mr. Codrington, Mr. Bunting, and Captain Hole.

29,255. Did they do anything else —Afterwards
they burnt the kitchen down.

29,262. Did Captain Hole give you any paper ?—
Yes. (Witness produced the paper, which was read
as follows:—)
“Phillip II, Scott. I grant protection to him and
“ his house.

29,256. What about the house 2–Mr. Warmington

“ (Signed)

and Mr. Codrington said “This man is a good man,”

L. H. Hole,

“ Captain second battalion 6th Royal

and the house was saved.

“ l'egiment, commanding at Man
‘ chioneal.”

29,257. You mean that Mr. Codrington was present
The witness withdrew.

WILLIAM Cousixs (black), sworn, and examined.
29,267. Of the white soldiers or the black 2–The
29,263. Do you live at Scott's Run ?–Yes.

29,264. Was your house burnt down at any time ?
—Yes.

JW Cousins.

white soldiers.

29,268. When was it?—On the Wednesday of the

-

29,265. Were you present —Yes.
29,266. Did you hear who gave the order – The

first week the soldiers came by.

doctor of the soldiers.
The witness withdrew.

THoyt As RANKIN (black), sworn, and examined.
29,276. Did you see whether any soldiers were
29,269. Do you live at Fair Prospect, Manchioneal?
—Yes.
there –They had gone on to Port Antonio.
29,270. Were you a constable during martial law
29,277. Did you see Thomas Panton shot ?—Yes.
—Yes.
29,278. By whom was he shot ? — The black

$ºl. On the 27th of October were you on duty :

T. Rankin.

soldiers.

- les.

29,272. Did you, in consequence of what was told
you, go to your house ?—Yes.

29,273. What did you find 2–The house was fired.
29,274. Was it burnt down 2–Yes.

29,275. Did you see anybody there at the time

when it was being burnt —Yes; I tried to saye my
things, and I saw some people trying to save things.

29,279. Was any officer present —No ; only a
corporal.
29,280. Who was he –I don't know his name.
29,281. What was Panton doing at the time 2–He
was guarding Mr. Ward's house at Prospect.
29,282. At the time he was shot ?—Yes, he was
coming down and the soldiers shot him.

The witness withdrew.
º

BEtsy BUCKLEY (black), sworn, and examined.
29,290. Was it the first Monday they were there 2
29,283, Are you the wife of Thomas Buckley?—Yes.
—Yes.
29,284. Was your house burnt down —Yes.

B. Buckley.

29,291. Did you say anything to him —Yes.

29,285, Did you see it 2–Yes.
29,286. Who burnt it down 2–The soldiers.

29,287. White or black soldiers ?—White.

29,288. Did anybody order them to do it?–Mr.
Codrington.
29,289. On what day was it burnt –On Monday

29,292. What did you say ?—I said my husband
was a constable, and I was an innocent creature, and
I said, do massa, save my poor soul. He said d-n
n you too, and he put fire to

the constable, and d

the house and he burnt it.

morning,
The witness withdrew.

MARGERY WINTER (black), sworn, and examined.

M. Winter.

there, and they set fire to the house, and some said
29,293. Do you live at Happy Grove?—Yes.
29,294, Was your house burnt down at any time f save the poor woman and the child in the house.
- les.

29,295. When —On the first Monday when the
soldiers came.

29.296. Who came, the white soldiers or the black
soldiers?—Black soldiers.

29,301. Who said that ?—The soldiers.

29,302. Are you a poor woman *—Yes.

29,303. Was anybody present with the soldiers ?
—A constable named Bibas Hall.

29,304. Did any soldiers come the next week?—Yes.

29,305. Were they white or black 2–White.
29,297. Was that on the Monday ?–Yes.
29,306. What did they do —They carried me to
%298. How many soldiers came to you ?—Two.
#299. What did they say?—They asked where is Muirton and flogged me.

William Berry.
29.800. Ishe your son-in-law —I said he was not
15589,

29,307. Were you taken and tried before anybody?
—No.
4 D
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29,308. Were you not taken before some white
gentlemen —They carried me to Newton Buckra

29,313. Was anybody examined as a witness?—No.
29,314. Did anybody order you to be flogged –
No, nobody; but the soldiers flogged me.

House.

29,309. Do you mean Newton or Muirton?—Newton.

29,315. You said before that somebody ordered you

29,310. What then 2–On Monday morning they

to be flogged ?—No.
29,316. Did anybody at the Court-house order you
to be flogged 7–No.

carried me to the Court-house.

29,311. Were you tried ?–No.
29,312. What was the sentence —Nothing at all
but to flog me.
-

29,317. How many lashes did you receive —One

-

hundred.

The witness withdrew.
N. Gray.

NATHANIEL GRAY (black), sworn, and examined.
29,322. On one occasion did black soldiers come

29,318. Do you live at Grange Hill 2–Yes.

and take things?—Yes, on Tuesday the soldiers took

29,319. Did the black soldiers come to your house ?
—Yes.

5l. 16s.

29,320. When 2–The first Monday.
29,321. How many of them —Three came, but
not all in one day. First, one came with the con
stable one day, and searched and found nothing, and

29,323. Was that the money that you said belonged
to Mr. Foote —Yes; and they took my wife's ring.
29,324. Was any officer there 2–No.
29,325. Was any relation of yours shot?–Yes;
William Gray.
29,326. What relation was he to you?—My brother.
29,327. Did you see anything of it —I was sick.
29,328. What age was he –I cannot say; he was

I had a parcel of money, and the soldier saw it and
asked me how I came by it. That was on the Mon
day; the money belongs to Mr. Foote, for cocoa nuts,
and rent, and pasturage. On the Tuesday another
one came, and Jerry Afflick, and jumped off the
horse, and said if I did not give him money he would
shoot me.

-

-

older than me, and he left six children.

29,329. How old are you?—I don't know my age.
The witness withdrew.

R. Clark.

RoBERT CLARK (black), sworn, and examined.
29,330. Do you live at the barracks, Manchioneal
29,340. A few days afterwards were you taken up?
—Yes.
—Yes; to the Bay, and to Port Antonio.
29,331. During the second week of martial law
29,341. Were you called up twice —Yes.
did you see soldiers come near your place —Yes.
29,342. Was there any evidence against you?—No.
29,332. Do you remember on what day ?—On
29,343. Were you then dismissed ?–Yes; by the
captain.
Monday.
29,344. Did they give you a paper ?–Yes.
29,333. Where they white or black soldiers?—Black.
29,334. Was there any number of them —I saw
29,345. Have you got it 2–Yes. (The paper was
about four.
produced and read as follows :)
29,335, Was anybody with them 2–Those I saw
“Provost
9th November
“Pass Robert
ClarkeOffice,
to Manchioneal
Bay. 1865.
first had no person with them, they were there alone,
but one came afterwards, he that shot my brother,
(Signed)
“P. H. RAMSAY,
and two constables and a volunteer from the Bay.
“Provost Marshal and Inspector."
-

29,336. When the two soldiers and the volunteer

29,346. Did you see any people hanged there?—Yes.

were with him were you there with your brother ?–
I saw the soldier pointing his gun at him.
29,337. Where was your brother ?–Sitting down

29,347. How many ?—About four.
29,348. What were their names?—Richard Cousins,

in the house.

.

-

º

sº

:

º
ºn

g

named Troop, William Mitchell, and Alick Ro:

-

ln SOn.

29,338. Do you know that he was a volunteer ?—
Yes; it was one William Scott.

29,339. When the soldier pointed the gun did
your brother fall ?—Yes, he fell to the ground, and
called for mercy, and the soldier put the gun to his
ear and blow out his brains. I ran away, and when I
returned my house and my mother's house were burnt

*

29,350. And were the constables and volunteers

º

29,351. Are they generally black in this neigh'
bourhood —Yes.

º

29,352. (Mr. Gorrie.) What were the names of the

º
- -

The witness withdrew.

º

THOMAs M*KAY (black), sworn, and examined.
29,353. Are you a constable 2–Yes.
29,361. How many barrels in it 2–0ne barrel.
22,362. How did he shoot them —He took and
29,354. Were you a constable during martial law
—Yes.
put them out one by one.
29,355. Do you remember at any time four men
29,363. Was there anybody to hold them —Nº
fourheof had
themfired
were off
tiedthe
together.
being taken up and placed in your charge during nobody;
29,364. the
When
gun, why did
-

martial law —Yes. '

29,356. Who put them into your charge —Mr.
James Codrington.
29,357. What did he tell you to do with them 2–
To take them to Manchioneal to Captain Hole.
29,358. What happened as you went 2–I went up

you let him do any more ?—I could not preven it. .
29,365. Why not?—I told him and he said “Oh nº
29,366. You and the other men could have stopped
him;
you did not do your duty as a constable; these

to Mulatto River, and one of the black soldiers met

take care of them —As we were coming he jº"

me by the river side and took them away and shot

shot a bull.

them.

men were in your charge, and you were bound to
29,367. Then he had fired off his

29,359. Why did you let him —He would not ask
me.

º

black 2–Yes.

constables —Francis Saunders and one Tremaine.

down.

T. M. Kay.

º

29,349. (Mr. Drummond.) Was your brother's
name Andrew Clarke –Yes,

I said I had to take them to the barracks to

Captain Hole.

He said, “Who said that ?”

I said

Mr. Codrington; he put them off and took them and
shot them right off. I did not say a word to him.
29,360. How many guns had he –One.

gun

?—I told

him, and the other men told him, and he would not
let me interfere.

-

29,368. You are very much to blame?—I wº"
danger with him.

29,369. Do you know the names of the men º
One was George Thomas,

* *
º

ºl

-

º

º,

º,
º'-
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29,370. When did you remember the names; you did
not remember them this morning 2–No; but I do now.
29,371. Who has told you?—Nobody.
29,372. What were the names —George Thomas,
Richard Lindsay, Bryan King, and James West.
29,373. How can you remember these four men's
names now, when you could not remember them this
morning 2–It was a slip.

29,374. Do you know where they lived —They
were from Rowland Fields.

29,375. Did you know them all before ?—Yes;
some were neighbours, and they all bought separate
land; the soldier would not allow me to speak to him.
29,376. What did you say about shooting a bull 2

—Coming down the hill I heard a gun before me,
and when we came down to the river and saw the

soldier I said, “What did you shoot ?”

He said,

“A great large bull was like to fight me in the road,
“ and I put a bullet through the fellow.”

-

29,377, Was he a black soldier —Yes; he had
shot the bull.

29,378. And you were afraid 2–No.

29,379. (Mr. Drummond.) Was anybody else with
you ?—There were two other constables with me.
29,380. What were their names?—Edward Richard
son was one and the other was Edward Bryan.

29,381. And you three constables and the prisoners
could not prevent it 2–No ; we could not prevent him.

TWENTYNINTH
DAY.

º

i.e."

T. MKay.
º

-

27 Feb.

lsº

*

29,382. (Mr. Gorrie.) Where was Bryan at the
time when the four men were shot ?—He was present.
29,383. Was he with you ?–Yes; with me.
29,384. Was he at the same spot ?—Yes.
29,385. All the time –Yes; all the time the

iº

º

-

•

three of us were there.

•

29,386. From the time the four were put into your
charge till they were shot ?–Yes.

*

,

29,387. Did you go on ?—The black soldier took
.

us three back.

29,388. You went back together ?–Yes; and two
women ; he did not shoot the women, but he shot the

four men, and he said the other soldiers were coming.
29,389. Did he shoot any more men —No.

!

The witness withdrew.
*

! HENRY BURRE (black), sworn, and examined.
that he had gone to the Reverend Mr. Foote's house
29,390. Do you live at the barracks —Yes.
29,391. Do you remember the first Monday of
martial law —Yes.

on the last Friday.

H. Burke.

He came outside, and the man

would insist that he went to the Reverend Mr. Foote's

29,392. Did you know a person named James

house, and nobody would speak for him, and they
sentenced him, and shot him.

Henry —Yes.

29,393. Did you see anything done to him —Yes.
29,394. What was done to him 7–He was shot at
Maroon Valley.
29,395. Who shot him —A white soldier.

29,396. Was anybody else present 2–Yes; a con
stable from Kensington.
29,397. What was his name 2—John Williamson.
29,398. What was James Henry doing when he
º

was shot?—He was doing nothing at the said time.
29,399. Where was he 7–In the pantry.
29,400. At his own house?—Near Sherwood's place.
29,401. Did the white soldier go into the pantry’

—He was standing at the door, and Williamson said

*29,402. What did Henry say?—He said he had
never gone there.
29,403. Had you a brother named David Bourke :
—Yes.

29,404. Did you see his dead body ?–Yes.
29,405. When —The same day.

29,406. Did you see that he had been killed by a
gunshot wound 7–Yes.
29,407. Where did you find his body ?–On the

!

side of the road.

29,408. Was that near Sherwood's place —Far
enough, and pretty near to the Bay.
29,409. Was it in a public road –Yes.

º

The witness withdrew.

John RICKETTs (black), sworn, and examined.
29,410. Do you live at Darlingford, near Man
29,422. Have you the paper that was given to you ?
—I have left it at home.

chioneal 7–Yes.

29,411. In the second week during martial law

did the soldiers come to your house 2–Yes,

29,423. On the following Tuesday did Henry
Bunting take you there again —Yes.

29,412. What soldiers ; black or white 7–Black
and white.
º

J. Ricketts.

29,424. Were you then examined before Mr. Fleming
and Captain Hole —Yes.

29,413. Did they search the house —Yes.
29,414. And did they go away ?—Yes.
29,415. Next day did the Manchioneal volunteers
come 7–Yes.

29,425. Were witnesses examined against you ?—
Yes, one witness named IIugh Speed.

;

29,426. After his evidence was heard was an order

given about you ?—Yes.

29,416. Did they search and go away ?—Yes.

29,417. Next day did Isaac Bell and a white
soldier come —Yes.

29,427. What was the order —To flog me. Cap
tain Hole asked Mr. Fleming how much I was to
have, and he said 100 lashes; and he took me down

29,418. What did Isaac Bell say ?—He said to the
soldier, “This house must burn,” and they called for
the firestick. The soldier stood up and called a boy
to give the firestick, and the house was burnt down.

29,419. Next day did William Ward, the head

constable, take you and carry you to Muirton —Yes.
29,420. Were you locked up two days —Yes.
29,421. On the following Saturday were you re

with six white soldiers and six cats, and gave me
100 lashes ; and after that, when they had given me
the 100 lashes, the doctor made me bow down before
s

him and say “I am much obliged to you, sir.”
29,428. Who made you do that ?—The doctor.
29,429. What doctor —The doctor of the soldiers,

29,430. Do you know his name —No.

leased ?–Yes,
The witness withdrew.

JAMES PANTON (black), sworn, and examined.

J. Panton.

up the rest of the men, and go to Mr. Hinchelwood's
29,431. Do you live at Long Bay ?—Yes.
29,432. Do you remember the 13th of October — house at Mulatto River.
eS,

29,436. What did

29,433. Did you know a person named Andrew
Worgs —Yes.

29,434. Was he shot during martial law —Yes.
29,485. On the 13th of October did you see him do

ºnything?—On Friday evening, the 13th of October,
! saw him come from the River District, and gather

i. see him do

in gathering the

men and going with them —While he was gathering
them up and going away they were making a bargain.
29,437. Did you hear the bargain?—I heard them
say they were going to Mulatto River house.
29,438. Afterwards, did you see the house on fire *
4 D 2
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—In the night I heard a great alarm in Cog Hall,

29,448. Who is he?—There are two of them. He

NINTH

and I heard the house was burnt down.

is from Portland parish, and the other, Morris Jones,

DAY.

29,439. Did you see the flame —No.
29,440. But it was burnt down that night 7–Yes.
29,441. At what time in the evening did he gather
27 Feb. 1866, these men together ?–About 4 o'clock. After I
heard the alarm they went away to Rural Valley.
29,442. How do you know —I heard by the
racket that they had gone up that way.
29,443. Did you know Morris Jones 2–Yes, I saw
him in the morning.
29,444. What morning –Saturday the 14th.
29,445. What did you hear?—I heard him quarrel
ing in the road. He said the rest had gone to Rural
Valley the last night, and had not killed any of
Mr. Kennedy's children, and he called God to witness
that he would go and kill them.
29,446. What did you say to him —I said, “My
friend, save the children, do not you destroy them.”
J. Panton.

is from Mulatto River District, a place named Panton's
Hope.

º

29,449. What did William Jones do 2–He blew

º

the horn.

-

29,450. Where –In Cog Hall Road.
29,451. Did you say anything to him —No; a
short man came down to me at the time, and I asked
him what was this.

29,452. Who was he 3–-I don't know him.

He is

a stranger.

29,453. Was William Jones present —Nobody was
present when the short man spoke to me... I was
standing by the side of the road then ; I asked him
what was this, what they were doing, and he said
29,454. No, we won't have what the short man

He had a machette or cutlass in his hand; and he took

said. Did you give evidence before Mr. Warmington

it with a swing for me, and he cut me in the neck,
and I stepped away from him.
29,447. What has become of him —A soldier shot
him in his house ; and after that I heard William

and Mr. Fleming about Worgs and Jones 2–Yes.
29,455. (Mr. Gorrie.) Who shot Jones in his
house ?—I was not present.
29,456. Were both the Jones tried ?–William

Jones—

Jones was tried.
The witness withdrew.

A. Galway.

ANN. GALway (black), sworn, and examined.
29,457. Do you live near this Court-house?—Yes. faint, and they told me if I did not run they would
29,458. Were you at any time taken before Mr. shoot me or hang me. I dropped down on the
round.
James Codrington —Yes.
29,459. When 2–The first week in martial law.
29,465. When you went away did you find your
29,460. Do you remember the day ?—The 18th of house burnt 2–Yes, when I was come back.
October,
29,466. Had you a cousin named Burke –Yes.
29,467. What was his Christian name f—Richard.
29,461. Was that Wednesday ?—Yes.
29,462. What was said before Mr. Codrington

when you were taken before him f—Mr. Charles
Hunter said, “Here's the woman.”

-

29,463. What did she do —Nothing ; but as he
had got her at Manchioneal, and brought her down,
Mr. Codrington said, “Tie her, and give her 25
lashes.” He gave me 25 on my back, and tied me on
a cart wheel, and took salt, and washed my back.
29,464. Who did f—Mr. Codrington. I was quite

29,468, Was it “Richard”?—William Martin.

29,469. Why did you say Richard Burke —The
one is my father-in-law, and the other is my cousin,
29,470. Is your cousin William Martin —He was
taken up by Mr. William Brown for blowing a shell,
and they hanged him.
29,471. Did they try him —No.

29,472. How do you know —They took him from
my house, and hanged him directly.

The witness withdrew.
E. Edwards.

ELISHA EDWARDS (black), sworn, and examined.
29,480. Did you see any man hanged?—Yes, I saw

29,473. Do you live at the Fort near Manchioneal
Yes.

two were hanged.

29,474. Was your house burnt at any time —Yes.
29,475. When was that ?—On the Monday when
the soldiers came.

29,476. Was that the 16th –Yes. .
29,477. Who were the persons —A volunteer and
a soldier.

29,481. Who were they —Andrew Worgs and
Jones; I was present.
29,482. Did you see any woman flogged 2–Yes.
29,483. Who were they —Mrs. Lindsay was one,
and the other I don’t know.

29,484. Who flogged them —A soldier,

29,478. Do you know the name of either of them?
—I know the name of the volunteer ; his name was
Williams.

29,479. What was his Christian name —I don't
know.

29,485. What soldier ?—The white soldiers.

29,486. Do you know their names —No. .
29,487. Was any officer present —No, I did not
See any officer, but all the soldiers were.

29,488. Were there any magistrates there?—None.
The witness withdrew.

G. Blayne.

GEORGE BLAYNE (black), sworn, and examined.
for three days; then he came and asked what had I
29,489. Where do you live?—At the Fort.
29,490. Was your house burnt —Yes,
done, and they said “nothing,” and they loosed nº
29,491. Were you present?—I was tied and taken away. They called the captain, the soldier captain
under the great house.
and he gave me a paper. I did not see my name *
29,492. Whom were you taken before there ?— it, but they loosed me after three days, and he said
The policeman Kelly took me.
“You must go, my friend.”
29,493. Before whom did he take you ?—No man.
29,495. When you went back did you find your
29,494. What was done to you ?—They tied me up house burnt 2–Yes.

º
º

.
º

The witness withdrew.
º
C. Codrington.

CHRISTOPHER CodriNGTON (coloured), sworn, examined, and cautioned.

---

29,496. Have you been many years a proprietor of
land in this parish P-I have.

29,497. Have your family, for a considerable time,
been proprietors ?–Yes.

29,498. When did you hear of the outbreak

at

Morant Bay ?—The day after—the 12th. .
29,499. Were you a magistrate —Yes.

29,500. And did you take any measures of P*

ºº
*

*

s

-
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paration *—I called all the constables, and tried to

29,520. No, but you have heard what has been

get them out, and tried all means to induce the people

said to-day about your burning houses —I never did,

to come together into one of the houses and defend it
till the soldiers came up, but only one person that I

cxcept by orders of the officer, which were to burn
down the houses of rebels, or where stolen goods
C. Codrington.
were found. I always took two constables to point

could find offered to assist me.

29,501. Who was that?—David Meine. Of the
constables some said they were sick, and some said

out the houses where the rebels were.

they were lame. I had my wife and four young

soldiers given to me for that purpose.

ladies in the house, and I was obliged to take them
away to Port Antonio for safety.

constables pointed out the houses I did.

29,523. On the Monday did you ?—None on that

and that was why Captain Hole took the men up

found, given to us.
29,526. You have heard what persons have said
to-day about houses that you directed to be burnt,
can you tell us about any of them —I do not know
who they were. One day we burnt down some
houses ; a list had been kept where stolen goods had
-

The advanced guard came on to Fair Prospect and slept
there, and on coming up the road the detachment
shot two men that were rebels, after they were tried.
29,507. Was that on the Monday ?–Yes.
29,508. Where did you meet the two men who
were shot ?—I said “We shot two men.”

29,509. Where was that?—We met one just coming
over from the parish of Portland.
29,510. Do you know his name 2—No, he was an
escaped convict. They had evidence of that fact, and
Mr. Sherwood recognised the pieces of cloth which
had been stolen out of his shop. The officers were
called together, and took the evidence, and the order
was given to shoot him.
-

29,511. What about the other man —Another

man, named Johnson Speed. Information was given
that he was hiding in the house, and they sent and
took him out, and swore a witness and examined him,
and the drum-head court-martial sentenced him ;

but I think the advanced guard shot four others.
29,512. Did you find the dead bodies of four
others ?—Yes.

29,513. You don't know their names —Only one,

and that was James Henry. The bullets made such
dreadful wounds that I did not like to look at them.

29,514. Were all those whom you found dead —

Yes. We burnt about a dozen houses going up ; but
I believe the advanced guard burnt a great many
others. None were burnt in my presence till we
came to Cog Hall, and there we saw three houses on

fire; they had been set on fire by the advanced
guard. We marched up the hill to see what was
going on, and there I saw, in the middle of the road,

the bed on which I sleep, and another bed, which
was a sofa bed.

29,524. After that Monday what were you doing 2
—For two weeks I was sitting on preliminary
examinations with Captain Hole.
29,525. Did you say you were sent out to burn
houses —That was after we had been up here a
week, and all the plundered goods had been brought
in, and shown a list of the houses where it had been

29,506. On the following day what was done —

I said “There is my bed,” and

Mr. Warmington said “The sofa bed is mine.” He

knew it by the covering.
29,515. They were in the middle of the road?—Yes,
29,516. Did you go on ?—I heard some firing, and
thought the rebels were showing some fight, and I

been found ; we gave them a whole week to bring the
stolen goods in, and it was not till the Monday or
Tuesday that they were burnt. The houses of every
one who had stolen goods, or who had run to the bush,
and could not answer for himself, was burnt down. .
29,527. Under the orders you received you did
order certain houses to be burnt down, upon its being
stated to you that stolen goods had been found there?
—Yes, one house, that of James West, I ordered to

be burnt. His son was hung as a rebel, and his
brother, who was a volunteer, and committed perjury,
and tried greatly to help him by saying that he
would answer for his brother that he had been sick
the whole time. I said that that house should not be
saved.

29,528. Whose house was it —James West.

The

young man was living in it, but the old man was not
living there.
29,529. Whose house was it 2–Young James
West's, who was hung.

29,530. The next two weeks were you assisting
Captain Hole in making inquiries —Yes; I was on
the bench. Those who were convicted of stealing,
or anything trifling, we punished with the lash, and
those who were convicted of more serious offences,
such as burning down estates, for the murder of
Mr. Hire, and such offences, were sent to court

martial, and regularly tried.
29,531. But with respect to those upon whom
punishment was inflicted without court-martial, did
you assist in those 2–Yes.
29,532. Was anybody executed, except those shot

by the soldiers, unless they were tried by court
martial *—I only know one man who was shot in my
presence without court-martial.

29,533. Who was that —Johnson Speed, at Long
Bay.

galloped off to see.

29,517. When you got to Cog Hall what houses
Were burnt in your presence —I don't know; but as

%34.

What were the circumstances 2–I asked

the captain, as I had not been home, to give me a

named John Wilson camc out and asked me to save
his house for him. I was excited, and I said “Your

guard to go to my house to see what state it was in.
He gave me four men, and I gave them some dinner
at my place, and as we were going on late in the

house be d–d.” I followed to see what the firing

evening, and as we went down to Long Bay, two men

was about.

were brought up, and they stated that one man ad

I galloped np to see if there was a fight, a man

º

29,522. Did you give the orders ?—When the
day. The only thing I did was to say to the man
“Your house be d–d,” or something of that sort.

there to sleep.
29,505. Was that the Sunday night 2–Yeº.

º

27 Feb. 1866.

29,502. What day was that?—On Friday, the 13th.

Sunday night, the 15th, and some men came and said
that the castle was to be attacked and burnt down,

TWENTY
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29,521. Did you give any such directions —I had

29,503. Did you remain at Port Antonio until the
15th 2–Yes, I did.
29,504. Was it then the soldiers arrived 2–Yes.
I came up from Port Antonio to Manchioneal with

Captain Hole and the men ; I slept at the castle on

* -º
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29,518. Did you give directions for the burning of mitted he had stolen something. We gave him 100
2.

The soldiers were

lashes, and the other man was going to get 150 lashes,

firing them, and the muskets were being fired when I

when the cat broke and one of the soldiers shot him.

got up, and I gave no orders. I asked what they were

I did not see him shot; I heard the report, and

any one of these ?–Not one.

firing at, and a man told me they had fired three shots jumped round and saw him lying dead on the ground.

º

at a man who escaped. In coming down the hill I
saw four more houses on fire, but I do not know

29,535. That was Johnson Speed —Yes.
29,536. What evidence was given about him 2–

whose they were.
29,519. Is that all you have to say about the
march of Monday ?—I do not remember any more,
unless you think there is anything.

Evidence came out while they were flogging him
from two or three men, who said that he was one of

the captains, and had been present when Mulatto
River house had been burnt.
4 D 3
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29,537. It was not in consequence of that that he
was shot ?—Yes; they had not this evidence before.

He said he would take a flogging, and as the man
C. Codrington. was mending the cat which had broken, the other
27 Feb. 1866.

men came in and said that he ought not to be flogged,
but he ought to get more.
29,538. Did anybody order him to be shot 2–No.
I was talking to these men when I heard the report
of the gun behind me.
29,539. You were talking to the men who had just
come in 2–Yes; some of the soldiers were listening,

handed in.)

-

29,560. Were these the only cases you tried?—
Yes; they were the only cases I ever sat on myself.
29,561. Did you take any notes of the evidence 2
—No other than that I have produced. As a pre
caution, I took the heads and gave them to the
Provost Marshal at Port Antonio.

29,562. Was that note written at the time 2—I

and I don’t know who shot him.

29,540. (Mr. Drummond.) Were these soldiers
black soldiers ?—Those that I had.

and came up from Port Antonio, and as a magistrate
I tried five prisoners as I came up.
29,559. What did you do with them 2–I have
the examinations here. (Examinations produced and

The detachment

was sent to me to my house, “Rose Garden.” Cap
tain Hole was averse to flogging, but he did not
know what to do with the prisoners.
29,541. There was no officer in charge of the four
soldiers who went with you ?–No. We found my
house broken up,-books and things destroyed, and
there was no furniture, except such as some faithful
servants had saved.

29,542. (Mr. Gorrie.) In what capacity did you
act when you went to burn the houses —I never
calculated the capacity. I said, “Captain, there's a
“ law where the houses have to be burnt; you are

“ going up there, Warmington, and you had better
“ let me take the examination off your hands on this

wrote down the next morning a few cases that I
could remember.

29,563. You took no notes at the time 2—No ;
but a person must have a bad memory if he could not
remember the next morning.
29,564. Was any person shot at David Meine's

shop when you were present –Only the one I men
tioned before.

29,565. Were there any others ?—No ; I was not
present when the others were shot; you probably
confound myself and my brother.
29,566. Do you know two women named Berry :
—The husband of one of them was a tenant of mine.

29,567. Were you present when any of them were
tried ?–No.

One of the women stole a silver ladle

that belonged to me, but she brought it back again

“ side, and burn them down, such as are bad ;” and

and said she had stolen it.

he said, “Very well, take four soldiers, and take some

give it up and said she had not had it.
29,568. Do you know that the two men were shot?
—I know that; the two Berrys.
29,569. Were you present —No ; I was only told
so. The two women came to my house, and stolen

“ of the constables.”

29,543. Is that the answer that you give as to the
capacity in which you sat on the preliminary inqui
ries 2–Captain Hole only asked my opinion as a ma
gistrate. I knew the whole district, because at one
time I had nearly the whole of it, and could tell him

At first she refused to

things were taken from them.

29,570. Did you give evidence against them any

localities, and could explain to him when he could
not understand a thing.

where 2–No.

29,544. He asked you in fact to assist him —Yes.
29,545. Did you give evidence to Captain Hole?—
Only in one case, I think.
29,546. Which case was that ?—In the case of the
man hung at Priestman's River.

was not near there at all till three or four days after.

29,547. Was that a case in which a man was tried

before a court-martial —Yes; I only explained
what the people were saying.
29,548. Did you state what was the character of
the people when you knew them —No: if there was
nothing against a man, he was ordered to be let go.
I used to go down to the lock-up every morning,
and inquire of those who had brought prisoners in if
there was any evidence, and as they were brought up
I stated if there was anything against them.
29,549. Were any females ordered to be flogged
during these preliminary examinations –Plenty. It
was proved that they were worse than the men, and
incited the men to plunder.
29,550. Can you give any of the names of the
women —I don't remember many of the names of
the women, but if I were to see them I should.
29,551. Can you give an estimate of the numbers ?
—I suppose there were about 25 women flogged.
29,552. Was Captain Hole present when they were
flogged —Not in many cases.

29,571. Was any evidence asked of you?—No ; I
29,572. When did you last see any of them?—I
have never seen them since before martial law.

29,573. Was any kind of court, or inquiry, or
any court-martial held at Meine's shop 7–Not to my

knowledge. I was there only twice during martial
law.

29,574. (Mr. Drummond.) So far as your ex
perience goes, were the courts of inquiry and

courts-martial fair and impartial, and painstaking
—They were fair, very impartial indeed, and pains

taking, and the prisoners were given time to send for
the witnesses they wanted, when they were brought
in, and there were plenty of officers, Captain Hole
asked Mr. Fleming to hear the cases first, and he
examined them, and Captain Hole examined them
afterwards.

29,575. (Commission.) What was the extent of
mischief done by the people in this neighbourhood?
—It was most serious.

29,576. What kind of mischief was it?—With the

exception of Muirton and Betty's Hope every house
was either burnt or broken up, and everything taken
out of it, all furniture and silver was lost.

From my

house and my father's too everything was taken
away, and out of the shops everything was taken,

29,553. Was he in any ?–Yes; sometimes.

except from Mr. Sherwood's, Mr. Bunting's store

29,554. Did he order them to be flogged 2–He

was broken to atoms; not a window, or a door, or a

first ordered them. .

lamp left unbroken ; and the same was the case at

29,555. Did any other officers see the flogging of

Mr. Kirkland's.

-

women —The whole of them at one time or another.

29,577. How many houses were attacked in this
way ?—Elmwood, Rose Garden, Mulatto River (which
They would saunter out when they were being flogged was
burnt down as well as sacked), Mr. Foote's at
to see what was done, and then they would go in again.

Doctor Morris, Mr. Warmington, the Reverend

Kensington, my father's at Pleasant Hill, Weybridge,
Mr. Bunting's house and shop, Mr. Sherwood's was
robbed, Mr. Kirkland's shop, Spring Valley, Reach,

Mr. Bourne.

Williamsfield, Hayning, and Happy Grove.

29,556. Do you remember the name of any par
ticular officer who did so —Mr. Cullen, Mr. Lewis,

29,557. (Commission.) Were they present when
women were flogged —Yes.
29,558. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were you afterwards sta
tioned at David Meine's shop —No; I went up there
one day after I left Captain Hole the second week

29,578. Was a very large quantity of property

carried off?—An immense quantity. I suppose tha;
Mr. Hinchelwood's loss alone would not be covered

by one thousand pounds (1,000l.), and I suppose that
Williamsfield would be about as much more,

The witness withdrew.
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DAvid MEINE (coloured), sworn, examined, and cautioned.

29,579. Are you a shopkeeper at Long Bay near
Manchioneal 2–I am.

they were coming to look for me and the things.
-

29,580. On the 13th of October last what did you
observe in front of your shop or in your neighbour
hood 2–0n the 13th of October I was at my shop, I
observed plenty of gents coming by to Port Antonio, and
I was informed of Mr. Hire's having been murdered.
29,581. Did you eommunicate what you learnt to
Mr. Christopher Codrington 2–I did, to know his
intention; whether he intended going away or re

maining at home.

I met him on horseback just

starting for Port Antonio, and I learnt that other
families—those of Mr. Ward, Mr. Hinchelwood, the

Reverend Mr. Foote, and others—had gone.

I re

turned to my shop and saw a number of people
congregated there.
29,582. ‘What time was this 2—At 10 or 11 in the
morning.
-

29,583. People were congregating; is there any
thing it is necessary to state about them 2–I appeased
them as much as I could, and told them not to join
with those they expected to come up that day from
the river. They were not inclined to listen to me, and
I thought it best to have the shop closed, and I did
so. I went to my residence about three quarters of a
mile off; I saw numbers of people coming away, and
all pressed on me to leave, but I did not. I said I
had confidence in the people of that district, that they
would not trouble me, or dome any injury, or join with
others to do me harm.

I remained until about 5 in

the evening, and then I took a ride back to the shop
to see what was going on, and what they were doing.
I met a great quantity of people, women and men,
more women and children, and plenty of the men
returning from the river, those who had been working
on that side. I saw them with loads of things on
their backs.

29,584. What sort of things —The sort of thing
they call a bango—a sort of pack.
29,585. Were they carrying goods?--I could not
Say; but I found afterwards that they were things

taken from Mr. Bunting's store, and other places at
the Bay.

29,586. Did you assume that afterwards 2—They
were carrying things in their packs. I met a man
named Worgs. He was standing in front of my

shop, and as I came up he said, “You are the very
“man I want to see.” I said, “What for "

He

said, “I want you to come and open the shop and
“give me some rum.”

I said, “I had none.”

He

said, “You have not any rum, but by this time to
“morrow when the people come up I will break that
“shop open and take every d-d thing in it, and
“take your head off as well ?”

He had a cutlass in

his hand at the time.

29,587. What did you do then —I was a little

alarmed, and I mounted my horse and galloped back

I

managed
to gethouse,
away, about
and went
Windsor
another man's
threeto miles
fromForest,
Fair
-

*

*
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D.. Meine

Prospect, and I found Mrs. Russell and her children, 27 Feb. 1866.
four or five in all, hiding there as well. I remained
there until Sunday morning, the 15th, when Russell
and

I started from Port Antonio, and Sherwood

went to Port Antonio, and when we got there the

“Wolverene " had just arrived with the troops;
the troops had reached down to the Bay, and martial
law was just proclaimed.
29,589. Did you come back with them —Yes, on
Sunday the 15th I came back from Port Antonio
with the troops, those who were on horses going
before ; and that night about 8 or 10 o'clock
29,590. You came as far as Fair Prospect —
Yes,

29,591. You did not get to Manchioneal until
Monday ?—No, we had to stop there and could not
get to Long Bay.
29,592. Was Captain Hole with the troops ?—

Yes ; but there was an advanced guard—a quantity
came on before.

29,593. Did you come with the advance 2–Yes, I
did.

29,594. Were you with them the whole of Sunday ?
—I was, the whole of Sunday and Sunday night.
29,595. Did you see anything done by them as they
came along, anybody shot ?—Not on the Sunday, not
until Monday.

29,596. On Monday did you come with the
advance 2—Yes, to Long Bay, and those that slept at
Prospect came on first and waited at the Cross Road
for those who came on foot.

As I

came on on

Monday I found they had shot a man named Thomas
Panton, who had been with the troops on Sunday
night. I believe they shot him by mistake ; I was told
so. Afterwards a man, by name Sandy M'Pherson,
was brought ont and shot by order of Captain

*
!

Hole.

29,597. Did any inquiry take place before he was
shot ?—Yes, there was some inquiry; Captain Hole
inquired by the man who brought him I believe, and
he said that he was near to Mr. Wighan of Elmwood
House, and that he had stayed there at the time
when M'Pherson was at Elmwood House and de

stroyed a great quantity of furniture; and the man
was shot by order of Captain Hole.

29,598. Before he was shot evidence was given
—Yes.

29,599, Was it upon oath ?—No.

29,600. Not upon oath, merely upon information
that he received he ordered him
Yes.

to be shot ?—

29,601. And that information was that he had
taken a part at Elmwood —Yes.
29,602. Did you give orders for people to be either

to my residence, and got a few people who were kind shot, flogged, or hung 2—I never did. On Monday
enough to come on with me to the shop, and I opened I came to Cog Hall with the troops.
29,603. Did you see any people shot in front of
it, and tried to get out some of the things. There
were a number of women there, all swearing that the your shop —I did.

29,604. Who were they –About the 18th a black
men were sufficient to get all the things that I was
taking out—the cloth and other things. I got out soldier came there and shot some men just before my
as much as I could, closed the shop, and returned to shop. I remember George Berry, Joseph Berry, and
my residence. I went to bed early, I don't know the I think James Williams, and James Minot, and two

hour, but I heard a noise and a cry of “fire,” and I saw others whom I don’t recollect.
29,605. Was he alone when he shot them 2–Yes;
that Mr. Hinchelwood's house was on fire about three
miles from where I live. By the time I could dress he was the same man that shot some on the way, and
myself I saw two men running, and they cried out to
me, “Mr. Meine, for God's sake leave your house,

he came back with the constables there, and they had
six men as prisoners, and were to have sent them to

“or you will be killed.” I asked them, “Why?” Manchioneal; I was in the shop.

and they said,
-

“We have heard the people swearing

that they are coming to break down your shop and
kill you.” I ran out and the two men took me to
another man's house not far off.

some constables –Plenty of the constables, and

pressed constables, and James Codrington and myself.

29,588. Was that Windsor Forest ?–No, the house

ºf a man names Charles Brown, and he

29,606. You saw it done –I did.

29,607. You were present at the time ; there were

gave me a

*m to hide me for the night. In the morning at day

light he urged me to get away, saying, that he heard

29,608. Did anybody give orders to him to shoot
them 2–Not to my kuowledge.
29,609. Did anybody interfere with him 2–I
heard Mr. Codrington say to him, “There are a few
4 D 4

º
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29,617. How came you to do that?–Because I
“ prisoners to take on, and I shall give you con
“stables to assist you.” I heard him say, “I carry was excited, and thought he had brought the dis
“ no prisoner, all I meet on the road L. shoot ; I turbances down to the district, and was a bad man.
“ have orders to shoot, not to carry prisoners.” So I was vexed with him.
29,618. Was he tied ?–No, not then.
he said. I said to Codrington, “What did he say?
—that he is going to shoot the people ** He said,
29,619. Afterwards was he tried and flogged 2–
“Yes.” I heard the soldier asking some of the No ; he was tried and sent to Manchioneal, and
executed there.

people about the men.

-

29,610. Did Mr. James Codrington do anything
more in the matter ?—No.

29,611. Was he present when they were shot ?—
He was.

29,620. (Mr. Gorrie.) Weie, the four prisoners
who were shot on the road previously brought to
your shop —In the front of my shop.

29,621. Was your shop used as a kind of temporary

29,612. Were they prisoners in custody of the con

police station ?—From Monday the 16th the shop was

stables 2–Yes.

left there for the travelling troops, and everything

29,613. Were you present when George Bryan was
flogged —No ; I never saw such a man being flogged.
29,614. Did you tie a man named Jones —I never

was left open. I have been there nine days, and
never had time to go to my house. The travelling
troops or soldiers passing by called in.
29,622. Did you assist in inquiries into cases?—

tied him.

Not at all.

29,615. Did you do anything to him —Well, he
was one of the ringleader rebels.
29,616. How do you know 2–I was told so by the
constable ; and all I did was to give him a couple of

29,623. Iſow many people did you see flogged, can
you tell ?—Not many; not more than five or six.
29,624. How many people were buried on the sea

lashes with a supple jack.

shore ?—Seven I know were buried there.
The witness withdrew.

J. W.

Codrington.

JAMES WILLIAMs CodRINGTON (coloured), sworn, examined, and cautioned.
said the rebels had evidently been there, and he
29,625. Do you live at Long Bay ?—Yes.
29,626. What are you ?—I am a planter, out of a ordered the houses to be burnt.
29,642. All the houses near 2—All the houses
berth at present.
29,627. On the 13th of October were you at where stolen goods had been thrown out of the door.
Mr. Meine's shop 2–Yes.
29,643. Where any found in the houses –In
29,628. Did you see that the principal people were Mrs. Andrew's house, two beds.
29,644. Did you not say those were out in the
leaving the River District and going to Portland 2–
Yes; they were going for refuge.
road —They had been pitched there out of the
29,629. Did you hear that you and your father and houses by the troops.
29,645. Did you hear the troops say they had done
your brother were in danger ?—Reports to that effect
reached me.
so?—The advanced guard had done it, but I did not
29,630. Did you escape to Windsor Forest ?—Yes; hear them say so.
and returned home on Monday morning.
29,646. Well, Captain Hole ordered them to be
29,631. Did you come home to change your clothes burnt 2–Yes; and when he had ordered one the
soldiers were maddened, and burnt several others.
on seeing the Wolverene passing 2–Yes.
29,632. After that were you returning to Windsor When he came to Jane Wilson a small box of silver
Forest ?—Yes.
was brought out; there was no one present but
29,633. Did you pass Henry Dean's yard —Yes; Captain Hole and his officers, and they smashed open
and the words he said to me were, “You Codrington, the box and saw the silver in it, and that house was
burnt.
where are you going 2 I want your head "
29,634. What has become of him —He was sent
29,647. Was it silver money?—No, silver spoons.
29,648. Was it discovered to whom it belonged —
to Manchioneal, tried by a court-martial, and hung.
On the 16th of October I joined the troops at Long No ; I don't know whose they were.
Bay; on Sunday the 15th I slept with them at Fair
29,649. In what position or condition of life was
Prospect. At 6 in the morning the advanced guard this woman 2–She was a labourer.
29,650. What was the value of the things, you
set off, without waiting for Captain Hole's men, and
I went with David Meine to his house and there

waited till Captain Hole came up.
29,635. Did you see Sandy M*Pherson shot ?–Yes.
29,636. What had taken place —I came on with
the troops and found Thomas Panton lying dead on
the road. M'Pherson was brought out of the house
before Captain Hole, and Charles Grant came forward
and gave evidence that he had been chopping up the
furniture in the house.

A drum head court-martial

was called, and ordered him to be shot.

29,637. Who formed the court-martial f—Captain
Hole and Doctor Morris.

29,638. Was there anybody else there 2–Other

think 2–I don’t know.

29,651. Were there half a dozen silver spoons?—
There were three.

29,652. Was there nothing more ?—A few rings
and things.

29,653. Are they the sort of rings that labourers'
wives wear -—They appeared to belong to the gentry.
29,654. Were they valuable rings?—Yes.
29,655. Was that all there was in the box 3–Yes;
that was all I saw.

29,656. Did you see the people shot in front

of

David Meine's shop —I did.

29,657. How many of them were they?—They

officers were present.

Were S1.x.

29,639. Did they hear the evidence 2–He was a
long time examining him before he ordered him to

The two Berrys, and William Minot, and an escape

be shot.

convict named James Williams, and the other two I

29,640. Was the prisoner asked for his defence 2–

29,658. Were the two Berrys amongst them ?—
do not know.

Yes; and he called another man, named James

29,659. Did you see any others, or hear any orders

Bryan, who said that he was one of those who had

given —No, there were no orders; I told the soldiers

been at the house. They went back to him, and I
believe they shot him, but I didn't see him. I believe
the constables went after him.

29,641. Was that in consequence of what M'Pher
son said 2–Yes. I went on to Cog Hall, and when
I got there, to the first house, Mrs. Andrew's house,
I saw a sofa bed which belonged to Mr. Warmington,
and a bed belonging to my brother, Captain Hole

they must not shoot them by any means. He said
the Governor had given him orders to shoot theid,
and not to carry any prisoners.
29,660. Was there only one black soldier ?–0nly
One.

29,661. Did you allow him to shoot them ?–Yes,

because they had threatened to shoot me for inter
fering about Minot's house.

THE JAMAICA Roy AL com Mission.

29,662. Why did you not take his gun from him
29,663. There were half a dozen of you and you

. . . .';
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The only persons I saw shot were those in front of

º!
º
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Meine's shop.
29,667. Did you give Bryan King, James West,

NINTH
JDAY.

Did

George “Phomas, and Lindsay in charge of Thomas

you give directions for the burning down of any
houses —None, whatever. All those at Cog Hall
were burnt while Captain Hole was present.

Mackay, the constable —I did, by the appointment
of Captain Hole, and I sent a constable to carry
them to Port Antonio to be tried. Here is my
appointment. (The witness produced a written
paper, which read as follows):—“I hereby appoint
“ James Codrington in command of the constables
“ in Long Bay.” I gave the constable two other
constables, Edward Richards and William Bryan, to
go with him.
29,668. Did you know the family of Bryan at
Long Bay ?–Yes.
29,669. Have you seen any of them shot ?—I have
not, but I know that Edward Bryan and James Bryan
were both shot. I have seen where they were buried.
Ned Bryan and James Bryan were buried in their
mother's
29,670.yard.
(Mr. Drummond.) Was the soldier who

J. W.
coºington.

—I didn't dare to come forward.

couldn't stop this man from shooting six others |

29,664. Did you give orders for any to be burnt 2
—I burnt three houses for having stolen goods in

them, by Captain Hole's orders. One was Samuel
Panton's house, in which were two boxes of things
belonging to Mr. Wigham, and a gun buried in
the ground, belonging to him. John Clachar's was
another; there were 50 yards of Oznaburgh and 59

pounds of candles found in his house, which belonged
to the cotton company or to Mr. Wighan, I don't
know which. Henry Dean's house was another; in
it there were two boxes of goods, belonging to

Mr. Warmington. These were brought before me at
ºº::

ºº Nº."
..

able, by Uap

-

I was appointed head

-

29,665. Did you give instructions for the flogging
of a person named James Bryan 2–No ; he was
never apprehended at all.
29,666. Was he flogged in your presence 2–Never;
he was never even apprehended. George Thomas,
Bryan King, and others were being brought by a
constable to me, and they were coming to be tried at
Manchioneal, and a soldier met them on the road and

shot them. I did not see them shot, I only heard so.

truth.

I did not get home till half past ten, and

everything was perfectly quiet.

As I was going out

of Manchioneal a man said “Holloa

What are the names of those two 2–

Richard Affleck, and I think James Stewart.

permitted. The prisoners were allowed to ask
questions of the witnesses, and if witnesses for the
defence were not on the spot any delay was granted
for evidence.

there's another

29,683. Was there any application for delay to get

“river fellow running off.” I turned round and
said, “No, its me, I am not running away,” and he
laughed. On Friday, when I heard that my neighbours

witnesses 2–In one or two cases I saw remands till

were gone and we were the last except Mr. Hinchel

wood, Mrs. Wighan wanted me to go; I was unwilling,
not then feeling the danger. We went on Friday
evening, it was just dark ; we saw clearly in the
distance two fires, as if the people coming had fired
the houses, but we could not tell where they were ;
there seemed to be five or six fires. They alarmed
us, and when we got to Port Antonio we found that

all the respectable inhabitants had taken refuge on
board an American barque.
29,676. When did you return ?–I remained until

the following Friday, and then returned

evidence was got.
29,684. Were there any cases in which prisoners
stated that if delay were granted they would be able
to call witnesses 2–I could not swear to that.

29,685. Have you recollection of any such case?—
I do not remember any special instance. I know one

or two cases ; a boy saved the life of Miss Mackay,
daughter of the late manager of Wheelersfield; he
stated this, and he was kept back, and it turned round
to be true, and he was let go.
29,686. You can't remember any case in which
that application was refused ?–No special case.
But, without remembering the name, I have an
indistinct idea in my head that it might be asked for

29,677. In what state did you find Elmwood –It

and not granted. I cannot say that it was ; they

was chopped out; I calculated that about eighty panes

were often tried in a lot, nine or ten I have seen at

of glass had been chopped out of the windows, and a time, and each one was asked if he had any
the table in the drawing room was chopped up as if questions to ask of the witnesses.
29,687. Was cvery prisoner singly asked if he had
a butcher had been chopping meat on it. Everything
they could make use of was taken away, and the
other things were scattered about.
29,678. What amount of value did you lose –

º: 120l.

I calculated after we recovered some

things.

-

29,679. You did recover some 2–Yes; I came to

anything to say in his defence —Yes; every one
singly.

29,688. Did you see any people hanged there 2–
Yes; on the first day.

29,689. Had they all been tried by court-martial 2
— All. There were 15 hung on the first day; 28

Muirton that Friday, and represented to Captain were hung, but I only saw 15.
29,690. Did you see any flogged ?–I saw some.
Hole that the constables at Long Bay seemed to be
29,691. Iſad they been tried by court-martial 2–
under no charge, and there seemed to be nobody in
charge of the goods recovered, and he gave me a Yes; they had been tried by court-martial lso.
note to Mr. James Codrington, appointing him head
constable ; I didn't recommend him at all.

29,692. Were you at Muirton at all ; Yos; I saw
the court there sitting two or three days.

29,693. Who presided ?–Mr. Warmington.
29,680. Were you present at any Courts-martial at
Port Antonio —Yes; at several.
29,694. Did that court appear to you to be fairly
29,681. You did not take part in any —No.
conducted —The officers were much younger there
29,682. What opinion did you form of the mode in than at Port Antonio. Dr. Morris was one, and
which they were conducted?—On the first day the Ensign Lewis was another. I don't thiuk there was
15589.

.

º

º
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29,671. (Mr. Gorrie.) Do you know who he was 2

John Thomas Wigſ. AN (white), sworn, and examined.
J. T. Wighan.
29,674. Do you live at Elmwood —I do.
court was presided over by Colonel Hunt, but he
29,675. On the 12th of October, did you hear of was only there one day; for the next few days it was
the disturbances at Morant Bay ?—My servant came presided over by Mr. Lewis. I thought the prisoners
from Manchioneal and brought word when we were had every chance, as far as the means of disposal
and I came to Manchioneal to see what was the

º

*

—I don't know him, and I don't think I should know
him again.
29,672. Did you not take his name 2—I did not,
I asked him for his authority, and I stopped him.
I gave him eight prisoners, and I stopped him from
shooting two.
29,673.

ſº
|

-

| | | | ||

The witness withdrew.

at dinner, and I ordered my horse to be got ready,

º

27 Feb. 1866.

shot these men white or black —Black.

-

4 E

;

-

º
**

º

º

º

*
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the same decorum and gravity as at Port Antonio.
There they were better conducted. There were two
courts at Muirton ; all the prisoners came before

Captain Hole first, and he acted with great gravity
J. T. Wighan. and
judgment, and all the small cases he dismissed
27 Feb. 1865. himself, and those that were larger, which might be
-

--

capital offences, where sent forward to the court

martial, and from the court-martial they were sent
to him with the decision of the court-martial, and he
Sentenced them.

29,695. You say there was not the same decorum
and gravity as in the other court; were the prisoners
called upon for their defence 2–Certainly.
29,696. Had they an opportunity of examining or
cross-examining the witnesses —They were allowed
to ask questions ; but I mean that the prisoners
were sometimes what you may called “chaffed."

brought before the court when you were at Muirton :
—I was present on the day when Samuel Panton, the
headman at Elmwood, was sentenced. That case
showed that they had taken great care. He was
brought before the court two days, and was remanded
for evidence.

29,700. Do you think the trial was fair and im
partial – I think so; there was strong evidence
against him.
29,701. Do you know any instances in which men
had not a fair opportunity of defence —No ; in the
case of one woman it had been specially mentioned,
who had been sentenced to receive 30 lashes.

The

evidence showed that she had taken a large amount
of plunder out of the stores, and it was left to her to
say where it was. She was to have 30 lashes more,
but if she would discover the property to the con

a little.

29,697. Do you think there was a fair opportunity
of defence offered to them f-I was there only one

stable, she was told the second 30 would be remitted.
She was stubborn ; I heard the sentence, and I heard
that she got the 30.

day when the court was sitting ; but another day,
when I was there, there was no court sitting, because

the officers had gone down the river with detach
ments, and there were not officers enough left to form
a COurt,

29,702. Did she say that she had not any property
that was stolen 2–The evidence was strong that she
had taken a great deal away. They represented that
it was almost as much as she could carry home ; her
name was Mary Hart.
29,703. Do you remember the name of the person
you thought confused ?–No, I can't remember any
particular instance. I have a witness here, named
George Francis, who can show what the rebels did at

29,698. Answer that question about your opinion,
whether they had or had not a fair opportunity of
being heard 2–I think they had a fair opportunity
of being heard, but I thought they were rather some
times confused by the remarks made to them.
29,699. (Mr. Drummond.) What were the cases Elmwood.
The witness withdrew.i
G. Francis

-

GEORGE FRANC1s (black), sworn, and examined.
29,714. Who was the man who carried the candle ;
; 29,704. Were you left in charge at Elmwood when
—Samuel Panton.
Mr. Wighan left —Yes.
29,705. On the night of the 13th of October did a
29,715. The next day you say some more came —
number of persons come to that house and force open Yes; on Saturday.
the door —Yes.
29,716. How many ?—You could not remember
29,706. Where were you ?—Staying near the house them, they were so much.
outside.
29,717. What did they do?—I had got some men
29,707. Did they get a candle *—Yes; they forced to save some property by carrying it to the bush, and
open the door, and when they got inside they got a when I went to the bottom house I saw lots of people.
candle.
I could not remember how many coming through
Mr. Codrington's place at Rose Garden, and then they
29,708. And then as they came in you went out
came and went into the house.
––I went out when I heard a great racket.
29,718. Did they destroy what they did not carry
29,709. Did you see what they did —Yes; they
away ?—Yes; a good deal.
took a candle and took up all Mr. Wighan's things.
29,719. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you give evidence on
29,710. Did you look through the window 2–Yes.
Panton's trial —Yes; but only a few words, and he
29,711. Did they carry off a great quantity ?—Yes. himself owned before the court-martial.
29,712. How many of them came the first night 2
29,720. Where was it 2–At Muirton.
—Lots of them, but it was dark and not moonlight,
29,721. Did you see him executed ?–I never saw
and I could not make them out right.
him; he was there three days. I went on Monday
29,713. You could only see them by the candle — and Tuesday, and I was told I must come on Wed
That's all.
mesday, but when I went he was dead.
-

The witness withdrew.

John THOMAS WIGHAN re-called, and further examined.

J. T. Wighan.

Witness:—I heard Panton sentenced but did not

was once discharged for a fault, but he was reinstated

stop to see him hung. I forgot to say that as to
Worgs and M'Pherson who were shot for plundering
my house, I do not know them even by sight. I have
been here three years, and they have never worked
for me. Panton had been employed by me the whole

by my superior.
29,722. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were there any witnesses
against him except Francis 2–There were four wit:

nesses : George Francis, our housewoman, Sarah
Burke, who is sick in bed at present, Charles Grant,

time.

who is here, and another man.

I found him on the estate when I came.

He

-

The witness withdrew.
F. J. Fleming.
--

FREDERICK JoHN FLEMING (white), sworn, and examined.
29,728. In what direction ?–To the westward of
29,723. Have you been a magistrate in this island
Manchioneal.
for the last 25 years ?—Yes.
29,729. Where did you go on the night after you
29,724. Have you lived in Manchioneal for many
years past –For seven or eight years.
29,725. On the 13th of October, did you hear of
what had happened at Morant Bay ?–On the 12th I

heard of this —On the night of the 12th, I remained

heard it by means of a letter from Mr. Bunting.

other information, and I recommended the sergeant

at Mr. Bunting's house ; in the course of the evening

two gentlemen came to the house and gave me some

29,726. Where is your estate —At the Reach,

of volunteers to be on the look out. On my way

29,727. Where is that ?—Two miles from this.

down from this house on the next day I met a woman

—-

-–
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who told me of the murder of Mr. Hire. A short
time afterwards the Reverend Mr. Girod, Mr. Bourne,
and Mr. Sinclair rode in. The two gentlemen rode

on to Port Antonio, and Mr. Bourne and myself con
versed, and then the alarm was given that the rebels
were coming. A rural constable, the only one I saw,

29,740. Were you present at any ?—I was for a
moment, but I thought I had no right there and I
went away.

29,741. You advised Captain Hole as to whether
gºver
should be sent before the court-martial 2–

TWENTY
NINTH
DAY.

F. J. Fleming.

0.

27 Feb. 1866.

recommended Mr. Bourne to go to Betty's Hope, and
I walked deliberately down. In the evening of the
Friday Mr. Dobell came to my house, and I heard a
considerable noise in the neighbourhood of the Court
house, and I saw a large fire.
-

29,730. Did you leave your house ?—I did.
29,731. And where did you go?—I went about

150 yards away from my house, and sat down in the
rain which was pouring down heavily. But I got
tired of that and I became excited, and I got up and
saw a fire to the northward, which I took to be

29,742. What did you do —I used to swear the
people deliberately, and when Captain Hole, after

-

patient deliberation had sentenced them, he asked me
if the sentence was too severe, or if I concurred. I
was powerless under martial law, but I might have

taken part as an officer of militia of 43 years standing.
29,743. In your opinion, were the preliminary
investigations by Captain Hole conducted fairly —I
do think so ; they were patient, and his decisions
were as merciful as circumstances would permit.
29,744. The more serious cases he sent to court

Mulatto River house.

29,732. On the next day, Saturday, did you receive
information from one of your servants —I did; about

martial *—Yes; those he thought were marked cases
he transferred to the court-martial.

sunrise.

29,745. The other cases he decided upon himself
29,733. In consequence of that, did you leave with with your assistance 2–He did. To show that he was
Mr. Dobell, and your daughter, and the governess?— alive to delicate feelings, there was one woman who
was flogged wished to be flogged, not upon the shoulder
No; we left the governess in the house.
29,734. Where did you go to ?–First we went to but upon the lower part of her person ; but with a
proper sense of delicacy he would not give way.
the negro houses, and then we went to Betty's Hope.
29,735. On the Sunday did the soldiers come 2– That was the only case in which I saw him unmoved;
They did, but in the meantime I endured great if contrition was expressed, and there was a favour
sufferings.
able opportunity, he always made use of it.
29,736. Afterwards did you, at the request of Cap
29,746. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were the more serious cases
tain Hole, assist at several preliminary examinations
referred to the court-martial at Port Antonio, or at
—I did.
Muirton –I can only speak of those at Muirton. I
29,737. Were you requested to do so as an old left the place on the 5th of November with Captain
magistrate 2–I was.
Hole and the troops, and went thence to Kingston to
29,738. Did you take any further part in the matter see the Governor.
than to assist in those preliminary investigations —
29,747. (Commission.) Did you lose much —My
None.

!
-

-

*.

-

a

-

º

-

-

29,739. You did not sit on courts-martial 2–I did
not,

house was completely ransacked. I lost a great many
philosophical instruments, and a valuable library.

-

t

The witness withdrew.

:*
- I eS.

ALFRED Dobell, (white), sworn, and examined.
Are you engineer to the Cotton Company ?
29,753. Did you and Mr. Fleming fly to the bush

A. Dobell.
--

that night —Yes.

-

29,749. On the 13th of October were you going to
the Reach estate 2–Yes.

29,750. Did you meet a large number of people 2–
I did, at Spring Valley.
29,751. Were they orderly and quiet?—Yes; they
were speaking amongst themselves. I overheard
several of them say they did not intend to leave a

*

29,764. On the Saturday did you see a large mob
at the Post Office —Yes; about six o'clock in the
evening.

29,755. Did you see anything done by them —
They were taking out the flour.
29,756. Is there a shop there 2–Yes.

29,757. Did you lose all you possessed ?—Every

magistrate in the district.

29,752. Did you give information to Mr. Fleming

*

thing except what I stood in.
*

in consequence of that ?—I did.
The witness withdrew.

:
GEORGE MINot (black), sworn, and examined.
iron chest, and went into the store and took out the
Do you live at Kensington, Manchioneal
- ies.
liquors that they had overlooked the day before.
29,768. Did you hear anything about Mr. Foote :
29,759. What are you ?—A tailor.

G. Minott.

$º.

29,760. Have you anything to do with the Reverend —One man, I don't know who he is : “If he could
Mr. Foote's property; what is that ?–In defending “ see that fellow Foote, he would lay him across the
“ door, take off his head, and drink his blood.”
those things from the rebels, that is all.
29,761. Did you see his place attacked 2–Yes.
29,769. Was anything said about burning the
29,762. What had become of him at that time —

He had to fly to Port Antonio for refuge.

house –Yes; as all the valuable things had been

removed, and they did not find anything, they insisted

29,763. On the night of the 13th of October did

the people come to Kensington —Yes.
29,764. Was there a large number of people —A
large quantity.
29,765. Did you hear any cries —They cried
-

“colour for colour.”

upon it.

29,770. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was much damage done to
the house ?—Not very great.
29,771. What damage 2–A

few

sashes were

broken.

29,772. Was anything else done —They broke

29,766. Did they break into Mr. Foote's house ?—
e8.

open the store.

29,767. Did you see what they did there —They

because I removed them. They got hold of some

smashed the sashes of the windows, and smashed the

29,773. Was anything done to the furniture ?–No:
china things, cups and so on, that we did not see,

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to Morant Bay.

*

*
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THIRTEETH DAY (Part 1,–Spanish Town).
Wednesday, 28th February 1866.
PRESENT :
THIRTIETH
DAY.

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.
John BLossETT MAULE, Esq.

H. Guscott

Esq.

3.

-

|

-

-

HoRATIO GUscott, Esquire, sworn and examined.
29,798. Do you know whether in your parish there
29,774. Are you senior resident magistrate of St.
has been any manifestation of discontent as to the
George's parish 2–I am.
29,775. On the 15th of October did you receive, administration of the law by the justices' summary
through the overseer, W. G. Ramsay, a threatening jurisdiction ?—I am not aware that there is any. I
letter, addressed to him —I did.

do not think so myself; to the best of my knowledge

29,776. Have you got that ?—It was sent on to Port
Antonio with the prisoner.
29,777. What prisoner —The man who wrote it.
29,778. Who was the man who wrote it ; do you
know what his name was 2–Joseph Rooster ; he con
fessed it, and he was tried and sentenced to be hung.
29,779. Was he hanged —He was not hung.

it is not so.

29,780. What was he sentenced to be hung for *—

For writing that letter and threatening to burn down
the estates in the parish, and threatening to kill Mr.
Ramsay, the overseer.
29,781. Was this the letter : “You had better take

“, care of yourself, how you pay any money, you

“ damned thief.
“ time.

I have my eye to you for a long

In a short time there will be fire enough in

“ Spring Garden plantation.”

Is that the thing you

mean *—Yes.

29,782. The original of that you say was sent to
Port Antonio —Yes.
4.

-

29,783. There is a passage, “I will write George
* Solomon to let him know that in a short time Spring

*

‘ Garden will be burnt down, for Ramsay is a damned

29,799. You have never heard any complaints?—
No.

29,800. Have the Courts been properly attended by
the magistrates ?–Yes; we generally have a Court
almost every week.
29,801. Are they ever adjourned from the failure
of the attendance of magistrates?—Sometimes they
have had to be adjourned.
29,802. Do you think that happens once a month
—Sometimes it may happen once a month, at other
times it may be once in two or three months.
29,803. Have you heard complaints made by reason
of the non-attendance of magistrates ?—Not lately.
29,804. When did you hear complaints on that
head –It was some time ago.
29,805. Can you specify what period 2–It might be
a year or a year and a half.
29,806. There were complaints about the non-atteil
dance of magistrates ?—There might be complaints,
i live on the Bay, and I generally go every Saturday
to have the Court.

That is the reason the Court is

“ thief; and yes, we will do it; if you don't believe
“ we will just show signs for it, for we are kill and

held. Sometimes the magistrates do not attend,
29.807. Two are necessary to make a quorum —

“ can't cure.” You say Iłooster was the man who
wrote that ?—Yes, Joseph Rooster.

Yes.

29,789. Then you say the news excited the people :
—I think it very much excited them. On Saturday
they were thronging the streets and the market.
29,790. Before the news of the Morant Bay riot had
reached you what was the state of St. George's, as far

29,808. Then, whenever you have attended, and it
has ſailed, it has been for the want of a colleague —
Yes; if I am there I generally attend.
29,809. Was there anything last year about the
time of these disturbances, or before, to lead you to
suppose that there was any conspiracy or combination
to resist authority among the people at large in your
neighbourhood —There was nothing that I could sce;
but about last, year in April, a man came from St.
Thomas in the East, named Francis Stewart, and he was
there until about the month of August, and after that
he left. During the martial law he was taken up at St.
Thomas in the East and brought down to Port
Antonio and he was hung there.
29,810. Was that a hanging in connexion with his
visit to St. George's 2–I don't know ; it was reported
afterwards that he had come there to get recruits to

º

as you knew as the acting magistrate 2–As far as I

take to St. Thomas in the East.

º

29,784. When did you receive that *-I received
that on the 15th of October.

29,785. Before that had you in St. George's had any
reason to apprehend any disturbance of the peace or
application of force by the inhabitants —The day
before that the people were very much excited.
29,786. That was on the 14th –On the 14th.

29,787. That was after the news of the Morant Bay
riot ?—Yes, we heard it two days before, about the
Thursday.
29,788. That would be the 12th 2–Yes.

saw it was very quiet.

º

º

-

º

º

ºl

29,81 I. Do you know that ?—It was reported.

29,812. You know nothing of your own knowledge,
as a magistrate; you have a general knowledge of the

º

country, I suppose —Yes.
29,813. Was there anything to lead you to suppose
that there was anything on foot in the shape of a con

º

º

hension of an outbreak at St. George's before the

spiracy or combination to resist authority?—Nothing

º

news of the Morant 13ay riot —I did not.

to my knowledge.

º

29,814. (Mr. Payne.) You say you are a magistrate
of St. George's 2–Yes.

º, )

29,791. You had not communicated to any of the

authorities apprehensions on your part of any outbreak
in St. George's 2–I am not aware of it.
29,792. You must be aware whether you communi-

cated to the Government anything as to your appre29,793. There was this one threatening letter that

you have mentioned, was there another that reached
ou?—There was another threatening letter.
29,794. What was that ?—Threatening to burn
down the estates in the parish.
29,795. When did you get that ?--It might have
been five or six days after the other, it was picked

º

29,815. What are you by profession ?—I am a contractor of roads.

º

29,816. Are you not a blacksmith ?—I was 4

º

º:

coppersmith.

29,817. You say no complaints have been made; do

up in the Court-house yard.

you know one McFarlane –Yes, I do.

29,796. Who brought it to you ?—I got it from
Mr. Skyers.

the administration of justice, accusing you of receiving

29,797. Iſave you got that letter —I think he has
it ; as the writer was not discovered I thought it was

bribes —Not to my knowledge.

no use menſioning it.

º

29,818. Has he made complaints against you as tº
29,819. Do you know that he had made complaints
against you ?—I do not know it officially,

º

-

º
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29,820.
have heard of such a
thing,
but Do
I doyou
not know
know it?—I
it.
29,821.
no had
complaints
were
against
you,When
you you
meansay
they
not come
to made
your

Are you
habit,
or have
you received
at 29,825.
sundry times,
oneinofthethe
litigant
parties
in your

Thºrn
DAY.

house
to going
dine, on
the?—Such
plaintiffa thing
or defendant,
whilehapthe
case was
might have

H. Esq.
Guscotty

official knowledge 2–No, they had not.

pened, I cannot tell you exactly; if you will name the

29,822. Do you know of any others besides McFarlane who have made complaints against you, have you
heard of them?—I am not aware.

party you refer to I could tell you.

28 Feb. 1866.

29,826. Have you not discussed the merits of the
case with the complainant at your house for two or

29,823. How many others have you heard of that

three days before the case has been brought on ?—

wou do know?—I do not know ; I daresay there have

No.
29,827. Do you draw up the appeals —No, there
are very few appeals in the Court.

been a great number of complaints against me because

the Court.
...
20,824. I think you are often good enough to sit
when it is not your turn ?—I have just stated that I

I always go to

**

sit nearly every week; you will see that by the
returns.

•) () ºx")

-

-

-

-

2_N

29,828. You never draw them up —No.
29,829. You say that ?—I do say that. I have
never drawn up an appeal.

The witness withdrew.

"...º.

Rev. Cokx ELIUS RoNAL1, C11ANDLER sworn and examined.

29,830. Are you island curate of St. Ann's 2–
I am.

don't know whether they would have let me into the
Secret.

29,831. How long have you been acquainted with
the parish of St. Ann's 3–12 years.
29,832. During the months of July, August, and
September last year was there anything which at-

29,849. But you have opportunities of seeing and

knowing people?—I mix a good deal with the people.
29,850. Do you think if there had been such a thing
some part of it must have come to your observation ?

tracted your attention in your parish with regard to

—I cannot even say that, they are very close in what

the manner and demeanour of the people at large —I
can't say that there was anything that attracted my
particular attention; there was a falling off of the
attendance at my church.
29,833. What church were you ministering at –
St. George's, White Bay.
29,834. What class of people fell of in their attendance –The black people.
29,835. Where they the young or old –Principally
the young.
29.836. And did that begin at the time I meation,

they do.
29,851. Are the negroes by character very reticent,
very secret and silent —l{ather so.
29,852. Then, if they kept their own affairs to them
selves, they would give you no notice of what they
were doing 3–Not of such matters they would not.
29,853. That is your experience of their character :
29,854. Should you say it was consistent with that
character that they would be given to writing threat
ening letters, and letting out what they were going

ºr was it only going on during June, July, August,

to do —I don't think it would,

tººd September 3–It was going on, it did not begin

29,838. Then it was not peculiar to July, August,
and September 3–No.
29,839. Since the news of the Morant Bay riot have

29,855. Then, if you found threatening letters,
anonymously written, you would not attribute it
to the negroes, who are rather reticent about their
affairs 2–1 should not be disposed to take much notice
of them.
29,856. Do you think they are given to writing
threatening letters, and also given to keeping their

you been peaceable at St. Ann's 2–My district has
been peaceable: there has been some improper lan-

own secrets?—I do not think they are given to writing
anonymous letters.

them.

29,897. When did it begin –Perhaps two or three
years before that.

guage, I believe, in my district.

—Yes.

º

29,857. You would not attach much importance to

29,840. Have you heard it *—I have not heard it

anonymous letters, I suppose –I would not.
29,858. Has the prosperity of the people in St.

myself, but I believe it.

29,841. If you heard that improper language was

Ann's been fairish last year?–Last year very plentiful.

very generally used, probably you would have inquired

29,859. Has there been any great distress beyond

about it?—I have heard of its being used in two or

any other year —Oh, by no means, abundance of
food. I am speaking, of course, of my own district.

three parts of tly district.
29,842. B. individuals, not by masses 2–By individuals.

29,843. No attempt has been made either before or

after to break the peace by the negroes 2–Not that I

29,860. (Mr. Payne.) The drought has not affected
your district much, has it —No ; it happens to be a

very rainy district.
29,861. You have plenty of water there 2–Abun
-

am aware of.

dance.

29,844. Was there to your knowledge during any
time of 1865 any conspiracy to resist the constituted
authorities going on in St. Ann's, or any combination ?

29,862. You have not yourself heard any improper
language used ?–Not with my own ears.

—I have heard

29,845. To your knowledge, I mean –Well, not to
my knowledge.
29,846. I want to know whether you know anything
of your own knowledge 2–No.

29,847. You are unable to say that there was any
such thing 3–I cannot say.

º,848. Do you think you went among the people
sufficiently to be able to say that if there had been

*h a thing existing you must have heard of it —I

29,863. Have you heard of more than two or three
cases?—Will you allow me to tell you what I have heard.
29,864. No ; was it two or three cases, or more ?—

I have heard of seditious language and of seditious
people.
29,865. But how many cases, I mean *—Perhaps
about three or four.
29,866. (Mr. Walcott.) Who did you hear it from,

from the people themselves?—No.
29,867. It was reported to you ?—It was reported

to me.

The witness withdrew.

GILBERT ALLEN McLEAN, Esq. (coloured), sworn and examined.

*$68. Are you a merchant at Port Maria, St.
Mary's —I am.
º, And a justice of the peace —Yes.

*70. Were placards in the latter part of 1865

stuck up about Port Maria —Yes, there were two or
three.

G. A. McLean,
Esq.
-

29,871. At what period did you first see them stuck

up —I think it was about the month of September.
4 E 3
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29,881. I am talking of a conspiracy to overthrow
the constituted powers ?—Yes.
29,882. These placards were matters of a personal
29,873. What did it relate to ?—This was one of
the placards. (A placard was handed to the witness nature relating to yourself?—Yes.
by Mr. Walcott.)
29,883. Then you say there were other placards
29,874. Was that the original 2–This is a copy.
threatening to burn down your store and another
29,875. Have you the original —I gave the ori man's ; these were matters of a personal nature, rather
ginal of this to the editor of the “Standard,” Mr than of a public nature ?—Yes, I should consider
it as such ; I know nothing respecting any inclination
Wendryes.
of an outbreak, I saw nothing of it.
29,876. How many were stuck up —Two.
29,877. Without giving us the actual contents,
29,884. No combination or conspiracy?—No.
could you shortly say what they related to—what was
29,885. (Mr. Phillippo.) There were some meet.
the subject of them —It threatened to burn down ings held at Port Maria with regard to Dr. Underhill,
29,872. Have you got one of them —No, I have

not.

G. A. McLean,
Esq.
28 Feb. 1866,
---

my store and that of others, and some land that I had
bought that I offered for sale; it was advising the

people to keep possession of it, and not to pay for the

were there not ?—Yes,

29,886. Did the rector, Dr. Moore, take the chair :
—I don’t know.

land.

29,878. With regard to the disposition, temper, and
conduct of the people in St. Mary's during June, July,
August, and September last, were they quiet and

peaceable?—Yes, they appeared so, I saw no difference.
29,879. In their conduct during that time from

any other ?—No.
29.880. Nothing reached you of any information
touching a conspiracy to overthrow the constituted
authorities there during these months —No, except
when these placards were stuck up about.

29,887. Were you present —I was not present.
29,888. Do you know what ministers were present?
—Not of my own knowledge.
29,889. Were the Presbyterian ministers present?
—I heard that Mr. Simpson was present.
29,890. You were not at the meeting yourself?—
No, I would not attend. I am opposed to meetings
of the kind.

29,891. (Commission.) Did you have many meet
ings in your parish –That was the only one,

The witness withdrew.

G. Ffrench.

GEORGE FFRENCH, Esq. (coloured) sworn and examined.
29,892. You are clerk of the Vestry, and collector
29.910. After they did come what happened?—
of dues in Portland f-I am.
They became very peaceable; a quantity of rebels
29,893. Did you preside over a Court-martial that were brought in from St. Thomas in the East.
was held at Portland 2–I did.
29,911. What was the state of prosperity among
29,894. When 2–In the months of October and the people during the months that I mentioned last
November last.
year; were the people well off?—As a whole the
29,895. How many people did you try —The cases peasantry of Portland are pretty well off, they are all
have all been sent in to the Adjutant-General's office. small settlers.
I have no accurate knowledge now.
29,912. I see it is suggested that there has been
some effect produced upon them recently, and that
29,896. They will be found there —Yes.
29,897. You have no record of your own 2–No, all there was a difficulty of collecting the land tax ; have
the cases were forwarded to the Adjutant-General.
you experienced that ?—Very great difficulty.
29,913. You have to collect that ?—I have.
29,898. Where did you sit *—In Port Antonio
Court-house.
29,914. What particular difficulty was there re.
29,899. Were you there sitting by the direction cently which did not exist before ; have you heard
of Captain Hole —Yes, on one occasion, previous anything said by those you applied to ?—I have, very
to that by Captain Luke, he was first in command, many.
afterwards succeeded by Captain Hole ; Captain Luke
29,915. Why did they object to pay ?—They said
that the Queen had sent out to give them the land on
was president of the first Court.
29,900. Where is your residence —Port Antonio, their own account, and they were not called upon to
in the parish of Portland.
pay taxes or rent.
29,901. Did you while residing there, and previous
29,916. Did they seem to assign that as a serious
to October, observe anything about the people who reason, or one they were ready to jump at as an ex:
were living there, in their manner, or temper, or spirit
cuse for not paying —They appeared to have heard
—No, on the whole things have been very quiet and of it, and jumped at it.
29,917. Have you cotton as well as sugar estates
peaceable there.
29,902. I suppose when the news came of what had in your district —Yes, the Manchioneal Colton Com
happened at Morant Bay, on the 11th October, the pany Limited have one property there.
-

people became excited —Very much so, very much
excited; an express came down to me, and I imme

diately made the circumstance known to the senior

29,918. Is there any difficulty in getting the rents
paid by them —No, they are paid.

29,919. The Cotton Company pay as well as others?

magistrate.

—Yes, but the people complain that they have not

29,903. Then you had special constables sworn in
—A good many.
29,904. Had you any difficulty in getting people to
become special constables —Very many refused.
29,905. Who were they —The peasantry.
29,906. People in Port Antonio —Yes, in the
rish of Portland, that came down from the country.
29,907. Did you get enough after all ?–Oh yes,

been paid by the Cotton Company.

quite enough.
29,908. When did you begin to swear in special

29,921. You don't know whether they have or have
not been 2–I do not know it as a fact,

-

29,922. Were you ever present at the floggings
which were administered after martial law had been

proclaimed 2–I was.

29,923. How many —Nearly the whole of them.
29,924. How many, in round numbers, did you see
flogged —I suppose 60 or 70.
-

29,925. Did you see any women flogged --No, nºt

constables 2–On Friday, the 13th or the 14th.

29,909. After the news had arrived did it produce
any effect on the people there, besides exciting their
interest and attention ?–Yes, it did, in this way ;
when we asked them to become special constables
they said they would not, they would wait until the
bands from St. Thomas in the East came down, and
they would join them.
-

29,920. What, the labourers?—Yes.

-

One Woman.

29,926. How many do you say Captain
tended ?–He attended three cases.

Hole at
-

29,927. Is it true, as far as your opportunity of
observation went, that the men when flogged were

gagged with stones by order of Captain Hole ?—Most
untrue.
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with stones?—Yes, I saw one or two cases.

29,952. (Mr. Walcott) Did you ever order at any
time any person to be flogged without evidence being

29,929. By whose order were they so treated –
Well, they were crying out most blasphemously, and
the sergeant of the company of his own accord held a

given of some offence committed 2–Upon no occasion ;
they were always tried.
29,953. All these floggings were executed by

G. Ffrench.

stone in the person's mouth.
29,930. The sergeant did —Yes.
29,901. By whº order did he do that ?—Upon
his own responsibility, by no order.
29,932. Did you see Ramsay, the Provost Marshal,
there –Yes, he was frequently there.
29,933. Do you know whether any order came
from him to do that, if you don't, say so —No, I never

sentence, and always evidence given 2–0 uite so ;

29,928. Did you ever see men when flogged gagged

heard any. Captain Hole was present at the three
floggings; he was always along with me on the steps
of the Court-house.

DAY.

-

28 Feb. 1866.

most conclusive; in every case where a person was

flogged, he had been truly tried before a Court
martial.

29,954. Do you know of any floggings at Port
Antonio during martial law, without some offence
being alleged against them, and some evidence given
against them —I know of no case.
29,955. You say they were always tried by Court
martial —Always, those I had anything to do with.

29,956. You say you saw nearly all the floggings —

29,934. (Mr. Payne.) Did you yourself hear any

body say that they would wait till the rebels came to
join them —Oh, yes, very frequently; I asked them.
29,935. What did they tell you ?–That they
would wait till the gangs from St. Thomas in the
East came down, and when they came down they
would join them.
29,936. They told you so yourself?—Myself.
29,937. You are a magistrate in Portland 2–I am.
29,938. Did you know anything about the state of
Portland before the disturbance at St. Thomas in the
East 7–I do.

29,939. Were the people quite quiet and orderly 7–
Yes, quite so.
29,940. Do you know anything in your position as
clerk of the Westry about the administration of
justice —Yes, I do.
29,941. Is it satisfactory –It is ; we have had no
-

complaints that I know of.

29,942. Do you not know that there have been

complaints against Mr. Pillon and many other magis
trates?—Against Mr. Pillon.
29,943, Yes?–Yes, I believe so.

I did.

29,957. You saw no person flogged either by Ram
say's order, or any other person's order, without

some formal evidence being given, or some charge
made –Mr. Ramsay, as Provost Marshal, tried some
few minor cases. All the minor cases were handed
over to the Provost Marshal.

29,958. (Commission.) You mean the minor cases
were not tried by Court-martial 2–No, handed over
to the Provost Marshal.

29,959. Who handed them over ?—The commander

of the troops.
29,960. What, Captain Hole?–And Captain Luke,
both.

29,961. Then, if they were not tried by Court

martial, how were the charges made good —Evidence
was taken against them.
29,962. By whom 2–By the Provost Marshal.
29,963. Then he exercised a sort of summary juris
diction ; tried them, and sentenced them, and ordered
them to be flogged if necessary 2–Yes.
29,964. What class of cases came under the head
of minor cases —Persons found with a few articles of

29,944. You said a moment ago there were no
complaints?—I don't know it ; I have only heard so.
29,945. You have heard it 2–1 don’t know it of

my own knowledge.

29,946. Have you heard of many other complaints
being made—complaints of constant delays in the
Courts and other matters?—Yes, there have been
some lapsed Courts.

29,947. Have there been constant complaints of

stolen property.
29,965. Larceny –Larceny.

29,966. And what were the greater cases tried by
Court-martial *—Cases of murder and arson, and
plundering and burning property.

29,967. Plundering property —Yes.
29,968. Actual plundering, as distinct from the
possession of stolen goods —Quite so.

29,969. Then possession of stolen goods as minor

delays in justice, and of the mal-administration of cases were tried by the Provost-Marshal 2–Tried by
justice generally —No, that is not true.

the Provost Marshal.

29,948. But have there been 2–You mention this
case of Mr. Pillon.

29,970. (Mr. Payne). Were not some people ordered
to be flogged by Mr. Orgill without any trial or Court
martial —No, I don't think any cases were ordered
to be flogged by Mr. Orgill ; he made a complaint.
92.971. (Commission.) Do you know one way or

29,949, You said there were no complaints —I
mean I don't know it. I don't know it of my own

knºwledge, it was reported to the Governor, I
believe; it was merely hearsay.

the other ?—I heard one case of a man named

29,950. Do you not know that Mr. Pillon and
ºveral other gentlemen sitting as magistrates in the
Westry have misappropriated the public funds, and

tried by Ramsay.

that they have been brought to trial for it?—They

never saw it, but I believe it was true.

have been tried and acquitted.

29,973. (Mr. Payne) You cannot say that Mr.
Orgill did not order flogging?—Not to my know

29,951. Do you know that the acquittal took place

Cameron, being flogged by a complaint of Mr. Orgill,
29,972. Do you mean you heard it or saw it 2–I

ºn a formal ground, in consequence of an alleged ledge.
"elect in the indictment –It was so.

-

29,974. You cannot say he did not ?—No.
The witness withdrew.

G.Silvera, Esq.

GeoRGE SILVERA, Esq., sworn and examined.

%975. Are you a magistrate of Kingston and St.

date ; it was about the time that there was a meet

ing at Port Maria.
Mary's —Yes.
29,979. Was that in June, September, or when 2–
, 29.976 Where were you residing in 1865?–At I do
not know the date, it was before October. I was
Crescent estate, Saint Mary's.
in the Bay a day or two before, and I was asked by a
39,977. Were you before October aware, from any gentleman to speak ; that was one of the leaders of

thing that came under your own observation, that
there was any preparation to resist the constituted

*uthorities by force in St. Mary's —Nothing but the
*neral language that the land was to be free ; that
"as one thing I heard.

the meeting.
29,980. That was before it was held 2–Yes.
29,981. You say you heard expressions used that
the land was to be free ?—Yes.

29,982. Who said that ?—It was spoken of vaguely;

39,978. When did you hear that —About the I could not speak of any one man in particular saying
* of the Underhill meetings. I could not fix the it.
4 E 4
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30,003. It excited them 2–It did ; the lower classes

29,983. But you did hear it 2–I heard it spoken
of, it was told me by a gentleman of the name of

felt just as anxious about it as the gentry, and spoke

Walsh.

about it to the same effect; and they also expressed

29,984. Did you ever hear anybody say that they
expected the land was to be free ?—I cannot tax my

their joy when Governor Eyre cut it short.
30,004. All classes did?—All classes, that is to
say many of the humbler classes; they said, “If they
had come among us what should we have done, we

memory.

29,985. Somebody told you that somebody else had
said it —It was the general expression among the
blacks. I spoke to one man who was returning from
the Underhill meeting.
29,986. What man was that ?–A man of the name
of Lewis Edwards.

29,987. What is he º-A labourer, a squatter.

should have been the first to suffer.” That was said by

some of the loyal peasantry.
30,005. Then you report that your neighbours were
ioyal and peaceable f—Not altogether peaceable as
regards some, but that feeling subsided immediately
on the receipt of the Governor's circular, dated 17th
-

October.

29,988. Where does he squat –Close by Crescent.
29,989. Near you ?–Yes ; he is a trespasser on

30,006. Did you provide a school for the education
of the children of the Crescent 2–I did.

On his return from the Underhill
30,007. Did it answer –Government assisted by
meeting I said to him, “What is the good of your giving a small donation in aid of the school; I in
meeting, what have you done—nothing; you should duced them to build it, and found people to teach
fall back on the Queen's advice and avail yourselves them, and they were taught how to plant; but it
of your own industry: you will get nothing.” He shook went down, the parents would not subscribe three
his head wickedly, looking at me, and said, “Take pence a week. The Rev. Mr. Simpson was the
care we don’t have another meeting.” I said “You minister, a Scotch Presbyterian. I offered them the
may meet once too often.”
means of a library and found them periodicals, “The
29,990. You say he looked wickedly —Yes, and Band of Hope,” “The Workman's Journal,” “The
Illustrated London News,” to let them know what
spoke wickedly.
29,991. I thought you were going to say that he was going on in the world, to raise their minds. I
said the land was going to be free ?—That was the made every effort, and even offered my entire estate
of Crescent, which would make 400 hogsheads, but
thing that was said.
29,992. Who said so 2–A person named Walsh.
they went down from want of their own support. I
29,993. Not this man, Lewis Edwards —No, not have lately put it into the hands of a few persons
this person. I said to him, “What are the people again.
30,008. Do you find any inclination for it on the
doing at this meeting * and he said “The people say

my land now.

-

part of the people —No, none; they are torpid,

the land is to be free.”

30,009. Do you cultivate sugar now —I was

29,994. Did he say his land was to be free ?–No,

obliged to give it up; 160 hogsheads was my last

he was an owner of land.

29,995. Did anybody tell you his land was to be

crop, a loss of 700l.

30,010. What do you do now *—I offered them the

free ?—I cannot name anyone.

estate, which was about to be abandoned ; this was

29,996. You never heard it —I never heard it
except from a neighbour.
29,997. Who said that he had heard it —Yes.
29,998. You had not heard it yourself?—Except

returned to them. When I returned I asked the head.

through him.

massa,” he said, “the people say they will wait

-

in 1864, they took the documents connected with it.
and said they would give me an answer by the time I
man, “What is your reply to my offer?” “Well,
and

29,999. Then you never heard anybody say it?—

see.” I said, “You need not wait and see, you will

No.

30,000. I was asking you whether, during the
months I have mentioned, except this expression

about the hopefulness of somebody who thought his

shut your eyes and see ruin if you don't labour; you
will get no return.”
-

30,011. (Mr Walcott.) What was the state of feel.
ing among the people at St. Mary's that came under

º

land was to be free, there was no indication in their
manner and conduct of any intention to conspire to

your observation?–Excitement: we do not emplºy

resist authority ?–Not till after the news of the

many labourers, the good ones came in for advice, all

º

ºt

rebellion.

ihe elder and better men. I told them to keep quiet
and not to allow any stragglers to be found amongst

them, or I could not say what would be the cºst
quence. There was one man taken up in the neigh:
bourhood by Mr. Staines, with marks of blood and

-"

30,001. I am talking of the months of June, July,
August, and September—during those months was
there any such indication ?—No, I did not hear any
thing of it.
30,002. After the news of the Moraut riot reached

you and your people, what effect had it on the public
mind –A disturbed feeling, decidedly.

tättered clothes on him, but he managed to get rid ºf
evidence, He said afterwards that the man Hºe

the

away with the evidence by washing himself.

The witness withdrew.
-

EpwARD SkyERs, Esq., sworn and examined.
30,012. Are you a magistrate of St. George's 2–
80,021. What was the charge against that one?—

E. Skyers, Esq.
--

I am.
I

30,013. You are also a captain of volunteers?—
atn.

30,014, Have you lived long in St. George's 2–All
my lifetime.
the floggings
at any
30,015.
one.
at of
was present
—Ipresent
placeyou
tookWere
which

The charge was having said that, if the rebels ºf
St. Thomas in the East came into the parish, he
to murder the overseer
Would be one among the first
of Spring Garden estate, Mr. Ramsay.
%922. And he was flogged for that?–Yes.
30,023. Did

*5 “F

30,016. Was that in St. George's 2–Yes.
30,017. Was a Court-martial held in

Saint

George's -There was a Court of Inquiry held.
30,018. Where at -At Buff Bay.
39,019. Who presided at that Court-martial ?–On
that occasion, Quarter-master IIvde, of the 6th
Royals.
there
Sever,al
many were
Howbefore
90,020.
...: Tºve
....
"… . . .tried
brought
were
he Court for Inquiry, but only
One was º

º
º

you only see one man flogged 2-1

only saw one flogged.
90.924, What was the disposition of the peºple
Whº lived around you; were they quiet and peaceak
during 1865?–From my own experience, lºoſe tº
outbreak

in St. Thomas in the East, they appeared

Pretty quiet.

-

, 99.925. Nothing attracted your attention as diffir

... --->

from any other period —No ; all went on is
ing
before.
•

in

º:

Then we hear that when the news arrived

**istrict of what had happened at Moran Bay,

º
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30,050. Do you mean it came to your observation

that excited the people a good deal 2–Yes; during

DAY.

then 2–Yes, it came to my observation so far, that I

the rebellion at St. Thomas in the East and sub
sequently a great deal of excitement existed.

E. Shyers, Esq.

thought that there would be——

30,051. In St. George's 2–In St. George's.

30,027. Did a threatening letter come to your

2S Feb. 1866.

30,052. I am asking you if there was 2–No, I can

hands?—Yes, it reached my hands.
30,028. Do you know where it was found —Two
threatening letters were found.
30,029. Have you got them —No.
30,030. Neither ?–Neither.
30,031. What became of them; what did you do
with them —I think one was sent with the prisoner
-

not say there was.

30,653. Then, if something else had happened some

thing else would have been the effect?–Yes. .
30,054. I ask you as a fact, did any combination or
conspiracy exist to your knowledge –It is not to my
knowledge that there was any combination.
30,055. You might know it as a magistrate residing
among the people —I am not aware of it.
30,056. You only thought if something else hºp

that was connected with it to Port Antonio.

30,032. That is the one we have heard of already
—was there another –There was.

30,033. What became of that –I cannot exactly
say now where it is.

pened, something else would have happened –We
thought so.
30,057. But that something else did not happen,

30,034. Were they anonymous letters ?—They
were anonymous.

therefore the combination did not arise —No, the

30,035. How are your people going on now 2–If
I am to give my opinion as to the state now, it is quite

combination did not arise.

different to what it was before.

understanding, as far as you know, among the people
to resist authority ?–If I am to answer that question

30,058. You do not think there was any secret

30,036. Before when 2–13efore the rebellion.
30,037. What is the state of things now, are the
people disturbed about you?—They are very much
disturbed to what they were before.

in that form it is very hard for me to answer it,
because I don't know that there was any secrecy, there
may have been.

30,038. What is the nature of the disturbance 2–

30,059. That is what you are asked, do you know *

The nature of it and the conduct of the people is
this: previous to the outbreak the people in St.
George's were really a polite set of people, and in
travelling or moving about if you met with them on
the road they were exceedingly polite ; they would
always make way for a rider, and do so very politely,
but subsequently it is quite reversed.
30,039. Do you mean subsequently to the outbreak
up to the present time —Yes.

—No, I do not know.

30,060. (Mr. Payne.) Are you a Maroon —No, I
am not.

30,061. You say the people are not so polite now as
formerly 2–I do.
30,062. You mean that the Provost-Marshal Ramsay
has not succeeded in teaching them manners ?—I am
not acquainted with them, I don't know whether he is
in the habit of teaching manners to anyone ; all I
know is, that the manners they did possess formerly,
previous to the rebellion, they do not possess now.
30,063. (Commission.) Are you acquainted with the
means which exist in St. George's for the education
of the children of the poorer classes 2–Yes, I am.

30,040. How was that alteration manifested 2–In

this way, subsequent to the suppression of the late
rebellion it had been rumoured, and the people in
St. George's have as much taken up the rumour as
anyone else, that Governor Eyre had done a good

deal of injury to the black people, and that he must
be hung, and a new governor had come out with new
from the Queen to give them rent free and land

30,064. Are there any schools in St. George's 2–
There are a few schools.

º:
ree.

30,065. Are they well attended ?–Very badly.
30,066. Is the attendance encumbered with pay

-

30,041. Have you heard any of them say so?—In
one instance, a tenant of my own at St. George's

ment on the part ºf the pupils – There is little or no

came to me, and said, “Sir, do you intend to take off
rent?” I said, “What for 2 " he hemmed and hawed,

and at last said, “Rent must go free.” I said, “No, I
“will give you no rent free on any occasion, especially
“ in 1866; you must pay me my rent the same as
“you have paid me in former years.”
30,042. What did he say to that?—He hemmed
and put on a long face, and ultimately went away : I

ºmine

payment.

30,067. Then can they come without the excuse of
the want of money —They can.

30,068. Is there any reason that you can assign for
their non-attendance in sufficient numbers ?–-I believe

it is great apathy on the part of the parents. I know
a reverend gentleman who lives in the neighbourhood

close to me who had used a great deal of effort to keep

I would submit to nothing of the

up the schools in their districts, and he has had a

30,043. He asked for abatement or remission of

cannot get the children to attend ; Sabbath aſter

good deal of trouble to keep the schools together; he

IIlú.

Sabbath he is always lecturing the parents for the

rent, and you declined —I declined.

30,044. He did not say anything about what you

non-attendance of their children ; they are chiefly

have been telling us, at least you do not say so, about

engaged at home with their parents in domestic
1nattel's.

expecting all lands to be free ?—No, he did not say

30,069. Cultivating their provision grounds?—Yes,

at.

and such like.

30,045. I asked you iſ you heard anybody say so,
º! then you gave us this instance; now you say he
did not say so?—No,
get rid of his rent.

30,070. Do you practise as a magistrate regularly 2
—I sit frequently.

he did not say so, he wanted to

30,071. Where?–13uff Bay.

30,072. Has there been any neglect on the part of

30,046. But that is not an instance of anybody

Wishing to have his land free; did anybody say so
"you?—Not to me individually.
30,047. You said that there was nothing to attract
Your attention prior to October in the conduct and
demeanour of the people, but that all went on as
usual —Yes.

the magistrates of attendance to keep the courts

know that
I don't
going
the *-No;
part of the
on
magistrates.

there is any neglect
c

-

30,073. Has a complaint reached you on that head 2
—None whatever.

30,074. Do they attend regularly 7–They attend

ºr since, of there having been any conspiracy among

regularly, and it is an understood thing that, in the
event of Mr. A. not attending, Mr. B. will take a

the people to apply force to the resistance of the

turn on the roster.

30,048. I suppose you were not aware at that time,
established state of things 2—I am not aware of it
personally.

30,049. Or any combination ?—I am not aware of
ºny combination personally, except what had come

"rough my observation during martial law.

30,075. How often is the Court held 2–On every

Saturday, and unless it is very bad weather the Court
is sure to be held once a week.

30,076. Is there much business to do—what class
of cases are they generally *—The general cases that
4 F
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are brought before the magistrates at petty sessions I have had a lot of liberated Africans, therefore I Was
are assault cases, abusive language, and such like.

30,077. Binding people to keep the peace of each

somewhat independent of the labouring class of the
country.

other ?—Yes, very often.
28 Feb. 1866.
--

30,085. Do you find them good labourers, do they
30,078. Have you cases of dispute about wages work well ?–They work pretty well, but require ,
between employers and labourers ?—Very seldom.
little urging.
30,079. You do not yourself employ many persons,
30,086. Are they lazy 2–Rather so.
I suppose 2–Not many. I employ a few, perhaps 25
d ?—Upon
on the run, not more.

30,080. What are they –Labourers.
30,081. What do they work at 7–Stock-keeping

30,087. Are they otherwise well-conducte
the whole I cannot give them a bad name.

and coffee cultivation.

30,088. Is there, much larceny and pilfering in
your neighbourhood —Larceny is kept up to a very

30,082. When do you pay your people, once a

great extent ; the men would rather sleep all day and

week 2 – I pay them when required. I have an
understanding with them to pay them when they ask
for money.
30,083. You do not have a weekly settlement 2–
No, because I don't require them weekly.
30,084. You just have them when you want them 2
—When required. I may observe that up to recently

go and pilfer honest men's grounds at night. Many
live that way.

30,089. (Mr. Walcott.) Is there not a great diffi.
culty sometimes in getting to Buff Bay, which would
account for the non-attendance of the magistrates
generally?–Yes, there are no less than four formidable
rivers in St. George's ; the access is very difficult.

The witness withdrew.
ELIAS LOPEz sworn and examined.
E. Lopez.

30,090. Are you a storekeeper at St. Mary's 2–
I am.

persons in Port Maria that keep boats?—Three or
four, and those are mere boats for piloting.

30,091. And Deputy-Marshal there 2–Yes.
30,092. Were you aware, of your own knowledge,
of threatening letters being received in St. Mary's 2
—Yes.

30,109. Are those the class of boats to which the
10s, tax relates ?—Yes.

30,110. Did you inquire of the owners of these pilot
boats whether they knew anything of this chalked

30,093. When did you first know of it?—Before
the riot or rebellion took place.
30,094. About when 2–In the month of September

board 2–No, I did not.

or October.

30,112. The threat was in general terms to burn
and destroy property —I think it was more a caution
to Dr. Ferguson as junior member ; they did not

30,095. Did you see them —I did ; the first was
on a piece of board, it was written with chalk and put
against the door of Doctor Ferguson.
30,096. Where was that?–In Port Maria. Dr.
Ferguson was the junior member of the parish; the
writing was on a slip of board, in threatening lan

30, 111. Did anything come of it —I cannot really
say.

want to hurt him, but he was to take some notice
of it.

-º-

30, 113. It was advice to the sitting member?—

ºr
-- i.

Yes, and there were other letters threatening Mr.

º
º

McLean.
guage.

30,097. Did you see it?—I did.

30,114. Did you see that ?—I saw the letter to Mr.

30,098. What was it?—It was to the effect that

McLean ; I saw all the letters.
30, 115. Let us have one at a time; what was

they were about putting a tax of 10s. on boats, and
they intended to burn down and destroy property;
and calling upon Dr. Ferguson to be aware and be

that to Mr. McLean *—He had bought some lands
and the letter was threatening him not to go about

cautious.

the place.
30,116. What became of that letter, did you ever

30,099. It began about the taxation on boats, did it 2
—Yes, I think that was the first commencement of it,

that was either in August or September.
30,100. Did you ever ascertain who wrote this 2–
They could not find it out ; I believe there was a
meeting of magistrates on it, and if I am speaking
correctly 50 dollars was offered to find out the
anonymous writer.
30, 101. Did it look like a nautical hand 2–It was
a disguised land.
30, 102. It related to boats you say ?—That was
their plea, but there was nothing to complain of there
were only two or three boats.
30, 103. Is there a tax on boats in Port Maria 2–
There is a general tax.

30,104. Had you heard any complaint before that
about the taxation upon boats —Nothing, there are
only two or three persons that own boats. I thought
it was rather a frivolous excuse. Mr. George William
Gordon had been down there just before that, and he
had visited the almshouse, and had made some

erasure, or, rather officiously, had entered something
on the books which he had no right to do.

see it *—I saw it at the time,

30,117. When was that ?—I think it was during

martial law, certainly not afterwards.
30,118. You say Mr. McLean had been buying
lands 2—Yes, and they threatened to burn him down,

or to injure him, if he persisted in selling the land
he had got, they seemed to think

30,119. You say they seemed to think, did they
specify that in the paper ?—I will not undertake to
swear all that I did read, I cannot remember, it is so
long since.

30,120. I suppose you thought very little of it at
the time 2—Yes.

30,121. Was there any other letter —There was

a letter received during martial law threatening the
life of the Custos.

30,122. Did you see that ?—I did.
30,123. Where 2–In Port Maria.
30,124. In whose hands was it?–It was at Mrs.

Absolom's tavern ; how it got there I can't say.

.

30,125. Who had it?—I think I saw the letter in

one of the Miss Lindo's hands, and she felt very much

30,105. Were you there at the time 2—I was a

concerned for her mother, who was 25 miles ºf

vestryman then, and a vote of censure was passed

The Custos is related to my wife, and I thought it

upon him in consequence.

my duty to go and bring her round, which I did.

30, 106. When was that ?—That was in the latter

end of 1864, and then about August 1865 these anony
mous letters commenced.

30, 107. The first appearance of it that you speak
of was this chalked board —Yes, that was about
August or September 1865.

30,108. You say that there are only about three

30,126. But what about this letter?—It was the

letter that made me go and fetch her.
30, 127. What was the letter about 7–Threatening

to kill the Custos and burn down Friendship.
30,128. Is that the Custos' place 2–Yes.

30,129. Where this young lady's mother was:Yes.
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30,130. Did anything come of that threat 2–No,
nothing.

30,131. This was during martial law —Yes.
30,132. Did anything arrest your attention before
the riot at Morant Bay as to the people being in a

threatening way ?—No, there was a man

of the name

of Barrett during martial law.

30,133. Where did he come from ?–He was a

mation against him because you thought the people
would have supported him —Yes.
30,153. And what did the people say to induce you
to believe that ?—They spoke much about
30, 154. What did they say ?—I am telling you
they spoke as regards the people starving, and just
recapitulating Dr. Underhill's letter.

30, 155. I am asking you what they said —That
was what they said.

baker of Port Maria; he was not then baking, but he
was a baker; he was next door, and I was coming from
up the Bay, going to my residence ; and he said,

30,156. Do you mean they said recapitulating Dr.
Underhill's letter — They said that what Dr.

* Every damned white man's head must be cut off.”

Underhill's letter said was true.

30,134. Who did he say that to ?—He said it as I
was coming along ; there was another black man

alongside of him named Young who used to be in my
employment. I said nothing at the time, but next
morning I called Young and said, “You heard what
Barrett said, how came you to be with him : " he
said, “Sir, it was very wrong.”
30,135. Was he drunk or sober 2–IIe was not
drunk.

30,136. Did you lay any information against him 2
—No, and I will tell you why. Mr. Gough, the
magistrate, heard of it, and I was called on by one
or two persons to lay an information, and I refused
to do it.

30,137. Did you believe in his threat —Yes, I
did.

30,138. Then why not lay the information ? —
Because the parish was badly protected, we had not
even a rifle in the parish.
30,139. You had constables —Merely with batons.
30,140. Would not they have acted —They were
just the description of people I did not put any trust
in, there was no protection in the parish ; there were
no soldiers, and the police had no guns except two or
three without any locks, and I thought I might have

fallen a sacrifice if I had given him in charge.
30,141. Were you aware that this baker was at the
head of anybody ?–He belonged to that class who
are always speaking of the Underhill matters.
30,142. You say you had not a soldier in the
parish –No.
30,143. Did you want soldiers and guns to take up
a baker —No, but we wanted, at all events, unani

mily with the people.
30,144. Did you suppose the baker would have

been able to call into aid any force that would require
soldiers and guns —Yes, they would have resisted.
30,145. Who would f–His own people, his com
panions and friends.

30, 157. Did you suppose that because they said that

that they would support the baker against the law
—Yes, I did really believe it, and therefore I would
not lay an information : I was called upon to do it,
and I did not like to do it.

30,158. You thought you had better not ?—I
thought I might have been the sufferer; they threat
ened to burn down my place.
30,159. That was really the foundation of your
conduct 2–Nothing else ; I did not like to take the
responsibility.
30, 160. There was no outbreak in Port Maria or
any attempt at it *—I knew of none.
30,161. You do not know of your own knowledge
that there was any combination or conspiracy —No,
I cannot say. As far as the labourers were concerned
I saw nothing in the conduct.
30,162. Do you think that the police are very unfit
in your part of the world —Yes, I do ; they are too
much in association with the people.
30, 163. Are they natives of the place —Yes,
they are ; now I see there is a change, and the
inspector is bringing them from other parishes and
taking away those who are natives of the parish.
30, 164. Do you think that is an improvement 2–
Yes, I think having strangers about the place will do
much better than the natives ; there is too great an
affinity there with their friends.
30,165. (Mr. Payne.) You say there was a vote
of censure recorded against Mr. Gordon —Yes.
30, 166. Was it a vote of censure because Mr.

Gordon made an inspection of some of the public
buildings and the prison-house, and wrote a memo
randum in the prison book of his dissatisfaction, or
of the bad state of the prison and public buildings 2
—The vote of censure was for his officiousness in

writing in the record book kept in the institution ; he
had no right there.
30,167. (Commission.) Had he a right to visit

them —He had a right if he was introduced by a
30,146. Was there any manifestations at Port

Maria at any attempt to combine to use force aided
by this baker —Not exactly on that occasion ; but

vestryman or a magistrate.

30,168. Had he not a right as a magistrate himself,

was he a magistrate —I cannot tell you.

they were always upon this Underhill letter ; there

*emed to be a combination among them about it,
they all approved of it.

30,169. Had he no right to visit the prison 2–It is
not a prison.

30,170. Is it used as a prison —No, it is an alms

30,147. Still we may approve of a statement in a
Paper without being combined together to resist the

lºw ; did you see any such manifestation on the part
ºf the people, except this baker and his threat to cut
ºf every white man's head —There was no combina
ºn about that, it was merely as I passed he made
the remark.

30,148. You could have taken him up then, could
Yºu not –Yes, I could, but I did not like the feeling

house.

'30,171. Had he no right to visit the almshouse 2–
He had a right to visit, but he had no right to make
entries in the book.

30, 172. Does not everybody who visits put down
something —No, it is merely a book that is kept for
the visiting committee to make any order in that they

may wish carried out; it is only for a visiting com

ºf the people, the labourers.
30,149. What was the feeling of the people —
W len they spoke of the rebellion they did not speak

mittee to do that.

ºf it in a manner as if they would like to see it put
down; they were all in favour of Gordon.
30,150. What did they say about it which made

committee —Yes, or the Custos.

.." believe this baker would have been backed —

When they heard the Governor had gone
*151. What did they say?—They said nothing at
all about the baker, nothing more occurred about
him than I have told you.

*192, You said you did not like to lay an infor

30,173. Then it would have been more regular if
he had found anything wrong to have written to the
30, 174. That I suppose the committee would have
received with pleasure ?—Yes.
30,175. (Mr. Payne.) Was it not usual for visitors
at the almshouse to write their approval or dis

approval in the books —Not at all.
30,176. How long have you been Deputy Marshal 2
-From the 12th November last.

30,177. When was the threat made 7–Which 2
4 F 2
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30,178. The last you spoke of, that every white

occasion ?—I heard that the rector refused ; he did

man's head should be cut off?–On the 16th October,

not approve of it, but I heard Mr. Simpson spoke

I think,
a few Phillippo.)
days after martial
law.spoken about
. Lopez.
30,179.or ((Mr.
You have
2s Feb, isgé. Dr. Underhill's letter, there was only one public
E. L.

meeting held in St. Mary's, I believe?—No more.

upon it.

30,181. He is the Presbyterian minister —Yes,
30,182. And Mr. Cowan –I was not there, and

cannot tell you; I shall only be telling you by

30, 180. I believe the rector took the chair on that

hearsay.

The witness withdrew.

H. Prendergast,

–tº–

IIENRY PRENDERGAST, Esq., sworn and examined.
30,183. Are you the overseer and manager of a I pay every two weeks, and they are perfectly satis.
property called 13oreale —It is Boreale.

fied ; sometimes it is longer, but they are always

30, 184. Where is that 2–In the parish of Metcalfe.
30,185. Are you justice of the peace for the same

paid up in full.
30,208. How many do you employ —Upwards of
100.

parish —Yes.

30, 186. And also of St. George's and St. Mary's 2

30,209. Who pays them —I generally do myself

30,187. How long have you been so *—I have been

with the book-keeper and headman.
30,210. Do you explain to every man his account,

justice of the peace for Metcalfe nine years, and for

if there are any deductions made –I have a pay sheet

St. Mary's upwards of nine years.
30, 188. During the months of June, July, and

made out every two weeks from the journal, and the

August last year what was the state of the labouring

first, the headman also counts it, and if any of them
are not satisfied they stand back. I never allow them
to disturb me while I am paying. Afterwards I take

—Yes.

population with respect to their conduct, demeanour,
and spirit –In July and August their conduct was
very good, there was nothing to complain of.
30,189. Nothing attracted your attention ?–No

book-keeper calls out the names. I count the money

the journal and tell them, work so much this day, so
much that day, amount so much, and so and so on.
Sometimes an error occurs and it is corrected after

thing whatever.

-

30, 190. Were they in full work at that time 2–
Yes.

wards, but they are always satisfied.
30,211. Have you ever had any cases before the

30,191. Except the holidays, of course 2–Except magistrate 2–No.
the holidays.

30,192. Did they return to work after the holydays
were over ?–No, they did not for some time.
30, 193. How long did they remain away ?—It was
nearly the fourth week before they turned out, and
when I met them I asked why they did not come up
to work ; they said they were waiting to hear the
now law.

30,212. Never ?—No, I was for 20 years an over.
seer, and I was never once summoned for wages.

30,213. Have you any settled on your property –
No, none.

30,214. Do the labourers live on the estate?—Very

few, they live in the neighbourhood.
30,215. You do not let land to any of them?—A

few, but very few.

º

30,194. Did you understand that related to wages 2
—I asked them, What do you mean by “new law,”
and they said, “To get higher wages.” I said, “You
“ are foolish, you will get the same wages that you
“ have always had.” They said they were to hear a
new law before they came.
30,195. Did you understand it to refer in their

30,216. What does your land let at an acre?–20s.
30,217. Do they get more than an acre ?—It is
never measured off, they cultivate and give it up and

take a fresh piece as soon as they say the other is
WOTIn Out.

ºis.

There is plenty of it I suppose?—Plenty

of it.

minds to an increased price of wages —Yes, they
looked sulky and dissatisfied when I spoke to them.
30,196. Was there anything in connexion with this
new law which they spoke about, or from their
manner, which ied you to suppose it was anything
else than a law relating to wages —No, not at the

30,219. Is the estate doing pretty well now?—Yes,
pretty well.

30,220. (Mr. Payne.) The August holidays gene
rally last from two to three weeks, do they not —

Yes, I generally get out my people on the third week,
but last August they did not turn out, and I thought
30, 197. Had there been much discussion in your it strange ; they did not turn out till the fourth week.
I asked them why, the few I met. I met very few,
district about the price of labour —No, none at all.

time.

30, 198. Nor about the tenure of land F-Not a
word.

30,199. Then they came back to work after this 2

they kept very quiet.

30,221. (Commission.) You did not know of any
conspiracy or combination amongst the people in

Metcalfe to resist the established order of things —
30,200. Did they work again after September?—Yes. No, they appeared peaceable.
30,201. Were they working in October 2—Yes,
30,222. Do you act regularly as a magistrate?—
they worked all through, they never struck work, Yes, there is a roster made, we take our turn.
they worked peaceably.
30,223. Do you keep your courts regularly suſ"
30,202. Do you remember the news reaching plied with justices —Yes.
Metcalfe of what had happened at Morant Bay ?—
30,224. Are they never adjourned from the wan'
—Yes.

Yos.

-

30,203. Did that disturb the people at all in Mct
calfe —No, the body of the people said they would

of attendance — Sometimes that does happen, nºt
very often.

30,225. Do you sit once a week?—Yes.
30,226. Do you know whether the administratº
-

not come there; but there were one or two, I believe,

that were heard to say different.
30,204. Did you hear them yourself?—No, I did
*

not hear them myself.

—I never hear of any complaints.

30,227. What class of cases come before you?-

30,205. One or two were less peaceable than the
rest ?—Yes.

of justice by magistrates is satisfactory to the people:
Petty larcenies, assaults, and so on.

-

-

30,206. I am talking of the mass of the people at
large —No, I should say the mass of the people are
quiet and well-disposed.

30,207. Have you much trouble in that district
about the payment of wages being in arrear 2—No,

30,228. Have you much to do with complain"
against landowners ?—No, very little.

-

30,229. Or about wages —Very little.

30,230. There are some — Sometimes, but "
often.
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30,231. Do you know whether the decisions on the
subject of wages, give dissatisfaction or not — I

30,232. Are your decisions much appealed against?
—No, very seldom indeed, I don't know of any I have

Thºrn
DAY.
-

never heard of their giving dissatisfaction.

sat upon.
The witness withdrew.

H. Prendergast,
-

28 Feb. 1866,

THOMAS CREED, Esq., sworn and examined.

30,233. Are you a justice of the peace for the

had worked for me picking pimento before she was in T. cºed, Esq.

ish of St. George's 2–I am.
30,234. And are you the proprietor of the Vinie
and Prior parks in St. George's 2–Yes.
30,235. Were you at Annotto Bay on the 14th

my service.
30,260. Are those the instances that you had during
martial law, that is after the 14th of October —

October 2—Yes.

30,261. Before martial law did anything attract
your attention with legard to the temper and spirit
of the people —No, I did not see any difference in

30,236. As you were entering there did anything
happen to you ?—I met a woman, and I heard her
say, “Rise, rise, you ought to rise here the same as
they do in St. Thomas in the East.”

30,237. Was she a person known to you ?—Not

Yes.

them.

30,262. They went on as before ?—Yes.
30,263. Were they generally civil and kind in

that I know of.

manner –Yes.

30,238. Do you live near there 2–About seven or
eight miles from there.
30,239. Do you act at Annotto Bay as a justice of

tinued.

the peace : —No, I am only a magistrate of St.

combination among them to resist —No, there was a

George's.
30,240. What sort of woman was she, what was
her age —She was a middle-aged woman.
30,241. Was she drunk —Oh no, she was not

good deal of exultation when the news came down of
the atrocities in St. Thomas in the East; that was
visible.

drunk.

to exult.

30,264. And that continued 2 – Yes, that con

30,265. You knew nothing of any conspiracy or

-

30,266. Exultation you call it 2–Yes, they scemed
*

30,242. Did you proceed forwards 2—Yes, I did

30,267. “n what way did that exultation become

for a few paces, and there was a small group of men

visible * – I heard them talking and saying they

standing, and they said, “There is one of them;’
and one of them said, “Ah ! all the b
ought to

killing all the buckras.

have their heads cut off.”

30,243. Did you hear any expression from one of
your servants upon the subject —I did.

30,244. Was that expressing her opinion upon
things in general *—She was a servant in the house,

30,268. Where did you hear that ?–I heard the
servants talking of it.

30,269. Whose servants —My servants, that they
had been killing all the buckras in St. Thomas in the
East, and they seemed to exult over it.
30,270. And what did they do that manifested that

and I was informed that she said if the war came

exultation ?—I heard them talking very freely and

there she would join the black people, for there were

laughing over it.
30.271. Over the slaughter of the buckras 2-—Yes;
and then there was certainly a change came over them

two persons in the district she would like to see
killed,

30,245. Did you hear that yourself?—It was de
clared to me. I was informed that she said so; it
was declared to me as a magistrate.
30,246. An information against your own servant :

Fº constables and the other servants informed me
Of it.

30,247. Did you inquire into the language —I

º
three.

into it, and it was corroborated by two or

afterwards when the news came down that the soldiers

had retaliated, and were killing the black people.
30,272. What change was that ?—You heard no
thing about it then.

30,273. They were shut up —They were shut up;
they ceased to talk, and were very civil and polite
then.

30,274. How are you now getting on—quietly —
Not very; they are very sullen.

30,248. That she had said what ?–That she had

30,275. Do they express the cause of their sullen

said there were two buckras in the district she would
like to see killed; they were Mr. Hosack and Mr.
Prendergast.

ness —It is too visible ; those who used to be very

30,249. How long had she been in your service —

30,276. Now do you mean 2–Now they do so.
30,277. Do they assign any reason for it —They
do not assign any reason openly. I have my own

Two or three months.
30,250. Were you sitting as a magistrate to decide
upon those abusive words?–Only between themselves.

..". to me pass without showing me any compliment
at all.

-

l'CaSOI)S.

30,251. What sort of abusive words do you hear

30,278. Are those reasons founded upon anything

amongst themselves sitting as a magistrate —Gene

that has fallen from them 2–No, but I can see a
change in them.

rally only quarrels between themselves.
30,252. Threats of each others' lives, and angry

Words?—Only petty quarrels.
30,253. Sometimes they use threatening words, do
You have cases of that sort?–No, I do not recollect.
30,254. Do you consider that this was a serious
threat on the part of your maid-servant *—At that

time I thought it very improper.
30.255. Do you think that she certainly wished to
-

see Mr. Hosack and Mr. Prendergast killed * — I
thought so.

30.256. Did you trace the wish to any personal
hostility upon her part on any cause of oftence ?—

30,279. But the reason for that change you do not
gather from them —Not all. I have heard some of
them say they believe the white must have killed too
much black people up there.

30,280. Do you attribute to that the coolness you

speak of 2–Yes, I do. I certainly believe it.
30,281. Then you have heard a reason assigned 2–
They never said so.

30,282. I thought you heard them say they killed
too much people —I have heard them say that.
30,283. Are you certain you have heard that 2–I
am certain.

30,284. Are those the servants you speak of ?—No,

h no, none.

persons passing to and fro, and people that have come

30,257. Was she a well-conducted woman other

and conversed with me.

}. *—Prior to that I never

heard anything against

er,

30,258. Was she a young woman —A middle-aged
Woman, the mother of two or three children.
sº

30,259. Was her name Mary Harris —Yes. She

30,285. The labouring classes 2–Yes, workpeople.
30,286. The same people you mention as having
been exulting over the news about the slain —No, I
cannot say that they were.

30,287. How many people do you employ on an
4 F 3
*
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estate, or in the neighbourhood —Many of them live
upon the property. I rent it out to them. I allow
30,288. How do you pay them —As soon as the them to make a provision-ground and put a house
work is done.
upon the property for 20s. a year.
30,302. Do you restrict them as to quantity?–No.
30,289. Do you pay them every week —Yes, every
Although I state at the time it is only one acre, I
week or every two weeks, and so on.
have no doubt some of them have got three or four.
30,290. Who pays them 2–I do myself.
30,291. Always —Always.
30,303. You have plenty of land, I suppose?—Yes,
30,292. Have you ever had any disputes with them plenty, and very fertile land.
about their wages —No, I never had any complaint;
30,304. Are they, generally speaking, a well
we always arranged. I always make my own plans behaved people *—I always considered them so. The
and give out my own jobs, and I pay the people as have got a notion in their heads now that the land is
average?—During the crop season, picking pimento,

and so on, upwards of 100.

I have reasoned with them, and told

soon as the jobs are done.

to be free.

30,293. How much can a man earn on your estate
—The men can earn ls, a day very well, and a
woman too. They turn out sometimes early, and
sometimes late. In general work they turn out late
in the day, as late as 11 or 12 o'clock sometimes.
30,294. That is task work, I suppose ?–Picking

them the consequences of their still persisting in it.

pimento,

30,305. When they are sick on your estate do they
get any assistance in the way of doctor and physic?—
There are two parochial doctors.
30,306, Who visit them —By getting an order.

I think there are certain rules in the Vestry upon
that subject.

-

30,295. What other work have you besides —
Making pastures, and making fences, and looking after
stock.

30,307. Suppose a family was taken ill, what do they
do ; do they go off to the parochial doctor —I do not
know. I often give them harmless medicines myself.

30,296. Do those men begin very late —Pasture
30,308. You cannot state whether it is necessary to
work is generally very late.
have an order from a vestryman to get the assistance
30,297. Why is that *—I attribute it to laziness.
of the parochial doctor —I think so ; I will not be
30,298. Are they employed in cultivating their positive. There are certain rules in the Westry
provision-grounds —No, they never think of such a which I am not prepared, at this moment, to specify.
thing, they are not industrious enough for that.
30,309. (Mr. Payne.) What became of Mary Harris?
30,299. And do they prefer working in the heat of —She has returned.
the day ?—I do not know; they do it.
30,310. Was she punished ?–I don't think so. I
30,300. Are there any settlers on your property?— don't think she received any punishment.
No.
30,311. (Commission.) You don’t know —I don't
30,301. Do the people you employ live on the know. I never heard so.
The witness withdrew.

A. S. Carter.

ANNA SUSANNAH CARTER sworn and examined.

30,312. Do you live at Bath —Yes.
30,313. Were you there on Thursday, the 12th
October 2—Yes.

30,314. When the rioters came there 2–Yes.

30,315. Did they come near the house in which you
were 2–Yes. Our house is situated just off the
street, so that you can see and hear everything.
30,316. Were you looking from the window of that
house when the rioters came on that day ?–Yes.
30,317. What number did you see ?–I could not
have the least idea ; the whole street was filled with

them. There seemed to be a great deal of confusion.
30,318. What did you hear them say, or see them
do?—Plundering the stores.

30,319. Whose store did you see plundered 2–Mr.
Reid's, Mr. Kirkland's, Mr. Mark's, and other small
Stores.

30,320. Did you hear anyone address the people
who were plundering with an air of authority?—Yes,
there seemed to be persons who ordered the others.
30,321. Did you hear those persons say anything :
—Yes, I heard a man who was very conspicuous

30,328. When they did that was anything said to
them 2–I could not distinguish.
30,329. Did you hear a woman expostulate in any
way ?–Yes, in the same yard where the men were
speaking of all these gentlemen a woman seemed to
be expostulating.
30,330. Did you. hear what she said —Yes, she

said, “What do buckra do you, buckra no trouble
you ; ” and he answered, “You buckra do we too
much, everyone of them to kill.”
30,331. Did you see them search any of their houses
besides the stores —Yes.

I saw them enter Mr.

Hitchins' house in the early part of the day to search
for his ammunition and guns.
30,332. How do you know they were searching for
that more than for anything else?—I was told so.
30,333. Did you hear them say so themselves?—
I saw a party come in early in the morning with a
person I knew, with one of the volunteers marching
in with them, as if guarded.

30,334. As if he was a prisoner do you mean :-

during the day, say, “Put back Mr. Ford's goods;

Yes, and I saw them walk into Mr. Hitchins’ yard,
and go through the house. I inquired about it, and was

we don’t want cloths, we want a ton of powder ; we

told it was a party of the rebels searching for powder.

do not come here to thieve, we come to kili.”

That

30,335, Did you hear Mr. Kirkland the magis

was the same voice I had heard before.

trate's name, mentioned?—Yes.
30,336. What was said about him —His head was

30,322. Was it daylight at this time —Yes.
30,323. Did you hear the names of any of the
overseers of the estates near you mentioned —Yes.
30,324. Whose name did you hear mentioned by

to be taken off.

30,837. You heard this person say that, did you?
Yes; I did not distinguish who.

30,338. You heard it said by some of them?–Yes.
30,339. Were other names mentioned by these
but!
30,325. What was said by these persons, did you people —There were other names mentioned,
could
them ; they were the names of

them —Mr. Shortridge.

hear?—Yes, “Everyone to kill,” meaning to be kill ;
those were their words.

not recollect
several of the gentlemen round about.
30,340. How long did you see these people going"
-

30,326. Did you hear those names mentioned more
than once?—Yes.

in this way?—Almost the whole of Thursday. ..

30,327. Did you see anybody attempt to protect

30,341. Were they in possession of Bath?–Yes."

the property —Yes, a great many; but those were
chiefly people in Bath, and constables.

course; no one made any resistance, everyone gº"

way and allowed them to do whatever they pleasel.

The witness withdrew.
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30,342. Are you Inspector of Police for the parish
of St. Elizabeth –I am.

-

30,343. How long have you had that situation ?—
Four years.

30,344. Where were you before that ?—I have been

living at St. Elizabeth's about 15 years.
30,345. Were you not in the police at all before

THIRTIETH
DAY.

to inquire if there was any foundation for it; they
told me that the people were alarmed, but they could
-

something I had nothing to present.
30,368. You were unable to present anything
practically —Yes.
30,369. Did you notice any attempt to organize
force : —No, I never did.

four years ago —No.
30,346. During last year were the people of St.
Elizabeth's, as far as they came under your observa
tion, well-behaved and peaceable during the months
of June, July, August, and September 2—About June
I saw very few men in the public places, where they
were in the habit of frequenting, and I remarked it
to several persons how very few men were going to
market. Saturday is generally a holiday amongst
them, and they generally attend markets and go to
the grog-shops, but I saw very few there. I spoke to
the police about it, and they said they had remarked

30,370. Or to carry out a rebellion ?—No, or else I

would have reported it immediately.
30,371. There was none such —None to my know
ledge.
30,372. Nor was there any conspiracy among the
people to your knowledge —No, there was none to
my knowledge.
30,373. When the news of what had happened at
Morant Bay came to St. Elizabeth's, what effect was
produced upon the people —The people were very
much more civil directly after; but the steps the
it for some time before.
Government had taken to stop it and the news of the
30,347. Before June 2–It was about the middle of insurrection reached the parish together. I heard
both on the same day.
June I spoke about it.
30,374. Is the Black River a district of St. Eliza
30,348. Had anything occurred in the welfare of
the people to account for that ; were they less well beth's 2–Yes, it is.
off —I think they are much better off than they were
30,375. Were they quiet down at Black River in
10 years ago.

the summer ?—The whole of the south coast of the

30,349. We are speaking of June 2—They were
just as well off as at any other time.

parish was quiet. It had been brought to my notice,
by affidavit and other things, that a man named Coley,

30,350. Then that would not account for their not

a deserter from the 4th West India Regiment, was

going to market?—No.
30,351. Did anything else besides that attract your
attention ?—I heard different black people saying that
it was spoken that there was to be an insurrection
among the blacks up in the interior.
30,352. You heard that yourself, did you ?—I heard
it from different black people.
30,353. Whereabouts were you when you heard
that —They have told me themselves, but I did not

asked to drill men in the interior of St. Elizabeth.

believe it.

-

30,354. They told you there was going to be an
insurrection ?–That the black people were dissatisfied.
There were two meetings held at St. Elizabeth's.
30,355. When was that ?—I think it must have

been in April or May, I am not quite certain.
30.356, Was that about the time the black people
told you this z-After that I heard the black people
say this.

30,357. Did they know who you were —Yes, I am
well known in the parish, having previously held
another appointment ; they first of all asked me if I

I have only seen the affidavits.
30,376. Was that recently 2–In December, I think.
30,377. Since the outbreak 2–Since October ; and

in December I heard a rumour that there was likely
to be a rising in the interior, and I sent policemen in
plain clothes to inquire if it was true, and they told
me that a child informed them that there was to be a

rising.
30,378. What district are you referring to ?–Rose
Hill district, in my own parish, up towards Trelawny.
They told me the men had been cleaning up guns,
but as it was only a child that gave them that informa
tion I could not prove it.
30,379. Did you try to verify that statement —
Yes, and a gun was seized.
30,380. Do you see the people occasionally have
guns of their own about there —Some of them may.
30,381. Was there any attempt about Black River
at any time about 1865 to organize a row —No.
30,382. You do not believe in any combination or

had heard anything of it.
conspiracy in your parish —No, the parish is very
30,358. That was the way they started the subject? large. I have very few policemen, and they are kept
more down in the town.

—Yes.

30,383. How many policemen have you ?–Only 18
30,359. In talking of it, I suppose they did some
thing more than asking you that question ?–They in the whole district, and 12 of those were kept in
asked me if I had heard they were going to kill the the town alone, and during August and in October
browns and the whites.

30,360. Did they say that in a manner as if they
thought there was anything serious in it —I did not
believe it; but some of these people are very credu
lous; they will believe almost everything.
30,361. How many communicated this to you ?—

A great many.
30,362. How many do you think?—I daresay 20
or 30 different people.
30,363. Then you do not agree with those who say

the whole force was kept in Black River.
30,384. Why were you addressing yourself in
August and October to Black River if there was no

occasion of organizing force —I think it is my duty
as inspector to inquire into everything that takes
place in every part of the parish.
30,385. Why did you concentrate your force in
Black River ?—Because I was ordered to do it; the
Custos ordered me.

-

30,386. You did not do it from any knowledge that

that the blacks are rather silent and secret —Those
that would have anything to do with it would be

you had acquired of your own—from investigating

secret, but we have a very large district, consisting of

30,387. On the contrary, you found nothing there
indicating any attempt to use violence?—No.
30,388. Yet twice you concentrated your force
there 2–1 was ordered to do so in August, and as

nearly 40,000 inhabitants.
30,364. The character of the negro is said to be
reticent –It is so.

the state of the district 2–No.

30,365. How can that be if those people came to soon as I heard of the riot in October, in St. Thomas
you and spoke openly about the rebellion ?—Those in the East, I ordered my men to assemble in Black
º•.

were persons that were themselves frightened.

-

30,366. Were they whites ?–No, blacks.

30,367. Were they labouring men —Yes, labour
ing men ; they were themselves alarmed.

Those

g".

not trace it all, and, of course, unless I could prove T. K. Wheatle,

River, because if there was any rising
30,389. That was the most central position ?–Not
the most central, but the best basis to act from. A
lot of females and others had fled from the interior of

Were the persons I heard it from, and I told my police the country to Black River for protection.
4 F 4

28 Feb. 1866.
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30,390. Did you follow up their flying, to see if
they had fled from any well-grounded alarm –There
was only rumour; I could find nothing else but

T. K. Wheatle.

TurnOut”.

23 Feb. 1866.

No, there was none.

30,391. There was no overt act of any parties —

30,413. What did they do there?—They were only
praying. I did not stop there very long,
30,414. Did you notice the effect, physical or moral,
resulting to the parties who attend them —The men
all appeared half mad.
30,415. Were they drunk any of them —No, not

30,392. No gatherings at night that you could
hear of 2–I did hear of gatherings, but I could not

drunk, it was more cause of excitement I think.

prove them.

moral life; I know that.

up.

I had not a sufficient force to follow it

I might, perhaps, mention that there was a head

constable who informed Mr. Salmon, the Custos, of a

contemplated rising ; and in December, when I heard
that there was meetings taking place in a district
called Darlston, towards St. James, I sent him up
there on duty to report, and certain people from Black
River went up there, and in about seven days after
I heard he was dead, and three or four days after,
the doctor informed me that he was poisoned.
30,393. Was there any reason to suppose that he
had committed suicide 2–I have no reason to believe it.

30,394. Did he owe any money —They said he
owed money, but it is not in the nature of black men
to commit suicide for owing money ; he was the head
constable and a very useful constable in the district.

30,395. Was he employed in any other way ?—He
kept a store, I believe.

30,396. How could a constable keep a store ?—
Rural constables are only paid when they are on duty.
30,397. He was not a permanent constable 2–He
was not paid by the year, only when he was doing
duty by the day.
30,398. A special constable 2–Yes.
30,399. Do you know anything about his having
100l. committed to him to purchase produce —I

30,416. And the women —They lead a most im

30,417. While it is going on 2–While it is going
on ; the morning we went to apprehend these people
there was a man in bed with a mother and daughter;
it was a little place, and there were about 20 men and
women in this place.
30,418. And he was in bed with them 2–Yes.

30,419. What were the other people doing 2—They
were all in bed when we went ; it was early in the
morning.

30,420. Then the excitement was not upon them at
that time, as far as the religious movement went?–I
don't think the excitement lasts long ; when it first
broke out they used to pretend to be excited, I don't

know whether from liquor or not, they went about
from one place to another; they did not work at all.
30,421. Can anybody go into a revival meeting 2–
Anybody used to be able to go, but now they lock
their doors to prevent anybody going in.
30,422. What number were assembled when you
were present 2–About 200 ; it was in a school-house.
30,423. Do you think it has a very bad effect?—
It has a very bad effect upon the people.
30,424. When it is over, do you notice the result of
it upon any portion of the attendance —When I was
first employed as inspector of police, after the first

merchants to buy, on commission I suppose ; I know

revival movement, there were young children, young
women and girls, brought into the courts for larceny,
nearly every one of whom had a young child.
30,425. How old were these girls —About 15

very little about it.

or 16.

30,401. Was there any resistance to the payment
of taxes in the month of July —Not in St. Eliza

the result of the revivals 2—I am certain of it, it was

heard that he had money.

30,400. What duty was to be performed for that ;
was it a sort of trust fund 2–It was given by different

beth's.

30,426. Then you consider that these children were

to inquire into Doctor Underhill's letter.
30,403. Where was that ?–In Black River, three

from the life they led. In St. Elizabeth's larcenies
increased to about 100 per cent. in the last few years,
which has been caused from the revival people in
1860 and 1861 not working, and after they destroyed
the grounds of those who did cultivate their land.
Negroes very seldom work more than sufficient to
keep them for the time, they very seldom cultivate

meetings took place altogether.

more than one or one and a half acre of land, and as

30,402. Nor did you hear any talk about the appro
priation of land belonging to other people 2–Not in
St. Elizabeth's, we never heard of anything about

land until after these two meetings that were called

30,404. Have you recently had any revivals in

your parish —We have had revivals, and will have
them there still. They commenced in 1860 or 1861.
30,405. Did you ever attend one f—I have only
been once, when I was ordered by a magistrate to go
and apprehend them for having pikes in their houses.
30,406. When was that ?—Last October.
30,407. Was that a revival meeting —They have
revival meetings day and night almost.
30,408. But at that time, in October, was that a
revival time 2—They have different camps and
different houses where they meet ; and there are
different sets, perhaps you megt 20, 30, or 50 at
a time, this goes on constantly ; there is a revival
meeting every day almost.
30,409. Men and women —Men and women.
30,410. The time you are speaking of, you fix in

soon as the ground is destroyed they are not in the
habit of working out themselves; they prefer stealing
from a great many besides.

30,427. Have you, as inspector of police, paid any
attention to obeahism in this country?—They all
believe in it, not only the negroes but a great many
of the lower class of the brown people.

30,428. Are there many obeahmen in your parish?
—We try a good many; a good many have been tried
constantly,
30,429. For the statutable offence —Yes.

30,430. Do you know an obeahman when you see
him —It is impossible to do that.
-

gºal. There is no outward sign of their calling?
--IN 0.

30,432. (Mr. Payne.) Have not the increased re
turn of the number of larcenics been very much due
to the increase of the number of special constables?

October —Yes, October; it was written down to

—I can only speak for my own district special con

Black River that they were alarmed at these people
hearing that they were armed with pikes, and request

stables ; they are a most useless body there. . .

30,433. Are they not paid for every conviction?

ing that I should go and investigate the matter ; I —They are paid for every day they are on duty. .
went up and saw a lot of wooden sticks, about eight
30,434. Are they not paid for every convictiºn,
feet long, sharpened. I told the magistrates I had no every discovery — They are paid by the day, with
business to go to this place, but I went and had the

the exception of the man that was poisoned and ºne

men apprehended and searched their places in which or two others; they never any larcenies at St. Eliza.
there were different papers relating to property said
to be destroyed by fire.
30,411. Where are those papers ?—I sent them up

beth's, they only bring people up for getting intº
I'OWS.

30,435. Have they not an interest in ferreting ºut

crime, being paid either by the day upon which tly
30,412. You were never present at a revival 2–I discover it or by the number of crimes they discover
went to one before I was inspector.
—Of course, they have an interest in discovering *

to Mr. Salmon, the Custos.

-
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but, unfortunately, it is not sufficient to induce them

for two months last year; in fact, their water supply

to do it.

is entirely dependent upon the heavens.

30,436. What is the amount of interest you speak
of 7–Two shillings and sixpence per day whenever

they are ordered on duty by a magistrate.
30,437. Do they get a percentage upon convictions 2
—No, they do not ; they get 2s. 6d. a day when on

DAY.

30,461. Were nearly all the properties last year in
want of water 3–Yes.

30,462. Was there a drought in St. Eiizabeth's last
year —Yes, in the middle of the year.
30,463. And did it not extend to over 15 months 2

—They had hardly any rain in 1864, and very little

ness or anything.
30,438. But you say they have an interest in secur

rain since.

ing a large number of convictions —They have, but
they do not carry it out ; the greater number of days
they are on duty the more they get paid.

rain, was there :-There was no water in that line of

30,464. In fact till August there was hardly any
country.

30,465. Then the destitution in that part of St.
Elizabeth's was the result of the long drought —

accurate return of the number of larcenies?–No, the

There was no actual destitution in St. Elizabeth's at

constables have very little to do with that.

any time. The destitution there has been caused by
larceny, not from the drought. The year before last,
when the people were planting their provisions, the
negroes went and stole the plants out of the ground,

30,440. This Mr. Coley that you speak of was a
deserter, was he not ?—Yes.

30,441. Was he caught and tried for desertion ?—
He has never been tried ; he was dismissed.

and that has been the cause of the destitution in some

30,442. When he was caught, was not the reason
he assigned for deserting that he had been detained
by these people in order to drill them —No, I don't
think he gave that reason. Iſe had deserted four

parts of St. Elizabeth's, not the drought.
30,466. As to these meetings that were held at St.

eats.

-

30,443. (Commission). Where is he now 2–At St.
Elizabeth's. He was discharged by Captain Ross as
being unfit for duty since.
30,444. Was he not tried for desertion ?—I do not

think they tried, because they could not find the
regiment; it was not out here.

30,445. What regiment did he belong to ?—I think
it was the Fourth, but I am not certain.

I sent him

up two years ago.

30,446. What was his name 2—William Coley.
30,447. (Mr. Payne.) Was it not on the occasion

Elizabeth's, can you state from your own knowledge
what effect they had upon the minds of the peasantry?
—When I returned from Black liver several people
told me that they were going down to Black River
for the things which had been out for them. I said

they had better stop at home.

I did not think they

would be such fools to believe such things. Mr.
Maxwell told the people that if they would stop at
home, and attend to his work, he could give them a
pound for every shilling they lost by not going to the
Underhill meeting.
-

30,467. Was it supposed that they got shillings for
going there, then –It was reported that they got
pounds.

There was a report that 50,000l. were to be

of his discharge that he gave this account 7–He was

distributed.

apprehended by some Maroons, and when the Maroons
were conveying him back he gave that information.

30,468. What effect did it have upon the minds of
the people their not receiving any of this 50,000l. 2–
They were very dissatisfied. I have lived in the
parish, and know nearly all the people. I spoke to
them at different places. They came to me, and

30,448. He said that he had been detained 2–Not
detained ; he was never detained. He refused to drill

them, and he was turned away from the place.
ings at St. Elizabeth's during the last year; were

asked me a whole lot of different things when they
came back and did not get any money. They told

you present at any or all of them —No, I did not

me they heard that Mr. Salmon and some others had
stolen the money ; that all the money that had been

30,449. (Mr. JPalcott.) You say there were meet
attend them.

30,450. (Commission.) Do not you attend these
meetings -Not meetings of that description.

30,451. Do not the police do so *—No.
30,452. Not even to keep order –It would be

sent to them was taken, and had been appropriated.
30,469. When was this f–It was before June.

30,470. Was it after the second Underhill meeting
at Black River ?–Yes, and they said that they were

useless to get policemen to keep order amongst 2,000 ordered to be made slaves.
people. They are down at the station if they are
30,47 l. You say certain persons asked you in a
sent for. It depends upon what the description of state of alarm whether there was going to be a

º is.

We do not attend such meetings as

those.

-

30,453. (Mr. Walcott.) Did you see any of the
Persons that were at that meeting t—No, I had other

duties to perform.
30,454. I)o you know by whom the meeting was

called 2–Mr. Gilling, a black man, and a Baptist
Parson, and a man named Palmer.

30,455. Were these what were called Underhill's

meetings —This meeting was called for the purpose
of inquiring into Dr. Underhill's letter.
30,456. To inquire into the state of the country

-There were three meetings; two at Black River
ºud one at Hewitt's Hill, a little way beyond Middle
Quarters.

rebellion ?—They asked me if I had heard it.

30,473. You could not trace it you say ?–No.
30,473. In your official capacity you say you saw
no inclinations in any parties to combine to break the
peace, or to resist the constituted authorities —I did
not.

30,474. You did not tell us that any effect pro
duced upon the people who attended the meeting to
discuss the state of the labouring classes resulted in
any attempt on the part of that class to use force, or

to combine —No, because they never had the oppor
tunity.

30,475. Have you any reason to suppose that in
the month of July 1865 there was any organized plot
among the people for a rebellion about the early part

30,457. (Commission.) Do you think these meetings of the ensuing August?—I believe that several thou
have a bad effect upon the lower orders –A very sands in St. Elizabeth's (I do not mean those people
bad effect indeed. They would be perfectly quiet if
they were left alone.
:

that have anything to lose) if they had had the
opportunity would have joined.

30,476. That is not an answer to my question ; had
90,458. (Mr. Walcott.) I believe in excessive
droughts there would be a certain amount of destitu you, as an inspector of police, any knowledge that
tº amongst the peasantry in St. Elizabeth's 2–Yes, there was an organized plot in the parish of St.
30,459. But it would be confined to the Savannahs

*ng the sea-coast —The Savannahs along the sea
*...*t.
A very few negroes live along the Pedro
Plains.
30,460. In fact they would suffer from want, not

*y of food but of water —They were out of water

Mr.

T. K. Wheatle.

duty, whether it is to apprehend a person for drunken

30,439. But you do not attribute to this a more

THIRTIETH

Elizabeth's existing in July for a rebellion in the
beginning of August 2—No, I have not.
30,477. As inspector must you have known as much

as anybody in the district if it had existed f--I do not
think any organized plot did exist. I don't think
they have the ability for it.
4 G.
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30,478. This letter was dated April 1865, and was

DAY.

could not trace it.

sent it to Bath 2–Yes.

30,496. Then you do not believe there was a plot *
—We believe a thing although we cannot prove it.
30,497. But you must have some basis for your
belief ?—Only I saw the people in a very excited

Mr.

T. K. Wheatle.
-

28 Feb. 1866.

given after making inquiry 2–I should have said I

picked up by a person residing at Spring Vale, and
30,479. I suppose you have read this, “It appears
“ that there is an organized plot among the people in

“ this vicinity for a rebellion about the early part of
“August ensuing ;” was that told you as inspector
of police —I did hear a good many—
30,480. Did you hear this 2–I did hear that, and
I did hear of other threats, but I sent my men up to
inquire if they could trace it, and they could not trace

State.

it.

insurrection at all, I tried to trace it.
30,499. Then you had no grounds for your belief?

30,481. Then you do not agree with that statement
that there was an organized plot among the people in

that vicinity for a rebellion in the early part of
August ensuing 2—I heard it, but I could not trace it.
30,482. Will you bring your mind to bear upon the
question ; did you agree, after you had heard it and
investigated it, with that statement 2–I believe there

30,498. We merely want your official knowledge in

this matter ; many persons believe things foolishly
without the slightest evidence, we want your know

ledge as a practical man —I could not trace any
—I had no grounds.

30,500. Still you believed it 2–I saw so many per
sons alarmed I believed it, but I could not trace it.

30,501. Did you believe it 2–Did I believe there
was an insurrection ?

30,502. Did you believe there was a plot?—I
believe there was a plot among a few of the people.
30,483. From what do you believe it, because that
30,503. Yet you have no ground for your belief?—
is quite contrary to your evidence in the first instance ;
Because
I could not trace it to any proper source; I
you say now you believe there was an organized
plot *-What I understand by an organized plot is tried to take measures to prevent it if there was one.
30,504. If it was your belief that there was a plot,
30,484. Every plot must have an organization, must was it not your duty to report it to the Government?
it not ?—There must be some organization, but I —I kept men out so as to report the slightest dis
turbance.
don't believe the negro is capable of it.
30,505. Was it not your duty to report it?—Not
30,485. Drop the word “organizing” and use the
word plot, it always implies some kind of organization; unless I could prove it.
you say now you believe there was a plot ?—I believe
30,506, Suppose you believe there was to-day a plot
there was a plot in St. Elizabeth from the different existing in the parish of St. Elizabeth's, do not you
rumours I heard, I cannot speak of my own know think it would be your duty to come confidentially
ledge.
to the Governor and tell him you believe there was a
30,486. But from your own knowledge your belief plot, in order that he might give you extra assist
must be made up ; you investigated it as an officer ance —I should have reported it to the Government
whose duty it was to do so, and found no trace of it 2 if I could have traced it ; but I could not trace it in
—I found no trace of it, but there was quite capable any way.
30,507. Will you just condescend to answer the
of there being one without my being able to trace it.
30,487. What, as Inspector of Police —It is a question categorically—is it true that you had no
ground for your belief ?—I had no ground for my
large district.
belief.
30,488. What is the use of the police if they are not
30,508. Yet you entertained it —I don't under
able to trace these things –Give us a sufficient
was a plot.

-

force to do it and we will.

stand you.

30,489. Did you receive orders from the Govern
ment in July to endeavour to find out if there was a
plot ?—No, I had not; I tried to find it out on my own

30,509. Do you really mean that you don't under
stand what it is to believe a thing; you say you
believed it at the same time you say you had no

responsibility, and if I had found it I would have

ground for it—one wants to know what an Inspector
of Police believes and has foundation for, can you

reported it to the Government immediately.
30,490. I suppose you took the best means you
could —I did ; I went myself to different places, and
sent my men to different places.
30,491. After you had made your inquiries and got

the best information you could, would you have
written this, “It appears there is an organized plot
“ among the people in this vicinity for a rebellion in
“ the early part of August ensuing *-I should not

tell us that?—I tried to the best of my ability to find
out if there was any truth in it, and I could not. I
met a black man in the place and he told me there was

to be a rebellion. I sent men to inquire into it, and
found no truth in it. I went to several parties and
saw persons in all parts of the parish in a very excited
and alarmed state ; and I thought there must be some

ground for it, and that they must have some better
information for it than I had.

have written that unless I could have traced it to

30,510. (Mr. Phillippo.) How many pikes did you

SomC SOurce.

find –I suppose 200.
30,492. After you had done all that could you have
written that with truth 2–No, I would not write an
official letter unless I had proof.

30,493. Without writing an official letter would

you have stated that —Not unless I knew it as a
fact.

30,511. Where were they found?—In the house of
a man named Ricketts in Buildings district.

30,512. Are they the sort of things they spear fish
with ?-No, it is a mountainous place, there is no
Water.

-

-

30,513. Or hogs —They don't spear hogs with

30,494. But would you have stated it after you had

them ; they were very much like boarding pikes on

made your inquiry — After I had made my own

board a man-of-war.

inquiries—no.

30,514. (Commission.) Do they use them for any
purpose –The revival people told me they made

30,495. Suppose that statement had

been referred

to you to report, upon what report would you have

them to protect themselves.

"

The witness withdrew.

H. J. Bicknell,
Esq.

HENRY John BICKNELL, Esq., recalled and further examined.

30,515. I believe you are able to give the Commis

sation not long since with the Rev. Mr. Phillipſ"

sion some information, from your own knowledge,

and I gºve him my opinion.

about the judicial system that is practised in the
various parts of this island?—Yes; I had a conver

30,516. Without reference to your conversation with
anybody else, can you give us your opinion "

•
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regard to the facilities afforded to the labouring classes

ready to lend his aid without the necessity of resorting

to obtain cheap justice, before the justices who meet

tº the justices for such an order; the people in

at Petty Sessions—have you any practical knowledge

THIRTIETH
DAY.

Kingston are most wretchedly poor, I have known

of that ?–Yes, I have a good deal of practical know

Bicknell,
some not even able to pay the stamp duty on the H. J.Esq.

ledge of it from a good many years' experience.

process.

30,517. Will you give us the result —I think the
facilities which the labouring class have of access to
the Justices' Court and Magistrates' Court are sutli

cient. I do not know of any disabilities under which

they labour to prevent them from having access to the
petty Courts. The expenses which they incur are

-

30,538. Are they generally litigious —They are,
but there have been some cases of real injustice, where
I have known people unable to procure justice, simply

because they were unable to pay the stamp duty.
30,539. Upon what particular class of legal pro
ceedings was that ?–Upon the information, the fee
for which is 1s. 6d.

fees to the clerk of the peace and stamp duties.
30,518. Suppose a person took out a summons for
an assault, what expense would he incur before he got
his case before the Justices of Petty Sessions —

30,540. That is included in the 6s., is it not ?—I
think so.

30,541. Does it include the stamp —No, the fee,

About 6s.

irrespective of the stamp, is 2s.

30.519. How would that be distributed 2–In fees
to the clerk of the peace.
30,520. How much do they amount to ?—There is

Yes.

30,542. That goes to the Clerk of the Peace 3–

a schedule, there is an Act which fixes the amount.

30,543. Do you draw a distinction in regard to the
facilities afforded to the labouring class, between the

I think the fee upon an information is 2s., upon a
warrant 2s., upon a summons the same ; a copy sum

system that now prevails, and what is called the old

judicial system —I do.
mons 1s., and a fee of 3s. on taking the minutes of
30,544. When did the change take place from the
evidence.
one to the other ?—About nine or 10 years ago.
30,521. That is after he has got the case on ?—
30,545. What was the nature of the change —Up
Yes.

to nine or 10 years ago there were local Courts,

30,522. But 6s. must go in expenses before he gets

the matter before the justices – Yes, 6s. or 7s., I

Parochial Courts of Quarter Sessions and Courts of
Common Pleas. The Courts of Quarter Sessions had

don't know which. .

the same jurisdiction as those in England have.

30,523. Is it the same all over the country —Yes;
there are some additional duties, imposed in Kingston

30,546. Before whom were they held —They were

presided over by a chairman of Quarter Sessions,

stamp duties, which go against the salary paid to the
police magistrate, that is imposed under the Act by

either a barrister or attorney-at-law.

30,547. Was the chairman a stipendiary magistrate :
—He was a paid chairman, he had a salary of 1,200l.

which I hold my appointment.

30,524. Are they paid as part of the salary 7–No,
it is paid into the public treasury.
30,525. But it is intended as a set-off against

a year, I think, and then he had to go circuit, he had

Kingston.

several parishes; the chairman of Quarter Sessions
at Kingston had to hold Courts in Kingston, St.
Andrew’s, Port Royal, and St. David's ; he had to
hold 22 Courts in the course of the year, 10 of which

30,526. To illustrate further the outlay of any
complainant, he may have paid his 6s., he gets the

were held in Kingston.
30,548. IIad he Courts of Quarter Sessions which

man summoned, and he appears –Yes.

you name parochial —Yes.

the magistrate's salary 2–Yes, that is peculiar to

30,527. The matter may be limited to his own evi
dence or that of another ?—Yes.

30,528. What expense would attend the hearing 2
—Three shillings.
30,529. That would make 9s. outlay ?—Yes,

-

30,549. And also a Court of Common Pleas —
Yes.

30,550. Was that a sort of Court of Request for the
recovery of debts —The jurisdiction was up to 30l. ;
all cases were tried before a jury ; all cases of damages

30,530. Supposing the man is convicted of the
assault, would there be any further expense incurred
by the complainant —None.

amounting to 30l. were tried before those Courts pre
sided over by the chairman of Quarter Sessions, and
Chief Judge of Common Pleas.

30,531. Then about 9s. would represent the ex
pense –Yes; then if he requires subpoenas for wit
nesses who will not attend voluntarily, there is an

diction ?–Yes.

additional expense; those fees are also fixed by the

tion go?—The same as the Quarter Sessions, the same

schedule under the Act.

as it is in England.
30,553. Was the expense attending the administra

30,532. Supposing he wants confirmatory evidence,
two witnesses and two subpoeas, what would that be *
-Ninepence, and there is an affidavit fee under the
Act.

30,533. Knowing what the weekly wages of a

30,551. Then there was a civil and criminal juris
30,552. To what extent did the criminal jurisdic

tion of justice in those Courts great, do you know —
In comparison with the expense that is incurred now,
it is tritling. I can instance the Home Circuit of

Kingston—a man who was charged, for instance, with

labouring man is, do you think that incurring from the larceny of property not exceeding 5s. in value,
6s, to 9s. is a serious item to him in getting his case

because up to 5s. the justices have summary jurisdic

heard and completed —I think it is a serious thing. tion, beyond 5s. he is entitled to be tried by a jury,
It is a week's wages, that is a large sum for a labour and if he elects to be tried by a jury in Kingston, he
ing man to pay.

has to travel all the way to Kingston.

He may have

30,534. Does that in your judgment operate as a bar to travel about 20 miles; he may have to wait in
to his getting access to the Courts –It may in certain Kingston two weeks before he can have his case
Instances.

30,535. Amongst that class of men —It may
ºperate in certain instances, but there is a clause in

The Clerk of the Peace's bill, which enables magistrates
"remedy that, for two magistrates can order a Clerk
of the Peace to issue process free of all charge.
*0,536. Is that order ever made —I don't know.

º Have you ever, known an order made of
Clerk escription ?—Not in Kingston, because the
sº

* of the Peace of Kingston was always willing and

called on.

30,554. Now do you mean *—Now.
30,555. Formerly the Courts went to him, and he
did not go to the Courts —Yes; then again, whereas
formerly he could avail himself of the services of an
attorney, who would defend him, and defend him

ably for a fee of 3!., they have now to employ two
lawyers, an attorney and a barrister.

30,556. In Kingston —Yes, in Kingston now.
30,557. The attorneys cannot practise before the
4 G 2
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30,569. And the Courts of Common Pleas are
Court 2—Not in the Home Circuit, pre-audience is
given to the bar, that is, where a man could formerly gone?—Yes.
be defended for 31. 3s., he would now have to pay from
10 to 12, or 15. I have known men charged before,

30,570. Cases which were tried before them are

now tried before the Circuit judge 2–Yes.

30,571. I see the Act expires on the 31st December
where I was only acting ministerially, simply investi
gating a charge to see whether there was primâ facie this year —Yes, it has always a duration clause.
evidence against the man; in cases of that kind the soli With respect to the Courts of Common Pleas, there

citor's services are of little avail, the most he can do is,
simply to watch the proceedings; if there is a strong
primâ facie case, it is the duty of the magistrate to
commit the prisoner. I have known a man come
before me with his solicitor to aid him there ; I have
committed him for trial, and the man has been unde

fended then, simply on account of his inability to find
additional fees to pay counsel, whereas they might be
able to accomplish the additional fee under the old
system. What I mean to say is this, that a man
may not have cause to come to ask the Court to defend
him.

again the poor suitors suffer great grievance in conse
quence of the abolition of those courts in action,
where the damages exceed 40s., that is, in respect
to trusts and actions for unliquidated damages on
simple contracts, the magistrates have a minimum
jurisdiction to the amount of 101., but in actions
for unliquidated damages or trust, where the damages
exceed 40s., they have to be brought in the Supreme
Court.

30,572. And tried before a jury –Yes; pre
viously, these actions, provided the damages sought to
be recovered did not exceed 30l. were brought in the

30,558. Does the Circuit Courts at Kingston exer

Common Pleas, and the expense then to the suitor

cise the jurisdiction which was formerly exercised

was comparatively trifling as compared with the ex
pense they have now to incur in bringing the action
into the Supreme Court. And the same observations
apply with respect to them as to the necessity im
posed upon them of employing two lawyers, when one
would have sufficed as I say for inferior cases, and
cases of lesser importance. I say nothing with re
gard to cases of greater importance.
30,573. Then I suppose you would advocate the
creation of a jurisdiction for small debts under 30l.,
similar to the County Courts in England –Yes, I

by the Courts of Quarter Sessions and Common
Pleas 2–No, the Courts of Common Pleas were
courts for civil causes, and although they were held
at the same time as the Courts of Quarter Session,

that is, on the same day, they were separate and dis
tinct Courts.

30,559. But held by the same presiding judge –
Yes.

30,560. Since the Parochial Courts of Quarter

Sessions and Common Pleas have been extinguished,
which Courts you commend for their cheapness and
facility, has their jurisdiction been transferred to the
Home Circuit Courts 2–Yes.

30,561. And that is permanent at Kingston —

think that could be done for the interest of the colony
if it could afford it.

To re-establish the Courts of

Quarter Sessions to be presided over by legally
qualified men, as previously, with the same jurisdic

Yes, I illustrate the Home Circuit Court because

tion and lower fees.

there I must admit the greatest hardships exist as

30,574. When you had these minor Courts, had you
the same number of Judges in the Supreme Court –

to expense, but where the Parochial Courts are held,
and where the Circuit Courts are held in the outer

parishes, the evil is not so great ; because then the
barristers do not travel, they do not think it worth

their while to exercise their right of pre-audience
there, and the attorneys come in.

30,562. How many barristers are there in Jamaica 2
—Very few, four or five; if the barristers went cir
cuit, my remark would attend to all those Courts as
well.

No, the Chairman of Quarter Sessions was associated
with one or two magistrates.

30,575. Was the judicial establishment of the same
strength as it is now—had you a Chief Justice
and three Judges 2–Yes there was a Chief Justice,
two Judges, and a Vice-Chancellor.

30,576. Then the Vice-Chancellor only sat for
cases in Chancery —Yes.
30,577. That is what the Chief Justice does now Ż
—Yes.

30,563. Then do you consider the presence of bar
30,578. The Vice-Chancellor is combined with the
risters is a grievance which the humble suitor has to
Chief Justice, so that you have the exercise of a third
complain of, as a matter of expense —Yes.
Judge –Yes, but against that, you had the Chair.
30,564. Does he not get his defence in proportion men of Quarter Sessions, who were all legal men; all
to the benefit of their attendance 2—I consider that
that is now done in the Superior Courts.

attorneys in this country are quite competent to con

30,579. That would be a much more costly

duct the defence of men in a criminal court of
machinery, as far as the judical establishment went,

justice.
30,565. Do you think there is nothing gained by
having a barrister?—My remarks are principally
confined to those cases over which the Courts of
Quarter Sessions exercise jurisdiction, that is in

than the present one. I mean it would cost more tº
re-establish those minor Courts than the present

establishment costs — Decidedly, for instance,

the

colony is now paying some 3,000l. a year to Judges
who are pensioned off.

trumpery cases of larceny.
30,580. Will not that always be the case?–But
30,566. Small matters ?–Small matters of course, those were pensioned off upon compulsion in conse.
I say nothing with respect to charges of a graver quence of loss of appointment. I mean the Chairm”
matter, for instance murder.

of Quarter Sessions.

30,567. We are talking of the labouring classes, of

30,581. Where are they now 2–In England—one

course 2–Yes, and the facilities which they have in is in Jamaica. The colony is now paying, ""
being defended in the Courts of Quarter Sessions, 3,000/. a-year to pension Judges; all these gentlem”
is what they suffer by the loss of those facilities now. were compelled to retire with the single exception º
30,568. That jurisdiction has been done away now Sir Joshua Rowe, the Chief Justice; he was the only

by the abolition of those

Courts —Yes.

man who consented to act.
The witness withdrew.

The Rev. THOMAS LEE sworn and examined.
Jºev. T. L. e.
--

30,584. Who attended the meeting—what class of
30.582. Are you a Baptist missionary residing at
Falmouth in this island —I am.

30,583. were you present at a meeting held on

iſ

people —My own people.

30,585. Are they a large body of the lab";
class –-They are, but the meeting was not a large

1st August last near to your church —I presided at
that meeting, I called the meeting.

-

º.
Oile.

–
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to explain away ?—Yes, he made a mistake THIRTIETH
30,586. How many had you present —I should necessary
in reference to other things, that I corrected.
DAY.

say not more

than 150.

30,587. Falmouth is at the west end of the island, I
believe 2–Yes, the north-west.

30,588. Did anything worthy of note take place
at that meeting that you have to tell us?—It was an
August meeting held during the holidays; the usual
meeting we held at that season.
30,589. You always have one at that time of year 2
—Yes.

30,590. Did anything occur last August different

30,613. Do you mean as matters of fact?–Yes, no. Tice.
matters of fact, but nothing relevant to this inquiry.
30,614. Only mistake in fact –Yes.
30,615. Religious matters ?—Yes, the other matter
really was a religious address.

30,616. These two points do not seem to bear upon
the subject of religion ?—They were not, and the
moment they were uttered I expressed my dissent,
and Mr. Gordon made no further reference of that

from any other August 2–In what way?

kind whatever, and then at the close of his address I

30,591. I understand that something did occur
which you want to mention relative to this inquiry
—That statement was made in reply to a request;
and I was brought here by subpoena, against my will.
30,592. You are here dragged by legal force ; but
you can tell us whether anything occurred material to

explained what I considered to be Mr. Gordon's
meaning to the people.
30,617. Was he there then 2–Yes, standing by my
side.
30,618. What did you explain to them about those
two heads : —I told them. Mr. Gordon had said to

this inquiry, at that meeting in August 2 – I have

them there was one law in Jamaica for the white

been told that the reason for my presence here was

man,

the presence of George William Gordon at this meeting.

30,593. He was there 3–IIe was there ; he came
into the meeting ; the meeting had proceeded some
length when Mr. Gordon came in ; he took a seat near
the door, and listened to the proceedings of the meeting, and towards the close, as I was about closing the
meeting I said, “We have a member of the House of

“Assembly with us to-day, and if you will like to hear,
“and the gentleman will say a few words, we should
“be glad if he will kindly do so,” and Mr. Gordon
acceded and spoke at some length.
30,594. Did he address your meeting 2–He did, at
my request.

30,595. Was his address one you approved of 2–
By far the greater portion of it.
30,596. Then some part you did not ?—There were
some parts that I did not approve of.
30,597. Was it a very long one –A very long one.
30,598. What was the part you disapproved of 2–
It consisted of two or three sentences.

30,599. Only 3–Only.

and

as to the
*.

sº
sorry

law for

:

º
-

.
-

man. To prevent
any misapprehension upon that point I said, “ Mr.
“ (, ordon means by this that there are irregularities
another

the black

administration of law,

º

*

-

º

for the law is the

wº have English laws, and I should be
for us to misapprehend his meaning.” Mr.

-

**

*

Gordon bowed, and fully acquiesced in the explana
tion.

30,619. I)id you give any explanation to your
audience about the other part that you objected to ?
—I did.

30,620. How did you modify that 2–I told them

that there were parts of the advice that did not apply
to them.

I thought still there was good sound advice
contained in the document, and I urged them to follow
it, and return to industry, and so on.
30,621. By that means you thought to restore the

views that you intended them to obtain with regard
to that circular –I objected to these points princi-

t

pally, because my meeting was a religious meeting,
and had nothing whatever of a political character in

it, and was not called for a political purpose at all.
30,622. How long have you been among these
people –1 have been there nearly five years.

30,600. That you afterwards got up to modify, I
believe —I did explain.

and conduct with regard to the established authorities

30,623. During last year what was their bearing

30,601. Will you tell us what you so objected to

and keeping of the peace during June, July, August,

that required you to modify it *—There were one or

and September 2–1 noticed no change whatever.

two allusions that I objected to.
30,602. Tell us all you disapproved of 2–I thought

30,624. Was their conduct orderly and loyal 2–
Yes, with the exception of the ordinary set of scape

it unnecessary—I had taken the opportunity—that

graces that you find in every community.

very day, if you will allow me to correct myself, I re

30,625. I am speaking of the large body of the

ceived from His Excellency a circular, I believe, with

people, not of individual instances of character,

a placard healed “The Queen's Advice.”

because of course that is found in every community;
but, generally knowing your people, did they manifest
during the months I mention a spirit of loyalty and

I felt it

my duty to read that placard to the people, and explain
it, and I did so conscientiously; and the first thing
that I objected to was, that Mr. Gordon said it was a
disgraceful document.

30,603. Had you read it while he was present 2–

thankfulness —I have every reason to believe so.
30,626. From your own dealings —From my own
dealings, intercourse, and conversation with individual

es.

members.

30,604. He said it was a disgraceful document 2–

30,627. Did you see anything which attracted your
attention, which pointed to an intention to combine
for the purpose of using violence f – I have not

believe those were his words.

30.605. That was one part you disapproved of?—

Yes: Yes, I disapproved of that.

detected the slightest trace of that, the very opposite.

30,606. Was there anything else that he said that
You disapproved of 2–I disapproved of a reference to

They are contented with the Government

the laws of the land.

which they live unquestionably as a whole.

30,607. What was said upon that subject by him *
-Do you wish me to give the words that were uttered

30,608. Certainly, if you can recollect them, as

closely as you can 2–1 should be sorry to swear to
the exact words, but as far as

28 Feb. 1866.

my memory serves me,

he words were these : “There is one law in Jamaica
for the white man, and another for the black.”

... 30,609. Was that all that fell from him that you

30,628. Are they contented and industrious 2 –
under

30,629. You never heard anything like a con
spiracy to upset the Government there 2–Yes, I
have heard a great deal about it.
30,630. But you never heard anything about the

cºpic

|

attempting to do it —My people * Oh, no;

| laugh at the idea.
ão gºi. Do you think that these meetings (other
religious meetings), political meetings, have a

than
bad or

30,610. On that

day I mean –On that day.
306 1. The law, and this advice –Yes.

goºd effect upon the people ; introduced politically, do you think they have a bad or good effect
upon them —It all depends upon the parties who

.

30,612. There was nothing else that you found it

conduct these meetings.

º

"id not approve of 2–Respecting those points.

-
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30,632. Do you think that the meetings that we
hear of, that have taken place in your neighbourhood,
have had a bad or good effect?—I could not trace any
effect of that, We have had no meeting in my dis

30,640. (Mr. Walcott.) You speak only of your
own church —I speak in that particular of my own

trict.

way or the other of it 2—I have not met with a single
trace of disloyalty in any district through which Igo.

-

30,633. (Mr. Payne). Have you had large opportu
nities for ascertaining the disposition of the people in
your intercourse with them —Yes, daily intercourse.
30,634. Have you seen in them anything whatever
of disloyalty or disaffection to the Government or

constituted authority before the rebellion ?–Deci
dedly the reverse.
30,635. Have you had a great deal of intercourse
with your people since and during the rebellion ?–
—Yes.

30,636. Have you traced among them any sympathy
whatever with the rioters of Morant Bay ?—I have
had a decided and unanimous expression of disappro
bation from my church.
30,637. And from people outside your church,
from the general body of the people : — From my

Hºm
tºſ

church.

30,641. (Mr. Payne.) You have no knowledge one
30,642. (Commission.) You mean by loyalty obe.
dience to the law —I mean more than that ; I mean
devoted attachment to the Queen.

30,643. They are not disposed to resist authority?
—No, I do not think so, decidedly, on the whole.
30,644. (Mr. Payne.) Did you observe the state of
the people as to poverty and distress in 1865?–Yes,
30,645. Was there a great deal of poverty and
distress in your district?–Among certain classes in
my district.

30,646. Perhaps the older people —The elder, the
sickly, and the dependent.
30,647. Was there very great distress there?—In
some instances,

church.

30,648. Was that produced by the drought : —
30,638. Can you speak as to what the feeling of
Partly
so, and want of employment, and the high
the population was generally there, besides the imme
diate members of your church 2—I have every reason prices of provisions and clothing.
30,649. (Mr. Walcott.) Which kind of provisions,
to believe that the great mass of the population at
Trelawney are loyal. There may be, there are un ground or salt --Salt provisions,
30,650. Have you any idea how much salt provi
questionably, lawless characters there, but they are
sion will suffice for a family of six or eight —I have
by no means the representatives of the people.
30,639. And they have no sympathy with the never asked the question. I do not go so far into those
details.
rioters at Morant Bay ?—Not my own church.
The witness withdrew.

The Rev. John Edward HENDERSON sworn and examined.

Rev. J. E.
Henderson.

30,651. Are you a Baptist missionary – Yes.
30,652. Do you live at Montego Bay ?—Yes.

30,653. Have you lived there long *—About 11
years. I have been in the island about 25 years.
30,654. IIave you been acting as a Baptist minister?
—Yes.

30,665. But there was still work for them —No,
there was not work for them.

I have seen large

numbers come away from estates on Monday morn

ing, who had applied for work and could not obtain
it. I have seen them come away from Catherine
Hall estate ; that is very near Montego Bay,
30,666. Is that a large estate 2–It is a large

30,655. I believe you attend two churches, one at

estate, close on the borders of Montego Bay and

Montego Bay and another at Watford Hill –Yes.
30,656. Where is that —That is just on the bor

also from other estates throughout the district.
There was a general want of employment.
30,667. Was that continuing down to the end of

ders of St. James and Hanover.

30,657. From your means of observation during
the months of June, July, August, and September

last year can you tell the Commission whether there

September 2–Yes, almost to the end of the year I
should say.

30,668. Do you remember a man-of-war coming

was
any manifestation of discontent, or any threat of
exercising violence against the constituted authorities? round to Montego Bay?—Yes, I remember the
“Cadmus.”

—I never heard of any, not the slightest. I think if
there had been I must have heard of it from my

frequent intercourse with the people.
30,658. Did you notice anything in the demeanour
of the labouring classes which attracted your atten
tion ?—Nothing different.

-

30,669. When did that arrive?—I think early in
August 1865.
30,670. In August ; these were the holidays

which the labourers generally take then —Yes, they
always take holidays in August for one or two weeks.

30,671. Did you notice, before the arrival of the

30,659. Nothing different to what had happened at

“Cadmus,” any tendency to break the peace -No!

other times —Nothing at all, except that there was

the least. I went among the people a good deal

a good deal of complaining on account of poverty.
30,660. What was the state of their well-being at

during August time.

that time –There was a great deal of distress
amongst them.

30,661. Arising from what ?—Arising from want
of employment.

30,662. Did that result from any natural causes,
such as the want of rain —Yes, there was a very
severe drought all over the island at that time.

30,663. How long had that been going on during
the months I speak off—The whole of the latter end
of 1864 and the whole of 1865; it was very dry,

indeed ; employment had been very scarce every

30,672. During their holidays —Yes; it is my
habit to go about during the holidays and hold meet
ings, not in the chapel but at the different villages.

30,673. Meetings of what kind –Principally
religious meetings, and to talk about general matters,
to give them information of what was going on about
them.

I take that opportunity of doing so,

30,674. Did they attend those meetings?–Yes,
quite as well as they usually did.

-

30,675. After the holidays did they return to the
work, such as there was for them —I believe S0.

where throughout my district.

did not hear any complaints.
30,676. You are not able to state of your ºw"

30,664. Did that pinch the labouring classes –It
did very much ; there was a great deal of poverty

knowledge the existence of any spirit of insubordina
tion —f feel certain that there was none. I tº

and destitution among the old people. I do not think
it was with the able-bodied people, but I believe they
were short of money.

certain, from the intercourse I had with the F*
that if there had been that spirit I must have knº",

i

it. Since I have heard of there being this spirit

\
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have made inquiries, and I feel confident that there is
no spirit of discontent at all of the kind that is re
rted.

I think it was a matter of astonishment, not

only to the labouring class but to all classes in St.
James, that the man-of-war was sent round. I spoke
to the Custos of the parish about it, and he disclaimed
all knowledge of its coming; he said he did not know
what it had come for.

30,677. The day came when the news from Morant

Bay reached you ?—Yes.

THIRTIETH
DAY,

the revivals —I was in England during the revivals.
I came out just as they were subsiding.

Rev. J. E.
Henderson.

30,691. You have doubtless heard a good deal of

30,692. Do you agree in what has been said as to
the bad effect they had upon the lower orders ?—I
think the effects generally have been bad, especially
where the meetings have not been under the control

the people we are now talking about ?—It was a long
time before they knew it ; some days afterwards.
30,679. What effect had it upon the people that you
had to deal with ?—I think there was very general

regret on account of the outbreak that had taken
Do you mean regret among the labouring

black people —Yes; several of them told me that

they felt disgraced by the conduct of the black people.
I questioned them very closely about these matters,
and I am sure that they did feel that they had been
disgraced by the conduct of the people at Morant Bay;
they had no sympathy with them, I am conſident, not

of the minister.

clergyman —I think nothing but bad has come out
of it. It has given rise to a great deal of immorality
and idleness ; I have no doubt of it.

Another reason

why I am afraid there has been a retrograde move
ment is that marriages are much fewer.
30,694. And the number of children keeps up —

Yes, I think as many children are born, or more.
30,695. Do they bring them all to be baptized —
We do not baptize children.
30,696. But the other denominations do 2–Yes.

We used to register.

There was once a Registration

Act in the Island, but there is no means now of know

ing how many children are born. I think it is a
great misfortune that there is not some means.
30,697. Do you think it would be a good thing to
30,681. What state of education are the people in
have
a registration ?—I do ; there was a Registration
about you in the district where you live 3–I never
knew the schools so badly attended as they are now. Act in operation at one time.
Until within the last 18 months the schools were
30,698. Do you think that had a good effect 2—I
pretty well attended, but during the last 18 months think so ; at any rate we knew how many were born.
or two years there has been a decided disinclination to . I think it only just to the lower classes to say that I
send the children to school.
account for their immorality, to a very large extent,
30,682. A falling off?—A falling off. All our from the example set by the higher classes in the
country, especially the officials. It may be worse in
schools in that part of the island are in a bad state.
my
neighbourhood than in other neighbourhoods ; it
30,683. To what do you attribute that 2–I only
is
very
and I have no doubt in my own mind
know what the people tell me. I have made very that thebad,
effect
is very injurious upon the lower
close inquiries. They say they have not clothing for classes.
the least.

their children, and they have not food to send with
them. It is the habit when they send a child at 9 in
the morning, and it stays till 3, to send its food with
it, and they do not like to send the children unless
they can send with it something to eat.
30,684. Do you think the reason so assigned by the
people is well founded, that they have not the means
to send them —I do not think so.

I think there are

cases in which it is the truth, but, generally speaking,

I do not think it is the real reason why they are not
Sent.

30,685. To what do you attribute it 2–1 attribute
it almost entirely to the “piccaninney gangs” on the
€States.

30,686. To the children's labour 2–Yes, the chil

dren can earn 2s. or 3s, a week, and without tempta
tion the people succumb.

30,699. With regard to the particulars you have
mentioned 7–Those particulars.
30,700. Do you find intoxication prevail?—Not
among the people much. I think drunkenness is not
at all a sin of the population.
30,701. (Mr. Walcott.) Are you talking of the
people outside your congregation, or merely of your
congregation, when you speak of there being no in
clination to join in a conspiracy?—I mean my con
gregation, and I mean also the whole of the district,
inasmuch as in going through the district I have met
with large numbers of persons in nowise connected
with my congregation ; I mean where I go into

the villages to hold meetings all sorts of persons
Conne.

I have no doubt whatever

30,702. Are you in the confidence of the people

that the “piccaninney gangs” are very injurious to

that do not belong to your congregation ?—I believe

the schools. The planter finds that sort of labour
mºst profitable to him, and employs it. I do not
think the small payment we enforce at the schools
has anything to do with it. I do not allow any child

I am.

30,703, Do you think if a man was to join a con
spiracy he would come and tell you of it —I don't

to come to school unless the parent pays 3d, a week.

think he would ; I should be one of the last persons

30,687. You do not think that has anything to do
With their non-attendance 2–No ; I think it is what

30,704. Don't you think they are reticent, and that
if they had anything to conceal they would not be

the children

are able to earn and contribute to the

family. Children from 10 to 12 years of age can earn
from 2s, to 3s, a week. A large number of children
are employed from the ages of 10 to 14.
30,688. Do they work steadily —The planters tell
me that they can manage them better than others. I
ave seen an old woman behind them with a bundle of
* *

he would come to.

likely to let you know it —I do not think they would
let me know.

30,705. Don't you think they would not let you
know?—They certainly would not come and tell me
any bad thing that they were going to do.

30,706. Does a belief in obeahism exist in your
district 7–Yes, but I have never been able to under

*Witches, and she seems to manage them very well.

30,689. Do you think the moral condition of the
lower orders has deteriorated of late years —I think

stand what it is.

30,707. You have never been able to dive into it 2
—Never.

$9. I am sorry to have to say so. I think there has
retrograde movement during the last
We or seven years.

ten a decided

30,690. Do

28 Feb. 1866.

30,693. That is to say meetings independent of the

30,678. Did you notice if that had any effect upon

place.
30,680.

what has been stated before the Commission about

you fix that period —Yes ; I judge

from the fact that our congregations generally have
“n smaller, except during what were called “the

*vivals,” when the chapels were overflowing.

30,708. Have you ever been able to get a negro to
explain it to you ?—They have tried to do so, but
they have never succeeded to my satisfaction.
30,709. Are there persons who consult obeahmen
now 2–Not to my knowledge.
*

30,710. Then there are things about the negroes
4 G 4
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DAY.

which you cannot understand or fathom 7–I do not
know what obeahism used to be, but my belief is that

Rev. J. E.

at the present time it is pretty much confined to

Henderson.

poisoning,

• 28 Feb. 1866.

30,711. But there are secrets which the megro can
carry about with him, and which you would not
know 2–I do not profess to understand all their
Secrets.

30,723. At what part of the year was that

It

was out of crop time.

39,724; Was it at a time when the grass was
likely to be heavy in the cane-piece —I really do not
know as to that.

I have simply seen them come

away, and have frequently asked why are you going
back, and they have said “because there is no work.”
º not inquire what work it was they had appplied

30,712. You say you knew nothing nor heard of Or.
any likelihood to be a spirit of disaffection in your
30,725. It was out of crop time —Yes, in crop
parish in the month of October ; did you ever hear time I think there was work for everyone; that is
from one of your brethren that there was a spirit of about four or five months in the year.
disaffection among a large population in St. James 2
30,726. You say the immorality of the lower orders
—No, never.
has generally increased also in the last five or six
30,713. Did the Rev. Mr. Hewitt never tell you years, and you attribute it to the evil example of
so 2–Never ; he never told me that. I have no their official superiors; has the immorality among
objection to tell you what he did tell me; of course I the officials increased during that time, or has it
am not ignorant of the report that is about as to always been the same during the 25 years you have
what Mr. Hewitt has said, and if you ask me, I will been here 2–I do not see much difference; I am
speaking, of course, of my own district. I should not
tell you whether it is true or not.
30,714. Did Mr. Hewitt ever tell you that he like to be questioned more closely upon it; it is un
knew there were 5,000 in the parish in such a dis pleasant to have to make that statement.
30,727. Then how do you account, if this evil
affected state that they were only waiting a leader,
and that it was necessary that precautions should be example has been before them all these years, that it
taken by the Government to prevent it breaking out 2 has only broken loose among them lately?—I am
—He never told me so, nor did anyone else—he has afraid the young people are not under the same
denied the statement over and over again, publicly religious restraints as the old people were.
and in my presence.
30,728. Is it not the fact that the young people
30,715. Then perhaps you will tell us what he did feel they have no debt of gratitude to you now, and
say ?—I think the Clerk of the Peace of the parish of the old people fancy that they have —I do not think
St. James was present, and as it was said to him, there is the same feeling towards the minister.
30,729. Do not they, that is the old people, love
perhaps you had better get it from him. I heard this
report; I asked Mr. Hewitt for an explanation, and your society, that obtained for them the boon of
he told me when he heard of the outbreak at Morant

freedom ?–No doubt.

Bay he went down to the Clerk of the Peace and to a
magistrate, and stated that he thought some means
ought to be adopted to secure the peace of the parish,
that he believed there were a number of vagabonds
about the parish who might take advantage of cir

30,730. And a large number of the young people
do not feel any gratitude for that ?—Yes; I cannot
say a large number—my congregation is composed
A.
largely of young persons.

cumstances to create a disturbance, and therefore his

—I do not think I have over my own people; but
there are a large number of young people in the

advice was that a number of special constables should

30,731. But you have lost your control over them?

be sworn in throughout the parish, with a view of

neighbourhood who attach themselves to no congre

preserving the peace. That was what he told me,
but that is very different from saying that 5000 people

gation at all ; the fact is, if they attended places of
worship now as they formerly did we should require

were in a state of disaffection.

double the number of places. The population has
increased and is increasing.

30,716. With regard to the falling off in your
sehools, you attribute it to the piccaninny gangs, and

you say the falling off has been only in the last six or

30,732. You have very large chapels at Montego
Bay; can you fill them now —My chapel is always

seven years; have not those piccaninny gangs been
in existence since the time you came to the country

filled, I speak of my own.

up to the present moment 2–Most certainly not to
my knowledge. I do not remember seeing a picca

30,733. Yours is over the house where you live, is

I never

it not ?—Under it, it holds from 500 to 600.
30,734. Have your congregations fallen of among

remember seeing a piccaninny gang on the estates; in

your body?—Our congregations, generally speaking,

fact it would not have been possible to have organ
ized a piccaninny gang until the last six or seven

are not so large as they were some five or six years
ago. I said so before, decidedly not so large.
30,735. You are in fact losing the influence you

ninny gang till within the last seven years.

years. . . I do not believe the parents would have
allowed it.

30,717. That is your opinion ?—I never saw it.
30,718. What estates are those that you speak of
where the people could not get labour during the last
year —I have seen large numbers sent away from
Catherine Hall, from Catherine Mount, Round Hill,
Unity Hall.
30,719. Round Hall is in Hanover, is it not ?–Yes,
one of my stations is in Hanover. I cannot speak of
my own knowledge, but I believe at Janseen, in
Providence, people have been turned away. With
reference to the other estates, I have seen them
coming away on Monday morning.

30,720. Do you hold Monday meetings in Montego
Bay 2–1 hold a meeting at 7 o'clock in the evening.
30,721. Do you hold a meeting in the daytime 2–
No.

30,722. Then it was not to attend your meeting
that they were coming away ?—Certainly not, they
were coming away because they could not obtain
work.

had over the people —I do not think we have the
same influence over the young people that we had
over the old ones.

30,736. (Commission.) You say the characterof your
people is to keep from you any irregularities they are

going to perpetrate, and that they would not coin
municate directly to you the fact that they were

members of any secret society to overthrow established
law —They certainly would not.

30,737. But had you the means of observing suffi.
ciently close, that you could really form a judgment
with regard to the conduct of the people in the months
of July, August, and September, whether they were
members of secret societies, and attending meetings
with a view to organizing force —I have a number
of intelligent men, deacons, as well as ladies connected

with my church, whom I meet constantly, once or
twice a month, and who spend two, three, or four
hours among them on the Saturday, and I do not
believe it would be possible for any combination to
take place without the knowledge of those persons,
who live all over the district; and I do not believe

i
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they would keep such information from me, if they

volunteers, as it was called, consisted of about eight THIRTPTH

knew it.

or ten boys who had got some bamboo sticks, and

30,738. You think you would get it from that class

of your members?—I am sure I should get it from
them.

30,739. Are they of a class of persons who them
selves could be members of such a society —Not

likely; some of them are people of considerable pro

perty, and are satisfied and grateful to the Govern
ment under which they live. I do not think they
would be likely to engage in anything of the sort,
they would have everything to lose by it.

Rev. J. E.

30,743. Were you able from that inquiry to be
quite certain that the instance mentioned was the one

Henderson.
-

referred to in the report about drilling —I think so; *******
the same village was named, and other people made
inquiry; the whole thing was afterwards ridiculed
by the authorities of the parish as well as others.
30,744. Did the report of the drilling come through
the police authorities to you ?–No, I heard it talked of.
30,745. (Mr. Phillippo.) Can you explain what the

30,740. They communicated nothing, and therefore

Underhill meeting was 2—There was a meeting at

you argue that they discovered nothing?—Nothing. I

Montego Bay : it was called by a requisition which

remember one report specially referring to a village
called Granville, in which it was said people were

had not the name of a black person upon it.

drilled.

Custos took the chair; the member of the parish

30,741. You did hear drilling mentioned 2–I heard
that people were drilled.
30,742. When : —That was in August. I went
up to the village, I met the people, and searched
thoroughly into it, and found that the regiment of

DAY.

were mimicking the Volunteers in Montego Bay.

30,746. Did you attend it 2–I attended it ; the
spoke ; one or two gentlemen spoke ; there was only
one black man, I think.

30,747. (Commission.) Did you speak 2–Yes.
30,748. Was that meeting, in your opinion, pro

ductive of harm –It could not be.
The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to 10 o'clock to-morrow.

THIRTIETH DAY (Part II.-Morant Bay.)
PRESENT :

RUSSELL GURNEY, Esq.
SARAH ANN RoßINSoN re-called and further examined.
S. A. Robinson.

30,749. Now, Robinson, you know that you told us
about the shooting of that woman, and you took us to
the house where you said that happened —Yes.
30,750. And afterwards you said that you had been
telling lies about that ?–Yes.

30,757. Did you not see Joannah Williams this
morning —No.
30,758. Was that a lie too, like the other ? Was it
a lie that you said about knocking the children's

—

heads against the wall —Yes, I was frightened.

30,751. You also spoke about the soldiers taking
up children and knocking their heads against the
wall 2–Yes.
30,752. Was that a lie too —Yes.

30,759. Who frightened you ?–My heart fright
ened me.

30,760. Did anybody frighten you into telling these
lies —No, but when I come to see massa, my heart

30,753. You mentioned a person named Williams
to whom it had happened ?–Yes.
30,754. You have seen the woman Williams whom

You mentioned here this morning —No.
30,755. Whom did you mean when you said
it was Susannah Williams, who lived just by you ?—

fluttered, because I had done nothing.

30,761. Did anybody tell you to tell anything 2–I
was frightened.
30,762. Do you know Elisha Grant 2–No.

30,763. Did anybody tell you—you must tell us the
whole truth—did anybody tell you to tell us what you

Susannah Williams lived just by me.
told us before ?–No ; but when I see massa at the
30,756. Yes, and you said it had happened to her table my heart fluttered and frightened.
children—that her children had had their heads
30,764...That wºuld not make you tell lies, you
knocked against the wall —I did not see her this know
–They took away my ring, and thieved all

morning.

my things.
The witness withdrew.

JoANNAH WILLIAMs (a black) called and examined.
J. Williams,

30,765. Do you know any person named Susannah
Williams ?—There is one about Mount Champney

down—Sarah Ann Robinson ?—She lives at Church
Corner.

way.

30,768. Is that near you ?–Far away from me.
—Ont the
30,766. Is anyone living near you of the name of you30,769
pass.it How
to Moran
to go far
Bay.way to Morant Bay
Susannah Williams ?–No.
º

•

30,770. Does anybody of the name of Sussanah

30,767. Do you know the woman who has just gone Williams live at Church Corner —Nobody at all.
The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to Spanish Town.
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THIRTY-FIRST DAY.

Thursday, 1st March 1866.
PRESENT :
THIRTY

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.

FIRST DAY.

John BLossett MAULE, Esq.
The Hon.
B. Vickers.
I March 1866.

The Hon. BENJAMIN VICKERs sworn and examined.

30,771. Are you the Custos of Westmoreland –I

vengeance in the Court and murder the prisoners,
and destroy the Court-house.

In

30,772. And a member of the Legislative Council 2
—I am.

30,773. During the three or four months which
preceded October last were you present in the parish
of Westmoreland 2–Yes, during the whole of the year
except during the period I was up here in attendance
on the Legislative Council.

30,789. Did those threats reach you ?–Oh, yes;
not in one instance, not in 20 ; every person I met
almost in the town ; but subsequently the leading
merchant, the manager of the Colonial Bank, one of

the doctors, and the collectors of dues waited upon
me and said that there was a probability of a large

concourse of people at the Court; it was necessary

30,774. Can you tell us the state of your parish that I should be prepared to preserve the peace during
during those months?—Correspondence was opened the sitting of the Court, as it was likely that if their
by the Government in respect of the Custodes of threats held out it would lead to very serious conse
Cornwall in consequence of rumours of the turbulent quences, and I sent an express to the Governor.
30,790. Upon that particular state of things?–0m
spirit prevailing in St. Elizabeth. I am glad to say
that during the whole of that period I am able to that particular state of things, in which I set forth
report that the utmost tranquillity prevailed in the that we had but 37 stand of arms in the whole
parish of Westmoreland. We had rumours at the parish.
30,791. You reported that you were unprovided ?
time of some agitation among the people in St. James'
and St. Elizabeth's, but nothing transpired.
—Yes, I found it my imperative duty to represent to
30,775. Nothing occurred so far as your observation the Governor that precautionary measures should be
went in Westmoreland f—We lay intermediately, and taken to avert any disturbances that might occur.
30,792. When was this f–In October, 31st of
nothing occurred there which caused me to alter the
first report that I made as to the general tranquillity. October, I think; what I am speaking of is the
30,776. Nothing did occur as we know in West second week after the outbreak in St. Thomas-in-the
moreland 2–Of course I am speaking, as you know, East.
30,793. Give us the date of your despatch to the
as to August.
30,777. I am speaking of those three months, about Governor on this matter about this trial and about

July, August, and September —Yes.
30,778. Did you after that, and after your report

(which I think you say related entirely to that period),
point out that any extra strength of police or military
was required in the event of any occurrence taking

the disquiet which arose from it 2–I wrote to the

Governor's Secretary on the 17th October.
30,794. Did the case come off?—Yes.
30,795. Before whom was it tried ?–Before Mr.
Justice Kemble.

place 2–Subsequently to the outbreak in St. Thomas

30,796. In the usual course of Circuit Courts?—

in the East a very unpleasant feeling prevailed
amongst that district of the parish of Westmoreland
which is known by the name of Bluefield district.
30,779. Is that the western end ?—No, it is more

Yes; before that there had been considerable corre

to the eastern end, the south-east.

was brought under my notice in the Executive Com
mittee by Mr. Wellesley Bourke, one of the solicitors
employed, I think, for the defence, with reference to
the threats which had reached Montego Bay as to

30,780. Did you trace that in any way ?—It was
in consequence of an action or an indictment that was

to be preferred at the ensuing Court for feloniously
shooting a man—Regina v. Tait and several others.
30,781. Who was Tait 2–A gentleman, a proprie
tor living in the district.
30,782. What was the charge or the case against
him —The charge was feloniously shooting.
30,783. At whom *—At a man, a negro man.
30,784. Do you know the circumstances under
which it was alleged he had shot the man —It was
with reference to pulling down some fences at night;

spondence taking place with the Government setting
forth the various remarks that had reached me with

regard to the intentions of the people. One of these

what was likely to happen at Savanna-la-Mar, and the
report that had also reached him that the Court was
to be removed from Savanna-la-Mar; and he wrote
º,

me sending me a copy of a letter which he had

- *||

written to the Executive Committee urging that Wº

º

should not defer the trial, but have the trial removed
from the
court, the
as itpeople,
would asonly
an out.
break
amongst
far be
as delaying
the expression
of

the parties went there, and it was reported that a gun

their feelings went.
30,797. That would be removing it from one parish

had been fired and that a man had been wounded in

to another?—Yes, I as the Custos would have urg"

the hip ; but of that of course I know nothing.
30,785. I want the general character of the case,
because it was this case to which you referred the
Government with regard to some uneasiness?—The
excitement arose in consequence of this case.
30,786. When was it to come on for trial —On

its removal; his letter to me was requesting that

Monday, the 30th or 31st of October—at the end of
October—I think it was the 31st ; this disquiet feeling
extended itself every day, so much so that the inhabi
tants of the town became very much alarmed.

30,787. Which town are you speaking of ?—
Savanna-la-Mar.

º

30,788. That was where the trial was to take

-

would allow the trial to take place there.

30,798. And it did proceed 7–Yes, it did Prº
ceed.

30,799. Were you present at the time of the trial?
—I felt it my duty to remain there the whole ºil.

30,800. Who was the prisoner —Mr. Willia"
Tait, and there were five others.

-

30,801. All charged jointly with this feloniº
shooting —Yes, all charged with felonious shootº

30,802. And who was the prosecutor?—Th"
Queen.

30,803. Nominally, of course; but the Queen on

the prosecution of A. B.; who was A. B. *-*. B.
the man who was shot. I really don't remember
quence of repeated threats made by the people in that was
the prosecutor. I should remember the name if

place –That was where the Court was ; in conse

district, that ifjustice was not administered according
to their preconceived notions, that they would take

heard it.
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30,804. You don't know where he lived —Yes;
but I don't remember his name at the moment.

30,805. Where was the man living

?—In the Blue

fields district.

30,806. Was he a labouring man —Yes.
30,807. One of the class who were the parties most
excited by the trial, perhaps ?—He was unfortunately
a cripple, and he was then under the influence of the
wound, and he came down to Savanna-la-Mar, where

he was kept ; therefore the excitement could not have
been with him.

30,808. But he belonged to that class of society
who most felt the excitement relating to the trial 2–
Yes.

30,809. The trial went off, I suppose, and nothing
came of it f—No ; but anterior to the trial the excite

ment increased daily, and information was lodged
with me that there were serious drillings going on in
that district of the country.
30,810. When did you first get that information ?
—If you will just let me refer to the date of that letter
I will tell you. On the 19th of October I wrote to the
Governor's secretary.

30,811. Was that the day that you first heard of
the reports about serious drillings going on ?–Yes.
30,812. From whom did that information reach

30,821. These were the MacAlpine people that
were drilling 2–Yes.
30,822. In Mount Airey —Yes; my object was

to get through this period without any disruption of

illegal drilling after that date. I then, in order to
test the loyalty of the people, called special meetings
in that district to swear in special constables, on the
23rd, I think. Two or three of the persons came after
wards who were present at the drillings, and said it
was true, but they did not consider there was any
harm in it.

30,823. Were any policemen or peace officers sent
to the districts where you heard there were drillings,
to see if it were so 2–Yes, but I never received a

report from them. The police said they had heard of
such things but they had not seen them.
30,824. Did they content themselves with that ?—
I don't think they went there after the 21st, except
to stick up those notifications, and I am well informed
that no drillings took place after that.
30,825. The very day that the drilling was to have
taken place was the day you convened this meeting *
—Yes.

me in his official letter. The “ Steady,” a vessel of

“ shall have it.”

war, happened to drop into port, and I asked the

30,828. Several people came forward in this Blue
field district to be sworn in as special constables 2–

declined to say anything, did he not?—He said that
a covenant of peace had been made between him and

the people, and that he had nothing to say against
them; but he admitted that drillings had been going
on, and that he himself had been one of them.
30,816. In what form did he state that ?—He was

on his oath before a meeting of the magistrates.
30,817. In what form did his admission come from

30,826. You say that people were excited about
this trial before that day; do you know, as the Cus
tos, whether there had been any signs of discontent
about the administration of justice in Westmoreland *
—I don't think so. I never heard any complaint
made as to any improper decision, or any dissatisfac
tion with reference to any of the out districts, or in
the Court.

Yes.

30,829. But not in the district where the drilling
was said to be *—I have a letter written to me by the
senior magistrate, an elderly gentleman, unfortunately
since dead.

30,830. Was that Mr. Sinclair 2–Yes.

30,831. Do you think this disturbance was the
result of any combination of action ?–No.
30,832. That it was a local disturbance 2–Yes,
for the moment ; but I think the rumours that were

him —He said that drillings had taken place, and
that he himself had been present and had been drilled
with a wooden gun, but that he did not consider there
was any harm in it, and he would not attend any more,
30,818. Who was this man 2–I really don't know
his name.

30,819. What day was this —On the 21st of
October.

30,820. But you had previous to that written the

about would excite the public mind so that it would
have gone to a greater extent.

I have lived a con

siderable time in Westmoreland, and I have consider
able influence with the people, and I made use
of that influence in every shape and way I knew, in
endeavouring to get over that period of the riot.

30,833. You don't think there was any combina
tion ?—When we look at the circumstance of the

document touching the report of the drilling. I for

people drilling it might have been with some ulterior
object, but I don't think it had any connexion what

get the date you gave us —The 19th of October,

ever with the outbreak in St. Thomas in the East.

a letter similar to the one of the 17th, reporting
meetings at Bluefields, and threats of burning Court
house, &c.; and on the 20th I received information

had anything to do with the Volunteers, because

that drillings were to take place the next day in large
numbers, and I called a meeting of the justices on the

21st, and the evidence given before me there was of
so trifling a nature I did not think it of sufficient
importance to take it up. It simply showed that

30,834. You don't think the drilling that took place
everybody seems to drill now-a-days —No, we have
heard of children doing such things, but I don't think
grown-up men would do it at night.
30,835. Oh, it was at night?—Yes; I should have

got into the circle of them myself, but when I found

little squads of 12 had met and drilled, and they did

that there was only eight, or 10 or 12, I did not
think it necessary ; my object was to get over the

not consider there was any harm in it. However, I

period without any disruption of the peace. During

sent a notice into the district, to the effect that it

the sitting of the Court I had been informed also of

had come to my knowledge that there had been cer

nightly meetings and of a very unpleasant feeling

tain nightly meetings, and informing the people that

prevailing in the seaport town districts, and the Lands

their drillings were illegal, and offering a reward of River district, which is in another direction, 25 miles
109 dollars to any who could give information of such up in the interior of the country.
drillings after that date.
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pass, but any drilling in future would not. I offered
100 dollars reward for anyone giving information of

30,827. Was there any dissatisfaction about
wages – No, I think not. I don’t think I have heard
any complaints about wages. I have had complaints
myself. I always meet them in this spirit, “If you
“ are entitled to so and so, take any two of your own
“ people, and if they say you are entitled to it you

30,815. This man who you said had got beaten

The Hon.
B. Vickers.

the peace, and I let the people understand that what
had occurred, if it were true, should be allowed to

you ?—From one of the justices of the peace—he
wrote me an official letter. I had previously heard
rumours, but nothing that I could have acted upon.
30,813. Did you after writing get anybody to in
vestigate the suggestions about the drilling 2—I was
told that a man was on his way down to make com
plaint of having been beaten, in consequence of in
formation that he had given of certain drillings that
were going on. I called a special session of the
magistrates to consider the subject of the report of
drilling, because it had been told me by the parties
then present that 250 men were to be drilled the next
day on the Bluefields beach.
30,814. You say by the parties present—who were
they —Doctor Adolphys I think it was who told

Captain to remain while I sent an official message.

THIRTY
FIRST DAY.

30,836. To the westward of Savanna-la-Mar 2–
4 H 2
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No, due east. We are called a parish, but the parish
of Westmoreland is larger than the island of Barbadoes.

The Hon.
B. Vickers.

30,837. (Suggested by Mr. Payne.) I wish to ask
about this case of the Queen and Tait, did not the
people claim a right of way from Mr. Tait and
others ?—No, certainly not. I sat by the side of the

nightly meeting where it was decided that in the
event of Mr. Tait being acquitted he should be

Judge during the trial, and if you wish to elicit all

giving that information that he said he should be

information respecting the matter, you could not do
better than have Mr. Justice Kemble before you, who
took full notes at the trial. It was claiming a right to

beaten, and was on his way down to lodge a complaint

Water.

nant of peace.

30,838. There was some claim of right then 2–As
I understood it there was water here, and they wanted
to take in Mr. Tait's, he gave them water there

1 March 1866.

assured of it as if I heard it myself. I can go further
if you wish it ; the same individual that came before

the magistrates declared that he was present at a
murdered in the dock; and it was in consequence of
with me, when during the night he made what he
termed before the magistrates the next day a cove

I don't wish to lay any stress

30,852. (Mr. Walcott.) Are you aware that there
were any seeds of dissatisfaction in your parish –
Nothing had reached me anterior to this date to lead
me to think so, and I must say the localities in which
the sugar estates were situated (I ought to have said
this at the outset,) in my official letters it is stated

upon it, but I desire most emphatically to be under

that in the districts where the sugar estates were

stood that I am in no means a partizan of Mr. Tait's.
30,839. What was the result of the case ?—An

situated the greatest cheerfulness prevailed during
the whole of the period of the outbreak, and when the
island was so much agitated, and that there never was

nearer to them, gave them access to the same water,

but they insisted in breaking down the fence and
getting at the other.

acquittal of the prisoners, and I certainly must say,
although I went there prejudiced against the parties,
from the evidence there could not have been any other

during the whole of that period any appearance of

Adolphus.

dissatisfaction among the labourers on estates.
30,853. Would that apply to the parish of St.
Elizabeth, going up to St. James —Yes.
30,854. The mountain parts —This spirit prevailed
in the mountains, where the people had almost all their
own freeholds, but not among the labourers at all.

30,841. You were present, I think you say, when a
man admitted that drillings had been going on ?—

people, that if the insurrection had not been checked

Yes.

in St. Thomas in the East, that it would have ex

30,842. Do you know the name of that man —No,
I really do not, the records of the parish will tell; and
he was not the only person, others admitted to the

tended to your parish or not ?—There is no doubt

result.

30,840. Iły whom was the information lodged with
you that serious drillings were going on ?— By a
number of people, but officially in a letter from Dr.

magistrates that there were drillings, but they said
they did not know there was any harm in it.
30,843. Besides that man, was there any other
testimony given to you personally of those drillings—

30,855. Do you think, from your knowledge of the

about it. My impression is that it would have
extended. No doubt there was very considerable

anxiety prevailing everywhere, and particularly with
myselſ, in the position of Custos. I felt in a very
responsible position, and I felt deep anxiety because

I had my wife and family with me. I don't know

any other admissions —No, I was unable to go into

whether the Commission would like me to state from

the district.

my experience a feeling that prevailed in the minds of

30,844. Then you had no other evidence personally?

the people that created genewal discontent throughout

—It was not likely that I should ; my aim was to get
over the very serious difficulty, if possible, without
any disturbance.
30,845. You did not hear these other persons’ con
fession ?–No, I have it officially reported to me by

the country for months anterior to the outbreak.
30,856. (Commission.) Throughout the island *—
Yes, I will speak, if you like, of my own district
within the last year. The people found that in culti
vating their provisions they were cultivating them
really to no benefit, that they were robbed and

the magistrates.

30,846. How did you receive information about the

nightly meetings —I received information from the
senior magistrate residing in Lands River district.

destroyed before they came to maturity. A most
terrible state of affairs existed as to the robbing of

the people's grounds, and in some districts they

30,847. Was any sworn evidence given before you?

abandoned the cultivation of provisions because they

—About two days I received the intelligence, I was
summoned up here at the Legislative Council.
30,848. You have no sworn testimony of any nightly

were not permitted to reap them. They were subject
to such depredations that they were deprived of their

meetings then given before you?–I might have had
if I had remained in the parish.

30,849. Have any admissions of any nightly meet
ings been made to you personally —By the people
themselves *

living.

30,857. Do you know by whom the depredatiºn
were committed 2 – Yes, the lazier people robbe
those who were industrious.

30,858. One part of the peasantry robbed the other
part —Yes.

30,850. Yes 2—No.

30,851. With respect to the threats to murder the
prisoners in this case, brought against Tait, did you

30,859. That would make people discontented with

hear those threats 2–How was it likely I should hear

their neighbours ?–Yes.
30,860. Not discontented with the Government?-

them at the distance I was, the people did not attempt

No, I do not speak of discontent with the Government,

to disguise it. It was so universal that I feel as

far from it.

The witness withdrew.

The Hon. JoHN SALMON sworn and examined.

The Hon.
J. Salmon.
---

30,861. Are you President of the Privy Council
30,866. Have you got that communication with
and the Legislative Council, and Custos of St. Eliza you ?—No.
beth 2–Yes.
30,867. Tell us shortly what it related to ?—I was
30,862. Are you more particularly acquainted with called upon by gentlemen of the parish and by several
of the brown population, and I received letters also
the parish of St. Elizabeth –Yes.
36,863. I believe you reside there —Yes, I have from
some Will
of theyou
magistrates
to me—.
30,868.
kindly tellstating
us what
the subject of
resided there for 40 odd years.
30,864. Were you there in the month of August your communication was to the Government –Oh!
last —July I think.

30,865. Did you communicate to the Government,

my communication to the Governor; that was in con:

either in July or August, upon the state of feeling in

sequence of letters and communications that I had
from magistrates, gentlemen, and people of colour º

your parish of St. Elizabeth –Yes.

to the probability of there being a disturbance in the

-
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parish, and meetings in different places, of which they
could give no satisfactory account to them, and there
fore they believed that some disturbance, I may call it,
was approaching. This led me to communicate to
Governor Eyre what I had learnt. I almost forget
what I wrote now, but I daresay that I stated at the
same time my own convictions.
30,869. Was that a letter written in October 2–

July, I think, calling for assistance, when the “Bull
dog” came down.

30,870. That is nothing to do with the rebellion ?
—Nothing to do with the late rebellion.
30,871. After that communication were any forces
sent 2–A vessel of war, the “Bulldog,” visited the
Black River Harbour.

30,872. Did you in the meantime, after that commu
nication, and after the information that you received,
take any steps to ascertain how far it was well
founded ?–I don't see how we could very well. If it
be necessary to prove an intention I don't see how I
can do that.

30,873. I don't ask you to prove that ; I ask you
whether you took any steps to ascertain whether the
reports that reached you, and upon which you com
municated to the Government, had any existence in
fact —Yes; I constantly inquired of different people
in going along the road; for instance, I stopped at
the house of some of these people with whom I was
acquainted, black persons and others, and inquired
what was going on in their neighbourhood, and what
information they could give me as to reports that had
come to my ears; and they told me of meetings in
different places, and they generally stated to me that
the country was very unquiet and that they were very
dissatisfied and unhappy.
30,874. That was in the month of July 2—In July,
and that they did not believe there was any security for
them, from the disaffection, if it may be so called, and
from the expressions that were made use of publicly
in the market and the road to themselves by the

black people.
30,875. Did you find out to what state of things
these remarks referred 2–Disaffection in the state of

things in general.
30,876. Not in relation to master and servant, or

the administration of justice —Oh! particularly so;
that was told to them every day.
30,877. But the expressions they made use of refer
to justice, or wages, or care of land, or what?–A
black man, I believe, is a person that does not know
what he is talking about in some instances. If he is
told by anyone going through the country, or any
minister, that so and so is so and so, he accepts it and

believes it, and looks forward to it.
30,878. Did you gather from what these people

told you of the expressions in the market-place which
made then apprehend discontent and disaffection that
those expressions referred to any particular subject 2
-They led me to the conclusion that some step or

expressions related to matters you have now men
tioned, law, justice, and the sale of provisions —
30,882. You don't know how far their dissatisfac

tion went —I did not suppose that their intentions

-
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30,883. How did you learn that ?—I learnt it upon
the affidavit of a man made before the magistrate,
Mr. Lawrence, and forwarded to the Government.

My head was to be taken off and Mr. Lawrence's
eyes were to be gouged out, or something of that
kind.

30,884. That was in July 2–Yes, July.
30,885. Did this feeling of discontent on the part
of the population and the alarm of those who com

municated to you subside after that *-Not at all.
30,886. I mean after that and before October 2–
No, there was the greatest fear.
30,887. The fear continued 2–Yes; the fea:
amongst the white people and amongst the brown.
people.
30,888. But did the discontent on the part of those
who created the fear continue —I don't see how I

can possibly answer that question.

30,889. Did you hear more of it —I hear of it
every day. The chain of discontent has never been
broken that I know of for several years.
30,890. It has been increasing for several years;
when did it first commence —I can’t answer that

exactly, but several years ago.
30,891. Ten years ago —I daresay 10 years ago.
30,892. In relation to these particular subjects, the

administration of Justice and the price of provisions Ž
—These grievances have been impressed upon the
negro for several years, and it has grown into a belief
which they exist in. If you ask a negro anything
about taxes he will say, “My good massa, you see

how them tax me.” I say to him, “What land have
you got ?” “An acre.” “Why, you pay a penny,
that is very hard.” He will say, “Oh my good
massa, you don't know what we pay.” They go on in
that kind of way ; you can't get anything out of
them, but they have been taught for years that they
are oppressed, and nothing will get rid of that, in my
opinion.
30,893. Was there any more of this feeling in July
or August ; was it more distinguishable before that—
the discontent expressed and the alarm arising from
it —I received letters from two or three magistrates,
stating to me that meetings were held in their neigh
bourhood, and that the conversations of the people as
reported to them expressed great dissatisfaction. I
received communications from brown people, telling
me that a certain man by the name of Gilling, who is
a poor wretch of a creature in Black River, and who
I have been requested several times to take hoid of,

but I put him aside as a poor creature, was attending

tion of justice, the relation of master and servant, or

30,896. But with this person, Gilling 2–Oh, yes;

the non-payment of wages, or any particular case of he was going on for the last three or four years.
that kind?—I don't know that I could say that there
30,897. Then he was not the cause of any alarm 2
Was any particular case.
º

º

—Not the cause of any alarm at all, because I believe

30,880. Do you remember whether they specified he is too despicable, unless he has any influence over
What were the complaints that they heard which gave these people, who believe anything you tell them upon
them discomfort and disquiet 2—It was from general certain points.
instruction that they had received from ill-disposed

30,898. Then it was not because July and August

People telling them that they were oppressed ; telling

were different from any other month that led to your

them, as is set forth in Dr. Underhill's letter, that

writing to the Government —No.

they could not reap their property, and when they
sºld it to people in the country they were robbed;
that they had no justice and no law, and that they

30,899. I was asking you whether July and August
were exceptional months —Exactly ; and my reason

"list get something or other, but that something or

for writing to the Government was that I received
communications from magistrates and was called

other the negro does not seem to know.

upon by brown people. A man of the name of Adam

*0,881. Therefore you learnt at that time that the

The Hon.
J. Salmon.

were very quiet when my head was to be taken off as

30,879. Still, could you ascertain whether the
expressions to which they referred as justifying their
Apprehensions were expressions on the part of the
People relating to the tenure of land, the administra

of life was at hand.

THIRTY
FIRST DAY.

Yes.

these meetings, and telling the people that the Queen
is to do this and that—that they were to have land.
This was told me by the brown people.
30,894. This was in July and August 2–Yes, and
has been going on ever since.
30,895. Did it go on before that ?– It was not
called to my attention.

other against the peace of the country and the security

|
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Smith, who was the son of a woman who was a slave
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of mine, came to me and told me that in the neigh
bourhood of New Savannah, in the market-place, the
people from Hanover and St. James' met, and that
the open conversation there was that they intended
to come over and go down on Black River. He said
to me at the same time, “Massa, I come to you because
“I your old slave, and I think I ought to tell you this
“ for the sake of old times, though I believe I am
“ not safe and my life is not safe.” I said, “Well, I
“ shall be very sorry for you to get into any trouble,
“ but you must, if you can, learn what is going on

memorandum of anything that I heard. My own
carpenter, a man of the name of Innover, had told me

of it frequently, and asked me what was going to be
done. He told me that the brown people were in
great terror, and stated that it was their desire that
I should write to the Governor and get some one
to protect them. All the gentlemen in the parish,
about 14 or 15 females, and among those three or
four grown-up young women, came to me and said,
“For God's sake do something or other to protect
“ us ; write to the Governor and let us have some

“ and give me information.”

“ protection ; the whole opinion of the country is

30,900. That was a source of information peculiar
to July and August that you had not had before ?—
The man went home, and they poisoned him ; so I got
nothing more from him.
30,901. Your reference to Gilling refers rather to
October than July —No ; they had a meeting. They

“ that we are unsafe.”

wrote to me as Custos asking me to allow them to

occupy the Court-house for a meeting, and I believed
myself that it was not right for me to refuse, and I
went down. I thought, perhaps, if I attended this
meeting I might hear something and learn what they
intended. I went there. This man Gilling was
one of the leaders, and some other men, I forget their
names, and they said something about the dissatisfac

tion. They said they were dissatisfied, and they
wanted clothing to be made in this country; but I
could scarcely make head or tail of the matter. I
tried to explain to them that the proclamation sent

out in the Queen's name was directing them to be
quiet and civil, and to attend to their own business
and their own properties. They said, “Oh, good
“ massa, it is all nonsense; you don't come from the
“Queen, and we don’t want to hear nothing at all

“ about it.” All these things put together, and from
information 1 received of a meeting about five miles
below my house, and information having been brought
to me that a body of these people were going to Black
River in July or before August, and another body in
another direction, and also information I received that

*

30,907. This man's name was Innover ?—Yes, he

was speaking of the bad goings on of the negroes;
they rob and steal everything that you have,
30,908. Did he only speak of those robbing and
stealing 2–No, he told me the brown people were
all going to be murdered.
30,909. Did he tell you that ?—Everybody knows
that.

30,910. He was one of those who told you that
there was a plan to massacre all the brown people?
—Not a plan to massacre, but he said the black
people would massacre the brown people if they once
rose and had it in their power.
30,911. Did he tell you that he knew of any idea
of rising among the black people —He knew from
what was the general feeling of fear.
30,912. (Commission.) Do you believe there was
any conspiracy or combination throughout the
country to break the law and resist authority ?—If
there be a combination it must be well understood

by all the parties.
30,913. Have you reason to know that there was
—I have no reason to know that there was a general
combination, because there had not been time for
them to combine ; but I know these men going

through had so prepared these people for whatever

might happen that they were perfectly ready to
I'lse.

it was the intention of the negroes to go into the

30,914. You did not trace the possession of arms

stores to take what they required, led me to write

to the people —No; I believe picks were found,

to the Governor to say that I thought it was quite
necessary to have some forces at that time for the
protection of the parish.
30,902. You attended the Council of War on 13th
October, when martial law was proclaimed Z-Yes.
30,903. Had you upon that occasion any informa

but that was when I was attending at the council.

tion which was brought to your knowledge with

respect to the districts in which martial law was

30,915. You were not in your parish —No, I was
not.

30,916. (Mr. Payne.) Did Innover, or anybody
else you can name, tell you that there was about to
be a rising among the black people?—That they
believed it.

30,917. But you have just said that that belief

proclaimed –In St. Thomas in the East :

arose from the fear of the brown people?—I have

30,904. Yes 2–None. I know nothing of it. It
was quite an unexpected outbreak, as far as I under

the same conviction.

stood the thing.

The general conduct of the people, the threatening
language that they used, the state of irritability,

30,905. I am pointing your attention especially to
St. Thomas in the East and the county of Surry 2
—I know nothing of that, except that I attended the
Council of War, and hearing what had gone on I

thought it was perfectly necessary, and

I concurred

with all the other gentlemen who were present in the

30,918. Upon what is that conviction founded:and the state of dissatisfaction to which they had
been brought.
w

30,919. You

have mentioned

the threatening

language that they used—did any black people use

i. threat

to you personally —Only to cut of my

necessity formartial law there; and I perfectly agreed
with the propriety of immediate and decisive action

30,920. But that was not used to you personally?

being taken, because I knew perfectly well that if —It was made in'a public market-place.
one spark of the insurrection fell into the next

30,921. Was any threat made to you by any black

parish, that that parish would carry on the insurrec

person personally 3–I don't think anyone would—it

tion. I feel it in my own heart now, at this moment,
that if it had gone further there, it would have been
carried on, and it would have gone over the whole
island, because the people were all dissatisfied; and

is not likely at all.

30,922. They did not 2–Certainly not. Thº
would not do such a thing to the Custos of the parish,
I presume.

if there was an insurrection in St. James's to-morrow

30,923. Did any black person tell you of any

it would spread all over the island; no man in
the island doubts it who knows the negro; that is

threats made against you personally –A man camº

my impression. If it had not been for the crushing

to me , and told me a certain man had made an
affidavit before Mr. Lawrence, that my head was

out of the rebellion Jamaica would not have been as

to be cut off.

it is, and we should not have been alive.
30,906. (Mr. Payne.) Can you name any of the
told you there was something or other at hand 2–I

30,924. (Commission.) Is that the affidavit Yº"
30,925. (Mr. Payne.) Is that the only threat that
you heard of from that person –Well, of my 9"

forget the names of these people. I did not suppose

knowledge.

persons among whom you made inquiries and who
anything of this kind would come out.

I made no

sent to the Governor 2–Yes.

-

30,926. The only threat that has been commuº"
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cated to you ?–No, plenty of threats communi

“Well,
what areyouthey
goingI tocan't
do?”tell “Well,”
he
said, “ Massa,
know
what they

FIRST DAY.

THIRTY

going to do.” I said, “But what are they coming

Ti, Hon.

cated.

30,927. By black persons —By blacks and browns.
30,928. Have any other threats been communi

there for f" He said, “ The only thing I under- J. Salmon.
cated to you by a black person —That is, has any “ stood is, they are coming for bad, and they say,
“‘Wait till August, and we will come over and 1 March 1866.
person said to me, “I will do so and so to you.”
30,929. Has any black person told you that threats “‘show you something—you wait till August, and
“‘you will see a big something come.’”
have been made against you ?—Plenty.
30,930. Can you name one?—No ; all the gentle
30,944. Did Adam Smith tell you why it was he
men in the parish know it.
went in fear of his life?—He did not say that. He told
30,931. But they could not know what threats me he was afraid of his life in consequence of coming
were communicated to you ?—They were commu there. He said, “Now I come over to you I know
nicated to me by persons who had heard of them.
“ that my life is in danger, but I won't stop at that;
30,932. Can you mention any name of any black “if I hear any more I will come back.”
30,945. That was to give you information ?—Yes.
person —No, because I did not take a second
30,946. You know a good deal of the negro cha
thought of it. I can give you the whole opinion of
the inhabitants of the Santa Cruz Mountains.
racter I think. You have lived among them for
30,933. What information had you of the meetings many years —Yes.
30,947. I believe many years ago you took part in
that you say have taken place —I had information
from Mr. Greaves, a magistrate.
trying to obtain their freedom, you are an anti-slavery
man —I believe I did feel that some time before the
30,934. Was he present at any of the meetings
—That I cannot tell.
He came to me as the Custos
freedom. I urged it very strongly, and I went to the
to give me information of what was going on ; bar as a member of the House of Assembly on a
which information, I suppose, may have been com motion for doing away with the punishment of women.
municated to him. I don't suppose he got it from I used all the influence that I possibly could for that
object.
being present at these meetings.
30,935. His information, of . course, would be
30,948, Will you give me your opinion of the negroes
hearsay?—I daresay it was. I don't know whether as to their credulousness —My opinion is that we are
he was present. I did not ask about it. He said to in a very bad situation, a very bad state, from the
me, “You must take some notice of this, these meet influence which has been brought to bear upon the
“ings are going on, and the report is they are negro character. a character which has not sufficient
“dangerous,” or something of that kind. I also intelligence or information or education as yet, to judge
heard from Mr. Smith, I think, and also from Dr. what will be result of this advice which is given
McCatty.
them. My opinion is, and I believe it is the opinion
30,936. (Commission.) Did you hear from Mr. of a very large portion of the gentlemen of the
Hudson too —Yes; he is another magistrate—a country, that we are entirely unsafe.
gentleman of colour.
30,949. What are the principal characteristics of
30,937. (Mr. Payne.) Did you hear that these the negro 3–Under the influence of certain people
meetings were about wages —No, I did not.
they will do anything.
30,950. They are credulous, easily led 2–Yes, and
30,938. Was Adam Smith a special constable —
No, a real constable.
as to what they don't understand. They will do any
30,939. He was not regularly employed —The thing. They have been led to believe that some great
real constables are expected to attend the market to thing is to be done for them and they find nothing is
done for them, and this leads to all this dissatisfaction.

keep the peace.
30,940. Was there a coroner's inquest held after
his death —I heard there was.

30,941. When you say they poisoned him, you
simply mean he died of poison —He told me he
was afraid of his life.

30,942. (Commission.) You were not present at

the inquiry, I suppose 2–No.
30,943. (Mr. Walcott.) Did Adam Smith tell you
what the object of the meeting was —He came to
me and told me, as he was an old slave, that he

thought it was right to come and tell me that bad
things were going on up at his neighbourhood, and
that the people were talking very bad, and he heard
them saying that bodies of people were to come from
St. James and from Hanover, to meet at New
Savanna, to go down to Black River. I said to him,

They have been told that they are to have something,
and they call out, “When are we to have it, this some
thing, when is it coming *
30,951. (Commission.) What is this something 2–
God knows. Let those speak to that who have taught
them. They say you have got money, you have taken
it up to your house. A man said to me himself,
“You carried up a whole parcel of shackles, you are
“going to put that on the negroes; you are building
“ a house there and that is to be the prison.”
30,952. But you don't think they believe such rub
bish as that, do you ?—Indeed they do; there is no
doubt about it. They are extraordinary people, and

you must be well acquainted with them before you
can tell what they do understand and what their
feelings are.

The witness withdrew.

THoMAs BRow N, Esq., sworn and examined.

30,953. Are you the clerk of the peace for the parish

T. Brown, Esq.

“ seditious whisperings are heard floating about in

of St. James 2–I am.

“ this district, and it is my firm belief that were the

30,954. Is this letter that you produce the original
ºf an anonymous letter that you received —That is

“ slightest disturbance (which God forbid) to arise,
“ his honour the Custos, as well as the rest of the

the original.

“whites, would fair off no better than those at

30,955. When did you receive it 2–On the day “Morant Bay. . I hope therefore that proper pre

|.

which I addressed His Excellency Governor

yre.

“ cautions will be taken to prevent such proceedings.
I refrain from signing my name for reasons you

30,956. What day did you address him 2–If you

“may surmise.

4&

will allow me to refer to the date ; I saw the letter
Yesterday : I gave it back to Mr. Hamilton; I think
It was the 24th of October.

... 30,957. Were you at St. James when you received

" ... I was at Montego Bay in my office.
$9.958. Is this it (reading the letter)?—“T.
town, esquire—I beg leave to inform you that

But you will know the writing ;

“ beware of those who are in public pay”)—That is
the anonymous letter sent to me.
30,959. Then this is the letter you forwarded
(produced)?—I forwarded that letter as soon as I
got it.

30,960. Was it after the riot at Morant Bay 2–
Yes.
4 H 4
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(Letter read.)
“Peace Office, Montego Bay, St. James,

FIRST DAY.

“ SIR,
T. Brown, Esq.
1 March 1866.
--

24th October 1865,

“IN the absence of the Custos of this parish
“I am perplexed sometimes how to act. The senior
“magistrate don’t reside in the town.

“I have just received from a creditable source the
“ enclosed letter, which, although not addressed to me
“officially, I well know is meant to be.
“The writer is afraid of signing his name, but I
“know the writing well.
“It is written by a person named Butler, who has
“ the management of two thrown-up sugar estates
-

“ near to the Maroon Town district, named Spring

“ Mount and Leyden, containing considerable acre
“ age, and chiefly occupied by the laboring classes as

November ; the indictment charges them with having
uttered seditious language.

30,973. Is there any difficulty in the way of the
labouring classes in procuring cheap and summary jus

tice before the magistrates ?—I am not aware of any.
30,974. The fees are the same in your parish as they
are in others ?—Yes.

Y 30,975.

They are settled by Act of Parliament –

es.

30,976. What is the amount of the stamp paid on a
summons 2–1.s. 6d. everywhere except Kingston; 2s.
is confined to Kingston.

30,977. Then 2s. cover everything 2—1s.6d, covers
everything. 2s. is confined to Kingston alone, which
is put on for the purpose of raising a salary for the
stipendiary magistrate.

30,978. Do they only pay for one stamp —Yes;

“ provision grounds.

“My duty seems to be clear, in at once forwarding
“ the document to His Excellency the Governor. I

there is an extra stamp put on at Kingston for another

“ am no alarmist, but there can be no doubt that it is

information that there is a clause in the bill which

“ better, at the present time, to err on the side of

empowers the justices of the peace, when they see a
deserving case before them, to order the clerk of the
magistrates or the clerk of the peace to prepare the
papers free of charge, which is done.
30,979. What is the character of the people in St.
James —I have a good opinion of them, of the ma
jority of them.
30,980. Have they a plenty of work?—I am not

“ prudence, and I know not what else to do.

“To place the enclosed before the few magistrates
“ who reside in the town here, for consideration, in

“ stead of at once taking advantage of the post, could
“ be productive of no good. A representation to the
“Governor alone would be directed, and the present
“ opportunity of the post lost.
“In the event of any disturbance here, the autho
“rities are, if I except such aid as a handful of
“Volunteers could give, absolutely powerless.
-

“I have the honour to be, sir,
“ Your most obedient servant,
“ T. BRowN,
“Clerk of the Peace, St. James.
“ Hon. Ed. Jordon, C.B.,

“Governor's Secretary, Spanish Town.”
30,961. Was that anonymous letter written by a
man of the name of Butler —Yes, I know his writing

perfectly well.
30,962. Who is he?—He superintended two thrown
up sugar plantations; one in Spring Field, and one in

6d., which makes it 2s.

I would add also for your

competent to speak about that.

30,981. Do you think there was any discontent or
dissatisfaction among them at the time of this dis
turbance in St. Thomas in the East 2–I had noticed

nothing myself, but I think a good deal of excitement
prevailed for two or three days after the outbreak.
30,982. Do you think they were connected at all
with that—that there was any combination or any con
spiracy existing in St. James to resist the authorities
and the law —I do not believe that there was.

I

have no personal knowledge of it; there were some
threatening letters written upon one or two occasions,
before the outbreak at Saint Thomas in the East; the

think he is able to come. I was obliged to correspond

Custos and other persons received some threatening
letters, threatening to burn the town down.
30,983. Do you attach much importance to those
anonymous letters ?–A very little; but it is rather

directly with Governor Eyre because our Custos was

curious that one house which was threatened to be

off the island.

burned down was burnt down in October last year.
Everything was done to find out how it was burnt,
and from the anonymous letter we know it was by
an incendiary. It was the very house that was

Leyden.

30,963. Is he here 2–No, he is a cripple; I don’t

30,964. Did you take any other steps with regard
to this letter 7–None, except forwarding it to the
Governor.

38,965. Before you received this letter had you any
knowledge, of your own observation, of any intention
to attack you ?—No personal knowledge at all.
30,966. No threat 2–No threat.
30,967. This was the embodiment of Mr. Butler's

opinion ?—Yes.
30,968. Had you, before October, heard any com
plaints among the labourers and peasantry as to the ad
ministration of justice?—No; I don't know whether I
am quite in order, but would you allow me to state that
Mr. Butler does not appear to have been singular in
his ideas upon that occasion, because at the same time
the Rev. Mr. Hewitt, a Baptist clergyman near Montego
Bay, called upon me as clerk of the peace for St.
James, and asked me whether the magistrates were

taking any precautions with reference to the occur
rences which had taken place in St. Thomas in the
East.

30,969. Is the Rev. Mr. Hewitt here 2–I am not

threatened.

30,984. The house that was burnt was a chemist's

shop, was it not ?–No, it was a dry goods store.
30,985. Were the two men who were convicted of
using seditious language two persons who had had a
quarrel in a grog shop —I do not think, if my me.

mory serves me right, that there was a quarrel before
the seditious language was used. I think the quar
rel took place afterwards. The man who brought

#. men to justice did quarrel with them, and found
ault.

30,986. Do you know what the words were 3-1
can give them to you from the indictment: “If the
“war is even quenched in St. Thomas in the East it
“ will break out here.

If the war should break out

“here, would you, being a black man, not join the
ge,

black people; what are you, sir, are you not a black

“man º’ that is one indictment. That man is under
going a sentence of 12 months imprisonment for this

aware. I should like further to observe, that after
this letter which I had sent to the Governor, our

language.

Circuit Court was holden, and two convictions for
seditious language took place.
30,970. When was the Court held 2—In November,
just after the 24th of October, and the parties who
were convicted came from the very district, or very

place at a retail store where rum is sold, I believe
spirits are sold there.

near to that district in which Mr. Butler resides.

-

30,987. That took place at a grog-shop —It toºk
30,988, You are well acquainted with the state of
the country are you not, in the parish in which you
live —Yes, in my own parish.

30,971. Were you present at the trial f—I con

30,989. Did the “Cadmus ” come to Montego Bay
in August 2–Yes.

ducted the prosecution as Clerk of the Peace.
30,972. When were the seditious words uttered 2–

seditious spirit among the people —I did not belie"

I have the indictment with me, it was on the 4th of

it.

30,990. In your opinion, before that, was there any
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30,991. (Commission.) Have you any official know but for that we should very likely have had many
ledge of when the “ Cadmus came ?—It was ru
moured, but I can speak nothing officially.
30,992. (Mr. Payne.) With respect to the attend
ance of magistrates upon the bench, is not the Court

you require protection to be sent down –I stated as

often adjourned for want of magistrates ?—I do not

a simple fact that the place was defenceless.

believe twice in the last two years has a Court been
adjourned for want of the attendance of magistrates.
We have a stipendiary magistrate in Montego lay :

adjournments.

THIRTY.
Filt ST DAY,
-

30,993. (Mr. Walcott.) You communicated to the
Governor, I believe, in the absence of the Custos ; did T. Prown, Esq.
1 March 1866.
--

30,994. Was there necessity, for defence in your

opinion ?—I think it was a prudent measure to have
troops down there then.

The witness withdrew.

Major-General O'Connor here handed in the official proceedings of the Court-martial upon George William
Gordon, and the despatches relative to the same.
The proceedings of the trial and the despatches were as follows:–
Memo. for Colonel Lewis, President Court-martial.

G. W. Gordon.

The services of Provost Marshal must be coxl plºt Et, Y at

the command of the President of the Court trying him.
You can adjourn your Court, if you cannot dispense with
Provost Marshal's attendance.
-

A. A. NzlsoN, IBrig.dr.
21/1065.

might pay it for the letter to go home to the Queen, and if
the letter won't go he will go himself to see the Queen face
to face; and when we tell the man we not able to do that,
if it is the Queen sent we will do so; and he said we must

Iluring the trial of

try, endeavour, and if we got the money we must send it in
a letter and send it to a post-office, and direct G. W.
Gordon at the back, and he will receive it anywhere at all.
Written documents here produced and read in Court as
follows:–

Com. Fol. Force.
21st October.

Joh N AN or Rso N.—Paul Bogle asked me to join him,
but not join the buckras. I know Mr. Espeut. I saw Geo.

PROCEEDINGs of THE Court-MARTIAL.

At a Court-martial, assembled by order of Brig.-Gen.
Nelson, at Morant Bay, on the 21st day of October 1865,

Gordon go to Stony Gut, and said he intend holding a
meeting that the black should kill ali the whites. This was

at Stony Gut chapel, Island Castle, christened by G. W.

Present :

Lieutenant Herbert C. A. Brand, R.N., President;

Lieutenant Errington, R.N., Member;
Ensign P. Kelly, 4th W.I.R., Member;

Gordon, Paul Bogle, Wm. Bogle, Wm. Buie. James Buie
said if all the black would join him he would take his stick

and go to Morant Bay and make work.

Proceeded to try G. W. Gordon, charged with—
“For that before the time of the insurrection at Morant
* sic,

hi
ls

Jon N × ANDERsox

Bay, on the *lºth day of October 1865, when the rebels

mark.

massacred the Custós, the Baron Von Ketterhodt, and

divers other persons, being justices of the peace or other

JAMEs Gordon.—Mr. G. W. Gordon send a letter up

ºcupations, assembled in Vestry on such day, the said
George Willian Gordon did, in furtherance of the said
massacre, at divers periods previous to the same, incite and

to the Valley to say that there will be a war, and the whole

advise with certain of the insurgents, thereby by his in
fluence tending to cause the riot, whereby many of Her
most gracious Majesty's subjects lost their lives when
assembled in lawful consideration of parochial and other
matters, the said George William Gordon is arraigned—
“lst. On the charge of high treason against Her Majesty
Queen Victoria,

"2nd. With having complicity with certain parties who
Yere engaged in the rebellion, riot, or insurrection, at Morant

º on the 11th day of October 1865.”
he Court having been duly sworn,

Prisoner pleaded—Not Guilty.
Jso. ANDERson sworn.—The last time the prisoner
Yºnt up to Stony Gut he came to the chapel, Highland

(Astle, at Stony Gut. He says to Paul Bogie, “They are
gºing to hold a public meeting ; we must get up some
for to go to Morant i*ay to seek about the back land,

…

Inen

…

and if we don't get the back land all the buckra they will

"he die;” and after that Paul Bogle asked me if I would

* them. I tell him no I would not join it, because when
*kra dead how we going to manage, and he said if I
don't join it they will shot (sic) you. I was forced to travel
"Ay to Leith Hall barracks.

i'aul Bogle got M'Laren to

{! up the mountain to look for hands, and to come to

orant Bay.

(By the Prisoner.) (Q.) On what day did you see me at
Stony Gut?–(A.) Sunday.

JAMEs Go Roox.

These men voluntarily came from St. David's, and were
warned that the evidence must not be from fear, reward, or

any promise, and were cautioned in the presence of all the
prisoners not to state anything from fear.
Witness,
D. W. McKENzie, J.P.,
R. MARTH Usso N,
St. Thomas in the East.
Superin. Works.
his
Sligo x CAMPBELL
mark.
Joh N Co DRINGto.N.

-

(By the Prisoner.) How do you know the letter came
from me?–(4.) Because it was signed Geo. W. Gordon.

(Q.) Do you know my signature?—(A.) No.
Gordox RAMsAY being duly sworn.--I produce a
deposition of Thomas Johnston, made on his death-bed ;
he is since dead.
-

The following deposition was then read —

Morant Bay, Oct. 1765.
I, Thomas Johnson, now considering myself on my
death-bed, but in my perfect senses, make this statement
without fear or malice, trusting in God.

Q) In what month and what year?–(4.) This year I

I never attended a meeting, though asked by George

ºw. June or July, I believe; but I did not date it
(Q.) Was there any other person there besides Bogle and
"ºf" (4.) Plenty more.
(",
Did I say that publicly in the presence of all?–
-1.
les.

William Gordon, of the parish of St. Thomas in the East,
member of assembly. He twice asked me, but I would not
agree to throw up
and fippences as much as yoºr

Own.

-

(8).What time of day was it?–(4.) After chapel was
"º abºut this time, 3 p.m.

(8) You know me?--(A.) Yes.
JAMEs Gornos
º

of the people must be prepared for it. James M'Laren
carried the letter up the Valley, and he also said that the
people will get land free. I was sent up from St. David
by Mr. Chas. M'Leon to give evidence.

sworn.--States Mr. Gordon

sent

hand can reach.

|".
asked

him when I do that for whº

Queen give me frce already.

He said who like for ent he

eat, but by-and-by what fit uattie and ſippence will
come to... I unust do it to send the money home. I said all
the outside land we can get for nothing. Gordon said
(every man must him give 10s.) a year, so that when taxes
come in he can pay for taxes. Gordon had two meetings;

all the

our houses are near ; I mean his chapel is near my house.

P"ple must gather up money and send it to him that he

He sent (G.G.) a ticket to all the people to meet at certain
4 I

G.G.

:
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hours, for what he had to tell them he (G. G.) would tell

1 Mar. A866.

will the ticket keep.” That was Friday meeting (G. G.)—
no prayers; second meeting, prayers; my wife came from

them. I did not go, but I heard what he said, “People

--

--

§.

--

of

Sabbath-breaking is bringing down the curse
eaven on Vere. What is to become of you as a
“ people, and what is to become of your children? I will
“ write to the jº. of State and Lord ‘Brougham'

“keep all the money, and make the people work for

“ that I had been in Were and state the distress of the
“ people. I was told by some of you that your overseer
“ said, that if any of you attended this meeting he would
“tear down your houses. Tell him that I, George William
“ Gordon, say they darn’t do it. It is tyranny. You must

“ nothing.”

“ do what “

I was in Mr. Grant's, the saddler's shop, when the Court
house was burnt. Mr. Grant said I must be shut up with
another boy, when Mr. Grant heard the beating outside.
Mr. Grant was attending to me the whole night, and gave

“you will have a worse then.”

me water. Mr. Gordon's people make disturbance, and

of Oct. 1865
JAMEs M. GIBB.
J. PEACE.

it. She told me I was not to go to Baptist meeting; they

have no good for tell me. I must go to Mr. Panton, Port
Morant.

My wife said also Mr. Gordon told her, “White man

Mr. Gordon teach them. All is Gordon's friends at Stony
Gut do it,

î.

does.

You have a

}. name now, but

JAMEs FY FE HUMBER.
W.M. Robinsox PEART,

Sworn before me this 19th day

his

Thom As + Johnso
mark.

The following letter was then read —

-

Taken before us this 17th day of October 1865.
Thio. S. G E RARD, Surgeon, &c.

P. KELLY, Ensign 4th W.I. Regmt.
GoD FREY GoodMAN, Asst.-Surgeon, R.N.
W. H. Jon Es, W.I.R.A.

(By the Court.) Did the dying man say that they were
Mr. Gordon's friends at Stony Gut, or did he mean to say
he heard they were?–(4.) He said Gordon's friends;
Gordon teach them. .

Kn. 11th Septr. 1865.
I Hope you are well. I have much to say to you, but
I shall not write, hoping to see you in a few days hence,
when I go up to pay taxes.
Please to tell Messrs. McIntosh, Clarke, and Bogle to

DEAR CH is ho LM,

inquire at P.O. for papers. I have been in Vere, where the
poor people are very wretched, and positively starving. I
never saw anything so bad.

We need pray to God for help and deliverance.
Remember me to all friends.

Yours very truly,

Here was read the document as follows:

Geo. W. GoRD0N.

Vere, 19th October, 1865.
I have been so busy that you must excuse haste.

Jamaica Ss., Vere.

Personally appeared before me, one of Her Majesty's
of
*.
obinson

the peace for the parish of Vere, William
Peart and James Fyfe Humber, who, being duly
sworn, maketh oath and saith : That on the 4th day of

September they were present at the meeting held at the
“Alley,” when George William Gordon addressed the
people in the following inflammatory language: “My
“friends, I am here to day to discuss the merits of
“ Doctor ‘Underhill's letter. We applied to the Custos
“ for the use of the Court-house, but he refused, saying

“ that no magistrate or vestryman signed the application.
“We petitioned the Governor—he is a bad man, my
“friends. What did he do, but sent over the petition to

“ the Attorney-General for his advice, who, I firmly believe,
“my dear friends, is not sound; and he gave it as his
“ opinion that the Custos did right to refuse the Court
“ house, and had it in his power to do so. Let me inform

“ you that the magistrates and vestrymen are your trustees
“ for the Court-house.

Who elects the vestrymen? (A

G. W. G.

Mr. Wm. Chisholm.

The following deposition was next read:
CHARLEs CHAvANNEs sworn states: Shortly after the
first trial of the action Gordon v. Kettelhodt I met Mr.

George William Gordon, and expressed to him my regret
at his defeat. He said, Never mind, I hope yet to get my
revenge, and if I don’t get it my people will,
C. ChavaNNES,

Sworn before me this 19th day
of October 1865, at the city
and parish of Kingston,
HENRY J. BickNELL, P.M.

The following deposition was then read:–
I, GEoRGE THoMAs, residing at York, in the parish of
Sb. Thomas in the East, do solemnly swear: These three

weeks they begin on it (Paul Bogle and Moses Bogle.
They sent to call me and several others. When I went they

“ voice, “The planters.") It is your right and privilege;
and your money purchases the Court
“ i.
you pay The
taxes,
Governor is a bad man, he sanctions every
“ thing done by the higher class to the oppression of the

swore me, and told me the appointed day. I would sº
what was done. The day appointed was Wednesday tº
11th October 1865. They (Paul Bogle and Moses Bºgle

Now, my friends, a few words as to the

told me I was entitled to 4s. a day, and I never go. It

“ rates of wages and how you are treated by your em

“ (Several voices, ‘2s. 6d., 1s., and 9d. per week; some

Mr. Gordon never came there, but Mr. Bogle got his
Mr. Gordon's, handwriting, and he, Mr. Gordon, was the
person who told Mr. Bogle the land was going to hº
and he, Mr. Gordon, put up Mr. Bogle to do all this
rebellion. Paul and Moses Bogle said to me, that if I did

“ times none at all.”) (Mr. G.) What is the price of rice at

not swear they would kill me.

“ the Alley” (A voice, ‘7%d. for seven gills.') (Mr. G.)
“ In England it is a penny-halfpenny, to twopence per
“ quart, showing that the peasantry in England are better

meeting we had. I heard them say they were not to trouble
Mr. Georges, because he is a friend of Mr. Gordon. I

“poor negroes.

“ployers. The monies that is said to go for the cultivation
“ of the properties goes in other ways that you ought to

“ perceive. My people get 9s. per week, what do you get?

“ off than those of Jamaica.

Look at your clothes; half

Tuesday night last, the 10th October 1865, was the lº

“ of you are naked. Your children and yourselves can’t
“go to church for want of clothes. This is a serious

repeat that Mr. G. W. Gordon is the head of the rebelli”
He put up the Bogles to do it. I heard Paul Bogle sº."
Wednesday, the IIth October 1865, on the Parade, . tºod

“ question. The people of this parish ought to be paid
}} per year. The coolies get rich, because they get
“ work continually, but you do not. (A voice, ‘The

“ all the black people.” He, Paul Bogle, called for the

“God! we can't get no fire. Look at the white men kilº
fire. I have heard Mr. G. W. Gordon advising the peºpk

“ plantºrs, after the bargains, crush us down, and give us

not to pay for their lands, and they must seek for the white

“ one half.") (Mr. G.) They report to the Queen that

“ you are thieves. The notice that is said to be the

people first.
Monday, the 9th October 1865, four policemen came to

“ Queen's advice is all trash; it is no advice of the Queen
“ at all. I am glad to say that there are a few men in Vere

Paul Bogle yard, namely, William Fuller, Lake, and tº

“ who are loyal and serve their God. The people in Were
“ are in a very low state, and very much oppressed. Edu

stables.

“ cate your children, and in time they will be able to take
“ the feading parts in their country. Mr. Price and a few
“ others that ſ could name are worthy men. These gentle

“men love their people, but the gentlemen in Vere won't

“ speak to you. I have been told by a great many of you
“ that the planters work on Sundays, distilling rum. Why,
“ you are putting fire to your own souls. Others of you
“ who stickle at the price offered are ordered to leave the

other a Maroon young man, and McKay, with twº."
I know one of the constable name to be lis"

Davis, and the other to be Betty.
I have seen at the meetings at Church Cornet, Jame
Dacres, Thomas Bogle, and the other Bogle that."
Mr. Marshalleck's logwood dray, McLaren, of Church
Corner, and a man named Grant, at Stanton Land tº to

write at the meetings, and I have seen a small nº
town. I hear he is a family to George Clarke at Paul Bogle
house, and he all times write at Paul Bogle's.
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George Clarke and his father-in-law Paul Bogle get out,
and he, Clarke, has nothing to do with this row. I have

Majesty's ministers are gentlemen too honourable

and

honest in their intentions wilfully to wound the feelings to

Her Majesty's Colonial subjects. But we fear they have

never seen him at the meetings.
Taken and sworn to before me,

been deceived and misled, and the consequence is a serious

his
GEoR GE X Thox1As
mark.

grievance to our people; but we advise them to be prudent,
yet firm, in their remonstrances, and we have no doubt that

this lsth day of October

“truth" will ultimately prevail.

1865,

People of St. Ann's,
Poor people of St. Ann's,
Starving people of St. Ann’s,
Naked people of St. Ann's.
You who have no sugar estates to work on, nor can find
other employment, we call on you to come forth, even
if you be naked, come forth and protest against the unjust
representations made against you by Mr. Governor Eyre

-

DANL. MARs HALLEck, J.P.

for the parish of St. Thomas
in the East.

One of Mr. G. W. Gordon's papers found in his port
manteau was here put in as follows:
Public Meeting.

A public meeting will be held at
day of

. . the

0n

for the purpose of

>
-

Chair to be taken at
b

o'clock.

º Gough, postmistress of Morant Bay, sworm, states :
There was a correspondence between Mr. Gordon and
certain parties, George McIntosh, William Grant, the sad
dler, Wm. Chisholm, Jas. McLaren. I have seen a letter
from Paul Bogle from the prisoner.
(By the Court.) You can swear to the handwriting?—(A.)
Yes, I know his handwriting well.

(Q.) Look at that, and tell me if you know it?–(4.) That
came in two packages, one to Chisholm and one to Paul
Bogle, addressed by Mr. Gordon in his writing. I’ll swear.
(Here was shown a placard, headed “ State of the Island.”)
(Q.) Are those in Gordon's handwriting (Chisholm's letter
to)?—(A.) They are.

(Q.) Was is not customary for the prisoner to attend all
Westry meetings?–(A.) Yes.
(Q.) And was it not an exceptional instance his missing
the very day of the slaughter?—(A.) It was ; everybody
thought it very strange.
(Q.) Have you seen or heard the meetings here 7–(A.) I

and his band of Custodes. You don't require Custodes to
tell your woes, but you want men free of Government in
fluence; you want honest men, you want men with a sense
of right and wrong and who can appreciate you. . Call on
your ministers to reveal your true condition, and then call
on Heaven to witness and have mercy.

People of St. Thomas ye East, you have been ground
down too long already. Shake off your sloth, and speak
like honourable and free men at your meeting.

Let not a

crafty, jesuitical priesthood deceive you. Prepare for your
duty. Remember the destitution in the midst of your
families, and your forlorn condition. The Government

have taxed you to defend your own rights against the
enormities of an unscrupulous and oppressive foreigner.
Mr. Custos Ketelhodt, you feel this : it is no wonder you do.
You have been dared in this provoking act, and it is

sufficient to extinguish your long patience. This is not
the time when such deeds should be perpetrated; but, as

they have been, it is your duty to speak out, and to
act too ! We advise you to be up and doing; and to
maintain your cause; you must be united in your efforts.
The causes of your distress are many, and now is your time
to review them.

Your Custos, we learn, read at the last

never heard of them.

Vestry the despatch from Mr. Cardwell, which he seemed

(Q.) Were they kept secret?—(A.) I don’t know.
(Q) (By the Prisoner.) Are you aware that I have been
corresponding for years with Bogle 2–(A.) I only remember
one letter about some sugar,
(Q.) When was my last letter to Bogle?–(4.) Can't say.

to think should quiet you; but how can men with a sense
of wrong in their bosoms be content to be quiet under

(Q.) Was it more or less than two months ?—(11.) I cannot
remember the exact time.

free.” You are no longer slaves, but free men. Then, as
free men, act your part at the meeting. If the conduct of

(Q.) Are you not aware that Chisholm is an old servant
9 mine, and that I have always been in correspondence with
hiu, more or less?–(A.) I was not aware he was ever a

the Custos, in wishing the despatch to silence you, be not
an act of imprudence, it certainly is an attempt to stifle
your free expression of opinions. Will you suffer this?

servant of yours.

Are you so short-sighted, that you cannot discern the

such a reproachful despatch.

-

(Q.) Then I will make it, friend?–(A.) When prisoner

Remember that, “he only is free whom the truth makes

occult designs of Mr. Custos Ketelholtº

Do you see

"mes late in the Bay he always says he will get his grass

how, at every Vestry, he puts off the cause of the poor un

frºm Chisholm, that is all I know.

(9) Did a title come through the post for McIntosh

til the board breaks up, and nothing is done for them? Do
you remember how he has kept the small-pox money, and

lately?–4. There was a paper with a penny stamp on it for

otherwise mis-distributed it, so that many of the people
died in want and misery, while he withheld the relief,

McIntosh.

(Q.) What induced you to take that placard out of the

how that he gave the money to his own friends, and kept

ºver or wrapper ?–(4.) It was a habit at the post-office
"take out papers, read them, and return them.

it himself, instead of distributing it to the doctors and
ministers of religion for the poor? Do you perceive how

Q.) Was the seal off, or how did you get it out?—
(A.) A book-post parcel, with the ends clear.

(*) Did you know I was suffering from indisposition?—
(4) I never heard.
The following document seized at post-office, at Morant
Bay, October lith 1865, was then read:—
State of the Island.
Public Meetings ;

he shields Messrs. Herschei and Cooke in all their im

proper acts? You do know how deaf he is on some oc
casions; and how quick of hearing on others. Do you
remember his attempting tyrannical proceedings at the
elections 7 But can you and the inhabitants of St. Thomas

ye East longer bear to be afflicted by this enemy to your
peace—a Custos whose feelings are foreign to yours? l)o
your duty, at the meeting to be held. Try to help your
selves, and Heaven will help you.

-

More anon.

St. Thomas ye East and
St. Ann's Bay.

A requisition, numerously signed for a public meeting,
consider “the condition of the people,” having been
Presented to the Custos of St. Thomas ye East, his honour
* We learn, appointed the meeting for that purpose at
Morant Bay. We trust that there will be a good meeting;
and that the people will not on that day allow themselves
to be interfered with by any of those who have already

"...ten to their disparagement, and made statements with
'*' Proper foundation, which have so misled Her Majesty's

JAMEs McLAREN, sworn, states:
I knew Mr. Gordon was a member of the House of
Assembly.

(By the Court.) Do you know Mr. Gordon has something
to do with the rebellion ?–(4.) That I don’t know of.
(Q) Did you ever hear of Mr. Gordon being connected
with Paul Bogle?–(4.) Paul Bogle always vote for him.
(Q.)

!. know James Gordon?–(A.)

I know several

James Gordons.

Rºmnent
as toMr.
cause
the verySecretary
indiscreetofdespatch
which
the
Right Hon.
Cardwell,
State, was
in
duced

THIRTY

FIRST DAY.

tº send to Mr. Eyre, in reply to the St. Ann's

ºl.

This document ought to be well handled in a
**irit. We know that our beloved Queen is too noble

ºted to say anything unkind, even to her Ymost humble
*cts, and we believe that Mr. Carawei and Her

(By the Prisoner.) (Q). Did I ever send you up the moun
tain to raise money or in any way to tell the people not to
pay for land or anything improper?—(A.) No.

Mr. Ramsay here produced another letter from prisoner
to E. Smith, marked private—the letter is as follows—the
prisoner admitted that letter to be his writing:
4 I 2

1 Mar. 1866.
-
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE

Mr. Gordon then addressed the Court as follows:

Kingston, 14th October 1865.
(Private.)
MY DEAR SIR,
I thank you for yours of the 12th, only just to
hand, and shall attend to the two cheques, but since yes
terday the door to money transactions seems closed, and
will, I fear, get worse till some order be restored.

I have to state that I was not taken up, but gave myself
up at Kingston, when I heard there were some rumours
about me, feeling myself quite innocent, I called on the

General in company of Dr. Fiddes and told his Excellency
if I was required about the disturbance here I was at com
mand. He told me he had no authority at all, and I was
about taking leave of him, when . His Excellency the

.

I lament deeply the report that my good friend Mr. Hire
is amongst the slain —Whata sad SAI) work, superinduced
by the imprudent and arbitrary conduct of the poor Baron,
what an appointment for the Governor to have made, and
what a result! I truly deplore all that has occurred.
I always advised peace and patience to the ſullest extent,

Governor came in with Dr. Bowel bank, and I was about to

state the same thing to His Excellency when he told me he
had come for me and would take me on board the “Wol.

verine,” and Dr. Bowerbank-escorted me to my lodgings
and took me to the wharf for passage off. I have been
brought up with Europeans, and all my dearest, best, and

but I fear the sending away of Jackson and the conduct of

most confidential friends at this moment are of that class. I

the C.P. and Justice caused the people to lose all confidence
and hope in anything like justice.

have never had any other feeling for them but love and
affection. I have imported European labourers myself in

In my opinion this is the true cause of immediate dis
content, and how easily could it have been avoided.
I feel much for many who have suffered in this sad

the hopes they would be beneficial to the country, and able
to instruct the negroes, and I have always desired to see

Europeans introduced into the country as a blessing to it,

scene !

Believe me,

instead of driving them out. I should like to see them more
numerously located here, and then the extensive possessions
of land which I have, would, I think, be a sufficient gua

Yours faithfully,
GEo. W. Go RDoN.

rantee for my wishing the safety of property, and there

E. C. Smith, Esq.

fore rebellion would be the last thing I should wish to see.

I am weak and unwell.

I have always recommended the people who have frequently
complained to me, to patience and perseverance, and as a
proof of that I have endeavoured to have their votes re

The following letter was also read :Let enclosed be delivered.
G. W. G.

corded, so as to maintain legitimate position; and I solemnly,
before my Maker and this Court, declare that I never knew
from Paul Bogle, or any other person, of the insurrection of
this parish; if I die I . die triumphant, and that I knew

Kn. 19th June 1865.

D EAR CHIs Hol.M.,

I shall be up D.V. by the end of this week, and
hope to find all right.

Śce enclosed. We must not lose heart, but persevere in
the good | Best wishes.
Yours very truly,
GEo. W. GoRD0N.

nothing of it until informed by a policeman in Kingstºn,
I then went to the police-station, next to my friend, Mr.

Airey, to inquire if he had heard of it. I never heard frºm
one ofdegree.
the parties
of their
or intentions
in theis
least
I admit
thatmovements
the circumstantial
evidence
suspicious, but I can't help that. Paul Bogle is certainly

Mr. Wm. Chisholm.

my political friend, and it was his duty by his profession tº
have practised peace and good-will. I was astonished tº

The following deposition was then read:Eliza BETH JANE Gough, widow, now staying in the

city of Kingston, being sworn, sºith :

jam post-inistress at Morant Bay. For some time past,

hear that he was at the head of the rebellion. I regret it,
but I can't control it. McLaren I have only lately known,

chiefly since the last meeting here; my reason for nºt al.
tending the Vestry was solely from ill health. I caught a

since the appearance of Dr. Underhill's letter, Mr. George

severe cough which shook my whole frame, and Dr. Major

William Gordon has been carrying on a regular correspon

called on me the end of September, and regretted my in:

dence through my post-office with George Mackintosh,

ability to attend Vestry. Then I saw Dr. Fidles and could
not knees
possibly
come
up. II could
also mentioned
to Mr.
my
were
so weak
hardly stand,
andAirey
he saidthatI

William Chisholm, and William Grant, and James McLaren.
He wrote McLaren about two posts, I think, before the

breaking out last Wednesday at Morant Bay. I have also
seen letters pass through the post-office from him tº Paul
Bogle, but nºt very often. The bag that arrived on Thurs

day night after the murders has not been opened. This bag
is in Kingston post office not opened, so I think Mr. Bryner
told me. The last one to James McLaren was very thick,

not a single letter. From McLaren's last words I think
there must have been letters in it for other persons. . . I have

received a packet of printed papers, addressed in Mr. Gor
don's handwriting to Paul Bogle, and another to William
Chisholm. They came by the same post, shortly after the
publication of the Queen's advice. Paul Bogle has always
been sending for letters tho’ he did not say from whom he

was better away. This will, I hope, satisfactorily anºwer the
suspicions about my not being at the Westry. The late

Custos and myself were old and familiar friends, and
although
we have had political differences, fought ""
their own merits, I should never have done, or wished him
any personal harm. The proof is this at the last -- election
there was a slight disturiance, and I went to the Baron and
told him “that although we were not on speaking tº I
hoped he would let things go on quietly, and ſalvº
the people to be quiet towards him and generally. The
evidéncé of the two men, Anderson and Gordon, are nº. "

rect.
to bewitness;
upon hearsay,
and Andº"
seems Gordon
to be a seems
Volunteer
it is not
corº", I
expected them. Mackintosh also, the post before the out; solemnly
declare.
I
have
only
seen
Stony
Gut
chapº",
break, was asking for letters, he did not say from whom. I and then it was on the Sabbath evening, when wº only held
have seen letters from him addressed to Mr. Gordon; those a religious service, so he must have supposed I sai" what
letters were posted by him, and being late he paid after to he states. The statement of the man at York seems”"
forward them. I read one of the printed papers out of the general one. I don't know him, and I deny what he at
packet addressed Paul Bogle. [...gave it to Mr. Richard tributes to me. The words attributed to me with refereº."
Cooke. I had one in the post-office, Morant Bay, at the
time of the outbreak. I had it in the Z. hole. The heading
of it was “To the people of St. Ann's and St. Thomas in the
East.” It called on the people to be up and doing. It con
tradicted what was stated in the Queen's advice, but I can't

exactly tell you the words. It was not signed, but the wrap
pers on both packets to Bogle and Chisholm were in Mr.
Gordon's handwriting. I know that Mr. Gordon and

Bogle are intimate. Every one in that district knew
-

-

this.
E. J. Gough.

LEwis L. Bow ERBANK, J.P.
Defence.

THEopone TESTARD, shopkeeper, at White Horses,

that I never made any disrespectful allusiºn abºut

His

Excellency the Governor, or said he was a bad man on that
occasion. I was a most chastened spirit, I dº". the
statements of Mr. Chevannes; revenge is not in my ".
With reference to Bogle and Chisholm's letters, I have been
in correspondence with them for some time, general busines;
and sometimes political matters, and I have no lºº. that I
hope

it may be the pleasure of the Court to take, if nº".
further information, and as no charge is made against nº
for being concerned in any rebellion here, I had expected
that any crime or misdemeanour charged to me I shºu

-

(Q.) Did you call at Kingston, and find me sick some two
weeks ago?–(4.) I called fºr a Mr. Mesquita, and finding he

was gone to Mr. Gordon's I went there. I saw Mr. Gor
don ºn the sofa, but I could not say if he was sick, he was

dressed. Mr. Mesquita and I left together.

of Hayti when I was at Vere; and those words, if spoken
were spoken in another parish, and I emphatically declare

should not like seen by this Court and the world. I

Sworn before me this 17th day of October 1865.

sworn :

to Hayti are incorrect. I solemnly declare I never thought

have been tried at Kingston, as I was not taken up **
rebellious act or martial law district.

The Court having heard the prisoner's defence, also the
witness he called in his defence, consider the charges!"
most fully, and do therefore adjudge the prisoner, George

THE JAMAICA ROYAL COMMISSION.

William Gordon to be hung by the neck until he be dead
at what time and place the Brigadier-General may direct.
H. BRAND, President,

Lieutenant Royal Navy.

Morant Bay,

agitation, bad advice, and seditious language amongst the
peasantry of this colony that the rebellion brºke out, and
the massacre of so many gentlemen, and the destruction of
so much property ensued.
it will be remembered also by your Excellency that

21st October 1863.

Colonel Hobbs, commanding another force in the field, has

Approved and confirmed. . .
Mºreover, I fully concur in the sentence awarded, such
being fully borne out by the evidence,

reported that he had sufficient evidence to justify the exe
cution of Mr. Gordon.

A. A. N. Elsos,

adduced before the Court-martial, and has not been under
consideration at all.

I believe that were condign punishment to fall only on the

ignorant people who have been misled into rebellion, and
the educated coloured man who has led to that rebellion to

Morant Bay,
- Brig. Genl. Comg Fd. Force.
21st October 1865, 8 p.m.

The above proceedings are indorsed as follows:
Received 11.0 a.m., 22nd October, 1865.

Head-quarter House, Kingston.
22nd October, 1865.

L. SMYTH O'Cox No R,

Maj. General Comg.

escape, a very unfortunate impression would be produced
npon the public mind, which, in the present state of this
colony, might lead to very serious results. It is only by
making it plain to the entire population that the guilty
agitator and user of seditious language will meet the same
punishment as the uneducated tools whom he misleads,
that we can hope to check and put down the spirit of dis

loyalty and disaffection already so rife in the land, and which
may at any moment occasion in other parishes outrages
similar to those which have recently occurred in St.

Docketed by General O'Connor —
Received 22d October 14 P.M. Transmitted to H. E.
Governor Eyre. Hil. Qr. 22nd October 1865.
(Sgd.)
L. SMyth O'Cox Non Maj. Geml.
Morant Bay, 21st October, 1865, 8 p.m.
SIR,

Thomas in the East.

I received your Excellency's letter at 4:30 p.m., and I
return the documents contained in it without delay as

requested.

After six hours' search into the documents con
nected with the case of G. W. Gordon, I came to the

I have, &c.
Major-General O’Connor, C.B.,
Comding. Forces.

conclusion that I had sufficient evidence to warrant my

G. EY RE.

Mr. G. W. Gordon's letter sent to his widow.

directing his trial.

(Signed)

prepared a draft charge and précis of evidence for the

ourt.

L. SM YTH O’Cox. No R. M. G.

*

King’s House, Sunday evening, 6 p.m.,

It assembled about 2 p.m. this day, closed its proceedings

after daylight. The President having transmitted them, I

22nd October 1865.

MY DEAR BRIGA di ER,

You R report of the trial of George William Gordon
and I quite concur
has just reached me through the
sentence and necessity of carrying
the
justi
the
in
rrying it
y
into effect. É. #.

º

carefully perused them.

The sentence was “Death.” I considered it my duty fully
to approve and confirm. To-morrow being “Sunday,” and
there existing no military reason why the sentence should

not be deferred, I have preferred to delay its execution till
Monday morn-ing next at 8 o'clock.

Head-quarters, Morant Bay,
SIR,

7.15 a.m. 23rd Oct. 1865.

Had it been necessary

to carry it outon the Sabbath I should not have hesitated.
I enclose the whole of the proceedings of the Court for

your information, as you may desire to see what evidence led
to the conviction of so great a traitor.

I HAv E just returned from the execution of G. W.

Gordon, the drop fell at 7.10 a.m.
At early morning I warned him of his approaching

f

ate.

He asked to see the Rev. Mr. Panther, Wesleyan minister.

I have not furnished any report of the Court to His Ex
cellency the Governor, because as His Excellency is now at
Kingston, I apprehend all my reports should be made
through yourself, my immediate commanding officer.
I have not copies of any documents herewith transmitted
and therefore hope hereafter to be allowed to make them.
. I have directed H. M. gunboat “Onyx'' to convey these
important papers and she leaves at daybreak to morrow,

Sunday.
Hoping as heretofore to gain your approval,
I have, &c.,

(Signed)
A. A. Nº.sos,
Brig. Geml. Commdg, Field Force.

Major Genl. O'Connor, C.B., &c., &c., &c.
Jamaica command. Commanding Forces, Kingston,
Head-quarter House, Kingston,

I considered it inexpedient.

He asked for paper to write to his wife, a request in
stantly acceded to, under proviso whatever was written
came into my hands.

I now transmit the same in order that you may act as
you deem expedient in giving the letter intact or extracts
therefrom.

G. W. Gordon said to me “I am invocent, sir.” My
reply was, “It is not for me to judge, hourly communica
tions induce me to think your words caused the riot.” He
replied, “I never intended.” “Perhaps not, such has
been,” was my response, and I left him.
-

His body is now hanging from the centre arch of door

way of Court-house. This arch now exists in consequence of
the roof being burnt off.
I have, &c.
(Signed)
A. A. NELso N,

22nd October 1865.

SIR,

I HAVE the honour to transmit for the information of

Yºur Excellency, copy of a despatch, received at noon this

Brig. Geml. Commdg. Field Force.
Major General O'Connor, C.B., &c., &c., &c.
Commanding Forces, Jamaica.
Head-quarters, Kingston, 24th October 1865,

day from Brigdr-General Nelson, with proceedings of
Sourt martial on G. W. Gordon, and other documents which
having perused may I request your Excellency will return

to me with as little delay as possible.
I have, &c.

L. SMYTHE O'CoxNor,
-

-

This latter evidence, too is quite unconnected with that

-

The pºisoner to be hung on Monday next, the 23rd
October 1865, to-morrow the 22nd being Sunday, and the
state of this part of the country not rendering it necessary
to inflict the punishment on the Sabbath-day.

c
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Major General commanding the Forces.

- His Excellency Governor Eyre.

SIR,

9.0 a.m.

I HAVE the honour to transmit for the information
of His Royal Highness, the Field Marshal commanding in
chief, copy of despatch from Brigadier-General Nelson

commanding the field forces, reporting the trial, sentence,
and execution at 7.10 o'clock, a.m.,23rd instant, of George
William Gordon, a member of the Assembly, proved to have

King's House,
22nd October, 1865.

SIR,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of
Yºur communication dated to-day, transmitting for my in
ºrmation copy of a despatch received at noon this day

from Brigadier-General Nelson with proceedings

of Court

*rtial on G. W. Gordon, and other documents which you
request me after perusal to return to you with as little delay

been one of the principal instigators of the people to re
bellion, and the primary cause of the miserable massacre of
Europeans and native inhabitants at Morant.

A copy of his Excellency the Governor's letter approving
of the same is enclosed, in which I fully coincide.
(Signed)

I have, &c.
L. SMYTH O’CoS Nort,

Major Genl. Commanding.

aa possible.

! have duly read the papers referred to, and I fully con
‘" in the justice of the sentence and in the policy of
carrying it into effect.
hº can be little doubt, I think, that whatever Mr. Gor
** intentions may have been, it is entirely due to his
-

A true copy.
Edward O’Cox Nort,
Captain, D. A. A. G.
26,366.

The Secretary of State for War.
War Office, Pall Mall.
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Brigadier-General ABERCROMBIE NElson sworn and examined.

*

(The caution, as printed, was read to the witness.)
30,996. Were you in command of the forces which
31,014. Before you had

ſº

-

made the selection, had you
Were sent down to Morant Bay on the 14th of October received any instructions with regard to George
last —I was, as Brigadier-General.
William Gordon, what you were to do with him No, except that I was to examine and see if there was
30,997.
Did
you
reach
Morant
Bay
on
the
evening
sufficient evidence.
of the 13th 2–I did.
31,015. Those were the instructions —Yes.

30,998. When you first arrived there what steps
did
you take —l would rather go and get my memo
randa.

—Word of mouth.

30,999...I only want it shortly, this is merely prelimi
nary?—When I first arrived at Morant Bay I sent a

vernor.

Party ashore to effect a landing, as the Governor was

going up.. We then went ashore to the quarters, to
the church, where the troops were quartered. I looked
about, saw the sentries placed, and everything that
was necessary. Captain Luke had gone on with a
great portion of his force to Port Morant.

31,000. Did you go the same evening on to Port

31,016. Were they in writing or by word of mouth?

31,017. From whom 2–His Excellency the Go.
31,018. On board the vessel ?–Yes, he did not
land.

31,019. Have you any objection shortly to state what
they were *—No, I was to go through all the papers,
and so forth, and if I thought there was sufficient
evidence, I was to prefer such a charge as I thought
COrrect.

Morant in the “Onyx *—In the “ Onyx.”

31,001. You ultimately returned to Morant Bay 2

31,020. You then went ashore, searched the docu
ments, and selected a certain number of them —Yes,

—I did.

30,002. When did you first receive George William

31,021. Will you look at those and tell me what you
did select 2–I could not possibly tell. I took no list

Gordon in custody ?–On the morning of the 20th,

of them.

at Morant Bay.

31,022. Probably you will see a lot that were for
warded by you afterwards 2—To the best of my belief,
these are precisely the same.
31,023. Are there the depositions there of Thomas
Williams, described as a rebel ?—There is George
Thomas; I don't see any Thomas Williams. I don't

31,003. From whose hands 2—He was landed from

the “Wolverene”; then I became the commanding
officer ashore.

-

-

31,004. Did you find him on shore, when you
landed, a prisoner —I went on shore first myself; he
was sent from the “Wolverene" on shore, and then he
became under my charge.

31,005. Did you receive any instructions when he
came into your custody ?—None whatever.
31,006. When did you first receive any documents
relating to him —I should say they were landed the
same day from the “Wolverene.”
31,007. Do you know from whose hands they came
into your hands?—No. I think his Excellency the

see any document here signed Thomas Williams.
31,024. Nor depositions—or his 3–Nor deposi
tions.

-

31,025. Is there one of John Anderson —There is
Anderson's name, I think.

-

31,026. And one of James Gordon —I have not
seen them since they were transmitted. John Ander
son is here, and James Gordon.

31,027. Is there one of Thomas Johnson 7–Yes.

Governor examined the large box on board the

“Wolverene,” and I rather fancy they were handed

31,028. And is there a joint deposition of William

over to the officer who then had command of the

Robinson Peart and James Fyfe Humber º–No.

“Onyx,” to be taken back to my quarters.
31,008. Then they were brought to your quarters
in the ordinary channel ?—They came in the ordinary

could not possibly answer.

31,029. Was that one of the papers?—That I

them —None whatever, except to search them for

31,030. The precise date is the 19th of October,
and begins, “ Appeared before me, William Robinsºn
Peart, and James Fyfe Humber, being duly sworn,
&c.” –Yes, here it is, a deposition of Peart and

evidence.

Humber.

COut"Sø.

31,009. Did you receive any instructions regarding
-

31,010. By taking these in your hand can you stat
what the documents were you first received (handing
some papers to the witness) —I received an immense
box full; these only form a very minute portion of the
papers I received.
i

31,011. Were those documents handed over with

the prisoner when he was landed ?–I cannot say that,
because I went up to quarters and sent down a guard
to receive him. He was brought from the “Wolve
rene,” but I rather think the box was brought from
the “Oynx.”
31,011a. So they would not have arrived simulta
neously —I don't think these are the papers you wished
me to see; there is nothing in these papers I think
connected with it, except my own letter stating that
the trial would take place, and stating the execution;
all the remainder are quite on another subject.
31,012. Perhaps these are the papers (producing
some other papers)?—Yes, there is my own writing

31,031. Then there is a letter purporting to bº
addressed by George William Gordon to a man nam
Chisholm ?—There is.

31,032. That bears date the 11th of September,
1865 —Yes.

31,033. Then there is a statement of the
called Charles Chevannes

of

19th

wº

October T

There is.

31,034. Another one ; a statement of Georg"
Thomas of 18th October ?–Yes,

31,035. Is there a proclamation headed “State of
the Island P’—There is.

31,036. That was amongst the papers you “
—It was.

31,037. Then is there a letter bearing date the 14th
of October, purporting to be written by gº

William Gordon to a person of the name of P. "
Smith ?—There is.

-

31,038. Is there also a letter from George Willi"
Gordon
to Chisholm, of 19th June, 1865?–Yes.
31,013. Are those the documents which you selected
31,039. Is there also a statement of Elizabeth Jane
from the larger mass you mention as having received
in a box 3–To the best of my belief they are.
Gough, bearing date the 17th of October -Yº,
endorsed.

*

º:
:

*
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31,040. Are all those that I have mentioned, the
documents you selected out of a larger mass you have
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Ramsay was sworn as a witness —Yes.
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Gordon

referred to in the box *—To the best of my belief

Ramsay, I see, was sworn as a witness.
31,060. Did he produce a deposition of Thomas

they all are, they have nearly all got my own writing

Johnson —Yes.

FIRST DAY.

Brigadier-Gen.
A. Nelson.

on them.

31,061. That was one of the documents you

31,041. It took you some time I suppose to select

selected ?–Yes.

31,042. Some hours ?—Iſours.
31,043. Had you other material besides that before
the Court-martial met to try Gordon —Not beyond
what was contained in that box of papers.

31,062. How came he to produce that ?—Probably
the President handed it to him to produce to the
Court. He could not have produced it, and I had no

officer to send down to attend to produce papers. I
suppose it was simply because Ramsay was on the
spot.

31,044. No other documents —I could have selected

31,063. You will find throughout that he produced

more, but I did not think it necessary; there was

all the documents, and swore to them —Very likely
the President gave them to him.

plenty of material.
31,045. Then the Court-martial was assembled

under your orders ?—Yes.

-

31,046. And that appears by the document you
have before you, to have consisted of Lieut. Herbert
Brand, R.N., President; Lieutenant Errington, R.N. ;
and Ensign P. Kelly, 4th West India Regiment—were

those persons appointed by you to sit on the Court
martial?—They were.
31,047. And that sat upon the 21st of October 2–
It did.

31,048. When you had selected those documents, to
whom did you hand them for the purposes of the
Court 3–To the President.

-

31,049. Did Mr. Ramsay, the Provost Marshal,
conduct the proceedings —I do not think the Presi
dent would have allowed him to have done it.

31,050. He had no order from you to conduct
them —No ; I don't permit the Provost Marshal to

conduct the prosecutions under my orders.

31,064. He was simply the channel ?–Decidedly :
simply the channel of communication.
31,065. This part says, “Gordon Ramsay being
“ duly sworn. I produce a deposition of Thomas
“Johnson made on his death-bed ; he is since dead.

“By the Court : Did the dying man say that they
“were Mr. Gordon's friends at Stony Gut, or did he
“mean to say he heard they were ** That was a
question put to Gordon Ramsay upon the contents of
the document. Can you explain how it was that he,
only being the channel of communication, was ex
amined upon that document —The President is
perfectly responsible as President of the Court.
31,066. I am not talking about responsibility; I
thought you might know —No ; he was there, and
they made him produce them, I suppose.
31,067. Then, after you had handed these docu
ments to the President, you received them back again
as part of the proceedings reported to you ?—
Certainly.
31,068. Have you any deposition or notes of wit
nesses who were personally examined before the
-

31,051. Have you amongst those documents a re
port made by yourself of what took place at the trial :

—I made no report.
31,052. Was one handed to you ?—I made no report

of what took place at the trial; that is only the duty
of the President and members.

31,053. Did they draw one up and band it to you ?
-They drew up their proceedings and sent them to
me for approbation or otherwise.

31,054. In the proceedings they drew up is there

* of the

charges against the prisoner 2–

Court —This is all I know of the proceedings.
31,069. Is there amongst those papers any notice
of the oral testimony given on the occasion ?–I
should think it would be endorsed on the proceedings.

31,070. It is not in those papers —Certainly
not.

31,071. Amongst those documents you will find
some record of the testimony given orally of the wit

nesses that were sworn ?–Certainly ; I thought you
to separate statements which were after
31,055. Who drew up those charges 2—I drew alluded
transcribed to these.
them up.
31,072. No, the notes of what they said –Cer
31,056. What are they –“ For that before the
tainly
; their evidence is recorded.
“time of the insurrection at Morant Bay, on the 11th
“day of October 1865, when the rebels massacred
31,073. And they are returned amongst the docu.
“the Custos, the Baron Von Ketelhodt, and divers ments —They are part of the proceedings.
“other persons, being justices of the peace or other
31,074. Is the evidence of John Anderson returned
“occupations, assembled in Vestry on such day, the there 2–Yes, “John Anderson sworn.”
“ said George William Gordon did, in furtherance of
31,075. And James Gordon 2–James Gordon.
“ the said massacre, at divers periods previous to the
“same, incite and advise with certain of the insur
31,076. Is it stated what they said 2 – Yes,
“gents, thereby, by his influence, tending to cause recorded.
€S.

“ the riot whereby many of Her most Gracious
“Majesty's subjects lost their lives, when assembled

Yes.

“in lawful consideration of parochial and other
“matters—the said George William Gordon is
“arraigned : First, on the charge of high treason

as a witness who had been examined, the post-mistress

against Her Majesty Queen Victoria. Second, with
“ having complicity with certain parties who were

at Morant Bay ?—Yes.
31,079. And James McLaren —James McLaren.

“engaged in the rebellion, riot, or insurrection, at

“Morant Bay, on the 11th day of October 1865.”
31,057. That is preceded by a statement that a
Court-martial was assembled by your order at Morant,
and naming the members of the Court —Yes.
31,058. And then is set out, that which you have
read, the statement of the charges —Yes.

31,059. Would you just turn to the proceedings
and see whether it states that Provost Marshal

31,077. Gordon Ramsay, the Provost Marshal 2–
31,078. Elizabeth James Gough, was she returned

31,080. And

March

1866. "

--

these out of the mass of documents –A very long
time.

l

Theodore

Testard 3 – Theodore

Testard.

31,081. Does it appear on the face of that return
whether he was called for or against the person who
was taking his trial 2–He was called for the
defence.

31,082. It is recorded so —Yes; somebody has
drawn a pen through it, the word “defence,” I see;
but he was called for the defence.
4 I4
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31,083. It is quite legible –Yes; it has been

scratched out since I saw it.
31,084. It was not scratched out when you first
Brigadier-Gen.
A. Nelson.

again after that ?—This is the first time I have ever
seen them since.

31,100. Did you receive an answer to that

despatch —I never received an official answer to it,

saw it f—No.

-

1 March 1866.

31,085. This also contains a written statement of

What was said by the prisoner in his defence —
Yes.

31,086. Is that exactly in the same state as it was,
except that scratching out, when you received it —

I should say certainly so.
31,087. Every document you received is to be found
thcre –Yes.

31, 101. Either from Governor Eyre or from Major.
General O'Connor —Not officially.
31,102. Did you ever get a private answer?—I got
a private answer from the Governor; and in explana

tion of my making use of a private note I would beg
to observe I wrote to the Governor only on last

Saturday—no, stop, it was on Tuesday, only two days

-

31,088. When did you get that report —I got it

late on the evening of the day of trial.
31,089. The 21st —The 21st.

31,090. Were you aware when you received it
what time the trial had taken 2–Yes, I think it

must have taken very nearly five or six hours.
31,091. After you had got those documents what
did you do with them 2–Went all through them, and
then I approved them.

31,092. I think you have written your approval at
the end of them —I have.

to the best of my belief.

-

31,093. After having done that did you forward
them to General O'Connor —I did.

31,094. Under cover of a letter —Yes, a covering
letter.

31,095. That was a despatch; have you got it
there —I have it in my box if you would like to see
it. I have not the original, that is in the possession
of the General. I have got a fair copy of it. I never
keep the draft of anything.

31,096. You have got the fair copy —Yes.
31,097. Will you produce it —This is the letter.
(Read.)
“Morant Bay,
“21st October 1865, 8 P.M.

ago—to draw his attention, as he fully concurred in
the despatch. He was in the habit of communicating
with me privately, and I simply asked him if I was
justified in making use of his private note before the
Royal Commission, and he writes back to say—
31,103. Perhaps you had better read his letter so
far as it relates to this point—the letter you received
on Tuesday ?—I received it later last night. I don't
see why I should not read the whole of it.
31,104. Just read the part that refers to this
matter —(Reading.) “There can be no objection
“whatever to your stating that you are aware prior
“ to Gordon's execution that I had seen the proceed.
“ ings, and most fully concurred in the justness of the
. ..
sentence and with the policy of carrying it into
“effect.” I would rather not have any more of it
recorded than that passage I have read.
31,105. There is a passage here which seems so
pertinent to the point —I daresay there is, but I
hardly think I am justified in reading it, because I
think from that you might draw what inference you
please.
31,106. In consequence of this letter which you
received from him are you prepared to read the letter
which you call a private communication, which you
received from him before Gordon was executed 3–1

received a private letter on the morning before Gordon
was executed.

“ SIR,
“ AFTER six hours' search into the documents

31,107. Is that the letter you wish to read?—No.

“ connected with the case of G. W. Gordon, I came

I will if you like read the extract from the original
letter. This was the letter that I asked that I might
be allowed to make use of before the Royal Com
mission. (Reading.)
“ King's House, Sunday evening, 6 p.m.,

to the conclusion that I had sufficient evidence to
&

warrant my directing his trial. I prepared a draft
charge and précis of evidence for the Court. It
assembled about 2 a.m. this day, closed its pro

“ ceedings after daylight. The President having
transmitted them I carefully perused them; the
sentence was ‘Death.’ I considered it my duty fully
“ to approve and confirm. To-morrow being Sunday,
“ and there existing no military reason why the
“, sentence should not be deferred, I have preferred
“ to delay its execution till Monday morning next, at
“ 8 o'clock. Had it been necessary to carry it out on

“MY DEAR BRIGADIER,
“You R report of the trial of George William
Gordon has just reached me through the General,
and I quite concur in the justice of the sentence
and the necessity of carrying it into effect.”

I enclose

morning with the proceedings of the Court-martial to

“ the whole of the proceedings of the Court for your
“information, as you may desire to see what evidence
“ led to the conviction of so great a traitor. I have
“ not furnished any report of the Court to his Ex

Major-General O'Connor; the “Onyx" returned on

“ the Sabbath I should not have hesitated.

“ 22nd October, 1865,
<<

4.
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31,108. You sent the “Onyx" away on Sunday
Monday with this answer from the Governor prior to
the execution of G. W. Gordon 2–Yes,

“ cellency the Governor, because, as his Excellency

31, 109. But you did not receive by the “Onyx'
these original proceedings of the Court-martial bººk

“ is now at Kingston, I apprehend all my reports

again –I never saw them from that moment to this.

“ should be made through yourself my immediate

31,110. Then when George William Gordon was
executed the usual form of reading the proceeding:
and so on was not followed 2–No, I went and told

“ commanding officer. I have not copies of any
“ documents herewith transmitted, and therefore hope
“ hereafter to be allowed to make them. I have directed

him myself.

“H.M. gunboat ‘Onyx' to convey these important

31,111. Did you receive that letter, a portion of
“ papers, and she leaves at daybreak to-morrow, Sun
–1
“ day. Hoping as heretofore to gain your approval, which you have just read, on Sunday the 22nd
received it, to the best of my belief, very early on
“I have the honour to be,
“ Sir,

“ Your most obedient servant,
“ A. A. NELsoN,

Monday morning.

31,112. Upon receiving it you say you saw Mr.
Gordon –Yes, I did.

“ Brigadier-General, Commanding Field Force.”

31,113. We hear he was executed about 8 o'clock

31,098. That was the letter you sent with the

in the morning 2—I should say a little earlier.
31,114. After his execution did you ever get an
official communication from Major-General O'Connor?

proceedings —Yes.

31,099. When did you get the proceedings back

º
*}º
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—No ; I do not remember ever having received an
official communication from the General Commanding
upon that point.
31,115. Had you seen Mr. Gordon at the time he
was in custody prior to his trial *-Yes.
31,116. Had he given letters to you for his friends?
—No.

31,134. I wish to ask you whether one of your THIRTY
reasons, if not the principal reason, for postponing the FIRST DAY.
executionwas
of not
George
William
Gordon
to theEyre,
Monday
morning
in order
to give
Governor
the Brigadier-Gen.
A. Nelson.
then Governor of the Island, the opportunity of re
prieving Gordon, if he thought fit —I am not prepared March 1866.
to say that that sort of idea did not float through my
mind, but I certainly did not intend to postpone it for
that as one of the chief reasons. I daresay that idea
floated through my mind; it probably did.

31,117. None 2–None.
31,118. I believe it is a rule that no letters are
forwarded except with the authority of the persons
who have the prisoner in custody ?—That is so ; the

I have never given any than one reason that I know

duty of whoever receives them is to submit them to a

of.

superior officer.
31,119. It would not come through your hand
necessarily –Certainly not.
31,120. Then letters might have been sent by him
while he was in custody without your knowledge –
He might have sent a dozen if he had tried.
31,121. You received no letters from him 2–Cer
tainly not. I never received but one letter from him,

31,136. Was or was not that the chief reason, or
do you decline to answer it *—I decline to answer it,

and that was addressed to his wife.

then.

31,137. Do you decline to answer it upon the ground
that it may criminate yourself?—No.
31,138. Do you say that that was not one of the

chief reasons which induced you to postpone the
execution to Monday ?—I adhere to what I have
said.

31,122. Oh, you did receive one?—Yes.
31,123. When did you receive that ?–On the
morning of his execution.
31,124. Did you know the contents before you
forwarded it 2–I cursorily ran my eye over it to see

if it affected any of my operations.

31, 135. You say that was not the chief reason 2–

I saw it did not,

and I sent it down directly. I could not tell you a
word of it. I sent it to the officer at head-quarters.
31,125. Would you know it again —No.
31,126. Do you remember its contents 2–Not the
slightest. I simply saw that it did not affect me, and

I sent it away immediately.
31,127. (Suggested by Mr. Payne.) Did you per
sonally communicate the sentence to Mr. Gordon

before or after receiving the private reply from the
Governor —After.

31,139. (Mr. Walcott.) What was the age of Ensign

Kelly, who was one of the members of that Court
martial 2–I should think he was quite 40. I don't
whether this is the proper time to remark why Gordon
was tried by those three officers.
31,140. (Commission.) Certainly ; you must be

allowed to explain the grounds of your selection ?—
This question has put it into my head. I had another
Court sitting composed of a full colonel in the militia,
a lieutenant-colonel of militia, and a captain of militia.
Two of them were members of the House of Assembly
belonging to this place, and therefore I thought it
was very inexpedient to arraign him before that
Court-martial.” With respect to other officers, I had
not any except one or two very junior officers, a
captain or two at Port Antonio, and it was impossible
for one to get any other members than those who
Sat.

31,128. What was the reason that the execution

was deferred from the Saturday night till the Monday
morning 2—I have just stated it, because it was

Sunday, and therefore I did not think it necessary to
carry it out.
31,129. Was one of the reasons for that delay to

give Gordon the opportunity of being reprieved by
the General Commanding, or by his Excellency the

Governor, if they thought fit —I must leave the
Royal Commission to draw their own inference ; I

31,141. What were the ages of the other two,
younger than Kelly —They have been nine or 10
years in the service, and are usually considered com
petent to sit upon Courts-martial of their own pro

fession ; one of them, if promoted, would rank with a
lieutenant-colonel in the army.
31,142. (Mr. Payne.) Was not the “Onyx " sent

away with orders to go with all possible despatch with
the papers ?—The “Onyx" was in Morant Bay all

have never stated any more that one reason.

the night.
31,143. Yes, but they can't go out at night 7–Oh

31,130. I ask you whether there was another
reason 2–(Commission.) Do you choose to answer it

yes, 1 am not prepared to say that she could not go that

drew their own inferences. There is my official letter,
and I am prepared to stand by that.

night, as we went from Morant Bay in the “Onyx *
with the Governor when we could not see our fingers
before us. It is much more dangerous at night.
31,144. Was not the “Onyx" sent at the earliest

31,131. You decline to answer that question ?—

possible moment with directions to go with all possible

or not ?—No ; I would rather the Commissioners

Well, do you think I ought to answer that question ? despatch to the Governor —No, because I should not
31,132. That is for you to decide. You are to be order the captain to go at the risk of his vessel.
31,145. Was the order given to use all possible
the judge how far an answer to that question would
damage your position in that matter?—Well, I have despatch —That is the ordinary order.
no hesitation in saying that I delayed the execution
* The following Order convening the Court-martial referred
for one reason, because it was Sunday, and there was

no necessity, and also in the hope that I should get an
answer back. I will not go from what I have
written.

If I had not received an answer I don't

mean to say that I would not have carried it out.

31,133. (Mr. Payne.) Then one of the grounds

to was put in by the witness on a subsequent day:
Field Force, Morant Bay.
20 Oct. 1865.
A Court-martial composed as follows:
President :

Colonel Lewis, St. Catherine's Militia.

Capt. Espeut, Militia.

Capt. Astward, Kingston
Mounted Volunteers,

upon which you postponed the sentence was in order
that you might receive a reply from the Governor *-

will assemble immediately for the trials of all such prisoners as

No, I have not said that. I postponed it and gave no

Col. Lewis,
President.

Teason.

may be brought before it.
A. A. NELson, Br-Gen.

Commanding F.2 Forces.

The witness withdrew.
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His Excellency Major-General L. SMITHE O'Connor sworn and examined.
31,146. Were you in command of the troops on the

L. S. O'Connor.

Maj.-Gan.
-

1 March 1866.

13th of October last 2–Yes, I was.

31,147. Were you then at Kingston —At Kingston
head-quarters.
31,148, Do you remember upon the 22nd of Octo
ber receiving a despatch from Colonel Nelson from
Morant Bay ?—Yes, perfectly well. On the 22nd I
received a despatch inclosing the proceedings of the
Court-martial.

31, 149. You received them at 11 o'clock in the

morning 2–Yes, and it was docketed by me at once,
and the proceedings transmitted to Governor Eyre,
and Governor Eyre's reply came over to me again.
31,150. Have you got the original despatch from
Colonel Nelson —That is it you have got there ;
that is the original despatch giving his reasons. It
was received at 11 and transmitted shortly after
wards.

31,151. You got it from Governor Eyre the same
day ?—Yes; you will see his letters where he says,
“I return them according to your wish.” Governor

Eyre's answer I handed to you before; it is quite a
distinct letter.

“ field, has reported that he had sufficient evidence to
“justify the execution of Mr. Gordon. This latter
“ evidence too is quite unconnected with that adduced
“ before the Court-martial, and has not been under

“ consideration at all. I believe that were condign
“ punishment to fall only on the ignorant people who
“ have been misled into rebellion, and the educated
“ colored man, who has led to that rebellion, to

“escape, a very unfortunate impression would be pro
“duced upon the public mind, which, in the present
“ state of this colony, might lead to very serious
“ results. It is only by making it plain to the entire
“ population that the guilty agitator and user of
“ seditious language will meet the same punishment
“ as the uneducated tools whom he misleads that we

“ can hope to check and put down the spirit of dis
“ loyalty and disaffection already so rife in the land,
“ and which may at any moment occasion in other
“ parishes outrages similar to those which have
“ recently occurred in St. Thomas in the East. I
“received your Excellency's letter at 4.30 p.m., and
“I return the documents contained in it without

“ delay, as requested.
“I have the honor to be,
& 4 Sir,
“ Your most obedient servant,

31,152. First of all you wrote transmitting the
“E. EYRE.”
papers to Governor Eyre –I did, and I presume the
copy is in one of the books. The letters were kept —That is the original.
rather irregularly ; they were kept in this way, those
31,156. After receiving that you did not forward
on “Discipline” the Governor placed in the Adjutant the proceedings back to Colonel Nelson —No, I kept
book, and other matters he placed in another them for the purpose of transmitting certain docu
OOR.
ments home. The proceedings of the Court-martial
31,153. Before we read this reply I should like to convened by Colonel Nelson being approved of and
get some record –It is in the Military Secretary's being confirmed, he transmitted the proceedings to
me, and I forwarded on the 24th October, 1865, to the
book, which can be got.
31,154. In the meantime we will take it de bene Secretary of State for War and the Military Secretary,
at the Horse Guards, a brief letter, which I will
esse, for what it is worth (reading):
read :

º

“Head-quarter House, Kingston,
“Head-quarters, Kingston,

“ 22nd October 1865.

“ Sir,
“I have the honor to transmit, for the infor

“24th October, 1865.
**

Sir,

“I have the honour to transmit, for the in

“mation of your Excellency, copy of a despatch
“ received at noon this day, from Brigadier-General
“ Nelson, with proceedings of Court-martial on G.

“shal-in-Chief, a copy of despatch from Brigadier

“ W. Gordon, and other documents, which, having

“ General Nelson, commanding the field force,

“ perused, may I request your Excellency will return
“ to me, with as little delay as possible.

“ reporting the trial, sentence, and execution of
“ George William Gordon, a member of the House
“ of Assembly, proved to have been one of the prin

“I have the honor to be,

“Your Excellency's obedient servant,

formation of his Royal Highness the Field Mar

cipal instigators of the people to rebellion, and the

—Perfectly correct.
31,155. Then in reply to that, Governor Eyre, on

primary cause of the miserable massacre of the
“Europeans and native inhabitants of Morant. A
“ copy of his Excellency the Governor's letter ap
proving of the same is enclosed, in which I fully

the 22nd of October, sent back the proceedings of the

“ coincide.”

Court-martial under cover of this letter (reading):
“ King's House,

That letter was sent with the copy to the Military
Secretary, and one for the perusal of Earl de Grey

“ J. SMYTHE O’Connor.”

“ 22nd October, 1865.
“ Sir,

“I have the honor to acknowledge the re
“ ceipt of your communication dated to-day, trans
“mitting for my information copy of a despatch
“ received at noon this day, from Brigadier
“ General Nelson, with proceedings of Court

and Ripon.

31,157. To what did that give cover ?–To General
Nelson's despatch reporting the trial, sentence, and
execution of Gordon : there are two of them.

31,158. One will be the 21st and one the 23rd -

Yes, forwarded.

“ martial on G. W. Gordon, and other documents,
“ which you request me after perusal to return to

Secretary for the information of the Commander-in

“ you with as little delay as possible. ... I have duly

Chief, and a circular letter to the Secretary of the

“ read the papers referred to, and I fully concur in
“ the justice of the sentence and in the policy of

reporting the execution ?–The copies of both the

“ carrying it into effect. There can be little doubt,

letters, or rather two copies.

“I think, that whatever Mr. Gordon's intentions

31,159. Then a letter addressed to the Military
State for war covered a letter from General Nelson

31,160. When did you receive this letter announc

“ may have been, it is entirely due to his agitation,

ing the execution ?—That must have been on the

“bad advice, and seditious language amongst the
“ peasantry of this colony, that the rebellion broke
“ out; and the massacre of so many gentlemen and
“ the destruction of so much property ensued. It
“ will be remembered also by your Excellency that
“Colonel Hobbs, commanding another force in the

morning of the 24th.

31,161. You received the proceedings of the Court
martial on the 22nd 2–Yes.

31,162. And sent them to the Governor on the
22nd, and he returned them on the 22nd –Clearly.

!

*-
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31,163. If we understand you rightly, you did not
send the proceedings back to Brigadier-General
Nelson, but you retained them 2–Yes.

31,164. And on the 24th"ou received a letter from

- -
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“Flamstead, 26th December, 1865.

“ Her Majesty's Government have called
upon me to furnish with the least possible

Brigadier-General Nelson reporting the execution of
George William Gordon 2–It might have been the
night of the 23rd I received it, the facility for sending

delay, all information procurable in reference to

is not very great.

dence tending to show that he was mixed up with,

31,165. Then the letter you have just read to us
covered this letter:

“Head-quarters, Morant Bay, 7.15 a.m.,
23rd October, '65.
44

Sir,

“I have just returned from the execution
“ of G. W. Gordon; the drop fell at 7.10 a.m.
“At early morning I warned him of his approach

“ing fate.

He asked to see the Revd. Mr.

“ Parnther, Wesleyan minister. I considered it
“ inexpedient.
He asked for paper to write
“ to bis wife, a request instantly acceded to, under

“ proviso that whatever was written came into
“my hands. I now transmit the same in order
“ that you may act as you deem expedient in giving
“ the letter intact, or extracts therefrom.

G. W.

“Gordon said to me, ‘ I am innocent, sir.’ My reply
“ was, “It is not for me to judge ; hourly communi
“cations induce me to think your words caused the
“ riot.' He replied, ‘I never intended.’ ‘Perhaps
“not ; such has been,” was my response; and I left
“ him. His body is now hanging from the centre
“arch of doorway of Court House; this arch now
“exists in consequence of the roof being burnt off.
“I have the honour to be,
“ Sir,
“ Your most obedient servant,
“ A. A. NELsoN,

“Brig.-Genl. Commanding Field-force.”
That is the letter you forwarded ?–That is one of
them and one of the 21st, transmitting the proceedings,
in which you will find that Brigadier-General Nelson
gave his reasons for sending it direct to his own com
manding officer; both those were sent, together with

a letter of his Excellency Governor Eyre, giving
his opinion, which opinion I endorsed.
31,166. This is the letter you forwarded with the
other two :

“Jamaica Command,

“ Head-quarters House, Kingston,

the circumstances connected with the arrest, trial,
and execution of G. W. Gordon, and any evi
or had in any way led to or brought about the re
bellion. In short, I am called upon to justify, and
enable Her Majesty's Government to justify all the
proceedings in reference to this case, and the ap
proval of the sentence and execution by myself, by
your Excellency and by Brigadier-General Nelson.
I am called upon to report : “whether the approval
of Gordon's execution rested on evidence of his par
ticipation in the insurrection itself or the actual
resistance of authority out of which it arose,' or ‘on
evidence of the lesser offence of using seditious and
inflammatory language, calculated indeed to produce
resistance to authority and rebellion, but without
proof of any deliberate design of producing that re
sult.' Her Majesty's Government also desires to see
it clearly established that he was not executed until
crimes had been proved in evidence against him,
which deserved death ; and that the prompt infliction
of capital punishment was necessary to rescue the
colony from imminent danger and from the horrors of
a general or wide-spread insurrection and the repe
tition elsewhere of such a slaughter of the white and
colored colonists as had taken place in the eastern
parts of the island. I am also called upon to explain
why Gordon was arrested at Kingston, to which mar
tial law did not apply, and taken to Morant Bay for
trial under martial law. The reply to this latter in
quiry is that the state of affairs was considered so
imminent in Kingston, that I was specially summoned
down from Port Antonio by the Custos, Justices,
members of the Legislature and others, for the ex
press purpose of proclaiming martial law over King
ston itself, but that on arrival I considered the evils

which would be entailed by placing the capital and
chief commercial city of the colony under martial law

of such magnitude, that I preferred taking upon my
self the sole responsibility of capturing Gordon to
bringing upon Kingston such an infliction. It would
have been easy for me to have avoided this responsi

bility by proclaiming martial law, as so urgently re
quested to do, and thereby fully legalising every act,

October 22nd, 1865.

but I thought it better for the interest of the colony

Sir,
“I have the honor to transmit, for the in

to act otherwise ; and I am prepared to abide by the

“formation of your Excellency, copy of a despatch
“received at noon this day from Brigadier-General
“Nelson, with proceedings of Court-martial on
“G. W. Gordon and other documents, which, having
“ perused, may I request your Excellency will return
“to me with as little delay as possible.

risk which I then undertook of my action being sub
sequently questioned or disapproved. With regard
to the other points adverted to, I think it would be
desirable that your Excellency should furnish me, for
the information of her Majesty's Government, with a

report of your own views and grounds of action, so
far as the trial, evidence, and carrying out the sen
“Your Excellency's obedient servant, tence are concerned, or the state of the colony at the
“ I have the honour to be

J. SMYTHE O'CONNOR,
>

Major-General Commanding the Forces.’

In this letter of Colonel Nelson, in which he reports

time as calling for immediate action ; and that it
would also be important to procure from the various
officers engaged in suppressing the rebellion, a state
ment of any circumstances or evidence which came

the execution of George William Gordon, he says: under their notice, tending to show the complicity of
“I now transmit the same,” that is a letter from Mr. Gordon, or that the negroes had been led on through
Gordon to his wife : and he says, “You may act as his seditious and inflammatory language or writing.
“ you deem expedient in giving the letter intact, or I understood from Brigadier-General Nelson, who is
“extracts therefrom.” What did you do with that now unfortunately absent, that many of the prisoners
letter —I sent the letter to the widow.
before execution admitted in distinct though general
31,167. Did you, upon this same subject, receive terms, that they had been brought to their deaths
from Governor Eyre a letter dated 26th December, through Gordon, or other expressions to that effect.
1865?–Yes, transmitting certain queries from the It would be desirable that any evidence which is at
tainable of this nature, should be procured from any
Secretary of State.
of the officers who were present, as well as any other

81,168. Have you got the original 2–I handed that information or evidence tending to throw light upon
to you ; it is written on common paper, and endorsed the subject.
9ttside, “Certain queries ;” and I have also handed in
to you the reply.

31,169. Is this the original 2 if you will follow me
with the original, I will read this:

THIRTY.
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“ Sir,

“I have the honour to be,
“Sir,

“Your Excellency's most obedient servant,
** E. EYRE.”
4 K 2

Maj.-Gen.

L. S. O’Conno
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—Perfectly correct; the reply was sent on the 30th

made an exception. Permit me to recall to your
Excellency's recollection that, when you were good

FIRST DAY.

of December, 1865.
Maj.-Gen.
L.S. O'Connor.
| March 1866,

31,170. Of which reply this (produced) is a cer
tified copy 7–Yes.
31,171. Is this your answer (reading):
“Jamaica Command, Head-quarters,
“ Kingston,
“30th December, 1865.
“ Sir,

-

“Your

Excellency

having

called

upon

“ me, in a letter dated Flamstead, 26th De
“cember, 1865, to furnish for Her Majesty's

“Government, “A report of my own views
“ and grounds of action, so far as the trial,
“evidence, and carrying out of the sentence are
“ concerned, in the case of G. W. Gordon,' I now do

“ enough to allow the Council of War to meet at

“Head-quarters House, that I myself informed you
that you were by law a member of such Council,
“ and personally asked you to attend it with me,
“ which you did ; and that you were present when I
“ addressed a few remarks to the members assembled

and invited generally an expression of the views of
“ the Council. I certainly did not ask you indi
“vidually any more than I did any other member of
“ the Council (except the Chief Justice), to express
“ your views; but my remarks were addressed to all,

“
“
“
“

and I naturally presumed that those members who
did not express any opinions, coincided with the
opinion arrived at by the majority, and such is the
usual presumption of any Council Board at which

“I have ever attended.

The Chief Justice was the

“myself the honour to report, for the information of
“ the Secretary of State for the Colonies, that with re
“gard to the arrest, taking to Morant Bay, assembling
“ of Court-martial, charges preferred, trial, approval
“ and confirming of the proceedings, carrying out the
“ sentence and execution of G. W. Gordon, I had

“ only one of all the members that were present
“whom I called upon individually, and my doing so
“ was, that he might explain to the meeting, before
“ they discussed the subject, what would be the legal
“status created by the proclamation of martial
“ law.”

“nought to do ; nor was I aware a Court-martial had
“ been assembled, until I received a letter from Bri

“gadier-General Nelson, dated Morant Bay, 21st
“ October, 1865, 8 o'clock, p.m., with the proceed
“ings of the Court-martial, and a report dated
“Morant Bay, 23rd October, 1865, 7.15 o'clock, a.m.,
“ of his having just returned from the execution of
“ G. W. Gordon, which documents were duly for
“warded by me for perusal by Governor Eyre.
“After carefully considering the proceedings of the
“ Court-martial, the conviction, finding and sen
“tence, I was of opinion the position in which Bri

31,174. That is what you got next 2–Yes; but the
arrival of his Excellency, Sir Henry Storks, pre
vented me from answering that.
31,175. That closes the correspondence —Yes, at
the time of the declaration of martial law.

I was in

vited into the room and was there as a spectator, I con
sidered that my military knowledge would be sought
but the whole meeting was unanimous, there was not

the slightest doubt about martial law being proclaimed,
and the law was laid down very distinctly both by
Sir Bryan Edwards and the Attorney General.

“gadier-General Nelson had been placed, and the
“
“
“
“

then state of the colony, ‘called for prompt and im
mediate action.” As regards the paragraph, “why
Gordon was arrested in Kingston, to which mar
tial law did not extend, and taken to Morant Bay

“ for trial under martial law, had I been consulted
“ at the Council of War assembled at Head-quarters
4. t

House, 13th October, 1865, 1 would have advised
“ the county of Surry placed under martial law—
&<

Kingston should not have been made an exception ;

“ and as Governor Eyre very correctly states in his
“ letter to me, Flamstead, 26th December, 1865,
4.&

“thereby fully legalising every act of His Ex
“ cellency, I would suggest that, Lieut.-Colonel
“ Nelson being mow in England, and copies of the

31,176. We will inquire about that hereafter—
that closes the correspondence with respect to the
trial of Gordon which is the matter we are now upon 7
—Yes, that is all.

31,177. I think George William Gordon gave him.
self up at your house, did he not, when they were
looking for him —On the evening of the 16th, two
of the members of the Executive Committee, Mr.

Hosack and Mr. Westmorland with Mr. Myers came
to me to consult ; it was not daily but hourly,

minutely consultations with those gentlemen, they
took my opinion with regard principally to military
affairs, and fortunately for the colony I had those men

“ several documents connected with the recent re

to consult. Kingston was then in a very excited
state; I had hardly a man to mount guard. Dr.

“bellion, forwarded to him by mail, 10 December,

Bowerbank came in and spoke about the arrest of
Gordon, and I explained to him my views, and what

“ he is available to afford valuable information,

especially, “as to whether many of the prisoners,
. before
execution, admitted in distinct, though
4.4

the views, as I considered, of the committee were.

He put a question which he gave in that long narrº

general terms, that they had been brought to their tive of his, in the “Times.” I asked him, “Would it

“ death by Gordon.’
“(Signed)

create excitement or a row 2° He said, “If it creates a
“I have, &c.
J. S. O’Connor,

“Major General.”

little row,” or “it might create some row,” (I don't
profess to have his accurate memory) “in Kingston,

but a very great row in St. Thomas in the East, and

—Perfectly correct.
31,172. Did you receive a reply to that dated the

at Were and St. Ann's ; ” those are the very places we

3rd January, 1866 –Yes, there was one received by

not give him a single soldier. The next day I was at

me on the 6th ; the letter of his Excellency dated

wanted to guard, and therefore I said that I could

Head-quarter House writing, when I got the card of
Mr. Gordon.

the 3rd instant, and received on the 6th.

31,173 That is a reply from the Governor to you?
—You can hardly call it a reply ; it was putting a

query. (Read.)
“King's House,
“3rd January, 1866.
“ Sir,

“In reply to your letter of the 30th ultimo,
g*

4. &

4. 4.

which I had the honour to receive yesterday, there
occurs the following passage, “Had I been con
sulted at the Council of War, assembled at Head

“ quarters House, on the 13th October, 1865, I
would have advised the county of Surry placed
“ under martial law—Kingston should not have been
4. &

31,178. What time was this 7–About half-past 11
in the morning. His Excellency had been with me
before. I went out and recognized then a tallman
standing up, whom I had met with, and Dr. Fiddes
was with him ; he was introduced by him to me.

Gordon said, “There are some reports circulating

about, and I have come to give myself up to yºu."
My reply was, “I am not a member of the Council or
a magistrate, I am simply a soldier.” Dr. Fiddessaid,

“I think I told you you would have to go to the
Executive Committee or the Governor.”

At that

time—and this is a fact worthy of notice—some docu
ments were brought in to me to be signed

which

caused delay, and a few minutes after the Governor's

—-
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carriage came round to Head-quarter, House. Mr.
Gordon and Dr. Fiddes were about taking leave. I
went out to the Piazza and informed the Governor
that Gordon was there. He said, “That is very lucky,
we have been looking for him ; ” and he went up to
Gordon in his usual courteous and gentlemanly man
ner, and spoke to him, and told him he must go with
him on board the “Wolverene.” Away they went,
and that is all I know about it.

31,179. Have you anything to state with regard to
Mr. Gordon as to yourself?—No, nothing whatever.
I have so clearly stated in that letter all I had to
state.

I have handed in some notes from the

“ Gleaner.”

31,180. (Mr. Payne.) What is the usual method of

miles in one might. Morant Bay is about 31 miles off
and very difficult travelling at night.

31,181. Would sending a despatch by the “Onyx *

THIRTY
FIRST DAY.

Maj.-Gen.
L. S. O Connor.

be the usual method of sending it *—I should say it
would, because the run up would not be more than
three hours and a half, and if you take the difficulty
of depending upon messengers. I should have taken
that way certainly.

-

1 March 1866.

31, 182. If a message was sent by the “Onyx "it
would probably be a message of great importance, to
which a reply was wanted 2–I am perfectly convinced
that Colonel Nelson adopted the most rapid and cer
tain method of sending the despatch to me. I endorse
what he did, and I would do the same myself to
In Orrow.

transmitting despatches from St. Thomas –In those
times it was very difficult. I had frequently to call
for the assistance of Captain Astwood, a very active

31,183. I was simply asking you whether that was
not the quickest way ?—The quickest way as well as

officer of, Volunteers.

the most safe.

He started and travelled 40

The witness withdrew.

SLIGo CAMPBELL (black) sworn and examined.
31,184. You are a policeman 2–Yes.
31,185. Belonging to the force at St. Thomas in
the East 2–Yes.

S. Campbell.

31,216. Was he a prisoner in the building where
you were officer 2–Yes.

31,217. Do you remember when he was hung f

31,186. How long have you been there –Since
the 1st January.
31,187. Were you there in October 2—Yes I was.
31,188. In what character were you there then 3–
I was an officer in the district prison.
31,189. Did you attend the trials and executions

Yes.

of prisoners which went on at Morant Bay during the

October 2–Yes.

month of October 2—Yes.

31,221. How soon after he came in was he hung 2
—About three days. He was in the prison for two
days in custody before he was hung.
31,222. And do you remember what day of the

-

31,190. Regularly 2–Regularly.

31,191. When was the first execution that you
witnessed?—I witnessed Dugald Stewart.

31,192. Was that the first person you saw executed 2

He was the first I saw executed at Morant Bay.
d 31,193.
ay.

31,195. Are your sure ?–Quite sure.
31,196. The first Saturday ?—The first Saturday.
31,197. Was that a day shortly after the arrival of
the troops ?–Yes.
31,198. They had been there about one day ?—
0s.

week it was 2–No, I do not.

the evening about 5 o'clock.
31,224. Were you present at that execution ?—
Yes, I was present.
31,225. How near were you to him at the time he
was hung —I was about the distance that I am from
that corner.

31,226. Was it as far off as I am from you ?—Not
so far as that.

31,227. How many others were hung about the

same time in the evening as he was 2—I do not recol

31,200. Who else?—James Williams and a woman.

lect the number.

31.201. There were three men and a woman on the
14th ?–Yes.

$1,202. Next Monday were any persons executed 2
-Yes, there were others.

I don't know their

31,228. Were there a dozen —No, not so many
as that when he was hung.

31,229. Were they hung separately or altogether ?—
Altogether.
31,230. All at the same time 2—At the same

Ilames.

time.

*203. Were you present when James McLaren
was hung —Yes, I was.

—Yes, he did.

$1,204. Where was he hung 2—At Morant Bay.
$1,205. Whereabouts?—on the Parade.

º

Is that in front of the burnt Court-house 2

*1,207. What part of the building was he hung on ?
gallows was in the front part.
8,208. Not in the arch 2–No.

yº. Did you know him before he was hung

31,231. Before he was hung did he say anything 2
31,232. Did any of the others say anything 2—The
others were making such a noise, but McLaren was
in front. I heard distinctly what he said.
31,233. You say the others were making such a
noise ?—Yes, speaking.
31,234. Do you mean the people who were being
executed or those who were looking on ?—Those that

—

were going to be executed. They were talking and
saying several things which I did not understand so

*10. Had you known him before he was taken
*ºner –Yes, I knew him before that.

well as him, being so near him.
31,235. Were other persons looking on besides

* Where had you known him

yourself?—Yes, plenty.

ºf

–In Morant

31,212. Had
quently.

he been there frequently• ?—Fre
—Fre
* Had he a house there 2–He had a house
i. lately, but his original place was Font Hill,
ue Mountain Valley.

-

31,220. Then he came there after the 14th of

31,199. You say Stewart was executed ?–Yes.
I do not know the other men.

º

tured at St. David's.

31,223. What time of day was he executed 2–In

On what day was that ?–On the Satur

31,194. Was that the 14th of October 2–Yes.

:

31,218. When was it?—I do not remember the day.
31,219. IIow soon after Saturday the 14th of
October was it 2–In about a week after he was cap

#: Had he a house in Morant Bay ?—Yes.

—Y. 5. Was that at a place called Church Corner *

31,236.
31,237.
31,238.
31,239.

Policemen 2–Yes.
And soldiers ?–Yes, and soldiers.
Who hung James McLaren —Ramsay.
Did he do it with his own hands 2—Not

with his own hands, but he gave the order.
31,240. Who executed the order that he gave 2–
Sailors.

31,241, Are you sure that you heard distinctly
what McLaren said before he was hung?—Yes, I did.
4 K 3
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31,259. That was the day after McLaren's execu

31,242. Was he the nearest prisoner to you?—Yes.
31,243. Nobody was between you and him 2–
Nobody. There were six prisoners.

tion ?—Yes.

31,244. Was there anybody standing between you
-

31,260. How near were you to Geoghagan when he
was executed 7–I was near him the whole time when
We came up to the gallows, a female walked by side

and James McLaren —There were several others
1 March 1866.

of him.

31,261. Did you walk by the side of him to the

there.

31,245. But was there anybody between you and
him to prevent your seeing and hearing him?—There
e
was nobody to prevent me. I was befor the rest of
the prisoners.
31,246. What did he say ?—What I heard him say
was, that he could read and write, and he was killed
because Mr. Gordon called him out and wrote a

meeting, and all must take warning by him, others
must take warning by him.
31,247. Was that all he had said 2–Yes, that was
all he said.

31,248. That all others must take warning by him *
—Yes, that he could read and write, and he was

gallows —Yes, just about a pace off.
31,262. Was he the man nearest to you that day of
those who were hung 2–Yes.
31,263. Or were there others between you and
were plenty others, but they were quite

* Tier
àCK.

31,264. Then was Geoghagan the one nearest to
ou ?—Yes.

31,265. Did you hear anything said by Charles

Geoghagan, just before he was going to be hung?—
Yes, he was crying out.
31,266. Tell us distinctly what it was he said –

As they put the rope round his neck, he cried out,

called by Mr. Gordon to write a meeting, so all others
must take warning by him.

“Take warning, it is Mr. Gordon cause me to all this,
that I am going to hang now.” That was what Iheard

31,249. And that was all he said 2–Yes.
31,250. Are you sure that was all that came from
the lips of McLaren 2–Yes, that was all I heard.
31,251. That he could read and write and that Mr.

him crying out.

Gordon had told him to write a notice of a meeting 2

31,267. Was that all you heard him saying?—That
was all.

31,268. Did others say anything that you heard?—
No, I did not hear the others say anything.
31,269. At no time 2—At no time.

—Yes.

31,252. And all who were there must take warning
by him —Yes, I generally met him going down to
the meeting.
31,253. You did 2–Yes.
31,254. Did you hear Charles Geoghegan say any
g 5. .
thin
Was he one of those executed at the same
31,25—Yes
time as McLaren —No, not at the same time as
McLaren.

31,256. When was he executed ?–Next day, he
and his mother.

31,257. Were they both executed together 2—Yes.
31,258. Was Geoghagan's mother executed with

31,270. Neither the day on which McLaren was
executed, nor on the day that Gordon was executed?
—No, at no time.

31,271. (Mr. Payne.) Was there any noise going
on during Geoghagan's execution ?—There was no
noise, they were very still then.
31,272. (Commission.) I suppose there were soldiers
and policemen by ?—Yes.
31,273. (Mr. Payne.) Who was making a noise
during McLaren's execution ?—The others who were
hanging of course were singing out that they were
going to hang. I did not hear what they said, I was
nearer to McLaren than the others.

him 2–Yes.
The witness withdrew.

GoRDON DUBERRY RAMSAY sworn and examined.
G. D. Ramsay.

(The caution already printed was read to this
ss.)
witne
4. You were acting as Provost Marshal at
31,27
Morant Bay after the 13th of October last —I was.
31,275. By whom where you appointed 2–Briga
dier-General Nelson.

31,276. Do you remember after the date I have
mentioned receiving into your custody Mr. George
William Gordon 2–I do.

31,277. When did he come 2—To the best of my
belief on the 20th of October.

31,278. On Friday ?—Yes, on Friday.
31,279. From whom did you receive him — I
received him from on board ship.
31,280. From on board the “Wolverene?”—From
on board the “Wolverene,” I think.

31,281. Do you remember who handed him over to
ou?—The master-at-arms.
y
2.

31,28 From the ship —From the ship.
31,283. Was he ironed when he was landed ?–No,

he never was ironed the whole time.

31,284. When you received him he was not in

31,288. Did he remain at the police station in yºur
custody till the next day ?–He remained until his
trial the next day.

-

31,289. And on the next day did you take him to

the Court-martial 2–Myself.

31,290. Did you attend the trial?—I did. .
31,291. Where did you first meet with the witnesse.
John Anderson and James Gordon —To the bººf
my knowledge they came there as prisoners. I think
James Gordon did and John Anderson, they both
came up from Kingston ; they were sent to me.

31,292. Who sent them to you ?—I cannot remem.
ber now, but they came in a batch ofothers as witnº

31,293. Not as prisoners?—James Gordon, I think
came as a prisoner.
31,294. They were then called rebels?—They wº
called rebels. I understood that the man Andº"
could give information.
en
31,295. Where did you learn that 2–Wh he
came up there.

om

?—Fr 3
31,296. Do you remember from whom list of

paper; looking over a paper; reading over *
prisoners.

31,285. Where was he placed 2–He was marched

31,297. A newspaper ?–No, a paper that was “”

from the beach; he was landed at the beach at Morant

with
up31,2
randum ?—A memorandum sent up
98.theApriso
memoners.

irons —No.

Bay; you may call it a beach, it is a sort of wharf
broken down ; from there he was taken to one of the

tents whilst the other prisoners in the station were

moved away to make room for him ; he remained
there to the best of my knowledge about five minutes,
he was then placed in the station.
31,286. The police station ?—The police station.
31,287. Was that the police station that had been
attacked on the 11th by the mob —Yes,

with the prisoners.

31,299. Have you got the paper?—I have nº
ink
31,300. Do you know where it is 7–No.
31,301. Whose handwriting was that in?—" #:
it was either in Mr. Bicknell's or some ones. '"
not certain.

31,302. Was it a list delivered with the Pºº"

—

º
º
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who came 2—Most prisoners that came up from Kings
ton or on board ship had a list.
31,303. They were handed over to you P—Yes, with
some prisoners as witnesses; they had come in the

capacity of prisoners.
31,364. But some were marked as witnesses?—Yes.
31,305. That you say was in Mr. Bicknell's hand
writing 2—I think so.
31,306. What did you do with that paper ?—It
either got torn up, or General Nelson had it.

31,307. That was your authority for dealing with
them —That was my authority.

31,308. You say you learnt from that paper that

31,339. At that day ?—At that day.
31,340. Do you know how he was called ?–
No, I think he volunteered.
31,341. Volunteered to whom 2–Volunteered to me.
trial, if I remember right.
31,343. Can you tax your memory so as to be cer
tain how it was that James McLaren was called as a

witness –If I remember right, one of the police told
me that there was one of the prisoners who could say
something about Mr. Gordon. I said, very well, bring
him here and wait a bit.

31,344. Do you know what policeman that was 2–
I do not.

Gordon and John Anderson.

31,345. What aged man was James McLaren 2–
About 23 I should think or 24, I never questioned
him ; and he went into Court just as he came up.
31,346. Was he questioned before he went into
Court —Not by me certainly.
31,347. And not to your knowledge 2–No; in fact.
if I remember, he gave evidence against the prosecu
tion, I did not know what he was going to say.
31,348. Theodore Testard was a witness called by

belief.

31,311. That they could get evidence about what?
—About rebels generally.
31,312. Did it specify what rebels 2–No.

31,313. Do you mean general witnesses —General
witnesses.

31,314. For any rebels —For any rebels. I
believe they afterwards did give evidence against
several others.

Mr. Gordon —Yes.

31,349. At his request ?–Yes.
31,350 Who was he –A man who lived at White

31,315. Who asked them to give evidence 2—They
came up and volunteered, I think.
31,316. To whom 3–To the President of the Court.

31,317. Was that the first you knew that they
could give evidence at Mr. Gordon's trial 2–Certainly.
31,318. I am talking of those on the 21st —Yes.
31,319. Do you mean that Anderson and Gordon

Horses.

31,351. Between Yallahs and Morant Bay ?–Yes.
31,352. You produced upon the trial of Mr. Gordon
a document purporting to be a statement of John
Anderson, the witness —Yes.

George William Gordon 2–No.
31,321. How were they able to go to the President

31,353. Did you get that from the President 2–
No, I think it was sent to me by the General, to hand
in, one by one, each paper, as it was called for.
31,354. Are you sure of that ?—I am certain.
31,355. I am sure you did not get that document
from the President; just try and recollect how that
was 2—I know I had a number of papers given me to
hand in one by one to the Court, and I believe that

of the Court-martial and offer to give evidence 2–I

Was One.

came into your custody as prisoners, and that by a
paper you learnt they could give evidence generally
about rebels —Yes.

31,320. But not that they could give evidence about

got their names to call “James Gordon" and “John

Anderson,” and I did so.
31,322. You called them 2–I called them merely,

as the President gave me an order; I called them into
Court.

31,323. Who ordered you to call them —The
President of the Court-martial.

31,324. Then they were in your custody ?—Yes.
31,325. How were they brought into communication
with the President —I have no idea.

31,326. Did they ever leave your custody ?—They
were in my custody.
31,327. Did they ever leave it so as to be able to

31,356. Who gave them to you?—They were
brought to me from the General.
31,357. To hand in 2–To hand in.

31,358. But had you ever given the General any
papers before ?—About Mr. Gordon.
31,359. We are only talking of those papers that
were used at Mr. Gordon's trial 2–Yes, I think I
gave the dying testimony of one man that was made.
I was sent for and I think I gave it.
31,360. About this paper of John Anderson’sit is a report of something he had stated—that is the
paper you handed into the Court which you received
from General Nelson 3–I received it from General

Nelson. I should know it if I saw it again.
31,361. I will show it to you in a moment, but I

communicate 2–Yes, because those prisoners that
were witnesses were on a sort of bail; they were
about the Camp.

first want you to give from your own memory when

31,328. Were Anderson and Gordon out on bail 2

you first saw that paper ?—Really I cannot answer

—I think they were.
31,329. But don't you know?—No, I dont know;
they may either have slept in the prison all night, or

now

31,362. You do not remember whether the first

anywhere they liked about the place.
They were not regularly on bail I suppose

time you ever saw it was when you handed it in 2–
No, I would not say that it did not come direct to me.
There were some papers given me to hand into the

-IN 0.

Court.

§º.

31,331. You mean they were prisoners at large —

31,363. And you handed them in as required?—Yes.

€S,

31,364. Were you sworn as a witness —I was

31,332. Out on parol —On parol.

sworn as a witness.

31,333. Then the first you knew that they were to
31,365. On being sworn did you produce the depo
be witnesses upon the trial of Mr. Gordon was the sition of John Anderson, or did you merely say it was
*
given to you by the President to call them 2– handed to you by General Nelson 2–I think I handed
€S.
the Court the deposition.

º Are you

certain of that ?—I am positive

Of it,

31,335. Besides those two, was a Mrs. Gough a
Witness?—Mrs. Gough was a witness.
31,336. And was James McLaren a witness?—

#. McLaren

volunteered evidence against Mr.

Ordon.

31,337. Who was he –He was tried and executed,
I think he was secretary to Bogle.

81,338, Was he a prisoner in your custody ?–He
WaS,

G. D. Ramsay.
-

31,342. When 2–1 think on the very day of the 1 March 1866.

James Gordon could give evidence —Yes, James
31,309. Both of them —Both.
31,310. From that same paper ?—I am under that

THIRTY
FIRST DAY.

31,366. Merely handed it in 2—Merely handed it
in. I should remember better if I saw the paper.
31,367. Did you hand in another paper purporting
to be the deposition of Thomas Johnson 2–I did. I

think that is in my handwriting (looking at the
deposition).
31,368. Where did you get it from ?—The man
Johnson made it to me on his death-bed.

31,369. He made a statement to you ?–Yes.
31,370. Did you write it down 2–I think I did to
the best of my memory.
4 K4
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31,371. This is it, bearing date October the 17th.

Is that your handwriting 2–(Handing it to the

G. D. Ramsay. witness.) That is my writing.
31,372. I see on a slip of this paper some names
1 March 1866. subscribed; were these names subscribed at the time 2

—They were subscribed by the officers who were
present when the deposition was taken. I did not
think it safe to take any of these men's statements
without.

I had to go down shortly after the same day to the
hospital, and I heard Cooty tell me that he heard John
son was a dead man.

31,399. Is the hospital the same as the almshouse?
—Yes. Cooty told me that he heard Johnson, who
was then dead, say something, and I think I got that
very statement in writing.

31,400. Were you asked at that time, as far as you
now remember, whether the dying man said that they

31,373. Your own name does not appear to any of
those papers?—They sent to me and I wrote it.
31,374. You were merely acting as the writer 2—As

were Mr. Gordon's friends at Stony Gut, or whether
he meant to say that he had heard they were —The

the writer.

Stony Gut.
31,401. Were you asked whether he said that –
or whether he meant to say he only heard it?—I was
asked the question what he said, and I said the dying

31,375. Where was the paper taken which purports
to be Thomas Johnson's statement 3–In the hospital
at Morant Bay.
31,376. And in the presence of the persons whose
names are attached to it?—Some officers, I think, who
were present.

31,377. Just look at that ſirst one, which is not

Johnson's but John Anderson's deposition, that is the
one you handed in I presume ; open it and look at it;
can you say, after looking at that paper, whether you
received it from General Nelson, or whether he

received it from you ?—Well, I am of opinion that I
gave it to General Nelson first of all. It was given
to me by Mr. McKenzie, the gaoler.
31,378. Then it is not correct that the first time

you saw it was when you received it to hand it in 2–
No ; but did not remember till seeing the paper now,
and paying particular attention to it.
31,379. Look at it, don’t be in a hurry about it, be
certain about it?—(Examining the paper.) I am
almost certain that I got it from the gaol. It was
given me by the superintendent.
31,380. Who is the superintendent 2—Mr. McPher

dying man said that all were Mr. Gordon's friends at

man said, “ All were Mr. Gordon's friends.”

31,402. Can you now tell us why you called Mrs.
Gough, the postmistress ; how did you know she
could give evidence —I knew Mrs. Gough could give
evidence myself personally, but I think I called her
by order of the President. I knew myself, inwardly,
whether I stated it or not, that she could give good
evidence as to Mr. Gordon's sending circulars through
the post.

31,403. Then she was called upon your information?
—I think very likely.
31,404. How did you know that ?—I searched the
post-office ; I knew Mrs. Gough was the postmistress,
and as I went over there some days before I saw a
certain letter in Gordon's handwriting, I therefore
thought she would be able to give evidence.
31,405. What were those circulars ?—One was the
“ State of the Island.”

31,406. Was a printed paper produced by you,
through Mrs. Gough, about the state of the Island 3–
Yes.

Son.

31,381. From the Gaol —From the district prison.
31,382. At Morant Bay ?—Yes.
31,383. Where these men were confined 2–Yes; I
think the witnesses must have been there at the time

31,407. A placard, which was part of the proceed.
ings you handed in 2–Yes.
31,408. You got that from Mrs. Gough?–No, I
got it from the post-office; she had gone away and

they made these statements.

left the papers at the post-office unprotected; and I

31,384. Who is McPherson ?—The superintendent.
31,385. A different person to McKenzie 2 – Mr.
McKenzie is a justice of the peace there.
31,386. But you got that from McPherson —Yes.
31,387. And gave it to General Nelson —Yes.
31,388. Did you give it to him on the day of the
trial or the day before ?—I think the day before.
31,389. On Friday, that is the day you received it?

went there and took charge of them.

—Yes.

-

31,390. And it came back again from him amongst
other papers that you were to hand in 2–Yes.
31,391. And you know nothing further of it except

that you received it on the Friday from the prison 2
—That is all.

31,392. John Anderson was also sworn and exam
ined as a witness, the very man whose deposition that
purports to be 2–Then I should imagine he was taken
prisoner, and he voluntarily made that statement to

the superintendent, and he was therefore called as a
witness.

31,409. You seized it in fact 2—I did.

31,410. You seized the placard there, the printed
paper ?—I did.

31,411. By whose suggestion was James M'Laren

called 2–His own voluntary wish.
31,412. His own 2–Yes.

31,413. To whom did he volunteer ?—I do not

know. The policeman at the time told me that there
was one of the prisoners had something to say, and I
mentioned it to the President, and he told me to wait
a little and hear him.

31,414. Had you examined McLaren to know the
nature of his testimony before he was made a witness?
—I did not think that was my business.
31,415. You did not as a fact do it?—I did not.

31,416. Did anybody do it 2–I do not know,
31,417. When he volunteered to you, I suppose you
sent for him when the policeman said he could give
evidence 2–Yes. I said, “Bring him here.”

31,393. And the paper was used also 2–Yes, and

31,418. Did he state in any way shortly what it was

that would bring to my mind that I knew about John

he proposed to prove 2–No, if I had known all as *

Anderson's giving evidence.
31,394. Then the person called John Anderson was
not dead at the time Mr. Gordon's trial was going on,

any Court, even on a civil prosecution, if I had known
what he had got to say before; but I let his evidence

the man whose deposition you took 7 — Not John

go for what it is worth.

Anderson.

31,395. Thomas Johnson, I mean 2–Thomas John
son was dead.

31,396. Did you swear when you produced his depo
sition that he was dead at the time you produced it *
—I don't know ; I said the dying man said some
thing.
31,397. Did not you swear that he was then dead?
—If I did it was incorrect, but I did not inquire par
ticularly.

31,398. Were you asked after that ?—Now I re
member Johnson was dead. It was reported to me
that he was dead, and I will mention the reason why.

police inspector I would not have brought him up in

31,419. You called him into Court as a witness nº

knowing what he was going to state —No.
31,420. And he was sworn without the slight*

knowledge of the nature of the testimony he had"
give —When the policeman said, “There is º

* of the prisoners could give evidence against Mº
“Gordon.” I said, “Bring him here.”
31,421. Do you know the name of that man ?—ſ
do not, but I can declare it was one of the policema".

31,422. Don't you know his name —No. . .

31,423. What did he tell you?—I said, “Bring”
in,” and James McLaren was brought.
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31,457. Did you produce a letter from Mr. Gordon
§ man named Chisholm, dated September the 1st 2

of him 2–No, none ; I had no business to do so.

to

31,425. You merely brought him before the Court 2
—I brought him before the Court.

- I es.

31,426. Then the Court, as far as you knew, had no
instructions as to the kind of testimony that was com

31,458. Where did you get that ?—I found that
letter myself in Chisholm's own house, I think.
31,459. It was produced by yourself?—I handed it

ing from him —I had no idea what instructions the

in to the Court, I took the paper myself out of

Court had at all, I knew nothing about that.

Chisholm's house.

31,427. It was through you the Court knew anything

31,460. When you handed that in were you asked
about it —Yes.

about James McLaren 7–Yes.

31,428. Then they knew no more than you ?—Not
a bit.

31,429. And as you knew nothing, they knew no
thing 2—I should say so.
31,430. Do you remember this, that the Court first
-

put this question to McLaren, “Do you know Mr.
Gordon had something to do with the rebellion ?”
—I cannot say.

31,431. You cannot say whether that was so 2–
No.

31,461. What were you asked ?–I was asked where
I had found it, I said I found it in Chisholm’s house.
31,462. Were you asked whether you knew the
handwriting 2—I think I was.
31,463. Were you asked whether it was the
prisoner's handwriting 2–Yes, and I said it was Mr.
Gordon's handwriting, from what I had seen of his
handwriting.

31,464. Did you know his handwriting —Yes.
31,465. At that time 2–Yes.

31,432. You were present during the whole of the

proceedings —Yes, I heard questions put to witnesses,
“What do you know of this rebellion f"
31,433. As far as you know, every question put to
the Court to M*Laren was put in the dark, if I may so
call it, as to the subject — Exactly ; not knowing
what the man was going to state.

31,434. Did you then produce a letter from Gordon
to E. C. Smith ?—I did.

31,466. You also produced a statement of Charles
Chevannes 2–Yes.

31,467. Where did you get that from ?—I got that
with the other papers.
31,468. From General Nelson 2–From General
Nelson.

31,469. Had you ever seen it before ?–No, I may
have done, but I don't remember ever seeing it.
31,470. But had you ?–No.
31,47 l. You

31,435. Marked private 2–Yes.

31,436. Would you know that again if you saw it
—Yes, I think I should.

never saw it before ?—I do not

remember.

31,472. Was that read without its genuineness being

31,437. Is that the letter (handing one to witness
marked I) —That is the letter.
31,438. Did you also produce a joint deposition,

challenged ; was it merely read upon being produced

(the paper was handed to the witness) —Oh yes, I
saw this.

sworn to by men of the name of Peart and Humber 2

31,473. When did you first see this statement of

—Yes, I did.
31,439. Where did you get that ?—I got that with
other documents brought to me from General Nelson.
31,440. And you knew nothing more of them than
that they came from that source —No.
31,441. You knew nothing of this deposition except
that it came from General Nelson; you did not know
anything of the genuineness of the document —No.
31,442. Did nobody, when the document was

Chavannes —I saw that on the morning of Mr.
Gordon's trial.

31,474. For the first time 2—For the first time.

31,475. Amongst the papers that reached you from
General Nelson —No, I saw it before that.

There

were a number of papers from Mr. Bicknell, deposi
tions of various persons, and I think that was amongst
them.

what it was, and whence it came, or was it merely
read upon your production of it?—It was read upon

31,476. Then that came to General Nelson first,
through you ?—No, I think it came from Mr. Bicknell;
it was amongst the lot of others that I saw.
31,477. Came from Mr. Bicknell, to whom ?–To

my production.

the General ; there were a number of other papers

31,443. Nobody asked whether the document was
what it purported to be 2–I think I mentioned at the

against prisoners.

time I handed it in.

Saturday the 21st, or Friday, the 20th 2–It must
have been Saturday morning, the 21st, I think.

handed in, swear to the genuineness of it, and say

31,444. What did you say?—That it was a docu
ment of Messrs. Peart and Humber.

31,479. Where were you when you saw it amongst

31,445. You knew nothing more of it —Nothing
more than merely seeing it.
31,446. You did not know that the

31,478. You saw it amongst other papers on

document

really was a deposition of Messrs. Peart and Humber 2
-IN 0.

31,447. Then you did not tell the Court that it was

that –I handed in the deposition of Messrs. Peart
and Humber signed by a justice, that was all I knew
about it.

31,448. You never saw it signed ?–No.

§º. Nor were you present when it was sworn ?

the papers?--I think I was at General Nelson's

quarters; he gave me a number of sworn depositions
against several prisoners in custody as rebels.
31,480. And amongst other's you received this 2–
Yes.

31,481. Are you certain of that ?—I am almost
certain I saw it.

31,482. Amongst the others you received in tilis

particular trial —Yes, I think so.
31,483. When that statement of Charles Chevanues

was produced, were you asked whether you knew the

document than I did —No.

handwriting of the person —Yes, and I said I knew
Mr. Bicknell's handwriting.
31,484. But the signature of Mr. Chevannes 2–

31,451. Who gave it to you ?–It was brought to
me from General Nelson as part of the papers.

knew Mr. Bicknell's.

-1N 0.

31,450. You knew no more that it was a genuine

31,452. As part of the papers given to you to be
handed in 2–Yes.

31,453. Did no one present challenge its genuine
**s or ask whether it was really what it purported
to be 2–No.

$1,454. It was merely read upon your production ?
-No, it was read by Mr. Gordon several times.

31,455. Who read it 2–Mr. Gordon himself; the
Court read it first to him and then he read it himself.

3,456. The papers were handed to him after they
had been read?'—yes,

No, I did not know Mr. Chevannes' signature ; I
31,485. Is it Mr. Bicknell's handwriting 2–It is
his signature.

31,486. It is a declaration of this being sworn before
him 2–Yes.

31,487. The body of the paper is not Mr. Bicknell's 2
—No.

31,488. Was the deponent, Chevannes, then alive?
—To the best of my knowledge, yes.

31,489. Did you know where he was living 2—I
think in Kingston.

31,490. You knew that Mr. Peart and Mr. Humber
4 L
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were then alive 2–No, I did not know them; I did

about rebels, and I then noticed that paper on his

not know whether they were alive. I knew nothing

desk.

31,518. And he gave it to you then —No, it came

G. D. Ramsay. about them, in fact.
1 March 1866.

31,491.
31,492.
had heard
in my life

Were you asked 2–No.
Had you heard of them before ?—Yes, I
of Mr. Humber, but Mr. Peart I had never
heard of before.

31,493. You said that Thomas Johnson was dead,

because that was asked you ?—Yes, I remember now;
I was asked why the man could not be brought there.
31,494. Did they ask you one way or the other,
whether the persons whose written depositions were
being used, were capable of being called—were alive *
—Yes, I remember the man Johnson particularly ;
the President said, “Why can he not be brought º'
I said, “He is dying;” and shortly after I heard that

to me afterwards.

I merely saw it casually there.

31,519. Then this came with the others ?—Yes.

31,520. Did anyone suggest that he ought to be
there rather than the written statement by him —
Yes ; and I think the reason was stated, that he was
sick.

-

31,521. Who suggested it —The President; he
always asked where the prisoners where when writ
ten statements of prisoners were given.
31,522. Did he know that George Thomas was a
prisoner ?—I suppose so.
31,523. Then was he so sick that he could not come

from the place?—Certainly.
31,524. What was the matter with him —I think

he was dead.

31,495. That having been, done when you handed
in the joint deposition of Peart and Humber, was the
question again put to you, whether those two persons,
or either of them, could be brought instead of their

he was wounded, I am not certain, if not he was very.
ill indeed.

31,525. When had you last seen him —I had been
down to the hospital, I think that morning and seen
all the rebels that were there.

paper ?—No.
31,496. That was not asked 2–No.

-

31,526. Had you seen him that morning?—Yes, I

31,497. When you handed in the statement of
Charles Chevannes, were you asked whether he was
capable of production, and not his paper ?–No.

am almost certain I had ; I won’t swear that I saw him

that morning, I did not single him out from all the
rest.

31,527. How far was the hospital from the Court
31,499. Did it strike you at that time that they, house where this trial was going on ?—About 130
being alive, were parties who should have been called yards, I think.
31,528. Was he so sick that he could not come
to swear originally and cross-examined, instead of
their written statements 2–No, it did not ;, in fact, I 130 yards 2—I should not have liked to disturb him,
had nothing to do with the prosecution beyond holding he was very ill the doctor said.
31,529. Did you know at the time that he was ill,
the papers.
31,500. Being the channel of producing the papers or did you merely state it without knowing —
I believe he was very ill indeed, he was nearly dying.
you mean *—Yes.
31,530. He did not die?—No, he did not die.
31,501. And suggesting the witnesses you had heard
31,531. And he was only 130 yards off?—Yes,
could give evidence —Yes, I think in the case of
31,532. But he was so ill that he could not come 2
McLaren, I suggested it.
31,502. You fetched Mrs. Gough as a witness — —No, I understood he made that confession expect
ing to die.
By order. I did anything I was told.
31,533. Are you sure of it 2–I understood so, that
31,503. You had charge of the prisoners ?—Yes.
31,504. And the witnesses —Yes; and to keep was why Mr. Marshalleck had gone to take his depo
31,498. That was not asked 2–No.

-

-

-

sition.

order with them.

-

31,534. There is no dying declaration to it; the
only thing on the face of it is, that he was a prisoner;

31,505. And the documents —The documents
were given to me for safe custody.
31,506. What I mean by producing the witnesses

it does not even state that he was sick 2–I understood

is, calling the witnesses —Calling the witnesses they

he was sick.

31,535. You say that you understood—had you the

required before them.

31,507. When the statement of the witness George
Thomas was produced by you, were you asked why

* of your own observation upon that point?—

he did not come himself instead of the paper ?–Yes.

31,536. Or had you made up your mind only from
what others said 2–No, I believe that George Thomas

31,508. Why was not George Thomas called 2–I

es.

stated at the time that he was dead.

was then ill.

31,509. That is Johnson; here is a statement of
George Thomas, a prisoner, who was then in custody ?

had seen him.

—He was then in custody, I think; he was sick, or

Y 31,538.

-

You were in charge of all the prisoners?—

CS,

something.

31,510. Where did you get his paper from ?–He
was in the hospital, I think.

31,511. Look at the paper ?—It is Mr. Marshal
leck's writing.

31,512. You know it —I know it is Mr. Marshal
leck's writing.

31,537. Upon what ground did you believe it?–I

31,539. It was your duty to inspect them —Yes,
and I believe George Thomas was then sick in the
hospital.
31,540. The Court sat in a house on the hill, did it
not ?–No, near the wharf. Mr. Gordon was tried in

i. house near

.

31,513. When you used it on the 21st of October,
had you, for the first time, seen it *—I had heard of it.
I heard that Mr. Marshalleck was taking some depo

the wharf; they afterwards sat on the

ill.

31,541. Was this almshouse to the west of the
house, going towards Kingston 2–Yes.
-

sitions, but I don't remember having seen it before.
31,514. Before you had it to hand in from General

31,542. Where the military hospital is now –Yes,
there were a great many poor people there that might
well have been done away with, by giving them a

Nelson —Yes.

little money to find shelter, and it was taken as a
military hospital for the rebels.
31,543. That was the last deposition you put in,

-

31,515. Did it come to you at the same time that
Charles Chevannes' statement came to you ?—It
came in with the other papers.

31,516. When you were sorting them —They
were all sorted ; I merely handed them to the Court.
31,517. You were asked what a number of papers

were, and you say that General Nelson handed to
tou Chevannes' deposition ?—No. You asked me if
that was the first time that I had seen it, and I said,

no, I had gone up to General Nelson's quarters in the
morning, and he gave me a number of other papers

º

ºº
it

except the statement by the female witness Elizabeth
Jane Gough 2–Yes.
31,544. You put one in of her ?–Yes, and she was

ºt

º

there herself to substantiate it.

31,545. She was called 2–Yes,

31,546. Where did that statement come from?—
Amongst the other papers.

31,547. You knew nothing of it but that —No.

-
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31,548. Who took it 2–It was brought to me; it
was in Doctor Bowerbank's handwriting if I remen

31,582. What did you do with that original docu
ment —I think every one was noted by me, put in

ber right.

a box, and was taken to General Nelson.
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-

31,549. Taken at Kingston —Yes.
31,550. Is that Doctor Bowerbank's handwriting

(handing some papers to the witness.) –Yes, that is

31,583. Was the original in General Nelson's

possession at the time you produced the printed copy
to the Court 2–Yes.

his signature ; that is Doctor Bowerbank's, and that

31,584. As far as you knew 2–As far as I knew.

is Doctor Bowerbank's.

31,585. You had handed it to him —Amongst

31,551. Is that Mrs. Gough's signature?—I don't
know, she was there herself.
31,552. But you could swear to Doctor Bowerbank's

others.

31,553. There were two letters of Mr. Gordon's to
Chisholm, one you speak of dated the llth of Septem

31,586. As you believe it was in the box 2–Yes,
to the best of my belief.
31,587. Did it not occur to you that the
original was the right thing to go and fetch –I
had nothing to do with the prosecution, therefore I

ber, and you put in another dated the 19th of June 2

did not.

signature?–I could.

—Yes, I think I seized both of them myself.
31,554. Did you get that from Mr. Chisholm's house
too —Yes.

31,555. Now as to the other document, and the last

31,588. You had something to do with it, for you
explained the papers and documents as you handed
them in 2–Exactly, because I was questioned how
it came into my possession, and I said I had seized

you used, that is the proclamation of the state of the

it.

island 2–Yes.

31,589. But you explained it, and stated the con
tents were similar to the original in the handwriting

31,556. Was that a printed document –That was
a printed document.
31,557. Which you got from the post-office 7–Yes.
31,558. Were you asked how you connected that
with George William Gordon —No.
31,559, Was it put in without challenge ; did it bear
or purport to bear the signature of Mr. Gordon —No

of Mr. Gordon –Yes, I am almost certain that I
said those words.

31,590. And that you did to explain the character

of the documents you were handing in 2–Exactly.
31,591. Then you were more than the mere con
duct pipe of the documents, inasmuch as you afforded

it bore no signature.

information to the Court as to the character of the

31,560. A mere printed paper?—Yes.
31,561. Found at the post-office —Yes; but I
may say, I was asked if I had seen the original in
Mr. Gordon's handwriting.
31,562. Was the original produced —No.
31,563. Was its absence accounted for 7—No, I
was not asked that question.
31,564. Could you have produced it —No, I had

instruments you were using —Exactly.
31,592. I think those are all the witnesses and all

the documents used on the part of the prosecution ?—
As far as I was concerned ; there might have been
other documents that I knew nothing about.
31,593. Then came the evidence of Theodore
Testard 2–Yes.

it not, I knew where it was.

31,594. Called at the request of Mr. Gordon 2–
Yes ; I looked for him and brought him into Court.

31,565. You were asked then to explain how you
connected that printed paper headed “State of the

made his statement 2—I think after.

31,595. Was he called after or before Mr. Gordon

31,596. Were you there when the inquiry closed ?

Island” with Mr. Gordon —No.

31,566. You were not *—No.

—I was.

31,567. Was it read without any question being

I went out to look for him, and I made inquiries and

asked about it 2–It was read to Mr. Gordon, no

found that he was not in the Bay at all. I returned
back and said that Doctor Major was not to be

question was asked of me certainly.
31,568. It was read out as part of the evidence in
the case against him —Yes.
31,569. Without asking how it was you connected
it with him 2–I don't think that the Court asked me

that question because I did no more than hand it in.

31,570. And they took it as a document

?–For

what it was worth.

31,571. When was it, how soon after it had been
read, that the question was put to you as to who was
liable for the contents —I think upon handing it in

I stated “Here is a printed copy of the ‘State of the
Island,’ the original of which I have seen in Mr.
Gordon's handwriting.”
31,572. You stated that ?—I stated that.
º

31,573. Before it was read 2–Before it was read.
31,574. Did you say where you had seen the origi
nal 2–No.

31,575. And nobody asked you ?–No.
31,576. Where had you seen the original —I saw
it among Mr. Gordon's papers.
31,577. Where 2–On board ship, when I took Mr.

Mr. Gordon inquired for Doctor Major, and

found, and I believe the President said to Mr. Gordon,

“ Doctor Major is not on the Bay,” or words to that
effect. I was sent out to to inquire for him.
31,597. Were any other witnesses sought for 2–I
did not know of any one witness.
31,598. Not sought for by you ? – There was
Testard.

31,599. Any other ?–No.
31400. Testard, and Doctor Major whom you
could not find –Loctor Major I could not find. -31,601. Was any other witness named 2–Not in
my hearing, nor was I ordered to look for any.

31,602. After the trial was over, did you continue
to have the custody of Mr. Gordon —Yes.
31,603. I suppose you marched him off? — I
marched him back again, and I got him a sofa, in
the same way I had done the night previous.
31,604. Was he kept at the police station ?–He
was, separate, by himself. No one was allowed to

speak to him unless he asked to see anyone; anyone
he asked to see he spoke to.

Gordon's papers.
31,605. Then he was there all Saturday evening,
31,578. Where did you get the papers?—I got Sunday,
the morning of his execution ?—It
Mr. Gordon's papers, I think, on board the must haveuntil
been
about half-past 7 on Saturday night
“Wolverene;” they were given to me.
when
his
trial
was
over ; then, Sunday, he was with
31,579. Who gave them to you ?—Colonel Hunt
gave them to me.

31,580. Then you knew that they were his papers
simply from the information communicated to you ;
you only knew that they were Mr. Gordon's papers
because you were told, you did not see them any

me, and until the hour of his execution.
31,606. When did you first communicate to him

the result of the Court-martial *—I think half an

hour before his death, or from that to three-quarters

*W a great many letters in his handwriting, an

of an hour; he had been previously informed, I
believe, by the Brigadier-General.
31,607. But by you the communication was first

*ormous number, four or five hundred.

made as to the result of the Court-martial, on Monday

Where yourself, so as to identify them as his —No, I

31,381. Amongst those was there the original of morning —On Monday morning, it must have been

this printed proclamation?–Yes,

about half-past 7.
4 L 2
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31,608. Who told you the result of the Court
martial 2–The General did.
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31,609. He sent for you ?—Yes, I knew of nothing
reviously.
31,610. You were present at his execution ?—I

31,625. Was no officer present 7–There were
officers present at the execution, the General himself
was there.
d

31,626. But not on duty 2–Yes, they were all on
uty.

#62. But not in charge of the party

was present.

31,611. Did you take him from the police station
to the Court-house ?—No.

31,612. Were you present when he was taken 3–

—No.
31,628. You know now of your own knowledge
that Charles Chavannes, and George Thomas are
living persons : — I have heard so ; I know

I marched with him after he left the station with the

Chavannes, I think.

guard ; I was close to him, next to him, and I accom
panied him up to the place where he was hung by

of Mr. Gordon 2–Yes.

- myself.

31,613. What was the guard composed of?—
Soldiers.

-

31,614. He was hung in the centre arch, I think?
—In the centre arch.

31,615. Who were the other two that were hung
with him —I do not remember.

*

31,616. Or was he hung alone 2–Hung alone, I
think; there were 17 below him that were hung.

31,617. At his execution, was anything done to
him with regard to his hat, and spectacles, as has been
said –No, on the contrary, I think Mr. Gordon
had nothing attached to him, but just after his death,
I went up and saw that his spectacles were off, and
I said, “Where are Mr. Gordon's spectacles?” and
one of the men who were there said, “Here they
are, sir.”

31,618. One of the guard —One of the guard. He
was not illtreated or touched.

I don’t know whether

he gave them to the man as he was going to be hung
Or not.

31,619. Was it a soldier 2–No, a sailor.

31,620. Was he hung by the hands of sailors ?—He
was hung by the hands of sailors; he was treated
very considerately and did not suffer the slightest
injury.
31,621. What soldiers were there 3–Some of the

West India Regiment and some of the Sixth;
guard was composed of the Sixth, they marched
up to the place of execution.
31,622. You are sure of that, are you ?—I
almost certain of it, I may be wrong, but I

the
him
am
am

31,629. You mean recently since the execution
31,630. And you know Chavannes —I know
Chavannes. I know nothing more of Thomas, he
may be dead or he may be alive.
31,631. He was alive then 2–He was alive then,
but very ill.
31,632. (Mr. Payne.) What was the substance
of the evidence given by the postmistress —Upon my
word I did not pay much attention to it, I had a
great deal to do besides.
31,633. Was she not called to swear to handwrit

ing –She might have been, I really cannot say, I
had a great deal to do to keep order.
31,634. You do not know whether she proved the

handwriting of certain envelopes —I think I heard
her say something about handwriting.
31,635. You knew the handwriting of Mr.
Gordon 2–Yes.

-

31,636. Did you see the handwriting on those
envelopes –Yes, I saw Mr. Gordon's handwriting
on two or three envelopes.
31,637. Did you see the handwriting upon those
envelopes produced 2–I think I did.
31,638. Did you swear to that handwriting?—No,
I think Mrs. Gough did.
31,639. Do you now know that that handwriting
-

was not Mr. Gordon's 2–I never heard of it before,

31,640. And that it is the handwriting of a person
by the name of Sharpe —I know nothing about it.
31,644. You have seen the two letters that I refer
to ?—Yes.

31,642. And you swear they are in Mr. Gordon's

almost certain.

31,623. A guard of the 6th Regiment 2–I think

handwriting —Yes, to the best of my knowledge
and belief.

SO.

31,624. Under the command of what officer 2–

He became under my charge when the guard was
formed by the sergeant.

31,643. (Commission.) You say you know of no
witness by the name of Thomas, examined —No, I
don’t remember it.

The witness withdrew.
I?ev.J. J. Seila.

REv. John JACOB-SEILA sworn and examined.

31,644. You are a Moravian missionary, in the
parish of Manchester, in this island —Yes.
31,645. Were you acquainted with the late Mr.
Gordon 2–I saw him once and only once.
31,646. When was that ?–In December, 1864.

I

do not exactly remember the day; I believe it was on
a Wednesday in the second week.
31,647. Where did you meet him —At Miss

31,655. Was there anything more upon the matters

of Jamaica which struck you at the time –At the
end of that discussion he said, “Matters will not be

“ better in Jamaica unless we have a republic,” or
words to that effect.

31,656. Was that all that you remember –Yes. He
spoke much about a piano that was bought for
Governor Eyre.

Stewart's lodgings.

31,657. Nothing came out of that I suppose ?–No.
nothing of importance, but what I have just mentioned.
31,658. I believe you have charge of a congregation
Relative to this island 2–Yes.
in St. Elizabeth's 2–Last year I had, for five months.
I suppose you gave your sentiments on the
31,659. Were you in the district of St. Elizabeth's,
freely as he did 2–No, I did not.
where, at that time, it has been said by Mr. Salmon
You only listened ?—I just listened ; there there were rumours, excitement, and alarm —Yes; I

31,648. Were you discussing public matters with
him 2–He began to speak about public matters.
31,649.

31,650.
subject as
31,651.
were three gentlemen with me, at the breakfast-table
with me.
31,652. What was the subject matter of discussion ?
—Public affairs, and especially the conduct of

was his next neighbour.

31,560. What district were you in 7–Santa Cruz
Mountains.

31,561. Those mountains run north and south, east

Governor Eyre.

of the river that empties itself into Black River

31,653. Was there anything particular that struck
you that you thought important then, not that has
been important since 2–He spoke in a very disres
pectful manner of the Governor.
31,654. That is your judgment, but the rules of

Harbour *—South of the Black River.

evidence require that the words should be uttered 2–

He said that he was an ignorant man,

31,562. Did you, by your own observation, witness

anything which led you to suppose there was ground
for excitement and alarm *-ī saw that there was
excitement and alarm.

31,563. Did you observe anything which led you to
suppose there were grounds for that alarm f–No.

THE JAMAICA ROYAL COMMISSION.

31,664. Did you see any grounds for alarm —None
whatever.

31,665. You saw the alarm —Yes, I saw that.
31,666. Did you participate in it —No, not at all.
31,667. Where was the alarm you witnessed ?–

t;37

-

31,694. Tºy several do you mean more than half a
dozen —Not so many.
31,695. Three ?—I really do not know ; I heard
that a medical man in our neighbourhood had received
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Among the blacks and among the whites; first
among the blacks.

-

31,668. And excitement —Great excitement; they
were afear of being enslaved again.

-

31,669. Do you mean an excitement which results
in alarm, or was it the excitement of joy or a mourn
ful excitement —A mournful excitement.

31,696. What was the nature of the threats causing
this alarm among the whites?—It was said that a
medical man in the neighbourhood had received a
letter, that the people wished him well, and therefore

begged him to get out of the way or something would
happen.

-

31,697. That was the substance of it, was it 2–Yes,

31,670. Alarm —Alarm.
31,671. Did you learn from those who were under
that alarm anything that they alleged to be the cause
of it?—I once had a conversation with a teacher; he
told me the first about it.

31,672. Did he express himself as a person alarmed 2
—He did.

31,673. Did he assign any cause for it *—I asked
him how he could believe such a thing.
31,674. As what ?—That the blacks were to be

enslaved again.

so I heard.

31,698. Were those addressed to the doctor 2–

31,699. Does that exhaust your knowledge of the
subject of the alarm which you heard in July —Yes.
31,700. Was there any other cause of alarm *—It
was in consequence of one of those meetings called
Underhill meetings.
31,701. Was there any alarm assigned to that?–No,
but a spirit of dissatisfaction I think arose from it;
there were several foolish reports mentioned; for

31,675. Was he a black 2–Yes; he said from what

instance it was said that Mr. Salmon was building a

he had heard he believed there was danger, at all

new prison.
31,702. Would that be a black alarm, or would the
whites be frightened at it 3–It was a black alarm.

events there was danger that the people would be
again apprenticed for five years.
31,676. He stated that to be the cause of the alarm,
did he 3–Yes.

º
-

Yes.

31,703. Did you hear it from anybody seriously —
One of our teachers told me that the blacks had heard

31,677. Did you learn from anybody else that they
were under the influence of alarm at that time —

it.

31,704. Did he express any alarm on his own
*

Yes, from other parties.
31,678. Did you get from them anything communi
cating the cause of it —No, except that some said on
a neighbouring estate not very far from this district a
number of boys had been received from a reformatory,
and they were apprenticed for five years; I suppose
it was that that led to the rumour.

account 2–Oh, no.

31,705. Did he laugh at it 2–He laughed at it.
31,706. Did you at that time attribute the slightest
importance to the prison alarm —Not the slightest.
31,707. Do you think the people in your neigh
bourhood are well conducted or well disposed, or the
contrary —Upon the whole the people are loyal.

31,679. Do you know whether there is a law here

31,708. You mean by “ loyal' obedient to the

which allows juvenile offenders to be apprenticed —

law —Yes, and attached to the British Govern

I know it, but the people are ignorant of it.

Iment.

31,680. And do you think that was the cause of it
—Yes, I believe that was the cause.

31,681. And the people locked upon that as a
recurrence of slavery –Yes.
31,682. Did that extend only over the district

where you were living, or did you notice it beyond

º
area when you were travelling
there,

—I think chiefly

31,709. Do you think there was any combination
or conspiracy, or any sympathy shown with the
people who made the disturbance in St. Thomas in
the East —Among our people there was none.
31,710. None whatever ?—None whatever as far
as I know,
I speak of those connected

ºntº

with our church.

31,711. Did your congregation fall off last year 2–

31,683. Can you fix especially the time when you Last year we had on the whole small attendances.
noticed it —It was in July, the beginning of July.
31,712. To what did you attribute that –Poverty
31,684. How long were you aware of its existence chiefly ; there was very great drought in the neigh
tº influencing the people?–About four weeks, until bourhood and clothing was very dear.
the 1st of August.
31,713. Do your people find work in plenty when
31,685. Did it then subside 2–Oh, yes; the blacks they wish work –Yes, they are all small settlements,
Very soon got to understand that there was no danger
of slavery being introduced again.
31,686. You mentioned two parties who were under

very few work upon estates.

31,714. Are they well conducted 2–Upon the
whole they are.

the influence of alarm at that date, in that district, the

31,715. Are they moral people *—I cannot speak

Whites and the blacks; did you in like manner learn

very much in their favour in that respect, but we

from the whites the cause they assigned for the alarm
under which they expressed themselves to be labour

have church discipline, and as soon as immorality is

ing –Several threatening letters were found ; I
never saw them myself.

31,687. Did they mention to you the nature of the

discovered they are expelled from the church.

31,716. Have you had occasion to expel many
during the last year —Yes, frequently.
31,717. (Mr. Payne.) Do you know whether Mr.

letters or show them to you ?–No, I never saw them.

Salmon has been evicting a great number of persons

31,688. From whom did you learn of the existence

lately, and taking possession of his own land 2–I
don't know ; I have only been five months in the
neighbourhood.

of these

threatening letters ?—I’rom Mrs. Farquhar

and Mr. Salmon.

31,689. Does Mrs. Farquhar live near the district
Where you were residing : Yes.
$1,690. Was that in July —That was in July.

31,718. Do you know anything about the disposition
of the people in the neighbourhood besides your own

31,691. Was there more than one threatening letter

people *—I have heard that there were several persons
who were suspected of disloyalty, that is all.

that you heard of causing alarm amongst the whites ?
-Several were found here and there.
§º. That is, you were told several were found 2

population, besides those who are members of your

– les.

31,719. Do you mix a great deal with the black
own church 2—No.

31,720. You have seen no traces of any disloyalty 2

-

*693, You saw none of them —No.

—None whatever.

The witness withdrew.

-

"

*
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Rev. ANDREW DAVIDSON sworn and examined.
IRev. A.

ºl. You are the rector of Hanover, I believe 2

Davidson.

two years back I had occasionally a congregation of

– I eS.

2,000 ; about that time and a little earlier than that

31,722. How long have you been rector there 2–
Seven years.
31,723. Were you resident in Hanover during the

even it decreased to about 1,400; that is, taking the

--

1 March 1866.
-

summer months of 1865?–I was.

31,724. Did anything occur in Hanover prior to
the commencement of October to attract your attention
with regard to the security and peace of your district 2
—I can give no direct evidence on the subject, but I

whole congregation round, and at the time of the
outbreak it was exceeding few. I could number
them singly in the church.
31,749. Have they resumed their attendance now 2
—They have not.
31,750. Do they stay away still —They do.

31,751. With that exception did you notice any

certainly was informed.

alteration in the conduct or temper of the people —

31,725. Informed by whom ?–By a black person,
that a rising was intended about the commencement
of August.
31,726. When did the black person communicate
that to you ?—About the middle of July I think.

I did not.

31,727. What did he say ?—He said that there was

Those who attend Divine Service have

always conducted themselves with kindness and pro
priety, but they could give no account for the
absentees.

-

31,752. And you cannot account for it at the
present time 2—I cannot at all ; afterwards some of

a rumour current that the people were about to

the females from the same district discontinued their

I'lse.

attendance.

31,728. He said there was a rumour current 2–
Yes.

31,729. He did not say they did intend to rise ?—
No, he did not, and I said it was absurd.

31,730. Do you know who that black person was 2
—I did.

31,731. Who was he?—I hope the Royal Commis
sioners will excuse my naming the person.

31,732. You object to saying who he was 2–I
think it might be very injurious to the man.
31,733. Without naming him was he a man of

-

-

31,753. Have they far to come 2—Some of them
have a considerable distance, but they used to come
very regularly when they had the will.
31,754. But they have far to come 2—Some of them
have.

31,755. Is there any chapel near at hand for them
to attend, of any denomination whatever ?—I did
hear they were attending so-called revivalists meetings
in the mountains.

31,756. Were there revivals at that time do you

know –-I felt very doubtful as to what they were
staying away for. I believed it was some semi

education ?—Certainly not ; he was a true man, a
man likely to be well informed.
31,734. What was his calling 2—He was a good

political affair.

deal about the church.

whether there were revivals at that time —I hardly

31,735. Was he an officer of it?—I would rather
not answer that question. I did not believe the

understand the question ; I don't believe in the so

report.

31,758. Were there any going on ?—There were
very improperly.

31,736. You attached no importance to that ?—
None whatever.

-

31,757. But about the revivals, do you know
called revivals.

I made the remark to him, “What

31,759. Call them what you like, but the public

“ for 2 The people have everything to lose and
“ nothing to gain by a rising.”

call them revivals ; were there any going on at that
time 2—I believe they were going on, but I don't know
at all from my own observation.

31,737. Did auybody else communicate anything

else to you on that subject —No.
31,738. Did he after he made this remark act in

any way which indicated that he was relying on the
matter which he communicated 2––Not at all.

31,739. He went on the even tenor of his way as

you did —I fancy so. He mentioned the matter to
me on two occasions, and it dropped entirely, because
I thought the idea was perfectly ludicrous.
31,740. After you had heard that from him did
anything cross your observation which in any way
fortified that remark 2–Nothing came to my observa

revivals.

31,761. When, recently 2–Years back.
31,762. We are now concerned only with the period
we have already spoken of 2–I saw nothing of it, but
I understood from my church people that they were
attending revival meetings.

31,763. About the time you noticed the falling off?
—Yes, at that time also.

31,764. That was in April, May, June, and July

tion. I certainly did notice a falling off of the attendance

—Oh, yes,

of the able-bodied men from the mountains ; but I did

31,765. You gathered from the ordinary sources of
information that there were revivals going on ?–Yes.
31,766. And that at the same time you noticed the
falling off of some of your congregation from the

not connect the two matters together at all. I was so
free from the idea because I thought the people had no
cause whatever to complain.

31,741. You know of no cause of complaint among

your people?—None whatever,
31,742. Nor did they express any f—None.
31,743. As to the falling off of the able-bodied men
from the up-lands, did you attribute that to any known
cause then existing 2—I did not ; I was then utterly
unable to assign any reason. I have spoken to those
that came and inquired for their neighbours, but they

-

31,760. You never saw anything –Not at that
time; I had seen in the town what they called

uplands 2—Yes.

31,767. (Mr. Walcott.) Were you aware of a spirit
of disaffection existing among the lower orders gene:

rally in the parish, the peasantry — Well, I did
observe a difference in their demeanour.

--

31,768. (Commission.) I thought you said you did
not ?–I spoke with regard to the people attending my

church; I said they showed me the same kindness and .
I exercised the same kindness towards them. I tºº
31,744. Who did come, who continued to attend ?— give an instance of what I mean—it may be trivial:

could give me no answer.

The people from the town and the neighbouring
villages, not the males; the females attended generally.
31,745. Then it was only in the case of the males
from the hills that there was a falling off?—I ob
served nothing else, at any rate for a length of time.

When I have been riding I often have been surprised
to see the people who were driving their wains, how
considerately they would draw up on the roadside to
allow me to pass, but latterly they would not dº sº,
they drive on and are careless. The people in Hall:

31,746. When did that first attract your attention ?

over generally speaking are very courteous. I don"

—About six months previous to the outbreak, the

wish to cast any slur upon them. I should also me."

first diminution.

tion that a Wesleyan teacher came to me aſter the
outbreak and stated that his people had expelled him

31,747. About April 2—Yes, perhaps a little later
than that—May perhaps.

31,748. To what extent did it appear 2—Perhaps

from his church.

31,769. What for 7—I do not know, he could nº
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tell me; he also said there was a large gathering in

Lucea about the latter end of October 2—I cannot tax

the mountains, and that some of the people who
attended that gathering had come from a distance of

my recollection.

70 miles.

31,770. But he had not been to the gathering, had
he 2–I am not able to
must have been there, I
evidence to me, he told
asked me if I would

answer that ; I suppose he
think so ; he brought that
me that it was so, and he
sanction his writing the

Governor.

31,771. What was his name 2—Mr. Hutchison.
31,772. Is he still in Hanover ?—Yes.
31,773. Was a special session of the peace held in

THIRTY
FIRST DAY.

31,774. You do not know them whether there had
been any application to his Excellency the Governor
for soldiers or protection ?—There was an application
to the Governor for troops.
31,775. When was that ?–It was after the rising

Rev. A.

Davidson.
1 March 1866.

in St. Thomas in the East.

31,776. Did you concur with the magistracy in the
desirability of that ?–Most certainly, I did ; it was

done under no panic at all, but I had a very large
family and I felt very anxious,

The witness withdrew.

Rev. HUBERT PALMER Cox MELVILLE sworn and examined.

31,777. You are an island curate, I believe 2–I am
at present in this island ; I had been in many of the
others.

Rev. H. P. C.
Melville.

31,794. It suffered from drought in 1864–5 —
Yes.

31,795. Did you of your own observation in St.

31,778. How long have you been here 2–I have
been six years in this island.
31,779. In what district 2—I had been at Manches
ter, Clarendon, and I am at present at St. Ann's.
31,780. Were you at St. Ann's for the few months

Ann's notice any discontent or agitation among your
people during the period I have mentioned in the
summer '65?–I did certainly.
31,796. Did you communicate it to anybody in
authority ?–No, because it was not such as to create

preceding October last 2—I have been in St. Ann's for

any alarm in my own mind ; but there was certainly

the last three years.
31,781. During those months that preceded October

did you notice anything in the state and condition of
your congregation ?—I noticed a considerable falling

that which attracted my observation from remarks
made to me by my own people, which induced me to
become conscious that there was some one, some person,
or something which had been spreading discontent

off in the attendance.

among the people.

31,782. Was that during the summer months —
No, it has been going on for some time, perhaps for
two years. I attributed it at the time to dearness of
clothing, because the people were accustomed to
appear in a certain style of clothing, and when it

became dear and they were not able to procure the

31,797. Did that make it so manifest in any attempt
to combine for the purpose of using force against the
established powers ?—Not in my district.
31,798. Therefore you made no communication to
the Government of the island 2–No,

there was

same style of things, they did not like to appear

nothing to create alarm in my mind sufficient to do
that. I have been accustomed so long by the people

without it.

in this and other islands, and I knew them so well to

31,783. And you attributed it to that cause from
the time you began during the whole period it con
tinued —I think up to the time.

be so exceedingly suspicious and exceedingly credu
lous, and that it took very little to start some probably
absurd idea among them, which runs for a certain
time and then passes over, and I thought this was one

31,784. When did it begin to fall off first 2–Within
I suppose 12 months after the war of the United

States, when clothing became dear here, and I attri
buted it to that.

31,785. Was the falling off more among the men or

the women —I think equally.
31,786. Then that state of things had existed all

through the year 1864?–Yes, all through 1864.
31,787. Did it equally continue during 1865 —
es.

-

of them.

31,799. Then nothing occurred to you till the news
of the Morant riot, I suppose –I observed at the
time of the meeting in St. Ann's by placards being
stuck up—
31,800. I see you attribute to the arrival of the
Royal Commission an injurious effect on your people *
–Not that there is any injurious effect.
31,801. What effect has it produced 2–I observed
-

31,788. Has it increased lately – It increased

more carelessness and idleness than I observed before.

shortly after the proclamation of martial law for a

31,802. Do you connect the two circumstances
together ?—I have no exact ground for connecting
them ; I state it as a simple fact, that it is so.
31,803. Have you no better reason to attribute it
to than that ?–No, I should hardly think that the

couple of months, or three months, very much.

31,789. Are the people in a better state of pros
Perity than they used to be 2–I do not think there is
any difference in their prosperity at all, except the
dearness of clothing which is incident to all classes of
society.

31,790. Were they subject to any drought during
the year 1864?–Yes, we had drought during the
year 1864.

-

31,791. Did that affect the labour market, and pro

"nº and growth of provision —Not in my district.
81,792. Has the attendance fallen off again –It

* again, I have observed, within the last month.
81,793. Is St. Ann's a rainy district generally —It
as generally very favourable seasons ; the seasons at
are favourable, but in these years they were

º
Ot 80.

appointment of the Royal Commission should create
anything like discontent.
31,804. To what do you attribute the carelessness

and idleness of the people which you say is coincident
with it — Because they are under the impression
that the appointment of the Commission is to them a

certain amount of freedom and a reason for rejoicing.
31,805. Then you do connect it with it —I do, it
was coincident.

31,806. Not only post but propter hoc 2–Certainly.
31,807. Haye you attempted to disabuse your con
gregation of that notion ?—Certainly,

The witness withdrew.

Mr. GEORGE McFARQUHAR LAWSON sworn and examined.
Are you a iustice of the ppeace for the pparish with the Government of the
of 8,808.
St. James

º

island on the subject –

At that
time Mr.
Phillips was Custos
and
of course
he communicated.

And are a proprietor of an estate called
"...pden in that parish 2: Yes.
r *810. Prior
to November last had you any
* from the state of your district, to communicate

of the parish

y

31,809.

31,811. You did not prior to November 2—No, I
think after Mr. Phillips left the island.
>

4 L 4

Mr. G. McF.
Lawson.
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31,812. When did he go 2–I think about the end

FIRST DAY. of October.
Mr. G. McF.
Lawson.

1 March 1866.

31,813. Did that throw the duties of Custos into
your hand?—I was then requested by Governor Eyre
and also by Mr. Brown to undertake it. I had
formerly been Custos of the parish for several years.

--

-

what has occurred around you; are the wages
promptly paid to the labourers around you?–I
believe they are ; I pay every Friday evening.
31,826. As a magistrate do you find complaints on
the subject of arrears of wages —No, none are made
to me.

31,827. Either directly or indirectly —Neither
were again for a while executed by you ?–Yes, and directly nor indirectly.
31,814. Then in November the duties of Custos

31,828. You had no reason to know of or believe

that has continued since.

riot in Morant Bay what was the conduct, the temper
and disposition of the people dwelling around you?—

in any conspiracy or organization in St. James to
exercise force on the part of the peasants against
the constituted authorities —I had no reason prior
to the outbreak at Morant Bay to think so.
31,829. Have you any reason now to think —

As a rule I found nothing to induce me to consider

After that I observed an alteration in the conduct of

ri

that there was anything of a seditious character.
31,817. You were living at peace —Yes, I lived

the people ; some of them appeared to be inquisitive,
to be anxious about the result; others again wish to
know what really the insurgents wanted.
31,830. Did you think that curiosity unnatural –

.*
º

31,815. On that occasion you had some communi
cation with the Governor of the island 2–Yes.

31,816. Prior to that and before the news of the

upon my own property.

31,818. What is its present state 2—I think at
present the people are disposed to work, and to work No, it was not unnatural ; but at the same time I
quietly ; and I think if there be no interference be think they would have been very well pleased to have
tween them as between master and employer, if they been in a better position.
are allowed to act as the peasantry of other countries,
31,831. (Mr. Payne.) I suppose you will admit
they will behave very well.
that everyone would be pleased to be in a better
31,819. Can you get labour for your estate 2–Yes, position ?—Yes, but those in a better position would
not like to lose it.
I get it now.
31,820. You speak of interference, what do you
31,832. (Mr. Walcott.) Have you practised among
mean by interference 2—I mean this, that the owner, the peasantry there for many years as a medical man?
the proprietor or his representatives and the peasantry —Yes.
should be allowed to make their own arrangements,
31,833. And had you an opportunity of obtaining a
and that there should be no interference. I mean no
knowledge of their character 2–Yes.
person should interpose in the labour question.
31,834. What is your opinion of the character and
31,821. Who does interpose ?–It is done. I believe
they speak very generally on the subject, but if it is conduct of the people as it exists at the present day,
required I may state a conversation which took place and as it did last year 2–As I have said, there are
many very good people among the black. I consider
between a gentleman and myself on that subject.
31,822. What is the name of the gentleman —The very many of them well-disposed; others again are
unsteady, and many of them dissolute in their lives.
Rev. George Henderson.
31,835. Do you think there were any seeds of sedi.
31,823. A Baptist missionary 2–Ycs.
31,824. The gentleman who has been examined tion sown in your parish —I have no personal
here ?—I don't know whether he has been examined. knowledge of it, and of course I should not be likely
31,825. We only want your own experience of to obtain any information from them on the subject.
The witness withdrew.

A. W.

Buchanan, Esq.

ADolph Us WALTER BUCHANAN, Esq., sworn and examined.
31,836. Are you resident in the parish of St.
31,844. Did you see them —I saw them at the

magistrates sessions; the letters were produced and

James 2–Yes.

31,837. And proprietor of the Reading Penn —
Yes.
º

t

31,838. Are you also stipendiary magistrate acting

read. Copies were sent to his Excellency the Governor
Eyre, and one original.
31,845. When was that ?—The letters, I think,

in that district —I was.

were sent in December last.

31,839. During what period —For the last six
months, up to the beginning of January last ; from

were seen by me in December last.

July up to the middle of January.

31,846. When were they first seen by you?–They
31,847. First seen —I never saw them till that

31,840. Can you say, from your expericnce in that
district, whether the people were satisfied with the
administration of the law by the justices —I have no

moment.

reason to think otherwise.

SCSSlon.

31,841. Nothing reached you to make it appear
that the labouring classes were discontented with the

produced 2–Yes, I may observe these letters wer.

administration of the law ; I have no reason to think

received at the latter end of July or the beginning ºf

so ; neither within that six months that I was acting

August.

as stipendiary magistrate, nor for many years
previous.
31,842. While so acting did you see anything
during the summer months and the months which
immediately preceded October to cause any alarm in

-

31,848. Were they seen by you in the exercisº

of your duties as magistrate :-Yes, at a special
31,849. That is the time you talk of they were

31,850. Did any person complain about

-

their

receipt, or lodge any information about the lettersº
No, they were anonymous letters.

-

-

31,851. Had nobody taken action upon them ºut"
December —No, they were endeavouring to find out

your mind with regard to any organization of the the author by comparing the handwriting,
31,852. Do you recollect the nature of the threa:
people to exercise force against the law —I observed
during June, July, and May a marked change in the
demeanour of the people, a sullenness, a silence, and
a want of courtesy quite unusual to them that struck
me ; and that was during the discussion of the

contained in any one of them?—They threatened
violent death.
*
31,853. Generally or specially ?–Generally : for
instance, that they would burn down the premises ºf

Dnderhill letter.

Mr. Aarons, and whoever attempted to interfere with
them while they were plundering the goods were to
be put to death.
31,854. That could not be in July, there was "

31,843. Did you connect that change in their demea
mour with any attempt to organize force to resist the
constituted authorities?–No, I saw nothing of the kind

to my own knowledge. About the latter end of July
I remember threatening letters were sent to different
people,

plundering then 2–No, but they threatened it. ,

31,855. Do you mean they threatened to begin!"
plunder 2—They threatened to set fire to cert*

* -

º:

º
-:
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places that they would plunder them ; and threatened a spirit of discontent among the people?—I did believe
everyone who attempted to interfere with them, they it, and I verily believe if the troops had not been sent
would put to death.

Mr. Aaron's premises were

burnt down.

there would have been a revolt at that time.

THIRTY
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News
A. W.

was brought that the outbreak at St. Thomas in the pºhanan, Esq.

31,856. When was that ?—In December there was
an investigation which lasted some three or four days.
31,857. Then these letters were produced after this
fire took place –Yes.

East was crushed and that Mr. Gordon was appre
hended, that seemed to have a calming effect.

1 March 1865.

31,859. Who were they addressed to ?—One was

31,869. (Commission.) Did you notice any prepara
tion on the part of those from whom you apprehended
an outbreak to combine and arm * —What do you
mean by preparation—military preparation.
31,870. Such preparation as might enable them to

addressed to Mr. Hart, one of the principal merchants

make an outbreak of the wildest kind with sticks and

of the town of Montego Bay; another was addressed
to the Custos of the parish, and the third to Mr.
Aaron's, whose premises was destroyed by fire.
31,860. Nothing came of the other two —No, they

machets 2—Oh, yes, and cutlasses, they were con

31,858. Do you remember another one f-There
were two others of a similar character.

are still preserved in hope of identifying the hand
writing.
31,861. (Mr. Payne.) I think you presided over

the grand jury —Yes, I was foreman of the grand
jury; there was a great deal of excitement at that
time; it was a little after the outbreak at St. Thomas
in the East, and a grand jury presented an address to
the judge, one portion of which had reference to the

apparent spirit of bad feeling which existed.
31,862. That was in November ?–Yes.
31,863. You state that you observed that a latent

spirit of discontent appeared —Yes.
31,864. Can you tell us how that latent spirit
made itself appear 7–These threatening letters were
indications of it; threatening fire and death.
31,865, Do you think those were indications of a
latent spirit 2–Yes, of a latent spirit that had not

shown itself by any overt act at that time.
31,866. You have seen nothing whatever to induce
you to believe that there was any sedition among the
people?—I never saw any seditious acts committed,
for this simple reason, the troops were sent up ; I
believe that was the reason there was nothing of the
kind, no outbreak.
31,867. You are one of the persons who thought it
was well to send troops there 2–I am one of the
persons who thought so, and I think so still.
31,868. (Mr. Walcott.) At the time you wrote

that, did you believe it to be the truth that there was

stantly going about with them, that struck me, and I
thought it an unusual thing ; people not having any
apparent occupation to be carrying cutlasses and
great large sticks, that struck me as rather a strange
thing.
31,871. As contrary to their usual custom ?—They
carry cutlasses generally when they are occupied in
their agricultural pursuits, but not when walking
along the road.
31,872. In making this grand jury presentment
relative to the state of the police, do you know who
was the inspector 2–He was very sick indeed at the
time, and he died a few days after.
31,873. Is the inspector you have there now,
residing there 2–Yes, he has lately come there, and
he is a resident.

31,874. Is he an active man —I can hardly judge
from the very short space of time.
31,875. Does the sergeant live a mile from the
station still ?—I am not aware.

31,876. Do you consider the police more efficient
now than they were 7–No, I do not think so in the
least. I think the present station is a very improper
one, it is not sufficiently large, that is one of the
reasons why the sergeant does not reside there.
31,877. Has he a family —I believe he has, but
that is not the reason, the accommodation is too small

for the police force.
31,878. Do you know what the police force is in
St. James 2—I think nearly 30 men.

31,879. Is that for the whole parish –Yes; they
have to be distributed at various stations.

The witness withdrew.

WILLIAM HARIoTT Coke, Esq., sworn and examined.

31,880. Are you a member for the parish of St.
Elizabeth —I am.

any difficulty in convening Courts to be held from

time to time, for the purpose of summary jurisdiction?

31,881. Are you also a justice of the peace and
proprietor of the Oxford and Union estates ?—I am.

—I cannot say I have.

31,890. There is no postponement of the cases that

31,882. How long have you resided in that parish?
-I have resided in St. Elizabeth's upwards of 30

are to be heard —No ; there is

years.

is the exception, not the rule.

, 31.883. During last year or 1864, did you as a
Justice of the peace, become aware of any discontent
among the labouring classes with regard to the
administration of justice there 2–Not particularly

-

31,889. The justices attend, do they?—They do.
occasionally, but that

31,891. Have you a stipendiary magistrate in your
district 2—We have not.

31,892. None at all —No.

-

With regard to the administration of justice; but I
Wils told in the month of July that we were in a

31,893. Do you find many cases come before you,
as a magistrate, relating to the rights of master and
servant, or question of wages —I think the disputes

dangerous condition.

are more generally among the negroes themselves.

-

, 9,884. Dangeroes as regards the administration of
Justice?–Not as to the administration of justice.
You heard nothing about that ?—Nothing
all.

.*

31,894. Are there any that I speak of 2–Occasion
ally they do arise.

31,895. Upon the subject of wages 2–Yes, and on
the subject of breaches of contract.

31,886. Could you judge from acting as a magis
31,896. Complaints by labourers against employers?
ºte, whether or not there was any ground for —Occasionally. For instarree, if a labourer does not
content among the people on that point —I con

perform his work efficiently, then of course a dispute

ider the whole judicial system is in a very unsafe and

arises.

"sound state. I don't think the Courts generally,

31,897. And they complain —They complain, and
occasionally they compromise ; if they cannot com

*re well-conducted.

*1887.
Do you
the atCourts
of the
the peace
thatrefer
are toheld
special
andjustices
petty promise, they come before us.
31,898. Are they complaints by the master or by
*ions —I have myself no confidence in any of the the employed?–Occasionally by both.
31,899. Not more one than the other ?—I think
!"icial Courts. I think the district Courts are very
ad, and the petty Courts too. I do not think the the complaints are pretty even, pretty nearly
*śtrates now acting in the island are fit persons balanced.
* the purpose, taking them collectively.
31,900. How are cases settled by the justices —
Of

*1888, Taking your own district, have you found They are settled by the law.
4 M
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31,901. Supposing they complain that the labourer
has not done his contract work, how do you determine
whether or not that is so —We generally go by the
evidence brought before us.
31,902. You believe the complainant 3–You have
no means of carrying out the inquiry, except by the
evidence before you; occasionally if it is a serious
case, we depute a policeman in the district to go and
see into it, especially as it is not unusual that the

you are opposed to facilities at all —Yes, I am op.
posed to it, because I think the negroes generally
speaking, think that the Queen has appointed a
friend, in the stipendiary magistrate, to look into his
rights, because he is an injured individual ; and that

this is another instance of the Queen's opinion of the
inefficiency and want of trust that she has in the
proprietary body of justices.
31,916. Is it not a very good thing, that the poor
man should think there was a person ready to render

swearing is in direct opposition.

him justice —I think it would accumulate their com

31,903. When there is very great diſticulty to de
cide without some sort of view of the place, you send
subject 2–If it is a case of very great importance.
31,904. These cases being all decided, I suppose,
by the proprietors who act as magistrates—they are
cases that may be said to belong to that class —They
are decided by proprietors and magistrates, and the

Custos.
31,905. But they are all proprietors —Yes, they
are more or less so, generally speaking.
31,906. Do you think, from your experience, that
any benefit would be derived from substituting
stipendiary tribunals, in place of proprietors as
Justices —I am entirely opposed to any appointment
of the kind.

plaints very much.
31,917. What, if they thought the Queen had ap.
pointed a person to befriend him —I think it would
-

a policeman now and then to instruct the Court on the

-

31,907. Then what remedy would you suggest for
that which you condemn in the present state of
things —I think this : that there is a great deal of

agitation in the country, and as a rule, the negro is
generally led to look upon his master and employer as
his worst enemy, and a natural consequence of this
agitation is a continual spirit of litigation, which is
rampant throughout the length and breadth of the
land. I do not think if a better feeling existed in the
country, there would be any necessity for a hundredth
part of the litigation that takes place.
31,908. Then would you do away with the Courts
altogether ?—I would not do away with the Courts,
but I would do away greatly with the fees. I am in
clined to think they are more or less the cause of the
disputes that arise, I think they are excessive. For
instance, a negro may have a dispute, and be fined two
or three shillings, and when he supposes he has to pay
two or three shillings, he finds he is called upon to pay
about 14s. The fees are extravagant. I think that
is a bad state of things.

31,909. Have you found that that has been com
plained of among the body of people whom that would
fall on, as a grievance —I certainly have heard them
complain to a considerable extent.
31,910. To that extent then, there would be a dis

add to the disputes in the country; that is my own
private opinion.

31,918. If you object to stipendiary magistrates,
and if you object to the present tribunals, what
tribunals would you propose ?—I think, if the fees of
the island were done away with there would be very
little litigation ; and if the system of agitation which
prevails among the lower orders, was not suffered to
go on. There are lawyers in the country to fan the
flame, and lead the black people to believe their
masters are enemies to them.

31,919. Are not the lawyers accused of doing that
in other countries —I think in small communities it

is done more than in large ones; the same evils which
could not prevail in England might prevail here.
31,920. Then you propose to get rid of all tri
bunals, and not to substitute others ?–1 would pro
pose, as much as possible, to have cases tried by
impartial men.

31,921. Is it your opinion that a stipendiary magis
trate, a stranger, would not be an impartial man —
Every man who lives in Jamaica, after a certain time
becomes prejudiced.
31,922. Then your tribunals must be out of Jamaica

and you must come to England?—I believe, in al
most every case that is brought into Court here, it is
well known what the decision will be, before the case
comes on for hearing ; that is my idea of it.
31,923. Do you think that is the opinion enter.

tained by the litigant negro labourers —I do not
know whether it is or not.

31,924. You don't know whether they take the
same view of the tribunals that you do?—I do not
know, they are very fond of litigation.

31,925. How many labourers do you employ Two or three hundred.

31,926. Have you had many summonses ?–No. On

one estate recently, I had a few ; I have lived 10

content with regard to the administration of the law
in your district?–Yes, there is to that extent.
31,911. I suppose the amount of your fine is to
some extent regulated by the amount of costs that

years here and never had a case.

follow it —Yes, we understand that, but a negro

a few cases, and they have occasionally gone again."

cannot be expected to understand it. I think it
would be very much better if it could in some
measure be more equalized. .

me in Court; that has led me to suppose that the *

31,927. Then your experience of your own estiº

does not show you that they are very litigious?-No:
as far as I am individually concerned, but I have had

with the machinery of the administration of the law,

ministration of justice, as far as my own cases have
gone, is very pure, and at that time, some of my most
intimate friends were setting on the bench.
31,928. How do you reconcile that, with the state.

as well as the law itself?—Yes, I am, I think in a

ment that the decision of any case is known before iſ

narrow community, that way of bringing justice home
to every man's door is anything but justice.
31,913. That is with regard to the administration
of the law by justices in the commission of the

comes on for hearing 2—I allude more to the circuit
Courts than to the petty Courts.
Jury system.

peace —By justices and juries in the immediate
vicinity where the disputes arise.

much.

-

31,912. I gather from you that you are dissatisfied

31,929. What, by the judges?—Yes; by the
31,930. You dislike trial by jury, do you?—Wºry
-

31,914. If you disapprove of the substitution of
stipendiary tribunals, what remedy do you propose in
that respect —We have already had stipendiary
justices in the island, and I think they caused very

31,931. You like the summary jurisdiction?-1
like our County Court system, one in each county.

great dissatisfaction before... .

came acquainted with the existence of Willia"

31,915. Then the stipendiary magistrates in former
times were more or less inspectors of estates. The
question we put to you now is not so much sti

I dislike the parish Courts.

31,932. I believe, in the end of October, yºu.”
Coley –Yes.

-

31,933. A deserter from one of the West In"
regiments —He was.

*

31,934. At the end of that month, and after.”
magistrate who would have to administer justice be news of what had happened at Morant Bay, did *
tween man and man; and go circuit Courts, and come and lay an information before you as a just".
afford greater facilities, except that, as I understand, —He came down with a letter from Colonel Fyſ,"
pendiary magistrates of the old type, but a stipendiary
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Maroon Town; he wrote me to say that he thought

from ? —The district where I reside, Rose Valle

this man could give me information of a serious

district.

31,356. What was the name of the village or house ?

nature.

31,935. Did this man, William Coley, give you any
information of anything serious —He did lay an

were all my labourers who had bought lands and

information.

settled themselves independently.

31,936. Of what date —About the latter end of

them in as special constables and took them up on the
ground of this affidavit.

estate, and one on the left hand.
• 31,938. Did they relate to meetings held in St.

31,958. You say they admitted it—what did they
admit to ?–They said they had held their meetings,
but they were not going to do anything that was
wrong ; this man Coley was there, and he said,
“Don’t believe them, they are; every word I have

Elizabeth –Yes, in the district where I resided ; one
was on the borders of Manchester, and one on the
borders of St. Elizabeth's.

31,939. Did you take any steps to inquire into the
truth of his information ?—He gave his information

stated in that affidavit is true.”

on affidavit.

His statement was this : that he was a soldier, and he
heard there had been meetings in the district, and he

his affidavit 2–They did not admit it.
31,960. Upon what evidence then did you act 2
Upon his deposition?—I did as any magistrate would
do upon a deposition.
31,961. Not upon their admission ?—No.

had been asked by the people in the district to drill
them, and he refused to do so, and he said when he
refused to drill them they put him outside the house,

They admitted they had held meetings, but not that
they were for any harm.

and he reclined outside the house, and he heard the

31,963. They did not admit the truth of Coley's

people in the house say that they must make haste
and buy powder, and that they must look up their
guns, and their machets, and those that have no

deposition ?–It is not likely they would do so.
31,964, Did you punish them —I sent them to
Manchester gaol, and I sent a portion of them, those
in St. Elizabeth, to St. Elizabeth's lock-up.
31,965. What sentence were they awarded ?–They

s

31,959. Then they did not admit to the extent of

31,940. Beyond that, did you test his information,

by taking steps to inquire other than by his words —

-

31,962. I thought you said they admitted it 2–
-

machets

31,941. Where is this man now 2–He is still in

have not been tried.

our parish. That they were to rise on the first day
of Christmas, come and burn down my works, and
then join another band of men from the Rose Valley

31,966. You only committed them for trial 2–I
have not inquired anything further about them, but
I waited upon the Governor with this deposition and
requested him to give me a detachment of troops ; he
looked into the matter and he gave me about 40 or
50 of the 1st West India troops, and I had my estate

district, at a place called Bellhill Gate, in front of my
residence, and then go down the parish and commence
an insurrection.

31,942. If I understand you rightly, when this man
gave you this information, he was in a state of deser

turned into a camp.
31,967. You afterwards asked to have them with

tion —He was.

drawn, did you not ?—They are withdrawn now.

31,943. It was a pity that you did not take him up
and hand him over to his regiment —I did hand him
over to his regiment.
31,944. Did you think a man in that state was

telling you the truth 2–I put questions to him and he
replied to me; he said they held their meetings four
days in the week consecutively, from 6 at night till
6 in the morning. I said, “Where 2 " he said, “If
you will go with me to the house, this is the night,
and you will find them meeting 2"

31,968. At your request ?—Yes; the understand
ing was, that they were to be there about four weeks.
31,969. When did you first communicate what had
occurred to the Governor *—Immediately I came to
town.

31,970. What was the date of that ?—About the

beginning of November.
31,971. You did not take the people up till
Christmas?–No.

I did not

31,972. But you communicated the deposition to

think it safe since the insurrection in St. Thomas in

the Governor before you took them up 2–Yes, this
-

31,948. Was it after you had heard the news of
happened at Morant Bay ?—Yes; if it had
taken place before, I should not have believed him at
* all, but of course opinions and feelings have much
changed since then.

31,949. Did you take any steps to test his statement?
The only test I could possibly have adopted would
have been to apprehend these people, and my opinion
Was, that the force at hand was not sufficient to justify

man's deposition stated that the move was to take
place at Christmas.
31,973. Did you communicate that in November 2
I communicated that to the Governor in November,
and made application for the troops. I believe the
people at that particular spot to be very disaffected.
31,974. Can you remember the time in November
in November when you communicated to the Gover
nor ; was it before or after the expiration of martial

law —I think it was just after the expiration of
martial law.

31,975. I think the statement of William

Coley

was sworn before you and Mr. Car on the 17th
November 2–Yes.

a step of that kind.
31,950. Did you apply

a test as to the existence of
these meetings, to see if he was telling you the
truth?—I apprehended the men at Christmas, and

witness) —That is the same one.
31,977. There is another sworn to on 27th Novem

they themselves confessed that it was true.

ber 2–Yes.

31,951. Then you

did

take

afterwards.

-

steps ?–I
-

.

did

.

31,976. Is this the one you mean (reading it to the

31,978. Those are the affidavits that were sworn

before you by this deserter ? – Yes.

31,979. Are you quiet down in your country now 2
31,952. Did you go —They
and ascertain
theytime
had;
could notthat
at that
—I consider the district is very disaffected ; so much
I had them brought up.
so, that I do not consider it safe to keep my family
31,953. How many'?—I had about 14 or 15 ; I sent ºthere. I had to move them all away; in fact, I think
been holding meetings

or some Maroons; and I apprehended those identical
Pºrties that he named in his deposition.

31,954. Where did they come from ?—The very
*Pot and house that he indicated.

31,955. What part of the country did they come

-

31,957. You took up how many do you say ?—

31,937. He laid two, I think, did he not *—Two,
in two separate districts, one on the right hand of the

what had

H. Cole

1 March 1866.

Twelve or 14 ; I sent for some Maroons and swore

the East.
31,946. When was this 2–In October last.
31,947. At the close of the month —About the
second or third week in the month.

W.

The Oxford estate, bordering upon my estate; they " ...”

October.

31,945. Did you go?—No, I did not.

THIRTY

* Fºy.

.

very few gentlemen would keep their families in this
country now. There is no power in the district to
check any violence; my intention is to send off my
family, for I feel there is no security here.

31,980. You have seen no tendency to rise, have
4 M 2
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you ?–No, but still the feeling exists in the breast of
man to have security for his family, which, when he is

31,992. How much cane did you lose ?—Fortunately
my nephew opened the door and saw it, if he had not

alone, he does not care so much about.

If this insur

gone to bed a later hour than usual, probably 20 or

rection in St. Thomas in the East had not taken place
I should not attach importance to it, but now I do,

turned out, none of the negroes would come to assist,

and I have no reason to disbelieve the statement of .

but we managed to subdue it with about a loss of an

that man, it is a very retired district.
31,981. Do you know why this man was discharged
from the regiment —I do not.
31,982. (Mr. Payne.) You say that the people were
very disaffected in your district, do you judge of that
altogether by these affidavits that were made 7–Not
exactly, because in July I was told by my friend, Mr.
Smith, my colleague, that the people were going to

acre of cane.

-

-

have a disturbance; I ridiculed the idea at the time,

but now I look back, I find that in August the people
refrained from working altogether.
31,983. That is the time of their holiday, is it not ?
—They do not take the whole month; they generally
take a week.

31,984. Not three weeks 2–Two I should say.
never knew them take the whole month.

I

On this

occasion the people refrained from working nearly
six weeks—a most unprecedented thing : it was the
middle of September before they returned.
31,985. Did the people tell you why they held
these meetings upon the wages question ?—No, they
did not say they held them on the wages question.
31,986. Did they tell you what they held them for 2
No, it is not likely they would tell me that. This
man's affidavit tells me what they held them for.
31,987. (Commission.) When they stated that they
held meetings did not they give an excuse for their
having them —They said they had been prayer
meetings.
31,988. Revivals 2–Revivals ; they said they had
been revival meetings.
31,989. Had they been going on latterly 2—Since
the troops had left I find the people very much more
civil than they were formerly.
31,990. (Mr. Payne). You say the negro looks
upon his master as his worse enemy 2–I said he was
taught to do so by his agitators.
31,991. Don't the white people say so *—I don't

30 acres would have been burnt down; as it was we

31,993. You have a great many labourers located
upon that property —We have.
31,994. And you sold some of it to them ?—They
bought land contiguous to the estate.
31,995. How much do you let your land at?—

They give me one pound an acre. I have a very
large quantity, and they take as much as they like,
Instead of one acre, a man generally takes five or six,
I should say. On Oxford estate, at this particular
time, they would not work at all. I was obliged to
get Coolies, and I have 40 or 50 Coolies; as soon as
I got them, and gave them the work, then the people
expressed dissatisfaction again, and that is the
general spirit throughout the island ; they will not
work except when they think fit. .
31,996. How far are you from Manchester?—
About 20 miles. It is a retired spot.
31,997. And how far from Trelawny and Maroon
town 2–About 20 miles.

31,998. (Mr. Payne.) Is there not generally
among the white people a similar feeling to that you
have spoken of among the black 7–No.
31,999. Do they not regard the negroes, to put it
in a mild form, as a very great nuisance —No.
32,000. Do not they wish to get rid of them alto
gether ?—Certainly not ; how could they exist
without them ż

think it can be so, because our interests are identical.

32,001. Do you think there is a good feeling then?
—Certainly. When there are any difficulties they
come and lay their difficulties before us.
32,002. Do you think they have as good a feeling
towards the negroes as the English landlord has
towards his peasantry —They are not in those cir
cumstances of independence to show it in that liberal
way : but I believe they really have. The Jamaica
proprietor struggles with difficulties, and he has not
the means of making his labourers comfortable, or
advancing their position in any material way. The

There is not a more expensive class of labourers than

nature of their property in this country now is

the Coolies.

almost valueless.

To show the Commission that the law

in this country is practically inoperative I will give
an instance. All the outlands which are very con
siderable are taken possession of by the people in the
district. In May last, it was dry weather, and a
great number of them were trespassing on my estate,
and I put two horses in the pound. I heard one man
say “Very well, he will hear a little more about this.”
About five nights after that, I heard some one at my

32,003. (Mr Walcott.) In speaking of the adminis.
tration of justice, do you allude to the circuit Court,

and not the petty sessions —The district Courts. In
my opinion, the jury system is perfectly inoperative,

because of the prejudice that exist; and the feeling
is so strong that it is a mockery of the civil tribunal
of this country.
32,004. Does that in your opinion arise from the
bedroom door. “Massa, massa, your cane-piece is jurors being from an unlimited area —Yes, the

on fire.” I said, “Oh yes, I know what it is, that
is the pounding horse.” Now that shows that it is

jurors should be taken from at least four parishes,

and not all from one parish, because it is unreasºnable

quite impossible in a retired district like that for a to suppose that these men would not have prejudices
man to put the law into effect.
-

so strong as to influence their decision.
The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to 10 o'clock to-morrow.
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32,005. We understand you wish to add some matter
to the evidence you gave yesterday.—Yes; with
reference to my despatch to the King's House, just prior

to his Excellency's assumption of the Government.
32,006. What is the date of the despatch referred
to ?–It is dated 11th January, 1866.
32,007. Will you state what you wish to add to
our evidence 2–It is relative to the effect produced
upon the public mind by the execution of Mr. George
William Gordon. Mr. Gordon's name was very early
associated with the rebellion in St. Thomas in the

East; and his execution, and the capture of Paul
Bogle, reached St. George's nearly about the same
time, and it decidely produed a calm on the public

mind in reference to that ; that is what I wished to say.

32,008. (Mr. Gorrie.) Are you speaking of the
-

effect upon your own mind, or that of others ?—I am
not speaking about my own mind only, but other
people's minds too.
32,009. (Commission). Is that all you wish to
state —Any other question that may be asked me I
am ready to answer.
32,010. You have no other statement to make 2–

I would say this, that after that time the calm
continued, and the rebellion in St. Thomas in the
East having ceased, matters became quiet in St.
George's, and so they continued until it was ascertained
that this Commission was to be appointed to inquire
into the conduct of Governor Eyre.

The witness withdrew.
The Venerable ARCHDEACON Rowe sworn and examined.

sºil. You

are the Archdeacon of Cornwall ?–

seems then to have come upon them with stronger force

€s,

than ever.

32,012. How long have you resided in that district 2

32,024. During those three months do you mean 2
—During that time. I spoke to them in a most earnest
manner. It was always my habit to go amongst them

—In Cornwall, for the last twelve years, with a slight
exception.
32,013. During the months of June, July, August,

and September 1865, were you living in any particular
spot in Cornwall ?–In St. Elizabeth's.
32,014. During the months I have mentioned, did

and to converse with and instruct them after Divine

Service; I spoke very earnestly to all the three
congregations. I found they were firmly impressed
with the idea that they were going to be made

anything reach you which led you to inquire into the
state of the people's feeling or mind with regard to

slaves of.

I did all I could to drive it out of their

the established authorities, whether there was any
inclination to resist the law, or any symptoms of rising,

32,025. You say that they were imbued with that
idea at an earlier period —Yes.

or any attempt to apply force –In consequence of

32,026. IIow much earlier than the months that I

minds.

the protracted illness of two clergymen, I had charge have mentioned —I hardly like to relate the things
of their churches, and I also visited another church, which the people believed, they appeared so absurd.
so that I was intimately acquainted with the congre One fact came within my immediate knowledge. I
gations of three churches, and I found them in a very was at that time in the mountains near Kingston,
excited state indeed.

32,015. During the months I have mentioned ?–

shortly after Prince Albert's death; a requisition was
sent out from England that collections might be made
with a view of erecting a monument to the Prince.
I gave notice of it. I spoke in the warmest manner
of the virtues of the Prince, the grief of the Queen,
and the loss of the nation. I made it as intelligible

During August; that is, before and after August.
32,016. During the three months that I have
mentioned, July, August, and September 2—I cannot
say as to July. I would say a week or two before
as I could, and appointed a day for the collection.
August, and after August.
32,017. Then that would be July 2–July and They gave nothing. I expressed my surprise; I
August.
32,018. What was the nature of this excitement

you mention ?–In the first place, the greater portion

of them, with the exception of a few, the most
intelligent, were firmly convinced that they were
going to be made slaves again. They firmly believed it.
32,019. Where were these three churches situated,

thought something must be wrong, and I appointed
another day and explained the matter still further.
I got next to nothing then ; and I think I appointed
a third time.

I said to them “You never behaved in

“ this way before ; there must be something wrong :
“ you must tell me what it is.” And they said these
words as exactly as I can remember them, “Minister,

which gave you the opportunity of learning this 7–St. “ we have been told that Prince Albert wanted to
Mary's, St. Peter's, and St. Alban's were the three “bring back slavery ; that God struck him dead for
churches.

“it ; and we do not see why we are to build him any

32,020. Are they situated in the centre of the
Parish of St. Elizabeth, or on the border 2—They are

“ tomb.”

not in the centre, they are towards the south. Two
are in the Santa Cruz's Mountains, and one on the
plain below.

32,021. Did you, from the opportunity that might

Those were their exact words to me.

32,027. That was as far back as the year 1861 –
Yes; at the time of the Prince's death. I was utterly
confounded ; I did not know what to say to them.
However, I did the best I could.
32,028. That being the nature of their belief about

have afforded you, endeavour to find out the origin slavery at that period, did you notice that it continued
*f that idea about the restoration of slavery —That
has been of long standing.
82,022. To your knowledge 7–To my certain
knowledge.
32,023. Was there anything more immediately
ºnnected with the months that I have mentioned,

*in any of the previous months —This persuasion

from that time down to the three months with which

we are more immediately concerned 2–That idea, I

believe, from all inquiries I made at St. Mary's,
remained, and it spread from one end of the island to

the other, and was believed by all, except the better
informed.

32,029. Did it continue down to the middle of
4 M 3
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from whom you got that important information about

that they were going to be made slaves of continued

the 400 lances in the mountains ?—The report was

up to that time.

2 Mar. 1S66.

32,046. Can you give us the name of the person

1865?–I suppose they began to lose their more vivid
impression respecting Prince Albert; but the idea
Indeed, it arrived at the strongest

general.
point of belief at that time.
32,047. Did you not get it from anybody who knew
32,030. You say in August there was greater ex: about it 2–If I had made a note of it at the time I
citement than at other times —Great excitement in could have done so ; but surely you could get that in
the minds of some, great fears in the minds of others. formation from the magistrates of Black River or Mr.
32,031. Did you trace it to any known origin – Wheatle, the inspector, who is now in Spanish Town.
No, I could not.
I merely mention the report. I only saw one man
32,032. Because you say it had increased during with lances in the custody of a constable, and I
August more than in other months?—I could only stopped him.
suppose that agents, unknown to me, had been
32,048. Where was this man residing who was
-

-

amongst them, travelling about.

taken —I don't know his residence ; I don't think it

32,033. Had you any ground for that supposition ?
—No. These things are done darkly. I can only
state the conduct of the people. I only know that
they really believed it.
32,034. Then you do not know that that had happened —That agents had been travelling about 7
Not positively. It was a thing I could not exactly
arrive at the knowledge of
32,035. Did this excitement in August, from anything that you observed or inquired into, connect
itself with any apparent spirit to resort to combined

was in a village. From what I heard it is a scattered
district consisting of a good many freeholds.
32,049. Do you know his name?—No.
32,050. Did you see the arms ?–Oh yes, I saw the
lances.

-

River.

32,052. You do not, I suppose, recall the constable's
name 2—No, I really cannot tell the name. Un
doubtedly men were taken up with these sharpened

force to resist the established authorities 2—I do not

lances and taken to Black River.

wish to confound the people together, the bad and the

saw myself taken.
32,053. Did you notice whether there was a large
collection of lances?—I should think he had six or
seven in his bundle.
32,054. And this occurred in the middle of No

good.
w

32,051. At his house ? – No ; I met him on the

road in custody of the constable, going to Black

The people that attended these churches

where I was ministering I had every confidence in.
Some of the younger people were wild and bad ; but
I do not suppose that the people themselves would

This one man I

-

have joined, even if any rebels had come round there.

venber 2—As far as I can remember, it was some

I don't suppose the congregation of those churches
would have joined, but there are many thousands
who never put their foot into a church, and, judging
from the state of excitement in which these three
congregations were, I am fully persuaded that there
were thousands of persons in that parish who would
have joined in any rebellious movement.
32,036. My question rather pointed to the actual
existence of any evidence that you were able to get
at that they were preparing by combination, or drilling, or getting arms, or by seditious language, or

time in November.
32,055. The other story that reached you by general
rumour, you cannot now remember from whom you
got it directly, about the 400 lances in the Santa
Cruz Mountains—when did that reach you?—As far
as I can remember, in December or January.

exhortations, one to the other, to form themselves into

found about that time.

a body, or by illegal meetings, such things as precede
an outbreak —If I had actually seen preparations for
a rebellion I would have acted on the spot, and sent
up and told the Governor ; but such things do not

32,058. What do you think of the general state of
religious instructions or education on the part of the
population ?—Considering the immense hindrances
that have been put in the way of religious improve.

-

32,056. Later than the other event 2–The know

ledge of it came to me later, but I do not know when
the people were taken up.
32,057. You first heard that they were found in
December or January 2–I heard that they were
-

come before the breaking out of a rebellion; they

ment, I think that the instruction of the Church of

never come to your actual knowledge; you mustjudge
from the numerous reports you hear of the state of
32,037. My question was, whether you did observe
any symptoms of it, not by being directly present

England and other denominations have had conside
rable effect in improving the moral and religious con
dition of the people ; but I think I can trace almost
all the troubles that have ensued to the neglect of any
provision by Government, at the time of emancipation,

where drilling was going on, but such means as persons judge of, such, for instance as persons leaving

for the training and industrial education of the
younger classes of the community. They were left

the people.

their work to join persons at night, or collecting arms

entirely to the control of their parents, who had never

at any station, or meeting at night, to exhort each
other to resist by force –I heard all that. I saw one
man taken up with sharpened lances in his possession.
32,038. Were you present when that was done —
I was present when the constables took him.

been in the habit, and therefore were never required
to bring up or discipline their own children. As
slaves, the children were under the management of
the ministers as well as their parents. At the time of
the total emancipation all children at ten years old

32,039. Then you did come across something —

were free, because at the commencement of the ap
prenticeship all who were six years of age were

That one man with his bundle of lances.

32,040. Where was that ?—That was in the Santa
Cruz Mountain.

32,041. When was that ?–That was after the re-

declared to be free, and the total emancipation took
place four years afterwards. Provision ought to have

been made by the British Government, I think, for

32,042. How long after ?—About a month, I think.
32,043. About November, then?—About November,

the training, the education, and the teaching of social
habits to these people. They soon got away from the
control of their parents. Very few of them have been

32,044. Do you know whether martial law was still

brought under the influence of proper religious in

existing, or had it been put an end to ?—I cannot say,
32,045. Do you know who the man was 2—There
were a great many others found, but that was the
only one I saw. I firmly believed—in fact, I have

struction. Some have turned out well, but very many
of the young people have turned out violent, bad, and
debased in every way. They live by plundering the
grounds of more respectable persons. The old people

bellion.

heard—that 300 or 400 sharpened lances had been

are civil, industrious, and well-behaved, and up to

found in another part of the mountains, and that the

this time they have been the preservation of the

person in whose possession those lances were had

country. Of course there are some exceptions among

been taken down to Black River and examined by
the authorities there, and that they had let him go

the young people, but a vast number of them have
turned out badly. No person in Jamaica now under

again,

38 years of age ever knew the horrors or evils of

º
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slavery, and that is a very large proportion of the
population to have grown up without proper discipline

mentioned to me the names of two gentlemen whose

same as there are in England ; and if there was no

more safeguard in England for the protection of life
and property than there is out here, nobody could
live there in safety.
32,061. The question is whether, in your opinion,
last summer, in August or September, you considered
there was any combination or conspiracy to resist
authority, to have an insurrection ?—Most certainly.
32,062. That is your opinion, is it – Most certainly,
among the badly disposed, not as a general thing, for
I would trust my life and safety, and that of my
family to any of those amongst whom I have been
living.
32,063. Then upon what do you found the belief
you express —Upon this very fact, that if a man
believes he is going to be made a slave of, unless he
was a deeply religious man, he would use any method
whatever to relieve himself of the danger.

Indeed,

32,070. Do you mean in the summer of last year 2
—In the summer of last year.

I say a temporary

state of want.

-

32,071. Are you able to state whether at that time
there was any dissatisfaction on the part of the
labourers with the way in which justice was adminis
tered 2–That is a subject in which I have never
interfered.

32,072. In your communication with your own
people did you find that they had not confidence in
the administration of the law by the ordinary authori
ties 2–No, I did not find that.

I restrained them

from going to law as much as possible ; in fact I
always blamed exceedingly any who went to law
without first coming to me to see if their quarrels
could be settled in that way; but in the district
where I have been residing there are no large
properties.
32,073. So that there would not be questions arising.
between employers and employed —No, there would
not. It has not come under my own observation.
32,074. Then the only cause, as far as I can collect
it, to which you attribute any excitement among the
labourers, was the idea that they formed that there
was a design against their liberty —Exactly. There
were certainly other causes, but that was the great
thing.
32,075. What other causes would you name —
There was great excitement in consequence of the
meetings consequent upon Dr. Underhill's correspon
dence, very great, from which they got a number of
new ideas into their heads altogether, which made
-

there is not one religious man in a hundred perhaps
but would use violent means to prevent himself from
made a slave of, and they most firmly believed

º
at,

32,064. Is that the only reason you would assign
for believing there was a combination or conspiracy *
—Innumerable reports, which, taken together, were
convincing evidence to me, but which of course are
only hearsay evidence. The reports were innumerable,
and there was the state of excitement, and the things

that were told me, but as I say, all that is hearsay
evidence.

32,065. Do you mean to say it was a belief that
formed from the information that reached you
fore the outbreak 2–On the Sunday before the 1st

{.

of August, on the 1st of August itself, and on the
Sunday after the 1st of August, I addressed those
three several congregations in a way that I never
expected to have addressed any congregation in
Jamaica. .

.

32,066. I don't think you attend to the question.

What I wanted to know was whether the belief you
formed was from the information you speak of pre
viously to the outbreak at Morant Bay ?—Certainly.
32,067. It is not coupling what you heard at that

time with the subsequent events that has led you to
that conclusion ?–Not at all.

º:
-

*

º

º

I was so unwilling to

believe in the possibility of a rebellion, having a
general good opinion of the peaceable disposition of
the people, and being very partial to the people, and
to the country also, although I had heard all those
extraordinary reports before, on and after the 1st of
August, I could not bring myself to believe that there
was going to be any rebellion. We were almost the
only family in St. Elizabeth's that did not keep guard
about that period I began after a few weeks to think
that the alarm must be needless, but when the rebellion

them discontented.

32,076. Those were rather what may be called
supposed political grievances —Supposed political
grievances. And after that they believed firmly that
the merchants all over the country were in a sort of
combination to charge them double for everything
they bought, and to give them half the price for
everything they sold.

32,077. (Mr. Payne.) Will you inform me of the
name of the man who mentioned the names of the

persons whose heads were to be taken of 7–No, I will
not ; he is a most respectable person.
32,078. (Commission.) Do you mean you feel it
would endanger him —It would be injurious to him

undoubtedly. Mr. Salmon mentioned yesterday a
case of a man having been poisoned for giving him
information.

32,079. (Mr. Payne.) Was this respectable person
one of those who was afraid of the rebellion, or one
of those who would have joined in it 2–He is not one
of those who who would join in any rebellion. I

would not have received any information from any
body who I thought would have joined in any re

broke out about two months afterwards, in St. Thomas bellion. No such person would have come to me.
in the East, I felt perfectly convinced that we had

32,080. Then he was one of those persons who,

been saved from massacre only by the presence of an rightly or wrongly, was panic-stricken –Panic
armed force in Black River, that was sent round on

stricken is not a proper word to use.

I believed in

the 31st July. I believe if that armed force had not the possibility of a rebellion and my throat being cut
been sent round, and the large guns of the ship fired, by strangers for the last four years, but I was not in
there would have been a rebellion on the 1st of August,

for about that very period a very respectable man

THIRTY: ..
SECOND DAY.

heads they intended to take, and Mr. Salmon, the
and without proper training ; and the absence of all Custos of St. Elizabeth, was one of those gentlemen.
32,068. Then it was in consequence of the alarm
that has placed very many of them out of the reach of
that was felt at that time, and the information given
religious instruction.
32,059. Do you think an obligatory system of edu to the authorities, that the ship was sent round at
cation would be of advantage for the younger people 2 that period —Undoubtedly ; that, in my opinion
—Certainly. The people consider it a favour now to saved the parish and the island from a rebellion
send their children to school for two or three days
23,069. Was there at that time any general distress
a week occasionally ; that is a complaint on the part amongst the labouring classes which was calculated to
of every denomination; but I believe the people have produce discontent 2–In consequence of the terrible
made considerable progress, considering the many, depredations committed by the wicked portion of the
very many great hindrances that have been put in community upon the better disposed class, the better
their way.
disposed class had got into the habit of never planting
32,060. Is it in your opinion that there was any more than was required for their immediate wants,
combination or conspiracy existing last year to resist. and therefore the dry seasons which have occurred
authority ?—There, again, I must make a distinction. within the last 18 months did reduce them to a
There are bad people in all parts of the island, the temporary state of want.

a panic.

32,081. Was this respectable person one of those
-
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who were effected by fear?—What kind of fear do
you mean : There is a fear of rain coming, a fear of
murder ; there are all kinds of fear.

32,082. Did his information profess to be from his
own knowledge or from hearsay?—He was a man
living in the midst of these people among whom these
things were reported. I can say no more.
32,083. Did he profess to speak from his own know
ledge or from hearsay ?—He was a person living in
the midst of the people among whom these things
32,084. (Commission.) Did he profess to know
himself of these threats being used with reference to
the lives of particular persons —He told it me as a
fact that he firmly believed as an honest man, and he
intended me, as an honest man, to believe also. He
had no object to serve. He told me a thing that he
firmly believed.
32,085. Then it was not that he had heard any
person make use of that threat —He may or he may
not ; I did not ask him the question. He told it to me
as a fact.

32,086. He did not state it of his own knowledge ;
he stated it as his belief?—He did not say to me,
“I heard so and so threaten to cut off Mr. Salmon's

head, or Mr. Maxwell's head,” but he told me that the

badly-disposed people had threatened to take off Mr.
Salmon's and Mr. Maxwell's heads, and some other

persons who I forgot ; and I laughed at it, for I did
At that time we did not believe in the

reality of such intention. Until the St. Thomas in the
East rebellion broke out I could not, and would not
believe it.

such a thing as that the Queen had ordered the women
not to wear clothes. No negro would believe such a
thing as that, unless he was demented.

32,398. Have you heard, during your stay in the
island, a good many reports that would never be

believed by any other than negroes 7–I believe the
peasantry in Devonshire, from what I know of them,

would believe things quite as absurd as the people of
this country, and so would those in the Wold of
Sussex.

were reported as likely to happen.

not believe it.

negroes, credulous as they are, would never beleive

-

-

32,399. That is not an answer to my question.

During your stay in the island has it not frequently
occurred to you to hear of the most absurd stories

being circulated and thoroughly believed in by the
negroes —Not more so than England or other places,
only such reports as that which peculiarly affect their
own position, such as that of being made slaves.

32,400. When you say you are fully persuaded they
would join the rebellion, the only ground of your
belief is the excitement in reference to slavery —
They do not care much about other reports. They
may believe silly things, but with regard to their con
dition as persons who have passed from slavery to
freedom, they are particularly sensitive; and upon
those points they will believe the most absurd things
possible. Other things they may believe, but they
forget them as soon as they hear them. But with
regard to their social position they are peculiarly
sensitive, and with respect to that they will believe
things that no other people on earth would believe, such
as that about their being made slaves.
32,401. (Mr. Walcott.) You have stated that you

32,087. In fact he did not state whether he heard

met a man with some spikes, would the magistrates'

it himself or not ?—I have never been examined in a

clerk, Mr. Arthur Levy, have a record of it?—
Certainly.
32,402. What effect had the measures taken by the
Governor in St. Thomas in the East in October upon
the people in your archdeaconry —Really I cannot
answer that all at once, it is such a tremendous
question. I have said before, and I will say it again,
although it does appear rather strong, the news of the
rebellion came to Kingston too late to be carried on by
the “Northside Post,” and the next papers brought the
account of the rebellion, and of the probable speedy
suppression of the rebellion. If it had not been so I

court of justice, and do not know how to answer

these questions. I have answered very plainly and
clearly ; I do not know what else to say.
32,088. (Mr. Payne.) You did not believe the
report at that time —No, I was almost the only
person in that part of the island who did not, for I am
very partial to the people and the country.
32,089. Then you did not believe that respectable
man had really heard the threats —Yes, I did cer
tainly.

32,090. And although you believed that he had
you did not ask him who the threats came from ?
—I know the character of the negroes ; that they are
easily excitable, and that in their excitement they say
very strange and extraordinary things, and that those
things sometimes pass as quickly away from their
minds as they enter them, therefore I did not allow
myself to believe in the reality of such a wicked
intention of murdering persons against whom they had
no manner of complaint whatever or cause of enmity.
32,091. Then you did not inquire who had made
these threats —No, I did not.

think there would have been an outbreak in many

places in Cornwall.

32,403. Are you aware of the effect caused on the
people of St. James by the arrest and proceedings
against George William Gordon, Mr. Levien, and Dr.
Bruce —It was one and the same thing; it was the
suppression of the rebellion. I believe that all sedi
tious movements, and all intended seditious movements,

were arrested by the speedy prompt suppression of the
rebellion in St. Thomas in the East ; and I think that

one post might have made a very great difference
indeed. I don't mean the actual suppression that day,
because it was not altogether suppressed at that time,

32,092. You have mentioned the panic, the long
standing idea of the negroes, which you think in
creased very much last August, about being reduced
into a state of slavery f—Yes.
32,093. Are not similar panics of frequent occur
rence among the negroes —No ; not a panic of that

upon the people themselves; were you able to trace

kind.

any effect from these particular measures?—From the

32,094. Not in reference to slavery perhaps; but
have not extraordinary unfounded rumours been of
frequent occurrence – Unfounded rumours are of
frequent occurrence upon things of minor importance,
but this was a settled belief gaining strength from the

but measures were in progress to suppress it imme
diately.
-

32,404. What effect had the arrest of those persons

general report Mr. Gordon was believed to have been

the originator of the rebellion, and when they heard
that he was taken prisoner, of course the impression
upon their minds was stronger still.
32,405. With regard to the other two persons,

country, frequently ſound a belief spreading among

whose names I have mentioned, Dr. Bruce and Mr.
Levien, what effect had their arrest upon the people :
—I don't think that the people knew anything about

the negroes of the most extraordinary things 2 For
instance, have you heard of such a report as this, that

heard his name, and very many of the people in Corn

it was spread among them that the women of a cer

wall had never heard the name of Mr. Levien either.

tain class had been ordered by the Queen not to wear

The lower class only in St. James must have known
the name of Mr. Levien ; but in the other parishes the
labouring people did not know who Mr. Levien was,

time it arose.

-

32,395. Have you not, during your stay in th

clothes 2–No, never.

Dr. Bruce in Cornwall. "I don't think they had ever

32,396. Have you heard of similar reports —
Nothing similar to that certainly.
32,397. Have you not heard of similar reports

and certainly did not know who Dr. Bruce was. Mr.
Gordon was in the habit of travelling round the

taking root and believed by the negroes? — The

island, and they knew him by name. They believed
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him by all report to be the originator of the rebellion,

rising. I believe it was only the bad portion of the

and when they heard he was taken prisoner the effect

community. I have the fullest confidence in the
people generally. I believe the religious instructions

upon their minds was still stronger than when they

of the Church of England and other denominations
have had considerable effect, and would have had

heard measures were in progress for the suppression
of the rebellion. Perhaps the Commission will allow
me to state that I do not believe that the whole popu

much more if it had not been for the dreadful hin

lation of Jamaica were concerned in an intentional

drances thrown in their way.
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The witness withdrew.

Commander G Forge MARTYR SMITH, R.N., sworn and examined.
32,106. In October last had you the command of leaving they thanked me for the treatment they had
the “Aboukir "–Yes.
received, and requested me to give them a certificate
32,107. Were some prisoners brought on board to send to the Commander of the “Cordelia,” to say
the “Aboukir" the week after the outbreak — they had conducted themselves well and quietly
Yes.
on board. Although I did not give them a certificate,
32,108. What was the number that was brought 2 I sent a message to the Commander of the “Cordelia "
—I think seven or eight.
to say they had behaved well while on board.
32,131. When they were released from irons were
32,109. Were you there at the time they were
brought on board —Yes.
they handcuffed 2–No ; there were handcuffs on board,
32,110. Did you observe anything in the way in but they were not handcuffed.
which they were put on board that entailed upon
32,132. Do you remember a person by the name of
Goldsden being on board 2–I remember that there
them any unnecessary hardship —No.
32,111. What was done with them when they were was a person by that name, but I have no recollection
first put on board —They were placed with one leg of his person. I have no recollection of the persons
in irons, in the usual manner of securing prisoners.
of any of them —I had a list of their names, that is
32,112. In what way were they ironed 2–One leg all, and I recollect that was one.
was placed in irons. There was an iron cap placed
32,133. Are you able to say that he was not hand
on one leg, and an iron bar thrust in two holes to that cuffed with Mr. Harry, that he and Mr. IIarry were
extent.
not handcuffed together in the morning after they
32,113. So they were fastened by iron on one of were released from irons —No, certainly not.
their feet 2–Yes.
32,134. You mean that they were not handcuffed 2
32,114. To an iron bar 2–Yes.
—They were not.
32,115. Was that done with each of them 2–Yes.

yº" 16.

Is that the usual way of laying in irons?—

es.

32,117. What is the number of your crew 2–The
crew varies very much ; sometimes perhaps we have
not more than 130, at other times we have about 400

32,135. When they came alongside were they hand
cuffed together ?—When they came alongside they
were lashed; it was necessary to do so ; there were
no arms in the boat, and it was reported to the officer
of the boat that they were very dangerous characters.
The officer of the boat had no arms, and his boat crew

or 500.

were pulling with their oars, and had they made any

32,118. So that you had an ample force there for
controlling seven or eight prisoners ?–Oh, yes, we
had sufficient force to secure seven or eight prisoners.

attempt to escape they might have succeeded. The
officer therefore lashed their arms gently, not so as
to hurt them, but so as to prevent the possibility of
their escape. The moment they came on board they

It was not the danger of their rising, only the danger
of their making a secret escape.
32,119. That was done the first night —Yes.

32,120. How long were they detained in irons —
From about 7 or 8 o'clock that night till about 9 or
10 next morning.
32,121. What was done with them then 2–They
were taken out of irons and allowed to remain in the

place that was marked out for them.

32,122. You had some place guarded off by that
time, had you ?—I had sentries placed.
32,123. How long did they remain on board the
“Aboukir "-I think they remained on board the
“Aboukir" a fortnight.
32,124. Were they in irons for any other time
except the first night 2–No.

32,125. What food had they during that time —
They had the same food as the ship's company had,
with the exception of spirits. Prisoners by an order

were relieved from that.

32,136. Did you see the way in which they were
tied at the time they came on board 2–Yes, I did.
32,137. Was there any unnecessary tightness of the
ropes, so as to be calculated to hurt them *—Not at
all. So loose were they that their arms did not go
behind them further than that (slight //).
32,138. We have had a statement made before us that

they were in irons from Saturday the 20th to Tuesday
the 23rd 2–That is not true.

32,139. You were not upon the Ordnance Wharf
when they were brought there, of course —No ; I

received orders from the senior naval officer present
to send for them, and I sent an officer.

32,140. Was that an officer named Penfould 2–
Yes.

32,141. Did you give orders when they were
brought on board that they should be placed in irons,

of the Admiralty are victualled upon two-thirds and that if anyone attempted to escape they should
allowance without spirits, and they had that provided. blow his brains out 2—I did not make use of the words,
32,126. Are you able to say whether there was any

“Blow his brains out.”

What I did say was what

ill-treatment towards them on the part of the officers
or soldiers ?—No, I do not think any. On one occasion,

it would be necessary to say to all in such a position ;

when they first came on board, there were some jocose
remarks made by some of the crew, and those I im
mediately put a stop to.
32,127. What sort of remarks?—They were remarks
in reference to the results that might accrue from

escape they would be shot.

their having joined the rebellion.
32,128. Do you mean telling them they were likely
to be hanged ?—Exactly.
32,129. You overheard that remark being made,
at once put a stop to it?—I at once put a stop

*

0 It.

that if they conducted themselves well and quietly,
they should be treated as well as their unhappy position
would allow ; but if they attempted to make their
32,142. Is that a caution you would give to all
prisoners sent on board under such circumstances —
Yes.

32,143. Did you say, “Don’t care about their lives

any more than you would a cat's life”?—No, certainly
not.

32,144. Was any such thing said in your hearing 2
—I heard nothing.

32,145. Did you hear anything like this said by
...92,130. Did they express any sense of having been
|-treated, either while they were with you or when any of the officers, “Because you are a Baptist I will

they left?—No; on the contrary when they were hang you”?—No ; and my belief is that I must have
4N
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of the prisoners ?—Every morning a report was made

heard it had such a thing been said, because I was
there. I was superintending the people being placed
in position for the night.
32,146. What is the name of the head gunner —

by the medical officer.

32,169. Would the statement whether they were in
irons or not be embraced in the medical officer's

Penthorme.

report —No ; the Master-at-Arms reported when
they were out of irons, as he would report if I had

32,147. (Mr. Gorrie.) Who delivered the prisoners

t

ordered them to be placed in irons.

to you?—Mr. Penfould.

32,148. He was in charge of the boat —Yes,
32,170. Do you recollect the doctor reporting to
32,149. What were the expressions to which you you the illness of the Rev. Mr. Palmer ?—I recollect
put a stop 2—I cannot remember. I have a distinct his reporting the illness of one; I don't recollect
recollection that there were some expressions used, which it was.
32,171. Can you say you did not order his release
but they did not sufficiently impress themselves on
my mind to retain them word for word. They had from irons till after you heard the doctor's report of
reference generally to their being hung, or to their his illness 2—I think to the best of my belief, as far
as I retain a recollection of the circumstances, he had
being punished for their share in the rebellion.
32,150. You say no such expression was used as been out of irons some time before the report of his
this, “Because you are a Baptist I will hang you ?”— illness was made to me by the medical officer.
32,172. Will you tell us where the “Aboukir" was
I say I heard no such expression, and I don’t think
it possible that it could have been used without my moored at the time you received these prisoners?—
hearing it.
She was moored about 100 yards off Port Royal
32,151. When were you present again after they Dockyard.
32,173. Is that where she is now 2–Yes, where
were first brought on board ; at the place where the
prisoners were confined I mean 3–After the prisoners she is now.
32,174. Are those her usual moorings 2–Yes.
were placed for the night, I went forwards two or
three times that night and saw them, to see that they
32,175. Did you consider it necessary, the
were safe : but after that I only went my usual “Aboukir’ being moored in that position, to have
rounds.
these men placed in irons for security, with a crew of
the amount you name 2–Yes, more particularly with
32,152. Did you see them next morning —Yes.
32,153. Officially –In passing I did.
regard to her position. It was so near the Dockyard
32,154. Did you see that their legs were then tied that had these prisoners succeeded in escaping, being
under the impression that I was that they were con
to the iron rod —They were then in irons.
32,155. Did you visit them the second evening — spirators, the nearest place for them to get to was the
Yes.
Dockyard, and it would not have been very difficult
32,156. Were their legs then in irons —No ; the for them probably to set fire to the Dockyard, which
impression on my mind is, I may be mistaken, but I contains a great quantity of combustible stores, there
feel very great confidence that I ordered them to be fore her position actually was one of the reasons for
taken out of irons the day after they came on board. my deeming extra security necessary.
32,176. Then are we to understand that you placed
I will not be quite positive, but the impression on my
the Rev. Mr. Palmer in irons because you believed
mind is that I did so that day or the day after.
32,157. If you are not quite confident, may it have he might escape and set fire to the Dockyard?—
been two days after they came on board —it might I beg your pardon, I never said any such thing.
have been.
32,177. I only want to know what you mean to
32,158. (Commission.) That is two nights and one say *—You asked me whether from the position of
day ?—I mean it might have been the day after, I the ship I considered the irons a necessary security,
will not be perfectly sure, but the impression upon and I said it was partially from the ship being in that
my mind is that it was the day after they came on position that I did consider that security necessary;
board.
having been in my orders told that they were persons
32,159. (Mr. Gorrie.) Do you make entries of the concerned in the rebellion, I considered if they did
reception of prisoners ?—No ; there is an entry made make their escape, as the Dockyard was the nearest
in the log of receiving them on board and their being place they would get to, I considered they might,
with the assistance of the rebels, set fire to Her
discharged, no other.
32,160. Would there be any entry made of their Majesty’s stores.

º

-

being taken out of irons —No ; that was a matter of

32,178. To what orders do you refer —Orders I

mere security. It was left to the person having
charge of them to decide whether it was necessary
for their security. I had orders to place them in irons.
32,161. Can you say that they were not three days
in irons —Yes; to the best of my belief, on my oath,

received from the senior naval officer to receive on

board and keep in security these prisoners.
32,179. Were they written orders ?–Yes,

32,180. (Commission.) Do we understand you tº

º,that you received

orders

to place them in irons :

— Les.

they were not three days in irons.
32,162. Cannot you give a statement as to when

they were released ?–No, I cannot. You must bear in
mind, not imagining that I was going to be examined,
I did not retain all this in my memory.

I had a

... 32,181. From whom did you receive that order ?—
From Captain De Horsey.

32,182. Had you that order in writing —No, not
to put them in irons.

The order of security from

great many prisoners on board from time to time,
shortly after and before ; I had no idea of being

Captain De Horsey was in writing.

examined; I did not take notes; and I have not
retained in my memory a sufficiently clear recollection
of the circumstances to speak very positively.

orders.

32,163. Then if you have not a very clear recollec
tion, can you say they were not three days in irons
—I can say to the best of my belief they were not.
32,164. What leads you to that belief?—I have
stated what led to my belief is my recollection of the

32,184. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you give any orders as
to the mode in which these men were to be

allowed

to have exercise on deck, or to be taken to the side
of the vessel ?—Yes, I did. They had exercise ºn

deck for two hours every day. One hour is the
regulation time.

32,185. Did you see any of them upon those occº;

sions?—Yes; they went on the poop and walked

circumstances.

32,165. Were they taken out of irons by your
express orders ?–Yes.

32,166. While you were personally present 2–No,
I don’t think I was.

32,183. But you had verbai orders?—Verbal

-

32,167. To whom did you give the order 2—To the
Master-at-Arms.

32,168, Was any report made to you of the conduct

about there, the whole of them together.

32,186. Did you ever on one occasion see one ºf
the prisoners being brought up from below for the
purpose of being taken to the head of the ship —Oh,
º
32,187. In what condition were they then, were
they brought up tied in any way?—Certainly not.
yes, very often.

e
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32,188. You say they were not tied ?–At first I
ieve they
were,
when they were brought up to the
ź.
handcuffed to each other to prevent

*...

their jumping overboard out of the head, but that
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32,198. Was that as to the first batch —The first sºy.
batch.
32,199. Had you any occasion
-

-

-

-

to interfere with

regard to the others?—No.

º,
---

G. M. Smith,
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-

32,200. How many batches had you altogether ?—

was done away with.

32,189. Was anything done to them when they
were handcuffed 2–Nothing.

32,190. Was there not a rope placed around their
necks —Never on any occasion that I know of, and
if it had come to my knowledge the person who had

done so would have been very severely punished.

I

don't believe it was done.

I think five.

:

32,201. Were they all ironed as they came on
board 2–No. That consisting of general prisoners
were not put in irons at all ; and one batch, con

sisting of two men, who only remained on board four
hours, they were placed under charge of the sentry
during the time they were on board.

32,191. You swear you never saw and never
heard of it 2–I swear I never saw it nor ever heard
of it.

32,192. What officers or what persons made use
of the expressions that you put a stop to ?–They
were not officers at all, it was the men.

At the time

these persons were brought on board it happened to
be the hour for the men smoking. They smoke on
one particular part of the deck, very near the place
where the prisoners were confined. They gathered
round them in a knot. I cannot say who used the
expression, but I heard it, and directly I heard it I
stopped it,
32,193. Did you receive any complaint about any
officers making similar remarks to these men 2–1
never received any complaint from any of the
prisoners. On the contrary they expressed them
selves as being comfortable.

32,202. You knew those prisoners were untried, I
presume 2–No, I did not. I took it for granted
they were not tried, but I had no information on the
subject.

32,203. Was it not stated to you when you received
charge of these prisoners that they were untried ?–
No.

I merely had orders to receive on board and

keep in security prisoners that were named in a list
which was forwarded with my orders.
32,204. Were you not told they were placed on

board your vessel for a temporary purpose, before
being sent up to Morant Bay ?—No.
32,205. Do you know where they had come from ?
—Of course I knew where they had come from,
because I had to send to Kingston for them.
32,206. Did you know they had come from Up-Park
Camp —No, I did not. All I knew of my own

32,194. Did you hear it from any of your ship's

knowledge was, that they came from the Ordnance

company, or any of the other officers ?–No.
32,195. How many prisoners in all had you on

wharf, at Kingston ; but where they were before that
I knew nothing about.
32,207. Would you apply the same measures of
precaution to an untried prisoner that you would to a
condemned prisoner ; would you treat them in the
same way ?—I think I should probably treat a con
demned prisoner with more leniency.
32,208. (Commission.) I suppose you would take
every precaution for his security ?—Yes, the same
precaution in both cases for security.

board the “Aboukir” —I think seven or eight.
32,196. I do not mean at one time, but during

martial law —I really cannot tell you. I could tell
by reference to the log and to the paymaster's book;
but I cannot tell you now, I had so many.
32,197. Does what you say about the remarks
made to the prisoners apply more to one batch of
prisoners than to another ?—Yes, one batch.

The witness withdrew.
Lieut. HERBERT CHARLEs ALEXANDER BRAND sworn and examined.

(The caution already printed was read to the witness.)
H.C. A. Brand.

32,209. On the 12th of October last were you in
command of the “Onyx"?—Yes.

32,210. Off Port Royal?–Yes.
32,211. Were you directed to convey General

ºr and staff from Kingston to
es.

*

Port Royal?—
-

32,212. In returning with the General from Port

Royal were you met off Port Augusta by Lieutenant
Adcock?—Yes. He was in the Adjutant-General's boat.

32,222. About what number of men did you see so
engaged 2–I daresay from 500 up to 1,000.
was a large crowd of people.

There

32,223. Did you fire —I fired first a shot to try the
range, and then I gave them a couple of shells.
32,224. What distance were you from them at that
time 2—At first 300 yards, then we tried 1,000. The
first shot fell rather short.

32,225. Did you see whether that had any effect 2

at once —Major-General O'Connor sent me

—No, I could not see that.
32,226. You could not see whether the shell

32,214. Did you then take on board 112 men of

reached the wharf 7–Yes, I saw it strike, and saw it
strike the dust up. I did not see it explode.

32,213. Were you then ordered to return to Port

*
80k.

the 1st West India Regiment, some of the Royal

32,227. Were they then burning the property?—

Artillery, and a field-piece?—I don't know the exact

They were looting it.

number, about 100.

There were a lot of canes and bamboos for sending

82,215. You took a party 2–Yes.

32,216. When did you leave for Morant Bay ?—
That night; we had to coal, provision, and water, and
take in ammunition, to
embark these men.

go alongside the Dockyard and

We saw the smoke come out.

away to America to make paper from, and they set
fire to some of those. When we saw the smoke, I got
up my anchor and got alongside of the pier and
landed. I picked up Mr. Duffus in an open boat,
with his wife and family, as I went in.

I landed and

, 32,217. Did you arrive at Morant Bay next morn saved his iron chest, and two or three things which
ing -I arrived that night, but I waited for daylight they could not break open. We found the house
to go in.
32,218. Did you in the morning disembark your
soldiers and field-piece and take on board a body of

men under Ensign Cullen —Yes.

32,219. Whom you conveyed to Port Morant?—I
took them round to Port Morant.

32,220. Whilst sailing to Port Morant had you the
owden property in view 2–Yes.
82,221. What did you see going on at the Bowden
Wharf?—I saw the rebels about there, they were
t
*

demolished and the books and everything torn up.
32,228. Next morning did you return to Morant

Bay ?—We went back that night.
32,229. Did you bring some prisoners ?—Yes; a
sergeant landed on one side, and Ensign Cullen on the
other, and they captured some prisoners. I believe
they found some stolen property. They brought

them on board and I took them round to Morant Bay
late, to save daylight.

32,230. Did you remain at Morant Bay ?—I

looting the place, walking off with anything; and remained there till the “Caravelle” came up with his
what they could not carry away they burnt.

Excellency on board. I happened to be the senior
4N 2

*
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officer at port, and I showed him the place. He
wanted to see it; he expressed a wish to go to Port
Morant ; it was not safe to go by the road; he asked me

bad character of him. I would not lay myself open to

if I could take him round to Port Morant that night,

32,240. But you were not present at the time?—
He pointed out the gallows to him.
32,241. Did you see him point it out?—No.

which I did. I returned the same night and got
there about midnight; I remaiend there till morning.
I landed his Excellency a little after midnight, and
he went away with Colonel Fyfe, General Nelson,
and two or three others. He came on board again
about 6 in the morning, and I took him back to

talk with the man; but I know the gentleman who did
tell him that, and he acknowledged it to me.

32,242. Is it true that before the trial of Mr. Gor

don you expressed a wish as to what was to be done
with him —Not to my knowledge. I have heard of
Mr. Smith's statement here. I was talking to Mr.

Morant Bay and put him on board the “Wolverine.”

Astwood, in fact he made use of the expression, “You

32,231. Did you remain some time at Morant
Bay ?—I think I did. I was there off and on the whole
time. I made so many little trips that without the

must have heard it.”

log I could not answer.

32,232. You had to carry despatches —Yes, here
and there.

32,233. Still Morant Bay was your head-quarters?
—Yes, for some time.

32,234. A statement has been made as to an alleged
conversation between you and Mr. Lake, the reporter,

probably your attention has been directed to it 2–I
saw it in the papers, that is all.
32,235. Is it true that you held a revolver to his
head –No.

32,243. Are you certain you never said that you
should like to have the hanging of him —I am cer
tain I never did. Mr. Smith has gone about making
two or three different stories of that.

32,244. In a report of the proceedings of the
“Onyx,” I see it is stated by you that his Excellency
and suite, on the 14th October returned on board after
hanging a rebel to a tree near the square 3–Yes, at
Port Morant.

32,245. Can you tell us anything about that ?–0nly
that I got a note off from the Governor, I think that
must have been at half-past 5 in the morning, saying
that they wanted to execute a rebel, and asking me to

32,236. And threatened to make use of it unless he
would correct some mistake in his report 2–No. I
have witnesses to prove it. Mr. Judah was in the

bring a bit of rope. I went on shore with a couple of

room at the time.

spot.

that

Mr. Lake had stated in the paper

Second Lieutenant

Brent of the “Nettle ‘’

dingey boys in the dingey, and took them with me,
and he was pointed out, and we hung him on the

32,246. Do you know who it was 2—A man called

and Second Lieutenant Herrington were members of Flemming, I heard.
the Court-martial, and I went to Mr. Lake and said,
32,247. Did you take any refugees on board at
“In the first place there is no Second Lieutenant Bowden wharf?—I cannot say whether they came
* Brent ; my name is not Brent but Brand, in the from Bowden wharf or no. I picked some up at sea,
“ second place; and in the third place, I don't com as I was steaming into Port Morant the first time.
“ mand the ‘Nettle ;” I never did ; and Lieutenant
32,248. That was Mr. Duffus 2–And before that.
“ Herrington spells his name with an ‘E,’ and not
32,249. You state in your report that you embarked
“ with an ‘H ;” and if you come into camp as a from 100 to 150 refugees —That was afterwards,
“ reporter you had better be correct, and you had on Saturday night, at Port Morant.
“ better alter it.” He said to Mr. Judah, “Will you
32,250. That was on the 14th, the same day –
“ make the alteration ? I am very sorry I have spelt The same day, after we had hung Mr. Flemming, I
“ your name wrong.” I said, “If you set yourself up as took the Governor on board the “Wolverine,” and On
a reporter do it correctly ;” and Mr. Judah can prove the afternoon of that day he sent me back again tº
s

that.

32,237. Is that Mr. George F. Judah —Yes;
Fortunatus is his name.

That is how I remember

it.

Port Morant, then I went alongside Bowden and took
in all the refugees that Captain Luke had escorted
from the Plantain Garden River district.

32,251. How many 2–I should say from between

32,238. Do you remember seeing Mr. Levien when
he was in custody ?—Yes ; but I should like to tell

100 and 150.

It was frightful weather; they

were all wet through ; they had been in the bush.

you a little more about Mr. Lake. When I was going My orders were directly to get them on board at ontº
to try Mr. Gordon, Mr. Lake asked permission to come and take them to Kingston, but the women were in
in, and he gave me his soleman word of honour that

a most wretched state, some of them nearly dead, some

without my permission, he would not publish a with little children who had been in the bush three or
single item of the Court-martial. He also came to four nights; they were fainting when carried on board.
me before that, and told me (he was a very excitable Mr. Creighton, Mr. Hire, and all those persons that
man), “The way you conduct your Courts is the had been mangled by them were all there; and it was
“ admiration of all persons, and a great contrast to
“ other Courts.” I said to him, “Look here, if you
“ attempt to make any invidious comparisons between

the most awful thunderstorm I ever saw in Jamaica.

My orders were, the moment I got them on board to
proceed at once to Kingston. The “Wolverine" haſ:
• the Courts-martial you will have to go out of the pened to come in, and I thought it my duty tº Wait
“ place.” I was there when Mr. Levien landed from on my superior officer and take his advice. His Ex
the “Lily,” and I went down, and that Captain cellency thought I had done right; and the captain
Heneage knows well. I went down to meet him. sent brandy, milk, sherry, and other things for the
He said, “I have brought a prisoner up here.” I said, women and children. After that I started next
“Indeed.” He said, “Yes ; he is a very decent old morning, Sunday, which was a fine day, and they had

*

fellow ; I hope you will not treat him roughly.” I
said “If that is the case we will dispense with the

dried their things in the sun.
32,252. Do you remember a person of the name of

usual guard, and I will go with him myself,” which I

Barmett, a baker ?–Yes.

~!

is
t

-

did. I took him up myself, and Mr. Marshalleck.

32,253. Did you make a complaint of his having
The first thing he said to me was, “Would you allow refused to give bread without an order —Not that I
am aware of Ireported him to the Provost Marshal.
your boy to carry my bag up”? I was then upon a Mr.
Kingscote, a midshipman belonging to the naval
Y.
p on
§29.
Who said this f—Mr. Levien. I said, “He
brigade, went to him and told him the bread was soul.

“ is not my boy. I have no boy at all; if you ask him I suppose that was by the order of his superior office;
“ no doubt he will carry it up if he likes.” I walked to advise him to give him better bread, and he said,
up with him. I deny of course speaking to him, as “What you do there, you b– young fool." Mr.
to pointing him out the gallows. All the gentlemen Kingscote complained to me, and I said, “Take him
standing in the square at that time saw me convey him up to the Provost Marshal,” and I walked with him
to the station. I left him there with an order that he to Mr. Ramsay, and I believe he got eight lashes:
was not to converse with anybody. I should not have

32,254. His own statement is six –It was six 9.

spoken to Mr. Levien, because I had heard such a eight. He was a very good man, and I believe

did
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his best down there; but I believe he got drunk every

at all.

you would have read them over yourself?—I read
them over myself.
32,273. Were they read over before the Court met
or after 2—When I was sitting down there getting
everything ready.
32,274. Before the Court met 2—I cannot say
whether the Court had actually been sworn.
32,275. Before Mr. Gordon was brought in and

32,257. Do you remember at any time a list of
names being called over, and inquiry made as to the

prisoner was brought in at all.

character of each 2–No, I do not remember that at

in I commenced at once, because I had no time, I had

all. I told General Nelson that the evidence was get

to do all the writing.
32,276. Do you recollect whether all the documents

night, or something.

32,255. Do you remember at one time the prison
at Morant Bay being very full, one Saturday ?–Oh,
yes.
32,256.

Did you and Ramsay go there with a list

of names —No, I did not go down with Mr. Ramsay

ting rather slack; that they were a great many in
prison, and it would be a good thing if we had a gaol
delivery of those cases which were not capital. I went
down there; he sent me ; Mr. Adcock was there, and
Mr. Taylor, but I saw no Mr. Ramsay there. He

produced before the Court –Oh, yes, before the
After he was brought

had been seen by you before the trial commenced 2–
No ; I cannot tell you whether I read them over.
32,277. Would you know them again if you saw
them —I should know some of them.

was there at first I think ; I did not see him after

32,278. Perhaps you will look at them. (They

wards; he did not walk down with me ; I went by
myself.

were handed to the witness.) You did not initial
those that were put before you ?–No ; I just attached
them to the proceedings. I think Mr. Kelly did put
down A or B or some such thing.
32,279. They are marked A, B, and so on ?—Yes,
Mr. Kelly did that for me.

32,258. What was done at that time 2—Their

characters were inquired into, and if any were said to
have done so and so, according to his degree of offence,
he was flogged. I believe 99 men and 40 women were
released.

32,280. Look at the document marked A first ; I

32,259. Were any women flogged 2–No ; I never
saw a woman flogged in Morant Bay or anywhere

think you will find a document purporting to be a state
ment of John Anderson, bearing date 21st October 2–

else.

Yes, that was put in.

32,260. Not anywhere else where you were 2–Not
where we were.

32,261. Do you remember what number of the men
that were released at the time were flogged 2–No,
it quite depended if they got a good character. If the
governor or boatswain of the gaol gave them a good
character they were sent way with the pass ; but if
they had a bad character, or some man was there to
say something against them, they got their flogging,
and were sent away.
32,262. That was where there was evidence, I sup
pose ?–Always some evidence. The boatswain or
governor knew all their characters very well.

32,263. By whose order were they flogged —By
the order of all three of us.

32,264. Yourself, and who were the others ?—

Mr. Adcock, and Mr. Taylor, of the Sixth.
32,265. You three decided the respective cases 2–

We decided, and the men received their punishment,
and were sent away with a warning.

32,266. This question you are perfectly at liberty
to refuse to answer if you think it would in any way
compromise your interests. You were president of the
Court-martial that tried Mr. Gordon –Yes.

32,267. Associated with Lieutenant Errington and

32,281. That you had read over before it was used
as evidence 2–Yes.

32,282. You do not know whether it was handed

to you by Ramsay, or whether you got it from General
Nelson 2–1 could not tell.

32,283. Did that purport to be a statement by the

same witness as was examined orally before you ? Did
you understand at the time, or did you ascertain that
that was a statement by the same witness, John
Anderson —I do not know. You can compare this
with his evidence.

32,284. Of course we can see that for ourselves, we

want to know whether you ascertained it —I do not
remember.

32,285. Was any inquiry made by you as to the
genuineness of that document before it was used, or

whence it came 2—Oh, yes.

*

32,285. It bears date 21st October 2—It says it is
authentic, voluntarily “sworn to before me, D. W.
M‘Kenzie, J.P., St. Thomas in the East.”
32,287. Did you ascertain the genuineness of that ?
—I presume I read that at the time, I took it for
granted. I daresay Mr. Ramsay, or somebody, might
have sworn to the signature.
32,288. Do you recollect whether he did, it is not

Ensign Kelly —Yes.

in the return ?—I was very particular about these

32,268. Do you remember being assembled on the
21st of October for the purpose of entering upon the

signatures.

trial, about 2 o'clock I believe it was 2–Yes, it

32,289. Can you tell me then, either from your
general practice, or from that particular case, that

was after luncheon.

that document before it was used was ascertained to

32,269. From whom did you receive, if you received

them at all, any documents relating to that trial —
I believe Mr.

Ramsay handed in some documents, and

be genuine?—Oh, yes, I have no doubt. I can say
that, that no document was used there without my

32,270. Can you be quite certain now, or do not
You remember, when you first got the documents that

being convinced that it was genuine.
32,290. Then you think “D. W. M'Kenzie, J.P.,”
was sworn to by Ramsay before the document was
used ?—I do not know whether he swore to it, I

were produced at that trial 2–When I first got them?
No, I cannot remember. I cannot remember whether
I took them down from General Nelson's house with

should not think he did, because if I remember rightly
I only put Mr. Ramsay on his oath once.
32,291. Without putting him on his oath, you say

ne, or whether they were sent down to me, or whether

you ascertained the signature to be Mr. M'Kenzie’s,

Ramsay brought them to me; but all the documents
belonging to the trial I had laid down on the table.
The writing of some of them was very bad, and I

and the document to be what it purported to be, by
asking Mr. Ramsay ?—Most likely I did.
32,292. But not by swearing him?—No.

I took some down myself.

studied them first.

82,271. Had you seen the documents before they

32,293. There is a similar statement of James

Gordon amongst the papers, he being also examined

were put in evidence by Mr. Ramsay ?–Yes, I had
read them. I had tried to get through the reading

orally before you ?—Yes.

and writing, some of it was a wretched scrawly writ

same means, the genuineness of that document 2–

ing, so that if I had had to read it out to the other

Yes, they are both on the same sheet of paper.

members of my court, I should not make any mistake

32,295. Did you show those papers to either of the
witnesses, Anderson or Gordon —I do not know ; I

if I could possibly help it.
82,272. That would be before the documents were

used and read as evidence against Mr. Gordon that

32,294. I suppose you equally ascertained, by the

cannot tell that.

32,296. There is a third document, a statement of
4 N 3
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32,297. Commencing, “Considering myself on my
Lieut.
H.C.A. Brand death bed”?—Yes; that was the man, they amputated
his leg two or three times, and he died three or four

was away, I believe. If he had been there the chances
are I should have got him to come and swear that the
men did make that voluntary statement.
32,322. Was anybody there who satisfied you, before
the paper was used as evidence, that it was what it

tº

2 Mar, 1866. days after from exhaustion. He made that statement

purported to be, a genuine document in fact?–A

º

before Mr. Jones, I think, an officer in the Royal genuine document, yes; we were fully convinced of
that, I suppose.
Artillery.
32,323. But upon what evidence were you con32,298. Before several parties, did he not ?—Yes,
Doctor Gerrard and Mr. Jones of the Royal Artillery. vinced of it *—Upon Mr. Ramsay saying what they
32,299. And the deposition was produced by Mr. were, and there being no reason to doubt the
justices' signature.
Ramsay, do you know that?—No, I do not.
32,324. Did you ask Ramsay whether he knew the
32,300. Perhaps Mr. Ramsay gave evidence to that
effect. I think that is the evidence upon which you handwriting of the justice —I really cannot tell you
took the evidence of Mr. Ramsay upon oath; you had now, it is so long ago. I was not aware I should have

º

THIRTy: ... Thomas Johnson, marked B, amongst the papers?—

sºcoso DAY.

Yes.

-

TT

-

".
º

-

that verified by Mr. Ramsay saying that he took it

been examined, therefore I kept no notes of the

and knew it 2–He took it before these officers.

32,304. Who produced that and made use of it as
evidence before you ?—I believe Mr. Ramsay handed

Court-martial, or anything else.
32,325. Do you know whether the persons, Messrs.
Peart and Humber, whose statements are contained
here, were capable of being produced ?—I asked no
questions. All the questions I asked are in the return,
32,326. In the proceedings of the Court-martial?
—Yes.
32,327. Then you made no inquiry before that
paper was read whether Peart or Humber were living
persons who could have come and given evidence for
themselves?—I don't think I did make that inquiry."
32,328. With regard to another document there,
which is a statement of Charles Chevannes, look at

it to me.

32,301. Before the document was used did you
ascertain that Thomas Johnson's presence was not
possible —He was dead.
32,302. Still I must put the question to you. Did

you ascertain that his presence was not possible —
Yes; Mr. Ramsay told me at the time that he was
dead.

-

32,303. There is another document, a joint-deposition of Messrs. Peart and Humber ?—Yes, I recollect
that.

ºn

º

º
º

º

º

º

º
º

.
.
º
--

º

that ; that was an instrument used as evidence?—

º

32,305. You had read it before ?—I don't know, if Mr. Ramsay swore to that, I believe, to Mr. Bicknell's
it was good writing the chances are I had not read signature.
32,329. Is that the attesting witness or the justice?
it.

º
º

º

32,306. Did you look at it —I just glanced at it
and put it on one side.

—The stipendiary justice, I think.
32,330. The justice before whom the statement was

º

32,307. Look at it now and tell me whether it is
one of those that you had read before you proceeded
to the trial, or whether you only saw it for the first
time when Ramsay produced it —No ; I should think
I had not read it before, because it is in rather good

made –This is “Sworn before me 19th October, in
the city and parish of Kingston, p.m.”
32,331. Did Mr. Ramsay swear or give you information on oath, either way, that the paper bore the
genuine signature of Mr. Bicknell ?—I believe he did.

writing.

This was an important thing, and I think that was

32,308. You do not think that is one that you brought
from General Nelson —That I do not know.

the reason why I required him to be sworn, or I
requested him to take the oath.

32,332. Then a distinction was made in using the

read before you began *—No, it quite depended upon
the writing ; if it was something like Mr. Gordon's
writing, it was not readable especially when he wrotein

statement of Charles Chevannes from the mode in
which you used the statement of Peart and Humber,
which you did not verify in the same way ?–No.

32,310. Then before it was handed to you as evidence
by Mr. Ramsay you had not read the contents of it?
—No, the chances are I had not.
32,311. Before it was read was any inquiry made
as to whence that paper came 2—Mr. Ramsay would

say, “I produce a deposition signed before Mr. Justice
So-and-so,” and I would take it and read it.
32,312. Describing the paper ?—Yes.

32,313. Did you ascertain whether it was that which
he said it was, by any evidence —Oh, no.
32,314. Did you ascertain the genuineness of it —
There was the Justice of the Peace's signature to it.

32,315. Did he swear to the signature of the Justice
of the Peace —I believe he swore to some signatures,
32,316. Did he to this?—I cannot remember, it is
so long ago.

32,317. You cannot say whether before the document was used it was ascertained by evidence before

a living man and could appear himself?—No.

taking it —Yes.
32,320. Had you any knowledge that the paper was

32,334. You did not inquire that ?–No.
32,335. Did you know at the time that he was living?
—I did not know the man ; I did not know anything
about him.
32,336. There is a statement there of George
that was signed before Mr. Marshalleck.

-

º

-

*
-

º

. .

4.

|

º

º

º

Marshalleck's writing.

32,339. Did you know that at the time?—Yes |
know Mr. Marshalleck's handwriting well.

-

º

32,340. Then you knew it to be genuinely signed?

º

--

º

ture is the same as the writing. I know the writing

--

very well. I think I have had bills from Mr.
32,342. Then you knew that to be a genuine docu

• *

Marshalleck.

ment 2–Yes.

the paper itself?—It might have been a forgery you

could come himself?—I cannot remember that. ,
32,344. You do not know whether that was inquired

32,321. Had you any knowledge of it, except from

º

-

32,337. How was that put in evidence; was it
brought into Court by Mr. Ramsay ?—Yes, I think it
was.
32,338. Or had you brought it from General
Nelson —I don't know which way it came into Court,
but it was one of those produced, and it is Mr.

32,343. Did you before it was read ask whº
George Thomas was, who made it, and whether hº

the contents of the paper ?—No evidence of the fact.
We could not send for Justice of the Peace, Mr. Gibb,
and ask him, “Was it signed before you,” because he

-

Thomas which was used, will you look at that?—Yes;

what it purported to be, except from the contents of
In earl.

|

-:

you, other than its own contents, that it was what it –Yes.
32,341. Before it was used ?–Yes, and the signait purported to be —I do not understand the question.
statement
upon oath by Peart and Humber –
joint
by Mr. Gibb.
Signed
to be signed by the magistrate
32,319. Purporting

~

º

32,333. Did you ascertain whether Chevannes was

-

32,318. You see this document purported to be a

.
º

-

32,309. You say that would not be one that you

bed.

º

-

-

into before the written document was used ?–No.

32,345. Then there was a proclamation made".
of, headed the “State of the Island,” a printed paper
—Yes, that was handed in also.

--
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32,346. Can you remember whether, before that
was read as evidence against Mr. Gordon, the contents
of it were traced to him in any way ?—I think Mrs.

Gough's evidence related to that a good deal.
32,347. She says she abstracted something, but it
was not that, it was another notice : you do not recol
lect whether, before that printed paper was read, it
was ascertained that the contents of it had been traced

to Mr. Gordon —I cannot remember.
32,348. Cannot you remember how it was 2–I can

there a pause in the proceedings in order that a wit
ness might be forthcoming who was not present —
All the witnesses were there.

J.ieut.

32,370. Had you any adjournment in order to fetch H.C. A. Brand.
a particular person —I had one or two adjournºnents. 2 Mar. 1866.
32,371. To find any particular witness —None
was asked for. I did not adjourn for any witness for
the prosecution, and he did not require one for the
-*.

defence. If he had asked me for an adjournment I

not remember whether it was traced ; but if it is

would have given him one.
32,372. Are you certain he did not ask for a wit

attached to the proceedings, I should think it was
traced of course; I would not attach anything to the

ness to be sent for 2–I don't think he did.
recollection that he did.

proceedings without. I do not know whether it is

32,373. Then you would not agree to a statement
that either Ramsay or some one else went to seek for
Dr. Major –I don't know. Ramsay did not to my

attached to the proceedings, but if it is attached it is
of some importance to the case.
32,349. If it was attached to the proceedings it was
used as evidence in the case ?– Yes.

I have no

knowledge certainly; he might have done it without
my knowing it.

32,350. But before it was used in the case was
there evidence before you tracing the contents of that

printed paper to Mr. Gordon —I do not know whether
it was before me or not.

32,374, I ask you if you did know it —No, I did
not know it certainly.
32.375. Do you remember Theodore Testard being
examined as a witness –Yes, he was the last

32,351. You have no recollection how that was 2–
No. There were some things seized in Mr. Gordon's
bag, I believe ; perhaps it might have been traced in
that way to him.
32,352. That is only a surmise—you have no recol
lection about it, I suppose 2–I believe Mr. Gordon's
travelling-bag was seized, and some of these papers

witness.

were there.

out that word 3–I do not know.

32,353. Was the printed document there that we
are now talking of?—I do not know whether that

32,378. Is it your writing 2–The word “Defence”
is my writing.
32,379. Why was it struck out do you think?—I
think I must have thought that closed the case for the
prosecution, and then written down “Defence,” then
I found out Mr. Gordon had to call Mr. Testard, and

was one of them or not.

32,354. Then there were two letters used, one to

Mr. Smith and the other to Mr. Chisholm, do you
remember those 2–Yes, I remember those.
32,355. And those were traced to him, I believe

32,376. Was he examined before or after Mr.

Gordon made his statement, do you remember 2—I
should think it was before. I think it must have been
before.

32,377. Since that has left you we understand the

word “Defence" has been struck out ; did you strike

I erased the word “Defence,” and called Testard
then, and then went on with his defence, after he had

by Ramsay, who said he had found them in his house.
Do you remember how that was 2–Yes; Mr. Ramsay

finished with the witness.

found them somewhere, I believe.
32,356. Were you satisfied that they were docu
ments in his writing 2–Yes; Mrs. Gough swore to
his handwriting; besides that, Mr. Gordon acknow

the defence, and not one of the witnesses for the pro
secution ?—Yes, he was Mr. Gordon's witness.

ledged that it was; but they were private letters.
32,357. Was that before they were read or after
wards?—When I read the letters and showed them to

32,380. Was not Testard considered a witness for

32,381. You considered the word “Defence" to

apply to the speech of Mr. Gordon —Yes. I should
put all witnesses for the prosecution and defence down
together, and then put down the prisoner's defence.

Mr. Gordon, I then got Mrs. Gough to swear, and

32,382. However, Testard was a witness for the

Mr. Gordon stopped me and said, “Oh, I acknowledge
“ those to be my handwriting, but I considered them

defence 2–Oh, yes.
32,383. Then Mr. Gordon was permitted to make a

“to be quite private.”
32,358. You gathered from him the identity ?—

Yes, I believe he admitted it himself, as well as my
recollection will carry me back so far.
32,359. There were five or six witnesses examined

before you, Anderson, Gordon, Mrs. Gough, M'Laren,
and Testard?–Yes.
32,360, You wrote down their evidence and re
turned it 2–I wrote it down and returned it to

General Nelson.

32,361. At the close of the proceedings did Mr.
Gordon ask for witnesses to be sent for –Certainly
not ; he never asked for Dr. Major.
32,362. Are
Testard.

you sure of that ?—He called

Mr.

statement —He made a statement.

I told him if he

could make a statement up to midnight, or next morn
ing, he might do so. He kept on saying, “I am
afraid I am keeping you.” I said, “Don’t mind that,

go on as long as you like :” and I offered him brandy
and water, or anything he liked, and gave him every
assistance.

32,384. How long was he making his statement 2–
He was rather nervous, and he hemmed and hawed,
and stopped every now and then, and then he came to
a dead lock, and when he came to a dead lock I asked

him the question if he had finished, and I believe I
said, “That closes your defence.” He said, “Oh,
your honour, I should like to say a little more.” I

said, “Pray go on; Mr. Ramsay, get lights.” He

32,363. Was Testard his witness 2—I believe he

was. He said Mr. Testard could prove he was sick ;

said, “Am I not keeping you ?”

I said, “No, I am

“ perfectly ready to sit here as long as you have

but he never requested me, to the best of Iny recol
lection now, to send for Dr. Major at all.

“ another syllable to say.”
32,385. Did you take down all he said 2–I worked
32,364. Was he sent for ?–No, he was not there. , away as hard as I could.

I made inquiries, I believe.
32,386. Of course he paused while you were
32,365. He might be sent for though he was not writing —Yes, but I write pretty quickly.
there?—I believe he was down at the Rhine, or
ingston.

32,866. Still he might be sent for ; was he sent
for?–Oh, no.

32,387. Were you able to write as fast as he spoke,
or did you get him to speak slowly —Now and then
he would see I was writing and he would naturally

32,868. Although you did not, are you sure neither

stop, but when he came to a dead lock, which he did
two or three times, I had finished, and I had to remain
quietly, and hearing nothing I would look up at him
and he would then go on again.

*Yone about the Court, officer or otherwise, went
*Way to seek Dr. Major 7—I don't know.

the fullest amount he wished to speak —Oh yes;

32,367. Are you sure of it?—I don't think he was.
I have no recollection of sending for him myself.

-
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Thomas, and others can tell you that. Mr. Lake
said, I believe, that I tried to cut him short.

Lieut.

H.C. A. Brand.

32,389. Who were present besides the officers con
stituting the Court 2–Everybody; it was an open

BEFORE

came to his 2—I cannot tell. If I had seen one of
my men do it I should have interfered on the
spot ; but I should not interfere with the military,

that was not in my province.

Court,

32,416. Did you see any of your men do it?—Cer

2 Mar. 1866.

East, Mr. Espeut, was in the room, Mr. Stephen

tainly not, because I should have punished them.
They would never have put their feet ashore again.
32,417. I think you say you were frequently present

Cooke, Clerk of the Peace, Mr. Lewis, and as many

at floggings 2—Yes.

as could get into the room; it was quite full and very

32,418. Can you state how many times you have
seen them pelted by anybody ?—No ; a soldier would
stoop down and pick up a stone without any intention,
perhaps, of throwing it at him. These little irregu
larities were stopped directly the officer saw it.
32,419. Did you see anybody hurt by it?—Never,
If anybody was hurt, the chances are the men who
did it would run away and we should not have seen

32,390. But you have mentioned some persons who
--

were there 2–Yes; the Custos of St. Thomas in the

hot.

32,391. But amongst the officials, a few of the
names that you can recollect it might be convenient
to have, in case any matter should arise with regard
to Mr. Lake's statement 2—When I am charged with
that

32,392. There is not any charge against you ; we
want to know who was there 2–I can get you the

it.

32,420. Did you see anyone knocked down –I
cannot say that I did.
32,421. (Mr. Gorrie.) Had you any special orders
in regard to the trial of Mr. Gordon from anyone?—
32,394. And Mr. Lewis 2—And Mr. Lewis.
No, nothing special; nothing at all different, except
32,395. Do you recollect any other ?—I think Mr. that I had been sitting on a Court-martial all the fore
Miller and Mr. Bowen.
noon, and when I went up to have some luncheon
32,396. Who is Mr. Miller ?—A Justice of the General Nelson gave me into charge, and when I went
Peace at Serge Island, and Mr. Bowen was another. to resume my duties Mr. Gordon was brought before
In fact they all came down, but I had too much to do Inte.
than to look at who was there. I should very much
32,422. In addition to the charge, did you receive
like to call everybody who was in the room. Mr. any part of these documents?—That I cannot tell ;
Young the reporter was in the room all the time.
whether General Nelson gave me any of these, or I
32,397. For what paper does he report —I don't carried them down myself, or whether they were
know, but he sat here and Mr. Lake there, on my brought to me and put upon the court table by Mr.
right hand.
Ramsay, I cannot remember.
32,398. The inquiry was closed, we have heard,
32,423. In what shape did you receive the docu
at about half-past 7 o'clock —Yes; it must have been ments —On a sheet of foolscap.
about that time ; we had just had candles for a short
32,424. Have you got that foolscap?—I am not
In Gn.

32,393. Do you recollect Mr. Espeut and Mr.
Cooke being there 2–Yes, I remember that, because
I asked Mr. Espeut to lean off the table once.

time.

allowed to show it to you even if I had it. There is

32,399. At the close of the trial Mr. Gordon was
removed to the police office —I do not know where

an exact copy of it.

he was removed to, the Provost Marshal took him.

proceedings of the Court-martial *—Exactly, because
I could not word a charge like that.

32,400. After that what did you do with the docu
ments you had before you ?—I put them in my pocket

32,425. (Commission.) You transcribed it on the

32,426. You received the charge in the usual way
that charges are produced before the Court-martial,
proceedings attached. I don't know whether I put is that what you mean to say?—Yes, and I copied it.
and took them up to General Nelson with all the

them in an envelope.

You will see it all there; I took the trouble, I believe,

32,401. You gave him all ?—I gave everything
over to General Nelson.

32,427. Does the original exist?—I don't know

32,402. Did you report to him the result of the
trial. or was it written down 2–I never spoke, I was
not allowed to, not to anybody; I was sworn not to
tell anybody.
32,403. Did you report to Colonel Nelson —No.
32,404. After that had you anything further to do
with Mr. Gordon —Not at all.

to copy it word for word.

I never saw him

again till I saw him hung,
32,405. You saw him on the Monday inorning 2–
Yes.

32,406. Were you present at the execution ?—Yes.
32,407. He was hung in the archway of the Court
house –Yes.

32,408. And by some of the sailors —I don't know
who hung him.

32,409. You don't know who it was 2—I should

whether it is in my drawer or not.
32,428. You do not know that it exists?—I am not
aware whether it exists.

32,429. (Mr. Gorrie.) You are not aware that it
does not *—If I went and looked in my drawer

might find it there among my old papers if I kept it.
32,430. Have you any papers connected with Mr.
Gordon's trial other than those you now produce –
I daresay I have got the pencil he wrote his defence
with, that is all ; that is the only thing I have got
connected with the trial.

32,431. I am asking about documents. You say you

do not know whether you have got this

draft charge

or not ; but have you any other documents ?–No,

not that I know of. If I have not the original, that

think it was sailors, if there were any sailors there,

is an exact copy, word for word.

because they always do it. They are handier men
with ropes than soldiers are.
32,410. Was Mr. Ramsay there 7–Yes, Mr. Ram

32,432. Do you recollect a witness of the name of
M'Laren being examined on the trial —I only see

say was there.

32,411. Superintending 2—Yes.
32,412. That is all you know about the matter?—
That is all I know.

32,413. Were you present at the floggings of the

his name there; I do not remember his face.
32,433. If you do not remember his face, can you
say it is the fact that a witness of the name of
M*Laren was examined 2–I could not swear to it.

32,434. (Commission.) Refreshing your memory by
those documents, what do you say?—If I have got it

prisoners at Morant Bay ?–At times I was, if I was

Written down there he was examined.

there.

I generally used to go down,
32,414. Did you see them pelted after they were
flogged 7–I saw them once or twice pelted, but that
was stopped immediately. I heard everybody stop it,

32,435. (Mr. Gorrie.) Will you read his evidence
as you see it there 2–This is it : “I know Mr.
Gordon,” &c.

especially General Nelson, when it came to his know
ledge.

was asked of James M'Laren as to whether Mr.

32,415. Did it come to your knowledge before it

32,436. Can you say whether any direct questiºn
Gordon was concerned in the rebellion ?–I cannot
say the questions that were asked James M.Laren.

*** *
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If it was worth putting down I suppose it was noted

—Yes; I recollect M*Laren, because he made an

down, and there it is.

address from the scaffold.

32,437. Then may there have been questions put
to the witnesses during the trial which you did not
consider worth noting down—questions and answers ?
—I don't know ; you may ask a man something,

and perhaps find out he is an African and can't
answer you. He might mumble something that you
could not understand, and I would not write that

32,456. Try and remember when he was tried, or
whether you tried him —I cannot recollect at all,
with the number of persons I tried.
32,457. You can recall his execution ?—Yes, I can,
because he told his brethren to take warning by him.
32,458. Try and recollect if you tried him –I
don't
know
whether
have and
I might
not.I tried him, I am sure—I might
e

down.

32,438. Were any Africans examined on that trial 2
—I don't know.

I should not think so.

No, I don't

remember any of them being Africans. It struck me
they were all very intelligent persons.
32,439. Then your answer does not apply to the
witnesses who were examined on Mr. Gordon's trial?

–Oh, no, there were no Africans.
32,440. Then perhaps you will answer my question.
Were any questions put to the witnesses at the trial

32,459. Do you remember any of the witnesses who
were examined on Mr. Gordon's trial, that they were
to be hung —Not to my knowledge; I did not know
that the witnesses were to be hung.

32,460. That is a point that I wish to bring to
your recollection, whether you did know that at the
time 2—I do not know. If I knew a man was going
to be hung, I should have thought twice before I took
him as evidence at all.

that you have not noted down, either questions or

32,461. Did you know that M'Laren was a pri

answers ?—I do not know ; I cannot remember.

soner —I do not know.

32,441. (Commission.) Were there any questions
that were disallowed by the court —Oh, no, I put
down every question. If Mr. Gordon had wished to

it.

I should think I did know

32,443. Do you say that no question was asked of

Yes, I might have known it at the time.
32,462. Which do you mean *—What I say is, that
my memory cannot carry me back so far.
32,463. Did you take any evidence on those points 2
—Every bit of evidence is in that paper.
32,464. When a witness was placed before you did
take any evidence as to whether they were prisoners,
or who they were 2–Yes, I always asked the Provost
Marshal. He brought in a prisoner, and I wrote his
name and saked what was the charge. Some were
charged with murder, some with common rebellion

the witness M'Laren, whether Mr. Gordon was con

without murder, some with being found with stolen

cerned in the rebellion ?—I have answered that.

property, and so on. I had the witness in, and before
I proceeded with the Court-martial I used to look at
the witness, to see whether it was worth while pro
ceeding with the case or not. Sometimes it was some

ask 50 questions, I should have put them down, every
One.

32,442. (Mr. Gorrie.) I wish to know, in point of
fact, if any question was put, allowed, and answered

by the witness and not recorded ?–Oh, certainly not,
of course not.

If I had written the question down I

should also have written the answer down.

32,444. Might the witness have added some obser
vation to that answer which you have not noted
down 2–0h, no; I was awfully particular. If he
had made his answer as long as he liked I should have
written every bit of it down.
32,445. Then you say the witness did not add
something like this to his evidence, “I know I am
“going to be hanged to-night, and I say I do not
“know that Mr. Gordon had anything to do with the
“rebellion ?”—Oh, no. I may have said to the man,
“Do you know you are going to be hung : " trying
to test him to see if he knew the value of the oath.

32,446. Did you say that to the witness M'Laren :

—I have had a good many men as Queen's evidence,
not in this case, but in other cases, and I may have
said to them, “Do you know you are liable to be
“ tried and hung yourself, and you will be out of the
“world, therefore you know what speaking the
, “ truth is.”

32,447. In the case of Mr. Gordon did you make
any observation of that kind to Mºſlaren while giving
his evidence 2—I cannot recall it.

32,448. Did you know at the time that M*Laren

trilling thing.

One man would come and swear

against another just for a bit of spite, and when the
evidence got slack like that, and only such trivial
things were sworn to, we went down and cleared the
aol.

32,465. The period you are referring to now was
not at the beginning of your proceedings at Morant
Day, but some of the last few days of martial law, is
that not so —Yes; sometimes when these witnesses

came to court, and Mr. Ramsay has sworn them as
witnesses, I have asked, “What do you know about
this f * and they have said, “Massa, I know nothing; ”
therefore, after having written down “John So-and
so sworn,” I had to rub it all out again. After
that we had a kind of grand jury. I asked every man
what he had to say, and if he had anything to say re
ferring to the case I would have him sworn and take
his evidence, but if he made a long rambling state
ment about somebody's hog I should not take it, and I
should say, “Have you got no better witness, Mr.

was tried and sentenced 2–I don't believe I did

Ramsay?” and if he said, “No,” I would say, “Dis

know it.

charge him.”
32,466. Then you found witnesses coming before

Did you try him —I don't know. You will
i32,449.
in the returns of the Courts-martial whether I
32,450. (Commission.) There were two Courts sit
ting, I believe 2–Yes, but all my courts were in my
own handwriting.
32,451. James M'Laren was tried on the 21st of

you on these trials giving evidence about paltry cir
cumstances that you did not consider it necessary to
take a note of *--Yes ; I would just keep a man in
gaol two or three days, and make him sweep the

rooms. I thought that was better than trying them
for their lives.

they called the secre
32,467. Then you punished them, although there
tary. I cannot tell you whether I tried him or whether was no evidence ; is that what you mean 2–I did not
Mr. Lewis and Mr. Espeut tried him.
punish them. I believe the governor of the gaol used
32,452. (Mr. Gorrie.) Who did you try on the 21st to do it, to make them clean up the places. That has
before luncheon?—I cannot remember.
to do with the gaol authorities; I had nothing to do
32,453. You may not recollect any of the ordinary with that.
October 2—That was the man

persons that were brought before you, but probably

}.
can recollect the principal persons
ect some.
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—I can recol

32,454. For example, were any of the Bogles tried
ºn the Saturday ?—I don't think I tried any of the

Bogies. I think I tried Moses Bogle's sons. They
Were both taken on the 23rd, I think, Paul and
OSéS.

32,455. M'Laren, you recollect, was the secretary 7

32,468. Did you ask Mrs. Gough the question whe
ther it was customary for Mr. Gordon to attend the
Vestry meetings —“Was it customary for prisoner to
attend Vestry meetings? Yes.”
32,469. When you asked that question did you
consider it of importance, as affecting Mr. Gordon's
guilt or innocence, that he was absent from the Vestry
meeting —It must have been of importance, or I
should not have put it. Mr. Gordon said to me that
4 ()
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the evidence seems very much against me, but that is

legal points, because it says, “If any case shall arise
“ you shall act to the best of your judgment and
“ ability, and according to the custom of cases in war

not my fault.”

“ time.”

"t looked very funny ; he admitted that, but he said
that he could not help.

Lieut.
II.C. A. Brand.

“I admit, sir,” he said, “that

32,470. Is that down upon your notes ?—I do not
2 Mar. 1866.

know whether it is or not.

32,471. Will you just look and see if it is there 7–
I believe I did write it down.

-

32,487. Did the number of officers sitting on the
Court-martial conform to the number of officers sitting
on Courts-martial in the army —They conformed

I did not write all

themselves properly. If I had seen any irregularity

down. For instance, when the prisoner asked for
pencil and paper I did not put that down, nor when I

going on I should have stopped it.
32,488. Did you ascertain whether the Court.
martial was constituted as the Articles of War regu
lating Courts-martial in the army require Courts to
be constituted to try persons for their lives *—I never
inquired. All I know is, I was ordered by the
Brigadier-General to assemble a Court-martial, of

offered him some refreshment.

32,472. (Commission.) It is stated here, “I admit
the evidence is suspicious, but I cannot help that ?”
—Yes.

-

32,473. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did Mr. Gordon in his
observations make any more direct reference to the
evidence of Mrs. Gough about his being absent from
the Vestry meeting 2—All Mr. Gordon's defence and
all his observations are in that piece of paper.
32,474. Did you answer just now with regard to
the observation of Mr. Gordon that it was very
funny ?—Funny or suspicious, I don’t know which.
On referring you will find that there.
32,475. I wish to know if it was an observation
made in the course of his defence, after all the evidence
was closed, or an observation made at the time Mrs.

which so and so were to be members, at my earliest
convenience ; and I had them assembled, sworn, and

then I, as President, took the oath myself, and pro
ceeded to business.

I take it that was under the

Articles of War for the army.
32,489. (Commission.) You did not consider at all
under what authority you were acting 7–No.
32,490. You obeyed the orders you received?—
Yes.

-

Gough was under examination ?—I should be able to
tell you if I can see the notes; it comes in in the

32,491. (Mr. Gorrie.) You made no reference to
the Articles of War to see whether your proceed
ings were consistent with them —Certainly not. I
took my superior's orders, and subject to his approval.

middle of his defence I think.

He might send it back to me 20 times.

32,492. Do you recollect a person named Chisholm

32,476. Did he make any observation at the time
the witness was examined that you recollect –If he
asked any question I should have written it down.
32,477. (Commission.) He might make an observa
tion, that would not be asking a question. Did you
put down every observation ?—As far as I can

32,493. Was a person of the name of Chisholm the
person to whom some letter refers ?—I do not think
he was examined ; if he was, it is down there. If his

recollect.

name is not there he was not examined.

being examined before you ?—No, I don't recollect,
I do not think he was.

-

32,478. (Mr. Gorrie.) Then are we to understand

32,494. Had you seen this Mr. Chisholm before the

when he made the observation about Mrs. Gough's

Court-martial f—I never saw him to this day, to my
knowledge.

evidence, you refer only to the observation that he
made in his speech f–Yes, I suppose he meant that,
or I must have taken it in that light, that his not
being at the Vestry was suspicious.
32,479. Did you ask Mrs. Gough especially, in
addition to the question I have referred you to, “Was
“ it not an exceptional instance that he was missing
“ in attending the Westry that day” —If I did it is
there.

-

32,495. Did you ascertain whether he was living in
Morant Bay or not, at the time this letter was pro
duced 2–No.

32,496. Did you make any inquiry of the Provost
Marshal as to the person to whom that letter was

addressed, what kind of person he was 7–I forget, it
is so long ago. All these little things I cannot keep
in my memory.
32,497. Try and recollect 2—I cannot recollect
-

32,480. Then your attention having been recalled
to those two questions, I ask you did you consider it
of importance, as affecting Mr. Gordon's guilt or inno
cence, that he was absent from the Vestry on that
occasion ?—I do not think I am justified in giving

you what I considered then, unless I am ordered to

whether I asked the Provost Marshal if Mr. Chisholm

was in the Bay.
32,498. Did you see the address on that letter ?—I
do not know.

32,499. Was the original letter itself in your pos

do so. Don't you see, at a Court-martial there are
three ; you must have two-thirds to concur. I might

session ?—I think it is there.

not have considered the question important, but the

address to that letter?—Here it is, “signed by Gordon
D. Ramsay.” That is an endorsement, that is not

Court might have considered it as of importance.
32,481. Had you any consultation with the other
members of the Court-martial 7–That I decline to

answer ; two-thirds carry the day, two vote so and so,
, and one so and so; you are bound to give in to the
two-thirds, and we are sworn not to divulge.

32,482. Did you consider yourself sitting in that
Court-martial as under the Article of War regulating
trials by Court-martial —We were sworn by the
regular oath.
32,483. Regulating trials by Court-martial in the
-

navy —No, not the navy, we take

a different form of

oath there.

32,484. In what capacity did you act —As Presi
dent of the Court-martial.
Regulations.

We had the Queen's
-

32,485. Did you act as a naval officer, sitting under
the regulations of the navy, or did you sit as under

32,500. Will you tell us whether there is any
an address.

32,501. There is no address to show to whom the
letter was sent 2–No address that I can see.

32,502. How did you ascertain that it was a letter
addressed from Mr. Gordon to the person Chisholm ?
—It begins, “My dear Chisholm.” It is from Gor
don to Chisholm.

32,503. When you found a letter addressed “Dear
Chisholm" made one of the documents produced at
this trial, I wish to ask whether you took any steps to
ascertain who Chisholm was, where he lived, or any
thing about him —Oh, no, I did not think it requisite:

because the letter was there ; reading that, I should
not think there was much necessity for it.

32,504. Did not you consider it necessary to send
for Chisholm, to ask him questions regarding Mr.

General Nelson's orders ?—I sat under the Brigadier's

Gordon's guilt or innocence f-I never sent for him
that I am aware of, and if I did not send for him I

orders, of course.

could not have thought it worth while.

-

32,486. Then did you regulate yourself in these

32,505. Did you consider the letter as an important

Courts-martial by the Articles of War regulating

document affecting the result of the trial *—I decling

Courts-martial in the army —Of course we did,

to answer that.

because the oath is taken from the Articles of War

32,506. Did you at any time learn that Chisholm
was a prisoner at Morant Bay ?--No, I did not know

connected with the army. I never referred to any
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it, and I did not know it until this moment. I never

an important point for him, and have asked for the

saw him to my knowledge in my life.
32,507. Then you had not ascertained whether
Chisholm was at that time mixed up with the rebel
lion, as it was called, or not ?–No, I knew nothing

witness.

about Mr. Chisholm, and I did not even know whether

he was a rebel, or whether he was hung.

I have

heard a great deal about Mr. Chisholm, but I have
never seen him to my knowledge.
32,508. Did the prisoner ask to be allowed to ex
amine Dr. Major as to his absence from the Vestry

32,522. Did you, as President of the Court-martial,
consider it was not your duty to assist the prisoner in
clearing up such a point as that ?—I did assist him.
Every assistance he asked for he had.
32,523. Did Mr. Gordon state to you that he was
ill —I don’t know if he stated it; I believe it is in
his statement.

-

Major called.
32,509. Did he not make such a statement to the

32,524. I put this question to you specifically. Did
Mr. Gordon, not in his defence, his speech, but in the
course of the trial, make an application to you for the
postponement of the trial 2–Oh, no, I do not think
he did. He said he hoped he would be tried in Kings

court as this, “May I be allowed to examine Dr.

ton, or something.

meeting on the 11th —He never asked to have Dr.

“Major as to the state of my health, which prevented

-

32,525. (Commission.) Did he apply for any post

“my attendance at the Vestry?”—I do not see it down

ponement in order to be able to produce any other

here.

witnesses *—No.

32,510. Do you recollect whether the prisoner made

any such application ?—I do not recollect it.
32,511. Do you recollect any inquiry being made
during that trial as to the presence of Dr. Major
in the Bay ?—I do not. I believe that Mr. Ramsay
told me that Dr. Major was not in the Bay.
32,512. Then if Mr. Ramsay told you Dr. Major
was not in the Bay, that remark must have been made
in consequence of something that was said about the

presence of Dr. Major –Very likely ; but Mr.
Gordon never asked to have Dr. Major called to my
knowledge, if he had he would have been called.
32,513. But you say Mr. Ramsay may have told
you that Dr. Major was not in the Bay. What could
have led Ramsay to make that remark —I might
have asked him.

32,514. Then did you consider the presence of Dr.
Major necessary 2—Oh, I did not consider his presence
necessary at all.
32,515. Do you recollect that the question was
raised whether the presence of Dr. Major was neces
sary or not ?—I never heard it. I was the one to
raise the question I should think, but I never raised
any question.
32,516. Do you recollect any conversation taking
between the prosecutor, Ramsay the Provost

*.

ſarshal, and the Court, with reference to the presence
of Dr. Major —I do not recollect anything. He may
have told me Dr. Major was not in the Bay. If Dr.
Major's name had been mentioned I should naturally
have said, “Is he here 2" and then he would have
answered me, “No, he is not.”

... 32,517. Having heard Mrs. Gough's evidence, that

If he had asked it I should have

referred the case to the military on the spot, because
when any little question arose I should adjourn.
32,526. You would have recorded it on the paper ?
—Yes, and also written a note to the Brigadier.

32,527. (Mr. Gorrie.) Will you tell us what he
said about hoping he would be tried at Kingston —
I heard it remarked that he said it in his letter, or
something.
32,528. That is what you suppose 2–Yes.
32,529. You do not refer to what he said in the
course of the trial 2–0h, no. I do not think we had

any conversation together.
32,530. Had you any conversation with Mr. Gor
don before his trial –Oh, no.

Mr. Gordon was

brought down from the police station.

I never went

near there.

32,531. But had you any conversation with him
after his arrival at Morant Bay?—Not to my know
ledge.

32,532. Is it possible you may have had a conver
sation with him after his arrival at Morant Bay ?—
Certainly not, because he was kept so entirely by
himself.

32,533. Under whose charge was he 7–I do not
know, not under mine. I had nothing to do with
him, nor any prisoner there.

32,534. (Commission.) Do you recollect sending
Mr. Ramsay to look for Dr. Major *—I do not think

I did, because if I had sent Ramsay to look after any
body I must have adjourned the Court.
32,535. (Mr. Gorrie.) Would you look at that
printed document marked “I”; was that handed in
to the Court and received by the Court as part of the

missing from the Vestry on that day, did you or not

evidence against Mr. Gordon —I cannot say.
32,536. I wish you to say *—Mr. Kelley numbered

consider it of importance to the issue of the trial that

them A, B, C, and so on.

it was an exceptional instance that Mr. Gordon was
it should be ascertained whether his absence was from

32,537. (Commission.) Look at the back of it 2–I

* cause or not ?—I do not understand that

see it says, “Taken at the post-office, in the presence

at all.

of Mr. Hutchings, Lieutenant-Colonel.”

82,518. Having heard from Mrs. Gough that Mr.

32,538. (Mr. Gorrie.) Will you look at the paper ?

Gordon's absence that day was exceptional, did you

—I have seen it.

consider it important to ascertain whether that absence

32,539. To whom is it addressed ?–It was seized
at the post-office, Morant Bay.

Was from an innocent cause or not ?—Mrs. Gough's
evidence was, “Q. Was it not an exceptional instance,

his missing the very day of the massacre —A. It was;
everybody thought it very strange.”

32,540. But to whom is the document addressed;
it professes to be a public address —“To the poor
people of St. Ann's.”
32,541. What steps were taken either by the prose

,32.519. Having got that answer, did you not con
siderit of importance to clear up that point, and as cutor or by you, as President of the Court-martial,
‘ertain, one way or another, whether his absence was which led you to believe it was issued by Mr. Gordon 2
Tom an innocent cause or the reverse ?—We gave him

—I forget now what led us to believe it.

ºvery opportunity of proving what he wanted to prove,

now what led us to any of our conclusions, it is so long

that he was ill, and he called Mr. Testard, who said

ago.

"...was not ill, I believe, or he could not say, or some
thing to that effect.

I forget

32,542. Were any witnesses examined before you
who proved that that document was issued by Mr.
Gordon –If there was it is in that paper.

32,520, Will you look at Mr. Testard's evidence *
32,543. Try and recollect. I wish direct answers
-" I saw Mr. Gordon on the sofa, but I could not say
the was sick; he was dressed.”
to the questions if possible 3–It would take me all
%521. Having got Mrs. Gough's evidence and the time to read all the evidence over.
Testard's evidence, did you not consider it of impor

* to have that point still further cleared up as to
Whether Mr. Gordon was ill or not?–If I had con
*red it of importance I should have called wit.
**, but the prisoner ought to have considered it

32,544. I wish to know what led you to the belief
that that printed document was issued by Gordon —
I do not know that I ever had that belief.

32,545. I wish to know whether you had or not ?—
That I cannot remember.
4O 2
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32,546. The document you have told us was given

with the state of his health at the time of the meeting

in by the prosecutor, as part of the evidence against
Mr. Gordon, is it not so —No, I never told you any

of the Vestry; after the prisoner made that statement
did not you consider it necessary to examine those
three persons —Of course we did not, or we should
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32,547. Do you recollect seeing that document used
as part of the proceedings in Mr. Gordon's trial?—I

have examined them.

do not remember whether I used it on the trial ; I re

you make any inquiry as to any of those parties,
whether they could be obtained?—That I cannot

32,561. After the prisoner made that statement did

member seeing it on the Court-martial table; whether
SaV.
I used or not I cannot say.
32,548. Who placed it there — That I cannot
32,562. Try if you can recollect whether you did
say, whether I took it down in my pocket, or whether or did not ?—I cannot recollect, because I might have
Ramsay put it there; but as it is initialed by Ramsay ntade 50 inquiries. I might say, “Is Mr. Fiddes
here, or is Mr. Airy here f"—I have no recollection of
most likely he brought it.
32,549. Did you take any evidence in relation to his asking to have Mr. Fiddes called, or Mr. Airy.
that document at all ?–Not to my knowledge, if I
32,563. Did you ask whether Mr. Fiddes was in
did it is down in the proceedings, but it so long ago the Bay ?—I could not tell you.
I cannot remember. I never had a copy of the pro
32,564. Did you ask what Dr. Fiddes it was –I

ceedings myself, and never have seen them from that

do not know that I ever spoke about Mr. Fiddes,

day to this.
32,550. Then are we to understand that that docu

32,565. Did you inquire about Mr. Airy —Not to
my knowledge.
32,566. Then you made no inquiry —I do not
say that at all.
32,567. Did you take any steps to ascertain whether

ment might not have been issued by Mr. Gordon for
anything that was proved in the trial as evidence —
That I cannot tell you.
32,551. Do you recollect Mrs. Gough speaking to
any documents —Mrs. Gough came and swore to
some things.

32,552. What did she swear to ?—I think she
abstracted something out of the post-office.
32,553. Was that the document she abstracted 7–

those three gentlemen could be obtained as witnesses
as to the state of Mr. Gordon's health —I do not

know that I did. It appears that I did not.
32,568. If you took no steps before the conclusion
of the Court-martial, did you take any steps after the
conclusion of it, and before Mr. Gordon was executed

I do not remember, it was either that or another one.
I think there were two, one of which I have not seen,

—No, I had nothing to do with that. The moment
I had affixed my signature to that and handed it to
a coloured thing. It might have been here, or whether my superior, then I had finished with the case.
the coloured one was seized in his travelling carpet bag
32,569. Did you make any special report to your
I don’t know.
superior as to the result of this Court-martial —No,
32,554. Look at them and try and tell us which of not to my knowledge.
the two it was Mrs. Gough abstracted —Whether it
32,570. Did you draw the attention of your superior
was this I don't know. There were some seized in to the fact that these three gentlemen had been
his travelling bag, I believe, and one was taken by referred to as able to speak to the state of his health
Mrs. Gough out of the post-office. She came and —No, not to my recollection. I had no interview
swore as to the handwriting, I believe.

with General Nelson.

32,555. Can you tell us, after looking at these
documents, which of the two Mrs. Gough extracted
from the post-office —I read here, “Look at that
“ and tell me if you know it. They came in two
“ packages, one to Mr. Chisholm, and one to Paul
“ Bogle, addressed by Mr. Gordon, in his hand
“ writing ; that I swear.” IIere was shown placard

member, I rode up and handed him the Court-martial,
together with everything, and left it with him. I

headed “State of the Island,” therefore it must have
been that, I presume.

32,572. Have you any notes of the trial?—I have

I believe, as far as I can re

then went downstairs and got some dinner. He was
sitting upstairs writing, at Mrs. Lundy's house,

32,57i. Were you President of the Court-martial
that tried Samuel Clarke?—I have reason to believe

handed them in.

s

something, but having tried so many I might make

—She said it was in Mr. Gordon's handwriting.

a mistake,

I happen to remember him. He was a vestryman or
32,573. I think you tried Lawrence?—Yes.

32,574. Have you notes of Lawrence's trial?–1

—I don't know ; if I had it is in here ; but without

have notes of nothing.

reading over the whole of it I could not answer.
32,558. Will you refer to Mr. Gordon's speech in
his defence upon your notes ; have you any such
statement as this, “My reason for not attending the

were placed before you in relation to the case of

“ Vestry was solely from ill health. I got afflicted
with a severe cough which shook my whole frame.

Mr. Georges was a witness.

32,575. Do you happen to recollect what witnesses
Samuel Clarke 2–I could not say what witnesses
were placed before me, without the notes. I believe
32,576. You recollect that ?—Yes,

º
3.

When Dr. Major called upon me in September he

32,577. Did you proceed in all the trials upon

regretted I would not be able to attend the Vestry,

which you sat as President, as you have narrated!"

“ as I was so poorly. Then I was obliged to see
“ Dr. Fiddes, and I could not possibly come up. I
also mentioned to Mr. Airy, to whom I refer you,

us you proceeded in regard to Gordon's trial; that is,

“ that my knees were so weak I could hardly stand,
“ and he said I had better be away.”

Have you

taking down full notes of the evidence?—Yes. I did
everything to the best of my ability.
32,578. Does that refer to every

.;
individual case

that was brought before you ?–Oh, yes; all propºr:

any such statement in your notes ?—No, I don’t see

Every man was allowed to cross-examine and make

that.

his defence.

32,559. Just read what you have got ?–“I caught

32,579. Did you keep notes ?—No, I am not allowed

“ a severe cold which shook my whole frame, and Dr.

to ; I am not allowed to keep a single note; I give
everything over.
32,580. I don't mean keeping them in your Pº

“ Major called on me the end of September and re

“gretted my inability to attend the vestry. Then I saw
&

“ ir. Fiddes, and could not possibly come up. I also
mentioned to Mr. Airy that my knees were so weak

&.
*

I could hardly stand, and he said I was better

|

I believe in that case I was present.

32,556. Had you any other evidence than Mrs.
Gough's statement that it was issued by Mr. Gordon :
32,557. Had you any other evidence than Mrs.
Gough's that that placard was issued by Mr. Gordon 2

º

I was, but I cannot say.

s

session ; but did you take them down at the time ºr
Yes, every Court-martial was signed. Every man
that was sentenced to death, his paper had "7

“ away.”

signature, and was approved and confirmed.

32,560. You see there are three parties named
there, Dr. Fiddes, Dr. Major, and Mr. Airy, whom
the prisoner mentioned as having been acquainted

which you sentenced him —Yes.

32,581. Does the paper contain the evidence up."

32,582. Had you any such instance as this, five"

i
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ied before you at any one time 2—I may

|''.º I ...'. I have had so many as

"ºss. In such an instance as that, of

32,597. That is if he expressed a wish –Yes.
32,598. But not without he expressed that wish *

persons
the evidence given

-

-

being tried, did you take down
against each one separately –Yes, each one.
32.584. (Mr. Walcott.) Do you . know Joseph

32,599. Then your duty was confined to examining
witnesses produced before you ?—Yes.
32,600. There was no direct charge against
Mr. Gordon of his being absent from the Vestry 2–

Gordon Smith ?—I never saw him in my life, and

No.

H.C. A. Brand.
-

2 Mar, 1866.

32,601. Had you any special instruction from

should not know him now.

32,585. Listen to this. Was this, what passed
from you in his presence: “IIe was told of Gordon's
“ arrest on the day before, and he said, ‘Yes, I knew
“‘ of it. I had the pleasure of hanging the first
“‘ damned rebel, a fellow named Flemming, at Port
“‘ Morant; but nothing would give me greater

“ pleasure than the hanging of this d
“‘ b–h.’”

--

Lieut.

—Certainly not.
five
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d son of a
That is Smith's evidence 2—I ma

have said about Flemming, because I did have the
pleasure of hanging him, and it was a great pleasure,
but I never said that; and Mr. Astwood was standing
next to me, and you can call him.
32,586. You did not say that you should have
great pleasure in hanging that d
d son of a
b—h, meaning Gordon —No ; if I did, would it
not be natural for him to come and stop me 2
32,587. Were you ever present when the Provost

Marshal Ramsay ordered some people to be flogged
up at the gaol or district prison, 99 I think there
were ?—Ramsay did not order them to be flogged.
32.588. Are you quite sure you did not ?–If there

were, any floggings, it was ordered by myself,
Mr. Adcock, and Ensign Taylor.
82,589. Theu three of you were present 2–We
were present,

32,590. You spoke of one flogging of Barnett, the

baker; you say he was flogged for some expressions?
—Yes, to Mr. Kingscote.

32,591. Do you recollect his being flogged pre
viously, and for what cause he was flogged —No, I
believe he was flogged by Mr. Ramsay for something;
but that had nothing to do with me.
32,392. You did not see him flogged 2–No.
82,593. Did you complain to the Provost Marshal

General Nelson in the case of Mr. Gordon to the

effect that you were not to impede him in any way ?
—To give him every facility.
32,602. That was a special instruction from the
Brigadier ?—Yes, a special instruction.
32,603. I think you have already said that where
the Court-martial is composed of three, if two agree,
the third is bound by the finding 2–In cases of death
you must have a majority of two-thirds.

32,604. You were at Morant Bay nearly the whole
of the time, and you came in contact with Provost
Marshal Ramsay ?—Yes.

32,605. Can you sīy how he performed his duties 2
—Very well indeed.

32,606. Did you notice, or was it ever reported to
you, that he was in the habit of using language unfit
towards any person, even to a prisoner, or that he
in any way ill-treated persons under his charge 2–No,
I never heard of any ill-treatment of Ramsay towards

the prisoners. He was driven about from place to
plagº, and was almost driven mad by people coming
and bothering him.

A Volunteer would come in and

want food for his horse, and a prisoner would lose his
cap and ask for another, or somebody would want a

bottle of rum, and Ramsay was bothered for every
thing. It was a marvel to anybody there how he did
the work he did.

32,607. His duties were numerous and onerous 2–

Yes, and of course holding such a position he could
not be friends with everybody.

32,608. Do you know whether he had a very large
number of prisoners under his care, with a very
inefficient, guard —Of course he had, and they

that the bread for the prisoners had not been baked might easily have escaped. For instance, I have seen
the prisoners. It did not matter to me if they got

tents full of prisoners, and if they had made a rush of
it they could have eaten the guard.

lºad or not; I only looked after my own men.
When he called out to the young officer, “What

then 3–Of course, he was. It was his duty as Pro

you do there, you b

vost Marshal, I believe,

up to 3 o'clock p.m. —No ; I had nothing to do with

young fool,” I sent him up

32,609. He was bound to be strict in his conduct

tº the Provost Marshal at once, and he got six or
32,610. (Commission.) Do we understand you that
eight lashes; I believe eight.
no complaint was ever made to you as to conduct on
82,594. Were the cats you flogged with at any the part of Ramsay ?—No. I know sometimes I
time twisted with wire —No, they were naval cats spoke rather sharply to him, once or twice myself.
Some blue jackets were punishing some men who
made on board the “Onyx.”
. 32,595. Is it usual to have them washed and were tied with cords, and Ramsay said to some of the
inspected 2–I have never seen them washed since I

have been in the service.

men, “It is damned ugly work,” and I told him I
would not allow him to address my men.

82,596. Would it be part of your duty, as a member
32,611. Was any complaint made to you by any
of the Court-martial, to call witnesses for the pri prisoner, or the friends of any prisoner, or by any
soner?—Yes; if the prisoner said I want to call so bystander, of any improper conduct on the part of
and so, of course I should let him be called.

Ramsay ?—I never remember it.

The witness withdrew.

Lieut. ARNOLD John ERRINGTON sworn and examined.

32,612. You were on board Her Majesty's ship

yºne ” on the

Licut.

cart. I saw the bodies that had been murdered, but A.J. Errington.
-

13th and 14th October last 7–

0.

they were collected together then.

32,620. However, seeing them there, you had no

32,613. Did you not go on board —I landed on opportunity of examining them, so as to say one way
the 12th.

or another whether they had suffered special mutila

32,614. You were attached to that ship on that tion ?—No.
day?—Yes.
32,621. On Saturday morning, the 14th, did you
leave Morant Bay ?–Yes.
32,615. You belong to it?—Yes.
32,622. With whom did you go when you left 2–
32,616. You landed at Morant Bay on the 12th of
October 2–Yes.
With Lieutenant Oxley, and 50 blue jackets and
32,617. When you got there did you go up to the marines belonging to the “Wolverine ;” also Lieut.
-

Court-house —I marched past.
32,618. There you found the bodies

O'Connor, Assistant Surgeon Terry, Mr. Pollard,
of several

people dead –No.

32,619. Did you see them, there at all —I saw
them collected in the hospital, and two or three in a

midshipman, Provost-Marshal Ramsay, and several
olicemen.

32,623. Did you go to Easington 2–Yes.
32,624. Was anythiift

done there, or did you only
4 O 3
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protect the people there and go forward —We halted
there for a time altogether.
32,625. How long —Two or three days.
32,626. During that time was Provost-Marshal
Ramsay with you ?–No.

32,667. What were you doing there at that time?
—I was officer of the guard.
32,668. Were you at the chapel ?—At the chapel
that night.
32,669. Had you men there under you?—I had

32,627. When did he join you ?—He came up from
Morant Bay with us and went back almost immediately.
32,628. After stopping at Easington for two or

charge of the sentries.
, 32,670. And had you charge of the building 2–I
had charge generally, as officer of the guard, to see that

three days did you go forward up the country —No.
32,629. Where did you go?—Back to Morant Bay.
32,630. Did you ever go up the country f—Not
further than Easington and Stony Gut.

everything went right.
32,671. Was that in the night or day time?–It
was in the evening.
32,672. Had you, either before she was tied or

32,631. Stony Gut is beyond Easington, is it not ?

afterwards, seen any man shot by one of the men up

-

—No, it is within seven or eight miles of the Bay.
32,632. Easington is how far 7–18 miles.
32,633. Is it beyond Stony Gut?—No, it is towards
Kingston.
32,634. What day did you go to Stony Gut, do

-

you remember 2—It was about the 16th.

32,635. In whose company did you go there —
Lieutenant Oxley's, at least I went there by myself.
32,636. He joined you when you were up there 2–
I joined Lieutenant Oxley.
32,637. Was he there already ?–Yes.
32,638. Was there anyone else there ?—Mr. Jones
of the Royal Artillery, and Mr. Pollard a midshipman.
32,639. Did you take any men with you ?–21 men
and one officer.

32,640. Who was he 7–Mr. Kingscote a midshipman,
32,641. Whilst you were at Stony Gut were you
present whilst any man was shot ?—No.
32,642. You saw none shot ?—None.

32,643. Did you go to the chapel there of Mr. Paul
Bogle —Yes.
32,644. Was that chapel then standing 2—Yes.
32,645. Was Provost-Marshal Ramsay present at
any time when you were there, at Stony Gut —I
don’t remember seeing him there.

32,646. Did you see a woman at the chapel of
Paul Bogle who had a rope round her ?—No.
32,647. Did you know a person there called Levison,
a woman 7–Yes.

32,648. Was she there while you were there 2–
Yes.

-

-

-

32,674. Did you see her hands tied and the rope
passed through the window and secured inside —Yes.
32,675. While she was there was she outside the
building 2—Yes.

32,676. Was it raining that night?—It rained
a little.

32,677. Was it a very bad night?—No ; it was
raining a little, now and then.

32,678. Was there a policeman up there at the
time who had acted as a guide?—I saw several
policemen up there.
32,679. Was there a policeman up there at the
chapel at the time that Leviston or Livingston,
whatever her name may be, was tied to the door or
window of the chapel ?—I cannot say.
32,680. How long did you remain at Stony Gut?
—About a day and a half.
32,681. While you were there was any house or
chapel destroyed ?–The houses close round the chapel
we were in were destroyed or pulled down for defensive
purpose, to prevent any ambush or anything that way,
32,682. How many were so treated —I should
think about four.
32,683. Did the party you were with burn any
houses?—Yes, they burned one house.
32,684. Was that Paul Bogle's 2–It belonged to
Moses Bogle.
32,685. Was that close to the chapel?–No.
-

32,686. Where was it 2–On what is called the
32,687. Was it on the left-hand side 2–Yes.
32,688. Was there no other house burnt?—No.

32,689. Then you came away from Stony Gut the

day after you arrived there –The day after, or a day
and a half after.

-

32,652. Were you present when it was done?—
Yes.

32,673. Neither before or after 7–No.

Valley Road, going up from the Bay.

-

32,649. Did you ever see her flogged —No.
32,650. While you were there, did you ever see
one of them tied to the door or window of the chapel
of Paul Bogle —Yes.
32,651. You did —Yes.

there in your party —No.

-

32,653. Who did it —One of the blue jackets.
32,654. By whose orders ?—I don't remember.
32,655. Cannot you recollect now —No.
-

32,656. Did you at that time know Provost-Marshal
Ramsay by sight 2–Yes.

32,690. That would be about the third day, you

arrived one day and the day after you went away?—
I mean actually in hours from the time we arrived till
the time we left.

32,691. While you were at Easington were any
people flogged —Three or four, I think.
32,692. Did you see the punishment administered;

32,657. Can you recollect that he was there at the
time this was done —I don't remember seeing him

–Yes.

at all.

description of cat with three tails.
32,694. Was it the usual cat, or heavier or lighter

32,693. What were they flogged with ?—With a

32,658. Do you remember the circumstances now
sufficiently vividly to be able to say whether anybody

than the usual cat?—It was much lighter than the

was there besides yourself and Mrs. Levison, who was

usual cat we use on board ship.

tied ?–I remember a sentry was there outside.
32,659. That would be a third person —Yes.
32,660. Were there any others ?—There were 10
men just inside the window.
... 32,661. Who were they, were they blue jackets 2
—Yes.

32,695. Were any discharged upon inquiry, there
being no evidence proved against them —Yes.
32,696. How many ?—At Easington some were
discharged into the hands of the police.
32,697. Was that after any punishment had been
administered –Without any punishment.

32,662. Then there must have been a man who
tied her, that making a fourth –Yes, there were

the hands of the police –Yes.

several.

32,663. Were you there when it was beginning to
be done —Yes.

32,664. Being there then, can you not recollect
whose orders were being obeyed by the blue jacket
when he tied her ?–No ; she was brought there
to be tied.

32,665. By whom 7–The sentry or the blue jacket
that had charge of her, and brought and tied her.
32,666. Who were there 2–I don't know.

32,698. At Easington some were discharged into
32,699. Without punishment 2–Yes,

32,700. When you got to Yallahs were others dis
charged 7–About 18 had been on the way up.
32,701. On whose representation were they dis
charged —On the representation of Mr. Snaith, a
magistrate.
32,702. Were you there when he ordered them to
be discharged ?–No.
-

-

32,703. Then you don't know why he did so :Except from hearsay I do not.
-

º
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32.704. At Yallahs did you try men by Court
ial 2–No.

*:::::: * were no Courts-martial held there 2

of Mr. George William Gordon, you received any
particular orders with regard to the conduct of the
Court more than in any other trial 7–1 received no

Did you sit on a Court-martial on the 20th
of October, that is Friday, at Morant Bay —Yes.

go through all the details again ; we have had the

32,707. You were a member of the Court of which

proceedings which the president took ; but did you
take any notes ?—I made no notes.

Lieutenant Brand was president, and Ensign Kelly
another member –Yes.
-

32,708. Do you remember how many were tried on
that day ?–Do you mean by our Court
32,709. By the Court of which you were a member.
Have you any notes of the proceedings of that day
still in your possession ?—I have none up here.
32,710. But have you them with you still in your
possession ?–Yes, I have a memorandum of the
number tried.

32,711. By means of which you could ascertain the
fact —I can ascertain pretty nearly.

I put it down

after I left.

32,712. And you remember what you recorded ?–

32,745. You heard the evidence ; we don't want to
2 Mar. 1866.

-

32,746. After the trial was over, did you receive

any directions in carrying out the result 2–Yes.
32,747. From whom did you have the directions 2
—General Nelson.

32,748. What were the directions —To be very
careful that everything went on as quietly as possible.
32,749. When did you receive those directions 2–
I received those directions on the ground, just before
the execution took place.

32,750. Was that on the Monday morning 2—On
Monday morning.

32,751. Were you present at the carrying out of
the sentence 2–Yes.

I think we tried about 12 or 13.

32,713. What became of those you tried ?–Part
were condemned to death, a few were flogged. I

think about 11 were condemned to death that day.
32,714. Who carried out the sentences of those who

were condemned to death —The blue jackets.

32,752. You had nothing of course to do with that,

that was superintended by Provost Marshal Ramsay ?
—I superintended my own men.
32,753. You were in command of a party on the
ground, ordered to carry out the execution ?–Yes.
32,754. Who were the men that carried it out 2–

32,715. Were you present 2–Yes.

yºilº

Was Provost Marshal Ramsay there 2–

Two of our blue jackets, assisted by one or two
In Ore.

es.

82.717. Did you see those who were condemned to
flogging flogged?—Yes.

*71. Was that the same day ?—The same day.
32,719. How were they flogged 2–With the regular

32,755. Who were the others ?—There were one or
two down below to assist.

32,756. Were they blue jackets —Yes.

32,757. Were they your men —My men.

yº. Did you

ship's cat.

32,720. That is the regulation cat —Yes.

see the end of the execution ?—

es.

*721. Do you remember the highest amount of

32,759. Was anything done to Mr. Gordon which

lashes you sentenced them to ?—You mean the highest
amount during that day ?

expressed indignity towards him or anybody; for

32,722. On the 20th –From 50 to 75.
32,723. Seventy-five would be the highest ?—Yes.

any treatment of him that was unusual on such oc

*724. Was it on that day you received a com
munication from the Brigadier-General with regard

to petting men who were flogged 2–Yes.
$2.725. Was that the day ?—Yes, the first day.

instance, his spectacles snatched off, or did

you see

casions —No.

32,760. You are certain of that –Perfectly.
32,761. The execution was the same as all other
executions, and no insult was offered to him 2–None

-

whatever.

*726. What was the communication or order,

32,762. Did you see him all the time 2—All the

Whatever you term it, that you received —To put an
*diate stop to the pelting of men out of the camp.

time.

32,727. Men who had received floggings were being
Peted as they were going away ?—Yes.

face —No.

32,763. Were his spectacles snatched from his

*728. Had you witnessed that done —No.
32,729. You had not seen it 2–No.

32,764. Or was his hat taken from him 2–I believe
he took it off; it was not snatched from him.
32,765. Did he go to the scaffold with his hands

*730. Was it new to you that such a thing existed

tied ?–No, he had a ladder to go up.

When you first received that order ?—No, I had heard
about it.

32,766. Then he was not fastened 2–No.

-

32,767. On that day and afterwards did you continue
%T31. But you had not seen it 2–No.
$2,732. Those you witnessed flogged were not
Pelted —I don't know.

came of them.

sentenced to flogging —About 26.

32,770. How many did you sentence to execution,
either shooting or hanging 2—They were all hang
ings, and I think there were 99.

-

32,771. Of those how many were women 2–Six, I

***6. So that you did not see whether they were

Pºlº! as they left the camp —No.

to sit as a member of the Courts-martial 2–Yes.
32,768. At Morant Bay ?–Yes.

32,769. Do you remember how many people you

%733. You did not see them pelted 2–No.
%734. You saw them flogged?–Yes.
*785. And you saw them dismissed ?—I saw them
* off, but I was not paying attention to what be

-

think, as near as I can remember.

-

-

32,772. Would your notes assist you to make that
more distinct, if you have any ?—Yes.

32,737. Did you give that order to the men who
32,773. Perhaps you can send for them 2–I could
*nded the executions to stop the pelting —Yes.
82.738. Did you give the order on that day —On not get them to-day.
that day.
32,774. If you are here to-morrow perhaps you can
32,739. The next day, Saturday, the 21st, were bring them —Yes.
-

You summoned to attend a Court-martial which met

for the trial of Mr. George William Gordon –Yes.
33,740. How many years have you been in the
*rvice?—I shall have been in the service 12 years

*

32,775. Would your notes say the number of persons

sentenced to death by the Courts-martial of which you
were a member 2—Yes, they would, but they were
written after I left shore.

32,776. How soon after ?—About a week after.

in June next.

32,741. How long have you been a Lieutenant —

32,777. Was your memory so ripe at the time when
you made the entry that you can rely upon it as the

lve years next December.

32,742. Your relative rank, as compared with the
army, is what?—Captain.
$2,743. How old are you ?—Twenty-five.
82,744. Do you remember whether, before the trial

Lieut.

A.J. Errington.

orders.

—º 06.
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freshest recollection ? — I had one or two rough
entries.

32,778. From which you made that ?—Yes.

-

32,779. Would that consulting the notes enable you
4 O 4
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to rely upon them as being fresher, and the result of
a fresher memory than you have now —Yes.

Lieut.

32,780. It would be convenient for you to look at

SECOND DAY.

4.J. Errington, them —Very well.

against its being improper for the execution?—No.
32,809. Have you on any occasion seen the feet of

the criminals touching the ground after they dropped

32,781. You have nothing else to state 2—No,
except about the woman at Stony Gut.
32,782. Do you mean Levison —I wish merely to
state that the woman was tied loosely, and that she
slept under the large sloping eaves of the roof under
the chapel, under which part of the men were obliged
to sleep as the chapel was crowded. We had not room
to put them in the chapel; we had stowed them as
close and thick as we could, and we could not put any
more unless we put them one upon the top of the

down 2–No.

other.

32,813. What have you seen 7–I have seen them
taking them round by the feet and pulling them once
or twice, and if the knot did not go quite close down
to the neck they have pushed it down with their hands,
32,814. Were these proceedings not required
because of the deficiency of the instrument of execu

-

2 Mar. 1866,

tional question, did you make any representation

32,783. Why did you put her outside —Because we
could not put her amongst all the men very well, and
the chapel was so full that we could only put her there by
putting her amongst the men. The roof projected over
her ; she had a covering of leaves, and the rope was a

32,810. How many executions did you see there
altogether ?—About 130 I should think,

32,811. Was the instrument of execution adapted
for the speedy putting to death of the parties who
were executed 2–Yes.

32,812. Have you seen the sailors doing anything
to the criminals with the view of assisting to put them

to death after they had dropped from the gallows –
Yes.

-

slack one running into the window, and she had plenty

tion to accomplish its work; were the proceedings of

of room.

the sailors not the consequence of the instrument of
execution not being fitted for its work? How high
was the instrument of execution ?–From the ground?

-

32,784. Was this woman given over to you as a
prisoner —Yes.

32,785. And you were ordered to keep her in safe

32,815. (Commission.) How much fall did they
get 2—About 12 feet.

custody ?—Yes.

32,816. (Mr. Gorrie.) Upon what kind of platform
32,786. And you had no other place to put her but
where the policeman tied her ?—No, unless she slept were the criminals placed 7–On a plank laid along on
on the top of the men, or close amongst them.

the top of casks.

32,787. The chapel was crammed full –Perfectly;
I had hardly room to go there myself.

32,817. What kind of casks, small or large?—About
the size of an ordinary flour cask.

32,788. (Mr. Gorrie.) Do you say that some men
were outside the chapel?—Yes.
32,789. And she was ticd beside those men outside 2
—No.

32,790. Where was she tied, apart from the men
—Yes.

32,791. How far apart?—About 10 yards.
32,792. Would you mention at what time you first
took charge of any execution at Morant Bay, what
day, if you can recollect —On the evening of the
20th.

32,818. Was it a barrel or a cask ; was it a small

cask or a large barrel ?—It was a barrel about 3 feet
6 inches high, or between 3 feet and 3 feet 6 inches.
32,819. (Commission.) An ordinary barrel ?—Yes.
32,820. (Mr. Gorrie.) All the drop the criminals
got was to that extent 2–That would have dropped
them to the ground.
32,821. Were you at Fonthill on that occasion

when you went with Lieutenant Oxley —No.
32,822. Did you go towards Fonthill ?—No, not
that I am aware of.

It was after the first Court that sat.

32,793. Did you find the gallows erected when you

32,823. Did the party with which you were fireany

took charge?—Yes, when I was superintending the shots at any time while you were with them?—Yes.
exccution.
32,824. Was that between Easington and Stony
32,794. Did you make any representation as to the Gut, or between Stony Gut and Morant Bay, or
fitness of the gallows for the work of execution ?—
No.

32,795. You say Mr. Gordon was hanged under the
arch 2–Yes.

32,796. Did anyone give orders for his execution
under the arch 2–I think General Nelson did.

32,797. That was not the ordinary place for the

execution of criminals, I believe 2–Do you mean had
it been before, or was it altogether since I have known

between Stony Gut and Fonthill ?–Between Easing:
ton and Morant Bay.

32,825. You went by Stony Gut 2–No.
32,826. Did you go direct from Easington to Morant
Bay ?—Yes.

32,827. In what direction did you proceed from
Easington —To Morant Bay.
*

32,828. Were any shots fired on that occasion

between Easington and Morant Bay; where were
these you have spoken of fired ?–When we were
32,798. I ask whether it was the ordinary place for coming from Morant Bay to Easington.

it 2

º

i

executing the criminals —It was the ordinary place
for executing the principal criminals.
32,799. How many were executed there 2—About
eight at that time.
32,800. Was Mr. Gordon the first 2–The first.
32,801. Was there any reason stated to you why
that arch should be used instead of the ordinary place
of execution ?–Do you mean any reason stated to me
by anybody ?
32,802. By General Nelson or anyone —No.
32,803. When you were ordered to conduct it was

any reason assigned why he should be hanged under the
arch instead of in the ordinary place 7–Not that I

32,826. Were any persons killed by the shots?—I
believe so.

32,830. Did you see them 2–I saw one body after
wards.

*

32,831. (Commission.) Who fired at them?—I don't
know.

32,832. Were they men of your party?—I think so;

I was right in the rear in charge of the prisoners, I
merely meant I did not see it.

32,833. (Mr. Gorrie.) When you saw the one dead
body did you make inquiry as to who had shot the
person 2–No.

32,834. Did you make inquiry either then or atter

remember.

wards 2—I don't remember.

32,804. Were you present at Morant Bay when the
ordinary gallows used was first erected –Yes, in

32,835. If you saw a dead body in the road didn't
you make inquiry as to who shot him?—Although!
saw the dead body, although I didn't actually see the

.

Morant Bay, but not on the ground.

32,805. Do you know by whose instructions it was
erected 2–No.

32,806. Did you see it done —No, I did not see it
erected.

32,807. Did you consider it a fit place for the
executions 2–Yes.

32,808. Then I need not after that put the addi

- 1

-

man shot, I felt convinced he was shot by our party,

32,836. Did you make any inquiry as to why Your
party shot him or in what position he was 7–Yes,
32,837. Was he shot after trial —I think nº

32,838. How many were so shot —I think thº.
32,839. Did you take any note at the time of the
numbers you ascertained had been shot?—No.
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32,840. Did you give any report of it to your about this dead body ?—I have since, but I did not
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superior officer —No.
32,841. (Commission.) Who was commanding

at the time.

officer of the party, were you ?–No, Lieutenant
Oxley was.

to see where the shot had taken effect —I saw the A.J. Errington.

32,842. Had you a man named Graham as prisoner
at that time —I don't know.

32,843. Did you see any man riding with the party
with a rope round his neck, held by any of your men?
—No.

32,855. Did you examine the body at White Horses
body had been hit in the head.
32,856. In the front or the back —I don't know, I
glanced at it.
32,857. Was the head so destroyed that you could
not say where the ball had entered —I merely glanced
and saw the head was covered with blood, but I do

32,844. In leaving Morant Bay for Easington did
you pass by White Horses —Yes.
32,845. Did you see any dead body there, or is that

not know where he was hit.

the one you refer to ?—Yes, that is it.

that.

32,846. You refer to a dead body you saw at White
Horses lying on the way ?—Close to the White Horses,
on one side of the road.

32,847. Did you ascertain who that was 2–No.

Lieut.

2 Mar, 1866.

32,858. Describe the exact position in which he
was lying when you came up 2–I cannot remember

32,859. Was it on the right-hand side of the way
as you were going along —As far as I can remember,
on the left-hand side of the way.

32,860. Did you ascertain at the time anything
about the circumstances —No.

32,848. Was Provost-Marshal Ramsay with your
arty —Yes.
32,849. Were you near him at that particular point
of the road, near White Horses *—I don't know where

32,861. (Mr. JPalcott.) Did you see a boat pulling
off at that time a little way out to sea as you passed
that cascade 3–No.

32,862. You did not observe it 2–No.

he was then.

32,863. Did you know the woman who was tied at
32,850. You say you were riding with the rear

guard —I was walking with it.
32,851. Did you see any other body at that point
than this one —No.

32,852. Do you know the cascade shortly before you
come to the White Horses, on your way from Morant
Bay ?—A little cascade jutting out of the right-hand
side of the path 2 I remember such a one.
32,853. With a well on the right-hand side of the
road 2–I don't know about a well ; I remember the
cascade.

the table at Stony Gut, did she act as cook to your
party afterwards º–She skinned the goats, and so on,
while we were at Stony Gut,
32,864. Is it true that she was tied during this

whole inelement season for two days and three nights?
—No. not to my knowledge.

32,865. Was the eave of sufficient depth to afford
shelter from the rain :-Yes.

32,866. You say she acted as cook, in skinning the
goats, and so forth —Yes, in the daytime.
32,867. She was not all the time confined to the

32,854. Did you speak to Lieutenant Oxley at all

window 2–No.

The witness withdrew.

ALEXANDER GEORGE MºCATTY, Esq., sworn and examined.
A. G. M'Catly,
Esq.
32,868. You are Justice of the Peace for the parish
32,882. The idea conveyed to your mind was not
of St. Elizabeth, in the county of Cornwall —I am. by words but by manner —By manner. The whole

32,869. How long have you lived there –About
five years.
32,870. Five years ending at the present time, five
years last past – Yes.

of them did that.

32,883. How many of them —A gang of about 20.
32,884. Had you known anything of them before ?
—Nothing. They did not know who it was.

32,871. Was your residence in the parish of St.

32,885. What class of people were they --They

Elizabeth ?–It was.
32,872. Was it on the south side of it 2–As near

were all black people.
32,886. Were they labourers?—Apparently labourers,
they were carrying breadkind, yams, down to market,
32,887. Were you alone —Yes.
32,888. Then when that expression or look had
been conveyed to you they said, “It is the doctor”
—Doctor M'Catty.

as possible to the centre.

32,873. Were you there in the months of June and
July, August and September, last year 2–Yes.
32,874. Are you a doctor of medicine —I am a
surgeon.

32,875. During these months, while you were

32,889. And then they made way ?–Yes, and they

living there, had you an opportunity of observing the

bowed to me.

temper and spirit of the people —I had.

32,890. They were very polite —I have always
been treated very politely, because I have done a great

32,876. Were you resident in the parish —Yes.
32,877. What did you notice —I noticed about the
months of June and July, directly after Mr. Gordon
had travelled through the western parishes, a greatly
increasing insolence in the habits of the people. It

this circumstance occur in 2—Above the district called

was never shown to myself.

“Siloam,” to the north-west of the parish.

deal for these people throughout the whole of the
western parishes in which my practice extends.
32,891. What part of this particular parish did

32,892. Was that the first thing you had noticed in
32,878. To whom did you observe it shown —I was
often riding out in the road; if I rode with a party of the demeanour of the people towards you ?–That was
gentlemen remarks were made as we passed ; and on the first I had noticed towards myself.
one occasion I met with something of the kind. I
32,893. But other things you mention; you were
went to the far end of the parish and met a crowd of riding with gentlemen 2–Yes.
32,894. Was that after the last instance 2–That
people, and they sneered and made remarks about
buckra; and one person remarked in the crowd, “It happened two or three times. I used to go out some
times and ride with gentlemen, and occasionally I met
is Doctor M-Catty,” and instantly they left it off.
32,879. With regard to the remark with reference two or three other gentlemen, and as sure as possible
to buckra, made to yourself at the end of the parish, as we went along, we heard sneers and remarks, such
when was that made –It was about the middle of

as, “We’ll soon put a stop to that,” and remarks of
July, I think.
that kind that one could make little meaning of, but
32,880. Can you recollect about in what form of they were very offensive.
32,895. Was it done in an offensive way ?–Yes.
Words it was conveyed to you?—I can hardly remem
ber the words exactly.
32,896. Was that subsequent to the occasion you
32,881. What was the substance 2–It was, “Look first mentioned, or before ?—Both before and after

* den buckra,” said with an expression of face and

* kind of scowl, a spiteful expression of face.

wards.

32,897. How many times do you think you noticed
4 P
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this kind of manner in the treatment of yourself and

I think that was the first time I mentioned it. I do

friends 2—About three times.

not mean the 10th of August, I mean 10 days before

-

32,898. Once or twice before, and the rest after the

instance you have given with respect to yourself?—I
believe it was about that.

2 Mar. 1866.2

32,899. Had anything like that occurred to you
before ?—Never. I have always found the people
polite and well-behaved.
32,900. Was the month of August over before
these circumstances occurred 2–It was before August.
32,901. After that did you notice any instances
which arrested your attention with regard to the

temper of the people?—I think it rather wore off.

the 1st of August.

-

32,922. You mean the instance about buckra, the
scowl at your friends. We are talking about the con
duct of the people, after you said the first cause wore
off, and people did not say anything, but their manner
of expression indicated an ill-will towards you; did
you mention this to anybody at the time; or did you,

if it was of little importance, think it unnecessary to
mention it at all ?—I seldom mentioned things I saw,
though every one complained to me.
32,923. Did you complain to them —I don't

After August I went into the other quarter of the
parish, I had a very heavy riding practice, and where

recollect.

ever I went complaints were made to me.

recollect that I did.

*

32,924. Did you complain to anybody ?—I don't

-

32,902. What complaints —The storekeepers, for
instance, said remarks were constantly dropped in

their stores, such as when people came to buy a bit of

32,925. You did not communicate anything to any
of the authorities, or to the police —I did about the
10th of August.

cloth they would say, “You stop, August will soon • 32,926. We are now on the conduct of the people
which you noticed when they ceased to say anything;
come, and cloth will be cheap.”
32,903. That is what the storekeepers told you ?– but when you say their demeanour was something
Yes.
that provoked your attention, was the attention they
32,904. You don't remember, or you had not an provoked of so important a character that you com:
opportunity of noticing the manner in which it was municated it to anybody who ought to know it —I
said –They complained, and told me they did not did not.
32,927. Not at all ?—I communicated about the
know what the people were up to ; that there was
20th of July.
something wrong going on.
32,928. Did you know a man named Adam Smith ?
32,905. They drew your attention to it —Every
where I went I heard of it.

—I did.

32,906. Was that information given to you as a
justice of the peace —No.

constable.

32,929. What was he 7–A planter and a rural

32,930. Did he ever make a statement —Not to
32,907. The cases which storekeepers mentioned
to you, were they after August, or in August, or me, but I believe he did to the Custos.
before August 2–They were all before August.
32,908. Did you receive from storekeepers, or

32,931. What became of that man 2–He died.

32,932. Did you make a post-mortem examination

people in the like class of life, any suggestions of the
same kind after August, or did all that wear off too

of his body ?—I did.

—It wore off directly a vessel of war was ordered by

did.

-

32,933. Did you give evidence at the inquest?–I
32,934. What evidence did you give —Both the

the Custos to Black River.

32,909. The vessel came into the harbour –Yes,
and instantly I heard nothing more.
32,910. During August and September were you

post-mortem examination and the analysis of the
viscera discovered arsenic in quantity.

32,935. Were you present at the inquest ?–Yes.
32,936. Throughout the inquiry —Yes.

going about the country —I was.
32,911. Were you in St. Elizabeth's 2–I was.
32,912. Can you say then if you noticed what the
demeanour and temper of the people were after that

Yes.

—It continued, that is it appeared to me to be a kind

you not give dose on dose –There would be nº

of sullen condition. They did not express it in words.
32,913. Then how did they express it 2–More by
scowling at you as you passed, but not making any

arsenic in the viscera.

frequently 2–It would be thrown out in the blood, in

remark.

circulation.

32,937. You merely gave scientific evidence?—
32,938. Is not arsenic a cumulative poison, may

32,939. Where would it appear if it had been given

you went along the roads, or express it in that man

32,940. Was this an instance in which arsenic had
been given more than once —I consider that *

ner ?–Yes, to a slight extent.

dose had been given.

32,915. Was it an expression of the face –That
is to be found at the present moment in St. Elizabeth's.
32,916. Will you kindly keep your mind to these

You2–The
thoughtquantity
it was not
a case ofwascum"
tive32,941.
poisoning
of arsenic
in the

32,914. Did they ever delay to make way for you as

stomach.

32,942. What you observed scientifically wº that

months which you have mentioned, and state what
you noticed then —There was a loss of the usual

it had been taken into the system at once?–Yes."

politeness.

Once.
-

-

32,917. You notice that still continuing –It is
still.

32,943. Did you hear anything about any evidento
which showed that he had got it from a chemist,

-

32,918. Is yours in the same district where that

or in what way he had got it —I was mºst P*.

other instance occurred which you have named *-

ticular, and I put myself to some trouble to discº".

Yes.

where
it couldin the
havevicinity
come from.
I questioned
the
chemists
and none
of them h
sold any. Another peculiarity of the poison was that

32,919. Did you at the time you noticed, these
neighbours, or communicate them to anybody ?—
Every person throughout the parish was considerably

things bring them to the attention of any of your

alarmed.

32,920. Did you after you

-

had seen these things

attribute to them such importance as led you to men
tion them to others ?—I gradually did it, as I did not

it was not common blue coloured arsenic but while

arsenic, and there was not a store, in the parish 0
St. Elizabeth where arsenic was sold white.

32,944. Are they obliged to colour it –Yes.
32,945. But this was not coloured 3–No.
32,946. You did not trace the source from whence

from my long knowledge of the black people believe

it might be supposed to have come?—I took a gº;
ner of the people, they were uncivil 3 and although was totally at a loss even to theorize as to how”.

them capable of going to rebellion.
32,92i. But still you noticed a change in the man
-

that was not necessarily provoking the idea of rebel
lion, was it so striking as to lead you to notice it to
other persons —Not before about the 10th of August.

intº in the case because I knew the man, "
could have got it.
32,947. Was it a large dose?—Yes.
32,948. Was it more than was necessary ?—Much

§

*
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32,970. Did you receive no other ?—I received a
letter from Mr. Raynes Waite Smith.
32,971. Did any person particular, whom you can
name, of the working classes, give you any warning *

more than was necessary for the purpose, very nearly
a drachm of arsenic.

-

32,949. Very much less than that suffices to destroy
life —Very much less.

32,950. (Mr. Payne.) Have you found negroes

—Oh yes, they did. My patients used to come to the

teful to their benefactors, to those who have taken

office and warn me in a very cautious, crafty mannel,

at pains with them —Yes, I think I have.
32,951. Now you say that incivility was only once
shown to yourself?—Only once.
32,952. But incivility was shown to some gentle
men who were riding with you. The remark was used
“We will soon put a stop to that ”?—Yes ; there were

that I never could make exact use of ; such as
-

numerous remarks, but I do not recollect all that was

“Massa, I think you had better go round Black
River this month.” I used to ask why and they
would say, “Well, massa, you’d better just go ; take
my advice.” I used to say, “Tell me what you
mean, give me a hint.” But I could get nothing
except this, “You had better go.”

32,972. (Commission.) About when was that?—

32,953. Have you any idea what the “that ” that

About the 1st of August.

About that time the

they referred to was?—There were so many reports fly

parish was in a wild state of excitement, and it

ing about the parish, that of course what we thought it

remained so until the vessel of war came.

meant was, “We’ll soon put a stop to your riding about

the country,” or “We will soon be over you.” That

32,973. (Mr. Walcott.) What has been the effect
upon the people of the measures taken to repress the

was what we understood.

outbreak in St. Thomas in the East 2–Directly the

-

32,954. This was in July 2–Yes.

rebellion broke out here in St. Thomas in the East I

32,955. Then you have no means of guessing what
they meant, except your hypothesis, you have no
means of knowing 2–We drew the inference that

they meant they would soon put a stop to our riding
-

32,956. Had they to get out of the way quickly
from your horses, or anything of that kind —No ;
we were riding quietly along, and they would stand
in the road, and would not attempt to move out of the
way. We should have to ride round them.

noticed a kind of exulting way of talking ; and one

man came in my presence, and laughing about it, was
telling a lot of people standing by, “You hear all
“ dem buckra killed ; you hear dem give de sentence,
“ and kill all de buckra dere f" And they seemed

much pleased and were laughing. At last I spoke and
said, “If you don't stop that I will put you in charge
“ of a constable. You are doing a great deal of
“ injury starting such reports.”

32,974. After that what did you see ?—Directly
32,957. You say that soon after the vessel of war the post came down to say that numbers had been
arrived the white and coloured inhabitants were re
hanged, and that Mr. Gordon had been hanged ; then
assured?—Precisely.
directly they got excessively polite. If you went
32,958. Dont’t you think that in some degree the along the road they would off with the hat, an
reason why you heard nothing more of it, and why unusual piece of politeness.

these rumours ceased to be spread about, was that that
ship had arrived —Not exactly, because there was a

difference directly in the people.

Directly that ship

came into the harbour the people were more polite.
32,959. Was there not a difference also in the white

and coloured people —Of course they felt reassured.

They felt safer than they formerly felt themselves in
the rebellious condition of the people.
32,960. (Mr. Walcott.) You were about to state

32,975. Was there any reason why the lower
classes should be anxious to give you advice to
save you?—I believe I was very popular among
them, and they repeatedly said, “Doctor, I don't
think any black people would hurt you ; but should
anything take place”—they very carefully qualified
everything they said—“do not think the black people
will hurt you ; but take my advice, go away some
where.”

that you gave some information of an official kind, 10
32,976. Had you not been particularly kind and
days before the 1st of August ; will you state what attentive
to the black population of a great number of
that was 2–As I have already explained, about that parishes of
this island –I have.
time I began to get alarmed ; I saw there was some
32,977.
You
have erected a hospital *—I have put
thing wrong ; a letter was handed to me under a
sacred promise that I would never reveal anything

up a free hospital.

further about it.

32,978. To which all the labouring population in
all the different parishes have access, and where you
attend them carefully, not only giving your attention

32,961. (Commission.) Any mysterious communi
cation we cannot receive —I have so far broken my
Fº
as to mention the words that were in the letter.

as a surgeon, but also nourishing them there 7–I do ;

t was from a north side parish, to a young man in

those that can pay do so, and to those that cannot pay

St. Elizabeth's, and it had the words “You will hear
Inot.

give all free.
32,979. You have patients from Brown's Town
in St. Ann's, and Lucea in Hanover ?—I have a
practice in the whole of the west end of the island.

... 32,963. What became of it —I read it and handed

I questioned a great many people as to their griev

Soon.”

32,962. Have

you a copy of that letter —I have

it back to him directly.

ances, as to what was the matter. I had conversations

32,964. (Mr. Walcott.) Did you know whether it
was subsequently destroyed —I was told so.
32,965. (Commission.) Did you make a copy at

with many of them, and I said to them, “Now, you
tell me what it is.”

-

32,980. At what time was this 2–Before the 1st

the time, or while it was fresh in your memory — of August. I said, “Tell me what is the matter
Just a few days after I saw the letter I wrote it with you, and I will use my influence to rectify it.”
down, and it was then fresh in my memory.
The complaint was always, “De buckra cheat we ;
32,966. That is not a statement of Adam Smith ? “ all the buckras let we go with only 3s., when our
—No.
44

work is worth 5s., and they have raised the price

44

32,967. If you like to give the name of the person

of calico, and they don't give proper wages. They

to whom the letter was written, you can —I would
with the greatest pleasure, but I am bound ; I have

“only give Is. a day, and we ought to get a dollar.”
32,981. Do you think there was any organized

given my pledge of honour.

combination or conspiracy to resist authority ?—I

32,968. The person refuses to release you ?—I have
already tried that.

don't think so.

32,969. (Mr.

Walcott.) You received a letter

before August, did you not ?—I received this letter.

A. G. M. Catty,

Esq.
2 Mar. 1866.

said.

about there.

THIRTY
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I consider that about that time the

fever would have extended in that part of the island;
but I don't think there was a regular combination,
with regular leaders.

The witness withdrew.
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Lieutenant CHARLEs LYSTEN OxLEY sworn and examined.

TIIIT-TY.
S12COND DAY.

32,982. Do you belong to Her Majesty's ship
“Wolverine,” and were you in October last Lieutenant
C. L. Or'cy. on board that ship —Yes.
Lieut.

2 Mar, 1866.
--

32,983. Did you land from that ship at Morant
Bay in the afternoon of the 12th of October last 7–

33,017. The accounts of all the eight who were tried,
were they given separately 7–Separately.
33,018. Were there eight separate trials 2–Eight
inquiries.

33,019. How many sentences —One was shot, two
were flogged, two were handed over to the police to
be kept until we had marched, and the other three
there was not sufficient evidence against, and I took
them back to see if there was any evidence against

Yes.

32,984. On Saturday, the 14th, did you leave
Morant Bay to go to Easington —Yes.
32,985. In command of 50 marines and blue
jackets —Yes.
-

them.

33,020. You kept a record of the proceedings in

32,986. When did you reach Easington —About

the case of the man who was shot, and forwarded it

12 o'clock on the 14th.

to General Nelson 2–Yes.

32,987. At mid-day ?—Yes.

32,988. On the road did you meet anybody ?—
Between 20 and 30 people.

(Caution

33,021. Was any record kept in the case of those
who were flogged ?–Yes, that was sent up to him,
33,022. What were the charges against them, do
you remember –Against Bunday, the constable of
Easington stated that he had been a Volunteer, and

read to

witness.)

32,989. In going from Morant Bay to Easington,
did you meet any men —Yes,about 20 or 30.
32,990. When you met them how near had you got
to Easington –We met them at various points along

he swore that the man had been amongst the people

who attacked him, and that he had a cutlass and was

the road.

inciting the prople to attack the people at the Court

32,991. Not in a body ?—No.

house on the 11th of October, and Mr. Snaith and Mr.

-

32,992. Were any of them shot ?—Three, who
attempted to escape, were shot. They were fired at,
and I think they were shot.
32,993. And were they killed ?–I think so.

McQueen, the magistrates, spoke to the respectability
of the witness.

º

33,023. Then you marched to Morant Bay, and left
again on the morning of the 17th of October –Yes,

32,994. About three ?–-Three were all we fired

returning on the 18th.
33,024. Were you the officer in command of the
party that left 2–Yes.
33,025. What number of forces had you in command

at.

32,995. Did you see them shot, or did you only
hear it reported —I saw two men shot, and I heard
the report of the rifle that shot the other, who ran off

for Stony Gut 2—I took up 70 men, and sent 20 with

at the side instead of stopping.

Lieutenant Errington up the Valley Road, and he met
me at Stony Gut.
33,246. Did he join you ?—Yes.

32,996. They were at first on the high road which
you were pursuing 2—I am not sure.
32,997. Had you made them prisoners ?—One of
the men that were shot we were passing to the rear,
and he attempted to escape from between the advance
guard and the rear by jumping into the bush.

33,027. What was your force there when he joined
you, 70 men —No, when he joined me 90 men.

33,028. With this 90 did you take possession of the
chapel which went by the name of “Paul Bogle's

32,998. And he was shot there 2–Yes.

chapel,” at Stony Gut —Yes.

32,999. He had already been captured ?–Yes.

33,029. In going there did you burn any houses :

33,000. And the other two, how were they shot ?—

--

They were attempting to escape. They would not

Q.

33,030. Did you burn any when you got there?—

stop.

When I got there I pulled down four or five houses
You ordered them to stop 2–Yes.
that were round the chapel. I did that during the
And they did not ?–No.
day, and cleared the ground around the chapel, and I
And they were fired at 2–Yes.
Could the older to stop reach them —I did not burn any more till I left, but when I left I
burnt the chapel and a few houses.
think so.
33,031. While you were there did you become
33,005. They were near enough to understand what
33,001.
33,002.
33,003.
33,004.

aware of the existence of a woman named Living:

was intended ?–Yes.

stone or Levison —When I was there, on first arriv
ing, I extended the men in skirmishing order, and one

33,006. After that order was given they did not
stop —No.

of them was fired at out of a house.

33,007. Did they run to the bush —Yes, off to the

33,032. Did you see it —No, a midshipman

side.

reported it to me, Mr. Pollard.

33,008. And they were shot ?–Yes.

33,009. What became of the rest of the 20 °–I
33,033. Was that at Stony Gut 2–Yes; the man
made them fall to the rear, and took them to Yallahs, as soon as he had fired the pistol ran out of the house
about 10 miles from Morant Bay, and asked a magis and they fired at him, but afterwards they could not
trate to pick out the good men, those that he could find him. A woman was there, and the police took
answer for, and all those I sent away, and five that
he could not answer for, or give any account of. I

charge of her.

33,034. Was that a woman who went by the name
made prisoners and took to Easington, and put them of Levison —I do not know her name, she was the
in the guard room.
only one I saw.
33,010. Were theytried there 2–On the 17th, when
33,035. Was she living at the same house as the
I had orders to return to Morant Bay.
man who was shot at and got away; was he the
33,011. Before returning you tried the five 2– wºn that Midshipman Pollard reported to you?—
es.
Three more had been brought in by the police.
33,012. That made eight 2—That made eight.
33,036. Midshipman Pollard was one of your
33,013. Were they tried by Court-martial 2–I as force 7–Yes.
sembled a Court of Lieutenant Errington and Lieu
33,037. After that did you see what was done with
tenant O'Connor.

I had no one else there.

the woman —We went right through the village

33,014. Do you know the names of those five 2–
I don't. I know the name of one, Bunday, who was

first, and waited and lay down amongst the trees on
the other side of the village. Whilst we were there

one of them, and he was shot.

a message was brought to me that Provost Marshal
Ramsay and two policemen were in Paul Bogle's
chapel. We all went back, and I put the woman into

33,015. There were several others whose names
were not known – I don't recollect the names.

33,016. Were records kept of the proceedings and the sentry's charge.
evidence taken —Yes, I sent it to General Nelson
33,938. After you had done that what was done
afterwards.
-

-

º
---

with her –During the daytime she assisted to cook,

.

-----------
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and in the night, when we were there, she was in the
sentry's charge outside the chapel.
33,039. After you had given her in charge you did
not see what was done with her ?–Nothing was done
with her.

32,040. Did you see what was done with her,

669

33,067. Was the chapel crammed full 2–Yes, there
-

l

he chapel would

-

were more men than the chapel would hold.

them had to sleep under the eaves.
33,068. What officer was in command of the chapel ?
—Mr. Errington had the guard that night.
33,069. But before you came, whom did you find
there 2–No one.

tied, but I am not sure.
33,041. Did you notice or see this 2–No.
32,042. Were you at the chapel on the evening that
she was given in charge —I slept there that night,
and all of us slept there, as many as there was room

33,070. Was not Provost Marshal there with two
policemen —I found them.
33,071. Was there anybody else, sailors or soldiers ?

-

32,043. When you were in the chapel did you
notice that she was brought in by Paul or Gordon
Ramsay ?—I found her there with two policemen and
Mr. Ramsay before I gave the orders.
32,044. Did you then notice what was being done
with her ?—When I got in she had the lanyard of the
lamp round her neck.
32,045. The rope of the lamp P—Yes.
32,046. Were they hoisting her to the lamp —No,
she was standing in the middle of the chapel, and the
cord was hanging down slack.
32,047. Did you see an attempt to hoist her ?—
No.

—No, we all came together. We skirmished through
the village and met on the other side.
33,072. Did you meet any soldiers there?–Next
morning the Sixth came up with Colonel Hobbs.
33,073. When you arrived you found nobody there .
but Ramsay and two policemen — Not when I
arrived, and we went through and afterwards got a
message.

33,074. Did you find any troops when you arrived 2
—Ramsay and the policemen went with us as guides,
to show the roads. I extended my men through the
village, and on the other side we met, and Ramsay
sent word that he had a prisoner, and I went to the
chapel and found him.
33,075. Besides the man who was shot at for shoot.

ing at your men, was a person killed that day ?–We

32,048. Did you give orders?—Mr. Ramsay told me
who she was, and I gave her into the sentry's charge.
32,049. Did they take the rope off her ?—No, it was
left on her.

32,050. Was it ever made taut 2–I am quite sure it

was not. It was not big enough to have lifted her
with it.

32,051. Were her hands tied behind 2–No, I don't
think they were. The rope was in the bight and was
just thrown over her neck.

32,052. Did they, on your arrival, take that rope
of her neck at once 2–About two or three minutes

afterwards I took it off and put her in the sentry's
charge.
32,053. You are sure she was not then bound hand

could not find anyone. We looked for the man's body,
for the man we fired at.

33,076. Was anybody named Jacob Darby killed 2
—I did not see any man.
33,077. Then nobody of the name of Darby that
you know of was killed, either before or after, by any
of your men 2–No.
33,078. Is this the first time you have heard of the
name 2—The first time.

33,079. Were any people that day shot at Stony
Gut besides the man who ran away after he had shot

at them 2–No, not to my knowledge.
33,080. Did you find a paper in the house of Paul
Bogle 2–Yes, it was brought to me by one of the
marines.

or foot *—She was standing in the centre of the chapel
with the rope over her neck, and her hands were

hanging down alongside from the hoist of the lamp.
32,054. Did you know, or was any complaint made
to you by her, of her having been flogged at that
time —No, she never said anything.

33,081. You handed that to somebody else?—I sent
it to the Governor at Morant Bay where he was at
the time in the “Wolverine.”

33,082. Do you know the name of the marine —
Whiteman.

-

-

act had been attempted 2–No, she said nothing at all

33,083. You did not take it up yourself —I sent it
in my name to the Governor in Morant Bay, when he
sent a policeman to find where I was.
33,084. You remember that paper ?—Yes.
33,085. It was signed by Paul Bogle and G. J.
M“Laren —I know it was signed by Paul Bogle, but

about it.

I don't recollect the names of the others.

33,057. Was there any expression of face which
marked that there had been an attempt to violence, or
to hoist her ?–Not the slightest expression that I

About 40 hours.

32,055. Could you notice from the expression of her
face that an attempt had been made to drag her up,
from any appearance of her eyes —No.
32,056. Did you at that time take sufficient notice

to be able to say, one way or other, whether such an

33,086. IIow long were you at Stony Gut 2 –
33,087. Did Colonel Hobbs then arrive?—On the

could see. She said nothing to me about it, or I morning of the 19th.
should have asked.

33,088. When did you get there?—At daylight on

33,058. She was released from the rope —Yes.

the 18th.

33,059. She cooked for you that day ?–Yes; and

33,089. Before he arrived, except the houses which

at night I put her under the sentry's charge, for I

you removed, which were round the chapel, were any

thought we might have an attack.

houses destroyed by fire *—No.

33,060. What time did you see her ?—I saw her

about 8 in the morning, or I cannot say exactly, for I
got up at daylight.

33,090. Before you left were there any ?–Yes.
33,091. By your command 2–When Colonel IIobbs

left he said he would burn the lower part, and I would

33,061. Did you hear any questions put to her as burn the upper part before I left. I did not leave
to the whereabouts of Bogle?--I don't recollect any. within eight hours afterwards. He left within two
33,062. Is that all the treatment you noticed with

hours.

regard to this woman 2–That is all.

º

What part did you destroy –The chapel,
33,063. You only saw the rope round her neck taken and33,092.
seven or eight houses round it.
of after three minutes, and she was so far set at liberty
33,093. Did you destroy them by fire –I burnt
* to be able to serve you as cook, and in the evening those
I had previously pulled down, and I think some
she was put in the custody of the sentry?—Yes.
others
of the upper portion.
33,064. Afterwards did you see her again —I did
33,094. Whose houses were these ?—I don't know.

-

"ot notice how she was secured.

33,095. Without knowing whose houses they were,
93,065. You did not notice that night 2–No. I were
they burnt as rebels' houses –Colonel Hobbs
know she could lie down, as they pulled stuff off the
ordered me to burn them.

roºf to make a bed for her.
in
º

º You saw that done

–Yes; on next morn

33,096. You only burned under orders; you did not
ascertain whose they were, or why they were burnt 2
—I only obeyed orders.
4 P 3
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were you able to notice it —I think her hands were

for.

-

Lieut.
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33,102. Were any executions carried out at Easing:

33,097. It was early on Wednesday morning that
you reached Stony
y
?–Yes.
Lieut.
33,098. You left on the Thursday night ; you were
C. L. Orley, there 40 hours?—I got there at daylight on Wednes

.

SECOND DAY.

--

ton while you were there 7–No.
33,103. Were you in command 2–Yes,
33,104. Except the people we have named were all
the houses empty at Stony Gut 2–All of them.
33,105. All the people had gone, men and women?

day morning, and left at 3 or 4 o'clock on Thursday

*** *** afternoon. It might not be 40 hours; I am not

t
º

33,099. Did you return to Easington —To Morant —All; I saw none but this old woman, and when Ileft

Sure.

Bay.

33,100. Did you ever go back again to Easington 7
—On the 20th.

t

I told her she might go away.
33,106. She was untied and released ?–Yes, I told
her to go away.

I returned to Easington on the

33,107. You were the first officer there ?—Lieu
21st.

tenant Jones and myself walked in together.

33,101. How long were you there?—Until the 29th.

The witness withdrew.
-

A

Mr. GEORGE Poll ARD sworn and examined.
Mr. G. Pollard.

33,108. Are you a midshipman who accompanied
Lieutenant Oxley up to Stony Gut on the 17th of
October 2—Yes.

33,109. Upon your road to Stony Gut did you
observe some one fire on your party —Yes.
33,110. Where did the shot come from ?—It came
out through the bamboos of a house. The house was
built of bamboos, and the muzzle of the pistol or gun,
whatever it was, was poked through to fire.
33,111. Was the house you speak of near a chapel
called Paul Bogle's chapel —Yes.
33,112. Was it within sight of it 2–Yes, just in
sight of it.
33,113. You gave notice of what you had seen to
Lieutenant Oxley, did you not ?—I did afterwards
-

33,121. Did you ever see anything done to her ?–
No.

-

33,122. Did you see the woman called Levison, or
Livingston, at Paul Bogle's chapel?—Yes.
33,123. When did you see her there —I saw her
after we got to the chapel; we used her for cooking,
33,124. Between the time you saw the shot fired
from the house and the time you saw that woman at
the chapel what time passed ?–Perhaps an hour and
a half.

-

-

33,125. When you first saw the woman at the
chapel what state was she in 7–She was standing up
outside the chapel, she was not doing anything,

-

when I saw him again.

33,114. Did you see any man come out of this
house ?–Yes; as soon as he fired he ran out on the
other side towards the bush.

33,115. Did you see somebody take aim and hit
him —No, somebody fired.
33,116. Whether he was hit or not you cannot tell ?

33,126. Was she bound 2–No.

33,127. Was that all you saw of her ?—Yes,’ ”
33,128. (Mr. Walcott.) Do you remember seeing a
woman brought and given into the custody of Provost
Marshal Ramsay ?—No.

33,129. (Commission.) Was the woman in the
chapel the same you had left in the house next to the
one the shot came from ?—I do not know,
N 33,130.

—No, we could not find him.

33,117. Did you see a woman there ?—Yes.
33,118. Belonging to the same house ?—No, the
next house.

33,119. What was done to her, did you see ?—We

You could not identify her as the same ?—

().

33,131. (Mr. Walcott.) You say an hour and a half
afterwards you saw a woman in the chapel with the
Provost Marshal 2–Yes.

33,132. Did you see her with a rope round her
passed her.
33,120. You left her there 2–Yes.

neck 2–No.
The witness withdrew.

Lieutenant PHILIP HENRY Worg AN sworn and examined.
Lieut.

** "º":
---

-

33,133. Were you at Morant Bay on October the were standing on the barrels?—Not at the time; I
went up to him afterwards.

12th 2–Yes.

33,134. On shore ?—Yes.

33,135. Did you remain on shore till the 20th –
No, not so long as that. I went to Easington.
33,136. You left Morant Bay for Easington –

33,146. What did you do?—I asked the officer
who ordered him to hang the men. He said Mr.

tº

Ramsay had given orders.
33,147. Was that Mr. Kelly —Yes.

33,148. You asked who had given orders to hang

Yes.

33,137. But you were still on shore?—Still on
shore.

them 2–Yes.

33,149. Were the men with ropes round their necks

*

33,138. Do you remember one day while you were
at Morant Bay coming out of your quarters, and
two men standing on barrels ready to be hung 2

º:

ready to be strung off?—Yes.
And the barrels kicked from under them?

º

- Les.

.33,151. What did you learn after your inquiry?-,

— I 68.

33,139. Do you remember what day that was 2—I
think it was the 19th.

33,140. What time of the day was it —I think
about the middle of the day; I don't remember the
exact time.

I went up to Ramsay at the police station, and ask
if he had given orders for these two men to be hung.
33,152. You told the officer, Ensign Kelly, first to
stop the execution ?–Yes.

-

33,153. You had them released ?–Yes,

33,141. Who was with them —Ensign Kelly and
the black troops.

33,142. Was the Provost Marshal there?—No, he

33,154. What did Ensign Kelly give as his answer?
-I asked who gave him orders, and he said Mr.

was not there; he was in the Court-house at the

Ramsay, the Provost Marshal.

time.

33,155. You ordered him to suspend the execution?
-I ordered him to release them at once, and marche

33,143. Was this spot where the men were on the
barrels near the Court-house ?—It was under the
Court-house, under one of the arches.
h 33,144. The Prºst Marshal was in the Court
ouse, you say?—No,
he was in the police
poli station, a
little
.

ñº,

-

33,145. Did you see him at all while these men

them back again. I then went to Ramsay and asked
had given orders for those two men to be hung
He said yes. I asked why. He said they were ring:

if he

leaders in the rebellion and ought to be hung.
33,156. Did you ask him if they were tried ?–No,

I know they could not have been.

º
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33,157. Why did you know that ?–Because there
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33, 161. (Mr. Walcott.) Do you know what became
They were put among

of them afterwards 2—No.

were no Courts formed then.

33,158. Not on that day —No, or any other day

the remainder of the prisoners and were tried by the

previously.

Court-martial that was afterwards formed.

33,159. What did you tell Ramsay ? —I told him
that while I was commanding officer there no man
should be hung before he was tried first, and I had

—Yes.

orders to execute him.

THIRTY
SECONI) DAY.
Lieut.

P. H. Worgan.

33,162. (Commission.) That was at Morant Bay P 2 Marisco.
33,163. Do you remember their names 2–I do not

-

33,160. Then they were released that day ?–Yes.

remember their names.

The witness withdrew.
Mr.
T. Simmons.

Mr. Thom As SIMMONs sworn and examined.

33,164. Are you assistant paymaster on board the
“Wolverine” —Yes.

33,177. Had he not his hat on at the time 2–He
had not.

33,165. You were on shore at Morant Bay on the
12th of October 2–Yes.

33,166. Were you there on the morning of the
21st 7–Yes.

33,167. Were you present at the executions that
were then going on ?–Yes.

33,168. Did you see George William Gordon
executed?—Yes.

33,169. How near were you to him at that time 2
—Perhaps 100 feet. I should say as near as I could
be without interfering.
33,170. Could you command a clear view of him
-

at the last moment 2—Yes.

33,171. Did you see him go to the place where he
was to be hung 2–Yes.
33,172. From the time you first saw him approach

ing the spot until the moment he was hung did you
notice whether any indignity was offered to him —

I don't know what became of it.

33,178. Upon that or any previous day did you
notice any floggings —I noticed several floggings.
33,179. Did you at the same time after the floggings
observe whether, as the men were turned off, they
were pelted ?–They had to pass across the square
leading through the lines, and they were moved on by
the sailors and soldiers.

33,180. I am talking of pelting, not moving 2–
They were pelted, but it was stopped immediately.
33,181. What were they pelted with ?—I don't
exactly know what, not with large stones certainly.
33,182. Was it with anything in the character of a
heavy missile, or were they cocoa-nut fibres 2–I
should say that was the heaviest, the cocoa-nut fibre.

33,183. How early did you see that done *—I
cannot say.

33,184. Was it before the 21st of October 2—Yes, I
think it was.

None whatever, I noticed particularly.
33,173. Can you say that you commanded a view
during that time sufficiently clear to be able to deny
that his spectacles or hat were snatched off?—They
Were not.

-

33,174. You can say they were not ?—I can say
they were not.

33,175. Did you see him do anything with them *
-I saw him after he mounted the scaffold, the place

33, 185. How often did you see it done —Not very
often, perhaps twice.
33,186. Did you notice at any time after that twice
that it was discontinued 2–Yes, I noticed that it was
discontinued after the flogging.

33,187. Did you hear any order given by anyone
to stop it *—I heard an order given by General
Nelson that it was to be discontinued at once.

where he was to be hung, take the spectacles off his

33,188. To whom did he give that order 2—To the

nose himself and give them to a blue jacket who was

men, and also to the naval officer there not to allow it

standing close by.
33,176. Did you notice if he did anything else —

to be done.

I noticed nothing else.

it was stopped.

33,189. And after that it was stopped f—After that

The witness withdrew.

Mr. WILLIAM KINGscot E sworn and examined.

33,190. Are you a midshipman on board the
“Aurora 2 "-Now.

Mr.

The sentry had the other end of the rope, he was
holding it.

33,191. Were you at Morant Bay in October last

33,206. Then was she like a dog with a string 2–
Yes.

—Yes, I was.

33,192. You were one of the party that went up
with Lieutenant Errington to Stony Gut —Yes.
nº. Were you at the chapel ?—Yes, I slept
ere.

33,194. Did you see a woman there tied ?–Oh, yes;
She was our

º a woman tied outside the chapel.
COOk.

33,207. And was she cooking in that way ?–Yes.
33,208. Had she the use of both hands 2—Oh, yes.
33,209. Then it was merely to prevent her running
away ?—That was all.
33,210. On Monday, the 23rd of October, were you
down at Morant Bay ?—I don't know about the 23rd.

-

33,211. Do you know Barnett the baker —Yes ;
33,195. Did you see her before you saw her inside
the chapel ?–Yes, I saw her inside.
33,196. What was done to her inside —Nothing.

oh, yes.

I know him well enough.

33,212. Was he the man that used to supply you
with food —With bad bread.

33,197. Did you see her with a rope round her
neck —I saw a rope round her hands.

-

33,213. What was the nature of the badness 2–It
Was SOul".

33,198. Her hands were tied ?–Yes.

33,199. Was there anything round her body ?—No,
not that I am aware of

33,200. In what state did you see her when she was
outside —She was cooking outside.
%20l. Did you ever see her tied outside 7–She

33,214. Did the nature of his bread take you to his
shop —Yes, I went down to see about it.
33,215. Did you see him 2–Yes, I saw him and a
lot of women there too.

-

had one hand tied.

33,216. Were you in uniform at the time 2–Yes.
33,217. You went to remonstrate with him about

%202. While she was cooking 2–While she was his bread 2–Yes, it was bad.
cooking.
33,218. What did you say to him —I did not say
-

º What was she tied to ?–Tied with a bit of

much, I had not time.
me a b

*204. Tied to what —Tied with a rope, that is,

º

her one hand was tied.
**05. Where was the other end of the rope 7–

He began at me; he called

fool.

33,219. But you might have said something after
that ?—I did.

-

33,220. What did you call him —I did not call
4P 4

W. Kingscote.
- -
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33,227. Did not you intercede for him, you being

him anything; I told him I would report him to Mr.
Brand.

Mr.

W. Kingscote.
2 Mar. 1S66.

33,221. Had you said something about the bread
before he said that ?—No, I had not time.

-

33,222. Did he call you that name before you
opened your mouth f—Yes, he said I was a b

the party injured —No, not I. I never interceded
for anybody that was flogged down there.
33,228. Then he got his eight lashes 2–Yes.
33,229. And you got your sour bread —Yes.
33,230. And that was all that happened to you?—
Yes.

fool.

33,231. (Mr. Payne.) What made him call you
33,223. And then you said you would report him,
did you ?—Yes, and he was flogged.
33,224. For calling you a fool?—Yes.

33,225. How many did he get for that ?—Eight
lashes.

33,226, Were they very hardly laid on ?—Not so
hardly as they ought to have been.

fool —I don’t know ; I did not ask him his reason.

33,232. Did he not assign a reason 2–Oh, no.

33,233. You say you never interceded for anybody
that was flogged there 2–Oh, no.
33,234. How was that ?—It was a good thing for
them, to teach them manners.

33,235. That was your reason ?—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Dr. GoDFREY GooDMAN sworn and examined.

Dr.
G. Goodman.

33,236, Are you assistant surgeon in the Royal
Navy —Yes.
33,237. Are you at present attached to the Navy

33,253. Can you, as a medical man, say whether
there was anything unnecessarily endured by them, or

Civil Service 2–Yes.

was as instantaneous as it could be by hanging; that
is, death may be instantaneous if the neck of the man
is broken ; but if it is by strangulation, as is more

33,238. Were you sent as medical man with Cap
tain Luke's party to Morant Bay ?—Yes; we went
down in the “Onyx" with Captain Luke's party and
the artillery.

-

33,239. Were you senior medical officer at Morant
Bay until 30th October 2–Yes, from the Friday, with
the exception of two days, when the troops went to
Stony Gut.
33,240. You mean by Friday, the 13th of October,
I suppose, the first day you got there 2–I went in the
“Onyx’ in charge of the troops that went to Morant
Bay.

§21.

Would Friday be the 13th 2–Yes, and we
came back on the Saturday.
33,242. Were you, as medical officer, present at the
floggings of the persons who suffered their punish
ment at Morant Bay?—Those who were sentenced by
Court-martial, I was invariably present at their

often the case, I think that deaths in these cases were

as rapid as could possibly be.
33,254. Did any of the persons hung reach the
when the support was removed ?–None that

Fºl
SaW.

t

33,255. The gallows was formed by a beam sup
ported from end to end ?–Yes, and something was
put upon it, a board on some casks for the men to
stand on.

-

33,256. Then the mode of execution was by the
removal of the support from the feet?—Yes,
33,257. Was the drop sufficiently high from the
pole to which they hung to prevent their feet reaching
the ground 2–Yes.

33,258. Did you ever see any of those struggling
with their feet reaching the ground 7–No. There
was one case where the man's feet almost touched the

punishment.

33,243. You were away up at Stony Gut with

Lieutenant Oxley, were you not ?–Yes, for two
days.

whether the effect was instantaneous f—The effect

-

3.24.

ground, and they quickly removed part of the soft
sand from his feet. I remember that particular in
stance in which they removed it immediately.
33,259. Did any of the sailors who were there

Were you all the rest of the time at the
Bay ?–All the rest of the time.
33,245. Did you bear in your memory the number
you saw flogged ?–No, I cannot recollect the number

—Not to hoist them again, but frequently, upon my

I saw flogged.

recommendation, I made it a point, as soon as the

hanging the men go and interfere with the knot of
the rope to adjust it to the neck, to hoist them again?

place where the men were standing on was drawn
away, to go up immediately to the gallows, and if
they were inflicted?—Yes, almost without an exception. there was any man who had not the rope properly
33,246. Except those two days that you were away,

did you officially attend the floggings every day that
There may have been punishments inflicted without

tautened, I immediately directed the men to haul it

my being there, but I am almost positive there was no
Court-martial punishment where I was not in atten

down, but not to hoist him up again, but to haul it
down upon the men, so as to make them die as quickly

dance during the time.

as possible.

33,247. During these floggings was anything irre
gular done in their infliction ?—No; the cats were th
regular service cats, they were knotted.
33,248. Were they regulation cats —Yes.
33,249. Did you see them —I saw them. I did
not closely examine them, but I saw them, and I am
sure if there had been anything irregular in them I
should have noticed it. They were knotted somewhat
in the same way as the ordinary thief's cat on board

without your orders ?—Sometimes, from telling the
men directly to do the thing on one or two occasions,
e men themselves, when they saw the rope had not

ship.

gone properly down, they have done so, standing im:

-

§250.

-

33,260. Did anybody interfere in a matter of that

kind without your order 2–On one or two occasions
the men themselves, seeing that the rope had not
closed, hauled it down, it being the custom to direct
them to do so.

33,261. Without being directed did they interfere

Was there anything in the amount of mediately behind the man.

punishment inflicted that was extravagant beyond the , 33,262. Did that happen in many instances?—Not
endurance of the patient —I never had reason to in
terfere, and I was there for that purpose.

in many instances.

33,263. Did the weight of this hanging sway the
33,251. I need hardly ask you if you had seen any beam, so as to make the centre come nearer the ground
thing that required it you would have interfered – º the ends?—I suppose to a very slight degree it
Yes; for instance, if a man fainted under punishment,
I should have immediately interfered, if I saw a man
receiving punishment that he was not capable of en

101.

33,264. But not to such a degree as to diminish
sensibly the drop 2–Not materially.

33,265. (Mr. Payne.) You say %. were present at
33,252. Were you present at all the hangings 2– all the floggings ordered by Court-martial –Yes.

during.

I think so, officially. During the time I was there I
don't think there was an exception,

33,266. Were you present at other floggings saw punishment inflicted at the station on one or two

sº
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occasions, on going there casually, not on being there
officially.

33,267. I believe there are two regulation cats in
the Service, one called the Thief's cat —No ; the cat
was made with white line, whipped at the ends, and
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in the case of punishing a thief on board ship, it is
customary, by special direction, to put a couple of
over-hand knots on the cats.

THIRTY.
SECOND DAY.
Dr.

33,268. (Mr. /Palcott.) Was that the cat used on
shore ?—Yes.

G. Goodman.
-

2 Mar. 1866.

The witness withdrew.

º

Lieutenant PATRick O'CoNNor: sworn and examined.

33.269. Are you a Lieutenant of the Royal Marine

Lieut.

P. O'Connor.

did not hurt her in any way; it was tight, as far as I
-

Artillery 2–I am.
33,270. Were you serving on board the “Wolverine "

remember, the whole time.

in October last 2–1 was.

made tighter 2–It was tight when I went in, and it

33,271. Did you accompany Lieutenant Oxley when
he advanced to Easington?—I did.
33,272. Did you there sit as a member of the
Court-martial upon some prisoners ?—Yes.
33,273. Were you a member of the Court, which
condemned a man named Bundy ?—I was.
33,274. He was the only man shot of the batch of

33,290. I understood you to say you had seen it
remained so, as far as I remember, during the whole
time.

-

-

prisoners that were tried ?–He was the only man.
33,275. And some two or three you had flogged 2–

33,291. It was not altered after the threat that was
made to her ?–No.

33,292. The policeman did not begin to hoist —No.
33,293. Are you perfectly certain of that ?–Yes;
perfectly certain.
33,294. Were you there when the rope was re
-

moved 2–I know that it was removed soon after.

I

Yes.

don't remember its being taken down.

33,276. At a later period you advanced from
Morant Bay to Stoney Gut —I did.
33,277. Did you see Paul Bogle's Chapel there —
Yes; I was quartered in it.
33,278. Were you there at a time that a woman
was tied to any part of the building —Yes. On my
first going up there I saw the woman tied ; she had a
noose around her neck, and the rope was let through
a sheave in the roof of the building, and the other
end was in a policeman's hand.
33,279. And did you see Gordon Ramsay there —

33,295. Did you see that woman later in the day ?
—I was the officer on guard during the day, and I
took charge of her and placed her under one of my
sentries as a prisoner.
33,296. After that she was employed in cooking we

I did.

33,280. Was he one of the persons present, when
you saw this 2—He was.
33,281. Was it his hand that held the rope —No.
A policeman, I believe, held the rope.
33,282. Did you see anything done to her ?—The
rope was just tightened, and that was all.
33,283. You saw it made tight, did you ?—Just
made tight; not a particle of the woman's weight was
on the rope at the time.
33,284. Was it a rope that could have hoisted her?

—Looking at it, I should think not. It was an old

hear 2–I do not remember whether she was or not.

I know she was a prisoner as far as my guarding went.
After that I handed her over to Mr. Errington who
became officer of the guard.

-

33,297. Was that at White Horses 2–We passed
White Horses on the way to Easington.
33,298. Do you remember a boy being killed there?
—I remember a man being killed on the road.
33.299. IIow was that :-IIe was a man who tried

to make his escape from the advanced guard ; one of
those mentioned by Mr. Oxley.
33,300. Do you know the ſountain by White
IIorses 2—No ; I don’t remember it ;

to memory what part it was in.

I cannot recall

It was before we

cane to White llorses.

33,301. Was it a boy about the age of 16 °–Oh no ;
it was a man.

33,286. Did you hear anything said to her of what

33,302. (Mr. Walcott.) Did you see a boat off the
beach at that time —Not then. It was pointed
out to me by some of the men.
33,303. Do you know if a boy was shot in his
attempt to get off to that boat 2–Yes; he was one of
the three men I believe. He was fired at by some of

was going to be done; that she was to be strung up

the advanced guard, and he was fired at by myself

by this rope?—She was threatened that if she did

as well.

not say what she knew about Paul Bogle, she would

33,304. Was he halloed to to stop 2–Yes; I hailed
him distinctly.
33,305. Did you ever learn what became of that
boat afterwards —I heard she came into Port Royal.
33,306. Did you hear what had been found in that
boat —I think, as far as I can remember, some
jewelry or stolen property.

rope used for the lamp ; it was a small paraffin lamp.
33,285. Was it sufficiently tightened to affect her

face, or her powers of breathing 2—Not in the slightest
degree.

be strung up.
33,287. Who was it said that ?–To the best of my
belief, it was Ramsay.
33,288. How long was she in this situation, as far
as you witnessed it 2–From four to six minutes; I

should think perhaps not so long ; from three to four.
33,289. Was it after she had been threatened about

Paul Bogle that this string was tightened —No. It

33,307. You understood afterwards that the boat

was captured at Port Royal –I did.

The witness withdrew.
Ilieutenant Oxi.EY re-called and further examined.

33,308. Do you remember the apprehension of the
daughter of Paul Bogle —Yes.

Lieut. Orley.

33,313. Was she taken with a rope round her neck?
—No.

-

33,309. Where was it she was apprehended ?–At

Easington.
33,310, Was she a guide to you ?—Yes.
33,311. Was any inducement held out by you to

her to become your guide —I told her that I would
give her the Government reward ; and I would ask
General Nelson to let her husband off if she would

show me where Paul Bogle lived.
33,312. And she was willing to do it on those terms
was she 2–Yes.

33,314. Did she go about perfectly free ?–She had
a side-saddle, and the only rope that was near her
was a side-rein to her own horse, which I had in my
hand in riding alongside, when we got to a narrow
part of the road. I went through the village, about two
miles with her like that, and in a narrow part of the
road I took the rope off altogether.
33,315. There was no rope at any time round he,
neck —No ; nor near her at all.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned till 10 o'clock to-morrow.
4Q
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Russell, GURNEY, Esq.

Dr. M'Catty.

John BLossETT MAULE, Esq.

Dr. M'CATTY recalled and further examined.

33,316. There was a letter about which a question

arose yesterday, of which you had extracts, was that
letter communicated to Mr. Salmon by you ?—I com
municated to him that I had received that letter.

sation?—Then, I immediately wrote the Custos a
letter.

33,323. And you communicated to him this extract?
—I don’t recollect that I did.

33,317. Did you communiccomm
ate to him the substance

I am not certain, but

33,318. Did you communicate to Mr. Salmon —I

understood they were to be made slaves again, and

did to Mr. Smith, and he told me that he had com

they were to receive a large sum of money from the

municated to Mr. Salmon.

Queen ; and I reasoned them out of the absurdity of
that report; but they did not seem above half con
vinced, and they said they thought I was going over

of that letter? — I first

Raynes Smith.

about it 2—I had.

33,320. When –Both before and after the 1st of to the buckra side.
33,325. Was this before the 1st of August 2–Yes,
August.
33,326. (By Mr. Walcott.) Can you charge your
33,321. That was before the ship was sent down 2
—I sent to Mr. Smith, and told him I thought the memory as to whether you did communicate an extract
parish was in a most dangerous condition, and I of that letter to the Custos?—I am not positively

regretted to see that the magistrates were sitting
down and waiting till the thing came on, and that no

certain.

33,327. You believe you did —Yes, but I am not

certain.
steps were being taken. I recommended that an
33,328. (By the Commission.) Nor are you certain
application should be made to the Custos. He said
that he corresponded with the Custos, after telling me that you communicated with him, but that what he
d was from Mr. Smith ?—Yes; I wrote a strong
that he had long observed what I complained of, and hear
letter.
-

thought that I was quite right. On speaking to him

had communicated with the

33,329. What we want to know is whether there

grounds upon which we can use it—had you
Custos, and he added, “I think the Custos is treating are any
any communication with Mr. Salmon about it?—I
light

“ it

ly.”

-

do not know that I did ; I think so, but I am not

33,322. We do not want the whole of the conver

positively certain.

The witness withdrew.

Brigadier

Brigadier-General NELsoN recalled and further examined.

General Nelson.

(Witness.) I should like to say a few words before
handing in these papers.

ordinary course in military courts under such cir
cumstances.

33,330. You have been sworn ?—I have. I was

going to remark, in hunding

in

these documents

connected with the trials during martial law, that,

33,331. Is that when the evidence is identical ?–

No, but when the prisoners are arraigned upon the
same specific charge, and for the same crime.

to the best of my belief, they show correct numbers
33,332. Witnesses were examined in each case?—
of those punished under sentence of courts. Some Posit
ively.
abse
want
nce in no way alters the
ing, but their
are
33,333. (By the Commission.) Have you distin
state of things, for the names were transcribed on the
guished the notes of Lieutenant Brand from the
spot. These, now, will form part of the papers. I other
s ?—He was only at Morant Bay.

mention this in explanation, not in justification, for

ing any notes. It is not needed. My desire to have
matters regular, as far as active service in the field
admitted, was the cause of their being taken. In

33,334. He was not president of all the Courts:
martial there 2–No, but he was on the Courts-martial
in Morant Bay. Here is the nominal roll, with the
recapitulation of cases; there are four, I believe, and

reference to what Mr. Gorrie said yesterday, in his

only four, of whom I have not the names. I can

I have exceeded, and not neglected my duty, in keep

official report from the officers who carried
attempts to cross-examine Lieutenant Brand upon show the execu
tions, but he did not put the names
out
the
these courts, I wish to state that I gave orders that
when several men were charged with one and the in the margin.
33,335. Does this distinguish the courts where he
same offence they should be arraigned together, with
distinct understanding and orders that the prisoners presided ?—I expect these are all. If there is a
should have the power to plead separately; and that specific name called you have an index with the

they should be sentenced separately. That is the

nominal roll, with the dates and the men's names

as endorsed.
The witness withdrew.

Lieutenant
Brand.
--

t

2.

of the people came and complained to me that they

33,319. Had you any conversation with Mr. Salmon

again, he said that he

*

|

unicated with Mr.

most likely I did.
33,324. You have something else to say ?–Several

Lieutenant BRAND recalled and further examined.

(The Courts-martial were produced, and the witness
identified those which he had written and furnished.
His attention was called to the Court-martial on
McLaren, dated the 21st of October 1865.)

33,336. (Mr. Gorrie.) I wish to know whether
McLaren had been tried before Mr. Gordon ; were

you president of the Court-martial that tried James
McLaren —Yes.

33,337. What day ?—The 21st of October 1865.

33,338. Can you tell whether it was before the
trial of Mr. Gordon –I cannot tell by looking at
the document,

33,339. Can you tell in any other way?—Yes, he
must have been tried before,

33,340. Upon what charge was he tried?—A charge
of “mutiny and rebellion.”
33,341. Would you tell us what witnesses were
-

called?—John Anderson, Jas. Asher, Charles Jacobs,

º
*

}
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John Anderson recalled. Charles Jacobs was a
policeman, and James Asher was a policeman too.

deposition or oral testimony ? – “John Anderson,

33,358. Having seen that trial, and being satisfied
that he was tried before Mr. Gordon, can you now
say whether, when he was examined in Mr. Gordon's
case, you cautioned him *—I cannot say whether I

“ sworn, states.”

did.

33,342. Is that first reference to

John Anderson a

33,343. Can you say whether that was the same
witness who appeared subsequently upon the trial of
Mr. Gordon —I cannot say.

33,344. Would you explain what you mean by a

“ charge of mutiny ?”—Well, the charges were given
in by the Provost Marshal. He brought a prisoner
in, and we asked, “What is the charge, Mr. Provost "
And then he said, “Mutiny, rebellion, murder,” or
whatever it might be. In this case, I presume, he
said “mutiny and rebellion.”
33,345. You tried that man for mutiny; will you
tell us what it was ; mutiny against whom and

against what ?–Against the Queen, I suppose.
33,346. Would you look and see whether he was
a soldier or sailor in Her Majesty's service —He
was a subject of the Queen, I believe, living in

33,359. You now know that the two persons are
identical ?—I do not know that they are identical.
33,360. Do you not recollect that trial —I don't
remember this trial as a special one, as I can remem
ber some.

33,361. How many were there that day ?—I cannot
tell you.

33,362. Had you more than that —I daresay I
had as this is headed “first case.”

33,363. About what time did you usually give to
one case ?—As long as the case required.
33,364. Can you give us an idea of the time occu
pied in a trial of that importance 2–No, I cannot.
33,365. Can you tell us approximately how many

you tried that day ?–No, unless I see all the Courts
martial.

Jamaica.

33,366. Will you say if you have the case of

33,347. Will you tell us whether he was found
guilty of mutiny ?—He was found guilty.
33,348. Can you tell us by looking at the proceed
ings whether any distinction was made in the charges
upon which he was arraigned in the finding guilty
—I don't understand.

-

33,349. He is charged with mutiny and rebellion,
can you tell us whether the sentence makes any dis
tinction between these two crimes —No.

33,350. Was he found guilty of mutiny alone, or of
rebellion alone, or of both —Of mutiny and rebellion,
I presume.

33,351. Would you tell us what evidence was
brought before you to prove the prisoner guilty of
mutiny; mention the case of mutiny proved before
you, if there was any ?—James Asher states, “After
“I made my escape on Wednesday found my way
“ into a house between 12 and 1 in the night. I
&.

heard a great noise, singing, Stony Gut way.
They broke open the door where I was sleeping,
and among them I saw prisoner with a Volunteer's
“sword in his hand. He asked me, ‘What am doing

“here f' I said “I just come here, and beg a place
to rest myself.’

When another man was going to

dart the sword into me, prisoner said that he knew
me, and he collared me, and took me out and carry

Samuel Clarke there 2–Yes.

33,367. Tell us upon what charge he was arraigned?
—Samuel Clarke, charged with treason and with
having said the Queen's proclamation was a “ damned
red lie,” or words to that effect, and with having said
that “if the people had not their grievances redressed
“ there must be a fight, and bloodshed for it.”
33,368. Who were the witnesses against him 2–
The Honourable W. P. Georges, Mr. McLean, and
Mr. Foucher.

33,369. Which of the witnesses gave evidence of
that observation with regard to the Queen's procla
mation ?—Mr. Georges,
33,370. Could you tell us whether the evidence
was oral or writen ?—Oral.

33,371. Had he any written statement in his pos
session—in

his hand at

the

time—to

Ol' not.

33,372. What acts of rebellion were proved against
him —He is charged with treason. Mr. Georges
said, “I attended a Special Vestry for the parish of
“ St. David's in July as Custos. Samuel Clarke
‘insisted upon Mr. Underhill's letter being read,
“ and it was read by the clerk of the Vestry (Mr.
* McLean). After it had been read the clerk re
* marked, there is very little in the letter. Sam.
Clarke said there was a great deal in the letter,
and if the people had not their grievances re
“ dressed their must be a light and bloodshed. Mr.
“ McLean, the clerk, turned round to me and said,

me away with the prisoners they took out of the
Penitentiary to a house, and they left me in charge
of some others when they went away. As I was
a Maroon they let me go, under the belief that
the Maroons would join them; they said if they
caught me in Bath next day they would murder

& 4.

me.”

“ “Your Honour, that is treason.

33,352. But you are asked to distinguish the evi
dence which would affect the charge, in law called
mutiny, or of rebellion ; did you enter into any distinc
tion ?–No, we did not distinguish between the two ;

in fact the word “mutiny” might be scratched out
and the word “rebellion” left.

* 33,353. But it is not scratched out, and he is
found guilty of mutiny and rebellion ;
rebellion to be mutiny 2–Well, they

which he

referred, when giving his evidence —I don't know,
he may have had. I don't know whether he had

In the month of

“August I received a bundle of proclamations from
“ H. E. the Governor requesting me to have them
“ posted over the parish. They were signed E.
“Cardwell; one was posted close to the gate on
“entering the Court-house yard. Three or four days
“ afterwards I rode over to Easington, and on my
“arrival at the yard I saw Clarke and a man called
“ Menard talking. He waited until I was about 10

do you consider
are much of a

“ yards from the proclamation, when he walked up to

33,354. Then, would you read from the evidence

“ it, and in the presence of all said, ‘That is a lie,
“‘ a damned red lie,” and that neither the Queen or

muchness.

of Asher, and say whether it goes to prove that
McLaren saved Åsher's life —I don't know, but
there's other evidence.
33,355. Were

-

you told before that he was one

of

“Mr. Cardwell had ever seen the petition of St.
“Ann's. On the 28th of September, 12 days before
“ the rebellion, the prisoner came to the Vestry, and
“ insisted on taking his seat there. I told him he had

the leading rebels 2–Yes, but here it is in evidence, “ no seat there, as he had just passed through the
“Charles Jacobs, policeman, sworn, states he is one “Insolvent Court, which disqualified him. He said
“ of the leading rebels, for when the party caught “ he would take his seat, as his lawyer had told him
* me he came and took off my cap and say they must “ to do so. I desired the clerk not to take his name
“cut him throat.”

“ down, and he turned round and said, ‘If I am not

33,356. Were you informed before that he was by “‘allowed to take my seat we will fight for it.' (By
“ the prisoner.) Q. Since you have known me, have
anyone —I cannot say.
33,357. Had you any information before you sat as “I always behaved myself?–A. Until within the
President with regard to James McLaren —I don't
ow, I cannot remember ; I should not think so ; I
"annot tell you, but I don't think I had.
-

“ last 18 months I thought you well disposed, but

“ since then your conduct has been most outrageous,
violent in the extreme, telling me on one occasion
4Q2
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“ that if I said I did not give up a piece of land to a
“negro there would be bloodshed for it. Q. Was

J.ieutenant
Brand.

“ there any bloodshed 2–A. No, but you put every
“ body at defiance, and would not allow the sentence

“ to be carried out.
3 Mar. 1S66.

Q. Was there a lawyer in it *

“ — A. Yes, you persuaded the poor ignorant man to

“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

employ a lawyer, and put him to a deal of expense,
and eventually lost the case, and had to give up
the land. Q. Do you know me to be industrious 2
—A. I believe you get your living by persuading
the ignorant to go to law; for the advice they give
you so much. Q. Do I plant my canes and bring
them to your estate, and also work as carpenter 2
— A. I have allowed you to grind your canes on
my estate, but for three years I have not done so,

“ as I have found you out to be a bad man, setting
&º

the parish against me. You have worked as a
“carpenter.”

33,373. Tell us what proclamation of the Queen is
referred to there 2–I never saw it ; it was not pro
duced that I know of.

afternoon of the said 11th day of October. 3dly. For
having on or about the said 11th day of October 1865,
written a note to Mrs. Major, the wife of Dr. Major,

wherein the following sentence appears, namely:
“ There is a report about the Dr. (Major), but the
“ same is not true ; the negroes know full well

“, who is fit for retribution,” thereby showing com.
plicity in and knowledge of the intended proceed.
ings of the rebels or rioters who attacked the
Westry on the 11th day of October at Morant Bay.

4thly. For having, at the Rhine, said to Dorothy
Johnson, servant to Mrs. Major, at about 4 p.m.
on the day of the riot : “I hope the Doctor will
“ be safe, but I have no hope for the Baron and

“Herschell,” thereby showing a knowledge of the
intended riot which took place at Morant Bay at about
4.30 p.m. on the same day.
33,387. How did he plead —He pleaded not
guilty.
33,388. Tell us the finding of the Court —He was
found guilty.
-

33,374. Did you take any evidence to show that

33,389. Tell us who the witnesses were 7–Dr. Ed.

there was a proclamation of the Queen to which that

ward William Major, Mrs. Maior, Dorothy Johnson,
and John McKenzie, sergeant of police.
33,390. Had you any proof of the first charge of
the prisoner's correspondence 2 Had you any corre
spondence produced before you ?–Oh yes, plenty.

observation could apply —Mr. Georges' evidence
showed that. IIe had it posted, and he got a bundle
of them.

33,375. Did you take any evidence to prove to you
as president that there was an actual proclamation of

the Queen to which that referred —The proclama
tions were posted all over the Island.

33,376. (By the Commission.) Did you take any
evidence of it –Only Mr. Georges' evidence.
33,377. You had no other evidence —No.

33,378. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Did you at the time
know to which proclamation the evidence referred 2–
Yes.

33,379. What was it —A proclamation of Mr.
Cardwell's.

33,391. Where is it?

(Correspondence produced and handed to Mr.
Gorrie and returned to witness.)
33,392. Point out any correspondence there that is
treasonous 2—I am not going to look at it.
33,393. Do you remember which of those letters
you considered treasonous 2–You don't know that I
considered any of them treasonous.

33,394. Had you any evidence before you that
Henry Lawrence was manager to Mr. Gordon?—I do
not remember.

the late Governor Eyre – I do not know what it

33,395. Did you observe from the correspondence
produced before you that Henry Lawrence wrote to

was, but at the bottom of the proclamation there was

Mr. Gordon upon business and subjects connected

“E. Cardwell.”

with the estate of the Rhine 2–Do I remember,?

33,380. Do you mean a letter from Mr. Cardwell to
I never went to the trouble of

reading it.
33,381. Are there any other witnesses besides

Mr. Georges who spoke of it? Is there anything in
the evidence to prove any complicity on the part of
Samuel Clarke with the disturbances at Morant Bay ?

33,396. Yes; I ask whether you observed thatfrom
the correspondence —I don't know, I observed a good
many things.

33,397. Was any evidence laid before you to prove
that the Volunteers from Bath had passed down
before the time at which Lawrence warned Dr.

—The Court must have thought so, I presume.

33,382. Is there anything in these records of evi

Major against going to Morant Bay ?—I do not know.

dence more than proofs of a statement made by Clarke

There is the Court-martial. I cannot remember. If

several months before martial law was proclaimed –
I cannot answer those questions, I cannot tell; you

the evidence was laid before us the chances are it

do not know how I voted on the Court-martial.

The

notes will not enable ime to say it.

33,383. Tell us whether any charge was proved

against Samuel Clarke during martial law—that is,

would be recorded in my court.

33,398. Would you look at the third charge and
tell us what note it was that Lawrence wrote to Dr.

Major —Do you mean to Mrs. Major Ž
33,399. Yes. Tell us what note that is, and read

for acts done during martial law —I do not know.
33,384. Look at your notes and tell us?—I decline

it if you discover it amongst these documents?—There

to answer.

passage about the negroes knowing who were fit for

I cannot answer the question.

(Proceedings in the case of Henry Lawrence
handed to witness.)

33,385. For what was Henry Lawrence tried ?–

are two, and I cannot teil you which it was. The
retribution is in one of them.

33,400. Is that the crime 2 Are the words thus

stated ; the crime for which this person was tried ?–

There were four charges.

I never said so.

33,386. What were they?—IIenry James Lawrence
was charged with :—1st. For that he at divers periods

these charges, and when you found him guilty you

33,401. I presume you found this person guilty of

previous to the outbreak of the rebels at Morant Bay on

considered his offences to be crimes —I do not know

the 11th day of October 1865 held treasonous corre

that I did.

spondence with the late George Gordon duly convicted

33,402. Would you have found him guilty if you
had not considered them so?—I might have considered
them not to be crimes, and the man to be proved
innocent, and yet he might have been found guilty.

of high treason on the 23d day of October 1865,

thereby conspiring with the said George Gordon to
incite insurrection or rebellion. 2dly. For having on
the 11th of October, the day of the riot at Morant
Bay, met Dr. Major as he was leaving the Rhine
estate, at about 7.30 a.m., with intent to take part in the

&

33,403. Would you, as president of the Court-mar
tial, have permitted charges to be brought before you

using the following words, or words to this effect,

which you did not consider to be crimes?—We tried
him ; that was our duty to try the cases.
33,404. I presume you tried men who were guily
of some crime 2—If they were found guilty we con

viz.: “Surely Dr. Major you are not going to Morant

sidered them so.

“ 13ay to-day, have you not heard of the disturbance

“ there?” thereby demonstrating his complicity in

33,405. And that fourth charge, for having spoken
to Dorothy Johnson, did you find him guilty of that

and knowledge of the riot which did break out on the

crime * I ask you as president, not as an individual,

Vestry meeting held at the same day on Morant Bay,

º

º

and in endeavouring to prevent his proceeding by

w

&

º
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33,424. Was that punishment not carried out under

spoken to Dorothy Johnson –We had this letter your personal supervision ?—No punishment was car
before us : “I am sorry I have no reliable news for

ried out under my personal supervision.

THIRTY
THIRD DAY.

After I had
Lieutenant

“ you. I have heard a good deal, but think much of finished my Court I left everything to the officers in
“ what I hear is false.

There is a report about the

“ Dr. (Major), but the same is not true; the negroes
tº know full well who is fit for retribution.”

“

*

33,406. Did the Court-martial find him guilty of
the knowledge of the riot which happened at 12 o'clock
on that day ?—Mr. Lawrence was found guilty.
33,407. Of the crime of having a knowledge of the
riot?—I never said that.

33,408. Look at the charge 3–There are four

command, and went to dinner generally on board ship.
33,425. How many Courts-martial did you sit upon
as president *—I cannot tell.
33,426. Look at them 2–I could not tell unless I
33,427. Count those which are there, and tell us –

Even if I did I could not answer; they are not num
bered, and I could not tell whether any are missing.
33,428. Did you sit at more than two or three ?—
Yes.

33,409. Then he was found guilty of having a
knowledge of the riot —Of course he was. It is

33,429 As president, cannot you say how many —
I was not allowed to keep notes.
33,430. But you have kept them —No ; I have

33,410. Point out to us which of these charges you
consider to be a capital one 2–No, I won't. You
don't know that I consider any of them to be so.
33,411. Will you point out now which of those you

not.

33,431. Do you mean that they were not in your
possession afterwards 2—No.
33,432. (By the Commission.) Do you remember

considered to be so at the time 2—I won’t, because

anything as to the case of George Holgate, a person

ou don't know that I considered any of them to be so.
33,412. I ask to know what you consider to be so
now —Now, I refuse to tell you.
33,413. Do you think any of them capital crimes
now *—I decline to answer that question.

whose case was brought before you, when your atten
tion was called to the fact that he had already been

33,414. Will you look at the case of Miles; you
recollect sentencing a person named Miles —I can
not say I did, but I believe you will find it in the
Courts-martial.

(Court-martial of Thomas William Miles handed
to witness.)

33,415. What was the charge against Miles —He
was charged with treason, and with having escaped
from the guard.
33,416. What was the finding —He was found
guilty.
33,417. How was he sentenced ?–To 50 lashes and

to be imprisoned for two years with hard labour.
33,418. Tell us what evidence of treason there was

3 Mar. 1866.

counted, because some might be missing.

charges; and I see the Court found him guilty.
down there and therefore he was.

Brand.

tried before the other Court and sentenced to be

flogged —I saw that in the newspapers.
33,433. Ibut do you recollect that case at all ?—No ;
I might recall it if I saw the proceedings; I remem
ber something about it.
33,434. Do you remember the circumstances of his
being brought before you, and your discovering that
he had been already tried ?–I don't remember; I
don't remember trying him or sending him away.
33,435. Mansfield Panton was tried before you ?—
Abraham Panton, Mansfield Panton, and Graham
were all tried together ?–Yes.
33,436 Was Mansfield Panton the witness in that

case ? (Ireferring to Proceedings.)—I see him as a
witness.

33,437. (By Mr. Walcott.) Did you hear McLaren
say anything when he was about to be executed —

against these people —No, I cannot answer that Yes ; I heard him say, “Take warning by me, my
question.

33,419. Was there any evidence given of treason 7
—I do not know.

broders; Mr. Gordon bring me to this.” He was
hung at the end of the gallows, and sang a sort of
chant.

(Evidence read from proceedings of Court-martial.)
33,420. Did that person receive his 50 lashes 2–1
do not know ; I could not swear whether he did or
not.

33,421. I wish you to recollect —I cannot tell the
numbers flogged.
33,422. Can you swear that you were not present 2
I could not when I was.

33,438. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Where were you ?—
Witnessing the execution.
33,439. (By the Commission.) How near to McLaren?
—I was always on the move.
33,440. But at the time when you heard this 2–He
kept on repeating it ; he did not say iſ once and then
-

stop—it was a kind of chant : “Take warning by me
my broders; Mr. Gordon bring me to this.

33,423. What is the date of that Court —The 8th

of November.

33,441. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Was he singing 2—A
negro melody ; a kind of half talk and half sing.

The witness withdrew.
Lieutenant

Lieutenant ERRINGTON recalled and further examined.

Errington.

33,442. Have you been able to refer to those notes
you referred to yesterday ?–Yes. (Notes produced.)
33,443, Refresh your memory by them, and let us

take down from your memory, assisted by the memor
andum, the number of trials you were at 2–Nine.
33,444. Nine Courts-martial —That means nine
ays.

Brand and Ensign Kelly, do you remember in the pro
gress and at the time, whether the Court were asked
to allow Dr. Major to be sent for as a witness 2–I
have no recollection of his doing so.
33,452. No one mentioned him as a witness fit to be

there, that you can recollect?—No.
33,453. Did you see anybody leave the Court to

33,445. Will that guide you as to the number of fetch him or to look for him —No, not to my know
People you tried, and their fate?—We tried 136.
33,446. Prisoners ?—Yes.

33,447. During the nine days —Yes.
33,448. Of the 136, how many can you remember

ledge.
33,454. Although the Court were not asked to send
for him, or let him be sent for, was it stated before
the close of the case, before Mr. Gordon made his

Were, sentenced to execution, and how many to

speech, that Dr. Major would know well enough

flºgging —99 to execution; 25 were sentenced to

whether Mr. Gordon was ill, and that would account

ogging.

for his absence on the 11th of October at the Vestry?

33,449. That makes 124. The rest were acquitted?
-Some of the rest were remanded, and some were

—I don't remember hearing that stated.
33,455. At any time of the trial 7–I don't remem

acquitted.

ber it.

$3,450. Those that were remanded, did they come
fore you again —No.

*3,451. The particular case of Mr. Gordon on the

33,456. You cannot assist us by your memory at all
on the subject 7–No.

33,457. Do you remember now whether you knew

*lst of October, you being associated with Lieutenant at the time that any of the people were alive whose
4Q 3
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written statements were read to the court —No ; I

THIRD DAY. don’t remember it at all.
Lieutenant

Errington.
-

33,458. Do you know whether anyone, or yourself,
any member of the Court, inquired for anyone
whose written statement was read, that he should be

sent for instead of reading his statement—was that
ever suggested by yourself or any member of the
Court —I forget.
33,459. In fact you remember nothing at all of
what took place, now –No.

3 Mar. 1866.

The witness withdrew.

Major-General

Major-General L. SMYTHE O'Connor recalled and further examined.
33,460. You stated when you were here the other minds, by stating to them that the only steps that

}. Smythe
O'Connor,

day that in the month of October you were in command of the forces in Jamaica 2–Yes, I was.

33,461. Will you state to the Commission when
you first heard of any disturbances having broken
out in St. Thomas in the East —I was making my
inspection of the left wing of the 1st West India
Regiment, on the morning of the 12th, and I received
at half-past 11 o'clock a letter or requisition—a letter
from Governor Eyre.
33,462. Where were you ? — At Head Quarter
House, about to proceed and complete my inspection;
I received it at half-past 11—a letter from Governor
Eyre. I acted upon it immediately.
33,463. Where did you receive it – At Head
Quarter House ; I was going with the Deputy Adju
tant-General. Your Excellency will know, as a mili
tary man, I had completed part of the inspection in
the morning, and at the time was proceeding to

•

instructions to Major Anton, and in less than an hour

Captain Ross paraded his company of 100 men,
equipped and victualled, and ready to take the field.
33,466. What was the next step 7–They were
embarked that evening in the “Wolverene,” under the

};

*

§:

º
º
siſ

º
º
º,

º

33,474. No ; did you order more troops ?—No, I

had anticipated the Governor's wishes already in the
measures I had taken.

33,475. And then —On the same day the Governor
came with his aide-de-camp, Colonel Hunt.
33,476. To your house —To Head Quarter House,
to confirm the report of what had taken place, and
asked my permission to hold a council there; and a
of the evening.
33,477. A Privy Council —I do not know the
Privy Council—a council of the different officers,

33,465. What did you do, did you order the 100
men —I proceeded at once to the camp to give

•]

4

wish the whole of it

council was summoned and a Court held in the course

and to detach 100 men at once.

º

assumed a serious form, that the rioters—Do you

33,464. Where was the regiment?—At Up-Park
Camp. I received a letter from Governor Eyre stating
that serious disturbances had taken place in the

&

could be adopted were adopted already, and calmed
them as easily as possible, being rather habituated to
these rows. I proceeded at once to my own house at
head-quarters, and between 6 and 7 received a letter
from Flamstead, from Governor Eyre, dated “5 p.m.,
12th October.” I got that between 6 and 7.
33,473. What did you do then –This letter was
to inform me that the insurrection at Morant Bay had

examine the troops and finish the inspection.

neighbourhood of Moront Bay, that 100 or 150 men
armed with cutlasses, bayonets, and pikes were there,
and that prompt measures should be taken to put
down the resistance to the constitutional authority,

Hº

33,478. Did that council assemble 2 – At Head
Quarter House.

33,479. Were you present —Through part of it.
That was the first council. They remained till mid
night.
33,480. When was that ?—On the 12th.

33,481. At what time –In the evening. I should
say about 8 o'clock, and their deliberations continued
a considerable time.

That is not a Council of War,

33,482. What was decided finally —It was decided
that martial law should be proclaimed, and Governor
Eyre and his aide-de-camp proceeded at midnight

superintendence of the Deputy Adjutant-General, and
proceeded to Port Royal, when Lieutenant Jones and
a field piece were embarked, and they started next
morning for Morant Bay.
33,467. What happened next, were you called upon

over to Spanish Town.
33,483. Did the Council of War meet –It was

33,484. Did it meet 2—It did.

º

to meet the Executive Committee ?—No, that was not

33,485. What was decided ?–The universal opinion

.

the next. The next move was, the following morning

was that martial law should be proclaimed. There

I went with my staff to inspect the artillery and
troops at Port Royal.
33,468. What day was that, the 12th of October ?

laid down by both the Attorney-General and Sir Bryan

—Yes.

33,469. You are sure the date of the first day was

arranged that the Council of War should meet next
day at 8 o'clock at my house.

was some slight difference at the time, but it was ably
º

I was merely introduced, and my opinion was not

º

the 11th –The letter was dated, “King's House,

invited.

11th October 1865.”

33,487. Nor did you express any opinion?—None
whatever. I waited to be asked with regard to
military matters.
33,488. Were you ever consulted as to what military measures were necessary?—At that time, no.
The proclamation of martial law was decided upºn,

-

33,470. You went to Port Royal – Yes, and
inspected the artillery, and was occupied in gun
practice till nearly 12. I was returning with Lieutenant Brand in the “Onyx,” when close to Fort
Augusta the Quartermaster-General's boat, with

º

Edwards.
33,486. Did you take part in it?—No, I did not

4

-

-

sº
º

º

---

º
ºf

º

Lieutenant Adcock on board, came alongside and in- and I silently approved of that proclamation, and I
formed me of the massacre which had taken place.
33,471. What did you do then *—I immediately
reversed the boat, went alongside the “Aboukir,” and

would have extended it to Kingston.

***

33,489. Did you put any more troops under orders

s

in consequence of the declaration of martial law, or

º

gave instructions for Captain Luke and 100 men to make further military arrangements?–Governor

º

get on board, with a field-piece under the only artil-

s
º

lery officer, Lieutenant Nash ; and Lieutenant Brand
using, as he always did, that exertion which the whole
of the navy employed under me did, started with reinforcements that evening.

Eyre sent a requisition for more troops—white troops
to make a nucleus for the coloured troops.
33,490. When 2–Dated 13th.

*>

“‘Wolverene,’ October 13, 1865, 12.45 p.m.
“SIR,

-

º
-

33,472. In the “Onyx " ?—In the “Onyx.” I
“FROM the report just brought in by Captain
returned in the boat of the “Aboukir,” because, of De Horsey, commanding Her Majesty's ship ‘Wolcourse, I sent the steamer on. I met Commander verene,' I have reason to believe it would be desirable
Smith. He told me that Custos Bowerbank and other

to send, early to-morrow by the ‘Wolverene, one

gentlemen were anxious to see me on the wharf. On

company of white troops as a nucleus for the colo
troops, should any conflict take place. At present

landing Dr. Bowerbank approached and read a letter
he had from Mr. Georges. I saw that general con-

sternation prevailed, naturally so. I relieved their

º
º

º

*

&
.*

there are a considerable number of white sailors cº-

º

operating with the coloured troops; but Captain Do

º

º

i
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Horsey justly points out that it might be desirable to
ship his men again should the ‘Wolverene’ be de
tached on duty to any other part of the coast.
“I should therefore be obliged by your Excellency's

detaching one company of white troops on this service.
“I have, &c.
“ (Signed)
E. EY RE.”
33,491. Where did they proceed to ?–To Morant

Bay, where Captain De Horsey had, with great judg
ment, landed his sailors and marines.
33,492. Now, what was the next detachment you

The next requisition from Governor Eyre was for a
small force to be sent to Linstead, which was then in

a state, or supposed to be in a state of excitement.
33,493. From what place were they sent 2–These
troops were sent on by telegraph from Spanish Town
and replaced from Rock Fort, and those at Rock Fort
were replaced by pensioners.
33,494. When was the requisition ?—On the 17th
-

of the month.

33,495. Five days afterwards 2—I would wish to

THIRD DAY.

advice of the Committee.

33,510. Were they Volunteers enrolled by Act of Major-General
the Legislature or extra —By no means. They L. Smythe
were special ; because Mr. De Cordova's Irregular O'Connor.
Cavalry and others came down to serve specially under
3 Mar. 1866,
myself.
33,511. How many special Volunteers were en
rolled, do you recollect —Within two hours we had
before the meeting 250 or more. I will read the
report.

ordered to the scene of the disturbances —I should

wish it to be distinctly understood that the requisi
tions and arrangements with regard to the troops were
by Governor Eyre sending me the usual requisitions.

“Aujutant-General's Office,
October 16, 1865.

“SIR,

“I HAve the honor to state, for your informa
tion, that I have enrolled, armed, and equipped,
according to instructions, the following special Volun
teers, viz.: cavalry 30, infantry 150, and posted them

in various positions for the security and protection of
the city of Kingston ; more are being hourly enrolled.
These do not include the Volunteer Horse of Jamaica.

“I have, &c.

(Signed)
“John ELKINGTON.”
—That return was to provide them with arms.
33,512. Was this the body to which Mr. Ford was
attached 2–I never heard of them.

are travelling a little too fast, Kingston was threatened
with serious disturbances that were anticipated. The

33,513. He may have been, but you know nothing
about it. As we understand, troops were dispatched
to Morant Bay, and troops were sent by the Blue

Custos reported to me that probably riots would take

Mountain Valley from Newcastle, and for the pro

place—that on the 17th and 18th they threatened to

tection of the town pensioners were enrolled, and
special Volunteers were called out, in addition to
those who were under arms, by the sanction of the

mention that on the 14th of the month, because we

fire the town, on the Sunday the 15th white inhabi
tants were to be massacred.

-

33,496. These were reports to you ?–By the

Legislature ?--Yes, and I also sent a body of men

Custos; but to show my contempt of the whole pro

across to Buff Bay, which completed the chain from

ceedings I went to the church, and out of the large
congregation that usually attends there, I found

one side to the other.

about 20.

castle.

33,497. Were any troops detached from Newcastle
—Yes; by direction of Governor Eyre troops were
sent from Newcastle down the Blue Gully or Blue
Valley.
33,498. Blue Mountain Valley –It is a valley that

33,515. Under whose command 2–Under Captain
Harmon. I was going to observe that the actual

runs down in that direction.

33,499. How many men 2–Fifty men, under Cap
tain Field,

33,500. What day did they march 2–They went
on the very first evening.
33,501. That was on the

?—On the night of

33,514. Where were they sent from ?–From New

force left me on the 14th amounted to this effective
state. It shows that the total available force was : at

Kingston, nil. ; at Up-Park-Camp, 169; at Newcastle,
87; at Port Royal, 20. So that I had a total force to
protect the great remainder of the island of 269 men;
all the rest were employed in the field or on duty.
33,516. The Governor proceeded then to Morant
Bay —His Excellency proceeded at once to Morant
Bay.
33,517. Did the Governor, from the commence

the council of the 12th.

33,502. Was any other detachment sent from New
castle —Yes. Then Colonel Hobbs wrote to me,
requesting that he might be allowed to proceed to

take command with additional troops, which, of
course, I freely granted, and was very glad to do so.
33,503. Then he proceeded ?–Yes.
33,504. Do you know what date; can you give us
the date —I can.

THIRTY

authority of the Executive Committee ?—With the

The letter from Colonel Hobbs

ment of the insurrection and through the disturbances,
consult with you as the officer in command of the
forces 2–His Excellency sent me requisitions for
troops; consulting would be difficult in some measure
because he was aware of what was going on ; but he
did not, when the Council of War took place, invite
me to accompany him.
33,518. Did he ask for an officer to proceed with
him 2–Yes, he did.

was dated “Newcastle, 12.30 a.m., 14th October, 65.”

33,519. He was to command the forces —Exactly ;

33,505. Then he marched when 2–He went with

he deemed it necessary that he should proceed in
person, and he requested that I would send an officer

additional men to reinforce Captain Field.
33,506. On the

13th 2–On

the

14th ; because

his letter was dated “Newcastle, 12.30 a.m., 14th
October, 65.”
you take any steps about the Volun
organizing any local force : — Yes ; on
Saturday the 14th, there being a great deal of panic
in the town, I suggested to the Executive Committee,
r. Hosack, and Mr. Westmorland, and also the
Custos, the advantage of doing what I did formerly in
rica—of raising Volunteers and calling out the
pensioners. They saw at once the necessity. The
Custos went round, and at 3 o'clock I proceeded to the
barracks, where I met from 400 to 500 gentlemen. In
the meantime I had instructed Mr. Ballantyne to send
out the sergeant—he had served in Africa with me,
and he had influence with them—to tell the pensioners
33,507. Did

teers or

º

their old colonel wanted them to come out and

ght.

33,508. You collected the pensioners?—Yes.
º

38,509. And called out the Volunteers with the

with

him

to

take

command, and

1 nominated

Lieutenant-Colonel Nelson Deputy Adjutant-General,
leaving myself without one staff officer for all the
work. I selected him as an experienced officer of
upwards of 30 years' service, and because from the
first he had served under most distinguished officers,
Sir William Knott, Sir Charles Napier, and others,
and had been engaged in the Afghanistan wars, and
I knew he had a cool, calm judgment, and was com

petent to assist and advise His Excellency on any
point.
33,520. What instructions did you give to the
troops—to the officer commanding —I gave no in

structions to Brigadier-General Nelson for this
reason : I said, “You are equally in possession of
information as to the state of affairs as I am.”

I left

him to carry out the field operations according to his
own judgment. It was totally impossible for me to
hamper, and cramp, and cripple him with instructions
as to what might take place. He was to use his own
4Q 4
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judgment in case of unforeseen emergencies, besides have not been in the service 40 years to know my
His Excellency accompanied him. If the Commission duty no better than that.
33,530. Did you interfere in Mr. Gordon's case?—
will do me the favour of referring to His Excellency's
Major-General
dispatch, published in the “Gazette” of the 17th of Not the slightest. It will be found in the correspond.
L. Smythe
November they will find in the 70th paragraph— ence that I transmitted the proceedings to the
O'Connor.
(Paragraph 70 in Governor Eyre's despatch of Governor.
3 Mar. 1866. October 20th read.) The Governor being present he
33,531. And you received it back again?—Yes,
gave the instructions, and of course I gave none. because, mark, I wanted it in time to transmit it
The only other officer I gave instructions to
Sub to the military authorities at home, and to Lord de
sequently Brigadier-General Neison requested my Grey. It came on the 22d, and I sent it the same day;
opinion as to the trial of Kelly Smith and other poli it returned on the 23d, and the mail left on the 24th;
tical prisoners at Morant Bay, by a Court under I was aware of the excitement at home, and wished
martial law, and I gave him instructions about docu Lord de Grey and the Duke of Cambridge to be in
ments annexed, which are already in the possession of possession of these facts as rapidly as possible.
33,532. You sent them on the 24th of October?—
the Court, and Governor Eyre acknowledges that
Brigadier-General Nelson exercised wise and just Yes.
discrimination. I was about to proceed to state that
33,533. It was rather exceptional, was it not, to
THIRTY.

THIRD DAY.

I gave instructions to no other officer in the field

deal with this trial in that way ?—I would hardly call

except Colonel Hobbs and to the effect.—(Letter of it an exception. I think I explained before that
instructions to Colonel Hobbs, set out elsewhere, Governor Eyre was in the field till the 20th. On the
read).
33,521. Is that the whole letter ?—It is.

33,522. Previous to that you had ordered Colonel
Elkington to issue a memorandum, dated the 16th of
October 1865, to the following effect:-" For Colonel
Hobbs, Monday, 16th, 3 o'clock, p.m. Memo.—The
Major-General has your despatch from Monkland
Valley, approves of all your proceedings, would like
you if possible to form a junction with Lieutenant
Oxley, R.N., at Easington, if only to communicate
and fall back to your own ground. Provisions are
being sent over hence to Mahogany Vale for your
force; a party of 40 men Second 6th leave Newcastle
to-day for Buff Bay, and to return as a demonstration
only. Stony Gut, said to be a hot bed of ruffians, it
would be advisable if you looked it up. Around
Easington there are said to be a great number of
these rascals. The Major-General would like you to
be careful about burning villages, and not to do so
without it is clear the inhabitants have joined the

20th he handed over, with others, Mr. Gordon for

trial. Very good. Mr. Gordon was tried on the
21st. His Excellency had returned then, and on the
22d, as early as possible, Colonel Nelson sent the pro. ,
ceedings to me. If he had wished to consult the
Governor on other subjects he could have done so
when he was in the field; he could have done so. I

had nothing to do with it.
33,534. In the particular case mentioned, that one
which reached you on the 22d, you dealt with it as you
did not deal with the others ?—I had nothing to do
with the others. I never got them.
33,535. Did you, when you got it back, transmit
Mr. Eyre's letter to General Nelson?—No, I did
not ; it would have been useless.

33,536. Did you communicate to General Nelson at
all on the 23d 2–No ; but it must be borne in mind

that the communication was not very easy; we were
in a district scattered over 31 miles, and we couldn't

get a horse for dispatch. The Irregular Cavalry, both

insurgents. The Major-General can give you no militia and special, had ridden their own horses.
33,537. There were no means of communication?
instructions and leaves all to your own judgment. B
command, (Signed) John Elkington, D.A.G.” 2– —It would have been useless to write to him when I
Whatever Colonel Elkington signed was correct from had not the power to alter the decision, and when I
had received Governor Eyre's letter endorsing the
nae.
33,523. After all the troops had been disposed in whole proceedings.
their different quarters and destinations, they from
33,538. You, in fact, had not in any way expressed
time to time returned to you the proceedings of the your approval on the 22d of October 2—No, I had no
*

Courts-martial 2–No.

one to express it to.
33,539. I mean to General Nelson?–0h, no, it
-

33,524. When did these reach you ?.—They were
sent up to the Adjutant-General's office. The only

could not have reached him in time. Governor Eyre's

proceedings I had anything to do with were those of letter came to me at half-past 4; it could not be
which I gave evidence on Saturday.
of others.

I knew nothing

I felt I had nothing to do with them.

33,525. Did none of the Courts-martial send their

done.

33,540. (By the Commission.) Were you consulted
or was your opinion invited as to the state of the

proceedings to you ?–Oh dear no; I had nothing to

colony, or the the determination of martial law -

do with them. The officer convening, approving, and
confirming has the sole power. They were of no use
to me. I had not the slightest necessity for them.

That embraces two questions.

His Excellency ºn:

sulted me with regard to the amnesty, certainly ; bº
with regard to the state of the colony at the time hº
33,526. They did not come to you ?—Only in Mr. not
certainly
did not.
There
points
that I wº
consulted
on : One
waswere
withtwo
regard
to sending
of

Gordon's case.

33,527. Can you explain why that came to you and
the others did not ?—I think it was considered a special
case on the part of the General or Colonel Nelson.

the “Urgent” for fresh troops. With regard to the
state of the colony I was not consulted; on the contrary,
it was a point that rather nettled me.

The others must have been conducted while His

33,54ſ. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Were you informed "

Excellency the Governor was in the field, if you may

the time the Council of War was held, on the 12th

so term it.

that you were a member of that Council?-At."

You will find, if I recollect aright,

that he says—“I send this to you as the Governor is time the Council of War was held, it was at 8 o'clock
“ in Kingston, considering you to be my commanding in the morning, a great number of people were crowd
“ officer.”

ing in. I was not officially informed; it might hº
33,528. Then you were never called upon to con been said I was present, but not officially as a member
firm the proceedings or to pronounce an opinion ?—It of the Council.
would be perfectly useless. I had nothing to do with
33,542. Did you consult the Act as to the constitº
-

it.

In reference to the Gordon's case, the officer con

tion of the Council of War —Oh, dear no. I never

vening, approving, and confirming—I do not care a thought of consulting Acts about these things, I have
straw whether under martial law or any other—has

Africa something else to do.

the only power to remit the sentence, with the excep

33,543. I supposea Council of War is not held evº
day?—I never heard of one before; when I was "

tion of the Governor. I had no more power to alter
General Nelson's decision than I had to abolish the
Court-martial.

33,529. You did not interfere?–Decidedly not. I

-

Africa. I had my own ; that was my own opinion.

33,544. No one informed you that you were amº.

ber 7–You are pressing it very hard. I have *
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exactly the memory of a Pascal. His Excellency may,
in all probability, have said, “You are by law a
member,” but I really could not trace it so accurately
as that.
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a volume ; he must have had a bevy of short-hand
writers.

33,559. Do we understand that he sent no account
Major-General

of his proceedings —Not at all.

L. Smythe

33,545. Do you remember or not ?—Yes, he did,

33,560. What are we to understand 2–I will ex

precisely ; tracing it in that way and brushing up

plain, if I possibly can make you understand. He

these cobwebs from my brain.

sent military despatches, and he stated, for instance,

33,546. Having been informed of that, did you take

demanded martial law, and every gentleman, very few

as the packet was sailing, simply that Paul Bogle
was captured, and others. I shall be happy to give
you every information I possibly can. If you mean
did he send me details, he did not. In the margin
he would say, “I have executed so many,” or some

of whom I knew personally, seemed unanimous in

thing of that kind.

supporting the Governor and the Government.
martial law?—The reports were given by the Governor

33,561. Did he give you the number of persons
tried ?–He told me of all the operations requisite for
me to know, and that he was carrying on in the field.
33,562. General Nelson was not actually in the

very succinctly.

field with troops ?—Was he not

33,548. What official reports were they —I didn't
see any of them. I heard a very succinct and clear

understand.

part in the proceedings -No ; the reason why is
that my opinion was not invited, and there was but
one unanimous opinion that the exigencies of the time

33,547. What reports were submitted to the Council
of War as to the state of things which necessitated

statement made by the Governor, I heard the Attor

ney-General, and I heard Sir Bryan Edwards, equally

He commanded, I

33,563. Was he stationed at Morant Bay ?—Will
you kindly recall to your memory what I said a short
time ago. The Governor having requested that I

tial law over the whole country —I heard nothing

would place an officer in command of the troops, I
named General Nelson, he was Colonel Nelson then ;
but I requested the Governor to create him a brigadier
general, to take command over militia officers there.
As they had no form of a brigadier general's appoint
ment, I had to produce my own, which I got, though
a man should not praise himself, for distinguished

about it.

services in Africa.

clever, and I was perfectly satisfied that but one feel
ing was shared by every individual in the room to

support the Governor and the Government. I pre
sume the General would not be backward on that
occasion.

33,549. Did anyone support the declaration of mar
-

33,550. There was no discussion as to the area at
all —Something was said as to whether Kingston
would be included. It was clearly explained that it
might interfere with commercial affairs, about which

I am unlucky enough not to be able to give an opinion.
33,551. Was there any discussion ?–No.
33,552. Was any proposition made to limit martial

law to the parishes of St. Thomas in the East, St.
David's, Portland, and Port Royal 2–Not that I re
member. I dare say you can perfectly comprehend that
when 40 gentlemen meet there is not a perfect dead

silence, and there may be a variety of opinions, and
that even if you were determined you could not keep
everyone in his own place, you might have even two
or three, if not more than four, to speak at the same
time.

33,553. After martial law was proclaimed did you
consider yourself or Governor Eyre the supreme

32,564. We will call him Colonel Nelson 2—Or

Brigadier-General Nelson.
33,565. If you like —He was de facto in com
mand. I looked to him for the proper military move
ments, and he reported to me regularly the movements
he thought requisite ; and only on one point did he
ask my advice, and that was with reference to a law
affair.

33,566. But you are aware that in addition to
regulating the movements of the troops, he was em
ployed in connexion with Courts-martial *—With
courts under martial law Ż

33,567. Yes?—Oh, yes.
33,568. Were you kept informed as to those pro
ceedings —Certainly, so far as it was requisite.
33,569. Did you feel it your duty to approve of
those proceedings 3–1 could neither approve nor
disapprove.
33,570. Are we to understand that General Nelson's
decision was supreme *—Certainly.
33,571. In that matter —I stated that clearly

military authority of the country —Mr. Gorrie, I
should be most happy to give an opinion, but really it
is such a complicated thing that even the ablest law before.
yers at home cannot give you a decision. I shall be
33,572. That he had no superior officer with regard
happy to give my opinion for your information, but I to Courts-martial, while he had as to the movements
do not pretend to be a lawyer.
of the troops ?—The officer who convenes and
33,554. Did you hear Mr. Eyre give the neccessary approves and confirms, vide regulations, is the sole
orders for the disposition of the troops ?—The rules person who can make any alteration. If I had—but
in the Queen's Colonial Regulations are these : the I hope I will not—to hold a Court-martial upon you
Civil Governor of the country sends his requisitions, if I directed the Court to be held, and approved and
and sends his orders for the troops, and it is the duty confirmed the proceedings, it would not be in the
of the military commander to carry them out to the power of any single officer to interfere.
fullest extent. If he sees any reason why they should
33,573. Can you refer to the article of war under
not be carried out he is to place his objections respect which that state of things exists —The decision is
fully before the Governor, but it is his duty to carry clear. I cannot carry all that legal knowledge in my
them out.

head, but the Judge Advocate is here.

33,555. Were General Nelson and Colonel Hobbs

Acting under you as your subordinate officers?--I
should certainly say so; I do not know anything that
abrogated my position.
33,556. Did General Nelson report to you daily, or
in any way, as to his proceedings ?—He sent his
despatches regularly to me, those that were exactly
requisite and to the point ; and it must be borne in
mind that they were hurried, and so, anxiºus was

You are

really extracting a great deal of military knowledge
from me.

33,574. Was there any Judge Advocate appointed
in connexion with martial law here 2–No ; excuse

-

General Nelson that Ishould receive information that

many despatches came with the addendum, “I beg
you will have this copied as I have not time.”
33,557. Did they contain the number of persons
executed up to date 2–Oh, no.
33,558. As to the Courts-martial 2–Oh, dear, no.
They were military despatches; it would have taken
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me, with regard to martial law, the only one we had
was what we called the Provost Marshal, and I

nominated an old officer, Major Prenderville, but that

was only for Camp.
prisoners there.

We had upwards of 200 political

33,575. (Commission.) Where was that –At Up
Park Camp; we had 200 prisoners crowded in there,
and he looked after them.

-

33,576. (Mr. Gorrie.) You did not appoint a
Judge Advocate for one of those Courts-martial —No,
we don't have a Judge Advocate in a drum-head
Court-martial; it would never do.
4 R

O'Connor.
3 Mar. 1866.
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33,577. Do you consider then that all the Courts
martial which were held by Brigadier-General Nelson

ceedings of Gordon's Court-martial when you received

Major-General were drum-head Courts-martial —I don't know
J. Smythe
whether they were drum-head Courts-martial, I should

33,592. I wish to ask you whether the acts for
which Gordon was tried were not acts previous to

O'Connor.
3 Mar. 1866.
-

them on the 22nd P-Of course I did.

call them so. I have been a Judge Advocate ; but you
are asking me a great deal that I cannot answer.
33,578. You would not call them drum-head

the proclamation of martial law —I will not give

Courts-martial under the articles of war –Courts
martial under martial law.

those proceedings to stop the carrying out of the

33,579. Not under the articles of war —No.

33,580. Did Colonel Nelson issue a dispatch which

he sent to you about Kelly Smith ?—Not exactly a dis
patch, excuse me.

Colonel Nelson wrote to me on a

particular point with regard to certain persons, and
he was merely one of them.
33,581. If that was a written document, have you
any objection to read it —Not the slightest. It
may be published in the “Times,” as far as that goes.
The Judge Advocate confirmed my opinion.
33,582. Have you that with you?—They are there,
I believe.

33,583. (Commission.) What is the date of it?—
The documents are all attached to Colonel Nelson's

letter. There is the Judge Advocate's opinion (hand
ing it to Mr. Gorrie.)
33,584. (Mr. Gorrie.) This is 6th December 2

ou an opinion.

33,593. Did you take any steps upon receiving
sentence –The answer has been given to you long
ago, that it was not in my power to do it. I explained
as clearly as I possibly could, that I had no power
whatever as to the proceedings in the Court-martial.
33,594. I wish to know whether you brought
under General Nelson's notice your views of the
trial 2–That is going too far. I have already stated
as a gentleman that it was not in my power. I never

quibble, and I will not give you an answer.
33,595. Will you explain in what way you were
consulted with regard to the amnesty; the fact you
have stated, that you were consulted ?–Yes; His
Excellency wrote to me that he considered that the
time had come when an amnesty should be pro
claimed, and, as the officer commanding, he consulted
my opinion, and that of others also, and I entirely
coincided with what was done.

33,596. You had that in writing from Mr. Eyre?—
Yes.

33,597, Were you also consulted with regard to

—Yes.

33,585. I wish the despatch you sent to General
Nelson —I sent no despatch.

33,586. This is

the termination of martial law f-That was the
termination of martial law.
-

the approval –Ch, dear, no.

General Nelson referred every point to me.

33,598. But the amnesty is different from the
termination of martial law —Decidedly. I was con

-

33,587. Did he refer it in writing – As to writing,
he sent as follows—the prisoner's name in the margin,
no matter who—“If I have the power to try them for
offences,” (or some words to that effect) “committed

sulted by Governor Eyre.

prior to martial law, would I be justified in doing so : "

tion of martial law.

The opinion I gave was, “No, I don't think you
would be justified in doing so; ” and you will find
from the Judge Advocate that I was right.
33,588. You had no reference from General Nelson

decided by the legal gentlemen as to when it was tº

as to Gordon's case ?—None ; there was no reference
to me at all about it.

decided by the previous council that sat in your
quarters the previous evening —How could it be

33,589. (Commission.) This is the case you refer
to—William Kelly Smith ?—Yes, that is the man.

determined before it was proclaimed !
33,601. Did the Council of War, held on the morn:

33,590. Is this

the

letter

(reading)—“Head

“ Quarters, Morant Bay, 4th November 1865, 6 p.m.
“ Sir, I have the honour to request the favour of

º

33,599. Had you a despatch upon that occasion –
Yes, that it would end on the 13th of the following
month, and others were consulted as to the termina
It was done in consultation, and

be terminated, and so on. There was only one Council
of War held on that morning.
33,600. Then was the termination of martial law

ing of the 12th, decide as to the termination of martial
law —-No, they did not, because they could not;
precisely for the same reason that they could not

“ your informing His Excellency the Governor, that
“ having deemed it my duty to refer a case of one of
“ the prisoners sent up for trial, namely, W. Kelly

decide on a point that was not decided.

“ Smith, in order that I might be informed on certain

33,603. (Mr. Walcott.) When the Governor went
away from Head Quarter House on the night ºf the
12th, I think you said about 12 o'clock, did You
accompany him —No, I did not, not upon tha;

“ points connected therewith, so that the decision of
“
“
“
“
“

such case might be my guide as to the disposal of
the cases of the prisoners from H.M.S. “Aboukir,”
Dr. Bruce and Mr. Levien ; and having just had the
the honour to receive your opinion in several points
submitted, I have arrived at the decision that, on

“my own responsibility, I do not consider myself justi
“ fićd in arraigning these prisoners before a Court

33,602. Were you consulted by Mr. Eyre as to the
conclusion of martial law —No.

occasion. I think that Captain Johnson went, I
will be very candid with you. I had been atwork."
Port Royal from 6 in the morning, and I was totally
exhausted at 12 o'clock, and I did not go on thº'
occasion.

Colonel Hunt went down and Captain

“ martial. My reason for thus doing is, the prisoners

Johnson. On all other occasions, of course, I went

“ all uttered the sentiments, which are said to be

down with His Excellency.

“
“
“
“

seditious, prior to the rebellion; and although I
may have the power and authority under martial
law,’ a power to myself very doubtful, yet it is a
power I do not feel myself justified in exercising,

“
“
“
“
“

and which I shall not exert unless I receive positive
orders to do so. The prisoners shall be kept under
surveillance till your instructions respecting their
disposal be received. I have the honour to be, &c.,
&c.—A. A. NELSON, Iłrigadier-Genl. Commanding

• Field Force.” [Added at the end of the letter by

33,604. Do you consider the steps that were ºn
for the suppression of the outbreak necessary ?—You
mean martial law.

33,605, Yes?—Certainly, most essential.

..

33,606. (Commission.) Do you remember receiving

a letter from Colonel Whitfield, which you forwarded
to the Governor—a letter dated the 2nd of November
directed to the Deputy Adjutant-General, reporting
his, arrival – Yes, perfectly well, reporting his
arrival at Falmouth.

-

“ Major General O'Connor.] “I entirely coincide

33,607. It contains this : “From the little I have

“ in the opinion of Brigadier-General Nelson. We

seen of this part of the island,” (Falmouth) “ and the
“great difficulty experienced in procuring means

“ may have the authority and power, but would not
“ be justified to try the prisoners by a military Court

“transport, I am of opinion that Trelawny, St.

“
“
“
is

“James', Hanover, and Westmoreland should
“ immediately placed under martial law, as seriº”

martial. Signed LUKE SMY rh O'CoSNOR, Major
General Commanding the Troops. Head Quarter
House, 5th November 1865 : ”—Precisely ; that
the whole of it, and that was confirmed by the letter.
33,591. Mr. (Gorrie.) Did you read over the pro
*

“ difficulties

may arise from the great

indifference

... shown by the labouring classes to any orders issued
“by me in my present useless position, and the

==
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“sluggish manner, in which they are obeyed.

I

33,611. In that letter he says this: “The inhabi
“ tants were evidently in a state of considerable
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*

“ trust the Major-General will, at his earliest con
“ venience, recommend His Excelleney the Governor

“ alarm prior to my arrival here, and the first reports Major-General

“ to place the above parishes under martial law, or “ from Westmoreland after my arrival I consider to

L. Smythe

“my presence here, with my present small force, will

O'Connor.

“ be of little service to the colony " ?—That was the
letter of Colonel Whitfield when he had just arrived
in command of the troops. I think you will find a
later letter contradicting that.
33,608. On the 3rd of November you forwarded

that, saying, “I endorse the opinion of Colonel Whit

“ have been greatly exaggerated. I beg, therefore,
“ to withdraw that part of my letter applying for
certain parishes to be placed under martial law, as
“ from present appearances I consider it unneces
<

-

3 Mar. 1866.

“sary " ?–Clearly; and that was acknowledged by
His Excellency the Governor.

-

33,612. You forwarded that letter to the Governor P
—Yes.

“ field, having been convinced, from the first break

“ing out of the rebellion, the whole island ought to
“ have been placed under martial law "–Yes.
33,609. Then there is a subsequent letter from
Colonel Whitfield, in which he thinks it no longer

necessary 2–Precisely so.
33,610. What was the date of that —The very
next day, I think.
-

33,613. And you say, “I entertain little doubt but
‘ that Colonel Whitfield is correct in considering the
“ first reports from Westmoreland have been exag
‘gerated, and therefore martial law, from present
“ appearances, I consider unnecessary” —Yes; and
I transmitted that to His Excellency Governor Eyre,
and received his reply on the 4th of November. They
had nothing to do with subsequent letters.

The witness withdrew.

Brigadier

Brigadier-General ABERCROMBIE NELson re-called and further examined.
33,614. You were the officer selected by General
33,625. What did you do with the other men —
O'Connor to take command of the troops that were They were let go.
taken to the district where the disturbances took
33,626. And the women?—They were also released.
33,627. That was on the morning of the 14th 2–
place in October last —I was.
33,615. Did you proceed to Morant Bay? Will Yes, 6 o'clock on the morning of the 14th.
33,628. What happened afterwards — Immediately
you be so good as to inform the Commission what
ou did —I proceeded on board the “Caravelle” to after his execution (the Governor was with me the
3. Bay, where I arrived about 7 o'clock in the whole time) we reembarked on board the “Onyx,”
came up to Morant Bay, and found that H.M.S.
evening of the 13th of October.
33,616. When you arrived there what did you find 2 “Wolverene’’ had arrived with a detachment of the
—I went on shore, found part of the troops in tents Second 6th on board, under Captain Hole. I then
and part in the church, which was unfinished. I then received reports from the officers commanding troops,
examined as to the sentries and the different military and found a very, very large number of prisoners in
arrangements. I then inquired where Captain Luke tents. I got all the information I could about the
was with his force, and found he had gone on to Port rebels, and then issued what orders I thought neces
Morant. I immediately remarked that I should go sary for the camp and so on. I then embarked with
on; the Governor said, “I will go with you.”
His Excellency on board the “Wolverene.” My
33,617. The Governor accompanied you in the original intention was to proceed to Port Antonio.
“Caravelle,” and landed with you?—Yes; some
33,629. When you were at Morant Bay were any
civilians expressed to His Excellency that it was a prisoners landed from the “Wolverene : *-I do not
source of danger going by the road. I said it was my know ; the “Wolverene’’ arrived before I did.
33,630. Were any men tried by Court-martial—I
duty to go, but His Excellency could please himself.
The suggestion was made that we should go by suppose it must have been on the 14th –Yes, there
water ; we went on board the “Onyx,” started at was no order for Court-martial. Oh, yes, a Court
9 p.m., and disembarked about 12 midnight.
martial was assembled under Col. Hunt, Col. Lewis,
33,618. Where had Captain Luke's detachment Capt. Espent, Capt. Fyfe, Capt. Heslop.
33,631. The Attorney General was a member of
proceeded to ?–Upon arrival at Port Morant I
found Captain Luke, with the main body of his troops, that Court –Yes, Capt. Heslop was a member.
33,632. Were they sentenced * – Three to be
at Port Morant, and he had detached a party of 25,
under Ensign Cullen, to Bath. I then discussed with hanged, one to be flogged, and a woman was sentenced
some people belonging to the neighbourhood, Mr. to death; but the Court recommended her to imprison
Shortridge, and Mr. Harrisson, and others, who gave ment for life. In the exercise of my judgment I did
me information, and I ascertained where the refugees, not consider the recommendation, but I ordered the
whom I was most anxious to liberate, were. I then execution of the woman.
33,633. What did you do then –Embarked on
decided to send Captain Luke the next morning, and
sent a special messenger to Ensign Cullen to keep his board the “Wolverene,” steamed to Port Antonio,
-

position. I then strongly impressed upon Captain
Luke that the first thing to be done was to rescue the
ladies and children, and that he was to come back and
be ready if possible to Bowden's wharf to disembark
at 2 o'clock, when I would despatch him in the gunboat.

33,619. Had there been any disturbance of the public
peace there at that time —Everybody was so alarmed,
and declared that the rebels had surrounded the place.

33,620. Did you send out a party to search for any
rioters ?–At Port Morant *

33,621. Yes?—At Port Morant Mr. Hague, the

collector of customs, came and gave me information
of one of the leaders who had threatened his life ; a

small party was sent out and was successful.
33,622. Did they bring in anybody ?—The one
man I wanted particularly to have, and two or three
*

others, men and women.
33,623. Was it a man named Fleming 2–Yes.

having previously sent the gunboat to receive the
refugees. When I got to Port Antonio I found that
Captain Luke had carried out his orders most satis
factorily, having brought in some 100 individuals,
men, women, and children, of all denominations and
ranks. I had them conveyed to the “Wolverene,”
put on board the gunboat, and brought the troops off

to take them myself to Port Antonio. Capt. De Horsey
sent off his servants as surgeons to the sick and

wounded. We were obliged to lay to all night.
33,634. At Port Morant —Yes. At daybreak on
the morning of the 15th we got the anchor up and
steamed round to Morant Point, and arrived at Port
Antonio about 10 o'clock. The first thing we saw
upon arrival was an American barque anchored, with
a great number of people on board. I got into a boat
and went with the Governor on board, gathered all
the information I could, found that the people were

33,624. What happened to him —The next day I
ordered a Court to be called for his trial; he was

magistrates, clergy, ladies, refugees, who had been on

found guilty, and sentenced to be executed.

I gathered then I found that the rebels had got as

board upwards of two days.

From the information
4 R 2

General
A. Nelson.
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far as Mulatto River, because Mr. Hinchelwood's

33,642. That would have been at a nearer line?—

I then headed the

It would have been if it had been necessary.
33,643. How long did you stay at Port Antonio,

place had there been burnt.
Brigadier
General
A. Welson.
3 Mar. 1866.
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enemy. When I was at Morant Bay I heard that one
party was gone towards Monklands and another
towards the Plantain Garden River district, and

another party had gone to Bath and Manchioneal,
therefore my great object was to get round there as
speedily as possible to head them. Having got my
body of troops at Morant Bay and another at Port
Antonio, I got the strongest body to proceed to
Manchioneal. At a quarter past 11 the first men
began to embark, and at half-past 12 a detachment
of 60 of the First West, 40 of the Second Sixth, who
were actually on their march.

33,635. You were aware, before you left Kingston,
that a party had been ordered by the General to
move to Blue Mountain Valley – I wrote the order.
The order was on the requisition of the Governor,
written at 12 o'clock at night, and the instructions
were that a detachment of 50 men should be sent to

having made these arrangements —Having made
these arrangements, I then went into the town of
Port Antonio, and there I found some Volunteers and

some impromptu soldiers, armed with all sorts of
weapons, and two guns, one in front of the Court.
house, and another pointed on the main road to take

it, because they had been in hourly expectation of an
attack. I posted sentries, and gave the orders that
were necessary. On the following day, the 16th, the
Governor left for Kingston on board the “Wolverene."
and I remained at Port Antonio, ordering Courts.
martial and carrying on the necessary arrangements,
33,644. Were any prisoners tried on the 16th by
those Courts-martial *--There were some tried, I
believe ; I may say positively so, on the 16th, 17th,
and 18th, I think.

33,645. Were there many sentenced to be hanged?

report themselves to General Jackson, the magistrate;

—In round numbers 27 or 29.

in his absence to Mr. McHenry; and in his absence
to any other magistrate. Martial law was not pro
claimed at that time, and he was ordered to be guided
entirely by Her Majesty's regulations for the sup

following morning.
33,637. Then the strategical arrangements for
heading this disturbance was by taking Port Morant

33,646. What orders were issued with respect to
arrangements as to carrying out executions—did you
give any orders at that time, or at any subsequent
time?—When I first arrived in Morant Bay and Port
Antonio, I considered both places in full possession of
the enemy, and therefore my principal movements
were directed to the movements of troops, and not to
issue orders to carry out minor details; but on the
22nd, after they got established, I issued orders for
the executions and so on.
33,647. We will defer that—how long did you stay

on the south coast, and Port Antonio on the north—

at Port Antonio 2–I re-embarked on the 19th of

pression of riots.

33,636. That was before the proclamation of martial
law —Yes, it did not come out till 9 o'clock the
-

do you know of any Maroons being ordered to march 2
—Not till afterwards.

33,638. There was the party from Newcastle
marching down the Blue Mountain Valley —Yes.
33,639. You drew a straight line across from
Morant Bay to Port Antonio —Yes.
33,640. What happened after that ?—I found, on

October on board the “Wolverene,” that vessel

having arrived with the Governor on his trial trip
from Kingston the previous afternoon.
33,648. What day did she arrive —On the Thurs.
day.
33,649. The 18th ?—The 18th.
33,650. Between the 16th and 17th were any

arrival at Port Antonio, that there were some Maroons

Courts-martial held by your order at Port Antonio !

there.

—Yes, I have furnished a return.

33,641. That would be the 15th, I suppose ?—The
15th. I just went down their ranks, and found they
were very inadequately armed, and I wanted particu
larly to send a small portion of these Maroons to act
as guide to Captain Hole. They were Maroon people,
in small parties, under command of different captains,
and I requested 10 men of one of their companies.
They positively refused to give me one of the men, as
they said they only knew Colonel Fyfe who was on
board, and they would not obey any order I gave. I
started with Captain Hole without any guide.

I

conferred with Colonel Fyfe afterwards, and on the
19th October they were ordered to act in this way:

33,651. You know of no execution at Port Antonio

in those three days, except by convention of Courts
martial 2–No.

33,652. Or floggings —Only by Court-martial;
and I would not be certain without looking at the

return that there were any floggings by Court-martial
even on that day.
33,653. On the 18th the Governor arrived 2–Yes,
33,654. Did he then give you any instructions as
to the disposition of the troops ?—No, he did not.

33,655. Here is the memorandum ?—I am perfectly
aware of that.

You asked me on the 18th.

33,656. Was a memorandum given to you ?–Yes.

“ The Monklands' Maroons to be furnished with 15

33,657. Was it given at Port Antonio —No.

“ stand of arms and 1,500 rounds of ammunition ; to

33,658. Where was it given to you ?—It was given

“ patrol along the road up the coast as far as Hope
“13ay, to guard the Swift River pass, scouring the
“ woods about Lennox and Low Layton, and sending
“ a sufficient force to Portland and Muirtown.

“
“
“
“

The

-

to me by the Governor just previously to his leaving
the “Wolverine” on the evening of the 19th.

33,659. When did you embark on board the
“Wolverene "—I must look at my memoranda for

above to be considered as the basis of operation of details. It was given to me on board the “Wºlve:
the Maroon force; but Colonel Fyfe is authorized rene" just prior to my arrival in Morant Bay. This is
to follow his own judgment according to occurring the memorandum.
circumstances, reporting as frequently as possible
33,660. This is the original 2–Yes, I perfectly

I would desire to point out on the recollect it, because I said to His Excellency the
map that by guarding the Swift River pass, patrolling Governor, “It is very odd; all these things have
along the road from Charlestown towards Newcastle been anticipated nearly.”
to the south, watching the Cunha pass, and with
33,661. By the arrangements you had made :troops at Port Antonio, Monklands, Easington, and Yes, and there are proposed arrangements here which
Morant Bay, the rebels were kept nearly within an I did not carry out ; and although I got His Excel.
equilateral triangle, having its apex on the east point lency's instructions I considered I myself was respon
of the island, and thus prevented from moving west sible for the actual arrangements, and if I differed at
“ all movements.”

ward. Had the rebels succeeded in breaking through
the different bodies it would then have been necessary
to throw a line of troops across from Kingston to

º

all with his ideas and instructions I should have so

expressed myself; and he states, “I should be happy
“to render any assistance or facilitate any arrang”

Annotto Bay, vià Stoney Hill and Scott's Hall (a “ments which the Brigadier-General may consider
Maroon settlement), which it will be observed is the “ desirable.”
thearrangements contained
-

33,662. Then practically
narrowest point across the island ; thus the spread of
the rebellion might here have been checked from in this memorandum were carried out 2–Exactly.
going further westward.
33,663. When did you arrive in Morant Bay?—

—-
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On the evening of Friday, the 19th of October, at

effect a junction at the post-office, because I did not

6 p.m.

barking, and I did not go on shore till the Saturday.

consider that Lieut. Adcock's party was sufficiently
strong, and I had a particular objection to sending out
small parties.
33,673. At the post-office, where 7–That was the
information I got. It is a place on the road. This

I then visited the camp, found the men in a wretched

is the order for the other detachment :—

THIRD I)AY.

ºl. Did you

disembark —I did not ; it was
rfectly dark. I sent my aide-de-camp on shore,

and found there was no necessity for my disem
state with the mud and wet, and the tents over

chioneal, will detach a party, under command of an

though I could ill afford a guard I preferred sending
the prisoners down there under a small guard.

officer, consisting of 50 men in light marching order,
supplied with 60 rounds of blank cartridge, the party

33,665. That was on the 20th *—Yes.
33,666. Did you detach any troops on the 20th
into the country or anywhere —Upon that afternoon
some of the planters came up from Kingston, whom I
was led to expect, because I received a letter from the

day the 21st, and to move to the post-office on the
direct road between Manchioneal and Bath, supposed
to be a distance of 15 miles. This body will find

Governor, in which he said : “I think 40 stand of

“ arms and corresponding ammunition should be left
“ at Morant Bay, to be distributed to a party of

“ planters and others, who are prepared to come
“from Kingston, and re-cstablish themselves in the
“Plantain Garden River or Bath districts, if so
“ armed.”

These 40 men disembarked.

I furnished

them with the arms I could spare, I then told them
I had no objection to their going where they were
required to go, but I should put them under an officer
of the line, to whom I should give very stringent
orders, and they must act in strict discipline to all
military order. If they did not choose to go upon
those terms they should not go at all. They delibe
rated, and said they were too happy to go. I then
picked a force under my aide-de-camp. I distributed

to leave Manchioneal at 5 a.m. to-morrow, Satur

other troops at the post-office, and the officer in
command has orders. Great importance is attached
to the party leaving Manchioneal at the above hour,
and nothing is to derange or hinder its march on the
post-office ; extreme emergencies alone excepted.”
And the party did effect the junction.
33,674. At this time were there any parties de
tached to Stony Gut or to Easington—we have got
now to the 20th–were there any parties detached
from Morant Bay at that time —I detached a party
to proceed to attack Stony Gut.
33,675. Before you went to Port Antonio —Yes,
on the 14th of October, when I arrived at Morant

Bay, I heard that Stony Gut was the stronghold of
the rebels.

I then issued an order that the senior

they called themselves Volunteers.
33,669. The whole of them were under Captain

officer in command of the troops at Morant Bay
should proceed with two officers and 50 men of the
Second Sixth, and two officers and 60 men. “ The
“object is to surprise the rebels, who are supposed
“ to make this place their stronghold. Great deci
“sion is necessary in making this move, and a trust
worthy guide indispensable. The party should
“ move so as to arrive at Stony Gut at daybreak.
“Every precaution to be observed in making any
“ attack, and a reconnaissance should be made pre

Adcock 2–Yes.

“ vious to such.”

the officers of the Second Sixth and some of the

Volunteer troops under Captain Astwood.
33,667. Were they Volunteers enrolled according to
the Act of the Legislature ?—Yes.
33,668. Then were those other Volunteers a party

under Mr. Ford —Yes, they were 40 planters, but

33,670. Do you know that this party of planters or
Volunteers were under the orders of Mr. Ford –

Well, they made a sort of selection on the spot when

I turned my back, and selected him to be their
captain.

33,671. Did you acknowledge him as their com
manding officer —Certainly.
33,672. Did you give Lieutenant Adcock any
orders?—I did. These are the orders (reading):—
“Morant Bay, 8 p.m., 20th October 1865.
“Memo. for Lieut. Adcock, Second Sixth Royal

Regiment, and A.D.C., proceeding in command
of a detachment of field service.

“THE planters who have volunteered to act with

the troops must be kept in a proper though not over
strict order. On effecting junction with the party
from Manchioneal Lieut. Adcock will act entirely on

hisjudgment and such information as may be gathered,
making excursions from “post-office' in any direction
supposed to be advantageous, care to be taken that

the firing of buildings and huts be not carried to
excess. All ringleaders to be secured. Men found
in arms to be summarily dealt with. Minor punish
ments to be inflicted on the spot. Lieut. Adcock will
return to Morant Bay Tuesday evening, 24th. If
Application be not made in time to admit of a gun
at, viz., sent to Port Morant to embark the detach

ºnent, Lieut. Adcock must march into Morant Bay.

lf by any unforescen circumstance the detachment

33,676. You thought, doubtless, from the informa
tion you had, that they were holding Stony Gut as
a stronghold –Yes; if my party could have attacked
at the time intended, for they were then in force ;
but the magistrate who was in command, recollect,
did not bring the party of the Second Sixth down
to the River, so that my party was detained at
Easington.
33,677. Who was the magistrate moving with the
Second Sixth 7–They were ordered to go to Major
General Jackson, and they did not, because I remem
bered His Excellency's instructions.
33,678. That party of the Second Sixth had moved
before martial law had been proclaimed 2–Yes.
-

33,679. They were moving as they do when they
are called to assist the civil power —Exactly so.

I

never saw the detachment of the Second Sixth ; they
opened the attack on Stony Gut just as he wished.
Lieut. Oxley, a very excellent officer, came back, and
then went back directly.
33,680. You re-called Lieut. Oxley —Yes, it was
useless his being down at Easington.
33,681. Then he moved on to Stony Gut 2–Yes.
33,682. Were any express instructions given to

that party —No, I sent him round to meet the enemy,
and he would be guided by custom of war to make
the attack.

33,683. What was the next thing done –That
brings me down to my having sent a party under my

from Manchioneal does not arrive at the post-office
*s ordered, Lieut. Adcock must cndeavour to open

aide-de-camp to Plantain Garden River.

communication to get it up, but he is authorized to
move about as he deems expedient. Lieut. Adcock is

of military operations.

not, except under written orders, to conform to the

Morant Bay ?—Yes.
33,685. And that was the centre of the whole
command 2–The most convenient point of my com
munication was open by the sea.

orders of any officer except myself.
“ (Signed)
(g

A. A. NELSON

“B.-General Commanding F. Force.

John Elkington, Lieut.-Col.”
;

“Morant Bay, 20th October 1865.
“CAPTAIN Hole, commanding troops at Man

crowded with prisoners. I then went into the town,
examined the houses and the district prison, and

At the same time I ordered a party to Manchioneal to

After that

detachment arrived I had very little to do in the way
33,684. You established your head-quarters at

33,686. Did you issue any orders to the troops,
prohibiting them from entering houses in the vicinity
4 R 3
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of their camp, or any orders of that sort —Yes, my

THIR 1) DAY. orders on

Brigadier
General

A. Nelson.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE

the 19th of October 1865 were

(reads):—

these

-

“ Port Antonio, 19th October 1865.

“THE detachment of the Royal Artillery will
remain at Port Antonio until further orders, under

3 Mar, 1866.

command of Captain Luke of the First West India
Regiment. Captain Luke will issue stringent orders
against the troops foraging for themselves. All
supplies required to be obtained by written requisi
tion upon the civil authorities at this place. All
horses now at barracks, except six, to be handed over
to Lieut. French, Portland Militia.”

I must explain that I pressed every horse I could get,
and thereby maintained my troops. They were less
fatigued, and could go at a greater pace. There is
another order here :—

“Morant Bay, 25th of October.
“ OFFICERs commanding will respectively forbid
any man to enter a house in or near his place under
any pretext whatever, unless accompanied by a non
commissioned officer or a warrant officer. Any man
found doing so to be handed over to the Provost
Marshal for summary punishment.”
Here is another :-

“Head-quarters, Morant Bay,
“ 2nd November 1865.

“ Addressed to Lieut. Nevin, Plantain Garden River
“ SIR,
district.
f

“You will proceed forthwith to relieve Ensign
Cullen, 1st West India Regiment, now in command
of a detachment at Golden Grove, and you will be
pleased to direct that officer to return to this place
immediately. You will as soon as possible remove
your detachment from the quarters now in occupation
to Stoke's Hall. You will furnish me with a report
of the accommodation afforded in that house. Be good
enough to ascertain who is the usual medical man at
Golden Grove, and furnish me with his name and

address. It will be necessary for you to exercise
strict control over the men of your detachment, and
not to permit any man to quit his quarters for the
purpose of foraging, &c. Care to be taken to preserve
unanimity with the overseers and all others.

You

are not sent to your post for the purpose of punishing
the negro, but to maintain order and afford protection
to the inhabitants generally.

their occupation. They were brought into line and
put under an officer, but they were to proceed to their
general avocations after they had seen the country
was free.

*

33,689. Captain Astwood's came as an organized
body ?—Yes.
33,690. After that you remained at Morant Bay as
your head-quarters until you came to Kingston –I
did, because it was more convenient.

33,691. I think that was the whole of the military
operations —Those are all the military operations.

33,692. You remained at Morant Bay during the
greater part of the time the Courts-martial were going
on 2–I did.

33,693. Have you any recollection of a person
named Richard Clarke being in custody at Morant
Bay ?—No, I have no man tried by that name,
33,694. He was not tried ?–No, I have no recol
lection of it.

33,695. I ought to call your attention to a statement

that he has made (reading part of Richard Clarke's
evidence, sixth day):—
“ Q. Now what happened which led to your
receiving the hundred lashes the day you were
released ?– A. I saw Inspector Ramsay and
three officers come up to the prison on Saturday
morning, and they commenced to call us up, and
there were soldiers there with cats, and as 1 came

up Ramsay said to me, ‘What do you do here?'
I said, ‘ I am a perfect stranger here; I have
only been working here six weeks. I do not
know what I have been taken up for." Ramsay
said, ‘Well, soldier, give him 100 lashes.’
“ Q. Who said that ?—A. The Colonel who

was acting there was present. I mean the one who
is gone out of the country now, but who is coming
back.

“ Q. Do you mean Colonel Nelson?—A. That
is his name.

-

“ Q. He sentenced you to 100 lashes, and
then you were allowed to go ; when were you

sentenced —A. The same day on which I was
let go.

“ Q. Do you remember the day of the month
—A. As well as I can recollect I was 25 days
in prison altogehter.

You are not authorized

“ Q. No, you say you were 25 days after you

to inflict summary punishment. If any supposed
rioter be sent as prisoner to you be good enough to
inquire into the case, and if you consider the same as

came back to Morant Bay ?—A. No, altogether
I say that all my prison days were 25.
“ Q. That includes the whole?—A. The whole

of a serious nature send him to my head-quarters with

is 25. When I was flogged I kneeled down and
said, “God bless the Queen and his Royal—
“ Q. What have you got in your hand (the

the evidence against him. You will doubtless have
many prisoners brought before you, and some pos
sibly through the animus of the inhabitants. Petty
cases of larceny I cannot interfere with ; they must
be hereafter dealt with by the civil authority. Captain
Hole, Second Sixth, commanding detachment at Man
chioneal, is about to proceed to Port Antonio. I am

quite aware you will be much pressed to administer

punishment to supposed criminals, and you must be
firm, temperate, and judicious in all communications
with civilians. Mr. Shortridge, Golden Grove, is

witness handed in a written paper), who wrote

this –A. That was given to me. Mr. Nelson
ordered the supervisor to give me this pass,
read). That was a pass I received after I was
flogged.”

-

Do you recollect anything of that sort —I never saw
any punishment of any description inflicted at the
gaol, but I can elucidate that. I had between 800
and 1,000 prisoners at divers dates while I was at

qualified to afford you all local information. You are

Morant Bay. I collected a great number of written

not on any account to march out for the purpose of
attacking any body of the rebels. If reported in force,
which I apprehend is quite impossible, you must not
approach without my distinct order in writing. You
will be pleased strictly to conform to the instructions
herein. Any deviation therefrom will be a source of
discomfort to yourself.
A. A. NELson.”
33,687. Were the Volunteers ever placed officially

crimes against them, and I sent down my aide-de-camp
and two other officers to the district prison to inquire

into cases, and make a delivery; in point of fact,
authorizing them to administer corporal punishment
if they deemed it necessary, if not to let the men gº;
and in order that these men might not be molested
again I had passes given to them.
33,696. Was it in your presence that Ramsay

ordered the soldier to give Richard Clarke 100lashes?
—Decidedly not. I never should have allowed such
took them on the strength of the troops coming into a thing. I went once myself immediately after receipt
of the amnesty down to the prison, with my aide-dº.
my garrison.
under your orders by anybody ?—The authorized ones
came up, and when they visited my head-quarters I
33,688. Were Astwood and Ford's the only Volun
teers you know of ?–Yes, that was all. Captain
Astwood's came up in proper order from Kingston,

camp and Mr. Bicknell. I made Mr. Taylor read out
thethem
warrants
the prisoners.
I spoke
word;I
to
abouttotheir
future conduct,
and aI few
released

reported themselves to me, and as they were troops
under my command I made use of them. The planters
came up under Mr. Ford, merely en route to resume

women without any punishment whatever, and Igº”

should think about 100 prisoners and about 50 ºr "
each of them a pass.

-
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33,697. Would that be on the 4th of November 2–
I could not possibly say. I cannot tell the date I

—The 20th, and there had been one Court-martial THIRD DAY.

received the amnesty.

to the best of my recollection in Morant Bay.

33,698. You are certain that in your presence that
order was not given for 100 lashes –1)ecidedly not.
33,699. You say you released 50 women —I should
say more.

33,711. Was the 19th the first day of the floggings?

THIRTY

Brigadier
33,712. What was it that was done on

those oc

casions?—They took up bits of sticks and bits of cocoa
nut shell, or whatever it was, and threw at them.

General
A. Nelson.

3 Mar sº.

33,713 Did you see anymen knocked down 2–Yes,
--

33,700. Was any women flogged under your orders,
or with your knowledge at any time —On the 23rd
of October, there were four men and one woman

tried. “Scipio Cowell, sentenced to receive 50
lashes, John Wilson, 25 lashes, James McLaren, 75
lashes, William Johnson Hounslow, 25 lashes, Polly
Levingston, 50 lashes.” This is what I wrote at the

end of that : “Approved and confirmed, except Polly
Levingston, who is to be released. The punishment
awarded the other four prisoners to be carried out in
the usual manner —A. A. Nelson, Brigadier-General,
Commanding field force. Morant Bay, 23rd October
1865.” This was returned by the Provost Marshal:
—“Four men flogged, Court-house, Morant Bay, half
past 7 o'clock, a.m., October 24, 1865.-Gordon
D. Ramsay, Provost Marshal.” I beg leave also to
remark that I sent for the president of the Court
martial, and I said to him, “This is just the com
mencement, it is no use sentencing women to be
flogged, because if you do I won't confirm the pro
ceedings.” Those were my views about flogging
women.

There is the document, that will at once

show my views on the flogging of women.
33,701. Then no woman ever was flogged by your
orders, or under your notice —No.
33,702. This evidence was also given, do you re
member seeing a man of the name of Chisholm in
custody ?–Decidedy not ; not the individual.
33,703. This evidence is given: “(Q.) Did you see
anything happen to them ż" that is Chisholm and his
“wife. (4.) Inspector Ramsay came in on the Sunday
“ morning and said, ‘Where is old Chisholm ?' Chis

“holm was brought out to him. Ramsay said, ‘What do
“you know of the meetings Gordon has been keeping º'
“Chisholm said, ‘I do not know anything Mr. ordon
“stopped at my house,’ &c. down to A. ‘Yes, he was

“about three yards from him, and we all stood round
“ at the time.” (Eridence of Richard Clark, Sirth
day.) Did anything of that sort take place in your
presence —I can give it the most unequivocal denial.
33704. No such thing ever did take place — No.

I commanded there, not Provost Marshal Ramsay.
33,705. Chisholm's account is this : “ Q. Did Ram

say strike at all, except with his fist on your head A.
He flogged me with a whip and struck me with his fist,
and the soldiers struck me with a stick. Ramsay
pistol to blow out my brains,” &c. read

took a loaded

ing down to (Q) “Did you see General Nelson
A. Yes, he saw the blood, and asked me where I
got the blood. Q. Had he been present when you
were struck A. I do not think so, but Ramsay
was present.”—Can you say whether you saw a man
with blood flowing down in that way, and that you

asked him where the blood came from ?–Decidedly

I did see one man, but I think that was from a man

rushing and yelling at him.
33,714. Not by a blow —No, they yelled at him
just like a man who is discharged from a regiment.
33,715. Did you see anybody.use the butt end of
gun ?–Decidedly not, or I should have put him under
arrest myself for using fire-arms.
33,716. Did you have any complaints made to you
of the conduct of the Provost Marshal, Ramsay ?—
Yes, I had two.

33,717. Can you state when the first was, and what
it was 3–Yes, I can tell exactly the date ; it was the
day Sam, Clarke was tried, and the complaint was
this: a man came to me and said that Mr. Henry

Mais could not get his horse shod : I asked why, and
he said because Mr. Provost Marshai Ramsay said
the shoe-men were for the public service.
33,718. That was not a complaint of cruelty —No,
but I had another complaint from a magistrate.
33,719. Mr. Marshalleck 2–Yes, and also from Mr.

Miller; I sent those to Ramsay; the replies were not
satisfactory, and I sent them back again and begged

he would give me specific answers. Upon receiving
his answer, I drew up this memorandum (Reads):
“Having given Mr. Marshalleck's complaint and
the Provost Marshal's explanation my grave and serious
consideration, it is my duty to inform the Provost
Marshal that in every way connected with the case he
has exceeded his powers and adopted a course I most
strongly reprehend. Mr. Marshalleck states that the
policeman told him the Provost Marshal wanted him.
This is supported by the testimony of Mr. Beckwith,
and I fully believe the policeman did so express him
self. Mr. Marshalleck, on receipt of the message,
proceeded to the police-station. Even if he did not
know the countersign in any way whatever, was the
Provost Marshal therefore justified in sending him
to goal
Had he been a stranger, which he was not,
his case should have been inquired into. The con
versation between the Provost Marshal and Sergeant
Mic Renzie was highly improper, for in fact it was well
known who the prisoner was. Briefly, the Provost
Marshal, in acting as he did, is open to very severe
censure, much of which I withhold, in consequence of
the good service he has done, and because I hope
that this error in dealing with Mr. Marshalleck was
the result of over zeal. Rut this must be curbed,

for I cannot permit individuals, appointed by con
stituted authority justices of the peace, to be in
sulted thereby in their persons, tending to lower not
only themselves individually in the eyes of the public,
but what is of far more consequence, the civil
authority in the island generally. Mr. Marshalleck

not, if I had I should have made inquiries into it.

was well known to be a justice of the peace, and
33,706. Did you see the men flogged on many oc - under no circumstances whatever, myself being on the
casions —I did.
spot, was his arrest and commitment to gaol justifi
33,707. Did you see them pelted after being able. The Provost Marshal appears to consider his
flogged 2–I did.
powers more extensive than they are. He is simply
33,708, Where was that ?–The first night I arrived entrusted with authority to inflict summary punish
at Morant Bay from Port Antonio.
ment upon any individual whom he may detect in the
33,709. Can you give us the date?—The 20th Oct. commission of any offence against order and disci
33,710. Will you describe what it was you saw 2– pline, and this is only to be exercised upon the com
It was very much similar to when a man is discharged mission of any particular offence, which may call for
in the army, getting kicked, and so on, through the an immediate example. No one knows better than
ranks. The first time I saw things thrown I was myself the necessity, under present circumstances,
rather taken by surprise, and I sent men to stop it. for speedy action by the Provost Marshal. I there
I do not think I used very mild language. I expressed fore peremptorily forbid any summary punishment
myself to the effect that if anybody did such a thing I being inflicted within the camp henceforth, and all
should make a very serious example of them ; their cases of a serious nature are to be referred for my
Punishment had been given, and I would not permit decision, or that of my aide-de-camp, to whom alone I
* man to touch a culprit after being punished ; and shall delegate the authority to dispose of such.

that never occurred again, never. I think there was
Scarcely any exception where I was not present myself.

Signed

A. A. NELson .

Morant Bay, 6th December, 1865.”
4 R 4
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The complaint, was made to me while I was at dinner;

33,736. That is all ?—That is all.

THIRD DAY.

General

I sent my aide-de-camp away from his dinner, and
had Mr. Marshalleck released on the spot.
33,720. Were those the only two complaints

A. Nelson.

brought before you as to Ramsay's conduct —The

Brigadier

only two

33.737. Did you order the trial of a Baptist called
Cowan among other trials 7–Setting aside his creed,
I ordered his trial on the 23rd of October, and his
punishment was 50 lashes.
33,738. And on the 30th of October he was tried

3 Mar. 1866,
-

33,721. Were you in way whatever aware of any
cruelty exercised by Ramsay ?–Decidedly not. I
should have stopped it instantly.
33,722. Did you ever hear of a prisoner named
George Basset Clarke 2–No.
33,723. Did you ever get the report of the execu

and executed 2–I think if the proceedings are re
ferred to, he was tried for the minor offence first, and
then he was taken up and tried for murder; he was
not tried twice on the same charge for the same

tion of a man of the name of Marshall?—No, I did not.
33,724. You never heard of it 2–I never heard of

was first tried and got 25 lashes?—I cannot say that:

*

it during the time I was at Morant Bay, except inci
dentally.
: 33,725. It has been said that he was laughing and
grinning while he was being flogged ?—I was not at
Morant Bay at the time, in the first place ; in the

Crime.

33,739. The person who related this said that he
he was tried on the 23rd, and he was tried on the 30th.
33,740. For two distinct crimes 2–Yes, there were
two specific charges.

second place, when Mr. Bicknell, the police magis

33,741. How long did you remain at Morant Bay?
—I remained till martial law expired, and I then
proceeded round the island as Deputy Adjutant General.
I handed over the political prisoners, and took a

trate, was sent up by the Governor to assist me to

receipt from the clerk of the peace for their bodies.

read over the different documents connected with

this case ?” speaking of Marshall, I said, “Mr. Bick

33,742. And then returned to your duties as Deputy
Adjutant General 2–Yes.
33,743. (Mr. Gorrie.) When you arrived at Port
Antonio upon the first occasion did you find any rebel
organization in existence in the field —Why, Port

“nell, I have been here long enough to know that re

Antonio is not in the field.

“ ports are not to be believed ; however, if you will

find it out.

33,744. You know what I mean by the expression?
—I don't know what you call organization.
33,745. Did you find any rebel force in existence?
—Do you mean at Port Antonio 2
33,746. Port Antonio and the neighbourhood?—
Certainly not at Port Antonio.
33,747. In any reports that you received from your
subordinate officers was there ever an organized force
of the negroes?—I don't think the negroes are capable
of organization.

33,727. You heard the information that was alleged
against Ramsay ?—Mr. Bicknell told me for the first

the troops, did you ever require to do more than what

what I call the political prisoners, Dr. Bruce, Mr.
Sidney Levin, and so forth. During the time Mr.
Bicknell was with me, he said, “Have you heard of

“ collect evidence, I will inquire into it.” Some
days afterwards he said he could make nothing out
of the case whether it was true or not. He gave me
a few notes, I looked upon it as a sort of canard of
the time, and I took no notice of it.

33,726. Were you subsequently acquainted with
the case ?—I was ; not at that time, early in Novem
ber; Mr. Bicknell, the police magistrate, could not

time of it then.

33,728. Was that before martial law was over ?—
Yes.

33,729. Was any inquiry instituted against Ramsay
that he had hung a man for grinning at him 7–Cer
tainly not; I did not believe half the stories I heard,
I looked upon it as idle conversation.
33,730. I will give you an instance in the evidence
of the same George Basset Clarke that I have already
referred to :—“ Q. Did Ramsay give you any fa
“ cility for calling witnesses 2–A. Not at all. Q.
“Did you ask him —A. Yes, and the first time I
“ asked him he offered to shoot me; he took out his

“revolver, and said, ‘You brute, if you open your
“ mouth I will shoot you, how dare you sir.’” Then
he goes on : “While I was talking to John Williams,
“ he,” that is Ramsay, “came and said, ‘Who allows
“ this brute to talk : Give him a dozen,” and imme

“ diately they took me down and flogged me.”—Were

any cases of that sort reported to you?—I will defy
anybody to come into this Court, and swear truly that
any report was made to me that I did not inquire into
fully.

šiai. Then there was nothing of that sort re
ported to you ?—No.
33,732. Except in the case of Marshall f—I beg
our pardon, no report was made to me about that ;
Mr. Bicknell inquired into it and could not find any
thing out about it.
33,733. Did Colonel Hobbs report to you ?—No.
33,734. He reported to the General 2–Yes. .
33,735. Were any reports made to you with respect
to the arrangements for carrying out executions f
— Yes. (Reads): “Morant Bay, 22nd October
“ 1865. The men convicted yesterday by Court
“ martial will be hung to-morrow at 7 a.m. Lieu
“ tenant Errington, commanding blue jackets, will
“ be pleased to have sufficient men to carry out the
sentence. Ensign Kelly will parade before the
t

g

g 4.

“ Court-house at 7. Lieutenant Jones will be pleased

“ to see that the prisoners now in gaol are present
“ when the executions take place.”

33,748. In your capacity as General in charge of
you have already explained, that is, using your mili
tary force according to the articles of war for the
suppression of riots 2—I beg your pardon. I never
said I used my force for the suppression of riots, that
was prior to the proclamation of martial law. Major
General O'Connor sent these forces under the Sup
presion of Riots Act.

33,749. Will you tell us what you did when you
arrived at Port Antonio before martial law was pro

claimed 2–I did not leave Kingston until after the
33,750. When you spoke about the suppression of

proclamation of martial law.

riots, you did not refer to any proceedings of your
own —If you refer to the notes, what I said was,

that a party of the Second Sixth were ordered on the
first night by Major-General O'Connor under the

requisition of the Governor.
part or parcel of my force at all.

They never formed
".
-

33,751. You have told us when you saw the Maroon
force at Port Antonio they declined to obey your
orders. And why?—They declined to obey iny order:

because they said their own captain was on board
and they should wait till he came on shore; they had
never been placed under my orders, and therefore I

º

was not in military parlance.

33,752. Did you, from what you saw of the Maroºns,
consider them a well organized force as regards a

military force —I considered them perfectly capable
of carrying out any military operation, and quite
superior to the negro forces. They were told off into
companies, and they obeyed their officers.
33,753. Did you inform them that you were an

officer of Her Majesty's regiment —My dress, I pre
sume, would have betokened my case, that I was an
officer.

33,754. Did you address yourself to the captains of
those companies 2—I did.

-

33,755, Was it those captains who declined to re
ceive orders from you ?–Decidedly; they had never
been put under my authority. They did not know
me, but when they were under my orders they obeyed

my orders as implicitly as if they were my own men.

º
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33,756. What Maroons were those —I never in
You have spoken of two bodies, the Charles

guilly before doing so —That was the duty of the

quired.
33,757.

Court.

town and Maroon-town —They came from Maroon

town and Charlestown ; those were their places of

33,779. Did you order him to be tried by Court
martial without making any inquiry into his case ?—
Decidedly. I sent out to apprehend him upon the

residence, therefore I distinguish them by that name.

information of Mr. Hague, and sent him before the

33,758. Did you test their capability in a military
point of view 2–Did I test their capability ?
33,759. I mean did you see whether they were a

Court.

force that ought properly to be used as a military

force?—I say decidedly and positively that they were
a force quite capable and competent to be used as a
military force.

33,760. At that time 2—At that time. They were
formed up in companies.
33,761. Did you ascertain whether they had ever
been drilled or employed as a military force —I

imagine both, and I considered that they would make
very good light skirmishers.
33,762. Did you ascertain their competency as a

military force -—I considered them perfectly com
petent to undertake the duty that devolved upon

33,780. Did you approve of the sentence of the
Court 2–Decidedly.
33,781. At what time was he tried ?–I should
think about 6 in the evening.
33,782. When was he executed 2–As soon as

possible the arrangements could be made.
33,783. Did you revise the evidence that was taken
on that occasion ?–Did I revise the evidence 2 You

must know very little about the proceedings of Courts
martial ; you do not revise evidence, you approve it.
33,784. Well, did you approve it —I approved of
the notes—they were merely notes made. I approved
of them, and I think I was myself present and heard
them.

Colonel Fyfe.
33,763. Did you ascertain whether Mr. Fyfe was a
military man and had seen service –I knew he had
been out in the rebellion in command of the Maroons

about on the wharf.

in 1832.

33,788. Did you make any reference to Mr. Eyre
with regard to the Court-martial *—I commanded
the troops, not Mr. Eyre.
33,789. I ask you the question ?—I have answered
it ; I commanded the troops, not Mr. Eyre.
33,790. (Commission.) If you can answer the
question in the form it is put to you, you had better
do so?—No, decidedly not, I never applied to the

33,764. Was that his last service —I imagine he
was quite competent to command the force he had
under him.

33,765. Did you at any time find that the distur
bances had passed beyond the Mulatto River, in the
direction of Port Antonio —The disturbances had
reached Mulatto River when I arrived at Port

Governor about it.

Antonio ; and the fact of my heading them, I take
upon myself to say, was the cause of their not pro
ceeding any further.
33,766. With regard to the case of the man Fleming,
who you say was executed at Port Morant, can you
tell from your recollection when he was seized –
He was seized, I should think, about 2 o'clock in the

the name of McLaren being tried at Morant Bay ?—
I recollect his being hung, because he made an
observation when he was hung, “Take warning, take
warning, see what Massa Gordon brought me to,” or
“Massa Gordon brought me to this,” or words to that

morning.

effect.

33,767. And where 2–About 500 yards from Port
Morant itself.

33,768. Did you ascertain whether it was in his
own house —It is no part of a general officer's duty
to go and ascertain where a prisoner is apprehended.

33,769. You did not do it?–Decidedly not ; it was

33,791. (Mr. Gorrie.) Do you recollect a man of

33,792. Did you revise the proceedings of that
Court-martial—did you read the proccedings over ?—
To the best of my belief, I did. As to swearing that I
read all these proceedings over I should be very sorry
to say, but to the best of my belief I did read those.
33,793. What I mean to ask is, whether your

no part of my duty.

attention was directed to this case of McLaren's 3–

33,770. Did you ascertain from the report of the
officer, who had charge of the party, where the man

No, there was nothing to direct my attention par
ticularly to it.
33,794. Did you know at that time with what
offence he was charged —I imagine I had to examine
into his case, and sent him down for trial myself.
33,795. (Commission.) You sent the charge against
him —The cases were brought up to me with a mass
of evidence, numbers and numbers, and I used to see
as nearly as possible whether I thought there was

was apprehended ?–Decidedly not.

33,771. Did you ascertain whether he was at the

head of an armed force –The proceedings before the
Court was sufficient evidence for me.

33,772. I ask you the question now, be kind enough
to answer it, wheher he was apprehended at the head
of an armed force —You had better ask that question
of the officer who went out in charge of the party and
apprehended him, because it was no part of my duty
to inquire whether he was at the head of an armed
force or not.

sufficient evidence; if I did, then I sent them down

with the evidence against them.

33,796. You framed the charge —No, they were
not Courts; they were trials by martial law which I

33,773. I ask you whether the officer who was in might have decided by my own ipse dirit, if I had

charge of the party made any report to you upon the
ºbject?—No, certainly not; he brought him in ; he
did his duty.

33,774. Did he make any report to you?—He
rought him in, and said, “I apprehended the man
you sent me for.”

33,775. Did you, acting in your capacity as the
ºmmanding officer, not inquire whether he was at

chosen to take evidence.

33,797. But nobody was tried by the officers who

formed the Court-martial, except by your authority ?
—No, decidedly not.

33,798. Everybody who was sent for trial was sent
by you ?—Yes, or taken by my orders.
33,899. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you direct McLaren to
be tried for mutiny ?—I cannot tell you; “rebellion "

tle head of an armed force, or taken in arms ?—I am probably was the word used.
quite confident he could not have been, or any officer
would have had the discretion to have told me.

$776. Then do you take everything for granted *

33,800. Did all the charges emanate from you ?–I
did not frame them.

33,801. Who framed the charges 2–I sent them

-When the officers tell me anything I do, as a down to the president of the Court-martial with the
sº rule, take it for granted, because in my pro evidence, and told him to make a general charge of
rebellion, riot, or murder, as the case might be, as
*iºn, I am happy to say, they speak accurately.
$777, Did you order the Court-martial —Yes.
short as possible; not to draw it up in any technical

*778, Did you ascertain of what he had been

Brigadier
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33,785. You were present at the trial 2–I was not
at the trial, but I was within hearing. The Courts
were openCourts.
33,786. Was Mr. Eyre present?–No, decidedly not.
33,787. Where was he at the time —Walking

them under the able command of their old commander,
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33,802. Then, in fact, it was the president of the
33,822. Did he report to you the execution of any
Court that framed the charge, not you ?—He got my man at Harbour Head 2–I think so.
specific order to try them.
I sent them down,
33,823. Have you got his report here?–Yes, here
is the report, dated October the 22nd.
perhaps, to be tried for murder or rebellion.
33,803. Did you send him any document or abstract
33,824. Will you read that part that refers to the
of Mitchell ?—I cannot, because he is not
of evidence, or anything of the kind, when you case
named.
directed the trial 3–I never made but one précis of
33,825. Well, that part that refers to the execution
evidence, and that was in the case of Mr. Gordon ; it
is not the custom in the service.
of a man —This is the report. (The witness read the
33,804. Perhaps you will be good enough to explain report, but it contained no allusion to the case in
what you mean, when you say you directed the question.)
33,826. That report does not speak of the execu.
president of the Court to frame the charge —I sent
instructions down with the prisoner to say that he tion of any individual man on the march of the
was to be tried for murder, rebellion, or riot, as the troops ?—I may have another. I have only that
despatch, and one of the 25th. I am not prepared to
case might be ; not to draw it up technically.
33,805. (Commission.) Did the language in which state that I may not have had some memorandum, for
I have such a mass of papers; but Mr. Adcock him.
the offence was charged emanate from you ?—Yes.
33,806. It would not be within the authority of the self will elucidate that point.
33,827. (Commission.) Can you recollect the case
president to alter the form of charge —No.
33,807. You did not draw it up in technical form 2 of Mitchell ?–No, there were no names given.
33,828. He may have communicated the fact with
—No ; not in the way I did those of Lawrence and
Gordon—those were the only two I drew up.
out mentioning the name 2—To a certainty he would
33,808. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you at any time receive do so.
33,829. (Mr. Gorrie.) Had Captain Adcock autho
reports from the body of planters of which you have
spoken, that Captain Ford commanded—did you rity from you to carry out the sentence of death upon
receive from the commanding officer reports of what any persons he might see on the roadside by drum.
he had done —Decidedly not ; he was then under head Court-martial 2–He went out to attack an
the command of Captain Adcock.
enemy, and he was authorized to do so, decidedly,
33,809. Did you receive, through Captain Adcock,
33,830. Were your instructions limited t—No, I
any report of the proceedings of Ford's Volunteers, should give him authority. His force did not admit
Ford's Planters ?—I received from Captain Adcock of his sending prisoners in to me; he could not have
reports of his own force, and of course that was a detached any, and it was utterly impossible that he
component part of it; but he did not specify one could have moved, or been of any value to me, with
more than the other.
out I had given him that authority.
33,810. Were you aware at the time Captain Ford
33,831. Then you can answer the question without

t

º

º

-

-

was stationed at Golden Grove —He was not sta

tioned there ; he came up in the steamer, and I
started him with Captain Adcock.
33,811. Did you at any time receive from Captain
Adcock a report as to where Captain Ford was

difficulty —I did give him the authority, decidedly.
33,832. You gave him authority to try others than
rebels in arms ?—The whole were rebels, all were
enemies.

33,833. The whole of whom ?—The whole of those

stationed 2–Never.

that he went out against.

33,812. Did you receive from Captain Adcock any
report at all as to the proceedings of the force under
Captain Ford f—Not under Captain Ford, decidedly

rebels.

not.

supposed rebels.

33,813. Then am I to understand that you did not
know at that period in what service Captain Ford
was employed —I have already told you that a body

33,835. You had better explain what you mean')
this. Do you mean that Captain Adcock had alth:

of planters, 40 in number, came up with the desire of

if he thought proper ?–Decidedly not.

going into their own districts, and returning to their
habitations, but they were fearful of the country being

He went out against

33,834. Do you mean that he went out against the
whole country?—Those that he went to attack were

rity to try anyone he met, and sentence him to death
33,836. Then what is it you do mean?—Any relº

overrun with rebels, and asked me if I could render

he found that were in arms, or engaged in plundering
houses, riots, or murder; but not the peaceable inhº

them any assistance. Isaid, Yes, I will send out a re

bitants, certainly not.

connoitering force, and place you all under the com

33,837. Would you just explain what you mean'ſ

mand of the senior officer, an officer of the line; and

the term “rebel”—do you mean a man in arms:-

when he had done his duty, the business of these

No, certainly not.

planters was to go to their homes.
33,814. Did you receive any report when their
services with Captain Adcock terminated —Captain
Adcock will be able to tell you that.

33,815. Do you not remember any such thing —
No, I do not recollect it.

-

33,838. Or a man that could be proved to hº
been
in arms
7–Decidedly.
33,839.
Dorecently
you limit
the term to

. .
that?-Nº!

give it a general acceptation. I considered the whole
proved otherwise, were all rebels, if they did not toº.

in and proclaim their loyalty, and I considered myself

Adcock?—They divided, and went to their own

employed against them.
33,840. You considered the whole population of

were never embodied.

33,818. But you attached them to Captain Adcock's
column 2–Simply for the purpose of their going to
their homes, and when they found it safe to remain

-

St. Thomas in the East —Under martial law, Iwº
sent out under martial law.

in the East as an enemy's country, is that your mº"
ing —Decidedly so ; perfectly as an enemy's county,
in 33,842.
full possession
of the
Otherwise
youenemy.
presumed martial law would
not have been proclaimed 2–Decidedly.

33,819. Did any officer inform you when that tem
porary attachment ceased ?–Yes ; they did not come

33,843. (Mr. Gorrie.) Then it was not from anyi,
formation that you obtained yourself, or from any ar"
bodiesbut
of rebels
yourself
or were from
engºthe
with,
simplyyou
drawing
yoursaw,
deductions
proclamation of martial law, and what had been told

33,820. Did you receive any report from Captain
Adcock as to his proceeding on the march from
Morant Bay onwards f—Yes.
33,821. Did he report to you the execution of a

man by the name of Mitchell ?—Not by name.

-

º

,
º
º

33,841. (Commission.) You looked upon St.Thomº

there.

inack, and I was aware they had gone to their homes.

"

sº

of St. Thomas in the East, till they came forward”

33,816. They did not come back with Captain
homes. They did not return with him.
33,817. I merely ask whether you received any
report as to the time they were disbanded, and the
time when they went to their own homes —They

º

-

ºu
º

-

you by the Governor and the General —Martial"
was proclaimed by the council, and I was sent º' "
carry it out; and as a soldier I went and did myº

º,

l
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33,844. Were you ever informed at Morant Bay
of a case of two men who were about to be executed,
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33,861. Had you, previous to Mr. Gordon's execu
tion, any letter handed to you from a Mr. Wemyss

and whose execution was interfered with by an officer

Anderson, a solicitor, asking to be admitted to give

-I was present at an execution on one occasion when

his legal assistance to Mr. Gordon —I received a

somebody said to me, or a man sang out, “Oh massa,
I save your life,” or “your wife's life,” or something

letter, but I do not think I should have given Mr.

or other like that. Some one came forward instantly
and said that was so. I said, “Are you certain of
it?” He said “Yes.” “Will you guarantee it * “Yes."

attend at the Court under martial law.

“Then take him down ;” and he was taken down,

tion, decidedly. It was asking to see him, and asking

Anderson or any other legal gentleman permission to
33,862. You did receive such a letter —I received
a communication from him ; not such a communica

to deliver a note; however, I received it, and I saw

habit was, when prisoners were called up, to get the

at once that it was totally inadmissible, and I hove it

different persons belonging to the neighbourhood to

over the side.

go down the ranks and find out any men they could
give evidence about, or any that they knew to be in
nocent, and in the latter case I said instantly “Re

over the side.

I released several, and I believe I even

took a second down from the scaffold upon the repre
sentation of some individual.

33,845. Was that after condemnation to death —
Yes, the rope was round their necks.
33,846. That is as to this individual case ?—One I
positively speak to, and to the best of my belief there
was a second.

33,863. You have not got it —No, I pitched it
33,864. Where did you receive that letter –I
think I received it within half an hour of embarking
on board the “Wolverene,” at Port Antonio, on the
19th. I recollect the circumstance because the person

came up and called at my house ; I asked what he
wanted. I think I was told, and I really had not
time to confer with him at the moment, and I sent
him a message begging him to put it on paper.

33,865. And your reason for refusing Mr. Ander

33,847. And some one in the crowd interposed ?–
I think Mr. Purser and Mr. Stephen Cooke were the
men that particularly came to me and mentioned it.
33,848. Did you take any proceeding after that

son access to
choose to do so.

Mr. Gordon was

?—I did not

33,866. (Commission.) You did not think it desir

incident to ensure that the Courts-martial should take

able —Certainly not desirable.
33,867. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you receive any other

more care in the condemnation of prisoners ?—There
was no want of care. It was a piece of clemency ex

letter from Mr. Gordon than the one that has been

tended to him.

I did not release the man because he

was innocent, but because he had done a good act.
33,849. Was the incident not of this kind : that a

person who could give material evidence in the case
of that individual was present at Morant Bay but
had not been summoned before the Court-martial —

Most positively I know nothing of it. I have detailed
the circumstance precisely, word for word, to the best
of my recollection.
33,850. Were the prisoners usually executed on

published 2–I think that question was asked by Mr.
Payne two days ago.
33,868. Perhaps you will give me an answer now *
—As I said before, l never saw but the one, and I
could not tell you three words that were in it. I saw
nothing in it affecting my military operations, that
was all I cared about, and I sent it away instanter.
33,869. Was there more than one letter 2–De

cidedly not.

33,870. You say decidedly not *—Decidedly, not
more than one letter.

-

the same day on which they were condemned —That
was according to my discretion and judgment.

33,851. Was that usually the case ?—It was ; not
at first, but it was afterwards.

issued to be obeyed, and they are in force until they

course on the Bay at the time of the execution ?—I
don't exactly see how he could have interfered other

cidedly.

33,854. This is not the case, however, to which I

was referring. Were you ever informed of the case
of two men who were sentenced to be executed, and
º

33,871. Was it under your order that all the
prisoners tried and untried were led out to witness
the executions —I have read the orders; they are

33,852. Then that trial, in all probability, was on
the same day ?—Perhaps.
33,853. And the person who interfered was of
W1Se.

are cancelled, and they never were cancelled.
33,872. Then the order was carried out 2–De

I did it also because I could not afford a

sufficient guard. I thought it necessary to show the
unfortunate people the examples that were being
made ; and I also did it upon sanitary principles to
clear the gaol, so as to get it properly cleaned in the
absence of the prisoners, which could not otherwise
have been done.

º

their execution interfered with by a naval officer —
Decidedly not.

33,855. By an officer of the “Wolverene” —De
cidedly not.
33,856. You were not informed of it —No, and I do

nºt believe any officer of the “Wolverene" interfered
with any execution while I was present in the Bay in
command; he would not have dared to have done it.

33,857. Did you ever receive any report from the
rovost Marshal, or from anyone, in regard to two

33,873. You knew that some of the prisoners were
untried ?–Yes, they were prisoners.
33,874. They were unfortunate so far as that went ;

they were apprehended—is that what you mean by
calling them unfortunate persons —You may put
any construction upon it you like.
33,875. (Mr. Walcott.) You speak of a Court

martial which sentenced a woman to be flogged, was
that a Court-martial composed of the local militia 2–

men whose execution was interfered with by any

I do not think it necessary to say that.

Party?–Decidedly not.
33,858. You never heard of such a case while you
were at Morant Bay 2–Decidedly not. Nobody

rather not answer the question.

Would have dared to interfere

to the best of their ability.

with me.

I never

heard of it. I give it the most unqualified denial.

I would

33,876. (Commission.) Was it by a Court properly
constituted —Yes; they were performing their duty

that of the execution of persons who had been tried
and regularly condemned, but the execution of two

33,877. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were any rebels in arms
met by the troops while you were in command in the
field –A portion of Captain Luke's rear-guard was
fired upon, and I know that Colonel Fyfe reported

Persons who had not been tried and ordered to be

once or twice that shots were fired at him. They

33,859. Do not misunderstand me, the case is not

executed —I never heard of such a case.

I posi

were a hidden enemy, much more dangerous to deal

tively deny such a thing having occurred, or that it
i. have occurred during the time I was in Morant

with than an open one ; they had to be guarded

ay.

$3,860. You never heard of Lieut. Worgan inter
*ring in the case of two prisoners ?–Decidedly not,

* I should have called him to account on the spot.
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although the rope was round his neck. My constant

lease him.”
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33,878. (Mr. Walcott.) Do you remember when it
was you received the amnesty ; was it about the 1st

or 2nd of November 2—I should say I got it on the
3rd of November, to the best of my belief.
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p in those two iinstances, did
>

|

you approve of his conduct and the way in which he

f

-

Brigadier-

33,880. But it came under your notice?—Yes.

conducted himself in the discharge of his duties under

General
A. Nelson.

33,881. Can you tell whether or not the capital

were some
isolated
; therewhen
-Generally
X*
the General
casescommand
always happen,
which must

sentences, and the sentences of flogging, diminished
after the publication ?—Ireleased immediately a great
number of persons. Upon the receipt of it I read it,

in command must find some slight fault. I repri.

and released, I should think, 150 or 160.

that must always happen to a man who has charge º

33,882. Was it ever brought to your notice that
men and women were shot by order of the magis

from 800 to 1000 prisoners, and who is worried from
morning till night; it is not to be wondered at if his
zeal sometimes oversteps his prudence.

trates ?—Never.

39,883. It was never brought to your notice ?—
Never.

33,884. Then, of course, you never could have
communicated it to Governor Eyre 2–Decidedly
not. If I had ever heard it they would never have
done it again while I was in command.
33,885. Did you hear anything of Mr. Codrington

having ordered a woman to be flogged —Yes.
33,886. Do you know what Governor Eyre did in
consequence of that ?—Yes.
33,887. What?–Three days before I was going to

manded him for two or three little acts of over zeal

33,894. Until you issued that memorandum you
have alluded to had he authority to punish certain
cases that came under his view —Certainly; a
number of minor cases were inquired into in my office,
and I sent them down to the Provost Marshal, with

my orders to give a certain number of lashes, give
them passes, and send them away.
33,895. Have you any idea of the distance to which
this outbreak extended ?–It certainly extended from

Morant Bay to Port Antonio.
33,896. (Commission.) Not quite to Port Antonio:
—Actually it did not, but virtually it did; that point

England I came down to Spanish Town and called

was threatened, and I believe if I had not arrived there

on his Excellency; he said, “I hope you will stay.”
I said, “I should be most happy.” After dinner he

it would have gone there, so that virtually it did

said, “Did you ever hear of Mr. Codrington, the
“ magistrate, flogging women : " I said, “No :
“ I think if I had, the chances are I should have

“ flogged Mr. Codrington.”

He said, “Well, I

believe it was the case.” And the day before I left
this island for home, the “Gazette” came into my
office, and there I saw that Mr. Codrington had been

º
d

extend there.

33,897. (Mr. Walcott.) Did you approve of the
continuance of martial law until the 13th, after the

amnesty was proclaimed 2–I have no objection to give
my opinion as a military officer, if permitted.

33,898. Did you think it a desirable thing that it
should be continued 2–Decidedly.

33,899. (Commission.) Did you communicate with
Mr. Eyre on the subject?—On the continuance? I
Codrington was should have thought I had exceeded my duty if I had

removed from the commission of the peace.

33,888. (Mr. Gorrie.) Which
that ?—The “Gazette” will tell you, I could not tell

done so; but my idea was, that martial law

should

you. That was the first I ever heard of it.

have been maintained sufficiently long to admit of
33,889. (Mr. Walcott.) I think you have already every traitor being arrested, so that all primary
stated that you heard McLaren at the time of his offenders might be punished.
execution make some remark?–Yes.

33,900. There is the evidence of Elisha Grant, on

33,890. Did you hear any others ?—I heard others the fifth day, I do not know whether you have any:
make all sorts of remarks of what they had been

thing to say as to that ?—(Referring to it.) I should

brought to ; that they had been brought to this, that,

like to put upon record the most positive denial that
anyone wearing Her Majesty's uniform could have
been guilty of such an act. As to my officers, it
would be an insult to them to ask the question. It is
tantamount to the same story as that told by Mrs.

and the other. I recollect McLaren particularly.

33,891. Was the name of Mr. Gordon mentioned by
any others besides McLaren —Yes, there were one
or two others.

33,892. Except those two complaints that were
brought before you of the Provost Marshal Ramsay,
did you ever hear anything of his ill-treating, or
acting brutally to prisoners?—I have answered that

by saying that every complaint was attended

to.

Robinson. As long as that denial on the part of the
troops is recorded I am satisfied. I want to contradict

in the most positive manner that any such atrºciolº
acts were committed by any person in Her Majesty's
forces employed in the field.

The witness withdrew.

º

Sº

F. Mordered”
--

ºf

Rev. FREDERICK MoRDEREAU declared and examined.

Per.

33,901. You are a Moravian missionary 2–Yes.

at the news 2–I would beg to state that we new"

33,902. Residing in the parish of St. James?–

mix ourselves up with political matters; we discourag”

all political things, because our call and duty is "

Yes.

33.903. How long have you been resident in and

abide by the Gospel.

-

conversant with the parish of St. James —Two years.

33,911. (Mr. Payne.) Have you any means of ".

33,904. Have you some information which relates
to this inquiry that you wish to communicate to the

formation as to the state of the people outside X".
own congregation ?–If I troubled myself abouti',

Royal Commissioners?—I do not know of anything suppose i might find something, but I think it is "
which can be of interest to this Commission; I have
no facts to relate.

my duty to judge others.

33,912. Do you know the state of feeling or ºf
thing whatever about the other parts of the populatiºn

33,905. Regarding the outbreak at Morant Bay, for
instance, have you any information upon that subject 2

besides your own congregation ?—I have never.”

—No.

quired, but if you read their faces you may come "

33,906. Or its origin —No.

33,907. Or any circumstances connected with it?—
No, I have no

information about that.

33908. Have you any information with regard to

some conclusion, although it may be erroneous.

33,913. Then you know nothing about anybºy"
your own congregation ?—Well, I see the people, and

from the appearance of their faces it seems there *

the parish of St. James which bears any relation to

some discontent.

what happened at Morant Bay ?—I cannot say that I

33,914. (Mr. Walcott.) Did you observe anything
that you deemed it necessary to tell the magistrates
of the parish of St. James —No.
33,915. Did you never give any information to Mr.
Cormandy, a magistrate of St. James?–No.
33,916. Did you never tell him anything?-Itº
be, but nothing that I saw ; just the same as I tell the

have. As far as my own people are concerned they

are very quiet, and they expressed their abhorrence
when the news arrived.

33,909. Is your congregation a large one º–About
800 souls.

33,910. They agreed with you in expressing horror

-

º
º
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Commission, that according to the expression of the
face it appears there was something not quite right.

pressed my regret at some of the meetings that were

fºLIRTY.
THIRI) DAY.

33,917. (Commission.) When was that ?–In the
month of August, and even a little before.

being held, but I am not certain.
33,919. What meetings — Meetings were held

which I was convinced were not proper, and not pro

F. Mordereau.

Ret'.

ducing good feeling among the people.
33,918. Was there anything you observed in the

people that you thought it your duty to call to the

33,920. You were led to think there was a change
of feeling subsequent to those meetings —That was

attention of the magistrates ?—It may be that I ex

my impression.

3 Mar, 1866

The witness withdrew.

Jon N LEwis re-called and further examined.

J. Lewis.
------

33,921. Were you present at the execution of any
of the persons at Morant Bay ?—I was.
33,922. Do you remember a person of the name of
McLaren —Yes.

33,923. Were you present at his execution ?–Yes.
33,924. Did you hear anything said by him at that

time —While he was being executed he cry out, “It
“is through the bad advice of the meetings that used
“ to be held by Mr. Gordon.”
33,925. Did you hear anything to the same effect

by any of the other persons who were executed *—I
heard the same observation made by one McIntosh,
and the other was Fuller.

33,926. Did you communicate this to anyone at the
time?—So many people were at the barracks, I dare
say they heard it as well as myself.
33,927. It was talked about in the place, was it 2–
Yes, while they were on the scaffold ; and there was
another one, Cowie, he was flogged and let go ; and a
few days after that he was apprehended again, and
was passing my door, and he said the same words,
“Oh, dear me, if I had known I never would have
attended these meetings.”

33,928. (Mr. Gorrie.) Where were you standing
when you heard that ?–In my shop.
33,929. Where was that ?—Just by the bridge, in
the Bay.

33,930. Where were you standing when you heard
McLaren 2–I was at the Parade.

33,931. Whereabout there 2–My baker's shop is
in the Parade.

33932. Where you at your baker's shop door —
Yes, there was no way that I could escape from seeing
them, and I heard their words.

33,933. Let us hear exactly what he said with
regard to the meetings —He said, “I am now going

“ to be hung, and I am sorry that I did take the
“advice of these meetings that Mr. Gordon used to
“ hold.”

-

33,934. Was it “the meetings that Mr. Gordon
used to hold,” or was it “the meetings that used
to be held at Mr. Gordon's house ** – I cannot

rightly tell whether it was the meetings held at
Mr. Gordon's house, or what other meetings, for I
never attended.

33,935. Then you are not exactly sure what the
words were 2–No, I am not quite sure whether it was
the meetings in Mr. Gordon's house, or whether it was
where Mr. Gordon attended the meetings.
33,936. (Commission.) You were not asked whe
ther Mr. Gordon attended the meetings, but whether
you are sure what words were used by McLaren 2–
Yes, the words that were used by McLaren. I am
most sure he attended this meeting.
33,937. You are not asked whether he attended

the meeting, but tell us, as nearly as you possibly can,
the words McLaren used at the time of his execution ?

--I said it distinctly; while he was about hanging,
while he got up on the scaffold, he said that he was
very sorry to attend such meetings as those, for
attending Mr. Gordon's meetings.
33,938. (Mr. Gorrie.) But you are not sure it was
not “the meetings held at Mr. Gordon's house ?”—
No, I am not sure of that.

He had a house in the

Bay where he used to have meetings.
33,939. I suppose you knew Paul Bogle —I knew
him well.

33,940. He was a brother baker of yours, was he
not ?—Yes, I used to have great conſidence in him ;
when I heard he fell into this snare I was very much
surprised.
33,941. (Mr. Gorrie.) He was a good industrious
man, was he 3–Ouite so.

The witness withdrew.
Mr. THOMAs Mitchell, sworn and examined.

33,942. Were you an inspector of police in Sep

Mr. T. Mitchell.

tioned in your communication to him as the man who

tember last 2–Yes.

had been drilling the people in the market-place at

33,943. Part of the duty you carried out was to
have a policeman in the market on Saturday ?—Yes.
33,944. Did you get any official reports from the

Deeside 2–Yes.

justice, that application from Sterling had been made

man on duty in the market on the first Saturday in

to the justices for permission to drill —Yes.

September 3–Yes, in the village in Deeside.
33,945. Did that report relate to the policeman

having seen some drilling going on in the market
place at Deeside 2—Yes.

33,946. In consequence of that information what
steps did you take 2–Immediately reported to the

Custos of the parish, the Honourable Robert Nunes.

33,953. Did you learn from Mr. Kitchen, the
33,954. You did learn that ?—Yes.

33,955. After that did you yourself go to acquire
any information on the subject in the course of your
duty as superintendent —No, I did not go myself.
33,956. Did you see any of the men that you learnt
had been drilling —Yes, I saw two at Falmouth.
33,957. Did you learn from the men that had been

33,947. Did you on any subsequent Sunday send

drilling that their object in drilling was that when

Sergeants of police to the market-place at Deeside 2

they were sufficiently drilled they would be exempt

º the

following Saturday I sent two sergeants

from the payment of taxes –Yes.

Out.

33,958. I believe that is not the result of being
well drilled in your district —I think they must
33,949. Did you get any further information from have taken up that idea from the Volunteers being
the same sergeant?–The sergeant reported to me excused.
33,948. In uniform 2–Yes.

that on

Saturday night, before they got to the village,

33,959. Volunteers are excused, are they –Yes.

the people drilling had dispersed; but he saw a number
33,960. Then there
* the market-place with their guns in their hands; said —Yes, I think so. was a meaning in what they
they were fowling pieces.
33,961. Have you a Volunteer body in your dis
%950. Did you communicate with Mr. Kitchen trict 7–Yes.
º ºlje as a justice of the peace at Trelawny ? 33,962. Who are exempt from taxes when they are
-1 qua.
well drilled 2–To the amount of about 21.

*śl. Is that in the same district 2–Yes.
99.952. Was a man of the name of Sterling men

33,963. That is some portion of the taxes 2–Yes.

33,964. Except in this instance you have spoken
4 S 3
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THIRTY-- of have you any knowledge, in your capacity as

two 2—A man by the name of Richard Cressett was

th
k

*P DAY, inspector of police, of any combination on the part of tried and convicted,
Mr. Frºm the people in that district for the exercise of force
33,978. What were the words alleged to have been
3

"“ against constituted authority ?—No, none.
Mar. 1866,
33,965. Was there any practical display of insub-

s

ordination or disaffection before the month of October
last 2–No.

33,966. What were the two men that you spoke to
on the subject of their drilling 2–Common labouring
Imen.

33,967. Cane-cutters ?–Cane-cutters.
33,968. Were you present at the Circuit Court in
November, when trials took place with regard to
charges for seditious language –I was.
33,969. In how many cases was that made a charge
where trials were held upon it —Three; two in the
Circuit Court and one in the petty sessions.
33,970. Did you, at the time when you heard
them, make any note of the specific sedition alleged
to have been uttered ?–I kept a copy of the charge
before the magistrates before they went for trial.
33,971. In all three cases 2–Yes.

i.

uttered by him —“I wish the rebels may come down
“ this side ; I would lock up my shop, make a port.

.

-

“hole for the muzzle of my gun to go in, and every
“white man that passed I would shoot, particularly

!

“ that fellow Clement at Nightengale Grove, and
“Purchase, they should be the first ; they are doing
“ nothing but catching up people's horses and jack“asses, and I would shoot every brown man, except
“Mr. Barrett, at the Retreat.”
33,979. Do you know where this was that he
uttered this language 7–In his shop ; he keeps a
shop, about 14 miles off, at a place called Hampshire.
33,980. At what time was it?—At the latter part

j
;

!
:
º

of October.

:

33,981. Was it on a Saturday night?—No, on a
Friday.

ł

-

33,982. As to the third man, what was the specific

s

language used in his case ?—His name was Joseph

1.
%

Hylton, and the charge was that he said he would set

33,972. Have you that with you ?—I have.
fire to Deeside, for the war was going on yonder, that
33,973. Refresh your memory, and tell us from the war would be here soon, that he would like them
that, by means of your memory, what the specific to take him to prison, and as soon as he came out he
charge was ; you may look at your notes in order to would set fire to the village.
be quite accurate 2–One of the men, by the name of
33,983. That was in the latter part of October, I
Alexander Campbell, stated that if he had 12 other suppose ?---Yes.
men like himself he would go on a certain day and
33,984. Was he drunk or sober 2—Sober. The
cut off the head of every white man in Falmouth.
whole three were sober.
33,974. At what time was it alleged that he had
33,985. Who was the man that was threatened by
said that, have you any memorandum of it —No ; he the second man whose name you mentioned; was he
was tried on the 16th of November for that offence, his neighbour 2–It was a Mr. Clement's, who lived a
and this happened in October.
mile or a mile and a half from him.
33,975. Did it appear whether he was drunk or
33,986. The man that uttered the words you mean?
sober when he said that ?—Sober.
—Yes, and Mr. Purchase lives about three miles from
33,976. Was not the day when he was alleged to there.
have said this made part of the charge that he did
33,987. What was this man, Sterling, who was

º

º

ºr
*

.
º

4.

.

#

-

*

º

-

g

º

on such a day utter such and such words 2—I have
not the date down here upon which he made use of

named as the person who had asked the magistrates
permission to drill ?—He was formerly a sergeant in

º

that language.

the 3d West India Regiment; he not been the ser-

º

33,977. What were the charges against the other

geant's instructor of musketry of that regiment.

The witness withdrew.
REv. Josias CoRK sworn and examined.

Rev. J. Cork.

33,988. Do you reside in the parish of Westmoreland 2–Yes.

Since May 1863.

33,990. Have you any incumbency there *—I am
rector of the parish.

33.991. Were you there during the summer months

in last year, July, August, and September 2—Yes.
33,992. And during that period were the people
*

- -

33,999. When did you first notice that ?–Early

tº

in the year.
34,000. In the beginning of 1865?–Yes,

º

34,001. Had they any revivals in Westmoreland
that year —Very few before I went there.

ºt

-

33,989. How long have you been resident there 2–

-

ºf

-

º

34,002. Not in 1865?–There was a little in 1865;
not in the town where I was at all.

ºf

34,003. But in the neighbourhood —About four

tº

*

miles from there.

º

among whom you were residing conducting themselves
in a quiet way, or did you notice anything in their

34,004. Did any of your congregation go to
—Oh dear, no.

them?

ºf

demeanour and the public spirit they displayed 2–

34,005. Before October, I think you told us, you
noticed no change in the ordinary demeanour of the

st

people around you ?—Except the excitement about a

*

They were very much excited indeed ; but we had
local cause for it in a trial that was expected to take
place.
33,993. When the news of the Morant Bay riots
reached Westmoreland, what effect did it produce
upon your congregation ?—A very singular effect—
with some sorrow ; others were sullen.

33,994. Which were the majority ?—I should say

the few of those upon whom I could depend, the
members of the church that I knew of, were very
sorry; they at once came forward and offered themselves as special constables, and said they would do
all they could.
-

33,995. The majority did not express sorrow —
The majority in the town certainly did not.
33,996. Did this state of things last long 2—It
lasted until we could give them decided news about the

§

-

trial that was expected to come on.

*

34,006. Was it about a person who had been shot

º

while removing a fence —Yes.
34,007. And the question was, whether or no he
had been feloniously shot ?–Yes,

&
*
*

34,008. Saving that, as a subject matter of excite:
ment, did you trace any excitement to any other cause:
—Yes, there was great excitement from the Underhill
meetings.

ºt

-

34,009. When were they held —There was one
held in Savanna-la-Mar.
34,010. When 2–I think in June.

33,998. Among the young or the old —All but the
very old.

#

ºf
*
tº

-

-

{{

34,011. Was there any indication of a combination

3.

to resist, by force any drillings or nightly meetings?
–There was in the mountains,
34,012. In the mountains of Westmoreland?–Yes

3.

entire suppression. During that time the black portion
of the people scarcely came to church at all.
. I was not exactly cognizant of that, the magistrates
33,997. Had you observed during 1865 any falling told me so.
off in your congregation ?—Of the black population,
34,013. You only heard it from the magistrates?
certainly.

#

—Yes.

34,014. You did not see it —No.

34,015. You were not a magistrate yourself?-N93

i.
!
!

º
;
!
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34,019. At the end of last year, December 2—I

THIRTY
THIRD I)AY.

letting of land, and recently there has been a threaten

think so.

ing letter; they are keeping back the original, think
ing to trace the handwriting. I have a copy of it here.
(producing...it.)

34,020. According to this somebody seems to hold
land and does not choose to rent it —Yes, we cannot

Rev. J. Cork.

in Westmoreland do what we like with our own pro

3 Mar, 1866.

-

34,016. Where is the original 2–In possession of
the clerk of the Westry.

It manifests the present

spirit that exists.
34,017. When was that received 2–Recently.
34,018. Since the beginning of this year?—Just before.

perty. You cannot plant.
Y. 34,021. Do you mean on account of the thefts —
es.

34,022. What would be your remedy for that –
The lash.

The witness withdrew.

WILLIAM HYLTON CookE, Esq., sworn and examined.

34,023. Are you a justice of the peace —Yes.
34,024. For what parish –For the parishes of
Westmoreland, Hanover, and St. James.

Were lin.

34,025. Where do you reside —At Hermitage, on
the borders of Hanover and Westmoreland.

I went to bed.

I placed a guard round

the house. They woke me up in the night two or

in the summer months —Yes.

three times.

34,027. Were you disturbed at any time, night or
day, with bugles —Shells and horns.

34,048. Are those shells and horns used for any
other purpose than keeping you awake at nights —

34,028. What sort of horns 2–1 could not say.
34,029. Was it a musical horn ?—No, more like a

They are used sometimes when a cart passes the road.

cow's horn.

;"|

Are they used for business purposes at all?

—Oh, no.

34,030. Was the shell the ordinary mountain shell?
—The shell that was usually blown in this country.
34,031. When was this f-That was in the month
of October.

--

34,050. Are they not used for convening men to the

works —Generally for summoning people together.
I should say if they are blown at nights it could not
be for any good purpose. They were used formerly

34,036. In Hanover ?–In Westmoreland.

for calling the people to work.
34,051. What are the shells used for—not at night 2
—In the daytime they were used formerly, not latterly.
34,052. What were they used for 2–For summoning
people to work, and för calling them from work.
34,053. For marking time in the day ?–Yes.
34,054. Do the people ever use them for their

34,037. What part of Westmoreland, east or west ?

amusement —I should not think they would use them

—To the east of my house from the eastern boundary

for amusement at 12 o'clock at night.
34,055. They are not given to music at night 2–

34,032. After the news from Morant Bay ?—About
that time.

34,033. Was it at night or in the day ?—At night.
34,034. Was it near you ?—Two or three miles
away I should think.
34,035. Up in the country –Yes.

of Westmoreland.

-

34,038. As a justice of the peace did you make it
your duty to investigate the cause of it —These
reports having reached me confirming the blowing of
shells in that neighbourhood I sent to inquire for the
Rev. Peter Anderson, who, I had heard, felt very
much alarmed at the blowing of those shells. He did
not come on the Saturday that I sent for him but
came on the Monday. I was then at Savanna-la-Mar.
An express reached me there from my house, men
tioning that he had been there and corroborated all
we had heard.

-

34,039. Did you, as a justice, put the police in

action to investigate what you had heard —I placed
three special constables to watch any movement of
the kind.

Not of that sort.

34,056. Are they never used except for the purposes
of marking time 2—I never knew them used for any
other purpose.
34,057. (Mr. Gorrie.) Does the post carry a horn
or shell in your district —There is no post within
seven miles, and they never blow a horn on the road
till they get near a post-office.
34,058. How far are you from a post-office —
About eight miles.
34,059. Do cartmen occasionally use them 2–Yes,
cartmen do.

34,060. When travelling along the road 2–Yes.

34,061. (Mr. Walcott.) Did you observe anything
about the demeanour of the people *—I cannot say

34,040. In the direction where you heard the
Sound 7–Yes.

that I have seen anything in their demeanour in my
immediate neighbourhood.

34,041. Did the policemen arrive at any result in
investigating the matter to your satisfaction —They
could trace nothing. Two of them said they saw no
one for two or three nights. They went in the same
direction. The other man reported that he followed

four men for two or three miles along the road going

34,062. Not about Kew Park 2–No.

34,063. Can you tell the Commission what effect
was produced on the people in Seaford, down in
Kew Park district, when they heard the intelligence
of Mr. Gordon's arrest and execution ?–Do you mean
the German people *

through Kew Park pasturages; that they sat down

34,064. No, the black people —I really cannot say

on a log of wood to between 12 and 2 in the morning,

what effect it had upon them.
34,065. Well, what effect had it upon the Germans?

and returned—that was all he could tell me,

,- º

34,047. How long did that last 2–Two nights they
awoke me.

34,026. During last year were you residing there

--

W. H. Cooke.

two nights in particular. The ladies of my house
never, retired to rest from the state of alarm they

34,042. Did you never get any information from

—They were very much alarmed by the blowing of

e police, or others who were employed, to find out

these shells.

-

what these shells and horns were —Not from any

34,066. But the blowing of the shells ceased after

one, but from the rural constables and the inhabitants

the intelligence —Yes; as soon as the intelligence
of Gordon being hung, and Bogle being taken, there

of the district.
34,043. What did the rural constable discover ?—

was no more shell blowing.
34,067. Had they heard about the arrest of Mr.

He discovered nothing more than what I mentioned.
He heard the shell blowing and the horn, but he saw

Levien—had that any effect —No, I do not think

nothing.

that had any effect.

84,044. Then you never found out?—I never could
find out.

34,068. (Mr. Gorrie.) Does not the newspaper
boy blow a horn ?—You could not hear him in that

$4,945. And nothing came of it?—Nothing.
*4,046. Did you hear it more than once?—Yes,

district. The people live too far distant from any
main road.

The witness withdrew.

*

Adjourned to 10 o'clock on Monday next.
4 S 4
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Monday, 5th March 1866.

-

-

PRESENT :
Commander
T. A. D'Wahl.

-

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.

RUSSELL GURNEY, Esq.

5 Mar. 1866.

|

JoHN

Blossert

MAULE, Esq.

Commander THOMAS ALExIs D’WAHL sworn and examined.

34,069. Did you on the 2nd of November, Thurs-

mode in which they were treated up to the time when

day, embark 35 prisoners at Kingston to be taken to
Morant Bay ?—I did.
34,070. On board what vessel ?–The “Cordelia.”
34,071. Can you say, from what you then saw,

you gave them over ?–No men could have been
treated in a kinder manner, further than having the
restriction of a sentry placed over them.
34,085. Were you on deck sufficiently often to be

whether at that time there was any unnecessary ill-

able to state, from your knowledge, that nobody else

treatment of the prisoners who were taken on board 2

interfered with their treatment —I do not think I
left the deck more than five minutes consecutively
during the whole passage.

—None whatever.

34,072. To your recollection, were their hands
tied ?–The men came on board the ship untied.

34,086. You were on board the “Cordelia” when

34,073. All the prisoners ?—All the prisoners.
34,074. Where were they placed at first when they
came on board 2–They were marched abaft the mizenmast, and two sentries were placed over them.

34,075. With regard to their meals, what was done

they reached the vessel at first, but you did not
superintend their being taken on board —I was on
shore when they were being put into the boats.
34,087. Were you at the Ordnance Wharf?—No,
on the Company's Wharf.

for them —They received the same rations as the

34,088. Did you see them put on board the boats?

ship's company; they had pork and pea soup that day.

—Part of them.
34,089. Was anything done to drag them from the

34,076. Had they the rations at the same time as

the ship's company ?—At the proper dinner time, 12 gunwale or to put them overboard —Nothing what
o'clock.

ever,

34,077. Did you take some precaution about
knives 2—I caused the corporal, the chief of the

34,090. Were they handcuffed when they were put
into the boats 2—No.

Police on, bºard, to cut the heat up for them, and

34,091, were they tied together?—I didn't notice.

would not allow them to have knives. .

35,078. Then was that the mode in which they

34,092. Was any man tied with cords?—I didn't
notice that any were tied.

i.
in .."...". i.". ...'...".
ºil by the
..","...'...'

officers in your presence say to the 15 who were

º: g

ºn

-

S

y

3.

ply g

y t

34,079. Besides the 35 who were taken from

Kingston, did you take 15 more from the “Aboukir"
as you passed Port Royal 2–I did

34,093. (Mr. Walcon). Did you her any ºf us

.

from

the

“

Aboukir"

that they were a

º;d “. . *. and

they would be
ung -Notº my knowledge.,
.
34,094. You did not say so, or hear it —No ; I

34,080, was any distinction made between the 15 have only to state that while they were * boar

usual, and every routine was
#9" through as usual, as if nobody had been i

prayers were read as

and the 35 °–None whatever.

34,081. To whom did you hand over the prisoners
on arriving at Morant Bay —To an officer of the
“ West,” by the name of Cole.
34,082. At the time they were handed over to the

board, and nobody went near the prisoners at a
except the sentry and the corporal.

34,095. (By the Commision). You said they were

officer named Cole were any of the men in irons – allowed to lounge about as they liked –Some ºf
None.

them were lying down and some were sitting,

-

34,083. Or were they tied to each other ?–No.
34,084. Was there anything exceptional in the

34,096. Was that as they pleased ?–Yes, as they
pleased.

The witness withdrew.
Lieutenant CHARLEs FITZGERALD sworn and examined.

Lieut. C.

Fitzgerald.

34,097. Are you first lieutenant of the “Cordelia *
—I am.

34,098. On the 2nd of November were you on
board at the time when prisoners were taken from
Kingston to Morant Bay?—Yes.

34,099. Did you see the men taken first from the
shore, or were you on board at the time —I was on
board the ship.

34,100. Did two boats come alongside with some

prisoners ?–Yes, our two cutters.
34,101. Were there 35 prisoners in all —Yes.
34,102. Did you see them taken over the ship's

whole —No, some were free; some were not tied at
all.

34,108. How many do you think there were alſº

fºr
half.

untied ?–I cannot recollect that, perhaps

34,109. Directly they got on board had you given
directions with regard to their being tied ?—I had
them all released, and the string was cut at once;

Directly afterwards they were mustered, counted, and
put abaft the mizen mast.

side 2–I did.

34,103. What was the mode in which they were
taken 2–They were handed up as carefully as could
be ; there was nothing rough in their treatment at
all.

34,106. The whole body were so connected to
gether ?—No.
34,107. But the threes and twos exhausted the

-

34,104. At that time were they tied together ?—

.

34,110. Were sentries placed over them at first?—
Four at first and then we took two off.

-

º

34,111. Did you take the other 15 from the
“Aboukir" at Port Royal as you went by ?—Yes.
34,112. And did you proceed with the whole body

Some of them were.

to Morant Bay ?—Yes.

34,105. Do you know how many were 2–As well
as I can recollect they were tied in threes; some in

them to the officers in command?–To the military

threes and some in twos.

authorities.

34,113. Where did you deliver up the whºle ºf
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34,114. Were you on deck most of the time —
With the exception of half an hour, I think I was on
deck the whole time.

34,115. Was anything done during the passage
which might be called maltreating the prisoners ?—

Nothing at all that I saw.

THIRTy.
34,119. Were they in irons at all ?–None of Foºty,

them.

34,120. Were you present —Yes, I will swear that
there were no irons used on board the ship at all.
34,121. (13/ Mr. Hºaſcott.) Did any of the officers
of the “Cordelia,” or did you, say to the 15 that were
taken from on board the “Aboukir,” that they were

34,116. Might they move about subject to being
watched by the sentries —They had a certain space
on the deck allotted to them separate from the men.

“a set of damned black Baptist, and they would be
all hung : "-Not in their hearing.
34,122. (By the Commission.) Who did say it 2–

They went forward when they wanted, one at a time,

I cannot say that anybody did.
34,123. Iłut you mean that you were near enough
to be able to say that no such language was said in
their hearing 2–Yes.

in charge of the corporal, and water was taken to them

directly they came on board.
34,117. They had the ship's rations 2–They had
the regular allowance of prisoners; that is two-thirds,

a great deal more than they could eat.

J.ieut. C.

Fitzgerald.
5 Mar. 1866.

34,124. Then was it said in your hearing 2—It was

34,118. At Morant Bay was anything done to them

not said in my hearing.
34,125. Except half an hour that you were away,

unnecessarily —No, they were put into the boats

you were there the whole time —I was away about

and landed.

half an hour.
The witness withdrew.

G. H. Ryan,

Mr. GEORGE HENRY RYAN sworn and examined.

34,126. Are you surgeon of Her Majesty's ship
“Aboukir" –Yes.

34,127. Do you remember, shortly after the news of
the Morant Bay disturbances arrived, some prisoners
being brought on board the “Aboukir 2"—Yes.
34,128. Was it after sunset when they first reached
her ?–It was dark, about half-past 7 or 8, as far as I
can recollect.

34,129. Do you remember how soon after the riot
at Morant Bay they came on board —They came on
board on Saturday the 21st October, as well as I can
remember, and to the best of my belief.
34,130. At that time were their hands tied ?–Yes,
most of them as far as I saw ; their hands were tied

behind their backs, nearly all of them.
34,131. How many did you receive —I didn't
take notice, but I believe about 15.
34,132. What was done with them —They were
placed in irons on the main deck, the same as prisoners
on ship board, with irons on their legs.

34,133. On the next day were they released ?–I
do not think they were. I stated that I thought they
were ; but I have made inquiries, and I don't think
they were.

---

34,134. How long did they remain on board 2–
Two or three days.
34,135. Is that the way they are treated generally *
–Prisoners on board ship in order that they may be

kept in safety, are placed in irons by one or two legs.
34,136. Did you inspect them daily —My two
assistant surgeons were away, and I went and asked
if they had any complaints, as I passed them. There
were two men that complained—they made slight
complaints. One had an attack of diarrhoea.

34,137. Had they medical assistance –The best
that could be afforded, as far as I could give it to
them.

34,138. Was any sentry, as far as you know, put
opposite to them with a fixed bayonet —I never saw

such a thing on board a man-of-war yet.
34,139. You don't remember that ?—No, not that
I saw.

The sentries were sailors, as nearly all the

marines were at Morant Bay the time, and my assistant
Surgeons were there also.

34,141. Did you know that any of them were taken
to the head of the vessel from time to time 2—I don't
InOW.

34,142. But did you know of their going, or did
you see them taken 2–No.

No, because I did not gº on deck

34,145. Do you remember any prisoner being
under your charge —Yes.
34,146. Had you any conversation with him 2–I
asked every morning whether they had any com
plaints, and whatever medicine they required they
got.

34,147. Had you any conversation with him as to
his position ?—Never. I was the only surgeon in the
ship, and I had my orders to attend them, only
medically.
34,148. But, independent of your orders, had you
any conversation with the prisoner as to his position
as a prisoner, and what would probably be his fate 2
—No, I did not know.

I did not know what their

crime was. I knew nothing, and I had nothing to do
with them but to treat them kindly as a medical man.
34, 149. You were aware that he was a political
prisoner – I was aware from the report in Kingston,
but I took no notice of their names, but when they
were sick I attended to them.

34,150. Did you make any observation to him as to
what would be his probable fate at Morant Bay ?—
No, I did not know they were going there.
34,151. But you knew before they left the vessel ?
—I did not.

34,152. Did you at any time speak to the prisoner
under your medical charge, as to any wish you had, as
to what his fate would be 2–No, I said nothing to
him. I had no wish that any man should be hanged or
punished in any way.
34,153. Did you ever say to him that you would

like to see him hanged —I never said so to any man.
I never saw a man hanged, and I hope I never shall.
34,154. Did you ever say to him that he ought to
be hanged —I never did.
34, 155. Did you ever say that there was another
cravat which you would like to see round his neck —
I never used the words in my life.
expression ?—Never.

34,157. (By Mr. Halcott.) Did you ever say to any
of these men, “The best medicine I could give you
would be the bight of a rope ; "-I never did, it mever
entered my head.

34,158. (By the Commission.) Did you ever use
any words to that effect 2–No ; if any complaint was
made to me of illness I attended to them.

I do not

know Mr. Palmer; of the two men I had one was a
white man, who had a little attack of diarrhoea, and
the other complained of some affection of the liver.

34,159. Who was the other man –A dark man,

34,143. You cannot say how they were taken —
myself once a day.

charge on board the vessel ?–No.

34,156. Did you ever use towards him any similar

-

34,140. Where were they placed when they were
taken from the irons –We kept the prisoners on the
main deck, the gun deck of a line-of-battle ship, and
they were allowed to go on deck and on the poop for
exercise.

34,144. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Do you recollect the
I'everend Mr. Palmer being under your medical

except to report

not Mr. Palmer.

34,160. Mr. Palmer is a black man 2–I don’t

recollect him at all. Every morning I had orders from
4 T
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the commander, and I went to them and asked if they
had any complaints,

G. H. Ryan.

34,161. Mr. Palmer stated that from the treatment

5 Mar. 1866.

he received he got intermittent fever, and that when
he complained to you, you said the bight of a rope
would be the best physic you could give him —I

-

34,163. No other person attended them ?—No, I

was the only medical man in the ship.

(The Rev. Mr. Palmer's evidence on this point
was read to the witness.)

Witness : Mr. Palmer slept on the main deck, not
on the top deck of a line-of-battle ship.

never used such words.

34,162. Were the prisoners under your supervision?
—The other surgeons, the assistant surgeons were

away, and I had charge of the ship, and I did what I
thought was necessary.

34,164. Then he was not exposed to the rain -—No.
34,165. He was under cover ?—Yes; no one had
fever on board.

-

34,166. Was he exposed to the rain –No.

The witness withdrew.
J.ieut. J.
Anderson.

Lieutenant JoHN ANDERSON sworn and examined.

“Aboukir,” were you not, in October last —I was.
34,168. Do you remeuber shortly after you heard
of the outbreak at Morant Bay receiving prisoners on

34,172. Were they on deck 2–0n the main deck.
34,173. When were they released ?—About three
days afterwards.
34,174. Did you see any ill-treatment of them

board 2–Yes.

during the time you were there 7–No.

34,167. You were a lieutenant on board

the

-

-

34,169. At that time was the first lieutenant away

34,175. Did you see any ill-treatment on the part of

from the ship —I do not remember.
34,170. Were you acting lieutenant at the time the
prisoners came on board?—No, I was second lieutenant.

the ship's crew or any people —No.
34,176. How long were they with you ?—About
11 days.
34,177. Then they were taken on board the
“Cordelia : *-I forget the ship.

34, 171. Do you remember how they were treated

on the first night that they came on board, where they
were put and how they were treated 7–They were in

-

34,178. Were you on board all the time they were
there 2–Yes, I think I was.

I l'OllS.

The witness withdrew.
Lieut. H.
13. Adcock.

Lieutenant HERBERT BURROUGHs ADCOCK sworn and examined.

34,179. You are lieutenant of the 2nd battalion of

but I was to meet another detachment at the post-office
near Golden Grove, a detachment of 50 men and an
the 6th Royal Regiment —Yes.
34,180. You left Kingston in the “Caravelle” on officer of the 3rd West India Regiment.
the 13th of October 2—Yes.
34,204. What were you ordered to do —To go in
34,181. What o'clock was it, do you recollect, when search of the rebels who were supposed to be in force
in the Plaintain Garden River district.
you left 2–About 10 or half-past 10 o'clock.
34,205. Did you hear Brigadier-General Nelson
34,182. In the morning —Yes.
34,183. In what capacity did you embark in the give any instructions or orders to those planters to
“Caravelle f *-As commissariat officer.
whom you have referred 2–He gave them orders to
34,184. Were you while on board that vessel ap obey implicitly all my orders,
pointed by Brigadier-General Nelson to act as his
34,206. They were placed under your orders in
fact –Yes.

aid-de-camp —Yes.

34,185. Where did you land 2–At Morant Bay.
34,186. When 2–At night, on the 13th.

34,187. What happened that night when you ar
rived at Morant Bay, did anything particular happen 2
—There were three night alarms.
34,188. Were the troops called out under arms ?—
Yes.

-

34,189. When did General Nelson assume the com

34,207. What orders did you give to Captain
Ford, any ?—Yes; I told him on no account to allow
any man to fire without my express order; that was
the order I gave after starting,
34,208. They marched with the rest of yourparty,
as forming part of it —Yes.

34,209. What time did you leave Morant Bay?—

mand 2–On the 13th of October.

About half-past 6 in the morning.
34,210. What day was that ?—The 21st.

34,190. Had he left when you arrived 2–He left
again on the evening of the 13th.
34,191. Where did he go to ?—I believe he went to

proceeded towards Golden Grove.

Port Morant.

34,192.
34,193.
34,194.
34,195.

Did you embark again at Morant Bay?—Yes.
In what ship –In the “Wolverene.”
Where did you go to ?—To Port Antonio.
When did you arrive at Port Antonio 2–

We arrived on the 15th.

34,196. And did you disembark 2–Yes.
34,197. Were you present at any executions there?
—Yes.

34,198. From Port Antonio, when did you leave to
return to Morant Bay ?–On the 19th.
34,199. Of October 2—Yes.

34,200. Did you receive any orders subsequently at
Morant Bay to go on a patrol, or in command of a

flying column 2–Yes.
34,201. When —On the evening of the 20th I
received the orders.

34,202. What were the orders ?–Shall I read them

-

34,211. In which direction did you proceed?—I
34,212. Did you meet anybody on the road near
Leith Hall —Yes, I met a black corporal,
34,213. What regiment did he belong to?—The 1st
West India.

34,214. How came he to be there by himself?—He
told me he had been left behind with two wounded

soldiers, and they were taken on board ship and he

was left behind. I asked him why he didn't go back
to Morant Bay; he said the whole country was sur
tonnded by rebels. I told him the country was open,
Leith Hall.

34,215. What time did you arrive at Leith Hall?I don't know.

34,216. On what day ?–The same day.

34,217. At Leith Hall were some prisoners brought
before you ?–Yes.

34,218. Do you know what number —I don't

remember the number.
(referring to manuscript).
34,203. No, just shortly state what they were, of
34,219. About what number?—I should think about
what was the flying column composed ?–It was com seven or eight, but I don't know exactly what number.
posed of some of the men of the 2nd battalion of the
34,220. What was done with reference to them 6th Regiment, some of Astwood's Kingston Volunteers, I flogged some of them summarily, but I don't know
and a body of armed planters, and that was the whole the number I flogged.
º

of the detachmant with which Ileft for Golden Grove ;

ºº

and he was instantly to go back and report himself to
the General. I met him about a quarter of a mile from

34,221. Upon what evidence did you flog them -

**

|
º
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On the evidence of constables chiefly, I believe; and
also of some other people who were there.
34,222. What was the sort of evidence 2—Plunder

34,251. Perhaps the statement ought to be read to
you. (Question 527 and following questions and
answers in the 6th day's proceedings.) Is that a true

generally.
34,223. Evidence of their having been engaged in
acts of plunder 2–Yes.
34,224. Was anything done besides flogging men

account 2–No.

there 7–One man was executed.

—Yes.

34,225. Who was that ?—I don't know his name.
34,226-7. What were the circumstances which led
to his execution?—He was charged with having fired
on the Volunteers at Morant Bay, and when that

other witnesses came forward, and the witnesses swore

charge was made I assembled a board of officers, two

34,255. What time did you arrive there 2–About
2 o'clock, or half-past 2.
34,256. Did you find the village occupied ?–No, it
was nearly deserted.
34,257. Did you find whether there had been any
plundering there –The store had been plundered
and the book-keepers' barracks also, and sacked.
34,258. Did you do anything more that evening 2
—I went up to the iron bridge where Ensign Cullen
and 50 men were, and ordered them to go down to

THIRTY.
FOURTH IDAY.

Lieut. H.
B. Adcock.

-

other commissioned officers and myself, and we took
evidence on the matter and sentenced him to death.

34,228. Were the witnesses sworn ?—They were
not. I had no Bible to swear them, but I asked every
man after he had given his evidence if he would swear
to what he said.

34,229. Did you know the persons who made the
statements —No; but I had two magistrates with me,
and I asked them if the evidence was sufficient and

34,252. First of all he was identified as having been
at Morant Bay?—Yes.
Then he was tied to a tree, and then the

he had attempted murder.

34,254. What was your next step 2–I proceeded
on to Golden Grove.

whether the witnesses were to be relied upon, and
they said they were.
34,230. Who were the magistrates ?—Mr. Duffus

Golden Grove, and I billetted the men.

and Mr. Harrison.

34,260. Did you in the Amity Hall village take a
man prisoner named Anderson —Yes.
34,261. What did you do with him —I sent him
down to Golden Grove to await my arrival.
34,262. Did you find anything at Amity Hall or in
the neighbourhood — I found some plunder there, I
found a gold watch in one house.

34,231. Was more than one man executed then 2–
Only one.
34,232. How was he executed 2–He was shot.
34,233. Was he tied to a tree ?–No.
34,234. A statement has been made that two men

were brought out, and one was tied to each tree, and
the Volunteers were ordered to shoot them 2–It is
not true.

34,235. By whom was the one man shot ?—By the
planters under Mr. Ford.
34,236. At Harbour Head was anyone brought
before you ?—Yes, there was another man, I believe
his name was Mitchell.

34,237. State what passed in reference to him 2–
He was made prisoner by the advanced guard, I be

34,259. The next morning did you march in the di
rection of the north of Plantain Garden River ?–Yes.

34,263. In one of the huts –Yes.

34,264. Was anything else found at the door —
At Amity Hall great house I saw an Obeah stick at
the door.

34,265. What state was it in 2–It was covered with
blood and hair.

34,266, Was that in Amity Hall itself?—In Amity
Hall itself.

34,267. Did you go on to Hordley –Yes.

lieve. He was a prisoner when I came up, and he was

34,268. What state was the house in 2– Every

charged with being concerned with the rebels at
Morant Bay.
34,238. When 2–On the 11th, at Morant Bay.
34,239. Was there any evidence —That was the
first charge. I examined two witnesses upon that,
and it was proved, and I ordered him to receive 50

article of furniture was broken with the exception of
an iron pitcher. The floor of one room and the bed

lashes.

34,240. Was he afterwards charged with having
attempted to commit murder on the 12th 2–Yes, I
must tell you that he had received the 50 lashes. I
then assembled the same officers again, and we ex
amined into the case, and he was ordered to be shot.
I had his house searched and found some plunder

there, and a bayonet of the old “ Brown Bess” pattern,
very like those which had been stolen from the

Morant Bay police-station.
34,241. Was that before or after his execution ?—
Before; after the charge of murder was made against

were covered with blood, and in another room the bed

had been set on fire in two or three places, but the fire
had gone out.

34,269. What state did you find Hordley great
house in 2—It had been sacked.

34,270. Then did you march to Wheelersfield 2–
Yes.

34,271. Had that been plundered 2–It is a village.
I found plunder in the village.
34,272. Did you burn any houses —I burnt one
where I found plunder.
34,273. What kind of plunder was it *—I cannot
remember the style of plunder, but usually the things
were either from the houses that had been sacked, or
-

from the stores.

-

For instance, in one house that I

him, or rather of attempted murder.
34,242. Where did you meet with Mitchell ?–On

remember, but which house it was I don’t remember,
there was found a case of jewellery such as is sold in
the streets, not of particular value, but the case was

the roadside.

unbroken, and had been taken from one of the stores.

34,243. Do you remember whether he was leaning
against his gate 2–He was a prisoner when I saw

—Yes.

him, when I came up there.
34,244. Do you remember giving the word “to

halt” when you came up to him —I did.
34,245. Did you say, “This fellow looks damned
suspicious f"—No.

34,246. Did anyone say so — Not in my hearing
, 34,247. Did you point out the man at the gate and
say, “Does anyone of you know this man, can any
one of you identify this man f"—Yes.
34,248. Is it true that they all said, “No, we don't

know the man "-No; when I asked that, they come
fºrward and gave evidence of his having been at the
riots at Morant Bay.
34,249. Do you remember who it was 2—I do not.
34,250. Did you then call upon the rear to advance,
or did they come up —Not that I remember.

5 Mar. 1866.

34,253. Upon that you ordered him to be flogged 2

34,274. Then did you go on to Suffolk Park Pen 2
34,275. And did you go on to Bachelor's Hall ?—
Yes.

34,276. Did you there meet a party of Maroons with
prisoners ?—Yes, I did.

34,277. Was anything done with them —I flogged
five of them and released the rest.

34,278. How many prisoners had they —From 20
to 25.

34,279. Upon what evidence did you flog the five 2
—Upon the evidence brought by the Maroons.
34,280. Did you hear the evidence alone or were
you assisted ?—I did not ask any information as to
carrying out the punishment. I suppose everybody
heard the evidence.

34,281. Upon the evidence which you received
alone did you order the five to be flogged 2–Yes.
4T2
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34,282. And the others you released ?–Yes.
34,283. Did you then return to Golden Grove?—
No. I believe I went up to Plantain Garden River
estate.

of Captain Astwood's Troop and Ford's
Volunteers, and request the same may be

º

communicated.

“A. A. NELsoN, Brig.-Gen.

*

“Commanding Field Force.

--

34,284. There was nothing done there?—The house
5 Mar. 1866.

“Head-quarters, Morant Bay,

was sacked.

--

“23rd October, 1865.”

34,285. Do you mean that you found it had been
sacked ?–Yes.

34,286. Nothing was done by you or the men under
you?—No.

34,287. There were no prisoners taken 2–No.
34,288. At Golden Grove, to which you then re
turned, did you have a Court-martial 2–Yes.
34,289. Did you sit upon it, or did you direct it to

34,311. Did you have any men flogged besides that
day ?—Yes.
34,312. How many were ordered to be flogged?—
I ordered four to be flogged before I left, and I also
left orders with Ensign Cullen to flog five or six
In Oro.

34,313. Had they been tried by Court-martial?—
No, none of them.

34,314. Had you had evidence against them?—

sit *—I directed the Court-martial to sit.

34,290. Of whom did the Court-martial consist 2–

It consisted of Captain Astwood, Ensign Cullen, and
Dr. Morris.

I had.

34,315. Upon what evidence was it that you had
them flogged ?—Evidence of plunder.
34,316. Were the witnesses sworn ?—No.

34,291. Do you know how many were tried before

34,317. You then gave orders to Ensign Cullen to

it *—Seven.

return with his detachment to Manchioneal, and to
34,292. What were the sentences 2 — Six were

sentenced to death, and one to receive 100 lashes.
34,293. Did you give directions to carry out the

report himself to Captain Hole —Yes, and also to
take charge of some prisoners that I sent down.
You sent some prisoners to Manchioneal?

sentences 2–I did.

-— I eS.

34,294. Can you tell us what the offences were that
were charged against them —No. I sent the pro
ceedings on with an express to Brigadier-General

34,319. What number 2—I don't know exactly.
They were the prisoners I had left when I went away.
There were written depositions against them, and I

Nelson.

sent down the witnesses.

34,295. Do you recollect the names of the men —
I do not remember them now ; I had so many before

instructions from General Nelson —I did.

$ºls.

-

34,320. Did you direct Captain Ford to obtain

34,296, Was the Court-martial held at Golden
Grove —Yes; seven men were tried there, and six

34,321. Did you give orders to Captain Ford with
respect to the disposal of prisoners ?—I told him
that if he should have any prisoners prior to receiving

were executed.

instructions he was to send them to Manchioneal to

Inc.

º

34,297. You don't happen to remember any of
them 2–I do not, but their names are in the list of
those executed; and the list with the proceedings of
Courts-martial are before the Commission. '

34,298. Would you recognize the names if you saw
them 2–No ; but they are put down under the head
of “Golden Grove,” and they were the only men
executed there.

34,299. Next day did you go on to Duckenfield 2–
Yes.

Captain Hole, that being the nearest military station.
Did you then march towards Beckfords?—

Y 34,322.
CS.

34,323. On the way did you stop at Leith Hall?—
I

34,300. And did you find the great house there
34,301. Did you search the houses in the village 2
—I did.

34,302. Did you find any plunder there 2–Yes.
34,303. What did you do with reference to the
houses in which you found plunder ?—I burnt them.
34,304. How many were there of them —I suppose
there were about four or five.

as all the others.

34,306. Were there any other villages in which you
directed houses to be burnt that day ?—That was the
total number of houses that were burnt, I believe.

34,307. Then you returned to Golden Grove —
Yes.

34,308. Next morning was the sentence carried
out with reference to those who had been tried ?–

-

34,326. Without any sworn testimony, was it

without testimony by declaration as to its truth?—
By declaration.

34,327. Did you receive any information with
reference to the villages you were about to pass
through —Yes.

34,328. What was that?—I was told they were full
of rebels, that it was their great stronghold.
34,329. That is between Leith Hall and where?—

There are villages on each side the gully; Johnstown
1S One.

34,305. Whereabouts was that ?—In a village near
Duckenfield; I don't know the name of it.

*
Did you find prisoners in custody there?—
id.

34,325. What did you do with them?—I flogged
them, after enquiring into their cases, in the same way

-

sacked 2–Yes,

*

I did.

34,330. Did you find that information correct as

you passed through ; did you find any rebels there?
—About 300 of them ; they all rushed down the side
of the gully into the bush as we came up.
34,331. Those were persons you supposed to be
rebels —I heard from the constables in the villages

that they were.
34,332. Were they armed 2–Some of them were
armed with cutlasses, and some were unarmed.

§º. Did you come within reach of them at all?

Yes.

—TN O.

34,309. Had you in the meantime forwarded the
evidence to General Nelson —Yes.
34,310. Had you received a communication from
him in answer –Yes. This is the answer:—
“ MEMO. —Lieutenant Adcock, A.D.C., Command

ing Detachment, is hereby authorized to carry
out the ‘sentences’ awarded on the prisoners
brought in.
“It is not desirable now to inflict capital punish
ment, except on men actually found armed,
or those who were ringleaders or murderers.
“Everything done by Lieutenant is most satis
factory, and I appreciate the report he gives

N 34,334.

Were they fired at at all by your party –

0.

I

º Did you burn any houses in Beckfords?—
ICl.

34,336. What number 2—Seven houses.

-

34,337. What made you burn them —I found
plunder in them.

º
— Yes.

Had they been deserted by the occupiers?
*

34,339. There were no persons there?—I think
every house in which I found plunder, with one or
two exceptions perhaps, was deserted.

34,340. Do you know whether those were houses
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belonging to the negroes themselves, or were they
belonging to the estates ?—Some belonged to the

34,347. How do you mean 2–Every house I burnt
I went into first.

estates and some to the negroes.
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34,348. How did you ascertain that what you

34,341. Among the persons you flogged was there
of General Nelson too well ever to think of flogging

found was stolen property —By the evidence of con
stables. At Johnstown and Beckford I had a large
number of constables, and their evidence was

a Woman.

taken.

34,342. You never flogged a woman 2–I never
flogged a woman, and I never knew of a woman being
flogged. I beg to give a most unequivocal denial to

34,349. What was the whole number of houses
burnt by your directions while you were out 2–I
cannot say the whole number. I can tell you what
was about the number. I think it was 25, but I
cannot say for certain.

any woman?—No, certainly not. I knew the opinion

Mr. Hague's statement.

34,343. The statement is this. (The Commissioners
read Mr. Hague's statement from question 9223, and
forward, of the 12th day's proceedings):—
“9223. Is it true that you were ever vexed with
the black soldiers because they did not take the
law from you ?—I never was, I may mention
that I went there with Captain Adcock's soldiers
as they were returning from the Plantain Garden
River district, and Captain Astwood's troop also,
and I found that woman being flogged by orders

34,350. You state that was the utmost number.

Can you state the number that you did not exceed 7–
No, I cannot.

34,351. Was there any meeting-house that you
burnt 2–Yes, there were two.

34,352. Where were they —One was at Beckford,
and the other at Amity Hall village.
34,353. What led you to burn the meeting-house
-

at

Beckford – It

had

been

used

for

seditious

of Captain Adcock; she got some 25 lashes ; she
is a rebel, and the wife of one of the most

motorious rebels in that neighbourhood, who has
not yet been taken.
“9224. What do you know about it 2–I saw
him on the morning when Flemming attacked
me on the way to the Custom-house; that woman
was among the gang.
“9225. What morning —The morning of the
-

12th.

She is the wife of a notorious rebel who

is not yet taken, who was engaged in robbing
Clifton Hill, and got away.
“9226. You say she was flogged 2–I saw her
when Captain Adcock and Captain Astwood
were both present, and she was flogged.
“9227. Whereabout 2—On her shoulders.

“9228. What number of lashes —Twenty
five; a small number.

-

“9229. That's what you consider a small num

ber 3–Oh, yes.
“9230. Did you see the instrument with which

she was flogged –It was an ordinary cat.
“9231. Was there any wire in it —None that
I know; they were made with a little bark.
“9232. What bark 2–-The bark of some tree

meetings.

-

34,354. What evidence had you of that ?—I had
the evidence of the constables.

34,355. Had any of them been present at the meet

ings —Several of them came forward, and said they
had been present, and that it had been used for that
purpose for some time.
34,356. But did they represent that as being
within their knowledge, or merely what was reported
to them —Within their own knowledge.
34,357. What sort of houses were these meeting
houses —A sort of huts with some clay upon them.

34,358. Then why did you burn that at Amity Hall 2
—It was similar to the other.

34,359. Had you some evidence respecting it 2–
Yes, I had evidence against the man who had
preached there.
34,360. Was he a person whom you directed to be
flogged —Yes.
34,361. What evidence was there against him 2–
That he had, I think that morning, but, however, on
one day induced the men to go down to the disturbed
district, armed with cutlasses, and with sticks.

34,362. Do you remember the name of the man —
Anderson.

The evidence was that he had induced

which is made into fibre and plaited.
“9233. Had you seen the military cats used ?

—I saw them at Morant 13:ly.
“9234. Were they more or less severe than
those –Those which were used at Leith Hall
were much less severe.

some of his congregation to go down to the disturbed
district, and that he told them to go and help their
brethren down at Morant Bay.
34,363. Had you any more evidence as to what he
had done 2–He said he could bring some evidence in
his favour, and I sent him down to Golden Grove

“9235. Would they inflict less injury than the
military cat —I saw a man take 50 lashes with
one of these without a drop of blood.
“9236. Who were present, do you remember, at

then, and in the evening I had him tried. I did not
have him ſlogged then, but I took the evidence of the
man first.

34,364. Whose evidence 2–He got a written
that time –All Captain Astwood's troop that letter
purporting to come from a man, in which the
went into the neighbourhood, Captain Adcock,
of the 6th, Mr. Smith, the overseer of Leith IIall, man said that he believed Mr. Anderson was a very
man.
Mr. Espeut, a book-keeper, of Leith Hall. I good
34,365. IIe did not bring any witness —None.
came in after the troops had been there ; she did
not find me.

I rode in from the Custom-house

after the troops had come in.

34,366. What number of lashes did he receive 2–

Fifty.
34,367. Did he deny having made use of the

“9237. Did you ever see her have any ſlogging

speeches attributed to him —He did not deny them
after that ?–Never; no, that is the only time I all.
know of.
34,368. Can you tell us any he did not deny that
“9238. And who were the persons, or who was
were asserted against him *—Some of the seditious
the person who flogged her when she had the 25 language
asserted against him he said he had used to
lashes —I think it was a white soldier, I am
almost certain it was.”

That you say is untrue –Perfectly untrue.

make the negro obtain his rights in a lawful manner;
he said he did not wish them to go down.

34,369. What was the seditious language that he

34,844. She was not only not flogged by your admitted he had used ? He did not say, “I made
ºrders, but she was not flogged to your knowledge in use of seditious language in order to induce the men
ºny way ?–She was never flogged by my orders, or to assert their rights in a legal way.” Can you tell
in my presence, or with my knowledge or sanction.
any of the language he had used, that you considered
34,845. The seven houses that you say you burnt, to be seditious –I cannot tell you the exact words
what was the sort of plunder you found in them 2–I
here, but I believe I once wrote them in a despatch .

do not exactly remember.
*846. How did you ascertain it to be plunder 2–

somewhere.

Personally.

the result of his address to them —Yes.

34,370. Do you have evidence as to what had been
4 T 3
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34,371. What?—That the men had gone down to
the disturbed district.

34,372. On what day ?—The same day that he
made the seditious speech.
34,373. On what day was he charged with having

‘5 Mar. 1866.

made it —I do not remember.

men belonging to the estate of which Mr. Espent had
charge. If the men had not been well disciplined
they would have fired upon them, supposing them to

be rebels. Another case occurred at Wheelersfield,
when I was searching a village, as the men did it
in skirmishing order, a man came through with a

----

34,374. You don’t know whether it was on the

Wednesday the 11th of October 2—I do not know.
34,375. Or whether it was subsequently —I do
not know.

34,376. Did you ºr l any messages to the men
who had fled—to the negroes who had fled, in order
to induce them to return ?—I did. I sent messages
round to say, that if they would return to their work
they should not be molested, if they had not taken
actual part in murder or in riots where murder was
committed.

cutlass at his side and a fire-lock in his hand. He

had his fire-lock loaded. If my men had fired indis.
criminately he would not have escaped.
34,392. Did you find the Volunteers and Ford's
people amenable to your orders, and did they behave
themselves properly 2–Yes.
34,393. Did you witness any of the executions that
-

were carried on at Port Antonio —Yes.

34,394. Was that on Monday, the 16th October
—I witnessed some on Monday the 16th.
34,395. How long did you remain there —Until
the evening of the 19th.

34,377. Did any of them return ?—About 140 of
34,396. From the 16th to the 19th Were you
them returned that evening, and a large number, I. there at the time when the transverse beam of the
think about 140 more, the next morning.
gallows broke —Yes.
34,378. Were they molested—those who returned ?
34,397. Were you on duty with the guard?—Yes.
—Not to my knowledge.
34,398. As far as you could notice, what caused
34,379. What directions did you give with refer the breaking of the beam —I should think the jerk
ence to Mitchell's execution ?—I detached three men
of the men and the weight together. There were six
of the 6th Regiment. I touched them with my hand men hung there.
to fall out, and ordered them to shoot him.
34,399. Did the men fall to the ground?—Yes.
34,380. Was he shot ?—Yes.
34,400. Were you then directed by the Provost
34,381. Was anybody else shot?—I heard that Marshal to act in any way ?—I was directed to shoot
-

another man fired, but I did not see him. It must have
been at the time when the others fired, but I did
not hear it, and three balls went through his head.
34,382. Then it is not true that after the three
men fired, a fourth man, who might be Mr. Duffus,
went up and shot him through the head —No.
34,383. You are quite certain of that ?—I heard

that he fired, and he may have fired, but it must have
been at the same time. It certainly was not a fourth
man with the three men that fired at Mitchell.

them, and I ordered the men to do so.

34,401. They were shot ?—Immediately.
34,402. Was death instantaneous –Yes.

34,403. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Did you make any re.
port to your superior officer of the execution of
Mitchell ?—Yes.

34,404. Have you the report with you?—I have not.
34,405. Have you any copy of it?—I have not.
34,406. At what date did you report that?–0n
the same day.

34,384. You are able to say certainly that the

34,407. That was not read when General Nelson

three men you ordered, fired and killed him instantly,
and that no such event occurred as a fourth man des

was examined, upon the understanding that we could
get it when you were examined ?–I sent the first

patching him in consequence of the failure of the

despatch to Brigadier-General Nelson. It was written

three men, by blowing off his head 2–No.
34,385. You will see in this paper, under the head

in this way: I met an express from some other officer
going to him, and I wrote on the back of an envelope,
and it was forwarded in that way.

of Golden Grove, a list of six persons who were
executed. (Paper shown to witness.) This pur
ports to be a tabular statement of places where the
persons were taken, and the times when the persons
were executed, and these are put down as having

34,408. You mean that the only report you made
was a jotting on the back of an envelope?—No, I say
“ the first report.”

34,409. Was that a report relating to the execution

been executed on the 22nd inst. —That could not be.

of Mitchell ?—I do not whether that case was men

They were executed on the 24th, I know.
34,386. There was no man executed before you got

tioned in it.

there 2–Not that I know of.

the writing on the envelope

34,387. You arrived when 2–On the 21st there

were 10 only executions to my knowledge.
34,388. When were they tried ?—I think on the
22nd.

34,410. You mean whether it was mentioned in

Do you mean that you

did not make a formal report of the execution, but
only informed Brigadier-General Nelson of it by a

jotting on the back of an envelope?–No, I do not.
34,411. Will you explain what you do mean?—I

34,389. Were any of those who were executed
flogged first 3–No, none.
34,390. There were none flogged who were also

reported the circumstances of Mitchell's execution to

executed 2–No, I think that is a mistake.

believe I did.

It was

that six men were hung, and one was flogged, and
received 100 lashes.

General Nelson.

34,412. Did you write a formal report of it?–I
34,413, Can you tell us the date –It was the
same evening, the 21st of October.

34,391. During the time you were on this patrol,

was your detachment kept in good order according to
the rules and regulations of the service, as regarded

this march and everything connected with it —Yes,
I can prove that that order as to firing was obeyed

implicitly. At Leith Hall I saw between 40 and 50

34,414. Do you mean the report which was written
on the back of an envelope —No ; I sent the report
on the back of an envelope, and that I believe was
very likely to be lost, but that was not the report, to

my knowledge. I may have reported the circum:
stances in that, but I immediately afterwards reported

men armed with cutlasses and sticks, and rushing
about in every direction. I was told particularly to
hasten on there, as the place was expected to be

afterwards that we wish to have. What evening was

attacked.

it, what date —I say it was the 21st October.

I afterwards ascertained that these were

it in another form.

34,415. It is the formal report which was written

The witness withdrew.

Brigadier- Gen.

BRIGADIER-GENERAL NELSoN re-called and further examined.

Vºlson.

34,416. Have you got this report which Lieutenant Adcock is said to have sent you?—No; I stated
yesterday that it was a document I could not find. It was amidst a mass of papers, and perhaps it was lost.

34,417. That report has never been printed —No, or it would not be lost.

-
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Lieutenant Adcock re-called and further examined.

34,418. Does the observation about the witnesses
not being put on oath apply to Mitchell's case as well

THIRTY
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writing as it was given 3–No, I had no pens or

34,442. Did you not receive any communication on
your return to Leith Hall about that second person,
who you say was discharged —Not to my knowledge.
34,443. Was a corporal of one of the West India
regiments present at Leith Hall when you returned 2

paper.

—No, I did not see him.

as to that at Leith Hall —Yes, I had no Bible.
34,419. Did you take any notes of the evidence in

Adcock.

. 5 Mar. 1866.
*

-

34,420. You say one of the charges against a
prisoner was for attempting murder; will you explain
what evidence you had of the attempted murder –
Yes. I had evidence from Mr. Duffus, and afterwards

from some one else, as to the attempt at murder.
34,421. Was Mr. Duffus the witness – I believe
that was his name.

34,422, Was there a second witness –There was.

34,423. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Were there any others
on that point *—I believe I had five evidences alto
ether; I cannot tell the names.

34,424. Did they all refer to the attempt at
murder ?—No, they did not.

34,425. Was Mr. Duffus the only evidence you had
with regard to the attempted murder P-I cannot
answer that question to be certain. I believe there
was another evidence which spoke to the murder or
attempted murder, and I believe there were five or six

examined in all, but I know they spoke simply of
rebellion.

Lieutenant

-

34,426. Can you state the circumstances of this
attempted murder —Yes, I can. Mr. Duffus swore
that Mitchell had attempted to cut his throat, and the
other evidence, De Pass, swore the same, and also an
attempt upon himself as well.
34,427. It was upon the evidenee of Mr. Duffus
and Mr. De Pass that the attempt had been made to
cut their throats by Mitchell, that you ordered him to
be hung —On the strength of the evidence the

34,444. Or a drummer ?—I imagine the person that
I call corporal, and you call drummer, is the same
man, as he had a drummer's sword in his hand, and

corporal's stripes upon his uniform.
34,445. Was he present —No, not when I returned,
or I should have brought him with me.
34,446. Did you ascertain what had been done after
you left 7–No.
34,447. Were you informed by the constables that
the second prisoner had been executed during your
absence —I have already told you that I do not re
member anything of the sort—any communication as
to the second prisoner, the man who had been liberated
by myself.
34,448. How many prisoners were flogged at Golden
Grove the first night you were there 2–1 do not know
how many were flogged.
34.449. Have you any memoranda that would assist
your memory on that subject 2–I believe I reported

in a despatch the number, only the number; but I
have not got it here.

34,450. You have not got the despatch 2–I have
not.

board of officers who assembled ordered him to be

34,451. That was the despatch which General
Nelson read on Saturday. Did you make any accu
rate return to your superior officer of all the persons
punished by you ?—No, I did not make an accurate
return of everyone that was flogged.
34,452. Will you explain, or give any reason, why
you did not make your return accurate — I stated

hung; that is, on the evidence of the five or six

about the numbers as near as I could tell.

witnesses.

34,453. Did you make any report to General Nelson
as to the nature of the evidence against the parties
upon which you had ordered them to be flogged —
Do you allude to punishments by floggings or death 2
34,454. Particularly to punishments by flogging 2

34,428. You had first evidence as to Mitchell’s

presence at Morant Bay, and upon hearing that

evidence you ordered him to be flogged ; is that so?
—Yes.

34,429. Then you afterwards received evidence
from Mr. Duffus and Mr. De Pass with regard to the
alleged attempt at murder, and upon that additional
evidence you ordered him to be executed ?–On that
evidence, coupled with the other. I was simply dis
posing of the case alone without assistance, upon the
evidence, when I ordered him to be flogged ; and
afterwards it was the board of officers.

34,430. Had you any communication with him

—No.

34,455. Then no records exist at present of the

evidence taken by you which led to these parties being
flogged 2–No.
34,456. Did you take any memoranda, or any record
at any time, which has since been destroyed 2–No.

34,457. Did you keep none at the time —I kept
none at the time.

between the time of the sentence being passed for
his flogging, and his being executed —I do not

34,458. Who was it carried out the punishment of
flogging, who were the parties who actually inflicted
the punishment 2–1'our men of the 2nd battalion of

remember.

the 6th Regiment.

34,431. Was he informed that he was about to be
shot?—He was.
34,432. When 2–Just before he was shot.

one instance, and then there was a man who volun

* Did

That was all that was ever given except by a man of

you personally tell him – I believe I

101.

34,434. In what position was he then –IIe was
tied to a tree.

34,435. Was that before or after the party of four

had been selected by you ?—I imagine it was before.
, 34,436. With regard to the execution at Leith Hall,
in addition to the person executed at Leith Hall, did

34,459. Those were the only persons —Except in
tecred ; he was one of the planters; he gave 25 lashes.
the 6th Regiment.

34,460. Can you tell us his name —No, I have an
idea, but I could not swear to it.
34,461. What is Mr. Stewart, the manager of
IIolland 2–I believe it was.

34,462. Did you give any instructions to Captain

Ford when you left Golden Grove, as to making
any reports to you of his daily transactions —

you leave another person under sentence of death,
With orders not to carry out the execution on that Certainly not. I had nothing to do with him. I ordered
evening —Not to my knowledge.
34,437. Was there more than one person tried on him to report to the Brigadier General.
34,463. Was that a written instruction ?—No,
that occasion ?—Yes, two.
verbal.

34,438. What became of the second —One was
executed and one was liberated.

34,464. When you return to Golden Grove did

34,439. Was he liberated entirely; was he dis

you make inquiry as to what had been done?—

£harged without punishment?—Without punishment,

There were no punishments during my absence.

I believe.

34,465. Did you make any inquiry as to what had
been done, and find that none had been inflicted 2–I
always made inquiry as to what had been done in
my absence, and it was never reported that there had

34,440. Are you quite sure that person was dis

charged, or only remanded ?–I know he was not

*

executed.

*

*441. Not on that day ?—No, nor any other day, been any.
4T 4

t

*
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* 34,466. Can you tell us who informed you upon

after you got the letter?—I did not get down to

Lieutenant
Adcock.

these points?—Yes, the officer I left in command.
34,467. Who was that ?–Ensign Cullen.
34,468. Was he present at Golden Grove during

Golden Grove till nearly dark, and I had sent for the
evidence early in the morning; of course I didn't

the whole period of your absence 2–He was.
5 Mar. 1866.
--

send for him again if he didn't choose to come; he
sent a letter, and if there had been anything in it, I

34,469. (By the Commission.) Were there any men
with him —Yes, there were 50 men of the 1st West
India Regiment and a few planters. That was when

should have taken it in the man's favour.

I was out during the four days when I was on the

there; I do not know what day.

road.

34,494. You cannot state the time particularly?—

34,470. On patrol –Yes.
34,471. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Ensign Cullen was the
officer in charge, and not Captain Ford —Certainly.
34,472. Did he give you any written report on
your return ?–No, a verbal report.
34,473. And the verbal report he gave you was
that no punishment had been carried out during your
absence —No, he reported that everything there was
correct in every way.
34,474. With regard to the milltary station ?–And
as regard the troops, as a matter of course.
34,475. But with regard to punishments 2–He
never reported to me that any men were punished;
nor do I believe any were during my absence.
34,476. Did he report to you that no men were
punished 2–I said they were verbal reports, and I do
not remember now what were the words used.

34,477. (By the Commission.) Did he report to
you that nothing extraordinary had occurred and
mobody had been punished –Yes.
34,478. (By Mr Gorrie.) Were any persons in
custody when you returned –Yes. . .
34,479. How many ?—About a 100 on the first day.
34,480. Had those been captured by Ensign Cullen's
party?—No, they had been brought in by constables
and Maroons.

Not now.

34,495. At Leith Hall, were that one person was

executed, was there anything particular happened at
the execution, do you recollect —At the execution?
34,496. Yes?—Anything particular 2
34,497. Yes, did something particular occur, similar
to what occurred at Port Antonio, with regard to the

breaking down of the instrument of execution ?–He

was shot; I don't remember any rifle having been
broken.

34,498. Was the body hung up after it was shot?
-Not to my knowledge.
34,499. You cannot say that it was not ?—I cannot
I don't know what became of it afterwards, I cer.
tainly did not bury it.
34,500. To whom did you give instructions to
carry out the execution?—To Captain Ford.

34,501. With regard to the rebels, as you styled
them, whom you saw at Beckford leaving the village,
were there women amongst the number?—Not

amongst the number I have stated, but there may
have been women running away.

34,502. Did you see them running from the village?
—No, I don't know that I did.
N 34,503.

Did any of your party fire upon them —

O.

34,481. How did you dispose of these 100?—I re
leased all the women, and flogged some of the men,
and sent seven to Court-martial.

34,504. Did you attempt to get at them for the
purpose of firing —No, the men did not fire.
34,505. Did you ever write such words as these in

34,482. To Manchioneal or Morant Bay ?—To
Court-martial at Golden Grove.

34,483. Those you flogged you ſlogged upon your
own authority ?—Yes.
34,484. Can you give us the relative numbers of
those who were flogged, sent to Court-martial, and
liberated 2–I should think about half were liberated.

34,485. Did you keep any written record of what
you did with them —None, with the exception of
those that were executed.

34,493. At what period was this alleged seditious

language been used ?–Some time prior to my going

-

34,486. Who were the parties who gave you evi
dence in regard to the case of John Anderson, at the

Amity Hall meeting house —I really cannot tell now
who they were; there were constables amongst the
number of those who gave evidence.
34,487. Did you keep any record of that investi

gation ?—No, none ; I kept no record of any investi
gation, with the exception of those who were
executed.

any report to your superior officer: “We came so
suddenly upon these two villages, that the rebels had
no time to retire with their plunder; nearly 300
rushed down into a gully, but I could not get a single
shot, the bushes being so thick; we could all distinctly
hear their voices in the wood all round, but after the
first rush not a man was seen, and to follow them

with any advantage was impossible. I had not then
to burn any more houses, so I pushed on for Morant
Bay, where I arrived a little before dark "-Ibe.
lieve I did write that, though I should like to see the
despatch before I can swear to the words,

34,506. Is it correct to say there were 300 —Isaid
about 300.

34,507. You left them in the gully in your rear,
and proceeded on to Morant Bay ?—Yes.
34,508. Do you recollect in Mitchell's case, any

receipt being found upon him, bearing the name of

34,488. When the prisoner stated to you that he
had used language to induce the negroes to obtain
their rights in a legal manner, did you take any

Paul Bogle —Yes.
34,509. Was that found between the time of his
sentence to be flogged and the alteration of his sell
tence to execution ?–I don't know; I suppose it was

further evidence, in order to inquire whether that

when the house was searched.

-

statement was true or not 2—I took the evidence of

about six witnesses in Anderson's case, and the man,

as I told you was taken to Goldon Grove; it was in the
morning I first came across him ; he was not flogged
till evening, and before the man was flogged there
were several magistrates with me, who were present
also at the punishment.

34,489. Was a letter from a magistrate given in by
the prisoner ?—No, I believe not, I do not know
who he was ; I do not think he was a magistrate ; he
was a post-office man.

34,490. In the prisoner's own village —At a place
called the post-office; it is marked so in the map.

34,491. Did you send for the man —I did, but he
did not come, he simply sent me a letter ; I gave him
plenty of opportunity. I sent, I should think, at 7
o'clock in the morning, and he was not flogged until
nearly dark.
34,492. You did not send a file of soldiers for him

-

34,510. When was that ?—Prior to his being
executed.

34,511. And after he had been sentenced to be
flogged 2–I believe so.

34,512. (By the Commission.) Can you say whether
it was found before or after he was sentenced to be
shot ?—Before, I believe.

34,513. Did it form any part of the evidence :None; I would not allow it; it was only a receipt
with respect to some lamps.
-

34,514. It formed no part of the evidence as to his
trial 2–No.

-

34,515. When was it you first arrived at Leith
Hall ?–On the 21st.

34,516.
long or
did three
you remain
About
halfHow
an hour,
quartersat ofthat
an time
hour,?—I
should think.

34,517 When did you return ?–On the 24th.
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34,518. How long did you then remain —About
20 minutes.

34,519. And that was all 2–Yes.
34,520. Was that all the time you were there at
all 2–Yes, all the time.

34,526. Did you see any men flogged 2–Every
man I ordered to be ſlogged I saw flogged.

THIRTY.
FOURTH DAY.

34,527. Was any man stoned after he was flogged 2 tº...!
—No.

34,528. Did you see a stone of any kind thrown

34,521. Was there any other officer of the 6th
there 2–Not in command of a party.

34,529. You have said that two men were brought

34,522. Was any officer of the 6th left when you
went away ?–No.
34,523. Was there any officer of the 6th who would
answer to the description of “an officer who wore no
whiskers, and had a slight mustache :"—There was
no officer of the 6th, or any other regiment there.—
(Questions from 13,332 to 13,354 of the 15th day's
proceedings read to witness.)
13,332. Were there any others at Leith Hall
shot or hung besides that one man that you men
tioned before?—Yes, there was one man hanged.

13,333. What was his name —I cannot say
his name.

13,334, Were any others shot ?–Yes, there
was one shot.

13,335. One other ?–Yes; there was one that

the Kingston Horse Guards shot; that was the

man that was brought in, whose side they said
was wounded.

13,336. That was the one you told us of be
fore ?—Yes.

13,337. Was that all who was either shot or
hung —Yes.
13,338. How many were flogged?—I cannot num
ber them; every day they were flogging; some 25.
13,339. Some five-and-twenty a day, do you
mean that 2–Yes.

13,340. For how long 2—For about two weeks.
13,341. How many women were flogged —I
cannot number the women.

before you, and one was ordered to be discharged ;
did you, when you came back, make any inquiry
specting that man —No.
34,530. Did you receive any information as to
having been executed in your presence —Not to
knowledge; I have heard since, but not then, to
knowledge ; I have heard between that time and

re
*

his
my
my
the

present, that he was executed by a black drummer; I
have been told so.

34,531. Who told you so *—I do not know or
remember from whom I heard it.

34,532. Do you know a man named Drummer
Phillips ?—I believe that is the man they say did it.
34,533. Do you know him —No.
34,534. Did you receive any information on your
return, that he had been executed by the order of
Phillips ?—No.
34,535. Did you order Phillips to return to Morant
Bay on account of it —No, simply as a straggling
soldier.

34,536. Had you given any directions that the
man who was not sentenced to be hung should remain
till you came from Bath —I never went to 13ath,
and could not have given the order.
34,537. Did you direct, that he should remain until

you came back —No, not to my knowledge.
34,538. Had you any drummer with you ?–No,
we had a bugler who belonged to the mounted
Volunteers.

34,539. You had no drummer of the regular forces?

13,342. Out of the 25 that were flogged almost
every day, how many were women —I was so
frightened I could not keep a list of them.
13,343. But about how many do you think
were women 2–Were there 20 women flogged
altogether, while you were there?–More than that.
13,344. Were there 50 f—More than that was

flogged.
13,345. At Leith IIall, while you were there do
you mean *—Yes ; about 60 women were ſlogged.
13,346. Were any of those flogged while the
officer of the Sixth was there 7–Yes.

13,347. How many —About 14 were flogged

that day.
13,348. About 14 flogged in the presence of
the white officer 2–Yes; men and women.
13,349. You were asked how many women
were flogged ?–About 1 I women that day.

13,350. Were they flogged while the white
officer was there 2–Yes.

13,351. Are you sure of that ?–Yes, because

11 women were flogged that day.
13,352. And he saw it —Yes, he saw it.
13,353. IDid he order it 2–IIe ordered thcm

—No.

34,540. You never asked for the man 2–No–

(Passage from 15th day's proceedings read to witness.)
13,292. What did the officer do when he came
back —He asked for the man, and Drummer

I’hillips said the man was hanged, and he said
he would remove Drummer Phillips, and send
him down to the Bay the next day; and next day

Drummer Phillips went to the Bay.
(JPitness.)—I sent him down to the Bay, on the
21st, and never saw him afterwards.

34,541. How far was he from Morant Bay ?—I
should think about five miles; I thought Leith Hall
about five miles ; it was about three quarters of a
mile from Leith IIall. (Question and answer 3,109.
in the 6th day's proceedings read to witness by Mr.
J} alcott.)

3,109. Were you present at any time of the
inquiries or trials with respect to any of them 2
—There were no trials; they were all brought
out from the mill-house where the soldiers were

guarding them, to the back part of the house,
with their hands tied behind them, yoked to

flogging them every man must have a stone in

gether, two men yoked together with a rope ; all
the Volunteers consisted of the overseers and
book-keepers, and they were called out to iden

his hand, and when they leave they tell them
to run, and as fast as they run they pitch stones

said, “I see that man, he was one,” he was

at them from the other side.

ordered to gºt logged—(Witness.)—I say I did

to be flogged, and ordered when they finished

13,354. Do you say that every man was to

tity anyºne that they knew, and as fast as they
flog men without trial.

have a stone in his hand, and was to throw it

34,542. (By the Commission.) On your own

at the men as they went away ?–Yes; they
stone him all the way till he get up to the gate.
34,524. Did you ever give any orders of that sort ?

authority –Yes; I exercised my own discretion in

Certainly not.
34,525. And no other officer of the Sixth could be

the officer referred to 2–No.

5 Mar 1866.

—No.

the matter.

34,543. You have stated that no woman was ever

flogged by your order, or in your presence, and cer
tainly not Susannah Bennett —I say that no woman
ever was, and therefore Susannah Bennett could not be.

The witness withdrew.

Captain W. J,
Captain WILLIAM JAMEs Ross sworn, cautioned, and examined.
Ross.
°4544. You belong to the 1st West India Regi
34,545. Did you receive any orders on the 11th of
ment —I do.

October last 2–I did.
4 U.

\
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34,546. What orders did you receive?—I received
orders to proceed to Morant Bay, as a disturbance

Captain W. J. was apprehended.
Ross.

34,547. Where were you quartered then?—At Up-

5 Mar, 1866.

Park Camp.
34,548. What detachment was placed under you?

drop behind –Some of them were about 100 yards
behind us. They were lame.
34,578. Was there any firing at you?—No.
34,579. Do you know whether the firing killed or
maimed anybody ?—No.
34,580. Not even the man with the fowling piece?

—One hundred men of the 1st West India, and 20 of —No. He was very near us, not more than 100
the Royal Artillery.
34,549. Did you embark on that day ?—Yes, and
sailed the following morning.

34,550. What time did you reach Morant Bay ?—
About 10 o’clock.

yards from us.
34,581. Were you removed from the rear 2–Yes.
34,582. What then —I had to take charge of the

advanced guard sent by order of Captain Luke to
rescue some families on an estate.

34,551. What did you do when you arrived there 2

34,583. How far had you to go 7–Two miles,
34,584. Was the advanced guard mounted or on
in the neighbourhood of the Court-house.
foot ?—Partly mounted and partly on foot.
34,552. Disembarked and employed the soldiers in
34,585. Did you see any negroes on the road –
burying the bodies —Yes.
Yes, a great many.
34,553. Did you do anything else ?—I furnished
34,586. Were they armed ?–With cutlasses.
escorts to persons desiring to embark in the “Wol34,587. Did they stand when you approached
verene” for Kingston.
them 2–No, they fled into the cane fields off the
34,554. Where were those persons?—Some were road.
five or six miles away.
34,588. When you were advancing to the estate did
34,555. Did you send the escorts out 2–Yes, with you hear shots —Yes, about 50.

—I caused the soldiers to bury the bodies we found

* .

34,589. Where from ?—From the soldiers of the

officers.

* -

34,556. Did you march on the morning of the 13th
—Yes.

34,557. Where to ?–Port Morant.

34,558. Was any detachment sent from Port Morant when you arrived there *—Yes, a detachment of
35 men was sent, under Ensign Cullen, to Bath,
34,559. What were their orders ?—To rescue the
families residing in that district.

34,560. Did you march yourself that morning —
Yes.

34,561. Where did you go?—To Bath and the
Rhine.

-

34,562. What time did you arrive at the Rhine
estate 2–About 11 or 12 the same day.

34,563. Then where did you go to ?—I returned

34,596. They had taken prisoners, three or four ºf

to Bowden wharf.

34,564. How were you employed in returning —
We were escorting the fugitives from Bath and the
Rhime.

34,565. In what state were these people —Some
were partly clad, and some entirely—some had been
34,566. Who were they —Women and children.

getting away.

-

my knowledge.

34,598. Of how many men did the mounted party

I do not remember their names.

34,567. On the line of march did you see any

negroes in a considerable body ?–Yes, a large crowd

-

whom tried to escape –They had taken about 100
prisoners, and we could only retain 45 ; and the
advanced guard reported to me that they had fired on
those who escaped to prevent the other men from
34,597. Was anybody killed or wounded ?–Not to

in the bush several days.

-

1st West.
34,590. Were they mounted ?–Yes.
34,591. Were they under your command?—They
were sent on by Captain Luke before me, but were
supposed to be under my command.
34,592. Were you mounted —No.
34,593. Did you allow them to go before you?—
They had proceeded before I could reach them,
34,594. Had they any orders to fire?—None.
34,595. Whom did they fire at ; did they make any
report to you ?–Yes, to prevent prisoners they had
captured from escaping. Three or four prisoners
captured were escaping into the cane fields, and to
prevent the others from escaping they fired in the
direction of those who were escaping.

consist –Perhaps 10.

34,599. Was any complaint ever made of any ºf the

near Golden Grove.

troops under your command, or Captain Luke's:-

34,568. Whereabouts did they make their appearance 2–On one flank, the flank of the rear guard.

None whatever.

34,569. Were you in charge of the rear guard –
Yes.

-

34,600. Do you know whether any negro was slºt
by any men under your command 2–No.
34,601. Are you quite certain —There was "

34,570. Did they look at you only, or did they report of that.
press
you ?—They
were advancing
towards
us, and No."
34,602. Was any man to your knowledge shot ?–
endeavouring,
I assumed,
to check our
progress.
c

rº,1. Of how

many did the guard consist –

34,603. In the evening you escorted some pers"

...}}. what did you do?–Fired about five shots "...","...”
34,604. Was. anything found upon them, ºthin
º

in the direction of the crowd.

34,573. Did you fire particularly at them 2–Espe- .eted on their persons?—The º, * in i.
in women
their houses;
theyGrove.
were ſoun h
following us closely with the intention, I presume, to principally
Pº."" of
at Gºlden
cut off one or two of the stragglers.
34,605. How long did Captain Luke's º º

cially at one man who had a fowling piece, and was

34,574. Do you mean men dropping to the rear 2–
Not exactly to the rear, but too distant to be pro-

'. jº you formed part, remain at Morant Bay
ay.

. .

.

-

2–Yes

34,606. Did you remain at Port Morant -

tected.

º

3.375. Do you mean to say that you had men of altogether up to the 5th of November ""
out detachment so far to the rear that they were too district.
distant to be protected 2–By the main guard.

34,576. Were not you in charge —Yes.
34,577. And being in charge did you allow them to
*

Ensign F. J.
Cullen.

34,607. Was any person either shot or flogged by
the detachment of which you formed a part ?-No.
34,608. Not one f–No.

The witness withdrew.

Ensign FRANCIS JAMES CULLEN sworn, cautioned and examined.
2
34,609. You are ensign of the 1st West India
34,610. You landed at Morant Bay on the 12th -

regiment —Yes.

Yes.

º:
* …!
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34,611. On the 13th you were ordered by Captain

I

34,649. After that day did you ?–Yes, after that

Luke to embark in the “Onyx,” and to go to Port

did.

Morant?–Yes.

34,650. Did you serve under Captain Hole 2–Yes.
34,651. Did you keep the proceedings of the Court?

34,612. You took 25 men under you for refuge —

FOURTH DAY.

JEnsign F. J.
Cullen.

—Yes.

Yes.

5 Mar. 1866.

34,613. In the evening you were joined by Captain
Luke overland *-Yes.

34,614. Did you by his orders go to Bath with 35
men —Yes.

34,615. On the 14th October were you at Bath, and

were you joined there by Captain Luke –Yes, I was
on the morning of the 14th.

34,616. Were you left at Golden Grove at the time
Lieutenant Adcock marched forwred 2–I went the

same day as he did.

34,617. Did you go after he left on that day ?—
Yes, a few minutes afterwards.
34,618. You would have been left in command at
the time he marched 2–Yes.

34,619. But you went shortly after —Yes.

34,652. Were you acting in the Court together
with Mr. Arthur Warmington —Yes.

34,653. Were you ordered to go and join others
from across the country to meet Lieutenant Adcock :
—Yes, I was.

34,654. In your march were some of your men
overcome with the heat ž–Yes, a few feel out from
fatigue, and being foot-sore.

34,655. Do you remember a great number of
prisoners being brought in during the two days when
you were at Golden Grove —A good many.
34,656. Were they brought to you ?—They were.
34,657. What did you do with them —I did not
think there was sufficient evidence, and I dismissed
them.

34,620. Did you leave Captain Ford with the

34,658. How many did you dismiss —I cannot

Special Volunteers there?—Yes.

say exactly, but I daresay 20.

34,621. Was there no other officer ?—No.
34,622. No one was flogged or executed while you
were there, after Captain Adcock had gone and before

when a man named Flemming was executed?—No, I

you left Captain Ford there —None.
34,623. On your return from Golden Grove to Port

as an officer in charge of troops ?—I never was at

Morant were any of your men wounded ?—I did not

Leith Hall.

34,624. Did you not go there —I went to
chioneal.

34,659. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Were you at Port Morant
Was not.

34,660. Did you at any time remain at Leith Hall
34,661. Never at all ?–Never.

March from Golden Grove to Port Morant.
Man

-

34,625. And there you joined Captain Hole —

34,662. How many Courts-martial were held at
Manchioneal or in the neighbourhood where you were
present —I cannot say.

34,663. Can you give us any approximation to the

Yes.

34,626. How did you reach Manchioneal 2–I

number 2–No, I have no idea at all.

34,627. Overland 2–Yes,

34,664. Can you tell us upon how many Courts
martial you sat when the result was the execution of

34,628. Did you go from Manchioncal to Port

any persons —I cannot say how many.

marched it.

34,665. Will you try to recollect —I kept no notes

Antonio —No, I did not.

34,629. Were you ever there —Yes.
34,630. How did you go there 3—I went in the
“Wolverine’ from Port Morant.

34,631. Did you go from Manchioneal to Port
Morant —No, to Golden Grove, and from Golden

Grove to Morant Bay.
C 34,632.
amp.

THIRTY.

*

And then to Port Morant 7–To Up-Park

34,633. How did you get to Port Morant to get on

f

of that matter.

34,666. You don't sit at Courts-martial every day
when persons are ordered to be executed, was it not
rather a remarkable circumstance – Yes.

34,667. Try to tell us how many ?—I have no idea
what number, probably there were 10, there may have
been more, or there may not have been so many.
34,668. You think there were about 10%—Yes.
34,669. Was Mr. Arthur Warmington President of

board the “Wolverene” –On the day I came from

all your Courts —To the best of my belief I think

Bath with Captain Luke I embarked in the “Wol

he was.

werene,” and sailed the next morning for Port Antonio.

34,634. On your course from Morant Bºy were
several shots fired at you ?—None, to my recollection.
34,635. Did you ſire on others ?—I saw one shot
34,636. Was any man wounded ?–Yes, I think

34,671. Was that at Mr. Warmington's house 2–
No, it was not.

34,672. Whose house was it?—It belonged to a
gentleman who went to England at the commence
ment of the rebellion.

one man was wounded; I fancy so.

lº. What
think.

34,670. Where did you stay while you were there *
—At Muirton, Manchioneal.

day was that ?–On the 14th, I

34,673. Was that Mr. Bourne —Yes.

34,674. Did Mr. Warmington live in the house

34,638. You landed from on board the “Wolverene”
on October the 15th at Port Antonio —Yes.

during the time when the Courts-martial were being
held –Yes.

-

34,639. Did you go from there to a place called th

34,675. What other officers besides Mr.Warmington

Castle —I was marched there.

and yourself presided there —Ensign Lewis of the

yº.

6th and Dr. Morris.

Was a Court-martial held at that place –

es.

34,641. Was that on Monday the 16th –Yes, I

the burning of any houses —No.

think so.

34,642. Did you serve as a member of the Court
martial –Yes.

-

34,676. At any time during your stay there or in
the neighbourhood, were you ordered to take part in

-

34,677. Did you see any houses burnt during your
service there —No, I saw none, but I saw smoke in

34,643. Did you find the man guilty —Yes.

the distance.

34,644. Was he executed ?–Yes.

34,678. Did you accompany a person named Cod
rington at any time —No, I did not.

34,645. Were the proceedings of the Court-martial
written ?—No, there were no means of writing
them.

34,646. In your course from Manchioneal to the

-

34,679. Did you at any time see any person shot in
the village of Manchioneal —No one.

-

34,680. Or in the immediate neighbourhood 2–

Castle, did you pass on the road the dead bodies of

None.

men —A few.

34,681. Do you know of any reports which were
made to the commanding officer with regard to that?
I heard of none, and I recollect none.
34,682. Did you sit upon the trial of Samuel
Panton —I think I did, but I am not certain.

34,647. Do you know how many you passed ?–I
cannot say.

34,648. On the 21st of October did you serve on a
Court-martial at Manchioneal —No, I did not.

-

4 U 2
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34,683. Do you recollect what became of him 2–
No, I do not.

Ensign F. J.
Cullen,
5 Mar, 1866,
---

Y 34,720.

Then you discovered what man it was

es.

34,684. You say you do not recollect what became
of him 2–No.

34,721. Can you tell us his name —Drummer
Phillips.

-

34,685. Can you tell us how many persons were
flogged as the result of Courts-martial at Manchioneal
where you sat 2–No, I have no idea.
34,686. Can you give an approximation ?—Pro
bably 20.
34,687. Do you mean that 20 were flogged, and can
you tell us where they were flogged ?–Quite close to

ing of prisoners by a soldier in the neighbourhood of
Long Bay or Manchioneal —I never heard of it.
34,724. Was the spot called David Maine's Shop,

Muirton House.

where it was done I never heard of it being done.

º

34,688. Was that at Muirton House ?–Yes.

34,689. Did you see what was done to any parties,
or was anything done to the parties after they were
flogged ?–Nothing whatever,
34,690. Were they pelted 2–No, I never saw it.
34,691. Was there any such circumstance as that a

34,722. Was that for his having shot two persons
in Long Bay or Manchioneal, or at Leith Hall?_
Leith Hall is what I spoke of, but it is mere report.

34,723. Did you hear of any inquiry as to the shoot.

34,725. Did Mr. Codrington ever mention such a
circumstance to you ?—No, he never did.
34,726. Did you ascertain how these dead bodies
you saw on the road came by their death?—I never
ascertained.

party after being flogged was obliged to kneel down
and thank the officers for having flogged them —I

34,727. Was the party halted when you came to
them 2–No, we passed on for it was a forced march,
34,728. Were you mounted ?–Part were mounted

never was present at such a thing.

and part were not.

34,692. What magistrates were present —Mr.
Codrington was one, I think, and Mr. Harrison was

have been, but we could not see them because it was

there part of the time.

thick bush.

34,693. Was Mr. Fleming there 2–Yes, he was the

34,729. Were there any houses near?—There may
34,730. There were no houses visible from the

senior magistrate there.

road 2–None that I can recollect.

34,694. You say you saw some dead bodies on your
march from Long Bay to Manchioneal 2–A few.
34,695. Can you tell the number 2—There were

you came upon these bodies —From the castle to

two or three.

-

34,696. Where were they lying —By the roadside.
34,697. IIow far from Long Bay ?—I do not know
where that is.

34,698. How far were they from Manchioneal —
About three miles.

-

34,699. Did you make any inquiry as to who they
were 2–None whatever.

34,700. Were you in command of any detachment
when you passed them —No.
34,701. Who was 2–Captain Hole.

Manchioneal.

34,732. Do you mean Belle Castle —I only know
it by the name of “The Castle.”
34,733. Was it in the neighbourhood of Muirton:
—Eight miles from Muirton.
34,734. Towards Port Antonio —Yes.

34,735. How many miles from Manchioneal were
they –To the best of my belief, three or four miles,
34,736. Did you meet any party of constables with
prisoners while you were on that march —No, none,
34,737. You were sent forward to Golden Grove,
were you not ?—Yes.

34,738. Once on the 21st October, and again on

34,702. You were with him 2–Yes.

34,703. I)id you ever see any dead bodies in the
neighbourhood of Long Bay in the road as you passed ?
It may be in that neighbourhood that I saw them, I
do not know the locality you speak of.
34,704. Were there any houses, can you distinguish
the spot, was there any shop in the neighbourhood 2
-IN 0.

34,731. Where were you marching from when

-

the 23d or 24th 2–I do not recollect the dates; I
went twice to Golden Grove.

Adcock f—Yes.

34,741. The second time you were there alone?-Yes.
º That was the time you released the prisoners?

34,705. Do you know a shop called David Maine's
shop in that neighbourhood —No, I do not.

- l CS.

34,706. Was Mr. Codrington present with the troops
at the time 2—I think probably he was, but I am not

the second occasion.

certain.

-

34,707. Was one of them with the troops ?–Yes.

34,708. Can you tell which of them —I think a
magistrate.

34,709. What is his first name ; his christian name?
—I do not recollect.

34,710. Is it Christopher or James —I think it
was Christopher.

34,711. Do you know a person called David Maine?
—No.

34,743. Had Capt. Ford gone?—He was there ºn
34,744. He left you there 2–Yes.

34,745. While you were at Golden Grove on the
second occasion were any women flogged —None.
34,746. Did you see any men flogged —No.
34,747. On the first occasion were any women
flogged ?–I saw none.

34,748. Nor men —There were some men flogged,

34,749. Did you see them flogged —I think I saw
One or two.

34,750. On those occasions were they ever pelled

34,712. Were any other civilians present on that
occasion than Mr. Codrington —Mr. Warmington I

after the flogging —I never saw one.

think was.

were they pelted 2–Never.

34,713. Were any instructions given to have these
bodies buried when you passed ?–I heard none.
34,714. So far as you are aware, they were left to

where 2–One I think.

lie —Yes.

Manchioneal.

34,715. Were you at any time informed of the

-

34,739. At intervals of three or four days?—A
week, probably.
34,740. The first time when you joined Lieut.

34,751. At any place were ſloggings where performed
34,752. Did you ever sce any women flogged any.
34,753. Where was that ? — I think it was at

34,754. By whom 2–I am not certain.

black soldiers having shot some prisoners on the road 2

34,755. Do you know by whom she was sentenced

–I heard the report of it some time after it occurred.
34,716. Where were you then —At Manchioneal.
34,717. Was inquiry made into the circumstances :

to be flogged —I think by Capt. Hole, by sentence,

—There was.

circumstances, but I think it was at Manchioneal.

34,718. By whom —I think by Capt. Hole, or
Lieutenant Adcock; I am not sure.

34,719. Was it a military Court of Inquiry 2—No,
the man was sent to Morant Bay.

by Court-martial.

34,756. Do you know where it was the Court.
martial was held 7–I have a very faint idea of the
34,757. Were you on the Court-martial —I think
I was.

34,758. Do you recollect what sentence it was It was 10 lashes.

-
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—No, I do not.

may have been after that period.

34,760. Are you quite positive about this case ?—

I am not perfectly certain about the time it occurred,
but it was by sentence of Court-martial.

34,771. Did James Codrington, a magistrate, serve Ensign F. J.
on Courts-martial 2–Not with me.

Cullen.

34,772. You did not see the sentence carried out

34,761. You are certain it was a sentence by Court
martial and the punishment was 10 lashes?—I fancy so.

you say ?—No.
34,773. Can you say whether it was at Manchioneal

34,762. You being a member of the Court-martial 2
—Yes, I think it was the sentence of the Court
martial, to the best of my belief.
34,763. And you were a member of it *—I think so,
I am not positive.

where the Court-martial was held 2–1 think to the

34,764. Was it near the end of the time you were

5 Mar. 1866.

best of my belief it was, but I have a very faint recol
lection of the whole circumstance.

34,774. Did you sit on any Court-martial except
at Manchioneal – Yes.

-

serving at Manchioneal 2–Yes.
34,765. Did you see the sentence carried out 2–

34,775. On the one at Coley —Yes.
34,776. Except that at Coley and Manchioneal
were you on Courts-martial elsewhere 2–Yes, I was

No, I did not.

at Golden Grove.

34,766. You did not witness the flogging 7–No, I
34,777. Would it be at Golden Grove 2–No, I do

did not.

not think that it occurred there.

34,767. You only knew of the sentence being
34,778. You cannot give any nearer date –I have

carried out 3–That is all.

34,768. Was Jane McKane the person you speak
of 7–I do not know.

no recollection of the date at all.

34,779. Do you remember the date you left Man

34,769. Could it have been so early as October the

17th –It could not have been so early as that.

chioneal —I left Manchioneal I think on the 22d.

34,780. The 22d of October 2—I fancy so.

The witness withdrew.
JAMES AUSTIN Fowler sworn and examined.

34,781. You were at Leith Hall on Saturday, the
21st of October I believe 2–Yes.

34,782. Were you there all that day ?–Yes.
34,783. Were you there when Lieutenant Adcock
came —Yes.

-

J. A. Fowler.

34,798. You were not acting as a Volunteer 2–
No, I wanted to go through the country, I went down
with the irregular force, under Captain De Cordova
one of the mounted corps, but I did not approve of
their proceedings, and I left them and went on with

34,784. And at the time he left 2–Yes.

Lieutenant Adcock.

†º Were prisoners dealt with in your presence?

34,799. You say you did not approve of their pro
ceedings —No, because they were ordered to go
through the country and they refused.
34,800. You would not join in the refusal and left

- I es.

34,786. How many ?—I think I saw five or six
flogged and one shot.
34,787. Of the persons you saw flogged were any
women 2–No.

-

them 2–Yes.

34,801. Why did they refuse ?–Lieut. Levy said

34,788. Are you certain 2–1 will swear to it.
34,789. Are you certain all that were flogged you
saw 2–I saw every person that was flogged.
34,790. How long was Lieutenant Adcock there *

—Very nearly an hour.
34,791. And were the people ſlogged within that

he had been instructed to go down to Morant Bay,
and they were only enlisted for a special service
which was to serve at Kingston.
34,802. A home service —Yes, I did not wish for
that, I wanted to go into the country, and I went with
Lieutenant Adcock.

time?—Yes.

34,792. Did you remain after he left 2–No.
34,793. You went with him 7–I went with him.
34,794. I)id you go there with him —Yes.

34,803. Then you were there attached to nobody ?
—No, to no particular body, I went with Lieutenant
Adcock through the Plaintain Garden River district, .
and I returned with him.

34,795. Then you were not there all the Saturday?

—I was there all day Saturday. I went with his
party.

34,804. (Mr. Walcott.) Were you not under Captain
Astwood's command 2–No.

-

34,796. But you were only there the same time he
was 7–That was all.

34,797. What were you doing, you were in some

force I suppose –I went down with the irregular
force but I left them.

34,805. Were you attached to his troop —No, I
told Lieutenant Adcock I would join his corps, he
said, “If you join ine, you must be under my
orders.” I said, “ Certainly, I will do whatever
you require.”

The witness withdrew.

IIERBERT AARON sworn and examined.

, 34,806, Were you acting as a Volunteer on the
Saturday, the 21st of October at Leith II all —I
Wils,

Astwood's.

.*,808. Did you go there under the command of
ºtenant Adcock?–Yes.
34,809. Were you at Leith IIall all the time he
Was there 2–Yes.

*810. How long were you there —About three
Tºtºrs of an hour.
34,811. During that time did you witness the trial
of ."y of the persons who were charged with
*tion, or as rebels?—There were some rebels when
We were there.

34,815. Did you see all the people that were tried ?
—I did.

$4,807. Were you one of the men of Captain Ford's

body {-No, Captain

II. Aaron.

34,814. Did you witness their floggings?—I did,
34,816. Was any woman tried ?–No.

34,817. Were any women flogged —No, if they
were I must have seen them.
-

34,818. Are you quite certain you saw all that
took place –I saw all that took place.
34,819. If such a thing had occurred you must have
seen it —I must, most positively would have seen it."
34,820. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was this man who was
cxecuted, shot ?—Yes.

34,821. Was anything done besides that—was he
hung up to a tree afterwards 2—No.

34,822. Do you recollect being present in the

*12. Did you notice what became of them 2– guard room upon any occasion before you went out
''.
was shot.
at Morant Bay ?—No.
*19. How many were flogged 2–About 10 or —Yes,
34,823.
Were you at the guard room at Kingston 2
I was.
13 of them I should sºy.
99.
c

4U 3
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34,824. Do you recollect Lieutenant Brand being
present while you were there 7–Yes, I remember his
being there one evening.

34,825. Did you hear anything said about the
trial of Mr. Gordon at that time—can you tell what
date it was 2–I cannot remember exactly the date,
but I think it was on the Wednesday night, as we
left early on the Thursday morning.
34,826. You left Kingston for Morant Bay on the
Thursday morning —Yes.
34,827. You put it on the Wednesday before that ?

words, not something like it?—He said, “That

fellow Gordon is going to be tried.”
34,843. Are you sure you are talking about
-

Wednesday, the 13th of October 7–Yes, it was on

the very night previous to our leaving Kingston.
34,844. This was the week after the riot at

Morant Bay ?—Yes.
34,845. Tell, what did he say, let us have the
words —I can't exactly remember the words, but it

was something about Gordon, if they convicted him,
and if they had not got to hang him, or they would

34,828. When did you get to Morant Bay ?–On
Thursday morning, the 19th of October.
34,829. Then this would be Wednesday the 18th 2

see him hanged, or something like that; I can't
remember exactly.
34,846. Try and recollect, and give us the words
as exactly as you can 7–I know what you are

—Yes.

alluding to.

—Wednesday night.

-

34,830. Do you recollect Mr. Brand coming into
the guard room ?—Yes.

34,831. Do you recollect any conversation taking
place, or anything being said about the trial of Mr.
Gordon 2–I don't know that I should be authorized

-

34,847. Then out with it, as nearly as you can
recollect it —I spoke to his nephew yesterday, about
his making allusion to something about Lieutenant
Brand, and I said it was not that kind, and he said,

“Oh, it was something similar.”
34,848. Was Joseph Gordon Smith present on
-

in stating anything that passed in the guard room.
34,832. (Commission.) What time of night was
it —About half-past 9 or 10.
34,833. Was it after mess?—Yes, if was a little
after mess.

34,834. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did Mr. Brand come with

a despatch —Yes, he brought some letters, I believe.
34,835. Why should he go to the guard room with
letters ?—He reported himself to Captain Astwood,
I believe, as he did not know where the Custos was,
and I took him up to the Custos.
34,836. He wanted a guide in fact 2–Yes.
-

34,837. Well what took place —I took him to the
Custos.

-

34,838. What passed in conversation about Mr.
Gordon —He said they had arrested Gordon and
they had got him there.
34,839. Where ?–On board the “Wolverene.”
34,840. You are all wrong—it cannot be ; you are
getting into confusion?—Oh yes, I remember he spoke
about Gordon.

34,841. What did he say ?—That they were going
to take him, or they had taken him, something like
that.

34,842. What did he say, for we must have the

the occasion ?—I believe he was.

34,849. In the guard room ?—Yes.

-

34,850. Tell us the words Mr. Brand used as near

as you can 7–I cannot recollect the words, but I
heard that Mr. Joseph Gordon Smith mentioned
about Lieutenant Brand saying something about Mr.
Gordon, and I took him to task about it on Saturday,
and said, “How can you say the man made use of
“ such expressions, when I don't believe he said

“anything of the kind;” and then he began to
speak about it ; he said, “I did hear Mr. Brand say
about the ‘damned son of a bitch,’” or “ I would

hang him,” or something of that sort, and I said, “He
never made use of that expression in his life.”
34,851. What did he say ?—I can't say exactly the
words he made use of.

34,852. Will you tell us from your own recollection
of the proceedings in the guard room that evening,

as exactly as you can, what Mr. Brand said –1
think he said, if they convicted him, and they had not
got the hangman, he would hang him ; but it is 50

long ago now, I cannot exactly say those were the
words, but anyone would have voluntered to hang a
man like that if it had been proved against him.

The witness withdrew.

Lieutenant H. B. ADCOCK recalled and further examined.

Li, ut, Adcock.

34,853. (Mr. Walcott.) Were you at any time at
Morant Bay during martial law —Yes, I was there
during the whole time.
34,854. With the exception of your absence at

About 300, I should think, at the most at one

Golden Grove : — At Golden Grove and Port

military prison he had six men and a corporal; when

Antonio.

they were in tents he had more, but I am not perſectly

34,855. During the rest of the time you were at
Morant Bay ?–Yes, one day at Port Morant, and one

certain as to the strength of the guard.
34,864. Was he obliged to be severe in the execu.

day I went down to Kingston on duty.
34,856. Had you an opportunity of observing the

tion of his duties in consequence of the smallness ºf

Provost-Marshal Ramsay, during that time —Every
opportunity.

34,857. Were you in frequent communication with
him night and day ?—I was.
34,858. I suppose that would arise from the nature

of your duties as being Aid-de-Camp to Brigadier
General Nelson —Yes.

time.

34,863. Do you know what guard he had to cº

trol those prisoners ? – When they were in the

the guard —Of course he had to act with a certain
degree of severity.

34,865. Would that be in consequence of the smalk
ness
of the
guard considering
the largeness
of th:I
number
of prisoners
?—I can hardly
tell you that;
cannot answer that question.

34,866. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you ascertain frºm

Lieutenant Adcock whether Captain Ford was left
34,859. At any time, whether night or day, during behind at Golden Grove, or whether you saw him
the whole of the time you were present at Morant after leaving Golden Grove on the three days absence:
Bay, and in communication with the Provost Mar was Captain Ford left in command at Golden Grove
shal, did you see him drunk, or in any way unfit for while you were away ?–No, he left with me each day;
duty 2—I never saw him at any time during the he was under my immediate command, with 30 men
-

whole time the worse for liquor.

that I took out with me when I went on duty.

34,867. Then he was not left there in command aſ
34,860. Did you see him in the performance of
his peculiar duties —I did.
any time —Ensign Cullen was left there in command
-

34,861. Was he overbearing or tyrannical, or
oppressive towards the prisoners under his charge 2

always.

—No, I don’t consider that he was.

- I eS.

34,862. Have you any idea of the number of

prisoners at any one time under his care : —

* Did

he return at night to Golden Grove?

34,869. Did you leave Captain Ford there whº
you left ultimately to return to Morant Bay?—I did
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tempt ; and I think he said that his life was saved by FourTH DAY.

34,871. In command *—No.
34,872. Who was in command ?—Ensign Cullen,
under orders to proceed to Manchioneal.
34,873. Was not Ensign Cullen under orders to

the merest fluke in the world by two men.

proceed there immediately?—Yes.

words as a threat 2–No, oh no.

34,874. Was Captain Ford to take command after
that ?–At Golden Grove certainly not ; he was not
to take charge of any military position—when I left
him, I left him under orders to report himself to the

34,886. These two men added to the evidence

at Golden Grove, with instructions to report to the
Brigadier-General, is that so —Yes.
34,876. (Commission.) You stated that Depass and
also Mr. Duffus gave in evidence that their lives were

besides.

him.

34,875. You left him in charge of an armed party

5 Mar. 1866.

34,885. His evidence was not limited to the use of

against Mitchell, which previously had only led to his
being flogged 2–Yes.
34,887. That previous evidence related to his being
at Morant Bay on the 11th of October 2–Yes.
34,888. And was limited to that only 7–To that
only.
34,889. Then when Depass and Duffus added their
testimony, was it then the sentence was changed from
flogging to shooting * – There was other evidence

Brigadier-General, and to request instructions from

Lieut. Adcock.

34,884. Then he did describe some act 2–Yes, but
I cannot remember it sufficiently to swear to it.

-

34,890. Of what nature ? – Of murder, or the

attempted by Mitchell ?—I believe I said both.
34,877. I understood you to say that they gave in
evidence before you that Mitchell attempted the lives
of each –They gave the most strong evidence that
their lives were attempted.
34,878. Attempted —Yes.
34.879. Are you sure it was attempted and not
threatened 2–1 am sure it was attempted.
34,880. Did they describe the manner of the at

—Yes, I believe so.

tempt —Mr. Duffus described that he attempted to

two. .

attempt.

34,891. Upon whom *—Upon Mr. Duffus.
34,892. Were there other witnesses to prove that ?

34,893. Do you remember who they were 2–I
don’t remember ; I don’t even remember the number;
I know it was between five and six. I believe I
sentenced a man to 50 lashes on the evidence of

34,894. That related wholly to his complicity with

cut his throat.

34,881. Did he describe the manner of the attempt
to cut his throat —I don't remember if he described

the manner in which it was attempted, but I know
the evidence was so strong that I turned to him after
wards and said to him, “Mr. Duffus, you are a
“magistrate of 12 years standing, will you swear to

“ the statement you have made : " and he said, “I

the people at Morant Bay ?–Yes.
34,895. But when the story came out with respect
to Duffus and Depass, was it depending on those two
persons evidence only, or were there other witnesses
also on the same subject –I believe there was one
other on the same subject, and that together with the
evidence against him on the Morant Bay riots.

34,896. That led to being sentenced to be flogged 2

“ will.”

34,882. Do you remember whether or not, when
Depass added to the evidence of Mr. Duffus with
regard to his own life, that he (Depass) gave you to
understand the manner of the attempt that was made
upon him 2–No, I don't remember that he told me
the exact manner in which his life was attempted; I
know he swore to having his life attempted.

—Yes.

34,897. But the evidence of Duffus and Depass

changed it to his being shot ?—Yes.
34,898. This evidence of these two, plus the evi
dence of one other on the same subject, was that
which led your sentencing him to be shot ?—Com

bined with the fact of his being at Morant Bay.

The witness withdrew.

Rev. E. B. Key.

Rev. Edward BAsseTT KEY sworn and examined.

34,899. Are you a stipendiary curate?—Yes, at

34,907. What number 2 – Three or four at that

Keynsham, Manchester, and Siloar, Saint Elizabeth ;

time.

immediately previous to August I was at the Hope in
Trelawny.
34,900. Where were you residing during July 2–
During July I was residing at the Hope, but I had

34,908. When was that ?—I have noticed it two or
three times when I have been returning from these

º

been over to Keynsham.
34,901. Then were you during June, July, August

lectures.

34,909. Was that at night —Towards the evening.
34,910. Was that in Trelawny ?– Yes, on the
borders of Saint James.

and September either in Manchester or in Saint

34,911. What sort of guns were they, muskets —

Elizabeth – In August and September I was in

No, fowling pieces.
34,912. Was there anything in the manner of these
people walking or returning with the fowling pieces

Manchester and in July I was in Trelawny.
34.902. During your residence in Manchester and
Trelawny in the months you have named, did any
thing present itself to your observation which led you

to connect your mind at that time with the operation
of drilling 2–Yes; they had the bearing of men who

tº judge of the spirit and temper of the people at that were trying to learn to drill. I was a Volunteer
time —-Yes, I did note it.

34,903. What did you notice —I noticed that in

Trelawny there was a great falling off in attendance

myself once when I was at college, and they gave me
that idea.

at the lectures that I was in the habit of giving in

34,913. You mean they walked like Volunteers ?—

tonnexion with my church. It was my habit to give

Yes, they walked as if they were trying to drill ; I

lectures in the different districts there. For instance,

at Deeside I noticed a great falling off, and I heard

don't mean to say they were efficient at all.

34,914. I suppose they appeared rather as if they

were coming back from being drilled ?–Yes; that is
also there were drillings up in that district,
34,904. Did you notice anything of your own the reason I say I believe they were drilling, coupled
senses, not what you heard —I say I heard there with the fact that I was told there were drillings

were drillings, and I have every reason to believe it,

going on.

34,915. You say there was something in their
and I saw some returning from the drill.
34,905. Did you observe anything yourself —I manner which at that time made you connect them
ºbserved that there was a great failing off in my with drilling, rather than with persons who were
lectures.

carrying fowling pieces, and were returning from the

$4,906. I am talking about the drilling 2—I ob
*Vºd men coming away with guns on their

amusement of shooting 2–Certainly.

shoulders as if they had been drilling,

34,916. Were they marching along the road, keeping
step —No, that is a most difficult thing for a negro
4 U 4
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to do; they often try to do it; they usually walk in

Rev. E. B. Key.

single file,
34,917. Were they in line on this occasion ? —They
were walking one behind the other; that is their

5 Mar, 1866.

usual custom.

34,937. Besides the circumstances you have already
specified, were there others which came under

your

observation during the execution of your duties, by
which you were led to judge of the spirit and temper
of the people, confining your attention more particu

--

34,918. How often did you notice that ?—I should
say two or three times.
34,919. And in what month —That would be June

larly to the months of June, July, August and Sep.
tember of last year?—I found them extremely dis.

34,924. Is that a large district ; are the points at
any great distance –There is an interval of about

orderly and disorganized. I had lately come from
England, and I found them in what I considered a
very disorganized state.
34,938, You had never been here before ?–No; I
was perfectly unacquainted with the island before
coming here; I thought they were rather a good sort
of people at first.
34,939. Can you give us an idea of their disorderly
and disorganized state —One instance I can give, it
is this—a horse had been left at my residence by a
friend to be cured of a bad foot; it was placed on the
penn where I was living ; he borrowed another horse
from the penn-keeper, and said if his own horse got
well he would send for it; he was to pay the penn.
keeper a certain sum for it. The penn-keeper's horse
was only valued at 31. odd. The gentleman afterwards
sent for his own horse, intending to pay the man for
the hire of his horse. I gave orders that his horse
should be delivered up. The man refused to do so.
I said, “What do you mean by not giving it up; you
“cannot legally refuse to do so. If you think the gen
“tleman is going to impose on you the law is open
“ to you.” He said no, he would not give it up, and
he seized the horse out of my hand, and began wrestling
with me, and that for a penn-keeper to do to a clergy
man was a thing that had never been heard of in the
country before; they are generally so polite and

six or eight miles.

attentive.

or July I should say, but I do not recollect accurately.
34,920. You say this was in the Deeside country
—That was in the Deeside country.
34,921. Had you at that time heard the thing you
mentioned, that they were drilling —I heard it about
the same time ; I cannot say whether I heard first
that they were drilling, and afterwards saw the men,
or whether I saw the men first and heard of the drilling

afterwards, but it was just about the same time, and
I connected that with the feeling that I had in my own
mind, that there was something going on among the
people; I felt that sooner or later something of an out
break would take place.
34,922. Was the conclusion drawn from what you
noticed 2–I’rom what I noticed not only about the
drilling, but about the teaching they were receiving.
34,923. You have mentioned noticing people re
turning from drilling, and also the falling off from
your lectures; over what area of country were you
then lecturing 2—The church was the Good Hope
Church, and I made a point to lecture in the little
districts round the church.

For instance, I was at

Fontabelle on one side, and a place called Golden
Grove on the other, and at Deeside.

34,925. Besides the two circumstances you have
mentioned, the drilling and the falling off at your
lectures, was there any other matter which came within
your observation relating to the same conclusion that
you drew 2–Yes.
34,926. What other matter was that ?—The fact
that I found a book that was being circulated, and

taught in some of the Baptist schools, holding up the
people who had been condemned in the late rebellion
of 1832 as martyrs; naming so and so, and saying
what a pious man he was, that he was praying in his
house and the authorities came and dragged him out
and shot him, and how he sung hymns as he was led
to the execution, making him out a perfect martyr.
34,927. A book of martyrs relating to people exe
cuted in 1832 —Yes.

34,928. Was that a book that had been published
at any time —It appeared to be a new book lately

published. I don’t recollect the date of it, but I know
I made the remark at the time that the book was a

treasonable thing, and that it would do mischief
among the people.
34,929. When did you find that book 2–Some
months before.

34,930. Before the time you mentioned, July 2—I
know it was some months before, but I had had an

idea for a long time that there was something going
On.

34,931. Was this book found as carly as January
or February?—Oh, yes; before that.
34,932. Then it would be in 1864?–Yes, I should
-

think it would be early, 1864.

34,940. This man had lent his own horse, and he

knew nothing about whether he was to be paid for
the other ?—He knew me perfectly well, and that I
was a person worthy of trust; moreover he had said
that if the gentleman would sell the horse he had lent
him, he should be glad to get rid of it, as it was so
rubbishing a horse.

34,941. That is the kind of instance you refer to:
—You asked me for one and that is one ; it was all

extraordinary thing that a penn-keeper on the very
estate I was living on should think it right to wrestle
with a clergyman.

34,942. That is an instance which you give of the
class of conduct which led you to judge that the peºple
were, as you term it, disorganized and disorderly 4–
Yes, I might further mention that you could not keep
any fruit or anything that you had on the property.

34,943. You mean they steal it?—They steal
frightfully ; it's no use to plant yams or provisions ºf
amy kind, they would be walked off with as certainly
as possible.

34,944. Had you any reasons besides those that we

have now been listening to, which led you to judge
that there was any organization among the people for
opposing by force the constituted authorities?–1
ought to say about the same time that Mr. Gordon
and a native Baptist preacher appeared in Falmouth
and stayed there some time, apparently with no
business; it was not my business to inquire what they
come for. I know most of the merchants there, and
they had not any business with them; he appeared to
go about among the people, and about the same time

34,933. Probably you are not now able to say in
what period of 1864 it was 2—No, but I should say

I heard of the drilling, and there was this very dis

the earlier part.

and it came to my mind that these people were getting
up something, and I made that remark to others.

34,934. Did you ever find this book more than once
in this place —No, I cannot say I ever came upon
the book again, but I know that speeches were made

organized state of the people that I have spoken ºf:
34,945. What was there at Falmouth which pointed
to anything like organization ?–Simply putting

of the same nature.

these different things together,-here was Mr. Gordºn

34,935. Then it was clearly a book published as
early as 1864?–Oh, yes.

and this Baptist preacher appearing in Falmouth,

34,936. It was not one that had been recently put
out 2–No, and I do not know that it was put out in
this island ; it may have been printed in England, but
the tendency of it was to hold up to admiration as

martyrs those who had suffered as rebels,

the people were disorderly about the Hope districh
and as far as Deeside, I heard of drillings at Deeside;
and the whole thing points to a working in that district.
34,946. You conclude then an organization was

going on in consequence of these things?—Certainly.
34,947. You had no other evidence of organization
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bat that which you have specified ?–No, but I may

ºxy

34,960.
want have
to know
whether
the gentlemen
you Imight
spoken
to haveany
beenofexamined

FOURTH DAY.

say when I got over to Keynsham in Manchester.

34,948. Is that south of Mandeville —No, north
of it, where it joins upon Saint Elizabeth's and

before us?--I should think very likely—I mentioned Rer, E.B. Key.

Trelawny.

to him upon the state of the people.
34,961. Did you mention it to the Custos ?—No,

34,949. Before you go to that, at what time was
Mr. Gordon at Falmouth 2–As far as my recollection
serves me I think it was somewhere in June. No, it
must have been in July as well as I can recollect.
34,950. When you got to Keynsham what occurred
within your own knowledge ; not what other persons

told you ?—When I took charge of the station at
Keynsham there was a very large congregation there,
and especially a large number of communicants. It had
been the habit of my predecessor to take these people

for preparation for receiving the Sacrament, and to
examine them a few at a time, so that he might be
able to speak to them better than he could with a

large number at once. I adopted the same custom,
and the first time I did so I had, I won't call it a riot

exactly, but they were pushing into the Westry much
a great many more than it would hold. I requested
them to stop, instead of that when that lot were let
out the next came out worse still.

I went out and

it to Mr. Kitchen. I was often in the habit of talking

---

he was ill at the time.

34,962. Do you agree with many other witnesses
who have been here, and have the charge of parishes
as to the want of education among the labouring
classes *—Certainly, I don’t mean to say that a great
many of the labouring classes can read or write, but as
to cducation there is none ; I might almost say there are
very few schools, I do not ‘suppose more than three
that I could put my hand on and say they were con
ducted in what I should say a proper manner.

both.

“ cannot have such a crowd in the vestry; I must re
“ quest you to wait still in the church until you are
“called.” I went into the vestry and the same
thing was done again, and in a very rude manner
altogether. I went out and said if they did not stop
I must mount my horse and go home. I would not
go on in that way, it was not reverential ; two or
three of them began openly to abuse me; and I went
to the vestry and shut the door, and the keepers, who
are in other churches called deacons, what we in England
would call district visitors, spoke to the people, and
at last order was restored ; but in all my experience
since I have been in the neighbourhood, I never found
people so rude.
24,951. When was this disorderly and rude conduct
on the part of the congregation you are now mention
ing 3–Either the latter end of August or the beginn
ing of September.
34,952. Was there anything particular that excited

gregation represent almost the whole married popu
lation. I have now 10,000 inhabitants under my
charge, four churches, and about 1,200 communicants,
and they embrace very nearly the whole married
population.
34,966. Of that 10,000?—Yes.
34,967. Ten thousand grown up persons?—It was

34,953. No subject of public interest ?—There are
400 and odd communicants belonging to that church,
and of course I could not receive or speak to that

number of people, as they are necessarily very
ignorant, and require a great deal of instruction, in
one mass.

Therefore it was the habit to take a cer

tain number at a time into the vestry, that they may
be spoken with and examined as to their fitness.
34,954. You carried out the same principles that
they had been accustomed to in former years —Yes.
34,955. In carrying out that duty in Keynsham in

I believe that the communicants of the con

34,968. Grown up persons —Hardly grown up
perhaps.
34,969. Then, perhaps, not one half of those would
be marriageble —I don't know how far the census
went down among the children.
34,970. That your district is immoral you think?—
Very.
34,971. Should you judge from the want of mora
lity and the want of education combined, that the
people's manners would be rude and rough, and per
haps now and then overbearing –No. I don't think
so with regard to the people there. I think the
natural manner is rather cringing and polite to the
white men as far as I have seen it in the island.

**

wº

1.

-*

*

º
-

*

excited 2–Yes.
º

34,973. Do you attribute that characteristic to the
absence of morality and education ?—I should attri
bute it to the want of education certainly, the same
as I would the want of morality, because there is not

º

.

the same excuse here that there would be in other

countries for it. I may state that some of my con

a

gregation have come personally to me and said, if
these things had not been put an end to in St.

º

And allow me to make one further

remark, that is, the notification his Excellency the

Governor sent down was not believed by my people ;

foot, did you communicate your observation to any of
the authorities —No, I did not communicate them to
any of the authorities. I spoke to a justice of the

they told me that the congregation believed I was

humbugging them--that it was not his Excellency

peace about it.

I did not make any official commu

those words have been actually used in my presence.

nication, but in the ordinary course of conversation I
talked it over, and I must say that I was very much

One man also mentioned in my presence, that if he
had been arrested, or taken up at the same time the
other men at Oxford were, he would have resisted,

that wrote it, but that Governor Eyre had done it ;

and blood would have been shed, for he would have

fought for it ; and he said there were several others

34,957. I don't mean of course officially, but you

for whom some friends of his in Manchester were

Communicated it 2–I talked it over certainly, all

these different points.

getting up a petition, or an address.
34,974. (Mr. Payne.) Are there any dissenters in

34,958. To the magistrates you speak of 2–Yes,
and I coupled it with what I had seen since I had

your neighbourhood —Very few.
34,975. Any Catholics —None in my district.

34,976. Any Independents —No.
34,977. Baptists —Very few. There was a Baptist
-

34,959. Did you mention it to any of the magis station there, but they did not get on.
34,978. Am I to understand that none of these dis
trates in Trelawny —I daresay I may have done
* I could not say that I mentioned it to any parti senters are married people *—It is exactly as I believe

°ular man. I know I mentioned it in Trelawny.

*

º

led to your judging that there was an organization on

of Oxford.

º

s

-

Thomas in the East, it would have spread through

been there. I had some conversation with Mr. Coke,

I'

34,972. Do you think they are, as a whole, easily

out the island.

possible.

!

!

estimated at 10,000.

the vestry —Not in July, in September.

laughed at by some, for supposing that the negroes
could make any organization ; they said it was im

!,

º

July last, this circumstance occurred of crowding into
34,956. At the time you noticed these cases which

*

34,963. You mean there is no education of char

acter and principle —Yes, I mean to say there are a
good many masters who can read and write and teach
that, but they do not train the children at all.
34,964. As to the standard of morality among
them, have you any personal knowledge of that ?—It
is exceedingly low.
34,965. Both in Trelawny and Manchester –Yes,

spoke to them, and said, “Really my good people I

their interest on that occasion when they were crowd
ing into the vestry —Oh dear no.

º:

-
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I stated, that my communicants represent nearly all the
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married people. The Baptists you speak of are very
small in number, and they make up for the small

Rev. E. B. Key. margin which I stated at the outset.
34,979. You say the standard of morality is very
5'Mar. 1866.
-

low f--- Yes.

-

-

34,980. Does that apply to the whites as well as
the blacks —No.

34,981. What is the standard of morality among

have dreamt of their drilling if you had not been
informed they had been drilling —Yes, certainly.
35,003. From what circumstance 2–From their

general air. I should have said these men have been
drilling. I think there is a general air about people
who have been drilled, at least it appears so to me,
and I stated that as my opinion.
35,004. That case at Deeside I think we heard of?
—Yes.

the whites ?—Very high, certainly there.
34,982. Then it is only among the blacks there is
the low standard of morality ?—No, there are very
few white people there, but I can speak exceedingly

-

-

35,005. Mr. Mitchell, the Inspector of Police there

gave evidence about it *—I believe he did, indeed I
know he did.

well of them, both in their business relations which

35,006. Do you know that Volunteers escaped a

is very fair, and in their morality.
34,983. Are these white people married people —
They are.
34,984. Are you speaking of St. Elizabeth's 2–

certain tax *—No, that is a mistake, that is not the

-

Yes, and Manchester.

34,985. You speak of Mr. Gordon's being at Fal
mouth in July last 2–Yes.
34,986. Do you know that he went there with Mr.
Crole?—I don't recollect the name of the person he
was with.

-

34,987. Do you know that he delivered a lecture
there on education ?—I do not know it.

-

34,988. In the Court-house ?—I do not know it.

34,989. Do not you remember one way or the
other ?—No.

34,990. You have also spoken about a book that
you found—was that one book that you found in that
one cottage in 1864?–It was handed to me as a book
that was in use.

34,991. Do you remember the title of that danger
ous book 2–I do not remember the exact title.

Indies —I am not prepared to say what it was.

34,993. You are not prepared to say it was not ?—
I do not like to make a statement except I was per
ſectly certain.
34,994. You have not the book now, I presume?
-

—I have not.

-

-

-

34,995. How long did your lectures continue in
the districts around your church 2–As long as I was
at the church.

-

to expect it.

35,007. (Mr. Phillippo.) Was this book you speak
of, called the Voice of Jubilee ?—I have already said
I cannot recollect the exact title. I should be very
sorry to say it is not so, it may have been the Voice
of Jubilee, but if it was I should certainly condemn
its circulation among the people.
35,008. From the tendency of the book?—Yes,
There is one further thing I should state. I was
riding just after the rebellion broke out across the
mountains, and I overtook six men near Stewart

34,992. Was it Montgomery's History of the West

-

law—the law is this, that if they can produce from
the inspector of their instruction a certificate of pro
ficiency, then they might be to a certain extent
exempt, but I am not aware they ever did receive
that certificate, certainly I never heard it, nor did any
person in Falmouth, beside your question relates to
the bonā ſide Volunteers I believe, but these were not,
I believe the regular Volunteers never received that
privilege. Certainly, at Falmouth, they had no reason

-

-

Town armed, as I should say; they were walking in
step, and talking very loud, and they had little bags
tied over their shoulder as knapsacks.
35,009. (Commission.) What arms had they —
Very sharp cutlasses which they held over their
shoulders as soldiers generally hold a sword; they
were marching along—it was at night. I overtook

them; they were talking very loud till I came up, and
when they heard the clatter of my horse's hoof they
were quiet directly. I noticed a very great peculiarity,

34,996. When did they begin —They began soon
after I took charge of the parish.
34,997. When was that ?—I was at the church

I never saw negroes before carrying knapsacks tied

about 18 months.

spoke about it when I got into Stewart Town.

34,998. When did that begin —About last August
12 months.

35,010. When was this 2–Soon after the rebellion. .

35,011. Do you know the date —I could give it by

-

34,999. How soon did the attendance begin to fail
off 2–After Christmas.

35,000. What was the subject of these letters ?—
Various subjects, both biblical and instructive, at
least they were intended to be so.

35,001. You say you saw a number of persons
walking with fowling pieces over their shoulders ?—
Yes.

behind their backs. I did not speak to them. I was

perfectly alone. I rode pass them, and went on. I

referring to my pocket book.
35,012. Was it after martial law had ceased?—ſ
don't think it was after that.

was reported at a meeting that was held at Montgº
Bay, at which I was not present, although I intended
to have been there not knowing the character of the
meeting, that the coolies were being brought into the
people.

-

-

The witness withdrew.

Captain LEWIS BLYTHE HOLE sworn and examined.

Capt.L.B. Hole.

35,013. Did you leave Port Royal on the morning
of the 14th of October in the “Wolverene P’—
I did.

-

-

-

the Governor and the Brigadier General, and Colonel,
and Lieut. Adcock.

35,021. Did you proceed towards Manchionealº

35,014. And arrived at Morant Bay the same morn
ing?—The same morning about 10 o'clock.
35,015. Did you then leave about 4 o'clock in the
evening for Port Morant ?—About 4.
35,016. Did you then take on board Captain Luke's

Yes, I did.

detachment —Yes.

Morris was in medical charge.

-

-

35,017. And on the following morning, that would
be the 15th, you left Port Morant, and arrived at Port
Antonio the same day ?—Yes, about 11 o'clock.
35,018. Did you then accompany the Governor on

35,022. With what force –With 44 men of the
6th, and 60 of the 1st West India Regiment, under
Ensign Cullen.

35,023. Was Doctor Morris with you?–Doctor

35,024. Where there any magistrates with you?Two magistrates.

35,025. Who were they?—Mr. Warmington lieu
and

Mr. Codrington; Mr. Warmington also was a

board the “Re-union ?”—I did.

35,019. Were there a number of refugees on board tenant of Volunteers.
35,026. Was Mr. Bunting also with you -\º
there 2–I don't exactly know the number, but I
35,027. He was not a magistrate, was he ?–No, he
,

should say about 40 or 50 ladies were on board.
35,020. Did you then disembark —I landed with
".
-- -

º

I would observe that it

country to do away with the labour of the black

-

35,002. Are you prepared to say that you would

.º,ºº
..

was a lieutenant of Volunteers.

-

.

r

-

º
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-35,028. How many men of the 1st West India regi
ment had you ?—Sixty.

-

-

35,029. That is to say 60 were ordered, but you
had more than that, had you not ?– Yes, more were
found after I had been there for a few days.
35,030. Did you send on an advance guard under

Ensign Lewis –Yes.
35,031. Mounted —Yes.
35,032. Had you, before starting, any orders from
General Nelson —I had

house where Murray has been harboured ?–A confi
dential servant of the Rev. Mr. Orgill.

35,050. Did you detach any men of the West India Capt.L.B. Hole.
Regiment with constables in search of Murray ?—I
did, the constables having said they could point out 5 Mar. 1866.
the spot, they thought, if I would give them two
soldiers to go with them.

35,051. Did they bring anybody in 3–Two men
and a woman.

35,052.

Did you know the name of any of them

—No ; I think one man, the man that was afterwards

35,033. Have you got those ?—I have not got the
written orders, they were shown me in pencil at the
time; we were marched off in a great hurry. The men

hung, was Donaldson, but I could not swear to it.
35,053. One that you have been informed was

were landed about 12 o'clock, and I marched off about

Donaldson 2–Yes.

half-past, and in that time I was getting horses for
them, and getting carriages to take ammunition and
other things.
35,034. Did you take any copy of the orders?—No.
I have taken a copy since, which I could recognize as
the order I had then.

35,054. Was any evidence given before you as to
him —Yes.

35,055. What was it * – There was evidence of

Murray having arrived at Donaldson's house on Fri
day at mid-day, on Mr. Hire's horse and saddle ; there
was also evidence that in the morning Mr. Codrington

in passing by had told the same man, Donaldson, that

35,035. Let us know what it is ?—“From the Bri
“gadier General. The object of the move is to reach
“Manchioneal with as little delay as possible, to re
“ ceive into his protection all Europeans and others
entitled to it. No time is to be lost by going off
“ the line of march in search of rebels, or in the pur
“suit of any. Arrived at Manchioneal circumstances
“ must guide Captain Hole ; and please return to
“this point with as little delay as possible. Much
“must depend upon information obtained on the
“march. Captain Hole is authorized to act under
“emergency upon his own judgment. Prisoners are
“not to be brought in unless leaders of rebels; those
“found with arms to be shot on the spot.—Signed,
“A. A. N.E.sos, Brigadier General.”
35,036. Were you able to reach Manchioneal that
night?—No, I was not. I got other orders in passing
the Court-house. I was stopped by direction of the

give me any information whatever ; I could not take
prisoners then, not knowing the country ; I was going
into an enemy's country the following morning, and it
was impossible to hamper myself with any prisoners.
35,061. What did you do in consequence 2–I tried

Governor, and he asked me what my orders were.

them under martial-law.

35,037. You met the Governor —He stopped us
coming out of the Court-house at Port Antonio ; I
told him I was to proceed to Manchioneal and not

35,062. What do you mean by that?—I took the
opinion of the officers, and their opinion agreeing with

leave the road, and to receive into my protection all

35,063. And he was shot —He was hung.
35,064. Hung was he f – Yes, on the borders of
Portland and St. Thomas in the East, as a warning

Mr. Hire had been murdered.

35,056. Did Donaldson himself say whether or not

Murray had been to his house?—He acknowledged

&4.

the white people there for their relief; that was the

first object of the move. The Governor said, as nearly
as I can recollect, “Captain Hole, if you hear of any
“body of rebels, you are to go off the road to meet
“ them and engage them, and make an example of
“ them,” or words to that effect.

35,038. How far were you able to go that night?—
I got as far as Castle Comfort.
-

yº” Is

that 12 miles from

Port Antonio 2–

es.

35,040. Did any reports reach you there ?–Yes, all

that Murray had been there.

-

35,057. Did he state whether or not he had been

with Mr. Hire's horse and saddle 2–He acknowledged

that also, and then I think he got frightened and would
not give any more information.
35,058. He would not say anything more ?—No.
35,059. Did you ask him where Muaray was, or
when he had left his house ?—I did.

95,060. And he refused to answer 2–He would not

mine I confirmed it.

to others not to be rebels.

35,065. You heard the evidence against him 2–I
heard the evidence, it was quite conclusive.
35,066. Upon oath 2-—There was no Bible.
35,067. By declaration ?—By declaration.

35,068. You say it was quite conclusive, of what?
—Of his having harboured Murray ; I offered the
man his life, even after he was condemned, if he would

tell me what had become of Murray.

I told him I did

the constables were there, and all the people were in

not wish to hang him, but he would not tell me any
thing ; the woman was also condemned for something,

a great state of alarm.

I forget what it was, but she was released.

kinds of reports, the people were watching the house;
35,041. Did you receive any information as to the

35,069. Was his the house that was burnt 2–His

force you were likely to meet with ?–I heard, I think,
there that they had come as far as Fair Prospect,

was the house that was burnt.

about two miles further on, and that they had been

day?—I believe so.
35,071. Was he killed by hanging?—No ; he would

turned back by the people there, who said they did
not want them, and they were gone back to get rein

35,070. You had burnt the house on the previous
have died by hanging if we had stayed on the road long

forcements, and were coming down in large numbers.
35,042. Was any house pointed out to you at Bos

enough.

ton on your way?–Yes.

was struggling, and one of the officers put two bullets

35,043. What house was it —It was a house in

which John Murray lived, the man who had been
at Mr. Hire's murder.

35,044. The man who was reported to have been
there —Yes, not his house, but where he had been

35,072. You saw he was struggling, did you ?–He
I think into him.

-

35,073. What with ?–With a revolver.
35,074. Who was the officer ?—Doctor Morris.

35,075. Was that in your judgment the quickest
way ?—Of putting him out of his misery ; if he had

harboured.

not done it I should have ordered out a soldier to

35,045. Was there anybody occupying the house *
-There was nobody in the house when I came up to

have done it.

it, but I found dinner on the table, and also a lady's

Yes,

*

-

35,076. Did you then go on to Fair Prospect —
-

mpanion in the house.

35,046. You mean a reticule 2–A reticule, a thing

35,077. Was anybody brought in before you there 2
—Yes.

with scissors and things.
35,047. What was done with that house ?–Burut,

35,048. By whose order 2–By my order.
35,049. Who pointed out the house to you as the

THIRTY
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-

35,078. Who was that ?—An escaped prisoner from
Morant Bay.

35,079. From Morant Bay prison —Yes.
4 X 2
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yº. Had

he been released by the rioters?—

eS.

Capt. L. B.IIole.
5 Mar. 1866.

35,102. Was the same sort of thing, the same drum

head Court-martial carried on 7–We tried by martial.
law on the march.

34,081. Who identified him 2–I think it was Mr.

Warmington, I will not be certain.
35,082. Was there anything found upon him 2–

called together what officers were by; I could not

Yes, stolen goods belonging to Mr. Sherwood of Man

state whether there were three or not.

35,103. You called together three officers ?–I

---

chioneal.

35,083. By whom were they identified ?–By Mr.
Sherwood himself.

35,104. Did you then go on to Cog Hall?—Yes.
35,105. Had you received any information as to

what you might expect at Cog Hall —Yes; I had got

information before, that I might expect resistance
there, that a stand would most probably be made in
and at the back.
that quarter.
35,085. Did you consult with the other officers as
35,106. Did you find any people when you got
to him 2–Yes.
there 2–I did not see any, it is bush. You cannot
see perhaps 10 yards off the road on either side,
hi 35,086. Then what orders did you give 3–To shoot
lin.
35,107. Did you make any arrangements for a
35,087. Did they agree with you?—They agreed regular attack —Yes, I sent a skirmishing party
with me. Allow me to say his jacket was also through Cog Hall, and I kept, I daresay, about 45
covered with blood; whether it was human blood or or 50 men together, in case of a mishap.
35, 108. Did you hear some shots after you had sent
not I could not possibly say.
35,088. It was not proceeding from any wounds of the skirmishing party forward —I heard several shots
his own 2–No, it was at his back; it was covered fired.
with blood all down.
35,109. By whom, or what was the result, do you
35,089. Do you mean down his skin or his clothes 2 know —I do not, to depose it on oath; of course I
—His clothes.
heard that they were several killed there.
35,110. Did your own men report that ?—I was in
35,090. At what time did you arrive at Long Bay
that night —I arrived there in the morning, about formed by Mr. Warmington afterwards that there
half-past 7.
were only two killed there.
35,111. But the information you had at the time
35,091. What did you find there 2–I found plunder
lying on the side of the road, property of white people, from your own men was, that there had been several
35,084. Had the man any arms with him 2–He had
a matchet sharpened as a cutlass, sharpened in front

-

of our friends.

killed 2–-Yes, from the soldiers.

35,092. How did you know that 2–There were
mattresses, and I found some boxes. I think one of
the first things picked up by Mr. Warmington, who
was with me, was the likeness of his wife and child;

35,112. They reported that they had done a great
deal more than they did 2–That might have been so.
35, 113. Do you know on what information the
number is supposed now to have been only two —
Mr. Warmington told me that inquiries had been

then afterwards we saw matresses and an arm chair at

another place, and boxes and so on ; several things
were identified by people as we passed.
35,093. Were any houses burnt there 2–I don't
think they were at Long Bay ; at Cog Hall, adjoining
Long Bay, there were.
35,094. When you were at Long Bay, was your

made, that is all I know.
ington told me so.

attention drawn to any men in the bush —Yes;

things. I opened some and found a pocket-book and a
Bible with names written in it, which has since been
restored, and a quantity of naburgh, women's dresses,
ladies hats, and all those kind of things.

when I came up to this stolen property some men
drew my attention to some few men lurking in the
bushes of mangoves by the road side, and two or three
men of the West India regiment ran out of the ranks
and ran into the bush.

I saw them do it and I did

I think it was Mr. Warm

35,114. Did you see any dead bodies there?—Not
there.

35,115. Did you examine their huts —I went into

a few huts, and I found them piled up with all kinds of

35,116. Was that the description of properly that

not disapprove of it; they went into the place and I
heard some shots fired afterwards ; whether they

had been taken from the houses and stores in the
neighbourhood —Yes.
35,117. What was done with the houses where you

killed them or not I do not know.

discovered the stolen property —They were burnt

35,095. How many shots do you suppose you

heard?—I can hardly recollect, I should say about

down.

-

three or four.

35,118. About how many do you suppose were
burnt at Cog Hall —20, at the outside.

35,096. There were only about two or three men,
I think, you say?—About three men, I think.
35,097. Did you, at Long Bay, see any dead bodies?

did nothing on that march.

—I saw about three, I think.

35,098. Did you make any inquiry respecting them
—I did make some inquiry; two of them I was in
formed were rebels, the other man I think was only
suspected; my attention was drawn to them from the
fact of a man being there who was said to be innocent.
I inquired into the circumstances, and found that the
advance guard had come up to these two men who
were running with others, and this man ran out of the
hedge to stop them and was shot with the others by a

35,119. What was your next place —After that I
35,120. Did you not pass Mr. Hinchelwood's house
at Mullatto River ?—Yes, I can tell you what I saw,
but I saw no men shot, or anything of that sort after
wards.

35,121. Did you sco any bodies —I saw a few
more bodies on the road.

35,122. Where was that?–Between Cog Halland
Manchioneal.

-

35,123. How many did you see there 2–1

should

think altogether about six or seven.

35,124. You mentioned three before, I thinkº
Yes; I saw altogether, I think, during the whole day
35,099. Do you remember the names of any of
those ?—I think the man that was said to be innocent about 11 or 12 bodies, I don't think I saw more; that

mistake.

º
º

I cannot be sure of that ; there are lots of that name

was the eight miles of dead bodies.
35,125. Are you able to give the names *—No,

I

:
º

at that part of the world.

know nothing about the names, but that was the tigº!

35,100. Was any prisoner brought before you at miles of dead bodies that were put in the English
papers.
Long Bay ?—Yes.
35,126. Did you send on a party then to Betº"
35,101. What was the evidence there 2—I cannot
recollect ; the only one on the Wednesday I can recol Hope —Yes, to bring in the white people.
lect was the one that was brought out of the bush; a
35,127. You heard that there were some whº
flask of powder was found upon him, and I think there people there 2–Yes, I knew that they were iſ the
was some other evidence, but I cannot now quite neighbourhood of Manchioneal before I arrived thº,
recollect.
and I sent out parties in each direction.

º

was Panton, that is the only name I can recollect, and

-

-

-

.
§
º

ºf
º

-

§
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35,128. By the next morning, the 17th, had you a
considerable number of prisoners in custody ?–Yes.

35,129. What number do you suppose —I daresay
I might have had 40; I ought to have stated that I
found the stores gutted in Manchioneal.
35,130. Did you then direct a Court-martial to
assemble?--Yes.

35,131. How many days did that Court-martial
sit –Allow me to refer to my notes, and I will tell you

(referring). The Court-martial sat on the 17th, 19th,
20th, 21st, 25th, 28th, 30th, 31st, and the 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd.

35,132. They did not always consist of the same
members I suppose ?—They could not always.
35,133. Can you give the results of that Court

martial —I must tell you that a preliminary exami
nation of the prisoners was made first by myself

personally; I had no Provost Marshal to keep check
over all the prisoners that were brought before me ;
those that I did not consider sufficiently serious, I
disposed of myself, by inflicting corporal punishment;
they were always punished upon sworn evidence, and
a magistrate was always sitting alongside of me when
I was making the examination.

35,134. What number did you dispose of in that
way by inflicting corporal punishment —You mean
trials without Court-martial 2

35,135. Yes —I made out a return which I for
warded in of 73 names.
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“Courts-martial—eight hung, 25 shot, one flogged,

one imprisoned : " —That is at Port Antonio.
35,151. No, Manchioneal —Then that is wrong; Cºpt. L.P. Hole.
there were 33 executed in Mauchioneal.
5 Mar. I 866.

35,152. That is what I have given ; eight hung,
25 shot —Yes, that is right.
35,153. How many were ſlogged 7–Seventy-three
were flogged besides.

35,154. Then besides that ?—Some prisoners were
flogged by sentence of Courts-martial ; one man got
50 lashes, with a cat like that ; he was brought back
before me at the end of the week, and you would not
have known that he was flogged at all.

35,155. Did you see people flogged ; I was not
present on all occasions, I was upon some, I think the
majority, but I could not always be present ; I had
my investigations to make during that time.
35,156. Did you order the persons that were flogged
to be gagged —No, never.
35,157. Did any of those you saw flogged, have a
stone held in his mouth by a white soldier —No.
35,158. You did not see anything of that kind
happen when the men were flogged —No ; I saw a
white soldier put his hand up to a man's mouth who
was calling out very loudly, “Oh Christ! Oh God
Almighty!” and such expressions, and I halloed to the
soldier, “Tell that fellow to be quiet,” I never ordered
him to be gagged.
35,159. You have heard the evidence of one wit

35,136. Have you got the names of all those ?—

you will see a number of prisoners down there who

ness, who states that he saw 53 persons flogged, and
that all these were gagged and gagged by your orders;
is that true f—It is not true; it is a lie from beginning
to end ; I was only present three days at the ſloggings
at Port Antonio, although I was in Port Antonio
seven days whilst floggings were going on.
35,160. Do you remember a person of the name of
James West being brought before you ?—Yes I do,

were dismissed for want of evidence, and I dismissed

he was executed on the 20th.

any prisoner who showed the slightest contrition.

35,161. What day was he tried ?—I think he was
tried the same day.
35,162. Is it true that the brother of this person
came to you and asked you to let him go, and you said
that you had not any evidence that he had done any

Those are the names of them all, (handing in a paper).
35,137. Some here I see were not punished 7–No, a
man might have stolen goods found in his house, and
his house having been burnt down I considered him
sufficiently punished.
35,138. Where was that ?—At Manchioneal, and

35,139. You say there were 73 cases that you did
not send to Court-martial 2–Yes, about 73.

35,140. How many of those were flogged 2–The
whole of those were flogged; there were several
dismissed, as you will see there.
35,141. These are beyond the 73 —Beyond the 73.

35,142. Could you give us a list of the names of the
73 —I could make it out from that; there was a list
made which I sent in, in the answer forwarded to Mr.
Cardwell.

35,143. What was the number of lashes you gave 2
—From 12 to 150.

-

35,144. You did give as many as that ?—Yes, I
can produce the cats I used, one cat I have with me

here. (The witness handed it in.) That is a lighter

one than any we use in the army ; about three of
these go to one in the navy; there was not a more
Severe cat than that used, there was one lighter.

35,145. This is not whipcord, it is only twine I
see ?—That was the only thing I could get.
35,146. Is this the list you refer to ; Yes, that is
the list; that does not take in the Court-martial
prisoners; there are the originals, I took them from

that (The witness handed in some papers.)
35,147. How many did you send to be tried by
Court-martial ?–Thirty-three went to Court-martial

º

thing 2–Not true ; his brother came to me and told

me that his brother was sick in bed that day, and I
found out that was an untruth.

35,163. Do you mean on the day on which he was
charged with having committed the offence —Yes,
I think it was he was charged with having been
searching for Mr. Fleming's life, but I cannot be
certain about that ; the Court-martial will state that.

35,164. However, you did not make such statement
you say ?–No, I found out both the father and son in
untruths ; they wished to say that the man was in

bed at the time, whereas it was no such thing ; I
have plenty of proof that it was not so.
35,165. He says also when he was asked, “Did you
hear why he was shot * * “Mr. Codrington said he

was a bad boy,” was that the reason of him being
shot ?—No ; the boy West, who gave that evidence,

acknowledged to me that his brother suffered justly
before he left Manchioneal.

35,166. Is that Samuel Barclay West ?—Yes, he
acknowledged it to me the day after his brother was
executed ; he said he was a bad man.

who were executed, and I suppose the other proceed
ings I forwarded with the prisoners to Port Antonio;

35,167. You have spoken of a number of houses

they were sentenced to terms of imprisonment, and I

that were burnt, do you include in the number you

sent down the original Courts-martial as a kind of

have mentioned all the houses that were burnt 3–
Oh! no, there were some houses that were burnt at

Warrant for them to be retained in custody to undergo

their imprisonment.
$5,148. How many did you send ?—I cannot state
the exact number.

Manchioneal by my orders.

35,168. Under what circumstances were they burnt?
—Because they were pointed out to me as places
congregated, it was all in bush ;

, 85,149. There were 33 executed, two flogged and

where the rebels had

"Prisoned, and one imprisoned —Yes, but there were

I went down there, assisted by some Volunteers and
magistrates; they pointed out houses in which rebels

*" of women sent down for imprisonment, and they
had from three to nine months; they are not included
" that return at all, they were all those women that I
*mmended the other day to have their imprisonment
Temitted,

*100. I make out your recapitulation to be this—

FOURTH DAY.

had resided, and we went into several and found
plunder, and we destroyed them as we found them.

35,169. What number do you suppose were burnt

at Manchioneal by your orders ?—There might have
been about 30.
4 X 3
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35,170. Were any houses burnt without your “ and being brought back by an escort on the morning

FOURTH DAY.

Capt., L.B. Hole.

EVIDENCE TAKEN

.

-

. .

35,171. Did you ascertain by whose orders they
have been burnt —We sent out a party under Ensign
Lewis to ascertain; an alarm was given about 9
o'clock at night, and I sent out and ascertained that
some of the Volunteers had been there by Mr.
Bunting's orders.
35,172. Did you communicate with Mr. Bunting
on the subject —I saw him next morning, and told
him I would report him to his Excellency.
35,173. Did you do so?—I did not. He sent a
letter of apology, and taking into consideration his
store having been burnt down and his house sacked, I
allowed it to pass,
-

-

35,174. Let us hear his letter —This is it (read",

“Dear Sir, I hope when you consider the great loss
“I have sustained, you will allow what transpired
“last night to pass over. I am sorry that I acted

“ of the 28th of October. Secondly, with disgraceful
“ conduct, in having without authority and when
“ absent without leave committed the following de

“ predations: First, for having stolen a gold ring,
“ the property of Susannah Walker, on the afternoon
“ of the 27th October 1865; secondly, for having
“killed and taken away earlier in the morning of the
“ 28th October 1865 a hog, the property of Peter
“Nugent, a loyal subject, living in the vicinity of
“Manchioneal.” He was tried by a detachment Court.
martial.

.

.

35,192. What was done with him —He was sen

tenced to a forfeiture of his good conduct pay thence,
36 days’ imprisonment, and 50 lashes.
– 35,193. Were they inflicted ?––It was sent to the
Major-General for confirmation, and I am not in a
position to say. There was another man, of Port
Antonio, of whom it was reported to me, about 12 in

“ing at the house, and that person, being concerned

the day, that he had been burning houses in Long
Bay. I sent a Maroon to capture him, and had him

“ in Mr. Hire's murder, and sacking shops, and in

tried by Court-martial.

“ wrong, but hearing that Richard Wilson was stop

“ firing my house, that you will allow it to pass over.”
This is dated the 28th of October.

35,175. Had you any difficulty in keeping the men
of the West India Regiment together ?—There was a
little trouble with some of them.

35,194, What was done with him —I believe he
was sentenced to seven years penal servitude.
• 35,195. What was his name 2—I forget his name.

35,196. Had you any other Court-martials among
the troops ?—Yes.
-

35,176. As you were leaving Port Antonio did any
soldier gallop past you ?—Yes.
º
-

-

35,177. What number were there —About six or
seven, I think.
-

-

35,178. What steps did you take in their passing
you?—I called to know what they were. They said
they had been ordered on after me. I said, “Join
the advance guard ; report yourself to Mr. Lewis.”
35,179. Did you afterwards ascertain something

35,197. What number ?—There were two more

detachment Courts-martial. Two corporals were
absent all night from the place. I waited till I could
hear if any charge was coming against them ; there
was none, so I punished them in the military way.
35,198. Summarily do you mean *—No, I tried
them by Court-martial, and deprived them of their
corporal’s rank.
35, 199. You reduced them to the ranks —Yes.
-

35,200. You waited to ascertain whether there

about them —I did, some time afterwards.

35,180. What did you ascertain —When I got in

were any misconduct while they were absent?—Yes,

conversation with Mr. Lewis I ascertained that he

and there were no complainsts of misconduct.
• 35,201. Were there three men of the 1st West India
Regiment who got separated, and who proceeded as

had called out to them to stop, and they called out to
him, “We have the Captain's orders to go on in front
to Long Bay,” and they did go on.
35,181. Did you take any steps to ascertain who
these persons were —I never knew who they were.
35,182. Did you take any steps to ascertain —Yes;

far as Plantain Garden River ?—Yes.

-

35,202. Have you got their names?–Yes, I sent
in their names.

-

-

35,183. Then they did not belong to your party in
that case ?—I had some more men than I ought to

35,203. How did that happen?—They were out
with Mr. Cullen. I detached Mr. Cullen to proceed
to a place called Friendship, and the Maroons were
sent to show them the way. Instead of taking them
to Friendship they went up to Hayning, close to
Jericho, two villages, and they appeared to have got

have with me.

separated in some way.

when I arrived at Manchioneal I believe I had the

number all present that I started with from Port
Antonio.

35,184. How many did you start with ?—With 60
men.

-

-

35,185. Of the 1st West India Regiment —Yes.
35,186. And you had 76 —I was joined by 25 two

days after at Manchioneal, and then I

found I had 94.

35,187. Independent of the 25 who joined you
afterwards you had 16 that you could not account
for 2–No, about mine that I could not account for.
35,188. It is stated here, “Total, three officers,
“ 144 men.

Memoranda.-Sixteen more men of the

35,204. Did they come back again —They came
back again.'

-

35,205. What did they report to you ?—This is the
report I got from the man, written by himself (reads)
—“Corporal Eccles—I visit Amity Hall estate, Duck
“ enfield estate. I shot five at Dalvy. One man shot
“ down. Recovered from Mr. Hoply 2l. in money."
35,206. Did those men inform you on their return
how many men they had shot ; did they tell you this:
“They informed me on their return last evening that
“ they had shot 10 rebels, three of whom had been

“ 1st West India Regiment with Captain Hole than
“ ordered ; ” so you had a balance of 16 additional :
—I had not so many as that ; 60 was the number I
should have taken with me, 25 joined me two days
later, and three or four after I was at Manchioneal.
On issuing out the rations I found out the number of

reported it on.

loaves they wanted to draw, and then I found it out.
35,189. Did some men absent themselves without

35,208. What happened to those three men?Nothing was ever done with them. What surprised

leave while you were at Manchioneal –Yes.

me was these three men being able to go down in

35,190. Did you have any complaint made in
respect to some —Yes; I tried one man by Court

what I may call the most disturbed parts of the dis.
trict, where they remained two days, and came back
with two waggons load of things which they had
recovered belonging to white people. They pressed
the waggons; the drivers and the people obeying them

martial.

-

-

35,191. Do you remember what that was for 2–I
have got the charge that I gave the Court-martial
(producing it). The charge is “against private John
iſ
“
“
“
“

Fenning; first, with having been absent without
leave from his commanding officer from the night
of October 24th 1865 from his quarters at Man
chioneal, Jamaica, when on service in quelling the
rebellion on that island, and not having returned,

“ concerned in the murder of Mr. Hire ?”—Yes.

35,207. Did these three men who absented them.

“selves report that to you ?—Yes, and I immediately

in the way they did quite astonished me.

35,209. This is what you say, I think: “Three
“men broke away ; they brought back with them
“two carts load of recovered property, some of which
“belonging to Mr. Hire and some to Mr. Shortridge.”
“ having pressed waggons —Yes.

º
#:

|
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flogged were there any women ?--There were.
35,212. How many —About 20. I can give you

THIRTY.
35,230. And that was at Manchioneal 7–Yes.
FOURTH DAY.
35,231. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you ascertain at any
time who it was, what individual, or what party, that Capt. L. B. Hole.
had killed these 10 bodies that you say you saw on
your way to Manchioneal in the course of your 5 March 1866.

all the names.

march 2–No.

35,210. And marched with this property through a

very disturbed country –Yes.

-

35,211. Among the people who you directed to be

35,213. Are they all in this return ?—They are all
in that return.

35,232. Did you make any inquiry —I think I
did.

-

-

35,214. What led to their being flogged ?—The
first thing that made me do it was, that it was repre
sented to me by one of the magistrates—I think Mr.

Codrington—that an idea had got amongst them that
the women could steal as much as they liked and the
soldiers would take no uotice of them, and nothing
was going to be done. I felt unwilling to resort to

punishment of that kind. I had only one kind of
punishment to inflict on them. There was no prison,
no separate place to put the women in, and I must
either let them go altogether, and let them keep their
stolen goods, or inflict corporal punishment. On every
occasion the women had the option, in the case of
stolen property being sworn to as having been taken
away by them from certain stores, to restore the
things, and if they did that nothing should be done to
them.

-

35,215. Did they ever restore any ?—A few did,
but the generality of them would not give up any
thing. The women were the greatest thieves, they
were worse than the men—the men drank the rum

and the women stole the goods.
35,216. What was the greatest number of lashes

35,233. What was the result of that inquiry 2—I
almost forget now, it is so long back; but as far as I
could understand they were some men who were run
ning away from the soldiers.
35,234. Did you ascertain that this individual that
was sentenced to seven years' penal servitude was
one of those who participated in these killings –
No.

35,235. What was his crime in particular 2–
Captain Luke will be able to tell you about that more
than me ; he tried him.

All the evidences came to
*

me at Manchioneal, at least some, and I directed them
at once to proceed to Port Antonio where I heard
the men had gone, and I despatched a letter by a
Maroon to Captain Luke on the subject.
35,236. Do you recollect what those evidences
were —The only thing I recollect they gave in
evidence was the burning of houses.
35,237. (Commission.) You do not recollect any
murders of prisoners ?–No, I do not.
35,238. Was the man's name Phillips ?–No,
Phillips came on to Manchioneal, I think.
-

35,239. And deserted 2–No, I think he went on to
Port Antonio.

you inflicted on them 2–Thirty.
35,217. Was that the largest number 2 – One
woman got flogged twice, but that was a woman who
it was reported to me could lick any two men, and
she had been seen leaving one of the shops with
about four or five bowls filled with goods; she would
not give them up, and even when she was tied up and
when she had got the first lashes, I said to her, “Now
“you shall be let off if you tell me where the
“goods are,” she was on the point of saying, “Stop,
massa, and I will tell:” but she changed her mind, and

Bay. I saw a special constable there, and asked him
to show me the names of the prisoners he had sent in

would not tell.

to Manchioneal.

35,218. Then these goods have not been recovered ?

—No, I don't believe they ever will, they are burnt.
I believe she burnt them herself.
35,219. Afterwards or before ?—After our arrival
at Manchioneal.

35,220. Were they burnt before or after she was
flogged —I believe when the troop arrived at Man

chioneal some of these people got in a fright about
the stolen property found, and they hid it in their
houses, and when the houses were burnt I believe a
great deal of property was burnt in that way.

35,221. Then if the property was burnt it could
not be restored 2–If they would only have confessed
it it would have been all right.
35,222. Do you mean the option was to restore the
Wºº, or let you know what had become of it 2–
€S.

º

35,223. You did not know it had been burnt at the

time the option was given 2–No, it was from what I
heard afterwards.

35,240. (Mr. Gorrie.) Is it not Phillips that you
now refer to ?–No.

35,241. Were you ever informed of the killing of
five or six prisoners who were in charge of constables
by one of the soldiers in the West India Regiment 2–
I ascertained by an accident that such a thing had
occurred.

I rode out to Elmwood Great House to

see the damage done there, that is just joining Long
He showed me a list in which there

were several names of men shot by a soldier of the
1st West India Regiment, against which was put
“ditto, ditto,” and so on. I inquired of him who the
man was and when it occurred, and I found that it

occurred about two or three days after our arrival at
Manchioneal; it was never reported to me, but I got
the list and I asked him if he could identify the man,
and he said he could not.

35,242. Was that a special constable named James
William Codrington —Yes.

35,243. Did you take any steps thereupon to
endeavour to discover that soldier f – I asked the

question, and he said he could not be identified.

35,244. Did you endeavour to ascertain by refer
ence to any of your lists, or to any of the sergeants or
corporals, what men were absent on the day on which
this happened 2–1 think I did ask the question.

35,245. What was the result of your inquiry 2–I
don't think anybody can tell you who he was.

35,246. (Commission.) You had regular parades,

-

35,224. Was there not a Court-martial on which

Ensign Cullen sat, where a woman was flogged 7–I
know that a woman got flogged by sentence of Court
martial, and the charge against this woman was that

she led on a mob to Mr. Duffus' house, that she went
in and they smashed up the things; that she then went
ºutside carrying a cutlass, and that she cut a hog in

I suppose, had you not ?—We had a parade occasion
ally, not every day. I had roll calls.

35,247. You took care to see, I suppose, that every
man was present 2–Yes.

35,248. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was there any Court of
Inquiry into the circumstances —No.

35,226. She was carried to Manchioneal —Yes.

35,249. Did you not think it worthy of a Court of
Inquiry —I had so much to do in looking after the
rebel prisoners that I had very little time to spare.
35,250. Did you not order any Court of Inquiry by
others, if you could not overtake the task yourself?—

35,227. And sentenced to be flogged, and she was

No, I did not.

halves with her own hand.
35,225. That was at Port Morant 2–At Morant
ay.

-

-

-

flºgged —Yes. I beg to be allowed to explain that

35,251. Did you make any report of it to your

the cat with which the women were flogged was a

"ugh lighter one than that, the cord was about three

superior officer ?—I do not think I did.
35,252. Have you made any report to this date 2–

* four inches shorter than that.

I think I mentioned it.

$3,228. Who flogged the women —The soldiers.
*229. Black or white soldiers —I think both.

35,253. Did you ever mention it to anyone 2–
I think I have lately.
4 X 4
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35,254. To whom have you mentioned to anyone
since the evidence began to be taken before this com
mission ?–I mentioned it to one or two, rather before

ing these houses in Manchioneal?—I was myself with

the Royal Commission was talked of.

Warmington and Mr. Codrington, and there were

35,255. Did you mention it to your superior officer
long before the Commission was talked of 7–I cannot

others, Volunteers and constables.

state, I don’t think I did.

I don't think he was, I think he was with Ensign

-

the party who did it.
35,280. Who else was present 7–There was Mr.

35,281. And was Doctor Morris with the party?—

35,256. Did Mr. Codrington, the magistrate, sit
with you upon any preliminary Court of Inquiry —
Yes, he sat alongside of me, Mr. Flemming was there

Cullen at some other place that day, but I did not

also, an old magistrate.

Ensign Cullen to any duty —Of course whenever a
party goes out into the field the doctor always ac.

35,257. That was while you were investigating
these cases —Yes, I investigated all the cases before

know.

-

35,282. Did you ever appoint him to accompany
companies them.

35,283. What party was this?—I think it was the
35,258. Then they sat along with you in your day that Ensign Cullen was to have gone to Friend.
preliminary inquiry?—They sat alongside of me one ship, but went up to Haining instead ; it is impossible
for me to carry all these things in my head.
or other, nearly always.
35,284. Did Ensign Cullen make any report to you
35,259. Did they give you information as to the
of what transpired on that occasion ?–Yes; Ensign
character of the people —They did.
35,260. And you took their information ?—Of Cullen reported to me on his return from Haining, I
course I did, I took all the information I could pos think it was, that upon arriving there he found the
huts were all perfectly deserted, and not a soul there.
sibly get.
35,285. Was that all ?—I think that was all.
35,261. Will you glance at the names, (handing
35,286. Did he report to you the execution of any
some papers to the witness) that is a list of the parties'
names at l’ort Antonio gaol, and tell me if you rebels —No.
35,287. Any shootings 7–No.
recognize any of the parties as sentenced by you–
35,288. Did you ever hear of the shootings of any
compare with them your list —I don't think I
recognize any of these, I see the name of W. B. Pan person of the name of Gray while you were at
ton, I think he was one, but I cannot be certain about Manchioneal f—I do not recollect.
it.
35,289. Was any complaint made to you of any act
35,262. Did you sentence by Court-martial anyone committed by Doctor Morris, while you were at
Manchioneal 2–No.
to flogging in addition to imprisonment 2–Yes.
35,290. Do you recollect whether you tried a per
35,263. Without a Courts-martial —No, I never
son of the name of Deacon —Yes I think so,
sentenced to imprisonment myself.
35,291. Do you recollect what punishment was
35,264. Take this case, John Walker, date of trial
they went to Court-martial.

awarded ?–I do not recollect whether he was exe

6th of November 2—That was at Port Antonio.

35,265. Your dates of Courts-martial only go up to
3rd of November, is that so *—Yes.

35,266. Take Esther McKane, “28th of October

five years imprisonment?”—That is not one of mine.

cuted or not ; I recollect the name of Deacon; I dare

say I may come across him in my notes.
35,292. Did you make any report to any superior
authority after Mr. Codrington informed you of the

35,267. IIere is “John McKane, 25 lashes, and
12 months,” and there is a remark in the margin, was
that one of yours ?— No.
35,268. You don't recollect any of these names as
having been sentenced by you ?–No, I don't think

shootings of the prisoners by the black soldiers?

there was a man by that name.

35,294. Did you make any inquiry into the pro
ceedings at all —I asked the special constable.

-

35,269. Among the 73 that were flogged were

any sentenced in addition to imprisonment —No.
35,270. I)id you sentence anyone to imprisonment
at Manchioneal —There were a few sentenced to im

prisonment at Manchioneal.
35,271. Did you sentence any ?–No, I never did,
the Court-martial did.

35,272. Can you tell us anything about their sen
tences – There are the proceedings.
who were

exe

35,274. Where are those proceedings f—I handed
them over to the Brigadier General.
35,275. In the case of the first man you executed,

Donaldson, you burnt his house before he was exe
cuted 2–Yes.

35,276. You burnt his house before you tried him?

-

35,293. Did you ascertain whether any magistrates
were present —No magistrates could have been
present.

-

35,295. And you were contented with his infor.
mation ?—I asked the special constable and the
persons I saw about there; I asked Mr. Maine at the
same time.

35,296. Then I understand you to say that there
were parties who left your body at different times
first the one who passed you on horseback on your
who came in with the waggon loads of goods?—They
did not leave me.

-

-

35,297. You were commanding officer; they left
Dnsign Cullen 2–Yes, they were on separate duty.'
35,298. And there was a third party who went
into the woods when you were on march to Mall.

chioneal —No, I was aware of their going, they did
not leave me; I could have stopped them if ſhad liked.
35,299. You allowed them to go —Yes.

—Before I tried him.

35,277. Did you order Doctor Morris to go in
charge of any party or parties while you were at
Manchioneal —He never went in charge of any
party.

—No.

way to Manchioneal; there was then the party of three

35,273. Have you the proceedings of the Court
martial in the cases of the 33
cuted 2–I have not.

-

-

35,278. Were you ate any time informed that
Doctor Morris had proceeded either by himself, or in
charge of any party, for the purpose of burning
houses —I really cannot say, I do not know, not to

my knowledge.

35,300. Did you make any inquiry as to what they

had done in the woods?–Really, i cannot recºllect
now ; I recollect one circumstance which I did not

mention that I was informed afterwards, that the ad.
vanced guard from Long Bay into Manchioneal were
accompanied by a lot of constables, and also by sout
Volunteers, and that they were pointing out persons

as rebels to the advanced guard,

35,301. Who informed you of that —Mr. Lewis

35,279. To whom did you entrust the duty of burn

told me so.

The witness withdrew.

Ajourned till 10 o'clock to-morrow.

ºs

-
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A. Sheldon.

ALEXANDER SHELDoN (a black) sworn and examined.
“ you, suppose all the white men went to Europe and
of Were 7–Yes.
the blacks to Africa, who will this country belong
to :"I asked him, “What do you mean to ask such a
35,303. Were you a constable there in September
and October last –Yes.
question;" he said, “I always gave him good advice;”
35,304. When did you first hear of the riot that I said, “Why do you ask me so, have you any mean
ing f" he said, “No ;” I said, “I don't understand
took place at Morant Bay –In September.
35.305. But they did not happen till October, when what you mean:” he said, “This country would
did you hear of it first –It was first in October that belong to the mulatto then :” I say, “My good friend,
Mr. M'Kenzie wrote me.
you heard anybody talk so *" he said, “No, I just ask
35,306. Is he the Custos of Vere -—The Custos of you ;” I tell him, “If the white go away to Europe and
Were.
“ the blacks to Africa, the country would not belong to

35,302. Are you a constable at the Portland district

6 Mar. 1866.

**

**

4-

35,307. You heard nothing of it before that ?—

“the brown, it would never see them without the black,
“ this country cannot be left to them.”

No.

35,308. Have you the letter he wrote you ?—Yes,
there were two in October and one in September

(produced).
35,309. Do you remember any meeting that was
held at Were before those letters reached you from
Mr. M'Kenzie 2–Yes.

35,310. When was that meeting, that you referred

to, held –In September the meeting was held.
35,311. Do you remember by whom it was held 7–
Yes.

35,329. That was the result of that conversation ?
—Yes.

35,330. Was this man a man of such importance in

Portland or Vere as to make it appear to you of any
importance what he was saying, or was he talking to
you like a child —He was talking to me like a
IIlail.

35,331. You did not think his conversation seemed
childish 2–No.

35,332. Did it seem important 2–Yes.

35,312. By whom 2–By one James Morris in his
ard.

35,313. Who was he 2–He was a common labourer.

35,314. Do you remember who was in the chair ;
were you there 2–No, I was not there.

35,315. Do you remember the day of that meeting 2

Vere or Portland which made you think his questions
were of importance ; did he belong to a set –He

belong to a class of people who if they hear any
nonsense, take it into their heads directly.

—I did not keep the date of the meeting.

35,316. When did you first know of the meeting 2
—On the day the meeting was held I asked what was
that meeting held for.

35,317. Who did you ask that ?—I asked a little
boy, Thomas Geiding.
35,318. Was that a meeting held at a place called

35,335. Where did he live *-In Portland.

-

35,336. Amongst a number of people like himself?
—Amongst a number of people like him ; it made me
look into it deeper when Mr. Gordon came and
held the meeting down at the Alley, and most of
them went to the mecting.

35,337. Was this conversation you are speaking of

the Alley —No, it was in Portland, where I lived.
35,319. After the meeting was held did you notice

any change or alteration in the manner of the people
from what it had been before that ?—Yes, I did.

35,333. Was he connected with people in Vere
which gave importance to what he said —Oh, yes.
35,334. How was he connected with anybody in

I

before the meeting in Vere at the Alley —Yes.
35,338. And after the meeting at Portland 2–Yes.

35,339. Were you at the meeting at the Alley —

inquired into the reason why they held the meeting.
35,320. Did you do that as a constable —I do it

No.

as a constable.

in Portland.

35,321. Of whom did you make the inquiry —Of
a lad that go to the meeting. I asked him what he
held the meeting for, and he told me that they held

was held until to-day ?—Yes, after it was held.

the meeting to learn themselves how to speak. I asked

returned home, and I asked them what the meeting

him what for, he said that when they go to court, if any
trouble took them they would know how to deliver

was held for ; I told them, I won't go there.

themselves.

land 2–Yes.

I told them that the meeting was not

right, and to take care they don't bring trouble, that
I did not like those kind of meetings going on ; it was
all nonsense.

35,322. That is the advice you gave about it 2–Yes.
35,323. After you had done that and heard what
the meeting was about, did anything come before you
as you were acting as constable, which attracted your
attention, in the manner of the people 2–Yes.
35,324. What was it?—I was in a field one day and
a man came to me and asked me a question, it was
very strange to me when he put the question to me.
35,325. Who was this man 2—Richard Brown.

35,326. Who is he –A common labourer, a fisher
man sometimes.

35,327. Living in Vere 2–In Portland.

35,340. Where were you when it was held —I was

35,341. Did you ever hear of the meeting after it

35,342. Did you hear of it directly —Yes, they
35,343. Did the people attend who lived at Port
35,344. They went to it?—Yes, this man made a
speech.
35,345. What, the same man who had had this con
versation with you ?—No, a man named Halstead.
35,346. What did you notice as to the result of this

other meeting at the Alley —When they came home
they said they were going to make a speech. I said,
“I won't go there ;" they said it was all right, I be
longed to the white side; I said, “I do not mean to
go there ;” then I said, something is going wrong, and

this led me think that if the white men go to Europe
and the black men go to Africa, and the country
belong to these people, something must be wrong.
35,347. Who did you say that to ?—To the same
man, Richard Brown.

-

35,328. Did he say he had been to the meeting 2–

35,348. You did not get any more from him 2–No.

N9, he did not tell me he had been to the meeting ; he
asked me a question, says he, “Mr. Sheldon, I ask

else, had he attended the meeting —No ; I afterwards

*

35,349. Did you get anything more from anybody
4Y
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man up and brought him before the magis

35,350. When did you do that ?–In September.

35,351. What did you say he had done —He told
6 Mar. 1866.
--

me that the white man must go to Europe.

35,352. That was the charge you took him up for
—Yes.

35,353. How did you state the charge against him :
—That he asked me an improper question in a way
that I did not like.

to go ; they wanted to go by the side where the white
people were ; I said, “No, it can't be done that way,
the rule must be kept ;” they felt nettled and they
wished to have some dispute with me.
35,360. On what matter ?—Because I did not like

them to take the seat where the white folks were, they
wanted to go to the magistrates' seat, and I said, “You
must take up the right room.”

35,361. Was that in September 2—Yes.

They sent him down to the Alley

35,362. Did you give any information of what you

and put him in police custody. They examined him,

had been observing to any of the authorities —I did,
I told the minister about the conduct of the young

and he said to Mr. Gibbs, “I know the brown men

“ was keeping up a burial wake and they were asking

Inell.

35,363. Did you mention it to any magistrate or

“each other that question.”

35,354. Is there any other question you heard him
ask —No ; Mr. Gibbs said, “It is very curious you
“ seemed to have heard something from some of your
“friends, you must not go on that way, my good
“ man.”

35,355. After you had done all this, and heard all
that you have told us, did you observe beyond that any
preparation with the people living near you to get
together to exercise force, or drill or threaten in any
way ?—No ; after that they looked very sulky, and
some of the wild young men looked very indifferent.
35,356. Was that after you took the man up before

the Custos ?–Yes, I mentioned it to Mr. Shaw.

35,364. When —The very same morning, Sunday,
35,365. Anyone else ?—These young men who
wished to use insult before all the congregation in the
chapel came back and begged pardon.
35,366. Was that all you did —Yes.
35,367. Did anything more come of it after that?
—No, they did use some improper words at the time.

35,368. Do you mean abusive language?—Yes,
35,369. To you ?—Yes, in the churchyard. I did
not bring them before the magistrate ; they came and

Mr. Gibbs 2–Yes.

asked pardon, and I did not,

35,357. Did you attribute that to anything you had
done in bringing that man before the Justices upon
any charge —Yes; four of these young men who have
been charged followed me into the churchyard and

35,370. What was the language you refer to, was
it personal towards you, or general towards others?

wanted to make a little quarrel.

35,358. Did that appear to relate to what you had
done as to the man you had taken up —No, they did
not touch that at all.

35,359. What did they touch upon 2–They were

—They curse and blast, and damned to hell, and said

they don't care about any black man.
35,371. Nothing threatening to the authorities?—
No, nothing threatening to the authorities.
35,372. Is that all you have to tell us of what took
place in Portland and Were 2–Yes; I got this letter
from Mr. McKinnon afterwards and read it to the

making a new bench at the chapel; I was the beadle

people.

there ; they went to the seat, and they did not like

35,373. That was in October ?—Yes, in October,
and they were very quiet after that.

I should put them on the seat where I wanted them

The witness withdrew.
Mrs.
M. J. Gordon,
------—

Mrs. MARIA JANE GoRDON sworn and examined.

35,374. (Mr. Gorrie.) Do you recollect the evening
before the outbreak at Morant Bay ?—Yes, Tuesday,

he returned with the Custos, and then shortly after
wards he went on board the “Wolverine.”

the 10th.

35,375. What was the state of Mr. Gordon's health

at that time 2—He was in very feeble health, he had
had a cough for a long time.

35,387. He went with Dr. Bowerbank in his car

riage and you did not see him after ?–No.
35,388. Did you receive a letter from Mr. Gordon,
written by him before his execution ?–Yes.

35,376. Did he express to you any wish that he

had been in a state of health to go to the Westry meet.
ing —Yes, he said he wished he was able to go, and I
said to him in his present state of health it would be
better for him to remain at home.

35,377. Was he then under the care of Dr. Fiddes 2
—Yes.

35,378. Do you recollect Thursday, the 12th, the

35,389. Have you got that letter?—I have it with
me.

(The letter was here read as follows):—

“MY BELovED LUCY,
t

“GENERAL NELsoN has just been kind enough

to inform me that the Court-martial on Saturday last
has ordered me to be hung, and that the sentence is
to be executed in an hour hence, so that I shall be

day succeeding the outbreak —Yes, he came home

gone for ever from this world of sin and sorrow,

and said the news he had heard the day before was
too true, that there was an outbreak, and he wished
he had gone to the Vestry.
35,379. What did you do after the Thursday ?–I

regret that my worldly affairs are so deranged, but

came down and drove him to the station, when he

went to Spanish Town on court business.

now it cannot be helped. I do not deserve the sen

tence, for I never advised or took part in any insur.
rection; all I ever did was to recommend the people
who complained to seek redress in a legitimateway, and

if in this I erred or have been misrepresented, I don't

35,380. Did you see him on his return ?—Yes, he

think I deserve this extreme sentence. It is, however,

said that many of the people were glad to see him.
35,381. Where did you reside after that Thursday ?

suffer in obeying his command to relieve the poor and

the will of my Heavenly Father that I should thus

—We stayed at North Street, Kingston, at a friend's needy, and to protect, so far as I was able, the ºp
house.
pressed ; and glory be to His name, and I thank him
35,382. Do you recollect what day he was arrested
—On Tuesday, the 17th, he gave himself up to the

that I suffer in such a case. Glory be to the God and

General.

can say that it is a great honour thus to suffer, for the

35,383. Had you or anyone asked him to go away ?
—Mamma did.

35,384. Mrs. Shannon —Yes.

Father of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, and I
servant cannot be greater than his Lord. I can now
say with Paul of aged, ‘The hour of my departure is

‘come, and I am ready to be offered up. I have kept

35,385. What was Mr. Gordon's reply 2–He said

‘the faith, I have fought a good fight, and henceforth

he had no such intention, that he was quite innocent

“there is laid up for me a crown of righteousness
‘ which the Lord the righteous Judge shall give tºm".

of anything that had occurred.
35,386. Did you see him after he went to the
General's 2–Yes, he came back with the Custos; he
went with Dr. Fiddes, and about half an hour after

Please to say to all friends an affectionate farewell ºn
that they must not grieve for me, for I die innocently.

Assure Mr. Airey of the truth of this, and all others.
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Comfort your heart.

I certainly little expected this,

You must do the best, and the Lord will help you, and
do not be ashamed of the death which your poor
husband will have suffered.
The Judges seemed
against me, and from the rigid manner of the Court
I could not get in all the explanation I intended.

35,399. Have you got the Custos's answer —No, I
gave it when we went down; it was that they were at
liberty to hold the meeting.
35,400. (Commission.) To whom did you give it 2
—To Dr. Bruce.

The man Anderson made an unfounded statement ;
so did “Gordon,” but his testimony was different

from the deposition. The Judges took the latter and
erased the latter. It seemed that I was to be sacrificed.

35,402. Have you a letter in your hand, Mrs.Gordon,
from your late husband to Mr. Henry Lawrence —

I know nothing of Bogle, and never advised him to

Yes.

the act or acts which have brought upon me this end.

35,403. How did you come into possession of that
letter?—I got it from his son, young Mr. Lawrence
(at the request of Mr. Gorrie this letter was read as
follows) :“ DEAR SIR,
Kingston 12th of October 1865.
I wrote to you last post, but I believe the

expect that, not being a rebel, I should have been
tried and disposed of in this way. I thought His
Excellency the Governor would have allowed me a
fair trial, if any charge of sedition or inflammatory
language were partly attributable to me, but I have
no power of control ; may the Lord be merciful to
him. General Nelson, who has just come for me, has
faithfully promised to let you have this ; may the
Lord bless him and the soldiers and sailors, and all

men. Say farewell to Mr. Phillipps, and also Mr.
Licard and aunt, and Mr. Bell, Mr. Vinen, Mr. Henry
Dalouse, and many others whom I do not now remem
ber, but who have been true and faithful to me.
the General is come I must close.

As

Itemember me to

aunt Eliza in England, and tell her not to be ashamed
of my death. And now, my dearest one, the most
beloved and faithful, the Lord bless, keep, preserve,
and keep you. A kiss for dear mamma, who will be
kind to you, to Janet. Kiss also Ann, Janet, say
good-by to dear Mr. Davidson, and all others. I
have only been allowed one hour. I wish more time
had been allowed. Farewell also to Mr. E. C. Smith,
who sent up my private letter to him, and may the

man on the road put the letter in the wrong box ; I have
again written to you to-day at Bath, enclosing draft
1401, for you to accept in reduction retirement of 1601.
due on the 19th inst., Colonial Bank, and I enclose

duplicate, which if you are at Bogg you can return to
me post paid, and send to-morrow what money you
can; I am much in need, I informed you of all the
cheques being paid, also of the attempt to shake the
Vestry, whose taxes we paid, also the bad news
from Morant Bay, which I regret to hear, the people
must have acted unadvisedly. Pray see about Bogg
matters, bamboos, &c. We are getting into a sad
state. Steamer and troops went up to Morant Bay
to-day.
“Yours in haste truly,
“ GEO. W. GoRDON.
“ Weak and debilitated still.–Geo. G.”

35,404. Do you recognize that as Mr. Gordon's
handwriting —Yes.

grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with us all.

35,405. (Commission.) You say your husband was

“Your truly devoted and now
“ nearly dying husband,

staying at North Street, in Kingston —Yes.
35,406. Is that your own house, or your mother's

“ GEO. W. Gordon.

“I asked leave to see Mr. Parnther, but the General
said I could not.

Love to all.

I wish him farewell in Christ.

Remember aunty and my father.
“ (;. W. G.

“Mr. Ramsay has for the last two days been kind

house *—It was a cousin of his.

35,407. What was his name 2–Her name is Har
graves.

35,408.

When did he go there 2–On Saturday.

3.5,409.

Saturday the 14th –Yes.
35,410. And was he staying till the 17th 2–Yes.

35,411. Had Mr. Gordon a house at Morant Bay ?

to me, and I thank him.”

35,390, Did you receive another letter subsequently,
through the Secretary of the Executive Committee *

—I am not aware, there were some buildings.
35,412. Did he ever go to stop there for a short

-I received one about six or seven weeks after.

time —I am not aware that he ever stopped there,

35,391. Was that a letter written by Mr. Gordon

on board the “Wolverine” –Yes, on the very next
day, the 18th.

35,392. Entering into details about his private

he used to sleep very often up at Mr. Parnther's.
35,413. I am speaking of a house that is called his
at Morant Bay; did he occupy that from time to
time —I was not often there with him, so I cannot

affairs ?–Yes.

say.

35,393. Giving you instructions how to act if
anything should happen to him —Yes.
35,394. Can you tell us the date when you got that

used to stop about three miles from Morant Bay when

letter from the Executive Committee –It was dated

on the 18th, I think you will find the date on it when

I received it, (letter read):

35,414. Were you ever there with him 2–Yes; I
he held his meetings.

35,415. Were you at a house at Morant Bay called
his f_No.

35,416. Never ?–No.

“Executive Committee Office,

35,417. I thought you said you were not always

“Madam,
12th December 1865.
“I am directed to forward to you the enclosed

there *—I was not always there, I stopped at Miss

packet of letters, written by Mr. Gordon while on

35,418. Did you always stop there?—I would
sometimes go there, and sometimes go on with him to

board the Wolverine.' I am to request that you will be
so good as to acknowledge the receipt of this packet.
“I am madam, your obedient servant,
“ W. R. MYERs.

“Mrs Gordon, care of Mrs. W. Shannon, Kingston.”
35,395. Do you recollect the date of Mr. Gordon's
letter —The 18th of October.

33,396. Have you got that letter with you ?—No.

35,397. Do you recollect the time of the Vere
meeting being held –It was held in September.

35,398. Do you recollect Mr. Gordon corresponding

Mrs.

M. J. Gordon.
-

35,401. (Mr. Gorrie.) That was from the Custos
of Vere, Mr. McKinnon, to Mr. Gordon in relation to
this meeting 2—Yes.

Please to write to Mr. Chamerovzow, Lord Brougham,
and Messrs. Hecknell, Du Bisson, and Co. I did not

THIRTY

FIFTH DAY.

Hennis.

the IRhine.

33,419. When he visited Morant Bay did he stop
at a house called his –I don't know that he had a
house there.

35,420. Are you quite sure you never went to a
house there which was his residence 2–No ; I don't
of any house belonging to Mr. Gordon at Morant

*
ay.

35,421. I mean whether it was his own house, or
whether he merely rented it or occupied it, was there
such a house ?—I am not aware of it.

with any of the authorities in Vere respecting that
meeting —When he had the invitation to go down
and take the chair he wrote to the Custos, and he got

with him 2–It is years and years since I have travelled

An answer.

in that district with him.

85,422. How often have you been to Morant Bay
-

4 Y 2
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often that you cannot remember

35,459. Then he had no property at all at Morant
Bay ?—I don't remember that he had.

35,424. Cannot you remember being in Morant
Bay with him when he was stopping there for a short

having property at the Rhine, and Cherry Garden, and

THIRTY
35,423. It is so
FIFTH IDAY. how often ?—Yes.
Mrs.
M. J. Gordon.
6 Mar. 1866.
--

35,460. You don't remember; you remember his

time?—I don't remember any house there that was

other places – There is a property called Spring,

really his. He had many friends there.
35,425. Without its being Mr. Gordon's was there
a house that went by his name called his 2–I don't

Blue Mountain Valley; he was agent for that.
35,461. You remember that, but don't you know he

know.

place at Morant Bay, but the lawyer can speak about
that ; it was a wharf that he began at Morant Bay.
35,462. Were there any buildings connected with

35,426. Would you not know if he had got a house
which he had rented and purchased at Morant Bay ?
—If it was, it was not a house that I would go to.
35,427. There was one that you would not go to ?—
I don't know if it was furnished sufficiently for that.

had a place at Morant Bay ?—There was a wharf

it 2–No.

35,463. No storehouse?—No, I don't know that;
I have not been there.
35,464. Do you sufficiently remember now when you

85,428. Then there was a house not sufficiently
furnished that he went to ?–I cannot tºll; I don't went from Cherry Garden, in June or July, to Morant
Bay where you put up –Passing through I stayed
iºnow any house that I used to go to with him.
35,429. Are you quite sure, whether his or not his, at Miss Scott's, went on to Bath, and spent the even
that there was some house he used for his own pur-

poses —I don't know ; I would not say positively,
35,430. When were you last there with him —I
think it was last June.

35,431. Did not you visit Morant Bay with him

ing with Doctor Major.
35,465. Is Miss Scott's close down to the seaboard?
—I don't exactly know.

yº You know where Miss Scott's house is ?—
3.5

rhorn Mi

is ?

*

35,467. Where is it?—A little out of the Bay.

after June 2–No.

35,432. Nor near Morant Bay ?—No ; June was
his last visit there, because he went in July and
August to the north side of the island.
l ?—

.nº
-

-

r

-

Was he never there after July 2—After

2 — N
. . . ; Not?
— No, not near there ; July and
35,434.
August were occupied in going round to the north
---

-

35,468. Towards Bath —It goes in a little; you
to come out a little, before you go to the broad
35,469. Was that the only house you ever went to

have
road
clvi

used 2–Yes.
stop at Morant
to visit Mr. Parnther.
?—Ithere
to 35,470.
He has Bay
a house
x

-

In the Bay –You can see the Bay from
, , 33,471.
October he was at Vere, and in October the his
side; inevent
house. ...
happened.

tragic

-

35,435. Where had he been after he was at Were 2

35,472. Was there a third house that you ever went
to 2–No, I don't know.

—Nowhere.

35,436. He must have been somewhere 2–He was
at home.

35,437. Where was that ?–Cherry Garden.

35,438. Is that in St. Thomas in the East —No,

35,473. Do you mean you have forgotten ?—I don't
remember going anywhere else.

35,474. Then you can say you never did; you never
did gº anywhere else?-Nº:
-

35,475. You came from Cherry Garden to Kingston

in St. Andrew's.

35,440. All the time 2—Yes.

9” Friday?—Yes; but I went back and came bººk
again on Saturday; I merely came down to drive Mr.
Gordon to the railway; he was coming to Spanish

35,441. And remained there until you came to

Town on business on Friday morning the 13th.

35,439. Were you with him at Cherry Garden –
—Yes.

Kingston —Yes, till I came to Kingston on the
Friday with him.

35,442. Was that a Friday in October 2—Yes.
35,443. Friday the 13th of October 2–Yes.

35,444. Had you been with him at Cherry Garden

35,476. He came on the 12th too?–Yes, he came

every day down to business.
35,477. To Spanish Town 2–No, he came on the
13th to Spanish Town.

35,478. Then had he been into Kingston everyday
in October, from the lst to the 12th ?–I think there

down to 13th October 2–Yes.

35,445. Had he been constantly resident at Cherry

was one Saturday he remained at home.
35,479. But otherwise if he was stopping at Cherry

Garden during October till the 13th –Yes.

35,446. And all September after he had been to

Garden he came down to Kingston –Yes.
35,480. He came every day that was a business day

Were f-Yes.

35,447. How far is Cherry Garden from Morant

Bay?—I don't know, I am sure ; Cherry Garden is
between six and seven miles from Kingston.

35,448. Is Cherry Garden on the road from Morant
Bay to Kingston *—No, not at all ; it is out of the

with him —Yes.

35,481. And the same during September 3–Yes:
35,482. Then he remained in Kingston from Friday
the 13th, or Saturday 14th, till the 17th —Yes,

35,483. Was he stopping at the same house you
were at 2–Yes.

way.

35,449. Up the high ground —A little, about a
35,450. Did he at other times reside at Cherry

35,484. Had he business premises in Kingston ?--

mile up the hill.

Yes.

Garden besides September and October which you

35,485. Was he attending there, do you know, on the
14th, 15th, and 16th?–Yes; he was not there on the
Monday.

have mentioned 2–Yes.

35,451. That was his ordinary residence —Yes.
35,452. He had several other houses in the island,
had he not ?—Yes.

35,453. Property that he was interested in 2—Yes.
35,454. Did he ever reside upon them?—Sometimes
he would like to stay awhile at York Castle.
35,455. And then at the Rhine and Mr. Lawrence's 2
—Yes; Mr. Lawrence occupied below, and Doctor

35,486. Not on the 16th ?–No.
35,487. Nor on the 17th 2–No.
35,488. Was he on the 14th 2–Yes.

35,489. The 14th was a Saturday ?—Yes, he was
35,490. When did you first learn that people were

seeking to apprehend him —On the Thursday whº
he came he said there seemed to be a great stir and
feeling about him.
35,491. Did you know then, as far as you. could
Major above.
35,456. And there was a house Mr. Gordon himself know, that people were seeking to apprehend him?—
used to go to ?—Yes, when he went to see Mr. Yes ; everybody had it to say that he was the origh
of it ; but of course he felt quite innocent, and he sº
Lawrence.
not so.
your last visit to Rhine 2 it was
35,457. Do you remember
35,492. Was anything said about his being taken
—Last June I think it was.
35,458. Was that the time you say you visited up on the 12th – It was rumoured all about that he
-

Morant Bay with Mr. Gordon –Yes.

ought to be taken.
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35,493. Did it reach you ?–Yes, it was just the
talk.

35,494. Did you come into Kingston on the 12th
—No, I was not in Kingston.

35,495. How did the talk reach you ?—The servant
was in town and she came up.

35,496. And told you what she had heard 2–Yes.
35,497. That was on the 12th —Thursday.
35,498. Then it first reached you in this fashion
through your servant on the 12th –Mr. Gordon came
up on the 12th, and said the outbreak at Morant Bay
was true that we had heard of on the Wednesday.

35,499. Had you heard that on the Wednesday ?—
Yes, Wednesday evening he brought the news.
35,500. You learnt it first from him —Yes.

35,517. Was there, when you got into Kingston,
appearances of a great excitement?—It rained so
heavily I cannot tell. It was on Sabbath afternoon,
when the steamer brought in the poor unfortunate
people, that there was great excitement.
35,518. The news of the events at Morant Bay was
rife in Kingston on Saturday ?—I don't know. I
called at no house, I simply called at my mother's,
and then went on to the store.

35,519. Did you not see anybody ?—I never saw
anybody to speak a word to.
35,520. Was there not great excitement in the
street 2—I did not see any.

35,521. Did you not see people speaking to one

35,502. Should you say, as far as your memory
goes, that on the Wednesday the servant commu

another?—No ; I was not in the heart of the city.
35,522. You were not in the thickly-inhabited
part —No.
35,523. You went only to the store that day ?—
Only to the store.
35,524. On the Sunday was there no conversation
or rumour about the events in Morant Bay —I did
not hear any, I went to church and came home.
35,525. Did you not meet any of your neighbours?

nicated the rumours about Mr. Gordon's apprehen

—No, I had no conversation with them.

sion, probably it must have been the 12th–did you
hear the day from your servant and from Mr. Gordon,

35,526. Do you mean you spoke to nobody in
Kingston all Saturday and Sunday ?—I spoke with
my mother and my husband.
35,527. Anybody else —I don't remember, except

35,501. Then the next day you learnt it from your
servant, and also from Mr. Gordon –It must have
been the Wednesday that the servant came up and
told me ; she was in town I know on Tuesday and

Wednesday, and she came up on the Wednesday
evening.

the subject of the rumour about his apprehension.
Was it the same day they both communicated the
subject to you ?—Mr. Gordon said that the feeling
seemed to be so strong to put a pistol to him and get
rid of him as they did the President of America.
35,503. Was that expression made use of by him
on the 12th, comparing himself to President Lincoln 7
—He just came up and said it in an off-hand sort of
way.

35,504. Was it on the 12th that he made use of
that expression ?–On Thursday the 12th.
35,505. Was it the first time when he communicated

to you the rumour of the attempt to arrest him that
he used that expression about the pistol and the
President of America 2–I think it was that day, the

Thursday.
35,506. Was that the first form of expression in
which he communicated to you about what he had

heard or thought, that they wished to take him up—
was that the form of expression that he first used ?–

I don't remember his saying anything besides that.
35,507. That would be the first expression he used
with regard to himself in the information he gave

the inmates of the house.

35,528. Iſad you no conversation, about what had
happened in Morant Bay ?—No.
35,529. Or one word about the probability that
Mr. Gordon would be taken up —I had not the most
distant expectation of the thing. I felt him to be so
thoroughly innocent that my mind was kept calm and
quiet.

35,530. On this Saturday and Sunday ?—Up to the
very day of the execution.
35,531. But I am speaking of this Saturday and
Sunday; what did you hear upon those days —I did
not hear anything.
35,532. But at that time you had already been told
by Mr. Gordon, before you left Cherry Garden, how
they would use him—did you think that remark was
unfounded on his part —I had no idea. I heard him
say it.
35,533. Did he not say that he heard there was
excitement against him in connexion with the news

at Morant Bay 2–He felt of course that he had

you?—I got the information on the Wednesday before. enemies around, his career brought him that ; he said
On Wednesday he brought up the news about the they attributed it to him, but he was well aware it
outbreak, and when he went to town on Thursday,

Was not S0.

he said, “IIow sorry I am to see such a bitter feeling

35,534. People told you this on the Thursday, you
came on Friday and Saturday into Kingston ; did you
not, having heard that, feel an interest to see whether
the people were excited about him *—No ; it rained
so heavily all day on Saturday that I saw no one.

“ against me, and it is so strong that they will think

“nothing of despatching me.”
35,508. That is what he said of himself and the

feeling, but when did you first hear that they were
seeking to apprehend him —I don't know ; it was on
the Monday that mamma came up and advised him to
go away. And he said no, he would not do anything
of the kind, it would look as if he was guilty.

35,509. Did you hear before that that people were
seeking to take him up 2–No, I had not heard any
thing. I was in the house. I did not hear the rumours
that were abroad.

35,510. Did no news reach the house where you

were living about what people were talking of in
Kingston before that Monday —No.
35,511. Or before you came into Kingston —No.
35,512. You left Cherry Garden finally to stop at

Kingston on the Saturday ?—I don't know that I

left finally, because I fully expected to go home on
the Monday.

35.535. Was not your interest excited in his safety 2
—It was not for me to go about and inquire ; I felt
quite quiet and calm, convinced of his innocency.
35,536. Yes; but if there was an evil spirit against
him, which he expressed by apprehending that a pistol
might be used, were you not alarmed about the feeling
which he said he had seen against him 2–It was no
common thing, Mr. Gordon had enemies for a long
time—he had a great many political enemies; it was
his career that brought them.
35,537. Just think about this Saturday and Sunday.
You left Cherry Garden, having been informed by
Mr. Gordon, your husband, about the ill-feeling against
him, and what he apprehended, you came to Kingston,
and you say that during Saturday and Sunday you
heard no such remark, and that you felt no interest to

35,513. But in fact you did not return on the
Monday ?–No.
35,514. Why not?—Because there was such an

go out and inquire—had you any fear upon those two

excitement in town.

the people treating him as they did President Lincoln,
you took no notice of the remark —No, I merely

35,515. Did that prevent your going back to Cherry
Garden –Yes, it did.
35,516. Was there excitement in

town

Saturday —Yes, Saturday and Monday.

on the

days *—No.
35,538. Then when he told you what he did, about

laughed at the remark.

35,539. You knew he had enemies, you say ?—Yes,
and he had them for some time.
4Y 3
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you thought there was no reason

35,541. Was he to have returned to Cherry Garden
with you on the Monday; did the plan of your going
include his returning with you ?–Yes, he was to

receiving people from the estates, and receiving his
bills and so on—post business.
35,572. Receiving the agents and managers of his
land P—Yes.

35,573. Do you know Mr. Lawrence, who managed

return after business.

the Rhine —Yes.

35,542. Why did he not return ?—Mamma came
and advised him to make his escape.

35,574. Had he several other agents —Mr. Law.
rence's son was agent for the Bogg at Portland.
35,575. Do you know of any others?—Warren at

35,543. What did he do —He did nothing ; it was
between 5 and 6 in the evening.
35,544. When she came –Yes.
35,545. On Monday he was not at his store, and

St. Dorothy.

35,576. Was Mr. Gordon during 1865 in any pecu.
niary difficulty—any financial difficulty —I don't

before that Monday your maid had told you of the

know that it was more serious in 1865 or 1864 or 1863

rumours which connected

or even in 1860.

Mr. Gordon

with

the

35,577. Was he in 1865 in financial embarrassment?

news at Morant Bay, and you stated that he told
you that before you left Cherry Garden —My ser
vant happened to be in town on the Wednesday,

—The depression of property brought him to that.
35,578. It brought him to financial embarrassment?

and she heard of the rumour and told me.

—Yes.

35,546. Did you not tell that to Mr. Gordon when

he told you what he did, that you had heard from
your maid the same thing 2—No, because they came
up together in the carriage.

35,547, What did she say ?—She said there was an
outbreak in Morant Bay ; a policeman was the first
man who brought the news.

35,548. What did she say about Mr. Gordon 2–I
don't remember. She just said that they had his name
all about, that was the way she explained it.
35,549. Nothing more ?—No.
35,550, You took no notice of what she said, or

what Mr. Gordon said : you heard nothing all Satur.
day and Sunday till the Monday morning ; did you
go out on the Monday ?—No, I did not.
35,551. Did he remain with you all Monday ?—
-

Yes.

35,552. At home 2 – At North Street.

35,553. On the Tuesday where did he go 2–No
where.

35,554. Remained at the same house 2–At the
same house ; on the Tuesday Dr. Fiddes came and

they went to the General, and on Wednesday he was
on board the “Wolverine.”

35,555. Had Mr. Gordon during 1865 been engaged
in land speculations, had he been purchasing land at

35,579. Had he been so from 1861 to 1865?–
Yes.

35,580. Had his difficulties increased in consequence,
as the time went on ?—No, he was rather sanguine,
he hoped that things would get better and he would
be able to get out of his difficulties.

35,581. Was it the fact that they were getting
rather worse than better, during 1865 especially?—
I did not perceive it was so.
35,582. Was he not pressing for payments of rents
from his lands —That is a very necessary thing.
35,583. Do you not know that he was in commu

nication with Mr. Lawrence trying to raise money
and to get the rents paid at once —Yes, because the
tenants are slow in paying their rents, when you are
depending upon them ; they are small, but it is the
number that makes up the amount.
35,584. Do you not know that he was putting those
tenants under pressure rather for payments of rents?
—No, he might tell Mr. Lawrence to get the year's
rent up, and not only one year, but two or three
years.

-

35,585. This is a letter you produce here to-day,

I

think 2–Yes.

35,586. This paper was attached to it?—Yes.

all ?—I don't know during 1865.

35,587. You know a bill when you see it—is this a
bill drawn by Mr. George William Gordon upon his

35,556. Do you know anything of his circumstances
—his private business –Yes.
35,557. Pecuniary I mean—his buying and selling

agent, Mr. Lawrence 2–Yes.
35,588. The letter explains the object of this, to

meet another bill that was running and becoming due?

transactions 2–I know, but it was so vast, it was a

—Yes.

difficult thing for me to understand all.
35,558. You knew, however, that he was engaged in

by Mr. Gordon upon his own agent; do you under

vast transactions —Oh, yes.

stand what an accommodation bill is, this is drawn

35,559. Did they relate to purchase of land and
other things —Yes, he bought a quantity of land.
35,560. What was the business he carried on at the
office in Kingston —It was more an office for writing
letters ; it used to be a liquor store in former days.
35,561. Had he ever used that office as a liquor
store ?—He used to sell rum by the puncheon.

upon his own account to be accepted by his own

35,562. He speculated in the spirit trade 7–Not
that alone, in flour and rice.
35,563. Did he buy and sell in the spirit trade, or

were they the produce of his land —Both ; many

years ago it used to be that, but when he got his own

35,589. This is a bill for 140l. drawn in October

agent 2–Yes.

35,590. And to be met by his own monies?—Yes.
35,591. Did you not know, then, that in October,
when he was about to draw for 140l. from a person

who could only supply the monies out of his (Mr.
Gordon's) pocket, that he was under financial pressure,
and when he took up another bill that was becoming
mature, does not that remind you that his circum
stances at that time may be described as pressing?—
(Not answered.)
35,592. After reminding you of this, can you state

jand he received his own produce.
35,564. How long did he go on in that business,
was he engaged in it during 1865?–Oh, no.
35,565. When did he give it up —I don't remem

just about this time, when this bill was drawn, the

ber.

were large debts standing against him?—I knew he
owed a very heavy debt to his agents in England.

35,566. Was it before 1865?–Yes, long before,
because he had a partner in his business, Mr. Thomp
n.

".567.

amount of debts standing against him —No.

35,593. You have not the slightest idea —No.
35,594. Did he never mention to you that there

35,595. What was the amount —I do not know.
35,596. About what amount –I cannot tell.

Was Thompson his partner during the year
1865?–No, not for years; he has been in Australia.

35,597. Was it more than 1,000l., was it counted by
hundreds or by thousands –By thousands; I cannº

35,568. Had he not a partner lately ?—No.
35,569. Had he given up the business of trading in

say; it had been accumulating, it was the interest and
compound interest. When he first got into the diff.

provisions —Yes.
35,570. He purchased land and sold produce 3–

8,000l. ; he was then in partnership with Mr. Thomp

Yes.

35,571. What was his business in his office at

Kingston —He used it as an office for writing, and

culties it was by coffee speculations, and he lost
son, and the agents wrote back to say they would never
press him as they knew the speculation was for their
good.

;
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35,598. Did the 8,000l. apply to what he owed the

agents in England 2–Yes.
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know. I know there was a bill of accommodation, it
is a general thing I believe amongst gentlemen here.
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35,607. I am talking of Mr. Gordon's transactions?

35.599. Did the total amount to upwards of

Mrs.

30,000l. —I cannot know, I cannot tell.

—I fancy he followed it up when it was necessary.

35,600. Did you ever hear the sum mentioned ?–
No but if it was that, it would be the interest and the
compound interest.

35,608. You know of other accommodation bills 2
—There is one that he mentions in that letter, which

I got six weeks after ; I believe he mentions one or

M. J. Gordon.
6 Mar. 1866.
-

two there,

35,601. Do you recollect when this coffee specula
tion took place —No ; but there are gentlemen who
would be better able to tell you.
35,602. Who could tell me if I wanted to know 2–
I think Mr. Bravo.

35,603. Alexandre Bravo –Yes.
35,604. You mean Mr. Bravo, the auditor general 2
—Yes.

35,609. Other bills had been mentioned by him in
letters ?—Yes, that he wished to have squared.
35,610. Have you got those letters at home 2–Yes,
this one letter of 15 pages.
35,611. Written on board the “Wolverine º’—
Yes.

i

35,612. And that refers to other accommodation

º

bills —I think there is one there mentioned.

35,605. Had you been aware that similar accom

35,613. Are there other accommodation bills men

modation bills had been drawn from time to time by

tioned 2–I don't know whether they are accommo

Mr. Gordon —I don't know.

dation bills.

35,606. To take up outstanding bills —I do not

35,614. But bills 2–Yes.

The witness withdrew.
Mrs.
A. Shannon.

Mrs. ANN SHANNON sworn and examined.

35,615. (Mr. Payne.) Where do you reside 2–In
Church Street, Kingston.
35,616. Do you remember the outbreak in Saint
Thomas in the

East 2–I heard of it first on the

Thursday, through a letter in the paper.
35,617. What was Mr. Gordon's state of health at

the time of the outbreak —He was very poorly, and
had been for some time.

35,618. Do you remember anything connected with
his illness on Monday the 9th 2–His servant called
at my house with a bottle, and said she was going for
a doctor.

I said, “Is Mr. Gordon still ill ?” and

she said, “Yes, he is still very poorly.” He had
been suffering from an abscess in his arm ; the doctor
was obliged to lance it. More particularly his illness
was a severe cough.
35,619. After the outbreak was there great excite
ment caused, was he attacked very much in Kingston :
—Well, I was engaged with my school, and I did not

hear a great deal, except that letter in the paper.
35,620. What letter was that ?—A letter accusing

him of being the originator of the outbreak.
35,621. Was that letter signed “A Briton " ?—

Yes, it was published in the paper by Mr. Beckwith.
35,622. (Commission.) What paper was it *—It is

no longer, happily, in existence—the “Tribune.”
35,623. When was that ?–Thursday the 12th.
35,624. The day after the outbreak —Yes, it was
shown to me in the afternoon. It had been printed
in the morning, and it was that that caused the great
excitement about Mr. Gordon, and nothing else.

house; they had been in the bush, and the excitement
was so great, saying that it was all Mr. Gordon, that
I went over on the Sunday to see these young ladies,
and they told me the excitement there was about
Mr. Gordon.

35,633. These were the refugees from the Morant
Bay district that had come up —Yes, they were just
opposite my house.
35,634. Then, in consequence of that, did you go and
see Mr. Gordon —Yes, and begged him to go away.
35,635. Was that on the Sunday ?–Yes, I heard
of the excitement on the Sunday. I was not aware
he was in town. The day after a gentleman called at
my house and advised me to tell him to go away.
35,636. Who was that gentleman –I don't know,
but on the Friday before a gentleman wrote me a letter.
It was at the time of martial law, and he told me, “I am

“ not safe or you if this letter is seen, but advise Mr.
“ Gordon to go away. I don't believe the charge. I
“ believe he is innocent, but tell him to get away.” I
showed it to Mrs. Gordon and said, “Where is George "

She said, “I have just driven him to the train.” I said,
“Oh, do tell him to go away, the excitement is so great
“ against him.” She said, “Why should he be afraid
“ he has not done anything, he is not going to-day.”
I said, “I know, Maria, he is not guilty, I know him
“ too well, but look at this letter.”

35,637. Did she look at the letter when you invited
her to read it —Yes, and she said, “Oh, nonsense,
what has he done : ” I said, “I know he has done
“ nothing, but it is not what he has done, but it is

People are too apt to believe what is put in the “what they say of him.” I know he had many
papers. I felt very much agitated upon seeing that enemies, although he had more friends than enemies.
letter. I was engaged with my school. I have kept On the Saturday he was at his store, on the Sunday
he was at church.
school nearly 30 years in Kingston.
35,638. (Commission.) But you said you did not
35,625. Did Mr. Gordon take any steps about that
letter?—He wrote, I believe ; he said he wished the
author of that letter, that he could not fight with a
shadow, he must see the substance. Mr. Beckwith's

know he was in the town on the Sunday, have you
ascertained that since – Yes, that he was in the
town on the Sunday.

35,639. (Mr. Gorrie.) Tell us what took place on
35,626. (Mr. Gorrie.) Do you mean that was a the Monday?–On Monday I went to him, I begged him

answer to it was, “I will see to it.”

letter sent to Mr. Beck with ?–Yes.

and implored him to go away, and he looked at me and

35,627. Through Mr. Airey —I don't know said, “Why should you wish me to go away, do you
wish to make me appear as if I was guilty?” I said,
whether it went through Mr. Airey.
35,628. Do you recollect anyone coming to your “No, I know you are not guilty, but I don't know
house at any time in search of Mr. Gordon?—Yes, “ what may be the consequences if you are taken ;
Mr. Nairne came.

“ they will endeavour to rescue, and I don’t know
*

35,629. The inspector 2–Yes.

‘what will be the consequence ; if you don't go for

35,630. What date was that 7–Tuesday morning.

“ your own sake, go for others.”

I thought it was about 10 o'clock, but Mrs. Gordon
told me it was 9 o'clock.

35,631. Had you seen Mr. Gordon previously?—

I saw him on the Monday.
35,632. Will you tell us what took place –There
Was a great excitement; some of my pupils in fact

came to Kingston in the vessel in a most deplorable
state. I had to give them some clothes from my

He said, “If it is

“ for the tranquillity of society I will keep myself
“ quiet for a day or two, but to go away to make
“myself guilty I never will.” I tried all I could,
but it was no use ; I besought him with tears in

my eyes to keep himself quiet, and he said he would.
On the Tuesday Mr. Nairne came into my house
and asked for Mr. Gordon, and I said, “You could

“ scarcely expect to find Mr. Gordon here. This is
4 Y 4
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“ not the place to look for him.” I went with him

tell you ; I don't know anything about it; I have not
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all over the house, and he went to the back gate and
told a policeman, “Now go to Cherry Garden.”
35,640. (Commission.) You were not asked where
he was 2–I believe they did ask me ; I cannot tell
whether they did or not ; if they had asked me, and

travelled in Jamaica.

-

Mrs.

A. Shannon."
6 Mar, 1866.

35,647. Do you mean you have never seen it?—I
have never seen it.

35,648. Was it your property —Yes, it was
bought with my money.

I had known, I think I should not have told them.

35,649. By whom ?—Mr. Gordon bought it for me.

35,641. You did not say to them, “Don’t go to
Cherry Garden, he is not there” —No.
35,642. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you see Mr. Gordon on
the Tuesday before he went to the General's 2–No,

35,650. When 2–About six years ago.

35,651. You know nothing about it?–No, I had
some cattle that I wanted to send up; it is an
excellent place for cattle.
35,652. Did you ever receive any income from the

Incver saw him again.

property —Yes, I received a little when anything

35,643. I think you have since learned that there
were certain depredations committed upon your
property at Spring during martial law —Yes, they

was sold. It owes a good deal of money now. I
bought it, and I gave it in a deed of trust to

have ruined me almost.

Mrs. Gordon.

I was to receive the interest of it as

long as I lived.
Jamaica, and I will say before God I have never had
35,653. What did you receive —I was to receive
an angry word from Mr. Gordon; my own son never five per cent.
could have treated me more kindly. I could have
35,654. What did you receive?—I can't say
sold Spring, but they have burnt the house down. exactly. I have not received much lately. I have
not cared much about it.
They burnt 13 houses.
35,655. What was the sum paid for it?–260l.
35,644. (Commission.) Where is Spring 2—In
There was no great house on it then ; the house has
Saint Thomas in the East.
35,645. Whereabouts –About seven miles I think been put on it since, built with the wood that came
off the property. I did not care ; as long as I am able
from the Bay.
35,646. On the road to Bath —Yes, I could not to work, I can do pretty fairly.
I have worked 30 years in

The witness withdrew.

A. Deleon.

ſ

AMELIA DELEON (black) sworn and examined.
35,666. Do you mean that it had been stolen before,
35,656. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were you servant to Mr.
Gordon in October last 2–Yes.
or that the policemen stole it —No, it was stolen
35,657. Do you recollect any persons coming to before.
35,667. Did you remain in the house afterwards
the house after the Morant Bay disturbances had
occurred 2–Yes.
—Yes, I did. Mr. Nairne asked if there was any
35,658. What day of the week was it *—Tuesday; thing to drink. I said, “No.” He went to look in
they took Mr. Gordon at 5 o'clock in the morning. I the press to see if anything was hid. I said, “Don’t
break the press—I have the key.” I took the key,
hcard a talking in the yard.
35,659. Who came 2—Two policemen. I don't opened the press, and he found nothing.
know them.

35,668. When did you leave Cherry Garden?—I

I made haste and went out to see what

was the matter. I asked what was the matter. They left on Wednesday.
said, “Nothing ; we were only riding by, and we feel
35,669. The next day?—Yes.
35,670. You don't know what became of Cherry
thirsty and called in for a drink of water.” I gave
the water. They asked me for a little fire, and I gave Garden after that ?—No; two Volunteers said that I
them the fire.
must not weep, for George William's face I'll never
35,660. Did a larger body of police come subse see, his voice I’ll never hear, and I never saw him
again since that.
quently under charge of Inspector Nairne —Yes.
35,661. What occurred after Mr. Nairne came 2–
35,671. (Mr. Walcott.) Was anything removed
About 11 o'clock in the day Mr. Nairne came with
Cherry Garden the day before, on the Monday?

*

some policemen. I can't number them.

--IN O.

35,662. Volunteers ?—Two Volunteers and Mr.
35,672. Nothing removed out of the house on
McNeil. I was ironing in the house and I heard the Monday?—No.
footsteps.
35,673. Are you quite sure ?–Quite sure.
35,663. Did they search the house —I ran to see
35,674. (Commission.) Had anybody been for Mr.
what was the matter, and I heard, “Stop ! if you run Gordon on the Monday ?—No, I did not see anybody.
I will shoot you,” and I turned round and saw that a Y. 35,675. Were you the only person in the house?Volunteer was outside.

Mr. Nairne met me at the

door and asked me, “Where is Mr. Gordon 2 ” I said,
“He is not here.” He said, “Where is he 7” I said,
“He is in town.” He said, “That's a lie ; if you
tell me a lie I will take off your head.” I said, “You
“ can’t take off my head. He is not here; you can
“ look about.” And they went in his bedroom and
all over his house.

es.

35,676. On the Monday ?–On the Monday.

§7. Are you sure

nothing had been removed?

--IN O.

N

35,678. Not a single person had been there?–No.
35,679. Had you taken anything away yourself

0.

Mr. Nairne opened the safe and

Had anybody been up himself,
35,680.
to the house
after
said, “Is this a safe which shows a man is not in his they
left for Kingston —No, only
going and
house.”

35,664. There was food in it, I suppose ?—Yes. I coming.
said, “Mr. Gordon is living in the country, but he - LeS.

-

$ºl. He went to Kingston and came back again?

always provides for his house.”
35,665. Did you hear any observation made by them
about Mr. Gordon's fate 3–I went in the bedroom,
and one of the Volunteers asked me, “Whose bed

35,682. Did he take anything down —No, only *
bottle of milk.

35,683. Was any message sent up to send down

room is this f" putting his hands on the posts of the anything 2–No.
35,684. Are you sure of that?—Yes,
bed. I said, “It’s Mr. Gordon's.” He said, “This
35,685. Neither the Saturday, nor the Sunday, nºr
bed he will never lay in again.” I said nothing to
him. They asked me if there was anything to drink. the Monday ?–No.
35,686. Did you send anything down?–0ml. "
I said, “No.” By this time he asked me if Mr. Gordon
of milk I sent down every morning.
had any loaded pistol or anything in his house. I bottle
And nobody came up 2–In the evening
35,687.

said, “No, I have never seen him with anything but
a gun, but they stole it.”

the

boy returned who took down the milk, my brother.
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35,688. Did anybody come besides him —No.
35,689. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did anything happen to that
boy –I sent him down on Tuesday, and I never saw
him until the Thursday, I went to the cage and saw
him. They took him.

35,690. You found he had been imprisoned ?–Yes'

THIRTY.
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for five days.

35,691. What was his name —John Ashley. ..
35,692. (Commission.) Is he your brother ?–Yes.

A. Deleon.
6 Mar. 1866.

35,693. Are you married ?–No.

The witness withdrew.
Dr.

Dr. Robert GEORGE BRUcE recalled and examined.

R. G. Bruce,

35,694. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were you at the Underhill
meeting at Vere held in the summer of last year –
Yes,

35,695. That was a meeting at which the late Mr.
Gordon attended ?–Yes.

35,720.
35,721.
35,722.
up on the

Who was the chairman —Mr. Gordon.
Who opened the meeting 2—Mr. Gordon.
You were not on the platform —I went
platform to return thanks.

35,723. Mr. Gordon addressed the meeting, did he

35,696. Do you recollect how that meeting was
called 2–The first intimation I had of the meeting

not ?—Yes.

was I saw it in the newspapers.

Mr. Gordon uttered —Yes.

35,697. Was it by means of a requisition ?—By re

quisition to his honour the Custos.
35,698. Did you see the requisition to the Custos ?
—I did not.

35,699. Were you present at the meeting 2–Yes.
35,700. Can you tell us whether Mr. Górdon said
anything about Ilayti in the course of his speech —
No one spoke about Hayti at that meeting.
35,701. Did you hear Mr. Gordon mention the word
“Hayti" in his speech —No.
35,702. If he had made use of any such expression
as “they should do as they have done in IIayti"
would you have heard it —I was close to him, I
should have heard it.

35,724. Were you in a position to hear every word
35,725. And you undertake to swear that Mr. Gor
don did not say, “We must do as they have done in
Hayti"?—No, I undertake to swear positively he did
not, or any other man at the meeting. That is an old
cry here about Hayti, it is never mentioned.

35,726. How do you reconcile that ?—What I mean
to say is, that when they used to have meetings to
prevent their bringing emigrants to this country, they
used to write to the newspapers and say, they are

doing as they do in Hayti; that cry was always raised
by the planters.
35,727. Did you oppose the introduction of immi
grants into the island 2–Yes, I attended two or three

name of William Robinson Peart and James Fyfe

meetings to petition the House of Assembly that
immigrants should not be allowed to come at the

Humber 2–Yes, I know them both.

expense of the island.

33,704. In what position of life are they 3–They
are book-keepers of Mr. Daniel Callaghan.
35,705. Are they still book-keepers on that pro

35,728. And you say the cry is always raised about
Hayti ?—Yes, by the planters.

perty — They are overseers now.

No.

35,703. Do you know two persons in Vere of the

35,706. They were not reporters ?—No reporters
at all.

33,707. Did you happen to see them at the meet
ing —I saw them both.

*

35,729. And there was no foundation for it 2–

35,730. What were their complaints about 2–
Always about wages, stoppage of wages; they were

always quarrelling about the stopping of their money."
35,731. Were there any meetings held at which the

35,708. Did you see them taking notes or anything
of that kind *—No, I did not see them taking notes.
35,709. Were any of the Baptist missionaries at the

labourers attended, and at which you addressed them
about the immigration ?–No, there was no such meet
ings at all held where I gave them any such address.

meeting, Dr. Bruce 2–No.

I had no power.

35,710. (Mr. Walcott.) Did you receive a letter
from Mr. Sidney Levien, dated il th of September
—I have been in correspondence with Mr. Sidney
Levien, but I do not remember the date of his letters.

35,711. Did you receive one about the time or a
little after the Underhill meeting at Vere, of which

you have just spoken —Yes, I did.

35,712. Did you receive a letter of which this is a
copy (producing a letter dated 11th of September
1866)?—I believe this is a fair copy.
35,713. This passage is in that letter : (Read) “I
“ could scarcely command vital thought enough yes

I attended some.

35,732. And you say at this meeting nothing was

said about Hayti —No ; Hayti has been the cry of
the planters for the last 35 or 36 years.
35,733. (Commission.) Have you been long resident
in Vere *—39 years.
35,734. Are they quiet and good people in Were 2–
Very quiet and good people.

35,735. Have they any complaints, there that you
know of 2–About wages. It is a dry parish, and
when it is dry weather the planters have no work to

give them, and then they are in a starving condition
from want of work.

“terday to do justice to your meeting, and, against

35,736. Don't you think that these meetings have a

“ the wish of William, I wrote the feeble editorial that
“appeared, to second the noble exertions of the Vere
“ people. All I desire is, to shield you and them from
“ the charge of anarchy and tumult which, in a short

yery bad effect upon the people —Your Excellency,
I do ; and I wrote to Mr. Gordon, but my letter has
been destroyed. I wrote him that I would attend no

“time, must follow these fearful demonstrations. How

more meetings, because I did not like the way in which
he spoke, and I told him if he wished to correspond

“I succeeded you must judge for yourself.” Was that

with me he must pay the postage of his letters.

Sentence in that letter 2–I believe so.

35,714. Whereabouts were you sitting or standing
at this meeting at the Alley at Vere —I was
standing.
35,715. Whereabouts in the room ?—It was an
open-air meeting under a tree.

35,716. Was there any place where the chairman

took a seat?—Yes, they managed to make a platform
for the chairman.

35,737. When was that ?—The very post after he
left.

35,738. Left where 7–Left the meeting.
35,739. The meeting at the Alley —Yes.
35,740. Was that the first time you ever wrote to
him in that way about the meetings —That was the
first time. He sent to me asking if he could stop at
my house; I said, “Yes,” That was the first letter I

35,717. Were you standing on the platform —I got

wrote to him after the meeting. I knew him as a
member of the House of Assembly ; I knew him

up to return thanks for a resolution that they passed

before, but as a public officer I had no wish to attend

for my kindness to the people.

these meetings, and I wrote to him that I would attend
no more meetings. Mrs. Gordon told me she destroyed

35,718. That was at the close of the meeting 7–
es.

the letters.

35,719. Were you not on the platform when the
35,741. Did you give him any reason why you
would not attend the meetings —Because I was
chairman opened the proceedings?–No.
*
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too old, and I did not wish to meddle more with

meetings formerly upon other occasions?—Yes, yout

Dr.
R. G. Bruce.

politics.
35,742, Do you not think it would be much better

to let the people alone than to excite them by speeches

Excellency.
35,763. Did they also abuse the Government at
those meetings —No.

6 Mar. 1866.

at these meetings —Yes.
35,743. What office do you hold in the parish 7–I
am the Coroner of the parish, and I am a medical man.
I was the medical practitioner of the Were police, but
His Excellency Governor Eyre, when he arrested me,
took away my office.
35,744. But don't you think it is rather an indecent
thing to make speeches against the Government 2–
I made no speeches against the Government.
35,745. But being there, and sanctioning it with
your presence –Yes.
35,746. And you made a speech there 2–I returned
thanks for their resolution.

35,747. Did you not introduce Mr. Gordon to the
meeting 2—Yes.
35,748. Was this your speech, Dr. Bruce (reading):
“My friends, Mr. Gordon has come to Vere for the
“ purpose of hearing your grievances and advising

“ you. I hope you will speak your mind freely. . I
“hope there are no cowards here ; you will be
“ allowed to say whatever you think proper. Mr.
“ Gordon is a friend of the people, and I, you know
“ what I am. I must now conclude, gentlemen, by
“ calling Mr. Gordon to the chair. Three clicers for
“Mr. Gordon”?—That is not my speech. I never
mentioned cowards, or anything of that kind. I
simply introduced Mr. Gordon as a gentleman. I
knew him to be their friend, and a good man, and
I hoped they would hear what he had to say to them,
and that they would behave themselves; but as to
cowards, or what I was, I said nothing.

35,764. Not at all ?–No.

35,765. This was the first time, in fact 2—That was
the first.

35,766. Were there any more remarks in the speech
that you objected to ?—The speech was against the
Government and against the administration of justice
in the island generally.

35,767. What was said about that ?—That the peo.
ple had no justice, that they were robbed of their
wages, and that they were starving and without
clothes.

35,768. Were those the parts that you also referred
to, when you wrote and said you did not like the
way in which he spoke *—Those are the parts that
I referred to, and I said I would have nothing more to
do with any meetings.
35,769. Because you did not like the way in which
he spoke —Yes.
35,770. Are those parts you have mentioned the
parts you did not like —I did not tell him the parts,
35,771. But in your own mind were those the
parts that you were referring to, when you said you
did not like the way in which he spoke –Yes,

35,772. Have you mentioned all that you recollect?
—Yes, I believe that I have left nothing out.
35,773. You heard his speech that day?—Yes,
35,774. You introduced Mr. Gordon —Yes,

35,775. You spoke yourself?—Yes.
35,776. And several others spoke also?—Yes,
35,777. Just tell us what he did say, can you give us
any part of it —I can remember well; he dwelt upon
-

35,749. But do you think it a proper thing for a the want of work, the misery and starvation that
public officer, drawing salary from the Government, there was in Vere and many other parishes; he said
to attend a meeting where the object is to find fault that Vere was the worst parish he had yet been in
with the Government and to find fault with the pro he told the people that he would send home their
ceedings —I do not.
grievances to Her Majesty the Queen through the
35,750. You do not think it a proper thing —I do Governor, and that they must be quiet and peaceable,
not.

and that everything would come right.

35,751. (Mr. Walcott.) Did Mr. Gordon apply to

you to lend your house for the purpose of this meet
ing 2–I don't remember whether he applied to me for
my house, because my house is away in the bush.
35,752. Did he do so —I don't remember.
35,753. Do you remember what answer you gave
him 2–What do you allude to ? I remember well

35,778. Is that all you recollect —That is all I
recollect.

35,779. That is what you found fault with ?–Yº,
35,780. What do you understand by the cry, “Dº
as they do in Hayti ?”—It has no significance at
here—it means to cut the white people's throats.

telling him that I had no house at the Alley, but that

35,781. What do you understand by the tººl
when it is used ?–It is that they are to kill the while

Mrs. Bruce had a house there, and that he had better
ask whether Mr. Shaw and the tenant there would be

people.

willing that the meeting should take place there or in
the yard under a tree. I remember that.

throats —Yes.

35,783. That is what you understand by it ?–Yes,

35,754. You did not refuse for any particular pur

pose which you mentioned to Gordon

at the time —

*

35,782. That they are to cut the white peºple's
35,784. You say you heard Gordon speak, and *
did not use that phrase ?—Yes.

No, I did not.

-

35,785. Have you sufficient memory to say he tº

35,755. You say you wrote to Gordon that you
disapproved of his speech at this meeting ?—No, I did

not make use of those words 2—My memory "
excellent.

not say that.

35,786. As to this particular speech 7–Yes.

35,756. Did you not say in answer to a question
from His Excellency, that you disapproved of Gordon's

speech 2–No, I disapproved of the meeting.
35,757. (Commission.) You said you would not

35,787. Have you given us all that he spºº "
this occasion?—I bave not given you all, I could "
remember a long speech.

-

35,788. You don't recollect all you heard that dº

attend any more meetings because you did not like

the way in which he spoke 2–Yes.
35,758. What was it that you did not like, did not

—I was there, and Hayti was not mentioned.

approve of 2–Because he was speaking against the

—No, I do not.

-

35,789. Do you recollect now all that he idº'
35,790. Should you recognize any part of it iſ I
--

--

Government and Governor Eyre.

35,759. Just tell me what that was 2—He said that
Governor Eyre was a bad man, and he said that the

read it to you ?–Yes.

-

Is thisto-day
what he
“Myfriº
(reading),
“I35,791.
am here
to said
discuss
the merits
of Dr.

Queen's advice, the proclamation sent by Governor
“Underhill's letter; we applied to the Custos for tº

Eyre, was not true, that it was not the Queen's
advice, but it alluded to the people of Saint Ann's.
35,760. Was that all —I think that was the worst

“ use of the Court-house, but he refused, saying that
“ no magistrate or vestryman had signed the appli

part of it.

“cation.” Did he say that ?—Yes.
-

35,761. That was all you objected to ; you did not
like the way in which he spoke 3–I did not like the
way in which he spoke, because, as a public officer, I
could not attend meetings abusing the Government.
35,762. Had you been in the habit of attending other

35,792. “We petitioned the Governor; he is alº
“man, my friends; what did he do but send over th

“‘ petition
to believe,
Attorney-General
adviº
who, I firmlythe
my dear friends,foris his
not sound:
4.

and he gave it as his opinion that the Custos wº

—
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“ to the Secretary of State and Lord Brougham that
“I have been in Vere, and state the distress of the
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35,793. “Let me inform you that the magistrates

“ people.” He said that –Yes.
35,315. “I was told by some of you that your

Dr.
R. G. Bruce.

“ right to refuse the Court-house, and lºad it
“ power to do so.” Did he say that ?–Yes.

-

... and vestrymen are your trustees for the Court-house.
(A voice, Tue plan

“ overseer said that if any of you attended this meeting

* ters.") It is your right and privilege : yºu pay

“ they would tear down your houses.”—He said

... Who elects the vestrymen?

... taxes and your money purchases the Court-house.”
Did he say that ?—Yes.
.,5,794. “The Governor is a bad man, and he

6 Mar. 1866.
--

that.

-

35,816. “Tell them that I, George William Gordon,
say they dare not do it "-Yes.
35,817. “It is tyranny ?”—He said that.

“ sanctions everything done by the higher class, to
“ the oppression of the poor negroes.” l)id he say
that ?—Yes.

35,795. That was one of the parts you dis
approved —Yes.

35,818. “You must do what Hayti does f"—No,
not a word of that ; there are 20 respectable men
who will swear to that, and only two book-keepers

35,796. “Now, my friends, a few words as to the
“ rates of wages, and how you are treated by your
“ employers; the money that is said to go for the
“ cultivation of the properties goes in other ways,
“ which you ought to perceive.” Did he say that ?—

who have lately been made overseers who have sworn
to the other.

35,819. Are you so confident of his speech that
you can say that the passage last read was no part of
the speech delivered then –No part at all ; Hayti
was never mentioned.

35,820. Were you so attentive all the time as to be

Yes.

35,797. “My people get 9s. per week; what

do you get?”—He never said that; he did not
say anything at all about what he gave his
people.
35,798. How can you say that this is not a part
that you have not recollected 2–13ecause I know

certain whether such a sentence was uttered or not ?
—Yes, I was.

35,821. Did he say this, “You have a bad name
now but you will have a worse then *"—No, he did
not at all, he did not mention Hayti at all,

35,822. That is not what I mean, did he say, “This

I would remember that.

35,799. You think you would recollect that ?—
I am sure I would. He said all you have read,
except that part about how much he paid his
people.
35,800. Did he ask them, “What do you get f"—
Yes.

35,823. And then did he go on and say, “You have
a bad name now but you will have a worse then *—
No, he did not say that.
35,824 Would you have recollected it if he had
said so 2–Yes,

-

-

al
--

35,825. Did you do anything but introduce Mr.

35,801. “Several voices, ‘2s. 6d., 2s., 1s., and 9d.

“ per week, and sometimes none at all.’”
said 2–Yes.

is tyranny?”—Yes.

Was that

-

35,802. Then did he go on, “What is the price of
rice at the Alley " Was that asked 2–Yes.
35,803. And a voice said “7%d. for 7 gills "-

Gordon to the meeting 2–I introduced Mr. Gordon
to the meeting. I did not know it was to be held
at all ; the first notice I had was I saw it in the
newspapers.

35,826. But you only introduced Mr. Gordon to the
meeting and returned thanks afterwards 2—Yes.

-

º

Yes.

35,827. Did you afterwards say, speaking of this

35,804. “It can be purchased in England at 1 d.
or 2d. per quart.” Did he compare the price in

meeting... I gave it them yesterday at the Alley right

England of rice with the price in Jamaica —Yes.

that kind.

35,805. And did he say that the people in England
were better of than the people of Jamaica –Yes.

and left "-I do not remember anything at all of

35,828. Remember what ?—About giving it to

35,806. Did he say, “Look at your clothes, half of them right and left.
“you are naked, your children and yourselves cannot
“ go to church for the want of clothes; that is a

“ serious question ; the people of this parish ought to
“be paid 12/. per year. The coolies get rich because
“ they work continually.” Did he say that ?—Yes.
35,807. “But you do not. (A voice, ‘The planters
alter the bargains, charge us twice, and give us only
“ half.')”—Yes, that was said in reply to what Mr.
--

Gordon said.

-

35,829. But did you give that explanation of it
the next day?—Not that meeting at all.
Alley —No.

35,831. Did you write this letter to Mr. Phillips,
“My dear sir, many thanks for your kindness. I am
“ glad your little one is doing well. I gave it to them

Callaghan's overseers who threatened to kick me, and
I brought him before the magistrates and had him

“ that is said to be the Queen's advice is all trash ;
“it is no advice of the Queen's at all f"—I believe

punished.

that was said.

Alley —No, not at all, it refers to one of Mr.
Callaghan's overseers.

y

in Vere that are loyal and serve their God.” Is

35,833. But it says, “I gave it to them yesterday at
the Alley "-Yes, because I took up Mr. Robert
Russell, who is a magistrate, for using abusive language

35,811. “Mr. Price and a few others that I could

35.83% What day of the week was this meeting
hºld --I think it was on the 4th of September

“name are worthy men. These gentlemen love their
“ people, but the gentlemen in Vere won't speak to

º

35,832. Does that not refer to your speech at the

that what you heard 2–Yes.
35,810. “The people in Vere are in a very low
state and very much oppressed. Educate your
children, and in time they will be able to take the
“leading posts in the country : "-Yes.
**

-

“ yesterday at the Alley right and left 2"—I believe
I wrote that letter, but that alluded to one of Mr.

35,808. Then did Mr. Gordon go on, “They report

s:

º

.*

“ to the Queen that you are thieves. The notice

35,809. “I am glad to say that there are a few men

-

35,830. Did you attend any other meeting at the

and threatening to kick me.

35,834. But was that at the Alley –Yes, the
Court is at the Alley.

º
-

(Monday).
º

“you.” Was that said 2–Yes.

35,812. “I have been told tºy a great many of you

35,836. What day did the magistrates meet 2—
Saturday.

:
I

-

-

that the planters work on Sundays, distilling rum.”

Did he say that ?–Yes.
35,813. “Why you are putting ſire to your own
“souls. Others of you, who stickle at the price
“offered, are ordered to leave the property. Sabbath

“breaking is bringing down the curse of Heaven
“ upon Vere.” Was that also what he said 2–Yes.

35.814. “What is to become of you as a people
“what is to become of your children : I will write

35,837. Is the Alley a village —Half-a-dozen
houses.

35,838. And the Court-house among them —Yes,
there is a church and a police station among them.
35,839. That explains that ; it is right you should
have an opportunity of explaining one or two other
things—do you know a person of the name of James
Riddle 2–Yes.

35,840. Were you at his house a few days after the
4 Z 2
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outbreak at Morant Bay ?—I was at the Alley, Mr. that she and her sister would soon be glad to have
Skinner has got a tavern there.
35,841. Did you have your breakfast in the room
of James Riddle on Saturday the 14th 2–Yes.

black men for their husbands?—I am certain I did

35,842. Is it true, when they were talking about
the outbreak in Saint Thomas in the East, that you
said, talking of it, “That they took the wrong way to

said there would be no white men left in 30 or 40
years.

not say that to them, because I would not insult the

young ladies, whom I had known from children. I
35,852. Do you remember Miss Douglass saying,

do it, they should have set the fire stick "-Your “Why do you say that, Dr. Bruce,” and you said, “Be.
Excellency and the Royal Commissioners, I must tell “cause there will be nowhite men left, they will be gone
“home, gone somewhere, or gone to the devil?”—No,
you that this Mr. Riddle
35,843. Just answer the question first 2–I did not I did not say that.
35,853. Had you a paper of names of persons
say it.
35,844. Did you say anything of the sort — enlisted for the Volunteers ?–No.
Nothing of the sort.
35,854. Was there no such paper amongst your
35,845. Did you say anything about the way in papers?—That is the paper that was found among
which the matter had been conducted in Morant Bay? Mr. Phillips’ papers.
—Nothing at all. Mr. Riddle is a carpenter, a poor
35,855. Is that Mr. Alexander Phillips?—Yes,
man, who is stupid, and tried to destroy my character
35,856. Had you not among your papers a paper in
by saying that I was the father of a young lady's his handwriting which purported to be the names of
child, many years ago; he would swear anything.
enlisted as Volunteers ?—I found that paper
35,846. Did you at any time say that the rebels persons
among mine, after getting them from Mr. Kemble.
were fools for attempting to destroy the white and
35,857. A list of men able and who ought to enlist
coloured people in the way they were doing—the themselves
in the rebellion in St. Thomas in the East:
better way would be to go throughout the island and
—It
is
a
list
that Mr. Phillips made out of men who
massacre the whole of them ; that the blacks should
go to each estate in parties and murder them all ?— were able and ought to serve as Volunteers.
-

35,858, Was that among your papers before you

I never said a word of that.

35,847. Or any part of it?—No.
35,848. Did you say anything about the Maroons

having joined the rebels —I don't know; I don't
think I ever said anything about the Maroons, for I
don't know anything at all about them. I was arrested
on the 23rd.

were apprehended ?–No.
35,859. It was amongst the papers that were
restored to you ?–Yes; but the paper was taken at
Mr. Phillips' house, and since he was acquitted I
asked him what it meant, and he told me.

I did not know the Maroons were out at

35,860. There are two papers, one the names of

all.

persons enlisted for the Volunteers, and the other

35,849. Did you say that if there was a riot in
Vere, the life of Mr. McKinnon the Custos would
not have been worth a penny ?—I think I did say that,

about either of them.

names of persons to be enlisted 2–I know nothing

McKinnon was so very much disliked by the people

35,861. Did you find both those among yourletters
afterwards 2—No, only one.
35,862. Are these people whose names are down

that his life would not be worth much.

here Volunteers ?–-I do not know.

35,850. Do you know two young ladies named Hite
and Douglass?—Yes.
35,851. Do you remember saying to Miss Douglass

the Volunteers ?—No.

in confidence, that if there was a riot in Vere, Mr.

-

35,863. Are you the medical officer connected with

35,864. Only the police —Only the police.

The witness withdrew.
Mr. GEORGE AIREY sworn and examined.
Mr. G. Airey.

35,865. (Mr. Gorrie.) Are you a solicitor in King
ston –Yes.

35,866. Did you act partly as solicitor for the late
Mr. Gordon 2–No, not as solicitor.

35,867. Were you solicitor for some parties in

England who had mortgages on his estates?—Yes.
35,868. Do you recollect the day that Mr. Gordon
was apprehended ?–I do.
35,869. Did you receive any message that day ?—
Yes.

35,870. Will you tell us, as shortly as you can,

35,880. Did not you see that ?—No, I know nothing
about it.

35,881. You had better read this letter that you
had received, if you have it 2–This is the letter.

35,882. (Commission.) This is dated 17th of
October, that would be the Tuesday, the day of his
apprehension ?—I did not get it till two or three days
afterwards (read) “Private. North Street. My dear
“ sir, As I learn that they were breathing some

“ threatenings against me yesterday, and felt unwell,
“indeed this morning I am very weak, I was pre
&

what happened 2–I received a message from Dr.
Fiddes.

35,871. Do you recollect who brought that message 2

vailed upon not to go down to the city, and to allow
“some evaporation of feeling. I am in the security
“ of a safe conscience and you will find it so, notwith:
standing all that has been said. I hope you will nº
“ desert me in counsel on this trying occasion, Ish
&

—Dr. Fiddes' servant.

35,872. Asking you to go over to the General's
house, is that so?—Yes.

35,873. Did you go 2–I went.

“not ask for much, nor for any beyond what you may
“ wish to give; you are, I believe, soundinyour views,

35,874. Tell us what took place —Soon after I got “ and notwithstanding what Beckwith and others
there the Governor and Dr. Bowerbank called ; I do
not recoilect exactly what conversation took place,
but it resulted in Mr. Gordon's leaving the house in

charge of Dr. Bowerbank.
35,875. When they came in they gave Mr. Gordon
to understand that he was in custody ?–Yes.
35,876. That he was their prisoner?—Yes.
35,877. Did you shortly after this receive a letter
that Mr. Gordon had sent to you, but which did not

reach you for some time -I did.
35,878. Have you got that letter with you ?–I

“say, my best and most confidential friends are while
“ men. It is with this class I have grown and lived,
and affection
I really can
otherI beg
feeling
gratitud:I
““ and
for have
them no
; this
you but
to believe;
“ know you do. As so much is said about me, I think

“ of publishing the enclosed, and submit it for Your
“approval; pray don't grudge me the time, you."

“just put it under envelope with notes, and don"
“trespass upon your time to write, for I fear ºf
“name just now is not very savoury, but God is able

“ to do all things. I wait patiently upon Him if

tº

“you find me untrue in this, never trustºmºlºgº.

º

the “Tribune” newspaper, signed “A Briton f"—

“Sincerely and obliged, yours, Geo. W. Gohºº.
“I am glad to learn Mr. Georges continues to ".

No.

“ prove.” Enclosure—“Kingston, 18th of Octº

º
º

have.

35,879. Did you know of a letter that appeared in

“ 1865.--Whereas it has been represented to me that

:
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35,897. (Mr Walcott.) What was the value of the

“ uncharitable imputations and breathings are being

security?–It is not realized yet ; I don't think it FIFTH DAY,

“
“
“
“

made against me, with reference to the recent
calamitous events in Saint Thomas in the East,
this is therefore to declare and certify that, not
withstanding what may have been said or written

“
“
“
“

by me, in no shape or manner was I concerned
directly or indirectly in advising any of the tragical
proceedings which have taken place, and by which
some of my own best friends have suffered, because

would produce 10,000l., the property mortgaged.
Mr. G. Airey.
35,898. (Commission.) Then was this money ad
vanced on mortgage on the property —Not upon the
property, it was taken to secure a debt already con
tracted, I believe, but I did not become the attorney
of the mortgagees until the debt had been contracted.

35,899. (Mr. Gorrie.) The Mr. Beckwith alluded

“ and also other friends, know that from the state

to in Mr. Gordon's letter to you is the editor of the
“Tribune,” I suppose 2–No doubt.
35,900. (Commission.) Was the whole of Mr. Gor
don's land made over as security for the debt that

“ cf my health I could not be certain of attending

had been contracted 2–No.

“I was deeply afflicted. Dr. Major, of Saint Thomas
“ in the East,who called on me at the end of last month,

“ the last Westry, so that what is attributed to me in

35,901. What estates were they, do you remember 2

“ that respect is also unjust. I have always been for
“bearing in my conduct, even when most reproached,

—The Rhine, the Bog, Crawl River, Cocoanut Walk,
and Statore's Pen.

“ in the affairs of Saint Thomas in the East, and my
“ earnest desire has ever been the well-being of all
“classes. And I state this sincerely before my Maker,
“ the parish of Saint Thomas in the East, and the
“whole community of Jamaica. GEo. W. Gordon.
“—Say yea or nay, and if required amend.”
35,883. (Mr. Gorrie.) Do you remember the day
on which you received this communication ?—Two or

to the judgment debts in this country; as in England,
judgments are chargeable on the lands of the debtor.
35,903. You had a judgment for the 35,000l. 2–

three days after the “Wolverine" had left.
35,884. Can you tell what prevented your receiving

on his wife 2 – I do not know. I was not Mr. Gordon's
solicitor.

35,902. Then he had property beyond that included

in your security ?–He had, but it was all subject

Yes.

35,904. (Mr. JPaleott.) Was not a very large por
tion of Mr. Gordon's property settled property, settled

it before ?—No, I cannot.

35,905. You don't know it of your own knowledge 2

35,885. From whom did you receive them in the
end ?–I think a policeman brought them.

35,886. Did you learn from whom the policeman
had come 2—I think he said he came from

Mr.

—No.

3.5,906. (Commission.) Is there any land in St.
Thomas in the East which is subject to the liability
which Mr. Gordon had 7–The Rhine estate.

Bicknell; I won't be sure, I think he said Mr. Bicknell
had sent him.

35,907. Any others ?–No, no others that I know
of.

35,887. That is the police magistrate of Kingston 2
—Yes.

35,908. You do not know of any house at Morant

Bay –I have heard that there was a house in Morant

35,888. You are solicitor for the mortgagees in

about the 10th or 11th of October 2—A little before

13ay.
35,909.
35,910.
35,911.
35,912.
the house
35,913.

the 11th, three or four days before that.

definitely about that house, I understand 2–No.

England upon certain of Mr. Gordon's properties –
I am.

35,889. I believe he was very considerably involved
in his pecuniary affairs at that time, are you aware of
that —I am quite aware of that.

35,890. (Mr. Walcott.) Had you seen Mr. Gordon
35,891. Was he in such a state of health that he

could go to his usual business avocations — He walked
to his office and walked upstairs; he was looking very

35,914. You are speaking of what you have heard 2
—I am speaking of what I have heard. I have heard
it from several sources that he had a house there.

35,915. (Commission.) Is there any registration of

ill, and he said he was ill ; still he was walking about

the streets; it did not keep him from his business

Have you ascertained 7–No.
Any land –Some wharf land, I believe.
Any house 2–And a house.
Where was that house situated ?–I think
is in the town of Morant Bay.
(Mr. Gorrie.) You have not ascertained

lands in this island *— Yes,

35,916. Of mortgages 2–Yes.

avocations.

35,892. Were you aware of his coming to Spanish
Town on the 13th 2–No, I was not, except by
Tumour.

35,893. Have you any idea what amount Mr.

Gordon owed to one gentleman, your client?—Yes.

35,917. But not of conveyance 7–Of all species of
deeds affecting lands.
35,918. You are not able to ascertain whether he

had any house in Morant 13:ly —No, I made no search
to ascertain it.

35,919. Then as to the property at Spring 2—That

35,894. What was the amount 2–35,000/.

35,895. Was that to both your clients, Messrs.

I know nothing of.

Dubuisson 2–No, he owed Grant and Kempshead

35,920. (Mr. Walcott.) Might not there have been
a conveyance and yet not be recorded ?–Yes, no

fully 35,000l. and Hamilton and Dubuisson 1,500l.

doubt about it.

Grant and Kempshead and Messrs. Hamilton and
35,896. (Commission.) But they had security ?—

They had security.

35,921. The registration is not obligatory, there is
no legal necessity ?—No, there is the risk.

The witness withdrew.
HENRY MoRRIs sworn and examined.

35,922. (Mr. Gorrie.) You are one of Astwood's

troopers, are you not *—I am not.

35,923. Were you ever in the guard-room at
Kingston –Yes.
35,924. Do you recollect being there some time

subsequent to the outbreak at Morant Bay ?–Yes.
35,925. Do you recollect seeing any officers there, on
any occasion?–Irecollect taking an officer there myself.
35,926. Who was that officer 2–I have since been

told the officer I took there was Lieut. Brand.
35,927. Did you not know it then 2–I did not
know that he was Lieutenant Brand. I knew he was
commander of the “Onyx.”

35,928. Will you telius anything that occurred in

H. Morris

the guard-room after you took him there. Was anything said about Mr. Gordon 2–Yes, he told me that
he had some despatches for the Custos, and I took him
to the guard-room, informing him that he would be

sure to get some conveyance from that place. Captain
Astwood called for a couple of troopers to take him
up, and while they were in preparation he was ask
ing about the doings at Morant Bay. He said he had
had the pleasure of hanging the first damned rebel.
35,929. Who said that 7–The commander of the
Onyx.”
&4

35,930. What more did he say ?—And that he was
so heavy he bent the limb of the tree, and then he
blew his brains out. Captain Astwood then asked
4 Z 3
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“ have got him on board the Wolverine, abaft the
“ mainmast. He sings hymns and reads his Bible, we

. H. Morris.
6 Mar. 1866.
-

“ feed him on biscuit and water, and we have a sentry
“ over him.” He was further asked, “What do you

think will be done º’” “Well,” he said, “I have built
a gallows as high as this room,” or “We have got a

“gallows as high as this room, and I hope I shall
“ have the pleasure of hanging the son of a bitch.”
35,931. (Mr. Walcott.) Was that said to Captain
Astwood —It was said to Capt. Astwood and the
other gentlemen.

35,932. It was said to Captain Astwood upon his
asking, what about Gordon —Yes.
35,933. Then Captain Astwood must have heard
him say that ?–Oh, yes, Capt. Astwood must.
35,934. You are satisfied of that ?—I am satisfied.

35,935. Do you know who else was present besides
Captain Astwood and yourself?—Yes, there was Mr.
Cunha, of the Commercial Exchange.

35,936. Could he have heard him —He ought;
but I am afraid he is a little hard of hearing.
35,937. He is deaf, is he not ?–He is deaſ.

The witness withdrew.

H. Clyne.

HENRY CLYNE (a black) sworn and examined.
35,956. What was the charge against McIntosh?
35,938. (Mr. Gorrie.) Where do you reside —At
St. Thomas in the East.
—I and McIntosh were under a tent in the morning;
35,939. Do you reside at Friendship Pen 2–Yes.
I was taken on Friday, and on Saturday morning,

being presented to the Custos about that meeting —

this man Garcia came to the tent and pointed to me,
and said, “I will have you hanged to-day.” I pre
tended not to listen to him ; he said to me, “It is you
I am speaking to, I will have you hanged to day;" he
then went away for a little while.
35,957. Will you come to the point—what was
McIntosh charged with ?–McIntosh's charge was

I do.

first of all that this man Garsia came into a house

35,940. Do you recollect any meeting taking place
at Morant Bay in the course of last summer at which
Mr. Gordon was present 2–Yes.
35,941. Where was it held 2–In the market, before
the Court-house, in the Parade, under a gynep tree.
35,942. Do you know anything about a requisition
35,943. Was a requisition so presented, requesting
the use of the Court-house for that meeting —Yes.
35,944. Do you know it was refused ?–It was

and saw us enter that house, and that each man had

a piece of paper before him writing.
35,958. He was charged with being one of a meet.
everybody was taking notes—was that it?

".where

refused.

35,945. Was it in consequence of that refusal that

you held the meeting in the Parade —On the day
that was appointed the people came from afar, from
different places, and as the Court-house was refused,

they were agreed to have it at once, because they con
sidered, I suppose, that the Custos had very little to
do with it, and they would go on with the meeting
under the tree—so they did.
35,946. Who was in the chair at that meeting 2–
I was called, but I refused, because I was not well,

and I seconded a motion to put Mr. Gordon in the

- Y eS.

35,959. What more was he charged with, was he
charged with any complicity in the riot at Morant
Bay ?—Yes, he was.
35,960. You were discharged, were you not?—
Yes, from the prison.
35,961. What became of McIntosh —He was

hung.
35,962. What was his first name 2–6eorge.
35,963. Was it George B. McIntosh –Yes.
35,964. Do you know whether that was theman who

chair.

was in the Court-house on the morning of the riot?

35,947. Did you hear his address on that occasion,
as chairman –The moment he got into the chair I

—So I was told.

turned myself and was going away, because I was not
well in my stomach, and he called me back, and I stood
by there; he said but very few words at that time.
He spoke about five minutes, but because of my sick

ledge —No, I was present when the evidence was
given against him.

ness I did not pay much attention.

of the riot ?—Yes.

35,965. You do not know it of your own know
-

35,966. Did you hear any evidence given against
him that he had been in the Court-house on the day

35,948. Can you tell us the general character of the

35,967. And he had been invited to go out and

address—what he was speaking about —I would not
be able to distinctly tell you much of the address, I

speak to the people, had he not ?—I will tell you all
about it.

could not bring my mind to attend to it, because I was

in the School-room near to the Court-house, and the

not well.

35,949. Was it what they call an

Underhill meet

Mr. Cooke said that the Wolunteers were

police were standing at the door. McIntosh passed
by the side of the Volunteers, and they were dancing

ing, or was it relating to the politics of St.Thomas
in the East particularly —It was intermixed.
35,950. It was a meeting upon both subjects; was
it the general politics of the island and the local
. ?—I
politics of St. Thomasapprehended
in the East 2–Yes.
at any time

35,951. Were you

WaS.

-

35,952. What was the charge against you ?--None;
I was tried by Court-martial.
you at the
35,953. What was the charge against
was at Morant
-

forward; he came out and Mr. Cooke told him tº gº
and stop the people, and Mr. Cooke said he saw him
with his hands up in this way, but he did not hear
what he said. The gentleman who was taking notes

º

had his head down, and did not see the pºsition ºf
Mr. Cooke's hands to show whether he told them to

go back or to come on, but Garcia said that it was hº
McIntosh, who gave orders to set the Court-house º

fire, when one of the officers who was writing sº,

Court-martial, and where was it ?—It

“Did not you receive a shot *" he said, “Yes, sit,

Bay; the charge was by Mr. Cooke with other persons,

tended, that the Volunteers fired behind him and hº

;

and he said the shot was in his hand when it was ex"

and Mr. Ramsay, and a man named Purious; and
Garsia.

-

received one; and the Volunteers never fired aga".

they did not ask him any more questions, and he "*

you—what
against
was the
Whatagainst
?—They
said that
I Was
they allege
youcharge
did35,954.

hung.

chairman for some meeting before, and they considered
that I knew much about Mr. Gordon's concerns; Mr.

entered behind or before ?–No.

Sooke said that I was always

the chairman

for

and he

º

wounded by a Volunteer or other person -\9.
beinghimº
Mr. Gordonsaw
Do in
youtherecollect
to the Bay
* the
“Wolverine?”—I
up35,970.

asked again, “Did you

see him with any plunder º' they said, “No."
35,955. (Commission.) Was McIntosh tried along
with you ?—Yes.

-

35,969. Did they make no inquiry whether he WäS

Mr.

meetings, the others came forward,with the
Gordon's
same thing, but Mr. Espeut asked if they had seen me,
and they said, “No."

33,968. Did they not inquire whether the shºt hº

Bay when I was sent for from my house.

35,971. Were you placed near him {-A mºn
named Reid came for me, and Sergeant McKenzie
was waiting at the river to receive me.
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35,972. Were you placed in the tent beside Mr.
Gordon —When I came to the Bay Mr. Gordon was

sitting down on the ground at the entrance of the
police station, and I was taken inside and tied ; there
is the mark of it still (showing his wrist); after they
-

36,011. Was he not at that meeting 2—No, he was FIFTH DAY.
not ; I did not see him.
36,012. Was Edward Howell there 2–I don't know

35,973. Did you see Ramsay on any occasion come
up to you and Mr. Gordon —Yes.
35,974. Was that when any people were being exe
cuted ?–Not at the very moment.
35,975. But upon any occasion while you were

him.

36,014. Was Abraham Anderson there 2—I did not

see him.

I did not stop, in fact.

36,015. Was Briscowe Patterson there 2–I don't
know him.

36,016. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you see McLaren exe

with him *-Yes.

35,976. Do you recollect any remark that Ramsay
made upon that occasion ?—Yes.

35,977. What did he say ?–He said in this way,
“You see what you have caused.”
35,978. Was that said to Mr. Gordon 2–Yes, “You
see what is waiting for you, you rascal,” then he went
on with the list of the people who were to be exe
cuted.

35,979. You mean he turned to his duties 2–Not
35,980. How many days was that before Mr. Gor

yet.

don was executed 2–He was executed two days after.
35,981. Did you hear anything said to Mr. Gordon
on the morning of his execution ?—No.
35,982. Were you not beside him then —No, we
were parted some time before; but in the morning
when we returned from the prison he was in the

cuted 2–I did.

36,017. Were you close to him when he was executed?
—Quite close.

36,018. Did you hear him say anything 2—Yes.
36,019. What did he say?—When he had got about
on the scaffold, he said that he was going to be
executed merely because he could write; and I heard
him call a man, begging him to go to some one who

owed him 7s. 6d. and get it and give it to his wife;
and that was all I heard him say distinctly and
plainly.
36,020. Was there anything that you did not hear
distinctly and plainly 3–He said again that they
must take warning of him.
36,021. Why?–Because he could write, and by
writing for other people it bring him to that.

36,022. (Commission.) Was that all he said after

station, consequently I saw him.
35,983. Did you hear anything said to him, by

he got up on the scaffold –Yes.

Ramsay, upon that occasion ?–Nothing that I remem

heard.

36,023. Are you sure of that ?—That was all I
-

36,024. But was that all he said when he was on

ber.

35,984. You saw Mr. Gordon executed 2–Yes.

35,985. Do you recollect any of these public meet
ings at Morant Bay : were you chairman at any of
them —I was at the first, that is about four years

the scaffold 2–Yes.

36,025. After he had got up 3–That was all I
heard.

-

36,026. Are you certain of that ?—I am certain.
36,027. Had you seen him towards the scaffold

-

35,986. Were you chairman of any meeting later
than that ?—I had nothing to do with any other.
35,987. (Mr. Halcott.) At this gynep tree meet
ing was James Dacres present 2–I saw James Dacres
come there, and he wished to make a speech, but Mr.

before he mounted it —I saw him come from the

right to the left ; he was the first to the gallows.
36,028. Did you see him come towards it —Yes.

36,029. Are you deaf —A little; I am a very old
In all.

Gordon would not allow him.
35,988. Was T. N. Smith there ?—I do not know
him.

Was James Bowie there 2–I know Iłowie,
º35,989.
did not take notice of him. I know he has been
ung.

35,990. But you don't know whether he was at
that meeting 2–No ; I told you I was sick.
35,991. But you know James Bowie -—I know
him; he was an old man.
35,992. Was he not there at that meeting 2—I did
not see him ; I saw Dacres.

35,993. Did you see Paul Bogle there 2–I did.
35,994. Did you see Joseph Kelly there 2–I don't
know him.

35,995. Did you see Moses Bogle there 2–He

36,030. Were you so near that while McLaren was
walking towards the scaffold he may have said some
thing that you could not hear 2–I was so near, and

the manner in which he spoke was so loud that any
person could hear.
36,031. Was that when he was on the scaffold?—
Yes.

36,032. I am speaking of the time when he was
moving along the ground towards the scaffold –I
did not hear him say a word when he was coming.

36,033. You did not hear what was occurring then?
—I was standing still.
36,034. Near the scaffold 2–Yes.

36,035. And he was coming towards it and towards
you ?–Yes.

36,036. And then while he was coming you cannot

was there.

35,996. Did you see William Forbes there —I
don't know him.

35,997. Archibald Bailey —I don't know him.
35,998. Thomas Graham 2–I don't know him.

35,999. Did you see William Bowie there *—No.
36,000. You do know William Bowie, don't you?—
I know the old man.
36,001. But not his son William 2–No.

36,002. Do you know James McLaren —Yes.
36,003. Was he there 2–Yes.

36,004. Stephen Cameron, was he there 2–I don't
know him.

36,005. Charles Mayne, was he there 2–I do not
know him.
36,006. Alexander Batson 2—I don't know him.

36,007. Was William Grant there –A brown man

do you mean
36,008. You know, is he a brown man —William
Grant is a brown man, a saddler ; he was not there.

86,009. Has he not a shop on the Parade 7–Not on
the Parade.

H. Clyne.
6 Mar. 1866.

him.

36,013. Was George Gordon there 2–I don't know

tied me I saw Mr. Gordon.

ago.

THIRTY.

36,010. Close by?–By the police station.

tell what he said —No, I cannot say.

36,037. You had not the opportunity of hearing :
—No.

36,038. Do you live at Morant Bay ?—I live a mile
from it.

36,039. How long have you lived there 2–Since
the abolition of slavery.
-

36,040. Where is Mr. Gordon's house in Morant

Bay —I don't know that Mr. Gordon had a house
himself there.

36,041. Had he somebody's else house there 2–I

know when he came there before, he used to

stop at

the tavern.

36,042. Had he no house there that you know of 2
—Not of my knowledge.
36,043. At no time —No ; I knew he had bought

a place to be a wharf, which was not built yet.
36,044. Was there no house that he went to, to
hold meetings at 2–No.
36,045. Are you sure of that ?—I am sure of it. I
»

never saw it.
4 Z 4
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36,046. Had James McLaren a house there 7–I
FIFTH DAY, never go to his house.

H. Clyme.
-

6 Mar. 1866.

meeting was, of course you can recollect what the

36,047. Then he had one 7–I daresay.

resolutions were, tell us what they were 7–There
was one that I proposed to support, Dr. Underhill's

36,048. Had James McLaren a house there 2–I

report.

don't know where he lived at all ; if he did have a

house, it must be in a village not in the Bay, or else
I should have known it.

36,049. Are you certain of that ?–Yes.
36,050. You are certain that James McLaren had
no house ?—I don't say that he don't have a house.
36,051. But not in the Bay ?—I never saw him had
a house in the Bay.
36,052. Did he not come and stop there f—I don't
know ; I don't keep company with him.
36,053. Still you would know if your neighbour
stopped in a place—-do you know Mr. McKay ?—I
know a Mr. McKay.
36,054. Who has got a house at Morant Bay ?—A
house—the McKay I know has got a house at Shad
Spring.
36,055. I am talking of McKay who has a house in
the Bay, or close to it?—I don’t know him.
36,056. Did you never hear that he had one 2–I
don’t know him, so I can’t tell.

36,057. Is Shad Spring close to Morant Bay ?—
About three miles off.

36,077. That is one, now another ?—I would not
be able to say.
36,078. Just brush up your memory, you recollect
it well enough, what was it?—Your honour, if I was
well and stood there an hour and heard the resolutions
I would be able to tell you.
36,079. But without that, before you refused to go
into the chair you had been told what the resolutions
were 2–1 tell you how it happen, when I went from
my place to the Bay I saw William Ward was
writing.
36,080. He was writing out the resolutions?—Yes.
36,081.;And you saw him do it?—Of course; I can't
tell what it was, I merely sat down for a moment, and
he wrote it.

36,082. You saw him writing the resolutions?—
Yes.

36,083. And he told you what he was doing?—I
never ask him the question.
36,084. But he told you?—He did never tell me.
36,085. How do you know he was writing resolu
tions 2–I know he was, because he was asked to do

36,058. No nearer 2—No nearer.

About three or

it.

four miles.

36,059. Is there a house opposite to the house of
McKay, at Shad Spring 2–No.
36,060. Are there other houses there 2–No ; he

bought the piece of land, and it is scarcely settled,
36,061. Who had scarcely settled ?–I mean the
land he had bought was scarcely put to right. It only
had a hut upon it.
36,062. When was this gynep tree meeting of
which you were to have been the chairman 2–In
August.
36,063. Were there resolutions passed there 2–I

did never see one man hold one piece of paper in his
hand.

36,064. Were there resolutions passed at that
meeting—think about it, and tell me; you know there
were resolutions passed, don't you?—I tell you all the
resolutions were in the hands of the chairman ; I never
saw him hand one to a man.

-

36,065. Do you know that there was a list of
resolutions to be passed at that meeting 2—I never
was there for to see rightly, and therefore I cannot
tell you whether they were passed.
36,066. Do you know whether they were to be pro

36,086. Who told you that he was asked to do it?
—Who told me 2

36,087. Yes; who told you; answer—of course
you know who it was 2—One of the members,
36,088. What was the member's name 7–That I
cannot tell.

36,089. Oh, yes, you can, you know well enough
what his name was 2–I know William Ward was

writing the resolutions.
36,090. But who was the man who told you what
Ward was doing 2—Some half-dozen persons were
there and I know nothing about them; am I com
pelled to tell their names.
36,091. Just tell me that man's name 7–I don't
know the man's name.

36,092. He told you what Ward was doing?—Yes,
36,093. Tell us what the resolutions were ?–I
could not tell you.
36,094. Who was the man who told you what tle

resolutions were that you would have to propose if
you took the chair 2–I refused that from the first; as

soon as I went to the meeting that day I heard, “Call
Mr. Clyne to the chair.” I waited; there was a

posed, whether they were passed or not *—I daresay

quantity of people in the street, and I heard them

they passed.
36,067. You knew that they were to be proposed ?–
Yes, I knew that, that they were to be proposed of

36,095. But who was the man who told you what
the resolutions were that you would have to propºse

course.

move that I should take the chair.

if you got into the chair?—That is the verything I

-

36,068. You, as chairman, were to have proposed
them, only that you were too ill to take the chair 2–
No; I refused before I came.

36,069. But at the time you refused you knew that
the chairman would have to propose some resolutions?

have told you I don't know.

,

36,096. What did he tell you they were —I cºme
here and I hear a deal, but I know very few of the
gentlemen who sit round this table.

36,097. Will you tell me what the resolutions were:

—Yes.

—It is impossible for me to say.

36,070. And you had seen what the resolutions
were 2–No, I never did, I only knew they were
resolutions prepared to be passed, but I never looked

what one was—what was the nature of that resolutiºn?
—That the thanks of the meeting be given to Dr.

into it, because I had not a mind to attend to it.

Underhill, and so on.

36,071.
36,072.
refused to
36,073.

You knew there were resolutions —Yes.
And you knew that at the time when you
go into the chair 2–I knew that.
Of course you did, and somebody had told

you what they were ; come, answer the question —
Yes.

36,098. You said you knew the nature of them and

36,099. What was the so on ?—For his report hº
had made.

36,100. Go on and give us a little more of the
nature of it 2—I cannot say any more.

36,101. Do you mean that was all ?—I can't sy
that it was not all.

-

36,074. Now what were they 2—It is impossible for
me to say, it is nearly a year ago. I am not able to
answer the question properly.
36,075. You can recollect what they were, can you

36,102. What was the rest?—That I cannot tell
36,103. Do you mean to swear now, upon your oath,

wereº.
knowa safe
the resolutions
that
whatconscience,
not with
you do say
I could not tell
That
I can

36,104. Your memory is a perfect blank abº"

mot ?–If you ask me the object or nature of the meet
ing I will tell you, but to go through all the resolu

y"Ou.

tions I know nothing about that.
36,076. Tell us what the resolutions were in sub

what the resolutions were 2–Quite,

stance; if you recollect what the substance of the

36,105. That you pledge your oath to *—Yes.

36,106. Do you remember any meeting in "
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month of July or August at which you took the
chair —Me *

36,107. Yes, you ?–In the month of August 2

36,108. July or August 2—Where, in Morant Bay ?
36,109. At any meeting 2—I never remember what

you call a public meeting.
36,110. Do you recollect a meeting when some

“what we intend, but I will not be able to tell you
“anything more.” That was my reply.
36,132. Were they allowed to remain —We were
glad to receive them.
36,133. Did you not move that all strangers should
quit the place at once 2–Not at all.
36,134. And did they not then go away ?—Not at

persons came in and you told them they were spies

all.

and they must go away ?—I told them.
36,111. You are somebody there 2–That I can

36,135. That is all untrue, is it?—I can bring you
a proof to state the fact.

answer for.

36,112.
36,113.
36,114.
36,115.

H. Clyne.
6 Mar. 1866.

36,136. You have heard it sworn that it did take

Do you remember that meeting 2—Yes.
Where was it held –In Morant Bay.
Where –In a house of Mr. Chisholm's.
Not a house of Mr. Gordon's --No, I

don't know that Mr. Gordon had a house there.

36,116. Whereabouts was this house of Mr. Chis
holm's 2–A few yards before you get to the police
station, on the left going to the Bay.
36,117. Going towards Bath 2–Yes.

place, have you not —What sworn ?
36,137. What I just now said—have you not heard
a witness swear that that did take place –That what
took place 2
36,138. That Garcia and other persons came to the
room, and you told them it was a private meeting, and
moved that he should quit the room —No, I never

36,139. I thought you said you were at the trial
of McIntosh —Yes.
36,140. Was not that sworn at the trial of McIntosh?

36,119. Before you get to the police station ?—Yes.
36,120. Further from Bath —Yes.
36,121. Near the school —Just over against the
Wesleyan chapel.
36,122. You were the chairman of that meeting 2
—It was not a meeting to have a chairman for.

—No.

-

36,123. Were you in the chair —It was not a
public meeting.
36,124. Whether it was a public meeting or not,
were you in the chair –I am in a chair now.
36,125. Were you in the chair—you know what
that means perfectly well ?--You mean to make it a
meeting so as to have a chairman.
36,126. Were you in the chair presiding over the

meeting —Yes, yes; I say I was in a chair presiding

36,141. You profess to give us an account of the
evidence that was given, was not that a part of the
evidence given at McIntosh's trial 2–No, not that
way that you tell me now.
36,142. The chairman was writing with the other
persons, was not that so 7–No, that is not true.
36,143. Was this stated at the trial, that McIntosh
was speaking, “I ask what sort of a meeting is this
“ when the chairman stated it is a private meeting;
“we are revising our bye-laws, and by-and-by you
“ will hear all about it;” and McIntosh got up and
said, “You are not friends of this society, you are
spies,” and moved that strangers all quit the place,
and upon that they went out; was that a part of the
evidence on McIntosh's trial 2–Not at all.

over a meeting.
36,127. And McIntosh was there 2–Yes, he was.

36,144. It was not ?–No.

36,128. He was making a speech, was he not?—
, No, not at all; there was no speech at the meeting.
36,129. Was it a meeting at which you remember

some persons coming into it, in the course of it 3–
Yes, I do.

36,130. Were they told it was a private meeting
and they were not to remain there –That never was
said to the party.
36,131. What was said to them when they came in?
—Garcia came in ; he had quarrelled with McIntosh
some time outside; he came in in an abrupt manner.

I was sitting quietly and he said, “What is the object
I was the person that replied.

.

did.

36,118. Is it on the same side of the way as the
police station ?–Yes, on the left hand.

of your meeting.”

THIRTY
FIFTH DAY.

I

said, “Why do you come in here whatever it will be
“will be submitted to the magistrates and the Custos
“for approval, and I expect you will be here to see

36,145. You swear that nothing of that sort was
deposed to on McIntosh's trial – No, nothing; with
the exception that the evidence said everyone had a
piece of paper before them writing ; that was what
he said ; in fact, Mr. Espeut would not allow him to
say much ; he stopped him short by saying, “We
know all about this meeting.”
36,146. Where were you on the 11th of October 2
—The llth 2

36,147. Yes, the 11th 2–I was at home in my
house; I was sick.
36,148. Did you see anything of the people going

down to Morant Bay ?—Not at all ; I was entirely
confined to the house.

36,149. You did not see them pass your house at

all —Not at all; my house is quite far from the road.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. ALEXANDER NAIRNE sworn and examined.

* Are you Inspector of Police for Kingston

speaking about 2—That was in June.
36,157. What was the strength of the three com

-1 am.

36,151. Were you so during last year 2—I was.
36,152. After

the news of the

occurrence

at

Morant Bay had reached Kingston had you to act
against parties who were drilling there 2–Yes, the
Government desired me to make inquiries respecting
the sham Volunteers.

Mr. A. Nairne.

36,156. Then when was the drilling you was

I did so ; I found them in

active drill; there were three companies organized ;
their guns and sabres were made of wood. I attended
their drills repeatedly, and I obtained their rules and
regulations, which I transmitted to the Government.
36,153. When was this 2–In the month of June I
think.

36,154. I was asking you after the news of the

panies —No. 1 company I think averaged about 30 ;
No. 2 about the same ; and the Eastern corps
about 50.

36,158. Did you make inquiry as to who had
organized them —I did.
36,159. Who had done so 7–The men of No. 1
were chiefly labourers coaling vessels.
36,160. Were those the men who had organized
them —Yes; they had their regular ranks; they had
their generals, colonels, captains, doctors, and so on.
36,161. Had they medical men 2–Yes.

36,162. Were they real medieal men —Oh, no, it
was merely an imitation, merely adopting what they

Morant Bay affair 2–There were no sham Volunteers

had seen done in the regular corps.

then ; it had ceased.
36,155. That was what I was asking you ; whether,

all the details of a regular corps ?—They carried it

after the news reached Kingston, you had occasion to
act against any of the Volunteers who were acting as

such without any authority ?–No.

36,163. Did you ascertain whether they carried out
out to this extent, they had their orderly room
meetings, which I have attended, and they fined, the
men 6d. for neglect of duty.
5 A
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36,164. Did they ever flog them —No.

THIRTY
FIFTH DAY.
Mr. A. Nairne.
6 Mar. 1866.

36,195. Did you go to Cherry Garden?—Yes, I

36,165. How long did this go on 2–Before I took
command of the Kingston division. When the
Government brought it to my notice I inquired, and I
was told by one of my sergeants that it had been
going on for a year or so.

36,166. Was that the first you had ever heard of it

did ; I was ordered there on the 13th.

36,196. Were you one of the force that went up to
take Mr. Gordon at Cherry Garden 2–I was in
structed or desired of his honour the Custos and the
Executive Committee.

36,197. However you went up there to take him?
—Yes, with a warrant.

—Yes.

36,167. Had it never been brought to your atten

tion by any of your men —No, never.
36,168. When you found it out I suppose you made
an official report —Yes, to the Custos of the parish.
36,169. Were any steps taken to stop it *—We con
sulted with the chief organ there, the Deputy Clerk

36,198. What others went with you?—I had four
policemen and two troopers.

36,199. When you got there did you hear anybody

of the Peace, and he assured us there was no law to

say to the maid at the house anything about Mr.
Gordon 2—I questioned the maid.
36,200. Did you ever say to her, pointing to his
bed, that Mr. Gordon would never again sleepin that?

prevent these men from amusing themselves as Volun

No, I did not.

iteers.

36,170. Was it all done in open day ?—Yes.
36,171. Did they see you watching them —Yes, I
have been there, and they have seen me. On the
Queen's birthday I went purposely.
36,172. Did they turn out on that occasion ?—Yes,
and they gave cheers for the Queen.
36,173. Did they muster in large force –In very
large force.
36,174. Did they march past?—Not in the street;
they kept it confined to their own parade ground ; they
-

went through their drill.

36,175. Platoon exercise? —Yes; forming, turning
right, turning left, forming leading sections, and all
those things; and they did it very well. I thought
their drill just as perfect as the regular Volunteers.

They had discharged soldiers drilling them.
36,176. Men of experience who understood drilling 2
—Yes.

-

36,177. Were they allowed to continue or were
they put a stop to ?—It died out immediately martial
law came out ; many of them joined the Engineer's
corps.

36, 178. You mean the Volunteers ?—The Special
Engineer's Company.
36,179. Then did these men, as far as you know,
whom you had seen drilling in June, break up their
corps and unite with other bodies —They quarrelled
among themselves, and the esprit de corps fell

36,201. Did anybody ever say it in your hearing —
No, I did not hear it, certainly not.
36,202. Must you have heard it had it been said?—
I must have heard it if it had been mentioned.

36,203. What was said about him —Mr. McNeil,

the Clerk of the Peace, who went up with me, was
present. I inquired whether Mr. Gordon was there;
there was an intelligent young woman. She said,
“’No, sir, he went away on Saturday night and he
did not come back.”

last 7"

I said, “When was he here

She said, “I told you Saturday night.” I

said, “Where is his bedroom 7” She said, “That is
the bedroom.” I said, “Where is his chest ?” She

said, “Here it is.” I opened the chest and searched,
but I found no papers bearing upon the offence for
which I had orders to arrest him, except his estate
account, and so on.

36,204. Was anything to drink asked for 2–Yes,
my men were there; they had come up in the heat of
the day, and I said to this young woman, “Have you
anything here to drink 2" She said, “Yes, sir," and
I ordered my men to get some brandy and water, and
she gave it them, and nothing was said about it.
36,205. Was that all that passed about it?—Yes,
I had something to drink myself.

36,206. Did you or any of these men say to this
maid that she would never hear Mr. Gordon's voice

again 7–Oh, no.
36,207. You are quite certain of that?—Quitº

decided about it. Mr. McNeil might be summoned

through.

36,180. And the contributions fell also –They
converted those into evening parties.

to speak to the fact.

º|

36,208. (Mr. Gorrie.) Of course you were occa:

36,181. Dignity balls – Yes.
36,182. And that was the end ofit 2–Yes, they got
very much alarmed during martial law ; they put up
all their wooden guns and sabres.
36,183. Did they continue united as a corps until a

sionally present where the young woman was, and all
your officers were not with you?—They were in the
yard.

*º

proclamation of martial law —I cannot state that.

36,209. And perhaps occasionally you were out in
the yard, while some of them were in the house?—
Yes, I was in the yard for a time, for I believe I went

36,184. How long do you know they continued as a
body ?–Up to the period of the breaking out of

to search the outbuildings.
36,210. I believe you arrested all the political pri

martial law in October.

5.

-

soners in Kingston —Not myself, but I arrested a

-

36,185. You know that, do you ?—Yes.
36,186. They continued as a corps ?—Yes, then
they got alarmed.
36,187. Alarmed about what, did you trace it to

good many ; of course I am responsible.

36,211. From whom did you receive your orders?
—From his honour the Custos and the members of the

-

anything 2—They were alarmed at the outbreak and
at martial law ; people were all alarmed.
36,188. And they did not continue their drilling 2–
No.

Executive Committee.

36,212. Do you mean you received orders from
them sitting in session ?—Yes, they were sitting there
on business at Date Tree Hall, and when I got those

orders the Custos generally came out and stated tº

-

36,189. But they joined other corps, you say?—A

very few joined the Engineers.
36,190. Of the whole corps what strength do you
think joined the Special Volunteers, and what did
not 2–The three companies I should say combined
about 90 men.

36,191. And how many out of the whole joined the
other corps ?–Not more than about five or six.

36,192. Out of the 90 *—Yes.

me, “Mr. Nairne, you will arrest so and so." I never
had any warrants, I did not think it necessary; it
was supposed these persons were disaffected, and they

36,213. Did you receive any list from the Execu.
tive Committee of those who were to be arrested?-1
had a list of the Haytiens.

§ 11.

Had you a list of the people of Kingston?

—ly 0.

Kennedy Bailey was one of that corps ?—No ; I know

36,215. How did you know who to arrest and who
to leave —I was told the names ; they were given

a man of the name of Boyd, colonel of No. 1; he gave

me verbally.

36,193. You know whether a man of the name of
us all the information; he was an old soldier, and the

-

36,216. Were they given to you one at a time or in

a lump 2–I was told to go and arrest Mr. Goldson,

son of an old soldier.

36,194. Did you see any of their printed rules 2–
No, he gave them to me in writing.
-

-

-

s

were arrested for public safety.

and Mr. Kelly Smith, and Mr. Waz.

36,217. Who gave you the order?—The Custos.

:

º
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36.218. Did he give it you sitting with the Execu
tive Committee, or was he alone —He came out and
mentioned it to me.

36.219. How many men did you arrest besides those
three ?–Altogether about 32 or 33. I do not recollect
all the names.

36,220. Were their names given to you by the
Custos in twos and threes, in the same way?—Yes.

36,221. Verbal orders ?—Yes; we did not take

respectability they were marched up by a guard
who came up from camp. Those of any considera
tion I was ordered to take up in a buggy or omnibus
direct to the camp, and I always had instructions
from Colonel Elkington to make them comfortable.
36,243. Can you say then whether you took those
parties to camp on the verbal orders of the Custos ?

Mr. A. Nairne.
6 Mar. 1866.

—Yes, I did.

36,244. You did yourself?—Yes.

36,245. Without any reference to the police magis

them all at one day.

36,222. You got verbal orders to arrest twos and
threes in that same way ?—Yes.
36,223. Had you any written warrant in any case ?
..—No, except in the case of Gordon.
36,224. From whom did you receive the warrant

trate of Kingston —Certainly. I had nothing to do
with the magistrates of Kingston, I was acting en

tirely under the order of the Custos ; the magistrates
were never present.

36,246. Do you recollect a boy named David

to arrest Mr. Gordon –From the Custos.

Phillips being apprehended at Kingston —No, I do

36,225. By whom was the warrant signed —I
think by the Governor.
36,226. Did you see the signature at the time 2–I
don't know whose it was. It was taken from me, and

not recollect.

36,247. Do you recollect taking a young man

before Mr. Bicknell who had been apprehended by

I delivered it to the clerk

the Volunteers the previous night —I do not re
member. I have no notes; my books are not here.

36,227. We had better have it 2—I have not seen

36,248. Have you any notes of your proceedings
during those days —Yes, every man that is taken up

I have not seen it since.

THIRTY
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at Kingston Peace Office.

it since. I think the Governor was there himself;
the warrant was demanded of me by the Custos I

think. I really cannot speak particularly who took it
away, but I delivered it up on that occasion.
36,228. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was it a warrant issued
from the office of the clerk of the peace, one of the

is recorded.

36,249. Could you from your notes make up a list
of all the parties you arrested and what was done with
them —No ; I have my own private notes.
36,250. (Commission.) From your own private note

regular documents issued by that functionary 2–No,

book could you make out a list and furnish us with

it was not issued from the Peace Office to me, it was

made up at Government House ; it was put into my

it 2–Yes. Phillips I don't recollect, he may have
been taken up by any of my sergeants, I never took

hands by the Custos I think.

him up.

36,229. And what was the form of it 2–I did not
read it, it was in the usual form.

36.230. When did you last see it 2–The very day
I saw it it was in my possession, and I delivered it

36,251. Would a sergeant take up a person before
a police magistrate without reporting it to you ?–No,
it could not be done by any of my sergeants; no
arrest would take place without my knowing it, or its

up four hours afterwards.

being brought to my knowledge,

Peace Office.

36,252. (Mr. Walcott.) Were you outside Head
Quarter House on the night that the Privy Council

36,232. Did you deliver it into the hands of the
Custos himself, or into the hands of one of his

was at the steps.

36,231. To whom *—I think to the Custos in the

was held, the night of the 12th 2–Yes, I was ; I
-

functionaries —I am almost of opinion, indeed I am

36,253. Did you see Goldson and William Kelly

impressed with the opinion, that I gave it to the

Smith there 3–I did on the wall opposite.
36,254. In Beeston Street, I suppose ?–Yes.
36,255. Did you see when the Governor came down

Custos.

36,233. I daresay you recollect perfectly well what
you did with it, tell us —I tell you I am not quite to get into Colonel Hunt's buggy to go away after the
persuaded. If I recollected I should not hesitate to council broke up —I cannot specify particularly who
tell you, but I do not know who I gave it to. I I saw go away ; they went away by twos, and so on.
36,256. Did you see his Excellency the Governor
gave it to the Custos, or somebody connected with
the establishment of the Peace Office.

36,234. Who was present besides the Custos at the

time —Governor Eyre was there I think.
36,225. Who was there connected with the Peace

go away ?—Yes.

-

-

36,257. Did Colonel Hunt accompany him 2–Yes,
he did.

36,258. Do you know who was with Colonel Hunt

Office?—Mr. Dayes, and I think Mr. Bicknell, the and the Governor as the Governor was getting into
the carriage 2 Was Mr. Westmorland and Mr. Hosack
stipendiary magistrate.
36,236. How long was that ago —It was the very there 2–Yes, they were all present in the verandah.

day or the second day after the warrant was placed

36,259, Were they outside in the street 2—No, I

in my hands.
did not see them in the street. I do not believe they
36,237. Had Mr. Gordon been arrested —He de went out with the Governor. Colonel Hunt and the

livered himself up the same day. I came down about Governor alone went out.
4 o'clock from Cherry Garden. I met the troopers at
36,260. Were you near enough to hear this, or any
Halfway Tree, and they said that Dr. Fiddes had statement to this effect (reading from the evidence of
brought him forward.
36,238. Was that as you came back —Yes, as I
was returning.

I came straight down to the Court

house and I was asked for the warrant, and I gave it;
that was on the 13th of October.

36,239. Did you take any parties from Kingston to

Up-Park Camp –Several.
36,240. Tell us who they were ; I mean in

William Kelly Smith—see 12th day, Tuesday, Fe
bruary 6th): “At that time the Privy Council
“seemed to have finished their business for the night.
“I recognized there the Honourable Mr. Westmor
“ land, Mr. Hosack, two members of the Executive
“Committee then in the island, Colonel Hunt, of the

“Volunteers, and five or six gentlemen, Captain

dependent of the political prisoners that were after

“ O'Connor, and one or two others who I do not re
“ member at the moment. I heard them talking, and

wards taken to Morant Bay ?—I took a lot of them.

“I heard Colonel Hunt say, ‘We will proclaim

86,241. Do you recollect taking any parties to Up “martial law to-morrow.’” Did you hear that ?—
Park Camp who had been apprehended in Kingston No.
36,261. Just previously to his Excellency coming
and taken before the police magistrate there —Do
You mean previous to their being sent up to the
camp :

36,242. Previous to their being sent to the camp 2

out did you hear or were you sufficiently near to hear

anything that was said by Colonel Hunt 2–1 stood at
the threshold of the door, of the steps leading into
Head Quarters House. I saw his Excellency and

-No, the people were all taken up and carried up to
he Kingston Barracks; if they were persons of no Colonel Hunt coming out. I heard nothing. I do
5 A 2
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not recollect having heard Colonel Hunt say any
thing.

36,262. These are the words attributed to him :
“I heard Colonel Hunt say we will proclaim mar
“ tial law to-morrow, and we will lay hold of that

“fellow George William Gordon and we will make
“ him skedaddle *—I did not hear any language of
that kind.

36,263. Did you hear a voice reply to Colonel
Hunt, “We will hang him **—No, I did not hear
anything of the kind.

36,264. Do you know a man of the name of
Alexander Miller 2–Yes, very well.
36,265. He says he is a commission agent 2–He
keeps a shop.
36,266. Is that a shop where he has things sent for
sale—jewellery and things of that sort 2–Yes, I know
him.

36,267. His statement was to this effect:—That you
had seized about 80l. worth of jewellery and other
things belonging to him, and which has never been
returned to him since 2–It is totally untrue ; he
never could have stated it.

I am sure he did not.

I

arrested the man at midnight, and next day his son
came to me with the key of his shop, which is the
place where his furniture was, a sort of pawnbroker's,
and the boy was present. I searched his father's
papers and saw nothing of consequence. I saw a lot
of papers torn up and strewed about the place ; the
boy locked the door and took away the key. He kept
it for a long time. I sent to him for it shortly before
the release of his father from Morant Bay prison. A
lad brought the key. I was told that there were some
more papers in the back part of his establishment. I
went there, but did not see any. The boy again
locked the door, and I told him to give it to police
sergeant Johnson. The boy afterwards came back to

me and said he wanted the key. I gave him a note
to Johnson for it, and he had possession of the key

from that time. I cannot see that any larceny of any
goods can be ascribed to Johnson. He had no oppor.
tunity to take out or abstract anything from the
place.
36,268. Did you find 80l. worth of goods there?—
No ; the keys were in my possession, and given im
mediately to the son after the father's arrest.
36,269. When you went into the store to search for
papers did you find any money there, or jewellery, or
goods?–Assuredly not.
36,270. You did not see that amount of property
there ?—Certainly not.
36,271. What did you do with the key after you
locked up the place 3—I delivered it back to Miller's
son, and he had the key over a fortnight.
36,272. Before it came back into your possession ?
—Yes, and he was present with me when I again
entered the shop to search for the papers.
36,273. Was Miller's son present with you on both
occasions when you made the search 2–Certainly,
Johnson, my sergeant, had the key for about five or
six days, and I really cannot believe that he would
have abstracted from the place 80l. worth of goods.
36,274. Were the goods there for him to abstract?
—I did not see any goods but a few mahogany chairs
-

and tables.

36,275. Were there no articles of jewellery in the
shop —I did not see any. I saw a good deal of fur
niture—chairs and tables ; I saw no jewellery.

36,276. I suppose there night have been jewellery
in boxes 2–There might; I did not see it.
36,277. Listen to this, and say if it is correct
(reading Miller's evidence—see 21st day, question
17,079) —I do not recollect anything of the kind.

The witness withdrew.

Col.
R. W. Hunt,

Colonel RoPERT WILLIAM HUNT sworn and examined.

36,278. Were you Aid-de-Camp and Private Se
cretary to the late Governor *—I was Aid-de-Camp
and Secretary to the Governor of Jamaica.
36,279. And Colonel of the Jamaica Militia and
Inspector of Volunteers ?—Yes.
36,280. On the afternoon of the 12th of October

36,289. There is a covered way from the pavement
up to the house, I think —There is, and some steps

did.

remarked to Captain Johnson that the sentry was not

36,281. And did you then drive towards Flamstead?
—I drove off immediately for Flamstead.
36,282. Did you meet with the Governor on your

up to his duty to allow people to spy about the place,
and that it was his duty to make them skedaddle, or

way —I met him about a mile and a half from the

36,292, Was that the whole conversation ?-That
was the whole of the conversation upon the subject.
36,293. Did you then go up the steps and meet any
of the party coming out —I did.

to ascend.

36,290. Did you see two or three persons standing
about 2—I did.

36,291. Did you say anything about them to the
did you hear of the outbreak at Morant Bay ?—I sentry or to Captain Johnson —As a military man, I

gardens.
36,283. Did he return with you to head-quarters ?
—To the General's house, in Kingston.

something of that sort.

36,284. Did the Governor then send you round to

36,294. Who came out afterwards 2—As I went out

collect the Council 7–I was directed to collect the

the steps I met Mr. Westmorland, Mr. Hosack, Mr.
Salmon, Mr. Freeman, and one or two more, I think,

Privy Council, as many as I could—Mr. Westmorland,
Mr. Hosack, Mr. Salmon, the Attorney-General, if I
could find him, and the Custos of Kingston—which I
did ; and I also collected Mr. Freeman afterwards,
who assembled at Head-Quarters House for a Privy

at that time ; and the Governor and the General were

coming out of the door to go towards the carriage.
Mr. Westmorland remarked to me, “Now, Hunt,

“ don't forget to warn the five members of the

“Council of War in Spanish Town,” mentioning Mr.
36,285. Do you remember when the Council had Jordon's name, Mr. Isaac Levy, Mr. Frank Lynch,

Council that evening.

finished its sitting 2—I do.

Mr. Jackson, and Mr. Mais, I think, were the five

36,286. Did you go to the Governor's carriage 2–
I went to my carriage to see whether it was ready,

named to me; but he particularly pointed out to mº

and I found that the candles were burnt out, and I
turned to Captain Johnson, the Aid-de-Camp, and
told him that mine were out, and asked him if he

him I would not fail to do so. General O'Connor then

to bring Mr. Jordon, the Island Secretary, and I tºld
turned round to me and said, “Won't you take some’
thing before you pass the lagoon : " I passed into thé

could give me some more. He got them for me. I dining-room and took a glass of beer. During that
immediately got them put in and saw that the carriage
was ready.
36,287. Was he alone with you at that time 2—At
that time he was alone with me, close to the sentry
box at the entrance into the piazza.
36,288. At that time had any other member of the

Privy Council come out 7–Several members of the

Privy Council and other gentlemen were standing
under the piazza, but not close to me at the time.

time the General and the Governor had gone down
towards my buggy.

36,295, Was anything said about Mr. Gordon ?—
To my knowledge Mr. Gordon's name was not men:
tioned during the whole evening.
36,296. Are you sure it was not mentioned as you
came out —I am quite certain of it.

36,297. On the following day did you accompany
the Governor to Morant Bay ?—I did.
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36,298. Afterwards did you go on to Port Morant
on the “Onyx " ?–Yes, and arrived there about mid

was taken on oath.

night.
36,299. On the following day was there a Court
martial held 7–There was, at least a court for

not acting 2—He was present as a spectator at the

risoners.

We cannot call it a Court-martial.

36,300. Who attended the Court —I was president,
and there were two officers of militia with me.
36,301. You know the caution that we have been
in the habit of reading to witnesses —I do.
36,302. Were the other two officers Colonel Fyfe and

Colonel Lewis –Yes, they were the members of the
Court.

36,303. Who was tried before you?—A man named
Flemming, a boy, another man, and three or four
Women.

36,304. What was the result of the trials —The
man Flemming was sentenced to death, the boy to 50
lashes, and the remainder were discharged.
36,305. Were you sworn ?—Yes.
36,306. Were the three members sworn ?—The three
were sworn first.

I swore in the members, and after

wards the senior member swore me as president.
36,307. Were witnesses examined —Five or six.
36,308. Did you take any notes of the examination ?
—Just merely a summary of the evidence ; it was
made out on the back of a bill, the only paper we

36,324. Was evidence taken on oath 2–Evidence

36,325. Was the Attorney-General present, although
in advising questions to be asked.
36,326. Do you remember how many were sen
tenced there 2–To the best of my knowledge 27.
36,327. At Port Antonio 2–At Port Antonio.
36,328. Then there were other Courts afterwards 2
—Yes."

36,329. You did not preside at all ?–Only at one.
36,330. Was the sentence carried into effect upon
the whole of these men —After I handed the pro
ceedings over to the General I had nothing more to
do with it, unless it was attending the executions.
36,331. Did you after that return to Kingston —
We returned to Kingston, calling at Morant Bay.
36,332. Did you then have a communication from
the Custos ?—I had. He told me in driving down to
wards Kingston that he had orders to arrest Mr. Gordon.
36,333. In consequence of that did you take Cap
tain Astwood's Volunteers with you ?—I did.
36,334. Where did you go to ?—I went to an out
building of the “Watchman” and “Tribune” office,
and searched them for Mr. Gordon.

36,335. After searching the outbuildings did you

enter the office —After searching the outbuildings I
entered the “Tribune” office, came down and sat at

of the general in command, which was handed to him
immediately after the proceedings, were furnished in

the doorway upon an old table.
36,336. Do you remember anything that was said
to you there by Captain Astwood —I do.
36,337. What was it 2–He asked me coming along

36,309. Do you know what has become of it 2–I do
not, after it passed from my hands.
36,310. Did you adapt the Court as nearly as
possible to the practice of Court-martials —Yes.
36,311. You say there were four or five witnesses 2
—Yes, there were, and the principal one was Mr.
Hague, custom-house officer. There was also a tall
brown woman, I forget her name ; she lived some
where about there; she had something to do with the
shop at Port Morant.
36,312. Did you return that day to Morant Bay ?—
We returned to Morant Bay and brought back the

prisoner there, the boy who was sentenced to a flogging.
36,313. What was that boy charged with ?—With
pillaging the shop.
36,314. What was Flemming charged with ?—With
threatening the life of the custom-house officer ;

if we had sufficient evidence

to convict Gordon.

I said, “Wait until we get into the shade and I
will talk to you ;” when I sat down on the table I
said to him, “I should like to catch that damned
“fellow, and if all is true that I heard in St.
“ Thomas in the East the highest cocoa-nut tree
“would not be high enough to hang him on ;”
that was the conversation that passed.
Captain
Astwood then remarked, “ This is Mr.

Gordon's

nephew, Mr. Joseph Gordon Smith,” or some name
of that sort. I said, “I am sorry if I said any
thing to hurt Mr. Smith's feelings :” and nothing
more occurred except calling for an old map to point
out to Mr. Astwood where the various military sta
tions were in the district.

and being the ringleader of all the people in that

36,338. Did you say this, “I wish to God, Astwood,
“I had caught that damned son of a bitch and had
“ him at Morant Bay, the tallest cocoa-nut tree would
“ not be tall enough to hang him on ”?—I did not ;

district.

my expression was, “I wish I had caught that damned

taking a gun out of the police station, and going
about threatening every white person and the police,
36,315. Did you at Morant Bay preside at another
Court –I did.
36,316. Who were the members of that Court 2–

There were four, Colonel Lewis, Colonel Fyfe, Captain
Espeut, and Mr. Heslop.
36,317. The Attorney-General, you mean *—Yes,
he was the Attorney-General, but he is also a Captain
of the Militia in the island.
36,318. Were four men and one woman tried before

you ?—They were.
36,319. What were thesentences there?--Three of the
men and the woman were sentenced to death, the other

man was sentenced to a flogging, the woman was also

recommended for transportation for life ; the sentence
was carried into execution, approved of by the General.

36,320. Did you then go on to Port Antonio —
We then proceeded to Port Antonio, calling at Port

“fellow, if all I have heard in St. Thomas in the

“ East is true the highest cocoa-nut tree would not
“ be high enough to hang him on,” and I beg to call.
upon Mr. Astwood and one or two of his men who
heard the expression to corroborate my statement.
36,339. Did you afterwards meet Doctor Bowerbank
and Mr. Gordon in a carriage 2–I did.
36,340. Did you accompany them to the wharf 2–
I did.

36,341. Did you take Mr. Gordon on board the
“Wolverine” as a prisoner ?—I did and handed him
over to Captain De Horsey.
36,342. Did you then proceed to Port Antonio in
attendance upon the Governor —I did.

36,343. Did you return to Kingston with him on
the 21st of October 2—I did.

-

Morant on our journey.

36,344. Did you receive any letter from the Go
vernor on the morning of the 11th 2–I received

36,321. Did anything occur then 2–Merely to see
that ladies, children, and refugees that were brought

several letter, but I believe the one you refer to was
the one brought from Paul Bogle. I did not receive

from Plantain Garden River embarked on board the

it. I had been in the Private Secretary's office from
nearly half-past 6, writing to the General and several
other parties, and I had left an orderly named John
Thoma's of the 1st West India Regiment; he received

gunboat, and the troops under Captain Luke were
taken on board the “Wolverine” prior to going to
Port Antonio,

36,322. At Port Antonio did you attend a Court
martial 2–I did.

36,823. Were the members sworn in the same
manner 2–Yes.

Col.
R. W. Hunt.

trials at Port Antonio ; he assisted me very materially

could get at the time. A summary for the guidance
accordance with the rules of the service.
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the letter and took it direct to Mr. Jordon, the
Island Secretary, whose business it was to receive it.
36,345. (Mr. Gorrie.) Do you recollect having

any communication with a Mr. Wemyss Anderson on
5 A 3
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the “Wolverine”?—Alame gentleman—yes, I
•

about the men to give them information of the

36,346. To whom did that communication relate 2

—He asked my permission to speak to Mr. Gordon. I
told him that was not my duty, he was not my prisoner,
he must apply to the captain of the ship, which is
the military means of doing these things.
36,347. Did you hear Mr. Eyre give any directions
to the troops when they were landing at Morant Bay?
—No, Mr. Eyre would not interfere with the troops,
he left that to the general officer in command; he
knew better his position.
36,348. I merely ask the fact, did you or not hear
-

that ?—I did not.

inquiring

said 7–No, I cannot, for at the time I was
numbers that were there.

36,351. Did you hear him give any directions as to
the mode in which they were to conduct the cam.
paign?--The directions I heard given by the Governor

were in writing to General Nelson, and the only
conversation I heard on that occasion was General

Nelson's turning round to the Governor and saying,
“You ought to have been a general, you mistook your
profession.”

36,352. Did you hear Mr. Eyre make any
observations to the Maroons 2—I did not.

-

36,353. (Mr. Walcott.) I should like to ask if you

-

36,349. I wish to ask you the same question with
regard to Port Antonio, did you hear him address any
body of armed men there —I heard him speak to the
Maroons to thank them for the manner in which they
had come down to save the town the night before ;
those were the only persons I heard addressed.
36,350. Can you give us the substance of what he

made use of these words, “That martial law would be

proclaimed on the morning, and that they would catch
that fellow Gordon and make him skedaddle?”—I did
not.

36,354. Then there was no reply to you, “Then we
will hang him "?—No, there was no such expressions
used by anybody.

The witness withdrew.

ISri.-Gen.
Netson.

Brigadier-General NELson recalled, sworn, and examined.
I imagine they would. If they had I should have
which we have no proceedings, will you explain inquired into them.
that ?—Simply because it was not necessary at all for
36,364. If Captain Hole punished would that be
me to keep them, therefore I presume they got lost.
reported to you ?—No, not if he considered it an
36,356. Then is it rather an accident that any have offence to punish on his own authority.
been preserved 2–Decidedly.
36,365. If it was an offence he would deal with
36,357. Were there any soldiers reported to you as himself he would not report —No offence was re
having been guilty of any violence towards the ported to me. I am perfectly sure that he tried every
people *—Soldiers were reported to me as having man by Court-martial, so did Captain Luke, and
entered a house without authority. I inquired into either sent their proceedings to me. It was a regular
their case and had them brought to a regular trial, Court-martial under the Mutiny Act, and they sent
according to our custom. I told them I had not time those proceedings down to the general officer to
to try them by Court-martial, and I directed some to confirm them.
have a fortnight drill, and I think I gave one 12 lashes,
36,366. Where are they?—Most likely sent home to
another 20, and so on, and sent them under guard to
the Judge Advocate General of the army.
the Provost Marshal, directing him to inflict the
36,367. Who were they tried by ?—They were tried
corporal punishment.
36,358. They were punished summarily —Yes, and by Court-martial.
36,368. You had warrant for that, had you?—I
it was never repeated again.
had a warrant for that purpose, I believe, but Irather
36,359. How many were there —Five.
36,360. Can you give their names?—No, I cannot. think I was not justified in carrying it out; I really
When the 5th West India Regiment was broken up forget whether I had the warrant to carry out proper
about a year ago, and sent to Africa, there was no military courts; however I preferred sending down to
means of sending them, and they were obliged to come the General as I was only so temporarily a general.
36,369. When were the Court-martials held upon
here ; some afterwards went away in the “Urgent,”
and some were discharged, and there is no means of the soldiers ?—I cannot tell the dates, I sent them
away, the very last thing.
getting at them.
36,361. Then they did belong to the 5th West
36,370. Do you know whether it was before the
expiration of martial law —No, I do not; I recollect
India Regiment which was disbanded ?–Yes.
36,362. Did you receive any complaint, as to the now that I had a warrant, but I did not choose to act
conduct of the troops under Captain Hole — upon it, as the offence was punishable by seven years
imprisonment ; I referred it to the general officer in
Decidedly not.
36,363. They would not naturally come to you ?— command.
36,355. I see there are some Court-martials of

-

-

-

-

-

The witness withdrew.
Hon. CHARLEs Roy Es sworn and examined.
IIon. C. Royes
--

body; of course they have some few blackguards

36,371. Are you the Custos for the parish of St.
Ann's 2–I have been so for nearly 12 years.
36,372. How long have you resided in Jamaica 2–

amongst them, as there are everywhere.

Thirty-seven years in Jamaica, and in St. Ann's Bay

rence at Morant Bay, had it much effect on the black

27.

-

36,376. On the arrival of the news of the occur

people?—A very great effect; there was a gene

36,373. Are you an owner of large property 2–I
am the owner of two sugar estates and three penns,
and am attorney for a considerable number of estates

uneasiness and anxiety displayed throughout thewhole
parish ; , it did not affect one in particular, but

there and elsewhere.

36,377. I am speaking of the effect produced upon
the minds of the black people –There was great
uneasiness manifested amongst them all.

36,374. In the parish of St. Ann's 3–A consider
able number in the parish of St. Ann's, and in other

parishes besides.

everybody.

-

-

36,378. Was that an uneasiness connected with
alarm or discontent —There were some few that I

36,375. We understand that nothing disturbed the have no doubt were discontented and uneasy on that
ordinary course of affairs or the peace of St. Ann's ground, but the uneasiness to which I specially refer
until the news of the events at Morant Bay had was an uneasiness of alarm ; many of them came tº
reached your parish —The people of St. Ann's con me to consult me.
tinued as they always have been, and as I have
36,379. Were those the black people?—Yes, black
lways considered them, quiet, peaceable, and in people; many came to ask me what they should do
dustrious ; they are rather a well-to-do people as a asking the news, and regretting it.
-

-
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36,380. Did the white people feel any alarm 2–
Very great.

-

36,381. Did they make any representation to you in
order to get you to communicate with the Governor ?
—A Volunteer corps sprung up, and of course I fol
lowed out the Act by sending them to the Governor
and I also requested that arms should be provided.
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only a few houses.
36,403. Do you think they might be noved now — Hon. C. Royes.

I think so. The people came to me and asked me

what they were to do. I questioned them upon the
point, and said, “What do you think yourselves; what
are your own ideas " They said, “Massa, I think
The police were unarmed and utterly defenceless our own people will be quiet, but if the rebels come
here plenty others will join,” and I believed so too.
there—20 policemen for a parish of 40,000 people.
36,382. Was that the substance of your communi It was certainly one opinion, that unless it had been
cation to the Governor —That was the substance of promptly suppressed at the time it was supposed it
it.
would have extended ; and I say so from long ex
36,383. When did you make that communication ? perience, these things are contagious, and they are so
—I used to make communications almost weekly as to without any particular disaffection existing in the
parish. I knew of no disaffection in the parish.
the state of the parish.
36,384. But this particular matter about the defence
36,404. There was no ground of dissatisfaction upon
less state there of the police force –That was at the the subject of administration of justice —I never
heard of it. Of course there may be times when a
first commencement, immediately upon the outbreak.
36,385. Was it the week following, or the same suitor may be disappointed, and he would individually
week 2–It could not have been the same week, it must express some dissatisfaction, but there was no general
dissatisfaction. We have four Petty Courts in the
have been the week following.
parish,
and there are numerous cases, as may be sup
36,386. You say after that you continued to make
application to the Governor on the subject –I con posed, among a population of 40,000 people ; but during
tinued to correspond with him, to let him know the three years there have been but 20 appeal cases,
and only six have been reversals; these were chiefly
state of feeling.
on points of law. The cases are chiefly between the
36,387. What state of feeling did you represent as people
themselves, for abusive language, trivial assaults,
existing in St. Ann's 2—That there was general trespasses, and so on; but there have only been, in
uneasiness throughout the parish.
that length of time, three cases of disputes between
36,388. Did you make any application to him employer and employed.
founded upon that state of things —I received the
36,405. In three years ?–In three years.
communication about a fortnight after the outbreak,
36,406. Have those been complaints by the employ
from a magistrate in the Brown's Town district, which ers or the employees —I cannot answer that ques
was sent to me officially by the Deputy Clerk of the tion.
Peace. That communication went to the effect that
36,407. Do you think there would be more com
he had heard, from what he considered credible autho plaints if justice was cheaper and easier to be got at 2
rity, his servants, that a riot was feared in Brown's —I think that justice is at every man’s door almost;
-

Town, and that, although it might not be much, yet they frequently come to me in their quarrels, and say
still no one could tell what excesses might be com
mitted if once it commenced.

36,389. Did you forward that letter to Governor
Eyre —I did, and I likewise stated to him at the time
that I could not tell how much exaggerated alarm or
truth there was in the reports, but that up in that dis
trict I knew ill-feelings existed in consequence of the
disputed lands.
-

36,390. Do you mean in Brown's Town —In

that they have not got the means to prosecute when
they have been ill-used ; and if, upon inquiry, I found
that they had been seriously assaulted, I have given
them the money to pay for the warrant, or ordered it
to be sent out.

-

36,408. You have that power, have you ?—I did it
at my own risk and my own cost, but I always direct
the Clerk of the Peace to do so, and he himself would
not refuse to send it out.

Brown's Town district.

36,409. When you suggest to him it is a case in
which the fees ought to be remitted he would do so *
then at the end of October 2–Yes; and I stated that —He would always; and he would do so himself if he
I had not the means of suppressing it if it should thought it was a case in which to do it. I may state
occur. The Governor then sent down some troops, that I have an extended knowledge of labourers,
36,391. That would be a communication by you

which went up to Brown's Town.

because I employ from 1,000 to 1,200 a day, and I pay

- -

36,392. That was in November?—Yes,
36,393. Then the immediate subject of alarm in
Brown's Town was of a local nature relative to some

in wages from 10,000l. to 12,000l. a year, so that I
have a pretty good knowledge of the people.
36,410. Do you get plenty of labour now 2–In our

land –It was that, but no one could tell how far it
might extend. There were constant reports that the

district we have abundance.

people were in a great state of alarm there, that there

are certain seasons in which labour is not so abun

was a great state of mistrust, and there were reports

dant, but the people are employed ; they are employed

and rumours of all sorts.

upon their own grounds, or in the pimento crop, and

-

-

36,411. Is it continuous, regular labour –There

36,394. When was that ?—All throughout, from the at that time we may feel a little want of labour.
36,412. Do you mean you cannot get labour then 2
first news of the outbreak.
—We
cannot get labour for our particular sugar
36,395. You have mentioned the instance about

estates, because it is absorbed in picking in other

land —Yes.

-

crops.

36,396. Was that the immediate cause of apprehen

36,413. Do they complain of larceny very much in

sion ?—I think it was considered to be the immediate

your neighbourhood, robbing provision grounds 2—

cause of the riot that was feared.

Not so much lately as in the last two years, when

36,397. Was that what led to sending the troops

there was great drought.

Provisions are more plen

there?—Yes, to keep the peace, should there be one. tiful now, and I do not hear many complaints; but
36,398. That was of a local character, as far as

they did complain grievously, and they suffered very

that particular subject went, referring to land near much by not planting on that account.
rown's Town 2–Yes.

36,414. Do you think there is a very good spirit in

36,399. It was not the question of land generally 2
-IN 0.

.

be bad if they were let alone.

86,400. It was a particular case ?—Yes, where the

People had taken possession of land, and were not to
be ejected.

-

-

86,401. How long did the troops remain —They
are there now.

your district 2–I think so ; I don't think they would

-- - -

-

- -

36,415. (Mr. Walcott.) You have an estate at
Brown's Town, have you not ?—I have.
36,416. Were you aware last year of there being
any geºrºl distress among the people in that dis
trict 2–-I think for the last two years, more or less,
5 A 4
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there has been some distress throughout the parish,
there have been very dry years, and where the
Hon. C. Royes. employer feels distress I think the employed feel also
something of it.
6 Mar. 1866.
36,417. Just above your estate is there a settlement
called Philadelphia?—There is.
FIFTH DAY.

--

36,423. (Mr. Phillippo.) To concoct a story?—
To concoct a story.
36,424. (Mr. Walcott.) What is your opinion of
the present state of the country with regard to the
value and security of property —I think since this
unhappy outbreak there is a very general uneasiness

36,418. Do you know anything of the character of and uncertainty as to the future, and property has
the people living there —They have a very bad
character indeed, they are a very bad, turbulent set
indeed.

36,419. Do you know a man called Bacchus
Williams, as one of those living in that settlement —
I know he is.

36,420. Do you think if there was any disturbance
likely to be created in Brown's Town, that it would
extend towards Philadelphia 2–It would come from
that direction I think.

36,421. From your knowledge of Bacchus Williams
do you think he is a person likely to know what was
going on ?–He is a person likely to know almost
anything that passes, but he is a person I would not

depreciated very much in value, so much so that I
should be very glad to take a very handsome discount
off my own and go away.

36,425. What is the name of your property near
Brown's Town 2–Knapdale.
36,426. (Commission.) Are the magistrates pretty
nearly exclusively persons connected with estates?—
There are 30 magistrates, and I think 26 or 27 of
them are large landowners.
36,427. Do you think they are persons in whom
the labourers would have confidence in reference to

disputes between them and their masters ?—I think
that the labourers have general confidence; they
have more confidence in some than in others.

trust.

36,422. But he would be likely to know any evil
that was being concocted, would he not ?–He would.

36,428. You have no stipendiary magistrate I
think 2–We have no stipendiary magistrate now,

The witness withdrew.

R. W. Smith,
Esq.

RAYNEs WAITE SMITH, Esq., sworn and examined.
36,429. Are you a member of the House of character that they are very secret in their proceedings
Assembly and a magistrate for St. Elizabeth 2– amongst each other, especially those of an illegal kind?
I am a member of Assembly and a Justice of the —Certainly, and especially connected with obeahisms
Peace for St. Elizabeth's. I was also a member of they are very secret when they have anything to be
the Executive Committee under both Sir Charle

done.

Darling and Governor Eyre.

36,447. Can you explain how you reconcile the
revealing of their intentions, by means of anonymous
letters, with the secrecy of their proceedings?—I can
only say this, that I have no doubt that the same
person who knew what was going on, or who had
heard it, would be very wishful in some way or other
to reveal it, and took that way of doing so,

36,430. Were you so in October last —No.
36,431. Are you a proprietor of estates ?—I am a

proprietor of one estate, a family estate, and two penns.
36,432. Is that in St. Elizabeth's 2–Yes.

36,433. I believe you also represent a property,
acting as attorney for it 2–I represent family pro

perty, and also the property of other individuals.
36,434. In St. Elizabeth's was there an unsettled

state of public feeling in August and September last 7
—Very great.
36,435. Whereabouts were you residing at that

time 2—On my own estate, Redman Valley, within

36,448. You mean a friend who wished to warn

anyone —No, I am not sure of that, it might be an
indifferent person.
36,449. Would not that be departing from the
secrecy of their character 7–It might be so, such
things do leak out occasionally.

five miles of Lacovia.

36,436. I believe you had during August some
anonymous letters ?—None were sent to me ; I never
received any, they were picked up.
36,437. Upon your property?—Not on my property
36,438. Was it near your property 2—About four
or five miles off at a place called Ealing ; a store
keeper picked it up on the road, and as I was passing
his store one day he called to me and showed it to me.
36,439. Was it addressed to you ?—No, it was

36,450. After this did you take any steps with
regard to yourself or the public peace as a magistrate?
—Knowing that this great excitement prevailed, and
coupling that with those anonymous letters that had
been dropped, which threatened not only myself but
the leading men of the parish
36,451. We have not heard of any other, was there

any other ?—Not that came to my hands, but I under
stood there were some in which the other leading
characters were threatened.

addressed to him.

36,440. Have you got it 2—No, I have not ; he
I applied for it afterwards,
and he told me he had followed the old Spanish
roverb of keeping the lion.
36,441. What was the letter ?—It was calling me
a great man or something of that kind, holding me up
to public obloquy, on the ground that it was very well
took it back from me.

known that I had received a great quantity of rice

from the Queen for the poor people of the parish, and
that I had appropriated to my own purposes.
36,442. That was the charge against you in the
letter ?—Yes.

36,443. Was that dropped under Norris's store ?—
—In the King's Road, close to his store.

36,444. You do not attach much importance to
these anonymous letters, do you ?—They say a straw
thrown up shows which way the wind is blowing ;
and knowing the negro population as I do I did attach
some importance to it.
36,445. Do you suppose these anonymous letters
were written by negroes —There are many negroes
that can write, and I see no reason why that should

not have been written by them.

36,446. Do you find from your knowledge of their

36,452. Did you forward any communication to
Governor Eyre 2–You asked me just now if I made
any communication to the authorities—I did so after

I had found these communications were being dropped
about, and knowing how unsettled the people were;

and I was also told of some expressions that were
made use of about me, saying that my house was a
large one and it would do very well for them by-and

by. I thought it my duty, after consulting with one
or two magistrates, to communicate the state of affairs
to the Custos, which I did.
36,453. After that communication was there a
vessel of war sent off the coast 2–The Custos I was
informed had received communications of a similar
character, and it was in consequence of those com"

munications altogether that the vessel was sent,

36,454. Was it after your communication to the
Custos that the vessel arrived off the coast 2–I think

it was. I wrote the letter on the 24th July, and I
think the vessel reached the coast about a day before
the 1st of August.

36,455. Did matters quiet down after that —The
public peace was not broken.
86,456. At no time 7–At no time; but I am

.
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satisfied that the presence of that vessel had a
considerable effect in preventing it.
36,457. Is it true that after the arrival of the vessel
the excitement quieted down —I think the arrival of
the vessel had a great deal to do with the quietness

that then prevailed and which does prevail.
36,458. Then it did quiet down —I suppose that
follows.

36,459. Did matters remain quiet till the news
came about the affair of Morant —I think myself
there was the same dissatisfied feeling prevailing
until the account was received of the outbreak at

Morant Bay.
36,460. There was no manifestation of it, was
there 2–Except the remarks that were made.
36,461. Remarks made to you ?—No, not to me;
they were made generally about me.
36,462. Subsequently to the arrival of the vessel,
when you say the public had settled down, until the
news of Morant Bay came, did they remain quiet –
They remained in statu quo.

36,463. After that was there any disturbance —
Not after that.

36,464. Was there any excitement about the Morant
news —There was a considerable chatting about
among the people; they did not know what to make
of it.

36,465. Was there anything done in St. Elizabeth's
in the way of attempting to disturb the public peace 2
—There was no overt act committed that I am aware

of. I was asked just now as to a letter I wrote to the
Governor. I did write, I considered it my duty, in
May last, in consequence of the agitation which pre
vailed in the country, to state my views with regard
to the affairs of the country.
36,466. Was that a public despatch to him 2–It
was a letter written publicly, and published in the

36,471. Do you think a system of tanks a good one
in a country that suffers so much from drought 2–We
have the test of experience of that.
36,472. You formerly had a very good system of
tanks, had you not ?—Yes, there were large barba
cues where water was collected.

36,473. (Mr. Payne.) You speak of the negroes
squatting on the land, do you mean occupier—their
buy land, or their hired land 2–It is immaterial which,
it is a fancy for every man to buy an acre or two.
36,474. I presume you will agree that when the
vessel arrived at St. Elizabeth's, it had a good effect
in restoring the confidence of the white people —No

*

36,475. Have you taken from the post-office a letter
belonging to a Mr. Gelling –No ; Mr. Gelling
handed me a letter without any condition attached to
it.

but it was very well known from whom it came.

(handing it to the witness) –Yes.

papers, do you mean the newspapers?—Yes; I do not
think my evidence would be complete if I did not state
the reasons which induced me to believe that this ex

citement throughout the country had been growing,
and had not been the accident of a year.

This has

been the case, to my knowledge, ever since the negroes
Squatted on their one or two acres lot of land ; and

owing to the decay of civilizing influences in the
country, from which they have been debarred in this

*

doubt of it.

36,467. Was it written in your capacity as a magis
trate?—I did not sign my name as a magistrate to it,
36,468. Have you got that letter —I have it here;
it was written on the 21st of June and published in
the papers.
36,469. Not under your own signature, you say ?—
I signed it.
36,470. When you say it was published in the

FIFTH IDAY.

to those causes.

36,476. Is it not true that you took that letter from
the-post office —No.
36,477. (Mr. Jalcott ) Was that a letter written
from Underhill to Mr. Gelling 2–Yes.
36,478. And did you give that letter to his Excel
lency the Governor —Yes. I don't know if the
letter was read, if there would be very much in it.
36,479. Is that the letter you wrote to the Custos

papers.

º

there more considerably from being deprived of the
water which they formerly received from the tanks.
They have again fallen into disrepair; they were
formerly kept up by the proprietors of estates, and
from those tanks the people took their supplies. Those
have all been abandoned, and the people being too idle
to do anything for themselves, when the drought
came they soon felt the want of that necessary supply;
and considering that happens in many districts in this
island, where cultivation is now exceedingly circum
scribed, and civilizing influences consequently very
much circumscribed along with it, they not being a
self-relying people, much of the evil must be attributed

This was dated 24th July 1865, stating his
opinion of the danger that existed in conse
quence of a spirit of disaffection, and referring
to a communication made to Dr. McCatty, of
which the following is an extract :—“You will

“shortly hear of great news. We are going to
“do a great thing in August, and hope we will
“find friends ready in St. Elizabeth's to work
“ hand in hand with us.”

-

-

36,480. About August did any person tender their
services to you as a protector or guard for you ?—
Certainly. I returned home to my place after being
about on business, and I found, owing to the excite
ment that prevailed, all my neighbours had fled to
Black River for protection; my head man came up to
me, and said he was very glad to find that I had re

district, I attribute much of the evil that has happened
to this, that so many estates have been abandoned turned, for if there was an outbreak my own people
by the proprietors. Since the reduction of wages in were determined to protect me. I was waited upon
1846, all the smaller labourers went and bought one or

by another person who lived in my district, to warn

two lots, and have remained far from civilization.

me not to leave my house during the August holidays;

From the drought, which happened two years ago,
these people's grounds yielded little or nothing, and

and I thought it right, coupling all these things to

they suffered considerable distress, especially in that

protection, for I did not know what might occur, and

gether, to rally round about me some force for my

Part of the parish of St. Elizabeth's with which I am

my people came round me and guarded my house and

acquainted—the Santa Cruz mountains; they suffered

premises during those August holidays.

The witness withdrew.
WILLIAM CHARLES GROVEs, Esq., sworn and examined.

86,481, Are you a magistrate of St. Thomas in the
East —I am.

$º. Are you also lessee of a place called Dalvey?
- les,

36,483. On Friday, the 13th of October last, did
men come to your estate at Dalvey —They

º

W. C. Groves,

know them —Yes, I knew them well, they came
from Holland estate.

-

36,486. I believe they came to warn you about re
maining at home —Yes.

36,487. Did you remain at home 2—I did not remain
in the house.

l(l.

86,484. Was that in the afternoon 2–Towards
afternoon.

86,485. From what place did they come; did you

36,488. Where did you go to ?—I went to a negro
house near by.
36,489. Did you remain there?—I remained there
two days.
5B

*
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36,490. Do you know a man of the name of Francis
Hall 2–Yes, it was to his house I went.

W. C. Groves,
Esq.

36,491. Did you remain over the Sunday at his
house ?–Yes, I remained until the Sunday night.
36,492. When you left his house where did you go

6 Mar. 1866.

to ?—I went to Golden Grove first, and from thence
Fairfield.

36,493. Did anything take place at Dalvey, by the
rebels 2–Yes, they attacked the house on the Friday
night.
36,494. That was the night you left it —Yes; they
sacked and destroyed all the furniture, and they car
ried away everything that was moveable.
36,495. Did you hear shells blowing and drums

36,505. And before that ?—And before that I lived
at Serge Island, in the Blue Mountain district.
36,506. For what time had you known that district
—Holland, Dalvey, and round about there 2–0wer
25 years I have been resident there.

36,507. Did you employ any men —Not at Dalvey.
36,508. But on the different estates that you have
been connected with ?–Yes.

36,509. (Mr. Walcott.) In 1863, about the time
Mr. Gordon was canvassing as a member for the
parish, did you hear anything about the election?—

It was said, if Mr. Gordon was not successful in being
returned as member for the parish the Maroons were
to come down and cut off the white people's heads.
36,510, Who said that ?—A labourer at Holland.

beating 2–Yes.

36,496. Did you ever see any of the men —I saw
them frequently.
36,497. Near your house 2–Yes.
36,498. How many strong —They might be 40 or
50 from what I saw.

36,499. I believe your house was entirely gutted
when you returned to it 2–Yes.
36,500. You, as a magistrate of St. Thomas in the
East, had not been aware of any preparation, in way
of drilling, at Stony Gut or elsewhere 7–No ; Dalvey
is so isolated I hardly ever hear of anything until it
has actually taken place.
36,501. Then had you heard nothing until these
men came to you ?—I heard of the disturbance at
Morant Bay, and I heard the breaking up of Ducken
field the previous night; I could hear their yellings.
36,502. But you had not taken alarm, with respect

to your own place, until these men came —No. . . .
36,503. How long had you been at Dalvey —About
six months.

36,504. Where had you been before that ?—At
Holland.

36,511. Is that the estate where you were overseer
at the time 2—Yes.

36,512. Did you believe that was true?—There is
excitement at the election.

+

36,513. Was it not more an election trick than any.
thing else ?—I don’t know, I am sure.
36,514. (Mr. Walcott.) When the men came to
you on Friday night, the 13th, what did they say to
you ?—One man said that he would cut off my head,
and then he would have no more rent to pay for the
beach. He rented the Dalvey beach from me.
36,515. Was anything else said in your kitchen by
anybody else ?—Yes; one man named Thomas Lewis
said, “Yes, kill them all.”
36,516. What had that a reference to ?–To the

killing of the white people.
36,517. When was that ?—That was on the same

day, I think the same Friday.
36,518. (Commission.) Do you know the name of
the black person who made use of the expression you
speak of at the time of the Westry election of 1863?—

Yes, his name was Joseph Henry.
The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to 10 o'clock to-morrow.

THIRTY-3IXTH DAY.

Wednesday, 7th March 1866.
-

PRESENT :

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.
RussBLL GURNEY, Esq.
John BLossETT MAULE, Esq.
Colonel THOMAS FRANCIs Hobbs sworn and examined.

Colonel

T. F. Hoºbs.

36,519. You were in command at Newcastle in
October 1865?–Yes.

36,530. Had Captain Field a subaltern with

him?

mand at that time 2—I think about 500.

—Yes, Lieutenant Graeme, then Ensign Grame.
36,531. Now state what orders you received from
Major-General O'Connor —Finding that two com:

36,521. Now before we proceed further with your
examination it is necessary to read to you this paper

panies had already gone I then had received nº
orders from Major-General O'Connor but to send that

(caution read to witness) * – I have nothing to

one company down the Blue Mountain Valley; but!
got a letter immediately afterwards from General

36,520. How many men had you under your com

conceal.

36,522. How many men had you under your com
mand at that time 2—I should say about 500.
36,523. Of what regiment —Of the 6th Royal
regiment.
36,524. Did you receive an order on the 12th of
October to send two companies to Kingston 2–I did.

36,525. Whom did you detail on this duty –Cap
tain Hole, in command of letter A company, and

-

received

from Major-General O'Connor, we want to know what
orders orders
you hadfrom
to send
any troops ?—There
verbal
the Adjutant-General.
Thewere
first
order was for two companies, and the other was alsº

a verbal order, to the best of my belief, for

a third

company,

36,533. You received verbal orders through the

Lieutenant Morton.

36,526. How many men about did you send ?–I
ordered 60 rank and file per company, that would be
about 120.

Jackson, asking for another company.
36,532. State distinctly what orders you

Deputy Adjutant-General 2–There was a ver
order for the first two companies to go to camp, and
I believe the second order was verbal also.

-

36,527. How many men were left at Newcastle

36,534. You had no written order?—I am nºt
certain, but I think not.

after the two companies left —About 380.

36,535. When you detached Captain Field what
36,528. Did you receive an order at 10 o'clock at
night on the 12th to hold a company in readiness to orders did you give him, either written or verbal march to Mahogany Vale —I did.
36,529. What company did you detail for this
service —Captain Field's.
-

I ordered him to proceed to Mahogany Vale to plº
himself under General Jackson's command.

36,536. Under his command 7–Not under his com"

*}
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mand, but to receive instructions from him where to
proceed.
36,537. Have you any written order that you gave
-

to him?—No, I do not think I have.
36,538. Then the orders you gave to Captain Field

to place himself under General Jackson's instructions
were looking to him as a magistrate *-*As a magis
trate of course.

-

36,539. Did you give Captain Hole any orders ?—
No.

36,540. What was the object of sending troops
down the Blue Mountain Valley —To intercept the
rebels, they were reported to be flying towards Kings
ton, with the view of burning it.
36,541. When did Captain Field's company march 2
—About midnight, I think, on the l l th or 12th.
36,542. You say you received the order at 10
o'clock on the night of the 12th ; did they march
within two hours ?—They did. They got under way
immediately.
36,543. Do you know the distance from New
castle to Morant Bay ?—I do not.
36,544. Did you receive any letter from Captain
Field asking for reinforcements –I did.
36,545. What did you do?—I took upon myself the
responsibility of sending another company, under
Lieutenant Rowarth, and I wrote immediately to the
General to tell him what I had done, and I got an
answer saying he approved of my promptitude.
36,546. What orders did you give to Lieutenant
Rowarth —To place himself under Captain Field and
aid the civil power to the best of his ability.
36,547. In what direction was he to go ; did you
order him to follow the line of march of Captain
Field —Yes, he was to proceed the same way.
36,548. Did you make any application to General
O'Connor to be allowed permission to take command
of Captain Field's force yourself in person —I did.
36,549. Did you obtain leave to do so *—I did.
-

36,550. When did you leave Newcastle —I got
permission to go about midnight on the 13th, and at
daylight on the 14th I started across the country.
36,551. Who accompanied you ?—Lieutenant Hall,
and a body-guard of 10 men.
36,552. You pushed on with all possible speed ?–
es.

he should take military command, and I told him I
would allow no person to take command of my regi
ment but myself when I was present.
36,563. When did you leave Arntully —About

36,553. Where to ?–First to Mahogany Vale.

36,564. How far is it from Arntully to Monklands?
—Between 4 and 5 miles, I should say.
36,565. Were any shots fired during the march to
Monklands 2—I heard one or two, but I do not think

they were at us. I took them to be signals.
36,566. In what order did you advance in marching
towards Monklands 2—The roads are mere goat tracks,
and we were obliged to go in Indian file, but when
ever we came to any broken ground or open spaces I
threw out an advanced guard of skirmishers.
36,567. Did your men fire at any people in the
bush —Not a shot was fired between Arntully and
Monklands.

-

36,568. When did you reach Monklands 2—I should
say between 10 and l l ; it might have been before
10 o’clock.

36,569. On Sunday morning 2–Yes.
36,570. Your march, them, was a slow one *—Very
slow indeed. Torrents of rain were falling.
36,571. What retarded your march 2–The rivers
were all what they call in this country “down,” and
took the men to their waists, and on coming out of
the rivers the men had to take off their boots and

empty the gravel out of them.

We never made more

than about two miles and a half an hour.

36,572. What state was the weather in 7–It was

frightful weather, raining the entire time.
36,573. In what state did you find Monklands, was
anybody there 3–No, except a few refugees and

women, and the place was completely wrecked by the
rebels.

36,574. What did you do then 2–The men were
jaded, and I rested and gave them a glass of rum
each.

36,575. What did you do after resting 2—I asked
of the magistrates which was the nearest rebel settle
ment, and they said Ross Island.
36,576. Did you detach a party to go to Ross
Island?—No, I never detached a party the entire
time I was out.

suppose that the whole population were in open

Finding that the troops had gone from there I went

rebellion ?—There can be no doubt about it, I think,

on to Arntully.

whatsoever.

36,554. When did you arrive there —After dusk
on Saturday night the 14th.
36,555. What reports did you receive on your
arrival –IReports of the very disturbed state of the

36,578. What were the reports that you received 2
—That all labour was suspended, that the negroes
had taken to arms; and I saw signals flying over all
the commanding hills, and flags of various colours,
and heard occasional shots, and I found the house of

country from everybody.

The magistrates urged me

-

Mr. Paterson, which they had broken into, completely

to advance immediately into St. Thomas in the East.
36,556. Whom did you find at Arntully besides the
troops ?—A number of magistrates and refugees from
St. Thomas in the East, very loud in the request that
I should push on into the disturbed districts.
36,557. Did they name any place which they re
commended as a place to which you should push on ?

a number of indications which it is impossible to
mistake, besides which I found earthworks hastily

-Monklands.

thrown up on the hill tops.

36,558. How many men had you at Arntully on the

night of the 14th when you arrived there –There
were 110 when I arrived there, and I brought 10
with me ; 120 men and six officers.

smashed, and the doors broken up, and his shop—he
kept a store—completely gutted, and numerous other
indications, such as horns blowing and impromptu
drums in the houses, and the houses all deserted, and

36,579. First of all, from whom did you receive
the reports —From the local magistrates chiefly;
Mr. Lascelles, I should think, and General Jackson,
who lives in the neighbourhood, and a number of

36,559. At Arntully did you receive intelligence
martial law had been proclaimed —I did, late at

brown men and other people of apparent respectability,
from Mr, Davidson, and I think we had altogether
five magistrates with us that first day, and each of

. 36,560. Did General Jackson go anywhere at that
time —I do not know from my own knowledge, but
my arrival I understood he had gone to Monk

them seemed to corroborate the statements which the
others made.

º
night.

.
S.

Colonel
T. F. Hobbs.

daylight on Sunday morning the 15th.

36,577. From the reports you received did you

-

THIRTY.
SIXTH IDAY.

Y 36,580.

Did you yourself see these flags flying 2–

es.

-

36,561. He was not there when you arrived ?—I do
not think he was, but he was there shortly afterwards.
36,562. What did he report on his return ?–That

36,581. Did you hear the horns —I did. At first,
once or twice, I did not know what the sound was,

there were large bodies of armed rebels waiting to
dispute the passage from Arntully Gap, a narrow

advanced the body of rebels was retiring.

89tge on the road to Monklands.

Upon this a slight

had the most correct information. Scouts from Monk

altercation took place between him and me as to his

lands ran back from time to time and said, “They

Position. He was under the impression, I think, that

are gone on.”

but I heard them.

I should mention that as we

36,582. Did you see them —No, we did not, but we

5 B 2
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36,583. These earthworks, where were they 2–Not

house in which you found the goods?—The chapel

was, but the house was not.
at Ross Island, they were at Mount Lebanus.
36,605. From something that was told you, or
36,584. Were the houses beyond Monklands
deserted or occupied ?–All were deserted; the furni from anybody you met with, did you learn that they
ture had been removed into the bush, and every had been sworn in recruits in the chapel?—Yes.
36,606. How did you become possessed of that fact?
preparation made apparently for troops advancing.
36,585. The shots that you heard did you hear —Simultaneously with this our men, who were
them fired at Monklands 2—The first shot I think I stretching along these narrow roads, and occupied
heard was between Arntully and Monklands, just as nearly a line of I should say fully three quarters of a
we approached Monklands, and then I heard one or mile from the first man to the last, some of the
I advanced guard at that moment captured two or three
two others from the hills that were signals.
believed them to be so, and I am sure they were. I women. Amongst them was a girl who pretended to
be deaf and dumb for some time, but at last she spoke.
heard them more as we got on.
36,586. You conceived them to be signals 2–1 did, I asked her where the people were, and she pointed
and reported accordingly. I do not think they were to where they had just gone out of the chapel. We
fired at us.
got hold of an old man who confirmed this ; we asked
him had they just gone out, and he said, “Yes.”
36,587, Did you search the houses 2–We did.
36,588. Did you find any plunder —Not in Ross
36,607. You became possessed of two prisoners
Island.
who told you this?—Yes.
36,589. Did you cause houses to be burned 2–Very
36,608. What amount of bludgeons and cutlasses
few. The magistrates, singular to say, pointed out were found in the chapel ?—I should say half-a-dozen;
to us the houses which they said were the houses of they seemed to have run out, and dropped these upon
leading rebels, a thing that from that day to this I our coming. I took up two.
have never been able to understand, how they knew
36,609. Were there many bludgeons —Two or
so very soon after I entered the place which were the three. We had not seen the bludgeons before, and
leading rebels. They pointed them out, but as I was we each tried to secure one.
anxious to pass on I only burned, I should say, about
36,610. After reaching the chapel and burning it
half-a-dozen houses at that time. Itoss Island is a did you see a large body of armed rebels running or
small settlement containing about 30 houses.
creeping up a hill ?—Yes.
36,590. Had every house that you burned been
36,611. Were they on each side of the settlement
pointed out by a magistrate or constable as belonging of Mount Lebanus –We had by this time got more
to a rebel?—Every one. I carried a piece of chalk than two prisoners, and after an interval of about
in my holsters, and if I found a house in which a two minutes the men, seeing a number of people
widow or a person nominally loyal or any woman about, pointed them out on the opposite hill. We
was present, or even when a man was present, the thought the main body was in an earthwork across
the valley. Captain Field went up to it, and brought
presence of these people saved it.
36,591. After leaving Monklands did you see any down a flag. He found no one in the earthwork, but
people —Not in Ross Island.
directly afterwards we saw a number of men running
36,592. When you left Ross Island where did you down one side of the gully, and then they made their
go to ?—We went through Ross Island to Mount appearance going up the other side.
-

36,612. Were they running from the earthwork

Lebanus.

36,593. On the way to Mount Lebanus did you see
any people —Not a single one that I can remember.

36,594. Was the settlement of Ross Island quite
deserted ?–Quite deserted.

36,595. And from there you went to Mount
Lebanus f—Yes.

down the gully?—Yes, they had fled out of it.
36,613. At the approach of Captain Field 1–0ſ
the troops in general, but particularly his,
36,614. Was there more than one earthwork at
that place —Not there.

36,615. You say you were separated from the

36,596. Did you enter the chapel there 2–We did.
36,597. What did you see in the chapel?—It had been
raining very heavily; the floor was covered with mud;
it was an earthen floor, and there were fresh marks

of feet of people who had apparently at that moment
left it. . There were some cutlasses, and a large
Bible which was upset upon the floor. I picked it
up and saw that it had not been probably upset five
minutes.

36,598. Did you bring it away?—No, we left it
there ; it was too large to carry.
36,599. What did you do with the chapel?—I had
the Bible taken out and ordered the chapel to be set
-

fire to.

36,600. Where did you go then 2–Mount Lebanus

is a large place, about three miles and a half long, I
should think, from one end to the other.
36,601. Were all the houses at Mount Lebanus

empty when you got there 2–Yes, every one.
36,602. You say it is a large settlement, are there

earthwork by a gully?—Yes.

36,616. Did you cross the gully and walk up to it,
and look at it yourself?—No.

36,617. Did anybody?–Captain Field did, and I
think one or two of the civilians.

36,618. You did not ?—No, I did not.

36,619. At that time did some of your men fire
upon the people who were passing from the earth
work down the gully?—When they made their appear
ange going up the hill on the opposite side of the

gully

I could see

they were armed, and the prisoners

said, “There they go.” I asked them who, and they
said, “The rebels.” I looked at them narrowly with
my eye, and also with my glass, and saw that they
were armed. Some of them wore swords and had on

uniform, to the best of my belief. One or two wore
Ted shirts, and had arms—guns of some sort or other.
I said to the advanced guard, “Fire,” and about 10
men did fire, but I watched the men narrowly and I

more than 100 houses in it?—I should say fully 100,
but it was extremely difficult to see. There are largé

observed that they never put up their sights. I

cocoa-nut trees in great numbers. It is a beautiful
valley, and stretches up by the side of a river. I
could not tell at the time how large it was. It was a
week afterwards before I found out what was its

take good aim, and then they did, and when they fired

checked them for it, and told them to be careful and
again I think they fired 20 or 30 at these men, I

was under the impression that they had hit them. I
asked them how many they had killed, and they said,

“From 10 to 20,” but I afterwards found that the
36,603.9n the Sunday, the 15th, were any of the men had dropped down in the grass. I have caused
goods of Mrs. Paterson, or goods that were said to be some accurate inquiries to be made, and I have not
hers, fºund in any house ?—Yes, in the house of a been able ...to find that they were killed, but I was
man called Alveranga, which is close to this chapel under the impression at the time that they were.
In the chapel there was an unmistakeable effluvium
extent.

of

Pºpłº having been recently in it.
36,994. Was the chapel burned as well as

–------_

the

fire on the troops?–No.
W. they
:
20
?—
number
2021. What
think,did you see fire?—About
I should
altogether,

º

-----
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36,622. None of the men crossed the ravine 2–No,
they did not.

56,623. Were you informed by the people who
were in your power at that time of their being the
main body of rebels present —Certainly I was.
36,624. Who gave the information?—The prisoners
that were captured, I think, were the chief ones. It
seemed to be an established fact.

I could not at this

moment state who individually told it inc.
36,625. Did you gather from any of your advanced

guards or scouts who went up the hill that they had
seen anything like a main body of rebels —No, I did
not.

36,626. You were dependent cntirely upon the

prisoners for the information 2–Yes.
36,627. For that fact –Yes.

36,640. It was upon their testimony, coupled with
that of the magistrates, that you acted in the assump
tion that the property you destroyed was the property
of the rebels 2–Yes.

were sworn in 3–Yes.

were under the impression that they were near you ?
—Yes, this party upon whom I ordered the fire was

represented as being their rear guard.

not advance further on the Monday, and I devoted

36,629. On this visit to Mount Lebanus were any
other houses destroyed than the chapel and the house
where Mrs. Paterson's property was found 2–I should
say about 20; certainly 10 or 15, but perhaps 20 were
destroyed—houses of the rebels; but it was such a
large settlement that I could not spare time to burn
many. I was under the firm belief that I was cvery
minute coming upon the rebels, and I have no doubt
that they were near me, because Paul Bogle made his
appearance immediately afterwards in the river below.

the day to receiving information about the district
and examining the cases of these 14 prisoners. I
found that although they were all taken up in rebel
districts, and appeared to me to be more or less con
nected with the rebellion, I had not sufficient proof to
warrant their execution, except in the case of one

I did not know him, but General Jackson rode out

and saw him, and it transpired afterwards that the
man he had seen was 13ogle.

36,630. Did anyone see any force under arms at
that time with Bogle 2–No, I think not.

36,631. Were any of the houses occupied by the
inhabitants at the time destroyed by fire or otherwise?
-No, not a single person was in any house that we

man, who was called William Carr.

36,645. William Carr was executed on Monday, the
16th of October – Yes, his was our first execution.

36,646. Was he tried by Court-martial 2–Yes, he
was tried, and got a very lengthened and patient trial.
We had plenty of time, and every formality that it is
possible to go through was gone through in his case.
36,647. And were the proceedings recorded and

returned 2–Yes, they are with my Courts-martial, and
I should like to call attention to the difference
between that and others which were sent in after
wards.

36,648. There are two

destroyed.

36,632. The settlement being three miles long did
you go beyond it on that day —No, we did not go
quite to the end of it at all. It may not be three miles
long, but I think it is about that length.
36,633. But you thought so, and you returned to
Monklands —Yes.

36,634. Monklands being at that time your head
quarters ?–Yes.

36,635. You say the houses you destroyed at Mount

returns ; one bears the

inscription of certified proceedings, and the other is
the regular report of the evidence given—where are
the proceedings of the Courts-martial that were held
by you ?—They were sent to the Adjutant-General
by order of the General. They were sent about the

7th of November, and I have never seen the originals
since.

36,649. It is convenient to draw your attention to
that, and that you should draw ours to what you wish

Lebanus were those of the leading rebels—on what to state—had you the proceedings written in each
information were you dependent for that fact "-Upon case ?—They were written in every case, but some
were necessarily very curtailed.
the magistrates who accompanied us.
36,650. Do you remember the particular trial of
36,636. Do you mean General Jackson 2–He was
one, Mr. Lascelles was another, and I think Mr. William Carr on Monday, the 16th 2–I do. [The
Davidson was another. I do not recollect any other two reports of proceedings in the case of William
names at this moment; but in addition to these magis Carr were here read to the witness.]
36,651. Why were these two returns made, one
trates I must tell you there were about 20 or 30 very
respectable civilians who accompanied us—persons in dated the 26th of October, that is the first, and other
the position of life of book-keepers, leading men in the dated the 1st of October –It does not appear to me
district, and supposed to give good information ; and that either of those dates is correct. They cannot be
on their information, coupled with that of the magis right as to date. I can explain why there were two
trates, I set ſire to the houses of the leading rebels,

documents.

and should have burned the entire village, but it took

The former is not in my handwriting. They are
clerical errors I presume. I think I can fully explain

a great deal of time.
36,637. Who were the civilians ?–One was Mr.

They should be both dated the 16th.

why there are two. When we arrived there, never

Haliburton, who appeared to be a respectable brown having had a drumhead Court-martial before, I was
proprietor, who gave good information, and his testi

extremely anxious to take the full evidence before

mony appeared to be reliable. Then there was Mr.
Ogilvie, a thoroughly respectable man, who seemed to
now everything about the district; and there were

sending him to be tried by Court-martial, and I held

a sort of committee, composed of officers and magis
trates. That is why the first return is made, the

two or three other people who were sworn as special Court-martial being held afterwards.
Constables.

Afterwards there were the two Wilsons,

father and son, both respectable men, and quite abové
the average of their class. These men, I think,
9°cupied the position in life of book-keepers, or of
Small settlers.

36,638. They were people with whom you were
Acquainted
—Yes, they were accredited by the magis
trates.
*6639. It was upon their information that you
ºted --It was upon their testimony, but not without

the confirmation of he magistrates,

Colonel
T. F. IIobts.

36,641. Then you retired to Monklands on Sunday
night, the 15th –Yes.
36,642. Did you take back any prisoners with you ;
how many did you take back * – We brought six, I
think, and I think eight more were brought in by
some of the constables during the night, or during our
absence. We had altogether, I think, during that
night 14 prisoners.
36,643. The constables you have named were book
keepers and gentlemen resident in the district who
36,644. You remained at Monklands, and on Monday,
the 16th of October, what course did you follow —
We found that the troops were so extremely knocked
up from the previous night's exertions that I could

36,628. Nobody ever saw the main body, but you

THIRTY.
SIXTH DAY.

I did that

with the first man, and afterwards with the others,
whenever time admitted. I had a regular Court
martial, and the first is what might be called in
civil law a “grand jury.”
36,652. In fact you had a Court of Inquiry to take
the précis of evidence to see whether you had suffi
cient evidence to bring the prisoner before a Court

martial —Yes, but the dates are not mine, they were
both held within an hour of each other.

36,653. This précis of evidence so made is not only
as it appears upon the paper a taking of evidence by
5B 3
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them, that you considered him guilty, but it is added
SIXTH DAY and “hereby sentence him to immediate death "That was a sort of a joint court, composed of magis
Colonel
T. F. Hobbs. trates and officers, although the magistrates did not

put down their signatures.
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36,654. You will recollect probably whether this is
or is not substantially what you returned. [The
heading of paper read to witness, “We the under
signed, &c.”] That is the heading of the return, and
then there are the signatures of Captain Field,
Lieutenant Rowarth, Lieutenant Hall, Ensign Graeme,
and Ensign Taylor, and it is confirmed and approved -

are all worthy of death, but I shrink from the re

sponsibility of executing them without first receiving
the Governor's or your wishes respecting them. I
have, however, suggested to the magistrates that all
men of substance, or proprietors of land of 30l. value
and upwards, be sworn in special constables, and
ordered to escort these men to Kingston and hand
them over to the civil power. I hope to-morrow, if

all be well, to make a forced march towards Stony
Gut, in this parish, where the rebels (driven due
westward by Brigadier-General Nelson, as I am in.
formed,) have assembled in great force, and where

by “T. F. Hobbs, Colonel ?”—That is the only way

they have a large supply of gunpowder, arms, &c.

I can explain it, I do not remember it very accurately.
I know we had a preliminary investigation. It is
possible that, thinking that was not formal enough, I

As they are nearly all mounted on mules or horses, it
is evident we shall have difficulty in following them
up. I do not think the insurrectionist spirit extends
into St. David's, where all seem loyal at present.

ordered another court.

The first was a mixed court

of officers and magistrates. I was at the same time
drawing out proceedings to send to Kingston. [Pro
ceedings of Court-martial read.]
36,655. Were there two returns or only one return

-

“T. FRANCIs Hobbs, Colonel & Lt.-Col. 6th Royal
Regiment Comdg. Troops, Monklands
Dist. St. Thomas ye East,

made, which resulted in the execution of William
Carr 2–It strikes me there were two.

“I have the honour to be

“Your Excellency's most obedient and humble servant

36,656. Do you remember whether that same day

“P.S. Since the execution of their leader, William
Carr, rebels are coming in here in numbers, confess.

Robert Dyke, and nine other men, whose names were
unknown, were flogged 2–I do not remember.
36,657. Were any men flogged that day under your
authority at Monklands 2—I do not remember. It's

ing their guilt and seeking protection. I have handed
them all over to the magistrates, who say they can
not get special constables to guard them. I have no
means of doing so.
“T. F. H.”

possible that these were, but I cannot recollect that

particular day. They were flogged under my authority

36,664. What is the date of that ?—Sixteenth of
October.

if I returned them so.

36,658. Besides the Court-martial held upon
William Carr, and whatever other sentences may have
been carried out on that day, what further did you do
in or near Monklands, with regard to suppressing the
disturbances that were there —The men were so very
much knocked up, that I could do nothing more than
keep a strong guard and look out, and the time of
myself and my officers was taken up in examining the
arms and getting them into proper condition after the
severe weather of the day before, and investsgating
the cases of the 14 other prisoners.
I decided
I would have nothing to say to them, and I wrote re
questing instructions. I did not, however, wait for
an answer, but sent them to Kingston. I did not
think martial law authorized my dealing with people
who were not caught in armed force, or proved to be
ringleaders or resisting authority.
36,659. Were these 14 men sent to Kingston 2–
Yes, they were sent by me; I sent for instructions,

36,665. Where was it written from ?–From Monk
lands.

36,666. That was not the first despatch you had
written, you wrote one on the 15th 2–I did on the 15th.
36,667. On the 15th, at 6 in the evening, you
communicated to Major-General O'Connor the pro
ceedings of the day ?—Yes, on my march to Monk
lands.

36,668. This passage occurs in that despatch,
which perhaps you would wish to explain —“The

amount of horses, pigs, poultry, and comfortable
clothing left behind by the people, as also the amount
of coffee, and provisions of all kinds, indicate the

utmost amount of comfort on the part of the people
composing the rebellion, who (unfortunately aided by
the hatural advantages of the country, and numerous

well-mounted scouts,) gave notice of our presence and
fled. We, however, secured six prisoners, whom I
would have shot, but from the fact of their being

and wrote in a despatch or rather a letter to the

unarmed; I now regret that I did not do so, as they

General, stating that I shrank from the responsibility
of executing them without further instructions.
36,660. Do you remember whether it was on
October the 15th, or on Monday the 16th, that you
wrote ; when did you write that letter —I think it

are no doubt rebels. We have, however, killed be:
tween 15 and 20 of them at extraordinarily long

was on the 16th that I wrote the letter in which I

mation if I can.

stated that I shrank from the responsibility of
executing them without further instructions.
36,661. Have you brought a copy of that letter?—
Yes, I have. It is dated the 16th.
36,662. Is that a copy you made at the time of the
original which was sent?—It is a copy which was
made afterwards at Newcastle by a clerk.
36,663. Did you examine it with the original 2–I

saw running up the hill side, the 15 or 20 alluded 10.
36,669. But what about the six prisoners?—The
explanation is this, I found that when I had extended

did. [Letter read, as follows.]

protection. I thought it would have been better if I

-

* Monklands, St. Thomas in the East, Surry Co.
“Jamaica, Heart of Rebel Country,
October 16th, 1865.

“SIR,

“I have the honour to report for your information
and also for the information of his Excellency the

Governor, that Private Thomas Murton, of the 6th
Royal Regiment, under my command, captured the
rebel chief, William Carr, who entered this house in
search of Mr. Paterson, with intent to take his life.
He was this day shot. The moral effect of this has
been most wonderful; as, ever since the execution,

numbers of rebels have come in, having thrown away
their arms and seeking protection. These men I can

not possibly undertake to guard, and I believe they

distances, having discovered since several groups of
them on the hill sides and in trees f"—I have already

explained, but I should be glad to give further infor:
These were the same men whom

clemency to them such an immense number came

flocking in that the people said if I did not shoot
them we should be overwhelmed.

36,670. Overwhelmed with what?—With black
people about us.

They would come in and claim

had not done so, and that it was a bad precedent,
but I could not bring myself to do it as they were
unarmed.

36,671. Did you apprehend that the surrender ºf
so many black people would overwhelm you?—I did
36,672. Did you think that the shooting of the six
would have deterred them?—I thought it would.
36,673. Was it not your object that they should

come in and surrender ; you could have dismissed
them if they undertook to behave well ?–But in dis’
missing or flogging them you did not get rid of them,
and I began to fear when I wrote that letter that my
clemency might have a bad effect.
-

36,674. Would you not get rid of them by

dis

missing them, or by flogging and dismissing them?
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No, they would not go away from the camp, they

that day ?—I rather think he was.

still claimed our protection.

certainly had, and Doctor Clarke, another magistrate, SIXTH DAY.

36,675. The rebels came in and surrendered —
—Yes.

36,676. Then they would need no further protec
tion ; when they were pardoned they would go home
and be quiet —But they would not.
36,677. Up to this time you had had but six *—
And that eight had been brought in before.
36,678. That is 14 ; you did not want them to go

away because you were not going to deal with them
until you had instructions from Kingston —When I
found that I had 14 on the first day I said to myself,
how will this be going on every day ?
36,679. Supposing them to be rebels, was it not

your object that they should come in and give proof
of their good intentions, that you might send them to
their homes with a certificate and pass —My view
was that I wished to send them all out of the district,
because I knew that if they remained in our camp
they would give information to the rebels of what we
were doing, and my object was to get them out of the
district, and that urged me to send them to camp
without waiting for instructions.
36,680. Is this the chief ground or the only ground

Mr. Lascelles we

whom I have not mentioned, who was with us all
through.
36,695. Did you observe scouts on all the hilltops ?
—We did, small groups of people watching us, and
running and waving flags from one hill to another.
36,696. What did you find in the houses or about
them 2–Everything that would induce a person to
believe that they were all plotting either rebellion or
some military movement.
36,697. What were these things 2–12owder horns
and blocks of lead innumerable.

I have one at New

stretched over a barrel.

you had not shot the six 2–That is all that occurs to
me at this moment.

one house and a blunderbuss in another.

I do not know what induced me

to make use of this expression, except that I feared
that if I allowed the camp to be filled with these
people they would give information to the other
people of what was going on, and although I had not
clear proof upon which I could shoot them, yet there

was distinct proof that they were mixed up in the
rebellion.

They were not caught in arms, and I

hesitated to kill them.

36,681. These 14 included William Carr —No,
they were exclusive.

36,682. And eight were brought in by constables
—Yes.

36,683. You had not inquired into their cases,
formally, at any rate —The constables in bringing
them in reported upon what grounds they had brought

them, that they were caught in the district, and that
they believed them to be connected with the rebellion,
and the men themselves said they were more or less.

36,684. On Monday you did not stir from Monk
lands 2—No.

36,685. Did you on any subsequent day make ex
cursions into the rebels' strongholds and settlements :
-Yes, almost every day.
36,686. On Tuesday what district did you take —

The Somerset district, a very prosperous one.
36,687. Did that lie on the road or to the right 2–

No, it is to the left, I think.
36,688. What state of things did you find there —
From the reports I received and from what I saw of the

36,701. There was no depôt of arms ?—No.
36,702. Were there any pistols —Yes, one or two
also.

36,703. Were there any bludgeons —Yes, we
found some bludgeons covered with blood.
36,704. Did you find any poison —I did not.
36,705. Did you see it after it was found by others?
—I did.

-

36,706. Do you know where it was found —In
the house of a celebrated ringleader named Wel
lington.
36,707. Was the house pointed out to you ?–Yes,
as the house of the leader of the district.

36,708. Was that the house in which the poison
was found 2–Yes.

-

36,709. Were any thumbscrews found 2—I remem
ber finding two in a place called Font Hill. We
visited that place afterwards; it is lower down.
36,710. What is a thumbscrew 2–A tourniquet.
36,711. How did you know what they were 2–

They stated to me that they were for that purpose.
It was stated to me, but I cannot exactly tell by
whom, that they had been used to compel the people
to take the oath.

36,712. What became of the things that were
found —They were all destroyed, except some which
the men brought to Newcastle. I have one of the
thumbscrews and several blocks of lead.

All articles

of intrinsic value I desired to be destroyed by regi

houses it was in a still more advanced state of rebel
lion than even Mount Libanus. The houses there were

mental order.

in like manner deserted, every one, and there was not

haste, and had not taken with them the most material

a single individual to be found in the houses; and in

part of their goods –It would appear so to me.

addition to that the constables all gave me to believe

36,714. Did Friend or any of the prisoners that you
had say that the people had marched away or run

and the magistrates with them that this was in a more

36,713. Did they look as if the people had fled in

advanced stage of rebellion, and that every one in the away ?–They said they had all gone off to Morant
Place had risen in rebellion, whereas in Mount Bay to join the rebellion, and their wives had taken
Libanus there appeared to be a few exceptions.
to the bush.
36,689. Somerset was equally deserted 2–Yes.
36,715. So far as these things were concerned they
36,690. At Mount Libanus you found nobody in had left their weapons behind them 2–In some few
the houses, nor did you find anybody in the houses at instances, but it was as if they had been manufac
Somerset —No ; one schoolmaster, named Friend, turing these things. The blocks of lead were so bright

Who lives at Somerset, gave us correct information. that they could not have been cut more than a few
e pointed out the houses, every single one by name.

36,691. Did you hear from him or from anybody
else what had become of the inhabitants —I did.

36,692. What information did they give you ?—

That they had all gone to Morant Bay.
36,693. Did Friend, amongst others, give you that

hours. The man Friend pointed out six or eight
houses in Somerset as belonging to loyal people. All
the rest I ordered to be destroyed.
36,716. How many houses were destroyed 2–
Somerset is also about three miles long. There are

information ?—I think he did, and a man named

only six or eight houses left, and they belonged to
rebels, but there were widows in them. I had given

Josephs, and

an order that wherever a woman was she should not

I am almost certain that Mr. Bowen the

magistrate was there that day.

be touched or molested in any way.

º

36,694. Had you General Jackson with you there

7 Mar. 1866.

castle. They were immense blocks of lead, and bars
of lead like solid bars of lead, about as thick as your
hand. There were a number of powder horns and
new cutlasses that appeared never to have been used
for agricultural purposes, and there was a quantity of
tea-meeting tickets.
36,698. About matters that more immediately
related to the intention of rebellion, did you find any
drums ?–Yes, either there or at Mount Libanus,
two or three impromptu drums, made of goatskin
36,699, Were there any firearms ?—Yes.
36,700. How many; were they a few scattered, or
were there a large number 3–There was a pistol in

upon which you were led to express this regret that

Colonel
, T. F. Hobbs.

36,717. You mentioned that you found tickets for

**
5 B 4
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tea-meetings; did the face of the tickets show it was
SIXTH DAY, to discuss politics?—On the back of it, I had almost
Colonel

T. F. Hobbs.

36,733. After that the rebels disappeared?—We

followed them for four miles into a place called
“Coley,” through another very disaffected district of

a portmanteau full of them.

36,718. The name of the chapel was printed upon

which I intended making a separate day, but we got

to “Coley.”
36,734. Was anything more done that day?—
them the words, “To discuss politics.”
Nothing more. They burnt two or three houses
36,719. Was that printed 2–It was in writing. close to “Coley.”
Upon the tickets were printed the words, “Native
36,735. Who did —The men, by my orders.
13aptist Chapel, Mount Pisgah.”
36,736. You mean “we”?—Yes, the troops.
36,737. Whose houses were they —The houses of
36,720. Did you see that in many instances —No,
I did not, but the men picked them up and threw another supposed gang of rebels.
them down again.
36,738. Do you remember how you ascertained
36,721. Did you carry away from Somerset any that ?–Yes, the magistrates came to me, and Mr.
prisoners ?—No, not one. I never saw any.
Josephs, the schoolmaster, who lived in the neigh.
36,722. Did you notice any that day as you re bourhood.
turned or as you went forward —Later in the day.
36,739. Had Mr. Josephs and the magistrates
I came out of Somerset that afternoon.
accompanied you down the valley, or were they fresh
36,723. Did you return to Monklands, or did you magistrates who had joined you ?—No, they were the
go forward —We eventually returned to Monklands, same magistrates who had come through.
36,740. That would be General Jackson?—Doctor
but we had a very important aſternoon's work.

the tickets –“ Native Baptist Chapel,” and on the
7 Mar, 1866.

back, “Admission, one shilling,” and in some few of

-

36,724. What was done –In crossing through the
river back from Somerset, which was very much swollen,
the men proceeded, as they seemed to be toodone

up, to go back to Monklands. I proceeded to bivouac
at the barracks, the residence of Mr. M'Pherson, who

was brutally murdered at Morant Bay. We went
into it, and I gave directions to stop there for the
night.
36,725. Was that a station between Somerset and
Monklands, or was it in advance of Somerset 2—It is

rather in advance, but almost parallel with it.

36,726. There you remained for the night?—I
proceeded to do so, but did not.
36,727. What was it that was done 2–We had just

arrived, and the men's feet were blistered, and they
were very much fatigued.

It had been a very hot

day, with alternate showers of rain, and the men
pulled off their boots, and I gave directions to cook
the dinners. I had sat down for a moment, having
got off my horse, and we had not been there more

Clarke, Mr. Lascelles, and Mr. Davidson were with
us two or three days. I cannot recollect each man

what particular day he was with us. There was
another magistrate, Mr. Sawers, who accompanied me
as a friend. He was useful in giving me advice, but
he was not a local magistrate, and I took no informa
tion from him.

-

36,741. This was on Tuesday, the 17th 2–Yes.
36,742. Was anybody in the houses when they were
burnt *—Nobody.
36,743. Was anybody turned out of them?—No,
there was never a house burnt in which there was a

human being.
36,744. But was any house burnt out of which
people were first turned ?–No, not even that. The
presence of anyone in the house saved it.
36,745. Were you aware whether any property was
found in a house before it was burnt which belonged
to other parties 2–No.
36,746. No such evidence was acted on ?—No.

than 10 minutes when we were surprised by the
information that there was a body of armed rebels

36,747. Did you remain at “Coley” that night or
retire up the valley –We came back to the barracks,

rushing up the road to meet us. I told the bugler
to sound a “fall in " and “advance,” and I got 20 or

the place where we bivouacked.

30 of the men, and rushed out with them on the road

on foot, and saw the rebels coming up from the
Morant Bay district.
36,728. What time of the day was that ?—About
-

4 o'clock in the afternoon.

several prisoners.

36,749. How many prisoners did you take back
with you ?—About a dozen.

36,750. After you had rested at the barracks where

36,729. What number were there of them 2–We
calculated that there were about 70.
number we considered were there.

36,748. Were any men shot that night besides the
men on the road —No, no one, but we secuted

That was the

36,730. What body had you with you?—I think
about half my men rushed out, some barefooted and
some in their stocking feet on the road. I caught
the first man myself by the collar, and found he was
a man who had deserted from us, having given us
information on the day before, and I considered he had

did you go to ?–To Monklands. I surveyed the
place with a glass, and as it was in a hollow, and the

people covered the hills, as I saw around as I though!
thousands of them, I thought it would be an unsºle
place to remain in, and we marched back to Monk:
lands.

36,751. What was the strength of your force at
that time –About 120,

36,752. Did you ascertain that these thousands

given these rebels information that we were at that

were surrounding you with sufficient accuracy either

moment unprepared. I was very nearly telling the
men to shoot him, but he was a wretched looking
creature, and I gave orders to the men to fire on all
the other men they saw. The moment we came most
of the rebels turned and fled. Some one or two stood

of your own sight or the information of third arties?
—I saw myself the hills black with people, but whº

and fired.

36,731. Did they go away ?—They rushed along
the road, and my men rushed down the road. Although

I said “there were thousands,” that was more what
the people told me, but several hundreds Imyselſsºw.
I saw the hills quite covered with people,
36,753. From any observation you could rely upºn
did you ascertain whether these people were armº!,

the men did fire they were so excited, and the rebels

or were only fugitives?—I could not say. The hill,
were very far off, but I could see them running back

were jumping right and left into the bush, they did

wards and forwards.

not do anything at all but shoot two or three. I only

36,754. You retired back to Monklands with 13
prisoners?—Yes, that night, the 17th.
36,755. What did you find had taken place during

Saw two.

-

-

36,732. What arms had the men opposed to you ?
—Muskets chiefly and the machett, and they were

shouting and yelling as they came up. I heard them
myself, but when I got out they had turned and had a
good start. Some of my men dropped on the knee
to fire, and many of the rifles missed, and altogether
they were too excited, and did not kill more than two
or three. At first I thought there were more, but I
believe there were not.

the day in your absence, were there any more prison*
there?–Yes, several more.

36,756. About what number of prisoners wer"

there then 7–Thirty or 40 more.

36,757. That was on the evening of the Tuºlº;
had any more Courts-martial been going on during
that Tuesday ?–No.
36,758. When was the first Court-martial sun"

ºl
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moned by you at Monklands to try any of those pri

there was one letter dated 20th of October, addressed

soners, I cannot speak from memory, but I think it
very likely it was on the rºxt dy, the 18th. W. C.
were occupied that day entirely in trying prisoners,

to you by Major-General O'Connor – Yes.
36,779. That letter we have already ; this is it:—

as it was a day of rest.

“ SIR

“Head Quarters House, Kingston,
20th October, 1865.

“I HAVE the honour to acknowledge your

I calculated that you would

several despatches, as per margin, the last received
this morning at 8 o'clock a.m. Clearly understanding

36,760. On the 18th a document is dated, which

the difficulties and impediments arising from the
mountainous and flooded state of the country through

purports to be a return by you of a list of rebels shot

which you are marching, and the continued inclement

at Monklands. It commences with the 16th of
October, and William Carr is the first on the list, and

weather, I fully appreciate the steady perseverance

on the 19th nine men are said to have been ſlogged,
names unknown. It places those at Chigoe Foot
nothing till the 20th ; Kelly, Ross, Smith, Francis,

the troops under your command.
“It is to be regretted that you did not arrive
sooner at ‘Stony Gut, but the sailors and marines,
under Lieutenant Oxley, had much greater facility

and others ?—We had no executions at Monklands on

and better roads in the advance from Port Morant.

have the Courts-martial.

Market.

Colonel

T. F. Hobbs,
7 Mar. 1866.

36,759. And you recollect, or have you any note to
assist your memory, how many were tried on the
18th 2–No, I have not.

THIRTY.

SIXTH DAY.

and unflinching patience exhibited by yourself and

We are now at the 18th, and this list gives

Mahozany Vale,
14th ()et. 1865.
Monklands,
16th Oct. 1865.
Monklands,
18th ()'t. 1855.
Blue Mountain

s

º

Valley,
19th Oct. 1865.

º

the 18th.

º

“I instructed Lieut.-Colonel Elkington, acting
D. A. G. to order you to make ‘Monklands' your
head-quarters for some time, sending out parties in
various directions to scour the adjacent country and
capture any rebels they may discover. I am much
pleased by your adopting a decided course with regard
to captured rebels the many you have sent into camp
on mere suspicion or vague charges has caused some
embarrassment. One of two courses seems to me,
under martial law, to be the rule for your conduct; if,
on careful investigation, the captured persons are

36,761. What was done 2–Prisoners were tried
and flogged, and a number of them pardoned.
36,762. You disposed of a certain number of cases
either against or in favour of the persons charged –
Yes.

36,763. Have you any return of what was done
with those who were found guilty on that day ?–No,
there were no cxecutions.

36,764. What were the sentences – Flogging,
nothing but flogging.

86,765. Have you the numbers flogged ?–There is
a compendium of them attached to my Courts-martial,

innocent, always giving them the advantage of a

but I have no records.

doubt, then release them; but if guilty, and taken

‘ red-handed, summary justice, and execution of the

36,766. How many lashes did the men receive 2–

Sentence.

From 25 to 50.

Fifty was the average, and there
“I request that you will convey to Captain Field,
Second Sixth IRoyals, and Lieutenant Rowarth, and

were two cases in which 100 were given.

36,767. Who flogged them —The drummer.

Deputy-Assistant Commissary-General Gibbs, the
non-commissioned officers, and the soldiers of the
detachment under your command, my more than

86,768. What were they flogged with ?–A cat ; I
have it here.

86,769. You made a return of the persons upon

whom corporal punishment was inflicted by your

ordinary satisfaction from their steady and orderly

order 2–Yes.

conduct, and hope that by continuing in the same credi

36,770. Is it right to say that 100 lashes were the
greatest and 24 the smallest number of lashes you
awarded ?–Yes, there were two men who got 100

table course an opportunity will be given me of
bringing them to the notice of His Royal IIighness
the Field-Marshal Commanding-in-Chief.
“I have the honour to be,

lishes. Their cases appeared to me to merit a dis

“ Sir,

tinction. They were both island constables who had
deserted their allegiance and whose badges were

“Your most obedient servant,
(Signed)
“ L. SMYTH O'CoxNort.

found. I have one of them myself, and these men had
“Colonel Hobbs, Second Sixth Royal Regiment.”

actually given information against another rebel, and

(JWitness.) Will you allow me to show the first I
got ? The first was a warrant to convene Courts
martial and carry out their sentences. But I also
got this :—

the other man, a respectable young man, after he had
had 50 lashes said, I have richly deserved my punish
ment, and I have nothing to gain now, but I wish to

Point out that that man (pointing to one of the con
stables who had given information against him) was

“To Colonel IIobbs, Monday, 16th, 3 o'clock p.m.
“Memo. — The Major-General has your des
patch from Monklands Valley, approves of all your

the man who drilled me. We assembled the com
mittee. In all cases of corporal punishment I had
not a regular Court-martial. I was representing the
Provost Marshal in person, but I always had a con

proceedings, would like you, if possible, to form a
junction with Lieutenant Oxley, R.N., at Easington,

Sultation of three officers. Time would not have
admitted of a Court-martial.

if only to communicate, and fall back to your own
ground.
“Provisions are being sent over hence to Maho
gany Vale for your force; a party of 40 men, Seeond
Sixth, leave Newcastle to-day for Buff Bay and to
return as a demonstration only. Stony Gut is said to
-

86,771. You cannot distribute, nor is it very im
Portant, the cases in which ſloggings were awarded on
particular

days; the return gives no day, but gives

the number of floggings as 37 ?—That was the
number.

be a hotbed of ruflians.

36,772. At Monklands 2—Yes.

86,773. Were any women flogged 2–No, we never
touched a woman from first to last. We never flogged

“The Major-General would like you to be careful

a woman.

about burning villages, and not to do so without it is
clear the inhabitants have joined the insurgents.

36,774. You had women brought in as prisoners ?

-1 applied to the general for instructions as to what

“The Major-General can give you no instructions,
and leaves all to your own judgment.
“By command,
(Signed) “ JoHN ELKINGTON, D.A.G.”
36,780. Is that dated Monday, the 16th of October 2

to do with them.

36,775. Where is your application ?—It is, cm
died in a despatch which I wrote on the 21st of
October.

36,776. We have not a despatch of such a date 2–

—Yes.

I should be glad if you would allow me to read it —
“I should be glad to know what to do with rebellious

36,781. And it came to hand on the 17th 2–Yes.

36,782. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Is that what you call

Women, their name is legion, and the death of
it.

the warrant?—No, I have the warrant here.

their husbands has no effect whatever upon them,
except to loosen their tongues.”

86,777. To that inquiry you had no reply?–No,
no reply.

36,778, You were acting under some instructions;

It would be advisable if

you looked it up. About Easington there are said to
be a great number of these rascals.

/

36,783. (By the Commission.) What is the date of
the warrant 2–The 13th, the date when martial law

was proclaimed. (The warrant was handed in and
read as follows):—
5 C
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“By His Excellency the Major-General Command
ing the Forces in Jamaica and its Dependencies.
“To Colonel T. F. Hobbs, Commanding in the

36,795. With a force of what strength ?—With
the entire force. Perhaps there were four or five left

rt

behind as a guard, but I took with me about li; m.

3.

in

Field against insurgents under martial law.

36,796. How far was Stony Gut from Monklands;
“By virtue of a warrant under Her Majesty's sign —About 14 miles I should say, and it was one of the
manual, bearing date the 25th day of April, 1865, most difficult marches that troops I suppose ever
empowering me (amongst other things) to direct my undertook. The rivers were all swollen and took the
warrant to any officer (not under the degree of a men above their waists.
field officer), having the command of a body of Her
36,797. Can you tell us about the number, how
Majesty's forces, authorizing him to convene Courts many rivers crossed your course ?–We had to cross
martial for the trial of offences committed by any the Johnson River 22 times, and the men were
officer or soldier under his command, every of which almost as much in the water as out of it.
Courts-martial shall be constituted and shall proceed
Were the places deep where you crossed?
on the trial of such charges, and in giving sentence — les.
36,799. Was it during this march that you had to
and awarding punishment, according to the rules
prescribed by the Mutiny Act and the Articles of tow men over by swimming the horses?—Yes, the
War, and usage of the service, I do hereby authorize men had to hold on, two to each stirrup, and one to
and empower you to convene general or other Courts the tail of each horse. I was nearly lost on one
martial for the aforesaid purposes, and for the trial of occasion. My orderly saved me and five men who
the aforesaid insurgents, and according to the rules had hold of my horse ; one of the men who was
and regulations prescribed and lest any inconvenience carrying a rifle had struck the horse on the flank, and
to the service might arise if the execution of the the horse plunged and got the bridle rein over the
sentence were delayed; until reference could be had holster, and nearly sent us all over the precipice.
36,800. How many did you cross in this fashion?
to me, I do hereby authorize you, or the officer on
whom your command may devolve during your —The whole of them, five to a horse. We could
absence, not under the rank of a captain, to revise never have got over but in that way.
36,801. How many times did you do this?—
the proceedings and sentence of such Courts-martial,
and cause the same to be put in execution on the spot, Twenty-two times. When I say that I may be wrong,
crossed the river 22 times. At some of the fords
or to suspend, mitigate, or remit the same, as shall be we
men could walk, but in the greater number it was
the
best for the good of the service.
“And for so doing this shall be, as well to you as done by the horses towing them.
36,802. Then the men were wet to their necks:to all others whom it may concern, a sufficient
Many of them got under the water. One lost his
warrant and authority.
rifle. It was the most arduous work I have ever
“Given under my hand and seal at Kingston, known.
Jamaica, this 13th day of October 1865.
36,803. How did you carry over the ammunition
“By command,

*

:::1

| ºt

º

-

---

dry —The men took up the pouches and held them

“ L. SMYTH O'Connor,

“ Maj.-General Commanding.
“ John Elkington, Lt.-Colonel, A.M.S.”
36,784. That authority to hold Courts-martial was

regarding your troops —I took it to mean every
thing. In fact this is the only authority I held for
doing anything.

36,785. That is a warrant authorizing you to con
vene Courts-martial for offences committed by officers
and soldiers ?–Yes.

36,786. Did you then, in proceeding to Courts
martial, consider yourself acting under the authority
of this warrant —I did.

36,787. In holding Courts-martial to try the
inhabitants for acts of rebellion and violence in the
district?—I did most certainly, most decidedly.
36,788. When did you reach “ Stony Gut 2"–The
18th was devoted to trials by Courts-martial, and in

the evening I found an order to march to Stony Gut.
36,789. Whence had you that order —From the
Adjutant-General.

36,790. That reached you at Monklands –Yes, on
the 18th.

as high as they could, and the magistrates used tº
come backwards and forwards as many as 20 times

and carry them over and rifles. General Jacksºn
lent his horse at least 20 times.

-

36,804. Did they follow you?—They lent their
horses, and we, the officers, were mounted.

36,805. Did the magistrates tow the men —Yº:
36,806. You started on Wednesday night ?–0n
Wednesday, the 18th, at about midnight. . .

36,807. What progress did you make during the
night, and when did you reach your first hali";
place?—About daylight in the morning of the 19*
we arrived at Chigoe Foot Market.

7

36,808. During that night did anyone molest you!
—No, we neversaw a soul. There was pitch-darkº
and torrents of rain.

36,809. At Chigoe Foot Market what was doneº
We found a large party of men who said they wº

special constables, and I believe they were . Tº
wore badges of white linen. They had 11 prisº
whom they said they had captured from Morant Bay,

and they
theminbythename
as ºn
beenknew
engaged
had
Morant
riotsand
at face
and
Bº "".

-

36,791. The 18th was a day when no executions
took place, no trials for life, or Courts-martial f–
Some were tried by Courts-martial and sentenced to
50 lashes, but the generality were consultations by
-

36,792. Were

they

be rescued, as the district was full ºf rebels

and all the houses there were smashed to pieces. .

several officers.

sentences returned to head

the
quarters ?–No, except
when

were intimately connected with the murderers of the
people there. I was for leaving them tillwe returned,
int the constables and others begged I would "h"
would

the sentence was com

36,810. What houses did you see smashed to Piº
there 2–I saw them and the shop plundered.

* ,

36,811. In Chigoe Foot Market?—Yes. Th"

muted.

36,793. Have you that order —Yes.
“ Deputy Adjutant-General's

Office, Kingston,

18th October 1865.

“ SIR,

-

were two old coloured ladies who lived there whº

house
completely
waswith
The rebelshaden
house
the
swords sacked.
and put them
to the throats of"
the ladies and plundered the house.

-

“ I AM directed by the Major-General to

36,812. Chigoe Foot Market is not a large Plaº

forward for your information and guidance, extracts

it —There are only two or three houses, a smith's
forge, and a shop.

of Brigadier-General Nelson's Despatches, and to
order you to push on to Stony Gap {Gut] at once, if
you have not already done so.
“I have, &c.
(Signed)
“J. ELKINGtoN, Lt.-Col., D.A.G.
“ Col. Hobbs, Comg. the Forces,
“ Monklands or elsewhere.”

(True copy.)

36,794. In consequence of that you left Monk
lands 7–At midnight that night, or rather before.

36,813. Are the houses huts f_Yes.

36,814. What did you proceed to do as to

the

prisoners, these 11 ?–I found that these men wº

notorious rebels, as far as we could judge from *
information we obtained.

-

36,815. On whose information did you rely?"
Chiefly upon that of the corporal of the Volunteers,

who appeared to have charge of the special **
stables. I assembled a drumhead Court-martial"

º
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try them, and the Court proceeded to do so. I had no
Bible or anything available. We were under torrents

received it just before starting. I should wish to
mention that I could not read it if it were not signed

of rain. These men, from the blood that appeared to

so.

be upon their shirts, and other indications, and the
statements of the constables, were, as far as I could
believe, notorious ringleaders. I assembled all the
senior officers, and tried them as carefully as was
ssible under the circumstances, and all I could

collect in the way of written evidence was a few
pencil notes of the men's names, and one or two very
small data indeed connected with them.

Then the

Court-martial reported to me, having taken

the

regular Court-martial oath. I swear them by holding
up the hand, as is done in Scotland, the only alter

36,837. It is desired by the Commissioners that it

should be read (letter read as follows) —
“DEAR Coll.,

Stony Gut, but I trust you are there already.

Hole

is doing splendid service with his men all about Man
chioneal, and shooting every black man who cannot
account for himself. (Sixty on line of march.) Nelson
at Port Antonio, hanging like fun by Court-martial.

I hope you will not send in any prisoners. Civil law

the words of the oath.

write to me if you want ammunition as well as New

open air.
36,817. But on this occasion ?–Yes ; then the
court reported that they agreed, and found the pri
soners all guilty and worthy of death.
36,818. Were you present when the witnesses de
posed to the facts upon which they were convicted 2
-

—Yes.

-

36,819. Were the witnesses

castle, for I will send more to them.
blackguards well.

Do punish the

“Yours, in haste,

“J. ELKINGTON, D.A.G.”
(JWitness.) It come to me in an official envelope, and
I took it to convey the General's wishes.
36,838. In consequence of that do you now say
that the 11, who were tried at Chigoe Foot Market,
were not sent for trial at Monklands 2—Yes, that was

Volunteers ?—And

special constables, who had brought them in, and
who stated that they had been engaged in the
murder of Mr. Price and the I3aron.

36,820. Were all the 11 then tried Morant Bay
offenders ?—Yes.

36,821. Of the 11th of October 2–Yes.
36,822. On the information of evidence were the
witnesses sworn in the same fashion as the members

of the courts —Yes, by Captain Field. I went to
the prisoners themselves and asked what they had to
say, and they all confessed their guilt but one man. I
was about to release him, to spare his life as he was
an exception, when a special constable said he was

the worst of the lot, he was a convict let out of prison
by Bogle, and he begged hard for his life, stating that
he was obliged to join.
36,823. Was he a brown man 2–No, he was a

youngish man, rather nice looking, the only one of
the lot who did not look ferocious.

the reason why I dealt with them in so summary a
manner. They were all executed, having previously
confessed their guilt, with the exception of this one.
36,839. Did they say they were guilty generally,
or did they make any statement with regard to their
complicity, and the circumstances of it, at Morant
Bay ?—They did.
36,840. They said it relative to their proceedings
at Morant Bay, “We are guilty of having killed
Price, or being down there * *-They said, “We are
guilty, we joined the rebels, and we deserve death,”
or some such words.

36,841. They did not say they had taken part at
Morant Bay, but spoke generally —Generally.
36,842. From there you proceeded on to Stony
Gut that day; you write on the 19th, that same day,
at midnight, with regard to your proceedings at
Chigoe Foot Market, in this manner –“About day
“light this morning, in passing through this village, or

36,824. Did you notice sufficiently to say how

“cross roads (where the rebels have destroyed every

many of them were blood-stained 2–I think two or

“thing), I found a number of special constables who
“had captured a number of prisoners from the rebel
“camp; finding their guilt clear, and being unable to

three certainly, but they all confessed it, except this
One.

36,825. On the representation of some constables,

“either take or leave them, I had them shot ; the con

who said he was the worst of the lot, your resolution
to let that one go was changed 2–Yes.

“stables then hung them up on trees, l l in number;
“ their countenances were all diabolical, and they never

36,826. Were all the l l hung or shot ?–Shot, but

“flinched the very slightest.” You have already given

I went through another form. I had received a letter
the day before which urged me to more summary
36,827. What letter ?–It was a semi-official letter

us an explanation, do you wish to add anything to
your explanation about that?--Nothing, but that the
proceedings were more summary than I would have
made them, but that I thought it necessary to make

that I got, urging me to stronger measures.
36,828. Do you mean an official letter from some
ºne who had a right to address you ?–From the

receiving that letter.
36,843. You state it was because you would neither

proceedings.

an example at once, in consequence, as I told you, of

Adjutant-General.
36,829. Where is it —I have it here, but it begins,

take nor leave —That was the reason.

“My dear Colonel.”

letter; you say, “Finding their guilt clear, and being

I would rather not produce it ;

but it is signed, “Deputy Adjutant-General.”

36,844. Then it was not in consequence of the

36,830. It is for you to decide what the character

“ unable to either take or leave them, I had them shot;
“ the constables then hung them on trees, 11 in num

ºf the document is, and give information to us whether

“ber; their countenances were all diabolical, and they

it is a private letter 2–No, it is not a private letter.
t came to me in an official envelope.
36,831. Were you, in consequence of that letter,
led to act otherwise than you would if you had not

“ never ſlinched the very slightest ?”—It was partly
one and partly the other, because I could neither
take nor leave them, and also in consequence of being
urged to more extreme measures.
-

received it?—I was.

36,832. Then you are bound to produce it ; you
say it influenced your decision ?—It did.
36,833. If it altered your conduct you must pro

duce it?—It did.

My first intention would have

been to send these men to Monklands to be tried, if I
“ould have possibly kept them, and I should have
made exertion to do so.
-

-

º

36,834. These 11 you mean *—Yes.
36,835. Then you must, if you please, read the
letter?—It is signed “I)eputy Adjutant-General.”
* took it to be the order of the General.

.

‘...ºff. Where did you receive it, at Chigoe Foot

*arket?—It is dated iſ am. on the isi, and I

7 Mar. I 866.
-- -

“I sex D you an order to push on at once to

native I had, having no Bible. They went through
them —Yes, on all occasions when we are in the

Colonel
T. F. Hobbs.
--

11 a.m., 18th.

can do nothing. Lots of food for you at Gardens.
Send for boots if you need them at Newcastle, and

36,816. Is that the form you adopted for swearing

THIRTY
SIXTH DAY.

36,845. You did not state that in your despatch 2
—I did not think that was necessary.
36,846. You describe what was done as follows:–

“The constables then hung them on trees, 11 in
number ; ” have you any explanation to give of that

description ?—No, they were hung on trees. I
thought it was a good example to give to some of
those in the neighbourhood who would see it.
36,847. Then you went forward to Stony Gut 2–
Yes.

36,848. Had you a difficult march to Stony Gutº
Exceedingly so.

-

36,849. What distance had you to go 2–About
four or five miles.

-
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Colonel

T. F. Hobbs,
-

7 Mar. 1866.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE

36,850. What part of that road led you through a
gorge —The whole defile up, the whole place was
a narrow gut, with sticky mud at the bottom.
36,851. Did you find the country heavy with rain

36,872. Did you learn if his name was Lewison —
I did not hear.

36,873. What was done with him —He was left
unmolested.

—Very ; it was raining heavily the entire time.
36,852. At what hour did you reach Stony Gut on
the 20th 2–I should say about 11 o'clock.

36,874. Was he left where you found him?—Yes,
36,875. You don't know where you found him —
No.

36,853. Was that on the 19th 2–Yes.

36,854. Was it in the morning 2–In the morning
between 10 and 11 o'clock.

-

-

36,855. Did you find Lieutenant Oxley in posses
sion of the place —I did.
36,856. Was he there with a party from Morant
Bay ?—Yes.
36,857. What did you proceed to do when you
reached the ground of Stony Gut 2–I saw that the
place was altogther in a rebellious state and that Mr.
Oxley had destroyed the chapel partially; and when
I got there I proceeded to refresh the men and at
once to return.

36,858. What length of stay did you make —
About an hour or an hour and a half.

36,859. While you were there, or as you departed,
did you give any orders to fire the houses —I did, I
told my men to fire all the houses going down my
way, and Mr. Oxley did the same the other way.
36,860. At Stony Gut you mean *—Yes.
36,861. Did you give him orders to that effect 7–
No, I did not undertake to give him any orders,
he belonged to General Nelson's division, and I did
not think he should take his orders from me.

IIe

reported himself to me as senior officer, but I did not
undertake to give him orders.
36,862. He wrote a despatch to you, did he not ?—
No, he and I conjointly may have written a despatch
(despatch read as follows):—
“SIR,
Stony Gut, October 19, 1865, 8 a.m.
“I ARRivºd here yesterday morning at day
break. I found the rebels had completely deserted
the place. There are none in the vicinity, as far as I

36,876. On your return where did you first halt —
Again at Chigoe Foot Market, and bivouacked there
for the night.
36,877. Did you carry prisoners before you ?—No.
I did not see a soul at Stony Gut.

36,878. We want you to have an opportunity of ex
plaining this passage in the despatch you wrote:
“After partaking of some biscuits and rum in Bogle's
“ chapel, sending off his lamp as a trophy to his

“Excellency the Governor, and utterly destroying
“ this vile and rebellious settlement, I returned to

“my jaded and footsore troops to this spot, where we
“ bivouac for the night in another ecclesiastical
“building called the “Jigger Foot Methodist Chapel.'
“We have plenty to eat, and the few remaining white
“ and coloured people treat us most kindly; their
“ houses have all been wrecked and pistols pointed
“ at them. My men, who marched so gallantly, are
“ at present sleeping in their wet clothes as I write
this ; and from being in the water so long are
“ nearly all lame, and were it not for the amount of
“beef and rum I give them would have broken
“ down long ago. I have not had one single man
“ drunk since I left Newcastle.” Have you anything
“ to say in explanation ?—I have nothing to say on
&&

that.

36,879. Now this passage: “I have in my posses.
“sion the most conclusive proof of Mr. G. W. Gordon
“ being a chief mover in this rebellion, and have sent
“an express to Morant Bay requesting him to be
“sent to me (if there) for execution, and request
“ you to give this publicity, should he be elsewhere.

“I must not forget to tell you I have Paul Bogle's

can learn.
“There is no accommodation whatever here for

“valet for my guide, a little fellow of extraordinary

troops, as I have destroyed the principal houses. The

“ revolver now and then to his head, causes us

General is expected at Morant Bay to-day. I intended

“ thoroughly to understand each other, and he knows
“ every single rebel in the island by name and fact,
“ and has just been selecting the captains, colonels,

-

-

-

to have returned to Morant Bay this morning, and

shall do so unless I receive orders to the contrary.
“I have, &c.,

(Signed)
“C. L. Oxf.E.Y.”
“Our force, 37 seamen, 27 marines, 9 royal
artillery.”
36,863. That was addressed to you, did you receive
-

that ?—No.

36,864. Never?—I don't remember it. It is possible,
but I never remember. He may have handed it to me.

36,865. Are you sure that you left no instructions
with him, as you were going to destroy the houses in

your direction, that he was to do the like in his,
without calling them orders.

Did you inform him

that you were going to destroy all in your direction,
and that he might do the same in his, or that he
should do so —I did not.

I gave him to under

“intelligence; a light rope tied to the stirrup, and a

“ and secretaries out of an immense gang of prisoners
“just come in here, whom I shall have to shoot to

“morrow morning. One famous leader, and rejoicing
“ in the honoured name of Arthur Wellington, is

“ amongst them, and three others.” This is addressed
“ to Major-General O'Connor, do you wish to explain
how and why that was written ?—I do. The whole
despatch was written on the night of the 19th, or
very late after my return from Stony Gut, and when

I returned to bivouac at Chigoe Foot Market I found
an immense gang of prisoners, probably about 50 ºf
them, who had been brought in during our absence
and
for usofficers
for protection
andtheir
dis.
posal.wereI there
went waiting
myself—the
were with
men and I was not—and I investigated the cases

stand

with the sergeant of the regiment, who acted tº

36,866. What did you say ?—I am going to burn
the houses as I return, and you can exercise your dis
cretion as to what you do in going back. I think

number I who
selected
27, on the
testimony of the man Anderson,
gave me most

clerk. Out of a large

he said some had been burnt, but I cannot remember

conclusive proof that he knew everything about them
in the most remarkable manner, and the whºle ºf

that.

these prisoners I let off, and then I took the evidence

36,867. How many did you destroy on the march 2
–Not more than a dozen. They were very wretched
hovels. It was an exception to all the other places I
visited, for it was in a very low and dilapidated state,

and appeared to be inhabited by a squalid class of
negroes.

to go before the trial on the following day. They all

stated to me that they had been induced to join the
rebellion on account of Gordon and Bogle. They

coupled the two names together. When I first hear;
the name of Gordon coupled with that of Bºgle I
believe I did not couple the name of “Gordon" with
that of Mr. G. W. Gordon. I had looked upon themat

36,868. You found no inhabitants there any more
than in any other district —No.
36,869. Every place was deserted ?–All, except a

connect this Gordon with Mr. G. W. Gordon; but when
I afterwards found that it was Mr. G. W. Gordon I

house at the bottom, where we found one wounded

thought it very important indeed to let it be known.

In all.

36,870. What sort of wounds had he?– Gunshot

wounds. . He said he had been shot by Bogle for not
joining his party.

36,871. Where was he shot 2–In the thigh.

that time as two leaders, but I did not at first couple or

36,880. When was that ?—When I found that I
knew that Mr. Gordon occupied a higher positiºn
than the generality of these people, I could not ſell

what part he bore in the rebellion. I knew nothing,
I saw no newspapers down there, and I thought it
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roper to let the prisoners state, before they were put
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º

was first made upon me, but it was perfectly confirmed THIRTY
when I got back to Chigoe Foot Market that Mr. SIXTH DAY.

to death, that it was his doing.
36,881. Were they the prisoners you found in cus-

George William Gordon was the leader of the

tody when you returned from Stony Gut —They

rebellion.
36,898. From whom did you first hear the name of

were.

36,882. Did you examine them that night –We
did.
son.

I, with the sergeant-major and the man Ander
In the morning, when the first l l were shot, I

had met him.

36,883. Where was he 3–At Chigoe Foot Market.
He had gone in search of Paul Bogle the day before
with General Jackson. I should be glad if you will
allow me to state by-and-bye further particulars about
that man.

Gordon —From this man Anderson.
36,899. Was that before you left Monklands 2—No,
-

36,901. Did he first mention the name to you ?—
Yes, I think he did.
36,902. Then at the same time, or within a short

time after that, you must have coupled the name of
Mr. George William Gordon 2 and your attention was

you examined at Chigoe Foot Market on the night
you returned from Stony Gut —I did.

tioned him to me before that.

impression that it was Mr. G. W. Gordon ; was it
when they were being executed, or before ?—I arrived
at that conclusion early in the day, but I had heard
Gordon and Bogle spoken of a day or two before. It
was only on my visit to Stony Gut that I coupled his
name and found out that he was Mr. G. W. Gordon,
a member of the House of Assembly.
36,886. How did you find that out 2—I think in
this way—when we got to the chapel the little man,
Anderson, who had been there before with Mr. Gordon

when he gave the ground for the chapel to be built
upon to Bogle, pointed out the lamp which was hang
ing in the chapel as having been given by Mr. Gordon.
36,887. Where did you first sce Anderson —He
was brought in on the 18th at Monklands, and tried

attracted by the fact of the lamp —Anderson men
36,903. You thought that the Gordon mentioned
was a different person 2–Yes.
36,904. That was the first time you had heard the
name of Gordon coupled with that of Bogle —No.

36,905. Where did you first hear that ?—I cannot
tell.

36,906. Was not Anderson the first man who men.

tioned it * Did he ever speak until he got to Stony
Gut, and did he not then point out the lamp, which
made you know that the Gordon he meant was Mr.
G. W. Gordon ; it must have followed in a very short
period —But I am not prepared to state that they
did not mention his name before that.

when he was about to be tried for his life, or is the

36,907. At night when you got to Chigoe Foot
Market you had sufficiently arrived at the conclusion
in your own mind that the Gordon mentioned by
Anderson was Mr. G. W. Gordon as to say in this
passage, “I have in my possession the most conclu
“sive proof of Mr. G. W. Gordon being the chief
“ mover in this rebellion, and have sent an express to
“Morant Bay requesting him to be sent to me (if
“ there) for execution, and request you to give this
“ publicity.” Why did you (if you wish to explain)
send for Mr. Gordon, or why did you assume that
you had a right to execute him —The testimony
that the whole of these prisoners gave to me that
night, en masse, coupled the name of Mr. Gordon with
the rebellion directly.
36,908. Do you remember in what form that testi
mony was given —I do, perfectly well.
36,909. Will you tell us how it was conveyed to
your mind *—I said to the prisoners, “Why have you
done this?” I went amongst them. They were
pinioned together by the constables, and several of
them were sitting in a sort of stew, the whole of
them. I took some pencil notes of what the ringleaders
said, and the man Anderson was called upon to select
them. I said to them, “What made you join the

statement true that he was oſtered his life if he would

rebellion, men " I spoke to them kindly and friendly.

act as a guide to point out Bogle —The first time I

They said, “It is not our fault, sir, it was Gordon
and Bogle that made us join,” and they were unani
mous in saying that.

and sentenced to death I believe.

36,888. On the 18th you said there was no trial for
life, or sentence to death –I remember that he was

tried by a Court-martial ; the magistrates held an in
vestigation, and he was about to be tried when he

volunteered to go in search of Paul i30gle with General
Jackson, and I allowed two or three men to go with
him. He then went in search of Paul Bogle, and he
joined us again at Chigoe Foot Market the following
morning. That was the first time I may say when
we had made use of him at all to discover rebels,

36,889. This boy or man, named Anderson, first
started with General Jackson as a guide 2–Yes, he
went in search and in charge of Sergeant Neal of the

6th Regiment on the 18th. They went on in advance
of us, with orders to join me at Chigoe Foot Market,
and on the following morning when I found him, and

the sergeant reported that he had behaved well, I took
him on with me.

36,890. Are you sure that he volunteered to do this

saw him he came into the dining room at Monklands

and said to me, before I could get an opportunity of
speaking to him, that if I spared his life for 24 hours

he would find Bogle.
36,891. He was then a prisoner ?—He was.
36,892. You are sure that was the way in which

he became guide to General Jackson as far as
Chigoe Foot Market, and subsequently your guide to
Stony Gut —Yes, I am certain.

36,910. But how many do you think there were
who said that ?—There were at least 30 out of the
whole batch, if it was not the unanimous statement of

the men, for so it appeared to me.

36,911. Were these statements all you depended
upon or prepared at the time you said you had con

clusive proof of Mr. G. W. Gordon's being a chief

36,893. He was with you ?–Yes.
36,894. Was he with you at Stony Gut 2–Yes.

mover in this rebellion ?—That, with what Anderson

36,895. You say you identified the Gordon he was

soul knew that Gordon was in connexion with Bogle,
and there was a little book brought to me which I
afterwards sent to Colonel Nelson, in which I found
this inscription, “Presented to Mrs. Bogle by her

Speaking of as Mr. George William Gordon ; that is
to say, you coupled his name with that of Bogle first

When you got to Stony Gut?—Yes, on the morning
of the day of the 19th.
36,896. Then it was from information that you
received from prisoners at Chigoe Foot Market on

-

7 Mar. 1866.

at Stony Gut.
36,900. Then at that time you had made out that
he was Mr. George William Gordon before you
returned to Chigoe Foot Market 2—Yes, I did.

36,884. Certainly ; but what we want to under
stand is how you got information from the prisoners
36,885. How soon after they had coupled the name
of Gordon with that of Bogle did you arrive at the

Colonel
T. F. Hobbs.

told me before this, on that very night, that every

sincere friend G. W. Gordon.”

36,912. Was that a Bible f—No, it was a little wee

that night that you first identified the two names —

book containing the Epistle of St. Peter.
36,913. Who brought it?—A sergeant brought it

We heard the name first at Stony Gut.

out of Bogle's house.

36,897. From whom?—I think from this very man,

36,914. Upon that you explain the passage which

Anderson. I had no conversation with him until we
met at the chapel at Stony Gut, and he then said to

has been read to you ?—I then thought Gordon was

* “Mr. Gordon gave that lamp to Bogle.” It was

him.

then that it first came home to me who he was. I
*nnot positively state the time when the impression

you thought, as you sent to Morant Bay for him —I

possibly in the field.

I did not know anything about

36,915. If you recollect, that would hardly be what
-

-

-

*ºº
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thought he might be at Morant Bay, or some place
else ; I cannot possibly remember how I coupled these

tion to make ; it was a figure of speech. I never did
present a revolver to him, there was a revolver on

two together, that letter was written to Kingston.

the table, and when this man, a deserter from the

36,916. But it says that you have sent an express
to Morant Bay that he may be sent to you, “if there?”
—Morant Bay was the head-quarters of the rebellion.
36,917. But did you know that he was in custody ?
—No, not at all. I speculated that he might be there,

camp as I thought, was about to be sent out, it
occurred to me that if he were in search of Bogle and
other people he might lead my men into ambush; I

or that he might be in the field.

There was something about the little man exceedingly

36,918. How could they, at your suggestion, send
him to you for execution from Morant Bay if he was

comic, and I was induced, probably by that, to write
that passage. I cannot express how deeply I regret
having written the unfortunate word “valet,” but I
had no objection in mentioning it. I feel greatly
aggrieved that it was published. It was not written
for the public eye but for the General's eye only, and

in the field.”—I mean if he was in that district.

36,919. Did you suppose that he was out amongst
the rebels f—Yes.

36,920. Then how could they send him —I thought
Colonel Nelson might have caught him.
36,921. You didn't know that he was taken up on
the 17th 2–No, I did not.

36,922. This other passage perhaps you can ex
plain : “Should he be elsewhere, I must not forget to
“tell you that I have Paul Bogle's valet for my guide,
a little fellow of extraordinary intelligence ; a light
rope tied to the stirrup, and a revolver now and
then to his head, causes us thoroughly to under
stand each other, and he knows every single rebel
“ in the island by name and face, and has just been
selecting the captains, colonels, and secretaries
out of an immense gang of prisoners just come in
“ here, whom I shall have to shoot to-morrow morn

ing ; one famous leader, and rejoicing in the
“ honoured name of Arthur Wellington, is amongst
them, and three others ?”—I beg to hand in a de
tailed account of that, which I gave in answer to Mr.
Cardwell's letter. It embodies all I wish to say,
Extract from Colonel Hobbs' report handed in as
&&

therefore said to him, “If you run away you are
liable- to be shot,” and I pointed to the revolver,

I do not think I should have ventured upon that kind

of writing if it had not been for the despatch which
I have just handed in to the Commission; it was
written to a certain extent in an open and cheerful

style, and I wrote it in my corresponding style, in a
way that I could not otherwise have done; I wrote
the despatch in an open and a more homely manner
than I would have ventured to adopt if I had thought

the letter was to be published in the papers. I had
no intention of doing anything of the kind.
36,923. On the night of the 19th you returned and
rested at Chigoe Foot Market; what was done with
the prisoners there assembled on the following morn
ing 2–On the following morning a drum-head Court
martial assembled in the open air, and the same
formality was proceeded with as on the day before,
but in a more regular manner this time. There was
a little more regularity, although torrents of rain
were still falling. A gang of 27 were found guilty
at Chigoe Foot Market.

36,924. Out of about how many prisoners?—

follows:–
“ANswer.

“ William Anderson went with Major-General Jackson, J.P.,

Sergeant Neal, and four men, Sixth, all mounted, in search of
Paul Bogle, tied by the wrist to Sergeant. Neal for safety,

About 50.

-

36,925. Were they tried in batches or severally
—They were drawn up.

I was not present when

by me and let go free. Volunteered to accompany us, gave the

they were tried, but Captain Field and the officers
who composed the Court-martial were very careful

most invaluable information, and never told an untruth. Knows

in their examination of them.

all about the rebellion, lives with me now, and can tell what

36,926. Were notes of the proceedings made and
afterwards forwarded ?–I myself took notes of the
proceedings, and I had also some memoranda from

Anderson being mounted also behaved so well, he was pardoned

he knows.

On the night of the 19th saw a gang of rebels

marched in. Knew every one of them ; told their names, rank,
locality, &c. Every statement of his was afterwards confirmed.
Knew Bogle well, was pressed into his service. Bogle gave
him a gun when giving out arms to the rebels at Coley. Found
the gun had no lock, and threw it down a gully. Knows part
of the oath administered to the rebels by Bogle, A. Welling
ton, Abraham Kelly (Iocal preacher). Never took the oath
himself, but saw hundreds take it ; oath different at the

the night before which I had made in pencilling.

36,927. Were these the only notes, or did the Prº
sident make entries 2—I could not be quite certain

whether he did or not. I fancy Captain Field did.

36,928. But were proceedings in writing presented

different places. It was, “to pay no taxes, and to kill
every buckra in Jamaica.’ Is a married man, with wife and
two children. Is 224 years of age, is possessed of , an
extraordinary memory, power of cross-examination, and has
saved many prisoners from execution, as well as giving the

Monklands; the moment we got back and had male
rials the proceedings at Chigoe Foot Market were

most correct and truthful account of every man taken prisoner in
the district. Knows all the bye-paths, &c. The prisoners

36,929. Have you any note which will enable Yºu

selected by William Anderson were all tried by Courts-martial
and every one found guilty. Next to him, I think, Evalina
Williams, servant to Mr. Patterson, knows more of the rebels

and rebellion than anyone in St. Thomas. I consider them a
very extraordinary comple, and are both available to give any
information necessary. Anderson's father was a local preacher,
could neither read nor write; was tried, and shot. Was well
known to Mr. Bowen, J.P., and his book-keeper, Mr. Francis,
as a leader of sedition. Induced his son to leave the Church of

England

Had a chapel of his own, wretched cabin, burned

to you for confirmation ?–No, none till I got tº
drawn up.

w

to tell us what became of the cases tried there {-\%
except those who were sentenced to death,
36,930. Were all the cases of those who were sºn,

tenced to death there subsequently noted in the ºnal
proceedings when you reached Monklands?–Yes. “
soon as pen and ink were available.

36,93i. Was that on the same day?—No, on tº
36,932. On the 20th of October are entered th

following day, the 20th I think.

by me. Always preached from “Luke, and after service read

executions of Kelly, Ross, Smith, Francis, Reid,

the list and collected the money. Advised no one to pay taxes.
As I have been accused of leading about a child by a halter, and

Walter,
M'Farlane,
Crossion,
and 18 ofºthº:
does
thatSandy
correspond
with your
recollection
what

shootingevery one on his testimony, I trust that his Excellency the
Governor will do me the justice to contradict this, and give the

was done 2–It does.

above publicity. On his volunteering to go in search of Bogle,
I showed him a revolver, and told him that if he attempted to

deceive General Jackson, run away, or not tell the truth, he
would be shot. He never was tied to my stirrups. He was

r.

36,933.were
Were
theyup
all intried
in a batch
or severally:
—They
drawn
a batch,
and each
one tried
severally. With regard to the special constables, I

perfectly free during our marches, and is a man of extraordinary
pluck and character, by far, the most intelligent black man I

shouldthem.
also tellI gave
you that
I went
similar”
with
them
the through
oath of aallegiance
that

ilave ever met of his class. The first day of his capture he gave
me a list of about 50 rebels. I wrote them down, and he after

I might know they were loyal men before I wentº
further.
Then
theyand
all came
forwardinvestigated
and state thelº
cases to the
officers,
the officers

wards identified nearly them all from time to time, giving their
names, residences, family histories, &c., in a manner that
astonished every one,
“ T. FRANCIs Hopps,

cases as carefully as was possible under the cir"
Stances.

“Sixth Royal Regiment.
“ Newcastle, Jamaica, December 29, 1865.”

36,934. You swore the Court-martial as befºrº
Yes,
by declaration.
I appealed
to allandth:1 said
specialto
constables
as to whether
they agreed,

(iritness.) I wish to state that he never was tied
to my stirrups. It was a very unfortunate observa

the soldiers, “Is there a single man amongst X" who
does not agree ?”

“ Colonel and Lieut.-Col. 2nd Battalion

THE JAMAICA ROYAL COMMISSION,

36,935. What on earth had they to do with it –
It was to ease my own conscience. I was extremely
anxious that, as we could not take as much time as
one would wish, we should be as formal as possible.

36,936. Were you able to make returns of the pro
ceedings of their trials as you had not their names :
—The names were in a memorandum that I had, and
they were obliterated by the rain, so that I could
never make them out.

36,937. When you got to Monklands and were
drawing out the proceedings of the morning at

Chigoe Foot Market, did you manage to draw out the
proceedings in the cases of the men unknown —
They were in the same lot—tried at the same time.
36,938. You drew up one proceeding for all as if

36,959. Do you know who was ordered to dig the
graves for them * – I do not, but Mr. Bowen a
magistrate I think ordered some of his own people to
do so. One man escaped there in a very remarkable
manner; he had the rope cut from his hand, and he

jumped into the cane-piece and got away.
36,960. That was the man that subsequently got
into your custody again —Yes, and I let him off in
consequence of his extraordinary escape.
36,961. That was one of the Coley men, was it
not ?—Yes, I saw all the other men dead before I left
them.

36,962. At Coley —Yes.
these men that you saw dead at Coley was employed

36,939. Were they all tried by one Court-martial 2
—Yes.

to dig the graves of the men 7–No, certainly not,
not to my knowledge. It is possible, but I don't

36,940. On the 20th of October were Courts-mar
tial held under your authority at Monklands when

know it.

ou returned –Yes, there were.

36,964. And you are certain that as far as Coley
was concerned they were all dead at once –They

entered upon that, will you tell
from Chigoe Foot Market to
any houses were destroyed or
?—Yes, the 27 prisoners who

came with me I divided into two batches to

36,958. At Coley were they buried ?–They were,
by my order, by special constables.

36,963. Do you know whether the father of any of

they had been tried in a batch —Certainly.

36,941. Before you
me, in your progress
Monklands, whether
fired, or people shot

750

were all dead.

36,965. Then from Coley you proceeded on to
Monklands 2—Yes.

the

36,966. Burning no houses on the way, and shoot

different places they belonged to. We went back
through Font Hill and Coley; the Font Hill rebels
were shot at Font Hill, and the Coley rebels were
shot at Coley.

ing no person on the road – No, no persons were
shot, it was very dark and very wet.

36,967. You did not reach Monklands till very late
on the 20th, l believe 2–No.

36,968. Had you received a despatch by that time,

36,942. That was in your progress up the Valley

or was it on the 21st, from General O'Connor, of

—Up the Valley.
36,943. Were those the residue of the men left

which that is a copy (handing it to witness)?—I don't

untried at Chigoe Foot Market 7–No, those were the

think I received that letter until the evening of

ones that were tried.

Saturday the 21st.
36,969. I think there was some despatch, an ex
tract from which you read a short time ago in refe
rence to the further proceedings at Monklands 2—

36,944. But those were for execution ?–On the

way back, according as [we] went through the places.
36,945. Then do you know how many were

punished and let go out of the batch you found of
50 at Chigoe Foot Market 2—I should say about 10

Yes.

18, flogged, and the remainder were discharged ; there

36,970. Read it in full, and say what it relates to ?
“Monklands, St. Thomas in the East,
“ Saturday night, 11 p.m.,

was no proof against him.

“ SIR,

or a dozen, and there were two boys, youths of about

.* And

21st October 1865.

the rest were shot 2–The rest were

“HAviNG found it absolutely necessary for the

36,947. How many do you think were shot that

health of the troops under my command to give them
rest after their late unusually hard work, I remained

day ?—There were 25 I think, or 24 out of the 27.

here quietly to-day, but although not actually on the

Shot.

line of march I am far from idle, indeed flesh and

I had intended going back that day by way of Somer

m; but

I did not.

There were nine shot at Font

blood could not stand the incessant strain and never

ill,

ceasing wettings to which we have been exposed for

36,948. Part of the 27 ?–Yes, and 14 I think were

the last nine days. I never ceased since morning

shot at Coley, and two were brought on.
36,949. Then very few were shot at Chigoe Foot

investigating prisoners' cases and receiving valuable
and confidential information, so valuable to a military

Market?—Only the 11 the day before, none of the

commander in the field and in an enemy's country. I
an induced to hope that the awful ea ample that has
been made is bearing fruit. I have this day shot
four men, amongst whom were three leading rebels,
flogged several others who were indirectly connected

27 were shot there, there were nine and 16, and two
were brought on to Monklands.

36,950. Which two were they —Arthur Welling
ton was one.

36,951. As 27 were tried and executed, and you

with it, and released several others from want of

let off one or two upon trial, what became of the rest

proper evidence, giving them the benefit of the doubt,

of the 50 that you mentioned, were the number col
lected as prisoners at Chigoe Foot Market 2—There

as my firm conviction that 40 lashes have far more

was no evidence against them.

as is the custom of war in like cases.

yº.

-

Then all beyond the 27 were let go?—

e8.

I again report

terror for them than death ; the writhing and intense
agony of the lash is frightful to witness, whereas

being shot or hanged produces no more impression on

36,953. Of the whole body of about 50 °–Yes, I

them apparently than being let go ; the reason for this

should say between 40 and 50 were let go. There

I cannot explain.

Was no evidence against them.

I took down the

prisoners both here and coming here, on whom I fear

notes of all the evidence myself the night before, and

did not send any man to trial as to whom there was

the extreme penalty of the law must be passed; it is
one of the most painfully distressing duties that ever

not some strong case for finding him guilty.
36,954. Were they buried by your orders after they

fell to my lot, and, poor wretches, I feel bound to say

Were executed 2–No, the first nine were not ; they

guilt; the only ones of whom I have not the least

were hung up in the chapel at Font Hill ; they were

all represented to me as being rebels who had held

particle of regret are these religious leaders, one of
whom, the famous Lawrence M'Laren of Font Hill,

meetings in that chapel, and I thought it
was a thing which would be likely to make an im
Pression by hanging them up there in the chapel.
36,955. Then the nine shot at Font Hill were hung
WP, on a beam in the chapel which was called

to Morant Bay. A curious freak of a musket ball
occurred yesterday; a row of 18 prisoners were drawn

their rebel

MLaren's chapel?—Yes.
36,956. Did you know at that time that it went by
his name?—Yés, I did ; I knew he was the leader.
36,957. You left them there?—I left them there.

I have still a large number of

they all seem, alas, too late, fully sensible of their

is caught to-day, and another named Anderson goes
up to be shot, all tied together by waist and waist;
18 of our men fired, and 18 rebels dropped, 17 shot
dead : one young fellow, however, jumped up and ran
away to the astonishment of us all with his wrist
broken, and on examination we found the bullets had

completely cut the ropes from his hands and wrist,
5 C 4
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and he escaped into a came field, and I fancy he will

º Defore the one you

SIXTH DAY

in future be a loyal subject.
Colonel
T. F. Hobbs,
7 Mar. IS66,

I have mounted a few

have just handed in :

— Yos.

men of my regiment on captured mules and horses;
36,985. Was that in a reply to any despatch you
they do great service, and are perhaps as regular a had sent to him —It would appear to be so; it ac
corps of cavalry as was ever organized. They report knowledges one of the 18th, that was one that was
bodies of rebels moving about us still, of whom I

written before.

hope to account satisfactorily before I leave. I should

36,986, The one you have just read, probably

be glad to know what to do with rebellious women,
their name is legion in this district; the death of
their husbands have no effect whatever upon them
except to loosen their tongues. The Somerset leader,
Arthur Wellington, whom I shot to-day, and also his
secretary, Graham, men, as far as I can hear, were
more famous for their atrocities than Paul Bogle ever
was ; Wellington combining the rare qualification of
murderer, cannibal, and obeahman, “tria juncta in
wno.' Troops in excellent health and spirits, and
supplies abundant.
“I have the honour to be, sir,

about the women —No, that was the 21st; this was

one reporting my departure for Stony Gut. I pointel
out to the General that it was possible, during our
absence at Stony Gut, the rebels might get back to
Monklands, and I fancy this was the reply to it.
36,987. They knew at that time, you see, that Lieu
tenant Oxley had reached Stony Gut?—Yes, I fancy
there must have been some misunderstanding about
this letter, because after I got to Stony Gut and came
back I found this awaiting me, and I found then great
difficulty awaiting me too on that occasion.
36,988. Would not it be an answer to that one,

“ Your most obedient humble servant,

because you refer to Lieutenant Oxley being already

“ T. FRANCIs Hobbs, Colonel
Sixth Royals, Commanding

in possession of Stony Gut, and it is dated from Paul

Central Division, Monklands
District, St. Thomas in the

should say this was an answer to a letter which I
wrote on the 18th, pointing out to the General that,
on marching to Stony Gut, the rebels might possibly
get back to Monklands.
36,989. Have you got the original of that?–Yes,
36,990. Let us hear it?—(Reads)
“Monklands, St. Thomas ye East,
October 18, 5 p.m.
“SIR,
“I HAVE the honour to inform you that com
munication has been opened between this place and
Easington, but as there are no troops there I do not
attach any importance to this at present. A party of
Mounted Volunteers, both military and civil, started
this morning in search of Paul Bogle, with a deserter
from his party, and as he is close to us and has left
Stony Gut we are in hopes of capturing either him
self or some of his sons. I leave him in hopes of
hearing that a few (ever so few) men could join me
here, but being anxious to push on to Stony Gut,
have ordered all my party to make to-night for this
place, and hope to storm it to-morrow ; to attempt
the passage to-night with the rivers down is, I am
informed, impossible, as the men would be up to their
thighs in deep mud in a narrow gorge commanded by
rebels at top. I therefore hope to creep up the

East.”

36,971. That is addressed to General O'Connor 2
—To Major-General O'Connor.
36,972. That was written before you received his
reply to a former despatch, dated the 20th of October?
—I think it was, but I could not be positively certain;
these despatches arrived very irregularly.
36,973. In that despatch you mention that 18 were
put up to be shot at the time the man escaped by the
cord being struck by the bullet 2—Yes.
36,974. That was the Coley case ?–Yes.
36,975. Were 18 shot at Coley or 17 ?—It was
either 15 or 17.

36,976. Nine I think you said 2–Nine at Font
Hill, 14 at Coley. I would not be very certain as to
the accuracy of these numbers, because I did not
attach any importance to the numbers at the time.
36,977. You had informed General O'Connor, from
a despatch you addressed to him early in the morning
from Stony Gut, of which this is a copy I think

(handing the paper to the witness) *—I have not got
a copy of this despatch.
36,978. Do you remember writing that ?—I think
I wrote that in Paul Bogle's Chapel.
36,979. It is dated from there 2–I don't remember.
36,980. You remember receiving the answer to

your despatch —Yes, I have got the answer here
among my papers.

º

36,981. It is dated the 20th of October, and came

to you on the 21st October at Monklands –Yes, but
I received one from General O'Connor on the 19th.

36,982. Then let us have that if it is in order of
date 2–(Reading)

Bogle's chapel ?—No, this is dated the 19th.

-

mountain's side in the dark.

19th October 1865, 11 a.m.

“ I AM directed by the Major-General com

manding to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch
dated “Monklands, October 18th, 5 p.m.,’ and to

inform you that he is quite sure you are using your
best endeavours to put down the insurrection. He
regrets, however, that you are now marching upon
• Stony Gut,’ which is evacuated, having been visited

by Lieutenant Oxley, R.N., and a party of sailors.
You will make Monklands your head-quarters, and

patrol from thence (without fatiguing your men),

There are thousands of

rebels all around us, and I think it right to inform
your Excellency that it is just possible that during
our absence they may seize Monklands, and cut us

off from our supplies, as we have neither traps, mules,
nor knapsacks; I however long to meet the main
body, and hope for the best. . Were you in a position
(as I know you are not) to reinforce me, I should sy
this place should be strengthened by at least 200
Ill Ole Innell.

“I have the honour to be, sir,
“Your most obedient humble servant,

“ Deputy Adjutant-General's Office, Kingston,
“SIR,

I

“ T. F. Hobbs.”
36,991. What was the date of that?—The 18th.

36,992. Then came the answer to that of the 18th.
—I think so.

36,993. Which you got on the 20th.-Yes,

36,994. Then came yours from Stony Gut to the
General 2–Yes.

“Stony Gut, Paul Bogle's chapel,

“The Heights 9.30 a.m. October 9th,
“To Major-General O'Connor, if at Morant Bºy,
or any other officer, naval or military,
Stony Gut from my head-quar-

º

“Should you require any ammunition you must

ters, Monklands, having shot a number of rebels ºn
the way. Stony Gut I found vacated by the rebels
but
occupied by a party of seamen,
and alik
lery, who arrived here at daybreakmarines,
yesterday. The

º
º
º

draw from Newcastle, sending an escort for it, as

rebels have fled towards Somerset and Mount Lebanus.

that garrison is too weak to furnish one beyond the

As this is close to me, and Paul Bogle supposed to be
near
retire early
in that
direction,as bivoulº
whereMonklands,
I can, and Imarch
to-morrow,
there;

hunting out all the rebels you find; and the Major
General hopes you will deal in a more summary
manner with them, and on no account forward pri

soners to this place.

.

‘Gardens.’

“I have the honour to be, sir,
“Your obedient servant,
“ JoHN ELKINGTON,
“ Lieut.-Colonel, D.A.G.”

36,983. When did you receive that ?–I received it
at 10 p.m. on the 20th on my return,

“I HAVE reached

º

º
º
º

abundance of work cut out for me. I have directed

this rebellious settlement to be utterly destroyed.
“I have the honour to be, sir,

,

“T, FRANCIs Hobbs, Colonel Commanding

Troops in Central District."

—i.

ºt
º
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36,995. No rebels were shot between Chigoe Foot
Market and Stony Gut 7–No.

stood you to say he was first handed over to you at

36,997. In the despatch from Bogle's chapel you
mention finding Lieutenant Oxley there 2–Yes.
36,998. You say in that letter, “I have directed
this rebellious settlement to be utterly destroyed ;”
that relates to your own direction to your own men

Coley –So he was, according to my recollection.
37,016. That would be after the Chigoe Foot
Market trial – According to the best of my recollec
tion the documents about him were given to me at
Coley; whether the man himself was given to me at
Coley I cannot recollect.
37,017. Then you only first had your attention
drawn to his case at Coley —At Coley.
37,018. Wherever he was captured 2–Yes.
37,019. What was done with him in consequence of

—Yes.

the documents relating to his case ?–To the best of

36,999. Not to Lieutenant Oxley's 2–No.
37,000. Then you got a reply from General O'Connor
on the 20th, when you were at Monklands –Yes.
37,001. Is that a copy of it that you have there 2

36,996. Were there thousands of rebels about you,
as you refer to in that letter –So I was informed,
and I saw the whole of the hilltops covered with
them.

directly —I found that letter at Monklands, awaiting

my belief he was tried there and then.
37,020. At Coley —I think he was, but Mr.
Ewart, one of my officers, tells me he thinks he was
brought on to Monklands and tried ; I myself believe
he was tried at Coley.
37,021. If he was tried at Coley did you make any
record of the proceedings and return them with other
Courts-martial –A separate one.

me on my return, and I found it extremely difficult
to know what to do with these prisoners. We had

happened at Coley, if he was tried there —No, I did

by this time nearly 100 come in during my absence;

not.

I was extremely anxious to exercise clemency, as far
as I could, and I resolved then on the following morn
ing upon making an example, in order to see if by
so doing I might dispense with the constant execu
tions; and finding that death by hanging and shooting
had no effect upon them, I resolved on making an ex
ample the following morning of a celebrated rebel

37,023. Then would it be one of those, if you did
it at all, that you recorded when you returned to

—I believe it to be.

37,002. We have that in evidence.

I think he in

forms you that he can give you no instructions

and obeahman that I then had.

37,003. This was done on the 21st 2–Yes.

37,004. On the morning of the 21st did you pro
ceed to summons a Court-martial for the trial of the

body of prisoners that you found at Monklands –I
did.

37,005. Do you remember what number was then
in custody ?—I think very nearly 100, I should say
probably 80, from 80 to 100.
37,006. Ilow many were tried on that Saturday ?—

I cannot speak from memory.
37,007. I will repeat this to you in order to assist
your memory—“Arthur Wellington, Daniel M. Laren,
Graham, leaders of rebels, were taken up, and were
tried to-day ?"—There were three or four more tried
on that day I think.

37,022. Did you make any written record of what

Monklands —lt would.

37,024. As a person tried and executed at a place
other than Monklands 2—Yes.

37,025. Amongst those that you had for execution
in consequence of the Chigoe Foot Market trials —
Yes.

37,026. Being again at Monklands you proceeded
to try some of the numerous prisoners you had then
in custody ?—I did.
37,027. Do you remember the trial on the 21st of
October of Arthur Wellington and M-Laren Graham 2
—I cannot say that I do remember their particular
trials, but I know they were tried ; there were a great
number of men tried, and amongst others this man

Wellington, but it is my impression that Wellington
was tried at Chigoe Foot Market.
37,028. That Wellington was 2–I think so, to the
best of my belief.
37,029. Then where was he executed 2–He was
executed at Monklands.

37,030. I understood you to say that all the parties

37,008. There is no return of them 2–1 think

tried at Chigoe Foot Market were executed either

there were a great many men were sentenced to log
ging that day.
tenced to death ; do you remember a man of the name
of Thomas Collins among the party – Yes, he was
tried at another place, I think either at Coley or

there, at Font Hill, or at Coley, as being the places
to which they belonged —I said that two men,
Arthur Wellington and M*Laren Graham, were
brought on.
37,031. Have you any clear recollection of the
details of the execution of Arthur Wellington –Yes,

Chigoe Foot Market, I cannot exactly remember where.

I have.

37,009. First, with regard to those tried and sen

37,010. Had you any trials at other places besides

37,032. Do you wish to state now the circumstances

Monklands and Chigoe Foot Market —No, except relating to his execution ?—I do.
that I am not certain that there was not one tried on

the line of march at Coley.
37,011. We have omitted that ; can you supply

that before we go to a later time –There was a man
handed over to me at Coley.
37,012. I asked you whether you had taken any
new prisoners on the road, and you said no ; you now

Şily there was a man that you took as you passed
Coley –Yes.
37,013. What was done with him, was he taken to
Monklands?—I am not certain whether he was tried

by the same court on the line of march, or whether

37,033. Will you make a clear statement of what
you know —It was my first intention to have exe
cuted that man at Somerset, but finding Somerset
was so far from Coley, he was brought on that night
to Monklands, and when I arrived at Monklands I
found such a very great number of prisoners there
that I really did not know what to do with them. I

got this letter them, which I have handed in, telling
me to deal with them in a more summary manner,
and on no account to send them to camp. During
the night I considered how I could best make an ex

ample. I thought of a great number of things, but I

he was taken to Monklands. I am under the impres really could not decide what to do. I lowever the
Sion that he was, but I have an indistinct recollection

following day I had a number of prisoners fall in on

whether it was a man of the name of Francis or

the barbacues at Mr. Paterson’s works; there were

Collins that was tried, but one or the other of those

about 100 prisoners, I had them before me in such
a way that they could see what was going on. I then

men was represented to me as being a poisoner, and

that he was instructed to poison the rivers by this told the provost-sergeant to have the loading party
close at hand, and to take these men up the hillside,
man, Arthur Wellington.
37,014. Do you now recollect what was the ſate of where all the prisoners or special constables could see
Collins and where he was tried ?–My impression is them, this man having been a celebrated poisoner,
that he was tried either at Chigoe Foot Market or and there having been four ounces of arsenic found
that he was brought on to Monklands, but I am not in his house for the purpose of poisoning the troops.
at all certain that he was not tried at Coley.
37,034. That you would hardly know probably –
87,015. Where was he first taken prisoner; I under It was proved to me,
5 D
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37,035. Was part of the evidence against Arthur

37,043. Were the shots signalled from the other

SIXTH DAY. Wellington that poison had been found in his house

side by bugle —No, there was no attempt at signal.

Colonel
T. F. Hobbs.

at Somerset 2—No, it was not.
37,036. Poison had been found in a house alleged

ling, or anything of the kind, and I should wish also

7 Mar. 1866.

to be his —Alleged to be his by a man of the name
of Flemming, who brought in the basket, and it was

after his being shot I went away; I went down and
saw the prisoners, and for the first time during the

ſ

|

to state, in connexion with this, that immediately

examined on the morning after his trial at Monk

whole rebellion almost did I see that they were really

lands, the morning of the day on which he was

frightened and terrified. There were a very large
number then whom I could not send into camp, and
who I found it extremely difficult to bring to Court.

executed, a basket containing this arsenic, and a

number of small bottles, bones, and phials of various
kinds, and a variety of things. Finding that death
by hanging and shooting had no effect upon the people,
and being anxious to make an example, I directed
this man to be taken up the hillside, where all the

martial.

j
ſº
#

º

I selected out of them therefore 10 or a

dozen of the leading rebels, I administered a sort of
oath of allegiance to the remainder, and I let them

go, and I can most conscientiously and positively

v.
*

true in that case I increased the distance to 400 yards;

state that during the whole of my expedition I don't
think I did anything that was so merciful in its effect
as that. I cannot account of course for people put
ting an improper construction upon it, but the effect
was everything I could have wished.
37,044. What number did you release under the
circumstances just stated 2–I should say upwards of

but if I did increase the distance I increased the

40 or 50.

-

killing power, or, in other words, the number of men

37,045. Directly after Wellington's execution?—
That day.
37,046. To return to the circumstance; have you
stated all you wish to state about your narrative of
the execution ; if so, I want to ask you a question or

º
º

two about the details —I think I have stated all I
wish to state.

º

prisoners and constables could see him, and in order
to show the people that an obeahman was not invul

nerable by bullet shot (that being part of their delu
sion), and at the same time to show the prisoners and
others who were on the hillsides the accuracy with
which an Enfield rifle could kill at a distance ; it is

to fire at him in the same ratio.

I then directed the

provost sergeant to have a few loaded men at hand to

put him out of pain in case of his suffering from any
wound. I then ordered the sergeant-major to fall in
10 or 12 men on the barbacues to shoot him ; he did

so ; I myself was on the ground and close at hand,
and I requested Captain Field, who was there, to
superintend the execution. The men all knelt down
together, I saw them distinctly drop on their knees
together, and they shot him ; but although they fired
a volley at him the whole of their rifles did not go
off at the same moment ; about half went off toge
ther, and the remaining half the men appeared to

º

º

3.

º

37,047. Can you tell us, from your own knowledge,
by whom this Arthur Wellington had been arrested :
—I can, by this man Flemming.
37,048. Who brought the basket of poison and
phials, the man you have mentioned —I think it

º

º

..

was he.

37,049. Was he a constable 2–No, he was a very

dwell on their aim, and not to fire in the same short
manner that they do on parade in firing blank car

respectable coloured man I think, and he mentioned

tridges. There was food given to the man before his
death, and I sent to know if he wished to have Mr.

that while he was searching round the house he
tumbled into a sort of pit or trap in which there were

Joseph, who I engaged to pray with him, but he

a great number of human bones, and he gave me to

declined to do so.

*

to me at the same time a remarkable circumstance,

I would wish to mention to the

understand that this man had actually been a cannibal,

Commission that with regard to the distance it was a

he stated it most positively.
37,050. Did you examine Flemming more upon that
subject, or rest contented with this statement of his?
—I rested content, because he gave me over the
prisoner at Chigoe Foot Market, and I made a very
long examination myself of his case in the presence

compulsory distance ; that is to say, I had no option
between a distance of 40 yards where no one could
see the men, and 400 yards where everyone could see

him. If you will allow me to explain I would like to
show you what occurred ; I wish very much I could
have had a model of the place ; this (arranging some
books by way of explanation) would represent the
edge of the barbacues, they are generally built on
the side of a gully ; the men stood here on the side
of the barbacues, and they fired over against the hill

of the sergeant-major, and I accused the man of being
the murderer of the Baron, which he was supposed
to be also, and when I did that he put his hat over
his face and hung down his head, and I scarce ever
saw the man's countenance afterwards.

-

37,051. Flemming stated these things to you, did
the prisoners a little behind them, they could all see you know at that time who Flemming was more than
º was the person that brought Wellington in?
side ; the hill is on a slope, the men stood here, and

it from there ; there was nothing left undone on my
part to make the man's death rapid and painless, at
the same time impressive ; the provost-sergeant tells
me that he was hit almost immediately, and two doctors
who were on the ground assured me that his death
must have been instantaneous. I would beg the
Commission to ask the sergeant-major, to whom I
gave the order to shoot him, what occurred.
37,037. What is his name 2—Neale.
37,038. Who was the acting provost marshal 2–
His name is Naill, a man who has already been
examined.

—I did.

37,052. Who was he 2–I believe him to be a
farrier.

37,053. Where was he living —At St. David's or
St. Thomas’s.

-

37,054. Had you ever seen him before that time?
37,055. Where, at Newcastle —No, at St. Thomas
in the East.

37,056. At Monklands 2—Yes.

-

37,057. Then the first time you knew anything

of

Flemming was when you got to Monklands?—Yºs.
37,058.
He making
brought this
Arthur
Wellington
Chigº
Foot
Market,
statement
to youtoabºut
his
major Neale, is the man to whom I gave the order.
37,040. Did you witness his execution ?—I did ; I poison and about his being a cannibal 2-He did, and
37,039. He was sent with the party over the gully?
—Yes, but the other man to whom I allude, Sergeant

saw it myself.

-

he handed me the basket, in which basket there was

-

37,041. Were you standing near the firing party on
the barbacues —Yes, about 20 yards from them.

I

went under a cocoa-nut tree.

37,042. What effect seemed to be produced by the
first fire of the half of the men who did not miss fire 2

_I could not say that myself, but it appeared to me
that some of them had taken effect, the whole thing

appeared to be so rapid, it took effect, the man was
struck in the neck, and he had two bullets in his chest.
e

|

s

—I had, he had been shoeing some of our horses,

this powder found.

37,059. That was the arsenic *—Two ouncebottle

of arsenic, some species of broken phials, and

other

things.

37,060. Do you mean by powder gunpowder *
poison 2–Gunpowder.

37,061. Was there much 2–No, about two hand”
full, it was in one of those little straw baskets.

37,062. Did you see what was done with Arth"

º

s
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Wellington when he got over the other side of the
gully —I did.
37,063. Where was he placed before aim was
taken 7–He was placed with his back to a tree.
37,064. Was he tied ?–I heard that he was tied.
I did not order him to be tied.

37,065. Did you see the object they aimed at at
the tree, were you able to command that ?–Oh, yes,
quite distinctly.

37,086. Are you certain that the party who went
over with a view of despatching him, should the dis
charge from the barbacues not take effect, had no
necessity to fire —No, they had not.
37,087. You are certain of that ?—I am,
37,088. The next thing you saw, and you saw
everything that followed, was that they cut down the
body from the tree ?—Yes.
37,089. Released it, in fact 2–Yes, released it.

37 090. Did you notice how it was dealt with ?—

7,066. When the first party aimed and fired, you

say about one-half missed, the guns did not go off?—
No, I did not say that. I said one-half did go off
together, and the other half dwelt on their aim.
37,067, Did they go off directly after —They
went off directly after.
37,068. So that before you could see what effect

No, I did not.

37,091. Did you not notice what was done with the
body ?–-No, I did not. Directly after this I went
away from the place, and I think the men also went
away.

37,092. Which men 7–The men who had fired.
37,093. That is the 10 or 122—Yes, the 10 or 12

was produced by the first half the second half had
fired 2–They had.
37,069. They reserved their fire, in short, as far as

you saw —I think they did. I should like to observe
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who had fired.

37,094. Upon the same day a man of the name of
Graham is said to have been executed?—Yes, he was.

that in all these firings there never was a clean volley

37,095. And at the same time 2–Yes.

fired at all.

37,096. Immediately in succession ?—Yes.
37,097. Were you away at the time of his execu

Some men from nervousness fired too

quick ; others from nervousness on the other hand
dwelt too long on their aim. Indeed it was a most
painful thing, these executions generally, owing to
the horrible scenes we had to witness, of men's heads
being blown to pieces, and all these sort of things.
7,070. Do you know after the 10 or 12 fired
whether they reloaded for a second fire 2–I do not of
my own knowledge. I believe two of the guns were
re-capped ; they may have been reloaded. I think a
couple did reload ; whether they fired or not I cannot
say of my own knowledge.
37,071. Were the rifles loaded for that occasion ?—

No, they were not ; they were always loaded.
37,072. You remained on the ground long enough
to see the end of the whole scene 2–I did.

37,073. After these people reloaded or re-capped

tion ?–I was not there.

I did not wait to look at it.

37,098. Then you did not witness anything further
with regard to the disposition of the bodies of Wel
lington and Graham —No ; Graham was fired at, I
believe, from the side by the loading party.
37,099. Did you know on that day of the burial of
Wellington and Graham 2–Yes, I did.
37, 100. Are

the

circumstances

of their burial

known to you ?–They are.
37,101. Were they buried on that day?—On that day.
37.102. They were –They were buried.
37, 103. Was anything done with the body of Wel
lington, to sever his head from the trunk?—There was.
37,104. What was that —The bullets had nearly
cut the man's head off, and a black man finished it,

did they discharge their rifles? — I could not posi

and took it off.

tively state that, but I rather think they did.

37,105. Who was that black man 2–I don’t know.
He was either a prisoner, or some Volunteer who had
gone to bury him. I do not hold myself responsible

37,074. Then there was a second aim after the first

10 or 12 had fired 2–Well, I cannot even say that.

in the least for that.

37,075. If they fired did you notice in what direc
tion they fired 2–If they fired at all they fired at the
man, but a couple of them missed, and whether they

37, 106. Did you see it done?—I did not actually
see it done, but I saw the head off, and if you wish it

re-capped or reloaded I cannot positively say.

I will state what occurred.

37,076. Can you state whether they discharged
their rifles at all 2–I heard that they did, but I cannot
speak to that of my own knowledge.
37,077. You were on the ground?—I was.
37,078. But you don't know whether that was so 2
-I think the sergeant-major can give you better in

anything about it.
37,107. Tell us all you know ; give us the best
information, either that of your own senses or the
information of officials —I would beg to premise it
by this, that I have a very indistinct recollection of

formation upon the subject.

recollection what did occur.

37,079. After that was over did you observe on
the opposite side of the hill anyone approach the

about 2 o'clock in the afternoon, and about 6 or about

bºdy of Arthur Wellington and do anything to it —
The Provost Sergeant came out a short way, and there

I don't wish to conceal

that part of it, but I will tell you to the best of my
This man was executed

dusk that evening I was sitting writing a despatch, and
some one, I think a magistrate, came to me and said,
“Colonel, it would be worth your while to go over
‘ and look at that man Wellington. He is a perfeet
“ curiosity; you have never seen anything like him
before.” I said, “Is he not buried ?” I was quite
4.

was some motion made to him to go back, and he said,

I think, “Not quite dead,” and before he could get
back the other men had shot him.

*

37,080. The men that had gone over the gully do
You mean *—No, the first 12 that went out. The man

sure he had been buried, for it was the custom to

thought they had all fired.

abºut a couple of seconds. The men were hid there

peared they had not yet buried him, and the notion
crossed my mind that some superstitious feeling
might have prevented them from burying him. I
went over and found him lying under the tree, and a
black man was in the act of burying him, almost
about to cover him up, and I said to the man that I

and they rushed out.

had never, strange to say, seen his face rightly before.

37,081. Then was it between the intervals of the

first and second ſire?–Yes.

37,082. Could you see that in the interval between
the first and second fire —There was an interval of

bury them almost immediately.

However, it ap

37,083. They were out of the line of fire of course 2 He had two extraordinary protuberances on his fore
-Yes, some one said, I think, “Stay a bit,” and then head, and he was altogether quite a remarkable
the others went off. The whole thing was done very looking man, and I said to the black man who was
*

rapidly indeed,

burying him, “Stop a moment, my man; stop a

37,084. I am directing your attention to the time “ moment, don't cover him up; I should like to show
When the discharge took place from the barbacues : “ him to the doctor. I think a cast of this man's
TYes, when the man went and cut him down, I saw “ head would be a medical curiosity,” and I sent
him do that.

over some one, I think another black man, to ask

37,085. And nobody fired from the opposite side of Doctor Sternwell to come and see him. He came
the hill, where the party had been sent over for the over, and I said to him, “Sternwell, did you ever see
Firpºse of despatching him —No, not at Arthur

such an extraordinary looking man as that ?”

Wellington.

looked at him and was very much astonished, and he
5 D 2
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37,119. Then you relied upon the information of
other prisoners with regard to what he had been?—

Colonel

said he was a very remarkable looking man; but
whilst he was trying to get into conversation with
this man, and while he was telling me a great deal

Yes, that was the reason I executed him in the manner

T. F. Hobbs.

more about his atrocities, and how he had bewitched

I did, he set himself up to be invulnerable to bullet

the whole neighbourhood, I said to Doctor Sternwell,
“If you would like to make any post-mortem exami
“ nation, or any scientific examination of this man's
“head, you are at liberty to do so.” He said he had

shot, and I wanted to show them that no amount of

no set of instruments about him, and he did not parti

certain.

7 Mar. 1866.
---

cularly care about it, so the thing dropped.

incantation could prevent him from being shot,
37,120. Was Collins one of nine persons who were
executed at once 2–He may have been, I am not

I then

37,121. Had you information upon which you

turned round and went about as far as that door to

relied that Collins had instruction from Wellington to
poison the rivers ?—I had the most distinct evidence,
37,122. From whom 3–From a special constable, I
believe, who came to me, and he handed me this piece
of paper; it was given to me at Coley, and that is
what couples Collins' name with Wellington's. There
were two prisoners executed, one by the name of

look at another man that was being buried, and when
I looked back the man who was burying Wellington
º

had taken off his head. I was very much astonished
at it, and said to him, “What have you done?” He
said, “Oh, sir, I thought you wished it done.” I
said, “No, I did not wish you to do it; cover it up
this moment,” and he did cover it up that instant.
There was not a single soul belonging to the Sixth
Regiment there but myself and Doctor Sternwell,
and I doubt if Dr. Sternwell saw it done. Possibly
the man thought I wished it done, as I had an idea,
owing to this man's atrocities, that his head might be

a medical curiosity.
37,108. Did you see the head and body then
buried ?–I did.
37,109. In the same trench 2–Not in the same

Francis, and Collins, and I am not prepared to swear

which was the one I coupled with Wellington, but I
believe it to be Collins; the whole thing was described
to me, the bottle that contained the poison to do it
with, and all.

37,123. Who described it —Flemming and another
prisoner, either Collins or Francis, whichever one it
was confessed it to me himself, when he waschallenged
with it.

trench, the head was buried a little way from it, not

37, 124. Confessed what ?—The fact of being em
ployed for the special purpose of poisoning the

close to it. Mr. Sternwell was standing quite close

Tivers.

but there was not a single soldier there, nor a single

37,125. By whom 2–By Wellington, I believe.
37,126. Then was the testimony of Collins or
Francis, whichever it was, that upon which you
relied in concluding that Arthur Wellington had
authorized the rivers to be poisoned ?–It was.
37,127. Do you know whether arms were found in
the house of Arthur Wellington —There were.
37,128. How many –There was a sword and
something else,

woman, only one or two black people who were
burying another body.

37,110. Although none of those were standing near
you, was the formation of the country such that there
might be persons not far off who might command the
scene —No, no person could have seen what occurred
but those that were there, and I don’t think there
was a soldier of my regiment there.

37, 111. None but those who were with you ?—None

37,129. Not a regular depôt of them?–0h, no, I
think not.

but those who were with me.

37,130. Now with regard to the execution of the

37, 112. Can you be certain, from your knowledge
of the circumstances, that Arthur Wellington's head
was not thrown into the river to go down the Valley
—Never, the head was buried up instantly, that I can
positively assert, and it never was disturbed, I am
sure, at least as certain as a man can be of anything

respect to the manner of carrying the execution intº
effect —These nine men, after being legally tried and
convicted, were placed on a bank, a grave was dug
for them, and they were shot together, and they fell

of the kind; that night there was a very heavy fall of

into the trench.

rain, which brought down a landslip from the hill and
removed several bodies into the water, and I believe

his amongst the others.
37,113. Then did it carry his head and body down
the flood 2–It either did that, or clºſe it covered it up

nine men, will you inform me what you know with

37,131. Was the trench in front of them or behind
them 2–13ehind them

n

37,132. They fell backwards, then —They fºll
backwards.

-

-

37,133, Were you near the body of men that were

so much with the débris that the whole place was
altered in the morning in appearance, no person could
tell it was the same ground, it carried other bodies

the entire thing, and immediately after they were
shot some of the black people rushed up to throw lit.

away, and I think Wellington's.
37,114. Then they were washed out of the trenches

on the bodies; they were about to do so and I would
not let them ; they were then going to cover up tº

in which they had been buried, and were washed
down by the flood —Yes, two or three were left
with their legs sticking out, it was a place, where all

grave, which I would not allow them to do, because
some had life in them, and I think the loading party

the burials took place, and we sent men in the morning

to cover up what remained, it was a horrible sight.
37,115. Then it may be that Wellington's head and
body were carried from the trench and washed down

shot —I was, I was close to the firing party and saw

that is always present at those times came and put
them out of pain.
37,134. In what manner —By shooting them close
º

to them.

-

37,135. Did you notice how many were alive or

by the flood —It certainly may.
37,116. Do you know anything of the head having

partly alive?—I think two or three were,

been placed on a pole or stick —No, that never oc

execution ?–Yes.

curred, at least if it did it was never done by any

37,137. And the men were ranged in arowinfº"
of the trench, having the trench behind them?-Yº,

body under my command.
37,117. Did you ever hear of it?--Never till I heard
it sworn to here, and I am perfectly sure it never did
OCCul'.

-

-

37,136. Then the trench was dug before tº

Y 37,138.
Čs.

º 39.

-

And as they were shot they fell into it ?—
Except one or two who were partly alive?

-

37,118. Was Flemming's evidence the only evidence
you acted upon with regard to Wellington being an
obeahman 7–No, we had dozens of evidences to

— I CS,

37,140. And those were despatched by the firing
party —Yes,

that effect, the whole of the prisoners acknowledged

37,141. Had they to reload for that purpºse

him as an obeahman, they were rather afraid to go
near him in the guard room, and there was not the

Oh! no, it was a separate party that is always"
hand for that purpose,

-

slightest attempt made to question the fact; Anderson any37,142.
Didfor
youthe
notice
on that
the º'
pickaxe
purpose
of occasion
despatching
those
told me of it, and Flemming, and he was well known
in Chigoe Foot Market.
that were only partly shot —No, I did not.

s
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37,143. Can you state positively whether such a
thing must have been seen by you if it had occurred ?
I can state most positively that such a thing as a
pickaxe was never used.
37,144. Or any instrument that might be described
as a pickaxe ?—Nothing whatever, no instrument.
37,145. What instruments were used to cover over
the trench –Spades, and it was done by the black
people; I never allowed a soldier under my command

lands, and I rather think other trials were proceeding
that day.
37,174. Do you know one George Hamilton and
one William Gillespie ; were they tried and executed
that day ?—I think they were.
37,175. And George Rankin —I think that was
another man.

were in command at Monklands 2—Yes, I have.

37, 177. What number was ascertained as having
been executed 2–Lither 63 or 64; they were all

Seven.

37,147. Was there a prisoner employed, a black

legally tried by Court-martial, as far as circumstances
would admit.

37,178. And were proceedings recorded of their
trials —Yes, in every case.
37,179. Which were forwarded ?–To the Major
General.

man?—No.

37,148. Were you there at the time of the closing
in of the trench *—I recollect the circumstance par
ticularly.
37,149. Was that done by volunteers entirely 7–
Generally by volunteers or special constables, no
soldiers had anything to do with it.
37,150. Was any prisoner employed 2–No, no
prisoner could be there.
37,151. No man who was taken up and was re
leased ?–It is very likely, very likely a pardoned
prisoner may have volunteered.
37,152. By a volunteer do you mean any man who
offered to do that particular job —Yes.
37,153. Were they paid anything for it —No,
many who did this work were special constables.
37,154. Could any man have used a pickaxe in
filling in the trench *—No, I am certain not.
37,155. Did you see any man use one –No, I did
not, and no man ever did use one ; it is possible that
a pickaxe might be used in digging the trench.
37,156. Would it not be difficult to dig it without
a pickaxe?—No, not there, it is a loose soil near the

landslip.

-

37,180. Does that apply to the cases which were
taken on the road 2–It does.

37,181. But these slips of paper, to which you
referred as made out on the back of a letter, were
they forwarded with the rest ?—No.
37,182. Were not the executions at Coley and
Font Hill made into memoranda and sent forward

with the rest. I understood you to say you took
pencil notes of their trials and executions, and when
you got to Monklands you wrote out a formal account 2
—No, they were almost in a state of blotting paper
from rain, and were very much obliterated.
37,183. You made no return of them —No, I
could not preserve them.
-

37, 184. Not of the 26 2–No.

37,185. Are the 26 included in the 64 —They are.
37, 186. Are the proceedings of the Courts-martial
forthcoming —Yes.
37, 187. There were certain trials of which a

regular formal proceeding, it appears, was not written
out; you committed those to the back of a letter f—
Yes.

37,188. Are they forthcoming 2–No.
37,189. Did you write out the proceedings after

37,157. At the foot of the hill ?–Yes.
37,158. And near the level of the water 3–Yes.

wards which are embodied in those 64 cases 2–Yes.

37,159. You saw no pickaxe used ?–No.
37,160. And you saw the burial of the men 2–I

trials of 64 forwarded ?–I think you will find there

37,190. But there are not the proceedings of the

saw the burial of the men.

:ll'o.

37,161. Can you tell us whether any man, either a
volunteer or other, was said to be the father of one of
the men who was buried ?–No, I cannot.

37,191. Where are those then on the back of the
letter?—Those are included in what have been

37,162. You did not know it 2–No, I did not.

37,163. Was any one man so employed to bury,

already read out in the 64.

37,192. Then we have the proceedings of 64, have
we ?—You have the proceedings of 64; there are 18

coerced to do it —No, never ; they seemed to take

names unknown, but I count them to be of the 64.

the greatest delight in volunteering to perform that

37,193. When we were going over that part of the
account of the trials at Chigoe Foot Market, and the

office.

37,164. What class of men were they – Some were cxecutions at Font Hill and Coley, you said after you
pardoned prisoners, and special constables chicily.

37,165. Are you certain that in the act

of burial

every man was dead before he was covered over ?—

got to Monklands you reduced the rough notes into
formal records of proceedings against them —I did.
37,194. When you got paper and ink 2–Yes.

37,195. Were those returned with the rest of the
As morally certain as a man can be.
37,166. I mean as far as the evidence of your proceedings you mentioned —They were.
37,196. Now on Monday you say nothing was done 2
senses could carry you ?—Yes.

37,167. Was that all that took place on the 21st

with regard to the execution of prisoners?—That is

7 Mar. 1866.
-

never touched them.

ployed to dig the grave and fill in the trench How
many men did you employ to fill in the trench –
There were always plenty of men. I daresay six or

Colonel
T. F. Hobbs.

37,176. Have you ascertained the whole number of
persons shot under your superintendence while you

to bury a man at all, or to touch a dead body, they
37,146. Was there a man there, a prisoner, em

THIRTY
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—No.

37,197. There were no executions 2—No.

all that I am aware of.

37,198. What was done on Tuesday ?–On Tuesday
37,168. Then the next day was Sunday ?—Yes, we marched again through Somerset to another rebel
Sunday, the 22nd.
district called Garbrand Hall, and Spring, that would
37,169. Was anything done by you that day in be the 24th.
regard to the parties you had as prisoners ?—No,
37,199. Was that the first time after you reached
nothing.
Monklands from Chigoe Foot that you left it?—Yes,
37,170. How many had you still left at Monklands 2 it was.
—I cannot say.
37,200. Did you start early on Tuesday, 24th, for
37,171. Did you continue at Monklands much Garbrand II all ?–Yes.
longer?—We continued there for two or three days.
37,201. Was that down the Valley again, or on one
37,172. On the Monday following the Sunday side –Down the Valley.
37,202. The same ground as you went over before ?
what proceedings were taken by you to carry out the
suppression of the insurrection ?—What day would —Very nearly; we went through Somerset to get to it.
that be
37,203. Upon your march to Garbrand Hall was
37,173. Monday, the 23rd of October ; mothing was anything done to life or property by your party –
ºne at all on the Sunday, was there —No, and we No, not to my knowledge.
37,204. It was simply a march through the coun
did nothing on the Monday either; the rain was
falling in torrents, and we were confined to Monk try —Yes.
5 D 3
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE, TAKEN, pFFORE

37,205. Were no prisoners taken —I do not think
SO.

37,206. At what time did you reach Garbrand
Hall on the Tuesday?—Some time in the afternoon,
about midday ; I should say about 1 o'clock.
37,207. What led you to go there 2–Information
that it was another rebel settlement of importance.
37,208. And that they were there in force, I sup
ose ?–Yes.

37,209. When you got there what did you find 2–
I found that that also was in a state of open rebellion.
37,210. Were the inhabitants there 2–No, they
had all fled.

Wednesday, the 25th 2–No, I think not ; I think
that was a day upon which nothing was done except
some Courts-martial.
Y

37,236. There were Courts-martial on the 25th –
es.

37,237. A large body of men were executed; just
look at the names there (handing a paper to the
witness), and see if these are the names of persons
executed in pursuance of sentence by Courts-martial?
—Yes, I believe them to be so.

37,238. When did you leave Monklands?—I left
Monklands on the 27th.

37,239. That brings us to Friday?—Yes, to Friday.

37,211. Was the place empty —The place was
empty; we found one man there, a book-keeper.
37,212. Was this an estate 2–It was a deserted
sugar estate.

37,213. Then you found nobody there 2–We found
nobody there ; the houses were all like those at
Somerset, all deserted.

37,214. Was the Hall itself pillaged and smashed
up —I did not go into the Hall, it was a very old
place.
37,215. What did you proceed to do?—I proceeded
to search round to see if any rebels were forthcoming.
37,216. Were you accompanied by any magistrate
on that occasion ?–Yes, I was.

37,240. Were trials had on the Thursday?—Yés,
there were to the best of my belief. We had trials
every day that week.
37,241. All by Courts-martial?—All by Courts.
martial.

37,242. And carried out under your sanction?—
Yes, I was present at almost every Court-martial.
37,243. You have also returned a list of persons
who were flogged by your orders ?–Yes.
37,244. Does that include every person you are
aware of that was flogged while you were in com
mand in the Blue Mountain Valley —It does.
37,245. With regard to the man William Anderson

after you got to Monklands you took him into your

37,217. By General Jackson —No, I think by Mr.
Bowen.

service 2–I did.

37,246. Has he been in your service ever since?—

37,218. Were the houses of the labourers there

destroyed or searched –They were, those that were

He has.

-

37,247. He gave evidence against Wellington

deserted.

among other witnesses —He did.

37,219. Were they burnt —Burnt; they were
pointed out as the houses of rebels.
37,220. Pointed out by whom ?—By the magis
trates, and also by the book-keeper himself.

37,248. He has told us this, will you have the
goodness to say whether this is correct with regard
to yourself:“Were you tried by the Court-martial?—Yes,

37,221. Who was he 3–I think his name was
Graham.

“ At Monklands 2—Yes.

“That was on the Wednesday morning?—

37,222. How many houses did you burn at Gar
brand 2–30; there was small pox in the village, and
I spared all the houses that had small-pox. I allowed
no house to be touched where there was any individual
ill.

Yes.

“What were you tried for ; what was the
charge against you ?—The charge of the con
stable was that I was a rebel.

“What was the result of that trial, how did it

37,223. Then there were persons afflicted with
small pox, residing in the houses —Yes, and I would
not allow them to be touched.

37,224. Except those that were so affected were all

the other inhabitants gone —All the others were
Orie.

37,225. Women and children too —Every person
had fled; and there were frequent explosions in the
houses ; there was a great deal of powder and a great
number of firearms found in all that district.

37,226. The explosions took place, I suppose,
while they were burning —Yes.
37,227. Did you notice the firearms, whether they

end ?—The Colonel said to me if I took him and

showed him Paul Bogle's place he would spare
my life. I said I went to Paul Bogle's place once,
and I know the road to go there; but suppºse
we went and he made his escape was I to blame
for that ? He said ‘No,' he only wanted to
know the place, and I took him up to Stony
Gut.”

Was that the first you knew of his being able to act
under you as a guide to Stony Gut?—It was. . .

37,249. He represents there that you said to him

were numerous or few —Very numerous in propor

you would spare his life, or you offered him his life;
was that before or after, as you say he first volun:
teered to act, because that does not quite agree with

tion to the houses.

your account that he first came to you as a volunteer

I broke a great number with my

own hands.

to act as a guide to show you Paul Bogle's place He had never been tried by Court-martial, but nº
doubt he considered he had. The magistrate had
the men some refreshment, and then we went on our investigated his case, and very likely he considered
37,228. How long did you remain at Garbrand
Hall 2–Not more than two hours; I halted and gave

that a Court-martial.

return to Monklands.

37,229. Were any further proceedings taken against

any prisoners that day ?—No.
37,230. Neither floggings nor executions —No,
not to my knowledge.
37,231. How many do you think you had at that
time left, or were they still coming in 2–Still coming

in, and being disposed of, and going back.
37,232. Was there a large body?—A very large
body; there were almost more black than white

people about the place.

-

37,233. How many, had you in custody ?—In
custody about 20, perhaps, and about 100 or 150
released prisoners, all about the place.

-

37,250. He says you first said to him that if he
took you and showed you Paul Bogle's place You
would spare his life, and you say he first offered to
do it —He did most positively,
37,251. It would appear from reading this that."
first
; youout
saytohemeat
firstChigºe
proposeFoot1.
to youproposed
?—I do.it toHehim
pointed
Market all these rebels, and told me their rank,

37,252. So he says, but he does not agree that he
pointed out colonels and captains; he says he pointed
out some of the leaders, but he did not know colonel;
from captains?—He called one the head captain, º'

I said, “What do you mean by head captain f" He

37,234. Those who were not in custody do you said, “The same as you, sir,” pointing to me, ſº
mean?—Yes, I could not get them away ; I ordered also dointed out another rank that the rebels had
them out of camp, but they said they were afraid of among them called a land captain, which I ºfte:
found out to mean a man who was to divide the land
the Maroons and would not go.
37,235. Was anything further done by you on when the black people got possession of the country.
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37,253. You say there was an important man her children just before the house was fired ?–I
brought in among the prisoners of the name of cannot state that I did.
M-Laren —M*Laren Graham, and there was a man
of the name of M-Laren, too, I think.

37,254. The man that had the chapel ?–Yes.

know.

37,256. Was the M'Laren that was executed the
think he was.

37,257. After you left Monklands you went to
Newcastle 2–Yes.

37,258. When did you arrive at Newcastle —On
the 29th.

I wrote a letter on the 26th of October,

which I have here, and which I wish to put in
(read):—
“SIR,
Monklands, 26th October 1865.
“I HAVE the honour to report for your infor
mation that, having thoroughly scoured this part of
the country, and having executed every leading rebel
known to be at large, except one named ‘Job Robin
son, I feel that after a very successful day's work I
can now with safety withdraw all or a greater part of
the troops under my command, either to Newcastle or
to any other place where our services may be re
quired ; and I have great pleasure in stating that
both officers, non-commissioned officers, and

men

Mr. Bowen said it was not her own house, she had

only gone in there.

It was the house of a notorious

rebel, and I think that woman did leave the house.

37,266. Have you anything else to state 2 –
Nothing. I received that order during the march
(handing it in ).
37,267. (Mr. Gorrie.) When you started upon the
expedition had you any instructions as to the manner
in which you were to treat the population ?—No.
37,268. Can you give me any explanation as to
what led you to execute and flog so-called rebels —
Being found in arms, plundering stores, and supposed
to be in rebellion from the clearest evidence.

37,269. Was there any regulation of the service or
any instruction that you had received at any time that
led you so to dispose of these cases 2–No, martial law
is a separate thing in itself.
37,270. Did you understand that the proclamation
of martial law warranted you in disposing of all cases
of rebels in the manner which you have stated —Yes,
I did, when I received a letter telling me to act upon
my own judgment.
37,271. Where you found any evidence of plun
dering, did you assume that was evidence of rebellion

have performed their duties in the most gallant,
cheerful, and humane manner, and notwithstanding
the most trying weather it is an immense satisfaction

also –I did.

to me to record that from the first I have not had a

same cases —Other evidence as well.

man on the sick list, and they are all now in the best
possible condition. Since the arrival of our worsted
socks and the new boots in the place of those lost at
“Stony Gut, even foot soreness have disappeared;
and from the number of leading rebels shot and
flogged since Monday last, I am induced to hope that

37,273. Did you punish any persons as rebels
against whom you only had proof of plundering —
By flogging.

we have heard the last of the dreadful rebellion in

this neighbourhood, which, being upon the borders of
two other parishes, I consider from the first to have

37,272. Or did you take other evidence in those

37,274. You punished them by flogging —Yes.
37,275. Then what were the other proofs of rebel
lion which you discovered?—Being found in arms,
and forming part of a gang that came up to attack
Mr. Paterson's house, with a view of taking his life.

Those were the chief points that were brought before

been a position of very great importance, and one
which demanded the greatest amount of care, lest, by
undue severity, the neighbouring parish of St. David's
might be found to follow the example of St. Thomas
in the East. In carrying out this line of action I had
difficulties to contend with which I could only explain

Ill C.

to you personally.

“ T. FRANCIS Hobbs,

taken in arms ?—When the special constables brought
in prisoners, and stated that they were armed,
marching, and drilling with Bogle, I considered that
when I had clear comprehensive proof, that was quite
enough to show that they had joined the rebels, and
they were tried and executed if the evidence was clear.

“Col. and Lieut.-Col. Sixth Royals,
“ Commanding Central Division,

37,279. Did you execute no parties who were not
proved before you to have been in arms marching

I feel assured you will be as

much pleased as I am myself at the fortunate termi
nation of this rebellion in this neighbourhood.
“I have the honour to be, sir,

“Your most obedient humble servant,

“ St. Thomas in the East.”

37,259. I believe you had a good many sick men
afterwards —Yes, although we did not lose them in

37,276. Was Mr. Paterson's life taken 2–It was
threatened.

37,277. You found that Mr. Paterson's life was not

taken, I suppose 2–It was not taken, but threatened.

37,278. Will you explain what you mean by being

along with Bogle —I cannot say.

the field.

37,280. I will put the question more directly ; did
you consider the possession of a machett or the negro
cutlass as being a rebel in arms ?–That depended on

$7,260. Did you lose men ; did they actually die?
-Yes, six men have died in Newcastle in consequence

the way in which he was using it.
37,281. Did you discover in any of the cases that

ºf ſever contracted, not, strange enough to say, at

the cutlass was used ; was it used against your troops,
for example *—On one occasion the men rushed up

Monklands, but in other districts.

37.261. Can you now tell us, from what you re
member, whether more than 20 persons were shot in

the field during the march —There were not more
than 20, although when I wrote on the 15th I was

inder the impression that we had killed more, from
the number that the men stated.

I find out now

with arms and cutlasses, with a view no doubt of

attacking us with those weapons.

37,282. You refer now to the occasion when you
described it as a kind of surprise ?–Yes.
37,283. What distance were the so-called rebels

they were not killed, they only dropped down in the

from you at that time —Forty or 50 yards.
37,284. Did they get within 40 or 50 yards of

grass.

your position before they were discovered 2–I should

37,262. What do you now understand were the
utmost that were killed in the march —The very
"tmost killed I should say was 12 or 14.

think they did.

37,285. Did you see them at the time they were

first discovered, immediately upon their being disco

37,263. Did you see any woman ever turned out of vered 2–Yes, I did.

her hut before it was burnt —Never, except at Font
Hill. I think there was one woman who Mr. Bowen
Pºinted out as being in the house of a notorious rebel,
*nd I am not certain her’s was not left.

Colonel
T. F. Hobbs.

the entire time when a woman was in the house, and

37,255. You say an important prisoner was brought
in named M'Laren ; was that the person whose chapel
was used to hang up the nine prisoners ?—I do not

man you mean 2–1

37,265. When Mr. Bowen was there 2–I cannot

remember that. I remember only one instance during

THIRTY

SLXTH DAY.

I left a

"umber of houses standing at Font Hill.
37,264. Did you see this woman turned out with

37,286. What body might they be 2—I stated
before about 70, I think.

37,287: I think you said they immediately turned
and fled 3–Yes, they did.
out37,288.
2–Yes,The

moment they saw you were turning
c

: 1) +

7 Mar. 1866.
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37,289. Were those parties armed with cutlasses 2
SIXTH DAY. —Cutlasses and guns.

“A drummer who was in the Fifth West India
“ regiment, and he was getting up a band.” “Is he

37,290. How many guns were there among them 2
I could not say ; there were several guns. One man

“ a rebel ?” “Yes, he is.” “Who is the next man?”
“That is the captain that marches at the head of
“ them.” “Who is the next 2" “He is the secretary,

Colonel

T. F. Hobbs.

fired on us.
7 Mar. 1866.
--

37,291. Were there as many as half a dozen mus

kets among the party, do you think 2–Far more.

He does not carry any arms, but he writes.” I then
went and said to a special constable, “Is that man's

37,292. How many should you think?—I should
think about half, as far as I could judge, were armed

name James or William, or whatever it was 2" and as

with muskets, and half with machets.

very great veracity, and of very extraordinary obser.

37,293. Were they in military order when you saw
them —No, they were not. They were when they
first came up. I did not see them in military order.
They came regularly marching up the road.
37,294. What kind of a road led to your position,

vation.

then 2–A little wider ihan the usual road.

37,295. Was it still a mountain road —No, I can

scarcely call that particular part a mountain road.
37,296. How many men could get up abreast —In
that place certainly three or four. That is the high
road to Morant Bay.
37,297. Then they presented to you a very narrow
front ?—Yes.

37,298. Could you tell from seeing that narrow
front how many of them had muskets in their pos
session ?—I could form a very good opinion, because
they turned and fled, and I could see some run
faster than others, and that they were nearly all
armed.

they confirmed him I believed him to be a man of
37,312. Were they the only steps you took to
ascertain his veracity that he could point out parties
pretty freely, as to whether they were rebels or not;
the only confirmation was that which you have
described of ascertaining the names of one or two

parties —Their position, their houses, and every.
thing about them, and telling what religion they
were, and a variety of things. I applied the most
accurate tests to find out that he was telling the truth.

37,313. Was Anderson's father among any of your
prisoners ?—After I left Monklands I believe he was
executed. Captain Field remained after me, and
Anderson’s father was executed.

father.

I never saw his

IIis father was a preacher, and his house

was burnt down. His own son pointed out his father's
house.

37,314. Was that before the son, as you have
described, was selecting other people as rebels?—No,

37,299. I presume when they turned there would
be considerable confusion among them ; a body of men
coming up a narrow road, and suddenly turning to
fly would produce...considerable confusion, would it

afterwards.

not ?—Yes.

37,300. Then you might see the same rebel with a
musket more than once as they ran hither and

been my servant. It was done afterwards by others.
37,316. But the father was executed amongst those
prisoners whom you have already told us of, was he

thither ?—Yes.

not ?—There were two men or three executed at

37,301. So that it was very difficult to say how
many rebels that were with muskets on that occasion?

Monklands, I believe, after I left. I think they are
included in the 64, but this man Anderson's father

—Yes, I should think it was difficult.

was one of them.

37,302. I presume they ran pretty quickly —They
did pretty quickly.
37,303. How many seconds did you see them

37,317. Did the son give any evidence as to whether
his father was among the rebels or not ?—No, not on

before they disappeared in the bush —I could not

say, the men kept running after them, and they kept
disappearing.
37,304. Did you take any steps to ascertain whether
these parties were coming in to deliver themselves up
to you before you fired at them —I heard they were
not; they were marching up to attack us, and shouting.
37,305. You found that out subsequently, I
presume 2—No, I saw them.
37,306. But when you first saw them, and the men
turned out hurriedly, you ordered them to fire?—Yes.
37,307. But before ordering them to fire you made

no attempt to ascertain whether these parties were
coming to deliver themselves up or not ?—Yes, I did,

37,315. Did the son select his own father as a

rebel, do you know 7–No, he did not, because he
came home to Newcastle with me, and he has since

the Court-martial.

37,318. Was he not sent for and asked:—No, he
was with me at Newcastle.
I left on the 27th.

He came back with me.

37,319. And when was this trial of Anderson's 3–
I think it was after I left Monklands. I believe

Colonel Fyfe, of the Maroons, assembled the Court

martial there. I don't know the particulars of the
Court-martial.

-

37,320. Did his informatioſ to you about Mr. Gor.
don lead you to make the conclusion which you have

already stated in the despatch which has been real?
—It had a good deal to say to it.
37,321. Was it, for example, because of his having

presented a lamp to Paul Bogle's chapel?—Yes, that

The information came that they were marching up to
attack us. Two or three men and some of our men

coupled the name of Gordon with Paul Bogle.

on the road said, “Here they come,” and they came

that statement was correct 7–No, I did not.

up the road marching.

-

-

37,322. Did you take any steps to ascertain whether
37,323. Would it have had any effect on your mind
-

37,308. You got that information just at the same

if you had ascertained subsequently that that sºlº

moment as you saw the people, I presume —Yes,

ment was not correct –It would have had, decidedly.
37,324.
the magis.
trates
who Had
wereyou
withany
youconversation
about Mr. with
Gordon's
case?

very nearly.
37,309. It was a thing of a moment the whole
affair 2–It was a thing of a very short time, I don’t

say of a moment, but a short space of time,

—Not to my knowledge, I cannot remember that I had,
the whole thing was written off hastily.
-

37,325. Had you any conversation about it with

37,310. With regard to this man Anderson, you
believed him to be a person of great veracity, I think

General Jackson, for example?—It is possible,I don"

you have mentioned —I did, and I still believe him

remember it.

to be of great veracity.
37,311. What steps did you adopt to test his
veracity ?—I had a party of rebels drawn up, about
20 or 30, and I said to this man, “Do you know this

37,326. Did you find General Jackson a signeº
counsellor in your emergencies 2—I never consulted

-

He said, “His name is William

him upon these things. As you ask me about General
Jackson I should say I found him a very plucky ma"
as a Volunteer, and a man who showed very gº"

Johnson. ”I said, “Is lie a rebel ?” He said, “He is

knowledge of what soldiers could do, and he was."

man's name *
a rebel.”

Then I said, “Who is the next man º'

He said, “A man by the name of Davis.” I said,

hospitable, but I never consulted him upon militº'ſ
matters.

He said, “No, but his sons are

37,327. (Commission.) When General Jackson was

“rebels. He is a very good man, and tried to bring
“ up his children well.” “Who is the next man?”

with your column did he proclaim martial law?—"

“ Is he a rebel ?”

said he did,

º
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37,328. Did you know of his having proclaimed
martial law —No, not further than this, that he told
me he was in correspondence with the Governor, and
the Governor sent a message to me, through General
Jackson, whilst I was at Monklands, stating how
much interested he was in our acts and doings, and
that he would like nothing better than to place himself

under my command as a Volunteer.
37,329. Who said that –Governor Eyre.
37,330. I was talking about General Jackson 3–
He had some letters from Governor Eyre which I
think he misunderstood.

37,331. Here is a letter, dated October the 13th,

which says, “The insurrection is rapidly increasing,
“ and I have, with the advice of my officers, de

“ spatched an advance down the valley; there being
“no time to refer to your Excellency on such a
“ momentous emergency, I have declared martial law
“here in the mountains of Port Royal, St. David's,
“ and St. Thomas in the East. I hope the same will
“meet with your Excellency's approval.” You know
nothing about that ?—No, nothing whatever.
37,332. (Mr. Gorrie.) General Jackson made no

report to you of that stroke of policy of his 2—No, he
did not.

-

37,333. You mentioned something about Laurence
M'Laren at Font Hill, in the despatch to the General
I think it was, and said you thought it was right to
deal severely with the leaders of religious bodies, you
recollect that 2–No, I do not ; I may have said it, I
don't recollect it.

37,334. Don't you recollect stating to the General
that you had got the famous M'Laren of Font Hill,
and that you thought it right to deal severely with
the leaders of religious bodies —I think I did mention

the famous M'Laren of Font Hill, but it was only an

37,346. You say that you have not the least regret

-

whether you ascertained definitely that he was the
leader of any religious body, and whether that reli
gious body had taken any part in the rebellion; did
you make such inquiries —I did, and I found that
the whole rebellion was got up under the garb of
religion in one shape or another.

37,347. Was it got up by this Laurence M'Laren :
—I could not tell you that.
37,348. He was a prisoner of yours I presume at
one time —I could not even say that. I think my
letter says that one of them was caught that day, I
did not say I caught him ; he may have been caught
by me or he may not ; I do not remember the name
the least, there were several M*Laren, hosts of them.
37,349. Then you tell us on one occasion during
your march you saw thousands of rebels upon the hill
sides 2–Yes.

37,350. What kind of country were you marching
through at that time :-Through a wooded country,
with occasional openings of large hills, and wherever
I could see to the top of a hill, as a general rule, they
were occupied by people whom I took to be rebels,
because they were males, and they had something in
their hands, which I saw with my glass and presumed
they were arms, and I believe they were arms.
37,351. You did not see that they were arms at the
time —With the glass I could occasionally see that
they were arms.
37,352. You saw that there was something in their
hands –Something.
37,353. But I presume at the distance at which you
were they might have been sticks 2–Yes, they might.
37,354. Did you ascertain that they were males?—
I did, from time to time; we occasionally saw females
as well.

allusion to his having been caught.
37,335. I wish just to draw your attention to it for
a moment, and to ask you one or two questions, I

37,355. You ascertained upon your march, you say,
that all the houses were deserted, both by males and

think it is in the letter of the 18th, will you read the

females 2–I did.

passage —“The only ones for whom I have not the
“least particle of regret are their religious teachers,
“one of whom, the famous M'Laren, has been caught
“to-day.” I said that because it occured to me that

37,356. Did it not occur to you that those persons
you saw on the hillsides were the general population ?
—No, it did not ; they may have been, I don't say they

it was the religious fanaticism that did so much
37,336. Did you understand that Laurence M. Laren
to be the M. Laren of Font Hill chapel –I cannot
say that I did. I do not remember the connexion in
my mind; there was a man of that name caught, and

37,357. Did you take it for granted they were rebels
from the reports you heard 2–Yes, I did.
37,358. I suppose you discovered that a number of
reports which you got from the magistracy at that
time turned out not to be strictly accurate —No, I
cannot say that. I think the magistrates gave most

I think now, if I remember right, we caught the wrong

accurate information.

Inän.

37,359. General Jackson, for example, did he also
give you accurate information with regard to the
strength of the rebels 2–Ceneral Jackson did not set
himself up to give us any information further than

mischief.

37,337. Was this man, Laurence M'Laren, executed 2

—I could not say: that will be seen by my Court
martial list.

I don't think so.

37,338. Can you tell what you did with him —I

Were 110t.

the Monklands district.

I have described before the

cannot, I don't remember, there were a great number

position he occupied with me, as a very brave and

of persons by that name.
37,339. I merely wish to ascertain whether you

zealous officer, but he took no part with me, and very

considered that Laurence M. Laren to be the M*Laren

little indeed did I consult him as a magistrate.
37,360. But he gave you reports I presume upon

of the chapel, or whether it was the secretary of the

the state of the country —No, I never applied to

movement, as it was called 2–I could not tell.

him, I judged for myself, and my own officers were
very intelligent and painstaking, and kept me supplied
with every information I wished for.
37,361. But in such a country you were, I believe,

37,340. You spoke of him as a religious teacher ?—
That was the man I meant. I coupled his name with

that of the religious leader, but I don't know who the
man was, or anything about him now.

37,341. Do not you recollect whether you made any
inquiry into the case, and what became of the man *

-No, I do not ; nor am I certain that that man did
not go to Morant Bay, I am rather disposed to think
he did,

37,342. Did you ascertain, or did anyone inform you,
Whether he was the M'Laren of M*Laren's chapel ?—

dependent a good deal upon the reports of parties who
are natives living in the country —Naturally.
37,362. Did you receive reports from Mr. Lascelles?
—Yes, I did.

37,363, And from Mr. Davidson 2–Yes, I did.
37,364. Did they describe these parties as armed

rebels whom you saw on the hillside —Yes, they
did, and Mr. Bowen also.

37,365. Did the information they gave you partly
I could not say.
37,343. Did you ascertain that he was the leader of lead you to the conclusion that they were rebels 2–
the religious body, as you mention in your letter?—Yes. Yes, coupled with the information of the special con
37,344. You ascertained that ?—Yes.

37,345. Did you ascertain where that religious body
used to assemble —I presume at Font Hill. I do not
Heally connect the two things now in my mind in the

least; it is a thing that has escaped me altogether,

THIRTY

for the leaders of the religious bodies, I wish to know SIXTH DAY.

stables.

37,366. And your information through the glass, as
you have mentioned 2–Yes, and the reports of the
special constables and persons in a position like Mr.
Josephs, who were in the neighbourhood.
5 E
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37,367. Was Mr. Josephs attached to your party
*TH DAY, always —For a considerable time he was
Colonel

37,368. Did you place considerable reliance on his

T. F. Hobbs.

information ?—I did, in the localities he was ac
quainted with.

7 Mar. 1866.

37,369. That is the same gentleman who you after
wards appointed to pick the coffee ?—Yes, the same.
He always volunteered to pray with these people, and
being a man of their own colour he did it for them
nicely and very creditably.
37,370. Did you take any military measures when
you saw these thousands on the hill sides, to prevent

your column from being cut off in the line of march
—No, I could not.

I ran my chance of that.
37,371. You proceeded further into the country,
leaving your flanks and rear covered with thousands
of rebels 2–Thousands is not my word ; I said
hundreds.
I said it was reported that thousands
were seen, but I made use of the word hundreds.

37,372. Who reported to you that there were
thousands—was it the magistrates ?—I think the first
person that I ever heard make use of the word
“thousands” was the corporal at Chigoe Foot Market,

30 yards long, with a large piece of white calico flying
from it.

-

37,389. Was there a ditch or parapet *—Only an
ºpening; it was a ditch that, had been made by
throwing up the sods and embanking it. It had been
very neatly made.

37,390. Was it defended in any way, did you find
any arms about the place?—No, I did not.
37,391. And no one did defend it?—The rebels

had just fled out of it that day; we heard from the

prisoners we took. Captain Field brought the flag
out himself; he can tell you more about it than I can.
37,392. But he met with no enemy defending the
flag, I presume 2—No.

37,393. You had previously seen several other flags
flying that you understood to be signals at one time?
—Yes, I had.

37,394. With regard to M'Laren Graham, did you
find him to be a cannibal in the same way as you have
described about Arthur Wellington?–No, I did not;
he was a man that acted as secretary to Somerset

leaders, who I think were in the most advanced stage
of rebellion of any I ever visited.

who said if we did not do something with the

37,395. What was the evidence of an advanced

prisoners the probabilities were they would be rescued.

condition of rebellion ?—The people were in extreme
comfort; there was no want, nothing to complain of
in the way of grievance ; they had risen in rebellion,
taken up arms, and deserted their dwellings. I con

37,373. You had seen men on the hill side before ?

—Yes, but not in thousands, in groups.
37,374. About how large were these groups ?—A
group about as large as that of the persons at the
other end of the room.

37,375. Were they standing in line 2. They were
standing and running, and apparently keeping up a
sort of communication with each other.

37,376. Did they look like people alarmed for their
safety —No, I can't say they did. They gave me
the idea of people that were drawn up there to see

what was going to happen, or if they could make a
descent upon us, that was the impression I had.
37,377. If you had that impression did you not

J adopt any military measures to prevent their descent
being successful ?—I could not, my force was so very
small, and I saw that it was absolutely necessary to

push forward. I could not take any steps to guard

sidered that was an advanced state of rebellion,

particularly when several were known to have been
at Morant Bay and executed by General Nelson.
37,396. What I want is the proof of their having
risen in rebellion ?—I have already stated it.
37,397. Did you take it as a proof of rebellion that
the people had fled from their houses as you ap
proached 2–No, I did not.
37,398. Or that you found a pistol in one house

and a fowling piece in another ?—When I found a
large number of those things, and when I found
corroborative evidence that the people had fled and
joined the rebels, I did consider it so.

37,399. You say you found no depôt of arms in
any one house —No.

37,400. The arms were found in individual houses?

my flanks.
37,378. Did you at that time know what you were

—Yes.

pushing forward to ?—Yes, I did. I knew I was
pushing forward to fresh rebel settlements every day,

negro settlement there might be a fowling piece in

where I expected to meet with more rebels, because

of the person who possessed it?—No, I cond not

I had constant information that there were a number

think so.

of armed rebels in the neighbourhood,
37,379. Did you press on to meet a greater number

37,402. Was Graham executed at the same spot
as Wellington –Yes, I understand he was,

while all those were still undisposed of on your flanks 2
—Yes, I did.

37,403. Was he executed in the same way?–Nº.

not as far as I can speak of my own knowledge.”

37,380. What about this earthwork you mention,

was executed at the same tree, but shot from the side.

you did not see that yourself, I think?–Yes, I did :

37,404. Was he shot by the party who went ove:
the gully, do you recollect 7–1 cannot recollect; I

I saw it distinctly.

I saw more than one.

37,381. Will you describe what kind of earthworks

they were, were they regularly built

fortifications 2

—No, they appeared to be thrown up on what I may
call a semicircular plan, not at all badly constructed.

37,382. Were you in this earthwork —Not then,

37,401. Did it not occur to you that in a prosperous

the house without there being rebellion in the mind

-

.

have already stated that.

-

37,405. Was he shot immediatelyafter Wellington?
—Yes, he was.

-

-

37,406. Had you no other evidence than Flemming

about Wellington being a cannibal –A num";

I was afterwards.

people mentioned it, indeed it was an acknowledged

37,383. I thought you said this morning you had
never been into it?—Not that day. II visited Mount

fact in the neighbourhood.

Lebanus afterwards, and I did then go into it.

37,384. However you have been in it —I have
been to it.

I would not swear that I have been

inside it. I inspected it and saw that it was a semi
circular erection of fogs and sods, which gave it very

much the appearance of a place which

-

37,407. With regard to the things that were in the
basket that Flemming brought to you, you had seen
nothing of those until the basket was brought to Yº
by Flemming 2–No, I had not; I had heard this manº
name mentioned, but I had no further particulars.

37,408. Flemming was the witness you had that

would contain

these articles had belonged to Wellington ?–Yes.
37,409. I presume the fact that was stated that he

37,385. Was it across the road, or across the line

was a poisoner of rivers had a considerable tº

about 40 or 50 men.

of march, or on the roadside –On the roadside, with
a gully between one of the

hills at Mount Lebanus.

37,386. Was it anything like the coffee barbaeues
at Monklands, was it anything of that kind 7–No, it
was more like a ditch.

upon your mind in determining the kind of execut"
to which he was subjected?—Yes.

37,410. Will you explain what you understoºd."
be meant by the poisoning of rivers?—The witnº

37,387. Had it been recently made 3–Yes, quite,

spoke on that subject distinetly proved tº"
who
Wellington had commissioned him to go above the

and a flag was flying from it.
37,388. What kind of flag —A long bamboo, about

stream to watch when the soldiers were going ".

and poison the water, that the men might drink. and
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also to poison the drinking fountains. They evidently

37,431.
(Mr. Gorrie.)
many ontickets
did you
find
at Somerset
with theHow
marking
the back
for

SIXTH DAY.

...Tº

that tea party where politics were to be discussed ?—
I did not find any myself, the men said so,

Colonel
T. F. Hobbs.

gave to me to understand they expected the troops to
arrive there.

-

37,411. were not the rivers “down" at that time?

37,432. How many did you see with that on the

—Yes, they were.

-

37,412. Was the evidence you obtained, although back 2–I did not see one, but I heard of them, and I 7 Mar. 1866.
the river was so deep that your men were up to their got several others.
37,433. You saw none of them yourself?—No.
knees, that they were to be poisoned by a handful of
-

arsenic 2–No, not that at all ; it was intended that

where the troops were to drink from was to be
poisoned; they were to watch for them.
37,413. Were the negroes to throw the arsenic into

37,434. You have spoken about the parties making
their confession as regards their deaths at Chigoe
Foot Market 2—Yes.

*

37,435. On the occasion of the execution of 11 men

the water when the troops were a mile or two distant,
in order that the troops might drink it when they
came to it 2–Not at all ; wherever the troops derived
their supply of water from fountains or wells, or
whatever it was, they were to poison that particular

was it 2–Yes.

well or fountain.

that is not my impression.
37,437. You were accustomed to discharge certain
of the prisoners ?—Yes, I was.

37,414. Did you give credence to the story that it
would have the effect of poisoning the men —I did ;
I gave credence because Doctor Sternwell told me
that there was enough there to poison 300 men if the
water or spring had been poisoned.
37,415. Did the doctor state to you if the quantity
of arsenic you found had been thrown into a river
that was “down" it would poison 300 men —I did
not say that ; if it was thrown into a spring from
which the troops derived water it would do so.
37,416. But this was to poison the rivers, was the
arsenic to be thrown into the springs out of which the
rivers originally flowed 2–I could not tell you that,
but it was to poison the drinking water for the troops.
37,417. Did you give credence also to the story

about the bones —I did, implicit credence.

37,436. Can you say that those parties did not
make those confessions to you in the expectation that

they were to be let off by making that confession
when you came among them —No, I don't think so,

37,438. You have told us one, for instance, after

Wellington's execution, where you went among the
prisoners and selected a number to be discharged 7–
Yes, I always leant to clemency whenever I had an
opportunity.
37,439. Then did their confession, after your inter
view with them, that they were rebels induce you in
any manner to carry out the sentence —Oh, yes, of
course it did, at least it had some effect; if the man

had denied it or begged to bring forward any wit
nesses I should not have hurried the execution.

37,440. You also appealed to the special constables 2
—Yes.

37,441. And to the soldiers ?—I did.

37,418. You believed that this man Arthur Wel

lington had been feeding upon human beings —I
actually did believe it.

-

37,419. And that these were the bones of a human

being, the remnant of his feast 2–No, not at all ; I

know a great number of human bones are used by
obeahmen in their incantations.

37,420. Then the possession of human bones did
not necessarily imply that Wellington had been a

cannibal 2–Not necessarily.
37,421. In fact the proof that he was an obeahman

rather disproved the fact of his being a cannibal also,
is not that so *-I cannot say that.
37,422. Do not you know that an obeahman is a

kind of native doctor – No, I believe he is nothing
of the kind.
-

37,423. What is your notion of an obeahman 2–He

37,442. Then had you a doubt in your own mind
as to the proceedings of the trial being as complete as
they ought to have been 2–No, I can't say that I had,
but I appealed to the soldiers as a sort of ultimatum,
so reluctant was I to carry out summary punishment
—it was my first case of that kind, you understand,
and I wished to see there was no dissenting voice.
37,443. Was the letter which you have read from
the Deputy Adjutant-General the first of the same

kind you had received with regard to your proceed
ings in the field – I would rather not answer that
question.
37,444. Do you recollect about the man Collins,
who was said to be a poisoner, was he a poisoner of
the same description as those you have already indi
cated who were to have poisoned the rivers ?–He

is something like a wizard, a man who tells the people

was the man, he was in Wellington's employ, as far

that he cannot be wounded, and cannot be hit or

as I could understand.

killed, in fact it gives great courage to the natives

37,445. Did you attach any importance to that
document that you have exhibited to the Commission

having such supernatural men to impel them on ; one
of our sergeants in another district found a tub of
shot upon which an obeahman had made some passes

by which they were only to kill white men.
37,424. Can you tell who that sergeant was 2–I

heard it from Sergeant Webster of the Sixth Regiment.
37,425. Did he see the incantation ?—No, it was a
report of his in another district that he had found an
obeahman who had done this.

37,426. Did you not believe that the effect of
Wellington being an obeahman was that he would be
thought to be invulnerable, not that he could make

as proving his guilt —I did, because it was given to
me by a man who had written it out on the spot.
37,446. (Mr. Walcott.) Was any case of wanton
ness or irregularity on the part of your troops reported
to you ?—No, never. I never had the slightest re
port of any case of wantonness from first to last, the
officers all did their very utmost.
-

37,447. Did your men ever fire upon anyone with
out orders ?—No, never.

37,448. Or burn houses 2–No, never.
37,449. How did you treat the prisoners that were

others invulnerable —Yes, both combined, but espe

under your care —I treated them with the greatest

cially invulnerable as regards himself.
37,427. Did you punish this man Wellington for

kindness, as ſar as the means admitted of it, with as

much kindness as I could, and I engaged a person to

his obeahism, or did you punish him for rebellion, or pray with them before their death, and gave them
for both —I did not punish him because he was an any time they wished to ask for.
37,450. Did you receive the thanks of the Governor
obeahman ; my object in putting him there was ex
ample, to show the people that their belief was with
out foundation. I think I have explained that suffi
ciently.

for your services —I did, of the Governor and the
Executive Committee, who voted me 100 guineas.

37,451. That was voted by the House of Assembly,

-

37,428. That was when he was condemned for

being a rebel?–Yes.

-

-

37,429. In the first instance he was tried for being

I believe 2–Yes, and there was also a private testi
monial from the town, and an address from the
magistrates.
-

37,452. (Commission.) Have you anything further
37,430. And then to make an example for others that you wish to state —Nothing, but during the
%.€S,executed him in the way you " have
described ?— entire time I exercised the best judgment I was
. ...
possessed of to put down the revolt,

a rebel ?—Yes.

º

-

-

-

*

*
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37,453. One William Christie, who has been here,
has stated that his mother was flogged by one of your
soldiers on a Sunday at Font Hill, do you know any

thing of that —Nothing whatever, I was not at Font
Hill on the Sunday.

“ Chigoe Foot Market?–A. Yes. To Colonel Hobbs?
“–A. Yes. Q. What did any soldier do there?“A. The soldier took a rope and put round my meek,
“ and when he put it round my neck as we all sat
down on the ground, and round another man's foot,
and he said to me, you must watch the rest.” Do
you remember that circumstance f—No, I do not; I
4&

<<

37,454. Anthony Bicknell says that your soldiers
at Monklands burnt seven houses on the Saturday you
arrived there, the 14th 2–No, there were no houses
burnt there at all, we were not at Monklands.

37,455. Were any houses burnt at Monklands on
the 15th –Yes, in that part that joins Ross Isle.
37,456. Anthony Bicknell, a man whose name
perhaps you may not know, says that you shot his son
at Monklands, with 12 others, do you remember his
name 3–No, I do not.

37,457. He says his son was shot without trial,
was that so —No, there was no man shot without
trial from first to last.

don't think it ever occurred.

37,466. Then he says, “Q. Were you afterwards
“marched to Font Hill 2-A. Yes. Q. How many of
you ?–A. I did not count them as I was a prisoner.
Q. Did some of you ask for water as you went
“ along –A. Yes. Q. What did the soldiers say to
“ that ?–A. The soldier said, ‘I will soon give you
“water with my gun;’” did that pass —Never did
I hear a word of the kind said to either man or
woman the whole time.

37,467. Then he says, “Q. When you got to Font

37,458. That you deny ?—I do ; a woman named
Catherine Bennett, or Dennis, has given some infor
mation about something she says she saw at Monk
lands, and she has confessed to Anderson that she was

‘Hill did you see the constables put Abraham Kelly
‘ to the top of the chapel?–A. The constables took
‘ the trash off the house, and Abraham Kelly was put
“ upon the house and tied by his leg, and when they
‘ shot him his head came foremost on the wall.”

never there at all.

37,459. A man of the name of Lewis Edward

Was that ever done there —Not in that way; he was

Davidson, of Coley, says that Joshua Francis and

a ringleader, and he was put up (in a sitting posture

William Shaw were shot by your soldiers ?–If they

because he had a bad leg), to show he was the leader,

were shot it was by order of Court-martial, after due
trial, in no other way.
37,460. There were some shot on your march 2–
That may have been, and those may have been the

and he was shot like the rest, and fell back.
37,468. On the wall 2–On the wall.
37,469. What wall was it 2–The wall of a little

In annes.

chapel; he being a leader I put him a little higher
than the rest that they might see him.
37,470. How much was he raised ?–About that

37,461. Did you see a person shot as he was coming
out of his house, a lame man with sores —No, never.

37,462. I think you say no woman was flogged —
No woman was flogged at all.
37,463. Do you remember two constables of the
name of Cross bringing a man named Johnson
Graham to you at Chigoe Foot Market —No, I do

height (6 or 8 feet).
37,471. Did they take the trash off the roof?—
They did.
37,472. Before that was done —Before that was
done.

37,473. And then he was put on the top of the
wall and shot ?—He was.

not.

37,474. Then was the chapel unroofed?—They
37,464. And being taken by you to Font Hill ?—
No, I do not remember it.

37,465. I will just refer you to the evidence ; he
says, “Three constables came and took me during
“ martial law ; their names were John and Richard
“Cross and Samuel Coniston. Q. Did they take

“ you in charge 2-A. Yes. Q. And carry you down to

pulled the trash off.
37,475. The man was asked, “Who gave the orders

for that f° and he says “The Colonel. Q. Colonel
Hobbs you mean 2–A. Yes.”—Yes, I did.
37,476. Graham was the man whose rope was cut

by the bullet, and who escaped —Yes, I recollect his
case ; he was afterwards pardoned,

The witness withdrew.

Sergt.-Major
H. Neale.

Sergt.-Major HENRY NEALE sworn and examined.
37,477. Were you present at the execution of really do not think I can on oath give you any accu
Arthur Wellington —I was.
rate answer to that question.
37,478. Whereabouts were you placed 2–I was
37,489. Were you there and did you help to remove
standing on the barbacue.
the body afterwards 2—I did not.
37,479. On the barbacues on which he was placed
37,490. Did you see the way in which the body was
removed afterwards 2—No, I did not.
do you mean?—No.
37,480. Or from which he was shot ?—From which
37,491. The men fired by word of command, I sup:
pose ; what were the orders given to them, was it for
he was shot.
37,481. Where the firing party was stationed ?— the whole party to fire ?—That I cannot say.
-

Yes.

37,492. Were they ordered to sight at any distance?

—Not to my knowledge.
37,493. You were not in command of the firing
–No, I had not.
37,483. What did that party consist of?—It was a party —No, I was not; I came to speak about the
man's death, I can say that his death was instant*
small party, I think, of about 10 or a dozen men.
37,484. You say a small party ; what is the usual neous, but I do not remember all these minute
37,482. Had you the command of the firing party 2

size of a firing party —There is no usual size.

-

matters.

-

37,394. Did you see him drop —Yes, immedia'ſ
37,485. Was this party smaller or larger than
usual 2–It was about the same size party ; I have a the report went I saw the man drop and he was taken
very indistinct recollection of that affair.
down.
37,495. When you speak of his death being instan.
37,486. Are you able to say how soon he was shot
—Yes, his death was almost instantaneous.
37,487. Was he killed at the first shot ? did you see
the guns go off together ?—It was an irregular volley;
the rifles had been drawn through the river the day

taneous you say you do not know how long it was
between the guns that were first fired and the gun by

previous and the powder had got wet, and the rifles

the death was instantaneous.

which he was brought down 2–The time was so shºrt
that I cannot describe it in any other way, I consider

37,496.
see, after
andman
so many
rifles
went Did
off, you
Sergeant
Nailltherunfirst
upfire
to the
who
off of the first gun and the going off of the gun by was tied to the tree ?–He had his guard up there.
which he was shot f-That is rather a sweeping ques
37,497. But did you see the acting Provºst Sº
tion ; I don’t know how to answer it ; the whole geant go up to the man that was tied to the tree,
thing seemed to me at the time so unimportant that I before the second party fired 7–No, I did not,
did not all go off together.
37,488. What interval was there between the going

—-
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37,498. You do not think he did 2–No.
37,499. In fact, if I understand the answer to the

he was dead –When the sergeant went up to him I
cannot say whether he was dead or not, but I saw
that his head was reclining on his breast when the

37,510. He was not shot from the barbacues f—No,
he was not, to my knowledge.
37,511. Can you swear that he was not ?—The
sergeant told me so; as I said before my ideas are
rather indistinct on the point, the sergeant told me
that he put him up on the same tree and shot him
with the guard ; his orders overnight were that these
two men were to be shot, but Wellington only should
have been taken up the hill side, but he took the
other man up for his own convenience, and he had

sergeant went to him, and I believed he was dead

them both shot at the same time.

though I could not swear it.
37,501. Do you know whether any guns were fired

37,512. After Wellington was shot the other sen
tence of the Court-martial was carried out by shoot
ing Graham 2–Yes; Graham was shot afterwards on
the srme tree by the sergeant's guard.
37,513. He was tied to the tree afterwards, I sup
ose?—I don't know whether he was, I cannot say.

question, it is this, that after the men fired there was
so short an interval between those that fired the volley
and the straggling shots which fell afterwards, that
the man fell dead at once —Yes.

37,500. You never saw anybody go up to him till

after that ?—Not from the barbacues.

37,502. None —None from the barbacues, not at

this man, to my knowledge.
37,503. The firing party under Sergeant Naill shot
another person up there afterwards, in the ordinary

way, I suppose, did they not ?—Yes.
37,504. They never fired at Wellington; no man
of Sergeant Naill's party fired at Wellington Ž–No,
none that I know of.

37,505. Was there any signal from the other side
as to the man being dead or shot ?—There was no
signal.
37,506. You know when you are firing at target

Serg.-Maj.
H. Neale.
7 Mar. 1866,

37,514. Was he tied to the tree afterwards 2—Not

to my knowledge ; he was put up to the tree and shot
by the guard, the other man was tied because it was
intended that the party should fire at him from the
babacues, and the sergeant had to disappear somewhere
with his party for security.
37,515. Do you know when Graham was put up
there 2–Almost immediately after the other man was
shot.

practice you signal the shots, was there any signal of

37,516. But you do not know whether he was fired

that sort from the other side that the man was dead 2
—I saw none.

at from the barbacues or not ?—I believe he was not.

37,507. Nor heard of any 2–Nor heard of any.
37,508. Did you see the death of M'Laren Graham

THIRTY
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37,517. You say the sergeant took the second man
over by a mistake —Yes.
37,518. He had no business to do so 2–No.

37,519. And having [him] there he shot him with

afterwards 2—Yes.

37,509. How was he shot ?–He was shot by the
Sergeant's guard.

the guard that was intended to put Wellington out of
his pain if the others had missed him —That is so.

-

The witness withdrew.

Mr. ALExANDER INGRAM sworn and examined.

37,520. What are you ?—I am a contractor of roads

Mr. A. Ingram.

plain it to the people : " It was a thing that did not
concern me, and that is all I remember.

and a planter.

37,521. Have you been residing in Jamaica long 2
—I was born here.

37,532. Did he tell you for what purpose he wanted
to hold the meeting : — No, I don't know that he
did.

37,522. Did you know the late Mr. George William
Gordon?–Yes, for many years.
37,523. Did you at any time meet with him shortly
after he was dismissed from the commission of the

peace —Yes, I did.

37,524. Did you say something to him respecting
it?—Yes, I said, “I have seen a notification in the
“ papers that you have been cashiered of your com
“ mission.”

37,525. What did he say to that ?—He said it arose
through the pampered clergy and the Governor.
37,526. Anything more? — As far as I can re
member, it is a long time now, he said, the “Governor
is a bad man, he hates coloured people.”

37,533. Did you not refuse to aid and assist him in
consequence of what he told you was his object?—
No, he did not tell me what his object was, he said
to hold a public meeting, that was all.
37,534. Did he not tell you his object and intention
in holding the public meeting?—No, he did not.
Remembering an advertisement I saw in the paper

issued by Governor Eyre that no public officer should
write upon or interfere in any public political matters,
that guarded me from having any further conversation
with him.

37,535. As a contractor of roads you are not a

public officer —I am crier of the court in St. Thomas
in the Vale.

37,536. What was the object Mr. Gordon pointed

37,527. Did you see him again in June last year?
—Somewhere about June 1865.

37,528. Where was this?—At the Moncague, St.
Ann's,

37,529. What did he say to you then 3–In the
course of conversation he said, “Suppose I ask you
to assist me in having public meetings in the parish.”
I said, “What about?” He said, “Suppose I want
“some bills or placards stuck up there, would you
“do it?” I said, “I don't know, what is the nature
of them ** He said, “When they are sent there

will you explain to the people?” ... I said, “No, I will

out to you of this meeting —I don't remember that
he pointed out any object.
37,537. Did he not tell you that it was to excite

the peasantry —No, not to my knowledge.
37,538. “George William Gordon asked me to
“give publicity to his notices, to read them to the
“ people, and excite the peasantry;” now, did he do
that ?—I know the source from whence that comes ;

I may inadvertently have used such words, but, as
far as my recollection goes, I do not believe he did
use those words to me.

37,539. But did you ever say so —I might have

not interfere, because I am a public officer.” He said,
“Well, if I thought you would not have done so I

said so.

“would not have taken the trouble to mention it to

longer since the conversation occurred, he did not use

37,540. Now you say, although the time is still

those words —No.
“you or asked you,” that was all.
37,541. What induced you to say that he did —I
37,530. (Mr. Walcott.) I think you could tell a
little more ?—I don't know anything else.
might have said so in the course of conversation with
37,531. Try and recollect the exact words that Mr. Taylor, it was only a trivial conversation between
Mr. Gordon said to you?—He said, “Would I ex liS.
The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to 10 o'clock to-morrow,
5 E 3
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ALFRED PENNY sworn and examined.

A. Penny.
-

37,542. Are you a seaman on board H.M.S.
8 Mar. 1866.

-

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.
John BLossETT MAULE, Esq.
RUSSELL GURNEY, Esq.
|

ſº

37,571. Your duties attached you to the police

“Wolverine” – Yes.

station ?—Yes.

37,543. Were you on the 18th October on shore at
Morant Bay ?—Yes.
37,544. Did you assist in flogging a man named
Marshall that day —Yes.
37,545. Was he tied to a gun ?–Tied up to a

37,572. Would you explain how you happened to
see Marshall if you were at the police station and he
stop about there two or three minutes, perhaps.
37,573. During those two or three minutes you

wheel.

say you heard Marshall making a noise —Yes, be

37,546. While the flogging was going on do you
remember his saying anything —Yes.
37,547. What was it he said 2–º D

n

and

b–r all the white men, and God bless Bogle.”
37,548. Did he use any other language to Ramsay ?

—He nodded his head at Mr. Ramsay and said, “I will
do for you.”
37,549. Were those the exact words 2–Yes.

37,550. Could you make out from the nod that
accompanied the expression that it was meant for
Ramsay more than you ?—Yes, it was meant for
Mr. Ramsay.
37,551. Why do you say so f–Because I was
-

behind him.

$º. Did he turn his head towards Mr. Ramsay?
- I es.

37,553. Where was Ramsay then —Standing out
in the square.
37,554. Were you near to Marshall 2–Very near
-

cause he was in the first tent when we went down, he

was always put in the first tent.
37,574. What do you mean by the first tent?—The
first tent you come to.

37,575. Did you put all your prisoners in the same
tent 2–No, we gave them up to another guard. .
37,576. What took you into that tent?—I went in
to see what the men were at, making such a noise.
37,577. Was there any sentry over that tent?—
Yes, two or three sentries.

-

37,578. For what purpose did you go to the tent?
—To see how many prisoners were in there.

37,579. Did the sentry allow you to pass?—Not
to go too near them.

-

to him.

was at the church 2–I used to go down there and

-

37,555. You could be certain it was meant for

Ramsay and no one else ?—It was meant for no one
else. Mr. Ramsay was by himself.
37,556. (Mr. Gorrie.) How many persons were
being flogged at the same time as Marshall?—I cannot

37,580. Then you were not in the tent —Not to
say inside.
37,581. You were outside 2–Yes, outside.

37,582. And you heard Marshall making a noise?
—Yes, he was the first one.

37,583. What do you mean by making a noise,
what was he doing —Singing.
37,584. What was he singing —I cannot say.

37,585. Did the sentries allow this?—No, they
tried to stop him ; I saw one man try to stop him.
37,586. How many times a day did you go to that

tent —Only twice all the time I was there.
37,557. Try to recollect. Was it in the morning or
37,587. Ånd did you hear Marshall singing both
in the evening 2–In the morning.
those times 2–I heard him sing once.
37,588. On the other occasion was he quiet!37,558. Was there anybody else being flogged at
all?—There had been some men flogged.
cannot say anything about his being quiet.
37,559, Were they all completed before Marshall
37,589. Can you say anything as to his making a
was flogged 7–No, there were some flogged after noise 2–No.
him.
37,590. Then on the second occasion there Whº
37,560. Was more than one man flogged at the nothing to remark in Marshall, is that so?-Nothing
same time 2—One man at a time.
particular.
37,561. How many had been flogged before Mar
37,591. Then when you say he used to make a nº
shall ?—I cannot say how many had been flogged in the tent it was that one singing you heard -ºº:
before Marshall, I did not keep an account.
37,592. How long was that before he got floggºlº
37,562. Were there two, or half a dozen f---There —I cannot recollect.
might have been 10.
37,593. Try to recollect —I cannot recollect ,
37,563. Were you present at all the floggings 2–
37,594. Was it a week?—No it was not a week."
Not at all of them, a good many.
might be two or three days.
37,595. I suppose you saw a great number g per
37,564. Did you know this man Marshall before
he was tied up on the wheel ?—I did not know his sons at that time brought into the tents?-No, ""
say.

-

-

-

-

-

name, I knew him by countenance; I could pick him

brought into the tents; I gave them up to the "

out amongst a good many more.
37,565. How did you happen to know him by
countenance 2—When I went down he was always
kicking up a noise among the other prisoners.
37,566. Where was that ?—Down in the square in

Gordon when they were sent to the police station.

the tent.

37,596. Was that the first time you had been"
Morant Bay ?–No.
37,597. Did you know anyone there *—No. ...

37,598. You did not know Marshall before this?O.

37,567. How many days had he been in custody
before he was flogged f—Two or three.
37,568. Were you the guard over the prisoners ?—
I was up along with Mr. Ramsay at the police

37,599. What kind of a man was he in personal
appearance, was he as stout as you are {-No.
37,600. Was he a thin man 7–Yes, rather thin.
37,601. What coloured man was he 7–Brown.

7

station.

37,602. In point of height, was he as tall asy"
37,569. Where were the prisoners ?–Down towards —I don’t think he was so tall as I am.
37,603. When he was flogged just tell us where
the church and underneath the tent.
Y 37,570.

The partly built church do you mean 2–

es.

Mr. Ramsay was exactly with regard to Marshallº
A little way away from him out in the square.

-

--

-

º
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37,604. Out in the Parade was he –A little way
from him when he was flogged, not far.
37,605. Was he behind Marshall or before him?—
Mr. Ramsay ?

37,606. Yes?—He was behind him when he was
getting flogged.
37,607. Was Ramsay standing on the Parade
behind where the guns were 2–The guns were in
front of Mr. Ramsay.
37,608. And Marshall was tied up to a gun with
his back to the place where Ramsay was 2–Yes.
37,609. How many sailors flogged Marshall 2–
Three.

37,610. Which of the three were you, first, second,
or third 7–The first.

37,611. How many lashes did you give him 2–I

gave him 12.
37,612. After you were done where did you go?—
I stood on one side.
37,613. Stood back 7–Stood back.

- 37,647. Had he a blue coat and brass buttons 2–

I saw some buttons on it, brass buttons of some sort.

DAY.

37,648. You know the distinction between the

officers pretty well, do you not ?—No ;

between my

—Between 20 and 30 when he was cast off.

37,616. Did each of the sailors give him the same
number —I cannot say whether the others gave him
the same number; I gave him 12.
37,617. Were you watching the proceedings 2–No,
no more than when I was on duty giving him the 12
lashes.

37,618. You were not attending after that ?–No
more than in readiness to cast him off.

37,649. You know an officer of marines when you

see him, do you not —No, I cannot say I would
know one.

I know one

the ship.
37,650. Would you

if he was on

not

know

him

board
on

of

shore

too f—No.

37,651. Were there any civilians present—men not
in uniform *—Yes, plenty of prisoners.
37,652. But men who were not present—lookers
on 2–No, I can't say as there was.
37,653. Did you see any?—No.

37,654. What day of the week did this happen —
The 17th or 18th I think.

No, not before. I was named last night to hold myself
in readiness to come up here.
37,656. You never heard of it before ?–No, not

since the day I flogged the man.
37,657. Did you hear anything about Mr. Ramsay
being apprehended ?–No.
37,658. Did you not make a statement to anyone
of what you have said to-day ?—No.
37,659. What are the words that Marshall used ?—
-

“D–—n and b–r all the white men, and God

bless Bogle.”
37,660. Do you know whether Bogle had been

apprehended that time —No, I do not.

37,619. Did Marshall say this in a very loud voice

—Loud enough for me to hear it, not very loud.
37,620. Did you hear it quite distinctly —Yes,
quite distinctly.
37,621. Who else was standing by at the time —
Two more men, ready to flog if required.

37,622. Who were they –Plompton was one.
37,623. Who else —Plompton and some other man
—he is here.

37,624. Did he come up with you to give evidence

I was sent

on board ship after that.

37,661. Well, you knew whether Bogle had been
taken 2–I knew they were in chase after him.
37,662. Were they at this time in chase after him
—Yes, when this man got flogged.

37,663. Did he merely say “Bogle,” did he not use
the christian name of Bogle 7–No, he said, “God
bless Bogle.”
37,664. Did he say this speaking to anyone in
front of him 2–No, he said it out so that I could
hear him.

I don't know whether he said it inten

to day ?—Yes.

37,625. Were they the sailors that had flogged him
previous to his being cast off —Yes.

ſº The whole three who flogged him are here :
- I eS.

37,627. Who else was standing by ?—The three

standing to flog, and Mr. Ramsay the Provost Marshal.
37,628. Standing behind —Yes.
37,629. Was there any other person there – A
good many more, I don't know their names.
37,630. Was there any officer present —Yes, two
or three officers.

tionally to anyone at all.
37,665. Was he cast off at all 2–One hand was
cast off.

-

37,666. When did you first mention this circum
stance to anyone about what Marshall said 2–Not
before this.

37,667. You never mentioned it to anyone before
this morning —No.

37,668. Before you said it here —No.
37,669. Did you speak about it in the ship at the
time?—No ; I spoke about nothing.

37,670. What happened after he said these words :

37,631. Let us know who they were 2—I don't know
their names.

37,632. Was there any naval officer present —One.
37,633. Who was he 7–I don't know.

37,634. Did he belong to your ship —No.
37,635. Do you know what ship he belonged to ?—

—He was ordered to be hung.

37,671. By whom 2–Mr. Ramsay.
37,672. What did Mr. Ramsay say ?—I cannot say
the words Mr. Ramsay used now.
37,673. If you recollect Marshall's words why not

recollect
Ramsay's
words 2—I cannot remember, he
said he was
to be hung.

z

No, he was an army officer.

-

37,636. Do you know what regiment he belonged
to?—I don't know.

37,674. To whom did he say that ?–To me. I had
him under my charge.

37,637. Did he belong to the artillery 7–I do
not know.

--

37,675. Did you then hang him —Yes.
37,670a.Did Mr. Ramsay give any directions as to

37,638. Did you see him after that at all —I saw where he should be hung —No, only the same place
where I see one hanging before.
him knocking about there two or three days.
37,639. He was on duty in Morant Bay after this
happened?—Before this.

37,671a.Where was that ?—Underneath the arch.

37,640. Both before and after ?—Yes.

37,672a was that the upper arch —I did not see
whether it was the upper or lower. It was one of

37,641. Was he a tall or a short man, or what?–I

the arches.

did not take that notice of him.

37,642. How was he dressed ?–He had regimental
clothes on.

37,643. What kind of regimental clothes —Dark
clothes.

37,644. Had he ared jacket 2—Ajacket.
37,645. Had he ared coat —No, a dark coat.
37,646. Was it dark red, or dark blue, or what?

I cannot say, it was a dark coat.

A. Penny.

own officers I do.

37,655. Have you been talking about this lately 7–

37,614. When was it that he made use of this ex
ression ?—Just when we were going to cast him off.
37,615. How many lashes had he got by that time *

THIRTY
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-

37,673a.Did you assist to carry him to the place of
execution ?—I led him.

. . .

37,674a.Do you recollect whether you led him up
the steps ?—I did not go up any steps:

37,645a.Then it was the lower arch you mean —
It was the arch underneath.

-

a -

-

37,676. Did Ramsay give no direction ?–He said,
“ Go and hang him under the arch,” and I went and
hung him up.
5 E 4
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37,677. Were any of your own officers present 7–
No, I don't think they were, I can't say for certain.

about his back before you began flogging?—No.

A. Penny.

37,678. There was one officer belonging to a line
regiment, could you tell us what regiment it was f—

37,689. Nor his side —No, I did not notice
thing at all particular about him.

SEVENTH

-

8 Mar. 1865,
-

37,688. Did you not notice anything particular
any

I cannot.

37,679. Were there any soldiers of a line regiment
in camp at that time?—Yes, two or three in camp, at
guard over these prisoners.
37,676a. What line regiment was it 2–I don't
know what regiment it was.
37,677a. Did Marshall repeat this with a loud voice
or not ?—Loud enough for me to hear him.
37,678a. Was it loud or not ?—The same tone of

voice I am speaking in now, about as loud as I am

37,690. Do you say he was not bleeding when he
was taken down —No, he was not bleeding.
37,691. What effect had the flogging on his back?
—I cannot say.
37,692. But you saw 2–I flogged him, and I stood

on one side after I had given him my 12 lashes.
37,693. How many paces off were you?—About
five or six paces back.

37,694. You could see perfectly well ?—I was not

talking now.
37,679a. It was muttered then rather, was it 2–It

looking at him all the time.

was not muttered at all.

back at all —He did not bleed.

37,680. Was it spoken out 2—Yes.
37,681. In a loud voice —Not over loud, plain
enough for me to hear him.

37,695. Had the flogging any impression upon his
37,696. Then he did not cry out all the time he was
being flogged —Never said a word.

37,697. And all he gave utterance to was this

37,682. Had he been crying out while he was
flogged 2–No, he was a hardened wretch.
37,683. Did you observe his back —No.

expression ?—Yes.

37,698. Just repeat again what he said?—“D—n
and b

37,684. You saw his back when he was being
flogged 2–Yes, just to strike in the same place, strike

r all the white men, and God bless Bogle."

37,699. (Commission.) What kind of tent was this

that the prisoners were confined in, was it a bell-shaped

fair play.

37,685. Was he very much cut up by the flogging 2

tent, a round tent —A round tent.

—Not so over much.

37,700. Were the flags up —They were down.

37,686. Was he bleeding 2—No.
37,687. Did you see his side when he was stripped
for the flogging –No, I saw his back.

37,701. How far were you from the tent when you
heard him make this noise ?—Not very far, about as
far as from here to that window (20 feet).

The witness withdrew.
Jon N PLUMPTON sworn and examined.

J. Plumpton.

37,702. Are you an able seaman on board H.M.S.
“Wolverine f"—Yes.

37,703. Were you at Morant Bay on the 18th of

37,726. What officer was present besides the
Provost Marshal 2–Mr. Jones of the Royal Artillery,
37,727. Where was he standing 2—Alongside of the

October and ashore ?—Yes.

Provost Marshal.

37,704. Were you one of those who flogged a man
named Marshall that day ?—Yes.
37,705. Do you remember during the time he was
being flogged his saying anything?—Yes.
r
37,706. What did he say?–“ D
n and b

37,728. Was any naval officer present —I cannot
say whether there was or not; I did not take notice

all the white men, and God bless Bogle.”

37,707. Did you hear him say anything more about
that 2—I did not hear him say anything ; I heard him

muttering something after that.
37,708. Was this said at the time you were
administering the lashes or while you were standing?
—While I was standing.
37,709. Were you engaged in flogging him at that
time 2—No, not at that time ; I had just finished.

37,710. Did you follow Alfred Penny ?–Yes.
37,711. Do you know how many lashes you gave 2
—Yes, 10 or a dozen.

37,712. Do you remember how many Penny had

of that.

37,729. Were any of your officers of the “Wol.
verine” present *—I can't say.
37,730. Was there not an officer usually on duty
when you were on duty —Yes, there was always an
officer there.

37,731. Was there one upon this occasion?–I
cannot say.

37,732. Was there anybody else besides Mr. Jones
standing by the Provost Marshal —I did not see
anyone.

37,733. Was any naval officer on the Parade before
the flogging 2—I did not take notice of any.

37,734. Did you see any shortly afterwards?–1
went away soon after,
37,735. Where did you go to ?–I went to get my
breakfast.

given before you ?—Somewhere about the same.
37,713. Who flogged after you ?–McClocklin.
37,714. Was there a fourth man 2–No.

37,715. Only three ?–Three only.
37,716. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was this said after you had
done flogging him —Yes.

37,717. Before his punishment was completed ?–I
am not certain whether it was finished or not.

37,718. You know another man flogged after you ?
—Yes.

37,719. Then his punishment could not have been
completed 2–I don't know whether his punishment
was completed or not, it might have been.
37,720. Did you see another man flogging after
ou ?—Yes.

37,721. And that expression was used after you had
done flogging 2—Yes.
37,722. Who was present besides you three sailors
—The Provost Marshal was behind him, Mr. Ramsay.
37,723. Where was he 2–Not far off.
37,724. Was he behind Marshall 2–Yes.

37,725. Was Marshall's face looking towards the
Court-house 3–No, sideways to the Court-house.

37,736. Did you go on board ship again?–No.
37,737. Was this in the morning or evening –In
the forenoon.
f 37,738. Before

breakfast —Before I had my break

ast.

-

37,739. What time had you your breakfast gene
rally –All times, all depended upon where I was...

37,740. When did you have your breakfast on this
particular day ?—Between 10 and 11.

37,741. And this flogging of Marshall took place
before that *—Yes.

37,742. Had you flogged many people that morn
ing 2—A few.

º

37,743. Do you recollect how many ?—I do not

37,744. What day of the week was this?–On 4
Wednesday.

-

37,745. Was that the Wednesday following the riot

at the Bay, do you recollect; was it the first Wednes'
day
after you
had you
been have
there been
—I cannot
37,746.
Might
there say.
for a
before this was done 2–I right.

week

-

37,747. Might you have been there a fortnight?I might have been there a fortlight.

------
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37,761. Was there anybody else present, besides
Mr. Jones and the Provost Marshal 2–Yes.

was a Mulatto.

37,749. Was he a big man —About the middling
size.

37,750. Was he a strong thick-set man?–1 He looked

J. Plumpton.

that I am aware of.
8 Mar. 1866.

37,764, Did you see no civilians present –Only

a strong man ; he was not a very big-limbed man.

37,751. Did you know him at all before ?–Only
when I saw him at the police station.
37,752. How long was that before the flogging 2–
It might have been two or three days.
37,753. Did you only see him that once at the

police station —No, I saw him in the tent with the
other prisoners.
37,754. How many prisoners do you think there
were there at that time f-About 50 or 60.

37,762. Who else —Me, Penny, and McClacklin.
37,763. But besides you three sailors ?–No, not

the prisoners.

37,765. When did you first tell this statement
about the words that Marshall used ?–Last night.
37,766. To whom 3–They asked me what I knew
about the matter.

37,767. Who asked you ?–One of the officers.
37,768. Of the “Wolverene” –Yes.
37,769. Who was it *—Mr. Bernard.
30,770. What is he f--Assistant Master.

-

37,755. Had Marshall been crying out while he
was being flogged at all ?—No, never spoke a word.
I am almost certain he did not, only what he had said
after I had finished flogging him.
37,756. Did he speak this with a loud voice –Loud

37,771. Was he alone present when you were asked?
—Yes.

37,757. Or was it muttered through his teeth, which
of the two was it –IIe spoke that out in a loud

37,772. Was Penny present?–No.
37,773. Did Mr. Bernard speak to him after –
IIe spoke to him before I saw him.
37,774. Did you make a statement to any other
person, either last night or this morning —No.
37,775. All the statement you made was to Mr.
Bernard —No, only what they took down just now

voice.

what I stated.

enough for anyone who was near to hear.

37,758. Could anyone hear it 20 yards off?–Yes.
37,759. Could they hear it at 30 yards off?—No.
37,760. You think it could be heard 20 yards off?

57,776, Did you ever speak about this at Morant
Bay, from that time till last night —Yes.
37,777. Did you assist in the execution of Marshall?
—Yes.

—Yes.

The witness withdrew.
C. McClacklin.

CHARLEs McCLACKLIN sworn and examined.

-

37,778. Are you an officer's servant on board the
“Wolverenc 2'-Yes.

37,779. Were you at Morant Bay on the 18th of
October 2–Yes.

37,780. A shore ?—Yes.

37,781. Did you assist to ſlog Marshall —Yes.
7,782. You acted together with Alfred Penny and
John Plumpton —Yes.

37,783. Were you the third flogger, the last one?
—Yes.

37,784. Do you remember anything said by Marshall
during the time that he was receiving the lashes?—

37,797. When were these words used ?–The last

cut that I gave him.
37,798. Then you were the third man 2–Yes.
37,799. IIow many, lashes had been given him
previously?—Two dozen, a dozen by Plumpton and a
dozen by Penny.
37,800. Was he cast loose from the gun when he
said this 2–No, he was ordered to be cast loose when
he spoke these words ; and after he was loosed he
turned towards Mr. Ramsay and said, “I will do for
ou.”

37,801. Then did he speak the first words before he

When he had received about the 29th lash, the last I

was loosed at all — Yes.

gave him, he sung out, “God d-–n all the white men,
and bless Paul Bogle.”

37,802. Did he speak in a loud voice 2–So that
they who were close to him might hear it.
37,803. Did you require to be pretty close before
you could hear it, or could it be heard by a person at
a distance —Not so very far from him to have

37,785. Did he say more than that ?–He was
ordered to be taken down then, and whilst being cast
down he turned to the Provost Marshal, and ground
his teeth, and said, “I’ll do for you.”
37,786. At whom was he looking when he said, “I

heard it.

37,804. What kind of a man was Marshall ?–

will do for you ?”—He was looking towards the

Slightly coloured.
37,805. Was he a big strong man, or was he the

Provost Marshal.
37,787, And how near was the Provost Marshalf

reverse –A slight-built man, rather tallish.

—Just within swing of the cat.

being punished —No, not till about the 29th cut,

37,788. Are you sure you distinctly recollect the
words that were used by Marshall —The words were
In the white men, and bless
to that effect, “God d
Paul Bogle.”

37,806. Had he been crying out at all while he was
when he uttered these words.

37,807. Did you say he ground his teeth?—Yes,
when he turned round to the Provost Marshal.

that effect it was, I cannot remember exactly the

37,808. Was that an unusual thing with prisoners on
being flogged —No ; I have seen them grind their
teeth, and likewise bite the wheel they were lashed

words.

up to.

37,789. Do you think he said “Paul Bogle 2."—To
37,790. “Bless Paul Bogle "—Yes.

37,791. (Mr. Gorrie.) You say the words were to
that effect –Yes.

37,792. You don't remember exactly the words that

he used?—Not exactly; as far as I can recollect, those

37,809. That is the result of the infliction of the
punishment, I suppose ?—Yes.

37,810. How many men did you flog at Morant
Bay altogether ?—I cannot remember.

37,811. Who ordered you to attend those floggings?

are the words he made use of.

—I was standing by at the time and I was called

37,793. Have you ever spoken about this circum
stance since you were at Morant Bay ?—No, never,
until I was spoken to last night, and told I was to

Out.

come here.

37,794. Who spoke to you last night?—Mr. Oxley;
he did not tell me what for.

37,812. Were you called out or did you volunteer
—I did not volunteer, I was called out.

7,813. (Commission.) You were called on duty 2
—Yes.

37,814. (Mr. Gorrie.) By one of your own officers?

37,795. Then the words might have been different
from what you have stated —They might have been

—Yes, I believe it was.

slightly different.

say, he might have been.

37,796. You have only stated the effect —Yes.

37,815. Was he present at the floggings?—I cannot
37,816. Did he tell you to flog that man ?—They
5 F
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called me because I was left-handed, and there was no
other man in the place.
37,817. Why did it require a left-handed man
-

anybody else ?—I should obey the orders of
officer who was there.

any

º

*

37,823. Tell us what officer it was who asked you

C. McCookin. upon this occasion ?—I don't know I’m sure.

to flog this man —I cannot say, somebody called me

37,818. Was this man Marshall flogged differently
8 Mar, 1866, from any other person?—No: I have seen them flogged

out.
37,824. When did you come on shore, that morning?

-—

right-handed and left-handed both.

37,819. Were the other men who flogged Marshall
left-handed ?–Oh, no; they were right-handed.
37,820. Did your naval officer appoint you to flog
this man Marshall ?–. It was asked whether there was

a left-handed man amongst those there, and one of the
men said I was, and I was called out.

37,821. Was it one of your officers who said that ?
—I don’t know.

-

37,825. You were under the charge of some officer,
were you not, on shore ?—All the naval officers were
in charge of us.
37,826. But some officer of your ship would take
charge of the men who were on shore ?—There were
-

The Right Rev. REGINALD CourTNEY (Lord Bishop of Kingston) sworn and examined.
37,840a. Upon the occasions upon which your lord.
37,828. Could you state to the Royal Commission
the number of clergymen of the Church of England ship has had to deal with them personally or in bodies
who have benefices within the district near Morant Bay, have you noticed anything that has characterized their
and within a few miles of it —There are only three, conduct as to their obedience to magistrates and the
I think, that can be reckoned, the rector himself, at authorities existing in the district —I could only
Morant Bay, Mr. Cooke, Mr. Douet, at least he is infer that from their demeanour towards myself and
now clergyman at Bath, formerly Mr. Herschell, and other gentlemen present when I have been visiting
them.

-

--

of Mr. Gray, and that of Mr. Orgill, at Boston, Man

37,841. I think you say that in Morant Bay and
Bath the attendance has always been good and steady?
—I may mention that the church at Bath has been
very recently enlarged in consequence of increased
attendance, caused by the appointment of Mr.

chioneal, Cog Hall, and Boston.

Herschell.

of England up in Portland and Port Antonio, or Man
chioneal, in St. Thomas in the East 2–Yes, there are
three others, the Rev. Mr. Jones, there is the station

37,830. Was the late Mr. Herschell acting at the
time of his death —To the best of my belief. I was

37,842. Did he administer at Bath ?–Yes,
37,843. While he was resident at Potosi ?—Yes,

not in the island at the time of the outbreak.

not far off.

37,831. Can you inform us in round numbers about
how many members of the Church of England are
contained in that district —Hardly. I am afraid to

1858, I think.

venture to state that.

seeing his influence with the members, especially the

-

37,844. How long had he been there?—From

37,845. Had you had an opportunity when there of

37,832. Or the proportion that they bear to th
population ?—I may state that two clergymen con
nected with that district are here this day ready tobe

black members of his own congregation ?—Yes, Ihad

called upon to supplement my evidence.

37,846. And their disposition towards him?—l
inferred that principally from the great interest mani
fested by the people in the ceremony of the laying of the
corner-stone of the new church at Morant Bay, when
he was present with others.
37,847. Was Mr. Herschell a landed proprietor in

37,833. Are those the rector of Morant 2–Yes, and
the curate of Plantain Garden River, Mr. Sloane.

37,834. Then you cannot say what proportion the
members of the Church of England bear to the rest of
the inhabitants of that district 7–No.

some opportunity. I think his influence was decidedly
good as far as I could make out.

37,835. Do you know whether many of the black

the neighbourhood of his living —He was. Potosí

population are members of the Church 2–Yes, prin

was the property he had purchased, and there were

cipally so. I should think their attendance in pro
portion is as good as any other colour at least.
37,836. Have you from time to time officially re

Some others.

37,848. In the neighbourhood of where his cure
was 2—Yes.

-

ceived from the clergymen you mentioned accounts

37,849. Do you not think that it is an inconvenient

of the attendance of congregations at the different

arrangement for a clergyman to be a landed pro
prietor —I must confess that I do not think it
did work well in Mr. Herschell's case, but I cannot
quote any other instance than that, except as a mere

churches —Yes, from time to time.

-

37,837. During the latter part of last year, and

especially the summer months, can you say whether
the attendance of the people at the churches was regular
and constant —It was very good, I believe, in Bath,
very good, also, in Morant Bay. I am not prepared
to say whether it was so in Plantain Garden River;
I don’t recollect having received any information
respecting that district.
37,838. As to the people of Manchioneal, were they

matter of suspicion. I might think a clergyman might
be too much employed on his property.
37,850. Is there any other clergyman in your diocese
who is a landed proprietor in the neighbourhood ºf

constant in their attendance f—I do not consider the
attendance there good.

property; he has now left it and gone to the Potsdam

his cure ?—On a small scale; some of them have left.
37,851. Not an estate —Not just now. The Rev.
Mr. Robinson for a considerable time had a very large
school.

37,852. Why do you think in Mr. Herschell's case

37,839. And Port Antonio —The parish church
of Port Antonio had overflowing congregations
generally,
37 840. Durin gyour visitations in these districts

not let a trifle pass unnoticed when it would have

have you been able to form an opinion of the conduct

been better to do so.

of that class of black people who belong to the Church
with regard to their loyalty and disposition to obey
law —Certainly. I have never seen any indication

37,853. Your lordship thinks that involved him
probably in questions with the peasantry —I conceive
it did. I conceive it would, probably, because I have

to the contrary.

a general recollection of circumstances of dispute. I

that it was inconvenient P-I think he was of a disputa

cious, litigious disposition rather, a man who would

-

I think the people connected with

the Church that I have visited are generally a docile
and a loyal people, from all I have ever seen.

º

shore for some days then.

either two or three officers left, all the others were at

37,829. Are there acting clergymen of the Church

ſ

—I went on shore when the whole of the men went
on shore. I was on shore all the time. I had been on

37,822. Do you not recollect whether you were Easington.
ordered on duty by one of your own officers; you obey
37,827. Who was the senior officer left in charge?
the orders of your own officers, and not the orders of —Mr. Worgan, the sub-lieutenant.

Mr. Sloane, in the Plantain Garden River district.

ſ

cannot recollect now, but disputing about boundaries
and so on, where he had the law on his side.

--
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37,854. Sometimes it is almost necessary to have
land in order to have a residence, is it not *—Very
frequently a man hires a house with a certain quantity

know 2–Three in Morant Bay, six

in Plantain

Garden River, and 12 in the Bath district.

IDAY.

37,868. IIas your lordship been able to ascertain

of land for his own horses and cows.

whether their sufferings were those of being shot in

37,855. We are talking rather of such an estate as
Potosí, where a large cultivation of sugar produce

which let land, was it not –Potosi was only a penn,

the riots, or being punished afterwards —Some were
shot, the majority were hanged of those that suffered
death as far as my information goes, and I think some
eight or nine were flogged.
37,869. Those who were hung were executed after

I think.

the riots 2–Yes.

takes place —It was a penn only.
37,856. Potosi was an estate, the proprietor of
37,857. There was an estate adjacent which, I be
lieve, Mr. Herschell was interested in 2–Not in sugar.
37,858. There was a small property, I think they
call it Sunning Hill, which he had purchased and
which he was selling off in small lots —I am not
aware of that.

-

37,859. That was the property of which Mr. George
William Gordon had been the previous owner –I
heard that ; I believe that is so.

37,860. Is it within your knowledge that Mr.
Herschell did have disputes with the peasantry of that
district —It is from the authority of the judges who
went on circuit in that district.

THIRTY
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Rev.

R. Courtney.
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37,870. And were those who were shot shot at the

time or after —One who was alleged to have been
guilty was shot on the spot by the soldiers because
he would not give information as to where the rebels
had gone to.
37,871. I only want to know those who suffered,
either rightly or wrongly, under what heads they come,
whether they fell during the riot, or were punished,
or executed afterwards —They were all punished
afterwards.

37,872. Either by being shot, or hung, or by being
flogged 2–Yes.

37,873. I suppose in these districts we are speaking

37,861. Could you tell the Commission whether the

of there have been schools for the education of the

members of the congregations in that district have

younger members of the Church of England 2–Yes,

suffered from the disturbances at Morant Bay ?–I
have given my attention to that, and if the Commission

all of them.

will allow me, I will hand in a written statement from

think 2–No.

one of the clergymen, Mr. Cooke.
37,862. Is he here to-day ?–No, I believe he will
be here to-morrow, but I cannot say.

attended ?–I think so.

37,863. From sources of information that have

come to you officially are you able to inform us whether,
amongst the parties who suffered early or late in Octo
ber, many have been members of the Church of Eng
land 3–I cannot ascertain the names of more than 15.

37,864. In what district 2–More than 15, 21.

37,865. Twenty-one altogether ?–Yes, including
some persons who were flogged for plunder,
37,866. Do you know the districts over which the 21
are distributed —These three districts you have just

been referring to, Morant Bay, Bath, and Plantain
Garden River.

37,867. In what proportion does your lordship

-

37,874. There was no school at Manchioneal, I

37,875. Are the schools you have mentioned well
37,876. (Mr. Payne.) Do you happen to know that
there are no Baptist chapels or mission houses of the
Baptist denomination in St. Thomas in the East —I
really am not acquainted with it locally in any way.
37,877. You have not noticed any in your visita
tions : —No, I don't remember seeing any : I don't
know whether I ought not to mention this, if it is
not evidence the Commission will not receive it, that

Mr. Herschell was well aware of a certain ill feeling
between the late Mr. Gordon and himself, and ex

pressed himself very strongly on the subject to me.
37,878. (Commission.) It was an expression coming
from Mr. Herschell to your lordship —Yes.
37,879. Not one from Mr. Gordon 2–No.

The witness withdrew.
The Rev. Joseph WARE SLOANE sworn and examined.

lčev.

J. W. Sloane.

37,880. Have you duties to perform in connexion

with the Church of England in Plaintain Garden
River district 2–Yes.

37,881. How long have you been there —One year
and 11 months.

37,882. We hear from his lordship, the Bishop of

Kingston, that there is a school in that district con
nected with the Church of England – Yes.

37,883. Is your congregation a large one there
The attendance, I think, is about 400.

*—

37,891. Did you try to inquire into the cause of
that ?—I had no idea of what was to happen at the
time, or else perhaps I might have made inquiries.
37,892. You did not in fact try to find out why the
reduction in attendance took place —I put it down
to the very heavy weather we had had there during
the last few months ; the rains had been unusually
heavy in St. Thomas in the East this year, I believe
they have not been so heavy for 10 years.
37,893. Were they heavy during the summer months

37,884. Where is the church 2–At Golden Grove.
37,885. Is that where the school is also 2–No, the

of 1865?–Yes, and we have had a great many wet

school-room is at a place called Stokes Hall estate,

live in the mountains not to come out if they think

about a mile from the church.

a shower will fall.

37,886. Are you able to tell us from your observa

tion during the time you have been there, whether
the 400 have been steady in their attendance —I
think for about six months preceding the rebellion
he attendance gradually decreased, even of the
members of the church.

37,887. What would be the average amongst 400

of the people who attended, on Sundays for instance *

s:

Sundays, and it is the custom of the black people who

37,894. Have they far to come from Golden Grove 2
—I think about four or five miles.

37,895. They dwell over a radius —Yes, 36 square
º

miles is the radius distance.

37,896. Besides this falling off was there any
behaviour towards you, or in the religious services,
that you noticed —I have noticed want of respect

think the average may be put down at about

amongst some of them.
37,897. I mean during the summer months of 1865,

37,888. In what proportion was the falling off in
attendance shown 2–I think that the church has only
een about half full during the six months preceding

at the time the falling off took place —Nothing struck
me then at the moment, because I cared very little
about external marks of courtesy towards myself in

the outbreak.

the village, but since the outbreak I have attributed

37,889. Then it fell from one-half to one quarter 2
-From 400 to 200.
37,890. The average was 200, and it fell off about

half, that would reduce it to 100 ?—No, the attend

the diminution of courtesy to a rebellious spirit.
37,898. Did the diminution of courtesy towards
you, in the summer of 1865, and prior to October, so

* had been about 200 during the six months

attract your attention as to make it an object of
interest to you ?—No, it never made much impression

Preceding October.

upon me.
5 F 2
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37,899. Did you particularly notice it at that time
beyond any other period —No.
37,900. Were your people well off?—They are all
working on the estates.
37,901. Chiefly labourers ?—Yes.
37,902. Are any of them possessed of provision
grounds?—They hire most of the grounds.
37,903. An acre or so of land"?—Yes.

house, “Parson,” and especially with their own

quarrels about the unfair distribution of wages among
them.

*

37,909. (Mr. Payne.) Have you heard any com

plaints about wages —I always make it a rule never
to interfere in those matters.

37,910, You have not heard any complaints?—I

37,904. Are many of them in that condition ?—I
believe most of them have their grounds, according to
the information they have given me.
37,905. And join with that the labour on the
estates ?—Yes.

have heard complaints, but I never interfere in any
way. I have had two or three anonymous letters
thrown into the Westry to me, but I have taken no
notice of them.

37,911. Do you remember any complaints about the

37,906. Do they send their children regularly to
school —No ; I have had great difficulty in getting
them to send their children to school.

They don't

care much about their children ; they keep them at
home to go to their provision-grounds, and to fetch
their water and milk.

stantly annoyed by the people calling out about the

The children are turned into

slaves; the parents use them very badly, often flog
them most ummercifully. We get them to the school
until crop time comes, and when that time comes on,
they send the children into the fields to work, to earn
the money to pay for their clothes.

37,907. The children are placed in gangs —Yes,
put under an old man or woman.
37,908. What will a child earn during crop time —
They get from 3d. to 6d. a day, I believe. I may

administration of justice –Yes.

37,912. Do you remember Sunday the 4th of Feb.
ruary last year —Yes.
37,913. Did you preach at Golden Grove on that
occasion ?—I really forget ; there was one day I wen;
down with the intention of preaching.
37,914. Did you come down on a Sunday, at 20
minutes past 11 ?–Yes.
37,915. And did you then dismiss the congregation?
—Yes, and the reason of it was this: that I had no

time to send them notice, and the people did not come
down to church.

37,916. Were there no persons waiting about the
church 2–I think there were three or four belonging

mention with reference to the disposition of the people

to the village.
37,917. Not 30 or 40 °–No, if I had found half a

in St. Thomas in the East that when I first went

dozen I should have had service.

there, nearly two years ago, I lived at a place called

37,918. Are you the clergyman of the Church of
England who took a pistol into your pulpit?—No.

Richmond Hill, which is situated between Plantain
Garden River estate and Port Morant, and a number
of negro houses were about the hill ; there was a

right of way through my property, and I was con

37,919. Nor a revolver ?–No.

37,920. And you did not threaten to shoot anyone
from your pulpit f—No.

The witness withdrew.
The Rev. STEPHEN CookE re-called and further examined.

Rev. S. Cooke.

37,921. You are the rector of St. Thomas in the

—I can hardly say that, I think it was in the reign of
Queen Anne.

East 2–Yes, I am residing at Morant Bay.

37,923. What number would that be 2–Rather

37,934. Why is it that it is out of repair –It has
been allowed to go on a long time without repair,
37,935. Has it ever been repaired since it has been
built –Oh, yes; it has been repaired a little in my

The church will

time, but the idea was not to spend money on the old

37,922. Have you a large congregation attending

that church —We had as many as the church could
conveniently hold.
more than 300, as a general average.
hold about 400, but not more.

church, but to build a much larger church.

37,924. Did 300 steadily attend ?—They used to do
so very well. In the month of June last they began
to fall off, particularly the men.
37,925. What was the full number of your commu

37,936. You have no parish rates in Jamaica, I
believe 2–No.

37,937. Did you notice any falling off in the attend.
ance of your congregation in the summer months ºf

mity, the people connected with the Church, as mem

1865?–I did, a very great falling off, and I rebuked

bers of it?—The population of the parish of Morant

the people from my pulpit, threatening to have a list

Bay, St. Thomas in the East, is divided into five dis of the communicants read every Sunday.
37,938. How many fell off, do you think ?–200, I
Valley, Morant Bay, Bath, Plantain Garden River, should think. There is a gallery there that will hold
and Manchioneal.
140 people, and there was not six people in it, the ſuch
tricts for ecclesiastical purposes, Blue Mountain

37,926. All within that parish –Yes.
37,927. For ecclesiastical purposes, each with a dis
-

trict church 2–Yes.

37,928. Your district is Morant Bay division ?—
Yes.

37,929. Can you state in general numbers how many
dwell in that district that are members of the Church

of England —That I think is a very hard question to
I have upwards of 360 communicants, and if

anSWeI’.

you take the females with them that will give a larger
number.

especially, and I threatened if they did not attend
more regularly I should have a list of the communi
cants read.

37,939. Did that have the desired effect?–0ily ºr
a few Sundays; but then at that time there was "
meeting held by Mr. Gordon.
37,940. When did you first notice the non-attend
ance most 3–About June, July, and August.
2

37,941. Do the people send their children to schººl:
—They do not,

37,942. Have you a good school —Yes, and a wº

37,930. Have you other members that you would good schoolmaster, and it costs them nothing *
not strictly call communicants, but still members of education or books.
the Church, who came to service —Yes, every person
37,943. How many can you accommodate thº
baptized in the Church is a member, though he may Soon after freedom took place, we had a school of

about 200 children; now the outside number is alº"
37,931. Are there any others besides the 300 you 95, and the average attendance is about 50, .

not come to the communion.

can name 2—If we come to the actual numbers of per

37,944. Is there any religious exclusion?–No. "

sons who are attached to the Church of England, about never thought of such a thing as that.
2,000.

37,932. Your church is in a very dilapidated con
dition, is it not ?–It is completely so, almost tumbling
down.

37,933. It was built by the Spaniards, was it not ?

37,945. You admit every person —Yes;

-

there is

no feeling of that kind existing in the parish al"
even among the people.
37,946. And they receive entirely a gratuitous
* - - -->

education ?—Yes, the master receives his salary "

T
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20l. a year, and in order to make it worth his while I
generally combine the situation of organist; the present
'master is organ regulator, which brings him 24/.
tº vear'.

37,947. That makes 441. a year —Yes.

COMIM ISSION.
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-

37,948. Did any of the members of your church
suffer from any of the disturbances at Morant Bay; I

them to attend and meet the Custos, and the result was

mean cither during the conflict or after —I don't
know that the members themselves suffered much,

in the Vestry.

except the white population, and one or two of the
coloured people.
37,949. Were all those people that were killed on
the 11th of October members of the Church of Eng
land 2–No, one gentleman was a IRomanist.

37,950. 1)id any of the black members in your con
gregation suffer —I believe some of them were
plundered.
37,951. But they did not suffer punishment 2–Yes,
three of my congregation did, three of the communi
cants; two of them were hung, and one shot. The
wives I have excommunicated, if I may so speak. I
will not allow them to communicate, I have excluded
them altogether, and that I have done with the

approbation of the congregation.
37,952. Is that a punishment allowed by the
Church 2–Yes, we can do that.

37,953. What for being the widow of those
people —No ; but they were privy to it.
37,954. 13ut are those three widows denied the

holy communion and the comforts of the Church 2–
They are allowed to come to church, but I do not
admit them to the communion until some time to

come and further investigation into the matter: there

are a great many under suspicion there, and I thought
it better to wait a little.

We have re-admitted about

200, but these are the only three holy communicants
of the Church.

THIRTY
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party —I don't know about Mr. Gordon's party. I
took the part of the Custos against Mr. Gordon, who
was the greatest nuisance any parish ever had. I never
knew such a man in my life, he was attacking every
one, and when I found this I did take so far a part in
it that I went among the magistrates and requested

i)AY.

Rev. S. Cooke.
8 Mar. 1866.

that Mr. Gordon was beaten down, and he was nobody
37,961. You don't mean physically beaten down 2
—No, he was floored, he could do nothing more in the
Vestry.
37,962. Was your advice to the people, not to ,
attend the meeting, subsequent to that or previous : —
Subsequently to this.
37,903. After flooring him at the Vestry you wanted
to floor him at the meeting –I told my people to
have nothing to do with him there. There was a
man named McIntosh, not a communicant; he came to

church occasionally, and after the meeting I spoke to
him. I told him I was very sorry that he had attend, d,
as it would bring him to grief. I found he was sticking
to Mr. Gordon which he, as a tradesman, had no right
to do.

37,964. You think no tradesman has any right to
do that ?–Not to interfere with political matters in
the parish where a man has to get his bread from the
people.
37,965. Do you confine political meetings to rectors?
—I never attended a political meeting in my life.
37,966. But a Vestry meeting 2–That is not a
political meeting; we go there simply to discuss the
affairs of the parish, if polities were mentioned, it
was by Mr. Gordon.
37,967. We will call that local politics for want of
a better name –It is the business of the parish, and
I attended it as a vestryman of the parish.
37,968. Would you allow a tradesman to take part
in the Vestry –If he was a member.
-

37,955. Two hung and one shot; the Lord 13ishop
told us that was subsequently to the 11th of October?
—Yes.

37,969. If he was elected a member -–Yes ; but I

37,956. At Morant Bay ?–Yes; I believe two of
the parties were residing in the 13iue Mountain dis
trict and one in the Morant Bay district. A number
of my congregation come from the Blue Mountain

am speaking of his standing upon a tub in the Square
and telling the people that they were to get a dollar a
day. Allow me to tell you, as Chairman of the Board

district.

man, McIntosh, a job of 250ſ. for our poor-house: I got
him the repairs in the school-room 150l. imore, and I
told him I would get him a third job.
37,970. Was that the man who spoke to you in the
Court-house on the day of the riot ?–Yes.

, 37,957. That is from another ecclesiastical

district?

—Yes, but they are near to my church ; that does
not prevent them coming to my church, they had been
communicants for some time.

37,958. (Mr. Gorrie.) At the time when the people

of Works, of the Building Committee, I gave that

37,971. The man who went out and made a motion

began to fall off in their attendance was there a strong
political feeling in existence at Morant Bay ?—There
was a very strong feeling with regard to 1)r. Under
hill's letter, and about the meetings to be held shortly,

to the people —I did not see him do that ; he was
eventually hung.
37.972. Did you go and see him at all aſter that
day —I did not see him at all. I was very anxious to
I think in July, at Morant Bay, and to show that serve this man and had served him effectually, and I
feeling, I must observe, after the morning service it is advised him not to have anything to do with Mr.
our habit to catechise the older classes, they are formed Gordon, or to take any part in politics.
into, classes and instructed by oral instruction, and I
37,973. You had a party in the Vestry, had you
read this letter, and I read the Governor's proclama not –We had no parties there.
tion, or at least Mr. Cardwell's letter, and I advised
37,974. Did you not take an active part in getting
them strongly not to go to this meeting of Mr. Gordon's your two sons into the Vestry for the purpose of op
or to have anything whatever to do with it. I have posing Mr. Gordon —I took uo further part in the
always found them remarkably attentive and very matter than giving them both my vote,
37,975. Did you canvass for them 2–I never did
respectful to me, but on that occasion about 120 or
130 of them got up and just quietly walked out of the anything of the kind; I went to the poll and gave my
church while I was speaking.
vote, that is all. I have only one son in the Vestry as
37,959. You advised them not to go to Mr. Gordon's a vestryman.
meeting –Yes, because I told them it would get
37,976. (Mr. JPaleo'ſ.) You did not say, if I un
them into trouble.
derstood you rightly, that you addressed the peºple
37,960. In fact, Mr. Cooke, you took a very active from the pulpit upon this subject —No ; it was a ſter
Part in the Vestry meeting against Mr. Gordon's a class-meeting, after the general services.
The witness withdrew.

The Rev. BENJAMIN MILLARD sworn and examined.

97,977. Are you a Baptist missionary, residing in
St. Ann's 2–Yés.

, 37,978. Connected with the local Baptists?—The

*glish Baptist Missionary Society.

IRev. P. Millard.

97,980. Had you been in the island previous to
that ?–No ; the whole of my missionary life has been
in Jamaica.

37,981. In St. Ann's 2–Yes.

97.979. How long have you been resident there —
37,982. Have you been acquainted with the feeling
Over 25 years.
in your district —Yes.
5 F 3
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37,983. Have you a large congregation there 2–
My average congregation up to about three years ago
was 1,200 at St. Ann's, and about 800 at Ochio

Rev. B. Millard. Rios,
8 Mar. 1866.

-

BEFORE

38,009. Were there some of them at Moraut Bay?
—I do not know ; I only know from hearsay that
there were Native Baptists there.
38,010. There are places we have heard of there—
*

-

37,984. Has it been less since 2—Since 1863 there
has been a falling off, and I should say the average

McLaren's chapel and Paul Bogle's chapel?—I have
heard there are such places; but we have no corre.
congregation when I am present is from about 800 to spondence with them—no communication with them.
900 at St. Ann's, and at Ochio Rios about 500 or 600.
38,011. Is there anything else you would like to
37,985. I suppose you are in constant communica say ?–With reference to what I put in about the
petition of the poor people of St. Ann's 2
tion with the members of your church 2–Constant.
37,986. And also with others in the district besides
38,012. Our inquiry is confined to the origin an
those who form part of your own church 7–I appre nature of the outbreak, and the means used for its
suppression ?—As to Dr. Underhill's letter, the Go
hend you mean members of other communities
37,987. Yes 2–Constant.
vernor, in his evidence before the Royal Commission,
37,988. Then you knew the state of feeling in the has stated that the petition of the poor people of St.
Ann's was the firstfruits of that letter. I wish to
district generally —Yes.
37,989. What, in your opinion, was the state of observe that that is not so. Dr. Underhill's letter was
feeling in the spring and summer of last year with sent out, if I may take dates as a guide, with the
reference to a desire for the continuance of peace and despatch of the Right Hon. Mr. Cardwell. That
order —The state of feeling was as usual.
despatch was dated the 27th of January, covering Dr.
37,990. Did you see any symptoms at that time of Underhill's letter. That, therefore, could not have
come out here till about the 20th or 21st of February;
any dissatisfaction with the law —No.
37,991. You had no reason to suppose, either among and the first appearance of the despatches was in the
your own people or among those with whom you had “Guardian * newspaper of the 21st of March, which
communication, that there was any desire to have did not come down by post till the 24th of March.
recourse to a system of disorder 2–None whatever.
Now, early in March, several of my congregation at
-

-

the

Ochio Rios came to ask me for advice as to whether

Governor previously to December upon that subject,
had you ?—No, except in connexion with his circular

they should sign a petition that was going to be

in reference to Dr. Underhill's letter.

give them any advice in the matter until I had seen
it ; if they would allow me the opportunity of seeing

37,992. You had no communication with

97,993. Before that you had been in communication

with reference to the alleged distress among your
people, had you not ?—With the Governor * Yes.
97,994. But not with reference to whether of not

there was any symptoms of disturbance —No, not in
regard to sedition or anything of that sort.
97,995. Was there during the spring and summer of
last year a good deal of distress among your people *
—There had been a great deal of distress since the
beginning of 1863, from 1863 onwards up to June
and July 1865.

-

97,996. Was that arising from the drought which
prevailed in 1863 and 1864?—That was one cause.
37,997. Was that the principal cause —It was one
cause that created a great deal of distress in reference
to want of food ;

but there were

other

causes

operating at the same time, such as failure in obtain
ing work.
37,998. Although there was a good deal of distress,

addressed to the Queen, and I told them I could not

the document then I should be able to tell them.

38,013. Then before Dr. Underhill's letter was

known that petition was prepared 2–It was more
than three weeks in preparation previously to the
arrival of Dr. Underhill's letter, and therefore it could
not be the firstfruits of Dr. Underhill's letter to the

Colonial Secretary.

38,014. (Mr. Payne.) In speaking of the condition
of the peasantry and their loyalty or otherwise, have

you made diligent inquiry since as to the spirit in
which the news was received by them —Most deci
dedly. As soon as we received news of the outbreak
I made it my duty to inquire on every hand, by visiting

the people and by intercourse with the most influential
of the members of my congregation, as to the state ºf
feeling, and found that all was right—that there was

no spirit of sedition at all. There may be bad cha.

you think there was a thorough feeling of loyalty and

racters, but they are not seditious.
38,015. Can you say whether there had been an

desire to uphold order 2–0h, certainly.
37,999. In your district was there confidence in the
administration of justice, in your judgment —I

inability to find work, and that the distress was caused
by that 2–I have constantly heard complaints that
people cannot get work, especially in the Ochios Rios

should say in St. Ann's generally there was, but I

district and in the Penn districts; and a great many

have heard repeatedly dissatisfaction expressed in
reference to the western part of St. Mary's.
38,000. Which is St. Mary's —It adjoins St.

people in the sugar districts complained, too, that they
are constantly sent away from the estates, that work
is not sufficient for the hands that apply.
38,016. I believe Mr. Harris is the only minister of

Ann's.

-

38,001. Is it towards St. Thomas in the East 2–
No.

;:

The Retreat Court is in that district, and since

the Baptist denomination in St. Thomas in the East?
—The only one in St. Thomas in the East.

Mr. Stipendiary Walsh has departed from the island

38,017. (Mr. Walcott.) Who are these Native Bºp

I have heard considerable dissatisfaction expressed

tists —Some of them were in connexion with our

among the peasantry.

churches, and some have sprung up exclusively.
38,018. Taking those that were excluded as a

38,002. Was he stipendiary magistrate in your
district 2–In St. Mary's; but some of the people of

nucleus —Yes.

my congregation live in St. Mary's.
38,003. When did Mr. Walsh leave?—I think about

38,019. Were they excluded or did they leave 2–
I have heard that some of them were excluded for

different matters, and some of them spring up in con

five or six years ago.

38,004. You are secretary to the Baptist Society,

nexion with their own churches.

-

are you not ?–Secretary to the Jamaica Baptist

38,020. Excluded for misconduct –Yes,

Union.

38,021. Do you know of any estates in your neigh

-

-

-

I -

-

38,005. Are any ministers of your denomination in

St. Thomas in the East —The Rev. H. B. Harris is
in St. Thomas in the East.
38,006. Whereabouts is he ?—Near Manchioneal.
We have three congregations there—one at Man
chioneal, one at Leith Hall, and one at Stokes Hall.
38,007. You had none at Morant Bay ?—Never,
38,008. There is another body of what are called
Native Baptists—they are not connected with your
body at all —Not at all.

*

.

where people have been turned away -

es.

38,022. Willyou name them?—Dorax Hall,Sevillº,
Richmond, Blenheim, and Llandovry,

a
-

38,023. Those are all the estates in your neigh

bourhood —All but one, of which I cannot sº
positively ; that is Mami Bay, but at times
have been turned away from everyone of

hands
those

estates as not wanted.

38,024. In all seasons of the year —Yes, excºpº

\;
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when there was a large pimento crop, then there is a
superabundance of labour.
38,025. You don't mean that they have been turned

38,037. Is it easier to obtain land for those that
cannot get regular employment f—In some districts;

away —Yes, they have gone at 6 in the morning,

people can work near by ; for instance, there is one Rev. B. Millard.
thrown up estate, Water Castle, about seven or eight
miles from Ochio Rios, which is very good land, and 8 Mar. 1806.
I believe the best land in the neighbourhood; and the
people are now flocking to get it, as it is difficult to
get land in other places in sufficient quantity and of
sufficient quality to render it worth working.
38,038. What portion of land do you reckon it
takes to keep a family—a man and his wife and three
or four children —I should say an acre or two.

and the rangers have told them that they were only
to take so many hands.
38,026. Did you get this from the people themselves
or did it come under your observation —Under my
own observation. I have seen them returning from
the fields, and when I have been in the village to see

the people I have asked them why they are there, and
they say they have been to the estate and they were
sent away.

38,027. They have told you that ?– Yes,
38,028. Have you been to the overseer's and seen
them sent away –Yes, I have been at the gates

where the head-man takes as many as he wants for
work.

38,029. Is that at the gates or down at the works?
—At the gates generally.
38,030. Where did you see this 2–At Windsor and

Seville in the morning early; and I have seen people
going away on the road at 6 o'clock back to their villages
besause they have not been able to get work. I have
asked them, and they have said, “We have been
turned away, we can't get no work.”
31,031. Have they been turned away sometimes

for not coming early enough —I should say our
people generally turn out at 6 o'clock, and I have
been down in two cane-pieces where I have seen the
people at five minutes for 6 ready for work.
38,032. Was that in the neighbourhood of St.
Ann's Bay ?—Yes, at Windsor and Seville.
38,033. Have you been out as early as that ?—

Sometimes I go down to Bath with my children,
and sometimes take a drive.

I sometimes take a

DAY.

in Ochio Rios it is difficult to get such lands as the

------

38,039. One acre, would it not ?—I am told not.

38,040. What I want to know is whether the people
who could not get regular employment could work
their own land and obtain a living f—Sometimes they
cannot get their provisions in the dry weather.
38,041. But would it be difficult generally —In
the Ochio Rios district it is difficult for them to

obtain good land.

38,042. Have you become acquainted with what
are called the free settlements —Yes, constantly
among them.

-

38,043. Where they have become the owners of
land themselves *—Yes.

38,044. Have you had an opportunity of seeing
whether they are well affected generally —With
regard to the Government :

38,045. Yes?–Decidedly. I have a letter which I
sent to the Governor, of the 1st of December.

38,046. By forming those free settlements are they
rather removed from wholesome influence 2–Not in

our neighbourhood.

38,047. Are you able to state whether that has
been the case at all in St. Thomas in the East 2–1

drive to Drax Hall, and I keep my eyes open.
38,034. Was the falling off of the people shown in
the smallness of the contributions towards your
church *—Partly ; if there is a decrease by thousands
of pounds in money, I apprehend there will be a
decrease in other ways.
38,035. Did they account to you for the smallness
of their contributions that they could not obtain
work —kepeatedly; and I have been told by gentle
men that they could not give the people work.
38,086. Is there a power of renting land in your
district?–Yes.

know nothing about St. Thomas in the East.

I

never was there.

38,048. The Royal Commission are to understand
that there were no persons connected with the local

Baptist Mission at Morant Bay —Not at Morant
Bay.
38,049. None –None.
38,050. How near were they f-At Manchioneal.
There is one station at Leith Hall, a sub-station, and
another at Stokes Hall.

I think Leith Hall is about

13 or 14 miles from Morant Bay.
Rev. DAvid JonATHAN EAST sworn and examined.

38,051. Are you connected with the Baptist

Missionary Society –I am.
38,052. How long have you been in Jamaica —
14 years in January.
38,053. Are you

President

of

the

Calabar

Institution ?–Yes.

Rev
D. J. East.

38,061. Had you any reason to suppose that there
was not a perfect feeling of loyalty towards the
Government —Not the slightest reason.

38,062. Was there any falling off in your congre
gation at that time, and in the attendance in

your

ministers ?–For the training of ministers and the

school —The falling off both in the congregation
and in the schools has been considerable, but
dating back from a period considerably further back

education of schoolmasters.

that.

38,054. Is that an institution for the education of
38,055. Where is that ?–In Trelawney.

$8,056. Have you any congregation of your own
-I am pastor of the church at Rio Bueno.

38,003. Your attention was not drawn to any

change whatever in the manner or deportment or
conduct of the people during last year —Not at all

38,057. How many people are there in your in the period you refer to.
38,064. (Mr. Payne.) Did you take particular
*males and the children. The various members of pains in making very careful inquiries to ascertain
the families are about 600 or 700 in connexion with the dispºsition of the peasants at Trelawney at the
the congregation,
Congregation ?–About 600 or 700, including the

time of the outbreak, to see how the news was

38,058. Are you in very constant communication
With the members of your congregation ?—Almost
daily.

-

38,059. Are you also in communication with
Persons of other communities in your district 2—As
"lºg constantly among them I have daily oppor
tunities of observing them and having intercourse
with them.

received 2–I did use very considerable care in
making inquiries with that object.
38,065. What was the result?—The result was

entirely satisfactory as to the state of feeling gene
rally prevailing, not only through my own district
but in other districts which I had occasion about that

period to visit.

38,066. I think you went over the country with

*060. Did you in the spring and summer of last your daughter unprotected —I had several journeys
* observe any change of manner or deportment to make between Rio Bueno, and Lueia in Hanover,
*ngst those people which led you to suppose that and also a journey between Rio Bueno and St.
there was a desire to disturb the Government?—Not Ann's Bay. The last journey I made two or three
the slightest.
days after the outbreak with my daughter.
5F 4
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with me I may state that the sermon was received
by two congregations to which it was preached in

38,067. What was the feeling of your people when
they heard of the outbreak –First a feeling of
incredulity, and then, when they found it was true, a
feeling of shame and grief that people of their own
colour should have perpetrated such deeds.
38,068. I think you were travelling through
Hanover ?—I was visiting the congregation there.
38,069. What did you find the feeling there 2–
Exactly the same.
38,070. And in Montego Bay ?—Exactly the same,

such a spirit which I feel sure it could not have been
received in, if their minds had been the least

disaffected towards lawfully constituted authority.
36,078. It enforces upon very high grounds, loyalty
to the Government, obedience to the law and the
-

payment of taxes.”—I forwarded it to your Excellency,
and I forwarded it to his Excellency Governor Eyre,
and received an acknowledgment of it.

It was not so great

36,079. (Mr. Gorrie.) You did not say anything

with the peasantry at Montego Bay, as it was with

about the payment of wages in that, did you?—I did not,
38,280. (Commission.) I suppose this is the pas
sage (reading): “I need not refer at length to the awful

as far as my intercourse went.

the congregation at Lucia.
38,07 l. You heard, I believe, one or two rumours
which were circulated in one of the parishes?—I heard,

in passing through Falmouth, a rumour with regard

“ calamities which a number

of rebellious and

of which I did not hear.

“ seditious spirits have brought upon the land, by the
“frighful outbreak, of which all have heard, in some
“ of our eastern parishes. It appears to have been a
“ rebellion against lawfully constituted authority;
“ for all magistrates and officials were cruelly massa.

38,072. (3/r. Walcott.) You signed an address, did
you not, to his Excellency Governor Eyre, from the
magistrates and clergymen of Trelawney —Yes; but

“black man in the whole community, because he was
“a magistrate. Happily for us, happily for all the

the Governor understood it with a breadth of meaning
which I and others did not intend, and we felt it our
duty to retract our signatures.

“ interests which are most dear to us, whether secular
“ or religious—happily for our families, our homes,
“ and our churches—happily for the cause of civilisa

38,073. You read it, I suppose, before you signed it 2

“tion, and for the cause of God in the land—through
“ the vigour and promptitude of our Governor and

to one or two disaffected in dividuals ; but I was sub

sequently informed that they were two worthless
characters who had used some ill language, the nature

—Yes.

38,074. And you signed it, fully understanding the

“ cred, and among them the finest and best educated

“ his executive the rebellion has been crushed. Law

purport of it 2–Yes, I understood it in the sense in

“ and order have triumphed, and the infatuated rebels,

which the words might be fairly construed.
38,075. When was the address presented to Mr.
Eyre 2–It was signed towards the end of November.

“ with their diabolical leaders, are reaping the awful

38,076. (Commission.) You withdrew your names

“ ourselves to our 13ibles, and see what the Bible

from it because you found the Governor understood
it in a different light to what you meant to convey

“ to governors and magistrates, and to those over

—Yes.

“ whom they are appointed "?—That is part of my

-

38,077. (Mr. Walcott.) Did you not in a sermon,

“ retribution with which such wickedness is sure to

be overtaken.

In such times it is for us to betake

“ teaches in relation to sovereigns and their subjects,
** sermon.

approve of the Governor's acts?—I did not, beyond
the actual suppression of the outbreak at Morant Bay;

38,081. (Mr. JPaleotſ.) You sent that to the Rev.
Mr. Phillipp's to approve of before publication?–I

the sermon was preached on the 29th.

did.

I have it

The witness withdrew.
Rev. EDWARD HEWITT sworn and examined.

IRev. E. Hewitt.

38,082. How long have you been in the island 2–

Twenty-four years in Jamaica, 19 years living in St.
James's. I have a congregation in the mountains of
Westmoreland, and about 10 miles from that a con

gregation at Mount Carey.
38,083. What are the numbers ?—Mount Carey
about 900 persons. and at Bethel Town about 800;
occasionally or regularly there are some 2,000 or 2,500

disturbance 2–I went to Mr. Brown, the clerk of the
peace, because Mr. Phillips, the Custos, was not on the
Bay ; he was ill and preparing to leave. I went to
Mr. Brown, therefore, as an official of the Govern

ment, and I said, “Mr. Brown, I think there should
“ be a special meeting of the magistrates for the pur
pose of taking the matters, that are now occurring
in St. Thomas in the East, into consideration.
<&

4&

&g

that come under my instruction.

I am under the impression that the parish should

38,084. Have you heard the evidence given by
the last two gentlemen who have been called 2–1

&

have.

38,091. That was the general scheme you had for
keeping the peace?—I thought as a matter of prºcaution we should be prepared, lest unfortunately

38,085. Do you agree with them as to the same

spirit existing among your people, as they have
spoken to as existing among theirs –-I made the

‘ be divided into districts, and that there should be
“special constables appointed in each district."

anything should occur.

amongst my people. I talked with them, and en

38,092. And you proposed that some of the best
black people should be appointed as constables:-

deavoured

Yes, I said there were several men I knew who were

most careful inquiries, when I heard of the outbreak,
to ascertain their feeling, and they

expressed great sorrow, dismay, and some of them

trustworthy persons, who would range themselves ºn

horror, that their own class should have behaved as
they had done.
38,086. Had you any reason to believe, from what
you observed in the spring and summer of last year,
that there was any disaffected spirit among them —

the side of law and order at the same time. I said
there were a number of worthless characters, whº

No.

-

-

38,087. After the news of the events in Morant
Bay, you took some steps to see the clerk of the
peace, Mr. Brown ?—Yes.

where I labour are many of them settlers, with a tole;
ably
largethree-fourths,
portion of land,
and they
have
too in
muſh
at stake;
perhaps,
of the
ginger
the

island is grown among the people with whom I*
associated, and a large quantity of sugar also,

38,090. You went to the clerk of the peace, and

suggested some plan for meeting any apprehended

:

38,093. That communication you made tothe clºt:
of the peace in October –Yés; and afterwards!
went
to Mr. IIart, a magistrate, and suggested the
same thing to him. The people living in the district

happened to be in the town at the time. I felt
38,089. Was it immediately after —Immediately;
on the same day as the post arrived, on the Friday.

º

might do mischief, if anything occurred down there:

38,088. Ilow soon after you had heard of what
had occurred 2–I think it was the first post after. I
an Xi Gul S.

|

38,094. (Mr. Payne.) Do you remember the sº
diers going to Kew Park?—ſ don't remember tº
going to Kew Park; a mistake, was made as I und"
stood, instead of their going there they took a wrºng
turning, and went to Randall,

º

1–

*
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º

here was an outbreak occurring at the eastern portion

º,
sº

of the island, it seemed to me that St. James' in

-

for any eventuality, that was a special circumstance ;

38,095. Have you heard any expression of feeling
among the people, expressive of their regret at the
soldiers having been sent there –Several people
came to me and asked why the soldiers had been sent
there, as they were peaceful, or supposed to be

*

.."

º
-

common with other parishes should use such measures Rev. E. Hewitt.
as were necessary to prevent any outbreak.

-

38,109. Did you apprehend an outbreak among the 8 Mar. ISBſ.

peaceful.
38,096. Did you hear of any complaint that was

---

people —No.

-

38,110. Then you were not anxious about that ?–

sent to the Governor by Mr. Anderson and Mr.

I was anxious that that should not be; that every

Cooke 2–I heard so.

thing might be done to preserve order and peace.
38,111. Did you fear lest it might spread into your
own district 2–1 really did not know at that time,

38,097. Do you find a want of conſidence among

the people or not in the magistracy, in the adminis
tration of justice —I do not think the people in those
districts have conſidence in the magistrates for two or
three reasons, because they are all one class; they
are all planters. I know the people have often pre

|-

but at the same time I thought we ought to be

prepared lest by possibility it should.
38,112. It was only a bare possibility ?—That is
all.

ferred going down some 10 or 20 miles to have their

38,113. Then it did not excite much anxiety in

cases tried before the stipendiary magistrate at Mon
tego Bay rather than have them tried at the petty
Courts which were once held up there, and I think
in fact it was in consequence of the people not
going there that they were given up ; they would

your mind —I can't say sufficient anxiety to lead
me to go to Mr. Burn and say what I did, but when
I ascertained what the feelings of the people were my
mind was more perfectly at rest.

38,114. That was among your own people —Yes.
38,115. Are they the whole people of St. James'

rather go down to Montego Bay where the stipendiary
magistrate is.
38,098. Is there any other cause of discontent 2–

—No ; I told you what the number was.

I believe there is general want of conſidence in the

St. James' 2–I think, if I remember right, 27,000 or

38,116. How many thousand persons are there in

magistracy. I think the moral position and the moral
conduct of the magistrates derogates very much from
the influence they would otherwise have.
38,099. (Mr. J'alcott.) Is the Custos of the parish
of St. James a man who is very much respected or
not?—I believe he is respected.

or 1,600 °–Some 2,500.

38,100. He was a member of the Legislative

velled about on purpose.

28,000.

38,117. And you have a congregation of some 1,500
38,118. Then the bulk of the population you know

nothing about —I am travelling about a good deal.
38,119. Did you travel at that time —Yes, I tra

Council, was he not ?—I have heard so.

38,120. Did you travel about in the hotbed of the
outbreak of 1832 2–I did.

38,101. And of the Privy Council —I do not
know.

38,121. Did you ascertain the state of the people

38,102. Do you not know it as a fact that the peasantry of the parish have very great confidence in the

there 2–Yes.
-

38,122. Was the feeling good 2–Yes; I went to
the battle-field.

Custos ?—No, I do not.

38,103. Do you know whether they have not ?–I

have some reason to believe they have not confidence
in the Custos.

38,123. They are a very moral people there —
Yes.

38,124. Now at this present moment —Yes.
38,125. Whereabouts would the bad spirits be

38,104. Why did you apply to Mr. Brown imme
diately after you heard of the outbreak, what was your

likely to be found in St. James' 2–I don't know.

reason —I stated just now.
38,105. I should like to have your reason a little

there are.

fuller —When the first news of the outbreak came I

was anxious lest anything should occur in St. James'.

38,106. Had you seen anything to make you

38,126. Are there any at all ?—I don't believe
-

-

38,127. There were none then at that time 2—I do
not know.

38,128. Did you tell Mr. Hart that there were

anxious 2–No.

5,000 you thought were ready to break out in

38,107. What made you anxious —Because of
what had happened in St. Thomas in the East.

rebellion ?–No, I did not.

38,108. Had you reason to believe it would be
followed in St. James'?—No, but I think under such

circumstances any parish ought to have been prepared

38,129. (Commission.) I suppose you would be of
opinion that though the great mass of the people were
sound, a very few would do a great deal of mischief?
— Exactly so.

The witness withdrew.

Captain SPENCER FIELD sworn and examined.
Capt. S. Field.
38,137. In fact you were told you were going to
38,130. You are captain of the 2nd battalion of
aid the civil power —Yes.
the 6th Regiment 2–Yes.
38,131. You were stationed at Newcastle in the
month of October last 2–Yes.

31,132, Did you receive a verbal order on the
night of the 12th to have that regiment in readiness
to march 2–Yes.

38,133. What order did you receive, and from
whom ?—When I went to Newcastle about half-past
3'clock, I received orders to hold the company in
readiness to march.

38,134. From whom, the commanding officer –

Yes, from the adjutant.

38,138. Were any orders given as to the treatment
of the inhabitants you met with on your line of
march 2–None.

38,139. When did you march 2–On the morning
of the 13th, about half-past 3.
38,140. What time did you arrive at the Gardens 2
—About 6, or half-past.

38,141. In which direction did you go on leaving
the Gardens —Towards Guava Ridge.
38,142. Had you any guides 2–Yes, policemen.

38,143. At what time did you reach Guava Gap 2

38,135. How strong was your company ?—Fifty.
38,136. Did you receive any orders before you
matched as to what you were to do —Yes, I was to

—About a quarter to 8.
38,144. When did you meet General Jackson 2–

get a letter directed to General Jackson, I think it

Ridge.

was from Governor Eyre, which I was to give to him
on my arrival at Mahogany Vale; and I was told to

him —I did.

On my way, between Mahogany Vale and Guava
38,145. Did you deliver the Governor's letter to
r

assist, or I was to receive orders from him as a magis

38,146. Did he attach himself to you?–He did.

trate and act as he might instruct as to what part of

38,147. What time did you arrive at Mahogany

the country it was necessary to take the troops into.

Vale 2–About 10 o'clock.
5 G.

º
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38,148.
them.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE

You had all your
your party
party still up
I 2–All of

-

-

º

Yes.

38,176. Did General Jackson remain with you or

-l
§

knocked up, and General Jackson said he would go

return to Mahogany Vale —He marched with us from

sº

for some reinforcements.

Mahogany Vale, but I received orders from the Cus.

º

38,150. Where did you place them 2–I put half of
them about a mile, nearly a mile, over a gut near
Mahogany Vale in one of his properties, and the
other below Mahogany Vale in another part of his

tos, I will not say any orders, but I was made ac.
quainted that martial law was proclaimed by order of
Governor Eyre.

º

property.

38,178. Did not General Jackson proclaim martial
law before that ?—He held himself responsible for
that sort of thing, but I took no notice of it.
38,179. He did not issue any proclamation of mar.
tial law —Well, verbally, he did.
38,180. You say he returned to Mahogany Wale?
—He left us on the way to Arntully.
38,181. Did he rejoin you afterwards?—He left
my party ; he gave me some order which I did not
consider judicious, and he no longer remained with
me.

Vº

38,182. Did he ever join you again 2–0h, yes,

Tº

with Colonel Hobbs.
38,183. On the afternoon of the 13th were you
joined by reinforcements —Yes, on the Saturday.

tº

Capt. S. Field, arrived at Mahogany Vale —My own company were
8 Mar. 1866,

Kºi…i.

º}

38,149. How did you post your company when you

–

..

rebels—reported
to you to be in
of the
whole
from
to possessionBay?—

-

38,151. Was the place called Chesterfield that you
put the detatchment in 2–I don’t know the name.
38,152. What accounts of the state of the country

did you receive from General Jackson or anybody
else you saw 2–Rebellious.
38,153. Were there any other magistrates or people
-

there 2–Mr. Lascelles, I remember.

38,154. After what you learned did you not necessarily suppose that these people occupied the mountain
passes 2–Yes, from General Jackson's account. He
told me that they had been at Hagley Gap.
38,155. Did General Jackson lead you to suppose
they made an armed resistance 2—Yes.
38,156. Did you in consequence of the intelligence
you received consider it desirable to have further

38,177. Who was the Custos ?–Mr. Mais.

º

38,185. Who were the officers, do you recollect?—
Mr. Rowarth and Ensign Taylor, and Mr. Hall.
38,186. Did Colonel Hobbs join you soon after

for further reinforcements of 50 men.

this 2—He joined soon after them, with Lieutenant

38,158. What time did you leave Mahogany Vale 2
—About 4 o'clock.

38,159. On what day was that?—The same day,
the 13th.

38,160. In what direction did you march then 2–
We marched then to Arntully, by Greva Vale.
38,161. Was any particular advantage to be gained

by occupying Arntully —I was led to suppose from
news received at Mahogany Vale, that the rebels
intended to destroy the property of Mr. Lascelles, and
also, if possible, to stop the communication between
St. Thomas in the East and St. David's, at a gap
immediately above Mr. Lascelles' house.
38.162. In fact that point commanded the road 2–
Yes, it is a gap above the houses which is the only

º

ºf

º

º
º

…
º:

jº
tº

º

*

º
s
ºr

38,184. Of what sort 2–50 men.

38,157. What did you do?—After holding a consultation, I and General Jackson wrote to Newcastle

reinforcements —Yes, I did.

}
prº

3.

º
-

Hall.
38,187. On the evening of the 14th ?—After the

main body reached Arntully, Colonel Hobbs joined
with Mr. Hall; I think about 6 o'clock in the evening.
38,188, Well, how many men had you at Arntully
on the evening of the 13th, when Colonel Hobbs joined

you ?—On the 14th.

. .

38, 189. Yes 2–50 men.

-

38,190. How many altogether ?–100, with the
two or three who had fallen out, it was 100 strong.
38,191. Well, you say General Jackson joined you
with Colonel Hobbs, did he go forward to Monklands?

-

º

—Yes.

38,192. What night –That evening.
38,193. What did he report on his return ?—That

º
º

pass, I believe, in all that part of the district; but I

he had seen the rebels, that he had seen the shop of

º

do not know the district well enough.
38,163. You considered that that pass commanded
the road which led from St. Thomas in the East ; but

Mr. Paterson broke open, and supposed the rebels to

*.
ºn

when did you reach Arntully —About half-past 8.
38,164. Was it a difficult march —Very, and my

Sunday,
38,195. That is the 15th 2–On Sunday morning.

be all around him.

38,194. When did you leave Arntully — On

*.
º:
*:

company were very much knocked up, so much that I

38,196. Where did you march to from there :-

2:

hesitated very much whether I should march there

We marched to Monklands.
38,197. How far is it from Arnfully to Monklands?
—Between three and four miles.

".
* ,

38,198. Did you hear any shots fired during the

º

or not.

38,165. Did you cross any streams or rivers ?—
None of any consequence.

38,166. Now, do you think, supposing you had had

the enemy posted about, he could have checked your

march to Monklands 2—None,

º

38, 199. You heard no shots at all ?—None.

-

38,200. How did you advance?–In file sometimes,

*

march —I think they could.
38,167. It was a country in their defence, you

broke into fours, and we threw out skirmishers now

think?–Natural defence. I think it would be almost

and then to the left.

impossible to have gone through those parts of the
country if there had been an enemy posted there.
38,168. Whom did you find at Arntully —The
house was deserted.

38,169. Who was there —Nobody. Mr. Lascelles,
the owner of the house, accompanied the detachment.
38,170. Did anybody else —Several other magistrates.

38,171. You do not know their names?—Dr. Clark,
I think.

38,172. What account did these gentlemen give
you ?—They were all of opinion that all property was
to be destroyed.

38,173. Did they tell you of any fugitive ladies in
the bush –Yes, we head that at Arntully, and I sent

38,201. Did your men fire on any people in

the

bush —No.

38,202. When did you reach Monklands?—I can-

38,174. Who were brought in 7–Mrs. Paterson
and her sisters.

38,175. Were the rebels—or these people called

º

|
is
&

not tell.

#
II
º

38,203. You cannot tell ?—Not to an hour or an

hour and a half.

38,204. What state did you find Monklands in 3–
We found it deserted. I saw the shop of Mr. Pater:
son38,205.
brokenWere
open.there any women and children there 7:
—None. Mrs. Paterson accompanied us.

º
º
º

38,206. You found no women or children there ?—
Very few; there was a village close by,
38,207. Was any party sent out to clear the valley

º

from Monklands 2-ſ forget. I think there, º'

&

on Saturday morning and rescued them from the advanced guard, but it was before we entered M*
bush.

º

º

".

º

*

lands, and they formed up.

38,208. Who commanded that party –I dº ".

*:::

remember. It was so fittie in advance it wº"
hardly be commanded.

º

*

º
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38.209. Now, from the reports you heard, did you
suppose the whole population was in open rebellion ?

38,237. On Tuesday you went where —On Tues
day the 17th, I was allowed to go to Newcastle. I

—Yes.

received a letter from there.

38,210. Were the houses beyond Monklands de
serted —Yes, they were.

1ng.

38,211. Were any of them searched 2–Yes, they
38,212. As you marched through did the troops
enter the houses —Yes.

38,213. Was any plunder found in any of them —
Very little indeed.
38,214. Were any houses burnt —Yes, a number
of them.

38,215. What houses were burnt 2–Those houses

pointed out to us by the constables and magistrates
that were supposed to be the property of rebels. We
marked those houses by a piece of white canvass on

38,239. Did you go to Mount Lebanus with your

38,216. Were any marked on the top that were not

On the first day, on Monday,

38,240. Did you go on Monday or Sunday ?—On
Sunday. On Monday we were at home.
38,241. Did you advance as far as Mount Lebanus
on Sunday ?—Yes.
38,242. Or was it on Wednesday ?—I think it was
on Sunday.
38,243. Were you personally there 2–Yes.
38.244. On Sunday ?–On Sunday, I think.

38,245. Did you enter a chapel at Mount Lebanus?
38,246. Describe what you saw in the chapel ?–It
was empty.

38,217. Were the houses burnt in which plunder
was found?—I suppose the plunder was burnt with

found some blood.

38,247. Did you find any plunder there 2–No, we
38,248. Did you find a Bible lying there 2–I don't

38,218. Where they found any house with plunder
in it was it burnt 2–1 think so.

38,219. You say some were burnt with plunder in
them —The plunder might have been taken out.
38,220. Was it in consequence of plunder being
found in them that they were burnt —Yes, the houses
with the plunder taken out. I do not specify plunder,
I saw very little.
38,221. You say some houses were found to have
plunder in them; you are asked was it in consequence
of the plunder being found in them that the houses
were ordered to be burnt 2–1 was thinking of only
one house with plunder, and that house was not

remember it.

38,249. Well, what was done to the chapel ?—It
remained, nothing was done to it then ; we returned
each day with the exception of one day to Monklands;
we advanced nearly every day; we had to go through
the district every day.
38,250. On Sunday evening, the 15th, you returned
to Monklands 2—Yes.

38,251. On the morning of the 16th were a num
ber of prisoners brought into Monklands 2 – Yes,
several.

38.252. Was it decided that the Court-martial

should sit at that time —Yes; on, I think, only one

burnt. I do not remember any plunder being taken

man, named Carr, as far as I remember.

out of any of these native huts.
38,222. So that every house that was burnt was

sure whether Carr was executed on Sunday or on

pointed out by a magistrate or constable, as belonging

ing, but I am not sure.
38,253. Did you preside at the Court-martial at

to what they called the rebels –Rebels; yes.
38,223. After leaving Monklands, did you see any
people in arms ?–At Duckworth, I think the place
is called, we received orders from Colonel Hobbs to

fire. There were men running up the opposite hill
into the bush.

38,224. Were they armed —They were armed
with machets.

38,225. Not with fire-arms ?—The distance was

almost too far to see what kind of fire-arms.

I sup

pose they were old guns of some sort.
38,226. Did your people fire –They did.
38,227. Did the people fire on the troops ?—I do
not think they did. There was a report or two in the
woods, but I think it was too far to say positively

whether it was firing on the troops.
38,228. You did not hear positively two shots fired?

I am not

Monday I rather think now that it was Sunday morn
Monklands 2–Yes.

-

-

38.254. Who were the other officers upon the
Court-martial –Mr. Rowarth, Mr. Hall, Mr. Groeme,
and Mr. Taylor.
38.255. They were not always the same 2–No.
38,256. There were different Courts-martial, but
you presided in all, did you not ?–Not all.
38,257. Where was that first Court-martial held P
—The first was at Monklands on a man named Carr.

I forget what day that was—Monday or Sunday. I
am not sure, but the memoranda will tell.

38,258, Did you take any note of the evidence?—
Not written, we took the evidence on oath.

38,259. But you did not write down the evidence 2
—No.

-

38,260. You did not write the proceedings 2–It

-I did not. There were reports of fire-arms in the was impossible, the cases were too numerous,
bush on the opposite hill.
38,229. Do you know whether any men were killed
or wounded by the fire of your troops ?—I do not.
38,230. Well, now, after this did any negroes give

38,261. Was Colonel Hobbs present at the Courts

martial 2–Yes, in almost every instance.
38,262. Not as a member 2–No.

38,263. You did not record the evidence in these

themselves up, did they come forward out of the proceedings —No. We did not consider it a regular
bush —No, not on that day. I don't remember.
On that day we took one or two men on the roads,

Court-martial.

about Duckworth. I do not think they gave them

on oath.

selves up.
38,231. That is, on Sunday ?—I think they only
stopped at the firing. We took one or two men in
the bush.

It was a drum-head Court-martial.

38,264. Did you take evidence —We took evidence
38,265. How 2–Swore them on the Bible.

38,266. Not at Chigo Foot market, did you ?–We
had no Bible there.

38,267. Was Colonel Hobbs present at all these

38,232. Were any men sworn in as special con Courts-martial *—He was present more or less, in and
stables at this time *.-Yes.

out of the rooms; he would not sit during the whole

yº. Were they sent in search of fugitives?—
di * Did they bring in any fugitives —They

of the Court-martial ; he would not sit in the room

€8.

ld.

in all the Courts-martial.

38,268. Did he hear the evidence in every case ?–
No, not in every case.

first place at which you arrived with your detach

38,269. But there were always other officers pre
sent who heard the whole of the evidence —Yes,

ment —Duckworth.

certainly.

%236. After you left Monklands on Monday ?—
9" Monday weremained at Monklands quiet.

Always magistrates.

38,235. After leaving Monklands, what was the

!

-

to be burnt – Yes.

them.
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we went as far as Mount Lebanus.

—Yes.

the top.

DAY.

38,238. When did you return ?—On Tuesday even Capt. S. Field.
detachment *—Yes.
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38,271. Did they give you their assistance 2–Very
often.

and a man named Graham; did you ever see the
substance of that before ?—Yes, I think so.

38,272. Do you remember you mentioned the case
of William Carr ; did you have any statement made
by him before his execution ?—Yes; he confessed
that he had joined the rebels, that he was with Paul
Bogle, and was very sorry for it; further than that
I don’t remember.

38,294. Now, when was this evidence taken, or
when did you sign your name to this document 2–It
is not my signature.

38,295. No, it is a copy of it —It must have been
on Monday.
38,296. What inquiry does it relate to ?—The

38,273. You were present when that was said 2–
Yes.

38,274. Then Carr, you think, was tried—on what
day do you say ?—On Monday.
38,275. Had he been tried previously —I don't
remember.

38,276. Where was he tried ?–At Monklands.

38,277. Did you hear a warning read to Colonel
Hobbs that you need not give any answer to criminate
yourself?—No.

38,278. Do you wish this caution read to you ?—

inquiry into the case of William Carr. That was the
only Court-martial, I think (I do not say positively),
where evidence was taken down, but I think so.
38,297. Was that Court-martial after evidence had

been sworn to before magistrates ?—I think that was
in the morning prior to our inquiry.
38,298. Prior to your Court-martial —Yes,
38,299. This was an inquiry at which you assisted?
—I do not think I assisted. I was present; it was
given to me afterwards, if I remember rightly. It is
so long ago I forget individual instances, but I believe
I did hear the evidence of Evelina Williams against

No.

38,279. We want you to explain this if you can.
Defore the Courts-martial assembled for the trial of

prisoners, was there a preliminary examination or
Court of Inquiry into each case ?–Yes, there was.

William Carr.

38,300. Was that a preliminary inquiry where it
was taken before magistrates ?—I think it must

have been. It is such a long time ago that I cannot
38,280. Was that evidence given on that preliminary say positively, but if my signature is to it it is quite
inquiry, or before that Court of Inquiry recorded; was enough ; I do not recollect it distinctly.
38,301. Did you assist at an inquiry before magis.
it taken down in writing —It was an inquiry made
by the magistrates, and sometimes by an ollicer. If I trates before you sat formally as a member of the
remember, the prisoners having been brought in great Court-martial –I think I did.
38,302. When did you sign, if yon ever did, the
numbers, many of course had no evidence against
them, then in those instances they were dismissed, and papers intended to represent the evidence you took
only those prisoners against whom evidence was when you assisted ?–I really cannot remember when
apparent were brought before the Court. That was I signed that, whether at the time or after the exe
the preliminary inquiry, the only inquiry that I cution, or after my inquiry; I do not know.
know of.
38,303. You remember signing the papers?—Yes,
38,281. The proceedings of these Courts-martial

contained 10 names of the members of the Court, the
swearing in of the Court, the charge against the
prisoner, the finding and the sentence ; but they con
tained no evidence —No, that was not done.

38,282. The papers we have got show

that

evidence was taken upon oath ; tell us this, before

men were tried by Court-martial was a preliminary
examination taken upon oath, and evidence heard 2–
No.

I think I did.

38,304. Was that a preliminary inquiry at which
Mr. Lascelles and Mr. Davidson assisted as justices?
—I think it must have been. If I signed these
papers it must have been so, but I have no distinct
recollection.

38,305. At that preliminary inquiry justices were
present ; did you sign the Court-martial *-(Proceed.
ings of Court-martial put in.) Yes.
38,306. Did you sign two sets of documents?—

38,283. And recorded ?–No.

Yes.

38,284. When you had a prisoner put up for trial

38,307. Are you sure now that you can bear in
memory that you signed two sets of documents about

you had evidence against him —Yes,
38,285. Was that evidence examined in every case ?

–By my Court certainly, not by any preliminary
Court that I know of.

-

38,286, And was no reference made to any pre

liminary examination ?—No, I don't remember; there
might have been a preliminary inquiry by magis
trates in another part of the house, but I do not
remember them.

38,287. These are all the proceedings of your Courts
martial 2–I cannot say that.

-

38,288. They are just as they left your hand 2–
Yes.

38,289. Colonel Hobbs approved of these Courts
martial 2–Yes.

38,290. Did you take oral evidence without record
ing it; was he present at these trials —He approved

of the proceedings of the inquiry. The Court having
found the prisoners guilty and the proceedings being

signed by the President, he approved of them.
38,291. But he could not have approved of them
without hearing the evidence 2–He did hear the

greater part of the evidence of almost all the Courts
martial. He was convening officer. We found upon
the evidence that the prisoners were guilty or not

guilty, and he approved of them.
Document handed to witness.)

38,292. Look at that document and tell us whether
you signed that or something like it; do you recollect

anything corresponding to that with your name at the
end ?–Yes.

-

William Carr 2–1 think I can.

38,308. Are you quite sure ?—Not quite sure, but
I believe I did. I believe I was present during the
inquiry, the former examination of Carr, the inquiry
in the field on Carr.

There were two sets, but I have

forgotten the former inquiry. I am not certain about
it, and would not state positively. One inquiry was
held that morning in a field.
38,309. The final Court-martial –Yes.

38,310. That was subsequent to the preliminary
inquiry —Yes.
38,311. Was Carr present while the preliminary
inquiry went on 2–Oh yes, I believe he was.
38,312. When did you leave Monklands, on Tues.
day night you were there –Yes.

38,313. Where did you go next?–On Wednesday?
38,314. Yes?—As far as I remember, I think we
remained at Monklands.

38,315. When did you leave Monklands?–0m the
Thursday.
38,316. In which direction did you go when you
left there 2–I am not sure at all ; I do not remember

any distinct days that I left a place; I do not remember
days.

38,317. Where did you move from Monklands, in
which direction ?–Down towards Morant Bay, to

Chigoe Foot Market, from day to day, with the ex
ception of one day when we went to Stony Gut, that
was the only day we did not return to Monklands.

38,318. When did you arrive at Stony Gut?-l

38,293. What inquiry does that relate to ; you will
see the prisoners' full confession on the next page, and

don't remember the day.

there you will see a witness called Evelina Williams,

Lieutenant Oxley with some marines and sailors.

38,319. Whom did you find there —We left
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38,320. What took place when you arrived there 2

38,352. You would not call it a parapet even 2–

THIRTY

—We rested the men ; they were broken, and rested

Oh, no ; it would just cover a man's body; it was
apparently the commencement of a boundary line.

SEVENTH

38,353. How deep –About two feet; the inside of
the ditch was not perpendicular.
38,354. There was flag on a bamboo —Yes, a very
large one, not quite half way down the hill.

capſ. S. Field.

about an hour and a half or two hours.

38,321. Now, had the weather been very bad when

you left Arntully —Very bad indeed.
38,322. Did you cross any rivers?—Oh yes, a great
many.

38,355. It was not on the crest ?–Oh, no.

38,323. Were they very much swollen —Very
much.

38,324. How did you get the men across —We
assisted them by those mounted, some getting up
behind and others getting hold of the horses' tails.
38,325. Now, was there any order on the line of
march against plundering the inhabitants or their
houses; did you give orders to your men against it —
Yes, there was.

38,326. Were your men regularly rationed on your
march ; how did you feed them 2–We did not receive
our rations very regularly.
38,327. You never allowed the men to forage for
themselves *—No.

38,328. Were you sent to Somerset, on the 17th, in
command of a party —No.
38,329. Did you ever go to Somerset 2—Yes; I
commanded no party separately.
.
38,330. Whom did you go with ?—With Colonel
Hobbs.

3s,331. Was it before or after you went to Stony
Gut 2–Before, I think.
38,332. Was it after you had been to Newcastle on
leave 3–Yes.

30,333. It would be on Wednesday ?—I don't
know.

38,334. You went to Newcastle on Tuesday ?–On
Tuesday.
38.335. That is the day after the trial of Carr, that

is Tuesday. The day after you had been at New
castle you marched from Monklands to Somerset 2—
I really don't know whether the place is called Somerset
or not, but we went down the district.

38,336. Do you recollect anything about the time
or days 2–No.
38,337. Do you remember a place which we call
or a place called Alveranga's chapel?—

*
es.

38,338. On approaching the chapel did you see any
men flying up the hill-side opposite –I saw people

creeping along the tops of the hills.
38,339. Did the soldiers fire on them —Yes, I

38,356. That was the day you visited some place
down the Valley, before you proceeded to Stony Gut 2
—Yes.

38,357. The day you returned from Stony Gut you
returned to where 2–Chigoe Foot Market, and stayed
that night. About 50 prisoners were brought in.
38,358. Did you try men next morning at Chigoe
Foot Market 2—We did.

38,359. How many did you try, more than 30 —
No, I do not think quite 30; I think we tried about
28 there.

38,360. How were they disposed of 2–Some were
shot at Fonthill and others at Coley.
38,361. Were any shot at Chigoe Foot Market —
Not that morning.
38,362. Those tried and sentenced to execution

were carried forward either to Coley or Fonthill 2–
Yes.

38,363. When you got to Fonthill were some of
the prisoners hung in the chapel of McLaren —
Yes.

38,364. Did you notice the vestryman or clerk
coming out with the pegs, who was shot by your
soldiers ?—No.

38,365. Do you know of the case at all of a lame
man said to be coming away ?—No, I saw nobody
shot that day, except those prisoners who were hung
in the chapel.
38,366. They were shot first —They were shot
when we arrived there.

38,367. Was there any man to your knowledge who,
as he was standing in the doorway of his house, was
shot by your soldiers?—No, not to my knowledge.
38,368. Do you know that every prisoner shot or
hung was executed in pursuance of the sentence of the

Courts-martial held at Chigoe Foot Market –In pur
suance of the sentence of the drum-head Court

martial at Chigoe Foot Market.
38,369. Were any men shot on your line of march

along the road as they were running away ?—None
that I remember.

38,370. What time did you leave Monklands 2—

think they did.
38,340. Did they fire on the troops ?–No.
38,341. Were they armed 2–I did not see that they

That night.

Were.

night.

38,371. About 11 o'clock —That is on Friday
38,372. Were you there on the next day ?–At

38,342. Were any of these men killed 2–Not that
I know.

Monklands?

38,343. Did you see any earthwork thrown up on
the hill opposite –The only earthwork I saw was

38,373. Yes 2–I think so.
38,374. Did your serve on a Court-martial on that

apparently to me the commencement of a new fence,

day —If we remained there that day we did, but I

but it had in my opinion no pretensions to be a fortiſi

do not remember days at all.

cation whatever.

38,375. Did you witness the execution of prisoners
at Monklands that day ?—If we were there, certainly.
38,376. Do you remember the case of a person who

38,344. Were you in the work 2–It could not be
called “a work,” if it is the same I mean. It was
underneath a large flag on a bamboo, which I went
and took down myself. I saw no earthwork or forti

fication ; I could not call it anything approaching a
fortification.

was taken across the gully to be executed from the
barbecue –Yes.

38,377. Was that the day you returned back to
Monklands?—I think it was the day we came from

38,346, You went into it yourself?—I stepped
ºver the ditch. I did not look at it as an earthwork, if

Coley.
38,378. Were you present at the execution of that
person —Yes.
38,379. Did you see it carried out to the end ?–

it is the same that I mean.

Yes, I did.

38,345, Was there a gully between you and it 2–

There was a hill on the left and a gully to the right.

38,380. He was taken across to the opposite side of

38,347. Was it recently excavated —Yes.
38,348. What was it, a ditch —It was a ditch

round the hill extending a few yards.
38,349. You think it was an ordinary fence 2–
There were several small holes in advance of it, and

the hill ?—Yes.
d

38,381. Did you see the party who fired 2–Yes, I
id.

38,382. Can you give us your impression of what

they looked like places cut out for a pit. I saw occurred then, how it was done —The men knelt to
nothing like rifle pits.
35,350. There was no attempt, for instance, at a
flanking defence —None that I saw whatever.

38,351. Nothing like a loop-hole —Nothing.

fire a volley at this man, but owing to the wetting,
I suppose, of the rifles, few of them exploded, and the
men of course had to put on fresh caps, and a man
under my left, Sergeant Simms, seeing that the rifles
5 G 3
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had not gone off, as they should have dome in a volley,

38,405. Yes f_White,

fired

I observed that it hit the man. I

38,406. And did you take it as a token of truce, or

could see the man was hit, and then immediately some

what did you regard it as at the time –As a token of
deception; I pulled it down.

his shot.

Capt. S. Field, of the other rifles went off from the right, and the man
8 Mar. 1866.
---

was hit again. We immediately ceased, having no
bugler down on the barbecue. The provost-sergeant
had gone up with a firing party, which was to be at
hand in case the man was not shot, to shoot him

immediately.
38,383. What was the name of the man who went
over ?–Sergeant Neal.

38,384. Had he any occasion to carry out the
object for which he was sent over ?—No.

-

38,385. Did you receive Arthur Wellington as you
returned to Monklands —Yes, I saw him taken from
-

sion ?—I think I should.

38,408. Do you recollect while the houses

Were

being burnt hearing any explosions —No.

-

a tree.

38,407. Then if a white flag was displayed at that
time at all would you have come to the same concil.

-

-

38,409. At Wellington's execution, do you

say the

provost-sergeant was sent round with a party in case

the prisoner should not be shot immediately? Yes
38.410. Can you explain what was the particular
reason for putting him at that distance, if you wished

him to be shot immediately 2–It was my commanding
officer's doing. I did not question the reason: i

38,386. Was he tied to a tree ?– He was tied.
38,387. When he was shot, was he untied and laid

cannot tell what was the reason; I did not reason
with my commanding officer.

down by the tree ?—I did not see him after that.
38,388. After this Saturday did you not remain

38,411. You had no judgment of your own as to
the reason —That I keep to myself.

..". time at

Monklands 2—After Colonel Hobbs had

38,412. Suppose you give it now.

left

38,413. (Commission.) You said you had none, but
38,389, Yes —I was in command after he left
obeyed orders, is not that what you say?—Yes.
about a week.
-

38,414. (Mr. Gorrie.) I do not wish your judg:
38,391. And did you try men and sentence them to explain the reason, if you have any, why the man was
put at that distance 2
death —Yes.
38,415. (Commission.) You say your reason is you
38,392. And amongst those whom you then tried
38,390. Were any Courts-martial held after he left

ment upon your superior's act, but I wish you to

—Yes.

and sentenced was there a man named Anderson, now
said to be the father of Anderson, a servant of

Colonel Hobbs at the present time 2—I think there
was a man named Anderson.

I think he was tried the

were doing as you were ordered f—I did not putim
at any distance.
38,416. (Mr. Walcott.) You did not command?—

The senior officer was present, which is tantamount to

same day as a man named Billy Kelly, at the same

commanding.

Court.

38,417. (Commission.) What time elapsed from firing
the first shot to the death of Wellington?—A few

38,393. After Colonel Hobbs left do you remember
trying a man who was said to be the father of this
first Anderson –I do not remember.

38,394. Do you know how many you did try and
execute
Did you return all you tried and executed
to the Adjutant-General's office —I returned them to

seconds.

38,418. You say that you are not able to speak as
to the time of the trial of Anderson. After seeing
your paper, do you think the father's name was
Abraham Anderson —I do not know.

38,419. Is not this your signature (document shown

the officer commanding, Colonel Hobbs.
-

38,395. How many days were you there carrying
out the trials of prisoners and their execution ?—We
had only two Courts-martial after that, one con
vened by Colonel Fyfe and the other by Captain
Annesley.
38,396. Were they there after Colonel Hobbs'
departure ?—They came there afterwards.
38,397. You say only two Courts-martial –The
trial of two separate prisoners or batches.
38,398. Were they all in one day ?–No.
38,399. Then after that you left Monklands and
returned to Newcastle?—Yes.

to witness) —Yes, that is my signature.
38,420. That may refresh your memory as to when

Abraham Anderson was tried, what day was it?—The
1st of November.

38,421. That was by order of Colonel Fyfe?—It
Was.

38,422. Do you know anything of this return to
which your name is appended (return handed to
witness)
Perhaps you will be able to give us the
number that were executed and flogged —The
number executed, I think, was 64, and flogged, about
39 or 38.

-

38,400. As you went down the Valley did you see

any instance of women being turned out of their huts
before they were fired —I do not remember any. I
remember women standing about outside the houses.
38,401. While the houses were being fired —Yes,
but whether they belonged to those houses I cannot

38,423. You can give the exact number, can you
not *-Thirty-nine flogged, and 64 executed.
38,424. Were all those who were flogged tried by
Court-martiai –Yes, they were.
38,425. As to the so called earthwork, what was

the length of it —About 18 or 20 yards.
38,426. Was it across the road —It was round the

tell.

38,402. Do you remember being called upon by a

base of the hill or mountain.

woman near Mount Lebanus to protect her when

38,427. Is that where a road or path had previously
gone –There was a path 15 or 16 yards below it
leading from the chapel and town to the main road.
38,403. (Mr. Gorrie.) What kind of a flag was it
§ºs. Had that ditch been dug across the path?
—IN

several soldiers were molesting her, and pushing her
into the bush, and ordering them off?—No.

you saw near the earthwork, was it a bit of calico or
not 2–It was a bit of calico, about two yards and a
half long, on a bamboo, about three or four, and 30

0.

38,429. So that the path was left perfectly free?
— Quite free.

38,430. Did the path go up to it?—It passed

feet long.

below it, far below it.

38,404. What colour was it?—The flag

The witness withdrew.

Lieutenant CHARLEs RowARTH sworn and examined.

Lieut.

C. Rowarth.
---

38,431. Did you march from Newcastle on the 13th
of October 2–Yes, I was ordered by Colonel Hobbs
to take command of my company, and march from
Newcastle to reinforce Captain Field. I was ordered
to report myself at Mahogany Vale to General Jack
son, a justice of the peace.

38,432. Were you ordered to assist the civil power?
-Yes, I went out with that direction.

38,433. Subsequently you learned that martial law

was proclaimed –Not until I joined Captain Field.
Mahogany Vale, on the morning of
the 14th, under the impression that there was no

I marched from

º -

-
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martial law. I joined Captain Field on the morning
of the 14th.

38,434. In the course of your march did you meet

with any opposition ?—Not the least.
38,435. Did you see any persons who appeared to
be assembled with the view of opposing your force :
—Not between Newcastle and Arntully.
38,436. Did you at any place —Yes, after our
advance from Arntully, on the morning of the 15th,
we saw those whom we supposed to be rebels.
38,437. What was it you then saw which led you

to suppose them to be rebels —Because we were
totally in a rebellious district ; the houses were
entirely deserted, and plunder was found in many of
them.

38,438. That can be supposed as a reason for sup

division, because he, being the only captain present,
he was the only person next to the commanding officer
who could.

DAY.
-

38,455. Was the charge told to the prisoners ?—
The charge was read over to the prisoners.
38,456. Were they asked for their defence, whether
they had any —They were always asked whether
they had anything to say.
38,457. Did they apply for time in order to get

which William Carr was tried.

He was convicted

and sentenced to death, the shooting or firing party
being under my command.
38,459. Did you have any communication with him
between the time of his sentence and execution ?—

No, but I heard that he confessed.

pose that they were intending to give opposition, but I

him talking to other persons.

38,460. You heard from other persons —I saw
38,461. And they made this communication to you ?

were in sufficient force to attack us.

—Yes.

38,439. Were they running away ?—They did
when the troops advanced, and that was another
reason why I supposed them to be rebels.
38,440. In what numbers were they –I should
suppose the greatest number that I saw at any one
time might have been 100 ; there might have been

38,462. Did you see the execution of Wellington :
—I was not present. I was at Monklands, but not
present at the execution.
38,463. Did you see the body subsequent to the
execution ?—I saw a body which was pointed out to

others.

38,464. Where was it —Near the river, the usual
place where executions took place.
38,465. Did you see it buried ?–I did not.
-38,466. Did you see anything done to the body ?—
Yes, a special constable—I think he was a special

It was almost impossible, the distance was too great.
38,442. You could not tell ?–No.

38,443. Were any shots fired 2–Not on the first
day.
38,444. On the next day were any shots fired —
On the next day we remained in. On the third day
shots were fired, but whether with the view of letting

8 Mar. 1866.

38,458. Did you see a person of the name of Carr
after his sentence —I was on the Court-martial by

to suppose that the persons you saw were intending
to offer opposition to your forces 2–I did not sup

38,441. Did you see whether they were armed *—

Lieut.

C. Iłowarth.

witnesses —I never knew one to do so.

posing the district to be rebellious ; but what led you

supposed that they were almost all the rebels who
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me as being that of Arthur Wellington.

constable—cut off the man's head with a cutlass.

Why he did it I cannot tell.
38,467. You did not hear what was said about it :

-

—I never heard anything said about it.
the remainder of the insurgents know that we were
38,468. What was done then, did you see ?–Not
approaching I cannot say ; the shots did not reach us. the last. The head was taken up, and I never saw
38,445. Were they shots fired, not by any part of body or head afterwards,
the troops—were there any shots fired which were not
38,469. You did not hear that any directions had
been given to him, or what could have taken place
fired by of the troops?—There were at Coley.
38,446. But whether they were as signals or fired before that to lead him to do that ?–No, I heard no
at the troops you could not say *—I cannot say.
remark made, and left almost immediately.
38,470. When you went up to Stony Gut did you
38,447. Did you see flags on the hills —I did, and
meet with a man who had been wounded ?—I did.
in the Valley as well.
38,448. Could you see what was the object of these He was sitting on a doorstep with a bandage round
flags at all — We supposed them to be posted up with his neck, in the midst of his family. He pointed to
the wound. I looked at it ; it appeared to be a recent
the idea of giving the rebels notice of our advance.
38,449. Did you see them removed in any way, or wound, and I called up the surgeon. He said he had

anything done with them that would lead you to

been wounded by Paul Bogle five days before, because

suppose they were signals —The only one I saw he would not join Paul Bogle's people. The ex
pression he made use of was that “Paul Bogle
removed was by Captain Field.
38,450. Was that were there had been a ditch dug

“ had a new gun, and was going about to shoot the

—I cannot say whether there was a ditch ; I did not “ people who would not join him.”
notice a ditch.

38,471. Was he taxed with having been at Morant

38,451. Did you burn any houses as you went Bay ?–He was.
38.472. (J/r. Gorrie.) What became of the man
along —All those pointed out by magistrates as be
—The wounded man *
longing to rebels, not those that were inhabited.
38,473. Yes —He was allowed to remain, being
32,452. Did you sit upon different Courts-martial :
-On several.
surrounded by his family, and being wounded I under
-

38,453. Was the evidence sworn before you ?—

Always.

-

-

took to leave him alone.

38,474. (Mr. Payne.) Was Colonel Hobbs present

38,454. And Captain Field presided at all of them, when the head was cut off?—I think he was, but I
did he not 2–On all that took place in the central

would not say.

-

The witness withdrew.

Lieutenant Rob ERT GRAEME sworn and examined.
38,475. You sat on Courts-martial at Monklands 2
t—I did.
38,476. In all cases were witnesses examined before

you?—They were.
38,477. Were they sworn ?--They were sworn.

38,478. And you acted on the testimony given in

Lieut.
R Graemic

your presence —On the testimony given at the Courts
martial ; the witnesses were sworn.

38,479. (Mr. Walcott.) A body of men were said
to have been tried and executed by an open ditch on
the 9th or 13th ; do you know anything about it 2–
No, I only shot four at one time; the only time I did.

-

The witness withdrew.
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Ensign MAssey HENRY TAYLOR sworn and examined.
38,519. You mean to say they might have been shot,
Lieutenant Rowarth on the 13th of October, at 4 and
any you
shot.forgotten it —No, I do not remember seein.
o'clock in the morning 2–No, at 4 in the afternoon.
38,520. Then you can say you saw nobody shot —
38,481. What time did you get to Arntully —I do
not remember.
I saw nobody shot.
38,521. Were men shot in your passage back from
38,482. Did you join Captain Field there 2–Yes.
38,483. Was that on the next day ?–That was on Spring to Monklands 2—No.
38,522. Did you see two constables at Mount
the next day.
Lebanus of the name of Lee —I do not remember
38,484. After leaving Newcastle?—Yes.
38,485. The day after that you advanced to Monk them.
38,523. Were you ever at Leith Hall 2–Never.
lands 2—Yes.
38,524. Were any of the 6th there 2–I do not
38,486. On Sunday did you go to Ross Island from
38,480. You left the barracks at Newcastle with

I)AY.

o

Ensign
M. H. Taylor.
8 Mar. 1866.

-

Monklands 2—Yes.

remember.

38,487. On that day did you also join the expedition
which went to Mount Lebanus –Not that day.
38,488. What day was it 2–I believe it was
Monday.
38,489. Are you correct in that ?—I am not sure.
38,490. Did you go to Somerset as well; did you go

a single woman.
38,526. Did any woman appeal to you for protec.
tion from soldiers, who were pushing her down the
Valley —Never.
A woman having a child in her arms ?—

38,525. Did you see any women flogged 2–No, not

sº.
$º. (Mr.
O.

to Alvaranga's chapel ?—I do not know.

38,491. Was there a chapel at Somerset which you

Gorrie.) Were you at Morant Bay?

went to ?—No.

- Les.

38,492. After you had been down to Mount Lebanus
did you return to Monklands 2—Yes.
38,493. On the following day were you a member

38,529. Were you present on one occasion when a
number of people were flogged ?–I was.
38,530. Who were present with you ?—Lieutenant
Adcock and Lieutenant Brand.
38,531. How many people were flogged on that
occasion ; was it on a Saturday ?—I do not remember
the day, and I am not sure how many were flogged,

of the Court-martial that tried a man named William

Carr; do you remember the circumstances which
attended the inquiry into his case ?—No.
38,494. Not at all ?—No.

38,495. Do you know whether you sat in more than
one inquiry —I do not remember.
38,496. Do you know whether you signed the
papers in respect to that inquiry 2–I signed one

38,532. Was it at the termination of martial law
—Before that.

38,533. Can you give us an idea of the number who
were flogged 2–I cannot tell.
38,534. Was it 20 or 50 7–I have not the slightest

paper.

38,497. Only one —I believe so.
38,498. Was that a paper which related to a Court
martial 2–Yes.

-

38,499. Were you present during that week when
Arthur Wellington was shot ?—I was in the house.
38,500. Did you see him executed ?–I saw him

idea.

38,535. Was it one 2–More than one.

-

38,536. I suppose you did not flog people every
night there 2–No, I do not think we did.
38,537. Try to recall your mind to these occur.

rences at Morant Bay?—I have not the slightest
idea.

tied against a tree.

38,501. Did you see him shot ?—I did not see the

38,538. Were there five flogged —I cannot tell.
38,539. Was it less than that ?—I cannot tell you

soldiers.

38,502. Did you see him 2–Yes.
38,503. When he was shot ?—Yes.
38,504. Can you say whether the effect of the firing
was instantaneous or not ?—I cannot say.
38,505. Were you watching him after the firing was
over ?—I was watching him when the firing was going

whether 200 or 100 were flogged.

On.

cannot remember.

38,506. Did you see him after it was over ?–Oh

38,540. What is the particular reason you cannot
discern between 200 and 100%—I cannot tell; it is a

long time ago.
38,541. But these were rather particular circum:

stances, were they not –They may have been, but I
-

38,542. Did you take any notes?—No, I did not
take a single note.

110.

38,507. You cannot say what effect took place —
Oh, no.

38,543. How do you recollect Lieutenant Adcock
and Lieutenant Brand being there, if you cannot *

-

38,508. Did you see him after he was removed from

member between 200 and 100, how many were

flogged 7–It is easier to remember that.

the tree ?—No.

38,509. You saw nothing more of him —I saw
nothing more of him.

38,544. Is it not peculiar that you can recollect one
thing about the circumstance, and not recollect sºn"

38,510. Did you go to Garbrand Hall?—Yes.
38,511. Was it at the time we are speaking of ?—I

thing more; try if you can go a little further than
that, were there 50 flogged —I cannot tell. ...
cannot say.
38,545. Who flogged them?–Some of our sºldiers.
38,512. Were any people shot at Garbrand Hall
38,546. Some of the Sixth 2–Yes.
while you were there —No, not while I was there. I
38,547. Were they taken out on to the Parale and
am not quite certain. I saw nobody shot there.
38,513. How long did you remain there ; you did
not make any stay ?—We made about five minutes

flogged immediately after sentence –There was nº
parade.

38,548. I do not mean a regimental Parade: Imran
Stay,

§3.4. Was anybody

shot, whether by execution
or otherwise, at that place —No.

38,515. From there where did you go to, to Spring :
—To Spring.

38,516. And then returned to Monklands by the
Valley — By Coley.
38.517. On that occasion, as you returned by Coley
to Monklands, were any men shot —I cannot
-

-

remember.

38,518. You have no recollection whatever of your
return ?—I have recollection of our return, but I do

not remember anything of the sort.

a place called the Parade at Morant Bay?—This W*

3.

at Morant Bay.

º

38,549. Where did you flog them?—At two pºsts,
each side
prison.posts filled and
of theoften
on 38,550.
door were
of thethese
How
cannot tell.
emptied ?–I
38,551. More than twice –It is impossibleto tell.

38,552. How many soldiers were engaged in flog
ging —About four soldiers, who took it in turns,

38,553 How many turns did they take —I dºn"
remember.

38,554. It is curious your memory just fails at that

*
\
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particular point; you

recollect all the other circum

38,582. You say you took evidence?—Yes, every

38,555. Had they three turns each –I cannot tell

prisoner tried had evidence brought against him.
38,583. You did not make him turn round and show

stances —Yes, I do.

his back, and say, “You have a good back to receive

Ou.

it f"—No.

38,556. Did each soldier ſlog one *—Yes.

1)AY.

Ensign

M. H. Taylor.

38,584. “After that was done, he told me to kneel

38,557. And there were two posts —Yes.

38,558. You had more than a dozen at all events :

8 Mar. 1866.

before him.” Was that done *—No.

38,585. Did you tell him to kneel before you?–

—I cannot recollect.

38,559. Try to recollect —My memory fails me.
38,560. Where did you come from when you came

to the prison —I came from the Head-quarters
House, where General Nelson was.

38,561. That was up a little bit from the Parade 2
—No, about a mile and a half away.
38,562. What do you call the Parade ; before the
Court-house —This was not before the Court-house
at all.
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38,563. This house was in the higher part of the
the town 3–The Head-quarters House was.
38,564. Was there any list of those to be flogged ;

did you get any list from General Nelson —No, no
list, we had evidence.

38,565. Had you the evidence written ?—No, they
were witnesses at the prison.
38,566. You went down to the prison, and you
heard witnesses 2–Yes.

38,567. Was any other person there but you and

No, I did not.

38,586. Did any individual officer —Not that I
am aware of.

38,587. You were present 2–I wrote passes

in the

room at the side; there is a sort of ante-room.

38,588. He says, “I did kneel before him. He
n
“ said, “Say “God bless the Queen,” say D
,
and
‘Rise
so.
He
said,
I
said
and
man,’
black
“ every
“ take up your clothes and go away, and after this I
“hope you will never interfere with politics.” Did
you say that to him —Never.

38,589. (Commission.) Did anything of that sort
occur that day ?–No.
38,590. (Mr. If alcott.) Did you witness many
executions at Morant Bay ?—I did.

38,591. Did you at any time see the feet of any
man executed touching the ground —I did not.
38,592. Can you state how far off the feet of those
you witnessed executed were from the ground 3–

Lieutenant Brand 2–Lieutenant Adcock.

Three feet.

38,568. You heard witnesses in the prison, and
decided upon the cases yourselves —Yes.
38,569. Had you any instructions from anybody to
do so *—I forget.
38,570. These were rather unusual services 2–We
had authority, I suppose, from General Nelson.
38,571. You suppose 2–I was not the senior man

body of men that were executed at the side of a ditch
or trench,--a ditch for their burial—a body of nine
or 11 men at Monklands 2—I don't remember any
thing of the kind.

there.

38,572. Quite so; but you would know under what
. instructions you were acting. Did you go and sit as
a Court-martial 2–We were up in the porch, and had
prisoners brought out, and heard witnesses against
them. I wrote “passes” for them.
38,573. Do you recollect the highest number of

lashes inflicted upon the people you tried there —
About 25 to 50 ; that was a strong case.

38,574. Were there many received 25 lashes only 2
—I don't remember.

38,575. Were there any with 25 —Of course there
Were.

38,576. Were there as many as half-a-dozen with
25 —I cannot say.
38,577. How many were there with 50 *—I cannot
tell you.
38,578. (By Mr. Jalcott.) Would this be true, “On

“Saturday the 4th, I was summoned by the boat
“swain before Ensign Taylor and another officer.”
This is Alexander Phillips, on the 21st day's proceed
ings, “I was ordered to receive 100 lashes. They
told me to take off my clothes to receive 100 lashes.”
Did you do so —No; it is false from beginning to end.
38,579. Did either you or any individual officer,

Lieutenant Brand, or anyone, do so in your presence

-

38,593. Were you present at the execution of a

-

38,594. Do you remember the rope to which a
number of prisoners who were executed were tied
being cut by one of the balls and a man running
away ?–No.
38,595. Do you remember a body of nine men

being executed as you were going to Monklands –
No.

38,596. In front of a ditch 2–No.

38,597. (By the Commission.) Do you remember
one man getting away ?—I do not remember that.
38,598. (By Mr. Walcott.) Do you remember at
any time a prisoner being executed and a man knock
ing him in the back with a pickaxe f–No.
38,599. Did you go to Font Hill with your detach
ment?—I did.

38,600. Do you remember a lame man being shot
as he was coming out of his house —No.
38,601. Do you know whether any of your soldiers
fired at anyone without orders from the officer in
-

command 2–No.

38,602. Was any such evidence brought before the
officers ?–No.

38,603. And all those persons executed at Monk
lands, are you aware, were tried before execution ?—
Oh, yes.
38,604. Then it would not be true that one Bignall
was shot at Monklands without trial 2–It could not
be true.

-No, we were all together.

38,580. He did not do so in your hearing —No.
(Passage from 21st day's proceedings read): “Was
“any charge read against you ?–No. Did
“ you receive 100 lashes —Yes; I complained
“ in a submissive letter, and he told me to let

38,605. (Commission.) Do you recollect General
Jackson riding away ? You went with him to Monk

lands —By himself—an expedition by himself?
38,606. Yes 2–I never went with him.

38,607. (Mr. Walcott.) When you were at Font

“ him see my back, and he said, ‘You have a

Hill was it on a Sunday ?—No, I do not remember.

“good back to receive it.’”

38,608. Do you remember any woman at Font Hill
being taken out of a house, stripped half naked, and

38,581. Now did that take place before you ?—I

tied up and flogged 7–No, I was not there.

never heard it.

The witness withdrew.

$º. You are a sergeant

Colour-Sergeant SIMs sworn and examined.
of the 6th Regiment 2
38,612. Did you witness the execution of him f—I

- les.

38,610. Do you remember being at a place called

Monklands on a day when a man was executed, being
Placed on the opposite side of the gully —I do.
$8,611. You don't remember what day that was 2–
do not.

did.

38,613. What time of the day was it when you saw
that done 2–I cannot swear to the hour.

38,614. Was it about mid-day or morning f—I
cannot call to memory.

38,615. You saw it *—I saw it.
5 H

Col.-Serg.
Sims.
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DAY,

Col.-Serg.
Sims,
8 Mar. 1866.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE

38,616. Who gave the command for the men to
fire –The senior officer in command, Captain Field.
38,617. Were you called to go to him —I was not
by him.
38,618. Did anyone call you to go 2–I went out
with a party.
38,619. You were ordered to go into the barbecue 2
—Yes, and when they got into the barbecue I formed
them up.
38,620. That was a firing party —Yes.
38,621. How many had you there —Between 12
and 16.

38,622. The man they were to shoot, how far was
he off?—He was under 400 yards.
38,623. Did you hear the order given to the men
after you had drawn them up to fire —Yes.

done on the opposite side of the hill 2–I did not.
went away and saw no more.

38,635. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Who was the officer that
gave the order to fire *—Captain Field was in co.
mand of the party.

38,636. And was it the usual order, “ Party will
fire a volley so many yards—Ready ?”—Yes.
38,637. Was it 400 yards 2—I know it was 400
yards; we knelt to it.
38,638. What was the distance you knelt to?—

Over 300 yards.
38,639. Is not 400 yards first kneeling distance?—
No, it is 350 yards.
38,640. Remember that this was in October?—It

was. I beg
distance.

38,626, Were the party in single file –They
Were,

38,627. Now, you saw the firing carried out?—There was a volley fired. Two or three rifles missed
fire and went off a few seconds after the remainder.

38,628. Did any of those that missed fire on the

first occasion afterwards fire?—They did ; they fired
a second or two after.

pardon ; 400 yards was the first kneeling
t

38,641. So it must have been 400 yards?—It was

38,624. What was it —The order to present.

38,625. Was any command given with respect to
sighting distance 2—I cannot be certain as to the
number of yards.

not 400 yards, and this is why I know—we were sur.
38,642. You would not have knelt if it had not been

a proper distance —We got the order to kneel.
38,643. When you get a number of yards above a
certain number don’t you kneel down without orders ?
—We do if we are at rifle practice, but if we are
firing a volley we get the word to kneel before we do
kneel. At target we kneel as a matter of course at
400 yards, and would not require a further order.
38,644. (Mr. Walcott.) On this occasion you got
the order to kneel ?—Yes.

the man fell forward.

order to kneel because it was less than the usual dis
tance 2–Yes.

at him —I did not.

38,632. When did you ever fire –I did not dis
charge a second shot.
38,633. You fired once —I fired in the volley when
the body of men fired.
38,634. Did you see after you had fired what was

º

prised at having to kneel at such a number of yards.

38,629. Did you see what effect took place on the
man on the opposite hill ?–After the volley was fired
38,630. After the volley had been fired, as you de
scribe it, did anybody fire again —They did not.
38,631. Did you ever receive an order to take aim

I

-

38,645. (Commission.) You were surprised at the
38,646. Did anybody load his rifle after the first
fire – I never saw anybody do so.
38,647. Did anybody fire a rifle loaded a second
-

time 2—No, not that I am aware of.

38,648. Must you have known it if they had done
so –Yes.

38,649. How many were there of you?—From 12
to 16.

The witness withdrew.

W. W.
Anderson."

WILLIAM WEMYss ANDERSON sworn and examined.

38,650. (Mr. Gorrie.) You are a solicitor and clerk
to the peace for Portland 7–Yes.
38,651. And you reside at Port Antonio —Yes.
38,652. You have practised as a solicitor for a long

an interest in him, because, in the position Mr. Gordon
then was, I felt it necessary to show some reason why
I should feel such particular interest in him.

period in Jamaica —For about 33 years.

men would do. I did not see Captain De Horsey, and
a gentleman told me Colonel Hunt was the only person
I could make an application to. Colonel Hunt Włº

38,653. And are you well known as a solicitor to
all Jamaica men of any position ?–I think I am ; I
practise also still.

38,654. Were you in Kingston on the 12th of Oc

38,660. Did you apply to Colonel Hunt –Iapplied
to Colonel Hunt ; I was told none of the navy gentle:

sent for. I was acquainted with him previously ºn
I explained to him the grounds on which I thought I

might give Mr. Gordon some advice that migh!”

tober last —Yes.

38,655. Did you see Mr. Gordon at that time, in

useful to him. These grounds I need not repeat just

I explained to him the grounds on which hº
your office —I think he came in on that day. That now.
a
lawyer
was the day when the news came from Morant Bay.
38,661. Did Colonel Hunt know you to be a sºlº
38,656. The day when the news of the massacre
citor –Colonel Hunt has known me a very lºng
arrived ?–Yes.

-

.

-

-

time. He knows me perfectly, having on one occas"

38,657. You asked for a passage on board the met me at the King's House.
“Wolverene” to go from Kingston to Port Antonio 2
38,662. What was the result of your interview with
—I did, and I saw Mr. Gordon on board.
him 2–He said, “Well, Mr. Anderson, these, *
38,658. Did you make efforts to get access to him “ questions I cannot determine at all.” He said, “I
to act as his adviser —Yes, I expressed a desire to
confer with him. I had done business with him in

““
previous years, and I had been intimately acquainted “
with him for 25 years.
“
38,659. Will you explain what efforts you made —

As far as I recollect, when in conversation with the
officers in the ward-room, I think they term it, I told

am
no lawyer
bºuri;
of what
you say,andandcannot
I haveunderstand
no power tothedeal
with
the question at all; but Brigadier-General Nº"
is the person you ought to apply to, and he is "

“ Port Antonio.

-

; :
it
ºt
-

º
-

38,663. Was the Governor then on board tº
“Wolverine **-He was.

them what my acquaintance with him was, and the
deep interest I had in his fate, and asked whether I
38,664, Did Captain Hunt not offer to lay your
might speak to him; and they said they did not think request before his Excellency?—No, he told "
I could speak to a prisoner. It was the subject of Brigadier-General Nelson was the party to apply".
conversation for some hours with me and the officers

38,665. Did you apply to him —Next morning:

as gentlemen conversing together, and I went into after we arrived, laté at night, I penned a letter "
detail, which I need not go into now, about the long Mr. Gordon, and enclosed it open to General Nelsºn.”
intimacy I had had with him, explaining why I felt I was as anxious for its delivery. I took the lºt"

*

*
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“Titchfield, October 1865.

in my own hand and went to General Nelson's
“ MY DEAR Gordon,

quarters, and I them learned that he had just gone on
board the “Wolverine.”
letter off
off to
him 2–I go t
38,666.. Di
Did you send the
the letter
to him
a messenger in the yard, and gave the man most

“ you
on board
theGeneral
“Wolverene,”
I have
“
the favour
of the
to forward
this. requested
I know

strict injunctions to get that icter on board the

ºthing of the charges against you, but, as an old

º

vessel
-

?—

-

-

38.667. Have you got the letter?—I retained, a
draft of the letter, because I was impressed with the
-

-

- -

importance
of my communication, and I took a draft
for preservation

or pres
38,658.

º:
will
you

show the draft to the Com-

mlSSIOInel's

(Copy of letter to General Nelson with
enclosure to Mr. G. W. Gordon put in.)
“Titchfield, October 1865.

“Brigadier-General Nelson.
“SIR,

“MR. Gorpox, now a prisoner in the ‘Wol
“verine,” is an old friend and client of mine. May I

“ beg therefore of you permission to forward to him
“ the enclosed letter, which I have left open.
“I have the honour to be,

“ &c., &c., &c.,
“ (Signed)

W. W. EMYSS ANDERSON.”

DAY.

“HAving been prohibited communication with
&

: ... • *

-

-

*

IV. W.
Anderson.

v

“friend and professional adviser, I cannot refrain
“ from tendering you my advice, assuming that what
. ever your errors may have been, they were
“ committed before the proclamation of martial law.
, I advise
advi
to plead
you to plead—
-

--> *-* -
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-

-

-
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-

-

“Ist. That on that account, you are amenable
“ only to the ordinary civil and criminal courts
“ of the country, and,
“2nd. That only is crime which is prompted by
“ criminal intention, and that you, having no
“ such intention, are not criminally liable for
“ the consequences, however disastrous these
“ unhappily may have been.
“I need not add a word to assure you of my
“deepest sympathy, but on such a topic it would be
“ out of place now to enlarge.
“Yours very truly,
“ (Signed)
W. WEMYss ANDERSON.”
“Geo. W. Gordon, Esq.,
“Prisoner on H.M.S. ‘Wolverine.’”

The witness withdrew.

Brigadier-General NELsoN recalled.
I produce some notes written by myself which . 38,669. What did you do with the letter addressed
embody my recollection of the substance of the letter. to Mr. Gordon —I either tore it up at once, or gave
I should say the copy is much more near. I have it to my aid-de-camp to tear it up. It was not given
written the substance simply.
to Mr. Gordon. I read it before it was destroyed.

Brig.-Gen.

-

*

Nelson.

The witness withdrew.
W. W.
Anderson.

WILLIAM WEMYss ANDERSON recalled and further examined.

38,670. (Mr. Gorrie.) Where was Mr. Gordon
confined 2–He was not confined.

He was on deck,

with a sailor with a drawn sword near him ; and he

was sitting on some kind of seat.

company whose funds are nearly exhausted 2–I
believe they are, but they will be all paid.
38,679. (Mr. Gorrie.) I should like to ask a question,
Whether the people are loyal or not in your neighbour

38,671. How did he occupy himself?—Partly in

hood —I don't believe the Queen has any subjects

writing and partly in reading.
38,672. Did you speak to him at all ?—I think I
only said these words to him, “They won't allow me
to speak with you, Gordon.” Those are the only
words I had with him. I was received as a favour as
a passenger on board, and I was most rigid in obeying
the regulations. I said nothing, but I sat down and

in her whole empire more loyal than the negroes in
the parish where I reside.
38,680. (Commission.) Are they disposed to be
obedient to the law, and not to oppose the law by force 2
—I think so. I speak of my own parish.
38,681. Which parish –Portland, which includes
Port Antonio. There were two or three characters
there that we all thought badly of, but the people in

looked at him, for I felt very deeply.
38,673. (Commission.) Have you anything you can

general evinced not the slightest evil disposition that

state to us about the wages question ?—I know in our

I know of.

immediate neighbourhood I have been applied to
during the last few months by the people from

38,682. But you don't mean that there were only
two or three who joined in the disturbances on
Saturday or Monday —I don't know any Portland
person who joined in them.

One estate,

38,674. How many years have you been in Jamaica?
–33 years.

38,683. Does your parish include Manchioneal 2–

38,675. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were you applied to by people
who had not received their wages?—Yes. I know they
have not. I have sued some persons.
38,676. Is that a common practice in Jamaica, or

in the neighbourhood of Port Antonio, which was a
disturbed district 2–There is only one estate there,
but it is a cotton estate, that is the only estate ; but
about three years ago there was a case I think of mine,
and others are pending.
38,677. (Commission.) Was it as a cotton estate that
you knew this place —Yes.
38,678. You are aware that there is a cotton

No, it is 10 miles to the commencement of Manchioneal.
38,684. (By Mr. Gorrie.) That is in Saint Thomas in
the East 2–Yes.

38,685. (Mr. JValcott.) You sent a requisition
for troops, did you not?—I called on General O'Connor;
I was in Kingston when the intelligence came, and, as
I felt great interest in the parish, I called on General
O'Connor and explained to him its great importance.
It was important, for 150 of our ladies and gentlemen

went on board a vessel in the harbour, the terror was
very great.

38,686. (By the Commission.) They are quiet there

now, are they not?—They have always been quiet there.
The witness withdrew.

BEtsy LUCAs (black) sworn and examined.
38,687. You were born in Africa 2–Yes.
38,691. Were you living in a place called Duckin

$8,688. How long have you been in Jamaica —I
Was in Spanish Land first.
38,689. You came from Cuba 2–Yes.

88,690. You have been here a long time 2–No;
19ng enough in Jamaica.

B. Lucas.

field, in St. Thomas in the East, in October –Yes.
38,692. Do you remember the time in that month
when war was going on ?—Me don't remember.

38,693. Do you remember at any time some black
soldiers coming to your house 7–Yes.
5 H 2
1
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38,694. When was that ? Were you at home when
the soldiers came —There were three soldiers, one
black man, and the others were constables,
38,695. How many were there 2–Four.
38,696. What were they –Three soldiers and one

38,719, Was it a soldier Maroon or a Constable
Maroon 7–A constable Maroon came and took Ine to
Bath about candlelight, after dark.
38,720. After they gave you a flogging did vour
º
back 2–They let me go; I 3. to

constable.

house.

38,697. Are you sure of that ?—Yes.
38,698. Now, what did they do —They came and
called my husband out; they said, “Come here !
Come here!” and then they shot him.
38,699. Which of the men shot him 2–Me don’t

know, he was black.
38,700. Were they all black?—Yes, three of them
-

-

*::::::

38,721. When you went to Bath did you go before
any of the magistrates, or anybody ?--There were
none there, they were at the war.

38,722. Who tell them to fum-ſum you?—Old
Rirkland.

It was old Kirkland ordered them to flog
38,723.
was it?—Yes.
you,
c

38,724. Did they tell you why they fun-fun you?

black.

—Because I do nothing.

38,701. All black 2–Yes.

38,702. Soldiers as well as constables?—Yes,soldiers,

38,725. He tell you that ?–No, he tell me I ought

black.

to be shot, but instead of shooting me I should be

38,703. When your husband went out they shot
him —Yes, in the same yard.
38,704. Did they say he had done anything before
they did that ; did they tell him anything 2—I was not
able to stand, I ran away ; I did not see anything.
38,705. Did they fire the house ?—Yes; as I ran
away with my two piccaninnies they fired the house.
I had two piccaninnies, and took them away.

flogged.

38,706. Where to ?—We ran into the bush.

38,707. What were they, small piccaninnies or big?
—Yes.

38,708. How old were they –A little old ; one 10
years, and the other a little girl four years old.
38,709. How long did you stop in the bush —From
the morning till the afternoon.
38,710. Did you see your husband after that ?—Yes,
me go into the yard.
-

38,711. Was he there ?–Yes.
38,712. That was where he had been shot; he was
dead 2–Yes.

38,713. (Mr. Walcott.) Was anything done to you
and your piccaninnies —They took every bit I had,
burnt my house, burnt my title, took away my land,
and told me the Queen had taken my land from me,
and I should have fum-fum if I came back.
38,714. Who did that —Isaac Conway.
38,715. Were you ever taken away from there after
wards 2—Yes.

38,716. Who took you away ?—The constables. I
went to Bath ; they got me on Sunday ; on Sunday

$26. Did he tell you why you got this fum:fum?
-NO.

38,727. Did he not say you had thief goods in your
house?—No.

38,728. No pork or beef ?—No.
38,729. Salt pork —No.
38,730. Somebody come and bring it to you?—No,
I no see nothing.
38,731. Did Kirkland tell you they find something
in your house —No, me no do nothing.
38,732. Did not old Kirkland say you have some.
thing in your house, and they fum-fun you?—No;
10 of us get flogged on the same day.
38,733. Did the fum-ſum hurt you ?–Me cannot
turn.

38,734. Is it bad now 2–Only so so now ; two
months I suffer from the fum-fum.
38,735. Do you know how many lash them give
you ?—They were four lashed.
38,736. How many fum:fum they give you, did you
count them —Me no count them, me cry; me could
not count them, they burn me.
-

yº. Did

you bury your husband yourself?—

CS.

38,738. Did you dig the hole 2–Yes.

38,739. Did you get somebody to help you?–Yes.
38,740. Did they bury him the same day the soldiers
shot him 2–Yes.

38,741. In the same yard –In the same yard,

night I slept in Bath ; on Tuesday they gave me fum

38,742. Who helped you, do you know him name?

fum in Bath.
38,717. How much were you ſlogged ?—I don't

—James Henry, an African, and another man named
Clarence, and another one, the names I forget; ther.
were three. (The witness's back being eramined
was found to bear the marks of a severe flogging.)

reckon them.

38,718. Do you know the man's name that took you
to Bath –A Maroon, me don't know his name.

The witness withdrew.

IIILARY Dick (a black) sworn and examined.

H. Dick.

38,749. Do you remember when you left, what day
38,743. Where do you come from?—From Kingston.
of the month it was 2–The 14th of November, .
38,744. Do you live at Kingston —Yes.
Y 38,750. Was that after the end of martial-law?—
38,745. What are you ?—A shoemaker ; and I am ſes.
attached to the Kingston Engineer Volunteers.
38,751. Were you in prison up to that time –Yes;
38,746. Have you been in prison —I was arrested I was kept in custody the whole time. I was discharged
on the 19th of October, taken to the barracks, and from

on the morning of the 14th of November.
38,752. Was anything done to you before you were
man named McLean, from the 19th to the evening of discharged 2–No, I was only kept in prison.
-

there to the camp ; my hands were tied to another

the 21st; from there I was taken to Ordnance Wharf,
where my hands were tied to the back of me ; from
there I was taken on board the “Aboukir,” I remained
there in irons from the 21st till noon of the 24th.
33,747. What became of you on the 24th –I was

, taken out of irons by order of the officer. I was kept
on board the “Aboukir" for 12 days; on the

evening of the 1st of November I was ordered to go
along with the rest who were to go to Her Majesty's

ship “Cordelia.” We made preparations, and then

38,753. Had you been a Volunteer —Yes, belong
ing to the Kingston Volunteers.
38,754. Were you a Volunteer when you were
arrested 2–Yes.

-

38,755. What were you arrested for?-Nothing;
there was no warrant against me.

38,756. Who was arrested with you?—Thomas
McLean.

38,757. Where is he 7–He is now dead.

38,758. Was anything done to you besides?—I was

we'received orders to remain on board the “Aboukir,”

only put in irons on board the “Aboukir.”

till the next morning. Next morning we went on

38,759. And you were sent home again?—I was
discharged, and on my way home Mr. Ramsay me!

board the “Cordelia,” and went to Morant Bay.

38,748. How long were you in Morant Bay ?—
Twelve days.

me in the road—

38,760. He did something to you?–Yes.

º
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38,761. And you have brought an action about

38,766. Was he a sham volunteer —No, I don't
know it.

that ?–Yes.

38,762. Has it been tried yet 7–Not yet.
38,763. Is that all you have got to say ?–Yes.
38,764. (Mr. Walcott.) You were a sham volunteer
before you went into the Engineers, were you not ?—
No, I never joined any sham volunteers at all.
38,765. Was McLean with you in the ranks when

THIRTY
SEVENTH
DAY.

38,767. (Commission.) Did you go out when the

Kingston Volunteers were called out 2–Yes, I was
under orders the day I was arrested.
38,768. They must have given some reason
arresting you ?—No reason whatever.

for

II. Dick.
8 Mar, 1866.

38,769. Not when they took you out of the ranks 3
—No, they just took me as a prisoner.

you were arrested 2–No.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned till 10 o'clock to-morrow.

TEIIRTY-EIGHTEI DAY.

Friday, 9th March 1866.
THIRTYEIGHTII
DAY.

PRESENT :

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.

John Blossºtt MAULE, Esq.
|
Russell. GURNEY, Esq.
eneral
Brigadier-G
NELSON recalled and further examined.

-

Brigadier-Gen.
Aelson,

-

(Witness.) I arrived at Morant Bay on the evening

to break in the door. I found that the lock was

the arms were kept *—No, not for some time after
wards, for I was not aware that there was a magazine
—that is, a magazine containing any arms.
38,771. When did you examine it — I will read

useless, and I had to send for an armourer, and lie
broke open the door by cutting the hinges. This is
my report to the military secretary. (Jºrport read.)
38,773. What are halberts —What the sergeants
used to have in former days.
38,774. All we want to know is, what was the

the letter which I wrote.

number of stands of arms ?–520.

of the 13th of October.

38,770. Did you then examine the magazine where

38,772. First say what you did 2–I must have
examined it about the 10th of November.

When I

examined it I found that an attempt had been made

38,775. Of those 200 were useless 2–Yes,

9 Mar. 1866.

ull

serviceable.

38,776. Was there any amunition ?–Not any.

The witness withdrew.

Joseph McIR (black) sworn and examined.
38,796. What was done in the chapel ?—They said
38,777. Do you live at Morant Bay ?–Yes.
prayers and sang a verse.
38,778. What are you ?–A grave digger.
38,779. Do you remember the outbreak at Morant
Bay on the 11th of October 2–Yes.

38,780. Where were you that afternoon —I was

38,797. Who was there, who prayed 2–I’aul Bogle.
38,798. Did you hear him, or do you remember at
all what the prayer was 3–IIe said, “Thank God,
“ that he went to do his work and God succeeded him

in the prison.

38,781. Were you taken out of the prison in course

“ in his work.”

38,799. Did any of you take any oath there 2–Yes,

of the night – Yes.

38,782. Where were you taken to ? – To Paul

Bogle's house at Stony Gut.
38,783. What time was that ?—They took us out
of the prison about 9 o'clock at night.

38,784. Were you taken up at once into Stony
Gut 2–Yes.
38,785. Had you gone to bed when the prison was

broken into ?—No, we had not gone to bed.
38,786. Who did you sce; were there any persons
You knew who took you up to Stony Gut —Paul
Bogle himself.

38,787. He went up with you ?–Yes, not alone,

but several more, and they took lots of prisoners.
38,788. Where did you go to at Stony Gut when
you got there; was anything said to you ?–Yes, they
said that many of us were to have joined his class and
we never joined it.

38,789. But you would not?—Yes, I would never go.

38,790. Had he ever asked you before ?–No.
88,791. Where did you go to at Stony Gut 2–To

he gave the whole of us an oath.
38,800. Was there a Bible —Yos.
38,801. What was it you were sworn to ?—He said
he put us upon our oath that if we were to go away
from him he would know what to do with us; he
would take off our heads, some of us.

38,802.
he wanted
38,803.
morning I
38,804.

But what was it you had to swear —When
us to join we must go and join him.
How long did you stop there *—The same
came away.
Where did you go to ?—I went back to
-

11s0n.

-

38,805. Did you deliver yourself up 2–Yes, I did.
38,806. What were you in prison for *-I and an
old man got into a little quarrel about some plantains.
38,807. Was it for stealing any plantains —I did
not steal, but some one person gave it to me, and he
took it from me and said it was his property.

38,808. How long had you been in prison —Three
months.

38,809. How long were you to have remained

his house.
there 2–One week.

$8,792. Did you go anywhere else but to his house?
-No, only to the chapel.

$93.

That is the chapel that goes by his name *

- LeS.

Moses, the two of them.

*795. Were there many others there?– Yes,
plenty.

38,811. (By Mr. Payne.) What were the words of
the oath you took 2–He said he gave the oath and
we must take it.

*$794. Who went into the chapel with you ?–
Paul Bogle and his brother

38,810. One week more ?—Yes.

-

38,812. What was the oath ; what were the words?
—He didn't tell us anything, but we must take the

oath if at any time he wanted us and we went away,
if he found us he would know what to do with us.
5 H 3
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38,813. What did he ask you to swear to ?—He answers to the Court.)—(Witness.)—He called to finish
gave the oath to go and join him and kill the white the white people on the Bay, that's what he said.
38,829. What did he say that he made you kiss the
people, that is what he gave the oath for.
book for ; what did you kiss the book to do —He
38,814. Did you kiss the Bible 2–Yes.
38,815. What were the words put to you when you didn't tell me, only some he wanted to join a long
time, and we would not go, and now he had us in his
kissed the book 2–I don't remember anything else.
38,816. (By the Commission.) Just repeat the words possession.
38,830. What did he say you were to do before
he used when he told you to kiss the book —He only
said that after he said prayers he said he would not you kissed the book ; what did you kiss the book for ;
say anything else to us, but we must take the oath, —He was going to give us an oath that when he was
and if we happened to go away when he wanted us he ready for us he could find us.
would know what to do with us; he would take off
38,831. When he was ready for you he would be
some of our heads.
able to find you. Did you promise you would join
38,817. Was the oath to tell the truth, the whole him —No. . .
truth, and nothing but the truth?—That is what he said.
38,832. You did not consider that the kissing of
38,818. What was it he said 2–He gave the book the book obliged you to follow him —No.
and said nothing but “Say the truth and kiss the
38,833. Did he tell you where to go to whenever
book.” He gave us no other.
he wanted you ?—Yes.
38,819. (By Mr. Payne.) That is the oath you −38,834. (Suggested by Mr. Payne.) Did you know
took and no other ?—No.
any of the people besides Bogle –Those that said
38,820. Only to tell the truth —No other.
the words were hung.
38,821. The only oath you took was to tell the
38,835. Who did say the words —William
truth 2–Yes.
:
-

-

M“Laren.

38,822. You were convicted of stealing 2–Yes.
38,823. And sentenced to three months' imprison

38,836. What other people did you see there that
night besides Paul and Moses Bogle and M.Laren?—

ment 2–Yes.

Plenty, but I don't know.
38,824. Where 2–At Morant Bay.
38,837. Did you know none of them 2–0nly Moses
38,825. (By the Commission.) Tell us again, Paul
Bogle said something about joining him you said; and Paul Bogle, and William M.Laren, and Alexander
Taylor.
when was that ?–In the morning.
38,838. (By Mr. Payne.) Can you fell us what
38,826. Was it before or after you kissed the book?
William M'Laren said to you ?—He did not say any
—In the morning at 6 o'clock.
38,827. When was it you kissed the book 2–He thing to me at all.
38,839. But what did he say in your hearing —
told us that before giving us the oath.
38,828. What do you mean by saying that the only He said many of them were to come and join the class,
oath you took was to tell the truth : (Interpreter to join the Baptist Society, and to do what they
desired to interpret questions to witness, and his wanted to do, but now they had them in possession,
The witness withdrew.
*

*

GEORGE ForTUNATUs JUDAH recalled and further examined.

G. F. Judah.

38,840. With reference to Mr. Gordon, did you
hear any application made by him for the postpone
ment of his trial –Yes, in his defence.
38,841. Was there one application or more ?–Two
or three.

I am certain that he adverted to it twice.

38,842. Where and to whom 2–To the President
of the Court.

38,843. Now, did you hear a witness named
M*Laren examined 2–I did.

38,853. He made a note, and you made none –I
made none.

38,854. What was that you say M-Laren said in
answer to the question about a meeting at Paul
Bogle's. What was the question put to M'Laren, the
witness, about the attendance at the last meeting 3–
There was a deposition, I think, of a man read to him,
and he was asked if he had not made a confession,

either in prison or to the policeman, as to whether

38,844. Did you hear what he said in reference to

that was true that Mr. Gordon was at the meeting,

Mr. Gordon —Yes. On being asked whether Mr.
Gordon was not the person who had put them up to
the rebellion, he was first asked did he know he was

and put them up to it.

to be hanged

held at Stony Gut.

He said, “Yes, and if he was going

“ to Hell or Heaven that evening, he would positively

38,855. What meeting are you speaking of?—
Some meeting that had occurred before, and had been
38,856. What was the deposition that was read –

“ swear that Mr. Gordon had nothing to do with
“ the last meeting of Paul Bogle's. He had had

Some deposition of another man.

38,857. Do you know whose it was –A man

º

“ prayer meetings, but he had nothing to do with

named Anderson I think; but I cannot swear to the

sº

“ that meeting.”

n:line.

º

38,845. Were you present at Mr. Gordon's trial —
Not throughout ; but principally during the whole
time. I was in and out frequently, but I was there
the whole time during the defence.
38,846. You were not steadily there from begin

ning to end ?—Now and then I had to go and attend
to the prisoners.

38,847. Did you make a note of that part you did
hear –I did not.

38,848. Did you make no notes ?—No.
38,849. Did you see Mr. Lake, the reporter, attend
-

ing the trial —Yes.
38,850. You knew him at the time —Yes.
38,851. Did you afterwards read his report, when
it was published 2–I did.
38,852. Did that report correspond with what you
have told us, that there were applications more than
twice, perhaps three times, made to postpone the
-

trial *—No, it was not in accordance with that.
mentioned at the time that that was an omission.

I

38,858. When it was read, you say, the question
was put to M'Laren?—He was not present then;

*:

but the Provost Marshal had said that the witness

M“Laren had made some confession. He was brought

up, having already been tried, and being under sen
tence of death; and the President, after he was
sworn, asked him if he knew he was to be hung, and
he said, “Yes.” The President then said, “Well then,
what do you know about this 2 " The deposition was
then read, which I think was Anderson's; and he
said he had not confessed to the policeman.

38,859. Was it a deposition of a man who was pre:

sent, or was it a paper containing the deposition of
some one who was not there —I cannot say : there
were two read, one of a man named Anderson. I am
not sure whose the other was. One of them, but I
am not sure which, besides making a deposition, came
up and gave oral testimony.
38,860. Which was the deposition read to M.Laren:
—I do not remember.

38,861. What was the question upon it, whatever

t
:

y
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the deposition might be, put to M-Laren —He was
asked whether he had not confessed to a policeman
that he virtually substantiated this. That is to say,
in fact, that he confessed that Mr. Gordon had put
them up to the rebellion.
38,862. What answer did M*Laren give to that
question ?–He said whether he was going to Hell or
Heaven that moment, he would swear that Mr. Gordon
was not at that meeting.

38,863. Did you understand what meeting it was 2
—The meeting at Stony Gut, some nights immediately
before.

38,864. Had that been said —I think it had been
said in the deposition.
38,865. Are you sure that you thoroughly under
stood what was being said by the President to the
witness M'Laren — I think so.

38,866. As you understand it, and as you did
understand it, the question was, you say, “Whether
M“Laren had confessed to Ramsay ?”—No, to a
policeman.
38,867. Whether he had confessed to a policeman
that Mr. Gordon had been present at a meeting, a

prayer meeting —No, some particular meeting in
evidence at the time.

of the Court, the competence of the Court to try him ;
at all events he made a request for a postponement
that he might call Dr. Major, Dr. Fiddes, his medical
adviser, and Mr. Airey, his friend.
38,882. At what stage of the trial was this 2–In
the defence.

-

38,883. After the evidence was over ?—Before
him, I think.

38,884. Are you certain of that ?–Yes, I think so;
I think it was in his defence. If he repeated the
application twice he must have made it before.
38,885. But did he f-I think so ; at all events he

made it in his defence, and if he made it twice, as I
was under the impression he did, he must have made
it also at the opening of the Court.
38,886. Did he make the application before he
began to address the Court, or was it part of his
address to the Court – It was part of the address.
38,887. Then it was not a substantial application ?
—No, I think not; if it had been I think I should
have been struck with it and remembered it.

I do

not think it was an application made substantially
by itself.

38,888. It was only part of the matter which he

all sworn.

once —I am almost sure of it.

38,869. Who had mentioned that, was it from a
deposition read to M'Laren that you gathered that that

closing the defence.

same meeting had been mentioned in it 3–Previously
to that some meeting was in question. But whether
that particular deposition related to it I cannot say: but
some meeting, some last meeting at Stony Gut, at

which they had sworn the people.
38,870. How did you know that anything had been
said about the meeting 2–Because I was present when
it was said, I think by the Provost Marshal, that is
to say, questions were put by the President as to some
particular meeting.

38,871. What question was so put relating to this
particular meeting —I do not know exactly.

38,872. Can you give us the substance of it —
Some particular meeting; that is to say, there was
a general understanding there had been such a
You must have got the

information by means of some question put, or some
evidence given. What was the question put, or the
evidence given that marked the particular meeting to
which the question addressed to M-Laren related —

I could not tax my memory as to that.
38,875. Did you derive your understanding about
the question and about the meeting from a deposition,
or from oral evidence 2–It might have been either.

38,876. There is a good deal of difference between
the two –I could not remember now, but I know

something had been said pointing to that particular
meeting at Stony Gut, in fact all the witnesses before
It was not at Gordon's trial in

particular that came out, but during the other trials,
and some men were condemned for that.

addressed to the Court in his speech —I am almost
38,889. Then you say it was made more than
38,890. When would the other time be –In
38,891. You say that he made his defence, and
part of his speech embody an application for a delay,
that witnesses might be brought there ; was it in the

same speech that the second application was made :
—It might have been before.

38,892. Of course it might have been at any time,
but you said you heard it —I am almost certain it
- was made twice.

38,893. When was the other time 2–Before any
evidence was called.

38,894. Was it at the opening of the proceedings?
—Yes.

38,895. Are you sure ?—I am almost sure.
38,896. But this is a grave question. You have
come to state facts in your memory—on your oath *
–As far as my memory will serve I will, at all
events, swear positively that it was in the speech ;
as to the other my memory will not serve me so
well.

38,897. If it serves you properly, you heard
another application at the commencement of the
proceedings, before witnesses were called or docu
ments were read —Yes.

38,874. You do not remember 2–No.

Some who

were witnesses spoke about a meeting at Stony Gut
at which

G. F. Judah.

any statement was called for from him, or made by

certain it was.

the Court-martial.

DAY.

9 Mar. 1866.

38,868. What particular meeting was it in evidence
at the time to which you refer, and to which the
question referred —The meeting where they were

meeting.
38,873. That won't do.

THIRTY
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they had all been sworn ; and, as I understood

it, was put to M'Laren whether or not Mr. Gordon
was at that meeting.

38,877. Did they describe to M'Laren what meet
ing it was 2–The question was, “Whether he was
at the meeting at Stony Gut.”

38,878, Did they say the meeting 2–Yes.
38,879. Not saying what meeting —No he said

38,898. Did he make the application more than
twice —I do not think he did.
38,899. He did not make it three times 2–No.

38,900. Have you ever said that “ Mr. George
William Gordon did urge, and I am safe when I say
three times, the postponement of his trial f"—Twice,
I am very certain.
38,901. Just listen to the frame of the question
that is put to you. Have you ever said “ George
“ William Gordon did urge, and I am safe when I
“ say three times, the postponement of his trial *—
I may have written it.
38,902. Did you or did you not ?–Yes, I did.
-

38,903. Were you safe in saying it?—I was under
the impression at the time that he had made it three
times, but since then I have reflected well.
38,904. You reduce it then to two times 2–Yes.

38,905. Now, the second you are not quite certain
about 2—I am certain so far, that sometimes he

he had been to prayer meetings, but he had not mentioned it. He mentioned it several times.
been at Paul Bogle's meeting ; that is as I under Major, he mentioned more than three times.
stood it.

38,880. That was all that passed between M'Laren
and the President on the subject —Yes.
38,881. If you cannot remember the words, can

you remember the substance of what Mr. Gordon
said when he applied for what you call a postpone

ment of trial —After objecting to the constitution

Dr.

38,906. But the application was made in his speech,

and you are asked about the second, and you say you
are not quite certain, but that if it was made a second

time it would be at the beginning of the proceedings,
before any evidence, oral or written, was taken. Are
you more certain than you were when you made that
answer that you did hear that application ?–Yes,
&
5H 4
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written, had been given f-Yes.
9 Mar. 1866.

38,936. Were you or were you not ?—I cannot say,

38,907. You are more certain than when you made
the answer, five minutes ago, that if he made the
second application it must have been at the beginning
of the proceedings, before any evidence, oral or

I did not attach so much importance to my standing
-

38,937. Did you attach much importance to the
interest of anything that was going on ?–Yes.
38,938. You have come here to make us attach

38,908. You said before, “If it had been made ;”
are you now quite certain that there was a second

importance to your memory, therefore now it is im

time 2–Yes.

portant to know whether you actually were, as you

38.909. Now you are 2–Yes.

38,910. But in regard to the third 2–I don't say

represent, in that room the whole time during which
the speech was being delivered, or whether you might

positively three times, but he might ; he had no

have been called out from time to time during the

notes except some that he took in his hands, and

delivery of the speech, and missed part of it. Which
was it *—I think I was there during the whole time

these he referred to.

Now and then he referred to

the same thing about Dr. Major, and about being
taken into custody where there was no martial law.
38,911. He may have made the application for
postponement; we will keep to that word, for you

of the defence.

have used it twice.

end of what he said 2–Yes.

You said it had been made once

38,939. When Mr. Gordon delivered his address to
the Court f—Yes, at the conclusion of the trial.

38,940. Were you there from the beginning to the

it three times, but I am safe in saying twice.
38,913. He might have said it 60 times, but did

38,941. Are you sure that is so?—Yes.
38,942. A few minutes ago you said you might have
missed the application suggested as having been made
by him, as you were on duty and might have had
your attention called away ?—Yes, because if there
was any noise outside, or any talking amongst the
prisoners, for even a whisper was not allowed, I had
to turn my head and make the policemen keep order.
38,943. Did you go out 7–No, the room was per
fectly open. I stood in the doorway between it and

he 2–I will not undertake to swear that he did.

the next room, where the prisoners were.

at the commencement of the proceedings, and once
during the speech in defence.

Will you now state

whether he urged the postponement three times —
I should be safe in saying he did not.
38,912. Then when you wrote that you were safe
in saying he made it three times, you wrote what
you are now asserting did not take place —On
further consideration, I think he might have said

38,914. Do you think any further consideration
would reduce it to once 2–No.

38,915. You think no further consideration would 2
—No.

38,916. You are certain –Yes.

38,917. Then you were all wrong when you said
that you were safe in saying he had said it three
times —All wrong.

lºſ

there at that time.

I would not undertake to swear

38,918. You said you were safe in saying three
times. Now you say that is wrong, and on re-con
sideration you reduce it to two times. Would further
re-consideration reduce it to one time —No.

38,919. You are certain of that ?—I am certain.
38,920. You say that one of the applications was
made in his speeech in defence, did you see the Presi
dent writing that speech as it was delivered —I
cannot swear that he did.

38,921. Did you see Mr. Lake reporting the

speech as it was being delivered —I did.

38,944. You went in and out on duty ?—Yes,
38,945. Did you do so at any time while he was
addressing the Court —No.
38,946. Are you certain –Quite certain.
38,947. Then, being certain that you were not
called away on duty, and that you heard it from be
ginning to end, you can now say whether you heard
the President request Mr. Gordon to stop, that the
whole of the speech might be taken —I cannot tax
my memory. I would not swear he did not, and I
would not swear he did.
Y

38,948. You saw Mr. Lake there all the time —

es.

38,949. You knew him at that time 2–Yes.

38,950. You are a reporter?—Yes, but I was not
at that time.

38,951. He was there as a reporter, taking all that
was said by Mr. Gordon —Yes.

38,952. That report was afterwards published, and

38,922. Did Mr. Gordon deliver it so deliberately
that the President might write it down 2–Yes.
38,923. Was it slowly delivered 2–Yes.
38,924. Was he requested at one time to stop that
it all might be taken down in writing —I do not

you have seen the report and read it —Yes.
38,953. Now, are you sure that if, as you now say,

remember.

expression of a desire to be tried by a civil court, not
by a military one, made by Mr. Gordon before any

38,925. Do you mean to say that you were listening
to this matter, and that you do not remember that

there was an application, which you call an application
for postponement of trial, before any proceedings were

taken, it was not a challenge of the tribunal and the

evidence was given, was it not a challenge of the
part of it —You forget that I was not there as a jurisdiction of the Court, an application to be tried by
listener merely, but that I was on duty, and now and civil rather than military court, was not that the form
of application which you call an application for post.
then my attention might be called away.
38,936. What duty —I was under the Provost ponement —He asked for a postponement on several
Marshal.

38,927. You were the Assistant Provost Marshalf
—Yes.

38,928. And a sergeant in the Volunteers ?—Yes.
38,929. Are you so now —I am not now.
38,930. You said that you were not in the room

grounds, as far as I recollect.

38,954. What were the several grounds?–0ne was

as to the competency of the tribunal to try him. He
said he was amenable to the ordinary civiland criminal
courts of the country.

º

38,955. That was before anything commenced?-

during the whole time of the trial, but that you were
during the whole of the defence —I was present in

Yes, I think so.

the room.

have you any doubt about it 2–I cannot exactly con
nect the manner in which the proceedings were

38,931. If you were in that room, you were there

for the purpose of listening to what was going on ?–
Hardly that; I took some interest in listening to the
defence.

38,956. But you are now telling us what you heard,
conducted, I was in and out.

-

38,957. But you were there when the application
was made 7–But how was I to know whether it was

38,932. Did you listen to it?—I should say I did.

at the opening of the case or whether there had been

38.933. Did you hear the speech from beginning

Some examinations of witnesses before ?

speech, that the whole might be taken down in

38,958. If you come to give us information we want
to know upon what knowledge it is founded; do you
know whether you were in or out of the room (because
if you were out you would not know), if this applica

writing –I really cannot tax my memory with that.
38,935. You were not called out of the room ?—I

tion was made before anything was done, or after any
part of the trial had taken place —I cannot say

do not think I was.

whether he made the challenge before anything W*

to end ?–Yes.

38,934. And do you say that you forget whether
he was requested to stop once or more, during the

ſº
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done. I remember his making the challenge before
some of the witnesses were examined.

38,977. That was in his speech, part of his speech
—The closing speech.

38,959. What were the several grounds upon which

38,978. Yes, but was the speech at the beginning,

he based the application ?—The first was the com
etency of the tribunal.
38,960. What did he say on that point – He said
he was amenable to a civil tribunal, not a military
tribunal, not having been taken with arms in his hands

or at the end, or in the middle *—I said in his defence.

would call that the second, but the other was in the

or on rebel ground; and secondly, that he had given
himself up to the Governor as soon as he had heard

carly part of the proceeding.
38,980. You have said that the early application

that there was a warrant out against him, therefore
he claimed to be tried in Kingston, having given up

was founded on the jurisdiction ?—I can swear to that

-

not amenable to be tried by Court-martial in a rebel
district ; and thirdly, that as to not being at the

cation then when that objection to the competence of

when the question was put to him or at the examina
tion of witnesses.

**

the Court to try him was made.
38,981. You have told us that two applications for
postponement were made founded on the absence of
witnesses 2–I did.

38,961. When the question was put to whom 2–
When the question was put to the witness about
Mr. Gordon's absence from Vestry.
38,962. What was the third ground of applieation ?
—He said he could account for his absence from the

Westry by having the testimony of Doctor Major, and
also of Doctor Fiddes, under whose care he said he

had been for medical treatment since September.
38,963. You say that you are not certain whether
that ground was stated by him at the conclusion, when
he stated the other grounds about the military tribunal
or afterwards — Just so.

38,964, You told us a short time ago that the second
time was in a speech by him addressed to the Court,
and that that was an application to call witnesses, but
that the application for postponement of trial was
made at the opening of the proceedings —I qualify
what I mean by the opening by explaining that that
was long before the evidence. I cannot say whether
it was just at the opening of the case, because having

38,982. One you say was in the speech in defence,
and the other at another time 2—it was some time
before.

38,983. When was it made – I cannot tell the
exact part of the proceedings.
38,984. Then was there a third application ?—No.
38,985. Yes, you have one at the early part as to
jurisdiction, and you say there were two as to the
absence of witnesses —I am speaking of the appli
cation alone,

that was founded on the absence of

witnesses, and I say he made that twice apart from
any other.
38,986. When was the second time?–In the defence,
the other was in the early part.
38,987. He made his application twice, then, on the
absence of witnesses, and a third time founded on the

the Court was just opened or not.
38,965. At any rate it was early in the proceedings 2

question of jurisdiction ?—On the jurisdiction of the
Court. He made both applications in the defence,
and both in the opening part.
38,988. You have not said anything about an appli
cation in his speech upon the ground of want of
jurisdiction, but only on the absence of witnesses 2–

—Yes.

Yes.

38,966. You say the application founded on the
calling of witnesses was not made at the same time of

38,989. You say that in the early part of the pro
ceedings an application was made by him founded on
the jurisdiction of the Court —Yes.

been called out I could not swear positively whether

the other grounds, but early in the proceedings —I
do not think so.

38,990. When was the second made founded on the

was the first Westry meeting she could remen.ber from

absence of witnesses —I cannot tell when that arose,
but he did make it both in the early part of the pro
ceedings and also in his defence. When he made
that defence he repeated all the objections which he
had made separately before.
38,991. Then there were three applications for

which he had ever been absent.

postponement, this is your evidence, you say there was

38,968. When that evidence was given you say
another application was made by Mr. Gordon —He
said, “I can account for that by sending for Doctor

one on jurisdiction early in the proceedings 2–Yes;
and I cannot say whether he also made the objection
on the ground of the absence of witnesses; whether

Major,” and the President, I think, stopped him.

he coupled that with the challenge against the juris

38,969. Did he then apply for a postponement of
his trial, founded on the absence of his witnesses —

diction of the Court, I cannot say.

38,967. Then was there a third application founded
upon the calling of witnesses *—Some testimony was
given as to his absence from the Vestry; I think it
was Mrs. Goffe's.

She was asked if it were habitual

with him always to attend Vestries; she said yes, that

Not then, not at that moment; because I remember

that the President stopped him about Mrs. Golfe's evi

I would not swear

whether he coupled them or made them separately.
38,992. You have no memory of it?—No, I could
not undertake to swear.

dence, and would not allow him to interrupt the Court.

38,993. You won't swear whether that was one of

38,970. He did not in fact interrupt the examina

the grounds 2—No.
38,994. It was only once, and that was in the specch
that the application was founded on the absence of

tion ?–Not then.

38,971. When did he 3–As I said before, I cannot
tax my memory.

38,972. You have given us an application founded
on the jurisdiction of the Court –Yes.

38,973. And you say there was one founded on the
absence of witnesses –Yes.

38,974. You swear there were only two, how do you
make a third founded on the absence of witnesses;

witnesses —I should not say that.
38,995. You only put two applications –Perhaps
I have not made myself understood.

38,996. Oh yes, you have perfectly?—The challenge
with respect to the trial, and the application founded

on the absence of witnesses. The first was early in
the proceedings; the second challenge was during the

you say there were two applications founded on the speech in defence. I remember his objecting to the
ºbsence of witnesses, when was the second –In his jurisdiction of the Court to try him on the grounds I
defence.
have mentioned to you, and he repeated those two

38,975. That is the one founded on the absence of grounds as to not being taken on rebel ground, and
Witnesses, that was the second time he applied for the

having given himself up in Kingston, and being there

º

Postponement 2–Yes.

fore amenable to the civil Courts.

|-

objections again with the ground of the absence of
. 88,976. When was the second time on that ground
You say he twice applied to postpone the trial on the witnesses in his speech of defence.
ground of the absence of witnesses –Yes.

**

9 Mar. 1866.

which was founded on the absence of witnesses —I

specifically, but I cannot tax my memory that he
coupled the absence of witnesses as a ground of appli

whether he said that at the time

z
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38,998. You are sure you saw Mr. Lake reporting
all this 2–Yes, to the best of my knowledge he did.

38,999. (By Mr. Payne.) Did you sit close to Mr.
G. F. Judah.
9 Mar. 1866.
---

and small stones. But every day the things increased
in size, and afterwards pretty good-sized stones were

Lake —Pretty close.

39,000. Was the room large or small —I should

-

39,019. What was thrown at the people?—It com.
menced with strips of cocoa-nut shells, bits of sticks,

thrown, and at last a man was knocked down by a
butt-end of a rifle, and he was scarcely up again, when

say much less than a fourth the size of this.

39,001. (By Mr. Payne.) Do you know anything he was again knocked down with the butt of a Volun.
of the administration of justice in St. Thomas in the teer's gun that hit him on the head. This was reported tº
so far as the petty the Provost Marshal and to the commandingofficer, and
East previous to the riots?—Yes,
were concerned. I was in an order was issued not to do it again, or those who did
courts, the petty sessions

the employment, or I was in a counting-house where it would be punished. There was no officer on the
all the magistrates usually assembled before they went ground when it was beingdone, as far as Icanremember.
to the Court, and where they were mostly to be found.
The clerk of the Vestry used then to keep his office

you saw —To whom *

there, and he was a magistrate.
39,002. What did they assemble there for 7—It was

were sergeant-major ?—I was under a senior officer,

a general kind of rendezvous.

In country towns there

is always a place where the gentlemen of the district, when they come in to any meeting, such as a

Westry and Petty Sessions, and generally on Court days,

39,020. (By Mr. Walcott.) Did you report wt
39,021. To anyone of the military authorities, you
39,022. Did you report it to the senior officer –I

think I did, to Mr. Ramsay.
39,023. It was stopped then 7–Yes.
39,024. Did you report that the man was knocked
down 2–No.

congregate.

39,003. Have you heard anything at this place with
reference to the administration of justice or bearing
upon it *—Yes, I have.
39,004. Have you heard conversations having
reference to that subject —Mostly when the magistrates had cases in which they were concerned, one
would say to another, “I am to have a case to-day,
will you sit on it 7” and another would say, “Oh,
yes, and then you will sit on mine.” That was not

39,025. You did not conceive it to be your duty to
report it?—No more than any other person standing
there.

39,026. You saw the thing; why did you not report
it?—I did not like to do it, I did not think it was in
my place, there were so many people superior to me
in position.
39,027. Do you mean more Volunteer officers than
yourself?—A non-commissioned officer is not a com:

unusual.

missioned officer.

39,005. (By the Commission.) Where did you hear
this 2–In the same room at Morant Bay, where the

39,028. I never said so ; were any other officers
present —Not immediately on the spot.
39,029. Why did you not report it?—I did not

Courts-martial were held afterwards.

39,006. (By Mr. Payne.) When cases in which the

consider it my duty; I thought it might beinterference,

poorer classes were interested were going on, have you
heard things said —Not more than I have stated.
39,007. You have heard no conversation with

39,030. You were there as a sergeant of Volunteers,
were you not ?—Yes.
39,031. Then you say that you were assistant Prº

reference to Mr. Jackson, the stipendiary magistrate

vost Marshal —I was there as assistant, but I held
the rank of sergeant-major of Volunteers in the
Volunteers; but there were no Volunteers on the Bay,

—Yes, I have.

39,008. What have you heard 2–His case used to
be discussed frequently about the time when complaints
were sent to the Governor respecting him. I heard
him called “The Nigger Magistrate,” and when they
used to come to call the magistrates to make up a Court,

and I volunteered to the Provost Marshal.

-

39,032. Who appointed you?—The Provost Marsha
I was no assistant to the Provost Marshal.

-

up with complaints, and wanting to take oaths —

39,033. (By the Commission.) You distinctly said
you were 2–I did not mean it. I told him I was a
sergeant-major of Volunteers, and if I could assis;
him I would. He said to me, “Have you any arms?"
I said, “Only side arms;” and he said, “ Suppose I

Frequently.

make you chief constable or something."

39,010. Have you seen any particular treatment of
these people –They have been compelled to wait

“Anything you like.” He said, “You can assist in

they used to make some excuse, at least they would say
they were going out ; they would not refuse positively,
39,009. Have you seen labouring people come

sometimes for an undue length of time.
39,011. (By the Commission.) What do you mean

hours. have seen
up to four
oneseen
houranything
by39,012.
that ?—From
Have you
else?—I

them sometimes à little petulant going to Mr. Jackson,
at Belvidere; he is paid for his duties.

keeping the prisoners.” I said, “I will do anything
you like.”
39,034. Surely, if you were assistant Pºws:
Marshal, or assisting the Provost Marshal, it wº

dºubly your duty to report it –I say I be’” I

2
did nºtion, it to Mr. Ramsay.
39,035. You said you did not considerityour duty?
- -

-

39,013. (By Mr. Payne.) Have you anything to -ºxº, nº fºrmal report, Iºntionediº
say about the clerk of the peace, and the manner in
speak in
wiich his duties were conducted 2–I cannot
respect to that, it is not in my profession. I know that

I sail,

him.

39,036. (By Mr. Walcott.) Did you report tº the
the name of the Volunteertheyou say strike º W

*

with the butt-end of

rifle 2–I did not kn"

sometimes his place was closed when he was called
to town on business, or otherwise, and no responsible

his name.

person to take his place.
39.01 4. IIow long have you known it closed at one

by saying that you did not cousider it your duty did notdown;
formal
makeI awas
Iknocked
there.report; I saw the ma"
39,038. (By Mr. Walcott.) You were present when

*

-

-

time *—As long as four days.
39,015. Have you seen any inconvenience arising
-

-

-

-

39,037. (By the Commission.) What did you º

the gaol delivery took place, and you have said tº
*—I have known people come to me and ask were 140 persons; did you report that 140 pers"
why the office was not open, and I have said it was were released from gaol after the amnesty was Pº"

from that

because Mr. Cooke was not in town.

claimed 2–I do not remember.

39,016. Have you known how far these people have
come 2—I have known them come from the Valley

correspondent to the “Colonial Standard," and "

district, that is a distance of about seven to 14 miles,

reported on Tuesday, the 7th of November -º

39,017. Then have you seen anything during the
suppression at Morant Bay ; did you see the running

39,040. Did you report that 100 men and 40 wom"
were released ?–Yes, I got the figures from 3

of the gauntlet 2—Yes.

policeman.

39,018. How long did this continue, one day or
more ?–More than one day, several days. It was put

39,041. Was that after the amnesty proclamatiº"
7
—Yes.

an end to, I think, by an officer being present and
seeing a man struck down.

39,042, Were you present on the 11th of Octº

39,039. After Mr. Lake left Morant Bay you wer"

:an 7

-

—Yes,

,
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39,043. Did you see everything that took place —
Yes.

Volunteers there 2–No, I cannot say; there were no
officers on duty.
39.072. Were they on the ground, if not on duty 2
-

39,044. At the time when you wrote was it your

opinion that clemency was displayed too soon —With
regard to certain individuals who were released, whom
I had apprehended and made prisoners by order of the
Provost Marshal, I thought they ought not to have
been let off scott free.

39,045. Did you write that, having witnessed the
scenes of the 11th of October, and subsequent days,

you were of opinion that clemency had come too soon :
—Yes, I wrote that.

39,046. So that was your impression then –With
respect to certain individuals; don't drag the thing
from its connexion. It was about a particular matter.
It referred to Elizabeth Field, and Bogle's son,
against whom I had evidence at the time.
39,047. You were in the Volunteers as sergeant
major –Yes.
39,048. Are you so now 2–No.
39,049. How comes that ?—I was dismissed by the
Governor.

-

39,050. What for 2—I believe Brigadier-General
Nelson reported me for writing that very article. He
asked me if I did it, and I answered yes, and he
thought I had some motive in writing against him, or
against the Governor.
39,051. You wrote that article as sergeant-major
of the Volunteers, and your writing about the maga
zine was the cause of your being dismissed ?–I think
so, from the manner in which the General spoke.
39,052. Was not the complaint against you ex
plained to you at the time —I was sorry I had com
mitted myself. I had no intention of reflecting upon
him.
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I told the General at once I had no idea I was

-

—I don't know.
G. F. Judah.

39,073. Were any of those from Bath on the
ground —I don't know any of those from Bath.
39,074. None of those were present?–Not on duty.
39,075. How came you to be on duty —Because I

39,077. Was not Lieutenant Cooke there 2–He

might have done duty.

He was not in uniform.

He

was absent for the first week or two of martial law, in

Kingston.

He might have been there and not have

been in uniform.

39,078. Was any officer that you know of present
on any one of these occasions —Not when the men
were running the gauntlet, I should say, because as
soon as it was seen at all, it was stopped.
39,079. Do you think a thing of that sort could go
on four days without being scen?—The officers were
generally down where the people were flogged, very
low down, and this running of the gauntlet was in the
upper part of the street, as they turned the corner to
pass the station.
39,080. In what capacity were you present where
the magistrates assembled –I was an accountant.
39,081. As a clerk or a principal —As a clerk.
39,082. What place was it *—Chavannes and Com
pany's wharf.
39,083. You were in their employment —Yes.
39,084. Do you mean that the magistrates met in
the room where you were at work —They were in the
held, and I was in the outer room where the prisoners
were afterwards kept. They went in and out of the

to town.

r00m.

-

it —I cannot remember as to the date.

39,056. Is there no circumstance that will bring it
to your mind 2–Not that I remember, except the
ordinary floggings.

39,057. Was it the first day there was any flogging?
—No.

inner room where the Courts-martial were afterwards

39,085. Can you tell us of any magistrate who pro
posed to another magistrate to sit in his case, and
undertook to sit for him in return ?—It would be in
bad taste.

39,086. Never mind whether it would be in bad

taste —There's a good old adage, “De mortuis nil
nisi bowl um.”

-

39,087. There is no living man —There may be
One or two.

39,062. You say the floggings went on several days
before this began 2–Yes.
39,063. How many days did it continue —Four

39,088. Can you mention any living man to whom
the “De mortuis” will not apply?—Mr. Bowen was one.
39,089. Tell us the particulars, if you remember,
where he has made this application ?—The application
was an ordinary one. One magistrate would say to
another, “Will you sit * I think I have a case
coming on.”
39,090. It was an ordinary thing –Yes.
39,091. Can you tell us of another magistrate who
is living 2—The rest are dead principally, I think.
39,092. Is there any other living –No.
39,093. That is the only person living you have
heard sayso?—The only one that occurs to me just now.
39,094. Were applications common at Morant Bay
between the employer and the labourer —Applica

days.

tions of what kind 2

39,064. You say that every day it increased, and
ultimately a man was knocked down. On each of
these four days did it take place –Yes.

trate had some cases coming on, and he asked another
to sit for him, and the other promised, if he would sit

39,058. How soon after 2—I think it was when

the black troops came down from the more windward
tlistricts, from Manchioneal, or somewhere.

39,059. Do you mean Manchioneal or Golden
Grove –It might have been either place.
39,060. Was General Nelson at Morant Bay at that

time —I could not say positively.
39,061. Do you remember what time he was there?
—He was there nearly all through the time; but
unless I saw him come down to the station, I could

not say whether he was there or not.

39,065. You saw the man knocked down by the
soldier ?—Yes.

39,066. Then you say he got a clap on the side of
39,067. And you told nobody at the time — I

You say that a magis

in return ?—He said, “I have a case.

I think I am

sit on your case ?”
39,096. Were cases common between employer and

labourer at Morant Bay ?–Yes, I think so.
39,097. There were constantly cases arising of dis

cannot say.

39,068. Did you know any of the

Volunteers ?–Yes.

39,069. Was Captain Ford present?—I could not
say : he might have been.
39,070. Was the Provost Marshal present —No,
-

I don't think he was on the spot. I think he was

#. coming from the

39,095. Questions arising.

going out of the Bay; will you sit for me, and I will

the head from a Volunteer ?—Yes.

station when I mentioned it to

lDI).

39,071. Was any officer of your company of

-

9 Mar. 1866.

volunteered to the Provost Marshal to assist him in

any way he liked.
39,076. You were the only one of the Volunteer
Company of Morant Bay on duty —Subsequently
General Nelson got some others put on.

relating to the military authorities.
39,503. Are you still at Morant Bay —I do not
live altogether there. I am doing some business there
as agent for a fibre company, but I come frequently
39,054. As to running the gauntlet, when was it
you were there and saw this first 3–I was there
during the whole time of martial law.
39,055. When was the first day on which you saw

THIRTY
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pute between employer and labourer —They were
not so much disputes about wages as cases arising out
of alleged petty larceny, and sometimes again—fre
quently—from stoppages of wages.
39,098. You say there were frequently at Morant

Bay cases of disputes about wages before the petty
sessions —Yes.

39,099. What do you mean by frequently –As far
5 I 2

-

i
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* I could hear, I was not in the Court, I only heard
the discussions.

G. F. Judah.

-

39,100. You think they were frequent ; did Mr.
Jackson usually attend at Morant Bay ?–He did for

to whether he was to continue; that you say was
some time before you left in September 1863?–Yes.
39,109. Previously to that time had he attended
regularly at the sessions —Yes, I believe he came

-

some time, until he got into bad odour with the
9 Mar. 1866.

magistrates.

in his regular turn.
night.

I believe he came once a fort

*-

39,101. Was that when the complaint was pending
-There was a stoppage of business for some weeks.

39,110. The sittings were once a fortnight, the
regular sittings in petty sessions —Yes.
39,102. When was that ?–Some time in 1863, I
39,111. That is, he attended always – Yes, and
think.
frequently came on the Tuesday to take evidence,
39, 103. Was it not later than that ?–No, it could
39,112. Then he used to be always at the fort.
not be later, because I had left Chavannes in 1863.
nightly meetings of petty sessions?—Yes, always,
39,104. Was not Mr. Jackson then stipendiary except that he might miss once in six months or so.
magistrate 2–He was.
39,113. During that time do you mean to say that
39,105. What time in 1863 did you leave —I left cases were numerous in which there were disputes
in October or in September.
between employer and labourer ?—I cannot say that
39,106. Did you say that before that date Mr. they were before the Court.

Jackson had ceased to attend regularly at the Morant

39,114. How could one sit for another in his case,

Bay sessions in 1863 –Yes.
39,107. How long before ?–I cannot remember. I

unless it was coming before the Court —But suppose
the case did not come up 2 I speak only of conversa

know there was a regular dead lock in the sitting of

tions that I heard.

justices because they refused to sit with Mr. Jackson.

39,115. Did you frequently attend the petty
sessions yourself?–Only when I had business there,

39, 108. That was until the matter was decided as

-

The witness withdrew.

H. Saunders.

IIENRY SAUNDERs sworn and examined.

39,116, Were you a Volunteer in Captain Astwood's
troop, under Captain Adcock —Yes.

39,117. Were you present during the day when
they were at Leith Hall —Yes.

39,118. Were you there the whole time during
which there was any flogging 2–Yes.
39,119. Was any woman ſlogged —None.
39, 120. Were two women brought to Leith Hall as
prisoners ?—We found them there.

39,128. What was done as to the men 7–Captain
Adcock inquired into their respective cases, and dis
posed of them according to the evidence brought
against them. In fact they were all flogged ; all the
men, as being plunderers.
39,129. As to the women, what was done —He
declined to have anything to do with them, as on the
previous occasion, at Leith Hall. He started with
the intention of not interfering with the women at

39,121. What course did Captain Adcock pursue
with respect to them —He declined to have anything

ail.

to do with the case at all.

left in charge of Captain Mendes, the Maroon, who

39,122. Were they left there 2–He declined to
interfere.

39,130. What was done with them —They were
took them on, I believe, to Bath.

39,131. Must you have known it if any women had
-

39,123. They were there when you left 2–Yes.
30,124. How long were you there?—Perhaps an
hour, and a little upwards. We were on our way to
the Plantain Garden River district.

39,125. On Sunday, the 22nd, were you at Bache
lor's Hall ?—Yes.

been flogged, either at Leith Hall, or at Bachelor's
Hall —Most certainly.

39,132. (By Mr. Payne.) Did all the soldiers leave
Leith Hall with you ?–All under Captain Adcock's
orders did.

39,133. Who were left there —I do not know.

39,126. Do you remember a Maroon of the name of
Mendes bringing several prisoners to Captain Adcock 2

39,134. At Bachelor's Hall were there any soldiers
left —No ; we were going through the place.

39,135. How long did you remain there —Abºut

—I do.

39,127. Were they both men and women —Men
and women.

three quarters of an hour; there were not more than
three or four men flogged there, and then we went on.

The witness withdrew.

John Robson WATSON (white) sworn and examined.

J. B. Watson.

39,136. Were you a Volunteer in Captain Astwood's
troop,'under Captain Adcock —Yes.

brought him to this ; had it not been for Mr. George
William Gordon he would not have come to this.

39,144. Was that just before his execution ?—
39,137. Were you at Leith Hall with the troop — Immediately
before the execution, when the rope was
Yes.
round his neck.
39,138. Were you there the whole time –Yes.
39,145. Were any persons executed at Leith Hall
-

39,139. Must you have known if any women had
been flogged —Most certainly.
39,140. Were any women flogged —None.
-

while you were there —Yes.
39,146. Who were they —There was one man.
39,
147. Would
Who was
7–I forget
name.
39,148.
youheremember
the the
name
if you heard

39,141. Were you present when Captain. Adcock
refused to flog women —I was, with regard to two it—was it Cargil, or Newlands, or Williams, or Mac
beth, or Burke, or Donaldson Stewart?--I do nºt

women who were prisoners.

39,142. (Suggested by Mr. Walcott.) Were you
-

present when a man named M'Laren was executed at
t Bay ?—Yes.

remember the name.

39,149. There was only one man —Only one man
shot.

39,150. What day was that ?—The 21st of Octºber.
Mº ií you hear MLaren say anything at the 39,151.
Had the person executed a wound which *
time of his execution ?—Distinctly ; I heard him say
that it was Mr. George William Gordon that had said he had received at the Morant Bay riot?-Yº.
-

The witness withdrew.
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MoRTIMER BRANDoN (coloured) sworn and examined.
39,154. Were any women flogged —No.
39,152. You were also a Volunteer under Lieutenant
Adcock 2–Yes.
39,155. Did Lieutenant Adcock refuse to flog
39,153. Were you at Leith Hall on the 21st of women 2–Yes.

THIRTY.
EIGHTH
DAY.
M. Brandon.

October?—Yes.
9 March 1866.

The witness withdrew.
-

Ensign JAMEs Lewis sworn and examined.
39,156. Are you ensign in the 6th Regiment –

——No.

Yes.

39,157. You were landed on Sunday, the 15th of
October, at Port Antonio 2–Yes.
39,158. And you were there under the command
of Captain Hole —Yes.
39,159. Do you remember leaving Port Antonio
that day ?—I do.
39,160. Was that under the command of Captain
Hole 2–Yes.

39,161. He went with you ?—Yes.

39,162. Were you in advance of the main body ?—
Yes, I was with the advance guard.

39,163. Were you moving towards Manchioneal
—Yes.

39,193. What was the charge brought against him *
—He was charged with having harboured one of the
murderers of Mr. Hire.

39,194. Was Mr. Codrington present at the trial 2
—Yes.

39,195. Was

Mr. Warmington, the Volunteer,

present —Yes.
39,196. And was Dr. Morris there 2–Yes, and
myself and Captain Hole.
39,197. That is the whole of the people present 2–
And Ensign Cullen.
39,198. Was the man hung —Yes.

39,199. Did you see that ?–Yes,

39,164. How many men had you in the advanced
guard —Ten or 12, I suppose.
39,165. After you had left Port Antonio to what

distance had you got, or did any black soldiers on
horseback pass you ?—Yes.
39,166. How many —Six or Eight.
39,167. What regiment did they belong to ?—I
didn't know what regiment they were of, but I
suppose the First West.
39,168. Had you black soldiers as part of the body
you when you left Port Antonio that day ?—

Y.
es.

39,169. As they galloped by did you stop one of
them 2–I did.

-

39,170. Was he a corporal 2–I think he was.
39,171. What account did he give of himself?—

the

next

39,200. Do you remember the name of the man
said to have been harboured by this man, and to have
been the murderer of Mr. Hire —Yes, it was
Murray.
39,201. Did you hear anything said by Captain
Hole to Donaldson, your prisoner, about Murray ?–He
said he would let him off if he would say where
Murray was.
39,202. What reply did you gather was made by
Donaldson —He would not say anything at all.
39,203. Did he say whether he knew where he was
or not, or whether he could tell ?–No ; the evidence
showed that the man had come to his house, but he

He said he was ordered to gallop on in front.
39,172. Did you ever see this body of black soldiers
again —Yes.

all.

an hour.

39,174. Where were they – Going round a bend
of the road.

-

39,206. While he was being hung did anything
occur about the hanging taking effect upon him ; did
he die instantaneously r–Pretty nearly.
39,207. Or was anything done to him by Dr.

39,175. How much in advance of you ?–About
two miles by the road, but not more than a quarter

Morris 2–He fired or shot at him, and then he died.

of a mile across country.
39,176. You caught sight of them as you went

apparently to your observation ?—Yes, I think so.

forward 2–Yes.

revolver at him.

39,177. After that did they join you again —No,

I never saw any more of them.
39,178. Did you call a halt for them 2–Yes, I
sounded a halt for them.

39,208. Did the hanging fail to kill him at once,
39,209. What did Dr. Morris do 2–He fired a
39,210. Did he go close up to him —Yes.
39,211. Did he do it upon his own judgment, or

was he directed by anybody else ?—I was too far off
to see.

39,179. What notice did they take of that 2–They

39,212. How far off were you ?—A hundred yards.

waved their hands, and shouted, and took no more

39,213. Was Captain Hole present 2–Yes.
39,214. Did you see any more executions where that
took place in which the hanging was not complete,
and people had to be shot?—Yes.
39,215. Where did you see other cases —At Man

notice.

39,180. They went forward 2–Yes.
39,181. Did you halt that night with your men at
a place called the Castle –Yes.

39,182. That's some way on the road —Twelve

chioneal.

miles from Port Antonio.

39,216. When 2–About two days after.

39,183. Do you remember a man coming in with a
prisoner that night —Yes.
... 39,184. Have you any knowledge of his name, was

39,217. Do you remember the names of the persons
who were hung and had to be shot ?—No.

it Donaldson 2–Yes.

it done in 2—Only two.

39,185. Did you the next day sit at his trial?–No,
that night.

39,186. Was it early in the morning –It must
have been about 12 o'clock, I think.
39,187. On the night you halted there —Yes.
-

39,188. Was it a regular trial, or only an investiga

tion ; were you sworn as a Court-martial —No.
39,189. You and Captain Hole were present –
Yes, and Ensign Cullen.

39,190. What was the nature of the inquiry 2–We

39,218. Do you know the number of cases you saw
39,219. Two more two days afterwards, by whom
were they shot ?—By the soldiers.
39,220. Did you on the march from the Castle
meet anyone on the road named Sherwood 2–Yes.

39,221. That would be on the Monday ?–Yes.
39,222. Was that at a place called Cog Hall ?—
Yes.

39,223. At that time did you see any of the native
population, black people, there 2–Yes, I saw a crowd
of them.

*menced him to be hanged.

89,191. Were there any proceedings written out of
what was done?—No.

res

morning.

wouldn't say where or when he had gone away.
39,204. He said nothing f—Nothing.
39,205. Either that he could or could not, or would
or would not ?—He didn't say ; he said nothing at

39,173. How soon after on that day ?—About half

1.

Ensign.J. Lewis.

39,192. Neither of the evidence or of the sentence 2

39,224. About how many ?— Sixty or 70.

39,225. Were they in a crowd or were they
-

5 I 3
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marshalled in order –They were coming along the

Pººh

road in a crowd.

39,226. Were they armed ?–Some of them were.

-

Ensign.J. Lewis.

39.227. With what?—With cutlasses.
39,228. Were they pointed out to you by Mr.

-

9 Mar. 1866.

39,229. What did he say ?–He said that all that
part of the country in that particular neighbourhood
were full of rebels, and that those were rebels.

39,230. Is Mr. Sherwood the owner of Cog Hall ?
—No, he lives in Marchioneal.

-

*

-

s

go forward as fast as they could.
39,232. How many went 2–About eight.
39,233. Did they fire into the body of people —
The people turned and ran away, but my men fired at
any they could reach.
39,234. How long did the men pursue them ––
About three miles, I think.

39,235. Did you see whether the firing took any
effect upon the men —Yes; they killed about five or
six, I think.

-

39,236. Did you pass their bodies on the road as
you went forward —Yes.
39,237. Did you notice whether the cutlasses that
were with the men were sharpened —Yes, some of
-

them were sharpened on both sides.
39,238. Were those the cutlasses that had been in

39,266. He was not in the advanced guard —No.
39,267. (By the Commission.) Did you sit on several
Courts-martial at Manchioneal —I sat on them all.
39,268. Was a return made of the names of all the

persons brought before the Courts-martial and con
victed 2–I don’t know that a return was made, but

each Court-martial was written out fully.
39,269. In every case was the evidence taken upon
oath —Always on oath.
39,270. And were the members of the Court

martial previously sworn ?–Yes.
39,271. Who presided ?–Lieutenant Warmington.
39,272. Who wrote the proceedings —I wrote
them.

39,273. According to the practice of the service?
—As near as I could.

threw them in the road ; they were not in their hands.

four.

39,241. You examined them so as to see that they
were sharpened at the back and front ?—Yes, it was
lain.

39,275. How many stripes were they ordered to
get 2—Twenty-five, I think.
39,276. What was their crime —Leading rebels
on to Mr. Hire's house.

39,277. Do you say there were four —I think so.

39,242. Did they seem, from the brightness of the
metal, to have been recently sharpened —Yes, they
looked pretty bright.
39,243. When did you reach Manchioneal 2–About
1 o'clock, I think, on the Monday.
39,244. Did you see, as you got near Manchioneal,
the bodies of other dead men lying on the road 7–
Yes, I saw two.

39,245. Were they on the road 2–Yes.
39,246. Was that just as you entered Manchioneal?
—Yes.

... 39,247. Were they the bodies of men which had
been fired at by your party —No, we had ceased

39,278. Was a return made in all cases?—Four
were by Court-martial.
39,279. There are not four returned 3–I think

there were four sentenced, but their sentences were
not carried out.

39,280. How many of them were flogged —One.

39,281. How many do you say were executed at
Manchioneal altogether ?—About 30, I think.
39,282. There were not more than 33, at all events?
—No, not more.

39,283, You say, or can you say how many were
flogged by order of Court-martial?—I cannot say the

number of men who were flogged by order of Court.
martial.

firing.

39,248. You ceased firing some time before you got
there, you don't know how they were killed —No.

39,249. Did they appear to have been killed by gun
shot or sabre cuts —By gunshot.

39,284. Were there many of them —I think ther
were about 20.

39,285. And you say there was one woman?—Yes
39,286. Was that the result of a trial by Court.

39,250. Were you a member of several Courts

martial at Manchioneal while you stayed 2–Yes.
39,251. How many did you sit on ?—All that were

held there, but I forget the number.

martial 2–Yes.

39,287. You are sure that the woman was not

flogged summarily without any Court-martial?—Not
the one I saw.

39,252. Were any of the sentences on women 2–
Some were.

39,253. Were they sentences to be flogged 2–Yes,
three or four.

39,254. Do you know whether any of them were
carried out 2–Only one.
39,255.I saw
Did you
that out.
one —I don't remember
whether
that see
carried
39,256. That flogging of a woman 2–I do not

I don't think that 20 men were

sentenced by Court-martial to be flogged.
39,288. You say very few men were flogged by
sentence of Court-martial, but several were flogged

by summary inquiry —No man was sent before a
Court-martial when it was considered that his case

was only worthy of flogging.
39,289. Then you say there was only one, and in
that case it was supposed that the chargé which cºuld

be proved would justify capital punishment?-Yes,

know.

39,257. You say out of three or four sentences only
one was carried out —Yes,
39,258. That was at Manchioneal?—Yes.

39,259. When did you leave Manchioneal –I
forget the date.
39,260, Was it at the end of October 2—I think
it was either the 3rd or the 4th of November.

39,290. But in three cases the sentence was short
of death, and in one case a woman was ordered by
Court-martial to be flogged ?–Four were sentenced,

but only one of those sentences was carried out.

39,291. Do you know who she was –No.
39,292. What was the charge against her?—It was
a charge of leading the men on to Mr. Hire's house.

The witness withdrew.
Rev. WALTER DENDy (white) sworn and examined.

Rev. W. Dendy.

39,293. Do you live at Salter's Hill, in the parish
of St. James 2–Yes.

39,294. And have you been for 34 years a Baptist
missionary 2–Yes.

--

-

the hands of the people who had been shot ?—They
39,240. You examined them —Yes.

-

39,265. Was Dr. Morris with you?—Not with me,

39,274. (By Mr. Nathan.) How many women were
sentenced to be flogged at Manchioneal —Three or

39,239. But they belonged to them —Yes.

t

39,264. Did you see a body lying on the road at
Long Bay with a sword-cut across the forehead —
No, I never saw anybody with a sword-cut at all.
he was with Captain Hole.

39,231. What did he order your men to do?—To

-

º

39,262. (Suggested by Mr. Walcott.) Did you pass
a place called Long Bay on the way ?—Yes,
39,263. Did you observe a body lying on the road

at Long Bay?—I do not remember particularly.

Sherwood as being rebels 2–Yes.

——

39,261. Was that to go to Golden Grove or to Port
Antonio —To go to Port Antonio.
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39,295. In this island ?—Yes.
39,296. And for the greater of that time you have

39,316. Do the people send their children there 2–

They are not doing so now, and for some two or three
resided in the parish of St. James —The greater years past they have declined very much ; but for the
art, about 31 years.

39,297. About July 1865, did you have an inter
view with the Custos of the parish –Yes.

39,298. And by him were you requested to ascer
tain the feeling and public spirit of the people with

whom you had to deal —I was requested to do so.
39,299. Did you take any steps to ascertain the

feelings of your congregations generally —I made all
the inquiries I could of the principal people, and got
them to inquire also.
39,300. And did you report the result to the
Custos ?—Yes, I spoke to the Custos.
39,301. What was the result that you found with

regard to the good or ill feeling of the people —I
found the people all in a peaceable state, and peace
ably inclined.
39,302. Did that relate generally to the parish, or
particularly to any district with which you were
more immediately concerned 2–It related to the dis
trict more particularly. I cannot say what was the
state of feeling in other districts.
39,303. What district is that ?–It is called Spring
Field district; the parish is divided for certain pur
poses into six different districts, and this district is
called Spring Field in which I reside.

39,304. What is about the population of it —I do
not know exactly, for the districts were not given in
separately in the census, but just the parish.
39,305. Is it well peopled —Yes.
39,306. Are there other resident ministers besides

yourself —Two others.
39,307. Of your connexion ?–No, a Moravian

earlier part, for a number of years, they seemed to
make rapid progress. When I first went to take
charge of the congregation where I am now I had
about a thousand in the congregation, and in that
number there were not three persons who could read
the New Testament.

39,317. And you think that at present the people
children as they used to be —No.
39,318. And they do not avail themselves of the
opportunity furnished by you ?—No, they are not so
anxious about it. With your permission I would
present a paper to the Commission upon the state of
education in the country in 1861, and an analysis.
That was the last time a census of the country was
taken, and the educational returns were made in it;
and this is an analysis which I made founded upon

39,310. What was the effect upon the people in
your neighbourhood of the news of the outbreak at

39,319. That is about education ?—That paper will
show the different parishes, the state of education in
each parish, comparatively with the parish where there
is a better attendance than in any of the other
parishes.

39,320. Do you think an obligatory system of edu
cation would succeed here 7–Do you mean a compul
sory system.

39,323. That they should not be allowed to work

thought it would very much grieve the Queen when

under a certain age, or if allowed to work, only allowed
to do so for a limited number of hours ?–Yes. (The
witness presented to the Commission the annual report
of the society and schools with which he was con
nected for the last year.)
39,324. Are there any large estates in your district 2
—Only three now. Since I have resided there 14, 15,

she heard of it.

or 16, have been abandoned in that district.

Morant Bay ?–In the first place they could hardly
credit the event; and when they were assured of its

truth they seemed to be very sorry that such a thing
should have taken place, and they said it would bring
a bad name upon the black population, and they

*

the census.

work and another at school.

at all that I am aware of.

9 Mar. 1866,

are not so anxious about education; to educate their

be no intention of the kind.

39,308. There was no disturbance of the peace

occurred anywhere in your parish or district —Not

W. Dandy.

Now a considerable number

39,309. Did you notice anything like an intention
to do so by any acts done by the people amongst whom
you move —Nothing of the kind ; there seemed to

reside in the same district.

Rev.

can. A few years ago I made inquiry by ruling a
number of sheets of paper, and dividing my district
into different portions as to the state of education.
That was about the year 1856.

39,321. Yes : — I hardly know. I have been
throughout in this matter a strong voluntary, and have
always thought that means far preferable.
39,322. Do you think a greater interference on
the part of Government would be attended with suc
cess?—I think if some protective system could be
adopted it would be well. Children should be pro
tected from going to work under a certain age, and
something like the English plan adopted, one week at

missionary and a Presbyterian missionary ; they
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39,311. After that expression of their judgment of
39,325. What have become of them 2–Some have
what had happened, was there any alarm upon the part of been thrown up, others have been divided an acre
any section of the inhabitants in that district 7–There
was no alarm until they heard some time afterwards, here and there, to be rented as provision-grounds.
39,326. Is there a want of labour in your neigh
that “the Lily,” that is the name of a man-of-war,
was coming into Montego Bay.

Then the country

bourhood for the estates that are in cultivation ?—

people, who resided in my own district, seemed

These is an abundance of labour for the estates that

alarmed.

are in cultivation.

$º 12.

Were those persons living out of the towns?

39,327. Do the people generally have continuous

39,313. You do not mean the peasants –I mean

labour, or do they work by fits and starts 2–I believe,
for the most part, they have continuous labour; there
may be certain seasons of the year when there is a

— les.

the peasants; I have scarcely any white inhabitants.

39,314. Was any application made by the Custos pressure upon the estates, when their provision-grounds
of the parish for force to protect the parish —None. require to be attended to just at the same time as the
39,315. Do you superintend the education of the crops ; it is not so much in crop, in crop there is gene

children of your district —I do not superintend, but rally an abundance of labour, but it is more generally
I have two or three schools, and I have taken a great after crop, when the young canes require to be cleaned,
interest in the education of the people since I have and their own provision-grounds require to be cleaned
resided in the district,

at the same time.
The witness withdrew,

Rev. CHARLEs Dou ETT sworn and examined.

39,328. You succeeded Mr. Herschell, I believe, as

,

Rev. C. 1)ouett.

criminal proceedings there 7–To the best of my

rector at Bath 2–I did.

knowledge no communicant member took part in it;

39,329. Are you able to state whether any of the
People connected with your church took any part in the

there was one man named Colin M*Dermott who was

a member, I think, about a year before that, and he
5 I 4
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separated himself from communion, and he has not
been a communicant since ; he was the nearest ap

attendants, not communicants 2–Yes.

proach to what you allude to.
39,330. He was hanged, was he –Yes.

particular information ? — I was asked concerning
some papers I sent to Governor Eyre from Gordon to
Paul Bogle. I do not know whether the evidence has

Rev. C. Douett.
9 Mar. 1866.

39,334. And three others, who were occasional

39,335. Are you able to give the Commission any

39,331. Was there one James Edwards also 2–Yes;
been brought before the Commission or not.

-

but he was not a communicant, he was formerly a
schoolmaster at Bath, and was dismissed.

39,336. You had at one time in your possession
some letters from Gordon to Paul Bogle 3–Yes; I

39,332. Were there four others who were occasion
ally in the habit of attending the church who were
hung —Yes, not being communicant members.
39,333. Were three flogged for plundering who
were communicants —Yes; they were communicant
members, and they were flogged for plundering.

picked them up casually during the disturbances,
merely to keep as a memorial of the rebellion.
39,337. What has become of them 2–I handed

them to Governor Eyre.

-

39,338. I believe you had seen them lying about at
the Camp —Yes, at Morant Bay.

The witness withdrew.

G. Lyons, Esq.

GEORGE LYONs, Esq., sworn, and examined.
them, during crop time, of the services of the book
Peace as a justice for the parish of Trelawny ?—I keeper, a head-man, and another person working at the
works. It was called to my attention thus: after I
have been for the last 14 years.
39,340. Have you acted during that time as a ma became a member of the House of Assembly I corres.
gistrate on the bench 2–I have.
ponded with some of the leading gentlemen of the
39,341. In the administration of justice in the cases parish to see what their wants were, and to endeavour
of summary jurisdiction ?—I have ; and I was for some to provide for them. I received communications from
time associated, during the former judicial bill, as one Mr. Paul King, who has since died, who was then
of the assistant judges of the Court of Common Pleas attorney of Arcadia, Brompton, and Briar Castle
until that was swept away by the new judicial estates, three of the finest in the parish, and he called
ill.
my attention to this same point that I have already
39,342. In Trelawny had you any ground for ap named to the Commission, and it was in consequence
prehending a spirit of disaffection in the middle of last of his letter, backed by my previous experience, that
39,339. You have been on the Commission of the

†

summer ?—Not at all; I was residing in St. James

I introduced that measure.

at the time, which is close to Trelawny, and I was
going backwards and forwards to Trelawny. I had
resided previously, 30 years, in Trelawny, and was

39,350. Did that very much reduce the expense?—
It did away entirely with the expense in cases of
larceny of growing crops and provision, in accordance
with the Act as to enclosed places.
39,351. Was that Act passed ?–It was passed, and
is in force; it has since been amended by another
Act of a more stringent nature, I believe, and, at the
same time, in some respects more lenient, because, I
believe, in some of the cases that were then penal there
is the option given of inflicting penalty, and in default
of payment imprisonment.
39,352. I suppose the penalty is payable to the
person complaining of the loss —That is irrespective;
they can recover for that, and there is the penalty

quite conversant with the people there, and I do not

think there was the slightest apprehension with regard
to the people.
39,343. Nothing you saw led you to inform the
Government about the state of the people as being one
of alarm —Not the slightest.

39,344. Are they a litigious lot there ; do they often
issue summonses against each other, and come before

you ?—The black people are very fond of the lower
Court.

39,345. And they come before you under the sum
mary process —Yes.
39,346. Do you think the administration of justice
has been satisfactory to them as a general rule —
Yes, as a general rule, I should say so.
39,347. You heard no complaints there upon that
subject as a matter of public grievance —No, not as
a subject of public grievance.
39,348. Do they appeal much from the decisions
that are given in the first instance —I do not think
they appeal generally. I would remark that there are
more than there would be ordinarily at a recent date.

besides, I believe.

I have not the Act before me, so

I cannot speak positively. I think the Act that
amended the 16th Vict. was the 27th Vict. chapter 3,

39,353. That made matters of petty larceny finable?
—Not all, some of them.

39,354. Do you find since then that cases of petty

larceny have greatly increased ?–The cases brought
before the Courts have increased, but the fact of these

really so. A great number of poor persons formerly
hadn't the means of going to Court, Having lost
to the list, and the solicitors induce appeals necessarily. their goods they could not spend twelve, fifteen, or
39,349. I believe, as a member of the Legislative twenty shillings additional upon them, and rather than
Assembly, you introduced a bill for the purpose of do that they put up with the loss, and those cases
reducing the expenses attendant upon litigation before

consequently did not come into Court; but since that
bill has passed all the cases have come into Court,

Previous to my being a justice of the peace, I had

that course has increased the number of cases

frequent complaints made to me by the labouring

recorded.

classes, as well also by persons connected with the

planting interests, of the great expense and loss of
time entailed upon them in matters at petty larceny,

39,355. Under what Act is that?—The 16th
Vict, which has been amended.

39,356. But that is substantially in force?–Yes.

such as stealing canes, the larceny of growing provi

39,357. My question was rather with respect to the
sions, and of their growing crops. They had to go to increase of larcenies recently, under the provisions ºf
the peace office, and in those days they had to pay that Act —There have been, year by year, more ºld
for the warrant or summons, and would sometimes
have to attend the Court two or three times before the

!.

-

cases having increased does not show that that is

I believe there have been a few more solicitors added

the Courts?—Yes, it was introduced in this way.

º

cases brought forward, and consequently it has
ircreased.

case was adjudicated upon. I remember on one occa
sion a case of cane stealing from an estate ; it was re
ferred to me as one who had taken a lively interest in
public matters there, and it was shown to me that it

$9,358. Pilfering each other's provision-grounds?
-Within the last two or three years there has been a
decided increase in consequence of the drought we

was a loss to the estate, in a pecuniary point of view,
of some 16s, ºr 20s., irrespective of depriving the

a lot of lazy, worthless characters in every place.
39,359. Pilfering, you think, was increased by this

estate, at a period when they could ill afford to spare

temporary distress :-I should think so. Within the

had. I think that has occasioned it; there are always

sº
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last two or three years there has been a decided
increase, consequent upon the drought : in some cases,
where the land has not yielded, persons who have

been lazy or bad have gone and pilfered from their
more fortunate neighbours.
39,360. Has that been larceny of land produce, not

of personal property – I am speaking with regard to
land produce.
39,361. Is that the subject matter in which there
has been an increase from your experience –That is

my experience, the greater increase has been there.
The petty larcenies otherwise have also increased, I
believe. If the Commission will permit me I will
offer some remarks with reference to some evidence I

have heard here this day with respect to the justices
—not hearsay, but positive evidence. I think it
might explain some things to the Commission of which
they are not aware. I heard it given in evidence to
day that one justice asked another to sit for him in a
case of his.

39,362. That was at Morant Bay ?—Yes, but it is
not confined to Morant Bay, it is a thing of necessity;
I will explain what I mean. About two weeks ago I
attended the Court at Trelawny, or Falmouth, and I
sat on the bench, as the justice whose turn it was to
be there was not present, and I was asked to take the
seat. I did so with my brother justice. I had a case
myself in Court that day. Of course I could not sit
on my own case; I was obliged to stand out and allow
another justice to sit to take that single case. When
it was heard he retired and left me on the bench to

finish the proceedings. That was done from pure
motives and intentions, and of necessity.
39,363. IIave you upon your bench members in the
Commission who are other than planters, or persons
connected with the cultivation of estates ?—There are
others.

39,364. What rank of life are they selected from ?
—We have them of all grades.

39,373. But is it so remarkable that when distress

from drought occurs it runs up in the scale of increase,
1)AY.
or does it go steadily on, regardless of that –I think
it is from the poverty of the people, combined with G. Lyons, Esq.
their vicious associations.

39,374. Are the young people those who are mostly
the subject of these charges —Mostly.
39,375. Have you had an opportunity official of
noticing whether or not, amongst the younger classes
of the population, there is a falling off in habits of
steadiness of labour and occupation; whether, in fact,
they have become more vicious than their parents —
Yes; I have had a very large experience among the
negro population, and if I had retained my position
in political matters as a popular man I might have
made very great mistakes, and perhaps have shared
the fate of some other unfortunate creatures innocently.
I have had a great deal of experience among the
people from mixing among them as a popular man.
The old people, as a class, are about the best peasantry
to be found in the world, but the young people have
degenerated very much indeed. I have noticed a
great want of those filial duties from a child to a
parent that ought to be observed. I have been not
unfrequently appealed to by the old people, who have
known me so many years resident among them, in
cases where their children have been disobedient and

have fled from them with bad associations: I have on
some occasions had to write to some of the other

parishes and have got some brother magistrate there
to see after the grown-up youths, and to have them
sent back to their parents to try and check them in
their vicious career.

39,376. To what do you attribute that alteration in

their ways; do the parents neglect them in their early
days do you think —No; I have known cases where
the parents have taken a great deal of care of their
children and have discharged their duties towards

them faithfully, as faithfully as men in their position

39,365. All classes 2–All classes.

39,366. Are the majority landowners, or persons
connected with the management of estates ?—I think

the majority of the magistrates are what are called
planters, that is, proprietors of estates and attorneys
representing absent proprietors.
39,367. The bulk of the Commission of the Peace
is made up of that class of persons —I think so ;
there are several merchants also on the bench.

39,368. We have heard that a report has been made
of the scale of crime in different years; there appears
in September 1861 to have been only 283 prisoners
in the General Penitentiary for larceny, and that for
the same offence in the following year 352 ; in the

in life could do. They have endeavoured to give them
such an education as was within their reach, and, as far
as their means would admit of, provided for all their
natural wants in accordance with their position in

life, but it has been from bad association. The great
evil of the country is this, that people are sent into
the Penitentiary and they are cast loose upon society

after two or three years; they roam from place to
place and they frequently induce inexperienced youths
to go with them, and they lead them into vice and
crline.

39,377. You mean they take them away from their
parents f_Yes; I refer to persons who have been in
the Penitentiary and have been released, old offenders
who have been convicted two or three times.

year after that, 482; and in the year 1864, 629;

showing the rapid increase of offences limited to the
subject of larceny ; you say that chiefly relates to
larceny of provision grounds 2—I am speaking of the
under Courts, the magistrates’ Courts.

As to the

Penitentiary, I am not able to say much about
39,369. But does that bear out your experience

39,378. And they take the young into their train
ing 2—Yes.
39,379. Does that apply more particularly to this
country than to any other class and generation, that
the old offenders, when they come out of prison, en
trap the young —I have remarked it here as a new
phase in that portion of the people.
39,380. As long as slavery existed there was that
kind of control that prevented that sort of association?
—We had transportation at that time, we could

that there has been an increase ?—What I speak of
is what comes under my direct knowledge in the
summary jurisdiction, but as to the higher Courts I
have not referred to the records, or kept any.
transport our hardened criminals from the country;
39,370. I suppose cases come before you for com now we have not the means of transporting them,
mittal to be tried in the higher Courts : —Yes, for they get turned loose upon society again, and they
examination ; and there has been a decided increase
in the cases committed to the circuit.

become a curse to the country.
39,381. You can have no control over them f_No;

39,371. As well as those you have dealt with sum

if there was some small island about that could be

marily –Yes; some of the cases sent to the Peniten

made a penal prison to settle them in, and keep them
away, I think the natural disposition of the people
would lead them towards that which was good. I
would merely call the attention of the Commission to
one or two facts which confirm my belief as to the

tiary are also disposed of in lower Courts. By the Act
of the Legislature the magistrates have a power, with
consent, in cases to the amount of 10l. to adjudicate

without sending it upstairs, taking the case pro formá
and taking down the evidence.
39,372. Have you noticed whether the increase has
been from the concurrent distress from drought, or
independent of that 2–I think the increase has been

THIRTY
El GIITH

state of the country. The saving fund of St. James
at Montego Bay had a large amount in it, and when
all these matters occurred, and previous to these oc
currences, the only amount of any importance that
was drawn from it was that of a gentleman who

from the viciousness of the people ; some of it has
owned a sugar estate; he withdrew it at that moment,
been from drought.
5 IC
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not knowing what might be the result of the out
break in the eastern part of the island; he got

which I think shows that there cannot be disaffection
is, the recruiting for the several black West India

DAY.

alarmed, and he withdrew it, I presume, to provide

regiments has always gone on in this colony pretty

G. Lyons, Esq. himself with the means of leaving the country if ne

extensively, and a great many of our people from the
north side have recruited into the regiments; the
greatest mischief in our island is our elective fran.

cessary; but a large number of black people who had
9 Mar. 1866.

money in that bank did not withdraw it, either

---

previously or at that time, showing that there was
no feeling of disaffection among them, and no lack of

chise, our representative institutions.

confidence.

crease of crime to be attributed somewhat to the

There is another fact ; the greater por

39,383. (Mr. Phillippo.) Is not the apparent in.

tion of our police are composed of black men, and

appointment of a rural constabulary —I do not think

they have, on our side of the island, behaved ex

SO.

-

39,384. Do not you think that there are cases

ceedingly well.
39,382. That is at the west side of the island 2–

brought forward now which were not formerly –

Yes, but although they behaved well, they are as a
body inefficient for their duties; I think although men
may behave well, still they may not be an efficient
body, and I do not think they are ; another fact

There are some cases that are exceptional. I am
speaking generally ; I do not think that the estab.
lishment of the rural constabulary, as a rule, has
made the apparent increase of crime so great.

The witness withdrew.
The Hon. EDWARD KEMBLE sworn and examined.

Hon. E. Kemble.

jº. You are one of the judges of this island *

trates who preside in the Courts below *—We will

—I am.

aSSumle SO.

39,386. How long have you been so *—A little
over five years.
39,387. Is that the whole time of your residence

39,399. Has your attention been directed to the
amount of fees which are payable at Petty Sessions?
—I cannot say it has ; I never had complaints made to

here 2–Oh, no, I was here at the bar; I came out in
the end of 1846, and was at the bar here until I came

me on the subject ; I can offer no information on that

-

to the bench.

39,388. You know of course the object of this
Commission; can you give us any information bear.
ing upon that object, first with regard to the ad
ministration of justice at Petty Sessions 2–Looking
at the island generally, I certainly think that justice
is administered in the Petty Sessions very fairly;
there may be occasional exceptions, but I think, look
ing at the mode in which the cases are conducted
generally throughout the island, it is satisfactory.
39,389. You are able of course to form some

opinion on that subject from the appeals which there
are to the Superior Courts from the Petty Sessions f
—I am.

-

-

39,390. Have you been frequently on the Circuit
to which the appeals from St. Thomas in the East
would come —I have been there at least four or

five times, I think.

We generally take the Circuit

in order, consequently I am generally once every year
in the same place.
39,391. Have you in your experience observed any

—

point.
39,400. As to the facility of appeals, has your
attention been directed to the point whether any
obstacle has been thrown in the way of appeals?—I
am not aware of any, except upon the part of the Ap
peal Act, as to the necessity of entering into certain
security.

39,401. Have you been able to form any opinion as
to whether there is a want of confidence in the ad

ministration of justice in St. Thomas in the East –
No, I cannot say that I have ; that is to say, I never
had any complaints made to me, but I think there
were dissensions amongst the magistrates from all I
have heard, and very likely that may tend to render
the decisions less acceptable to the people.
39,402. You think it is calculated to produce a
want of confidence 2–I think it is.

39,403. You mean these dissensions ?–Yes.

39,404, But with reference to any question be:
tween the labourers and employers, do you think there
is likely to be confidence on the part of the labour
ers as long as the magistracy is for the most part

marked difference between the parish of St. Thomas

in the hands of the planters, or those connected

in the East and other parishes in that respect –I

with the planting interest ?—There would be a
natural jealousy, I take it.

think there have been more appeals in St. Thomas
in the East.

39,405. Do you think it would be desirable that
such cases should be brought before some one who
should not only be but be known to be perfectly inde.

39,392. Have there been more reversals of decisions
there –That I am not prepared to say, but there
have been many appeals. Whether the number is

dendent 2–It would be better. Perhaps the ap

really large it is impossible for me to say, unless I

pointment of a stipendiary magistrate would be a

knew the number of cases that occurred there.

very advisable step, if it could be done, but we must
consider not only what is desirable but what is prº

39,393. It is a very large parish, is it not ?—It is
a very large parish.
39,394. You do not mean that there have been

ticable, and it appears to me that it would be difficult

more appet's in proportion to the extent of business

of stipendiary magistrates; It would at least require
four or five hundred a year, I should think, to secure

-

that came before the Petty Sessions —That I cannot

for the colony to stand the expense of the introductiºn

say. I have no idea of the number of cases.

the services of a person in whom the people had coll

39,395. Have you been able to form an opinion
from the cases that have been brought before you
unfavourable generally to the conduct of the magis

fidence, and that would amount to a very largº sull,

trates in that district 2–I am not prepared to state

that. I may say that I do not think matters were
carried on in that parish so satisfactorily as in others.

39,396. Upon the whole do you

think there was

fair
ground for complaint —I cannot call to mind
any specific case where there has been unfairness in
the proceedings.

39,397. Mistakes of course are occasionally made 2

when you consider that there are 22 parishes in tº
island.

39,406. How many stipendiary magistrates do Yº
suppose would be required —Ishould think 16 or 18
at 39,407.
least forSupposing
the 22 parishes,
there was to be a something of
Master and Servants' Act, and that all questions
arising under that Act should be decided by a stipe"
-

diary magistrate who should go circuit, would nº!"
very
smallerthe
[number]
of mento domean
for that
Do Imuch
understand
Commission
ſhºt :his

—Yes, I think, generally speaking, in that parish the jurisdiction should be confined to those particular
appeals, as in others, are generally upon questions of
law.

39,398. One may very well assume that you are
better informed on these questions than the magis

cases :

*

39,408. It might be only confined to those?-Yº
I think that would be desirable.

-

39,409. Has your attention ever been directed to
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an Act which prevails in Barbadoes, and which was

each parish in which a Court is held, or the several
clerks of the peace of each parish of a precinct in
the present Chief Justice there *—No, I do not think which a Court is held, be clerk of the County Court
it has.
in respect of the business arising from his parish in
39,410. How do you think the jury system works matters of appeal as well as of original jurisdiction ;
here?—I do not think it works well, for this reason, in the latter case drawing all proceedings, &c., the
that the juries are drawn from too restricted an area, process being in all respects similar to that in the
and I think it would be a great advantage if the magistrates' Courts. I would have the process in
juries were drawn from the body of each county.
every way exactly similar before the County Court
39,411. At present they are drawn from each judge to that which prevails in the Court below, merely
introduced immediately after the apprenticeship by

parish —Yes, consequently there are constant motions

THIRTY
EIGHTH
DAY.
Hon. E. Kemble.
9 Mar. 1866.

with some alteration as to the name of the Court.

in the Supreme Court for a change of venue. That
would be to a great extent obviated if there was a

Then I would let the County Court judge decide all
cases within their jurisdiction summarily and without
return to what used to be the system of a county a jury; in point of fact, instead of giving the magis
assize.
trates an extended jurisdiction, I would merely give
39,412. Would that not very much increase the that extended jurisdiction to certain legal men duly
labours of jurymen by bringing them from a distance 2 qualified and above all prejudice. Then I would let
--It would, except there was a revision of the jury there be an appeal in civil cases to the Supreme
list. If they were properly made up and the jury re Court in all matters of original jurisdiction; not an
duced in number 1 think it would not operate hardly appeal from an appeal; that would be too much, but
upon them, for they would have to come up very an appeal in all civil cases between 10l. and 20/., and
seldom ; I think once in four or five years.
I would give that appeal not to ourselves on circuit,
39,413. The number of the jury at present is seveu, but to the Supreme Court sitting in banco, because
is it mot ?—Yes. I would suggest that they be re then the decision would be one that would govern the
duced to five, because in civil cases a majority of five three County Court judges, and the decision would
be known all over the island, and would govern the
can now give a verdict, according to our law.
39,414. Then would you have a majority of three ? practice in matters of law. Then, in order to enable
—No, I would require unanimity in the five : as a an appeal to be prosecuted from a decision of the
verdict of five is good now I don't see why it should magistrates to the next County Court, let it suffice for
not always be so. If the Commission would allow the party dissatisfied with the decision to give verbal
me I would beg to suggest a scheme, the substance of notice of appeal immediately to the clerk of the magis
which I have here, for an alteration in our judicial trates in open Court, provided that within 14 days
system which I think would be advantageous; but I after the decision the appellant enter into security
beg to be understood that I have not volunteered my duly to prosecute the appeal. My object is this, it
evidence; I may mention that this is a mere rough would never do for the appellant not to enter into
sketch. I have shown it to Sir Bryan Edwards, the some security, because it is known by practice here
Chief Justice, or rather I mentioned it to him yester that persons used constantly to give verbal notice of
day, and he did not appear to disagree with it ; how appeal without any intention whatever of appealing,
ever, he will be here before you, and will speak for therefore it is necessary there should be some security
himself. I would first suggest that the magistrates beyond that. I think a mere verbal notice is not
should retain their present jurisdiction of magistrates' sufficient, but I see no occasion for service of notice
Courts. Some time ago it was suggested even that of appeal upon the party; that creates the difficulty,
that jurisdiction should be increased; I certainly do and some time ago, until a later Appeal Act was
not agree in that proposition, but I think they might passed, it did create considerable difficulty, because
safely be allowed to retain their present jurisdiction, the Act was very strict, and it was necessary before
provided a more speedy appeal were given from their the judge could hear the case at all on its merits that
decision, which I propose to make provision for in he should be satisfied that all the proper precaution
this scheme. I would then suggest that three County had been taken and preliminary notices given, and it
Court judges be appointed, one for each county, at a was very often impossible for persons to prove that,
salary of 1,000l. each, to be appointed by the British the consequence of which was a denial of justice ;
Government from barristers of the English and Irish therefore I would simplify the matter, but retain the
bar of at least five years' practice. I think it neces security. The other head includes all the other
sary that they should be appointed from England in courts—the Supreme Court, Court of Chancery, the
order to prevent its being said if persons were ap Court of Ordinary Assizes, and the Insolvent Court.
pointed here that they were in any way influenced I would suggest this : let the number of the judges
either by one party or the other. I would also require remain the same as at present, with precisely the
them to be of five years' practice, in order, as far as same salaries, but let one of them be Vice-Chancellor,
possible, to get men of certain experience, and I think relieving the Chief Justice from the equitable portion
unless 1,000l. was offered such men as we would of his duties, or let one of the judges be dispensed
desire to get would not be obtained. I would give with (with compensation), and let there be an equity
them first an appellate jurisdiction from all decisions side to the Supreme Court; let the Vice-Chancellor
of the magistrates in Petty Sessions in all civil and (if one be appointed, or if not the Chief Judge) be
criminal cases. Besides that, I would give them an Surrogate of the Court of Ordinary; let County
original jurisdiction, but a limited and I may term it Assize Courts be held by two of the Supreme Court
an intermediate jurisdiction, commencing where the judges concurrently on circuit, the Chief Judge
jurisdiction of the magistrates terminates ; as, for officiating in his turn, as formerly, under the 2nd
instance, in civil cases, commencing in all matters of Victoria, chapter 65 ; let the County Assize Court be
Contract where the subject matter is above 10!. and held at the times and the places and the periods

do not exceed, say 201, and in torts when the damage mentioned in schedule C ; let one Supreme Court
claimed is above 2!. and does not exceed, say 10!. ;

judge remain in or about Spanish Town during the

and in criminal matters let them have jurisdiction in

absence of the other two on circuit in Cornwall for

all cases of larceny, receiving, embezzlement, or ob

the transaction of chamber business; let the judge at
the County Assize Court, first concluding his work,
assist the other by easing him of cases still remaining
undisposed of in his court; the entire business of the

!aining money under false pretences, when the amount
involved exceeds 5s. and does not exceed, say 2l. I
*ay 5s, because it is there that the jurisdiction of the
magistrates terminate in such cases.

I should then

suggest that these barristers or County Court judges

Courts being thus, as far as possible, divided between
and proceeded with by both judges concurrently. Under

should hold Courts four times a year in their respec the old system two judges went down together, one
tive counties, at times and places and for the duration sitting on the criminal side and one on the civil, as
mentioned in a schedule, whatever it might be.

I

it is in England.

But when one had concluded his

Would then suggest that the clerks of the peace of work on the civil side he returned and did nothing
5 K 2
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until the other Court was concluded, and then both must travel over, and the difficulty of getting from
sat in the Insolvent Court, consequently time was one point to the other.
39,416. The whole virtue of the thing is lost except
wasted ; and my suggestion was that the judge first
finishing should sit and assist the other Court, and so you have it very speedily?—You would find a great
the business would be got rid of much quicker. Let deal of travelling here. I have considered all this,
the Insolvent Courts be held before both judges, Formerly there were chairmen of Quarter Sessions.
sitting together at the times and places mentioned in I do not suggest a revival of that. The Commission
the schedule D. Let the jury lists be drawn from the must remember there are no railroads here, and
body of each county, the grand and petty jury panels although the actual distance may be small, it may
being made separately. At present they are made up take ten times the amount of time to travel with bad
in one, and great difficulty arose in this last Special roads, and rivers down. We are in a state of nature
Commission in consequence. All juries, grand and here. I have myself had to cross rivers with 12 men
petty, to consist of only five persons, and unanimity round my horse, and then at the risk of my life.
39,417. It has been said that the jury system is
required for a finding a verdict, provided there shall
be in capital cases a jury of 12 as at present. Let not satisfactory to the litigants in this country. Do
all proceedings at the Assize Court originate in the you find that tested by the number of new trials in
Crown Office, and let the Attorney-General and Clerk civil cases where verdicts have been against evidence?
of the Crown, or their properly qualified deputies, —I think there have been many new trials upon that
attend each Assize Court, and let the several clerks ground.
39,418. An unnatural proportion of cases tried
of the peace transmit proceedings to the Crown
Office, as before the passing of the 19th Vict. chap. because the verdicts are against evidence?—I think
10.
It would work then in this way:—Supposing there have been a great many, I think I may say an
a case brought before a clerk of the magistrate under
5s., the case would go to the magistrates, as it does

unnatural proportion.

matter could be inquired into by the magistrates,
and instead of being sent to the assizes, as it is now,

39,419. As to the class of traverse juries that try
civil cases, do you find intelligence in them in dealing
with any complicated facts —Rather the reverse;
they are rather difficult to manage. I think myself

the party would be committed for trial to the County

the qualification might be raised.

now.

Supposing a case above 5s., say 10s., then the

39,420. What is the qualification ?—Merely that
they can read and write. It might be made upon
it would be sent for trial to the assizes, and the Clerk payment of ll. taxes.
Court ; if, on the other hand, it is something above

the jurisdiction of the County Court, then of course

of the Court in that case, instead of doing what he

39,421. Do you find sometimes, as it has been im

now does, drawing an indictment, would merely
send up the depositions to the Crown Office, and then
the Clerk of the Crown would draw the indictment,

puted to Welsh juries, that there is great partiality
from a feeling of clanship. Do you find that kind of
feeling prevail in Jamaica —I am not prepared to

and the Attorney-General himself, or his deputy,
generally a junior barrister, would conduct the

say that.
39,422. It does not arise from that so much as from

evidence.

want of intelligence you think?—No ; in criminal
39,415. There is one thing that strikes me in the cases everything depends upon the constitution of
scheme, and it is this —The County Court judges the jury, after the usual challenges have been given;
going circuit only once in three months, we ex generally speaking. one can pretty well tell what the
pect them in England to go circuit once a month — result of a case will be, apart from the evidence,
The diſliculty is this, the nature of the country they That is not from the intelligence of jury, but the
contrary.
The witness withdrew.
Mr. S. Cookc.

Mr. STEPHEN CookE recalled and further examined.

39,423. Can you give the Commission the number
of cases, tried at the Petty Sessions at St. Thomas in

their contract, and in a great many of those cases the

the East and the number of appeals therefrom for

parties have appealed, and upon the appeal the deri.
sion, have been invariably affirmed by the judge on

the last two or three years —The average would be

circuit.

fully 150 cases a quarter.

39,424. What is the number of appeals —Perhaps
there may have been a dozen, perhaps none at all.
39,425. In a quarter do you mean *—I am unable to

give the actual number in consequence of the records

39,432. Has there been no case in the last three

years where the claim by the employers, in consº:

quence of the breach of contract, has been allowed
by the magistrates, and where that decision has been
reversed ?–Yes, there have been cases,

being destroyed, but I can swear positively the cases
39,433. I thought you said that the decisions had
average about 150 a quarter, or 600 a year.
been invariably affirmed –I say so. Invariably they
39,426. And the average number of appeals out of have been affirmed.
those 600?—Perhaps for a whole year not a dozen,
39,434. Then I asked you whether there had been
another year perhaps 18 or 20.
no
case in which the decision had been reversed, and
39,427. Can you give us the average 7–Taking you said there had been cases 2–Yes, there have been
one year with the other, I don't think they exceed 20 perhaps 20 cases, or 30, or 25 affirmed in five years.
-

in the whole year.

39,428. Are you able to tell us in what proportion
of cases the magistrates' decision has been reversed ?
—The majority of cases have been affirmed.
39,429. Can you tell us the number of cases that
have been brought within the last two or three years
before the Petty Sessions of disputes between labourers

39,435. Then it is not invariably?—Well, nearly so.
39,436. You were spoken to before about the case
that was expected to come on on the 7th of October,
arising out of a trespass on the Middleton property,
what became of that case, was it tried on the Satur

day?–Yes ; and the man appealed against the com:
and employers as to wages?—Within the last three viction, but the appellant was afterwards hung, and
years I don't think there has been a dozen cases. I it was dropped.
39,437. Upon what evidence were the warrants
am speaking of suing for wages.
39,430. Are complaints by the employers of the
breach of contract by labourers frequent —There
have been a great many. I don't think there have
been a dozen cases of suing for wages.
39,431. Iłut there have been a good many where
the employers have brought up the labourers for

granted on the 7th of October 2–Upon the sworn in

formation of the police for assault and riot.
39,438. There was some evidence against every
one of those as to whom warrants were issued –Yes,
for assault and riot.

39,439. Have you the books of the Petty Session at
breach of contract –Yes, for non-performance of Bath —Yes, those have been preserved.
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39,440. Have you brought them —No, I had no
intimation that they would be wanted.
39,441. Were you present at many of the execu
tions at Morant Bay ?—I was.
39,442. Were there any cases that you saw in
which the feet of persons executed could reach

the ground —Certainly not.

I never saw a man

that was hung whose feet were not fully three feet
from the ground, and I saw I think 176 hung ; there
were a great many more, but I was not present at all
the executions.

-

39,443. What was the name of the appellant in the

never done so in my life; on the contrary I have

given largely out of my own pocket in stamps, and
have given my labour at St. Thomas in the East, which
can be proved by any man. When I thought them too
poor, the magistrates themselves can state that I have
given them the stamps out of my own pocket and the
process besides, and in many cases I have compromised

constable cases it is usual throughout the whole

island, where the defendant is brought up by police
men or constables, the cost is given by the justices
taxed as against the defendant ; and if they are paid
the clerk of the magistrates gets those fees; if they
are not paid he does not get them. No charge is made
in the first instance to the policemen or constables for
these fees. There are fees given by the police magis
trate in Kingston, and by every magistrate in the
island ; they have been given to me in St. Thomas in
the East, and the first person that raised any objection
to these fees and tried to prevent the magistrates

came and laid information, and a warrant was issued

to apprehend him. The police did not execute that
warrant until the Tuesday.
39,447. I am asking why it was, as this riot and
assault had been almost within sight of the magistrates,
that he was not taken into custody at that time —
Simply because there were about 200 people there
with sticks, and it was impossible for any man to have
taken him into custody. If the police had attempted
it everyone of them would have been murdered ;
indeed the magistrates sent the inspector to call away

9 Mar. 1866.

the matter with them, and I have never seen them

39,444. He gave notice of appeal 2–Ile did, and
Paul Bogle was his surety for prosecuting the appeal.
39,445. That was on the Saturday after the riot ?
39,446. Then how is it that Paul Bogle was not
taken into custody at that time –Simply because it
was late in the evening, and the magistrates had to
finish their business. On Monday morning the police

Mr. S. Cooke.

again. I have lost both my money and my labour.
It has also been stated that illegal fees have been
demanded. I never made any demand for fees that I
am not strictly entitled to by law. In all police and

trespass case ?—Lewis Miller.

—On the 7th of October.
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giving them, was Mr. Jackson.
39,454. There has been a statement made to-day
that not unfrequently the office of the clerk of the
peace is closed and there is nobody to attend to the
applicants that come there on business, is that so *
—It is not correct; I have never left my office for a
day without some one being there to issue process ; it

is to my own advantage to get some one to be at the
office.

his men.

39,448, 13ut afterwards Paul Bogle must have
actually come into Court and tendered his security ?
—The excitement of the people was such at the time
that it would not have been safe to have attempted to
take him into custody in Court.
39,449. They had rescued the lad —They had ;
and when Miller was afterwards to be tried about 150
of them came into Court with sticks at the trial of

Miller, which took place after the riot and assault;
they were headed by Bogle, and it would have been
very unwise and unsafe to have attempted to arrest
him, or anyone else that day.
39,450. Was that the day on which you heard them

39,455. Could that have occurred for four whole

days at a time —No; there is a gentleman well
qualified to perform the duties, Mr. Snelling, who is
always employed by me in my absence. I do not
think I am absent once in 12 months, and that only on
business in Kingston, and my office is always supplied
by a proper person to attend to my duties. If I have
gone for two days I go to the sergeant of police and
say, “If any person comes about an assault, or any
trivial case, give out the summons in my absence.”
39,456. Was he at your office —No, but they

would go the police station, naturally, if they do not
see me at the office.

come in with bands of music 2–No, I don’t believe

39,457. Then your office may have been closed ?–

they did come in with a band of music, but I do not

Never closed ; it is opened every day, whether I am

know of my own knowledge.

there or not.

39,451. Did you know a person of the name of
George Bassett Clarke – I did.
39,452. Do you remember seeing him on Monday

never closed.

Oſłicer of Volunteers at Morant Bay ?—I was in

the 9th of October 2—I did see him on that day.

October last.

I have an office man ; therefore it is

39,458. (Mr. JPalcott.) Were you Commanding

39,453. Is it true that Mr. Price said at that time

39,459. Did you act as a member of any Court

in your presence that if he was a justice of the peace
in that parish, and there was that row, he would read

martial assembled for the trial of rebels —No, I did

the Riot Act and shoot them, because it was like the
case of Mr. Mitchell, in IXingston, where many inno
cent persons were shot for the guilty 2–It is not true;

39,460. Are you aware why you were wot put upon
that duty —I believe simply because I am so closely

he never made such a statement in my presence.

It

being murdered, and my father and myself being

has been stated before the Commission that I have

nearly murdered, I suppose the officer in command
thought it would not be prudent to put me on.

exacted illegal fees; it is perſectly untrue.

I have

;

not.

connected with the parish, and two of my brothers

The witness withdrew.
DR. GERRARD recalled and further examined.

Dr. Gerrard.

39,461. Were you at Morant Bay during the exe
cutions —With the exception of 10 days I was there

39,465. (Mr. JPalcott.) Were you living at Morant
Bay ?—Some little distance. I was living there the

the whole of the other portion of the time.

whole of the time of the executions.

39,462. Did you witness a very great number of

39,466. Were you there frequently 2–Yes.

executions 2–Yes.

• 39,463. Was there any occasion upon which the

feet of any of the persons executed touched the

39,467. Almost daily 2–Yes.
39,468. Did you ever see the office of the clerk of

the peace closed during the time you were at Morant

ground —I never saw one.

39,464. What was the distance of their feet from

Bay –On Sundays and holidays, because whether

the ground do you suppose —I should think between Mr. Cooke is there or not I sometimes go in there; he
twº and three feet. i examined some of the bodies

is not there always.

While they were hanging, and I saw none of their feet ... 39,469. You never noticed it closed ?–I never saw
touching the ground.

it closed to my knowledge.
The witness withdrew.
5 K 3
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GEORGE LEvy, Esq., sworn and examined.
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39,470. Were you, in October last, proprietor of the Lake told you or not that Marshall spoke as well as
looked defiantly 7–I should not like to swear to that.
“Colonial Standard ” newspaper ?–Yes.
G. Lery, Esq.
39,471. Did you employ Mr. Lake as your reporter I have some slight recollection of his having said
at Morant Bay ?—I did; he had been previously something about Marshall speaking; but never having
9 Mar. 1866.
employed by me.

attached any importance to it further than the fact of

39,472. Did you send him to Morant Bay for the
purpose of forwarding to you reports of what occurred

his explanation of the man having been hung, I am
not prepared to swear about that, but he certainly said

there 2–I did.

that Mr. Ramsay did perfectly right.

-

39,473. And he did send you those reports?—He
sent me those reports.
39,474. Did he return to Kingston about the 1st or

39,481. (Mr. Phillippo.) Are you quite sure that
Mr. Lake used those words 2—Yes.

39,482. Those exact words?—I am perfectly sure
that the tenor of his conversation was that Mr. Ramsay

2nd of November 3–To the best of my memory about was perfectly justified in hanging him, owing to the
the 1st or 2nd of November.

defiant look of Marshall, and that had he not done so

39,475. Did you speak to him about the case of a
man named Marshall —I spoke to him generally upon
matters there, and specially referred to the case of

his life would not have been safe.

Marshall.

39,476. Had he previously communicated to you
that Marshall had been hung —He had communi
cated to me that Marshall had been hung.
39,477. In correspondent's letter —Yes.
Did you speak to him upon the case ?—

yº.
eS.

39,483. That was his opinion that he gave you at
that time 2—It was his positive assurance.
39,484. That in his opinion Ramsay had done per
fectly right —That he had done perfectly right.
Subsequently I should mention that Mr. Lake wrote
to me, and I have a copy of his letter, approving of
Mr. Ramsay's conduct.
39,485. What is the date of that ?—That is it.
(The witness handed it in.) He speaks there of the

39,479. Will you state what he said to you in

Provost Marshal's merciful consideration of a man of

reference to Marshall ?—I remarked to him, “How is

the name of Crole,
39,486. Mr. Lake says that that was Mr. Judah's

“ it that Marshall, after having received 47 lashes out
“ of 50, was then ordered to be hanged " He replied,
“Hanged, sir, it served him right; if Mr. Ramsay
“ had not acted in that manner his life would not

“ have been safe one minute with the man afterwards;

“ he gave so defiant a look that never in my life have
“I ever seen anything to equal it.”
• 39,480. Can you tax your memory whether Mr.

letter ?—He wrote me a letter.

39,487. Have you got that letter ?—No.
39,488. What has become of it 2–I do not know;
it has been destroyed, never thinking anything would
turn upon it. But in that letter, relating to Marshall's
hanging, you will find that the words “fierce look”
are particularly mentioned.

The witness withdrew.
Mr. THEODoRE AUGUSTUS GEOGHEGAN sworn and examined.

Mr. T. A.

Geoghegan

39,489. Have you been magistrates' clerk for the
parish of St. Mary 12 years —I have been.
39,490. Are you so still —I am.
39,491. You acted at Kingston and Metcalfe for 15
years?—In those two parishes 15 years previous to
the 12 years, and a portion of that time I acted at
St. Mary's as well.
39,492. Did two threatening documents reach your
*

39,503. Had there been any indication before that
of any discontent or turbulent conduct among the
people —Nothing that I could speak to, not having
expected anything except these threatening letters.
39,504. There was no indication otherwise of there

being a state of disquiet or discontent?–No; I heard
dissatisfaction expressed as to taxation, but I cannot

hands, said to have been found at Port Maria —Two

particularize anything. In consequence of the people
apprehending danger in the town a special session

threatening letters and a board written on with

was convened, and these letters were sent on to

chalk.

Governor Eyre, with the request that he would send

39,493. Was that in reference to the boat tax *—
Yes.

39,494. Those came to your hands in September, I
believe *—Yes.

39,495. You have not got them, have you ?—I have
not, they were sent on to Governor Eyre.
39,496. The one was a board relative to some tax

upon boats —Yes.
39,497. And the other two were addressed gene

rally, I believe –Yes, threatening the lives of the
representatives of the parish, and other persons.
39,498. Are these copies of them (handing them to
the witness) —Not having compared them with the

originals I am not prepared to say, but to the best of
my belief they are copies.
-

39,499. That was in September 2—I think so, I

an armed force for their protection.

39,505. In that month —Yes, it may have been
in the early part of October that that took place, but
it all had reference to these threatening letters.
39,506. Was an armed force sent?—We subse.

quently got 40 or 50 men of one of the West India
regiments, I don’t recollect which.

39,507. Was that in September 7–No, October.
39,508. After the Morant riot, or before ?—After
the application was made. Prior to that, upon re

ceiving these threatening letters, the inhabitants
became alarmed, and then the application was made
to Governor Eyre.

39,509. Do you remember when the applicatiºn
was made for the first time 2—I think it was late in

am not sure of the date ; the last was late in

September or early in October.

September.
39,500. Did you yourself in the same month see
some cocoa fibre chips and trash piled against the gate

through the Custos ?–The Custos happened to le
absent, and it was done by the magistrates in

39,510. Before the Morant news reached you

-

of the Court-house with a charred stick, as if there

SeSSlons.

had been an attempt to ignite them —Yes; my office
is at the Court-house ; in going there I found a
charred stick with combustibles, as if an attempt was

minute book with me, it might have been early in

made to fire it.

Morant Bay.

39,501. Was it on a large scale —It was not on a
large scale, but it was immediately upon a wooden
ate and rails.

39,502. Where is the Court-house, in what town 2

—It is called Manning's Town ; it is all in Port
Maria.

39,511. Cannot you fix the date –-I have not the
October or during the time of the disturbance at
39,512. You cannot say whether it was in conse:
quence of that news arriving, or independent of that?
—I do not think it was altogether; I think that

strengthened their impression, taken together with
the letters.

39,513. The first application would be afterwards?

—-

º

º-sº

---

*
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—The first application for an armed force, but not
the first representation to the Governor.
39,514. Were these letters picked up on the road,
or stuck on a wall, or what ?—I think they were

picked up in the town, that is, the letters were ; the
board was stuck up against the door.
39,515. Can you give the Commission the result of
your experience with regard to the administration of
justice by the magistrates, whether or not you think

any dissatisfaction has arisen, or complaints made in
consequence of the adjudication upon cases with
regard to wages —We have had a few cases between
master and servant ; in some instances they have gone

against the labourer, in other instances against the
employer; I am not prepared to say how it has been
exactly.
39,516. Have you heard any dissatisfaction ex

pressed on the part of the labourers as to the decisions
of the justices —There are some people that would
never be satisfied with any decision.
39,517. But in general has there been dissatisfac
tion?—No, none.

39,518. As to a paid magistracy, have you had any
experience of that in your district –Yes, I am quite
of opinion that a paid magistracy would be a vast

THIRTY.
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improvement in the administration of justice, if we

Mr. T. A.

could get qualified legal men.
39,519. During your time have you had such an
officer ?–Yes, we had under the late Emancipation
Act; and within six years ago we had Mr. Walsh, a
stipendiary magistrate.
39,520. Were things done better than they are now
—The attendance was more regular. One great
cause of dissatisfaction is, I do not allude particularly
to the lower classes but to the suitors generally, that
they have to attend the Courts in the hope of having
their cases adjudicated, and have to go away dis.
appointed because they cannot form a Court of Petty

Geoghegan.

Sessions.

9 Mar. 1866.
-

-

39,521. It is difficult to get the attendance of
justices to form a Court –It is, very often ; and when
persons have to travel a long distance in order to have
their cases adjudicated, that is the cause of great
dissatisfaction.

The witness withdrew.
Mr. GEORGE: You Ng sworn and examined.

39,522. Were you present at the executions at
Morant Bay ?—I was.
39,523. At a good many of them —Yes.
39,524. Did you ever see the feet of the people
touch the ground —Never.
39,525. What should you say was the distance
between the ground and their feet when they were
suspended ?–I should say fully three feet.
39,526. Of course it would vary a little from the
height of the men 2–Yes.

39,527. Were you present at the exceution of

Mr. G. Young.

what is the matter 2" and Mr. Lake gave me the
information that he had

threatened

the

Provost

Marshal and gnashed his teeth at him, and that he
had ordered him to be hanged. Upon that informa
tion, relying upon him, having confidence in him as a
fellow correspondent, I made a report accordingly.
39,534. You reported that to the newspaper for
which you appeared 2–I reported it to my paper,
relying upon his truthfulness,
39,535. Are you quite sure that he made that
statement —I am quite sure.

Marshall 2—I was.

39,536. (Mr. Phillippo.) Did he say in what way
39,528. Did you see Mr. Lake there 2–I did.
39,529. Were you near him —I was close by him.
39,530. Did you hear whether or not anything was
said by Marshall 2–1 cannot swear that he did say
anything, but I will not state that he did not say any
thing ; I did not hear anything ; I heard the order
given to take him down and hang him.

he had threatened the Provost Marshal?–1 Le said

that he had gnashed his teeth at him, and threatened
him.

39,537. Did he say in what way he threatened
him —I don't know, he might have meant in
action.

39,531. Had your attention been attracted to him

39,538. He might have meant that he looked at

previously —I saw him put up to be flogged, as a
great many more before him had been. His particular

him —I do not know what he meant ; it is hard to

case attracted no more attention from me than the
others did.

39,532. Did Mr. Lake say anything to you at the
time?—Yes, he did.

39,533. What did he say?—I heard the order
given, and I turned round ; I was then in conversa
tion with two or three

gentlemen.

I said “Halloa,

tell what a man means.

39,539. (Mr. JP'alcott.) You say he said he gnashed
his teeth and threatened him 2–Yes.

39,540. (Wr. Phillippo.) He did not say whether
the threatening was by language or by look 2–IIe
did not say. He said he gnashed his teeth at him
and threatened him, what he meant I don't know ; it
is at all times difficult to tell what a man means.

The witness withdrew.

Rich ARD HILL, Esq., sworn and examined.

39,541. Will you state to the Royal Commissioners
what your position and pursuit is 3–I am stipendiary
magistrate for the precinct of St. Catherine.
39,542. That is the parish in which this town is
situated —Yes; the parishes in the precinct are St.
John, St. Dorothy, and St. Catherine. On the 2nd
of April next ensuing I shall have been stipendiary
magistrate for that district 30 years.

39,543. Can you state shortly the result of your
experience with regard to the administration of
summary justice in criminal cases —I am very
unwilling to give mere opinions upon oath.
39,544. The result of your personal experience
Would be valuable, based upon long years' observa
tion, you need not be embarrassed because it is given
on oath —I should explain that during the perform
ance of my duties as stipendiary magistrate, I have

**

R. Hill, Esq.

completely, and therefore during those years I might
say I was not very much acquainted with the minor
details of the office, but

I should characterize the

administration of justice as being very cautiously and
carefully attended to on the part of those to whom it
has been committed.

39,545. Do you speak now of the commission of
the peace, or of the stipendiary magistrates ? — I

speak generally of the commission of the peace.
39,446. I believe you have prepared some informa
tion with respect to the increase of larceny and

trespass; we hear that within the last few years the
offence of larceny has greatly increased —The num
ber of persons sentenced to correctional imprisonments
has greatly increased, but then it has been because
the law has taken away from the magistrates the dis
cretion of fines and penalties for misdemeanors, and

also had to discharge the duties of secretary to the

has declared all trespasses to be felonious, and

stipendiary magistrate's department, and in the earlier
years of my magistracy I was not very constantly

punishable by correctional imprisonment.
39,547. When was that Act passed ?–The first

employed in the duties of the office, because the

alteration was in the 16th Victoria, but that was

duties of the secretaryship absorbed my attention

limited to furtive trespass on enclosed lands; in unen
5 K4
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closed lands the magistrates still have a discretion in
the punishment if whether it shall be by penalty or by
correctional imprisonment; the 27th Victoria, chapter
R. Hill, Esq. 33, sections 23 and 24, give to the magistrates that
power.
"Mar. Isºg.
39,548. That refers to larcenies in enclosed
ground 2–Yes, the magistrates are permitted to
assess the value of the things taken, and to inflict a
penalty for the trespass.
39,549. Then there was an alternative jurisdiction
for punishment ; you might either award a punish
ment of imprisonment, or that of valuing the property
and superadding a fine 2–Yes.
39,550. Before this Act was passed for increasing
the period of correctional imprisonment 2—Until the
27th of Victoria; by the 16th of Victoria the discre
tion was taken away from the magistrates in cases in
which the furtive trespass was committed in enclosed
grounds, it was left only discretional in cases of fur
tive trespass in unenclosed grounds by the 28th of
Victoria; the year after the 23rd and 24th clauses were
repealed, and the discretion was taken away also in
cases of trespass in unenclosed grounds.
39,551. Then they all became subjected to im
prisonment —They all became subject to imprison
-

tion in the matter, can you give us a short summary
of it?—In disputes respecting the rights assumed of

cutting upon lands in which the boundaries may be
disputed the magistrates had no jurisdiction, and this
bill was to give them summary powers upon those
questions.
39,565. Do you find a great amount of litigation
arising out of such matters ?—Unceasing litigation.
39,566. And it has to go to the Superior Courts to
enforce rights —Yes.
39,567. That, however, never was carried out?—
It never was carried out, it was submitted to the

House of Assembly by the Government, but it was
not carried out.

39,568. Is there any difficulty in the way of land.
owners with regard to the trespassing by cattle —
Yes.

39,569. Are those the cattle of the peasantry,
which wander over the land 3–No, it is generally the
cattle of the breeders, the pen keepers, as they are
called generally.
39,570. Those are

-

landowners ?—Their cattle

break into the provision grounds of the people.
39,571. Is that a subject of much trouble?—
Increasing trouble, it is an unceasing subject of
ment.
complaint.
39,552. Do you attribute to the operation of those
39,572. I suppose there are no strong fences?—No;
provisions an increase in the number of persons im the law that existed previous to the appeal, which
prisoned 2–I hold in my hand a return of prisoners took place, I think, by the 22nd Victoria, assessments
sentenced to the St. Catherine's district prison for for damage by cattle were made after a notice given
larceny, from the 1st of January to the 31st of by the individual upon whom the cattle trespassed to
December 1865; they are divided into larceny of the individual to whom the cattle belonged; he was
canes, larceny of provision, corn and fruit, and larceny required then to ascertain by inspection the reasona
otherwise ; the summary of which is as follows: bleness of the survey which had been made, and the
larceny of canes, 125 ; larceny of provision, corn and damage which it was proposed shouki be demanded;
fruit, 178; and other larcenies, 109; making a total if he assented to its reasonableness, he was to pay the
of 412.

money and take away the cattle without the additional

39,553. That is larcenies both in enclosed and

unenclosed grounds 2—Yes.
39,554. That does not take in the previous years ?
—No, only 1865.
39,555. We wanted to know the growth of the
crime 2—I have only got it proximately for the pre
vious years.
39,556. That return would be limited to the district
:

expense of poundage; if he disputed, he might pay
the money into the hands of a neighbouring magis
trate, and then take the cattle, entering an appeal 10
the Superior Court; if he did not choose to pay, the
person who complained of the trespass was at liberty

then to proceed and pound the cattle, exacting at the
same time the amount to be awarded by the survey,

He was still at liberty to appeal if he did not chºse
to comply with that portion of the law which required
him to take his cattle from the pound and pay the
assessment. That law was in operation from the
Clarendon, as well as those in the precinct.
8th of Victoria to the 22nd. I daresay it required
39,557. Does the district prison include prisoners amendment, because there were complaints that the

for which you act as stipendiary magistrate —It is
limited to the district prison which take prisoners
from other parishes, the parishes of Vere and

from other parishes besides those you have men

survey was not in the first instance mutual; that is tº

tioned ?–No, it is limited to those ; this return is so

say, it was not made on the part of the individual

limited, sometimes it does take drafts from Kingston,
39,558. But you have excluded those from this

appealed against, as well as on the part of the

calculation ?– I think so, I requested the superin
tendent to exclude them from this calculation.

39,559. You have furnished the Commission with
some information of your knowledge as to trespass in
woodlands, which I suppose we may call unenclosed ;

individual who complained.

39,573. Did the subject itself work severely as
against the small holders and the peasants; do yºu
find much complaint on the ground of trespass 0
cattle —Very frequent.

39,574. It is a grievous matter for them?—A Wºry
I believe you prepared a bill at one time which was grievous matter. That law was repealed in the *
to prevent trespass on woodlands —I prepared a bill Victoria.
for the purpose of enabling the magistrates to adjudi
39,575. That gave a summary remedy to those whº
cate in that matter ; the question being a question of complained of trespass by cattle —Yes.
39,576. And a cheaper system —Quite so.

property could not be taken by us except by an Act
giving us some qualified jurisdiction in the matter,

39,577. And more expeditious –Yes, that was

and that qualified jurisdiction I suggested.
39,560. In matters of wilful trespass —We have

its recommendation.

it as a matter of course in trespass, but this was where

reason to think it did not; I was quite surprised with

an individual puts in his plea that he claims a title,
then the jurisdiction of the magistrate would be

the proposal was made to repeal the law.

ousted.

39,561. Have you found any difficulty in the way

things;
they are
obliged
to suecanforsuetrespass
ºut".of
in
the higher
Courts
—They
by an by
actiºn

of the landowner on the subject with regard to

tort in the Petty Debt Court to the extent of 4%.

39,578. Did you find it work well?—I have nº

39,579. Then it has gone back to the old state ºf

enforcing his rights —No difficulty, if he goes to the

that is to say, the Petty Debt Court has jurisdictiºn

proper Courts.

in actions of tort to the amount of 40s.

39,562. With what view did you prepare this pro
vision?—To enable the magistrates to have jurisdic
tion where the law gave them none.
39,563. Do you refer to the stipendiary magistrate *
—No, the imagistrate generally.
39,564. Was that to give them summary jurisdic

39,580. So that under that they can sue for tº
damage fesant 2–Yes, but the disadvantage ºf tº
law
is this,
that they
to bringinterval
their wºof
messes
into Court,
and are
thereobliged
is a Certain

time before the matter can be heard, and ºf tº

interval of time the damage may be very consider",
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obliterated by growth. All those are disadvantages;
then the circumstance of being compelled to bring
witnesses into Court subjects them to a very consider

in the interval of time between the year 1819 aud the
termination of the year 1838.

able expense.

ber of acres per dockets varies from 3,368,919 for the I?. Hill, Essl.
year 1819 to 3,403,350 for the year 1833. The num
ber of acres by the Receiver-General's return, for 9 Mar. 1865.
which quit rents have been paid for 1838, amounted
to 2,558,056, making a difference of 815,303 acres
different by givings in. The loss under the Quit

39,581. Still they must always have their witnesses?
—That was an insufficient remedy, on account of the

39,591. What is the number of acres 3–The num

---

delay and expense ; it is the only remedy that parties
have now.

-

39,582. Does that give rise to any dissatisfaction ?
_To this extent; wherever they find the damage
amount to more than 40s., they must be content to
take 40s. as the full amount of the damage which they
seek to recover.

39,583. Do you think if the system of stipendiary
magistrates was extended throughout the island it
would be an advantageous change –I might be sup

IRent Act amounts, by this return, to 45,419ſ. 1s. 3'4.,
and the loss under the Land Tax 13ills amounts to

272,514/. 7s. 0d.

39,592. That is finally lost 3–That is finally lost.
39,593. To what is that traceable –The report
will state the circumstances attending the defective
collection ; the diſterence is the difference between the

posed to say so, because I am myself a stipendiary

patented lands and the number of acres actually paid

magistrate, but when the stipendiary maristrates were

for.

first appointed they amounted to 60 for the whole

39,594. The patented being much larger than those
that are paid for *-Yes, by the dockets.
39,595. With respect to the back lands, which are
the subject matter of so much talk among the negroes,
as we hear, what are they –The back lands would
consist of all the unpatented land which may be
termed, by the Crown Surveyor's report, actually at
the disposition of the Government.
39,596. Do the unpatented lands ever yield any

island, with myself 61. After the abolition of appren
ticeship the numbers were reduced to 40, and it
continued at 40 until the Government decided upon
making no further appointments, leaving the reduction
to take place either by death or by retirement on the
pension to which the magistrates are entitled by a
recent law ; the number which commenced at 60 is
now reduced to six.

39,584. And that is not sufficient for the whole
island *—No.

39,585. Do you think it would be a beneficial appli
cation of the system to extend it —It seems to
me essentially necessary that it should be.
39,586. And so supersede the jurisdiction of the
commission for peace —To supersede the necessity
of entirely depending upon the local magistracy.
39,587. Then you would give them concurrent
jurisdiction, not an exclusive one *—I would give
them a concurrent jurisdiction. I would give the
stipendiary magistrates exclusive jurisdiction, where

they could not make Courts by the addition of one
local magistrate.
- 39,588. You would give them the same jurisdiction
as the police magistrates have in London, one stipen
diary magistrate should have the same jurisdiction as
two others ?–Precisely so, that seems to me to be
essentially necessary, for very frequently the people
are disappointed in their application to the Court for

justice, in consequence of the inability of the clerk
of the peace to get a bench of two magistrates to
transact the business of the day: in those cases I

think exclusive jurisdiction should be given to the
stipendiary magistrate. considering that a stipendiary
magistrate brings guarantees which would be satis

factory to the Government for the discharge of his
duties.

39,589. IIave you found any jealousy existing on

the part of the unpaid magistrates of the stipendiary
magistrates ?–No, no jealousy, certainly.
39,590. They have worked well together, as far as
your experience goes —I can only say for myself that
I have been very considerably assisted by Mr. March,
the clerk of the Crown, who was formerly the protec
for of slaves; I obtained his assistance very generally
indeed in the discharge of my duties, so that I was

thing to the Crown 2–Nothing at all.

39,597. They are covered with population, are they
not ?—They consist principally of the centre lands.
39,598. Which have never been granted out 3–No,
and never in cultivation ; they are not included in
those patents that are not in cultivation, unless they
are trespassed upon.
39,599. And of course they yield no quit rents —
They yield no quit rents.
39,600. The quantity of land vested absolutely in
the Crown could only be accurately ascertained by
actual survey —There is no admeasurement of it.
39,601. That could only be effected by the instru
mentality of the Crown surveyors —That has never
been done, but the difference between the number of

acres of land paid for under the quit land law, and
the number of acres of land included in the patent by
docket, will show the number of acres of land which

the Government can claim as forfeited by the non
payment of quit rents, that being the condition upon
which they hold title.
39,602. And are in the occupation of the posses
sors of the neighbouring land, which are not paid for
by quit rents – Yes, they are in the possession of
individuals who claim under the patents.
39,603. But they are in excess of those granted by
patent —Not having worked up to the amounts of
their patents, they became liable to forfeiture. I
think a recent attempt has been made to ascertain the
amount of lands su' jected to forfeiture, but with
what success I cannot tell.

39,604. Forty shillings is the limit of torts, you
say *—Yes.
39,605. Then if a man was to sue in the higher
Courts he would incur much heavier expense, would
-

he not ?—IIe would recover no more than it he

brought the action in a lower Court.

subject them to diminished costs for all verdicts under

which gives the total net number of acres patented

and not recover more than 40s, he would be allowed

as extracted from the docket supplied by the island

his costs, on the scale of the lower Courts, where he

10l. ; there is another jurisdiction in cases of 101. ;
40s, would be the limit.

39,606. If a man were to sue in the higher Courts

secretary for 20 years, those 20 years being comprised ought to have sued –Yes.
The witness withdrew.

Adjourned till 10 o'clock to-morrow.

º

I think it would

not altogether without aid ; it does sometimes occur
that I cannot get an associate, and then the business
cannot be brought forward. I was one of the Com
missioners of Quit Rent, and I have here a report
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Prenderville.
10 Mar. 1866.

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.
RUSSELL GURNEY, Esq.
John BLosseTT MAULE, Esq.
|
Major J. H. PRENDERVILLE sworn and examined.
Ertract :—
39,607. In the month of October last were you
Provost Marshal of Up-Park Camp —
“I am of opinion that all prisoners should as rapidly
ſes.
‘ as possible be tried, and those who are not deserving
39,608. And did you act as such during the time “ of death or flogging be released. It is not desirable
martial law was in force —I did.
“ with our overcrowded gaols to sentence persons to
39,609. Were several prisoners brought in custody “ imprisonment. Nor would I advise that flogging
“should be resorted to more than can be helped.”
before you ?–200 altogether.
(True extract.)
39,610. Were some of these punished summarily
oh N ELKINGTON, Lt.-Colonel,
and some by Court-martial —Yes.
27/10/65.
D. A.-General.
39,611. Is this a return of the punishments that
were inflicted : (Return produced.)—This is a return (Witness.) I beg to observe that I did not summarily
of the flogging only with the dates, ensuing from the punish any man until this date, and until I had
21st of October.
received this. The extract is from Governor Eyre's
39,612. And ending the 11th of November 2—And despatch to the Major-General.
39,621. What number of prisoners were under sen
ending the 11th of November.
39,613. Then what were the executions—will you tence of death 2–Three. More than those were

*

&

:

-

*

-

give the number that were punished, with the times
and cases —25.

sentenced, eight were sentenced to death altogether.
39,622. Eight sentenced to death —Yes, and the
sentences of five were commuted.

39,614. How many by Court-martial 2–24.
39,615. What was the greatest number of lashes :

39,623. How many were executed —Three.

39,624. It would be well if their names were given?

–50 by Court-martial, 48 summarily.
39,616. Then was 24 the least 3–24 was the least.
From 24 to 48 were given summarily. I would first

—The first was Frederick Jones, the second was Ed.

from him the special and extraordinary powers over
and above those usually conferred on the Provost

information.

ward Denton. I hand in a book. [“Statement of
wish you to understand that I was appointed Provost “ civil prisoners, &c., confined at Up-Park Camp,
Marshal for Up-Park Camp by the express desire of “Jamaica, from 14th October to 13th November
the Major-General commanding, and that I received “ 1865,” handed in..] I believe that gives the best
Marshal under the 167th Article of War.

I received

special powers.
39,617. What were the powers ; were you com
manding officer as well as Provost Marshal —No.
39,618. Who was commanding officer —Major
Anton.
-

39,619. What were the special powers ?—He gave

39,625. Does that give the names of those that
were hung —Yes, and their crimes—Frederick Jºnes,
Edward iſſenton, and Samuel Hargate, were the three
as you will find there.

-

39,626. You say 200 were brought before you?—
Yes.

39,627. You give, “Released, being deemed innº
cent, 54 ° 2–More than that.

39,628. That's the return we have got here: “Re:
me power, as you will see by-and-by to inflict sum
mary punishment on those who I thought deserving leased "some, and “Released, reprimanded, and tau.
of it, and to discharge those against whom I thought tioned,” some : “Released, being deemed innocent.
no crime could be proved.
39,620. Perhaps you will read the instructions.

“ 54. Released, reprimanded, and cautioned, 7. Re
“ leased by order of the Major-General commanding,

(Witness read the instructions as follows) —

“ 6. Sent to Morant Bay for trial, 54. Sent ºn

“ board ‘Aboukir, 15.

(A.)

Tried by Court-martial

“ and sentenced, death inflicted, 3. Tried by Courº

Jamaica Command.

Head-Quarters, Kingston,
27th October 1865.

“martial and sentenced, death commuted to P. S.
“ 5. Tried by Court-martial and sentenced 30
“lashes; inflicted, 12. Tried by Court-martial, sen:

SIR,

“tenced do., pardoned, 1. Tried by Court-martial
“
and acquitted,
Tried
by penal
Court-martial
ºr
five and2.seven
years
manding to transmit to you an extract from a letter “tenced,
servitude,and
2. Re
addressed by his Excellency the Governor to the “ ceived summary punishment
of 24, 35, and *
Major General.
“lashes, 24. Sent back to Penitentiary, 1. Depºrted,
In furtherance of the opinion expressed by his “10.
Remaining and handed over to the military
Excellency, and in consequence of the large number
“
anthorities,
4. Total, 200?"—The ºne
of prisoners now at Up-Park Camp, I am to direct sent back to becamp,
tried I found no charge agains that
you to take pressing steps to dispose of these cases, could be brought before a Court-martial, and I sent
I AM directed by the Major-General com

either by Courts-martial, or, where the charge is not
of a serious nature, by the infliction of such amount of

corporal punishment as you may deem the offence
merits.

him back.

39,629. Who were the 10 deported?—Those were
Haytiens, who were sent out of the island.
39,630. What were the four remaining and handed

Where evidence is wanting in support of a minor

over to the military authorities —They were political

charge, release the prisoner with a caution.
I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

prisoners that remained when martial law ceased, and
-

-

John ELKINGTON, Lt.-Colonel,
D. A.-General.

over to Major Anton.

39,631. That makes up the 200?–200.

“ This does not refer to political prisoners sent to
Camp by the Custos of Kingston.

The Provost Marshal, Up-Park Camp.

I had orders from the Adjutant-General to hand them

J. E
E.

39,632. The three who were sentenced to death

and executed we will have particulars of:-The con
secutive number of Frederick Jones is 122.

39,633. What was the charge in that case?—The

THE JAMAICA ROYAL COMMISSION.

charge is in full, you will find it on page 24, “For hav
“ing at the General Penitentiary, Ringston, Jamaica,
“
“
“
“
“
“

on or about the 22nd day of October 1865, made
use of traitorous, rebellious, and threatening lan
guage, thereby endeavouring to excite sedition and
rebellion among certain other prisoners confined in
the said Penitentiary, and to cause disobedience and
resistance to the legal authorities of the State, by

819

*

39,645. IIow long was he in prison 3–Two hours.
in the morning, and I released him after having
punished him summarily at 11.
39,646. What was the reason of your punishing
him *—I wish to explain in this man's case that I
never used the words, “Your head shall be taken off.”
I did not know his head was trimmed.

the evidence I read in the paper that his head was

“‘much guns, Creoles are fools; if it’ (meaning the
“ present rebellion in Jamaica) “had been in Africa

trimmed.

“‘we would have known what to do immediately;

it if I had known of it. The man was a prisoner
only two hours, having been handed to me at 9 and
released at 11. No black soldier ever read a paper to

“ to that effect.

“Such language being traitorous and rebellious
“ and highly subversive of good order and gaol dis
“cipline, and in breach of the allegiance due by him,
“the prisoner, to Her Majesty's Government in the
“ Island of Jamaica.”

39,634. That was the first charge, what was the
next?—The next was Edward Denton, 1.57 consecu
tive number.

39,635. That was for murder ?–It is on page 30,

º

escort that brought him in. It was the evidence of
Dubuisson who accused him of this seditious language.
The man himself, the witness accompanied the escort,
and brought a letter also from Major Hamilton, who
was a Major of Volunteers and a member of the
Executive Committee.

I was not

satisfied

with

4.
**

rebel, by butting at him with his head on the chest,

39,650. But you took his oral declaration ?—It

w

and also by striking him with his fist on the face,
**

and also by inflicting severe wounds on his body
with some blunt instrument or weapon, and thereby

was his oath as far as I was concerned.
make a solemn declaration.

I made him

39,651. You did not administer the oath 2–No, he

*

inflicting a mortal wound or wounds of which the

made a solemn declaration.

sail Richard Kellerman died on or about the day

39,652. Upon that did you order the man to be
punished —I ordered him to be punished, to get 48

{
4.

aforesaid.”

39,636. What was the third 2–Samuel IIargate,
179, on page 34, “First charge : For having been
“taken on or about the 23rd day of October 1865,

39,653. Did you subsequently furnish Mack with
a copy of the evidence on which you had acted —I
did, because he told me that this man had spoken

the East, Jamaica, then and now under martial

falsely against him, and I gave him every facility to

law, with arms in his hands in open hostility

copy both the documents you have now before you.
(Eridence in 22nd day's proceedings referred to.)
39,654. Was a person named Walter Whitfinch
brought before you ?—Yes.
39,655. Was any charge brought against him 2–

against the legal authorities of the State.

Second

*
.*

lashes.

at Manchioneal, in the parish of St. Thomas in
.

charge : For having, at the time and place men
tioned in the first charge, openly resisted Her

4.

Majesty's forces engaged in the suppression of the
(
º

rebellion then and now existing in Jamaica, by
striking at private Alfred Wann, of the First West

No.

-

39,656. And did he remain in confinement until

t

India Regiment, with a cutlass, when endeavouring the 9th of October ?–He did, to the 9th of
to capture him as a rebel—such conduct being
treasonable and rebellious, highly subversive of

November, I mean.

-

39,657. During that time were men flogged daily,

law and order, and in breach of the allegiance due sometimes six at a time 2—It is not true that men
by him, the prisoner, to Her Majesty's Government were flogged daily during the period that he was
in the Island of Jamaica.”
These were the three cases of execution ?

$º.

a prisoner. There were no men flogged on the
29th or the 31st, nor on the 1st, 2nd, 4th, nor 5th
of November.

- les,

39,638. Were you at the Courts-martial?–Yes,

39,658. Were there ever six flogged at one time 2

you will see the names on the top.
Did you attend at the Courts-martial 7–

—Never, five was the largest number ever flogged on

-

º

one day.

1(l,

39,659. Iſe states that as many as nine were flogged,
39.640. Not as a member 2—No, as prosecutor.
in one day ?—It is false. You will find by that list
89,641, Was the evidence taken in writing in all that five was the highest number flogged at once and

* cases?–In all the cases.
*9,642. It has not been preserved in all, has it 2–
*" every one.

There are 19 Courts-martial there—

five were tried before one Court-martial, and three
ºlore another, which makes the number up to 25.
ou will find these Courts-martial conducted in all
legal forms.

the

*!643, You remember a person named Julius
ack being in your custody ?—Yes, I do.

that only on two days.
39,660. Was any man sent before you and flogged
for singing a revival hymn 2–Never; no man was
ever brought before me for singing a revival hymn,
and of course I never flogged him.
39,661. Did you refuse at first to take him into
custody ?—No, I never refused to take any person.
It was my duty to take prisoners, and I never
refused.

-

*%+4. Did you make use of any such expression

39,662. Was there a man by the name of Reeves a

...this to him, “Your head shall be taken off.” or,
"Yºur
head deny
shall it.
swingg upon
the gallows”?–Never
I distinctly
up
g

prisoner at the camp 7–I never had a man of that
name who came during martial law.

-

2

º|

was not satisfied with this man's evidence; when he

No, I would not because

thought murdered, or having aided, assisted, or
“.

-

came to me they brought me a written paper.
39,648. Who brought you a written paper ?—The

man, who had endeavoured to apprehend him as a

feloniously, wilfully, and of his malice afore
4.

10 Mar. 1866.

him which he said in his evidence that I had read.

(Statement of Jonas Mack read from evidence
before the Commission.) Witness. I do not say it is
not correct, but I wish by-and-by to explain that I

been concerned in the murder of Richard Keller

*

4:

Prenderrille.

39,647. His hair cut –I would not have allowed

Dubuisson's signature to this and I made him declare
it solemnly before me that it was the truth, as you
will perceive on reading that paper. (Document
commencing “Robert Bruce Dubuisson against Jonas
“ Mack, of the parish of Saint Catherine's, for using
“ seditious language,” &c., put in and read.)
39,649. Then you did not act upon the paper ?—

“For having at Jew’s River Ford, Somerset,
“Jamaica, on or about the 28th day of October
“ 1865, while a fugitive for complicity in the
rebellion then and now existing in Jamaica,

Major J. H.

He said in

“ saying, “Pooh me no frighten, I have seen too

“. . if I had but five of my countrymen I would make
“‘you see something, if I had a sword I would kill
“‘Mr. Shaw and Mr. Horton—the black man ought
“‘to rise like St. Domingo for to take Jamaica from
“‘the buckras,' (meaning the white men) or words

THIRTY
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in the Vale —James Room, James Davis, and

between them ; it was drawn for them daily the same

William Lewis were sentenced by the Court-martial

as the soldiers.

Major J. H.

to receive 50 lashes, and the lashes were inflicted, for

Prender ville.

seditious language.
39,664. Did you ever order men to be flogged
without first investigating the charge against them

39,684. It is stated by one witness that you were
appointed Judge Advocate —I was never appointed
Judge Advocate during martial law, because it would

—Never,

with Judge Advocate.

39,665. And taking evidence which satisfied you ?
—I satisfied myself that the charge was properly

times —Yes, I have been Judge Advocate for many

10 Mar. 1866.

supported by evidence, written or oral.

39,666. Do you mean that you took written state
ments of persons who were not before you as evidence 2
—I took written statements sent by magistrates,
sworn statements such as that.

That which was

brought in by the first man was a written statement,
but it did not satisfy me because it was not sworn to,
therefore I made him make a solemn declaration.

39,667. But if there was a deposition taken by a
magistrate, and forwarded to you by a magistrate,
then you acted upon that ?–On a sworn deposition,
but not always.

be impossible : Provost Marshal is not compatible
39,685. You acted as Judge Advocate at other
years. There is another man whose evidence I would
wish to touch upon, David Phillips. He stated he
was ordered 36 lashes, and after he had received these
he said he was innocent.

39,686. And he said that upon that you ordered
him another dozen, have you any explanation to offer
upon that —I should wish very much to explain that
man's case altogether, because I wish the Commis.

sioners to see how I acted with regard to these people.
This deposition came in to me, and because I was not
Satisfied I made another witness swear or declare

solemnly to my satisfaction before I would punish

39,668. Did you do it in some cases —Yes.

that man. He made use of a threat to the sently who

39,669. What was the highest punishment that

took him prisoner.
Gulley boy.”

you inflicted without having oral testimony before
you ?–48 lashes.
39,670. That was the highest you inflicted in any
case ; was that inflicted in some cases where you
had not witnesses before you ?–Oh, never. I never
inflicted anything without witnesses being present
—without, I mean, oral testimony as evidence, and
taking it down in writing.
39,671. Had you written depositions taken before
Imagistrates, forwarded to you by magistrates ?–Yes;
they were forwarded to me, but they were almost
invariably accompanied by the witnesses themselves.
39,672. But were there cases when the deposition
was not accompanied by the deponent –I do not
remember a case.

I do not remember one case of

that kind. The witnesses generally came in.
39,673. Then no deposition was brought to you, but
the deponent was present, and you contented yourself
with making him declare that that was true, without

having the evidence taken formally yourself?—
Exactly.

39,674. Did you read from the deposition to him 2–

He said, “Very well, I am a

39,687. What is a Gulley boy —You will see by
the other evidence that there is a large meeting ºf
their class in a place called Gulley. He said he was
one of these Gulley boys and would have his revenge.
39,688. “He said, ‘All right, I belong to the Gulley
“ boys.' The Gulley is a place in the suburbs of
“ Kingston, where a large meeting of the lower
“ classes was held there the night before, and as
“ far as I could make out he used this threat as

“if he would revenge himself through the parly
“ who had attended there the night before”?—That
was the declaration of the quartermaster, but I would
not flog him till I satisfied myself.
39,689. Till you knew what “ Gulley" meant?–
Yes, and this is an example of the Gulley boys of
Kingston. I ordered him 36 lashes. He was a young
man.

When I ordered him to be taken down he

turned round in an insulting and impertinent manner
and said he was innocent. I think this was very
insolent and impertinent. I ordered him another
dozen, which made 48—the limit I put.
39,690. That was not because he declared he was

Yes, always.

39,675. That would be the same thing if you did 2–
Yes, I did. They sent them in to me because they didn't
know whether there would be a Court-martial. When
I found it a minor case I punished them summarily
and let them go.

39,676. Was any person hanged for wounding a
constable —Never, the only men that were hanged
were those three, and the evidence is before you.
39,677. Did any man named Denton, besides the
evidence produced, make a statement of his own —
Yes; he made a statement, and would persist in
making it, although I warned him it would be
used against him. He said he desired to make it,
and I took it and read it before the Court-martial.

innocent —No, because he was impertinent and in
solent before the other prisoners.
39,691. (By Mr. Gorrie.) I see you flogged some
persons here for “joining in the rebellion,” will you
explain that ?—I flogged people for joining.
39,692. There are people entered here for “joining
in the rebellion " ?—You will find they are flogged
by order of the Courts-martial.

39,693. They are —I have nothing to do with
that.

39,694. You were the prosecutor, can you cxplain

it?—It is for the Court-martial, I have nothing to do
with the explanation.

39,695. Is every witness and all the evideº

brought before the Court 2 (By the Commission.) Did

39,678. He was charged with having wounded a
constable, and was hanged for murder —The charge

you prefer the charge 2–I did, by order of the

was for murder.

General.

39,679. What were the rations that were supplied
to the prisoners —The same as those supplied to

Charges stated in proceedings of Court-martial upon
Thomas Williams and four others, read by Com

the soldiers—one pound of bread and one pound

mission —

of meat daily, five days in the week fresh meat, and
two days in the week salt meat. I engaged a cook
to cook for the prisoners separately.

“1st charge. For having, on or about the 13th ºf

39,680. You say their meat was cooked –It was

(then and now under martial law), openly

made into soup generally, when it could be done, and

aided and abetted in the rebellion against tº
legal authorities of the State, by arming them.

when there was fresh meat.

39,681. Is it true, that any of the prisoners

had

merely half a loaf of bread 3–Half a loaf is a pound.

October 1865, at Monklands, in the parish ºf
St. Thomas in the East and county of Surº,

selves with cutlasses and sticks and joining

the insurgents.

39,682. And sometimes half a pound of beef, but

“ 2nd charge. For having, at the time and phº

very salt —I don't know about the saltness of the
beef, but I know they had a pound of beef. When

mentioned in the first charge, openly adº

boiled, I suppose it would not be more than half a

them in forcibly taking firearms, powder."

ound.

39,683. You gave them the same rations as the
soldiers ?–No difference or distinction was made

to and accompanied the insurgents and assist
shot, from Mr. James Patterson's preuß.

and in breaking open and plundering hº
store.”

º
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Charges against Edward Prince and two others,
read by Mr. Gorrie from the proceedings of Court

elders,” which I mentioned to him; and I took and
gave him 48 lashes.

martial :—

3.9700. You punished him by reading the story Major J. H.
of “Susannah and the elders”?—I read that merely Prenderville.

“ 1st charge. For having, on or about the 13th day
of October 1865, at Monklands, in the parish
of St. Thomas in the East and county of

for his edification.

39,701. You gave him both correction and in
struction ?—Just so, which I hope will do him good.
39,702. Here are a few cases where parties—Alex
ander Cooke, for example—on the 7th of November,
receives 48 lashes for stealing sugar canes 2–Yes;
these are cases of larceny, which were merely brought
before me under martial law. All the people are under
martial law in the district in which it is proclaimed

Surry, in the island of Jamaica (then and
now under martial law), openly adhered to
and accompanied the insurgents then and there
assembled in arms, and joined them in a re

bellion against the legal authorities of the
State.

“ 2nd charge. For having, at the time and place
mentioned in the first charge, openly aided and
abetted the said insurgents in plundering the

THIRTY
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—civilians as well as soldiers.

store of Mr. James l’atterson.”

t
º
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There is no Court

except Court-martial, and the Provost Marshal has to
take cognizance of these matters; and I ſlogged them
for petty larceny.
39,703. Ilad you any instructions to deal with such
cases : – Yes, with all cases brought before me.
39,704. Were any instructions given to the police
to bring ordinary cases before you ?—I gave no in
structions. I gave them information not to deal with
ases, but to bring them before the Court. That was
-

39,696. (By Mr. Gorrie.) I presume it was merely
evidence of plundering —The evidence was clear
enough, I assure you, of plundering and being con
gregated together.
Extract from evidence of Eliza Ford, first witness
against Edward Prince, John Carr, and Gilbert
Francis, read by the Commission :“ They broke into the store and plundered it.
Gilbert Francis and Edward Prince, prisoners
now before the Court, were amongst the crowd.
I distinctly saw Gilbert Francis go into the
store and take articles from it ; he had a

stick, l’rince had a cutlass. The crowd came
to look for Mr. Patterson. I believe they
wanted to kill him, for I heard a man among
them, Andrew McFarlane, say so.”
Defence of Gilbert Francis, read by Commis
sion :-

i.

a duty reserved for camp.

39,705. (By the Commission.) Every breach of
public order and peace you considered ought to be
decided by that tribunal –The military tribunal
which was then in full force.

!

39,706. (By Mr. Gorrie.) I see here William Ander
son received 48 lashes for stealing cho-cho-that is a
vegetable – Yes.
39,707. Can you tell us the quantity stolen 2–I
cannot tell you exactly—stolen property was always
brought in with them and the witnesses, and I saw it
before me. I cannot tell you exactly whether 201b5.

.

or 10 lbs., but there it was.

“I was not in Mr. Patterson's yard at all that day,

39,708. 1)o you recollect the evidence in that case,

the 13th October 1865,” &c.

Finding of the Court, quoted by Commission :“The Court having maturely considered the
evidence in support of the prosecution, together
with what the prisoners have urged in their
detence, are of opinion as follows:–
1st charge. Not guilty, John Carr,
2nd ,
Not guilty.
1st charge
The Court do ſ Gilbert Francis.
2nd

..,

not

feel them- ) Edward l’rince.

selves justified in convicting the prisoners

where the party was coming from, and where he was
apprehended ?–No ; I satisfied myself that the
evidence was true and good, and then punished the
prisoner.
39,709. Did you keep any note of it?—I might
have kept notes of some. I took evidence orally in
some cases and written evidence in some others.

I

might be able to point it out if I had time to look
through my papers. Edward Phillips states—this
is his solemn declaration made before me in the case

of William Anderson—that “at Millington Lane, in

Francis and Prince to the full extent of both

“ the parish of St. Andrew, yesterday, I saw William
charges on the single evidence of the witness
Ford, but are satisfied of their having been at
Monklands on the day in question, and there
fore find them to that degree guilty.”

“ Anderson, the prisoner now present, stealing cho
“ cho. I saw some of it on the ground, and he was

39,697. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Then this “joining in
the rebellion * is merely a short way of your own of
expressing it, it is not the formal charge at all —
Just so, the charges are elaborate enough.

“ to arrest him he said he would not come along with
“ me, but he would with a constable. Two soldiers ran

39,698. Well now, I see that a person named

*

“ up and took him prisoner, and then handed him
“ over to a constable who came up. I make this
“ declaration believing it to be true.” James Daly
states—“I

corroborate

in

full

all

that

Edward

Frederick Darling, on the 10th November receives
48 lashes for “unjustly accusing Lewis of seditious
language,” and then on the 9th November I find

Phillips has stated in the above evidence.” This

William Lewis has received 50 lashes for seditious

48 lashes.

language 2–It is not the same Lewis, you will see

39,710. Who his James Daly —I do not know any
thing of him .He was a man then present giving evi
dence, and he corroborates what the other witness says.
39,711. Here is another case I wish you to explain

that one is one man and the other another.

39,699. You don't give his name in your charge 2
—It is another Lewis, it is not the same. I will ex
plain that, because one is called Totnis Lewis, the man

who is falsely accused, and the other is William
Lewis. He (Totnis Lewis) was brought in to me
accused by this Darling of seditious language, and it
appeared that one or two days before Lewis had in
terfered with Darling in some little amusement as

he wished to give a letter to his master, and he was
annoyed at being disturbed, and he came out and said

he would take him to the camp and get him ſlogged.
This was proved to me satisfactorily, and I took the

handcuffs off the one and put them upon the other,

.

“ taking some. I called out to him and he ran
“ away. I pursued him, and when I came up to him

was on the 6th November, and he was sentenced to

—Daniel Hart, who on the 28th October receives 36

lashes for “idly boasting of being at Morant Bay”?
—I think I can give the evidence in his case.

I think he got off easily ; I am afraid I shall
be blamed for my leniency in his case. “Frances
Wallace, sworn,”—this is the evidence I receiv
ed against this man,—“states, I live at 24, Love
“Lane, in Kingston. On Monday evening the 16th
“ instant, about 5 o'clock, I saw the prisoner coming
“ down the lane quickly. Mrs. Datcher was on her
“ step, and was saying that all the gentlemen she

and told him he was a white-chokered man—one of

“ knew were killed.

these parsons who preach a little to the people I sup

“‘Hold your tongue, you chat too much. I am just
“ from Morant. I am going back to-morrow.’

Pose.

I told him I feared he had not read the

As he came near her he said,

Apocrypha and the story of “Susannah and the “Mrs. Datcher called my attention to it, and I called
5 L 3
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39,713. He merely boasted of having come from
Catharine Datcher sworn says, I am the Morant, and you drew the deduction from these
“ wife of George Datcher. On Monday evening, words that he was boasting of complicity, although
“I was on my door-step in Love Lane. I was the words did not bear that actual statement?—Well,
“ a constable, and he took the prisoner into custody.

..

&

10 Mar. 1866.
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‘speaking of the gentlemen who had been killed in
“ St. Thomas in the East. The prisoner came up to
“me and said, ‘Hold your tongue, you chat too much.
“‘ I am just from there, and am going back to
“‘morrow’”—avowing himself, in fact, one of the
rebels.

39,712. That was your own deduction from the
words at the time —Yes, I found it was idle talking.

There is a constable named Lee sworn, he says, “I
“ was in Love Lane.

I heard the prisoner say,

in acting in the way he did, connected with the
boast, I think anybody at that time would have come
to that conclusion.

39,714. Was not this an offence committed, if an
offence at all, in the city of Kingston —That I have
nothing to do with ; yes, I suppose it was.
39,715. I should like you to explain this; was the
offence committed in a district where your power as
Provost Marshal, under martial law, did not extend ?
—I don't think I have a right to answer that
question.
39,716. Very well, that is quite sufficient, if you
wish it to be so *—He was in my power when he was

“Shut your mouth. I am just from there. I followed
“ him down the Lane, and said, ‘What expressions are
“‘ these you said º' He said, ‘Yes, I am just from
“‘ there, and I am going back there to-morrow, and brought to camp, at all events.
39,717. That is quite clear; you have no other
“‘ it is hot up there.' I took him into custody, and
“ on the way to the cage, as we got to Duke Street, explanation to offer upon this case ? (By the Com
“ he said, ‘I don't care what you do with me, I will mission) you have no need to reply unless you knew of
“be able to clear myself.’ At the cage he said he had your own knowledge —No.
39,718. He was sent to you by the stipendiary
“ come from Guava Ridge, and the Colonel at the
“ barracks had given him 2s., and that he was just magistrate at Kingston 2–He was.
39,719. And you considered that his being a prisoner
“ returning from eating bread and cheese.” This
was sworn before Mr. Bicknell. Then he was sent
under legal authority of that character was sufficient
up to the camp. I discovered this man had not been for you ?—Certainly.
39,720. You supposed that all the points of law had
there—it was all his idle talking. I considered I let
him off very easy, by making him be very careful in been decided before the man was sent to you?–Yes;
future of boasting of complicity in the outbreak in St. and I did not consider I had a right to discuss these
Thomas in the East.
points, where my superiors had decided them.
-

The witness withdrew.
Major Auton.

Major ANTON sworn and examined.
39,721. You are major in the 1st West India diately a man was ordered for execution I sent the
Provost Marshal to ask what denomination he be
regiment —I am.
39,722. Were you commanding officer in Up-Park longed to, and a chaplain then attended him, and the
Camp during martial law —I was senior officer of Provost Marshal attended to every wish he expressed.
troops and commanding offier.
39,735. Where were they hanged ?–In a place at
39,723. A number of prisoners were brought into the garrison beyond the hospital, on a tree.
the camp during martial law —They were.
39,736. Were any hanged in chains —Jones was,
39,724. How were these prisoners treated —They he came from the Penitentiary.
were treated with every consideration due to their
39,737. He came from the Penitentiary and was
-

social position, and according to the crimes sent against
them. Those who had friends, who could vouch for

hanged in chains —Yes.

their respectability were parolled by me, and allowed
to be in a place in the lower officers’ quarters,

Yes.

furnished in the same manner as officers' quarters.

39,725. In the quarter for the officers ?–Yes,
where we live ourselves.

39,738. You hanged him as you received him ?—
39,739. Was any woman ever flogged at Up-Park
Camp —No woman was ever flogged at Up-Park
Camp. I observed that in the papers. It is utterly

-

false.

39,726. Where were the other prisoners placed ?–
The other prisoners were placed in the cells, and in
two large barracks rooms, the only accommodation we

-

39740. You entirely deny it?—There never was
such a case.

39,741. You say you remember Mr. Trueman being

had.

39,727. Were there any women prisoners ?—There
were women prisoners also. They were placed in
separate apartments, and treated with every con

sideration due to their sex.
39,728. Were any of the prisoners' heads shaved 2
—No prisoners' heads were ever shaved at camp; a
few who had very large mops of hair were ordered to
be trimmed for sanitary purposes, and obvious reasons.
39,730. For cleanliness?—For cleanliness.

39,729. What were the rations supplied to them
—The same as the soldiers; and a woman cook was

brought in 2–I do.

-

39,742. Is it true you ever said Baptists were dan:
gerous people, and that he would be hanged?—Mr.
Trueman said he was a parson, and I said, “ If yºu
“ are one of those native parsons not connected with
“ the Baptists of England, that will be no safety for

“ you; if you are found guilty you will be hanged
“ like Bogle or anybody else.”

-

39,743. He said he was a parson, and you said "if
he was found guilty he would be hanged like anybºdy
else f"—Yes.

employed, and prepared their victuals, for them and

39,744. Meaning that by saying he was a paſs",

t

also allowed to receive victuals from their friends after
due inspection.

that would not save him if he was guilty of rebellion?

|

39,731. Did many of them receive food from their
friends 2—Several of them who lived in Kingston.

39,732. Was it that they complained that the food

—Yes.

39,745, Will you give us as nearly as possible the
words you used. Tell us how it arose?—He came
before me with other prisoners and said he was a

supplied was not enough —They never complained

parson.

of that, but they preferred having their own mess.
39,733. That is, luxuries beyond those allowed to

39,746. What did you say?—“That won't sº
“ you if you are guilty. You will be hanged like
“anybody else,” or something like that, I don't

the soldiers ?—Yes.

39,734. Do you remember the execution of a man
named Jones 2–I do.

The executions at Up-Park

Camp were conducted with the greatest solemnity.
Troops were paraded the same as for a military
funeral, except the marching past, &c. Imme

recollect exactly.

-

39,747. You have stated that no women were

flogged at the camp?—None.
39,748. Was ever such a person as Miss

brought before you ?–Never brought to camp.

Roach

|
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39,749. Was there any indecent exposure of any

39,752. (By Mr. Walcott.) I wish to ask you a question

on

“ Sam Clarke was with me in the same cell. General

prisoners who were under your charge since their

“ O'Connor came.

release ?—I have had several addresses presented to

“ Anton drew his attention to Clarke.

me by those who had been under my care, thanking

“ said, ‘Your brother was hanged two days ago at
“‘St. Thomas in the East, and you will be hung

me in grateful terms for their treatment. A black
clergyman, I believe his name is Gordon, master of a
school, called specially on me to thank me for the
kind treatment of his countrymen during that time
they were at camp.
39,751. (By Mr. Gorrie.) He was not a captive, was
he 2–No, he was not, he was a clergyman of the
Church of England.

THIRTY
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females at any time —Never.
39,750. Have you had communications with several
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When he inspected us Major

“‘on one of these trees.’”
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Is that true –I don't

recollect Major-General O'Connor saying anything of
the sort.

39,753. (By the Commission.) If he had you think
you would have recollected —I think I should.

39,754. Did anyone say anything of that sort in
your presence —No.

The witness withdrew.

Assistant Surgeon MoRRIs sworn and examined.
Assist.-Surgeon
Morris.
39,755. You are Staff Assistant Surgeon 2–Yes.
up and said, “It is Mr. Price.” He was shot through
39,756. You were attached to what detachment in the head, and his head was chopped up, and his
-

the month of October 2–The whole detachment.

39,757. Which detachment, under whose command *

stomach ripped open. You never saw such a sight

—First under Captain Ross, and then under Captain

in your life.
39,769. Were his bowels cut open 2–He was cut

Hole, of the 6th.

down.

I was under several commands

wherever I was sent to.

39,759. (Caution read to witness.) Did you embark
on board the “Wolverine " at Kingston on the 11th

39,770. Did you see Baron Ketelhodt —I did.
39,771. What state was he in 2–His two fingers
were chopped off, two fingers of the right hand. His
head was chopped up too.
39,772. Describe what state the Baron was in 2–
Two fingers of his right hand were chopped off. He

of October 2–Yes.

had no coat or waistcoat on, but was in his shirt and

39,758. You were in medical charge of the different
detachments that were sent on October the 11th to
St. Thomas in the East 2–Yes.

39,760. And arrived at Morant Bay on the following
day ?–On the 12th.
39,761. What time in the morning did you arrive
there?–We landed at daybreak.
39,762. Did you superintend the burial of the

bodies —I buried every one myself.

I picked them

out and buried them myself.
39,763. What number 2–I buried 17 in one grave
at first, and I buried the Baron and read the burial

service over him the next day. There were four
brought in to me the same night, that makes 22.

39,764. Did you know the different members of the
Westry –I asked some of the inhabitants to come and
identify the bodies and tell me who they were. The
Baron I knew from having met him before.

39,765. How many were part of the party within
the Court-house ?–I cannot tell you that.

I gave a

list to some gentleman who lives in a house near there,
and he said he would have it published in the “Colonial
Standard,” but I have never heard of it from that day

to this. Every man that was killed was mentioned
in it, and a description was given of his wounds and
what he died from.

He took it away, and I don't

know what he has done with it.

them, and four and one.

There were 17 of

Two white and two black

men were brought in on the evening of the 12th, the
second day. I could not bury them that night, it was
too late.

trowsers, and his head was chopped about, and his
ribs were broken, and his arms.

In fact he was

regularly what you may call chopped up, mashed up.
39,773. Was he chopped or mashed 2–I should say
by a blunt machette.
39,774. Was there anyone else ?—Mr. Alberga,
who was buried on top of the first 17 in the large
grave. His head was nearly severed. He was chopped
about different parts of the body.
39,775. Were the Baron's fingers chopped com

pletely off, were they away altogether ?–They were
not there at all.

39,776. Did you see the body of Mr. Herschell, the
clergyman?—I cannot remember. Two were brought
in late that night, and they said one was a clergyman,
so that I cannot enter into any particulars with regard
to Mr. Herschell.

39,777. Did you see any man with his tongue cut
out 2–I did not.

39,778. Did you see any white people with their
throats cut –I did : not throats cut exactly, but as
if chopped with a blunt machette.
39,779. On the 14th you embarked to go to rt
Antonio, and arrived there on the 15th 2–We disem
barked on the 15th.

39,780. And then did you get orders to proceed in
medical charge of Captain Hole's party —I did ; that
would be on the 15th, and we marched at once.

39,766. Then you made a post mortem examination
of the bodies —No ; we mean by that the opening of
the body, but these were merely superficial examina
tions. If I saw a man shot through the head or side
I put him down with his name and what he died

39,781. Then on the following day, on Monday
morning, were you at Castle –Yes.

from.

shot him.

39,767. Can you tell us how many died of gunshot
wounds 2–No, I cannot recollect now.

There was

39,782. Did you see a person hanged there on
Monday morning 2—I did.
39,783. Did you do anything to him 2–I did ; I
39,784. What led you to do that?–He was hanging

there, and there was no drop, and he was struggling;
and I shot him myself, and recommended Captain

one boy lying in the station house when we marched
up to the station, and I asked who he was. He was Hole to shoot every man afterwards, and he did so to
shot through the side. He was shot, I believe, by a put them out of their misery.
'black man. I don't know who they were. He said
39,785. What do you mean by no drop —I came
he had joined the Volunteers. I believe he went on up ; I was marching in the rear; as I came up he was
board the “Wolverine” and died as soon as he got struggling, that was all I saw,
on board.

39,768. Was he one of the 22 *—He was not, but

39,786. Were his feet touching the ground?—No,
I did not see him fall ; I don't know how that was

he had a gunshot wound, and Mr. Price had a gun managed, and I discharged my pistol; and I said to
shot wound. I remember that particular case ; when Captain Hole, “If you hang any more men this way
I went up I asked a man, “Who is that lying down please let a firing party be told off,” and he did so ever
there " and he said, “That is no business of yours.” afterwards.
! said, “You had better tell me, because I want to

39,787. On the road to Manchioneal did you hear

know." He would not tell me, and some woman came any firing 2—I did.

-
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39,788. And did you as you proceeded afterwards
NINTH DAY see any dead bodies?—Yes.

“ Lord, it hurted me too much.” She

THIRTY-

Assist.-Surge

*::::ſºn
S.

39,789. How many?–I think about 11 or 12.
see any
onewhat
of them
shot?—Yes,
the39,790.
second Did
man;you
I don’t
know
his name
was ; he

39,818. Which was 2—The one the woman was

no Mar. 1866. was tied to a tree.
-

39,791. You don't remember his name?—I never

-

put on her

things and said nothing more.
39,817. Was she flogged with the same cat that the
men
were
–She
wasmade
not, ofit twine.
was a worse cat than
any of
them.
It was
flogged with.
39,819. What do you mean by a worse cat?—lt
was a worse cat, but better for her.

heard it.

39,792. What was it occurred previously to his being

39,820. You mean it was a less effective cat?—Less

tied to the tree ?—That I have no idea of.

39,793. Did you find him tied to the tree when you

effective; I mean it would not hurt her; she did not

came up 2—I came up before he was tied.
39,794. You did not hear the evidence against him :
–Oh, yes, I heard it at the time, but I have no idea

care about it when she came down.

39,821. You say she said it hurted her ?–Yes, but

she put on her things and did not seem much hurt.
now ; it is four months since.
39,822. Did you see any houses burnt —I did.
39,795. He was tied first to be flogged —I do not
39,823. Did you burn any yourself?—I did.
know, I merely heard the charge, and my opinion was
39,824. How many did you burn ?—I cannot state
asked.
exactly the number, but we found a great many
39,796. You heard the evidence —Oh, yes, I heard candle shades packed up and put on the table of one
the evidence, but cannot remember now what it was.
house that was burnt, and I remember having a fire.
39,797. Was there more than one person tied to the stick and lighting it at one side.
same tree ?—No, I think not.
39,825. Why did you do that?—Because Captain
39,798. Were there any two persons at the same Hole condemned it to be burnt.
time tied to a tree ?—I never saw two, to the best of
my knowledge I never saw two.

39,826. You received orders ?—Yes.

39,799. Was this at Long Bay ?—I do not know
where Long Bay is. This was on the road on the

39,827. Did you burn many yourself?—I burnt
none myself on my own responsibility.
39,828. Did you set fire yourself to several —I did

march.

not.

39.800. Between what places was it?—We were
marching from Castle to Manchioneal. That is the
only place that I remember, because they said we could
get something to eat there, and when we got there we
got nothing to eat. I remember that very well; we
were three days without anything to cat.
39,801. Did you sit upon any Courts-martial 2–I
did.

39,829. You did not know the names of those whose

houses you set fire to ?—I never heard them.
39,830. Are you able to state what the reason was
for burning the houses 2–No, I have no idea, it was
not my business. I only knew they were condemned
to be burnt.

39,831. Did you hear what reason was given for
their being burnt 2–Yes; harbouring plunder, I

*

39,802. Where was the first 2–I think it was at
Golden Grove.

39,803. Did you go there with Ensign Cullen —

believe, in every case. I remember seeing some
soldiers pick up a lot of spoons from a corner of a
room. They were not silver, but they were supposed
to be, and some of them were silver.

Yes.

39,804. And Captain Astwood was present at that
Court-martial —He was, he was appointed by the
officer commanding.
39,805. Were there six men sentenced to death

there —I do not know; I think there were six : yes, I
think seven were tried and six sentenced to death.

39,806. Did you return to Manchioneal and there
sit upon several Courts-martial —I did ; six were
sentenced to death at Golden Grove.

39,807. Did you see any flogging at Manchioneal 2
—Yes.

39,808. Was the punishment more or less severe
than that which is given in the army —Well, I would

rather have had their punishment than 50 from a
soldier.

39,809. How many ”—I would rather take 200 with

39,832. Were they identified as the property of
anyone –They were, of Mr. Warmington; the crests
and initials were ground off them.
39,833. Were there others in which you saw pro

perty identified by any persons 2–Yes, several.
39,834. Do you think that in the greater part of
the houses that were burnt there was property that
was alleged to have been stolen 2–I never saw ally
burnt but what there was property actually found in
the house.
39,835. Which was said to be stolen —Which was
said to be stolen 2

39,836. Was it property that the owner of such a
house could not honestly bepossessed of?—lf he lived

for 50 years he could not have it; you would not find
silver spoons with initials broken off, and sheets and

their cats; but it was absurd, it was nothing but
string, and no use at all. I have seen a man flogged

coverſids with other people's names on them.

and his back afterwards hardly showing a touch.

houses.

I

would rather have had 200 at Manchioneal than 50

39,837. Were such things found? — In several
-

39,838. There had been two or three houses (0m

at Up-Park Camp from a regulation cat, because it was

pletely pillaged besides the stores?--Well, all the

not the proper thing at all. Many of them put on
their shirts and things and walked off.

stores, except one at Muirton, were pillagel, I
believe they said the owner's father or mother was a

39,810. Was not the skin broken —It must have
been broken, but there was no bleeding or anything

Maroon, and they saved him ; but everything was
stolen, and we saw Oznaburgh, and Priest, and every

of that sort, as you will see with a soldier after 50

thing.
39,839. Did you see any persons hung yourself,
except that one you have spoken of 3–Yes,
39,840. Was there any one person you shot while

-

Jashes.

It is absurd to make a comparison between

them.

39,811. Did you see any women flogged —I did.

-

39,812. How many ?—I think I saw two or three ; shot
he was
standing at his door for instance? It is sailº
a person named “William Gray” at Grange Hill.
39,813. Where At Manchioneal —At Muirton, Is that true –It is not.

I cannot say the number.
Manchioneal.

39,814. Are you sure two or three ?–I am not
sure, I cannot remember. I remember seeing one
woman particularly, because when she had done she
ut on her things and walked off.
39,815. Where was she flogged ?–On the shoulders,
and she did not care about it.

39,816. What woman was that ?—I do not know,
I was not on duty. She put on her things and said,

39,841. Do you remember being at Grange Hill

—I do not know where Grange Hill is, but I never
shot a man.

39,842. And you are sure you did not shoot any
person —I did not. (A cat shown to witness.)
39,843. Is that the same cat that was used for the
men —I should say this has been one, it is the same
description of cat.

93,844. Did you see any cat more severe tha"
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that 2–No ; I should say that is about the worst we

39,867. Do you recollect any occasion when you
did so *-I do not.

had.

-

39,845. Do you say this is as severe a cat as any
that was used at Manchioneal or Muirton; did you

see any cat used that would inflict a worse injury than

THIRTY
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-

39,868. Did you do it on any occasion, more than
one :-That was the only time I was out without Assist.-Surgeon
Morris.

d
-

another officer.

this 2–I did not.

39,869. Will you tell us how many you had on this

10 Mar. 1866.
º

occasion, when you were out without another officer 2

[Another cat shown to witness.]
39,846. Now this is a regulation cat; the tail of
this is longer, does that increase the severity ?—It
does. I saw a soldier flogged at Up-Park Camp after
wards, and his punishment of 50 lashes was much
more severe than what I saw in the East.

The cat

used to the women at Muirton was lighter than the one

produced ;

it was made of twine.

39,847. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Were you ever sent in

charge of any soldiers yourself?—No, I have accom

—I have no idea.

39,870. Had you 10 or 50 —I do not know, it
might be 30.
39,871. Where were you ordered to proceed to?—To
bring down Mr. Fleming, and those ladies and
gentlemen.
39,872. Did you bring in any prisoners on that
occasion, or did you burn any houses on the road 2–
I have no idea; I saw some burning.
39,873. Who set fire to them — I have no idea.

panied soldiers.
39,848. Small parties or large —Well, whatever

39,874. Was it your party —No, I cannot tell

was sent out; whatever detachment was sent out I had

y' (yu.
39,875.

to accompany it.
39,849. What was the smallest you ever accom

not know —I was not in command of the party.

panied ?–Upon my word I have no idea: I should
say 50 men. I should think so, I am not quite sure ;

should hand it over to the sergeant to take charge of

But if it were any of your party did you

39,876. You were the only officer –Yes, but I

it might be 20 or 50.
39,850. Did you at any time go out with more than
50 men, on any expedition ?–Only as we marched

it.

out.

officer, you did not mean you were in charge of the
party, but the party was in charge of a sergeant —

39,851. Did you at any time accompany any small
portions detached from the main body over 50?–I
did.

39,852. On what occasion was that ?–-I have no
idea.

All the time I was under the command of

I was there as the only officer, but I would not

take command.

-

39,877. When you said you were there as the only
The party was in charge of whoever was sent by the
commanding officer.
39,878. Did you ever perform duties on that occa
sion different from the orders to the sergeant —I did

another officer.

not.

39,853. Do you recollect being detached any time
in the neighbourhood of Manchioneal –Well, I
should say three or four different times.

orders were they —I did not sit on them until I came

39,854. Upon what kind of duty was it that you
Upon my word I
don't know what the orders were, the other officer
were sent 3–We were sent to

had them.

39,855. Tell us what the detachments did, and then

39,879. The sittings on the Courts-martial, by whose
back from Golden Grove.

39,880. Did you do so at any time 2—It is part of
my duty.
39,881. Did you on these occasions sit under the
Articles of War, when you sat on the Courts-martial 2
—I have not the most remote idea.

perhaps we shall arrive at the orders by that *-I
remember once going out and bringing about 50

ordered.

people :

did so.

39,856. Have you any list of the people you were to

I sat ; I was

If I were ordered to sit on a Court-martial

at such and such an hour, on such and such a day, I
39,882. Did you make any reference to the Articles
of War, as to the course of procedure in the Courts
martial, with regard to the forms to be observed –I

bring in 3–Oh, no.
39,857. Did you hold any kind of inquiry upon
them as to what they were –The people.
39,858. Yes; how did you discover these people :

knew these from having read them previously. On
that particular occasion I did not make any such

—They sent down to be relieved, and said they could

reference.

not come down unless soldiers were sent for them.

39,883. Did you follow the forms ?–As near as I

39,859. Where were they —They were at a place
called -— I forget the name, the place belongs to a
Mr. Fleming.
39,860. You mean you were sent to Mr. Fleming's

house to bring down some refugees —Yes.
39,861. Do you recollect anything that was done by

the soldiers in going or returning to any house or
people on the road : —I do not remember what was
done. I know we went up, and I brought down Mr.
Fleming, and I think about 17 people.
39,862. Were any houses burnt –I cannot recol
-

lect.

I do not remember that evening from any

was able.

39,884. To what Court-martial do your refer ?—
There were only a few I sat upon after my return
from Golden Grove, but I don't remember exactly.
I did not sit on any Courts-martial before my return.
39,885. Were the only Courts-martial at which you
sat at Golden Grove or Manchioneal —They were.
39,886. Did you ever at any time go out with a

sergeant, who had a list of suspected men in his pos
session, to arrest any persons; were you ever with a

party when such a thing was done —Never.

39,887. Were you ever with a party where any

others.

persons were arrested —Never.

39,863. IIad you any general instructions when you
went out on such expeditions, to do anything with

39,888. Did you ever see a man arrested during the
course of your service —Yes, we saw them brought

regard to the people in that neighbourhood, as to burn

in every day.

ing houses or capturing rebels —I had no instruc
tions, but I should have done it had I seen any.
39,864. What was the general practice you followed
on going out on these expeditions —On going on

39,889. I mean, were you present at any actual
arrest ?—No ; none, except the first place we went

that expedition my object was to bring in these
people, women and children.

39,865. Suppose you met any of the negroes, did
you make any inquiries as to who they were, and

to, Morant Bay.
actually taken.

I saw them brought in, but not

39,890. On that occasion, when you saw a man
tied to a tree between the Castle and Manchioneal,
did you see that man arrested 2–I did not.

39,891. You were present at the inquiry held upon

whether they were rebels, and bring them in 2–Oh,

him 2–Yes.

no; supposing I had met a man, and thought he was
suspicious, I should have handed him over to the

the most remote idea.

Sergeant, and told him to make inquiries.

39,866. And would you have presided at these
inquiries —I should,

39,892. With what was he charged 2–I have not

39,893. Did you keep any notes ?–Oh, dear me,
not a single note ; in fact you could not, you had no

pencil, no paper, no ink. I defy a man to keep notes
5 M
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unless he made them when he got to Muirton. I could
t even keep my own records.

". i.

... see the

39,924. I want to see if you recollect about the
ion ?—I
cannot.
execution
:
-

man who was executed,

Assist.-Surgeon shot *—Yes.

-

39,925. Did you see any women present —No
women present.

-

Morris,
10 Mar. 1866.

39,895. Who was in command of the party on that
occasion ?—Captain Hole.

That I cannot say: a great many constables and

39,896. Was he present 2–I think he was ; I rather

Maroons were with us, but I do not know who they

think so.

-

39,897. Will you try to recollect ; you did not see
many persons executed, I presume 2—I did, I saw

39,926. Were there any constables with you?—
were ; there were a great many all along.
39,927. Did you see any other persons shot that

day ?–No, not that day.
39,928. Did you ever hear of any person

many.

39,898. How many did you see executed on the

of the

name of “William Gray” about Manchioneal?—Idid

39,899. As they were the only two occasions, perhaps you may recollect them more particularly. In

not. I do not remember the name at all, I might have
heard it at the time.
39,929. Did you wear a revolver at that time when

the case of the one that was hanged, who was present 2

you were on the roads —I did.

—Captain Hole.

was ; sometimes we were on horseback, and sometimes

39,930. Was your revolver in good order?—I
forget at that particular moment, but I lost the
chambers soon afterwards, but it was in good order
on that particular day.
39,931. Was that the day when you saw the person

on foot.

of the name of “Gray ?”—I never saw the person to

road –These two.

39,900. He was present then 2–Yes; I came up
and he asked my opinion, and I said it is so-and-so.

39,901. Was he on horseback —I have no idea. I
39,902. This inquiry was held just as you were
marching along 3–Yes.
39,903. Do you recollect who gave the orders for
the execution ?—I do not.

39,904. Did you give any orders as to the execu
tion ?—I have no idea.

39,905. Did you ever give any directions as to the
executions during your service —I have often recom
mended but never gave directions.
39,906. Did you on this occasion ?—I have no idea
if I said yes, or if I said no. I have no idea whether I
was saying right or wrong, because I don’t remember.
39,907. Do you recollect whether that was the case
of
manwas
whogoing
stated
had been
at?—I
Kingston
theariot
on he
at Morant
Bay
do not.when
39.908, D5 you recollect anything about the
inquiry —No, I do not remember what he was
charged with. If you had been there you would have
found it very different from what it is now to remember

-

my knowledge.
39,932. Did you see any person when your revolver
was out of order —No, not to my knowledge.
39,933. You stated just now you recollected on one
occasion, you spoke of it as that day ?—I say I cannot
remember that particular day, but one time I recollect
my revolver was out of order, because the barrels fell
into the water.

39,934. Do you recollect snapping your revolver
more than once when aiming at anybody?–Yes, Ido,

that was the first man after leaving Castle; It snapped
three times before it went off.

39,935. Was that the man that was hanged?—
Yes.

º36.

-

What did you do —I pulled the barrels

39,937. And it went off?–It did at last.

39,938. Was there another occasion when your

particulars. They are brought in before you to be

revolver did not go off and you took a rifle from a

dealt with summarily and there is an end to it.

soldier 2–No, I never remember it.

39,909. Yes; but it is not a usual service where

you have to perform these duties 2–No.
39,910. But you recollect more things distinctly
about it ; do you recollect his being shot ?–Irecollect
seeing him shot.

39,911. By how many soldiers was he shot ?—I
have not the most remote idea; if I thought for a
month I should not recollect.

39,939. Did you ever use a rifle to shoot at any
object during your service there?—No-oh, yes,
very often, every morning,
39,940. You mean you practised ?–Yes, we used
to shoot every morning down at the river, and fire
-

discharges off.

-

39.941. Did you ever practise there?—Every
morning.

39,912. Was the man shot on the road 2–It was
on the line of march.

39,913. I presume you were marching along the

39,942. Did you ever point your revolver at any
person on the road —No, I do not remember ever

having done so at all.
39,943. Did you ever happen to hear of a person

Manchioneal road 2–We were.

39,914. Do you recollect whether the tree was in
yard of any house —No, I do not recollect.
39,915. Was it a full grown tree, or having a

of the name of Deacon or Hamilton in the neighbour

sapling cut off?—I do not know, it might have been
a post for anything I recollect.
39,916. Do you recollect whether it was a post –

there.
39,944. Are you prepared to swear that you never
presented your revolver on any occasion to a negro,
and it snapped three or four times 2–Yes.
39,945. And that you never then took a rifle from
a black soldier in order to shoot him —I swear.

No, I do not.

39,917. You say he was tied to a tree ?—He was
tied to something, I do not know what he was tied to,
I do not know whether it was a tree or a post.

39,318. Then you are now doubtful whether it was
a tree or a post 2–I never looked at it further than I
saw it was a tree on the line of march.

39,919. Were there any houses near —I do not

hood of Manchioneal —No. Hamilton I did; but we

had a servant of that name with us, not anyone living

39,946. You are prepared to swear that?–Yes,
indeed I am, because it never was done.

-

39,947. Do you recollect on any occasion attending
a party who went to bury some people who had been

know.

executed 2-I never saw such a party.
39,948. Did you see any persons buried at any time?

39,920. Were any houses being fired in the neighbourhood at the time —That I do not know.

—I did.
7
39,949. Do you recollect the circumstances of that:

39,921. Did you see any burning as you passed along
on that occasion ?—At that particular moment I do
not know.

39,922. Was it near the place where you tried to

get something to eat —I do not know, I never was
there except that once; I don't know that locality
at all.

39,923. Well, you recollect about the eating —
I do.

-

-

-

—Yes.
39,950. Were the men dead when you saw them
first —On one occasion they were not dead.
39.951. Did. you do anything to them on that

occasion ?—I did.

-

h

39,952. What did you do —I ran them throng

with my sword, and I spoke to Captain Hole at the
time ; they were men who had been shot, and I said
if that was the way they were shot it would be better

!
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to have a firing party ; it was a shame to see them in
that state.

39,974. Have you conversed in Kingston or else THIRTY
where, as to what you did in the course of the sup NINTH DAY.
pression 2–Yes.
39,975. Have you told them how many you have Assist.-Surgeon

39,953. Were these parties not dead lying, ready
for burial 2–They were shot ; they were in the
ve; they were lying down below.
39,954. (By the Commission.) How long was this
after they had been shot ?—Directly.
39,955. Then the grave was dug before ?—It was
dug by the police.
39,956. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Were you present, then,
when they were executed and laid by the grave 2–

put your sword through —I have no idea.
39,976. Have you ever exhibited your sword to any
persons, and said that blade was through so many
people —No ; I do not remember having done so.
I may have done so, or I may not. I do not know

We were.

same way ?—No, for a very good reason ; it is in

39,957. How many did you run through with your

Morris.

at all.

39,977. Have you exhibited your revolver in the
England.

It was sent to England by a clergyman

sword —One.

from the East, a Mr. Bourne, I think his name is, so

39,958. Have you spoken of this in Kingston –
Not to my knowledge. I do not know I am sure what

that I never could have shown it.

I have said there for the last four months.

39,959. Have you ever made use of the expression
that you had run through five or six of these persons
with your sword *—No, because I never did it ; and
it would be only an act of humanity on my part to do
it at any time.
39,960. Did you write a letter detailing your
services —No, I did not, it is not my letter at all, I
was disgusted when I read it in the paper. I beg

your pardon, but I was extremely annoyed when I saw
it.

Some things in it were what I have said, other

things I have nothing to do with at all, they are
merely exaggerations.
39,961. You mean that in the letter there are some

39,978. Have you any recollection of any occasion
when you exhibited your sword in the manner in
which I mentioned ?–No ; and if I had it would be

private conversation that had nothing to do with any
body. I would not hesitate doing it; I would exhibit
to you now.

39,979. (Mr. Gorrie.) I am not particularly anxious
to see it.

39,980. (Witness.) If there is anything to be ex
hibited, you might perhaps like to see it.
39,981. Now, I ask you how many houses you set
fire to with your own hand, either under orders or in
any other way 3–I should say three. I should think

so ; about that.

I cannot say to a certainty, that is

things which you never wrote –Indeed there are.
39,962. But there are some things which you did
write –I have only seen some things of this letter
that was in one of the local papers, that I killed 11
with my own sword and revolver; now that is nonsense,
because I only saw l l dead during the whole time.
39,963. Did you write a letter detailing the part
you had taken in these proceedings —I did, I wrote

what I count the average. I remember on one par
ticular occasion finding a lot of these candlesticks
buried up in a box in a house, and in another a lot
of plate, spoons, and things with initials carved off.
I remember that particularly.
39,982. Were you ever back at Morant Bay after
being at Manchioneal —No. I believe they have
got a charge of rape against me at Morant Bay after
1 came back, so they said. I never was there except

home.

when I went out, that is what I hear afterwards.

39,964. To whom *—To my father ; and he never
published that letter, and he is about as much disgusted

Since they have found out who we were, “That
is the Doctor”—that is enough—“That is the Doc
tor,” everything is down to you at once.
39,983. (By the Commission.) Here is a statement

with it as I am.

39,965. Is that the letter in which you signed

yourself “Harry "-No, I never signed myself

made by Robert Deacon.

“Harry.”
39,966. What was your signature ?—I have no

29, 159 to 29,167 in 29th Day's Proceedings, Part II.,

idea.

º

[Questions and answers

read to witness.] Is there any truth in that * – I was
with Mr. Cullen, one of the officers, therefore he

39,967. Did you ever say at any time you had

sº

10 Mar. 1866.

would say as I do, it was not the case.

nine people with your sword and revolver ?—

39,984. Was Ensign Cullen with you?—We went

39,968. Did you ever write telling the number of

out on the same expedition.
39,985. When you were at Grange Hill 2–I do not
know the place at all.
39,986. How do you know that Ensign Cullen was

0.

people you had killed with your revolver and sword
in the way you have now detailed 3–I never wrote
to say I had killed 11, because I never saw so many;
they were removed as we went along.

39,969. Have you read that letter —I read a lot of
extracts, not the letter, a lot of extracts.

39,970. Did you recognize in that letter some things
which you did write –There must be some things
that I wrote, but I do not remember what they
were ; I know there were a great many things that I
never said.

39,971. There are some things which you say you

wrote and others which you don't remember to have
written ?—I say I never wrote about killing 11 men.
39,972. And you never said it yourself?–No, I do
not remember ever having said it in my life.

39,973. Did you ever say it in conversation ?—No.
I do not remember ever having said it in conversation.
Eleven was the only number I saw along the road.

with you ?–Because I never was out alone, except
one evening, when we went to Mr. Fleming's house.
39,987. How do you know that at this time you

were with Ensign Cullen 2–Because he was the only
one that could be there, except Ensign Lewis. [Ques
tions and answers 29,066 to 29,071 in John Hamilton's

evidence, 29th Day's Proceedings, Part II., read to
witness.]
39,988. Now, do you remember any such transac
tions taking place in your presence —I do not; I am
quite certain, and whatever officer was with me of
course he would say the same as I do.
39,989. It is very desirable that you should ascer
tain who was with you ?—I can easily find out.

39,990. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Is Deeling Mr. Flem
ing's place —I do not know what place it is. Reach
is the name of Mr. Fleming's place.
J. Thomas.

JoNATHAN THOMAs (a black) sworn and examined.

39,991. Are you a soldier in the West India Regi
ment 2–Yes.

39,992. Were you in October last one of the order
lies —Yes.

39,993. Were you stationed before the King's
House —Yes.

39,994. Do you remember at any time receiving,

on the 11th of October, a letter for the Governor 2–
Yes, I did.

39,995. What time was it you received it *—10 or
11 o'clock in the day.

39,996. What did you do with it *—I gave it to
the Governor's secretary, Mr. Jordan.
39,997. Are you sure you were the person that
received it?–Yes.
5 M 2
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39,998. Did you give it to anybody else before you

|\Tº PAY. gave it to Mr. Jordan?—No.
39,999. Did you give any answer to the person who
J. Thomas.
-
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brought it?—No.
40,000. Did he ask for any answer?—No, he did

40,001. Did he wait there 2–No.

40,002. Merely delivered the letter and left —
Yes.

-

not.

40,003. And did you see any more of him —No.
thing more.

The witness withdrew.

The Honourable EDw ARD JoBDON sworn and examined.

Hon.

E. Jordon.

11th of October from the last witness —I remember

think was sent the next day; there was no post before
that (read):—

receiving a letter, but I cannot say whether it was
brought by the last witness or one of the clerks of the

“SIRs,

40,004. Do you remember receiving a letter on the

office.

40,005. Do you remember what time it reached
you ?—I think it must have been after 12 o'clock.
40,006. What time were you in your office that
day ?—I was there from 9 till 4.
40,007. What did you do with the letter after you
received it 2–1 sent it immediately to the Governor.
40,008. Did you open it 2–Oh, yes. I opened it
and read it, and seeing the nature of it, I put it under
cover in an envelope to Governor Eyre ; that is the
letter (read):
“To his Excellency, E. J. Eyre, Captain General
and Governor in Chief of this Her Majesty's
Island of Jamaica.

12th October 1865.

I HAVE received and laid your communication,
of the 16th instant, before his Excellency the Gover.
nor, and am directed by him to remark that you do
not state the nature of the grievance you complain of
nor give any particulars, so that his Excellency has
no means of judging how far you have any just cause
of complaining. The laws of the country apply
equally to the labourers and the proprietors, and if
any party at any time feels aggrieved at or dissatisfied
with the decisions of the justices, there is an appeal
to the circuit courts. The Governor will also always
be ready to listen, and so far as he can properly do
so, inquire into any circumstances which the people
think press hardly upon them, but his Excellency
cannot entertain any application when pressed upon
him with the accompaniment of threats. In the pre

“We, the petitioners of St. Thomas in the East, do

sent instance the Governor is aware from other sources,

send to inform your Excellency of the mean advantage
that has been taken of us, from time to time, and more

that some of you have been guilty of gross outrage
and violence, and he warns you that such proceedings

especially this present time, when, on Saturday, the

cannot be allowed to take place with impunity. His
Excellency feels it to be his duty at once to inform
mitted upon us by the police of the parish, by order you, that you are misled by the misrepresentations of
of the justices, which occasioned an outbreak, for. evil disposed and designing men, and that, unless you
which warrants have been issued against innocent promptly withdraw from the unlawful attitude which
parties, of which we were compelled to resist ; we you have assumed, very serious consequences must
therefore call upon your Excellency for protection, follow. I have to remark in conclusion, that it is his
seeing we are Her Majesty's loyal subjects; that pro Excellency's determination to vindicate and uphold
tection, if refused, we will be compelled to put our the majesty of the law.”
shoulders to the wheel, as we have been imposed upon
40,011a. (Mr. Gorrie.) How long have you been in
for a period of 27 years. We
obedience to
your present official position ?—Since the 1st of
our laws and Queen and country, and as we can no August of last year.
longer endure the same, therefore it is our object of
40,012. Do you happen to have here the warrant of
calling upon your Excellency, and the petitioners in your appointment —I have not.
duty bound shall ever pray.
40,012a. It was conceived in rather special terms,
(Signed) “JAMEs DACREs.
was
it not ?—I do not think the appointment was
“ J. R. SMITH.
conceived in special terms; I think it is the ordinary
“ JAMES Bowl E.
appointment,
“ PAUL Bog LE.
40,013. What is the position that you hold—the
“ Joseph IXELLY.
7th of this month, an outrageous assault was com

“ Mos Es Bog LE.

exact functions that you have to discharge —I hold
two appointments—the appointment of Governor's

“ WILLIAM FRANCIS.
“ ARCHIBALD BAILEY.
“ THOMAS GRAHAM.

Secretary, and I hold the appointment of Island Secre.
tary. The appointment of Governor's Secretary is in

“ WILLIAM BOGLE.

“ WILLIAM Bowl E.
“ JAs. McLAREN.

“
“
“
“

STEPHEN CAMERON.
CHAs. MAINE.
ALEXR. BADSON.
W.M. GRANT.

the hands of the Governor and always has been, and
so is the appointment of Island Secretary, both sub
ject to the approval of the Secretary of State for the
Colonies.

40,014. Is either of them an appointment to give
advice to the Governor with respect to the affairs of
the island –There is a despatch from the Secretary

of State to Governor Eyre, and they wished me to

“ EDWARD HOWELL.

take the part of Governor's Secretary, because it was

“ GEO. GoRDON.

thought that, notwithstanding the existence ºf the

“ ABM. ANDERSON.

Executive Committee, the Governor ought to have a

“ BRisco PATERSON.”

private and confidential adviser.

40,009. You say you forwarded it at once to the
Governor f – I sent it immediately to Governor
Eyre.

of State to the Governor —Yes.

afternoon between 2 and 3.

tute a Council of War.

40,015. That is in the despatch from the Secretary

40,016, Are you in any official capacity, a member
40,010. Where was he –I think he was over at of the Council of War I-I am, as a member of the
King's House ; he was to leave Spanish Town that Privy Council, one of the parties who would consti
He returned his minute

to me, and upon that minute I wrote a reply.
40,011. Is that the reply 2 (produced)—Yes, that
is my handwriting; it is dated the 12th of October,
it went by the post to Morant Bay on that day, at
least it left here for Morant Bay; the letter came to
me on the 11th ; it was sent to the Governor on the
11th, returned to me on the 16th, but the answer I

40,017. Were you consulted by Governor Eyre
before martial law was submitted to the Council of
War —No, I was not consulted before that. All that
passed between us was, that he told me very early in

the morning the day the Council of War was held
that he would require me to go to Kingston with him
in order to form a Council of War.

-
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40,018. Were you present —Yes, I was there.
40,019. Was there any discussion about placing the
whole island under martial law —Some remarks

were made. Some thought it was desirable to place
the whole island under martial law, and some thought
all except the town of Kingston.
40,020. Do you recollect which of the views Mr.

Eyre favoured —I am not prepared to say; he did
not express any opinion that I know of.
40,021. What was the proposition laid before the
Council of War on the part of the Governor –The
proposition was, I believe, simply the propriety of de
claring martial law, and then some remarks were
made by the Chief Justice and, I think, by the
Attorney General, and Mr. Jackson and some other

parties. I think the Attorney General was in favour

40,035. Do you recollect any discussion taking
place : Have you any official knowledge of a con
versation taking place about the Morant Bay lock-up 2
—On the occasion of Mr. Gordon's visiting there
40,036. No, between Mr. Jackson and Rector
Cooke 2–I think I have seen some correspondence

where Mr. Jackson was called upon to report about
the state of the lock-up.

40,037. Do you remember any charge coming
before you with regard to some boy that was sent on

board a ship —No ; I have not seen any correspon
dence since I have been in office upon that subject.

40,038. Do you know the peasantry of this country
pretty well ?–Yes, I know them pretty well; I have
lived all my life with them.
40,039. Will you give me your opinion as to their

of putting the parish of St. Thomas in the East alone
under martial law; and then it was thought that would
not answer, because parties would go into St. David's
immediately adjoining, and into St. George's, and
even into Portland, and so the object would be de

loyalty —I never had any doubt about their loyalty;

feated there.

perly ; but, generally speaking, they are as well
behaved a people as you could desire to have anything

40,022. Do you recollect if any information was laid
before the Council of War —Nothing beyond the
statement that a disturbance had broken out at Morant

Bay, and it was necessary to take strong measures for
the purpose of putting it down.
40,023. Was the letter of Baron Kettelhodt read at

the Council of War —I don't recollect that any docu
ment was read. I think the Governor merely stated
the necessity for it, and some discussion took place,
not as to the propriety of putting on martial law, but
as to whether the whole county of Surrey or the whole
island should be placed under martial law.
40,024. Was that letter of Paul Bogle's which has

they are a very peaceable, quiet people.

40,040. Does that refer to the island generally –
Yes. Of course you will find in every parish dis
affected persons and those who will behave impro
to do with.

40,041. Have you at any time had any knowledge
as to the payment of wages —I have never had any
thing to do with the payment of wages. I have heard

reports about the payment of wages and the stoppage
of wages ; I don't know it of my own knowledge.
40,042. Or as to the administration of justice 2–
Or as to the administration of justice. I have heard
several complaints, whether well or ill-founded I don't
know.

40,043. Were you consulted at the time of martial

law by Governor Eyre as to what was going on ?—

just been read referred to at all —I don't believe that

No.

it was.

40,044. Were you consulted about Gordon's trial 2
—No, nothing whatever connected with the disturb

40,025. You knew the state of the country well at

about that period, did you know St. Thomas in the
East at all —I know the parish perfectly ; I have
been in it repeatedly.

ances in St. Thomas in the East.

40,045. Were you chairman of the Underhill
meeting in Kingston —No, I was not.
40,046. Did you convene it —I convened the
meeting as Mayor of Kingston. I was asked to take

40,026. Is there anything about the administration
of justice you wish to state –Well, I know nothing of
my own knowledge. Of course I have had statements
made with regard to the administration of justice in
that parish.
40,027. Have you in your possession any of those ?

my health prevented me.
40,047. IIad you ever any conversation with Mr.
Eyre as to the late Mr. Gordon about the time of

As Island Secretary or Private Secretary to the Go

these disturbances in St. Thomas in the East 2–

vernor, have you had official knowledge of Vestry

No, I never had any conversation with him.

the chair, and I would have done so, but the state of

The

discussions taking place in St. Thomas in the East — morning of the day upon which the Council of War
was held, he sent for me very early, and I went to
Not in the office–not officially.
40,028. In the event of any charge being made
against the justices, in what department would that

the King's House; he then requested I should be
present at a Council of War, and he made this

be 2–It would come to me.

remark,

“All this has come of Mr.

Gordon's

40,029. Do you remember any charge brought agitation.” That is the only thing that took place
against Mr. Jackson, for instance –There was a

between him and me.

40,048. Did he say anything about what steps he
charge against him by Baron Kettelhodt and others,
charging him with making use of improper expres proposed to adopt —No, the interview was a very
sions towards the justices. The words were, I believe, short one, it was 4 o'clock in the morning, and he
wanted rest.
“Come not my soul into their council.”
40,030. That was a Scripture quotation he made
use of as applicable to the justices at St. Thomas in
the East?–Yos.

40,031. Was that the reason of Mr. Jackson being

removed —A complaint was made against him.

He

was charged with improper conduct towards the

Custos and the justices, and upon that ground he was

40,049. Do you know to whom he referred in that
letter; had you any conversation with him as to the
answer to Paul Bogle's letter 2–Yes, the reference
there applies to a letter he got from the Baron
Kettelhodt, stating that the people were miscon
ducting themselves in St. Thomas in the East.
40,050. There is a reference at the end of the

letter that they have been misled by certain persons 2
40,032. The improper conduct referred to is that —Yes, I presume it alluded to Mr. Gordon. The
which you have just given us?—Yes, and his refusing allusion is in that minute, and I supposed when I
read it that it was to Mr. Gordon.
to take his seat in the Vestry.
40,051. (Mr. Walcott.) These peaceful people are
40,033. Do you recollect whether Mr. Jackson
brought any charge against the justices —He wrote very easily excited and misled, are they not *—They
removed ; in consequence of that he was removed.

-

a very long letter in explanation, and in that he made are easily acted upon by those in whom they have

allusion to circumstances that had occurred previously
between himself and the justices.

confidence.

40,034. Did he refer to a case of the late Mr. Wal
ton's 2–He did allude to Mr. Walton's conduct to him

Mr. Gordon —Oh yes, I believe they had, and I
believe in St. Thomas in the East they had

on the bench on one occasion.

unlimited confidence in Mr. Gordon.

40,052. (Commission.) And had they confidence in
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ALFRED PHILLIPs (black) sworn and examined.
40,053. What are you?—A drummer.
40,056. Were you here in the month of October

40,054. In what regiment —The 1st West India
Regiment.
40,055. What place are you a native of 2–Jamaica.

last 7–Yes.

40,057. Are you now under a charge of having
deserted from the army —Yes.

The Commissioners under these circumstances did not think it right to put further questions to the witnes,
who was removed in military custody.
Hon. R. Wunes.

Hon. ROBERT NUNEs sworn and examined.

40,079. To their neighbours?—To their neighbours

40,058. I believe you are the Custos of the parish
of Trelawney f–Yes.
40,059. Were you away in the year 1865?–Yes,
partly.
40,060. When did you become Custos ?—In the

systematic.
40,081. Only passing

month of July.

character 2—Yes.

40,061. Were you resident in the parish before

a
º

and to their employers.

40,080. Not addressing assemblies —No, nothing

º
º

remarks of a violent

40,082. But no attempt by any person to bring the

that ?–Yes.

people together and inflame them by expressing such
40,062. We hear that Trelawney was a quiet things as you mention ?—No.
40,083. Was anything done of such a serious
parish during the summer, that there were no
symptoms of disaffection or disturbance in that character in Trelawney as to lead you to represent the
parish —There were a few symptoms, but not state of the parish to the Government with a view to
protection ?—Previous to the rebellion do you mean?
general.
40,063. What were they symptoms of, disaffection ?
40,084. No, on the occasion you are talking of?—
-—Of disaffection.
No, it was not of a sufficiently serious a character.
40,064. Will you state what they were?—There I was quite aware of the position in which the
were a few isolated cases. On one occasion I had a
Governor was placed, and that it was of no use
communication sent to me by a magistrate, stating calling for aid.
40,085. You did not make application ?–No, I was
that a man had made use of very inflammatory
language hoping the rebellion would soon come there, promised by the officers of the Government that we
and he would have the opportunity of cutting every should have military aid as soon as it arrived in the
white man's throat.
island, and I knew that we could not get it before.
40,086. No disturbance did take place?—No. I
40,065. When was that ?—Just in the very height
of the rebellion.
believe I may say that Trelawney was as quiet as any
40,066. I was talking of the summer months, prior other parish in the island, and for reasons which I
to anything which disturbed the peace of Morant Bay, may be able to give if you wish.
40,087. I believe the people are well off there as to
was there anything which attracted your attention
indicating any intention to disturb the peace of labour, and can get plenty of employment —Yes.
40,088. There are a great number of estates that
Trelawney —Nothing.
40,067. Had you as Custos reason to make any are cultivated in that parish —Yes, nearly 50.
40,089. Are the people constantly employed upon
representation to the Government regarding your
fears for the peace of the parish before the news from those estates whenever labour is wanted:–Yes, they
are fairly employed.
Morant Bay arrived ?–No, I had not.
40,090. And I believe wages are fairly earned
40,068. After that, I suppose, it produced some
sensation among all classes in Trelawney —Yes.
there —Yes, and faithfully paid.
40,069. What effect had that amongst the labouring
40,091. There is no delay in the payment?—No.
class and the peasants —I think it worked them up none at all.
-

lasted three days longer, I believe we should have had
a rebellion in the parish of Trelawney.
40,070. What took place in Trelawney which led

believe the labouring classes are satisfied with the

º:

medied ?–Yes, I believe they prefer their cases being
tried at the lower Courts, to the higher Courts. . .
40,094. That is by the justices in summary Jurº
diction ?—Yes.

40,095. Do you think Trelawney is quiet now, and

would have come there if it had not been crushed at
St. Thomas in the East 2—I have named one

well disposed ?–Yes.

instance of inflammatory language.

40,072. Do you know the name of the man who

trary —No, the only point I observe is that they tº
not spending their money, they are hoarding it up.

used it 2–No, I have not the document with me now,
that was sent to me by the justice of the peace.
40,073. What part of Trelawney was this man in

40,098. Is that a bad sign –It is a saying that

40,096. You have no reason to think to the "on
40,097, You think they save 2–Yes.
they never practised before.

.
2

-

40,099. Do you think they are getting wiser then:

—At Brier Castle.

40,074. Is that in the middle of the parish 2–Yes.
40,075. Were the people he addressed affected by

—I do not attribute it to that.

-

40,100. What is the amount a man earns in *

what he said so as to show signs of intending to be

week —A labourer earns from 7s to 9s, but he cºuld

led by him to a breach of the peace —No, I cannot

earn more if he wished.

say they were.

... "

administration of justice in Trelawney.

40,093. Do they apply to the magistrates without

the parties which led you to believe that the rebellion

... . .

tice there, is there any cause for the people beingI

hesitation whenever they have anything to gº re

40,071. What was the conduct and character of

º
º
º

discontented do you think?—On the contrary,

from complaints coming to me from various districts
of the conduct of parties whom I am quite satisfied

style if the rebellion had not broken out.

º
º

40,092. With regard to the administration of ill

you to believe that that would be the result —Simply
would not have conducted themselves in that loose

º
º

r

-

to an excited state, and I believe if the rebellion had
not been crushed in the early stage it was, if it had

as

º

-

40,101. Is that by working 5 days or 6 ?—Five days.
-

-

º:

-

40,102. Are they beginning to get disabuse ºf
40,076. One man indulged in this sort of talk —I
these absurd rumours that have been prevalent ab"
don’t say that ; there were other cases.
40,077. Was there any attempt to follow his words the lands —I don't think it prevailed to any extent
down there.
out, or be led by him?–No.
40,103. You think it is a curious thing that they tº
40,078. Were there any other indications of the
effect produced by the news from Morant Bay —No, saving their money now 2–Yes, it is a curious thi";
only people were making use of improper and inflam to me just now. I have been in the habit of Pºi";

º

matory language.

º

4:

-

large amounts of wages for the last 13 or 14 years.

º

a
ºn

*
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40,104. I believe you are the agent of the Colonial
Bank 2–Yes. I believe I pay about three-fourths of
the wages in the parish, and I have observed in the
last three or four months that the money has not been
returned at all in the town ; we are generally self

supporting there in our agency, and in the last three
or four months I have been compelled to import
specie largely, which is the coin they are paid in.
40,105. They are speaking in some districts of there

being a scarcity of silver, do you know anything about
that *-That is the case in Trelawney.

There is one

point which I wish to call the attention of the Com

Montego Bay, passed through Trelawney. There was
there to hear the news, and a man said, “Oh, Mr.

“ Nunes, did you hear that ? You would not give
“ me work when I asked you, you must look out.”
That is a man I could identify and name now. I have
never had any words with him in my life, I did not
suppose he would evince such a spirit, but he

40,122. You can hardly say what he expected —
40,123. All this man said to you is what you have

appeals.
40,106. In how long 2—In three years ; 13 of these

were willing to join the rebellion ?—I am quite
positive of that.
40,124. You yourself saw that particular man, did
you ever see any other particular man —I only give
you that as one circumstance.
40,125. And I suppose the strongest that you
remember ?–It was one of the first points that

40,107. (Mr. Payne.) Was the opinion you formed
arrived at from facts within your own knowledge –
Upon what point do you mean :
40,108. With regard to the dangerous state of
Trelawney at the time of the insurrection, you said
that they would probably have risen if the insur
rection had not been put down in three days –It
was too pointed to admit of any doubt with me.
40,109. Was it from your own observation that you
came to that conclusion —From my own observation,
and from advice received from other parties.
40,110. What did you yourself see –I will first
take my own household. I found a very different
style of conduct among my servants towards me to
what they were in the habit of evincing ; it was
pointed.

40,111. In what respect — They were sullen,
sulky, disobedient, and impertinent.

40,112. When did this state of things occur –At

occurred.

º

40,126. And one of the strongest that you saw
yourself?—I can't say that it was the strongest.
40,127. Have you any stronger that occurred to

yourself?—Yes; the general conduct and bearing of
the people in the town.
40,128. I ask you to specify some particular acts
of which their general conduct was made up —The
general incivility and impertinence of the people
about the town, with whom I came in contact daily .
as now, their conduct was quite different to what it
usually was.
40,129. What do you mean by impertinence 2—In
putting any question to them they would give you an
impertinent, rude, and improper answer.
40,130. Nothing more than that has occurred to

you to give as an instance, nothing further than
impoliteness —I can't call it impoliteness, I call it

the time of the rebellion.

disaffection.

40,113. At what time of the rebellion, let me ask
you more particularly —At the time the news came

what it was 2—It was disaffection.

down that the rebels were at St. Thomas in the East,
and had commenced the rebellion and the murders.

40,114. Are you sure that any such appearance of
discontent and sullenness was not subsequent to the
acts committed during the suppression of the rebel

lion ?—I will give you another point, which bears
more upon the subject.
40,115. Will you first answer my question, was
this sullenness previous to the suppression ?—Previous
to the announcement of the suppression.
40,116. How soon did you receive the announce
ment of the rebellion ?–I received it a few days

before anyone on the north side.

I believe it came to

40,131. I want to know not what you term it, but
40,132. Will you give us a single act that amounts
to disaffection ?—The one I named to you, what the
man said, that proved to me that he was ready.
40,133. Do you call that an act of disaffection ?—
He was disaffected, undoubtedly.
40,134. But do you call that an act of disaffection ?
—No, I don't call it an act of disaffection.
40,135. If not, will you mention any act of disaf

fection that you yourself saw —I tell you in my own
household I noticed a difference.

40,136. You did not see anything whatever beyond
impoliteness 2—I do not call it impoliteness.
40,137. Well, beyond impertinence then 2–It was

Kingston either on the Tuesday or the Thursday : I
think it was on the Tuesday, and I was the only a different style of conduct to what they had been
person on the north side of the island who received

previously in the habit of showing.

40,138. That is you thought there was a want of
it on the Wednesday.
40,117. Did your household know it at the same their usual politeness —I did not think so, I saw it
time you did —I communicated it to the town ; it was

a matter of such importance that I communicated it
to the sister parishes.
40,118. The news of the suppression followed, how
soon after 3–1 suppose in about 15 days.
{0,119. And of the executions and floggings –

Oh no, that came about a fortnight after.
40,120. When did the news of the executions and

|

I have no doubts about it.

just repeated, and from that you judged that others

1865, 1,859.

!
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expected it would come there.

appeals that have taken place—there have been 57

of law, and one as contrary to evidence. The number
of cases were in 1863, 1,857; in 1864, 1,894; and in

Hon. R. Nunes.

had obtained information of this rebellion and he

missioners to, and that is the fact of the number of

appeals were reversed, 12 of which were on points
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a large assemblage at the police station, I went down

pretty plainly.
40,139. (Commission.) Conduct expressive of bad

humour, I suppose – It was something more than
that.

40,140. Was it dissatisfaction ?—I believe it was

something more than that, disaffection.
40,141. (Mr. Payne.) You say it was conduct
expressive of disaffection. I should like to know

floggings, and the execution of Mr. Gordon reach what you call conduct amounting to disaffection, do
you ?–Gordon's execution was a considerable time you mean they did say “Good morning ” to you ?—
afterwards ; the people had become rather excitable No, not only that ; when I spoke to them civilly I
and impertinent, as I tell you, and it was only after got a most impertinent answer.
the information of the suppression of the rebellion
40,142. Besides these things you yourself saw, this
had reached us that they came to be as they were impoliteness, from what else did you derive your
opinion that there was this state of disaffection at the
Previously, more quiet.
43,121. Are you sure that this sullenness you speak time —From the information I received from various

ºf was previous to their hearing of the floggings, and
the measures taken by the Governor for the suppres
*ion —I am positive of it. I will name one particular

parties.

*çumstance that occurred. The first express that

and what was the nature of the

40,143. Officially —Officially and otherwise.

40,144. What official information did you receive,
complaints —The

arrived from Governor Eyre, taking on documents to first document I received was this, which I beg to
5M 4
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lay before the Commission. (The witness handed in
a paper.)
40,145. How many official complaints were made

to you ?—I cannot say, there were many official
10 Mar. 1866.
--

—I have never heard that those reports were ex
aggerated at all, the evidence we had before us did
not contradict it.

40,166. Was it not like the report of the Haytian
lot ?—That gave us very little concern.

complaints.

40,146. Were there half-a-dozen official complaints
40,167. Do you not think the white population
made to you as Custos of Trelawney 3–No, there would take more notice of any insulting language, or
were not, but more than two dozen made to me other of any threat that might be used by black people,
when they were in that state of excitement, than at
40,147. Were there three made to you officially — any other time 2—I believe they would.
40,168. Do not you think from the excited state
I wish you to understand that I believe the parish of
Trelawney was as quiet as any other parish in the and the alarmed state in which the white population
island.
were at that time, any threats, or any rude or imper.
40,148. Still you say they were ready for insurrec tinent language, would make a great impression upon
tion ?—Yes.
them than in any ordinary time of perfect peace?—Yes,
40,149. Were there as many as three official I should think so. I should say their conduct would
complaints made to you ?—Upon my word I could not be more closely watched, and their expressions, too.
40,169. Then you would expect to hear more of
answer the question, there may have been more.
What do you term an official communication, in impertinent language and to receive more complaints,
writing 2
both officially and otherwise, than in a time of perfect
40,150. A communication made to you as Custos?— peace —No, I think I should have seen more than I
Parties coming down from the country would tell me did.
of certain circumstances which took place there.
40,170. (Mr. Watcott.), Trelawney has the largest
40,151. (Commission.) You say they would tell, did sugar plantations in the island, has it not?—I believe
they do so *—No, I should say not. I don't know that it produces as large a quantity of sugar as any.
40,171. It has a larger number of estates ?–Yes,
I had more than one official communication in writing.
40,172. Your knowledge of the people of the parish
40,152. (Mr. Payne.) One official complaint to you
altogether ?—I wish to be understood that I am extends back many years ?—A great many years.
40,173. Have you found them easily excited to
not desirous at all of putting the people of my parish
evil?—Much more readily so than otherwise,
in a worse position than they are.
40,174. You have absolute knowledge of that?—
40,153. Do you remember more than one official
complaint being made to you ?—I do not know of Yes.
40,175. Do you remember a very slight circum
more than one official complaint in writing.
40,154. Is that the one you have just handed in 2 stance that occurred at Forest Hill ?—Yes, I do.
—Yes.
40,176. Which led to something?—Yes, to riot and
40,155. This was in October 2—Yes.
shooting some of the negroes.
40,177. Upon that occasion did the then Custos
40,156. This refers to the complaint of the language
apply for troops ?—He did.
that you mentioned before ?—Yes.
40,157. You did not hear that yourself?—No.
40,178. What year was that in 7–In 1860; it was
40,158. Then this relates to Brier Castle 2–Yes.
a slight dispute about a property, and people joined
40,159. Then I am right in this, that the opinion in it who had nothing whatever to do in the matter,
you formed had been formed upon a few acts of who were not concerned in it in any way; it created
impoliteness to yourself?—I don't call them acts of very serious disturbance and loss of life; the police
were ordered to fire in consequence of the state of the
impoliteness.
40,160. A few acts that you call impertinence people.
towards yourself, one official complaint, and the rest
40,179. (Mr. Payne.) The very complaint you
hearsay evidence 2–By no means ; that was not the have spoken of, if I mistake not, is twice hearsay, a

W1Se.

º

-

ground upon which I determined that the people Miss Drew hears it and reports it to Mr. Berrisord,
would have joined in the rebellion had it not been
suppressed so early.
40,161. Will you state any other ?—My knowledge
of the character of the negro was the chief ground.
40,162. Then the ground upon which you formed

your opinion that the insurrection would have spread
at Trelawney, was your knowledge of the character
of the people —Yes.
40,163. Were the white population in Trelawney
much excited by the news of the unfortunate massacres
that had taken place?—They were very much alarmed.
Several reports that came down from the country
caused them to be greatly alarmed.
40,164. I suppose those reports were greatly
exaggerated —Not in the least, not in the parish of
Trelawney.

40,165. For instance, was it not published among

who reports it to Mr. Edwards, who reports it to the
Custos ?—There was an affidavit from a parly sent
down to me, and I sent it down to his Excellenty
Governor Eyre ; it was very properly made to me by
a justice of the peace.
40,180. But it was not sent to you by the persºn
who heard it —No.

I would state that the reason

why our parish had been in a more quiet state than

many others is, that we have been more free from the
influence of interfering parties, demagogues, who
several other parishes have led the people astrºy.

in

40,181. (Commission.) You mean you have had nº
Underhill meetings —No.

Howparish
do youis keep
demaggº
I 40,182.
believe our
prettyoutwellthemanaged,
and a
great deal of this result is to be attributed " "
conduct of the dissenting ministers, who have *

the white people that the bodies had been mutilated ? a very active part in doing good there,
The witness withdrew.
PLATO ELPHICK sworn and examined.

P. Elphick.

40,183. Do you live at the Belvedere estate, St.
Thomas in the East 2–I do.

-

40,184. Wereyou there during last autumn –Yes.
40,185. Before the 11th of October had you noticed

anything in the conduct of the people there, prior to

40,187. Had you noticed what they were abºr
No, I do not know of anything.

40,188. No meetings in the night time º I
noticed nothing until two or three days before the
outbreak.

the disturbances —I have noticed a general sullenness

f

40,189. Did you know the Bogles —I kº" º
them, I think; i did not know Paul Bogle, I kn"
other two.
40,186. I am talking of the summer and autumn of
40,190. Did you know Moses?—I kne" Moses

and disinclination to work, and such like things, for
some two or three years past.

last year —I noticed nothing particular at that time
more than any other.

slightly.

r

!º
40,191. What was he 3–I believe he was a baker
in Morant Bay.

40,192. There was no violence offered to you, was
there ; no ill-will expressed to you that you noticed
about that time 2–No ; there was some threatening ;

for instance, I was digging cane holes at the time
book-keeper and headman in the fields complained
to one of the men about not digging good cane holes,
and he said, “Never mind, old fellow, it will not be
long before John Crow pick your bones.”

my

40.193. When was that –A bout two weeks before.

40,194. How many men had you in your employ
at the time 2—From 200 to 250.

40,195. Did they remain at their work steadily —

They worked very well then.
40,196. Day by day ?—Yes, tolerably well.

40,197. Were the wages paid up –Yes, they were
always paid every Friday.
40,198. What do they get a week, there 2–Cane
hole diggers get 1s. 6d. per day.
40,199. That is for five days a week, I suppose 3–
Yes, 7s. 6d. per week.
40,200. Were you a member of the Vestry —I
was a magistrate.
40,201. You were not a member of the Vestry —
They form part of the Vestry.

40,202. Are the magistrates ea officio vestrymen :
—Yes.

:
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room he smiled and said, “Oh you planters are in
high glee this morning.” I said, “Yes, Her Majesty
“ has sent out very seasonable advice to our black
“friends, advising them to work ; I think it is high
“ time you drop your agitation, it is all up with you
“ now, there will be no more use of memorials.”
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He

“ dressed and seem so contented; but I can assure

“ you in some parts of the island it is quite the re
“ verse, it is very bad, particularly in St. Elizabeth's;”
and he said that he had told Mr. Smith at one time

that he could not expect his people to do any work,
simply because they were starving and emaciated, and
hardly able to go to the field. I invited him to go to
the field with me. He did not go. I said I would be
very happy if he would drive round my field and see
how happy they looked, and he could ask them if they
had any complaint to make. He said that he was
always pleased to see the Belvedere estate, that the
people were all looking well, and that he had never
heard any complaint from there.
40,219. Did you mention anything to him about the
proclamation as to the people being up and doing and
the land being free ?—I did not mention it to him. I
did not hear of it until some considerable time after
wards.

40,220. Then you never saw him upon the subject?
—No, indeed, I seldom spoke to him ; I seldom saw
him except on Vestry days.
40,221. Did you attend the Vestry regularly 2–
No, very seldom; there was such squabbling going on

About two miles and a half.

there.

40,205. Had you heard as a magistrate of any
meetings being held there during the autumn 2—I
never heard of any.
40,206. Did you not know of them —I did not
know of them; I had no reason to suspect it, and made

40,222. You kept out of it 2–Yes.
40,223. Were the people in St. Thomas' as a class
well off during last year –I think they were remark
ably well off, singularly well off.
40,224. There was no pressure upon them with
regard to the price of labour or wages —Not the
slightest, they have every facility there for living
well. I bought cedar and shingles from one man last
year to the amount of 271. and I paid another 12l. I
may mention that since the arrival of the Commission
the people have not been so very well satisfied; they
seem to be expecting some great thing, and they had

no inquiries.

40,207. You had not heard of persons assembling

up at Stony Gut or Morant Bay ?—No, only two or
three days before the outbreak ; I heard of it after
wards, but I did not know it at the time.

40,208. Where were you on the 11th of October 2
—I was at Morant Bay in the afternoon ; I rode
through the Bay and came out about a quarter of an
hour before the rebels came in.

I came out on one

road and they came in on another.

40,209. Did you see anything of them —I did not
see them, I was close enough to hear them, but I did
not see them because the bushes intervened between
the two roads.

40,210. Did they ever come to Belvedere —They
did not come there, they simply sent me up a polite
message to say they were coming to cut my throat, so

I took French leave and got on board a ship.
40,211. Was that the “Wolverine : "-Yes.

40,212. Was your house molested at all —Not at
all, mine was the only house in the parish with two
others that were not troubled, I believe; I attribute
that to the presence of the “Wolverine" in the har

struck work with me some two or three times.

40,225. (Mr. Payne.) I think you say they sent
you a polite message that they were going to cut your
throat —Yes.

40,226. Do you think it is usual for people who
intend to do that to send a message before that ?—It
is not usual, perhaps, but I attribute it to their great
exultation—they were displaying very great exultation.
40,227. Who brought the message –A boy named
Thomas Sterling brought it.
40,228. What did he tell you ?—He did not tell me,
he told my housekeeper.
40,229. Then the message came to you through
her —Yes.

-

40,230. You knew nothing about it except what

your housekeeper told you ?—She said that Bogle

bour, they thought the guns would reach Belvedere.
40,213. Do you remember during that time having

and his people had sent him down to tell me.

a “Gazette” in which was contained what was called

house to the arrival of the “Wolverine " ?–Yes.

the “Queen's advice” –I do.

40,231. You say you attribute the saving of your
40,232. Do not you know that the rector's house

40,214. Where were you when you met Mr. Gordon?
—I was at my own house, Belvedere, and Mr. Gordon
was in what they call the Great House.
40,215. At Belvedere 2–Yes.
40,216. Who lives there 2–Mr. Thomas Witter

was also left untouched 2–I believe it was left un

touched, and another house close to the rector's at

Morant Bay; I speak of the plantation houses, not
the houses on Morant Bay.
40,233. How was it that the rector's house was

Jackson lived there at that time and occupied the house.

not touched during the whole of the night of the 11th?

40,217. When was that, in 1865?–Yes; the “Ga

—They were busily engaged in the Bay in the middle

Zette” was published on the Thursday, containing the

Queen's advice, and this arrived on Friday morning.

|
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said, “Well, I am always glad to find when I come in
“ this neighbourhood that the people are so well

40,203. Did you know of any of the meetings that
took place at Morant Bay in August 2–I did not
know of them only by report.
40,204. How far is 13elvedere from the Bay ?—

-

P. Elphick.

of the town.

40,234. Then you did not attribute it to the presence

40,218, Did anything remarkable take place with

of the “Wolverine 2"–Afterwards I did, but that

Mr. Gordon and you at that time *—I went into the

house with the “Gazette" in my hand knowing that he

particular night, I think, they had quite sufficient to
do in doing what they did do that night; they would

was in the house, and as I walked into the drawing

have gone there afterwards, no doubt.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned till 10 o'clock, Monday morning.
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Monday, 12th March 1866.
PRESENT :

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.

FORTIETH

DAY.

RUSSELL GURNEY, Esq.
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John BLossETT MAULE, Esq.

Sir BRYAN EDwARDs sworn and examined.

Sir B.Edwards.
-

12 Mar. 1866.
40,235. Have you been Chief Justice of this island
- since the resignation of Sir Joshua Rowe ?—Yes.
40,236. Ten years before that you had been on the
bench here?—No, I was at the bar for a great num
ber of years.
40,237. So that you are well acquainted with the

40,247. Your experience is not in St. Thomas in

the East, because as Chief Justice you do not take that
circuit *—No, in the Court in which I preside here
and in Kingston, it is for thisprecinct and the precinct
of Kingston.

40,248. Sitting in the Supreme Court you probably

have a knowledge of the people a good deal in the
40,238. First of all we wish to ask you your opinion parish. Among the country people is there in some
as to whether there is confidence in the administration respects a want of confidence in the administration of
of justice by the magistrates of the island 2-—To a justice at Petty Session ?—I think there is,
certain extent I think there is not ; but I cannot very
40,249. Does that apply particularly to questions
well give facts in support of that opinion. It would arising between employers and labourers ?–0h, dear
be best shown by the number of appeals, and I have no. I think there are very few, at least in my expe
got a list of appeals for the five years since 1856; I'lence.
but I think there was a great number more in the
40,250. There would not be in Kingston—the ques
previous five years.
tion would not arise very much in Kingston?—No;
40,239. You think the number is less, that it has but in Saint Andrew's or Port Royal it would be very
decreased ?—I think it has.
likely indeed, and certainly in the parish of St.
40,240. Your experience does not extend over the John's.
parish of St. Thomas in the East 2–No.
40,251. We were not asking whether there was a
40,241. But does the district, of which you have number of appeals in these cases, but whether you
brought the number of appeals, extend to St. Thomas think there is a want of confidence, applying particu
in the East 2—These are appeals in Kingston, but it larly between employers and employed —I do not
does not take in the whole precinct, which includes think so.
St. Andrew's, Port Royal, and now St. David’s. The
Do you think that the fact of the majority
appeals from St. Andrew's are numerous, the popula of 40,252.
the magistrates being connected with the planting
tion being large in Kingston and in St. Andrew's. I interest
would have an effect in preventing la
think there will be very nearly as many appeals from
bourers
from
having confidence in their decisions?—
St. Andrew's as there are Kingston appeals ; but I
think I can get them for the five previous years if the It induces a suspicion, beyond all question, and to
Commissioners desire it. From Port Royal the ap some extent this suspicion may be correct.
40,253. Taking your experience, calculated over 4
peals are very few indeed. Under the Appeal Act of
number
of years and appeals, we understand you
the 10th of Victoria appeals could be very readily
made. The only compulsory fee under that Act was won't say there is no ground for the want of confl
1s. on entering the appeal. There might be more of dence 2 – No. The number of reversals seems to
course in the transcribing of the proceedings before show that, but there are comparatively few now in this
the magistrates, but they were not always required, precinct. Since I have been on the bench—since the
so that the expense was very trifling. Now the 10th Supreme Court in June 1856, the first over which I
of Victoria was repealed in the year 1846, and under presided—since then there have been only 41 appeals.
40,254. Where have they been from ?–From this
the 21st Victoria, the next Appeal Act, the expenses
were very much increased. I think the minimum precinct of St. Catherine, including St. Catherinei

island 2–Yes, I am.

-

may be said to be 10s. ; but as there is a stamp now self, St. Dorothy, and St. John.
40,255. Does that take in many sugar estates?upon these proceedings it would increase the cost by
2s, more, so that now, instead of 1s, or perhaps 4s.
under the former Act, the expenses would be 12s.

the reversals —Of these 12 have been reversed and

passed for the purpose of diminishing appeals, when it

40,257. Are you able to state what the grounds ºf

brought. No doubt it has

º

º

º

*

-

º

-

º

º
-

º ſº

.

-

º

reversal were in the 12 cases generally —I may not
possibly be able to recover my notes.
40,258.
You are not asked the number of entries,
*

but whether
a question
of law orof evidence
ground
of reversal
–Questions
law. It was
mustthe
be

of the Act in the proportion of appeals in which the
2–
decision has been reversed ?–I
cannot answer that.

by law to; the
evidence
is alwaysofgiven
now, and I in"
bound
confirm
the judgment
the magistrates,

40,244. Can you give us
during
the last five years in

asmuch as they are a jury.

-

-

the number of appeals
Kingston only "#.

t

-

-

-

-

40,259. You would only grant a new trial on that
40,245. And how many were reversed ? – 35 of ground, as you would if the verdict had been contrºl
these were confirmed, 11 were reversed, and one ap- to the evidence —Very much upon the same ground.
were 47.

-

-

40,246. There is a stipendiary magistrate in Kingston, is there not ?–Yes, there is. There has been a
stipendiary magistrate in Kingston, I think, ever since
I have been there. Mr. William Girod, I think, was
the magistrate before.

|

-

it has done something more, and prevented appeals

peal was withdrawn.

-

22 confirmed,

*::::::".º
ce since the passing
y
y
p
#
-

iſ .
i

º

done so, but I am afraid

,---~~

-

º

40,256. The number of appeals being 41, what are

40,242. That would account in some degree for the
diminuition of appeals f – The 21st Victoria was
was considered that appeals were most improperly
**
- - -

Certainly.

40,260. But in any case do you think it would be
desirable that stipendiary magistrates should be ap
pointed ?–I do, certainly. I think it would be very
desirable. The only thing is, there are 22 parishes in
this colony, and in order to get proper men the expense
would be very large indeed.

i
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40,261. How many do you think would be sufficient?
—Well, I should think not less than eight or nine.
40,262. Do you think stipendiary magistrates
having districts and going about by the month, and
holding Petty Sessions at different places, would be
attended with good results —I think it would be ; for

myself I think that idea has been stated, and I think
it would be better, because I think it would be a less

expensive scheme.
40,263. Has your attention been directed at all to

835

which they are drawn is certainly a source of dis
satisfaction. There are perpetual applications, and the
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ground on which they are made is that the party

Sir B. Edwards.

making the application cannot get fair play. These
applications are constant.
40,282. Where you think there is reason for that of
course the application is granted f—Yes, the renue
is changed, and then when the venue is not changed the
application is referred to special parties.
40,283. Is not that a matter of right 2—It is almost.
I have never known it to be refused.

introduced there, after the abolition of slavery, by the

justice in respect to juries is often overcome by new
trials, and there is often very little reliance to be
placed upon the jury. There is one matter I should
wish to call the attention of the Commissioners to,
and that is with regard to the trespassing of stock.
I have no doubt it creates a great deal of dissatisfac
tion, and is often a great hardship. I will give
you the statute ; the 8th of Victoria, passed in the
year 1844, authorizes the owner of land upon which
stock is found trespassing to keep them for 48 hours
instead of sending them to the pound immediately,
which under former laws they were bound to do, and
then authorized the person injured to assess the
damage by three freeholders, giving a right of appeal

40,264. That is, for the regulation of all disputes
between employer and employed, a sort of Master and

Servant Act 2–I do not think there are so very many
of these cases.

40,265. But do you think there would be more if
there were stipendiary magistrates ?—If there were a

stipendiary magistrate :
40,266. If there were justices not connected with the

planting interest?—I believe all, except some five of the
stipendiaries who still remain here, are not connected
with the soil.

40,267. Do you not think it would be an advantage
if the stipendiary magistrates were perfect strangers
to Jamaica in every relation ?—I think it would be if
they were without any personal connexion with the

The failure of

I think it would have been far better if it was

40,268. And you think, although there may be per
fect honesty of intention among the magistrates, and
even though their decisions may be right, there may be
suspicion on account of their connexion with the
island 2–Oh, yes, I have no doubt there is that.
40,269. When the first stipendiaries were appointed,
after the emancipation of the slaves, they had certain
powers for visiting the hands on the estates, had they

found in practice not to work well to have modified it.
As it is now it seems to act most unjustly and in
juriously. They have no remedy but an action at
law or the redress which the pound law can give
them, and that is almost nothing. Some years ago a
person was indicted for shooting some cattle in the
parish of St. Dorothy, and the jury convicted him,
and I do not think unjustly. I was obliged to pass
sentence, and I was obliged to make some remarks on
a person obtaining redress under the pound laws, or
under this statute. The convict made application to
the then Governor, I think Sir Charles Darling, who
sent the papers, as it was always the case, to me, and
I read them and pointed out to the Governor the ex
treme hardship suffered by these persons whose lands
were so much exposed, and who could rarely get no
redress. They cannot by the 22nd Victoria, the statute
passed in the same year when the 8th Victoria was
repealed. There was a provision that an action
brought in the Supreme Court which might have been
adjudicated on by magistrates in Petty Sessions should
carry no other costs than would have been incurred in

40,271. They ceased with the apprenticeship —
Yes.

-

40,272. Do you know how many stipendiary magis
trates there are now 2–I cannot say.
40,273. Are their duties defined by law or regula
tion ?—By regulation,

40,274. Do you know whether the stipendiary
magistrates, who are paid servants of the Government,
are bound to attend every sitting of Petty Sessions?
—No, I don't know that they are.
40,275. They don't do it?—They attend very
often.

:

Act was repealed on the ground that it did not work
well.

40,270. Those powers have ceased ?–They were
connected with the apprenticeship.

|

to the owner of the stock if he was dissatisfied with
that assessment. That was in 1844. In 1858 that

island.

not –Yes.

12 Mar. 1866.

-

the Act which has prevailed in Barbadoes, which was

present Chief Justice —No, it was not.

|

the other Court. Therefore, unless a man could say

40,276. Don't you think they ought to be so bound?

he had sustained damage to the amount of more than

—I think they would be in attendance unless they

40s. it would be almost ruin to him. I am extremely

were engaged elsewhere.

sorry the 8th of Victoria was repealed, it would

40,277. How could they be engaged elsewhere 2–
There might be other business.

have been better if it had been modified.
40.284. There was an evil under the former Act

40,278. Other magisterial business —They have

from the complainant selecting the freeholders 2–

the general business of magistracy to do as well as
sitting in Court. There is a stipendiary justice here,

There was ; but that would be a reason for modi

Mr. Hill, who does not always sit, and the stipendiary

fying the Act, not repealing it.

justice of Kingston does not always sit, not every day
but very often. These Courts of Petty Sessions as
semble almost every day. Mr. Bicknell sits in the

of larceny during the last few years?—Certainly. .

police office.

increase indeed ; and it chiefly falls upon the small

40,285. Has there been an increase in the crime

40,286. A very large increase?—A very large

-

40,279. That is in Kingston, that is a police magis
trate, it is not a rural stipendiary magistrate, so to say:

there is not a Court of Petty Sessions every day in
Spanish Town —There very often is.
40,280. There is only one other point upon which
wº, wish to question you, do you think there is any
evil arising from the present system by which jury
*Tº summoned from a small district 2—I do.

40,281. Do you think it would be desirable to sum
*n them from all the county 2—I think it would be
Yºy desirable that the area from which juries are
drawn should be larger. It is not so much felt here
º Kingston, because the area comprehends this

}.
...', is, a large ºne, the parishes of St.
Very 1 y’s and St. John's, and the area in Kingston is
*W*ge also. But the smallness of the area from

settlers.

They are plundered.

Their lands or their

grounds are for the most part away from their houses,
and are therefore very much open to depredation,
and they are trespassed upon and plundered im
mensely.

40,287. Do you think that accounts for their

unwillingness to labour on the estates, being neces
sarily compelled by that to leave their land unpro
tected ?–No ; I think in cultivating land a great
deal more land would be cultivated or a great deal

more done with regard to corn.

On many estates

it has long since been given up. You may plant
corn but get very little out of it, and that is the
cause.

40,288. Do you mean that it is stolen 2–It is
stolen.

-
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40,289. You don't mean by birds 2—By birds
without wings.
40,290. Because persons have sometimes given as
a reason for not going to labour on the estates that
their provision grounds on their own lands were un
safe –There are very few provision grounds about
the houses. They generally rent land and often
times at a distance, and these grounds are necessarily
very much exposed. It was only the Court, I think,
-

Sir B. Edwards.
12 Mar. 1866.

before last, that a person was indicted—one black

ſ

man for plundering the ground of another black man.
The evidence was that the thief took everything that
was growing upon the ground. The ground, accord
ing to the evidence, was regularly cleared out.
40,291. A great number of these cases are only
where small quantities are in question. It has been
represented that the charges of larceny are of a very
trifling description ?—The magistrates can deal with
those cases, but the case to which I have alluded was

one which the magistrates thought so bad that they
committed the prisoner for trial at the assizes.

40,292. Do you think the law passed lately for
dealing with these cases by whipping is likely to be
attended with a good result 2—I told Governor Eyre
I thought so. It seems to me that that punishment

40,305. Do you agree with Mr. Justice Ker.
(Mr. Justice Ker's answer to question 14,597 in his
earamination quoted.) —There is no doubt it is a
large expense and, I think, a larger expense than it
ought to be.

However, the Act that I alluded to

was passed to prevent improper appeals, and it has
certainly done so, and I am afraid many that would
be proper enough.
40,306. As to his often having to travel all over
the island to look for lawyers, the people, in con.

sequence of the formalities they have to go through,
find this appeal very difficult —The difficulty is the
expense.

40,307. The expense is largely caused by this
state of things?—I do not think that would be the
case in Kingston, and I cannot speak for anywhere
else but this neighbourhood.
40,308. What do you think of the system of grand
juries here—do you think people can rely upon
grand juries doing them justice f—Sometimes I am
afraid you cannot. I think it would be a great deal
better if the grand jury law was assimilated to the
grand jury law in England, having the grand jury
in a separate panel altogether. Some years ago,
when I was a member of the Executive Committee,

is the one the people who commit these crimes dread

I endeavoured to get my colleagues to introduce a

more than any other.

bill to that effect.

40,293. It is the peasantry who are most injured?
—Oh, certainly ; it is the black and coloured popu
lation that suffer more by these thefts.
40,294. (By Mr. Payne.) Do you find that the

40,309. Are you acquainted with a case similar to
this in which a man was accused of taking sugar
canes, and the person was severely injured and the
overseer was nearly killed, in which the grand jury
threw out the bill four or five times successively?—

county magistrates of this country are not taken

from that class of persons who are fitted for the
position of county magistrates ; they are frequently,
for instance, small shopkeepers and people without

education?—I am afraid there is very little just now.
40,295. That is so —Oh, yes, there is very little
choice.

I daresay the Custos in recommending men

for the commission would select the best men he
could.

40,296. Perhaps you would agree with Justice
Ker that there are not in this country the elements

No, I do not know.

-

40,310. Thatwas at Falmouth?—No, I do not know.
40,311. Have similar instances come before your
honour of grand juries throwing out bills in that
way where the evidence ought clearly to be sent
before a common jury 2–I do not know of any,
40,312. Do I understand you do not find grand
juries unsatisfactory upon that ground?—No, not
upon that ground. No, I wish grand juries did not

form a part of the ordinary jury panel. It works very

from which a magistracy can be formed ?–1'robably badly, certainly. The panel consists of a certain
not. The educated population is certainly much number, and by law the officer of the Court is bound
to call over the names of the first in the list until he

decreased just now.

40,297. (By the Commission.) Especially that has got a sufficiency for the grand jury, and then the
portion of it which would be educated as lawyers is rest, although so qualified to serve on the grand.jury,
much diminished—there is no bar 3–No, not a large must serve upon the petty jury.
40,313. Has not an Act been passed lately com:
one. Some years ago there were 17 members of the
bar here ; but there was a good deal of business then. pelling the plaintiff, where he cannot give security, 10
40,298. (By Mr. Payne.) Do you think magis try by affidavit 2–Yes.
trates are amenable to improper motives; for in
40,314. In that I believe you have no discretion is
stance, corruption ?—I cannot say. I cannot answer to ordering affidavits to be filed 2–No; the Act says

the affidavits must be filed if the justices are satisfied

that.

40,299. Neither one way nor the other ?—I cannot that the plaintiff is not able to pay costs, supposing
answer that.
the case goes against him.
40,315. Have you not decided that you have nº
40,300. (By the Commission.) If you had any
reason to think so you would be able to say ?—No, discretion unless a man finds costs?—Certainly nºt;
the judge must be satisfied that he has not suicient
I cannot say there is any corruption.
40,301. (By Mr. Payne.) I speak not of the upper Imean S.
classes but of the lower classes.

There are persons

40,316. (By the Commission.) If the trial gºes by

appointed with very small means indeed. I do not affidavits is there any means of compelling the le:
know whether any complaints have been brought to fendants to file affidavits of defence?—No, the Act
does not compel the judges to make rules.
you ?—No.
40,302. You speak of the difficulty of obtaining
40,317. (By JIr. Payne.) I wish to ask you whether

legal redress; is not the expense practically to the there are not many other grievances. Whereº mº"
appellant such as to make it not worth his while at is unable to get security for costs, or to provide ºr
all to seek redress in some small cases —As I have

costs either, he cannot bring on his case

practically,

already stated, the expense of appeal that must be An order would be granted for him to file his tidavit,
gone to amounts to 10s. or with a stamp to 12s. to and the Court above has no power to compel the 'º'
enable the appellant to get out of the magistrates'

fendant to file his affidavit, and the case falls through

Court at all.

the judges having no power to compel the case "

40,303. I think he has to enter into bonds 2– come on —The plaintiff files his affidavit, and tº
defendant prepares his affidavits and refuses ºf"
40,304. And then he has to procure a surety and them until he has seen the plaintiff's affidavits: There
then to go before a magistrate as to the ground of being no rule upon that point that was all. Tº

Yes.

:!

appeal, and therefore he must seek an attorney —It
is very stereotyped, I don't know that he need seek
an attorney, the form of appeal is generally that
the decision of the magistrate is against law and
justice.

defendant claimed the right of knowing what the plain"
tiff's case was before he was called upon to answer.
40,318. Then if the defendant refuse to file *

affidavits the Court has no power to compel the cº
to be brought on ?—Yes.
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40,319. (By Mr. Walcott.) You said there were

doubt of it.

The negroes are now the greatest

FORTIETH
DAY.

12 reversals out of 41 appeals; what became of the
others ?–22 were confirmed, 12 were reversed, five

sufferers by far by that kind of plunder.

were dismissed, and one was withdrawn, and one was
referred back to the magistrates.

tect the peasantry –It was avowedly, there is no

40,324. Was not that flogging bill passed to pro
doubt about it.

Sir B. Edwards.
-

12 Mar. 1866.

40,320. Was it referred back for a new trial 2–For

aware what description of property is subject to
larceny ; what is the object of it?—The object of it?

40,325. Are you acquainted with the case that
occurred in Saint Mary's, where a man was shot by a
person whose field had been robbed, and the grand
jury threw out the bill for murder and returned a bill

40,322. The subject of petty larceny ?—Property

for manslaughter ; did it come before you for change

a new trial.

40,321. Now, as to the increase of larceny, are you

owing in fields.
40,323. That would apply to the fields of the

peasantry mostly —it would to the peasants, no

of venue —I do not recollect.

40,326. It was the case of Posslethwaite, I think 2
—I have no recollection of it at present.

The witness withdrew.

A. H. Lewis,
ANDREW HENRY LEwis, Esq., sworn and examined.
Esq.
40,327. You are a member of the Assembly and a
40,343. Did you that morning sit as a member of
magistrate of St. Catherine's 3–I am in the precinct the Court-martial upon the prisoners so brought in 2
of St. Catherine's, which includes St. Dorothy's and —I did, Colonel Hunt being president.
St. John's.
40,344. Was a man named Fleming sentenced to
40,328. Are you also Colonel of the St. Catherine's death —Yes.
40,345. At the same was another man also tried ?
Militia 2–I have been since the 1st of May 1849.
40,329. And you have held a commission as —He was sentenced to receive 50 lashes, and the

Adjutant-General of Militia since 1859 – My eom

three women were dismissed.

mission is dated 31st of May 1859; but my services
were dispensed with by Governor Darling for an
adverse vote against the Government in the House of
Assembly.
40,330. Did you attend the Council of War on the
13th of October last at IIcad Quarters IIouse, in
Kingston —On coming to Kingston I was attended
upon by Mr. Francis Robinson Lynch, and requested
to attend a Council of War at Head Quarters IIouse

40,346. What was the evidence against Fleming 2
—Fleming was taken up for being concerned in the

at 8 o'clock.

40,331. Did you attend ?–1 attended and found a
great number of persons assembled in the outer
balcony. On the arrival of his Excellency we were
invited into a large room.
40,332. Did you give your vote on that occasion ?

—I went into the room. There was a mahogany

rebellion. There were four or five witnesses examined

upon that occasion. I think Mr. Hague was one, a
policeman was another, and three or four others.
40,347, Were any notes taken of the proceedings
by Colonel IIunt 2–I don't think there were.
(Caution read to witness.)
(JPitness.) I am amenable for anything I did there.
40,348. After the Court-martial upon the two men
and the three women did you return again early that
morning to Morant Bay ?–Yes, after the execution
of Fleming. He was hung upon a tree, and the trap
was a door, a temporary one. This being taken
away the bough gave way and his feet slightly touched
the ground. Lieutenant Brand went up with a

table there but no chairs, and we all stood up.
40,333. You were present —I was present at the

revolver and fired twice into him, and a soldier then

Council.

end of Fleming.

40,334. And during the Council did you give your
reasons for the vote you gave —I assented to martial

40,349. Then you returned that morning to Morant
Bay with the same party you had attended the night

came up and fired into his breast, and that was the

law in consequence of the representations made by before ?–We did.
40,350. Was that Saturday the 14th of October 2–
his Excellency the Governor that a great massacre
had taken place at St. Thomas in the East, and that Yes, we held a Court-martial.
40,351. On that day ?—On that day, at Morant
the negroes were in open rebellion and making great
devastations.

Day.

40,335. Your vote was given upon the representa

40,352. Were you a member of the Court-martial,

tion made of the occurrences in St. Thomas in the

Colonel Hunt being president 2–Yes.
40,353. How many persons did you try 3–We tried

East by his Excellency the Governor 7—Yes.

40,336. Did you accompany Governor Eyre after five, I think, four men and one woman. Three men
that to Morant Bay ?–Yes, I accompanied his were sentenced to be hung, one to be flogged, and

Excellency to Morant Bay. I received orders to sentence of death was passed upon the woman, with a
hold myself in readiness to embark at 9 o'clock on recommendation to commutation to imprisonment for
board the “Caravelle.”

life, which, I believe, was not attended to.

We then

40,337. That night 2–On the morning of the 13th. embarked for Port Antonio, where we reached next
We embarked about 11 o'clock and reached Morant

morning between 10 and 11 o'clock.

Bay about half-past 8 in the evening, and might have
40,354. Had you prisoners on board 2–'The
been there earlier, but his Excellency saw the prisoners on board were landed.
40,355. You went to Port Antonio in what vessel ?
“Wolverine " coming up the harbour.
40,338. At Morant Bay did you go on shore when

—We went to Port Antonio in the “Wolverine” with

first you arrived 2–I went on shore about half-past 8 prisoners; amongst them two rebels with ropes round
their necks.
in the evening.
40,339. After that did you proceed at once 2–We
40,356. Where were they taken 2–I don't know,
re-embarked and went on to Port Morant in the

but they were prisoners on board the “Wolverine,”

“Onyx.” We landed at Port Morant about half we found them so when we got on board. One man's
past 12.

name was Scott, I think.

40,340. Was a skirmishing party sent out during

-

40,357. It was Sunday morning when you reached

the night 2–It went out about half-past 1 or 2 in the Port Antonio —Yes; nothing was done that day, till
morning.

-

40,341. Were you one of the party —I was not.

the next day.

40,358. Did you sit as a member of the Court

40,342. After they had been sent out did they martial 2–I sat as a member of the Court-martial,
return with some prisoners ?—They returned with

two male and three female prisoners.

Colonel Hunt being the president. I remained there
until the 19th, till the return of his Excellency the
5 N 3
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A. H. Lewis,”
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Governor, and then re-embarked and went to Morant
Bay.

You can adjourn your Court, if you cannot dispense

40,359. Governor Eyre did not wait until the 19th?

A. A. NELSON,

#.” —No, he did not wait, he went to Kingston and
---

12 Mar. 1866.
-

|
thiſ

with Provost Marshal's attendance.

returned, I think, in the “Wolverine,” back to Port
Antonio.
40,360. Did he leave in the “Wolverine **—Yes.

40,361.
He leftBay.
you there
2–We re-embarked
and
went
to Morant
Mr. Gordon
was at that time
a prisoner on board. He had come from Kingston,
40,362, You left Port Antonio on the 19th —Yes.

–ſ

Brig.-Gl.,
Comg. Fd. Force."
of that adjourn

21/10/65.

a.'...' ...”nsequence
-

-

4.
Lºſ

ºº

-

D
(Document
handed in and read.)

*º

-

“ Field Force.

º

20 October 1865.

Morant Bay.

40,363. Do you know how many persons had been
executed in pursuance of the sentences of Courts-

-->

President—

*

i.
º
*
i.
ºtº

Colonel Lewis, St. Catherine's Militia.

martial 2–I do not recollect the number.

40,364. Do you remember at the time you reached
Morant Bay delivering the prisoners over the ship's

Members—

Captain Espeut,

Capt. Astwood,
Kingston Mounted

Militia,

side 2–I do.

40,365. Was that not on the 19th?—I believe it was.

40,366. That would be on the night of Thursday
the 19th 2–I forget that, but I know it was on the

-

Volunteers,

-

Will assemble immediately for the trial of all such
prisoners as may be brought before it.

19th
we went
Morant
Bay.
40,367.
On back
the tosame
night
were the prisoners

º
º
... I

A. A. NELSON,
Br.-Genl.,

-

al

delivered over the side of the vessel ?—They were

Col. Lewis,

landed when we got there.

President.”
40,389. Now after adjourning your Court did y

40,368. You got to Morant Bay that night?—Yes.

Comg. Fd. Force.

ºwº

Oll

4.

40,359.
Next day
you sat
on a Court-martial, that go
to theGordon
Court .
bº Friday
the 20th
—Yes.
William
—I did for É'. of Mr. tº:
40,370. Are you sure of that?—I am not certain
40,390. Were you there from the beginning to the
as to the time we arrived, our prisoners being landed
łal 2

tº

y

-

>

-

-

would

r

-

*

º
#.

-

...
enºe
ºil next ."
º ...'...'..."...
the 20th
pt on board and landed the
40,391. Were
you Yºlº
there from the beginning?—At
g, the
40,371. Did
you go on shore on the 20th and act

|

-

r) ºr

-

as president of the Court-martial 2 – No, Colonel
Hunt was president
* - No. 9olonel

º

-

,

time.

-

-

WaS

-

-

40,377. Was that done the day after you reached

--

Morant Bay ?— That was done coming up from
Morant Bay to Port Antonio.
40,378. It would be Thursday ?—The 19th.
40,379. What was the result of your inquiry 2–

* :

** ,

º

|

.. . .

|
!

--

-

!).

º
º
º

º
º

40,396. When that was read, or before it was read,
was any application made to the Court by Mr.

º

º

Gordon —I did not hear it.

º
i.

40,397. The room we understand was a small one?
—Small room.

40,398. Were you sufficiently near to the Court
and the prisoner to be able to hear what passed from

|

º
º

showed to his Excellency, but nothing particular in

º

the 93rt.
40,399. Facing the prisoner?—Facing the pri.
soner's side face, an oblique view.

*

I did not. I merely examined them. I saw there was

40,400. Were you in such a position as to be able

no particular paper which required our transferring

to hear everything said to him —Yes; I should sºy
nearly everything.

them.

40,381. What became of those papers ?—I saw them

-

4.

-ºi.

-

40,380. Did you make any selection from them 2–

|

sº

There was nothing particular, a few papers that I ºne tº the other ?—I was sitting at the sidebº"
them.

|

y:*

-

board the “Wolverine.”

-

-

also looked over them.

-

-

at the commencement —Yes. I was there at the

your Court?–In my
y Court
Uour I

40,376. Did you do that alone 2–No, Colonel Hunt
* --

-

Yes. I was asked to look over a box of papers on

§:

40,373. You did act as president 2–I did.
40,374. Was that Friday the 20th —I think it was.

|

-

-

º

0,392. How long did you remain without an in-

40,375. Were you engaged to examine papers, said
to be Mr. Gordon's, on board the “Wolverine 2'-

p

- * * *

the4 beginning before anything had been done.

terruption attending to it?—I think three quarters
of 40,393.
an hour. DidI went
returned.
you out
hearandthe
charge read to Mr.
Gordon when he was placed before the Court?—I
did not pay any attention to it. I heard the charge.
I could not undertake to say exactly what it was.
40,394. Did you hear it read —I did hear it.
40,395. That points to the fact that you were there

40.372
resident

|

4|

-

A Court-martial composed as follows:

afterwards in the possession of Colonel Nelson at headquarters.

40,382. Now on Saturday the 21st did you sit on

º
º

would have missed anything *-I might have missed
anything. I would not on my oath attempt tº say *

º
º
º

thing in that way of which I may not be certain.

º

40,401. Nearly everything; do you think you

40,402. You were interested in his case?—No ful.

º

ther interest except curiosity.
40,403. You took a public interest ?—Certainly,
.. 40,404. Can you say or not whether any applich-

º
º

tion was made by Mr. Gordon to the Court, either

º

40.386. We are talking of Saturday —They were immediately
before, or immediately after the *
the same members.
was read 2–I did not hear it.

º

Courts-martial 2–I did.

40,383. Were you president —I was president.
40,384, Had you always the same members of the
Court?—No. They varied according to circumstances.
40,385. During that day ?—No.

º

º
º
*

40,387. Did you adjourn that day earlier than

40,405. Do you remember now the commencement

usual? Yes. I received from Colonel Nelson a
memorandum signed by Colonel Nelson during the

of the evidence that was given —What I reco",
and what I saw is this—Mr. Gordon, as it appeared

º under great infirmity; º had
º* he wrappe

º

trial of Mr. George William Gordon.
(The following document wa. handed in and read.)

to me, was
no
on ;
his coat
shoulders,

º

no coat
on 7–No,
coat on, and
he 40,406.
appearedHe
to had
me very
debilitated
andnosick.

§§

40,407. Was he sitting or standing —He was

º

-

-

“Memo. for ColonelPresident
Lewis, Ct.-martial.
-

-

-

During the trial of

-la.

-

Oll

.

standing all the trial "f saw the Prºvost Maria

{

The servicesat of
the Provost
Marshal
must
be the
withother,
a lot saying,
of documents,
he produced
one soaftertº
coxſpºrtELY
the command
of the
president
of the
“I begwhich
to submit
this so and

&
ºn

-

Court trying him.

G. W. Gordon

the Court.”

{

5

º
-

—
sº

º
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ºf
*

heard him make no application to the Court from the

40,429. Which are those 2–Those I gave up at
Morant Bay.
40,430. Could you tell how many you sat on at
Morant Bay ?—I could at Morant Bay.
40,431. You did not sit on all those which sat at
Morant Bay ?—No, because there were two Courts.

time they first sat until the time when evidence was

40,432. You could give us the number of the

40,408. You heard the Provost Marshal begin to do
that—that was the commencement of the evidence 2
—To the best of my recollection.
40,409. You say as far as you recollect, looking

upon Mr. Gordon dressed as you describe him, you
taken —I did not hear it.
of an hour –At that time.

40,411. How far had the evidence got before you
first left the Court 2–The Provost Marshal was sub

mitting documentary evidence one after another.
There was an application from Vere, and there were
three or four dying depositions.
40,412. Was one woman named Goffe examined 2
—Yes.

Esq.

sº

12 Mar. 1866.

—I think I could.

40,433, Could you also shortly state the result of
the trials held by Court of which you yourself were
a member, by referring to those papers ?—I think I
could give the results of the trials both at Port
Antonio and Morant Bay. At the end of every case
the prisoners' names and sentences were enclosed to
Brigadier-General Nelson for confirmation.

40,434. Colonel Hunt you said was president of

40,413. She was sworn when you left —She had
been sworn when I left.

40,414. Did you hear much about the papers?—I
did not hear much, except her swearing the papers
sent through the post-office.
40,415. Was it during her evidence you went
away ?—It was.
40,416. When did you return ?—I was there when
Mr. Gordon asked permission to use a piece of paper
and a pencil. The Court was cleared, and on re
opening the Court I recollect the request was
granted.

40,417. Well, after his application for paper and

the Court you sat on at Port Antonio —For two days
after that I was president.
40,435. Then you were president in some cases at
Port Antonio 2–Yes.

40,436. Did you, in every case in which you sat as
president, make notes of what passed and return the
proceedings —As I stated before, rough notes for my
own guidance, but always the results and sentences,
which were sent to Brigadier-General Nelson for his
confirmation.

40,437. Were you president of a meeting held in
Spanish Town at any time last year —I was presi
dent of the Underhill meeting held some time in May

pencil did you return ?—I returned some little time

1865, I think.

afterwards.

40,438. What was the subject of discussion ?—The
subject was the general distress of the country.
40,439. Applicable to any particular class of people *
—Applicable to the labouring population, the artizans

40,418. What was the first thing when you got
back again—had Mrs. Goffe concluded her evidence 3
—I think she had.

40,419. Do you remember whether a person named
Theodore Testard was examined 2–I was there when

I recollect, because Mr. Gordon

turned round to me and asked if I did not know he was

sick as one of the causes, for his not going to the
Westry. I told him I did not recollect.

40,420. Did he ask you before the witness Testard
was called 2–After, I think.
40,421. When Testard had finished his evidence,

was an application made by the prisoner to the Court
on any ground 2–I think that I left immediately

after he asked me that question. However I was not
there when he was making his defence.
40,422. Had he begun his defence before you left
—Not his speech. I think Testard was the last wit
ness examined, and he asked me whether I did not
know he was sick, and that that was the cause of his
absence. I told him I knew nothing at all about it,
and then I left and heard no more,

40,423. Before you had left did you hear any ap

plication made by the prisoner to the Court?—I did
not hear it.

40,424. We'll take you back again to Port Antonio,

this is Morant Bay. Do you know how many Courts
martial you had sat upon at Port Antonio —I can
not tell you, for this reason : I had leave of absence
late in October in consequence of domestic affliction,
and I was requested to give up any papers I had.
When I first took notes I was told there was no

necessity for taking notes, and I took memoranda
merely for my own guidance ; but when I received
leave of absence I was requested to give up my docu
ments, which I did except a few stray sheets which I
afterwards found in the portmanteau.
40,425. Then you have no means of telling how
many Courts-martial you sat on ?—I could if I were

allowed to go through all the documents.
40,426. Did you sit on all that were held there
from the 16th to the 19th —I sat on all at Port

Antonio, the whole of them.
40,427. You think you could show how many you
§at on ; could you show how many persons you tried
by means of these Courts-martial —I think I could.

40,428. Will you look at your documents —I will,
but they are documents in the possession of Brigadier
General Nelson.

A. H. Lewis,

Courts-martial and the number of the persons tried ?

40,410. But you say you were there three-quarters

he was examined.

FORTIETH
DAY,

-

and mechanics of the island.

40,440. You were president of the meeting 2–
Yes.

40,441. You were not president of the Courts
martial at Port Antonio —Not all.

I sat on all.

40,442. You sat on the 16th, 17th, 18th, and 19th,
four days —Yes. Colonel Hunt sat on two days, the
16th and 17th, I think.

40,443. You sat on those days only 2–Yes.
40,444. Can you tell us whether there was anything
on the occasion of the meeting at Spanish Town which
attracted your attention with regard to any expression
of violence or disaffection ?—There was no expression
of violence or disaffection.

I was in the chair, and

when I took the chair I told the people that if any
confusion took place I would cease to be chairman.
The complaints were want of labour generally, and
the cost of manufactured articles imported with which
tradesmen have to compete. If the Commissioners
will allow me I will explain it; that is, if stuſ is im
ported into the country manufactured, the duty upon
it would be four per cent. ; but if they manufactured
the article in the country, the raw material imported
would bear a duty 12% per cent. We could get a
copper pan imported for an estate, and the duty upon
it would be four per cent. ; but if an artizan were to
buy the copper and manufacture the pan he would
have to pay 12% per cent. for the copper instead.
They complained of that as a great evil; that was one
of the subjects.

40,445. The disproportion of the import duty upon
manufactured and raw articles 2–Yes.

40,446. Nothing transpired that led you to suppose
that violence was intended ?—There was not the least

attempt at any expression which could lead to dis
affection. When the meeting concluded I congratu
lated them upon the orderly way in which they had

behaved, and they gave three cheers for Her Majesty,
and the assembly dispersed.

40,447. (By Mr. Payne.) I think you were present
at the Council of War from beginning to end ?—Yes.
40,448. The Governor came in and opened it 2–
Yes.

-

40,449. Do you remember what he said —I cannot
swear to the precise words. He stated what had
occurred in St. Thomas in the East with regard to
5N 4

;
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the massacre, and that the negroes were in open
rebellion and committing devastation wherever they
Went.

A. H. Lewis,
Esq.

40,450. What did he state with respect to the
massacre 2–That several lives had been lost, and he
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named some individuals.

40,451. And that the negroes were in open re
bellion ?—Yes.

40,452. Did the Council of War act upon that in
formation or any other; were any documents placed
before you ?—None that I recollect.
40,453. Did they act upon any other information
than that communicated by the Governor —That
was all, I think, except of course the reports they had
heard outside.

40,454. Were there not at that time reports of the
wildest possible character?—There was a great deal
of alarm at that time, because the news had only just
come up.

—He said it was necessary that something should be
done to allay the insurrection, and I believe martial
law was mentioned as the only thing by which he
could suppress it.

40,462. Did he say what he had called them to.
gether for 7—Yes; he told them of a despatch he had
received as to the massacre which had taken place, and
said he had called them together to take their advice,
whether he should have martial law or not.

40,463. (By the Commission.) In fact he did every.
thing according to the Act of Parliament?—He did
everything according to the Act which says a Council
of War shall be called.

40,464. (By Mr. Payne.) Do you know whetherall
persons were summoned who were entitled to situpon
the Council of War —That I cannot answer, I

received the summons from this worthy gentleman
here (Mr. F. R. Lynch), and I attended it. There

40,455. Were there not the wildest romances in

were 30 odd persons there—the General, the Chief

circulation about mutilations —No other than that

Justice, the members of Assembly, and others.
40,465. (By the Commission.) Had the varions

the Baron was murdered, Mr. Price murdered, and
Mr. Hire murdered, and several Volunteers wounded.

members of the Council of War all received informa

40,456. And mutilations —I do not recollect par

tion of what had taken place —There was a general
ticularly about mutilations.
rumour and consternation that had spread far and
40,457. Do you remember whether reports of wide. The news had come up the previous evening.
mutilations were in circulation ?—I am not prepared
40,466. Did the members act upon their own
to say.
40,458. (By the Commission.) If, in addition to opinion, or were they influenced by the Governor to
murder, there had been mutilation, would it have had

declare martial law —I cannot tell that, of course,

any influence as to the declaration of martial law —It

40,460. All the members of the Council of War

whether they acted upon general rumour or upon
what they were called for. So far as I was concerned
it was upon both the general rumour and the fact
being announced that there was a necessity for it.
40,467. Were persons of all parties present at this
Council of War —There were persons of all parties.
For instance, I was I may say an oppositionist from

were standing up —They were all standing up ; the

those who supported the administration of Governor

Governor himself was standing.
40,461. Did the Governor, as soon as he came in,

Eyre, and several others on both sides agreed as to
the necessity, at that time, from what we knew, to

ask them to do anything or to make a proclamation ?

declare martial law.

was quite sufficient that there was a rebellion.
40,459. (By Mr. Payne.) The only information on
which you acted was what you have just given 2–1
think it was ; there were no communications in

writing that I recollect.

-

The witness withdrew.

Lieutenant Nosworthy E. R. NIVEN sworn and examined.

Lieut. N. E. R.
Miven.

40,468. Are you adjutant of the left wing of the 1st
West Indian Regiment —Yes.
40,469. On the 31st of October did you embark in
the “Cordelia” at Kingston to go to Morant Bay ?—
About the 31st.

40,482. Was that proved before you ?–By four or
five witnesses.

40,483. Were these two the only persons punished
after Ensign Cullen left Golden Grove –These are
my orders which I received from General Nelson, and

40,470. Were you then ordered to take command
of Ensign Lewis' detachment —Yes.
40,471. Did you remain two days at Golden Grove

which I stuck to all the time.

and then march to Stokes Hall —Yes.

When prisoners were brought to me to administer
justice I refused to have anything to do with them,

40,472. Were you the last officer at Golden Grove 2
—Yes.

40,473. Had Ensign Cullen left when you arrived
there ?–No ; I had orders to send him in next
morning.
-

40,474. You did not sit upon any Courts-martial 2
—No.

These were the

original orders.
(Copy of Orders handed to Commission.)

and I told them to go to a Civil Court.
40,484. When was that ?—After the receipt of that

order several were brought to me at Stokes Hall, and
many were brought at Golden Grove.
40,485, And none were punished by your orders at
Stokes Hall ?–None.

40,475. Was any man shot or hung while you were
(Copy of Orders read.)

in command 2—No.

“Morant Bay Head Quarters,

40,476. You remained at Stokes Hall after you
left Golden Grove down to the termination of martial

“SIR,

law 2–Yes.

“You will proceed forthwith to relieve Ensign
Cullen, 1 W. I. Rg., now in command of a detachment

40,477. Were any men flogged —The morning
after I arrived there were two flogged by my orders.

at Golden Grove, and you will be pleased to dire"

40,478. What number of lashes did they receive?—
A dozen each.
40,479. What were the offences 2–One of the

that officer to return to this place immediately,

offences was going into the estate at Holland and
threatening the overseer or busha of the estate with
death, and also threatening the lives of two assistant
:*

2nd Novr. 1865. . .

“You will as soon as possible remove your detah
ment from the quarters now in occupation to ‘Stokº
Hall, and will furnish me with a report of the
accommodation afforded in that house.

book-keepers who seized him and gave evidence of

“Be good enough to ascertain who is the wº
medical man of Golden Grove, and furnish me with

this before me.

his name and address.

40,480. You don't remember his name 2—No.
40,481. What was the other man —The other
man was a servant to Dr. Major, at Bath. He had
been brought up for stealing.

“It will be necessary for you to exercise strict con:

rol over the men of your detachment, and not to per"

my man to quit his quarter for the purpose."
oraging, &c. Care to be taken to preserve unanim")
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with the overseers and others. You are not sent to None that I know of ; I should certainly have heard
your post for the purpose of punishing the negro, but of it.
40,490. If it had been done by your authority ?—
to maintain order and to afford protection to the
inhabitants generally. You are not authorized to Certainly.
inflict summary punishment; if any supposed rioter be
40,491. Do you say that no lives were taken within
sent as prisoner to you, be good enough to inquire into 40 miles of your centre without authority ?—Not after
the case, and if you consider the same as of a serious my arrival.
nature, send him to my head quarters with the
40,492. You say you would have known of all
evidence against him.
You will doubtless have lives taken within 40 miles of you ?—Yes.

FORTIEH
I)AY.

-

many prisoners brought before you, and some possibly
through the animus of the inhabitants.

Petty cases of larceny I cannot interfere with, they
must hereafter be dealt with by the civil authority.
Capt. Hole, 2/6 Company detachment at Manchio
meal, is about to proceed to Port Antonio.
I am quite aware you will be much pressed to

administer punishment to supposed criminals, and you
must be firm, temperate, and judicious in all commu
nications with civilians.

Mr. Shortridge, Golden Grove, is qualified to
afford you all local information.
You are not on any account to march out for the

purpose of attacking anybody; the rebels, if reported
in force, and which I apprehend is quite impossible,
must not be approached without my distinct order in
writing.

You will be pleased strictly to conform to the
instructions herein ; any deviation therefrom will be
a source of discomfort to yourself.
I have the honour to be,
Sir,

Your most obedt. servº.,
A. A. NELsoN,

12 Mar. 1866.
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40,493. Would you have known of all lives taken
without authority ?—I would not.
40,494. (By the Commission). You mean to say
that none were taken by a military party within 40
miles 2–Yes, except by Court-martial.
40,495. There might have been murders, or persons
killed in other ways —Yes, but I do not think so,
because I rode round the country every day. I
visited all the estates with two of my men, and I was
told the people had no complaints. I asked, “IIave
you any complaints * and was told “No ;” and the
men were going to work again.
40,496. Were there any stragglers ?—None from
my detachment; there were many from the estates,
no military stragglers.
40,497. You think you are able to say no one was
killed by any one of your soldiers 2–I am perfectly
certain, because I never allowed my soldiers to leave

!
|

Stokes Hall boundaries after I marched them in. Two

men deserted; one of them, Phillips, has been taken.
40,498. Where did Drummer Phillips join your
detachment —He was in it when I took charge of it,
but had deserted previous to my taking charge.
40,499. He rejoined —I believe he went down to

Brig. Genl.,
Commanding Field Force.
Lieut. Niven,
1 W. I. R.,
Comg. Det.,
Golden Grove.”

40,486. Then the two persons to whom you gave
punishment were before you received that order –
It was.

$º.

Licut. N. E. I?.
Niren,

(By Mr. Payne.) Do you know Hordley

- I es.

40,488. Do you remember a man of the name of

Morant Bay.

The other is Sutherland ; he is still

absent.

40,500. Phillips had deserted from your detach
ment before you joined it —Yes.
40,501. (By Mr. Payne.) On what day was it you
found all the labourers returning to their work —
—Not before martial law was over. I read the pro
clamation which was sent to me, which said that

martial law was over, and I took care to go round to
every estate in the district, and told the people there
was no more authority to compel them to go to their
work, which depended upon themselves; and the men

Silver ?—There was not a man executed or shot

then came out of the bush when they knew they were

within 40 miles of me while I commanded, or else I

to be pardoned.
40,502. (By the Commission.) Was that after the
amnesty was proclaimed —Yes.

should have heard of it.

40,489. You mean no man that you know of 2–

The witness withdrew.
The Rev. DUNCAN CAMPBELL sworn and examined.
Rev. D.

40,503. (By Mr. Lynch.) You went down to St.
Thomas in the East to act in the place of Mr. Cooke,

º rector

–I did, on the 19th of November, I

think.

40,504. During the time you were there did you
go much amongst the peasantry —Almost daily.

40,505. Had you any conversation with any of
them with regard to the rebellion ?– Yes, I had
frequent open air meetings, and after the close of the
meetings I spoke on the subject of the rebellion.
40,506. Can you speak as to the particular date on
which those meetings were held –All the time I was
there, from the 19th of November to the 31st of

ceive a wound from a Volunteer –On the 11th, at
Morant Bay.
40,514. (By the Commission.) What became of this

George Thomas —He was discharged two days ago
from Kingston gaol ; he was brought there from
Morant 13ay, but he was tried and acquitted and is
now free.

When he was ill his evidence was read at

the trial of Mr. Gordon. Moses Bogle's son made a
statement to me at Morant Bay gaol; he said he had
been present and taken the oath at one of the district
meetings at Paul Bogle's chapel.
40,515. Did he tell you what the nature of the oath

was 2–He did not tell me, except that they were to
be told at another meeting that was to take place,
40,507. Did any of them make any statements to which had reference evidently to some future meetings
that were to take place; and also they were sworn to
you ?–Oh, yes.
40,508. Can you state any particular one; do you go out when they were called on to do so.
December.

know a man of the name of George Thomas —Yes.
40,509. Did he make any statement to you ?—Yes,

he was in the hospital at Morant Bay, and I saw him
very frequently.
40,510. What was he there for 2–He had received

a wound on the day of the rebellion.

40,511. How did he get that wound —A Volunteer
shot him.

$0.512. (By Mr. Payne.) How do you know that ?
-I believe it to be a fact.

40,513. (By Mr. Lynch.) On what day did he re

40,516. What were they to go out for 2–He did
not say.

40,517. Did he say anything else 2–He said that
there were frequent meetings held at this chapel, and
that a person of the name of Cowell used to preach
there ; and he said he was at the Court-house on the

day of the rebellion, but denied having taken any
active part in the proceedings.

40,518. (By Mr. Lynch.) When you went down to
look after the place of Mr. Cooke, what state did you
find the people in 7–I found them very quiet and
*
w.

5 O

Campbell.

;
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civil. There were many of them very indignant
indeed at being supposed to have taken any part or
interest in the rebellion. I speak particularly of the
people at Morant Bay.
40,519. Had you any conversation with them as to
their supposed grievances 2–Yes, I had.
40,520. What was it —The grievance of which
they chiefly complained was I think the state of the
administration ofjustice; they complained very much
indeed that the labourers could not get justice in the
local Courts.

had recommended that there should be stipendiary
magistrates, but that the House of Assembly had
thrown difficulties in the way.
40,522. Had you any means of arriving at informa
tion of Mr. Gordon's complicity in the rebellion ?—
(This question was not allowed by the
Commissioners to be answered.)
I can speak as to the ignorance I saw.
40,523. What was it —They were most lamentably
ignorant, especially at such places as Stony Gut.
They were ignorant almost beyond belief, and did not
know the first elements of Christian truth ; and I

firmly believe the number of chapels which they
attended was a most injurious thing to them in every
way.

40,524. Would you state any particular point upon
which it was so injurious 2–Yes; it became to them
a substitute for attending the other churches which
they might have attended, and it was where these
chapels were scattered about that the ignorance I
speak of chiefly prevailed.
40,525. (By the Commission.) They had no schools
in the neighbourhood of Stony Gut —No school at
all. They professed, some of them, to go to a school at
Morant Bay, but they did not, and the attendance was
very irregular, and it was impossible they could.
The country is not at all accessible, the roads are bad,
and the distance was great—four and five miles.
40,526. Had they had any revivals —Oh yes, and
they had done incalculable mischief at St. Thomas in
the East; they had led to profligacy of the worst

!

40,537. And I believe there is not a single Baptist
mission in the whole of that district —I do not think
SO.

40,538. What kind of knowledge have you of what
goes on in the native Baptist chapels; have you ever
attended them —Never, but I speak of what the
people tell me themselves. They said in general that
the preachers there could not read.

40,539. Did they describe what went on 3–They

40,521. Did you in consequence of that take any
steps on behalf of any of them 2–No, I did not. I
mentioned it to Mr. Eyre when I returned, that that
was the pervading feeling throughout the parish, and
he told me he knew it well, and that long before he

|

40,586. The chapels of which you speak are entirely
native chapels?—Entirely so.

told me this swearing in of people took place there.
40,540. I understand you to refer, if it can be

called so, to the religious worship; did you find any.
thing in that objectionable —Most certainly; they
were not competent to teach religion.
40,541. But beyond incompetence, did you gather
anything more from the conversation of these people?
—Yes, they interfered with what they ought not to
have done, and misled the people in that way, and
a great deal of profligacy took place at these
meetings.

40,542. In the chapels?—I do not know in the
chapels.

40,543. Now, you are speaking of revivals —Both
at the revivals and in the chapels themselves I believe

scenes of immorality took place.
40,544. Have you heard that from the people?—
Yes, they spoke of that.
40,545. And you are acquainted with the whole of
the district which Mr. Cooke presides over?—Yes,
and partially over the Blue Mountain district. I
would wish to say that at Mr. Harty's place the
inhabitants were entirely different from these.
40,546. Do you know that that part of the country
is marked out of the religious map of the Baptists as
entirely deserted f—I do not know that, but I do not
think the proper Baptists have anything to do with
that district.

yº.

Do you know Mr. Parnther's place?—

es.

40,548. Did you find his congregation very well
disposed ?–Yes.

40,549. (By the Commission.) Did you not find
that amongst the people amongst whom you have
been acting there was a general impression with
regard to the subject of wages —A very general

kind.

impression indeed. They said their wages were

40,527. What are the particular districts you refer
to as being subject to this degradation and ignorance 2
—I think Stony Gut was the worst, and there was
another place near Stony Gut which was called
Honeycomb, and there was another one on the
Baron's property which was called Hell Gate, really,
I believe from the well known state of immorality
which exists there. It is near the Baron's property,

stopped, and that it was done very often for the
benefit of the overseers, who did it but did not report
it to the employers, and that they also were paid
irregularly. There was discontent on the matter of

Oxford.

did. They seemed to have no confidence whatever in

-

wages.

40,550. Did they in this conversation express any
distrust in regard to the mode of enforcing payment

by the magistrates ?—That, I am sorry to say, they

40,528. Are these places within the division, the
centre of which is Morant Bay, for the Church of

the local Courts.

England 2–Yes, these are all districts under Mr.
Cooke's charge. York too was another place where
there was a great deal of that degradation.

long enongh to rely upon what you heard them

40,529. That was a free settlement —A free
settlement.

40,551. Were you sufficiently amongst them and
express upon this subject as being a permanent im"

pression ?—It must have been an impression of very
long standing.

-

40,552. You think it expressed their general im:

40,530. Was there any chapel there 2–Oh yes, in pression ; it was not an individual case?–By nº
every one of these places, or if not a chapel there was means; it was not even confined to the black
some room where the people gathered together.

40,531. (By Mr. Lynch.) From your own personal

people.

40,553. Are these the places you have been mºll.

knowledge are you aware of any influence that Mr. tioning round about the Morant division of the parish?
George William Gordon had over the people in —They mentioned it, and I heard it in every other
St. Thomas in the East 7–Oh, immense influence ;
his name was a household name.

part throughout Mr. Cooke's parish. I was more
particularly interested in the mountainous district.

40,554. Besides the matter of wages did you gallºr
that there was any complaint or expression of di.
40,533. And being so very ignorant they are likely satisfaction about the back lands and the rent paid

40,532. You say the people are very ignorant?—
Very ignorant.

:!

to be led away by the advice and influence of some
body else —Oh yes, of course.

40,534. And that may be evil advice –Certainly.
40,535. (By Mr. Payne.) Your knowledge of St.
Thomas in the East was entirely confined to these
six weeks 2–Entirely.

for them —There is no doubt whatever that is on"

of the things which had been chiefly pressed up"
them.

40,555. What did you gather from their exº

sions?—It was a common report among them. Tº
were told they were entitled to the back lands with

{
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ought not to be kept from them; but they ought to
take land, build a house, and put furniture into it,
and refuse to pay rent for it.
-

40,556. Did they express an intention or grievance

upon that ground -No ; many of them believed it,
but the respectable part of the population knew, of

course, that it was wrong information, and dangerous
information.

40,557. They did not make complaints on that

ground as a grievance —Oh no.
40,558. Nor express an intention of carrying the

advice out—of occupying land and refusing to pay
rent —I fear many of them determined to carry it
out.

40,559. Did you gather that from them 2–Yes;
on the week before the outbreak took place the rescue

at the Court-house took place by these
40,560. That is a matter, you know, of history —
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ground of complaint, only what they had been told 2
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—Oh no ; only what they had been told.
40,563. That was not one of their sorrows 2–Oh

no; certainly not.

Rev.
D. Campbell.

40,564. Was there any destitution amongst the
people of St. Thomas in the East resulting from
drought or shortness of provisions —No ; provisions

12 Mar. 1866.

at that time were very abundant, but the destitution
I saw was chiefly what had resulted from what had
been done by the soldiers and Maroons.
40,565. It was not the result of nature ?—No ; the
children in many places were very ragged.
40,566. You referred to other negro settlements—
York, and Stony Gut, and other places —At Wil
mington, in fact all the district is spread with these
settlements.

40,567. Do those who occupy their own lands in
those settlements, are they persons who labour for
the most part on estates ?—Many of them do, but by
no means all of them.

Oh, I heard it from a man who saw it himself, and

told me a person had had his horse taken from him.
40,561. Anderson's land, was it not ?–Yes, it was

a common impression.

They had been told these

back lands belonged to them. I think that many of
them believed it, but it was not a general belief.
40,562. Although you heard the subject mentioned
about the back lands many did not mention it as a

40,568. The great body work their own lands?—
The great body of them do.
40,569. (Suggested by Mr. Walcott.) As to those
who had been convicted of taking part in the dis
turbances, were they small settlers ?–Oh, there were
a great many labourers amongst them.
40,570. You cannot say which were the majority ?
—No, I would not undertake to say.

The witness withdrew.

40,571. (By Mr.

ARTHUR GRANT (coloured) sworn and examined.
Walcott.) Do you reside in “ rebel and take my place, Rock Spring, and I will

Hanover ?—Yes, in the Green Island district, on

“ let them have it.”

Haddon Hall Estate.

thing 2–No, it was in the heat of passion.
40,587. But with reference to what ?–In answer

40,572. Do you remember last August 2–Yes,
40,573. Did you see Mr. Gordon there last August?
—Yes.

A. Grant.

That was an answer to some

to some remark 2–With reference to the conversation

between himself and Mr. Munro, with reference to

40,574. Did you hear him say anything about the

black people *—Yes.
40,575. What was it —I remember sitting in the
post-office on the Saturday morning when Mr. Gor
don came in, and I was introduced to him by the
postmaster; and in conversation between him and
the postmaster I heard him say, “The people are an
“oppressed race of people—let them rebel, and take

“my place, Rock Spring, and I will let them have it.”
40,576. Did he say anything else ?—He sat down
for awhile, and afterwards he said that there were no
more loyal than the people of this country;

Rock Spring. He wanted to dispose of some logwood,
and Mr. Munro said something about the roads, And
he said, “The severity with which the people are op
“ pressed; there are no roads to take goods to market,
“ and they are paying heavy taxes.” Then he said,

immediately afterwards, in the heat of passion—
“There it is—they are oppressed, there are no roads
“ to take their produce to market. Let them rebel and
“ take the country, and take my place and all, Rock
Spring.”
40,588. He was talking to whom *—To the post

[...

master.

ut they were oppressed by a few white men, but that
they were going fast, “and they will go.” What he

40,589. Did he not say something about a rebellion
ensuing, or did not Mr. Munro say to Mr. Gordon
that his talk might produce a rebellion—his agitation?

meant by that, I do not know.

40,577. Did he make any reference to the heat of
the climate 2–No.

—I never heard it.

-

-

40,590. Do you mean to say this remark was made

40,578. About its being hot —No, I don't remem

without any previous reference to a rebellion ?—I

ber hearing him say anything of the sort, because I

do.

had no conversation with him.

40,591. Are you sure he said anything about re
bellion—are you sure you did not mistake the word 2
—No, I think not ; I mentioned it immediately after
wards. I thought strange of it.
40,592. What was the remark made previous to
this—“Let them rebel and take my place.”—What
immediately preceded that ?—By whom *
40,593. By anybody. Was it a remark of Mr.

40,579. Was that all he said in your presence 2–

He said that in my presence.
40,580. That a few white people oppressed them

and they were going and would go –Who were
oppressed by a few white people, who were going
fast, and that they were “going, and will go.” I left
him after that.

I live on an estate as overseer.

I

returned home to pay the Coolies. I never saw him
again. That was the first and only sight.

40,581. (By Mr. Payne). Don't you know the
white population has been diminishing for many
years ?—I cannot say.
40,582. You don't know it—do you know when the
last census was taken —Yes.

-

40,583. What year was that in 2–I don't recollect.
40,584. Do you know anything about the numbers

Munro's 2–It was about taking the logwood to the
wharf for market ; and the gentlemen said there were
no roads to take it down to the wharf; and then he
burst out in a passion at the same time and said,
“There it is, the people are an oppressed people.

“ They are paying heavy taxes—there are no roads to
“ take their produce to market—let them rebel.”
40,594. Did he say all that in one breath —All in

of the white population, as compared with 16 years

one breath. I made no remark. He was not in con
versation with me at all. And I left the office. I

ago Do you know their relative numbers ?–No.
40,585. But you know they have decreased ?–I

spoke of it soon after the unfortunate affair. The
parties to whom I spoke have mentioned it to me

know they have decreased, because I have read they

SInce.

have.

40,595. Who was present when this conversation
took place –The postmaster.

I do not know it.

40,586. Now you say Mr. Gordon said, “Let them

The witness withdrew.
5 O2
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ROBERT JoHN WALCOTT, Esq., sworn and examined.

40,596. (By Mr. Lynch.) Were you living in

49,602. (By the Commission.) You never saw him

Spanish Town in the month of October last 2—I was.

again —I saw him again, but I did not speak to him.

R. J. Walcott,
Esq.

40,597. Do you remember the day or month in
12 Mar. 1866. which the news of the rebellion in St. Thomas in the
*-*-

40,603. (By Mr. Lynch.) When was this? 0.
Friday the 13th. I mentioned this conversation

to

East was known here —It was on the 12th I heard,

several people, and I communicated it to the Governor
at 1 o'clock in the afternoon.
in consequence of what I read of the meeting at
40,598. Did you see Mr. George William Gordon Exeter Hall, where Mr. Gordon's letter was real in

in this town on the following day, Friday ?—I did,
about 20 minutes to 10. I was on my way to the
Supreme Court. I went to get some books in Mr.
Smith's office, and to speak to him about the news I

which he stated that he did not know Paul Bogle. It
was in consequence of that merely that I gave his
Excellency information that Mr. Gordon had spoken
to me as if he knew Paul Bogle intimately—merely

had heard the night before.

to contradict it.

Mr. Gordon came in

into Mr. Edward Clarke Smith's office, underneath

Smith said that the suit was at an end, in consequence
of the death of Baron Ketelhodt, if it was true. Mr.

40,604. (By Mr. Payne.) Do you remember Mr.
Hewitt's making a statement here the other day –
I do. He made many statements. I remember all.
40,605. Do you not remember a statement made as
to the immorality of certain officials —He did make
statements of that kind, and refused to give the name
of the parish to which he alluded.
40,606. And don't you know the name of the parish
to which this statement applies —Well, I can only
guess it, I cannot say I know it.
40,607. Do you know the parish to which this

Gordon then asked about the costs, and Mr. Smith

statement applies —No, not wholly.

said he was not prepared to speak about the costs—
that he was thinking on matters much more serious
than costs at the present time; and he said to him,
“What are you doing here, Gordon : You ought to

40,608. (By the Commission.) What statement?—
That all the inhabitants and magistrates in a certain
parish were living in a state of concubinage; I say
generally it does not apply, because the magistrates
generally are married men.
40,609. (By Mr. Payne.) Was the statement made
that the Custos, the Official Assignee, the Clerk of the
Peace, the Custom-house officer, and other officials
under the Government were living in concubinage,
is it true, or is it not ?–As to the Custos, I know

the Court-house.

'40,599. Was this 20 minutes after 10 —Twenty
minutes to 10.

40,600. Do you remember the conversation that
took place —I do.
40,601. Will you be good enough to state what it
was 2–Mr. Gordon came in

and asked how his

matter stood, in reference to Baron Ketelhodt.

be at St. Thomas in the East :"

Mr.

He said, “I came

“ over here to attend the Petty Court, about the case
“ there,” and Mr. Smith said, “I think it is more

“ necessary that you should be in St. Thomas in the
“ East than attending the Petty Court ; you are re
‘ ported by the world at large to be the originator and
“ origin and sole cause of this rebellion.” Mr. Gordon
said, “I have nothing to do with it.” Mr. Smith
then said, “Then you ought to be there to show that
you have nothing to do with it.” I then spoke to Mr.
Gordon, and said, “If you have nothing to do with
it, your friend Paul Bogle appears to be the ring

nothing about his family arrangements whatever. The
Clerk of the Peace is a married man, whetherhelives in

concubinage or not I cannot say; and as to the other
two I don't see why I should be called upon to
anSWel'.

He said, “I am astonished to hear that

40,610. (By the Commission.) You know nothing

“ Paul Bogle has anything to do with it; because if a

at all about it —I only guess the parish he men
tioned. As far as the magistrates themselves are

leader.”

“black man was ever a gentleman, Paul Bogle was

“ one.” I then said, “Mr. Gordon, if you are, as you
“ say, innocent in this matter, there is plenty of time
“ for you to go to St. Thomas in the East, and by
exerting your influence to put an end to and stay the
s

&*

concerned, who have to administer justice, and there.
fore who have been considerably affected by this
statement, it is not true; because i know they are all
married.

40,611. What is the state of morality amongst the
white population in these different parishes, amongst
the magistrates ?—I should say amongst the majºrity
of
the magistrates
the parish
whichmen.I amI
connected,
I believeof they
are allwith
married
“ claimed, I shall be the first man hung.” I then
“ said, “Well, Mr. Gordon, it is rather extraordinary know pretty well all the north side, from St. Ann's
that all your political opponents—the persons against Bay down to Negril Point, and up as far as Clarendon,
“whom you had any animosity; the political opponents and I should say the majority of the magistrates are
&&

further bloodshed.

*

You ought to be on the side of

!

“ order, and using that influence which undoubtedly
“ you have in doing so.” He said, “If I go to St.
“ Thomas in the East, the moment martial law is pro
*

&&

º

married men.

!
º

“ against whom you have often expressed personal ani
“mosity—should have been thus selected for murder.”
“I said, “There is the Baron, whom you have been
“ fighting for several years in the Vestry and in the
<

40,612. (By Mr. Payne.) And the officials —I do

not know anything about the officials, I speak only ºf
magistrates.

“ Courts of law; he is one of the first to be murdered.”

40,613. May I ask you a question as to the admi

He said, “I am not astonished that the Baron should
“ have been murdered, because he was tyrannical and
“unjust in all his dealings, both as a magistrate and
“ as a proprietor with the people.” I said, “Well,

nistration of justice, is that satisfactory?—I believe
that the negroes have not that confidence in the

“ then, so much for the Baron—what about the man

administration of justice, and it is only natural they
should not. In England the poacher has no confi
dence in the game preserving magistrates, and it is

“ of peace, the Rev. Mr. Herschell ?” He said,
“Why, good God! he was the worst of the lot. He
“ professed to preach peace on the Sunday, and on
“ Monday he was evicting people from their small
“holdings.” I then said, “Then the Cookes, what
“ about them *" He said, “The whole family of the
“ Cookes were an incubus and an infliction upon the

just the same here ; where a man

“ inhabitants of St. Thomas in the East. The Clerk

case of administration of justice is in the Circuit

“ of the Peace encouraged litigation amongst the
“ people for the sake of demanding the fees, which

amongst magistrates.

“ were excessive;” and he asked Mr. Smith if he had

never heard that about Mr. Stephen Cooke. Mr.

Smith said he had heard. I then went away

up

stairs... and that was the end of the conversatiºn
with Mr. Gordon.

goes before an

overseer or an attorney for stealing canes he does not
think
he has any chance of escape. The same state
of things would exist in England before a game pre
serving magistrate. They have not that confidence

that would exist if men were not connected with the
soil. But with regard to what I think, the wors:
Courts, infinitely worse than it could possibly be
40,614. How is that 7–Because there is a greater
interest, a man's life or estate, or bread, or purse, are

at stake, and there is no confidence in the juries in the
mºde in which they are taken from a restricted area

-

of the parish. I know for the last 10 years I have

º
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been practising in Circuit Courts westward, and every
case nearly is decided before it comes on for trial. If

a person residing at Falmouth or Montego Bay has a
case to be tried, seven of his friends will walk into

the jury box with the determination to give him a
verdict, whether the evidence warrants it or not.

man would rather have 12 months at the Kingston FORTIETH
JDAY.
district prison than six months there.
40,622. (Mr. Payne.) Is that the case now at the R. J. Walcott,
Penitentiary 2–I believe the diet has been altered,
Esq.
and perhaps they are worked a little harder now, this
12 Mar. 1866,
was in the reign of Mr. Dantry.
40,623. Do you remember a case in St. James',

tº

*
4.

º

º

--

40,615. That is the jury system —That is the jury
system.

where the marks of a cord were left in a man's neck?

40,616. With regard to criminal cases 3–It is the
same if a man has friends on the jury, either black
or coloured men, there is not the slightest chance of
being convicted, because by challenges they can get

—I have heard of such a thing ; I believe there the

their friends there.

40,617. (By the Commission.) Have not white men
the same chance —No, there are so few ; I should

say four-fifths are made up of black men. I think a
white man has a good chance of being hanged.
40,618. You do not think trial by jury a success 2
–No, not as at present constituted. I think the
whole of the criminal business of the country should
go through the Crown alumost, and it should be by
information. The grand jury system should be
abolished, and the intelligence and respectability of
the country should be used on the petty juries.
40,619. (By Mr. Payne.) With regard to grand
juries don't you find the same remark apply 3–Only
in cases where parties have been beaten or murdered,
for stealing growing produce ; the recent bill arose
from the case which has been mentioned.

There was

not sufficient amount of punishment to deter people
from these larcenies, and people took the law into
their own hands.

A man was shot running out of a

provision-ground at St. Mary's, the proprietor of the
ground shot him and he died; the Clerk of the Peace
sent in a bill before the grand jury, a bill for murder.
The grand jury threw it out, and returned another
bill for manslaughter, and in fact they had to move
for change of renºte, because the Clerk of the Peace

said they could never get a verdict before a St. Mary's
Jury.

grand jury threw out the bill, those all arose out of
petty larceny cases.
40,624. (Mr. Lynch.) You were asked just now
with regard to Custodes and those officials of the
parish to which Mr. Hewitt alluded, do you remem
ber Mr. Hewitt saying this, that the Custos of that

parish (St. James) had not the confidence of the

40,626. Has he the

confidence of

the better

40,627. And has for a very great number of years?
—Oh, for many years.
40,628. You spent the early part of your life in
40,629. Do you think that looking at the small
ness of the population in this country, that of the
upper class, that there is a greater degree of im
morality amongst them, than amongst the people in
England and France —I should say not.
40,630. Do you think there is more ?—I should
say the people here are generally moral people ; the
upper classes of society, generally speaking, taking
them as a whole, quite as much so even as moral
England, taking England as the standard of morality.
40,631. (Commission.) Can you tell me whether
Friday the 13th of October, when you say you met
Mr. Gordon here, was the day appointed for the
argument of “Gordon v. Kettelhodt f"—It was ; it

was the day that he expected the argument; it
would in fact have been argued on that day.
40,632. Then Mr. Gordon's coming over here
might be connected with the fact that the case was
going to be argued upon that day ?—I don't think so,
because it was a purely legal argument. Mr. Gordon
could not assist his counsel at all on the subject. He
said his reason for coming was to attend the Petty

his legs, and several of his ribs ; he was taken to the

hospital in a very dangerous state, and was there for
six or eight months. Three times was a bill sent in
against those three men for illusage, and three times
the grand jury threw out the bill.

40,621. (Commission.) Do you think the bill lately
passed, by which the punishment of whipping is im
posed, will be attended with good results —I think it
would be attended by very beneficial results, it would

deter the idol vagabond who steals from his indus
trious neighbour; the fear of corporeal punishment is

the only thing that has any effect upon the negro. If
he is sent to the Penitentiary he rather likes it, he
gets well fed, and very little to do.

The general

Penitentiary at Kingston is no punishment to a negro.
There used to be a district prison at Falmouth, and a

º

England and France I believe – I did.

40,620. What became of this case ?—I don't know.

him most unmercifully, broke both his arms and both

f

classes —Certainly, no doubt about that.

Then I know another case; a man was found with

canes by the watchman. One or two of the labourers on
the estate and this watchman caught the man and beat

º

people —He did.
40,625. Is that true or not ?—I cannot say. I
know he is a man very much respected in the parish.
As to whether he has the conſidence of the people,
I cannot say.

|

Sessions.

40,633. He did go in to the solicitor to ask about
the case ?—He went to ask about the costs.

40,634. You were asked by Mr. Payne whether
certain sections of society were not immoral. You
said you understood they were most of them married.
Do you limit morality to the possession of matri
mony —No ; I don't say that. I was talking with
reference to what Mr. Hewitt said, that they were
living in concubinage. A man cannot live in con
cubinage when he is married, unless he is living in
open adultery.

The witness withdrew.

Joseph Wood (coloured) sworn and examined.
mile ; to the works is about a mile ; but the house
40,635. Do you live at Hordley —Yes.
40,636. At the estate there 2–Yes.
is about three-quarters of a mile, on a rising.
40,637. Is that in St. Thomas in the East 2–
Yes.

yº.

40,644. Did you hear anything uttered in the

noise —Yes, I heard loud shouts and high talking
Were you book-keeper at the estate 2–

amongst the people there.

es.

40,639. You have been so for three years 2–Yes.

40,640. During the night which passed between
the 12th and 13th of October were you in the Mill
House on the estate 2–Yes, I was.
yºu. Did any noise attract your attention ?—
CS.

40,642. In what direction was it 2–In the direc
tion of

Amity Hall estate.

40,643. How far is that from Hordley –About a
f

40,645. Did you hear anything called out 2–Yes,
I heard the cry of “Colour for colour,” and when
they surrounded the house they cried out, “Hip,
hurrah! Sebastopol is taken.”

40,646. That was while they were yet at Amity
Hall —Yes, at Amity Hall.
40,647. Did you see any light of torches 2–
Yes ; I saw the front and the back doors and the
windows.
5 O3
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they broke into the house.

=

*

!

º
e
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moved the ladies from where I had left them to
another safe spot.

40,667. Did you continue with the ladies and
children 2–Yes; I took them into the bushes a good

way in, and I went and looked for Mr. Harrison, and
by the time I went back Mrs. Harrison had found

her way on to the Rhine, and Mrs. Shortridge stopped
at St. Lucea with some of the labourers there in the

cottages; the next morning I got a carriage and
brought Mrs. Shortridge and her children to the
Rhine to the soldiers.

40,650. How long was this going on ?–Fully a
quarter of an hour or more.
40,651. Did you hear any cry about where they
intended to go to ?—After they had finished in the

when you heard the people at Amity Hall ?–In the

house some one said “Hordley!” and another said,

Mill-house at Hordley.

“Holland!” “Hordley! Holland!” was the cry; then
they were still, and then they said, “Hordley!” Our
people came down and gave Mr. Harrison notice that
he must clear out of the house because they were
determined to come to Hordley that night and
murder all the ladies and book-keepers and over

*

º

40,648. Did you command a view of the house
from where you were —Yes, a full view of it.
40,649. What did you hear uttered at that time —
I heard a voice say, “ Come out there you d
d
brute! Come out there, we want you this night and
we must have you.” Some went to the back door
and some went to the front, and they raised a light
to put to the eaves of the house, but it seems as fast
as it was put up some one pulled it down, and then

40,668. You continued with them there 2–Yes,

40,669. (Mr. Gorrie.) Where were you standing
40,670. That was the nearest you were to Amity
Hall ?—Yes,

40,671. What distance is it?—It must be three.

quarters of a mile but there is a short cut to the
house by a right-hand road.
40,672. Hordley is somewhat under the hill?—

seers in the house.

—Yes, Hordly works are below, and the house is on

40,652. Did Mr. Harrison go out 2–He did not
want to go but with persuasion they got him out; he
said he did not believe the people would be so

the hill.

wicked.

must have been eight or nine.

º

I

*

t

t

-
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40,653. Then did the ladies and the children go
i

*

,
t

out 2–Yes, and we were no time out of the house
when they came.

40,654. How many went out 2–24 with the ladies

s

*

and children; we were not out five minutes before
!

º

-

-

-

:

|
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the house was surrounded.

40,655. How many came 2—A good quantity—a

|
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40,656. What did they proceed to do —As they
got into the house they commenced to smash and

40,677. Were there any men who came to warn
you, among them —Yes.
40,678. How many came to warn you?—First One,
and then about five or six ; those people who came first
went up to the hall where these men were plundering
and came back and gave us notice, besides that we

destroy everything.

40,657. Were you assisted in removing the people
out of the house, before they came, by Diana Black
wood 2–Yes.

I took the ladies round into the grass piece and hid

was at the back of the trash house, but I could hear
the cries, “ Colour for colour!” that was the con

º

-

º
º
º

º
t

º
*

*
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*

º

º
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number there during the day, but they all went back
to the other estates.

them in a large bamboo tree.
40,659. Were you near enough to hear what was
going on 2–Not exactly, because the bamboo tree

.

40,674. How many book-keepers?—There were
three book-keepers on the property.
40,675. How many men altogether went away to
shelter themselves, including book-keepers and every
one –There must have been eight or nine of us.
40,676. Was there not more ?—There were a good

tremendous lot.

40,658. Did you remain there while the people
were doing this mischief, or what became of you ?—

º

40,673. How many men were there at Hordley
at the time the ladies went into the bush —There

tinual cry while the smashing was going on.
40,660. How long did you remain in the bamboo
tree?—We remained till daylight, just as the day
was lighting, and then we took away the ladies.
40,661. What became of them —They came up to
Diana Blackwood's house. We had not been up
there any time before one of her brothers came up
and gave me information and called out to her,
“ Sister, clear the ladies, make haste, for mercy
“ sake, otherwise all of them murder, for the people
“ have sworn to murder them, and they have sworn
“ to have them, and they are coming back to have
“ them this day.”
40,662. What time was that ?—Between 9 and 10

º
o'clock.
º

-

had men in the works.

40,679. How many ?—About three.
40,680. That would be nine, and you had about

eight that went for shelter who were in the house?
—Yes.

40,681. That would be altogether about 17 men,
who were in one party, who were friendly to each
other?—Yes, but they cleared out before the peºple
came there.

40,682. (Commission.) Those 17 were labourers?
—Yes; the coppersmiths were working on the estates
at the time, they had no arms at all.
40,683. What was the exact number that came to

Hordley —There must have been fully 500 or 600,
for while some were at Hordley House, the rest were
at Amity Hall top house.

40,684. (Mr. Gorrie.) The 500 or 600 includes
women I suppose —Yes, a tremendous gang of
them.

40,685. (Commission.) I am talking of those who
came to break up the house?—Yes.

40,686. Were they women as well as men?—Yes.
40,687. Did you see if the women had anything in

*

their hands —I could not see them because I was at

*

º

40,663. Did you take them out 2—They came
out, and we took them into the bush into a gully.
40,664. Did you return to that house ?—No, I did

the back of the trash house, and while I was back

there three men just rose up, and as I got behind th:

t

not.

-

º

º
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º
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*º *

or they would have murdered her, not finding the

ladies I saw three men come at the back of our mill

ladies.

house to a heap of bamboos as if they were searching

40,665. What became of you ?—I took them into

-

s

Diana Blackwood herself had to clear out,

they called out, “Colour for
colour!
”
and
they
chased
me, and I made a circuit
people come into; the village and they asked a woman
where the ladies were, and she said she did not know. round into the cane-piece and came round to the ladies
a gully and I got up on a rising and I heard the

The man said, “You lie, you know where them is ;
“tell me or I will kill them, and I will kill you if
“ you don't tell me.”

º
*

for us. I said, “Is this Duffus " I called “Duffus!"
three times and then

40,666. What became of them then 2–They went

again.

40,688. They chased you?—Yes.

40,689. You took them away through the cane.
piece 7–Yes. I took them in a different direction
from where the ladies were.

on to Amity Hall and Manchioneal, and then I re
The witness withdrew.

º
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DIANA BLAckwood (black) sworn and examined.
house. I said, “Yes sir, you must come out of the
40,690. Do you live at Hordley House —Yes.
40,691. Do you remember the night when the
rebels came there –Yes, the row commenced about
12 o'clock.

40,692. How long have you worked there 2–I was
head-woman on the gang.

40,693. How long have you worked there —From
a little child.

house, they are going to rob and thief.”

D. Blackwood.

40,704. I want to know whether you heard any of
these people who came round the liquor store say

12 Mar. 1866.

anything about the buckra women —They said,
“ they want the buckra men to kill,” but they don't
want them now they will have them afterwards. I hid

the women in the cane till 5 o'clock in the morning

40,694. Were you born in Jamaica —Dorn in
Hordley estate.

40,695. Are you a married woman —No. I am
a young creature.
40,696. Do you remember the night the men came
there 2–Yes, the 5th morning of the month, in
October ; about 150 labourers were before me work

and took them home to my house.
40,705. Did they say anything as to what they
would do with the women —They said they will
kill the men, and afterwards some of the women

belong to them, to live with.

40,706. Have you got a house near Hordley —My
house is about half a mile.

40,707. Did you take any of the ladies to your

ling.

70,697. Are you the head-woman 2–Yes.

house 2–I took them and hid them, 24 of them.

40,698. When the people came up to Hordley, did

40,708. Did you hear the rebels were coming to

they break into the liquor store ?—I am coming on to

your house after that f-Yes, one of my brothers

that, they broke through Mr. Eavarely's 150 people
about 12 o'clock they get to Golden Grove. Mr.
Harrison the employer told me to tell them not to go,
he would not let the good people go among the bad ;
four of them got away from me and went.
40,699. Were you there at the time they broke
into the liquor store ?–Yes.
40,700. Did you hear any of them say anything

came and gave me alarm.
40,709. Did they come to your house ?—They go
to Manchester and afterwards them come to my

about the buckra women —They broke through Mr.

house.

40,710. Many of them —Yes.
40,711. Looking for what * – Looking for the
buckra women. I went out of my house into the
bush, and I could see them, not far from the house.

40,712. (Mr. Gorrie.) Do you know Patrick Black
wood —Yes.

Hire's house, and killed Mr. Hire.

40,701. You were not there —I was just about

40,713. Is he a brother of yours ?—Yes, my little

there.

brother.

40,702. You were not in the room 2–No.
40,703. Did you hear anything said by any of them
at the time they broke into the liquor store ?—When
they killed Mr. Hire, they fire a gun and say “Hip !
hip, hurrah! we have taken Sebastopol!” and when
them fire off the gun, they kill Mr. Hire, and when
them done they said “Hordley Hordley !” and the

40,714. Did he keep the liquor store ?–Yes, and
when they broke the house they went down to the
liquor store and broke that.
40,715. Do you recollect the Maroons coming to
that liquor store afterwards 2—No.
40,716. Did you see the Maroons when they came
to Hordley —No. I went to Bath. I wish to state
that the labourers grumble all about by the river,
and say that Governor Eyre is going to be hanged
and punished because the soldier come and run them
down, and go after them.

other party said “Holland

FORTIETH
DAY.

Holland ' " And Mr.

Harrison sent Alexander Paterson to bid them not to

trouble the estate, and them said they must come, and
Mr. Harrison said he would not come out of the

The witness withdrew.

J. S. William

Joseph Ston E WILLIAMs, Esq. sworn and examined.

yº. Are you Advocate-General of Jamaica

Esq.

—

who complained of the state of the country and also

40,718. And a member of the Assembly *—Yes,

demagogues had been going throughout the whole

es.

assigned as a reason for its then condition that

for the county of Westmoreland, and have been so

country and exciting the people to insubordination,

for the last six or seven years.
40,719. (Mr. Walcott.) Were you present at the

by stories of oppression by the Government, and the

Council of War held on the 12th of October 2–1 was.

40,720. Do you know how many persons were
present there 2–1 should think fully 30, of all classes

enormity of taxes.
40,723. Was martial law proclaimed –It was,

with the general approbation of the whole of the
members then composing the Council of War. I may

of the comunity, from the highest to the lowest, of state that previous information, when I was there the
persons entitled to be there. I may state I was there evening before, had been brought by Mr. Miller. He
on the previous evening,
40,721. That Council of War was held I believe,

was examined and cross-examined by Colonel Nelson,
who was sitting on the Governor's right, and by
Major-General O'Connor.
40,724. Mr. Miller of Serge Island 2–Yes. He

for the purpose of ascertaining whether martial law
should be proclaimed in the island or not ?—It was
held for that purpose, whether a martial law should stated, that to the best of his belief a considerable
be proclaimed or not, and if proclaimed, in what number of the magistrates had been killed and
districts it should be proclaimed.

wounded and been put to flight, and that some of the

40,722. Was martial law proclaimed *—It was pro police and Volunteers had been killed and wounded,
claimed, upon the Governor of the colony having and that as a body they were incapable of offering
submitted the information which he had received

any assistance.

He also stated that he had come

from various gentlemen living in St. Thomas in the through large bodies of people armed in different
East, and elsewhere, as to the state of the country, ways, to the extent, I think he said, of about 5,000.
and he left it for them to decide whether there should

Mr. Drummond was 'sent for, who had also fled; I
don't know whether he came or not. Next morning
in what districts it should be. Several members before the Council of War was held, another gentle
addressed the board and amongst them the Chief man whose name was Testard came and reported the

be martial law proclaimed or not, and if proclaimed,

Justice, who read the whole clause which explained
the operation of the law, and also the Attorney
General, and Mr. Charles Levy who strongly insisted

state of the country about White Horses and the

upon Kingston being also included, and Mr. Constan

island during the continuance of martial law —The

tine Bourke, and the speaker, Mr. Charles Jackson,

military force in the colony so far as could be ascer

Eleven Mile Tavern.

40,725. Do you know anything of the state of the
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tained, was not more than about 1,050 men at first; in
the last rebellion in 1832, I think the forces in the
colony were five regiments. It was known that the
police force was wholly inadequate to meet any
extraordinary exigency of the country, and that also
to a considerable extent the Volunteers were without

ammunition ; that state of things continued during
martial law, and I believe so until the arrival of fresh

apart, there are not two interests in the planters
and the people. The only antagonistic influences
are those of the placemen and the public. The
first have to fight for salary against the latter,

struggling for salvation. It is now (writing from

-

*

*
“
tº

plunderings of the South. The coming year is
fraught with a momentous struggle, with matter
lying deeper than mere surface indication gives
warning to. Does the Government really under.
stand the signs of the times : Is it blind to the

outbreak 2–No.

40,729. Had you any knowledge of the state of the
country before martial law was proclaimed 2–I beg
to hand in to the Commission articles written in the

“County Union” newspaper, commencing from No. 5,
down to 82, 5, 36, 37, 41, 48, 50, 60, 61, 72, 73, 76,

pointed at.

*.

*

this locality) the North against the South, the
North fighting to protect its homesteads and its
‘ acres, its people and its position, from the merciless

troops in the island; in fact the whole country was
uterly unsafe, the relative state of the population
being taken into consideration.
40,726. Do you know whether there was any avail
able force to supply the wants of other counties
besides St. Thomas in the East —I based my opinion
in coming to a conclusion as to the amount of forces
upon the public circumstances that were within my
knowledge.
40,727. (Commission.) You would derive your
knowledge of the forces of the island as a member of
Assembly *—Yes; I can give you one example. I
moved a resolution in the House of Assembly as to
the unprotected state of the Colony.
40,728. (Mr. Walcott.) Was that previous to the

and 82, in which doctrines were preached and published
that must have had their effect upon the minds of the
people. In at least five of those articles the revolu
tions that took place in 1835 and 1836 are plainly

“g

.

40,730. (Commission.) Where is the “County
Union” published 2–Montego Bay.
40,731. That is Mr. Levien’s paper ?—Yes. Here
is an article headed “Our Perdition Mongers.”

*

*

*

. . ..

fact that in St. James, where the collector of dues

*:

is rigorous in the exaction of taxes—where no
mercy is shown to the labouring population—man
after man, convictions upon convictions, preferred
to be dragged by violence from home and all its
social blessings rather than pay the enormous impositions placed upon them through the monstrons
taxation that exists 2 Can it close its eyes to the
fact that labouring men are willing to go to gaol
for three months rather than pay the 11s, tax upon
a horse or the wheelage upon a cart; what does it
suppose the year 1866 (with 1865 before its eyes)
will do
Will those martyrs who went to prison
in preference to paying taxes pay them more
readily then * We tell the Government there is
brewing a settled determination that will fill the
prisons with victims to its fatal persistence in the
course it is adopting. There will be no violent
outbreak; that would be wrong, and he who coun
selled it the worst friend the people had. But

•

4:
*

*

“t
•
•

*
º,
*
*

ai

there will be a stolid determination to refuse to pay

--

what it would be rank oppression to levy for, and

is

this we care not to be considered the adviser of

probable,” and after commenting upon the circular of
the Hon. George Solomon on the then state of the
island, it goes on in this way, “And unless we much

We take upon ourselves whatever of temerity there
may be in our counsel, satisfied that the people will
support us in what is right and constitutional For
the Legislature to perpetuate another year the
wanton
extravagance
of the
pasta ;taxation
for thisexceed.
colony
to demand
from a ruined
people
ing in amount the utmost value of the entire crop
of sugar raised within it. What is this but a
national wrong calling upon the country by every
principle of self-preservation to resist, Who will
tell us that anything short of organized action can
avail, if Jamaica is to be trampled on and de
vastated
A. Butler, with his army in possession
of conquered Spanish Town, could scarce dictate

|

“ mistake, the throes of that social convulsion that

harder terms than, yearly, the Governor and his

-

“ will “upheave Jamaica' in 1866 are silently com
“mencing their work. In the recesses of the moun
“ tains—in the solitude of the wastes—in the planter's
“ house, and in the labourer's cottage, here, there,
“everywhere, the light of reason is breaking over the
“ intellect of the island. Men begin to ask each

• advisers wring from us, with a Government

40,732. What is the date of that ?—The 17th of

January 1865. After speaking about the Governor
and other matters, it says, “What hope then is there,

“beyond the revolution ea necessitate, that must dis
“ close itself in 1866,” that is to begin with.
40,733. What number of the paper is that ?—No. 5.

I will call the attention of your Excellency and the
Royal Commissioners to the article of the 9th of May
1865, No. 36 ; that article is headed, “Possible not

º
*

º

ºd

#
s:
it.

*1
4.

responsible to the people for their misprisonage of
rule.

Clearly the hour has arrived when we are

called upon to act in amity, we would live to act at
all. If another year is to give to another Morales

º

“ other if their broad acres are to be swallowed up by

(the infamy of this gift is beyond all others) another
1,500l., if another year is to give to the Governor

“ the State Church—if the homesteads of their

another 30,000l. to be shared out to the Lindos and

º

“ fathers or the acquirements of their industry are to
“ be available only for taxation ? If they are to yield

Branos (our pen halts, sickened at their namesiſ

w

“ only what will give food to the locusts of placedom

State Church—if another year is to keep up."
farce of those legal atrocities, Ker and Cargill-

•

then another year will see what past years have nºt
had
thetocourage
to display.
It awillpeople
see is people
driven
desperation;
do what
forced

º

*
*

another year is to raise another 45,000l. for the

“ and the parasites of the Queen's House ? The
“ starving peasantry naturally demand what, to
“ them, was the late Speaker of Assembly, that
3,000 of their body should have had to pay
“ 10s. each upon a horse, that he should have a

&&

princely gift of 1,500l. from a pauper people. For

to do, and generally accomplishes in the depth."
its despair.” In the “County Union" of the 25th

it is clear that just that number might have been

May 1865, No. 41, I call attention to the two lºt

paragraphs; I don't know that they are particularly
strong, but I call the attention of the Commission º
and also an article headed “A Precious Judg;
the iniquitous 45,000l. per annum for a church not them,
wanted, or, if required, well able to find a voluntary which contains comments upon the conduct ºf Mr.
support from those who need it. The times require Justice Ker, and Mr. Justice Cargill also. In this

*

*

si
|

“ relieved of that sum if Mr. Morales had not been
there to take it. So with other grants; so with

gt

journalism to speak out boldly. The axe should be paper of 20th June 1865, No. 48, there is a paragº!"

“ laid to the tree of corruption, and if the Govern
“ ment—if the country—will not do what is required

headed, “Singular Warning,” and it purports tº ".
the copy of a placard which was stuck upon a whar

“ the people must hew it down for themselves.” The gate in the town of Lucea, copied from the “Falmº"
next one is “Looking forward,” dated the 12th May
1865, and the number is 37 (reading) “Metaphor

Post” (reading). “The Falmouth Post of Friday!"
publishes the subjoined prophetic warning, info"
**

*
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“ing its readers that it was posted up upon a wharf
“ gate in the town of Lucea — Nearly a year since
“‘ I saw the vision. I heard a voice speaking to me
“‘ in the year 1864, saying, ‘Tell the sons and

down, he says this, “It has been withheld from them,
“ notwithstanding—kept back with a strong hand;
“ tainted with the odour of fear, lest the truth, the
“ stern truth, that shows the ruin and mal-govern

** *

daughters of Africa that a great deliverance will

“ment of the colony, should be testified to in Vere as

** -

take place for them from the hand of opposition,'
for said the voice ‘They are oppressed by Govern
ment, by magistrates, by proprietors, by mer

“ it has already been evidenced in St. James, Han
“ over, Kingston, and other places not cursed by the
“ evil presence of a bad daring like that of Mr. Mac

… .
… *
-- -

chants,’ and this voice also said, “Tell them to

“ Kinnon.”

- -

call a sºlemn assembly and to sanctify themselves
for the day of deliverance which will surely take

planters in Bermudas. In the paper of 1st August
1865, No. 60, is this article (reading):—
“The 31st anniversary of freedom breaks upon
Jamaica this day heralded by no glad recognition; by

** *
- *
-- -- ** *
-- a
-- i.
** *
-- … … .
** *
** tº .
… … .

place ; but if the people will not hearken I will
bring the sword into the land to chastise them for
their disobedience and for the iniquities which
they have committed. And the sword will come
from America. If the people depend upon their
arms and upon our Queen, and forget Him who
is our God they will be greatly mistaken, and the
mistake will lead them to great distresses.” At
that time I kept silent, but yet the thought of
what the voice told me was always bearing on my
mind to speak about it. Shame or fear seems to
have kept me back, but the Great Being who rules
all things reminds me again to proclaim it aloud.
The cºlamity which I see coming upon the land
will be so grievoº's and so distressing that many

“‘ will desire to ſº.

But great will be the deliver

“‘ ance of the sons and daughters of Africa, if they
*

“‘ humble th: mselves in sackcloth and ashes, like the
children of Nineveh before the lord our God ;

Then it refers to the distress of the

*-

“ no welcome from the 400,000 souls to which such a

“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

memorial should be a holiday of triumph, freshening
the hearts of every sentient being to whom it speaks
of freedom from oppression ; freedom from the lash ;
freedom of Englishmen, in its broadest latitude and
most expansive form. Almost with funeral sadness
does it break upon the community, awakening no one
end responsive to the eventful chronicles; by the
Government and Governor it has been most haply
seized upon to remind a starving and impoverished
people, a people told to work continuously when
even the higher interests are halting in despair, that
only is the great commemorative, day by day par
ercellence fixed upon to commence the collection of
taxes, but that ‘under a penalty of 40s.’ each per
son who pays his taxes shall be compelled to take

“ out a licence from the Clerk of the Peace, to use or

… .

but if we pray truly from our hearts, and humble
**

ourselves, we have no need to fear ; if not the
** *
** *

enemy will be cruel, for there will be Gog
and Magog to battle. Believe me. A SoN of

‘‘ AFRICA.’”

40,734. That is a letter is it not ?–No, it is put in

the editorial portion of the paper, but it purports to
be a placard stuck up at a wharf at Lucea, and copied
from the “Falmouth Post.”

The writer adds this—

“A very singular production (not prediction) is the
“ above, whoever written by.”

“ occupy the house or article for which he shall (under
“ heavier penalties if he do not pay) to pay, as re
“ quired by the law.” Then it goes on in another
passage, “For 17 years that we have pursued our pre
“ sent avocation, never has it been our painful task to
“ chronicle such a first of August as the present one.
“By no one interested in the island can it be wel
“ comed. To no one interest has it brought a note
“ other than of blackest melancholy and pain. The
“ entire island reels under the pressure of a national
“ distress impossible to be ignored, since, by the men

“ dacious audacity of a government, bolstered up by
40,735. That is the cditor's remark —Yes.

This

is a paper of the 27th of June 1865, No. 50. The
article is headed “Sowing the Whirlwind.” it is in

relation to the parish of Vere; the article is very long.
40,736. Perhaps you will select any passage that
you think important —I think that will be hardly
fair to the editor, or the paper, as it runs all through

the article (reading): “Very suspicious and fraught
“ with ugly flavour is it, when the real state of the
“colony is sought to be concealed by officials who,
“from their high position, compromise, as it were,
“ the Government through their actions. The Hon.
“Louis MacKinnon is a member of the Privy Coun
“cil, holding also the Custodeship of Vere. We can

“scarcely imagine that his deliberate action, in exer
“cise of functions belonging to the last named office,
“ has not a connexion with his first otiiciality—that if

“ as Custos he adopts a particular line of policy, he is
“ not equally prepared to defend it elsewhere as ema.

“ those who from the pulpit tell the people that by
“ the sweat of their brow they are to earn their bread.
“What, pray, are the prospects for the planters of
1866 : What hopes have business men for 1866 °
What cheer is there in the horizon for mechanics,
*

.

for tradesmen, for shopkeepers, in 1866 Worst here
“ all ; with these loopholes so obstructed, what is
“ there for the laboring population, the masses of
“ the country, for the coming year * We care not to
“ place upon paper the sad forebodings that break
“ upon the public ear; we restrain, from prudence
“ sake, from giving repetition here to the more than
“ mutterings of disaffection that are borne upon the
“ breath of discussion, and openly spoken of as threat
“ening the community for a time with civil discord
“ of the most obnoxious sort. Yet here is Montego
“ Bay, there are secret whisperings savouring of
“ alarm, and it will be well for the authorities to be

“ he risks an outbreak and commotion, the end of
“ which it is difficult to calculate on ; when we are

“ upon their guard to meet the unconcealed discontent
“ that stalks abroad. Not one but several unsigned let
“ ters, breathing inflammatory matter, and addressed
“ to parties in business in this town, have been picked
“ up, and although we have every confidence in the
“ loyalty and good sense of the great body of the
“ black people, by which the town is populated, for
“ ruin to any one class is ruin to them also, yet in
“ all society there is an undercurrent of ruffianism,
“ that does mischief careless of consequences, and in
“utter disregard of law and order. Nor is the spirit

“ assured that sooner than permit a constitutional
“ demonstration to discuss its grievances and make

“ of discontent and disaffection confined to the town
“ alone. I&umours are as current as talk can make

“ the state of the colony known to the mother country,
“ he prefers to jeopardise the quiet of his precinct,

“ them, that in country districts there have been

“nating from that “wisdom, loyalty, and discretion'

“ that is sought from him and his confreres, as the
“best advice the Governor can receive from him as

“privy councillor.

When, therefore, we find that the

“Custos of Were unhesitatingly risks the peace of the

“island, and provokes a people, proverbial for their
“loyalty, into rank rebellion, against authority—
“ when we learn that sooner than allow free discussion

“ rageous conduct is connived at by the Government

“ gatherings and drillings of the people, that the col
“ lection of taxes is to be the signal for a general
“ opposition to it ; a report not calculated to impart

“ and that he is playing a dangerous game underthe

“quiet to the neighbourhoods in which it freely circu

“we cannot but arrive at the conclusion that his out

immediate sanction and direction of the Governor

“lates.

That there will be a dogged resistance,

“ himself.” Then in another passage, a little lower “ that the mass of the peasantry have determined to
5 P
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“ be no voluntary giving in ; that taxes will be col
lected only by the sternest exercise of the law's
“ power, we earnestly believe. The last year, in
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“shadowing forth what would be the action of the

-

i

serve out their time in gaol rather than pay their
“annual imposts upon their property; that there will

“
“
“
“
“

present Government in its wanton extravagance,
in its 1,500l. to a Morales, in its 30,000l. to a slip
dock, in its 5,000l. to America mail service, in its
squandering of the tax-payers’ thousands regardless
of the universal poverty abroad, has only itself to

“ blame that it is so.

The Governor, secluded in his

“ mountain residence, has wilfully closed his eyes to
the stormy signs that have gathered round him;
while the Executive Committee alive only to raising
“ of the money have raised it, callously regardless to
“ the difficulty with which the collection must be at
“ tended. We shall see where it is to come from, how
“ it is to be accumulated ; but we much fear the ex

“ perience will be fraught with deep anxiety before it
be a thing accomplished.” There is an article

&

on the Were meeting, which the Commissioners are
aware took place on the 4th of September ; it is in

paper No. 72, 12th of September 1865, headed “Com
ing Events.” If the Commissioners have the Vere
resolutions I will not read it, because it is written on

the Vere resolutions. In the “County Union,” No.
73, dated 13th of September 1865, in an article headed
“Heavy Taxation,” there are these words:—“If to
“ the planters such a tax is unjust, doubly so will it
“ be if any portion is thrown upon the people. Of
“ this we must be watchful.

It is plain that the taxes

“ of this year are not being gathered in ; that the
“ people are not paying up, and that as yet the screw
“ of police information has not been applied to en
“ force them.

It is clear that Government does not

“ care to hazard the quiet of the community by mak
“ing seizures and lodging informations. Where is the
“ deficit, that will naturally arise, to come from ? Our

“ advices from Spanish Town say that there are al
“ ready rumours of an additional five per cent. con
“ templated upon now enumerated articles. We
“ should not care to be the minister who would dare

“ propose the addition of a fraction's duty on the pre
“sent scale of the tariff. The country cannot and
“ the people must not, will not bear it. Unless there
“ be a palpable and sterling reduction made upon the
“ expenditure of the country there will be a social
“ revulsion that no Mr. Eyre can stem. It will not be
“ the ignorant rabble led by mob orators; it will not be
“ the ravings of demagogues, nor the rant of radical
“ radicalism. Journalism like ours will have pre
“ pared him for the event; for an universal cry from

“settle if he is permitted to continue to make his own
“ law, his own gross ignorance, and his own headstrong
“ passion, the means of forcing men who have nº
“ earthly desire to infringe the law, into resistance of
“ it. We will give a few instances of his conduct."
40,737-8. How is the word “resistance" printed?—
Italicised. I may also state that I know of there

being large gatherings of the people, the lower order,
at various meetings, headed in some cases by people
who had presided at other meetings, the same who
presided in St. Thomas in the East presided in St.

Ann's ; the same person presided at many meetings.
40,739. Did that article you have just read come
out immediately after the murder in Saint Thomas in
the East 3–Yes.

40,740. In that same paper ?—Yes, in the same
paper.

40,741. (Commission.) Are there any newspapers
published in Saint Thomas in the East —No; there
is an article, I don’t know whether I have it here,
which states that this paper was largely circulated
among the lower classes there.

There was the

“Watchman " once in existence.

40,742. (Mr. Walcott.) As member of Westmore.
land, did you in August last have any communications
as to the state of feeling in that part of the island, at
that time —I doubt very much whether it was in
August ; but during the latter portion of last year I
had representations, more particularly from the moun
tain districts, and in consequence of these representa
tions I afterwards applied to Governor Eyre to allow
troops to be stationed in that neighbourhood, which
was within one mile of the place where the rebellion
broke out in 1832.

40,743. At Morant Bay ?—No. In Westmoreland.
I applied in consequence of information I received,
being member for the parish and having the control
of some properties in that neighbourhood. I was the
more anxious about it and there were only, I believe,
about 17 white families and from 5,000 to 10,000 of the

black population round them ; they were wholly
unprotected.

40,744. Do you know anything of the system of the
administration of justice in the Petty Courts?—I do
not think that the administration of justice in the
Petty Courts in Jamaica is at all satisfactory. There

is, in the rates of the Assembly of 1864-65, page 219,
a return showing the numbers of all the magistrates in
the island, and that shows that out of the total number

of 784, there are only 463 resident in those parishes;
for instance, in St. Catherine there are 19; St.

John, 5; St. Dorothy, 9; St. Thomas ye Vale, 14;

“ one end of the island to the other for his recall.

}

&

Clarendon, 14; Vere, 14; Manchester, 25; St. Mary,
“Either he must be prepared to pioneer relief from 21; St. Ann, 29; Kingston, 52; Port Royal, 14: St.
“ the heavy burthens the people groan under, or take Andrew, 38: St. Thomas ye East, 25; St. David,9;
“ his leave of the colony ; he neither has ability, re St. George, 13; Portland, 11; Metcalfe, 20; St. Eliza.
“ solution, independence, or political honesty sufficient beth, 36; Westmoreland, 36; Hanover, 14: St. James,
“ to govern. He must rule in wisdom, or resign as 17: Grelawney, 25. The intelligent and respectable
“ against that necessity. Before another year passes portion of the community of Jamaica has very seriously
“ there will be more elements of national distress to decreased in the last few years; the consequence is

“ grapple than he dreams of . Day by day, hour by

º

“ hour, the steady ruin of the colony is accomplishing;
“ individual difficulty and embarrassment becoming a
“general feature of overwhelment, avalanche-like in
“ their entombment of all interests. The sighing of
“ the wind, the detonation of the crevasses may already
“ be heard; the clouds that betoken this approaching
“ desolation are dimly visible. Will his Excellency
“ rather be prepared to ride upon the whirlwind and
“ control the storm, or let it burst upon his head, and
“ us with all its fury "

:,
-

there are very few people who are available for *

magisterial position, one of independence, ºne of
freedom from bias in the various matters which they

have to decide; and year by year it is much tº be
this state of things will become worse. I dº
feared
not consider the magistrates themselves are sº much
to blame for their adjudications, as, from their vey
position, they are unable to form correct judgmentsin
matters which are somewhat, it may be said, adverse
to their interests. Impressed by those views, I have
done my utmost to get the Government to bring in

(Mr. Walcott.) I should wish to draw the atten

bills for stipendiary magistrates throughout the whºle

tion of the Commissioners to another article in

island, none of them to be men connected with the

the same paper, No. 82, of the 17th of October,
headed “Taxation as an engine of oppression.”

military or naval officers who could afford to come out

(Reading.) “We venture to assure the Government

here and be stationed in the different parishes; the

“ that the conduct of the collector of dues is gather
“ing a storm in this locality which will be hard to

lower orders of the population will not trust the nº
who lives in the same parish, and who may be look

country. It would be much preferred if there were
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upon as

their employer, and to some extent their
masters, no matter how well justice may be ad

lately passed by the Legislature for the purpose of
protecting parties against frivolous actions, but it

ministered.

turned out a dead letter ; it was found difficult to

40,745. (Commission.) How many stipendiary
magistrates do you think would be required 2–If it

carry it out.
40,759. (Commission.) Do you not think it would
be attended with advantage to pay the clerk of the
peace, the person in whom all these offices are wested,
by income rather than by fees —Yes.
40,760. And that they should be paid on the
stamps and not as fees —Yes; the fee system is a
source of very great agitation, especially to an ex
citable people. I think if it precluded the working of
the Police Act in Kingston the revenue would, to a
certain extent, lose by it.
Returns do exist

is carried out at all it should be carried out well.

I

think at least one in each parish.
40,746. That would be 22 °–Yes; the districts
are so extensive that one man could not do all the
work.

40,747. But would it not be better to divide the
island into fresh districts 2–Yes, and that was con

templated by the bill that was brought in by the late
Governor. I may mention that that was not the only
attempt that was made.
40,748. Is that the bill 2––Yes, that is one bill that
was introduced.

40,749. Do you think a stipendiary magistrate going
about his district and holding Petty Sessions periodi
cally once a month would be attended with advantage :

—Most certainly. One great complaint is the dilatory
nature of the administration of justice in this country.
40,750. Do you think that would be obviated by

Mr. Barret, member for

Trelawney, joined in a representation to his Excel
various localities.

I think the letter is in existence.

We framed a deputation and presented it to Governor
Eyre.
40,761. When was that ?—I think it must have been

40,752. Do you think the Vestry system an incon
venient one *—There is not, in my mind, the least
doubt about it; it is a source of so much agitation

that I don't think the colony, under present circum
stances, can allow it to go on, the more so as the in

telligence and respectability of the country (I can't
help saying it) is becoming fast lowered. With
regard to the administration of justice, I think the

Appeal Law is a great deal too dilatory in its opera
tion, as well as being rather more expensive than it
There is one system as connected with

the magisterial department which is utterly wrong in
point of principle, and that is the system of deputy
clerks of the peace; it divides the responsibility,
divides the emolument, and gives two supervisors
instead of one to the people who apply to them.
40,753. Would it be advantageous to do away with

Clerks of the Peace altogether —That would depend

in the beginning of October. I think it was Novem
ber, but I forget the date. Mr. Salor, Mr. Vicker,

Mir. Rayitish Smith, and myself formed a deputation,
and if I am not mistaken either troops or a vessel of
war were stationed at the port of Sanama-la-Mur. We

were complaining ofthe interior of the country; I got
a letter from Mr. Vickers on the 29th of October.

40,762. Is that it —No, it was also signed by Mr.
Lawson, a member of the Council.

40,763. (Mr. Walcott.) Do you know anything of
the working of the present jury system 2–The
parochial system is very bad indeed, it is a great deal
too much open to local bias and influence.

40,764. (Commission.) Do you think that the jury
system is not a successful institution ?–It is not, cases

are disposed of now before they are tried in many
instances.

to a considerable extent on the stipendiary magistrates

40,765. You think then that in criminal and civil

that you had, whether they were legal or non-legal

cases, trial by the judge would be better than trial by

men.

I don't see exactly how you can get rid of an

jury —I don't know how that might be carried out

officer of that kind in each parish for the petty ad

here after so long a time has passed with trial by jury,
but I think it might be modified, there are so few peo

ministration of justice as well as the criminal.
40,754. Would not a magistrates’ clerk do all the
business —One officer would do in some cases.

Now

ple who are competent to serve upon the jury, that I

think the grand jury should be abolished, except in

the clerks of the peace do the work of the clerk of cases of treason and murder ; and I think that iſ a
the magistrates,
40,755. As I understand, there is a clerk of the
peace, a magistrates' clerk, a peputy clerk of the
prace, and a clerk of the peace often acts as magis
trates clerk : do you not think it would be attended
with advantage if all those officers were consolidated

into one person 2–Yes; and there is a bill now in
operation in which the office of clerk of the peace and

clerk of the magistrate is proposed to be held by one
person.

40,756. You know that the fees are settled by the

Court was heid alternately in different parishes the
system would be improved. An attempt of that kind
was made, but unfortunately nothing could be done.
40,766. As to modifying the existing jury laws 2–
Yes, and I may mention this with regard to the deca
dence of the number of persons fitted ; in 1854 Sir
Josuah Rowe formed a Jury Bill on the basis that 21
persons qualified as grand jurors or special jurors
could be found in each of the districts of the island,
and returns moved for by me in 1864 in the House of
Assembly showed that the state of things was so

Act of the Legislature here —Yes.
40,757. Do you think that could be amended ?–I

much altered that although in 1854 the number of 21

do not think there seems to be much complaint as to

out of the whole of the 18 could give the same number

the fees, except the fees on appeal cases, which I think

of persons so qualified in 1854. The papers are on the

persons so qualified could be found, only five districts

ought to be made as low as they possibly can be, con

votes. I am prepared to show the figures. With regard

sidering the character of the litigants that come before
them, and also the nature of the matters in dispute.
40,758. (Mr. Walcott.) Don't you think there

to martial law I may state that I entirely agree with
the opinion expressed by the Attorney General as to the

should be some check to prevent frivolous appeals —

by the Chief Justice in his place in the Council of
War, when he read that Act. I thoroughly agree with

I don't know how that would operate.

12 Mar. 1866.

regard to the continuance of martial law and the state

lency the Governor as to the state of the county of
Cornwall and the necessity of having protection in

ought to be.

Esq.

of the country. I, as one of the members of a parish,
Mr. Salmon, the president of the Council, Mr. Raynes,
Mr. Smith, the Hon'ble. Mr. Vickers, Mr. Cook,
member for Saint Elizabeth, Mr. Wellesly-Bon, the

month –Yes, I think it would be a great advantage,

magistrates altogether ?—Yes.

J. S. Williams,

which show that the fees received in Kingston for

member for St. James ;

40,751. You would do away with the local unpaid

DAY.

stamps do not come up to the salary received by the
police magistrate. Would the Commissioners allow
me to mention one other fact which I forgot with

certain points being settled in these districts and the
stipendiary magistrates go there, saying about once a
not to keep them too long a time in one parish, but to
change them about as they do in the Circuit Courts
in England.

FORTIETH

A bill was

law laid down. I fully agreed with the opinion given
5 P 2
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FORTIETH
DAY.

J. S. Williams,
Esq.
12 Mar. 1866.

-

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE

the opinions that have been expressed by the Attorney
General and substantially published.
40,767. (Mr. Gorrie.) Will you look at that paper
in which the article headed “Coming event,” is, what
date is it?—The 12th of September.
40,768, Do you find in that a report of the Were
meeting 3–I think so. Yes.
40,769. Is it stated there that Mr. George William
Gordon was chairman of that meeting?—No, it is stated
that he was present, but when I referred to one gentle
man being at other meetings, that gentleman to whom

chairman's speech 2–It purports to do so, I don't
know whether it is correct or not.

40,772. I will ask you to look over the speech, and
say if he says anything about Hayti ?—I think if

there
had been, it is probable the editor of the “County
Times” would omit it.
40,773. (Commission.) Do you know the 9th Vict,
chap. 35, which is an Act to consolidate and amend the
Militia Law 2–Yes, that is the existing Act of Martial
law,

you allude was in the chair at the St. Thomas’s meet

40,774. Haye you considered the Vict, 11. chap. 7,
sec. 2, preserving the rights of judges and magistrates

ing and at the Kingston meeting.
40,770. Will you kindly read the introduction to
that report —“There was a monster gathering of the
“ people of this parish, on Monday the 4th instant,
at which a vast concourse of the people assembled.

to act in certain matters of which they can take
cognizance, as if martial law was not in force?—
There is an Act of that kind, that notwithstanding the
existence of martial law the judge may proceed with
criminal process, as though martial law had not ex

c

“ It will be recollected that the Hon. Mr. MacKinnon

isted.

“ the Custos of the parish, refused to call a public
“ meeting, or grant the use of the Court-house, al
“ leging that the requisition presented to him was not
“signed by a single magistrate or vestryman. Deter

I think it is the 21st Vict.

“mined, however, not to be baulked in expressing

I think there is a later Act than the 11th Wict.

40,775. Still reserving the rights of the judges in
civil tribunals?—Yes.

40,776. Is it ad idem with the one I mentioned?—

“ their opinion upon the state of the country, the
“ condition of the peasantry, the weight of taxation,

It is on the same subject.

“ and other matters in connexion with the Underhill

considered with regard to their right to continue
trials —I presume the Chief Justice must have been

“letter, the gathering was held in the open air under
“a large tree that sheltered the speakers. Mr.
“George W. Gordon, member for St. Thomas in the
“ East, was present, and at the move of Dr. R. G.
“ Bruce was requested to preside.”
40,771. Then you will find it goes on to give the

40,777. Was that former reserved to the judges
aware of that.

40,778. Was it explained at the time martial law
was considered —Not to my recollection, but I pre
sume the Chief Justice in explaining the law musthave
taken that into consideration.

The witness withdrew.

ſ

f

John SPENCE recalled and further examined.

J. Spence.

40,779. When you were examined here before you
began telling us something about Alec Taylor –
Yes.

40,785. Did Alec Taylor say anything at the meet.
ing 2—Yes.
40,786. What was it he said —He said that he

40,780. And you were stopped 2–Yes.
40,781. Were you invited by Alec Taylor to go to
any meeting —Yes.
40,782. Where was that meeting 2—At Church

wanted such lands for nothing.
40,787. How came he to say that, who did he sayit

to ?—I asked him what was the meeting, and he tell
me, “it was that they wanted the back lands for
nothing.”

Corner.

40,783. When was that ?—About three weeks before
the rebellion.

40,788. Did he say anything more?—Yes.
40,789 What was it?—That they were going to
kill buckra.

40,784. How many were there at the meeting —
About 100.

40,790. Was Taylor amongst the persons you said
were sworn by McLaren 2–Yes.

The witness withdrew.

A. Stewart.

ALEXANDER STEwART sworn and examined.
40,791. Are you Director of Police of the parishes
40,800. What was the nature of the information
of St. Mary and Metcalfe, and St. George's 2–Yes.
communicated to you ?—I received a copy of a notice
40,792. You were formerly Inspector of Trelawny, written in chalk on a board to the effect.
Kingston, and the town of Port Royal 7–Yes.
40,801. Was that at Port Maria —Yes, it was
40,793. How many years have you been in any of with regard to the taxes on fishing boats, that was the
those places —I joined the police in February, 1862. reason assigned.]
40,802. That board was produced by the senior
40,794. With regard to St. Mary's, during last year
have you any information which you derived from sergeant, and assigned as the reason for the disaffection

your office with regard to the state of feeling among
the people in that parish –I was given to understand
that the parish of St. Mary was in a very disaffected
state.

40,795. In what way ?—Through the senior ser

geant who resides in that parish.
40,796. What is his name 2—Kildare.
40,797. He was your Chief sergeant —He was.
::

40,798. When did you get that information from

him —Irc.ceived it in the month of July 1865.
40,799. Was that soon after you became Inspector
for St. Mary's 3–Three weeks after.

of the parish —Partly.
40,803. What else besides 2–He likewise gave in
formation that a letter had been found in which his
Honour the Custos was to have been murdered in the

i. way as

Mr. Willson was murdered at Murphy

ill.

40,804. Are these the papers you refer to (handing
some papers to the witness) –Yes, those are copies

of the papers he produced.
40,805. Do you know where the originals are:-

To the best of my belief they are in the hands of Mr.
Lindo, the Custos.

40,806. The board and the original of these papers
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were produced to show the feeling of the people in
the parish –Yes.

40,807. Did you get any other information which
led you to draw any conclusions as to the state of
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40,832. Remarks coming from what quarter 2—As
I would ride through the Bay I would hear them—
not spoken to me, but spoken so that I could hear.
40,833. But I suppose to you as an inspector the

feeling during the months prior to any example being
set elsewhere —There was one other circumstance,
the fact of some firesticks and dry cocoa-nut trash

remark —Not at all.

being found up against the door of the Court

Not at all.

remark that a policeman was a brute was not a new

FOTTIETH
DAY.
-

-

A. Stewart.
12 Mar. 1866.
-

40,834. That remark was not peculiar to 1865?–

house.

40,808. That was at Port Maria 2–Yes.

40,809. Beyond these manifestations of feeling were
you able by going round the country to see if the
people were in a sullen state, or in a disturbed or
unquiet humour —Of my own observation I saw a
marked difference.

40,833. I was rather trying to find out from any
expressions used in 1865 whether there was any dif
ference in the feeling of the populace.

Was there

anything to show a combination of the people for
collecting in bodies and making a riot ?–No.
40,836. You did not take any precautionary measure
to meet any coming event; before the example of

40,810. In their bearing 2–In their bearing.

Morant Bay excited the people did you take any

40,811. In what did it consist 3–It consisted in

steps ?—Yes, calling out the special constables.
40,837. When did you do that 2–That was done
by the order of the Custos on finding the threatening

their driving carts and wains down the middle of the
road and not getting out of the way at all, and if you
made any remark giving you very insolent rejoinders
and driving on.

40,812. With respect to the rights of the road 2–
With respect to the rights of the road.
40,813. Had you never noticed that before the
summer months of
before.

1865 —I never

noticed that

40,814. That was new to you ?—Quite new.
40,815. Had you never noticed it in the other

parishes where you had your duty to perform as
inspector —Never.
40,816. Did that continue through the summer
months 2–Yes; and these letters were continually
found through the summer months.
40,817. Other letters besides these ?—One other.
40,818. What was that ?—To the effect that Dr.

Ferguson was to look out for himself, to the best of
my recollection.

40,819. Where was that letter found 2–In Mr.
Lindo's store at Port Maria.

40,820. At the shop —At the shop.

letters.

40,838. Do you remember in what month that was 2
—I should say July or August.
40,839. Special constables were sworn in 2–Yes.
40,840. To what extent 2–To the extent, to the

best of my knowledge, of 18 for the duty in Port
Maria, for the town of Port Maria itself.

40,841. Did it go beyond that 2–No, not beyond
that district.

40,842. Did you attribute the composition of these
letters to the negro mind ; do you suppose that was
an original composition from a negro, or an attempt
to imitate their style –I should say this is similar to
what I saw in Kingston during the time I was
there.

40,843. You think that this really did emanate from
an untutored negro —I do.
40,844. And not from anyone who would sit down

and try and imitate one “Each and everyone.” . Do
you think that a phrase that would be adopted by a
negro, or is it a bad imitation ?–It is hard to say.

40,821. Who was Mr. Ferguson —The Member of
Assembly for the parish of St. Mary's.

They copy things out of newspapers.
40,845. You think their style is modelled from the

40,822. Is that letter in existence now *—I cannot
say ; I saw the copy.

correspondents of newspapers?—I cannot say about

40,823. Who showed you that?—It was forwarded
through the sergeant.

40,824. It came to you officially 3–Yes.
40,825. What did it purport to contain —That
Dr. Ferguson should be murdered in the same way as
Mr. Willson.

newspapers.

40,846. “McLean is too damned man ;” is that the

style of a correspondent of a newspaper ?—“Too
d—d manish" would be the style.

40,847. You think these are genuine —Yes.
40,848. Have you read the reverse side —No.
40,849. Just look at it (the witness read the reverse
side of the paper) —That I should say is decidedly

40,826. Did it say so in terms ?—“Serve you in the
same way as Mr. Willson was served at Murphy Hill,”

the negro ; I got a letter full of that myself the other

that was the expression.

day of the same description.

40,827. Did it assign any grounds for the threat 3–
No ground ; the previous letter mentioned the taxes
on the canoes.

40,828. Besides that, was there anything contained
in this copy letter found at Mr. Lindo's store ?–No,
except the threat thrown out against Dr. Ferguson.
40,829. Was there anything that made it appear to
you that the people were preparing by combination of
force to resist authority or to break into open rebellion,

such as unlawfully drilling?—No, I have not heard
of unlawful drilling.

;

40,850. You are positive that is from the negro 7–
Yes.

40,851. And you think that side rather confirms

your opinion of the other side —Yes.
40,852. (Mr. Walcott.) Did you see any persons
about that time who came from neighbouring parishes
before martial law 2–Before martial law I did not,
but I was informed

40,853. Officially informed —I was officially in
formed, that the man Moses Bogle was down there.

40,854. In what parish * – In the parish of
40,830. I don't mean particularly that, but anything

Metcalfe.

of the like kind 7–Nothing further than hearsay as
regards that.

40,831. Have you had any like official reports of
people gathering at night to use violent language and

excite each other to resist authority, or anything of
that kind 2–With regard to Port Maria, I have heard
various remarks about the people. If anything was
attempted to be done remarks were made that the

40,855. (Commission.) What time was that ?—
Shortly before the breaking out of the disturbances at
Morant Bay.
40,856. You did not see him there 2–No.
40,857. (Mr. Walcott.) You were Inspector of
Metcalfe then, and are so now, I believe –Yes.
40,858. Were you present when anything was said

Police
were a set of brutes, and those common-place about lands to Mr. Roger Swire 2–1 was not present
remarks.

when the language was used ; but I was present at
5 P 3
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the Court-martial ; I sat through the whole of it. I

1)AY.

heard the evidence ; the man was found guilty, and
received 50 lashes.

A. Stewart.

º

BEFORE

49,839. Where was the Court-martial held ?—At
Buff Bay,

St. George's ; there were five trials by
Court-martial at Buff Bay.

The witness withdrew.
l2 Mar. 1866,
*-*

º

* |

* :

*

J. H. Lutus.

Jonn HENRY LUTUs (black) sworn and examined.
40,888. Were you taken before a Court-martial?_

40,860. (Mr. Gorrie.) Are you a native of Kings
ton 2–Yes.

40,861. Do you reside there now 2–Yes.
40,862. Were you apprehended during the period
of martial law —Yes, I was.

40,863. By whom 2–I was taken up in Port Royal
by the Volunteers there.
40,864. Where were you taken to ?–To the Camp.
40,865. And from there —Up to Morant Bay.
40,866. At what period was this ; what time did
you arrive at Morant Bay ?—It was in October; the
date I forget.
40,867. Were you there when Mr. Gordon was
executed ?—I was.

40,868. Were you with him in the tent 2–Yes, I
recollect being with him in a tent one evening, a rainy
evemng.

I was.

40,889. Who was on that Court-martial?_Custos

Espuet was there and Mr. Ramsay was standing at
the side, I don't know the other officers' names.

$9,890. Was their any evidence given against you?
—None at all whatever,

40,891. You say it was delayed for you to call

evidence 2 – Evidence was not given against me;
evidence
appeared on behalf of me, but none agains:
Ine.
49.892. Who appeared 2-—The same day as my
trial, Mr. Richard Cooke was there in Court and gave
me
a character and other persons proved those things
to be mine.
40,893. Then you had not been before the Court.
martial until that day ?–No.

40,894. You said it was not ready and so it was
put off you say until you could find withesses to prove
afternoon.
those things were yours ?—I was sent from the camp
40,870. Do you recollect seeing any of the officials? up there, in order that those things might be proved.
40,895. You said, that if you went to Morant Bay
Were you taken out along with Mr. Gordon to see
any of the executions ?—Oh, yes; we were taken out you could prove it, I suppose 2–Yes, decidedly.
every morning to witness the executions.
40,896. (Mr. Gorrie.) Were you one of the party
40,871. Were you at any time in company with who went in a boat to escape from Pera —Yes, I
40,869. What evening was that, the Friday or the
Saturday, or what ?—I think it was the Friday

Mr. Gordon 2–I was with him for about an hour.

40,872. Did you see any of the officials come up to
him and say anything 2—During the time he was
standing there himself at the executions, I saw Mr.
Ramsay and the commander of the “Onyx" come up
and say to him, “You have been the cause of all this
Gordon, and you will be there.”
40,873. Who said that ?—The commander of the

“Onyx" and Mr. Ramsay.

was coming from Pera to Kingston in a boat.
40,897. Who were with you ?—Six of us besides
myself.

40,898. Were there any by the name of Harris
with you ?—Yes there was.

40,899. Was there George and Richard –George,
and Richard and Samuel.

40,900. Was James Nixon there 2–Yes,
40,901. And Charles Francis 2–Yes,

40,874. Who do you mean by the commander of

the “Onyx 7”—I think his name is Brand.
40,875. (Commission.) Who said this, the com
mander of the “Onyx " or Ramsay ?—Both of them.

40,876. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you see Mr. Gordon
executed 2–I did.

40,877. What did you see upon that occasion, did

you see the soldiers do anything 2—I saw when he
was escorted out from the station and was taken up
the steps of the Court-house, he was hung there, I
saw while he was struggling that the sailors had him

40,902. Where is Pera do you mean St. Thomas in
the East 2–Yes.

40,903. What made you take to a boat; what were
you escaping from ?—I was under a threat from a man
being a Volunteer.
40,904. At what date was this 2—I don't recollect
the date.

40,905. Was it early in October 2—It was in
October, early.

40,906. How many days was it before you were
arrested at Port Royal 2–I think I left Pera about
by the two feet, and when he struggled again a sailor three days after the riot at Morant Bay.
got up and put the rope a little closer to the neck,
40,907. Were the Maroons in the neighbourhood
40,878. What became of you ?—I was released on about that time 2—Not to my knowledge.
the 24th of October.
40,908. Did you see any of the party at Morant
40,879. Were you flogged —No, I was not.
Bay while you were there 3–Yes.
40,880, Were you charged with anything at Morant
Bay; were you tried ?—I was tried, they found some

40,909. Which of them 2–I saw the whole of them

jewels with me which they suspected to be some
belonging to the authorities, and that was what I was

that were in the boat.

detained for to prove that they were mine.
40,881. And they then dismissed you ?—Yes.
40,882. Was that the charge upon which you were

Harris 2–1 left them all there.

apprehended in Port Royal 2–Yes.
40,883. And sent to Morant Bay?—Yes.
40,884. To be tried for stealing jewels —Yes,
40,885. (Commission.) What are you by trade –
A tailor.

-

40,910. What became of George and Richard
40,911. You don't know of your knowledge what
became of them 2–No.

40,912. Did you see any of them flogged,

either

George, Richard, or Samuel Harris —No, I never
did.

-

40,913. (Mr. Walcott.) You were in the boat thiſ
was captured with all the passengers that were in it

by the bombadier at Port Royal 2–Yes.
40,914. Are you sure you left Pera three days after

40,886. Where do you live —In Ray Town.
40,887. You say you were discharged on the 24th,
how long before that were you tried ?—I was tried

the outbreak –Yes, from the time I heard it at

about two days before.

Morant Bay.

-
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40,915. What were you doing down at Pera 2–
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the shore at the boat 2–No, I never heard the firing

That is where I reside.

of a gun.

DAY.

40,916. What made you say you resided at Rae's

40,929. You never saw any people in the water,

Town in Kingston 2–I go and coine, but I live down

shot ?—Not to my knowledge.
40,930. Had it happened, would you have seen it 2
—Yes, for it was a clear day all day.
40,931. What time of night did you get into Port

J. H. Lutus.

at Pera.

40,917. You work there 2–Yes.
40,918. Then you don't live at Kingston 2–I live
there now.

Royal 2–We got to Port Royal about 8 o'clock.

40,919. At that time you were living at Pera 2–

40,932. Was it a dark night 2–Dark enough ; we
could scarcely find our way.
40,933. Were you hailed at Port Royal 2–Yes.

Yes.

40,920. Had the other people jewels too —They
found them with money; they found no money on me,
except my jewels.
40,921. Were you off White Horses the morning

40,934. Did the boat stop when you were hailed ”
—Yes, the boat stopped.
40,935. When ; at the first hail —The first hail
was not heard by the boys, but it was heard by me,
and I said, “You are hailed here, boys, pull in, it is

before you came to Port Royal 2–I came to Port
Royal the same night.
40,922. What time did you leave Pera?—I leave

a place I should like to stop at.”

Pera about 8 o'clock in the morning.
40,923. What time were you off the White Horses;
you went into White Horses did you not ?–No.

40,036. Before the boys heard it, another hail came
over the water f—Yes.

40,937. What was the hail —“Come along there
40,924. Did you go quite in close to the Cascade 2
—No, we did not touch any bank at all.

with that boat.”

40,938. Or what ?–Or they would fire into us.

40,925. You were within a quarter of a mile of the

40,939. Another you came alongside?—Yes.

shore were you not ?—We kept as close to the shore
as we could.

40,940. (Commission.) Was it then you were taken
into custody ?—Yes.
º

40,926. Did you see any person coming off to your
boat from White Horses —No, not to my knowledge.
40,927. Did you see any guns fired 2–No.

40,941. You and the Harris's 2–Yes. .
40,942. And the jewels were found on you ?—Yes,
-

40,928. You did not hear the report of any guns
fired while you were off the White Horses, fired from

and I solemnly declare before God they were my
property.
ſ : .

The witness withdrew.

-

-

Adjourned to 10 o'clock to-morrow,
-
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40,944. Do you produce the record of the indict

Thomson, Alexander White, and Robert Wilson.
40,948. Who was the party as to whom a nolle

prosequi was entered 7–David Ferguson.
40,949. Of those who were found guilty it appears
that 15 were sentenced to penal servitude for life,
11 to penal servitude for 20 years, and two for 10
dicted for felonious riot; as to seven there was a years, and one to imprisonment for a period of two
verdict of not guilty, and as to one there was a nolle years?—Yes.
40,950. There was an indictment against some of
prosequi ?–Yes.
40,946. The others were convicted?—Yes.
the same parties for treason 2–Yes.
40,951. And a true bill was found, but the in
40,947. Will you state their names —Henry
Theophilus Bogle, Benjamin Burgling Matthew Ford, dictment was not prosecuted ?–It has not been
Sampson Champney, Elizabeth Faulkner, James tried.
40,952. Do you remember at all the number
Failey, Rosanna Finlayson, John Gough, William
Ford, Caroline Grant, Robert Grant, Thomas Gra charged 2–A large number; I believe nearly 80.
ham, William Grant, Sarah Johnson, Isaac Joseph,
40,953. (Mr. Gorrie.) Is there any information
Alexander Murray, William M*Gregor, Henry here as to where these parties were arrested?—None;
Mitchell, Nancy Murray, Ennis Napier, William it is simply a record. The commitment of the bail
Osborne, Peter, O'Hagan, Nathaniel Richards, Daniel bond will show that.

-

-

Yes.

ment against the parties who have been recently tried
at the Special Commission at Kingston 7–Yes; for a
felonious riot. (The witness handed it in.)
40,945. Thiry-seven persons apparently were in

º

º

WILLIAM THoMAS MARSH, Esq. sworn and examined.
40,943. Are you clerk of the Crown Court — Stewart, Alexander Taylor, Elizabeth Taylor, Ann

º

º

The witness withdrew.
J. S. Williams,
Esq.

|

|

\

ºi
-

º

**

ºº

º

Joseph Stone WILLIAMs, Esq. recalled and further examined.
40,954. I believe you have some returns to hand
40,958. Then what is the object of this?—Merely
in 2–Yes.

to show the limited number there is.

40,955. What do they refer to ?—They are with
regard to various subjects that I spoke of yesterday.
One is a return of petty debt summons in the whole
island for the last four years. The object of getting
that return was for the purpose of seeing whether or
not the business of the Petty Court was so great as
would justify stamps for the purpose of getting up
the revenue for the payment of the stipendiary
magistrates.
40,956. And doing away with some of the fees —
Yes. Another return is of persons qualified to serve

40,959. Is this for the whole island 2–That is for
the whole island. These are documents returned by
competent officers.

40,960. You have a third return ; what is that?—
A return of the number of the justices of the peace
for the several parishes.
40,961. Are those returns to the House of Assem

bly –Yes; they are all by the proper officers, and
signed by them.
40,962. What is the date of that ?—I think 1864.

This return, dated 13th December 1864, is a return

on grand, special, and common juries.

of the number of all criminal and civil cases tried in

40,957. Does that show the gradual decrease ?–
That will not show the gradual decrease; that would

the clerks of the peace to the clerk of the Supreme

be shown by other returns that I could procure.

Court from the year 1856 to the year 1864.

the Circuit Courts in this island, as transmitted by

(Mr. WILLIAMS stated that he appeared (with Mr. Walcott) on behalf of Governor Eyre and others.)
º

º

The Honorable HENRY WESTMORLAND sworn and examined.

Hon. H. West
morland.

(The caution already printed was read to the witness.)
40,963. (Mr. Williams.) How long have you been mission have no objection, I wish also to state that
a member of the House of Assembly 2—I have lived three years afterwards I again declined to become;
in the island 27 years, and have been a member of member of the Executive Committee; but I jºined
the Assembly 17 years. I was in Sir Henry Barkly's on the ground that I did not approve of Sir Charles
first Executive Committee. I was requested by him Darling's views with reference to responsible gº"
to start the new Constitution, which I consented to ment. I became a member of the Executive Cº
do, on condition that I should retire at the end of the mittee in April 1863, and have continued so up "
first session, because my private avocations would

not allow of my remaining in the Government. Sir
Henry Barkly requested me to remain, but I was

the present time.

-

40,965. Are you also a member of the Priº
Council —I am.

40,966. And are you Custos of Metcalfe ?—I am.

obliged to request that I should be allowed to adhere
to the stipulation that I had made. I was in 1860

asked by Sir Charles Darling to become a member of

Y

40,967. Do you own property in the island ?—

es.

his government, but I declined, on the ground that I

should have filled up the fourth appointment in the
Executive Committee, which had never been filled up
before, and I did not think the country could stand

40,968. Sugar estates and penns?—Yes; I ".
one sugar estate and two penns, and am less” "
another large sugar estate.

the expense, nor did I think my occupying that

40,969. Upon which side of the island?–0 tº

appointment would be viewed favourably by the

north side, in the parishes of Metcalfe and *

country.

Mary.

40,964. When did you become a member of the
Executive Committee 2–In April 1863. If the Com

attorney for absent proprietors?—Yes, for sº"

40,970. Have you been for any considerable tº

T
*
Alſº

rºl

º
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years; but I relinquished that business in the year

"ºn. were you present at the Council of War on
the 13th of October –Yes, I was.
40,972. Previous to that time had you any official

communication as to any particular disturbances in
St. Elizabeth's, St. James, or elsewhere 2–Yes. On
the 22nd of July the Government received a com
munication from the Custos of St. Elizabeth, Mr.
Salmon, who is president of the Legislative Council.
40,973. Did that contain inclosures —Yes. Here

Inclosed is the communication to Mr. Hudson from
FORTY
FIRST DAY.
Mr. Salmon :-

Spring Vale, 20th July 1865.
“I think it incumbent on me to inform you of
certain reports of a serious nature which are in circu
lation in my neighbourhood. For the past few weeks
there have been rumours of a rebellion among the
“DEAR SIR,

peasantry, but I did not attach any importance to

them, but conceived they originated from want of
understanding the causes of the recent meetings held
in this and other adjacent parishes ; until lately I have
is the document itself.
been led by sufficient information to believe they are
(Mr. Gorrie submitted that as to these and more than passing reports, and which require some
similar documents they were not receivable in notice. It appears that there is an organized plot
evidence, they being mere statements of what among the people in this vicinity for a rebellion about
other persons had made. The Commission the early part of August ensuing. My reasons for
considered them receivable, not as proving the believing there is truth in the matter are these : A
facts communicated, but as official communica
house girl of mine has stated several times to my
tions upon which the witness, as a member of family hearing that the black people have agreed
the Government, was called upon to act.)
upon rising in arms at the above period, for the pur
(The witness.) These are the communications that
the Government received which induced them in
August last to send two men-of-war to the other side

pose of murdering the upper classes and destroying

of the island. My desire is to show that the Govern

friends. For the present she will not say anything

ment have acted upon official information in all their

more on the subject, but only states, “We must wait
and see.” Other persons have likewise given us
intelligence of a similar nature. Dr. M'Catty men
tioned something to me of a like import, which
tends greatly to strengthen them. He stated he had
already acquainted you with the purport of his infor

proceedings. (Letter read.)
“St. Elizabeth, Melvern Post Office,
“You R Excel. LENCY,
22nd July 1865.

“I THINK it my duty to inform your Excellency
that the minds of many persons in this parish are
distressed by rumours of intended disturbances by the

and afterwards seizing their properties. She does
not deny that she obtained this information from her

mation.

I do not think it would be wise to treat

negroes. Among these, the resisting the payment of
taxes, and the appropriation of lands to their own use

these rumours merely as idle tales. My district is not

is said to be their every-day consideration. Mr. R.
W. Smith mentioned to me that Dr. M'Catty had a

kind, if made. My delicate state of health prevents

communication to make to me as Custos (I believe on
this subject), but I have not heard from him. I

enclose a letter from Mr. Hudson, a highly respecta

ble coloured gentleman, a magistrate. I have been
spoken to by several of the peasantry and coloured
people, but I cannot arrive at any certain informa
tion. I believe many of the black proprietors do

to join with other parts of the island in a move of the

my calling to see you, but I shall be glad to give you
whatever further information in my power, and to
receive any direction from you on the subject. It
would not be prudent to allow these strong reports to
continue without preparing, as far as we are able,
against an attempt of disturbance, should it turn out
to be correct.”

On the 25th July we received another letter from

the Custos of St. Elizabeth's, Mr. Salmon, as ſol
intend to withhold the payment of the August tax; lows:—
if so, the enforcing the law by levy would very likely

create disturbance. It is unlikely, almost impossible,

that the constantly referring to over taxation and
underpay for labour, and unjust import duty, and

unequal administration of law, and impediments to
export, and extortion and frauds, can do other than

“YouR ExcelleNoy,
“MR. GREAVES, a magistrate who lives in the

Shype Savannah, almost entirely the property of
small settlers, called on me yesterday with the pur

me quite necessary that a strong hand should at once

pose of informing me that several of the small
proprietors in his neighbourhood had desired him to
let me know that they were fully aware that on the
1st day of August a large body of negroes from the
neighbourhood, and the believing the intention wide
spread, had determined on proceeding to Black River,
accompanied by their wives and the women of the
neighbourhood, and that the purpose was, that the

arrest a spirit now abroad, and which requires to be

women should take at the stores anything they

compelled to fear the law, and respect the rights and
security of the community. The despatch from Mr.

required. Mir. Greaves was told that his informants
were willing to depose to their statements, and that

create dissatisfaction among even the quietly dis
posed, and entirely prevent any good feeling growing
up. I am told the chat among the negroes is,

“Buckra has gun, negro has firestick.” That a large
portion of the people do not participate in this bad

feeling or evil intention I believe ; but it appears to

Cardwell in reply to the St. Ann's memorial to the unless steps were taken to prevent, something bad
ueen is represented here as a false make up. The
People never see the “Gazette,” and few have heard

would come out of it ; that the people knew there

was no power to resist them. The people allege that

of...Mr. Cardwell's letter. If 200 copies were dis they have been informed that the Queen has sent out
tributed

throughout the parish, and posted at the

a large sum of money to be laid out in the purchase

public places, and your Excellency thought it ſit to of lands to be divided among them, and that the
issue a proclamation referring to the reports or evil Custos had kept it for himself, refusing to appropriate
intentions now said to be riſe, I believe the effect would

it. There is also the old report repeated, that they

be good. Your Excellency may consider it necessary are again to be made slaves. A carpenter working
to have it understood that the peace is not to be
broken, and perhaps serious loss of property and life
follow ; and to have it seen that means are at hand

with me has told me that a young coloured man stated
publicly that he could not return to St. James, as

“things would alter there very soon,” and he did not

to put down any attempt at seditious commotion. But like what they were saying over that side. That
to put a stop to any attempt to carry out these in something is intended by the people, and which, if as
tentitions, if they exist, it might be worthy of con
sideration, the presenting before the people some

stated, may cause resistance on the part of the store

keepers, seems to be generally the impression, and

force ready to punish, and put down an emeute; a there is no knowing what may be the result. I have
Wessel of war the morning and evening gun would taken the liberty of stating to your Excellency in my
have effect. I have no reason but report for saying

communication of the 22nd instant of express packet

that the St. James's people are the leaders in the

post, that I consider the presence of some force at Black

alleged disaffection.”

River necessary—a vessel-of-war, which could anchor
5Q

Hon. H. West
morland.
13 Mar. 1866.
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in
the harbour
early
on the 1stofofher
August,
without
any and that the Commader will, in visiting the luta
previous
general
information
coming,
and land
Hon. H. West

13 Mar. 1866.

a force, if required, would be sufficient, I believe, and
would not prevent any demonstration, if intended,

the

“, Bull-dog" was sent down to the south side of the
and which it would be, I consider, judicious to fathom ; island, and afterwards the “Cadmus” was sent in
at any rate to be made aware whether the reports Montego Bay. No disturbance took place; but on
have sufficient foundation for further caution, or have
Attached to this document is a communication from

the 7th of August Mr. Raynes Smith wrote the
following letter to the Govenor —
“I have to bring to your notice the conduct

Mr. Salmon, the Custos, to Mr. Wheatle, the Inspec

of the labouring population on my estate. Con.

any foundation at all.

-

tor of Police :-

siderable excitement has for some time existed in

“ SIR,

Mount Olivet, 25th July 1865.

this parish in consequence of rumours of a rising ºf

are rumours of intended dis

the peasantry in this and some other parishes of

turbances among the negroes on the 1st of August

the country to such an extent that many families fled

next, I should be glad if you would call on me, as I

from their homes seeking safety at Black River. I

wish to learn as to the Volunteer arms, and also the
ammunition at Black River, and the arrangements it

returned here on Saturday the 29th, after a temporary

“ As there

might be prudent to make. Of course this need not
be mentioned by you to anyone.”

absence, when I was asked by the overlooker of the
estate whether I intended to remain at home, to

The Governor then received another letter of the

which I replied that I had returned with that very
intention. He said that the people were very glad

same date, 20th July, from Mr. Salmon. (Memo
randum in pencil, “Received at 9.30 26/7/65.”)

to see me back, and that they would protectine. I
was also waited upon by some of the rural constables

“ YoUR ExCELLENCY,

of the district, who said that they were ready to act

“I HAVE this moment received a communi

under my orders in any emergency.”

cation from Mr. R. W. Smith, which I cannot con

40,974. Were any other circumstances officially

sider should be private and confidential; at any rate
so far as the propriety of informing your Excellency;
and I therefore enclose Mr. Smith's letter.”
This is the letter of Mr. Smith. I may mention

brought to your notice in respect of drilling, in
various portions of the parish 7–Yes. In the month
of July it was reported to the Government that
private drilling was going on in Kingston; that two
black companies of Volunteers had been raised, and
that they used to drill of an evening. The Govern.
ment had two interviews with the Custos of Kingston
and the Inspector of Police, and both seemed to think
that there was no harm intended by it. I was
travelling in the parish of Metcalfe and St. Mary's

to the Commission that Mr. Smith was the senior
member of the Executive Committee from Novem

ber 1860 up to March 1863 :—
“[Private and confidential.]
“ MY DEAR SIR,
Lilliput P.O., 24th July 1865.
“I wish ED the other day to put you in pos
session of information which Dr. M'Catty had the
day previous communicated to me, which was that

}

port, communicate with Mr. Phillips.”
In consequence of these communications,

in the latter end of August, and it was reported tº
me that a change was observable in the habits of the
lower orders. They usually take three weeks' holi.
days at August, but upon this occasion the fourth

-

º

his dispenser had received a letter from St. James,
in which allusion was made to ‘a great thing which week came, and they had not gone to work. The
was to be done in St. James in August.’ There is overseer upon my own estate reported to me that
undoubtedly a spirit of disaffection abroad, and the they said they were waiting for the law from St.
usual remarks dropped here and there led to a Thomas in the East. The overseer of another prº
conviction that very many of the people are ripe for perty reported to me that there were emissaries, that
mischief. People from St. James and Trelawny have there were persons coming to his estate, remaining
been observed riding backwards and forwards in the a short time and going away again. He mentioned
parish; and Dr. M'Catty informed me of a night that to me as an unusual circumstance.
meeting having been held in Santa Cruz Mountains,
40,975. (Mr. Gorrie.) This was not an official
at which seditious and threatening language was
made to you as Custos of Metcalfe –They
used. That gentleman, from his profession, has report
were verbal communications.
peculiar advantage for obtaining accurate information
40,976. (Mr. Williams.) Were you the Custos
of the state of feeling existing in this and other
parishes, which he describes to me as not to be and was he a magistrate of the parish at the same
disregarded. Mr. Berwick, who has himself heard time —Yes, he was ; it was a verbal communication.
language of similar import used, agrees with me that made to me. Both these gentlemen would have been
it is our duty as magistrates to make you acquainted produced as witnesses, but both are very ill; one was
with these things, and to suggest to you the pro going off by the next steamer, but is quite unable tº
propriety of considering that some steps should be move. Of course, to all these communications, and
taken prudently and quietly, by way of preparation, all these statements, I considered it was my duty as
a member of the Government to listen to such stuº
to counteract the evil which is abroad.”
In consequence of this last communication, the ments, coming from gentlemen who I knew were in
Governor wrote the following minute. It is written a position to judge of the state of affairs and the
action they ought to take. That is my object before
in my own handwriting, but signed by Mr. Eyre :—

s

|

|
|
-

sº
*

*

º

.*.*

º

º
sº

the Commission in mentioning all these circuit.
“ Forward copy of the Custos of St. Elizabeth's
letter to the Custos of St. James, requesting him to

the steps they took. I stated that I was in the parish

ascertain in a private manner if a similar feeling

of Metcalfe and St. Mary's in August and I noticed,

exists in his parish among the lower orders as is

and it was reported to me, that there was a straig."

stances, to show what actuated the Government."

sº

represented to prevail in St. Elizabeth's, and to afford

feeling among the people; they did not go to work;
the Government all information on the subject that they were very unwilling to do so. I may mentiºn
he may be able to obtain, and whether there has another circumstance that happened in Kings."
been an unusual demand really for firearms and the 20th of September. I was in the store of Finº
ammuntion in Montego Bay, to consider the pro

tº

º

& Co., and the head clerk then told me that we wº

priety of placing himself in communication with the on the eve of a rebellion. I said to him I did "
Inspector of Police on the subject, and of directing believe it, and asked what the people were gº;
that officer to be on his guard, and report any cir to rebel about. I did not ask him his reason on tº
cumstances bearing on the subject that may come occasion. I met Mr. Nairne, the Inspector of Police,
within his knowledge. That a vessel-of-war will be
directed to cruise round the western part of the
island, and call in at the several ports of Black

matter. After the outbreak at Morant Bay, I "

River, Savanna-la-Mar, Lucea, and Montego Bay,

back to this man and asked him his reason for sº";

shortly afterwards, and communicated the convº

*.

{{
º

-

º

sation to him, and told him he could inquire intº "
º:
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what he did. That gentleman has been summoned
before the Commission and has not obeyed the
summons. I think he, like a number of other per
sons, is not prepared to say now what he said then.
40,977. What is his name –Morais. I have his
letter here which he wrote to me afterwards. I got
him to put it down in writing. After going to him,
may I not give the reasons that he told me :

“ people sitting down on the kerb stones chatting, and

Spanish Town, and I was informed by my colleague,
Mr. Hosack, that a demand had been made by Baron
Ketelhodt for troops at Morant Bay, in consequence
of an apprehended disturbance, and that the Governor
had made arrangements for sending them up as expe
ditiously as possible. I afterwards saw the Governor
on the subject, and he left for Flamstead. I remained
at Spanish Town that night, and on the following
morning I went into the Governor Secretary's office,
and there I was shown by him a letter signed by Paul
Bogle and a number of other persons. I have got a
copy of that letter here, the original is with Mr.
Eyre. Mr. Jordon produced that letter to me in con
sequence of my saying, “I hear the troops have gone
away to Morant Bay.” On looking over the document
I noticed among the signatures there many of the
names of the persons who had been moving and
seconding resolutions at St. Thomas in the East,
which struck my attention at the time.
40,993. Can you tell us what names they were 2–

“saying they would soon get rum, brandy, and gin
“ for nothing; and they also spoke in very strange
“ terms of the white people.” IIe also said that he
was present at a dispute that took place between the
sailors of the “Rosario’’ and the policemen, and that
some draymen came up and took the part of the
policemen, and spoke very disrespectfully of the white
people, and said that the black people would soon get
the better of the white people. That was the infor
mation that Mr. Morais gave me, and his note which I

Bogle. There were two names that struck me first,
Paul Bogle and M-Laren, as having moved resolutions,
and there were two other names that also appeared.
40,994. Upon seeing that letter did you have any
communication with the Governor upon it *—Shortly
after seeing that, in the afternoon, I heard of the
outbreak in Morant Bay, and I went over to Kingston
expecting that I should meet the Governor there. I
went to the Custos of Kingston and I also went to the

40,978. When was it, how soon after the affair at

Morant Bay ?–I suppose about two weeks after. I
had no time to go to him before.
40,979. Was it during the continuance of martial
law —Oh, yes.
40,980, You received the information from lim

during martial law —Yes. I went to him and asked
what were his reasons for having told me we were on
the eve of a rebellion.

He said, “Well, sir, I heard

“ people passing along the lane before the store (it is
“a great thoroughfare,) and I have also heard the

have here will bear it out. I wish also to mention
that the Government had seen accounts of various

public meetings that had been held, at which strong
resolutions had been proposed and carried, and that
most of those meetings were presided over by a
gentleman of the name of Gordon.
40,981. (Commission.) We must see what the
resolutions were to which you refer —I have not the
whole of the papers here, but here is one giving an
account of a meeting at St. Thomas in the East, at
which Mr. G. W. Gordon, member for the parish, was
called to the chair.

Yes; I noticed one more particularly, that of Paul

General ; the latter told me that he had heard of the

outbreak and had sent up additional troops. There
was a great deal of excitement in Kingston at the
time. I drove up to my residence, which is about
four miles from Kingston, and about 10 o'clock that
night I was summoned down to attend the Privy
Council at Head-Quarters House. I got down there
about 11 o'clock, and there I met the Governor and
several other gentlemen.
40,995. Was the General there 2–Yes.
40,996. Was Colonel Nelson there 2–Yes.

40,997. And the Attorney-General –Yes.

40,982. What is the date of that ?—The date of

40,998. And the other members of the Executive

the paper is the 31st of August. The meeting was

Committee were they there —Only Mr. Hosack ; Dr.
Hamilton was off the country.
40,999. Do you remember seeing Mr. Fyfe there *

on the 12th.

40,983. (Mr. Williams.) We will take it that you
saw accounts of meetings, and that your attention was
called to the terms of the resolutions —Yes, meet

ings were held in the parishes of Vere and St. Thomas
in the East.

There was a meeting in St. James, but

—Yes.

41,000. Was Mr. Williams there 2–Yes. I then
learnt, in addition to the intelligence that had been

sequent period, to which I will refer afterwards, that

conveyed by a letter from Mr. Georges to the Custos
of Kingston, that there was another gentleman who
had just arrived from St. Thomas in the East, a Mr.
Miller, a magistrate, and he stated that he had just
made his escape from the Blue Mountain Valley dis
trict, and I think he said there were fully 800 people
there on the previous day.
41,001. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you hear this 2—Mr.

the Government became acquainted with the charac

Miller was there at the General's house.

Mr. Gordon was not present at that meeting.
40,984. Was there any at St. Ann's 2–There was
a meeting in St. Ann's.

', 40.985. And at Kingston —There was a meeting

in Kingston, but the speeches at the meeting in
Kingston were not reported, and it was only at a sub
ter of the speeches delivered at the Kingston meeting.
40,986. (Commission.) Who was in the chair at the

Kingston meeting 2–I think Mr. Gordon was.
40,987. (Mr. Jºſliams.) Had you seen any report

41,002. Was this a private communication to you ?
—No, It was made to the whole of us.
41,003. In the Council of War 2–No.

cil of War was not until the next day.

The Coun

This was in

of the character of that meeting at Kingston –I

the evening when we were summoned down.

had. To the best of my recollection, it was stated
that the speeches were of so bad a character, that

Miller told us, in addition to the number of persons
that had been at Morant Bay, and what had occurred
there, that the people were rising in all quarters, that
the respectable people were flying from the place, and

they could not be reported.
40.988, Had you received information as to the
class of persons who were present at these various
meetings —The Government knew that they were

attended by persons who were looked upon as political

Mr.

that he had with difficulty made his escape.
41,004. (Mr. Williams.) Did he mention another
person who had come up with him 2–I think he did;

agitators.

a man named Drummond; but I have no recollection

40,989. I mean what class of the population
attended them —They were attended by the lower

of seeing Mr. Drummond that night.

orders almost exclusively.

41,005. Are you aware how long Mr. Miller was
there being examined by the Governor and the
General 2–He was there some time. The Privy

40,990. You were present then at a meeting of the
Council of War 2—Yes.
. Council met, and it was found that it would be neces
40,991. Previous to the meeting of the Council of sary to call a Council of War.
§. had you received further official information ?
41,006, Do you remember Mr. Miller's mentioning
- les.

the threats that had been made to himself?—I do not

40,992. Will you be good enough to state the
*ture of it?–On the 11th of October I came up to

recollect any particular threats. The Privy Council
met, and it was found that the question of martial
5Q 2
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not be considered unless there was a

of the danger, and desirous of coming to some conclu.

FIRST DAY. council of 21 members, composed of certain members

FORTY-

law could

sion that would be the best under all the circumstances,

Hon. H. West. of the Legislature and other persons described in the
...” Act. I think we broke up about 12, or half-past 12,

Eventually it was without any opposition agreed to
to put the whole county of Surry under martial law,

arrangements having been made to get as early as
13 Mar 1866, possible next morning the necessary numbers of mem

with the exception of Kingston. Some of the mem.
bers resident in Kingston were most anxious that

At this stage I

that town should be put under martial law; but it

wish to correct a mis-statement that had been made in

was not thought desirable to take that course with
the capital, as it might interfere with trade.
41,015. Can you remember the names of any of
the gentlemen, besides the Governor and the Chief
Justice, who addressed the meeting on the subject ºf
the state of the country —Yes, the Speaker of the
House of Assembly ; and he ascribed the present
state of affairs to the agitation that had been going
on for a long time. Mr. Charles Levy, too, I think,
addressed the meeting and recommended that Kings.
ton should be placed under martial law.

bers to form the Council of War.

the evidence by a man of the name of Kelly Smith,
who states that he heard me say that we were going
to hang Gordon. Now, I most distinctly swear that
neither myself, or any member of the Government
present that night, ever made use of such an expres
sion.

As far as I was concerned, my anxiety was

to get a sufficient number of members to form a Coun
cil of War, which was not an easy thing to do at that
hour of the night, so as to have the members assem

bled by 8 o'clock next morning; and the last words I
had with Colonel Hunt were in reference to a certain

41,016. And the Attorney-General 7–Yes, the

gentleman who was a member of the Council, living
over here, not to forget to tell Mr. Jordon to bring
the Island seal with him; but I most distinctly swear
that I never then, or since, ever made use of that

expression with reference to the hanging of Mr.
Gordon. It is quite untrue also that I went out on
the steps that night.

I did not go out on the steps

when the Governor was going away. I stood inside
the portico before he descended the steps. It is also
untrue that the Governor left shortly after 11, he
never left till about half-past 12 that night.
41,007. (Commission.) Was Mr. Gordon's name
mentioned at all in your presence, as you were com
ing out 2–Not then.

41,008. (Mr. Williams.) The Council of War met
next morning 2—Yes.
41,009. Have you a list of the names of those who
were present –Yes. There was the Governor, the
General, the Senior Naval Officer, the President of

the Council, the Chief Justice, the Attorney-general,
Mr. Fyfe, Mr. Freeman, Mr. Austin, and Mr. Jordon.

of St. Andrew's.

41,018. Is he engaged in commerce?—Yes,
41,019. (Mr. Williams.) Did Mr. Constantine
Burke speak —Yes, I think he addressed the meet.
Ing.

41,020. Do you recollect the effect of his observa.
tions; was it at all opposing martial law?—No, it was
not opposing martial law.

I think he suggested

whether it might not be advisable to confine it to a
small compass. I think that was the effect of his
observations.

41,021. At any rate, was it finally unanimously
agreed to ?—It was finally unanimously agreed to.
There was no opposition to it. The debate was cº
versational in a great measure.

41,022. No division took place upon the question?

Those were of the Council, and of the officials. Now
we come to the House of Assembly. Mr. Westmor

—No, none whatever.

land, Mr. IIosack, Mr. Lynch, Mr. Espeut, Mr.
Williams, Mr. Henderson, Mr. Charles Levy, Mr.
Isaac Levy, Mr. Alberga, Mr. Harris, Mr. Salom,

the Amnesty —Before going to that I would wish to

Mr. Lewis, Mr. Osborn, Mr. Nunes, Mr. Constantine
Burke, Mr. Nathan, Mr. Colthirst, Mr. Miller, and

calling upon them for soldiers, amunition, and some
means of defending them.

the Speaker. I wish to mention that the House of
Assembly is divided into three sections, white people,
coloured gentlemen, and those of the Hebrew per
suasion. There were present at the Council, six

yº.

white members, seven coloured members, and six
members of the Jewish persuasion.
41,010. Did the Governor give to the members of

Council of War, and the members of the Executive

that meeting such information as he had derived,
with regard to the state of St. Thomas in the East 2
—He did.

41,011. And did he call upon them to decide what
they would do —He did. He mentioned the cir
cumstances detailed in the letter received from Mr.

Georges, relative to the outbreak. He also named
he conversation had with Mr. Miller, and called
upon the meeting to decide what was best to be done.
41,012. Did he state who had been killed 2–He
did.

41,013. Also as to the Volunteers and police force 2
He asked the Chief Justice to explain the

law, and the Chief Justice read the law, and stated
what the effect of it would be.

-

41,023. Now, with regard to the proclamation ºf
put before the Commission all the official letters that

the Government received from all parts of the island,
Was that after the 11th of October –

C.S.

41,025. And before the proclamation of the Am

nesty —Yes. The Governor left shortly after the
Committee received all the communications. They

established an office in Kingston, which I may sº

from morning till night, and for the greater part ºf
the night, was beseiged by persons from all quarters
making applications for protection. Families were
flowing into Kingston from all parts, and the excite.
ment and alarm was intense. On the 14th of October

the magistrates of Kingston met and passed a resol:
. come down and place Kingston underimmedi:
martial
tion, requesting that the Governor should
a W.

41,026. (Commission.) Or rather to consider the
propriety of doing so 2–I will give the words of the

He entered into the numbers of those killed.

—Yes.

:\

Attorney-General also addressed the meeting.
41,017. (Cmmission.) Is Mr. Charles Levy arts.
dent in Kingston —Yes; he has business in Kings.
ton, but he resides just out of the town, on the borders

There was then a

resolution :-

“Resolved,

“That his honour the Custos be requested to send

little discussion as to how far martial law should be

an express to his Excellency the Governor, requº
ing his immediate presence in Kingston, with

extended. Some proposed that it should be for the
three parishes of St. Thomas in the East, Port Royal,

yiew of considering the necessity of having martial
law declared here, it being considered of the grº

and St. David. Others thought it would be judicious

importance that this step should be taken at ontº.

to extend it beyond those parishes. I am not quite
sure, but I rather think there was a proposition to
put the whole island under martial law.

This is the Custos's original letter transmitting"
the Governor that resolution of the justices — .
“SIR,
“Kingston, 14th October 186%

41,014. Did that come from the members them

“At a special session of the peace, held this lº

selves, or was it from the Governor’—It did not

the enclosed resolution was unanimously passed"

come from the Governor at all; it was from one of

some 30 or 40 of the magistrates.”

the members.

There

was

no

contention

at

-

all.

The following memorandum I received frºm *

Everyone seemed to be impressed with the magnitude

Honour the Custos of Kingston on the 14th of 9"

-º-º-º-
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ber 1865.

It is in the handwriting of the Secretary,

Mr. Myers :—
“Memorandum.—A steamer the ‘Caravelle,” to be

despatched at 6 p.m. to-day, or 6 a.m. to-morrow, to
St. Jago de Cuba, conveying a military officer with a

despatch from the Major-General to Admiral Hope,
or the Senior Naval Officers at Halifax, and to the

Governor of Nova Scotia, stating the alarming posi
tion of affairs in our island, and soliciting immediate
naval and military assistance. This despatch can be

sent by telegraph from St. Jago de Cuba to the Con
sul-General at Havana, who can forward it as a

written despatch by the first steamer leaving for New
York to the British Consul there, to be by him tele
graphed to Halifax, where it will reach within 10
days. The British Consul at Havana to be re
quested to order here any vessels of war that may be
at that port, as well as any others that may be in the
vicinity. It would be of vast importance to the island
at large should there be any vessels of war cruising
between Port-au-Prince and Cape Haytien to order
them to Kingston without delay. This desirable end
could be realized within a few days by despatching a
clipper sailing vessel to Port-au-Prince, where she
would arrive in about 48 hours.”

That was presented by the Custos of Kingston as a
suggestion to the Government as to what should be
done in the emergency. We also received the follow
ing letter from the Clerk of the Peace of the parish of
Portland :–

“W. R. Myers, Sec. Executive Committee.
“SIR,
“Kingston, 13th October 1865.
“WITH reference to the present agitation, I
have the honour to submit for the consideration of his

Excellency the Governor in Executive Committee,

time of the danger that existed, and which was com
municated to the Government.

my own parish, from the senior magistrate there. I
of course was absent on my duty in Kingston :-“To the Honourable Edward Jordon, C.B.,
Governor's Secretary.
“SIR,
“Annotto Bay, 16th October, 1865.
“THE proclamation of martial law throughout
the county of Surry renders it imperative that I
should at once direct his Excellency the Governor's
attention to the defenceless condition of this parish,
and of the town of Annotto 13ay in particular. The

police force here comprise ten men, and even these
few are unprovided with ammunition or arms of any
description. It is therefore hopeless to expect from
them any sufficient assistance in the event of the
present insurrection extending itself in this parish.
The disorganized state of the militia renders that

body utterly unavailable for defence and protection.
The undisciplined condition of the few persons who
constitute the Volunteer Corps leaves no hope of aid
from them, even were their numerical strength greater.
These are matters of vital importance, under ex
isting circumstances; and feeling it to be my duty
to call the attention of the Executive to them, I do so

in the hope that his Excellency may be able to devise
some method to place this town on a basis of security.
As the insurgents have already extended their pre
sence to the parish of Portland, and as there is reason
to anticipate that this parish may soon be subjected to
the same influences, I need not point out how neces
sary it is that immediate action should be taken.”
Then the Custos of St. Ann's writes on the 17th
of October :—

We are within ten miles of the great body of Maroons,

“I feel it my duty to represent to his Excellency
the very defenceless state of the parish of St.
Ann. Should any emergency unhappily occur, there

whose township lies in the valley between our parish

is not a round of serviceable ammunition for the

and St. Thomas in the East. They are a people who
live alone wholly uninstructed, and ruling themselves

Volunteers; and the Inspector of Police represents
the force under his command as not being properly
armed or accoutred. His Excellency will be glad to
learn that as far as my observation extends, the
people are quiet and orderly, and on every estate in
this district at work ; of course a general uneasiness
prevails, and there is a desire to learn the news. A

the unprotected state of the town of Port Antonio.

by laws and institutions of their own, and having little
sympathy with the people on the coast. We are

wholly without protection—except a few—six or eight
policemen, and a sergeant, who, from my experience,

could not be relied on, even in the least, for protection.
I respectfully suggest that a company of soldiers be at
once sent to occupy the Port Barracks, and to support
the well-disposed in case of outbreak, and that some
supply of arms be sent for the well-disposed.
(Signed)
“W. WEMYSS ANDERSON.”
That is from a gentleman who, I believe, has been
examined before the Commission, Mr. Wemyss

description of the rebel Paul Bogle ought to be
furnished.”

There is also a letter from the Inspector of Police
at St. Ann's, dated the 17th of October, corroborating
what is there stated by the Custos. On the 20th of
October the Custos of St. Ann's writes :-

“I must request that you will be pleased to inform

Anderson. On the 14th October we received a re

his Excellency the Governor that the peace of the

quest from the Inspector of Police at St. Andrew's
at once to supply arms to the police force. The
Custos, Dr. Bowerbank, was off the island at the time

disturbed, and that from the information received

We declined at first to arm the native police, but sub
sequently they did get arms. On the 16th of October
we received the following from Captain Kerr, of the

parish of St. Ann remains up to this moment un
from other districts, and as far as my observation ex

tends, the people are quiet and orderly; but the idle
and disaffected are everywhere. The good and well
disposed
are overawed
and hold
aloof.
#
#
+
#
+

*

Royal Engineers, Newcastle:—
“I hereby authorize all the police constables
that can be procured within this or the neighbouring

attention to our defenceless condition.

parishes to proceed at once on their beats, in the fol

expresses, &c. we never have more than five or six

lowing places: Silver Hill Gap, Clifton Mount Gap,
Look-Out Gap, near Greenwich Hill, and such other
places as the Inspector of Police may think best. All
information they can procure, with reference to the

policemen in the town. Their arms are ineffectual.

outbreak now in existence, they will bring to the

officer commanding the troops at Newcastle; and they
will apprehend all suspicious characters and indivi
duals in the districts where they patrol.”
41,027. (Commission.) What had he to do in it —
I cannot say, but he appears to have taken that step.
41,028. Was he acting officer of the troops at New

castle –That I cannot say. I think it is probable
as Colonel Hobbs had gone away. I bring it forward
to show that it was thought necessary up in the
mountains to take those steps.
41,029. Was that communicated to the Executive

“Let me, as in duty bound, call his Excellency's
What with

We have but very little ammunition, and what we
have is in the arsenal (so called) most insecure and

unprotected, and yet I know of no better place to re
move it to ; and the Volunteers are without any ball
cartridges.

FORTY

Here is a letter from FIRST DAY

I understand a gunboat is coming round

the island, may I venture to suggest that she has
got orders to call in here, and convey the requisite

arms and ammunition as soon as possible :

I beg

also to enclose, for his Excellency's consideration, a
document from Brown's Town, praying for permission
to form themselves into a company for the protection

of life and property, and to be supplied with the ne
cessary arms, &c., which could be sent round at same
time as the others are.”

º

There is another of the 17th of October from the

Committee —I produce all these letters to show Captain of Volunteers there, Mr. Solomon, applying
What was the general opinion in the country at that for a further supply of ammunition, there not being
5Q 3
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º

§§§:... a single round of cartrid
ge for distribution to the men. i.
to arr in that port on the morning of the 30th
FIRST DAY. (Letter handed in.)
* * * 41,080. Is that gentleman, Mr. Solomon, connected
41,032. W
-

º

.

-

a

--

a -

-

-

-

-

-

-

º

-

|

-

a

-

-

ºrand

-

- -

-

,032. Were directions given to send d
gunboat —Yes, directions were given to ºi."

•

with the firm of Bravo & Co. of St. Ann's ºlyes.

13 Mar. 1866. , 41,081. Is he a person of some importance in the I am not certain whether at that time we had a .
—

parish of St. Ann's 2–Yes; I believe he is a partner boat for the service, but afterwards the “Fawn; ºt
in the house. The next communication is from the

down. There is another letter from the same gentle

parish of Manchester, signed by Mr. Hollingsworth man, dated the 19th of October, two days afterwards,
the Custos, making application to the Governor for
&4

SIR,

arms and ammunition. The Custos of St. Elizabeth's,

Mr. Salmon, happened to be in Kingston at the time
of the proclamation of martial law, and this is a
minute he wrote, dated 17th of October :
“If a vessel of war is sent to Black River on the

leeward southside, I take the liberty of stating to his
Excellency that it is necessary arms and ammunition
should be sent in case of necessity for arming the
Volunteers; for, saving the arms in Black River
used by the Volunteer Rifle Corps, who are still there
and will be required for that purpose, I do not think
they have any ball cartridge.”
That is signed by Mr. Salmon, Custos of St. Eliza
beth. On the 17th of October, Mr. Lindo, a magis
trate of the parish, the Custos absent, wrote the
following letter to the Honourable Edward Jordan :
«

SIR,

-

:

-

“REPRESENTING as I do here the interest of

“I consiperED it of sufficient importance to

send my communication of the 17th instant express by
the police, in order that his Excellency might be
early as possible apprised of the utter helpless condi.
tion in which I find this parish, with only 37 stand of
arms available for its defence. I enclose duplicate of
that letter in case of the original not having reached
you....With reference to the excitement prevailing in
the Bluefield district of this parish, alluded to in my
last letter, I have now to submit for the information

of his Excellency the Governor that certain vague
rumours have been long in circulation, and to nightly
meetings being held in that district, and of the inten.
tion of the parties to burn the Court-house at the
sitting of the Circuit Court should justice not be ad
ministered according to their preconceived notions.

Mr. Tait, one ºf the parties to be indicted for felo
niously shooting, has been informed (in an anonymous
letter) that at one of these nightly meetings it was

two firms who have property to a vast extent in and

decided he should be murdered in the Court-house if

around this town and parish, I deem it a duty I owe
them, the inhabitants and myself, to bring to his
Excellency's notice, through you, the exceedingly
helpless condition we are in here, not protected in the
slightest by a force of any description. The police
are insufficient and inefficient, even for the ordinary
duties of that force. What can we hope from them
in cases of danger ? The Volunteers have been dis
banded. I respectfully suggest, as the Circuit Court
meet here next week, a force of some description,
either naval or military, be sent here. If not a
numerous one, it will, in my humble opinion, tend to
check any rebellious disposition that persons here may

acquitted. These vague rumours have had the effect
of greatly alarming the inhabitants of the town.

wish to exhibit.

So recent has been reports of dis

obedience and disloyalty, that I deem it but prudent
the protection I ask be granted ; and with this view
I beg you will lay this letter before his Excellency the
Governor, or, in his absence, before the proper
authority. I write in great haste, and beg excuse for

+

*

&

º

#

#

º

“With such a spirit prevailing in the Bluefields
district I am most anxious for the arrival of the 100

stand of arms and ammunition I have applied for to
put into the hands of the police and the additional
Volunteers. It is most probable the judge of circuit
will, under the present excitement of the people, see
fit to remove the trial into another parish ; but even

so, if assembled with a predisposition for riot, would
that prevent the menaced issue # Under the circum

stances, considering the alarm of the inhabitants of
the town, and the spirit of disaffection abroad, I would

most respectfully urge upon his Excellency the
Governor the propriety and expediency of allowing a
vessel-of-war to drop down to Savanna-la-Mar, at or

before the opening of the court on Monday the 30th
instant.”

this.”

On the 17th of October the Custos of Westmoreland,
Mr. Vickars, writes:—

Enclosed in that is one from Savanna-la-Mar, dated
October 19th, from Joseph Adolphus (handed in).
On the 18th of October we received the following

! |

“Belleisle, Grange Hill P.O.,
“ SIR,

communication from Mr. MacKinnon, the Custos of

17th October 1865.

Were :

“IN consequence of the rebellion which has
“The Honourable Edward Jordon.
SIR,

broken out in the east end of the island, I deem it my

&c.

duty to again bring to the notice of the Governor the
almost helpless condition in which this parish is
placed.
#
*
*
+

Excellency's information, a report from Mr. Shaw, of

*

“I HAVE the honour to forward to you, for his

“I would suggest the propriety and expediency of the state of the parish of Were. It is obvious from
this, that although quiet, in the meantime it is far
scription of arms available, with a moderate supply of from being in a satisfactory state, and that at any m;
sending down immediately 100 stand of the best de

ammunition, as a precautionary measure.
#
“Although general tranquility apparently prevails

*

in the parish, considerable excitement exists in the

ment an explosion may take place. I have advised
Mr. Shaw to make no arrests, to avoid holding Courts
in the meantime, and immediately to enrol 100 Volun:

Bluefields District, owing to their being a case of teers and fix upon their officers. But arms are wanted,
felonious shooting against several persons in that dis
trict for trial at the coming assizes. Messieurs Joseph

and I would recommend that these should be at once

sent, with an escort of 50 soldiers, to remain at the

Adolphus and William N. Farquharson, justices of Alley, till the Volunteers have time to get mutual
the peace, and Mr. William Jopp Ewen, clerk of the

confidence and a knowledge of their arms. Such a

vestry and collector of dues, waited upon me here to

step would ensure the quiet of the whole of this side

day, and informed me that it was probable that large
numbers of people would be brought into Savanna-la

*nºlled to-day, and I expect that I shall require 40

Mar, and that great excitement would exist at the
opening af the Circuit Court on Monday the 30th inst.
I am of a similar opinion. Should this extreme ex.
citement result in a riot, which is not improbable in
the present helpless state of the authorities, I would

.."...ºhiº Excellency the advisability

of country. Volunteers here (Old Harbour) are being
to 30 rifles here also. Ammunition is also required
for the Police

arms in both districts. If the peace of
the country is preserved it will be entirely due to the

ºnergy and firmness of his Excellency's proceedings
in St. Thomas in the East, for sedition has been sown
here broadcast.”

of directing a gunboat to proceed to Savanna-la-Mar,
41,033. That is from Mr. MacKinnon, asking for
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him. There was a letter enclosed from Mr. Shaw.
Mr. MacKinnon himself is not resident at Vere; he

“At a Special Sessions of the Peace, holden this
day at the Court-house, Manning's Town, in the said
parish, in consequence of two threatening letters

FORTY
FIRST DAY.

lives at St. Dorothy. Mr. Shaw is an old inhabitant :

having been this day conveyed through the Post

Hon. H. West
morland.

he was once Custos of Vere, but resigned that office
to take that of clerk of the peace.
41,034. He is now Clerk of the Peace; he was so

which letters are hereunto annexed.

troops ?–Yes. I think there was another letter from

at that time –Yes.

This is Mr. Shaw's letter,

dated 17th October, with documents attached (handed
in). On the 21st of October Mr. MacKinnon wrote
to Governor Eyre. I have not the original of the
letter, but the following is a copy:
“We have to thank you, and the energy and ability

you have displayed, that we have not had to fight for
our lives. Vere has been in a very unsafe state for
some time, but I think they will be careful now ; but

the inhabitants who are loyal have earnestly desired
some protection. The General upon whom I waited
with a requisition from the magistrates, &c. for aid,
promised to send 40 soldiers round to Carlisle Bay, and
100 smooth bores, and, with a little time to organize a
Volunteer force, all will be well.

Office to Justices J. B. Goffe and G. A. M'Lean,
There were
13 Mar. 1866.

present R. Clemetson, Esquire, senior magistrate;
W. Gray, Esquire, and J. B. Goffe, Esquire.
“The letters in question having been read, it was—
“ Resolved,

“That, taking into consideration the threatening
placards and letters which have from time to time,
within the last six weeks been posted, threatening to
take the lives of divers gentlemen in the neighbour
hood, and also to burn down their properties and the
town, and the actual recent attempt to fire the Court
house, the inhabitants of the town and parish gener

ally are naturally in a state of apprehension for the
safety of their lives and property.
“ Resolved,

“That, in view of the present rebellion in St.

I forward some

Thomas in the East, whereby so many valuable lives

affidavits from Vere, in case your Excellency should
desire to take any action in them ; but without the
soldiers, who should be there to-day, it would be
unsafe to make any arrest.”
41,035. Is that from Mr. MacKinnon again —Yes.

were unexpectedly and instantaneously sacrificed to the

41,036. Another demand for soldiers ?—Yes, this is

a mere copy; the original I could not find. In fact
the papers have been sent to so many different places
that it is very difficult to get at the originals.
41,037. Was a letter to that effect brought under
your notice at that time —Yes; that I can depose
to.

Here is a letter from the Custos of Clarendon,

dated the 20th of October 1865:

“SIR,

“I HAVE to report for the information of his
Excellency the Governor, that the reports which I
have learned from all parts of the parish represent

blood-thirsty mob there, and the strong feelings of
animosity evinced towards the higher classes and the
sympathy generally expressed here on behalf of those
murderous ruflians in that parish, which has a direct
tendency to increase the fears of the already alarmed
inhabitants of this parish, this Board deem it their
imperative duty to use all means in their power to
avert a tragedy similar to that which has been so
lately enacted in St. Thomas in the East.
“ Resolved,

“That his Excellency the Governor be respectfully
requested to take such steps in the premises as the
urgency of the case demands, the town of Port Maria,
and its vicinity, as well as the whole parish, being in
a most unprotected state, especially as there is a
district prison with 80 convicts in it, and only seven

the people as quiet and orderly, and I have no reason
to apprehend a disturbance of the peace, which so
happily prevails. I attended the drill of the Volun

policemen being at the station of Port Maria, with

teers two days since, and I am pleased to say that,
considering the state of the weather and the sickliness
of the season, the muster was a very good one, the
number present, including officers, being 26. The
ammunition of the police force has been expended or
spoilt, and by some neglect a fresh supply has not
been obtained, which it is highly desirable should be
done without delay, as there is not a serviceable
cartridge suitable in the parish.”
On the next day the same gentleman writes from
the Court House, Chapelton:

“That this Board would respectfully suggest that

“Sik,

21st October 1865.

“I HAD the honour of addressing you yester

unserviceable arms.

“ Resolved,

-

the only means to check and suppress any contem
lated outbreak would be by immediately stationing
in this town certain of the military, who could be
quartered at the Court-house and Fort Haldane, or
by sending a vessel of war to the harbour of Port
Maria.

“ Resolved,

“That a copy of these proceedings be forwarded
with all speed to his Excellency the Governor, with
a request that, in the event of his absence from the
seat of Government, the next officer in authority b
asked to act in his Excellency's behalf.
-

day, representing the people in this parish as quiet and
orderly, since which, I regret to say that an attempt
to burn down the Court-house had been discovered.

The Clerk of the Vestry had been absent for some
He informs
me he did not make the discovery till within the hour.
Kerosine oil had been thrown through an aperture in
days, and only returned this morning.

the shutter of his office, with matches and other com

bustibles, and the building had been on fire. With
the exception of this Act, I have no reason to alter

“Resolved,

“That a copy of these proceedings be forwarded
by to-morrow's post to his honour the Custos, and re
questing his co-operation and immediate assistance in
the matter.”

The Custos of Saint Mary's was not residing in the
parish, but at Kingston.
41,038. Should he not be on the spot ?—I think it
-

-

the opinion I gave yesterday, but I have thought it

is very desirable. The fact is it is very difficult now
to get gentlemen to undertake the important office of

right to put the Volunteer force under arms, and they
will be quartered at the Court-house. I beg to
repeat the police force are without ammunition.”
Along with this is a copy of a placard found upon

Metcalfe, and I reside here.
When Sir Charles
Darling appointed me I told him I was not residing
in the parish. A number of Custodes are non-resi
dent in their parishes, and that arises from the

a tree at Chapelton :

difficulty of getting gentlemen to fill that position

“We shall get rid of these nasty varmints as soon
as our brave champion gather strength in St. Thomas
in the East. This Chapelton is a bad place.”

creditably.

Custos.

There is also a commnnication from the inspector
of police stationed there.

On the 19th of October a

meeting of the magistrates took place at Port Maria,
in St. Mary's. It is as follows:

It is the same with me.

I am the Custos of

41,039. The remedy would be the abolition of the
office, would it not *—I am not prepared to give an
opinion upon that point just at this moment. On the
22nd of October the Custos of St. Elizabeth's, Mr.
Salmon, writes, he having left Kingston and gone to
his parish, to Mr. W. R. Myers, as follows:
5 Q4

*

*
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“I only reached home on Friday evening, 20th, and
proceed to B. River to-day to see the arms properly
and safely cared for, and shall be glad of the approval

Town) during the continuation of the present dis.
turbance, under the Volunteer Militia Act, 1865.”

of the Governor as to what I believe to be his inten
tion as to the arms and their distribution. If I hear

I have not the enclosures, but they have been printed,
and they are of no other consequence than indicating
the names of gentlemen anxious to serve as Volun.

of any necessity, I shall call out the Maroons. It is
quite certain that quiet and peace is very insecure
everywhere throughout the island.”

teers. It shows the alarm that was felt in this town.
On the 27th of October information was laid before

Enclosed is a letter from James Stewart, dated the

22nd of October, to his Excellency the Governor :—

the magistrates, and before Mr. March, of an attempt
to burn down Farm Penn House that night. There
is the information relating to it. (Handed in.) On
the 27th of October the Custos of St. Ann's wrote

“SIR,

this letter, which would be received here on the 29th

“Froyſ information received yesterday, I got
a party of police constables, and sent them to Mount
Regale in this parish, to the house of one Peter

of October. (Handed in.) Attached to this letter
are several documents with reference to an appre
hended disturbance taking place at Brown's Town.

Williams.

This was written on the 27th, and reached us on the

A woman named Keszzia Williams, his

daughter, was apprehended there, and brought to this 29th, and the same day we received a letter from the
place. Upon examination she states that she was Custos of St. Mary, who had gone over to his parish,
present at Morant Bay, saw Mr. Price, Revd. Mr. of which, I can state, the following is a copy. It was
Herschell, Mr. Alberga, and a Mr. Rennalls murdered sent to the House of Assembly to be printed, and the
on Thursday, and she mentions the names of the original has been mislaid or lost. (Copy read.) On
murderers. She was found possessed of two bundles the 28th of October, Mr. Custos Mais of Port Royal
of clothes, which are identified as the property of the wrote the following letter to Mr. W. R. Myers:–
late Mr. Alberga and his wife : they bear their names
in writing. She admits having seen these and other “SIR,
“I HAVE the honour to report for the informa
articles of clothing when they were thrown from Mr.
Alberga's house at Morant Bay into the street by the tion of the honourable the Members of the Executive
rebels ; and she confesses that she picked them up Committee, that I have sworn in 47 specialconstables,
and brought them to this parish without acquainting who have been performing duty in the mountains,
the authorities of her possession of them. A valuable from the borders of the parishes of St. Andrew and
gold chain was also taken from her possession by the St. David, northward to the centre of the parish, and
police, which she denied having, and it may reasonably 32 in the southern portion, taking the lower borders
be suspected that it forms a portion of the property of St. David, Windward road, and the large district
plundered from Alberga's house. I am convinced called ‘Dallas,” above the Falls. In the selection of
that there are many of the St. Thomas in the East the men the greatest care has been taken, and my
rebels taking refuge in the mountains and estates in magistrates report most favourably of the manner in
this neighbourhood. Three men have already been which the duties have been performed. During rainy
nights the patrolling has been carried out with regu
captured, whose examinations are not completed.”
That is to show that on the 22nd of October, stolen larity and cheerfulness. I have also to report that,
property had found its way a distance of some 60 with the sanction of his Excellency the Governor, I
miles from the scene of the occurrences at Morant have accepted the services and sworn in 50 Volunteers,
with three officers, a captain and two lieutenants,
Bay.
41,040. Was that woman executed, do you know 2
—I do not know.

I omitted to mention that attached

ºf

The stations at which it is proposed to place this force
I have submitted to his Excellency and the General
commanding the forces, the latter, knowing the locali

to the St. Mary's document were the originals of
threatening letters. My colleague, Mr. Hosack, re

ties, has approved of my selection, the object being to
patrol sheltered by roads, and prevent as far asſºs.

ceived a letter on the 13th of October from the

sible the moving about of any of the rebels, and to
show the people that the Government are vigilant."

senior magistrate of Portland. I have not the original,
but I have seen it and can state that this is a copy :-

º

41,042. Is that the last of the letters?—That is the
“SIR

“A seniors insurrection having broken out in

last of those prior to the issuing of the Amnesty. I
have also to mention that on the 16th of October

St. Thomas in the East, and the Custos and several

Justices Barrow and Carr of St. Thomas in the Val,

of the magistrates, curate, &c., &c., having been most

who have both given evidence before the Commissiºn,

fearfully murdered, and the insurgents finding their
way to this, and will in all probability be here during
the night, I request you will be good enough to send
us the aid of your police, with all the ammunition that
can be got, as well as to induce the Volunteer force
and other good citizens to come up to our aid. Be
good enough to lose no time; every hour is of the

came up to Kingston; I met them at the Generals;

utmost importance.
(Signed)

“Joji N. S. CLACHAR, J.P.”

41,041. Had that gentleman been filling any office

previously —Yes; he had been Custos of the parish.
iHere are some documents attached, extracts of letters,
describing the state of excitement prevailing in the
parish. There was an application from the senior
magistrate of the parish in which we now are, St.
Catherine's, dated the 17th of October 1865, from
the Peace Office :-

they were most pressing for troops to be immediately
sent down, believing that a disturbance would take

place at Linstead, in St. Thomas in the Wale. They
were so urgent that they would not leave the govern
ment
tillTown
something
wasat done.
troopsandfrºm
Spanish
were sent
once toThe
Linstead,
the
troops from Rock Fort went up to Spanish Town"
supply
their place.
They
apprehended
with certain.
an outbreak
on that
day.
The Commission
wil
observe that on the 19th we received information "

a probable outbreak at Brown's Town, and ther. Yº

an urgent demand for troops for Port Maria, and that
the Custos of Westmoreland, at the west end of the

island, had requested that there should be a man”
war there on the 2nd of November, in consequen"

of
an anticipated
outbreak
at that time at Savannah;
Mar;
so that there
were three

points of the

island

where just exactly at that time we were informed
“ SIR

“Is compliance with the requirement of the there was every probability of an outbreak.
41,043. Were the measures had recourse tº thº'
Act, 28th Victoria, chapter 38, I forward a commu
nication addressed to me as senior magistrate of St.

were applied for 2–Yes. The “Urgent," the "Fire

Catherine's, with accompanying enclosures, to receive
his Excellency's instructions relative to the resoolu
tion of certain applicants to be permitted to be
enrolled for ‘the protection of the town (Spanish

brand,” and the “Plantagenet” arrived from Nassau
with troops. On the 28th of October the “ Urgent
was sent round, and left troops at Port Maria

t

§

also at

St. Ann's, to be forwarded to Brown's Town. In"

\
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quantity of powder there deposited, and the ordinary atrocities committed in St. Thomas in the East. The

Westmorland.

mention that during the first 10 days of the outbreak
in Kingston, every precaution was taken generally at
the suggestion of the inhabitants. There was a large
Government magazines being full, it was removed and

Justices in Special Sessions at Maudeville, on the

placed on board a vessel in the harbour. The whole

28th instant, decided that the whole of No. 1 Company

of the cutlasses were collected from the different stores

of Volunteers be continued on duty at Mandeville,

and lodged at the Ordnance. Every measure was
taken to prevent, in the case of an outbreak in Kings
ton, which was imminently expected, the insurgents
getting possession of gunpowder, arms, and cutlasses.
About the 19th of October the people began to be re

until some communication be received

from the

Governor directing their being continued or other

which I believe has already been given in evidence.
I saw several others (refugees), but I was very much
struck with the statement that was made to me by a
man of the name of Downey, who has been examined
before the IRoyal Commissioners. He told me that
when he was arrested the man who made him prisoner
said, “Our laws are now in force.” That circumstance,
as well as the narrative of the refugees, made me

wise; or, if not, what number should be continued to
guard the arms and ammunition. I have to report
the safe arrival yesterday at Mandeville, of 20 stands
of arms and ammunition for the police, and have
issued instructions for the safe keeping of the arms
according to your circular, 25th of October 1865;
also the receipt of 40 swords and belts for Captain
Heron's troops. I here with beg to enclose Captain
Heron's letter, recommending certain gentlemen as
officers for the mounted corps under his command. I
also enclose a requisition I have received from most
of the influential inhabitants and proprietors in the
southern district of the parish. The police force is at
present so small as to be quite inadequate; but I beg
to represent that the force is divided to be most
efficient in all parts, and I await the Governor's
instructions. I beg also to enclose a communication
from Revd. Lindo, also Swaby, with a number of
white immigrants' signatures attached. These parties
I had examined on Saturday, and it appears the
parties suspected reside in St. Ann's, on the borders
of Manchester. I have several complaints of nightly
meetings, and rolling of drums, and blowing shells,
and beg to have his Excellency's instructions how I

think, that evidently there was an attempt on the part

am to act.”

of the insurgents to take possession of the island, and
consequently it appeared that the greatest precaution
should be used to get more assistance in the event of
the insurrection spreading. On the 30th of October

That letter enclosed the following:—

assured, orders had been sent out to Barbadoes and to

Nassau for troops, as well as a telegraphic communi
cation to the Admiralty, and people began then to be
re-assured ; but between the llth October and the

19th there was very great excitement and alarm.
The refugees from St. Thomas in the East had arrived
in the town, and they had stated that it was the deter
mination of the people in St. Thomas in the East, the
rebels, as expressed to them, to murder all the white
and coloured people. I had an opportunity of seeing
most of those refugees between the 15th and the 17th
of October. I saw Mr. Harrison, of Hordley, who
told me of the conversation he had with Mr. Gordon,

the amnesty was proclaimed, of which this is a copy.
(The witness handed it in.) The “Urgent” having
arrived on the 23rd of October, and the “Plantaganet”

the same day with troops, the Amnesty was pro
claimed on the 30th of October. I may mention that
I advised the Governor not to proclaim the amnesty
until we had more troops in the island; and the
troops arrived on the 29th of October, and the
amnesty was proclaimed on the 30th.
41,044–5. Prior to the arrival of those troops, what
was the amount of military force in the colony —I

cannot state correctly, but I believe there were about
1,000 men.
41,046. Would that include those who were in
-

-

garrison, sick persons, and otherwise —All, I think.
41,047. What was the number of the police force

available by law at that time —The police force at
that time, all told, amounted to about 389.
41,048. For the whole island 2–For the whole
island.

St. Thomas in the East has 20.

41,049. I believe the Act provides for their number
and distribution ?–Yes.

41,050. Were they all capable shortly after that 7–

That I cannot say of my own knowledge.
41,051. Were communications forwarded to you

that the police had in some cases been disabled 2–
Yes, and some had ran away. In fact, one I heard
gave evidence of that before this Commission. On the
31st of October there was a letter that would be

received after the publication of the amnesty from
the Custos of Manchester.

41,052. First, about the proclamation of the

amnesty. Was that a general one or only a special
one –The amnesty excepted all persons

that had

committed murder or arson, or had stolen property,

and it called upon the rebels to come in and deliver
themselves over to the civil and military authorities.

“Whitefield Mission Station, Porus,
“October 25th, 1865.
“To the Honorable J. R. Hollingsworth, Custos.
“Siſt,

“THERE is a dense population in this village and
its neighbourhood, and in times like the present, one
cannot but feel some anxiety on account of the
defenceless condition of the place. This anxiety is
increased by the fact, that a large proportion of the
peasantry has not been under the most salutary
influence. It may be necessary to state that because

of my opposition to the Underhill meetings recently
held in this village, certain persons have threatened
to do me serious bodily injury. Their names have
not transpired, but the report of their intention is
extensively circulated. I may also state that on
Saturday evening last a large assemblage of men with

sticks was seen in front of the rum shop which is kept
on the 13aptist Mission premises here. These men
inflamed by drinks might not always disperse so
peaceably as on this occasion ; an outbreak might be
the consequence. I believe that should a circumstance
occur, many worthless disaffected characters would
join in it, and thus valuable lives might be lost ere
needed assistance be rendered. I represent these
things to you in the hope that some action might be
taken in the matter, and some protection afforded to

the loyal inhabitants of this place in case of emergency.
(Signed)

“ALEXAN or R LINDo.”

“Unto the Honorable J. R. IIollingsworth,
“Custos of Manchester.

“We, the undersigned, magistrates, and other
inhabitants of the southern district of the parish, beg
respectfully to represent to your honor that there are
at present throughout the whole district only three
policemen, who are stationed at Wigton ; that a very
large portion of the district, comprising Pusey Hill,
Victoria Town, Grove Town, and other populous
settlements is entirely without protection ; and call

This letter from the Custos of Manchester reached us

upon your honor to take the requisite measures for

on the 1st of November :—

having an adequate force stationed in the most

“SIR,

Brumālia, 31st of October 1865.

“I HAve the honor to report for the information

suitable locality.

(Signed) “ALExANDER C. Log AN and by 31 others.”
5 R

Hon. H.

13 Mar. 1866.
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sIR,Honourable J. R. Hollingsworth, Custos.
º

-

º: th

cumstances brought to my knowledge, and which have
led me to the belief that the rebellion of St. Thomas
in the East was part of an organized plan, fortunately

Hon. H
. . “I BEG to callyour attention to a circumstance
W.d. which has come to my knowledge, which I think may not matured. I was in St. Ann's in August last, about

be of importance to you as head of this parish. In
13 Mar. 1866, formation has been given to me by my neighbour,
— Mr. Webb, and other white emigrants, that assemblies
of persons from St. Ann's parish are taking place near
their residence, and they are fearful these gatherings
may be for evil.”
Signed by eight persons.
This was information received after the proclamation
of amnesty; the object is to show the pressure upon
the Government, and to show that anxiety had not
subsided, and that things had not quieted down, in
fact, upon the declaration of the amnesty. Here is a

º
º

**

-

Wººtt
*T* |

the 15th, and was informed by a person of the name
of Higginbotham, a black man, formerly a healman

at Murphy Hill Penn, but now carrying on abutºry
at St. Ann's Bay, that there existed in that, as will
as in other parishes, a society, to use his own expres.
sions, which had at its head a ‘president and a secre.
tary : that they kept up regular correspondence with

each other (on political and other matters, I presume)
from the fact that it was identified with the late Geo,
W. Gordon's movements with reference to the Under.

hill matter; that a sum of one hundred pounds had

been raised for putting a specimen, in the shape of a

letter from Hanover, dated 2nd November 1865 :-

circular, requesting the attendance of the labouring
people at St. Ann's Bay, to take into consideration
the Queen's reply to their memorial being shown us
(Mr. Scott and myself). Higginbotham then state
“ SIR,
“ WE, the magistrates of the Western Interior that latterly he had reasons to doubt the character ºf
district, deem it necessary for the safety of the lives the society in consequence of the tone of language
and property of the inhabitants of this neighbourhood used then at their meeting, and foreseeing that
that a detachment, numbering at least twenty to twenty ‘ trouble would come,” withdrew his connexion with
five rank and file, should be stationed at Kew Park, it. On further inquiry he told us that a person named
where ample accommodation could be given to a much Rodney, and one named Burton, the latter person
larger
number
if required.
In consequence
of that
in from Kingston, were the ‘president and treasurer'
formation
obtained,
not later than
last night, viz.,
We both expressed our approval of the course he had
if anything was to happen, it would happen that adopted in disconnecting himself from such a body,
night, or if not, not till the soldiers left the district, because although we never entertained the idea that
we believe that the march of your detachment pre at these meetings any plot was being secretly con
vented an outbreak from taking place, and we very cocted, still we saw the dangerous tendency of any
much regret that your orders oblige you to withdraw association which had for its objects the discussion ºf
the troops under your command to Montego Bay, thus social or political matters among a class of ignorant
leaving
thisneed
district
in its furnish
former defenceless
position.
In case of
we could
a number of
horses, people, unable to judge for themselves, but ready to
be guided by the evil counsels of designing men. Mr.
say twenty, for the transport of men from Montego Scott has been endeavouring to obtain further infor.
Bay to their quarters. In conclusion we beg to sign mation, but has learnt nothing of importance as yú,
He is still, however, impressed with the idea, nº!.
ourselves,
“To Lieut. Brett, commanding H.M. Troops in
Montego Bay.

-

:
s

-

*
-

s

“ W. B. Cooke, J.P.
“ Dr. B. S. HEAvex, J.P.

-

|

º

º
º

.

-

withstanding the present quiet state of affairs in the
parish, that ‘ until such men as Rodney, Burton, ºwl

“J. EDMONDs, J.P.”
41,053. They went to Kew Park did they —They
went part of the way and returned. The next is from

those connected with his meetings (G. W. Gordon's
are taken into custody, there will not be perfett
security. Mr. Scott in his last letter to me mentious

a person named Scoles, and another named Campbell,
the latter formerly in G. W. Gordon's employ, and
who trained racehorses, and belonging to St. Mary,
“I HAVE to report to his Excellency the or persons who, if they could, would head any insur
Governor, that I have received from some fifty gentle rectionary movements. I do not know either of them,

Mr. Salmon, Custos of St. Elizabeth's :gº SIR,

men, and respectable proprietors, and others, an offer

but feel satisfied Mr. Scott would not allude to them

to form a company of volunteers or special constables
in the neighbourhood of Malvern, in the Santa Cruz

did he not feel justified, after due inquiry into thiral.

Mountains, in the parish ; one of the gentlemen to act

these parties are attached, but it must be recºlº"
that in St. Ann's the native Baptist element islatº'ſ

as a captain, one or two as lieutenants, and one or two
as cornets. I have explained the difficulty of delivering
arms and ammunition to each Volunteer residing, as
is the case, at some distance from each other. They
then offered to attend, say fifteen of the number,

weekly or fortnightly, at a place (say Malvern House)
º

:.

with ideas of dissatisfaction and disloyalty that it would
require very little to enlist their sympathies with *
of the rebellious people of St. Thomas in the Fast.

sider their services as required, i.e. to the fifteen on

“ P.S.—The conversation with Higginbotham toºk
place about three days after the burning of a store in

**

“ Jolix PAkin.

St. Ann's Bay, and about ten days after the lººk

held
at which
Preside"who
Thatatisthat
fromplace,
Mr. and
John
ParryGordon
the enginee,
is at present engaged, I believe, at St. Thomas

in the East in taking a list of the burnt houses. but

large portion of the blacks to join an insurrectionary

he can be brought before the Commission,

movement in this parish, if once commenced, and
therefore the necessity of a show of force.”
Amongst gentlemen whom I had conversation with at

41,054. Were these parties who are named sº of
those who were afterwards arrested —I do not think

the time, I had one with our engineer for the county
of Surry, a gentleman who travels a great deal about,

On the 8th of Nºvem º
we received a presentment from the grand jº"
Hanover, accompanied by this letter from the wº"

and I requested him to put the information he gave

Mr. Jordan :-

--

::

diffused, and I have no doubt that this class of peº
particularly have been more or less so indºlinaº

“I am, dear sir, yours faithfully,

not intend arms to be given to individuals residing
through the country, nor do I believe it safe : but as
there are some sixteen families, a large portion children
and females, very much fear and uncertainty is felt
in this district, as I believe in other districts of the
island. There is no doubt as to the readiness of a

**

I am not aware to what sect of religionis's

fixed on for the safety of the arms, if the country will
allow 2s. a day for the time the Governor may con

permanent duty. I understand the Governor does

º

tecedents.

any of them were arrested.

me in writing, which he did in the following letter,

“ Lucea, November 6th 1865,

dated 5th November :
&4

“ DEAR SIR,

-

“ I AM in receipt of your note of the 3rd instant
and hasten to reply to it, by recapitulating the cir

Suh,

“I have the honour to enclose for the º
mation
his Excellency
Governor,the
present."
of the of
grand
jury of thetheparish
of Hanover,
made to
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me this day whilst presiding at the Hanover Circuit

Secretary to the Executive Committee, from Mr.

Court.

Edward B. Lynch, sending a threatening letter, with
reference to the holding of the Court in Spanish

(Signed)

“Edward KEMBLE.”

“To the Honourable Edward KEMBLE, Judge of the
Supreme Court.
“The Presentment of the Grand Jury of the parish
of Hanover.

“ May it please your Honour,
“We, the Grand Inquest of the parish of Hano

verdeem it our duty, in the present state of the island,
to call your Honour's attention to the unprotected con
dition of the loyal and peaceable inhabitants of this
parish. As we have hitherto believed that no class of

the inhabitants of the island were labouring under any

Hon. H.
Westmorland.

Town :-

4.

“ Spanish Town, 6th November 1865.
SIR,
“I beg to forward for consideration, an

anonymous letter addressed, found under my gate
this morning, to Francis Jackson Lynch, but having
direct reference to myself and Sir Bryan Edwards in
the concluding paragraph.

The person referred to as

Thomas Gale lives at the top of Marlie IIill, on the
Spanish Town road, and I had occasion to institute
an action against him, which has not yet come on for

social or political disadvantages, we were astonished

trial.

and confounded at the causeless and bloody insurrec

Rev. Mr. Phillippo's chapel, and the reference in the

tion which has devastated the parish of St. Thomas in

letter to Robert O'Meally and Mr. Phillippo's people

the East : and while we are convinced that a large

seem to connect him in the complicity in the author
ship of the communication. I have endeavoured to
make something of a free transcript of the docu

number of the inhabitants of the island are loyal and
well disposed, we regret to say, that from indications
we have observed in our various districts, we are of
opinion that the spirit of disaffection is widely spread.
We are pleased and grateful for the energy and
promptitude manifested by his Excelleney the
Governor, the military and naval authorities, in
putting down the rebellion, but we naturally entertain
fears for the stability of peace and order in the island,
unless stringent and immediate measures be adopted
for their preservation. We sincerely trust that the
Legislature, which will meet to-morrow, will adopt
measures to attain this end ; and we request your
Honour to transmit to his Excellency the Governor
the opinion of the grand jury, that the loyal inhabi
tants of this parish are willing to submit to any sacri
fices that may be necessary to secure the peace of the

island. On behalf, and by the desire of the Grand
Jury.
“ JAcob Lyon, Foreman.”

On the 16th of November we received the following

Presentment from the Grand Jury of St. James (for
warded by the Judge):—
“ Montego Bay, 14th November 1865.
SIR.

“I beg to enclose for his Excellency’s infor
mation the Presentment of the Grand Jury of the
parish of St. James, made to me at the St. James's

Circuit Court yesterday.
(Signed)
“ EDw ARI,
“To his Honour the Judge,

KEM BI.E.”

He is, moreover, I understand, a leader in the

ment for the assistance of his Excellency and the
Committee.”

*(Enclosure No. 1.)
“ November 4th 1865.-Thomas Gale, White Marle.

“I don't care what the Court may do, but if
the Government touch any of the Phillippo the war
shall be greater, and who can stay must stay, for it is
an advantage taken of the people by the Government.
I don't afraid to give my name. Thomas Henry. We
just waiting to see what going to be done with Robert.
O'Meally, for you is not God. Government say that
he will pay to know who burn Farm Penn. If Mr.

Levy was in they would burn himself.

We did send

to tell him if he pay he will hear, but not for no

money. My name you shall see, and not my face, so
the quicker you it all the better, and you must mind
how you drive on White Marle road to. I have seen
that I tell you they pay me to write, but they did not
tell me to put name. I put the name there, but are
plenty of them; but those two is the head of all.
That same man I was after, Edward Lynch, and the
Judge.”
(Enclosure No. 2.)
“I sent to inform all gentlemen in town that if we

don't get justices in this October Court, that we will
burn down the town, and we have 1,500 men consent
to raise a riot at the Court-house, October the 23 of

this month, and Monday we looking out to see what
trial will be ; then we will be commence. Lif for
lif will be taken that day at the Court-house, for we

“We, the Grand Inquest of St. James, take
leave to represent to your Honour an irregularity and
oversight in the preparation of the panel of jurors
for this parish, which now, and for some time past,
has prevailed. We refer to the omission from the
panel of the grand jury of magistrates, and other
gentlemen of standing, education, and intelligence, and
also the continuance on the panel of others who, by
their age, should be exempt therefrom. We need
scarcely assure your Honour of our devotion and loyalty
to Her Majesty the Queen, and that our utmost en

town.

deavours will at all times be exerted to preserve peace

I think those are all the documents that I have at

and order in our parish. We further beg to call the
attention of Government, through your Honour, to the
general inefficiency of the police force of this parish.
The Inspector is required to attend two parishes, viz.,

present to put in. I wish to mention the state of
feeling that existed in Kingston ; I have alluded to it
already. I saw numbers of gentlemen from all parts
of the country, and had conversation with them. They

don't fare, and that day of October, for we is well
armdid with cutlass and gun appeas and that day
besides women to help us, 400. I sent to tell Francis
Linch he better mind himself.

October him best to

set down whare him is, for he a mudder to the people;
but if he no what I no, that sum of the bad will be
about there to see what gone to be donnin at that
Courts-house, for the good will suffer for the bad that

day. Powder we have plenty, as much as to kill hold
No name.”

St. James and Hanover, while his health does not

all seemed impressed with the danger that existed,

admit of his discharging the duties appertaining to

and the necessity of the Government at once using the

one. The senior sergeant on whom the responsibility
rests during the absence and ill-health of the Inspec
tor, resides at the distance of one mile from the police

most active measures to put down the rebellion in St.
Thomas in the East. I could give the names of several

station, and, consequently, the discipline of the force
is seriously affected thereby. We regret to observe
that a latent spirit of discontent appears to exist

among the labouring classes of this parish, which at
any time may manifest itself by overt acts, and which
alone may be restrained by the presence of an adequate
military force.
“ R. W. Bucha NAN, Foreman.
“ 13th November 1865.”

I havs also to put in a letter received by Mr. Myers,

FORTY.
FIRST DAY.

of them if necessary, but I see one gentleman present
whom I had repeated conversation with, and who is
clerk of the peace for Metcalfe, Mr. Burke. He
urged in the most pressing way that every effort
should be used by the Government to put down this
insurrection. From his knowledge of the country,
and from his ability, I had a great deal of confidence

in his judgment. I saw him repeatedly during that
period. He suggested the employment of the Maroons,
and he also suggested in very strong terms the neces

sity of the arrest of Mr. G. W. Gordon. That was
5 R 2

13 Mar, 1866.
-
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not done to myself personally, but was done to our
FIRST DAY.

secretary.

41,055. Did he communicate that to you ?—He did
certainly. It was communicated to the members of
the Government.

-

41,056. What did the secretary communicate to
you ?—The secretary communicated to me this, that
Mr. Burke on some morning recommended Mr. Gor
don's arrest; that in the middle of that same day he

again came to him and rather upbraided him for the
arrest not having been made, and later in the day he
informed Mr. Myers that Mr. Gordon was in Kingston.
I may mention also another gentleman who most
strongly urged, and who came and informed me that
Mr. Gordon was in Kingston, that was Mr. Charles
Levy, the member for the parish. I could mention
several other persons who were of opinion that it
was a step very necessary to be taken. In fact it
was the universal belief that it was a necessary

step to be taken.

I now wish to call the atten

tion of the Commission to what further occurred.

The Legislature met on the 6th of November,
and both the Legislative Council and the As
sembly, in their replies to the Governor's speech,
admitted that great danger existed, had existed, and
still existed, and that nothing but the prompt measures
used had prevented the spread of the insurrection
throughout the island. I can give the extract if I
am not occupying too much time. I would merely
quote the following from the address of the Legislative
Council of Jamaica to the Governor :—

:
|

“While joining your Excellency in acknowledging
the zealous and able services of his Excellency the
General commanding the forces, the senior naval
officer, and of the military forces, as well as of the
Volunteers, we desire also to record our grateful
thanks to your Excellency for the energy, firmness,
and wisdom with which you have carried the island
through this momentous crisis. We are well aware
that the slightest hesitation on your part would have
been fraught with the most imminent danger to the
lives of the loyal inhabitants throughout the island ;
and we are well assured that all our loyal fellow
colonists unite in the expression of gratitude which it
is now our privilege to convey to you.
+
+

+:

#

+

+:

“We entirely concur in the painful statement your
Excellency has made that there is scarcely a district
throughout the island where disloyalty, sedition, and
º

due to the unexampled skill, energy, and self-devotion
which characterized all your Excellency's measures.
We desire to express our entire concurrence in your
Excellency's statement that to the misapprehensions
and misrepresentations of pseudo-philanthropists in

England and in this country, to the inflammatory
harangues and seditious meetings of political dema.
gogues, to the personal, scurrilous, vindictive, and
disloyal writings of a licentious and unscrupulous
press, and to the misdirected efforts and misguided
counsel of certain miscalled ministers of religion, is
to be attributed the present disorganization of the
colony, resulting in rebellion, arson, and murder. We
cordially agree with your Excellency that this great
wickedness cannot be attributed to anyjust grievances
under which it can be said that the peasantry suffer;
on the contrary, we entirely coincide with your Ex.
cellency in the opinion that they have advantages
which the peasantry of no other country enjoy; and
that it is to the causes to which your Excellency
alludes that they have failed to reap the benefits of
their position. Deeply impressed with the full con
viction that nothing but the existence of a strong
Government can prevent this island from lapsing into
the condition of a second Hayti, we shall cheerfully
take into consideration any measures recommendedby

your Excellency. We feel ourselves bound in this
emergency to aid (so far as the resources of the country
will admit) the Government in all steps which may

be necessary for insuring the security of the colony,
and the protection of life and property. We ſervently
join your Excellency in the prayer that Almighly
God may so bless our united labours that they may
tend to the establishment of lasting security for life

and property, and largely promote the general welfare
and prosperity of the colony.”

The only part of that motion which was not agreed tº
unanimously was that about the newspapers and
the misrepresentations of pseudo-philanthropists
What is called a debate was entered upon that. That

is, if any gentleman objects to any motion before the
House they say “Enter a debate,” without going to
a division. With that exception, the address was
passed unanimously.

41,060. Was there any division upon that particular
clause —No, none at all, only what is called a debate
was entered ; that signifies that it has not passed the

murderous intention are not widely disseminated and

House unanimously.
41,061. But there was no actual division?–No

openly expressed. We agree with your Excellency

division at all, and I think that is almost the only

as to the causes which have created the dangers that

case since I have been in the House of Assembly in

now threaten the country, and will heartily co-operate
with you in endeavouring to remedy this grevious

which there has not been a division, I never saw

state of affairs.”

Assembly as at that time.

such perfect unanimity prevailing in the House ºf
--

-

I may mention to the Commission that the Council

41,062. Is it stated who were present —No, it is

was composed of gentlemen residing in various parts

not. In the Council we always give the names, but

of the island.

in the House of Assembly they do not.
41,063. The House is composed of 47 members, is
-

41,057. (Commission.) Was the address unani
mously voted 2–It was unanimously resolved, “that
the address do pass.”
41,058. (Mr. Williams.) Are the members of the
Council also persons considerably interested in pro

perty throughout the country...?—Yes;
4i,059. Would it be at all to their interest to ex

aggerate matters ?—Certainly not ; that would de
preciate the value of their property. The House of
Assembly, in addressing the Governor, said:—
“We assure your Excellency that the advice and

:}

it not ?—Yes.

41,064. Do you remember whether there was a full
attendance 2–I think, to the best of my recollection,

about 30 members were present. There were several
vacancies, and some of the members were ºf the
country.
41,065. Do you know whether the members for
Cornwall were present —Yes.

41,066. Was Mr. Whitelocke present?-Sº, he
was off the country at the time. I attended the

co-operation which you seek of the Legislature in a

Governor's dinner on the 8th, the usual dinner on the

crisis consummated by rebellion, and which threatens
by a most diabolical conspiracy the lives of the white
and coloured inhabitants of the colony, will not on the

second evening of the House meeting.

part of this Assembly be withheld. We most readily

41,067. Was it a public dinner?–A public dinner,
and
noticedcertainly
there several
gentlemen
had nºof
been I there
for three
years onwhoaccount

acknowledge that while the thanks of the island are
due to his Excellency Major-General O'Connor for
the readiness and promptitude with which he met the

proposed the Governor's health, and he used these
words (pointing to Mr. Eyre) : “To that manº wº

differences. The Speaker of the Assembly rose.”

occurrences of the outbreak, and no less to all the

“indebted for the lives of our wives and children.

other civil, naval, and military authorities engaged in
its suppression, as well as to the Maroons for their
fidelity and loyalty, the gratitude of the island is chiefly

“ and I hope in future ages our children will remem:
“ ber the eminent services that Mr. Eyrellas rendered

“ the country.” During the course of the session
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the following votes were proposed to certain officers
of the army and navy. Some of the members wished

nation admitted that he had received.

the Government to initiate these votes, and I on the

the Government.
it :—

part of the Government declined to do so, and the
following notices of motion were given, which was
afterwards carried out.

On the 10th of November

notice of motion by Mr. Lewis, member of St. Cathe
rine, was given :“That this House being desirous of conferring a

special mark of its approbation on Brigadier-General
Abercromby Nelson for his eminent and distinguished
services rendered by him during the rebellion in the
eastern parishes of the island :
“Resolved,
“That a sum of

be granted for the purpose

of procuring a sword, or other suitable testimonial,
to be presented to him, with the grateſul thanks of
this House.”

41,068. What was the amount voted 2 – Subse

quently 200 guineas was voted.

41,069. (Mr. Gorrie.) Has it been paid –It has.
41,070. (Mr. Williams.) Was there a division upon
that resolution, or was it unanimously carried ?–The
whole of the motions were unanimously carried. On
the 6th of December notice of motion was given by
Mr. Georges, “That when the House shall be in

“ committee on the state of the island, on Tuesday the
“ 12th of December instant, he will move that an

“address be presented to his Excellency the Governor

I think it is

There is this important passage in

“What I desire is, to shield you and them from
the charge of anarchy and tumult that in a short
time must follow these powerful demonstrations.”

We also at the same time became acquainted with the
character of the language that had been used at the
Ringston meeting. From his papers I discovered that

there was a person at Montego Bay writing to him at
Vere, stating that he was writing articles in his paper
with a view to shield him from the consequences that
must ensue from these meetings.

40,073. (Commission.) The object of your state
ment we take it is to show the fresh information that
came after the declaration of the amnesty 2–Yes, and

before the expiry of martial law. With the permis
sion of the Commission I wish to say something with
reference to some evidence that was given by Mr.
Levein upon the subject of some money that was voted
to the Baron Ketelhodt, to defend an action. He stated,
as far as I recollect, that the Government voted a
sum of 250l., or, I think, he even said 1,000l. for the

purpose of defending an action brought by Mr. Gordon
against Baron Ketelhodt. Now it is impossible for

the Executive Committee to vote any money uniess
they have the authority of law ; and the law pro

“requesting that he will be pleased to sanction a sum

vides that the Executive Committee shall sanction, if

“ of 100l. for the purchasing a suitable testimonial to

they think proper, any expenditure that may be

“ be presented to Captain Algernon Sydney De
Horsey, R.N., late of Her Majesty's ship Wol

recommended by the Vestries in estimates sent to .

them. The Vestry of St. Thomas in the East sent the

“verene,' for the valuable and efficient services

Government an estimate in which was included a sum

“rendered by him to the colony in the recent rebel
“lion in the eastern part of the island.” On the

of 250l. for the purpose of defending an action against
the Custos and Chairman, issued by Mr. Gordon, for

30th of November a similar vote was proposed by Mr.

ejecting that gentleman from the Westry. The

Alberga of 100 guineas to Colonel Hobbs, and on the

Executive Committee after considerable deliberation
sanctioned that expenditure.

18th of December Mr. S. C. Burke, about five days
after the termination of martial law, gave notice of
the following motion :-

41,074. Recommended it *—Sanctioned it.

41,075. Has the Executive Committee power to

“That when the House shall be in committee on

sanction ?—Yes.

December instant, he will move than an address be

41,076. Without the consent of the Governor 2–
With the consent of the Governor.

presented to his Excellency the Governor request

41,077. Then it would merely be an advice on the

the state of the island, on Tuesday the 19th of

ing that he will be pleased to sanction a grant of part of the Executive Committee; the sanction rests
100l., for the purpose of purchasing a suitable testi with the Governor, does it not ; that is to say, the
monial to be presented to the officers of Her Governor could, in opposition to that recommendation,
Majesty's 1st West India Regiment, for the valuable withhold its sanction?—With regard to the parochiai
and efficient services rendered by that regiment to ºstimates, the Governor is not consulted in any way.
the colony in the recent rebellion in St. Thomas in
the East.”

There were four votes proposed, and they came from
all sections of the House. One was by a white gentic
man, one by a member of the Hebrew persuasion, and

one by a coloured gentleman. I mention this to show
the unanimity which prevailed in the House upon all
these questions.
41,071. And throughout the colony ? – Yes, I

They are sent to the Executive Committee and
sanctioned by them.
41,078. The money having been voted in a lump

sum by the IIouse of Assembly beforehand upon an
estimate —Upon an estimate.
41,079. That is to say, the Executive Committee
sanctions the expenditure in detail of the sum voted

On the 23rd of

by the House of Assembly upon an estimate supplied
by the Vestry?—No, the House of Assembly vote the
money after the estimate is settled and arranged by

November the members of the Council, and the
members of the Assembly representing the county of

the Executive Committee, not before.
41,080. Then was this sum of 250l. included in an

believe, through the country.

Cornwall, made a communication to his Excellency estimate submitted to the House of Assembly before
the Governor as to the unprotected state of the county it was sanctioned by the Executive Committee 2–No,
of Cornwall.

-

41,072. That was after the suppression ?—After the
termination of martial law.

It is only to show the

feeling that existed in the county of Cornwall, the

it was submitted after it was sanctioned. All the paro
chial estimates are submitted to the Executive Com

mittee in the months of July and August, and they are
then sanctioned in an estimate corresponding with the

most distant part of the island from the Legislature,

amount of that sanctioned and laid before the House

and the opinion of gentlemen who had recently come

time of the issuing of the amnesty, arrests were made
of Mr. Levein at Montego Bay, and of Dr. Bruce,
that letters were found in Mr. Levein's possession
which very soon after came to the knowledge of the

of Assembly.
41,081. For the ensuing year 2—For the ensuing
year, and then it is voted by the House of Assembly ;
but there is no actual vote taken with regard to the
parochial estimates, they are provided for by law. The
1.xecutive Committee gives in the amount of parochial
expenditure for each parish which they have sanc
tioned, and they provide accordingly ; but there is no

Government. In fact I heard one of them put in

vote taken by the House upon it. The 1.xecutive

evidence here, which was admitted by Dr. Bruce to

Committee and the parochial authorities have the
sole control of fixing the amount expended in each
parish.

up to attend to their duties.

The Government of

cºurse must act upon information they receive from
all parties. I also wish to mention that about the

have been received by him from Mr. Levein. This
is a copy of that letter which Dr. Bruce in his exami

FORTY

already on the notes, but it came to the knowledge of FIRST DAY."
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Hon. II.
Westmorland.
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41,082. Is not that submitted to the House of
Assembly afterwards –It is submitted to them, but
they never take any part in it.
41,083. It is not submitted to the House of Assembly
in a detailed estimate ; that is, if you state that for St.
Thomas in the East 1,000l. is wanted, would you not at
the same time furnish the House of Assembly with a
detailed estimate showing how that 1000l. is to be
spent *—No ; the detailed estimates are never placed
before the House of Assembly. If they were called
for they would be placed before them, but it has not
been the practice.
41,084. Then has the Executive Committee the
-

diture of the island. But I do no think the House of

Assembly would have the power of interfering after
the Executive Committee had settled the estimates.

41,102. Suppose the Governor refused to sign the
warrant, and said he disapproved of the payment?—
I do not think, under these circumstances, the Gover

nor would be warranted in refusing.

41,103. (Mr. Williams.) I understand you to say,"
as a matter of fact, that the Governor did approve of

this particular grant —He did. I have now got the
Act, and I find that I am quite right in that matter.
It is 27th Victoria, chapter 7, section 26:—
“ The Custos of each parish shall summon the

power of sanctioning the expenditure, independent of Vestry of the parish to meet in the month of July in
any control on the part of the Governor, or the House each year and prepare, in detail, an estimate of the

expenditure of such parish for the ensuing financial

of Assembly –Yes.

41,085. What regulates that course of proceedings?
—The law.

41,086. What is the Act that regulates it?—I will
find it for the Commission. I cannot give it from
memory. Since I have been in office the parochial
estimates have never been submitted to the Governor.

year, &c., an account of all parochial revenue receiv.
able in such parish by the collector of dues; and the
clerk of the Vestry shall, so soon as the estimate and

account aforesaid have been passed by the Vestry,
transmit three copies of each to the secretary of the
Executive Committee for the approval of such Com.

41,087. Then it amounts to this, that supposing the mittee; and it shall be lawful for such Executive
Governor was to ask for the parochial estimates, and Committee to reduce the amount of any of the items
he was to object to any item in them, he could have

contained in such estimate which, when approved, and

no control whatever, although no sum can be spent

endorsed as approved by the secretary of the Exe.
cutive Committee, and returned by him, shall be taken

without his warrant 2–I am not quite certain whether
the Act gives the power to the Governor, but since I

However, the Governor was consulted upon this
matter. I can state that, because it was rather a
novel application.

everything is paid out of the general revenue.
41,105. (Mr. Gorrie.) Is the Governor one of the

41,089. How are the parochial estimates prepared 2
—By the clerk of the Vestry, with the sanction of the
magistrates in Vestry. They are then submitted to
the Executive Committee for approval.

Executive Committee er officio 2–No.
41,106. (Commission.) The words of the 27th

That

been sanctioned by the Executive Committee.
was the practice before I came into office.

-

41,088. You found that practice existing 2–I did,

-

Victoria are: “And it shall be lawful for such Exe.

41,090. Or modification ?—The Executive Com

“cutive Committee to reduce the items when approved
“ and endorsed as approved by the secretary of the

mittee can reduce, but they cannot increase them.
41,091. What payments are included in the paro

approved. Can any act of the Executive Committee

chial estimates ?—The heaviest item is the mainte

be a valid act without the Governor's approval?—It

“Executive Committee.” It does not say by whom

nance of paupers, then all the parochial offices, care

seems to me by that clause that it can. I do not think

of churches, pounds, &c.

it was ever contemplated that the Executive Com
mittee should vote any money, or approve the esti.

41,092. Roads -–No. There is a separate board for

roads, a board of highways and bridges. They un
dertake that in each parish.
41,093. Education in the parish, is that an item 2–
-

Yes; there are certain schools kept up by parochial
funds.

41,094. Can we have the estimates for any one
|

as the estimate for the year mentioned therein, and

shall not be changed or varied in any respect by the
Vestry of the parish by which it was framed.”
41,104. Are these sums raised by parochial rates?
—No. . We have no parochial rates. The system of
parochial taxation was abolished some years ago;

have been in office the parochial estimates have always

year —Yes.

They are in the office.

mates of any, without the Governor's sanction; but I
rather think it was considered to be a matter of detail,

which the Executive Committee could arrange better,
probably than the Governor, and that that was the
reason of the clause being framed in that way.
41,107. Who framed the clause ?–That I cannot
say.

41,095. Will those estimates give the items ?—They

-

41,108. Is it an annual Act 2–No. The operation

go into detail, and they are in the office; we get them

is a very tedious one, and I fancy the law was drawn

in in triplicate.

in that way to save the Governor the trouble of going

41,096. (Mr. Gorrie.) Would they have the esti

mate relating to Baron Ketelhodt's costs —Certainly.
You can have that.

through every item in the accounts of 22 parishes, I
do not think the object of the Act was to take power
out of the hands of the Governor, but simply to give

41,097. (Commission.) Have you any notion of the
lump sum that is spent in the year out of the general
revenue for the parochial estimates?—About 45,000l.

laborious character.

a year.

has is that if they do what he disapproves ofhe can

41,098. Then have the Executive Committee the

control, or the sanction of the expenditure of 45,000l.,
without any control on the part of the Governor –I
will not go to that extent; but the practice has been,

the Executive Committee that duty which is of a very
41,109. The practical control which the Governor

dismiss them 2–Yes, certainly, I beg to hand in a
letter from Port Antonio, dated 13th October 1865,
from Mr. John S. Clachar, the senior magistrate :“SIR,

since I have been in office, that the Governor never

“I HAVE the honour to transmit herewith two

interferes in any way with those estimates.
41,099. And there is no control by the House of

documents that I have just received, showing that a
rebellion has broken out in St. Thomas in the East,

Assembly —No. . They have no control over the

and that 26 lives have been lost, and the town

matter, because these estimates are settled by the
Executive Committee before the session begins, and

Morant Bay totally destroyed by fire, and Bath Par;
tially so by the same means. I have been informed
number
to between
of insurgents
the 500.
that and
you the
urge upon
stronglyamounts
I would
400

before provision is made for them.

-

41,100. Then the only parties that have a voice in
it are the Vestry that recommend it, and the Execu
tive Committee that sanction it 2–Yes.

41,101. But the House of Assembly ultimately vote
the 45,000l. —They make provision undoubtedly for
that expenditure, as well as for all the other expen

of

necessity of sending troops from Newcastle to Po"
Antonio, and a vessel with troops to Port Morant, "
suppress, with as little delay as possible, this atroc”
insurrection.”

41,110. (Mr. Williams.) As to the particular grº"

TH F JAMAICA

about which you have been asked, I think you

º

that the Governor did approve of it —Yes.
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can

also state that the Attorney General was consulted
about the point. I would also mention that Baron
Ketelhodt had been one of my strongest political op
nents before, and after the passing of that grant.
41,111. Can you tell us in any way the state of the

feeling of the community which came to the know
ledge of the Government after the proclamation of
martial law —Well, I have in my possession several
numbers of the “Morning Journal "newspaper which

war upon the Station, that the rainy season had set
and also from my knowledge of the character of the
people, that an insurrection which was at the time
local vould spread. I knew how susceptible the
negroes are of evil instruction, from experience. I
will illustrate it from my knowledge of the manage
ment of estates. I have seen a large gang of people
going to work in a timorning, and there may have been

one, perhaps two, bad people, who have objected

either to the task, or have made some frivolous objec
tion, and shouldered their hoes, and the whole of the
coloured inhabitants of this colony and the lower. gang has followed. But take away those one or two,
orders. In the articles that were published between and the next morning the rest are as quiet as possible.
the 16th of October and the 1st of November will be The negro character is very susceptible of evil advice,
found an approval of all the acts of the Government. and has not very often, even when inclination exists,

That paper will prove what I say, that what people

the strength to resist evil advice.

said in the danger they do not say now.
(After discussion the Commissioners declined to
have the papers put in.)
(Witness.) I stated that when I saw that petition
from Paul Bogle and others to the Governor it struck
me that some of the parties who had signed it had
moved resolutions at meetings, and were connected
with Mr. Gordon ; and I now put in a letter in Mr.
Gordon's handwriting, which appears to be a certifi
cate of the ordination of Mr. Paul Bogle as a minister

of opinion there was every probability of the insur

“Kingston, 5th March 1865.
“To all whom it may concern.
“This is to certify that Paul Bogle has been this
day ordained by me, in the presence of the whole
congregation, ‘Tabernacle, Kingston, Jamaica, to the
office of deacon in Christ's Church, and that he has

been fully charged, and has also undertaken faithfully
to discharge the duties of the said office of deacon,
and in all things to be obedient to the rules of the

Church, devoting himself, through the grace of God,
faithfully to the work; and that he is hereby autho
rized to execute and discharge all the duties apper
taining to the office of deacon.

-

“Given under my hand at Kingston, Jamaica, the
5th day of March 1865.
(Signed)
“RICHARD WARREN.
-

“GEo. W. Gokpon, Acting Secretary.”
The whole of it is in Mr. Gordon's handwriting; that

I can swear. I then wish to put in another document
in Mr. Gordon's writing, which I think may be taken
as presumptive evidence that the Baron Ketelholt
properly refused to allow Mr. Gordon to be a church

Therefore I was

rection spreading. That is why I thought it desirable
that the whole country, except Kingston, should be
placed under martial law ; because, if unfortunately
the insurrection had extended to neighbouring
parishes, an immense amount of damage might have
been done before the authorities would have known ;
and when the Council of War of 21 met and declared

martial law, a great portion of the country had not
been placed under martial law. As regards the
termination of martial law, it is quite true the
amnesty was declared on the 30th of October, but
that amnesty excluded a number of persons. It had
excepted all those who had murdered, committed
arson, or had stolen property. A vast number of
these people were still at large, and as has been
proved by recent trials, two men connected with
murders were at large, and they have been recently
convicted. The amnesty stated that persons so
situated were to deliver themselves up to the
authorities. There was no civil authority at that
time, and if martial law had been put an end to at
that time, there would have been, in my opinion, no
proper authority for those persons to deliver them
selves up to who desired to comply with the terms of
the amnesty. It was necessary to re-organize the
civil power, and it was not possible to do that except
in the presence of martial law. If that had not been
done after the amnesty had been proclaimed I do not
believe the civil authorities would have gone back to

resume their functions, or that the people in St.
Thomas in the East would have paid proper respect
to the civil authorities unless those authorities had

warden, not being a member of the Church of been properly re-established under military rule. I
mention the circumstance that just before the
England. Objection has been taken to the Govern may
termination of martial law the Custos of St. David's
ment supporting Baron Ketelhodt by means of money

in the course he adopted.

I wish to show and I put

in proof that he was correct in stating that Mr.
Gordon was not a

member of the Church of

England, and therefore was not eligible.

This is

the document:-

“I am to be baptized on Christmas Day, this day
two weeks.

Remember me on that day.
“G. W. Gordon.

and many gentlemen connected with the parish
urged the Government not to put an end to martial
law. They did not think life or property safe. At
the very time when the proclamation was issued, I
have proved that in three different parts of the island
there were disturbances expected. I have shown
that in the documents I have placed before the Com
mission. Those three places were the parish of
Westmoreland, Brown's Town in St. Ann's, and Port

-

I

“ 11th December 1861.

“Mr. Bogle.”
am quite ready to give information, as to the

reasons why I assented to the imposition of martial
law, and its continuation for 30 days. No questions
have been asked me, and I don't wish to volunteer
explanation.

41,112. Will you give your reasons for assenting
to the declaration of martial law —Before assenting
to it, I had received information that the Custos and

the civil power had been destroyed at Morant Bay.
I had also received information from a justice of the

*

w

º

peace who had escaped from the Blue Mountain
district, of the fact that the country surrounding him
was in a very bad state, that the people were all
rising, and the respectable people all leaving the
Valley and the parish. Under those circumstances I
had to take into consideration the strength of the
military force, the fact of their being but one man-of

t

in, and the means of communication very difficult, Flº" "A"

professes, and which is accepted, as representing the

of Christ :—

FORTY

Maria ; and it was desirable with such apprehension
of disturbances in three different places in the island
not to remove the terror which martial law inspired,
not only in the district where it was enforced but
over the whole of the rest of the island.

Situated as

we were, with a very small number of troops and
very little means of suppressing any insurrection, it
was desirable that it should be thoroughly known
throughout the island that martial law had existed in
a portion of it, and that the Government were deter
mined to put down the insurrection there in as

complete a form as possible. I may mention that
news travels slowly in Jamaica. It is not a country
of electric telegraphs and railways, and it is some
times weeks before in one part of the island the

labouring classes know what is going on in another.
I wish further to add what I ought not to have

omitted before, that during the time when the
Governor was in St. Thomas in the East, and the
5 R 4

Hon. H.
Westmorland.
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Executive Committee were taking measures to sup
press the rebellion, we were assisted in every possible

way by General O'Connor and the military authorities.
Night and day the General was ready to give his
advice and to do what he could, to assist us in the

measures we thought necessary for the preservation
of peace.

41,113. A great number of papers have been put
in which have been circulated in the country and
which are of a seditious nature; can you state any
reason why that was not put a stop to previously to
the outbreak —Well, in the first place we had no
confidence in the trial by jury, and I considered to
indict an editor for a seditious article if he triumphed,
as he most probably would, would do more harm than
if we left it unnoticed.

41,114. Were you aware that special juries could
not be obtained in those political or criminal cases :
--It would be another thing if we could get special
juries, but my observation led me to the conclusion
that indictments for sedition would be tried before
common jury.

41,115. Do you remember the action of “Jackson
against MacKinnon f°

Was that before a civil or a

41,127. Do you know who has possession of Mr.
Gordon's papers ?—Do I?
41,128. Yes —I have not the least idea.

41,129. Are they in the possession of the Govern.
ment?—I really cannot say.

41,130. Did you at any time make any inquiry as
to what had been done with his papers after he was

executed 3–I have never asked a question on that
subject of anybody.
41,131. Did General Nelson inform you that he

had got these papers from amongst the papers of Mr.
Gordon in his possession ?—No, he did not inform me
when he gave me these papers.

41,132. What led to his giving them to you ?–He
showed them to me and I asked him to give them to
In e.

41,133. You stated that this was the ordination of

Paul Bogle as a minister; would you just look at the
document and state what part of it you find to show
that it is his ordination as a minister ?—I do not
know. It says that he is ordained as a deacon, and a

deacon in the Church is a minister. I suppose it is
41,134. It is only from seeing the word “deacon"

regard to the administration of justice in the colony,

that you assume it is his ordination as a minister?

and the wages and condition of the people, and the
nature of the taxation ?—If required by the Commis

(By Mr. Williams.) Is the word “ordained "-Yes.
This is a certificate stating that he was ordained in
the presence of the whole congregation to the office of

asked. I can also speak with regard to stipendiary deacon in Christ's Church.
41,135. (Mr. Gorrie.) It is his ordination as deacon?
magistrates ; but perhaps the Commissioners will ask
—Of course, the document speaks for itself.
the questions if they think they are material.
41,136. Do you happen to know the constitution of
41,117. With regard to the police force, have you
the means of showing the proportion of the small body Baptist churches to be able to say what is the differ.
of police to the population of the island 2–Yes; here ence between a deacon and a minister of that body?

4||

—No, I do not.

º

shows that there are 389 police throughout the

41,137. And the other thing is a request that Mr.
Gordon may be remembered on Christmas Day two

fººt

41,118. And does it show the various proportions
of the small force at each place —I may mention that
the correspondence shows that the police are very badly
armed. In the session of 1864 I had an estimate of the

amount which would be required to prepare those
arms, and the estimate was 2,000l. I asked for 500l.,
that being one-fourth, and I carried it with the greatest
opposition, and no one was a stronger opponent of the
measure than Mr. George William Gordon.
41,119. With regard to the Volunteer force, are you
aware that during the whole of last year Volunteer
companies were being broken up all over the island 2
—The Volunteer force was almost at death's door just

before the outbreak, but the outbreak set them up
again, and gave them a little life and energy.

But

º:

the case of Baron Ketelhodt 7–Not these documents,

ºit

I gave one ; that one.
41,139. Do you find anything seditious in your

“T,

view in these papers ?—I did not say so.

º:

º

See anything seditious. Common sense would tellally

ºd
* ºf

body there is no seditious language in them.
41,141. In these documents you find, more or less,
speak for themselves.

r

41,142. Would you tell me by whom that is signed?

41,121. Can you state the strength of the Volunteer
rolled since the outbreak, but previous to the out
break it was nominally about 800.

41,143. Tell us his signature ?—Richard Wartºn.

Committee ?—I will look at the list and tell you (list
referred to by witness). No.

41,146. Do you, in point of fact, know whether he
was arrested or not ?–I do not. I am not aware that
he was.

-

Committee, any information of the persons arrested."
St. Thomas in the East during martial law —ln St.
Thomas in the East 2

41, 148. Yes 2–No.

41,149. Had you any reports as to what was tº
41,122. Is it now about 1,800 —I cannot say with
in St. Thomas in the East under the admill.
certainty the number at present, but a great many spiring
have joined in consequence of the outbreak, and the stration of the military there?—Do you mean official
reports 2

force is much increased.

41,123. (By Mr. Williams.) Were they well sup
plied with arms and ammunition preyious to the out
break 7–Not with ammunition, but I think they were

pretty well with arms. .
41.124. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Where did you get these
papers in Mr. Gordon's handwriting which you have
-

given in 3–They were given to me by General
Nelson.

41,125. When –Not very long ago.

.

-

41,150. Certainly, as a member of the Executivº
Committee ?–No.

-

*

-- 1:

41,151. Did you make any inquiries as an Executº
Committee as to what was transpiring 2–We were "
communication with the General, and heard what "
going on.
-

41,152. In what way 2 by official reports that Y."
can
lay your
?–None
at all.
*
tarynow
did not
reporthands
to us;onthey
reported
to theThe
General,

.

41,126. Were they given to you to-day?—No, not

sha

—A man named Warren.

41,147. Had you, as a member of the Executº"

force of the island 2–I cannot state the number en

º,

religious communications on religious matters?—They

-

und.

ill

41,140. But I ask you ?—I did not say so. I do not

41,144. Do you know anything about him —No, I
have not the honour of his acquaintance.
41,120. (By the Commission.) Do you consider the
41,145. Did you order his arrest from the Executive

Volunteer force a good force to maintain in a colony ?
—I don’t think it suited to a tropical country. Men
who work are exhausted by 3 or 4 o'clock, and have
no inclination to go to drill, and as soon as the excite
ment wears off they neglect it and it falls to the

&

weeks?—That is when he was baptized.
41,138. You gave in these documents in relation to

for that it would have entirely died out.

:!

ſt
Tºll

is a statement that I had prepared this morning, which
country.

l

No ; I have had them in my possession some

ays.

41,116. Are you prepared to give evidence with

sion ; but I do not wish to volunteer it unless I am

º

º:

BEFORE

some sort of minister, at all events.

criminal tribunal 2–I do not recollect that.

º

TAKEN

I presume.

ºtt

ºl
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There was no action taken upon the representation of

own authority to ascertain what was going on in St.

the bench of magistrates.

Thomas in the East 2–No, we had no authority

41,169. I ask, was the feeling such as was
engendered by the proceedings during martial law in
St. Thomas in the East 2–I cannot say.
41,170. You have read the notice which mentions
to you that innocent lives were being taken there ;
it is a complaint, is it not ; is not that threatening
notice a complaint, that things were being done in
St. Thomas in the East, which required to be remedied ?
—Allusion is made in the document to what was going

there ; it was under martial law.
41,154. You had no means of information as to
whether it was necessary to continue martial law, or

as to anything that was transpiring 2–Put the ques
tion again.
41,155. You had no information as to whether the

continuance of martial law was necessary as to any
reports you had, as to what was transpiring in St.
Thomas in the IEast º-Well, as I said before, we
heard what was going on there through the General,
but we had no official reports that were made to us.
41,156. Which General do you mean, General
O'Connor or General Nelson —General O'Connor;
General Nelson was not in Kingston. We were there,
and he was in St. Thomas in the East.

41,157. What information you had as to what was

transpiring in St. Thomas in the East during martial
law was derived from verbal communications between

}eneral O'Connor and yourselves as individuals, and
there were no official reports to the Executive Com
mittee ?–No official reports were made to the Execu
tive Committee, and no complaints were made to
them of anything that was going on at the time.
41,158. No complaints 3–No ; and none were made

up as far as Christmas, or at any time.
41,159. From whom did you expect complaints —
Knowing in a country like this how fond people are
of making complaints, it is to be supposed that they
would have made them, if there had been any necessity

on in St. Thomas in the East, but it does not seem to

me that that allusion stated the grounds for the
magistrates entering into the resolutions they did.
41,171. What we want to know is, what the

Executive Committee did, not the magistrates ?–I
have told you already, that they did nothing with
reference to this document. They had not the means;
they had no troops to send at that time.
41,172. Because they had not read it, or, having
read it, they believed it to be of no importance 2–I
have told you already, I am not certain whether at
the time I did read it. I should place no importance
on a statement that soldiers were killing children,
because I do not believe any soldiers would kill
children.

-

41,173. It states that innocent lives were being
sacrificed 2–But how could people in St. Mary's know
whether innocent lives were being sacrificed in St.
Thomas in the East, in October 2

that account of the special meeting of magistrates;

41,174. Is it your habit to take no notice of such
papers as that ?—It is not my habit not to pay attention
to documents; but I see no importance in that
threatening letter.
41,175. Are there any others which you have given
in to-day, to which you attached as little importance 2

just look at these so-called threatening letters that

—I cannot say. If you will point out any one of

were enclosed ?–You don't call a threatening notice
a complaint :
41,161. I will by and by come to that ? Just

them which you mean, I may say.
41,176. Are there others which you never read 2–
It is only the threatening notes which I did not read.

read that one. (Notice read.)—
“To Mr. Bad Governor of the city.

wondered at that gentlemen would not take the
trouble to read such things as these. It is diſlicult to

for it.

I mean after the termination of martial law.

41,160, I wish you to look at this letter which you
have produced from the Custos of St. Mary's containing

There was so much work that I don't think it is to be

“We notice you, notice for Kingston, and the
whole of Jamaica; the whole of St. Thomas in the

East, old man and maiden, young men and children,
them all taken up and shot by the soldiers. In all the
life of Napolien, none like this. Innocent lives is
taken. Will God not avenge for this 2 Yes, he will.

read it at all.

41,177. With regard to these matters in July and
August last, will you just refer again to those letters
which you have produced from the Custos of St.
Elizabeth's

Here

is

one

which

contains

Mr.

! Iudson's letter, and this is Mr. Smith's letter, did the

Pay your servant good O.

Executive Committee send down a vessel-of-war, or
“P. y. s. y. for s. S. come.”

—That carries its own refutation with it on its own

face. Who ever believes that soldiers are going to

advise the Government to send down a vessel-of-war

to St. Elizabeth's upon these two documents 2–I have
already stated so.

shoot children :

41,178. You had first a letter from Mr. Raynes
41,162. This was in the report from the Custos ?—

No ; from the bench of magistrates.
41,163. It had been one of the threatening letters ?
—Yes.

t

41,164. Did you act upon it; did you take official
cognizance of it as one of the reports which induced
you to believe that there was an amount of danger

and agitation throughout the island 2–Certainly.
41,165. That was founded as a report upon one or

%. threatening letters, one of which I have read

—

Smith, stating that in his opinion there was a certain
agitation amongst the peasantry, and that is on the
22nd of July, is it so *—No.
41,179. Will you tell us the day ?—You have not
given me the document, Mr. Raynes Smith's letter.
(Letter handed to witness.) We first received two

letters from the Custos of St. Elizabeth's, accompanied
by letters from the magistrates, and the last commu
nication was from Mr. Raynes Smith.
41, 180. You mean there was a communication from

es.

the Custos of St. Elizabeth's, containing Mr. Raynes
41,166. Did not that show that the feeling which

Smith's letter —Yes; that was the last.

There were

existed in the minds of the people, if it was worth
considering at all, was engendered by the proceedings

two previous letters, two close together, within two or
three days.

under martial law in St. Thomas in the East 7–That

41,181. Confine your attention to Mr. Raynes
Smith's letter. Is it dated the 22nd of July, in which
he complains of the peasantry —Mr. Raynes Smith's

was more a matter for the magistrates to consider
than for me.
41,167. Did not the Committee consider the docu
ments —I am not aware whether I read them ; I had
a great deal more to do than that.

41,168. Did you as a member of the Committee take
action upon those documents without reading them :
-The Government did not take action upon the

documents. They had no troops to send at that time.
It was after a letter from the Custos of a later date.
that they took action, and sent troops to Port Maria,

letter 2

*

41,182. Yes?—It was on the 24th of July.
41, 183. Then did you receive another letter from

Mr. Raynes Smith on the 7th of August, informing
you that he had tested the peasantry, and found they
turned out willingly to defend him and his property 2–
No, that is not a proper construction to put upon it;
he did not state that he said that when he came home

he found a number of men ready to protect him
5 S
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against the apprehensions that were generally enter says * The minute is founded of course upon the
contents of Mr. Smith's letter, and he says that about
tained in the parish.
41,184. Did he not ask the Governor in that letter 20 people from Santa Cruz Mountains came down to
He says that 70 from his own property,
to send a communication of thanks to the peasantry 7 assist him
12
others
from
the
district, and 20 respectable people
—To a portion of them.
from Santa Cruz Mountains came to protect him,
41,185. Was that not sent f—Yes, it was.
41,186. So far as regards Mr. Raynes Smith's making 100 hundred altogether. But do you know
information, no vessel-of-war need have been sent 7– what the population of St. Elizabeth's is ?–It is some
That does not follow at all. Mr. Smith was agreeably 37,000.
41,196. You found that 100 people came down
surprised to find that a certain number of loyal people
were ready to protect him. They did it from some to protect a house which was understood to be
reason that they must have had ; and it is the more threatened 2–Yes.
41,197. After that second letter from Mr. Raynes
significant that they came to protect him as though
Smith, did your previous views as to the peasantry, that
they knew nothing was to happen.
41,187. His apprehensions of the 26th were dissi had induced you to send a ship-of-war, undergo a
pated, it seems by the 7th of August 2–Certainly change —We were glad to find that it had taken
not; he got protection. The other day in Dublin place. Frequently prevention is better than cure,
they sent post-haste to Liverpool and Manchester for and we were glad to find that the necessary
two regiments, and when the regiments arrived precautions had prevented an outbreak.
nothing occured.
41,198. You were glad to find the spirit of the peºple
41,188. From whom 2 Was it from the peasantry so good —I was glad to see that they came toprotect
that he was afraid of, that he got this protection ?— him, and it convinced me that they must have known
Not from the same men.
he was going to be attacked, knowing as I do the
41,189. Tell us what he says in the letter as to negro character; but it is of course only an inference.
those who came down to his own house ?—It was his
41,199. He was not going to be attacked by them,
own people. He says, “I have to bring to the notice I presume 2—By the people who came to protect the
“ the conduct of the labouring population on my house ? Good gracious! No.
41,200. Does he not tell you that he informed the
“ estate.” It is his own people he speaks of ;
but he did not confine his apprehensions to his own people of his apprehensions?—I don't think he does.
41,201. Look and see. (Letter read. Wide pre
people, but he took the people in other parts of
the parish.
vious reading.)—The intimation of a doubt about the
41,190. But the only fact he gave you was his safety of Mr. Smith came from his overlooker. I
impressions of the coloured population ; and then on the presume he is a black man, as they generally are,
41,202. But it showed a good disposition?–Yes,
7th of August he told you that having tested the good
will of the labouring population on his own property, and a knowledge that something was going to take
41,203. What I wish to ask is this, after the Execu.
he found their disposition was good, and he asked the place.
Governor to thank them —Those were amongst his
tive Committee obtained this letter from Mr. Raynes
own people, but also some others.
Smith, on the 7th of August, did they rest satisfied
41,191. Did you read that letter of Mr. Smith's
-

-

-

-

—I did, and here is the minute I wrote.

It was

thought of such pressing importance that the Go
vernor asked me to write it while he wrote something
else, and the minute is in my handwriting, but with
his signtaure.

41,192. But the other of the 7th of August 7–No ;

that the people in that part of the country did notin:
tend any insurrectionary movement?—How could
they rest satisfied with that ?

41,204. I do not know how you could, but I ask the
question ?—Certainly not. When we are informed
by the authorities that it is to happen, and we take

I think the Governor himself did, but with my

precautions, simply because it does not happen, are

concurrence, because we were with him at the time.

we to believe that those who informed us held
erroneous opinions f.

41,193. Will you read the minute 2–
(Minute read by witness.)

!

-

41,205 Did you believe that the country was riſe
for insurrection ?—When f

-- -

“Mr. Jordon,
“AcKNow LEDGE Mr. Smith's letter of the 7th

41,206. In July and August?–Did I believeil'

#; F.; º: purp
.*?--It
have you put in
is my duty to
º ... "...". #:
ººº
'...". ".*a". º: "..." the country, apprehending
it during the August holidays.
on, "... 'i. Smitā will . the people who ...”.” º gº **** *
}. !"º ...”. º º . receive these communications, as I never expelº"
tranquillity took place, I am much gratified to find º *Will ?–These letters from St. Elizabe”
: ..] --

instant, informing me that a large body of his own
people, aided by many others of the district and
neighbourhood, had voluntarily offered to protect
c

-

-

> -- ~~~

1S turbed

-

4]

?–N

State of affairs.

-

-

that when anticipating that such disturbance might apprehending disturbances.
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ºth
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ºst

º
4
tº

..","...'..."...º.º.º.º. did
º.º.º.º.
not take place, and that the pºplºr.

fthe

º

º º aggression had º been attempted

defence were you not satisfied that the *.

*

“I shall have much pleasure in bringing their
good conduct on this occasion under the notice of

people was good —Not the *: º Caill&
only judge of the disposition of the peop

!

ń.

to protect Mr. Smith.

der. to uphold the authority of the law, and to
S

-

's Government

the Queen

“ E. E.

-

ir bad

s

41,212. Had you positive evidence of their
disposition
?—These documents
that I upon.
put in They
.
what the Government
had to depend

ºf

- * -

-

• ***
“ 16th August 1865.
* Let a copy of Mr. Smiths letter, and of the cannot have their eyes and their ears in evº part
reply, be prepared for the J.S.
and all over the island; they have tº depend upon
E. EYRE.
documents and information from officials. . dissi“16th August.”
41,213. Was not your first bad impressiºn.
-

--

-

w

º

º

**

:,

41,194. It is not only Mr. Smith's own people,
but also some of the neighbouring people in the district; does it not say so –Well, Mr. Smith's letter
says

41,195. We want what the Governor's minute

pated by the second letter from Mr.
out

Smith,

º

º
-

the good disposition of his own people -\º

certainly
isnosition
41,214.not.
Did you still believe that a bad disposi

existed there after that?–Of

course there were *

*

º
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documents. There were none to prove that that
feeling was dissipated.
41,215. Was not the principal document that you
refer to Mr. Smith's first letter 7–Yes.
41,216. And his second letter did not remove it 2–

He did not say that he had been mistaken, but that a
number of the people had volunteered to go and pro
tect him, and he asked the Governor to recognize
their services.

41,217. Was not this the position of attairs upon
the first letter being written asking for a ship-of-war;

41,234. Did you believe it to be so serious as to
induce you to appoint one additional policeman 7–
41,235. You did not believe it to be so important as

to induce you to recommend that any troops should be,
sent, or anything of the kind 7–No.
41,236. You did not send any arms even to the
police –We had not got them to send.
41,237, Did the thought ever occur to you?—
What 2

came which showed the altered state of affairs : —

41,238. Was the evidence of dissatisfaction in the
parish of Metcalfe so important in your mind as to
induce you to send an ounce of gunpowder there —

The second letter showed that the people had come

Not at that time.

you sent the ship-of-war, and then the second letter

FIRS 1 DAY.

No.

for the protection of Mr. Smith, but these were not

41,239. But at that time you had received com
munication from Westmoreland and St. Flizabeth's,
the people we sent the man-of-war to deal with.
41,218. After you sent the thanks of the Governor to which you have referred —None from Westmore
to these people did you still believe there was any land.
bad disposition on the part of these people —I could
41,240. From St. Elizabeth's and St. James 2–No,
not imagine the bad disposition to have been removed none from St. James.
in six or seven days.
41,241. That report of dissatisfaction in July or
41,219. Was not the letter a proof that it had never August was confined to St. Elizabeth's 2–Yes ; there
really existed —No, certainly not.
was an allusion to the parish of St. James in the letter,
41,220. You assumed, or did you assume when but the letter from St. James was afterwards.
you got Mr. Raynes Smith's letter, that a bad
41.242. You put in a letter from the Custos ?–No,
spirit pervaded the community, and when the second not from the Custos of St. James.
letter came, telling you what the people had done, did
Was any received ?–During that time we
you retain that impression ?–It was not Mr. Smith had41,243.
from the Custos of St. James, and
letters
some
There
the
instance.
first
us
in
informed
alone who
reference was made in the minute to the Custos.
was a letter from two magistrates in different parts
41,244. Had you no report from him in answer to
of a large parish, and the Custos, who was President
of the Council, besides him. You don't state the the minute 2–Yes, I think there was a letter from the
Custos of St. James.

whole of the case.

41,221. Was not the letter of the Custos merely

41,245. Is there any reasons why you did not bring

transmitting the letters of the magistrates ?—Yes, but

that to-day ?—It was not material, there was nothing

he endorsed them.

in it.

41,222. And was he not merely giving their opinion

-

41,246. Suppose we have it.

On the first letter

from the Custos of St. Elizabeth's a

minute was

as that upon which he proceeded ?–Certainly.
41,223. Then that brings you to the letters of the

endorsed by Mr. Eyre, stating that reference was to

Mr. Smith

be made to the Custos of St. James's, inquiring

says dissatisfaction prevailed, and so did Mr. Salmon,

whether the same feeling extended to his parish 2–

the Custos.

Yes.

two magistrates ?—I do not think so.
-

-

-

this feeling which you state you believed existed in
St. Elizabeth's; did you understand that it extended
to the rest of the country?–Did I understand
41,225. Did you believe in the month of August
last that there was a bad disposition throughout the

41,247. You have seen that document, I presume,
during your search, and I presume we can have it?
—Yes, you can have that. He reported that nothing
had come to his notice, and I did not bring it.
41,248. In making a selection of documents did you
only bring those which showed one state of feeling,

country with regard to the authorities 2–I will not

and not those which showed the reverse ?–No.

41,224. Did you take any steps; did you believe

say throughout the whole of the country, but I have
mentioned certain circumstances in my own parish.
41,226. Did you believe that in the parish of

Metcalfe there was a bad disposition of the peasantry
in the month of August 2–I noticed unusual conduct
amongst them.

The following letter, embodied in the parliamentary
papers, was read by the Governor :—
“ Montego Bay, August 1st 1865.
“ SIR.

“I HAD the honour to reply on the 26th ultimo
to your letter received that day by post, and I then

41,227. By bad disposition you mean a disposition

hurriedly stated, for the information of his Excellency

of resistance, and a seditious spirit —I do not say
that there was a seditious feeling there. I am happy

the Governor, all I knew of the rumours of some ex

to say we were very free in that parish from these
gentlemen who distribute sedition in other parts of the
island.

41,228. What do you mean by saying, that there
were circumstances in that parish which induced you
to believe it was so 2—Instead of taking three weeks'

holiday, they took four weeks; and they said they
were waiting for the law from St. Thomas in the

pected disturbance.
“I have little to add now, except to say that similar
rumours have continued floating about with the same
difficulty as to tracing them back to any reliable in

formation, keeping up the same feelings of uneasiness
in the minds of many persons in the community; but
I cannot say that I have seen or heard anything show
ing any combination among the labouring classes for
any acts of violence.
“It appears to me that the floating rumours gain
more importance than perhaps they deserve from their
frequent repetition, sometimes appearing to come from
three or four different quarters, when on inquiry they
are traced all to the same quarter to a certain extent,
-

East.

41,229. When was that ?–At the end of August.

41,230. Did you believe that that showed a bad
disposition ?—I have been 27 years amongst the
people, and have always during that time known a
good deal of them, and they have always been civil
and respectful, and when I saw that all this was
reversed, I knew there was something wrong.

but without being able to get back to the original
source.

“ Still it would be presumptuous in me aginst the

41,231. Then you did believe it?—I saw there was opinions of so many who are uneasy about these
something wrong.

-

-

41,232. Did you take steps to protect the people *

rumours to say that there is nothing in them.
“. It seems to me that there is a feeling among the

-No, because matters had not come to that crisis.

labouring population, which has been probably created
41,233. Did you believe it to be trifling?—I don't by exaggeration or actual misrepresentation by some

knowthat it was, but, having known the people all my

mischievous persons, of remarks made at recent meet

life well, I noticed it.

ings,and arising out ofthem,that they are being severely
5 S 2

º
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oppressed by the high prices of goods and provisions,

41,264. Was that Mr. Georges 7–No, aman named
Miller,

Hon. H.

and the low rates of wages, and by taxation.
“I fear there are a few evil-disposed, mischievous

Westmorland.

persons who seize the opportunity to try and create

the number of magistrates killed at St. Thomas in
the East, which was placed before the Council of

13 Mar. 1866,

may exist, and that they assist in getting up or in
circulating some of the talk and rumours that are

bad feeling or dissatisfaction, or to extend any that
--

41,265. What was the information with regard to
War —I cannot recollect the exact number.

about. There are some who maliciously point their

41,266. You made use of the expression in the
course of your examination that the civil power was

remarks against individuals, for certain individuals
are somehow constantly named as being marked out

destroyed —Yes, those that were not killed ran away.

for attack.

“ Until these rumours began to circulate there
seemed no reason whatever to suspect that the labour
ing population, whether disposed to work as desired
or not, was otherwise than peaceably inclined.
(Signed)

“I have, &c.
“ GEO. L. PHILLIPs,
“Custos, St. James.

were killed 2–Of course not ; I could not.

41,269. How many magistrates were there then at
the time 2—I cannot say, but a number of those that
were put down as magistrates are non-residents.
41,270. Were there 20 in St. Thomas in the East

then 2–I cannot say the number.
41,271. How many were there killed 7–I cannot
say the number how many were killed, I have not a

“The Honourable Hugh. W. Austin,
“ Governor's Secretary.”
41,249. Is that the letter ?—It is the letter.

41,250. You did not consider it of any importance 2
—I did not consider it of importance.

41,267. Then, in speaking of destruction, you in.
cluded those who ran away ?—I said the civil power
was destroyed.
41,268. You did not mean that all the magistrates

I cannot

recollect why I did not get it. The papers have been
sent to different offices to be copied ; some to the
Secretary of State, some to the House of Assembly,
some to Mr. Eyre's private residence, and sometimes
there has been a difficulty in getting them back.
41,251. But you said you did not consider it of im
portance —I did not say so. If I could have got it

list of the number before me.

.

41,272. Were there more than three or four?—I
cannot say.
-

41,273. Did you not make any inquiry at the time
as to the amount of organization of the civil power
that was left —Well, I have already stated that some

of the magistrates and others ran away. The parish
was destitute of civil power.
41,274. Was any such statement made to the
Council of War, that the civil power was destroyed?

I should have put it in.

—I don't know that those exact words were used.

41,252. (By the Commission.) That is the letter
you mean *—Yes, it is. I have seen it, but I cannot
say where it is. I will make inquiries. If I could
have got it I would have put it in. There is nothing
in it to prevent my doing that.
4J,253. Did you attend any meeting on the even

41,275. Had any force that you had been sent to
the scene of disturbance 2–Certainly,

ing before the Council of War assembled at the

41,276. But you had received no information as to
what the result of their operations had been?–No:
they had only started that morning, or rather the
morning before.

-

41,277. Now, with regard to the Underhill meet.

General's house f—I did.

ings that were held in the course of the summer, was

41,254. (By Mr. Gorrie.) At that time had you

it not the custom of those who held those meetings tº

received Paul Bogle's letter —I had seen it in Mr.

present their resolutions to the Governor by means ºf

Jordan's office that morning.

a deputation ?—I think so, on some occasions, but I

41,255. Did you state that you had seen such a
letter to those who were present, as part of the in

was not present at any.

formation connected with St. Thomas in the East 7–

41,278. Did the Government at that time take intº
consideration those meetings as bearing upon the Pº

Oh yes, I mentioned it, certainly; I cannot say to

tion of the country –Allusions were frequently

whom.

made to them.

-

41,256. Was it mentioned at the Council of War
the following day ?—That letter

41,279. What do you mean by allusions, did the

Executive Committee consider the question, and cºnt
41,257. Was a copy of it laid before the Council of to a decision upon the point —No, but in conversation

War 2–No.

it was frequently alluded to.
41,280. Did the Governor receive the deputations
-

41,258. Can you give any reason why it was
omitted 2–There were no formal proceedings taken at

with the resolutions?—I think he did. I was not

the Council of War.

present. It is not part of my duty to be present at

was a record.

I am not certain whether there

I believe Mr. Myers, our secretary,

any such receptions. .

-

did take some notes, but that document was not

41,281. Do you know whether he did or not?—

placed before the Council of War.
41,259. (By Mr. Williams.) You say it was men
tioned 2–The night before, I think it was, but I
don't think any reference was made to it by the

do not ; but these would not come under us as an

Council of War.

sions, such as took place at the Underhill meetings,
were dangerous to the peace of the community ?—
Well, I did not think they were likely to do any good

41,260. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Was reference made to
any of the documents received, the letter of Baron
Ketelhodt for instance —I think the Governor in his

opening address alluded to it. .

-

41,261. He did not allude in his opening address to
the letter of Paul Bogle —I am not certain about
that ; I cannot be positive.

41,262. But you did not mention it to the Council
of War 2—No, I said very little at the Council of

Executive Committee. These things go through the
Governor's office, not through ours.

-

41,282. Did you consider at that time that discus’

among an ignorant peasantry.
41,283. Did the resolutions come officially to your
knowledge —No, they did not come to our office,

41,284. They came personally to your knowledge
—Yes, I have seen them in the newspapers. . .

41,285.
you find
in those
resolutiºns
that
led youDid
to believe
theanything
parties were
disturbers
of the
peace —Did I find anything in the resolutions that

War; very little indeed.
41,263. Had you anything before the Council of led me to believe the parties were disturbers of the
War from which you could form an opinion of the
state of St. Thomas in the East, anything official

peace 2
41,286. Yes 2—I knew the resolutions were pro

other than the Governor's statement *—No, I am

posed and spoken to by men who made politics à 50lt

not aware that there was anything. Several of us
had met the night before, and I had given in my
evidence. I saw a magistrate who had escaped and
gave information as to the state of affairs in that
parish.

of trade.

41,287. To whom do you refer now, to Mr. Gordon,

in that description ?—Well, yes; oh yes, I reſer tº
Mr. Gordon, and men like Kelly Smith, Goldson,
and this sort of men.

!
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41,316. Was it the “County Union ?”—I cannot

41,288. Was not Mr. Gordon a member of Assem

bly, the same as yourself?—Yes.

say.

in the same sense ?—I don't mean in that sense. You

41,317. At what date did you take into consider
ation the speeches at the Ringston meeting?—I cannot

first put it to me as about speaking at these meetings,

recollect the exact date.

and about these resolutions.

41,318, Was it immediately before the political
prisoners were apprehended in Kingston —I cannot

41,289. Then do you not make a trade of politics

41,290. He was not a trader in politics in the
same sense as you are, but you and he were on different

Hon. H.

Westmorland.

-

13 Mar. 1866.
—

recollect.

sides of the question, is it not so *—No.

*

date.

-

41,320. Do you not recollect, or do you not wish to
º ? If you say you do not wish to tell me, I will not
ask you further ?—There was so much work upon me

-

views —No.

that I cannot recollect.

41,294. Then why do you state that Mr. Gordon

I have no disposition to keep

made politics a trade –Well, I think he did.

back anything from Mr. Gorrie or the Commissioners,

41,295. Did he benefit pecuniarily by his advocacy
of his views, is that what you mean *—No, I don't
know that he did pecuniarily.
41,296. Did they at these meetings discuss the
question of taxation ?–Oh yes, they did.
41,297. Do you consider it likely to lead to a
disturbance of the peace, if people discuss these
questions —No, not if there is a proper discussion ;
but when all sorts of misrepresentation are made to
an ignorant population, I do.
41,298. Did these persons adopt the same views of
taxation as you did in your Government —It appears
to me they didn't adopt any views of their own, they
only complain of taxation itself, which is not higher
in this country than in a great many other West India

but I do not recollect.

colonies.

41,321. What I wished to convey was what the
Government did, but if you have any difficulty about
it.

Committee ?–Yos.

|

?—You think I am afraid of the caution and

am fencing with your question ?
41,322. Yes 2–Not a bit of it.

I will tell all I

*

know, and I am not afraid of the consequences.
41,323. Did you get any information during martial

--

law about the Kingston meeting —Yes, I did.
41,324. From whom ?—I
whom, or the date.

do not recollect from

º

41,325. Did I)r. Powerbank make any communi
cation to the Committee — About what ?

41,326. About the Underhill meeting at Kingston?
—I do not recollect that he did, he might, but I cannot
recollect.

41,299. Did they complain of the taxation imposed
by your Government 2–No, because there has been
very little increase since I have been in it.
41,300. But they complained of the existing taxa
tion, and you were then a member of the Executive

-

41,327. Did the Committee ever conside, r in their

official capacity, whether those persons who were
arrested in Kingston should be apprehended ?—Which
persons :

41,328. Mr. Kelly, Mr. Palmer, and others, arrested
about the same period —Yes, they did.
41,329. Was any communication made to the Exe
cutive Committee, inviting them to take into consider
ation the cases of these parties —I do not understand
“inviting.”
41,330. Did they do it from information they pos
-

41,301. You were one of the responsible Govern
ment of the country —Yes.
41,302. Would you have considered meetings to
support your views of taxation and your political
views as tending to disturb the peace —It would

depend very much upon what was said and done at

sessed themselves, or from information that was

the meetings.

communicated to them 2–We were in constant com

I cannot judge of what a thing that

is not in existence is going to do.
41,303. I ask hypothetically?—It altogether de
pends on what is said and done.

munication with the Custos of Kingston on all points
during martial law, with reference to the state of
Kingston.

41,304. I understand that at the time the Executive

41,331. Was it a communication from him that led

Committee took no notice of these meetings in their
official capacity ?—No, I am not aware that they did.
41,305. Did they ever afterwards take notice of

you to consider the case ?—Well, he afforded us infor.

these meetings in their official capacity, after the pro

º and disturbances in St. Thomas in the East?

- I es.

40,306. When was that ?–That was lately.

Then

there was a reason for that ; if you want it I will give
it to you, it will shorten the proceedings to tell you.
41,307. Did they take any notice of them during
we got a report of the proceedings at one of the
meetings in Kingston.

41,308. You got the report during martial law —
Yes, we did not know before what they were.
41,309. Did the Executive Committee, during
martial law, sit to consider the speeches made at these
meetings for the first time –They had information

about them ; they had never had it before.
41,310. Who gave them the information?—I do not
recollect at this moment.

41,311. Did you never, until martial law, see a
report of the speeches of these meetings —Not of
that particular one at Kingston.
41,312. Did you never see it reported F-No, the
newspaper said they were so bad they could not be
-

41,313. Had you no information ?—I don't recollect,
but I heard they were very bad.

4,314. Which newspaper said so 7–I do not
-

... 41,315. Was it a Kingston paper ?—I cannot say,
it might have been.

mation with reference to the people arrested ; there

is no doubt of that, he was the proper person, as being
the chief magistrate of Kingston.
41,332. Did the Executive Committee come to the
conclusion that they should be arrested –They did,
or they would not have been arrested.
41,333. Have you the list of persons the Executive
Committee came to the conclusion ought to be arrested?
—I have the list here.

41,334. Tell us the names —I have given it in, it
is a long list. (List read as follows):
E. J. Goldson, Kelly Smith. Mr. Vaz, Revd. Roach,
Revd. Crole, Mr. Jeffries, Thomas Harry, H. J. Dick,
Thomas McLean, William McCormack, Alexander
Miller, Revd. Harris, Francis Kellerman, lèevd.
Palmer, Sam. Clarke, – Davis, Genl. P. J. A.
Lubin,
Lubin, Genl. Solomon Jean, Emile Pierre,
Jean Bast,
Corduce, Simon Lamoth, A. Lamoth,
Wm. Amos, Noel Croswell, Joseph Oliver Placcille,
Vinen,
Williams,
Bennezzy, Revd.

martial law —Yes, because that was the time when

recollect at this moment.

,

41,319. Why not *—I cannot recollect the precise

41,291. Have you an official salary —Yes.
41,292. Had Mr. Gordon —No.
41,293. He was not paid for taking any political

reported.

:

FIRST DAY, i.

Maynerd, William Graham, W. F. March, –
Sinclair, D. P. Nathan, Caroline Pink.
-

(JWitness.) I knew nothing of Mr. Nathan's arrest,
or Caroline Pinks' either.

41,335. She was not concerned in the Underhill

meeting in July, was she —I do not know.
41,336. Were all these parties, with the exception
of the Haytians and this woman, concerned in the
Underhill meeting 2—I never said they were.
41,337. But I ask you now whether they were 3—I
don’t know who were there. I never went there, I
cannot tell who were there.
5 S 3
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41,338. Did you consider the proceedings of the
Underhill meeting in connexion with the arrest of

41,863. Did the Executive Committee, as a body.
decide upon that step before it was done?—Yes. '

those parties —Whether we considered that what

41,364. Did you arrest any parties in consequence

had occurred at the meeting was the cause of some

of the information obtained from their own letters
taken out the post-office —I cannot recollect.

being arrested ? I think some of them.
13 Mar. 1866.

BEFORE

41,339. I wish to know which of them were alwested

because of the proceedings of the meeting in Kingston?

41,865. Who opened the letters?—I opened some
of them, the secretary opened some, and somebody else

—I cannot tell.

opened some.

41,340. Look at the list and see if any of them
were —I would not speak positively as to any.
41,341. Was Mr. Goldson –I won't speak posi
tively as to whether he was.
41,342. Was Mr. Kelly Smith?--I wou’t be positive.
They were considered at the time dangerous charac

41,366. Was it done officially at the Board, or just
at any time —It was done at the office at Kingston;

ters, and they were arrested.
41,343. What information was it which was before

you that induced you to believe they were dangerous
characters ?—We had information from the Custos of

the letters were put upon the table and there opened.
41,367. How long did this practice continue?—
cannot say ; I daresay about two weeks,

41,368. Did you daily receive from the post-office
their letter-bags as the mails came in 7–The mails

don't come in daily, only twice a-week.
41,369. But when they did come in did you receive
the letter-bags —The whole of the letter bags? No.
41,370. In what way, and in what numbers did you
receive them —I really cannot recollect.

Kingston.
41,344. Was that information that they had attended
the Kingston Underhill meeting 2—It might have
been, or it might have been other things. I cannot

the letters of certain parties, or did you yourself select

recollect.

them *—Sometimes both.

41,345. But were there other things —I cannot
say, there might have been.

41,346. It might also have been otherwise ?—It
might; it is impossible to recollect every circumstance

office myself.
41,372. In addition to opening letters in the Execu
tive Committee room or office, you went to the post
office and performed the same function there?—No, I

that occurred during the whole of that time.

didn't say that.

41,347. It is an important point.

After the Execu

tive Committee came to the conclusion that those

41,371. Did you instruct the postmaster to send
I have been at the post

41,373. You went to the post-office and did what?
—I saw when the bags were opened, and I saw cer.

people ought to be arrested, to whom did you com
municate it 2–The inspector of police.

tain letters and took them to the office of the Executive

41,348. What was the instruction given to the

41,374. You did not open them there, but you tººk

Committee.

-

inspector of police from the Executive Committee —

the letters to the Executive Committee rooms, where

An instruction to arrest themu.

you were and read them at your leisure?—Yes.
41,375. Up to what date did this continue, to the
end of martial law?—Oh, no; I think about twº

41,349. And what was he to do with them *—Some

times they were taken to camp, sometimes to other

weeks, as I told you, from the commencement ºl

laces.

41,350. Was the police inspector instructed by the
Executive Committee to take them to camp —I can
not positively say.
41,351. Did you come to the conclusion that they
-

ought to be handed over to the custody of the military
at the camp, those arrested in Kingston —Some of
them were : I cannot say that all of them were.
41,352. Did the Executive Committee take into

consideration the case of these people at any time after
their first arrest ?—I do not think so; I do not know

what you mean by taking into consideration ; I do not
exactly understand.
41,353. Did they at any time receive information
from anyone officially, or otherwise, that the arrest of
these persons in Kingston, and their being handed
over to the military authorities was illegal ; did you

martial law.

41,376. Did you cease the practice at the end ºf
two weeks from any change in the condition of the
country?—No, but I didn't think after two weeks
people would write again.
41,377. They ascertained that you were opening
the letters ?—I daresay they did.
41,378. You stopped because you did not get mo"
-

material?—I won't say that we stopped because."
did not get more, but because we did not thinki.

worth while to pursue the system any longer. "
there had been occasion for it we would have kept it

-

receive information of that kind 2–Not that I am

Orl.

41,379. Was Mr. Gordon ex-officio a member of the
Council of War 2–Of course he was, because he wº

a member of Assembly.

41,380. Was he summoned —No, he was nº

we didn't think his presence there would be desirabº.

aware of.

41,354. Did they ever take into consideration that

41,381. Who decided that 2–I think it was in con:

question ?– I do not think so; in an emergency of

junction with the Governor and one or two others

that kind that was a point which was not to be

think we decided.

41,382. By the Commission.) He could have attended

considered.

-

41,355. Had the Executive Committee any meeting
or official communication with the General –You

are coming to the point at once about Mr. Gordon.

that without a summons —He might not, iſ hº had
not been aware of it.

-

41,383. But if he did know –Yes.

41,356. No ; I am still upon the Kingston pri

41,384. (By Mr. Gorrie.) What were the tº

soners ?—You asked whether we had any communica

that prevented you from ‘summoning him - My

tion with the General.

reasons f

41,357. Yes, as to whether they could properly be
retained in custody and sent to Morant Bay ?—I do

41,385. If you decided it with others, what were
your reasons

not recollect.

with the outbreak.

41,358. For what were the Haytian prisoners
arrested ?–Well, I think it was proved that they were
in communication with some of those very men who
were arrested.

We had information to that effect.

41,359. That they were in communication with

-

—Because I thought he was connected

41,386. You determined that then?—I tell you my

reasons; they were those of other persons who had
similar opinions.
41,387. But what other persons in the Council of

W. you allude to ?—I don't speak of the Council of

them *—Yes.

ar.

41,360. What kind of communication do you mean *
—That they visited them.
41,361. Did the Committee at any time instruct the
postmaster of Kingston to send letters from the post

41,388. Did you speak to Mr. Eyre upon that que

office to their office f—Yes.

41,362. Did you open those letters ?—Yeº.

tion ?–Yes, I think I did,

41,389. Was it determined between Mr. Eyre an
yourself that he should not be summoned —ſ won"

say so ; there may have been other persons, but it was
determined he should not be summoned. There were
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no written summonses sent out, they were done by
messages.
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41,406. Had you any official communication ?—

41,390. Had you any official information on the

No.; I believe the Governor had.
41,407. Did the Executive Committee consider

state of affairs in St. Thomas in the East, before the

whether the vessel-of-war should be requested to re

FIRST DAY,

-

Amnesty was issued –We learned what was going

main in the island or not ?—No ; the Governor did

on from Head-quarter's House, but the Governor had
been tº there you know.

not think it advisable to take advantage, unless dire
necessity compelled, of foreign troops.
-

41,391. And all the information before you was

41,408. At the period of the arrival of that vessel

confined to verbal communications between you and

there was no such necessity as to require you to ask

the Governor, and the General, is it so 2–I won't say
that. The Governor and myself had others, but there
were none that came to our office.

41,392. What was the purport of the communica

their services —At the period of the arrival of that

vessel you must remember that we had sent for troops,
two ships; and unless the emergency had actually
arisen, we would not make use of Spanish vessels or

tions between the Governor, the General, and your

troops.

selves, with regard to the state of St. Thomas in the

41,409. After what you heard in July or August,
to which you have referred, were any steps taken by

East 3–We had the opportunity of seeing some of the
despatches sent down.
41,393. Was the information that the rebellion had

the Executive Committee to put the island in a better

state of defence in the way of supplying arms ?—Not
one.

been subdued —Well, the amnesty itself states that
41,410. You heard of the state of matters in West

at the commencement.

41,394. You have mentioned in your previous ex

moreland in July 2–We got two ships-of-war sent

amination the parties who were excluded from the
benefit of the amnesty. Look at it, and tell us who
were the persons included —” All persons in the

41,411. But with regard to other parts of the
island, were any precautions taken 2–No.

down.

“ aforesaid districts who shall at once come in and

41,412. The majority of communications you have

“submit themselves to our Royal authority, by re

read from officials, are they not in fact applications

“ porting themselves as so disposed to the civil,

for arms and ammunition after the disturbance in

“ military, or naval authorities, excepting only such

Morant Bay had broken out 2–Undoubtedly, which

“
“
“
“

shows the apprehension in all parts of the island that
it would spread there.
41,413. But these were in consequence of the dis

persons as have been actual participators in the
crime of murder or of arson, such persons as shall
be found in arms, or with stolen property in their
possession, after this our Royal proclamation, and

“ such persons as are now in custody awaiting trial.”

turbance —No doubt of it.

of rebellion, except murder, and arson, and having

41,414. It was rather an alarm of the official people
as to their state of preparation to meet any appre
hended disturbances after the Morant Bay distur

arms and stolen property in their possession ; what

bances —No ; I do not admit that at all. They

other parties the amnesty could possibly apply to ?—

were taking the necessary precaution, stating the
uneasy feeling which existed, and the probability of
an outbreak, and also that if it had not been sup
pressed so speedily as it was it would have spread to
other parts of the island.

41,395. Will you tell us what other acts there are

Well, I can very well understand that persons might
be with the mob who committed these crimes, and

who did not actually do it themselves with their own
hands, they might have been accomplices.
41,396. All the rebellious acts you heard of, were
they not either murders at Morant Bay, arsons there
or elsewhere, or the plundering of stolen property
from these different houses —Yes; I daresay mur
der, and arson, and robbery were the principal crimes

feeling to exist –I knew that the feeling of alarm
was shared by the white and coloured people of
respectability.
41,416. That is from your official information ?—

committed.

Not only so, but from my daily intercourse and per

-

41,397. So that that excluded everybody and in

41,415. In what class did you understand the uneasy

sonal communication with them.

cluded nobody ?–1 really don't know ; you should
have asked these questions of the Attorney-General

appeared among the black population ?—Yes; they

who drew it out.

had heard of what had occurred in St. Thomas in the

-

41,398. Did he draw it f—Yes.

41,417. They were alarmed at any excitement that

East and the letters state reasons why they feared

41,399. Was it decided upon in the Executive Com
mittee —It was prepared by the Attorney-General,
and afterwards approved by the Governor and Exe

disturbances might take place in other parts of the
island.

-

cutive Committee.

41,418. Did you ascertain whether there was ex
citement amongst the black population ?—I could not

41,400. Would you state what, in your opinion, re
quired the continuance of martial law after that ?—

go and look into it to judge of the state of their feeling.

I stated it fully here, and it is on the notes.

did you not also inquire into the state of the black

41,419. As a member of the Executive Committee

41,401. But at that particular point?—I stated the

population ?—I was in Kingston and observed a de

whole of my reasons fully for the continuance of

meanour amongst the population there that I had

martial law.

never seen before.

You can refer to the notes for it.

I

41,420. Was that after martial law was proclaimed?

will give it you over again, but it takes up time.
41,402. Can you tell us whether during martial law
there was any application made to the island of Cuba

—Yes,

for military assistance —No, there was no application

proceedings under martial law —I cannot say what

made to Cuba for military assistance.
41,403. Did a Spanish vessel-of-war come to Ja

it arose from.

maica?—Yes; in consequence of our telegraphing to
the Consul at St. Jago, requesting that he should com
municate with the Consul at Havanna.

41,421. Might that not be the consequence of the

41,422. Did you ascertain whether the excitement
was in consequence of any seditious feeling on their

part, or in consequence of alarm at the proceedings

In conse

in St. Thomas in the East under martial law, and the

quence they came down.
41,404. At what period did they arrive 2–I cannot

arrests in Kingston 2–No ; because I observed that
after these arrests had taken place a very different

recollect the precise date, but take it that it was
within a week or ten days after the breaking out of

feeling was manifested, and a letter of mine is pub

the rebellion.

to the Governor. Those arrests produced the greatest
good in Kingston. That is my opinion.

#1,405. Had you any communications with the

officers ?–I had the pleasure of dining with them at
King's House.

lished, of the 19th of October, in which I wrote that

41,423. Do you believe that the arrests of a number

of prominent men are not calculated to produce ex
5 S 4
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, 41,445. What was your decision upon that comm.

think they had a very different effect.
41,424. Had it a different effect among the coloured
class 7–Oh, they were with the white people to a

nication ?—The Governor said he was going to arrest

man, and approved these arrests taking place.
41,425. Did you not arrest any coloured people —

41,446.—What
Were you
quently
aboutconsulted
2

Hon. H.

Westmorland,
13 Mar, 1866.
-

Two or three.

Mr. Gordon ; and he asked me if I approved of...I
said, “Certainly, yes.”

*

at anyy time subse.
Subse

41,447. About Mr. Gordon, prior to his execution:

41,426. Those were not with the authorities 2—I

am speaking generally. Of course there are some
exceptions to every rule.
41,427. Did you not ascertain at the time that your
arrests created the greatest consternation amongst the
coloured and black people —I don't think it did. 'I

—Consulted ?

41,448. Yes.—By whom *

41,449. By Governor Eyre or by any of the officialsº
–Not by Governor Eyre.

41,450. Were you by the General?–No, not by
anybody.

am sure that the arrests met with the concurrence of

all the intelligent white and coloured people in King

41,451. Did the Executive Committee take any
further interest in Mr. Gordon's case after the decision

ston at that time.

that he should be arrested —How do you mean by
41,428. Tell us what was the effect they had upon
the black population ?—I think it was a very good

“further interest ?”

effect.

have a civil trial –He was handed over to the mili

41,429. In what way do you mean *—I mean that
when men of position amongst them were arrested,
they were without their leaders.
41,430. It produced terror —No ; it might to a

tary authorities.
41,453. We are all aware of that ; but did you make
any representation to the Governor with regard to the

certain extent, and also want of confidence.

41,431. Confidence in the Government do you
mean 2–No ; but in any attempt to assist the insur
rection in St. Thomas in the East.

41,452. Did you take steps to ensure that he should

mode of his trial – Yes; I told the Governor on
board the “Wolverine,” that I hoped Mr. Gordon

would have a patient trial.
41,454. Did you give any advice to ensure that he
should have a fair and patient trial, such as that he

41,432. Had you any official information that led

should be tried before the Civil Courts —Yes, I did

you to suppose that any black people in Kingston had
anything to do with the disturbances in St. Thomas

make a suggestion of that kind.
41,455. Was that before Mr. Gordon was taken

in the East?—No ; not official information.

away from Kingston in the “Wolverine 7"—No.

41,433. Then you arrested what you call their leaders
without having the previous ground-work of any proof
that the black population had done anything to assist?
—Oh, there's a difference between official and other
information. We had plenty of verbal information
given us, plenty.
41,434. You mean information from certain of the

41,456. Was it on board the ship –It was.
41,457. Was it in the harbour of Kingston —Yes.
41,458. You did not approve of Mr. Gordon's

being placed in the hands of the military for trial by
a military Court —No, I don't say that.

white inhabitants —Not the white alone, but many

41,459. If you gave advice that he should be tried
before a civil Court, I presume you did not think he
should be tried by a military Court —I made a sug.

others.

gestion ; that's what I did.

41,435. Certain parties who did not communicate
to you officially anything they knew with regard to

41,460. In what words did you convey it?—I said
I thought it would be better to try Mr. Gordon by a

the acts of those persons whom you arrested 2–They

Commission.

-

came to us as the Executive Committee.

41,461. You mean by a Commission such as

that

41,436. And you listened to all the tales that people

which has just sat at Kingston, and issued under the

brought you, but would not take official information ?

same Act under which that was issued 7–Yes, some"

--It was not the time to spend our energies upon

thing of that kind.
41,462. What was the reply you received to that

ceremony in taking official information.

41,437. Did the Executive Committee consider in

suggestion ?—I do not think the Governor made IJ
reply. It was just before I was leaving the ship:

their official capacity the arrest of Mr. Gordon —
Yes; we were consulted as to his arrest.

they called out that the boats were ready, and I had

41,438. By whom 3–By the Governor.
41,439. What information did he lay before you
with regard to Mr. Gordon –It was an affidavit, I

to go away immediately. I don't think there was any
reply to the suggestion.
41,463. Did the Executive Committee determine

think, from the postmistress at Morant Bay, stating
that communications had passed between Mr. Gordon
and Paul Bogle.

upon the arrest of Dr. Bruce and Mr. Levien, as well
as those in Kingston —No, I don't think so. I'd
not myself know of the arrest of Dr. Bruce and Mr.

41,440. Was that all the information upon which
proceeded ?—What, at that time *

Levien.

41,441. Yes, when you were first consulted ?–Oh,

round the island a short time before martial law came

no ; I gave some evidence myself at first. I had my
suspicions when I read that letter at the secretary's

know a vessel was sent to arrest Mr. Levien. Ilearn

office.

that afterwards.

you

41,464. Do you recollect a vessel-of-war being sent
to an end ?–Yes; I believe there was one sent.

41,442. But when you were asked in the Executive
Committee by Governor Eyre to consider the arrest
of Mr. Gordon, was all the information before you,

41,465. Was any circular or official intimation sent
to the Custodes of the different parishes at that period,

the statement of the postmistress that she knew of

sent to Morant Bay?—From whom ; from the Exc

with regard to having prisoners ready who were tºº

communications between Mr. Gordon and Paul Bogle?

cutive Committee ?

—I won’t be certain that that was all ; but an affi
davit was made to that effect upon which I believe he

nor, or any individual that came under your notice?

was arrested.

—To keep persons in readiness.

41,443. That was information as to the posting or
alleged posting of the placard headed “State of the

41,467. To have those persons in readiness who
were to be sent to Morant Bay for trial, that they

41,466. From the Executive Committee, the Gover;

Island ”’—I won’t be certain of the contents of the

might be sent on when the ship-of-war came round?

documents.

—No.

41,444. Did they give information other than that
at any time –I cannot be certain.

41,468. Are you not Custos of Metcalfe?–Yes.
41,469. You have no sea-coast?–0h dear, yes.
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41,470. Did you receive any application of that
kind 2–Of what kind

88.1

41,494. Was that when the address was being
considered that that motion was made 2–Oh no ; that

with ; whatever prisoners you have to be sent to

was sent by message some days afterwards.
41,495. When the address of the House was being

Morant Bay, when the vessel-of-war came round the

considered in Committee, did not Mr. Burke ask for

41,471. Any application that you should be ready
coast 2–No.

proofs of a general conspiracy —I don't recollect ;
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41,472. Did you never hear of such a communi
cation ?–No.

41,473. Was such a communication ever sent round
to them 2–It would not be sent to me.

but no formal motion was made at that time.
41,496. You mentioned that there was no division
of the House on that occasion ?—No.

I was in

41,497. Did you not state in answer to what Mr.

Spanish Town, and what would be the use of sending
it to me? It would be sent to some of the magis

Burke stated, that the Governor had abundant proof

trates.

of a general conspiracy —I am not certain that I said

41,474. Are not the official communications sent to

he had abundant proof of a general conspiracy.
41,498. When Mr. Burke asked that question I pre

you ?—Generally speaking they are ; but in an emer.
gency of that kind it's no use writing to me when I

sume there would be some answer on the part of the
Government, and you were the mouthpiece of the

am here, and action is required there.
41,475. In point of fact do you not receive official
communications —I do usually ; but in an emergency
what would be the use of writing to me 2 I should
have it addressed to some magistrate.
41,476. But if they were sending to the Custodes
they would send to you ?–In an emergency I don't

Executive Committee in the House, were you not ?—

think the Government would.

country to murder the white and coloured people —
No, I never said that.
41,502. Do you recollect this statement in the
Governor's message :“ There is scarcely a district or a parish in the
island where disloyalty, sedition, and murder
ous intentions are not widely disseminated, and in
many instances openly expressed. The misapprehen
sions and misrepresentations of pseudo-philanthropists
in England and in this country, the inflammatory
harangues, or seditious writings of political dema
gogues, of evil-minded men of higher position and of
better education, and of worthless persons, without
either character or property to lose, the personal,
scurrilous, vindictive, and disloyal writings of a licen
tious and unscrupulous press, and the misdirected
efforts and misguided counsel of certain ministers of
religion, sadly so mis-called, if the Saviour's example
and teaching is to be the standard, have led to
their natural, their necessary, their inevitable result
(amongst an ignorant, exciteable, and uncivilized
population,) rebellion, arson, murder.”

41,477. What department would it go through 2–
Not through the Executive Committee. It would pass
out from the Governor's Secretary's office.

41,478. Do you recollect the meeting of justices
in Kingston when an application was made to the Go
vernor to put on martial law —Yes.
41,479. Was there any communication made to the
Executive Committee at that time —Yes.

41,480. Was it made by the Governor —He was
not there ; he was in St. Thomas in the East.

41,481. Perhaps you will allow me to remind you
that he was there at the meeting.—He was at a
meeting afterwards when he came to tell them what
he would do.

41,482. That is the period I mean. Was any com
munication made to the Executive Committee then :

—By whom *

41,483. By the Governor as to the state of affairs
in St. Thomas in the East 2–Yes, he thought them
so serious that he went back again directly.
41,484. Did he communicate to you the information
which he had communicated to the justices in King
ston in the Special Sessions?—What information do
you allude to ?

41,485. Did he state to you, the Committee, that his
views of the position of affairs was at that period —
Do you mean as to the arrests or anything of that
kind 2

41,486. As to the continuance of the disturbance,

Yes.

41,499. Then it would fall naturally to you to give
the answer 2–Yes.

41,500. Did you state that you had abundant evi
dence 2—Of what ?

41,501. Of a general conspiracy throughout the

I recollect that well, but it is a very different thing
from a conspiracy to murder all the white and coloured

people in the island.
41,503.
dissension
were used
41,504.

Do you believe that ?—I believe there was
in many parts of the island, and threats
and murderous intentions expressed.
Is the proof which the Government had of

these intentions this which you have given to-day ?—
No ; if you refer to the Governor's message you will

or as to its being suppressed ; did the Executive Com

find that there were many communications made to

mittee know what the Governor stated to the justices

him which it was impossible to place before the House.
In those times men don't write everything.

at that special meeting of the Quarter Sessions —
Beforehand 2

41,487. No ; the special meeting of Quarter Ses:
sions at which he attended and told them that he did

41,505. Do you recollect Governor Eyre saying
this: “It is necessary to bring these facts before you,

not think it necessary to impose martial law in King

“ in order to convince you how widely sp-ead and
“ how deeply rooted the spirit of disaffection is, how

ston 7–Yes.

“ daring and determined the intention has been, and

41,488. Were the Committee officially informed

when he met them 2–I was present at the meeting.
41,489. Coming down to the period of the meeting
of the Legislature ; the Legislature met at what date *
—On the 6th or 7th of November.

41,490. Was that before martial law oxpired 3–A
week before.

41,491. Then when the address was voted in the

House, part of which you have read in your evidence,
had martial law expired —It had not.
41,492. Was that at the period when a motion was
made in a Committee of the Assembly by Mr. Burke,

asking for Mr. Eyre's proofs that there was a general
“Ouspiracy throughout the island 2—That was some
days afterwards.
41,493. Was there such a motion made —Yes.

“still is, to make Jamaica a second Hayti, and how
“ imperative it is upon you, gentlemen, to take such

“ measures as, under God's blessing, may avert such
“ a calamity ?”—Yes, I read that.
41,506. Have you any proofs other than those you
gave to-day ?—I refer you to the Governor's message
which he gave to the House when they called upon
him to give the information.
41,507. Do you mean that that was the message

when they had already responded to his address —
That's not all he said ; he stated that at the end.
41,508. Then he communicated a letter from
Colonel Whitfield : —That was on another occasion.

41,509. What proofs had the Government at that
time that there was any daring and determined inten

to make Jamaica a second Hayti ?—You had better
5 T
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to the Governor's message and see what he
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-

41,510. I ask you as a member of the Executive

41,525. (By the Commission.) Do you wish to speak
particularly as to the administration of justice? I
have always been of opinion that we ought to have

Committee what proofs they had 2–My answer to stipendiary magistrates. I believe that on the whole
that is the message in which the Governor sent his
I GaSOnS.

*-

41,511. Do you recollect this expression being used

by the Governor in his speech —“Through the
“hearty co-operation of civil, military, and naval
“ authorities, and through the promptness and untiring
“ zeal and energy of all, but above all through God’s
“blessing upon the means used, this most diabolical
“ conspiracy to murder the white and coloured inhabi
“tants of this colony has been effectually subdued,
“ and the principal actors in it, and the chief instaga
“ tors of it have been brought under the punishment
“ of death, so justly due to their most heinous
“ offences *-Yes.

justice is fairly administered, but I do not think that
in an agricultural country the magistrates should be
employers of labourers. In the House of Assembly

I have always advocated that, but unsuccessfully.
41,526. You are a large proprietor ?—I am.
41,527. Are the relations between proprietors and

labourers good —They are on my property, and I
think they are so generally.
41,528. When do you pay them —Every fortnight
regularly.
41,529. Every fortnight?—That has been the habit
in my district for 20 years.
-

41,530. Who settles with them —The overseer.

41,512. Have you, as a member of the Government,
any proofs other than those submitted to-day, of this
“ diabolical conspiracy”?—There is no doubt that in

41,531. Are there any complaints —Not ºf five
years from anyone of my people, as to the payment of

St. Thomas in the East there was a “ diabolical

41,532. How much can a man earn on your pro
perties —ls. 6d. or 2s. a day, if he will only work a

conspiracy” to murder all the white and coloured
people.
41,513. Then all you understand by that was St.
Thomas in the East 2–No, I don't say that.
41,514. Was there anything else ?—There were
others; from eight or nine parishes we had communi
cations of threats to murder people.
41,515. Can you produce any evidence of a “ dia
bolical conspiracy to murder all the white and coloured
inhabitants f"—There were expressions of people
reported to the Government, and it is impossible to
-

-

money.

-

proper number of hours.

41,533. How many hours do you consider a proper
number 2—I think nine hours a day for Is. 6d. or 2.
41,534. Is it task work 2–Yes.

41,535. How much do the women make —ls. 6d.
or Is., or 9d, at task work, in four and a half hours.

41,536. Are there any children's gangs?–Yes,

41,537. What is the age of the youngest child?—
There is no particular age ; they vary from eight to

put those communications on paper.

14 and 15 years.

41,516. What you proceeded on were oral reports :
I don't say so entirely; we had oral reports in addition

41,538. Do you think it a good thing to employ the
rising generation so early at work?—I do not know
that it is, but their parents send them to earn money.

to documents.

41,539. They are precluded from all education by

41,517. (By Mr. Williams.) Were numbers of per
sons arrested in consequence of the Underhill meeting,
and had you any information from Mr. Fouchet —

being kept constantly at work?—Well, they are to a

Yes, we had his notes of the speeches.
41,518. Was that subsequently to the meeting 2–

works on a sugar estate there are four or five that do
not. Working is rather the exception than the

It was a long time afterwards.
41,519. To whom were those notes handed over ?—
I think to the Attorney General.
41,520. Did you engage a solicitor 2–Yes, the soli

rule.

school —No.

citor was Mr. Kemble.

or are they from a distance?–On one property I have

-

41,521. Were most of those people prosecuted 2–

certain extent, but I think that for one child that

41,540. And those who don't work don't come to

41,541. Are the labourers located on your properties,
SOIne.

41,542. Have you any Coolies —I have.

They were.

41,522. Were most of them convicted?—They were,

41,543. Is Coolie labour good —I am obliged to

they were handed over to him to prosecute, because of

keep it. I would never go to the expense if the natives
would give us continuous labour; but they take three

the illness of the Crown solicitor.

-

41,523. Are many of them now in prison —I

weeks at Christmas, and three weeks in August, and
they sit down when we want labour, and I am origºl

believe they are.

41,524. Did you in any way yourself disapprove of
the sentence of the Court-martial upon Mr. Gordon at
Morant Bay being carried out 2—I was not consulted
upon that point.

to have Coolies.

But for that I should never gº tº

the expense of doctors and hospitals, and feeding sits

people.

We are obliged to import them in sell.

defence.

The witness withdrew.
The Rev. WILLIAM CLAYDoN sworn and examined.

Rev.

W. Claydon.

41,544. Are you a Baptist minister of this island 2
—I am.

41,545. How long have you been so 2–23 years.
41,546. During the last nine years have you resided
in Clarendon and Manchester —I have.

4],549. Do you mean 2,000 heads of families *—No,
2,000 individuals, adults.

41,450. Have you large schools?—We had a year
or two ago, but for the last two years they have fillen
off very very much ; they are gathering up again
In OW.

41,547. Have you had an opportunity of acquiring

a knowledge of the state of feeling among your own

people, and the people generally in that district —
More particularly amongst my own people, very ex
tensively, and of course in association with them, of
learning the feeling of the people whom I did not
attend.

41,548. Is there a large body connected with your

41,551. In the spring or summer of 1865, had ſº
any reason to believe that there was a spirit of diº
affection in your district —Not at all.

41,552.any
Waschange
there,ofasthefarpeople
as you
perceive,
fromwere
thatable."
which
had previously existed among the people :-Theº
was evidence of discontent with their poverty, but nº

church 2—There are about 800 communicants, and, I

of discontent with the Government.

believe, about 2,000 people connected with my congre

41,553. Nothing of a desire by violence to obtain a
redress of their grievances —Not at all.

gation.

m
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41,554. Are there many questions between proprie
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tors and labourers in you district –Not many. I
rather discourage any application on the part of the

41,567. Then you think, upon the whole, they had
a good effect —So far as my knowledge goes I am
certain of it. Two facts came to my knowledge only

people to me. Sometimes in any very great case I

three weeks ago.

communicate with the proprietors. I have had one
or two cases of that kind in the nine years I have
been there, and I have always obtained redress for the

never before had he been able to raise more than about

people

end of last year another man told me that he had taken

when I have made a statement to the

proprietor.

One was this : A man told me that

three gallons of sugar, but this year he was certain he
would get from two to three barrels; and that at the

my advice arising out of this meeting, and he had

41,555. Have you been able to see whether or not

raised 40 bushels of corn, whereas never before had he

there has been a want of confidence in the administra

raised five, and he attributed that entirely to the

tion of justice —There is a great want of confidence.

impetus he derived from this meeting.

41,556. I do not ask whether it is well or ill-founded,

41,568. After the news of the outbreak at St.

but whether it exists —There is no question about it
that there is a great want of confidence.
41,557. Do you think that arises from the magis
trates being connected with the employment of labour *
—Not, I think. exactly from being connected with the

Thomas in the East came down to Clarendon did you

employers of labour so much as from neighbouring
planters adjudicating upon each other's cases often
times on the same day. I think the want of confidence

make any inquiries among the people to see what
effect it had upon them —I did. I called the con
gregation together for the purpose of ascertaining

their real feeling upon the matter, and I found that
they were deeply humiliated by it, and expressed the

utmost indignation against those parties who had been
so engaged. Indeed, almost en masse they rose and
begged I would offer their services to the authorities
for the purpose of suppressing the revolt, and that

arises from that.

41,558. Are there many cases coming before the
magistrates in your district between employers and

for the future.

employed —I do not think there are many : not
so many as there were. I think it is now settled upon

—Yes.

they would do or sacrifice anything to preserve order
41,569. That was immediately the news came down 2
-

the estates by the reduction of wages ; that is, the
wages are deducted, and they are settled in that way.
41,559. Then the complaints used to be rather by

exist —It continued to exist towards the authorities.

the master against the men of non-fulfilment of con
tract —No ; the complaints I had generally to deal

names that the people were subjected to during

with were on the part of the people.
41,560. I mean complaints to the magistrates. You
said it was settled by the deductions of wages where

excitement which I had to take some trouble to allay,

the task was not performed?—Yes, the people have been
summoned for breach of contract and such like in

former years; but now, instead of doing that, the
wages are deducted. In fact, one gentleman told me
only a week ago that he held his Court on his own

41,570. Did that good state of feeling continue to
There was some local irritation arising from some ill
martial law, and from the reports of undue severity

practised during martial law. There was some little
but that was not against the authorities. The irritation
was from being charged with rebellion, and from, as
they thought, innocent persons being punished se
verely, some of them by death, who had no participa
tion in the matter. Of those these reports were widely
spread in the neighbourhood.

estate.

41,561. That is, when a complaint is made by the

overseer he inquires into it himself?—The overseer
made the complaint, and he settled it himself; not the
proprietor, but the overseer. Instead of carrying it
into the Petty Court he settled it on the spot. That
creates greater dissatisfaction on the part of the people
than carrying it to the Court.

41,562. And do they complain of larceny, and
robbing each other in your district 2–Very much.
41,563. Do you think that the new Act introduced
for punishing them with whipping would have a good

41,571. (Mr. Walcott.) Where did they get their
knowledge of the innocent person having suffered
death —From people coming from Kingston. There
is constant communication from Kingston, 30 or 40

drays, and the first thing I heard was that children
were knocked on the head.

I heard that from a

person who I suppose got it on the road.
41,572. Did the draymen from Kingston bring these
reports that childen were knocked on the head –
And that people were flogged without trial.
41,573. Did you hear that babes were strangled in
the birth 2–I did not believe these reports; I can

effect –I must confess I think it would, although some

only say that these reports came down, and they came

of the people are very much disgusted with the idea ;
some, on the other hand, are great advocates for it.
41,564. Do you think, from your experience, that
it will be attended with good results —I have told
them that I see no other remedy. Some of them are
much opposed to it; others of the congregation think

from Kingston by the people who were in constant

well of it.

41,565. (Mr. Phillippo.) Have there been meetings
held at your chapel in the spring or autumn of last
year 2–In May 1865.
41,566. What was the result of those meetings ; were

they attended with very great disaffection on the part
of the people —I held them, as I have stated, for the
purpose of exciting inquiry into the causes of the then
present distress, and with a view of removing im
pressions which had taken possession of the minds of

the peasantry that the estate managers were determined
to withhold work from them, that they might feel the
pressure more, with a view of getting a permanent
reduction of wages; and the result of these meetings,

so far as I knew them, and I took the pains to ascertain,
was that the people felt that they soothed their feel

rings, and led them also to a more persevering industry,
which would be more profitable to them.

communication. I suppose 300 people a week come
from Manchester and Clarendon into Kingston by

these travelling drays. It is the main travelling road
between Spanish Town and Manchester.
41,574. And these reports came down with the

drays —I suppose so. I cannot tell where they came
from, but the people came to me asking if these things
were true, and asking for an explanation.
51,575. I suppose you told them they were not true :

—I did. I told them not to believe everything they
heard. I should say that one thing gave a considerable
deal of dissatisfaction to the people, and that was the
circulation of the paper headed the “Queen's Advice.”
That gave dissatisfaction from the conviction that

was resting on the minds of the people that the autho
rities had written home to “Missis Queen,” as they
call her, falsehoods about them, that they would not
work at the very time they could not get work. As I
have been charged with exciting ill-feeling among the
people I should like to hand in a letter which I ad

dressed to my congregation, from whom I was absent
at the time of the outbreak.

If it cannot be taken as

evidence I would ask his Excellency to read it.

The witness withdrew.
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Reverend ANGUs DUCKETT sworn and examined.

Foºty.

41,576. Have you been a Baptist minister in this

FIRST DAY.

island for the last 11 years 2–Yes.

Rev.
A. Duckett.

41,577. For eight years I believe you have laboured

be committed in the course of it, had you reason to
suppose that they in the slightest degree sympathised
with those who wished to disturb the Government?
—Not at all.

in Were and Clarendon —Yes.
13 Mar. 1866.

41,578. Have you a large body connected with your
church 2–I preach at four different places; they are

-

not very large congregations.

41,579. But did it give you the knowledge of per

-

41,586. Are you able to state whether or not there
was confidence on the part of the people in the ad.
ministration of justice in the petty Courts —The
people do complain generally all the time I have been

in Vere, it has been a constant complaint, that they

sons over a large circuit *—Yes.

have never received justice in the petty Courts, so

41,580. Have you had opportunities of becoming
acquainted with the state of feeling among them —

much so that they would either suffer any wrong than

Yes, I think I have.

take a planter or employer into Court.

41,587. Why is that ?—Because they say they are

41581. Are you able to state whether in the spring sure not to get justice. I do not say so; on the con
or summer of last year you had any reason to suppose trary, I have myself been there a few times and I saw
that there was any reason of dissaffection to the justice.
Government prevailing amongst them —No reason
41,588. You have every reason to think that the
whatever. I have been very much among the people, decisions were proper ?—I have reason to think that
into their villages and houses ; I hold meetings in the I saw what you may call justice done and injustice as
villages as well as attend service in the chapels, and I well.
never had any reason to believe that they were at all
41,589. That is, sometimes you agreed with the
disaffected towards the Government.
magistrates and sometimes you did not ?—Yes.
41,582. Were you amongst them at the time the
41590. (Mr. Phillippo.) You say as a body the
news came of the disturbances at Morant Bay ?—Yes.
were dissatisfied with the administration of
people
with
to
their
respect
And
feeling
was
what
41,583.
–Quite dissatisfied.
justice
it —The labouring people, the common people I may
say, were very much astonished to hear it. They
41,591. Did they state for what reason, whether it
would hardly believe it ; they thought it was a false was because the magistrates decided upon matters
report.
upon their own estates?—Yes, they said sometimes
41,584. There was not any feeling of sympathy one overseer would bring a person into Court, and
with the attempt to disturb the Government or the his neighbouring overseer would sit and hear the case
authorities —They thought that all the people who for him.
did it ought to be destroyed and brought to punish
41,592. In fact they judge each others cases?—
ment.
Yes, and generally the magistrates are acquainted
41,585. Independently of any atrocities which might with the cases before they are coming on.
The witness withdrew.

Reverend JoHN CLARK sworn and examined.

Rev. J. Clark.

41,593. Have you laboured as a missionary in St.
Ann's since the year 1835 2–Yes.
41,594. Have you resided at Brown's Town for
nearly 30 years ?—Yes.
41,595. Have you a large body among whom you
minister 2—I have about 1,500 church members, and

perhaps about 3,000 or 4,000 attendants.
41,596. At the different stations at which you
minister 2–Yes.

41,597. What was your opinion as to the state of

feeling towards the Government on the part of the
people among whom you labour during the spring and
summer of last year —I never knew anything like

inquiries respecting it, and I could not ascertain any
thing of the kind; and I can speak with tolerable ter.

tainty on the subject that there had been nothing ºf
the kind.

41,604. Whereabouts is Philadelphia?–It is a
small village about four miles from Brown's Town.

4,

41,605. Is everything at present quite quiet near
you ?–Quite quiet. There is some unpleasant feeling
between some of the people themselves, or rather

º

between them and a gentleman who has purchasedthe
right to a piece of land that has been considered tº
public property, or rather to belong to no one, which
the people has been working for about 30 years; som"

of those persons have shown rather an improºf

disaffection towards the Government on the part of

feeling—quarrelling amongst themselves, but no ".

the people during the whole of the time you refer to:
41,598. There may be at times discontent with their

administer the laws.

condition during periods of distress —Certainly.

the laws themselves.

41,599. But have you ever seen anything that lead
them in any way to exhibit a feeling of hostility
towards the authorities —Not the least.

affection towards the Government or those whº

41,606. Or towards to the laws themselves?–0.

41,607. (Mr Phillippo.) Was there any mºº!
investigation as to this affair at Philadelphia about”
drilling —No, I never heard of it.

41,600. Or any desire to obtain redress of their
41,608. Was nothing done respecting that?-\".
grievances by violence?–No.
41,609. (Mr. Walcott.) You speak of the loyalty
41,601. Are you able to say anything about drilling evinced at St. Ann's only amongst your own people.
at Philadelphia —I heard the report.
I suppose 2–Certainly among my own peºple *
41,602. When was that –About the time of martial from my general knowledge of the people round
law.

41,603. You heard a report of their being drilling
at Philadelphia?—Yes, and I made the most diligent

about.

41,610. Do you know this place Philadelphiaº
Yes, very well.

=

*

* * * ==
-
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41,611. Don't you know it is a place that has a bad

41,614. What is his character —Not very good ;

FORTY.

name 2—Yes, because there are a few bad people there.

but I don't think he is disaffected towards the Govern FIRST DAY

41,612. A few only –A few only who have been
in the Penitentiary two or three times or half a dozen
times for breaking the peace, and they very frequently

ment.

break it now.

-

41,613. I believe there is a man by the name of
Bacchus Williams there ; has he been in the peniten

tiary —I don't think he has been.

Rev. J. Clark.

41,615. Is there a man of the name of Brett 7–
There is an old man of the name of Brett ; I never
saw him but once that I remember, and that was in

13 Mar. 1866.

the case of No Man's Land, as it is called, which was
brought before the Court.

The witness withdrew.

Reverend John CLARKE sworn and examined.

41,616. Have you been a missionary in this island
from the year 1829 to 1839 —Yes.
41,617. After that did you go to Western Africa for
some time and return here in 1852 –Yes.

41,618. Have you since that time resided in West
moreland until June of the present year 2–Yes, 13
years.

41,619. Up to the time you left the parish of West
moreland was there, in your opinion, any feeling of
disaffection towards the Government manifested among
the people 7–Not that I am aware of.
41,620. Had you considerable communication with
the people *—Yes, I had large congregations; I think
upwards of 2,000, and I travelled to five different

Rev. J. Clarke.

41,623. Was there, as far as you could see, a feeling
in favour of order 2–I think so.

41,624. There was no reason to suppose that any
disaffection existed among them —No, not at all. I
think there were two young men that uttered some
foolish expression, at least it was alleged that they
had, and they received each a flogging at Up-Park
Camp.
41,625. Who were they 3–One was named Lewis ;
I don't recollect the name of the other; he was a

coloured young man little more than a school-boy.
41,626. You did not find that the people generally
sympathised with those remarks —Not at all ; not
the people connected with us nor any around. As
far as I was aware there was no disaffection at all.

stations, so that I was acquainted with almost each
part of the parish, and with the exception of what was
termed a riot in that district about the toll-gates in
the year 1859, which was a mere outbreak, I have seeu
nothing.
41,621. In June you went to another part of the

-

island I think?—Yes, to St. Thomas in the Vale.

31,622. I suppose you would hardly give any
opinion as to the state of feeling then between that
time and October as you would not have had very
much opportunity of observation ?—Not very much,
only it happened to be next to my old station, and I
was better acquainted with them on that account.

41,627. When the outbreak at Morant Bay was
heard of were you able then to discover what the

feeling of your people was —There was a very strong
feeling against those who began the evil, and still
stronger, I should say, to what afterwards followed.
41,268. What do you mean by what afterwards

followed —The destruction of so many by the
soldiers.

41,629. Did you hear reports spread in your neigh
bourhood about children being knocked on the head
—No, I did not hear anything of that, we only heard
what the newspapers told us.

The witness withdrew.

The Reverend GEORGE RICHARD HENDERSON sworn and examined.

41,630. Where have you been stationed —I have
lived in St. Elizabeth ; I now live in St. James and

Trewlany.
41,631. How long have you lived in Trelawny and

St. James?—About 19 years.
41,632. Ijave you a large body connected with you
there 3–Yes; I think about 700 or 800 at one place,
and about 600 at the other.

41,633. Had you any reason to suppose during the
spring and summer of last year that there was any

Rev. G. R.

41,637. When was that *—Some time in the early

to offer themselves to the Government.

I told them

I believe they were acting illegally, and they had
better put it down. They then went to the clerk of
the peace at Falmouth to know whether they could
have liberty; he told them yes. They then went to

feeling of disloyalty existing among them —No, not
at all ; I speak not only of my own people, but I have
made inquiries throughout the neighbourhood.
31,634. Were you there at the time the news came

told them he had no more power to give them liberty
than I had. Then a discharged soldier said that he

of the outbreak in St. Thomas in the East 3–Yes.

would write to the Governor about it.

some officer in connexion with the Volunteers, and he

told them they were not doing any harm. However, I

no more of it.

them; they regretted that it was done. There has
been drilling in my neighbourhood.

or five weeks altogether, not longer.

41,636. What do you know about

that 2–I know

dress,

I believe he

did, and he got no answer and that ended it.
41,638, Did they not go on then 3–No, there was

41,655. Was there any feeling of sympathy towards
those who would redress their grievances by having
recourse to violence —No, no sympathy at all with

this that 14 young men came out one Saturday in full

Henderson.

part 1865. I heard some music and saw them passed,
and I was greatly astonished. I sent for them to know
what it meant, especially as I saw that some of them
were in connexion with my church. They told me
they were going to have a little amusement among
themselves as Volunteers, and when they were efficient

41,639. How long did it last 2–I think about four

41,640. Everything is quite quiet there now I sup:
pose –Ouite quiet. I should state that this was not
secret drilling; it was on the public market, on the
5T 3
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FORTY- ... market days when they might be about 2,000 people in
FIRST DAY, the market.
Rev. G. R.

Henderson,
-

41,641. (Mr. Walcott). Did you expect the people
would tell you they were disaffected when you
inquired —if you wish me to go into the subject I

* Mar 1866, wiil tell you the course I pursued.

41,644. Then how do you know they were not;

By moving among them and trying to find on ..
proper way. If I wanted to find out a thief Ish.
not ask him whether he stole; I should make inquiries.

41,645. Did you think they would tell you the
truth —I know we have got an untruthful comm.

41,642. Supposing they were disaffected, would they nity.
1,646. (Mr. Phillippo.) Have you got persons of
tell you so —I did not put it in that way at all.
ce among the officers of your congregation?—
influen
41,643. You say you made inquiries amongst other Yes.
persons besides your congregation; did you expect
#1,647. And they are scattered about among the
them to tell you whether they were disaffected or not?
s 2–Yes.
village
—I never asked whether they were disaffected.
The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to 10 o'clock to-morrow.
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COMMISSION.

(Part I.-Spanish Town )

Wednesday, March 14th, 1866.
PRESENT :

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.

RUSSELL GURNEY, Esq.

FORTY
SECOND
DAY.
R. Mothersill.

Richard Motherstill (coloured), sworn, and examined.

14 March 1866.

41,648. (By Mr. Phillips.) You are a Justice of
the Peace for St. David's and Port Royal 2–I am.
41,649. You are connected with several properties
in St. David's 2–Yes ; several.

41,650. And you reside at Farm Hill – Yes.
41,651. Whereabouts is that ; is in it St. David's
—About eight miles from Monklands; just under the
Blue Mountain, adjoining Abbey Green.
41,652. When did you first hear the news of the
disturbances —On the Thursday, about , past 5
o'clock. I heard through Mr. Williamson, the over

41,672. Did they do anything; did they keep
watch?—Regularly; at Hayley Gap they did good
service, and at Portland Gap. They went every
night, five of them, and kept guard on the road from
Portland to Abbey Green; and every night during
martial law this continued. They kept guard to
intercept any rebels that might be coming from the
Peak.

were the properties abandoned by the overseers ?—At

+1,673. Did you see any sign of disorder or dis
affection ?–Not the slightest. They were much
alarmed about the Morant Bay affair. I have spoken
to a good many of them, and found they were much
alarmed, and thought the people had done wrong.
41,674. Did you remain at Farm Hill the whole
time –During the whole time I never stirred, but
remained there, and every day gave directions to the

the time when I heard, the overseers and all the other

people.

seer of Radnor.

41,653. How far were you from Morant Bay ?—
25 or 30 miles.

41,654. When the news arrived in that district

magistrates had left.

Mr. Williamson wrote to me to

41,655. You went down to Radnor the next morn

ing –Yes, to ascertain the correctness of the report
I had heard from Mr. Williamson.

41,656. Did anything take place —I saw Mr.
Patterson, the proprietor of Monklands, and others,
and then ascertained the whole of the particulars from
Mr. Patterson of what had happened.

While I was

there a messenger came up from Monklands to
Mr. Patterson, requesting him to leave Radnor for
Kingston as the rebels were coming after him.
41,657. Did he leave f-Yes; and Mr. Williamson
asked me then to take him on to Penn Hill, in Port

Royal Mountains, on the way towards Kingston,
41,658. Did you ?—I did.
41,659. In what state were the people throughout
that district —They were peaceful and quiet. You
would not have thought there was anything wrong.
41,660. Throughout the district of St. David's and
Port Royal *—Yes.
41,661. Did you return ?—Not that evening. I
went to Mr. Kemble's, and remained that night, but
returned very early on Saturday morning.
41,662. Were the people quiet still —Exceed
ngly so.
41,663. Had they heard the news 2–Yes, I think
they had.
41,664. What was the consequence; did they come
to you ?–On the Monday and Tuesday they came to
me in a body, and asked me to swear them in as
constables.

41,665. Did they say anything as to what they
would do if the rebels came up 2–They said they
would not allow them to come, and that if they came
they would be annihilated ; they would drive them
back.

41,666. How many constables did you swear in 3–
101.

41,675. You were the only magistrate —Yes, in
the district,

that effect.

-

41,667. What day was that ?–Tuesday and Wed

41,676. Had they any weapons —Not a single
thing.
41,677. You relied ?–Entirely upon the faith
fulness of the people. I was informed by Mr. Taylor,
the attorney of the property.
41,678. From your observations amongst the people
there do you think there was any concoction between
them and the people in the lower part of the district
as to any disturbance —I should think not.
41,679. With regard to these constables, were they
sent, or did they offer to go upon this service –Four
of them came to me and volunteered to go to the back
woods of St. George's in search of a rebel they
thought might have gone on there. I authorized
them to go, but unfortunately they were taken up by
the constables in St. Andrew's, and carried on to

Newcastle, and put in prison, and I had to go and
have them released.

41,680. That is all you have to say ?–That is all.

41,681. (By Mr. If alcotſ.) Your property is the
other side of Monklands 2—Yes.

41,682. Higher up towards Blue Mountain Peak 2
—Yes.

-

41,683. If you were at your place, Farm Hill, all
the time, you don't know what was going on about
Mount Lebanus?—Nothing but hearsay.
41,684. (By the Commission.) You only state what
was the condition of things on your own property 2–
In my own neighbourhood.

41,685. (By Mr. Walcott.) That is very high up
—Yes. The people all worked on the following
Monday; they turned out and worked steadily the
whole time.

41,686. (By the Commission.) Do you employ many
labourers on the estate —A good many.
41,687. When do you pay them 2–Every fort
night.
41,688. Do you settle with them yourself, or not :

Yes, myself; or in Iny absence the book-keeper settles

nesday.
41,668. Were there others that wished to be sworn

with them.

were all labourers.

41,689. What can a labourer earn on your pro
perty —Not more than 1s. a day. We give them
jobs ; it is all task. We have our acreage divided,
and each person gets an acre.
41,690. For what ?—Weeding an acre of coffee.

41,671. Were they black 2–Yes, and one or two
coloured, but they were all labourers.

in six or seven days if they choose to work.

in 7–A good many.
41,669. Was it entirely voluntary on their part

?—

Entirely.
41,670. What class of people were they 2—They

41,691. How long does it take —They can do it
5 T 4
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41,692. How many hours a day ?—Not more than
seven hours.

They turn out very late in the morn
ings; not before eight or nine in the morning.

41,693. (By Mr. Phillips.) It is foggy and cold

Momersill.

up there 2–Yes.

41,694. (By the Commission.) There is not the

14 March 1866.

same inducement for working in the morning there.

But are they working on their own grounds in the
early part of the morning 2—No, not there.
41,695. Can you get plenty of labour?—Yes.
41,696. There is mo want of labour 2–No.

41,701. Have you any children's gangs?–Yes.

41,702. Have you any schools?--No, not in my
neighbourhood, but six miles away at Woburn Lawn
there is a public school.
41,703. If they attended that school they would
have six miles to go and six miles to come back?—
But none go.
41,704. There is no education for the children?—
No.

41,705. Is there any place of worship?—None
nearer than six miles.

41,697. Are there any disputes before the magis
trates about labour from your estate —Not since I
have been there. I have been 18 years managing
the properties, and I never took one labourer before

41,706. How many people in your neighbourhood
are in that position, with no place of worship, and no
school nearer than six miles 2—I should think about
150 to 200.

the magistrates.

41,699. Who do the work, men or women —Both.
41,700. It's rather women's work than men's, isn’t
it 2–It is rather laborious work ; it is done with the

41,707. Families or people *—People altogether.
41,708. How many labourers do you employ on
your estate 2—We employ an average of about 40 or
50 a day.
41,709. Are these provided out of those 2007–

hoe.

Yes.

41,698. Does coffee pay well there 7–I don't think
it does ; the weather is against us.

The witness withdrew.

J. M. Morais.

Joshua Monfort MoRAIs (white), sworn, and examined.
41,710. Are you a clerk in the employment of
Messrs. Finzi and Co. at Kingston 7–Yes.
41,711. Have you been residing long at Kingston 7
I am a native.

41,712. Had you had any opportunity of forming an
opinion of the feelings of the people in Kingston
previously to the outbreak on the 11th of October —
Yes. From the language I have heard made use of,
which I mentioned to Mr. Westmoreland three weeks

prior to the rebellion.
41,713. You gave information ?—It was in con
versation.

to Mr. Westmoreland 7–My opinion was in conse.
quence of the sailors of the “Rosario” having been
ill-treated by the black police, and also some dray.
men being maltreated one evening. I was told by
these men that they would use any white man in a
similar way. I came to the conclusion that the
white men were not safe.
Mr. Westmoreland.

I mentioned that to

41,718. Did you tell him you thought we were on
the verge of a rebellion ?—I told him so; we were
on the verge of a rebellion.

41,719. That was three weeks prior —To the

41,714. You made a communication as to the

outbreak of the rebellion.

language you had heard used ?–Yes.
41,715. Did you likewise communicate your opinion,

facts you have communicated to us?—Nothing mºre

founded upon what you had heard?—I did.

than these facts.

41,716. What was that ?—From the language of
the men who assembled at Mr. Finzi's door, 20 or 25

of them during the day, I mentioned I had heard
them repeatedly say that any black man was fit to
thrash any 10 whites ; and I had heard them say that

41,720. Was that opinion founded entirely on the
41,721. The conversation you had overheard be:
tween idle men loitering on the Piazza, and the
threats respecting the employment of the Penitentiary
people, and the quarrel with the sailors from the ship?
—Just so.

Captain Cooper had the Penitentiary people to coal

41,722. And the threats used towards yourself

the steamships, and consequently had thrown them

when you interfered?—Yes.
41,723. That was all which led you to come to
the conclusion that we were on the verge of a

out of bread ; and of course they would resort to
some measure to get it.

41,717. What was the opinion you communicated

rebellion ?—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

WILLIAM Foster MARCH (coloured), sworn, and examined.

W. F. March.

41,724. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Did you attend the

41,732. Take Mr. Gordon's speech?—(Witness

Underhill Meeting at Were in the course of last

referred to newspaper.) I have read it.
Report of speech read as follows:–
(The Chairman)—Was glad that so many of the
people had met together this day. He hoº! they

summer ?—I did.

41,725. About what time 2—About the 4th of
September I think it was.

41,726. Who was in the chair —Mr. Gordon was
called to the chair.

would behave themselves, and be loyal to their Queen
and country, and to all those in authoriº: "º
ought to love their Queen, for she loves her people.

41,727. Did you take notes of the proceedings ?—

The people of England were too good to yºu. for

I went for that particular purpose.
them you are indebted for

10

emancipation-lº

41,728. Did you send your report to the “County cheers for the Queen.) The object for which " *
Union"?—I did.
gathered here together to-day, is not to, tº º
41,729. [Newspaper handed to witness.] Would one, or be abusive to anyone, but to speak on!"".
you look at that report and tell us whether it was
yours ?
—No ;

(By the Commission.) Have you your notes ?
I sent the transcript and destroyed the notes.

41,730. Where is the transcript. have you endea
voured to obtain it —I applied for it, and could not

as to the state of the Island; but more

pºlº

º:
º:

the state of the people of Vere, the oppress"

which they labour. Why have the plantºs
parish stayed away; ought they not to

hº *

here 2 It seems they fear to have the trut!! \ *
has become of the magistrates, some ºf whº" º
get it.
T
can ſail toº
* Who
thehe
people
41,731. What is the date of the paper ?—The Underhill,
arisen fromhow
reported
of the poo
the sufferings
12th of September.

º

º
º,
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people of this Island—how he put himself in communi
cation with Mr. Cardwell, the Colonial Secretary. Dr.
Underhill's letter called forth a communication to the

custodes of this island, through the Governor, to make

inquiries. No such in juiries were made, but some
sort of a report was got up between the governor
and the custodes, and of course sent to Mr. Cardwell.

He, Mr. Cardwell, abiding this cooked-up dictum of
Mr. Eyre, had sent this letter.—(Letter read.) Great
reflections were cast on the people, they were most
wrongly misrepresented, called worthless, lazy, and all
sorts of ill names. Now, all the people wanted to
know was, to make some enquiries as to this answer;
then a requisition was sent to the custos of this

parish, who advisedly refused you a meeting for this
purpose. The custos knew that the truth was on the
people's part, hence the refusal : the justices and
vestry even would not sign, so there could be no
compliance with the wish of the people. The justices
could not be expected to sign the requisition, simply
because they are one sided, they are not the friends of
the poor ; then how could they be expected to do
anything where the poor people are concerned
All other parishes have been having theirs; this day
Were has had its meeting, and we must hope for the
good effect, impressed on you as a people, met to-day.
The seasons having set in, it would seem that God
has blessed our present attempt at doing right, of
looking after the rights and interests of the poor of
this parish, and, in fact, of the whole Island. Now,
my friends, here is the so-called Queen's advice, let
us read it.—(The so-called advice read.) Since my
arrival here, I have been advised that even from the

pulpit, ay, the custos and the magistrates, the slaves
of the heads of department, have been representing,
or rather mis-representing, to the people that the
Queen said they were idle and worthless. Now, the
paper, the subject of this letter, speaks that the people
were doing well. Now, people, is that sº : —(Cries of
No, no.) People mind to work, to render the
plantations productive. Would you refuse to work :
—(Cries of No, no! We can't get work. Busba

buy champayne wid what we work for, and play
billiards at the Alley billiard-room, den when dem
done, come da Court-house to try the poor who ask

for dem money. Massa den shops upon the estates;
dat's de way wages is paid to us poor people.) Is it

FORTY
with him as a public man ; no wish whatever have I
SEC() NID
to rebuke him or any other gentleman, but justice
I)AY.
calls for some one to speak out for the poor and
oppressed people of Jamaica, and Vere particularly. |}'. I'. March.
See that Old IIarbour Tramway; see how the roads
are cut up ; see the state of the roads of this parish, 14 March isjö.
how unsafe for travellers, how unsafe for you who
reside here ; see the oppression of the people; see
the burdensome taxation : yes, taxation on the food
and clothing of the people! All inen have rights,
all of us are British subjects; do claim your rights,
and raise your voices against oppression, but do it
lawfully. Remember the Honourable George Price,
he was oppressed, he was ill treated by Mr. Governor
Eyre, because he cared for the rights of the poor .
The truth is on the side of the poor.—(A voice :
The coolies must be sent away.) Yes, they are shop
keepers, penkeepers, &c., but no field labourers; so
the people should not be taxed for them, nor the
people's food either. This day I see, in the presence
of many persons, 13 people locked up in the magazine
of this place,—a place not sufficient to hold three.
It is called a lock-up: there they must remain like
dogs together, may be for the next fortnight, until
the magistrates choose to hold a court. You have no
poor-house in the parish. Amongst those 13 oppressed
people is a little boy, under seven years old, a
prisoner also. It is full time to cry against all this,
why neglect and oppress the poor
It would seem
no good order prevails; no courts held on the days
fixed by law, or by the proceedings issued ; no
reward or advantage held out to make people good,
but it would seem one continued series of wrong and
oppression.
Lift your voices to that good and
merciful God of Heaven, and IIe will help you.

Look at the State Church—look at the conduct of the

ministers—see the examples they set forth—attack
the system, it is thoroughly bad; there must be some
alteration. Don't be like Hercules' waggoner, but
put your shoulder to the wheel; look for yourselves
and family ; abandon rum shops; drunkenness is a
terrible thing. Is it true that rum is made on
Sundays in this parish?—(Voices: Yes, yes, very
often we are compelled to do it; if not we are turned

away, and our money stopped.) Mind, serve God, avoid
such evils, 'tis a bad practice. When planters employ

you, work hard, work fast, so as not to follow their ill
examples to work on Sundays.

Make up your minds

true you can't get anything to eat?—(Cries of Yes,
yes. A voice : some get 1s. 3d., 1s. 6d., 9d., 6d.,
and in some cases 2s. per week, and some nothing at
all. Yes, some people who can get the means to buy

gratulate you on the Anti-Slavery Society. America
has been freed, but the veteran President (Lincoln)

food, only get from the estate's shop seven gills of

has been assassinated.

flour, rice, or meal to the quart, for which 7 #0. must
be paid, and then the quart pot is cut down below the
edge. People are so naked they can't go to school
or church ; the labour of we poor people is taken to
pay for coolies, and to encourage them to keep shops
on the estates for Busba and themselves.) Is it
possible that all this I hear is true –(Vociferous
cries of Yes, yes, yes!) Now let me advise you to be
good, to protect your just rights, at the same time in
a lawful and correct manner to speak on occasions
like this the truth, to act honestly, look for im
provement of your minds, religiously and otherwise.

accursed slavery, but that too must soon come to an
end by God's blessing. I am sorry to find you are all so
poor, that you cannot give anything in aid of the Anti
Slavery Society, even too poor to get the common
necessaries requisite to go to church. I was told by
a gentleman that a magistrate said he would tear
down any man's house on his property who attended
this meeting, and shoot next day their pigs and goats.
I say this without fear; the whole parish may hear
it, because it is true. The planters and yourselves
live together ; try to be kind to each other; the
meeting is under this tree, because the custos would
not allow us to use the Court-house. Behave your
selves, look after yourselves well. I am glad to see
you all come here, and behaving yourselves well. I
am glad to see you all come here, and behaving
yourselves in defending your rights, and the rights
of those poor and unfortunate ones who could not
come out for want of clothing. Mr. Phillips will
move the resolution, and several of your own people
will address the meeting.”

The gentlemen, you complain, do not care for you ;
so you must care for yourselves. The planters ought
to be protected when they do right, but remember

that self-preservation is the first law of nature.
Don't care for the threats held out because you
had to come to this meeting; the planters must

employ you; and when they do, and pay you for
your labour, you must do the work faithfully and
honestly, and God will bless you. Speak out each one
of you. As to the custos, aſid the opinion of the
Attorney-General, in refusing you a meeting, and the
letter of the custos to me when I wrote him, don't

allow this sort of thing to go on ; raise your voices
against the evil tendency; the black people must be
ruised ; they ought not to be kept down, help your
selves. When I speak of the custos, understand,

I have every respect for him, but am only dealing
15589.

to work hard or to leave Jamaica.

Last of all, I con

Cuba and Brazils are still in

41,733. Is that to the best of your belief the
report you sent —To the best of my belief it is
exactly what transpired, and what I sent to the
paper. In fact, after transcribing it, I examined the

transcript with my notes with Dr. Bruce.
41,734. To assist your recollection of what had
place taken —He was very particular, and he would
not allow me to send it unless he examined it with
5 U.

!

º
*

,
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me. He read the transcript while I read the original

41,739. Where were you arrested 2–In Kingston.

Before I was arrested, "I organized myself, with
41,735. (By the Commission.) Was this examined Captain Wiltshire, in No. 8 Special Volunteers, and
by Dr. Bruce —The whole report was. He ex had the oath administered to me by police magistrate
amined that, and I read the original notes before him Bicknell, in the presence of the custos. However,
at his residence before he sent it away,
some days afterwards, Captain Wiltshire, the captain
41,736. Did he alter it at all ?–No. I saw him of the company, told me he had orders to suspend me
put it up and address it himself.
from active duties, but that I was to report myself at
41,737. (By Mr. Gorrie.) I wish you to read the barracks every afternoon at drill. I did so till
Mr. Phillips' speech. (Paper referred to by wit Saturday the 28th of October, when Inspector Nairne
ness.) Is that to the best of your belief a report of met me at the gate, and said he desired to have some
the speech of Mr. Alexander Phillips ?–It is ex conversation with me about Mr. Gordon, Dr. Bruce,
Paul Bogle, Sam. Clarke, and others whom he named,
actly what I reported.
41,738. (By the Commission.) And as nearly as Of course a conversation ensued in the presence of
you can tell what he said f – Yes, substantially Assistant Inspector Franklin. Mr. Nairne inquired
correct.
of me as to a correspondence between Mr. Gordon,
Paul Bogle, Samuel Clarke, Dr. Bruce, and Mr. Levien
(Report of speech read, as follows):—
“Mr. Alexr. Phillips.--It this day, my friends, of Montego Bay. I informed Mr. Nairne that beyond
devolves on me the great pleasure of moving the reso Dr. Bruce I did not know that Mr. Gordon had
lutions which I hold in my hand ; I shall read to corresponded with the other persons to my know.
you the communication of Dr. Underhill, the friend ledge; that I was never permanently employed by
of the poor, to Mr. Cardwell, as well as the so-called him, but that when the session came on, he employed
advice of our beloved Queen, but which in point of me to prepare his bills for the Assembly as a job
fact is the getting up of Governor Eyre, who writing clerk, paying me as I worked.
41,740. Who 2–Mr. Gordon; that is the answer
Mr. Cardwell, as Colonial Secretary, seems bound to
uphold, notwithstanding his wrong and unjust go I gave Mr. Nairne. Anything connected with poli.
vernment of this island. It was the people of Saint tical matters or important correspondence with the
Ann's who petitioned against certain wrongs under Home Office he employed me to engross for him,
which they were then and still are labouring ; they Inspector Nairne said that under the circumstances
seemed to have complained very justly of the heavy he thought the mere fact of my having been em.
taxation on food, clothing, &c., and the poverty ployed by Mr. Gordon was sufficient to justify the
stricken state of themselves particularly ; so this Government in having me arrested. I was placed in
manufactured advice has nothing in the world to do Kingston Barracks for the night; sent to camp next
with you, the people of Vere. As to the taxation morning; kept in camp five days; went to Morant
of the country—Who lives in it does not know our Bay to undergo a little of the ordeal of Mr. Ramsay,
poverty, that the cause of the prisons being filled is
41,741. Were you flogged 2–He threatened me.
the heavy tax on food and other necessaries of our
41,742. Who did —Mr. Ramsay called Crole a
d revival brute. I smiled, and he called me a
people? (We must all be sent to prison or starve to d
d Mulatto brute, and said that if I smiled in
death.) It is said that there is plenty of work; if so, d
how is it the people can't get any ? And when they the presence of a white man he would give me 24,
do, they are not paid for it. Let me ask, Is it the
4i,743. (By Mr. Gorrie.) You did not smile
people's fault or the fault of the planters ? My again 2–No ; he was too much of a tyrant.
people, you know now where you are and for what
41,744. How long did you remain there?—l was
purpose you came here; so speak, speak out; let dismissed on the 14th of November. General
your cries and lamentations go forth to the world. O'Connor came and examined the list and struck out
Say whether Dr. Underhill says true or not as to nine persons—myself among them.

notes; he was so particular about it.

your state.

Say whether the best men in this

41,745. You don't know that ?—They gave us a

country know that honest and good gentleman's
statement to be true or no. Say whether the Go

written order of discharge. We had not anything
to eat in the morning we were discharged, and ordered
not to be seen in the Bay. I was sick with ſever

vernor's and custos’ statement are or are not a

misrepresentation to hide or cloak their own sins and
iniquities. The good and religious Baptist ministers

and dysentery, and I had to travel to Kingston, cross'

have confirmed Dr. Underhill's statement; the truth
ful and honest men of this island confirm it, but the

immensely sick when I returned, and I am not
well yet.
41,746. Were your hands tied when you were sent

enemies of the people deny; so much for what they

ing the rivers with the sickness upon me. I was

may say who hate truth; the cause of truth, and
justice must prevail; the resolutions speak for them

on board 2–Yes.

selves. I shall be happy if they meet your views,
notwithstanding this meeting, and those resolutions

The “Cordelia.” At camp, on the morning when we

may cause bad feelings. I trust God will bless our
meeting, and the efforts to help the poor and oppressed
people of Jamaica. The custos was actually wrong
to refuse you a hearing ; some say he was fearful you

hand, and my left with Sinclair, one of

would fight, and would not regard order. However, I

am glad it has turned out to the contrary; he and they
will now feel ashamed. May you always behave and
conduct yourselves as you are doing this day. . I
wish soon we may have peace and unity between the
custos, the overseers, and the people. The planters
will not longer be allowed to over-ride you ; behave
yourselves to keep those who are striving to preserve
our rights, and you will be protected. Yes! thank

41,747. You went on board the “Aboukir"—
were sent away, I think the 2d of November, he
tween 4 and 5 o'clock in the morning, I was tied tº

a person named Robert Levy, tied by hisRoach's
rigº
members. On going to the company's wharf, as *
had to get into the boats, I thought I should be tº

leased, but they kept them tied; and alongside."
ship I had to let Levy stay behind, and only the for"
of his body helped me up the ship's side; but ºr
that I might have tumbled over. I asked one ºf the
sailors to release one hand.

41,748. It was not an officer —He was in chaº

of the marines. He had some stripes on his ºn...!
asked him to release one hand to let me climb. *

God, Jamaica has yet a few men who will stand
beside the poor and oppressed. ... I now proceed to

said,
; youWearewere
all rebels;
get up
best Wº.
“you“No
can.”
tied until
Mr.theEspeut
and

move the resolutions which I shall read to you.”

Colonel Nelson came on board.

(Resolutions read.)
Witness. At the time I transcribed the notes,
Mr. Gordon had left Were for Kingston, and I had

There was a "0".

versation between them, and I heard the General
asking Mr. Espeut if he knew the prisoners, and I

distinctly heard Mr. Espeut call my name and ".

ing of my arrest. I was arrested and sent to Morant

to me, and afterwards the General said they "
loose our hands. We were tied from past.*"

Bay.

8 o'clock. We were going to Port Royal. On tº

not seen him.

I suppose you don't care about hear
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them, whom I have conversed with since, have

the steamer there was great anxiety on the art of
Mr. W. S. Payne, of Kingston, and Colonel Nelson

assured me it was correct.

and the Reverend Editor of the
Mr. Beckwith, as to Samuel Clarke.

“ Tribune,”
I heard the

41,759. Did you take all that was said 2–The
substance, as reporters generally do.

General ask fºr him, and Mr. Payne pointed him

41,760. Do you write short-hand 2–Not exactly.

out and made some remarks about Clarke's conduct

I have a style that I adopted. I was a solicitor's
clerk, and adopted a style of my own.
41,761. (By the Commission.) You can make it

in St. David's, and the General took an opera glass,
and looked at Clarke for fully 20 minutes.
41,749. For 20 minutes ?–Fully 20 minutes.

I

beg your pardon, he looked and went back again and

FORTY
SECOND
1)AY.

W. F. March.
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out 2–Yes.

41,762. (By Mr. Walcott.) You use abbreviations

had another conversation with Mr. Espeut, and then

the same as are used in a solicitor's office –Yes.

looked again. It is a fact.
41,750. (By Mr. Walcott.) What?

Was the

out the transcript from your notes, and then showed

General looking 20 minutes through his opera glass 2
—Not consecutively.
41,751. (By the Commission.) You don't mean
20 minutes ?—Not 20 minutes running on, but he

it to Dr. Bruce 2–Yes, I did.
41,764. Did you send the transcript to the “County
Union”?—I put it in a letter in the presence of
Dr. Bruce, and Mr. Carter, of Montego Bay, was
present, and sealed it, and it was addressed, and they
drove down with it, leaving me behind.

41,763. (By the Commission.) You say you wrote

stopped and asked for Vaz and Kelly Smith. What
I tell you you may be assured is true ; and he had a
little conversation with Mr. Payne.
41,752. (By Mr. Walcott.) What were you doing
down in Were 2–I went specially as a reporter.

Very frequently I have done so.
41,766. Were you ever applied to to give evidence

41,753. Were you employed by the “County

upon this subject before as to the speech of

Union”?–No.

-

41,754, Who employed you ?–Dr. Bruce paid me.

41,755. He got you there to takes notes of the
meeting 7–Yes.

41,756. Did you send the resolutions as well as the

41,765. Are you accustomed to report speeches —

Mr. Gordon 2 — I don't remember having been
applied to. I was summoned before the Special
Commission.

41,767. You were not called as a witness 2–No.
41,768. Did the defendants who were tried there
know of your being there?—They must have seen

speeches —I never saw the resolutions and never
handled them. I only went to report the speeches.
41,757. For publication ?–Yes; I never handled
the resolutions ; I heard them read at the meeting.
41,758. Did you take down all that was said –
The best I could ; the effect and substance I took
down of all that was said, and the persons whose

41,769. (By Mr. Phillippo.) The charge there was
conspiracy, and it was not necessary to allude to the
Vere meeting –Mr. Williams examined me in the

speeches were reported. The intelligent portion of

were tried for having made speeches at Were 7–No.

me, because I remember being there, taking notes of
Goldson's trial.

trial of Goldson.

41,770. None of those who were tried for sedition

The witness withdrew.

WILLIAM PAYNE GEORGEs recalled, and further examined.

41,771. Has your attention been directed to the
evidence of Richard Clarke –No.

W. P. Georges.

41,782. All the evidence related to meetings and

expressions of his before the 11th of October —

41,772. A statement has been made by Richard

Clarke, that Inspector Ramsay showed you a paper ;
that you read it and laughed, and it was a list, and
you said, “Well, when martial law is over, you will
“ be a made man "?—I never recollect anything of
the sort ; nor did I ever use such language, or see
any document from Ramsay.
(Questions and answers from 845 in the 6th day's
proceedings, read.)
Witness. It is not true, I assure you.
41,773. Is there any truth in it; was there any
thing of the sort —There is not a word of truth in
it; nothing of the sort took place.
41,774. Do you remember the trial of a person
named Clarke —Do you mean Samuel Clarke.
41,775. This is the brother of George Bassett
Clarke – Sanuel Clarke was his brother.

I was

not at his trial.

41,776. You were not ?–No.

They did. One of his speeches was on the 28th of
September, a few days prior to the break out.
41,783. Your evidence was with reference to the

vestry meeting principally —Yes ; and I gave
evidence of the posting of Mr. Cardwell's proclama
tion and the meeting of the vestry on the 28th of
September, previous to the outbreak on the 11th of
October.

41,784. Then Mr. McLean was sworn ?—Yes ;
and then Mr. Fouché ; and the President of the Court

said he didn’t require any other evidence; there was
sufficient. There were four or five other witnesses,
but he did not require them.

41,785. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Had you recently, be
fore the trial, any disagreements with Samuel Clarke?
—Not personally. He used constantly to appear at
the petty courts and take part in the proceedings,
and he took part in some proceedings in which I had
to recover money from some land sold to a man.

41,786. Had he at any time any action against
41,777. Were you not present at the trial of
Samuel Clarke —I understand you to mean George you ?—No, he had not; but his brother had.
Bassett Clarke. I was at Samuel Clarke's trial.
41,787. Was that in connexion with the pounding
d 41,778. Did you give evidence at that trial *—I of cattle —Not impounding of cattle, but a man
id.

laying damages at 100l. for trespass done in a half

41,779. Did you hand into the Court a written acre of land, on which he had squatted, but unknown
document?—I think I did.

I am not sure whether I

gave in a written document.
ment in my hand.

I think I had a docu

to the proprietor.
41,788. What was the result of that action ?

Was

it against you ?—The result was this, I was strongly

41,780. Did you read from it —No.

I looked at

recommended

the different dates I had taken on the occasions when

41,789. Was the action against you ?—I will ex
Sam. Clarke had been very violent ; and I stated plain ; you ask the result.
what I recollected.
41,790. I wish first to know if it was against you?
41,781. There was other evidence besides yours ? —Decidedly. The result of it was that I was obliged
-I gave evidence first, and I think then there were to compromise it and give 30l. for the simple reason
two other evidences given; and there were four or that I was told and advised by Mr. George William
-

five other evidences tendered, besides the three that Gordon, who came to me and said, “Georges, if you
gave evidence.

-

“take my advice, you will pay 30l. rather than go
5 U 2
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41,805. To any of your own people—your

“ before a jury. The chances are you will gain your
“action, but I heard Sammy Clarke say, in Mr. Con

labourers ?—No, I

“ stantine Berk's office, that if the action went against

done so.

.."

In Ot

...? . º:

&g

W. P. Georges,
14 March 1866.

him, he would make you and your cattle suffer for
‘ it.” I said, “Well, Gordon, I am much obliged
“ for the information ; I will pay the 30l.”

*

41,791. Then you and he were on friendly terms ?
—Very good indeed. We were very intimate. I
knew him as a boy 30 years ago.
41,792, You and he both represented St. Thomas
in the East –Yes.

41,806. But on any occasion, when your labourers

were working in the field, and you challenged them
for the work not being properly performed, and a
woman laughed at what you said—did you on such
an occasion produce a revolver ?—I had a revolver

for a very long time, and I wore it in the rebellion.
41,807. Did you ever produce it on such an occasion:
—I don't recollect it, but I may have done so. Imay

41,793. Then did Samuel Clarke take any part in
assisting his brother when that case was under dis
cussion ?—I fancy he did. I fancy he led him on.
41,794. Did you see him —I saw him, but heard

have pulled the revolver to the front of my belt, but I

nothing.

done so.

41,795. Did you speak to him ever about that
case ?—No.

don't think it likely I would with a woman.
41,808. I ask whether you did —I don't recollect.

41,809. Do you think it possible —I may have
41,810. On such an occasion did you not make any
reference to Sam. Clarke 2–No, I do not recollect.

41,796. Was there a case with regard to some rum

41,81 I. Did your people behave well during martial

recently, before Sam. Clarke's trial, where you and he
- had some disagreement 2–No ; I never had any
disagreement up to the time of Dr. Underhill's letter
appearing in the country. I allowed him to grind
off his little sugar and distil his little rum on my
property, just paying the island duty. Until Mr. Un

law.”—They did. I was not on the estate, but my

dei hill's letter came, we were on very good terms.

All of a sudden he became very turbulent, and he
went entirely against the authorities of the parish.
41,797. Do you mean against you ?—Generally he
made disturbances at vestry meetings.

For instance,

when I was ordered to stick up the placard, I
happened to ride into the yard where it was stuck
up, and I was talking to a few persons round me, and
Clarke took an opportunity of coming up and bring
ing a Mr. Maynard with him, and he took an oppor
tunity of walking up with him close to me, and
pointing to the proclamation that was put up. It was
intentionally done. He said “That is a lie—it is a
“ damned red lic—neither the Queen nor Mr. Card

“ well know anything about it.”
41,798. That was the evidence you gave on the

occasion against him —That was part of it.
41,799. What do you mean by disturbances at
vestry meetings; did Samuel Clarke take a part on
what we may call the popular side as against the
authorities—against yourself as custos, aid against
some of the magistrates ?–12xactly.
41,800. Then you and he were politically opposed
in the vestry –No, I had only one duty to perform,
and it was very easily got through.
41,801. What was that ?--As custos to see the
accounts properly and regularly paid, paupers looked
after, and the affairs of the parish conducted as they

41,812.-How long did Samuel Clarke's trial last?
—I should think about an hour and a half or two
hours.

41,813. Did you go in that afternoon to Morant
Bay ?—Scarcely as long as that.
41,814. Did you come into the Bay that afternoon?
—l think the day previous.
41,815. Were you taken to the tents on the morn
ing of the day of the trial to see if you could recognize
Sam. Clarke annongst the prisoners ?—No.
41,816. What time did the trial begin—what time
of day ?—I think about 2 o'clock.
-

41,817. When was it over ?–Between 3 and 4,

41,818. Was any one tried with him —No.
41,819. Were you present at any other trials that
day ?—Yes, I think I was ; there was a man tried, I
forget his name, but I was much struck with President
Brand's manner of conducting the trial. For instance,
there was a woman that came and gave evidence
against this man, as to his having entered her shop
and plundered her, and threatened to murder her.
She gave her evidence, and Lieutenant Brand asked
her if she had any other witnesses to corroborate what
she had said. She said yes, she had another witnes
in her yard, and she said she would go and bring the
others. Lieutenant Brand said, “No, you must not

“go, we will put you on one side, and send a poliº:
“man to bring this woman.” I was struck by the
proper way in which he acted in not allowing the
same woman to go and bring the witness, and in
putting her into the room, and allowing the Pºliº
to go.

-

41,820. You say there were other witnesses in Sam.

should be.

41,802. Did Samuel Clarke oppose you ? — He
generally supported me. The last yestry he had been
at, he had been lately through the Insolvent Debtors'
Court.

book-keeper reported so.

Clarke's case besides yourself?—Yes,

41,821. And the court-martial did not hear them?
—They did not.

-

IIe came there and insisted on his taking his

41,822. All the time was taken up in hearing "

chair as a vestryman as he had done before. I said,

and Mrs. McLean, and Mr. Fouchet?—Yes; Sam.
Clarke cross-questioned us.
º

“You have no longer a seat at this board, having

“ gone through the court.” He said he had a seat,
and would take it in spite of everything, and his

lawyer had told him to do so. I thought that better
than having a rumpus; rather than order the police to

41,823. Did you see him executed the same dººr
I did.

41,824. Did he say anything —He never **
word.

take him out, as he would sit down, I would let him

41,825. Were you near enough to hear?–0h."

remain, and I said to Mr. MacLean, our clerk, “You

as near to him as I am to Mr. Nathan on the ""

“ will not take down Mr. Clarke's name on any pro

side of this table.

“ ceedings of the board, or take his vote; there was
“ something put to the vote, and he wanted to
exercise his right as he thought, and I would not

tion ?—A little further than the length of this."
41,827. If he had spoken, would you have heard

“ allow his name to be put down.”
41,803. How long was this before

him — I think so.

-

his trial 7–The

41,826. How far were you from him at the *

41,828. Can you swear that he did nº-,"

vestry meeting was on the 28th of September. I not; but I will swear I did not hear him. One 0
could not tell the day of his trial, but I think it was the people I heard say, “You see what we “” to
the latter end of October or the beginning of from taking bad advice.”
November.
-

-

41,804. Did you ever refer to it after his execution,
and say to any one that they had got rid of their
master Sam. Clarke–to any negroes—that their master
Sam. Clarke had got his neck broken, or some expres

41,829, who was that —I could not sº i !"

none of them.

41,830. You knew Sam. Clarke well?-,

known
himNow,
for years.
41,831.
was there not a strong
-

sion of that kind —I never did.

iſive
-

feelingsº
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between you and Sam. Clarke *--Do you mean ill
feeling f
41,832. Strong ill-feeling between you ?–No, I

assure you there was not ; I never had an ill-feeling
towards him.

FORTY
labourers and your overseer —No, I don't ; there
SECOND
may have been one or two, but I don't recollect.
I)AY.
41,837. Did you know the late Mr. Hire —I did.
41,838. Did he and Mr. Gordon act politically W. P. Georges.
together ?–Sometimes they did, and I think I have
*-

41,833. Were you not constantly in disputes with
one another during the last few months —We were
on very good terms till Dr. Underhill's letter appeared,
but he seemed after that to quite alter his behaviour.
I never met him, and could not have disputes with
him, but once in the court I was acting there on
behalf of one of the people who had bought land,
and not paid for it, and I brought the matter before
the court, and the person was proved to be a tres
passer, and gave notice of appeal. The case was
heard at the Appellant Court, and the judges confirmed
the decision of º magistrates below. Sammy Clarke
said he did not care a button about what the judges
said, I should not have back my land, and he put us
all at defiance, and it was carried into the Supreme

Court at Kingston, and decided against him, and he
had at last to give up the land. He was a sort of
lawyer.
41,834. Was he a man who assisted the peasantry
in their affairs against the planters ?—There never
were many such cases before the courts. Principally
the cases were for obscene and abusive language; for
quarrels between themselves, and he generally took
the part of the one I should fancy that paid him best.
41,835. Do you recollect a case between negroes
and planters—between your own negroes and your.
self—in which he acted against the planter —I only
recollect this one since I returned from England
tln'ee years ago. I never interfered because it used
to be between my overseer and the court.
41,836. Then do you recollect any between yoor

heard Mr. Hire sometimes differ with Mr. Gordon.

14 March 1866.

41,839. Iłut as a general rule, were Mr. Hire and
Mr. Gordon found on the same side in that parish *
—I seldon if ever attended the vestries in St. Thomas

in the East.

I don't think, during the time I have

been a magistrate, I have sat there above five or six

times. It has been principally or generally the case
that Mr. Gordon and Mr. Hire went together. They
were looked upon as friends.
41,840. (By Mr. JPalcott.) Were you present at
any executions at Morant Bay ?–Yes, I was there on
two occasions.

41,841. Did you see the feet of any who were
executed touching the ground after they dropped –
They could not touch. They were two or three feet
above the ground. They could not touch it.
41,842. Was order always preserved at the execu
tions?–It was very quiet; you might almost have heard
a pin drop.
41,843. (By the Commission.) You never saw

person's feet touching the ground * – They could
not.

41,844. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Was the beam covered
with people—were many suspended to the same
beam —lt was not a strong beam ; it was a ship's
yard supported by bamboos, and a large number of
people were executed at once, and it bent in the
centre, and that was the time.

I was all the time

under surgical treatment in Kingston, and I saw only
little. I was there only on two occasions.

The witness withdrew.

Colonel ALEx ANDER GoRDON FYFE sworn and examined.

- Col. A. G. Fyfe.
- -

41,845. Are you custos of Saint David's 2–No; I
have been custos of Portland.

41,846. You are a stipendiary magistrate 2–Yes.
41,847. Of which district 2–Saint David's.

41,848. And a member of the legislative council :
—Yes.

41,849. A member of the privy council —No.
41,850. Did you first hear of the outbreak at

position of any other subjects of this island, no longer
continuing under their own laws —Yes, they merged
into the general population.
41,864. Still occupying particular districts —Yes.

41,865. Will you describe the districts they occupy?
—One is Mooretown in Portland, at the top of the
Cunha-Cunha pass, in the centre of it. That pass is
from Bath to Port Antonio ; there is a road through

Morant Bay early on the 12th of October 3–On the

it, and at the top of that is the place called Moore

evening of the 12th, about , past 4.
41,851. Where were you ?–In Saint David's, about
10 miles from Kingston.
41,852. Did you drive to Ringston to see the

to Wn.

General 2–Yes.

41,853. Were you present at the council of war on

Friday—the following morning 2–Yes.
41,854. Did you concur with the others in the pro
priety of declaring martial law 2–I did.
41,855. Did you at the request of the Governor go
with him in a ship to Morant Bay ?—I did. ,

41,856. Afterwards did you go to Port Antonio 2
—Yes.

41,866. Is that one of their principal towns 2–It is
the largest.
41,867. Does that command the road between Bath

and Port Antonio?—Yes, it's very important; there is
scarcely a goat-track, the road having been so much
neglected.
41,868. What are the other settlements 2–In Saint
George's there is one on the north side of the Island,
just above Buff Bay, on the Buff Bay river, called
Charlestown, about three or four miles from the coast.

There is one, Scott's Hall, in Metcalf, on the border
about Annotto Bay.
-

41,857. When was it you arrived at Port Antonio 2
—About 11 o'clock on the 15th.

41,858. That was on the Sunday ?—Yes.

41,859. Did you find at Port Antonio a body of
Maroons who had come down —Yes, about 100 I
found there.

41,860. Had you been acquainted with them pre
viously —I was formerly superintendent of Maroons

41,869. Are there any others in the neighbourhood
of Saint Thomas in the East 2–None.

41,870. Mooretown is the only one —Yes.
41,871. What is the population ?—About 500 or
600.

41,872. Including women and children 2–Yes.

14,873. Of what race are they –They are the
descendants of the original runaway slaves of the

the Crown, that is, by the Governor. They were in

Spaniards. When the Island was captured from
Spain there was a number of them in the bush, and
the English found it difficult to subdue them ; at
length they made terms—they were obliged to do
so—and gave them settlements, giving them their
own laws and customs, and holding them by treaty to

that position under treaty with the Crown, made after

the Crown.

when they were an imperium in imperio.
41,861. Will you give us a description of their
peculiar ways 2–At that period they had there an
imperium in imperio, having their own laws and
customs, with a resident superintendent appointed by
their wars with the Crown.
41,862. When did that cease ?–About 1838.

41,863. From that time had they been in the

41,874. Are they of African race?—Yes, originally
they were.

41,875. They have no Carib blood in them —
5 U 3
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—None; I am not aware that there is any trace of it.

Where they were Carib you would find the trace of it
in the negro. Originally the Maroons had no con
Col. A. G. Fufe. nexion with the Carib whatever.

I don’t think there

Maroons –I received a memorandum from General
Nelson.

is one with the trace of it.
14 March 1866.

41,894. There you found the others?—Yes.
41,895. Did you receive certain orders from Colonel
Nelson with reference to your command of the

41,876. What is their moral or social condition ?—

They were in 1838 under their own officers and a
white superintendent, having their courts regularly
held, and punishment for any offences. I believe they
were then in a much higher state than they are at
present. They have been left a great deal to them
selves, and they are not I think in the same condition
they were at that period. But as to their moral con
dition most of them are married, and great numbers
of them take the sacrament. They have literally been
without a clergyman; the roof of the church has fallen
in ; but I shall get the Rev. Mr. Williams, the rector
of this town, and formerly of Portland, with the con
sent of the Commission, to give evidence. He will be
able to state a good deal from his knowledge of the
Maroons.

--

41,896. Have you got it?—I have not the original
here, but this is a copy. (Copy of memorandum prº
duced, and read as follows):—
MEMORANDUM for Col. Fyfe, Commanding Maroons,
Port Antonio,
19th October 1865.
No. 1.-The Charlestown Maroons to be furnished

with 50 stand of arms, and 1,500 rounds of ammu
nition.

2.—On receiving the arms, the Maroons to patrol
along the road from Charlestown towards Newcastle to
the south, and up the coast as far as Hope Bay,
guarding the Swift River Pass, leaving men in am.
bush, and scouring the woods about Lennox and Low
layton Estates.
3.—The Mooretown Maroons to march according to
-

41,877. Since they merged into the general popu
lation, have they kept up peculiar customs among
themselves 2–No.

41,878. Have they any persons they look to as

orders, stationing a guard at Mill Bank to watch the
Cunha-Cunha-pass, and a sufficient force to protect
Mooretown.

their chiefs 2–Yes; there are officers amongst them ;

4.—The above to be considered the basis of opera.

they have their chiefs, majors, captains, and lieu
tenants. Formerly, when they were an imperium in
imperio, they got commissions from the Crown, and
were appointed by the Crown.
41,879. How are they appointed now —By them

tions of the “Maroon Force;” but Col. Fyfe is
authorized to follow his own judgment according to
occurring circumstances, reporting, as frequently as
possible, all movements.

-

(Signed)

selves, with the sanction, I believe, of the custos of

A. A. NELSON,
Br. Gl.

the parish—Dr. Clarke, the late custos.
41,880. Can they leave their settlements —Yes.
41,881. Would they –If they wished they would,

(True Copy.)
B. BALLANTINE,

Fort Adjt.

and some have.

41,882. Can they read and write –A good number

41,897. What led to the necessity of the 4th of
these instructions 2–It was to give me authority.

of them.

41,883. Have they any schools —They had; and
a resident clergyman.
41,884. Until when –Five or six years ago.
41,885. Would they make good policeman —Some
of them are in the police, and they are said to make
good policemen, as far as I have seen.
41,886. Were you recognized among them when

The first three had reference to the Maroons; the

other, the fourth, had reference to myself alone. I
had a conversation with General Nelson on my appoint.
ment, and I then stated the nature of the Maroon
force, that their chief effect was in the suddenness
and the rapidity of their movements, and that it was
of great importance that I should be authorized to

ingly glad to see me, having been with me in the in
surrection in 1832, when Sir Willoughby Cotton was
here; and expressed great joy, and said they would

act as I thought proper. Sir Willoughby Cottºn
had given me that discretion during martial law in
1832. I said so, and that as I might not be able tº
be certain in an emergency, in the event of their

follow me wherever I chose.

separating from other forces, it was of great impor:

41,887. What was done in reference to them —
Governor Eyre at once accepted their services, but as

told him I might be here to day and 30 miles of tº:

they had no arms or ammunition they conldn't go into

morrow ; and that he must not depend upon me tº
hold posts.

you met the body on the 15th —They were exceed

action. We did not know the extent of the insurrec
tion at that time, and I thought if there had been a
reverse in which the Maroons were concerned, it

would be serious; and I thought it imprudent to lead
them out with only half a dozen muskets or firelocks.

We got arms from the “Wolverene” when she returned
on the 19th.

-

41,888. They took no part till that day —No ;
but there were some Maroons that were brought

down by the magistrates about Bath from a place
called Hayfield. I’m not correct in what I said
before; a few of the Maroons had left Mooretown and
had settled at a place called Hayfield.
41,889. That is just above Bath, not far from
Torrington —No, it's on the other side of the river ;
it is between Bath and Mooretown.

41,890. As the crow flies, it's not a very great
distance —Not in the line on the road from Bath to
Mooretown.

-

41,891. Then it is still near the Cunha-Cunha
pass?—Yes; but, these were lands on which they
settled, not belonging to Mooretown.
41,892. Had you anything to do with the party
from Hayfield —Nothing until the 21st. I had
nothing to do with these Maroons until I arrived at
Bath on the evening of the 20th.

41,893. After the body of Maroons at Port Antonio
had been armed 2–And had marched to Bath.

tance that I might act upon my own judgment I

41,898. (By the Commission.) It was a flying
column –Yes; moving under my own discretion,
41,899. With these instructions, and arms received

on the 19th, did you that night or on the following day
march to Bath –The same evening we marched tº
Mooretown ; rested there, and went down to Bath on
the 20th.

41,900. What was the number you found there?
—About 50 Maroons were there.

41,901. Under whose command —Under the cºin
mand of Mr. Kirkland, and the general authorities
there. I don't know from whom they received their
orders.

41,902. From the time of your arrival, did they
form part of your body ?—They were put under my
orders then.

41,903. Describe what was done after your arrival
at Bath —I had received orders from the Governºr
on arriving at Bath to divide my men into two part.”

and send one up the river to the right, and another
down to Golden Grove to co-operate with some troºps
I think from Manchioneal,

41,904, Was that with Captain Hole?—Yes. 0.
arriving at Bath, I heard that the insurgents were "

force at Torrington, and had left a challenge to the
Maroons to come up, and that they had a ſort
which they could kill 100 men at a time,
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º

!

41,005. From whom did you receive that ?—From
named Aurray, and I think two persons in
This is a memorandum (referring to manu
script) that I made since that, not at the time, but

a person

Bath.

when I have been at Bath since.

41,906. Did you then proceed to Torrington –I
determined then to deviate from my instructions
which I had received, as I knew that Golden Grove

was kept open by Ford's volunteers and the troops,
they having traversed the road, and I thought it more

important to proceed to the place where the insurgents
were said to be, as I had discretion. I therefore took
about 70 Maroons up with me against Torrington on
the morning of the 21st. I may mention that pre

viously to that, after we had left Port Antonio, a
man rushed out of the bushes on the way to Moore
town, stating that the rebels had come down on Cam
bridge about 6 or 7 miles from Port Antonio to the
south-east, on the way to Manchioneal at the back. I
detached 20 men with an officer.

41,907. We had better go on with the business
from Bath ; when did you proceed to Torrington —
On the morning of the 21st.
41,908. Will you describe what occurred 2–I went
with 70 men. I thought it would not be prudent, as
they were said to be up there, and as they had said
they had a fort, it was not prudent to divide the force,
so I took up the whole; and on arriving at the foot
of the hills, I sent a party and took another party about
half a mile or a mile further up the river. I directed
that party to go to a certain distance and move forward;
I intended to move at right angles so as to meet them
by taking them on the left wheel; they took them in
front. When I had ascended the hill a certain distance,
I heard some shots, and not long after a man was sent
to say they had been attacked. We then descended
the hill between us and the range where they were
fired at, and moved up to the assistance of the party.
On going up when near the place where they were
attacked, I heard a man in advance fire two shots

near this spot.

On arriving, I found two other dead

bodies.

41,909. You have not described having seen any

before ?—I heard two shots, and on ascending found
two men lying as we went up near the hills. After
wards I saw two other bodies. I was not present at
the attack, but there are parties here who will be able
to describe what occurred. I was to the right, and
went to their assistance immediately. There was no
firing after I got there. I was led to believe at the
time that nine of the people were killed; 10 or 11
shots were fired, and one of the Maroons was wounded
in the eye; but since then, in going over the facts
minutely, I can only find about seven. I did not make
the inquiry so minute at the time.
41,910. It was a Maroon who was wounded ; was
it with a musketball or a slug —It is impossible to
say ; it grazed across the top of the eye and the top
of the nose, and he has lost the sight of his eye.
41,911. Did you see anything of those who had

been opposing your force —No, they all had scattered;

FORTY
“ found are to be burned, leaving one house in the
SECOND
“ yard for the women and children.”
DAY.
41,915. One room 2–Yes; “if there is only one in
“ a yard, do not touch it. All houses pointed out by Col.A. G. Fºſe.
“ the guides,” I had two guides with me, “as be
1 4 March 1866.
“ longing to the rebels, to be burned.”
41,916. Did you go into any of the houses to see
-

whether there was there what appeared to you to
be stolen property —I did not go into any of the
houses.

41,917. Was any property which was afterwards
identified brought from Torrington by the Maroons 2
—Yes, from all the districts. I could not investigate
those minute points at the time. I had a large com"
mand under me, with no other white person, and the
mere fact whether the things were found in a house
or not, I could not always ascertain.
41,918. Was any brought down 2–Yes, to Bath.

Maroons found,

and

it was taken down.

Small

Mooretown through the woods to come down from
Whitehall.

I sent them to hut themselves in the

wood on the night of the 20th, and to come down on
Whitehall on the 21st. I started at half past four to
meet that party, and next day I went up again to
Torrington, and then I went on to Bath that night,
where I slept.
41,914. Was anything done as to burning houses
on the 20th or 21st 2–I think possibly there was.

:

possible to suppose they were not, for no one else
would possibly dare to do such a thing.
41,924. They said they had orders from Morant
Bay ?–Yes; I believe now, from what I know, that
that was a mere subterfuge ; but I threatened to send
them to Morant Bay, and sent them off, and said if
I ever found them again, I would have them seized.
41,925. You believe they were not special con
stables —Yes, I believe they were, but I do not
believe they had orders. I think they were the

41,926. Who was the person with your force that
decided whether it was stolen property —The
officers; but they could always know from the nature
of the things whether they were stolen or not. There
were instances in which things were taken from them,
and they came to Bath and identified them, and

brought people to show they had bought the articles.
When they were taken out of houses of the people,
small articles, it was shown they had bought them,
and in these cases they were returned. That was in
the neighbourhood of Bath.
41,927. Was a large quantity of stolen property re

covered in the neighbourhood of Bath —Very large.
41,928. Two considerable stores in Bath had been

completely gutted, besides private houses —Yes;

or , the following, I won't be certain which.

and the Rev. Mr. Herschell's house at Potosi had

My

*

*

“ Bay to General Nelson.” I was reminded of it
by the Maroons the other day.
41,923. Did you ascertain whether they were con
stables 2—There was no means of ascertaining that
they were. We were all in the height of work, and
they had no commission about them. It was im

I have not a distinct recollection, but either that day
orders were to them—“All houses in which plunder is

º

-

greatest vagabonds amongst the whole set—some of

41,913. What space did you take?—After scouring

º

articles that they could not find, or fancied they could
not find an owner for, such as a small piece of cloth,
the Maroons might have taken. I do not say they
did not; but anything they could possibly think
likely to be identified was taken down to Bath.
41,920. Did you go up there afterwards 2—Yes;
I was always ranging about there.
41,921. Did you see that your directions had been
obeyed ; that no house where there was no other
building should be burnt —I saw no instance of my
instructions having been disobeyed, but one day when
I was up I remember seeing a fire up the road, as if
two or three houses were burning. I asked if any of
them were burning houses. They said, “No.” They
went over and brought me three constables, who were
burning houses.
41,922. Special constables —Yes, they so repre
sented themselves, and said they had orders to burn
houses from Morant Bay. I said, “If I ever find you
“here again, I will send you under arrest to Morant

these special constables—that they were concealed
rebels, and by their zeal afterwards attempted to hide
their guilt.

along for some time, about 4 o'clock I started for
Whitehall. I met a party that I had sent from

º

were crowded with articles of plunder.
41,919. Those brought down were placed in those
rooms ?—Yes; a great deal of plunder was found
in the bushes; some was hidden in the ground.
They had dug and buried a good deal, which the

- 41,912. And was Torrington itself, the village,

and woods.

t

One room in the church, and one in the court-house,

I saw no one.

deserted 2–Torrington was deserted ; they had all
gone away; the houses were all deserted ; no one was
to be seen there at all, they had all taken to the bush

f

been robbed of a great quantity of things.
5 U 4

º
º

*
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replied to that letter, stating that he was sorry to
hear of the outrage of the Maroons. I told him to
41,930. What day was that ?–On the evening of request Mr. Murray to return that letter, because
until the matter had been inquired into, he had no
the 20th. I gave orders then to stop the flogging.
41,931. Did you see any flogging going on before right to address Mr. Murray upon the subject at all,
41,943, Was that letter returned ?–-It was. This
you stopped it *—I never saw a person flogged
during the whole of martial law, except one man at is my letter (Read) : “Dear sir, Although I in.
Torrington. I went up there one day, and got the quired into the alleged outrage of the Maroons, con.
41,929. Did you give any directions at Bath as to

flogging —I stopped flogging on going to Bath.
Col. A. G.

FifC.

people to come in. I sent for some women, and sent
them to tell their husbands to come out of the bush,

as I did not wish the Maroons to go into the bush.
On the 27th I sent word to them at Torrington that
if they would surrender
I went up two or three
times, and on one occasion they told me a man was in
their grounds, and that he said he was placed there
by the Maroons to keep the provisions for them, and
that they were not to be allowed to go near their own
grounds, I asked the Maroons if they had sent him.
They said no, they had not given any such order. I
then sent some of the Torrington people to bring the
man up ; they brought him, and he turned out to be
one of the people in the district that had used the
name of the Maroons, and was robbing their grounds,
taking the provisions, probably either mule loads or
donkey loads, from their grounds. I made them tie
him up, and the Torrington people gave him a flogging
—30 stripes with switches.
41,932. You desired the Torrington people them
-

selves to ſlog him —Yes ; and they gave 30 lashes
with switches ; they had no cats.
41,933. You were going to mention another case ?
—There was a quarrel at Port Antonio. A man on
one occasion had passed himself off as a Maroon, and
seeing a lad there who had a small rope hammock, he
told him to give it him. The lad, being afraid, gave
it to him, and afterwards came and complained to me,

I got it inquired into, and proved it, and I made the
boy give him a good rope's-ending with the hammock
rope; that was the only occasion on which I saw
flogging. There was a complaint made of the flogging
of a man by a Maloon named Briscoe ; he flogged a
man at Airey Castle. He told me that he was searching
for plunder, that he attempted to go into a house and
the taan pitched him out, and said he should not enter
there, and he said he laid hold of him and tied him up
and gave him 30 stripes; that was the only instance
of flogging by Maroons.
41,934. The only instance that was brought under

your notice —Yes; and I solemnly believe there
was not another instance of flogging took place during
the whole time.

tained in your letter addressed to Mr. Bacquie in my
absence, I really have been unable, from pressure ºf
business, to write you more on the subject. During
the bloody insurrection, attended with atrocities which
disgrace humanity, and having for its object the com.
plete massacre of the white and coloured races, to
which almost every black person was by act or con
nivance an accessory, it is impossible but to suppose
that when the flood-gates of retribution are opened
some comparatively innocent persons will not be
carried away by the torrent; it has been, however,
my anxious desire to prevent this as far as possible,

nay more, I have prevented the slightest cruelty or
insult to those about whose guilt there could be n0

doubt ; still there may be cases which may claim
consideration by persons of sensitive humanity that
cannot be justified, and that case you mention. How.
ever, you will, I am sure, be glad to learn that five
were shot by sentence of court-martial; one man, as
you state, was flogged. I found this to be the case,
but it was done in consequence of his refusing a mili
tary authority to search his house during martial law,
and for pushing him away when he attempted to do
so. I feel, like yourself, sympathy for these deluded
people; but ought we to forget those whom they have
butchered, and that they were about to commence the
work of slaughter upon those against whom there
was no fault.”

41,944. Did you inquire into the cases that were
mentioned by Mr. Murray ?—I did so. I find I made
a mistake in saying five were shot by court-martial;
there were only two.

41,945. Who were they —I have not got the
names of those two ; they were delivered over by
parties at Leith IIall as having been sentenced by
court-martial sitting at Leith Hall, and they were
shot by the Maroons. There were four others shot;
there were two men named Williams, I think, a man
named Noble, and I think a man named Redmon or
Richmond ; those were the other four.

41,946. Were you present at any of those shoo!.
ings —No ; I was not present.

I had complaints against the con

41,947. Is there anybody who can give any infor

duct of the Maroons from a Mr. Murray, a Wesleyan

mation about it *—I think there is a Maroon herº

Minister at Bath.

who can give information about that. Briscoe Was
in command that day.

41,935. Was that in a letter that he sent to you ?

41,948. He was the person, I think, about whom

—Yes.

41,936. Have you got that letter ?—I have not ;

I have my reply to it. I was knocking about the
country and all over the island, but the letter can be
got. Mr. Murray must have a copy.
41,937. He states that he has not *—I can give
nearly what it was.

41.938. He has given us his account —No doubt

we have heard.

What command had he?—He was

a captain.

41,949. A captain of Maroons —Yes, , , ,

41,950. Appointed by you?—I recognized him; he
was one of those selected by the Maroons and con:
firmed by the custos, and I acknowledged him as
captain of Maroons.

41,951. Was he in command of the force by whºm

that is correct.

41,939. What is your account –It was that the
Maroons had shot about three persons at Airey Castle
who were perfectly innocent. One man, I think, he
named, was Williams, but I am not certain; he men
tioned two or three as being shot that were perfectly
innocent. I have a little correction to make in my
evidence. I stated that five men were shot by order
of court-martial, but I find there were only two.

all these were shot ?–Not all ; there was a ſmall
named Roberts in command, but Briscoe is a mall"

intelligence,
andyou
governs
a goodofdeal.
41,952. Are
speaking
Briscoe

–Yº: I
should say, although Briscoe is not the senior whº
*

he would be considered the leading officer.
41,953. Mendez also we have heard of; what W*

his position —He was one of the Hayfield men tº

41,940. You have given in a letter which is dated

they brought down before I arrived in Bath; he

the 8th of November 2—Yes; that was after I re
turned from Monklands. I was so exceedingly busy,

never accompanied me in any expedition; he "*
left at Bath, and chiefly had charge of the prison*

and I had no person that could write with me.
41,941. Did you find this letter on your return ?—

there.

Yes.

when McDonald and Amelia Stewart were shº

41,942. The letter is not addressed to you ?--No ;
to a quartermaster of the Maroons, whom I appointed.

were you present —I never saw but one man *
during the whole time, McDonald I never saw "

41,954. It has been stated that you were prº"

About the 1st of November I wrote for him, and

nor do I know the other man's name. With rºgº

when I was at Monklands he wrote that letter to

to Amelia Stewart, I never heard that she wº.”

Mr. Bacquie.

until a man named James Stewart gave tº

I may mention that Mr. Bacquie

º
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declare that I was not present, and that I never
heard of her being shot until I heard it in Stewart's
evidence.

-

41,955. It was also stated by him that you were

present when McFarlane was shot?–If he was shot
the day the attack was made on the Maroons, I was

present in command that day, but I did not see any
one shot.

I commanded the party by whom these

persons were shot.

I don't know the names of one of

them ; they were shot in the bush, and left there, and
the people buried them. I don't know anything about
them ; they were shot on the field.
41,956. He also states that he was taken prisoner,
and he is asked, “IDid they say why f" and he answers
“No ; Colonel Fyfe said he had orders to come to
“ Thornton, and take up everybody on account of the
“ rebellion in the country,” was that so *—Oh no.
41,957. IIe also states, “ lie ordered me to be tied

“ by the soldiers, and ordered them to go into my
“ house, and stuash down my wardrobe and the
“ house furniture, and catch the house on fire, and it

“burnt, and they took away all my clothes and my
“ children's clothes” —I solemnly declare that is
untrue. I don't say his house was not burnt, or that
his furniture was not smashed, but as to my giving
orders for it, I solemnly declare it is not true. I do
not know that he had a wardrobe.

In fact I know

ordering her. She might have given them some
DAY.
answer, but they ordered her father to flog her, and
he did flog her.
Col.A. G. Fyfe.
41,966. The father did —Yes; they threatened
to shoot him if he did not. Upon hearing of this, I 14 March 1866.
at once sent for them and put them under arrest, and
threatened to try them by Court-martial, unless they
paid the girl 5l., which they did ; and at that time
they would much rather have received 51. than the
-

men should be tried. There was not much time to do

anything with them.

I asked if they would be satis

fied with that, and they said, perfectly ; in fact, they
would much rather have received the 5/. : indeed, they
appeared to be pleased. There was another case in
which Mr. Woodrow flogged a person. He was cou
nected with the Maroons. I inquired into the case.
I referred to himself, and he made a very candid ex
planation, which went entirely against himself. Upon
his own showing he was wrong ; and I told him if he
would pay the boy 5l. I would drop it; if not, he
should be tried by Court-martial. IIe said if I gave
him till Thursday to get the money from Kingston
he would do so, and the boy’s mother wrote to me to
say he had done so. A woman complained that a
Maroon had rode her down, and spoiled her frock, and
I gave her an order for another one out of the store.

I don't know whether there were any other complaints.

nothing about it. I shall be happy to produce any
Maroon of Moor Town who can throw any light upon
any of these subjects. I do not wish to hide a single
thing that occurred.
41,938. Did you hear any complaint about the
description of cat that had been used before you

If there were, I should have looked into them.

arrived in Bath 2–1 heard nothing about it until

rebels or to persons who were not rebels.

late in October, I think ; I don't exactly know. By
the-by it must have been about the 1st of November

inquiry, and whenever I found that the money

that I heard of it for the first time.

I did not know

what was done beyond having heard that there was
a sort of “ flog and let go " system, and I put a stop
to that when I came to Bath.

As soon as I heard

they had used wire cats, I sent for them, and was
perfectly surprised at the circumstance, and ordered
them to be burnt immediately. I said, “Take them
“ away, and burn them.”

41,959. Were some of the cats brought to you ?—
Yes; two or three were brought. One was made of
twine, a cat that would not be used by soldiers for
punishment; but the others were severe cats, made
with wire.

41,960. Were all the tails with wire 2–I do not

remember about the tails, but what I saw appeared
to have the wire intertwined.

41,961. Was the wire round the string, or the
string round the wire *—I think there was more
than one string, and the wire intertwined. I was
excessively annoyed at it.
41,962. They were very improper cruel cats, were
they —No doubt about it. No one can say they
ought to have been used; they were most improper,
and I stopped it immediately. I made some exclama
tion, which I don't wish to repeat, but I stopped it.
41,963. Did you have any complaints made to
you about any other misconduct on the part of the
Maroons? Were there any cases in which you ordered

Some

times the people said that the Miaroons had taken
money from their houses. They were in the habit of
hiding their money in the bush for fear of its being
taken. Sometimes money was found in the bush, and
it was dificult to know whether it belonged to the
I made

belonged to parties who were not engaged in the
insurrection, it was always returned. 1 remember a
sum of 91. being returned to one party.
41,967. Do you know who that was 3–No. I was
so busy that I really took a note of nothing, and, of
course, I never expected anything of this sort.

41,968. Did you ascertain afterwards that your
directions had not been fully carried out, as to always
leaving a building untouched –1 did not ; and I am
inclined to think, from Mr. Dewar having mentioned
to me that he went up there, and that there were some

yards without any building in them, that those houses
were burnt since we were there by constables or some
one else. I am quite sure that the Maroons would
not disobey any orders.
41,969. As long as you were there you did not see
any such case *—I took care of that in going along.
There were three men of the name of “Lake ’’ who

acted as guides; it appears that they had been sen
tenced to death. I told them if they were not con
cerned in murder I would endeavour to get them off.

They pointed out the houses of the men from that dis
trict; in fact, most of those persons were engaged in
it. They would say, “This person was not engaged,”
and we would pass on. When they described the
house of a rebel, a man engaged in it, who had been
at Morant Bay with them, it was burnt. There was

not a single house that they described as not belonging

to a rebel, or which had not stolen goods in it, that
As I mention, if there was only one
plained that her daughter had been flogged by two of house in yard in the going along, I said, “Don’t touch
Ford's Volunteers.
that.” I always left an outbuilding. With regard
41,964. Do you remember who that woman was
to these men I have mentioned, I found that they had
—I think her name was Lindsay; she lives at Airy been concerned in some case of murder, and I was
Castle. I did not keep her name; it can be obtained then compelled to send them for trial; but I wrote to

restitution to be made *-A woman came and con

immediately.

was burnt.

I saw her when I went to Bath since request that their conduct and my promise might

this matter, and she came and spoke to me.
have as much effect as possible, and General Nelson,
41,965. Was she the widow of Dugald Lindsay, do very kindly, after they were sentenced to death, par
you know, who was shot ?–No. IIer husband was doned the three men.
not shot, because he came with us, and made a com
41,970. Are you aware that one of these men has
Plaint to us. It was a bad affair, no doubt. Two of appeared before the Commission as a witness 2–No.
these young men, I believe, had got leave from Mr. There were three Lakes.

Ford, and in going along the road they saw this girl
Washing at a stream; they ordered her to go into

Bath. She said she had no clothes to go in a proper
15589.

41,971. Do you remember Richard Lake in par
ticular 7–Richard was one.

41,972. Did he assist in pointing out these houses :
5 X

. .

º
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—I have their names here; he must have assisted.
Although I remember their names, still I do not
remember the one from the other ; their names were

Col. A. G. Fife. Richard, Edward, and George.
14 March 1866.

41,973. (Mr. Gorrie.) I think you say you did not
see any of the shots fired at Torrington —Not one.
41,974. Then for aught you know, from what you
yourself saw, all the shots might have been from your
own party —Certainly ; they might have been.
41,975. You did not see any armed rebels with
your own eyes —No, except with cutlasses; not that
day.

41,976. I mean at Torrington, where you say there
was an attack —I did not see one.

41,977. Then so far as your personal knowledge
goes the wounded Maroon might have got his wound
accidentally 3–Of course.

41,978. That is, for aught you know —Yes, for
anything I saw.

-

persons were shot; not at Stony Gut, but in the
vicinity.

-

41,993. Who were they —I know the name of
one was Patterson ; that was the only one I knew. As
41,994. Were those shot by sentence of Court.
martial 7–Three of them I did not see shot. I was

told the Maroons had gone in another direction; not
immediately to Stony Gut. One man was shot at
Stony Gut by my order.
41,995. Who was that ?—That was the man named
Patterson.
I found him with Baron Ketelhodt's

ring. It was a massive gold ring, with a coronet; a
large ring that he wore on the fourth finger of his
right hand. It was a ring that I had known for six
or seven years to be worn by the Baron. He was

an intimate friend of mine, and finding his ring with
this man, I thought of his mutilated hand and the
missing finger, and I ordered the man to be shot

without a Court-martial. That was the only man I

41,979. When you say that parties were shot on
the field you mean that you saw some bodies there

ever saw shot.

of parties who were shot —Yes.
41,980. You used the expression “Shot on the

out —I said to him, “It is my painful duty to order
“you to be shot. You can have what time you think
“ proper for prayers; ” and the man knelt, and he was
allowed to pray, and he was not interfered with until

field” – Yes.

41,981. Did you see any party shot at their own
doors ?—No, I saw no one shot. I did not see a
single person brought down with my own eyes; not
one. I assumed persons were shot in the field by
the men telling me that 10 or 11 shots were fired.
41,982. In some cases small articles were returned
to parties at Bath that had been brought down ; were

they proved to be their property —Yes. I don’t
know at Torrington where they came from, but
speaking generally, wherever parties came, and com
plained that the Maroons had property belonging
to them, it was always enquired into, and if it was
proved to be theirs it was always restored.

41,983. That did not refer to the Torrington
property particularly 2–No ; I kept no note of where
they belonged to.
41,984. Then probably you cannot tell whether
their houses were burnt when these things were taken 2
—Certainly not.
41,985. When you gave the order at Bath to cease

flogging, did you take any steps to ensure that your
order would be attended to ?—No ; I was very seldom
at Bath ; but I am quite sure, at all events, that no

flogging took place in my presence ; it was never
reported to me, and I had no complaints of it in my
absence; therefore I assumed my order had been
obeyed.
41,986. Mr. Kirkland, the magistrate, was not under

41,996. In what manner was that execution carried

he had finished. He was then tied to a tree, and the

execution took place at once. He was shot by six
men. During the whole of this time perhaps I may
be allowed to mention that my orders in going with
the Maroons were, “You are never to molest a

“ woman or child, and you are not to shoot any man
“who surrenders.” These were my orders.
41,997. Were any of the captains or majors, as you
call them, of the Maroon force present when you shot
this man Patterson 2–Yes; there were two or three
resent.

41,998. And they saw that you shot him upon
your own responsibility, without trial?—Yes,
41,999. Are those captains and majors men of
education ?—No ; they are not men of extensive
education.

-

42,000. Are there some of them that cannot read

and write *—A great number of them cannot read
and write.

42,001. (Commission.) Do you mean of the cap
tains 2–Yes; some of them cannot read nor write;

but most of them are married men, and always attend
church and take the sacrament. I accidentally ac
quired the evidence of three or four persons who are
here, and I believe three of them are communicants.
42,002. The roof of the church is fallen in, you

-

your command in any shape, I believe —No, not at
all, but I believe he paid every deference to my
orders, so far as I knew.

41,987. Do you recollect the feast that was given
to the Maroons in Kingston when they came through
it 2–I shall never forget it.
41,988. Did you see any numbers put up on the
wall on that occassion ?—No, I did not ; I don't know
what you refer to.

41,989. Did you not see some such numbers on the
wall as “2,500”?—I did not. I may say that I was
exceedingly ill at the time. I could scarcely stand

say ?—Yes, but up to that time they were always
communicants.

42,003. But they have not recently been under the
influence of any religious teaching —I have not
been there, and therefore I would not like to state

positively what facilities they have had : but when I
was in Portland, about 1860, they had a clergyman
there; I think Mr. Herschell.

-

42,004. In point of fact, I believe these captains

and majors are merely men of the same stamp as the
common Maroons, but are selected by their neigh'
bours for this kind of position of authority?–Yes, as
men of superior intelligence and intrepidity,

when I went into the Court-house ; in fact I was

42,005. Your Maroons had no military training 1

nearly tumbling down ; I could look at nothing. I
was obliged to retire very soon. I apologised to
General O'Connor for not being able to remain. I

believe?—No drilling.
42,006. So that when you took command of them

did not attend the dinner in consequence of ill health,

and I saw nothing except the mere show of the
room. I took no notes of any of the ornaments or
anything of the kind. I was only impressed with

the very high honour paid to the Maroons.
41,990. You were not in command at Airy Castle
of any of the parties that were there —No. I was
at Monklands the day that a party went to Airy
Castle.

41,991. You were not in command of the party
that went through Stony Gut district —Yes, I was
with one party that went up the Stony Gut district.
41,992. Was anybody shot that day ?—Yes; four

at Port Antonio they were an undisciplined fort**Undisciplined as far as the drilling was concerned
but they are men that will obey orders. There is

good deal of difference between the discipline ºf
drilling and the discipline of obedience.
42,007. On more than one occasion, I belie",
-

parties of Maroons were sent off to scour the cº;

in charge of one or other of these majors or captain''
—They were.

42,008. Of whose acts you had no written reports?
—No written reports, but I had reports. .
º

42,009. Such reports as they chose to giveſ".
Of course if you like to use the word “chose," "
may ; I say such reports as they gave me.
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42,010. With regard to the five persons whom you
mention in your letter to Mr. Murry, two you say
were shot by Court-martial at Leith Hall, and three

and are mortally afraid of them, as they are afraid of

were shot without Court-martial 2–1 said that five
were shot ; but that was a mistake ; I have since

doctors; a kind of illiterate practitioners, in fact – Col.A. G. Fife.
They call themselves bush doctors to cover their

ascertained there were only two.
42,011. Do you mean that five were not shot
altogether ?—I say five were shot ; three by sentence
of Court-martial, and two without. When I say
without, that is without Court-martial of the military
authorities; they had a Court-martial on them of

nefarious transactions.

Maroon officers.

42,012. Did you get a report even of such a Court
martial as that –Yes, I had.
42,013. With regard to all the three ?—With
regard to all the three : I tell you I believe there
were three shot instead of five, and two by Court
martial.

42,014. What you mean by that is, such a Court
martial as one or two Maroon officers together on
their march ordering them to be shot ?–No ; I don't
put it like that. Three or four Maroon officers
assembled ; they reported to me that these men had
been delivered to them by constables, and that they
had tried them, and ordered them to be shot, and they
were shot. I tell you that the execution of two of
those men I did not approve of.

42,015. Did you communicate that to the officers ?

the eye of a snake.
42,022. Are not these Obeah men a kind of bush

the Obeahman it is the medical practitioner. They
know what their practice is. For instance, if a man
take spite at another he goes to an Obeahman directly
to get rid of him
42,024. Does this hold good of the Maroons too —
I do not know.

42,025. Do not you know your own people better 2
—I have never known any practice of Obeahism
among the Maroons, but they dread it.
42,026. Does this refer to any particular settle
ment of Maroons or to all settlements —I know two ;

the Charleston and Moor Town properties. The other,
Agapong, I do not know so well. There was some
what they call “Obeah " taken from a man at
Bath. The things that were taken from him were
almost like the contents of Macbeth's cauldron; all
sorts of things. I have one of the things here, a coin
which bears the date of 1725, and I have no doubt
that has been handed down as a sort of heirloom of

—Yes; and I gave them imperative orders that no
man was to be shot after that under any circum

crime among them.

Stances.

would tell a tale.

42,016. At what date was that ?–On the 1st or

2d of November.

I gave an order that no man was

to be shot under any circumstances ; that they were
not to shoot another man after that, because I dis

approved of the sentence on two of these men. I
may mention that both of these men were Obeah
Inen.

14 March 1866.

42,023. Bearing somewhat the relation to real
doctors that your Maroon captains do to real captains :
—No ; not at all. I believe if there are any persons
in Jamaica who next to the negro have a horror of

If this little coin could speak it

42,027. Was that taken from one of the dead

Obeah men —No. It was among the effects of a
living Obeahman; he is living now. This was given
to me by a man at Bath, who said it was found among
the effects of an Obeahman who was taken up while
I was away at St. James.

Obeah men —They were not only stated by the
Maroons to be so, but by the people themselves.
42,018. (Commission.) Were they known to be

42,028. Did you ascertain whether they got the
Obeahman flogged —No, I did not.
42,029. But they kept his trinkets, his “Obeah "?
—They kept this coin ; anything that is used in the
practice of Obeah may be seized by a policeman; that

42,017. That is, they were both stated to you to be

Obeahmen —Yes; one had been 18 months in the

is the law.

Penitentiary for some crime. This was told me by the
people in the vicinity, and I have enquired into the

42,030. Did your Maroons retain any of the trinkets
or valuables belonging to the peasantry –Not that

case since.

I knew of.

He was an Obeahman, and had been in

the habit of going about Moor Town. The people
have a great horror of Obeahmen.
I believe
that no persons that were executed during the
rebellion ever deserved their fate more thoroughly
than the Obeahman.

He is the curse of Jamaica; he

This was one of his charms.

42,031. Did you make any inquiry into it 2–If I
heard any complaints I did, but I never went and
asked them, “Have you got any trinkets f"
42,032. Did you ascertain whether any of your
men had got in their possession any of the contents

is the professional poisoner, and no man is safe from

of the burnt houses 2–I have been reminded of the

him.

caused

evidence of Stewart, that when his house was burnt

annually by the Obeahmen ; and what enables them
to carry on their practices without detection is, that
unfortunately there is no law here which requires any
medical certificate before interment. The consequence
is that persons get buried in their yards without
any one knowing anything about it. I don't suppose
there is one man in 50 who dies here that is seen by
a doctor. These people carry on their trade, and the
people are in dread and terror of them, and they kill
any man they wish to kill. The Maroons know them,
and have a horror of them, and they shot these two

a pair of spatterdashes were taken that very day.
42,033. I think he said taken by you ? —Yes.
When the Maroons went there I had on a pair of
those, and hearing the firing in ascending the hill I
found them impede my motions, as the road was very

I believe

hundreds

of deaths

are

steep, and I took them off and threw them away.
They were not recovered for some days; they were
thrown among the bushes. I mentioned that I missed
them, and a man who had been following me said he

had a pair, and I wore them I think for a day or so
until mine were found. And I think it is very

men. I certainly would not have approved of it; I probable it was those that were spoken of ; but as to
did not ; but I merely tell you the feeling under knowing anything about them, and taking them, that
which the execution took place.
42,019. (Mr. Gorrie). When you say the Obeah

I am sure no one would believe me capable of.
42,034. Have you been in Moor Town since these

man kill people, is that from your own knowledge, or
is it from the report in the country —From my own
knowledge of the cases that come before me as to the
practice of Obeahism. Constantly, you find people

disturbances —No ; I have been in Bath.

dying.

It is a well-known fact that if a person

thinks he is Obeahed he dies to a certainty.

42,035. How long had you been absent from Moor
Town before you went to Port Antonio at the time
you took the actual command 2–Six years.
42,036. Were you stipendiary magistrate in that
district 2–Yes, I was.

42,020. That is his mental peculiarity ?—It may

42,037. Was your appointment as superintendent

be in some cases; it shows the dread in which they

of the Maroons associated with it —No ; it was the
Charleston Maroons in St. George's.
42,038. That was in addition to your duties 2–
Yes; I was never superintendent of the Moor Town
Maroons. I was superintendent of the Charleston
Maroons, and during the rebellion of 1832 the Maroons

are held.

42,021. Then he dies from dread, not from any
–I cannot say what it is

Fº of the Obeahman

rom. In practice I say there is no doubt of the poi
soning by these men. The negroes are weak minded,

5 X 2
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volunteered to go down to the disturbed districts, and
the Governor asked me to take a party of the Moor
Town Maroons with me, 50 of them joined, and we

Col. A. G. Fuſe. went down to St. James; that was the only trans
action.
14 March 1866,

-

42,039. Did you conduct operations with any part
of the Maroon force in that part of the country where
you had been stipendiary magistrate 2–No.

party across the river. Fortunately they had cutlasses,
and we managed to cut through the barricades,
42,051. (Mr. Gorrie). You do not know who made
these barricades?—Yes. There were two men who

did it. One was a man named Betty; he was executed;
and there was another named Papley, I think, of
Torrington.

My reason for remembering that man

was this : he was out in the bush, and had not come

the pardon of these three Lakes 2–No ; the Governor

in ; his house was pointed out as that of one of the
rebels having been concerned in making this barri.
cade, and it was burnt; but there were some letters
and papers lying about, and being anxious to see
whether they threw any light upon the rebellion, I

knew nothing about it. I applied directly to General

looked at one of them.

Nelson.

Thompson in the 1st company of the 1st West India
Regiment, stationed at Barbadoes, to his sister,
Mrs. Papley, and it was one of the finest letters I
ever read coming from a comparatively illiterate
pel son. It struck me very forcibly the advice con
tained in it was so good, and there was such a
Christian spirit throughout it, that I sent for the
woman, and told her that in consequence of that
letter I would spare her husband; that he should not
be sent down to be tried, but I had evidence that he

42,040. Never ?—No.

42,041. You were not stipendiary magistrate at
St. Thomas in the East 2–Never.

42,042. Did you ever apply to the Governor for

42,043. No such incident happened as this, that
you went to General Nelson to ask for their pardon,
and posted on to the Governor, and then came back
with it —No ; I do not think the Governor knew
anything about it.

42,044. You knew, I suppose, of that statement in
the papers ?–It was mentioned to me by General
Nelson just now. I was about the island, and never
saw a paper. I knew less about the rebellion than

any man in the country, because I was in the bush
nearly all the time.
42,045. (Commission.) Except in your own dis
trict —Except the operations immediately in my
neighbourhood, I knew less about what was going on
elsewhere than any man else.
42,046. (Mr. Ji'alcott). Had you any authority
to call for reinforcements of the regular troops, if
necessary 2–Yes. General Nelson gave me authority
to call for reinforcements whenever I thought proper.
42,047. From what points were you to call for
reinforcements —From Manchioneal, and Golden
Grove, Monklands. In fact he said wherever I was if
I wanted reinforcements I was to call for them ; but
I never required them, and therefore never called for
them.

42,048. Did you ever hear of any Maroon being
shot by the regular troops during martial law —No.
General Nelson wrote a despatch, telling me to mark
the Maroons in some particular way, and we gave
them a cap, and I think a red or white ribbon round
their arm, which was always a distinct mark that

they might not be confounded with the troops.
42,049, Did you discover any fort in the bush
when you were out 2–Yes ; what they called a fort.
I was riding across from Stony Gut the very day
that this man was shot with the Baron's ring, to

It was from a man named

had made this barricade.

I sent for him, and told

him I would give him a pass, if he came on, merely
for the sake of this man Thompson, who wrote that
letter to his sister, Mrs. Papley.
42,052. Did Papley come in upon that ?—Yes; and
he was one of those I put to build huts. On the
25th I sent some of the women to tell the men to

come out of the bush ; that I did not wish the Maroons

to shoot them ; that they would shoot them if they
went into the woods; that I would come up on the
27th if they would meet me. On the 27th I went up
with one Maroon and my servant, and a large number
of them came in. I gave them passes, and at once
set them to erect houses. They cut down bamboos,
and put up huts to shelter those that might be without
shelter. I have since been at Bath, and one of the

men, named Wilson, brought me one of those passes
which I will hand in, because it shows that on the
27th October I was taking measures to get these
people to come in [handing in a paper].
42,053. This is a list of the persons who surren
dered on the 27th of October 3–Yes. Papley was
one of those I gave a paper to.
42,054. Simon Papley —I think that was the
man's name. This paper states “These parties having
“ surrendered are not to be disturbed, unless they are

“ concerned in cases of murder, pending the pleasure

meet a party at Torrington along the York River or

“ of the Governor or Commander of the Forces." I

Clarke's River. The road runs round a very pre
cipitous hill; it is a wide river, with the hills rising
abruptly; it is between Torrington and Stony Gut.

gave, I suppose, six or eight of those papers. I saw
in the newspaper that a man named Valentine stated
in evidence that on the Wednesday after the massacre

I do not know what property it is.

A narrow road

at Morant Bay Briscoe came up with a party of

runs round a sort of circular hill, wooded and steep.
They had cut down large trees, and thrown them
across the road as barricades, about 30 or 40 yards
apart, heavy uprights with stockades underneath at
the angle of the road, which would have enabled
parties to get under the pallisades, under the tices, in
order to guard the road. There was a space of about
30 yards, I think, between those two heavy barricades,
and there would have been some rather heavy loss in
taking them if a party had attacked them, but it
could easily have been held by putting a few men on

Maroons, and burnt and shot a number. Now on that

Wednesday Driscoe was at Port Antonio, so that
there must be a mistake there.

42,055. Was that the same day you have already
spoken to as having shot Henry Patterson?—Yes.

42,036. Was Briscoe with you on the day you shot
Patterson —He was.

for

42,057. (Mr. J'alcott), I think you say that no
persons were shot in your presence, except that man
of whom you have spoken —Yes,
42,058. Then it is not true, as stated by James
Stewart, that you were present when three persolº
and a woman were shot at a place called Torrington:

between the two barricades the road was so steep

—That must mean Thornton; it is the same place; it

they could not have got off or on.

is sometimes called Torrington.

42,050. If it had been held –If they had held the
pass, putting a few men out of sight of the barricades
so that they could not escape they could pick every
man off, because they could not go up or down ; they
must have stopped on the road, where they would

42,059. Three old men, named William Taºu,
William McFarlane, and William McDonald —No.
I don't know the name of either one as shot by the
Maroons. I only saw one man shot.

have been met. The trees were very leavy. We had

No ; not one of them.

great difficulty in getting through ; we had to cut
away the pallisades under the barricades. I had only

may have borne those names. I do not know that they

each side of the road ou the sides of the barricades

by sending a few riflemen to pick them off,

one man, a sergeant, and a Maroon that day. I left
one party at Stony Gut, and rode to meet another

-

42,060. They were not shot in your presence Some of those bodies I saw

did; I did not see them shot.

42,061. They could not have been in their houses
and been shot there —Impossible.
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42,062. You did not see any bodies in houses 2
—Certainly not.

42,063. This man, Stewart, swore that they were
old people, and that they were in their houses at the
time they were shot —lf it was done, I never saw it,
and never heard of it.

-

42,064. You were at Monklands, were you not?—
Yes.

42,065. While you were there did you order a
Court-martial to be assembled 2–1 was requested by
Captain Field to order a Court-martial to assemble.
He had some prisoners there, and he did not know
how soon he was going away, and he was anxious
that a Court-martial should assemble, and I gave an
order for the assembling of a Court-martial.
42,066. And were persons tried ?–Three persons
were tried. They were sentenced to death, and I sent
back the proceedings to be revised, as I did not
approve of the sentence upon one. I thought it too

42,075. And on the 27th you gave the passes —l
Yes. There is one thing I should like to say. Genera
Nelson was kind enough to give me the full authority
that he did; but I wish it to be distinctly under
stood that I do not desire to throw the slightest respon
sibility upon him for any act of mine. From my
position as custos of Portland, stipendiary magistrate,
and a member of the Legislative Council, he was
quite justified in thinking he might safely entrust
any power to me. If therefore I have abused the
power in any way I trust General Nelson will not be
held responsible in any way.
42,076. Where were you residing previous to the
outbreak 2–In St. David's ; that is, I am a magistrate

c.Fufe.

14 March 1866.

42,077. Had you an opportunity of forming an
opinion as to what was the state of feeling among the
people at that time –I saw nothing particular beyond
the Underhill meetings; there was excitement about
that.

lashes, which the man had.

42,078. Did you see anything which led you to
apprehend any disturbance : — No. There was a
general excitement that led me to think there would
be a disturbance ; and I wrote Mr. Hosack to that

case, and I sent it back to be revised.

42,068. You approved of the second finding 3–I

effect, after the meeting in Vere, to say that I thought

did.

the law officers of the Crown ought to interfere; that

42,069. (Commission.) This is the statement the
man Valentine makes, “On the Wednesday after the
“ war,” that is the date at which he puts it —The

things were going too far, that is, the meetings held
by Mr. Gordon ; and they were I thought sleeping
upon a volcano ; that we had no police, and that a
conspiracy might be hatched next door to our police
station without our knowing anything about it; that
we had virtually no police in the country, and the
Governor did not appear, to use an American phrase,
“to realize the position.” That was after the Vere

25th.

Col.A.

for St. 1)avid's.

severe for the oilence, and it was changed to 100

42,067. The proceedings were revised and altered ?
—Yes; there were mitigating circumstances in his

FORTY
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The man has made a mistake.

42,070. On that occasion did the Maroons stop
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday up at near Stony
Gut 2–No; they were at Whitehall. We sent parties
out from Whitehall. I went myself, and some parties

meeting.

were sent towards the back of Monklands.

42,071. IIc was asked, “After that, did the
“Maroons go away :" And he said, “No ; they

“staid two or three days, and cut up all the
“ victuals —I cannot believe it.

42,072. “Meanwhile the Maroons were shooting,
and Mr. Fyfe called out that we must come so
Bath, and he would give us a pass, and the
Maroons should not shoot any more ?”—I may
have said that, but as to their being there, and
…

44

chopping up all their provisions, and remaining there
all that time, I am quite sure it is incorrect. I did
tell them I was very anxious for them to come in.
There was an old Maroon found among them, who
had been with me in the insurrection of 1832.

He

had lived there 30 years.
42,073. Was that a man of the name of Wilson 2
—Yes.

I sent for him.

In fact the Maroons were to

incensed at his being among them without giving
notice that they wanted to shoot him. I would not
allow that. They burnt one of his houses. I told
him to go and call in some of the women, and let me
speak to them, to tell them I had given strict orders
that they should not be injured. He got a few of the
women to come, and I think Mrs. Papley was one.

I said to them, “Now, go into the woods, and tell
“ your husbands and sons all to come out. I do not
wish the Maroons to go in. If they do, and do not
surrender, they will be shot. Let them come and
surrender, and I will give them conduct passes, if
they have not committed murder.”

42,079. Then you did discover that they had what
you thought a bad effect upon the people?—I certainly
thought the country there was in a very disturbed
state, and that these meetings should at once have
been put a stop to, and the parties proscouted for the
language they held.
42,080. When you speak of the language they
held, you were not present at any of the meetings.
were you ?–No, I should have said, “The reported
“ language.” All my information upon those points
were from the newspaper reports. It was the speech
reported at Vere that made me write to the Governor.
42,081. Do you see the “County Union "?—No ;
one copy may perhaps be shown to me in six months.
42,082. You speak of the general character –
Yes.

42,083. Is it your opinion that the habit of having
meetings has a bad influence on the people —I have
no doubt of it. They are a very excitable people,
easily moulded to goºd or to evil ; they can be turned
with a straw.

You can trace the effects of certain

teaching in particular districts. Where the Moravians
are they are the quictest people in the world.
42,084. Would not a meeting at which good
advice was given be a good thing —No doubt of it;
but still I think they would be better without that
good advice if it collects them together. When
ever they are brought together they begin to think
too much. They are ignorant, and it makes them

think above their sphere, and they begin to give
opinions upon points that they cannot gripple.

42,074. If that is correct there could not have been

42,085. Do you think the fact of bringing them

the time described. The representation here is that

together has a bad effect upon them —I do; except

for some

days after the shooting of Patterson the

Maroons stopped there, and went on shooting, and

that some days after that you invited them to conce
in. You say it was on the 25th –It was the 25th.

it be at church.

43,086. Or chapel. I suppose you do nºt mean to
limit it to church –Oh no, not in the slightest, by
church I mean a place of worship.

The witness withdrew.

yº.

GEORGE M*FARLANE (a black), sworn, and examined.
Are you a Maroon of Moor Town 2–
42,089, Did you act as one of their captains 2–

eS.

*988. Have you been appointed by your people
there as one of their captains —Yes.

Yes.

42,090. Did you act as one of their captains during
the disturbance in St. Thomas in the East –Yes,
5 X 3
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42,091. Did you receive instructions from Colonel
42,097. You mean the houses that were burnthal
nothing in them —Before the house was burnt they
Fyfe as to your treatment of the people —Yes.
42,092. What were the directions you received?— had removed everything out of the house.
We arrived at Bath on the 20th from Port Antonio,

42,098. Did you see any act of violence by any ºf

and went on that night. A report came that there

your men towards the inhabitants —None whatever,

were some rebels encamped at Torrington. They said
they heard the Maroons were coming, and they were
ready to meet them. Next morning, the 21st, we
were ordered by Colonel Fyfe to go up there, and he
divided the party into three gangs, one to go up to
the mountains, one on this side, one on that side, and
Colonel Fyfe himself and others going up that side.
Before we departed he charged us not to shoot any
person except those that fired at us, and those that
ran, that we were not able to capture. We must try
to capture all we could to bring to justice. The first
gang went up. As we were going along we heard the
sound of a gun ; a little while after we heard the

42,099. Was the only thing you know derived
from seeing the four dead bodies 7–Yes.
42,100. And the houses that were burnt, which
were pointed out by the guide —Yes.
42,101. And only in these cases where there was
more than one building in the same yard?—Yes;

sound of another gun ; then we hear some guns, one

orders, and that was what we did.

after one, one after the other; then we heard the

42,103. (Mr. Gorrie.) Can you read or write?—
No ; I can only sign my name.
42,104. How do you sign it, with a cross?—No:
by writing.

sound of the Maroon horn.

We knew our Maroon

horn, and knew that they were making engagement.
Before we started we saw a boy run down to say
that they had fired, and that they had shot one of
them. We asked, if this man was killed. He said,
No ; and we ran up as quick as we could. As I was
going I saw two men lying down dead. I know that
they were shot by the Maroons, these rebels, I may
call them, but I was not there to see who had shot

them. Before we got to the top by the houses I saw
another two, making four, and by the time we had
reached up there we did not see a living soul. The

some houses that we left we found burnt when we

returned ; they were burnt by the special constables,

so the people told us, while we were away, and they
say the Maroons gave them orders.
42,102. Did you ever give any orders to the con.
stables to burn ?—None whatever; we never gave
any orders to any person. We obeyed Colonel Fyfe's

42,105. You could not write a short report of what

you had done during a day, could you ?—No.
42,106. Were any of these four men you saw shot
near a house ?—No ; I saw them shot in the bush;

they were not in a house at all; they were going down
in the bush.

-

42,107. Were any of them Africans?—I do not
know.

Some of the Africans look as well as Creoles.

You cannot tell them except when they speak to you.

42,108, Did you see any woman near where any of

whole of them were scattered into the bush.

42,093. Did you have any instruction from Colonel
Fyfe as to what you were to do with respect to the
houses 2–Colonel Fyfe told us distinctly we must not
burn any house, except it was pointed out to us that
the house belonged to a rebel.

42,094. Pointed out by whom *—Colonel Fyfe said
to us we must not burn any house, except the pilot,
the guide, that went with us, pointed out the house,
as we were strangers, to show that the house
belonged to a rebel ; and if there were two houses in
the yard we must burn one, and save one for the
women and children; and if there was only one house

in the yard we must pass it, and not disturb it.
42,095. Did you obey those instructions of Colonel

Fyfe –I obeyed the directions of Colonel Fyfe, and
every Maroon will suffer to be shot if he disobeys

these men were shot ?—None whatever.

42,109. Do you recollect seeing a little African
woman standing near where some of the men were
shot ?–No; I never remember seeing a woman
standing.
42,110. How far from the road were these men
that you saw shot ?—A long way.
-

-

42,111. Which gang did you go with ; did you gº

with the gang that went up the footpath, alſº
crossing the river ?—No; I did not go with that gang,
I was with the gang where Colonel Fyfe was,

42,112. That was the one that went furthes up the
river, and then turned up the hill?--Yes; it was the
gang that went up that fired.

º

42,113. (Mr. Walcott.) Were you in Torrington
with Colonel Fyfe —Yes.

his orders.

42,096. Did you see any irregularities by any of the

men whom you were with in the course of the time
you were there —None whatever; there was not the
value of that taken from any one house; all was taken
into the bush ; there was not a bench in the house.

* W.

42,114. Did you ever see any person shot in their

ill

houses 2–None whatever.

42,115. You never saw three old men shot in their
houses?—No ; there were none in the houses

that

he

º,
º

could be shot.

The witness withdrew.

º

ºil
THOMAS OAKLEY BURTON, sworn, and examined.

T. O. Burton.

42,116. Are you a Maroon living at Moor Town 2– you meet with anything —Yes; we met with *
engagement as we were going up. We were ".
- 42,117. Were you one of those ordered by Colonel up the hill, the people were upon the hill, all."
beneath, at the bottom. I heard a voice sº: “Yes,
Fyfe to go up to Torrington —Yes.
I am.

42,118. What orders did you receive from him as
to the treatment of the people you met with ?—His
orders were to go up to Torrington, and to capture as

“ come on, we are prepared to meet you.

i º men;

Turn out

let them commence firing." And **

101.

42,121. Who did —The rebels. I heard the wº

many rebels as we could ; that we were not to trouble
any females by imprisoning them, or any children.

but I did not see them at the time.

We were not to trouble any except those who were
pointed out to us as rebels; we were to capture them.

you ?—Yes, I heard them say, “Let what ºut."

We were not to burn any houses except those that

“it come to-day;” and they commenced to fire.

were belonging to rebels, which were pointed out as

42,123. How many shots were fired from alº" ?—
They fired, to my best remembrance, over 11," 12

rebels' houses; and in burning, if there were two or
three houses in the yard, we were to leave one for the
women and children, and not to fire at any person
except they resisted us by firing at us. Those were
the orders we received.

42,119. Did you obey his directions —We did.
42,120. As you were going up to Torrington did

42,122. You were with the advanced party, wº

guns before the Maroons could ever make a shºt"
them.

42,124. Were you in a position to be able ſo tº
them at the time when first you heard the shoº."
the hill ?—No ; we were not in a position to tº"
them at that time.

=º-ºw

º
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42,125. Did any of these shots take effect upon any

42,152. You

know

where Holland is 2 – Yes.

of your men ?—Yes : one of the Maroons was shot in

Except I turned my eyes, and looked down, I could not

the eye; his right eye, I believe.

see the sea.

42,126. Did you then get on, so that you were able
to fire at them —Yes; we advanced after them.

42,127. Did the shots of any of your party take
effect on them —Yes.

-

42,153. Was that the point where you first began
to see it, when you ascend the mountain 2–I do not
understand you.
42,154. Was the point where the people were
-

42,128. Did you discover as you went on any

standing that point of the mountain where you first

person who had been killed by the fire —I saw three

began to see the sea —No.
42,155. Was it higher up than that, or was it lower
down 2–Higher up.

rsons,

42,129. Did you not see more than three dead
bodies —Three dead bodies; three persons I saw
shot.

42,130. What did they do after you began firing at
them —They ran into the bushes.

42,131. Do you know of any girl having been shot?
—Yes ; her name was Amelia Stewart.

42,156. Then was it beyond the first range of
houses you come to ?–It is beyond the first range
of houses.

There were no persons in them, nor

anything at all ; they were empty.
42,157. Then you had passed the first range of

After the firing the people ran into the bushes; the

houses before you came to this engagement 2–Yes;
the whole were assembled at the hill top.
42,158. Away beyond the village 2–No ; not
beyond the village; in the village.
42,159. But beyond the first range of houses 2–

girl was there; we saw her, but did not know that

Yes.

she was a female.

42,160. Was that on the first hill looking over the
river, or the second hill, beyond that –The first,

42,132. Did you see that f--I saw it with my own
eyes.

ºlº.

Will you just describe how that was 2–
The bushes were thick, and there

was some large trees there, and thinking it was one
of the men firing at us, who might be hiding so as to
fire again, a young man by the name Rennock fired and
shot her in the thigh, and she dropped down, and as

she dropped she called out my name, for she was a
servant of my wife's. I went and looked at her, and
found she had received a wound through her thigh.
42,134. Did

she recover ?–No.

days after, and then she died.

She lived 10

Her mother told me

so. I was sorry for it, and if I had known she was
there I would have called her, and let her come out.
Her mother had removed her from our service about

a month before the rebellion.

She was a very

serviceable girl to me.

42,135. What became of her after she was shot 2–

I cannot say ; her mother and her father-in-law
removed her home.

42,136. (Mr. Gorrie.) Which gang did you go up
with ; the one to the left, the centre one, or Colonel
Fyfe's –The one to the left.

42,137. You went up the steep path —Yes.
42,138. How far up was it that you met with this
engagement, as you call it —They were about a
quarter of a mile or half a mile away from us.
42,139. When they fired the shots, do you mean 2–
We were down, and they were up on the hill.
42,140. You did not see them 2–I did not see

them at the first ; not till they said, “Yes, come on ;
“we are prepared to meet you.”
42,141. Was that when they were a half a mile
from you ?–No, not so far, but pretty near; they
were on the hill.

I could hear the voice, and as I

lifted up my eyes I saw an assemblage of people
together on the top of the hill, both male and female.

They were all up there.

looking over Sunning Hill Estate.

42,161. How many guns were fired at that spot ?—
I said 10 or 12 guns.
42,162. Were they all fired together ?—One after

the other. The shots and bullets were flying over our
heads.

42, 163. Coming from the corner where the women
and men were standing together ?—Yes.

42,164. How soon after the first shot did you fire 2
—After they fired about 10 or 12 guns, we were
advancing up to them. It was after that that I fired
my gun : I fired in defence.
42,165. You fired, did you, yourself —I did fire.
42,166. Are you a captain —No.
42,167. Did you see whether any of your shots
took effect —No, I cannot say.
42,168, Was it at that place that Amelia Stewart
was standing 2–Her house was a little beneath.

usually go there.
times.

I

I go there to her mother several

42,169. Her house was beneath where you fired
at the people —Yes; but I cannot say exactly that
she was on the spot. At the time she got shot she
was in the bushes; that was after the whole of the

people had run into the bush.
42,170. How many Maroons were with you at that
time 2–To my best remembrance about 40.
42, 171. All going up that part –On that road.

42,172. Where were the first dead bodies you came
up with ?—At the same place where the firing was.
42,173. Exactly there 2–Yes.
42,174. Were all the four bodies there 2–Three I
said.

42,175. Were they all three together ?–I saw

42,142. All standing together ?–Yes.
42,143. When they saw you did they run ?—They
did not ; they fired several guns; about 10 or 12

them in different directions; not lying down together;

guns,

other ?—Yes.

42,144. Did you see them firing —I saw them.
42,145. I)id you fire in return ?—I did fire.
42,146. Why did you tell us a little ago that
you did not fire because you could not see them — It
was not at the very minute when they fired that we

42,177. Were they young men or old men that were
shot ?—They were young men, ripe men, and one old

fired ; it was a while after when they fired, and we
advanced up to them before we could nake fire.

42,147. Then you were not in the bushes when you
saw these people —We were on the road.

in different spots.

42,176. Were they all within 50 yards of each
-

IIlall.

42,178. How many, were young and how many
were old —I cannot rightly remember.

42,179. What had they about them; had they any
thing in their hands as they were lying —They had
cutlasses and guns ; those that were lying there had
not any guns.

42,148. Did you see them distinctly when they
42,180. Those that lay there I am asking you
fired —I saw them distinctly when they fired.
42,149. And you were on the road also –I was ; about 2—No ; they had no guns; they had cutlasses.
I was before the

company.

*2,150. Were they standing near a place which had

* hºuse?—There was ; and there was some mango
trees there.
-

tº:
Was that at the top of the hill where you
"...began to see the sea?–We could not see any

42,181. Were any of these men Africans ?—I did
not see any.

-

42,182. Did you see any Africans shot that day ?—
I cannot say whether any one of those that got shot
that day was an African. I did not go to look; I
passed.

Sea there.

42,183. You had been at Torrington I suppose,
5 X 4
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Not very often.

42,198. According to your observation was not the

engagement 11 shots on one side, and then they mº

42,184. But you knew the place very well ?–1

knew the place.
42,185. Did you know any of these men that were
T. O. Burton, shot ?—I never associated with them.

—l 1 or 12 from that side where the people were

standing.

14 March SCG.

42,186. But you might see them when you passed
up and down –I never interfered with any of them.

42,187. Was there a boy about 20 —No ; older
than that.

42,188. Were they all older than that ?–Yes;
ripe men; big men; not old men, but ripe men.

42,189. Full grown –Full grown up.
42,190. Did you see any of them near a house just

at the top of a hill, near where you first see the sea
—I saw a body there, and there was a house; the
body was like outside; that was the nearest house to
that body.
42,191. How old was that person 2–I did not
stand there observing the body, for I am afraid to
interfere or have any dealings with dead bodies ; I
never handle any, nor interfere with any.
42,192. Where was the Maroon shot ?—I cannot
-

ay.

42,193. Was he with your party : I mean the man
that was shot in the eye *—Yes, he was.
42,194. Did you see him shot ?—Yes; he and I
were together.

-

42,195. Is he here 2–He is not here, in con
sequence of his eye. IIe could not come because he
was sick with his eye.
42,196. Had you began to fire before that hap
pened?—Oh no ; it was at the very first instant when
they began to fire at us.
42,197. How many shots did you hear before that
man was wounded ?—I am not certain that I can tell

how many; about four or five, perhaps. The engage
ment was hot, and I could not mind to reckon how

many guns I heard before he got shot.

42,199. And then they ran 7–They did not run
immediately. After we advanced up to them, and
after our shots, then they ran.

42,200. Is not the place very full of bushes, which
makes it very difficult to see?—Oh mo. There was a
kind of grass piece, an open place. One or two man.

goes were standing there, and a bread fruit tree. We
could see them plainly, and they could see us.
42,201. Then you were not hid in the bush at all
as you were coming up 2–No.
42,202. And they were not hid —No.
42,203. And you saw the people distinctly when
you heard the voice —Distinctly. I saw some ºf
them were wearing red shirts at the time, and different
dresses.

42,204. You could see that, could you?—I could
see that very plainly.
42,205. (Mr. Walcott.) Why did not you tell
Colonel Fyfe that Amelia Stewart was shot?—Well,
it was not me that shot her; but the reason why it
must have been hid from him is this, we were afraid

to tell him, for he gave distinct orders not to shºt
any females or injure any children; and though she
was accidentally shot, perhaps he might have qual.
relled with us; that was the reason they did not tell
him at the same time.

,

2,206. Was he present with the advance guard
that you went with ?–He was not there when the
girl was shot; he was more to the right; he was not
with that party.

42,207. When did you tell Colonel Fyfe after this
that the girl was shot?—I do not remember.

42,208. How long after —It was long after the
martial law.

The witness withdrew.

Rob ERT RENNock, sworn, and examined.

R. Rennock.

42,209. Are you a Maroon from Moor Town —
Yes.

42,221. After that did your party fire any shºts
when you got up 2–Yes.

42,210. Were you with this advanced body going

42,222. Did you see people in the bush?–Yes;
ſ

when I went into the woods.

up to Torrington —Yes.
42,211. Did you hear the directions given by

Colonel Fyfe as to the women and children —Yes, I
did.

42,212. What was it that you heard him say *—He
gave an order to go up to Torrington, and let the
constables point out the houses that were belonging

42,223. How long was that after Burton came
down —About a quarter of an hour.

42,224. What did you observe of the people in the
bush, or did you fancy you saw them?—When I went
up the hill I looked up the hill side, and I saw "

person lying on the ground, and stooped down myst"
to the rebels, and to go through them, and to see if to see who the person was; then the person just drew
there were any new goods in them. When we were himself on the ground, and dodged round a large
going, Burton and the advanced party went on before. stake, and hid himself. I thought it was a mall gºš
42,213. As you were going up were there any shots
fired 2–It was at those that went before me.

to fire at me, so I let fly at him.

-

42,225. Did you afterwards discover that thiſ hº

42,214. Were there any shots fired as you went

was not a man —The person bawled, and then I

up – I was at the bottom ; I was left, behind.
Burton came back, and called to us, that they were

went up, and saw it was a you
hold ºf the
I caught
girl.doing
here?" She said
girl, and said, “What are

firing at them, and by the time we went up they

she was coming to us, but as she heard the compº

ceased firing.

coming she was afraid. I said I was very sºrry"

42,215. You were a good way behind Burton, were
ou not ?—Yes.

42,216. Before he came, and told you that, had you
heard shots fired 2–No, I did not hear the first fired.
I was clear down below them.

doing so, for we had orders from the Colonel not "
shoot any women or children; but I said, “Call ".

mother to make the best of you.” She began tº tal
for her mother, and she came.

-

42,226. You did not like to mention this to Cº
Fyfe, I suppose ?–No, as he gave the orders, and as

42,217. Then did you see the shots fired by your
own people —After they fired at Burton, and went

it was done through accident very likely he wº

to the woods, I did not see anybody fire at our com

find fault.

pany.

%is.

After Purton came, and said they had fired

42,227. And you have only told him within tº
few days, when he began making inquiry abol: *.

upon them, did you see any shots fired —Not by my

No; I never told him anything about it till "

company.

lately.

43,219. How many were there in your party going
up to Torrington —About 30.

42,220. You were down at the bottom ?—Yes.
The

\ly
º,

-

42,228. He said he had seen something in tle

º and began to ask you about it, I belie" :es.

witness withdrew.

ºrd,
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GEorge BARNARD, sworn, and examined.

42,229. Are you a Maroon of Moor Town —Yes.

been shot by any of your Maroons —I know of seven ;

42.230. I believe you have been chosen as a lieu

seven that I saw.

DAY.
G. Barnard.

42,240. Do you mean that you saw shot, or that
you saw the bodies —I saw the bodies.
42,241. How many were there in Torrington that

tenant amongst them –Yes.

42,231. Were you with any of the parties that
went up to Torrington ?—I was not with the one
that went up to Torrington; I was with the colonel.

14 March 1866.
-

you saw —I remember three I saw in Torrington.
42,242. Where were the other four that you saw 2
—At Stony Gut.
42,243. Do you know at all who they were 2–

42,232. Did you receive directions from the colonel
as to how you were to conduct yourselves towards
the people –Yes.

I don't know the names of them.

42.233. What were those directions?—He told us

42,244. But there were four —Yes.

when we went that we were not to fire at any one

42,245. Do you know of any who were shot in

except they disturbed us, and he gave us orders not
to burn any houses except they were pointed out as

Bath —No ; I did not see.

rebel houses by the guide, and if one went into a
yard, and two houses were there, we must burn one,
and leave one for the women and children.

of a person of the name of Williams ?—No ; I did

42,234. Did you attend to those directions —Yes,

at Airey Castle. I believe it was the body of a

42,246. You do not know anything of the shooting
not see when they shot Williams.
42,247. Did you see the body ?—I saw the body

I did.

person named Williams.

42,235. And did the people, as far as you know, do
as they were told by Colonel Fyfe —Yes. Those that
were

pointed out by the guide we burnt; a few of

those at Torrington.

42,236. Were you one of the last who went up to
Torrington ?

Yes. When we heard that they fired
at our people, then we went up.

42,237. How many houses do you think were burnt
at that time –I can't tell ; I did not count them.

49.23s. Did you remain for some days in the
neighbourhood —Yes.

-

12,239. How many persons do you know of having

I did not see when they

shot him.

42,248. You say you saw three at Torrington and
four at Stony Gut –Yes; and at Airey Castle I saw
a body lying down there ; they said he was shot.

I did not know he had been shot by any of our
people.
42,249. Did you know anything of any people
called Obeahmen, a little way out of Bath —I don't
know an Obeahman ; I heard so.

42,250. Do you remember p certain part about a
mile out of Bath —No ; I do not know it of my
own knowledge.

The witness withdrew.

J. Sharp.

Johs SIIARP, sworn, and examined.

a man named Bogle, one to Chisholm, and one to

them 3–I think he attended a meeting at St. Ann's
on the 29th of July, and I directed these papers
about the 25th or 27th, or some time on his way to
St. Ann's. He told me, as he was in a hurry going
away he would send these things to these three men.
42,255. Did you print that (a placard was handed
to the witness) —No. There is a distinction in a
printing office between a printer and a compositor.
I am a compositor ; there is another party who acts
as printer. I know nothing about the press work.
42,256. You were employed by Mr. Gordon —As

Sullivan of 13ath.

a compositor.

42,253, Did you address those with your own
hand 2–I addressed them, and put them in the

42,257. Of that very placard —Long before I did
that I was in his employ.
42,258. But you did that – Yes; I set the type
for those placards.

42.251. (Mr. Gorrie.) Do you recollect, in the
course of last summer addressing some printed paper's
headed the “ State of the Island "?—No. I was

employed as a compositor in the office of

Mr.

George

W.Gordon. He had a newspaper called the “sentinel,”
and he gave me, as a compositor, some colly to Put in
type; it was headed “State of the Island.”
-

42,252.hisDid
you away
afterwards
someheoftold
thºseme
—Upon
going
to St. address
Ann's Bay,
to direct three parcels of placards in July, one to

Kingston post office myself, by the direction of Mr.
Gordon.

-

42,254. (Commission.) When was it you directed
The witness withdrew,
R. Grant.

Robert GRANT (black), sworn, and examined.
42,259. What are you ?—A weighing man.

42,264. Did you hear him say anything about the

42,260. Do you remember being at Pusey Hill a rebellion ?–Yes.
42,265. What was it he said —He was talking,
few days after the outbreak at Morant Bay ?–Yes.
and I hear him say, “If he had got ten men like
42,261. Did you see a person of the name of “ himself, and he heard the rebels coming, he would
Benjamin Morris there 3–Yes.

“go and join them himself.”

42,262. Who was Benjamin Morris 7–He was an
old man.

42,266. Did you ask him anything upon that?—
Isaid “Where you get guns : ” he said, “We go and
“burn the police station, and get guns.”

42,263. Upon the same estate —Yes.

The witness withdrew.

GEORGE Edwards (black), sworn, and examined.
42,267. Are you one of the head men on the estate

of Pusey Hill in the parish of Vere —Yes.
42,268. Were you so in October last 2–Yes.

42,269. Do you remember the news of the rebellion
coming there 2–Yes.

42,270. Did Mr. Callaghan order you to put on an
extra watch that night —Yes.
15589.

G. Edwards,

42,271. Did you apply to Morris to come there as
watch 2–Yes; I did on the 16th. I told him, but he

did not stop ; he went away in the night.
42,272. Did you speak to him about it next day ?—
Yes, on the 17th I asked him about it.

I said, “You

“were to stop and watch along with the men; ” he
said, “If he did stop and heard the rioters were
5 Y
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“ coming he would join with them, and make a riot,

\DAY.

“ and if he had 20 more besides himself he could

And taken to Morant Bay?—H
to 42,276.
the Alley.
y
e was taken

“ make a row to-morrow.”

--

G. Edwards.
14 March

42,275.
(Mr. Gorrie.) Was Morris afterT that
into
custody?—Yes.
that taken
º

42,273. Did you ask him anything 2–Yes; I said,
“Where you going to get the men?” He said,

1866.

“He would soon find men to make a riot.”

42,277. Did you afterwards see marks of his having
been flogged —I have not seen the marks; ii.

I walked

--

that he was flogged.

off; I did not say anything more.

42,274. Did you tell Mr. Callaghan's clerk about it
that day ?—Yes.

42,278. Was he taken from the Alley to Moral
Bay ?—Yes.

-

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to 10 o'clock to-morrow.

FORTY-SECOND DAY.

(Part II.-Monklands.)

Wednesday, 14th March 1866.

º

PRESENT :

JOHN BLOSSETT MAULE, Esq.

*

Tuo MAs McFARLANE (black), sworn, and examined.

T. M. Furlane.
-

42,279. Do you live at Coley —Yes.
42,280. What are you ; what do you do when you
are at home 2—I don't do nothing.

42,281. How do you get your clothes; how do you
live —I don’t do nothing.

42,282. Do you live on air, and do nothing —
Yes.

42,283. Have you got a father or mother alive :
—Yes; father dead, only a mother.
42,284. Does she keep you ?–Yes.
42,285. What is your age; how old are you ?—

42,308. What was done with John Bunting?—
can't say.
42,309. You say you were tied to a rope?–Yes.
42,310. And John Bunting was tied to the same
rope 7–No.
42,311. You said so —No.

42,312. Was he tied to a rope?–Yes; he was tied
with a man ; I don't know the other.

42,313. He was not one of the five tied with you,
then –No.

That I can’t tell,

42,286. You haven’t the slightest idea how long you
have been alive —No.

42.287. Don't you work in the fields –Yes; I
work in the fields.

42,314. You say that they went to a chapel; did
John Bunting go with them —Yes.
42,315. With the soldiers ?–Yes.

42,316. What was done to John Bunting that you
saw with your own eye *—With my own eye I saw

42,288. Who for 2–Mr. Bowen.

42,289. How many days, a week do you work;
every day, day after day —Yes.
42,290. Six days altogether ?—Yes.
42.291. In each week —Yes; four days I work.
42,292. How much do you get a day ?—Sometimes
I get three shillings, and sometimes I work and don't

get more than minepence the whole of the week.
42,293. Ninepence a day for a week —Yes.
42,294. And you work four days out of six *—
Yes.

42,295. Is that at cane and coffee –No ; cane.
42.296. Cane only 2–Yes.
42,297. Do you remember a man named John
Bunting 2-Yes,
42,298. Where do you remember him —He lived
*

the soldiers shoot him.

42,317. Where was that 2–At Fonthill, at the

meeting house.
42,318. Were other men shot at the same time –
Yes; I saw a lot of the men. I don't know their
Ilaines.

42,319. After John Bunting was shot do you knºw
what they did with the body ?—Them loose all the
prisoner to go and take the dead one, to take him tº
the meeting house, and put a rope round his neck.
and hang him up there.

42,320. Was he one of the nine who were hung up
there 2–Yes.

42,321. How many were hung up at Fonth", a
the meeting house —I can't tell you.

42,322. Were there several –Yes, several: all

at Fonthill.

42,299. When did you last see him —From the
beginning of martial law I saw him.
42,300. What became of him after that; where

did he go —I really can't tell.
42,301. Where did you last see him —I saw him
when the soldiers got him.

42,302. Where —I saw them got him on the broad
road.

42,307. Was John Bunting one of the five?—He
Was.

*

42,303. At Fonthill ?—No ; Coley.
42,304. What were they doing with him on the
broad road 2–1 saw them tie his hands behind his

back, and carry him to Fonthill, and go to a big
meeting house, and take off all the trash and tie
him up.

42,305. Were you a prisoner then –Yes; they
took five men together.
42,306, Were you one of the five –Yes; and we
were tied with one rope. '

hang up along a beam.

-

-

42,323. (Mr. Williams.) Do you say you work six
days a week, every day ?–Five days,
42,324. How much do you work fºr *—I work for
a shilling a day, and ninepence a day.
42,325. Are you one of Paul Bogle's bºys º–No,
42,326. Did you never drill?—No.
-

-

--

*

42,327. Did you ever go to meeting house :-N.
42,328. Who is your parson; who is your minister:
I really cannot tell ; I go to the church.

42,329. Which church —Brick church, Paº"
Sterne's.

42,330. Are there plenty of meeting house about
there 2–Yes.

42,331. Plenty before they were burnt ?–Yes.

42,332. Who preached there —I can't ſell.
42,333. Did you ever preach there?-Nº.
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42,334. Were you shot, too —No ; they fire three
volley after me, and I make an escape.

42,335. (Commission.) How did you escape ; run
away —Yes.
42,336. How did you get rid of the rope —They
loose me to pick up the dead one, and I ran away.

FORTY
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42,337. (Mr. Payne.) Are you the son of Andrew
McFarlane, who was hung —No.
42,338. Your father was not hung F–No.

DAY.

42,339. (Commission.) He was dead before martial

T. M. Farlane.

law —Yes.
14 March 1866.

The witness withdrew.

J. Knight.
JAMEs KNight (black), sworn, and examined.

42,340. What are you ?—A labourer.
42,341. Where do you live —At York.

42,342. Do you know a man of the name of James
Gibbon —Yes,
42,343. Where did he live —Barracks.

42,344. Were you taken prisoner during martial
law —Yes.

42,345. From York –Yes.

42,346. After that, where did they take you to *I was carried up here (Monklands).
42,347. Did you see James Gibbon here 2–Yes.
42,348. What was done to James Gibbon 2–Me

and he tried the very day we came here.
42,349. You and he were tried the same day —
- Yes; tried together, one try and then another try.
They took six and six, me and five more.
42,350. Was James Gibbon one :-Yes.

42,351. James Kelly another ?—Yes.
42,352. And William Hamilton, was he another ?

and now you say he was not tried with you ?—I was
tried on the Monday evening.
42,379. Was he tried at the same time with you ?
—No : the whole of us were together in the house,
and I was tried after.
42,380. Were you in the room when William
IIamilton was tried ?–Yes.
42,381, You heard him tried ?—ſ saw them take
him into the room and have him tried.

42,382. Were you in the room when William
Hamilton was tried ?–No.

42,383. And all you know was they brought him
out in the afternoon from below where you were —
Yes; and after they took him to the river side and
shot him.

42,384. Did you see William Hamilton shot with
your own eye –No.: I did not see him with my own
eye.

42,353. Then you, Gibbon, Kelly, and Hamilton

42,385. You know he was taken away from the
room where he was with another, brought up here,
and you did not see him aſterwards —No ; and when

were tried together ; is that what you mean to say ?

I asked the soldier what had become of the two men

—Yes.

—Yes.

they took, they say they took him to the river and

42,354. What did they do first of all to Gibbon —
He was shot.

42,355. What was his Christian name 2—I don't
know.

42,356. Why did you say it was James when I
asked you ?–His name was James Gibbon.

42,357. Why did you say you did not know *—I
did not understand you were speaking about his
Christian name.

shot him.

42,386. Are you sure Hamilton's name was William?
—I cannot say if his name was William ; another man
here can prove the name.
42,387. You are not certain about that ?–No.

42,388. You know his name was

Hamilton —

Yes.

42,389. You did not know where his house was 2
—No.

42,358. What was Hamilton's first name —His
name was William Hamilton.

42,359. Where did Hamilton live –I don't know.

42,360. Did you know him at all before you saw
here, when he was tried ?–Yes; I always see

|

1 lin.

42,390. Nor the people that belonged to him, his
wife, or his children, or his sister, or his brother ?—
No ; I know nothing about that.
42,391. Then you know very little about him, is
not that so —Yes.

42,392. Who is the other man you talk about 2–

42,361. Where did you see him –I met him all
about.

-

-

42,362. Did he live at York —No ; but he always
go and come.

42,363. Sometimes at York —About the Bay, and
all like that.

-

42,364. He went down to the Bay ?–Yes, some
times.

º

Jamaica Dennis.

42,393. (Mr. Payne.) When the soldiers came you
ran into the woods, did you not –Yes.
42,394. Did you remain there a week and a half
—Yes.

42,395. What did you come out of the woods for *
—I was hungry.
42,396. When you came out what happened to

42,365. To work there – I cannot say.

you?—I was taken up by a constable.

42,366. You don't know what he did 2–No.

42,370. Who brought you here 2–A constable.

42,397. Where were you taken – To Reed's
Mountain, and the constable was fetching me down .
to the squire here (Mr. Bowen).
42,398. Do you know the name of the constable
that took you ?—Yes.
42,399. What was his name —John Jeffreys.
42,400. What did Mr. Bowen do to you ?—If it
had not been for his presence I might have been

42,371. Do you know the constable's name 2–Yes;

shot.

42,367. What became of William Hamilton after

trial?—I know he was shot; he and another man
besides; I don't know the other man's name.
42,368. When was he shot ?–On the Monday.

42,369. You came up here on the Saturday ?—
Sunday.

but it was not one constable; plenty of them,
32,372. What were their names 2–I don't know
the whole of their names.

32,373. Do you know any of their names —I know
one, David Smith.

42,374. Do you know the name of another —I
don't remember any more names.

42,373. That is the only name of the constable you
know —Yes.

42,376.
42,377.
Hamilton
*378.

They brought you up on Sunday ?–Yes.
Next day you were tried, with William
—No; I was tried with Gibbon.
You told me you were tried with William

Hamilton. You said six of you were tried together,

-

42,401. What did he do to you ?—ile sent me back
to my house.
42,402. How long did you remain there 2–I came
here on Sunday, and remained till Wednesday.

42,403. Were you tied up 2–Yes; I was tied.
42,404. What did they do with you ?—I was
flogged, and my head was shaved.

42,405. How many bishes did you get —50.
42,406. Where did you go after you were flogged
—Moffat.

42,407. How 'fur où was that ?—About a mile and
a half.

-

42,408. Were you taken into a house by some
body ?—Yes.
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42,425. How long were you in the woods?—A

42,409. How long did you stop there 2–Three

week and a half.

weeks.

42,426. How did you live in the woods a week
and a half 7–Sometimes I ate canes.
42,427. Do canes grow in the woods?—Any
person who grows came I got a piece of them.
42,428. (Commission.) How did you live in the
woods 2—Sometimes in the night when it was dark

42,410. How was it you stopped there so long —
I was sick.

J. Knight.
14 March 1866.

42,411. What were you sick from ?—I think it
was from the flogging and shaving of my head.
42,412. After that you went and got work —Yes.
42,413. Did anything happen to you again 3–
Yes; I was walking up the road, and I was taken

-

I came out whenever, I could, I beg a piece of
bread, and returned back into the woods.
42,429. Was that near York 2–No.

up again.

42,414. Where were you taken to ?—To Morant
Bay.
42,415. How long were you kept there —Twenty

42,430. Had you been down to Morant Bay before
that ?—No.

42,431. Not at all ?–No.

seven days.

42,432. Only your friends had gone there?—l

42,416. Then you were let go —Yes.

don't got no friends that go there.
Some of the people you know went there?

42,417. Do you know where this man Hamilton

§º.

lived ?–No.

—l\ 0.

42,418. Had you ever talked to him before ?—
Yes; we always talked when we were all youngsters.
42,419. Did you see the body of Hamilton?—No.
42,420. Did you see any bodies after they were
shot?—No.

42,434. Nobody ?—No.

42,435. You are telling the truth now, are you?—
Yes; only who I hear went there.
42,436. You did not see anybody ?–No.

.

42,421. Did you see any persons shot with your
own eyes —No ; I did not see them with my own

42,437. Did you know of any of your people
who went down to Morant Bay ?—I can't tell the

eyes.

names of any.

º,422.

When you saw all of them in the room,
and when they were taken out, did you hear
anything —I hear the gun.
42,423. (Mr. Williams.) Are you positive David

42,438. Did any of your people go down there?—
I cannot say.

42,439. Why not *—Plenty of them might go to
the Bay and I don't see them.
42,440. You knew they were going off that way?
—I know they were taken down there and shot by

Smith was the constable that brought you up to

Monklands 2—Yes; I came up here by him.
42,424. Did he take you prisoner, and bring you

the soldiers.

here ?–No ; he did not take me prisoner, and bring
me here, but I went to him, and he was one of the
constables that came up with me.

42,441. But don't you know they went there
before the soldiers came 2—No.

The witness withdrew.

JAMAICA DENNIS (black), sworn, and examined.

J. Dannes.

42,442. Where do you live 2–Mount Lebanus,
42,443. What are you; do you work in the canes?

master. "

42,459. (Mr. Payne.) Where did they take you to?

—No.

42,444. What do you do to live —Since I leave
Monklands here, I work for myself; I labour at my

—They tie me with a rope, and get a bit of the
bush we call cow gut, and they tie me again, and
bring me up to Monklands here.

own place.

42,445. How long have you done so *—These
eleven years; since I leave here.
42,446. Did you know a man named Hamilton —
Yes.

t
th

know whether he is a constable; he is a school.

-

42,447. Where did he live —I don't know where
he lived rightly; he was a person who went by.
Sometimes he stop at Monklands; sometimes he
stop at Duckworth.
42,448. What was his other name besides Hamilton
—George.

42,449. He was a man who went about from
place to place —Yes.

42,460. Were you tried ?–Yes.

42,461. Who were you tried before ?–Colonel and
the soldier; I can't know them rightly.
42,462. What evidence was given against you?—
Evelina Williams gave the evidence.
42,463. What did she say?—She say she see me
come up here to Monklands the last day, but she
don't know what I came for. She say she saw them

give me something to carry, but me did not go into
the shop myself.
42,464. Was that true —I never go in myself.

42,465. (Commission.) You stood outside, and they

42,450. Where did he go to ?—I don't know
nothing about him, but I just see him go by ; I

gave something to you, was that it?--I come up
here. My daughter sent down, and say she want to

know him name.

See ine.

42,451. Where did you last see him —I never
see him for these two years till the last year they
run him, and I meet him here at the works, and
they take him in charge.
42,452. Who took him in charge —I don't know ;
when they fetch me up I see him.
42,453. He was the man who used to go here,
there, and everywhere 7–Yes; he used to go to

42,466. You came up when all the people were
here 2–No ; I did not walk with them.

-

42,467. But some were here when you came :Yes ; I met some down there.

-

42,468. Were there some persons here when Yºu
got here —I say I see some of the people in the

-

my ground and steal.
42,454. (Mr. Payne.) Who were you arrested by ?

—George, and one Barclay, and Josephs, and Ebenezer.
42,455. What were you asked when you were
taken up —I was at my yam piece,

yard there, at the old shop, and all dºwn by *
market; and I meet some down at the bottom.

42,469. Were there people up here at the nº
—Well; I don't see them have nothing that dº.

42,470. But did not you see some man at Mº
Patterson's shop 7–No; I do not go near the shop
on that day.

-

42,471. But what did you see the other dº :me nothing; only say they come, and take me up did not go to see what they do; I say I meet tº
42,456. What did they tell you ?—They don't tell

to go and shoot. I say, “What I do ;” they ask me

42,472. You saw them come out 3–Yes.

nothing; they take me into my yard, and say Josephs

42,473. Did they give you anything to carº T

order them to come and take me.

42,457. That is Matthew Josephs —Yes.
42,458. (Commission.) Is he a constable —I don’t

Yes; at the road down there.

-

º

yº. Then Evelina Williams told the truth"
©S.
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42,475. (Mr. Payne.) What did you come up here
for 2–I come to my daughter, and when I ask
what all the men do, they say all the men go into
the bush. Then I say, “I can't do nothing now.” I
ask if Mrs. Paterson give them the key, and what
they allow the people to go in the shop for, because

father was living –The whole of us live near. My
brother's house here, and my father's here, and I live
here.

42,505. Your father lived at Mount Leban us—

42,506. And it was there you saw him shot — 14 March 1st G.
Yes.

carry the key they might do what they liked.
42,476. (Commission.) Did you get a taste of the

Telfer.

rum ?—No ; I never did ; I never go into the shop.
42,477. (Mr. Payne.) How mear did you get to

know.

42,478. Did anybody beg for you to get you off 2–

42,307. What was your father's name : — Jack
42.508. (Mr. Payne.) Who shot him —I don’t
42,509. Did you see the persons who fired the gun?
—I never in the place, but I heard the fire, away.
42,510. (Commission.) Were the soldiers there at

Young Mr. Paterson; James Paterson.
42,479. Did he give you a character 2–Yes.
42,480. What did he say?—He said he had known
me a long time on the property, and all the people
speak about me as a good man. I told all the

the time 2–Yes.

people not to do all that nonsense.
42,481. What did they do to you ?—They took
me and carry me down there to shoot, and I say

do not know who then shot.

-

42,511. Were they the persons that were shooting 2
—Yes.

42,512. (Mr. Hilliams.) Did you see the soldiers
shoot him —I hear the gun fire. I was far away. I
42,513. (Mr. Payne.) I think your houses were
burnt 2–Yes.

my prayers with those other two lads. I kneel down,
and say my prayers, and they say after, “He is a
“good man; he has no business to come among the

father's house not burnt.

“rest, much less to come to shoot,” and they must let

burnt.

me loose.

-

42,514. Was your father's house burnt 2 – My
42,515. Was your house burnt —Yes; two houses
42,516. Your's and your brother's 2–This Josephs

42,482. (Commission.) And they let you loose ?— burnt my house.
Yes.

42,483. You say you told them not to do all that
nonsense; what nonsense did you mean *—I said
they had no business to do that.
42,484. To do what?—Come up to Monklands.
42,485. When was that ?—Before the white soldiers
Came.

42,486. You were up here trying to control the
people 2–Yes.
42,487. You were trying to stop them 2–Yes ; I
tried to control them, and the next day they said
they must have me to carry something.

42,488. What did they give you to carry —They

42,518. Your house was burnt by hand, and your
brother's not by hand?—Yes.

42,519. (Mr. Payne.) Did they do anything to
your provision ground – They took my yam, and
burnt down all the cane.

42,520. (51r. }}'illiams.) Did you see them with

your own eye – Yes; and some go and pick my
coffee, and took all the things in my house.

42,521. Did you ever see any Volunteers going on
42,522. How long have you lived there; 10 years?

42,490. How far did you carry it —To Mount
Lebanus.

42,491. Did they flog you ?—No; but they stab

me a little with their sword.

42,517. And your brother's 2–It burn, but it don't
burn with no hand. They put fire in my house, and
the fire rise and burn my brother's house, but no man
took hand and put fire to my house.

to Mount Lebanus 2–No.

give me a piece of pork.
42,489. Any drink —No.

I flogged by the

white soldier.

—Yes.

-

42,523. Did you live there up to October 2–Yes.
42,524. Did you ever see Paul Bogle come there 2
—I never see him.

42.525. Or Moses Bogle 2–No.
42,526. Or M'Laren —I knew M*Laren : he never

42,492. Did they flog you ?–Yes.

42,493. You said this minute they did not –They
flogged me when they let me loose.

came there.

42,527. Did you ever see any drilling going on

42,494. (Mr. Payne.) IIow many lashes did you
get —50. They said as I was a good man they
could not let me loose altogether, but they gave
50 lashes.

42,495. When you went home did you hear a gun ?
—I hear a gun,
42,496. Did you go to see what it was 2–I did
not go anywhere at first, but I only see my father

when I was turning up by Taylor's house.

there 2–No.

42,528. Where was it going on ?—I never see none
of them till that day that they came here.
42,529. Did you see a Bible at all ?–No.
42,530. (Commission.) What became of the people
at Mount Lebanus on the Wednesday ? — Mount
Lebanus was a different party.

42.531. What became of them; where did they go
to 2–I do not know.

42,497. Did you go to see what the gun was —

garden, and tell me they had shot the grandfather. I

42.532. Did they go away from Mount Lebanus on
the Wednesday ?–Yes.
42,533. Where did they go to ?—I don't know;
some to their work, and some to the field.
42,534. Did any go down towards Coley 2–That I

called Taylor, and said, “Let me 'go see.” I did go

cannot say.

Yes.

-

42,498. What did you see 2–-I had a man called

Taylor with me. A little boy come running into the
see, and he laid down flat on him back.

I see him

42,535. Did you see a great number of them go
head open after shoot.
down
to Coley —I did not come out of the cane
42,499. (Commission.) Was he dead —He did not
piece to see them. I kept in my own place.
do anything.
42,500. Did they shoot him dead 2–Yes.

42,501. (Mr. Payne.) Where was it he was killed :

42,536. You knew they were going —I never
knew.

-

42,502. At your house 2–At his house.
42,503. (Commission.) Are you a preacher ?–No.

42,537. Did you not stop at home to avoid seeing
them go 2–1 cannot say; I never see.
42,538. You took care not to see 2–I never lear

42,504. Was it at Mount Lebanus where your

it ; I never see it.

—At the same house,

J. Dennis.

Yes.

they said Mr. and Mrs. Paterson told them if they

the shop 7–About as far as that cocoa-nut tree
(close by).

FORTY.
SEC()ND
1) AY.

The witness withdrew.
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RICHARD DAVIDSON (a black), sworn, and examined.

SECONI)
WDAY.

42,573. (Mr. Williams.) Did you hear him give

42,539. Do you live at Barracks –Yes.
R. Davidsor.

42,540. Do you keep a shop there —I did keep

the order 2–Yes.

42,574. Yourself?—Yes ; and Mr. M'Pherson set

one there.
14 March 1866.

it down.

42,541. You do not now 2–No.

42,542. How long had you kept a shop there last
October 2–Coing on for two years and a half.
42,543. Do you recollect a man whose

name Was

Thomas Denland *-Yes.

42,544. Where did Denland live —He lived at
John's Town.

-

42,545. Is he alive now 2–No ; dead.

42,546. What did he die of 7–I saw him hung at
Morant Bay.

42,575. (Mr. Payne.) Who counted the strokes —
Mr. M'Pherson was counting it.

42,576. How many sailors flogged you?—Two.
42,577. How soon did you come away ?—I came
along the road, and I lay down, and somebody washed
my back till I got better.
42,578. Was your house burnt 2–Yes.
42,579. Was anything else taken 2 – I had 100
dollars at home.

*

42,580. What became of that ?–It was all destroyed

42,547. Did you know a man by the name of

in my house, while I was in the Bay; and my pigs

Williams ?–Yes.

42,548. What was his other name —I don't know
42,549. What was the sounding of it —I don't
know the sounding of it. We were all together, and
they call their names, and I heard his name called.
42,550. You knew Williams ?–Yes.

and my fowls, and my clothing all taken away #.
Ille.

the spelling of it.

42,581. Have you got the ground —The ground
was taken away. Mr. Josephs told me the ground
was taken away, and they went in and pick all my
coffee.

-

-

-

42,551. But the other name you did not know —

42,582. Have you got it back now —Yes; by
Mr. Gorrie.

No,

42,552. Did you know the name of Colson or
Closon —Yes,

42,553. Was he a man of Coley —Yes; but I did
not see any of them shot.

42,554. Did you know a man named Donland

?—

-

42,583. You got it back by Mr. Gorrie?—Yes,
42,584. (Mr. Williams.) Who told you he had go
back the land for you?—Mr. Gorrie.
42,585. He told you so himself?—Yes; he said I
was to go and take it.

Thomas Donland.

42,586. Josephs did not tell you ?–No ; he said

42,555. Where did he live —At John's Town.
42,556. Did you know a man named Thomas Ross?
—Yes.

the land was taken away from me, and when I go and

42,557. Where did he live – He was living at
Somerset.

#:

tell Mr. Gorrie, he said I must go and take it back,
that there was nobody's lands taken away.

42,587. (Commission.) Did he say what authority
he had to do that ?–No.

42,558. What became of Thomas Ross —While I

was in the Bay he was executed up this way ; I don't
know rightly.

42,559. You only heard that —Yes; I did not see
him.

42,560. Do you know a woman named Mary Smith,

Fl

42,588. Did he tell you it was with the authority
of the Royal Commissioners?—He told me he was
one of the Royal Commissioners.
42,589. He told you he was one of the Royal Com
missioners ?–All the people told me he was one of
the Commissioners.

B

-

who lives at Barracks –Yes.

42,561. You know nothing about Thomas Ross —
No ; I was not there when he was killed.
42,562. Do you know anybody who was there when
he was killed who knew anything about him f—I
should think so ; when I go outside I will see. I get

42,590. (Mr. Williams.) Are you one of the
Barrack boys —No.
42,591. Are you a captain —No.

sº Did you
0.

ever go with the volunteers?—

º

42,593. Was nobody drilling you?—No.

50 lashes.

42,563. (Mr. Payne.) Did you run into the bush

42,594. Did you know MLarea —Yes; I did set

l

ll In.

with your family –Yes.
42,564. What made you go into the bush –I was

living at the Barracks, but I was stopping with a
person at Southall; and when we heard the soldiers

I

42,595. Did you ever see him at Barracks?—Yes;
º
see him pass by when I was working on the

I'OaCl.

42,596. When was that ; in what month —That

were coming down, I go on the ground, and the con
stables take me from the negro ground were we were

was in the month of October.

working.

42,597. Before or after the row at Morant Bay I saw him in the very week of the riot.

42,565. I thought you said they took you from the
bush —It is the same place, up in the woods.

42,566. Where did they take you to ?–To Blue
Mountain ; and in the morning they took us down to

42,598. Before the riot ?–Yes.

42,599. What was he doing —I don't say that he
was doing anything.

42,600. Did he pass with other persons, or alone?

the Bay.

42,567. What did they do with you there —As I
got in there they took off my shirt to flog me ; and

—-Alone.

after, they did not flog me, and they put me along

spoke to him at all.

take there on Tuesday, and I flog on Saturday

living
at the
Bay,is your minister?—I go to
42,603.
Who

42,601. Did you speak to him?—No; I never
with the rest that was to be executed.
42,602. Had he often been about there — ”
42,568. How long did they keep you there 7–I not see him on other evenings, but I heard he ""
-

the

evening.

42,569. What did they do before they let you go?
—They give me 50 lash.

Barrack Church.

42,570. Was that ordered by the Court-martial 2–
No ; there was no Court-martial at the time.
42,571. Were you tried ?–No ; never tried at all.
42,572. Who ordered you to be flogged 2–Mr.

there 2–No.

Ramsay.

42,604. Are there any native Baptist Parsons "P
42,605. Do you know what the native Baptists

are 7–No.

-

-

42,606. You don't know what a native Baptist º'
—No ; only Mr. Parnther,

The witness withdrew.
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Job McFARLANE (a black), sworn, and examined.
42,607. Do you live at Coley —Yes.
42,608. Are you a labourer in the came field –

shot there —Yes; then they took me up to Monk
lands
here,give
and me
put25melash,
against
mango
tree, and
one man
and that
another
25 lash,
and ".

M. Farlane.

Yes.

42,609. Whom do you labour for 3–For my em
ployer, Mr. Bowen.
42,610. Were you taken prisoner during martial
law —Yes.

42,611. Where were you taken prisoner —I took
up at Coley.
42,612. Who took you up –Francis.
42,613, Was he a constable —No.
42,614. What was he -A book-keeper on Coley
Estate.

42,615. Mr. Francis told somebody to take you ?—
Yes.

42,616.
42,617.
42,618.
42,619.

after that they let me go.
42,648. Was that the same day you reached Monk
lands –Yes; they keep me here six days and five
nights.
42,649. Did the soldiers flog you ?—Yes.

42,650. What did they say you did —I don't know
what they say me did.

*

42,651. Did you ever hear what they said you did :
—No ; I ran in the woods, and they take me up, and
say if I did not do anything I would not run in the
woods.

42,652. You ran away from Coley into the bush :
Were you tied ?–Yes.
Who tied you ?—Johnson.
Was he a constable —No.
Who was Johnson —Johnson and William

Smith tied me.

42,620. Were they labourers ? – Yes : and
Mr. Francis pressed them to tie me.
42,621. Were you given to a constable after you
-

were tied ?–Yes.

42,622. Where were you taken to ?—They took me
down a part of the road, and we met the soldiers.
42,623. Where did you meet the soldiers —About

—Yes.

42,653. And when you were caught they said you
must have done something or you would not run
away ?–Yes.
42,654. Who told you that ?—A soldier.
42,655. What soldier –A white soldier.

42,656. Was he a captain or colonel or what 2—A
colonel.

42,657. How do you know 2–According to what
I hear the rest of the people call him, Colonel Hobbs.
42,658. Did you ever see him before ?–No, I
never saw him before.

42,659. (Mr. Williams.) Do you know Richard

two miles of Coley.

42,624. Where did the soldiers take you to 3–
They took me up to Fonthill.
42,625. When they took you to Fonthill did you
see anybody you knew : —Yes.
42,626. Did you see anybody who you have not
seen since 2–Yes; I saw Abraham Kelly first: they

put him on the top of the house.
42,627. Did you see anybody else 2 – Joseph
Bunting.
42,628. And another ?—The head carpenter, a man
called Stewart.

42,629. Whose head carpenter was he 7–IIe was
carpenter at Coley.
42,630. Was he tied ?–Tied and shot

42,631. Did you see another man –Plenty more ;
I don't know their names.

Davidson —Yes; I saw him here now.

42,660. Did you and he ever go volunteering 2–
No ; I and him never go to Fonthill.
42,661. No volunteering &–No.
42,662. Where were you on 11th October 2—I was
digging came; my employer leave me on the cane
digging.
-

42,663. In the afternoon where did you go?—I
went up to my house. I was raising up a little new
house, and I was picking trash for it.
42,664. Did your employer ever know you went
volunteering –No ; I never went volunteering.
42,665. (Commission.) Did any person you ever

knew go out playing at soldiers —No, I never saw
none.

42,666. You never saw them marching about —
No.

42,632. Do you know more names —No.
42,633. Think about another name *—They took
them and shot them, and hung them up at the
meeting-house. When we came to Coley I saw them
shoot John Walters and Edward Closon.

42,634. Where was Edward Closon living before

42,667. (Mr. Jºſliams.) Are you quite sure that
this man Richard Davidson and you were not always

going about drilling and volunteering –No.
42,668. (Commission.) How many of your neigh
bours went to Morant Bay ?—I don't know; none.

42,669. How many went from Coley —I don't

you saw him then —He was living at Coley.
42,635. Was he shot at Coley —Yes.
42,636. That was after you came up from Fonthill ;
coming back again *—Yes ; and Alec Jackson I saw.
42,637. IIow many others were shot at Coley at

the time you say Edward Closon was shot —Lots;
I don't know them at all.

know.

42,670. Did as many come back as went —I don't
know.

42,671. Why don't you know 2–Because I never
see any.

42,672. Did you ever hear of them going —No :

42,638. Give us any name that you do know
besides Edward Closon 2–I know plenty more, but
I do not know their names, only William Francis,

they shot him, but he made an escape of himself.
42,639. Do you recollect any man who did not

escape besides Edward Closon ; when you came back
from Fonthill did you see another man shot ?–Yes;

never heard of any Coley people going at all.
42,673. Did you hear them going 2–I heard it,
but I did not see it in my eye.
42,674. Did you hear that people had been up the

day before to order them to go down to the Bay ?—
No ; I don’t see them.

42,641. Where did George Gale live 2–He lived

42,675. Did you hear of people coming tip the day
before and ordering the Coley people down to the
Bay the next day —Yes; they came to Coley shop,
go into the shop to take water, and I heard some

at Coley, but he had removed up, and was living at
Monklands then, and they took him from here.

people coming down, and they came right up. They
did not tell me nothing. I heard the playing ; but I

42,642. Is there any other name that you re
member 2 – I do not remember any more now.

don't know what they were playing about.
42,676. Playing what 2–Playing drums.

John Walters and George Gale.

42,640. Did you see him shot —Yes.

42,643. Did you know Joseph Bunting before
this 2-Yes.

42,677. And blowing shells —No ; I did not
no shell.

42,644. Are you certain that your eye saw the
shot ?—Yes, both my eye.
42,645. Was he a man living at Fonthill —Yes.
N 42,646.

14 March 1866.

Did you see a lad or a boy there shot ?—

O

42,647. Is that all that you recollect that you
*

saw

hear

-

42,678. That was on the Wednesday ?—Yes.
42,679. They all went down to the Bay —Not
from the part where I live at Coley.
42,680. But near there –They passed there.
42,681. Did any people you know go down 2–No ;
5 Y 4
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I did not see any except what passed, and went

SECOND
DAY.

down.

42,682. Then you did see them —Yes.
42,683. Where did they come from ? — I don't

J. M. Farlane,

know.
14 March 1866.
------

42,689. (Commission.) You know no place in the
world but Coley —I know several places,

42,684. Did you not know them —No, I did not
know them.

42,690. You know Monklands 2—Yes.

42,691. (Mr. Williams.)
Bay ?—Yes.

Do you know Morant

42,692. And you know Coley –Yes.

-

42,685. Were they playing drums ?–Yes; playing
up the road.

42,686. Was that on the Wednesday or the Tues
day?—On the Tuesday.

42,687. Did you ever go to Stony Gut 3–No.
42,688. (Mr. Williams.) You don't know where

42,693. And you don't know Stony Gut?—No I
never go up there.
42,694. You don't know Paul Bogle? — No; I
never heard of him before that.

42,695. You had never heard his name before, I
suppose ?—No.

it is perhaps ?—No ; I was never there.
The witness withdrew.

R. M. Larer,
º

Roderick McLAREN (black), sworn, and examined.
42,708. You say he was blind –Yes; if he go
42,696. Do you live at Somerset —Yes.
42,697. Do you remember having an uncle whose for a walk you have to lead him.
name was Graham —Yes; Richard Graham.
42,709. Could he see you when you were coming
42,698. What became of him, do you know —I near him —No, he can't.
42,710. Was he blind from age?—Yes.
know when the soldiers came I went over from my
42,711. Had he got so old he could not see ?–He
place, and hid against a tree, and I heard a gun fire
bom, in the yard where him live ; and after, when can't see at all.
42,712. Could he see anything if you put it near
them move, I went over, and I saw the body lying
him —No, could not see at all.

down dead.

the road where I know they can't see me, and went
over the river, and went into the yard : one side of
the house was burnt, and it burnt one side of him.
42,701. But how did it burn him when he was in

42,713. (Mr. Payne.) Was anything done to your
house ?—My house was burnt.
42,714. Did they do anything to your coffee?—
Them pick my coffee.
42,715. Who picked it *—Mr. Josephs got con.
stables and sent them through the whole crop.
42,716. Did he pick anybody else's coffee besides
yours ?—Yes; only the constables coffee they don't

the yard —He was sitting down by the door in the

pick.

sun.

42,717. (Commission.) Were they black or while
soldiers that shot your uncle —White.
42,718. What day was it?—Tuesday.
42,719. What Tuesday?—I can't really tell you.
42,720. It was a Tuesday in the week?—Yes,
42,721. Was it morning or evening 7–Morning,
42,722. (Mr. Payne.) Was anything done to you

42,699. That was your uncle 2–Yes; an old blind
Imall.

-

42,700. How soon after you heard bom did you go?
—After the soldier burn the village, I went down to

42,702. Was he dead —Yes, dead. I left him
there ; then my son-in-law and I dig a trench and
I help to put him in the trench, and I buried him.
42,703. You saw the soldiers go to your uncle's
house ?—Yes.

42,704. Is that the only person you saw shot at
Somerset 2—Yes.

*

What was the age of your

at all —Yes; them take away all my clothes, don't

42,706. Was he older than you ?—Older than me,

leave nothing for the poor little children, they take
away everything belonging to them.

42,705. (Commission.)
uncle 2–I can't say.
tl

gray man.

42,707. Could he walk without a stick —No ; he

42,723. You were not charged with anything?—
No. I was sick, and I was obliged to run out into the
bush, and I had to run out, and the cold took me.

must walk with a stick.

The witness withdrew.

CATHERINE DENNIS, recalled, and further examined.

C. Dennis.
---

42,724. Have you been to Spanish Town —Yes.

§º. Are you come to prove that Closon died?

g

42,725. Were you sworn there to give evidence —

-— I eS.

42,730. Did you see him shot ?—Yes; they took me

Yes.

42,726. Have you got something more to say that
you did not say then ?—Yes.
42,727. What is it?—I saw Closon shot at Coley.

42,728. Was he your sweetheart —No ; he was

up the same Friday they shot him.

42,731. Where did they shoot him —At Cole) ;
they burn the shop.

42,732. Did they burn your shop?—The ºl
provision shop burnt at Coley.

Mary Smith's sweetheart.

The witness withdrew.

MiR. FRANCIS Bow EN, recalled, and further examined.
Mr. F. Bowen.
-------

42,733. Were you present at Coley at the execution

of men for being connected with the outbreak —I was.
42,734. You were the magistrate accompanying
Colonel Hobbs —Yes.

*

42,737. That was before the other lot ?–Yes.
This was on Friday the 20th of October;

tºº.

*

42,735. You wish to state something with regard
to some executions you witnessed, I believe 3-Yes;
I saw some men shot at Coley.

42,736. Perhaps you would give us the names —
Edward Clonston, John Walters, George Gale,
Alexander Jacques, Thomas Reed, Lewis Graham,
David Easton; that is all I saw at Coley ; there were
-

others, but that was all I knew. There were two!!"
shot at Fonthill.

-—Yes.

42,739. Who did you see shot at

Fonthill -

Thomas Stewart.

48,740. And the other one —That is all
remember.

*

I can
~*

42,741. I thought you said there were two ?–Yes;
but I can't recollect the other.
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Was Stewart
your
head carpenter – Yes;
the42,742.
other man's
name was
Kelly.
42,743. What Kelly —I forget his other name.

Fonthill who was standing at the door of his cottage
or hut —No.
42,775. Did you see none —No.

I was with the

42,744. Are you sure of that ?–Yes,

Sol’t.

42,745. Are you sure that was at Fonthill, on the

men who were strung up in the meeting-house -Yes.

42,746. You want, I believe, to explain something 2

I have a letter from Mr. Lynch, saying you

would read over the evidence to me.

42,747. Before we go further, would you wish to
make any explanation about any other parties : Were

º

42.77S. Wºre there houses burnt in your presence
there : —Yes.
42,779. How many ?—I cannot recollect how many.

I saved some, as we were marching down. I asked the

42,750. Had he then returned from Stony Gut —

burnt.

42,751. That was the first time you saw him, 2–

e

42,752. Was that the first time you acted as magistrate in company with soldiers ?—Yes.
42.753. In this Blue Mountain Valley –Yes.
42,754. Were there other magistrates with
Colonel Hobbs at the time you met him at ChigoeFoot Market 2—Mr. Lascelles of St. David's and
Dr. Clarke.

burnt.

42,755. Did you accompany him to Fonthill from

42,785. Were there any women in the houses at

Chigoe-Foot Market 2—Yes.
42,756. Were people tried at Chigoe-Foot Market :

Fonthill turned out with their children, or without

Yes; they were turned out before the houses were set

present.

fire to.

42,786. IIow many cases of that kind occurred, of

42,758. On the morning of Friday you reached
Fonthill —Yes. I was returning to the Bay, and
I met Colonel Hobbs marching up the valley, and he
42,759. Were you present at Fonthill when the
nine persons who were tried were afterwards strung
up in the meeting-house or chapel ?–Yes.
42,760. Were there more than nine —I am not
I don’t think there were.
them : — Yes.

I

Davis's meeting

house; and I told them they had better come out.
42,788. They burnt the meeting-house and his
42,789. Did they burn any other houses where
women were turned out with children 2–Mrs. Stewart

was turned out ; there were no children with her.

remarked

42,790. Were there any other houses burnt with
people in them —No : McLaren's two houses were
burnt, but there was nobody in them.
42.791. Do you remember any other case where
houses were burnt, and the people were turned out

those

heard.

first –No, I do not recollect.

42,792. These houses were burnt because they

42,763. Was there a man shot there with the keys
in his hand 2–I heard so.

a man named

Joshua

Francis 2–Yes.

were pointed out by the constables as being houses of
rebels who were already in custody ?–Yes; some
were captured, and others were tried.

42,793. After you left Fonthill you went to Coley &

42,765. Was he a beadle of the church at Font
hill ?—No ; at the Barracks. There is no church at

—Yes.

Fonthill.

day.
42,795. That was the Friday ?–Yes.
42,796. Did you see any houses burnt on any other

42,794. Were houses burnt at Colev –Not that
-

42,766. At the chapel ?—There is no chapel at
Fonthill.

42,767. The meeting-house there 3–There is a
meeting-house.

42,768. Is it a religious meeting-house?—I don't
know.

42,769. Was it not called McLaren's chapel ?—

day —There were houses burnt previously.

$2,797. Did you see them as you passed through
—Yes.

*

-

42,798. How many houses were burnt there 2–ſ
can't tell ; I did not count them.

McLaren's meeting-house.
42,770. It was a Baptist meeting-house *—Yes.

42,799. Can you say whether there were 50 2–I
never rode through the village. I can't speak to how

42,771. Was there a man coming out of that with
keys in his hand shot —Oh no.

many were burnt.

42,772. You know of no such case ?—No ; the

place was open. The case you allude to was at
Barracks.

42,773. Was he a lame man 2–No ; he was an old
Illan.

42,774. Do you know of a man who was shot at

15589.

*

:

house –Yes.

Abraham Kelly

particularly.
42,762. Did you see the chapel warden; a lame man *
They describe him coming out with the keys in his
hand 2–There was at Mr. Stynes' church at the
Barracks. I did not see it. I only know from what I

42,764. Do you know

turning the women out 2–1 recollect a Mrs. Davis;
she was in a house with some grown-up girls and
children, and they burnt the meeting-house.
42,787. Not McLaren's 2–No.

requested me to return with him.

of

º

their children, before the houses were set fire to ?—

—Yes. I did not see any of them tried ; I was not

42,761. Thomas Stewart and

*
-

42,782. You say about a dozen —About a dozen.
42,783. Was that dozen pointed out by you to the
colonel ?–No.
42,784. Do you know how they were fixed upon as
houses fit to be burnt 3–The colonel had a good
many of the rebels with him, and when they came to
them the constable pointed out their houses as they
came to them, and the colonel ordered them to be

42,757. Did you see any executed —No.

º

14

42,781. Cannot you fix about the number : try and
fix a figure, you being an acting magistrate, and having
soldiers at your elbow, and being on the spot ?—I do
not suppose there was more than a dozen I saw
burnt.

Yes.

º

hanging at Fonthill —No.

colonel not to burn some as they were good people,
working for me.
42,780. How many houses were burnt at Fonthill
—l cannot say, but there were not a great many

Yes.

—**

from the time he left Monklands on Wednesday night
the 18th to the time he returned here on Saturday
morning the 21st —Yes; we were in company all
day on Friday.
42.748. Friday the 20th 2–Yes.
42,749. Where did you first join Colonel Hobb. ?—
Coming up from Morant Bay on Thursday the 19th
I met him at Chigoe-Foot Market.

*

42,777. You know of no other death by shooting or

you the magistrate in company with Colonel Hobbs

two

PAY.
-

same day that you came up to Coley, and saw the

were

..

42,776. The only men you saw shot were the nine 14 March 1866.

other shot *—Yes.

certain.

..

troops all the time, and I never saw anything of the M. F. Bowen.

Oh, Abraham Kelly.

—Yes,

FORTY:
SECOND

42,800. You saw the places where the houses had
stood —Yes; riding along the road I saw some had
been burnt.

42,801. But you could not judge how many had
been burnt 2–No.

42,802. Then you went on to Barracks 2—I re
mained at Coley that night.
5 Z
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42,803. Did the soldiers stop at Coley —Yes, some
of them went early in the morning; Colonel Hobbs

say whether he saw the soldier. The soldier took me

Caule on.

“My woman, you must not speak. If you speak I will
kill you.” (Q.) I was asking you about the ring;

-

42,804. He went through Barracks to come to
Monklands –Yes.

14 March 1866.
---

—(A.) The soldiers took that. (Q) when i.

42,805. Did you remain behind at Coley —Yes.
42,806. You do not know what happened, except at

Coley —No ; not that night.
42,807. Did you come on the next day to Monk
lands —Yes.

º

Then you were here on the Saturday ?

-- I eS.

42,809. Did you see the execution of Wellington :
—No: I was not here the day Wellington was
executed.

so, and the rest ransacked my house. Then he said,

Bowen was present —(A.) Mr. Bowen was there.

(Q.) Did he see the soldier take your ring –(A.) I
cannot tell whether Mr. Bowen see him take it. (Q) Dà
the soldier say it was to save your life you must give
up that ring —(A.) Yes, and he asked me for money.
(Q.) Was that the same soldier that took your ring:
—(A.) The same soldier. (Q.) What became of you
after this; where did you go with your nine children?
—(A.) A good massa gave me half a house.--What

do you say to that, Mr. Bowen —She has told a
42,810. Now I will read to you the evidence which great falsehood; she has committed perjury.
42,814. That is not true, but it may not be a wilful
you wish to explain, of George Bassett Clarke and
Sophia Davis. George Bassett Clarke's evidence is untruth —I think she has told a wilful falsehool.
this (reading):
(Q.) What happened there 3– The colonel was with me at the time; and I told her
(A.) When I went up he called the policeman, and her house would be burnt. She had children there.
began to ask the policeman, “Did you see this fellow ;
42,815. Were there nine —I cannot say. There
don't be afraid of him. (Q.) That was of you ?– were some children. I told her to come out, and save
(A.) Yes. Some of them said, when they came to what she had. She said, “My good massa, save my
Stony Gut, they did not see me; they heard they house.” I said, “There is the military; I have no
were going to kill me because I was the person “ power whatever to save your house, but take my
that gave the news of the people of the Bay on Satur “ advice, and take out your children, and save what
day. Some of the policemen, Miller and the others, “ you can ; they will burn your house.”
42,816. A number of children were turned out?—
that went up to Stony Gut, said, I did not have any
-

thing at all to do with the affair ; but whilst he was

speaking another man named Lake came in, and said
that when he was going over to Stony Gut he met
me coming from Stony Gut. The others contradicted
that. Still Mr. Ramsay liked him best, and took his
evidence. (Q.) Was anything done to you at that
time —(A.) Yes; whilst I was about to ask a young

Yes.

4.

4.

º

4.
º
4.

ſº
4.
Yº
4.

-

+.

—No.

4.

42,819. Did you see them come out —Yes; they
came out, and stood up in the yard. There were
some young women with them too; they were not all
children.

side ; I did not observe him ; but as I was going to

42,820. How many children do you think you saw?
—To the best of my recollection, four or five,
42,821. Did you see any soldier take her money?

(striking). (Q.) Upon your back was that ?—
(A.) Yes. (Q.) Were your clothes on ?–(A.) My
jacket was off. (Q.) And he cut you on the shirt —
(A.) Yes, he licked me right across theb ack. (Q.) Who
was present at that time —(A.) Justice Bowen.

4.

º

42,817. Might there have been six –Yes,
42,818. You do not know how many there were?

man a question, a sailor was standing on the other
ask the question he lifted up a cat, and went so

†

ſº

ſº

4.
{!
º
i.

4.
ºſ

—No.

!.

4.
4.

ls:

Where you present when you saw a man treated in

42,822. Or her ring 3–I never saw the soldier take
a single thing; no doubt they might have taken it.
42,823. She says you were there —No.
42,824. Then, as far as you were concerned, it is

that way by a sailor –I have no recollection of it,

true that she was turned out with her children —

it.

and I don't think a sailor would do it without he had

Yes.

orders from the Provost Marshal to do it.

I am quite

§º And it is true

42

that her house was burnt?

sure he would not.

— Y CS,

42,811. He does not say you ordered it, but he says
you were the person who saw what he describes. He
vouches your testimony to corroborate the statement 2
—There were so many persons in the police station

42,826. And it is true that she appealed to you?—
Yes; and I told her they would burn her house, she
had better take her things out.

4:

42,827. Whether the soldiers robbed her of her

ºt

that I can’t remember this one.

ring or her money you cannot say ?—I cannot say;
I was not present.
42,828. (Mr. Williams.) Did Colonel Hobbs set
all you saw —Yes.
42,829. Then if he did not see what she had stated
you did not see what she has stated —No.
42,830. (Commission.) But you cannot tell whether

4:
New
4.

42,812. You cannot say one way or the other ?
—No.

-

42,813. Now I will read you Sophia Davis' evidence.
She says this (reading):
(Q.) How long before had
he gone into the bush —(A.) We heard that if the
soldiers saw any man in the house they would shoot
him. (Q.) Did you hear that before they came to the he saw the same as you did —I am quite sure if he
house ?—(A.) Yes. (Q.) And so he had gone to had known that the soldiers had done such a thing he
the bush —(A.) Yes. (Q.) Leaving you and your would not have allowed it. He often made the
nine children —(A.) Yes. (Q.) When Mr. Bowen soldiers return the people's clothes to them.
and the soldiers came what did they do or say ?—
42,831. (Mr. Jilliºns.) Were you with him when
(A.) I sat down with my little child at my breast. she begged you not to burn the house?-\o: the
Then I rose with the child in my arms and said “Massa, colonel was a little way off at the time; I was a

I beg you not to burn my house with my nine
children”; and he said, “Come out, woman.” (Q.) Mr.
Bowen said so, do you mean *—(A.) Yes; he said, “We
will put fire to the house,” and then my children came
out of the house. (Q.) Did they put fire to the house *
—(A.) Yes : they did not let me get anything at all
out of it, &c. &c. (Q.) Anything else —Yes; they
took my ring. (Q.) What ring was that ?–(A.) My

little in front. They were then setting fire tº *
meeting-house, and the colonel was there with his
In en.

4.

º
'nº.

}:
º
łł
1:1
{
i

º
4.

*
*

42,832. Were you present when anything was said
about a ring —No.

42,833. You were the first that got to the house?
—Yes.

42,834, Was Colonel Hobbs behind —He was in

married ring. (Q.) Who took that —(A.) The soldier
took it off my finger, to save my life; so he told me.
(Q.) Was Mr. Bowen present —(A.) Mr. Bowen was
present. (Q.) And he saw them take the ring from
you, did he –(A.) Yes; he was present. (Q.) And

fire 2–Yes.

saw the man take the ring when he said it was to save

employ some black men who they called pioneers"

your life —(A.) When the man took the ring I can't

I saw one.

the yard behind me.

42,835. Were you there when the house was Set Oll

42,836. Did he go on with you ?–Yes.

42,837. (Mr. Payne.) Did not the military alº

L.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE

down, and they burn half of the houses, and leave half.
When I came back half of it leave, and they came
again and burnt the other part, and called out on the
hill, wave a flag, and say, Come on, and then I was
taken to Moffat,

sºmeº
O.

42,903. Who said that ?--Dublin Lee.

42,917. Did you tell anybody that something else

---

42,904. Anybody else —And him cousin, John
Miller,

42,915. Was there anything else done to you?—
No, nothing else.
42,916. Did you tell the person who took this
that something else was done to you?—

42,905. What is Lee; a constable —Yes.
42,906. Was any other constable there besides

42,918. Do you mean to say nothing else was done
you. You were not flogged ?–No; no flog,

42,919. Did you hear General Jackson say any.

Lee ?—Yes; James Lee his brother.

42,907. What colour was this flag that they waved :

thing to you ?—Yes, he did ; the day he came up to

—A white cloth.

Monklands he said if the soldiers see any person fly

42,908. Was it in the hand 2–Yes; and they shook
it over. Came on a rising, and shook it, and say,

they must shoot them.
42,920. Have you got any brothers ?–Yes.
42,921. Were those brothers out with you on the
hill there 2–No ; my brothers did not run with me

“You must come home.”

42,909. Did they say anything to you ? — No.
James Lee came to me at Moffat, and make me a

to the hill.

prisoner, and I don't know nothing at all. I follow
him. My piccaninny and I ran all the way.

Yes; and the crow eat him up.

42,910. After James Lee and Dublin Lee waved

the handkerchief, did they tell you anything —No,
they tell me nothing ; they said we were to come

42,922. Did you see any of your brothers shot?—
42,923. What were your brothers names —George
Hamilton.

42,924. What was the name of the other brother?

home.

42,911. Did they say anything more ?—No.
42,912. Did not they tell you anything —No.
42,913. Did James Lee take you anywhere from

—The biggest one name William Hamilton, but
William Hamilton no shoot; George Hamilton shot,
42,925. You never had a brother named Lindsay :
—No.

Moffatt 2–Yes; took me here.

,

42,914. To Monklands : — Yes; and shaved my

42,926. Had you any relation named Lindsay :No.

head.

The witness withdrew.

C. Dennis.

CATHERINE DENNIS (a black), sworn, and examined.
42,927. Do you live at Coley —Yes.
42,928. Had you an old relation, an old grandfather
or father, nearly 80 years old, belonging to you ?—
Constables no kill no one belonging to me : my father
living ; they don't kill him.
42,929. Your father is alive —Yes.

42,930. You were brought up here as a prisoner *

42,950. Did you see anybody else shot here:Joseph Russell.

42,951. Did you see Joseph Russell shot?–Yes.
42,952. When was he shot ?—On the same Satur.
day.

3.9%

Where did he live when he was at home?
—Huntley.
-

42,954. Not Prospect Village —Yes; that is tie

—Yes.

42,931. Who brought you here 3–Alec Francis,
the book-keeper at Coley, came up, and I was tied

same place.

to another man, Edward Reid.

In(? In O See no more.

*

**

42,955, Did you see anybody else shothere {-\".
42,956. Did you ever see any shot at Coley -º
42,957. Anyiody except James Medden -0.

42,932. You were taken to Coley, and from Coley
brought up here —Yes.
42,933. When you got here did you see people

man named Lewis Graham; his wife is here; 1 º'

shot ?—Yes.

him shot at Coley.

42,934. Did you see anybody you knew shot —

42,958. Anybody else? — Francis Grahami."
soldier shoot him. Francis Graham and Lewis"

Yes.

42,935. Who were they –James Medden shot at

ham is different.

42,959. Did you know Francis Graham before "

Coley.

42,936. Where did he live —Somerset.
42,937. Where was he shot *—Shot at Coley.
42,938. Anybody else?—Blenty of them ; Thomas
Cullen, he shoot at Coley.
42,939. Where did he belong to ?—Hall Head.
42.940. But he was shot at Coley —Yes.

42,941. Did you know him before you saw him

saw him shot at Coley —Yes.
42,960. Where was he living –Somerset.

42.961. was this on the Friday?—Yes, ºn "
Friday.

42,962. Have you got a good memºry?-Yº,
42,963. What is your age —I don't known; *.
my mother dead so long.

-

42,964. There was another Graham you mentioned:

shot *—Yes.

42,942. Was he the man Arthur Wellington told to
poison the rivers —Me only hear that; at Coley me
see him before martial law; we always meet up at
the market.

who was that –Lewis Graham of Somerse ""
Coley,
42,965. Did you know him before ? – We all
worked at the same place.
-- ?
-

42,943. He was a friend of yours ?—No ; no friend

42,966. Then you knew them as neigº"
Yes.

to me.

42,944. You spoke to him —But I don't know
whether he was guilty.

49,945. Was he told by Wellington to poison the

-

42,967. Were there any others at Coley that ºn
recollect by name 2—William Francis.
42,968. Were
He gotthere
awayany
?—Yes.
42,969.
others?—Me don' know
*

rivers —Me know nothing about that.
42,946. Did you know Arthur Wellington —Yes;

more.
he shot here.

David Easton; him shot at

º

of

-

42,970. Do you know anybody by the ".
42,947. Did you see Arthur Wellington shot ?— Francis
£ºo. of i. shot at Coley. Theº
Yes.
were
two
brothers, one name David, and **
42,948. Did you see it with your own eyes —
Yes; and saw him take up to a tree on the hill side,

and I saw them carry him off, and bury him.

Francis. They no shoot the two. One Was"
;
42,971. (Mr. Payne.) What became oft" Other:

the one that was married was shot at Colº

42,949. Where were you standing f—At the coffee
house.

:

was done to you ?—No.

-

—Me don’t know the other one.

T
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42.972. Those are all the names you recollect –
Yes.

42,973. (Commission.) Did you see Morgan shot %
–Yes.

42.974. Where 2–Here, at Monklands.

42.975. Was it the same day that Wellington was
shot 2–Yes.

42,976. That was on the Saturday ?–Yes.
42,977. Where did Morgan come from ?–I don't

know. His sweetheart is outside. He belong to
Barracks. I used to see him. Ile was a sawyer.
42,978. (Mr. Payne.) Did you see James Medden
buried ?–Yes; they piled up one on another, and
put them head and tail in the hole.
42,979. (Commission.) Did you see anybody use a
pickaxe to kill a man who was not quite dead —No.
42.980. Did you see a number of persons all shot
together in a line and fall into a ditch?–No.

FORTY
SECOND
DAY.

C. Dennis.

14 March 1866.
-

The witness withdrew.

Di ANA Ford (a black), sworn, and examined.
42,981. Do you live at York –Yes,
43,015. Do you know Stony Gut 2—I never been

42,982. What do you do there 2–1 work my
ground.
42,983. Are you married ?–No.
42.984. You have got ground of your own 2–Yes.
£2.985. Where were you during martial law –I

there, no.

43,016. Did you know Moses Bogle —Yes.

42.986. Did anybody come to York to trouble you ?

43,017. IXid you ever see him —Yes,
43,018. At York –He scarcely comes there.
43,019. Does he ever come there 3–I don't see
him ; he came there once to a meeting.
43,020. You used to have meetings there —They

—Yes; the constables got up on Wednesday morning,

kept meetings sometimes, singing, and one time I saw

and the constables came into me, and said, “Where is
James Stewart : " I say, “I don't know where him

him there.

wa- at 10:::c.

one.”

42,987. Who was James Stewart 2–My sweet
heart.

43,021. Who was the minister at the meetings —
The name of Kelly at Kingston.

43,022. What Kelly was that ; do you know his first
name *---No.

42,988. Did you see what became of James
Stewart —Yes; they shoot him at Chigoe-Foot
Market, and hang him on a tree.
42.989. When was that 2–Thursday.

42,990. Did he live at Chigoe-Foot Market —
Yes.

42,991. You say it was Thursday the constables
came and took him —They took him on Wednesday,
and shot him on Thursday morning at Chigoe-Foot
Market.
42,992. Who shot him 2–Soldiers.

43,023. Did you know James McLaren —No ; I
never saw him.

43,024. You never heard of him —No.

43,025. Did you know any other Bogle besides
Moses and Paul ?–No.

43,026. What time did your sweetheart go down
to Morant Bay ?—Him go down on Wednesday
morning.

43,027. (Commission.) Are you sure the man's
name was Edward, and not Thomas Reid –Yes;
Edward Reid and James Stewart.

42,993. White or black soldiers ?—White soldiers
from here.

43,028. (Mr. Williams.) Edward Reid lived at
York, did he not ?—Yes.

.

42,994. Inid you see him shot —Yes.

43,029. Did he go to meeting –No.

42,995. You were looking on 2–Yes.
42,996. Where was he shot %–On the road.

43,030. Do you go to chapel?–Me go to chapel

sometimes; me not go to meeting at York.
43,031. (Mr. Payne.) This meeting at York is a
I meeting for worshipping God, is it not ?—Yes.
carry him breakfast.
43,032. (Commission.) Did they ever talk about
42.999. Where had he been on the Wednesday of anything else?—No.
43,033. Did they ever talk about back lands 2–
the Morant Bay row ; did he go down to Morant Bay ?
42.997. What time of the day ?—Thursday.
42,998. Morning, noon, or night —Morning.

No.

—Yes.

43,000. And he came back again f—Yes.
43,001. Then the constables came and ask for him,
and the white soldiers took him and shot him 2–
Yes.

43,002. Did you see anybody else shot —Yes, I
saw Edward Reid.

43,003. Was he shot at Chigoe-Foot Market 2—
Yes.

43,004.
43,005.
43,006.
43,007.
what did

Who shot him *—Soldiers too.
When ; the same day ?—Yes.
Who was Edward Reid –A brown man.
What did he do at Chigoe-Foot Market;
he do for his living 2—IIim working for

himself.

-

43,008. On land 2–Yes.

43,009. At Chigoe-Foot Market?—Yes.
43,010. Had he got land of his own —No ; him
live at York; they take him from York to Chigoe
Foot.

43,011. Had he buy land of his own at York —
Yes.

43,034. Did you go to chapel or did you not ?—Me
go to chapel.
43,035. Is that the same as meeting 2–Yes.
43,036. How often did you go?—Many times.
43,037. Once a week —Me go Sunday, and if me
sick me no go.
43,038. (Mr. Hilliams.) Have you ever had a
revival there —Massa, me don't know nothing about
revivals.

43,039. (Commission.) How often have you been
to a revival 2–Massa, me no go to revival.
43,040. How often have you been seen at a revival?
—Singing, Sir 2

43,041. Yes?—Me never sing, Sir.
43,042. Have you tried to sing 2–No.
43,043. When did you last sing at a revival 2–
Massa, me never sing at revival.
43,044. Have you screamed at a revival?–No.

43,045. What have you done there 2–If the
revival don't take me, how can I sing?
43,046. What did you do at the revival 2–Me
never go to the revival at all.

43,012. Was that all you saw hung —Yes.
43,013. (Mr. JWilliams.) Did you know Paul
Bogle 2–No.

43,014. Have you ever heard of him —Yes, I
hear his name.

§º.

Did you ever see your sweetheart there 2

- AN 0.

43,048. What did you do when you got there 2–
Massa, you ask me why I went there. You want me
to tell a lie, Sir.

The witness withdrew.

5 Z 3
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43,087. Did you always call him by the name of

43,049. You live at Ross Isle º—Yes.

43,050. Are you a cooper by trade *—Yes.

Lewis Cubbison —Yes.

43,051. Do you recollect martial law —Yes.
43,052. Were you at Ross Isle at that time?—

43,088. Did he answer to it?–Yes, he answered
to it. He was an ignorant man ; he can't read and

B. Anthºney.
14 March isg6.

can’t write.

Yes.

43,053. Do you remember during that time white
soldiers coming to Ross Isle º-Yes.

-

43,054. What did you do?—The 15th October

43,092. Was he a young or an old man?—An old

they came.

43,055. Sunday ?—Sunday I see a house lit up,
my neighbour's house.

43,056. What did you do?--I saw the house lit up,

*

43,093. Can you recollect another name of a man
you saw shot at Mount Lebanus * Did you know a
-

-

43,094. Where did he come from ?–From Mount

43,057. In to the bush 2–Yes.

43,058. How long did you stay there —Till the
22d of October.

43,059. From the 15th to the 22d 2–Yes.

43,060. All that time how did you live —Got any
food I could.

43,061. Did you come out and get provisions —
Any provision ground that I could I went to.
43,062. After, did a constable come and tie your
hands –Yes; that was Sunday.

-

you had come out of the bush –

CS.

was

constable

Lebanus.

43,095. What was his other name —Edward.
43,096. Was it Richard Edward or Edward
Richard 2–Edward Richard ; Richard the first.
43,097. What was his name, Edward Richard or
Richard Edward —Edward Richard.

43,098. He came from where 3–Mount Lebanus,
43,099. Was he shot here 2–Yes.

43,100. What day —Not till the day I saw him
shot ; I can't tell you the day.
43, 101. Was he shot with the others ?—Him don't

-

43,064. What

Inlan.

man of the name of Richard 2–Yes.

and I ran away.

yº”. After

43,089. He lived at Ross Isle º-Yes.
43,090. What did he do —Worked his own land.
43,091. Was he a married man *—No.

that ? — Daniel

shoot with the line.

43,102. Was he shot with a number of people all

Stewart.

43,065. Where did he take you to ?—He took up

put in a line with a ditch behind them —No.

43,103. How many others were shot with him

to Monklands, here.

43,066. What was done to you then 3–The sol
diers tied my hands and feet, and condemned me to

when he was shot ?—Five others.

be shot.

I believe —Yes,

43,067. But you were not shot —No: Mr. Ogilvy
came and beg for me, and saved my life.

43,104. You gave the names of those five others,
43,105. What

were

their

names : — Gibbons,

Thomas Ross.

-

43,068. Who is he –The constable at Monk
lands.

-

-

43,069. What did they say of you ?—He said,
“This man is an innocent man, and if Mr. James
“ was here he would not be taken up; he never

“ trouble any one.”
43,070. Did you stop here 2–Yes.
43,071. While here did you see any persons shot ?

What were the others ?—I cannot tell

43,107. You say Edward Richard was shot with
Ross and Gibbons; was Grant there?—Yes,
43,108. Was Kelly one —Yes, Edward Kelly.
43.109. Are you sure it was Edward?—James
Kelly.
43,110. And the other was Cubbison? – Yes,

Cubbison and Richard shot together; there were five

—Yes.

43,072. Do you remember the names of any you

saw ; people who lived at Mount Lebanus –They
pressed me as a constable, and I went and brought

shot together.

43,111. (Mr Payne.) Did you see 13 men shot
here *-Yes.

43,112. Did you see a man named George Rankin

them in.

43,073. Did you catch the people at Mount
Lebanus ––Yes.

43,074. Who did you catch there —I could not
name them ; I caught a gang.

43,075. Did you take up anybody you could find

—Yes; anybody I could find in bush; they were quite
willing to come. I told them to go home.

43,076. Did you bring them up to Monklands –
Yes; anybody you saw in the bush at that time you
were compelled to take.

43,077. Who compelled you to do it?--Soldiers.

shot ?—Yes.

43,113. Did you see him buried ?–Yes.
43,114. What happened to him —When he gºt
the shot he cried out, “Oh Lord Oh Lord! this
“ punishment; I do not die; finish me;" and the
soldiers came back and gave him another ball.
43,115. Who came back?—One of the soldiers; I
can't know which one,

43,116. And shot him again —Yes; and, after
wards, he bawled again, but we could not make out
the words, and we throw dirt on him.

43,078. You charged other people to save your own

43,117. He was shot, and he bawled out 3–Yes.

43,118. And then he was shot again, and bºwled

life –To save me and save them.

43,079. You brought them here —Yes.
43,080. And they got shot ?—Some shot, and some
-

flogged.

A3,081. That is what you call saving their lives *
—Some shot, and some flogged, and some let go free,
according to the trial.

43,082. Did you see any one shot that came from
Mount Lebanus?—I saw Peter Bignell; there were
13 shot and buried at Monklands.

43,083. What were their names —William Grant
Was One.

43,084. Did you know anybody else that you saw
with your own eyes shot at Monkland? Did you
know a man of the name of Cubbison 2--Yes.

43,085. What was his other name 7–Lewis Cub
bison.

43,086. You knew him by the name of Lewis Cub
bison 7–Yes.

l 43, 106.
that.

again —Yes.

43,119. And then somebody could not make Out
what he said –I could not make out what he said:

43,120. Where were you?–On the side

of the

grave.

43,121. Were you digging it —Yes, digging *
trench.

43,122. Who told you to do that –It was ano"
from the captain.

what?—From
43,123.
time
at theHolº
you doingColonel
What were
43,124. Captain

he

bawled 3–Throwing dirt upon him.
43,125. Who threw the dirt on him ?–Me; not
me alone, more besides me.

43,126. How many were put into the trench :-13.
43,127. Were you particularly concerned in assist’
ing to cover up the man who bawled ?–Yes.
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43,128. What do you call his name *—George
Rankin.

-

43,129. You were near him to bury him —Yes.

43,130. After the second hawl, what took place —

We kept throwing dirt upon him, and Colon," iio),bs
say we must pick him.

43,133. But you did not put the earth on till the
soldier had fired the second shot?—No.
+3,136. You say Colonel IIobbs ordered the pick to
be used ?–Yes.

+3,197. And who used it —He ordered it, but it B. Anthoney.
no used.

43,131. What were you using to bury him – A
spade and a pick.

43,132. What were you using 2—I had a shovel.
43,133. Were you using a shovel to bury him —

Yes; I just threw the dirt upon him.
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I did not do it.
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43,138. If you heard the order given by Colonel
Hobbs tº use the pick, and you did not use it, who
did use it *—I don't see any person use it.
You never saw the pick used at all —

sºlº
().

43,134. Who put the body into the trench & The
body fall down into the trench itself.

43,140. And you buried the whole of them ; the
whole 13 —Yes.

The witness withdrew.

SAM CoxNisos (black), sworn, and examined.
brother of Lewis Connison :
4:3, 148. Lewis is dead –IIim shot dead.

ºl. Are you the

S. Connison.

- les.

43,142. Where do you live —At Ross Isle.
43,143. What became of your brother –I had a
place at Ross isle, and he had a place at Somerset.
+3,144. What became of your brother —I can't
tell you nothing at all about that.
43.1+5. Have you seen him since October 2–No.

43,146. What has become of his property –IIim
property .

43,149. How did you call him –Lewis Connison.
43, 150. Can you write —No.
43, 151. Can you spell ?—No.
43, 152. Then you don't know how it is spelt –
No.

43, 153.

(.9/r. Pºyne.) Do people call you Cubbison 2

—Yes.

43,154. They call you both 2–Yes; they call me

43,147. Who has got it —At the time I go and
seek for the property, and I hear the property belong
to the Governor, but he never go back to it.

Sam Cubbison, but my own name is Sam Connison.

43,155. (Commission.) Was it ever called Conni
sent —No.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. WILLIAM Consor MILLER re-called, and further examined.

43,156. You are a magistrate of Saint Thomas in
the East 2–Yes.

43,157. And manager of Serge Island estate 7–
Yes.

Mr.
W. C. Miller.

to Serge Island till three weeks after. When I got
back I missed everything. My stores were robbed :
my house, my clothing, and everything that was
there, everything was sacked.

43,158. On the 12th of October were you at Serge
Island 3–Yes, I was.

43,159. On that day did parties come to Serge
Island estate in numbers to take you ?—Yes.

43,160. Was Mr. Drummond with you ?–Yes; he
Was a guest of mine at the time.

43,161. Upon that day you went off, and got to

Kingston —Yes; I left about half past 7 in the

43, 172. I want to know the particular matter you
come to tell us about ; what did you do —I sent a
constable to take up one of the Africans, who I was
informed had some of my clothes. He went after,
and brought this man, and brought a paper with him.
In that paper was one of my children's socks wrapped
up.

43,173. Is that the paper ?–Yes (produced).

morning.

43,174. What was the constable's name who took

43,162. Did they come to you as early as that ?—
Yes; it was very early.

-

43,163. You got to Kingston at what time?–About
8 o'clock in the evening.
43, 164. And you put yourself in communication

with the Governor, who was then in Kingston — I
went direct to Bundle Hall, where I generally put
up, and there I met Mr. Williams, the barrister, and
several other gentlemen, to whom I related what had
happened ; and Mr. Williams said to me, I was the
very person he wanted to see, and he asked me to go
up with him to the general's, and there I met Governor

the man —George Mason.
43,175. What did the man say about the paper ?–I asked him where he had got the paper, and he said
it was a paper given to one of his friends, an African,
by Mr. Lamont, who called himself a magistrate. I
asked if he was a magistrate ; he said he used to hold
a court at Huntly. I asked him what they did to
them, and he said they used to make them pay money,
or work on their lands (paper read):
“Jamaica Ss.
Parish of Saint Thomas in the East.

Eyre, and he stated all that had taken place in
To James Miller, of the parish of St. Thomas in the
East, labourer, did made use to one Richard Grant,

St. Thomas in the East.

43,165. What had happened to yourself?—Yes.
43,166. You told him what you had heard and

what you had seen 2–Yes.

43,167. Did you see the Governor the same day,
the 12th –Yes.

of the said parish, on the 25th day of February 1865,
abusive and calumnious language, tending to provoke
a breach of the peace, in words following, to wit:—
“You are to give me your stick,” against the
in

such case made and provided, and against the peace of

43,168. What o'clock at night was it — bout our soverigne lady the Queen, her crown and dignity.
half past 8, I suppose. I was not long at Bundle These are therefore to command you the said James
Hall before Mr. Williams took me up in his buggy up

Miller, in her Magesties name, to be and appear on

to the general's residence.

Saturday the 4 day of March at the Court-house,
Hundly Village, before such justices of the peacies as

-

43,169. After you had given your information, did

y", aſtºrwards return to Serge Island 2–1 returned
in the Caravelle, with the Governor.

*79. Did you afterwards make a search of some
icans' houses —Yes.

*71. When did you do that —I did not return

shall then be there to answer to the said charge, and
to be further dealt with according to law.

Given under my hands, this 28th day of Feb. in
the year of Lord 1865.
John G. LAMONT, J.P.”
5 Z 4
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“ Serge Island Estate, Morant Bay,

43,176. Did you attach any serious importance to

4th January 1866.
The Honble P. A. Espeut, Custos Rotulorum,

that ?—No ; but what I thought was, they were
robbing the clerk of the peace, the person who is

St. Thomas in the East.

entitled to his fees. It bears on the state of the
Mr.

W. C. Mºller.

island this much, that they have been exercising
their own jurisdiction.

In compliance with your circular note ºf

43,177. But you don't suppose they can enforce
jurisdiction among themselves —I think they do. .

state for the information of the Government my

43,178. But that is giving a serious meaning to it.

opinion of the past and present disposition of the

14 March 1866. .
--

Sir,
date 28th December ult, requesting that I would

Do you know that the people have exercised jurisdic black population, generally, with reference to the
tion, and had their own courts —Yes; and I could
substantiate it.

43,179. Where have you known the fact —I have
known it in the interim districts of Manchioneal.

43,180. When 2–Eor the last three years.

43,181. Have you ever attended any of those
courts —No ; but I have been told by people who

late rebellion, and whether I consider the seditious
spirit of that wicked disturbance was merely local
or general, and that I will at the same time com.
municate such facts as I may be able to furnish
in support of my opinion, including among such
facts cases of inflammatory speeches, writings, all

acts, my opinion of the past disposition of the black
population generally is, that for the last three
43,182. Who have told you?—Mr. Codrington of years they have been uncivil, disobedient, and exceed.
Manchioncal was one.
ingly indolent, and wished to place themselves on an
43,183. Before you ever saw that paper had you equality with their superiors; they hold courts of
heard of them —Before I saw that paper I heard their own in the interior districts of Manchioneal,
from Mr. Codrington what had taken place at Man and punished offences by way of money fine; and the
chioneal, and on that I sent this paper to Mr. Espeut, same procedure, up to the time of the late rebellion,
in a letter.
has been carried on in the Blue Mountain Valley, at
43,184. But before you found that paper had you a village called “Huntley.’ I have a summons now
ever as a magistrate come to know officially that that was taken from one of my Africans since the
courts were held by negroes where they exercised rebellion, and signed ‘John J. Lamont, J.P.' This
man is a field labourer on Serge Island estate. I
their own jurisdiction ?—No, not officially.
43,185. And you never made any official report of have no hesitation in saying that the black population
are treacherous, and but for the strong arm of the
it —No.
43,186. Which Codrington is it who told you this 2 law they would again revolt. These opinions are
based not only upon what I have heard from clergy.
—Mr. Christopher Codrington.
men and laymen, but what I have formed from my
43,187. (Mr. Williams.) Do you know John own knowledge. Their present disposition, as far as
Lamont ?—Yes.
I am able to judge, does not differ in any way. I am
43,188. Do you know him personally —Yes.
of opinion that the seditious spirit of that wicked
43,189. What is he 3—A field labourer.
disturbance was general, and not local, inasmuch as
43,190. He is not a justice of the peace of St. that on the 10th December last “Edward Francis,'
have been there.

Thomas —No.

the head cattleman of Mr. Michael Muirhead, of Man.

43,191. Did you send that to Mr. Espeut 2–Yes.
43,192. As soon as you got it 2–Yes.
43,193. In your position as a magistrate 2–Yes.
43,194. What was this African's name –Frederick
Donaldson. The man upon whom the paper was
found was James Milne. He is now working on Serge

chester, brought some cattle to this estate, and he
told my book-keepers that the late Geo. W. Gordon

Island estate.

43,195. (Mr. Payne.) You were saved by your
own people, were you ?—Yes; about a dozen of them?
43,196. Do you know a woman named Jane Messen.
—Yes.

43,197. Did she save you at the risk of her life —
As much as this ; by subterfuge she got the people

had been to Manchester, and had told the black

population that they must put in plenty of corn and
coffee, that the country would soon be theirs, I am
also informed by my book-keeper, ‘Mr. J. C. Smith,
that the head constable on Albion estate in St. David's

told him a few days ago that the people in that
parish were ready for rebellion, as they were blowing
horns about the parish ; and I aver it is owing

entirely to the very prompt means which his Extºl.
lency the Governor adopted in crushing the rebelliºn
in this parish that it had not been general thrºughºut
the length and breadth of the island.
I have the honour to be, sir,

away, by telling them to go to Morant Bay first, and
see what they were doing there, and then they could
come back, and do what they liked with me. As they
left the house they went away to the grinding-stone
to grind their cutlasses, and started off in the direc
tion of Morant Bay. (The witness's letter was here
read as follows):—

Your most obt, servt.

WM. C. MILLER, J.P.,

St. Ths, ye East.

P.S.—On reflection, I think it is proper to enclose
you at once the summons alluded to in the foregoing
WM. C. MILLER."

The witness withdrew,

ANTHONY BICKNELL (brown), sworn, and examined.

A. Bicknell.
-

43,198. Are you a carpenter at Mount Lebanus –

43,205. What became of James Wheeler?—He is
in town; at gaol.

Yes.

43,199. Do you know a man by the name of

43,206.
Alive there
—Yes;
43,207. Was
anyalive.
other

man by the namº of

Wheeler ?—Yes.

43,200. What was his other name * – James
Wheeler.

43,201. Are you sure that the man you knew was
James Wheeler ?—James Wheeler; the one that was

43,202. Are you as certain that his name was

Wheeler you know —No. any man of the name
43,208. Did you know

of

Charles Williams ?—Yes.

43,209.
you did ?—Yes.
.
43,210. Are
Whatyou
wascertain
he –Charles
Williams is. alive.

shot.

43,211. what does he do?—I don't know "
James as you are certain his name was Wheeler?—
Yes.

-

43,203. Both —Yes.
43,204. Then it was not Charles Wheeler ?—Yes;
Charles Wheeler.

him done.

43,212. How does he live?—I don't know:

43,213. Where does he live?—At Ross Islº. li
43,214. Does he make tubs, or cut wood, " ":
earth –No ; he is a field labourer.

*
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43,215. Have you been to Spanish Town 2–Yes.

43,228. Were you acting as a constable without
swearing in 2–Yes.
43,229. Was Charles Wheeler one of the 13 shot 2
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43,317. What for 2–About my house that burnt.
–Yes; and one they call George Rankin, that was
43,218. Did you tell anything about anybody that not dead.

A. Bicknell.

43,216. What did you go there for 2–To give
information.

was shot?—Yes; 13 shot at Monklands. You can
see the grave there now.

43,219. (Mr. Payne.) Do you know Patience

43,230. Was there a Charles Williams shot at the

14 March 1866.

same time * – Yes; him make the 13 they shot
together.
-

Wheeler —Well, that was her husband shot.

43,231. Give me the names of the 13 –I cannot
remember the whole of them.

43,220. Is she a woman 2–Yes.
43,221. Is she a widow 2–Her widow now.

43,232. Give us any you can remember 2—Peter

43,222. What has become of her husband?—Her
husband shot.
h

43,223. Where was he shot? — At Monklands,

ere.

43,224. What was the name of her husband 2–
Charles Wheeler.

43,225. And you saw Charles Wheeler shot?—
Yes; Charles Wheeler shot.
-

Bicknell, Andrew Batty, Sandy
43,233. Sandy what ?—Alexander.
43,234. Alexander what ?—Sandy.
43,235. Was Charles Williams one 2–Yes.
43,236. Go on 2–I don't remember the whole.

43,237. Did you see a man named Charles Williams
shot among the 13 —Yes.
43,238. Are you sure of that ?—Yes.

43.226. (Commission.) Where were you when he
was shot —I was there; I dig the grave.
43,227. Were you a constable —I don't swear in

43,239. And a man named Charles Wheeler 2–
Yes, Charles Wheeler.

for a constable.

—No.

43,240. Did you see a man called Charles Williams?

The witness withdrew.

[Adjourned to 10 o'clock to-morrow.]
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( Part I.-Spanish Town.)

Thursday, 15th March 1866.
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Sir HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.
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RUSSELL GURNEY, Esq.

ANDREw Bogle (black), sworn, and examined.

43,241. Were you a book-keeper on Norris estate
—Yes.

A. Bogle.

43,254. Do you say that on two or three occasions
this has gone on longer than that 2–Yes.
43,255. Have you ever told any one they were
not fairly dealt with upon your estate —I remember
a conversation with my pastor, the Rev. Mr. Palmer.
It was touching the state of the Church ; and I told
him that the people were very willing to contribute,
but that the wages they were getting were very
small, and the times being hard, they were unable
to do so as they would really wish.
-

43,242. Are you so still ?—Yes.
43,243. Is it true that the people upon your estate
do not get paid their proper wages —We don't pay
them regularly.
43,244. How do you mean?—I mean to say our
pay day is Friday ; and sometimes when we are not
able to pay on Friday we pay on Saturday; and
sometimes it lies over till the following week, Mon
day or Tuesday.
43,245. Is that when you are not able to get a
sufficient quantity of silver ?—When we are not

able to send for money.
43,246. Have they to wait for a period longer

than that ?—Oh, yes; we have delayed longer than
that.

43,247. How long are they ever delayed —Two

weeks. The regular pay day is at the end of every
two weeks.

43,256. When was that ?—Before martial law.

43,257. How long before that ?–I think some two
months. In fact I have had frequent gonversations
on that subject.
43,258. Was that all you told him 2–I told him,
too, that the people were not regularly paid.

43,259. Not regularly paid —Not regularly paid.
43,260. Did you ever tell him they were deprived
of any part of their wages ultimately —They have
been deprived of a portion of their wages, but that

43,248. That is to say, on the Friday you pay them

was when the work was not properly done. I have

for the previous week —Yes.
43,249. How long are they ever after that Friday

given that reason.

before they are paid —On two occasions, three
weeks.

of their wages, it was because their work was not
properly done *—Certainly.

43,261. When they were deprived of any portion

$3,250. Has that only happened on two occasions 2

43,262. Are they always fairly paid the money

-I won't swear positively to these very two cases;

they have earned —Yes.
h 43,263. Are you quite sure of that ?—I am sure of

it might have occurred on another occasion.

48,251. Are they all paid as soon as you get the
money; within a week or two of the time —Not all

Paid. Sometimes the money might not be sufficient,
and43,252.
onlyispay
then we
That
th as far as we can possibly go.
-

º-ºº:

-

r

e first Friday ?—Yes.

* Qn what you call the regular pay day –
“s, or on Saturday, or on Monday.

that.

43,264. Have you ever intended to convey to any
person any other impression than that 7–No.

43,265. (By Mr. Gorrie.) When you say that

the people are always paid the money they fairly
earn, does not this sometimes occur that the over

seers deduct some part of the pay from the people,

15589.
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and the people do not admit it is fairly deducted ?–
Sometimes some portion of the wages has been de
but it is according to the work that has been

º
One.

A. Bogle.
l:5 March 1866.
---

the previous Friday ?—Yes.
43,278. Did you advance the money for this con.

tribution to the Church, as you knew it was coming?

43,266. But you may think the work has been
done ill, while the people think it has been done well;
and there are disputes occasionally —There have
been occasionally in that respect.
43,267. And are disputes pretty frequent about
the amount of wages —Yes, a dispute does frequently
Occur,

43,268. When there are disputes, who settles them,
or are they never settled –Sometimes they are
settled. I explain to the people that certain wages
are deducted because certain work has not fairly been
performed.
43,269. Do you recollect the time of the Underhill
meetings being held throughout the country —Yes.
43,270. Had there been a season of drought before
that 2–Yes.

43,271.
stances at
43,272.
43,273.

Sunday you may have told him they were not paid

And were the people in distressed circum
the time in that district —Very much so.
Did you know Samuel Clarke —Yes.
And you know Mr. Georges —Yes, he is

my employer.

43.274. Latterly, were Mr. Georges and Samuel
Clarke quarrelling before Samuel Clarke was hanged?
—Yes, they had some dispute at the last vestry, I

—I did not advance it until I received it. It was

on behalf of a man ; a man's money I answered for
43,279. (By Mr. Walcott.) Who pays the people
on this estate —I did when there was no overseer;
but since there has been an overseer, he does it.

43,280. How do they work ; by day labour or task
work —By day labour as well as by task work.
Cane hole diggers work by task, and have to dig 100
holes for 2s. 6d.

43,281. (By the Commission.) How long does that
take them —A man, if it is upon a good soil, may be
able to earn from 3s. to 4s. per day; but if it is on a
rocky soil, he would be able to earn, perhaps, some.
times more than 9d, or ls.

43,282. Are they paid the same wages for a rocky
soil as for a good soil 7–The same amount for
the same quantity. Cane cutters get ls, 3d, for 25
chains; and those who are planting canes, if they
are able to plant 12 chains, get 1s., but if not, 9d.;

and those weeding, 9d. for 15 chains,
43,283. How long will they take doing that ?–0ne
that is able to perform his daily work won't takemore
than about four hours, or not even so much.

understand, but I was not present.

43,284. (By Mr. Walcott.) They can do two tasks
in a day, can they not ?—Yes, cane cutters.

43,275. (By Mr. Walcott.) Did you tell Mr. Palmer
that the people on Norris estate did not get paid their

Cannot.

wages 2–-I told Mr. Palmer that the people were not

paid regularly. I might have told Mr. Palmer that
the people were not paid, but it must have alluded
to a particular circumstance, if I did.
43,276. Then you did not tell him that generally
speaking the people on the estate were not paid –
I never said a word of the kind, that they are not
paid.
43,277. (By the Commission.) On one particular

43,285. And cane weeders ?—Some can, but some
-

43,286. Do you find they ever do two tasks in one
day?—Never.

43,287. (By the Commission.) Do you ever offer
it to them —It has been offered, but the people won't
do it.

43,288. Did you write to the “Morning Journal"
denying what Mr. Palmer said here —That I said
they are not paid :
43,289. Yes?—I did.

The witness withdrew.

DAVID EwART, Esq. (coloured), sworn, and examined.

D. Ewart,
---

43,290. The persons recently tried at Kingston
were brought before you in the first instance —Yes.
43,291. Were any persons who were sent for trial
included in the amnesty —I think not. I think none
who were entitled to benefit by that amnesty pro
clamation.

43,292. You enquired into that point —I did, and
sent the depositions to the Attorney-General, who
decided who should be indicted.

43,293. (By Mr. Gorrie.) At what time were these

people arrested —Some were arrested early in No
vember, and others about the end of November.

43.294. Were you in St. Thomas in the East when
they were arrested 2–I was there a portion of the
time.

43,295. Do you know by whose authority they
were arrested 2–The informations had been given to
the police inspectors and some of the magistrates

beforehand, as to these persons having been connettº
with the insurrection, and they were brought before
the first stipendiary magistrate, who took their
examination.

n

43,296. Were they brought from their houses:think so.

The witness withdrew.

The Rev. JAMES MERSON PHILLIPPo sworn, and examined.

Rer.

J. M. Phillippo.

43,297. Are you a Baptist missionary residing in
this town 2–Yes.

43,298. I think you have congregations in some

43,302. In your opinion was there any feling."
disloyalty in the spring or summer of last year :Not the slightest. I never heard a single express."

country districts —Yes, not in St. Catherine's, but

from any of the people that indicated anything *

down in the lowlands, in St. John's and in St. Thomas

disloyalty.

in the Vale.

43,299. Have you in these different congregations

43,303. Was there much distress among tº
during
a portion
of see
thatany
timedesire
—There
43,304.
Did you
to getwas
rid of any of

--

a very large number of members ?—A very large
what they might consider the causes of that distº
43,300. How long have you been ministering by having recourse to violence?–Not at all; not ""
single instance.
among them —About 40 years, nearly.
43,305, Are you quite sure, as far as your know;
43,301. We need hardly ask you if you have had
great opportunities of becoming acquainted with their ledge and experience went, there was a feeling 0
feelings and manners?—I have had, I think, every submission to the law —Most entirely. I nº
opportunity of doing so, having mixed with them, heard a single expression to lead me to suppºse ""
especially the labouring classes, both in town and single moment that there was any dissatisfaction.

number.

country.

43,306. In your district is there not the consi"

i
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able settlement of Sligo Ville, one of the negro settle

St. Thomas in the Ea

ments –Yes, the first that followed the abolition of

months.

slavery : indeed it was rather anticipatory of it—it
was settled before the apprenticeship terminated.
43,307. There ; there has been religious influence
kept up, from the time of its commencement?—Yes;
there has never been a single rum shop there from
the time it was established.

43,308. Have you become acquainted with the
people and their feelings in other negro settlements 2
—Yes, in each of these parishes, but not so inti

mately with respect to them, except Passage Fort
and Low Lane district, as Sligo Ville. I have a
station in St. John's, but I am not so well acquainted
with them there.

43,314. Bogle's cong,

- at W

… Mr. Warren's

are what are called Nativ - ºptists —They are.
43,315. You are not acquainted with any of them?
0.

N

43,316. You had no occasion to go there 2–No.
43,317. You had one place in St. Thomas —One
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J.M. Phillippo.
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at Manchioneal, and I think there is a sub-station in
the neighbourhood of Leith Hall.
43,318. Had you one at Manchioneal 2–Yes.
Mr. Harris of Belcastle.

43,319. Does the Calabar Institution answer well,

do you think —Very well indeed.
43,320. And the ministers you send forth from that

43,309. In all these places has there been a certain
amount of religious and moral teaching kept up—do
schools exist in all of them —Nearly in all. We
have not had a school in St. John's ; for some

years

past that has been in abeyance.
43,310. Have you any of those what are called
Native Baptist schools —Yes, there is one at Old

Harbour which has lately come under my super
vision—the Native Baptist chapel there ; and there
is one at a place called Clarkson Town.
43,311. Have you been able to become acquainted
-

with the state of feeling among the people there 2–
Not particularly; but I have never heard from any
persons who have mixed freely with them a single
hint to lead me to suppose there was disaffection
among them.

43,312. Have you been at all acquainted with the
people in St. Thomas in the East —l{ecently :
43,313. Not before the outbreak 2–Not before.

I

have known individuals there, but I never was in

institution have done their duty to your satisfaction ?
—Generally.

We have had little cause for com

plaint. There are little things which we hope will
be remedied by and bye, but it is an insipient insti
tution. We have not got the very first material to
work upon, but I think we are getting better every
ear.

43,321. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Were you at Montego
Bay a year ago at the public jubilee ?–Yes.
43,322. Were anybody's bones carried about by
you or your brother ministers ?–No. I was the
chairman, but most certainly I never saw any bones
there.

43,323. You received a letter from Mr. Gordon

shortly before he was apprehended, I believe —I
did.

43,324. While he was in Spanish Town after the
riot at Morant Bay ?–Yes.
43,325. If you have that letter, would you kindly

show it to the Commissioners ? [Letter shown to the
Commissioners.]

The witness withdrew.

Rev.
J. Williams.

The Reverend Joseph WiLLIAMs (white), sworn, and examined.
43,326. Are you rector of St. Catherine's 2–I am.
43,327. We referred to you rather with reference

to the Maroons—have you mixed with those people :
—Yes, for a long time.

since 1827.

I was acquainted with them

I was about the parish of Portland, and

was frequently at Maroon Town, although I was not

ordained, but I was clergyman of a parish in 1832 in
St. George's. I was every now and then there, and
from the year 1850 to 1864 I was rector of Portland,
and I know pretty well the character, condition, and
principal features of the Maroons.
43,328. What are the habits and morals of the

Maroons generally —I think in the first place they
are very much maligned in the public prints—they
are not ferocious as described. I regard them as one

think they are more industrious than the other people
upon the whole, but they generally have their own
lands, and therefore as they are working for them
selves, there is not that incentive to work amongst
them that there is amongst the others—that is, in
times gone by.
43,330. Are they a tolerably well-ordered people 2
—Oh yes, and always having had a captain in their
towns paid by the Government, they always paid
great deference to that captain, and were subject to
his control, and upon the whole they are a well
ordered people. They have never shown a desire to
molest either negroes or the white people, but are

quite content to be by themselves. Of late years
they have amalgamated with the people more.

43,331. Since there was some alteration ?–Yes.
with the body of negroes—not a bit more super
stitious. They are a people who conduct themselves Since they lost that care the Government used to take
with a great deal of independence, and have kept of them.
43,332. Then they intermarry with the other
themselves pretty distinct from the negroes. It has
not been in any way supercilious, but thinking as people *—They do now more than they used to do.
they had always been free they had a right to be I don't think that they have any objection to that
different from them. They are not less active, and sort of thing, and the consequence has been that a
very often they have been employed on account of number of connections have been formed in that way,
their activity in a kind of work which they do in and they have come into the towns, and in much
preference to the negroes generally—for billing land,
as it is called—to fell wood; the Maroon would not

greater abundance than used to be the case. Upon
that, and as a result of that, perhaps the Maroons are

dig cane—he would hold that it would be infra dig,

not exactly what the Maroons were in former days.
43,333. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Have you been in

but he would go, for instance, and bill the land, or fell

trees, or do carpenter's work, and they do it much
more efficiently than the labouring population.
43,329. Are they an industrious people —I don't

Moore Town recently since the disturbances —No,
not since the disturbances.

The witness withdrew.

Honourable WILLIAM Hosack, sworn, and examined.
43,334. Are you a member of the Executive Com
43,336. Have you sugar estates in the different
mittee ?—I am.

43,335. And have you been for the last seven
years?—Yes.

parishes of the Island –Yes, in St. Mary's, St.
George's, and Metcalfe. Also for five years and five
months, I have been the finance member of the
6 A 2
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ave served under five

illency.

one time the opinion that St. George's and Metcalfe
might be excluded; but afterwards I gave in, and

n Spanish Town on the

agreed to the general opinion, which

was, that the

ſº

was the member of the

3. | |

arrived, asking for military aid —Yes.
43,339. Directions were given for a military force
to be sent down directly —I went over immediately

whole county of Surry should be put under martial
law, with the exception of Kingston.
43,361. There was a difference of opinion as to
whether a larger area should not be included; as to
whether Kingston itself should not be included?—
There was not a great difference of opinion. There

to the Governor, who sent for me between 7 and 8

was unanimity, in fact.

governors,

43,337. Were
11th of October last .

Fº Committee here:3,338. When the letter of the Baron Ketelhodt

o'clock in the morning. I sat down and never left
him until he had finished his despatches, about
10 o'clock. He wrote to the general and the com
modore, and read me the letters, and despatched them.
He sent for the Attorney General, and took his
advice in my presence ; and after that was done, he
left, and I left and went to Kingston.
43,340. When did you hear of what had actually
taken place on the 11th, at Morant Bay ?–On the
following day at Kingston, I think.
43,341. Was it then determined to have a meeting
of the Privy Council that night 2–It was.
43,342. Was it then determined to have a council

of war for the next morning —It was.
43,343. Do you remember breaking up your
meeting at the Privy Council, on the Thursday
night —Yes, perfectly.
43,344. Do you remember who came out first –
I do not remember who came out first, but my
servant, who was driving me, said he saw two persons

there watching us; he was a brown boy, belonging to
Morais' stables; he said he saw Kelly Smith, and a
man of the name of Goldson.

43,345. Did he mention them, or say two persons 2
—Yes, they were on the opposite side of the street.
I saw two persons at the time, but was not near
enough to hear what was said.

43,346. Was anything said in your presence at
that time about Mr. Gordon —Not in my presence.
43,347. With whom did you go out; do you re
member that ?—No one came out with me to the

steps, because I was driving myself; and I was then
going out to summon one of the members of the
council of war, Mr. Espent, and I went and knocked
him up at 1 o'clock in the morning.
43,348. Your attention has no doubt been directed
to the evidence given by Mr. Kelly Smith and
Mr. Goldson 2–Yes.

43,349. Is it true —It is not true, that I know of.
It is the first time that I have heard of it.

43,350. You are quite sure nothing was said in

your presence, or bearing of that description ?—I am

ſº tº

ºf

43,362. Ultimately there was complete unanimily,

3.

ºw

about it.

º
sº

43,363. Did the Governor leave for Morant Bay
on the 13th –Yes; he left after the council of war,
with his staff.

43,364. Had you then some communication with the
Maroons, on the part of the Executive Committee?—
Yes; both publicly and privately. We wrote an
address to the Maroons, calling upon them to join
the Queen's troops.
43,365. Have you got a copy of it?—I have not.
It is in the hands of the secretary of the Executive

Committee, and he is sick, and I could not get it
here. I wrote to them myself; and received a private
letter, and showed it to the general. I mislaid it;

but it was very satisfactory, asking for arms,
43,366. You know several Maroons, living in the
neighbourhood of your property —I have an estate
that has been in my family for centuries, which is
near Charlestown, and I know many of them very
well.

43,367. That was your reason why you wrote
privately 7–There was a current report that the
Maroons were not going to be faithful, and I con
tradicted it; and I wrote to tell them these reports

were being circulated, and I wished to know what
their feelings were. They sent an answer, and a
deputation came to me from Mooretown next day;
they sent an answer immediately the next day, to

state they were ready to do what I wanted.
43,368. Was it the opinion of the Government that
their support was of considerable importance at the

time, they occupying the particular position they did?
—It was my opinion; Mr. Eyre was not there.
There was some little difference of opinion in the Exe

cutive Committee as to their importance. I had the
greatest confidence that their support was of the
utmost moment at that time.

43,369. If they were not loyal in supporting the

not present, he was not there; we were about 25

Buff Bay.
43,370. And it prevented all communication excºpº
by the post road —Except by the post road.

43,353. Not more than 25 —Not more than 25.
that was the number.

43,371. You say Mr. Myers is ilſ; but you can fur
nish us with the document addressed to the Maroons;

43,354. We are told that all parties in the Island

you said it was in the hands of Mr. Myers?—Yes. .

were there represented ; is that so *—I know I

43,372. This can be furnished 2–I will have it

furnished. I took my letter to the general, and the
43,355. But did that consist of members of any general very cautiously and very prudently said, hº

counted about 25.

could not give the Maroons arms without some gun
one party, or of different parties —All parties.
43,356. Except that you say Mr. Gordon was not rantee. I said I was perfectly willing to guaranº"

present?—He was not there; but the people of colour, the loyalty of the Maroons, and would be respºnsº
the Jews, planters, and every portion of them.
43,357. All parties were represented –All parties
that could come, except Mr. Gordon.
43,358. He could not come, because he had no
notice of it 2–I don’t think that notices were served
by the inspector to all parties.
43,359. Were you aware of any arrangement,
that he should not be summoned 2–Not at all.
43,360. Was there any difference of opinion in the
council of war, as to the necessity of the declaration
of martial law over the district, which was included
in the proclamation ?–As to myself, I expressed at

º,

a little discussion, but not of any importance at all,
The members of the Government said very little

and west, close to Buff Bay, about two miles from

I counted them; and to the best of my recollection,

º th

but there was some little discussion ?—There was

Mr. Gordon was

present.

all
tº all

ºm

Government, did it render communication between
sure ; not in my presence or hearing.
43,351. On the following day, there was a meeting St. Thomas in the East and the districts to the west
of the council of war —The next morning, early.
very difficult —Of course it did, because, as Charles
43,352. And it was there determined that you. town is on the line of the main road between the east
would declare martial law —Yes.

ºn 4

myself if he would give them arms; and he did sºon
my doing that.
43,373. On the 14th, did you have some communº
cations from the Custos of Portland?—No; on the
-

13th, I had a letter from him, addressed to the

Governor, which I opened about 1 o'clock in tº
morning,

43,374.
sent urgent
it up tºletter
Mr.
Eyre
a dayHas
or it
twobeen
ago;putit in
was2–I
a very
indeed.

43,375. You can furnish us with that:-Ital;
sent it up to him on Sunday last. It was notiv"

*i.
º,
º, ſh

ºil
ºl,
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the custos, but from the ex-custos, the senior magis
trate of Portland.

43,389. What was the date 2.

... of

13th of October. It was a very urgent letter. He
sent me a similar letter, quite as urgent, wanting me
to send him the volunteers and the police, which I re

September; I think after the
.ceting. It
seemed to me that that meeting : - ; others had made
a great impression. Then there were the private
drillings that were reported to us in Kingston; and I
also heard from a friend of mine, the proprietor of an

ceived at the same time. There was a communication

estate in St. James',

from the senior magistrate of St. George's, who had

drillings on her estate, and that persons had been re
quested to drill before her.

43,376. What would be the date —I think the

opened the letter stating that St. George's could not
send them a man, and they must take care of them
selves.

that she herself had seen

43,390, Who was that ? Mrs. Gordon ?—Yes.
43,391. Is she here 7–She has left the Island.

43,377. Had you on the 13th or 14th any commu

43,392. (By Mr. Gorrie.) What estate was that ?

nication with Mr. Gordon —On the 14th we wrote a

—Carlton. Her attorney was present. She reported
the conversation to him, and he did not like it.
Drillings of that sort went on before the last re

very urgent communication to the Governor from the
Executive Committee.

43,378. That was for him to return to Kingston 2
—Yes; and to apply for two dozen troops. From a
communication we had received on that Saturday he
wrote a very urgent letter.
43,379. It is a letter from Mr. Myers to the Go

bellion.

43,393. (By the Commission.) Did you call upon
Dr. Fiddes after it had been determined that Mr.

Gordon should be arrested 2–1 did ; and immediately
after this I saw the Governor and Dr. Bowerbank at

vernor :-I make the date to be October the 14th at

the Court-house, and he suggested that Dr. Fiddes

noon. (Letter so dated put in and read.)

might know something about Mr. Gordon.

I said,

43,380. Is that the letter 3–It is ; that was written

“Well, he is my medical man ; I have no objection to

without any communication with the general; after
we sent it away I took it to the general myself.
43,381. Had you any communication with Mr. Gor
don?—I had in the street on one day.
43,382. Was there anything in it material 2–No
thing material in it took place, except that I detained

go and see him,” and I went ; and when I saw him,
would give me any information he had with respect
to Mr. Gordon. He said he was prescribing for him;

him about 10 minutes and looked at him and talked

Sai 101).

to him, but didn't say a word to him about the rebel
lion, but he did. He said public rumour connected

where Mr. Gordon was 2–Not at that moment ; he

him with the rebellion ; and he declared that he was

perfectly innocent, and put his hand upon his heart
and declared his innocence of the occurrences in

St. Thomas in the East, and said he was very much
afraid Mr. Eyre was to blame for it all. In reply I
said it looked as if it was an organized affair.

Whilst

I was speaking with him, Mr. Westmoreland drove up,
and that broke up the conversation. I had no further
conversation with him, and I diſ not see him again
until I saw him on board the “Wolverene.”

43,383. Previously to that, had there been any

I said it was a visit of duty, and that I hoped he
he was not well, and he expected him to visit him
that day; and I left him after some more conver

43,394. He did not give you any information as to
told me where his place of business was, and after
wards he came to me at Date Tree Hall, where the
Executive Committee held its meetings, and was

shown up, and said he wished to see me privately.
43,395. What day was that ?—The same day ; the
day Mr. Gordon was arrested.
43,396. This same day Dr. Fiddes afterwards came
to you ?–Yes; he came and told me he had seen
Mr. Gordon, and had recommended him to surrender

himself, and before doing so, he wanted to consult me
as to the propriety. I said I thought I could not

discussion as to whether he should be arrested —
Yes, there had been.

hesitate as to the propriety, for I thought it was

43,384. You objected to it 2–I objected to it—to

his arrest. I was not asked to give any opinion at

himself, rather than he should be captured at a time
like that, as it was less likely to cause excitement. He

the time, but my reasons were, that although it might
be right to arrest him, and I believed him to be at the

general at once,” and he immediately went, and I

head of the whole rebellion (I thought so long before
the rebellion broke out) and had committed myself
to those opinions, yet I thought that it was dangerous
at that time.

43,385. In consequence of Kingston not being

desirable on public grounds that he should surrender

said, “If you say so I am going to take him to the
never saw him again until I saw Mr. Gordon on

board the “Wolverene.” I communicated my appre
hension to Dr. Fiddes as to the consequences that
might possibly result.

43,397. Did he tell you that he had communicated
that to Mr. Gordon 2–No ; he did not.

I did not

under martial law –Partly on that account, but
chiefly because the general had no troops. My
opinion was, that if there was no risk, and Kingston

mean he should do.

was safe, I thought he had created influence, and

during the time of martial law —Certainly.

might have confederates in St. Ann's and other places,
where he had established influence just before the
rebellion, by public meetings which had been held in
those places.
43,386. You say you had formed this opinion before

43,399. Did you approve generally of the measures
that were taken with a view to the suppression of the

the outbreak ; had you any information in the pos

session of the Government which led you to that con

clusion before the outbreak, that there was any
ºrganization ?—We were apprehensive, certainly, that

there was going to be an outbreak some time or other;
lºcause we had sent in August, on the 1st of August,
the “Bulldog” to St. Elizabeth's.

43,398. Did you take part in the Government

rising :--Oh, generally, most certainly. I though that
the celerity and the severity with which the rebellion
was met and crushed on the head was the salvation of

the Island, and I think if anything like hesitation or
feeble policy had been observed, most fatal conse
quences would have been the result,
43,400. Did you hear the evidence of Mr. West
moreland 2–I did not ; I was not here ; I was here a
short time, but did not hear what he said.

43,401. Were you in the Island in the year 18322

43,387. But between that and the 11th of October,

—Yes; I had just come to the Island a little before

hal there been any information ?—Yes; I had re
(eived a very urgent letter from Mr. Fyfe, in which
he stated that the Government did not seem to realize

that, and served here during the rebellion as ensign

the danger

* mine.

that we were in ; we were slumbering on

I have mislaid that letter.

The Governor

in the militia.

43,402. Were you able to form a comparison, from

information laid before you officially, of the danger
which attended this outbreak, in comparison with that

his asked me over and over again for it, to give it to of December 1831 —I think the danger this time
was infinitely greater, inasmuch as on that occasion we

48,388, Was it a private or a public letter –It had five white regiments, as will appear from the votes

º

was a private letter, evidently written that I might

of Assembly. I can refer to them if you will allow

make use of it, and I did so.

Ine.
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3,4regiments :

43,414. In fact the Governor rather proposed to
proclaim the amnesty a week after martial law, on

take it that you had then five
e had 9,100 militia, well trained;

the 19th, your minute states. That should be con
It was clearly

540 mounted horsemen, on the very best horses in
the Island, and the Maroons, numbering, according to

sidered ?–-It should be considered.

my estimate, at least 14,000 men.

in his view.

43,404. But your white regiments in those days
were not so strong as they are now —Perhaps not.
We had two generals at that time, and martial law
was imposed over the whole island, although the re
bellion was confined to St. James' and a part of
Hanover only. It was kept on for four or five weeks,

43,415. Are there any documents beyond those
put in by Mr. Westmoreland that you have to sub.
mit 2–I have not brought any. I can send them in
afterwards if there are any.
43,416. Had you communications made to you
from different parts of the island as to the effects of
the different meetings that were held in the summer

or six weeks, and then there was “Party Law"—a
sort of semi-martial law ;--it was called “Part
Law.”

of 1865 —Yes ; we had communications from some
.

43,405. That was not any known or recognized
law —If you will refer to the laws passed imme
diately after that
43,406. Oh, a special statute —A statute passed
under which parties of soldiers and parties of militia
were kept up in different parts of the country; that
was it.

I was in charge of the Charlestown Maroons

for some time as an officer.

For three months I had

charge of the town whilst mine were away in
St. James’.

43,407. Do you think it was a necessary precau
tion, with the information you then had in your pos
session, to continue martial law during the whole time
authorized by the statute 2–I think so. I think it
would have been very unwise indeed, even if the
Governor had the power, to stop martial law, which
l

think he had not under the statute.

I do not

think he had the power under the 9th Victoria to

put an end to it, and if he had, I should have advised
him not to do it, for this reason,

the judicial estab

of the custodes.

43,417. Some few more were to be put in by
Mr. Westmoreland 2–He did not show me the list

he had put in.

He got all he could from the

Governor.

43,418. He said there were a few he could put in
another day; you think these meetings had a had
effect generally –A decidedly bad effect. I think
Mr. Gordon laid hold of a great many predispºsing
causes. There were a number of them which they
laid hold of. He in particular laid hold of and
harped upon them almost every day and night, with
the view, as I think, of producing an impression upon
the negro mind.

43,419. But they did at any rate produce in yout
judgment a state of feeling which rendered the rising
of the 11th of October more serious than it would

otherwise have been —Most certainly.
43,420. (By Mr. Gorrie.) What question was it
that was discussed at these meetings that you com.
plained of ? What were the points that you say

lishments in this country were so weak, they could
never have enforced judgment with the celerity neces

Mr. Gordon took up and harped upon?–0fcourse I
cannot refer to them just now; there were various
sary to meet the case.
points.
43,408. Will you direct your attention to the
43,421. Were they questions of taxation?—Ye,
30th of October, the time of the proclamation of and I think about land, and about the drought, and
the amnesty; in your judgment would any mischief about the administration of justice in petty sessions.
have arisen to the security of the island if the I was going to refer ; there are a number of points ºf
prisoners, then in the hands of the military, had been this sort.
43,422. And was not Mr. Gordon a member of
tried by the civil power —I think mischief would
have arisen if martial law had been suspended.
Assembly as you are —Yes.
43,409. But if martial law had been continued and
43,423. Do you think a member of Assembly,
kept in force up to the expiration of the time only as holding one set of opinions, ought not publicly tº
a protection, and no prisoners had been executed pronounce them, while other members of Assembly,
under sentence of court martial from that time 2– holding an opposite set of opinions, are conducting
That question never was raised. We never thought the Government —Provided he does not do it with
of that question. Possibly it might have been done the view of creating a rebellion.
43,424. Quite so ; and you have no other means of
if martial law had been continued as a covering
power to keep everything in order; but the judicial supposing Mr. Gordon did anything of the kind to
authority was entirely too weak to meet the excite promote a rebellion than what you have told us ment and state of the case at that time.
Oh, I have a great many other reasons,
43,425. You had better tell us them all?—They
43,410. You remember the statement in the
preamble of the amnesty —I have it here. It was would not be evidence, perhaps.
drawn up by the Attorney-General, therefore we
43,426. Do you mean to say that when Mr. Gordºn
had very little to do with it. The wording of it we presided at the meeting at Vere, he did that ºr the

are hardly responsible for; it was all done by the
Attorney-General. In fact every word of it was
drawn up by him. He said it had been subdued.
I only looked upon it as being scotched at that time.

purpose of promoting a rebellion —I think he had

The date of that is the 31st of October.

not absolutely committed himself.
43,428. Then he said nothing at that meeting

I do not

that in view.

43,427. Did you, as a member of the Governmºn',

take any steps to arrest him —No ; because he had
-

think too much significance should be attached to
the wording of the amnesty, considering it was pre

which made him amenable to the law of sedition."
treason —He did; he said something about making
43,411. You think his object would be to justify this country a second Hayti.

pared by the Attorney-General.

*

the amnesty, and then to direct attention to other
matters ?–Yes.

43,429. Tid you hear that —I saw it in tº
paper.

43,412. You remonstrated on the 19th against the

amnesty, and thought it was premature ?—I did.
43,413. And the *y was therefore not pro
mulgated until the 30th ?—Not until the 30th.

º

ºth
.”

i.

94.
º
º
sº,

43,430. What paper ?–All the papers.
43,431. Did you when you found that, as a member

tº

of the Government, cause any inquiry to be mal.”
order that Mr. Gordon might be dealt with legal;

º
§4.

is nº

There was a private letter the Governor wrote upon

—No ; but Mr. Fyfe did.
43,432. Is he a member of the Government?-ſº
the subject, but Mr. Westmoreland did not show me
the letter; but I thought it so important that I is not.
43,433. I am asking what the Government did?—
instantly wrote a private letter to him (and I see he
has published it in the Blue Book), disapproving of The Government did nothing.
it, and I wrote a minute of it besides. I said the
time was too short, and there was no time for the re
bellion to develope itself.
-

43,434. The Government did nothing?—Nº.
43,435. Did they believe such an expressiºn *
been used at that time 7 Was that expression *

**
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to have been used by Mr. Gordon ever made the
subject of discussion in the Executive Committee ?—
Oh yes; we spoke about it, I believe.
43,436. Did you consider it to take action upon
it –We took no action upon it.
43,437. Why did you take no action upon it 2–
Because it is a most difficult thing to bring an action
of that sort against a man in this country with the
juries that we have.

43,438. Did you make any inquiry as to its truth :
—Yes.

mine to lampoon gentlemen sometimes when I did
not approve of their conduct.
43,451. Then you used your lampoons against
gentlemen, and you used the law against them when
you could –It is one thing to do that, and another
thing to do what is unjust.
43,452. When you spoke to Mr. Gordon on that
occasion (was it in Kingston :) of which you told us,
did you believe him then to be at the head of a serious
rebellion ?–I did.

43,453. And you spoke to him in a friendly manner?

43,439. Of whom did you make your inquiries?—
I do not remember just now, but inquiry was made, I
believe.

43,440. Was it made by you?—I don't know that
it was.

43,441. Was it by Mr. Westmoreland 2–I believed
it, and that was enough.

43,442- You believed it without proof, did you ?—
There was proof enough to satisfy me.
43,443. Do you believe any statement against a
member of Assembly merely because it appears in
one of the Jamaica papers ?–It made such an im

pression upon me that I wrote a squib in the news
papers upon the strength of it.
43,444. Then you thought it was not a subject for

—Friendly :
43,454. Yes, your conversation was a friendly
conversation as between one gentleman and another ?
—It was not a hostile conversation.

43,455. Had you been lampooning him immediately
before that?—That appeared on the 10th of October,
the day before the outbreak. I have the print.
43,456. When was the Vere meeting 3–On the 4th
of September.
43,457. And had you been all the time between
the 4th of September and the 10th of October in con
cocting this 2–I wrote that in a few minutes.
43,438. Well, you took no steps either to bring
it before the Executive Committee, or to put the law

in force against Mr. Gordon, although you believed

serious talk; but that it was a subject for a squib —

him to be at the head of a rebellion ?—I showed that

My squib was most serious.

to Mr. Airey, my solicitor, and asked him if there was
anything actionable in it, and he said “No.”

43,445. Can you give us your squib 2–I can if you
like. (Squib put in and read.)
A PAROI)Y.

George Gordon was a magistrate

43,459. When did you first form the opinion that
Mr. Gordon was at the head of a great rebellion ?–
Well, it was slowly formed.

43,460. When do you think it was matured 2–The

For fifteen rural parishes,

opinion ?
43,461. Yes 2–It never came to absolute maturity

And eke for our old town.

until I saw the rebellion occur.

A pious loyal man seemed he,

spoken sedition or treason at the Vere meeting, for
example 2–Yes, I did.

Of scriptural renown,

43,462. Did you believe that Mr. Gordon had
Who served his God and Queen,
Until the Queen's lieutenant found

His spirit was unclean.
And by one supersedeas
Deprived him at a blow
Of his commissions one and all,
And laid his worship low.
Since George has battled for revenge
As Satan did when driven,

With flaming swords from Paradise

Down through the vaults of Heaven,

43,463. Did you bring that state of affairs officially
before the Executive Committee :-It was not neces

sary for me to do that. It was not any duty of mine
to do that; it was published in the newspapers.

43,464. But is it not the duty of every member of
the Government to do his best to put down treason
and rebellion?—No ; the duty of the Executive Com
mittee is defined by the statute.
43,465. And do you say it is not part of their duty
to bring before the notice of the Government, and
discuss any measures of treason or sedition that may
happen to be discovered 2–That is not required,

Wild, east and west, he roams and raves,

unless the Governor asks them to do it.

Against the Church and State,

43,466. Then you would not consider it part of
your duty to consider it unless the Governor has led
you?—I would not say that. I wrote from St. George's
to suggest we should have a law to prevent private
drillings in August. I had a strong idea that those
private drillings were significant, and I think I was
the only member of the Government who thought so.
43,467. Did it not occur to you that they were
lampooning the Volunteers, as you were Mr. Gordon?

Seeking to idolize the small,
And demonize the great.

But Richmond Penitentiary,
Which stopped Great Dan's career,
Should be remembered well by George,

When next he goes to Vere.

P.S.—The above lines were published in the
“Tribune” of 10th October 1865.

43,446. That is all the action the Executive Com
mittee thought it necessary to take in regard to the

Vere meeting —The Executive Committee never
saw it.

—Not a bit of it.

43,468. Did you ascertain that the Kingston Sham
Volunteers were drilling with wooden swords; you

do not think that a dangerous weapon —They took
those wooden swords to deceive the authorities.

43,447. That is not a Government minute —No ;

43,469. But you sent the authorities there, did you

I merely mentioned it to show the effect it had on my

not; was it not open —I suppose so.
43,470. And policemen went there to see it 2–
Yes ; so it was reported to us.

mind.

43,448. It was rather a comic effect —No : I
intended it to be serio-comic.

43,449. I think you may admit it is all comical;
it is rather amusing 2—I wish you to understand that
the Governor never saw it, nor the members of the

Executive Committee. I did not send it in my own
name. It was also published in the “Morning
Journal.”

43,450. Was it a custom for members of your

government to write anonymous squibs upon what
, appeared in the newspapers?—It has been a habit of

43,471. So they were just parties imitating the
drill of the Volunteers ?—They were trying to become
soldiers.

43,472. Just as the Volunteers were; the negroes
are imitative –Yes.

43,473. And rather fond of display ?—Yes.
43,474. At the time when you spoke to Dr. Fiddes
in relation to Mr. Gordon, did you know he was to be
sent to Morant Bay for trial —I did not know a
word of it until I saw him on board the steamer.
43,476. Did you then tell the Governor F-I was
6 A 4
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not consulted about Mr. Gordon in any way. The
advice I gave was given voluntarily.
Hon.
W. Hosack.

whether Mr. Gordon was ever associated with yºu
for such purposes, as those I have indicated?—No.
43,476. Did you advise the Governor with regard not associated with me. If you ask me, the fact is i
to him ; what advice did you give to him 2–I simply believe he established a party government in this
stated that I did not approve of his being arrested Island.
before he was arrested.

15 March 1866,

43,490. That is not the question. Did Mr. Gordon

43,477. Did you give him any advice on board the
“Wolverene º’-No; it was too late.
43,478. Did you at any time give him any advice as
to Mr. Gordon's being tried by a civil trial 2–I did
not ; I never said a word about him again, seeing that
my advice was not taken in the first instance ; I did
not offer any further advice about it.

ever associate himself with you for the purpose I have

43,479. You have contrasted the late disturbances

political action, as against the government which
preceded you?—There was a party of us. I do not

with the rebellion of 1831 ?–Yes.

named 7–He never associated with me. I have had

political conversation with him over and over again.
I was always on good terms with him, but he never
was any confederate of mine.
43,491. Have you not met Mr. Gordon in com.

mittee meetings, and so on, for the purpose of forming

43,480. Was that not a rising of slaves to claim
their freedom 2–Yes; much more justifiable than
the rising of the people the other day to murder and

think he was connected with us, to the best of my

plunder.

party; yes.

43,481. And were not the whole black population
then in a state of slavery —Yes, mostly.
43,482. Then having your attention called to that
circumstance, do you still say that the late disturbances

43,493. (By the Commission.) Did you invite him?
—I do not know that I did. I spoke to him. I
asked his opinions upon certain points.
43,494. (By Mr. Gorrie.) And was it not on a
proposition of Mr. Gordon's that that previous admi.

in St. Thomas in the East was a more formidable

rising than that on the part of the slaves against their
masters ?—Yes; it was infinitely worse and less
justifiable.
43,483. What do you mean by being infinitely
worse ; that there was a greater extent of rebellion
on the present occasion than the last 2–I mean to
say their objects were such as could only recoil upon
themselves. Their objects were murder and plunder,
and I mean to say that if it had not been checked
with the celerity and severity with which it was, it
would have spread all over the Island. I think the
safety of the Island was due to that celerity and
severity with which it was handled. I did not think it
crushed affair entirely ; I believed the head of it was
-

crushed.

43,484. Do you believe that the rest of the people
in the Island were ready to murder the magistrates as
had been done at Morant Bay ?—I think they were
ready to join in a successful rebel movement.
43,485. Do you think the same now of the people

recollection. I may have talked to him.

43,492. You invited him to join —To join our

nistration was turned out of office —I do not know

that it was. I was on friendly terms with Mr. Gor.
don, and never had the slightest difference with him;
never any personal difference; and my feelings were
rather in his favour as a member of the House.

43,495. And that continued until the arrest?—No.

43,496. Well, your friendly communications with
Mr. Gordon extended from the time you became a
member of the Executive Committee down to the

time of his arrest ?—I had no friendly communica.
tions with him; no communications with him at all,

except in the House of Assembly.
43,497. And in the streets —Yes; or in the
railway carriage. He was no friend of mine at all;
we were friendly as political friends. I mean I never
was in his house, and he never was in mine.

43,498. You were on those terms; you spoke to
him where you met him, in the House of Assembly,
on the railway, or in the streets —Quite so.

43,499. Was your opinion in favour of the retention

of this Island?—I am quite certain that would be the

of martial law until the end of the month, not for the

result. I have not the slightest change of opinion.
43,486. Do you think the same now 2–I do. I
think if they had been successful, it would have
spread all over the Island, and probably George

purpose, the sole purpose, of having persons tried
by the military 7–Oh no, not for the sole purpose,
As I have falready stated it was necessary in con
sequence of the weakness of the judicial establish

William Gordon would have been

ment.

supreme.

head

of it—

*

43,500. Then it was on purpose to have the
strength of the military establishments to try these

43,487. Had you ever a political combination with
Mr. Gordon with regard to putting out any ministry,
or keeping in those in office
Did Mr. Gordon ever
meet with you ; for example, to assist you in putting
out the Whitelocke ministry, the Whitelocke admi
mistration ?—With reference to that, if you will

the power to stop it.
43,501. But you had an opinion against the prº

allow me—

priety of the amnesty —That was against the

43,488. I wish you to answer the question ?—I
must state the circumstance of the matter.

people —Yes. I had no particular wish about it.
We thought it necessary, as a matter of course, that

the law should take its course, and that nobody had
-

propriety of the amnesty at first. But I approºd of
the amnesty; the second amnesty, Certainly I ap

43,489. I wish merely to know if you can tell us

proved readily of it.

The witness withdrew.

A.

ALEXANDER PHILLIPs (black), re-called, and further examined.

Phillips,

--

43,502. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Do you recollect the
Were Underhill meeting in September last 2–Yes.
43,503. Was Mr. Gordon present —Yes.

43,507. It was not used by you?—Not by me, ºr
Mr. Gordon, or any one.

43,504. Do you recollect Mr. Gordon's speech on

amongst your papers; will you explain what that wº
and what it had reference to --On Saturday, tº

that occasion ?—Yes; I can remember something.

48,508. There was some list of Volunteersdiº

43,505. Did he ever use the expression “Do as 21st October, in the evening, Mr. Alexander McGrº
they have done in Haytii', or any similar expression called at my honse and told me he was requestº"
in the course of his speech —Not at all.

He never

made use of any expression of the kind. “Hayti”
was never used in the meeting, nor in private con
versation.

-

warn me, in Her Majesty's name, through Pinº
corporal of police, to attend at the Alley, tº gº."
him, and to warn the people of Hayes district to
attend
at the Alley
on Monday,
enlistItthem.".
as Volunteers.
I said,
“I will and
do so.
is late º

43,506. Would you have recollected such an ex

pression if it had been used by Mr. Gordon, or
anybody in that meeting 7–Certainly.

“ the evening, and it is wet, and I am unwell. º
“it is the Queen's business, I will do it." Hº"

-º-º-º-
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Pinnock told him he had power to warn in two or

43,518. Do you remember the number of persons

three respectable people in the district to assist him, whose names you put down :-Above 100.
because he had to warn the people in other districts,
and he was not able to do all of the duty. And so I
went with him ; and he suggested to me it would be
right to take the names of persons in Hayes district,
and give it to Mr. Shaw ; and it would save Mr. Shaw
the trouble of asking anyone's name, and he could
call the names over by that list, and choose who he
liked to enlist as Volunteers, and I did so.

It rained

leavily on Sunday, and on Monday we attended at
the Alley, according to notice; and on Tuesday, as I
was getting myself ready to go, and the paper was
before me with two other papers, the volunteer came
and arrested me, and took these papers.
43,509. That was Volunteers; not singular 2–Yes.
43,510. (By the Commission.) Who do you say
asked you to make out this list 2–Mr. McGregor
suggested to me it would be right to make out a list
of the names of persons fit to do duty, and present
that list to Mr. Shaw.

43,519. Do you remember whether it was 103?—
I cannot say the exact number now, but I am certain

your's first —Yes.
43,513. Who were those persons who appear in
this list –All persons living in IIayes district, in
Were.

A. Phillips

that it was above 100.

43,520. Did you make out in your handwriting a

15 March 1866.
-

list of those who were enlisted º-None were enlisted.

43,521. Of men capable of being enlisted 2–Men
capable of doing duty as Volunteers.
43,522. And was that among your papers at the
time you were taken —Yes; it was taken from the
table before me.

43,523. Were you standing near Mr. Gordon when
he made his speech at the Were meeting —Yes; I
was next to him.

43,524. Did you see Mr. March at that meeting 2–
Yes, Mr. March was there.

43,525. Have you a copy of the resolutions passed
at that meeting —Yes; I have not it here with me,
but I have it at home.

43,511. Is that Alexander McGregor 2–Yes.
43,512. II is name appeared second on the list, and

lº,
º

Some of them were taken

from me, and not returned to me.

43,526. (By Mr. Gorrie.) What are the two lists 2
—One is manuscript and the other

43,527. (By the Commission.) You said there was
only one in your handwriting?—Yes; in my hand
writing.

43,514. Did you make out more than one list 3–
There was a small list. That is the manuscript.
43,515. Do you say you made out more than one
copy of the list —That is a copy.

43,516. Did you make out in your handwriting
more than one copy –No.
43,517. Do you remember what was the number of
the Volunteers in the list you made out 2–The
number of persons that I described :

43,528. And now you mention two lists?—I say
one is the manuscript.
43,529. What do you mean –The one that con
tained more names is the manuscript. It is taken
from the other ; it has more names than the other

one with a number of names of people.

43,530. Were both these lists in your possession
at the time your papers were taken 2–Yes.

The witness withdrew.

a'

M. C. Benuzzi,

MAXIMILIAN CARTo BENUzzi (white), sworn, and examined.
43,531. (By Mr. Gorrie.) You were residing in
Kingston at the time of the disturbances at Morant
Bay – Yes.

43,532. Were you at any time arrested —I was

43,539. Were you a soldier in the Italian army 2–
I have been in the Austrian army, and afterwards in
the Italian army.

43,540. Were you drawing anything particular –
No.

arrested on the 21st of October.

43,533. By whom *—By Inspector Nairn.

43,534. Did he arrest you upon any warrant 2–

No ; he said he had not received any warrant, but by
order of the Executive.

43,535. Where were you taken to ?–From the
police station to the barracks, and from the barracks

to the camp.
43,536. How long were you detained 2–Thirty
five days.
43,537. Were you at any time told what was the

43,541. Were you engaged in drawing at that
time regularly 7–No ; I was only giving lessons to
pupils.
43,542. Was there something about a plan of
Kingston 2–1 learned that after I had been released.
43,543. Did you learn it from any official 2–No ;
only the report of somebody in town.

43,544. How were you treated in camp 2–As a
condemned prisoner.

43,545. (By the Commission.) What do you mean 2

moments in drawing –Drawing is my profession at
present. I am a solicitor, but I give lessons in

—The rations of the soldiers were given to me. I
was kept in the cells as the condemned soldiers are.
43,546. Whether you were condemned or uncon
demned you would have been kept there; where are

drawing.

you a native of 3–Udine, in the Venetian States.

reason of your being arrested 2–No.

43,538. I)o you occasionally spend your leisure

The witness withdrew.
GoRDoN DUBERRY RAMSAY, re-called, and further examined.

43,547. Did you obtain that letter from the post

office addressed to Mr. Dacres

and pull togeather ; the Maroons sent they proclama

(Letter previously

tion to us to meet them at Hayfield at once without

put in produced.)—I did.
43,548. When was it you obtained it – On the

delay, that they will put us in the way how to act,
every one of you must leave your house, takes your
guns, who don't have guns take your cutlisses down
at once, come over to Stoney Gut that we might march
over to meet the Maroons at once without delay;
blow your shells, roal your drums, house to house,
take out every man, march them down to Stony Gut,

16th of October.

43,549. When did you first see this letter
Produced and read as follows):—

(Letter

“Morant Bay, 17th October 1865.
“Mr. Graham, and other gentlemen, it is time now

º

G. D. Ramsay.

for us to help ourselves; skin for skin; the iron bars

any that you find in the way takes them down with
there arms, war is at us, my black skin, war is at hand

is now broken in this parish ; the white people send
* proclamation to the governor to make war against

out at once, for the oppression is too great; the white

us, which we all must put our shoulder to the wheels,

people are now cleaing up they guns for us, which

15589,

from to-day to to-morrow. Every black man must turn
6 B
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we must prepear to meet them too, chear men chear,

DAY.

in heast we looking for you a part of the night or
before day break,

better to wait until General Nelson came.

We are your truly

G. D. Ramsay.

PAUL BOGLE.

J. G. McLEARREN.
B. CLARKE.
P. CAMERON.

15 March 1866.

43,562. Why?—Because General Nelson had the
command. I thought although General Jackson
might have power to investigate cases, it would be

“Get a bearer to sent us a answer to this, for they

determine to made us a slave again ; when you do

come to Stoney Gut or Hayfield, blow your shells and
tell what place you is from, first before entired.
E. K. BAILEY.”

43,550. Where did you find it?—I did not find it.
I saw a seaman open a basket and take that paper

43,563. What became of the prisoners tried by the
court assembled by General Jackson ?—I sent them
to tent, to be kept separately.

43,564. Were any of those persons tried by the
court-martial assembled by General Jackson sen
tenced to be hung —Yes; four or five of them,
Bailey was one of them.
43,565. Did you send two of the prisoners sen
tenced to be hung down to the tents to be kept until
you received orders to carry out the sentence?—I
did.

43,566. Under whose charge —Under the Pro

Out.

vost guard.

43,551. Where was it 2—At Stony Gut, between
Bogle's house and his chapel.
43,552. At that time was Edward Kennedy Bailey
serving as a Volunteer —Yes.

43,567. What orders did you give the policemen?
—To keep them separate.
-

43,568. Was General Nelson in the habit of giving

prisoners to you to be flogged, according to sentence;
were soldiers flogged under you ?—I think six or
into custody ?—He was personally by me.
seven were flogged for having looted.
43,554. Did you find that paper anywhere 2 (Do
43,569. Were many prisoners released without
cument produced and read):–
punishment —Upwards of 500.
43,570. By whose orders ?—The General's.
6. Rd. Warren.
“ 1. G. W. Gordon.
2. Charles Sullivan.
43,571. Did you keep any ?—Nearly all the pri.
7. E. K. Bailey.
soners in camp. I have a list of the prisoners I had
3. E. B. Clarke.
8. R. H. Gray.
in charge; there may be more. (List put in.)
4. A. G. Mosquito.
9. Hy. Stewart.
43,572. (By the Commission.) Is there the number
5. Hy. Clyne.
10. Alfred Alveranga.”
of prisoners received and discharged each day?—
(Notes in pencil on back illegible.)
There is a total of prisoners received: males 887,
In Paul Bogle's house.
females 107; then of these, hanged by courts-mar.
43,555. What day was Bailey taken into custody ? tial 177, females 6, by Provost Martial, 1; shot by
—On the 18th of October.
sentry, 1 ; flogged by orders of courts-martial and
43,556. Was he in custody all night 2-He was.
summarily, 202 males; by order of civil power, 27
43,557. When did you see his body?—I heard a males and 8 females. “Handed over to civil power,"
shot fired about 1 o'clock in the morning of the that ought to be.
20th ; I went there and saw a man lying about
43,573. They were given up —Yes.
14 yards from the tent.
43,574. Released, 479 males and 93 females?—
£3,558. Was that Bailey –It was Bailey. Mr. Then, I believe, four or five prisoners were tried and
Kelly was present and examined the man Vickers executed when I was away. I did not see them.
who has gone to Africa. He said Bailey had made This list will only count for those fed.
two attempts to escape. Mr. Kelly examined him,
43,575. In fact, you have taken this from your
and he said he had cautioned Bailey once and the ration return ?—Yes, from my ration return.

43,553. In consequence of this letter was he taken

second time he broke his ropes.

43,559. (By Mr. Walcott.) Who ordered courts to
assemble at Morant Bay ?–General Nelson.

43,576. (By Mr. Walcott.) How many did you
ever have at any one time —I think at most 380.
43,577. What guard had control of these prisoners?
—Very few ; one police sentry, and one soldier.

43,560. Did General Jackson ever order any –
pronounced by that
43,578. How many ?—A guard would consist of
court, summoned by General Jackson, carried out ? three men, police and soldiers; but only one sentry

Yes ; he ordered one.
43,561. Were the sentences

would have a relief, never more.

—No.

The witness withdrew.

Brigadier-General NELsoN, recalled, and further examined.

43,579. who
Havewas
youacting
ascertained
what has
become of
Vickers,
as sentine!
?—Yes. Ho
belonged to the 3d West India, regiment. They
*

were relieved on the 2d of November, and proceeded
to
board the
“Urgent.”
The habit
other of
dayre[
saidAfrica
in myonevidence
I had
been in the

leasing as many prisoners as I possibly could. There
is a document. I was not aware was in existence at
the time. (Paper put in and read.)
« Mr. Marshallack, Justice of the Peace, can
identify some now held as prisoners, and vouches for

“Andrew Panton, of ditto

*

-

317

“ John McKenzie, of Pera
- 318
“James Bendy, Leith Hall
- 319
“John Sutton, Airy Castle
- 320
“James Stewart, Morant Bay - 32!
“Henry Briant,
ditto
- 322
“Edward Hurst,

ditto

“James Scott,

ditto

- 323
- 324

P. N. EspruT.

“ 25 Oct. 1865.

“Prisoners discharged by Provost Marshal on

their not having been engaged in the riot.

“ 25 Oct. 1865.

« Captain Espeut also can point out men similarly
situated.

... These prisoners to be liberated forthwith.
“ A. A. NELSON, Brig.-General,
“ Commanding Field Force,
“Morant Bay, 25 Oct. 1865.
“The Provost Marshal.

No.

“Henry Leslie, of Harbour Head 315
“Samuel Barclay, of Hordley - 316

“1. William Bryan, Morant Bay.
“2. Francis Bently, Morant Bay.
“3. William James, Hermatage,
“4, Robert Lundie, Stanton.
“ 5. Robert Goodon, Nuts River,

“6, William Kemp, Prospect Penn.

“7. William Maxy, East Prospect.”
The witness withdrew.

Adjourned until Saturday at Ten o’Clock.
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JOHN BLOSSETT MAULE, Esq.

-

S. Thomas.

SARAH Thomas (black), sworn, and examined.

43,580. Where do you live —At Mount Lebanus.
43,581. Had you a relation who was killed –My
husband shot.

43,582. What was his name 2–Charles Thomas.
43,583. Where did they shoot him —Monklands,
over here.

43,587. Who is that ?–Bernard Anthony.
43,588. Is he here —No ; plenty of people saw it.
43,589. Who saw it —I can go and get Matty

15 March 1866.

Logan.
43,590. Is she here 2–Yes.

43,591. Did your husband Charles Thomas come

43,584. Were you here when he was shot ?–No.
43,585. Where were you ? — Down at Mount
Lebanus.

43,586. How do you know that Charles Thomas
was shot ?—The witness say so.

up here 2–Yes.
43,592. What day did he come 2—Wednesday.
43,593. Did he come up to Monklands with the
people that came here, before he was taken prisoner *
—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

C. H. Francis.

CHARLEs HIMEs FRANCIs (black), sworn, and examined.
43,594. What are you ?—I come from Mount
Lebanus.

43,595. What do you do ; are you a labourer or a
gentleman at large –Labourer in my own field.
43,596. You have got a field at Mount Lebanus 2
—Yes.

43,597. When were you taken a prisoner —On
the 25th of October.

43,608. The same day that you got here 2.--The
same day.
43,609. Besides that, what did you see about Charles
Thomas; what was done with him 2–We were tied

with a rope in a row, we were called up for evidence;
William Anderson came to say who we were.
43,610. What became of Charles Thomas.

Was he

one of those in the row with you ?–Yes.
43,611. Did Anderson say anything about Charles
Thomas 2–Yes, they ask him iſ he saw Charles
-

43,598. Where were you when you were taken
prisoner —They took me at the Wood.
43,599. At Mount Lebanus 2–Yes.

Thomas at Monklands, and he said “Yes.”

43,600. Were you hiding 2–Yes.

43,612. Did he come up here 2–I cannot tell.
43,613. What did they do with Charles Thomas 2
—They took him out from amongst us and put him

43,601. And you say you were tied to Charles
Thomas —Yes.

43,602. How many others, you two together ?—
More.

on one side.

43,614. What did they do then 2–They took him

43,603. How many more ?—I see about 13 more
that very day.
43,604. All together ?–Yes.
43,605. From Mount Lebanus 2–Yes.

down there.

43,615. What did they do to him there 2–Shot
him.

-

43,616. How many others were shot at the same

43,606. Where did they take you to ?—Brought
me to Monklands.

*

time --The same time.

43,617. He was one of the 13 2–Yes.

43,607. What did they do to you ?—Them flog me.

43,618. They were put into a trench there 2–Yes.

The witness withdrew.
E. Reid.

Edward REID (black), sworn, and examined.

43,619. (Mr. Payne.) Do you live at barracks,
St. Thomas in the East 2–Yes.

43,620. What were you doing when the soldiers
came —I was very sick; I was in my house.
43,621. You heard the soldiers shooting outside :

43,630. Could he have run ?–No.

43,631. Was there anything the matter with him
that prevented him running; was he a lame man –
No.
43,632. Where was William Shann shot ?–In his

—Yes.

house; he was a sick man.

43,622. What did you do?—When I heard the gun
I got off my bed and went into the coffee field, and

43,633. What was William Shann doing?—He was
sitting into his house.
43,634. Where was he 3–Sitting down in the
house on the chair, and the soldiers passing shot him,

lay down in the coffee.

yº.

Did they come in and burn your house —

es.

43,624. Who did you see shot?—I saw Joshua
Francis shot, and William Shann shot.
43,625. Tell mé how Joshua Francis was shot —

He is the man who rings the bell, him go to the
church.

-

43,626. Where 2–At barracks; he was coming

out of the church, and locked the door, and had the
keys in his hands, and he came out of the gate and

locked the gate, and was going up the road, and the
soldiers met him and they shot him here (cheek) and
here (elbow).
43,627. What soldiers were they, white or black *
—White soldiers.

43,628. Did Francis run away ?—No, him drop on

the same place in the road.
43,629. Was he able to run ?–No.

and he fell down off his chair.
43,635. Who shot him — A soldier.
43,636. What soldier –A white soldier.

43,637. (Commission.) Where were you when you
say, William Shann sitting in his chair sick was shot

by the soldiers ?—When the soldiers was passing I
was going up, and I saw the man; I saw him lay down
on his back and fall down.

43,638. Did you see the shot ?—Yes.

43,639. How near were you at the time you saw
it —About a hundred yards,

43,640. Did you see the soldiers fire —I don't see
the soldiers fire, but I hear the soldiers gun; I see the
ball go through him.

43,641. But you could not do that, nobody ever
saw that ?—I go into the house afterwards.

43,642. But I am asking you whether you saw the
6 B 2
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thing done ; you did not see it done —I hear the
gun, and I was going up, and I saw the man tumble

º piece as soon as you heard the soldiers coming?
— LeS.

43,661. Was that before you heard any gun?—
43,643. Going upstairs —No: going up the road. When I heard the gun fired bang, I came out of my
bed and go into the coffee piece.
43,644. You heard the bang?—Yes.
43,645. Did you see the man tumble out of the
43,662. How long did you remain in the coffee

down.
E. Reid.

15 March 1866.

chair 2–I saw the chair fall down and the man fall
down, and the mother was there.

piece —I think about an hour.

43,646. When you heard the gun, did you see the

were in the coffee piece —Yes.

man fall out of his chair —I saw the man in the
house lying down.

43,647. Did you see the man fall out of the chair
then 2–When they fired the gun on him :
43,648. Yes —No.

-

43,663. Did you see any soldier at all while you
43,664. How far is the coffee piece from your
house ?—Quite close, coffee all round the house,

43,665. And you saw soldiers?—Yes.
43,666. Before or after you heard the gun?—After,
when the guns fire.
43,667. How many ?–Plenty of them.
-

43,649. How soon did you come back again after

you heard the gun bang?—After, when I heard the
gun, the soldier came from that house and came to my
house.

43,668. Is this chapel that you speak of a meeting
house ?—No.

43,669. What chapel is it?—Church of England,

-

43,650. Were you in your house when you heard
the bang 2–Yes.
43,651. You told us five minutes ago you were
-

going along the road —The same.
43,652. But you can't be in your house and in the
road at the same time 2—As I heard the gun I came
out of my coffee.
-

43,653. Then you went to the house where the

the barracks.

43,670. (Commission.) Do you think it was an
hour after you heard bang that you went to William
Shann's door and saw him lying on the ground?—
Yes; when I hear the gun fire I went into the coffee
piece; I was coming down as I heard the gun fire, and
I came out of the house and went to the coffee piece.
43,671. How long did you stay in the coffee piece?
—I lay there I think about an hour.

man was 2—Yes.

43,654. And then you saw the chair down and the
man on the floor —Yes.

43,655. Then your former account was not right,
that you saw the thing done; you saw it shortly

43,672. Was it after you came out of the coffee
piece that you went to William Shann's house, and
saw him lying by his chair f–Yes,
43,673. Dead 2–Yes.

43,674. And that was the first time you had seen

afterwards 2—Yes.

43,656. Were you in your house or in your coffee
ground —Into my house.
43,657. You are sure of that ?–Yes.
43,658. And not in your coffee piece –Yes.
43,659. You were near the place where you live
—Yes.

43,660. (Mr. Williams.) Did you go into your

him dead 2–Yes.

43,675. You had been in your coffee piece an hour
after you heard the guns —Yes,
43,676. And then you went to William Shann and
saw him dead 2–Yes.

43,677. (Mr. Payne.) Was William Shann's wiſ,
there —No, he got no wife.
43,678. Is his mother here?—No.

The witness withdrew.

CIILor, MUNRO (black), sworn and examined.

C. Munro,
--

43,679. (Mr. Payne.) Where do you live?—At and I took my knee and shove him off; he tore up all
.

Fonthill.

43,680. Are you married ?–Yes.
43,681. Who is your husband —Daniel Munro,
43,682. Did the soldiers come to your house –

43,683. What day ?—The 20th morning of

meant to do 2–Yes.

43,692. Was he a single-handed man, or were there

-

43,684. On a Friday was it?–Yes.
43.685. Where was your husband –Gone to bush.
43,686. What did the soldiers do to you?—When
he came in, he asked me if I had got any firearms

other men with him f—Him one.

43,693. Did you scratch his face?–Yes,

43,694. Did you pull his hair-his head? Did you
hit him * Did you strike him —Yes,
43,695. Where 2–I shoved him.

there.

43,687. IIow many soldiers were there ?—Four
came in there, and they took out everything out of
the house, all my children's clothes, and broke the box,
and he drew off the ring off my hand.

43,688. What did they do then –Three went

43,696. Did you strike him —Yes,

43,697. Where 2–He fixed me on the wall, and I
shoved my knee against him.

43,698. Do you mean to say he did what he

wanted to do, while you were standing agains the
wall ?—Yes, he do it.

away.

"ºsso. What did

Yes; he do it.

43,691. Do you mean to say that he did what he

Yes.
October.

my front. I can't pea pea for two days,
43,690. (Commission.) Do you mean to say that he
ravished you ; did he have connection with you?—

the other man do —When they

43,699. And you did not strike him?—The gun

left, I saw the one in the room, and he held me. I told lean up against the wall.
43,700. And you were standing up ?–Yes.
him, say “No,” he ſix me, and say “You must go
on the bed,” and I said I would not go. He fix me
43,701. And do you mean to say you let him dº it,
against the wall and drop his breeches and pulled my and could not push him away as you stood agains'
-

ciothes. I called to my mother; him fix me on the wall,

the wall —Yes.

The witness withdrew.

CHARLOTTE Ross (brown), sworn, and examined.
C. Ross,

43.702. Are you the mother of William Shann —
Yes.

43,703. IIe is dead —Yes.
43,704. Where do you live —At Barracks.
43,705. Were you in the room when your son
died ?–Yes.

43,706. You were in your room as you are now "
43,707. Or were you outside?—I inside. I was
sitting down, and my son was lying down on along

this room ?—Yes.

bench.

43,708. How did he die?—The soldier canº"
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the door mouth ; I rise up and say, “Sir, it is a sick
it is a son that is sick,” and against as I
the other one fire off, and the young man drop

person ;

say so,

-

FORTY

43,717. Did they come into the house?—They came

Tºp

into the door mouth.

43,718. Was he lying down on a chair?—Yes; he

-

down, and they said they were truly sorry, it was an
innocent person; but they can't help it, it was done

was lying down.

already; them doing their duty.

was not sitting, he was lying down, and as they came 15 March 18".

C. Ross.

43,719. He was not sitting in a chair 7–No ; he

--

43,709. How long had he been sick —Been sick

to the door mouth, he rose up, and I rose up and said
it was a sick man, and against I said that the gun
went off, and him shot, and dropped down before me ;
43,710. How long was it since he had been out of the son was not in the room at all, he was lying down

sometimes he go about, and sometimes
have a lame leg and lay down.
many years ;

the house 2–Him go and come sometimes.

outside in the hall.

43,711, Had he been out lately – No ; him only

go out and come in ; but that morning, he got fever
and was not able to go out, and he was lying down.
43,712. Are you sure he did not go out with the
men to Monklands 2—Oh no, he was sick, lying

43,720. Lying on a form *—Yes; on a bench.
43,721. Not a chair 7–Not a chair, on a bench.
43,722. (Mr. JPilliams.) How was the gun when

you say it went off; how did the soldier hold it —

43,713. Then he did not go far out of the house ?
—Him go out of the house, but not far ; he never

They had them guns in their hand, and they told me
they thought it was a rebel went into the house.
43,723. (Commission.) Did you see the gun ?—

mingled with them at all; he was hiding himself

Yes; but I don't know the same one that did it.

from them.

43,724. What did they say to you ?—They say
them thought it was a rebel, they were very sorry,
but they could not help it.
43,725. How many soldiers came to the door mouth
and spoke to you ?—I can't remember.

down.

-

43,714. What did he work at when he did work ;
did he work in the provision ground 2–Yes; he was
a carpenter by trade, but after sickness he was
scarcely able to do anything; but he worked in the
provision ground when him little better. He had a
lame leg.

43,715. (Commision.) Were you in the house all
the time —Yes.

43,716. Did the soldiers come in 2— Them came to

43,726. More than one –Yes.

43,727. More than two –Yes.
43,728. More than three ?—Yes.

43,729. More than four —Two of them spoke to
me, and others were going along the road.

the door.

The witness withdrew.

43,730. You reside at

THoyt As Nichol.As (black), sworn, and examined.
Fonthill ?–Yes.
43,746. Were you at Fonthill at the time the

43,731. Do you remember the soldiers coming to
Fonthill 2–Yes.

T. Nicholas,

shouting was going on ?—I was up on the hill.
43,747. You were not in the house when the
soldiers were there 2–No.

43,732. Do you remember the day ?–Yes.

43,733. What day was it 2–The 22d of October.
43,734. What day of the week —Sunday.

43,735. Did you see them do anything 2—When
they came in first I was at the wood, but when I came

in I saw Cherrington lying on his back.

43,748. You did not see the soldiers there ?—No.

43,749. What was Cherrington —He had a lame
leg.
43,750. What was he 2–He was a labourer.
43,751. Did he live in a hut of his own 2–Yes.

43,752. When you came down you saw him dead

43,736. Was that the same day ?–Yes.

43,737. Did you see the soldiers ?–No, but I heard
them firing.
43,733. What soldiers were they —I did not see
them to see who they were.
43,739. (Commission.) Did you see the soldiers at
all that day, with your eye *—I did not see them
with my eye.
43,740. Do you know whether they were soldiers

in his house *—Dead in the house.

or not 2–No.

her in the house, and when I came back she was in

-

-

-

43,753. When had you seen him alive before ?—
The same morning.

43,754. He was left behind ; he could not get
away to the bush —No ; he left behind.
43,755. (Mr. Payne.) Where was his wife 2 –
When I came in I found the wife in the house.

43,756. Did she run away with you ?—No; I leave
the house.

43,741. You never saw them 2–No.

43,742. What makes you say it was Sunday,
October the 22d 2–13ecause I know the day.

43,743. Are you certain it was a Sunday —Yes.
43,744. You were in the bush 2–Yes.

43,745. And you heard shouts —Yes.

43,757. Is the wife here 2–No.

43,758. They did not do anything to you, did
they —They took away my horse.
43,759. Have you cver got paid for it?–No.
43,760. Was your house burnt?—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

G. Williams.

GEORGE WILLIAxis (black), sworn, and examined.
43,761. (Mr. Payne.) Where do you live *—At

right –Yes; the ball took of my ſinger, and go
through the other side.

Ross-isle.

-

43,769. Have you been able to use the arm since 2
43,762. Did anything happen to you ?–Yes; the
first day, when the soldiers came, Iran to the woods. —No, and two bones came out of the arm, and two
43,763. What happened to you ?—Them take off came out of the ſinger.
one of my fingers, and shoot me through the arm.
43,770. You have not been able to use it since 2–
43,764. Where did the ball go in —Here (on the No.
shoulder).
43,771. Where was this done —I coming up the

43,765. (Commission.)

Who did that * – The

soldiers.

43,766. (Mr. Payne.) Where did the ball come
out 7–The ball came out at the back.

48,767. The back of what?—The back of my arm.
43,768. What happened to your arm; is it now all

road.

43,772. (Commission.) Was it done on the road 2–
Yes.

43,773. Between where 2 – Between Monklands
Vere and Monklands Market.
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43,779. When you were shot what were you doing?

43,774. (Mr. Payne.) How far is the market from

—I run.

here 2–Just over the river there.

43,780. Were you running at the time

the way down to my house.

river course ; they call me; as they shoot me I ran

43,776. Before you were shot ?—When I shot.
away.
43,777. (Commission.) Just before you were shot
48,781. Where were you going when they called to
ou ?—I was coming up to Monklands.
you were running —Yes.
43,782. What did you do when they did call; did
43,778. (Mr. Payne.) Were you running at the
you run still ?–Yes; I run and then they shoot me.
time you were shot ?—Yes.
The witness withdrew.

J. Brown.

you were

43,775. Were you running away ?—Yes; I ran all shot —I run through the bush, run out through the

-

John BRowN (a coolie), sworn, and examined.
43,790. What did you see from the tree?—I saw
43,783. Were do you live —Somerset.
43,784. Where were you born ?—I born over the the soldiers burn the houses.
43,791. In Somerset 2—Yes.
Sea.

43,785. You came from India 2–Yes.
43,786. Bengal —No, Madras.
43,787. How long have you been here 2—About
eight years now ; more than eight years.
43,788. Where do you work —I work all about ;
now at present I work at Monklands.
43,789. Do you remember the soldiers coming to

Somerset 2—Yes; the very day the soldiers came
they burned my house, and we ran to the bush on top
of the hill.

I climbed a mango tree in the bush for

to look.

43,792. Did they see you?—They saw me, and

they fired at me. Me found they fire, and me drop
down on the ground and hid in the grass.
43,793. Your house was burnt down 2–Yes.

43,794. And a great many other houses burnt
down 2–Yes, many.
43,795. Was your coffee picked —Yes, picked.
43,796. Who by ?—Matthew Joseph.
43,797. Who picked your coffee; whose hands
picked it 2–They send to call me to pick it, and I
pick it with my own hands, and nobody else picked it.

The witness withdrew.

M. A. Kidd.

MARY ANN KIDD (brown), sworn, and examined.
43,798. (Mr. Payne.) Do you live at Arntully they took me up for, and he said it was martial law,
so they took up everybody.
Village 2–Yes.
43,819. Did they say you had been anywhere?—
43,799. Were you taken up by order of somebody ?
0.

—Yes.

43,800. Who ordered you to be taken up 2–
Mr. Cresser."

43,820. Did he say you had been stealing —No.
43,821. Did he say you had been to some stie :-

43,801. Who took you ?—David Rose.
43,802. Had you a child with you ?—Yes.
43,803. You were taken to Morant Bay ?—Yes.

No.

43,804. You were in the yard with all the other

there.

43,822. What did he say besides martial law :He said I went to Serge Island, and I was working

women prisoners ?—All the female prisoners were

43,823. He said you went to Serge Island?–Yes.
43,824. What did he say you did when you went

together.

there 2–I don't do notting.

43,805. Did you see the people hanged 2–Yes.
43,806. You were taken out to see the executions f

—No.

—Yes.

-

43,825. But the constable said you did something?
-

43,826. He took you up and said you went to Sº

.43,807. Do you remember one particular woman
—Yes.

Island 2–Yes.

43,808. Was anything the matter with her that
attracted your attention ?—She was with child.
43,809. (Commission.) What was her name?—I

—Him don't tell me what I did; when I ask "
what he took me up for, he said that I had been
Serge Island. I asked him what I took; he º,

don’t know her name.

don’t take notting, but he was sent to come and take

-

43,827. What he said you did at Serge Ishni?

43,810. Where did she come from ? — Dumfries
side.

me off, as it was martial law.

I don’t know where she came from.

him don't say I had done something.

body else of her condition ?—No.

Island, and I was working there.

43,815. You never heard her tell any of the prison
keepers ?—No, I don’t know.
43,816. What were you there for; were you taken
prisoner because you went to Morant Bay ?—No.
43,817. What did they take you prisoner for 2–I
-

don’t know.

-

-

-

ng?—Nº.
somethi
tookdone
he sayyouyouhad
43,828.
ng 3–No:
somethi
He said
43,829. Did

43,811. (Mr. Payne.) What was the matter with
her ?—She was in the family way, not long.
43,812. Did you notice it yourself?—Yes.
43,813. Did you see her hanged 2–Yes.
43,814. (Commission.) Did you hear her tell any

... .

you of doing

) Did he that
(Mr. Payne.
43,830.
; he accused
ng 2–Yes
me accuseI went to Serge
anythi
le
43,831. What did he accuse you ºf doing?—l

accused me that I went to Serge Island. ;,] went
43,832. Was that true – Yes; I did wen
Serge Island.

to

-

did not
wºn." º
for 2–I
's then,
and they sen
my mother
over toWhat
go43,833.

43,818. What did they say they took you for 2–

When the constable took me up I asked him what on the Friday morning.
The witness withdrew.

J. Ross.

John Ross (brown), sworn, and examined.
43,837. What did you go to Coley for *—Thursday,
r
2–
in
Octobe
living
you
were
Where
43,834.
the day that the soldiers came to Somerset, I wº
Somerset.

43,333. Did you go to Coley in October 2—Yes.

-

ing. I wº.'

my house, and I saw

them Com

frightened Iran out of

the house an

i got on the *

n

$3,836. What did you go there for 2–I went there
on Friday.

side of the hill.

—º
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43,838. What took you to Coley, that is the ques
tion ?—I had been with the soldiers.

43,877. Did William Wellington go to Morant
Bay ?–Yes.

THIRD

43,839. The soldiers took you ?–Yes.

43,878. Did James Wellington go to Morant Bay 2
43,840. What day was that ?—They took me the —Yes.
Thursday.
43,879. Did you see them start that morning they
43,841. They took you to Coley —Yes.
went —Yes, I saw them start.
43,842. From where?—From Somerset.

43,843. How long did you stop at Coley —I was

Somerset.

out —Yes.

them.

43,848. To show the way ?—Yes.
43,849. As a guide –Yes.

J. Ross.
15 March 1866.

Wºng”

other man who is in prison.
43,883. Some other man pointed the Wellingtons

43,847. Were you let go then 2–They don't take
me up as a prisoner; they took me to go along with

DAY.

43,880. Did you point those three men out, James
and William Wellington and Williams ?—

at Coley on Friday.
43,844. On the next day?—Yes.
43,845. When did you leave it —I leave it the
same Friday.
43,846. Where did you go to ?—I came back to
-

FORTY

O.

43,881. Only Williams ?–Only Williams.

43,882. Who pointed the Wellingtons out 2—Some

43,884. About how many men went down to
Morant Bay ?—I don't know.
43,885. How many more went besides Edward

Williams from Somerset ; did 50 people go from
Somerset —I cannot tell you rightly about that.

43,850. What did they make you do?—They make
me go about to seek for people.
43,851. To say who the people were 2–Yes.
43,852. And did you show them people —No ;
because I did not know any.

43,853. They asked you to do it, but you did not
do it —No.

-

43,854. On Friday did you see anybody shot at
Coley —Yes.
43,855. On Friday evening —Yes.

43,856. Who did you see shot —I saw William
Wellington.

43,857. Who was William Wellington —A young
lad.

43,858. A boy –A boy.

43,859. What was his age —He was about 16 or
17.

43,860. He was not a grown man —A growing

43,886. Tell me as near as you can the number

that went from Somerset —I was up at my house.
43,887. But you knew what your neighbours were
doing, and I want you to tell me —I don't know.
43,888. How many went to Morant Bay ?—I can't
tell you how many.
43,889. About how many; did half the people at
Somerset go —Lots of people, them go there ; but I
can't exactly tell you whether it was six or seven or
eight or ten, because I don't see them.
43,890. You are endeavouring to tell a lie, I can
see that. I don't ask you to tell me exactly ; tell me
as near as you can how many went ; say whether half
the people went from Somerset or not ?—About 10.
I can't say ; it is just guessing work.
43,891. They were away all the day, were they
not ?—The Wednesday morning I was going to my

ground ; my house is just on the top side of the road.

Inall.

43,861. Where did he come from ?—Somerset.

43,862. Who pointed him out ; who showed him to
the soldiers; how did he get into the soldiers hands to
be shot — They brought him from Chigoc-Foot
Market.

43,863. Were you down at Chigoe-Foot Market 2
—Yes, I was down there on the Thursday.

43,864. You came up from Chigoe-Foot Market 7

43,892. And there you could see the people on the
road —Yes, and I saw lots of people were going to
work, and afterwards I saw them coming back again

up the road, and I saw a young man of the name of
Thomas Ross, who works at my yard, and I asked

him what they were turning back from work for, and
he said that something was going to be done at
Morant Bay.

43,893. Did you see them go —They went up to

—Yes.

43,865. Do you know how he got there —No.
43,866. You only saw him there —Yes.
43,867. IIe was shot ?–Yes.

43,868. Was he any relation to Arthur Wellington
–Yes, son ; and James.
43,869. James was the son of Arthur –Yes, and
William too.
43,870. James and William were the sons of Arthur

Wellington —Yes.

the houses to get ready.

43,894. You saw them go back from the fields to
get ready to go down —Yes, to get ready to go down,
but I did not see them start.

43,895. (Mr. Payne.) Who was this man that told
about the two Wellingtons; what is he in prison for,

do you know?—I believe he came to Monklands.
43,896. Is he in prison now —Yes.

43,897. (Commission.) You say a number of them

43,871. Do you know another name –Yes, Ed turned back from work to go and get ready ?–Yes.
43,898. How many about turned back from their
43,872. Where did he come from ?—Somerset too.

ward Williams.

43,873, You knew him as a Somerset man – Yes.

work; I don't want to know exactly –About eight,
somewhere about that.

-

43,874. Who took him to Chigoe-Foot Market –
Myself.

43,899. Might there have been 20 —There might
43,875. Why did you take him there?—Because be.
43,900. Where were the people going to work who
the whole of them go to Morant Bay, and they said
º people who went to Morant Bay must go down turned back; to whose land —They were coming to
-

Monklands to work.

there.

43,876. Do you know yourself that he had gone to
Morant Bay ?–Yes.

-

43,901, And then they turned back the other way ?
—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

WILLIAM FRANCIs (black), sworn, and examined.
43,90s. What had you been doing —I was not
43.902. Do you live at Coley —Yes.
bush. Bay 2—N
nothing;
the to
I ran
, 43,903. Do you remember the soldiers coming doing
43,909.
Did you
down
?—No.
go to
the

there —Yes.

43.910, when you were brought to Coley, were

43,904. Were you taken prisoner —Yes.
43,905. Who took you prisoner —Edward Reid.

you tried ?–I did not try at all.

43,906. Was he a constable —Yes.

43,911. Were no questions
asked you ?—No ques
tions at all ; when
I was going to speak, the soldiers

$3,907. Where did he bring you ?—Bring me to
Coley.

said I must shut my mouth.
6 B 4

W. Francı w
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43,926. *
Where
are the
2–
sº
another
onewounds
here º
(on the

43,912. Were you sentenced to anything?—Nothing
FORTY
THIRD

º

at all.

43,913. What did they do to you ?—Afterwards

,927. How
was it you got
di you fall on
the ground
3–Yes.
g away;
ay; did

they tied me and fired at me.
43,914. Were you tied ?–Yes, tied this way:
Ajiā, who tied you?—One man this side, and

43,928. You pretended to be dead —Yes.
43,929. When you got up what did you do; did

|

DAY.
-

W. Francis.
15 March 1866.

you get up at once —No ; I staid there until º

another man this side.

43,916. How many men were tied together ?–I
quite forget.
43,917. How many, 10 or 20 —About 16, I
think.

43,918. Do you know their names —I know some
nameS.

-

43,919. When you were tied like this, what did the

of the soldiers came round and put their feet on us
to see who was dead, and who was not. I staid on

the ground and they kicked me, and said, “All are
“gone,” and they went into Coley barracks and toºk
dinner at 6 o'clock. I remained on the ground, and the
rope the constable tied me with was so tight I could
not be able to get it loose ; I afterwards loosed the

!!!

º:

º PA.

ſº

º
2:

soldiers do?—They went off, and put me on * patter rope from the other man who was dead, and I got out
of the rope and crawled away, and went to my little

place
by theWhat
shopdid
at Coley.
43,930.
the soldiers do ?—They went off

lace.

43,930. (Commission.) Did you see another man

and fired at all of us.

43,921.
The whole of you ?–Yes.
43,922. What happened to the rest?—Them dead.

escape besides yourself?—No.
43,931. Did they take you up again?—No, I gºt

43,923. You escaped ?—Yes, I was remaining with

off.

43,932. Where are you living now?—At Georgia.
them on the ground.

* 43,924. You fell on the ground and escaped 2–
Yes.

43,933. Was your house all right?—Yes, I was

not living in my own house; I was staying at another's
house ; my house not burnt.

-

43,925. Did you get any wound –Yes.

The witness withdrew.

w

DUBLIN LEE (black), sworn, and examined.

-

D. Lee.

43,934. Were you a special constable up at Monk the hill to come to their houses by a white flag?—No,
I never saw any.

lands in October 2—Yes.

-

43,956. Were you up here at Monklands about the
25th of October ?—Yes.
Lascelles.
Do you know the days of the month; do
43,936. After you became a special constable, what you43,957.
think you were here on the 25th of October;
were you here about the middle or latter Pº of
did you do?—They took me with them;
43,937. Where did they take you to ?–Somerset.
it must be.
43.938. What did you do there —Them went down October
43,958.?—Yes,
Did you
see people shot here at that time?
43,935. Who made you one º –

Mr.

Charles

burning
the you
houses.
43,939.allDid
point out houses of persons which

º

—Yes.

43,959. Did you see anybody else shot herº; An

were to be burnt —No.

43,940. What did you do?—I was carrying the

43,960. Who was he 3–Him and Sam Stewart.

43,961. Where did Abraham Anderson com" from?

liquors and things for the soldiers.

43,941. Did you use a white flag to get the people
to come down to their houses —No.

gº. Did you ever use a white flag to the people 2
-N 0.

43,943. Do you know what to decoy is 2–Yes; but
I never did it.

derson 2–Yes, Abraham Anderson,
—He came from Fonthill.

|

43,962. Was he an old man ?—No, not an old man,

ºn

º

43,963. A middle aged man –Yes.
43,964. Had he a son –Yes.

I

----

43,965. What was the name of his son —William

-

-

Anderson.

7

º

43,966. Did you see Abraham Anders" shot?-

43,944. Did you ever see it done 2–No.

43.945. Did you never see it done by another con
Yes.

stable 2—No.

43,946. Do you know another constable of the name
of Lee?—John Lee.

*

.

º

43,967. With your own eyes?–Yes.
43,968. Here —Yes.
43,969. Who shot him ?—The soldiers.
43,970. Who was in command here ?–Captain

H.

º

-

43,947. Did you see him acting as a constable –I
don’t see.

43,948. Was he with you?—Yes; but he was not

Field.

---

43,971. Colonel Hobbs had gone ?—Yes. .

4.93. Did you see Sam Stewart sh" with your

with me all the time.

43,949. He was with you some time?—Yes.
43,950. Was he doing as you were doing when he
was with you ?—Yes.

our eyes –Yes.
43,973. Who was he ?—A young man.

H.
*

43,974. Where did he come from? — Mount
Mou"

; :º
-

-

43,951. Did you see him use a white flag?—No.
43,952. Are you certain of that ?—Yes; I solemnly
swear to it.

44,953. That was never done by any one that you
saw 2–No.

43,954. And it was not done by yourself —No.
43,955. You never saw the people decoyed from

Lebanus.

º

43,975. (Mr. Payne.) Dº you, *. to say that
º
ou did not go about the hills with astick and a P

s

of white cloth upon it –Yes.
did
43,976. Then if half a dozen people weary"
that would be untrue?—Who SW}^* it

i
! {

43,977. It is untrue, is it ?—Yes.

4.

4.

-l

#

The witness withdrew.

's

ANN BECKETT (black), sworn, and examined.

A. Beckett.
-

43,978. Do you live at Ross-isle?—Yes.

tara of

4.

43,983. What did they tie "" 1-A is “

. .

-

-

43,979. Do you remember when the soldiers were
there 2–Yes.

stick.

-

it; I hear

43,984. Did you see that * I did not see";
SO.

43,980. Did the people go into the bush —Yes.
43,981. How did they get out of the bush ; what
made them go out 2—Them tie a piece of old cloth to

43,986. Do you know anybody

call them home to make peace.
43,982. Who tied the piece of old cloth 7–Dublin

Lee with a white cloth, or anybody
it —Several people,

; :
-

43,985. Who did see it ?–Several *: *
"...a you ºf

Lee and his cousin John Lee,
The witness withdrew.

sº

º
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Moses WILLIAMs (black ), sworn, and examined.
43,987. Where do you come from ?–New Monk
44,002. About how many were there ; twelve 2
lands.

DAY.

—More than twelve.

43,988. How long have you lived there 2–From
when I was a youth.
43,989. You labour there 2–Yes; I labour with
Mr. Patterson here.

43,990. Were you down at New Monklands in
October 2—Yes.

43,991. When the soldiers came —Yes. My evi
dence has been taken in Spanish Town already, and

FORTY
'Til IRI)
-

44,003. Were there twenty —I don't suppose there
Yerº, twenty. When we all came down they closed up
the flag.

M. Williams.
15 March 1866.

44,004. When you got to New Monklands what
was done to you?—Mr. Dacres said to him what
business had you to go to the bush to catch prisoners
without trial.

We were tied couple by couple, and

brought up here.

rou examined me, sir.

44,095. How many did they tie?—When I got to
43,992. Did you say anything about a white flag New Monklands more constables brought up more
prisoners.
the bush, and this young man (pointing to John Miller)
{},006. How many of you came up two by two 2
when you were there 2–Yes. The whole of us was in

rose a white cloth upon a stick.

—More than twelve.

43,993. Did you see that yourself?—Yes, I saw it
myself.

stables. I was tied with a young boy.

44,007. Who brought you up 2–The same con

43,994. Where was it when you saw it 2–I was up

44,008. The same two constables 2–Yes.

on the hill.

tºº.

43,995. But where was the white flag 2–On a stick.

He raise it on a stick, and rose it in this way (raising
it).

-

43,996. Where was the man standing with the

Dacres having told them to bring you ?

- les.

44,010. What was done to you at Monklands 2—I

and the boy were flogged.
l

44,011. What was done with the others ?—Thirteen

Shot.

stick —Down at the bottom.

43,997. At New Monklands 2—At Newington Hill.
43,998. What did they say when that was done *
—They said the soldiers wanted to make peace, and
we were all to come down, and we came down.

43,999. Who was the man that waved the flag on
the stick?—This man (John Miller).

44,012. What were their names 2–James Brown,
George Rawkin

44,013. Were they tried ?–Yes.
44,014. Did you hear them tried ?–Yes.

44,013. What were they accused of?—They asked
Evilina Williams if she saw them come up to Monk
lands, and she said Yes.

44,000. What was done when you came down 2
—This gentleman and Dacres took us.

44,016. You were brought up here by John Miller
and Dublin Lee ?–Yes.

44,001. How many of you did they take —I cannot
say.

44,017. (Mr. Payne.) How many lashes did you
get 2—Fifty-two.

The witness withdrew.

Dr BLIN LEE recalled, and further examined.

44,018. You have heard what the witness says 2
—Yes.

44,019. Do you mean to say that it is all untrue *
—Yes, not true.
44,020. Not a word of it 2–I don't see the white

flag in my hand at all. This John Miller went up about
an hour before me.

44,021. Did you bring that man up with others ?
44,022. Were you one of the constables that brought

up from New Monklands 2—Yes.
And you tied them two and two —Yes.
You brought twelve up —Yes, more.
Were the men you brought up any part of

the 13 that were shot ?—Not all.

44,026. Some of the 13 were those that you brought
up with this man 2–Yes.
44,027. That is true 2–Yes.
there at the time 2–Yes.

44,029. You say John Miller went up first 2–Yes;
-

44,030. Did you go up the hill yourself?—Yes.
44,031. Did John Miller come with you to Monk
lands with the men tied ?–Yes.

44,043. Then you have heard of it before to-day ?
—Yes.

44,044. You have heard it yourself?—Yes, I heard
it from him (John Miller).

44,045. Then it is not a new story to you to-day ?
—Yes; a new story.
44,046. But you heard it two weeks ago —Yes.
44,047. It is not the first time to-day you have
heard it 2–No; it is not the first time.

44,028. About the white flag. You say you were not

went up the hill first.

44,042. When was that ?– About three weeks
ago.

—Yes, and other constables.

these men
44,023.
44,024.
44,025.

D. Lee.

44,039. And you never had such an idea in your
head that the white flag was used ?–No.
44,040. That you swear 2–Yes.
44,041. Did you hear anybody tell anybody else 2
—This young man went and was talking about it, and
said he heard people saying him carry white flag.

44,048. Then you were aware before you came here

that you or he had been charged with using a white
flag; that you had been charged with it 2–Yes.
44,049. Why did you say it was quite new 2–
Not myself; but he.

44,050. (Mr. Payne.) How many men did you

-

44,032. You swear you never saw the white flag

2

bring down ; as many as twenty —More.

44,051. As many as thirty —Twenty-seven I bring

—Yes.

44,033. Have you heard about it before to-day ?
—I never heard about it.

-

44,034. Do you mean to say you never heard ºf it
till to day; is this the first time you ever heard of it 2
—Yes.

down.

44,052. How many constables had you ?—Me and
John Miller, and John Lewis and Charles Thomas,
and Anthoney Becknell and Thomas Fraser.

44,053. Did the prisoners resist at all —No; they

44,035. Do you mean to say you never heard the
story of the white flag before ?—Yes.
44,036. It is quite new to you ?–Yes.

not resist at all.

44,054. You did not tie them at all ?–No.

44,037. Nobody ever mentioned the fact to you
about the white flag being used ?– It was not

44,055. They came down willingly from the hill
top —Yes.

44,056. After you called them —John Miller told

mentioned to me.

44,338. Did you hear anybody mention it to any

body else —Nobody ever mentioned it to me.

me they were coming down to deliver themselves
up.

The witness withdrew.
15589.
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John MILLER (black), sworn, and examined.
FORTY
THIRD
DAY.

44,057. Were you a special constable at Monklands came over to Mount Lebanus. I was at Monkland,

J. Miller.

cutting grass for the soldiers.
44,072. Was that before you were made a special
-

here 2–Yes.

44,058. Who made you a special constable —

constable —Yes.

Colonel Hobbs.
15 March 1866.
-

-

44,059. Were you sent down to look after the

44,073. You had been three weeks before

you

people towards New Monklands —Not towards were made a special constable —Yes.
44,074. (Mr. Payne.) Did you tell the people that
, the soldiers would not kill any more of them;
44,060. Below New Monklands —Yes.
they came down 2–No; because I knew the soldiers
44,061. At Newington —Yes.
44,062. Did you take up prisoners there —Yes; were killing them; they almost kill me. I do lear

Monklands; it was the people in the bush.

that the innocent people should not stay in the bush

the first day I went down.

so late.

44,063. And brought them up here 2–Yes.

-

-

44,075. What made them come down if you toll

44,064. With other constables —Yes.

44,065. One of them was Dublin Lee, your cousin 7 them they would be shot —I did not tell them ly
would be shot.

—My uncle.

-

44,066. How did you get hold of these people at
Newington —When I got up on the hill we met
them half on the way coming down. They say them

-

44,076. IIow many came down —About 17 of
them.

44,077. How many of you constables were there?

cannot stay in the bush any more. Here is the —Six of us.
44,078. You made a sign with a flag, and you
piece of cloth (round the hat of the witness). , I just
put it on, and told them Maroons was coming. I got them to come down to you?—I go and meet
got hold of the end of it, it was a little broader
then, and I waved it this way.
44,067. You did that as they were coming —Yes;

them there.

44,079. And these 17 men all came down with
ou ?—Yes.

44,080. Did they make any resistance?—No.
44,081. They did not run away?—No.
44,068. After you had waved this white cloth
44,082. (Commission.) Did you go up with that
they came down —Yes; I told them the Maroons
white
band after the three weeks that you had been
were coming, and they must come down before they
cutting grass —Yes.
destroy them in the bush.
44,083. That was when you had become a special
44,069. But the Maroons were not coming 2–
constable f—Yes.
Yes; coming down to Monklands.
44,084. Do you know the names of the peºple
44,070. What day did the Maroons come 2—I
you brought down with that band?–Yes;
that
cannot tell the day.
44,071. How long had you been at Monklands James Brown one, William Carr two, Samuel Beckett

I did that to let them know I was a constable.

-

-

before the Maroons came 2—I slept in the bush on

three, this young man Moses Williams four, and some

Sunday night, and on Monday morning my brother more that I
The witness withdrew.

cannot remember.

JAMES GRANT (black), sworn, and examined.

J. Grant.

Do you live at Mount

44,085. (Mr. Payne.)

held it up, and begin to call that all the people

must come down, for the soldiers would not *
anybody again. Then the seven of us came Out,
44,086. When the soldiers came, did you run into
and when we came down the whole of us gº."
the bush —Yes.

Lebanus –Yes.

44,087. How long did you stay there 2–I stayed
in the bush for two weeks.

-

44,088. What brought you out 2—After I came
out I saw Dublin Lee, and John Lee and Charles
Thomas went up to Newington.
Have you seen John Lee here this morning 2

#º.

--

to Dublin Lee's yard, and stop there for the nº
44,094. What became of you ; did anything happen
to you ?—Nothing happen to me, but I wº sent to
prison.

44,095. How long were you there 3–37 dº.
44,096. Where
2–MoranttoBay.
What happened
44,097.
the rest of thº ?—The

— les.

44,090. Is that Dublin Lee's nephew 2–Dublin
Lee's cousin.

vºl. Is

-

he the party men call John Miller 2–

es.

rest of them were shot.

44,098. Did you see them —No.

ki

44,099. What were their names *—George Rankin

-

44,092. What did they do —They brought up a

ht down

Was One.

44,100. Was he one of the persons

broug

white hankerchief.

44,093. What did they do with it *—John Miller

by the flag —Yes.

The witness withdrew.

M. Robinson.

-

and examined.
MARIA Robinson (black), sworn,
44,110. What was William Grant's age?
44,101. How many sons have you got ?–Three a
man than George Robinson.
*

riper
.."

sons; two my own sons.

44,102. Name them —William Robinson, George
Robinson, and William Grant ; he is my own son.

Was

william

-

He wſas

Billy
Grant ever called Bill

a…a 2-He
H was
ii.112. what was Gilbert Thomas’, “

Grant 2–Yes.

44,103. You live at Mount Lebanus 3–Yes.

44,104. Have you got a grandchild 7–Yes.
44,105. What is his name 2–Gilbert Thomas.

44,106. When did you last see these sons ?—In the

a big man.

son —Yes. . . .
44,113. He was your gramdson George Robinsº

lºst se”came
44,114. Where did yousoldiers

10

Mount

—On the Sunday the

time the soldiers came they ran up in the wood.
44,107. Did they all run up together ?–Yes; the

females and the children all go there.
-

".u saw
ima WO

-

44,115. What was he doing

him?—I don't see from the

44,108. (Commission.) What was the age of George
Robinson —He was a young man.”
44,109. Had he finish
nished growing 2 Yes ; he was
married.
-

banus.

the
dºy the S0

inor W.hen

don’t see one of them.

you last sº"

44,116. But what was he doing V

-

-

-

1D.

him? I never see a sight of him *

º
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44,117. And did he run into the wood the last time
ou saw him —Yes ; and from that I never saw him.

44,118. The last thing you saw him do was running
into the wood —Yes.

-

44,119. And you have never seen him since 2–

44,122. That same day?—Yes.
44,123. Sunday ?–Yes.

0.

44,120. What wood did he run into ?–Up to
Newington Wood.
44,121. Where did you last see William Grant 2–
The last I saw him he ran up into the woods.
-

-

FORTY
THIRI)
IDAY.

.44,124. Where did you see Gilbert Thomas go —
They all go up to the woods together.
Y ++,125.

-

939

M. Robinson.

(Mr. Payne.) Were the houses burnt 2–
15 March 1866.

es.

44,136. Did they take anything from you?—
Everything.

The witness withdrew.

Joris Drifts (a black), sworn, and examined.
44,127. Do you live at Ross Isle 2–Yes.
44,128. Did the soldiers come to Ross Isle ?—Yes;

when they came they fire on the Sunday; they fire a

J. Duffus.

43,131. They did not hit you?—No.
43,132. And you escaped ?–Yes.
43,133. What happened to your house 2–Burnt
down.

gun off.
44,129. At you ?—Into the house.
44,130. Did they hurt you ?–No.

43,134. Five houses were destroyed 2–Yes.
The witness withdrew.

Elizabeth M*INTosi (a black), sworn, and examined.
44,135. What have you to say?—I come to tell
44,152. Was that all that was done to you ?—Yes;
massa that I know nothing about this affair, because
I belong to St. David's.
44,136. Where do you live 2–In St. David's ; just

they afterwards loose my hands.
44, 153. And you went home 2–Yes.

below Doctor Clarke's and Mr. Lascelles.

your head º–Mr. Smelley and Mr. Lascelles.
44,155. Who else?—A regiment of soldiers and

44,137. You work there 3–Yes.

44,154. Who was standing by here when they shaved

44,138. What happened to you ?–On Wednesday
morning I saw three constables come into my yard,
and take charge of me. I ask them what is the
matter; they say they get an order from Mr. Smelly

the constables.

to come to Monklands.

Miss Fowles f_-No.

44,139. Who is he?–Frederick Smelly.
44,140. What is he –IIim belong to May's Hill.
44,141. Where is that ?—The same property that
Doctor Clarke lives at ; a little settlement down
below.

44,142. They said, he said you were to be taken
—Yes.

44,143. And they brought you down to Monklands?
—Yes; and Mr. Smelley give orders for the constables

44,156. Was there any officers there —Captain
Field and Mr. Hobbs.

44,157. Before they took you up had you abused
44,158. Just tell us what you said to her. You
had said something wrong to her ?—No ; I never
abuse her.

44,159. What did you say to her?—I never said
nothing at all to her.
44,160. What did you say of her, about her ?—I
never said anything at all to her.
44,161. You said something about Miss Fowles —
No.

44,162. Did you speak with your tongue about

to tie my two hands.

44,144. What did they do to you ?—After they
tie my hands, them give order to bring me up, and

her ?—No.

after that, Mr. Lascelles and Captain Field, and

You made words with Miss Fowles f—Made some
words to Miss Fowles?

Mr. Hobbs, they say me laugh after Miss Fowles, and
they took me down to the tree and shave off my head.

44,145. Did they tie you to the tree ?–No ; but
my two hands still tie. They cut off the four plait
with the scissors, and shave my head quite off, and
took off my wedding-ring, and took off everything but
a handkerchief, and then they took that off.

43,164. Yes —No.

43,165. Did you say to somebody else something
about Miss Fowles —I never made use to anybody
else nothing about Miss Fowles.

43,166. Did you not call her names to somebody ?
—No.

44,146. Did they put anything on your head –
Yes; they put a piece of string round my head, and
stuck fowls feathers in it, all round ; and when them
done, they mix up a pudding with some lime, and
some fat, and put it on my head; then Mr. Smelley
said, some of my constables should take me up to beg

Mrs. Smelley's pardon, and then go up to Arntully
and beg Miss Fowles' pardon.

44,147. Did you see Miss Fowles ?—When they
send me from here, I go up and see Miss Fowles.
44,148. Had you the feathers still on ?–Yes.

44,149. And the white lime and fat 2–Yes.
44,150. And did you see her ?—Yes.

44,151. What did you say to Miss Fowles —They
send me up to beg her pardon ; when I go, I say,
“Missus, I never laugh after you.”

44,163. You said something about Miss Fowles 2

43,167. You abused her ?—No. –
43,168. Tell me what you said —I never said

anything to Miss Fowles, or anybody else.
44,169. You are not telling me the truth –I never

said anything to Miss Fowles.

I saw Miss Fowles

going past me, and I said to missus, “What is the
matter " and she said, “My good girl, all the black

“ people are killing all the white people down at
“ St. Thomas; and, if they don't see anybody else,

“ they will turn on your own colour.” Those were
the words, and the lady went away from me, and I
never see her again till afterwards, and I have a big
girl who can witness.

44,170. Where is the big girl —She is at home.
I never said a word to her again.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned till to-morrow.
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FoRTY-FOURTH DAY (Leith Hall).
Friday, 16th March 1866.
PRESENT :

FORTY
FOURTH

JOHN BLOSSETT MAULE, Esq.

1)AY.

WILLIAM ENNis (a black), sworn, and examined.
W. Ennis.

44,171. Where do you live 2–Leith Hall buy
16 March 1866.

a prisoner instead of a constable, just tell me who
order the soldiers to bom bom 17–Wintern, sir.

lands.

44,172. How long have you had buy lands of your
own 2– The land not belonging to me; it is my

44,210. But he was a buckra; he was not a soldier,
did he say to the Maroons “Fire?”—Yes.

mother-in-law's land.

44,173. You work on it 2–Yes.
44,174. How long have you been there 2-—I have
been there four years now.
44,175. Were you made a constable during martial

#12. Where were you standing 7–Right off the
right.
44,213. Close at hand?—Yes

44,214. Were there any more than 12 Maroons?—

law 2–Yes.

44,176. Who made you a constable —Mr. Peter
Espeut.
44,177. Did you act as one —Yes.
44,178. All the time 2–Yes.
44,179. Till martial law was over ?—Yes.

44,180. Did you at that time know a man by the
name of William Cargill ?—Yes.
44,181. What was he f—They shoot him.
44,182. What was he ; did he live anywhere ; what
did he do —He lived at Prospect.
44,183. Near here 2–Yes.

44,184.
44,185.
44,186.
44,187.

44,211. And they fired —Yes; they took him
down there.

What was his business –In his garden.
Had he a garden 2–Yes.
Did he labour on his own ground —Yes.
What was his age ; how old was he?—A

young man.

44,188. About your age 2–Yes; a married man.
44,189, Did you take him up 2–No.

44,190. When did you see him : Was he taken up
by anybody ?—When they went to Prospect.
44,191. Who went there 2–Cargill went to Pro
spect for James Newland, and when him went back a

No.

-

44,215. Where were the others?—Up at the great
house here.

44,216. And the 12 were down there ?–Yes,

44,217. Did they take Cargill alone, or did they
take others with him —Alone; he was the last shot
down here.

44,218. What day did they do that?—I believe
Wednesday.
44,219. Do you recollect what month it was; was
it October or November ?—It was October.
44,220. Was it the middle or the end of October:
—The middle of October.

44,221. Was there any soldier officer with the

Maroons when they went bom bom at Cargill?–
No white soldier with them; only themselves.
44,222. And this man you call Wintern ?–Yes.

44,223. You say Cargill was a Prospect man?—
Yes.

44,224. Did you see James Newland shot?–At
Prospect too.

r

44,225. Was that at the end of October 3–No:

buckra said the Maroons must take away James
Newland from him, and make him a prisoner himself.

the middle of October.

44,192. Was Cargill made a constable 2–Yes.
44,193. As well as yourself?–Yes. ,
Y 44,194. Then William Cargill was a constable 2–

day. soon after?—Him shot about 3 o'clock,
same How
The
44,227.

----

44,226. Was he shot the same day as Cargillº
*

4.
about they
CargillWere
and44,228.

tried before they were shot;

es.

44,195. And he took Newland 2–Yos.
44,196. What buckra was this 2—Wintern.

; asanybody
h any
""
we areask
inquiryDid
go throug
did
.
done?
they had
knowtheywhat
questions as to whether Cargill and Newlan ha

44,197. What Wintern was that —IIc is gone to
the top side of Golden Grove estate.
44,198. What was he when he was here 2–He was

book-keeper at Oxford.
44,199. Then after he had said that did the

Maroons take Cargill ?—Yes; and Newland too.

44,200. What did they do with Cargill —They
did not say anything to him, but just carry him down

done anything 2—I cannot tell about that. ...

?–I

44,229. Did anybody accuse them of anything did not hear anybody talk anything about thº. 7
ºl
them Oxfor
. Whatn did
44,230Winter
went."
theyshot
saythey
andsay
talk,they
I heard
that Cargill went there, and that

caused him to gº

him shot.

44,231. Wintern said that Cargill

had been to

below, and blow him brains out.

44,201. Down here —Yes; just below among the

Oxford 2–Yes.

44,232. Did anybody say that Newland had done

trash, at the trash house.

44,202. Was there any officer with the Maroons?—
Yes; Colonel Fyfe.
44,203. Was this man shot by the Maroons when
anybody was standing by, or was it only a few did it?

anything 7–Nobody speak to him.

—All the Maroons.

44,234. How do you know he was !".
thing; were you ever taken prisoner - i

44,204. Did you see 2–Yes; I see it with my own

-

3. Then .." did they shoot him º
don't know; they were so barbarous they wou
let anybody speak when they took them." ked

any

during

44,235. I thought you were a cons" "

eyes.

44,205.

How many Maroons shot Cargill ? —

martial law 2–Yes.

prisoner ?—I taken a

44,236. Were you taken a

About 12.

• Who ordered them to shoot then 2–Win

prisoner

—I fetched

-

?

44,237. Who took you a prisoner

44,207. But the soldiers did not obey him, did
they f—No.

44,208. Then who was the person who told the
12 Maroons to shoot Cargill ? – Wintern told the
Maroons, “ You must take away Newland.”
44,209.

Having explained how Cargill was made

them there.

soners; yo"
-

44,238. You made other peºple Pºd make yº"
fetch prisoners ; did nobody fetch yo", ""
a prisone
I ask if anybody turned
44,239.r —No.

you

into *

prisoner —No.

º
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44,240. You were not ever tied by a rope?—Yes,
my good massa; they tied me the whole night.
44,241. Who tied you ?—A man called James
Gordon.

44,242. Was that before they made

941

tºº. He did not order the white soldiers to fire?

DAY.

44,283. What soldier officer ordered the 12 men

who shot Hill to fire; was there anybody who told
you

a

con

stable f—Yes.

tied my legs the whole night.

44,244. Where did he put you ?–Underneath;
down here.

W. Ennis.

them to fire –A tall man with a red stripe, like

massa there (pointing to Lieut. Strachan).

44,243. Did James, Gordon take you up, and
charge you with anything —He took me up, but he
did not charge me with anything. He took me up, and

16 March 1866.

44,284. Had he a white coat on like that ?–Ycs.

44,285. Had he any sword on ?–Yes.
44,286. Had he amoustache 2–Yes.
44,287. Had he whiskers ?—Yes.

44,288. Are you sure of that ?–Yes.

44,289. What did he do?—He gave the command

44,245. Who let you free ?—The same one.

to shoot him ; and when he gave the command to

44,246. You say Peter Espeut made you a con

shoot him, they shot him.
Y 44,290. Had he then come on from Morant Bay –

stable 2–Yes.

44,247. Was that the first day after you were
untied ?–Yes; I was tied two times. My good

es.

massa, Gordon tied me first.

44,291. You say there was a white officer ordered
the soldiers to bem bem at this Hill; what was

44,248. Who tied you the second time –A man
they call Fergusson.

Corpral Phillips doing 2–Him was corporal.

44,249. Does he live near there —Up at Carey.
44,250. When did the two times happen?—The
same tie they tie me.
44,251. Why did he tie you ?–He tied me under
neath the same place.
44,252. Why did he do it 2–I don't do him
nothing.

44,253. Did he say what you did —I did not do
nothing.

44,292. Corporal of the black soldiers ?–Yes.
44,293. But these were white soldiers ?–Yes.

44,294. Did they tie him —Yes; tie him two
hands behind his back.

44,295. And shot ?—Yes, and shoot him.
44,296. Was that before or after Newland and

Cargill were shot ?—Before ; him was the first man.

44,297. Did you see two people brought out to be
shot at that time 2—Yes.

44,298. And one man was not shot ?—No ; they

44,254. When he tied you he said you did some
thing. Did he say so *—Yes.

44.255. What did he say you did 2–He said I
should go by him.
44,256. Do you mean you did not stop when he
challenged you ?—When I came along the road he
began to damn me, and he took the sword.
44,257. Was he on guard 2–Yes.
44,258. And you went by him, and he told you to
stop —Yes.
44,259. Is that what you mean, that he was on
guard, and you went by, and he told yon to stop, and
you did not, and he took you prisoner —Yes.
44,260. Was there anybody else you saw shot

here? William Hill; did you see him shot ?–Yes.
44,261. Who shot him 2–White troops shot him.
44,262. The Maroons shot Newland 2–Yes, and
Cargill.
44,263. Who was William Hill ?–IIe was a little

riper than me.
44,264. Where was he growing —He was an
African man.

44,265. Did he grow in the same place as you

grew 2–No ; he grow over at Prospect.

fetch back one.

44,299. They shot Hill, and let the other one go?
—Yes.

44,300. Do you know anything of a man named
Burke 3–Yes.
44.301. What
Burke.

was

his other

name 2—William

44,302. What was done to William Burke –They
hang him.

-

44,303. What was he –Ouite a ripe man.
44,304. Was he a labourer —A labouring man.
44,305. What did they say he did —I did not
hear them say nothing; but he go down to the Bay,
and they hang him.
44,306. Did black soldiers hang him —Yes.
44,307. Where did they hang him 7–Just down
there on that big mango tree (pointing it out).
4,308. Were they Maroon soldiers ?–Yes.
44,309. Was Corporal Phillips here then – Yes;
black soldier Phillips.
44,310. What did they say Burke had done –I
can't say. They took him up for a prisoner to carry
him down to the Bay to get hanged. A man named
Spencer fetched back a message to Corporal Phillips

44,266. Who took him ; did you ?–No.

from Mr. Ramsay, and say if the men had a lame foot,

44,267. Where did you first see him tied ?—I see

and could not come, he should be hanged here.

him here.

44,311. Had the man a lame foot *—Yes; he cut it

44,268. Underneath here, below 2–Yes.

º

FORTY
FOURTII

-INo.

What did they say he had done?—I cannot

tell.

44,270. You don't know why they shot him —No.
44,271. Was any officer here when he was shot —

Plenty of white troops coming up.

44,314. Was there any officer there then 3–No ;
no officer, only Phillips.

44,315. Did Phillips order the soldiers to hang

44,272. Where did they come from ?—From the
Bay.
44,273. Morant Bay ?—Yes.

him —Yes; the order come from Morant Bay that
he was to be hanged.

44,274. I)o you know Captain Ford *—No.
44,275. Were you present when IIill was shot?—
Yes, I was there, and saw it with my own eyes, and

44,316. Who stood by and directed or ordered the
Maroons to hang Burke; any officer 3–No.
44,317. Who took the lead, and gave the order 3–
Himself gave himself order.

44,318. Who did —The man from Morant Bay

many more besides me.

44,276. Tell me anybody you know —A man
making fire, called Hall.
44,277. Was there an officer there ; any white

called Spencer.
44,319. IIe came over here, and ordered the

hanging 2–Yes.

-

44,320. Did you hear who ordered the hanging :-

soldiers?—No.

44,278. How many white soldiers shot Hill

with a hatchet in the provision field.
44,312. Where did he live —At Port Morant.
44,313. Was this in October 2–Ycs.

No.
?—

About 12.
44,279. Who ordered them to fire 2–The officer.
44,280. Then there was an officer there ? What

officer was there when the white soldiers fired at
IIill --Corporal Phillips.
44,281. Was he a black soldier —Yes.

44,321. You saw him hanged 2–Yes.

44,322. Did you see another man hanged 7–
William Macbeth.

44,323. Where did he come from ?–He came from
Winchester and lived at Port Morant.
hanged here 2–Yes.
44,324. Was he
brought him a prisoner liere 2 If
-

44,325. Who

6 C 3
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º ºne from Winchester, why was he brought to Leith
Hall —They don't fetch him from Winchester.

DAY.

He

--

W. Ennis,
a

—-

March 1866.

44,348. How many more?—They shot four

up

here, and four down at the water side,

here 2–Yes.

44,326.
was
44,349. That is four more than the four you jus
44,327. What did they say he did?—For threatening told
us ten.
of 7–Yes; that makes eight, and the two hung
makes
man at Oxford for his life.

o

-

tº. Do you know what man he

did threaten ?
Y 44,350.

- res.

And two shot that will make it twelve?—

Gs.

44,329. Who did he threaten ?–Daniel Myon,

Y 44,351.

44,330. What is he 2–He lives at Oxford.

You have told me you saw Cargill shot?—

es.

44,331. Is he a ripe man —Yes.
44,332. How did he live?—Working; he was the
head man.

tºº. You have told me you saw Newland shot;
- Les.

44,353. You saw Hill shot ?—Yes,

44,333. Who shot Macbeth 2–He was hanged.
44,334. Bywhite or black soldiers?—Black soldiers;
the same as Burke.

44,335. The same day ?—Yes.
44,336. You can't say what day that was 2–I can't
remember the day; it was at the time I was so
frightened.
44,337. Did you see what became of the bodies of
any of those people that were hanged 7–Two of them
who were hanged were carried to the sea.
44,338. And what became of those that were shot?
-They buried them just below here, down below the
-

buckra houses.

44,339. Did you bury them —Yes; carry them in
a cart.

44,340. Did you dig the ground?—Yes.

44,341. How many others besides yourself?—A
man named Daniel Newland; carried Daniel Mac
beth and William Hill to sea.

Y 44,354.

Besides that was Charles Kelly shot?—

CS.

44,355. Any other?—Charles Dyles,
44,356. Anybody else ?–Dennis Barclay and
Benjamin Smith.
44,357. Were there four others at another time

shot; others that you have not named ?–Yes; them
they shot one day.
44,358. Were there any new names. You say you
--

saw four others shot ?—An African man; I don't

know his name. I saw him with my own eyes shot,
44,359. An African man 2–Yes; from Pera.
44,360. What was his name 3–I can't tell his
Iname.

44,361. Where was he shot?—They shot him here;
up here, at the same place.
44,362. Did they shoot others with him?—No.
44,363. Was he shot alone?—They shot him alone,
44,364, What had he done?—I don't know what

44,342. And Cargill and Newland were buried ?–
Yes.

44,343. Were you constable up here during the
whole of martial law —Yes.

-

44,344. Are those all that you saw while you were
here -—Yes,

44,345. Did you or did you not see any other

person hanged or shot *—I see them.
44,346. You saw these four —Yes.

44,347. Did you see any others ?–Yes.

he had done, but they brought him here to shoot.
44,365. Who took him up —The Maroons,
44,366. Was the African man's name Donaldson?
—I suppose so.
44,367. What makes you suppose so?–Because I
know Donaldson hang at Morant Bay.
44,368. Issk you whether that African's name was
Donaldson : You do not know, do you?—No.
44,369. Did you see any other shot?–No; him was
the last.

The witness

-

withdrew.

THOMAS DUNCAN (black), sworn, and examined.

T. Duncan.

44,370. Where do you live —At Harbour Head
buy lands.

44,390. How many Maroons were there?—I don't
know how much of them.

-

34,371. Have you got buy lands –Yes.
44,372. Where were you in October last year —
I was in the station.

44,373. Were you working for yourself?—No.
44,374. What were you doing —I was a con
stable.

44,375. Who made you a constable —I offered
myself.

44,376. Then they made you a constable —Yes.
44,377. Who made you a constable —Mr. Magin
pressed me.

44,378. Where does he live —He keeps a shop
over here.

44,379. Did he swear you ?—No. I became a
constable to save my life.

44,391. Were there more than one?–Yes; about
six of them.

44,392. What did they do when they tied his
him up upon a mango tree, and shºt

º *—Tie
Ill.

44,393. What age was he 7–He was grey.

tº. Did you hear them say why he was shot?
— les.

44,395. Did they say why they shot him?—They
say they shoot all the men.

44,396. Did they say that Noble had done any
thing 2–No.

44,397. Did your own eyes see this?—Yes.

44,398. How near were you standing when you
saw them shoot him —I was in the station, and

44,380. While you were a constable, were you up when I got up I see him dead already.
here at Keith Hall ?—I never came this way.
44,399. You did not see them bem?–No; and I
44,381. You were not one of the people who came went to bury him afterwards.
and took away the bed linen —No.

44,382. Do you know a man named Noble —Yes,
John Noble.

44,383. What was he –He was an old man.
44,384. Where did he live —He belong to Clifton
Hill; but he had buy land at the same place I had.
44,385. At Harbour Head —Yes.
44,386. What happened to him —The Maroon
went to the house and shoot him.

44,387. What house was that ?–At Harbour Head,

44,400. You went and put him in the grave?—
Yes.

44,401. As a constable –Yes,
44,402. Was his house burnt?—Yes,

.*,403. Was that directly after they shot him?—

Yes,;
when they shot him down they put fire on w
the house,
44,404, Was this in October 7–Yes.

$4.40% What time; what part of October was it?

44,388. Were you there —I was in the police —I don't remember the day.
station, and I went up to his house and saw his
hands tied to a mango tree.
44,389. Who tied his hands 2—The Maroons.

*4%. Don't you recollect what day it was?–1.
was a Monday.

44,407.
ll you remember! ?–Yes,
44,408. That is all
?–Ye

Was the grave dug near his house?—Yes.

il tº
ºw
-
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44,409. That was the only person you ssw shot —
Yes.

44,416. Do you know how many legs he had 2–
No.

44,410. When martial law was over you left of

being a constable –Yes.
44,411. You thought it would be a little safer to
be a constable —Yes.

44,412. Was Noble an African 2–Yes.
44,413. Do you know where Pera is 2–No.
44,414. This was an old man, you say: what age
was he º-Grey; him weak enough.
44,415. Had he many legs to stand on 2–No.

44,417. (Mr. Payne.) Had he been sick 2–Yes.
44,418. How long had he been sick?—IIe had been
sick for three years.
44,419. How long was it before you buried him 2–

Three days from Monday he shot.
him till Thursday.

FORTY
FOURTH
DAY.

7. Duncan.

16 March 1866,

I never bury

44,420. Then did you get leave –The Maroons

left message that if we had anybody shot we were
not to interfere with them, and I was afraid to go
and bury him for three days.

The witness withdrew.

ANN CARGILL (black), sworn, and examined.
44,421. (Mr. Payne.) Your husband was shot at evening, in the road, he met a person, who said, if you
Leith Hall, was he not ?–Yes.
go to the Bay you will be a dead man, as they are
44,422. William Cargill was your husband *—Yes. shooting everybody there, and
as he turned up from
44,423. Did you want to see his dead body?—They the Bay he walked up to Oxford.
did not allow me to see the dead body. If I come
44,434. With other people —No ; alone.
they would shoot myself.
44,435. Why did he go to Oxford —To work.
44,424. Did you ask to see the dead body ?–No.
44,436. After he had turned back from Morant
44,425. (Commission.) Did you say you wanted to Bay ?–Yes.
see it —I did not ask nobody.
44,437. Was that in the morning or the evening 2
44,426. (Mr. Payne.) Did you ask them anything —The
same night.
about your house –When they shot my husband, the
44,438
. Did he go to Oxford the same evening 2-—
next day they came to my house and burnt down the

A. Cargill.
-

-

Yes.

house.

44,427. Where was the house f—At Prospect.

44,428. Did you ask anything about it —Yes.
44,429. What did you say ?–I said to them as they
kill the man they might save the house and my
two children, and they said they would shoot me too.
44,430. (Commission.) What did they say your
husband had been doing —Doing nothing at all.
What did
44,431. What did they accuse him of

they say he did —Them don't told me nothing.
David Wintern tell the Maroons that he walked to

Oxford. They said after he was shot they don't know
what the man did : they shot him from hatred.

44,432. They said he did something bad at Oxford *
—Yes.

44,453. Was it true that he went to Oxford ž–He

was going to the Bay.

He was working at Oxford,

44,439. He did not go to work in the evening ; he
turned back when the people told him this 2–Yes.
44,440. (Mr. Payne.) Did anything happen to your
father's house –Yes; they burn down three houses.

44,441. Where have you been living ever since —
I made a little patter to live.
44,442. Did the Maroon come back after they had
burnt your houses —No, never come back again.
44,443. Did they go to your ground —Yes, and
took out all my victuals.
44,444. When did they go there 2–After them
burn my house, the constables go to my ground and
take up all my victuals.
44,445. How have you been living since 2–I go
-

back again to the Bay and work. I had two children,
and I can't get enough food, and they give me the

and in the evening he came to his dwelling-house,
and he heard the Court-house was burning at Morant

ground back.

Bay, and he went to assist in putting it out. In the

Yes.

44,446. You have got your ground back again –

.The witness withdrew.
JANE LEE (black), sworn, and examined.
Y

44,447. (Mr. Payne.) You live at Prospect —
es.
44,448. I think you make cakes?—Yes.

44,449. Did you go to the Bay on the 11th –Yes.
44,450. What did you go for 3–To buy sugar to
make cakes.

J. Lee.

take her advice, and turn back,” and he drove
right off.
44,459. To take refuge somewhere ?—Yes; he
went to Lysons.

44,460. What happened to you?—The Maroons

-

44,451. Did you meet Mr. Henry Mais on the
road —Yes; I was working on the road with him
that very week.
44,452. What were you working at 2–Carrying
gravel for the road.

44,453. That is when you are not making cakes 2
--Yes; I make the cakes on Friday, and sell them
on Saturday.
-

44,454. Do you work the road any other day ?—
es.

44,455. What did you tell Mr. Henry Mais ?–As

came into my yard, and burn down my house, and
took away a barrow from my mother, and brought it
to Leith Hall.

44,461. After that you got a protection order from

General Nelson —When Mr. Mais heard they had
distressed me, and took away my money, he got the
protection order from General Nelson.

44,462. Do you know Mary Napier 2–Yes.
44,463. Has she had her house burnt 2–Yes.

44,464. Was she at the Bay on the 11th 2–No;
she was a poor weak woman.

44,465. Was she an old woman or young —An old

I met him I told him not to go the Bay.

Wollhall.

44,456. Did you tell him why —Yes ; as I was
coming out of the Bay I heard the people coming
there, and I heard the report of a gun.
44,457. You told him all this f–Yes; just simply

44,466. Do you know any other of your neighbours
who were not at the Bay, and who you heard had

told him not to go to the Bay. He ask, “What is

was hanged. He was not at the Bay at all.

-

the reason 2"

44,458. Did he return back 2–He said, “No,” at

first, he would not turn back; but afterwards a young
man came out, and said, “Captain, you had better

their houses burned —I know William Maxey; he
44,467. Did William Maxey live at Prospect?—
Yes; my neighbour,
44,468. He lived next door to you?—Yes,

44,469. William Pinnock; do you know anything
6 C 4
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44493. To take home —yes.
with you?—Yes,

ºf about him?–His house don't burn, but they take
away his hog.

1)AY.

44,470. Do you know Sarah Lee –Yes; they take

-

away barrow from her.

J. Lee.
|6

Mºissº

º

44,494. Had you got it
44,495. What time did you leave the Bay?—I
leave the Bay, I can't tell what o'clock, but I leave

the Bay soon. I heard the report of the Volunteers'

44,471. Had she anything to do with it?—No; she

*"..." can't walk at all.

guns. I did not stop in the Bay.

44,472. Has she a husband 2—No; he has been
dead a long time.
44,473. Are you quite sure none of these people
were on the Bay on the 11th 2–Yes.
44,474. Do you know Eleanor Williams ?–Yes;

44,496. Did you come out of the Bay home by the
same road you went 2–Yes.

44,497. Did you meet a number of people coming

in 7–No ; I met nobody. I met only a brown lady
up at Lysons.
44,498. When did you meet the people going into
she was quite sick too.
44,475. Who lives with her ?—She don't live with the Bay?—I did not meet any going into the Bay,
44,499. Did you see any people at the Bay?–J
anybody.
44,476. What time did Maxey go to the Bay ?— heard that they were in the Bay, but they had gonew
Stony Gut,
He did not go the Bay at all; he was working.
44,500. Who told you that ?–I ask a man.
44,477. Did they take him from Prospect village
44,501. If you left when you heard the guns fire
to Leith Hall —No ; they took him from Leith Hall
you left about four o'clock 2–Yes; because I met
to Morant Bay.

Mr. Mais, and told him what I heard.

44,478. But did he not go to the Bay on the 11th 7
—No ; he was working at Oxford Estate all the day.
40,479. But you were not there, at Oxford, were

44,502. But if you had only heard a gun, and not
seen any people, what made you tell him that he hal

you ?–Yes; you have to go through Oxford to go to

better not go there —I told him I heard the gun fire,

the Bay.
44,480. You had to go about four miles?—To the
Bay

but you had better not go into Bay." He said a

He ask me, “What is it?” and I said, “I don't know,
steamer was expected every moment.

44,481. Yes?—Yes.

–

44,503. Then he knew a steamer was coming?—I

44,482. What time did you get there —After the
Volunteers passed, about 10 o'clock; after 10 I go
away from my place.

cannot tell.

44,483. Before you left your place did you see the
Volunteers go along the road —Yes,
44,484. Along this road -—Yes.

44,485. Going from Bath —Yes, to Morant Bay.
44,486, How many did you see going 7–I can't

44,504. Did you tell him not to go to the Bay
because he would be shot, merely because you heard
the volunteer's gun ?—Yes.
44,505. What made you think it was dangerous?—
I never hear a gun fire that way at the Bay before;
I hear a lot of guns.

44,488. A good lot ?—Yes.
44,489. When you saw them going you knew some
thing was up —No. I asked a young man what was
the matter; what were they doing at Morant Bay. He

44,506. Did you hear voices, or any shouting?—
No ; I only hear the report of the gun.
44,507. But you say of a great number ?–Yes,
44,508. Altogether or separately —I can't tell;
but as I came away I constantly hear a gun fire.
The protection order given to this witness was
here read as follows:—“The bearer, Jane Lee of

say he can't tell ; they only send to call them there.

“Prospect, is of good character, and deserves prº

remember.

44,487. Were there 20 or 30 or 40 —Yes; plenty
of them.

44,490. How soon did you go after that 7–About
an hour's time.

44,491. You were in Morant Bay about this time of

the day as it is now (1 o'clock) –Yes.
44,492. What did you see while you were there *
—When I was there I bought the sugar.

“tection, having been instrumental in saving my
“ life on the night of the outbreak at Morant Bay
“ on the 11th of October last. This woman to
“receive protection from everybody. Morant Bay,
“ 3d November 1865. Signed A. A. Nelson,

“Brigadier General, commanding the Field Forces."

The witness withdrew.

GEORGE WILLIAMS (a black), sworn, and examined.

G. Williants.
---

44,509.
44,510.
44,511.
44,512.

Do you live at Airey Castle —Yes.
What do you do?—I am a labourer.
Where do you labour *—Digging cane.
For whom — Wheelersfield. I work

there.

-

44,523. Where did you go to ?–To the house.
When I went from my yard I heard the constables
say among themselves that nobody was to run away
from this rebellion.

44,524. Nobody was to run away ?–Yes,
44,525. Where was James Williams when you saw

44,513. Have you done that a long time 2—About
these three years now. . When we can't agree for

him last —He was in his house on Monday, and on

price we go somewhere else.

Monday they shoot him.

44,514. Did you know a man last October whose
name was Williams ?—Yes.

44,526. Do you know what Monday that was:I don't know what

41,515. What other name had he 3—He was my
brother, named James Williams; and there was an
African, one named James Williams, too.

44,516. Which was your brother ?—James Wil
liams, the creole one.

44,517. Where was he in
in his house.

day of the month it was,

44,527. Was it in the month of October –Yes,
in October.

44,528. Had you heard of the war in Morant
Bay on that Monday; did you know that there had
been a war —No ; so help me God I don't know.

October last 2–He was

I don't see him.

44,518. Where was his house ?—In the road; close
to the road.

44,519. Where was the road —The road you go
from here.

44,520. What was the name of the place where his
house was 2.-Airey Castle.
44,521. That is the same place you live at 2–Yes.

44,522. When did you last see James Williams,

creole, who is your brother ?—I go away in
the
October.

N

44,529. Had you heard about it at Airey Castle?—

O.

44,530. On the Monday when you saw your brother

James. Williams at Airey Castle, what was done
with him —They go to the house, and take him, and
shoot him.

44,581. Who took him 7–The Maroons,
44,532. How did they get there?—They came to

the yard.
44,583. When the Meroons came, what did they lº

tº Yºur brother, the creole, James Williams?—Them
tie him.

I

*
º

lº
--
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44,534. Was he in his house when they came to

—Yes.

Airey Castle –Yes.
44,535. How long had he been there on that

Monday before the Maroons took him —He lived
there.

44,536. Always –Yes.
44,537. Had he been anywhere away before that ?
TNo.

44,538. You being both at Airey Castle, the
Maroons on the Monday came to your brother's
house —Yes.

44,539. When they came, what did they do to your

44,560. Was he bleeding 2—Yes.
44,561. Where from ?—The jaw bone; a bit tear
right off.

44,562. Was that where they had shot him —

FORTY
FOURTH
DAY.
G. Williams.
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Yes.

44,563. Any where else 2–Yes; one shot in about
here (arm), and one here (groin).
44,564. When you saw him was he quite dead 7–
Yes; and they pitched him into the gully.
44,565. Your brother was a black man 2–Yes.
44,566. You are a creole too —Yes.

brother ?–Took him, and tie him.

44,540. Did you see it with your own eyes –
No.

44,541. Then how do you know they did it?—
Them that see it tell me.

44,542. You were not far off; you were near there?
Yes; a little further up.
44,543. Them that see him tell you that he was
tied by the Maroons —Yes.
44,544. Did you see him after he was tied ?–No,
not till when they kill him.
44,545. When they came and told you he was tied,

did you go down to his house?—Them kill him before

44,567. You say your brother was shot by Maroons
at Airey Castle —Yes.
34,568. Were you ever a constable f—No.
44,569. Were you ever made a prisoner —No.
44,570. They never troubled you ?—Yes; a man
came and collared me, and let me go.

44,571. What did they say you had done —I had
done nothing at all.

44,572. But did they say you had done something?
—Yes; but I never done nothing.
44,573. What did they accuse your brother of 2–
My good massa I cannot tell you.
44,574. You never heard —No.

them tell me.

44,546. After they came and told you that the
Maroons tied your brother, where did you go?—I
got up out of my house.
44,547. Where did you go : to his house –Them
bring him to a shop they call Mrs. Skyers.
4,548. Where is that shop —On the same road.
44,549. At Airey Castle —Yes.
44,550. You went to that shop —Yes.

44,551. Did you see your brother there —No.
When I went there they told me he was shot.
44,552. You heard, when you got there, that your
brother was shot —Yes.

14,553. Did they say where he was shot –In the
road.

44,559. Same day he was shot you saw him dead?

-

#4,554. Near the shop —Yes; near a trash house.
44,555. Did you go to the place where they said

44,575. Was he younger or older than you ?—
Younger than me; smaller than me.

44,576. How soon after you heard bem, bem, did
you see the dead body ?—When I heard the gun
fired a little time, one of them called to me, and said,

“Some one has shot your brother; you had better go
and look for your brother.”
44,577. You went and looked ?––Yes; and I asked

them to allow me to take the body. A black man said
I might take the body. I see him in the gully, and
two men and myself hauled him out of the gully, and
put him on a piece of wood.
44,578. (Mr. Payne.) Do you know anything else
about the other Williams ?—I know him ; but I don't
see them shoot him; I dont know when the man do
shoot.

44,579. Do you know anything about another
Williams being shot ?—I know he was shot.

he was shot —Yes.

44,556. Did you see his dead body ?—Yes.

4,557. That was the same day the Maroons came
and tied him —Yes.

44,580. James Williams ?–Yes.
44,581. An African *—Yes.

44,582. But you know nothing about the par
ticulars 2–No.

44,558. The Monday —Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned till to-morrow.

FORTY-FIFTH DAY. (Part I.-Spanish Town.)
Saturday, 17th March 1866.
PRESENT :

FORTY

Sir HENRY KNIGHT STORKS; and
RUSSELL GURNEY, Esq.

FIFTH
DAY.

Hon.
The Honourable JASPER FARMER CARGill, sworn, and examined.
J. F. Cargill.
*583. You are one of the Judges of the Supreme
44,588. From the business on appeal that was 17 March 1866.
ourt –Yes.

brought before you, could you form an opinion as to the
mode of the administration of the law by the justices 2
F *** Had you been resident here previously —
—A great improvement has taken place there since I
"...the last 35 years.
it. There used to be a great number of
º Had you practised at the bar previously?— knew
appeals, and many of them frivolous. There was a
º * *d also acted for two years as Chairman of system there that I was told of. When persons came
act rter Sºsions here, and I was for 18 months
out of Court, there were people who met them, and
º Justice in Honduras.
told them to appeal, and offered for a dollar to put
which º ºOlila
youS frequently
been
in
the
circuit
in
the
grounds of appeal in their hands, and persons
in the East was included ?—
Frequently.
:

* How long have you been so?–10 years.

-

-

-

were often led to appeal in that way who would not
have done so otherwise.

15589.
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44,589. Although the number of appeals has been resident custos. I do not recollect how long. And
diminished, have you formed an opinion whether or then Mr. Barclay,the Receiver-General,was appointed.

ºr it

---

not there is ground of complaint as to the decisions

He had lived there 40 or 50 years, and knew ſº

...

Hon.

of magistrates in petty sessions —I should not say

parish, although he did not live there then; but the

J. F. Cargill. So, except in one district, perhaps. I think in Man
chioneal district I have seen bad decisions; but I
17 March 1866, think that in a great measure arises from the distance
of Manchioneal from the central part of the parish,
for which reason the regular clerk of the peace could

late Baron Ketelhodt was a comparative stranger tº

DAY

-

ºt

+!

the parish, and he did not reside there, and I think
that had an effect upon the administration of jusly
by affecting the magistrates.
44,609. How far from the parish did he live —ll
had an estate which he had acquired within the is

not attend.

-i.

44,590. The magistrates had no assistance from

10 or 12 years in St. Thomas in the East, but his

ºil

the advice of a proper legal adviser — Just so.
44,591. Have you been able to arrive at any conclusion as to whether justice is worse administered

chief residence was in St. Andrew's, about 35 mile,

tº "

distant.

º

first place with regard to the jury. Before the out-

influence in that parish.
44,611. Yº, think there was more intºmº
º there º: * notº º º

-

-

-

44,619. Is there any other information you ºngº
there than in any other parishes?—I should say not ; us which will bear ºn the subject of this inquiry, it
but at the same time I must tell you, in speaking of origin or nature of the disturbances and the mas
St. Thomas in the East, it is a parish in which used fºr their suppression?--I shºuld merely sº,
during
which I have known CauSe
after the
without
the being
ºn
it therethe
haslast
been35ayears
very during
great deterioration.
for. evidence,
the outbreak
or rebellion,
certainly
in
44,592. In what respect —In everything. In the not surprised that agitators should have had undue
break I had occasion to make some representation
to the Executive Committee about the juries,

-º

-

44,593. will you take the facts of the administra- ..."...","..."...". Nº.
ºjustices

there are no juries?—I have been told,—I cannot

infinence over the people. I know of no other º
. Island, except one, where the custos has nº

say I actually verified it,

been a gentleman who has not had long acquaintant

tion of justice

in petty sessions where

that some justices would sit

in each others cases.

both with the whites and the black populatiºn, and

-

44,594. You
have heard that they did so by
arrangement
2–Yes.
44,595. Have you been able to ascertain whether
t

that is the case ?–I have not verified it.

that
alwaysWe
doesmay
good.
44,612.
suppose that occasionally ther is
a difficulty in finding a well-qualified person to wº
as custos residing in the parish —Undoubtedly,

44,596. That is a subject of complaint –Yes;

inferior person who is resident was better

from the gentlemen who practised in the Courts.

superior person who was not resident.

haſ a

.

.

I saw him

44,614. We have no evidence upon the pººl

very
frequently.
44,597.
He was a magistrate –Yes.
44,598. And have you had from him complaints of
the conduct of other magistrates ?—He certainly

whether
any difficulties, either from expºse ºf
any other way, are thrown in the way o the nº
of land –There is no diſhºly there º º
of a small portion of land ; it is rather º:
but I think great injuries have occurred intº

seemed dissatisfied.

44,599. He was a large proprietor —No ; but he
-

-

44,613. It would be very desirable if every custº
resided in the parish –Yes; and I should say an

but not among the negroes. I have not had any
complaint from negroes, but from magistrates, and
The late Mr. Hire was a friend of mine.

I

lºe been before me from their not registering tº

:-

It les.

represented large proprietors,
44,615. What is the expense of regisleigº
44,600. He was an attorney —Yes.
cannot tell you at this moment; it is so muttºº
44,601. Has there been any larger proportion of sheet, and there is some stamp, but that is ai
-

cases in which the decisions have been reversed in

parish than in others ?—Oh

|

valorem.

I have known

44,616. Then in a small transfer it would nº

other parishes in which there were more reversals.
44,602. Where they have taken place have they

much —I have known difficulties arise in ºthº'

that

no.

been for error in law or error in decision as to fact?–
I think from their being against law.

'

44,617. The registration of land is not ºbligº

it is rather a boom. It is edits
probably from ignorance and want of advice ºn tº

º

by law —No :

44,603. What opinion have you formed as to

º

ºe

cases from the same land having been sold twice.

1.

whether there are any evils in the present jury

part of the purchasers of small lands.

system 2–Generally *
44,604. Yes, generally, first 3–1, think, without
attributing fault to the individual juries so much,
they are taken from too small an area.

44,618. (By Mr. Philippº.) Do yºu knºw º
thing
of disputes
to land
St. Thomas
in theoftº
of actual
disputesasthat
have inarisen
— knºw
ºt

ºſ

remarkable case. A family with which ºn "

:

44,605. And they are likely to , act under an
unconscious bias —Yes; now and then a perverse

nected had owned an estate and had some backins

º

and these have not been claimed for a great ".
years. Within the last year or two the origial

i

-

-

-

-

or stupid verdict is returned, but not more frequently
than in England. But with regard to the juries in
Committee, apropos of the area being too small, was,

proprietor, Colonel Hill and his family, were anxious
property they had herº. and Mr.
Child of England, for whom Mr. Hire was nº

that there was one grand jury in the parish. You
met the same gentlemen every time ; but it had

leased an estate called “Hector's River" in "
Thomas in the East. The back lands formerly"

nearly ceased. You got intº a very low class indeed,

attached to that estate, and there was a resident
there which afterwards fell down. Mr. Hiſt,"
empowered by the parties to run lines of this."

St. Thomas in the East, the report to the Executive

considering the parish, and it got worse than any
other parish, I know.
44,606. Has there been, do you think, any general
dissatisfaction as to the mode in which justice has
been administered there 7–I have not heard it.

There was dissension among the magistrates.

44,607. Which must give rise to talk naturally?–
Yes; for
manyandyears
thethat
parish
wasit. without
resident
custos,
I think
injured
3. a
-

-

-

-

to ascertain what

land, and to my own knowledge he was sºl"
great violence was threatened towards him.

44,619. On the part of persons who had bºº"
pying the land for some time without quest"

here was no question, but there was no title.
44,620.
there
was

registry:-\º
ºmº * ºregistry
of

44,698. How long is it, since one has been ap-

&

pointed 7–The late Mr. M'Cormack was the last

y

gro

44,621. (By the Commission.) They were *
The
merely tº

squatters

.º.

ºl. º

-

º
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ascertain the boundaries of the land by running the
lines ; and the negroes prevented the lines being
run.

44,622. That is a question we have seen arising

elsewhere 2–Yes.

I know the Attorney Generals

advice was asked in the case of Hartlands, and he

advised that the legal right should be first established,
and then the Crown applied to maintain the right.

FORTY
FIFTH
DAY.

Alon.

J. F. Cargill.
The witness withdrew.
17 March 1866.

GEokº, E MACFARLANE (black), recalled, and further examined.
44.623. There are one or two points you were
not examined on the other day. On the 21st of
October, when you went to Torrington, did you see
both Lake and Williams there 2–Yes.

14,624. They surrendered themselves to you ?—
Yes.

44,625. Hoid you then ask for their guns and ammu
nition —I did.

44,626. What did they bring you ?–Two volun

G. Macfarlane.

told him to kill the white men. He said Mr. Gordon
did not fell him to kill no white men. He and

Mr. Gordon was intimate, and generally he got voters
in the time of election to vote for Mr. Gordon, and
he voted for him himself; and Mr. Gordon told him

they were not to work, except they know what wages
they are to get, and they are to get good wages.
44,629. He said that was all that had passed
between him and Mr. Gordon 2—That was what he

teer guns and two double-barrelled fowling pieces,

said.

two small canisters of powder, and 40 or 50 bullets.
I asked them where they got the powder, and they
said Paul Bogle allowed them the powder. I asked

44,630. Was there another prisoner of the name of
Chambers in custody at the same time as Bogle 2–

them whether it was given them before the break out

44.631. While they were together did Chambers
say anything —He said the day they went to
Torrington and fired on the Maroons, Bogle was
present, and Bogle said, “Did you see me : " and he
said “Yes.” And Bogle did not deny that he was
there ; nor he did not say, “Yes :” but the man said
so before his presence.

at Morant Bay or in the break out. He said a
portion was given before the break out, and the rest
in the break out.

44,627, You had Paul Bogle as your prisoner —
Yes : a party of us.
44,628. Did you ask him any questions about
Mr. Gordon 2–I did.

Yes.

I asked him if Mr. Gordon
The witness withdrew.

GEORGE BERNARD (black), sworn, and examined.
41,632. Did you see Chambers while he was in
your custody with Paul Bogle –Yes.
44,633. Did you hear him say anything about Paul
Bogle in his presence 2–He said the day the Maroons
went to Torrington Paul Bogle was with them when
they fired. Paul Bogle asked did he see him. He said
“Yes," and Paul Bogle did not deny it, nor say
“Yes, he was.”

44,634. Was Chambers a Torrington man –Yes;
he lived there.

44635. Were you one of those afterwards who
took Bogle to Morant Bay ?–Yes.
44,636. What passed as you were going along *—
As we were going along, a constable, one of them was
laughing, and there were several people there, and he
said to the constable, “If I was to explain, the whole

G. Bernard.

44,645. Do you remember anything being done to
a person named Frienderson —I don't know the
naille.

44,646. Was any one shot by the Maroons there 2
—I saw some die there, and know the Maroons shot
him ; but I don’t know which of them.

44,647. Were you there when he was shot ?–No.

44,648. Did you give the command to shoot any
one there f-I was there.

44,649. Were you an officer —Not me alone, but
several officers besides me.

44,650. Did you yourself give an order for the
shooting of anybody at Stony Gut 2–I did not; but
I saw several shot.

44,651. How many —Four.
44,652. You saw four shot there 2–Yes, I saw the

“ of you would be punished ; would be in as well as I

bodies; but I know they were shot by the Maroons,

“am ; but I am satisfied to die for the whole of you,
“except Buie and Craddock;” they must hang with

but I don’t know who shot them.

“ him.”

among you?—They never shot none in my presence

44,637. Did he say anything as to any promise he

44,653. Was there any trial of those who were shot
without they tried them.

had had 7–No ; he did not tell anything that any
body promised.
44,638. Did he not say anything about their join
ing him 2–He said the whole of the people promised

—I only saw seven ; one when the colonel was there.
I heard him say he took the ring.

to join him.

made four.

44,639. Who was the constable who was speaking
to him 2–I don't know the names of the parties.
44,640. What did he say about him —When he

people were shot ?—The others I did not see when
they were shot; only the bodies.

44,654. How many were there in your presence 2
44,655. Do you mean the Baron's ring —That
44,656. What sort of a trial was there before these

joined him in pulling down the trees he stopped the

44,657. You said no one was shot in your presence

road at Torrington.
44,641. When you took Bogle as a prisoner did
you say anything to him about I Layfield —Some of

without trial *—That is the one I saw the colonel

the men said they had heard he was at Hayfield.
44,642. That is where the Maroons are ; one of

give orders about ; that made four.

44,658. Have you some plan of a trial among
yourselves; who were the persons who tried him 2–
The one the colonel shot 2

the settlements –Yes. He said Yes, if any of the
Hayfield Maroons was there and would call upon
him for what he said, but none were there at present,
and he would not say anything.
44,643. He asked if there were any of the Hay
field Maroons there, and there were none, and he said

he would not say anything more ?—No.
44,644. Were you in the neighbourhood with the

Maroons at one time when they went to Stony Gut 2
—I was there one time.

-

44,659. Yes —The colonel was there, and several
officers.

44,660. You did not see any of those who were
shot in the neighbourhood of Bath 2–No; I never

saw one in Bath. I saw four in Stony Gut, and three
at the place they fired at us ; that made seven; the
only ones I saw.

44,661. You saw three as you went to Torrington
—No.
6 D 2
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44,662. Have you a particular mode of sounding
your horn; is there a well-known mode of blowing

DAY.

When we want the people to know, we blow that
they might understand.

upon it when you are going out in a warlike way?
44,664. Is there one way to show that you are at
G. Bernard. --When they meet an engagement, they blow war, and another to show when you are successful?"
17 March isge the horn so the rest may meet them when they come
We blow it in one way that they may know when we
arc
• On.
meet trouble.
-

44,663. Have you two different ways of blowing,

-

one the jubilant horn, and the other the war horn ?–

*4.
*

44,665. (By Mr. Phillippo.) Have you a horn?—
No ; I cannot blow a horn.

Ittº

The witness withdrew.

º

Joseph Sto.NE WILLIAMs, Esq., recalled, and further examined.

#
Sº

-

J. S. Williams.

(Witness.) I ask to be allowed to put in a state- one might naturally expect, that with a reduº
ment with regard to judicial expenditure, with re- number in the staff of officers * yarious parishes
spect to the administration of justice, taken from

#

º

crime has greatly increased. For instance, the re.

º º º: ".the º of º º:

º

states the number of judges in former times, and

this result.

stipendiary magistrates, and their pay, and the

returns from the inspector of

º
º

official returns.

I can vouch for

*. ºccuracy.

-

your Excellency would ask ºf

ğ. this tº:
enormous decrease from 1850 to the present time. It confirmed. By the votes of the House of Assembly,
includes the amount paid by the º º º º º ..". º in all . º

--

-

t

for the judges in the Colony, and by the Home
was 476 ; in
, by the same returns ºn the
Government
sti pendiar
In 30th
of September
that was,
wasaverage
684; in was
1863,9%on
1850 we had for ffthe
of 30
h y magistrates.
É
taff
the 30th
of September,
the itdaily
We

; we have only now a sta

a Staff O

of 11 stipendiary magistrates, while the population of
the country is largely
hief iusti
d
44,666. But in 1854 you had a chief justice and
two assistant judges, and now you have three assistant judges; and there were also then chairmen of

*...*.

e

0.

ſº
5 ºn

nk.

:

re

y

on the 21st of September 1865, by returns I have

º à with

:º

sº, º inspector ol
prisons, the daily average was 1,
44,668. You take different º of º:

just

Mr.

--;

wn
ifth,

-

that ?—No; only a few days. It shows that will.
Quarter Sessions —Now we have seven stipendiary the staff of the country magistrates and others his
magistrates against 20 then.
largely diminished, population and crime have in:
-

#
7th

*:

-

44,667. And you have a police magistrate now
that you have not then 7–Yes; it shows this fact, as

*

creased. I have merely taken this from the returns
on the votes of Assembly.

+.

The witness withdrew.

uſ

*

[…

WELLESLEY BOURRE (white), sworn, and examined.

W. Bourke
-

44,669. Where do you reside —I reside in Fal- of last year any tendency to join in any resistance tº

tºr

mouth.

the law —With reference to those anticipated riots

º:

44,670. Are you clerk of the peace —Yes; for
Trelawny; and I am member of Assembly for

about August 2

#.

44,681. You are not asked with reference to aly.

-In
- 4.

44,671. Are you intimately acquainted with the

tion, but I saw nothing to indicate the probability 0

parish of St. Thomas in the East —I am not ; I was

any rising.
44,682. Or any joining in "hº **i.
came *—That is inherent in human nature. In

tº:
li
4
M.
#.

St. James's.

-

there but once on a visit.

-

-

44,672. Are you able to give us information as to
the

disturbance in St. Thomas in the East —None ;

excepting the impression left upon the public mind

thing in particular —There were rumours in º:
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

negro is like all the lower orders of society in every

country, too ready to join in an

outbreak.

You are

*:::

with reference to those disturbances, and as to the ascribing vices to him which pertain to human

º:
*

CauSes.

nature.

-

-

44,673. Can you tell us anything as to the mode .44,683. You can hardly say, in all countries:-l

º

by which they were supprºssed —Nºt the slightest; England it is far more dangerous to live unarmed ſº
except the information I derived from the public the last 20 years as we have done in this country.
prints and otherwise. .
44,684. You think there is always considerº
44,674. You do not know anything particularly danger in this country, supposing a successful rising
then as to the administration of justice in that . occur in any part of it —The wonder is we have
parish –In that parish I dº not.
; endured so long unarmed as we have done, ºr
44,675.
º
º.
º
*
i...".
‘.
pletely at the mercy of the negro population,
mistration of justic
?—That we

tº

tº

l

-

: -

administration is far more ob-

44,686

º

,686. You

44,678. Can you tell us anything with regard to
-

the state of feeling in your district 7–Yes.
44,679. Are you intimately acquainted with the
feelings of the people in your own district 7–I am.

44,680. Did you observe in the spring or summer

4.
-

of the House of

ong.

are a member o

Wis

. s upon the

g

Assembly ; were you present at the de ate, upof the

than in
inferior
courts.
of —I
the Governor
suppression
of "
4.677. Than
thethepetty
sessions?—So
far as my speech
outbreak
arrived tooafter
late the
for that,
but lºº."

establish that proposition of mine.

tº:

-

Jjectionable

experience goes in the º of Cornwall, I have
given to the Commissioners facts and references to

*
Fls

lºt.* lasted; not endured?—Tha

think, arise from the highest sources.
44,676. Do you mean in the higher courts —In

the higher courts the

#

-

everything in this country, the greatest wrongs, I

when many obnoxious acts were under *.
44,687. We are not asking as to those but º:
the debates on the speech —I neversaw such a ted.
of stricken deer as the House of Assembly º
I

believe I was the

means of recalling them to tºº"

*

&
º

.

º
*

|*

senses in a great measure.

44,688. We are glad to hear they were recalled?—
I could not bring them back, I had not the strength.

The witness withdrew.
C. Buque.

-

CHARLES BAQUIE (coloured), sworn, and examined.
44,689. Do you produce the papers which, have
44,690. You are clerk to the crown solicitor -ſan.

been in the hands of the Government as belonging to

(Boxes and packages of manuscript and other pape"

the late Mr. Gordon –Yes.

produced, and handed over to the Commission.)
The witness withdrew.

º
I

i.
! :
º

º
º

º

s
*

º
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George HENDERSox, Esq., sworn, and examined.
44,691. Do you produce a letter from the late

ment 2–If properly carried out I have no doubt it
would.

Mr. Gordon 2–I do.

44,692. When did you receive that ?–It was sent

44,714. (By Mr. Walcott.) They expressed dis

to my office, and to the best of my recollection I

satisfaction at not being employed by the Govern
ment. Was that the only expression you heard —

received it myself.

44,693. Was that about the time it bears date —

I heard them say also that they believed they were

Yes.

over taxed, and not fairly taxed.

44,694. What is the date : — The 14th of
September.
44,695. Was it published 2–I think it was ; I am

to resist the law or the Government 2–I did not.

not certain.

44,696. (ſ3y Mr. J'alcott.) How long have you
been in the Island 2–Thirty years.
44,697. Are you a Member of the House of
Assembly —I am.
44,698. For what parish 2–For the parish of Port
Royal.
44,699. Where do you live —My family residence
is in the mountains of Port Royal, but I do business
in Kingston, and lodge there during the week.
44,700. Have you had any opportunity of judging
of the character of the peasantry of Jamaica since
you have resided here?—I have had large experience
of their character.

44,701. What do you find it *—I think on the
whole they are a peaceable but very exciteable
people; peaceably inclined, but very exciteable, and
easily imposed upon by cunning or designing men.

44,702. Have you had any opportunity of knowing
any means used to excite them — I have. The
Underhill meetings had a most pernicious effect upon

the minds of the peasantry in many parishes of the
Island. As a proprietor of a newspaper I have had

44,715. Did you notice any intention on their part
I

never witnessed anything to lead me to that belief.
I was therefore astounded when I heard of the out
break in St. Thomas in the East.

44,716. Did you attend the Council of War on the
13th of October 2—I did.

§7. Did you take any part in the proceedings?
- I es.

44,718. Was it unanimously decided that martial
law should be proclaimed ?

You were not a dissen

tient f—I was not ; and at the termination of the

proceedings it was by general consent adopted. There
was an objection made to the proclamation of martial
law, I think on the part of one of the members, over
the whole of Surry; and it was stated in reply that
intelligence had reached the Government that the
rebels were at Monklands, and had sacked it, and
were threatening Amtully in St. David's, which is
very close to Port Royal, and indeed the belief on
the part of some was that they might be in Port
Royal already. When that intimation was given to

the Council, there was an unanimous agreement to
the proclamation of martial law over the whole of
Surry, with the exception of Kingston.
44,719. Did you notice what effect the measures

many communications from different parishes of the
Island regarding them.

taken to suppress the outbreak had upon the people *

44,703. Do you think they had a pernicious effect?

of War broke up, I went on to Port Royal parish, and

—I believe so.

44,704. Your opinion is that meetings have no
good effect upon negroes at all ?–In this country

I think they have a very bad effect.
44,705. Did you know anything of the late

Mr. George W. Gordon —I did.
44,706, Was he in the habit of attending these

—Yes.

On my way, immediately after the Council

I found the people in a great state of excitement.
The soldiers having passed through that morning,
under Captain Field, from Newcastle on the way to
Roden Vale, the central part of the parish, where

the Court-house is held, down to Mahogany Vale, they
were in a great state of excitement and alarm. As mem
ber for the parish and magistrate, and a resident pro

prietor, I advised the people to be quiet, to get their
arms and cutlasses, and to resist any attempt of the

meetings?—I cannot say from my personal know
ledge; but I have been informed that he did. Of my
own knowledge I know that he presided in Kingston.
44,707. Do you remember in what month that
was 2—I cannot tax my memory, but I think it was
in July or August, or perhaps September.
44,708. Did you send a reporter to attend the

rebels to enter the parish ; and I told them that if
they would so conduct themselves the troops and the
Government would protect them, but that if they
joined the rebels in the end they would severely
suffer for it. I think I was also in company with the

meeting — I don't think I sent a reporter; but it

custos at the time. I met him at Roden Vale the same

was the duty of some in my office to attend such morning, and he joined me in giving the same advice
to the people, and accompanied me down to Mahogany
44,709. Did you publish the speeches made there * Vale that same day, for I wished to inform the officer

meetings.

—I do not think I did.

in command that martial law had been proclaimed,

44,710. Did you publish the resolutions —There and that the military were no longer under the control
was an article written in the “Guardian " comment

of the civil magistrates, because I had heard that

ing on the conduct of the persons present or some of General Jackson had been ordering the people to be
assaulted that morning, and I thought this was pro
the speeches delivered.
44,711. Did you observe any dissatisfaction amongst voking the people, and it was better to have Captain
the people about the time of the outbreak, or shortly Field acting under his own control.
previous to it 2 –– Previous to the outbreak in
St. Thomas in the East I heard from several black

44,720. When you arrived did you hear that
General Jackson had proclaimed martial law on his

own account —They told me, but [laughed, knowing
44,712. What shape did those expressions take — it was impossible. Ile firmly believed it, but we

men expressions of discontent.

Dissatisfaction with the conduct of the Governor in

laughed, and said it was absurd.

44,721. (By Mr. JPalcott.) What effect had the
not giving them more situations of emolument; and in
fact they said the black men could not succeed in other measures taken to suppress the outbreak 2–I
Jamaica, that shopkeepers would not employ then think the general measures adopted by the Govern
in stores or give them confidential positions, and that ment for the suppression of the rebellion were most
the Government would not give them any situations of wise and efficient. I speak of the sending of troops
emolument. My advice to them was to qualify them so promptly to Morant Bay, down the Blue Mountain
selves by education and good conduct, and by the Valley, down to Port Antonio and on to Manchioneal.
acquisition of property, and I told them that in time Of the general measures I speak ; details I give no
they would get a fair share.
opinion upon.
44,722. You have had a great deal of intercourse
44,713. (By the Commission.) Do you think com
petitive examination would be a good means of with the peasantry —I have had large intercourse
-

introducing talent and education into the Govern with them, extending over many years.
6 D 3
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44,723. Do you think that the peasantry could the pay of the schoolmaster generally is so miserable
maintain themselves if they worked for their living 2 that they are obliged to do something else.
44,735. They find the education they have received
—I think that in the country district there should be
no able-bodied peasant suffering from want; nay,
many of them might be comparatively rich.
44,724. They might be independent —They might
be comparatively rich if they were industrious and
prudent.

at that institution enables them to obtain a far better

income in other ways —The labour of schoolmasters
is not paid for in proportion to the intelligence
required.

I consider that in the towns there is too

ºrge a proportion of population for the industry
carried on. There are far too many in Spanish
Town, Kingston, and other towns ; some of them the
scum of the surrounding parishes.
44,725. Have you known any instances of men
who have been industrious and prudent who are
capitalists amongst the peasantry —I know one
black man in Port Royal for whom I lodged 100l. in
the savings' bank not long since, and plenty of other
black men doing well.
44,726. Was that earned by field labour?—-By being
servants to others, and having their own grounds.
The man I mentioned has a small coffee property.
44,727. Do you know the extent of his property
—I cannot tell.

44,736. Are they not bound to continue as school.
masters for a certain time; do they not sign articles?
—In my time they did not ; and although I am a
visitor of the school now, I cannot say what are
the regulations under which they are now educated.
44,737. Are they not bound for a certain number

of years ?—The obligation is chiefly moral.
44,738. Was a circular with regard to Dr. Under.
hill's letter published in the “Guardian”?—Yes,
44,739. Do you know when 7–I have no distinct
recollection from whom I got it, but I think I got
it from the custos of the parish. In fact, we do
not keep notes; but I can distintly swear to the best

of my recollection that it did not come from any
Government official.

I think he has four or five acres.

44,728. Have you observed whether the peasantry
are apt to take advantage of any educational means
that may be afforded to their children —They are

44,740. Except the custos ?—I mean a member
of the Government.

44,741. No public official 2–No.
44,742. You attended the last session ?—I did.
44,743. The session before last, after the distur

very unwilling to do so.

44,729. Do you think the employment of children's
gangs in agricultural labours has a bad effect upon
the rising generation ?—I do not think so, if the

bance —You mean the session immediately after the

people would take the children to their own grounds.

44,730. Do you think a legislative enactment
compelling them to take their children to school, or
dividing their time between labour and school, would
be a good thing 2—I believe a compulsory system of
education is absolutely needed in the country,

44,731. Can you tell us anything of your experience

rebellion.

44,744. Yes, You remember the reply to the
Governor's address being prepared ?–I do not re
member the preparation, but I remember its being
presented to the House of Assembly; I did not
attend the committee,

44,745. Was it agreed to unanimously?—It was
not.

I dissented from some of the clauses, and I

of the Mico Establishment 2–-I was normal superim
tendent of that establishment for a period of about

got up to give expression to my dissent, but there
was a very general feeling from all sides of the House,
so that I cut short my speech, but I dissented,

five years. I had a number of young men under my
care to train as schoolmasters; some of them did very
well, and I found the children very intelligent and
capable of learning.

—I regarded the expression, “licentious press," as
one that should be altered or qualified, and I did
not think it was a wide-spread rebellion, nor that

44,732. That was a training school for school
masters ?—Yes.

44,746. One paragraph there was an objection to

the measures taken were of such a character as not

to be comparable to any other exploits of the kind

44,733. Do a great proportion of those who have
been educated in that institution continue to act as

in the field in the world. I thought these were
exaggerated, and I gave expression to my feelings

schoolmasters ?—A very large proportion, I am
afraid and believe, go back to be clerks and follow

to that effect.

other professions, the pay of the schoolmaster being

small.

so miserable.

44,748. There was no division?—No. Finding
a general feeling against me, I thought it better aſ

44,734. The funds are actually contributed and
they are educated upon the faith that they will
afterwards be schoolmasters ?—Yes, I think so ; but

44,747. You were in a small minority?—Very

such a time to strengthen the hands of Government
by not dividing.

The witness withdrew.

H. G. Murray,

HENRY GARLAND MURRAY (coloured), sworn, and examined.

44,749. (Letter of Mr. Gordon, produced by last

the envelope. I found the letter for publication wº

witness, shown.) Was that letter published in the

this.

“Guardian **—No ; not that letter.

44,751. Was that a letter denying that he had
used any expression respecting Hayti:-Yº this

This accom

panied the letter for publication.
44,750. Can we have a copy of the “Guardian **
—Yes. This is Mr. Gordon's private letter. He
enclosed it in an envelope addressed to me, and
Mr. Henderson handed it to me, and did not break

is a more business-like letter than the one whº
appeared in the paper which was more religious

than this. (Letter put in by last witness real)

The witness withdrew.

G. H.enderson,

Esq.

GEORGE HENDERSON, Esq., recalled, and further examined,
44,752. You wish to state something else ?—I wish
to state that I believe fully the rebellion would have

44,753. That is your belief?–Yes; that “*/
belief, from my knowledge of the peasantry.

spread over every part of the Island had it not
been suppressed quickly and severely.
The witness withdrew.
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Gordon Dr BERRY RAMSEY, recalled, and further examined.

44,754. (Document put in.) Do you produce a
return of arms recaptured and brought in by Maroons,

44,756. (By Mr. Walcot.) Did you hand those
letters to General Nelson (bundle of letters pro

Volunteers, police, and others ?—Some I seized
myself.
45,755. There were 15 Volunteer rifles, 5 swords,

duced)?—There are 14 of them.

4 pouches, one bugle, and one drum, 8 police muskets,
3 pouches, and 2 bayonets, and three old militia
muskets; were these police muskets taken from the
station at Morant Bay –Yes : they were all recog
nized. The pouch belts and bayonets were found

FORTY
FIFTH
DAY.

G. D. Ramsa,

I handed those,

among others, upon a file, to General Nelson.
44,757. Where did you get them from ?—They
were brought in by Sergeant Mackenzie, with

17 March 1866

Mr. Lawrence, when he brought him a prisoner to me.

44,758. Are they all in the handwriting of Mr.
Gordon —Yes.

in William Grant's house, and the belts were covered
with blood.
The witness withdrew.

F. R. Lynch.

FRANcis Robertson LYNcil, Esquire, sworn, and examined.
44,759. Do you know the handwriting of the late

44,760. Are these in his handwriting 2—Yes.

Mr. G. W. Gordon —I do.
The witness withdrew.

Mr.

Mr. Roº; ER Swire, sworn, and examined.
44,761. (By Mr. Walcott.) You knew the late
Mr. Hire – I did, intimately.
44,762. You were employed by him to make a
survey —Of a place called Rowland's Field.
44,763. How long ago —On the 7th of July, last

R. Swire.

time of the outbreak in St. Thomas in the East 2–I
was at Fort Stewart in Metcalfe.

44,773. Is that in Surrey.—Yes.
44,774. What was the state of feeling there —
Generally they were very loyal and very quiet.

44.775, Did you find any exception to that –I

ear.

44,764. Did you proceed to do so *— I served
notices according to law, and, on attempting to survey,
was withstood by a large mob of people.
44,765. Of what class —Of negroes. It happened
on three several days.
44,766. They would not allow you to lay down the
chain —No ; they asserted that they were in posses
sion of the land, and the Queen had given it to them.
44,767. And they resisted your attempt to survey
the land *-Yes.

44,768. Did they proceed to any acts of violence
besides that ?—They broke my chain in pieces, and
laid hold of my chain-men.
44,769. Did anything further take place 2 – On
three successive days I attempted to lay the chain, but
they said that if we wanted war we should have war.

was riding through Fort Stewart works on the 17th.
A man sung out, “There, you are going to Annotto
“ Bay ; but you may go down to Annotto Bay ; but
“ you are not going to be there much after Christmas.
“As to you, I'll have your head cut off, and have
“ your head on one side of the road, and your body
“ on the other.” I rode back, and said to him, “What
“ is that :" He said, “Never mind, I was not speak
“ing to you.” I said, “I heard what you said, and
“I’ll have you dealt with.” He was a perfect
stranger to me. I had never seen him before. I had
him taken up, and he was flogged. That was on the
17th of October last year, when we heard the news of
the outbreak.

44,776. Did you find where he came from ?—He
came from St. Thomas in the East, and was a cane
carrier at Fort Stewart.

44,770. If who did —If we did.

44,771. If you did —Yes; Mr. Hire and myself.
44,772. In what part of the Island were you at the

44,777. He had worked there some time 2—Some

weeks.

I was surveying there, and did not live there.

The witness withdrew.

Brig.-Gen

Brigadier-General NELSON re-called, and further emamined.

Aelson.

44,778. You wish to correct part of your evidence?
—Yes; I made an error the other day.
44,779. What is it 2–I said I examined the maga
zine about the 11th of November. I had inspected it
previously on the first day of my arrival, on the 14th
of October, and I saw it was much beaten about the

door, and the key would not act, and it was perfectly
safe; and I did not examine it to discover what arms
were in it, until about the 11th of November, when I

did so at the request of his Excellency the Governor.
44,780. (By Mr. Walcott.) Did any persons come
in and deliver themselves up after the amnesty —
No ; nor was there any application made to me by
any person to say they desired to give themselves up.
I made the amnesty very generally known, by reading
it publicly, and releasing about 150 prisoners, who
were told to go about and disseminate the information.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned till 11 o'clock on Monday.
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JOHN BLOSSETT MAULE, Esq.

'. Richardson,

GEORGE RICHARDsoN (black), sworn, and examined.
44,781. What are you ?—A rural constable.
44,807. Who was Mr. Groves —He was a planter
44,782. Where from ?–Dalvey.
before.

March 1866.
-

44,783. How far from here is that ?–Just about
two miles.

44,784. Were you a special constable during mar
tial law —I was a rural constable.
44,785. Were you acting at that time as a rural
cons
table 2–Yes.

4,808, Was he living there?—He lived at Dalvey.
He leave the planter trade. He lease Dalvey house.
44,809. Is he there now 2–Yes.

44,810. Upon his charge Moses Cornwall was shot
by two black soldiers ?—Yes.
44,811. Was he tried ?–No, never tried.
44,812. How do you know ; was there no Court.

44,786. Where were you stationed —We have a

house at Dalvey.

martial 2–No Court-martial.

44,787. You were there 2–Yes.

44,788. Were you at Dalvey at the time they were
shot ?—Yes; one man shot in Dalvey.

44,8

44,814. Was that the day he was shot?—Yes.
44,815. That was a Wednesday ?–Yes.

44,789. Who was that ?–Moses Cornwall.
44,790. What was he 3–A black man.
44,791. Was he a labourer?—He was a mason.

44,792. Living at Dalvey 2–Yes.
44,793. Who took him up —When the soldiers
came I had to get up the man.
44,794. What soldiers came to Dalvey —Two
black soldiers
.

Whe wer the black soldiers at Dalvey?

13.
n e ber.
—On the 18th of Octo

44,816. You saw him with your own eyes?–Yes,
I was with him; and he came and ask where is Moses
Cornwall.

44,817. Tell us whether you saw anybody else
shot —Landrieh Silver. I took him up to Dalvey.
44,818. Was he a Hadley man —A Dalvey man.
A carpenter by trade.

44,795. Only two?–Only two.
44,796. Were they Maroons —No.

44,819, Was he shot at Hadley –Shot at Hadley.
44,820. Who shot him 2–Two black soldiers,

44,797. West Indian soldiers ?—Yes.

44,798, Was one an officer ?—One was a corporal.
44,799. What was his name 2–Beckett.

44,800. He was called Beckett —Yes, Corporal
Beckett, a Sambo-looking man.

44,801. What age was Moses Cornwall, how old
was he 2–That I cannot say.

44,821. What was the charge that you took him
upon —I took him up according to the list; that he
was a man that blew the shell, and gathered up the
people.
44,822. He was a leader 2–Yes.

44,823. Who said he did that ?—Those that gave

the evidence; those that saw him.

44,802. Was he an old man –A young man,
30 years of age, I should think.

44,803. What was the charge against him —I lay
no charge.
44,804. Who did 2–Mr. Groves.

I don't see him.

44,824. You heard some people say so?—Yes.
44,825. You saw him yourself shot ?–Yes,
44,826. What was the date of that?—I cannot
recollect.

44,827. Was it before or after the other one was

shot ?–After; we could not find him; he was in the

44,805. Who is he –He lives at Dalvey.
44,806. What was the charge made by him 2–
Plundering his house, they broke his house, and he
said he was the ringleader of it.

wood all the time.

44,828. He was shot at a lime kiln —Yes, just
on the road.

44,829. Are you certain what you have been saying

is true —Yes.
The witness withdrew.
Johnson.

WILLIAM Johnson (black), sworn, and examined.
44,830. Are you a rural constable of Golden Grove :

--

—Yes.

44,839. Had he lost an arm –Yes.

44,831. How long have you been that 2–A long
time; I can’t tell. I am an African man. I came
to this country as a small boy.
44,832. Do you remember when the white soldiers

44,840. Which side of his body was the arm he had
lost –He had lost his right hand.

were here —Yes, I remember when the white soldiers

I see him hung.
44,843. Who hanged him —When the white troop
cam

were here.

44,833. When was that —I can't tell you the day
of the month.

in

ers

e here.

44,844. Was there any officer with them?—Yes.

44,834. Was it at the beginning, or at the end, or
Octobe
can
the mid
dle of

44,841. You are sure of that ?—Yes.

44,842. Did you see anything happen to him?—

r 2—I

not tell.

44,845. Do you know who the officer was —No.

44,846. Did you see McKenzie hung with your
own eye –Yes.

44,835. What were you doing at the time the
soldiers were here 2–I was employed to look after

the provisions for the soldiers by the overseer Mr.
Chisholm.

44,847. Where about was it he was hung?—In a
plazza.

44,848. Just inside the door –Yes.

hung for ; what did they say
he had done?—That I can't tell.
44,850. Was he tried ?–I can't say nothing about
44,849. What was he

44,836. Do you remember a man who only had one
hand, named McKenzie 3–James McKenzie ; that
man I know.

44,837. What was he 7–He was a head penner.
44,838. Which arm was it he had lost 2—I cannot
tell which one.

that, only I knew him, and I saw him hung.
44,851. Was he hung alone, by himself?—There
Were five others, but I don’t know their names.

44,852. Five, all hung together ?—I saw six of

them. McKenzie was the only one I knew,
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44,853. McKenzie and five others, that made six *
—Yes.

44,858. Was there an officer 7–Yes; soldiers can't
go about without officer.

44,854. They were all hanged at the same time,
together —Yes.
44,855. What day of the week was it?—I can't

44,859. Was he there when they were hanged 2–

FORTY
FIFTH
DAY.

That I can't say.
44,860. Are you sure there were six 2–Yes.

W. Johnson.
-

stav.

44,861. McKenzie made six of them 2–Yes, six of

44,856. How many soldiers did it

were there

more than two –The soldiers were enough.

44,857. Were there more than two –Plenty.

17 March 1866

them.

44,862. Is that all you have got to say?—Yes, no
Inore.

The witness withdrew.

MARY Mitchell (black), sworn, and examined.
44,863. You live at Pera 2–Yes.
44,864. What was your father's name *—John
Mullens.

M. Mitchell.

++,874. What did you use; did you wash it?—Yes
44,875. What did you use –Fum poultices, from
bush ; boiled it up ; picked bush and pounded it, and

4,865. When was John Mullens taken away from
Pera 2–In November.
44,856. And died the same month — Yes.

44,857. Was it the beginning of November 2—No,
the millie.

put on it. As it was getting bad we took it off, and
put on other things.

44,876. Did any doctor come to him to see him
—We could not get a doctor at that time. No doctor
see him.

44,868. Was he taken down to Golden Grove 2–

Yes, by a constable at Pera named George Bartley.
44,869. You were not here when he was flogged 2
—No ; Tuesday they fetch him down, and keep him
here till Wednesday. Rain was falling.
44,870. He came back again to you at Pera on
Wednesday?–Yes; and his back was sore when he
came back.

44,871. It looked as if he had been flogged ?–He
was flogged by two men.
44,872. You did not see him flogged 2–No ; I was

44,877. When did he die; the week after he came
back –Yes.
44,878. Of a mortified back 2–Yes.

44,879. Is your mother here 2–Yes.
44,880. (Mr. Payne.) Where is the nearest doctor
to you ?–We don't have no doctor where we are
living.
44,881. Is there no doctor at Pera 2–No.

44,882. What is the nearest place —Golden Grove
here, and Morant Bay.

not here.

44,873. Was he taken sick then 2–Yes; the back

44,883. (Commission.) Your father was a labourer
on the Pera estate 2–Yes.

mortified, and break out.
The witness withdrew.

L. Mullens.

LucretIA MULLENs (black), sworn, and examined.
44,884. You live at Pera with your daughter ?—

44,900. Did they say your husband had been to
Bowden 2–Yes.

Yes.

44,885. Had you a husband in October talled John
Mullens 2–Yes.

-

44,886. What age was he –A grey man; but he
was a strong man.

44,887. What was his age 2—I can't tell him age.

44,888. How old are you ?—Me can't tell for my
age.

44,889. Was your husband older than you ?—Yes,
older than me.

44,901. They did say that ?–Yes.

44,902. What did they say he was doing there 2–
Doing nothing, only standing up.
44,903. With other people 2–Yes.
44,904. They said he ought to have come to Golden

Grove when they told him, and if they did not come
the Maroons would burn them out 2–Yes.
44,905. And he did not come 2—No.

44,906. Did you come with him 2–No.

44,890. Then he was an old man —Old enough.

44,907. After he went away on Tuesday, you saw

He was a strong man.
44,891. What did he do, did he work much —Him

him the next day, the day after —Yes.

working.

—Yes.

44,892. Did he do much work —He do strong
work.

44,893. On Pera estate 2–Yes.

4,894. Did he cut cane —Pera is a penn now.

44,908. He came back after he had had fum fum ?
44,909. What was he like after he had come back

again –They had flogged him.
44,910. Had he fum ſum on his back —They gave
him a severe flogging on his shoulders.

44,895. I)id he look after cattle —Him tied fences.

44,911. We hear that it mortified ?–Yes."

4 +,896. I)id a constable at Pera bring him down to

44,912. What did you do to stop it 2–I washed it.
44,913. What with ?—With some boiled bush.

Golden Grove on a Tuesday ?—Yes.
44,897. What was he charged with doing 2—Me

can't tell what they took him for.
44,898. What did the constable say he had done
when he came and brought him here 2–Massa, me
can't tell what him done.
44,899. What did the constable who took him here

$ºy he had done; what did they say they brought

him for –One evening we heard the word “come "
!º say the people must come out, and come to

44,914. Don't you think that stuff you boiled made
it worse ?—No ; I took the water and wash it with
water.

44,915. What did you boil in the water ?–Nothing.
44,916. You washed it with warm water 2–Cold.

44,917. What did you put in the water –Put
nothing in the water.

44,918. (Mr. Payne.) What sort of bush did you
put in 2–A little sage in.

44,919. (Commission.) You boiled sage —Yes.
Golden Grove; and if they don't come they will
44,920. What was it you put into the water to
meet the Maroons. And they come over to Pera, and
burn down the houses. My husband don't come out boil –I no put nothing at all.
44,921. What did you boil with the other matter 2
—Nothing but the sage and make it cold.
44,922. Only the sage?—Yes.
they don't see him with nothing at all.
44,923. And then did you use it as a cold wash —
"P to Bowden's Wharf, and then turn back, and came

tº go to Golden Grove, but in the morning he go to

:

Mr. Dulus, and do nothing, except stand

up ; but
He just go

back home; and the constable came, and took him in
his house and bring him here.
15589.

Yes.

44,924. Cold sage and water 2—Yes.
6 E
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44,925. What good did that do to the back 2–

FIFTH

I)A Y.
J. Mullens.

17 March 1865.

Nothing, sir. When he came home in the evening his
back was really smashed.
44,926. After you had washed with sage and water,

44,937. How long did you go on washing it?—
About a week I kept on washing it with sage and
Water.

-

44,938. Then you never used anything else but

did he get better?—It was very bad.

this sage and water —No.

44,927. Did it get worse 2–Yes.
44,928. What made you go on washing it with sage
and water —We can't better things.
44,929. Supposing it was always getting worse, it
might have been made worse by this sage and water 7
– It does not make it worse; it makes it quite cold.

44,939. Was he a weak old man?—Not so weak, a
strong man, a strong fisherman, go out anywhere on
sea and catch fish and work in the provision ground,
44,940. (Mr. Payne.) Have you any sons?–Yes,

44,930. He died a week after he came home 2–
Yes,

y

44,931. Of this bad back 2–Yes.

44,932. It got worse and worse —Yes.
44,933. And you kept washing it with sage and
water 2–No.

-

-

44,934. When did you stop doing that ?—I stop it;
I did not do it again because I saw it got bad.
44,935. How many days did you use it 2–Two
days after he came home the back was so bad; it
was mashed.

44,936. Then it never got better after you began

three.

44,941. Do they work for you?—No ; the Maroons
came and took all my things,
44,942. Did they burn your house?—No, God pre:
served it ; they took all my clothes, my children's
clothes, and took every bit—two barrows, and two

d

#
4.

º

hogs.

44,943. (Commission.) Did not they ever let you
know what your husband had been doing?—No.

º

44,944. Did they never let you know what they

al

|

º

accused him of ?–No.

| ſiHi

44,945. Are you sure of that ?—Yes.
44,946. Had he not been down plundering at the
house ?–No, he no do nothing; they took my dog

The witness

-

-

§:
4.

and my cocoanut oil and everything,

washing it —No.

L. Logan.

-

-

Is;

withdrew.

LIANTA LOGAN (black), sworn, and examined.

44,947. Do you live at Duckenfield —Yes.
44,948. On buy land of your own 2–Yes.
44,949. You are now a widow –Yes.

44,950. What was the name of your husband 7–

day, till Friday, till Saturday, and Sunday, until the
Monday, and the Tuesday him dead.
44,967. Was he shot on Wednesday or the Tues.
day ?—They shot him behind here, and his arm

4.
ºw

5.

mashed.

Charles Logan.

44,951. Did he live at Duckenfield with you ?—
Yes.

44,952. On this buy land 2–Yes.
44,953. How long had you lived up there together ?
—We live at Duckenfield a long time.
44,954. What happened to your husband at Ducken

field —He went out on the Wednesday morning.
44,955. Where did he go to ?—Went out on to the
road, and the soldiers did meet him and shot him.

44,956. What soldiers were they f—Black soldiers.
44,957. Were they the Maroons —No.
44,958. A West India regiment –Yes.

#!

-

44,968. Was it one man shoot him or two —The
Sambo one shot him, the red-skinned one.

jºin

44,969, Can you describe the dress the soldiers had
on ; had they on any red dress —No.
44,970. Was it a yellow dress –The soldiers had

--

º
4.
tº:

! E:

a dress on.

44,971. What sort of a dress; was it a black

4.

º

dress —Yes.

44,972. Black from top to bottom?—Yes; and a gun.
44,973. How do you know it was not the Maroons;

i.

do you know the Maroons when you see them?-

#.

Yes, me know Maroons.

44,959. Did they take him up before they shot
him ; make a prisoner of him —No ; he did not go
anywhere at all.

44,974. Were these Maroon soldiers that came
down and shot your husband 2–I don't know whether
it was a Maroon soldier, my Massa; it was a sºldier.

44,960. Did the soldiers make him a prisoner before

44,975. What sort of soldiers were they —I don't
know what sort of dress they wore.
44,976. What had they got on their heads?—They

*

had soldiers' caps.

:

they shot him —No; they just met him on the road
and they fired at him; a man ran away before they
went by, and they asked my husband if he saw the
man run away. He said, “No,” and they shoot him.
44,961. Did your husband try to run away ?–No.
44,962. Is that all that you saw 2–Yes.

leave him there ; he was not dead the same time ; he

live till the other week, Tuesday.
44,965. What day was it the soldiers came by and
44,966. How many days did he live after they had
shot him —He lived from the Wednesday till Thurs

.

child.

was shot?—Yes.

t

44,979. In the same house ?–Yes.
44,980. And she saw it 2–Yes.

s

...

--

44,981. Was your house burnt after that?—Yes.
44,982. Who burnt it 2–Mr. Hood; he wanted to
fire at this child here.

did to you ?–No.

44,984. Was anybody else shot?—No.

The witness withdrew.

ELIZABETH Logan (black), sworn, and examined.
44,988. Where were you living then —At Dalvey
44,985. Were you living in October, at the time the
soldiers came, with your father, at Duckenfield 2–
Yes.

with my grandmother.

-

44,989. You did not see your father shot?-Nº.
45,990. Did you go and see him afterwards?–Yes;

44,986. Did you see him the day that the soldiers
came through Duckenfield 2–I and him don't live in
one house; I and my grandmother live together.
44,987. Did you see your father the day the soldiers

when I went I saw him lay down with his left "

Wednesday
morning I got up about 8 o'clock, they call me and

shot him on the 18th of October, Wenesday mºm"+

tell me my father shot at Duckenfield.

º

44,977. Is that your daughter 7–It is my husband's

44,983. (Mr. Payne.) Was there anything else they

shot him —I don't know the day.

came to Duckenfield : — Yes; on the

-

44,978. Was she with you at the time your husband

44,963. Is that all that was done —Yes.
44,964. Did the soldiers go on after that and leave
your husband dead on the road —They shoot him and

E. Logan.

4.

broke and his left hip broke.

44,991. He lived a week, did he not ?—Yes; tº
44,992. Are you sure it was Wednesday ?–Yes,
44,993. Did you see any of the soldiers as you went
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up to Duckenfield 7–No ; I did not see none of the
soldiers.

44.994. How far had you to go to get to Ducken
field : – Not far.

44.995. You did not meet any soldiers on the road 2

45,003. Do you know where James Davis lived 2–
Living at Duckenfield.
45,004. (Commission.) What was James Davis 2–
He worked on the estate.
45,005. He was a labourer –Yes.

—No ; I did not meet anybody until I passed my

45,006. Had he got any buy land—any hire land

father; just down at the bottom I saw another man

—I can't tell whether he had buy land—he was

named James Davis, and when the soldiers shot my

working on the estate land.

father they went down and shot him.

FORTY
FIFTH

1)AY.

E. Logan.
17 March 1865.

45,007. Was he a young or an old man?—A young

44,996. Your father's house was burnt —Yes.

44,997. Did you see that done —No ; I was not
at the place.
44,998. Did you see it after it was burnt –Yes;
afterwards I see it.

44.999. (Mr. Payne.) What do you say about

lilan.

45,008. Was he married ?–Yes.

45,009. And had a family up at Duckenfield 7–
Yes.
45,010. Is his wife there now 2–No.

45,011. Where is she gone to ?–Near Ducken:

James I)avis —I did not see when they was killing

field.

him.

45,012. When did you see James Davis dead –
The same day as my father shot.

45,000. But was he shot ?—Yes; I saw him dead
on the spot, in the same road where they shot my

45,013. He was dead the same day you got up
there 2–Yes.

father.

45,001. Did you see where he was wounded ?–
No ; I did not see the wound at all.

45,002. Did you see where the blood came from?—
Yes; I saw the blood on the road.

45,014. (Mr. Payne.) IIow far was the place
where your father laid from the place where you saw
James Davis : — Just about down the steps here
(close).

The witness withdrew.

JAMES AFFLICK (black), sworn, and examined.
45,015. Do you live at Scott's Run?—Yes.
45,016. Where is that :-Near to Belle Castle.
45,017. What do you do when you are at home—
are you a labourer —Yes.

45,018. Do you labour on the estate there —No :

.J. Afflick.

45,042. They were dressed any way ?–Yes; they
all did not wear one dress.

45,043. Were they Maroons —I don't know.
45,044. Did you notice whether they had different
trowsers on, or had they all the same sort of trowser
on –Them all had blue trowsers; some of them had

I labour on my own land.

45,019. Have you got buy land of your own —
—Yes.

45,020. And you work on it —I labour sometimes
on the estate.

blue trowsers, but different sorts of jackets.
45,045. Had they all short blue trowsers with
gaiters on their legs –Yes.

45,046. You say they tied him to a tree, and you

45,021. Have you been at Scott's Run long —Yes.
45,022. How long 2—I live there.

45,023. All your time —Yes, I grow in Scott's
Run.

saw two soldiers shoot him – Yes.

45,047. How many soldiers were standing by when

the two shot him —I did not reckon how many of
them.

45,024. Have you known there a person named
Hoffman 2–Yes.

45,048. Were there any more ?–Yes; there were
more.

45,025. How long had you known him — We
almost grew up companion together.

45,026. Was he about your age —I am a little
older than him.

45,027. What was his other name? — His right
name was Thomas Hoffman.

45,028. Had he any other name —Sometimes they
call him Thomas Cash.

45,029. You knew him best as Thomas Hoffman 2
—Yes.

45,030. Are you quite sure that Thomas Hoffman
and Thomas Cash are the same person – Yes; the
same person.

45,049. Where was he taken by the soldiers first :
—This young man was brought to them.
45,050. By whom ?–By two men; one was a con
stable, and the other was not a constable, but I sup
pose they press him: I can't tell rightly.
45,051. Did you see the two men bring Hoffman
—Yes, I did.

-

45,052. Where were the soldiers when they brought
him -They were in the chapel yard.
45,053. They brought him to the soldiers ?–Yes.
45,054. Did you hear the two men say what Hoff
man had been doing –No, I did not.
45,055. Have you heard since what he did —That

45,031. He did not live at Scott's Run ? — No.

he was one of the bugle men.

45,032. He lived at Belle Castle –Yes.

45,056. That he had been collecting the people
together ? – Yes; blowing the bugles.
45,057. To get them in, to come together ?–Yes.

45,033. That is close to where you are 2–Yes.

nºt

What became of him —The soldiers shoot

lin,

45,058. When did you hear that said: —When they

45,035. Did you see that done —Yes; the black
soldiers shoot him.

-

45,036. Where was he shot ?–In the chapel yard
at Belle Castle.

45,037. Where were you when that was done —

The soldier carry him and tied him to a tree.
45,038. In the yard of the chapel ? – Yes; they
Carry him first before the minister dwelling house,
but some of the females began to cry, and they move
him and carry him a little further on and tie him on
a tree.

43,039. How many soldiers shot him —Two.
45,040, Was there any officer with them —I don't
now whether he was an officer.

*5,041. What clothes did the soldiers wear –All
*9tt45,192. Ves; some wore a piece of white, and some
hat

brought him before the soldier.
45,059. Who said that ?—I heard a soldier say that
he was the bugle man.
45,060. Had he been the bugle man —I cannot
rightly say.

45,061. Oh-yes, you can you know you were his
companion all the time, and he told you what he was
doing —No ; him never told me whether him going
to do anything.
45,062. You knew what he had been doing ; don'

you know that he had been out with a bugle :-They
say he was, but I did not see him myself.

45,063. You knew before the constables took him
to the soldiers that he had been out with a bugle -Yes.

trowsers.

45,064. You had heard that 3–Yes.
- --

~~~
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-I.,
J. Afflick

1, M., issº.

45,093. (Mr. Payne.) You say the soldiers said he

45,065. Before the constables brought him to the

1.1%
fºil

was bugle man to the rebels?—He had been blowing

soldiers ?—Yes.

45,066. You saw him going about with his bugle,
did you not, some days before?—No; I never saw

a bugle:

4.1%

45,094. What did they say: blowing a bugle for
whom 2–For the party who were going about.

him myself with it.

45,067. You knew he had got one —I never knew

45,095. Who told you that ?–Nobody told me, but
I heard them talking.

" " he had one yet.

45,068. Did you know he could play the bugle -—
0.

45,069. Are you sure you did not know he could
play the bugle?—No.

-

45,070. Did he never tell you he could play the
bugle 2–No.

º an

45,098. Are you sure you heard the people talking

4:13
-hy
4.1.

45,071. Then who told you he could play the
bugle 2–According to what I heard the people say.
£5,072. The village people at Belle Castle —Yes.
45,073. Had he been away two or three days before
the constables brought him to the soldiers ?—Well, I

day ?–Yes.

don't know.

I don't know whether he was going to his house.
45,103. Was he going in the direction of hishouse?

45,099. Are you quite sure of that ?—Yes.

45,100. Now you say you saw him on the Satur.

{-l
§§

45,102. What was he doing?—I met him gºing

the soldiers ?––Monday.

people?—He was alone.
45,105. You say you had not seen him for two or
three days before the Saturday ?—Yes.
45,106. Is that the only time you have missed

45,078. Where do you think he had been to ?—I

ºn tº

45,101. Was he doing any mischief then 2–No.

—Yes.

45,076. Had he been away before that Saturday

1.1;

º:

rºl. At

fore ?—I see him Saturday morning.
45,075. What was the day he had been taken to
two or three days —Yes.
45,077. Where had he been to ?—I don't know.

fºls
º
º

45,096. Who did you hear talking?—I heard
several people about the place.
45,097. When did you hear this?—That was on
Sunday and Monday before the soldiers came up.
about him before he was shot?—Yes.

45,074. Had you seen him two or three days be-

!º

º; tıt
Hºl:

ºw

45,104. Was he alone or was he with other

seeing him —Sometimes I never see him for a week;
he works on one estate sometimes and I work upon

can't rightly tell, perhaps he was in his house.

45,079. Did you go and look for him —No.

another.

45,080. How do you know he had been away; do

45,107. Was he in the habit of coming to see you
every day ?—No.
45,108. Was there any officer present when the

you know what I mean *—Yes.

-

45,081. Had he been away from his house two or

three days before that Saturday ?—I don't know that.
45,082. Did you try and find out ; did you go his
house to see him —No.

-

45,083. Had he been to see you ?—No.
45,084. Then he had not been to see you for two
or three days before the Saturday ?—No ; I never
see him for two or three days before.
45,085. Had you been out with any of them yourself?—No.

soldiers shot him —I don't know.
45,109. Was there any man distinguished from the
rest; did you see anybody give the order?—A
short one there commanded the others to carry him
to the tree. ,
45,110. (Commission.) Was he dressed differently
from the others ?—I did not observe that.

45,111. Was he a white or a black man?—A black
IIlail.

45,086. Had you been asked to go marching with

º

45,112. Were there any white soldiers present —

.

t

them 2–No.

No.

45,087. Had Hoffman asked you to come out with
him —No, he never asked me such a thing.

45,113. When the black men said this man has

º

been out with his bugle, did Hoffman say anything

º

45,088. Had you seen others go —On the Saturday as we hear the horn blowing, we thought they
and
go that
and ;wefrom
yard, yard
to the
going
were
the chapel
up tochapel
themupgoing
prevent

to the soldiers when they charged him with that?—
I did not hear him say anything. They asked where
in company
together
at the bottom.
were down
who
they walking
saidwere
the
and he
were,others

time I see him.

-

45,089. Did you see him that Saturday ?—No ;
they never came up to the chapel yard.
45,090. Where did you see him on the Saturday
—After we coming down from the chapel yard I saw
him outside in the street.

45,091. Was he going to the chapel yard —No.
45,092. Where was he going 2—I don't know where

4.
-

º

ſ

45,114. Is that all he said 2–Yes; they would not

º

allow him to say anything. As he came up they just

º

tie his hands, and begin to drag him to the tree.

º

*

45,115. When they said to him he was the bugle:

º

man, what did he say to that?—I did not hear that.
45,116. You are certain you heard nothing more
said by him than that the rest of his company were

*

down at the bottom ?–Yes.

i

* |

º

45,117. Is that all he said that you heard?—Yes.

he go after that.

..

4.

The witness withdrew.

JAMES WILSON (coloured), sworn, and examined.

J. Wilson.

45,118. Are you a book-keeper on the

Golden

Grove estate 2–Yes.

45,127. Are the people still the same that lived in
them then 2–Yes.

45,119. You hold the second place ?—Yes.

45,120. Were you in that office during last Oc45,121. Do you remember after the attack was

tober and November 2–Yes.

made on Golden Grove 3-Yes.
15,122. After the people had gone, I believe, a
reaſ deal of property was taken away –Yes.
-

45,128. What did you find in the houses?–1 found

lots of things newly planted, which had not been
planted in the usual way, which drew my attention.
45,129. What sort of things?—Leaves and
plantain suckers.

45,130. Newly planted in their gardens to grow -

45,125. Where were the houses you visited 2–In
the village here.

45,126. All round here 2–Yes.

|

Yes; I had them dug up, and when they were dug

I found stolen goods underneath.
45,123. Did you after that go round to any of the up45,131.
Can you mention any of the names of the
negro houses ?—I went through the negro houses
with some of the constables.
45,124. Who were the constables you went with ?
—I took the head constable, Richard Ramsay.

º
ºt

h
-

t

people —A man named James McKay.

45,132. What did you find in his ground *—I found

a lot of stoves, and boxes of soap, and calls of pre

served meat, and nails and tools; they were buri
and a plantain sucker or a cocoa sucker plan".'"
them.

ay?–Ye

)
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45,133. Can you mention any other names 2–We
found a cart load in another yard.
45,134. How many did you find in the first 2–
About half a dozen stoves, and three pots, and a lot
of nails.

45,135. Was it a small cart load that you found at
the other place —A good sized cart load ; they were
tools and mugs and pots.

45,136. How deep were they buried ?–Not very
deep ; the things were just put over the top, and the
dirt covered the roots ; plants put over them.
45,137. Did you find more than those two cases 2

—Only those two yards in which I found anything.
45,138. Where else did you find goods disposed

957

43,141, What was the value of the property do
you think in those two cases —Altogether there
must have been about 121. or 131. worth of things.
45,142. Do the people here care about soap 2–
Yes; it comes in for washing their things.

45,143. They were a class of stores that would

J. Wilson.

17 March 1866,

last 2–Yes.

-

. 45,144. That would not perish by being kept 2–
No ; they would have kept a good while.
45,145. How shortly after the stores had been

plundered did you find these things —The store was
plundered on the Thursday night, and we found them
the next week.

of 3–I did not search afterwards; the constables
went and found some things.
45,139. In two cases you found them deposited in

45,146. Did you go away or stay here 2—I went
away; I had to run away.

the earth 2–Yes.

at the east end, near the lighthouse.

45,140. Are those the only two cases you had to

FORTY.
FIFTH
DAY.

45,147. Where did you go to ?—I was in the bush

45,148. Is Richard Ramsay, the constable you
speak of here ?–Yes.

deal with ?–Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Rich Ard RAMSAY (black), sworn, and examined.
45,149. You are the head constable of Golden you found, and how you found it —The first was a
Grove 2–Yes.
cart load of goods, and the other part we went to
45,150. How long have you had that office —For
these five years.
45,151. Whose store is this that was plundered
here ; what is it called 7–Mr. Taverez's.

45,152. After that was plundered did you go and
search for goods 2—Yes; during martial law.
45,153. Where were you when the store was
plundered ?—I was away in the bush ; I was afraid
of the people.
45,154. Where did you go to look for the goods
that had been plundered 2–About the village.
45,155. In how many instances did you find goods
hidden 7–I went and saw plantain and cocoa planted

R. Ramsay,

from 10s. to 12s. and 20s. worth of goods thrown
away in the bush.

45,168. What was the value of the things you
found buried ; cannot you tell me in one or two
instances how they were buried, and the value of

them —They dug the earth and put the things in
the ground, and planted something above them.

45,169. In how many cases did you see that ?–In
some six or eight cases.

-

lately.

45,156. Was that the same place that James
Wilson went to ?—Yes.

45,157. How many cases of planting did you find
—About four.

45,158. You went to the two that he has spoken

45,170. What was the value of the whole quantity
of goods —To the best of my knowledge about 6l.
45,171. All the six cases 2–Yes.

45,172. Did you find goods anywhere else ?—No ;
not anywhere else at all.

45,173. They were planted in the yards were they
—Yes; in the people's yards.
45,174. That is all you found 2–Yes.
45,175. Some you say were thrown in the bush 2–
Yes; I can't tell you the people who threw them.
45,176. What was the value of those found in the

of 2–Yes.

45,159. Did you find them as he has described —
Yes.

bush —Twelve or twenty shillings.
45,177. Have you ever been able to trace what

45,160. You heard what he said 2–Yes.

became of the whole contents of the store ?–No.

45,161. Besides those did you find others ?—Yes;

45,178. Have you got any information ?—No.
45,179. Did you know the store before it was
empty —Yes; it was full of stock.

many more.

45,162. Tell us the others ?–About the village
were things all about the people's yards.

45,163. Were they buried ?–Some buried and
some in the bush.

45,164. How many cases besides those two he has
mentioned 2–Several more.

45,165. How many more ?—Some eight or nine

45,180. (Mr. Payne.) In how many cases do you
say you found stolen goods 2—Six or eight.
45,181. Are you sure it was more than five 2–
More than five.

45,182. Are you quite sure it was more than three
or four 2–Quite sure.

45,183. How do you know the value of what you

more.

45,166. That you saw yourself?—Yes.

found 2–I saw the price they were selling it at in

45,167. Tell us the value about of the property

the store.

The witness withdrew.

JACK McTABBIs H (a black), sworn, and examined.
45,184. (Mr. Payne.) Were you taken up during
martial law 2–Yes.

45,185. And were you flogged ?–Yes.
45,186. How many lashes did you receive —One
hundred lashes.

45,187. What was the cat made of 7–The cat
made of wire.

45,188. Where were you flogged —At Bath.
45,189. By whom 7–By Mr. Kirkland.
45,190. That is by his orders ?—Yes.

J. McTabbish,

45,193. What was he 7–Isaac Dick was a man who
joined the police.
45,194. (Commission.) Do you see him now 7–No;
he leave the police and join the special constables in
this martial law.

45,195. Was he special constable at Bath —No.
45,196. He was at Bath the time he flogged you?
—Yes.

45,197. Was he a constable then 2–I don't know.
45,198. Were you tried ; did they charge you

.45,191. Do you know who gave the blows — with having done anything 2—Mr. Bailey informed
es.

45,192. Who was the man 2–Isaac Dick.

against me.
45,199. What did he inform against you ?—He
6 E 3
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and offered me 4s.

said that he met me with a whip
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for it, and I said “No, I won't give it to you, I won't

45,215. (Mr. Payne.) About what act, about the

take 4s. for it.”

45,200. What did he say you had done that had whip —No.

J. McTablish.
--

45,214. Captain Ramsay you say, said you were
innocent 2–Yes.

made them flog you ; did they say you had done any

l; March 1866, thing 2–No.

45,216. Not about the whip?—Ramsay said I was
not guilty.

**-

45.201. Nothing 7–No ; I never was a plunderer.
- 45,202. What did they inform against you ?–He
met me with a whip and he asked me to give him the
whip, and I said I would not give it him, “If you
want to take me up, take me up with the whip.”
45,203. Where did you get the whip —I met a
boy in the pasture with the whip ; he gave me three
with it, and I went and took it away from

.

• Illin.

-

45,217. Were they going to hang you for the whip.
—Yes; Mr. Bailey informed against me by addictid
feeling.

*

45,218. (Commission.) You say you were sentto be
hanged —Yes.
45.219. What were you to be hanged for?—Because
he asked me as a favour to deliver the whip to him,
-

and I would not let him have it.

45,220. You are not telling the truth when you say

-

that ?---Yes, sir; truth so help me God!

45,204. Was it a driving whip?—Yes,

you ?—Yes,

45,221. (Mr. Payne.) Did not Bailey say you

Mr. Bailey took away the whip from me and have it

had done something else?—No ; he never inform me

in the house.

that I was guilty of anything.
45,222. (Commission.) When they sent you down
to Morant Bay to be hanged they sent you for having
done something, did they not ?—No.

45,205. Did they take it away from

45,206. Then they gave you 100 lashes —They
gave me 50 lashes,
45,207. What sort of a cat was it 2–A wire cat.
-

45,208. You said just now they gave you 100
lashes 2–Two ſifties; 50 one time.

45,209. Were they all given in one day ?—Yes;
Sammy Thompson flog me ; and then they call Isaac
Dick to flog me, and afterwards Mr. Mendes before
we commenced to go to Bath tie my hand at Dry
River. My hands were tied till the blood came ; I
have the mark on my arm.
45,210. Did they let you go then —No, they put
-

me up at the station for six weeks, and then sent me
down to Captain Ramsay to be hanged ; and when I

go there Captain Ramsay found I was not guilty of
such an act, and he sent me back and said you must
let this man go.

45,211. What act do you mean *—I am not guilty
of nothing.
45.212. But they said such an act –I was not
guilty of nothing.
-

45,213. What act is it that you said you were not
guilty of 2–Towards the affair I am not guilty, I not
know nothing at all about it.

45,223. For doing what?—For the whip.
45,224. Do you mean to tell me that because you
had got this whip and would not sell it to Mr. Bailey,
tha º you were ordered to be hanged at Morant Bay?

—Yes, they informed against me, and sent me to
Bath.

-

45,225. And you were sent to Morant Bay to be
hanged –Yes, by Captain Ramsay.
45,226. And you deliberately say you were ordered
to be hanged, because you would not let Mr. Bailey
have your whip ; is that what you say?—Yes,
45,227. (Mr. Payne.) Are you sure they did not
say you did something else?—Mr. Bailey informed
against me; I don't know the evidence against me
that they gave ; I never knew.
45,228. You know nothing except the whip?—The
whip, that is what I know.
(The witness's back was examined, and he was
found to have had a severe flogging. The policeman
on duty stated that the witness was in liquor.)

The witness withdrew.

-

J. Anderson.

John ANDERSON (coloured), sworn, and examined.

45,229. Do you live at Amity Hall —Yes.

saying that he only paid 3d.6d, or 9d, to the labourers.

45,230. How long have you lived there —More

I deny it.

-

-

teaching in several parts of this parish.
45,232. What were you doing 2–I was a teacher

45,245. That not being true, what was done with
the charge —He call Mr. Harrison to substantiate
what he said. I again denied it. Then Mr. Harrison
whispered in Mr. Adcock's ear; what he whispered

at a school.

I cannot tell, but immediately after Captain Adcºck

than three years now.

45,231. Where did you live before that *—I

Was

45,233. You were schoolmaster —Yes.
45,234. What religious denomination do you labour
under 2–1 am a Baptist.

45,235. Were you at Amity Hall during martial

concerning pay at Golden Grove ; I never did.
Y

45,236. Is that on the road to Manchioneal —

45,247. Were you at Morant Bay at a meeting?—

€S.

-

-

-

45,248. A meeting held about wages was it?—The

Yes.

45,237. While there, were you taken into custody ?
—I went to Amity Hall and was taken into custody at

Amity Hall on the Sunday morning.
45,238. And taken where —To Golden Grove
-

-

-

-

45,239. Who took you ?—I don't know the name
of the volunteer gentleman who took me ; he took me
to the main body of volunteers on the road here.

who took me that his name was Captain Adcock.

general sentiments of the people.
45,249. The state and condition of the island?—
Yes.

-

45,250. Do you remember an open-air meeting at
which you were present —Yes; under a gynºp
tree.

-

45,251. Was that in the market place?-Yºs.
45,252. Just opposite the Court-house?—Yes

45,240. Did you see Captain Adcock?—Yes.
45,241. Did you know him —I did not know it
till afterwards when I was told by the head gentleIn an
.

45,242. How long did they keep you here —From
about 9 o'clock in the morning till about 5 in the
afternoon.

45,246. Don't you know what you were lished fºr:
—I could not tell, for I denied having said anything

-

law —I was at the post office during martial law.

here.

ordered me to receive 50 lashes.

45,253. Who presided at that meeting ?—George
William Gordon.

45,254. Do you remember when it was held think it was some time in August.

–45,255. The middle or the end?—It must ha"
been about the middle I think.

-

45,243. Were you charged with anything 3–I
was.

45,244, Who charged you ?—Mr. Chisholm charge
me saying that I delivered a speech at Morant Bay

45,256. Did you speak at that meeting?—I did
45,257. Did you hear Mr. Gordon speak –Whº"
I went, the meeting was going on, and the chaº"
sat quietly until after the meeting was over, and then

º
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he rose and returned thanks for a resolution proposed

Office at Plantain Garden River did you see

to him.

any

people killed 2–I did.

-

*FIFTH

45,258. Did you hear the resolutions —I heard
the speakers going on with their speeches.
45,259. And did you hear resolutions passed ?—

45,288. Who were they —Three men whom I
remember ; I know the name of one, his name was

Yes, because I had taken some resolutions from a

* 45,289. Whe killed him 2–Dr. Morris.

|

45,290. Who brought Walton there 2–A black

book-keeper at Duckenfield, of the name of Bryan,

to wait upon his Excellency the Governor.

and another constable by the name of Wheels, and
|

another constable, I forget his name.

+3.291. Was any paper brought with them 2–A

45.261. Did you propose them —No, I was only
invited to the meeting.

small piece of paper.

45,292. Who was that given to ?–It was given to

45,262. Can you say whether you heard any
resolutions proposed ?–Yes.

45,263. A good number 2—I can't positively swear
to the number now.
45,264. There were several 2–Several.
-

the captain of the black regiment there.

45,293. Do you know what captain it was 2–No.
45,294. What did the captain say ?–He looked at
the prisoner, and while he was reading it Dr. Morris
whispered to him.

45,265. Do you remember their nature ?—Yes:
their nature was the condition of the people.

45,266. Do you recollect any one of them –I
recollect one.

45,295. What did the captain say ?–The captain
ordered the men to be flogged, there was no cat, and

while the cats were being prepared Dr. Morris came
out in the open road, and as he read the paper he

45,267. What was that ?–It was about the de

ordered the men to be shot; when one of the men

graded state of the inhabitants, the people in the

was about to speak he was boxed by one of the
sergeants of the company.

parish; and the people themselves got very indignant

at the resolution, when a person spoke according to
the tenor of the resolution.

45,268. Who spoke about the tenor of the resolu
tion?—A young man at Manchioneal named Henry.
45,269. What did he say *—He said that, living in
the state they lived was so loose and ungodly that it
was a disgrace to the community.
45,270. Did you see a Mr. Clyne at Morant Bay ?
—I don't know him ; they were all strangers to me,
but I saw several speakers at Morant Bay. When I
went in Samuel Clarke was speaking.
45,271. Did you present your resolutions —I did.
45,272. Have you got them —No, I gave them
-

over to Mr. Gordon.

45,273. Have you a copy of them with you ?–No.
45,274. You kept none —No.
- 45,275. How many resolutions had you ?–Two.
45,276. What were they ; what were your two
about —One of the resolutions spoke of the de
graded state the people lived in.
45,277. Was it similar to the resolutions at Morant

Bay –Something about the same sort.
145,278. What was your other one –The other one
was about the fertility of the soil, I think, and the
base treatment of the labourers.

45,279. Just repeat what you can of the resolution.
What was the substance of your resolution about the
the treatment of the labourers ?—That is, how they
were abused.

45,280. Just give me the substance of the second
resolution ?—That the people were domineered over
by the planters, calling them d-d brutes and d--d
beasts; that was the nature of the resolution.

45,281. Did you speak about that —No, I spoke
at Stokes Hall what I personally knew.
45,282. I am asking you about what happened at
Morant Bay. You brought two resolutions –Yes.
45,283. One was with regard to the immorality of
life of the people, and the other was about their bad
treatment by the planters. Just give me the substance
of the resolutions 2–It is so long a time.

45.296. And then these men were shot ?–Shot.
45,297. On the side of the road 2–Yes.

45,298. Did you see them buried ?–No, I did not ;

I saw them tied after they were shot, tied up to the
bamboo fence, and one's brains were knocked out.

45,299. (Commission.) Who shot them : — The
soldiers.
43,300. What soldiers ?–Black soldiers.
-

-

4,301. What day of the week was it —It was on
a Saturday.
45,302. What is the one name you mention ?—
IRichard Walton.

45,303. That is the only name you know 2–Yes.
45,304. And

three

others : — There

were

four

altogether, but one made his escape.
45,305. How many did you see shot ?—Three.
45,306. Then it would be Hichard Walton and two
others ?—Yes.

-

45,307. (Mr. Payne.) You have spoken of the
Underhill meeting that you were present at under the

gynep tree ?–Yes.
45,308. You did not hear Mr. Gordon's speech —
No, but I heard Sam. Clarke allude to it in his speech
that they expected to have the meeting in the Court
house, but the custos would not give leave.
45,309. What else did he speak about —About the
condition of the people.
45,310. Were many people coming up there —Yes.
45,311. And were they disappointed because they
had not got the Court-house –I got up there late, I
don't know.

45,312. Did you speak about wages —I did at
Stoke's Hall.

45,313. Do you know anything about the complaints
of the people —I do.

45,314. What do you know —Many a time they
have shown me the 3d. they have received, and the

6d. and the 9d, they received at Amity Hall, because I
taught their children.

45,315. (Commission.) Are those children of the
people who were working at Amity Hall?—Yes.
45,316. (Mr. Payne.) Can you say whether or not

45,284. But you know about it—I do know about
it, but I forget.
45,285. Tell me again how it was the people were
called d-d brutes ?—For the slighest offence they

the subject of wages is a great grievance with the
people *—A great grievance,
45,317. Do you know whether there are great com

plaints —Great complaints, continual complaints.

were called d--d brutes and d--d beasts ; and

45,318. Have you any means of knowing whether

about the reduction of wages, that when they applied

those complaints are well founded ?–Yes, from what

for their wages they were called d--d brutes and
d——d beasts and told to get away.

they have said to me.

45,286. What did you propose to the meeting at

Morant Bay to do wiſh your two resolutions —That
they should go along with the Morant Bay resolutions;
and then I spoke at Morant Bay of the fertility of
the soil.
45,287.

DAY.

17 March 1866,

at that other meeting at Stokes Hall as a deputation
Stokes Hall down to Morant Bay ?–Yes.

|
|

J. Anderson.

Richard Walton.

previous meeting to that meeting, as I was appointed

45,260. You went with the resolutions passed at

FORTY

-

45,319. (Commission.) They told you they did not
get all the wages —Yes, they showed me what they
had got.

45,320. You never took the trouble to find out
whether that was all they had got 7–No.
45,321. Were you contented with their statement 7

(Mr. Payne.) When you were at the Post —No, but many who showed me the 3d. and 6d. a
6 E 4
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45,334. (Commision.) But 1 was asking you about
day had got no children in the schools; I met them
the
resolutions, and you said it was; what did you
with tears in their eyes, and they say “Teacher, look mean?—The
substance of the resolution ran that they
“here, Monday we come out to work, and this is all
were

ill-treated, and it was said they were ill-treati
several
ways.
in
45,322. And did you go away contented with the
45,335. In the speeches 2–In the speeches.
17 March 1866. truth of that ?—From what they tell me.
45,336. But you did not say so; you said it was in
45,323. You did not inquire whether it was true or
the resolution, now you say it was in the speeches, which
not ?—I inquire.
45,324. Where do you inquire f-My wife was one do you mean –I cannot remember what was written
of the labouring class, and she tells me what she in the resolutions, but it was repeated in the speeches,
“ we receive.”

J. Anderson.

-

45,337. I want to know what the resolutions were:

suffered.

45,324. That she did not get her wages 7–Yes.
45,326. She would have to account for that to you?
—I am not so exacting as that, but it is her practice

—I forget.
45,338. Who used in the speeches the language

to let me know what she receives.

speech was it in 7–The person who spoke of it, I

44,327. (Mr. Payne.) Are those complaints that
you have spoken of occasional or local, or how

cannot tell you,

widely do they extend ?–Generally.
45,328. What do you mean by generally 7–It has

Yes.

been a continual thing for a long time.
45,329. Is it universal 2 — It is.

sºil. Did more than one go on in that strain?—

I can't say

“damned brutes,” and “damned beasts"; whose

45,339. You heard it from somebody there?—
45,340. You don't know who it was 7–No.
O.

universal.

45,330. What are your means of knowledge ; do
you know the people generally in St. Thomas in the
East —I know much people about. I laboured for
the Wesleyans at Dalvey, where I had to take a
public appointment, and at Airy Castle, Bath, and
Manchioneal.

45,331. All about St. Thomas in the East 2–Yes.

45,332. Have you found the complaints general
about that part f—I have.
45,333. Were the words “damned brutes” and

“damned beasts” put in the resolutions or in the
speeches 2–In the speeches, not in the resolutions I

45,342. Was it the chairman 2–0h no, it was nºt

him, he was sitting down quietly.
45,343. (Mr. Payne.) Do you know whether there
is much abusive language used towards the negroes?
—There is.

45,344. Did you hear any speech recommending
the people to adopt force —No.
45,345. Did you hear of any speech tending to
cause the people to rebel ?—Not a word.
45,346. Did you receive the 50 lashes —Yes,
45,347. Was that at the Post Office?—No, in front

of this step.

think.

The witness withdrew.

Reverend HENRY HARRIs (coloured), sworn, and examined.

Rev. H. Harris.

45,368. I suppose you officiate at Belle Castle?-

45,348. Are you a Baptist preacher ?–Yes, in
connexion with the Baptist Missionary Society.
45,349. From London —Yes.
45,350. Do you live at Belle Castle 2–Yes.
45,351. Are you one of the ministers for superin
tending the instruction and religious education of the
Baptists —Yes.
45,352. You have been 13 years resident at Belle

Y

Castle 2–Yes.

you ?—Yes.

es.

45,369. What is the number of your congregation:
—The average is about 300.

-

45,370. Before the Morant riots what was their

conduct; were they an orderly, quiet, and peaceable
lot ?—I believe so, I never noticed anything,

-

45,353. Do you remember Hoffman being shot in

the yard of the meeting house ?–In the chapel yard.
45,354. What day was that ; do you remember 2
—It was on the Monday after the outbreak.
45,355. Did you interfere with the soldiers ; when

they brought him into the yard —I objected to his
being shot in the yard.
45,356. That objection was not attended to, I

suppose –They took him away from the mission
house yard into the chapel yard.
45,357. Who were present when he was shot ?—
We had a number of people there.

45,358. Who shot him 7–Black soldiers.
45,359. Did you see who ordered the firing 2–I
don’t know ; I did not go to see him.
45,360. You did not see the man shot ?—I did not

45,371. Did they attend service regularly, under

45,372. And were very good chapel goers'-l
believe they were.

-

45,373. Were they steady in their attendante Yes, pretty regular.

45,374. Have you taken any interest in the wages
question ?–Not any deep interest; they have often
complained to me; the people themselves very often
complain to me, that they do not get their full ſº.

45,375. How long have you heard much of that:For some time now, for more than two years.
45,376. It was not so much that they did not gº'

enough for their labour, but that they did not gº
what it was agreed they were to be paid –Yes.
45,377.
the time ofalltheround
outbreak,
great At
was
excitement
Belleof cour*
Castle tº
with
your people 2–Yes.

othere.

45,378. After the news reached there?–Yes.

45,361. Was an officer present?—I heard the report
of guns; I know there was no officer.

45,379. What did your congregation offer tº lo ſt
you
35,362. How many soldiers were there f—There case ?—They came round the place to protect it "
the people should come.
were 11.
45,380. Did you find them steady in protect";
45,363. Who was at the head of them —A your
property?—Very steady.
-

sergeant.

45,381. Did they suffer anything?—Their hº
35,364. Do you know his name —I don't know were
burnt. I did not suffer anything. The pºp"
his name.
-

45,365. Was he a black sergeant?–Yes.
45,366. Were they West India troops ?—Yes.
45,367. With red jackets and yellow sleeves f—
I know they were West India troops. They had on
other people's clothes. They had on a sort of yellow
jacket.

in the neighbourhood were injured.

45,382. (Mr. Payne.) The people who prº"
you45,383.
?—Yes.I believe you are the only Baptist Mis
•

,

1 fºr

sionary in the whole parish of St. Thomas " the
East –The only one.

|
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45,384.
Yes

You have there Missions, have you not –
* -- w
45,385. Who have you to help you ?—I am the

only man.

We have deacons, and we generally have

teachers.
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45,400.sonDid
Captain Hole speak to Dr. Morris in
on 2
your presence -He sent an order in commanding
the men to return home immediately.
45,401. Did he speak to Dr. Morris in your pre
-

Belle Castle and one at Stokes II ill.

45,387. Wºre they well attended ?–They were :
they are not in operation now.
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sence 2–He did.

45,386. Iſave you any schools —Yes, two; one at
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45,402. (Commission.) You say you stated your
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complaint to Captain Hole about two girls who had
been
forced 2–Yes.

-

45,403. That was only told you ?–Yes.

45.388. Are you starting them again —I am
about beginning again.
45,389. 1)id you go and see the man Cash dead
afterwards —No : 1 saw his grave afterwards.

45,390. Did you make any report to Captain Hole 2
—While at Moortown I made a report to Captain
Iſole.

45,391. What was that ?–A man came and told

me that one of the soldiers forced a girl, and another
told me the same story of another one.

45,392. Was that of the West India Regiment 2–
Yes.

45,404. You did not know anything of it yourself?
—No.

45,405. And you do not know the women who
were alleged to have been forced 2–I know both the
girls.

45,406. Have you been to them to ascertain
whether it was true —I have been to the guardian
woman of one of the girls, and I have spoken to the
mother of the other.

45,407. Did you do that before you made the
report?-No, not before ; the man came in while
the captain was there, and I mentioned it to him.

45,393. What did Captain Hole do upon that ?–

45,408. But do not you think you are bound,

He wanted the men to be pointed out, but they could

before propagating a charge you know nothing

not be pointed out.
45,394. Who was in charge of these men who
were alleged to have misconducted themselves –I

about, to confirm it 3–1 thought I had enough; the

don't know.

women had been forced, say that he was present at
the time the forcing took place —One of them told
me he saw the girl immediately after the soldier had

45,395. What reply did the captain make to you ?
—He said he was very sorry to hear it; but the men
were very depraved.
45,396. Did he say anything more ?–No.
45,397. Did you report to him anything about the
burning of the houses —I did ; I reported the burn
ing of the houses after he had promised to protect
the houses.

45,398. Did you report to him anything about the
people's clothes –They reported it themselves ;
they came down immediately.

45,399. Did you complain of Dr. Morris —I did
not.

man was present before the captain.
45,409. Iłut did the man, who came and said the

left her.

45,410. He did not see the thing done –Not
done; he met the girl crying.
45,411. But did not it strike you that it was your
duty to go to the girl and find whether it was true,
before you made this report —I did not think it was
wrong to mention it to the captain.
45,412. Do not you think it would have been

better for you to have told the man who told you to
go to the captain —I’erhaps it would have been
better if I had known it.

The witness withdrew.

SARAH TYNE (black), sworn, and examined.
45,413. Do you live at Duckenfield –Yes.
45,414. Was your father's name Sidney Tyne —
Yes.

45,415. 1)id he live at i)tikenfield 2–Yes.
45,416. What was he? I)id he labour in the field :
—Ile was a labourer in the field.

45,417. Was he living at Dukenfield in October
last 2–Yes.

45,418. Do you remember his coming home one

would not let me go and look on him. I did not
want the soldier to see me. I did not stay there
long.
45,432. You did see him in the cow pasture ?—
Yes.

45,433. Why did you not stay long 2–Because if I
stay, the soldiers shoot me.
**
45,434. Were the soldiers there 2–No.

45,435. Then what made you frightened of them ;

day from the field when some soldiers were there — could they shoot you if you were not there 2–Yes,
He was coming from his ground.

45,419. What day was that ; was it in October *
—Yes.

45,420. During martial law —Yes.

45,421. Was he coming home to his house 2–Yes;
I turned up into a cow pasture.
45,422. Did you see your father ?–Yes, when he
came in from the ground, him and the other country
man, and when he came in, the other gentleman,

Mr. Butler, asked them who they shot, and they said
it was my father was shot, and I went up there to
the cow pasture, and hear him grunting.
45,423. Was he shot ?—Yes.
45,424. Had you heard any gun fire 2—Yes.
45,425. Did you see any soldier —No ; they had
gone on in front.

45,426. Was your father bleeding ?—Yes.
45,427. Was he breathing when you went up 3–
Yes.
45,428. Did he die 2–Yes.

45,429. When you got to your father in the cow
pasture, was he then alive or dead –IIim don't die
quite.

45,430. He was still partly alive —Yes.
45,431. What did you do?—When I go back, they
15589.

they would not let me go and look on him.
45,436. But they were not there when your father
was, were they –The soldiers did it.
45,437. Were they there when you went to see

your father ?—No ; the soldiers were gone.
45,438. Then why did not you stop with him 2–
Because I did not know whether the soldiers would
come back.

45,439. Was any one in the cow pasture ?—No.

45,440. Was your father dead before you went
away ?—No.
45,441. What made you not stop with him 2–Some

of them had gone on to Dalvey, and may be they
come back and shoot me.

45,442. Did you hear any of the guns go off?—
No.

45,443. When did you go back —That night; I
went to bury him.

45,444. You left him there to die —Yes.
45,445. Who else was there to help you bury him :
—Patrick Grant.

45,446. Is he a person at Duckenfield —Yes.
45,447. He helped you ?–Yes.
45,448. Who else?—Tobias Tyne.
6 F
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45,449. What relation is he of yours ?–An

45,452. What day was it, do you remember, that
your father was shot?—I don't remember.

African.

45,450. Are you an African 2–Yes.
45,451. You were not born in Jamaica —Yes;

S. Tyne,

45,453. What day of the week was it?—Wednes.
day.

at Duckenfield.
17 March 1866.

The witness withdrew.

R. Cornwall.

RICHARD CornwALL (black), sworn, and examined.

45,464. You say it was not true that you had been

45,454. You live at Pera 2–Yes.

seen with Mr. Duffus' spyglass 2–Yes; that was the

45,455. What do you do at Pera —I does nothing
there, I am living there, I am not working there ; I
work at Golden Grove, I am a cooper here.
45,456. Did you while you were at Golden Grove

anything.
45,465. They would not believe you?—They

in October bury six men —Yes; on the 23rd of

would not believe us at all.

October.

charge at that time ; we poor fellows could noisy

45,466. While you were being flogged did any

45,457. Can you give me the names of six —I

magistrate there do anything?—Yes; Mr. Harrison ºf

recollect three; those that I know are James McKenzie,

Hardley when they were flogging me. I heard they

William Winter, and John Landrum ; those three I

sentenced me to 150 lashes, and Mr. Harrison was

knew well.

there.

45,458. They were hanged —Yes; at Mr. Tavares'
piazza.
Were you flogged after they were hanged 2

“Oh, you d-d brute!” and he took his riding
supple Jack that he rides with, not smaller than my

$º.

- I eS.

I called for a drink of water, and he said

finger, and he struck me three times on the head.

45,467. (Mr. Payne.) Was your house burnt?—

45,460. What was the charge against you ?—My
certain charge I don't know, I was taken up by
Mathew Kelly.
45,461. And he went and told somebody you had
done something?—Yes; he and two soldiers went
into my house on the 23d of October, and afterwards
when they came into the house they took me up to
Mr. Duffus; they said they saw me with Mr. Duffus'
Spyglass and some other things.
45,462. That you had been down to Bowden's
wharf 2–Yes.

Yes; the soldiers on the 23d of October went and

took me out and caught my house on fire and steal

a part of my garments, my principal clothing that I
wear when I go service; and afterwards the Maroons

came and took away the rest, and took my wife's
married ring.
45,468. You were made to bury the man before
you were flogged —I buried the man before I was

taken to the triangle to be flogged. I dig the hole;
myself carry William Winter; six of us have to carry
one man each.

45,463. He said you had 2–Yes; he met me on
the road.
The witness withdrew.

..}}. Blake.

MARIA BLAKE, recalled and further examined.
45,487. You did not do it, but you would have
45,469. Do you remember coming down here when
liked to have done it —I don't put my hand on it.
they destroyed Mr. Tavares' shop —Yes.
45,488. Your sweetheart said “don’t go there"—
45,470. Were you amongst the people coming
down when you saw some one shoot at them —I Yes.
45,489. He saw you were going —I can't go.
heard them. On the Friday morning Mr. Brooks
45,490. You took his advice —Yes.
fired the gun and the gun shot a brown boy.
45,491. When he said “do not go,” were you not
45,471. What did the people do when that took
rather going?—When he told me “don’t go there. I
place?—They run.
45,472. Did you run amongst them —Yes; then stopped.
45,492. You went down to where the people were
afterwards they came over here.
carrying the things off?—Yes.
45,473. And smashed up the shop —Yes.
45,493. And you followed them —I no follow
45,474. Did you follow them 2–No; me look.
them.
45,475. Did you hear what they said —Yes.
45,494. Some came towards you ?–No.
45,476. Then you must have been near them 2–
45,495. Then you went towards them —Yes.
Me not with them.
45,496. When you came what did you hear –
45,477. Did you hear what they said —Yes.
Them fire after them, and a brown man shot.
45,478. When you heard what they said, you must
45,497. Who was the brown man —James Stones.
have been near them —I was close to them, just over

the bridge; then after they had smashed the shop,
they came over this way; I came after them.
45,479. Did you see them smash up the shop —
Yes.

45,480. Did you see them take away all the goods?

Mr. Brooks fired the gun, one of the book-keepers.
45,498. Did you hear anybody say anything –
Some of the people said, “Smash this hoise." The
people said, “Don’t trouble the house, it is Mr.
“Archdeacon's house, he no trouble us at all."
45,499. Did you hear them say that they were
not to break the big house, because some one else

—Yes.

45,481. Who carried away the goods —The black
people.

wanted it *—Some people said, “Come here!" Some

45,482. Men and women —Yes.
45,483. Helping themselves?–Yes.
45,484. Did you see all the goods carried away –

were not to break this big house, because it was to

said, “You must not come !”

45,500. Did you hear any of them say that they
go for somebody else?—I did not hear them sºy
somebody wanted it.

go, you were going —I would not go, Massa, I was

45,501. Nobody was said to want this house ?—
No. They said it was the estate-master's house, and
they no trouble them nothing at all.
45,502. Did you hear them say that this house
was to be kept for Paul Bogle 2–Me no hear that.
45,503. You are quite certain of that :-Men"

afraid of the trouble.

hear that at all.

Yes.

45,485. Where did you go to when that happened 2
—My sweetheart told me, “Mrs Blake don't go there,
you will come to trouble,” and I did not go.
45,486. When your sweetheart told you you not to

lºſſ
H.T.
ſº
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45,504. Never at all 2–No.
45,505. You never heard that said 2–Never.

45,506. Did you hear it was not to be broken,
because Paul Bogle wanted it —No.

963

45,507. Were you coming to have a smash at this
house º–Yes.
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that ?—Yes.
M. Blake.

The witness withdrew.
17 March 1866,

JEREMIAH BELL (black), sworn, and examined.
45,509. Do you live at Hunting Court —Yes.
45,510. Did you get into difficulty during martial

law; were you in trººple —My watch.
45,511. You wº e in trouble about a watch 2–Yes,
a gold watch.

45,512. Where did you get it —lt was my father's
property, Alexander Ball.

45,513. How did you get it from your father ?–
My

father died.

45,514. The watch was left to you ?–Yes.
45,515. What happened to you about the watch

in martial law —They said it was stolen goods.
45,516. Who said that 7–Mr. Harrison and Mr.

45,538. Then did they flog you because

you were

not to say anything about the watch?—Yes, they
gave me 125.
45,539. Where were you flogged?–On the Bay.

43,540. Do you mean to say Ford took the watch
from you, and ordered you to have 125 lashes, and
that you were not to say anything more about it—is
that what you mean to say ?–Yes.
43,341. (Mr. Payne.) On Sunday the 22d October
was your mother's house burnt 2–Yes.

§4. Did

they then find the gold watch there 2

— les.

45,543. In consequence of finding that gold watch
did they apprehend you ?—Yes.
45,544. Who did they bring you before ?—Mr.

Ford.

45,517. Here 2–Yes.

45,518. Were you brought up by a constable here *

Ford.

45,545. Was there not a magistrate with the con

—Yes.

45,519.

J. Bell.

Who

brought you up 2–One George

Richardson.

stable who took you ?—Mr. Ford and Mr. Harrison.

43,546. Who brought you to Mr. Ford 2–The

45,520. Were you tried for having this watch –
Yes.

45,521. What was George Richardson's evidence 2
—He gave no evidence; Mr. Harrison tried me about
the watch, and Mr. Ford.

43,522. Ford was the man who tried you ?—
Yes.

constable George Richardson.
43,547. Was Mr. Harrison with Richardson and
Mr. Ford —Mr. Harrison was there.
45,548. Who was Mr. Ford with ?–Mr. Harrison.

43,349. What did they accuse you of having done;
did they say that this gold watch was Mr. Shires —
Yes; and it never was.

45,523. Was there a Court-martial 2–Yes.

45,524. Who gave evidence against you ?—I don't

43,530. What was said was to be done with you ?—
I was to be shot.

know when them try me; but in the morning when
they took me out from the place, and Mr. Ford and

43,351. Then, did Captain Ford say anything 2–

Mr. Harrison said I must not speak anything at all

Yes; Captain Ford said, “No ; all the people can't

about it.

45,525. You were tried by Mr. Ford 2–Yes.
45,526. Where was he trying you ?–Down yonder.

be destroyed in that way.”
45,552. Were any witnesses called on your side to

show how you came by the watch —When them try

45,527. He tried you for having this watch?— me about the watch I called Dr. Smith.
Yes.
45,553. Was there not another gentleman you
-

45,528. Who came there to prove anything against
you ?—About the watch 2
45,529. Yes.—Nobody proved anything against me
about the watch.

called 2–Mr. Drummond.

45,554. Did they state that they knew how you
got possession of the property —Yes; all said my
father had the watch when he was at Amity Hall.

45,530. Who came and gave evidence 2—When

45,555. When Dr. Smith said that, did Mr. Harri

them trying me about the watch I said it was my
father's property. And there was a man who had

son, say anything?—No ; I did not hear him say

water on the chest, and Dr. Smith charged 20s., and

nothing against me.

45,556. Did anybody say anything before you

he had no money, and he gave him the watch.

were ordered to be flogged 2–No.

45,531. When you were tried about the watch,
did anybody come and say anything against you

Ford.

45,557. Who ordered you to be flogged ?–Mr.

about the watch —No.

45,532. Then how did they try you ?–Dr. Smith

came up and proved that I did have the watch in my
possession.

45,533. When Smith came he said he knew about
the watch —Yes.
Y

45,534. And that you had got it properly 2–

45,558. (Commission.) You were not ordered to be
shot?—Yes; I was to be shot; and Mr. Ford said,
“No ; all the people can't be shot that way.”
45,559. But who ordered you to be shot?—Captain
Ford.

45,560. And then he ordered you not to be shot ?—
Yes.

es.

45,535. Who said you had got it improperly—
wrongly 7–Mr. Ford.
45,536. But he was trying you ?—Yes.

45,537. What did he say ?–He said the watch me

-

45,561. (Mr. Payne.) Did any one say they would
report your case if you were shot ?—No; Mr. Drum
mond begged for me for the watch.
45,562. Then you have given quite a different

must not get back again, and me must not say anything

statement here to what you did in Kingston —The

about the watch, and I never did.

young man made a mistake at Kingston.
The witness withdrew.

PRINCE WILLIAM (a black), sworn, and examined.
45,563. Where do you live —Duckenfield.
45,564. What do you do there, do you labour –
es.

+3,565. Do you labour on the estate 2–Yes.
45,566. Cut cane –Yes.

P. William

45,567. How long have you done that ?—Long
enough.

45,568. During martial law were you taken by a
constable 2–Yes.

45,569. From Duckenfield 7–Yes.
6 F 2
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45,570. Who took you ?—One of the

constables

from Duckenfield named Wilson.

45,571. Where did he take you to?—I was carried

45,600. Did he not mention the time when you
had robbed it 2–Yes; he said I had robbed it.
45,601. Did he say when you had robbed it? No.

45,692.
Was
robbed
2–Yes.

into Bath.
P. William.

he not talking about the shop being
o

45,572. When you got into Bath what happened to
17 March 1866.

45,603. Did he mention the day it was done?—yes,

you ?—They flogged me.

45,573. Who flogged you ?—A man flogged me, I
don't know his name.

45,574. Did any person tell him to do it?—No ;
they took no order at all.

45,575. Where did they flog you?—Outside in the
street.

45,604. Did he say, you were there?—Yes; he
said I was there myself.
45,605. And that you were helping the others to
empty the shop —Yes.
45,606. Are you sure he said that ?—Yes; because

if he did not say so, they would not come and fetch

-

line.

45,576. In the high road 2–Yes.

45,577. Who was by when you were flogged 7–

45,607. You knew that the shop was robbed?—

Yes. When the shop was robbed I was working.

I’lenty of gentlemen.

45,608. You were not far off?—Yes; far from

45,578. Was Mr. Kirkland there 2–Yes.

45,579. Do you know him?—Yes.
45,580. Did he order you to be flogged ?–No.
45,581. Were you tied to a tree ?—I was tied on a
Calºt.

45,582. Were other people flogged at the same
time f-Yes.

-

45,583. What did they say you had done?—I don't
know what they say me done.
45,584. But you know they said you did some
thing?—Yes, they said me did ; but I didn't do it.
45,585. What did they say you did —Rob them.
45,586. Robbed where 2–At Golden Grove.

45,587. They said you had been down here?—Yes.
45,588. And helped to rob the house —Yes.
45,589. Who proved that ?—There was not a proof

here.

-

45,609. Where were you when the shop was
robbed –I was working.
45,610. Where was that ?–Far enough.
45,611. Where 2–Near Duckenfield.
45,612. Between this and Duckenfield 2–Yes.

45,613. What day was that ?—That was Thursday.
45,614. You knew then, that the people were
coming down there to rob?—I did not know they
were coming not till Friday.
45,615. Did you see the people come?—No.
45,616. Did you hear the noise?–No.
45,617. You heard on the Thursday about the row
at Morant Bay ?—Yes.
45,618. And you knew the people were all coming
here 2–No.

against me.

45,590. Who tried to prove it?—Nobody.
45,591. Who said you had robbed Golden Grove 2
—Somebody said so.
45,592. Who was the somebody ?—I don't know.
45,593. Was it a man or a woman —A man.
45,594. Where did he come from ?—I don't know

45,619. Oh yes, you did!—No.

45,620. What did you carry off in the shop?—I
never got to the shop at all.
45,621. What did you carry away ?–Nothing.

45,622. Did you see the others carry away things?
—No.

45,623. You came down from Duckenfield to work

where him come from.

45,595. Had you ever seen him before ?—No.
45,596. Was he a Duckenfield man or a Golden
Grove man 2–IIe must have belonged to Golden
Grove, or somewhere.

45,597. Was he a young man?—I don't know who

in the field 2–I had been to Duckenfield before.

45,624. Before this you were at Duckenfield?—
Yes.

45,625. And this man said he had seen you at the
shop, robbing —Yes.

45,626. And therefore they gave you the lashes”-

gave the man my name.

45,598. I did not ask that ; I want to know who
the man was who said you had robbed the shop —
Yes; it was a young man.

45,599. Did he say when you had robbed the shop 2

Yes.

-

45,627. They believed him —Yes,

45,628. They flogged you for that reason –Yes.
45,629. And then they let you go?—Yes. ..
45,630. Is that all you have got to say ?—Yes,

—No.

The witness withdrew.

F. Hall.

FREDERIC HALL (a black), sworn, and examined.

45,631. Do you live at Winchester —Yes,
45,632. How long have you been there 2–It is my
native place. I was born there.

45,633. Do you work on the cane field –Yes.

45,646. They took you to somebody?—No.
45,647. Who did you see when you got to the "P"
yard —A heap of Maroons.

45,648. Was there any captain with them?-ºr

45,634. Do you remember, while you were working
there in October, during martial law, being taken
to Bath 2–Yes; I can't remember the days of the

tain Mendes, of Manchioneal.

month.

them.

45,635. You remember being taken to Bath —
Yes.

tº
-

45,649. How
Was there
captain at—IBath
45,650.
manyanyMaroons
can't-\".
number
45,651. Were there more than 10?–Yes.

45,652. Where did Richard Ramsay put Yºu "

45,636. Was that during martial law —Yes.
45,637. Who took you to Bath —Richard Ramsay.

Bath –In him house.

45,638. Who is Richard Ramsay ?—The boatswain

8 o'clock
nightwhat
till 7 became
in the morning.
45,654.atThen
of you?--Thºy

45,653. How long did you stay ther -º
took

at the cane yard.

45,639. Not a constable –Yes.
45.640. A constable also –Yes.

me from there to Bachelor's Hall.

45,641. Why did he take you to Bath —He took

me to Bath at the Court-house.

me to the house, and tied me the whole night.

45,642. Did he come to Winchester for you ?—
Yes; him and Lewis Reid took me.

45,643. Did he tell you why he did that ?–No.
45,644. When you got to “Bath” did they tell you ?
—No.

45,645. Did they ever tell you ?—No ; never tell
me nothing at all; they don't try me at all. .

w

k

45,655. What did they do with you?--Thº"
45,656. Who sentenced you ?—The Maroom.

º

45,657. Who was the Maroon who sentenced?"
—I don’t know the name.
45,658. What did the Maroon say?—The Marºon
say I was to be flogged.

th

45,659. Who flogged you ?--I don't knºw "
man's name; a short man.

-

45,660. What did they give you?–Fifty-one lashes.
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45,661. What for 2–I don't know.

45,662. You knew then 3–No.
45,663. IDon't you know now —No ; I did not
interfere with that at all.

45,664. What did they say about you?—I did not
hear them say anything at all about me.
45,665. 100 you mean they took you before the
Maroon, and he said you were to be flogged 2–Yes.
45,666. Had any one said anything to the Maroon
before you were ordered to be flogged –No.
45,667. 1)id somebody say something to the Maroon
about you ?–I don't know about the affair ; I was
not there.
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+3,658. Did they not ſlog you at Bath because they

sºy you did –Yes, them flog me at Bath; but I
did not interfere with it.
43,689. They said you had. Did they not tell you,
and
say, you had interfered —Yes; they axed me,
and I said no.

F. IIull.
17 March 1866.

43,690. When you said no, did they not say yes?—
I tell them no. When they break into the shop I was
working.

yº.

Pid they not say yes when you said no 2–

Cs.

45,668. When —I was at my house.
45,669. What affair 3–When the martial law was
Oil.

45,670. What about martial law?—I had no business
with it ; I was at work.

45,671. When –Thursday.

45,692. And after that they flogged you ?—Yes.
45,693. (Mr Payne.) Did they bring any proof
against you ?—I don't see any.

43,694. Did they call any witnesses against you ?—
No.

45,695. Did you notice any particular man who

45,672. What makes you mention Thursday ?—
Thursday I hear it commence, and I was at my work
on Thursday.
45,673. What happened on that day ?—I heard
everybody was kicking up a row, and I was not there,
1 was at my house.
45,674. Did anybody say you kicked up a row with
them —I can't remember.

was very badly flogged —Yes; but I don't know the
man's name.

-

45,696. What was the matter with him ; what did
he do —I don't know what him do.

45,697. How badly was he flogged —He flogged
very severely ; they flogged until he foamed through
mouth and nose.

45,698. Could he talk afterwards 2—No ; when I

45,675. Somebody said you had been kicking up a
row %–No ; I don't think it.

45,676. Somebody said you had been kicking up a
row on the Thursday ?—No, I was not kicking up a
row at all; I don't know if anybody say that I kicked
up a row with a single soul.
45,677. Did they not say at Bath that you were
amongst the people who were plundering the shop
here 2–No ; I was not there at all.

45,678. Did you tell them that

saw him him he could not talk at all.
45,699. What was the name of your
Dick Hall.

brother ?—

-

45,700. Was he hanged 2–Yes.
45,701. Who with 2–Jacob Cousins from Win.
chester.

45,702. Where were they hanged 2–At Mr. Ta
vares' shop : Jacob Cousins hang at Manchioneal.

45,703. Where was Dick Hall hanged?—At Golden
?—I did not tell

them at all about it.

Grove.

45,704. Whereabouts —Mr. Tavares' shop.

45,679. What did you tell them —When I came
out of my house they examined me, and they asked me

45,705. Who was hung with him 2–Jacob Cousins
and a man with one hand.

if I interfered with the people who broke into the

45,706. Was that Henry Lawrence 2–Yes.

store, and I said no.

45,707. Do you know Sophia Gregory 2–Yes.

45,680. And that is why Ramsay took you ?–
Yes.

45,681. You told me that Ramsay never told you

anything about what he took you for 7–Lewis Reid
asked me that.

45,708. Were you in her yard at one time when
something happened 2–Yes.

45,709. What was it?—I heard a gun fire, and I see
Mr. Shortridge coming.

45,710. How far off were you ?—Just upon the

45,682. Ramsay was there, was he not ?—No.;
Ramsay follow him behind.

45,683. That was why they took you up 2–I did
not interfere with it.

45,684. But Reid said you did ; he asked you

whether you interfered with the people who broke the
store ?—Yes; and I no interfere.

45,685. He said you had interfered with the people?
—Yes; he asked me if I had interfered with the
people, and I tell no.

hill.

45,711. Did you come down 2–No.
45,712. Did you come down afterwards 2—Yes.
45,713. What did you see ?–I saw Justina Barrett
down, and she shot ; a ball right through her (hip),
and it killed the old woman.

45,714. Was there a man killed at the same time 2
—Yes.

45,715. Was Justina Barrett killed at Winchester 2
-—Yes.

45,686. He still said you had, and took you ?—
45,716. Did she die 2–I can't tell if she die.

Yes.

45,687. When they got down to Bath they brought
you to a place, and there they went and called the

45,717. She is in the hospital at Kingston —Yes;
I saw John Williams shot off a star-apple tree.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. JAMES HARRIsox recalled, and further examined.

Mr.

J. Harrison.

45,718. (The evidence of Richard Cornwall, as
affecting this witness, was read to him as follows) :“ Q. While you were being flogged did any ma
gistrate there do anything 3–4. Yes ; Mr. Har

45,719. Is that true that he asked for some water,
and you said, “Oh, you d
d brute '" and struck

him three times on the head —On my oath I don't

remember any person in my hearing asking for

rison, of Hordley, when they were flogging me: water, and I distinctly say that I never struck a single
I found they sentenced me to 150 lashes, and
Mr. Harrison was there.

4.

I called for a drink of

person.

45,720. Or used the abusive language alleged 2–

water, and he said, ‘Oh, you d-–d brute!’ and Or used the abusive language.
he took his riding supple jack that he rides with,
45,721. (Mr. Payne.) How many people did you
not smaller than my ſinger, and he struck me three see ſlogged 2–I saw a good many of them flogged

times on the head.” Is that true or not –Not a
single man ever asked for a drink of water ; and, as

here on the step.

it happens, I lost my supple jack while I was in
Kingston, and I had not a supple jack, or any stick

water 2—No.

or anything.

45,722. And never heard any of them ask for any
45,723. Do you know one Rose

Martin?—Yes;
6 F 3
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she is a woman on Hardley estate; a woman who
stops at Hardley estate; she has no right there.
45,724. On the 13th of November did you severely

flog her with a stout supple jack —I don't remember

BEFORE

crowd, but to state that I tied her up and flogged
her, I never did.
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45,730. (Mr. Payne.) She does not say that. I
ask you whether this is true or false, that she was

it.

severely flogged by you with a stout supple jack.

45,725. But I presume you would remember it.
Did you ever flog any woman —I might have struck

It is another witness who says it, not herself?. On
this day I know some of the women were caballing,

a person with a supple jack.
45,726. Did you strike her with a supple

say that I flogged any woman in particular, I really

jack —I may have struck her with a supple jack.

don't remember it.

I remember bringing up this woman, who lived with
a man named Pacey ; that was after the 13th of Oc
tober, when I brought my wife up, and upon that

45,731. (Commission.) But to have severely flogged
a woman with a supple jack would not have escaped

occasion I did not touch her at all.

What date it was

I can't say.
45,727. Then that would be after martial law —

I distinctly state I did not do it then, in martial law.
I do not remember.

45,728. If you flogged her at all, would it be after
law —No ; I did not flog her after martial

ºil

and I struck three or four with a supplejack; but,

your recollection ; do you deny that you flogged, or

severely flogged, any woman, in the way flogging is
generally understood, with a supple jack —Yes.
45,732. (Mr. Payne.) You say it is not true that
you flogged this woman severely with a stout supple
jack —No, it is not true; I might have struck her,

and said, “Get along to your work " I say that I

were there, and they were brought down by the

did not give the person a dozen blows.
45,733. Did you send Rose Martin on to Bath?—
Yes ; under very suspicious circumstances.
45,734. After that flogging?—After that morning.
Upon that occasion she was by herself, and I dis.
tinctly remember that I did not even get at all
vexed. I said, “You have got into this mess; what
“ do you go with that man Pacey for "
45,735. But do you ever strike women when you
are vexed ?–No; I should be very readily brought

constables as idlers, and one woman was impertinent,

up.

I forget her name now, and I said, “Run away to
your work, none of your impertinence,” and I flogged
her. When I say flogged, I struck her with the
supple jack, and Rose Martin might have been in the

45,736. Were you ever brought up —Never in my
life ; there is no one who can say I have treated any
unkindly, not even an animal.

aW.

45,729. (Commission.) You would surely recollect
an act like that. Cannot you negative it in any
more positive terms. You are said to have flogged
the woman with a supple jack —I remember one
morning during martial law that several persons
were idling in the negro houses, and a lot of women;
I think this Rose Martin was there; I know several

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned till Monday.

*
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FORTY-SIXTH DAY. (Part I.-Spanish Town.)

Monday, 19th March 1866.
PRESENT :

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS.

|

RUSSELL GURNEY, Esq.

Mr. John PARRY sworn and examined.
Mr. J. Parry.
-

19 March 1866.

45,737. Are you the Government engineer for the
county of Surrey —Yes.
45,738. Have you made a survey of all the districts

“39; Hillside C. Spring, 14; Donvers, 6; Huntley,

in which there were disturbances arising out of the
Morant Bay affair —I have.

“ford's Town, 13; Prospect, 26; Harbour

“2 ; River Course, 7; Coley, South, 13; Font
“ hill, 21 ; College, 4; Stony Gut, including York,
“98; Nutts River, 24; Johnson Town, 18;

Beck
Head,

“ 13; Port Morant, 3, Old Pera, 5; New Pºź.
45,739. Have you prepared a return of all the “Barking Lodge, 11 ; Dalvey, 9; º:
houses or buildings that you discover have been “Amity Hall, 2% Happy Grove, 19; Bell Cº.
destroyed in those localities —I have.
“ 24; Williamsfield, 2 : Aiming, 6; Dilton, º:
45,740. Will you produce it 2 (The witness handed “Grange Hill, 15; Spring Valley, 20; Fºrt 16;
“Barracks, 38; (Manchioneal, 55); Darlingford,
it
I see put
where
youhas
have
been of
ablethetoowner
ascertain
it, in.)
you have
what
become
— “ 14; Sandshore, 11; Kensington, 4: Plº
I have endeavoured to do so.

45,741. That of course was upon information
whether the man was shot, hanged, or flogged 7–

“Hill, 4; Pantons Hope, 5; Cog Hall.20; º;
“ Bay, 7; Black Rock, 2.; Beeston, 1 ; Friº

Sºlº Hill, 17..

“ 6; Wheelersfield estate, l ; Sonning Hill,
“ Tarrington, 91 ; Airy Castle, 18;

Yes. I merely put down, those particulars for
guidance in any future inquiry; the summary is as

“Total number of houses destroyed, 1,005.

follows: “Monklands, 14; Duckworth, 11 ; Ross
“ isle, 27 ; Mount Lebanus, 78; Somerset, 101,

45.742.
There are
three atand
Morantº.
The
Court-house,
the only
school-house,
a small house

“Trinity, 10; Coley, North, 51 ; Garbland Hall,

attached.

º
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45,743. Nothing else?—No.

Except where it is

stated to the contrary in this return, all the houses
were thatched and wattled; the number of houses set

down as above, refers to actual dwellings only, and
does not include minor buildings, such as kitchens.

I can give the number of small buildings, if required,
I have them here.

45,744. You may as well state them 2–Mill
houses, boiling-houses, and out-rooms, 280.
45,745. What are the mill-houses 2–Small mills

belonging to the settlers.
45,746. Can you separate them 2–Mill-houses and
boiling-houses, and small outbuildings, 280.

45,747. The mill-houses do not belong to large
estates ?—No ; small ones of the value of 2/. or 31.

45,748. Just what a person would have upon his
one or two acres —Yes; six small shops and 304
kitchens or sheds;

that is about one-third of the

number of houses or dwellings.

45.749. (Mr. Gorrie.) Have these sheds, as you
call them, roofs and walls 7–Some have walls; many
of them are connected with the houses: some had no

kitchens at all; they cooked their meals in their
houses.

45,750. (Commission.) This describes the property

967

Crown Surveyor, with regard to the barracks at
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is another disputed piece of land which I have put
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down, called Dillon, which

is claimed by the

Crown.

J. Parry.

|

45,733. There is nothing stated as to Mount
Lebanus 3–That was purchased land.
45,754. Where nothing to the contrary is said, you
* them to be the property of the occupier?—
45,755. (Mr. Walcott.) Can you give the proxi
mate value of the houses that were destroyed,
especially in the neighbourhood of Darlingford 2–
Yes; they are rather good houses about that district.

I value 38 houses at the barracks at 212l. 10s., and
one at 100l., and 14 at Darlingford at 60l. 10s.
45,756. That would be about 41. apiece —
Between 3!. and 41. apiece, they are not the very
best description of houses. The best description of
houses I have are at Bell Castle. I valued some of
those at 25l. I value 24 houses there at 247 l.

45,757. (Commission.) What is the general esti
mate 2–I have estimated the 1,000 houses at 4,426l.,
giving an average of about 41. each; that includes
the outhouses.

45,758. (Mr. Gorrie.) That is the mere houses,

that case the house

without the contents of which you could know

Patterson :” then

in

belonged to Mr. Patterson 2–Yes.

of the sort is stated 2–There is one case where the

nothing 2—Of course not.
45,759. Do you include the chapels in that?—Yes;
they did not cost much.
45,760. Were they mission stations —No ; not
mission stations, meeting-houses, not worth more
than 3/. or 4!. ; one at Mount Lebanus I estimated at

information came to me only on Saturday, this the

about 30l.

45,751. The next is “Monklands village,” sold by
Mr. Patterson,

the

houses there

would be the

property of the occupiers?—Yes.
45,752. But here are a great many where nothing

|

es.

a little I see; for instance, Monklands “the property
of Mr.

|

19 March 1866.

The witness withdrew.

AMELLA Gibbons (black), sworn, and examined.
45,761. (Mr. Gorrie.) Had you a son called
Thomas Gibbons 2–John Gibbons.

45,762. When did you last see him 2–The very
Wednesday he was tried.
45,763. That was on the 11th of October you
mean?—Yes.

45,771. Where 2–To Albion. I sent him with
31. 8s. to buy the donkey.
45,772. Was any one with him 2–Yes.
45,773. Who?—My nephew, my sister's son,
Thomas McKenzie.

45,774. Were you afterwards informed that your

45,764. Was he apprehended then —He was taken

son was hanged at Morant Bay ?—Yes.
45,775. And his cousin at Monklands 2—Yes.

up on the road.

45,765. (Commission.) Did you see him taken up *

45,776. How old was your son that you sent to

buy the donkey *—15 years of age.

—No ; it was at Albion estate.

45,766. Mr. Gorrie.) Where do you live –At
Rose Mount.

45,767. Is that in St. Andrew's Mountains —Yes,
upon Mr. Anderson's property.

45,768. When did your son leave your house —
On Wednesday morning.

45,769. Did he go out for any special purpose –
Yes.

45,770. What was it —To buy a donkey; I send

him up there to buy a donkey.

A. Gibbons.

45,777. And how old was your nephew 2–Him
older than my son.
45,778. How old do you think he was 2–He was
about two years older than my son.
45,779. Was he not a married man; No ; none of
them was married.

45,780. (Commission.) How do you know your son
was only 15 —I got the age.
45,781. Have you got his register —No ; they set
it down in a book. I have got his book at home, his
bible; but I did not fetch it here.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to 10 o'clock to-morrow.
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JOHN BLOSSETT MAULE, Esq.
A. E. K. Mudie.
19 March 1866.

ALEXANDER ETHELBERT KER MUDIE (coloured), sworn, and examined.
45,796. Had you seen that advice?—I had,
45,782. Are you the parochial schoolmaster of
45,797. Is that it (produced)?—Yes; this is the
orant Bay ?—I am.
45,783. Where do you live in Morant Bay ?—I do thing (the Queen's message to the working classes of
Jamaica, from the “Gazette” of 6th July 1865, was
not reside in Morant Bay.
45,784. Where is the school 2–On the Parade.
put in).
45,798. What did you hear said about that?–He
45,785. Do you remember being here when a
meeting was held in the Market-place, under a gyness said it was not true; he repeated it was not true
tree ?—Yes.
45,786. On the Parado 2–Yes.

45,787. That is the same place —Yes.
45,788, Were you present when that was held –
Yes ; I was passing by and I saw the congregation ;

I was going towards my schoolroom; I heard nothing
then till my return.
45,789. What day was that ?–Saturday.
45,790. Do you know the day of the month –I

can't remember the date, it was in August ; if my
memory was refreshed, I could tell whether it was
such a day or not.

45,791. Was it the second Saturday in August,
the 12th –I shan’t be positive, but I think so.
45,792. About that time 2—Yes.
45,793. Who was in the chair ; who was at the

head of the meeting —Really I cannot say, but

Mr. Gordon was speaking when I passed by.
45,794. Did you listen to what was said –Yes;
I heard other speakers prior to him, but I could not
distinctly discern what they said, as it was a noisy
meeting; but when Mr. Gordon spoke he spoke dis
tinctly, and they seemed to give more hearing to him

two or three times, and at last he said it was alie; it

did not come from the Queen; the Queen did not
know anything about it.
45,799. How long did you stop listening?—In all,
-

three or four minutes.

45,800. How long did the meeting last?—I saw
the congregation for more than an hour.
45,801. From your schoolroom?—Yes; when I
was going I heard a speaker, but it was on my return
that I heard Mr. Gordon.

-

45,802. What time of the day was it?—About
In OOn.

45,803. Was it going on when you left?—Yes,
still going on.
45,804. Have you known Morant Bay long?—I
have been residing here six years.
45,805. Do you know whether Mr. Gordon had a
house here 2–He has a house here.

45,806. Where is it 2–It is along the main street.
I have a letter from him offering to let it to me,

45,807. Have you got that letter here?—No.

45,808. Can you get that letter —I live two miles

than to the others.

out of town; I can get it if I leave my school.

45,795. What did you hear?—I cannot tell the
entire speech, but it was alluding to the Queen's
Proclamation, signed “Edward Cardwell; ” the

house; what time 2–Lither at the end of 1851 or
the beginning of 1865; he still has it; I have seen

advice.

him in it since then.

45,809. When did you get the offer to take the

The witness was directed to go and get the letter.

C. Johnsom.

CATHERINE Joixson (black), sworn, and examined.
45,820. Where did they shoot him *—They shot
45,810, Where do you live —At Garbrand Hall.
him right into the kitchen door mouth.
45,811. Do you rent land there 2–Yes.
45,821. Was there any officer with the soldiers?—
45,812. Do you remember in October last some No.
white soldiers coming to Garbrand IIall ?—Yes.
45,822. How many soldiers came in 3–Two whº
45,813. What soldiers were they —White soldiers; soldiers.
them that Mr. Paterson up at Monklands fetched.
45,823. What day was this ?—Tuesday, I believe.
45,814. Do you remember them coming to the
45,824. Were you not examined befº-1"
-

-

-

house where you and your husband were living —

to Kingston, but I never went to Spanish Tºw".

Yes.

45,825. What time was it, morning, afternoon,
evening 2–In the morning.
45,826. Early 7–Not so early.

45,815. What was your husband's name 2—James
Johnson.

-

45,816. Have you ever been examined at Spanish
Town 2–No.

house, what did they do —I was sitting down on the
door into the house with a little baby into my hands,

and the young man had just come in from the ground;
as he came in he took off his coat and went into the

kitchen to get fire, to smoke : as he went in the

-

45,827. You say he had come from his P^*
ground 2–Yes.

45,817. Nor at Bath —No.
45,818. Nor here 2–No.
45,819. When the white soldiers came to your

-

or

-

45,828. Had he been up there early?–Yes
45,829. Who else was there; did anybºy".”
it done besides yourself?—Only me, and my º
boy, and two soldiers; nobody else was in the yar

45,830. Were there houses near –Yes, plenty ºf
houses near.

7

45,831.
the people
come
They
wereDid
frightened,
some
ran,inanddirectºº.
then they

soldiers came in and said, “Where is your husband 7"

I said, “Gone to the kitchen.” He came out; they
asked him whether he was one of the rebels; he said,
“No,” and as he said “No” they shot him.

some
of them
and carry
thema away.
7–Yes
45,832.
Wasup,James
Johnson
young mº" ?–Yes,
a Sambo young man.

THE JAMAICA ROYAL COMMISSION.
45,833. How long had he been at Garbrand Hall 2
—He was born there.

45,834. Had he lived there all his days 2–Yes.
45,835. And you too —Yes.
45,836. Where did you work –I did not work
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45,837. Did you assist to bury your husband 2–
Yes, two young men, one his cousin, and one his

C. Johnson.

45,842. Is that all you have to say?—Yes.
45,844. Is she a widow 2–Yes.
Garbrand IIall.

45,838. Did they burn your house 2–Yes; they
put fire on the kitchen and the house, and the fire

hanged down at the Bay here.

burnt, and it drop on him and begin to burn him up,
burnt up.
-

45,839. Where do you live now 2–I don't live in
there again ; I live at Seaford.

19 March 1866.

son 3–Yes.

brother-in-law, came and gave assistance, and dug the
hole; after they shot him, they put fire to the house.

and a young man called Francis Taylor, I come to
beg to give me assistance, or else he would have been

-

in the house.

43.843. (Mr. Pyne.) Do you know Ann John

when I was married; it did not come to a year yet.
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43,841. Your provision ground was rented 2–Yes;
and after they kill him they take away my married
ring o' my hand, and take all my clothes and things

+3.84% Whºre does she live –The same place as
45,843. Was her husband killed 2–Yes, he was
43,847. His name was James Johnson too z_Yes.
45,848. Had your husband been taken by the
soldiers to the Bay before ?–Yes.
43,849. Was he let go 2–Yes, he took down to

the Bay, and they let him go ; Mr. Miller sent him
home.

45,840. You did not go to Garbrand Hall again
—No, because the house burnt down.
The witness withdrew.

-

H. Bailey.

HENRIETTA BAILEY (black), sworn, and examined.
45,873. Was that John White 2–John White said

45,850. Do you live at Notts River ?–Yes.
45,851. Were you married in October last 2–No.
45,852. Ilad you a husband then 2–Yes, I was
married.

45,853. Were you living at Notts

River

last

October 2–Yes.

45,854. What was your husband's name 2–Robert
Bailey.
45,855. What did he do at Notts IRiver ?–IIim no
do nothing at all.
45,856. IIad he land of his own 2–Yes.

45,857. Buy land 2–Yes.
45,858. And he worked upon it for himself?—Yes,
to the very day he was killed.
45,859. Do you remember during martial law
anybody coming to your house at 13|ack river ?–No,
not when the martial law was on.

45,860. I)id the Maroons ever come 2–Yes.

45,861. When did they come — They came on

Thursday evening.
45,862. What Thursday was that ?–I don't know.

to the head man.

45,874. Did John White shoot your son 2–No.
45,875. How do you know it was John White 2
—I know it was John White, because he lived near
me, one fence away.
45,876. Was he a Maroon 2–Yes.
45,877. He lived at Notts river ?—Yes.

45,878. He was among the other Maroons 2–Yes;
when martial law came he joined the other Maroons.
45,879. Then he said to your husband that he was
to turn his face to them —Yes.

45,880. And he stood against the wall ?–Yes, and
they put the two upon him.
45,881. They shot him –Yes.

45,882. How many Maroons altogether came to
you ?—I don't know them, I only knew John White.
45,883. Do you remember what day this was 2–No.
45,884. How soon after martial law was it 2–Two
weeks, I believe.

45,863. Was it during martial law – Yes.

45,864. When they came, did they come to your's
and your husband's house –Yes, and one man named
John White tell me good evening, and I said good
evening. He asked me where my son was, William

45,885. What was Walker; was he a person living
at Notts River ?–Yes, belonging to Notts River; I
only saw them tie him and bring him in.
45,886. Were they the same persons that shot your

Bailey. I said he was in the house sick with fever.

son and your husband 2–Yes.

The whole crowd covered the yard ; and then I hear

45,887. Was he killed in your house ?–No; they
took him in his house, and brought him into my yard.
45,888. And shot him there 3–Yes.
45,889. What became of Robert Walker after he

the two go into the house, and the boy was lying
down on the bed, got fever, and they shot him on the
bed.

45,865. That was your son —Yes.

was shot ?—After that I called for the soldiers, and

45,866. What was his name 2—William Bailey.

the body was taken out of the yard, and they bury

45,867. Did you see him shot ?—Yes, I stood up at

him.

the door mouth and see him shot.

45,868. How many did that; how many Maroons

45,890. That is all you remember 2—Yes.
45,891. (Mr. Payne.) Where are you living now Ż

shot him 2–Two men shot him.

—I live at the same, Nott's River.

45,869. Did you see the fire go off?—Yes, and he
went flat and drop off on the bed, and then they set

hut.

fire to the house.

45,892. The same house ?—I got no house, only a

my husband out of the house ; the soldiers said to him,

45,893. (Commission.) They fired your house ?—Yes; and burn down, and take away everything, and
my husband's clothes, and my son's, and burn down a

“. Put your face to me,” and he turned round; and both

young house.

45,870. What became of your husband 2–They saw
of them shot him; and another named Robert Walker,

they brought him into the yard and shot him.
45,871. Where was your husband 2–Sitting down
on the door inside the house.

45,872. Who said he was to stand up and turn his

45,894. What place was the young house 7 — I
worked on it.

45,895. A new one?—Yes.

45,896. (Mr. Payne.) You are living in the kitchen
now 2–Yes.
-

face to him —The head man of the Maroons.
The witness withdrew,
6 G.
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RICHARD TAYLOR (black), sworn, and examined.

DAY.

45,897. Do you live at Notts River ?—Yes. .

45,919. Riper than you ?–Yes.

45,898. Did you live there last October ?—Yes.

R. Taylor.
19 March 1866.
--
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45,899. What do you do?—I do nothing.
45,900. How do you get your living 7–I work at
Lyson's.
45,901. At the cane 2–Yes; I cut cane.
45,902. That is the way you get paid –Yes.
45,903. How much do you make a week?—Some
times I work five days, and get 5s.
-

45,904. And sometimes more ?—No, never more.

45,920. Did he work at Notts River ?–Yes,
45,921. What at 2–Cutting bamboos at Stanton.
45,922. What was his other name besides Deacon?
—William Deacon.

45,923. Do you know what became of him?—Yes
45,924. What became of him —During martial
law, the Maroons came in, and I was in my yard, and
he in him yard, and a man named Briscoe called him
out and shot him.

45,905. Is that at cane cutting —Yes.

45,925. How many Maroons were with Briscoe –

45,906. A shilling a day ?—Yes.
45,907. How many hours in the day do you work

45,926. Were you in the same yard —No.

§º. Were you standing by when he was shot?

—12 hours.

45,908. When do you begin –In the morning, and
done at 3 o'clock.

— LeS.

45,928. Did you see him with your own eye?—

45,909. Do you begin after the sun rises —Yes.
45,910. Then how do you make the 12 hours a day?
—I don't take 12 hours.
Y

I can't tell ; plenty of them.

Yes.

45,929. After that, what was done with him; was
he buried ?–Yes.
-

45,911. The fact is, you work about six hours ?—

45,913. And end at 3 —Yes.

45,930. Did you do it yourself?—Yes; I dig hole,
and bury him.
45,931. In his yard –Yes.
45,932. Where he was shot ?—Yes.
45,933. Did they say he had done anything?—

45,914. Did you know a man of the name of

They say as he had raised martial law once in the old

es.

-

45,912. What time do you really work P Do you
begin about 8 in the morning 2–No ; sooner.

Deacon 2–Yes.

time, and that he raised it this time, and they shot

45,915. Where did he live 2–At Notts River.

him.

45,916. Had you known him long —Yes; I knew

45,934. You do not know on what day this hap.
pened —No ; I forget.
45,935. Do you know whether it was Thursday,

him a long time.

45,917. What aged man was he 3–I cannot tell

Friday, or Tuesday ?—It was a Thursday; I forget

you.

45,918. Was he as much grown as yourself?—An

the day of the month.

older man than me.
The witness withdrew.

Edward HUNT (black), sworn, and examined.
45,950. What did you do there —We did nothing

E. Hunt.

45,936, Where do you live 2–Morant Bay.
45,937. How long have you lived there 2–15
ear’S.

45,938. What have you been doing here ?—I am a
sailor.

all hands stop working.

45,951. You stopped about the wharf?–Yes.
45,952. Yon did not go up to the market place :No.

45,939. Have you got boats —I have got sailing
boats.

45,953. What did you do that evening?—I was
there till 4 o'clock; we put up our tools and went

45,940. Do you go out fishing —Now and then.
away.
45,941. When you are not fishing what do you do?
45,954. Where did you go to ?—I went to my house
—I am on board the drogher, and sometimes go on just down here; going to my house from the wharf. I
board the ship.
came up to the Parade ; but, as I came to the corner,
45,942. Where were you on the 11th October 2– they call to me and tell me I must turn back; I was a
I was employed on Mr. Levy's wharf, working along little discouraged when they told me so; they insist
with the carpenter.
on me to turn back. I heard the words, and I turned
45,943. What did they do to you that day; which back, and as I turned the corner I met a man coming,
side were you on when the row was going on by the but I heard a voice at the corner saying, “Turnbæk
Court-house ?—When the row was going on, the first “ old man,” and as I turned back I saw the Volum
alarm that day was the Volunteers.
teers; we got by Mr. Stephen Cook's office, and I saw
45,944. What were you doing when the row was the soldier's guns at the door, and I and the old man

going on?—Before it commenced we saw the people,
and all the carpenters and myself came up from the
wharf to see what was the matter; as I came in the

Parade, I was just going up towards the Court-house,
I heard a gun fired of-a Volunteer gun; I saw the

went down the hill, and I never came on the Pande
again.

-

45,955. Who was the old man?—I don't know.

45,956. Where did you go to ?—I went down there
to the bottom of the road.

people scatter from each other, and I saw seven men
45,957. Did you stay there all night —Yes.
the middle of the Parade.
45,958. You did not go back again?–No; and the
45.945. What became of you then –I turned
myself back, and was going down to the wharf again, next morning as I came back the same road I saw two
and in going down I saw a man lying at Mr. Hel dead bodies lying in the road.
45,959. Do you know who they were —I heard
burn's gate with his eyes knocked out, and bleeding on
lying down in

-

that one was the Baron, and the other I could not say

his jaws.

who it was.

45,946. Was he a black man —Yes.
45,947. A Volunteer —No.
45,948. One of the people who had come down to
the Bay?—Yes.

45,949. What did you do then f–I went down to
the wharf.

-

45,960. Did you examine them 2–No, I did not

45,961. Where did you go on the 12th —On the
was in Port Royal.

12th I

45.962. How did you get there?—I was taken a
prisoner.

THE JAMAICA ROYAL COMMISSION.

45,963. When 7–On the 12th I was in Morant
Bay : these things occurred on the 11th : the next day
the soldiers came : that was the 12th, and I was taken
on board the “Wolverine " on the 12th.
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45,991. You know well enough why they took
you ?—They thought I was among the people.

49,992. They took you because

you were among
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the people —Yes.
-

45,964. What had you been doing then 2–As the
place was so melancholy I was at home till evening,
and I went to the river to search my fish pot, and I

took some fish home to my house-keeper; I was just
getting the fire ready, and the soldiers came and march
me right out of the house.
45,965. And took you on board the “ Wolverine,”

and then you were taken to Port Royal 2–Yes.

43,993. They took you because they thought or
said you Yeº among the people, and you say you

19 March 1866.

Were not –No.

-

*94. You were taken for that reason ?—Yes.
*993. You were taken to Port Antonio and
brought back again —Yes.

**". How long were you imprisoned here

In

all it was 15 days.

45,966. How long were you in Port Royal —That
night.
43,967. Did you come back here on the 13th –
Yes, Saturday.

49,997. From the time you were taken till the
time you were released ?–Yes.

+3.998. During that time what did you do?—I was
brought up in the morning to be examined, but I

45,968. In the same vessel ?–Yes.
never was examined.

45,969. From here did you go to Port Antonio —

43,999. And then they let you go?—I dig grave

Yes, after the steamer come in I was brought on shore
to be tried; but the rain was so much that day the

and bury the dead.

Court could not go on so well, and there were only
five persons tried that day, and four were hung.

two days.

43,970. Then did they take you back again —Yes,

46,000. How many graves did you dig —I dig
40,001. Whereabouts here —At the back of the
fort.

on board the “Wolverine,” and then I went to Port

Morant first on the Saturday evening, and then on to

46,002. How many did you bury —Two carts

Port Antonio.

load.

45,971. You did not land at Port Morant —No.
we landed in Port Antonio, and I was put in prison.

half of 18 to each cart.

45,972. How long were you kept there 2—About
four days, I think.

43,973. Then where did you go to ?–I was taken
back on board the “Wolverine.”
45,974. And then to where 2–To Morant Bay.

45.975. What did they charge you with z_There

º,003. How much was a cart load 2–Eighteen ;
46,004. Then did they let you go?–Yes.
46,005. Of course you were not among the people
on the 11th —No.

46,006. You never went to Mr. G.

Lundy's shop :

—No.

46,007. Did you see these things in the store
scattered about 3–No ; I never saw it; from the day

was no charge against me.

45,976. Well, but they said something 2–No.

43,977. Not when they took you ?—They had no
charge against me.

the thing occurred I never was in the Bay until 1
was brought back from Port Antonio.

46,008. But before you were taken by the soldiers?

—That was the very day I should be in the Bay.
43,978. What did they say?—They only said they
would take anyone they came to, till they got the

46,009. When you went to get your fish, did you

right one.

not go into the Bay ?—No.

45,979. They did not say that ; they said you had
done something, or been in company with them 2–1
had never been in company with them.
45.980. What did they say when they took you:
they did not say they would take everybody till they
found the right one? What did they say to you when
they got you on board —Nobody said anything to

happened —No.

Iſle.

46,010. Did you come up to see what had

46,011. You had not the slightest curiosity ?—No.
46,012. Are you certain of that ?—Certain of that.
I never was in the Bay.

46,013. You recollect the night the Court-house
was burnt – Yes.

46,014. Do you mean to say you did not see that

45,981. Were you tie, 2–Yes.

43,982. Then somebody told you why you were

was burnt –Yes, I saw it.
46,015. Where is it 2–Down there (pointing to

tied ?–No.

it).

43,983. Why do you think you were taken 2–I
could not tell why they took me.
45.984. You had some idea that you were taken

it 2–No.

for something ; you knew they thought you were not
innocent 2–Just so.

people —Never told me so.

46,017.
46,018.

Did you not go near it to have a look at
Were you very frightened 2–Yes.
You were in a regular fright 2–Yes.
Then you did not come near the building 2

—No.

-

46,020. (Mr. Payne.) On your oath, had you any
thing whatever to do with the rebellion ; had you
anything whatever to do with taking any stores out of
any shop º –No.
46,021. You swear you never had 2–Never had.
-

45,987. You heard it said – I never heard it
said.

46,016.

46,019.

45,985. What did they think you were not in
nºcent about —Perhaps they thought I was among
the people.
45,986. Then somebody said you were among the

-

45,988. Then how do you know they took you

E. Hunt.

46,022. Did anybody ever accuse you in your
presence of having robbed stores —No.

because you were among the people ?—They may
have imagined so.
45,989. You know well enough somebody told you

the riot ?–No.

why you were taken *—They took a police in the

goods in your possession ?—No.

road the same night.
45,990. You mean to say you don't know why they

arrested 2–No.

46,023. Did any one accuse you of taking part in
46,024. Did any one accuse you having stolen
46,025. Did any one tell you why you were
-

took you ?–No.
The witness withdrew.
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A. E. K. Mudie.
-

19 March 1866.
-wº

A. E. K. MUDIE, recalled, and further examined.

46,033. Is there a house you know as his down
46,026. You were saying there was a house here at
which Mr. Gordon wrote to you about 2–Yes, this here 2–By repute it was his.
is the letter (produced).
46,034. Have you seen him there from time to
46,027. I will read it as it originally stood (read time —Yes; since that letter.
ing)—“Kingston, 2d March 1864. Mr. A. E. K. Mudie.
46,035. Was the house always empty, or who own.
“Dear Sir, I have just received your's from after pied it when he was not there –There was a
“ 29th ultimo.” You made application to him for Mrs. Brown, who, I believe, he kindly allowed to
the house ?–Yes,

46,028. Where is the house ?—Just opposite the

Wesleyan chapel, about 60 paces from here, on the
opposite side of the road.

46,029. (Continuing to read.) “I intend to repair
“ the house at Morant Bay, and after the repairs be

“ completed, I shall consider what may be done with
“ it, and if you may then require it, we can confer
“ and otherwise.

Yours truly, Geo. W. Gordon.”

After he had written the word “my” he writes the
word “the ” upon it; had you called it his house in

remain there. She was a poor widow woman.
46,036. Did you see him, when he came to the bly,
use it 2–Yes, he has had meetings there. I have sºn
him go up there with other persons.
46,037. When was the latest time 2–Either the
end of 1864 or 1865.

46,038. But not later?—No.
46,039. You don't know, at the time you spºke ºf
in August, whether it was used then —No; I have
been living out of Morant Bay for 18 months. As

soon as my business is over in the evening I gº

your letter 2—Yes.

46,030. Did you see him again on the subject 2–

away.

46,040. (Mr. Payne.) How do you read this

O

46,031. Nºthing ever came of it?–No, he did not
repair, so I did not take it.

sentence—“I intend to repair

” What?—I

took it as “the house.” “I intend to repair the

46,032. Did you say he had subsequently offered
house to you ; subsequently to the letter —

house.”

Ş.

CS.

The witness withdrew.

JANE MEssayſ (black), sworn, and examined.

J. Messam.

46,041. You live near Garbrand Hall ?–Yes.
46,042. And work on Serge Island estate 2–Yes.

46,043. The next day after the war at Morant
Bay you heard of what had happened —Yes.
46,044. Did anybody come up to Serge Island to
say what you were to do?—Thursday morning, when
we went to work, the people all turn up, and I say
they must all go up and work ; they tell me no.

46,045. Who told you no 2–All the labourers.
46,046. Are you the head woman –Yes.
46,047. Head of the gang —Yes.

“Mrs. Messam, do you think they will kill me?' I
said, “I don't know, but I hear they are trying to

kill all the magistrates.” He said, “I beg you, Mrs.
Messam, save my life.” I said, “I will". The
whole of the crowd came up to Serge Island, the

whole lot; when they came up I went down to them.
I put Mr. Miller up in the garret—hid him.
46,050. What did the people do?—Some tary

stick and some cutlass; they say, “We must take
Mr. Miller's life.” I say, “No, you must not tº
and take his life; go down back.”

46,048. And you told your gang they must go to
46,051. Who were these people; were the whº
Serge Island to work —No ; they said they could of them people who had been working under you'."
not go up to work, because the Court-house at Morant No, they are not working under me; different pººk.
Bay was burnt down, and several gentlemen killed. I
46,052. How many were there?—I can't recollect;
said, “You must go up to work,” and they said, the yard was full.
“No.” I said I would not believe it; and they say,
46,053. Did they do anything more?—When they
“We can't cry peace.” I say, “Go up and work, and no find him I turn them back, and they say tº
we all mix up together,” and if nobody work they must go down as far as Chigoc-Foot Market, and
must go home, but the Governor's people must work; they went down, and said when they came back tº
they ask for Busha to render assist, and some come would kill him. Mr. Miller said then to let him ºut
up with calabash and pail and try to put out the fire, I said, “No,” because they would come back. When
then I said, “If you don't know the head of the row they got down I saddled a horse, and Mr. Miller
you must not do anything to injure the Busha.” The escaped to Kingston. After that they came and bum
road was full of people. Mr. Miller came down from my house, and take away my son.
the great house and said, “Mrs. Messam, the people
46,054. What soldiers did that *—White soldiers:
are not working to-day.” I said, “No, but I hear them
and
took away my two wedding rings, and took wº
say there is a row at Morant Bay, fire in the Court
house, and people killed;” and then Mr. Miller rode a one pound from me, and took all mythings and º
two hogs, and soldiers took the goat and my sº
away : they say, “We will soon canter on that road.” clothes.
46,049. Where did they go to ?—They marched,
46,055. Has Mr. Miller given them back to you
go away to their place, and leave me. Directly I see
again
—No, he is going to make a house for me.
Mr. Miller come from the leave peace, I said to him,
46,056. He is going to help you?—Yes,
“Canter on fast.” Then he called me and say,
The witness withdrew.

Rosey YouNg (black), sworn, and examined.

R. Young.
--

46,057. What was the name of your husband
—Thomas Young.

46,058. Are you now in mourning for him –Yes.

him taken away ?—Yes, he took away of a stºº "
my46,062.
door mouth.
Who

by?—A constable of the name of

46,059. When did you last see him —On the 18th

Henry.
Robert
46,063.
Did they say where they were going tº take
46,060. Where 2–Stanton.
him —To Morant Bay.
46,061. What happened to him then ; did you see
46,064. Did they say so –Yes,

of October, the evening that he came away from me.

–
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46,069. What did they do with your ground 2
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46,065. Did they say anything more about him :
—No, they did not say anything there.
46,066. IIave you seen him since -No, never since.
46,067. What makes you think he is hung —Every
morning I see them going by, I always ask what they

—They went into the ground and took away my pro
visions. I only owe one qual ter rent, and I have to pay
it, and I have to pay it up to now.

R. Young.

46,070. Who is your landlord —Mr. Dennison.

done with him, and the constable told me he was in

19 March 1866.

46,071. Where does he live 2–IIe is the overseer

prison, but they never told me he was hung till four

at Hall-hcal.

days after.
46,038. Who toll you he was hanged —One of my
cousins who was in prison ; they floºr him and let him

46,072. You hold land under IIall-head Estate 2
—No, under Pembroke IIall, and lie is the attorney

go, and they said he was a chairman of Bogles, and
that was a wrongful thing.

---

for Pembroke Hall.

46,073. How many children have you ?—Four.

The witness withdrew.

GEo:GE GRANT MANNING (coloured), sworn, and examined.
46,074. What are you ?–1 am a storekeeper and
post-master.

46,075. Is that at the Post Office beyond Golden

G. G. Manning.

other person, I think Mr. Cullen, were with the
soldiers, and I am under the impression that all the
soldiers did was from their command.

46,097. Did you see Dr. Morris give any order —

Grove 2–Yes.

46,076. Near the Suspension Bridge –Yes.

46,077. Is that what you call the Duckenfield
Suspension Bridge –Yes.
46,078. It goes over towards the works at Amity

I saw him whisper something to Mr. Cullen.
46,098. Then who gave the orders to the soldiers
to do what they did —I am under the impression
that the orders came from him and Mr. Cullen.

command I think of Lieutenant Cullen, and Dr. Morris

46,099. But which —That I cannot say.
46,100. Was anything said to the three men in
your hearing, or about the men, as to what they had
been doing ; what they were charged with ; and why
they had been shot ?–No ; I heard nothing.
46,101. Was there any paper ? – There was a
narrow slip of paper handed to Mr. Cullen.
46,102. Was it when he got the paper that he gave
the order 2–When he got the paper the soldiers came

was with him ; he was lying down on a table, sick of

and asked for the twine.

Hall 2–Yes.

46,079. Were you there on some Saturday, said to
be the second week in martial law —Yes.

46,080. What did you see done there to three men 2
—About this time of the day I think (half-past eleven)
three men were brought in by some constables to the
post office: the soldiers were there then.
46,081. What soldiers ?–Black soldiers, under the

fever.

These men were brought in by two or three

constables ; the officer wont out and received the

46,103. Who gave him the paper ?—A constable.
46,104. What occurred at the time they were shot;

prisoners; then two or three of the black soldiers when they were untied ? Did Mr. Cullen look at any
“Give me some twine, I am going
came in and said,
“ to cat these fºllows.” They took some off, and
began to prepare the cat, when Dr. Morris rose off
the table and went outside, and about two minutes

paper before the fire took place; before the discharge
did Mr. Cullen look at any paper ?—I cannot say. I

did not observe that.

46,105. Then when

after I heard them say, “Oh the men are to be shot.”
46,082. Who said that 2–The soldiers.

46,083. Iłut from what lips did you hear that; who
said that :--I cannot say exactly who said that.
46,084. While they were making the cat, some one
said, “Oh they are to be shot *"—Yes.
46,085. Was that said by them or by some one

clse ; could you distinguish from what was said,
whether it was said by a person having authority, or
merely a remark from one to another –I think they

was this that Dr.

Morris

whispered to him *—It was when Dr. Morris whis
pered that the attempt at catting was leſt off.
46, 106. Was it after the whisper of Dr. Morris
that you heard it said they were to be shot —Yes.
46, 107. Where was he whispering to Mr. Cullen
—Outside, in the road.

46,108. Were you outside too – I was at the
threshold of the door.

46,109. Could you say by whose order the men
were taken across the road —The two officers’; most

must have heard the officer in command.

decidedly they gave the command.

46,086. But can you judge what it was 3–I judge
that the orders came from the commander.

46,087. The voice that said they were to be shot
was an order given –Yes.

46,088, You don't know who gave it –No.
46,089. When that was said, what was done ?—
The men were taken off from the place ; at this time

46,110. But two officers don't give a command at
the same time ; one man must take the command or

the other.

I want to know which of the officers gave

the order to the soldiers to untie the men —I don't
remember.
-

I heard the order given to be shot, they were loosed,

46,111. When the soldiers took the men across the
road to the corner to be stationed at the spot where
they were to be shot, who gave the order to the
soldiers to take them off —Where I stood, I saw

and taken away about 50 yards from the spot, and

Dr. Morris follow the men.

they were tied against a post outside in the piazza; as
shot by the soldiers.

46, 12. Who gave the order to the soldiers ?—I

46,090. Did you see that done –I saw the men
fall.

cannot remember that.

46, 113. You saw the men taken across to the angle

46,001. And you saw the men fire —Yes.
46,092. Were you standing outside —On the

of the road 2–Yes.

46,114. About 60 yards off?— Yes; Dr. Morris
followed.

threshold of the door.

46,093. Did you see them untied from the post 3–

46,115. Where did Mr. Cullen stand —I don't
remember.

Yes.

46,094. Who untied them —They were taken

46,116. Did you see the firing party drawn up —
Yes,

away by the black soldiers.

-

46,095. Did they do that by any order given 3–

46,117. How many were drawn up f – I think
about 10.

Certainly.

46,096. When the men were untied, was there

anybody ordering the black soldiers to do what they
did do —The two officers, that is, Dr. Morris and the

46,118. Before they fired, did you hear any orders

given 2–No, I did not hear the order given.
46,119. Were the rifles loaded, or was an order
6 G 3
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given to load 2–The rifles were all loaded when they
came down.

46,120. Did you hear any order given to “present”?
G. G. Manning. —I heard the order “fire.”
-

46,129. You say you do not know who the two
others were 2–No.

DAY.

46,121. Who gave that order ?–I can't say whose

19 March 1866. voice it was.

46,122. Was there no man standing with the 10
men who were going to fire —I had not such a clear
view as to know whether the order came from the

officer or the sergeant, because there was a sergeant
in the company, but I know Dr. Morris went up with
the men.

46,123. These three men you speak of, did you
ever see them before ?—One man I had seen.

46,124. Who was he 3–Richard Walton.

46,130. What day was this —Saturday.
46,131. The day of the month —The 21st.
46,132. That was the second week of martial law?
—Yes; the second week.

46,133. The other two men you knew nothing of?
—I knew nothing of them.
46,134. And you never heard the charge that was

made against them —Never heard the charge.
46,135. Did the soldiers go after that —They

46,136. What became of the dead men?—They

46,127. On the estate at Dalvey —Dalvey is a
thrown-up estate; he worked about Duckenfield and
anywhere about ; not confined to one place par

were left there, and buried the next day.
46,137. By whom ?—Three or four labourers from
Amity Hall were sent over to bury them.
46,138. Where did the soldiers go when they left
you ?—Came on to Golden Grove.
46,139. (Mr. Payne.) Did you inquire the names

ticularly.

of the other two men —No ; I never did.

46,125. Where did he come from ?—Dalvey.
46,126. What was he 3—A labourer.

46,128. Had you known him some time 2—I had
known him some time.

!

stopped an hour after, or about that time.

\º.

46,140. You don't know now —I don't know
In OW.

The witness withdrew.

J. Miles.

John MILEs (a black), sworn, and examined.

---

46,141. (Mr. Payne.) Do you live at York —

Soho House to go into his house just next door to

Yes.

get his breakfast, and the Maroons kill him out of the

46,142. Are you a labourer —Yes.
46,143. On your own land or on the estates ?—A
labourer on Hordly estate.

house. They asked him what he was doing; he said,
he was keeping guard at Soho House; he said he
would get from here to the chapel ; as he went off to
the chapel the Maroons said, “You are walking
fast :" him said “No,” and they shot him right here
(in the face).
46,158. What day was it?—It was in the same

46,144. Do you know a man named John Milliner?
—Yes.

46,145. Is he alive now 2–No ; die.
46,146. Did you see him die —Yes.
46,147. How did he die?—The Maroons shot

week.

him.

46,159. The same week as what ?—The same week

46,148. When did they shoot him —Just at the

as the rebellion ; the next week when the Maroons

Soho Road.
came down.

46,149. Where is that near —The road that comes
from Middleton.

46,150. Is it above Seaford —Yes.
46,151. What was he doing when he was shot ?—

46,160. (Mr. Payne.) What sort of a man was
Milliner —He was a young man,
46,161. Had he anything the matter with him?—
IIe had got a lame leg.
46,162. When was he buried; did you bury him?

He was up on guard.
46,152. He was guarding 2–Yes.
46,153. What was he guarding 2—It was at the

—No ; the Maroons bury him. They shot him, and

rebellion.

lay him down at the road.

-

46,154. What was he guarding 2–He was keeping

46,155.
g uard.

Who for ; what estate was he guarding :

tºº. Was there any officer

with the Maroons?

— les.

46,164. Who –A man named Briscoe,

—Just keeping guard; they must all come out on to
46,165. Do you know Briscoe by sight, or did

the road and keep guard.

-

somebody tell you it was him —Yes; I knew the
46,156. (Commission.) What house was he guard Maroon
man Briscoe ; but the man that shot him was
ing –Soho Great House.
Mitchell, a Maroon inan.
46,157. Was he standing there —He went to
The witness withdrew.
i:
F. Lyne.

FRANCIs LYNE (a black), sworn, and examined.

- --

46,166. Do you live at York —Yes.
46,167. Are you a labourer 3–Yes.
46,168. Upon what estate —For a long time I left
from sickness, but I worked at Hall Head.

46,169. Did you know John Milliner —Yes.
46,170. Did you see him shot ?–Yes.
46,171. Where was he shot —He shot at the Soho
Road, the pass from

Middleton.

46,172. What was he doing —Keeping guard with
Ine.

46,173. What for —When the people were going
about.

46,174. What were you guarding : —The cross

path. The constable John Thompson called me up,
and put me on guard.
46,175. To guard what?–To keep myself safe, so

that when the Maroons came into the district they
can't kill me.

46,176. Was there a big house there?—No: theſe
was no house there ; we were keeping guard on the
road.

46,177. What was this man doing when he was
shot ?—He had got a lame leg, and John Thompson
say he must go into the house and dress his leg, and
keep inside, not come out into the wood; the Maroon
came, and they took him out of his house, and sºy

he must go and show them where the guard was;
then they say he ran in ; he said he will not run in,
and they shoot him.

46,178. Do you remember what day this was?-1
can't remember the day.
46,179, Do you know what week this was; how
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long had martial law been going on 2-About two

if he was there he would not let them shoot this man ;

FORTY

weeks.

we must go and bury him. The other Maroons were
coming along the road, and we took up the body
and buried the dead body, and ran back again to
guard.

SIXTH
DAY.

46, 180. This man was shot in the road 7–Yes.
46,181. Who buried him : — His housekeeper
buried him ; and one of the Maroon man, named

Willson, said the Maroon man shot him, and he said

F. Lyne.
19 March 1866.

The witness withdrew.

T. Davis.

Thomas DAvis (a black), sworn, and examined.

46,197. What did they do with him —They

46,182. Do you live at Stony Gut 7–Yes.
46,183. You sometimes work on the estates ?—
Yes.
-

46,184. What as ?–Sometimes at Belvidere.

46,185. What do you do there 2–I am a stiller
inan.

46,186. What were you doing on the day of the
riot —I was in my own place grinding a little
sugar for myself.
46,187. Were you afterwards pressed as a con
stable?—Yes; to keep down at York, and to go about
with them to take up people to send down to the
Bay.
46,188. I)id you meet the Maroons 2–Yes.

46,189. What did they say to you ?—They asked
me to show them one Duncan Grant, and one Jeffrey
Tobin.

46,190. Did you show the Maroons where Duncan
Grant was 2–Yes.

ordered Robert Fuller to take him up, and tie so;
them did tie him, and tie him to a post and shot him ;
first they ask him what trade he was ; he said a car
penter; they ask for him tools, and they took all, and
they ask for him horse; they took him from his house
to Robert Fuller's gate and shot him there.
46,198. Did they say what he had done —No.
46,199. Did you hear them charge him with any
thing —Them ask him for a Volunteer gun, and him
say he delivered the Volunteer gun to Bogle.
46,200. (Commission.) These were the Maroons *
—Yes.

46,201. And Fuller, the constable, was there 2–
Yes.

46,202. (Mr. Payne.) Did they bury his body ?—
Them say the body was to be left on the earth for
the crows, to be destroyed by the crows, unless the
constable gave leave to take the man.

46,191. Where was that 2—We went down and

Robert Fuller

said, “The body can't lay at my gate, it will stink,”

found him in his house.

and four men drew it into the bush, and afterwards

46,192. (Commission.) Where was his house 2–
Stony Gut.

the mother and the brother bury it.
46,203. (Commission.) Was Finlayson shot the
same day in the same place —Yes.
46,204. At Stony Gut —Yes.
46.205. What was Finlayson's other name 2–
Thomas Finlayson.
46,206. What was the charge against him —I don't

46,193. When was that, what day of the week?—
I can't remember.

46,194. What was the day of the month –I can't
remember what day it was.

46,195. (Mr. Payne) Was that the same day that
Finlayson was shot?—Yes.

know.

46,196. Where was Duncan Grant —At him door

mouth, sitting down.

46,207. You did not hear it —No, they did not
wait to ask him nothing.

The witness withdrew.

Tiloxi.As BENNETT (a black), sworn, and examined.
46,208. Do you live at Nutts River ?–Yes.
46,209. Did you live there last October – Yes.
46,210. What do you do 2–I work on the estate.

T. Bennet/.

46,221. Do you know who he was 2–Briscoe.
46,222. Was Briscoe with the men; who went into

46.211. At Nutts River ?–Yes.

Harris's yard —Yes.
46,223. What aged man was Hamilton Harris, a

46.212. Were you there when some Maroons came *

young or an old man *—A young man.

—Yes.

46213. When did they come 2—Thursday day, 9th
of November.

46,214. Are you sure of that ?–Yes.

46,215. When they came, what did they do —They
went into the yard with Hamilton Harris.
46,216. Who was he 2–A man.
46,217. What was he besides being a man ; was he
a labourer —A labourer.

6,218. Living at Nutts River ?–Yes.
46,219. How many Maroons went into his yard –

About thirty.

-

46,224. What did they do with him —Took him
out of his yard ; tie him two hands to a tree in John
White's yard, and John White said to Harris, “This
“ is the man who said he saw me sleep with a horse,
“ and said he must go to the pasture,” and they shoot
him.

-

46,225. Who shot him —Three men, two with a
gun, and one with a pistol.
46,226. Was Briscoe there 2–Yes; him no shoot
him at all.

46,227. But did he give any command —No.
46,228. These were Maroons 2–Yes.

46,220. Did you see any officer with them —Yes.
The witness withdrew.

ANN O'GILVIE (a black), sworn, and examined.

46,229. (Mr. Payne.) Do you live at Stony Gut
—Yes.

46,280. Had you a son —Yes, Thomas Darby.

A. O'Gilrie.

46,233. When did you see him last 2—Me was
lame with the foot, and me sat down in the house ,

after me can go out, me saw him on Sunday the
last.

46,231. Is he dead now 2–Yes.

46,234. Did you see him after he was killed —
46.232. Do you know how he died ?–No, I don't
know how he died.

Yes; when him killed I see the body dead; but he
go from me the Sunday.
6 G 4
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A. O'Gilvie.
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Sunday ?—He go from me and went to the next
our. To see him 2–Yes; and from that we
neighb
36,236.
never see him alive again till them kill him.
46,237. Where did you see him 7–I saw him in
the bush sit down; they

halloa, and say, “ Here
Then we frightened, and keep so;

Thomas dead.”

and me see him under the bush all dead.

46,238. Quite dead —Dead.

46,239. Where was he wounded ?–In the neck.

46.242. What people were up at Stony Gut?—The
soldier.

t

46,243. What sort of soldiers ?—White ones.

46,244. (Mr. Payne.) Did the Maroons come there
afterwards —Yes.

46,245. What did the Maroons do ?—They
nothing, only turn me out of the house.

no do

46,246. Did they do anything to you?—They tº
away my bag here, my doubloons.
46,247. Did they burn the house?—Yes; burn the
house, and take every bit, and leave me naked.

The John Crow begin to fly all round him.

46,248. What did they tell you?—They sail I

46,240. Was he a young man —Yes, a young

should be shot as a John Crow.

46,249. Did they say anything to you about Mrs.

growing .boy.

46,241 What time was this —They call me on

Queen 7–No.
Monday.

The witness withdrew.

CHARLotte CARR (a black), sworn, and examined.
46,272. What did they say you had been doing?—
46,250. Do you live at Airey Castle 2–Yes.
Not
say me do nothing; they said they had a charge
46,251. Do you remember being taken up by con
against me.
stables during martial law —Yes.
46,273. What charge was it —They would not
46,252. Do you remember when it was 2–No.
me the charge against me.
tell
46,253. How long had martial law been on ?–I
46,274. What was the charge afterwards?–Nobody
don't know.
me.
46,254. Where did the constable take you to ?— told
46,275. Don't you know now 2–No.
Into my house.
46,276.
do you think the charge was?–I
46,255. After that, where did they go —On don't know,What
they take my sweetheart and flog him.
Monday I went to Bath.
46,277. What had you been doing?—Nothing,
46,256. The constables took you there 2–Yes.
46,278. Had you got anything in your cottage?—
day
y
g
46,257. On the Monda ?—Sun
evenin they
No.
came to me and took me to the station-house, and
46,279. Had you been to Leith Hall?—No; I was
I stop there till the morning, and went to Bath on workin
g at Plantain Garden River up to the row at
Monday.
46,258. What was done to you there 2–Them take Morant Bay.

46,280. Where did you go afterwards?–0n Friday
I
was going to my work at Portosi to the ground
46,259. Who flogged you ? — I did not hear ; and
then the rain commence, and I did not gº, and

me and flog me.

Mr. Kirkland say I to flog.
46,260. Who flogged you ?—Thomas Willson.
46,261. Had you ever seen him before ?–No.

46,262. Were you flogged in a yard or in the

they say I was at Portosi, and my sweetheart wis
there.

46,281. Who said that ?—The Busha.

46,282. Then they said you had been up to Porºsiſ

road 7–Into the streets at Bath.

46,263. What was your state at that time 2–

—Yes.

46,283. (Mr. Payne.) What is the name of your
I was with child.

46,264. How long —I was with child before, the
martial law.

y. what became of
eart After
sweeth
—Henr
Gallowa
46,284.
he ywas
flogged,
him?
-

—Him take frighten and go away over the hill, and

46,265. Just before ?—Yes.

46,266. Then you had not been long with child

soldier meet him and shoot him.

46,285. You did not see him shot?—No, not in my

—No.

46,267. When was the child born ?–It is four

presence.

-

46,286. Have you ever seen him since?—No, silº
months old.

• 46,268. How many lashes did you get 2—Thirty

the martial law I don't see him.

46,287. What makes you say he was shot?–ſº
biggest
go up there and say him father shºt. "
with child they would not give me the full quantity, him did son
not see it. The Volunteer smash up eve"

lash ; and the head man say as I was a woman
fifty.

#20.

You say Willson was the man who flogged

thing I had got in the house.

46,288. Was your house burnt?—No, they "

ou ?—Yes.

46,270. You did not hear Mr. Kirkland order you leave me with nothing; the constable catch iſ "
fowl, and take them away.
to be flogged —No.
Are you now living at Airey Cºlº
46,271. Did you see Mr. Kirkland there at all ?—
CS.
He was sitting into his house.

yº.

-

The witness withdrew.

s. Smith.
--

and examined.
STEPHEN SMITH (a black), sworn,
46,298. Where was the road where you saw his
46,290. (Mr. Payne.) Do you live at Spring Gar
body ?–On the left hand.
den, near Morant Bay ?–Yes.
46,299. Near what place —White Hall.
7
46,291. You were taken, I believe, by the Maroons?
-

46,300. Was it between White Hall and Middle"

—Yes.

-

46,292. Were you tied with somebody, and carried

—No ; it go to Middleton.
46,301. From where 2–Just the line,

away to White Hall —Yes.
46,293. While going to White Hall did you see a

dead body ?–Yes.
46,294. Whose was it 2–Andrew Patterson's.
46,295. (Commission.) What was he, and how do

you know it was his body ?—I was tied with another

-

46,302. (Mr. Payne) where did you see *
dead; nearest what place 7–In the bush corner.
46,303. Nearest Middleton or Stony Gut?—Mil.
dleton.

46,304. On the road there ?—Yes,

ſes, I

46,305. You were going to White Hall?-º

man to a logwood tree.

46,296. Where did Andrew Patterson live 2–At
a place named Middleton.
46,297. That is above Stony Gut 2–Yes.

was tied by the Maroons.

46,306, who else did you see?—I saw anº
black man.

TH E JAMAI ("A

46,307.
46,308.
dleton.

Do you know who he was –No, I do not.
Where was it you saw him —By Mid
-

-

46,309. What was done with you ?

-
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Anything —

46,312. (Commission.) They let you go the next
day —Yes; and they took me again.
46,313. (Mr. Payne.) How long did they keep
you the second time —They took me three weeks
after that.

No.

46,310. You were let loose directly, were you ?—

46,314. How long did they keep you ?—They kept

19 March 1866.

me two months.

Yes.

46,311. You were let loose the day you were taken

up —No. I was taken up and kept the whole night,
till 6 o'clock in the morning.

46,315. Did you hear any charge made against
you ?—No.
46,316. Were you not accused of stealing?—No.

The witness withdrew.

IRev. W 11. Liv M CLAitkº, Mufti, AY, recalled, and examined.
46,329. Did they turn out and go
46.317. Are you a Wesleyan Minister at Bath —

about

the

Yes.

country to look after their neighbour's goods 2—I

46,318. What is the number of your congregation ?
—Upwards of a thousand.

believe there were some who did that. They were
the minority of the people ; it was a feature.
46,330. The example was contagious so long as
success on the black side seemed promising —Just

46,319. Before the l l th ().tober, when the news

of Morant Bay reached Bath, were your people well
to-do people –They were not a well-to-do people on
the whole, but they were always at work.
46.520. Were they chiefly labourers?—Not chiefly;
about half my people perhaps are labourers upon the

so

46,331. When did you get them settled down 3–It
was not till after martial law that the people felt at
all settled ; and the

actions

of the soldiers and

estates. and the other half small settlers.

Maroons were such as to keep the people in a state

46,321. And have got land of their own –Yes.
46,322. I suppose people not very well off for
education, whether settlers or labourers ?–No, they

of excitement.

are 110t.

46,323. Are they an excitable people *—I believe
they are people easily excited.
46,324. They seem to be readily capable of getting
into great excitement —Yes; they are easily excited,
and a very impulsive people altogether.
46,325. How long have you ministered among
them –In this parish upwards of four years.
46,326. Are they a class of people, from your ex
perience, who would be likely to be very much excited
under the sudden news of such a catastrophe –ſ
believe it was of such a nature as to excite the entire

population of the island.

46,332. I suppose they were always looking out for
the soldiers ?—Yes, and the Maroons especially, and
whenever they heard of the soldiers coming, they
would run away, believing they would be killed.
43,333. Defore the Maroons came, how many do
you think of your people were out on the stray, as we
may call it —I think very few. The Maroons came
into Bath on Friday the 13th of October.
46,334. Are you sure of that —Yes; they came
to Bath on the 13th, and returned from Manchioneal

on the Thursday, and the Hayfield Maroons were at
Bath on the Friday.
46,335. Had you gone to Manchioneal in conse
quence of the riot ?–No ; I went there on business
the day before.
46,336. Were they the Maroons under Colonel
Fyfe that came on the 13th *—No ; the Maroons
under Colonel Fyfe came in a few days afterwards
-

46,327. But to them especially *—I have no doubt
that being less capable of restraining their feelings,
they would show more cz citement.
46,328. 1)id you notice whether any of them left
their work after that :--I believe there was little
work for some time after that.

from Muirton, I believe.

46,337. Is there anything clºse of importance that

you wish to state —No.

The witness withdrew.

ANN DAvis (black), sworn, and examined.
46,345. Did you see it done —Yes.
46,346. With your own eye *—I don't see when

46.338. Are you living at Dukinfield –Yes.
46,339. Had you a husband named James Davis
—Yes.

46,340. Jºo you remember anything happening to
him during martial law —Yes.
46.3 : I. When was that 2–On the Wednesday.
46,342. What happened then –IIe go to my

brother's yard and don't find him; as he coming back
he met the soldiers.

the soldiers shot him, but I hear the gun and go out
directly and see the body in my sister's yard.
46,347. Where was he shot ?—In the chest and
in the mouth.

46,348. Had he been away anywhere 2–I cannot
tell ; I was stopping in the house.

46,349. Before this, had he been away anywhere

46,343. What soldiers were they, black or white *
-Black ones, brown oncs, and the other two black ;
three of them. The same ones shot Logan. Him

ask if him see a boy run past him.

from Dukinfield 2–No.

46,350. Ilad he been down with the people to
Golden Grove 2–No.

46,351. (Mr. Payne.) Did the soldiers take away

46,344. Where was James Davis when they shot
him —ln the road.

any of your things -No ; the soldiers not come in ;

the Volunteer come in ; nothing do to my house.
The witness withdrew.

FANNY TAYLon (black), sworn, and examined.
46,358. As what ?—I get something for them.
46,352. Do you live at Valley Road —Yes.
46,359. Food f-Yes.
46,353. Do you work —No.
46,360. You were helping tiem —Yes.
46,354. Have you got any buy land 2–When it
was martial law I was at Leith Hall.

46,355. What did you do ; did you labour in the
cane field :-Yes.

46,356. Where were you living last October 2—At
Leith Hall.

46,357. At Leith Hall Village —Yes; I was at

the great house at the martial law, attending to the
troops.
15589.

46,361. At that time did James Gordon, a con

stable, come to you ?— Yes: him go to take up a
young man Francis Green, and he go away, and then
he take me in charge and put me in a guard-room,
and them tie me.

46,362. Who ordered the men to tie you ?—James
Gordon.

46,363. Did they tie you ?—Yes; tie my hand and
6 H
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my feet, and told me to drop my frock;

º you

that if I did
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nºt drop it they would tear it off; and I dropped my
frock,
and they
lashes—Murray
on the back.
46,364.
Who give
gaveme
you25those
gave them

F. Taylor.

46,365. Was he the head man —Yes.
46,366. And who ordered it —James

Y 46,376.
(es.

Gordon.

46,367. Were the soldiers there at that time *——
No ; they had gone.
46,368. What soldiers had gone?–Black.
46,369. Were the soldiers black soldiers you
been attending to ?–No ; white soldiers.

46,377. Had the black troops come —Yes,
46,378. Were they Maroons —Yes,

46,379. Were you flogged when the Maroons were
there 2–Before them come.
had

46,380. You were flogged by Murray, and after
that the Maroons came 7–Yes.

46,370. After you had done that, the black soldiers
came –A black soldier there named Phillips; when
the troops came, Phillips gone away.

-

46,381. Then no soldiers were there when you were
flogged —No.
46,382. Gordon did it f – Yes; then after that

46,371. Then the black troops came after the white
troops ?–No.

yº. You were

w

46,375. And he ordered Murray to flog you? Yes
The white troops had gone away then :-

ine.

19 March 1866.

had attended them they went

QS.
away ?
46,374. After
that, James Gordon put you in the
guard-room
—Yes.

Gordon hang two people at Leith Hall.

46,383. What were their names?—One a young
attending the white troops ?—

man named Macbeth ; the other one I don't re.
member.

eS,

The witness withdrew.

R. McCormack.

RICHARD McCor MACK (black), sworn, and examined.
Another gentleman who knew me, then a boy came
46,384. You live at Morant Bay ?—Yes.
46,385. On the 16th of October did you get a pass up and said he had seen me there; then they cºuld
from Mr. Marshalleck —Yes.
not resist, and I was kept in prison.
46,393. What was meant by there –The boy said
46,386. Did you take it to the station to get it
him see me the day of the rebellion.
signed by Mr. Ramsay ?–Yes.
46,394. What was he there about —To prove that

46,387. You waited 2–Yes.

46,388. Was it signed by him —It was never
signed.

46,389. Why was that ?—I was ordered to stop

he saw me there.

46,395. Was the boy about to be punished —The
boy was not about to be punished ; he came there to
give evidence against me.

awhile, for Mr. Ramsay was busy.

46,390. Why was it not signed afterwards —

46,396. How many lashes did you receive?—100
lashes,

Because they took me in custody.

46,391. How long did they keep you in custody ?—
Sixteen days.

46,392. Was any evidence brought against you ?—
I was kept ; and there were some gentlemen who

were going through the parties to see if they knew
anything of them, and then I was kicked out by
Mr. Marshalleck, because he thought I was innocent.

46,397. Were you at Kingston —Yes.
46,398. Did you not say then that you waited 13
days; that nobody brought evidence against you till
a little boy about to be flogged was asked if he knew
anything about you, and if he would tell they would
release him —I was at the station before they went
to release me.

º

The witness withdrew.
E. J.I./ºtt.
--

46,399.
46,400.
interfered
46,401.

ELIZABETH MILLETT (black), sworn, and examined.
Do you live at Prospect Village —Yes.
ordered Cargill to be shot ?—David Wintern. He
Do you remember the war —No, I never told the Maroons to shoot him.
to go any way to Morant Bay.
46,410. Who was commanding them –Colomº
Do you work at Leith Hall —Generally; Rose was at the head of the Maroons.

but at the time during the war we were all at home.
I was there, and I was told that they were coming in

46,411. Do you mean to say while Colonel

Rose

was there at Leith Hall commanding the Maroons,

at the night to consume the village with fire, and the
children was to be runned through with bayonets. I
tied my child behind my back, and another in my
hand, and went to Mr. Espeut at Leith Hall. I went
down to the bookkeepers' barracks, and took refuge
there, and stayed there.
46,402. Were their others there 2–Yes, many

that the Maroons obeyed the orders of Wintern, a
book-keeper, to shoot a man —He gave his orders"
Colonel Rose, and he said he must go down with the
Inen.
46,412. What you mean is this, that Wintern told
Colonel Rose that Cargill had done something ºr

other women, and their children; and their husbands

shoot him —Yes.

kept guard. I was there for three weeks. The day I
went was on a Monday.

baby's clothes, Charles Dyles, Charles Smith, Dennis
Barclay, and John Barclay, were shot just before the
great house door.
46,405. Now will you tell lag where was William
was shot at Leith Hall.

He was

at Morant Bay.

46,406. (Mr. Payne.) Where was he shot —Just

by the last pillar by the trash corner.

-

46,413. (Mr. Payne.) What sort of a man is
Rose –A brown man, a coloured man.

46,403. Did you see any people shot there 3–Yes,
I saw some hang there by the troops. I can tell you
those shot by the Maroons.
46,404. What were there names ?—William Cargill.
Just near by me, where I was standing washing

Cargill shot ?–IIe

other, and the Colonel Rose directed the Maroons tº

-

46,407. Who ordered him to be shot —David
Wintern, through a suspicion that he went to Morant
Bay, but he never saw him, or knew only a suspicion.
46,408. Who was David Wintern ?—A young book

keeper at Oxford. He is now living at Stokes Hall.
46,409. (Commission.) But we are asking who

46,414. Is he agentleman?—He has the loºks"
be a gentleman ; he is a gentleman.
46,415. Did you hear Wintern tell

Colonel Rºse
anything about Cargill –I saw him follow Cargill
down to the spot where they shot him; and when they
went down to the spot where they shot him, David

Wintern said to the Maroons, “Present "

46,416. Were you present –Yes; I am ºn tº

oath. He went down to the spot, and David Winter"
said, “ Present "

-

46,417. Was Colonel Rose on the ground -\"
he was at the great house; at the overseer's hº th
overseer was not at home that evening; he had ""
out on board a ship.

46,418.
many
shoot
him How
—Ten
; theMaroons
higher took
peopledown
werethe
all man"
stand

ing up at the top, and the sergeant sent the mºn"
46,419. Were other people looking besides your

self?—A great many.
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46,420. And near enough to hear what you heard
–Quite neur.

?

-

º; 121. Was the sergeant with the Maroons looking
ºn z_11e was a little way up at the top ; where
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“ do so, I will have you flogged.”

Then he said,

“ Flog me.”
46,430. What did he do afterwards 2—Put them
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back in the room.
E. Millett.

they were they could see plainly down.

''S, 4: 1. Did he afterwards order those same three

4.x, 122. Inid the sergeant send the 10 men º' win
—I was not to know whether the sergeant sent

10 men ; 10 men brought him down to shoot him.

I

was not up at the top, but I was down on the ground
where they shot him.
46,423. You were there looking on, listening : —

men to be taken to the river to be shot 3–Yes.

19 March 1800.

46,432. And they were shot by a mango tree ?—
Yes, by the river.

46,433. (Commission.) They were shot by Maroons?
—Yes.

No. 1 was not there ; the sergeant was up at the

46,434. And your sweetheart buried them next
morning 2–Yes, John Peters.
46,435. Where was John Bartly shot ?—Just
before the great house door. They said he was
making images, sticks, that is why they said he was

great house, and they brought him down from the

shot.

Yes.

46,424. Then while you were listening, did you
hear the sergeant give any order to the 10 men —
great house to the book-keeper barracks.

I was at

46,436. You mean an Obeah man 2–Yes.
46,437. You know what I mean :-Yes.

the trash house just by the river.
46,425. Could the sergeant see everything that was

going on —Yes; Charles Smith, Dennis Barclay, and
Charles Dyles were tied in a line and dropped down
into the water, and the man I was living with at the
house came down and buried them.
46,426. What is his name –John Peters.

46,427. Who ordered these men to be shot —

46,438. It meant an Obeah man –Yes.

46,439. He made Obeah piccanini ?–Yes, to put
in their grounds to prevent thief from stealing their
things.

46,440. Was their any officer there when he was
shot —Colonel Rose.

Mr. Woodrowe.

46,441. (Commission.)

Did Charles Smith, who

46.42s. Where were you standing —Near to the

you say was shot, sometimes go by the name of

door ; he was on the step by the door, and I was on
the railing just by the step. Mr. Woodrowe ordered

Benjamin Smith ?—It was two Smiths that was shot,

James Gordon to take those three men and shoot them.

46,442. Is Charles Smith the man who you say
you saw shot, or was it Benjamin Smith ?–Benjamin

James Gordon said he could not do that because he
did not know what the men had committed.

46,429. Who is Woodrowe ?–He is living at
Clifton ; he is an engineer; he goes about looking
after engines. Mr. Woodrowe said, “If you don't

but I think it was Charles Smith.

Smith ; Charles dead.

46,443. (Mr. Payne.) Who was Charles Smith ?
—He was shot too, but I believe he was brought
down to the Bay.

The witness withdrew.

John MURRAY (black), sworn, and examined.

J. Murray.

46,444. Are you head man at Leith Hall —Yes.

broke into Woodrowe's house and took away a keg of

46,445. Were you so last October 2–Yes.

butter.

46,446. Were

you

there at the time the Maroons

tºº.

That was the charge he made against her ?

came –I was there one day.

- I (**.

46,447. But you were there several days –
Several days, but not regular.
46,448. Were you there when the white soldiers

rowe's orders.

came :-Yes.

46,449. Do you remember flogging a woman of the
name of Bennett —Yes, not Bennett, Aun Barnett.

46,470. Did you flog her?— es; by Mr. Wood
46,471. Was that the same lay that she was
brought in 3–The same day.
46,472. Was she tried for dºing it 2–There was

46,450. Do you remember flogging her when the

Mr. Hague and Mr. Woodrowe in the house.
know whether they flog her.

white soldiers were at Leith Hall –It was not that

46,473. You did not hear her tried ?–No.

very day that they were there.

46,474. Who told

46,451. How long were the white soldiers there *

you she had

broken

I don't

into

Mr. Woodrowe's house 2–Mr. Woodrowe himself.

—Only one day.

46,475. Who told you to flog her ?–Mr. Woodrowe

46,432. Do you know a man named Ilague, the

order me.

Custom House officer –Yes.

46,476. Did you do at his orders ?—Yes.

46,453. When the white soldiers were there, was

46,477. No soldiers were there 2–No.

Mr. Hague at Leith Hall —Not that day.
46,454. Are you quite sure of that ?–Quite sure.

46,478. You say it was three weeks after the white

soldiers had been there on a Saturday?–Yes.

46,455. What day were the white soldiers there :

46,479. Was it as long after as three weeks 2–I

–On a Saturday; I don't know the day of the

think it was two weeks.

month.

46,457. And came away again *-Yes.

46,480.
Hall —I
46,481.
—Yes; I

46,458. Was there a man shot there the day they

of

-

46,456. They passed through —They came into
the estate.

were there 2–Yes.

46,459. What was his name —William Hills.
46,460. Was there a woman of the name of Barnett

:

How many women did you flog at Leith
don't remember flogging another woman.
Oh, yes, you do, you flogged several people *
remember I flogged a woman of the name

46,482. Taylor –Yes; Annie Taylor.
46,483. When did you flog her ?—I don't remember
the date of the month.

flogged that day ?–Not that day.
46,461. When was she flogged 7–She was flogged

Barnett.

by Mr. Woodrowe.
46,462. When 7–Sometime in the week.
46,463. Which week 7–Sometime after the soldiers

46,485. Do you remember the day of the week?—
I don't remember what day it was.

were gone.

46,464. Was Mr. Hague there then 2–Yes.
46,465. Were the Maroons there 2–Not that day.
46,466. Were any soldiers there?—No.
46,467. What was the charge against Ann Barnett

—Mr. Woodrowe brought her for breaking into his
house.

46,468. What was the charge against her?—She

46,484. Was it after Barnett or before ?—After

46,486. What was it said that she had done 2–It

was for this reason, that Mr. Woodrowe said his
housekeeper made her escape, and this woman com

bined with the housekeeper to leave the place.
46,487. Was that the reason she was flogged 2–
They ordered me to flog her.

46,488. Was that the reason she was flogged 2–
Yes; that was the reason.
6 H 2
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46,489. Who gave you that reason for flogging
her —Mr. Woodrowe and James Gordon.
46,490. The constable ?—Yes.
>

46,491. Was she tried upon that charge *—I

46,503. Is that the man (pointing to Francis
Green) —Yes.
46,504. This man escaped 7–Yes; there were two

can’t

or three cases came against him.

19 March 1866.

46,505. What had Fanny Taylor to do with the
Say.

46,492. Was she tied to a tree

J. Murray.

when she was

escape?—He said it was Fanny Taylor combined
with this man to let the housekeeper go.

flogged 7–Yes.

46,493. Was Woodrowe present while you flogged

46,506. Was that the reason she was flogged?—
Yes.

her ?—Yes.

46,507. Is that the only reason you heard?—Yes.
46,508. It was not for anything she had done to

46,494. Looking on ?—Yes.
46,495. And Gordon —Yes.

46,496. You say they told you that the reasºn she
was to be flogged was that she had assisted Wood
rowe's housekeeper to make an escape 2–No; not
the woman assist her, her sweetheart, a man that the

woman was living with. Mr. Woodrowe gave him
in charge.

46,497. You say the charge against her was that

Taylor had helped Woodrowe's housekeeper to escape
—No.

46,498. You said so 3–Fanny Taylor,

house

46,509. Who ordered you to flog her ?—Mr. Wood.
rowe and Gordon.

46,510. What made you obey Woodrowe's order:
—At a time like that you were obliged, of course, to
obey every white man.
46,511. Was Woodrowe a white man 2–Yes.

46,512. What other flogging did you do?—There
were some more men guarding this man, and he

made his escape, and they ordered me to give him
10 lashes.

keeper; a man.

46,513. The men who were guarding him?—Yes,

46,499. The housekeeper was a man —No ; a
man made her escape.

Mr. Woodrowe ?—No.

46,514. Did you flog any more women —No.
46,515. Are you certain of that ?—Sure.

-

46,500. Whose sweetheart was that ?—A man of
the name of Green.

46,501. You say that Fanny Taylor had a sweet
heart 2–Yes.

46,516. Did you ever flog any woman while soldiers
were standing by ?—Not at all.
46,517. No soldiers ever saw you do that?—No.
46,518. Are you sure of that ?–Yes; I am on my
oath.

46,502. What was his name 2—Green.

The witness withdrew.
F. Green.
- - -

FRANCIS GREEN (black), sworn, and examined.
46.519. (Mr. Pºyne.) Where do you live —Blue Gordon took me in charge, and took me to Port Morant
Station, where they got a set of other constalles
Mountain Valley, at present.
46,520. Are you the sweetheart of Fanny Taylor, who put me in a chain and padlock.
who has been called 2–Yes.
46,528. Did he flog you?—Yes; and put me in
46,521. Was a charge brought against you at Leith chain and padlock for three days, and after he took
Hall 2–Yes.
me out, and gave me 50; and he said he did not care
46,522. What charge was it?—My charge was that for the pass, the Governor tell him not to save a
I held her and Gordon to show where to put the

IIlall.

Baron's things, and I held her out from showing.
46,523. Was that true —I deny it, because my
wife wanted to take up things, and I told her not to

46,529. Did he let you go then –Yes; but I
compel to offer him a present, otherwise he would

do so.

46,524. Did you get a sentence —No sentence at

not give me 50; he would have sent me down tº
Morant Bay.
46,530. What was the present —A watch,

46,531. Did you give him a watch?—I did nº

all.

46.525. (Commission.) You ran off?—Yes, I ran
off; they put me in the guard-room with four men to
guard me, and I escape through the guard-men.
46,526. (Mr. Payne.) Through the assistance of
Fanny Taylor –No.
46,527. When were you caught again 3–1 ran all
the way to Captain Fyfe at White Hall. I gave up

give it to him, because I was let go already.

myself to him, and tell him what I come here for, and

and put a string round my neck to keep me stiff.

he tell me I must not go back, but I must stay there
with him. After he gave me a pass, and said, “Go

back to your station as a guard man;”, the pass
written as a pardon is, “I pardon him.” When
I returned back to Leith Hall with the pass, James
Tho

46,532. He made you promise him to give him a
watch —Yes.

46,533. (Commission.) Did they give you º
flogging —Yes, 50.
46,534. Who ſaid it on ?–Gordon ordered a man
they call Newland to ſlog me; they tie me to a tº
46,535. Did it hurt 2–Very severely.
46,536. Are you well now —Yes,
46,537. It was not a heavy cat, was it?–Yes, nine
-

tails.

46,538. Was it heavy string —Yes, rather heavy:
witness withdrew.

WILLIAM BURKE (black), sworn, and examined.

W. Burke.

46,539. Do you live at Ginger Hall, near Bath?—
56,540. Were you arrested on the 18th of October?

46,549. Do you know a man named John Pope?
—Yes, he was flogged; he is living there now.

—Yes.

46,541. Did you get flogged 2–Yes.
46,542. How much —A hundred lashes.
46,543. What charge was made against you ?—No
charge was made against me, I only took up.
46,544. Who gave you the flogging –No magis
trate tried me; I was flogged by a black man.
46,545. Where were you flogged 2–In Bath, at
Mr. Kirkland's yard.
46,546. What was the cat made of 2–Wire.

46,547. Do you know a man of the name of Robert
Sutherland 2–Yes.

46,548. Is he alive 2–Yes; he was flºgged at
Ginger Hall.

Yes.

46,550. Do you know David Goode ? –Living
there, flogged,

46,551. William Davies –Living there, flogg"
46,552. Amelia Cameron 2–Living there, flºgged.

46,553. Did you try to get hold of one of the cats?
—Yes, but I could not get it.

46,554. How was that —They were too strict"
time; they would shoot me.
46,555. When did you see these five people last :I saw them this morning.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned.
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His

His Excellency Edward John Eyre recalled and further examined.
Your Excellency, I understand that the labours of any serious dissatisfaction existed amongst the pea
the Commissioners are drawing near to a close ; I am santry. In the latter part of 1864 and in the early
desirous of giving further evidence. I could not when part of 1865 some parishes were afflicted with drought,
I was before the Commission last give all that I and the labouring classes as well as the proprietary
wished to do.
I had to refer to a great many body suffered from a deficiency in the usual crops.
documents, dates, names, and circumstances, and it is

made in a connected form, uninterrupted by cross

About this time (early in 1865) Dr. Underhill's letter
was circulated, meetings were got up in different
parishes, and an agitation was commenced which I

questions, and I have to beg the permission of the

cannot doubt led to the state of feeling which cul

Commissioners to be allowed to read a statement which

minated in rebellion in the eastern parishes. The
negroes as a people are very excitable and impulsive,
easily misled. They readily adopted the grievances
which had been manufactured for them in England—
the asserted excessive and unjust taxation, refusal of
just tribunals, and demand of political rights, with the

very important I think that my statement should be

I will put in upon oath, and upon which the Commis
sion would be able to cross-question me afterwards.

The object is to give the statement of the grounds
upon which I have acted put in a connected form with
all the documentary evidence referred to, according to
date. I imagine it will only result in a few more

ges of printing. I will put in the evidence upon
oath, and I shall then be very happy to be cross

additional ones superadded in the colony by some of
the Baptist ministers, that they were made to provide
for a church to which they did not belong, and for

questioned upon any part of it ; but I shall esteem it
a great favour if the Commission will allow that to be

the importation of alien labourers who displaced them

done.

of right belonged to themselves. This state of feeling
was taken advantage of by political and religious

46,556. Then we will just ask you this general
question : have you any further statement to make to
the Royal Commission in addition to that which you
made on a former occasion ?—I have : I am most

(the natives of the soil) from the labour field, which

agitators, and the people were induced to believe that
they were seriously aggrieved and must make an

anxious to put in a further statement, which I will

effort to obtain redress for themselves. It is worthy
of remark that whilst the resolutions adopted at

read, and refer to the documents as I come to them.

several of the Underhill meetings came under the

In my former evidence before the Commissioners I

notice of the authorities they had no correct knowledge
of the speeches which were made, and it was only

stated that when making a tour of the island in July
and August 1864 I found the peasantry everywhere,
as far as I could judge, respectful and loyal, for the
most part comfortably off, and with few grievances to

bring to my notice. Those few grievances were
chiefly the prevalence of petty larceny, the trespass
of stock, and the want of roads to the localities (for the
most part in mountain districts) occupied by the small
settlers. They were grievances which either origi
nated amongst themselves as a class, as with regard to

larceny, which might be prevented to a great extent
by individual exertion on their part; as with regard to
the trespass of stock by fencing their lands properly, or
might in some measure be remedied by combination

after the rebellion broke out that the Government

learnt that those speeches in many instances were not
upon or in connexion with the resolutions, but were
upon other topics, and often of a most violent, inflam

matory, and seditious character. The reputed speeches,
as given in the newspapers of the day, were noto

riously inaccurate, and it has been ascertained through
the evidence of Mr. Fouché and Mr. Batty (reporters)
that in some cases the notes made of speeches or parts
of them were intentionally suppressed by the con
ductors of newspapers for whom they were taken.
The first indication the Government had

of the

evil effect produced by the agitation which had

amongst themselves; as with regard to roads, where

been going on was an intimation in July 1865

the united efforts of a few individuals for a short
period of time would soon make even a bad mountain

from the Custos of St. Elizabeth and others, that

road very serviceable. During the two and a half years
I administered the Government prior to my commencing
my tour the only other grievances brought to my notice

(if I except individual cases of complaints) were the

infrequency and uncertainty of magisterial courts in
certain districts, and annoyances connected with or

arising out of the taxation of the country. The first
could only be remedied by the appointment of stipen
diary magistrates ; the second arose for the most part

serious disturbances might be expected to take place
early in August in the parishes of St. Elizabeth,
Hanover, St. James, or Westmoreland. I place
before the Commission the papers relating to this
subject, at page 235 of the Jamaica papers of Febru
ary 1866. (Governor Eyre to Mr. Cardwell, 24th
July 1865.) Shall I read all the correspondence that
I wish to put in, or merely give a list of them :

45,557. You can read the letters that you received
which you say influenced your course of action ?–I

from their own endeavours to evade the payment of wish to put in my despatches with them, showing that
taxes justly due by them, or from their failing to make
such payments within the period allowed by law. I

have long been of opinion that the most satisfactory

I placed them before the Secretary of State, and also
his acknowledgment of them.

way of meeting the necessary expenditure of a

46,558. Several of those papers have already been
put in by Mr. Westmoreland, they need not be read

country circumstanced as Jamaica is would be to

again –I have attached a list of them, with a re

raise the revenue as nearly as possible by indirect

ſerence to theia. First of all I will put in my own
despatch to the Secretary of State, of the 24th July
1865. (Handed in and read, as follows :)

taxation through duties upon imports. The Govern
mºnt was preparing to submit to the Legislature :
scheme having this object in view, when the outbreak
at Morant Bay occurred, and made any immediate
change of financial policy both indesirable and im

Practicable.

Up to the time then of my visitation

(during the latter half of 1864) to every parish in the
island except one, I had no grounds for believing that

SIR,

King's House, July 24th, 1865.
I HAVE the honour to transmit a copy of communi

cation this moment received from the Custos of St. Eliza
beth, enclosing documents representing that there is an

apprehension that riot or rebellion will break out in some
of the parishes at the commencement of August next (the
6 H 3

Excellency

E. J. Eyre.
20 Mar. 1806.
--
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ampiversary of freedom), on the ground that they are
unjustly taxed.

3. Under these circumstances I have to request that if
possible you will detach two men-of-war instead of one.

3. Should this be so, it will be due entirely to Dr. Under

The one to go direct to Black River, the other to Montº,

His Ercellency

hill's letter and to the delusions which have been instilled

Bay, and both to reach their destinations prior to the is:

E. J. Eyre.

into the minds of the ignorant peasantry by designing

August. Should no disturbance of the peace take place in

persons in reference to it.

3. Every effort will be made to prepare for and guard

either locality, one of the men-of-war might return after a
few days, leaving the other to visit the ports named ºn

against the contingency suggested, nor do I myself antici
pate any serious outbreak.
4. 50,000 copies of your reply on behalf of the Queen to

time to time until further instructions from you. If the
ships were to have a little gun practice in each of the ports

the poor settlers of St. Ann's are being distributed and

presence. I think it desirable that for the present, and

posted in every district of the island.
The next is an enclosure from Mr. Salmon, of the

until something more definite is known, the object of the
visits of the men-of-war should be regarded as confidential,

20 Mar. 1866.

it might be useful in letting the peasantry know of their

and not to be talked about.

22nd July. Mr. Westmoreland appears to have put
that in. I do not think that he put in the following
one from Mr. Hudson to Mr. Salmon. Yes, I find he

has done so. I then put in the Secretary of State's
despatch in reply to mine dated August the 22nd,
1865, page 237.
I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch,

The next is a letter from Mr. Salmon to myself.

dated the 25th of July, enclosing a letter from Mr.
Raynes Waite Smith. I believe that is already in
evidence.

Then there is a letter from Commodore

Cracroft to myself:-

No. 189, forwarding a letter from the Custos of St. Eliza

Aboukir, Jamaica, July 27th, 1865.
I HAve the honour to acknowledge the receipt of

beth, with reference to an apprehended riot or rebellion

your Excellency’s letter of the 26th instant, with its em.

among the peasantry in some of the parishes.

SIR,

closures, and in reply beg to acquaint you that a ship-of

war shall be at Black River on the 1st August, to assist the
The next I wish to put in is my own despatch to
the Secretary of State at page 238:—
King's House, Jamaica, August 7th, isſã.
REFERRING to my despatch, No. 189, of 24th July,
I have now the honour to transmit further correspondence
SIR,

local authorities in quelling any outbreak of the disaffected
K. If possible a second ship shall be sent to
Montego Bay.

The next is a letter from myself to Commodore
Cracroft:-

relative to the supposed intention of the peasantry of St.
Elizabeth and St. James to create disturbances in those

parishes on or about the lst August, and to the means

to preserve the public peace. Every practicable precallion
was taken to be prepared for any outbreak, but I am happy

to say that the anniversary of freedom passed off quietly
and without any disturbance whatever.

The enclosure I understand has been put in from
Mr. Salmon, Custos of St. Elizabeth, to myself, dated

Flamstead, July 20th, 1865.
(Conſidential.)
I HAvrº to acknowledge the receipt of your com:
munication of the 27th instant, informing me that, in
accordance with my request, you will direct a vessel of war
to be at Black River on the lst August, and, if practicable,
another to be at Montego at the same date. I regardiºs
important that the second vessel should be sent, if possible.
SIR,

-

!

Since I last addressed you I have received further

July 25th, 1865. Then there is a letter from myself

communication from the Custodes of St. Elizabeth and

to Commodore Cracroft of July 25th.

St. James, indicating that much uneasiness is felt in thºse
parishes, and confirming the impressions previously ºntº

King's House, July 25th, 1865.

SIR,

It having been reported to me that in consequence

tained that some movement of an insurrectionary kindi,

really contemplated by the evil-disposed amongst the

of the late meetings which have been held in various
districts, in connexion with Dr. Underhill’s letter, a spirit
of disaffection has been excited amongst the peasantry of
some of the parishes, and some apprehensions being enter
tained that attempts may be made at the approaching 1st
of August to create disturbances, or otherwise act in oppo
sition to the laws of the land, I should be much obliged

peasantry.

by your detaching a man-of-war for a few weeks to visit

cumstances may seem to render desirable.
4. Until something more definite is known of the nº
and extent of the movement supposed to be in contempº
tion, it appears impracticable to make any further ºngº

aiternately (staying a short time at each) the ports of Black
River, Savanna-la-Mar, Lucea, and Montego Bay, the
commander putting himself, when practicable, in com
munication with the Custos of the parish. Mr. Salmon,
Custos of St. Elizabeth, could be communicated with from
Black River through the collector of customs or through

-

3. It would probably be as well, in giving instruction:
to the commanders of Her Majesty's ships, to leave a wide
margin for discretionary action, by authorizing them tº
land men, if necessary, in aid of the civil pºwer, and
generally to take such measures and so arrange their mo"
ments, after consultation with the civil authorities, as tº

ments for meeting it than will have been done by advising

Montego Bay. Mr. Vickers, the Custos of Westmoreland,
could be communicated with from Savanna-la-Mar through

the spot, and by securing the presence of a man-of-war"
each of the points said to be threatened.
5. I send for your perusal (in original, the lastºniº
cations I have received, and which I shall be oblig'd by

the police. The Custos of Hanover (Lucea) is absent from

your returning to me by the bearer, as they have not ºn

the police. Mr. Phillips, the Custos of St. James, resides at
the island. It would be desirable the vessel of war should

v.

the local authorities to take all practicable precautions"
-

remain on the station indicated until further instructions
from you. It will be desirable also to instruct the com

laid before my constitutional advisers.

mander of H.M. man-of-war which may be sent down not
to mention the reason of his being so sent, as it is not
desirable to call attention to the subject, or to create any

wish to send additional instructions. Post leaves about

is:

10 a.m., I think.

º
N.

needless alarm.

P.S. If the vessel intended for Black River is gone ther

is a post from Kingston to-morrow (Monday), should.”
The next is a letter from Mr. Salmon to the
Governor :—

The next is a despatch to Commodore Cracroft,

dated 26th July, marked “confidential.”
SIR,

King's House, July 26th, 1865.

Malvern Post-office, July 28th, lºº.
You R ExcelleNoy,

I EN close a letter from Mr. Manby, a magistrº and

SINCE my letter to you of the 25th instant, request

a statement made and signed by Adam Smith, hº rural

ing that a vessel of war might be detached tº visit the pºrts

constable, New Savanna district. I have been informed
that the Rev. M. Smith, curate, Sacovia, read the reply

of Black River, Savanna-la-Mar, Lucea, and Montego Bay
about the beginning of August, and during the few weeks

from the Queen to the St. Ann's petition on Sunday”

subsequent to it, I have

at the chapel, after service, and that the cong{*

received further communications

from the President of the Legislative Council, Mr. Salmon,
who is the Custos of St. Elizabeth, and from Mr. Raynes
Waite Smith, a member of Assembly, and who has held
office as a member of the late Executive Committee.
(copies of these documents are enclosed.)
2. Without attaching too much importance to the appre
hensions which are entertained, I think that prudence
requires that all precautionary measures should be taken.
Two localities are indicated as likely to be the scene of
disturbance, if any takes place, Black River and St.
James.

hooted him out of the church.

Also, that on Wednesday

last many of the congregation of Moravians at Bethlº".
on the yearly “speaking collection,” told the, miº"
“ they had no more to give him.” From all that I can
gather, there is no doubt that an insurrectiºn,

and an

intention to burn and rob, is decided on, and that gº"
and strong and severe measures will be necessary..."

well-disposed, as Adam Smith tells me, they wºuldº
inclined to do anything they could to preserve the “
and prevent the use offire, but they are unarmedºndº"
no means of even defending themselves. I conside'"

º
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duty to be at Black River on Monday next.

rate of wages.”

family being left alone at such a time. The general opinion

dressed to myself or my firm, professing to be a warning,
and advising a change in above respects; the second re
peating the threat and the cause to another person, both

I may say to
our Excellency that I consider it a matter of risk, my

among proprietors, white, coloured, and black, is that all
this disturbance and ill-feeling is to be attributed to the
late assertions which have been made, that the negroes are

ill-treated and cheated, and unfairly dealt with and

oppressed, and that if permitted to be reiterated there will
be no peace or security for property or life.

I have seen two of these, the first ad

evidently in the same handwriting, and, I fear, from some
very mischievous and evil-minded person. In consequence
of these letters, and the rumours I have alluded to, although

these are so vague, I considered it my duty to give the
senior sergeant of police (in the absence of the inspector)

I forwarded this without awai'ing for to-day’s post,

private instructions to be on the alert, and to direct some

which should be here at 7 o'clock, but which has not

of his best men to be so, and to be extra watchful, and to

arrived at a quarter past 9, and therefore I have no com

notice persons congregating together in any unusual way
or number, &c.; and I shall see the inspector as
as
possible. I have also had private conversations with three
or four magistrates on the subject. This is all the informa
tion I can give his Excellency in reply to your letter by this
post just received, and the return post leaving almost
immediately. The sending a vessel of war to this port is
a very desirable move under the circumstances.

munication from your Excellency.

The enclosure is from Mr. Manby to Mr. Salmon —
July 27th, 1865.

Sik,

| DEEM it my duty, as the only resident justice of

the peace in the New Savanna neighbourhood, to bring to
your honour's notice certain rumours that have come to
my knowledge to confirm what passed on Friday last at
Black River, as to the intended rebellious rising among
certain indisposed parties in this parish. From what I can
learn the focus will be the parish of St. James, extending

to this quarter, met and supported by those from the
Holland and Y. S. districts. If there are any disposable
public arms at Black River, I would (if you should so con
sider it requisite) request an order for such a supply as
could be spared, so that I might, as a somewhat protection
for property here, place them in the hands of such parties as
might be trusted. I send this by your head constable, Adam

Smith, who will better and more fully explain than I can

º

I have the honour, &c.
GEo. J. PHILLIPs,
Custos, St. James's.
The next is
Austin —

a letter from

Mr.

Salmon to Mr.

Malvern Post-office, July 28th, 1864.

SiR,

THE post being so late I have only a few minutes to
acknowledge No. 1,344.

I believe the matter of disturb

ance certain, and beg to state to his Excellency the Governor
that I respectfully represent that a vessel of war to cruise
off the west end of the Island, and to visit alternately the
ports from Black River to Falmouth, will be of no service

write.

whatever, if it be true that immediate action is to follow
A DAM SM it it's STATEM Ext.

Adam Sinith, head rural constable, New Savanna dis

the determination said to be arrived at, to plunder and
burn, and that it is to be at once in the three parishes.

trict, says:-The constant conversation in the New Savanna

The presence of force is necessary.

neighbourhood is that the St. James and Westmoreland

influence can it have, or rather will not the mere call and

people are to meet some company from St. Elizabeth, and
that they are coming to burn down the gentlemen's estates
and houses, as they can't get anything to do; that they
sent word to Dr. McCatty, dispenser, (who is a Lorcea
black man,) to come away from St. Elizabeth and join them,
and that as they liked Dr. McCatty, and did not wish to
injure him, he must go away. A negro on Y. S. estate

leaving appear as if there is no force to be had, and offer
an opportunity to the evil-disposed to remark that the
Queen's authorities will do nothing, and are controlled.
(Signed)

Where it is not what

I have &c.
Joh N SALMox.
Custos of St. Elizabeth.

The next is a letter from Commodore Cracroft to

bridge told William Stewart, a rural constable, that as
soon “as August come they would know what to do with

myself —

“ him and his badge and his staff; that the buckras had

SIR,

“gun, and the negro machett and fire-stick.” Stewart also
says the people have constant night meetings in the Y. S.
and Hil. district. He (Stewart) has constantly heard

With reference to your Excellency’s letters of the
25th and 26th instant, I have the honour to inform you

Admiralty House, Port Royal,
July 29th, 1865.

in the market, and people have told him, that they will have

that H.M. ship “Bulldog" will proceed to Black River

a war; they have determined on it.

excellency's request.

what the constables were to do.

He inquired of Smith

Private Mº Kenzie, of the

on Monday morning at daylight, in compliance with your

police at Black River, told me this morning that a man

I have, &c.,
P. CRAcRort, Commodore.

told him that when the war commenced he was first man

(Signed)

he would kill in August, M'Kenzie took him to Mr.
Leyden, a magistrate, who discharged the man and refused

myself, dated 30th July 1865 –

The next is also from Commodore Cracroft to

a commitment.
SIR,

46,559. I do not wish to interrupt you at all, but
you will confine yourself to letters which were com

municated to you, and which therefore influence your
course of action ?–Entirely so.

This is a letter from

Mr. Phillips to Mr. Austin –
SiR,

have to acquaint you that, as reported in my letter of yester
day, the “Bulldog” will leave for Black River at daylight

Montego Bay, July 26th, 1865.

I HAve the honour to acknowledge your letter of
yesterday, forwarding by desire of his Excellency the

Governor copy of a letter received from the Custos of
St. Elizabeth. There are some floating rumours here that

the minds of the people (the labouring classes) are un
settled, and that they express great discontent about taxa
tion, which they say is being improperly imposed on them.
If this be the feeling among them it is to be feared it
must have arisen from misapprehension of remarks made
as to the weight of taxation on the labouring classes.

I HAVE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of
your Excellency's communication of this date relative to
an insurrectionary movement supposed to be on foot in the
parishes of St. Elizabeth's and St. James', and in reply
to-morrow.

If possible I will despatch another vessel to

Montego Bay during the week: , I shall be obliged if your
Excellency will furnish me with copies of the enclosures
to your despatch of to-day, as time does not admit of
their being copied here.
I have, &c.,

(Signed)

P. CRA croft, Commodore.

There are two other letters; the first is from Mr.
Austin to Mr. Vickers:—

The

rumours to which I have referred are, that there is to be a

Government Secretary’s Office,

refusal or resistance to the payment of taxes, or that the

SiR,

people are to do something next month. 'i he “ some
rumours back to get reliable information. On inquiry,
one person heard something from another, who, on
questioned, contradicts the first, or gives a different version

I HAVE the honour, by desire of the Governor,
to transmit herewith copy of a letter received from the
Custos of St. Elizabeth, and to request your honour to
ascertain (in a private manner) if a similar feeling exists in
your parish among the lower orders as is represented to pre

of the conversation, or only one heard a remark, and does

vail in St. Elizabeth, and to afford the Government all

not know from whom ; but no doubt there is general un

information on the subject that you may be able to obtain,
and whether there has been an unusual demand recently

thing ” not being defined it is difficult to trace these

lº

easiness in the minds of persons here who have heard these
rumours. Only this morning I have been engaged in a
rivate inquiry in consequence of some information received,
ut nothing was elicited from it. Anonymous letters have

been written in this town, conveying threats of fire and
robbery, on account of “the high price of cloth’” and “low

July 25th, 1865.

for firearms and ammunition in Savanna-la-Mar.

2d. His Excellency would be glad if your honour would

consider the propriety of placing yourself in communica
tion with the inspector of police on the subject, and of
directing that officer to be on his guard, and report any
6 H 4
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conceive without the slightest good. I am putting up a
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his knowledge. A vessel of War will be directed to cruis"
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His Ercellency
E. J. Eyre.

schoolroom and two bedrooms for a governess and my

k

granddaughters expected from England. This, even to
ſºund the western part of the island; alſº call in at the TArchdeacon
Rowe, on Sunday last after church, is repre
several ports, Black River, Savanna-la-Mar, Lucea, *! ºted as a prison I am building, and that I have a puncheon
Montº, Bay, and that the commander of the said man-of of handcuffs for those who, are to be made slaves, Did

t;"

war will, on visiting Savanna-la-Mar, communicate with

jº

your Excellency ever hear that where the collections were

-

made for a memorial to the Prince Consort, the reason given

your honour.
20 Mar. 1866.
-----

(Signed)

church for not subscribing was
*... h. intended to make the peºple all slaves again for
seven years . The pºst will not allow me time to say more

The second is a similar letter addressed to Hon.

at présent, but I will hºve the honour of writing you

G. L. Phillips, Custos of Montºgo Bay. The next

again. Some move will be made in the parish as to the
..f inºcurity and the effect of the evil representations

is a letter from Mr. Vickers to Mr. Austin :—
(Confidential.)
Belle Isle, Grange Hill, P. Q.
July 31st,

SIR,

and Mr.

j.ohn

*
*
º

º

of ill-disposed or thinkingless persons:
Yours, &c.

1865.

John SALM0s,

(Signed)

I nave the honour to acknowledge Yº!" ".
inquiring if a feeling of excitement existed in Westmore
land similar to that represented to prevailin St. Elizabeth
by Mr. Custos Salmon

* **
* *

by congregations of our

I have, &c.,
Hit-GH. W. AUSTIN.
Governor's Secretary.

The next is from Mr. Gilling to myself:-

Hudson, in their

cºmmunications, copies of which you have enclosed me.

Black River, Aug. 1st, lºº,

I

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR ExcFLLENCY,

have heard vague rumours for some time of dissatisfaction
existing in the neighbouring parishes of St. Elizabeth's
and St. James', but I do not think there are ºny grounds,
director indirect, for supposing that ºy disaffection or

Tºxt certain statementº. have been officially laid
before your Excellency by the Hon. John Salmºn which
... of a serious nature against me and that of the un

jounded loyalty of the black population in this parish
... of which I am represented as its chief insurgent. A

jºion to resist the law in any shape exists in this parish,

that an insurrection is to take place on the 1st of Augus,

ji that it will be only necessary to take steps.” guard
against the influence of example should any serious dis
tºbance take place in a neighbouring parish. This is the
only cause for alarm (in my opinion). I have made
inquiries, and find that nº unusual demand has prevailed

in the parish for gunpowder and firearms.

more false and unfounded tissue of reports has neverltºn

made up against loyalty,” has been communicated w
jive "the Governor ab initia. I therefore pray your
ºxcellency, as a loyal subject: will supply me with all such

Some gentle

information officially received.

men of St. Elizabeth’s have sent to and procured revolver
pistols from Savanna-la-Mar for their personal protection.

I am, &c.,

should any demand spring up at Present, the

dealers of
firearms and ammunition have agreed not to supply it. I
have directed the police inspector to be vigilant, and make
all inquiries he can in přivate manner. I have also di
rected him to hold his force in readiness to march at a

(signed)

The next is from Mr. Salmon to Mr. Austin:SIR,

i.onents notice, should their services be required. I have
... ...,mmunicated with the officer commanding the
westmoreland Volunteer rifle troop to communicate with
and prepare his men for any emergency that might render

John A. Gillisº

Black River, August 1st, lºº.

I nave the honour to acknowledge Nº. 1,452
Despatch of 31st July. The “ Bulldog,” Captain Wak,
ºn into Black River last evening. I received atom
ºnication from Captain Wake, who afterwards landed,

... was waited on by Mr. Leyden, a magistral; I have
to report, for His Excellency's information, my belief th:
usual monthly muster. I shall make a point of com no disturbance has occurred in any of the parishes, and
municating with the commander of the vessel of war as i... the measures adopted for preventing anyº.
soon as I hear of his arrival at Savanna-la-Mar. I fear
and at present quelling an evil ispositiºn, hº
that there is good cause to suppose that considerable dis tºtic,
jägiºnſ, and that it is my purpose to gº tº tº ºtha
affection prevails in St. James', and that the people there parts of the parish. The pºlice; under the active in
ºr's vices necessary. This corps will be untier arms of

Wednesday, the 2nd August, it

Savanna-la-Mar, for their

might be easily led into a serious

I would

spector, the Volunteers, and imbabitants of Black Riº

call his Excellency’s attention to the utter worthlessness of
the police arms in this parish ; they were condemned as un
serviceable and dangerous by * board of Militia officers
whose report was duly forwarded by me to the (overn.
ment. The police are entirely also without amunition of
any sort. The Volunteer troops have however, in store a

disturbance.

with the magistrates, were perfectly ready, and have been,
jive, the means of preserving the peace. The arrival of

large quantity of private and public ammunition, of the new

Her Majesty's ship. “Bulldog” was felt as satisfactorſ,

and strengthening the civil power, and the communication
with the Custos and magistrate, immediately aflºº
to anchor proved the readiness with which Captain Wake
could offer any assistance which might he required.

regulation bore, which, although much smaller than that of

I have, &c.,

the police arms, might be used on an emergency.

There
are a few old Militia muskets some without 'locks and
barrels, in the police-station, which I have (in conformity
with your letter to the inspector of police) directed to be de
stroyed. The Militia arms were returned into store some

iſ or 15 years ago by Colonel Braine. . I have directed the
police inspector to retain two brass 4-pounder mountain
field pieces, which are themselves quite serviceable, the
tangent sights alone being wanting. The woodwork of the
carriages and wheels are rotten, but the tyres, axles and
other ironwork is as good as it ever was. I shnii not fail
to keep his Excellency acquainted with everything of any

importance that comes to my knowledge.
I have, &c.
::
,,,
, ,
* *

*

*

*

... -------,

-

BEN.J. Wick ERs,
Custos of Westmoreland.

Black River, Au

The next is a letter from Mr. Philips tº *
Austin —

Montego
Bay,onAugust
I have the honour
to reply,
the 20thsºlº
ultimo, to
your letter received that day by post, and I then hurriedly

SIR,

stated, for the information of His Excellency the Governor,
all I knew of the rumours of some expected disturbance.

have little to add now, except to say that similº".
have continued floating about, with the same difficulty as
to tracing them back to any reliable informatiºn. keeping

up the same
feelings
of uneasiness
mindsº
persons
in the
community;
but inI the
cannot
sº that I
have seen or heard anything showing any combination

-

among the labouring classes for any arts of violen".

st, 186:

gust 1st, 1863.

trates. So widespread a belief and so common a ...; of
§§
talk in the country and at the market places, must
ave had rise in some intention to do evil. Policemºn and
rural
constables
have
been week.
threatened
as to Iwhat
he
their
fate in the
August
Wherever
had awould
u
politanity i took occesion to warr and advise, but I

It

appears to me that the floating rumours gain r" im.

I Hays to thank you for your note of the 30th
ultimo, and the measures adopted for putting down
the evil feeling abroad (I believe firmly) through the
country. The “ Bulldog º arrived at Black River it
evening, and we are obliged by the immediate communica.
tion made by Captain Wake with myself and the magis

ºil.
-

º

John SALM0s.
Custos of St. Elizabeth.

(Signed)

The next is from Mr. Salmon to myself:—
You: R Excel LENCY,

(Signed)

portance than they perhaps deserve, from their frequent
repetition, sometimes appearing to come from three or four
different quarters, when, on inquiry, they are traced all to

the same quarter to a cºntain extent, but withoutº
able to get back to the original source; still it would
presumption in me, against the opinion of so many who are
* about these rumours, to say that there is nothingin

iabouring
. it population,
seems to me that there is a feeling among
which has been probably created by
exaggeration or actual misrepresentation by some

mis

citievous persons of remarks made at recent meetings”
raising out of thera, that they are being severely "F"

f
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by the high prices of goods and provisions, and the low
rates of wages, and by taxation. I fear there are a few evil
disposed mischievous persons who seize the opportunity to
try and create a bad feeling or dissatisfaction, or to extend
any that may exist, and they assist in getting up or in
circulating some of the talk and rumours, that are about.
There are some who maliciously point their remarks
against individuals, for certain individuals are somehow
constantly named as being marked out for attack. Until
these rumours began to circulate, there seemed no reason
whatever to suspect that the labouring population, whether

disposed to work, as desired, or not, was otherwise than
peaceably inclined.
I have, &c.,

(Signed)

985

and the influence which the consideration and kindness of

Captain Wake has had on the small proprietors, who have
been permitted to visit and inspect the vessel. I beg to
enclose copy of my communication to Captain Wake, re

questing his continuance at and return to Black River.

20 Mar. 1866.

Black River, St. Elizabeth,
August 4th, 1865.
As it is the opinion of several of the magistrates of

SIR,

this parish that you should be requested to keep Her
Majesty's ship “Bulldog” in the harbour over Sunday, I
have the honour to express to you this request, which I
me in a despatch dated Governor's Secretary’s Office, July

31st, I S65, No. 1,362, which I enclose for your perusal,
and the part of which as to “precautionary arrangement "

The next is from Mr. Wickers to Mr. Austin :-

I take tº liberty of calling your attention to. As you
have become persº: ..y aware of the contradictory reports

Mackfield, Westmoreland, August 3, 1865.
I in Avr to acknowledge your letter, in which you pro
ſess to reply to a letter of nine of the 25th ultimo. 'ſ his is an
error, inasmuch as the only letler I have addressed to you
on the subject of the prevailing excitement was dated 31st
ultimo. In that letter the Governor would be apprised
that I had then adopted all the precautionary measures
suggested in your letter before me. I have to submit, for
the information of his lºxcellency the Governor, that
perfect order continues to prevail through the parish, and I
see no cause to apprehend any disturbance. I was at
Savanna-la-Mar, yesterday expecting the vessel of war at
Black River might have dropped down to our port. I

I have now to thank you for the readiness with which you
have replied to the suggestions of the magistracy, and for

enclose a copy of letter I left to be handed the officer of
that vessel, should he arrive this day; if not, to be sent by

your presence with me on my visit to Lacovia district,
supposed as disaffected, and for your courtesy in permitting

SIR,

this evening's post to Black River. I may add, some con
siderable alarin seems to prevail amongst the gentlemen
residing near the confines of this parish, from the serious

reports which daily reach them from the adjacent parish of
St. Elizabeth's. This has been shown by the application
made to the merchants of Savanna-la-Mar for gunpowder
for the purpose of self-defence.
The next is from Mr. Vickers to

the officer com

manding the “Bulldog” :—
Savanna-la-Mar, August 2, 1563.

SiR,

HAvis (, been directed by the Governor to cointmuni
cate with you on your arriva! at this port, I came here this
morning, thinking your vessel might have dropped down

from Black River. Everything has been still and tranquil
in this district, and I do not apprehend any disturbance.
Farquharson, a magistrate, and captain of the Volunteer
troop, who will give you any information you may require.
He will also send to me, ... shall be glad to come down

and meet you, if your stay in the port will admit of my
doing so.

The following is a letter from Mr. Salmon to Mr.
Austin :-

Black River, St. Elizabeth,
August 4th, 1865.

SIR,

I have to report, for the information of his Excel
lency the Governor, that no disturbance has occurred in
this parish. I have received many reports, but as yet no
evidence sufficient to enable me to fix, beyond

...]".

a

word or act. The intention to do some wrong believe
clear, and generally understood through this part of the

island, and that the steps taken in preparation to meet and
put down any breach of the peace have maintained
Quiet

from different

as of the parish, and the difficulty of

arriving at . . certainty as to what was or may be the
intention of the ill-disposed, and as I have been applied to

that a police fºrce from Black River may be sent to Biscany
estate, I think it would be very desirable if on your
return from the north side you would again visit Black

River for three or four days.

I have by to-day’s post sent

a copy of this communication to his Excellency the Go
vernor, with my reasons for the above request that Her

Majesty's ship remain here for a few days, and also return.

the visit of different classes to the “Bulldog,” which I am
sure has had an excellent effect, as has been expressed to

me by the head men on my own properties, who with their
families have been allowed to inspect the vessel.

The next is from Mr. Phillips to Mr. Austin :—
SIR,

Monteco Bay, August 5th, 1865.
I have the honour to acknowledge your letter of

31st July. I beg again to state, for the information of his
Excellency the Governor, that the floating rumours which
have been already referred to have not been strengthened
by any positive or special information. They are still
afloat, but the present week having so far passed off quietly
there appears to be rather less of the uneasiness formerly
spoken of. I have not found it necessary to take any
measure of precaution such as referred to in your letter of
31st inst. beyond the one I had already mentioned of
requesting the inspector of police to direct his men, or
some of them, to be more than usually watchful and on
the alert. The vessel of war you mentioned as coming to

this port, under direction of his Excellency the Governºr,
has not yet made its appearance, but my previous remarks
will have shown that this has not been of any importance.
It is still rumoured that there is to be resistance in some

shape to the payment of taxes, but as yet, like what has
golie before, it is but rumour. No doubt the high prices
of all classes of provisions have been lately severely felt.
I have never known every description of food to be at such
high prices all at the same time as it has happened lately.
The native-grown provisions, flour and meal, salt fish and
pickled fish, all scarce and dear at the same time. At such
a time, as is well known, the poorer classes are more easily
excited to feelings of discontent, and at such a time muc

mischief may be done by a few evil-disposed, mischievous
persons. Something of this kind has probably been the

“Buildog” has had an excellent effect. At the suggestion

case in this quarter, and it is to be hoped that some of the
discontent will wear off as provisions come more within
reach and cheaper. Yans are now coming into market,

of some of the magistrates in the neighbourhoºd I have

and American bread-stuffs (flour, meal, &c.) falling from

and prevented an outbreak. The presence of H.M.S.

requested Captain Wake to remain till next Mºnday at the highest prices. It might appear to some quite irrele
Blºck River, and also to call on the return of the “Bulldºg”
days. I have said there is no disturbance, but among the
families in the parish there is a feeling of insecurity, and
among the propºietors a fear of fire, which is said to have

from the north side, and to remain here for three or four

been

à. and which would

left to them.

at once burn the little
I shall consider it my duty to follow out the

information I have received from one or more persons as to
what has been said or threatened by individuals in the

parish, and by communications from other parishes. His
Excellency may rely on the prudence. necessary in carrying

out those inquiries. Of the information, if gained, of con

His Ercellency
E. J. Eyre.

Then Mr. Salmon to Captain Wake:-

understand to be in accordance with instructions sent to

G. C. Phillips,
Custos of St. Elizabeth.

FORTY
SEVENTH
DAY.

want to allude to such subjects, but I am of opinion that
the discontent among the labouring classes, if not created
by the scarcity and dearness of food, has been at any rate

increased by these circumstances. . As I stated in a former
letter, I saw no reason to doubt their being most peaceably
inclined until these recent rumours got alloat.

Then Captain De Horsey to Governor Eyre :“Wolverine,” at Jamaica
August 5th, 1865.

SIR,

I Have the honour to acquaint your Excellency that
I have assumed the command of the Jamaica

division,

sequence his Excellency shall be advised, that I may be
directed. It is my pleasing duty now to state to his
Excellency that I am instructed by the magistrates and

rendered vacant by the death of the late Commodore
Cracroft, C.B., and shall be happy to co-operate with your

inhabitants of Black River to report the good effect they
believe has followed the presence of H.M.S. “ Bulldog,”

service.

Excellency at all times for the good of Her Majesty's
6 I
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2. I have further to acquaint your Excellency that the
“Cadmus ” proceeded at daylight this morning to visit the
ports of Lucca and Montego Bay as especially requested in

“ cadence of agriculture and commerce has caused distress
“ among the middling and lower classes of society; that

“ while planters and merchants are reduced in ticum.
“stances, mechanics, praedial labourers, and tradesmen find
“ it difficult to obtain the common necessaries of life, and
“ that nothing less than a wholesome, effective scheme ºf
…

your letter to Commodore Cracroft of the 30th ultimo.

His Ercellency
E. J. Eyre.

Then the next is from Governor Eyre to Captain
De Horsey:—
-

20 Mar. 1866.
--

King's House, August 8th, 1865.
I BEG to acknowledge and thank you for your com
munication of the 5th instant, acquainting me that in
consequence of the death of the late Commodore Cracroft
the command of the Jamaica division had devolved upon
you, and expressing your desire at all times to co-operate
with me for the good of Her Majesty’s service.
SIR,

2. I have also to thank you for having despatched Her
Majesty's ship “Cadmus * to visit Lucea and Montego

Bay in accordance with a request preferred in my letter of
30th July to the late Commodore Cracroſt.
3. The last accounts I have received from the parishes
in which disturbances were anticipated are of a more
satisfactory kind. The first week in August has passed off
without any breach of the public peace, and I have every
reason to hope that the precautions taken on the spot and
the visits of the “Cadmus ” and “Bulldog" will prove
more efficacious, both in preventing any outbreak, if such

should have been intended, and in allaying the apprehen
sions of the residents, who had become alarmed at the vague
and threatening rumours in circulation with regard to some
supposed insurrection movements.

The next is a despatch from the Secretary of State
to Governor Eyre :—
Downing Street, September 8th, 1865.
SIR,

(No. 288.)

I HAVE to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch,
No. 198, of 7th of August, enclosing further correspond
ence relative to the disturbance which had been appre
hended among the peasantry of St. Elizabeth and St.
Ann's. I have to express my approval of the precautions
which you took and my satisfaction at learning that no

“ retrenchment will save the

. from the ruin and

. Let it be further
“ shown that as the descendants of Britons we know how

“ misery with which it is threatene

“ to appreciate the privileges conceded to us by the
“ British Constitution; that we will not patiently submit
“ to heartless persecution, whoever the P. may be

“ that would subject us to the cruelties of an Egyptian
“bondage; that we have liberties and rights which we will

“ protect at all hazards; and that we have a Sovereign and
“ an Imperial Parliament to whose justice we will appeal if
“ it be determined to treat us as nothing better than
“ degraded bondsmen. Governor Eyre is to a certain
“ extent his own master, and he must make his election to

“ repose on a bed of roses or a bed of thorns. A great
“ deal will depend upon the instructions which he will
“ give to his ministerial organs. He has a generous.
“ hearted people to deal with, and we earnestly implore him
“ to take advantage of their wish to respect and esteem
“ him as the representative of Her Majesty; but we would
“ have him bear in mind that the taxes of this year will
“ not, cannot be collected; that an end must be put to
“arbitrary, iniquitous legislation; and that all persons
“ must have the benefit of living comfortable and
“ on the limited means which are still at their disposal.
“There must be a general reduction of expenditure, every

.

“ public and parochial officer must be called upon tosubmit
with a good grace to the lessening of his income, and be
content to receive the amount which can be honestly
given; and with regard to the Main Road Statute it
must be repealed, and better provision made for making
and repairing roads and bridges.”

“
“
“
“

The italics in the above extract are ours, used for the

purpose of adding strength to the forcible and flowing
language of our contemporary. No one will accuse the
“Post,” any more than this journal, of inciting the peºple to

outbreak occurred.

acts of violence or resistance to the Government. Yet

I will now go on with my narrative. The ill-feeling
which existed was supposed to have been stirred up
by the agitation which had taken place at the Under
hill meetings in reference to taxation, and some of the
local papers openly asserted that the taxes could not *
and would not be collected. I was going to refer to

“ the people of Vere have only said what it and we say
“ whenever we have to write upon the present unhappy
“ position of the colony. And what they say as a body has

“even greater force from its social consideration and
&

“import than what flows from our pens. It is full time
“ for the Government to be up and doing. It is full time
“ for it to consider whether it will yield to the necessities
“ of the people, or goad them on to desperation by a con
tinuance of taxation it will be impossible to enforce.
The cloud at present is no bigger than a man's hand, it
will be at the peril of Mr. Eyre and his advisers if it
swell into many men's hands raised in anger against his
and their oppression and misrule.”
…

the “County Union ” in which that was stated.

46,560. Is that one of the copies of the “County
Union ” already put in 2–I do not remember the date,
but I think it was ; if not, I may supply it. It is
only to show the impression produced upon the people
by these articles in connexion with the public meet

ings and speeches. I would put in an extract from
the “County Union" dated the 12th of September.
Perhaps I had better read the paragraph, it is quoting
from another paper. (Ertract read.)
To return, however, to the meeting and the sentiments

expressed thereat. If we were to condense them into a
summary, what do they disclose but the same grievances
which the “Falmouth Post” of only last Friday so ably places

-

4.…

The immediate despatch of a naval force, and the
timely adoption of other local precautions, prevented
any rising from taking place, and it was hoped that
any unsatisfactory feeling on the part of the negroes
would gradually subside. The next indication of a
turbulent and mischievous intention on the part ºf
the negro population was the occurrence of several

instances in which the negroes resisted all attempts

before the colony? Says that journal, “ Messrs. Hosack

to investigate and adjust cases connected with their

“ and Hamilton continue at the head of the administration

occupation of lands without any legal title or equi.

“ of affairs; they encourage, if not directly at all events
indirectly, the same wrongdoings that they found fault

table claim, or in cases of disputed claims, but in
which they refused to pay either purchase money or
rent, and by force prevented surveyors or other
persons from entering upon the lands. An attempt
of this kind within the last week, in which it became

º

4.

with when the seals of office were in other hands, and
-*
º

-4.
--º
º-

their whole policy is injurious to the interest of all
classes of the population. Session after session the
burthen of taxation instead of being lessened is in
creased; new imposts are levied for useless purposes,
trade is crippled by the exaction of enormous duties,

necessary to send 150 troops to enforce an order of
the Supreme Court with regard to Hartlands.
and the demand for retrenchment, a demand which is
46,561. We cannot take that?—I only give it as
caused by the impoverished circumstances of the country, indicating the state of the country.
is treated with indifference and contempt. There must
46,562. It is not a matter within your own know.
be ‘a pressure from without stronger than any that has
at all, and we cannot take it; we cannot take an
been hitherto made to secure the colonists the object

ledge

--

which each individual has at heart, and we are confident

argument 2–It is a case that existed them.

--

that a movement of this kind energetically and resolutely
pursued is the only one calculated to effect the suppres

ing the outhreak.

4.-

--

46,563. Anterior to the outbreak —Yes, preced.
One of these cases was at Hart.

“sion of abuses that would not be tolerated in any other

miles of Spanish Town.
colonial possession of the Queen of England. Let it be lands, within four
46,564. Was that previous?–Oh, yes, the case was
shown legally, and in a temperate, respectful manner,
that the suffering inhabitants of Jamaica cannot endure under consideration at the very time of the outbreak,
any longer the oppressive taxation to which they are and all the correspondence has since been transmitted

:.

-

subjected, and that it is absolutely necessary to grant
them the relief they claim in consequence of the serious
pressure of the times. Let it be shown that the de

to Sir Henry Storks, in relation to this case,
46,565. The thing would be to have the correspºl.

dence and the letters which came to you in respectº

*
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that previous to October?—I will have them put in.
There was verbai courmunication on the same subject

deration of Government.

in reference to another case in St. Thomas in the

ll. The other portions of Colonel Hunt's letter require
no special comment from me, except that I doubt when he

East, that of Mr. Hire.
46,566. Does the Hartlands case date far back 2–
I do not recollect how far.

10. These are grave events, requiring the serious consi

next visits Saint Thomas in the East whether he will find His Ercellency
He certainly will not in E. J. Eyre.

any Volunteer corps in existence.
St. Mary's or Metcalfe.

-

I have, &c.,
R. Swi RE,

46,567. Long before the year 1865?–Yes, but it
was coming to a point previous to the outbreak. A
great number of persons called personally upon the

Late Captain of the Mounted Volunteer Corps,
Saint George.

subject.

46,568. We may take that as part of your statement,
that several persons called upon you previously on the
subject —Yes, and steps were being taken before the
Supreme Court.
-

46,569. We don't care about that in the least; what

SI R s

Spanish Town Police-office, July 17th, 1865.

I HAvr: the honour to acknowledge receipt of your
letter of the 12th July, No. 1,272, enclosing an extract from
a letter of Mr. Swire's, of date 5th instant, stating the
existence of an armed body of peasantry, who oppose and

was done in reference to communication with the

obstruct persons going to the district known as ſlarvey’s
Bog, or Hartland, in this parish, and notifying his

Government.

upon the statement —I can distincrly state that many

Excellency the Governor’s desire that I should be called
upon to report thereon for the information of Government.

communications were made to me on the subject.
46,570. Not as to any resistance, apparently, hardly

careful inquiries, and am informed that “Hartland” was

as to resistance, if the order of Court had not been

originally a penn of some 3,000 acres of land, the property
of the late Daniel Hart, Esq., merchant in Kingston. It is

You had better get the facts distinctly

obtained —No, but as to resistance to an attempt to
survey in the first instance.
46,571. Would the survey be before the order of

In reply, I have the honour to report that I have made

situated in the parish of St. Catherine, to the left of the
Old Harbour road, about 3% miles from this town, the
direct road of communication being a road which turns off

I may state that Mr. Hart,

at “2-mile Wood Penn,” and known as “ Hartland Road.”

Mr. Roger Swire, the late Mr. Hire, Mr. S. S. San
guinetti, and others whose names I do not now re.

Mr. Hart during his lifetime had the property surveyed,
and subdivided into some 500 or 600 lots (the plan of which,

the Court –Oh, yes.

member, came to me repeatedly in reference to cases

am told, was lost in the fire of Kingston), and from or

of this kind, especially in regard to 11artlands, to a
property in St. Thomas in the East, and to properties

about the year 1844 a number of persons entered upon

in Clarendon. At the two former resistance by a
large number of persons had been made to the attempts
of surveyors to survey the lands. At a later period

that they paid in some instances for the land, in others

in October steps were taken to bring the matter
before the Courts, and the aid of the Government for
compulsory measures was asked for, on behalf of Mr.

cases very similar to that of Hartlands in various

it is asserted that they have no right or title, only a few of
them having paid the whole or any of the original
stipulated purchase money; that they are squatters, who
have unlawfully taken and retain possession by force.
With regard to Mr. Swire's complaint of obstruction, I
learn that when he proceeded to run a line of boundary and
survey he was met on the road and opposed by the settlers,

parts of the island.

Hart. The whole subject was under the consideration
of the Government. I understood there are many

possession, the terms of which have long been and are now

the subject of dispute, the people who reside there asserting
they claim from being in possession for years, deeds of gift,
&c., &c.

On the part of Mr. Hart’s heirs and executors,

Written communications in re

who told him he should not do so, but I cannot gather

spect to these back-lands (as they are termed by the

that any act of violence then occurred, although he appears

ne2 roes) will be found in the records of the Govern

to have been unable to carry out his object.

ment offices, both prior and subsequent to the rebell

I did not think it either judicious or right on that

lion. I put in the following letters relating to these

occasion to send police to the spot, as I considered it would

questions:—
Spanish Town, 5th July 1865.

have been both wrong and unprecedented to take part
about lands the titles to which might form subjects of
litigation in the superior courts, unless I received instruc

W. R. Myers, Esquire, Secretary to the Executive

tions from the proper authorities, on sworn information

Committee.

that violence was apprehended, or that a riot was likely to

SIR,

ensº le.

I HAve the honour to forward Mr. Skyers' report on

The settlers on Hartlands appear to me to be a very

Colonel Hunt's communication dated 10th April last.

roºgh and ignorant class of men.

2. It is unaccompanied by any report from Mr. Stone,
and no cause is assigned for the absence of such report.

industrious, hard-working, and civil; but of the great
majority it is asserted, and I think with truth, that they

3. With regard to my own views on the subject, they re

are very bad neighbours, indolent, idle, and often accused
and frequently convicted of horse stealing, cattle liſting,

main unchanged as to the difficulty of organizing and

maintaining an efficient Volunteer force in the rural districts.
.4. Recourse must be had to the Militia, from whose ranks

Volunteers might afterwards be recruited.
5. I am glad to find Colonel Hunt concurring in this
ºpinion, the more so as I have reason to apprehend that a

fºrce of some kind will shortly be required in more parishes
than one to support the civil power.

Many are known as

larcenies, assaults, and other crines, murder not exceepted.
Frequent complaints are also made in the neighbourhood
of cattle being shot and wounded, but whether these people
are really the culprits is a matter not easily detected. Six
or seven time-expired convicts reside there, and in all I
think the inhabitants number upwards of 800.

With respect to firearms I may, I think, safely assert

6. It consists with my personal knowledge that a large
tract of land known as iſ arvey's Bog (otherwise Hartland)
in this parish, within three miles of the seat of Government,

that from information received, and from my own observa
tion, that in all districts in the four parishes over which I

has been taken possession of by hundreds if not thousands

secretly keep and make use of firearms without licence, and

of unauthorized persons, who by force of arms prevent all
access to the remoter part of their settlements, although a
thoroughfare runs throughout its entire length.

in many instances to the fear and detriment of their neigh
bours and stock, and in this I am influenced by the un
expected seizures often made by the police, the number of

iºlence and rapine reign there unchecked and unnoticed.

informations laid by which parties are compelled to license,
and by the reports and complaints made of cattle shot and

Vº

7. These men I am told are armed with the muskets of

the late Militia, and though none among the mob of over
200 whom I encountered, and by whom I was forcibly ex
truded from the public thoroughfare alluded to, were so
armed, I believe my information to be correct, from the

fact that scarcely a day passes without some of the cattle
being killed or wounded on the adjacent properties,
8. In Metcalfe similar attempts are being made to take

Lºis'
of the extensive freehold
ord Seaford.

belonging to the late

9. The Crown lands and others liable to forfeiture in the

FORTY
SEVENTH
DAY.

have police supervision there are a great many persons who

wounded, and slugs, &c.

-

I have made diligent and careful inquiries from the police,
who are almost daily in Hartland serving criminal and
civil processes, and I have no reason to believe that any
organized armed body exists, or that any have combined,
or the idea has been suggested. Nor have I been able to

find out that any drills, parades, &c., have gone on among
them, but at the same time it would be difficult to say what

means they would not resort to, individually or collectively,

counties of Middlesex and Surrey have already been taken
possession of illegally, and I doubt not the same thing is

to retain their present settlements, which I firmly believe
they do not intend quietly to resign.
The police force of this parish consists of one senior,

occurring in Cornwall.

one junior sergeant, and 20 privates, who are constantly

º

6I 2
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traversing over 14 town and 33 out-of-town districts, in an
area of §§ acres, and that, coupled with the town beats
and duties, renders it impossible to station any out of town
for a permanency; but when occasions, as of late frequently,
H. Krºlleney occur, parties are sent out night and day to Hartland, to
E. J. Eyre. apprehend and take notice of the people. I fear very little
20 Marises
confidence
canupbewith
placed
in the that
constables,
who ever
are do
so
ar.
closely mixed
the people
they hardly
TT their duty, and I have not the least doubt that a great deal

*

SEVENTH

-

DAY.

-

-

-

º

* -

º

of crime and violence goes undetected.

*

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
GoR. D. RAMsAY,

the position in which matters now stand. Mr. Swire is

employed by me on the part of the proprietors, at alarge
expense, to run the lines of Rowland's Field; due notice

W. R. Myers, Esquire,
Inspector of Police.
Secretary, the Executive Committee.

--

Amity Hall, Plantain Garden River, P.C.,
July, 1865.
W. R. Myers, Esquire, &c., &c., &c.,
Secretary, Executive Committee,
SIR,
Spanish Town.

claim, therefore, these people can make I know not, except
that I believe some of them have gone to the collectº
dues and paid quit rents on a few acres; and it seems ther
are advised in all their proceedings by a Mr. Wendryes, a
solicitor in Kingston. A person of the name of Alexâniº
Grant, who was the first that seized hold of the chain,
claims,
thethe
place,
as his;
he beingtoaway
yesterday,
others
said itbutbelonged
theminandcustod;
their
children, and that we should never get possession of the
place. I wish to draw the attention of His Excellency tº

is given, according to law, and he is prevented from canying
out the survey, the civil power being set at defiance, and,
powerless to afford him aid and protection in the perform.
ance of his duty, and the parties can only be proceeded
against at the Circuit Court, at a great expense, and with

a probability of their being acquitted by their fºllºw
-

I HAVE to request that you will lay before His
Excellency the Governor, in Executive Committee, this
communication, as the facts which it details present a
strong contrast to the destitution and misery said to prevail
throughout the island, and as I understand similar state
ments have been submitted to His Excellency illustrative of

parihioners; while I, as the attorney of the lessee, amde.
of, and actually put out of, possession of the property.
am at a loss what course to pursue. It would not dot,
oppose force to force, at least I would not take upon myself
the responsibility of doing so. The object, it seems tomº.
on the part of these people is to provoke an assault, as the
form themselves into a body, and if you attempt to more
forward they exclaim, “Don’t touch me!” and appear

Fº

the growing desire of many of the adult population to take ready armed, as they are, to resist any attempt to do so or
possession of lands to which they have not a shadow of a
claim. When lately in England I obtained the consent of

º

.

the parties interested in a property called Hegfor River, in
this parish—which is leased by the proprietor of this estate,
to which a run of land called

#. Field is attached—

to have the lines of Rowland’s Field rum at their cost, as I

knew that people had been trespassing on it from whom I

º

could obtain no rent. With this view I got Mr. Swire,
Crown surveyor of Middlesex, to insert a notice of survey
in the “Colonial Standard” newspaper for three weeks,
and served the representatives of the neighbouring pro
perties—as far as
are known—with similar notices that
a survey would be commenced on Monday last, the 17th
instant. Accordingly, on that day Mr. Swire and myself,
accompanied by a few men, went to begin the survey, but
we had scarcely proceeded before we were surrounded by
upwards of 100 able-bodied negroes, amongst whom were a

|
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few women, all armed either with cutlasses, knives. or

sticks, who seized on Mr. Swire's chain, dragging it away, by
which it was broken and a portion lost, using at the same
time threats, and being very violent, and preventing all our
attempts to proceed further with the survey. We were of
course compelled to desist, and I immediately went with
Mr. Swire to the Peace Office in Bath, and procured a
warrant against 10 of the ringleaders, who I was able to
have identified, and they were apprehended the next
morning. The following day (Tuesday) we again attempted
to proceed with the survey, and as the sergeant of police,
with two of his men, had just apprehended the parties

against whom I had obtained the warrant, I got them to
accompany us in order to identify other parties, in case we
were resisted as on the previous day. Mr. Swire followed
a wall for some distance running inside on the land of a

º

neighbouring property, the end of which he had no sooner
reached than obstruction was commenced.

We, however,

proceeded, and the chain was again seized three several
times by one man in particular, named William Doyley.
At last this same man rushed in, being goaded on by the
others, amongst whom were a number of women, exclaim

ing and calling to them, “I don't care if I dead; stop the
billers,” meaning the men we had cutting the track through
the bush. Upon this a general rush was made, the men
were stopped, and we were unable to proceed further. By

to force a passage through them, and saying, “If you want
war, you shall have it.” This is a very alarming and
serious state of things, not only on account of its present
features, but as not knowing where it may spread to or
how terminate; and I felt it to be my duty to lay it before
His Excellency the Governor, in Executive Committee,
I have the honour to be, sir,
Your most obedient servant,
AUGUSTU's HiRE.

I beg now to put in the opinion of the Attorney.
General on the subject, and the Governor's minute

on that opinion —
I do not see that any more prompt or effective means ºf
punishing for what has been done can be adopted than by
an indictment at common law for obstructing Mr. Hirt and

his employé, the surveyor, in the execution or assertion ºf
a legal right, namely, of surveying theboundary line. No
offence has been committed of which the magistrates have

summary jurisdiction. For prevention of future dispute,
the proper course is that pointed out by 35 Geo.III. c.34:
when, if resistance should be offered to the execution of an

order of the Supreme Court for a survey of the lines, the
aid of the Government may be invoked in vindication ºf
the Court's authority. The same remarks will apply to the
Hartsland occupants.
ALEXANDER HEslop,

25th July 1865.

Attorney-General

Send a copy of this to both Mr. Hire and Mr. Hart, and
add that until an order of the Supreme Court is given the
Executive has no power to give any aid in the matter.
25th July, 1865–E.C.

E, EYRE.

Mr. Westmoreland and Mr. Hosack.

I also wish to lay before the Commission a minute
of the 26th of July with reference to the same sub
ject:MR. MYERs,
-

A copy of the Attorney-General's opinion in

reference to the case of disputed lands near Plantºn
Garden River, and at Hartsland, should be sent to the

the assistance of the police I was able to identify 13 others,
against whom I have also obtained a warrant to apprehend.
6-morrow we intend going back to prosecute the survey,

in the East and St. Catherine's for their respective guid.

if possible, but I fear it will be with no better result than

ance.

before, as they all said the lines should not be run, and

Custos of St. Thomas in the East for the information 0.

the justices, and to the inspectors of police of St.Thomº
E, Eyre,

26th July, 1865.

-

that the place was theirs. The man, Henry Doyley, before
alluded to, who I asked what right he had to claim it, said,

and I took the words down as they fell from him, “What
God Almighty make land for? You have plenty; we have
none.” The property belonged to Colonel Jasper Hall,
and still belongs to his heirs, and not an acre has ever been

sold by him or them, as on reference to the Island Secre
tary’s

office appears, there not being a single conveyance
from Colonel Hall on record, and I have been in possession
of the place previous to his death. Mr. Justice, Cargill,
who lived for many years (and his father before him) on
his property (Haining) adjoining, and who I believe were
both on intimate terms with Colonel Hall, can and I
believe is willing to testify to these facts, and I believe he
knows more of the real facts than anyone living. What

tº

ºl. º

!.

º

I next place before the Commission another letter
dated the 15th of September, from Mr. J. J. Sangui.
netti:—

Teak Pen, Chapelton, P.O.,
SIR,

-

i5th Sept. 1865.

,12th
, , inst.,
, Your
letter of the 7th inst, received by pºsiºn”
would not have called for a replybut for the follow
ing paragraph contained therein:—“I am directedtothº
that if the title as to any of the lands referred to is diº
puted, which would seem to be the case, the question ºn

only be settled in a court of law, and not by conflicts:
the spot by the agents or employés of the parties interested

With reference to the foregoing, I beg to inform his
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Excell, ney the Governor in Executive Committee that there
is no disputed title in question, nor can there be any when

the parties dividing the forfeited lands among themselves
have not the shadow of claim or title to them, and the

title for my lands has been on record since 1838. The
injury I complain of is that of being compelled to employ
a surveyor to attend these repeated notices at a serious
expense, and the ultimate ruin to which I an exposed, so
far as the sale of my land is concerned, and upon which l

have paid land-tax for a quarter of a century; since the
mºre cost of a surveyor's fees, it would appear, is only
necessary to enter into possession of the lands forfeited to
the Crown, and which surround mine. I am to assure the
(Hovernment that so far as I am concerned no conflict on

the spot by my agents or employes shall occur.
the laws afford me otherwise due protection.

I trust
I beg to

acknowledge possession of the surveyor's notice enclosed
in your letter.

-

I have, &c.,

W. R. Myers, Esq., &c., &c.

J. J. SANGUIN Etti,

out or to which it extended. Not being aware before
hand of the nature of the information which would

be required from me, I was unprepared at the moment
to furnish the names of the parties from whom I re
ceived, or the dates of the communications giving, or
the exact nature of the information upon which I
grounded my opinion that it was necessary to continue
martial law after the 30th of October, when an amnesty
was proclaimed. I could therefore only reply generally
that the communications I had received were very
numerous, from all parts of the country, some oral,
some written, and then refer the Commissioners to the
documents I had already placed in their hands. The
reply to this was, that those documents, having for
the most part been furnished since the termination of
martial law, could have had no part in influencing the
action of the Government prior to that event. This,
no doubt, was the case so far as the mere documents
handed to the Commissioners were concerned ; but

Whilst the Government had these land questions
under consideration they were startled by the occur
rences at Morant Bay, and a state of things was then
very soon discovered to exist which I could only

a large proportion of the facts, circumstances, and
opinions therein given related to a period antecedent
to the termination of martial law, and had been made

describe in the terms used in my address when opening

known to the Government before such termination.

disloyalty, and sedition, and murderous intentions are

I have now compiled, for the information of the Com
missioners, a concise statement, in chronological
order, of many of the various written reports or docu
ments which reached me, or of the action taken prior

not widely disseminated, and in many instances openly

to the 13th of November, and I have continued such

expressed.

statement to a period some few days subsequent to
that date. Before, however, bringing under notice
these various documents I will briefly state the occur
rences which led to the imposition of martial law. On

the Legislature on the 7th November last :There is scarcely a district or a parish in the island where

The misapprehensions and misrepresentations of pseudo
philanthropists in England and in this country, the in

flammatory harangues or seditious writings of political
demagogues, of evil-minded men of higher position or better

the llth October I received an intimation from the

education, and of worthless persons without either character
or property to lose, the personal, scurrilous, vindictive, and

disloyal writings of a licentious press, and the misdirected
efforts and misguided counsels of certain ministers of reli

gion. saily so miscalled, if the Saviour's example and
teaching are to be the standard, have led to their natural,
their necessary, their inevitable result (amongst an ignorant,

excitable, and uncivilized population) — rebellion, arson,

Custos of St. Thomas in the East that a very large
number of negroes, armed with cutlasses, bayonets,
and pikes, had in a body resisted the execution of
certain warrants placed in the hands of six police and
three rural constables, that they had ill-treated the
police, and had compelled them to take an oath to join
the rioters. The Custos further stated that the rioters

murder.

All respect for constituted authority had been un

openly declared that they would come to Morant Bay
to-morrow. Immediate arrangements were made for

derinined, rights of property and law were set at de

despatching, with the least possible delay, a ship of

fiance, and it was clear that nothing but the most
prompt and stringent measures could save the colony

war and troops to the district where these occurrences
had taken place. Am I at liberty to correct a mis
representation which has been made with regard to

from in pending anarchy and ruin. The actual circum
stances in which the colony became placed were
greatly misunderstood in England, and the steps taken
by the local Government were grossly misrepresented.

my conduct on that occasion ?

Her Majesty's Government naturally called upon me
to furnish information upon various points connected

46,574. State what the facts were ; you may state
the thing as it was as a contradiction of that; you

with the disturbances which had arisen and the means

need not refer to the mis-statement, still less take upon

taken to suppress them.

yourself to say that it was wilful.

I was engaged in getting

together this information when the arrival of Sir

Henry Storks
46,572. This is an extract –I am stating the cir
cumstances under which I was unable to furnish the

information required by the Commissioners when I
was formerly before them. I was engaged in getting
together this information when the arrival of Sir

46,573. By whom *—In the journals.

It has been

stated that I was absent.

You may put

forward an original statement of your own as to what
did occur. Make it in consequence of the statement,
—“In consequence of a statement which has been
“brought to my knowledge in reference to me, I wish

“ to state”—whatever the facts are 2–I bring to
the notice of the Commissioners a statement which
has been circulated to the effect that the massacre at

Henry Storks announced to me that a Commission of Morant Bay was in a great degree due—first, to my
Inquiry had been appointed, that I was relieved from being out of the way when the letters from the Baron
any further obligation of replying to the inquiries von Ketelhodt and from Messrs. Dacres, Bogle, and
which had been addressed to me, and that upon Sir Co. arrived ; secondly, to an unnecessary delay taking
Henry Storks and upon the Commission over which place in the despatch of assistance after those letters
his Excellency was to preside would devolve the task had been received. There would have been nothing
of investigating the subject. Under these circum improper or unusual if I had been absent from the
stances I considered it my duty to transfer to the seat of Government when no disturbance was appre
Royal Commissioners the mass of documents which I hended ; but the facts are that I was in Spanish Town
had collected, as affording them the means of judging on the 9th, 10th, and 11th of October, and that I re
what evidence could be given by a very considerable ceived the Baron von Ketelhodt's letter before 8 a.m.
number of individuals of all ranks and classes. I was
on the 11th October, and lost not a moment in taking
subsequently called upon to give personal evidence as action with regard to it. Unfortunately the only ship
to the part I had taken, as to any facts which had of war ready for service (the “Cadmus ”) had left
come under my own observation, and as to the grounds Port Royal at an early hour the same morning. The
upon which my course of action as Governor had been

“Wolverine,” the only other ship in port, was not

based. In connexion with this latter topic I was asked ready for sea, and although every possible exertion was
to refer to any documents or reports which I had made by Captain de Horsey, some hours necessarily
received prior to the 13th November, tending to show

that disaffection was wide-spread, and that apprehen
sions of risings were entertained with regard to other

elapsed before the troops could be taken on board, and
then the darkncss of the night and the nature of the
coast made it impracticable for the “Wolverine” to

districts than those where the rebellion actually broke

go to sea until the following morning at daylight.
6 I 3
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His Ercellency
E. J. Eyre.
20 Mar. 1866.
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Under all these disadvantages, however, troops were
actually landed at Morant Bay in about 24 hours from
the time I received the Baron's letter. With regard
His Ercellency to the letter from Dacres, Bogle, and Co., I cannot
E. J. Eyre.
20 Mar. 1866.

recollect the exact time at which I received it, but I

intelligence already received, and further reported
that whilst escaping they saw opposite Serge Island
about 1,000 people, armed with cutlasses and sticks,

with flags flying, drums beating, and horns blowing
all going towards Morant Bay. They subsequently
saw other parties, similarly armed. Mr. Miller came

am quite certain it was long after I had received the
Baron's letter, and after all the arrangements for
despatching troops had been made. Mr. Jordon,

to the General's house at a very late hour that night,
and gave this information. With these facts befºre

who received this letter in the first instance, informs

me on the evening of the 12th of October, remem.

Inte

bering also that about two months before I had been

46,575. We really must not take that, it is not
within your own knowledge, and saying you have no
reason to doubt the accuracy of it will not be evidence
of it. We have the evidence of Mr. Jordon, and he
must prove it 2–I only wish to put in the minute I
wrote on the subject, to show it was written the same

day.
46,576. (By Mr. Gorrie.) Can you give the time
when you wrote the minute f—I am unable to do that.
I can only state it was long after the arrangements
had been made.

46,577. (By the Commission.) Mr. Jordon stated
that the answer was written the same day, but as
there was no post till the next day it could not be

sent till then —I now produce the original minute
dated 11th October, upon which the reply to Dacres,
Bogle, and Co. was founded. [Minute read as
follows] :Reply to this that the petition does not state the nature
of the grievance complained of or give any of the particulars,
and therefore I have no means of judging how far the peti
tioners had any just cause of complaint or not. The laws of
the country apply equally to the labourer and the proprietor,
and if any party at any time feels aggrieved at or dissatisfied
with the decisions of the justices, there is an appeal to the
Circuit Courts. I am also always ready to listen and, as
far as I can properly do so, inquire into any circumstances
which the people think press hardly upon them; but I can
not entertain any application when pressed upon me with
the accompaniment of threats. In the present instance I
am aware from other sources that some of the petitioners
have been guilty of gross outrage and violence, and I must
warn them that such proceedings cannot be allowed to take

place with impunity. It is my duty at once to inform the
petitioners that they are misled by the misrepresentations

of evil-disposed and designing men, and that unless they
promptly withdraw from the unlawful attitude they have
assumed very serious consequences must follow.

It is my

firm determination to vindicate and uphold the majesty of
the law.—E. EYRE, llth Oct. 1865.

Make two copies of

the petitioners’ letter, and two of my reply. Send one copy

,

ſº

compelled to send ships of war and take other steps
to prevent anticipated risings in another part of the

|

island, aware that agitation and disaffection had been

sedulously stirred up throughout the entire colony aſ
the Underhill meetings, and by seditious writings in
the newspapers, and knowing well the characterof the
black population, and their proneness to act upon
impulse and to follow example, I could have no doubt
but that a very serious rebellion had broken out, nor

-

**:

*
º

could I doubt, when I met the Council of War on the

following morning, that it was my duty at once to
proclaim martial law as the only means of meeting sº
grave an emergency. The Commissioners are already
aware of the formalities required by the statutory
law of the colony to give a legal validity to the
establishment of martial law, and that great part of
the night of the 12th of October was spent by myself
and others in taking means to ensure those require
ments being fulfilled. Early on the 13th of October
I met the Council of War, at which the followinggen.
tlemen (comprising nearly equal numbers from all the
three leading classes, white, coloured, and Jews, and
representing fairly all shades of politics,) were present:
E. Eyre, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief
L. S. O’Connor, Major-General commanding H.M.
Forces.

fº

º
: ,

|
.

|
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.

Smith, Captain, R.N., Senior Naval Officer at Port
Royal at the time.
John Salmon, President cf the Privy Council and
President of the Legislative Council,

Sir B. Edwards, Chief Justice, and Member of the
Legislative Council.
A. Heslop, Attorney-General, and Member of the
Legislative Council.
A. G. Fyfe, Member of the Legislative Council.

ºx

II. W. Austin, Receiver-General, and Member ºf
the Privy Council.
C. II. Jackson, Speaker of the House of Assembly,
H. Westmoreland, Member of Assembly.
W. Hosack, Member of Assembly,

E. Jordon, C.B., Island Secretary, and Member of

of each to the Custos by to-morrow's post, and let me have
the other copy of each for the S.S.–E. EY RE, 11th Oct.
1865. Give all the names in the copies of the petition.

the Privy Council.
J. S. Williams, Member of Assembly.

46,578. Here is a note. “Done in regard to peti
tioners and the Custos, E. J. 12/10/65 " ?—That

P. A. Espeut, Member of Assembly,

F. R. Lynch, Member of Assembly.
}

is Mr. Jordon's note.

It was impossible that a letter

received at Spanish Town not at an early hour on the
11th October could in any way have been answered

or acted upon so as to obviate a disturbance at Morant

Bay (43 miles distant) which commenced soon after
3 p.m. the same day. On the 12th October several
communications reached me, notifying that the negroes
had fulfilled their expressed intentions of going down

to the Bay on the 11th, that they had risen in insur
rection, had killed the Custos, several of the magis
trates, the curate of Bath, inspector of police, com
manding officer of Volunteers, and others, had re

H. F. Colthirst, Member of Assembly.
A. L. Malabre, Member of Assembly.
J. Levy, Member of Assembly.
C. Levy, Member of Assembly.
G. Henderson, Member of Assembly
A. H. Lewis, Member of Assembly.
D. J. Alberga, Member of Assembly.
S. C. Burke, Member of Assembly.

*

R. Osborn, Member of Assembly.

R. Harris, Member of Assembly.
J. Nunes, Member of Assembly.
D. P. Nathan, Member of Assembly.
A; Salom, Member of Assembly.

leased the prisoners from gaol, and had burnt down At this Council of War I stated the circumstances
It was further reported that the
had come to my own knowledge with reference
insurgents intended to proceed with their work of which
to the insurrection, and after some little discussion it
devastation up the line of the Blue Mountain Valley. was unanimously determined that martial law should
The
evening Codner
(12th October)
I had an
interview be at once proclaimed, and it was proclaimed accºrd.
with same
Mr. William
Miller, justice
of the peace
ingly over the entire county of Surry (comprising
and manager of Serge Island estate. eight miles to the about one-fifth of the whole island), excepting the
north-west of Morant Bay. Mr. Miller had just made city and parish of Kingston. The first intention of
his escape from the district in insurrection. He the Government was to confine martial law to Saint
reported that early the same morning (between 8 and Thomas in the East, Portland, and Saint David's, and
9 a.m.) a party of negroes, armed with cutlasses and the original draft of the proclamation was sºlº

the Court-house.

sticks, entered his house, and threatened to kill him
and a Mr. Drummond who was at the house, and all
white or coloured persons. Mr. Miller confirmed the

up, but the Council of War unanimously decided thiſ
it should be extended so as to comprehend all the
county of Surry, except Kingston, and it was sº

|
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arranged. The Commissioners are aware of the steps
taken after the proclamation of martial law, that
those steps were successful, and that I found myself

in a position to proclaim on the 30th October a
general amnesty tº all persons in the districts where
the rebellion had existed, excepting only certain
who were specially excluded. The object of
the Government in proclaiming an amnesty thus early
was to offer an opportunity to those who had been in
rebellion (but who had not been guilty of the crimes
of murder or arson) to return to their allegiance.
It was not intended to stop the operation of martial
law, which without any further action on the part of
persons

the Government

would

continue

until

the

13th

November by the law under which it had been called
into existence. The Government did not consider
the disturbed districts in a state to admit of martial

law being suddenly dispensed with, whilst the reports
received from all parts of the island occasioned
such great anxiety for the safety of other districts

(which were then unprotected), as to make it a matter
of essential policy to continue martial law until the

Government could complete such arrangèments as
would justify a reasonable hope that the public peace,
and the safety of life and property, wanlú not be
further seriously endangered. I proceed to state the
particulars of some of the circumstances brought to
the notice of the Government.

A letter of the 13th

October was received from Dr. Clachar, senior magis
trate of Portland, acting in the place of the Custos,
reporting a rebellion in St. Thomas in the East,
26 lives lost, town of Morant Bay totally destroyed
by fire, Bath partially so, and requesting that troops

be immediately sent. (This letter had been previously
laid before the Commission.) I also beg to lay before
the Commission a letter from Dr. Clachar, dated the

13th of October, calling upon the Custos of Saint

George's to send up police and Volunteers, and stating
that “every hour is of importance.” (Leº read)
Port Antonio, Friday evening, 13th October 1865.
To his Honour the Custos of St. George, or senior
Magistrate.
t
* *

-

GENT LEMEN,

A serious insurrection having broken ou; in St.

Thomas in the East, and the Custos and several of
the magistrates having been most fearfully murdered, and
the insurgents finding their way to this, and will in all
probability be here during the night, I request you will be
good enough to send us the aid of your police, with all the
ammunition that can be got, as well as to induce the Volun
teer force and other good citizens to come up to our aid.
Be good enough to lose no time, every hour is of the
utmost importance.
I have the honour to be

Your obedient servant,
Jo HN S. CLACHA R.

P.S.—Be good enough also to send on to Annotto Bay
for as much powder, &c., as can be got there, as it is possible
might not be enough with you, and little or none

º
ere.

º
º

The next letter I wish to call attention to is from

Hon. William Hosack, Custos, St. George's.
Buff Bay, October 14th, 1865.

SIR,

HAvi Ng received the enclosed communication by
policeman from Portland, at 3 o'clock this morning, I called

FORTY
SEVENTH
DAY.

a meeting of the magistrates, and having consulted with His Ercellency
them, they agreed with me to send on the despatch to you E. J. Eyrc.

by policeman, having no means of assistance to afford
them, either with arms, powder, or to remove the police from
this.

I have the honour to be

Your most obedient servant,

H. G.U.scott, J.P.
The next is a letter from Mr. E. Bond, J.P.,
senior magistrate of Metcalfe, in the absence of the

Custos, calling attention to the defenceless condition
of the parish and town of Annotto Bay, and stating
there is reason to anticipate that this parish may soon
be subjected to the same influences as in Portland,
where the insurgents have already extended their
presence, and requesting immediate action may be
taken. (Previously put in.) An announcement was
made on the 16th October, by Capt. Rer, R.E., com
manding officer at Newcastle, directing all police
constables in St. Andrew's to proceed at once to their
posts, and to apprehend all suspicious characters.
(Already in.) I wish next to call attention to a letter
from Mr. J. H. Hall, clerk to the magistrates of St.
Thomas in the Vale, on the 16th October, forwarding
a warning letter, and stating that the magistrates
suggest either the postponement of the court, or that
the troops should be sent, and to the fact that Messrs.
W. Carr and H. Barrow called upon me in person on
the 7th, and urgently represented the imminency of
an outbreak at Ikodney Hall. Troops were telegraphed
to march from Spanish Town there at once. On the
17th there was a letter from Paul Bogle, J. McLaren,

B. Clarke, P. Cameron, and E. K. Bailey, leaders of
the rebels, addressed to Mr. Graham and others,
notifying that war is at hand, calling upon every black
man to turn out at once, to blow their shells and roll

their drums, to go from house to house and take out

every man, march them down to Stony Gut,-“any
“ that you find in the way take them down with their
“arms. Every one of you must leave your house, take
‘your guns—who don't have guns, take your cutlasses
“ at once. The Maroors sent the proclamation to us to
“meet them at Hayfield, that they will put us in the
“way how to act.” This is six days after the outbreak.
"That is in evidence, I think.. The next letter is from
Mr. W. Braham, J.P., of Mletcalfe, Mr. Westmoreland's

overseer, dated October 17th, in which he reports
intense excitement and some threatening language,
also that people had stated they “were waiting for the
law from St. Thomas in the East.”

Extract ſtom letter of W. R. Braham, Overseer of Mr.

Westmoreland's Estate, Gibraltar, parish of Metcalfe,
dated October 17, 1865.

We are quiet here, but it is the general opinion that if a
row was begun there would be soon plenty to join, and that
some military force should be here to put a stop to any
thing that may spring up, and every one is very anxious,
not knowing what may happen. There has been some
threatening language, but it has been what was going on

Mr. Myers to myself, dated December 25th. (Letter for some time when the .." would not turn out early in
previously put in by Mr. Hosack.) On the 14th of August: when asked, their answer was they were waiting
October I received a letter from the secretary to the

for the law from St. Thomas in the East, which aſter what

Executive Committee, reporting that mischief was

has occurred seems ominous, and trust you will use your

apprehended in Kingston by the inspector of police,
and that unfavourable intelligence had been received
from other parishes in the county of Surry. (Put
in by previous witness.) The next is from Mr. J.
Creed, of Metcalfe, a justice of the peace, reporting
that he had been threatened on his way to Annotto
Bay. I think he has given evidence of that fact;

influence to get us protected, or we might be sacrificed ;

but I mention it as a fact which came to the know

of Spanish Town. (Already in.) The next is from

ledge of the Government at the time. I next wish to
lay before the Commission a letter from Mr. W. R.

the Hon. B. Vickers, Custos of Westmoreland, dated
the 17th October. He sends an express reporting the

Myers to the Deputy Adjutant-General, dated the

helpless state of the parish, and that considerable

14th October, applying for arms for the police force

excitement exists in the Blue-fields district ; and states

the excitement here is intense.

The next is a communication from Mr. Richard

Hill, senior magistrate of St. Catherine's, dated
October 17th, written in the absence of the Custos.

He forwards an application from the inhabitants to
be permitted to enrol as Volunteers for the protection

with the least possible delay, for the purpose of de
fence in the existing insurrection. (Letter referred

that the manistrates had waited upon him to say there
would be large numbers of people collected at the
to.) On the 15th of October. Mr. H. Guscott, J.P., time of holding the Circuit Court at Savanna-la-Mar,
senior magistrate of St. George's, forwards a threaten and great probable excitement—riot not improbable.
ing letter to burn down the houses and estates’ (Already in.) On the 17th, Mr. J. Prendergast, J.P.,
works in St. George's, and threatening life. (Read)." of Metcalfe, wrote, reporting much excitement.
6 I 4

27 Feb. 1866.
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Mr. Prendergast, J.P., to the Custos of St. George.
(Extract.)

DAY.
-

Iter Boreale Estate, Metcalfe,
October 17, 1865.

I regret to tell you that there is much excitement in this
His Ercellency quarter... I am glad to hear troops have been sent to Buff
E. J. Eyre, Bay. We are taking all the precaution we can in this
-

20 Mar. 1866.

uarter, I hope we shall have some protection at Annotto
ay. The accounts from windward are truly alarming,

---

The next is a letter from Mr. Skyers, J.P., of St.
George's, dated the 17th October, reporting great
excitement at Buff Bay in the mind of everybody.
Mr. Skyers, J.P., to the Custos of St. George.
(Extract.
Buff Bay, St. George, October 17, 1865.
There is great excitement here in the minds of everybody,
though the rioters have not made their appearance here yet,

any outbreak in this parish, particularly if the measures

Th;

taken in St. Thomas in the East are sufficiently rigorous

& Wºl

to
strike helpless
terror into
people's to
minds.
But persons
still outºf
perfectly
statethe
is suggestive
disaffected

Millſ

what they might do if they liked; and you may depend

*
t; St.

it.

upon it that there are plenty of persons disaffected, and
many more who want but little persuasion to join them in

ºteſ

this parish. I have it upon good authority that Dr. Brutº

Mail.

said if there was an outbreak in this parish your life would
not be worth a pin. If it was necessary to take Dr. Bruce

Co

up for this, or for anything else in the way ºf sedition, you
may rely on it we have not the power at this time to take
him and keep him, and the attempt would, in all prohs.
bility, end in an outbreak such as has just taken place in
St. Thomas in the East.
Mr. Callaghan and Mr. Gibb also think it would be a].
visable to concentrate all the police at the Alley, and ºppoint

NR,

Sºil

**
º
Fºllº
tºº.

the most reliable constables to watch the different districts
On the 17th there was a letter from the Custos of

St. Ann's (Mr. Royes), representing the defenceless
state of the parish, and stating that general uneasiness
prevails. He asks for arms and ammunition. (In
already.) On the 17th, Mr. L. Lindo, of St. Eliza
beth, brings to notice the helpless condition of the
inhabitants of Black River—police inefficient, Volun
teers disbanded; states that there have been recent

reports of disobedience and disloyalty; and asks for a
force to be sent. (Already in.) On the 17th, General
O'Connor, commander of the forces, states that he has

found it necessary to send troops to Buff Bay, in St.
George's. The next letter I wish to lay before the
Commission is dated the 17th October, from Mr. J.

Hollingsworth, Custos of Manchester, who reports—
no arms or ammunition—the community very anxious.

(In already.) . On the 17th, Mr. T. Hart, inspector of
police in St. Ann's, reports the useless state of the

and report anything that occurs of an unusual character,
and particularly all strangers coming into the distints
which will be done immediately, no doubt.
If we could be supplied with arms and ammunition, the
are plenty of loyal fellows here, who, either as Milita w
Volunteers, would use them and hold their own against the
rest of the parish.

I write this at Pusey Hall, and whilst writing I am tº
furnished with the information you will find in the enclosed six
paper. Mr. Callaghan thinks it would be dangerous to take
the man up, except he could at once be conveyed out of the
parish.
Under all the circumstances, Mr. Callaghan is of opinion

that it would be dangerous, in the present unprotected state
of the parish, to hold any public meeting of the magistrates
especially if you were there.

º

“Were—he would join them at once. That if he could

º

*

i.
"la
1%

º,

(True copy)

in

W.M. R. MYERs, sec.ex, tom,

wº

On the 18th October, Mr. Skyers reports great

º

excitement in St. George's, and that a man has been

º

taken up under very suspicious circumstances,
Mr. Skyers, J.P., to the Custos of St. George.

! .

October 18, 1865,

rºº

Fº

picious circumstances was taken up last night passing

+.

who want little persuasion to join them ; states he

through Buff Bay, and was brought before a bench ºf
magistrates to-day, but is remanded until a Court-martial

**

has it on good authority that Dr. Bruce asserted that

can be formed.

º

if an outbreak took place the Custos's life would not be
worth a pin; and points out the want of arms and
ammunition among the better classes.

He reports, on the 18th, that the district is far from
being in a satisfactory state, and that at any monºt

º

an explosion may take place. He states sedition hº

y

been sown broadcast, and asks for arms, ammuniº

º

and
soldiers.
in.) On
19thofMr.
Hosack,
Custos (Already
of St. George's,
and the
member
the
possible after receiving your letter of yesterday. . The Executive Committee, reports to the General that
shopkeepers at the Alley have given me their word that
they have no gunpowder at all. One Mr. Wilkins stated Kingston is still the point to which families are ſing

W.

The Clerk of the Peace for Vere to the Custos of Vere.

º

-

Great excitement prevails here. A man under very sº

plenty of disaffected persons in the parish, and many

º

GILBERT SHAw,

Honourable L. Mackinnon.

“get 40 others to join him he would raise a row to
“ morrow morning.” On the same date, Mr. G. Shaw,
clerk of the peace of Vere, reports that there are

º
\tº

Mr.
º
º
º
wit

I remain, &c.

(Signed)
Pusey Hall, 17th October 1865.

arms, and that he is unprepared for any outbreak.

(In already.) On the 17th, Mr. Callaghan, of Vere,
gives to Mr. Shaw, the clerk of the peace, a statement
by some persons that Benjamin Morris statod in their
hearing, “That he would be glad to see the rioters in

Hºn.
G:

The next is from Mr. McKinnon, Custos ºf Were,

º,

sº

MY DEAR SIR,

-

I saw Mr. Callaghan and Mr. Gibb as soon as

that he had repeated applications for it lately, but at this

season of the year much could not be made of that, I have
sent the police to the other stores, but there is not probably
any there. No one has a licence in this parish to sell gun
powder, still I have no doubt it is sold, but not at stores.
The police arms are in good order, but they have not any

º

-

ammunition whatever. The fact is, there cannot be any
arish in this island less prepared for an outbreak than
ere. There are neither arms nor ammunition in it at all, I

may say, either in the hands of the better class of persons or
on the estates. What are in the hands of the people we
have no means of knowing. There are, however, at the
Court-house one hundred stand of old militia arms and
accoutrements, mostly flint locks, and bayonets, which,

from all parts.
The Hon. W. Hosack to Governor Eyre.

--

Kingston, October 19, 1865.
MY DEAR Gover Nor,

Messrs. Kelly, Smith, Goldson, and Vaz, ti" of
-

--

the “Watchman,” were taken into custody this morning"
5 a.m.
resistance,
and to
carried
to camp;
, General
,
I waswithout
unwilling
to consent
this step
until the

º

said he did not object to it.

º

I am of opinion that the Haytiens should also hire"
taken into custody and deported.

-

A great rebellion is now going on in Hayti, * *
Excellency is aware.
-

in St. Thomas in the East, I addressed a letter on the

subject of these arms to Colonel Hunt, advising their being
removed or destroyed. I have not had an answer yet, but
Mr. Gibb and Mr. Callaghan have very properly, I think,
ordered them to be destroyed at once. They are also of

opinion that the police here, should be, furnished with
ammunition without delay. There is really at this moment
no protection whatever for life and property in this parish,
.." something might certainly be done; for it will be
entirely too late if protection is not afforded until after the
outbreak takes place. I think with you, and so does Mr.

Callaghan and Mr. Gibb, that it is not likely there will be

often grow as fast as they are cut off.
Kingston is now quiet and well guarded.

The step taken this morning would have been dange”
-

The promptness of your Excellency and the tº

Every man connected with the conduct
his utmost.

irs is doi
of affairs is doing

I remain, &c.

(signed)

Wu. Hos”

P.S.–I enclose a memorandum as to the me; H.

**
º:

&

º
*

*
*

º
h

Pâni Bogić is j to be in custody. I have *
about it.

º
*
it

s
-

last week, in my judgment,

rapidly restoring confidence. Kingston, hºwevº. "
the point to which families are flying from all!"

\º
-

*

t

They have had notice to quit the island on or belº"
instant.
although unfit for Her Majesty's service, would still be 25th
Rebellion is a hydra-headed monster on which heads
dangerous weapons, in the hands of an excited people
against persons without anything to defend themselves
with. As soon as I heard the first report of the outbreak

f
t

k;

#
t
#.
th
º

sºs

THE JAMAI ("A

The next is a letter from Captain Solomon, captain
of Volunteers in St. Ann's, asking for arms and am
munition, dated October 17th. (.1/ready in.) On
the 18th, Mr. T. Geohagan, clerk to the magistrates
of St. Mary's, forwards an anonymous threatening
letter against the town and inhabitants of Port
Maria.

Copy Letter from Magistrates’ Clerk, St. Mary, to
the Governor's Secretary.
Port Maria, St. Mary,
19th ()ctober 1865.

SIR,
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I have the honour to forward, as directed by the

write to say about loving ; you are not loving, so we will
not be loving.

It is damned little love in it.

Now it must

be some alteration with the taxing, or else it will be hell to

Slay. Governor Eyre or Dare, whatsoever his name is, if

|. is mad he better

mind what he is about.

Take care he His Ercellency
E. J. Pyre.

don't have to run in one of those little liberty boat as

Soloque did from St. Domingo.
this is the year 1865.

Remember remember

My nam!, is Anancy Green SoP D.
this is different from the nature this paper is come but the
F Leet is behind.

Copy Resolutions of Justices of Peace, St. Mary.
(Copy.)
St. Mary, 19th October 1865.

in reference to certain threatening letters, which are ap

At a special sessions of the peace holden this day at the
Court-house, Manning's Town, in the said parish, in con

pended for the purpose of laying the same before his

sequence of two threatening letters having been this day

Excellency the Governor, and to crave his immediate

conveyed through the post-office to justices J. B. Goffe and
G. A. McLean, which letters are hereunto annexed, there
were present: R. C. Clemetson, Esq., senior magistrate;

Special Sessions, a copy of the proceedings had this day

attention thereto.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your most obedient servant,
T. A. GEogh EGAN, M.C.

Hon. Fúward Jordon, C.B.,
Gov. Sec., Spanish Town.

Messrs. J. B. Golfe & Co.

DEA R SIR,

Port Maria, October 17, 1865.

You will please to look around yourselves and all

the other cocoa-head ones. Call yourselves magistrates ?
McLean is another one. A parcel of fellows ought to be
in the cane fields. As to that pucked-up looking fellow
Drake, a rascal like you should never be made a magistrate.
There is now a club gathering up from Oxford, Free Hill,
Cressent Land, Orange River, Highgate, l'imento limil,

Quebec, Friendship Mountain, Canon Hall, Gayle, Goshen.
We not to be dread of anything. Not because you have
heard that they hanged 50 men, but we have raised 700
more, and if anything comes on hot, for we will be able to
gather 300, make it 1,000.

no soldiers here.

You must remember there is

By the time you to send for man-of-war

and soldiers all you white fellows will be sent to a flight,

and all you who call yourselves men in laws that will try to
ºppress us because we are poor.

The fire-burn in St.

Thomas in the East, that is nothing; but when we com
mence with Port Maria it will be from to, to bottom. There

will be nothing left undone.
thing.

W. Gray, Esq., and J. B. Goffe, Esquire. The letters in
question having been read, it was—

Resolved, that taking into consideration the threatening

Copy Anonymous Letter to Messrs. J. B. Goffe & Co.

We are now prepare for any

It will be now life and death.

You shall see blood

running through the bay like river. Our fleet is now ready
for action at any time, but the said time you will not know,
until when we come upon you like a parcel of wolves and
destroy you all. This advantage was going on a long time
but we were bearing it, but we all now no longer able to

placards and letters which have from time to time within
the last six weeks been posted, threatening to take the
lives of divers gentlemen in the neighbourhood, and also
to burn down their properties and the town, and the actual
recent attempt to fire the Court-house, the inhabitants of
the town and parish generally are naturally in a state of

apprehension for the safety of their lives and property.
Resolved, that in view of the present rebellion in St.
Thomas in the East, whereby so many valuable lives were
unexpectedly and instantaneously sacrificed to the blood

thirsty mob there, and the strong feelings of animosity
evinced towards the higher classes, and the sympathy
generally expressed here on behalf of those murderous
ruflians in that parish, which has a direct tendency to in
crease the fears of the already alarmed inhabitants of this
parish, this board deem it their imperative duty to use all
means in their power to avert a tragedy similar to that
which has been so lately enacted in St. Thomas in the
East.

Resolved, that his Excellency the Governor be respect
fully requested to take such steps in the premises as the
urgency of the case demands, the town of Port Maria and
its vicinity, as well as the whole parish, being in a most
unprotected state, especially as there is a district prison
with S0 convicts in it, and only seven policemen being at
the station of Port Maria with unserviceable arms.

Resolved, that this board would respectſully suggest that
the only means tº check and suppress any contemplated
outbreak would be immediately stationing in this town

bear, so we are now determined to put an end to it. We

certain of the military, who could be quartered at the
Court-house and Fort Haldane, or by sending a vessel of

will come on like the French, then we shall spare nothing.

war to the harbour of Port Maria.

Neither man, woman, children, nor beast shall be left. So

Resolved, that a copy of these proceedings be forwarded

We are coming.
Warning ! take warning !
My name is Thomas Kill

with all speed to his Excellency the Governor, with a

for we are now deter-3 many, and intend to kill

Government, the next officer in authority be asked to act in
his Excellency's behalf.

you look out for us.

l many more.

mined

Resolved, that a copy of these proceedings be forwarded
by to-morrow's post to his honour the Custos, and request
ing his co-operation and immediate assistance in the

the last.

matter.

Anonymous Letter to Honourable A. J. Lindo,
the Custos of St. Mary.

Now take warning
this October 17th.
A. J. LiN do, Custos of this parish, St. Mary, by
those new laws what is making in the House of Assembly, by
oppressing the poor people in the island with horse tax, canoe
tax. I am a fisher myself. Take warning, warning, warning,
take it, this is it.

Our cutlass is now ready.

Your swords

we do not care about. Your firearms we don't care about.
It must be life or death between us before we should live

in such a miserable life, because we cannot pay, we have

not the means of paying it. Have you seen what begin at
St. Thomas in the East? It won't be many days over your
blessed head.
in a time

It arise to the east, it will arise to the west,

expected by us. It will arise in St. Mary, and

T. A. GEogh EGAN, M.C.
(True copy)
W.M. R. MYERs, sec. ex: com.

I wish next to lay before the Commission a letter
dated the 19th of October from the justices of St.
Mary, who report many threatening letters, and an
attempt to burn down the Court-house ; that the
inhabitants are in a state of apprehension for the

safety of their lives and property; state that sym
pathy on behalf of the murderous ruffians of St.
Thomas in the East was generally expressed here.
Report the parish in an unprotected state, that the
case is urgent, and call for troops or a man-of-war to
be sent immediately as the only means to check and

We confess

suppress any contemplated outbreak. (Already in.)

ships in Port Royal is all your boast and

The next is dated the 19th, from Mr. Wickers, Custos

we expect to let those white fellows jump.
that all those

request that in the event of his absence from the seat of

but will soon return; I am
now finished, for this time is

I am gone to the mountain,

FORTY.

SEVENTII
I)AY.

your trust; but do not trust in that, because we know in

of Westmoreland, who reports rumours of nightly

what way we can get around them. Our powder is ready.

meetings and threats to burn down Court-house if

It is a sure thing. Blood shall shed like a stream of water. justice be not administered as people wish ; reporting
Blood Powder you will not sell, but we have it; but we that Mr. Tate has been informed that at one of these
did only want a little more, because how we was procuring
it for years. We have received a letter from the captain of meetings it was decided he should be murdered if
the Buff Bay Maroons, as soon as they are ready we will acquitted. Inhabitants greatly alarmed. He asks
be. Listen to this small thing, it is small, but it will bring for a man-of-war to be present at the time the courts
a great one. We are yours disobedient subjects. You are opened. (Already in.) On the 19th there is a
6 K
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letter from Dr. Adolphus, J.P., of Westmoreland.

that a woman named Keziah Williams was

sº
PAY.

He reports that information has been given him

hended at Mount Regule in Metcalfe, having ºne

that a man named Cameron, who is one of the
head men in the Portland district, holds midnight

from St. Thomas in the East, where she had been
present at the Morant Bay massacres, and had seen

E.J. Eyre.’ meetings, and drills every night from 100 to

Messrs. Price, Herschell, and Alberga murdered.

200 people of that and the surrounding districts.

She had possession of clothes belonging to the late
Mr. and Mrs. Alberga, and a valuable gold chain.

His Ercellency
|

.

-

20 Mar. 1866. (Already in.) On the 19th, Mr. W. Fletcher, in
spector of police for Clarendon and Vere, reports that
the police have no ammunition or caps. On the 28th,
Mr. Lowe, Custos of Clarendon, reports that there is
no ammunition, and calls for a supply without delay.
On the 20th, H.M.S. “Lily" was sent round with
arms and ammunition and troops to Vere. On the
28th, Mr. Royes, Custos of St. Ann's, states that the
people are quiet and orderly, but the idle and dis
affected are everywhere, and that the good and well
disposed are overawed. He calls attention to the
defenceless condition of the parish, and asks that a
man-of-war may call in and take arms and ammuni
tion as speedily as possible. (Already in.) The next
letter I desire to place before the Commission is from
Mr. Skyers of St. George's, dated October 28th.
He reports great excitement in the parish, but no
riot; capture of two strange men said to be great

º

!

.

Her outward garment, which had been recently
washed, still showed blood stains, and her under

garments were still more marked with blood, Mr.
Stewart is convinced there are many of the S.

Thomas in the East rebels in his neighbourhood.
He reports the capture of three men, and that he has
applied to the officer commanding the troops at Buff

Bay for the Scots Hall Maroons. (Already in.)
The next letter I put in is from the Rev. J. Williams,
rector of St. Catherine's, dated the 23rd of October,

and points out that Somerset Hall district is a strong.
hold of Mr. G. W. Gordon's, densely populatedly a
disorderly set of vagabonds, and states that strong
dissatisfaction and excitement prevailed there, and
recommends the immediate location of 50 or 60 white

troops before an insurrection should arise. There is
an enclosure, dated the 19th of October, from Somer.
set Hall.

obeahmen; and asks for firearms.
Captain Skyers to the Honourable William Hosack.
(Copy.)
Lieutenant-Colonel Honourable W. Hosack.

SIR,

Buff Bay Court-house, 20th October 1865.
I HAVE received yours of the 19th instant, and am
to inform you that everything are going quietly.
here is very great excitement in the parish, but no riot or
anything alarming. . A few persons (Africans) were appre
hended under suspicion of harbouring two strange men.

#.

The two men are now in custody, and the Africans are

§

discharged, after an inquiry held
Captain Harmond of
the Sixth Royal, Captain Mason, and Lieutenant Guscott,
and myself. The two men seem to be very great obeahmen.
They are disbanded old soldiers.
I have 86 Volunteers sworn, including Charlestown and
Scott's Hall Maroons. At present 21 of them are sent
to Port Antonio for firearms; they are expected back
momently. Colonel Fyffe wrote me to send up 20 Maroons
for 50 arms for the Maroons only. I shall be most glad
to get a supply of firearms for the Volunteers who are now
under drill. Fº let me know by post when I am to
apply for arms.
It is very necessary that I should have the assistance of a
drill sergeant to bring the Volunteers into efficient practice,
Please to apply to head-quarters for one. At present one
of Captain Harmond's sergeants is doing the needful.
I thank you for your letter appointing me “acting cap
tain’’ of the St. George's Volunteers. l await its con
firmation by his Excellency the Governor. I also hope I
shall have my promotion in due course in the Militia. I
am next in commission to Lieutenant Guscott. I am ready

to take out my commissions when I hear from the Gover
nor's secretary.

appre

Kensington, October 23, 1865,

To His Excellency Edward Eyre, Esq.
MY DEAR SIR,
It has occurred to me that the enclosed letter from

Mr. Hall may be of greater importance than I at first
imagined.

The district Mr. Hall is in is a stronghold of Mr. Gor.

don's, densely populated by a disorderly set of vagabºnds.
Mr. Hall may be in more danger than he thinks. I have
written to him to say that should there be an outbreak his
present efforts for protection would be useless, and that if
he feels himself in danger he should immediately bring his
family down to Old Harbour or Spanish Town.
I would presume to suggest to your Excellency's cons.

deration the advisability, as Mr. Hall's district is the only
remaining one where strong dissatisfaction and excitement
exist in relation to Mr. Gordon, his antecedents, and his
future, whether 50 or 60 white troops could not immº
diately be located there for a time before an insurrection
should arise.

-

I have, &c.,

-

Jos. Williams,

(Enclosure.)
MY DEAR SIR,

Somerset Hall, October 19, 1865.

IN consequence of the terrible catastrophe which his
taken place in St. Thomas in the East, I have under Mr.
McKinnon's authority and sanction raised a body of

Volunteers in my district for our own protection, and

propose drilling them myself (which I am competentto dº)
in the churchyard. Of course under ordinary circum .

stances I should never have dreamed doing such a thing.
Nothing but the urgent and pressing necessity of prºvidin

some means of defence in case of need would have indu

-

I shall attend to your P.S. if need. At present there is

a good body of men at Charlestown under the command of

me to take steps which may be considered unbecomingº
office as a clergyman; and even as it is I do not feeljustified

McFarlane.

in proceeding without acquainting you with what.1.”

I assure you I feel very much pleased at the manner our
St. George's people are acting, they seem loyal to man. I
am glad G. W. Gordon and some of his friends are appre

doing, in order that if you think I am doing wrong I my

hended.

I sincerely hope they will meet the reward of

their vile acts.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your most obedient servant,
Edward SkyERs,

Acting Captain, St. George's
Volunteers.

(True

º
WM. R. MYERs, sec, ex. com.

On the 21st the Custos of Were writes that Were
has been unsafe for some time past, but the General

draw back at once, Of course, if the rebellion is speedily
ended, I shall do nothing more; but, if not, I intend to

proceed to drill, i.e., provided you do not see any harm, the
men in the usual way. I am up here nine miles from *
magistrate or respectable neighbours, and (unles I help
myself) without any possible chance of assistanº. I can

raise plenty of men, decent members of the church; but
there is no one but myself either to lead or instruct them,
and I felt it therefore to be my duty to my family.”
attempt some means of protection in case of things com"
to
the but
worst.
Thenopeople
about
are amongst
in a very them
ºf $0
state,
I have
fear of
any me
rising
long as they are left to themselves. However, as G. W.
Gordon often lives here, and has a large Baptist chapel

having arranged to send troops and arms all would

about three miles from my house, where he has been lsº

be well.

holding
forth
in hisIusual
strain,
feel Tº"
ease till all
is quiet.
hope you
are Iallshall
well not
and Quitº"
Ken

Unsafe to make arrests without troops

(Already in.) Mr. Lowe, of Clarendon, the Custos,
writes on the same date, and reports an attempt to
burn down the Court-house at Chapelton with kero
sine oil. It was set on fire. (Already in.) Mr.
Salmon, Custos of St. Elizabeth's, on the 22nd of

October reports quiet and peace, but that the parish
is very insecure everywhere.
º

your circle, and hoping soon to see F.
am, &c.,

Rev. J. Williams, &c. &c.

CLARENCE Hall.

The next letter is from Mr. W. Allan, dº

(Already in.) On . Phoenix Estate, Green Island, 23rd of Octoº. and

the 22nd Mr. J. Stewart, J.P., of Metcalfe, reports
-

sington. Mrs. Hall joins me in kind remembrances"

calls attention' to the unprotected state of Gº"

º

T H E.

JAMAICA

Island district, and to the fact of G. W. Gordon

having been recently down there spreading sedition,
and asks the Governor to take steps.
Phoenix Castle, Green Island, October 23, 1865.
To the Honourable Edward Jordon, Governor's
SiR,

99.5
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Secretary.
The dreadful atrocities perpetrated in St. Thomas

in the East induces me to address you, requesting that you
will bring under his Excellency the Governor's notice the

unprotected state of this district in the event of any outbreak

even from the most excited of the witnesses, was that 10 or
12 persons had been drilled with wooden guns. It was
decided to issue a notice cautioning all parties to abstain
from drilling, and offering a reward of 100 dollars for such

I think the demonstration made by the Volunteers,
backed by the presence of the vessel of war, has done much

good. I dismissed the corps on the evening of Saturday,
and the “ Steady" proceeded on Sunday morning to

time ago, and there only being one justice of the peace in

being adopted to guard against any serious riot at the
Circuit Court. I am still of the opinion conveyed in my
letter to you of the 19th instant.

As regards the necessity for precautionary measures

I have, &c.,

(Signed)

BENJ.N. Vick ERs.

gentlemen in the district who would willingly form then
I next lay before the Commission a communication
from Mr. G. Stone, of St. Elizabeth's, dated the 23rd
of October, who deposes to threats used on the 23rd

of October by William Carr to kill him, and burn
down the store of his employers, S. J. Mozely, and
also the villages of Newcastle and New Savannah.

are deprived of the protection that the laws should afford
Statement of S. J. Stone.

them. As a proprietor of two estates in cultivation and the

employer of 250 to 300 labourers, as well as the father of a
family, and the payer of taxes to a large amount, I consider

Jamaica, ss., St. Elizabeth.

BE it remembered that on the 23rd day of October, in
the year of our Lord 1865, at New Market store, in the said

that I am only exercising the right I possess in bringing
the unprotected state of the district under his Excellency's
especial notice. I therefore earnestly trust that his Excel
lency will at once make inquiry of the senior magistrate as
to who are fit and proper persons in the district to be in
authority. I may as well mention that Mr. G. W. Gordon

one of Her Majesty's justices assigned to keep the peace in
and for the said parish of St. Elizabeth, and complaineth to

visited this district about two months ago, and I am credibly

William Carr, alias Price Carr, did publicly threaten to take

informed that he, in addressing a meeting in a church,

the life of complainant, to burn down the store of S. J.
Manley, his employer, also the village of Newcastle and

used such seditious language that the pastor had to stop
him. He then left, and went to his own property, “Rock
Spring,” situate about three miles from this place, and
there is no telling what amount of sedition he spread there.
It is now reported that the notorious Paul Bogle is on his
way to “Rock Spring.” If so, he will not be long there,
as we are on the outlook for him, and
I have, &c.,
W. M. A. LL.A.N.

I next put in the minute of the Governor upon that
letter.
Governor's Minute on above.

Reply that Governor is willing to send down special

persons to organize defence in all parts of the island. The
residents on the spot must organize themselves, and when
they report that a sufficient organized body of not less

parish aforesaid, cometh before me, Theodore Stone, Esq.,
and informeth me on oath that heretofore, to wit, on the

23rd day of October 1865, at the parish aforesaid, one

New Savanna.

(Signed)
S. J. Sto.NE.
Sworn before me this 23rd day of October 1865 at New
market, in the parish of St. Elizabeth aforesaid, having
been first read and explained to deponent.
(Signed)
T. Ston E, J.P.

The next communication I have to present is from

Mr. H. Guscott, senior magistrate of St. George's,
dated the 23rd of October, stating that he considers
that nothing but the presence of the troops has kep
matters quiet :

than 20 to 30 is formed the Governor will endeavour to

Mr. Guscott, J.P., to the Custos of St. George.
Buff Bay, October 18, 1865.
It is with the utmost alarm I address you. The officer
commanding the troops here has got orders from Newcastle

supply them with muskets, some proper party being at the
. of the organization and responsible for its proper

to proceed to-morrow morning and join his regiment.
When I last wrote you I was under the apprehension that

conduct.

we were in a state of uncertainty, but since we have cap
tured a number of prisoners, and from the investigation of
the evidence, I think the prisoners are fit subjects for imme

October 25.

E. EY RE.

On the 23rd October, from the state of the

country and the threats made use of, I was obliged to
call upon the senior naval officer to send a ship-of
war to accompany the Circuit Courts commencing at
Savanna-la-Mar.

The next letter I place before the

Commissioners is from Mr. Vickers, the Custos of

Westmoreland, dated the 23rd of October, stating

that he could only obtain information of 10 or 12
persons being drilled, but still regarded preventive
measures as necessary.
The Custos of Westmoreland to Mr. Jordon.

Belleisle, Grange Hill,
SIR,

diate trial.

I have every reason now to think that the removal of the
troops from here will cause the rebels to visit us. I have

this day enrolled a great number of men to defend the
place, but they are deficient of arms and ammunition, and
request that a supply should be at once forwarded.

|rom information received, a number of the rioters

from

St. Thomas in the East are now lurking at White River
and in the African houses on your estates and other parts
of the parish. Two other threatening letters were found in
the Court-house yard this mornin

Should an attack take place § will write you imme
diately.

October 23, 1865.

Siscº writing to you (19th October) Her Majesty's

ship “Steady" arrived at Savanna-la-Mar on the 20th
instant.

After consulting with Captain Bullock, of that

vessel, and with such magistrates as could be hastily col
lected at Savanna-la-Mar on that day, it was determined,
in consequence of the serious rumours from the Bluefields

The next communication is from Mr. Skyers,
justice of the peace of St. George's, in which he
reports that prisoners have been brought in. That is
dated the 23rd of October, and also relates to Buff

Bay.
October 23, 1865.

district, and the state of alarm in which the town of

A few stragglers have been picked up here, and have
sent to Port Antonio, to be dealt with according to

Savanna-la-Mar was placed, to detain the “Steady,” and
assemble the Volunteers. I deemed it the wisest course to
bring the matter to a crisis before the alleged rioters obtained

º

strength.
I ordered the Volunteers to assemble at Savanna-la-Mar

Three prisoners were brought to the Bay last evening
from Low Layton estate.

aw.

-

‘on the 21st instant. This was promptly done; the men
were under arms at 10 o'clock on that day.

On the 23rd there is a letter from Mr. Wellesley

I held a magisterial investigation, at which all persons

Bourke, member from St. James's, who writes, “In

*Supposed capable of giving evidence were summoned to

“these troublous times it is only by unity of action

attend. The utmost statement that could be obtained,

12. J. Eyre.

date.

Lucea.

selves into a body for self-protection, but an active person
with authority is required for such an organization. I trust,
therefore, that his Excellency will see the great and urgent
necessity there is for the appointment of persons to carry
the laws into execution in all parts of the island. The
inhabitants of this district, for the want of resident justices,

1) A Y.

information as should lead to the conviction of any party or His Ercellency
parties illegally engaged in drilling from and after that

amongst the people, there not being any organized body in
existence, the company of Volunteers having resigned some
the district, Mr. George Johnson ; he being nearly 80 years
of age, and residing seven miles from Green Island, much
cannot be expected from him at his advanced age. This he
has already represented to the Governor. There are many
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MY DEAR SIR,
Montego Bay,
IN these troublous times it is
that we can

| to stem the

October 23, 1865.

ºh unity* ofº
action
º:
*
set

you
approve
of the
the Government,
views propounded
in the post,
enclosed
copy
of my
letter to
per express
and if
so
act upon them. Don't shirk the trial,
Yours truly,

(Signed)
True copy, B.V.

-

. Bourke.

Memorandum. .
The letter herein referred to is one from Mr. Bourke

:

-

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE

-

* *

among the lower orders, and there is no knowingbow

H

soon or how fatally it may be roused into aciº If
such an event were to occur, it would find in th
ti
jº, pared and utterly helpless to cope with

f

---------

it. He also

-

states that several

magistrates, ministers,

::
g

officials,
and other
respectable
gentlemenof unite
with
him
in calling
attention
to the necessity
protecting

t".

the country, urgently requests that a company of

1.

soldiers may be sent, and forwards depositions against
a man for using seditious and threatening language,

t;

t;

to Mr. W. R. Myers, Secretary, Executive Committee, dated
-

º

|

Falmouth, 23rd October 1865.
Falmouth, October 23rd, 1865.

SIR,

(Copy.)

It behoves the Government to be on the alert, and

to prepare to cope with the disturbances which are apprehended in Westmoreland at the approaching Circuit Court
to meet on the 30th. I have no doubt, but that the autho
rities are already in communication with the Government

on the subject, but I think it right to add the evidence of
one cognizant of, though unaffected by, the local prejudices
existing.

*-

The case of “Regina v. Tait and others,” for feloniously

shooting at and wounding a labourer, comes on for trial at
the next Circuit Court. With the present jury system,

whatever may be the evidence, it is anticipated, and I concur
in the opinion, that an acquittal will be the result, upon
which it is not unlikely but that a popular outbreak will be

ºº
1ſ'

the result. To obviate this apprehended danger to the
public peace it is in contemplation, as I hear, to move to
change the venue to Saint James or Trelawny. This would

Mr. Lyon to Mr. Jordon.
Edward Jordon, Governor's Secretary,
King's House.

To the Honorable

SiR,

;:

I.ucea, October 23, 1865,

º

HERE with I have the honour to transmit to you,
for the perusal of his Excellency the Governor, copy of
resolutions adopted at a Special Session of the Peace held
here last Friday.
In doing so, I deem it my duty to bring to the notice of
his Excellency the entire unprotected condition in which
the town of Lucea and other parts of this parish are at pre
sent in ; for although matters are at present pretty quiet
with us (and we are alive to the importance of avoiding
everything which would cause any unnecessary excitement,
yet there is good reason for knowing that a spirit of dis
affection exists among the lower orders, and there is no

knowing how soon or how fatally it may be roused intº
action. It is my duty to inform His Excellency that if
such an event were to occur at the present moment, it

be, for many reasons, impolitic and unwise ; now that, a
rebellious spirit is overtly exhibited it should not be

would find us entirely unprepared and utterly helples to

smothered, but allowed to manifest itself wherever so dis
posed, especially when the Government are in arms and
prepared to cope with it. To exhibit a temporizing spirit
would be fatal to the future peace of society; the manifest
ation of a determined will to suppress and punish this
lawlessness will effect more good and inspire a more
wholesome fear and respect than the course which is
counselled of deviating from the ordinary course of law in
order to avoid possible consequences of irritation to a dis
affected mob. If, as is not unlikely, local and class prejudices
may secure a verdict which reason and justice cannot
sanction, that will afford but a further illustration of the

police force) a stand of arms in the place, and no ammunk
tion except the little in the stores of persons who dealini;
and there can be little doubt that at present the town ºf
Lucea, with the valuable lives and property therºin, wºuld
become an easy prey to a mob of far inferior strength to

vices of the present judicial system, so as to call for the

cope with it. There is not (irrespective of those of the

that so suddenly collected in Morant Bay.
Several magistrates, ministers, officials, and other respect.

able gentlemen here are fully alive to the great danger
incurred by an unprotected state, and they desire to unile

in respectfully suggesting to his Excellency the nº
of the protection of the country being placed on a diſſºt
and more efficient basis to what it is at present in. Thiſ
consider a compulsory measure of protection by the gº

action of Government in its correction; but the threat,

of the country to be highly necessary, and trust that it will

which, as I learn, has been openly hazarded that the mob
will do themselves justice if the law fail to give it, ought in
these times not to be overlooked, and the Government

engage the early attention of the Legislature at its ensuing

should be prepared to teach a lesson, that it is not by these

meeting.

In the meantime they are willing and readytointº
themselves for the protection of life and property, until."

means that redress of wrongs is to be accomplished. My
humble recommendation is that provision should be made

all events, the present disturbed state of affairs shallhº

effectually to aid the civil power in carrying through the

their hands.

passed away. They, however, are unskilled in the use ºf
military weapons, nor indeed have we any such to Putin

business of the Court and the trial of “Regina v. Tait” in

I am strengthened by their recommendation in unº
the precinct to which the indictment belongs. In the next requesting
that round
his Excellency
the Governºr
wouland I
pleased
to send
here a company
of soldiers;
place, the removal of the trial will not avert the resistance
to law, but will only be changing the scene of revolt and can guarantee that all the gentry of the place, capable ºf
disorder; and wherefore should Saint James or Trelawny,
with sufficient ruffianism of its own to cope with, have this
further infusion of disaffection thrown upon it?

carrying arms, will rally round them and spare no pains to
learn the drill and exercises, and render themºlis “

If my suggestion be approved of, instructions should be efficient as they can, for meeting any emergency which"
at once conveyed from the Attorney-General to the Clerk of occur.
There are (unmounted) four small field-pieces at the fort
the Peace for his guidance.
I am, &c.

in
good order,
which, ifuseful
placedinonthe
gunprotectiºn
carriºgº
be very
rendered
exceedingly
of the

W. Bourk E.

town, but no one here being skilled in the use of thº"
would be required.
I quite concur in the view expressed by Mr. Bourke that instructor
I have to reiterate the request stated in the resolutions
the venue should not be changed on the ground of political
difficulty, and that the judge should be so informed, and for the supply of arms and ammunition.
I have to report, for the information of his Excellency,
tº the Executive will be prepared to meet whatever
that a vessel of war has just entered the hº
ises.
º“
E. EY RE.
I beg to enclose,
for the aperusal
of hisEdward
Exºdºº
depositions
taken against
man called
º
-

-

-

ºr

for using seditious language. The prisºner º to be a
SIR,

Spanish Town, October 26, 1865.

I nave to request and direct that you will abstain
case of Regina v. Tait and others for feloniously shooting

from making any motion for a change of the venue in the
at and wounding a labourer.
I am, &c.
ALExANDER HEsLop, Attorney-General.
Edmund Alcock, Esq., Clerk of the Peace,

native of Kingston, and has lately landed at this port from
Inagua. I request that you will be gººd enough to com"
municate
to meshould
his Excellency's
directionthe*Prº*
to the ſºt
ceedings which
be adopted against
is at present in

*:have, &c.
&

-

-

j\com Lyon, Senior Magistra”

Sav.-la-Mar.

Next I put in a communication from Mr. J. Lyon,

(Copy.)
At a Special

Sessions of the Peace, held ºf the Cº

-

senior magistrate of Hanover, in the absence of the house, Lucea, in and for the parish of Hanº"." Friday,
acob Lyon, Esq; in the chair,
Custos. He points out the unprotected state of the 20th October
1865;
present,
Browne,
James
Davidson, Edwarlºw, ranºi
district and town of Lucea, and states there ls good - William

...ason for knowing that a spirit of disaffection exists Dod, Jacob Jackson, T. B. Johnson, Willi”

º
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Henry Davis, George Malcolm, Esqrs., Justices of the

the dispensary, and asked me if there was any news about

Peace :

Mr. George W. Gordon. He seemed deeply interested

Resolved, 1st. That in view of the appalling intelligence

about G. W. Gordon.

of the insurrection which has broken out in St. Thomas in

the East, it behoves the justices of the parish of Hanover to
adopt such protective measures as may be necessary in the
event of any similar outbreak occurring in this parish.
2nd. That a number of gentlemen, amounting to 200,
intimated their willingness to associate together and do their
utmost for the protection of life and property. The justices
resolve that they be sworn in as special constables, and that

applications be made to His Excellency the Governor for

Joh N DAwsox Cont.

Tº
and sworn to before
865.

me, this 23rd day of Oct. II's Ercºllency
J. J. Lºc.
JAcon LYos, J. P.
20 Mar. 1806.

The next communication I lay before the Com
mission is dated the 24th of October, from Mr. Royes,
the Custos of St. Ann's, who remarks that although
the rebellion is crushed, he fears the seeds are sown

forthwith to remove their respective stocks of gunpowder

to bear fruit at some future day. Most of the people
express their hope the rebellion will not come here,
but none say, “It shall not.” The people do say that
if certain persons known as G. W. Gordon's adherents

from their present known depositories to secret and safe
places of deposit.

are arrested they will fight for them. The next is a
deposition from John Muirhead, of St. Elizabeth's,

arms and ammunition to enable them to carry out their
intention.

3rd. That the several dealers in gunpowder be requested

JAcob LYos, Senior Magistrate.
J. P. TREN cit, Clerk of the Peace.

dated the 24th of October.

(True copy.)
(Copy.)
Jamaica s.s. Hanover.
The information of William A. Cort, of the parish of
Hanover, druggist, taken on oath this 21st day of October,
1865, before the undersigned, one of Her Majesty's Justices

of the Peace of and for the parish of Hanover, who saith
that on the 21st of October 1865, a person who gives his

He deposes to threats

used in August last by Ann Minley against Mr.
Lawrence and others, and by Joseph Miller against
Mr. Salmon, and to threats used on the 17th of

October by Joseph Miller against the police.
Statement of John Muirhead.
St. Elizabeth.

name as Edward Robinson, and who states that he belongs

The information of John Muirhead, residing at

to Kingston, came into my shop in the town of Lucea and

Unity, in this parish, taken before me, Henry Lawrence

asked me to give him a reading of the newspapers.

I

one of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for this parish,

handed him the “Tribune ‘’ newspaper ; he read the

who states that about the second week in August last one

accounts of the rebellion in St. Thomas in the East therein,
and when he came to the paragraph in which it was men
tioned that G. W. Gordon had been executed, the said

Ann Minley did at Unity, and in my presence, make use of
the following language:–“That if war ever come and she

Edward Robinson threw the paper down on the counter, and

sharpen pegs, and the first person she would attack would

said, “If Gordon is executed there will be a great revolution

be Mr. Lawrence, and when she had jammed his eyes out

in Jamaica, and I myself will side with Gordon's party.”
I said, “Old man, be very cautious of the words which you
“make use of just now, for other people may hear it, and in

she would go into his shop and take out what she likes.”

“my opinion I think it treasonable.” He then said, “I amn
you, sir; go to hell; I will kick your arse.” I said, well, go
away old man, and be very careful what language, yºu
make use of.

He then said, “Yes, I mean it; I will join

Gordon's party.” I then ordered him out of my shop,
saying that I have nothing to do with traitors. He then
said, “Fellows like you must take care of your back-doors
“ at night, for the hanging of Gordon will produce a great
“ deal.” Henry Davis, Esq., and Justice of the Peace, heard
him and placed him in custody of a policeman.
W. A. Co Rt.

Taken and sworn before me at the parish of Hanover,

could handle a gun, but as she cannot, that she

would

He further states that about a week after the above date

one Joseph Miller did in his hearing state, that of all the
buckras that he should like to kill would be that old grey
beard Mr. Salmon, meaning our Custos. This took place

at Unity about 21st or 22nd August last. On Wednesday
last, the 17th October, I heard the same Joseph Miller state
that he had heard that the police were being murdered, and
that they were served well right, for they were too damned
fast, and that they took more liberties than buckra gave
them; and if he had the will of them he would chop off
their heads as them other ones are being done yonder.
(Signed)
Joh N M tº i R11 EA D.

Sworn before me this 24th day of October, 1865, at
Almstoke, and that the same was read over to him.
(Signed)

this 22nd day of October, 1866 [5]

HENRY L.AwkEN CE, J.P.

J. B. Johnsox, J.P.

St. Elizabeth.

John Dawson Cort, of the parish of Hanover, gentleman,
on his oath saith as follows:–I am an assistant to my

I next place before the Commissioners a communica

On

tion dated the 24th of October, from J. Irvine,

Saturday last I was attending to business in the shop, the
prisoner came in and asked my brother what is all the

Lieutenant, R.N., who reports the seizure of the
schooner “Oracle” at Port Antonio, with 100 kegs of

news? I said, You had better take a chair, sir, and here is

gunpowder, some firearms, and several Haytiens on

a newspaper, you can read for yourself. I then handed

board.

brother Mr. Wm. A. Cort, a druggist in Lucea.

him the “Tribune” of the 19th October; he put on his
spectacles, and handing the paper to Octavius Ralston, said,

Lieutenant Irvine, R.N., to the Senior Officer,

“My son, read here for me.” The lad was reading the

Jamaica Division.

paper for him, and got to the sentence, “We are informed
that Mr. Gordon has been tried and executed on the hot

bed of rebellion.”

He then grasped the paper out of the

º

SIR,

“Nettle,” Port Antonio, October 25, 1865.

I HAve the honour to inform you that the schooner

said, “I don't

“Oracle,” under English colours, was seized yesterday

“ believe they could hang a gentleman like Mr. Gordon;
“ for if they do there will be a revolution in Jamaica.”

morning by the Provost-Marshal for having on board 100

lad's hand and threw it on the counter,

Mr. Wm. A. Cort said, “Old gentleman, you must not

“ speak like that, because the English Government is
“ greater than them. If you just turn and look out you
will see the Governor's proclamation.” He said, “Damn
you, sir, and the Governor's proclamation; I have seen
--

4.

kegs of gunpowder and five Haytien passengers. General
Lamothe and others, and for not giving a satisfactory

explanation for being here when she cleared out from
Kingston on the 9th instant for Inagua.

.

The Provost-Marshal requested I would place a guard on
board of her, which I have done.

-i.

Mr. Cort said, “You must not stay

The crew, as well as the five Haytiens, have been taken

in here and speak such words; I won't have it.”. Prisoner
replied, “I do say so, and I mean it, that if they hang

prisoners by the officer commanding the troops, but are

“Mr. G. W. Gordon, there will be a revolution, and I for
“ one will be on Mr. Gordon's side ; I tell you, sir, it will
“ be a revolution of slashing.” As he said so, he flung his

schooner to discharge her cargo, as she is in a leaky state.
By the advice of the Provost-Marshal, and in conjunction

one at l)ixon’s.”

hand as if using a sword or macheate. He said, “You can
send for a policeman now, sir, and take me up ; and you

released during the working hours to do duty on board the

with the Collector of Customs, I have caused a strict search
to be made on board of her for firearins, &c., and have
found two revolvers, one pistol, two carbines, one sword

“ had better mind your back-doors, you damned son of a

stick, one life-preserver, all of which are now in my pos

“ bitch ; I will kick your arse for you.” Mr. Davis, Justice

session. The firearms when found were loaded.
The official documents found I have handed over to the

of the Peace, heard him, and ordered him in custody. The
prisoner appeared to be a little excited by liquor, but not so

much so as not to know perfectly well what he was saying.

officer commanding the troops.
I have the honour to inform you that the machinery,

While he was in custody of the police I heard him say, “If pumps, &c., are in good order, and that I have paintel,
I only get over this I will blow out that vagabond's brains.” completed water, &c., and perſectly ready for sea.
Policeman Falckoner replied to him, “Hold your tongue.”
On four or five occasions previously the prisoner came to
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(Signed)
J. D'ARcy IRVINE,
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1. Yi iDENCE TAKEN BEFORE

I may state that for some time it was believed that
The next letter is from Mr. A. Clerk, of

are heard floating about in this district, and it is my film
belief that were the slightest (disturbance), which God

bellion.

and states that threats have been freely used.
(Copy.)

Mr. Clerk to Mr. Jordon,

Montego Bay, October 24, 1865.
I BEG to send you herein a private letter received by

SIR,

me this morning from the clerk of the peace of Westmore

land, to be laid before his Excellency the Governor. I am
one of the attorneys employed for the defence in the case
therein adverted to,

a." would

forbid to arise, his honor the Custos, as well as the rest of
whites, would fear off no better than those at Morant Bay,

I hope, therefore, that proper precaution will be taken to
prevent such proceedings. I refrain from signin my name
for reasons you may surmise, but you will know the writing.
Beware of those who are in public pay.

On the 25th of October I was obliged, from the
reports which had reached me, to request the
General to send troops to Westmoreland, in addition
to a man-of-war which had been ordered down.

Governor Eyre to Major-General O'Connor,

beg to represent that my

colleagues and myself run the greatest danger to our lives,

in

King's House, October 25, 1865.

SIR,

º

for it cannot be doubted that we will be the first marks for

FRoM advices recently received from Savanna-la.

the popular fury, should we succeed, as we expect that we

Mar, I consider it advisable that in addition to the presente
of a man-of-war and the forwarding of arms, a few troops
—say 50—should also be sent by the same opportunity,
As I am not aware that any buildings of a suitable kind
could be obtained during the sittings of the Supreme
Court, it would be desirable that they should take camp
equipage with them.
If the men embark by Friday evening they would be in
sufficient time, but I will see Captain De Horsey this even.
ing and arrange further details.
The “Plantagenet” ought, I imagine, to be in before
Friday, and bring the rººt which your Excellency

shall, upon a fair trial, in obtaining an acquittal. The

Volunteers and special constablesin Savanna-la-Mar, I would
beg respectfully to submit, will scarcely be able to effect much
against a thousand armed and infuriated savages, the chief

from among a people, proverbial as the Westmoreland people
are, from the large admixture of the African element, for

turbulence and ferocity. The effect of the retributive
justice which has overtaken the rebellious people of St.
Thomas in the East is greatly diminished by *.

º'
* ºtº

T. Brown, Esq.

I beg leave tº inform you that seditious whispering

His Ercellency Montego Bay, attorney, who reports that he and his
E. J. Eyre. colleagues run the greatest risk of their lives in de
fending a case coming on for trial in Westmoreland,
20 Mar. 1866,

*

(Copy.)

these Haytiens were complicit in the Jamaica re

Overawed, as the jury will be, by the threats which have
been freely made, and in the absence of a sufficient protect
ing force, the trial of this cause cannot be a fair one
towards the defendants. With a sufficient force to protect
from violence I anticipate no miscarriage of justice; but
otherwise I fear the effect of that great first law of nature
which powerfully prevails in the human mind.
I have ventured to address this letter to you for his

sent for.

I have, &c,

(Signed)

E. EYRE,

The next letter which I place before the Commis.

Excellency's information, because I think that every pre

Rev. A. Lindo, of Manchester, who reports threats to

caution should be taken in these troublous times, because,

do him bodily harm, and a large assembly of men with

as a loyal subject, I have ever ranged myself on the side of
law and order, and because I conceived it my duty, what
ever may be done by others, to keep nothing from his

sticks in front of the rum shop kept on the Baptist
Mission premises.
The Rev. A. Lindo, to Mr. Hollingsworth.

Excellency which, in the present state of affairs, may be of
service if communicated.

Whitefield Mission House,
I have, &c.

(Signed)

Governor's Secretary, Spanish Town.
The next letter is from Mr. Brown, clerk of the

peace for St. James's, who sends an unsigned letter
from a person whose writing he knows well, warning
him that if the slightest disturbance took place, the
Custos and rest of the whites were likely to fare as
those of Morant Bay did.
Mr. Brown to Mr. Jordon.

Peace Office, Montego Bay, St. James,
SIR,

Station Porus, October 25, 1863,
THERE is a dense population
in this village and its

|

neighbourhood, and in times like the present one cannºt

i

SIR,

ALEx. CLERK.

The Honorable Edward Jordon, C.B.,

(Copy.)

October 24, 1865.

IN the absence of the Custos of this parish, I am

perplexed sometimes how to act. The senior magistrates
don’t reside in the town.

I have just received from a creditable source the enclosed
letter, which, although not addressed to me officially, I well

but feel some anxiety on account of the defenceless coni.
tion of the place. This anxiety is increased by the ſº

that a large proportion of the peasantry has not been under
the most salutary influence.

-

It may be necessary to state that because of my oppºse
tion to the Underhill meetings recently held in this village

certain persons have threatened to do me serious bodily

|

injury. Their names have not transpired, but the repºrt ºf
their intention is extensively circulated.

I may also state that on Saturday evening last a *:
assemblage of men with sticks was seen in front of the
rum shop which is kept on the Baptist Mission prºmise

here. These men, inflamed by drink, might not alwº
disperse as peacefully as onI this
occasion—an outlººk
might be the consequence.
believe that, should such a
circumstance occur, many worthless disaffected characters
would join in it, and thus valuable lives might be lost
ere needed assistance be rendered.

I represent these things to you in the hope that some

know is meant to be.

The writer is afraid of signing his name, but I know the

action might be taken in the matter, and some protection

writing well.

afforded to the loyal inhabitants of this place in case ºf

It is written by a person named Butler, who has the
management of two thrown-up sugar estates near to the

emergency,

I have, &c.

Maroon Town district, named Spring Mount and Leyden,

containing considerable acreage, and chiefly occupied by
the labouring classes as provision grounds.
My duty seems to be clear, in at once forwarding the
document to . His Excellency the Governor. I am no
alarmist; but there can be no doubt that it is better, at the
present time, to err on the side of prudence, and I know not
what else to do.

To place the enclosed before the few magistrates who

(Signed)

Alexander LINDO,
London Missionary,

The next letter is from Mr. L. Mackinnon, Custos

of Vere, with reference to St. Dorothy's. He re
commends the officers for a mounted troop and an

infantry corps for St. Dorothy's, which he had pre
viously advised should be formed for the protection
of that parish.

reside in the town here for consideration, instead of at once
SIR,

taking advantage of the post, could be productive of no
good; a representation to the Governor alone would be
directed, and the present opportunity of post lost.

In the event of any disturbance here, the authorities are,
if I except such aid as a handful of Volunteers could give,
absolutely powerless.
I have the honour, &c.

(Signed)

º

sion is dated the 25th of October, and is from the

T. Brows, Clerk of the Peace,
St. James.

IIon. Edward Jordon, C.B.,

Governor's Secretary, Spanish Town.

I BEG to recommend to his Excellency the Govemer

as officers for the troop in St. Dorothy's, Moses Bºº,
captain; Isaac Dolphy, lieutenant; and as officers of the
foot, Louis Fullarton McKinnon, captain; and Azariah
S. Reuben, as lieutenant.
I have the honour to be
Your obedient servant,
Louis McKINNON,

Senior magistrate of St. Dorothy.

Mr. Mackinnon the same day made a personalrequk

-
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sition for arms for these corps. The corps were sub
sequently established. The next communication was
from the justices of St. Mary's, who sent a requisition
pointing out their defenceless position, and asking for
arins.

999

onwards. Here a man has made himself notorious by
pulling down the Governor's proclamation. Nothing done
to him. A Volunteer declared publicly that he wished to
see the Bºy run with the blood of white people, &c.

FORTY
SEVENTH
DAY.

Nothing done. At Brown's Town I am told to expect

His Ercellency
E. J. Eyre.

inore.

Bagnoll's Vale, Gate P.O., St. Mary,

On the 27th of October there was a letter from the

19th ()ctober 1865.

To the Honourable A. J. Lindo, Custos of St. Mary's.

Hon. C. Rogers, a Custos of St. Ann's, who reports
all quiet, but there are sympathisers who would do

S1 it,

V ºf w N G the recent atrocities in the eastern part of
the island, and considering our defenceless position in this
isolated district, we feel' compelled, on behalf of ourselves
and those deur to us, to call on your Honour to represent

to his Excellency the Governor the entire want of protection
from any internal disturbance which may at any time occur,

and to solicit his Excellency that he will please to order
such parties as have signed this requisition to be supplied
with revolver pistols from the Royal Arsenal, with ammu
nition for same, the expenses of which will be cheerfully

refunded to the Government by the parties applying for
sunre.

We feel assured, from the promptness of action displayed
by his Excellency in suppressing the rebellion, he will not
refuse our reasonable request.
A. MA ci.EAN, J.P., Vere.
Thos. A. Sli ARP E, J.P.

A. CURR1E, J.P., Bagnolds.
J. B. StA IN Es, J.P., Russell Hall.
RAlph McClure, Windsor Castle, Bagnold's
Edwa Rd McCAw, Mosely Hall, St. Ann's.

Johs Rose, Bagnold's Spring.

On the 26th of October I called upon the General
to send a company of troops to Lucea in consequence
of urgent application received that morning.
Governor Eyre to Major-General O'Connor.
SIR,

mischief if they could or dared. He reports the
Brownstown people as very turbulent, sends letters
on the subject, and states the public mind is much
excited. (I.etter previously put in by Mr. West
moreland.) The next letter is from Mr. Todd, justice
of the peace for St. Ann's, dated the 27th of October.
He reports that in the neighbourhood of Brownstown
much is to be feared; people express themselves

freely that they are only waiting for a commencement,
and that next Court day will be our day; expects
serious outbreaks on the 2d of November (next Court
day). Persons in Trelawny stated there would be a
general rising at Brown's Town on 2d of November,
In re “Norman's Land,” negroes swore if they are
pressed there will be more blood spilt than in St.
Thomas in the East. A vast number of reprobates
spoke freely, they wished the rebel force would arrive
here, as they were quite ready to join them.
(Letter already in.) The next letter was from Mr.
Guscott, senior magistrate of St. George's, dated the
27th of October, in which he reports that four or five
persons had been brought in for using threatening
language.
Honourable William Hosack, Custos of St. George,

King's House, October 26, 1865.

UN DERsra N p is G that the “Plantagenet” has arrived

SiR,

with troops from Nassau, and having received urgent appli
cation this morning for troops for Lucea, I have the honour
to request your Excellency will be pleased to send a com
pany of troops to Lucea by the man-of-war which is about
to proceed with arms, &c., to the westward.

2. There are barracks at Lucea at which the troops could
be accommodated.

I have, &c.
(Signed)
E. EY RE.

The next letter I place before the Commission is

Kingston.
Buff Bay, October 27, 1865.
I have to acknowledge the receipt of your commu

nication of the 24th instant.

The detachment of the 6th Royals returned from Annotto
Bay to this place at about 5 o'clock p.m. yesterday.
We have examined a number of prisoners from Spring
Garden respecting the threatening letter; there is no evidence
against them, consequently they must be discharged; also
a man, an African from Woodstock, for over-feeding the
mill, he will be dealt with by the magistrates, for a few

prisoners have been brought in from Lowlayton for threaten
ing language; they will be examined to-morrow.
I have, &c.
H. G.Uscott.

from the Rev. T. J. Woollett of St. Thomas in the

Vale, who reports that at St. Thomas in the Vale, on
Tuesday week, the 17th of October, 10 men went at
night with cutlasses to the house of the ranger

The next is from Mr. J. S. Soares, overseer in St.

Charlemont, declaring they would have his life, but

Catherine's, dated the 27th of October. He deposes
to an attempt made to burn down the overseer's

he managed to escape into the bush, and that the two

house at Farm Penn. (Letter already in.)

sons of the ranger stated that four men threatened to

The next is from the Hon. A. J. Lindo, Custos of

take their lives, and said they would rise like the peo
ple of St. Thomas in the East.
Extract from a letter of one Roman Catholic priest to another,

St. Mary's, in which he reports very excited state of
Port Maria—that many families had not been to bed
for five nights, and that great fears still existed that

dated Bradfield, St. Thomas in the Vale, October 26,

the town would be fired.

1865.

magistrates expressed their belief that there were
persons about the Bay who would not hesitate to

I am about to proceed to St. Ann's Bay. So far it is
quite remarkable how common is the idea amongst the poor
blacks that the accounts in the papers of the affair in St.
Thomas in the East are written merely to frighten them.

They evidently believe that the white men have been suc
cessfully attacked and opposed, and are now frightened
throughout the island. In St. Thomas in the Vale, the
Ranger at Charlemont was summoned, but as his case was
put off till the spring, 10 men came to his house at night
with cutlasses, declaring they would have his life; he
escaped into the bush. This happened on last Tuesday
week.

He states that some of the

commit such an act. He adds that there is no pro
tection whatever, and that it would be dangerous to

arrest any rebel or disaffected person, refers to
threats made in anonymous letters, and calls upon the
Governor to send troops.
Mr. Lindo to Mr. Jordon.

SIR,

Port Maria, St. Mary, October 27, 1865.
I HAve the honour to state, for the information of

to Mr. McGrath that four men threatened to take their

his Excellency the Governor, that having received several
letters in Kingston, by the post on Saturday the 21st inst.,
representing the very excited state of the inhabitants of
Port Maria, and hearing that my family had, by the per

lives; they gave the names of the persons and said that they

suasion of friends, removed from my property to this place,

would rise like those in St. Thomas in the East.

I made arrangements at the hospital and asylum so as to
secure the usual routine during my absence, and proceeded
to this place, where I arrived on Tuesday.
I found the respectable portion of the inhabitants of

On the evening of this first Tuesday, whilst I was at
Charlemont, the two sons of the ranger called, and stated
At the

Moneague the police told me that the people are fully per
suaded that the rebels have not been punished, and that
the reports are merely to frighten them.
I hear that men at Ocho Rios have been using most sedi

Port Maria and its environs in a great state of excitement

tious language, and that the magistrates have not appre
hended them. At Finger-post a man even declared that he

and alarm. Families had not been to bed for five nights

before my arrival; and although I succeeded in some

had been at the seat of the rebellion, and that he would

measure to allay the excitement, great fears still exist that

bring about the same state of things here.
St. Ann's Bay, 27th. At Dr. Carter's; about to proceed

the town will be fired.

I called a special sessions of the peace. Some of the
6 K4

20 Mar. 1866.

1 ()()()

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE

FORTY
SEYENTH

magistrates expressed their belief there are people abou
the Bay who would not hesitate to commit such an act, if
only for the opportunity of plunder, seizing on the present
excited time to accomplish their object.
His Ercºtlency
There is no protection whatever here; and in the present
E. J. Eyre. state of things it might be dangerous to arrest any rebel
20 Mar. 1866. or disaffected person.
I hope his Excellency will be in a position to afford the
protection of a detachment of troops at this post. The
appearance of even a small detachment would reassure the
inhabitants, and the usual petty courts and circuit court
would be held with every contidence.
My presence here has certainly put a different aspect
on things, still a great many do not feel conſidence, and it
is not to be wondered at, when the totally unprotected state
of the place is considered.
For myself, I do not apprehend the threats will be
carried out, I allude to the anonymous letters, or that any
disturbance will arise; still precaution is necessary.
I shall only remain here until I hear from you in reply
to this communication, by his Excellency’s directions, will,
I have no doubt, greatly calm excitement.
1)AY.

-

-

---

I have, &c.,
A. J. LIN Do, Custos.
(Signed)

The Hon. E. Jordon, C.B., &c. &c., Spanish Town.

lion, or for putting it down promptly, should any ſmº,
rising of the negro population unfortunately take plac.
I would propose that the following numbers of twº
should be located at the additional stations herein-under
specified :Black River

Montego Bay
-:

:

-:

-

-

-

Falmouth

St. Ann's Bay
Mandeville

military arrangements for the entire island as follows:–
- 50
Morant Bay
Bath
Port Antonio
Port Maria

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

St. Ann's Bay -

-

-

- 50

Falmouth

-

-

-

50

-

-

-

50

-

-

-

-

- 50
- 50

-

-

-

-

-

Montego Bay Lucea Savanna-la-Mar
Black River

-

-

-

The next letter is from Mr. J. Stewart, Justice of
dated the 27th of October, in which he reports

several cases of cutting and wounding and other
offences, which the civil power cannot deal with at
present. He says there is reason to suspect that a
spirit of disaffection prevails in St. Mary's, and he
states that several persons have been brought up
charged with seditious conduct.
Mr. Stewart to the Governor.

Annotto Bay, October 27, 1865.
(Copy.)
To His Excellency Edward John Eyre, Esquire, Governor,
in Exccutive Committee.

I HAve to inform you that a detachment of the 6th

Royal Regiment, under command of Quartermaster Hyde,
consisting of 20 men, after spending two days here, left for
Buff Bay yesterday, 2 p.m.
Not having received the promised arms for the Maroons,
I have been unable to scour the interior of the parish as I
intended, but have had parties of them patrolling every

day and visiting the estates in the neighbourhood.

-

---

º

*
**

º

tº-

|
|| ||

-

- -

There are several cases brought to my notice of cutting
and wounding and other offences. . As the civil power
cannot deal with them at present, and the lock-up is being
overcrowded with prisoners who would be answerable to

civil jurisdiction, I would like to be informed what course
you think it advisable for me to adopt in disposing of

t

-

them. Shall I hear the cases, and, upon sufficient proof,
commit them to the St. Mary's district prison?
I may mention that there is reason to suspect that a

-

º

spirit of disaffection prevails in St. Mary, although I

-

believe there has been no overt instances to indicate it.
-

º
-

-

º

.

come a considerable number of points should be occupied
as military positions around the coast and island.

In the course of some little time, as the present state ºf
feeling becomes modified, I have every reason to hoſe th:
troops may be withdrawn from any of the stations and
concentrated, but I think it will be even then requisite to
maintain for some years military stations at three or fºur

principal points, such as Montego Bay, Falmouth, Pºrt
Antonio, and one or perhaps two others, to be hereaſter
determined.

In the first instance the troops at the 11 stations in
cated would have to be accommodated temporarily as
could be best arranged.

There are barracks at Port Antonio, at Falmouth, at

seditious conduct. One man, by sentence of Court-martial,
received 50 lashes in the market-square on Wednesday last;
and another will be forwarded to Buff Bay, to be dealt

except Morant Bay (where they have been destroyed, thºſe
are public or parochial buildings which might tempº
be made use of; but as soon as your Excellency acquisº
in these arrangements proposed, the Colonial Government
will be prepared to send round an officer to act in cºnjunº

Willians has been handed over to me by the military for

tion with an officer of the Royal Engineers to make the

the purpose of being dealt with by the civil power, which I

best arrangements which may be practicable at the expense
of the colony for providing suitable accommodation for
the troops at the different stations to be established.

The man Seville will be dealt with in like

Inallller.

(Signed)

I have, &c.,
JAMEs STEwART, J.P., Metcalfe.

On the 27th of October I find it necessary, in order
to preserve the peace and good order of the colony, to

call upon General O'Connor to arrange

I have, &c.,
E. Eyre,

(Signed)

P.S.–Since writing this despatch I am informed that
the telegram which reached me yesterday announcing.”
arrival of the troops from Nassau was an error. B. b.

that as soon

as the troops arrived from Barbadoes, 550 men
should be located around the island in 11 different

.

degree in every parish in the island; and in a country sº
extensive as Jamaica, and affording so few facilities for
receiving early intelligence, or for making rapid movements
by land, it is absolutely essential that for some time tº

Montego Bay, and at Lucea. At most of the other statiºns

will do.

* .

be absolutely required for some time to come to insure the
safety and tranquillity of the various parishes not contiguous
to head-quarters.
The ordinary military establishment previously kept up
in Jamaica I consider ought still to be maintained for the
protection of the capital, and as a reserve to draw upon in
case of any emergency arising.
I am quite aware of the undesirableness in a military
point of view, and in reference to the discipline and organi
zation of soldiers, of having regiments broken up into
small detachments, but, under existing circumstances, it is
for the present unavoidable.
We have abundant and undoubted proof that the same
spirit of disaffection and disloyalty which led to the rebel.

Several persons have been brought up charged with

with by the military authorities there, if they have not been
recalled by those at Port Antonio. The woman Kezziah
"

detachments of 50 men at each.

Governor Eyre to Major-General O’Connor.
King's House, October 27, 1865.
As the troops sent for by your Excellency from
Nassau have arrived, and those applied for from Barbadoes

The next communication is that of Captain Jºnº.
of the St. John's Militia Troop, dated the 27th ºf
October, in which he reports that there is every
prospect of a riot, and requests that arms may best"
immediately.

SIR,

*º *
º

may be shortly expected, I have the honour to submit that

Mr. Jones to Governor Eyre,

Point Hill, St. John, 27th October 1865.
MAY IT PLEAs E You R ExcelleNcy,

the following arrangements should be made for preserving

I AM the captain of the St. John's troop, but the

the permanent peace and good order of the island and for
preventing the occurrence of any further outbreak of rebel

troop are without arms. As there is every prºspetſ"

riot in this district will you immediately sendine in orº
-

_

50

-

lion in St. Thomas-in-the-East exists to a considerable

SIR,

-

50
50
5)

- 50
Mandeville, inland
This would make a total of 550 men, which I consider to
-

the Peace for Metcalfe and Member of Assembly,

:

These, together with the recommendations already made
in my communication dated the 25th instant, and in my
two letters of the 26th, would make the whole of the spºil

I001
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for 10 stands troopers' arms and ammunition, sufficient

from Nassau he was unable to furnish from this force

in case of emergency, with orders how to act.

any detachments whatever.
Major-General O'Connor to Governor Eyre.

I am, &c.,

Geo. B. Jox Es,

Captain St. John's troop, M.R.H.M.
10 pairs pistols.
*

10 carbines.
10 cartouch boxes.
10 swords.

I am prevented doing so owing to the guards and other
duties in and around Kingston being now so unusually
heavy. I fear greatly that the health of the troops will

10 sword belts.

On the 28th of October, from advices just received,
I was obliged to call upon General O'Connor to send

suffer, if not in a measure relieved from the arduous work

troops at once to St. Mary's and St. Ann's, and arms

On the arrival of Iler Majesty's ship “Urgent” I shall,
however, in the event of her bringing the strength of force
1 anticipate, be able to make all the dispositions, or a slight
modification thereof, which you require.
Should, however, any very urgent necessity arise for the
immediate despatch of troops to any quarter threatened
with outbreak, I shall be prepared to forward a force of
about 50 men to any such spot.

to St. Ann's.

Governor Eyre to Major-General O'Connor.
King's House, October 28, 1865.
An vices which have just reached me from the
Custos of St. Ann's lead me to believe that the spirit of

SiR,

disloyalty and sedition are rampant at Brown's Town in
that parish, that the most threatening language is openly
indulged in, and that there is an intention to rise in insur
rection about the 2nd November, being the date when the
next magisterial Courts are to be held, unless timely
measures be taken to prevent it.
The names of the ringleaders in this movement and the
evidence against them are in possession of the magistrates,

but in the present unprotected state of the district it has
rightly been judged inexpedient to make arrests.

of the last two or three weeks.

I have, &c.,

(Signed)

L. SMYTHE O’CoxNo R.

On the 28th of October, the Rev. F. Swaby, Presby
terian minister, and eight others in Manchester,
report that assemblies of persons from St. Ann's
parish are taking place near their residence, and they
are fearful these gatherings may be for evil.
The Rev. F. Swaby to the Custos of Manchester.

I have also communications from the Custos of St. Mary's,
informing me that apprehensions are entertained at Port
Maria, and urging that troops be sent there.

Sin,

Under these circumstancees I have, with the concurrence
of the Executive Committee, directed that the “Planta

portance to you as head of this parish.

genet” (in the absence of a man-of-war) be chartered to
at once proceed to Port Maria with troops, to St. Ann's

Bay with arms, and to Dry Ilarbour to land troops for
Brown's 'i'own.

Mount Olivet, October 28, 1865.

I BEG to call your attention to a circumstance which
has come to my knowledge, which l think may be of im
Information has been given to me by my neighbour, Mr.
Webbe, and other white emigrants, that assemblies of

persons from St. Ann's parish are taking place near their
residence, and they are fearful these gatherings may be for
evil.

I have to request, therefore, now that the “Plantaganet”

I have, &c.,
FREDERick Swa By,

has arrived with troops from Nassau, your Excellency will

(Signed)

be pleased to direct the following arrangements to be

Presbyterian Minister.

carried out :—

We certify the above to be correct from our own know
50 troops to Port Maria.
50 stand of arms to St. Ann's Bay.
100 troops to Brown's Town.
The accommodation available for troops at Port Maria

ledge.
(Signed)

was mentioned in my letter in general arrangements of the

Thom As Eva Ns.
WILLIAM W. EB B E.
Jo HN REYNo LDs.
STEPHEN HARRIs.

25th instant.

JEFF REY MARTIN.

At Brown's Town I believe there is a Baptist chapel and
a small Court-house, but it would probably be safer to pro

JAMEs HARR1s.
JAMEs SEwell.
Tito MAs ALLIN.

vide camp equipage, for fear of the accommodation not
being suitable or sufficient.

The troops would have to march seven miles from Dry

On the 28th October, the IIonourable S. Mais,

Harbour to Brown's Town. I imagine carts might be
obtained at Brown's Town, if not at 10ry Harbour, but the

Custos of Port Royal, reported that he had sworn in

officer in command had better communicate with the Custos

47 special constables in one district and 32 in another,
and that 50 Volunteers were enrolled and doing duty;

when the ship is at St. Ann's Bay, as I am sure Mr. Royes
will make every practicable arrangement for getting the
baggage of the troops from Dry Harbour to Brown's

also that Mr. H. Mais, J.P., had sworn in 32 con

Town.

(Already in.)

stables, and that 17 rebels had been captured.

In the existing state of Jamaica, with disloyalty and

sedition latent everywhere, and threatening language openly
used in many places, it is essential that the most prompt
and decisive measures should be taken, and that the Exe

cutive should show itself not only ready to put down an
outbreak, should it occur, but able at once to capture and
punish those who dare to make use of threatening or sedi

tious language, thereby giving confidence to the loyal,
overawing the disaffected, and, if possible, preventing such
outbreak taking place.
I have, &c.,

(Signed)

E. EY RE.

On the 29th of October, General O'Connor reports
the arrival of 533 troops from Barbadoes.
Major-General O'Connor to Governor Eyre.
SIR,

Head-Quarters House, October 29, 1865.

I HAve the honour to report to your Excellency
the arrival of Her Majesty's ship “Urgent,” detail as per
margin,” and to acquaint you that it is my intention
to despatch her as soon as possible, say on Monday after
noon or Tuesday morning, to the westward, leaving one or
two detachments at important posts, but making Falmouth

the head-quarters of Colonel Whitfield and the main body
of his force.

On the 28th of October, the same day, General

Having the utmost confidence in this officer, I shall in

O'Connor reported the arrival that day of 202 troops

struct him to act as his judgment may direct for the sup
pression of sedition and the maintenance of the public
peace. I will not, therefore, hamper his ready action by

from Nassau.
Major-General O'Connor to Governor Eyre.
Sin,
that

Head-Quarters House, Jamaica,
October 28, 1865.

I have the honour to report, for your information,
the troops, as per enclosed state, arrived here this

morning from Nassau, in the West India and Pacific Com

pany's steamer “Plantagenet.”
I have, &c.,
(Signed)
L. SMYºrhE O’CoxNo R.

breaking up the troops under him into small parties of 50
men, which in case of serious opposition would be too weak
to act effectually, and would be liable to defeat in detail—

an exceedingly bad moral effect arising from a slight
reverse.

I have, in pursuance of the above, to request your Ex
cellency will direct the several Custodes to render every
assistance and information to Colonel Whitfield, as I have

placed the whole westward district under his command,
The detachment of the 3rd Buifs will garrison Up-park

On the 28th, the same day, General O'Connor
*Ported that as only 200 additional troops had arrived

1) A. Y.

Head-Quarters House, October 28, 1865.
His Erce lency
THE “Plantagenet’ having arrived from Nassau E. J. Eyre.
with only 200 men of all ranks, I have the honour to in
form your Excellency that I much regret being unable to 20 Mar, 1866.
SIR,

furnish from this force any detachments whatever.

1,000 rounds ball cartridge.

FORTY
SEVENTH

* Royal Artillery, 48; 2nd Battalion, 3rd Foot, 158; 9nd West India
Regiment, 327.
-
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*mp, and I shall then have at

Newcastle a fe

Europeans
ready for an $mergency; beyond this I shall whave
no men

Custos. We then proceeded on to Dry Harb where we
landed the 88 troops selected by Colone ºut,
Whitfield for

at my disposal.

*
re:

Brown's Town.

. I think
it steamer
would to
be beexpedient
for your Excellency
to
His Ercellency direct
*hºra
placed underöjni
Whitfield’s

4. The ship then went on to Falmouth, where C

Wº:

E. J. Eyre,

Whitfield himself landed, also 186 troops early on
day. We then proceeded to Montego Bay, where the ſº.
maining troops, 56 in all, were landed.

orders, either by the naval ºuthorities or by the colony.
Mar. 1866.

I have, &c.
(Signed)
L. SMYTHE O'Connor.
-

*-*.

5. The last disembarkation completed the service

upon

And on the same day I again called upon him to

which the ship was sent, and I have therefoº,

cºrry ºut all the arrangements specified in my pre
vious letter of the 27th October.

6. At Port Maria, St. Ann's Bay, and at Dry Harbour,
we found everything reported in a quiet state round about

“overnor Eyre to Major-General o'connor.

those places. At Falmouth, the chief of police reported
Falmouth itself quiet, but that there was excitement at

SIR,

Port Royal for further instructions,

King's House, October 29, 1865.

Montego Bay and Savanna-la-Mar; he also statiºn

SINCE the dospatch of my letters of yesterday's
date, requesting that troops might be sent to Port Maria

arrangements

contemplated in my gºneral despatch of the 27th instant
being at once carried into effect, and I would therefore

request your Exeellency to arrange that the “ Urgent” may

take a sufficient number to admit of the undermention:
troops, at the following places merely being left :—50 at
Port Maria, 100 at Brown's Town, 50 at Montego Bay, 50
at Lucea, 50 at Savanna-la-Mar, and 50 at Black River ;

7. About five miles from Montego Bay, on our way to

º

that place, we communicated with the “ Lily,” who had on

**

board a Mr. Levein, who had been taken prisoner on that
morning in his house at Montego Bay; he is the editor of
the “County Union Newspaper,” and he was on the way

i:

It iſ

to Morant Bay for trial.

º

-

8. Colonel Whitfield had intended landing 28 troops at
Montego Bay and 28 at Lucea, but when he disembarked
at Falmouth he requested me to land the whole at Montgo

Bay should
matters
not2nd
be in
a quiet
there, and
he
gave
Lieutenant
Brett,
West
Indiastate
Regiment,
written

places they could readily march for Brown's Town,
The 50 men required for Mandeville, in Manchester,

º

evening.

beginning with Port Maria, and taking the other places in

specified in your general letter as required for St. Ann's
and the 50 men required for Falmouth, to both which

*†

The “Lily” will probably arrive at Morant Bay this

rotation. It should be so arranged that the troops intended
for Brown's Town should arrive at Brown's Town not later
than Wednesday, the Jst of November, but as much earlier
as practicable.
The 100 men to be sent to Brown's Town would, when
the emergency in that locality is over, supply the 50 men

º

We
:

place.

-

troop-ship “Urgent,” with some 500 troops on board,
from Barbadoes.

|
ſ:

was quiet at Brown's Town. At Montego Bay we found
no very particular excitement reported, but were told the
the blacks had been drilling in the hills round about tº

and Brown's Town in the “ Plantagenet,” I have learnt
the very expeditious and opportune arrival of Her Majesty's

This event will admit of the whole of the

returned to

*w ,

directions to the same effect. After leaving Falmonth re
communicated with the “Lily,” and from the information
received it was decided to land the whole 58 troops we had

ſº

then on board at Montego Bay, and Lieutenant Brett sent
a despatch to Falmouth to Colonel Whitfield immediately
on his landing, to inform him of his having so landed.

9. We
passed
“Lily”
of Dry
Harbour
at 9 hit
night
on our
waythe
back,
and this
morning
we pºse
the
“Nettle” gunboat off Morant Point, at about 8 o'clºck;

Mill have to be marched across the country rid Spanish
Town,

she was bound to Morant Bay and Port Royal. In Morant

I have, &c.
(Signed)
E. EY RE. .

we passed the “Steady” gunboat, bound into harbºur.
10. The people communicated with at Montego Bay wºn

º

Bay there is the “Onyx" gunboat, and off Yallahs Pºm

-

Mr. Phillips, a magistrate, and Mr. Mortlocke, a custom-

On the 30th of October, Captain Henderson, R.N.,
left Port Royal with troops, some of which were
landed at St. Mary's on the 31st of October ; some at
St. Ann's on the 31st of October ; some at Trelawny

º

11. We have had fine weather, and the service we have

been upon has been carried out without any accident

*

I have, &c.

(Signed)

on the 1st of November, and some at St. James's on
the 1st of November.

*

house officer.

**

S. H. HENDERSON.

-

|

On the 30th of October, General O'Connor repº
having detailed one captain, one subaltern, and %

Captain Henderson, R.N., to Governor Eyre. ,

rank and file to be stationed at Mandeville, in

“Urgent,” at Jamaica, November 2, 1865.
I BEG to forward for your Excellency’s information
a copy of my letter of proceedings, the
upon which I
have been employed being exceptional, and must beg your

|

SIR,

º

Excellency to consider the communication as only semi

accordance with my request.
Major-General O'Connor to Governor Eyre

I have, &c.

(Signed)

-

-

information, that I have detailed a party
Regiment to be

Majesty's ship “Urgent” tº Port Royal, after having carried
out the service of landing 377 troops at different places in
the island, upon which duty we left Port Royal on Monday
ing last.

are

30th of October, in the absence of the

† :

#

gº &

Fºrº...
Dry Harbour .Dry Harbour Falmouth - -

Hºus I
ori

46

2nd West India Regiment.

s

the peace of the community.

*:

-

1855

excitement, as in case of emergency

-

26
56

-

-

Royal Artillery, with 2 guns.
2nd West India Regiment.

-

— —-

ºn

º weapons

Matters look doubtful in respect tº º !º is enclºsed
munity,
as last evening ºn
was picked up opposite the pºliº º of 50 dollars

20

º
* *

-

there tection.

no kind with which to arm ourselves fºr Prº ce of the com:

1.

tº:
tº:

Lucea, October ". º º

. . . . . . 21. . Royal
. Wºłºś.
Artillery.

i | – || 25
3
4
50

tº

s

10 | 16 | 135 | 161 | 2nd West India Regiment.

-

, ,

of

" I have the honour to acknowledge º
your communication, dated the 26th º: forthwith:
that a company of soldiers would be *. ‘. in great

E

\;.

great excitement, and that matters look dou

none have as yet arrived, and the tº"
41

º

|

the inhabitants of the town of Luced are º

SIR
3.

O'Coxxon.

#:
that

Mr. Lyon to Mr. Jordon.
-

*
-

L. Smythe

The next communication is from Mr. J.
senior magistrate of Hanover, who repº

as follows :-

#

rs
-

º

ave, &c.,

“Urgent,” at Jamaica, November 2, 1865.
I HAve the honour to report the return of Her

-

iest India
in

* i. *
(Signed)

Sir F. McClintock.

:

i.

-

one subaltern, and 50 rank and file of the 1st West

S. H. HENDERson.

*"ºmber of troops landed at the several ports

()

-

" I have the honour to state, for your
tº
of one captain,

Captain Henderson, R.N., to Commodore
SIR,

|

Head-Quarters House, Kingston,
October 30, 1865.

SIR

official.

-

-

H.

t

•

. º:º: the writer of tº
iving information.
. º: #. Mr. Hutchinson, Wºº.º

tº:

in this town, has just been handed to me, w

º

*

Total - -

19

26

332

377

Bernard. The justices

-

leaving Port Royal we proceeded to Port Maria,
i. 46 troops for that place early on Tues
i. we then went on to St. Ann's Bay, where the 50
ºld of arms and ammunition were delivered over to the

chist

-

*
... will its dº
The prisoner

-

º

- -
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Mr. Cooke to the Custos of Westmoreland.

connected with his case, will be forwarded by the first
vessel of war to
to Kingston.
g

SiR,

I have, &c.

(Signed)

Jacob LYos,
Acting Senior Magistrate.

He sends a letter threatening to burn down the

town, and stating that a war will break out, and that
all the people in the interior are ready.
[Enclosure.]
Letter picked up opposite the police station, Lucea.
To the town of Lucea, gentlemen of the parish.
I AM sorry to inform you that if the taxes be not reduced

Savanna-la-Mar, October 30, 1865.
I have just received an express messenger from the

-

them Germans from Seaford Town, and it is in this imme

diate neighbourhood that Mr. Anderson resides.
colonel of the western interior district.

I am the

A number of the

men sworn in as special constables have served under me,

We only give you notice; and if no heed from now to the
holidays, we will accomplish our work—we will not be like

and I can depend on them. I want at least 40 stand of
arms if I am to take any action in the matter,

those people at St. Thomas, go to work so foolish. We
are told that H. G. Henry will not sell any powder, but we
do not care about that; we will get brimstone and fire, and
we will illuminate the town in a moment, and then when
As

to say that a war will broke out, you may rest assure it will
broke out if no alteration. The people in the interior is

ready, only the people in Hanover is keeping them back.
You ought to see the fleet that was down here some weeks

ago, and I must needs talk the truth, it was a good thing
that the Court-house was shut up, or it might have ...i
by this, but it is not too late for it as yet.
On the 30th also, Mr. R. Hutchinson, of Hanover,
reports several religious meetings, and states that he

I have, &c.

(Signed)

-

W. H. Cook E, J.P.

The next communtcation is from Mr. D. Sinclair,
relative to Westmoreland. He reports that the
Macalpine people acknowledge they were mustering
with wooden swords and guns in June last, and that
there is proof of the Belmont people mustering also.
Mr. Sinclair to the Custos of Westmoreland.
New Shafeton,
MY DEAR SIR,
October 30, 1865.

believes religious fanaticism may soon be changed to

I BEG to state for your information and considera
tion whether it would not be prudent, in the case of
Mr. Tate's acquittal, to send protection over to Bluefields

rebellious furor.

for Mr. Tate's and Mr. Brooke's houses, as I am told the

}. in the

Mr. Hutchinson to Mr. Lyon.
DEAR SIR,

Wesleyan Mission House, Lucea,
October 30, 1865.

HAvi Ng been informed that secret religious meet

-

ings are being held in this neighbourhood, under the name

of revival meetings,” and that such meetings are held all

district are determined to burn down these

ouses if he is acquitted. A boat might be ready to take
over a few troops immediately after the trial. If condemned
there would be no occasion to send them.

To show the feeling that still exists, I have only to men
tion the fact that at the petty sessions held at Bluefield on
Friday last, there was only one man from Belmont, and

night, and that persons come from a great distance to attend

that one, Mr. Tate's head man, came to be sworn in as a

them, I have inquired of some of the religious bodies in
this town, and am led to believe they are unauthorized by

special constable, and from Mount Airey and Macalpine

any body of Christians.

sworn. The Macalpine people acknowledge that they were
in the habit of mustering at Mount Edgecombe Common in

This is to inform you of the

same; and while I believe these people to be without any

one only. There were others present, but refused to be

evil design, at the same time I believe them to be just

the evenings since the month of June last with bamboo

the material for evil-disposed persons to work on, and that
their religious fanaticism might soon be changed to

and wooden guns and swords, but that they were only

rebellious furor.

he can produce proof that the Belmont people were muster
ing also. I am myself an invalid just now, but I attended
the special sessions and presided at it.

I would advise that His Excellency be informed of the

*me, and recommend that a stop should be put to all

doing so for their own amusement.

(Signed)

acknowledged by the island as such.
I have, &c.,
Rich A Rd II titch 1Nso N.

On the 30th of October, Mr. Vickers, Custos of
Westmoreland, reports that only two persons will
come forward to be enrolled as special constables in

the disaffected district of Bluefields, while in other
districts they had been enrolled in large numbers.

Mr. Tate tells me that

I have, &c.

mºtings that are not appointed by religious societies
(Signed)

DANIEL SINCLAIR.

On the 30th, the Honourable J. Salmon, Custos of
St. Elizabeth's, reports very much fear and un
certainty felt in the Santa Cruz district; that there
is no doubt as to the readiness of a large portion of
the blacks to join in an insurrectionary movement;

that he does not think the police could safely be
required to execute processes in some parts of the
district; and is aware that large meetings have been

The Custos of Westmoreland to Mr. Jordon.

held, and that others are intended.

Belleisle, Grange Hill, October 30, 1865.
I have the honour to report, for the information of

structions contained in your letter of 25th instant, I have

50 gentlemen desire to organize themselves, and ask
for arms. (Already in.) The next is a return from
the Inspector of Police of St. Andrew's and Port
Royal, showing that from the proclamation of martial

directed Mr. Inspector Casey on all occasions to keep
double sentries over the arms in the police station, while a

law until the proclamation of the amnesty, from 20

portion of his men may be attending the Circuit Court,
and shall not allow the police to be sent out in small detach
ments, in the event of its being necessary to send them out

Royal and St. Andrew's for threatening language, on
suspicion of being implicated in seditious proceedings.

with arms.

(Return handed in.)

SiR,
-

his

Excellency the Governor, that, in compliance with in

I may here remark that I have instructed the police to
wear their side arms while in attendance on the Circuit

Court, under the prevalent excitement of the people.
I have, &c.

(Signed)

DAY.

interior, corroborating the statement I made to you this
Ercellency
morning that meetings have been held in the Kew Park His
E. J. Eyre.
district at night, or before day in the morning.
The Rev. Mr. Anderson came to my house this morning, 20 Mar. 1866.
stating that there was evidently something going on, for
that there has been a great deal of shell and horn blowing
at night all around him, and if I had been at home he
would have told me of a great many significant speeches
made in reference to the affair that now agitates the country.
I have sworn in upwards of 60 special constables, most of

it will be like Gog and Magog to battle, for we will try our
uttermost endeavours to do either one thing or the other.

we are finish we do not care what become of us after.

FORTY
SEVENTH

He states that

to 30 persons were taken up in the parishes of Port

46,579. Were they sent to Up-Park Camp —Yes,
it is only to show how many were arrested for offences
of a seditious character. I would put in a private
letter of the Baron von Ketelhodt, which I received

BENJ.N. Vick ERs.

dated the 10th of October.

On the 30th of October, Mr. W. Cooke, clerk of

the peace for Westmoreland, St. James's, and

Hanover, reports meetings at nights or before dawn;
and that the Reverend Mr. Anderson came to inform

-

Baron von Ketelhodt to Governor Eyre.
(Private.)
MY DEAR SIR,
Morant Bay, October 10, 1865.

I AM sorry to say that Mr. G. W. Gordon's in

him that something was evidently going on, as there flammatory addresses have borne fruit earlier than I at
was a great deal of shell and horn blowing going on
around him all night.

least anticipated.

On my arrival here a few hours ago I found the respect
6L 2
_-
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE

able people of the town in a great state of alarm and excite
ment in consequence of demonstrations of not only dis
affection but of open violence by a body of men who

His Excellency came to the Court-house on Saturday armed with bludgeons,
E. J. Eyre. and who successfully rescued him [sic].
-

20 Mar. 1866.

. The circumstances that have since happened are detailed
in an official despatch to your Excellency’s Secretary.
The ringleader in this affair is a man of the name of

Paul Bogle, who generally acts with Mr. G. W. Gordon,
I think it of the highest importance that this outbreak
should be stopped in its bud by a sufficient military force
being at once detached in aid of the police and Volunteers.
I arrived here with an attack of fever, and I fear that

some difficulty will be experienced in deciphering my
exceedingly hurried despatch.
Believe me, &c.,

(Signed)

M. A. von KETELHoDT.

Buff Bay, 23d October 1865.
10 o'clock p.m.
The Honourable William Hosack, Custos, St. George,
SIR,

I write to inform you that Captain Harmond and
20 men of his detachment started for New Castle all
o'clock this day; the remainder of the detachment was

taken charge of by Quartermaster Hyde, who has proceeded
to Annotto Bay with the remainder of the troops, leaving
eight men (on the sick list) with a corporal at Buff Bay.

Quartermaster Hyde will return from Annotto Bay tº-mº.
row, unless prevented by any unforeseen circumstance, to
remain till further orders. We have sent on several

prisoners from hence and Metcalfe to Port Antonio. Ibºg
to suggest to you that a detachment of Her Majesty's
troops should remain here during the continuance of mat.
tial law. I consider that nothing but their presence has
kept matters here quiet.

I also place before the Commission another letter

I have, &c.,
H. GUSCOTT, J.P.

of the 13th of October from Mr. Guscott.

(Mr. Guscott's letter of 13th October missing.)
I lay before the Commissioners some instructions
from Mr. Hosack, the Colonel of the Saint George's
Regiment, to Adjutant Skyers.
To Adjutant Skyers, St. George's Regiment.
Sin,

Kingston, 16th October 1865.

-

I also put in another letter from Mr. Guscott, dated
the 27th of October. (See page 999.)
46,580. Are those all the documentary papers?—
These are up to the 30th of October. I propºse tº
go on with those subsequent to the 30th of October,
but still during the continuance of martial law. On
the 31st of October the Honourable S. Rennals,

IN the absence of the Governor I have to desire that

Custos, reports fears expressed by prominentWesleyan

you will muster your Volunteers and all the loyal Maroons
willing to offer their services to the Government, and take

leaders and others, as to the undercurrent which exists

command of them, and forthwith communicate with the
Governor or General Nelson at Port Antonio, stating the
number of Volunteers and Maroons at your disposal. You

arising from Mr. Roach's being implicated in the
rebellion. There is no certainty as to what the decla.

will at the same time ask for orders, arms, &c.

In the

be, members of his various congregations havingstated

meantime drill the men, who can be lodged in the Court

that nothing shall happen to him, but that they will

house.

see to it.
-

I have, &c.
WILLIAM Hos.Ack,

Lieut.-Col. St. George's Regiment.

ration in his favour and the cause of rebellion may

The Hon. S. Rennalls to Mr. W. R. Myers,
October 31, 1865,

MY DEAR SIR,

I have no hesitation in writing to you to sº tº

P.S.–Since writing the above I have seen the General,
who entirely approves of the above, and he begs me to tell

the undercurrent that exists in the above rocks, St.Thºms'

(

you that if you succeed in this affair he will be happy to
give you a certificate, which will be of service to you. He

Vale, the large portion of Metcalfe adjoining theretº, abºut
Highgate (I believe in St. Mary’s), and in St. Andrew's-

ſt

further directs me to say that a strong force will be at

viz., Cavaliers' and Stoney Hill—arises at the present time
from the fact that the Rev. Mr. Roach having become tº

Buſt Bay to-morrow morning; you will therefore place

yourself under orders of the officer commanding º: *

plicated in the late rebellion in St. Thomas in the East. In

I also lay before the Commissioners another letter

this part of the island Mr. Roach has been well knºwn “
schoolmaster or teacher, preacher, Wesleyan, Pennºckº."
otherwise. There is a great adherence towards him by the

from Mr. Guscott to Colonel Hosack, dated the 18th
October.

vast number in those districts, ageing from 12, 14% 25
years, and until his apprehension every class of inhabitanis
feeling(St.
securiºſº
were apparently
in my neighbourhood
Path sis.
rebellion
in our locality
would not extend

Lieut.-Col. William Hosack, St. George Regiment.
Buff Bay, October 18, 1865.
It is with the utmost alarm that I again address you.

Roach
becameas invº
but to
immediately
trict),
he appears
towhat the
have done,that
thereMr.
is no
certainty

The officer commanding the troops here has got orders from
New Castle to proceed to-morrow morning and join his

be, extending, as it no doubt will, from Kingston tº those
localities I allude to. I write this as not of mystiſ, but

regiment. When I last wrote you I was under the appre

from the fears I have heard expressed by prominen.\"",

SIR,

hension that we were in a state of uncertainty, but since we
have captured a number of prisoners, and from the investi

-:

declaration in his favour and in the cause of rebelliºn*

leyan leaders and others, in my opinion, able to judge
passing
their apprehensions,” from

events. I believe
gation ºf the evidence I think the prisoners are fit subjects expressions
by members
his but
"".
made
Mr. Roachshall
for immediate trial. I have every reason now to think that congregations,
that
happen toofhim,
thatto“nothing
the removal of the troops from here will cause the rebels to
visit us. I have this day enrolled a great number of men
who willingly came forward to defend the P. but they
are deficient of arms and ammunition, and request that a
supply should be at once forwarded.
From information received a number of the rioters from
St. Thomas in the East are now lurking at White River
and the African houses at the muster ground on Woodstock
estate and other parts of the parish.
If the troops would remain here for a few days longer I
think that sufficient conſidence would be established in all
parties, and would be the means of preventing the outrages
Two other threatening letters were found
now anticipated.
in the Court-house yard this morning; I write this by the

advice of the officer in command of the troops here.
Ihave, &c.
H. G.U.scott,

Lieut. St. George Regiment.

P.S.–I will send on the prisoners to Port Antonio
to-morrow for trial, as requested in your letter of sº.

Also; another letter from Mr. Guscott, dated the
23d of October 1865.

they will see to it.”
I have, &c.

(signed)

SAM. RENNALLs.

On the 31st of October, the Honourable". Hirº
worth, Custos of Manchester, reports complaints made
to him of nightly meetings, of rolling ºf dr". and

biowing of Siciis. "(Airmāy in.) On the sº
the justices of Manchester, in a requisit."." the
Custos, point out the unprotected state of the district,
and call for a force to be stationed there.
Requisition.

To the Hon. J. R. Hollingsworth, Custos of Murº
WE, the undersigned magistrates and other *:
of the southern district of the parish, beg "...".
represent to your Honour that there are at presentt º
out the whole district only three policemen,who are sº m
at Wigton; that a very large proportion of the º º:

prising Pusey Hill, Victoria Town, Grove Town."º
without any pro *
and to can upon your Honour to take the rºl"

populous settlements, is entirely

º

__-

--—
*--- --- →---

-
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sures for having an adequate force stationed in the most

FORTY
SEVENTH

The next communication is from the justices of
Hanover and the island curate of St. Saviour's, who

DAY.

suitable locality.
AN. J.P.
C. Log
Ex. E.
AlAs.
Chi Evers,
Chi

Si
(Signed)

GeoRGk Miles, J.P.
C. S.M. 1 rh, J. P.
J tº Lit's Lewis, J.P.
Joseph St EwART, J.P.
WILL AM H tº NGER Ford.
Trios. Sweet LAND.
R. W. Swa N.
E. W. Eiss.
R. S.M. it h .
E. A. Sloss.
J. L. BRowN.
E. ANGELL.
A. Whyte.
I)Avid CRAwford.

J. S. Hildren RAND, Island Curate.
Theodor E. Bou Nce.
JAMEs I, Ewis.
JAMEs Hutch IN sox.

His Ercellency
E. J. Eyre.

Park, Mountain Spring, and Lamb's River; the popu
lation of the disaffected quarter reported to be very
numerous ; troops and arms urgently asked for.

20 Mar. 1866.

The Magistrates of Montego Bay to Colonel Whitfield.
Knockalva, November 1, 1865.

SIR,

It having come to the knowledge of the undersigned
that the negroes inhabiting the districts at the back of Kew
Park, viz., Mountain Spring and Lamb's River, have been

holding nightly meetings for some time past, and moreover
have been seen in the early morning as if undergoing a
drill; that conversations of a most rebellious and seditious

nature have been very recently overheard and reported to us,
prevent an outbreak, that a number of troops be despatched

G. H. Log AN,
GE or GE Jo HNso N.
Alf RED S. My ERs.

DAN L. V. Suth ERLAND.
Roºt. M Uschi ETT.
KENNEDY CRAwford.

*

drill ; conversations of a most seditious and rebellious
character overheard in the neighbourhood of Kew

the magistrates in this interior, we deem it necessary, to

ART it tº R. H. SEY MoU R, I.S.C.

*

report that nightly meetings and meetings in the early
mornings take place, as if the people were undergoing

as early as possible in aid of the civil power.

Ample accommodation can be given to the troops at Kew
Park and elsewhere in this district, and it may be remarked
that the population of the disaffected quarters numbers
some thousands.

Fifty stand of arms which were applied for yesterday
will be received this afternoon from Savanna-la-Mar, and

will be used for the purpose of arming sundry Germans
in Seaford Town, or other loyal subjects in this interior.

Thom As WINt.

Joseph PEARt.
Tito MAs WHYT.E.

I have, &c.,
W. R. CookE, J.P.

(Signed)

A. C. HA's LAND.
J. Edwa RDs, J.P.

On the 31st October, Mr. A. W. Thorburn, senior
magistrate of St. John's, reports having committed a
man for seditious language and for trying to make a

disturbance in the district ; has sworn in 50 special
constables; fears but for this step the district would
ere this have been in perfect rebellion.
Mr. A. W. Thorburn, jr. J.P., to Captain Hunt.
31st October, 1865, 6 p.m.

(Copy.)

Point Hill, St. John.

º Captain Hunt, Secretary to his Excellency the Governor.
IR,

As one of Her Majesty's justices of the peace for
the precinct of St. Catherine, I had occasion to &ommit a

D.E. B. SpeNCER HEAv EN, J.P.
On the 1st November the Hon. Mr. McKinnon,

Custos of Vere, sends a letter, threatening to cut the
throats of all the gentlemen in Were next week (page
127, Parliamentary papers).
46,581. I suppose Mr. McKinnon was constantly
asking for troops, was he not ?—He made repeated
application requesting them ; he got them very soon.
I have already placed before the Commission several
letters urgently requesting them, and stating that the
place was a perfect powder magazine. This is his
letter :—

To Mr. Jordon.

man named Joseph Campbell for trial for seditious language

*nd trying to make a disturbance in this district. ſhave
just been informed the man is sent to camp.

Fearing that

ºthers might follow the bad example set" by this man, I
hºve...in my judicial capacity, sworn in 50 special constables,
who I retained on duty one night and then dismissed, with
strºt orders at a moment's warning to be on the alert.
The generality of the people here seem well disposed,
but had not the requisite measures which i took to stay an

Old Harbour, Nov. 1, 1865.
I BEG to enclose for his Excellency’s information a
report of Mr. Shaw's, with a copy of a threatening notice.
You will observe that Mr. Shaw has suspended his Ex
cellency's instructions for the discharge of the prisoners in
SIR,

Vere, in consequence of this notice, and the probability of
their being concerned with it. Mr. Shaw conducts his
duties and has aided me to preserve the peace of the parish

discretion, that I hope for
ºutbreak, by the committal of the ringleader, been adopted, with such good sense and sound
of his conduct on this occasion,
I fear ere this this district would have been in perfect

his Excellency’s approval

rebellion.

which is dictated solely by considerations for the public

I trust your Excellency will approve of the steps taken by
me, and the calling out of the constables was according to
the 27th Victoria, chapter 30, clause 28, and will feel much
obliged for information, through you, in case of emergency
how I am to act.
I have, &c.,

AbAM W. Tiion wc RN, jr.
(True copy.)

Coroner, J.P.

W.M. R. My ERs, sec. ex: com.

On the 31st of October Captain G. B. Jones, of the

St. John's Militia troop, writes, asking for arms, and

good.
The next is a letter from Colonel Whitfield, of 2nd

November, relating to Trelawney, St. James, Hanover,
and Westmoreland, and the unsettled state of Montego
Bay (page 76, Parliamentary papers).
46,582. I believe he afterwards recalled his opi
nion ?—He did subsequently.
46,583. Next day I think —He did within a very
short time. On the same 2nd November I reported

to the Secretary of State (page 72, Parliamentary

referring to a previous letter written when the parish

papers No. 13).

appeared to be in an apparent state of outbreak.

SIR,

Mr. George B. Jones to Colonel Hunt.
SiR,

Point Hill, St. John, 31st October 1865.
I AddREssed a communication to his Excellenc

the Governor, requesting of his Excellency, as the º
appeared to be at the time of my addressing the said letter
ºn an apparent state of outbreak, to request of his Excel

lency to be kind enough to allow me, as senior captain of the
Middlesex regiment of Horse Militia, an order to procure 10

King's House, November 2, 1865.
I HAvf the honour to report that, since the date of

my despatch No. 252 of the 20th ultimo, everything has
continued to progress satisfactorily. As I reported in that
despatch, arrangements had been made before I quitted the

disturbed districts for thoroughly examining and scouring
the entire country eastward of a line between Morant Bay
and Port Antonio, within which, as I then stated, any rebels
still at large were hemmed in. This service has been most

stands of arms for the troop under my command in case of

ably performed by the military under Brigadier-General
Nelson, and by the Maroons under the skilful management of

emergency.

their Colonel, the Honourable A. G. Fyfe. Many rebels were
I have, &c.,

(Signed) GEo. BRADwell Jones,
-

-

Captain, St. John's troop.

Commissions dated 2d December 1839.

taken and sent in for trial and others were shot. Colonel Fyfe
also succeeded, with a party of Maroons, in capturing the
notorious rebel leader Paul Bogle, who had hitherto eluded

all attempts to take him. This movement so completely broke
6 L 3
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relative to the excitement of the people. I have left the
Court in order to write this letter. The case for the prosen.

FORTY

up any small parties of rebels who might, up to this time,

SEVENTII

still have kept together, that I judged it at once expedient
(after expressing my views to the General, and obtaining

tion in Regina v. Tate and others was closed yesterday, and

his accordance) to issue a proclamation of a general amnesty

the defence opened this morning, and from the great ºn

DAY.

His Ercellency and pardon to all except those actually guilty of
murder,
E. J. Eyre. arson, or in arms, or with stolen property
in their possession.
*0 Mar. 1866.

I enclose a copy of this proclamation. This step will, I

of lawyers engaged I doubt if the trial will be closed tº
day.

i. to the immediate restoration of most of

The next is a letter from Mr. Kidd to Mr. Jordon.

the plunder taken from the houses sacked by the rebels,
and to the return of the peasantry to labour on the estates.
The districts lately in open rebellion I therefore now con
sider perfectly quieted and safe, indeed far safer than any
other part of the island. The retribution has been so
prompt and so terrible that it is never likely to be forgotten.
The accounts from the other parts of the island continue to
cause me much anxiety. No actual outbreak has taken
place, and I hope none will, but it is manifest that the

Falmouth District Prison, 10th Novt. 1865.
I BEG leave to enclose you, for the information of his
Excellency the Governor, the depositions under which a

have no doubt,

-

of a desire or an intention to do the same in their own

parishes, have been publicly and openly indulged in;
whilst the local authorities, from the absence of any orga
nized force to resist a rising, have not been in a position to
take up and punish such disloyal and seditious language
or threats. Since the arrival of Her Majesty's ship
“Urgent” with troops from Barbadoes, I have been ena
bled to direct such a disposition of troops as will, if carried
out by the military authorities, enable the Executive to keep
under check and control nearly every parish in the island;
and if it is not practicable in all cases to prevent a rising,
we shall be in a position to put it down without much
difficulty, as well as to prevent its rapid extension to other

-

0.

-

is Excellency’s instructions as to his disposal,
I have, &c.,

-

(Signed)

Thos. P. Kipp, Sup,

The following are the depositions:—
Brown's Town Petty Session, 2d Novt. 1855.

(Before Justices Beverland, F. L. Todd, and Joseph
Harris, Esqrs.)
William Grey, sworm.—I live at Green Castle, in the
parish of Saint Ann ; I know Thomas Campbelltheprisoner.
Last Sunday I went from Brown's Town home to Green
Castle; while in my
facing the street of the village I
saw Thomas Campbell the prisoner in the street, I was in
my
house, andInnis,
thereLucinda
was with
mewhen
Ann I Stobbs,
Letiti.
Warters, Ann
Reid,
heard Thomas

ſº

in my despatch No. 261, of even date, together with the

presence of two men-of-war, one on the north and the other
on the south coast, constantly visiting the different ports,
will render the island secure and restore public confidence;

but it will be necessary for a long time to come to keep up
an additional number of troops in Jamaica, as well as to
have a man-of-war frequently visiting all the outports.

Then the proclamation follows. The next is from
the Honourable Benjamin Vickers, Custos of West
moreland, to Mr. Jordon.
SIR,

Savanna-la-Mar, November 2, 1865.

IN addition to the disaffection already reported to
prevail in the Bluefields districts of this parish, I have now
to submit, for the information of his Excellency the Gover
nor, that a similar feeling of disloyalty seems prevalent in

ãº of Seaford Town,

the remote interior, that is, in the
distant some 25 miles from this town.

I enclose a letter

received by W. H. Cooke, Esq., on the subject; also a list
of special constables who came forward to be sworn in at
their own request on the 26th ultimo, in consequence of the

Tº

ºf
R.

Campbell say that if any war was to commence that he

away.

ments stated in my letters to General O’Connor, transmitted

|

wº.

would drink the white man’s blood and eat their liver, and

tion to act in concert for the destruction of the white and

coloured inhabitants, as is proved by the many remarks and
speeches which have reached us from all directions, some of
them intimating a knowledge that something was about to
occur at St. Thomas in the East, and that they were wait
ing in other parishes to be guided by the action taken there.
There does not appear, however, to have been any actually
organized combination to act simultaneously, or if there
was, it was frustrated by the rising taking place prema
turely at Morant Bay. I believe that the military arrange

3:

eace and he advises me to adopt this course. Awaiting

between the negroes of the different parishes and an inten

There can
e no doubt but that there has been an intercommunication

---

lº

the parish of St. Ann. I have referred to our clerk of the

the first person and the first white woman he would take
hold of would be Mrs. Raffington. I left the house and
went at my gate. I said to him, “You ought to be ashamed
“ of yourself to make use of those words; it is very easy fºr
“ you to say them; you may be making fun, but if this go
“ to white people's ears it will be no fun at all.” He went

ſº as occurred in St. Thomas in the East.

tº

prisoner was brought here to-day by a military escort from

seeds of sedition and rebellion have been sown broadcast

through the land, and that in every parish there are many
prepared, if a fitting opportunity offered, to act just as the
negroes did in the eastern parishes. In many parts of the
country a sympathy with the eastern rebels, and expressions

-

SIR,

tº
-

º:

: ;
º

**

*

his
WM. x GRAY
mark.

rºl
*:::

The above deposition was taken and had before us at
Brown's Town, in the parish of St. Ann, this 2d day of

*::

º

November 1865.

º

R. BEveRLAND, J.P.
FRED. L. Topp, J.P.
Jos. HARRIs, J.P.

-

Ann Stobbs, sworn.—I live at Antrim, in the parish
of St. Ann. I was at William Gray's house on Sunday,
22nd October last past. Whilst there I saw the prisoner

R.
-

1.

Thomas Campbell. I was sitting at the barbacue at Mr.
Gray's house, and he (the prisoner) was in the street, leaning
over the gate. I heard him say that if the warshould cºme

.E.

ſ:-

that he would take their liver, and brains, and lights, and

º

eat it; and say also, that if any one would bethin that he
would go up to Mr. Raffington's house and kis Mr.

tº

Raffington.

He said also that he had an old rifle, thath:

would go all about the place and cock it until he provºked
Mr. Raffington to shoot him. There was with me at Grº's
yard, on the 22nd October, Ann Innis, Wm. Gray, and
Lucinda Reid.

her

(Signed).

ANN X STOBBs
mark.

The above deposition of Ann Stobbs was taken and had
before

º,

Town, in the parish of St. Ann.

ºl

us, this 2nd day of November 1865, at Brown's

(Signed)

significant nightly meetings of the negroes of that district.

tº

R. BeverLAND. J."

º,

FRED. L. Topp, J.P.
Jos. HARRIs, J.P.

º
4.

His Excellency will learn from the Executive Committee

Jamaica ss. St. Ann.—Personally appeared befºre mº,

º:

the particulars of Seaford Town, a settlement of Germans
on lands given by the late Lord Seaford after the rebellion
of 1832. I had no hesitation in complying with the request
made by Colonel Cooke for arms to
in the hands of

Joseph Harris, Esq., one of Her Majesty's Justices, in

l

º

the Germans and others named in the accompanying list,

and yesterday morning I requested Captain Farquharson to
send 40 stand of arms, with ammunition, &c., under a

roper escort of Volunteers. They were delivered at Mack

§

to Colonel Cooke, who, with the gentlemen of the
interior and a body of the Germans, were there to receive
them. I also sent by the escort several of the amnesty
proclamations to be placarded in that remote district. I
may here remark that almost every negro in the Seaford

and for the above parish, one William Gray, abourer, whº
being
duly instant,
sworn, maketh
and one
says,Thºmas
that on Sundº
the 29th
he didoathhear
Rºhºl
Campbell utter seditious language, to wit: "I will bºth
“ first man to drink white man's blood and eat his liver.
“ in case of any outbreak, and Mrs. Raffington shall be the

º
-

“ first white woman that I will hold.” And this depoment
says, that this language was uttered in the prºmº

º

i.
: .

further

of Ann Stobbs, Letitia Waiters, Lucinda Reid, William
Gray, jr., and Ann Innis. So help me God. hi

.

ls

(Signed)

Town district have their own small freeholds. In the plain
of the parish the utmost tranquillity seems to prevail, and
all work is being performed on the estates as usual. I en
close a copy of letter received from Daniel Sinclair, one of
the senior magistrates residing in the Bluefields district,

T
*

-

º
s

William X. Gray
mark.

Sworn before me, this 1st day of November 1865,
(Signed)

º

Joseph HARRIs, J.P.

|

On the 3rd of November, General O'Connor repºrº

's

--
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that he had as yet no troops available for Black

troops in Vere should not be removed until about

River, and upon the same date he endorsed the
recommendation of Colonel Whitfield that it should
be placed under martial law.
46,584. That was withdrawn two days afterwards,

the 20th.

was it not –Yes, it was ; but it was before me in
the meantime.

On the 4th of November, Mr. Hall forwarded this

threatening letter to Mr. Rennalls:–
Anonymous Letter, picked up in a carpenter's shop at
Linstead.

BEwARE

there is iminent danger impending. Take
care the town of Linstead be not fired, ". during the fire
a serious riot such like what goes on in the county of Surry.
To-morrow is Court. Cargill comes here; be on your

The next is from Mr. John Parry, the county
engineer, of 5th November, reporting the existence in
St. Ann's and other parishes of an organized society,
keeping up a regular correspondence with each other
upon political and other matters, and that his in
formant had withdrawn from the society because he
had reason to doubt the character of it, in consequence
of the tone and language used at their meetings, fore

seeing trouble would come. I think Mr. Westmore
land put that in. Then there is the presentment of
the grand jury of Hanover on 6th November, which
has also been put in by Westmoreland.
The next is a letter from Mr. W. R. Graham, J.P.,

out. These people may be quiet, never mind that; there

dated 7th November, reporting all quiet.—(129, Par
liamentary papers, inclosure 54 in No. 51.)
On the 8th of November the Legislative Council of
the colony addressed me as follows:

is great danger.
Be cautious at that Court (portion
ille, ble). You Doctor Gargill don't remain up there long ;
remember your child. Take this advice, simple as it may

We are well aware that the slightest hesitation on your
part would have been fraught with the most imminent

guard; has disturb some evil may occur; keep away them
people, but none be seen about at night. Take great care
of your magazine; there is powder in that town, so look

seen.

(True copy of transcript, so far as given or can be followed.)
W. M. R. My ERs, Sec. Ex. Com.

The next is a letter from Mr. E. B. Lynch to
W. R. Myers.
SIR,

Spanish Town, 6th November 1865.
I bro to forward for your consideration an anony

mous letter, addressed to Francis Jackson Lynch, found
under my gate this morning, but having direct reference to
myself and Sir Bryan Edwards in the concluding para
graph. The person referred to as Thomas Gale lives at the
top of Marlie Hill, on the Spanish Town road, and 1 had
occasion to institute an action against him which has not
yet come on for trial.

He is, moreover, I understand, a

eader in the Rev. Mr. Phillippo's chapel, and the reference

in the letter to Robert O'Meally and Mr. Philippo's people
seems to connect him with complicity in the authorship of
the communication.

I have endeavoured to make some

thing of a free transcript of the document for the assistance
of His Excellency and the Committee.
I have the honour to be, sir,
Your most faithful servant,

danger to the lives of the loyal inhabitants throughout the
island; and we are well assured that all our loyal fellow
colonists unite in the expression of gratitude which it is now
our privilege to convey to you. * * * We entirely concur in

the painful statement your Excellency has made that there
is scarcely a district throughout the island where disloyalty,
sedition, and murderous intentions are not widely disse
minated and openly expressed. We agree with your
Excellency as to the causes which have created the dangers

that now threaten the country, and will heartly co-operate
with you in endeavouring to remedy this grievous state of
affairs.

On the 8th of November the Hon. S. Mais, Custos

of Port Royal, reports that the state of the parish
demands the greatest vigilance, and that it is his duty
to inform the Government of the necessity of keeping
up the special constables and Volunteers in the most
efficient state.

The next is from Bacchus Williams, of St. Ann's,

dated 11th November, printed in the Parliamentary
Papers of 15th December (confidential), page 2,
Enclosure No. 2 in No. 1.

Edwa Rb B. LYNch.

(True copy.) W.M. R. My ERs, Sec. Ex. Com.

The following is the threatening letter —
November 4th, 1865.

Thomas GALE, White Marle.

I don't care what the

Court may do, but if the Government touch any of the
Phillippo the war shall be greater, and who can stay must
stay, for it is an advantage taken of the people by the

Government. I don't fraid to give my name, Thomas
Henry. We just waiting to see what going to done with
Robert Omealey, for you is not God. Government say
that he will pay to know who burn Farm Pen. If Mr.
vy was in they would burn himself; he did send to tell

Statement made by Bacchus Williams at Brown's Town,
Jamaica, Novr. l l th 1865.

Bacchus Williams states, Thomas Rodney wrote me a
letter about two weeks before Mr. Gordon's meeting at St.
Ann's Bay that I must come down to the Bay before the
meeting as he wished to see me. When I went there, on a

Saturday, he and one Joseph Burton (who signed the letter
as acting secretary to the meeting) said the meeting would
be held next Saturday so, I must try and come down, and
if I come at all I must come on Friday and sleep with him,
because he wanted me to read and well understand the

resolution that I had to speak at the meeting as it was
written. I told him I did not understand the meeting,

him if he pay he will hear, but not for no money. My

what was it for and what good would it do?

name you shall see and not my face, so the quicker you

the poor labouring people could get nothing to do. I said,
In my quarter people can get plenty to do. I told him if I
came to the meeting I would show the meeting something

it all the better; and you must mind how you drive on

White Marle road to. I have seen that. I tell you they
pay me to write, but they did not tell me to put name,

but I put the name. There are plenty of them, but those
two is the head of all.

That same man I was after,

Edward Lynch and the judge.
Addressed to Mr. Francis Jackson Lynch, clerk of the

that they would agree with, and both him and Mr. Burton
asked me what I meant by saying so. I told him the most
things the person complained of was a shirt, 1 went to Mr.

Costar's store and purchased for him, my wife made it and
I gave it to him.

I have never seen him since. I told him

that would be one point of my resolution that I would speak
at the meeting; Burton said if I came and spoke that at

peace.

(True transcript, as far as can be followed.)
W. M. R. My ERs, Sec. Ex. Com.

The next is from Mr. J. H. Hall, clerk to the
magistrates of St. Thomas in the Vale.
SIR,

He told me

Rodney Hall, 4th November 1865.

I AM directed by the justices to forward a note picked
up in Dr. Cargill's dispensary this morning. The justices
respectfully suggest to His Excellency the Governor and

Executive Committee that a good reward should at once
be offered for the discovery of the writer or writers of the
papers, for although the justices do not attach much im
portance to the papers, they are the means of creating a

the meeting they would stone me off; he said, We have an

honourable gentleman coming from Kingston of the name
of George W. Gordon, and he wanted to see me the evening
before the morning of the meeting, because we propose a

little private meeting the night before the morning of the
meeting in Father Walter's yard in St. Ann's Bay. As it was
getting late Burton told me to wait and he would give me
some circulars to carry up, and all would have to give me a
shilling that were willing to come; he said Wm. Scurvin

promised to give him a shilling, and I took out a shilling
and gave him, saying, if Scurvin paid it again to me I would
keep it.

Burton took the shilling and received it for Rod

great deal of excitement and alarm in the minds of the in

ney. I said, Mr. Rodney, I would like to know the parti
culars of this meeting. He said, Well, this meeting is for

habitants of the town of Linstead.

this reason, this reverend gentleman is about to see us

righted, we have been long ground down by the white

The next is a letter from the Hon. Mr. McKinnon,

people, and he is about to take the veil off our faces and let

Custos of Vere, of 5th November, requesting that the us see for ourselves. After this meeting (he said) we are
6 L 4
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going to send a petition to the Queen, and if there is no
good done something or other must be turned up, and

Town district, and more especially at Philadelphia. Sº
it must be regarded with º:
for

Jamaica will be better than what it is ; he said when I
came down he would tell me more. John Thomas, the

Williams is at enmity with Scurvin and Barrett, ºniº,

".

º

own character is that of a turbulent man, who would stick

His Ercellency petty pebt collector's deputy, said,
pointing out me to
E. J. Eyre. another gentleman,
in the presence of another gentleman,
20 Mar. 1866. that I was the great lawyer from Brown's Town ;

the evidence is sufficient; both are held in great, and I

I expect he is coming down to the meeting and going

think deserved, suspicion, on account of their conversiºn

to make them smell smoke.

with Gordon, the distribution by them of Gordon's

I said I did not intend to

come because I was guided by neither resolutions, and that

at nothing to compass his own ends. With respº
Rodney and Burton, the Attorney-General must decide
s

and the general rumour among the peasantry that ti,

I am a man that, likes to speak my own mind. “The looked to them for leadership; but I have not heard of
Watchman’’ was the paper Brown was reading to me in any reliable authority, of any overt word or act by either ºf
Mr. French's shop. Alexander Scurvin (the son of the man them. Rodney for a long time held the office of deputy
William Scurvin) told me the 8th night of October, about collecting constable, and is now a road contractor. He is
12 o'clock in the might, in the town of Philadelphia, I heard
a great bawling out. He said (Alex. Scurvin) All you gone
to bed, but I am awake and just coming home. He said,
All families we all must walk in shoes and stockings, the
same as the white people. I am just coming home now,
but you don’t know where I have come from, so open your
ears, good and hear what I have to say, Black people
raised up at St. David's yonder; they kill 2,600 buckras,
and they all going to walk in shoes and stockings and we
must do the same; and in the midst of killing them they
killed six Baptist ministers, and they do right to kill them,
because when they hold the meeting the Baptist ministers
would not assist, the one blackman we can depend upon and
can get a little powder and shot, is against us, taking away
our right to give it away to buckra, but the day Norman’s
case is tried, if Mr. Ingram get it, that day martial law will
raise. I sent to call his father in the morning. I heard
three different voice speaking, but I could not understand
what they said, but heard what Nancy Davis said, What
buckra can do with black? The Maroons will help the
black, and kill all the buckra, and she was well pleased to
hear what Scurvin said last night. (This was said the follow
ing morning.) The man acknowledged to his father what I
have already stated in the presence of my wife. At this
resent time there are people holding meeting at night at
in a booth they have erected themselves, and
are in the habit of playing with sticks there. Another
fellow they call Charles Truman last Saturday came home
about 8 at night. He stopped by the gate and said, “Family,
“I am going to tell you now if you hear what I say, that
“great king would not be here still; that retreat man. I
“ was coming from Duncan's. Wm. Cover tells us that
‘ we must all stand quite still, but he is making us a fool.
“I have many things to say, but on account of that retreat
“ man (meaning me) would tell buckra all them places
“ where we hear them make fight up. Yonder all black
“ people hold on one thing, but if my soul is damned to hell
‘ that great king shall not reign here; we will keep secret
“ and not let buckra know.” One Barrett immediately
call out “All right, all right,” and he went away.
(Signed)
BAcch Us WILLIAMs.

Þj

º

-

The next is a return from W. Donner, Inspector of
Police for St. Andrew’s and Port Royal, showing that
from the proclamation of the amnesty to the expira

rather a morose man, but further than being bad tempered
I know no evil against him. Burton is an idle man, does
nothing, and bears a bad character. I do not think it

would be a prudent step to remove the troops from Brown's
Town, and measures should be taken without Williams'

knowledge to test the truth of his statement as to drilling
and meetings, for, although I put no faith in him, yet I
know the value of the old adage, “When thieves fºllout,"
&c.

(Signed)

CHARLEs Roves,
Custos of St. Ann's.

Williams’ statement with regard to Rodney and Burton
is not open to same suspicion as that against the otherman,
The next is dated 13th November.

46,585. On the 13th of November martial law had

expired 2–I believe it expired on the 14th, legally.
46,586. How do you make out the 30 days?—
There is an Act of the 18th Victoria, I believe, which
makes it exclusive of the first and last days, so that

in reality it did not expire until the 14th. There
was a Sunday, which does not count. I think the
Act expressly says if it falls on a Sunday it shall not
count ; the 13th was on a Sunday.
46,587. That is, the first or last day would nºt
count if it fell on a Sunday ?–No; one day is taken
in and the other excluded. If the last day falls on 1
Sunday it is not counted.
46,588. But the Sunday would not come in if ºne
day was excluded ?–I remember looking into it at
the time, and I know that I came to the conclusiºn
clearly that the 14th was the day upon which it

expired. On the 13th of November 1865 the Grand
Jury of St. Ann's made the following presentment:We, the Grand Jurors of the Parish of St. Ann, hº

to thank your Honour (Judge Cargill) for your chart.
We cannot separate without respectfully requesting you º
convey to his Excellency the Governor our sincer apprºtº

tion of the foresight, energy, and decision which has
marked his conduct throughout the late unhappy rebellion,
whereby, in our humble opinion, the lives and propº.

many loyal subjects have been saved. (Page 11, Paris.
mentary blue book, Enclosure 6 in No. 43.

tion of martial law, from 20 to 30 persons were taken

Those are all the documents which I am abletoreſt

up in St. Andrew's and Port Royal for threatening

to at present, up to the period of the expiratiºn ºf

language, or being implicated in seditious proceedings.

martial law. I shall be much obliged if the Cºm:
missioners will allow me to put in two or three ºilº

I hand in that return.

The next letter is from

Colonel Whitfield, dated 12th November 1865.
Sin
I HAv E the honour to report, for the information of
His Excellency the Governor, that yesterday I visited a
detachment of the 2nd West Indian Regiment, under my
command, stationed at Brown's Town. In course of con
versation with Lieut. Last, the officer in charge, he informed
me that he had heard that people are in the habit of drilling

at place called Philadelphia,

and from what he

could

understand these negroes were very disorderly. He heard
that a man by the name of Bacchus Williams could tell me

something about these people. I immediately sent for
Williams, who gave me the information contained in the
enclosure. I must add that Williams appears a most
respectable, loyal, black man, and I am quite sure his
statement can be depended upon. I have forwarded his
statement direct to His Excellency the Governor, so as not

to cause delay, as I understand Major-General O’Connor
has left head-quarters on a tour of inspection.
I have, &c.,

(Signed)

H. W. WHITFIELD.

subsequent to that period, for the purpose of shºwing
that the opinion entertained by the Government was
not a wrong opinion—that the state of the country

continued the same for some time afterwards. I am
only asking to be allowed to put in three ºr for

more, for the purpose of showing that the opinion ºf
the Government was not unfounded.

-

46,589. That is, that in the opinion of certain
persons it was not unfounded?–Yes, to show that!
was called upon afterwards by parties of position and
influence; in fact, three members of the Council and
seven members of the Assembly, all in a body, came
to me to represent that the arrangements were nº
even then sufficient.

46,590. That was after the expiration ?–Yes tº:
firming the determination I had arrived at upºn

documents previous to that time. I think it is then
fore important merely as confirmation. The Cº.

missioners would of course attach no further wº

The next is a letter from Mr. Royes, Custos of to it than that. [The Commissioners were of opiniº
that the letters could not be received, as they wº
St. Ann's.
only be expressions of opinion upon the subje.*
12th November.
I ENDoRsrn B. Williams’ statement so far as regards
the turbulent character of the people generally in Brown's

to which they (the Commissioners) had to decidº

Here are two threatening letters which have notiºn

º
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before the Commission that were received in October.

one more, if not, well then it is lives for lives, and as black

There is no date to the letters, but they speak of

and brown and poor whites, so we don't care for burn, lose

FORTY
SEVENTH
DAY.

lives, so bring them back and let them go. You will laugh

October.

46,591. Were these communicated to the Govern

at my writing, but I don't care at this.

Death:

Death
His Excellency
E. J. Eyre.

for all !

ment —Yes, and sent home by me to the Secretary
of State.

I put in another document at page 95 of the Assembly
Papers.

Enclosure 48 in No. 1, addressed to Mr. Lynch.
I sent to inform all gentlemen in town that if we do
not get justices in this October Court, that we will burn
down the town, and we have 1,500 men consent to raise a
riot at the Court-house, October the 23rd of this month,
and Monday we looking out to see what trial will be, then

Transcript of a placard taken down from a wall in
Kingston. To Mr.
Governor of this city. We notice
you. Notice for Kingston and the whole of Jamaica, the

we will commence. Lif for 'if will be taken that day at
the Court-house, for we do not fare, and that days of
October, for we is well armed with cutlass and gun appear

the soldiers. In all the life of Napolein none like this.
Innosent lives is taken. Will God not avenge for this? Yes,

and that day.

Notice, Notice, O Notice. We tell you bring back all those
men you taken away from Kingston. If you like your

Beside Oman to helpe us 400. I sent to tell

Francis Linch he better mind himself. October him best
to setchonon whare him is, for he is a mudder to the people,
but if he know what I know, that sum of the had will be

about thare to see what gone to be down in that Court
house, for the good will suffer for the bad that day. Powder
we have plenty, as much as to kill hold town.
2nclosure 49 in No. 1, addressed to the Custos of

Kingston.
Beware of what you are about beware

''.

whole of St. Thomas in the East. Old man and maden,

Yºung men and children, then all taken up and shot by
he will. Pay your servant good O. P. y. S. for s. v. Come
country and your lives bring them back and let them go,
if not, we bring judgment to Jamaica. Not all the soldiers
will doo good, for it is one live and one burn.

True transcript, as far as can be read and given.
W.M. R. My ERs, Sec. Ex. Com.

Another to Mr. Bicknell, police magistrate.
Plese to take our words for this, for in Sant Thomas in

beware :

If

the East we lern that every man and woman is dead, old

the hair of the head of one of those that are taken up

and young.

be singed I'll be the demagogue, and your life won't be
worth a biscuit. Kelly Smith, Joseph Goldson, and Vaz,
what are they to do with the riot? Kingston is quiet,
tranquil-do you want a wholesale slaughter, conflagration,
rapine, plunder, and wholesale destruction? If a stripe be
put on Kelly Smith and Vaz you can tell the Governor

poor white is burn down to the ground. What a blassted
Governor to send and destroy so much lives in this country.
Old man, what can they doo? Look for what will come if
you don't let those men took from heare last week, bring

Even the hous of the black and brown and

them back to Jamaica, if not we burn you all, wives,
children, and ourselves.

It is the white first shot the

that from him downwards shall be shot like a fowl, except
he is going to walk or ride with a strong body guard. He

black, eight of them, sirs, for their rites. You kill, we will
kill, so bring them back sound; if not, all the solders of

ought to be shot long ago, the damned old scamp. Hell
and scissors' if those men are flogged Kingston will be

this world can doo, for it's life for life. Bring judgment at
once, ine good sir. The second thing, your ready-made

fired from east to west.

Fire, fire, fire,

boots and shoes, sacques, shirts. Make this, for our
treamen or starving for working. Let this war commence.

Underhill conventional meetings;

It is true that these men are to hold their
but men like Kelly

of this we will send you all to hel, for we don't care a dam

Smith, Vaz, Roach Goldson, Harry, are not negroes of a

for this. Life for life. Bring those men back and stop
ready-mad boots and sacques and pants, you will all ail
rite. Rob no black; pay your way well; servants well
pay; in fact, doo good to all men, to the poor more so.
If you don't doo as we say in everything the solders will be

Beware Custos beware Custos :

mind they don't make a custard of you.
fire, fire, fire!

rebellious character, nor would they excite or advise
ignorant men like the lower orders of St. Thomas in the
East, barbarians, to commit such barbarous and cruel

deeds. They have no part or lot in the matter. You, as a
Custos, and a very unpopular one, you better beware, or
else you will be shot like a dog. Take care; if these black
men, who are keeping themselves respectably, be disgraced,
your blood will not be sufficient to atonement for theirs.

They have done nothing worthy of chastisement. Revenge!
Take care what you are about! take care!
In the Appendix, page 71, Assembly Papers,
headed “Documents referred to in His Excellency

We cannot live by our land. If you don't stop the whole

no yous to the land, for fire to the east, to the west, to

north and south of the land. Judgment, judgment.
True transcript, as far as can be read and given.
W M. R. MYERs, Sec. Ex. Com.

Those are all the anonymous letters I would call
attention to. But I think it right to call the attention
of the Commissioners to the fact that the impression
prevails in England that where threatening letters are

the Governor's Message of the 15th November 1865.”

sent there is no real intention to do mischief.

there is the following anonymous letter to Dr. Bower

not so in Jamaica. Dacres, Bogle, and others wrote
a letter on the 10th of October, threatening that if

bank –

This is

To the Gustos of this City.

what they called “protection ” was refused, they

W E tell you of what happen in St. Thomas in the
East, that the Governor send to shot every man and
woman, old and young, and to burn down every house,

would be compelled to put their shoulders to the
wheel. They did not even allow time for an answer
to be sent, but on the following day rose in rebellion
and perpetrated the massacres at Morant Bay. I think
it is important to show that threatening letters have

that it is a damn shame to see this; but God will save then
from the second death. The innocent ones them, Lord
save them.

This Governor send men to shot without law,

been carried out, and that therefore they were a ground

not to look for rebels alone and the rioters. We let you
know this, and to believe this, as St. Thomas is burnt

to be taken into consideration.

down where we get the best of Jams. produce. What is
the use we live again, for we will starve to death almost, and

Bogle and others ; it was not anonymous 2–No, it

our best black men are going to shot.

Well, sir, it is but

was not anonymous ; it was a threatening letter. I

one death. As Mr. G. W. Gordon is gone, the poor man's
friend, for in the house not a man remember the poor man.
Well, we will burn down the town down to the ground,

anonymous or otherwise, I did not intend to apply the

and kill you and kill ourselves; if you don't bring back
every man you take away from Kingston. We don't care
of our lives, or your lives or property. Not all the soldiers

46,592. Was not the letter you refer to signed by
think I said where threatening letters were used,
observation to anonymous letters only. Then Mr.
Hinchelwood at Mulatto River was warned that per
sons openly threatened to burn down his house and

or men-of-war ships can do good. We will bring judg

to take of his head ; the first threat was carried into

ment to Jamaica at once, at once.

effect, the latter only failed because he escaped in

If you like your lives

bring them back at once. If you guard the whole of the

time. At Montego Bay, threats, were made to burn

town self, but it burn down.

You think you can trust

down Mir. Aaron's store, and it was eventually done.

black. If you bring the whole of England soldiers we

There was the fact in Mr. Hinchelwood's case that

don’t care, for we will determine for death and for judg

the threat was made and was carried out, the house
was burnt. I had it from Mr. Hinchelwood direct

ment, and let others from afar come and inherit the by

and-bye, but we now at present for you while there is none
to do good, but to destroy from one place to the other.
So we notice you at once, at once, before it come. When
it come it will be too late. What you kill that will do: not

that the threats were made.

-

46,593. We will take it that he communicated to

you that threats were made 2–Yes.
6 M
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• 46,594. And during the existence

of martial law

the house was burnt down 2–Yes. I have now come
to the conclusion of all those documents which relate
His Ercellency to the reports in connexion with the anticipated

46,595. What is the nature of them —They tend
to show the grounds upon which I arrived at the

conclusion that the disaffection was spreading through
the country.

E. J. Eyre.

outbreak, and the disaffection that existed in the
different districts of the island. I have several other

46,596. Documents that were laid before you?—
Documents that came to my knowledge, and which

20 Mar. 1866

documents to place before the Commissioners which I

enabled me to judge that the disaffection was

-

extending.
Adjourned to 10 o'clock to-morrow.

shall come to presently.

m
rºſ

FORTY-EIGHTEI DAY.
º

º
º

Wednesday, 21st March 1866,
-

º

º

PRESENT :

sh

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.
RUssell. GURNEY, Esq.
John BLossETT MAULE, Esq.
His Excellency Edward JoHN EYEE recalled and further examined.
it, and I got possession of it. I would place before
found among Paul Bogle's papers tending to show an the Commission an article from the “Jamaica Tribune"
intention on the part of the negroes of undertaking for the month of July, some months before the out
the administration of justice themselves. (Handed break, referring to this sort of institution: “We stated
in.) I also place on record a leading article from the “ in our impression of yesterday that it had come to
“Jamaica Tribune,” published three months before the
our knowledge that sham courts of justice were
outbreak, showing, even at that time, that mock courts “ established in several localities under what appeared
of justice were being held in other parishes. The
to be a regular organized system. We have our
Government received information that these courts
“information on most undoubted authority, and do
were being held in St. Andrew's, St. David's, and St.
not hesitate fully to rely on it. It appears that
Thomas in the East.
sham court-houses, roughly put together, but
46,597. You say these two documents were found
arranged internally upon the same plan as parish
among Paul Bogle's papers?—Yes.
court-houses, have been erected; that there are a
46,598. That of course would not be a matter
sham chief justice, sham assistant-judges, sham
within your own knowledge —They were handed * magistrates, sham clerks of the courts, sham clerks
over to me. Brigadier-General Nelson, I believe,
of the police, sham lawyers, sham policemen, sham
indictments, and sham convictions; the only thing
was the first in possession of them.
genuine about the whole affair the crimes with
46,599. Then we can only take that from you as
having been so reported to you ?—If the Commis
which offenders are charged, the money with which
I lay before the Commissioners two documents

4. º

sioners will take it from me, I refer them to General

Nelson for further information upon that point.
46,600. When did you receive them, was it before
the expiration of martial law —I cannot say when I
received them, I cannot state when I first saw or

heard of them ; they have been placed in my hands

again since the Commission came ; whether they were
placed in my hands before or not I cannot say, but I
certainly heard of them.
46,601. You heard of papers answering to this

description being found 3–Answering to that descrip
tion, and not only in that parish but in several others
the same sort of thing existed. I may state to the
Commission generally that all these documents re

lating to the rebellion have been so passed backwards

the fines inflicted are paid, and the terrible evils
.*

which are likely to result if the thing is permitted
to go on unchecked.” The same has been said is
to drilling, that was only a joke and an amusement,
but it would lead to a very awkward result if they
were led to cope with Europeans.
46,606. As I understand this was brought to your

notice before the outbreak 2–0h dear, yes, long
before. I can state that I read the article myself at

the time it was published, whether it was in this
identical paper or not I cannot say. I will hand in a
placard which was issued in St. John's parish calling
out the St. John's No. 1 Volunteer Corps for drill;

these documents tend to show the disposition and
ultimate intention of the black people to establish fºr

and forwards from one person to another that it is
really impossible now to say who first had them or

themselves institutions similar to those in Vogue

saw them, or when. They came back to me the other

46,607. Will you endeavour, in the course of your

day direct from Mr. Myers. He brought them from
Brigadier-General Nelson, and I have no doubt the

remarks, to distinguish between what is argument

Brigadier will be able to givein formation where they
came from, and how, and when. That creates one of

º

amongst the white people.
and what is evidence –The deductions that Idrew

from all this tended to that upon which I based my
opinion.

the great difficulties. A good many have been copied

46,608. But you are now going on rather tº state

for the Secretary of State, and they have been passed
from officer to officer for one purpose or another.

your inferences?—But my inferences from theiling
and all these different circumstances which I state

lead me to form the opinion I did as to the sºle

of

46,602. They might have been initialed –Cer

tainly they might, but we never expected the inquiry

the country during the time of the rebellion lº

that has since been instituted, and therefore those

wish to place before the Commission the inferenº

precautions were not

and deductions which were formed upon my own mu

taken.

46,603. They speak here of the Court of Araspargus?

There was another point in connexion with this *.

• 46,604. And that Mr. Paul Bogle be appointed

ject which I would have brought under the notic” ºf
the Commission, only that it would be to a.º.

justice of the peace ?–Yes, and Mr. George Clarke
to be appointed judge, I think.

which occurred subsequent to martial law, but whº

—Yes, meaning, I suppose, the Court of Areopagus.

46,605. Was any evidence given at all as to the
handwriting of this?—I am not aware about that :
General Nelson must be referred to for further infor
mation on the subject; I simply know that I heard of
-----

extent irregular, relating as it does to an intº
tends to show how the ignorant people misin”
and misapply documents, and that it is there”."
possible to judge of the value they place "P" "
document by the estimate we form of it oursdº

I can give a very curious illustration of theign”
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and obstinacy with which they pervert documents, if
the Commissioners are willing to hear it.
46,609. Is it something within your own know
ledge –It is so far within my own knowledge that
I had an official report from a party.
46,610. That we cannot hear ; it is, as I under

stand you, an official report subsequently —Without
placing it upon the records of the Commission, would
the Commissioners hear it, merely to give them an
instance of the way in which the black people mis
understand and misinterpret documents : it is a report
from a clergyman.

46,611. Then the clergyman must come himself and
prove it, because we have had experience here how
very much things diminish when the party himself
comes to be examined —The Commissioners will

gather from all the various communications I have
submitted to them that there was not a parish in the
island where some grounds for apprehension or an
urgent necessity for taking protective measures did
not exist. The Custodes, who are quasi lord-lieu
tenants, or the magistrates or other persons of position

or respectability, were continually pointing out the
defenceless and unprotected state of their parishes
the reports laid before the
ommission, showing what the result of them was);

(... quoting now from

reporting that disaffection existed, that seditious or

threatening language, or expressions of sympathy
with the rebels, were openly made use of that nightly
meetings were taking place or secret drillings being
carried on, and that letters threatening to destroy life
or property were being received or placarded up,
making applications for arms and for permission to
embody Volunteers, calling out the rural or enrolling
special constables, and urging upon the Government
to send troops or ships of war to afford protection or

to keep down expected risings.
46,612. (Mr. Gorrie.) This is really an argument 2

—(The witness.) It is a summary of the impression
produced upon my mind upon which I acted. It is
impossible for me to refer to the grounds upon which

I acted without referring to the documents which
came before me and upon which I acted.
46,613. (Commission.) You have put them in evi

dence already ?–But I have not stated the impression
produced upon my mind by them; I am alluding to
the documents, and simply stating the facts which
those documents show, and upon which my opinion was
founded at the time.

-

-

46,614. It is really coming to be a speech and not
evidence 2—It is impossible for me clearly to lay
before the Commissions the impression made upon my
mind without I am allowed to refer to the documents.

46,615. Would it not be better if questions came to
you from the Commissioners ?—I would observe to
the Commissioners that I consider the appointment of

this Commission places me in the position of a person
whose conduct has been impugned and is being in
quired into, and it is a matter of very great import
ance to me, as well as to the colony which once I

presided over, to show clearly in my own words and
in sequence the grounds of my actions. That was
the reason why I asked the Commission in the first
instance to allow me to read my statement without

being interrupted by cross-questioning or by refer
ence to other topics, unless in sequence. I look upon
it that I am in the position of a person whose con
duct is being inquired into.
The Commissioners withdrew for a few minutes

for consideration.

They then returned.

(Mr. Maule.) The Royal Commissioners consider
that you are limited in your statement to anything
which would be a complete answer to the following

on oath, is not a legitimate mode of giving evidence,
so that any argument must be excluded; but any state
ment as to why or how you proceeded to act in conse
quence of these documents would be a legitimate
statement –(The witness.) Unless I am allowed to
explain the various points which they disclose, it is

7 Mar. 1866.
--

impossible for me to put the grounds of my action
before the Commission, because my opinion was based
upon the connexion of all these matters.
46,616. Any assistance they may render you in the
way of your statement that you were led, in conse
quence of the light thrown by the one document upon
another, to proceed in the way you did, would be
legitimate evidence – But then I must show the
nature of the statement which produced the impres
sion on my mind.
46,617. You may say, “This did produce an im
-

-

-

pression, and in consequence of that impression I did
so and so * *-But I must previously make a state
ment of what it was that produced the impression.
46,618. You may point to the documents, but you
are not to argue that they resulted in such a state of
things, because that is the province of the Commis
sioners upon the evidence –Then if the Commis
sioners will allow me I will proceed, and if they find
I am transgressing the rule they can stop me.
(Mr. Maule.) If you would avoid all argument on
the result of the evidence, and only state that it had
such an effect upon you that you deemed it necessary
to do one thing or another, that would of course be
legitimate fact, and not inference.
46,619. (Mr. Gurney.) I see these documents that
you have put in take notice of violence so late
as November — The only object of putting that
in is to show the nature of the proceedings. We had
ample information of the drilling existing, not only
subsequent to the proclamation of martial law but
long previous to that.
46,620. There were drillings said to have been in
St. Elizabeth's -It began in Kingston, I think first,
months before, and it continued during the time of
martial law in different districts.

46,621. Perhaps you will proceed with your state
ment 7–The Commissioners will gather from all the
various communications I have submitted to them

that there was not a parish
46,622. (Mr. Maule.) That is an inference which
of course, whether we gather it or not, is for us,
if you will be kind enough to point to the documents,
and say that they were so numerous, and covered
such an area —If I say that from these documents I
judged there was not a parish in the island, will that
do ’

46,623. Certainly. (Mr. Gorrie.) Was that so at
the time ; was that what induced you to take such a
course ?–I recorded it at the time in my address to
the Legislative Assembly. I have to inform the Com
missioners that I gathered from all the various com
munications I have submitted to them there was not a

parish in the island where some grounds for appre
hension or an urgent necessity for taking protective
measures did not exist

(Mr. Gurney.) That is clearly without the line laid
down to you by the Commissioners.

(The witness.) Then I am utterly unable to lay
before the Commissioners the basis upon which I
acted.

(Mr. Gurney.) The basis upon which you acted
you have given in evidence, and if you have any more
evidence of a similar nature you can give that, but
this is all argument on the evidence.

(The witness.) These are facts disclosed by the
evidence.

after all the documents were put in before us, to ask

produced upon my own mind, and what was the
ground of my action, and I feel it impossible to do so
unless I am allowed to sum up the result of the infor
‘mation given to me. I intended to have shown the

you, “Are these the documents and these the facts

His Ercellency
E. J. Eyre.

connect these documents the one with the other, and

question, assuming that your counsel or that I were,

“ upon which your judgment was founded, and upon
“, which your conduct proceeded.” If you like to
give the fullest answer to such a question as that it
would be a legitimate answer upon oath; but to argue
upon the documents before us, you being a witness

FORTY
EIGHTH
DAY.

I am anxious to show what effect was

number of parishes from which applications for troops
were made, the number of parishes occupied by troops,
and it all follows in sequence; and unless I am able to
6M 2
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show it in that form, I cannot make the Commissioners. whether what you did was rightly done is out of the
province of a witness.
clearly understand the ground of my action.

I)AY.

(Mr. Maule.) You can do that by stating matters
of fact.
His Excellency
E. J. Eyre.

(The witness.) I think the tenor of the Commis.
sion, certainly the voice of public opinion in this

(The witness.) But I must at the same time state country and in England, indicates that I am virtually
upon my trial, although not in so many words.
the effect they produced
(The President.) Or it could be done by allowing
(Mr. Maule.) It is hardly our province to guide
the Commissioners to put questions, or by Mr. Wil inquiry under that assumption.
(The witness.) Rather than take up the time of
liams doing so, and allowing your answers to come in
the usual way. That would enable you to steer clear the Commissioners any further, I would simply prº
of argument upon the documents you have put in. Of ceed to lay before them the additional facts, and then
*

21 Mar. 1866.

course you must bear in mind this is a statement upon

oath, not a speech.
(The witness.) It is a statement upon oath of the
impression produced upon my mind by these circum
stances. If that is the view taken by the Royal
Commissioners, I will just continue the facts which I
have to lay before them, and desire that it may be
recorded on the minutes that I was precluded from
making a summary of the impressions produced upon
my mind by these facts. I am in the position of an

leave the case entirely in their hands.

(Mr. Gurney.) If you would like us to look at
what you have written, and see what portions of it
we can choose as evidence, we will do so.

(Mr. Williams.) Or questions might be founded
upon it.
(The President.) I think that would be the solu

tion of the difficulty.
(Mr. Maule.) Perhaps you will remember this,
Assuming that you are allowed to draw inferences in

accused person, and I believe it is always customary

the form of an argument, or as it were a speech for

in all inquiries to give such parties an opportunity of
stating in his own words the ground of his action and
the justification of it. I am giving evidence upon my
own conduct, that conduct being called in question.
(Mr. Maule.) If you could manage to limit your
statement so as to be guided by the rule which the
Royal Commissioners have just laid down, then you,
being a witness on oath and making a statement of

the defence, everybody whose conduct here may or
may not be the subject-matter of inquiry would have
an equal right to do the same thing, and parties
appearing on the other side would ask to do the same,
and that would lead to a series of speeches quite
beyond the province of any evidence.
(The witness.) Will the Commissioners allow me
to go on with the facts that I wish to bring before

facts, all the facts and circumstances which led you to

them 2

proceed in the way you have proceeded, and which
you say was the ground upon which you acted, would
be legitimate evidence ; but argument or inference is,
as you must of course be aware, beyond the duty or

(Mr. Maule.) Certainly ; and if you will allow us
to look at your notes we could no doubt pick out so
much of the matter in the form of questions addressed
to yourself, which would give you the best oppor:
tunity of answering fully, and giving the evidence
you desire to give in the way of categorical reply.
(The witness.) I have to state that from no less

province of a witness.

(The witness.) Or a summary.

I understand the

Commissioners to object to that.

(Mr. Gurney.) The effect of the evidence is more
for us.

We have the evidence before us.

(The witness.) But the Commissioners a

ot

draw the same inferences from it that I drºw.

than 10 parishes, namely Portland, St. Thomas in the
Vale, St. Elizabeth's, Vere, Westmoreland, St. Mary's
St. Ann's, Clarendon, Hanover, and Manchester,

I

specific applications were made for troops or ships ºf

want to state what operated upon my mind.
(Mr. Maule.) It is not necessary that we should

war, that the Pensioners had to be embodied as addi.
tional troops.

draw the same inferences ; we shall endeavour to

46,624. Not “had to be,” but “were” embodied?

draw the correct ones. It would be quite compatible
for you as a witness to state upon oath —“All these

—Had to be ; they were not embodied in the first

“ informations and all these documents were before

pension.

“ me, and acting upon their weight and value I pro
“ ceeded in the way in which I did proceed,” because

46,625. But as a fact they were embodied?—They
were embodied. St. James', Trelawny, and St.

everybody knows as a matter of history what was

George's had to be garrisoned.

done. Therefore, putting the results of what took

place together, and comparing them with all the
documents you put in, the inference is for the Com
missioners to draw, be it the right one or not.

It is

not to be drawn by the witness producing the docu

instance, they were simply at large upºn

their

(Mr. Gorrie.) This is really a part of the summary
from the documents that have already been put in:

(The witness.) Surely it is important to show how
many parishes were garrisoned.

-

(Mr. Gurney.) It is merely a recapitulation ºf
what Mr. Eyre has put in.

ments.

(The witness.) I have no wish whatever to draw
inferences for the Commissioners.

I desire simply to

(Mr. Payne.) It is equivalent to summing up the
evidence.

point out the effect produced upon my own mind. . I

(Mr. Walcott.) Mr. Eyre is only showing that he

will proceed, with the permission of the Commis

complied with the requisitions and sent troops to the
different parishes; that is a fact within his own

sioners.

(Mr. Maule.) Perhaps you will remember that in
stating that you are upon your defence, that is
perhaps a little too strong an expression under the

knowledge.

circumstances. You are not before us under any

stations in them; and St. David's, St. Thomas in the

(The witness.) Metcalfe was visited by trºops; St.
Catherine, St. Andrew's, and Port Royal had military

imputation or charge, and we are merely seeking to

East, and Portland were the theatre of active military

find out the fullest history of the matters which have

operations.

occurred.

the termination of martial law.

(The witness.) Will the Commissioners refer to

All these circumstances were prior "

(Mr. Gorrie.) As to Portland being the sea ºf

If I

active military operations, that was really not *;

mistake not one of the objects of it is that the conduct
of the officers concerned is to be inquired into, and as
I was myself the chief officer, and responsible for

there were no active operations carried on at Portº

the Royal Commission, appointing them.*

everything, my conduct must be the subject of
inquiry.

(Mr. Maule.) There is no charge against any
officer.

The Commissioners are required to investi

as I understand it. We ought to have that proved by
the proper officer.
(Mr. Gurney.) We have had Capt. Hole.
(The
witness.)
greatexecutions
many troops
were math
there, and
a great A
many
took place there.

I was on the spot at the time, during a pºrtion ºf *

gate the conduct of those concerned in the suppres

time.

sion; and as to that, all upon which you were led to
act would be legitimate evidence; but argument upon

come to the knowledge of the Governor who "

(Mr. Gurney.) The fact is proved that this wº

Ili
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acting—so much we may have.

Perhaps “active

military operations" may be rather a strong expres

—These are facts which were brought under the
notice of the Government at the time.

46,630. (Commission.) Is Elmwood beyond Mulatto

sion.

(The witness.) Very well, I will strike out the word
“active,” and merely say “military operations.”
The applications for troops for Manchester, Black
River, 1°ort Maria, Brown's Town, Falmouth, Montego
Bay, and Lucea could not be complied with until after
the proclamation of the amnesty. Am I at liberty to
state that, in addition to the documents from which

abstracts or extracts have been given, I received
many private letters, or saw other private letters
written to other persons which cannot now be pro
duced, and that I was in constant communication

with the custodes, magistrates, and others, in reference

to the state of the island and as to particular districts,
all of which made a very strong impression upon my
mind at the time.

River ?—About three or four miles beyond it.

His Ercellency

46,631. White Horses is some few miles to the

46,632. There was one person's shop pillaged there,
I think?—That was somewhere down by White
Horses, about four miles to the westward again. I
have taken the extreme points and have left the
intervening parts, just to show that there was an area
of country, extending nearly 60 miles, subject to the
influence of the rebellion.

46,633. (Mr. Gorrie.) There has been no proof yet
about reserving the ladies and taking possession of
the estates ?—I can refer to the evidence of one

gentleman who has been before the Commission,
communicated in the very first instance.

Mrs.

Herschell is another who made the same statement.

in any way.

(The witness.) The tendency of all the information
which thus reached me was to produce an absolute
conviction in my own mind (and this conviction was
shared in by my constitutional advisers) that the
whole colony was in the most imminent danger, and
that the least mistake of policy, or any delay in
carrying out the policy considered necessary, would
inevitably have been fatal to the peace and safety of
the country, and would have led to a repetition in
other parishes of disturbances similar to those which
occurred in St. Thomas in the East.

That was our

opinion founded upon those facts. I may state that in
consequence of the arrest of Dr. Bruce and others,
several districts were in a state of great excitement.
(Mr. Gorrie.) The fact of the excitement ought
not to be stated, that cannot be within Mir. Eyre's
knowledge.
(The witness.) The police at this time were utterly

insufficient in point of numbers, ineffective in point
of discipline and arming, and of a class little to be
depended upon in any real emergency. The Volun
teers were for the most part recently embodied,

Am I at liberty to state my reasons for considering it
desirable that martial law should not terminate :

46,634. (Commission.) You are at liberty to state
any information that reached you which led you to
that conclusion ?—The information is already before
the Commission.
I now give the reasons which
induced me to think that martial law should be con

tinued. They are very short.

First, in order to

deal summarily with the cases excepted from the
operation of the amnesty, many of the parties being
as guilty as those tried by Courts-martial previous to
the amnesty, and there being no valid reason why
they should not be dealt with in the same manner.

Secondly, to preserve peace and good order in the
districts where the rebellion had existed, and to afford
time to reorganize the civil institutions. The Custos,
the magistrates, the clergy, and other principal in
habitants had been killed, wounded, or driven away.
The Inspector of Police had been killed, and the force
become disorganized and demoralized. The Court
house itself was burnt to the ground. It was impos
sible to re-establish civil institutions and relations at

inefliciently armed, and comparatively undisciplined.
I beg to lay before the Commission a report upon

such a juncture, or without a sufficient time being

the state of the Volunteers some time before the

magistrates, clergy, and other inhabitants who had
been compelled to fly during the rebellion. I think
that is one very important reason why it was impos
sible to have suspended martial law.
46,635. What in your opinion would have been the
evils that would have arisen from taking that parti
cular course on the 30th of October –Thirdly, it
was important that for some short time longer, at

outbreak, on 9th October 1865, with my minute upon

it (it was handed in). At this time the Government
were under the impression that the Haytien refugees
were complicit in the rebellion which had broken out

in Jamaica. We have not ascertained up to this
time that they were not mixed up with the matter.
That was also a matter that influenced us.

allowed for reconstruction, and for the return of

least, the Government should continue martial law to

46,626. (Mr. Gorrie.) Is there any evidence that
they were 2–The evidence was, that a vessel laden
with gunpowder, and with Haytiens on board, went

operate as an example and a warning in terrorem

into the disturbed district.

necessity of imposing it in those districts.

That was a fact which

over the disaffected of other districts without the

Fourthly,

tended to lead us to believe they were mixed up with

the indication which the continuance of martial law

1t.

in the county of Surrey for some days after the
amnesty gave of the determination of the Government
to deal promptly and decisively with persons guilty
of rebellion, or the concomitant crimes of murder and
arson, was the most efficacious step it could take to

46,627. (Commission.) You can state what infor

mation you received that led to that impression —
The fact of a vessel arriving in Port Antonio with
gunpowder, and with Haytiens on board.
46,628. You had information that a vessel had

arrived with Haytiens on board, and laden with mili
tary stores 2–Yes.

I wish to bring to the notice of

overawe the evil-disposed in other parts of the colony,
and thereby prevent any rising amongst the negro
population of the districts where disaffection and

the Commission that the Government had before them

seditious tendencies were known to exist.

information that the rebellion had extended for about

were the four principal reasons which operated with
the Government at the time. Am I at liberty to
place before the Commission, in proof of my own

40 miles in one direction, from Morant Bay to

Elmwood, and for nearly 20 miles in another and
almost opposite direction, between Monklands and
Arntully, and that at those extreme points properties
had been plundered and threats used ; that the whole
of the intervening country had been more or less in
possession of the rebels, and the properties therein

Those

unwillingness to have recourse to martial law unless
in the fullest and most absolute conviction of its

necessity ?

I would call attention to the fact that I

have twice refused to impose it, once when called
upon most urgently to do so by the Custos and magis

taken part in these proceedings; that threats to kill

trates of Kingston, and once when requested to do so
by the General commanding in the colony, upon the
representation of the officer in command of the troops

all the white and coloured men, and to reserve the

stationed in the western districts of the island.

ladies and estates for themselves, had been freely

mention that as a fact, to show that I was not anxious

indulged in.
46,629. (Mr. Gorrie.) You could not know that ?

conviction that it was absolutely necessary for the

more or less injured; that parties belonging to all
parts of the country within the area referred to had

E. J. Fyre.

west of Morant Bay ?–To the north-west.

Mr. Harrison ; he was one of those with whom I

(Mr. Gurney.) Certainly ; that is not oljected to
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to impose it without necessity, or except under a full
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MINUTEs of Evi DENCE TAKEN BEFORE

Ker has pointed out as one of the great evils under
Frcellency which the colony labours is the want of stipendiary
E. J. Eyre. justices. I wish to bring before the Commission

His

-

21 Mar. 1866.

º

for the purposes above mentioned, in order that if
safety of the colony. I have noticed in the evidence ““ his
Excellency finds the immigration duties inter.
given before the Royal Commissioners that Mr. Justice

the action taken by the Government upon that question.
In reference to this, I beg to inform the Commission

tºl

“fere with your magisterial duties he may make
“ arrangements for relieving you of the former."
46,637. (Commission.) Then there was an answer
to that I suppose ?—No, this other is merely a letter
of instruction.

.

m

º
º

º

-

------

that on three separate occasions, once in the session of
1856-7, once in the session of 1858-9, and again in
the session of 1864-5, attempts were made by the
local Government to introduce a system of stipendiary
justices. Mr. Hosack, a member of the present Exe

must have been an answer 2—I think there was one

cutive Committee, introduced these bills, but on all

son as well as to all other stipendiary justices. (Read)

occasions referred to it was found impracticable to
carry them through the Assembly. I may add that
in October 1862 I repeatedly called the attention of
the Secretary of State to the necessity of a system of
paid justices; and again, as recently as November
last, I addressed Mr. Cardwell privately on this
subject, and on some others. The first despatch has
been recently published for Parliament amongst other
papers. The latter letter has been printed for the use
of the Cabinet in the confidential papers dated 15th
December 1865. I should wish to lay extracts from
these despatches before the Commission.

I will put

in the whole despatch, if the Commission will permit
me (read No. 9, Oct. 9, 515, No. 862). I also place
before the Commission an extract from the other

despatch referred to of 24th Nov., No. 2, headed

Papers of 15th Dec. 1865 (read). I also called the
attention of the Secretary of State to the subject in
a despatch dated 6th May 1865, No. 21, page 143,
the 14th paragraph (read). I wish to refer to the
evidence given before this Commission by Thomas
Witter Jackson, stipendiary justice. He implies that

º

46,638. You wrote to him to let you know whether
one duty interfered with another, so I think there

º

I place before the Commissioners

º

now a circular letter of instruction sent to Mr. Jack.

*

upon that point.

“ No. 1,344.

“ Gov. Sec.'s Office,
“ SIR,

-

8th October 1862,

“I HAVE the honour to acquaint you that
“, his Grace the Secretary of State has instructed
“ the Lieutenant-Governor to call upon the stipen
“ diary magistrates to visit regularly all prisons,
“ lock-ups, or other places of confinement within their
“ respective parishes or districts, and to use their co&

-

º

sº

&&

stant endeavours to exercise a watchful supervision,
&&

preventing the growth of abuses or the occurrence
“ of any irregularities or improprieties in those in.
stitutions, and I have therefore to instruct you
rigidly to comply with his Grace's orders. The
visits to the places of confinement can be undertaken
in connexion with the bi-monthly visits to the estates
upon which immigrants are located.”
46,639. In that first letter various charges are

-

&g

**

|

&&

*
ºn

mentioned into which you do not enter ?—Yes,

East had caused great dissatisfaction. I mention this,

46,640. But there was one charge which he himself
admitted 2–Yes, the chief charge. I may state I was
also myself aware that Mr. Jackson had been previously removed by my predecessor from one parish

tº.

because it has been asserted

Mr. Jackson's

to another upon the very same ground of misconduct,

ºt

removal was partly the cause of the outbreak. I wish

The fact that Mr. Jackson's removal did not cause

i

to justify the ground of action of the Government in
the matter. I can only say it had become imperative
to remove him. On the 20th July 1865, the Baron
von Ketelhodt reported to me he had been guilty of
most insulting and unbecoming conduct to himself as

the outbreak is proved by the circumstance that he

his removal from the district of St. Thomas in the
that

Custos of the parish, and to the justices in vestry
assembled. On the 25th July, Mr. Jackson was
called upon officially to answer the charges made
against him. His reply, dated 18th August, gave no
satisfactory explanation of his conduct, and on the
29th August, with the concurrence of my constitutional
advisers, I instructed him to remove to another parish.
The whole of the correspondence and proceedings

º

[i.
sº

himself was one of the first that was assaulted and

H.

left for dead. I have that as a fact directly from Mr.
Jackson himself; I have the fact that he was first

::

assaulted upon the rebels reaching Amity Hall, and
that he was left for dead. I have to call the attention
of the Commissioners to the evidence of the Rev.

3.

B. Millard impugning my statement to the Secretary
of State on the 25th of April, 1865, that the petition
of the poor people of St. Ann's was the first fruits ºf

4

\!.

sº,

Doctor Underhill’s letter. He states that two weeks
before Doctor Underhill's letter was heard of that

ts

petition had received a large number of signatures

º,

t

were transmitted to the Secretary of State on the 4th

and that early in March some of his people came and

of September, and the course taken by me approved

asked him if they should sign it. The circular
enclosing Doctor Underhill's letter to the Custodes

º

states and ministers of religion was dated 13th March
and it was published immediately afterwards. The
number of signatures attached to the petition from St.
Ann's was only 108 altogether. The petition itself
that it was signed in St. Ann's on the 28th of March
1865. I put in the original petition with an endorse.

{

ment on the margin where the signatures were

attached. This petition was referred by me to Mr.

º
h

Royes, the Custos of the parish, on the 4th of April,

th

and on the 18th of that month, after full inquiry and
careful consideration, Mr. Royes made an analytical

h:
t

in Mr. Cardwell's despatch, No. 213, of the 12th

October last. The Custos of the parish had frequently
before complained to me that Mr. Jackson neglected
his duties, and on one occasion I was obliged to give
him express instructions to attend to them regularly.
I will put that letter in.
46,636. (Mr. Gorrie.) And Mr. Jackson's reply 2
—That will be put in afterwards ; I have not got it
here.

This is Mr. Austin's letter to Mr. Jackson :“ No. 1,765.
“ Gover. Sec.'s Office,
-

“ SIR,

º

tº:
º

t
º
t

-

1st October 1863.

“I AM directed by the Lieut.-Governor to

“ inform you that complaints have been made to his
“ Excellency through the Custos of St. Thomas in

“ the East by the justices of the district that you
“ decline everything in the shape of outdoor work (as
“ a justice), and that you are scarcely ever to be found

report in which occurs the following passage—
46,641. How is this evidence 2–I only want to

show the Commission that I had good grºund."
writing
thatsigned
despatch.
documents
in sh"tº
that it was
on theThe28th
March. putI desire

“ to take informations, hold investigations, or sign pro

place on
record
before the
Royal Commissioners
tracts
from
the following
despatches
to the Secretary*of

“ cesses of any description. I am to state that as it is

State, one dated the 17th of May 1865, page

“ essential that the few stipendiary justices now left
“ should in every practicable way aid in relieving the
“ unpaid justices, his Excellency will be obliged by

No. 23, Parliamentary papers of February, lº

“ your informing him whether your immigration
“ duties would prevent you from attending at least
“ once a week, on given days and at specified hours,
“ at the Court-house or Peace-office of your district,

t
\
l

|

|S9,

(Read.) I wish to show the effect produced upon tle
peasantry
these
thateventually
a grea.”to
tation had by
been
keptcommunications,
up, and that it led

a state of feeling that culminated in the rebelliºn.
wish to show that I placed before the Secretary."

State those opinions beforehand, and I shall q"

:

-
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these observations were made by the missionaries
themselves at a public meeting. They were circu
lated throughout the country, and they were uncontra

FORTY
EIGHTH

importance if you could lay before us the facts upon

dicted, as far as I am aware. Am I at liberty to put

which those opinions were founded ?–I cannot ex
pain my opinion as to the state of the country unless
I can show what took place. I propose to bring
before the Commission the speeches that were made
at some of these Underhill meetings. I regard those

in these ?

His Ercellency
E. J. Eyre.

speeches as having had a very serious influence upon

of 29th May 1865, and request that the passages

the population of the country.

that I have marked may be read. The first is from
the reported speech of the Rev. M. Hewett : “How
can the country be rich when we have got 40 thieves

subsequent documents to show what took place in the
colony.
46,642. (Mr. Maule.) It would be of much more

(Mr. Gurney.) I think the reports made to you by
the Custodes as to the state of feeling produced at

46,648. You may put in any papers which you say
were brought under the notice of the Government
previous to the outbreak, which influenced them in
their course of action ?—I put in the “County Union”

44

these meetings comes within the rule we have laid

“ in the House of Assembly

down, official communications made to you which
led to the formation of an opinion upon which you
subsequently acted. Of course we shall not take it
as a fact that the reports mentioned in the communi

“ (Mr. Burke) is not one of them ; there is not a
“ more indefatigable and honest member in the
“Assembly; if the others were like him he would
“ not have occasion to speak of 40 thieves. If he

cations were true.

“who knows their motives says so they must be

(The witness.) It showed me that the feeling of dis

satisfaction was extensively spread, and I brought my
impressions and convictions under the notice of the
Secretary of State prior to the outbreak.

(Mr. Maule.) It is not your despatch to the Secre
tary of State that is so important as the communica
tions you received from the Custodes upon which your
despatch to the Secretary of State was founded.
(The witness.) But I want to show that I brought
them under the notice of the Secretary of State.
(Mr. Gurney.) You can state the fact that you at
the time communicated to the Secretary of State what
opinion you formed.
(The witness.) I stated further that I was going to

produce evidence as to what took place at these
Underhill meetings. One important point that I
should wish to put before the Commission is the cir
cumstances under which Dr. Underhill's letter became

published.

46,643. (The President.) You were about to put
in the despatches from the Custodes —No, my des
patch to the Secretary of State.
46,644. (Mr. Gurney.) The Commissioners would
suggest that the despatch of the Custos would be

Our member here

*

“ almost without hope. It is not only imaginary
“ that we are poor, but ask the merchants of Montego
“ Bay to tell you whether they sell as much as they

“ did. You have not the money to purchase now as
“ you had years past, and the goods now are dearer
“ than they ever were before. Those who attended

“ the different churches on Sabbath days must observe
“ the change in the people's dress. I can speak of
“my congregation ; they don't dress now as they used
“ to.

Parents of children are now not able to send

“ them to school as they used once to do.

Why?

“Because they are too poor to supply them with the
“ necessary clothes. I would like to see the rich man
“ of the country. If there be one here, let him
“hold up his hand—(a pause and dead silence). We

“ are too heavily taxed ; there is not a piece of pork
“
“
“
“
“

you eat that you don't pay a tax for ; not a piece
of bread you eat that there is not a tax paid on ;
nor is there a rag you wear that there is not a tax
on. I firmly believe that the 40 thieves would
tax the water that you drink and the air you

“ breathe, if it were possible, and why don't they
“It is because they can't get hold of either.

If they

“ could lay hold of the drops of rain as they fall from
heaven, they would tax them ; or could they grasp

4..

important, it being that upon which you formed your
opinion ?–But the Royal Commissioners, as I under
stand, object to receiving Mr. Royes' despatch.
46,645. No, only we had him here as a witness 2–

Mr. Royes states that the petition never would have
arisen but for Dr. Underhill's ietter.

Will the Com

“ the air as we breathe it, they would tax it also.
There are not better taxpayers than the people of
“Jamaica, taxed till they are crushed down. Poor
“ country! exporting only 30,000 hogsheads of sugar
and 20,000 puncheons of rum, to be taxed so
heavily. We want to know why we are called
upon to pay 50,000l. to support the Established
4.*

missioners allow me to put in a letter from Dr.
Underhill, stating that I had published his letter
I

4.&

wish to show the Commissioners the circumstances

“ Church.

*4.

I would like to see those who talk of

**

under which the letter was published.

It is impor

tant to show how it became published, as it has been

the subject of an official despatch from the Secretary
of State to me, to make inquiry whether I did do it
Or not.

(Mr. Maule.) I think you stated in your evidence
the first day you appeared before us that you had not
published it, in the sense of authorizing it to be put
in the “Gazette.” The word “published ” is an
equivocal word, some using it in the sense of making

it public, others authorizing it officially to appear—
two distinct acts.

You never authorized it officially,

but by circulating it throughout the island Dr.
Underhill said you had made it notorious.

sectarians pay their church. Why do they seek
“ you and me to pay for the building of their churches,
“ for their wine, their organ, and surplices 2 I won't
“say a word of their doctrine. We are taxed enor
“mously for immigration purposes. All of you have

“ to pay it. [Mr. W. Kerr : ‘No, no, no ; I deny it.
“I say no. The planters pay that,'—(sensation)—
“ and amidst the confusion Mr. Kerr left the plat
“ form.] Mr. Hewitt continued—I say yes. You
“will have to pay the debt incurred by immigration.
“I am sorry anything I say should disturb the meet

“ing, but I again say it is we who have to pay the
“ debt. 18,500 immigrants have been brought to
“Jamaica, and what good has this done for the

(Mr. Gurney.) We have all the evidence upon that. “ country? It is you, the labourers, who ought to
(The witness.) Then I will proceed to place before “ work, and then you will prosper.” I would particu
the Commissioners the “County Union” of the 23rd of larly call the attention of the Commissioners to that
May, giving the speeches made at the Underhill
meeting. Those speeches produced a very great effect
upon the population.

last passage, and to the effect it was likely to produce

46,646. Did the report of those speeches produce
any effect upon your mind and guide your action ?—

“ interests of the people, but squandered away their
“ money.
In Dr. Underhill's communication he

Undoubtedly.

“ states that there was not sufficient means in this

46,647. That was communicated to you before the

outbreak – Undoubtedly.

It had a very great effect

DAY.

upon an ignorant and excitable people. The Rev. J.
Reid's speech: “The Assembly did not study the

“ country to support its population.

There was not.

“ In a short time there would not be sufficient food

in showing me the impression produced upon the “ for people to eat, nor money to buy it with if there
mind of the peasantry by these speeches; they go “ was.” The Rev. J. E. Henderson said : “The
even to the length of saying that taxation must not be

“object of the meeting is to take into consideration

Paid for particular purposes. I want to show that

“ Dr. Underhill's letter.

.

.

I go for the doing
6 M 4
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I look on it as

“What do we know of the laws that are made, and

I don't believe we should be

“ the grants by such laws, in the Assembly, until
“ they call on us by taxation to pay them?” I onl
want to show that the peasantry had no knowledge ºf

“ away with the House of Assembly.
a curse to the island.

“ in this position if they had dealt fairly with us.
If a representative Assembly would deal fairly with
the people I would keep it up. They impose a tax
“ of 10s. on the small freeholders and shut their

21 Mar 1866.

“ mouths.

I have just been reminded that it was a

“friend of the people who robbed them. I never
expected to live long enough to see Mr. Jordon rob
“ the people in this country of their rights.
“ In 1844 the debt due by the country was 454,000l.,
-

“ if I am not mistaken.

“ 900,000l.

-

their wrongs, and the injustice practised upon them,
until they were brought to their notice by these
speeches. I now place before the Commission some
depositions by George Foucher, which were put in
possession of the Government at the latter part of
October, giving a statement of what transpired at
some of the Underhill meetings (handed in and

In 1865 it will be about

read). . I place before the Commission the original

How is this enormous debt to be paid

letter, dated 11th September 1865, from Mr. Sidney

g&

with estates going down every day ? The Euro Levein to Dr. Bruce, in which he says he is prepard
peans will soon be leaving the country, and it is to shield Dr. Bruce and others from the charge ºf
“ time for you, the people, to know how it is to be anarchy and tumult, which in a short time must fºllow
paid. Who is to pay it when the Europeans have upon these demonstrations (handed in and read,
“left and there are no planters ? You will be left I wish to place before the Commission, in connexion
“ in the country, and you, the people, will have to with that, the editorial article which is referred to in
pay it all. If your money was used for proper that letter. I believe it has been already put in
purposes, and for the benefit of the people, it would evidence. I then place before the Commissioners a
“ not be regretted. Part of this large debt was letter dated 29th September 1865, and a portion of a
“ borrowed to pay immigrants. Have they done any letter undated, but written apparently about Sept,
“good? (Voices: ‘No, no.’) Do they pay taxes 2 from Dr. Bruce to George William Gordon, and found
“ (Voices: ‘No, no, no.") The natives, who are the among Mr. Gordon's papers.
46,649. When was this brought before you?–Soºn
labouring population, are driven away from the
“ estates, and coolies taken in their stead.” I particu after Mr. Gordon's arrest.
46,650. During the continuance of martial law —
larly call the attention of the Commissioners to that
part. “It is said by every one that the salaries of Yes, immediately afterwards.
46,651. What is this paper?—It is a portion ºf
“ the judges and other officials should be reduced.
‘Why should it not be also said that we can't afford another letter in the same handwriting.
46,652. Was that brought before you at the same
“ to pay 45,000l. a year for the keeping up of the
* Established Church. I say we cannot, and will time —Yes; the only object of this is to show the
“ not, continue to pay it.” I would call the attention connexion between Dr. Bruce and Mr. Gordon, that
of the Commissioners to that expression, “We cannot, there was an intimacy (read):—
and we will not.” “A great reduction in taxation
“Vere, 29th September 1865.
“ may be made, and must be made. . . It may be “MY DEAR MR. GoRDON,
“ said—in fact it has been said—that people like you
“IsiNCERELY hope that Dr. Fiddes will soon
“ought to be ashamed to say that you are poor ; but put you to rights. At any rate you could not go to a
“if the estates can’t give you more than 3s. or 4s. a better man, and I hope you will follow his advice.
“ week—(Voices : 4s. ; No, some 2s. 6d., some only The people of Vere are nobly defending you against
“ 1s. 6d.)—how can you live? Very likely the very the abuse of the planters. They have taken Parsºn
“lazy persons only get 1s. 6d., and those who are Roden to task, and if he does not take the part of the
“ industrious 4s. Whether 4s., 3s., or 2s., the ques oppressed people as you are doing they will leave his
“tion is whether it would be enough for strong men chapel to a man, and let the planters support him.
“ to live on. The country cannot be prosperous The people cannot earn sufficient to sustain life, and
“ when strong men like you cannot make more than misery reigns. God help the wretched peºple.
4s. per week.” Again, Mr. Samuel Holt, a black Thanks, my dear friend, for your kindness in Grant's
man, and a local preacher : “We all feel the hardship affair ; I shall repay gratefully. This is a famºus
“ of the time, but did not know the cause of it. climate for the cure of coughs and colds. I need not
“ Sometimes we go to bed, and in the night we hear tell you how quiet and welcome you will be at Lintº
“ a rumbling, but we turn ourselves, and don’t know Hall, and your dear little brick will make you doubly
“ what the rumbling is. In the morning one man welcome. Do not come to the Bath or any part ºf
“ meet another, and he ask, ‘Did you feel the earth Vere that I may await you and be useful. I feelin

4.

&

* 4.

&&

&

&*

“ quake last night.' Then we know what was the
“
“
“
“

better spirits than I have since you left. Your visit

rumbling. Just so. We all feel the hardship of to the parish has done good. It has brought the
the times, but did not know what was the cause; planters to their senses; they are in some places
we did not know what the rumbling was till every paying the people better, and otherwise beginning to
one ask, ‘Have you read Dr. Underhill's letter f' consider them human beings. Since the last inquº:

“ Then we know what all the disturbance was, and

they have not troubled me. How long they will

“ the rumbling that bring us here to-day. . .

continue to go on kindly I know not, but I will gº
them no cause of offence. Mr. Phillips is working
hard, and will soon be in a position to have the metr
bers for the parish, if you can only find the mºl.
Pray do not let the Vère planters frighten you ºr

A

“ reduction in taxation must take place ; we shall
“ have it made. We won't submit to be crushed

“ down any longer. My friends, read the Acts of
“ the Apostles. When the ship was in danger of

“ being wrecked, did the vessel keep the heavy load keeping out McKenzie and Shaw. There is not *
No, the
man among them. Callaghan is too much of the ºrant,

“ in her till she went down to the bottom.

“ threw over some of the heavy load, and though the
“ ship was lost, those men who took wise counsel

“ got safe to land. Qn the same principle, why should
... we wait till all is lost

Why not throw overboard

but he must succumb. With kindest regards,

“Yours very “sincerely;
.
R. G. BRUCE.
The portion of letter was as follows :-

“It was known a week ago that you were tº be

“ the weight of taxation and save those who could
“ be saved : Why should we wait till all are entirely

asked to preside at a Were meeting, High wagº and

“ crushed, and do nothing before we cry out, Lost

good jobs were at once the result. You will's

“ lost

received by the people with joy. Money willbºº
to fly to keep the people from the meeting. A "*

"

The Rev. W. Dendy : “The people of

“ this island are very heavily taxed.

Why do they

“ come to market with small baskets on heads.

If

“ there was not such a heavy tax on carts they would
“ be more used, which would be a great saving of
labour and time, and be the means of giving employ
“ ment to carpenters and smiths in building them.
&

k

little
notices
should bepost,
printed
sent in
Philips
by Monday's
and and
as many
to anºlettº.”
Te

me by Monday's post whattime and day you willº"
that I may have dinner ready for you. ...R.G. B.
“I have received three ‘Watchman’ for distributi"

sh
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I now place before the Commissioners the deposition
containing or purporting to contain looctor iruce's
speech, introducing Mr. Gordon to the meeting at
Were :-

Jamaica ss., Vere.

“ MY Firiº NDs,

“ Mit. Gordox has come to Vere for the pur
pose of hearing your grievances, and advising you. I
hope you will speak your mind fearlessly. I hope
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October. I simply place this before the Commis
sioners as having been before me (handed in). I also
place before the Commissioners another deposition
from St. Ledger Tivey, dated the day after Dr. Bruce
was brought to Spanish Town, 26th October 1865.

You will be allowed to

Acts 29th Vict. cap. 1., and 29th Viet. cap. 2., give
the same validity to the Acts of the local Government

Three cheers for Mr. Gordon.”

“ I, William Robertson Peart, of the parish of Vere,
planter, do swear that I was at the Alley in the said
parish on Monday, the 4th day of September last, and
heard the speeches delivered there by 1)r. Itobert
George Bruce and George William Gordon, and I then
took down as near as possible the words used by both,
and I declare the above to contain the words used by
1)r. Bruce on that occasion, or the substance and
effect thereof.
“ WM. Ito BEI-Tsox PEARt.”

under the notice of the Commissioners that the local

here with regard to apprehensions which the suspen
sion of the Iſabeas Corpus Act now gives to the
Government in Ireland.

46,659. Those are the Acts passed in the last
session but one – Yes, before the expiration of martial
law.

46,660. That is as to the question of the propriety
of their detention subsequent to their apprehension ?
—Yes. There is one point connected with martial
law which I wish to bring under the notice of the
Commissioners. When proceeding in the “Caravelle’”

Sworn before me this 20th day of October 1865

on the 13th of October we met the “ Wolverine ‘’

“ Robi:RT 18 tºss ELL, J.P.
The Commissioners have before them, I think, the

coming back from Morant Bay, and I went on board
to learn the news and see the refugees. I found there
were many prisoners on board the “Wolverine,” and
two questions arose in connexion with them. First,
whether iſ the ship went up to Kingston (a district
not under martial law) they could be reconveyed back
to Morant Bay for trial; and, secondly, whether they

newspapers of the 17th and 24th of October, with the
two articles, “Our fatal infliction,” and “ The rebel

lion as it is.” I would now place before the Commis
sion two lists of names found among Alexander
Phillips' papers, purporting to be the names of persons
enlisted for the Volunteers, and of persons who are to
be enlisted.

(Lists handed in.)

There was a similar

could be tried at all under martial law for oilences
committed before martial law. I at once sent for the

Attorney-General, who came from the “Caravelle”
to the “Wolverine” to discuss these questions. On
46,653. That does not relate to the case of the the first point I understood that although the
Government, but to the case of Mr. Gordon ; we must “Wolverine” went up to Kingston, yet if the pri
have evidence of its being found 2–1 put in the letter soners were not landed they might still be considered
in which it was enclosed to Mr. Jordon, the secretary. as prisoners under martial law. The only difficulty
The person who signed the letter can be called. I suggested was that a writ of habeas corpus might be
wish to state to the Commission that several of the sued out; but of this, or of its being executed under
parties named in that list have been tried and executed the circumstances, I had no apprehension. In refer
as connected with the rebellion. Of course that was ence to the second point, I understood the Attorney
long before that list was ever heard of, and therefore General to be of opinion that although some doubt
not in any way connected with it, but it shows what might exist as to the strict legality of trying persons
the parties named in that list were. I place before under martial law for offences committed before the
the Commissioners the original document, from which proclamation of it, yet that it was done during the
the “State of the Island” was printed, in Mr. Gordon's martial law of 1832. That if the emergency was
handwriting.
sufficient it might be done, and that the Attorney
46,654. You had not that at the time Mr. Gordon General would not hesitate to do it himself, trusting
was arrested —Certainly not. That was only found to an Act of Indemnity being subsequently passed.
I have no doubt the Attorney-General will corrobo
subsequently.
46,655. When did you get that into your posses rate this statement. Colonel Fyfe was also present
sion ?–Long subsequent to Mr. Gordon's execution. when it took place. The Commissioners will readily
I cannot remember the exact date, but it had no in see the bearing of it with regard to G. W. Gordon's
fluence whatever upon that. I was not even aware of case. It was known to the Government that Mr.
its existence. I do not give that in as any evidence George William Gordon had shortly before the
of any effect upon my mind. I simply place it before rebellion been making a tour of the island, and
list found amongst Mr. Gordon's papers at Cherry
Garden, but that was only found in 19ecember.

-

the Commissioners in connexion with the whole sub

ject.

holding meetings at different places, and it was cur
I would place before the Commissioners a copy rently reported that Paul Bogle had accompanied

of the “Watchinan "newspaper of the 4th of Septem

him.

That the Government had no proof of.

46,661. Do you mean that it was communicated to
ber, purporting to give an account of the meeting
held at Morant Bay, and an editorial article on the the Government that it was reported Paul Bogle had
subject.
accompanied him —Yes, it was the current report of
46,656. Was that in the hands of the Government
before the outbreak —Yes, it was in the hands of

the day.

6,662. Do you mean that it was not only reported,

the Government when it was first published, not this but it was reported to the Government, that it was
identical paper, but a copy of the same paper. It the current report of the day ?—Not officially re
was seen by me prior to the outbreak. (It was ported.

handed in.) I place before the Commissioners a

46,663. Put it was reported ?–It was reported, I

handbill, taken from a large number that were found think, in the papers of that time. The Government
on board a vessel coming from Montego Bay to had under their notice the circumstance of the report
Kingston, addressed to Mr. Gordon, a placard giving that Bogle had accompanied him, and the fact that
some account of the resolutions adopted at the meet Mr. Gordon had gone about the country. I wish to
ing in St. Thomas in the East. The only object of state that having been personally present in the
this is to show the connexion with Mr. Levein, that eastern districts up to the 20th of October, and con

they were printed at his place, and not at Kingston.

sidering that one of the chief grounds stated for the

46,657. Was that brought to the notice of the appointment of this Commission of Inquiry is an al

Government —Yes, prior to the expiration of martial
law. I place before the Commissioners three deposi
tions relating to Dr. Bruce, which were before the
Government prior to his capture, all dated 20th

E. J. Eyre.

21 Mar. 1866

say whatever you think proper. Mr. Gordon is a
friend of the people, and I, you know what I am. I
must now conclude, gentlemen, by calling Mr. Gor
don’ to the chair.

His Ercellene

46,658. Was that laid before the Government?—

Yes; he was then in custody. It is only important
as showing that Dr. Bruce endorsed the views of Mr.
Gordon. (It was put in and read.) I would bring

there are no cowards here.

FORTY
EIG IITH
IDAY.

legation of excessive and unlawful severity, it is only
justice to Brigadier-General Nelson to record my
fullest conviction that all that officer's proceedings,
and all instructions given by him to those acting
6 N
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under him, were characterized by the utmost con
sideration and humanity.
46,664. That we cannot take 2–Cannot I place my
His Excellency opinion before the Commissioners ?
E. J. Eyre.
46,665. Certainly not. You may state your opinion

of anything that came under your own notice, nothing
21 Mar. 1866.
--

more ?—I state that I formed my opinion from obser
vation, from being in the district at the time.
46,666. Certainly there will be no difference of
opinion as to the propriety of the instructions that
were given by General Nelson 2–I wish then to place
before the Commission an original letter from myself
to General Nelson on the 22nd October, prior to the
execution of Mr. Gordon, and received by General
Nelson before the execution took place. I wish the
Commissioners to see that there is nothing that either

The commencement of that case was

long prior to

the rebellion, and it was going on during martial law,
and was not brought to a close when martial law

terminated. There is one other point, I think, I ought
to mention to the Commissioners, that after Mr.
Gordon's arrest, when he was on board the “Wol.

verine,” Mr. Westmoreland came off to see me, and in
the course of conversation a suggestion was made
that he should be tried by a special commission, but
it was only a suggestion, not a formal tender of
advice, or a recommendation, in fact there was no
difference of opinion whatever between the Governor

and his responsible advisers. I did not myself con
sider that the circumstances of the colony at the
moment would permit of such a course being taken.

(Mr. Gorrie.) I do not propose to ask Mr. Eyre

I or the officers concerned wish to withhold or conceal.

any questions.

(Read.)

46,668. (Commission.) Was there a warrant issued
for Mr. Gordon's apprehension ?—There was a war.
rant from myself, signed by myself. I don't know

“ King's House, Sunday evening, 6 p.m.
22nd Oct. 1865.

“MY DEAR BRIGADIER,
“ YoUR report and the proceedings relative
to G. W. Gordon has just reached me through the
General, and I am returning them to him with the
expression of my entire concurrence in the justice of
the sentence, and in the policy of carrying it into
effect. I believe the moral influence which the pu
nishment of such a man will have upon the entire
community will be very great, and do more to check
sedition than all we have done yet. “Fawn" goes
to-morrow to be under your orders.

I should think

that in a few days, if the Maroons do their work
properly, you will be able to report that the chief
rebels are either captured or slain, and that the time
has arrived for offering an opening to all the others
(except actual murderers) to come back to their alle
giance. I have been hard at work all day writing,
except the brief time I was at church, and I am very
tired, which must be my apology for a brief note.
Doubtless you will hear fully from head-quarters.
All going on well everywhere as far as I know. Tre
mendous rains here to-day. I hope you are not having
them.”

46,667. There is a passage in the despatch with
reference to the trial of Mr. Gordon, which I wish to

ask you a question upon.

“Before sentence was

“ carried out, the proceedings and the evidence were

“submitted to Major-General O'Connor, and by him
“ to the Executive Committee, who were in Kingston
“ at the time, and subsequently to yourself at Spanish

what has become of it.

46,669. We have heard something about a sworn
information ?—There was a sworn information of the

postmistress of Morant Bay.
46,670. That was merely as to his handwriting?—
As to his handwriting, we had no proof before us
that that document called the “State of the Island”

was written by Mr. Gordon, only that it was cir
culated by him.
46,671. Can you recollect the date of the warrant?
—It bore date the same day that he was taken.
46,672. It bore date the 17th 2–Yes, I do not
know what has become of the warrant since. I think

Mr. Nairne took it to Cherry Garden; what became
of it afterwards I do not know.

46,673. Did you state yesterday that information
was given to you that the Baptist ministers had made
use of language calculated to create a bad feeling?
—I have stated it in evidence to-day in these papers
I have put in, the newspapers give it.

46,674. Do you remember from whom that infor
mation was received —I saw it in the public prints.
I have put in to-day the speeches expressing the senti.
ments they were said to have uttered,

46,675. That is Mr. Henderson and Mr. Hewitt?
—Yes; I don't attempt to say they were their speeches,
hey were their reported speeches.
46,676. (Mr. Phillipo.) Are those the only ones tº

which you refer —Those are the only ones to which
I refer and I take this opportunity of distinctly
“ Town f"—I was just going to state that I wished stating before the Commissioners my high opinion of a
to bring under the notice of the Commissioners that very large number of the Baptist missionaries: my
the proceedings in Gordon's case were received by objections were confined only to a very limited
Major-General O'Connor, that they were shown or number indeed, and I have given in to-day the state.
rather read by him to two members of the Executive ment of their reported speeches, which produced this
Committee, Mr. Hosack and Mr. Westmoreland, that impression upon my mind.
46,677. What I want to get distinctly before the
they were then transmitted to me without any com
ment for my perusal ; and I wish also to state that Commission is, that it was only from those speeches
General Nelson must have been aware that we all that you formed that opinion ?–Yes, I am happy to
knew the circumstances from my private note having

state that my remark is limited to a very small number.

46,678. (Mr. Williams.) Were there not some per
reached him, and that we had not interfered, and
that therefore we must have approved of it. He sons who passed by the name of Reverend, who were
must have been cognisant of that fact. I think that the subject of some indictments, Mr. Crole and Mr.
is all that I have to bring under the notice of the

Commissioners.

Palmer ?—There was one man of the name of Palme',

I shall be happy to answer any who, I believe, was in connexion with the Jamaic”

questions that may be put to me. There are some union, who was convicted.
46,679. (Commission.) But nobody else?-Nº'ſ
further papers in connexion with the Hartland's case
that I should wish to put in evidence. They were else that I am aware of.
all received before the expiration of martial law, if
46,680. Do you wish to draw a distinction between
the Commissioners will allow them to be placed on the London missionaries and the persons who arº
record as showing that we had this case before us. called native Baptists?–Decidedly.
The witness then withdrew.

BRIGADIER-GENERAL NELSON recalled and further examined.
ºrigadier-Gen.
A. Aelson.
------

46,681. I believe you have some returns to put in 2
—I wanted to ask the permission of the Commission
to put in a return to show the troops I had with me.

31 marines; Total 453; and Maroons under Col. Fº
287.”—The 6th detachment was in one flying cºlum";
Then I would like to give in a copy of the orders issued

(Read) “Statement of troops commanded by Brigadier

by me during the time (The witness handed them in.)
These are the field orders from the first day I took*

General Nelson during the rebellion : Royal Artillery,
18; Second Battalion 6th, 67; 18th W.I. Regiment,
196; late 5th W.I., 55. Total military, 336; 86 sailors,

field until I came in.

-

46,682. These are orders relating to differº"

l
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45,696. You have not been able to obtain them 2–

duties 2–And the instructions issued to all officers of

different detachments.

I would also beg to hand in

No ; that was the first Court-martial that sat ; it sat

FORTY
EIGHTH
DAY.

two or three letters.

46,683. (Mr. Gorrie.) I wish to draw your at
tention to the fact that John Gibbons was said to be

executed at Morant Bay, and there is no record of
that name in the list already given in by you ?—
There is nobody of that name in my list.
46,684. Is he in Col. Hobbs' list –I have nothing

at Morant Bay immediately, the 14th.
45,697. With respect to Monklands, I see there is
the name of James Gibbons —I know myself from
my own knowledge that one man was tried under the

Brigadier
General
Nelson.

name of Charles McQueen, and it afterwards turned
21 Mar. 1866.

out to be French ; the names were very confused.
46,698. Was he not one of the two that were about
to be executed 3–The same man.

to do with Col. Hobbs.

46,699. Who was the other ?–Mitchell.
46,700. Was there a Court-martial held under the

46,685. There are four names unknown –I think

that is in the Attorney-General's Court.
46,686. I suppose you are not certain that some
names may not have slipped out 2–Except that one
Court-martial of the Attorney-General's, I do not
think one was left out.

46,687. (Mr. Hilliams.) When you went out to
Morant Bay did you find the police force or the re
mains of any, so as to be of available service at all
during martial law 2–I found Sergeant McKenzie’s
party, a few men, I could not tell you how many.
They had no arms, they had been all taken away. I
found them very useful in carrying messages and super
intending whatever I required in theordinary routine.
46,688. 13ut not available as a police force —Not
the slightest in the world, they had no arms.
46.689. With regard to the remainder of the Vo

lunteers that were there, did you find them of any
service at all 2–Not the slightest.

I never saw but

two ; one was Lieut. Cooke, who I could not employ
because of the misfortune to his family; the other was
Sergeant-Major Judah.
46,690. (Mr. Gorrie.) You did employ Judah, did
not you ?–Yes, I put him once on guard.
46,691. (Mr. Iſ illiams.) Were you obliged not to
put him on guard afterwards —Well, I relieved him
of his duties; he had animadverted on my conduct in
his newspaper, which was contrary to all rules of the
service.

46,692. I believe you did hand various papers to
Mr. Eyre : —I did, to his Excellency the Governor.
46,693. (Commission.) At Morant Bay there were
four men and one woman executed on the 14th of

October, names unknown –Yes, that was the At
torney-General's Court-martial.

46,694. Then have we no names of those anywhere *
—No.

46,695. Have we notes of his Court-martial 2–No.

I know not what has become of them, I went away
almost immediately, and when I came back, not at
taching much importance to the proceedings in martial

order of General Jackson 3–There was.

46,701. Were McQueen and Mitchell tried before

that Court-martial in the first instance –They were.
46,702. And you refused to allow it to be acted
upon, I think —Yes.
46,703. Were they subsequently tried by a Court
martial which you directed to sit *—Yes. As to this
Court-martial assembled by General Jackson I made
this order, “The Court-martial now sitting will sus
pend its sittings until further orders;” and next day I
led the Court-martial.

46,704. They had been tried ?–Oh, yes, and sent
tenced to be hung, under General Jackson's Court
martial ; but as he had no jurisdiction I immediately
cancelled it, so that they had not been tried.
46,705. (Mr. Gorrie.) Did you give orders to Lieut.
De Wagan to stop the execution ?—No. Mr. De
Wagan was there before I arrived.

46,706. Did you understand at the time these two
men had been taken to be executed ?–No.
heard of it I should have done so.

If I had

46,707. Can you say those are the same two men 2
—They are the same two men that were tried by
General Jackson's Court-martial, and were sentenced

to be hung.
46,708. Was that at Morant 2—At Morant. I have
got the proceedings from General Jackson, therefore
there is no doubt of the fact.

46,709. Will you let us have the proceedings —
Yes. I cannot get quite sufficient evidence to satisfy
myself what became of them. This is General Jackson's
order for the Court-martial. (Handed in.)
46,710. I suppose if these sentences were given in
they were in course of execution, and probably some
were hung —No, I account for them all here.
46,711. Is it not put down when Duncan Stewart
was tried again –He was tried on the 20th of
October.

46,712. And hung on the 20th of October too?—Yes.
46,713. Was that note made at the time —Yes.

law, I did not ask for them.

The witness withdrew.
Honourable SAMUEL RENNALLs sworn and examined.

46,714. Are you Custos of the parish of St. Thomas
in the Vale —I am.

46,715. Do you lay before the Commission a state

“ upon an inquiry instituted upon my conduct, which
“ was carried on in St. Thomas in the Vale, without
“my having the opportunity of being present or

ment relative to the number of cases in the last three

“knowing anything at all about it.

years before the magistrates in Petty Session, the

“
“
“
“
“

º
of appeals, and
do.

the result of the appeals —

46,716. There is also annexed to it the population of
the parishes; according to the last census, the population
of Saint Thomas in the Vale is about 19,000 —Yes.

46,717. There having been in the last three years
1,577 cases before the Petty Sessions —1,134 cases

His Excellency

Governor Darling sent a complaint to the Custos of
the parish ; the Custos sent it down to the senior
magistrate, Mr. Ganiques, but the real actor in the
transaction was Mr. Hall, the magistrate's clerk.
They held an inquiry into my conduct without so

“much as intimating to me that they were going to
“ do it. I was not present a single day, and upon
“ that report that letter was written. Mr. Gorrie.—
&&

in Petty Session, and 443 in the Petty Debts Court,

Your conduct was inquired into by your opponents?

making 1,577 cases before the Petty Sessions; out of those
1,134 cases in the Petty Sessions there have been 12
appeals affirmed and four reversed. The total number of

“ —By my opponents, without my having the oppor
“ tunity of answering them " ?–That casts an impu
tation upon me as the chief magistrate, and I wish to
explain it. A report was sent, quite irrelevant to me,
through the post-office to Governor Darling, and

cases are all distinguished here, the number of males

and females, and also distinguishing under what laws

they have all been brought. (Handed in).
46,718. Do you wish to make some observation
upon some evidence that was given by Mr. Witter

Governor Darling laid it before Mr. Jackson, and
Mr. Jackson's explanation was entirely insufficient.
I only wish to remove the impression that I did any

Jackson –A statement has been made by Mr. Jack

thing behind Mr. Jackson's back.

son, in which I was alluded to, according to what

has appeared in the public prints.

honourable and open in every kind of way.
46,720. (Commission.) You knew generally that a

46,719. You had better take the evidence as it is
upon the notes. This is Mr. Jackson's statement:-

communication had been made to the Governor, but
you were no party to it?—I was no party to it in any

“The whole of it was founded upon a report made

kind of way.

It was quite fair,

I have not the despatch with me, but
6 N 2

Hon.
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there was a communication from myself to Governor
Darling, and when I sent it I said I must state, as
Custos of the parish, that as far as I was individually

Hon.
S. Rennalls.

concerned Mr. Jackson had behaved with the greatest

21 Mar. 1866.

courtesy towards me in the position I held ; therefore,
I think I am rather aggrieved by Mr. Jackson making
that statement.

the answer he had received was not

satisfactory, and

he then requested further information ?—Yes,

46,723. And you answered that ?—I answered that,
but without anything that could be at all conveyed by
those answers of Mr. Jackson's.

|

46,724. Are you able to state whether or not the

:

real actor in the transaction was Mr. Hall, the magis

--

matter in answer to a communication from the Gover

trate's clerk —Not at all ; he decidedly was not,
because I knew what the nature of the complaint was

:
T

nor —Entirely.
46,722. The Governor communicated to you that

and Mr. Hall had nothing whatever to do with it; it
was a medical practitioner in the parish.

º
s

46,721. Was the first time you interfered in the

The witness withdrew.
S. C. Burke,
Esq.
--

-

SAMUEL CoNSTANTINE BURRE, Esq. sworn and examined.
46,725. We understand you desire to make some
statement with respect to the evidence of Mr. West

morland 2–Yes ; first with respect to the Council of
War.

Mr. Westmorland stated that I was in atten

dance at the Council of War, and he said he under

46,727. When was it you had that statement from
the Maroons —I am not certain of the exact day,

}. it was

after the Governor had left for Morant

ay.

".

46,726. No, not exactly that ?–As to the declara

46,728. You think it was five or six days after the
11th, do you ?—I think so.
46,729. Was it as late as Monday do you think?—
I think it was the following Monday, or it may have
been upon a very late day in the first week. A state.
ment has also been made by Mr. Westmorland that I

tion of martial law, at all events ; and he mentioned

had advised the arrest of Mr. Gordon, although he

that I spoke on that occasion. I wish distinctly to
state to the Commission that I was present, and I will

afterwards qualified it by saying that I had not stated
it to him but to somebody else. I beg to assert that
I never was consulted by the Government or by any.
body in authority as to the arrest of Mr. Gordon. I
never advised it ; the only circumstance that ever toºk
place about it was on one occasion meeting Mr.
Myers, the Secretary of the Executive Committee, in
Kingston, and in consequence of the reports which
emanated from the Government, namely, that they
had such strong evidence of a diabolical conspiracy to

stood that not only every member, but he singled out
particularly those gentlemen of colour who were
present as entirely approving of all the acts of the
Government.

state the circumstances under which the declaration

of martial law was made. I was summoned from my
breakfast that morning, not for a moment knowing
or anticipating that I was one to constitute the Council
of War. I accordingly repaired to Head Quarter
House, where the Governor was assembled and a

number of other gentlemen.

The Governor then

opened the proceedings by stating that he had received
information of such an alarming character from St.
Thomas in the East that it was absolutely necessary
in order that the outbreak should be put down that

º

º

---

1.
ºl

º

murder all the white and coloured inhabitants of

Jamaica, and that Mr. Gordon was at the head of it,
and that Mr. Gordon was also at the head of a

There

conspiracy consisting of a number of persons in

were no papers, no evidence, or any proceedings what
ever laid before the Council, and the members pre

Kingston.
46,730. What member of the Government made

there should be a declaration of martial law.

º
*

: .
tº
tº

W.

sent accepted the statement of the Governor as to the

that report to you ?–It was reported all over the city

-

immediate necessity for the proclamation of martial

as having emanated from the Government, and upon

º

law.

that information, when I met Mr. Myers, I asked him
what was the news they had received, whether theſe
was any further information from St. Thomas in the

º

tion of martial law over the whole island, and I
remarked at the time that it appeared to me that the
declaration of martial law would be attended with

East? Mr. Myers very gravely stated that the infor

very serious consequences in districts that were not

mation received was of such a character that there
was no doubt Mr. Gordon was at the head of the con-

I understood the Governor to ask for a declara

affected, and in districts where there had been no

disturbance.

That was the effect of my remarks, and

it would also be attended with great inconvenience,

seeing that the civil power would be suspended in that
district. Everybody present certainly accepted the
information given in the same way as a gentleman
acting from the impressions of another would do ; we
accepted the statement, but awaiting for evidence
that it was justifiable. Another statement made by

3.
t

in

spiracy. That was what I understood from Mr.
Myers, that the evidence was of such a character that

"...

there was no doubt whatever that Mr. Gordon was at

s

the head of this conspiracy; that the Government
had information that it had broken out prematurely,
that it was fixed for Christmas, and that these occur.
rences at St. Thomas in the East had happened most

º

-

K
|

;

Mr. Westmorland was with respect to the employment

fortunately, and that Mr. Gordon was at the head ºf
it, and he inquired of me whether I knew whether Mr.

º

of the Maroons.

Gordon was in town or not

!º

He stated that I had advised their

employment. I wish distinctly to state that I never
was consulted either by the Government or anybody
in authority as to the acts of the Government, as
Clerk of the Peace for Metcalfe. Three or four days
after this occurrence took place three or four Maroons
of the district of Scot’s Hall came down to me, stating

I stated that I had just

immediately before seeing him seen Mr. Gordon at the
corner of the street shaking hands with Mr. Hºsºkº
He said, “Is he in Kingston " I said, “Yes, he is in
Kingston.” Mr. Myers and myself went on speaking *
to Mr. Gordon and as to the information that I under
stood the Government had as to the extensive nature

that they had heard of this outbreak, and desiring to

of this rebellion, and it surprised me as it did agrº.

offer their services to the Government.

As an official

many others. Shortly after this Mr. Gordon himself

of the parish I spoke to them, and I wrote a note to
Mr. Westmorland, who is the Custos of the parish,

came down from the steps of Mr. Airy's office as we were

stating that these men had come in, and that if he had
any direction to give them he could do so. That was
the only thing that ever occurred regarding the
employment of the Maroons. I most assuredly would
have advised their employment, under the state of
circumstances in Kingston, for the information that

standing in the street. I said to Mr. Myers, “Ther:
is Mr. Gordon, now ; ” and Mr. Myers left me and
went in that direction.

-

46,731. What day was this?—This was, Ithik
two or three days previous to Mr. Gordon's arrest.
46,732. You have not yet answered the questiº

whether you did advise his arrest, I think?—Yº!

was given out to the public by the Government and

have; I stated that I did not, nor was I asked whether

from other sources was of such an alarming character

he should be arrested.

that every man who desired the safety of the colony
would have taken any steps whatever to put down

46,733.with
(Mr.regard
Gorrie.)to There
were also somepoints
I think,
the discussions
which took

what was conceived to be such an outbreak that it

was necessary to take the strongest measure of sup

place in the Assembly about which you desi""
speak —Yes. Another statement which was mºſ

pression.

Mr. Westmorland was that the discussions in *

-

sh

s
º
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Assembly on the Governor's address were unanimous,
that there was no dissentient.

I will state to the

46,740. How long before had you given notice of
motion ?—I should say a week or two, I cannot say

Commission that upon the occasion of the Govenor's
address I was appointed by the Speaker to prepare the

with certainty as to that.

reply; that was I think on the 8th. The committee met

others, because you gave as a reason that the 1st

46,741. Probably you gave notice much after the

the next day, and upon the committee meeting the first

West India Regiment had been omitted –Mine was

question I put was to ask the Chairman (and Mr. West

the last notice of motion given when I discovered this
omission. I can positively state it was the last motion.

morland was present, and I think I directed my obser
vation to him) whether the Government could afford
us some information of the truth of the Governor's

46,742. Was it as much as a week before the 21st
when it came on ?—I think it must have becn, but

island, and I stated that before we endorsed that por

tion of the address we should have some proof of it.

favour of Colonel Hobbs –Yes.

Mr. Westmorland then stated that the Government

murder all the white and coloured inhabitants of the

time for us to discuss that question and create divi

46,744. Did you speak of him as having saved
Kingston 2–Yes. I do not hesitate to say that I spoke
at the time upon the representations of General

sion, because it would be disastrous to the interests of

Jackson.

the community, or some words to that effect. This
prevented our having any further discussion on the
subject ; the majority of the committee were most
assuredly for the endorsement of the Governor's
address, and it was endorsed accordingly. I moved

46,745. Can you tell us what you did say ?–Yes.
I stated that an attempt had been made to depreciate

had abundant evidence, and that this was not the

an amendment in committee to strike out certain

passages, particularly the one about the “pseudo
philanthropist and religious agitators,” but the com
mittee was so strong, something like nine to four (we
had a division), the Government succeeded in carrying
the address; it was brought up that evening in the

House, and it was opposed both by Mr. Henderson and
Mr. Charles Levy. I was about to speak upon the

Colonel IIobbs' services, and

that I believe that

unless that march had been taken over the mountains

to form a junction at Morant Bay, it would not have
been so quickly settled, and Colonel Hobbs' services
ought not to be depreciated. I think I used those
words; some remark appeared in the papers about the
backbone of the rebellion had been broken, and I

said if anybody deserved the credit of it I thought
Colonel Hobbs deserved it.

addre-s when Mr. Westmorland spoke to me and
said (I was about to propose some amendment as I had
done in the committee), “What is the good of asking
“ to have this division, there being so large a majo
“rity it will not have a good effect on the commu
“nity.” That had the effect of my giving in, as

46,746. Allow me to refresh your memory as to
the date of your motion (handing the motion paper
to the witness). I see it is December the 18th, I
thought it was earlier.
46,747. Do you know Mr. Myers’ handwriting 2–
I do (referring to a paper). I said Colonel Hobbs
deserved great credit, and his services ought to be
recognized ; that was the effect of it. I see

there was certainly a large majority, and that was

this is Mr. Myers' writing.

the way in which the address passed. There is one
other point which I should like to mention, it is this.
Mr. Westmorland advanced as a proof of my
approval of the whole of the subsequent proceed

wish it.

ings in the Assembly that I had proposed a grant to
the West India regiments.

I will state the circum

stances under which I did that.

I found in the House

of Assembly a number of members proposing grants
to officers who they particularly favoured, who they
thought had done a good deal during the rebellion ;
and I heard remarks in Kingston that every other

branch of the service was complimented but the black
troops, and I went up to the House that night and
proposed that they should also get 100l. None of the
grants were opposed and that was accordingly carried

46,734. Can you speak as to the state of feeling in
Kingston —I can only state to the Commission that
I hope never to see such a state of feeling again.

I will read it if you

46,748. Would you have any objection to state
from which of the members of the Executive Com

mittee, if from any of them, you received this infor
mation about various reports, or whether you received
any information from anyone else ?—I could not dis
tinctly say now what member it was, but I know this,
the members of the Executive Committee spoke to
persons all over the city.
46,749. Do you remember coming to my chambers
shortly after the arrest of Mr. Gordon —I have been.
I have come to your chambers repeatedly. I have had
business with you.
46,750. Do you remember telling me of the arrest
of Mr. Gordon 2–I may have done so in conversa
tion.

repression. I was myself at that time continually
spoken to by every person and told that I was to be

46,751. Do you remember telling me that there
was a difficulty about his arrest in consequence of his
having been without the boundaries of the proclaimed
district —I remember telling you it was a pity the
Government had done such a thing, because it
appeared to me improper.
46,752. Do you remember also telling me that in

arrested too.

troublous times, or I think the word was “critical"

First, there was the state of feeling arising from the
report disseminated as to the magnitude of the rebel
lion, and next from the acts of the Government in its

Your Excellency may from this form

an idea what the state of things then was.

46,735. (Mr. If 7//iams.) The resolution you moved

in the House of Assembly was about five weeks after
martial law had expired?--What resolution do you mean?
46,736. The resolution you made to compensate
the West India Regiment for their services 3–I cannot
recollect the date that I gave notice of it because the
notice papers are not here ; but I may state that the
motions are not made until the conclusion of the

session, until the House is in “the state of the island

upon grants,” so that although you give notice, you
are obliged to wait till the termination of the session

before it can be put.
46,737. (Commission.) Having given notice you

times, like these technical objections of that kind

ought not to be raised ?–I never told you anything
of the kind; you agreed with me, that it was a pity
that the Government had done such a thing, and you

did not know who they could have consulted, and you
doubted whether the Attorney-General had advised
such a course.

46,753. (Commission.) You have not yet answered
the question whether you said that in critical times
like these technical objections like this ought not to be
raised ?–I think I did answer it. I distinctly say
I never used any such expression.
46,754. (Mr. Williams.) Previous to the time of

motion was made on the 21st, the usual time, the same

of your going to the meeting of the Council of War,
had you received information of the murders that had
taken place at Morant Bay ?—I had heard of them
the evening previous, certainly,
46,755. Did you believe that information ?—I did.
46,756. When you went to the Council of War, did
you then still believe that information ? — Most

time as all the other motions.

assuredly.

are not obliged to move it 2–No.
46,738. When was the motion made 2–I think on

the 21st of December.

46,739. (Mr. Williams.) Evidence has already been
given that it was on the 18th 2–1 think not; the

S. C. Burke,
Esq.
21 Mar. 1866,

you can see by the notice paper.
46,743. (Mr. Jilliams.) Do you remember the
terms on which you spoke upon the resolution in

statement that there was this diabolical conspiracy to

FORTY
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46,757. Did you act upon it 2–I acted upon it, and
upon
the Governor's
further
that that
evidence
had been
received by
him statement
that morning
the

and the remark made by Mr. Williams was, “Oh!
““ the
anti-slavery society is dead, this is their death.
blow.

S. C. Burke, people in open rebellion were going into St. David's
46,758. (Commission.) That information had been

46,763. (Mr. Williams.) Was not the amendment
you moved in the House precisely of the same cha.
racter that you moved when the committee was

* Mar '866, received 2–Yes; that a person had arrived that

appointed to prepare the address?—I did not more

FORTY-

lºtſ
DAY,

Esq." and the adjacent parishes.
morning and given evidence of it, and, I think, in

any at all in the House in consequence of Mr. West.

answer to my objection to having martial law in any

morland's saying at this arising, “It was very un

extended district, the Governor mentioned that it was
only that morning that particular evidence had been
received from some gentlemen who had just arrived.
Of course that silenced anything like objection of mine.
46,759. (Mr. Williams.) You have mentioned that
you moved an amendment to the address in the House
of Assembly –Yes, I did.

“ desirable to have any divisions.”
46,764. (Commission.) Then you did not move in
the House at all —I did not. I dissented from it
at the beginning, and I was the first man that did.
46,765. (Mr Williams.) Did you not in committee
express your total dissent from it —I said that I did
not believe the truth of the report that there was any

sº

46,760. Do you remember that the only effect of general conspiracy, and I asked for some evidence ºf

º

your amendment was to put in general terms, with
regard to the newspapers and the pseudo-philanthropists, that which the other members wished to put in
specific terms ?—I first asked to strike out the passage
altogether ; there was a large majority against that.
I then said I would put it in general terms.
46,761. Was not the amendment printed 2–No,
I do not think it was. It would not be, because it

“ moted this rebellion,” or some words to that effect,

leaving out the allusion to the pseudo-philanthropist.
I said it was better to put it in that way than
reiterating all those things ; it was only likely to
create unnecessary opposition.

º
º
º

º
º

remarks used in the Governor's speech.

46,762. Then your amendment was that you should
use terms stating that you agreed to the causes which
led to the rebellion ?–Without reiterating them. It
was the last resort when there was such a majority
for having all the words in. When we found such a
large majority for reiterating these words, Isaid, “Then

I wrote out

the amendment saying, “Strike out the clause, and
“ put in that we agree with the cause that has pro-

º

it from the Government.
46,766. (Mr. Payne.) At the time these amen].
ments were moved in committee did you express
your disapprobation of the Government –Yes, I
most assuredly expressed my disapproval of the
46,767. Did you express your disapproval when
you moved the amendment in committee?—I did.
46,768. Was that in your speech in committee ºr
in the House ?–In committee; there was no speech
in the House.
46,769. (Mr. Williams.) Can you state in whi;
way you expressed your dissent –In this way. We
were not discussing the acts of the Government at
that time. I am speaking of a discussion on the
subject of the Governor's speech.
46,770. You have just this moment stated that you
did express your disapprobation of the acts of the
Governors —Indicated in his speech.
46,771. What were the acts indicated in his speech?
—The acts were that there was this tremendous
conspiracy, and that there was a conspiracy to over.

was in the committee of the House.

45

º
º

i.

º
º
-.

º
º
º

º

º

*

|

º
º

º

“ let us enter into a compromise; strike out all that,

throw the constitution of the island.

º

“ and let us say in general terms we agree with the
“ causes that promoted it.” I said, “You are going

46,772. But that is no act; surely you know the
difference between an act and a statement?—There

-º
lº

“ to provoke the hostility of a large religious body,

was nothing about the acts of repression in the

º

“ and people in England who are philanthropists,”

speech.

º

The witness withdrew.

º

Joseph StoxE WILLIAMs, Esq.

º:

*...*

J. S. Williams,
Esq.

May I be allowed to make a statement with
regard to what has just now fallen from Mr. Burke 2

He is quite right in saying that I was opposed to
persons being taken up without warrant. I certainly
disapproved of it, and more than that, I endeavoured
so far as I could to repress it ; but Mr. Burke most
certainly did state to me at that very selfsame inter-

Mr. Gordon, and he himself was the first person that
He also stated, when
he himself brought to my notice the point about his
having been actually arrested out of the district in
which martial law had not been proclaimed, that in
critical times like these technical objections ought
not to be raised.
communicated the fact to me.

*

º

º

view what I have put to him as to the arrest of
The witness withdrew.
*

º

Rev. HENRY CLARKE sworn and examined.

R. v. H. Clarke,

46,773. (Mr. Payne.) I believe you are a clergy- my congregation about it the first Sunday after I heard

tº
º

it; it was a very wet Sunday, and there were nº
many there, but all expressed great horror at it.

º

46,783. Do you think that feeling was reciprº.

º

-

man of the Church of England 2–Yes.
46,774. And reside in the parish of Westmoreland 2
—Yes.

-

46.775. At a place called Grange Hill —Yes.

and shared in by the population generally:-

46,776. Have you been long there 3–Thirteen years.
46,777. Have you had abundant opportunities of

so, as far as I know about it.

ascertaining the disposition of the people *-Yes ; I
have lived among them all that time.

think

46,784. Your congregation consists chieſ; of black
people, does it not ?–Principally.
46,785. (Mr. Walcott.) Are your remarks cºine!
entirely to the people in your own district ?–Yes, .
46,786. They apply to no other part of the parish:
—I was not in any other part of the parish at that
time.
46,787. (Mr. Payne.) But how far do your meals
of knowledge extend ?–As far as my means of obser

46,778. Can you say what was their state during
Bay —I did not see any change in them of any kind.
16,779. Did you see any symptoms of sedition or
discontent —Not in the least.
46,780. Or any symptoms of an inclination to resist
lawful authority ?—Not in the least.

vation extended.

46,781. You were there also during the period of
the insurrection ?—Yes.

46,788. How far is that —I can say what I hº
from others, but as to what I know, I can only slº.ak

the three months previous to the outbreak at Morant

*

46,782. Did you notice the manner in which the of my own district; that is Trinity district, which
news of the insurrection was received there 2–I told consists entirely of sugar estates.
The witness withdrew,

Adjourned.

|
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Friday, 23rd March 1866.
PRESENT :
FORTY

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.
John BlossETT MAULE, Esq.
Russell GURNEY, Esq.
|

NINTH DAY,

Maj.-Gen.

Major-General O'Connor recalled and further examined.
46,789. You wish to make some statement to the
46,796. We had better have the letter f—I sent the
Royal Commissioners with reference to a letter that letter, and it was read here.
46,797. Is that it (referring to a paper) —Oh no,
was read the other day —If you please. In Colonel
Hobbs' evidence, he made a statement that he had re that is the whole of Col. Hobbs' correspondence upon
ceived a letter from the Deputy Adjutant-General, I sheets of paper.
think of the 18th of October, which influenced his

46,798. You say there was some letter sent to him

conduct very much.
46,790. Not very much –Which influenced his
conduct. I am not certain, so I wish to be corrected;
and that that caused him, instead of leaving 11 men,
or sending on 11 men, I think it was, to punish them.

in answer to some letter from him —He wrote a
letter on the 19th.

That letter was not an official letter. He called it a
demi-official letter. I do not know what he calls a
demi-official letter.

46,791. Semi-official f—Semi-official, whichever he

pleases.

46,792. You mean to say it was not written by your
authority ?—I mean to say that letter was written
without my knowledge, without my authority, that I
knew nothing about it until Colonel Hobbs referred to
it in a document which I have read and which is

apropos about nothing.
46,793. You state that in fact the letter produced

by Colonel Hobbs was not written by Colonel Elking
ton in his official capacity as Deputy Adjutant-General?

46,799. We had better have that letter –I think

you will find it there ; it would be about the 19th of
October. I handed it in and it was read before the
Commission.
46,800. I do not think we have had that letter 2–
Not the instructions.

46,801. No, or the letter asking for the instructions;
it is a long letter that he wrote from Chiego Foot
Market on the 19th October.

46,802. When was the first letter you received from
him after 12th October 2—The 15th October 1865,
Newcastle 3.30.

46,803. Give us that, if you please ?—I believe I
Call.

(The witness handed in the
read as follows):
“Most pressing.

—It was not written, nor did I know of it until the

“ Newcastle, Jamaica,

11th of January; it was not written by my authority
or with my knowledge, nor did I know of it until the

“ SIR,

11th of January 1866.
46,794. I think we ought to ask you what directions
you gave to those who were to carry out the military
operations —The first instructions given were wriiten
at 12 midnight, October 12th 1865.
(Read.)
“ Head-quarters, Kingston, Jamaica.

to forward the same for the information of the Major

*

1:2th ()ctober 1865

“The officer commanding 2/6th Regiment will
detail 50 rank and file with due proportion of non
vided

com. officers under command of a captain to proceed

! ſty

forthwith on receipt of this order to Mahogany Vale
in light marching order, there to report themselves

lds.

letter which was

3.30 p.m. 13 Oct. 1865.
“ HAVING received enclosed I have the honour

Genl. Commdg.

I consider the letter of Genl. Jack

son so strong, and that from his military experience he
is not likely to write as he has done unless the
emergency was real. I have deemed it advisable to
reinforce Capt. Field by sending him another com
pany of 50 Royals with provisions and extra ammu
nition. I am ready at a moment's notice to take com
mand of this force myself, as it is evident from the
enclosed that an engagement is expected this evening,
and await instructions from the Major-Genl. Both
officers and men under my command exhibit the
most praiseworthy willingness to be employed in this

to General Jackson, a magistrate, and who will

difficult and arduous duty. Captain Ainsley would

accompany the detachment ; and the officer com

command in my absence should the Genl. approve of
my taking command of the troops at Mahogany Valley,
and I would bring to your notice that the force here

manding will be guided by the Queen's regulations,
page 201, &c., on riots, as to his proceedings.
“In the event of General Jackson being absent,

the officer commanding will call on Mr. McHenry,
magistrate, to accompany him or any other magistrate
in the neighbourhood available.
“By order,
“ (Signed).
A. A. NELson, D.A.G.
“A policeman will be sent from this, who knows the
country, to render any service in his power, as a guide.
“ (Signed)
A. A. NELson, D.A.G.

“Col. and Lt.-Col. commanding
“ 2nd Battn. 6th Foot.

“I have the honour, &c.,
“ J. FRANCIs Hobbs.”

Then that encloses a letter from Mr. Davidson, ad
dressed to the Colonel or officer in command at New
castle :-

“ SIR,

“I BEG to enclose you a reliable communica

tion; as a magistrate I consider it my duty to send it
to you. Send us troops if you can, it is only 15 miles
or so from Newcastle to the line of the parishes of St.

“To the officer commanding

Thomas in the East and St. David.

“ 2/6th Regt. Newcastle.
“ (True copy) J. F. Hobbs.”
46,795. Were there any other orders given by you?
–Yes, I gave orders to Colonel Hobbs when he wrote
tº me for instructions with regard to martial law.
That letter has been put in and read, giving him
directions what measures he was to adopt.

is now much reduced.

The pur

ful state.

We are in a fear

Many gentlemen of influence and position

have been murdered.

“Your obedt. servant,
“ JoHN DAVIDsoN,
“Justice of the Peace, St. David.

“Friday, 9 o'clock a.m.”

Port of it was that there was one of two courses to

Then there is a letter from Mahogany Vale to Col.
Hobbs, or the officer in command, from General

Pursue.

Jackson —
6 N 4

O'Connor.
23 Mar. 1866.
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“Mahogany Vale,
“SIR,

Friday, 13th Oct. 1865.

Maj.-Gen.

“THE insurrection of the black population is

O'Connor.

rapidly increasing, and the Maroons are reported as
23 Mar. 1866.
--

marching to join the rebels. On the strength of
almost undeniable evidence in the opinions of the
officers acting with me, being urgent necessity, I have
the honour to request you will detach the hundred
rank and file to Mahogany Vale to join Capt. Field.
It is a pleasure to me to report the Royal Sixth
marched in to-day in splendid style, and that officers
and men seem thoroughly satisfied with the quarters
I prepared for them. Not a man sick, nevertheless I
have medical attendance in case of necessity. The
officers are urgent for an immediate supply of ammu
nition. Kindly order all commissariat stores to
Mahogany Vale. We shall march this evening to
meet the rebels, and with your noble detachment

depend upon it the Antelopes will do their duty.”
46,804. What is your next letter, your answer to
this letter of Colonel Hobbs, asking permission to take
command of the detachment, and asking for instruc
tions —He received permission to take command.

decided course. Was, with your authority, any cºm.
munication made to ilim before this, as to the cours

that he pursued not being sufficiently decided:–
With your permission I will explain that, with
reference to instructions, as I stated on the evident,
Colonel Nelson was as well acquainted at the time,
and better afterwards with the exigencies of the cases

that were before him in the field. With regard tº
Colonel Hobbs I received every despatch, teeming
with success, and carrying all before him to such an
extent that it would have been perfectly superfluous
to presume to give him instructions as to what he was
to do.

46,815. Did you not think it was necessary to fire
him some instructions before that letter of the 20th,
about the course that he should pursue with reference
to those whom his success had led him to capture?—

Certainly not; he seemed to do everything on his own
account, he seemed to be all coleur de rose throughout
the campaign.
46,816. What was the course which was not suſ.
ciently decided ?–That arose from the number ºf
prisoners coming in which crowded us in the camp.
46,817. Was any complaint made to him on tº

These are all entered in the letter books.

46,805. We want your lefter in answer to this 2—I
was not aware that I was to be examined upon Colonel

subject —No complaint was made to him when they
came tumbling into camp ; then that letter was
written,

Hobbs’ letters.

46,818. This says, “I am glad you are adopting a
46,806. Do you think it is in the secretary's book?
—It may be. Here is Colonel Hobbs' own order
signed by himself, with regard to this letter, the letter
of the 19th, which will save an immense deal of
trouble. The queries are at one side, and it will save

you a good deal of trouble, they are all put down
there, and signed by himself. (Letter book produced.)
46,807. Is there not a letter written by you after
the letter of the 13th of October, until the 20th 2–Oh,

yes, there are other letters there. I think you will find
several letters there; there are two letters containing

“ more decided course” –Yes, that was instead ºf

sending them on to camp, instead of crowding us
there, instead of sending prisoners on vague charges;
that is a continuation of one of the paragraphs, A

great number of the prisoners that were sent there was
no crime against. This is the original document,
your Excellency called for of the 19th of Octºbeſ,
(The document was here produced and read a
follows):—
“Stony Gut, Paul Bogle's chapel,
“The Heights, 9.30 a.m., Oct. 19.

his instructions.

46,808. Did you give him any instructions as to his
course under martial law —No ; at that time martial
law was not declared. The first letter was sent at

“To Major General O'Connor if at Morint
Bay, or any other officer, naval or military.

“I have reached Stony Gut from my lead.

midnight to him, then Captain Field marched, and
subsequently Colonel Hobbs asked permission to go
himself, which I granted.
46,809. Were you present at the proclamation of
martial law on the 13th 2–I was present at the

quarters Moncklands, having shot a number of rebels

Council of War.

Lebanon. As this is close to me, and Paul Bogle suſ
posed to be near Moncklands, I retire in that direc.
tion, bivouac where I can, and march early to-morrow,

46,810. Did you on that occasion give any instruc
tions to Colonel Hobbs about the course he should

on the way. Stony Gut I found vacated by the rebels,
but occupied by a party of seamen, marines, and
Artillery, who arrived here at daybreak yesterly.
The rebels have fled towards Somerset and Mºunt

as there is abundance of work cut out for me.

th

pursue —No, because he had not taken command at

have directed this rebellious settlement to be utter;

*:

that time.

destroyed.

ſº

46,811. On the 20th?—Yes, before the 20th.
46,812. Did you lay down any commands about the
officersgoing to the disturbed district?—None whatever.
46,813. This letter of the 20th contains this : “I
instructed Lieut.-Col. Elkington, Acting Depaty
Adjutant-General to order you to make Monklands

“ your head-quarters, for some time, sending out
parties in various directions to scour the adjacent

stand, there was no letter from Colonel Hobbs requesting
instructions as to how he should act?—Certainly nºt

country and to capture any rebels they may dis
cover. I am much obliged by your adopting a more

as I recollect; and permit me to explain, situated"
they were in the field, the difficulty of holing ºr
munication was very great; as Colonel Hºbbs,”
surrounded by thousands of rebels, it would have been
totally
impossible for me to have judiciously givºliº
structions in Kingston as to what he was to do in

“ (Signed)

decided course with regard to captured rebels, the
&&
*

many you have sent into camp upon mere suspicion
or vague charges has caused some embarrassment.

º

One of two courses seems to me, under martial law,

4.

to be the rule for your conduct ; if on careful in
vestigation the captured persons are innocent,
always giving them the advantage of a doubt, then

<
&•

(,

J. FRANCIs Ilºs,

“ Colonel Comdg. troºps in
“ Central District."

&<

&

§:

“I have the honour, &c.,

46,819. Between the 13th and the 20th, as I under.

Mahogany Valley.

-

46,820. I do not ask so much as to his instructivº

about military operations, but instructions sº

4.*

release them, but if guilty and taken ‘red handed’

course he should pursue under martial law *—I gave

&4.

summary justice and execution of the sentence.”

no other instructions.

To what was it you referred when you said you are
much pleased by his adopting a more decided course?

-

46,821. I want to ask you whether when you rºl

the proceedings of Mr. Gordon's Court-martialſº

—Colonel Hobbs sent a number of people on vague

Colonel Nelson, whether you showed them ºf."

charges, or no charge at all, into camp, some considerable
distance; the camp was already crowded, and I thought
therefore that he should dispose of them, if innocent

mitted them to the members of the Executive C*
mittee —When the proceedings were brought to me

to set them free, and if not to use his own discretion.

46,814. Was any communication made to Colonel
Hobbs with regard to his not having adopted a more.

the Executive Committee were present in my tº
46,822. When you received them *—When I tº
ceived them.

46,823. And you handed them to them to rew."
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I opened them and read them through to the Execu
tive Committee, and transmitted them forthwith to

the Governor.

They were no longer a secret; and

permit me to explain, as Governor Eyre had requested
that I would act altogether with the Committee, and
as I had done all the duty with the Governor in town,
I thought they ought to know all about it.
46,824. Let me draw your attention to this matter.
The question was put (reading):—
“33,530. Did you interfere in Mr. Gordon's

46,839. I so understood you ?—I said that Colonel
Hobbs had said so.

The two following letters were put in and read:— Major-General
A letter from Colonel Hobbs, addressed to Major
General O'Connor, dated 19th of October.

nine miles in advance of Monklands,

the excitement at home, and wished Lord de

Grey and the Duke of Cambridge to be in
possession of these facts as rapidly as possible.”

rivers, which took the men above their waists. There
was not a single officer, N.C. officer, or soldier who

Then I think a letter was referred to which has never

was not literally wet through and through, and every
article of their artillery, saddlery, &c., utterly de
stroyed, added to this the intense darkness of the
night, made it a march never to be forgotten in the
6th Regiment. About daylight this morning, in
passing through this village, or cross-roads (where
the rebels have destroyed everything), I found a
number of special constables, who had captured a
number of prisoners from the rebel camp. Finding

It will be found in

the correspondence that I transmitted the pro
ceedings to the Governor.

“33,531. And you received it back again —
Yes, because, mark, I wanted it in time to

transmit it to the military authorities at home,
and to Lord de Grey. It came on the 22nd, and
I sent it the same day. It returned on the 23d,
and the mail left on the 24th.

I was aware of

been put into the notes ?–1’ermit me to say I did not
refer to the proceedings, but I was anxious to submit
them to the Secretary of State for War, and Lord de
Grey.
46,825. Were not the proceedings of the trial sent
home on the 24th –No ; I had the originals here.

46,826. The copy of the Courts-martial —No.
46,827. You never sent a copy home —No. I
think that was perhaps the despatch I sent home, and
which was embodied in what I produced here.
46,828. Can you produce the letter which embodied
the despatch 3–It is here in the book.
46,829. Then it would be, the information was

transmitted, not the proceedings —It merely embodies
and glances slightly at the proceedings.
46,830. No part of this despatch relates to the
proceedings of the Court-martial of Mr. Gordon —
No. I considered that as quite a political matter, and
there really was not time to write about it; it was at
the close of the mail. It was completely a political
matter; he was a political prisoner.
46,831. Can you supply us with a copy of the letter
that was referred to, that letter of the 20th, where

their guilt clear, and being unable to either take or
leave them, I had them all shot, the constables there

hanging them up on trees, 11 in number. Their
countenances were all diabolical, and they never
flinched the very slightest. From this we at once went
to Stony Gut, and, to be brief, can only say, that had
the rebels have braved and met us there, not a man

of the 6th Regiment would have returned to tell the
tale, as this “Gut” or narrow defile is three miles

long, and the men were up to their knees in sticky
mud, at which mud are horses' shoes and ammunition

boots firmly embedded. The party from Morant Bay
had an immense advantage in approaching it from the

other side; the place is so steep, muddy, and slippery
that were it a matter of vital importance to bring a

Colonel Elkington was instructed to direct Colonel
Hobbs to make Monklands his head-quarters ?–Oh,
certainly. It will be, I fancy, in the Deputy Adjutant

gun up to it by the path we approached it from, I
should say it would take 500 men to do it. After

General's office.

sending off his lamp as a trophy to his Excellency the
Governor, and utterly destroying this vile and rebel
lious settlement, I returned with my jaded and foot
sore troops to this spot, where we bivouac for the
might in another ecclesiastical building called
“The Jigger Foot Methodist Chapel.” We have
plenty to eat, and the few remaining white and
coloured people treat us most kindly; their houses

46,832. You will send us a certified copy of it?—Yes,
46,833. (Mr. Pt/ne.) Did you receive any account
from Colonel Iſobbs, in any despatch or otherwise, of
an alleged attack on Coley with some 80 or 100 men,
or an attempted attack there 2–Can you tell me the

date 2

Oh, yes, there was one about an advance on

Coley.
46,834. Did Colonel IIobbs make any report to you
of an alleged attack of a number of rebels armed with
guns and cutlasses, I think, at Coley, which caused

partaking of some biscuits and rum in Bogle's chapel,

have all been sacked and pistols pointed at them. My

him to change his quarters from Coley back again to

men, who have marched so gallantly, are at present
sleeping in their wet clothes as I write this, and from
being in the water so much are nearly all lame, and

Monklands.

were it not for the amount of beef and rum I give

(Commission.) Here is the one you allude to,

them would have broken down long ago.

I have not

perhaps (reading): “I marched to Coley, where I

had a single man drunk since I left Newcastle. I hope,

“repeated the painful and distressing duty upon 18
“ men, and halted and returned here.” There is
nothing else here about that.

knowing that the rebels are flying there, and knowing

46,835. (Mr. Payne.) I understand the answer is
that you received no report of any such attack –
Nothing about it.
46,836. (Commission.) I see here a passage, “Your

“letter of approval of our proceedings has encouraged
“ us much, and given us fresh energies.” That is
your letter of the 20th, which he received the same

O'Connor.
23 Mar. 1866.

Advance on “Stony Gut :” capture of Arthur
Wellington, leader.
Somerset Jigger Foot Market, Blue Mountain Valley,
October 19th, midnight.
SIR,--I HAVE the honour to bring to the knowledge
of your Excellency that I marched at half-past 11 p.m.
last night for the rebel stronghold, “Stony Gut.” To
my regret I found that not only had the rebels been too
cowardly to meet us, but that the honour of being the
first troops there fell to the lot of the sailors, artillery,
&c., under Lieut. Oxley. The march from Monklands
occupied nine hours, under torrents of rain, and I
found it most dangerous work crossing the numerous

case ?—Not the slightest.

FORTY
NINTH DAY.

however, if possible, to reach Monklands to-morrow,
also the importance of its position, where I must rest
for at least two or three days, as we have been march

ing 12 and 15 hours a day all this week, and, except
foot-sore, have not a man sick. I have in my posses
sion the most conclusive proof of Mr. G. W. Gordon
being a chief mover in this rebellion, and have sent
an express to Morant Bay requesting him to be sent
to me (if there) for execution, and request you will

day?–Yes; I encouraged them as much as I could.
46,837. (Mr. Payne.) You say there that Colonel
Hobbs was surrounded by thousands of rebels —I
did not say so ; the despatch said so.
46,838. I wish to ask you the question whether you
said that only from information derived from Colonel

give this publicity should he be elsewhere. I must
not forget to tell you that I had Paul Bogle's valet for
my guide, a little fellow of ertraordinary intelligence,
a light rope tied to the stirrup and a revolver now and

Hobbs —I never said any such thing.

by name and face, and has just been selecting the

then to his head, causes us to understand each other

thoroughly, and he knows every rebel in the island
6 O
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shoot to-morrow morning. One famous leader and

me all prisoners detained, to execute each lot in the
exact locality in which the insurrection was hatched
I accordingly shot nine of the Fonthill rebels in a

O'Connor.

murderer, rejoicing in the honoured name of Arthur

chapel where three “leaders” covenant with prayers

º

Wellington, is amongst them and three others. Let

est

me once more do an act of justice to one of the best

and ended with blasphemy and sedition; and I then
adopted a plan which has struck immense terror

officers in the British army in requesting your most
favourable consideration of Captain Field; he is every

into these wretched men far more than death, which
is, I compel them to hang each other; they entreat

º

where, and the people of this island owe him more

to be shot to avoid this, which appears to me to be

than they can ever repay. Also let me mention Lieut.
Rowarth, 6th, and Asst. Commy.-Genl. Gibbs, whose

by far more dreadful an ordeal to them than death,

NINTH DAY.

23 Mar. 1866.
"-----

captains, colonel, and secretaries out of an immense

gang of prisoners come in here, who I shall have to

zeal and energies never flag. Mr. Saines and Mr.
Lascelles, J.P.s., also are here and never leave us.

*!!!

gº.

G
ºf
th

and stranger still, they howl and shriek from a few
lashes from a cat, whilst they carelessly bow and re.
main unmoved at being shot. I then fired all their

Having had only two hours sleep in two days, will I houses from which the inhabitants had fled; marched
hope be my excuse for this disjointed dispatch ; if to Coley where I repeated this painful and distressing
you can send me some sailors and marines do so, as

duty on 18 men; halted and returned here. Permit

there is plenty to be done yet.

me here to remark that if ever there was anything

*]:

calculated to endear a man to the Established Church

dº

:

I have the honour to be, &c.
J. FRANCIS HOBBs.

Monklands, Saint Thomas in the East.
20th October, 1865.

Midnight: Execution of large gang of Rebels,
Advance on Fonthill.

SIR,

AFTER another day of excessive toil and 13
hours march, I now find myself pen in hand and
“Burning the midnight oil.” I consider the duty
performed this day by the troops under my com
mand, although less brilliant than on other days, in
no way less important. Starting from our bivouac at
a very early hour, under torrents of rain, from “Jigger

Foot,” I found a very large gang of rebels for dis
posal. I divided them into three classes, viz.: First,
notorious murderers and housebreakers; second, men

seen in conversation with and in the locality of rebels
within the last week; and thirdly, those arrested as
fugitives to the woods. Assembling a drum-head
Court-martial, I found a gang of 27 guilty and worthy
of death; several no doubt guilty but proof of com
plicity not sufficient Ireleased them, having previously
caused them to declare allegiance to God, the Queen,
and Gov. Eyre. The third class, being chiefly youths,
I flogged. Marched away from Jigger Foot, and
direct for one of the most horrible dens of rebellion in

this parish, viz., Fonthill, which as compared to
Somerset might be called the “ St. Giles,” and Somer
set the “ St. James's" of this rebellion.

I took with

(or indeed to any recognised or regular kind of reli.
gion) it is a weeks campaign in St. Thomas in the
East and St. James. The place swarms with native
Baptist Chapels, their ministers are the leading rebels,
unable in many cases to read or write correctly, they
excite and poison the minds of their flocks against the
powers that be ; at the door of these wolves in sleep
clothing lies the responsibility of all this rebellion,
and I feel bound to bring it to the knowledge of your
Excellency. Let those who doubt this statement visit
“Somerset,” “Mount Lebanus,” Mount Prisgate, and

I have the honour, &c.
J. FRANCIS HOBBs.

I enclose two labels found on two men, two Ounce

(four ounce) bottles of arsenic, quite full, found in the
house of an awful murderer and reported cannibal
“Arthur Wellington.” I shot a man to-day whºse
part of the
was to poison the rivers,

(Label.) “Arsenic, poison, from Saml. R. DaCºsſa's
drug establishment, No. 31, King Street.”

and they giving themselves up were sent to camp for trial and

I would have shot but from the fact of their

afterwards released for want of evidence; they were found in

unarmed.

I now regret I did not do so as

a rebel district, their companions finding they were not shº!

they are no doubt rebels. We have, however,

gave up themselves in numbers which caused great inconveni:
ence. Second part. The 15 or 20 supposed to be shot were

since several groups often on the hill sides

armed rebels whom we surprised in the chapel in the act ºf
administering the oath ; they got away across a ravine and

and on trees.”

were running up a bean hillside towards an earthwork with a

flag flying, when the advanced guard fired a volley, they said
they killed 10 to 20, distance about 800yards. Noone crºsºl
the ravine to count them. Prisoners say they were nº
they fired shots from trees. Magistrates and civilians ºr
that every man in Mount Lebanus was in open rebellion.
Houses all deserted and gutted by rebels.
Prisoners.

-

Again in his further report dated 19th

The prisoners here are the same 11 prisoners alluded to in

October, Col. Hobbs says: “I have reached

next query, were handed over to me on actual line of match";

way. I have directed this rebellious settle

a party of constables, taken red-handed flying from Mora"
Bay, and were all murderers, convicts, or rebels by their "
confession, ALL tried by drum-head Court-martial of which

ment to be utterly destroyed.”
In his report dated 19th of October, mid
night, he writes: “I found a number of special

Capt. Field was president, and after the most conclusive."

constables who had captured a number of

they knew them to be rebels; we were at the time making?
forced march for Stony Gut by order of the Major General

prisoners from the rebel camp, and finding
their clear, and being unable to either take
or leave them I had them all shot.

The con

º:

n

—We, however secured six prisoners, whom

Stony Gut from my head-quarters, Monk
lands, having shot a number of rebels on the

iº

province of wealth in any other way than fanaticism,
and it is the fact of this being the case that has from
the first made me take a graver view of the rebellion
than those who considered it a question of mere dis.
content about local wages. A few light cavalry would
strengthen me much. Can you send me 12 or 14 of
Captain Astwood's horses Your letter of approval
of our proceedings has gratified us much, and encouraged us for fresh energies.

Col. Hobbs replies: On Sunday, 15th of October, five men
and women were captured in Mount Lebanus, being unarmed

ordinary long distances, having discovered

º

jv

º

dated 15th October, 1865, Col. Hobbs writes :

killed between 15 and 20 of them at extra

º
º
B.

the hotbed of the rebellion, and account for this in a

Memorandum of passages referred to in the accompanying despatch.
Col. Hobbs, 2/6th Regt.
In his report to Major-General O'Connor

I
my

dence sentenced to death and shot. The special constablº

about 20 in number, all solemnly swearing before God.”
Hundreds
of armed rebels were in the neighbourhood, and hº
we not acted as we did they would most probably have rescued

*]

ºth
th
*

*

i tº
*
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stables then hung them up on trees, 11 in
number ; their countenances were all diaboli

cal, and they never flinched the very slight
est. From this we at once went to Stony
Gut, and to brief can only say that had the

102.7

FORTY
Same prisoners named above.
After confirming the sentence of Court-martial the entire NINTH DAY.

regiment were appealed to whether they thought them guilty,
erer/ man said guilty.

They were a most ferocious gang, and treated their doom in

rebels been brave and met us there not a man

the most indifferent manner. Some, said to have been the

of the 6th Regt. would have returned to tell

murderers of Mr. Price, were asked if they had anything to say,

the tale.”

said no ; two or three magistrates agreed in the verdict.

The extreme difficulty of approaching Stony Gut cannot be
described, the only path is the bed of a muddy stream. Troops
cannot advance more quickly than half a mile an hour; mud

knee deep, 50 brave men behind an earthwork with plenty of
ammunition could hold it against 500 : I would guarantee to
hold it with 30. On arrival at Stony Gut found chapel de
Again he speaks of having utterly de

stroyed this (Bogle) vile and rebellious set
tlement.

stroyed by Lieut. Oxley, R.N. Huts or hovels of the lowest
stamp, like pigsties, and all deserted. Burned hovels on my
tº turn to Monklands. Lieut. Oxley did same on his way to
Morant Bay. Lowest and worst settlement in Jamaica, al
though inhabited by rebels.

Further in the same despatch “I have in

A man named William Andrews and several rebels since

my possession most conclusive proof of Mr.

shot said it was all Gordon's doings. Have a book given Mrs.
Bogle by Geo. Gordon, gave the ground for building the chapel

G. W. Gordon being a chief mover in this
rebellion, and have sent an express to Morant

at Stony Gut, also the lamps.

Did not know when I wrote

Bay requesting him to be sent to me (if

this that Gordon was at Morant Bay. Did not keep the evi

there) for execution, and I request you to

dence I then had after hearing of his execution in another
district. Perfectly sure a drumhead would have found him

give this publicity. And again I must not
forget to tell that I have Paul Bogle's valet
for my guide, a little fellow of extraordinary
intelligence; a light rope tied to the stirrup,
and a revolver now and then to his head,

causes us thoroughly to understand each
other, and he knows every single rebel in

Major-General
O'Connor.

-

guilty.

J. F. H.

William Anderson. Met with Major-Genl. Jackson, Serjeant
Neal, and four men 6th, all mounted in search of Paul Bogle,
tied by the wrist to Serjeant Neal for safety, Anderson being
mounted also : behaved so well he was pardoned by me and
let go free. Volunteered to accompany us, gave the most in

the island by name and face, and has just
been selecting the captains, colonel, and

valuable information and never told an untruth.

secretaries out of an immense gang of prison

ers just come in here who I shall have to

knows. On the night of the 19th saw a gang of rebels marched
in, knew every one of them, told their names, rank, locality,

shoot to-morrow morning.”

&c., every statement of his was afterwards confirmed.

Knows all

about the rebellion, lives with me now and can tell what he

Knew

Bogle well, was pressed into his service, gave him a gun when
serving out arms to the rebels at Coley, found the gun had no
lock and threw it down a gully. Knows part of the oath ad
ministered to the rebels by Bogle, A. Wellington, and Abraham
Kelley (local leader); never took the oath himself, but saw
hundreds take it; oath different at the different places; was to
pay no taxes and to kill every buckra in Jamaica. Is a mar
ried Iman with wife and two children, is 22 years and a half, is
possessed of an extraordinary power of cross-examination and
has saved many prisoners, as well as giving the most and cor
rect truthful account of every man taken prisoner in the district.
Knows well the bye-paths, &c. The prisoners selected by

William Anderson were all tried by Court-martial and every
one found guilty.

Next to him I think Evelina Williams,

servant to Mr. i*atterson, knows more of the rebels and rebel

lion than any one in St. Thomas ; I consider them a very extra
ordinary couple, and are both available to give any information
necessary. Anderson's father was a local preacher, could
neither read nor write, was tried and shot, and was well known

to Mr. Bowen, J.P., and his book-keeper, Mr. Francis, as a
leader of sedition ; induced his son to leave the Church of

England and join the Baptists, had a chapel of his own, a
wretched cabin burned by me ; always preached from “Luke,”
and after service read the list and collected the money; advised
no one to pay taxes. As I have been accused of leading about
a child by a halter and shooting every one on his testimony, I
trust that his Excellency the Governor will do me the justice
to contradict this and give the above publicity. On his volun
teering to go in search of Bogle I showed him a revolver and
told him that if he attempted Genl. Jackson run away and not
tell the truth he would be shot.

He never was tied to my

stirrup, he was perfectly free during our marches, and is a man
of extraordinary pluck and character, by far the most intelli
gent black man I have ever met ; the first day of his capture
he gave me a list of about 50 rebels, I wrote them down, and
he afterwards identified nearly them all, from time to time

giving their names, residences, family histories, &c., in a man
ner that astonished every one.
J. FRANCIs Hobbs,
6th Royal Regiment.

Newcastle, Jamaica, W.I., Decr. 29th, 1865.
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Joseph BRIscoe (black) sworn and examined.

46,840. Have you acted as Captain of the
J. Briscoe.
23 Mar. 1866,

Maroons 2–Yes.

of the trees, and the others were on the bank where

they had a fort.

46,841. Do you reside in Moor Town 2–Yes.
46,842. Did you on Saturday after the 11th of Oc

46,872. Were any of your men shot?–Yes, one,
James Harris, who was shot in the eye.

tober hear of the disturbances at Morant Bay ?—Yes.

46,873. How many shots were fired as you went

46,843. Was there an express sent up to the
Maroons for them to turn out 2–Yes, from Port

up in the first instance —Nine.

Antonio.

then the horn sounded.

46,844. Did you on a Saturday go down to Port
t
Antonio —Yes, sixty men.
46,845. Did you go with them —Yes.

sound 2–Yes.

46,846. And about 40 men came down to Port

Antonio subsequently —Yes,
46,847. On the following day did Colonel Fyfe
arrive —Yes, Colonel Fyfe arrived.
46,848. And you were all sworn in as special
constables 2–Yes.

46,849. When did you leave Port Antonio 2–I
left Port Antonio on the Thursday.
46,850, Did you remain at Port Antonio until the
following Thursday ?—Yes, we remained at Port
Antonio until the Thursday.
46,851. Where did you go to on the Thursday ?—
On the way to Saint Thomas in the East, we stopped

46,875. On your being fired at did your hom
46,876. What happened then —Then the peºple
ran from the hill.

46,877. Is you Maroon horn a pretty well known
sound —Oh, yes.
46,878. Could you see how many were running away
then 2–No, I could not see, because we were at the

bottom of the hill, and they were at the top of the hill.
46,879. When they ran away did you see any
people assemble about a house —Yes. When we gºt
to the top of the hill we saw them all in a house, and

when they see us they fired again.
46,880. Did you fire then —Yes,
46,881. About how many ?—About 12 of my men
fired 2–

at Moor Town, and from there over to Bath.

yº. The following day you arrived at Bath

46,874. Did you fire in return ?—I did not fireye,

46,882. Did you see whether you hit any person?—

—

CS.

46,853. At any time did Colonel Fyfe give you in
structions as to how you were to act –Yes, he did.
46,854. What were the instructions that he gave
you ?–He gave me instructions to go by the pilot
that we had got, and to apprehend all the rebels, to
receive all stolen goods from what we could recover,
not to shoot a woman or child, not to interfere with

anybody that was not a rebel, but to get the rebels in.
46,855. What were you to do as to the houses —
The rebels houses were to be burnt down.

46,856. Who was to be what you call the pilot ?—
We got them from every property that we went to.
46,857. Who was appointed as your pilot ?—Their
own people that were among the riot, when we took
them up, some were in Bath, one man they call
Cornwall he was in Bath, and was given to us.
46,858. Some who had been among the rebels were
appointed —Yes.
46,859. Taken as constables and appointed to give

you directions?—Yes.
46,860. And did you act according to the in
structions you received from them as to whether the

people were rebels or not ?–Yes.

Yes, we did see.

46,883. As you went on how many bodies did you
find 2–Five.

46,884. Do you know the names of any of them?–
No, I don’t.

46,885. What became then of those people who you
did not hit —When I got to the house I found a big
of slugs and a horn of powder.
46,886. What quantity of slugs did this bag
contain –About five or six pounds.

46,887. Did you find anybody there or near that
house —I see nobody at that house. I leave that
house and go into another yard, and see a woman. I
asked her, “Where is your husband?” She said,
“My husband run to the bush.”

46,888. Did you search the bush –Yes; I search
the bush through.

46,889. Did you find anything there?—I founds
horn of powder and a bag of slugs, and when I
returned back I saw a man standing with the woman.
I asked, “What man is that ?” They said it was
Stewart. I asked him, “What do you people mean

to be doing all this 2 " . He said to me, “Cornwall
“ came here last night, and noticed me that the

46,861. And if they told you a house belonged to a
rebel, did you burn it —Yes.
46,862. And if you found a house in which you
found property that was stolen—did you burn it —
Yes, any house where we found stolen property.
46,863. Was any instruction given to you as to
what you were to do if there was only a house with

had for a pilot ; he was one of the rebels too. . .
Y 46,891. He had been acting with you as a pilºtº

out any building —Do you mean not belonging to

46,893. Did Lake give some evidence about him?

“Maroons were coming up.”
46,890. Who was Cornwall?—The man that we
CS.

46,892. Did you take Stewart into custody?-Yº,

I

did.

the rebels.

Lake gave evidence that he had a revºr
46,864. No, supposing the house did belong to a —Yes;
and a fowling-piece, and that he was the man wº

rebel and there was no place of shelter for any women

fired at us.

or children –We were to save that house.

46,865. Did you attend to these instructions al
ways —I did.
46,866. Do you mean that you never burnt any
house where there was not some shelter for the
women 2–Never burnt at all the house near to the
rebel house to be burnt, we don't burn that at all.

46,867. On the Saturday, the day after you arrived

at Bath did you march to Torrington –Yes.
46,868. Were you with the front party, going up to
Torrington —Yes, I was.
46,869. What happened as you went up 2–As we
were going up we saw the trees trimmed off so that the

s

46,894. When was that that he gave that evidence?

—He gave that about seven or eight days ºr
Stewart was taken up.

46,895. Was he tried among you?—No, he was
taken down to Bath to the Colonel,
Y

-

46,896. You said you found five dead bºdies?-

CS.

46,897. Did you find a woman wounded?-Nº!
did not find her.

46,898. The next day did you return

to Torring

ton —Yes.

46,899. Did you there apprehend anybody?-º:
people could see us from the river low down—march I apprehended a man of the name of Soubellº I
ing up they fire at us.
found him with a chop on the forehead.
46,870. Did you see anybody of men from where

46,900. A sword cut in the forehead?—Yes.

the firing came —Yes.

-

46,901. Did you give evidence about him -ºº:
46,871. What number of people did you see there evidence
was given that the chop was from Mr. It"
—I could not number them. Some were on the top
Mr. Hire chopped him with a sword.
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46,902. Was he tried ?–No.: I made him a prisoner
and took him down to Bath, and he was sent to
Morant Bay.
46,903. I)id you apprehend another person of the
nºne of Forbes —Yes; he had a shot in the
shoulder.
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sheep, and that he was a bad man, and myself and the
rest of the officers held a Court-martial of our own.

46,926. How many of you were there?—Five,
besides myself.

sº.

You heard what these people had to say?

- les.

46,904. Did he say how he had received it 2–Yes;
when I inquired, he said a Volunteer shot him at
Morant Bay.
46.905. What was done with him 2–I made him
a prisoner, took him down to Bath, and he was sent to
Morant Bay.
46,906. After this did you go to Stony Gut 2–
Yes.

guilty, and we ordered him to be shot.
46,930. And he was shot 2–Yes, he was shot.
46,931. In a pit just by the side of a road 2–Yes.

46,932. Was there another person of the name of
Williams shot after that —Yes, another one named

46,907. 1)id you

there catch Paul Bogle 2–

Yes.

46,908. Did you surround him on the road between
Torrington and Stony Gut 3–Yes.
46,909. In going up to Torrington or to Stony Gut
did you discover any trees felled across the road —

Yes. After we left Torrington, going down to the
river, very large trees were cut down and put across
the road. Nobody could get through. Myself and
50 men and the pilot had to stop there for two
hours to make such a hole that we could get
through.

46,910. That was coming down from Torrington 2
—Yes.

Williams was apprehended by the same constables.
46.933. What was told about him —That he was
an Oleahman, a wicked man.

46,934. What did you do upon that ?–-We found
him guilty also.

46,935. Found him guilty of being an obeahman
and a wicked man – A wicked man.

46,936. Was there anything clºe against him 2–
He was a rebel too.

46,937. Who told about his being a rebel –IIe
was a man working obeah for the people then.
46,938. What did you do with him —He was

found guilty and we ordered him to be shot according
to—

46,911. Was

that

on

the Saturday ?–On the

Monday.

46,912. Was Colonel Fyfe with you at that time 2
—He was at Torrington, but the company divided.

I had 50 men go one way and 50 to go another way.
46,913. Did you find anything where you appre

hended Bogle 2–No ; I found nothing but himself,
and a cane in his hand.

46,914. What did he say when you took him 2–
When I took him he asked me if I had seen Craddock

and Bowie, and Bailey. I said, “No; what do you
want with them.” He said, “I want them to hang
with me.” I said, “Are those the only three men you
got.” He said, “I won't say any more to you, for if
I tell you, St. Thomas in the East will be ruined.”
36,915. As you went along, did you come to a

house in Spring Gardens —Yes, the pilot showed
ine it.

46,928. What did you determine upon then 2–
That the man was guilty.
46,929. What did you do upon that ?–He was

A constable came out and said to Bogle,

“You are a bad man.” Bogle said, “You are bad your
self; you was the man that felled down the tree and
stopped the road.” IIe said, “You told me to do it,”
so I made that constable a prisoner too.
46,916. What was his name 2–I don't know his
Ilaine.

46,917. Do you know what became of him –I
took him down to Morant Bay.

46,939. According to what?—According to tho
Court-martial we had over him.
46.940. One was an African f---Yos.

46,941. Was that the obeahman 2–Yes.

46,942. The first man you named was a creole —
Yes.

46,943. They were both shot in the same chalk
pit?–Yes.
46,944. Did you swear the witnesses at the Court
martial upon their oath —No, we took them because
they were people who were sworn in as constables.
46,945. Did you swear them as I swore you, to tell
the truth 2–Yes.

46,946. What did you swear them on ?—We said,
“ You will swear to tell the truth.”

46,947. You had no Bible –No, we had no Bible.
46,948. Was there any other person tried by Court
martial among you ?—Yes; there was one Newland,

and one Bartley, too, was tried ; Newland for stealing,
for robbing the Baron, and that he was a rebel ; his
own brother proved against him, and several others;
he was tried by myself and officers, and the Volunteers
were there.

46,949. At Leith Hall ?–Yes.
46,950. Who was there when these men were tried
at Leith Hall ; what soldiers were there when James
Newland was killed 3–The Maroons.

46,918. Do you remember some time ago Governor
Eyre visiting Portand 2–Yes.
46,919. When was that ?—I think it is about a
year or so ago.

46,920. I)id you at that time see Mr. Gordon —
Yes.

46,921. Where was that 2–Mr. Gordon met me at

Spring, his property.
46,922. Did he say anything to you ?–Yes, he said
to me, “Well, the Governor is coming round to Port
“Antonio, and I wish you Maroons would speak to
“ him as a man, for he is a bad man ; he take away

46,951. Only –Yes.
46,952. What officer was there of Maroons —Well,
there was the Major.

46,953. Major who 2–Major Roberts.
46,954. Major of Maroons —Yes.
46,955. And yourself?—Yes.

46,956. Any other ?—Yes, Lieut. Bernard.
46,957. Colonel Fyfe was not there, I believe –
No, he was not there.

46,958. Who ordered the Court-martial on James

Newland 2–The Major, he was the chief man.
46,959. Did you sit upon it 2–Yes.
46,960. What was the charge against him –For
robbing the Baron, his property is near by--,

“ all my authority from me.” I said to him, “We
have nothing to do with the Governor; he take
away nothing from us, so we will not interfere.”
46,923. Ijo you remember being at Airey Castle
—Yes.

*g, *

46,961. At Oxford 2–Yes.

46,962. Was that proved —Yes; we went to the
garden and saw where the things were buried, all

you went to a house of a man named Williams ?—

about the garden, and we dug them up.
46,963. Where was the garden –IIis garden was

Yes; I was marching from Bath to Leith-hall, going

at Prospect.

46,924. Were you with some of your people when
on to Airey Castle, and three constables brought a
man to me; and the officer, of the name of Williams,

with a hammer belonging to Parson Herschell.
46,925. You mean the constables told you that ?—
Yes, and that he had stolen five of Parson Herschell's

46,964. And he was shot ?—Yes.

-

46,965. Who ordered him to be shot?—The Court
martial.
46,966. Who stood by when he was executed ; who
commanded the party —I stood by.
6O 3
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46,967. Did you give orders that they should fire *

NINTH DAY. Yes, I did.
J. Briscoe.
23 Mar. 1866.
---

46,968. Did you try, and execute a man by the
name of William Cargill, of Prospect?—No.
46,969. In October 2—No.
46,970. At Leith Hall ?–No, I don't know whether

he was sent in by Mr. Woodrowe or anybody else,
but I did not try him.
46,971. Who was that other person you mentioned 2
—Bartley ; he was found with a baby with him and
an Obeah stick.

Gut.

Was a man shot at Stony Gut by the

Maroons —I don't know ; only one man was shot.
47,006. Do you know Hamilton Harris, of Nuits
River ?—No.

47,007. Is that the obeah baby (produced)?—
Yes.

47,008. And is that the stick —That is the stick.

47,009. And these things belonged to Bartley —
Yes; I asked him, and he said he made that.
47,010. He made it himself?—Yes.

47,011. Had it this black ribbon round it?—No:

46,972. An Obeah-baby?—Yes.
46,973. Was that the charge against him —Yes;

the Major took it off his neck and put it on there.

47,012. Do you know the Soho Road, at Sleaford:

we sent over a man there, and Mr. Porter and several

—Yes.

others reported that he was one of the robbers, that
he robbed all the things from Mr. Porter's place.
46,974. Which is Mr. Porter's place —Pera.

shot ?—No.

46,975. He sent a message over to you ?—Yes; we

found an Obeah baby with him which we had never
seen yet.

46,976. Should you know the Obeah baby and the
stick again if you saw them 2–Oh, yes; I should
know them anywhere.
46,977. Was there a man of the name of William

47,013. Were you there when John Milliner was
47,014. What man was shot there when you were
there —I know nothing about that ; my company go
another way.
47,015. Were you present when John Mullins, of

Pera, was flogged f—No.
47,016. Did you see any man or woman flogged
while you were at Leith Hall ?—Yes, I did see a
woman flogged there.
47,017. Do you know her name?—I don't knºw
her name. She was charged by young Mr. Espºut
for taking 6s. to go to this Williams, and buy obeah
to mix with some spruce to tempt young Mr. Espeuſ,
47,018. To tempt him to do what ?—To tempt him
-

Burke, of Port Morant, dealt with by you at Leith
Hall -No.

46,978. Are you certain of that ?—Certain.
46,979. You know nothing about him —Nothing
about him.

46,980. Was William M'Beth, of

Manchester,

dealt with by you?—I know nothing about him.
46,981. John Noble, of Harbour Head, an old
man –Yes.

46,982. Did you deal with him —Yes, we did.
46,983. What was the offence 2—The offence was
that his son was a rioter and he was the receiver of the

goods; he was charged by Mr. Woodrow.
46,984. He was the engineer of Leith Hall –Yes.
46,985. Who ordered the trial of John Noble, of
Harbour Head; who directed the Court-martial 2–
Mr. Woodrow lay the charge against him and the

Major called for a trial.
46,986. The Major was there 2–Yes.
46,987. And Noble was shot ?—Yes.
46,988. What other people did you execute at
Leith Hall ?—I executed no more persons there

to do some evil to him, whether to love him or to kill
him; the word was “tempt,” and after they proved

that he say, “You shall see the little parcel and
everything.”
47,019. Who showed the parcel ?—Mr. Espeut.
47,020. Was she a young woman or an old woman?
—She was a young woman, but the old woman was
there.

47,021. Who was the old woman —Her mother, I
suppose.

47,022. The charge was that she took 6s, to by
this obeah –Yes.

47,023. Who flogged her ?—One of my men.
47,024. Who ordered her to be flogged —I did,
when we tried her.

47,025. Was the Major at Leith Hall when you did
that ?—Yes, and the rest of the officers; we never

except what Mr. Woodrow sent in.
46,989. What people did Woodrow send in 2–He

leave each other.

sent about three or four.

47,026. How came you to order her to be Hºggal
when the Major was there 2–Because the Mjºr

46,990. Do you know their names —No, I don't

allowed me to act.

know their names.

46,991. What was done with the three or four that
Woodrow sent in 7–They were shot.
46,992. Do you remember what offences they were

47,027. Who formed her Court-martial; who sº.

upon her Court-martial?—He sat there with myself
and the rest.

47,028. The Major and you?—Yes.

tried for 2–No.

47,029. How many others?—Mr. Smith was theſe

46,993. Were they tried by you ?–No.
46,994. Who tried them —I don't know.
46,995. Was it a written message that they brought
with them to be shot?—Mr. Woodrow was there

the overseer.

47,030. And young Mr. Espeut?—Yes.

47,031. Did they form the Court?—Young Mr.
Espeut gave the evidence.

himself.

46,996. What did you first

hear about these three

or four men from Woodrow before they were shot ?—

He said they were the rebels and they ran and hid,
and now they had just got them and brought them to
us to be shot.
46,997. Were you then the head officer in command

-

47,032. Who sat upon the Court?—Mr. Smith
myself, and the rest of the officers.

47,033. Officers of your body ?–Yes, Maroºns.

47,034. Were there any white soldiers there at the
time —No, no white soldiers.

47,035. Were there any others but Maroons:-\",
47,036. Was that the only person you saw flogged

at Leith Hall ?—I was second in command.

46,998. Was the Major still there —Yes, he never

at Leith Hall ?—That is the only person,

47,037. Either men or women —That is all.

leave.

46,999. Did he order you to take and execute the

47,038. Are those all the cases which you remº”

ber in which you acted on Courts-martial in trying

men —Yes.

47,000. You received orders from the Major?— and executing men 2–Them is the only cases.
47,039. You know of no others?—No others.

Yes.

47,001. To shoot these

three or four

that Mr.

47,040. Nor where people were flogged?—I kn"
47,041. Not by your orders or by the orders of any

Mr. Woodrow sent in 2–Mr. Woodrow was there.
7,002. From whom did you get your orders ?—

of no one being flogged.

The Major.

of your people 2–No.

47,003. Were they shot down by the seaside 2–
No, they were not.

47,004. Up in the yard —Yes.

47,005. Do you know Duncan Grant, of Stony

*

47,042. (Mr. Payne.) Was this young EP"
Peter Espeut?–Yes.

47,043. Young Peter Espeut?—Yes.
47,043a. He is a brown man, is he notº-Yº
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47,044. You say that Mr. Smith sat upon the
Court-martial 2–Yes.

47,063. What took place then ; did you tender any
FORTY

oath —I had no Bible there.

47,045. And young Espeut gave evidence 2–Yes.
47,046. And Mr. Smith is the overseer of Leith
Hall —Yes.

47,047. And Leith Hall belongs to Mr. Espeut's
father ?–Yes.

NINTH DAY.

47,064. Did you go through any form of swearing
without the Bible –No, I can't mention that.
47,065. You did not ?–No.

J. Briscoe.

47,066. Did you ask the prisoners any questions

23 Mar. 1866.

—Yes.

47,048. You say this woman was charged with
mixing up something either for love or for death –
I can't say.
47,049. Do you happen to know whether this
young woman was a mistress of young Espeut's –
She once lived with young Mr. Espeut.

47,050. Was anything said about putting her to
death —No.

47,051. And did not the Maroons save her from

being put to death —No, there was nothing said
about putting her to death.
47,052. Is the Major a man of the same colour as
yourself?—He is a brown man.
47,053. What is the Lieutenant 2–A black man.

47,054, Can they write –Yes.
47,055. Can the Lieutenant write –Yes; the
Major don't read and write.
47,056. The Major cannot read or write :-No.
47,057. You can of course —Yes.

47,058. Besides that, Mr. Smith was the only white
man on the Court-martial 3–Yes.

47,059. Now, I will take you to the Court-martial
that was held upon Williams; describe what took

place —What Williams do you mean :
47,060. The two Williams on the way to Bath,
either of them, the first; what took place —A con
stable brought them to us; they laid a charge against
them.

47,067. What did you ask them 2–I asked them
whether they were guilty of the charge made by the
constables, or whether they had got any evidence to
clear them, and they said “No.” The evidence they
brought made them guilty.
47,068. Was that both the Williams's 2–Yes.

47,069. Did you allow them both to bring evidence
—did they both produce witnesses—did either of
them produce witnesses : — The constables that
brought Williams, they prefer the charge against
him. I asked Williams if he was guilty of the charge,
and he said “Yes.”

47,070. (Commission.) He pleaded guilty —Yes.
47,071. Both the Williams ?—Yes, he was found

with the hammer and the sheep, he could not deny it.
47,072. How long did the trial by Court-martial
last, two minutes ?–No, about an hour and a half.

47,073. Did you write down the proceedings —
No, we had no pen or paper.
47,074. (Mr. Pſalcott.) Were the powders that
were to be put into the spruce, laid before you ?—
Yes, the mixture; some was in the spruce, and some
was wrapped up in paper.
47,075. What was it –It was some black thing,
and some white.

47,076. Did you look at it to see what it was 2–
Yes, it was black stuff.

47,077. What did you do with it —I leave it

47,061. Were you sitting down or standing up —
We stood up and surrounded the place.
47,062. The constables brought in the men and
accused them —Yes.

there.

47,078. Who did you leave it with ?—I leave it
in the house.

47,079. At Leith Hall ?—Yes.
The witness withdrew.

7,080.
47,081.

JAMEs STERLING (black) sworn and examined.
Are you a major of the Maroons –Yes.
“ but apply to the head-quarters and they will
Do you remember hearing of the dis “ relieve you of the taxes.” He said yes, he was

turbances at Morant Bay ?–Yes.
47,082. About four weeks before that do

willing to do that.
you

I said, “If you do that, it will

be all the better; we can't grumble for taxes.”

He

remember any persons coming up to you ?–Yes.
47,083. Who were they —Paul Bogle.

say, “Well sir, we had better go and have a little
prayers,” and I remove him from my house, and we

47,084. Who else 2–And Bailie and Bowie.

had a little prayers according as he asked me.
We had a little prayers for about two hours, singing

47,085. Anybody else?–Yes, three more, but I
don't know their mames.

and praying.

47,086. Inid Bogle say anything to you ?–Yes.
47,087. What did he say?–He went to my house
when i went from my provision-ground. I came
and found him quite late at my house. I said, “You
“should not come to my house, because I and you
“ are not acquainted.” I saw him once at Morant

and he went home on the morning of Saturday about
6 o'clock he start away from that. I never see him

Bay, he said to me that he did not come for any

harm, but he hear I had a meeting house, and he
came to have a little meeting with us.

47,088. Meeting for what –A little prayer.

47,089. Did you have any prayer with him –

From that I gave him a shakedown,

till I hear of the rebellion.

47,090. Do you live at Hayfield 2–Yes.
47,091. Were you at Leith Hall in October with
Captain Briscoe —No.
47,092. You were not the major there?—No, we

protected Bath.
47,093. Did you go down when Mr. Kirkland sent
for you ?–Yes.

47,094. You were in Bath on the 13th of October 2

Yes, I coming to that, he took a seat, then he said

—Yes.

they were labouring very hard and can't get no pay :
scarcely any estate will pay them ; the pay was very
small; then I told him, “Why you are free men ;

47,095. Then Colonel Fyfe was not with you
there for several days was he 3–No.

“if you can't get good wages it is, just as cheap for

47,096. What did you do during that time while

“ you to sit down at your houses, till the planter want

you were protecting Bath —I live on a hill and at

“ you, and they will send for you, and no doubt will
give you good wages.” He say, “’Yes, but part of

I said that something must be done wrong, that

“ them refuse, and the other will go and work for

the Volunteers gone to Morant Bay, we could not hear
no answer, and I sent two men down to Bath on

“ little or nothing, and on Saturday, when they go
“ up for their pay they kick them off the steps.” I
said, “Well, it is as cheap for you to sit at home.”
He sat down a little.

When he found I did not give

him no more answer than that, he said to me then,

“How do you think of the taxes, the taxes, very
oppress.” I said, “Well my friend, if you know

1 o'clock at night I saw the fire plain. In the morning
I hear

Thursday mid-day, to go and hear what was stirring;
they came back and told me that Bath was plundered ;
the rebels come into Bath.

47,097. Was there an application from Mr. Kirk
land for you to go down –Yes.
7,098. What day did you go down 3–Friday

“ the taxes is oppress, you must apply to the head morning very early.
“ quarters, we can’t do nothing with taxes ourselves,

47,099. How many of you went —About 30.
6 O 4

J. Sterling.
-
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7,100. Then you did not see Colonel Fyfe for a
week or 10 days after that ?–No.
47,101. During that time under whose orders
were the Maroons acting 2—Under Mr. Kirkland's
orders.

23 Mar. 1866.
--

47,102. Did you see any house burnt —No.
47,103. Were you present when any persons were

47,110. How soon after the Friday when you went
down 2–On the following Friday.
47,111. How long were you away from Bath?—

I returned back the next Saturday morning.
47,112. Did you leave on the Friday ?—I leave
C3ath the Friday morning.

47,113. And came back the next day ?–Yes, and
when I returned to Bath the Colonel come,

shot ?—No.

47,104. Did you see persons flogged —Yes, I saw
some flogged.

present at the burning of any house or any act of

47,105. Where were they flogged, in Mr. Kirk

cruelty towards any persons —No, I only took them

land's yard —Yes.
sºlº. Did the Maroons flog any of them 2–

to them and deliver, and I carried them down to the
bay.

-

-

0.

47,107. And you did not during the whole of that
time see any houses burnt at all —No. The con
stables brought the prisoners down, and we guarded
at the Court-house, and guarded them to Morant

º
ay.

47, 108. Did you go out on any expeditions from
Bath, to Morant Bay ?–No more than taking the
prisoners from Bath to Morant Bay, I carried 21
down.

47,109. What day was that ? — I cannot re

47,114. Are you quite certain you were not

47,115. Did you ever stop at Leith Hall?–Yes.
47,116. Any time —Not that night.
47,117. Were you present when William Burke
was hung 7–No.
47,118. William M'Beth ?—No.

47,119. Did you go to Seaford —No, I never see
none hanged but when I was at Morant Bay.
47,120. Were you ever at Stony Gul ?–Never
went there ; I don't know the place at all.
47,121. Nutts River ?—No, I never went there
at all.

member.
The witness withdrew.

J. Walters,

JAMES WALTERs (black) sworn and examined.
Are
you
a captain of the Maroons — this to anybody, what you now say that Bowie and
47,122.
Bogle said—when was it told you?—Three or four
Yes.
weeks before the outbreak.
47,123. Do you live at Honyfield 2–Yes.
47,145. Did you send to the Governor to tell him
47,124. Do you remember any time before the
disturbances at Morant Bay, Paul Bogle coming to that Bogle said he was going to do anything –No.
47,146. Did you tell anyone at the time —No.
your place —Yes.
47,147. When the war broke out did you tell
47, 125. How long before was it?—About three or
anybody then—did you tell Colonel Fyfe then –
four weeks.
47,126. Do you know whether it was the same No, I did not tell Colonel Fyfe.
47,148. Did you tell anybody else then?—Nº,
time that he saw the last witness, the Major 2–Yes,
I was in the house the very same time.

nobody asked me.

47,127. Afterwards did he come to your house ?—
No ; we was altogether in one house.
47,128. Did you hear him make a complaint about
the way in which the people were treated —Yes.
47,129. Was there a person by the name of Bowie

anybody at all what you have now stated?—Some.
time last week, I don't remember the right day.
47,150. Whom did you mention it to :-I men.
tioned it to the Colonel.

47,151. Colonel Fyfe –Yes.

with him at that time —Yes.

47,130. Did Bowie say anything to you at that

47,152. Was he the first person you toll of it?–1
told it to the rest of my comrades.

time 3–Yes.

47,131. What did he say to you ?—I hear him say,
“ We want to beat all the brown and white

47,149. When did you first mention this fact to

off

“ the island, and we will find a place to secure Mr.

47,153. How came you to mention it to Colonel
Fyfe—did he ask you anything about these things?
—I don't know to answer you that.

47,154. Did Colonel Fyfe ask you questions about
47,132. Did he say anything more than that—did these things —Yes.
47,155. Or did you tell him of your own accord?–
he explain what he meant —No, he did not say
I told him.
anything more that I heard ; as soon as he said that Yes,
47,156, Was that in answer to questions that he
I just went out.
ut to you ?—Yes.
47,133. You went away when he said that 2–
47,157. (Commission.) Did Bogle tell you what
47,134. Did he say anything about going to
he wanted to do —Yes; he said that he was in ſtar
Maroon Town 2–Bogle said that.
the Maroon because they were going to the Court
47,135. What did he say about that ?—He said of
to have a battle and he was afraid of the Maroons,
he wanted to go there, he was afraid of the Maroons,
and he wanted to go there and tell them not to inter and he was going to the Maroon Town to tell them
not to interfere.
“ (Fordon.”

fere with what he wanted to do.

47,136. What did you say to him —We told him
he must not go there at all, he must go back.
47,137. Were you with the party that went down
to Bath, or with the party that went down to Port
Antonio —I went to Bath.

47,138. You went to Bath with the last witnesses?

47,158. (Mr. Payne.) You say he said he was
going to the Court to have a battle —Yes.

-

47,159. Was he engaged in a lawsuit —He said
he was going to the Court.
47,160. What Court 2–At Morant Bay.

47,161. Did he tell you what about?—No.

47,162. When did you say this first—did you "
—Yes.

47,139. Did you see any houses burnt at Bath or Colonel Fyfe this?–Yes.
Have
you told going
47,163.
anybody
what
h"a
just
told me,
that he was
to Court tºyouhave
anywhere about Bath —No.
47,140. Were you present at any houses that were battle—to whom have you told that before?-l told
burnt on the road before the Colonel came 2–No.

47,141. You did not see anything done of that
sort —No.

47,142. Did you or any of your men flog any

that to the Colonel.

47,164. Did you tell the Colonel that ?–Yes.

47,165. Were you examined this morning by *
Lewis?—Yes.
-

people —No.
47,165a. Did you tell Mr. Lewis that –1 tº
47,143. You took care of the people who were
47,167. (Commission.) What did you tº ".
brought in as prisoners ?—Yes.
Lewis
–I told Mr. Lewis that this man Bogle “”
(Mr.
Payne.) When did you first mention
47,144.

º
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to the place and made a complaint. He said that they

tell Colonel Fyfe when Bogle was tried ?—I did not

want to work and they offer them a price that they
could not take, and when they were going away
some parties returned and took the price, and when
Saturday came to go for the money, the busha
wanted to give them 2s. and went to kick them down

know when Bogle was taken and tried.
47,172. How is it you did not mention it to

anybody all the time of the war ; how is it you did
not mention it to any magistrate or to Colonel Fyfe.
or to anybody in authority —I did not know I was to

FORTY
NINTH DAY.
J. Walters.
23 Mar. 1866.
-

the step ; then after that they don't satisfy of it,
and they were going to get a dispute with them and
going to Maroon Town to tell them not to interfere,
that they were afraid of the Maroons.
47,168. You say you did not hear Bowie say

anything else except what you have told us?—No.
47,169. You went away —Yes.
47,170. Did you think anything about this at the

time —I think something, I did not have anything

go to a magistrate about it.
47, 173. (Commission.) Did you wish Colonel Ffye
to know that you had any communication with Bogle
before the breaking out of the war 2–I spoke it to
him.

47,174. When he questioned you about it 2–Yes.
47,175. Iie came and questioned you last week 2–
Yes.

to say about it.
47,171. How is it you did not tell anybody about

47,176. Before that had you wished him to know
everything about it —I would wish him to know.
47,177. But you never told him —No, all the rest

it when the war broke out—how is it you did not

knew about it.

The witness withdrew.

FRANCIS DEAN (black) sworn and examined.
47,178. Do you remember when there was martial
law —Yes.

F. Dean.

47,188. Did you ever mention it to any white per
son 2–No.

47,179. About two weeks before that did you live
at Moore Town 2–Yes.

47,180. About two weeks before that did you go
down the Blue Mountain Valley district 2–Yes.
47,181. Did you see Richard Fennison there 2–

47,189. When did you first mention it to any white
person —I mentioned it to our Colonel.
47,190. When was that ?–On Tuesday.
47,191. Last –Yes.

47,183. Is he living there now * – I saw him
during martial law, but I do not know what has

47,192. You never mentioned it during the whole
time of martial law to any magistrate 2–No.
47,193. Nor to Colonel Fyfe —No, I mentioned it
to some private soldier.
47,194. Was it in answer to questions from Colonel

become of him.

Fyfe that you told him this 2—Yes; not in the martial

Yes.

47,182. Who is he 2–He is a man.

-

47,184. Where did you see him 2–I went up to the
Monklands and I saw him in the hands of the con

stables, coming

up.

47,185. What passed between you and Finlayson,
or Fennison —He asked me that they going to fight
against the white people.
47,186. He told you they were going to fight

law.

47,195. Last Tuesday ?—Yes.
47,196. (By the Commission.) Was that when
Colonel Fyfe came and made some inquiries —Yes.

47,197. Did he ask if you had seen anything of
Paul Bogle —Not till the day they got him, I saw
him.

against the white people —Yes, “for the Maroons
will join us.” I told him, “That is a thing we can

47,198. Did Colonel Fyfe come and ask whether
you had seen anything of Bogle before martial law Ż

not do.”

—No.

47,187. (By Mr. Payne.) When did you first men

tion this to anybody ?–On the day they told me I
told it to an older friend of mine; but I did not think

they considered to do such things, and I was careless
about it.

47,199. How came you to mention it to him on
Tuesday ?–On Tuesday he came over and inquired
those that know were to go and give evidence, and
then I mentioned it, and they said that we were to be
subpoenaed.

The witness withdrew.

WALLEN ELLIs (black) sworn and examined.
47,215. Did you then learn what had happened at

º Are you a lieutenant among the Maroons 2
- I es,

Morant Bay ?—Burnt down the Court-house.

47,201. Do

you live at Maroon Town 2–Yes.

ſº. Do you remember the 9th of October last 2
— les.

d

47,216. Did you learn that from the people coming
back —The people all coming up from Morant Bay
when they done the deed, they coming up to Bath

47,203. Where were you on that day ?–In Belvi
ere.

side.

-

47,217. The next morning did you go into Bath 2

47,204. Did you hear shells blowing and drums
beating —Yes.
47,205. Where 2–At Bogle's house.
47,206. At Stony Gut 2–Yes.
47,207. You made some inquiry about it and had

—Yes.

Some answer 2–I did.

and shots, and liquor and bayonet on the stick.
47,220. Ilad he a Volunteer's cap on too —Yes, he
told me the cap was Mr. Hitchen's.

47,208. That was on the Monday : the next day

º you go

to Morant Bay and leave Belvidere 2–

es.

47,218. Did you meet a person called Captain
Edwards 2—I did.

47,219. What had he with him —I saw him ; he

had got a fowling piece, about six canisters of powder,

47,221. Did he tell you what they were going to
do and where he was going 2—He said he came from

47,209. Did you see anybody on your way?

Do

Bath.

you know Fuller —Yes.

47,210. Is he a policeman —Yes.

47.211. He gave you some information, did he 2–
He did.
Y 47,212.

47,223. Was he a Torrington man 2–Yes, some of
them ; I do not know so well, the plenty of them, but

About what had passed at Stony Gut 3–

es.

yº.

47,222. Where was he going to ?—Going back to
Torrington way.

Did you go that night to Airy Castle 2–

es.

47,214. On the Wednesday night did you hear a
great noise 2–I did.

some were from Torrington coming back, and got gun
and powder and liquor, and coming back with them.

47,224. As you were going did you see two persons
named Stirling —I did.

47,225. Were they Edward and John Stirling —
Yes,
6 P

W. Ellis.
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#,226. Did you afterwards take them into custody ?

47,235. Was that the only gun ?—The only ºne
that Edwards had.

- L. eS.

47,227. Were the carried to Morant Bay?—Yes.
47,228. What had they with them when you saw
them on the Thursday ?—Two fowling pieces.
47,229. What else?—About six bags of shot, about
12 canisters of powder between the two.
47,230. Did you see those people from Torrington
take away any guns —I cannot really say so from
Torrington; but Edwards was among them, he was a
captain.

47,236. The only one that Torrington people had:
—I cannot really answer that.

47,237. Did you see any other?—I saw the
Stirlings, the next party.

47,238. Did you see any other gun with that party?
—With Edwards's party No.
47,239. You did not see them fetch guns from
Bath —I saw them bring guns from Bath.
47,240. You only saw that one —With that
-

47,231. Did you see them take any guns —I did
arty.

not see them take it out of the store, but he said to me
he broke Mr. Tavaris's store.

47,232. How many did you see ?—I saw Edwards
got one.

47,233. Was that the only one among the whole 2
—No, Edwards had got a party to himself.
47,234. A party of guns 2—A party of himself with
one gun and bayonet, bayonet upon cutlass.

47,241. You saw two guns with the Stirlings, did
you see any others?—Two others with the Stirling
party.
47,242. No more ?–No. That makes three,

47,243. (By the Commission.) You did not see
more than three guns —I did not see them carry
more than three.

The witness withdrew.

A. Finlayson.

ADELAIDE FINLAYSON (black) sworn and examined.
47,244. Are you a married woman residing at up to him and plenty more and said, “What is your
name : ” and he told me the name of Paul Bogle:
Hayfield 7–Yes.
47,245. Do you remember the Monday after the and I ask where him going. I tell him, “Turnback."
He said, “No,” he want to see for the men about the
disturbances at Morant Bay ?–Yes.
47,246. Did you see Paul Bogle on that day ?— mountains. I tell him, “No, they have gone to Bath,
keeping guard.”
Yes.
47,247. Where –The road leads right through
47,250. Did you say anything more ?–No.
the Hayfield Mountains.
You said he was to go away?—We cºuld
47,251.
47,248. Was he alone, or were there other persons
not allow them to be there, because we were all
with him 2–Him and plenty more persons.
47,249. Did he say anything to you ?–No, I ran females upon the property.
-

The witness withdrew.

M. Brown,

MARIA BROWN (black) sworn and examined.
47,252. Are you a Maroon, living at Hayfield — I asked him what his name, and he said name ºf
Yes.

47,253. Do you remember the Monday after mar
tial law, after the people had gone to Bath —Yes.
47,254. Did you see people coming up to Hayfield
that morning 2—Yes.
47,255. Do you know who any of them were 2–
Yes. When I came out into the road and saw so much

people, and saw a big man amongst them, I asked
him where he going, and he did not speak to me.

Paul Bogle ; and I told him please to turn back.
because no men in the mountain, only female, all
the men gone to Bath, keeping guard.
47,256. What did he do —Turnback.

47,257. With his people?—Yes.

47,258. How many of them —I don't know how
many; I did not count.
47,259. About how many ?—About seven.

The witness withdrew.

FRANCIS Rob ERTson LYNCH recalled and further examined,
F. R. Lynch,

47,260. (Letters produced and shown to witness.)
Is this the handwriting of Mr. Gordon f –(Manu

script headed “State of the Island " handed to
witness)—Down to there is. This part is in Dr.
Bowerbank's handwriting (The part stated by wit
ness to be in the handwriting of Dr. Bowerbank

struck out.) (The following letters handed to wit

in our necessities.
“To bless our relations and our friends.

“To pardon our enemies.

“To take away the reproach of sin from our had

neSS.

º BogI.E,

Kingston, 5th Feb., 1854
“We have much to deplore, none of us being
good! To-day is a fast day, to call to mind our sis.
“To implore God to grant us mercies and to help *
“DEAR Bog LE,

Kingston, 26th Feb. 1864.

I HAVE received your letter of the 24th inst. I

have given Bailey the 51. Do not fail to let the
sugar come forward. You have had lately from
me 5l. and 4l., and the orders 3l. and ll., making
in all 131. Can wax and honey be got in your quar
? Mr. Marsheleck was going to sue you for the
terSo

“To bless all lands with the light of Gºlmuth
“To grant prosperity to our cause for His glºry"
this city.
“To bless Mr. Warren in the Word, and in hismis’
sion to S. Thos. ye East.
-

-

-

“Think of these things, and of the wickenes in
our land, and pour out your spirit in supplicatiºn and
11. 4s. freight. I now enclose a bank cheque for prayer, and though we are surrounded by difficult”
hear andtobless
will surely
Lord kind
11. 4s, which Mr. Marshelleck will no doubt take the“My
yourus.good wife. and
remembrance
-

and remit to Mr. Levy, and it will be all right.
I have written to Clarke and you will hear all.
Let him send the paper back by Tuesday's post.

with best wishes,
“ Believe me,

“Yours in Xtian regard,

Things are bad in Jamaica and will require a great
deal of purging.
Best wishes,

Yours truly,
Mr. Paul Bogle.

GEo. W. GoRDON.

“Mr. Paul Bogle.
“DEAR Bogle,

r

Gro. W. Gºº.

Morant Bay, 22nd Feb.1%
“I have again to contend with Rectºrſº

annoyance, he is trying toget me out of the duº
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warden's office, but I have no doubt he will fail also
this time. I am busy in Kingston and have to

[Name crossed out]
-

-

return by to-morrow for the P.kt. business.
“I have not yet seen Chisholm.

MosquittoBailey
-

-

Stewart

4/

-

1/6

1/6 [Word crossed out] -

-

-

F. R. Lynch.

G.W.G.

“Yours very truly,
“Mr Paul Bogle.

-

-

-

FORTY.
NINTH DAY.

- 4/
- 4/

-

-

Gro. W. GoRDON.”

(if itness.) These are in the handwriting of Mr.
Gordon, and addressed to Paul Bogle.

[The following letter handed to witness.]

23 Mar. 1866.

1/6
2/

Stewart
Sullivan

3/

Bayly

4

-

-

4
2

()
O

-

-

I

6

10

6

-

-

Stony Gutt, 12th July 1865.
“My compliment to you, hope you is well to-day,
as I am not, from fetiguement of yesterday; I felta severe

O

“ DEAR SIR,

pain in my stomach, so I am not able to come down ;
you will be pleased to remember the horse that you
did promise to give me to ride out on business.

And

Chisheln, for Refreshments -

0

5

0

1 lb. Cheese
Music

-

-

O 2
O 10
0 6
O
5
O 5

()
6
()
0
O

-

-

0

3

0

1

16

()

-

-

0

()

9

Bread
4 Bts. Ale

you must provide something for me to vote, upon for
the year comming, for all my beast dead, I have also

4
2

my title here, which I will send down to you that you
may get it record as quick as possible, for I expect to
have William upon the list of voters for next year.
“You must try and see well to this, and we expect
to have a meeting at Bogle house, at Cottage Penn,
next Tuesday, and your attendance will require,

,
...,

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Porter
Rum

Rum

-

Mrs. Lundy—

[portion of letter torn.]
4. Bot. Porter

“I am your, [portion of letter torn]ly
4
2

“ PAUL Bog LE.”

(Witness.) I do not know whose writing that is.
These endorsements upon it are all in Mr. Gordon's
handwriting.

[Endorsements on back of letter as follows:]
1865.

S. Tho, y East.
Election Expenses

-

-

Ale
Rum

[Letter addressed as follows :]
“ G. W. Gordon, Esqr.,
“Morant Bay.”
[Envelope shown to witness with the three letters in

same handwriting, as follows:]
“Mr. Paul Bogle,
“Stoney Gut,
“ St. Thos. y East.

Paul Bogle.
Memo: 12th July.
Sullivan

,
,

“ G. W. G.”

- 4/

Capt. LURE Edward O'Connor sworn and examined (on March 1st).
47,265. That was the first time that year 2–Yes.
47,261. Are you a captain in Her Majesty's service?
—Yes.

47,266. Then it is necessarily not the fact that you

47,262. In what regiment 7–The 83rd.

47,263. When did you arrive in Jamaica —On the
8th December 1865.

were present at General O'Connor's house in Kingston
on the night of 12th October 2—I was not, I was in
India.

47,264. Had you been in Jamaica during 1865
before that ?—No.

47,267. Then it was impossible 2–Impossible.
The witness withdrew.

Adjourned sine die.

FIFTIETH DAY.

Thursday, 29th March 1866.
PRESENT :

SIR HENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.
JoiiN BLossett MAULE, Esq.
Russell GURNEY, Esq.
|

John SPENCE (black) recalled and further examined.
47,273. Was it a wooden door 2–Yes.
47,268, Were you at the back of the Court-house
on the 11th of October, when some people attacked
the magazine there 2–Yes.

47,274. Did he say anything about a chisel as he
was doing it 2–Yes.

47,269. Did you see a man using an iron bar and
attempting to break the magazine open —Yes.

47,275. What did he say?—He called some one.
47,276. What did he say?–Go down the yard for

47,270. What man was that ?—He was named Tom

a cold chisel, and make haste and break the door open
before the troops come.
47,277. Before the soldiers come —Yes.

Graham.

47,271. How did he use the iron bar 2–He struck

47,278. Did he say anything about taking anything?

the door with it.

47,272. Was the door an iron door —No.

—Yes, he said it was to get the powder.

The witness withdrew.
6 P 2

FIFTIETH
DAY.

J. Spence.
29 Mar. 1866.
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FIFTIETH
DAY.

W. Beckford.

yº. Do you know

WILLIAM BECKFoRD (black) sworn and examined.
a man named Valentine 2– a day, or two after. He came home

47,280. Were you a special constable on the 23rd
29 Mar. 1866.

and locked in

himself.

eS,

47,289. On what day was that ?–Monday.

of October ?–Yes, I was.

47,290. After the 23rd of October 2—After that.

47,281. Was Valentine a special constable 2–No,
he was at the negro house at home.
B 47,282. Where was that ?—Just opposite Morant

47,291. What was done that day ?—The day Isaw
him he was taken up and carried down to the Bay and

given in custody, and Mr. Ramsay told me to send fºr

-

the officers who were present when he slew at Blake
with a knife. I sent up and called Valentine,
47,292. What did you see done to Richard Wilson.

I

I came home I heard about him.

You saw him taken up and taken to the Bay and his

!

47,284. Did you not see Richard Wilson —I did
not see him myself.
47,285. Did you not see him that evening coming
to his house from the bush 2–No, Valentine told me

hands tied ?–Yes.

ay.

-

47,283. On the 23rd of October did you see a man
called Richard Wilson 2–I did not see him, but when

that what I stated is

, Valentine told me what

evidence he gave in Court.

47,286. Did you see anything done to Richard

Wilson 2–Yes, I saw what was done to him.
47,287. You saw it 2–Yes, what was done to him
I saw.

47,288. Where was he 3–I saw him in the house

t

47,293. Was anything more done to him?—He was
tried
and hung.
47,294.
Did you see him —Yes, I did.
47,295. Were you there when Wilson used the
knife
against John Blake —No, Walentine was
47,296. Is Valentine here 2–No, he is at Morant
Bay.
47,297. You saw Richard Wilson hung?—I did.
47,298. Is not this Valentine who is here?—Nº,

|

:

ſiſ

º

º:

h
t

º

tº

he is not the one.

º

ſ

The witness withdrew.
D. Valentine.

DAVID VALENTINE (coloured) recalled and further examined.
47,299. Where do you come from ?—Middleton.
47,301. Did you see a man running away on that
47,300. Did you see on the 23rd of October any- day and John Blake running after him?—I never saw
thing done by Richard Wilson to a man named John him.

º

-

Blake 2–No.
The witness withdrew.
G. Lake.

,

i.

GEORGE LARE (black) sworn and examined.
47,302. Do you remember the disturbances at it did take place —He said it was to be expected to
take place there, and Mr. George William Gordon was
Morant Bay ?—Yes.
47,303. On the Friday before the Wednesday did at the back, and several more gentlemen knew about it.
47,324. That is what he said to you?—Yes; that
you have any messenger brought to you, on the
was before the rebellion on the Wednesday.
Friday ?—Yes, on Friday night.
47,325. This was on the Friday ?—Yes, on the
47,304. Who came to you then –Paul Bogle sent
his son and called me.
Friday night.
47,326. Was anything said about what was to be
47,305. In consequence of what he said to you did
ou go anywhere 2–When he called me I went.
done with any of the gentlemen who knew about it?
—No, he did not tell us what he was going to do with
47,306. Where to ?–To Paul Bogle.
47,307. Where at 2–At Torrington.

any of the gentlemen, but what he told was, he said,

47,308. Was he alone, or were there any people

“Well, Mr. Gordon know about it, him in the back;
he will suffice with gun and bayonet.”
47,327. Will “suffice”?—Yes, “He will know
how to suffice with the gun and powder.”

with him?—He brought some men with him.

47,309. At what house ?—In a meeting-house.
47,310. Did he say anything to you ?—Yes.
47,311. What did he say to you ?—He said that a
war was expected in St .Thomas in the East, and of
him alone people must be afraid ; but Mr. George
William Gordon was the back.

47,312. That is what he said —Yes.
47,313. Were many people present at this meeting?
—Yes, he brought plenty of persons with him from
Stony Gut.
47,314. Was anything done —That night 2
47,315. Yes. What he told me I will tell you.

my hand and swore me.
47,320. What did he say to you when he put it
into your hand —He told me a war was expected in
St. Thomas in the East.
47,321. You kissed the Bible?—He did not tell me
anything but a war was going to take place, but as I
came into the house, when his son had been sent to
call me, he put a Bible into my hand and told me to tell
the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help
me God.

After that he told me a war was expected

to take place in St. Thomas in the East.
47,322. Did he say anything about when a war was
to take place?—No, he did not tell me what day.
47,323. Did he say what was to be done there when

tº

I,

.

º

M.
Ri

l:
-

foreign to come to Jamaica to have a war—to mix

with Jamaica people and fight the war. That is whº
he said that night; and on the Saturday he said he
had a man that had joined his meeting going tº 7

take away by force; and by the time he said so and

not tell me what he was going to swear me for ; but
the same time when I came in he put a Bible into

tº

wº

he brought with him, he swore some.
47,317. You saw them —He gave the Bible into

47,319. Were you sworn to anything —He did

hº

47,328. When he said he would know where to

in the Court, in the public Court at Morant Bºy,
and whether the prisoner guilty or guilty not, he mus:

47,318. Did he give one into yours ?—Yes.

.

supply them with powder, did he say what would lº
done with him, or what he was going to do?–He
said, “Mr. George William Gordon will suffice with
gun and powder,” and he would send people frºm

7,316. Were any people sworn there —Yes, what
their hands.

.
#.

º

that done, to rescue against the magistrates.

47,329. Isthis allthattook place on the Friday?-Wes.
47,330. On the Saturday where were you?—I was

-

in Morant Bay myself, but I not go with Bogle.
47,331. You happened to be there, did you see tº

*

thing of the riot on Saturday?—The Saturday whºm
the case is trying he rescue against the case tº tº
away the prisoner by force. Sergeant Burmethºd
got the paper in his hand, and hisson, William lºgº
peeped into the letter, and Barnett said, "Dº
interfere with me, if you interfere with me I will
take you up.” By the time Sergeant Burnell º'

º

t
h
t

“If you interfere with me I will take you up."
boy was rescued, Paul Bogle's son he was
against the policeman,

º

rescued
-

--

47,332. What do you say?—He was resis":
against the policeman, and by the time he was tº

ing the magistrate said, “You must take up."
man,”
the the
timestep
he said
theawhºle
*
people and
ran by
down
andthat
create
row ºf
in the

-
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Parade; and they were all in the Court-house
day with sticks.
7,333. Did you then go home 2—Yes.

47,334. On the Wednesday did you go to Morant
Bay again 2–Yes.

47,335. Did you go alone or did you go with Bogle?
—The Wednesday I go with Bogle. Bogle take us
by force. He promised to shoot me, and through
fright I went with him, and when I went, by the
time he was going in past the station, coming down,
I was obliged to make him a fool, and say I was going
to buy three pairs of Osnaburg trowsers.
47,336. You said you were going to buy three
pairs —Yes, and by the time I bought them he was
going up in the street, turning to the Parade to go
down to the Court-house.

47,358. You live at Middleton —No, at Brown's

that

I saw the whole of them

turn that way going down, and I was going past and
heard the Volunteers fire in a party—boom, boom,
boom—and I saw a few of the Bogle's men run
back after the others got shot, and when I came past
and when I was past, and I was going along by the
big cotton tree, I met about 100 men armed with cut
lasses and sticks and coming down the road.
47,337. Another body coming towards the Bay ?—
Yes, coming to meet the rest at the Bay.
47,338. You were yourself tried by Court-martial,
were you not *—I was.
47,339. And sentenced to be hung—you had assisted
the Maroons, had you not ?—Yes.

Field.

47,359. Where does Paul Bogle's son live —Paul
Bogle came to Torrington.

47,360. When Paul Bogle's son came to you what
did you say to him —The son did not tell me what
the father called me for.

47,361. What did you say to him when he told you
this 2–1'aul Bogle sent his son and called me, and I
went with the son to the father, and when I went the
father told me about the war going to take place.

47,362. What did you say ?—He took me by
force.

47,363. His son 2–The father.

47,364. When did he take you by force —When
the rebellion was.

47,365. When Paul Bogle's son came to your house
what did you say to him in reply to his questions?—

I did not say anything to him.
47,366. What did you say to the father ?—I did
not say anything to him, because Paul Bogle was a
kind of Jamaica king, and wanted to shoot me.
47,367. You said nothing to him the whole time *

—He promised to shoot me, and I was obliged to take
off my hat and beg he would not shoot me.
47,368. What made you go to Paul Bogle 2–What

I know about it I have told you already.
47,369. What made you go to Paul Bogle —
Because he promised to kill me.

47,340. Giving thern information ?–Yes.

47,341. And Colonel Fyfe said you gave informa
tion ?—Yes.

The

son said the father called me, and I went with the son

47,342. In consequence of that your life was
spared 2–Yes.
47,343. Were you flogged 2–Yes.
47,344. How many lashes did you get 2-—I did not
flog at Morant Bay. I had three brothers, and one
went round with the Maroons.

47,370. The son promised to kill you before you
went 7–The father, when the son called me.

Then after the one

that died came back and went to Moore Town, I

heard he was dead, and I went to see if it was true or
not, and by the time I was going they catch me and
tie me by the hands.
47,345. Where were you flogged ?–At Moore
Town.

47,346. The Maroons took you ?—I went to seek

after whether my brother is dead or not, and the
Maroons saw me, and some said, “Tie him,” and some
said, “Shoot him.”
47,347. When was that ?—After the martial law
was over, that is the week to Christmas, on the

Tuesday.
47,348. Not Christmas week 2–Yes.

to the father, and the father told me what I have
told.

47,371. Who did you tell this to first, all this that
you have repeated to-day ?—Well, sir, I told Colonel
Fyfe.
47,372. When did you tell him 2–I do not know.
I cannot read or write, and I cannot tell what date.

47,373. Was Colonel Fyfe the first person you
told 2–Yes.

47,374. When did you first tell him, how long ago?
—In the martial law when I go down to Bath I go
along with the Maroons, and then Colonel Fyfe ask
me : “What about this thing, now sir” 2 I told him,
as far as Paul Bogle tell me I related to Colonel
Fyfe.

47,375. Before you were sentenced to be hanged?—
Yes.

47,376. You say when you went to Morant Bay it
was because you were compelled to ?—I told you all
right.

47,377. When you found the soldiers came you

47,349. (By Mr. Payne.) What was the charge
against you ?—There was no charge against me, no
more than as Bogle took me by force and I came down

went on the other side 2–The soldiers ?

with him ; and got away from him, and was going
home—people saw me going from the store and
thought I was in the riot.

I was in the house sitting down. My house was not
burnt or anything, but they began to shoot—“pum,
pum, pum”—nobody could stand it, and everybody was

47,350. I asked what you were charged with ;

47,378. The Maroons.—When the Maroons came

obliged to run into the woods.

47,379. (By Mr. Walcott.) On the Friday you

what was the charge against you ?—There was no

charge against me in the Bay.

say Bogle was at Torrington; what took place besides
the kissing the book, and his telling you war was

47,351. Where were you tried by Court-martial 2

going to take place he told you something more ;

—At the Pay.
47,352. What was the charge brought against you;

didn't he 7–No, he told me a war expected to take
place in St. Thomas in the East, this what I know.
47,380. Were you asked to join the war —No.

were you found guilty on the charge —No.
47,353. Were you found guilty
(By the Com
mission.) Did they say you had been in the riot when
they tried you for it —No.
47,354. What did they say, what were you to be
hung for 2–I told you just now, when I buy my
trowsers away from Paul Bogle, the people cluster
together and I go amongst them and past them, and
then when I pass them they said I was in the riot too.
47,355. You were going to be hanged for being in

the riot?–Only that.

47,381. Did he swear you to join the war 2–That
thing made him swear me, but I did not like to join
it.

47,382. Did he tell you anything else 2–No.
47,383. Did he make you any promise —If I die I
won't talk what he did not say. What you say is
something.

I did not talk with the man.

47,384. Did he make you any promise —No.
47,385. Nothing of any kind —Nothing at all.
47,386. Did he talk about lands 2—No, I didn't

47,356. (By Mr. Payne.) Who was the Court
martial that tried you ?–Mr. Ramsay.
47,357. Anybody else?—Yes; but the rest of the
gentlemen I don't know, for their name is not public

hear about no land.

as his name is.

have come from further.

47,387. Other people besides him you mention were
present —He bring some men with him from Stony
Gut. I do not know the man's name myself. He might
6P 3
w
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47,388. Did he state to these people in your pre
sence about the lands, or the back lands, or anything 2
—I did not hear, but perhaps he might before.
47,389. What you have told us is all that took place
between you and him —Yes.
47,390. Anything more; he said Mr. Gordon was the
back; and he would bring foreign men to have a fight
in Jamaica —Yes, and when I was going up the
only two men that I met with the rest, Mr. Cooke

asked me, and I told him amongst about 100 men
said I met coming down.
47,391. But on the same Friday ?—No, he did nºt
make any promise to me at all.
47,392. Did he say who the other gentlemen were
that knew about it 2–No, he did not name them.

47,393. (By the Commission.) Did he say what was
to be done with any of them, what any of them were
to do, or what was to be done with it?—No.

The witness withdrew.
W. Lee.

WILLIAM LEE (white) sworn and examined.
47,394. What are you ?—I am a cabinet maker.
47,395. At Kingston 2–Yes.
47,396. Were you there at the time when the news

47,410. Different from other people's way?–Yes,
he had a half-crying way of speaking when he was

reached Kingston of what had happened at Morant
Bay?—Yes.

47,411. Like other people 2–He was rather peculiar.
He had a half-crying sort of tone in which he
frequently spoke. He was peculiar in that respect.
47,412. Was that the way you say he adºpted on
this occasion ?—Yes, he did not absolutely cry, but

47,397. On what day did you first hear it?—On the
12th of October.

-

47,398. At what time 2—Immediately after Mr.
George's letter came to the Custos.
47,399. What time was that ?—About 2 o’clock.

47,400. After the news reached you did you see Mr.
George William Gordon 2–I did.
47,401. How soon after –Immediately.
47,402. Where at 2–His office, at the back of
our store.

was distressed and exhibited his distress,
47,413. Did anything more pass between you and

him about the news 2—When we spoke of the Baron
he said, “I told the Baron not to go, but he was such

an obstinate man.” He said he would go to Mr.
Airey—it must be all lies—he did not believe it, he
would go to Mr. Airey, his friend, and ask him tº

47,403. Had you known him intimately before
that 2–Many years.
47,404. Did you talk to him about the news?—I did.
47,405. Do you know who first made a remark

contradict it.

about it which of you two —I told him of the Baron
being murdered.

minutes.

47,406. What did you say to him —Isaid that the
Baron had been murdered, and sad news had come
down that a lot of people had been killed, and I said
“ George, I am afraid that your agitation in St.
Thomas in the East has led to this outbreak.”

47,416. Did you say anything to him that you can
now recollect which led him to say that he had told
the Baron “not to go, but he was such an obstinate
man *—Nothing but what I have related. That is
about all that took place between us. It was in the
presence of a woman named Palmer, who was in the

cried. He had a peculiar way with him.
47,408. Let us understand this—as you know it
and we don't, we should like to understand how it was,

versation ?—About the time I was leaving.

47,409. But a “peculiar way” you say ?—He had

a way, a half-crying tone often.

47,417. (By Mr. Walcott.) Was it when you told
that “I told him not to go, but he was such an
obstinate man ;” was it at the beginning of the cº
47,418. Which was first, that about the agitation
or about the persons being murdered?—The circum
stances took place as nearly as possible in the same
order in which I have related them as to time-one

after the other, as I have stated.

GEORGE THOMAs (black) sworn and examined.
47,419. What are you, what were you last Oc Stanton, and on Tuesday night, he sent in a man
tober, what were you doing 2–Working at Stanton. named John Brown to Nutts River, to say he wanted

47,420. Did you live there?—I lived at York.

to see all the youngsters in Nutts River, and I went

47,421. Were you at Morant Bay on the 11th of

with the rest.

October 2—Yes.

7,436. To this meeting at Church Corner on the

47,422. Did you see the disturbances there 2–Yes.
47,423. Were you amongst Bogle's men 2–Yes.
47,424. Did you come from Stony Gut that morn
ing 2–Yes.
47,425. Before that, had you been at any of Bogle's
meetings —Yes.
47,426. How long before ?–Only the week before
October, Tuesday night.
47,427. A week before or a day before the Wed

nesday —A week before, October week.
47,428. Where was the meeting —By Church
corner.

47,429. In Morant Bay?—Yes.

47,430. At what house —At the house beside the
Baptist chapel.
47,431. Is it called the Wesleyan chapel —No,
close to the Old Baptist chapel.

Tuesday ?—Yes.

47,437. What took place there?—I saw plenty ºf
people there, and he called me and said it was 4

private meeting, and would we like to join. We
asked what cause it was, and he did not say,

47,438, Who asked you?—Paul Bogle and Mº
Laren.

47,439. What did you say?–We said, "Yes."
because they said it would be for the benefit ºf all the
blacks.

47,440. You said you would join -\es.

He

asked our names, we told him, and McLaren put
them down, and he gave us a Bible, and said wen's
kiss it, and afterwards he told us, “This is a meeting
held from Mr. Gordon.”

47,441. Who said that?–Paul Bogle.

-

47,442. What did he say?—“This is a mºtº

47,432. Who was at the meeting 2–I saw plenty.

“ hold from Mr. Gordon; Gordon said they alwºº

47,433. Was Paul Bogle there *—Yes.
47,434. And Moses Bogle 3–No, I did not see

“ working for nothing at all, and the gentlemen."

him.

“home to Mrs. Queen that the people they paidº."
day.”

47,435. What took place —I saw him and he
called me inside.

The week before that I was in

S.

tiº

The witness withdrew.
G. Thomas.

(t.

office.

Mr. Gordon the Baron was murdered that he said

distressed.

tº
*:

47,414. Is that all that passed ?—That was all that
transpired between us.
47,415. You were not long with him 2–0nly a few

47,407. Yes?—He said, “No, friend, I never gave
“ the people bad advice, I only told them the Lord
“would send them a day of deliverance.” He seemed
very much distressed about it. He cried and half

and why you describe him as crying —He seemed
-

grieved.

47,443. This is what Paul Bogle said Mr. Gº
don said 2–Yes.
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47,444. What time of day was the meeting 7–

47,472. Did you stay there all Monday night —I

Night.
47,445. How long did it last?–Only about two hours.
47,446. Were you there all the time —Yes.

stand there in the meeting-house with the rest of the

47.447. What more was said or done —He told me

the back part of the land belong to we, but the white
47,448. Was that all that happened 2–Yes.
47,449. Nothing more ?–Yes; he said, “We want
“ all the different places ; we must have 50 men and
“ a captain to each.”
47,450. Anything more ?—Yes.
47,451. What?—We were to join the Volunteer
the same as the white man.

47,452. Well, is that all that was said that you

-

men till Tuesday morning.
G. Thomas.

47,473. Were you there when the constables came
up —Yes.

29 Mar. 1866.

47,474. Were you drilled —Yes, I drilled with
47,475. Who drilled you ?—A man named Grant,
from Stanton.

47,476. That is William Grant 2–Yes.

47,477. When the policemen came did you see

what took place —We were all in the chapel, and
quite silent, and I heard them bawl in Bogle's house
over the way that the policemen had come, and we
all came out, and everyone of the policemen knew me
and I knew them.

recollect 2–Yes.

47,453. Were you ever at a meeting at Stony Gut
—Yes, I was there.

47,454. Was it before the Church Corner meeting 2

—The Church Corner meeting was the first meeting
I ever went to.

47,455. Was it after that ?–Yes, but I have not
done with the Church Corner meeting first. We all

joined the meeting. On the Saturday a man named
Miller

47,456. At the Tuesday meeting 2—I tell you ; on
the Saturday they coming to see the man get tried
before the justices.
47,457. They told you that ?–Yes, Paul Bogle.
47,458. You were to go and hear the man tried ?—
We were to see him trial, and see him get justice, for
the white man was taking too much advantage of

He went there on the Saturday.

I was not

present.

47,459. I)id you go on the Saturday ?–Yes.
47,460. You said you had not finished about the

Church Corner meeting on the Tuesday ?–That I am
telling you about now. On the Tuesday he said, on
Saturday we must go to the Bay and see the man
tried.

47,461. And you went —Yes.
7,462. Have you told us all that was said that you

recollect on the Tuesday ?—Yes, because that man
joined the meeting.
47,463. Do you know the man's name 2–His name
is Francis Miller, from Stony Gut.
47,464. Was he there on the Tuesday at the meet

ing 3–1 did not see him, but Bogle said he joined the
meeting, and we must go and see him justice.
47,465. That was the Tuesday meeting, have you
done with that ?–Yes.

47,466. Then about the meeting at Stony Gut, after

the Tuesday meeting, how soon after was it —The
first Monday of the October night. I was at Nutts
River, and working at Stanton. About 10 o'clock at
night, when we were asleep, I was awaked, and saw a

black man named George Brown that was shot. He
had come to Nutts River to say one of the men they
took him away, and we must come to Stony Gut,
Bogle said, on Monday night, the middle of the night.
47,467. Did you go?—Yes, I went.
47,468. How many people were there —I saw the

47,478. You saw them seized 2–Yes.

47,479. Had you any arm or weapon 2–No, no
cutlass ; I had my stick.

47,480. Did you remain all the Tuesday ?—Yes.
47,481. Up at Stony Gut —Yes.
47,482. What time did you leave with the rest on
Wednesday morning to go to Morant Bay from Stony
Gut 2—I stopped till the evening, and went to
my place at dark, and in the morning we all went
back, and I came back on Wednesday morning.
47,483. With whom did you march 2–With Bogle.
We all joined the meeting.
47,484. What had you in your hand —Mystick.
47,485. Did you have a captain over you ?—No.
47,486. You went with Bogle —Yes; I joined the
meeting.

47,487. But you went to Morant Bay ?–Yes.
47,488. Did you go to the Court-house —I go with
them all the way to the station.
47,489. The police station ?—Yes.
47,490. Did you see it broken into ?–Yes.
47,491. Did you go in 2–No.
47,492. You were outside :-Yes.

47,493. After that did you get anything but a
stick –IIalf the men got guns.
47,494. Did you ?–No.
47,495. You only had a stick —Yes.
47,496. Did you get wounded that day ?–Yes.
47,497. Where 7–At the back of a tree facing the
Parade.

47,498. Where was the wound —Through my
right shoulder, a bullet.

Volunteers.

47,501. Where were you from Wednesday till
Thursday, after you got the wound —I was in the
Bay.

47,502. Were you lying on the ground —On
Thursday morning I went to the hospital, and a
gentleman looked after me and dressed me.
47,503. After you got to the hospital you made a
statement to Mr. Mlarshalleck f–Yes, I sent and
called him.

to keep guard, as the Volunteers were coming up and
the policemen from Morant Bay.

hands.

-

47,469. Was that on Monday night –Yes.
47,470. What was done there —When we got

there Bogle—Paul Bogle and Moses Bogle and Mc
Laren, the three were talking.

They tell me they

took up one of the men in the Bay, speaking about
the man's trial of the Belvidere estate, and he call us

47,471. Anything more ?—Tuesday morning we
were all quiet.

-

47,499. After that were you at the hospital —Yes.
47,500. When did they take you there, the same
day ?–On Thursday morning; I went with the

47,504. Was your statement put on paper ?—Yes.
47,505. And you were sworn ?– Yes.
47,506. Did you remember giving some account of
Mr. George William Gordon –Yes.
47,507. Could you have gone from the hospital to
the trial —They didn't move me.
47,508. Could you go?—No, I could not go.
47,509. Could you have gone if you had tried ?—
Yes, I could if I tried; I could have held up my

church full.

DAY.

the rest.

gentlemen hide it from him.

them.

FIFTIETH

47,510. There was nothing the matter with your

legs, only a wound in your shoulder?-Yes.
The witness withdrew.

JAMES GoRDON (black) recalled and further examined,
47,511. You were a witness at Mr. George William Gordon's trial at Morant Bay ?–No.

J. Gordon.

47,512. Is your name James Gordon —Yes; I am a constable at Port Morant.
47,513. Do you know James Gordon, the man who gave evidence at Morant Bay ?—No.
The witness withdrew.
6 P4
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A. Duncker.
-

29 Mar, 1866.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE

Adolphus DUNCRER (coloured) sworn and examined.
47,514. What are you ?—Clerk to the Deputy (List of names previously put in shown to witnes)
Marshal.
—I took this on the morning of the 15th of November
47,515. Did you go to Cherry Garden with Inspec at Cherry Garden.
tor Nairne 2—No.
47,520. Where did you find it –In a room, with
47,516. Did you go with anyone —With Mr. several other papers. I presume it was his counting.
house.
Lawton, the Deputy Marshal.
47,517. When 7–On the 14th of November.

47,518. Did you find any papers?—Yes.
47,519, Do you remember whether this was one 7

47,521. With a number of other papers?—Papers
were all scattered about the place, but this one was in
a drawer in an envelope.

AB

}:

y

º

y:

The witness withdrew.
mº

R. E. Jones.

wº

RoBERT EVAN Jon Es recalled and further examined.

wº

47,522. There was something you were not allowed
to speak of before, because it would have affected a
prisoner about to take his trial. Were you present on
the 7th of October at Morant Bay, as you told us
before ?—Yes.

47,534. The constable gave them to him to carry?
—No.

47,535. How do you know?—I know it. The con.
stable stated it himself, I was present, that these
were found with him.

-

47,523. At that time did you see Henry Theophilus
Bogle –I did.
47,524. Were you taking down the names of persons
in the market place —Yes, I was.

47,525. Did he interfere with you at that time 2–
He did; he came up and looked on the paper on
which I was writing the names, and he called three

47,536. They were given to him to carry, but you
don't know anything of your own knowledge?–Not
of my own knowledge, but I said the constable stated
in his presence they were found in his possession.
47,537. (By the Commission.) Were there any
marks upon Marshall that you observed ?–There was
a little streak of blood on his side.

is taking down our names.” One of the men said,
“They may take our names, he may take our names,
“ but where will they try us? Is it here or at Bath
“ Court-house ? Where will the magistrates try us?
“On that day when we are taken up, and on our
“ trial, the policemen's and all the magistrates' faces

47,538. What day was he brought in 2–I cannºt
remember what day it was ; some time in October,
47,539. Was that his own blood; was he bleeding
himself?—No, he was not bleeding.
47,540. Were you at Morant Bay long —Yes.
47,541. Did you see any women flogged there?—
47,542. How long were you there during martial

“ will turn on the ground.”

law —I was there at the outbreak, I was there when

47,526. Was there any attempt afterwards to get
into the Court-house ?—They did after they were put
out, when they resisted the prisoner. They attempted
again to come into the Court-house, and we prevented
them. They said, “Never mind, the door of this
“ Court-house will be thrown broad to us one day or
“ the other very shortly.”
47,527. Do you wish to speak about George Mar
shall —Just to say he was apprehended with many

martial law was proclaimed, and when Marshall was

47,544. Were you in guard of the prisoners at all?
—No ; I was about doing my duty, but not particu.
larly attending to prisoners.
47,545. Were you constantly there —I was cº

of the rebels, and he was one of those who had woollen

stantly in the station.

other men, and said to them, “Look at this brute, he

taken up.

47,543. All the time of martial law you were ther,
what was your duty —I was a policeman at that
time.

-

47,546. You didn't see any women flogged during

goods in his possession.
47,528. Did you find them —I did not, but he
brought them in.
47,529. Did George Marshall bring them in 2–
Yes; he brought in some woollen goods to the station.
47,530. Then he was not taken with other rebels,

the time 2—No.

but of his own accord 2–No ; he and other rebels

martial.

were taken into the station with stolen goods. He
had stolen goods in his possession.
47,531. How do you know they were stolen 2–It
was because they were identified by Mr. Kirkland.
47,532. In his presence —Not in his presence,
afterwards; the very goods.
47,533. (By Mr. Payne.) How do you know they
were found in his possession ?—The constables that

brought him in, and himself with the goods in his
own hands.

47,547. How long was Marshall there 2–He was

brought in in the morning, and I think he was tried
the same day.

|
-

47,548. Tried ?–He was taken down to the Court
h

47,549. Where?—Taken down to where it washell.
N 47,550,

Were you present when he was flogged?-

0.

47,551. He was only there a few hours?—About
half a day.
47,552. How did he go on there; did you see any.
thing in his conduct that attracted your attention at
all ?—He was quite dull.
-

47,553. There was nothing to attract your attention
in his conduct beyond other prisoners?—No.

The witness withdrew.
G. A. Hague.

GEORGE ADAM HAGUE recalled and further examined.

47,554. You have been here before ?—Yes.
47,555. And you hold the office of Clerk of the
Customs at Port Morant —Collector of Customs.
47,556. You gave evidence before the Commission
on the 6th of February last, and you were asked this

47,557. Or in his presence?—Nor in his presen”
I have since found the man who admitted to me that

he had flogged them,
47,558. But about himself you made a mistake?—
Yes, it was not by his orders or in his presence.

question (questions and answers from 9221 to 9226 in

47,559. But do you say still that Lieutenant

the 12th day's proceedings read to witness); have
you any explanation that you wish to give to-day
with respect to your answers to those questions 2–I
have. It is very clear that that statement that Lieu
tenant Adcock directed the woman to be flogged is a
mistake ; she was flogged on the day. My impres
sion is as strong as ever that she was flogged on the

Adcock was at Leith Hall on the day when you sº"

her flogged —It was on the day they passed tº
—the troops commanded by him ; because I wº
there on that particular day, and I saw the wom”
there when they were at Leith Hall.

7

47,560. What do you say as to Captain Astwº
—The same.

47,561. What you said about him was equally a

day the troops commanded by Lieutenant Adcock
passed through Leith Hall. . She was flogged on the

mistake 2–Yes.

day the troops, commanded by Lieutenant Adcock
assed through, but I certainly never intended to have
said that she was flogged by his orders,

—They were there, Smith the overseer, and Espeut

-

47,562. Further, you were asked (Questions and

answers 9230 to 9333 in 12th days proceedingſ”

!

| | | || JAMA 1 ("A lºt) YA I, ( ( ) MIMISSI () N.

the book-keeper, and when the troops passed through,
and al- when the woman was flogged.
47,563. You say Captain Adcock of the 6th, and
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mean to say that when Lieutenant Adcock was there

47,565. Then again this answer is wrong in which I'IFTIETFI
1) AY
you say Captain Adcock was there —Clearly.
47,566. You say that is all wrong. Now are you G. A. Hague.
equally certain about the other people being there—
about Mr. Smith and Mr. Espeut as you were the 23 Mar. 1866.

Mr. Smith and Mr. Espeut were there.

other day ?–They were there.

Mr. Smith were there, and you repeat it again 3–1

47,564. But you say that Captain Astwood's troops

47,567. You are not mistaken about them 2–Oh,

that went into the neighbourhood, Captain Adcock of

no, they were there on the day when the troop passed

the Sixth, Mr. Smith, the overseer of Leith iſ all, and

through, and on the day the woman was flogged—at

Mr. Espeut the book-keeper, were there 2–What I

the time she was flogged.
47,568. Do you know who ordered her to be

mean to say is, that both Mr. Smith and Mr. Espeut
were present when Lieutenant Adcock and his troop

flogged; if Captain Adcock did not ?—Only from

were there, and also when the woman was flogged.

what the man Murray tells me.

The witness withdrew.

Ensign CULLEN (white) recalled and further examined.
Ensign Cullen.
47,578. And it is positively untrue —I declare it
to be positively untrue.
47,570. Were you with him all the way at the time
17,579. (By Jr. Payne.) Do you know anything
—Yes, I never left him all the time.
of the shooting of a man named 13ily Cray?—I never
47,571. Is it true that at Grange Hill he passed a heard the name before.
boy sitting upon some steps, and that he shot him 2–
47,580. Do you know anything about the shooting
Qūite untrue : it could not have happened without of a man at a certain bread-fruit tree at Grange-hill ?
my knowledge. (Questions and answers from 29,071 —No, I do not.
47,581. Will you undertake to say that on the 18th
in the 29th day, Part 2, read to witness.)
of October you were with him all the time—every
47,572. Is that true —Quite untrue.
47,573. Nothing of the sort happened —Nothing moment – I was ; he never left my sight.
of the sort ever occurred.
47,582. If a man was shot you were equally re
47,574. Either by Dr. Morris or any other person : sponsible 3–Such a thing did not occur, in the first
place.
—It never came under my notice.
47,575. Must you have seen it if it had been done
47,583. You undertake to say that Dr. Morris did

47,569. Were you the officer with Dr. Morris at
the time he went by Grange Hill – Yes, I was.

by Dr. Morris –It was impossible it

could

ever

occur without my knowing it.

47,576. Another

witness says (Questions and

answers from 29,163 in the 29th day's proceedings,
Part 2, rºad.) —Is that true —ſt never came under

my notice, and I always rode with

him, and he never

went out on an expedition himself.
17,577. It could not have taken place without your

not leave your sight during the whole day ?—I do.
47,584. For any purpose ?—For any purpose what
ever; he and I rode together the whole day.
47,585. Every moment 2–I said before he did not
leave my sight that day.
47,586. (By the Commission.) At Grange-hill.
you were together —Yes.
47,587. (By Mr. Payne.) You know where that
is ?–Yes.

knowledge – No.

The witness withdrew.

Jonix Sir ARI (coloured) sworn and examined.
47.58s. You are a compositor at Kingston, in the —He said I was to send two sets to Morant Bay, and

printing business?–Yes.
47,589. You have seen that paper put into your
hands before ?–Yes, I have. (“State of the Island.”)
47,590. Who gave you that paper when you first

got it?—It was left under cover to me

with

Mr.

one to Bath.

47,602. To whom at Morant Bay ?—One sct to a
man named Paul Bogle, and another to a man named
William Chisholm.

47,603. And to whom at Batl: 'º-To one James
Sullivan.

Gordon's directions to put it in type.

47,591. The directions were in writing —IIe said
“Set this up.”

47,592. Did you see him —I saw him the next
morning. He came into the office to inquire if I was
going on with it.

47,604. Did you send these ?—I did. He was not
in the town, but I obeyed his instructions. I sent
them to Paul Bogle, William Chisholm, and James
Sullivan.

47,605. And also to the man at St. Ann's 2–Yes.

47,606. Did you see Mr. Gordon again upon the

47,593. Did he read it to you ?—He read it over

subject —On his return from St. Ann's Bay where

and told me to read it to him, to see if I could make

he had been during the time I had sent them.
47,607. When was it you saw him—when did you
set it up f—I should think about somewhere between

out his handwriting. I read it to him.

47,594. And you made certain alterations?-Yes,
he gave me his pencil and told me to alter certain
words.

47,595. To suit his directions, you made them —
By his directions.

-

the 20th and 29th.

47,608. Of what month —Of the month of July
1865. Between that time he went to attend a meeting
at St. Ann's Bay on the 29th.

-

47,596. You were to set it up by his orders in

47,609. You saw him afterwards?—I left his em

ploy during his absence, but I spoke to him after

type *—I did.

47,597. Did he give you orders what you were to

do with the printed copies when set up 3–Yes.
47,598. What orders did he give you?—He told

me as the post day was on Monday I had better send
50 copies to St. Ann's Bay.
47,599. Did he mention the party to whom you

wards.

47,610. On the subject of that ?–IHe had seen it

before he went away.
47,611. But afterwards was your conversation on
the subject of that ?—No, not as regards these pla
cards.

47,612. Was that about the advertisements of a

were to send them —Yes.

47,600. To whom ?—One Thomas Rodney.
47,601. Where else did he tell you to send them :

requisition to the Baron as to a public meeting to be

held in St. Thomas in the East –Yes.
The witness withdrew.

6 Q

J. Sharp.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAl: EN ISEFORE

FIFTHETH

Captain Hole recalled and further examined.

DAY.

Capt. Hole.
23 Mar. 1866.

47,613. In the beginning of November did you re
ceive an official communication respecting Mr.
Codrington, at that time a magistrate 2–

*
did.

evidences taken down, and they took the principal
parts, and other witnesses gave oral evidence, which
was not written down in the notes. Ensign Cullen
will say so.

-

47,614. Did you in consequence direct him to be

47,625. That was rather irregular, was it not?—

put under arrest ?–I directed him to be brought in as

All these trials were rather.

a prisoner to Port Antonio, and put him on his word
of honour not to leave the place during martial law.
47,615. You held some investigation as to his con
duct –Yes, on the Monday.
47,616. And sent the proceedings to the Governor?

47,626. But had you heard the evidence which
was not written ?—All the time at Manchioneal.

—To Mr. Jordon.

47,617. You did not send them to General Nelson 2

—He was moving at that time, I considered it ne
cessary immediate steps should be taken to prevent a
similar occurrence.

47,627. Did you at

Port Antonio —At Port

dº

Antonio the Provost Marshal did.

47,628. There, then, you had no knowledge you.
self except the notes that were forwarded? Yes
I always heard the evidence myself before it went

4

into Court, and I investigated the case closely, and

4

then sent it into Court, and if they formed the same
opinion I had no difficulty.
47,629. Was that at Port Antonio —No at

t
s

47,618. Subsequently did you learn that he was
removed from the Commission of the Peace — I saw
it in the Gazette.

47,619. And that legal proceedings were to be
taken 2–Yes.

47,620. In consequence you did not take further
steps ?—I did nothing after reporting it to the
Governor.

Manchioneal.

47,630. But that was not in the presence of the
prisoner —Yes.

4.

47,631. In fact you had a preliminary examination
before the Court-martial, the prisoner being present

m?
-

before submitting it to a Court-martial?—Certainly,
47,632. The object was to see if there were grounds

47,621. There were a good many Courts-martial

held at Port Antonio by your directions —Yes, and
at Manchioneal.

¥,622. And the sentences were by you confirmed :
- I eS.

47,623. Had you any information before you, be

for a Court-martial – Yes.

-

-

47,633. (By Mr. Payne.) Do you recollect the
execution of a boy named Richard Gordon at Black
Rock, at a star-apple tree ?—Where is Black Rock;

4'
º

I don’t know.

\t

47,634. Near Priestman's river ?–No, I don't

4.

recollect.

yond the notes that were handed in and you subse
quently forwarded ?–Certainly.
47,624. What information ?—All the evidence was

47,635. (By the Commission.) Do you recollect any
boy being shot at a star-apple tree ?—No, I never

not taken down ; generally speaking.

heard the name before.

I had two

4'

rºl

wº
º

The witness withdrew.

º
4
º!
!

lºnsign CULLEN recalled

Ensign Cullen.

and further examined.

i.

they were tied to the pillars of the piazza and were
47,636. Were you at Courts-martial at Port An-1,
going to be flogged, and Dr. Morris whispered to the
•

*
H

tonio or Manchioneal 2–At Manchioneal.

47,637. Was all the evidence that was given taken

down 2–No, it was not—only the principal evidence.
47,638. There were three men on the road from
Golden Grove to Manchioneal, who were taken to

officer and they were untied and put along the road,
and then shot ?—At that time Dr. Morris was lying
with ſever.

the post-office, just before you cross the river, at the

47,651. Then you were not the officer with him at
that time, and you know nothing about the execution?

iron bridge ; were you present —I passed by that

—I did not see that execution.

district.

47,652. At the time you passed there he was not
with you ?—Yes, he was. He got a sunstroke on the

47,639. When three prisoners were there 2–No, I
don’t remember; they never came under my notice.

47,640. Did you march by there having the charge
of three prisoners on your way from Golden Grove 2
—I marched from Golden Grove to Manchioneal in

charge of prisoners.
47,641. Do you remember passing the post-office

}.

road, and was so ill with fever that I had to get him
conveyed on. .

-

47,653. Was he ill at the time you passed the pºst.
office —Before that, a very short time before, as wº
were coming between two came plantations he dropped

\
-

!

-

close to the iron bridge, about two miles out from
Golden Grove 2—I was ; I passed it straight and did
not stop.

-

-

47,642. At any time either going or coming were

you present there when three men were put along the
road and shot ?—No, I was not present, I don’t
recollect it.

-

-

-

47,654. He dropped off?—He was unable to rid,
and I thought it was a sunstroke.
47,655. Can you tax your memory so certainly as
to say that when you passed the post-office at that
time when Dr. Morris fell off his horse, three men
were not shot —No, I did not see them.

47,656. You know nothing about it?—No: Iknow

-

47,643. In the presence of Dr. Morris —Not at any
time that I recollect.

off his horse.

nothing about it.

º

47,657. Did you ever hear of it before now :-

_*

O.

47,644. Dr. Morris, whispered to you they were
going to be flogged ; they were untied from the posts
of the piazza, and put along the highway and shot,

there a few minutes; but I did not like taking Dr.

instead of being flogged 2–Nothing of the kind.

Morris on in the state he was in.

47,645. Nothing of the kind happened in your
presence —No.
47,646. Did you go by the post-office in company

-

47,658. Did you not halt there at all?–Iremained
47,659. You went into the post-office —Yes,
47,660. And he lay down 2–Yes.

-

with Dr. Morris, the surgeon 3–Yes.
47,647. Both going and returning 2–Yes.

47,661. Did you see any prisoners there?—No, nºt
coming down.

47,648. Were you in charge of prisoners both ways?
—No.

47,662. There were none there?—None, .
47,663. (By Mr. Payne.) Were not three prisºners
brought to you by three constables?—No.
-

47,649. Only in coming 2—Only in returning from
Golden Grove to Manchiomeal.

47,664. Will this recall it to your recollectiºn:
that three men were charged with stealing some nails?

*

* *

47,650. Now, it has been said by witnesses who
were at the post-office, that the officer in company

—There were many occurrences of that kind.

with Dr. Morris had three prisoners in charge, and

cure some twine?–No, I did nothing of the kind.

47,665. Did you not order the soldiers then tº Pº

|
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47,666. Have you a good memory –Yes, pretty
fair.
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Morris on the day he was supposed to have shot Billy

FIFTIETH

Gray ?–Yes.

47,667. You would remember this occurrence as
well as you would remember what occurred with Dr.

DAY.

47,668. Your memory is equally good with respect
Ensign Cullen.

to the two occasions —Yes.

The witness withdrew.

23 Mar, 1866.

GEORGE: You Ng recalled and further examined.
G. Young.
47,669. You are editor of the “ Gleaner **—Yes.

47,677. Did you publish the report 2—I did.

47,670. Were you present at the trial of Mr. Gor
47,678. Have you your original notes ?—I think I

don —Yes.

47,671. Were you taking notes of that trial for the

have. They have been in the possession of the
Governor before this.

“ Gleaner f"—Yes.

47,672. Were you there during the whole of the

time —During the whole of the proceedings.

47,679. You have not the original notes here 2–
No, that was taken (newspaper report produced);

47,673. Did you hear any application made by Mr.
Gordon for the postponement of the trial —I never

and after I had taken the notes I handed them to

heard it.

permission to publish them. He said he could not
give it then, but he would let me know.
47,680. You were all under a pledge not to do so

47,674. You did not ?–No; he never made it.
47,675. You feel sure he never made it 2–He never
made it.

I sat within three or four feet of him.

47,676. You were taking a careful note 2–1 was :
my notes have been unquestioned.

General O'Connor for his perusal, and requested his

without his leave 2–I gave my word of honour, and I
never published them till I had the leave of the
authorities.

The witness withdrew.

The Rev. JAMES BARRETT (black) sworn and examined.
47,681. Are you a Baptist minister in the neigh
47,688. Was that principally with the peasantry

Rev. J. Barrett.

bourhood of Black River ?– Yes.

—Yes.

47,682. Have you a large congregation there?—
Not very large.
47,683. ii.ow long have you been there 2––Four

47,689. (By Mr. Payne.) Have you made con
siderable inquiries —Yes.
47,690. Do you remember the time when the news

ears.

of the rebellion was received 2–In October?

47,684. Have you had opportunities of becoming
acquainted with the feelings and disposition of the
people in that neighbourhood –Yes.
47,685. Were you there during the summer and
autumn of last year – Yes.
47,686. Had you reason to suppose there was dis
affection to the Government, or disloyalty amongst
them —No reason.

47,687. Had you extensive communication beyond
that with your own people —Yes.

47,691. Yes 2–Yes.

47,692. Do you know how that was received —The
people were quite frightened.
47,693. Was there any sympathy with the rebel
lion ?–No sympathy whatever.
47,694. Do you know anything about the truth or
falsity of the reports about drillings —I had never
heard of people drilling at all in the parish.
-

The witness withdrew.

The Rev. SAMUEL Holt (black) sworn and examined.
47,707. (By Mr. Payne.) I believe you objected
47,695. What are you?—A Baptist minister.
47,696. IIave you a congregation in the neighbour to the holding of the Underhill meeting without the
hood of Black IRiver ?–Yes.

47,697. Where 2–1in the district of Fyfe's Penn.

presence of the Custos ?—Without the presence of the
Custos and no magistrates.

7,698. Have you a large congregation there —
No, not very large.

47,708. Another meeting was held : — Another
meeting, but I was too late ; and I saw the Custos,

7,699. How long have you been there —I went
into that parish from the parish of Hanover, my native
parish, in 1826.

and he told me it all ended in confusion and bustle.

47,700. Have you been there ever since —Yes.
47,701. Have you become well acquainted with the
feelings and dispositions not only of your own people

passing a store and I heard a clerk (if needs be I

but the neighbourhood generally 3–I am. I am ac
quainted with the feelings of the people, for I visit
them, and also with the authorities.

47,702. Do you visit a good deal about the cottages
of the people —Yes.

47,703. Were you there during the summer and
autumn of last year –Yes, I was.
47,704. Had you any reason to suppose there was

any disaffection or disloyalty among them —None
whatever.

I mentioned to the Custos when he asked

me what I thought about it, I did not believe anything
at all.

47,709. Did you hear any report amongst the people
that the Queen had sent them money —Yes; I was
could mention his name) telling a woman, “Sister,
are you not coming down the day of the meeting 2"
and she said, “What for f" He said, “You no heard

that the Queen sent out money for you ; are you not
coming down to get your share " She said she did
not know of it, and he advised her to come down.

I

believe that was one of the reasons why there was so
large a body of people down on the Bay on that
OCCaS1011.

47,710. (By the Commission.) You find people very
willing to believe any story of that kind –Many of
my people are.
47,711. Do they believe it now 2–No.

47,705. When was that ?–I think it was in the

47,712. (By Mr. Payne.) Was that report in con

latter end of July when he told me he expected a ship
of war in the harbour to protect the town.
47,706. You said you did not think there was 2–I

sequence of any money and clothes that were sent out

said I did not think there was any reason for him to

fear. I also had an interview with Captain Wake of
the “Bulldog,” and he asked me what I thought, and

I told him the same, they had no occasion to fear. I
did not think he would have any occasion to land his
men for the protection of the people.

by the friends of the negroes in England 2–Another
person reported it ; I heard him confess it a week or
two ago in the presence of a magistrate, that he was
the person who circulated the rumour, the man I heard
myself.

47,713. (By the Commission.) He was a clerk in a
store ?–In a druggist's establishment.

47,714. (By Mr. Payne.) Were you present when
6Q 2
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the news came of the outbreak in St. Thomas in the
East 2–Yes.

47,715. Had you occasion to observe the effect upon
the people?—Yes, they were thunderstruck.

23 Mar. 1866.

47,716. Was any sympathy expressed with the
rebellion ?—No, none whatever. So much so that I
got up a memorial, which I have now with me, and
was to have got signatures to, expressing sympathy
with the Government and our willingness to assist in
putting down any outbreak.
47,717. I believe that was not proceeded with ?—

It was not, in consequence of threats that I was to be
apprehended.
47,718. Are there any great complaints among the
people with reference to the administration ofjustic,
or wages, or anything of that kind?—No, not much
complaining about justice. We have some magistrates

we may rely on, and they would be a credit to any
arish—some.

47,719. (By Mr. Walcott.) Do you belong to the
English Baptists —Yes.
47,720. Are you in the Jamaica Union?—I amno,
in the Union.

The witness withdrew.
J. Mend, 5.

Jon N MENDEs (black) sworn and examined.
47,744. Had they said anything about the Maroons?
47,721. Are you one of the Hayfield Maroons —
I am not living at Hayfield, but I am a captain —As I said that to them they said, “No." I said,
“ Believe me, I hear all along the Maroons join the
belonging to Hayfield.
“ people; but, believe me, the Maroons have not.
47,722. Where do you live —At Retreat Penn.
47,723. Is that about nine miles to the east of “ Don't believe such a thing, because if they have
“joined such a thing I am one of the chiefs of the
Hayfield 2–About nine miles from it.
47,724. Were you on the way to Port Antonio on “Maroons and I will hear it. Now make yourselves
the 12th of October 3–Yes.
“easy, and don't interfere.” One man turned round,
47,725. Did you meet some men 2–In my going I named Troop ; I saw him as he turned round with
met SOme men.
some blood on him and with a bayonet, and I looked
47,726. Were they men you did not expect to find upon him, and by the time I spoke that to him he
at large —No.
said, “Come on, the rest are in the way coming. Let
47,727. They were persons you knew to have been “ us go in ; this very night we must drink buckra
sent to the prison —Yes.

“ blood.”

47,728. They gave some information as to how
they had come out 2–So it is.
47,729. Did you go to Manchioneal, and there hear
more particulars of the outbreak —Yes, I did.

my knees and I said, “My good people, remember

I heard it, and I dread, and I bowed on

“ our blessed Lord and Master in His last death, in

“His passion said, ‘My peace I leave with you, and
“‘my peace I give to you, not as the world give it
‘to you, and the world cannot take it away from
‘you, and let my peace remain with you for ever,

<<

47,730. When did you come back —As I heard it

4.

was going on so rapidly at Morant Bay, and they were
killing all the white people, and that Mr. Hire was
killed, I said I could not go further, but I must return
back and see how my family was situated.

47,731. When did you come back 2 – On the
Friday.
47,732. Did you meet any body of people on your
way ?—I did.

“‘ and be not afraid.’” A man named Tom Hany,

from Hector River, who is hung, he said to the people,
“Instead of taking the damned man off his hºst
“ and cutting off his neck, you listen to him as you
“ listen to a parson, and this night we shall have Mr.
&

“Foote ; he call himself a Wesleyan preacher, and
“ make himself a planter. We shall cut off him nºt;
to-night, and also that Volunteer, Bunting, which
is the Volunteer Captain; we shall have off his
neck to-night, and mash down his shop." And
they said again, “As for old Hinchlewood, we shall

&

47,733. Where 2–At Hector's River.

<*

47,734. What number of people 2–About 150.
47,735. What were they about 2–1 inet them, and
when I met them I saw them with too much bundles,

all white sheets and gentlemen's things they had
plundered out of the River district,
47,736. So you suppose 2–Yes.
47,737. Who were carrying these bundles —The
wV Onn (*in ,

47,738. How many of these 150 were women 2–I

&

“ cut off his head to-night, and mash his place and
“ burn down his house; and as for old Ward, we

“shall cut of his head to-night.” He is a magistral,
and lives at Fair Prospect.”
47,745. This was on the Friday; did you come
home that night 3–Yes. As I was coming—

47,746. Did you see anything more?—When I

can hardly say because I didn't keep count, only i

passed them, and that is about the number.
47,739. Altogether, including the women —In
cluding men and women.

47,740. What had the men —Some got the hoe on
their shoulder and cutlass in their hands, and some

got bills.
47,741. Did you speak to them at all —I did.
47,742. Did you ask them anything —I did.
47,743. What?—I asked them, “Where are you
coming from now * They said to me, “We come
from down the river.”

came on, as I came to the way to Mr. Ilire's house ºn

the way down the river to Amity Hall, I saw alsº
100 people there again, and they had got all Mr.
Hire's valuable articles and things in their hands
male and female; and they began to drink andquartel
and I passed them, and saw three people from Veſy
near where I live.

47,747. The following day did you go down tº
Bath —I did.

47,748. Did you find a number of your peºple had

I said, “What from ?” and

come down the previous night —When I first well

they said, “We were going to work, and we hear they
kill all our employers, and we are going back.” I
made the answer to them, says I, “Well, my good

to Bath the Hayfield people were there.
47,749. How many about were there ?—I cannot

“ people, I hope you did not interfere in this rebellion

I

“ at Morant Bay. You know, you Manchioneal

“ people, I know many of you, and you are good
“ people. Now, whatever is done in Morant Bay,
“ let it remain there, and I hope you will go home in

number them; I cannot really tell.

-

47,750. Are you a captain of the Maroons:-Yº,
ann.

47,751. What did you do when you got down ºn
Saturday ?—As I went on Saturday down from ºf
house

“ peace and make yourselves easy, and don't interfere

47,752. When you got down to Bath, what part

“ in this ; for, I tell you the truth, the Crown and
“ the Maroons got an understanding one with another,
“ and the white people and many of you that I have
“ known, if when I go and hear that the Crown is
“ against you, believe me when the Crown send an

did the Maroons take –They were at the Rhinº

“ order we will come back and we don't let even

“ your cocoa-nut to grow.” That is my words.

when I went with the regiment of soldiers.
47,753.
What and
part stationed
did you take
men
of Hayfield
them—They
at Bath,ſwkº,
and I

}. down the river and took station at Barlº
tlil.

47,754. Did you remain there till Colone Fyfe
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myself. Mr. Kirkland swore them in. and we pressed
constables and took all the river. We captured all

47,768. Did you have a complaint of his having
slept at Priscilla Denis's house and taking a sheet –
He did. They are all young friends.
47,769. He wrapped it on him, and went to the

the gentlemen's things and so on, and I took them

Court-house with it round him 2–So I understand ;

23 Mar. 1866,

myself, and brought them to Bath and delivered

I didn't see it.

came –All the River prisoners.

As I had not

Maroons, I took all the constables; I was a constable

them.

DAY.

J. Mendes.
-

-

47,770. It was taken from him —So I heard.

47,755. Did you apprehend the people yourself?—
I go sometimes myself.
47,756. Do you remember a man named Duncan
Stewart –I did not apprehend him, but I knew
him.

47,757. Was he in your custody ?—He came to my
custody in Bath when they were just coming in.
47,758. Did you do anything to him —Yes; I'll
tell you what I did. When he came to Bath he was
them with another man going before to be examined.

I said, “ Duncan Stewart, are you here too ! Well,
“ Stewart, I am much surprised: you ought to be
“ ashamed of yourself. Your sisters are all white
“ people's children, and instead of being on the white
“ people's side you now come to be one of the men
“ looking for them to kill. You ought to be ashamed
“ of yourself.” As I said so, he told me he didn't
interfere with anything; but he had a saddle of
Parson Herschell's that was put in the river. Says
I, “And well, where did you carry it to ?” He says
he has it in his house. By this time he was along to
go to the station—to the police station; and as he
was on his way going, he walking, I took out my
sword in my hand and fixed it on him, and said,
“Run on
The same that you can take the saddle
“ and run home, you can run to the station.”
47,759. Did you push him *—I never did. There

47,771. Did Priscilla Dennis make a complaint to
you ?–Yes.
74,772. What did you do?–I said, “Well, my
“ daughter, I am very sorry. You all know George,
“ what he is; he's not in his right way. When we
“ get money we'll pay you for it,” and she said,
“ Yes, father.”

47,773. Did she make any complaint to you at that
time —Only that.
47.774. Did she make any complaint of one of the
men having shot her pig 2–I never heard of that until
the day Captain Fyfe came down from Kingston with
a complaint about the sheet.

47.775. Did you see any of the floggings at Bath 2
—I did.

4.

47,776. When 3–I cannot name the time, but in

the middle of martial law. I cannot name the day
they commenced.
47,777. Do you remember when Colonel Fyfe
came, did they go on for a time, and did Colonel
Fyfe order them to be stopped 2–Well, I don't sup
pose they went on after that.
47,778. You did not see them go on after that ?—
No. I did all my duty in the River district, on the
estates down the river.

47,779. Did you burn any houses —Yes, I did.

47,760. Did he run ?—He did.

47,780. Whereabouts – A man called Walker, that
called himself a revival man, that make all the mischief
with the people there.
47,781. How did you know that ?—That was the

47,761. Do you remember a person named William

evidence given.

is the 13ible I took, I know the sense, I will not

perjure myself in telling a lie.
Robert 2–Yes.

7,782. Upon the information given to you you

47,762. Did you see anything at that time of him :
—That was another day.
7,763. When –When Colonel Fyfe's men came

burnt his house –Yes.

from Mooretown.

Barking Lodge ; he commanded to burn the house.

47,764. Did you do anything to him —They went
to Torrington, and the day they went to Torrington
the Torrington people fired on my brother-in-law and
shot him in his eyes, and as they fired him I heard
the alarm from down the river. I was getting very
vexed, and as I was going on I saw the man named
Robert, and as I heard my brother-in-law was shot,
as I was surprising, he laughed; and as he was

47,783. Did you burn any other houses 2–Mr.
Porter ordered a man, that robbed all his things at
47,784. Did you find things in the house 2–We
found a dish and a gentleman's pan and other things,
and a goblet.
47,785. Did you see any other houses burnt besides
those you burnt yourself —I saw many, but I don't
know the circumstances.

47,786. (By Mr. Payne.) Did you receive orders

making a mock my sword was in my hand, and I took

to burn all the houses in Pera 2–Not to burn all, but
all the houses with plunder in them.

the broad side and hit him on the rump, and I said,
“What you laugh at ; You laugh now, but when

to burn ?—I did, because the children cried.

“we have the order to come up to Torrington we'll
“let you know you shoot my brother-in-law ; but

47,788. You had orders to burn the whole of Pera 2
—Yes, I had.

“I’ll let you know.”
47,765. Was he a prisoner —No ; he was laughing
and making a mock at us.

47,789. Do you know whether any of the wives of
the Maroons went down to Eniger IIall to receive
goods —Well, that I cannot tell you ; as I tell you, I
did all my duty most down the River. I cannot give
you much about that.

47,766. Have you a son named George —Yes.
47,767. Is he quite right in his mind —No.

47,787. You spared a good many you were ordered

The witness withdrew.

Ensign CULLEN recalled and further examined.
47,795. On your return from Manchioneal —

47,790. The master of the post-office at the iron
bridge, two miles on the road from Golden Grove to
Manchioneal—you know the spot where it crosses

Yes.

the river ?–Yes.

None.

47,791. He and another person, named Anderson,
give this account. (Erfract from cridence read to
witness.) Now does that lecall to your mind any

and one man's name of the three was Richard Walton.

execution of men on the march from Golden Grove to

Manchioneal 2–Nothing whatever.

47,792. Were any men shot during that march 2–
Not to my knowledge.

47,793. You had no people in charge as prisoners :
—Not that march.

47,794. Were you over that road more than once :
—Twice; the last occasion was when I came to Up
Park Camp.

47,796. Ilad you any men shot or executed 2–
47,797. The time pointed to is the 21st of October,
That is, Saturday, the 21st of October —I don't
know whether I was there or not at that period. I
may have been there.
47,798. Do you remember going along the march

along that road on one day ?—I went there. I cannot
say what time.
47,799. About that period in October, on the
march from Golden Grove to Mianchioneal, was Dr.
Morris with you ?—IIe was.
47,800. Was he taken unwell just before he reached
6Q 3
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the post-office —Yes;
so unwell that
DAY.
* ,
at hhe was perfectly
-

incapable—unconscious.

Ensign Cullen.

—ſº i. into the post-office to lie down 2
he

tº brought in there.

---

W

47,831.
officer
?—IBut
was with
.
47,832. Do you know of any oth

47,803.

47,83

Wºº. any

people at the post-office when

yo. Fºlched it —Yes; a few people were there.

him carried on on a horse to Golden

Grove, the shorter distance from that.

47,807. That is coming from the post-office to

Golden Grove ; that is, coming home again from
Manchioneal 2–No.

ºº
ment besides yours ?—He has been Pany any detach.
-

You could

not bring him to Golden Grove that morning. We
are talking of coming from Golden Grove to Manchioneal. On some day in October, about the third
week, did you come that way ?—Yes, on the 23rd.

charge from Golden Gr
º
rove were taken to Manchioneal:
-

-

47,887.
were;"|
dropped on the road
behind
withNone
anybody
47,888. You took the whole number you

started

47,840. Had you any ?—I had none.

47,841. Were any parties marching with yºu
except your detachment 2–None.
47,842. No officer was there beside yourself the day

º

º
º

º

Dr. Morris was taken ill ?–No, none; but at Golden
Grove there was.

his

-

47,843. In your march by the post-office?—None.
47,844. What body of men had you that day?—

47,811. When you were going back from Manchioneal to Golden Grove — think you are confusing
the two. I think the first time was the 20th or 21st.
On that occasion Dr. Morris was there, going down

47,845. (By Mr. Payne.) Are you prepared to
swear to what took place, or do you mean to say you
don't remember that certain things did not take place
that have been spoken to, or do you rather mean to

to Manchioneal, and marching from there to Golden

say you don't remember 2—It did not come under my

Grove.

knowledge.

it.

far

|

i:

!

“t

-

47,846. (By the Commission.) No such thing ever
happened to your knowledge —No.
47,847. Did you ever hear of three men having

#:
º

been shot ?—No.

in by constables as you stopped or halted for a short

47,848. (By Mr. Payne.) Did you not undergo
very great exertions?—I did, very great indeed.
47,849. Do you think it possible, things of this sort
may have slipped your memory —There was a great

time —Most decidedly not.

confusion of circumstances at that time; I cannºt

N.

recall anything of the kind.

sº

47,817. Were any men brought in as prisoners on
the other occasion when you were going to Golden
Grove —No. The only prisoners I had in that district were

º

OWel'

". ºn Adcock to me to

47,850. Do you think it

memory ?—I do

º,

“iflin or thi

Where did you receive them —At Golden

Grove.

not know.

may

47,819. To bring on to Manchioneal —Yes.
47,820. How many —Ten or twelve, perhaps.
47,821. Did they go by the post-office in your

charge
2–Yes;
thatstop
is the
road.
47,822.
Did you
at only
the post-office
—No, not
x- -- on that
occasion.

wº

º

th

ſº

ve done, but I do not think"

-

º,
.. º could."
7,851.
ission.) Such a thing as that
...*::::::::::::: *—Certainly

º

CO

47,852. When Dr. Morris got this sun-strºke

how

answer that exactly. I may have halted for a moment

and given the men a rest, and marched on again.
47,824. Do you remember a person handing a paper

I never did,

to you with the names of persons —No.

office and sat by him myself.

47,825. Or any paper without names ?—No, none.
47,826. Do you remember persons being tied to the
verandah or piazza of the post-office, and being
untied ?–No.

47,827. The whole of this account is perfectly unknown
to you
am not
aware
of such
a thing.
47,828.
Did?—I
you ever
hear
of such
a thing
–No.

Many circumstances
knowledge.

may have occurred without my
47,829. Were you the only person going along with
those prisoners when you took them —I was supposed
to be.

47,830. Were you ?—Another party from Manchio-

meal may have been on the road.

r

n

47,854. Did you never leave your detachment:
except when I took him into the P"
-

sting about

r

º

47,855. Where were the men then?—Resting *
there.

-

47,856. Had they broken off?—I gave them leave
to rest to go into the river to bathe, and rest a few
moments.
47,857.
You know
the names
of the
men'ſ
".
own
detachment
who were
with you
at the
time fcould
not recollect.
47,858.
Had you no roll —I took them tº the
men in the Manchioneal district; I took the first I
could get and marched them on.
47,859. How many ?—I cannot remember. .
47,860. Could you not find them out?—I will try,
-

but some of them may have gone away.

ALEXANDER CHISHoly (white) sworn and examined.
47,863. You hire the labour and regulate the Pº
-

..

*

The witness withdrew.

47,861. You are the overseer of Golden Grove
estate f—Yes.
47,862. And reside on the estate 2–Yes.

!.

far was it from the place —About half a mile, ºr "
so much.

47,823. You made no kind of stay?—I could not

is

not.

ing along the val
47,853. Were the men marching along the
with you :?—They
1ney were.
"—

-

-

ſº

-r

-

A. Chisholm.

is

have escaped your
It is a good long period.

I do not think a circumstance of that kind

bring on to Manchioneal for trial.

-

º

Lif

think I had 50 men.

47,813. Did you ever march from Golden Grove to
Manchioneal —Yes; two days afterwards I did.
47,814. Was Dr. Morris with you then – Yes.
47,815. Was he ill then 2–No.
47,816. On that occasion were three men brought

-

or left

was taken ill —No, it was not.
47,810. He was taken ill on his return ?—Yes.

47,812. Dr. Morris was then with you, and he was

º:

lar

with, and arrived with that number; noſewºlf,
behind on the road with anybody ?—None.
47,839. You had no prisoners the day Dr. Mors
was taken ill –None were given to my charge

47,809. Was that the occasion when Dr. Morris

taken ill –-Yes.

th

47,835. Along that road ?—No, not on that road
47,836. Then the whole of the prisoners you had in

47,808. Golden Grove you would have passed in
going by the post-office to Manchioneal.

-

*

he

recoyer
not till the following morning.
47.806.—No,
How did you manage to dispose of Dr.
Morris —I had

y

,833. Did you ever h
47,834. Did i. Morris

47,804. Was the postmaster, or a man apparently
belonging to the building, there —There were a few

individuals
there. Dr.
I don't
know
they'.were.
º A.
Morris
hadwho
gone
did

s

er.

ºr detachment
Pº your own —Not tº º

knowledge.

in the morning.
*

º the only

marching there except

28 Mar. 1s56. , 47.802. Was that in the evening of the day ?—No,
—

BEFORE

ment of wages for it 2–Yes.

47,864. Have you any of your books showing the

º

*

*

t
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earnings on the estate by labourers during the year
1864?–No.
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47,897. You carry out the earnings day by day in
a tabular entry, and the whole appears at the end of

DAY.

the week —Yes.

47,865. They are destroyed –Yes.

A. Chisholm.

47,806. All 2–All.

47,898. How often do you pay ?—Every Friday for

47,867. They were destroyed last October when
the rioters visited the estate :-Yes.

the week.
23 Mar. 1866.

7,899. Is that for the current week 2–Yes. There

47,868. Have you any books since —Yes.
47,869. Has the labour on the estate since you have
resumed keeping books been regulated in the same
way as before ?—Quite so ; exactly the same way.
47,870. Do you on that estate, which is one of the
largest sugar estates in Jamaica, is it not :-Yes.
47,871. Do you on that estate work by task or by

are no estates paid more regularly than Mr. Shortridge's.
47.900. Who owns Golden Grove 2–Mr. Andrew

Archdeacon. Mr. Shortridge, who is the attorney,
gives his overseers money regularly to be paid every
week. He is my attorney. I get the money regularly

47.873. Entirely –Almost everything.

every week. There might be a week wanted, if the
river comes down and they send to Kingston and the
messenger cannot get back.
47,901. Are the wages ever allowed to get in

47,873. On the land 3–On the land.

arrear 7–Not under me.

day labour 3–By task.
47,874. Referring to your books for the payment of
wages by task, will you give us, for the first two or
three months this year the maximum or largest
amount earned by your labourers for task work per
week 2–I have referred to them already and have a
note of it here. They have been for several weeks
from 10s. to 15s. ; some weeks as high as 16s.

47,875. Give us the highest first 3–I believe the
highest is 16s.
47.876. That is for task work 2–Yes, some of the
able-bodied labourers.

47.877. For what class of labour are those wages
earned and paid –For people carrying canes.
47,878. Cutting canes —No.

47,879. Only for carrying —Carrying canes and
digging cane-holes.
47, S80. Is the class of labour under the head of

“carrying,” skilled labour; why do you pay so high
for it?—The people work for it ; they work better

47,902. How long have you been there 7–Six
years.

47,903. Do you find many of the labourers fall
short of the task work and take the money only for
the work they have done —Yes.
47,904. Is that in a great number of instances 2–
A good number. They won't work the hours to make
it up.

47,905. You only pay for what they have done —
Yes.

47 906. Who decides the amount they have done :
—Myself and the book-keepers. We have book
keepers to urge them to do the work—we want it
done. They urge them to do their task that they may
get the money; but they won't.

47,907. Have you a system of deductions from their
actual earnings, to set-off against any mischief or
damage they may have done to tools, or crops, or
attle –If the work is not properly done it is not

put into the book. Whatever is done properly is

hours.

47,881. Longer hours ?—They work a full day.

put in.

47,882. Is that task work –Yes.

-

47,908. But do you, after you have ascertained

47,883. As well as cane-holes —Yes, everything

what is done, if the work is done, ever take off their

is done by task.

wages for anything they have cost in the shape of loss

47,881. Do they work in gangs under a headsman,
or whatever you call it—gang-leader or ganger —

of tools or mischief to property —No.
47,909. You never stop anything –Never.

Several gangs are cleaning grass—each headman has

47,910. For any claims against them, take a familiar
case: if they have, for instance, broken a steers' horn ?

so many hands, according to what he can find, and
they have all to be looked after by him to see if the
work is done; or he gets the men and we look after
the work, and it is all task work.

47,885. Do you pay the men separately or the head
man of the gang –We pay each man by himself.
47,886. And you keep an entry of what each man

is paid weekly in your books?—Yes.
47,887. Have you many gangs earning as much as
12s. or 16s. a week – Not many.

47,888. How many 2–Two gangs.
47,889. Of what strength 2–Some as high in the
gang as 20 or 30 able-bodied men.

—Sometimes we have seen them kill a steer ; and

then they take it and sell the steer and pay for it.
47,911. You do not make them pay by withholding
their due for labour –It is very seldom it occurs.
47,912. That is only put as an instance, to know
whether you recollect —I never had an instance of it
at Golden Grove.

47.913. Take another instance; supposing they
break a cart or knock off the corner of a wall, do you
stop anything from the wages as a claim for that ?–
If they knock down a wall or a pillar, they have to
pay the cost.

47,890. Having giving us the highest amount, can

47.914. But you don't make them pay by keeping

you give about the average of what a gang per head
will earn on task work —There are so many classes,

back the money due to them for their week's labour *

there is a children's class; the classes are numbered
1, 2, 3, and 4.

47,891. Which is the best ?–Number 1 is the best,
and as you go down you come to the children. They
are not able to work. In fact, they come out to eat
canes, not to work.

47,892. Take the grown-up people; what is about
the average 2–Five or six shillings.
47,893. A head 2–Yes.

47,894. How many days in the week are they
working to gain that –In five days, if they work;
but often they don't come out.
47,895. Suppose they get the 5s. average, that is

five days a week, how many hours a day do they
work —Four or five ; that is only off days.

—It is deducted out of the week's labour to pay the
other man to put it up again.

47,915. Then you do stop the wage if you have
cross-claims —If they have knocked down a pillar,
they pay the tradesman.
47,916. Do you pay the tradesman and take it out
of the wages —I call the tradesman and tell him

what it is before the party, and I say, “Shall you or
I pay.” Generally they say, “You pay, massa.” Then
I say to the tradesman, “How much will you charge?”
and it is agreed upon between the parties.
47.917. If 5.s. is due to a labourer for cane-hole

digging, and he has knocked over a wall or pillar
which costs 2s. 6d., and he comes for his wages, you

deduct the 2s. 6d. —-To pay for it; it is by mutual
consent between the two.

-

47,896. There are some who neglect their work
and get a much lower figure ?—Whatever they work
for they get. If they do half a task, they are paid

ºr all they do. If they do five days work it is paid
for, and if only four, then four are paid for.

FIFTIETH

47,918. What is the system : do you enter that as

sº much deducted, and is it taken to any claim against
him —No.

47,919. Do you enter it as full payment 2–It is in

the presence of the man; he gets his full pay. I say
6Q 4

--
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to him, “Here is the damage done and here is the
amount. Now, you pay the tradesman.”

nº. º º

-.

him —Yes.

pay

*;

you see the
en you make payment to
that

23 Mar. 1866.

BEFORE

47,951.
While von w
-:

: you were
º*"º
ſº

stand

M

-

.iºn you
...tº'º. Did Mr. Hire, while you stood.
i.
do anything for you?—I ººº:
. you,
He said it was dreadful to hear such. noi
“Y Yent shouting and calling “Colour . sº
Were on

r.

47,921. You never enter that in your cash book as
a cross-claim against the labourer – There is no
entry at all. It is the man that employs the tradesman
to do anything of that kind.
47,922. Do you ever pay in kind and not in coin;
there is no system of that kind at Golden Grove?—
get their regular money; silver under their

Nºy
18.110.

47,923. Hard cash 2–Yes.

47,953. Did Mr. Hire do anythi
pare you to escape –I told #.

an
ti

ºf
-

F.

-

fiº.

in the people; and just as they were ...
called out to me, “They will see your latiºn. .

pitched my hat off my head and pit a smºking. º
his own head on to my head. I had º:
crawlcame
downuponthe
theother
grassside.
on one side of the steps.
they
ps
47,954. Was it dark —Yes, it was about 11 o'clock

47,924. You give no orders for rum or provisions
—We keep none.

as near as I can recollect.

:

47,955. Where did you go?—Into the bush,

47,925. Do you know estates near you that work on

47,956. That is immediately below the stºps on

the slope of the hill?—Yes; about 50 yards ºff

that system instead of cash —No.
47,926. None 2–No.

cap47,967.
on ?—Yes.
You crawled into that,

47,927. There is no rum-shop or store-shop kept by
the parties at Golden Grove on the property; yours

are kept by independent strangers, over whom you
have no control —Yes; no control.

47,928. You never give orders on these shops
instead of money?—Never, to the amount of a penny
ha'penny; I never did.

47,929.
faira tabular
amount statement
of instances
from
your Can
booksyouandselect
givea us
of
the mode in which you keep the accounts and pay
wages; you need not do it now ; if you will, give us
a sample of four pages *—Yes.

with your smºking.
w

47,958. Did you hear the smashing and confusion
at Amity Hall while you were in the bush –Yes, as
they came up they surrounded the house, and they all
rushed up and commenced smashing up everything as
fast as they could.
47,959.
Did you
look could
out from
timehear
to see
what
was going
on ?—I
see atime
lighttoand
the
row, but I could see nothing that was done inside,

i

How long
did you
remain
before
out47,960.
of the bush
–Three
quarters
of an
hour,youor gºt
an

th

-

i.

º

sº

hour.

47,961. Then they left the Hall, and you went up

W.

47,930. It is all task work, whether they earn æs.
or 15s. ; the 5s. is for short labour and the 15s. for

again
into the house —Yes, to see what was done.
47,962. What did you first see at the door !—l

|
&

full labour –According to the class.
47,931. Is it the able-bodied men who earn only 58.

went up to the door. The first thing I found was

Mr.
Hire, and
lyinghisdown
his arm,
two hands
the
threshold
headwith
on his
choppedoveraerºs

ſ:

a week, principally —No, part of them : mixed up.
47,932. Could you, at your leisure, shortly give a
sample of each class of labourer, the amount he earns,

the47,963.
forehead,
God!"
He and
wassaying,
dabbled“Oh
in blood
—He was quit

ſº

the mode in which you pay him, the quantify you pay,
and the labour he has done each day, the highest and
the lowest, and the middle class —Yes.

47,933. To take you to another subject; you were
at Golden Grove on the 12th of October 2–Yes.

47,934. What time did you leave it —Between 3
and 4.

in the blood, and not able to help himself.

s

47,964. Could you carry him into the room -\".
I stooped over him.
47,965. Did he recognize you ?—Not

at that

moment.

t

y
s

47,966.
When
he you
was there?—Yes,
removed from Ithe
into
the room,
were
wºdºors"
in such a
state of mind at the time I was not able to keep
myself at the door almost. I stepped over him to see

47,935. In the afternoon —Yes.
47,936. IIad you then heard of the approach of any
body of men —I did not hear, but I heard and saw.
47,937. You saw for yourself the approach of a
body of men – Yes.
47,938. How many —Between 300 and 400 I

what was doing inside. I found Mr. Creight". ".

should think.

again –Yes.

d

Hire's son, Mr. Jackson (the stipendiary magistrate)

and Dr. Crowdy, bleeding and severely

wounded,

except Dr. Crowdy.

i

47,967. He was in bed —Yes.
47,968. And the bed had been burnt and put out

}

of

47,969. You saw all the furniture was on "
47,939. From what direction were they coming –
and smashed up 2–Yes.
From all directions; part from Morant Bay side ; ruin
47,970.
Did you stop long that night ?–NO; º
*

from Bowden.

did not allow me, Mr. Hire called out to mº Chis.
4.

47,940. Where did you go to ?—I was obliged to
run; I went to Hordley, and then to Amity Hall.
47,941. Were you on horseback *—Yes.
47,942. You stayed at Amity Hall that night —
Yes.

.47,943. Did any people come that night while you
were there —A great number.

47,944. They came up to Amity Hall –Yes.
47,945. After dark —I think it was about 11
o'clock, between 10 and 11.

47,946. Had you, during the afternoon; heard the
voices of the men in the valley below 2–Yes.

47,947. Were you expecting their arrival 2–We
did expect they would come there.
47,948. You heard them below on their approach 2
—Yes.

and he said,

“ For God's sake, escape for your life!"
47,971. That was Mr. Hire?—Yes.
47,972. And you went –I found two wº

attending to Dr. Crowdy, and they said ſºrº sake
I must be away, as the people were coming back.

47,973. You were the only man in the h"".
wounded, except Dr. Crowdy, and the twº "
were
attending
47,974.
Whatupon
timehim
did —Yes.
you leave?—That was, I

should say, about 12, I went back into the bº and
remained till half-past 3 or nearly 4.
47,975. Did the body of men return *—Not whilst
I was there.

47,976. You went off —I went back tº tº hous
about 4 o'clock in the morning. I saw the Pº."

such a state. They would not let me stºp,”,”

-

47,949. When they came up to Amity Hall where
were
standing — Mr. Hire and I were standing
at theyou
door.
s

47,950. Of Amity Hall —Amity Hall house.

holm, are you alive? I said, “Yes."

house; and they said if the people came *
should be killed. I went into the bush.

47,977. Were you on horseback?—No. 1 "..."
foot. I went 15 miles to Hayming to try tº gº."

i

|
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47,991. How many mules —About 40. I consider

Manchioneal, but there I found they were on before
and the Manchioneal people coming on to meet the Plan
tain Garden River people. I returned into the bush,

that higher wages are paid now than 18 years ago. I
was at that time 18 months book-keeper and 18
months overseer to Mr. George William Gordon,
making three years in all, and we pay more money
now than he did then. I have been 19 years in St.
Thomas in the East, and we pay higher wages now

and remained there some time.

47,978. How long —The whole of Friday and
Friday night.
47,979. What did you get to eat 2–Nothing.
47,980. Did you return again to Amity Hall after

you came out of the bush —No, I heard the soldiers
had come, and we made our way to Golden Grove,
after we heard the guns fire on Friday night.
47,981. Did you ever see Mr. Hire's body again –
No ; not after 4 o'clock.

47,982. Do you not know the circumstances of his
burial – Nothing but what I have heard.

FIFTIETH
DAY.
A. Chisholm.
29 Mar. 1866.
-

than when I was along with him.

47,992. Do you think a sugar estate well managed,
with plenty of money to keep it going, is a well
paying concern ?—A living, nothing more than a
livelihood.

47,993. We are talking of a proprietor like Mr.
Archdeacon. who has plenty of money to keep it
going, does it in such circumstances pay well ?—I do
not consider it does in these times.

47,983. (By Mr. Payne.) Do I understand you
to say you don't stop wages of the labourers, through
neglect or carelessness, injure the property —I have

47,994. Upon a very fair year, what do you say the
per-centage of profit would be –I do not get the bills

explained it—that they do, because the money is paid

of sales, and I cannot tell exactly. The attorney and

to another, who puts it right.
those who keep the books and get the returns of the
47,984. It is stopped from the wages. I do not bills of sales will tell you that. I cannot exactly say.
mean to say yon keep it, but dent’t you use the word I know it does not give a man much.
“stop” in speaking to the labourer about it, don't you property
47,995.asYou
a good
deal of rum on the
well make
as sugar
—Yes.
tell him “I shall stop you this out of your wages” ”
—It will be stopped till that is paid for, but I don't
47,996. (12/ J/r. Payne.) IIow much do the mill
consider that stopping wages.
feeders get a day —Those are those who get 16s.
47,997. A week —Yes, 2s. 6d. a day or so.
47,985. Do you say “stop” —The labourer under
47,998. IIow long do they work —Generally from
stands that perfectly, it must be stopped till it goes to
4 o'clock in the morning till 6 in the afternoon. You
the other man to pay him.
47,986. Do you not say as to the labourer –I say must understand they do not work steadily that time.
There are spells. The labourer does not work that
they will have to pay for it.
number of hours. He has four to six hours out of
47,987. And also that it will be stopped out of his that.
t

wages. Don't you make use of the expression ? (By
the Commission.) When you settle accounts do you

say there are so many day's wages—There is the
“ money you have to pay for the repairs of the wall
“ now give me 2s. 6d.” —Yes, when it was from
carelessness.

47,988. (By Mr. Payne.) Is the 16s, a week given

47,999. But his hours of work are from 4 to G, is
that about the utmost an aile-bodied man can earn at

that work –I dare say they can make more if they
wish, but that is about the average of what they do
work. When a man is willing he can earn from 5s.
to 10s. with the greatest ease for six or seven hours a
day.

to carriers of canes, including carriage –No, that

is a different class.

48,000. (By Mr. Walcott.) You said wages were

The people who carry canes are

higher now than 18 years ago —Yes.
48,001. An able-bodied man can get 16s. a week.

47,989. (By the Commission.) How many men do

How much will it cost to feed himself for a week 2–
It won't cost him more than 2.s. to 2s. 6d.

not the same class.

you employ ou the average in cane-cutting time, and
sugar boiling daily.
47,990. What number of steers have you for
draught work –300.

48,002. (By the Commission.) That depends upon
what he eats 3–Not more than 2s, to 2s. 6d. at the
outside.

The witness withdrew.
Joli N MENDEs recalled and further examined.

J. Mendes.
--

48,003. Do you know Catherine Williams ?–Yes,
she is working at Golden Grove.
48,004. Was she a married woman —The one I
know at Golden Grove named Catherine Williams is

a married woman, and her husband was shot at Airy
Castle, as she has left her husband several years.

48,005. The person named Williams ?—Yes, her
husband, Dr. Morris speaks of his being shot at Airy

abusing me. Another man asked, “Who are you
abusing?” and she said, “That Mendes, hear him come
there and talk.” Then Ramsay, the boatswain of
Golden Grove, came out and said, “Do you not know
“ it is Captain Mondes
You ought to have some
“ manners.” Then she say more. Ramsay comes
round and said to me “Don’t you hear this woman
“ abusing you ?” I asked her “What have I done to
**

Castle.

you ? have I ever done anything to you ?” She said
**

48,006, Was she in custody at any time —Not that
**

I know of.

48,007 Did you flog her at any time?—I gave her
a few lashes.

48,008. Tell us what about 2—I went over to
Golden Grove. I took an active part in all the River

No.” Then I said, “What are you abusing me for
then?” She began to use some impudence, and I

had a whip in my hand. I gave her a few with my
whip ; it is only a whip I have in my hands. I gave her
a few flogs.
48,011. Was it more than 20 strokes 2–I never take

in the duty that was done. I was pressing. I was

upon myself to give so many.

sworn in as a constable.

character.

48,009. Tell us about this woman 2–As I went to
the constables were taking up people. I pressed

It is past my

in due time.”

48,012. IIow many did you think consistent with
your character 3–Three or four.
48,013. What happened then?—I will tell you now.

48,010. If they let them go 2–Yes. After I went
round to the property and advised them to go to work

I said, “For your impudence put your hand on your
“belly, ma'am, and make curtsey.” She did, and we

or the proprietor will order to burn all the houses, and
leave them without ; the constables were with me :
and I left them and let them go to their work. As I
as going into Golden Grove, this Catherine Williams

make it up, and I went away.

was carrying trash round the

know her husband.

myself, “I will get the people to go to their work

trash-house, and

She said, “Well, now,

we are friends now.” She left her husband a long
time, and has been living with several others.

She

is nearly a prostitute. I beg your pardon, she don't

The witness withdrew,
6 R
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FIFTTETH
DAY,

48,014. Do you know a person of the name of
Mr. P. Ramsay. Samuel Thompson 2–No, I don't know that I do.
29 Mar. 1866.

turbed state of the country, and not knowing who

48,015. Did you order any person to be flogged

well to put a watch on the powder, and I went to

without the order of a Court-martial 2–None ; all

Capt. Luke and asked his opinion about it, he said,
“Yes, certainly, put a guard on the vessel, that there
“ might not be anybody allowed to go aboard
“ smoking a pipe, or have any fire; stop all fires

who were to be flogged I got orders for them and got
regular warrants confirmed.

48,016. Confirmed by the officer directing the
Court-martial 2–Yes.

“ as the vessel is alongside the wharf". Next by

48,017. Samuel Thompson who has given evidence
says, that you gave the white soldier orders to flog

was a post day, and the papers came, and the authº.

rities were blamed for letting the “Oracle" escape

him (reading over the evidence, see 12th day from

from Kingston with powder on board that was suſ.

question 9801). Do you remember that case ?—I
remember now you have read that Morgan Jones

posed to be for other purposes. I went up and talked
to Captain Luke, and Lamothe was accused of draw.
ing a plot at Kingston to set it on fire, and upon that

sending me an evidence. A man was tried by Court
martial, and the evidence was given, but I did not
stop to see the end of it; of course when I got the
warrant I had nothing more to do with it but give

the orders to carry out the sentence ; I never stayed
in the Court to listen or pay attention because I had
the prisoners to look after.
48,018. You did not at any time ſlog without order

information we seized the “ Oracle.”

The “Neille"

came in about four hours afterwards, and I gave her
in charge. After that the “Wolverine" came in and
cxonerated everybody by taking her out as a prize.
48,025. When you went on board the “Omº"
was General Lamothe on board —He was on board

and was taken up to Camp, he asked permission to

of Court-martial —l flogged upon verbal orders such
persons as Camp followers who used to disobey orders,

have his baggage and things taken up to him.
48,026. When you went on board did you sº a
and not supply orders to the troops regularly ; the
large
quantity of baggage or effects belonging to him?
officer in command would say, “Give him a dozen for
—I did not go into his cabin.
disobeying orders” and he got it of course.
48,027. Where was he taken to at Camp –To the

48,019. There is one man who speaks of being
flogged about some water —Yes ; he had a contract
to carry water required for the sick people in the
hospital, and he left it and went on board an American
ship to work, he was brought back and put to the
work and had a dozen.

48,020. Did you ever to any prisoner use this ex
pression when he was sent to Morant Bay, that you
were sorry you had not had the pleasure of punishing
him, but you would send him to your brother and that
would do as well ?—I never did ; there is the gaoler
that had charge of the prisoners. I never went among
them, only when their names were called I would pass
them up.

48,021. Were you police inspector at Port Antonio
when the “ Oracle " came there —I was acting
inspector of police.

48,022. Were you on board the “Oracle " ?–I
went on board the “Oracle” after I seized her, after
the “Oracle” was taken in charge by the gun-boat.
48,023. You went on board and seized her in fact 2
—Yes.

48,024. As an officer of police –No, as the Pro
vost Marshal. She had gunpowder on board. First

of all the “Oracle” came in and lay alongside of the
wharf. The supercargo came ashore and showed me
all his papers, the entry, and everything I saw it was
all legally entered, and took no notice. He went up
to the Custom-house and declared, and after he had
declared he went to sea. He then came back, and
after he came back he came to me and said, “Well,

“Mr. Ramsay, she is unfit to go to sea, and I must
“ make a protest.” I said, “Very well, make it and

fort.

-

48,028. Did he make any application to have his
baggage —He did to Captain Luke, to have his
baggage brought up to him.
48,029. And was it 2–Everything, the Captain of
the vessel with the crew were sent to take out every.

thing belonging to him, and to take it up to him, and
to take it up to him, which they did.
48,030. Who was left in charge of the vessel atter.
wards 2—One of the men-of-war sailors and the cap
tain of the vessel, and a tide-waiter.

48,031. When the vessel was left in charge of the
man-of-war's man, the tide-waiter and the captain of
the “Oracle,” had ali General Lamothe's effects been
removed from the vessel ?—That I cannot tell you,
whether the whole were removed, because I did not
go on board, I gave the orders.
-

48,032. Was much baggage taken up to the Camp
to General Lamothe and his companions — saw a

good deal of baggage, a cart-load. I had to gº and
employ a cart to take it up.
48,033. Was there anything left on board that you
sent after them —I did not have anything more tº
do with it, the vessel was hauled in.

48,034. Was there not an ermine robe and a saddle
sent up —Yes.
48,035. Who sent them up —I did, I saw them
lying carelessly about.

48,036. Where 2–1 saw them lying on the deck ºf
the “Oracle,” and I sent them up to the fort, and in
my presence Captain Luke handed them over again"
General Lamothe as he was going on board.

“ swear to it, and I will give you a pass to go to

48,037. Then you cannot positively state whether

“ town.” He said, “Very well,” and he went away.

the whole of General Lamothe's effects and his cº

About two hours after he was gone I saw the vessel

panions were sent in this cart that you hired?—Nº.

hauling in close to the wharf and knowing the dis

I cannot.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to Tuesday next at 10 o'clock.
APPENDIX to the Evidence of Mr. GEORGE: YouNg.
TRIAL of GEO. W. GoRDON.

On Saturday, 21st of October, 1865, a Court-martial

appointed by Wrigadier-General Nelson, assembled, at the
Wharf Buildings, Morant Bay, for the trial of George
William Gordon, and was composed of the following
President. Lieutenant Brand, R.N., commanding H.M.

nboat, “Onyx.”
R.N., of

1st. High treason and sedition.

-

2nd. Having complicity with certain persons in tº
insurrection at Morant Bay on the llth October lsº
To both these charges the prisoner pleaded not sºlº
The first witness cºiled was john Anderson, and lºº

members:—

Members: Lieutenant Errington,

H.M.S. “Wolverine;” . Ensign P. Kelly, 1st

as follows:

On a certain day George William Gordon can º'
the back lands; if the lands were not got, all bººkm. will

Stony Gut, and told Paul Bogle to get Volunteers and gº

(now of the 4th) W. I. Regiment.
The Court having assembled, the following charges were

read to the prisoner by the President:—

tal

might be against us or the reverse, I thought it as

die. George William Gordon called Paul Bogº's tº
“ island Castle, and named M.Laren as secretan "

ſº
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himself. Paul Bogle got M Laren to go to the mountains
to look for hands to come to Morant Bay. I saw M. Laren
with papers in his pocket, and pencil behind his ears.
(Cross-eramination by Prisoner) through the President.

(Prisoner.) On what day did I come to Stony Gut?
( ſº itness.) On a Sunday.
(Prisoner.) On what day and in what year?

(Witness.) I did not take the date, but June or July
this year, I believe.
(Prisoner.) Were there any other persons beside Bogle
and myself?

(Witness.) Plenty more.
(Prisoner.) Did they hear what you say I said to Bogle,
and were all present; and did I say that publicly in
presence of all parties 7
(Iſ itness.) Yes.
(Prisoner.) What time of the day was I there?
(Witness.) About this time (3 p.m.) Chapel was over.
(Prisoner.) lºo you know me?
(Witness.) Yes.
The witness was here withdrawn.

The Court was then ordered to be cleared for a short

period, and after some little time it was re-opened. What
the proceedings of Court were during this interval no one
but the Court and the Government can know.

James Gordon was next sworn and deposed as fol
lows:–

In August M. Laren went to Mount Lebanus, up the

Valley, and said that George William Gordon said they
were to hold a meeting.
(The Court here stopped the witness and objected to the

evidence. A deposition was then put in by the Provost
Marshal, and read by the Court to the effect that, “A
“ public meeting was to be held, and that all hands were

Witness admitted the deposition as

Wednesday last (11th of October). They told me that I
was entitled to 4s. a day, and I never got it. Charles Gor
don never came there. Moses got his (Gordon's) hand
writing, and he (Gordon) was the person who told Mr.
Bogle that he was going to be free, and he (Gordon) put
up Mr. Bogle to do all this rebellion ; they said if I did
not swear they would kill me. Tuesday night (10th Octo

ber) was the last meeting we had. I heard them say they
were not to trouble Mr. Georges because he is a friend of Mr.
Gordon. I repeat Mr. Gordon is the head of the rebellion,

he put up the Bogles to do it.

I heard Paul Bogle say,

“Good God, we can’t get no fire; look at the white men
killing all the black people.” He (Bogle) called for the

fire. I heard Mr. Gordon advise the people not to pay for
their lands, and they must seek for the white people first.

On Monday (9th October) three policemen came to Bogle's
yard, they were Fuller Lake, and M. Kay. I have seen
Dacres, William Bogle and his brother at the meetings.
the saddler) used to write at the meeting.

A placard, with heading thereon, “Public Meeting,” was
here put in by the Provost Marshal.
Another document was also put in headed, “State of the
Island " (first published in the “ Gleaner” from the
original manuscript).
Elizabeth Jane Gough sworn and deposed as follows:—
I am post-mistress. There was a correspondence between
Mr. Gordon and certain parties—viz., George McIntosh,
William Grant (saddler), William Chisholm, and James
McLaren. I have seen a letter for Paul Bogle from the
prisoner. I can swear to Mr. Gordon's handwriting. One
of these papers came in two packages; one to William
Chisholm and one to Paul isogle, addressed by Mr. Gordon
in his writing. I mean his handwriting. (Placard handed
to the witness, “ State of the Island.”) i never saw one

posted on the tree; only the one I took out. (A letter was

correct.)
Examination of witness continued :—

handed to witness.)

Mr. Gordon sent to say the all the people must gather
up money, and send it to him, that he might pay for the
letters to go home; and if the letter won't go, he Mr.
Gordon) would go himself to see the Queen face to face.
We told the man we were not able to do so; but if the

Queen sent, we should do so. He said we must try our
endeavours, and if we get the money, we can send it to any
post-office to Mr. Gordon's address, and he (Mr. Gordon)
would receive it anywhere at all.
Cross-examination.

Question overruled and the witness was withdrawn.

A deposition was here handed in by the Provost Marshal,
sworn to before Mr. Justice Marshalleck by Thomas John

son, a wounded rebel, who died subsequently. The tenor
is as follows:

I saw 1) uncan Stewart beating Mr. Charles Price with a
Some one said, leave a little life in him.

I swear this is his signature.

I have

always remembered his attending the Vestries, sometimes
for a day before. It was an exceptional instance his being
absent on the last meeting of the Vestry. I have never

heard or seen any of his meetings, I do not think they
were kept secret.
Cross-examination.

(Prisoner.) Are You aware that I have been for years
corresponding with Bogle'
(ſ) itness.) I only remember one letter about some
sugar.

(Prisoner.) How did you know the letter came from me?
(Witness.) Because it was signed G. W. Gordon.
(Prisoner.) Do you know the signature?
(! itness.) No, I do not.
(Prisoner.) Then all you know is what has been said:

stick.

day I would see what was done. The day appointed was

M Laren, of Church Corner, and a man named Grant (not

The prisoner asked permission to be allowed to take
some notes. The request was granted.

“ to be free.”

When I went they swore me, and told me on the appointed

Stewart

(Prisoner.) When did you receive my last letter to Bogle
through the post-office?
(Witness.) I can't say.
(Prisoner.) Was it more or less than two months?
(Witness.) I cannot remember the exact time.
(Prisoner.) Are you not aware that Chisholm is an old
servant of mine, and that I have been in correspondence
with him more or less?

(Witness.) I was not aware he was your servant.
(Prisoner.) Then I will make it friend ?

(Witness.) When the prisoner comes into the Bay he
always says he will get his grass from Chisholm, That is

said, No: leave no life in him, for him is the very man
when the Volunteers throw away their gun and run shot

all I know.

one of my people. Mr. George Gordon has held meetings
next to my house. Mr. Warren the minister and George

for Mr. McIntosh :

Gordon attended the meetings. They had meetings twice.

for Mr. McIntosh.

From last year (1864) I have heard them (the rebels) talk

ing at the meeting-house about war; this was in August last
year (1864.) My wife use to go to those meetings, and
she also heard them say so.
This document was dated 17th October.

A question was put by the Court to the Provost Marshal
as to the people of Stony Gut in the position of friends to
George W. Gordon.

(Prorost Marshal.). The man said that all the people at

Stony Gut were Gordon's friends, they all lived by him.
Another document was put in from the parish of Vere,

(Prisoner.) Did a title come through the post-office lately
(Hitness.) There was a paper with a penny stamp on it

(Prisoner.) What induced you to take out the single
placard from the wrapper ?
(Witness.) It was a custom to take gentlemen's

(Prisoner.) This being a wrapper, was the seal broken?

( ); itness.) It was a book-post parcel, and I Squeezed it
and drew out one.

(Prisoner.) Ilave you not heard lately that I was suffering
from indisposition "
(! itness.) I never heard.
The witness was here withdrawn, as the prisoner
had no further questions.

sworn to before Mr. Gibbs, J.P., by William Robertson and

Jas. Tyffe Humber, which was perused by the Court.
Another document was handed in by the Provost Mar

papers,

read them, and return them.

James McLaren (condemned rebel) sworn and deposed

shal, who seized the same in the house of a rebel named

as follows:-I know Mr. Gordon to be a member of
Assembly and a vestryman.

Chisholm, and was signed by George William Gordon, and
dated September, 1865.
Another document was put in by the Provost Marshal

do with this rebellion 2

Worn tº, before Mr. Justice Bicknell, of Kingston, by

(President.) Do you know if Mr. Gordon has anything to
(Witness.) I do not know.

(President.) Did you ever hear of Mr. Gordon being

Charles Chevannes.
A deposition was handed in by the Provost Marshal,

connected with Paul Bogle 2

sworn tº before Mr. Justice Marshalleck, by George Thomas,
a wounded rebel, and was in substance as follows:–
| live ºf York then three weeks they begin it. Paul

Gordon all belong to one church. Bogle always voted for

Bogle and Moses Bogle sent to call me and several others.

(Hitness.) Mr. Warren, the minister of Bogle and Mr.
Gordon.

(President.) 190 you know James Gordon 2
(Witness.) I know several James Gordons.
6 IR 2

FIFTIETII
I)AY.
29 Mar. 1866.
-
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Cross-examination.

The witness was here withdrawn.

insurrection of this kind. I knew nothing of it until I was
informed by a policeman in Kingston. I them went to my
friend Mr. Airey to inquire if he heard anything of it, I
never went to any of the parties to inquire about it in the
least degree. I admit that circumstances are in appearan&
suspicious against me, but I cannot help that. Paul Bogle

Many other documents were put in evidence against the
prisoner, but what these were we were not in a position to
know. They will no doubt form part of the official report

tonished when I heard that he was at the head of this

(Prisoner.) Did I ever send you up to the mountains to
29 Mar. 1866.

raise money, or tell the people not to pay for lands, or to

incite them to any improper act?
(Witness.) No.

of the trial.

is certainly my friend, and by his profession it was certainly
his duty to practise peace and good will.

I was as:

up, but gave myself up at Kingston, when I heard that
there were some rumours about me. Feeling myself quite
innocent, I called on the General in company with Dr.
Fiddes, and told his Excellency if I was required for any

rebellion. I regret, but that I could not control McLaren.
I have lately known since last meeting. My reason for
not attending the last Westry was solely from ill health.
I had a severe cough which shook my whole frame,
Dr. Major called on me at the end of September and
regretted that my inability to attend the meeting of
the Vestry. . . I then saw i. Fiddes. I also refer you
to my friend Mr. Airey that I told him my knees were
so weak I would not be able to attend the Westry, and
he said I was better away. The late Custos and myself
were old and familiar friends, and although we had political
differences, bought upon their meets, I should never have
wished him or done any personal harm. The proof is this,
that at the last election there was a slight disturbance, and
I went to the Baron and asked that he would allow things
to go on quietly, although we were not on speaking terms,
and I advised the people to go on quietly towards him and
generally. The evidence of the two men Anderson and
Gordon are not correct; Gordon's seems to be upon heat
say, and Anderson is not correct. I solemnly declare I have
only been at the Stony Gut chapel once, it was on a Sah
bath evening, when we could not allow anything else but
religious conversation, so he must have supposed that I

thing concerning the disturbances here I was at his com

said so.

Another document was handed in by the Provost Mar
shal, signed G. W. Gordon, and addressed E. C. Smith,
“Private” and Kingston, 14th October, 1865.
The prisoner admitted the letter to be in his handwriting,
but denied intent.
DEFENCE.

Theodore Lestard sworn and deposed as follows:—I am
a storekeeper at the White Horses.
(Prisoner.) About two weeks ago did you not come to
Kingston, and found Ine unwell ?

(Witness.) I went to Mr. Mesquitta and found him at Mr.
Gordon's.

I saw Mr. Gordon on the sofa.

I saw him

dressed, but could not say if he was sick; I went away
with Mesquitta.
The prisoner was asked if he had any more wit
nesses; and having answered that he had not, he pro
ceeded with his defence as follows:–

“Your honours,

I have to state that I was not taken

mand. He told me he had no authority over me : and I
was about taking leave of him when his Excellency the
Governor drove up with i\r Bowerbank, and I was stating
to his Excellency the same thing when he told me he would
come for me and take me on board the “ Wolverene.”

Dr. Bowerbank then escorted me to my lodgings and to
the wharf for a passage off. I have been entirely brought
up with Europeans; and all my best friends are of that class
at this moment. I have never had any other feeling but
love and affection for them. I have myself imported Euro
pean labourers, thinking they would be desirable for the
improvement of the negroes. I have always been desirous
to see Europeans introduced into the country, as a blessing
to it: and instead of driving them out I should like to see
them more numerously located; and from the extensive

The statement of the man York seems to be a general

statement. I do not know him. I deny what he attributes
to me. In the depositions from Vere the words attributed
to me relative to Hayti are incorrect. I solemnly declare
I never thought of Hayti when I was in Vere, and these
words, if spoken at all, were spoken in another parish,
And I emphatically declare I never made any allusion to
the Governor, or said that he was a bad man on that occa

sion. I was in a most chastened spirit on that occasion. I
deny the statement made by Mr. Chevannes, that I said the
people would take revenge. Revenge is not in my heart.
With reference to the parties Paul Bogle and Chisholm, in
writing them letters, I have been in correspondence with
them for some time in general business, sometimes political
matters. I have no correspondence that I would not like

possession of land which I have, would I think, be suffi

to be seen by this Court and by the world. I hope it will

cient guarantee for my wishing the safety of property.

be the pleasure of the Court to take further necessary in
formation, and as no charge has been made against me for
any rebellion here. I had expected that for any crimes or

Therefore a rebellion would be the last thing I should wish

to see. I have always recommended the people, who have

frequently complained to me, patience and perseverence, and
as a proof of that, I have always endeavoured to have their
votes recorded, so as to obtain legitimate position, and I
solemnly before my Maker and this Court declare that I
never knew from Paul i30gle, or any other person, of any

misdemeanor charged to me I should have been tried in
Kingston, as I was not taken up on any rebellious actor in
any district under martial law.

The Court was then cleared, afterwards pronounced as
dissolved, when the prisoner was removed,
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FHFTY-FIRST

DAY.

Tuesday, 3rd April 1866.
PRESENT :

SiR IIENRY KNIGHT STORKS, G.C.B.
John BLossETT MAULE, Esq.
Russell. GURNEY, Esq.
|

FIFTY.

FIRST DAY.
A. G.

ABRALIAM GeoRGE DoNALDsoN (black) sworn and examined.
Donaldson.
48,071. Who were they shot by ?—One fired and
48,038. (By Mr. Payne.) Do you live at Win
chester –Yes.
did not shoot, and Dr. Morris took a gun and shot 3 April 1866.

48,039. Do you remember the 21st of October last
—Yes.

48,040. Where were you on the 21st of October 2–
At Plantain Garden River office, with Mr. Manning.

48,041. What did you see there 2–I saw them

him himself.

48,072. How many were shot ?—Three.
48,073. How many fired 2–I cannot say how many
men fired.

48,074. About how many ?—About three, and

48,042. Who brought them —The constables.

then Dr. Morris fired again.
48,075. Who was this John McCall ?—A short

48,043. Do you know the names of the constables?

black lad.

brought three men to the soldiers.

—One Ciphus Wills, one Colson, and another 13ryan,
working on the estate ; I do not know whether he

48,076. Did he live near you ?—He was at Win
chester first, but then he lived at Duckinfield.

was a constable.

48,077. Formerly at Winchester —Yes.

48,044. Were the other two regular constables, or
special constables 2–1tegular constables.
48,045. Who were at the post-office when these
men were brought 2–Mr. Cullen.
48,046. Do you know him —He is a long man.

48,078. What was he 3–A labourer.

(A number of officers were brought into the
room, and witness identified Ensign Cullen.)
48,047. Who was there with Mr. Cullen, did you
see any other officer present —Mr. Morris.
48,048. Do you know him —He is a short man.

48,049. (By the Commission.) Did you see him
just now 2–Yes.
48,050. Point him out.

(A number of officers were brought into the
room, and witness identified Dr. Morris.)

48,051. You say they were at the post-office 7–
Yes.

48,079. Did you see the men after they were shot ?
—The three men I saw on Sunday morning again.
48,080. Were they shot away from the road, or
in the road, or where 2–Just on the roadside.

48,081. Were they unburied on the Sunday morn
ing —Buried on the Sunday morning.
48,082. Where were their graves; in how many

graves were they buried ?–I cannot say how many.
48,083.
there, but
48,084.
48,085.

Did you see them buried ?—I was not
they were buried on Sunday morning.
Have you seen the graves since 2–No.
Do you know anybody else who was pre

sent besides the officers and

the soldiers when it

happened at the post-office —Mr. Anderson was
there.

48,086. What is he 2–A brown man.

48,052. What soldiers had they with them 2–

49,087. What does he get his living by ?—He is
a saddler.

Black soldiers.

48,073. Do you know where they were marching 2
—From Manchioneal to Golden Grove.

48,054. When these prisoners were brought in,
who were they brought to ?—Mr. Cullen.

48,055. Did you hear him say anything 2—He
ordered Captain Hunter, or Colonel Hunter, or the
sergeant, or the colonel, or Corporal Hunter, to have
them flogged.

48,056. Were they flogged 2–No ; in the mean
time Mr. Morris came out and said to have them
shot.

48,088. Do you know any others who were pre
sent besides Anderson —Mr. Manning.
48,089. Who is he 3—Postmaster.

48,090. Do you know anybody else who was there :
—Mr. Duany.
48,091. What is he 2–Light-keeper.

48,092. Lighthouse-keeper ?—Yes.
48,093. Where does he live 3–Same place, he keep
the light.

48,094. Do you know anybody else ?—No.
48,095. Were the constables who brought them

48,057. You heard them say so?—Yes.

present —Yes.

48,058. (By Mr. Payne.) What did he say ?—To

48,096. Do you know anybody else who was pre
sent besides —If any more persons, perhaps I don't

have them shot.

48,059. Where was he 3—Inside, sick, lying down ;
but when he heard them come he came out.

know their names.

48,097. (By Mr. Walcott.) Did you see Dr. Morris

48,060. Did you hear, what he said, or did you
suppose it *—I heard him when he said so.
48,061. What was done?—They took them down

when he came in from Manchioneal —Yes.

to the grass piece and had them shot.
48,062. Where is that ?—A little lower down from

down from Manchioneal.
48,100. IIow did he come in 2–He came off his

the post-office towards Duckinfield, the other side
from the post-office.
48,063. Is the place where they were shot nearer

horse, and walked in.

the iron bridge than the post-office, or beyond it,

or where 2–13eyond the bridge.
48,064. How much beyond it 2–Not much further,
like from here to outside the wall of this room, or a
little further.

48, 101. Was anything the matter with him 2–He
had his accoutrements round him.

48,102. Was he quite well, did you say he walked
in —He was sick when he came in.
48, 103. IIow was he sick 2–He had fever.

48,104. How do you know?–He complained of
having fever,

48,065. You said how many prisoners there were 2
—Three.

48,105. How long was he there before the men

were brought in by the constables —I cannot say.

48,066. Do you know the names —One of them.
48,067. What was the name 7–John McCall.

$ºs. Did you

48,098. Did you see him when he came in 2–Yes.
48,099. Did he walk into the post-office —He rode

see anything done to these men?

- les.

48,069. What ?–Shot.
48,070. You saw them shot ?–Yes.

48,106. Was he five minutes, or an hour, or two
hours?—I cannot say how long.
48,107. As long as you have been here 2–Yes,
48,108. Any longer ?—Yes.

48,109. Much longer ?—Yes, much longer.
48, 110. Did you see him when he was inside the
6 R 3
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FIRST DAY. down.
A. G.

IJonaldson.

48,111. Did they bring the prisoners inside the
post-office –They were outside.
48, liº. How did Dr. Morris see them 2–Mr.

3 April 1866. Cullen was outside, and Dr. Morris inside.

48, 113. Could he see ?—He could see and hear
both.

48,114. What was going on outside 2–Yes.
48,115. Who ordered the men to be shot?—Dr.
Morris.

48, 116. Not Mr. Cullen 2–No.
48, 117. Mr. Cullen did not order them to be shot ?

—No, he ordered to flog.
48, 118. And then Dr. Morris ordered them to be
shot ?–Yes.

48, 119. Did he tell the soldiers to go and shoot
them —Yes.

48,120. How many soldiers ?–Three.
48, 121. Are you quite sure it was he that gave the
order –Yes.

48,122. Did he walk with the firing party —Yes.
48, 123. Over the bridge ––No.

48,124. Did he march to the place where they were
shot with the firing party —Yes.
48,125. Did Ensign Cullen go too —I cannot

positively say.
48,126. Who gave the orders to the men to fire —

As they tell them to go down they fired.
48, 127. Who gave the orders ?—I do not know.
48,128. How many men fired —Three men and
Dr. Morris makes four.

48,129. What were they —The men that fired
48, 130. Yes —I don’t know their names.
48, 131. Were they soldiers ?–Yes.

48,132. Was Hunter, the sergeant or corporal, one
of them *—I cannot say.

48,133. You don't know the soldiers ; were they
white or black that fired 2–The black soldiers.

48,134. Were those who fired white or black 2–
Black.

48,135. You were present at the time 2—Not near

by, but I was standing looking on.
48,136. Could you see all that took place —Yes.
48,137. You say you saw Dr. Morris, and he took

a gun from a soldier, and fire at a man who was not
quite dead —Yes.
48,138. You cannot say whether Ensign Cullen was
present with the firing party —I cannot say.
48,139. Did they all go —Only three fired but the
others go down.

48,140. Did they all go to the grass-piece —Not
all.

48,158. (By the Commission.) What is your age:
—17%.

isi 59.

What were you doing at the post-ºffice?

—I served under Mr. Manning.

48,160. In what way?—Servant with him.
48,161. Were you employed about the duties of the
post-office, or only as his body servant?—When he
is not there I do anything for him.
48,162. Looking after the letters?—Yes, and many
other things he has to do.
48, 163. You were there on the day you mention in

the ordinary way of your duty, as you usually were—
were you there that day looking after your duty –
Yes.

48,164. As servant —Yes.

48,165. What time of day did the soldiers come?—
Saturday.
48, 166, What time —I cannot tell what hour.

48,167. Was the sun lately up or nearly setting?
—Lately up.

48,168. Had you had your dinner —No, not even
breakfast.

;

-

48, 169. Then it was early in the morning —Yes,

-

48, 170. How many came —I cannot say how

l

many soldiers.

:

48,171. But you can say whether one or 50%–1
cannot say ; but a regiment.

48,172. Do you mean as many as 50%—I cannºt
48,173. Do you know the difference between two
and 200 °–Yes.

48,174. Were there 50 or 10 %–More than 10.

48,175. How many do you think there were:-l
cannot say how many.
48,176. You can give us a notion?—There were
twice the quantity there are here.
48,177. You can count 2–Yes, but I did not count
º

48,178. We don't suppose you did, but you can ſel
whether there were 50 or only five?—If I did nºt

-

count I do not know whether there were 50.

|

and 50 *—Yes.

th

48,180. You can tell whether five or 50 soldiers
48, 181. More than 20 °–More than 20.

º

48,182. Were there more than 40?–Either more

A

or less.

48,183. That is natural—were there more than
40?—I don't positive.
48,184. You think more than 30?–Yes.

g

48,185. Ibut you are not quite certain that ther

48,149. Where were those who remained behind
—They stopped at the post-office.
48,150. Do you know how many there were alto
gether ?–No.
48,151. Did half of them go down to the grass

piece —Yes.
48,152. And half remained behind –Yes.
48,153. You cannot say whether Ensign Cullen
went or not ?–No.

not him before.

l

48,189, You never saw any of the peºple tº
came before ?—I saw Hunter before.

48,190. Where –Along with Mr. Morris. .
48, 191. You had never seen him before *—Nº.
48,192. How could you have seen Hunter with
him ; had you seen the man you call Hunter before
that —Yes, at the bridge, passing to see his ſº
-

He asked me to go from my work; he said he had

48,193. Where were his parents?–At Dalvº.
48,194. When had you seen him when hº º

-

had asked leave to se his parents?—I saw him."
w

-

48,195. When had you seen him –A "***
before.

|
-

48,196. A year before ?–Yes—no, not sº much.

48,155. Can you tell—will you try—whether there
were a dozen or two dozen, or what?—Perhaps I

48,197. Half a year —Yes.
48,198. His parents live at Dalvey —) es. . .

48,156. How many, then 2–More than a dozen.
48,157. How came you to be at the post-office —
I was working with Mr. Manning.

l

leave to go and see his parents.

many.

may say more, or less.

|

person named Morris —No, I know the name, but

he said he had asked leave.

48,154. (By Mr. Payne.) Did as many go down as
are in that ante-room (about a dozen)?—Twice as

T

were more than 40 °–No.

of the name —No, but I know his name.
48,188. That was the first time you ever sa" "

48,147. Were there 10 –I cannot say.
48,148. Did all the soldiers go —Not all.

ti

came that march 2—Must be more than five.

48,143. Did more than three go?—Yes.
48,144. Then how many 2–I don't know how

48,146. Were there five —I cannot say.

r:

48,179. You don't know the difference between five

48,186. You say it was Dr. Morris –Yes.
48,187. Had you ever seen him before, or anybody

48,145. Were there six *—I cannot say.

-

the soldiers.

48,141. How many went —I cannot say.
48,142. Were there six *—I cannot say how many.
many, but more than three.

L

say.

-

48,199. You saw him there?—Yes go"; ""
time.

-

-

—ll

48,200. IIow do you know this was Saturday :was a Saturday.

º
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48,201. What makes you say so —The next day
it was Sunday.
48,202. You are certain of that *—Yes.
48,203. You are sure the day you are speaking of
was not Sunday ?–Yes, it was Saturday, and the
next day Sunday.
48,204. So it generally is ; but was the day before
this not Sunday—the day you saw Hunter and
Morris was Saturday —Yes, I saw all of them on
Saturday.
48,205. Are you certain the day was not Sunday
—the day before Hunter and Morris came to the

post-office, was not that Sunday ?–No, it was a
Saturday.

48,206. We want to know whether the day before

you saw Hunter and Morris was not Sunday ?–It
was a Friday.

48.207. You make it certain to be Saturday ?—

1055

48,238. Who brought the prisoners in 2–The con
stables and the soldiers brought them in together.
48,239. Where were they put when they got there,
and what was done to them —They brought them
near by to the piazza and tie them, so to flog.
48.240. Was that the first thing 2–Yes.

48,241. Did you see the constables produce any
thing and hand anything to anybody ?—No.
48,242. Nothing –No.

48,243. None of them brought a piece of paper ?—
No.

48,244. Where were you standing 2—I was just in
the shop and they were outside.
48,245. You looked through the window to the
piazza 3–Through the door.
48,246. How long did they remain tied to the
piazza posts 2–Not much long.

48,247. What was next done with them —They
were taken down and shot.

—Yes.

48,208. You say Dr. Morris arrived on horseback *
—Yes.

48,209. He got down himself and went into the
post-office ?—Yes.
48,210. That being the first time you ever saw

48,248. Did you see that done * Did you see them
taken down —Yes.
48.249. Who did it 2–The soldiers loosed them.

him, when did you ever see him again — I saw him

48,250. Before that had anything been done by the
soldiers about flogging them —No.
48,251. You were in the post shop at the time —

another day, he was going through the district.

Yes.

48,211. Do you mean the same district –Yes.

48,252. Do you mean to say nothing was done by

48,212. Was that long or soon afterwards —The
next week.

48,213. You saw him the week after, and had never
seen him before ?–1 see him the Saturday and then
the Sunday, and the Monday week I see him.
48,214. Not the Sunday —Yes.

48,215. Do you mean nine days afterwards —No.
48,216. When did you see him after the Saturday ?
– I saw him come and post a letter.

loosed them —No, not long.
48,254. Can you say how long —Not an hour, but
I can't say how long.
48.255. Half an hour –It might be.

48.256. The three prisoners were tied to the posts 2
—They were tied.

48,257. Was anything done to them while they

48.217. When did you see him next?—The next
week.

48,218. IIow many days after the Saturday when
you first saw him —it was a Monday.

-

48.219. How many days after the Saturday —
One day only.

4s.230. You saw him first on the Saturday, and
then you saw him on the Monday after the Sunday
that followed 2–Yes.

48,221. What was he doing 2–I saw him go and
post a letter.

48.222. Where did you see him post the letter —
At Plaintain Garden liver office.

were tied to the posts?–No.
48,258. Did you see anything done to them 2–I saw
the soldiers plaiting twine.
48,259. When the men were taken by the soldiers
from the posts who directed or ordered the soldiers to

take them away from the posts—to untie the pri
soners ?—It was Dr. Morris said to have them shot,
and they loosed them.
48,260. What did he say ?–To have them shot.
48,261. What did he say? We want to know what
the words were 2–He said to shot.

48,262. Try and recollect the words he used, that
you heard yourself —To have them shot.

4s.223. That is different from the place he was in
called Duckinfield

48,263. You don't mean to say he said to the
soldiers, “To have them shot,” and that those were

on the Saturday —Yes, the same place.
48,221. It is

the soldiers about flogging them —I did not see.
48,253. Had they been tied long before the soldiers

post-office –

Yes.

the words he used ? What did you hear him say?
What did he speak to the man –Dr. Morris :

18,225. You say you are employed sometimes under
Mr. Manning in collecting the letters ?–He employs

48,264. Yes. What did he speak to the men when he
ordered them to be untied ?–To the men brought as

me to work under him.

prisoners ?

48.226. Can you read writing 2–Yes.
48.227. Can you write – Yes.
Y

-

48,265. No 3–To the soldiers ?

48,266. Yes.

-

48,228. Can you write yourself with a pen

?—

tºs.

What did he say?

What were the

words he spoke 2–To have them shot.
48,267. You mean to swear that ?–Yes.

48.229. And you can read –Yes.
48,268. But one person giving an order to another
4s.230. You say they came before breakfast-time says something ; what did he say ?—“Loose them.”
and shortly after the sun was up ; how long after that
-

was it the three men were brought in as prisoners

what time of day did the three prisoners come 3–1

cannot say the time, but late enough.

48,269. Very well ; is that all he said 2–Yes.
48,270. When he said, “Loose them,” did the sol

diers do anything —Yes, they loosed them.
48,271. After the soldiers had loosed them, what

48,231. Had the sun got to the middle of the was done to the three men? Where were they taken P
heavens, and had you had your dinner –It was not —Just to the grass-piece.
dinner-time yet.

-

48,232. Do you dine in the middle of the day ?—
No.

48,233. When do you dine 2–Later.

48,272. Who took them —The soldiers took them.
48,273. When that was done where was Dr. Morris

standing 2–He came back to the office again; he
-

48,234. Had you dined when the three prisoners
came *—No, not yet.
48,235. What was the first thing done when they
were brought in 2–As the constables brought them,

was there.

48,274. Where –In the meantime when the pri
soner was shot.

48,275. But in what part of the building or road 2
—In the road.

the soldiers ran and met them.

48,236. From what direction did the constables

bring them 2–Erom Duckinfield.

48,237. Did you say the soldiers ran and met them?
—Yes.

48,276. Standing in the road in the open 2–Yes.
48,277. Not in the building 2–No.

48,278. Was he outside the piazza 2–Yes, lower
down than the piazza.
6 R 4
-
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took from another man.

º

48,324. Not one of the three ?—No.

Where —With the prisoners and the sol

48,325. Then there were others standing by the

1Crs.

48,281. How far did they go 2–Just as far as from
3 April 1866.

48,323. Did he load it 2–It was a loaded gun he

48,279. After he said “Loose them,” what became

of Dr. Morris —He went along.

three who fired 2–Yes.

48,326. How many ?—I cannot say, but much ºf

here to the outside.

48,282. When they got to that distance, did you see

them.

48,327. Besides Dr. Morris were there any other
what was done with them —They were tied to a soldiers
standing near the firing party —Yes.
fence.
-

48,283. Who tied them 2–The soldiers.

48,284. How many soldiers ?—I cannot say how
many soldiers, but they were tied by the soldiers.
48,285. A good lot or a few –A lot of them.
48,286. Together ?—Yes.
48,287. After they tied the men to the fence what
next did you see 2–They shot them.
48,288. The soldiers did not stand at the fence, did
they 2–No.
48,289. Something, then, was done before they were

48,328. What others ?—I cannot say.
48,329. How long have you been at the post-office?
—A year and a half.
48,330. You are certain you heard nothing said to
the three men who fired by any soldier before they
did fire 2–No, nothing was spoken. I did not hear,

shot; what became of the soldiers who tied them 2–
I do not know the men that tied them.

48,290. After they were ticd what did they do?—
They fell back and shot them.

ºl. How far back

—Just from here to the

Wall.

48,292. Did they come near to the post-office 2–
The soldiers ?
48,293. Yes 2–No.

48,294. Where did they stand?–Just over like from
here to the wall.

48,295. How far was it from where you were to

them 2–Just as far as from that wall to that (across
the room).
f

-

48,296. You were that far from them 2–No, not so

48,331. You were nearer than Anderson 2–Yes.

48,332. Nearer than Mr. Manning —I did not see
Mr. Manning there.
48,333. Not at all ?—No.

48,334. When did you first tell this story aſter it
had happened—to whom did you first tell this after
you had seen it; when did you tell it to anyºne
afterwards 2—I tell it to nobody except Mr. Manning,
48,335. You say this was Saturday, and you saw
all you have been telling us; when did you tell any.
body you had seen it —I tell nobody.
48,336. Never at all ?—No, I never told anybody,
only Mr. Manning.
48,337. But you both saw it, and you did not wºn
to tell him. No, but only when they came and ask
where they were shot, I show them.
48,338. Who came 2—Strangers.

48,339. Where did they come from ?—They did nºt
belong to the district. I don't know.

48,340. Did anybody come?—Some from the

al".

48,297. Did you go up to them 2–No, I was at the
back of them.

yº. Did you come out of the post-office —
º You walked out and went towards them 2
cs.

– l CS.

48,300. Did you see the men fire ?–Yes.

cannºt
-

happened ?–Yes, since October.

48,347. How many months is it now since October?

You were standing at the back of them —

es.

48,304. Before they fired did you hear anybody give
an order —No.

48,305. Who was standing beside them when they
fired —Many people.
48,306. Who that you knew 2–Mr. Anderson.
48,307. Did he go out and stand near them as you
did 2–No.

48,308. Where was he 3–Further back than I was.
48,309, Nearer the post-office —Yes.

48,310. Was he inside the post-office 3–No.
48,311. Under the piazza?— Somewhere there.
48,312. Did you see the other soldiers standing near
the party that fired —They were under the piazza.
48,313. Were the only soldiers at the place where you
were the men who fired Were they the only soldiers
at the spot where you were standing —I do not

—Five and a half.

-

48,348. How many months after you saw it did a
stranger come and ask you ?—I cannot say how many.
48,349. Was it more than one month?—I cannº
say, because they come all the time, and they continue
to ask all the time.

48,350. We want to know when it was any strangºr
first came 2—No.

48,351. Was there one came —No, only lºº
from the district.

-

48,352. What people —From the same parish.
48,353. You knew them —Not all.

-

48,354. How soon after the Saturday did tº
come
2—I cannot
48,355.
before Christmas or after *—I
Was itsay.

cannot say. Some ask before Christmas and *
after.

7

48,356. Who first came, and when did he “”
—Some before Christmas.

know.

48,314. You say the soldiers went back and fired;
did you hear anybody say anything before they fired 2
—No.

48,315. Were other soldiers standing near those who
fired ?–Yes.

7

48,357. Long before or shortly before:-"
shortly and some long.
48,358. Always 2–Yes.
48,359. Was it a long time before or

d

º:

that this happened?—Not much long and **

48,316. What others ?—I don't know them.
48,317. They were standing there 2–Yes.
48,318. How many fired 2–Three, and Dr. Morris
makes four.

48,319. Did he fire the same time 2–No.

Did a stranger come —Yes.
When was that ?—A long time.
Soon after you had seen it?—Yes.
48,344. A very long time —I cannot say,
48,345. How long back from this day ?—I
say how long.
48,341.
48,342.
48,343.

48,346. Do you know how long it is since it

48,301. The soldiers ?–Yes.
48,302. You did –Yes.

yº.

mountain.

short.

7–N

48,360. Neither the one thing nor the other – :
48,361. You take an interestin
º:
often lookwhat
letters
at theyo!"
don't you, and you very

When
come to the office —Yes.

they fired it didn't kill properly, and he took a gun
from another man and shot him himself.

48,320. Did you see the three guns go off?—Yes.
48,321. Two men were killed and one was not ?—

48,362. And read to whom they ar" directed:Yes.
48,363. Do you ever see the inside : Ilow can'
read the inside 2

Yes.

-

48,364. Sometimes when it is 90°,

do

in rºad
*

48,322. When Dr. Morris took the gun did he fire the letters?—No; if a man take and " that ki

:

it directly 7–Yes, as he took it.

º
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thing he would get and hang me.

"º.

,365.

What

he d

It is not lawful to

48,367. How do you know it was his letter?—

He gave it to me himself to put on the stamp.

f

lat was the direction of the letter you

say Dr. Morris posted 2–It was to England.

-

48,366. For whom was it —I do not remember the

address, but it was to England.

ſou o

48,368. You

-

r

gave him a large stamp 2–Yes.

48,369. A shilling stamp 2–Yes.

pº %.
onaldson.

48,370. That is how you know it 2–Yes.

-

FIFTY
FIRST I)AY.

3 April 1866.

The witness withdrew.

Jonix ANDERSON (coloured) recalled and further examined.
(A number of officers called in and placed in a line.)
48,395. Anybody else you know 2–Yes, a constable
48,371. You remember giving evidence before who is here named Cyphus Wills.
Mr. Maule at Golden Grove, about the 21st of
48,396. Were any of the other constables present 2
October 2–Yes.

J. Anderson.

—None that appear here.

48,372. You told us you witnessed the shooting of

48,397. Were any other persons present at the

three prisoners at the post-office at Duckinfield –

post-office –There were.
48,398. Who were they –A female named Cecilia

I have.

48,373. And that you were present with a man
named Manning, the postmaster –Yes.
48,374. Did you see the officers that 21st of
October 7–I have.

Robinson.

48,399. (By the Commission.) Who else?—I don't
recollect anyone else.
48,400. Were there no constables 2–0ne named

48,375. Who were present when that shooting
took place –They were.

48,376. Look round and see if you see them here 2
—Excuse me, that is Dr. Morris (pointing to Dr.

J/orris)—and here is Ensign Cullen (pointing to
Ensign Cullen).

48,377. Were these the people you were speaking
of 3–These were the gentlemen.
48,378. Did you know Dr. Morris 2–No.
48,379. Did you ever see him before ?–No.
48,380. Did you ever see him afterwards 2—No,
but I saw Ensign Cullen at Golden Grove, on the
22nd, when I was flogged.

48,381. Who ordered you to be flogged 2–Captain
Adcock.

48,382. When 3–On Sunday the 22nd I was
flogged.
48,383. You told us before that the soldiers had

fired at the three men.

Did you see anybody else

who fired 2–1)r. Morris took one of the rifles himself

from a soldier and fired at the prisoner.
48,384. Was Ensign Cullen present at that time *

—I can't positively swear whether he was present
at the spot, but he went to look upon them after the
prisoners were shot.
48,385. Was he there at the time the soldiers ſired

at the prisoners?—I cannot positively swear to that.
48,386. You were examined before, and said you

were ordered to be flogged by Captain Adcock —

Cyphus Wills.

48,401. (By Mr. Payne.) Do you remember any
other ?—One named Colson.

48,402. Were any others present when they were
shot ?—They were not present, but Bryan brought a
piece of paper with the prisoners.
48,403. Was Cyphus Wills present when they were
shot —They were marched down the road, and he
retired.

48,404. (By the Commission.) Then none of the
constables were present when they were shot ?—They
did not witness the shooting, it was too distressing.
48,405. Did they bring three or four prisoners ?—
There were four coming, and as soon as they got to
what is called the barricade, where they can see them
from the bridge, one escaped out of the road, and ran
by Duckinfield canes, and the soldiers were in high
glee that the prisoners were coming. They cried out,
“Oh, prisoners are coming, prisoners are coming !”
and they ran to the place, some in one direction and
some in another, to catch the young man who was
making his escape.
48,406. How near did he come to the post-office
before he made his escape –I suppose about three
acres distant. I cannot positively swear to it, but I
just judge as near as I can.
48,407. What time did you get to the post-office

that day ?—I was there from the night of the
disturbance.

48,408. Were you there on the Saturday ?–Yes.

Yes.

48,409. What time did the soldiers come in 3–

48,387. You said that previously to your being
flogged Mr. Harrison whispered to Captain Adcock :

About 9 o'clock.

—Whispered in his ear.
48,388. You did not hear what he said –No.

48,410. About how many were there —I might
say, I think, about half a company. I don't think

48,389. Who were present —John F. Duany was
present. He let me know what the crime of the

there was a full company of soldiers.

prisoners were.

48,390. He let you know the crime —-Yes, he told
me they were charged with stealing.

48,391. (By Mr. Payne.) Do you know any other

48,411. How long were the prisoners in custody
before they were shot; how long after they came to
the post-office was it before they were shot ?–Not
one hour.

48,412. Was it half-an-hour —Not even that.

48,413. What time were they brought in to the

person who was present —Abraham Donaldson.
48,392. IIe is the man who has just been examined

soldiers ?–As far as I can remember I think it was

—Yes.

about mid-day, because the soldiers were sent for by a
detachment of Volunteers to meet them, in the
afternoon of that same day.

48,393. Anybody else?—Mr. Manning.
48,394. Is he the postmaster 3–Yes.

The witness withdrew.
A. G.
Donaldson.

ABRAHAM GEORGE DONALDsoN recalled and further examined.

(A guard of soldiers marched into the room.)
48,414. Go and point out Corporal IIunter, if he is there. (Witness pointed out Corporal Hunter.)

-

The witness withdrew.
R. Francis.

Rich ARD FRANCIs (black) sworn and examined.

48,415. (By Mr. Payne.) Do you live at Dalvey
—Yes.

-

48,416. Were you taken prisoner at any time —

-

Yes.

Mr. Bryan, but by Mr. Halliday first.

Mr. Halliday

took me from my working
id heplace.
hand you over ?—To Mr.
To whom did he hand y

p.”
º

r

r

48,419. To anybody else —Yes, to Mr. Wills—

48,417. By whom were you taken prisoner —By Cyphus Wills.
6 S
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48,433. Did

48,420. To any other constable —Yes, Mr. Bryan.
48,421. Any others besides them —Colson.

didn't go close.

48,422. What did those three constables do with

you ?–Took me from the nigger house, coming to the

48,434. What happened to you ?–My hand was
not properly tied, and when I saw the soldier,

iron bridge.

heart leaped, and I tried to make my

FIFTY
FIRST DAY.

48,423. Was anybody with you besides the con

you go to the iron bridge *—No, I
t

º:º;

º

was coming to the iron bridge.

C.

48,435. Were from the iron bridge was that?—

stables —No.

48,424. Were there any other prisoners with you ?
—Only four of us.
48,425. Who were the other three ?—John Mc

As far as from here to the wall.

-

ma

-

48,436. Where did you run ?—Into the

Duckin.

*

field cane-piece.

Ye

48,437. Did you see what became of the three

Call.

48,426. Do you know the names of the others ?–-

-

Ye

other men —No.

48,438. Did you see anything more?—No.

Yes.

48,427. What were they 2—Richard Walton.
48,428. Who else?—Tommy Miles.
48,429. Were they taken at the same place that you

-

48,439. Did you hear anything more?–Only the

Ih

gun fire, while I was in the cane-piece.

it

48,440. How long after your escape?—When I

came down to the cane-piece, I was dashing my

were 2–Yes, and me make four.

-.

48,430. Were they taken at the same negro house brains, and I don’t know what time.
48,441. Had you been hiding there long?—No I
with you ?—Yes.
48,431. What were they charged with ?—I don't cannot tell.
48,442. Did you see the bodies afterwards?—No.
know.
48,443. Have you seen what has been pointed outas
48,432. How far did you go with them —Mostly
their graves *—No.
to the iron bridge, from the hut.

-

al

The witness withdrew.
C. Hills.

CYPHUs HILLs (black) sworn and examined.
48,466. Did you give him anything?—He went
48,444. (By Mr. Payne.) Are you a constable —
Pº,

and talked to the doctor.

Yes.

48,445. Of St. Thomas in the East 2–Yes.

48,446. Are you a regular or a special constable —
A regular rural constable, I have my paper here.
48,447. Did you see the last witness —Yes.
48,448. Do you remember taking him as a prisoner?
—Yes.

48,449. What day was that on ?—A day in the last
eat.

48,450. What day was it?—The first day.
48,451. You remember taking him prisoner?—The
other man took him and he brought him to me.
48,452. What day was that ?—Saturday.
48,453. In what month 2–In October.

48,454. Do you remember the date –The 21st, I

48,467. Do you know the doctor?—Yes, he is
here.

tºle

48,468. What then took place —He said he must
shoot, the doctor said he must shoot the prisoner,

-

48,469. How long did you stay there?—When the
doctor say to shoot the prisoners, I turned round.
48,470. Did you see them shot ?–Yes,
48,471. Did you see the shots fired?—Yes.they said
48,472. How did you see them?—When

“shoot” they carried the prisoners to a fence at

º
l

Duckinfield.

m;

48,473. Did you see them —I saw them carry the
prisoners to the fence to be shot, and then I heard the

k

guns, about 20 guns.

W.

48,474. You did not see them fire the guns?-Yº,
I hear the gun fire.

think.

º

º:

r

48,475. Did you see it with your own eyes?—º

-

I turned round when the doctor gave the ºriº "
es.
shoot; I turned round and go round, and I had not
48,456. Had you any other prisoners ?—Yes.
walked any distance, as far as this room, when I º
48,457. What were their names —One Thomas
day;I on
the next
the
them lie
sawSº,
shoot
the people
whereThen
came,gunandshoot.

T.

yº. You

took Richard Francis prisoner —

-

Bell, one George McQuarry, and Tom Bell.

48,458. Do you remember the name of another ?—

Richard Bartley.

I cannot tell the names—not

regular.
48,459. What was McCall's christian name 2–

George McQuarry.
48,460. Who handed those three prisoners over to
you ?–1}ryan, the book-keeper.
48,461. What did you do with them 2–One man,

he is here, got away in the cane-piece, and ran away.
He leave the three.

48,462. What did you do with the three ?—Bryan
say I take them to flog.
48,463. Were you to take them to the iron bridge, to
the officers, to be flogged 2–Yes.
48,464. You took them to the iron bridge —Yes.
43,465. Whom did you give them up to ?–To a
long officer.

shoot.

\

-

!-Yes,I saw
yourself?–Yes,
the bodies
sawthey
48,476. You
were buried
Before
48,477.

.*

th

One

them buried.

48,478. Who buried them —One constable.
Mr. Cornwall, in the police.

On
ed

-

-

“

:

48,479. A constable who is in the police nam
Cornwall buried them 2–Yes.

ºf
º

tables

48,480. What were the names of the other consta
who were with you ?—One was Bryan;

i.

º:

any other :-Cºlº. Yes, that
48,481. Was therethe
same as Colson –les,
48,482. Is that

\
-

k

must be the same.

*...*
the Commission.)
(By from
48,483.
did º
the book-keepe.Wºº
prisoners
these

:

a bit of paper to take with them ?—Mr. boo

48,484. But did anybody give you "P" of paperº

Cann G.

-

:

-

(A number of officers were brought together
into the room, and witness identified Ensign
Cullen.)

(Witness.) He asked me what I brought the pri
soners for, and I say, bring them to flog.

—No.

ºr

º:
have a pape"; Bryan g

48,485. Did you give a piece of paper to
officer ?—No ; me no
paper.

The witness withdrew.

G. G. Manning.

George GRANT MANNING recalled and further examined.
nd Ensign Cullen)

(A number of officers called into the room, and witness identified Dr. Morris "
The witness withdrew.

º

!
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Freibing WolstENHolme (coloured) sworn and examined.
48,486. Are you Sergeant-Major of the 1st West

India Regiment?—I am acting Sergeant-Major.
48,487. Did you at any time march under Ensign
Cullen from Manchioneal to Golden Grove 2–Yes.

48,488. Do you remember what day of the week it

was 2–No, I don't remember what day it was.

FIFTY

FIRST DAY.

men and posted them, not to allow the men to stray
about.

F. Wolstenholme.

48,522. Do you remember the time of the morning
you got to this Post-office —Not exactly the hour.
48,323. Was it about mid-day ?—About 9 o'clock,
I think.

48,489. Was Dr. Morris with your detachment?—
Yes.

48,490. Do you remember his being taken ill 2–

48,524. Where had you come from that day?—
From Manchioneal.
48,525. About how far is that from the Post-office?

Yes.

48,491. Where was it that he was taken ill – When
I heard him complain was when we were at Quarr Hill
at the Post-office.

-

48,492. You had not heard him complain till then?
—No.

-I should think about six, seven, or eight miles.
48,526. At what time did you leave Manchioneal 2
—At about half-past 5 or 6 in the morning.
yº. Had you been all that time marching —
es.

48,528. Did you take from half-past 5 or 6 till 9

48,493. Had you been near him as you came along?
—I was not very far away from him.

o'clock to do that distance?—I don't remember the
distance.

48,494. Was he on horseback 2–Yes.

48,529. At what pace did you go when you were

48,495. Did you see anybody go up to help him at
all —I think I was in front.

48,496. When you got to the Post-office what
happened 2–1)r. Morris went inside the Post-office
and lay down.
48,497. What did you do?—I remained at the
Post-office.

48,498. How long did your detachment stop at the
Post-office – I think it was about three hours.

48,499. Did you post sentries anywhere 2–Yes,
one man at the Post-office and one at the Piazza.

48,500. You remained at the Post-office, did you ?
—Yes.

marching, three miles an hour, or two, or what?—

We did not walk very fast.
After you had arrived there you broke off?

$º

—Yes.

48,531. Did any of the men go down to the river ?
—No, not
48,532.
48,533.
48,534.

to my knowledge.
Did you?–No.
Did you go down to bathe 2–No.
You are sure of that ?–Quite sure.

48,535. Had you any refreshment at that place —
Yes, we had some bread and butter and cheese, I
think.

48,536. Where did that come from ?–From the

48,501. During the whole time you were there did
you see any prisoners brought in 2–No.
48,502. Did you see anybody shot ?–No.
48,503. Must you have seen if any prisoners were
brought there at the time when Dr. Morris was lying
ill there?—I must have seen it if there had been
anyone.

Post-office.

48,537. Was it at the place or was it fetched 2–At
the place.
48,538. How long do you think you were at the
Post-office —I should say about three hours.
48,539. Were you in the building the whole time z
—In the building and standing at the door.
48,540. Did anybody come by at all in the time

48,504. Are you quite certain that no prisoners were
brought in during that time, and no persons shot ?—
Quite certain.

No.

48,505. When you halted at the Post-office the
party were halting regularly, I suppose —Yes.

diers.

48,506. Did the men break off?—Yes.
48,507. Where did they go 2–In the Post-office.
48,508. Did they take their arms with them, or

were they piled outside —I can't say.
48,509. You say you posted two sentries —Yes.
48,510. Had you any other men to relieve those
sentries, remaining standing at arms or in guard —
No, I merely posted sentries, the men were tired after

you were there who did not belong to your party –
48,541. Nobody passed the Post-office —No sol
48,542. I am not talking about soldiers, anyone,
strangers, civilians as you call them, or whatever they
were, did any persons come by ?—There were men
and women passing by.

48,543. Did you see them —Yes, now and then
One.

48,544. And two or three together ?—Yes, I think
there were.

their march.

48,511. Did they break off?—Yes.
48,512. Did anybody come in at all during the
time you were there, any constables or black people
-

of any description ?—No.

48,545. Might there have been as many as four or
five men together ?—Yes, four or five, no more.
48,546. Did they stop at the Post-office —No.

48,547. Did they speak to anybody as they went by?
—No.

48,513. Nobody ?–No.
48,514. Could anybody have come in without your
knowing it —I don't think so.
48,515. Did Dr. Morris leave the Post-office —
-

48,548. Not that you heard —No.
48,549. When you were there, do you remember
who was in the building who did not belong to the

soldiers you were with ?–No, I do not remember.

No.

48,550. Did not notice anybody there who did not

48,516. Had he recovered pretty well by the time
you recommenced your march 2–He was a little
better when we were about to march off, and I believe

belong to your party —The Post-office man.
48,551. You know him —Yes.
48,552. He was there 2–Yes.

there was a man attending him in the house.
48,517. Did he remain in the Post-office and lying
down the whole time you were there, as far as you

48,553. Was there a person of the name of Ander
son, or a person you did not know the name of, besides

saw 2–Yes.

the Post-master 2—Not to my knowledge.

-

-

48,518. Did your detachment march, with their

48,554. Was there a second man there who did not

belong to the soldier party —I did not notice any
48,519. You believe; surely you must know whether One.
48,555. Was there a boy there *—Not that I saw.
your detachment was loaded or not ?—I have for
48,556. But you were in the building all the time ?
gotten.
arms loaded or unloaded ?–Loaded, I believe.

48,520. Did you not examine their arms when you
dismissed them for the night?—I think they were
examined by the captain at Golden Grove ; I do not

—Yes.

you posted ?–No, I do not know the men. I got two

did not notice any.

48,557. For three hours ?—Yes.

- a -

48,558. Can you undertake to say positively that
quite remember.
nobody
was in the building while you were there ?—
48,521. Do you know who the sentries were that I can't say positively whether there was or not, but I
6S 2
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48,559. Were you asleep during any part of the

F. Wolstenholme,
3 April 1866.

48,574. How many years have you been in the
service?—Eight years and four months.

time —No.

48,560. Are you quite sure of that ?—Yes.
48,561. Did you lie down —No.

48,562. Were you sitting in the building —Yes,
and sometimes standing about.

48,563. Is this building near an iron bridge that
crosses the river ?—I think it is.

froſ

48,575. (Mr. Payne.) How did you first know that

tºl

Dr. Morris was ill?—I heard the men talking about

deſ:
and

it, and I saw him lying down.
48,576. You said, I think, that you heard him
complain when you halted at the Post-office, is that

48,577. What was he doing when he complained:
48,564. Have you ever been to the spot since — —He
was lying down.
No.

in a

48,578. Did you see him arrive at the Post-office?

ºth
it, I
all

48,565. Had you ever been there before ?–No.
48,566. Then you were never over that line of
country until the day you marched from Manchioneal

—Yes.

to Golden Grove —No.

he did.

48,567. And never went over it again 7–No.
48,568. Did you halt on that day's march more than
once —No.

48,569. Are you certain of that ?—Yes.
48,570. Did you halt before you reached the Post
office, and after you had left Manchioneal —No.
48,571. How far is this place that you stopped three
hours at from Golden Grove, where you remained
—A very short distance.
48,572. Are you an Englishman 2–Yes.
48,573. What regiment were you in before you
joined this?—In the second battalion of the 6th
Royals.

48,579. Did you see him dismount 7–Yes.
48,580. Did he walk into the Post-office?–Yes,

tha

48,581. Did he walk in alone?—Ensign Cullen was
with him.

*--

48,582. Ensign Cullen was walking with him?—

º

Yes, and he laid down, and I did not see him after.

hºl

wards.

48,583. He went into a room adjacent to the Pºst.
office —And laid down.

48,584. When did you see him next?—When we
fell in to march away.
48,585. You say you never were at that place but
once —That was all.

48,586. Did your company that you were with
march by that place again —No.
48,587. Were you always with the company?–Yes

WILLIAM HUNTER (black) sworn and examined.
48,588. Are you a corporal in the 1st West India Grove to Manchioneal?—I marched back from Golden
Grove to Manchioneal.
Regiment 2–Yes.
48,608. When was that ?—That was the first time
48,589. Do you remember at any time marching
from Manchioneal to Golden Grove ?—Yes, I

went on

to Golden Grove with the detachment.

I marched.

48,609. You had gone there first —Yes,

48,590. Under whom ?—Under the charge of

48,610. And afterwards came back 3–Yes,

48,611. Did you stop at the Post-office when you

Ensign Cullen.

48,591. Was any other officer with you?—Or.Morris
was going as the doctor.
48,592. Did you go there more than once 3–Yes,
we went down there twice.

were going from Golden Grove to Manchioneal –

We stopped there one time, I can't remember what
time it was.

48,612. How long did you stop there then —l

48,593. Do you remember any time when Dr. Morris
was taken ill ?—I remember he was quite sick on the

march coming down from Manchioneal to Golden

.

not more than 10 minutes, the doctor was 30

S1CK.

48,613. Was it the time you came from Manchional
to Golden Grove that the doctor was sick?—Yes.

Grove.

48,594. Whereabouts was he taken ill –Coming
down the Quarr Hill road.
48,595. Did you halt at all on your march —We

48.614. Was he with you when you went frºm
Golden Grove to Manchioneal?–Back again.
48,615. And Mr. Cullen —Yes.

never halted till we came down over the river ; he was

48,616. Was the doctor taken ill that time?–Nº.

so sick then that he begged to have a rest for about
10 minutes, and we marched on again.

he was not took ill going from Golden Grove to Mar

48,596. Where was that ?—By the iron bridge,
48,597. Did you halt at all besides that on your
way ?–Never halted on the way except that:
48,598. Never halted at all —No, not at all till we

48,617. Did you stop at the Post-office when yºu
were going from Golden Grove to Manchioneal {-\º

got where we were sent to, at the Post-office.

48,599. What Post-office did you stop at 3–In

chioneal.

we never stopped at all, we went right away on; I
was in the advanced guard, I was in front about ſite

paces away from the doctor and Mr. Cullen, I was
the only person belonging to the district showing
them from one place to another.

Plaintain Garden River district.

48,618. You knew the country before?—Yes Iwº
48,600. Was that the end of your march for the born there, not born there, but grown up there.
day —No, it was not the end of our march.
48,619. Upon either of these occasions were there
48,601. What was the end of your march —The any men shot ?—Not on my march.
end of our march was Golden Grove.
48,620. Were there any prisoners brought int-Yº,
48,602. What I asked you was whether in the not on my march, no prisoners were brought in at all,
*

--

course of your march you halted. You say now you and we made no prisoners on the march.
stopped at the Post-office —The doctor was got sick,
and we halted up there to get something

for

his head.

48,603. How long did you stop at the Post-office

We

-

The witness withdrew.
W. Hunter.

twº

so 2–Yes, I did.

48,621. You were in charge of the advance-guard:

how far were you in advance of your party?–Thrº
paces in front.

*

48,622. You never lost sight of the main body _We did not stop more than about 10 minntes.
48,604. Not more than 10 minutes ?—No.
I never lost sight of the men or officers; we never is:
a man 10 paces in the rear. When I was sent"; f
43.605. You say you took this march twice –Yes,

I found I was going faster than the men could ſº
48,606, was there any other time when you stopped me, I drew up.
§º. You were always in sight of themainbº
longer
at the
Post-office
—No,
I never
recollect
that
I stopped
longer,
no more
than,
that, time.
I went — les.
down to the station at Stokes Hall Camp and from
48,624. got
Wasseparated
there any from
time when
threenever
men'ſ"
regiment
you?—I
knew

I took that march twice.

•

there to Golden Grove.

48,607. Did you at any time march from Golden anything about that, never in my detachment

*
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: 48,625. Did you know of three men being missed
from any of the detachments —When I left Manchio
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º for five minutes when you got to the Post-office?

neal I can't say if there was anyone missing from the

48,656. You did not lie down 2–No.

detachment, but when I got back the roll was called
and all the men were present.

48,657. Did you fall out 2–We did not fall out all,

48,626. How long were you absent 2–I was about
two days at Golden Grove.

W. Hunter.

we had to stop there for 10 minutes.

3 April 1866.

48,658. You did not fall out —No, we did not fall
out at all.

48,627. You say there were no prisoners brought
in and no men shot in your detachment —No.
48,628. Do you know of people being shot by any
other detachment —No, I don't know anything about
it, no more than were tried before the Court, that is

48,639. Did you stand at ease ?—Yes, I stand at
ease for five or 10 minutes.

$8,630. And then you went on ?—Yes, we were
ordered on again.
48,661. What became of Dr. Morris at that time z

all I know about.

48,629. (Mr. Payne.) Then you say it is not true
that you stopped at the Post-office three hours ?–No,
we never stopped there three hours.

—He and Mr. Cullen were together.

48,662. Was Dr. Morris very ill —After he got
his head wetted with some water he was a little bit

better, not much, he was sick for two days, and that

48,630. Not on any march at all ?–No.

48.631. Do you know the Sergeant-Major Wolsten

was the reason of our staying at Golden Grove that
day.

holme 2—Yes.

48,632. Was he with you on both marches 2–No,
only one march he was with me.
48,633. Which march was that ?—I think that was

+S,663. Was he able to get any brandy and water
at the Post-office?—I don't know.

48,664. Did you see him get off his horse 2–Yes,
he got off his horse, for about 10 minutes he was

on the first march.

48,634. Where from ?–From Manchioneal to Gol
den Grove.

48,635. Not when you came back 2–Yes, he was
with me when I came back to Manchioneal.

48,636. Both times then 3–No ; when I came from

Manchioneal down to Golden Grove he was with me,

there.

48,665. Did he get off alone, did you see him get
off 2–Yes, I saw him, he could hardly get off the
horse.

48,666. Did he get off alone 2–No, Mr. Cullen held

his hand and helped him.
48,667. Then where did he go —He just stood in

and when I came from Golden Grove going back to
Manchioneal he was with me, but when I came back

the door of the Post-office.

to Stokes Hall he was not there.

48,668. In the piazza?—In the door, the step, he
was leaning on the place till the 10 minutes was up,

48,637. How many times did you pass the Post

and we marched on again.

office –Three times.

48,638. And you say two out of those three times

the Sergeant-Major was with you ?–No, only twice.
48,639. Twice out of the three times he was with

you ?–Yes.
48,640. And on neither of those three times did

you stop more than 10 minutes ?–Not more than 10
minutes, for I did not even have the chance to write

a letter to Kingston.
48,641. Did not you send from the Post-office to
Dalvey to get some refreshment —Yes, I did send,

48,669. You saw him all the time 2–Yes.

48,670. Leaning against the door —Sitting on the
step for 10 minutes.
48,671. He did not go inside the house ?–No.
48,672. He did not lie down there 2–No, he did
not lie.

48,673. And then he got on his horse again 2–
Yes.

48,674. Iyid Mr. Cullen help him?–Yes, he helped
him on the horse, but he was a little better then.

but it did not come in time.

48,62. How long did you wait for it —About 10
minutes we had got to wait, and the officer ordered us
to march on, and we could not wait any longer, and

48,675. And he rode on ?—Yes.

48,676. Was there any other time when he was ill?
—He was ill at Golden Grove, he was sick when he

went there; next morning he got up and we rode back

it was too late.

48,643. Did not Mr. Manning send a message for
you ?—I do not recollect ; I know that Mr. Manning

to Manchioneal.

the postmaster received a letter for me the last march

was f–No.

I was going up to Golden Grove, from my wife.

48,678. Do you know whether it was in October 2
—It was in October, the very month we marched

48,644. Do you know John Anderson —I don't
know him, only seeing him about there.
48,645. You did see him there —I saw him knock
-

ing about there.

-

48,616. Do you know Mr. Douany the lighthouse

48,677. You don't know the day of the month this

away.

48,679. (Commission.) Did you see the Sergeant

Major post any sentries when you were halting at the
Post-office —I don't recollect.

-

48,680. Did you, as corporal, post any sentries —

keeper ?–No, I do not.
48,647. Do you know Donaldson, the boy who helps

No, I never posted any : the only sentry that was

Manning?–I saw him when he was a little child, be

posted was posted at the advance guard, not to allow
the men to advance more than three paces away from

cause I belong to that district.

48,648. Did you see him about that time —He was
generally at that district.

48,649. Did you see him when you were there —
Yes, I saw him.

48,630. Do you know, the day of the week when
you marched from Manchioneal to Golden Grove —
No, I don't recollect, the march was so hard upon me.
48,651. Was it so hard that you think it might
have affected your memory —Well, I really cannot

mind all about it except what I really did.
48,652. Had you had a long march the day before?

—Not the day before, but I had hard work to get a
place to live in, where the detachment was to put up.
48,653. Did you not get a good night the night be

fore ?–No, I had to lay out in the open wilderness.
48,654. Were you very tired —Not only tired but
weary; there was ſog out on the march and I had no
clothes on me, I had lost everything belonging to me.

48,655. Did not they let you lie down and go to

FIFTY
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the detachment.

48,681. Were you in advance of your party —
Yes.

48,682. So you were there before Dr. Morris got
there —Yes, I was three paces in front of Dr. Morris
and the detachment.

48,683. And you left at the same time he did –
We left about 10 minutes after we arrived.

48,684. He left at the same time you did —He did.
48,685. Was there any occasion upon which you

went out with a firing party anywhere in the neigh
bourhood to shoot three men —Three men

48,686. Yes.—No, I don't recollect, I never saw
three men shot on my march at all.

48,687. Were you ever called upon to form one of
a firing party to execute any prisoners during the
time you were out —No.
48,688. Never ?—No.

-

48,689. You say you were never called upon during
6 S 3
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the time you were out with your company, when these
disturbances were going on, as one of a firing party
to execute a prisoner ?—No.
48,690. Did you ever see any men called out, to
shoot prisoners?—No, I never saw any men called
Out to shoot prisoners,
48,691. Did you ever see any men shoot prisoners
while you were out 7–No.

48,692. Did you ever see a prisoner shot?—No.1
never saw a man shot yet.

48,693. You say you went twice from Manchional
to this bridge at Duckinfield —Yes,

48,694. Was Dr. Morris with you both times:No.

48,695. Only once —He was with me once.
48,696. I am talking of going from Manchionealº
the bridge f—Only once.

The witness withdrew.
Lewis O'Connor sworn and examined.

L. O'Connor.

48,697. Are you a private in the West India regi

48,731. When you halted at the post-office did you

ment 2—A corporal.

see the Sergeant-Major post sentries there?—The

48,698. Were you with a detachment at any time
marching from Manchioneal to Golden Grove —Yes.
48,699. Do you know that country —No, I had

Sergeant-Major?

never been.

-

48,700. Did you march once or more than once
from Manchioneal to Golden Grove 2–Once, I think.

48,701. And did you march back again —Yes.
48,702. Did you never march there again —I don't
acknowledge it.

48,703. I suppose you mean you do not recollect it *
0.

48,704. Who was with you at the time of this
march 2–Mr. Cullen was with me and Dr. Morris.

48,705. Any other officer —No other officer.
48,706. What was the number of your detach
ment 2–I don’t know.

48,707. Did you march in front or rear 7–I was in
the rear.

48,708. Do you remember anybody being taken ill,
either in going to Manchioneal, or coming back 2–I
remember Dr. Morris was sick.

48,709. Was that in going to Manchioneal or com
ing back —From Manchioneal.
48,710. Where was he taken ill ?—On the road.
41,711. Did you stop anywhere 2–We stopped at
Plantain Garden river.

48,712. Was there any particular house that you
stopped at 2–There was a post-office there.
48,713. What became of Dr. Morris when you were
there ?–He was sick and lay in the room.
48,714. How long did you stop at this post-office 2
—About two or three hours.

48,715. Did he remain in the post-office all the
time, or did he come out at all ?—He remained there
alwayS.

-

-

48,716. What became of you during that time —I
was there.

48,717. Did you fall out when you halted there?—

was no place for us to go to.

48,733. It is a single house there?—Yes.
48,734. Did you see any strangers come up while
you were there, or pass by ?–0h, there was plant,
of people passed up and down.
48,735. Any men —I saw a couple ofmen ride past.
48,736. Did you see three or four together comeup
to the post-office —No, not so many as that; I saw
only two pass by.
48,737. Did any men come up for a short timeand
speak to any of the soldiers?—I don't acknowledgethal.
48,738. Were there persons at the post-office whº
were not soldiers ?—Yes, there was the shopkeeper.
48,739. How many were there not soldiers?—
Indeed I can’t recollect.

48,740. You can tell us whether anybody came
there, or was there when you got there?—I cannot
tell you.
48,741. Who did you see there besides your own
party —I saw a strange woman there.
48,742. Any other persons?—The man who kept
the shop.
48,743. Did you see anybody else besides him and
the woman —Yes, some knocking about there,

48,744. Who were they, do you know?—I don't
know them.

48,745. How many were there?—I don't recºllect
how many.
48,746. Two or three ?–About that or four,

48,747. What were you doing the three hours you
stopped there —Resting myself.
48,748. Were you sitting down all the time –
Keeping about.
48,749. And that was all you did in the three
hours?—Yes.

Yes.

48,718. Where did you go?—I did not go any
where, I had nowhere to go.

48,719. Did you have any refreshment there —
Yes, I had refreshment.

48,720. What did you get 2—I had got my own
rations with me.

48,722. Were any prisoners brought in while you
there 2–No, no prisoners.

Are you quite certain of that ?—Certain.

48,725. Do you know of any three men being shot
at an y

time when you were on your

anyw here
48. 726.

2–No.

line of march
-

Have you heard of any men being shot by

any of your detachment 2–No, I did not hear of any.

Come, recollect ; have you ever heard the
men talk of anything of this sort?—No I don’t recollect.
48,727.

48, 728.

Try and recollectif you have ever heard of

anything of the sort; do you recollect —No.

Did you know of any of your men getting
loose at any time, any of those belonging to your
detachment?—No, I don't know of any getting loose.
48,730. I mean getting away and being absent
48, 723.

without leave?—No.

can't say.
48,754. Was your own firelock loaded?—No.
48,755. It was not ?–No.

48,723. Was anyone shot while you were there?—
No.
48, 724.

48,750. Did you hear any report of a gun?—Nº.
there was no gun discharged at the time.
48,751. You were only there once?–0nce.
48,752. Did you hear any report of a gun at any
time while you were on the march —No.

48,753. Was your detachment loaded or not?-l

48,721. You had your rations cooked with you—Yes.
Were

48,732. Or any other non-commissioned officer?—
No ; I did not see any sentries posted, there were nº
sentries posted ; but nobody could run away, there

48,756. (Mr. Payne.) Had you had hard work the
day before, and were you tired —I was, we had been
marching a long distance; I must be tired.

-

48,757. Had you a good night?—A gºodnights
rest ?

48,758. Were you fatigued or not?—I was fatiguel
not particularly.

48,759. Have you seen nobody shot in St. Thomas
in the East 2–No.

48,760. You never saw anybody shot?—No. .

48,761. Did you ever see any dead bodies?-Nº.
not any.

-

48,762. Not during the whole course of martial
law 2–No.

-

48,763. Did you ever see anybody flogged *—No.

48,764. You never saw a man flogged?-Nº. 1
never saw a man flogged at all.

The witness withdrew.
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48,782. And then you marched on to Golden

in the 1st West India Regiment :

- I tºs.
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Grove 2–Yes.

48,766. You are a private 2–Yes.

48,767. Do you remember marching from Man
chioneal towards Golden Grove —I do.

48,783. Did you see anything of any prisoners being
brought in while you were at the post-office —No.

3 April 1866.

not that I recollect.

48,768. How often ?–Once.

A. H. Maddocks.

48,784. Did you see or hear of any prisoners being

48,769. Do you know what day of the week it was 2

shot while you were staying there 2–No, I did not

—No, I don't know exactly what day of the week it
was, I think it was somewhere about Saturday.

while I was there.

48,770. Did you march back from Golden Grove to
Manchioneal — Yes, we did.

Morris did not leave the room?–Not while I was

48,771. How long afterwards was it that you re
turned —About two or three days after.
48,772. Do you remember anybody being taken ill
upon either of those marches —Yes, I remember the

48,785. You say you are quite certain Doctor
with him.

48,786. And you were with him the whole time of
the halt —Yes.

48,787. Did not you have some refreshment 2–

Yes, I bought some at the post-office shop.

doctor.

48,788. And you eat it in the room did you?—Yes,
48,773. Upon which march was that that he was
taken

ill –On the march

from Manchioneal to

Golden Grove he took sick at the post-office.
48,774. What did he do there 2–He lay down and

I was attending to him, wetting his head with cold
Water.

48,775. How long were you attending to him 2–
The whole time we were there.

48,776. How long was that ?–It was about three

it was all the same; it opened out of one door into
another.

48,789. Was there anybody else with Doctor
Morris during the time —Mr. Cullen.

48,790. Did he remain in all the time 2—Yes, he
was there all the time, except going outside; he was
not sick. We had no place to stop, only outside the
piazza of the shop, but the man gave them the room
till they marched on.

Mr. Cullen was in command

hours.

48,777. Are you sure that he did not leave the
room all that time —He did not; I was with him

the whole time till we left for Golden Grove, and
there were some of the Sixth there.

of the detachment going down; he might walk about,
but I don't recollect his going too far. No man was
shot in my presence.

48,791. Or in your hearing 2—Or in my hearing.
48,792. Or in Dr. Morris's hearing 2–I can't say

48,778. Where 2–At Golden Grove, under the
command of Captain Adcock. We did not leave the
post-office till we marched on to Golden Grove.
48,779. Till you fell in 2–Yes.
48,780. At what time did you arrive at the post
office, do you remember 2—I can't say exactly, about

48,794. Was your detachment loaded; did they
march with their firelocks loaded. Were you loaded

ll, or it might be 12.

or not loaded ?—I cant rightly say if we were loaded.

48,781. You say you stopped there three hours ?—
Yes, I think about three hours.

48,795. Did you hear the report of any guns while
you were there 2–No.

in Dr. Morris's hearing.

48,793. Not in his sight at any rate 2—No, not so
long as I was with him.

The witness withdrew.

GEORGE LEslie (brown) sworn and examined.

G. Leslie.

48,796. Do you belong to the 1st West India

48,813. When Dr. Morris was first taken ill he laid

Regiment —Yes.
48,797. Do you remember at any time marching

on the grass, you say ?–Yes.
48,814. And then Mr. Cullen got him on to the
place where you were going to halt —Yes.
48,815. Was there any house there 2–Yes, he went

with a detacahment
Grove – Yes.

frim Manchioneal to Golden

48,798. Once or more than once 2—I went once.

into a little room there.

48,799. Did you also march back again from Golden

48,816. Do you know what business went on there,
was it a shop or a private house —It was a post

Grove to Manchioneal –Yes.

48,800. Do you remember the day of the week upon
which you went from Manchioneal to Golden Grove *

office.

—No.

a room there.

48,801. How long after you went to Golden Grove
was it that you returned to Manchioneal —I can't
recollect now how long.
48.802. What officers were with you ?—Mr. Cullen
and IDr. Morris.

48,803. Do you remember anybody being taken ill
on your march 2–Yes.

48,817. He was taken in there, was he 2–Yes, into
48,818. How long did you stop there 2–We were
there more than three hours.

48,819. Where were you during that time 2—I was
knocking about.
48,820. How far did you go away from this post

office —I went to the river; the river runs nearly
opposite, and I bathed, it is close, not to get out of

48,804. Who –The doctor was.

sight.

48,805. Which march was it, going from or to

Tissºl. When you went down to the river where
did you leave Dr. Morris –Lying down.

Manchioneal –Coming from Manchioneal.
48,806. Where was he taken ill —I don't qualify
the place on the road.

48,807. Did you halt anywhere 2–Yes.
48,808. Where 2–We halted at a little spring like
and lay in the grass,

48,809. Was there any house there —No, there
was no house there.

48,810. What became of Dr. Morris when you

halted —He lay on the grass there.
48,811. Who attended upon him 2–Mr. Cullen. He

said we were to go on to where we were to halt, and
he got on his horse.

48,812. Where was it that you were to halt —
Plantain Garden River.

48,822. Where 2–In the little room.

48,823. When you came back from bathing did you
know where he was then 2–Yes.

48,824. Where f—In the same place.

48,825. After that did you remain in the neigh
bourhood of the Post-office —Yes, I stopped there

and lay in the grass and rested myself.

-

48,826. Did you see any prisoners brought in 2–
No, I did not see any prisoners.
48,827. Or see any prisoners shot ?—No.
48,828. Were any prisoners shot while you were
there 2–No.

48,829. Was the river near enough for you to hear
6 S 4
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any firing if it took place —Yes, I could hear from

48,830. How long were you away going to bathe 2
—I did not take an hour.

i."

Wºº did he find it —He said it was
48,844. How long was this º of his mising:
—As soon as the men came to fall in he sailled
l
h with the ad
*º*.
,840. Did you march with the advance guard, ºr

l

48,843.

eaning up there.

FIRST DAY. where the river was.

you nearly an hour away ?—Yes,

about all hour.

-

-

4.

Wal
tº:

-

that
skt

with
Hel

48,832. Bathing and sitting down by the river ?– with the main body of your detachment, oriº
... —I marched with the main body.
Yes, bathing.
48,846. (Mr. Payne.) There is an iron bridge that
48,833. When you went to the river to bathe did
}. take your º . you ?–No, that was goes over the river near about there, is there not?—

ſhi

-

sli

Yes.

eaning against the Post-office.

48,834 were you loaded or unloaded ?–We were
loaded.

48,847. And the river runs in a deep gully —Ys.

war

48,848. How far was the place wh

ºrie

place where you were

•v =v-

-

yº. You know Corporal Hunter, I suppose
-

rifle, I think.
He lost his rifle 2–He could not find his
-

-

º

-

-

av P

that

w

-

-

48,837. Did you ever see Corporal Hunter shoot
anybody ?–No, Corporal Hunter could not find his
-

+:

- on the left of the Post-office among some bambº,

es.

-

-

bathing, do you think, from the Post-office?–ll wº

2

48,835. You marched loaded ?–Yes.

•

Mor
tº t

* , or the other way?—
48,849. Near the iron bridge,

bes
4.

the left of the Post-office downto the

s

•

.. went to

48,850. Down into the gully —Yes.
48,851. And you bathed down there?—Yes,

|wſ

-

-

º

48,852. How far off from the Post office were you
•

-

º,
the ºurnal,
river, would the
mä eaching you down byºil,
to go on the march.his rºle whºm he was “"“” “...º.º.
upon

º

ou mean to say - Yes.

Tºll

º
--

y

4.
tºd.
*::

º you at any time when
º §.º
m

it.
º

-

48,840. When you were ordered to fall in to march
not find his rifle, is that what
Corporal

ºln

-

48,839. Do you mean he could not find it that day. then 2–I should say as far as from here to where the
He said he could not find his rifle; he left his rifle
his riffs when he was called gº" " (across the square).
soul." "

g yo!

y

l

,50+.

*

ſilt

--

48,841. When you were ordered to fall in to march you were out with your detachment see three nº
away from the Post-office —Yes.
48,842. Was it found subsequently —Yes, he found
it after that.

-

shot ?—No, I did not witness any man shot.
48,855. Not all the time you were out?—No, I did
not witness the death of any man.

The witness withdrew.

this

4
Cºl.

*
tº

John F. DUANY (coloured) sworn and examined.
horse of one of the constables who had been riding
48,856. What are you ?—A lighthouse-keeper.
48,857. Were you at any time at the Post-office in along with me.
48,875. Did you and the constable come together
the Plantain Garden River district when some prisoners
then –Yes, the constable who was stationed at
were brought in 2–Yes.

º

4

;

lºſ

48,858. Do you remember what day it was –It

Holland Bay. He and I rode up together to the Pºl.

was on a Saturday; I don't know the date.
48,859. Were there any soldiers there at the time

office, and two of the men came and took our horse,
and the officer came out and drove them away. ..

iºn

they were brought in 2–Yes.

these soldiers come in 2—I

48,876. Do you know who the officer was:-Yº,
him before by sight?—No.
º

4
4

were they coming —They

Assis. Then how did you know it was Mr. Cullen:

I

º º i.

-

k

Innot them at the D11(t ge.

way

48,861. Which

...”

48,863. Yes.—About 11 o'clock.

48,864. You say they had been stationed there for
the day; when did they come in 2–0n Saturday
morning they came in.
48 sé5. That same morning 2–Yes, they came

down on

the Saturday.

48,866. Where did they come from ?—From Man-

chioneal

:§º wº º while you were there?
-

—They were there before I saw them.

did you know they had come from
º HowTº:
were no soldiers except at
Nº.
Manchioneal at that time.

—When he drove them off I looked and saw a said:
of mine on the ground which I had lent to a mini
the Bay, and I claimed it, and the officer said he cºuld
not give it up until he had finished with it.
48,881. What next?—I left it and I went intº the
shop, and I heard Dr. Morris had a little ſever, and
was lying in the inner room, and a short time after I

them at the bridge and

-

ºº
-

º

-

!

º
-

prisoners tied together, and one slipped his handº

º

of

º

ºº got º and ..", º º iº it
at was what you heard —i.

-

said, and I looked and saw the soldiers running.

º, P. jº. .. º: º,º:

ºt
run

*

48,884. What next?—in a little time the bººk

ºt

away –I heard that one had gone into

t back.

".

How could you tell they had not come from
Golden Grove and were on their way to Manchioneal ?

-

keeper brought them up to the platº,

•

ck

48,885. Who was the book-keeper ?–A black ºn
—I came from the lighthouse that morning and met
brought them up
2
them, at least I saw ſhem i. Y. |..". light- of Hºnº of Bryan.
48,886. What did he do ?–He º ked at the
house coming down Quao Hill by the iron bridge. 2
48,871. Then you saw them .. down 'º'; and the º went out and º * ask
_I saw them at a distance coming down towards the

men and I knew one of them, so I wen

river, but not near.

were doing,
he said tº
the officer
they nails.
what
been
I asked him what
a few
stealing

that day ?–Yes.

intended to do with them, for one man I knew ſº º:

48,872. Were you remaining by the Post-office long

48,874. What happened during that time?—When
the Post-office two of the black soldiers

came and took my horse and took it away, and the

-

s
\

id they had

4s,873. How long were you there?—About an very quiet fellow, and I was sorry to see him in
hour.

I got up to

º
º

them sing out, “There is a prisoner got away, w
they all ran to catch the man. There were ſº

,882.

48,869. Did you see them afterwards go on towards

º ?—No, I left

ime 2–

ºt

saw the soldiers running in all directions, and lº

-

48,867. Did you see them come from Manchioneal

Golden

—I heard his name called.

-

-

. Did you know him before by sight:-

-

2
were stationed there for the day.
—"
: * ~*
r
What time was it you saw them —That

º

he
he

º

he

º

he was antheexpress
only man
I could
position,
sentge:
from" the"
message
Bay
I wanted
whenfor
lighthouse to Kingston.

\

48,887. You told him that, did you :-Yes

-

*
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48,888. What was the name of the man?—Richard
Walton, I asked the officer. He said, “Give him a
flogging." I said, Very well, I could not interfere with

that, and I and the officer went into the shop, and he
asked Mr. Manning if he had any twine to make a cat

with, and Mr. Manning gave him up all the twine.
He handed it to a black soldier, and he cut it off and

plaited it, and was winding

it on the stick, and Mr.

at once –They did not kill them all at one shot, they

48,916. Are you quite sure that the three were
shot one after the other ?—They shot them one by
one.

48,917. What, first put up one and shot him 2–

Morris, being in the next room, heard of it and came
to the door and inquired what it was. I saw the
soldiers quickly put up their guns, and I asked what

Yes.

was the matter, and one of them said the doctor had

48,919. Did you see that done?—Yes.
48,920. Now just explain this to us ; where were
you standing when the men were shot —I was in a
shop, look through the glass ; I could not bear to go

ordered them be shot.

48,889. You did not hear the doctor yourself do
that 2–No, he was in the room.

48,890. Who said the doctor had ordered them to

48,918. And then put up another and shot him 2–
Yes.

near.

48,921. Did you see the soldiers told off to shoot

be shot —One of the soldiers.

48,891. Would you know that soldier again —No,
I would not know him ; he was black ; I saw him

handling his gun. I didn't know what they were
going to do with the guns till I saw them loose the
man from the lost. They said they were going to be
flogged.

48,892. Did you see them shot —Yes, I saw them
tied. Mr. Manning begged that they should not be
shot at the piazza, but that they should be taken a

little further away. They did take them a little further
off, near a fence by the grass.

the men 2–I could not hear that.

48,922. Did you see it —I did not exactly see any
taking aim, I could not bear to look ; I merely gave a
sort of cast-glance.

48,923. How many do you think shot at the first
man 2–I cannot exactly say.

48,924. More than one —They did not fire many
Was it a volley or one —One at a time.

g uns.
48,925.

48,926. One gun at a time —Yes.

48,927. Then they put up one man at a time, did

48,893. 1)o you think you could identify any of
those soldiers ?–1 could identify one of the blacks.
48,894. Did you know the officers by sight, Mr.
Cullen and Dr. Morris, as you call them —I think I
should know them. That was the only once I saw

they –Yes.
48,928. Did they shoot one man at a time, he
standing alone *—I think they did.
48,929. You think they did, were you looking 2–
No, I did not give a look.

them.

48,930. When you did look, did you see one man
48,895. Did you see Dr. Morris yourself?—I saw
him, and he asked me for a towel and a piece of soap.
48,896. Was he very sick?–No.

(A number of soldiers marched into the room.)
48,897. Look at these men and see if you know any
amongst them that were there 2–Yes, that man
(pointing to Corporal Hunter).
48,898. What was he doing ; was he one of the
firing party who shot them —Well, I think so.
48,899. Can you swear that he was 2–Yes.
48,900. Can you swear that he was one of the men

that shot them —Well, I did not see him exactly
take the aim.

48,901. Was he one of the men that fired his gun
off?—Several went off; I think he might be one ; he
brought his gun back, I know, and said that it wanted

cleaning.

He was wiping it as he brought it, and

said now he could go and eat his breakfast.
48,902. Do you recognize that man on the right 2
—I do.

48,903. As one of the men that belonged to the

detachment 2–Yes, those are the only two I know.
48,904. You swear you saw that man (Hunter)
having discharged his firelock and wiping the nipple :
-Yes, he was wiping his gun as he came up the
steps, and saying the gun would want cleaning, and

he would go and eat his breakfast now.

being shot by himself?—Yes.
48,931. You did —Yes, the last man, he was
secured to a fence.

48,932. Did you see the first man —I did not like
to look when the first man was shot, but after that I
gave a cast.

48,933. If you did look at all did you see any one
man shot ?–I saw the last man, I saw them pull him
up to the fence, and they did not tie him hardly before
the gun went off.

48,934. How many volleys had been fired before
that ?—I did not notice how many volleys, I did not
keep count to know how much gun they fire off.
48,935. You say you only look now and then, but
you did look —Yes.
48,936. And did you see the man shot ?–Yes, one
I saw.

48,937. Let us keep to that one, did you see him
shot with your own eyes?—Yes.
48,938. Was he standing alone, apart from all the
others ?—I could not see the man plain, because it

was just at the back of a little logwood ; I could only see
the head of the person, I could not see his body.
48,939. Was that the head of the man standing by
himself —Yes, the last man.

48,940. And no others were near him —No, except
the man that tied him.

48,905. Look at that other man on the left, did

you

ever see him before ?—I think I saw him among the

48,941. Then he was alone 2–Yes.

crowd.

48,942. That one prisoner —Yes.
48,943. And you saw him shot ?—Yes.

48,906. You say Walton, who was one of the three
men, was the man you knew –Yes.
48,907. And you spoke to the officer and told him
he was a useful man –Yes.

48,908. Do you know that that man is dead and is
not at home 2—Yes, he was shot.

48.909. Did you know either of the other two –
No, I saw them but I did not know them.
48,910. You did not know them then —No.
1891. But you know that Walton is missing, and

48,944. Who shot him —I did not look to see who

the person was taking the aim; I just cast my eye to
the corner and heard the gun fire.
48,945. Do you know whether it killed him —No,

I do not, I would not go to look.
48,946. Did you hear more than one gun ?–Oh,
yes, several, four or five.
48,947. At the time the man was shot whom you
saw —I do not recollect now.

that he is not at home now —Yes.
48,912. Who was the officer that you spoke to when

when a man took a turn of the rope, and the man did

Yºu
this about the man being useful, and so on?—
Mr. said
Cullen.

not turn off well before I heard the fire.

* Did you see the manner in which these
º §. *—Well, I did not go to look at them.

ing out of this window –There were several.

y

-

48,948. Was he tied against the fence —Yes, I saw
48,949. Who was in the room when you were look

*4. You did not see whether they were all killed

FIFTY

FIRST DAY.
shot them one by one.
48,915. Then they were not all three shot at once 2 J. F. Duany.
—Not at one shot.

48,950. Who were they —There was Mr. Manning
and his boy and Anderson, I cannot recollect all.
6 T
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48,951. They were all in the room at the time, were

they –Yes, only just peeping out.
J. F. Duany.

48,952. You are quite certain they were in the

to Golden Grove and returned back,

room ?—Yes.
3 April 1866.
---

48,963. Were you there when the soldiers went
away ?—No.
48,964. You went before they went —I went on
.

and that he came to the door and asked what was the

48,965. How long were you there after the last
man was shot, do you think —About a quarter of an

matter 7–He came to the next door, I was in one

hour.

48,953. You say Dr. Morris was in the other room,
room and he was in the next.
48,954. Then he came to the door between the two

rooms, you were in one room and he in the other, is

48,966. Did anybody go to the men's bodies who

were shot, after they had been shot?—I cannots.

that what you mean to say?—Yes.
48,955. Do you say that he came to the door and

One of the soldiers told the book-keeper there that is
must get the men buried.
48,967. Do you know which of the soldiers sail

asked what was the matter 2–Yes.

that ?—No, I do not know which it was,

48,956. Was that when the men were binding the
twine to make the cats —Yes, I saw they were tying
the twine.

48,968. You left the men on the ground?—Ye.
One of the men asked me for a bit of soap to go and
bathe.

48,957. Did you continue in that same room till
3. heard the guns fire and saw the man shot ?—
eS.

48,958. Did Dr. Morris remain in the same room

that he had been in 2–No, he went out and was present
near the men.

48,959. Did you hear him say anything about any
one before they went —No.
48.960. Did you see him speak to anyone 2–No.
48,961. Did you see him with a piece of paper in
his hand 2–No, I did not see any paper.
48,962. How long did you remain there 2–Alto
gether it must be about an hour.

(Officers called in.)
48,969. Do you see amongst these the gentleman
whom you call the doctor –I think that is the one
(pointing to Mr. Morris), and that is the officer
(Mr. Cullen).
48,970. Did you know the boy of Mr. Manning?—

:

W

f

CS.

48,971. You say you saw Manning's boy in the

ſ

room at the time these people were being shot?—

t

Yes.

t

48,972. And Anderson, the schoolmaster, you say
you saw him in the room ?–Yes,

º

The witness withdrew.
Dr. MoRRIs recalled and further examined.

1Jr. Morris.
--

48,973. You have heard this statement that has

48,978. Is it true that you saw any prisoners shot?
—I did not.

been made 3–I have.

48,974. Do you remember being taken ill upon
this march 2–Yes.

48,975. You were carried into the Post-office 2–

I was either taken or carried in, I don't exactly
remember which.

48,976. Were any prisoners brought in during the
time you were there 2–Not to my knowledge.
48,977. Then you could not give any instructions
respecting any prisoners?—No, decidedly not.

E

48,979. You have heard all the evidence, and you
positively deny it —I do most emphatically denyi.
48,980. (By Mr. Payne.) Do you also deny in the
same way the shooting of Billy Gray?—I don't
know Billy Gray.
48,981. The shooting of a lad with your own hand,
attached to a tree at Grange Hill –I mostpositively
deny it. Mr. Cullen was with me the whole time,
and there were others round about.

B

I did not shºot

anyone there.

The witness withdrew.

Ensign Cullen.

Ensign CULLEN recalled and further examined.
48,982. You have heard the additional evidence
48,986. You most positively swear that the state.
ments that have been made to-day are untrue?—Yes,
that has been given to-day —Yes.
48,983. You have had time to think over this what I have heard ; I heard the greater portion ºf
the evidence this morning.
matter since you were here last —Yes.
48,987. Had you ever seen the last witness bºr,
48,984. Have you been able to call any circum the lighthouse-keeper?—No, never, to my recollectiºn,
stances to your recollection corresponding with the
48,988. Then you recollect no conversation with
events that we have now heard 2–No.
him at the Post-office, about the character of any
48,985. Are you still quite certain that nothing of man who was useful to the lighthouse people?—Nº.

the sort happened during your stay at this Post-office?

|

48,989. That recalls nothing to your memory:Nothing whatever.

—I am.

The witness withdrew.
Dr. Edward MAJOR recalled and further examined.

Dr. E. Major.
---

48,990. You were to have handed us a return of Mr. Price, and Mr. Alberga, the Inspector of Police,
the persons killed and wounded at Morant Bay ?— killed ?–Yes.
48,997. Were there any other persons?–Mr.
Yes, I have sent the return in.
48,991. The return applies to No. 1 Company, does McPherson was wounded, and he died a few days
afterwards.
it not ?—Yes, and also to civilians.
48,998. Besides that, there were wounded Mr.
48,992. Of No. 1 Company there were six killed 2
—Yes, Captain Hitchens, Lieutenant Hall, Lieutenant Georges, Mr. Warmington, Mr. Bowen, and Mr.
Reid, Sergeant IIarrison, Private Ross, and Private
Gilfoy.

Brooke's cook 2–Yes.

to them.

number of poor persons come to each Westry. Tº
three were in the Court-house at the time."
doors were closed so as to prevent the rebels tº

48,999. Were there any persons who were burnt

48,993. And 15 wounded ?—Yes.
in the Court-house?—There were three old mº
48,994. You know nothing about the other com paupers ; when the attack was made on the Cºu"
pany –I saw them, but I have sent in no return as house they were there. We generally have a large
48,995. Can you give us the number 2—There was
one killed, I cannot give the number of wounded.
48,996. Then of civilians, there were Baron Ketel
hodt, Mr. Herschell, Mr. Walton, Mr. Alexander

entering ; they were all aged men and feeble. ,

Cooke, Mr. Arthur Cooke, Mr. Thomas McCormack,

—Certainly not,

7

49,000. And not able to leap out of the wind"
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49,001. Then did they stop there —Yes, I think
it was impossible for them to have escaped—for two
of them certainly. While Captain Hitchens, and the
Custos, and the whole of us, were placing forms
against the door, only one of them was able to assist us.
The other two remained by the side of the wall and
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falling in, for there was a large hole in the centre of
Dr. E. Major.

the room.

49,004. And these three men were there then, were

3 April 1866.

they –Yes; they had to escape as quickly as pos

could not move.

49,002. What were their names, do you know 2–

sible, and I think it was impossible for them to have

I do not know.

got out.

49,003. Were their remains found afterwards 2–1
observed several bones next morning underneath the

since 2–No.

49,005. You have never heard of these paupers

The witness withdrew.
ALEXANDER. D. K. MUDIE recalled and further examined.
A. D. K. Mudie.

49,006. You are the schoolmaster at Morant Bay ?

about the 10th of August last year —I was.
49,008. Do you know the house in Morant Bay in

49,012. What day did you see it —On Friday,
the 10th of August; it was posted over another
placard, signed “Edward Cardwell,” headed “The
Queen's Advice to the Working Classes.”
49,013. That would be on the Thursday if it was

which Mr. Chisholm lived 2–I do.

the 10th of August 2–Yes, it was the Thursday.

—Yes.

49,007. Do you remember being in Morant Bay

49,009. Was that the Mr. Chisholm who was a

friend of Mr. Gordon's 2–A very intimate friend.
49,010. Do you remember on the day I have men
tioned, or about that day, seeing a printed address to
the people of St. Thomas in the East posted upon a
tree anywhere :-Yes, I do remember.
49,011. Where did you see it 2–It was posted on
a cotton-tree almost opposite Mr. Chisholm's house.

49,014. Was that in the high road 3–In the main
road.

49,015. Posted publicly 2–Yes.
49,016. And put over the document headed “The

Queen's Advice " ?—Yes, so as to prevent its being
read.

49,017. Is that tree a place at Morant Bay where
public notices are affixed —Yes, it forms a cross-road.

The witness withdrew.

Rev. RiciiARD WARREN (black) sworn and examined.
49,041. Were you there at all afterwards 2—Yes.
49,018. Are you a missionary in St. Thomas in the
East 2–Yes.
49,042. When 2–Well, there were only one or two
49,019. What

body do you belong to ?—The

Baptists.
49,020. The London Baptists 2–No.
49,021. You are one of the native Baptists 2–Yes.
49,022. Where had you a congregation ?—At Spring.
Did you sometimes preach at Stony Gut 2

§º.

- I es.

49,024. And at Springfield —At Stye-hut.
49,025. At Stye-hut, Stony Gut, and Spring 2–Yes.
49,026. Do you remember putting your signature

meetings held in that house.

49,043. When were they held 2–In 1863, and I
am not so certain about 1864; I am certain about

1863; there were one or two meetings there.
49,044. Who were at those meetings —A number
of the voters, tax-payers.
49,045. To form this anti-slavery society —Yes.
49,046. And did you form the society º–I gave
my signature as a member.
49,047. Then the society was formed, I suppose ?

to any papers of Mr. Gordon's 2–Not particularly

—Yes.

Mr. Gordon's.

49,048. Who were the principal persons in it?—Most
of them were the citizens round about Morant Bay.
49,049. Was Mr. Gordon in it, you say he hired
the house for the purpose 2–He was present.
49,050. President?—He was present at the meeting.

49,027. Where did you put your signature to any
papers?—To some requisition to the Custos.
49,028. Do you mean that it was headed “A
Requisition,” and you signed it 2–Yes.
Did you sign any other paper besides that ?

$º.

- I Cs.

49,030. What was the other paper ?—There was
another paper that I signed, a document that was
getting up an anti-slavery society—to revive the

anti-slavery society that had formerly been here.
49,031. Ilad that paper any heading to it?–I
don't remember the heading, it was only an organiza
tion. Of course a good many members put their
names to it.

49,032. Where was that ?–In Morant

49,051. Who was president of your society, you
say you formed an anti-slavery society —Yes.
49,052. Well, who was the president of it 2–
Mr. Clyne.
49,053. He was the president, was he 3–IIe was
chairman of the meeting.
49,054. I am asking you about the society that

you formed, was Clyne the president of your society?
—I think he was.

49,055. Who were the officers of it, had you any
Bay.

committee ?—There was a committee, but I can't

49,033. At whose house was it you did that 2–It recollect now, without I had the document, who the
was in a house that was Mr. Gordon's ; I think he officers were. I know there was a committee formed
hired it for the purpose.
and they appointed a person as agent.
49,034. A house that Mr. Gordon hired in Morant
49,056. Who was the agent —Mr. William
Iłay ?–Yes.
Chisholm.
49,035. Where was it in Morant Bay 2–In a street
49,057. Do you remember any persons who were
almost opposite the Wesleyan chapel.
the principal men in it 2–No, I don't particularly
49,036. When did he hire that house 2–IIe hired
it; I think it must have been in 1863.
Y

49,037. And was it then you signed this paper?—

recollect now.

I could not tell the names, without it

was the chairman, and then I recollect about the
agent.

es.

49,058. Mr. Clyne was the chairman, and Mr.
49,038. In the year 1863?–Yes, for the anti Chisholm was the agent —Yes.
slavery society.
49,059. What did the society do?—It was re
49,989. Was that house kept for that purpose – organized for the purpose of raising a fund to keep
I think that Mr. Gordon—no, he j'. }. that
up a correspondence with the home society.

Pºlº" at that time, to hold the meeting. After
49,060. And did you raise a fund —That was what
*g, * grant, I think from the Custos, the meeting Mr. Chisholm was appointed for, to raise a fund.
was held at the house.
49,061. Did you raise a fund —I think there was
49,040. And that was in the year 1863 –Yes.
*

some raised.

I am certain there was some raised,
6T 2
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because we sent out; a small sum I think was raised

—I don't know exactly as I would know it. I can

and forwarded on.

say for any handwriting but my own; I can sayſ,

t

mine.

I

49,062. To the parent society in London do you
mean?—Yes.

3 April 1866.
-

BEFORE

49,091. Do you write —I write my name.
49,092. Nothing beyond your name?—I writekt.
ters. I write upon matters I am concerned in-church
matters. I write my own letters.

49,063. And this was in 1863 you say?—It must
have been in 1863.

49,064. Did it go on during 1864 and 1865?–
There was not

much

done after

that.

I don’t

that was made then.

3.

49,094. Did you see a great number of persons put
their marks to that paper ?–Most in the parish.
49,095. I am speaking of the paper that you signed,

49,065. After 1863 – After 1863.

49,066. You say you put your name to some
thing?—Yes.

do you remember whether the members of the Anti.

49,067. What was it that you signed, do you
remember, was it resolutions, or any plan of the
society, or what was it —Just a document, a list of

slavery Society were persons who principally ºn

Inames.

joined this society —In any case, I mean.

was all, as members for the society.
49,069. Was it headed what the list was, “Members
of the Society of the Anti-slavery Association,” or
anything of that sort —I can't exactly remember
what was the preface now.
49,070. But was there a preface –There must

t

their marks?—Yes, they did put their marks.

Y

49,096. You remember that as a fact of those who

b

-

49,098. How many persons were at this meeting:
—I could not number them,

have been a preface, of course.

49,071. Was the paper anything like that (handing
one to the witness); is that the paper to which you
refer—well ?—I am looking for my own name.
49,072. Without looking for your own name, was
that the sort of paper you signed —Well, something

*

It

49,099. Were there 10 or 2002–There was over
10, but not so much as 200.

w

49, 100. Were there 20 —I suppose there was 20.
49,101. Were they persons who put their names

r

ti

down who were to subscribe –It was, as members,

49,102. Was there any subscription which consti.
tuted membership —Not at present. All that was
done at present was a small collection taken up just
for the purpose to pay the expenses of the house
during the evening—lights, and so on.
49, 103. But you say the house was used after.
wards 2—Of course, there were other meetings.
49,104. Were you at other meetings?—I think I

of this description.

49,073. But where is the preface –There is none
there, of course.
49,074. The paper you signed had a preface 2–I

don’t recollect about the preface ; I said there was a
society formed.
49,075. You said that the paper you signed had a
preface; what was the society's name, it had a name;
was it “The St. Thomas in the East Anti-slavery
Association " ?—I can't recollect of any of the words.

d

º
W

t

was at some other meetings.
49,105. Was Mr. Gordon a member of this society:
—Yes, I think he was; of course he was a member of

the Anti-slavery Society.
49,106. He signed the same paper you did?—I am
not certain about his signing.
49,107. If he was a member of the same society he
would sign it as you signed it —Yes,
49,108. His name is not amongst those; does nº
that satisfy you that this is not the paper about the
Anti-slavery Society —As I told you at first, thºſe
were two or three such papers as that that I signed.
49,109. How much money did you pay to the Antislavery Society —For my subscription I threw in at
the collection either a 3d. or 6d., I can't say which,
49,110. That was your donation at the door *—In

49,076. But it had some kind of name 2—I don’t

dispute that.
49,077. Then what was it ! If you were a member
of it you must know the name of the society —I don't
recollect but that one meeting of the Anti-slavery
Society.
49,078. But when you became a member you be
came a member of some society that had a name;
what was the name you knew it by ?—The Anti
slavery Society.
49,079. Then that was the preface that you signed,
“The St. Thomas in the East Anti-slavery Society "

the house.

-

49,111. How much did you subscribe towards the

–Well, I won’t say about the preface, but I know that

society —No subscription, it was a collection.
49,112.
no see
belief
to of
whose
had.F.
writing
thatHave
is : you
To you
the as
name
George

I signed as a member.
49,080. Here seems to be your name ; is that your
writing 2—Yes.

Thomas there 2–Yes.

49,081. What made you put your name to that

49,113. Whose handwriting do you believe that ".

paper without anything at all to it?—Whilst I was
in St. Thomas in the East of course I signed some
two or three papers of that kind.
49,082. Is that the paper you refer to about the
Anti-slavery Society —I really am not prepared to

be –I can't say.
49,114. Have you no belief about it ?—I

can't

say.

---

-

49,115. Do not you believe it to be the handwriting
of Mr. Gordon —I can't say for that.

say, but I know that is my handwriting.

-

49,116. I ask you whether you believe it to be i.

49,083. Was Paul Bogle a member of it —Yes.
49,084. His name, I see, comes first of all here 2–
Yes, the same as myself, he signed, and some two or
three requisitions and documents of that kind.
49,085. But that is not a requisition; do you re
member that Paul Bogle was the first person that

handwriting —There is one letter here thatre*
his.

49,117. Is there not more than one letterrºlling
his

Does not the “Geo.” resemble his handwritº

—The “G” resembles it.

- **

49,118. Any other portion ?—I say for th: “G.

49,119. What do you say as to the “e

and the

-

“o **-I won't say for the other letters * *

49,086. Was he at this meeting that you speak of
—Of course he was at the meeting.

the

**

G.”

*

-

-

49,120. Were you in the habit of receivingle"
from him 2–Yes.
son.
49,121. Were you in the habit ofseeing agº deal
49,088. And William Bowie, do you remember him?
49,087. And William Bogle —Yes; that was his

of his writing 7–Not so much, only

——Yes, he was one of his neighbours.

what he coul

municated to me.

49,089. Here, following your name, there seem to

49,090. Do you know Mr. Gordon's handwriting

-

49,097. But do you remember this case?–No, not
particularly.

49,068. Nothing else than a list of names 2–That

be six or eight names all in the same handwriting ;
do you know whose handwriting that is ?—Well, I
can't say to any handwriting.

H

49,093. I see a very large proportion here put their
marks 2–Yes.

recollect much more being done after the movement

signed it —No, I don't recollect that.

t

49,122, is not that “ Geo."just the way le"
sign
his name
“G” resembles
49,123.
But –The
the “Geo.?”—I
willit, just sº
-

the “G.”

for

º
t
ſ
f

t

|
t
t

l
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49,124. Have you no belief about the other ? Is
that “ Geo.” just the way he used to sign his first
name 2—No ; he would sign “ G. W.”

49,125. “Geo.” was what he used to sign, was it
not Pi—“G. W. G.”

49,137. Can you say you have not signed more ?—

FIFTY
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Of a different nature.

49,138. What do you mean by a different nature ?—
Only an article which was to form the Anti-slavery

Rev. R. Warren.

49,126. Was he a member of your congregation ?
He belonged to your body, did not he f-Yes, he

Society.
3 April 1866.
49,139. Can you say whether you have signed more
than three petitions or papers of that description ?—

always attended ; he took a general interest in it.

Not more than three.

49,127. And he was the secretary of your society
—Yes.

49,128. You used to preach at Mr. Gordon's chapel,
the Tabernacle, at Kingston —Yes.

49,140. Altogether ?–Of a different nature.
49,141. General sorts, whatever their kind, I mean :
—I am certain for three.

49,142. You are not certain you have not signed

49,129. That belonged to Mr. Gordon —Yes.
49,130. And you were his preacher occasionally —
Yes.

more than three ?—Of a different nature.

49,143. Each of a different nature ?—Yes.

49,144. One of them you say was a petition or

49,131. Was he a member of the Native Baptist
Communion ? He was the secretary ; was he a mem
ber of it Were you present when he was baptized :
—No.

requisition to the Custos ?–Yes.
49,145. Another you say was a list of an Anti
slavery Society —Members.
49,146. That is your signature ?–Yes.

49,132. When you got Mr. Gordon's letters did you
read them yourself or get them read to you ?—Some
times: small notes I could read myself, large ones I
would get some one to read for me.
49,133. Will you be so good as to point out your own
name in that list —Here (pointing it out).
49,134. You used to preach at Stony Gut as well,
did not you ?–Yes.
49,135. (Mr. Payne.) Have you signed many re
quisitions and petitions f—I signed as much as three.
When I say three, three of a different nature.
49,136. Can you say that you have not signed more

49,148. You never put your name upon any list of
any society of a seditious character?—No, none what

than three ?–Of a different nature.

No, none of that nature.

49,147. You never put your hand to anything except
something in the nature of a petition or a list of
members of the Anti-slavery Society, and a requisi
tion to the Custos ?–And memorials, that is all.

ever".

49,149. (Commission.) Do you remember

any

society that was formed, at a meeting of which Mr.
Clyne was in the chair —No, only what I tell you.
49,150. When strangers were ordered to leave 2–

The witness withdrew.
Lieutenant Abcock recalled and further examined.

49,151. You have some explanation that you wish
to make 2–I had a letter sent to me with respect to
the evidence of the witness named Anderson that some

one whispered into my ear, and I had no chance of
rebutting it.
49, 152. Well, is it true 2–No.

49,153. Do you remember the case of Anderson
being flogged 2–Yes.
49,154. What evidence had you upon which you
proceeded ?–The first evidence against him I took
early in the morning about 7 o'clock at Quarrhill. I
then had some five or six witnesses; he told me he could

bring Mr. Manning of the Post-office to speak to his

Lieut. Adcock.

case, and I postponed the case till late in the evening,
and then again I inquired into the case and ordered
him 50 lashes, which he received on the spot. I had
no whispered evidence at all ; evidence was taken and
he had the chance of rebutting it.

49,155. (Mr. Payne.) Did Mr. Chisholm whisper
to you about something else —I really cannot tell
you ; it is about six months ago.

49,156. You cannot say that he did not whisper to
you ?—I cannot say that now.
49,157. (Commission.) Are you sure he did not

whisper any evidence upon which you acted, anything
affecting the case you were trying —No.

The witness withdrew.

Brigadier-General NELson recalled.
49,158. Is that the letter (handed in by the witness) with the immediate outbreak in St. Thomas in the

that was written by the Governor Mr. Eyre in answer

the East ; and in this view of the case I consider

to your letter of 5th Nov. 1865?–It is. (Read.)
“Sik,
King's House, 6th November 1865.
I HAVE the honour to acknowledge the receipt

Brigadier-General has exercised a wise and just dis

of your communication of yesterday's date trans
mitting a dispatch received from Brigadier-General
Nelson, expressing his intention not to bring to trial by

pleased to direct the prisoners referred to to be
detained at Montego Bay until further orders, and that

Court-martial certain prisoners sent from Kingston
and Montego Bay, on the ground that the charges

at once be sent down to me for submission to the

against them are for acts prior to the rebellion. I
assume that in coming to this decision Brigadier

crimination in coming to the determination he has

done. I have to request your Excellency will be
all the papers connected with the respective cases may
Attorney-General, in order that he may report if there
are sufficient grounds to take civil proceedings upon.
“I have the honour to be, sir,

General Nelson has satisfied himself in each case that

“ Your most obedient humble servant,

there is no evidence directly connecting the prisoners

(Signed)

“ E. EYRE.”

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned.

-
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.
.
.
.
;
.
||. Hº,
Benjam,ingºne.a - . . . . . . . . . . ||
,win
.
fººd
Philip
Bennett Susann
- || 11
17º Burmet. John
-

Benjamin, Charles

. .

45
2

- ||

2nd time -

>

19 || 335

--

17

-

•

-

-

-

, , , recalled

45

- ||

-

-

É. Fºrecalled
- "
->

-

-

-

92.

- 29
ſº
- 31
ſº
- || 17 | }.

-

-

-

->

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

43

- 43 || 934
- || 49 || 1034
- 29
572

-

-

580

-

- - 28

-

§

-

-

-

§

I | 3:

-

-

-

-

--

-

17.
959

12

-

-

ll

-

-

-

*
>
-

Baring, Lieut. Evelyn
, George
Barnard
Barnet, James Bonner

-

-

-

-

Brºwn, Jin S. Esq.

->

-

-

-

-

-

Bruce, Peter Bruce, Dr. R. G.
-

-

-

!79 | Brown. Maria

B

-

recalled -

Bruce, Lydia

-

-

-

157

>

-

-

902

29

. . . ;

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

822

-

-

-

Brooks, Mrs. Laura -

39

-

-

Briscºe Joseph
Britt, James

$

-

26

-

-

-

794
f 95

||

-

-

Breon, Alexander

- ||

-

-

1057

42

-

Arma, Letitia
Armstrong, George James

5]
34
37
37

-

-

-

45

--

-

-

recalled

-

||

-

*

-

- 10 || ||
-

Braná, Lieut. H. C. A." raid
Brandon, Mortimer

-

-

-

;

-

-

:

-

-

-

*

136

-

-

-

Brown. Crawford
'ls Brºwn. Eliza
487 | Brown, jane **.

-

-

Anthoney, Bernard
Anthony, George -

-

Z!!! Bothweſi, Alexander ey - 1069
Wellesl
§§§ Bourke,
Bowen, Mr.
Francis

- || 10 ||

-

Anderson, Wm. Wemyss
**

-

-

-

7% | Bothweſi, Alexander

-

-

Anderson, Lieut. John

Bogle, Andrew

51
45

-

-

698

--

-

recalled -

34

-

-

-

Anderson, John

,

-

-

34

-

-

Bºyne, ãº" ea.

34

-

-

709

-

->

34

- ||

-

*

-

Aikin, Penny

--

-

-

-

-

-

Aaron, Herbert ... -

Page.
H

- -

Cameron, Nelly

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

28
514
iſ |ºlā4

* - 53'
-

THE JAMAICA ROYAL COMMISSION.

vºy.

Name.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Coke, W. H., Esq.

Esq.
-

-

º

->

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

--

-

recalled

--

.
º
º
Cuthbert,
William
--

º
*
sº
ſº

-

.38

º

-

,,
".

-

º
§§

-

§§

49.5

.
:

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

915

24

574

-

-

-

º12

º
i.

-

i.

-.

. .s .

º
;
º

§

T

-

5()

-

3.

ſº
|

º;
-

492

E.

| Eadie, Alfred
-

|
-

-

Thomas
Earle, Rev.
1). John
East,
East, William A.

Edwards, George

2,
º

º

&lphick, Plato

-

#.

-

2.

tº

Ennis, Phoebe
Ennis, William

º,

-

-

-

-

-

-

ºdwards, Sir Bryan

-

-

war; ºisº,

-

-

-

-

- :

-

-

-

-

-

*14
*!:

recalled
,,
Errington, Lieut.

;
º

º

Espeut, Mr. P. A. -

-

º

Ewart, David

.. .

i. !

!;
º
14:

Eyre. His Excellency E. J recai 2d -

..

.-

30

lſº
1042
1045

º

--

-

-

-

-

-

-x-

---

-

-

e

** -

-

30

$3:

-

26

470

- ||

32
44

ſº
940

-

.3.3

67
!)4

7

-- |||| 437 ||| "º:
||2
-

-

--

º

-

-

-

48

-

101()

||

F.

-

||
58()

905
2.É.
10:

. . .

.

-

-

5:34

42
14

-

-

28

|| 29|| ||

-

lsº
Zº

421

25

-

-

37

12

:-

-

.
º

5()
50

º
º

-

Edwards,
Jane
Wallen
Ellis,

-

-

5

||
º
i.

-

-

-

º

-

-

-

º

35

;
i.

-

-

º

-

-

-

-

10yles, Margaret

|

-

-

recalled

--

º

-

..

l)uckett, Rev. Angus
Duffus, Mr. James

...
º

-

-

-

-

-

§
ºf
º
ſº
j

-

-

->

|;

28
J-

-

-

Duany, John F.

i;
!

*
:

-

-

51

-

§§

-

-

-

-

-

| 5|

-

-

-

-

-

-

Duncker, Adolphus
I, Wahl, Commander T. A.

- -

-

recalled

Øresser, James
Øresser,
Matthew
Cullen, Ensign
ºrowdy,
!)r. A. F.
S. J.

-

-

iº

-

-

-

ºº

-

-

-

Downer, Mr. Walter

:

:

-

39
5i

.

-

-

ºutius,
ºuncan,Jºhn
Thomas -

-

-

-

3.
2.
ſ'

-

-

-

Duncan, Thomas

-

-

-

%

-

º

.

-

-

Creed, Thomas

-

-

-

37

-

-

Sº
º,

-

-

-

-

. . }:. . jº
."

-

-

-

-

-

-

||

.

-

-

-

I jouett, Rev. C.

is
ºl

483

-

-

- -

--

-

- ||

- || 2 |
ºl

is

. . is

recalled

--

- || 4
§ ||
-

-

--

-

--

.

-

-

G.

monaldson, Mary
I}onaldson,
Sarah

--

-

-

Donaldson, Abraham

º

-

-

Cooke, Mr. Stephen recalled
-

J.
(Cowie,
ousins,Henry
William

ºwney, Jºhn
Romeo W.
Drysdale,

. . . . ."

-

-

-

#
l:

.

-

-

çooke, William H.,
Qork,
Rev. Jºsias
Cornwall. Richard
Qousen,
§ousens,Thºmas
William
£ousin, Rochester

:

sº

. .

.

--

-

-

-

-

I}ouse, John

41

-

Rev. S. recalled
Cooke,
--

Douglas, Rachel

SS1
578

-

-

M. A.
Mrs. Brookes
ºooke, Mr.
Cooke,

496

4.

:

-

-

27

-

-

-

-

10-2

-

-

Collins, Elizabeth

ll.

-

-

-

º

48

-

-

6
8

.

-

-

50

-

-

-

-

273
1046
is
!:

- - || 29 |

-

º

:
90s
#16

-

-

-

5sº

-

-

-

!

--

-

-

-

30

-

-

-

--

32
37
- -- || 43
-

-

-

-

-

- ||

-

-

Clyne,
Henry
Peter Cockrane,
Codrington, Christopher
Codrington, James W.
-

.”

Dobell, Alfred

-

Claydon. Rev. W. -

".

-

-

-

Cousins, Sarah

-

-

-

ºund
Dick,
Hilary
IDick, Nathaniel

-

-

Dennis, Priscilla
ºniº,
amºa
!)ennett, Catherine

º
§§

-

-

-

recalled

--

...
30

-

-

--

º

.

-

-

Page.

as

-

-

-

---

-

-

-

...

1)ennis, Catherine

-

-

-

"...

Dendy, Rev. W.

.. *

-

-

Christy, William (junior)
(senior) Clark, Henry
Clark, Rev. John

Collins, John
Connison, Jane

- || 2:

-

Chisholm, William -

, “

.
139

§
945
!!!
º

. . º;

.

-

-

º

-

-

-

('arter, Ann
Rev. C. R.
Chandler,
Cherrington, Grace Chisholm, Alexander

-

-

.

-

-

-

Day.

Name.

-

-

-

Carr, William, Esq.

--

------

g
Page

. .

-

-

-

-

Clarke, Edward
Clarke, G.
Rev.B.H.
Clarke, Rev. John
Clarke, Richard
Clarke, Dr. W. C.

|

-

-

Clark, Robert

..

.

.

º”
Campbell, Rev. Dun
Campbell, Sligo Cargell, Ann
Cargill, lºr.
Cargill,
J. F.
Hon.Jasper
Carr, Charlotte

Da

-

-

1()7]

|
-- "

-

-

--

Ffrench, George, Esq.

-

º:

Fiddes, Mr.
Field, James
1)acres, Robert
--

...:

recalled

Darby,
Mary Ann
Darton,William

-

-

-

-

łº

-

:

º
453

-

-

28

ſº

Fleming, F. J.

31
8

63S | Flemming, F. J. (junior)

-

I avidson, Rev. Andrew 1}avidson, Mr. J.
lºavidson, L.-E.
Richard
Pavidson,

-

-

lºavis, Agnes S.
lºavis, Ann
havis, Beckford, Esq.
lºavis, Emily
lºavis, Robert
Pavis, Sophia
Pavis, Thomas
Ravis, Thomas

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

. .
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Days, Mr. James

-

-

-

".

28

ºlº

Forrest, Betsy

lº

335

Foster, James

-

20

571 || Fouche, George

-

15

249 || Fowler, J. A. -

#
.- . 35. .

.
-

.-

-

2.

George
...i.

ºff,
. 1. Fancis.
72;
elia
Francis, Lydia -

i.

lſº

3.
i
º
.. :
.
#.
- #
:
:
!

|
6'ſ

-

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

|

-

-

-

-

. . . .
-

-

2

13

-

586

420
ſº
|

#!

|

32

||
.388

2...)

428
134

29

55:
º
4;
%

º
2.

-

f7

-

2'

-

.
-

-

37.3

-

. . ".

-

105
785
is:

.
-

-

-

97.5 ! Francis, Alexander
41 | Francis, Charles H
382 | Fmºs.
575
...'

-

-

-

37
jº.
#

-

--

"

452 | Francis, Abraham

d

-

-

910 Ford, lºiana
300 Ford, Mr. Henry
977 | Ford, Mr. James D.

- ||
-

-

-

Forbes, Rev.
W.
15 || Foote,
| 'S
Rev. A.

46

. 26
46
- || 2:

-

-

- ||

-

-

-

-

ean, Franci

iºn,

-

-

-

-

Fº Robert

º
.. ;

-

-

-

-

Davis, William

-

500

-

:

-

|

-

-

-

º
*:

-

-

- .

__

-

-

-

Field, º Spencer
Finlay, Philip
Finlayson, Adelaide
Fitzgerºd, Ursula
Fitzgerald, Lieut.
C. Fitzherbert,
yir. Beresford

D.

-

-

.. ;

º

-

456

- ||

2:)

575

-

23

301

1072

INDEX TO EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE

Name.

Francis, Richard

-

1057

Francis, William

935

-

Fraser, Emily

69
-

French, Susan
Fuller, William

Name.

Page.

470

-

-

80
423
S93

Fundretch, George
Fyfe, Colonel A. G.

Day.

Heslop, Hon. A.
**

recalled

->

Hewitt, Rev. E.
Hildebrand, Rev. J. S.
-

Hill, Richard, Esq.
Hills, Cyphus

-

Hinchelwood, John
Hire, H. F.
Hitchins, Mrs. Maria
Hobbs, Colonel T. F.
-

G.

Gabey, William C.

Hole, Captain L. B.
recalled

Galway, Ann
Ganey, George
Gentle, Edwin
,

recalled

x

Holt, Rev. S.

-

-

Hor, Charles

-

-

Horsey, Captain A. de

-

recalled

Geoghegan, Mr. T. A.

Hosack, William
House, Edward

Georges, W. P.

Hughes, Rosanna

*>

xx

,,

-

recalled

-

Gerard, Dr. J. S.
**

recalled

**

Gerrard, William

Gibb, J. M., Esq.

-

Gibbons, Amelia
Gibson, R. -

-

Gillespie, Edward

-

-

-

Humber, Mr. J. F.
Hunt, Edward
Hunt, Col. R. W.
Hunter, William
Hunter, William

-

.:

-

-

Husley, Richard

-

Goldson, E. J.
,, recalled
Good, Amelia
-

>>

Ingram, Mr. A.

-

-

Innis, Sarah

;

-

773
526

Good, Henry
Goodman, Dr. Godfrey
-

J.

Gordon, Cecilia
Gordon, Elizabeth
Gordon, Francis
Gordon, James
33

Jackson, Mr. T. W.
-

Jackson,

recalled

>>

recalled
Major-General
-

Jacobs, Charles
Jacobs, Robert

Gordon, Mrs. Maria J.
Graeme, Lieut. R.
Graham, David A.
Graham, Harriet
Graham, J. J.

-

-

Jameson, Mr. W. T.

Jeffery, William

-

-

Johnson, Catherine
Johnson, Catherine

-

Graham, Sophia

-

Grant, Arthur

Johnson, Dorothy
Johnson, Douglass

-

Grant, Henry

-

-

Grant, James
Grant, John E. -Grant, Mr. Edward Grant, Robert

Johnson, Edward
Johnson, Robert
Johnson, Rosa

-

--

-

-

-

Johnson, Strawberry

-

-

Gray, Alexander
Gray, John M.
Gray, Nathaniel
Gray, R. H.
Gregory, Eliza
Green, Francis

Johnson, William Johnson, William
Jones, Alexander Jones, Miss Ann
Jones, R. E.
Jones, R. E.
Jordon, Hon. E.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Green, John
Groves, W. C.

-

-

-

Joseph, Mathew

-

-

**

recalled

*>

Guscott, Horatio, Esq.
Judah, George F.

Gyles, Mr. William

-

-

,,
Junor, Thomas
->

recalled
478

H.
181
1040
536

Hague, George A.
recalled

Hall, Edmund
Hall, Eliza Hall, Frederic

-

572

-

964
241
451

-

Hall, Joseph
Hall, Mr. J. H.

-

-

Hamilton, G. W.
Hamilton, John Hamilton, John

570
573

-

481
39()
950
536

-

Hamilton, Mr. J. C.
Harris, Rev. H.
Harris, Richard
Harrison, Edward N.
Harrison, Mr. J.
**

-

-

-

15

45
965

recalled

**

K.

Kelley, Edward
Kelly, Jane
Kelly, Richard

-

-

-

Kemble, Mr. Justice,

Kennedy, Henry S.
Kerr, Mr. Justice
**

**

-

recalled

Ketelhodt, Baron Alfred
Key, Rev. E. Bassett .

Kidd, Mary Ann
King, Charles
Kingston, Bishop of
Kingscote, Mr. William .
Kirkland, C. M.
-

Harty, Rev. W. C.
Henderson, George

**

recalled

Henderson, Rev. G. R.
Henderson, Rev. J. E.
recalled

**

Henry, Christian
Herschell, Mrs. T.

-

1()

-

o

949
950
885
333
606
145
41

recalled

Kirkland, Mr. Robert
Kirkland, Robert W.
Kirkland, W. P.
Kitchen, J. R.

-

-

Knight, James
Knowles, Sarah
Knox, Charles

-

-

-

-

THE JAMAICA Roy AL commission.

Name.

Day. | Page.
McKay, Thomas

578
317

-

-

McKenzie, Ann

-

McKenzie, John Orgill
McKindo, Sarah

18
500
518
912

-

-

Laing, Margaret
Lake, A. W. H.
--

-

-

-

-

i.

-

recalled -

--

-

--

--

--

Lake, George

-

-

Lake, Nathaniel

-

-

Lake, Richard

-

-

-

Lake, William

-

... •

79

-

Lawson, Mr. G. McF.
--

292
315
1036
231
495

-

-

-

6:30
645
936

-

recalled

--

Lee, Dublin
..,
recalled -

-

-

--

Lee, Jane -

-

-

-

-

Leslie, George
Levingston, Polly
Levien, Sydney

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Levy, George, Esq.
Lewis, A. H., Esq.

-

-

837
-

-

805

Lewis, Ensign James
Lewis, John
..,
recalled
Lindo, Mr. S. D. Silva

-

-

-

297

-

693

--

Lindsay, Emily

943
604
1038
1063
350
198
814

-

Lee, Rev. Thomas
Lee, William

-

2$28

-

-

-

Lindsay, Mary
Livingstone, Cecilia
Loague, James

497
-

-

4:30
-

-

954
954
594
303
515
23

-

-

-

-

-

Lowe, Hon. Francis
Luke, Captain H. F.
Lucas, Betsy

-

-

-

795

-

Lutus, J. H.

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

recalled

->

Lyne, Francis

-

McLean, Selina

589
57.1

-

McMurray, George

2.47

-

McPherson, John (usher)
McPherson, William (black)

155
353
379

McQueen, Arthur

486

McPherson, John (policeman)
-

McTabbish, Jack

957

Meine, David

583
639
104.4
10.19
4.38

-

Melville, Rev. H. P. C.
Mendes, John
.,
--

-

recalled

*

Merbla, John

-

Messam, Jane

97.2
234

-

Messenger, Joseph -

22

Miles, Augustus, Esq.
Miles, John

974
781

-

Millard, Rev. B.
Miller, Alexander
Miller, Ann

-

344

-

576

-

43

Miller, John

-

Miller, Thomas

-

Miller, Mr. W. C. ->
recalled
Millett, Elizabeth
Milliner, Ann
,, recalled

468

-

26
29
26
15
11
23

--

Minot, George

-

Minot, James

-

Minott, Henry

49
46
38

-

Lyons, George, Esq.

S54
951
1034

-

Minott, James
Minott, Samuel Richard
Mitchell, Ann -

Mitchell, Mary

45
10
33
29

-

Mitchell, William

Mitchell, Mr. T.
Moody, W. D.
Moore, Nancy
Morais, Joshua Monfort
Morgan, Charles Grant
-

974

-

808

27

-

Mordereau, Rev. F.

M.

2
24

-

33

39
35
29

Morris, Assistant Surgeon
Morris, Henry
Morris, Rev. David
Moses, Jacob
-

Macfarlane, George

-

Mack, Jonas
MacLaren, John Macrae, Francis
Macrae, Thomas Maddocks, A. H.

Mais, Henry
Mais, John

45
21
14
11

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

11

-

-

-

-

51
23
26

-

-

-

-

-

4

Major, Dr. E. W.
--

recalled

--

Major, Mrs. E.

-

-

-

-

recalled

--

-

Mºjor, Penelope

Manners, Thos., Esq.
Manning, Geo. Grant
,
recalled
March, John (coloured)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Marsden, Margaret E.

-

-

Marsh, W. T., Esq. Marshalleck, Mr. D.

-

recalled

Mayhew, Rev. W.
McBean, David

-

-

-

-

-

McCatty, A. G., Esq.
--

-

recalled

->

McClachlin, C.
McCormack, Richard
McDermott, Francis S.
-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

McFarlane, George

-

McFarlane, Thomas
McFarlane, Job
McGowen, Mr. W. W.
McGregor, Susannah
McIntosh, Elizabeth

-

-

McKay, Francis

-

recalled

->

McDowell, P.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

42

27

-

Mothersill, Richard
170
170

Mudie, Alex.
Mudie, Alex. K.

-

1063

26

227
29
33
423
563
1058
252
888
431
856
42
51
552
529
665

674
777
978
488
490
92
901
906
911
115
433
939
220

recalled

->

--

377
457

973

-

March, Wm. Foster

->

348
245

-

--

--

14-4]
4
5
25
29

947

recalled -

->

Muir, Joseph

-

Mullens, Lucretia Munroe, Chloe
Munroe, James -

-

Murray, Henry G.
Murray, John
Murray, Rev. W. Clarke
Murray, W. Clarke
-

--

->

->

--

recalled

42
41
46
46
51
38
45
43
22
45
46
46

27
27
28

>>

Nairne, Mr. Alexander
Neale, Sergeant Wm.
-

-

Nelson, Brigadier-General
->

->

--

->

recalled -

733
562
494

887
968

972
1067
797
953
932
365
950

979
977
490
492
529

10
31
33

151
622

674
683

->

>>

->

x

*x

x-

35

x-

->

->

37

*

->

->

**

->

->

->

->

->

38
43
45

->

23.

*>

48

xx

153
38 I
102
95.3
14||
693
559
4S1
SSS
403
692
823

737
173
772

->

Nelsºn, John Richard

470
587
471
270

35
11

Neale, Sergeant-Major Henry
Nelson, Charles

9:38
3.35
61
919

978

-

-

-

Lynch, Francis R. Esq.

McLaren, Roderick
McLean, G. A., Esq.

-

-

-

McKinnon, Hon. Lewis

->

-

-

Logan, Lianta
Lopez, Elias

3.35
915

-

-

Logan, Elizabeth
Lord, John

937

-

-

57l
273

51
28

6 U.

702
742
795
797
95]

101S
1069
535

1074

INDEX TO EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE
|-

-

Day.

Name.

Nicholas, Thomas
Niven, Lieut. N. E. R.
Noel, Elizabeth
Nunes, Hon. R.

43
40

933
Ross, Charlotte
840 || Ross, James Moore -

-

-

29

-

-

39

552
Ross, John
830 ; Ross, Capt. W. J.

-

-

-

-

-

-

Day. |Page.

Name.

- ||
- |

-

-

Page.

-

-

-

-

-

Oakley, Charles

-

—

-

— .

O'Connor, Lewis
O'Connor, Lieut. P.
O'Connor,
I. L. S
h
O’Connor, Major-General
L. Smythe
J
-

-

º:

**

>>

>*

->

*>

**

- ||
-

ºned
>>

-

O'Meally,
Robert (coloured)
Ogilvie, Ann
Ogilvie, Richard

-

-

-

-

-

Onslow, W.
Orr, Lewis
Osborne, G. F.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Osborne, Joseph Wm.
Ouvrey, Charles Albert
Oxley,
Lieut. C. I. recalled
- ... **

-

-

>*

-

51
32
49

1062

673

-

*
.

49

1023

- |

2:3

-

46

373
975

Saunders, Henry
Saunders,
Sawers, Mr.Robert
John

Salmon, Hon. John

-

išć

Sawkins, J. Gay, Esq.

133
419

Scott,
Scott, Alexander
Amelia
Scott, Charlotte
Scott, Frederick
Scott, James
Scott,
Philip
Scott, Richard

32

-

Panton, Henry -

-

Panton, Isaac Panton, James

-

Panton, Nancy

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Paterson, Mr. J. Paterson, Mrs. Annie
Paul, Alexander -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Pearson, Sergeant-Major E.

Peart, W.R.,

-

-

Parnther, Rev. R. M.

Parry, Mr. John
Pasley, James

-

-

-

-

-

-

Penny, Alfred
Phillippo, Dr. Edw. L.
Phillippo, Rev. J. M.
Phillipps, Alexander
Phillips, Alexander
Phillips, Alfred -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Phillips; David (black)

-

-

Piercy, Henrietta
Plumpton, John Pollard, Mr. George Porter, Wm. Coleridge
Prendergast, RichardPrendergrast, Mr. Henry Prenderville, Major J. H.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

26

-

25

-

3,
30

-

-

-

-

-

-

5

-

12

192 || Simmons, Mr. Thos

-

8

-

s
1.4

-

24

406

y

Ramsay, Mr.” Paul
Ramsay, Richard

-

*>

-

--

.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

->

**

,

*x

-

5)

559

774 ; Sinclair, Thomas

- ||

43

177
922

43

928

- || 21

345

- || 30

830 ; Smith, Adam
319 Smith, Commander G. M. 572 Smith, Joseph Gordon
-

Smith, Raynes Waite, Esq.
Smith, Stephen
Smith, W.

25

426

Smith, William Kelly

30

596 || Soares, Mr. J. S.

818

-

-

-

**

-

-

-

-

-

tº An, recºil
" d" . "
Ock, Ann

951

1650

Stewart, Cecilia *-iStewart, Cecilia Victoria

45
29
43

957
Stewart, James Ea.
;4|Sºl
§§
Stewart, Obadiah -

13

222

48

- ||

-

-

-

-

-

sº

... "

-

-

Sullivan, Charles -

525

Swire, Mr. Roger

- || 45
-

29

952
579

-

17

3.11

- ||

10

140

- ||
-

26
43
18

467

Taylor, Edward

§§

#. Fann
4. JA.

35
42

905

727

-

50

1041

-

28

5ll

-

35

-

14

237

5
3

38

28

538
591
4S4

-

26

-

27

-

30

º

46

489
490

ſ
476
649

365
ſ

675
104

195

-

28

524

-

ll

!.

40
49

852
º

- ||

29

19

-

: º

-

40

S52

29 ||
15
17

27]
31|

-

(black)

-

-

. .

.

:

--

540

)
14

543
231
336
344

-

-

-

20
20

-

-

-

2

:

349

..
.
-

16
45

29:
95l

-

28

ºl

46

9,

-

.
.
-

-

-

22 ||

592

-

-

"

462

-

-

ºn

-

T

-

537

-

-

-

-

-

-

;

º
recalled- - -- | 29|| || 574
5 || Tºr,
Taylor, Mary
EnsignA.
M. m.
H. - . . . . . . ſº. . ;
970
- 29
577. Taylor, Richard
- - -- . . . . .”
-

333

-

-

-

-

-

24

405 || Telfer, Rebecca

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

:

-

494
|

- || 12

-

-

793

8

-

-

386

26 ||

- ||

-

recalled

21

27
27
- || 37

-

" _

493

- ||
-

-

Stewart, Mr. Walter L. -

-

Rºon, Ricº".

-

-

--

2
28

491
636

-

.

. . Šºš. º... "

27
- || 31

-

-

-

Stewart, Robert James

4.

- || 32

-

-

- ||

25

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

45
50

.. . .

-

Ricketts, John Roach, Rev. J. F. Robertson, Charles M.
Robinson, Jacob Robinson, Maria
Robinson, Sarah Ann (black)

- ||
-

.
-

-

Stewart, Alexander

- ||

-

-

Sterne,

§

-

-

º M.

630

*>

-

-

-

43

460
539

-

-

-

31

25

-

-

-

-

- ||

-

-

-

-

-

26
28

22

-

-

-

**

- ,

-

-

Spence, John , recalled

524

355
363

-

-

-

573

22

-

776

189

533

29

-

-

-

670

28

-

671

-

-

%

28

-

32
23
37

-

recalled -

i;

-

-

-

-

-

346
224

27

-

-

-

-

14

-

-

-

Sloane, Rev. J. W.

-

30

-

,

*>

21

-

-

37
iſ

x-

804

-

- ||

-

-

-

612

3S

-

-

-

recalled

Slater, Charles G.

31

-

-

-

-

- ||
-

-

-

-

Skyers, Edward, Esq.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Richards, Lucy
Richardson, George -

>

-

-

... "

Rankin, Thomas Reid,
Edward
Reid, Horatio Nelson
Rennie, Wm.
Rennalls, Hon. Mr.
Rennock, Robert
Richards, James
-

-

-

-

§

ll

-

-

T |

-

742

2

-

-

97 || Simpson, David (black)
97
Sims, Colour-Sergeant
227 . Sinclair, Augustus C.

.

35

-

-

-

**

Sterling, James.
Isaac -

recalled

-

-

R.

,,

-

-

46

is

-

-

-

**

**

-

-

> *

>>

-

-

-

29

-

-

-

T

-

- || 34
37
32

218
934
705
750
645

- || 26
2 || 472
||

-

-

440 Sherrington, Richard
413 || Shortridge, Mrs. E.
579 Shortridge, Mr. S.
573
,,
recalled
43 Silvera, George, Esq.
966 Silvera, Henry

--

-

-

-

Sheldon, Alex.

-

Ramsay, Gordon Duberry -

-

-

-

304

-

-

-

-

17

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

545

-

-

-

-

29

-

-

-

-

*

-

-

-

Sharp, John
Sharp, John Shaw, Gilbert, Esq.

|

Palache, Mr. John
Palmer, Rev. Edwin -

-

-

-

P.

-

-

Scott, Susan
Seila, Rev. John J.
Shannon, Mrs. Ann

-

-

-

-

1()

32

43

- - || 3 | tº

-

-

1|

-

-

-

|

25

- ||

-

932

13

-

-

31
4;
497
665
673

-

-

-

4
27
27

-

-

-

- || 43
-

S

-

-

-

Ryan, Mr. George Henry

-

-

-

-

ags
10:35
626
678

- ||

-

-

.22

-

-

-

Royes, Hon. Charles
Rutty, Mr. J. W.
-

-

-

-

Rowarth, Lieut. Charles
Rowe, Archdeacon
O

-

-

-

-
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Day. | Page.

Telford, Stephen

-

Tennant, William
Testard, Theodore

-

-

-

Thomas, George

-

-

Thomas, Jonathan

25

27
ll

-

50

|

-

Thomas, Sarah

432

Wignell, George William, P.

169

Williams, Annie

S27 || Williams, Chas. H.
19|

-

4:3

931

-

-

313 || Williams, Felicia

-

12
29

192 || Williams, George 570 Williams, George

-

21

349 || Williams, George

25

4 lº

2)
: 'S

574

-

-

-

Truman, Rev. George

-

-

-

-

Williams, Esther Williams, Evelina -

20

-

-

Titus, Anthony

williams, Charles -

12

-

-

Williams, James

-

45

-

26

-

29

-

-

-

24

-

29

-

9

-

27

-

24
4:3
44

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- . .

-

-

-

12
3()

-

| 1

-

ll

-

Turner, James

-

Turner, Margaret

-

Tyne, Sarah

-

Williams, Joannah
527 | Williams, John

-

-

!)6]

40

-

-

-

-

-

-

Williams, Rev. J.

-

-

Williams, J. S., Esq. -

-

-

recalled

--

--

s

--

-

-

-

recalled -

--

-

Vickers, Hon. Benjn.

-

-

19

-

26

-

50

-

31

33.5

Williams,
Williams,
Williams,
Williams,

Walcott, Rob. John, Esq.
-

-

4:3
4()

S47

-

41

28

-

33

937

- ,

29

-

-

26

568
436

-

28

5:33

-

-

23

-

2]

-

45

3(SS
352
956

-

45
48

- ,

27

-

º

Wilson, Frances

-

-

-

-

-

-

. .

-

-

14

|

James ... . . Wilson,
..., | Wilson, James Alex.
: Wilson, Jane -

-

-

.

-

-

-

. .

..
-

-

.

1()

146

29
2
4t)

4}()
S-45

-

recalled

--

Warren, Rev. Richard
Walters, James
Watson, John R.

-

º

;

-

-:

”* | Wintle, Robert Marshall

-

-

-

i.

-

49

- -

is

Winter, Margery -

..., | Wood, Joseph
ſº Woodrow, John

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

- ,

27

- ,

29
14
51

-

:32

-

29

-

-

-

1067

Woollett, Rev. J. S.
Wolfe, Moses Nathaniel

º

Wolstenholme, Fielding
Worgan, Lieut. I. H.
Worgs, Thomas W. -

º

#!

-

26

46()

-

25
41

417

-

-

30

599

-

-

26

4:34

-

-

22

3.54

-

16

296 || Young, Mr. George

-

29

5-5

-

29

586

57.7

-

-

-

-

-

-

º
_5

-

Wedderman, Ann (black) Wergs, Mary

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

479
547
2.3.3
1059

670
573

-

-

West, Samuel Barclay

-

Westmoreland, Hon. H.

Wheatle, Mr. T. R.
White, John

-

.

. .

8,56

.;

Y.

-

-

Whittle, Robert Marshal

Wighan, J. Thomas

-

-

-

Whitfinch, Walter

--

4.
-

Warmington, Mr. Arthur -

--

Wilson, Ann
Wilson, Catherine (black)

.

-

-

White, Peggy

-

-

15

26

-

-

Ward, Rev. S. R.

West, Richard

-

-

º;

-

-

-

S44

609

-

- ,

-

-

-

17

93.3
944
1S 4

-

-

-

4()

407

- ,

-

-

-

Moses
Moses Nathaniel
Thomas

-

-

-

610 || Williams, Mary Ann

56.4
12:3
4)2

S56
948
1022
49.3
248
46.3
4)S

-

--

--

455 || Williams, Mary
10:6 || Williams, Mary (coloured) -

W.

Walker, Charles
Walker, George
Walker, Susanna
Walker, William
Ward, Wm. Eccles

...,"

471
57.1
407

166
15.3
92.3

-

Valentine, David
Valentine, David

459
96.3

-

-

-

Williams, Joseph Hardy

V.

26

-

Page

-

-

Thompson, Joseph (black)
Thompson, Samuel

-

-

39

- -

-

-

-

-

-

Day

-

-

Name.

4S5

103s

-

Thomas, Mary Ann

Tobin, Gracie

-

-

1075

-

recalled

--

--

Young, Rosey

-

-

-

:3S

815

-

5()

-

46

l() {:}
97.2

-

-

recalled

-

-

-

6U 2

INDEX TO APPENDIX.

Returns and Documents relative to the Origin and Outbreak of
the Disturbances.
PART I.
Page

A. RETURN of Civilians and Volunteers killed and wounded at Morant Bay October 11,
1865

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1081

B. Petition to Governor Eyre of James Dacres and others, dated Stony Gut, October 10,
1865

-

-

-

-

MINUTE of Governor Eyre for reply thereto

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

LETTER of Paul Bogle and others taken at a House at Stony Gut

1081
1082
1082

PART II.

RETURNS and Docu-MENTs relative to the ADMINISTRATION of JusticF.

LETTER of Secretary to Stephen Cooke, Esq. -

-

-

-

-

-

REPLY thereto of Mr. Stephen Cooke -

-

-

-

-

-

-

1082
1082

A. RETURN of Cases, Civil and Criminal, heard in Petty Sessions at Bath, in the parish
of St. Thomas in the East, in the years 1863, 1864, and 1865
ANALYsis of the Return

-

-

-

-

-

1083
-

-

-

-

-

-

1099

B. RETURN of Judgments for Taxes obtained in Petty Sessions at Bath, in the parish of
St. Thomas in the East, under the Registration Duty Act, for the years 1863–4–5 -

1 101

C. RETURN of the Number of Justices of the Peace on the Rolls for the parish of St.
Thomas in the East for the year 1865

-

-

-

-

-

-

1101

D. RETURN of all Cases of Notices of Appeal from the Decision of the Justices in Petty
Sessions and Petty Debt Courts, in the parish of St. Thomas in the Vale, from
January 1, 1863, to December 31, 1865

-

-

-

-

-

-

1102

E. RETURN of Summary Convictions at Petty Sessions in the parish of St. Thomas in the
Vale from January 1, 1863, to December 31, 1865

-

-

-

-

1102

RETURN of Number of Petty Debt Cases in the same parish from January 1, 1863 to
December 31, 1865 -

-

ANALYsis of the above Returns

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1103
1 103

F. RETURN of Appeals from the Decision of the Magistrates of the parish of Portland from
May 14, 1856 to December 31, 1859

1 103

G. It et URN of Prisoners sentenced to the St. Catherine District Prison for Larceny from
January 1 to December 31, 1865 -

1103

H. RETURN of the Number of Justices of the Peace on the Rolls of the several parishes of
the Island, distinguishing those who reside in the parish, those residing out of the
parish, and those off the Island, 1864

1104

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

I. RETURN of the Number of Persons qualified to serve as Grand or Special Jurors, and as
Common Jurors respectively, in the several parishes in the year 1863–4, as compared
with the year 1856–7

1104

K. STATEMENT of Number of Judicial Officers, and of Expenditure for Judicial Purposes,
1850–1866, and of Population by Census 1844 and 1861, and of Acreage of Island -

1 104

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

L. PRoposal by Mr. Justice Kemble for Improvement of Judicial System
M. RETURN of the Number of all Civil and Criminal Cases tried in the Circuit Courts in
-

-

"

1105

-

the Island, from June Term 1856 to June Term 1864, both inclusive—
For Middlesex

-

The same for Surry
The same for Cornwall

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1106
1107
1107
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PART III.

STATEMENTS and RETURNs relative to the PAYMENT of WAGES.

LETTER of Secretary to James Harrison, Esq., and Alexander Chisholm, Esq.-

-

1108

A. STATEMENT of James Harrison, Esq., Manager and Attorney for Hordley Fstate in the
parish of St. Thomas in the East -

1108

-

-

-

-

-

B. TABLE of Actual and Average Wages paid to Labourers on the Hordley Estate for the
year 1865

-

-

1109

C, TABLE of Actual and Average Wages paid to Labourers on the Coley Estate in the
parish of St. Thomas in the East, from April I to June 30, 1865 -

1110

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

*

-

-

D. STATEMENT of James Mitchell, Esq., with reference to the St. Jago Estate in the parish
of Clarendon

II.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

IIII

Documents relative to the Suppression of the Disturbances.
A. PROCLAMATION of Martial Law

-

1111

B. Disposition SHEET of the Jamaica Division of the Squadron under the Command of
Vice-Admiral Sir James Hope, G.C.B., on October 9, 1865
-

1112

OFFICIAL RETURN of Officers and Seamen of the Royal Navy employed under the
orders of Captain De Horsey in the Suppression of the Disturbances
-

1113

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

C. MILITARY ORDERs and DocumENTs.

MORANT BAY

Statement of Troops under Command of Brigadier-General Nelson
Number of Maroons under Colonel Fyfe October 13. Field Orders by Brigadier-General Nelson
-

14. Morning Order

14.
15.
19.
19.
20.

-

-

-

-

-

Field Order by Brigadier-General Nelson
After Orders by Brigadier-General Nelson General Orders by General Jackson General Order by Brigadier-General Nelson Field General Order by ditto -

*

-

20. Instructions for Lieutenant Adcock

-

20. Field Orders by Brigadier-General Nelson
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D. Military Despatches AND ORDERs.
October 12.

BLUE MOUNTAIN WALLEY.

Despatch to Officer commanding at Newcastle
Letter of John Davidson, J.P., to Officer commanding at Newcastle
Letter of General Jackson to Officer commanding at Newcastle
-

13.
13.
13.

Letter from Captain Field to Colonel Hobbs -

15.

Letter of Colonel Hobbs to Deputy Adjutant General

15.
16.

16.

Col. Hobbs to Major-General O'Connor
Col. Hobbs to Major-General O'Connor
Lt.-Col. Elkington to Col. Hobbs. Memo.

18. Lt.-Col.

Elkington to Col. Hobbs.

Letter.

-

-

1119

-

119

1 119
1119

-

1120

-

-

-

-

1 120

-

-

-

| 120
1 120

-

-

-
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-
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-

-

-

| 121
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19.

Col. Hobbs to Major-General O'Connor

Col. Hobbs to Major-General O'Connor. Stony Gut.
Col. Hobbs to Major-General O'Connor. Jigger Foot Mark.

Same date.

Lt.-Col. Elkington to Col. Hobbs

(October 20.
Same date.

Major-General O'Connor to Col. Hobbs

26.

-

-

-

-
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Col. I lobbs to Major-General O'Connor
Col. Hobbs' Report to Major-General O'Connor
Col. Hobbs to Major-General O'Connor.

E. MILITARY ORDERS AND Doct MENTs.
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15.

->

16.

17.

18.
19.
**

| 122
| 1:22

-

-
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-

-
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PORT ANTONI ().

Field Orders, by Lieut. Adcock
Orders for marching, by Brigadier-General Nelson
Field Orders, by Lieutenant Adcock
-

-
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-

-
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-

-

-

-

x

11:21

-

-

Letter.

-

1.5.

| || 2 |

-

-

()ctober 21.

| 121

-

Same date.

-

1121

| 124

Memorandum for Captain Hole, by Brigadier General Nelson
After orders, by Brigadier-General Nelson
Field Orders, by
ditto
General Orders, by
dit to
Memorandum for Captain Hole, by ditto
I)itto
ditto
by ditto
Field Orders, by Brigadier-General Nelson
General Orders, by
ditto
Memorandum for Colonel Fyfe by ditto
General Orders for Captain Hole by ditto

1124
1124

-

-

-
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-

-
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1124

-

-

-

| 125
-

-

112.5
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1125
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112.5
1125

1125

F. Expl.ANATIONs of OFFICERs UNDER THE REQUISITION of THE SECRETARY
of STATE FOR THE COLONI Es.
I)ec.

26.

Lieutenant-Colonel Elkington to Lieutenant Adcock.

29. Answer of Lieutenant Adcock to same

3().

()ctober 17.
19.

-

Letter.
-

1126
1126

-

Extracts from Report by Lieutenant Adcock, with his replies

1127

Passages from Despatches of Colonel Hobbs, with his replies
Colonel Hobbs to Deputy Adjutant-General. Letter.
Despatch of Captain Hole to Brigadier-General Nelson

1128

1)if to

ditto

1129
-

1129
-

I 129

-

Passages from above Despatches, with Captain Hole's replies
Questions extracted from Despatch of the Right Hon. Edward Cardwell, with

| 13()

| |3|

Captain Hole's answers

-

-

-

-

*

Return of Prisoners summarily disposed of at Manchioneal during the Insur
rection

--

-

-

G. MILITARY DESPATCHES AND ORDERs.

-

-

**

1132
-

KINGSTON.
1134

Extract from General Orders. Head Quarters. Kingston. 27. Lieutenant-Colonel Elkington to Provost Marshal, Up-Park Camp
Extract from Letter from Governor Eyre accompanying the last

October 21.

1134
1134
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Returns relative to Punishments inflicted during Martial Law.

III.

A, RETURN OF PERSONs put to death in course of the Suppression of the Insurrection in
the county of Surry, from October 14 to November 13, 1865
SUMMARY and Analysis of the Return

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

B. REPORT SHowING the number of houses destroyed in course of the Suppression of the
late Insurrection in Saint Thomas in the East, the names of the owners or occupiers,
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SUMMARY of the said Report
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

C. RETURN of Number of Prisoners at Morant Bay during Martial Law

-

-

1135
1143

1144
1144
1145

D, ORDER by Brigadier-General Nelson for release of prisoners at Morant Bay, October
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1145
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-

1145
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-

1147

-

-
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-

- 1147

-

Official Proceedings of Court-martial in the Cases of

IV.
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-
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-
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-
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1148
1149
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-
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-

1150
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Kingston during Martial Law, by Order of Dr. Bowerbank, and the Executive
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-

-

-

-
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-

-
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Nov.

.

1157
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- 1158
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-
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-
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-

-
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-
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116]

A PPEND IX.

I.-Returns and Documents relative to the Origin and Outbreak
of the Disturbances.
PART I.

A.-Rºrths of Civilians and VoluntEERs killed and wounded at Monast BAY, October 11, 1865.
KILLED.
Cirilians.
. Baron von Ketelhodt. Custos.

Volunteers at Morant Bay.
r

. Reverend Victor Herschell, island curate.

. Sergt. W. McGowan, severely.
. Sergt. R. Harrison, severely.
. Sergi. C. Murrey, severely.
Corpl. 1). A. Graham, severely.

. Mr. Thomas Walton, justice of the peace.
. Mr. Alexander Cooke, ditto.
. Mr. Arthur I). Cooke, clerk of the church.
. Mr. Thomas McCormack.

. Corpl. J. H. Williams.
. Bugler J. Williams, severely.

. Mr. Charles A. Price (black), builder.
. Mr. H. A. Alberga, inspector of police.
3. Old men (pauper negroes) burnt in the Court-house.

. Drummer G. Lindsay.
T. Scott.

--

1. Mr. A. Hire, justice of the peace, at Amity Hall,

. Fifer R. S. Gawey, severely.
,, G. Gawey.

()ct. 12th.

J. Mitchell.

,,

1. Mr. A. Dunn, overseer, died from exposure and
exhaustion.

. Sergt.-Major W. N. Harrison, severely.

25%

1. Mr. W. Smith, justice of the peace.
1. Mr. Cochrane, bookkeeper, at Blue Mountain

. Private Alexa. McCoortie, severely.
.,

J. W. Rutty, severely.
R. Jacobs, severely.

.,

J. Anderson.

--

Valley.

H. T. Cowie.
J'olunteers.

R. Donaldson.
R. Shaw.
W. Johnston.

1. Captain E. W. Hitchins.
1. Lieut. G. M. Hall.
l. Lieut. W. S. Reid.

,,

7 < 1. Sergeant W. Harrison.
| . Private Francis Ross.
| . Private William Gilfroy.
Private Alex. Brown.
i.
l

R. Marzink.
J. H. Ross.
R. McPherson.
W. Wolfe.

|-

H. Taylor.

Wou N'DED.

Cirilians at Morant Bay.
. Mr. Duncan McPherson, coroner.

RECAPITULATIox.

. Honble. W. P. Georges, justice of the peace.
. Mr. Arthur Warmington, justice of the peace.
. Mr. Francis Bower, justice of the peace.
. Mr. Brookes Cooke, sub-collector of customs.

|

. Mr. R. H. Gray, vestryman.
At Amity Hall.
Mr. ' T. W. Jackson, stip. magistrate.
Mr. P. C. Creighton, gentleman.
. Mr. H. Hire, book-keeper.

B.

PETITION to Governor Eyre of James Dacres and
others, dated Stony Gut, October 10, 1865, with
MINUTE of Governor Eyre, dated October 11,
1865, for reply thereto.

Civilians

Killed { Volunteers
Civilians
Wounded {
Volunteers
-

15 \

7ſ

-

º) l
ſ
25

-

- 22

- 34

same; therefore is our object of calling upon your Excellency
as Governor-in-Chief and Captain of our island. And your
petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
JAMEs DA cres.
(Signed)
J. R. SMITH.
JAMEs Bow IE.
PAUL Bog LE.
Joseph KELLY.

To his Excellency E. J. Eyre, Esq., Captain-General and
Governor-in-Chief of this Her Majesty's Island of

Mos Es Bog LE.
WILLIAM Forbes.
ARCHIBA LD BAILY.
Thom As GRAHAME.
WM. Bog LE.
W.M. Bow I E.
JAMEs McLAREN.

Jamaica.

We, the petitioners of St. Thomas in the East, do send
to inform your Excellency of the mean advantages that has
been taken of us from time to time, and more especially this
present time, when on Saturday, 7th of this month, an out
rageous assault was committed upon us by the policemen
of this parish, by order of the Justices, which occasion an
outbreaking for which warrants have been issued against

St EPHEN CAMERoN.
CHARLEs MAINE.

innocent persons of which we were compelled to resist. We

ALEx. BADson.

therefore call upon your Excellency for protection, seeing
we are Her Majesty's loyal subjects, which protection, if

WILLIAM GRANT.
Ebw ARD How ELL.
GEong E Go Roon.
ABM. AND ERson.
BRIsco PATERson.

refused, we will be compelled to put our shoulders to the

wheels, as we have been imposed upon for a period of
“twenty-seven years,” with due obeisance to the laws of

our Queen and country, and we can no longer endure the

Stony Gut, October 10, 1865.
6 X.
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MINUTE for REPLY.

Copy of A LETTER taken at a house at Stony Gut.
Mr. Graham and other gentlemen, it is time now for us
to help ourselves. Skin for skin, the iron bars is now
broken in this parish, the white people send a proclamation

Reply to this that the petition does not state the nature
of the grievance complained of, or give any of the particu
lars; and therefore I have no means of judging how far the
petitioners had any just cause of complaint or not.

to the Governor to make war against us, which we all must

The laws of the country apply equally to the labourer and
the proprietor, and if any party at any time feels aggrieved

put our shoulder to the wheels and pull together. The
Maroons sent the proclamation to us to meet them at Hay.

at or dissatisfied with the decisions of the justices there is field at once without delay, that they will put us in a way
an appeal to the Circuit Courts.
how to act. Everyone of you must leave your house, takes
I am also always ready to listen to and, as far as I can your guns, who don’t have guns take your cutlasses down
properly do so, inquire into any circumstances which at once. Come over to “Stony Gut” that we might march
the people think press hardly upon them; but I cannot over to meet the Maroons at once without delay. Blow
entertain any application when pressed upon me with the your shells, roal your drums, house to house take out every
accompaniment of threats.
man, march them down to Stony Gut, any that you find
In the present instance I am aware, from other sources, in the way takes them down, with there arms; war is at
that some of the petitioners have been guilty of gross out us, my black skin war is at hand from to-day to to-morrow.
rage and violence, and I must warn them that such pro Every black man must turn at once, for the oppression is
ceedings cannot be allowed to take place with impunity.
too great, the white people are now cleaning up they guns
It is my duty at once to inform the petitioners that they for us, which we must prepare to meet them too. Chear
are misled by the misrepresentations of evil-disposed and º, men, chear, in heart we looking for you a part of the night
designing men, and that unless they promptly withdraw or before daybreak.
-

from the unlawful attitude they have assumed very serious

- -

ll th ()ct. 1865.

We are, &c.

-

(Signed)

consequences must follow.
It is my firm determination to vindicate and uphold the
majesty of the law.

-

E. EY RE.

-

Make two copies of the petitioners’ letter and two of my
reply.
Send one copy of each to the Custos by to-morrow's post,
and let me have the other copy of each for the I. S.
l 1 Oct. 1865.

PAUL Bogle,
J. G. McLARREN,
B. CLARKE.
P. CAMERoN.

Get a bearer to send us a answer to this, for they deter
mine to make us a slave again. When you do come to
“Stony Gut” or Hayfield blow your shells and tell what
place you is from first before entired.
(Signed)
E. K. BAiley.

E. EY RE.

-

Give all the names in the copies of the petition.
(Docketed) Done in regard to petitioners and the Custos.

-

E. J. I.2/10/65.

PART II.
RETURNs and DocumENTs relative to the ADMINISTRATION of JUSTICE.

heard and determined in Petty Sessions in St. Thomas in

JAMAICA Roy AL CoMMIssion,

the East during the year 1865.

Stephen Cooke, Esq.
I REquest that you will have the goodness to pre
pare and forward to me, with as little delay as possible, the
following returns, that is to say:
-

(A.
I. A return of the total number of cases,
1. Civil,
2. Criminal,

*

*

-*

| tabular return of the costs received by the clerk of the
peace or clerk to the magistrates, or their respective deputies,
in cases coming before the Petty Sessions in St. Thomas in

16 March 1866.

SIR,

*

C.)

King's House, Spanish Town,

the East, during the years 1863, 1864, 1865; stating in
each case, besides the amount of such costs, the fine or
penalty imposed.
,

(D.

heard in Petty Sessions in St. Thomas in the East in the

A return of the number of justices of the peace on the rolls
for the parish of St. Thomas in the East during the year

years 1863, 1864, 1865, respectively.
II. A return of such of the cases heard in Petty Sessions

1865; distingushing their professions or callings, and
stating the names of the magistrates in attendance at each

-

in St. Thomas in the East, in the years 1863, 1864, and

1865, respectively, as involved issues between small Proprie

weekly session.
I am, sir, your obedient servant,

+

CHARLEs S. RouxDELL.

tors and Labourers; and also between—

(a) Employer and labourer, or master and servant:
(b.) Landlord and tenant:
(c.) Landowner and squatter, (and generally between the

JAMAICA Roy AL CoMMIssion.

Stephen Cooke, Esq.

peasantry, as a class, and the landowners and em
ployers of labour, as a class.)
Distinguish under each of the above four classifications
the civil from the criminal cases, and state in each particular

King's House, Spanish Town,
19 March 1866.
IN addition to the returns already required I will
thank you to prepare and forward to me the following

case—

(1.) The nature of the litigated question or charge :

return, namely—
A nominal return of the constables and of the persons

(2.) The names of the parties:

sworn in as special constables by the magistrates in the

SIR,

(3.) The names of the sitting magistrates.

several districts (keeping the same distinct) in St. Thomas

iII. A return of the number of appeals in each of the

in the East, between October 7 and November 13, 1865.
I am, sir, your obedient servant,

above-mentioned years,

(a) from the whole of the cases.

CHARLEs S. RocNDELL.

1.) civil,

º

criminal,
above referred to;

(b.) from the particular cases,
(1.) civil,
(2.) criminal,
under each of the above four classifications

IV. A return of the results of such appeals,
(a.) in the whole number of cases,
(1.) civil,
(2.) criminal,
above referred to.

(b) In the particular cases,
(1.) civil,
(2.) criminal,
under each of the above classifications.
B.)

º return of the number of convictions, and of the sen
tences passed in cases of,
furtive trespasses,

§
2.) larcemies,

Reply of Mr. STEPHEN Cooke to the above letter.
SIR,

Morant Bay, 29th March 1866.

I have "... honour herewith to transmit a return ºf
convictions of cases heard before the justices in St.Thom"
in the East for the years 1863, 1864, and 1865; also a tº
turn of cases dismissed; and also a return showing for the
three years the number ofjudgts, for taxes, the labouring
people forming but a small proportion,

-

I am unable to send any return for the Manchioneal and
Morant
Bay districts,
the records
those two
distriº
were destroyed
by fireas during
the for
outbreak
on the
11th
October
last.
Nor
can
I
send
you
the
result
of
the
Vº
few appeal cases, for the same reason; the return sent is for
the Bath and Plantain Garden River district.

I am sorry I am unable to send you the return of rural
and special constables by this day's mail, as I was anxiºus

to send on the other returns, but shall do so without falº
next post.
I have, &c.,
S. Cooke,
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ANALYSIS OF THE PRECEDING RETURN.

1863.
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-
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,, Hewitt
,, H. Hire
,, James
, Espeut

#
3

E.

#

#
º

#

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

-

-

I

-

I

-

–

|

–

||

–

-

-

-

-

-

-

I

||

5

-

-

l

-

I

-

3

||

–

||

–

-

-

-

-

i

-

I

-

-

-

-

-

I

-

-

-

-

-

7

-

-

-

-

5

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Groves
Earle
McCrea
MacGowan -

,,

Kirkland

3
1

-

3
2

-

-

-

-

-

- ||
-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

–

|

2

-

I

|

-

I

-

-

-

|

-

-

-

-

-

—

-

-

-

-

37

-

20 |

12

||

3 ||

-

–

I

-

I

-

—
|

-

-

5

|

–

6
6

-

I

-

lº!

73
5l

-

-

5
l

-

-

-

-

| – ||

—
-

||

ll
– |"10
l
11

-

-

-

-

10

||

--

.

15

–

|

–

||

–

–

|

–

|

– || –

-

-

2
2l

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

l

|

-

-

137

-

–

-

|

-

10
5

|

–

-

l

-

1
3
6

4
-

—

8
14

-

-

-

-

6 || – ||ll

-

-

-

– ||

3

-

39
31

|

-

-

11
2

1

2

-

º:

10
||

–

-

–

-

:: *

#| 3|| |º

—

–

1
-

I

No. of cases
-

35 |

3

1

-

-

-

#
º

-

3

3

l

-

-

-

-

#

ſº

-

-

=

#

#

-

-

-

–

C

-

l

-

-:

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

|

-

-

-

4

–

-

#
#ā

l
I
l

-

-

-

,, J. W. Jackson (stip.
mag.)
Totals

3

-

|

-

-

-

-

4
2

I

--

-

1

-

:2
3

|

1
I

I

-

-

-

1

-

1

1

-

-

-

,,
,,
,,
,,

I

-

<!

#

3 3.
tº :
-É;

**

Tº

-

3.

-

,, Moon
Dunn
Chisholm
Harrison
Fennall
Porter
Wilcock

I

**:

É#

-

,, McKay
,,
,,
,
,,
,,
,,

-

3*

3.

3

4

-

-

5 2.
‘āf:

#É

4

-

-

-

-

-

#
#
3

Names.

#

s

#
-

-

--

74
||

–
-

-

-

-

4.

-

-

-

15

6 || 6 || 5 || 44 || 1 || 139

4

1865.
-

Total No. of Cases,

-

Dismissed

-

-

Imprisoned :

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

40

-

-

-

-

-

Fined, or in default, imprisoned - 145
Judgment given
2
Appeals
()
No. of cases in which there were costs
-

Indecent conduct

Obeah practices
Furious riding Using fire-arms without license
Selling spirits
without
license- Hawking
without
license

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

ll

-

1
3
1

-

-

1

-

l

Ts;

No. of cases in which the costs exceeded the penalty
SocIAL Position of DEFENDANTs.

NATURE of OFFENCEs.

Total No, of Cases,

Summary ejectments

-

Misconduct as servant
Breach of contract
-

-

Labourers
Planters -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

180
0

-

6

186

-

-

-

SocIAL Position of CoMPLAINANTS,

-

-

-

Labourers
Planters

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Disorderly conduct
Abuse

-

-

-

-

-

-

Other persons

Trespass
Larceny
Cruelty to animals
Assaults

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

79
69

-

38

-

186

-

-

Other persons

-

-

-

ANALysis of CASEs in which PLANTERs were COMPLAINANTS,
Names.

i ii f

i

iſ | :

-i

-

-| -

Total.

Number of Cases
which each Magistrate
adjudicated.
—-

-

-:-|

Mr. Harrison

-

=

, McKay
,, H. F. Hire
,, James

, Espeut
, Lindsay
, Shortridge
,
,,
,
,
,
,,
,
,
,
,,
,
,
.,
,
->

McCrea
Hire
Harris
Fannell
Williams
Porter
Dunn
McDermott
McGowan
Wilson
Herschell
Chisholm
Groves
Kirkland

1

.

-

7
-

-3
-

Warmington

-

---

69

Totals

- ||

16

29

l3

5

2

1

l
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Total. Number of cases heard in Petty Sessions in the years 1863, 1864, 1865
Total. Nuxiber of the cases, in the same period, in which Magistrates, ordinarily acting in the administration
of justice, were complainants

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

661

179

TABLE.

Showing (a) the number of cases classified under selected heads, in which a Planter or Employer of labour was
complainant, and a Labourer defendant.

(b) the same, in which the complainant, Planter, or Employer of labour, was also one of the Magistrates
ordinarily acting in the administration of justice.
Neglect
duty,
isconduct
eglect of
o a.º
-

-

Trespass.

Breach of contract.
-

-

--

-

Larceny.

º

Cruelty to animals.

-

-

(a)

is, "
1S64
1865

20
2

(b)

(a)

".12 .

.
47

2

(b)

. "22 |

28

| |

28

14
1 3

47

51

{

)

b

| | || | |
| " | ".
20
5

|

9

39
18

6
l

5

8

90 ||

||

15

11

0.

-

-

Total

b)

(a

29

21

sº

34

Total cases under selected heads.

-

(a) In which a Planter or Employer of labour was complainant, and a Labourer defendant

-

-

270

(b) In which the complainant, Planter, or Employer of labour, was also a Magistrate as above -

-

160

B.
RETURN

Of JupgxtENTs for TAxEs obtained in PETTY SEssions at BATH, in the Parish of St. THoMAs IN THE EAST, under the
REGISTRAtion DUTY ACT for the Years 1863-4-5.
Calli

Complainant.

isnn

º:

I)efendant.

Land tax.

| Gºal

Occupation.

|

Fine.

º:

Costs.

i

-

Justices.

default.

i

1863.
|

|

Kirkland W. P. rs.' Johnston, Wm. - Planter
Collector of dues, Groves, Richard - Planter
--

...

--

,, . Gray, J. M.

--

s.
6

d.
8

£ s.

d.

£

s.

d.

E.

s.

d.

-

-

0 8 0 || 30 days | McKay & McCulloch.
5 0 0 || 3 15 0 5 0 0 0 16 0 || 30 days

-

0 7 6 || 0 7 6. Q 7 (; Q S Q 10 days

-

Affleck, Edwd. - Labourer

£
(;

-

->

- Planter
,, . McPherson, Robt. Superintend.

--

4 3 4 || 1 2 0 1 2 0, 0 16 0 || 10 days | McKay & Shortridge.

of prisons - 3 7 0 || 2 0 0 || 2 0 0 1 0 16 0 i 30 days
1864.
->
--

---

xx

-

-

Theodore- shopkeeper
, , ()§ ()0 ()1 3: Q6 ()1 45 9.
days Harrison & James.
,,, . Testard,
Unaick, James,
abourer -- 11
| §0 168 Q0 || º
10 days
>>

,, . Groves, Richard - Planter
,, . Cushion, Sophia - Shopkeeper -

5 11 0 s 15 0 || 5 0 0 1 0 16 0 || 30 days
2

-

5 0 || 2 5 0 || 0 8

0 15 days

->
->

1865.
---

---

--

,,, . Judah,
George F. Shopkeeper Kenyon, Betsy - Labourer ,, . Russell, Phillip - Labourer :
,, . Leslie, Richard . Labourer ... Lucy, Cameron - Proprietor
of
900 acres

–
-

-

,, . Bunting, J. H. -

|| 0 || 8 || 10 days Harrison & Hire.
1 1 0 0 8 0 | 30 days

--

0 0 0 8 0 || 30 days

->

16 0, 0 8 0 || 30 days

--

º

of land -

|| 03 1||1 00 1|| 30
1 0 0 1
0 16 01 0

-

3 15 0 |

swºr-

–
0

-

8

|| 3 15 0, 0 8 0 30 days
() ()

8

o

0 8 0 || 10 days

->
->

S. CookE, Clerk of the Peace,
St. Thomas in the East.

C.
RETURN

of the Nuytern of Justices of the PEACE on the Rolls for the Parish of St. Thomas in the East,
for the Year 1865.

John Hinshelwood, Esq., proprietor of Mulatto River Peºn.

Duncan C. McKenzie, Esq., proprietor of Springfield Penn.

James Paterson, Esq., proprietor of Monkland Coffee

W. C. Miller, Esq., manager of Serge Island Estate.

J. F. G. Danvers, Esq., proprietor of Hall Head Estate

Alex. B. Cooke, Lessee of Petersfield estate.
Jos. Deleon Walker, Esq., manager of Oxford Estate

(since appointed Vestry §.
Francis Bowen, Esq., proprietor of Coley Estate.

Wm. M. James, Esq., manager of Duckenfield Estate (since

Plantation.

Wm. Smith, Esq., proprietor of White Hall Penn.
George B. Snaith, proprietor of White Hall Penn.

F. J. Fleming, Esq., proprietor of Reach Penn.
Henry S. Kennedy, Esq., proprietor of Rural Vale Penn.

(since left the parish).
left the parish).
Arthur Warmington,
* Company.

Esq., manager of the Cotton

Plato Elpheck, Esq., manager of Belvedere.
C. Codrington, Esq., late manager of Cotton Company

P. A. Walton,
Espeut, Esq.,
John
Esq., proprietor
proprietor of
of Leith
RetreatHall.
Estate.
(since superseded).
Samuel Shortridge, Esq., attorney of Golden Groye and W. P. Kirkland, Esq., collector of dues (since superseded).
i. Island Estates, and lessee of Holland and Rozelle * Duncan McPherson, Esq., clerk of Vestry and Coroner
'states.

Wm. McKay, Esq., attorney of Wheelerfield Estate.
James Harrison,

$. attorney of Hordly Estate.

Augustus Hire, Esq., attorney of Amity Hall Estate
(murdered on 11th Oct. 1865).

W. C. Groves, Esq., lessee of Dalvey Penn.

(murdered on 11th October 1865).
Daniel Marshalleck, Esq., storekeeper.

G. H. Chevannes, Esq., storekeeper (since left the parish).
The Hon. W. P. Georges, Esq., attorney for Belvedere and
Blue Mountain.

S. CookE, Clerk of the Peace,
St. Thomas in the East.
6Z 3
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D.
RETURN

Of all CAses of Notices of APPEAL from the Decision of the Justices in Petty Sessions and Petty Debt Courts in the

Of St

Parish of SAINT THoMAS IN THE WALE, from the 1st January 1863 to the 31st December 1865,
Jaſ
Complainant.

Date.

Colour.

Avocation.

Defendant,

Colour.

Avocation.

Offence.

Remarks,

1863.

Jany. 20 Sarah Sutherland - || Black

- || Labourer

George L. McIntosh | Coloured

Saddler -

29 || Benj, E. Bethune ,, . William Forth
April 7 || Ann Forth
-

- || Labourer

W. and J. Sims

Labourers
Labourer
Servant -

Trespass
g
Registration Act
-

-

Laundress

Trespass -

-

Labourer

Larceny -

-

Labourer
bourer

Trespass -

-

Abusive language

,, . Sophia Grant

June

Black
Black
Coloured

-

21 | John McPhail

30
19

May

Black

16

July

-

Coloured

- | Black

-

- | White

-

Planter - || Janet Sutherland - || Coloured

-

Labourer Wm. T. Sims
Black
Penkeeper Rony A. Murphy - || Black

- || Merchants George L. McIntosh

- Black
Frances Harriott - || Coloured

Ann Dowson

7 | Francis Wilson

-

Coloured

- || Labourer
-

-

-

Coloured

Labourer | Charles Edwards - | Black
Servant - | R. Belinfante
- || Coloured

Labourer

14 | Edward Gardiner - | Black
7 John Thomas
Black

Oct.

- | Coloured

Benj. E. Bethune - || Black
John Masterman - | White

2 | Ferguson & Melhado. White
13

- | Blacks ,-

Policeman | William Lobban
Laundress | Sophia Grant
Servant - Ann Forth -

Rºl ºr

Abusive language Abandoned.
-

Assault

Saddler Labourer

Ejectment

-

Trespass

-

Abusive language

Nº. #:
*º
º Ker, justina
this case, appº
bysmissed
complainant.
Alſº ; }.
Ker,
udge Ker,
Ketubk,
Affirmed by Judge **

A.
rm

º: udge
****
xvers

Grace A. Williams - || Black

-

None
Labourer

Robert Francis

- || Black

-

Labourer

Emily McInnis

-

Black

- Labourer

Rescue of prisoner Abandoned.

-

Black

- Labourer

Assault
Larceny

Ejectment
Ejectment

-

dge Ker

versed by Judge Cargill.
º
--

-

stable

,, . James G. Smart

-

Coloured

Nov.

Policeman

Emily McInnis

Labourer | Matha Menzies and Blacks
Mary Page.
- | Labourer
Alexander Moore - | Black
- || Labourer | Rebecca Minot
- | Black

-

Labourer

-

Labourer
Labourer

1 || William S. Smith - | Black

- || Labourer | Henry Smith

-

Labourer

16 || Edward Kinkead - | White

- || Planter - || Ed. Sanches,

13 | Elizabeth Menzies -

Black

-

17 Lunnon Green
- Black
26 || James Sheckleford - || Black

-

-

Abandoned.

-

Affirmed by Judge Remble.

Larceny Trespass -

-

Ejectment

-

-

Affirmed by Judge Kemble.

Abandoned, justices dismissed
this case, complainant sº.
ed.

Dec.

- | Black

Aºi by Judge Kemble.

1864.

Feb.

W.

- Servants at Larceny of canes

Blacks

Affirmed by Judge Ker,

Linstead.

Richards,
Win.
Sanches, S. Love
mere, P. Bartholo
new.

March 1 | Charles Grandison - | Black

April

-

5 || William Smith
- Black
,, . Leanthe Gift
- | Black
,, . John Hutcheson - Coloured

-

Drayman

Assault

-

Labourer | William S. Gift
Labourer | William Smith

- || Black
- Black

-

Assault
Assault

-

Policeman Samuel Morris

-

Black

-

Labourer
Labourer
Pediar -

-

Coloured

Labourer
Careless use of fire
-- Labourer Ejectment
| Shopkeeper A busive language
- Policeman Assault

Labourer

Horatio Belifante

Sambo

-

-

Pedling without

Affirmed by Judge Ker,
Abandoned.
Abandoned.
Abandoned.

licence.

,, . James Mighty
July

- || Black

195 John
William
Richards -- || White
Black
Davis ,, . C. A. Morales

- | Labourer

Charles B. Jones

- labourer

Chas. W. Fairweather
Black
White

- ſºliceman C. A. Moraies
- | Shopkeeper, John Davis -

- | White

-

White

-

Abandoned.
Affirmed by Judge Ker.

-

Abandoned, justices dismissed

Abandoned.

-

-

this case, complaiiant sº
notice of appeal.
-

Aug.

2 || William Graham

- | Black

- || Labourer | Thomas Davis

-

Black

-

Labourer

Larceny of bread Abandoned, justices dismisd

º gate

this case,
notice of appeal.
Abandoned
as above
-

fruit.

16 || William J. Marsden

,, . J. T. Purcell
Oct.
Nov.

4

George Firth

29 | Charles Rennalls

lºy
º
ector ()

Coloured

Thomas Morgan

- || Black

- Butcher -

Rescue of levy

petty debts
- || Coloured
Policeman Lewis Brown
- Black
- || Labourer | William Thomson -

Black

-

Labourer

Indecent language Abandoned.

Black

-

Labourer

Ejectment

- || Black

Black

-

Labourer

Indecent language Abandoned.

Butchers

Selling unwhole Reversed by Judge Ket.

- | Policeman | Wm. Stevenson

-

Abandoned.
-

1865,

Jan.

3 | Thos. S. Roach

- || Coloured

Clerk of
market.

17 | James Menzies
24

- Coloured

Moss and Marryatt

Nathl. James and

Coloured

some meat.

W. P. Russell.

Policeman Julius A. Spyer

Whites - || Merchants Benj. Scott -

-

Black

- Shopkeeper Spirit Act
- Labourer Ejectment

-

Black
Black

-

- | White

Reversed by Judge Kºtº
Reversed by Judge Keulºk.

of London.

March 7 Alexander McLeod - || Coloured
May

2

Hiam Barron

-

White

Planter - | Richard Cole
-

Merchant

James McCaw

Abandoned.

Labourer

Ejectment

Labourer

Master and Ser Abandoned.
wants' Act.

July

16 | Elizabeth Cameron Black
19 Lydia A. Morris - Black

Oct.

4

John H. Hall

- | White

- | Servant
- Labourer
-

Alex. Spyer -

- | White

Jas. Hallard, W. H.

$. of

Morrison, and Jas.

Volunteers.

McGaw.

Blacks

Assault

-

Shopkeeper
- Labourers Assault

Privatevol.

Coloured

-

Absence from

-

Abandoned.

-

Not yet heard, theſe being Lu

-

*

Court in October.
Abandoned.

unteers.
PETTY DEBTS,

1863.

Affirmed by Judge Ker,

|

April 21 | Robert Johnson

- Black

- || Labourer

George Shaw

-

Black

Aug.

- || Clerk
of T. W. Bernal
imagistrates

-

Coloured

18

John H. Hall

-

White

Tecr. 15

W. P. Russell

-

Coloured

-

Labourer

Reversed by Judº º:
justices gave judgment we
ºf ndant, complaimanº

Road maker

notice of appeal.
| Butcher - || John H. Cowan

- || Coloured

Planter -

Abandoned.

Baker

Abandoned.

1864.

Feb. 16 Julius A. Spyer

- | White

- || Shopkeeper Francis Mitchell - Black

Mar.

1 | Nathan Massias

- | White

-

A. Abrahams

-

White

Aug.

9 Julius A; Spyer

- White - |Shopkeeper Alex, Ingram

-

Coloured

,, . Hyman Magnus

- | White

- coloured

-

~

-

-

ndoned, justicº º
Aºi.
plaintiff Fºº

- Shopkeeper

notice of appeal.

T865.

Feb.

14
--

July 12

- | Shopkeeper William Lynch

Abandoned.
Abandoned.

Penkeeper
Penkeeper

º
§: .."...ard by judº *

----

William Carr
- White - Planter - Chas. Sanguinetti - Coloured
He ſtricks & al., , - | Whites - || Merchants Robt. Queenborough Black T ºn and R. Blacks - || Labourer George McGrath - White -

Affirmed Judge Ker.
Abandone
tsa

Shopkeeper
Labourer
Planter -

Trespass of stock

Court in Octobe:

reaves.

Aug.

* | Julius
WilliamA.Thomas
- Black
Spyer
- | White

- || Labourer
-

º,

George McGrath -- | white
John H. Hall
White

-

Planter Clerk to
magistrates

Ditto -

ºte

Ditto
-

ºned by Judº".
“...ºr
diſcº
tiſſ gave notiº
of sº
hard in chambers.
—T

John H. HALL,

19th February 1866.

Clerk to

-

-------

the Magist"
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ANALysis of the above Returns.

1.

-

Of St MMARY CoNvictions at PETTY SEssions in the
Parish of SAINT Thom As IN THE WALE from 1st
J anuary 1863
sº to the
the 31st
31st December
December 1865**.
-

-

2

–
#

#

=

E

&

&

º

-

Oftences.

=
Common Assaults
Assaults on wouen and

186

-

-

3

,
omas
the debt
Vale,cases
Isº-1865
- period- 1,134
Total
number
of in
petty
in the same
443
Total number of notices of appeal from decisions of
Justices in the same period
53
Decisions of Justices affirmed on appeal 15

Decisions of Justices reversed on appeal
Appeals abandoned after notice
Appeals not decided at date of return
-

-

8 || Four cases by Planters.

tº

t;

1.

s

261 , 89

350

Pound law

-

-

-

8

—

8

Wagrants

-

-

-

15

1

14

License and Registra-

59

2

61

º,where Mr. Master.

176

-

º º:
Rºº.

-

-

-

12

68 | Three cases where Planters
were complainants.

Stealing growing pro-

105

22

127 | Twenty-five cases by Planfers as
complainants
by
their
watchmen
and headmen, and chiefly against

-

duce, fruit, &c.
-

Fº *
– ||
1 |

11
15

Appeal.
8:

working on

leaving

King, R., r. Knox et º:
Doyley, L., r. Swire, T. H. D.

3

Tucker, W., v. Francis, R. -

*
5

ºf Jºhºr. W. F. Smith, C., p. Anderson, Jno.

-

-- ºl.
Reversed.

Blake,

;

º

--

-

*\º

-

- ||

4 ||

1 ||

5

Police Act

-

- |

7 ||

2 |

9

chap. 27. (Rum

º !. A.

-

- ||

2 |

– |

2 | Rescue of levies.

Main Rºad Act

-

-

5

-

5

duties.)

5

-

§

Regina c. Gunn, G. -

-

-

-

9

Regina v.

-

-

-

-

-

-

Downer, C.

Smith r. Doyley, L. Regina r Same
g
. ..
Regina r. Shepherd, S.

12

Three cases by Planfers,

Burke, Hy. r. James,
Regina t". Scott,

16

- i 9trø
---

225

*

- -

- -

-

M.

13 Regina r. Anderson, R., et al.
15

-

-

do.
do.
-

-

14

– |

Affirmed.

-

-

-

work nfter being paid.
1 || Doºr stolen from Kingston.

1 |

-

-

* --

Brach of trust by | 1 | – || 1 | A'ºhmaker neglecting
-

-

.

-

Affirmed.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do

-

º: Dove Hall cane-

-

-

|1

artificers.

-

-

10

–
-

:

-

-

G., p. Henderson, J. J.
King, R., r. Jones, J. P. -

6

7

Revenue Act -

-

l
2

-

notice.

5 ||

-

| Result of

1857.

}: º

º

-

- -

––

Absence from work.
One case,
J.P.,
against
his
domestic

Act.

Hawkers and pedlars -

-

Title of Cause.

heir estates.

t

11 ||
14 ||

- -- - -

-

:
Immigration Art Master and Servants

-

to 31st Dec. 18.59.

No.

42

56

- --

-

5
30
3

<c

--

134

Total -

-

of the
Parish of Portl. ANd, from 14th May 1856
* I et 1 a.

".

-

------- - -

-

-

Of AppEALs from the DEcision of the MAG1st RATEs

tion Act. ...
Larceny, 20 Vict. c. 3 -

Dog stealing -

-

F.

man, J.P., was convicted

"º. º of fire

-

15

ct.

-

-

-

8 || –
7

º

-

- 19,020
in

RETURN

Obeah and myalism and Communities

-

-

49 235

12

Wilful destruction of
property.

r

essions

|

children. .
Cruelty to animals

Trespass

-

$ºl.sº"
º's
Saint Thomas in the V . 1".." §
-

Remarks.

——

-

1103

17

-

ls

-

-

-

-

-

do.

-

-

do.
do.
do.

-

-

-

-

-

--

Regina r. McPherson, J. Kennedy, L. & S., r. Downer Ramsay, M.A., v. Gordon, G. W.

-

do.

-

Dismissed.
Reversed.

RETURN

R.

Saml.
1858

1859.

of Newner of Pºtty Depts from 1st January 1863

19

Francis, R., r. Lindsay, G. -

-

-

Affirmed.

to 31st December 1865.

20

Forbes, Hy., r. Pearson, A. M. B.

-

do.

!

Judgments 443. Not one case by planters, either as
-

-

Plaintiff or Defendant,with his people.

r. D
#! !....iſ..."'"
-

-

g

--

Of the
cases himself
only one,
that was
Mc
Grath
for dismissed
wages. Dance
proved
that Dance
he had v.been
...

-

al

•

overpaid by Mr. McGrath. Two judgments were given
against Mr. McGrath for damages done by his cattle on the
peasantry grounds, but not people working with him.
Jon N. H. H. All, Clk. Magistrates.

Tot

x

-

-

Joal

-

-

-

-

-

**-

0.

As.
. l…
NALYSIS.
ber of A
I

-

-

º

º

-

er of Appeals

---

22

-

. . is

--

x*

-

-

Reversed , ,

->

-

-

Dismissed,

**

-

-

l;
2

RETURN

Of Prisoners sentenced to the S AINT CATHERINE District Prison for LARCENY, from 1st January to
31st December 1865.
t

|

Larceny of Canes.

Larceny of Provisions, Corm, and Fruits.

Larceny otherwise.
|

For the parish of Vere

-

-

sº

For the parish of Clarendon - 3.
For the precinct of St. Catherine 9

- 6l

For the parish of Vere

For the parish of Clarendon.

-

#

109

178

12:D

- 15

- 37

For the precinct of St. Catherine 57

For the precinct of St. Catherine 57

-

For the parish of Vere
For the parish of Clarendon

-

SUMMARY.

-

-

-

-

-

-

125

-

-

-

-

-

109

Larceny of canes Same of provisions, corn, and fruits
-

Same otherwise

-

-

-

178
-

412

D. P. MENDEs, Supt.

6 Z 4
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RETURN

RETURN

of the Nuyſers of the Justices of THE PEACE on the Of the NUMBER of Persons qualified tº ºne s
Rolls of the several Parishes of the Island, disGrand or Special Jurors, and as Common Jurors,
tinguishing those who reside in the Parish, those
respectively, in the several Parishes, in the Ya,
residing out of the Parish, and those off the Island,

1863–4, as compared with the Year 1856–7.

1864.
No. of Persons || “.
No. on the
Parishes.

No. resid- | No. resid- |No. of those

Rolls of
img in the
each Parish.
Parish.

ing out of
the Parish.

qualified to || *:::::::
*ººd
serve as Cºl.

Parishes.

†.

off the
Island.

|
1863–4.1856–7, 1863–4.1856-1

|

MIDDLESEx.
-

§ º:

l

;

-

-

.

56

st
porothy-Val - #
S Th
t. Thos. ye Valeere

-

-

:

-

4.

-

St. Ann

-

l

-

-

-

-

No.

;
:

i.
;

20

;
:

41

29

5

7

-

1.

2. Clarendon -

-

-

- )

*, 3:4. ManchesterNº,....

.

- ||

,
,,

-

5. St. Ann * 6. , Mary -

|

t

|

24

132

-

6
2
8
ll

8

l

224

-

76

49

5

90

5.

11
7

160
170

l!"
163

. . 19. . 25
. |. 155. ºl..

-

- || 30
- || 15

39
135
17 || 141

| 20,

lll

SURRY.

SURRY
Ki

17

}* {

- --

,, Dorothy
,, John
, Thomas ye Vale

5

4

18

-

*:

18

-

--

9

rº-

-

Sººn

MIDDLESEx.
l. St. Catherine

No.
-

mon Jurºr.

-

*

. .

-

-

-

-

*

;

:

.
.
25

.3 .

---

31
31

:
3.

57 || 7 || 2:3 13

No. 7. Kingston

o

-

#º 1.
§"...
".....". .
St. |. ye EastSt. º:
.*
§. . .

3

Port Royal Precinct" || 6 || 5 || 4 || ||

3-

.

. ,,. 9... St.,. Thomas
David
."-ye East
**

-

3

-

* . 24.

5
- || 17
-

9

19

3

, 10. Portland -

-

-

|20

|
!

2

, 11. St. George -

-

- || 4 || ||

,, 12. Metcalfe

-

- | 16

;

-

10

. 104H.

103

|| 108

13 || | | ||
13.

ſº

-20. | 113

152

u

CoRNWALL.

CoRNWALL
St. Elizabeth
W.t
.d :
Za

morelanol

§º.
i.y

r

;

:

6

-

36

17

-

-

:

;

-

-

-

Total -

11
6

6
12

12

...)

7

:

1.
|

|

-] is. Tº

i

No. 13. St. James -

-

- ||

17

31

206 || 15)

,, 14. Trelawny -

-

- || 17

32

295

- || 1 || 2 || || ||

,, 16. Westmoreland” ,, 17. St. Elizabeth" -

-

2
-

236

2%

* 3: Hanover ... -

24
24
352

28
29
500

156

llā

| 3,159| ºil||

|- - -

85

Falling off in grand and special jurors during above periºd

–

148, and of common jurors during same period 52.
NoTE.—The qualification of grand and specialjurors wasandis under
the Act of 1854–5, the magistracy, or the payment of 10!, directavº
and
2nuum. The jury bill was framed by Sir Joshua Rowe, the then Chief
Justice, and Mr. F. Lynch, Clerk of the Peace for St. Catherine

Member of Assembly, on returns from the parishes on the ºldºuſ
and quarter session system , which returns, though nºt in the Prº
Marshal's office, showed, as stated by Mr. Lynch, that in 1854:lº
qualified
as above
could
be found for
in each
of the
18 districts
be established.
The
qualification
common
jurºrs
wº and hºnº
is the
ability to read and write, without any test at all. The statementº
made is taken from returns in the Provost Marshal's office, and short
that only five" districts can comply with the law now as to grandard
special jurors.

J. S.

WILLIAMs, Advocate General

March 1866, Jamaica.

|

K.

STATEMENT of NUMBER of Judicial OFFICERs and of Expenditure for Judicial Purposes, 1850–1866; and”
Population by Census 1844 and 1861; and of Acreage of Island.
Expenditure on yearly Estimates for Judicial Staff of Judges payable by Local

Oct. 10-

LoCAL GOVERNMENT.
Chief Justice £14,627.
£3,000
4:16,648.
Assistant Judges (2)- £4,000
*Wice-Chancellor
1852 £19,144.
:2,000
1853 £10,914.
tChairmen of Quarter
1854 £17,049.
Sessions (6)
£7,200

SUMMARY.

|

- 1 850
1.851

("Subsequently filled by C. J.
tSubsequently reduced and

Estimate for 1855 £12,900

Pay of Judicial Officers.

Number of Judicial Officers.

Government.

|

Purposes.

º
1 Vice-Chancellor ºr
#}...] a ſ”
6 cºnquarter ses.
Stipendiary

1850 - 1

-

-

20 stiºnalary Magistrates]

#éº'àºr sº) iſ
Q

4 Chairmen.
sions
n Quarter Ses-

. Under 17th Vict. c. 29, “Act for

tº: bºrdovernment of the }*
Island”-

Chief Justice(and W.C.)42,000
2 Assistant Judges - £3,000
6 Chairmen Quarter
Sessions

-

-

-

tº:
Act,1855,” on fur
ther reduction and for annui

(*) Chief Justice (and
£8,000

tants under 19 Vict. c. 11, ...
(Working staff £5,400 Annuitants £3,500)

W.C.

-

-

£1

son

3 Assistant Judges - £3,600 .
(Annuitants retired) 4:3,500

.*

Judges, &c. "
Stipendiary - £9,000
-

20 Stipendiary Magistrates
1855 - 1 Chief Justice and W.C. 3 Assistant Judges
- ?.

Judges, &c. "
23

20 Stipendiary Magistrates

. Under 19 Vict. c. 10, “Judicial
1855

.*

1854 - 1 Chief Justice and W.C. -

abolished)

1854

. Elé

- ºw

1864 - Chief Justiºni V.C. :
§§. * tes

!----

-

**
tºº,

Stipendiary - tº

Judges, &c. * * tº
11

tipendiary Magistra
1 Police Magistrate
- 1 =12

Stipendiary . .
tetrata

ºw)

-

tº

£5

jºints tº

-

º

ſ: º:ssistant
º;. Yº...] in { Judges, se - *, *w
(atprSnt.
Judges
were
. tº
-

of Judges
1856 - (Present));Staff
Police
Magistrate,- £5,400
-

*As above per annum

Kingston-

42500

{ £5,400
4:500

-

-

6 Stipendiary Magistrates
stipendian
1 Local (Kingston)
. 1=11 || Local -

º' ſº
tº

I 105
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STATEMENT of NUMBER of Judicial Officers and of Expenditure for JUDICIAL PURPOSEs, &c.—continued.
-

-

-

-

Expenditure for Stipendiary Magistrates.
--

staff of Stipendiary Magistrates

| Summary of Expenditure for Witnesses in Criminal Prosecutions (Local and
elsewhere) for five years before and five years after Judicial Amendment

payable by Home Government.

Act, 1855.
£

|

------

-

1844
1854
1864

-

43
.

- at £450 each per annum

-

.

*

-

--

-

,,

----

.. .. ..

--

---

.

-

-

-

,

--

--

-

-

-

-

1859

1866 (at present)

s.

£

d.

s.

d.

10 Oct. 1851 - - 1,514 14 3) < 1. - ... ', 10 Oct. 1856 - - 1,169 7 11) : ...

Hoxie Gover NMENT,

-

6

.

c10.3%
-- tº

|

il ####|
~... * *

-

:

. tº
.''.
º,

.

-

-

|

L2,700

2 49
1857 -- -- 1.43
1,993 5
1858

1852 -- -- 1,381
4 9
1,387 16
1853

| ;E :5

0 4 # 2.
1859 -- -- 1,343
1854 - - 1,305 9 0 || 3 +...; 2.
1,572 18 7.J is
1860
isº, - - 1,813 14 g) < ****
Total - - £1,402 19 s - against - Total - - 4.
-

-

-

Popur,ATION.
--

-

-

-

- -

—

white. coloured. Black.

Acar AGE as per Dockets Isl. Sec.
Acres.

Census returns

1664 to 1838 = 3,403,359.

--

,

-

-

1844

-

1861 -

-

15,776
13,816

|
|

Total.

68,529

293,128

377,433

81,065

346,374

441,255

J. S. WILLIAMs, Member of Assembly,
Advocate General.

Jamaica, March 1866.

L.
Proposal by Mr. JUSTICE KEMBLE for IMPROVEMENT or Judicial SYSTEM.
MAG ist Rates Courts.

I.

II.

St. PREME Court.—Court of Chax cery.—Court

III.

of ORD INARY.-Assizes.—IN solv ENT Courts.

Let the Magistrates retain their present jurisdiction.

1. Let the number of the judges remain the same as at

Cotº Nºry Counts.

Let three County Court Judges be appointed, one for

present, with precisely the same salaries, but let one

each county, at a salary of 1,000l. each, to be appointed

of them be Vice-Chancellor, relieving the C. J. from
the equitable portion of his duties ; or let one of the
judges be dispensed with (with compensation), and
let there be an Equity side to the Supreme Court.
->
2. Let the V-C. (if one be appointed, or if not then the
C.J.) be Surrogate of the Court of Ordinary.

by the British Government from barristers of the English
or Irish bar of at least fire years' practice.
Let them have,

1. An appellate jurisdiction, from all decisions of the
magistrates in petty sessions in all ciril and criminal
cases.

2. An original, but limited and intermediate jurisdiction,
commencing when the jurisdiction of the magistrates
terminates, i.e. in civil cases, commencing in all mat
ters of contract when the subject matter is above 10!.,
and does not exceed, say 201. ; and in torts, when the
damage claimed is above 21. and does not exceed, say
101. ; and in criminal matters, let them have jurisdic
tion in all cases of larceny, receiving, embezzlement,
and obtaining money under false pretences, when the
amount involved ea ceeds 5s. and does not exceed,

say 2l.
3. Let them hold Courts four times a year, in their re

3.

. Let County Assize Courts be held by two of the S.C.
judges concurrently on circuit, the C. J. officiating
in his turn, as formerly under the 3 Vict. c. 65.
4. Let the County Assize Courts be held at the times
and the places and for the periods mentioned in
schedule (C.)
5. Let one S. C. judge remain in or about Spanish
Town during à. absence of the other two on circuit
in Cornwall, for the transaction of chamber
business.

6. Let the judge at the County Assize Court, first con
cluding his work, assist the other by easing him of
cases still remaining undisposed of in his court, the
entire business of the courts being thus, as far as

spective counties, at the times and places and for
the duration mentioned in

possible, divided between and proceeded with by both

the schedule annexed

judges concurrently in separate courts.

(marked A).

4. Let the Clerks of the Peace of each parish in which a

7.

each parish of a precinct in which a Court is held,

Let the Insolvent Courts be held before both judges
sitting together, at the times and places mentioned
in schedule (D.)

Court is held, or the several Clerks of the Peace of
S

be clerk of the County Court, in respect of the busi
ness accruing from his parish, in matters of appeal
as well as of original jurisdiction; in the latter case

. Let the jury list be drawn from the body of each
county, the grand and petty jury panels being made

showing all proceedings, &c., the process being in
all respects similar to that in the Magistrates'

of only fire persons, and unanimity required for a
finding a verdict, provided there shall be in capital

y separately ;

all juries, grand and petty, to consist

cases a jury of 12, as at present.

Courts.

5. Let the County Court Judges decide all cases within
their jurisdiction, summarily, without a jury.
6. Let there be an appeal in ciril cases to the Supreme
Court in all matters of original jurisdiction.

7. In order to enable an appeal to be prosecuted from a
decision of the magistrates to the next County Court,

9. Let all proceedings at the Assize Courts originate in the
Crown Office, and let the Attorney General and Clerk
of the Crown, or their properly qualified deputies,
* attend each Assize Court, and let the several Clerks

of the Peace transmit proceedings to the Crown
Office, as before the passing of the 19 Vict. c. 10,

let it suffice for the party dissatisfied with the deci
sion to give rerbal notice of appeal immediately to
the clerk of the magistrates in open court, provided
that within 14 days after the decision the appellant
enter into security duly to prosecute the appeal, in
the form given in schedule B.

Scºpulf. A.

SchEDULE B.

SCHEDULE C.
Time of Meeting,

Courts.

Supreme Court

-

Middlesex Assizes

-

1st Monday in February, June, October 1st Monday after the expiration of two

Duration.

Whero held.

Two weeks

- || Spanish Town.
- || Spanish Town.

Two weeks

- || Montego Bay

•Two weeks

weeks of S.C.

Cornwall ditto

2nd Monday after the expiration of two
weeks of Middlesex Assizes

Surry ditto

-

-

2nd Monday after the expiration of the two

mouth.

Two weeks

- || Kingston.

weeks of Cornwall Assizes.

7 A

or Fal
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SCHEDULE D.

|

Courts.

*
rry

-

Cornwall

S

d

ay be adjourne

On the Monday immediately following termination of M. and Surry Assizes
respectively.

:

-

Where held.

May be ad

foll

d

Insolvent Court.
-

Duration.

Time of Meeting.

panish Town.

| Kingston.

- On day succeeding termination of business

-

-

in both Courts of Cornwall Assizes to sit,

if necessary, for one week at Montego Bay
or Falmouth.

M.
RETURN

of the NUMBER of all Civil and CRIMINAL CASEs tried in the CIRCUIT Courts in this Island, as transmitted
by the several Clerks of the Peace, being Clerks of the several Circuit Courts, to the Clerk of the Supreme
Court and Crown, from June Term, 1856, to June Term, 1864, both inclusive,
MIDDDESEX.

Precinct of
sº.'s.

St.

ºº:

Manchester.

Clarendon.

Were.

St. Ann.

St. Mary.

in

Dorothy.

#

1856.
June Term
October

- ||

6
29

||

February

-

19

||

June October

-

4

-

#

15
19

||

17

|

-

8

–

7

l

||

||

–

É#

##

#

#5 |||| 3# | #

|

#

#.

5
-

É

11

4

10

4

||

9
14

–

|

10

|

-

1 |

#

#

#
8

#5

#

#

9

2

9

| | I | | | | | ||

1857.
11
20

||

–

–

ll
10

1
-

-

-

-

—

—

7

-

—

-

-

l

4

l

8

2
2

12

13

l
I

16

5

8

-

-

3

2

13

4

5

3

10

4

2
6

7
9
7

2

l

3
5
13

9

- ||

12

-

17

17

8

16
18

2

-

-

10

10

-

- ||
- ||

15
9
10

17
12
20

February

- ||

8

8

June
October-

- ||

35
15

9
ll

-

4 ||

3

–

|

– ||

5

-

I

-

2

—
|

–

|

1858.

February
June

-

October

-

-

12

27

2
l

7

14

-

1

1

-

-

-

15

—

17

-

7
9

-

7

5l
—

114
ſ

1859.

February
June
October

-

-

l

1860.

1861.
-

5
2

-

7

2

6
3
3

6

l

6

3

11

6

5

-

-

—

-

-

-

-

-

1

1 || 11
-

A

-

-

7

4

7

l

5

2

l

10

1

9

-

8

l

5

2

5

9
7
9

—
1

ll8

-

10

3

5
10

l
9

ll
7

7

14

l

5

2

15
13

—
1

7
6

17

l

9

-

1862.

-

-

-

8
5

-

4

- ||

||

7

..

October

-

6
l

-

..":

. . ;
8

19

-

,-

4
3

-

-

8

-

||

--

-

9 |

2

9
-

7 | – ||

4
4

-

9

8 || – || 48
s
5 || 21

4

-

;

12

-

5

—

:- 11' || 12#| —| | 7| | | 1| ||| 10} | – || 07 |||| –|| 24 ||| – ||
2

7

4
-

-

T | 3 || 3 || 10 | | | | | T | | | | | |
l

12

8

-

8

1864.

4 ||

-

-

18

10

*

1 || 8 || 2 || ||
-

6
10

6

-

1863.
Februar

l

1
10

2

-

October

6 ||
— ||

6
10

-

February

February
June -

-

-

I

June

October

-

8

-

| |;

–

.

3 | | | ||
is

2

Extracts from the minutes kept of the records returned from the several Circuit Courts into the office of the Clerk ºf
the Supreme Court and Crown.

w. Thos. March, Clerk of the Supreme Court and C*
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The Same for SURRY.
— —-

º

st tº the

--

St. David.

| and St. Andrew.

J

6.
ºrm

Metcalfe.

-

Criminal.

Criminal] Civil.

Criminall Civil.

Criminal] Civil.

Criminall Civil.

Civil.

St. George.

Portland.

-

Civil.

Criminal.

40

20

2

2

11

l

-

5

-

6

-

2

-

67

32

l

3

11

2

-

5

-

5

-

6

-

85
40
4ſ)

30
20
32

l
-

3
4

-

4

-

36

4l

-

33

-

35

27
27

-

29

-

27

-

24

-

53

-

-

35
60

21
25

-

-

32

-

76

-

62

24
12

53
49

35

-

40

-

-

51

28

-

4|
45

29

68

-

-

50

:38

-

52

45

October

1857.
February

-

-

1858.

*.
October

-

-

10
11
10

-

11
5

3

12
2
2

l
-

2

l

-

-

June
October -

-

8
l
2

-

-

-

-

8
6

-

-

-

2

2

l

4

8

32

—

1

3

10

-

3

25
20

1
l

3
4

-

31

l

1859.

l

-

8
l

l
-

-

-

-

-

2

-

-

2

3
6

2

-

-

-

February
June
October 1860.
Febru
June
October -

*.

-

-

-

l

20

-

5

11

-

2

-

–

2

-

3.

l

4

3
3

8

-

9

-

4

—
6

-

-

10

-

»

l

4

-

2

2
l

4
5

5

2

3

-

-

6

2

4

l

1
l

-

-

-

2

-

-

-

4

-

1861.

February
June
October

-

7

-

5
l

-

-

l

11

4
4

3
6
14

4
3

-

-

--

3

5

l

3
4

4
5

3
3
5

2
4
2

5
16

l
1
l

3
5
5

1862.

February

-

June
October

-

-

2

-

7

3

3

-

l

l
l

11
ll

4

-

-

2
2

l
l

-

1

7

1863.

February

-

-

||

34
35

-

June
October -

-

-

-

2

-

-

-

-

3

-

6
l
2

2
l

2
l

1864.

February
-

June

-

-

4

-

2

4

l

12

4

l
l

2

9
10

-

-

Extracts from the minutes kept of the records returned from the several circuit courts into the office of the Clerk of the
Supreme Court and Crown.

W. THos. MARCH, Clerk of the Supreme Court and Crown.
The Same for CORNWALL.

1856.
June Term
October.
1857.

February
June
October

Civil.

Criminal.

Civil.

Criminal.

Criminal.

Civil.

Criminal.

Civil.

Trelawny.

St. James.

Hanover.

Westmoreland.

St. Elizabeth.

Civil.

Criminal.

|

-

-

3

- ||

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3
4

8
8

l

3

i

9

6
9

2
10

7
7

7

3

10

20
12

5
2
8

16
8
8

4
3

15
5
6

l
2

2
6

l
6

4
5

5

7

7

16

2
2
}

11
5
9

5
14
l

10
6
10

4
4
8

9
11

l
l

6
10
ll

5
6
2

5
4
10

3
11
l

8
15
13

18

6
5

19

7

1858.

February
June
October

6
6

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1859.

February
June
October
1860.

February
June
October
1861.

February
June
October
1862.

February
June

October
1863.

February
---

June
October

-

-

13

-

-

-

-

-

8

12
5
9

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

-

-

-

13
16

-

-

-

-

-

6

9
ll
6

9
13
8

3
4
2

9
10
12

2
2
2

15
5

2
4
4

9
12
10

l

5
9

l
3

13
16

-

2

-

-

-

-

-

l

-

-

-

-

-

l
3

l
2

-

-

13
6
8

5
-

6
8
11

-

-

3

3

2l

4
3

-

12

13

3
8
14

2
l

12
15
4

6
8
5

4
3
3

3
4
3

l
4
4

10
8
6

5

7

7
7

4
2
2

7

2.
-

l

-

-

11

3

12
6

7

7

5

6

5

7

7

7

l

10

6

l
l

9
15

ll
3

15
17

-

4
10

7
l
12
9
12
11

7
18
10

13

6
15
12

12
4
5

12
18
18

2
2
8

28
13
32

2
l

14
11

-

1864.

February
June

-

-

-

-

-

10
9

Extracts from the minutes kept of the records returned from the several circuit courts into the office of the Clerk of the
Supreme Court and Crown,

-

W, THos. MARCH, Clerk of the Supreme Court and Crown,
-
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PART III.
STATEMENTs and RETURNs relative to the PAYMENT of WAGEs.

CoPIEs of the following letter were addressed to James Harrison, Esq., Attorney of the Hordley
Estate, and to Alexander Chisholm, Esq., overseer of the Golden Grove Estate, both in the Plaintain
Garden River district.
King's House, Spanish Town,
SIR,

MULE CARTs.-Headsmen ls. 6d. per day, six boys at

25 March 1866.

1. The maximum amount of weekly wages earmed:
2. The average amount of weekly wages earned:
3. The reduction below the average caused by the caprice
of the negro himself:

ls. per day, hours from 6 a.m. to 5 p.m., with two hours
rest at midday. Work six days per week.
CANE-Holſ. DIGGERs, Agreement is to dig a trench
or hole 4% feet by 4 feet, and 9 inches deep of dirt for 2.
per 100 holes; land really dug is 3 feet by 4 feet broad, and
5 inches deep, which we are compelled to accept. Maximum
rate of wages 3s. per day, usual rate 2s., weekly rate 10s.
and 12s. Work five days per week, from 6 a.m. to l or 2

4. The nature of the reductions caused by deductions at

o'clock p.m. Get a glass of grog each per day. Quite

THE Royal Commissioners are desirous of obtaining
trustworthy information as to the following points in con
nexion with the employment of negro labourers upon
estates :

the instance of the employer.
it would much assist the Commissioners if you would be
so good as to attend at their sitting (probably the only re
maining one) on Thursday next, March 29, and produce
the wages-books of the Hordley [Golden Grovel Estate for
the year 1865, or, if they have been destroyed, then the
books for the preceding year.

capable of earning 3s. per day of 10 hours.
CANE CUTTERs.-Two gangs of eight men and four

women, with the headman or contractor, agree to supply
the mill with enough canes to make 14 to 20 hlids, sugar

point out to the Commissioners, or at any rate to place
before them in a compendious form, answers to the above

per week, during the whole crop, according to order of
manager; 20s. per acre for plant canes (12 to 14 months
old), 12s. per acre for rattoon canes (sprouts from the canes
the year previously), and 2s. per acre for cutting, and 3s.
per acre for tying tops for planting. They receive for the
crop about 276l. This hitherto has occupied them six

questions deduced from the actual experience of the past year.

months, or 11, 18s. 8d, each per month. They usually com.

If this could be done, it would be an important contribu
tion towards their inquiry.
The value of the assistance so to be given would consist

to 5 p.m., on other days taking two hours to rest at midday.

You would probably be able without much difficulty to

in the resort to actual facts.

I am, &c.,
CHARLEs S. Roux DELL.

James Harrison, Esq., Hordley Estate.
Alexr. Chisholm, Esq., Golden Grove Estate.
N.B. Mr. Chisholm produced the pay bills for the
Golden Grove Estate, and gave oral evidence before the
Commissioners on Thursday, March 29.

A.
HORDLEY FSTATE–St. Thomas in the East.

Jo URNEYMEN CARPENTERs.-2s., 1s. 6d., and ls. 3d.
per day. Usually work five days per week, come out to
work about 9 o'clock on Mondays, draw off at 4 o’clock.

One hours rest at midday. Obliged to be paid for by
manager as a full day; rest of week commence ostensibly
at 6 o'clock a.m., generally, however, 7 o'clock in the morn
ing, draw off at 4 o'clock dinner, hour each day.
CoopF Rs.--By task—2s. 6d. for a grooved and fitted im

ported phn. pack to be made into a rum phn. Four phns.
per week are made by each man. Hhd. packs imported
for sugar, ls. 6d. each. Six and eight hlids. for one man
per week.
Jours EYMEN BLAcksMItHs.—Per day ls. 6d. to 2s.
Works five and often six days per week, ostensibly from
6 a.m. to 4 p.m., with an hour for dinner. Always nearly
7 a.m. before turning out; odds and ends are his work;

repairing iron work of carts, wains, &c., and shoeing mules
and horses.

Very unsatisfactory work in quality and

quantity. Assistant receives 9d. to 1s. per day.
WAINMEN.—Per day 1s. 9d. in crop time. Contract for
three wains to keep mill yard in canes to grind an average

uantity of 14 pans or 4,200 galls. per day, work, six days.

|.

men are to each wain, till lately satisfactorily carried

mence work at 12 o'clock on Mondays, work from 6 a.m.
This plan is peculiar to this estate in this district, and has
worked for the last 10 years very satisfactorily to all
parties. Only since Christmas this year have I had trouble
and annoyance, and my week's work has only averagedll
hhds. instead of 13.

In the same time in 1863 when I

had to take off a crop not quite so heavy as I expect this
to be, consequently instead of finishing by first week in
May as I have done for the last five or six years, it will be
nearly the end of June before I can expect to be done at
the same rate, having 120 to 130 hlids. yet to make. The
loss on next years crop, is the growth of sprouts or rattoons
left uncut at the usual time, about 10hhds, sugar. On the
present crop, if the May seasons are as usual, the “spring”
in the uncut and over-ripe canes impoverishes the juices,
and loss can only be calculated at 20 to 25 per cent,
besides the deterioration in quality of produce, about 5 per
cent., with a train of minor evils consequent on disarrange.
ment of plans and culture for the next year. The total
number of canes cut per annum is 280 to 290 acres.
CLEANING CANEs.-PLANTs.-These are usually done
by the day, so as to be well done, if possible. Women get
ls. per day, girls 9d., and young boys 9d. This work is
superintended principally by a headwoman (Diana Black.

wood) who receives Is. 6d. per day; hours are from half
past 6 a.m. to 4 p.m., with an hour's rest at mid-day. A
cup of “hot liquor.” (or cane juice), about half a pint, is
given to each at 4 p.m, African immigrants work in this
gang; Creoles work four days, seldom turn out on Mon
days, and leave off on
; immigrants four to

Édº

five and a half days; from 11 a.m. on Saturdays always
allowed as a half holiday. Since Christmas this gang has
been in a most unsatisfactory state; very little done, and
badly done, and very few labourers turned out.
CLEANING CANEs—RATToons.—This used to be done

extra glass.
Mill Hous E HANDs.-Cane carriers (from cane yard

by
contract
or job, the
similar
to cutting
but by
mon
people,
but during
last four
years nocanes,
one seems
inclined
to take a job. Only 13 acres cultivated by job last year;
two-thirds of estate used to be taken that way, price is.'”

to mill) receive each 1%d. per pan of 300 galls. Wages

8s. 6d. to 9s. per acre, according to circumstances. We

depend on supply of canes to yard, often decreased lately
by cane-cutters not having, a good º of canes cut.

consequently have lately to employ a gang, principally
strangers,
who work very capriciously as to quantity of

Average wages, ls. 6d. to 1s. 9d., per day, work six days
per week. Gutter cleaner, a child 6d. to 9d. per day.
ENGINEER.—Per day 2s., of 14 hours, with two hours

work performed and numbers that turn out to wºrk. The
task for moulding and cleaning is 25 chains long by 4 º'

out. A glass of grog allowed each day. Wet days an
-

-

-

dinner time at midday. Works six days if required.

-

stok ER.—Per day 1s. 3d. tols. 6d. Works six days if

required. The engine and mill, here is an auxiliary and
used when water becomes short for water mill to grind
nes.

º House HANDs.

Four boilersmen,three stokers,
four trash or fuel carriers at 1%d. each per pan of liquor
boiled, wages 1s. 6d. to 1s. 9d., per day, twº pan boys at 1s.
and
, Head
boiler 10s.,
is per
hidº14s.
maxiºur,
wages9d.,
20s.per
perday.
week,
minimum
average
Work
ix days per week.

*pśper day three men at 1s. 6d. per

day, one
man at 9d., per still maximum wages. 2s. 3d per day, ordi
nary wages is. 6d. per day. Work six days satisfactorily;
Ali these hands get a glass of grog each per day, also mill
and boiling house hands.

broad for 1s. It is performed in a very slovenly manº

general since the revival four years ago, and singe Christ
mas the little I have had done is worse than usual. It can
be
performed
an ordinary
seven
hours. well
The by
people
in these good
gangsworking
turn oºWºº,";
about 7
o'clock and leave off at 12, l, or 2 o'clock. They “"
2s. 6d. to 4s. per week of four days, seldom working "
Mondays,

* leaving off on Fridays...The hº º

receives
is.326d.acres
percleared
day forsince
fiveChristmas,
days. I have
wº º
able to get
instead of
acres, consequently the estate is in bad order from grass,

and next year's prospect deteriorated.
PAstures are cleaned by contrº. from

2s.

ºº:

acre, according to state of bush. This work use ºoil
principally performed by Maroons. Since the re
they have not come for such contracts.
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Head cattleman, 7s.6d. per week of 7 days.
Under ditto, 5s. to 6s. per week of 7 days.
Boys, 3s. per week of 7 days.
Cane cutters, 9s. 8d. per week of 4% days.

CATTLEMEN and StockMINDERs are paid by the week

of seven days; rates, 7s.6d., 6s., 5s., for men and

lads, 3s.

for little boys.

WArch Mr N are old and disabled persons principally,
and get 2s. 6d. to 3s. per week of seven days. Their duty
is to give the alarm when trespass is committed, and open
and shut rails and gates. The head watchman gets 7s.6d.

per week when employed; houses and land for garden free.
The GENERAL SUPERINtEND Ext gets 10s. per week

of seven days, and 2s. extra in crop time, several allowances,
viz., two quarts sugar and one bottle rum per week in crop
time, and several cocoa-nut trees, rent of house, and as
much land as his family can cultivate free.
RENTs are 6d. a week for a house and as much land as

the man's family can cultivate ; house to be kept in repair
by tenant, proprietor finding all materials. This is seldom
carried out, and the consequence is their dwellings as a rule
are very uncomfortable.

if he were to work industriously, as labourers in England
and Scotland do, from sunrise to sunset in summer, he

could earn double that sum. To enable him to do so,
however, I consider he should take more animal food. As
a rule a negro notoriously starves himself over animal food,
and allows himself but a mouthful of salt fish or herring to
savour or accompany his large meal of cocoas, yams, or
breadfruit. In crop time they eat the sugar cane all day
long—their employer's property. The quantity a man or
woman will consume a day is great, at the least 12 feet per
day. I think, without exaggeration, I may say many con

Heads of departments and of

families of young children have houses rent free, and pro
vision-ground free.
IN REPLY to Qt Estion No. 1, as to maximum rate of
weekly wages earned,

Journeymen Tradesmen get 10s.
Mill Hands
Boilermen
Wainmen
Distillers
Overlookers

per week of 5 days.

, 10s. 6d.

,

,, 12s.

--

,, 10s. 6d.
,, 14s.
... 9s.

->

General Superintendent , 12s.
, 7 s. 6d.
,
,,
,,
,,

Head cartman

Head cattleman

Cane cleaning

,
--

>*

Head watchinan

Cart boys

5%
5%
6
6
6
7
7
6
6
7
5

>>

9s.
6s.
7s.6d.
5s. 6d.

x-

->
--

->

Cane tyers (women), 9s. 8d. per week of 4 days.
Cane cleaning, about 3s.6d. per week of 5 days.
Question No. 3.-Reduction below average caused by
caprice of negro himself—This cannot be ascertained or
stated by any fixed rule. It is essentially capricious and
varying. Per week it may be fairly stated at one-fifth of
what he earns by his working five days instead of six. In
addition to above, another one-fifth by the non-exercise of
industrious energy in the labour, he actually performs; in
all say two-fifths, or in other words a negro now earning 5s.
per week could, working for the few hours per day, he
now professes to work, earn in six days 7s. per week; but

,
,
,
,
,
,
:
,
,,
..
,

sume 20 feet per day. Out of crop, they sell canes of their
own growth at lººd, a yard.
Qu EstroN No. 4.—The nature of the reductions at the

instance of the employer.—The most frequent is non-per

formance of agreement by stopping work during the day or
week, injury to live stock (cattle), such as breaking cattle’s
horns, and legs, and necks by over-driving and negligence;
destruction of property—wains, walls, gate posts, and
machinery—by carelessness. Subsequent good behaviour
makes me often give back money stopped at the time of the
offence. In 1863 (memo. for other years lost)—

Questios No. 2. —The average amount of weekly
wages earned :—

- £31 lºſ

Pay stopped was (for the whole year)

Tradesmen, 7 s. 6d. per week of 5 days.
Mill hands, 8s. per week of 5% days.

Paid back to labourers during the year -

Boilermen, Ss. 9d. per week of 5% days.
Wainmen, 10s. 6d. per week of 6 days in crop; out

Balance stopped to replace damages, &c.,
where possible -

of crop, 6s.

Distillers, 9s. per week of 6 days.
Overlookers, 7s.6d. per week of 5 days.
Cart boys, tis. per week of 6 days.
Head watchman, 7s.6d. per week of 7 days.
Under ditto, 2s. 6d. to 3s. per week of 7 days.

-

-

()

l

6

- #213 12

6

32,760 l l

6

Wages paid during that year -

18

J. HARRiso N,

Manager and Attorney for Hordley Estate.
Hordley Estate, 4th April 1866.

B.
Actual, and Aver AGE WAGEs paid to LABOURERs on HoRDLEY SUGAR PLANTATION
from 1st May to 30th September, 1865, not being Crop Time.
Week ending

::

:

* |

à
#

i
= | H# | 3# || ..?3 || 2 || 3
à | 5 || 3 || 5 || 3 || 3 | #
#
º

-,

:
*

-

>,

º

*

->

-->

-,

-

*->

*->

>>

->

->

|

1. Maximum amount of weekly wages actually earned by

13 3

| 10

0

12

0.

| 12 9

10

0

9

0 ||

a common labourer.

9

0

9

0 ||

9

0

2. Average amount of weekly wages actually earned by a

9

0

5 0 || 4 s

5 0 || 5 0

o 0 || 7 0 || 8 0 || 7 || 0 || 7 6, 7 3 || 7 0 || 6 6

6 2 || 7 9

4 6 || 4 4 || 5 4 || 4 0 || 4 8

4

9 0 ||
|

|

4

4 s

common labourer.

3. Average amount of wages actually paid to different classes
of labourers, vizt.:
Carpenter,
Cooper

weekly

-

-

7 6

; ; ; ;

--

-

Blacksmith

--

-

- 10 0 || 9 0 || 9 0 || 9 4}
- || 4 6 || 3 9 || 4 6
4 3

9 11 12 73
4 4 || 4 3

2 0 || –
2 6
3 0 || 5 0 || 4 0 || 4 0

("artman

->

-

-

6

5

5 10 ||

Whinman

--

-

-

7 6

Stock attendant

,

-

-

;: ; ; ; ;

0 ||

6

0 ||

5 10 ||

6 3 || 7 2

6

2

5 :

8 ||

4 19

s

9

6

4 ||

6 5 ||

6 6

6 0 || 6 8 || 5

4

4

9 ||

9 ||

4

!3 ||

6

5

6 6

s 2

;: ;;

9

-

6 10

7

4 9

(continued.)
Week ending

# | f | 3 || 4 || 3 || 3 | < | *:< | 3 || 3 || 3
**

l, Maximum amount of weekly wages actually earned by

tº

*>

tº

tº

&

→

+-

-

-

-

-

-:

:

2-

5

5

-:

-:

-:

-:

3.

9 0 || 10 6

9 0

9 0 | 9 o' 9

9

o

o

o

5

o

a common abourer.

+3

+3

P.

2.

c.

3.

3.

3.

*-

3.

9

0 ||

9

5

4

5

9 0

|

2. Average amount of weekly wages actually earned by a

4 s

5 0 || 4 4 || 4 8

4 0

s 2

s 7 | 9 3 || 7 6

s s

4

4 9

4

0

common labourer.

8. Average amount of wages actually paid to different classes
of labourers, vizt. :

ºr

wººl;

;

;

-

-

-

-

-

-

3 9

4 0 || 1 6 1 1 0 ||

-

-

-

tº

6

-

-

- || 7 6 || 7 || 5 || || 7 || || 7 |

;6 ;6 || 6; :;

-

-

- || 4 9

i

looper
Hºnºksmith

--

-

Qartman

ºx

Wainman

--

Stock attendant,

-

-

-

8 ||

6

7 9

3

-

3

4 9

6

2

4 9

6 5 || 7 6 || 7 2

-

-

–

-

6

6

4 5

6 4 || 7 6 10 3

s 6 3- o'I &- O
-

6
7

5
2

-

-

5 0 || 5 0
6 6 || 5 10
6 0.
5 S
3 () ; 3 2

5 ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;
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Acrux, and Average WAGEs paid to LABour:ERs on Hokplºy St. GAR PLANTATION
from 1st October to 30th April, 1865, being Crop Time.
Week ending
|
-

.

-

.

!

.

.

.

.

... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3 . .3 . 3. . . . £. . . . .
-

-

-

-

1. Maximum amount of weekly wages ac-

>

+-

+-

+-

5

5

3 ||

>
c

>
c

c

2 ||

2 ||

2

||

-

-

-

-

4 9 || 5 6

|

º

7 0 || 7 6

6 8 || 7 0

Cartman
Wainman

xx

-

--

-

Stock attendant ,
Mason

I

–

-

-

-

-

-

->

3 0 & 0

s 3 || 7 6 || 9 3 || 8 0 || 8 4

-

-

-

- ||

6

-

i

–
17 8 || 14 7 || 15 8 22 1 ||
5 0 || 4 2
5 4 || 5 9 || 4 1 ||
- || 6 s 6 8 || 5 6
6 6
6 6
6 6
6 5 ||
–
8 1 || 6 10 ||
- || 4 9 || 8 7
4 9 || 4 9 || 4 9 || 4 9 || 4 9 ||
-

.

5 &
l

to different classes of labourers, vizt.:
Carpenter
weekly 7 9
Cooper
**
*
Blacksmith
xx
- || 4 3

-

t

3. Average amount of wages actually paid

-

I

13 0 13 0 | 15 0 10 0 10 0 14 0

-

5 0 || 5 4 ||

-

à | 3 || 3 || 3 || 3 || 3 || 3

2:

9 0 || 10 0 || 8 0 || 9 0 || 9 0 || 9 0 | 12 6 || 12 6

tually earned by a common labourer.
2. Average amount of weekly wages actu- || 3 6 || 7 6 || 3 6
ally earned by a common labourer.

-

>
•

-

3 ||

o

8

6

-

-

0

-

-

6
5
7
10
8

-

0
9
4
1
9

-

9 0
| 10
6
|| 6
|| 10
|| 4

S
9
3,
0
9

-

; l: ,;
; ; ; ; ; ;;
11 9 11 3 7 & 13 3

9
5
6
9
4

0 4
6 6
4 || 8
9 || 4

-

0 || 6 0

8 6

7 0

(; ; ; ; , ; ) I
4 4 0 || 6 10 8 :
9 S 9 || 4 6 || 4 |

-

-

-

4
|

(continued.)
Week ending

# | 3 | < | = | 3 || 3 | < | = | 3 | # | 2 | f | 3 || ||
-

-

2:

<

->

~

~

*

*

&

3.

:

:

1. Maximum amount of weekly 15 0 || 15 0 | 16 3 || 14 9 || 15 0 || 10 6
wages actually earned by a
common labourer.
2. Average amount of weekly wages
6
actually earned by a common
labourer.
t
. Average amount of wages actu
ally paid to different classes of |
labourers, vizt. :
Carpenter
weekly
S
Cooper
- 12
Blacksmith
->
7
Cartman
->
6
Wainman
- 9
Stock attendant,
- || 4
-

>

-

Mason

-

x-

:
>

15 0

-

:

:

5.

5.

#

>

F.

*:

•:

<

15 0 || 14 0 || 14 0 || 14 0 , 14 0 , 12

-

I

-

= | #
<

º

•

0 10 0
|

7

6

6 6 || 7

6 0 || 6 6

0 ||

5 9 |

6

5

9 3 || 8 5 || 8 || 7 || 7 5 || 8 3 || 7 11

8 12 3 || 12 4 || 11 10 | 11 7 ||
9 || 7 3 || 6 9 || 7 0 || 7 7 ||
8
6 7 | 6 10 || 6 7 | 6 4 ||

10 || 9 9 || 9 9
6 || 7 10 || 4 6
4 9 || 1 6

->

:

-

:
>

6 3 || 7 0 || 6 s

9 2

9 10 || 8 6

8 3 12 9 14 10 15 5 || 9 9
3 9 || 2 3 || 4 4 || 4 4
6 6
6 2 || 6 6
6 6 || 6 2
-

9 3 || 9 4
9 7 || 9 5 9 5
4 6 || 4 6 || 7 10 || 4 6 || 4 6

-

7 10

-

6

(;

-

6 4 || 7 o' 6 0 || 4 & 5

S 9

s 5

12 1 10 10
4 4 || 2 7
6

6

6 10

& 2 || 3 || 8 |
8 & 10 5 11 II

;

5
4 4
5 1 || 510

5 9

& 7

9 7 || 10 0 || 9 2 9 6 || 510 5 10 s
4 8 || 4 9 || 8 0 || 4 9 || 4 9 || 4 || 8 |
4

-

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

N.B. These two returns were compiled, under the authority of the Royal Commissioners, from the actual pay bills for the Hordley estate for
the year 1S65

“one, two, or three days' actual labour. No fieldwork is

The pay bills in question were transmitted to the
Commissioners, with the following memorandum by Mr.

“more than five days to the week. Distillers, mill-house
“ and boiling-house hands, and wainmen and cartmen often

Harrison :-

“work five and a half to six days per week from end of
“October to end of April, called by us crop time. Qher

“I beg to observe, for the Royal Commissioners’ infor
“mation, that the sums in these bills represent what was
“earned per week; but the “week” often consisted of only

“ months are called ‘out of crop.’

“J. H.”

C.
AcTLAL and Aver AGE WAGES paid to LABourERs employed on COLEY SUGAR PLANTATION from April 1
to June 30, 1865.
Week ending—
Apr. 1.

Apr. 8. Apr.

º

Apr. 22. Apr. 29. May 6. May 13. May 20. May 27. June 3.

-º-º-º:

t

t

s.

1. Maximum amount of
weekly wages actually
earned by a common

.. ..

d
d. ( s. d.

§ |
7

0 || 5

6

o

5

s. d.
6

§

d.
()

s.

4

d.
6

. d.

;% ;

s. d. s. d, . . d.

0 || 5 0 || 5 0 || 5 ||

6
|

labourer.

2. Average amount of 3 0 || 4 0 || 3 0 || 2 0 | 4 0 4 6 || 4 0 || 3 0 || 3 6 || 3 0 || 3 0 || 3 9 || 3 |
weekly wagesactually
earned by a common
labourer.

3. Average amount of
wages actually paid

to different classes of
labourers, viz.:-

superintendent
- || 6 3 || 6 3 46 3l 65 Q3 || 27 36 7 0 || 7 6 || 7 3 || 3 || 7 0 || 6 | 7 || || ||
- || 4 6

Carpenter
Cooper

4 3 || 4

-

-

-

-

Blacksmith -

- || 6 10 ||

Wainman

- || 4

-

Stock attendants,

5

-

–

9 || 2

3 9

3
—

5 ||

–

7

6

3

6 10 || 4

|| 4

5 3 || 3 6

each.

3rd class labourers,

8

8 || 5

3

8 || 5 2 || 4 9 || – || 5 || || 4 || | 7 |
–
9 6 || 4 6 3 0 || -

6 10 || 3 10 ||

6

- | 4 9 || 3 0 || 4 0 || 4 9 || 2 || -, + .

8

7 0 || 3 10 | – || 3 6 || 4 10 | 3 s 3 9 5 §

9 || 3 11

3

9 || 4

0 || 4

0 || 4

0 || 4 0 || 4 0 3 ll

-

|
-

-

–

–

-

2 6 || 2 6 ||

–

|| 2 6 || 2 6 2 0 || 2 6 || 2 ||

each.

N.B.—This Return was compiled under the authority of the

Royal Commissioners

from the actual pay-bills for the

Coley estate (Blue Mountain Valley) for the period referred to
The “third class labourers,” comprised in the above return, consist of young boys and girls from 10 to 14 years

of age, and of old and weakly men and women, and are generally paid at the rate of about sixpence each per diem,
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4. “ The nature of the deductions from the weekly

The following answers, in reply to similar questions,

wages, usually, or at times, made at the instance

were furnished by James Mitchell, Esq., and have
reference to the St. Jagº StºA: Estate, in the
parish of CLAREsios for the year 1865 :—

of the

employer.”
I find three instances recorded, one in which a man was
fined for stealing liquor from the boiling house; two in

St. Jago Estate, 1865.

which men were fined for ill-usage of cattle.

1. “Maximum amount of wages earned : .

-

5. “The proportion borne by taste work to time work.”

For field hands Rs. 9d. average of 10 weeks in crop time,

All possible work is done by task—tradesmen, such as

for five days’ labour.

carpenters and blacksmiths, cattlemen, rangers, and
men receive daily or weekly wages.

Fºr field hands 7s. 1 d. average of 10 weeks out of crop,
for five days’ labour.
Greatest amount earned in any one week by hands
employed in manufacture 13s.

head

-

6. “The average wages of different kinds of labourers at
different seasons of the year (in and out of crop time), and

3. * Average daily amount of wages earned" by able
hands in crop 1s. 6d., out of crop ls. 8d.

of women and children.”

3. “The reduction below the average caused by the
caprice of the negro

The average weekly wages of all hands during crop
amount to 5s., the average number employed being lºss
out of crop to 3s. 4d., the average number being 117. The
difference being mainly due to the fact that fewer able

himself.”

The following extract from the books of the estate for the
week ending July 1st, 1st 5 (the work banking canes per
formed by able men), will best answer the question :T.

M.

-

w.

T.

F.

-

s. d.

s. d.

s. d.

s. d

bodied people, especially men, work out of crop. The
earnings of able women vary very slightly, if at all, from
those of men. Children earn 3d, and 4%d up to 6d. per
day.

º

–
W. Anderson
J. I.)owell
J. Oswell
G. Missam W. Shaw
-

Hy. Thomas

–

s. d.

s. d.

- .
-

1
1

1

tº

1

9

1 4

1 3

7 #

1

6

|| 1

6

1

1

7

-

1 3 || 1 3 || 1 7#

6
g

6

0

7. No wages are ever to my knowledge paid in kind.

0

1 3 || 1 0 || 6 4%

April 1866

1 3
1 3
1 6
1 3
1 0 1 0 3
- || 1 0 1 1 3 || 1 6 1 1 0 || 0 9
5 6
–
1 3 || 1 0
0 0 || 0 6
3 6

-

II.--Documents relative to the

Suppression of the

A.
Jamaica, ss.

Disturbances.

the rights of belligerents against such of the inhabitants of

the said county, except as aforesaid, as our said military
forces may consider opposed to our Government, and the

PROCLA MATION OF MARTIAL LAW.

well-being of our loving subjects.
Given at Head Quarter House, Kingston, on the thir

Victori A, by the grace of God, of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen, and of
Jamaica supreme Lady, Defender of the Faith—
To all our loving subjects
Whereas we are certified of the committal of grievous
trespasses and felonies within the parish of St. Thomas in

teenth day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and sixty-five, and in the twenty-ninth year
of our reign.

Witness, His Excellency Edward John Eyre, Esquire,
Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief in and over our

the East of this our island of Jamaica, and have reason for

aid island of Jamaica, and other the territories thereon

expecting that the same may be extended to the neighbour
ing parishes of the county of Surry of our said island . We

depending in America, Governor and Commander-in
Chief of the Colony of British Honduras, Chancellor

do hereby, by the authority to us committed by the laws of
this our island, declare and announce to all whom it may

of our said island of Jamaica, and Vice-Admiral of the

concern, that martial law shall prevail throughout the said
county of Surry, except in the city and parish of Kingston;

and that our military forces shall have all power of exercising

saille,

(Signed)

E. EY RE.

By his Excellency's command,
(Signed)
Edward Jordon, Governor's Secretary.

7 A +

--

y

-

a1|12
1–
|
|–

|

485

---

Total
*
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-
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OFFICIAL RETURN of Officers and SEAMEN employed under the Orders of Captain De Horsey in the
Suppression of the Insurrection in the Island of Jamaica.
Lieutenant Brand, late commanding H.M. gunboat
“Onyx,” at present in command of H.M. gunboat

Mr. Pollard, mid.
Mr. Kingscote, mid.

“Delight.”

Rank and file
Pioneers
Stretcher men

Mr. Frederick Patch, paymaster, secretary to the Commodore.

Lieutenant Oxley
Lieutenant Errington

n
|

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

l

- 47

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Spare ammunition men -

-

-

-

3

Armourer

-

-

-

l
—

-

-

2
5

Lieutenant O'Connor, R.M.A. -H.M.'s “Wolverene.”
Sub-Lieut. Worgan
Mr. Pollard, midn.

Il be re-

d to the
waii.

|

J
*Mr. Kingscote, mid., late of H.M.'s “Wolverene,” now
serving in H.M.'s “Aurora.”
Mr. Perry, assistant-surgeon, H.M.'s “Wolverene.”

Mr. Goodman, assistant-surgeon, R.N. Hopital.

Field piece crew.
Mr. Worgan, Sub-Lieut.
-

-

Guns crew

-

-

-

-

- 1
- 17
–

Sergeant
Bugler Rank and File

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1
l

- 1
- 29

Seamen and marines of H.M.'s “Wolverene” as per
accompanying list.

—

32

-

1

1

-

1

Assistant-Surgeon.

A. M. De Horsey, Captain.
Jamaica, 6th February, 1866.

Mr. Terry

Approved J. Hope, Vice-Adml. Commander-in-Chief.

Mr. Simmens

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1
-

“Wolverene, 12th October, 1865 :

-

-

Assistant-Paymaster ºn charge of victualling.

Petachment landed at Morant Bay from H.M.S.
”

Lieutenant Oxley commanding
Lieutenant Errington,

18

Royal Marines and Royal Marine Artillery.
Lieut. O'Connor

Mr.Thomason, assist.-surgeon, late of H.M.'s “Abouker,”
now serving in H.M.'s “Sphinx.”
Mr. Simmens, assist.-paym. H.M.'s “Wolverene.”

6l

Total

-

-

114

l
-

-

-

-

---------

-

A. M. D.E. HoRsey, Captain.

l

-

–
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MILITARY ORDERS and DOCUMENTS.

-

MORANT BAY.

IND EX,

No.

-

Statement of troops under command of Brigadier-General
Nelson

-

-

-

-

l

-

Number of Maroons under Colonel Fyfe
October 13 - Field orders, by Brig.-Gen. A. Nelson -

No.

October 25
October 25

- Order for release of prisoners - 16
- General orders by Brig.-Gen. Nelson - 17
- General orders by ditto
- General orders by ditto
- Field orders by ditto .
- General orders by ditto-

-

-

-

4

-

-

-

5

October 28
October 30
October 31
November 2

After orders by ditto General orders by General Jackson
General order by Brig.-Gen. A. Nelson
Field general order, by ditto -

6

November

2 -

7
8

2
3
4
6

2

-

October 14
October 14

- Morning order - Field order by ditto

October 15
October 19
October 19
October 20

-

October 20

-

Instructions for Lieutenant Adock

October 20
October 21

3

-

- 18

-

-

-

19

-

- 20

-

- 21

Instructions to Lieutenant Nevin

-

22

-

10

November
November
November
November

- Field orders by Brig.-Gen. Nelson

-

ll

November 6 -

-

-

12

November 10 - General orders by Brig.-Gen, Nelson - 28

Field orders by ditto

-

-

9

- Letter to S. Shortridge, Esq. - 23
- General orders by Brig.-Gen. Nelson - 24
- General orders by ditto- 25
- General orders by ditto - 26
-

-

Memorandum for Provost Marshal

- 27

October 22

- General orders by ditto

-

13

November 12 - General orders by ditto -

-

- 29

October 23

-

Instructions to Lieutenant Adcock

-

14

November 13 - Memorandum by ditto -

-

-

October 23

-

Memorandum of Court-martial -

-

15

-

1. StATEMENT of Troops commanded by Brigadier-

3. Guarding the Cunha Cunha pass at Mill Bank,

General Nelson during Rebellion.

the summit of the pass 4. Guarding Mooretown Maroon station 5. Patrolling from Charlestown (including guard)
on the Buff Bay River, towards Newcastle
6. Watching and patrolling in the vicinity of the
-

---

Non-comCorps.

Officers.

Royal Artillery

Remarks

missioned
*"º.

rp

Lieutenant Jones
,,
Nash

-

-

10

-

10
25

Spanish River pass
7. Watching and patrolling in the vicinity of the
Swift River pass
-

9
9

-

30

-

-

-

-

8

-

9

-

287

18

2/6th Royal Regt. Captain Hole, -

Hººk
,,

Taylor -

67

-

:

2ioined at Morant
rom Monklands.

67

1st W. I. Regt.

-

gº §.

-

.

-

Ensign Cullen

-

-

in R

95
101

-

I

Lieut. Ni

'...d".

ºn

-

A. G. Fyfe,

Colonel Commanding the Maroons.
A. A. Nelson, D.A.G., late Brigadier-General
Commanding Field Force.

3. FIELD ORDERs.—By Brigadier-General A. A.
-

Morant Bay, October 13, 1863,

196

Late 5th W. I. Ensign Kelly, 4th W. I.
fogt, volun- || Regiment.
teers to other
Corps.

Total Military

55

-

| Ensign, Cole re-

under command of Captain Luke, First West India Regiment. **
No. 2. Inspector of Police, G. Ramsay, is appointed

Naval Brigade - || Lieutenant ºzon :
sub-fieutenant Woyen

86
31

Midshipman Pollard , -

Provost Marshal to the field force, and will perform th:

Sailors.
|| Marines.

duties of such, in accordance with H.M. regulation and **

Kingscote
Asst.-Paymaster Semens
**

-

*...º.º.A.

*

manding field force.

---

-

|

-----

*

*

No. 4. The following officers of the Island Militia, having

117
453

-

-

-

No. 3. Lieutenant Adcock, Two Sixth Royal Regiment
will act as aid-de-camp to Brigadier-General Nelson, cºm:
|

Total Force

r

Articles of War.

-

-

-

received the sanction of his Excellency the Governºr tº
volunteer their services, they are taken on the strength of

-

---

the force :-

The strength of Maroons employed was 287, under Col. Fyfe,

A. H. NELsoN, D.A.G.,

Colonel Lewis, St. Catherine's Militia.
Captain Fyfe, Jamaica Militia.

-

Late Brigadier Commanding Field Force.

Lieutenant-Colonel Hutchins, Kingston Militia.

Colonel Hunt, Military Secretary to his Excellency the
2. Average STRENGTH of the MARoons in the Field

Governor.

under Colonel A. G. Fyfe from the 19th of Octo
ber to the 10th November 1865.
1. Flying column - 150
2. Detachment at Bath, patrolling in the immediate
vicinity, guarding and conveying prisoners. to

Captain Espeut, Kingston Militia.
Captain Hesiop, St. Catherine's Militia.
The above officers will hereafter receive respectively such
orders as may be necessary.
By order,

-

-

*,

No. 1. On arrival of the “Caravelle” at Moºn. By tº

kiºsk.
the detachment of 1st West India Regiment (left wing, sº
***** strength per margin, will disembark and join the troºps º:

336

-

Hº".”

-

Nelson, Commanding.

2 Nov.

-

head-quarters, carrying despatches, and watching
the entrance to the Cunha Cunha pass -

(Signed)
H. B. Adcock,
Lieutenant Sixth Regiment, A.D.C.
75
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Bay will proceed with detachment, per margin, to Stony

4. MoRNING ORnER,
Port Morant, October 14, 1865.

No. 1. Captain Luke, commanding detachment First
West India Regiment, will move at 4 a.m. to “ Bath.”

There effect junction with the party under Ensign Cullen.

He will proceed to Hordley Hall, Golden Vale, returning by
coast road to Port Morant, and awnit orders.

It will be

Captain Luke's particular duty to collect and bring in all
Europeans he may tind. This route is not to be deviated
from, and, if possible, the detachment should not be later
than 2 p.m. at Port Morant.
No. 2. A drum-head Court-martial will forthwith as

semble for the trial of all such prisoners as may be brought
before it.

Gut and James Town, distant some few miles from Morant

Bay. The object is, if possible, to surprise the rebels,
are supposed to make these places their strongholds.

Page 286.

2 offs. 5026men

who 2 offre. 50 Naval

Great discre, ºn is ºecessary in makin the move, and a

Brigade.
Names of men it
is desirable to

trustworthy guide is indispensable. The party should move cal)ture.
º Kelly,
Stony Gwut.
so as to arrive at Stony Gut at daybreak.
do.
Every precaution to be observed in making any ‘ack, J.Tenderson,
Holygate,
and a reconnaissance should be made previous to such.
The officer commanding troops Morant Bay will commu

Morant Bay,

W. Holygate, do.

nicate as constantly as possible with this station, reporting
all occurrences.

The disembarkation of troops to be forthwith carried out,
and they will occupy the old barracks.

President :

7. GENERAL OR or Rs by General Jackson, J.R.,

Colonel Hunt, Military Secretary, and A.D.C.

Commanding at Morant Bay.

Members :

Jamaica, S. B.
Colonel Lewis, Jamaica Militia.

Captain Fyfe, Jamaica Militia, Morant Bay.
5. Firlo ORDERs by Brigadier-General Nelson
commanding.

Morant Bay, October 19, 1865.
A general Court-martial will assemble in the Court
house at 5 p.m. this day, for the trial of such prisoners as
may be brought before it.

Morant Bay, October 14, 1865.

President:

1. Staff Assistant Surgeon Morris will accompany the
troops about to embark, taking with him his hospital

Captain W. G. Ashwood, Kingston Volunteers.
Members :

establishment. The commissariat stores, under charge of

Lieutenant Adcock, A.D., A.C., G.C., will likewise be put

Lieutenant R. S. Brass, Kingston Volunteers.

on board.

Ensign Patrick Kelly, 4th West India Regiment.
Inspector Ramsay will prosecute during the sitting of

2. A drum-head Court-martial will assemble at Morant

Bay immediately for the trial of prisoners.

the Court-martial.

Captain Decordova will assume command of the Volun

President :

Colonel Hunt, Military Secretary, and A.D.C.

teers.

(Signed)
For Bes J Acksox,
Justice of the Peace, accompanying British

Members :

Colonel Lewis, Militia.

Captain Espeut, Militia.
(Signed)

Captain Fyfe, Militia.
Captain Heslop, Militia.
By order,
ii. B. A pock,
Lieutenant, A. D.C.

6. ArtzR OR pers by Brigadier-General Nelson.
H.M.S. “ Wolverine,” October 15, 1865.

The senior officer in command of the troops at Morant

Names

E. K. Bailey

-

troops, by order of his Excellency E. J. Eyre,
Captain General and Governor of Jamaica.
The order for the assembly of the Court having been

read, and the President and members duly sworn, the
following prisoners are brought before the Court, charged
with mutiny and rebellion against Her Majesty the Queen
and Her loyal subjects, and are considered to have been in
arms :-

Remarks

Crimes.

Punishment.

Publishing proclamations against the

To be hung in front

peace of the island on or about the

Shot by sentry night of 19th
October 1865.

of the Court-house.

18th () ctober 1865.

James Doneland

Breaking into the Arsenal, and seeking

To be hung -

-

the life of Justice Kirkland on the
12th ()ctober 1865.

Henry Halgate

Joseph Mitchell

-

-

Rebellion, and being the murderer of

Hung 20th October by sentence

Mr. Heir on or about 12th Oct. 1865.

of Court assembled by order
of Brigadier-General Nelson.
Ditto ditto 21st October.

Rebel, and being the murderer of Mr.

To be hung -

-

- Ditto ditto, 20th October, under

Reid on or about the llth ()et. 1865.

Charles McQueen -

Rebel, and complicity in murder

To be hung -

Edward G. Barnett

Desertion, after being duly attested as a

Considered guilty of
desertion only, 40

name of Frank McQueen.

Volunteer, and joining a party of
rebels on the llth ()ctober 1865.

William Stephens -

Ditto ditto, 20th Oct., 25 lashes,
under name of E. S. Barrett.

lashes.

-

Ringleader of a rebellious mob, and

Hung 25th October.

-

armed with cutlass on or about the
18th ()ctober 1865.
Duncan Stewart

-

Being a leader in the rebellion, and

To be hung -

Hung 20th October.

-

the murderer of Mr. Price on or about
the llth ()ctober 1865.
º

|

8. GENERAL ORDER–Fi E.L.D. Force.

Morant Bay, 19th October, 1865.
1. The Court-martial now sitting will suspend its pro

ceedings and await further orders.
2. Officers commanding troops of Volunteers will re

spectively send in numerical state of strength with names
of officers, and these troops will not remove their quarters

50 men in light marching order, supplied with 60 rounds
ball cartridge.

The party to leave Manchioneal at 5 a.m. to-morrow,
Saturday, the 21st January, and to move to the post-office
on the direct road between Manchioneal and Bath, supposed
a distance of 15 miles.

This body will find other troops from this, at the post

at this post without orders from myself.

office, and the officer in command has orders.

The States to be furnished by 8 a.m. to-morrow morning,
and to be addressed to Lieut. Adcock, 2/6th, A.D.C.

chioneal at the above hour, and nothing is to diverge or

(Signed)

A. A. N. Elso N,

Brigadier-General.
To Senior Officer Commanding Troops,
Morant Bay.
-

9. FIELD GENERAL ORDERs.

Great importance is attached to the party leaving Man
hinder its march on post-office.

Extreme emergencies alone excepted,
2. Boots will be sent up as soon as possible.
3. A party of planters “Volunteers,” being about to pro
ceed to their estates in the Plantain River district, Golden
Grove, Lieut. Adcock 2/6th A.D.C., and 10 men 2/6th

About 35,

10 R. & F. 216
10 Troopers

...Astwoods”
Kingston Vol.

º

Morant Bay, 20th October, 1865.
1. Captain Hole, commanding troops Manchioneal, will

Regiment will accompany them and embark on H.M. gun
boat to-morrow morning at 2 o'clock for conveyance to Port

Embarkation

detail a party under command of an officer, consisting of

Morant, thence he will march on the post-office on direct

march route,

-

7 B 2

countermand
proceeded
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Toad between Manchioneal and Bath.

On effecting a

junction with the party to arrive from Manchioneal his
movements will be regulated by instructions to be given
by the Brigadier-General.

10. MEMoRANDUM for Lieutenant Adcock 2/6th Royal
º and A.D.C., proceeding in command of
a detachment on field service.
Morant Bay, 8 p.m., 20th October 1865.

-

will be pleased to see that the prisoners now in gaol in
present when the execution takes places.
(Signed) A. A. Nelson,
Brigadier-General

Memo.

14.

Adcock,
detachmentihº.
by Lieut.
authorized
to A.D.C.,
carry outcommanding
the sentences
awarded on tº
prisoners brought in.

The planters who have volunteered to act with the troops

It is not desirable now to inflict capital punishment except

must be kept in proper though not over strict order. Our

on men actually found armed, or those who were ringiº,

effecting junction with the party from Manchioneal. Lieut.
Adcock will act entirely on his judgment and such information as may be gathered. Making excursions from postoffice in any direction, supposed to be advantageous; care
to be taken that firing of buildings and huts be not carried

or murderers.
Everything done by Lieut. Adcock is most satisfacton,
and I much appreciate the report he gives of Capt. A.
wood's troops and Ford's Volunteers, and request the same
may be communicated.
A. A. NElsox,

to excess.

All ringleaders to be secured, men found in arms to be
summarily dealt with. Minor Punishments to be inflicted
on the spot.

Brigadier-General,
Commanding Field Officer.
Head-quarters, Morant Bay,

Lieut. Adcock will return to Morant Bay Tuesday
evening 24th, if application be not made in time to admit
of a gun-boat, viz., sent to Port Morant to embark the
MEwo.

It, Adcock is ,
"..."

23rd October, 1865.

Your despatches have all reached; that of 22nd at
9.30 a.m. this day.

detachment. Lieut. Adcock must march into Morant Bay.
If by any unforeseen circumstancess the detachment
from
Manchioneal
doesmust
not endeavour
arrive at to
theopen
post-office
as
ordered,
Lieut. Adcock
communi-

to conform to the cation to get it up; but he is authorized to move about as
ºfxcept
any
he deems
expedient. A. A. N.ELso N, Brigadier-General,
j."
(Signed)
(Sd.) A. N.
Commanding Field Force.
ll. FIELD ORDERs.

R. M.

1 offrºom.
B. Jackets.

20th October 1865.

A detachment of Royal Marines and Blue Jackets will

** ..."

at noon this day proceed to re-occupy the post at Easington.

1 Asst. Surgeon.

Strength per margin, a part of Astwood’s troop will

15.
MORANT BAY-23Rd October 1865.
PRESENT:

Colonel A. H. Lewis.

-

Lieutenant-Colonel
Hutchise.
Captain P. A. Espeut.
Scipio Cowell sentenced to receive 50 lashes.

-"

John Wilson sentenced to receive 25 lashes,

1.

William Johnson Hounslen sentenced to receive 25lashes.

Polly Livingston sentenced to receive 50 lashes.
A. H. Lewis, President,
Col. St. Cathe. Regt. Jm.

23rd October 1865.

Approved and confirmed, except Polly Livingston,

A Court-martial composed as follows:–

who is to be released.

-

The punishment awarded the other four prisoninº
be carried out in the usual "...Sººo.

President:

Col. Lewis, St. Catherine's Militia.

Members:

Brig.-Gen. Commanding Field Force.
Morant Bay, 23rd Oct. 1865.
Four men flogged, Court-house, Morant Bay, half
past 7 o'clock a.m., Oct. 24, 1865.

Capt. Espeut, Militia.
Capt. Astwood, Mounted Volunteers.
Will assemble to-morrow morning at 8 a.m. for the trial of

prisoners.

GoR. D. RAMsAY,
Provost Marshal.

-

Also another Court-martial composed as follows:—
Lieut. Brand, R.N., President.

16.

Mr. Marshalleck, justice of the peace, can identiff ºne
now held as prisoners, and vouches for their not having

Members :

Lieut. Errington, R.N.
Ens. Kelly, 4th West India Regiment.
Will assemble at the same hour for the trial of all such

been engaged in the riot.

(Signed)

-

-

These prisoners to be liberated forthwiſh.

-

Brig.-Gen. commanding Field Forº.

A. A. NELsos,

Morant Bºy,
25 Oct. 1865,

THE PRovost MARshAL.

12. FIELD ORDERs by Brigadier-General Nelson,
Commanding Field Force.

Samuel Parday, of Hordly

-

. H
}.º.
º
James Berney of Leith Hall

i

Andrew Panton, of

our tieaſ

-

Morant Bay, 21st October 1865.
Lieut. Irvine, R.N., is nominated Member of the Court-

-

315

-

#

-

- 318
- 319

-

-

martial, of which Colonel Lewis is president, vice Capt.

john sutton of Airy Castle -

-

Astwood relieved, being about to proceed on active service.
(Signed)
A. A. NELsoN,

James Stewart, of Morant Bay-

- 32!
... 322
- 323

Henry Briant

Brigadier-General.

Morant Bay, 22nd October, 1865.
Major-General O’Connor, C.B., commanding forces,
Jamaica, in a dispatch dated 18 inst. commands me to convey to the officers named in the margin his entire approba-

‘ºf

tion of their conduct as reported by the Brigadier-General

ºf Ross

ditto
ditto
ditto

Edward Hunt
James Scott

13. FIELD Force—GENERAL ORDERs.

ant. Like

*

. ... A. A. *†† ld F
Brigadier-General.

º"

-

Captain Espeut also can point out men similarly situated

prisoners as may be brought before it.

ºº

".
-:

James McLawren sentenced to receive 75 lashes.

accompany

No. 1.

|

-

#=

25th october 1865.
ost Marshalon 25th 0<!”
Prisoners discha, ed by Provost Mars Mºnt Bay.
1. William Bryan

-

in divers letters, also that the thanks of the Major-General

3. William James

-

's' Yºkº” are due to the non-commissioned officers and men respec1.ns. Culien de“.
der th
d of the offi
d
tached from
tively under the command of the officers named.
ºt.
Lukºs., , Commanding,
In making known
this opinion of trusts
the Major-General
body to “Bath.
the Brigadier-General
he may be

4. Robert Smedie
5. Robert Gordon

2. The men convicted by yesterday's Court will be hung

P.A.
-

-

receiving such commendation, and he only trusts the second
detachments will continue to act in such manner as may
again bring forth praise.

-

-

-

3. Francis Bentley

permitted to add how highly he himself is gratified at

-

320

-

-

H.mºstage
samun."
sº
River

-

-

Nuts

-

-----

5.
William Šemp
7. William Maxby

-

-

-

17. GENERAL, ORDER-FIELD †: y
General Nelson, cºmmº §§ctober 1865.

Morant Bay, i. ston Voluntertº
No. 1. Captain, Astwood's Troop, d 1ng ssing Easing:
-

will proceed this day to Kingston, an

.*

at 7 a.m.

ton will be joined by the portion of his *

Lieut. Errington, R.N., commanding Blue Jackets, will
be pleased to have sufficient men to carry out the sentences.

there.

Ens. Kelly, Commanding, Detachment Ist West India

Regiment will parade in front of Court-house with 20 rank
.#Lieut.
file at 7.
Jones, commanding Detachment Royal Artillery

-

- Prospect Penn.
East Prospect.
By Brigadiet.

detached

ermit the troºp"

No. 2. The Brigadier-General cannot p orders his enº
leave head-quarters without

*:::::::: its duties in the

satisfaction at the manner it has perf d to accept his
field;
Captainserviº.
Asºº an trusts he will
thanksand
for he
hisrequests
own valuable

-

—º
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convey the same to the officers and men under his com
mand.

3. Lieutenant Niven and Ensign Cole lst W. I. Regt.

No. 3. Ensign Taylor, 2/6 Regiment, having reported
his arrival at head-quarters, will assume command of the
detachment of 2/6 Regiment from Lieutenant Adcock,
.A. | }. (".

Jºan
jones, R.A.
*

ºv'ºr, ? ".

- Rº is ,
* ... hºst.

2. Para. G. O. 31st October 1865 is cancelled.

No. 4. Othcers commanding will respectively forbid any
man to enter a house in or near this place under any
pretex; whatever, unless accompany d by a non-com
missioned oilicer or warrant officer.

Any man found doing so will be handed over to the

Provost Marshal for summary punishment.
(Signed:

A. A. N. F. Lsox,

Brigadier-General.
lº. GENERAL OR pers.-By Brigadier-General Nelson,
Commanding.
Morant Bay, 28th October 1865.

having this day arrived from Kingston, the former will pro
ceed forthwith to Golden Grove to receive over from Ensign
Cullen, 1st W. H. Regt., the detachment now there.

Ensign Cullen will immediately rejoin Head-quarters and
embark on “Onyx’’ for conveyance to Kingston, thence to
Up-Park camp to rejoin his corps.
4. Ensign Cole will receive from Ensign Kelly the charge
of detachment at this station, composed of 1st W. I. Regt.
-

5. Assistant-Surgeon Doran will hand over to Dr. Gerard

the Hospital Establishment at Morant Bay. .

- - -

6. Subject to confirmation, Dr. Gerard, Civil Practitioner,
is appointed to the medical charge of the troops at this sta
tion, with the understanding that he reeeives the regulated
prescribed allowances.
(Signed)

A. A. N. Elson,

Brigadier-General.

l. The practice of pressing horses and carts by the naval

*).)
---

brigade and troops is to be discontinued in this command

Head-quarters,

(the Provost Marshal alone excepted).
"I he Brigadier-General hºlds officers commanding detach
ments responsible that this order is strictly carried out.

2. Lieutenant Jones and detachment of Royal Artillery,
with any sick men of the 1st W. H. Regiment or Naval

Mrvin.
M. S." Gaºn.
"touching at
n, took the
down.

(Sd.) A.N.

Brigade, will embark at 7 a.m. to-morrow on H.M. gun
boat, “Onyx,” for Port Royal.
Lieutenant Adcock, A.D.C., will be pleased to superin
tend the embarkation.

3. The detachment at Manchioneal to be held in readi
ness for embarkation.
4. Lieutenant Oxley,

SI R,

Morant Boy, 2nd Nov. 1865.

Y or will proceed forthwith to relieve Ensign Cullen
1st W. I. Reg., now in command of a detachment at Golden
Grove, and you will be pleased to direct that officer to return
to this place immediately.
You will, as soon as possible, remove your detachment
from the quarters now in occupation to “Stokes Hall” and
will furnish me with a report of the accommodation afforded
in that house.

Be good enough to ascertain who is the usual medical
R.N.,

commanding troops at

man of Golden Grove and furnish me with his name and

Easington, will rejoin (with his detachment) head-quarters.
5. The officers and men of H.M.S. “Wolverene,” now

address

serving on shore, will re-embark on Tuesday morning next,

the men of your detachment and not to permit any man to
quit his quarter for the purpose of foraging, &c. Core to

31st inst.

(Signed

A. A. Nº 1.sox.

Brigadier-General.
19. GENERAL () is or R.—Field Fonce.

It will be necessary for you to exercise strict control over

be taken to preserve unanimity with the overseers and all

others; you are not sent to your post for the purpose of
punishing the negro, but to maintain order º to afford
protection to the inhabitants generally. You are not autho

Head-quarters, Morant Bay, 30th Oct. 1865.
1. In bidding farewell to the Naval Brigade, about to
rejoin H.M.S. “Wolverene.” I desire in orders to recognize
the valuable services rendered by the brigade.
The conduct of the men has been exemplary, not a case

rized to inflict summary punishment; if any supposed
rioter be sent as prisoner to you, be good enough to inquire
into the case, and if you consider the same as of a
sentov's nature, send him to my Head-quarters with the

of misconduct having been brought to my notice.

prisoners brought before you, and some possibly

lieutenant Oxley, R.N., by his energy, judgment, and
promptness of action on all occasions, has commanded my
entire approbation. Lieutenant Oxley has prominently
brought to my notice the good services and aid rendered by
Lieutenant O'Connor, Royal Marine Artillery; Lieutenant

the animus of the inhabitants.

Errington, R.N., on whom the command of a portion of

evidence against him.

Petty cases of larceny I cannot interfere with, they must
Captain Hole 26th, coma, detct. at Manchioneal is about
to proceed to Port Antonio.
I am quite aware you will be much pressed to administer
lians.

services, and I much thank them.

all local information.

the higher authorities.
(Signed)

tºº.

hereafter be dealt with by the civil authority.

the brigade at this station devolved during the time Lieut.
Oxley commanded the outpost “Easington,” has performed
his duty to my thorough satisfaction; Assistant-Surgeons
Goodman and Terry, R.N., have both rendered valuable
Lieutenant Oxley, R.N., will be pleased to convey to
the officers and men under his command my entire appro
bation of their conduct during the time they i. ... Oil
shore, and it will be a pleasing duty to make this known to

You will doubtless have man

punishment to supposed criminals: and you must be firm,
temperate, and judicious in all communications with civil
Mr. Shortridge, Golden Grove, is qualified to afford

you

You are not, on any account, to march out for the purpose
of attacking anybody : the rebels, if reported in force, and
which I apprehend is quite impossible, must not be
proached without my distinct order in writing.

ap

You will be pleased strictly to conform to the instructions
A. A. N. Eiso N,
Brigadier-General.

20. Fir Li ORDERs by Brig.-Gen). Nelsos, Commanding.
Morant Bay, 31st October 1865.
1. Captain Hole, commanding detachment at Manchioneal

will send a party consisting of Ensign Cullen and 25 of all
ºnks, 1st W. I. Regt. to Golden Grove, where they will meet

herein; any deviation therefrom will be a source of dis
comfort to yourself.
I have, &c.,
A. A. N.E.L.sos,

Brigadier-General. Comg. Fd. Force.
Lieutenant Nevin,
1st W. I. Reg., Com. Det., Golden Grove.
23.

Mr. Shºrtridge, who will put them into permanent quar
Morant Bay, 2nd November, 1865.

ters. The party will leave Manchioneal for Golden Grove
SIR,

to-morrow morning.

2. Ens. Taylor, Sergt. Neal, and Corporal Williams 2/6

Regt. will embark on board the “Onyx * for Kingston.

I am directed by the Brigadier-General to inform you
in reply to your letter of 2nd November, 1865, that the De

3. Dr. Major having failed to attend the Court-martial at

tachment sent to Golden Grove, was sent for the protection

Morant Bay, according to orders, Col. Fyfe is requested to
send him with an escort of Maroons to this station immedi

of the peaceable inhabitants of the surrounding district,
and it is the opinion of the Brigadier that 25 men under the

ately, together with all the evidence in Dr. Major's possession

command of an officer, are sufficient for the service required.
The officer in command has instructions with regard to

against the prisoner Lawrence.

Mem. The men of 1st W. I. Regt. will embark on board
the “Wolverine "this day.

(Signed)

H. B. Adcock,
Lieutenant and A.D.C.

21. GENERAL ORDERs, Field Force, by Genl. Nelson
Commdg.
Morant Bay, 2nd November 1865.

l, Ensign Kelly,4W. I. Regt. with 25 men 1st W. I. Reg.
will embark to-morrow morning at 9 o'clock on H.M. gun
boat “Onyx" for Kingston.

the Commissariat arrangements of his detachment.

With regard to the interference with the “routine duties
of the Overseers and Managers” it is not the intention of
the Brigadier-General that private interests should be in

terfered with otherwise than the nature of the present
urgent service requires.

The officer in command has directions to move to Stokes
Hall as soon as convenient to himself.
I have &c.

P. H. B. Adcock, Lieut.
S, Shortridge, Esq., Golden Grove.
7 B 3
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24.—GENERAL ORDERs.-FIFLD Force.

Morant Bay, 3rd November, 1865.

No.
1.--Dr.
Major,
medical
practitioner
is nominated
to
Medical
charge
of the
Detachment,
stationed
at Golden
Grove, receiving the allowances laid down in the Medical

that in every way connected with the case he has exceeded
his powers, and adopted a course I most strongly reprehend.
Mr. Marshalleck states a policeman told him the Provost

the

Marshal wanted him; this is supported by testimony of

Regulations, subject to the confirmation of the Major

express himself.

General

Commanding Forces, Jamaica.

Mr. Beckwith, and I fully believe the policeman diis,
Mr. Marshalleck, on receipt of such message, proceeded

2. Sergeant-Major Judd, 3rd W.I. Regt., will act as
Commissariat Issuer, from the 13th October.
(Signed)
A. A. NELson, Brig.-Gen.
-

to the police station, even if he did not know “countesign."
In no way whatever was the Provost Marshal therefºom
justified in sending him to gaol. Had hebeen a “stranger."
which he was not, his case should have been inquired into.

The conversation between Provost Marshal and Sergeant

25,-GENERAL ORDERs.--FIELD Force.

Morant Bay, 4th November, 1865.

l. The Detachment 2/6th R. Regt. now here, will

McKenzie was highly improper, for it must, in fact was
well known who the prisoner was.

embark on H.M.S. “Cordelia” at 5 a.m. to-morrow, for

Briefly, the Provost Marshal, in acting as he did, is open

conveyance to Port Antonio, there to join the Detachment
under command of Captain Hole, 2/6th R. Regiment.
The three invalides 2/6th of above Detachment will
proceed at 9 a.m. to-morrow to Port Royal, on H.M. Gun

to very severe censure, much of which I withhold in conse

boat “Nettle.”

permit individuals appointed by constituted authority

uence of the good service he has done, and because I hope
this error in dealing with Mr. Marshalleck was the result
of “over-zeal.”

But this must be curbed, for I cannot

-

2. The Detachment at Manchioneal, under command

of Capt. Hole 2/6th will be prepared to embark immediately
on the arrival of H.M.S. “ Cordelia” and on arrival at Port

Antonio will disembark and occupy Barracks.
3. There not being any Officers' Quarters at Port
Antonio, the usual rate of lodging money will be granted,
subject to confirmation.
4. At 6 o'clock a.m. on Monday 6th inst. the Detach
ment Ra. under Lieut. Nash, and Troops under command
of Capt. Luke, will embark on H.M.S. “Cordelia”
Capt. Luke will tell off a party of 25, including N.C.
officers; to land at Morant Bay to relieve the Detachment
-

now here, and which will embark at once for transport.

On arrival at Kingstown, Capt. Luke, with his Company,

will proceed to Spanish Town, under such instructions as he
will receive from the 1). A. Geni. Kingston.

Capt. Ross and remainder will proceed to Up-Park Camp.
5. Lieut. Nash, and R. a. Detachment with Field Piece,

to disembark at Port Royal.

“justices of the peace” to be insulted thereby in their
persons, tending to lower not only themselves individually
in the eyes of the public, but what is of far more conse.
quence, “to lower the civil authority in the Island
generally.”
Mr. Marshalleck was well known to be a “justice of the
peace,” and under no circumstances whatever, myself,
being on the spot, was his arrest and commitment to gaol
justifiable.
-

The Provost Marshal appears to consider his powers
more extensive than they are. He is simply intrusted with
authority to inflict summary punishment on any individual

whom he may detect in the commission of any offence
against order and discipline, and this is only to be exercised
upon the commission of any particular offence which may
call for an immediate example.
None know better than myself the necessity, under past
circumstances, for speedy action by the Provost Marshal;

these now are past. I therefore peremptorily forbid any
summary punishment being inflicted within the camp hence:

6. Capt. Luke, will hand over to Capt. Hole 2/6th
Regt. all ammunition, Camp Equipage, and Commissariat

forth; and all cases of a serious nature are to be referred

or other stores.

I shall delegate authority to dispose of such.
(Signed)
A. A. NELsox,

7. Staff Assistant-Surgeon Morris—the HospitalSergeant
and Armourer, Sergt. 1st W.I. Regt., to embark for King
ston; Dr. Morris will proceed to Up-Park Camp with Capt.
Ross Detachment, and apply to the P. M. O. for orders,
8. Lieut. Adcock, 2/6th R. Regiment, A. D. C. will pro

for my decision, or that of my A.D.C., to whom alone
Brig.-Gen. Commanding Field Force.
Morant Bay, 6th Nov. 1865.
28. GENERAL ORDERs.--FIELD Force.

ceed on H.M.S. “Cordelia” and conduct the several em

barkations and disembarkations rejoining the Brigadier
General on the return of “Cordelia” at this place from
P. Antonio.

9. Ens. Cole Commanding Detachment 1st W. I. Regt.
will have the men under his command ready to embark on
H.M.S. “Cordelia” immediately the relieving party the

Morant Bay, 10th November 18.

Ensign Taylor, 2/6th Regiment, will embark ºn H.M.
gunboat “Nettle,” at 6 a.m. to-morrow, for Kingston.
On arrival he will report himself to the Deputy Adjutant.
General.

(Signed)
g

A. A. NELSox,
Brigadier-General.

lst W. I. Regt. arrives on that vessel, expected here to
morrow (Monday) about noon.

When the ship comes in

29. GENERAL ORDERs.-FIELD

Force,

sight the men to be marched down, so that delay may not
occur in embarking.

10. Capt. Espeut, Kingston Militia, has leave to pro
ceed to-morrow to Kingston, to resume his Parliamentary
duties and until further orders.
(Signed)
A. A. Nelson, Brig.-Gen.

Morant Bay, 12th November 1865.
1.
The
detachment
1st W. I. Regiment at Manchiº
will be considered as part of the forces under commando
Captain Hole, 2/6th Regiment, at Port Antonio.

i.ieutenant Warmington will therefore make all "P"
&c., accordingly.

26. GENERAL ORDERs.-FIELD Force.

Morant Bay, 6th November 1865,
1. A Court-martial will assemble at 1 o'clock this day
for the trial of prisoners.
President :

Lietenant Adcock, 2/6th Regiment.

in command of the said regiments.

R. Regiment.

Ensign Cole, 1st W. I. Regiment.
2. The hospital at this place is no longer to be considered
as under military surveillance. . The sole charge in every
respect rests with the civil authorities, but all the military
cases to be attended to by Drs. Major and Gerard, ap

&c., are to be transmitted to the Deputy Adjutant-Gen
Kingston.
- --

-

d

ing detachments is, W.I.Tegiment, will report ""
own commanding officer.

ired

-

Instructions hereafter will be given as to repº""
by the Deputy Adjutant-General, Kingstºn.

(Signed)

pointed to the medical charge of troops at Morant Bay.
(Signed)

-

3. Instructions will hereafter be given as tº whº
4. i.ieut. Niven and Ensign Cole respectively º .

Members :

Ensign Taylor, 2/6th

-

-

2. From this date, Captain Hole, 2/6th Regiment, will

furnish all reports for the detachment 2/5th and ls: W.J.
Regiment, under his command, to the officers respectively

A. A., Neº
3rigadier-General

30. MEMoRANDUM.

A. A. NELson,

Brigadier-General.
27. MEMo. for PRovost MARs HAL.

Morant
Bay,tºº.
13th No"; 185.hisis
The Major-General arrived,
landed,
staff, including myself, and proceeded to visit the
around the Islan d.

Having given Mr. Marshalleck’s complaint, and the
Provost Marshal's explanation, my grave and serious con
sideration, it is my duty to inform the Provost Marshal

(Signed
1.

A. A. N.
-

***
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MILITARY DESPATCHES and ORDERs.

BLUE MOUNTAIN WALLEY.

IN DE X.
No.

No.

October 12 - Despatch to Officer commanding at Newcastle -

1 || October 18 - Lieut.-Col. Elkington to Col. Hobbs -

-

6

October 13 - Letter of John Davidson, J.P., to officer in

2

-

10

October 18 - I)itto to IDitto

'-

-

-

October 18 - Colonel Hobbs to Major-General O'Connor - 11

command at Newcastle.
*

October 13 - Letter of General Forbes Jackson to officer

3

4

October 19 – Ditto to ditto. Stony Gut Same date - Ditto to ditto. Jigger Foot Market Same date - Lieut.-Col. Elkington to Colonel Hobbs

5

October 20 - Major-General O'Connor to Colonel Hobbs - 15

-

commanding at Newcastle.

October 13 - Letter from Captain Field to Colonel Hobbs October 15 - Letter of Colonel Hobbs to Deputy Adjutant

12

-

13

-

14

Same date - Colonel IIobbs to Major-General O'Connor - 16

General.

-

-

October 15 - Colonel Hobbs to Major-Goneral O'Connor -

6

October 16 - Colonel Hobbs to Major-General O'Connor -

7 | October 26 - Letter from Col. Hobbs to Maj.-Gen. O'Connor 18

October 16 - Lieut.-Col. Elkington to Col. Hobbs. Memo. -

8

October 21 - Colonel Hobbs' report to Major-Gen. O’Connor 17

3

l
r-1

-

-

-

Mahogany Vale, Friday 13, October 1865.
To Colonel Hobbs, or officer in command at Newcastle.

-

12 midnight.
A. A. Nelsos,
Deputy Adjutant-General.

to rounds.

Head

‘s. Ki
-

-

wn. J

SIR,

The insurrection of the black population is rapidly

increasing,
and theOnMaroons
are reported
as narching
to
join
the rebels.
the strength
of almost
undeniable

"..."iss

eaſt-quarters,
---

-

-

wº wº at

-

Mem.—This letter

Provided with

-

...

The officer commanding 26th Regt, will detail 5:3 rank
and
file,
with dueofproportion
under
command
a captain,ofto non-commissioned
proceed forthwah officers
on re-

- -

-

-

-

-

-

---

•vidence, and the opinions of the officers acting with me,
.
t
sity,
‘e the honour to request vou
-

-

-

º,
...” to si.gany v.
º J.
*
ºn Field
y :
i. i. icºsure to me to report the Royal Sixth marched
anw

-

ceipt of this order to Miahogany Vale in light marching
order, there to report themselves to General Jackson, a
magistrate,
and who willwill
accompany
the officer commanding
be guidedthe
by detachment,
the Queen's and
Regulations, page 201, &c., on riots, as to his proceedings.

al

--

in

'...'. splendid style º

that officers and men are

iſºs
...}, the
.
thoroughly
satisfied with
quarters I prepared for them.
-

-

Nº. * nevertheless I have medical attendance in

In the event of General Jacksºn, bein” absent, the officer “º. urgent for an immediate supply of am
... al-- 1:
is-ow.

commanding will call on Mr. McHenry, magistrate, to accompany him, or any other magistrate in the neighbourhood
available.

º
-

*

'A "Nºos
** -

-

- --

-

---

-

-

-

Kindly direct all commissariat stores to Maho
We shall march this evening to meet the rebels, and with

By orde

(Signed

-

your noble detachment depend upon it the antelopes will
si
do their
duty.
In haste yours truly
-

Deputy Adjutant-General.
-

-

-

A policeman will be sent from this who knows the country

Forbes JAckson,
Major-General.

to render any service in his power as a guide.
The officer commanding
-> ºr
reveacºle
26th Regt., Newcastle.

(Endorsed )

-

The Custos opened this on the road to Mahogany Vale.
-

quest for troops. The Custos suggests that 50 men be
sent by Moss Gap at once, by the way in which the Maroons

--

St. David.

-

-

wº the rebels. M. law is proclaimed.

S To the colonel or officer in command at Newcastle.
IR,
-

-

-

I beg to enclose you a reliable communication as a
magistrate. I consider it my duty to send it to you. Send
us troops if you can. It is only 15 miles or so from New-

-

and St. David. We are in a fearful state. Many gentlemen of influence and position
been servant,
murdered.
Yourhave
obedient

-

I am just going to Mahogany Vale.

-

-

-

-

4.
-

MY

pean

“º
-

r

THE 50 men

-

St. David
-

Thomas Mºis
Custos.

-

l

-

indeed, only one
man
fell
out
at
the
Gardens.
.
We
are
going
evening
to see after them. General Jackson is going this
to kill
them

Jon N DAvidson, J.P..
-----

Your faithful servant

-

castle to the line of the parishes of St. Thomas in the East,

Friday 9 o'clock a.m
riday

-

Colonel Hobbs will doubtless comply at once with the re

->

St. David

-

-

(Endorsed.)

came here very

well

all, I believe,
We must, I think, have more men.

The fellows are two

Opened on the line of March by my authority. I have
given the necessary instructions to the officers in command,

or three thousand strong I hope you will send the fellows
some beef and bread for to-morrow, there is next to nothing

not only in virtue of a justice of the peace, but in virtue of
my military commission from her Majesty.
The troops marched down as British troops ever do in

here, unless what the General gives.

-

I hope you will have good news to tell, and that we shall

be soon back.

an emergency. Not a man fell to the rear. They are in

Yours sincerely,

quarters satisfactory to the officers and the men, and every

Mahogany Vale,

attention possible shall be given to the comfort of officers

-

and men.

No sick to date.
... ." . . . .
Your obedient servant,
For B Es J Ackson,
13 October 1865,
Major-General, J.P.
--

-

-

ºr-

J. Field,

. 13 October 1865.
Captain 2/6th
Left Newcastle 4.10.
Reached Gardens at 6.
Left Gardens at 6.30.

Regiment.

* ----

Reached Mahogany Vale 10 o'clock.
7 B 4
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-
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Newcastle, Jamaica, 3.30. p.m., October 15,

Report of Execution of Rebel

1865.

SIR,

Having received enclosed I have the honor tº
forward the same for the information of the Major-General
commanding. I consider the letter of General Jackson so
strong, and that from his military experience he is not
likely to write as he has done unless the emergency. Yº
real, I have deemed it advisable to reinforce Captain Field
by sending him another company of 50 rank and file, with
provisions
andatextra
ammunition.
I am ready
a moment's
notice to take command of this
force myself, as it is evident from the enclosed that all
engagement is expected this evening, and await instructions
-

- -

Chief W.M. CARR,

“Monklands,” St. Thomas in the East,

Surry county, Jamaica,
Heart of rebel country,
Octr 16th l865,

SIR,

I have the honor to report for your information and
also for the information of his Excellency the Governor that
private Thos. Murton of the 6th Royal Regiment undermy
command captured the rebel chief Wm. Carr, who entered

-

from the Major-General. Both officers and men under my
command exhibit the most praiseworthy willingness to be
employed in this difficult and arduous duty. Captain
Annelley would command in my absence, should the
General approve of my taking command of the troops at
Mahogany Valley, and I next bring to your motice that the
force here is now much reduced.

I have, &c.

J. FRANCIs Hobbs, Colonel, and Lt.-Col.
Comdg. 6th Rl. Regt.

this house in search of Mr. Patterson, with intent to take his

life. He was this day shot; the moral effect of this has been
most wonderful, as ever since the execution numbers of

rebels have come in, having thrown away their arms, and
seeking protection; these men I cannot possibly undertake
to guard, and they are seriously embarrassing to the troops.
I believe they are all worthy of death, but I shrink from the
responsibility of executing them without first receiving the
Governor's or your own wishes respecting them. I have,
however, suggested to the magistrates that all men of sub
stance or proprietors of land of 30l. value and upwards be
sworn in special constables and ordered to escort these men
to Kingston and hand them over to the civil power. I hope
to-morrow, if all be well, to make a forced march towards

6.

Colonel Hobbs to Major-General O’Connor.
Moncklands, St. Thomas in the East, Jamaica,
SIR,

October 15, 1865, 6 p.m.
I HAve the honour and the pleasure to report, for
the information of your Excellency, that I marched to-day
from Arntully, St. David, into the very heart and strong
hold of the rebel country. We º at an early hour,
having received most correct information of the locality of
the insurgents. There can be no doubt, from what I have
witnessed this day, that the rebellion is much more serious
and more regularly organized than any we had at all
expected; not only have the entire of the disaffected villages
been vacated, but all over the country there are several
mounds erected, and flags of various colours (preconcerted
signals) are flying from all commanding positions, and it is
my duty further to inform your Excellency that the class of
people who are employed in this rebellion are not the poor,
but a class of small landholders who are, in every sense of
the word, freeholders.

“Stony Gut” in this parish where the rebels (driven due
westward by Brigadier-Genl. Nelson, as I am informed)
have assembled in great force, and where they have a large
supply of gunpowder, arms, &c.; as they are nearly all
mounted on mules and horses, it is evident we shall have

difficulty in following them up. I do not think the insur.
rectionist spirit extends into St. David's where all seem loyal
at present.
I have, &c.,
J. FRANCIs Hobbs,

Colonel and Lieutenant-Colonel Foot Royal Regiment,
Commanding troops, Monklands district,
St. Thomas ye East.
P.S.–Since the execution of their leader, Wm. Carr, rebels
are coming in here in numbers confessing their guilt and
seeking protection. I have handed them all over to the
magistrates, who say they cannot get special constables to

guard them; I have no means of doing so.

H
J. F. H.

Finding this to be the case, and

with the concurrence of three magistrates of experience, I
set fire to the entire of the vacated houses. Two pistols
were found, some impromptu drums, and numerous indi
cations of meetings and assemblies in their chapels (native
Baptists) and villages. The amount of horses, pigs,
poultry, and comfortable clothing left behind by the people,
as also the amount of coffee and provisions of all kinds,
indicate the utmost amount of comfort on the part of the

people composing the rebellion, who, unfortunately (aided
by the natural advantages of the country, and numerous
well-mounted scouts), gave notice of our presence and fled.
We, however, secured six prisoners, whom I would have
shot, but from the fact of their being unarmed; I now
regret I did not do so, as they are no doubt rebels. We
have, however, killed between 15 and 20 of them at extra

ordinarily long distances, having discovered since several
groups of them on the hill sides and in trees. So arduous
was our duty to-day, and so frequently had to cross and

His Excellency Major-Genl. O'Connor, C.B.,
Commanding the forces, Jamaica.
8.
For Colonel Hobbs.
Memo.

Monday 16th, 3 o'clock, p.m.

The Major-Genneral has your despatch from Monklands.
Valley; approves of all your proceedings; would like you, if
possible, to form a junction with Lieutenant Oxley, R.N., at

Easington if only to communicate and fall back to your own
ground.

Provisions are being sent over hence to Mahogany Wale

for your force; a party of 40 men, 2/6th, leave Newcastle
to-day for Buff Bay, and to return as a demonstration only.
Stony Gut said to be a hotbed of ruffians, it would be ad.
visable if you looked it up. Around Easington there are
said to be a great number of these rascals.

recross the numerous rivers in the neighbourhood, that the

The Major-General would like you to be careful about

men have returned here so completely knocked up that I

burning villages, and not to do so without it is clear the

must rest to-morrow for two reasons: first, the men could

inhabitants have joined the insurgents.

not possibly march, and secondly, the rivers are so high
that it is most dangerous work crossing them. If I can

The Major-General can give you noinstructions and leaves
all to your own judgment.
By command,

clearly see that it would be attended with success to make
a further advance towards Morant Bay on Tuesday the 17th
I shall do so. If not, I may probably fall back on my

(Sigmed)

John ElkixGTON,
D. A. G.

former position, Mahogany Vale, or even Newcastle, but I
should be glad to have a dispatch from your Excellency to
morrow. The house in which I have made my head
quarters (Mrs. Patterson) has been broken into and gutted

9.

Lieutenant-Colonel Elkington to Colonel Hobbs,

11 a.m., 18th.

by the rebels, and a pistol, presented to her head, and her

DEAR Colos EL,

keys demanded, her husband having narrowly escaped.

I send you an order to push on at once to
Gut, but I trust you are there already.

She and all of them are most urgent and pressing for the

troops remaining here, but I do not consider this is the
proper duty for military; all the gentry and magistrates
agree in thinking that our day’s work will go far, very far,
to break the neck of the meeting. I cannot speak too

highly of Captain Field and all officers, non-commissioned
officers and men, under my command. Their exertions
and anxiety to do their duty is beyond all praise. We
have abundant supplies, and our only wants now are boots
and worsted socks, as we were so much in the water to-day
that the soles are nearly off the men's boots.
I have, &c.

(Signed)

J. FRANcis Hobbs.

Stony

Hole is doing splendid service with his men all º'
“Manchioneal,” and shooting every black man whº ºn”
account for himself. (60 on line of march.). Nelsºn "
Portwill
Antonio
hanging
fun, bycivil
Court-martial
ſº
you
not send
in anylike
prisoners,
law can do nothing;
lots of food for you at Gardens.

-

forwant
bootsammunition
if you want them
Newcastle,
andforwº
.
meSend
if you
as wellatas
Newcastle.
I wi
send more to them. Do punish the blackguards well.
Yours in haste,
J. ElkixGTOS,
D. A. G.
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10.

under torrents of rain, and I found it most dangerous work
Deputy Adjutant-General's office,
Kingston.
SIR,

18 October 1865.

I AM directed by the Major-General to forward for

your information and guidance extracts of Brigadier-General
Nelson's despatches, and to order you to push on to Stony
Gap at once, if you have not already done so.
I have, &c.,

Colonel Hobbs,

Commanding the forces,
Monklands and elsewhere.

J. P. i. KINGto.N.,

Lieutenant-Colonel, 1}. A. G.

crossing the numerous rivers which took the men above

their waists.

There was not a single officer, N.C. officer,

or soldier who was not literally wet through and through,
and every article of their clothing, saddlery, &c., utterly
destroyed ; added to this, the extreme darkness of night
made it a march never to be forgotten in the 6th Regiment.

About daylight this morning in passing through the village
or cross roads (where the rebels have destroyed everything)

I found a number of special constables, who had captured
a number of prisoners from the rebel camp, finding their
guilt clear, an’ſ being unable to either take or leave them,
I had them all shot; the constables then hung them up on

11.

trees l l in number, their countenances were all diabolical,

Monklands, St. Thomas ye East,
SiR,
October 18, 5 p.m.
I have the honour to inform you that communica
tion has been opened between this place and Easington but
as there are no troops there, I don't attach any importance
to this at present.

were up to their knees in sticky mud, at the bottom of

A party of mounted Volunteers, both military and civil,

which mud are horse-shºes and ammunition boots firmly

started this morning in search of Paul Bogle with a de
serter from his party, and as he is close to us, and has left
Stony Gut, we are in hopes of capturing tither himself or
some of his party.
I have been in hopes of hearing that a few (ever so few)
men could join me here, being anxious to push on to Stony

imbedded. The party from Morant Bay had an immense
advantage in approaching it from the other side; the place

Gut, have ordered all my party to march to-night for this
place, and hope to storm it to-morrow, at night the pas
sage through the Gut with the livers down, is I am in
formed impossible, as the men would be up to their thighs
in deep mud, in a narrow gorge commanded by rebels at top,
I therefore hope to creep up the mountain side in the dark
there are thousands of rebels all around us, and I think it

right to inform your Excellency that it is just possible that
during our absence they may seize “Monklands” and cut
us off from our supplies, as we have neither traps, mules,

nor knapsacks, I however long to meet the main body and
hope for the best, were you in a position (as I know you are
not) to reinforce me, l should say this place should be
strengthened by at least 200 more men.
I have, &c.

To Major-General O'Connor, C.B., Commd.º. the Forces
Jamaica, &c.

6 p.m. P.S.–Letter just arrived from Col. Elkington,

12.

Report of Lieut.-Col. Hobbs, 26th Royal Regiment.
Paul Bogles Chapel.
The Heights, 9.30 a.m., Oct. 19th.

-

had the rebels been brave and met us there is not a man of

the 6th Regiment would have returned to tell the tale, as
this gut or narrow defile is three miles long, and the men

is so steep, muddy, and slippery, that were it a matter of
vital importance to bring a gun up to it by the path we
approached it from I should say it would take 500 men to
do it, after partaking of some biscuits and rum in “ Bogle's
Chapel,” sending of his lamp as a trophy to Ilis Excellency

the Governor, and utterly destroying this vile and rebellious
settlement, I returned with my jaded and foot-sore troops
to this spot where we bivouac for the night in another
ecclesiastical building called “The Jigger Foot Methodist

Chapel,” we have plenty to eat and the few remaining white
and coloured people treat us most kindly. Their houses
have all been wrecked, and pistols pointed at them. , My
men, who have marched so gallantly, are at present sleep
ing in their wet clothes as I write this, and from being in
the water so much, are nearly all lame, and were it not for
the amount of beef and rum I give them, would have broken
down long ago. I have not had one single man drunk

since I left Newcastle: I hope, however, if possible, to
flying there, and knowing also the importance of its position,
where I must rest for at least two or three days, as we

have

been marching 12 and 15 hours a day all this week, and
except foot sores have not a man sick. I have in my pos
session the most conclusive proof of Mr. W. G. Gordon
being a chief mover in this rebellion, and have sent an

J. F. H.

All the men who committed the murders live here.

Stony Gut.

From this we at

reach Moncklands to-morrow, knowing that the rebels are

T. FRAN cis Hiob Bs, Col. 6th Royal
Regt., Commandº. Central i)ist.
St. Thomas ye East.

I). A. G., this answers it.

and they never flinched the very slightest.

once went to Stony Gut, and, to be brief, can only say that

To Major-General O'Connor, if at Morant Bay, or any
other officer, Naval or Military.

I have reached Stony Gut from my Head Quarters
Moncklands, having shot a number of rebels on the way.
Stony Gut I found vacated by the rebels, but occupied
by a party of seamen, marines, and artillery who arrived
here at daybreak yesterday.

express to Morant Bay requesting him to be sent to me (if
there) for execution, and request you will give this publicity
should he be elsewhere. I must not forget to tell you that
I have Paul Bogle's valet for my guide, a little fellow of
ertraordinary intelligence, a light rope tied to the stirrup
and a revolver now and then to his head causes us thoroughly
to understand each other, and he knows every single rebel

in the island by name and face, and has just been selecting
the captains, colonels, and secretarys out of an immense
gang of prisoners just come in here, who I shall have to
shoot to-morrow morning. One famous leader and
murderer rejoicing in the honoured name of Arthur
Wellington is amongst them and three others. Let me
once more do an act of justice to one of the best officers in

The rebels have fled towards Somerset and Mount

the British army, in requesting your most favourable con
sideration of Capt. Field, he is everywhere, and the people

Lebanon, as this is close to me, and Paul Bogle supposed to

of this island owe him more than they can ever repay ;

be near Monklands, I retire in that direction, bivouac where

also let me mention Lieut. Rowarth 6th, and Assistant

I can, and march early to-morrow, as there is abundance of

Commissary General Gibbs, whose zeal and energy never

work cut out for me.

flag. Mr. Lawers and Mr. Lascelles, J.P.'s, also are here

I have directed this rebellious settlement to be utterly
destroyed.

and never leave us. Having only had two hours' sleep in
two days, will, I hope, be my excuse for this disjointed
despatch. If you can send me some sailors or marines do
so, as there is plenty to be done yet.

I have, &c.

(Signed)

J. FRANcis Hobbs, Col. Com.

have, &c.,

Troops in Central Dist.

T. FRANcis Hobbs,

To Major-General O'Connor, C.B., or any Naval or

Colonel.

Military Officer at Morant Bay or the Governor.

6th Royals, Commanding Central Division.
To Major-General O’Connor, C.B.,
Commander of the Forces,

13.

Jamaica.

Adva No E os Stos Y GUt.

Capture of Arthur Wellington, Leader, Somerset.
Jigger Foot Market, Blue Mountain Valley,

14.

9 miles in advance of Moncklands,
Sik,

October 19th, midnight.

Deputy Adjutant-General Office, Kingston,
SIR,

October 19, 1865, 11 a.m.

I ti Avrº the honour to bring to the knowledge of
your Excellency that I marched at half-past 11 p.m. last
night for the rebel stronghold Stony Gut. To my regret I
found that not only had the rebels been too cowardly to
meet us, but that the honour of being the first troops there

I AM directed by the Major-General commanding to
acknowledge the receipt of your despatch dated “Monk
lands,” October 18, 5 p.m., and to inform you that he is
quite sure you are using you best endeavours to put down

fell to the lot of the sailors, artillery, &c., under Lieut.

marching upon “Stony Gut,” which is evacuated, having
been visited by Lieutenant Oxley, R.N., and party of

Oxley.

The march from Moncklands occupied 9 hours,

the insurrection.

He regrets, however, that you are now

7 C
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sailors. You will make “Monklands "your head-quarters,
and patrol from thence (without fatiguing your men),
hunting out all the rebels you find, and the Major-General
hopes you will deal in a more summary manner with them,
and on no account forward prisoners to this place.
Should you require any ammunition you must draw from
Newcastle, sending an escort for it, as that garrison is too
weak to furnish one beyond the “Gardens.”
(Signed)

I have, &c.
Jo HN ELKINGTox,
Lieutenant-Colonel, D.A.G.

unmoved at being shot. I then fired all their houses, from
which the inhabitants had fled, marched to Coolie, whº
I repeated this painful and distressing duty on ls mºre
halted, and returned here.

º

Permit me here to remark that if ever there wasanº,
calculated to endear a man to the Established Church º,

indeed, to any recognized and regular kind of religion,
is a week’s campaign in St. Thomas in ye East, Jamaica.
The place swarms with native Baptist “ chapels;” their
ministers are the leading rebels (unable in many casts tº

read or write), who rant, excite, and poison the mind, a
their flocks against the powers Hat be. At the door ºf
these wolves in sheep's clothing lies the responsibility ºf
this rebellion, and I feel bound to bring it to the
knowledge of your Excellency. Let those who doubt this

Colonel Hobbs, 6th Regiment,
Commanding Field Force.
15.

Head-quarter House, Kingston,

statement visit “Somerset,” “Mount Lebanus,” “Mount

dispatches, as per margin, the last received this morning at

Pisgah "-the hotbed of the rebellion,-and account fºr
this, in a province of wealth, in any other way hºn
famaticism : and it is the fact of this being the case that has

8 o'clock a.m. Clearly understanding the difficulties and

from the first made me take a graver view of the rebellion

SIR,

October 20, 1865.

I HAVE the honour to acknowledge your several

X1:thoramy Vale,
! {th Octr., 1865.
Monklands,
18th Oeur. 1S65
Monklands,
16th Ocur. 1865.
Blue Mountain
\ 0 if y, 13th Octr.

impediments arising from the mountainous and flooded

than those who considered it a question of mere discontent

state of the country through which you are marching, and
the continued inclement weather, I fully appreciate the

about local wages.

1855.

steady perseverance and unflinching patience exhibited by
yourself and the troops under your command.
It is to be regretted that you did not arrive sooner at

A few light cavalry would strengthen me much. Can
you send me 12 or 14 of Captain Astwood's horses"
Your letter of approval of our proceedings has graffed
us much, and encouraged us for fresh energies.
I have, &c.,

“Stony Gut,” but the sailors and marines under Lieutenant
Oxley had much greater facility and better roads in the

T. FRANCIs Hopps,
Colonel 6th Regiment,

advance from Port Morant.

I instructed Lieutenant-Colonel Eikington, acting D.A.G.,
to order you to make “Monklands' your head-quarters for
some time, sending out parties in various directions to scour
the adjacent country, and capture any rebels they may
discover. I am much pleased by your adopting a decided
course with regard to captured rebels. The many you have
sent into camp on mere suspicion or vague charges has
caused some embarrassment.

Commanding troops in Central District.
P.S.. I enclose two labels found on two 2-02. (4.07.

bottles of arsenic, quite full, found in the house of an awful
murderer and reputed “cannibal.” Arthur Wellington. I
shot a man to-day, whose part of the account was to pºson
the rivers.

T. F. H.

One of two courses seems to

me under martial law to be the rule for your conduct. If,
on careful investigation, the captured persons are innocent,
always giving them the advantage of a doubt, then release
them, but if guilty, and taken “red-handed,” summary

| ARSENIC.—POISON.
Sam]. R. Da Costa's

Saml. R. Da Costa's

justice and execution of the sentence.
I request that you will convey to Capt. Field, 26th

DRUG Est A BLISH MENT,

DRUG Est ABLISHMENT,

No. 31, King St.

No. 31, King St.

Royals, and Lieutenant Rowarth and Deputy-Assistant
Commissary-General Gibbs, the non-commissioned ofticers
and soidiers of the detachment under your command my
more than ordinary satisfaction from their steady and
orderly conduct, and hope that by continuing in the same
creditable course an opportunity will be given me of
bringing them to the notice of His ičoyal Highness the

!7. REpoRT of CENTRAL Divisiox,

Monkland, St. Thomas ye East,

Execution of large gang of Rebels.-Advance on Fonthill.
“Monklands,” St. Thomas in ye East,
20th Oct. 1865.

Saturday night, 11 p.m.
October 21, 1855.

SIR,

HAVING found it absolutely necessary for behº

| 6.

St R,

FROM

To Major-General O’Connor, C.B.,
'ommanding troops, Jamaica.

Field Marshal Commanding-in-Chief.
I have, &c.,
L. SMITH O’CoxNo R.

ARSENIC.-POISUN.

FROM

Midnight.

After another day of excessive toil and 13 hours’
march, I once more find myself pen in hand, and “burning
the midnight oil.” I consider the duty performed this day
by the troops under my command, although less brilliant
than on other days, in nothing less important. Starting
from our bivouac at a very early hour, under torrents of
rain from “Jigger Foot,” I found a very large gang of

rebels for disposal. I divided them into three classes, first,
notorious murderers and housebreakers; second, men seen
in conversation with and in the locality of rebels within the
last week; and thirdly, those arrested as fugitives to the
woods. Assembling a drum-head Court-martial, I found a

gang of 27 guilty, and worthy of death; several, no doubt
guilty, but proof of complicity, not sufficient, I released
them, having previously caused them to declare allegiance
to God, the Queen, and Governor Eyre. The third class,

being
chiefly youths, I flogged, marched away from “Jigger
Foot,” and direct for one of the most horrible dens of
rebellion in this parish, viz., “Fonthill,” which, as compared
to Somerset, might be called the “ St. Giles,” and Somerset

the “ St. James's '' of this rebellion. I took with me all
my prisoners, determined to execute each lot in the exact
locality in which the insurrection was hatched. I accord
ingly shot mine of the Fonthill rebels in a chapel, where
their leader commenced with prayers and ended with
blasphemy and sedition; and I there adopted a plan which
has 'struck immense terror into these wretched men, FAR
more than death, which is, I caused them to hang each

of the troops under my command to give then rest alº
their late unusually hard work, I remained here guietly tº

day, but, although not actually on the line of match, ºn
far from idle.

Indeed, flesh and blood could not stanſ the

incessant strain and never-ceasing wettings to which "
have been exposed for the last nine days. I have reº

ceased since morning investigating prisoners' case ºn
receiving valuable and confidential information, sº º
to
a military
thethat
field
an enº
country.
I amcommander
induced to in
hope
theand
awfulin example
that

has been made is bearing fruit. I have this day shºt tº
men, amongst whom were three leading rºbes: flººd
several others, who were indirectly connected with it. and
released several others from want of proper evidence tº
them the benefit of the doubt, as is the custºm of ſº

like cases.
again
report
as for
my them
firm conviction.”
4||
lashes
have I far
more
terror
than death. ſhe
writhing and intense agony of the lash is frightful to
witness, whereas being shot or hanged produces no mº
impression in them apparently than being let gº. The
reason for this I cannot explain. I have still large
number of prisoners both here and coming here, ºn whºm
I fear the extreme penalty of the law must he passed. is
one
of the most painfully distressing duties that twº."
my lot, and poor wretches I feel bound to sy hy all seem

(alas, too late), fully sensible of their guilt. Theº"
for whom I have not the least particle of regret.”
religious leaders, one of whom, the famous Lºs
McLaren,
of “Fonthill,”
is caught
and ſº
; th:
named Anderson
goes to Morant
Bay. to-day,
A curiºus
a musket ball occurred yesterday. A row of 18 º

other. They entreat to be shot to avoid this, which appears

were
up to of
be our
shot,own
all men
tied together
";"
wrist.drawn
Eighteen
fired, andby tº
rebels

to me to be by far more dreadful an ordeal to them than
death ; and, stranger still, they howl and shriek from a few
lashes from a cat, whilst they calmly bow and remain

dropped,
17 shot
youngfellow,ofhºwevº"
up
and ran
away,dead.
to theOne
astonishment
us all, wºn hº
wrist broken, and on examination we found the ""

Wº: .

º

J.A.M.A Iſ 'A
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completely cut the ropes from his hands and waist, and he
escaped into a ºne field, and I fancy he will in future be a
loyal subject. I have mounted a few men of my own regi

large, except one named “ Job Robinson,” I feel that after
a very successful day's work I can now with safety with

ment on captured mules and horses. They do great service,
and are perhaps as “irregular " a corps of cavalry as was
ever organized. They report bodies of reb is hovering
about us still, of whom | hope to account satisfactorily
before I leave. I should be glad to know what to do with
rebellious women. Their name is legion in this district.

either to Newcastle or any other place where our services
may be required ; and I have great pleasure in stating that
both officers, non-commissioned officers, and men have per
formed their duties in the most gallant, most cheerful, and
most humane manner, and, notwithstanding the most
trying weather, it is an immense satisfaction to me to

The death of their husbands has no effect whatever on

record that. from the first, I have not had a man on the

them, except to loosen the tongue.

draw all or a greater part of the troops under my command,

The Somerset leader,

sick list, and they are all now in the best possible condition.

Arthur Wellington, whom I shot to-day, and the “ Secre
tary" Graham were as far as I can hear were more famous

Since the arrival of our worsted socks and the new boots,

for their atrocities than Paul Bogle ever was, Wellington
combining the rare qualifications of murdeer, cannibal, and

in place of those lost at “ Stony Gut,” even foot-soreness
have disappeared, and from the number of leading rebels
shot and flogged since Monday last I am induced to hope

obeahman —

that we have heard the last of this dreadful rebellion in this

“Tria juncta in uno.”

Troops in excellent health and spirits, and supplies
abundant.

I have, &c.,

T. F.R.A.Nc is Hobbs,

Colonel and Lieutenant-Colonel 6th Royals,
Commanding Central Division, Monklands
I listrict, St. Thomas in the East.

Major-General O'Connor, C.B.,
Commanding, Jamaica.

neighbourhood, which being upon the borders of two other
parishes I consider from the first to have been a position of
very great importance, and one which demanded the
greatest amount of care, lest by undue severity the neigh

bouring parish of St. David's might be found to follow the
example of St. Thomas in the East.

In carrying out this

line of action I had difficulties to contend with, which I

could only explain to you personally.

I feel assured you will be as much pleased as I am
myself at the fortunate termination of the rebellion in this
neighbourhood.

18. Letter from Colonel Hobbs to Major-General
O'Connor.
S1 R.

Monklands, October 26, 1865.

I have the honour to report for your information

I have, &c.,
T. FRANcis Hobbs,

Colonel and Lieutenant-Colonel, 6th Royals,
Commanding Central Division,
St. Thomas in the East.

that, having thoroughly scoured this part of the country,
and having executed every leading rebel known to be at

7 C 2
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E.
MILITARY ORDERs and DOCUMENTS,

PORT ANTONIO.

IN DE X.

No.

Date.

Field Orders, by Lieut. Adcock Orders for Marching, by Brig.-Gen. Nelson
Field Orders, by Lieut. Adcock
Memorandum for Capt. Hole, by Brig.-Gen.
Nelson After Orders, by Brig.-Gen. Nelson
Field Orders, by ditto
-

15 October.
15 October.

15 October.
15 October.

-

15 October.
16 October.

-

-

-

-

Date.

No

2

16 October.
17 October.

General Order, by Brig.-Gen. Nelson
Memorandum for Capt. Hole, by ditto

. :
- 8

3

17 October.

Ditto for ditto, by ditto

-

4
5
6

18
19
19
19

Field Orders, by ditto
- 10
General Orders, by ditto - 11
Memorandum for Col. Fyfe, by ditto
- 1:
General Orders for Capt. Hole, by ditto -1;

1

October.
October.
October.
October.

-

-

|

-

6 o'clock, for the trial of all such prisoners as may be
brought before it.

1. FIELD ORDERs.

Port Antonio, 15 October 1865.
“Wolverine.”
No. 1. The detachments named inH.M.S.
the margin
will be held
R.A. with

President:

Colonel Hunt,

Mitº, º and Aide-de-Camp,
:1:4. ... Q.

'

' . ..

-

º

-

-

-

gun; ºth & in readiness to disembark on arrival at Port Antonio.
jst West
Regiments.

-

-

-

-

iſ

Captain Lewis, St. Catherines Militia.
Captain
Espeut, Kingston
Militia;
(Signed)
Lieut. A. A. Nelson,

-

3. Officers commanding 2/6th regiment and 1st W. I.
Regiments (detachments) will see that each man lands with
60 rounds of ball cartridge.
By Order,... …,

* -

-

(Signed)

Brigadier-General
gadier-Ueneral,

, ,-

H. B. Adcock,

6. FIELD ORDERs by Brigadier-General Nelson

Commanding.

Lieut. A. D.C.

Port Antonio, 16 October 1863.
26th.1 capt.,
1 sub., 1st,
1 dr., and 40
R. & File.
1 W.I. Reg.
1 stil). & 60

R. & File.

A detachment as

Port Antonio, 15 October 1865.
per margin will proceed immediately, in

present.

commanding.

such prisoners as are brought
before it.
President:

(Signed)

A. A. N.

3. A drum-head Court-martial will assemble * *
Court-house at 7 o'clock a.m., to-morrow, for the trial ºf
Colonel Lewis, St. Catherine's Militia.

Ammuni
tion.

proceed to Kingston with his Excellency the Governor.
The detachmentevery
willone
parade
at 11actual
a.m. duº.
with ""º"
and2. accoutrements,
not on
be

light marching order, according to such orders as will be
given
to the oſlicers commanding.
Assistant-Surgeon
Morris will accompany the detachment,
each man to be provided with 60 rounds of ball cartridge,
and spare ammunition will be handed over to officer

S. A. S. Mor.
ris.

1. Leave of absence is granted to Colonel Hun' "

Members:

3. FIELD ORDERs by Brig.-Gen. Nelson, commanding.

Captain Espeut, Kingston Militia.
Port Antonio, 15 October 1865.
1. The Militia, Volunteers, and Maroons at this station,

will be rationed by the Commissariat, Lieut.

attend to this station.
2. Lieutenant Adeock will comply with my requisitions
-

-

-

-, -

made by Colonel Fyfe for the use of the Maroons, whether
je verbally or otherwise, so that there may be no
delay.Horses

Lieutenant French, Portland Militia.

Adcock will

GENERAL ORDERs.

4. Captain Hole commanding detachment prºvić
matters are satisfactory, and he can hold his Pº".
Manchioneal
safety,deem
will itremain
thereto *
tº "
orders;
but ifwith
he should
expedient
here
he is hereby authorized so to do,

-

being required fºr the public service, they

5. You will more on Morant Bay immediately "º ſº.

must be at once procured With or without the consent of

of this order, there to join troops, and frºm tº date ºn tº .
will not obey the orders of any but myself." otherseniºr v.

3.

ownel'S.

-

(Signed)

H. B. Adcock, Lieut.,
Aide-de-Camp.

4. Memo. for Captain Hole, senior officer, proceeding

with detachment 26, and 1st West.
e move is to reach Manchioneal with as
th
iftThe object
aw asofpossible,
to receive into its protection all
and . entitled to it. No time. is to be lost
by going of the line of march; in search of rebels or in
the pursuit of any. Arrived at Manchioneal, circumstances

lº

military
navalwill
officer,
undertowhom
". strºn:
the time.or You
endeavour
report You
yourj"
with
the troops at Morant Bay to me,

6. You will instruct a party of mounted vºlunº unit ſº
º
the force above-named, which was ordered tº * itself x
at Mahogany Vale, to General Jackson, with the vie" of º
being conducted down the course of the Yallah river, and "
to it
take
upthe
a position
at Easington.
is of
utmost importance
that Capt. Field. command.
your command to scour the country, and endeavour tº tº

-

º

must guide Captain Hole, but he is to return to this post

ing 2/6, should be discovered.

ºil asſittle delay as possible, Much march,
must depend
on the
and Captain

information obtained on the line of

Hole is authorized to act under emergencies on his own
judgment.

are not to be brought in unless

leaders of

***

7. Yºu"will aſ once rejoin the force ºf Mº" ºd
without
reference
to thefor
arrival
of 26
detachm"
º
Mºmo.
The orders
Captain
Field,
Capº” Astwood tº
were sent to Provost Marshal Ramsay to *
Morant Bay.

Prisoners

rebels, those foun à in arms to be shot on the spot.
(Signed)
-

(Signed)

A. A. NELSoN,
D.A.G.

5. Art F.R ORDERs.
4 o'clock p.m. same date.

. Captain Ross 1st Wes: India Regiment will act as
pº
Marshal (until further orders) to the Garrison
port
Antonio; duties confined to barracks.
2. A drum-head Court-martial will asssemble at

the

Coºrſ house, Port Antonio, to-morrow morning at half-past

A. N.

s. Your letter, Sunday, 3 p.m., received: Kepalº Hº
soners in custody till further orders; ,
(Signed) A. A. Nelsos,
Brigadier-Generº
-

7. GENERAL ORDERs.

--

Port Antonio, 16th Octºber 1855,
1. Lieut. French, Portland militia, is taken on

strength of the field force from this date.

º
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8. MEMoRANDUM.

Port Antonio, Tuesday, 17th ()ctober, 1865.
A detachment of 25, 1st W. I. Regiment will leave this
about one p.m., mounted, to strengthen your forces. You

will in accordance with such information you may obtain,

5. All dispositions regarding the safety and protection of
Port Antonio will be made by Captain Luke, and he is
authorized to act as he deems expedient, if brought into
collision with the rebels.
6. Port Antonio is never to be left without force sufficient

detach parties in any direction to harass the rebels.

to maintain the post. Great discretion must therefore be

Mounted parties would be very desirable in consequence
of rapidity of movement, and as strong as possible, every

exercised in detaching any party.

precaution to be taken against surprise on line of march,

-

7. As frequent reports as possible to be made to the
Brigadier-General, whose head-quarters from this date, and

and no party should proceed further than will admit of its

until further orders, will be Morant Bay, and it is requested

rºjoining the post at Manchioneal on the same evening of
the day it marched, except under extreme emergency, an

that in every report the date of the previous one be
quoted.

officer to accompany every party.

8. All commissariat stores and camp equipage to be
handed over to Captain Luke, and 26 Acting D.A.C.

The communication being open between this and Man
chioneal, constant reports to be furnished.

General and A.D.C. will embark this morning on H.M.S.
“ Wolverene.”

(Signed)

A. A. NELsos,

9. Colonel Fyfe, commanding Maroons, having received
Brigadier-General.
Port Antonio, 17th October, 1865.
To Capt.
Hole.

Just received (9.30 a.m.) your report. Mine despatched
yesterday, at 7 a.m. will have reached I trust: it was giving
discretiºnary powers to you to hold your position at Man
chioneal. You will now maintain the post until further
orders from me; everything done by you is most satisfac

tory, and reflects infinite credit on your judgment and
qualities of an officer.
(Signed)

A. A. N. Elso N,
Brigadier-General.

over 200 stands of arms, and 14 barrels ball ammunition,

will proceed on such duty as will be made known to him by
the Brigadier-General.
10. Lieut. French, Portland Militia, will receive over 20
stands of arms and one barrel of ammunition, for the use of
the Militia at Port Antonio.

ll. Inspector of police, P. Ramsay, is appointed Provost
Marshal at Port Antonio, from 15th instant.

12. MEM on ANDUM for Col. Fyfe, Commanding Maroons.
Port Antonio,

10. Field ORDERs by

No. 1. The Charlestown Maroons to be furnished with
50 stand of arms, and 1,500 rounds of ammunition.

commanding.
Port Antonio, 18th October 1865.
To Capt.
Hole.

19th October 1865.

Brigadier-General Nelson,

2. On receiving the arms the Maroons to patrol along

1. The guard at the landing place will receive arms from
II.M.S. “Wolverene” at day-break to-morrow morning.

the road from Charlestown towards Newcastle, to the south

2. The detachment. 26 Regiment, to embark on H.M.S.
“Wolverine " at 11 a.m to-morrow, taking their packs;

River Pass, leaving men in ambush, and scouring the woods
about Lemox and Lowlayton estates.
3. The Moortown Maroons to march according to orders,
stationing a guard at Mill Bank to watch the Cunha
Cunha's Pass, and a sufficient force to protect Moortown.
4. The above to be considered the basis of operations of

those belonging to Captain Hole to be given into Captain
Luke's charge.

3. Colonel Fyfe, commanding Maroons, will send a party
to receive over the arms, &c., from the guard at the landing

the “Maroon force,” but Col. Fyfe is authorized to follow

lace.
!

4. The prisoners will embark at 9 a.m.; the troops at

10 a.m.

and up the coast as far as iſope Bay, guarding the Swift

ii.M.S. “Wolverene,” will send boats to the jetty

under the guard-room.

his own judgment according to occurring circumstances,

reporting as frequently as possible all movements.
(Signed)
A. A. N. Elson,
Br, Gl.

5. Colonel Lewis, Captain Espeut, and Lieutenant
Adcock will accompany the Brigadier-General.
(Signed)

13. GENERAL ORDERs.

A. A. N. Eiso N.

H.M.S. “Wolverene,”

3rigadier-General.

Off Manchioneal Bay, 12 noon, 19 Octr.
11. GENERA1, OR pers, Field Force, by Brigadier-General

To Capt. Hole.

Nelson commanding.
Thursday, Port Antonio, 19th October, 1865.
l. The detachment R.A. and 1st W. 1. Regt. will remain
at Port Antonio until further orders, under command of Cap
tain Luke, 1st W. I. regt.
Captain Luke will issue stringent orders against the troops
foraging for themselves. All supplies required to be obtained

1. Your despatch of this morning was put into my hands
just as I was stepping into the boat at Port Antonio.

by written requisitions, or civil authoritics at this place.

3. On receiving any “Emergent Requisition ” from Col.
Fyfe, Commanding Maroons, for aid, render all you can
consistent with maintaining your post at Manchioneal.
4. Lieut. Warmington, “Volunteers,” is attached to and

3. All horses now at barracks, except 6 (six) for the pur
pose of carrying expresses, to be handed over to Lieut.
French, Portland Militia.

4. In the event of Colonel Fyfe commanding Maroons,
making an “emergent " requisition for aid, the officer com
manding at Port Antonio will furnish such strength accord
ing to his own judgment.

Nothing could be more satisfactory, but time does not admit

of writing more.

In three-quarters of an hour I hope to be

off the port of Manchioneal, to take on board the refugees
in accordance with your request.

2. Send reports to me till further orders to Morant Bay.

will do duty with the detachd. 26. Roy. Regt, under your
command, from this date and until further orders.
(Sd.)
A. A. N. Elso N,

Brig. Genl.
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IN DE X.
1S65.

No.

-

26 J)ecember.
29 December.

Lieut.-Col. Elkington to Lieut. Adcock, letter
Answer by Lieut. Adcock to same
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Extracts from Report by Lieut. Adcock, with his Replies

-

Passages from Col. Hobbs' Despatches, with his Replies -

-

-

-

-

30 December. Col. Hobbs to the Deputy Adjut.-General, Kingston, letter
l 7 October.

Dispatch of Capt. Hole to Brig.-Gen. Nelson

19 October.

Ditto to ditto

-

-

-

-

-

-

Passages from above Dispatches, with Capt. Hole's replies

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

2

-

3

-

4

-

5
6

-

-

7

-

-

8

-

Questions extracted from Dispatch of the Right Honorable Edward Cardwell, with
Capt. Hole's Answers -

-

-

-

-

-

-

9

Return of Prisoners summarily disposed of at Manchioneal during the Insurrection 10

EXPLANATIONS OF LIEUTENANT ADCOCK.

l.

2.
f

Jamaica Command.
St k,

Head-quarters 26th Decr. 1865.
I 11 Av tº the honour to transmit certain ex

tracts from your reports, when engaged in
suppressing the late rebellion, which the Secretary
of State for the Colonies considers “to require

further explanation and justification.” and request
you will furnish, with the least possible delay, for
Her Majesty's Government “he fullest and most
detailed information.”

I have the honor herewith to transmit you a more dº
explanations of the several paragraphs queried may be found **
factorv.

I have also appended a statement about the man Andersºn. as I
have seen his case commented on although not alluded to in Yº!"
letter, hoping by this means to save time and trouble, should the
authorities think it necessary to inquire further into the matter.
I have &c.,

In making this inquiry it is right to inform you
“ that H. M. Government does not do so as pre
“ judging any person concerned in any proceeding
i. for the purpose of eliciting information not
“given in the reports, but which it is believed
<

“ will be forthcoming, and without which it is

“ impossible to justify some of the transactions
“ referred, and which are only stated by the
“ writers in so brief, hurried, and incomplete a
“ manner.”

I append an extract of a despatch from the
Right Honble. Edward Cardwell, M.P., to
Governor Eyre, Jamaica, No. 356, of 1st December
1865, and desire you will afford full, clear, and
comprehensive replies to each and all of the several

queries contained in this important document.
I have &c..

(Signed)

Kingston, Jamaica, 29th Deer, lºº,

Sik,

account of my proceedings in the “Plantain Garden River” district,
touched upon in my despatch of 25th October 1865, and trust the

J. ELKINGto.N., Lt.-Col.
D.A.G.

Lieut, Adcock,

2/6th Royal Regiment.

W. B. Adcock,
6th Regt.

Lieut. Col. Elkington,
Dep. Adjt. General,

"---
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3.
-

-

*

* *

-

-

Mºtor \sity of Passages referred to in the accompanying Despatch.

*

-

Lent. Adcock, 2/6th Regiment.
ºieut. Adcock’ replies.

I enclose also extracts from a report made by

Lieut. Adcock of the tº reciment dated 25th of
October, and transmitted to Lord de Gr, v, in a

despatch by Major-General O'Connor, C.B., of
which I enclose a copy.

Extracts ºf letters frºm Lieut. Adcock to Major
General O'Cºnnor, C.B., dated Morant Bay, 25th
October 1865:

-

-

“ I burnt seven houses in all but did not even

see a rehel during the day.”

| | | Golden Gºove befºre daybreak with 30 men, all mounted, and
visitºi several villages. I endeavoured, if possible, to surprise the

rebels tº coming on then sºld ºnly and at an early hour, although

I

succeed d in partly accoºlishing my object, is many had no time
either to hide or remove their plunder, yet I did not see any one

should feel myself justified in caſh.; a rebel, no man being armed or
having plunder in his pºssessiºn, the rebels having always escaped
before I ent red a village. The seven houses that

burnt were full

of plunder, chiefly frºm the Golden Grove stores, and Amity Hall
great hºuse (where ºr. Hire was murdered); some buried inside the
nuts, but the greater part was unconcealed.

I was very particular that no house should be burnt until I had
*rsonally inspected it, and only those in which plunder was found.
|..." tº at the hºuses that contained plunder were invariably
desert ".

“ On returning to Golden Grove in the evening

On this day I did not return to Golden Grove ºil about 4% o'clock

67 prisoners had been sent in by the Maroons, I
disposed of as many as possible, but was too tired

p.m.. bºving been nearly 12 hours in the saddle. The 67 prisoners

to continue after dark.”

that wºre brºught in by Maroons I had at cºnce brought before i.e.

and coil inenced to investigate their casts, 7 being in my opinion
serious.

I assembled a Court-ma

... nd tied hem, 6 were sentenced

to be hung and one to be flogged, of the remainder I flogged 15 or more
summarily, exercising my discretion in accordance with my instruc

tions, and released a similar number, it being then dark and everybody
“ On the morning of the 24th I started for

tired, I did not dispose of more cases that night.
The next morning I continued the investigation, flogged four;

Morant Bay having first flogged four and hung

ordered some to be released, and sent some under escort to Man

six rebels.

chioneal, where I heard evidence could be produced against them.
They were, however, eventually released, the evidences failing to

I beg to state I did not meet a single

man upon the road up to Leith Hall; there were
a few prisoners here, all of whom I flogged, and

appear. The six men hung were those sentenced to death by Court

proceeded to John's Town and Beckford. At the

martial.

latter pl; ce. I burnt seven houses and a meeti...g
house; in the former four hºuses.”

Brigadier-General Nelsºn for authority to carry out the punishment

I had, prº viously to executing them, sent an express to

awarded which was granted.
Receiving urther instructions from the brigadier to visit, iſ possible,

the villages of Beckford and Johns "own, where, it was supposed
the rebels were in some fºrce, I proceeded there without delay.
I west first to Leith Hall, which is in a direct line to the villages.

There were some prisoners, three or four, that the overseer had
taken and locked up. He was very desirous I should take them
away, so I inquired into their cases and found they had been
plundering and burning. I then ordered them to be flogged. Johns
Town and Beckford seemed to me to be a hotbed of the rebellion :
constables (about 12) asked

there were upwards of 200 houses. The

me to burn down the whole place; several men and women who had

been in the employ of the late Baron Ketelhodt,

and who had saved

some of his plate and other property, came to me at once telling me
what they had done and asking for advice; they were unanimous in

saying that the villages wºre full of rebels, and to prove their asser
tions pointed out to me a large number of houses, the owner of
which had been already exccuted.

They said the people I had seen

run away were all rebels, and would remain in the bush until I left.

I burnt ºn these villages the same as in the others, only those houses
in which I found plunder. It was sworn to by constables and others
that the meeting-house at Beckford had been used for seditious
meetings, and that the preacher had incited the negroes to continue

in insurrection. This meeting-house was a sort of wattled hut used by
a body of local religionists usually styled Baptists, and not the
Methodist meeting-house,

In Amity Hall village I also burnt a meeting-house and flogged a
reacher, a man called Anderson, who said he belonged to the Baptist

Society. It was proved by six witnesses that he had at a prayer
meeting induced some of his congregation to go down to Morant
Bay to finish what their brethrºn had commenced, telling them to
“ Hold together and not to let dissensions among themselves be their
“ ruin that God would assist those who endeavoured to assist them

“selves, and what could be more noble than to liberate a country so
“ misgoverned, and in which the rightful owners of the soil were little
better than slaves.” He finished up his address by regretting that

he was nºt young enough to lead them in herson, al’hough he would
be with them in spirit.
Several men armed with cutlasses (and shells . . sounding the
rivate tails) left immediately after this for tºe diº, urbed distics.

sent him down to Golden Grove under escort giving orders to take
the
evidence of a respectable person he wished to call in his defen.
I investigated the matter in the evening, and although it was a seriºus

“sº I considered that the ends of justice would be attained

by

dealing with it summarily.
Anderson did not attempt to deny many of the seditious speeches
with which he was accused, but averred that his intention was only to

"se the negro to assist his rights in a lawful manner.

-

| ordered this man to receive 50 lashes, which was at once inflicted
W. B. Adcock, Lt.,
Late Commanding Flying Column in St. Thomas ye East.
-

-

-
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EXPLANATIONS OF COLONEL HOBBS.
4.

MEMORANDUM of PAssages referred to in the accompanying Despatch.
Col. Hobbs, 2/6th Regt.
In his report to Major-General O’Connor dated

Col. Hobbs replies : On Sunday, 15 October, five men and one
woman were captured in Mount Lebanus, being unarmed, and giving

15th October, 1865, Col. Hobbs writes:–We,

themselves up were sent to camp for trial and afterwards released for

however, secured six prisoners, whom I would
have shot but from the fact of their being unarmed.
I now regret I did not do so as they are no doubt

want of evidence. They were found in a rebel district, their companions
finding they were not shot gave themselves up in numbers, which
caused great inconvenience. Second part. The 15 or 20 supposed to
be shot were armed rebels whom we surprised in the chapel in the act
of administering the oath ; they got away across a ravine and were
running up a bare hillside towards an earthwork with a flag flying,
when the advanced guard fired a volley, they said they killed from 10
to 20, distance about 800 yards. No one crossed the ravine to count
them. Prisoners said they were rebels, they fired shots from trees,
Magistrates and civilians assert that every man in Mount Lebanus
was in open rebellion. Houses all deserted and gutted by rebels.

rebels.

We have, however, killed between 15 and

200f then at extraordinarily long distances, having
discovered since several groups of them on the hill
sides and in trees.

Prisoners.

Again in his further report dated 19th October,
Col. Hobbs says: “I have reached Stony Gut
“ from my head-quarters, Monklands, having shot
“ a number of rebels on the way.

I have di

“ rected this rebellious settlement to be utterly
“ destroyed.”

The prisoners here are the same Il prisoners alluded to in next
query, were handed over to me on actual line of march by a party of
constables, taken red-handed flying from Morant Bay, and were all
murderers, convicts, or rebels, by their own confession, All tried by
drum-head Court-martial, of which Capt. Field was president, and
after the most conclusive evidence sentenced to death and shot. The

In his report dated 19th October, midnight he
writes: “I found a number of special constables
“ who had captured a number of prisoners from
“ the rebel camp, finding their guilt, clear, and
being unable to either take or leave them, I had

special constables, about 20 in number, all solemnly swearing before
God that they knew them to be rebels; we were at the time making
a forced march for Stony Gut by order of the Major General. Hun
dreds of armed rebels were in the neighbourhood, and had we not
acted as we did they would most probably have been rescued.
Same prisoners named above.
After confirming the sentence of Court-martial the entire regiment

*

*&

were appealed to whether they thought them guilty, every man said

them all shot. The constables then hung them

guilty.

upon trees, l l in number; their countenances
were all diabolical, and they never flinched the
very slightest. From this we at once went to

nost indifferent manner.

*&
º&

4.&

“Stony Gut, and to be brief can only say, that

*&

had the rebels been brave and met us there, not

&*

a man of the 6th Regiment would have returned
&*

to tell the tale.”

Again he speaks of having utterly destroyed this
(Bogle's) vile and rebellious settlement.

They were a most ferocious gang, and treated their doom in the
Some, said to have been the murderers of

Mr. Price, were asked if they had anything to say, said “No." Two or
three magistrates present agreed in the verdict.
The extreme difficulty of approaching Stony Gut cannot be de
scribed, the only path is the bed of a muddy stream. Troops cannot
advance more quickly than half a mile an hº mud knee deep, 50
brave men behind an earthwork with plenty of ammunition could
hold it against 500; I could guarantee to hoid it with 30.
On arrival at Stony Gut found chapel destroyed by Lieut. Oxley,

R.N. Huts or hovels of the lowest stamp, like pig-sties, and all
deserted.

Burned hovels on my return towards Monklands. Lieut.

Oxley did same on his way to Morant Bay. Lowest and worst settle
Further in the same despatch : “I have in my

“ possession the most conclusive proof of Mr. G.

ment in Jamaica, altogether inhabited by rebels.
A man named William Anderson, and several rebels since shot, said
*&

it was all Gordon's doings.” Have a book given Mrs. Bogle by

W. Gordon being a chief mover in this rebellion,
and have sent an express to Morant Bay re

J. W. Gordon, gave the ground for building the chapel at Stony
Gut, also the lamps. Did not know when I wrote this that Gordon

questing him to be sent to me (if there) for

was at Morant Bay. Did not keep the evidence I then had alter

execution, and request you to give this pub
licity. And again i must not forget to tell you

hearing of his execution in another district. Perfectly sure a drum
head would have found him guilty.
J. F. If

that I have Paul Bogle's valet for my guide,

a little fellow of extraordinary intelligence; a

light rope tied to the stirrup, and a revolver

William Anderson. Mct with Major-General Jackson, Sergeant
Neal, and four men, 6th, all mounted in search of Paul Bogle, tied

now and then to his head causes us thoroughly
to understand each other, and he knows every
single rebel in the island by name and face, and
has just been selecting the captains, colonels,

by the wrist to Sergeant Neal for safety, Anderson being mºunted
also: behaved so well he was pardoned by me and let go free. Volti
teeled to accompany us, gave the most invaluable information and never
told an untruth,

Knows all about the rebellion, lives with me no"

and secretaries, out of an immense gang of

prisoners just come in here, who I shall have to
&*

shoot to-morrow morning.”

and can tell what he knows.

On the night of the 19th saw a gang

of rebels marched in, knew every one of them, told their names, rank,
locality, &c.; every statement of his was afterwards confirmed. Knew
Bogle well, was pressed into his service, Bogle gave him a gun when

serving out arms to the rebels at Coley, found the gun had no lock and
threw it down a gully. Knows part of the oath administered to the rebels
by Bogle, A. Wellington, and Abraham Kelly (local leader); never
took the oath himself, but saw hundreds take it; oath different at the
different" places; was to pay no taxes and to kill every buckrain
Jamaica. is a married man with wife and two children, is 224 years
of age, is possessed of extraordinary memory, and power of cross-examination, and has sared many prisoners from

execution,
as well &c.
as giving
the most selected
correct by
andWilliam
truthfulAnderson
account were
of every
manbytaken
prisoner in and
the district.
all the bye-paths,
The prisoners
all tried
Court-martial,
every oneKnº
found
guilty. Next to him I think Evelina Williams, servant to Mr. Patterson, knows more of the rebels and rebellion than
anyone in St. Thomas; I consider them a very extraordinary couple, and are both available to give any information
necessary. Anderson’s father was a local preacher, could neither read nor write, was tried and shot, was well known tº
Mr. Bowen, J.P., and his book-keeper, Mr. Francis, as a leader of sedition; induced his son to leave the Church of

England and join the Baptists, had a chapel of his own, a wretched cabin burned by me; always preached from . Luke.”
and
service
the list
collected
advised no one
to pay
As I havethe
beenGovernor
accused will
of leading
aboutafter
a child
by read
a halter,
andand
shooting
everytheonemoney;
on his testimony,
I trust
thattaxes.
his Excellency
dome
the justice to contradict this and give the above publicity. On his volunteering to go in search of Bogle, I showed him *
revolver and told him that if he attempted to deceive General Jackson, run away, or not tell the truth, he would be sho,
He never was tied to my stirrup, he was perfectly free during our marches, and is a man of extraordinary pluck and
character, by far the most intelligent black man I have ever met. The first day of his capture he gave me a list of about
50 rebels, I wrote them, down, and he afterwards identified nearly them all, from time to time, giving their nauts,
residences, family histories, &c., in a manner that astonished every one.
J. FRANcis Hobbs,

Newcastle, Jamaica, W. H., Decr. 29th, 1865.

Colonel 6th Regiment
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The country through which I marched was most fertile
in almost exery kind of production, and the negroes lived
-

Jamaica Rebellion, Monklands District.
Newcastle, Jamaica, December 30th 1865.
SIR,

IN reply to your letter of the 27th December,

I

in luxury (Stony Gut is an exception to this). "I believe
the better off the negroes were, the more bitter they were
against the whites. Some discharged soldiers of the 5th

have the honor now to state for the information of the

West India Regiment taught them there drill, and a

Major-General commanding and His Excelleney Governor

drummer of the same regiment used to march in front, and

Eyre, that I have affixed answers to all the queries con

was getting up a band (Shot by me).

tained in the accompanying documents, and feel sure

In proof of the above statement and opinions (which

they will be considered satisfactory, and I bºg to state

Inovernents.

are shared by all the officers with Ine I believe) I would
beg to enclose the written statement of sir of the local
magistrates, whose experience and information must be
very superior to mine, they one and all agree in believing
that the rebellion was wide spread, and but for the prompt

On assuming command of the two companies of the 6th
Royal Regiment at Arntully, the residence of Mr. Lascelles,

county of Surry.

as briefly as possible, that when the state of the country is
taken into consideration, it will be found, that the utmost
promptitude, coupled with moderation, characterized all our

measures used, must have become universal over the entire
I have &c.,
T. FRANcis Ho BBs,

J. P., on the night of the 14th October last, I found there

five local magistrates, and a number of refugees and gentle
men from St. Thomas in the East; all present were loud in
their statement of the necessity for an immediate advance
towards Monklands, where large bodies of armed rebels

The Depty. Adjt.-General, Col. Commanding 6th Royals.
&c., &c., &c.,

Kingston.

had assembled on the 12th, and on that very day attacked

1) ESPATCHES OF CAPTAIN HOLE.

the house and stores of Mr. James Patterson, intending to
take his life, robbing all before them, sºcking the house

6.

and stores, and smashing the mahogany doors of his draw
ing-room and dining-room to splinters, and plundering all
other shops and stoº s in the district, blowing horns, firing
guns, and beating druins.
On marching into the district the following Sunday, the

15th martial law being then proclaided), the magistrates

Captain Hole to Brigadier-General Nelson.
Manchioneal, October 17, 1865.

SIR,

I Have the honour to report my arrival at this place,
and my having taken up my position at Muirton, a house

well adapted for defence, and which I found capable of
holding all the troops under my command. I have the

present, and many others, assured me that every man in the

honour to state I can hold my position. On arriving yester:

district had risen in open rebellion,-urging me to shoot
every man I met; some shots were fired from the hills.
and we saw sºveral flags flying from small fresh movinds

day at Long Bay I found the huts full of plunder; I

every house within a quarter of a mile of the road in which
plunder was found fired, and in doing so upwards of 20

on the hill-sid s, like earthworks,—the magis ºntes then

of the rebels were killed. After remaining about an hour I

bºred of me to go through Ross Islan to Mºunt
Lebanus, where every man was in open rebellion, and had

joined Paul ºozle, we did so, and actually met Paul Bogle
on horsehnck in Mount Lºhan , about 16 miles from

Meant Bºy: found all the houses emptied out by the
rebels: found Mr. Patterson's goods in a house near the

chapel, and frºm the fresh marks of feet on the mud of the
chapel floor, the smell, and a large Bible recently upset ºn
the floor, it was clear that the rebels had just fled from it,

had

pushed on for Manchioneal. The rebels were firing some
of the houses in front, and everywhere fled at our approach.
A house called the “Cottage" was in flames within a mile

of us ; every black man who did not stand at our approach
to give an account of himself was shot. I arrived at Man:
chioneal about 12 noon, after a most fatiguing march. I
saw houses (numerous) in the direction of Plantain Garden
River in flames, in which direction I believe the rebels to
have fled.

I have the honour to add that I am of opinion

and we afterwards learned that they were just in the act
of swearing in their recruits as we arrived; found bludgeons
and cutlasses there. I have no doubt they were surprised.

that upwards of 60 rebels were killed yesterday by the troops

as we presently saw a large body of armed rebels running
and creeping up the hillsides, secured six, prisonºrs,
who
Advance

resting my men for about a couple of hours, I detached a
party of 12 men to Betty's Hope, who succeeded in bringing
in the Europeans as per list attached.” I here directed
every black inhabitant of Manchioneal to bring in any

stated they (the men in the hills) were rebels.

guard fired at them at about $00 yards, cannot say with

under my command, among whom I hear there are some

ringleaders, but their names I have not ascertained.

After

what effect, as no one crossed the ravine, as we every

property that they may have in their possession belonging

moment expected to meet the main body, which we knew.
were close to us. After this, returned to Monklanºs, ºd
made daily excursions into the rebel strongholds and settle

to people whose houses have been sacked, and as yet as
little has been brought in. In the event of the blacks not
doing so I have informed them their houses will be razed to

ments, and found one worse than another, every white and

the ground.

coloured per on in the greates' terror, and

proved rebels have resided. I have the honour to state that
I consider this position an important one to hold, it being

all fled to the

bush, as the rebels had told then they would “Chop them in
thousand pieces.” Many biack people also were threatened,

I intend to have destroyed all houses in

which

and guns presented to them as they were friendly to the

in the heart of the rebellion, and from it parties could be
detached in every direction. No ſires are visible in any

whites.

direction this morning.

Mr. Davies, a black schoolmaster for example, now
alive, two coloured ladies, now in Jigger Foot, Mr. Patter

I have, &c.,

Signed)

L. B. Hole.

son, the Misses Hallyburton's, and a large number of

people living all around Monklands, can and will it required
state this: all labour suspended, scouts on all hill-tops,
drums, firearms, powder, blocks of lead, powder-horns,
new cutlasses (never used before for agricultural purposes)
poison, bludgeons, and thumbscrews found, all houses
deserted, and the furniture removed, and numerous indi
cations impossible to mention, which must convince any
man in his senses, that the whole country for upwards of 30

P.S.. I hear, but whether the report is to be relied on or
not I cannot say, that a force of British troops is advancing
from Morant Bay. Should it be deemed expedient for me
to remain here any length of time I request more ammu
nition may be sent me. I also beg some boots may be sent,
most of my men having walked the soles off their boots. I
did not bring in any prisoners, but several are now in my

hands, brought in since my arrival.

or 40 square miles, was in a state of preparation for a con

L. B. H.

siderable time for a general rebellion, and the prisoners never
for a moment attempted to deny it; found hundreds of
tickets for “tea meetings” to discuss politics, and for a

-

1.

variety of purposes in the different settlements. People
SiR,

Captain Hole to Brigadier-General Nelson.
Manchioneal, October 19, 1865.

in the greatest comfort—furniture of a very superior kind,
and unable to learn from anyone what grievance they had,
—many poor creatures complained bitterly that they

I HAve the honour to report that the detachment 1st
West Indian Regiment, consisting of 20 rank and file,

to divulge the real oath,

reached this about 9 P.M. 17th instant, and that on the

and never heard the secret. I have now doubt that

morning of the i8th instant I detained a party of that

took the

H. oath to secrecy not

“Obeism” and the deepest religious fanaticism had much
to do with this rebellion, especially in Somerset, when

Arthur Wellington bewitched them, he had immense power,
and was much dreaded, and persuaded the people they
could not be wounded or killed by the buckra.

* List ºf people rescued up to 6 a.m., 17th October 1865:-Rev. Alfred
Bourne, Miss Gibbs, Master. Alſred Bourne, Master Herbert Bourne,
Nurse
Naomi Jacobs, ºrs. Warmington and baby, F. J. Fleming, Esq.,
J.P., º!", iºnº, Mºss, ſºlº elº tºº. Sirs. J. H. Banbury
and bºy, Miss Jane Hayes, and Miss Emma Westmoreland,

7 D
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the people concerned in the rebellion. Amongst others, two

regiment about 50 strong * to proceed to an estate called
Friendship, where I had been informed a body of the rebels
had assembled, but owing to a mistake on i. part of the
guide they proceeded to Hayning and Jericho, and returned
by way of Scots Run; they did not encounter any rebels,
but found Hayming and Scots Run deserted; they fired the
huts, after which they returned to this station.
Three men of the 1st West Indian Regiment t got sepa
rated from this party, and proceeded as far as the Plantain
Garden River district, and from their reports I learn a great
number of rebels are lurking in that district. They informed
me on their return last evening that they had shot about 10

ringleaders, Andrew Worgs and William Jones (an escaped
prisoner from Morant Bay), both of whom were engaged in
plundering and burning the Mulatto River estate Mr.
inchlewood's property) were brought in. I assembled a
Court-martial, and the two men were hung in the middle of
this town on the afternoon of the 17th instant. On the l8th

instant two fresh ringleaders were caught, Smart Saply and
Thomas Peters, both of whom, I believe, will be proved to
have taken prominent parts in the murder of Mr. Hire; one
of them acknowledges to have taken part in the murder, but
says he was induced to do so by the threats of the others;
he also confesses to have taken a part in other murders, I
have disposed of several other prisoners by inflicting corpºral

rebels, three of whom were concerned in the murder of Mr.

Hire. They brought back with them two cartloads of re
covered property, some of which belonged to Mr. Hire (as
in one of the pockets of a coat I discovered the two
accompanying letters), and some to Mr. Shortridge (the
same being discovered by the crest on two plated tea-pots).
They also brought in various other articles not yet iden
tified. I consider that these three men have done good

punishment, but still there remains a great number on my
hands, and this is swelling every moment. I enclose a list
of refugees who have come in under escort, in addition to the
list I forwarded you in my last report. I have the honour
to request that if a steamer is returning to Kingstºn it may
be directed to stop opposite this town, and send boats tº
to take away all the ladies and gentlemen who are desirous
of leaving this, so that I may be left more free to make
excursions in the vicinity.
I have, &c.,
L. B. Hole,
(Signed)

service.

I myself, with ten men of the 2nd battalion 6th Regiment,
accompanied by Mr. Warmington and Mr. Coddington,
proceeded in the early part of yesterday to burn down the
fort and barrack settlements at this station, in which
I was informed the rebels in the neighbourhood had resided.

P.S. If some rum could be sent for the use of the troops
it would be most acceptable, little or no liquor can now be
obtained in this neighbourhood. Boots are also much

In almost every house plunder was discover, d, chiefly articles
of wearing apparel. These settlements were soon reduced
to ruins.

required.

I have further the honour to acquaint you that a great
number of prisoners have been brought in by the constables
of this district, all of whom seem to vie with one another to

efugees: Rev. H. B. Harris, Mrs. Harris, four children,
and three servants, Mr. Roderick, Miss d'Ansigny, Mr. Sutton

make amends for their late delinquencies by capturing all

Scoltock, two children, and nurse, Mrs. Sinclair's nurse.

I cannot hear of any more being in the woods in the
neighbourhood.
H

* Under Ensign Cullen.
+ Privates Beckley, Bates, and Moody.

L. B. H.

EXPLANATIONS OF CAPTAIN HOLE,
8.

MEMORANDUM of PAss AGEs referred to in the accompanying Despatch.
Captain Hole 2/6th Regiment.
“ Captain Hole reports on 17th October, 1865:
“On arriving yesterday at Long Bay I found
the huts full of plunder. I had every house within

a quarter of a mile of the road in which plunder
was found fired, and in doing so upwards 20 of
the rebels were killed.

After remaining about an

hour I pushed on for Manchioneal.
“ The rebels were firing some of the houses
in front and everywhere fied at our approach. A
house called the Cottage was in flames within a

mile of us.

Every black man who did not stand

at our approach to give an account of himself was
shot.”

“I am of opinion that upwards of 60 rebels
were killed yesterday by the troops under my
command, among whom I hear there are some
ringleaders.”
* I intend to have destroyed all houses in
-

which proved rebels have resided.”

Captain Hole's replies.
Cog Hall adjoining Long Bay was pointed out to me as a nest
of rebels, in fact, it was from this place I was informed that threats

had been sent through all the country which I had just traversed. I
had also been told that at this point I might expect to meet the
rebels. On arriving there I sent a skirmishing party through the
village, which was situated on the side of a hill and was thickly
covered with bush, so much so that two huts could hardly be seen aſ

one time. On the party entering it men ran out of the huts and
endeavoured to make their escape into the dense bush. It was in
making this attempt that about 20 of them were shot. I ented
several huts and found them full of plunder, some of which was
identified. My force being a small one of 44 men 26th Regiment,
and about 50 of 1st W. I. Regiment, I could not detach any men tº

collect and bring on the property there discovered. I likewise could
get no carts or vehicles of any description. I felt that did I nºtºm
plete my work as I proceeded, on the morrow I might not he in

position to do so. I could not then imagine that people whº had
risen in rebellion and spread it forty miles in less than three lº
would quietly allow me to pass through a most difficult country and
not offer opposition. I expected a stand to be made by them “tº
moment. Rather than allow the rebels a second time to regain pº
session of the stolen property, I directed the huts with their contenº
to be burnt.

The country from Cog Hall to Manchioneal afforded great tº

rebels (as did all the country from Port Antonio) from its busº
nature. Parties were detached to scour the vicinity of the nº
Several men were concealed in the bush. Everywhere they ki. and
several were shot down. Many however escaped.

-

I have the honour to add that from Long Bay to Manchiº;
distance of about mine miles, the houses of the white gentiºuſ

all been completely sacked, and the most wanton damage had
committed. Mattresses, armchairs, and plunder of alsº wº
on the road. Mulatto River House, the residence of Mr. Hinchel
wood, had been burnt down. I ascertained that wherever the rebels
had appeared, with a few exceptions, they had been receiviº"

greatest aid from the inhabitants, numbers of whom ladjºined tºº.
and that in despoiling the different houses people that ºught.”
assisted
theand
goods,
were those
whoeverywhere
had been that
hº
the
workinofpreserving
destruction
thieving.
The cry
been raised was “Colour for colour.”

istrict
I am of opinion that but for the arrival of the troops in the distri

that there would not have been a

-

*º
, B, H01, 8,

2nd Battalion 6th Regime”

--------
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In his subsequent report of 19th October he
states that three men of the 1st West India

The Plantain Gard

Private Beckley,
--

...

Moody,

given me by Corporal Beckles, 1st W. I.

|ºpºſed it at onceento the BrigadierictGeneral.

regiment—
Bates,

This statement is as
Regiment.
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River Distr

was in a most disturbed

condition.
-

-

L. M. Hole,

Captain 2nd Battalion, 6th Regiment.

Got separated from this party, and proceeded as
far as the Plantain Garden River District, and
from their reports I learn a great number of rebels
are lurking in that district.

They informed me on their return last evening
that they had shot about 10 rebels, three of whom
were concerned in the murder of Mr. Hire.

They brought back with them two cartloads of

recovered property, some of which belonged to the
late Mr. Hire, (as in one of the pockets of a coat

I discovered the two accompanying letters,) and
some to Mr. Shortridge (the same being discovered
by the crest on two plated teapots).
They also brought in various other articles not

i.

identified.

I consider that these three men

ave done good service.
John Elki NgtoN,
Lt.-Col. D.A.G.

Exth Act from a Despatch from the Right Honourable Edward CARDwell, M.P., to Gover Nor EYRE,
Jamaica, No. 356, of 1st December, 1865.
Answers.

I cannot state the number of prisoners tried. Courts-martial with

Questions:

1st. The number of persons tried, and of those
sentenced by Courts-martial, specifying the charge

minutes on 33 rebels were handed by me to the Brigadier General.
There were some other Courts-martial, awarding imprisonment; these

and sentence, and whether or not the sentence

were forwarded by me to the Provost Marshal, at Port Antonio. I
did not keep any duplicates.
The sentences were carried out under

was executed, and under whose authority, and
whether minutes were taken of the evidence in
which the sentence was founded in each case.

All minutes of evidence so taken to be appended
to the return.

The return should show also at

I was the confirming officer.
my orders.
The whole of the offences were committed after the Morant Bay

what places and times respectively the offences,
where charged to have been committed, and the ac
cused persons were arrested or captured, and tried,

specifying in each case whether the offence was
committed before or during martial law, whether
the arrest or capture was made during martial
law, and in a place to which martial law eartended

inassacre.

All arrests or captures were made during martial law and in places
where martial law extended.

and if the person accused was arrested or captured
in a place to which martial law did not ertend,
and remored to a place to which it did eartend,

there to be tried by martial law, and for an offence
not committed during and under martial law, it
should be sated by whose authority this was done,
and whether under the advice of the Attorney

2nd. Whether any persons were hanged.
flogged, or otherwise punished, without trial, and

No persons were hanged without trial, but several were flogged by
I have specified their names in re
turn marked A. They were all black, and of the lowest class, chiefly

if so, by whom and under whose authority, in each

males; there were a few females flogged with a light cat.

case specifying the name, sex, colour, and quality

females were given the option by me of restoring the plunder, and

of the person punished, the nature and date of
the punishment, the nature and date of the offence,

their being allowed to go free, or of submitting to the punishment.

and the grounds on which it was assumed to have

They accepted as a rule the latter alternative.
About 60. I have been unable to ascertain their names, they were

General of Januaira.

been committed.

3rd. The number of persons, so far as can be

my authority on sworn evidence,

All the

ascertained who were shot in the field or in the

all males, full-grown men, flying from the troops to the thick bush.
A fowling-piece was taken from one, a pistol from another; several

bush, their names, sex, quality, and colour, and
whether adults or children, specifying in all cases

had machetts. They are agricultural implements, which, when

whether they were resisting or flying, whether

inflict most serious wounds.

sharpened (which several were), can be used as cutlasses, and can
Some were unarmed.

armed or unarmed, and if armed, with what wea

pons, whether such as are used only for purposes,
or such as are used also in agricultural or other
peaceful occupations.
4th. Whether any and what oral or written in
structions were given to officers in command of

detachments, sent in pursuit of rebels, whereby
they might know on what evidence or appearances
other than hostile, action or attitude they were to
assume, that those they might meet with were

rebels, and whether those officers or any of them
were led by their instructions or otherwise, and

without authority, induced to assume that all per
sons flying or hiding from pursuit, or all persons
*ound with plunder, or all persons leaving their

No instructions were given whereby I might know on what evidence
or appearance other than hostle action or attitude I was to assume.
Those I met were rebels. I was directed by word of mouth to engage

and punish the rebels should I come across them. Information as to

the position of rebels had to be gathered from time to time on the

narch. I had to assume for myself, backed up by the opinion of two
magistrates, and '. what I heard from the local police and other peo
ple who attached themselves to my force, who were rebels, and who
were not.

L. M. Hole,

Captain 2nd Battalion 6th Regiment.

labour on plantations, were to be regarded as
rebels, and shot when met with. Copies of all
written instructions should be furnished.
True Extract.

John Elk INGto.N,
Lt.-Col. D.A.G.
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A.

PRIsonERs summarily disposed of by the OFFICER COMMANDING THE TRoops at Manchioneal
during the rebellion in Saint Thomas in the East, Island of Jamaica.
-

Names.

Witnesses.

|

Offence.

Punishment.

|
James Minot

-

Grant,

Charles

James Bryant

-

100 lºsis.

For being with the rioters at Elmwood Great House and
stealing, 14th Oct. 1865.
For stealing a turkey and a chair from Mulatto River House,

George Francis.

Donaldson Panton
|

100 lashes,

14th October 1865.

For being with rioters in the neighbourhood of Holland
House on the night of Mr. Hire's murder, lºth October,

John Claw, Billy James Dempson McAne.

100 lashes each.

1865.

E. Josiah
Charles Le Veine

For stealing at Williamsfield

John Curate
Omitted in notes

-

-

-

100 lashes.

-

For being found with harness in his possession the pro- 100 lashes,
perty of Mr. Hinchelwood and not satisfactorily ac
counting for it.

Jaetitia Cousins -

Wm. Lambie
Aurelia Cane, Ja
net McNeil.

Harriet Lindsay,
Ellen O’Brien,

Nelly Blake.
Joseph
Harris, | Peter

For stealing from Reach House, the residence of Mr. Fleming
For being with rioters and stealing
|

|

For being with rioters

Nugent,

Joseph Harris lºſſ

Robt. Fuller.

William Harris,

lashes, Wm. Harris

|

Jacob

30 lashes.
30 lashes each.
f

50 lashes.
The two men 100

-

Bennett,

Robt. Lewis

For stealing sheep

-

-

-

-

-

-

Patrick Murray,
Esther
Wm.

lasheseach, Esther

3rown.

Brown 30 lashes.

Strong,

Isaac McDonald,
Philip Patrick.

James Perkins,

For stealing from Williamsfield, the residence of Rev. E. The two men 100
Jones.
lasheseach.Sophia
Murray 30 lashes,
For being with rioters
- 100 lashes each,

Sophia Murray.
Peter

Charles
Harry,
Charles Donald-

Nugent,

-

-

-

-

For stealing from Williamsfield -

-

-

Robt. Nichols.

son.

Edwd. Anderson -

J. Mcljonald
Charles Robin-

-

50 lashes.
º

SOIl.

James Christie -

Jas.

Nicholas,

For stealing from Williamsfield

-

-

-

-

100 lashes.

George Parks.

|

John Williams

-

Wm. Mic Nab

For being with rioters at Williamsfield

Jane McAne

-

Omitted in my

For stealing

Wm. Sherwood,

Anthony Titus -

For being with rioters

Bevis Hall, Andw.
Lidwidge, Robt.

For being with rioters at Williamsfield and stealing

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

50 lashes.
30 lashes,

notes.

Richd. Lindsay.
John Hall, John
Lewis.

-

-

-

50 lashes each.

-

50 lashes each.

Lewood.

Ellen Lindsay
Julius Bigmell
Ellen Taylor
Joseph Darling
Alick Welch
Wm. Johnson

- Andw.Lidwidge - For being with rioters at Happy Grove House and stealing 30 lashes,
- Omitted in notes For having stolen goods in his possession
- 50 lashes.
- | Henry Panton - || For stealing
- 30 lashes.
- Mr.F.J. Fleming - || For being with the rioters
- 50 lashes,
- Thomas Gilbert - || For being with the rioters
- 50 lashes.
- Corpl. Hunter, 1st For having stolen goods in his possession
- 100 lashes,

John Webber

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

W. H. Regt.

Jas. Leslie, Sandie

For stealing and being with rioters

-

-

-

100 lashes.

Holmes.

Henry

Cousins Wm. Lambie

Richd. Kelly.
Burke, Parker -

-

For being with rioters at Reach House and plundering it 100 lashes each.
-

Mr. Edie, Mr.Col-

For stealing a pig

-

-

-

-

-

50 lashes each,

lins.

Edwd. Clarke Mary Eowe, Agnes

Chmitted in notes | For being with rioters, prevaricating and lying to Capt. Hole 50 lashes,
Omitted in notes Rioting and stealing
- John West lººks:
*

-

-

-

-

es, remainder º'

Clarke, John
West, Mrs. Mic
Ane.
Robt. Cousins
Thos. Scott
Joe Harris

-

Richd. Grey

-

lashes each.

James Forsyth James Forsyth -

For being with rioters
- 100 lashes,
For being with rioters at Duckenfield and stealing
- 50 lashes.
For wilfully breaking a window at Perow when with rioters 50 lashes.
For
at Perow with rioters and cutting the sash of a 100 lashes.

Francis Hill
John Grant

-

-

-

-

.

|

Win (lovy.

Thos. Saunders - James Forsyth -

For being at Perow with rioters and being the first man to 150 lashes.
break into the house.

Thos.

Clarke,

James Forsyth -

For being with rioters at Perow

-

-

-

-

100 lashes each.

Robt. Marshall,
Edw. Stephens. |

-

Thos. Richards - | James Forsyth

Cousins,

Mary Hart

-

Thos.

Nath. Łogan

-

Corpl. Beckles, 1st

Joseph Milligan -

Mr. Edie, Mr. Ca-

... Louisa Fisher.

For being one of the first men to break into Perow House 150 lashes.
For stealing from Mr. Kirkland's store at Manchioneal - 30 lashes.
-

For having things belonging to the late Mr. Hire in his 150 lashes.
house, and running away from soldiers.

W. I. Regt.

Omitted in notes

-

-

-

-

Omitted in notes

-

-

-

-

-

100 lashes.

-

100 lashes.

ºneron.

Wm. Russell

- | Henry
Burke,
| Henry Thomp

John Ricketts

- | Hugh Speed

son.

- || For being with rioters in Mr. Kirkland's store with a | 100 lashes.
machette, 13th Octr. 1865.

George Murray Joe Franks

-

Joseph Thompson | For receiving stolen goods
Mr. Chance,
For stealing
-

Edwd. Aflik.

-

-

-

-

-

-

150 lashes,

-

-

-

100 lashes.
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*N*s summarily disposed of, &c.—continued.
Naimº.

|

Witnesses.

()ffence

-

–
Punishment.

Edwd. Bickerstaff

-

-

Jas. Knowles

-

George Barritt,
Margery Winter.

Lewis Martin

Abin. Scott

George Parke

-

|

For having a mustard-pot belonging to Rev. E. Jones in

Mr. Chance,
Edwd. A flik.
-

-

-

"…

-

Corpl. Smith, Ptr.
Chambers, 26th
Regt.

|

-

-

For having stolen goods in their possession belonging to

The
two each,
men 100
lashes
M

Rev. E. Jones.

lº ". 30 lashes.
I (() º:
*

Constable Burton For stealing
Mr. Javidson - For stealing a Bible
- | Mr. Bolton
- Omitted in notes -

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

º

Elisha Atik

-

Elwd. Aſhºk

-

Stealingone
from
evidence,
Williamsfield
I have disposed
|
of
o

John Hughes

-

Omitted in nºtes

Rosannah Doyley | Mr. Chance, Edw.
| Aijik.

Hetty Anderson -

-

.

--

in ſº.

Air Mo-In my notes are these words: “It would have
.. been
but there being only
Hannah Geddles -

100 lashes

his possession.

-

-------

theºle ºnly.
ily.” 30 lashes

judiºhes
For denying she had stolen gºods in her house and the 30 lºhº.'
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

same Leinſ; afterwards found there.

Mr.Chalce, Nancy For stealing from Williamsfield -

30 lashes.

Parke.

Saml. Doyley

-

Joseph Lewis

- ' Mr. Chance, Edw.

Mr.A Chance,
Edw.
flik.

Forfield.
having two carpets in his yard belonging to Williams
For being with rioters at Mr. Chance's shop

Afik.

-

100 lashes.

-

100 lashes.
|

Lt. B. Hole, Captain, 2d Batt., 6th Regiment.
I certify that I was generally assisted in examining

Marshal to assist me; that in 17 days I summarily disposed

into the before-named cases by a magistrate; that I care

of 73 cases; that in addition, about 50 were tried by Court

fully investigated the various charges against the prisoners;
that I arrived at no hasty decision ; that for the first few
days I released the women, but an opinion going forth that
I at last reluctantly awarded corporal punishment to
them : that in almost every case against women the option

martial, of which the preliminary examinations had to be
made by me; that I dismissed several cases, no evidence
appearing in support of them ; and that during the time I
commanded at Manchioneal, fully 150 prisoners were
brought in by Volunteers, Constables, and other parties
sent out to a prehend them. I also certify that my command

was given them of restoring the stolen goods, and passing

at Manchioneal was from 16th October to 4th November

free to their homes, or of submitting to the punishment.
That I regret that my notos are not more complete; that
the omission was occasioned by the immense amount
of work that I had to go through, there being no Provost

1865.

they could steal as much as they liked and pass unpunished

Port Antonio,

LT. B. Hole, Captain,
2nd Battalion, 6th Regiment.

1st January 1866.
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G.
MILITARY DESPATCHES and ORDERs.
KINGSTON.

IND E X.
No.

No.

21 October.

Extract from General Orders, Head Quarters,
Kingston

27 October.

-

-

Extract from letter from Governor Eyre,

Up-Park Camp -

-

-

accompanying the last

l

-

Lieut.-Col. Elkington to Provost Marshal,
-

27 October.

la-Mar

2

1.
Extract FRom GENERAL ORDERs.

21st Oct., 1865,

-

-

-

-

-

4

Extract.

“I am of opinion that all prisoners should as rapidly
*

º
-

as possible be tried, and those who are not deserving of
death or fiogging be released. It is not desirable with
our overcrowded gaols to sentence persons to imprison
ment; nor would I advise that flogging should be
resorted to more than can be helped.”
True extract.

John ElkingtoN, Lieut.-Col.
D. A. General.

27–10–’65.

2

4.

JAMAICA CoMMAN D.

INstructions for the Officer proceeding to Savanna
la-Mar.

Head Quarters, Kingston, 27th October 1860.
SIR,

3

3.

Head Quarters, Kingston, Jamaica,

Newcastle.

•

-

This does not refer to political prisoners sent to Camp
E
by the Custos of Kingston.
J. E.

G.O., No. 453.

3. In order to prevent any misunderstanding respecting
rank in the event of Colonel Hobbs 2/6th Royal Regiment
and Brigadier-General Nelson, Deputy Adjutant General,
Commanding the troops in the Field, meeting, the two
Divisions are to be considered totally distinct and each
solely under its own immediate command.
By command,
Jo HN ELKINGTON,
(Signed)
D. A. G.
The Officer Commanding
2/6th Royal Regiment,

-

Instructions to officer proceeding to Savanna

I AM directed by the Major-General Commanding

to transmit to you an extract from a letter addressed by
His Excellency the Governor to the Major-General.
In furtherance of the opinion expressed by His Excel

lency, and in consequence of the large number of prisoners
now at Up-Park Camp, I am to direct you to take pressing

steps to dispose of these cases, either by Court-martial, or

You will proceed in H.M. ship “Fawn” at 4 o'clock
p.m. to-morrow 27th instant in charge of 40 rank andfil;
of the 1st West India Regiment to Savanna-la-Mar, and
locate yourself in the Court-house or other defensible
building.
The country not being under martial law, you will ºf
under the orders of the Custos and magistrates.
-

You will report as often as possible on the state of the
The necessary camp equipages and a quarter-hartel ºf

where the charge is not of a serious nature, by the infliction
of such amount of corporal punishment as you may deem

county for the Major-General's information.

the offence merits.

spare ammunition will be placed on board by the Assistant

Where evidence is wanting in support of a minor charge
release the prisoner with a caution.

your command.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,
Joh N ELKINGTON, Lieut.-Col.
D. A. General.

Superintendent of Stores for the use of the troops under
)
(Signed
g

By order,
toN, Lieut.-Col
Johs Elking
ral. .
Dep. Adj.-Gene
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III.

Returns relative to Punishments inflicted during Martial Law.
A.
RETU"I:N

Of PERsons put to death in course of the Stºppression of the INSURRECTION in the County of SURRY, JAMAICA
From 14th October to 13th November, 1865.

MORANT BAY and Immediate Neighbourhood.

;l

Name of Person killed.

Edward Fleming

.

Place of Execution.

-

Men, names unknown Woman, name unknown

Henry Bunnyman

-

Port

Morant

Morant Bay
I)itto
White Horses

Idate of
Death.

()ct. 14
1)itto
I) it to
l)itto

Manner
Court
of 10, ath. Witness proving Death. martial.

Hung
|)itto
I) it to
Shot |

Penny Aikin

Charge.

Remarks.

C.M.

Proceedings not kept.

| litto
loitto

l)itto.
Ditto.

-

On the road by Lieut.
Oxley's party.

Archy, Francis

-

Man, name unknown -

John Bundy George Marshall

-

Thomas Darby

-

1)uncan Grant

-

-

I)ennis Geoghegan

-

Henry Patterson

-

William Minard

-

William Manning
– Frenderson

-

-

I)ugald Lindsay
lºaniel Copeland
Thomas I)awland
William Grant

Ditto
!).it to

1) itto
1) it to

Easington
Morant Bay

()ct. 17

1) it to
Ditto
1) itto

()ct.

ls

Hung

Stony Gut

()ct.

19

Shot

I) it to

I) it to
H)itto
Ditto
|)itto
I) it to
lºitto
1)itto

| litto

I)itto
Ditto

I) it to
l)itto
I}ºtto
1) it to
I)itto
()ct. 20
I) it to
l)itto

l)itto
Ditto
I) it to
1) it to

-

-

-

-

Morant Bay

IDitto
I) it to
IDitto
1) itto
I)itto
Ditto
|)itto

Betsy Forrest Lieut. Oxley, R.N.
l)itto
G. B. Clarke

Ann Ogilvie

I)itto.
l)itto.

-

Charge. Rebellion.
By order of Provost
Marshal Ramsay.

-

By Lieutenant Oxley's

-

Thomas Fuller Thomas 1)avis David Valentine

T. I)avis

party. No trial.
Py the Maroons.
litto.
Ditto.
i)itto.
Ditto.
1);tto.
1)itto.
Charge. Rebellion.

-

Emily Lindsay

| lung
10itto
Ditto

I)itto
l)itto

Charge.
Charge.

Ditto
Ditto

1)itto
1) it to

I)itto
1) itto

Charge.
Charge.

I) it to
I)itto

I)itto

I)itto
I) it to

Rebellion.
Ringleader of

rebellion.
l

Joseph Henry Henry Holgate

-

-

|

Francis Jacobs

-

Thomas Jones

-

Ditto

Rebellion.
Rebellion and

murder.

Charge.

Rebellion.

Charge.

Concerned

in

rebellion.
1) it to

I) it to

Richard Kelly

Ditto

I)itto

I)itto
Ditto
Ditto

at Morant Bay.
I)itto Charge. Rebellion.
l)itto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto, Charge. Desertion and

-

("olin Mel)ermott

-

John McGillivray

-

Frank M'Queen

-

I) itto

Ditto

I) it to

Ditto

I) it to

I}itto

Charge.

Heading party

IJuncan Stewart

I) it to

Ditto

!).itto

Ditto

-

rebellion as a sworn
constable.
and
Charge. Murder
rebellion.

William Stewart

Ditto

I)itto

Ditto

Ditto

-

Charge and evidence not

Alexander Taylor

Ditto

Ditto

1)itto

Ditto Charge.

-

stated.

Mutiny

and

rebellion.

Simon Taylor -

-

William Ward

-

Mary Ward

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
l)itto

I) it to

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

I)itto

l)itto

Ditto

Ditto

Shot

Ditto
Ditto

Charge. Rebellion.
Charge. Rebellion and
seizing police arms.
Ditto Charge. Being armed
and inciting to murder.
Ditto Charge. Rebellion and
plunder.
Charge. Desertion as
Volunteer; shot by
sentry when trying

-

-

-

E. K. Bailey -

-

Peter Wilson

I}itto
I) it to

W. G. Astwood

-

to escape.
William Wilson

-

Henry Blakeley

-

Edward Cameron

-

Ditto

Oct. 21

Hung

Ditto Charge. Rebellion and

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto Charge. Rebellion.
Ditto Charge. Rebellion, and

murder of Mr. Hire.
Ditto
Ditto

"

being

found

with

Volunteer arms.

George Donaldson
John Edwards
Richard Elliston

-

-

Richard Grant

-

Henry Griffiths

-

Robert Hamilton
Robert M*Gregor

-

George M. Intosh

-

-

Ditto
|)itto
1)itto
I)itto
Ditto
IJitto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
I)itto
Ditto
Ditto

H)itto
1)itto
Ditto
l)itto
l)itto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
I)itto
Ditto
1Ditto
!).itto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
IDitto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
10itto
Ditto

Oct. 23

Ditto

Ditto

Charge. Rebellion.
Ditto.
Charge. Ditto.
Charge. Ditto.
Charge. Ditto.
Charge. Ditto.

Ditto Charge.
l)itto
Ditto
Ditto,
Ditto

Ditto Charge. Ditto.
Charge. Complicity with

Ditto

rebellion.

Edward M'Lean
James Mitchell
Joe Mitchell Edward Morison
Francis Stewart
Richard Thomson
Thomas Walker
Mr. G. W. Gordon

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto Charge.

.-

--

-----

Rebellion.

Charge.
Ditto.
Charge.
Ditto.
Charge.
I)itto.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
lyitto Charge.
Ditto Charge. High treason
and rebellion.
Ditto
I) it to
IDitto

7 D 4
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RETURN of PERSONs put to death in course of the SUPPRESSION of the INSURRECTION, &c.

,

MORANT BAY, &c.—continued.

##
ää |

Name of Person killed.

Place of Executio

ºf §§.

|

ºi.

Witness proving Death.

*\_
--

!
!

Archie Bailey Davis Bailey -

!

John Blake

-

})itto
Ditto

-

-

-

-

-

- || Morant Bay

Oct. 23

Hung

-

-

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

-

-

Hung

-

-

-

-

cy.
Ditto

Charge. Rebellion.
Charge.
Ditto.

Ditto

º,

!

l

-

-

1 || William Brawn

John Brawn

-

Charge. Remarks.

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

-

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

-

-

Ditto
l)itto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

-

-

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

-

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

-

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

-

Rebellion and

under.

ci.

-

-

Ditto

-

-

Ditto Charge. Murder and

-

Ditto Charge. Murder of Mr.
| Hire and rebellion.

Ditto Charge. Rebellion.

Rebellion.

rebellion.

-

1

Billy Burton -

l

Joseph Clarke

-

-

1 | Richard Wilson

-

l
1

George Craddock
Jeffrey Davis -

1

Alexander Hamilton -

-

-

1 | Edward Howel

-

-

-

-

-

Ditto Charge. Murder.

-

-

Ditto Charge. Rebellion,

-

-

Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Dit to Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge. Ringleader of

-

-

Ditto Charge. Illtreating a

-

-

rebels.

1

Charles Mayne

1
1

John Panton James Thomas

I

William Thorpe

-

-

-

-

policeman.
- | Ditto Charge. Rebellion.
- | Ditto Charge. Ringleader of

-

- | Ditto

Charge. Rebellion.

-

-

º

-

rebellion.
-

1 | William Walters

-

Ditto

Rebellion and

plunder.

1
1

John Wright Robert Barkley

-

-

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Oct. 24 | Ditto

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ditto Charge. Rebellion.
Ditto Charge. Wounding a
Volunteer.

º

| | James Betty 1 Moses Bogle -

-

-

1

Paul Bogle

-

-

l
l

Robert Brown
James Bowie -

-

1

Stephen Cameron

-

r-

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
})itto

Ditto

Ditto

- Ditto Charge. Rebellion.
- | Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
- Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
- Ditto No proceedings returned.
Ditto Charge. Rebellion.
Ditto Charge. Rebellion and
breaking allegiance to

l)itto

Ditto

-

-

Ditto

Ditto

-

-

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

-

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

-

Ditto

Ditto

-

-

Ditto
Ditto
Oct. 25 | Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

-

-

-

Ditto Charge. , Ditto.

-

-

Ditto Charge. Rebellion.

-

-

-

-

-

-

the Queen asconstable
1 || William Chambers

-

1 | James McLaren

-

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

1 | James Morgan

-

Ditto

1
l

-

Ditto

-

1)itto

-

Ditto

1 David Douglas
1 || James Geoghegan
1 | Thomas Holdgate

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- |

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Charge.
Charge.
Charge.
Charge.
Charge.

Murder.
Rebellion.
Riot.
Rebellion.
Mutiny and re

-

Ditto Charge. Attempt to
murder and rebellion,

bellion.

-

George Thompson
William Bogle

1 | Thomas Davis

| Ditto

Charge. Being a rebel
and maîtreating Wm.
Gabay.

1 | Lewis Dick

1

-

-

Charles Geoghegan

-

1 | Letitia, Geoghegan

-

l

Lewis Miller

-

1

William Stephens

-

-

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

-

Oct. 26 | Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ditto Charge. Rebellicm.
Ditto Charge. Ditto,

-

Ditto Charge.

-

Ditto Charge. Ditto.
Ditto Charge. Rebellion and
being a leader.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge. Rebellion.
Ditto Charge, Rebellion and
being a leader.
Ditto Charge. Rebellion.

-

1 || James Stewart

-

1 | William Thompson

-

1 || James Williams

-

1 || Edward Ciarke
1
John Collins 1 || Robert Craven
} | Andrew Hicks

-

-

-

-

1 | Richard Johnston

-

1

Joseph Helly -

-

1 | James Lewis -

-

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

-

-

-

-

-

-

- | Ditto Charge.

-

-

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

-

-

Ditto

-

-

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

-

-

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto Charge. , Ditto.
| Ditto
| Ditto

cº

Rebellion and

lunder.
Rebellion.

cº

- | Ditto Charge. , Ditto.
- | Ditto Charge. Rebellion as
leader.

l Benjamin McDermott
1 | Philip M'Lean

-

1 | Lewis M'Lean
1 || William Martin
1 | Lewis Minot -

-

-

-

- || Ditto Charge. Rebellion.
- | Ditto Charge. Ditto.
- Ditto Charge. Ditto.
- | Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
- | Ditto Charge. Rebellion, as

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ditto

-

-

-

Oct. 27 | Ditto

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

leader.

I
David Richards
1 | Samuel Titus -

1 || George Williams
l | Mary Ann Francis
1 || Moses Francis
| | Frederick Hill

-

-

-

-

-

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto Charge. Rebellion.
| Ditto

cº

Rebellion and
plunder. ...

-

-

- Ditto Charge.
Diº.
- | Ditto Charge. Rebellion.
- Ditto Charge.
Ditto.

-

-

-

| Ditto

cº,
ciº.
9.

Rebellion and

lunder.

1
1

Joseph Kelly Jasper Livingstone

-

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

-

-

-

-

-

| Ditto
I Ditto

plun

Rebellion.
Rebellion and

tr.
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Return of Persons put to death in course of the Suppression of the INsurrection, &c.
MORANT BAY, &c.—con

|i

Name of Person killed.

Place of

Execution.

Date of
Death.

:

*.

Court

Witness proving Death. martial

Charge. Remarks.

John M'Kenzie

Morant Bay

Oct. 27

Hung

C.M.

Charge.

Edwin Sterling

Ditto
i)itto
1) it to
l)itto
IDitto
Oct. 28

I)itto
!).it to
I) it to
1)itto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Charge.

Colin Reid
Edward Wilson
Francis Winter
Alexander Badston

I)itto
!).itto
!).itto
I)itto
1)itto
Ditto

Robert Beecher

Ditto

Ditto

l)itto

Charge. Rebellion, plun
der, and attempted

Ellen Dawkins

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Charge. Rebellion and
assisting in murder.

James Donaldson

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Charge. Rebellion, plun
der, , and attempted

Judy Edwardes

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Charge. Rebellion and
assisting in murder.

Abraham Grant

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Charge. Rebellon, plun

John Sterling -

lºtto
Ditto
l)itto

1)itto.
1)itto.

Charge.
IDitto.
Charge.
Ditto.
Charge.
Ditto.
Charge.
Ditto.
Charge. Rebellion and
assisting in murder.
murder.

murder.

der, , and attempted
murder.

Joseph Sterling
George Webber

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

I)itto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

James Winter -

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Joseph Phinn James Jennings

i

Charge.
Charge.

Ditto.
Ditto.

No proceedings returned.
Charge. Rebellion, plun
der, , and attempted
murder.
Ditto

Charge.

Rebellion,

plunder,andattempted
murder.

Scipio Cawell -

:

Edward Donaldson
Thomas Edwardes
Robert Graham
Daniel Johnston

William Moxey
Abraham Panton
Edward Panton

Edward Brown
Mansfield Panton

.

Oct. 30
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

I) itto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Oct. 31
Ditto
Ditto
I) it to
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Nov. 1
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
|Ditto
*Nov. *2.
Ditto
Nov. 3
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
1)itto
Ditto
IDitto
Ditto
Ditto
IDitto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

John Barnett -

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Toby Butler -

Ditto

Abraham Cornwall

Ditto

Charles Fuller

Ditto

Joseph Graham

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Prince Stewart
Charles Walker

John Bartley -

George Grossett
Andrew Harris

James Laing - .
William Logan
Thomas Kelly

Ditto

Williams Dawns

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

George Harriss

Ditto

Richard Harris
Robert Jacobs -

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

James Martin Mathew Nevin
Frederick Wilson
William Booth

Edward Leaycroft
John Paterson

James Robinson (1)
James Robinson (2)

Joseph Robinson
John Williams
Thomas Frictiss
Lawrence McLaren

Justina Taylor

George Taylor
Alex. Arnatt

-

William Taylor
John Atilick

-

Sam. Clarke

-

Charles Cumming
James Johnson

Henry Lawrence

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Uitto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto Charge. Rebellion.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.

Ditto

Ditto
I) it to
Ditto

Ditto
l}itto
!).itto
i)itto
H)itto
!).itto
Ditto
Ditto

. .

Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
J)itto Charge. Rebellion,
plunder and murder.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto Charge. Rebellion.
Ditto Charge. Rebellion,
plunder, and murder.
Ditto Charge. Rebellion.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
IDitto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
l)itto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto,
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
l)itto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto.
{}itto Charge.

Ditto

Charge.

i)itto.

Charge.
Ditto.
Charge. Treason
Ditto Charge. Rebellion.
Ditto.
I)itto Charge.

Ditto
I)itto

Ditto

Charge.

Treasonous

correspondence

with

G. W. Gordon, con

spiring to incite insur
rection, and complicity
therein.

7 E
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RETURN of PERSONs put to death in course of the SUPPRESSION of the INSURRECTIox, &c.
MORANT BAY, &c.—continued.
*

##

º: Cº.

Place of Execution.

Name of Person killed.

º

Witness proving Death.

Charges. Remarks:

*

Nov. 3 || Hung | -

-

Morant Bay

| | Edward Spence

-

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

-

-

George April -

-

Ditto

Nov. 6

Ditto

-

-

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Nov. 8 |

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

-

-

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

-

! | James Geoghegan

-

Ditto

l | Prince M*Leod

-

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

-

1
1

John Miller (Read)

-

- || C.M. Charge.

-

-

-

Ditto
Ditto

*::::§:
º *...*

-

Ditto

cº" º:

er

John Forbes 1
1 | William Simmons

John Taylor

1

-

1 | James White 1 | Francis Cox -

-

-

-

-

-

- | Ditto Charge.
- Ditto Charge.

-

-

Ditto Charge.

-

-

Ditto

-

| Ditto
Ditto

-

Diu,
Diu.
Ditto.

º

Rebellion and

under.

Ditto
Ditto

-

-

N:proceedings returned

º

Rebellion and

under,

1 | Edward Stewart

Ditto

Ditto

-

-

-

-

-

1 | Thomas French

Ditto

Nov. 10 | Ditto

-

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

-

-

cº:

Murder, rebel

-

Ditto

-

plunder.plun.
lion, and
Rebellion,
Ditto Charge.
-

der, , and attempted
-

1

Joseph Garvey

-

1

James R. Smith

-

1

John Thompson

murder.

-

-

Ditto

.

-

Ditto
Ditto

-

-

Ditto Charge. Rebellion, plun.
der, and attempted
|.
murder.
- || Ditto Charge. Rebellion.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ditto

Ditto Charge. Rebellion,plun.
der and attempted

-

murder.
—

-

—— l

RETURN of PERSONs put to death in the course of the SUPPREssion of the INSURRECTION, &c.
BLUE MOUNTAIN WALLEY, &c.

#3
##

| Place of Execution.

Name of Persons killed.

º dº.

*
*,

Witness proving Death.

‘s

charge. Remark
-

-

|

1 | William Carr -

- || Monklands

| Oct. 16 || Shot | -

-

- c.M. º.

Ringleader ºf

rebellion.

1

Richard Graham

1 | James Johnson

- || Garbrand

*

-

Roderick M'Laren

Oct. 17 | Ditto

- | Somerset

**
| By * with

| By

Ditto

1

Joshua Francis

l

Charles Douglas

-

Barracks
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

-

Catherine Johnson |

-

Ditto

L. Davidson, Ed- ||

-

Do.

do.

Ditto

ward Reid.
L. Davidson

-

Do.

...t un

Ditto

Ou

º

1 | William Shann

DV

trial; blind.
-

d
-

- || Chigoe Foot | Oct. 19 || Hung | Rachel Douglas - |C. M.

Returned *

name

Se

known.” Charge.

Market.
-

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Diana Ford

dition and murder.
Returned
“name *
- | Ditto!
Sº
known.”as Charge.
l

-

-

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
l

dition and murder.
“man”
- | Dittol Returned
Sº
known.”as Charge.

1

Robert Dyke -

-

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

-

-

1

Jack Garden -

-

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

-

-

***
"...mºus.
- || Ditto Charge.,

-

-

-

l

S
James Stewart

1

irl
Edward Reid

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

dition and

6 || Men (names not known)

*.

- | Ditto Charge. Sedition
| Ditto

º cº Se
dition and . ſº

1 | Richard Cherrington - | Font Hill
1 | Richard Brown

-

Ditto

Rºº. º:

Oct. 20 | Shot | Thomas Nicholas
- || C. M. Name re
Ditto
A. Brown
Ditto
-

un

known. Chaº
dition and

1 || Jasper Telford

- |

1 | Thomas Stuart

-

1 | Abraham Kelly

Ditto

Ditto

-

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Mr. Francis Brown | Ditto h ...
- | Ditto Chargº
"...

-

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

A. Brown

- |

Ditto

-

-

Simon Wilson-

Ditto

r

- | Dittºº. Sedition in
5.
-- ||...}}.
Ditto,
Ditto C
- |Ditto 3. Ditto,
- || |{: .

1 | Charles Smith
1 Robert Francis
1 | James Reid 1 Jno. Walters -

-

Ditto
Ditto
- || Colev

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto I
Ditto

-

-

| | Sunny M'Farlane

-

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

-

-

-

§:

!.

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

-

-

-

-

-

º

T. Crossin

-

-

-

-

-

-

ed as uſ."

Nº. D0.

Ditto
Pitto
Ditto

Ditto

-

-

Ditto
Pitto

! | Thomas Ross -

sºiân º'

murder.

-

1

*.

. .

.

|Riº

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

-

'-.

-

arge,

Difº.
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Return of Pensons put to death in course of the SUPPREssion of the INsurrection, &c.
BLUE MOUNTAIN WALLEY, &c.—continued.
---

###£

Name of Persons killed.

-

"Place of

Execution

ſº º

-

-

-

-

*.

Witness proving Death.

Charge

Remarks.

-

->
-

|

Oct. 20

- |leoy

1 | Thomas Collin

shot

|cM.

Catherine Dennis

1 || Edward

Clawson

George Gale -

-

1

Joseph Bunting

-

! Alexander Jacques
l
Thomas. Reid -

-

! | Lewis Graham

-

l

-

David Easton

| | James Meddan
! Francis Graham
1 James Wellington

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

-

!

-

-

-

-

1 | William Wellington l

Edward Williams

l

Jack Telfer

-

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto E
Ditto TE

Mr. Francis Bowen

Ditto is
Ditto 5

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto | Catherine Dennis
Ditto

Ditto,

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

Arthur Wellington

-

Monklands

Ditto

do.
do.
do.
do.

Do.

do.

do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

-

Ditto 3

Do.

do.

do.

- | Ditto - U - Do.

do.

do.

Jamaica Dennis - I

-

Shot by a soldier without
trial.

Ditto

-

-

Ditto Charge.

-

Sedition and

murder.

-

|I). M'Lºren alias Graham

l

do.
do.
do.
do.

Ditto ºf

Ditto &

John Ross

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

-

Ditto ſº

Ditto

Ditto

#:

Ditto ;

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

names

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Ditto

Ditto

- Mount Lebanus Oct. 21

-

-

Ditto
Ditto

as

unknown.

Job Macfarlane - | Dittolà

-

l

ſº

*

*

-

!

Joseph Russell

1
1

William Morgan
George Hamilton

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

-

-

- | Ditto Charge. Ditto.

Pitto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Catherine Dennis

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

| Oct. 23

Ditto

:

-

| -

| Without trial.
Ditto.

-

-

Ditto

Charge.

Sedition and

murder.

1

William Gillespie

-

1

George Ranken

-

1

J. Spence

-

-

l

J. Brown

-

-

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Oct. 25
Ditto
Ditto

-

-

Ditto Charge.

-

-

Ditto

1

William Carr -

-

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto I
Ditto I
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

!

D. Brown

-

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

-

1

Samuel Becket

--

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

-

Ditto

Ditto

-

-

-

-

l i B. Grant

-

-

! Peter Bignal -

-

1

A. Betty

-

i A.
Charles .
l
Fortune (Carr 1

I. Johnson

1

William Robinson

-

-

..
-

-

|

-

-

-

-

-

Charge.
|Riº Charge.
Ditto' Charge.

-

-

Ditto Charge.

--

-

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

iii.,
Ditto

into
Ditto

intº
.
Ditto
-

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

-

-

-

.
-

Ditto Charge.
Charge.

-

-

Ditto Charge.

Ditto,
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.

.- . iii.
Cº.
Ditto Charge.

iii.
Ditto.

l

George Colburn

-

1

C. Williams

-

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

- Ditto
- Ditto
- Ditto
C. H. Francis - | Ditto

Ditto

-

-

i Thomas Johnston
1

J. Grant

1
1

Charles Thomas
E. Edwards -

-

-

-

- |
-

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

-

-

-

Charge.
Charge.

Ritto

-

-

Charge.
Charge.
Charge.

Ditto
Ditto

-

-

Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.

Ditto.
Charge.
Charge.
Ditto.
Charge.
Ditto.
No proof of trial.

-

-

Ditto.

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

-

Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.

Ditto Charge.

Sedition and

murder.

1
1

J. Kelly
L. Cubbisson -

-

Ross Grant

-

1

-

-

1 || James Gibbons

-

1

-

C. Wheeler

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

-

|

Oct. 26
Ditto

Ditto

-

-

Ditto

-

-

- | Ditto Charge.
- Ditto Charge.
Ditto - | Ditto Charge.
Ditto - | Ditto Charge.
...
Ditto Moses Williams
Ditto

Ditto

-

Ditto
Oct. 28

Charge.

Ditto.

Rchd. Sherrington Ditto Charge.
Ditto Charge.
Ditto Charge.

Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.

Rchd.Sherrington

|

1 | Abraham Anderson
1 | Samuel Stuart
1
Gilbert Thomas

1

George Robeson

-

|

-

-

-

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.

Nov. 1 | Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Nov. 3
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Dublin Lee

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ditto Charge,

Ditto.

Return of Persons put to death in course of the SUPPREssion of the Insurrrection, &c.
PORT ANTONIO AND MANCHIONEAL, &c.
--TT--

#

-

-

-

Name of Persons killed.

Place of Execution.

º º:

Witness proving Death.

*i.

zº
-

l

Richard Barclay

- | Port Antonio || Oct. 16

Hung

-

|

-

-

-

C.M.

James Bernard

-

1

Robert Blair (Blake) -

1

George Blunt Albert Christy
George Clarke

1

1

-

-

-

1 | Richard Cox 1 || Jack Freeman

-

1 | Henry Graves -

-

1

-

Jack Harvey -

-

1 | Thomas Hirmington Samuel Johnston

! | James Lindsay
! | Edward M'Kenzie
| | Alan Mºkay.

-

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Dirto | Ditto Ditto Ditto Ditto Ditto litto litto Pitto | Ditto Ditto -

fºr
Ditto

fºr
.
Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

-

Ditto

-

Ditto
Ditto

-

Ditto

Cº.; *º
evidence no

-

1

Charge. Remarks.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

rned.

- Ditto Charge. Do.
Do.
- Ditto Charge. Do.
Do.
- Ditto Charge. Murder., Do.
- | Ditto Charge. Notstated. Do.
- Ditto Charge. Do.
Do.
- | Ditto Charge. Do.
Do.
- Ditto Charge. Do.
Do.
- Ditto Charge. Do.
Do.
- Ditto Charge. Do.
Do.
- Ditto Charge. Qo.
Do.
- Ditto Charge. Do.
Do.

-

-

-

. iiº) ºr tº
Ditto Charge.

Do.

Do.

-

-

-

Do.
Charge.
7 E 2

Do.

| Ditto

ſº.
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RETURN of PERSONs put to death in course of the SUPPRESSION of the Insurrection, &c.
PORT ANTONIO AND MANCHIONEAL, &c.—eontinued.

#é
#3

-

Piscº of Execution. |
-

-

Name of Persons killed.

!

Date of

-

...th.

•
ºManner
Death. Witmess proving Death.
-

2<

Court.
sº

Charge. Remarks.

-

1
James Marsh 1 || William Mee 1 | John Price
l i William Steele

1

- | Port Antonio Oct. 16
Ditto
Ditto

Hung

-

-

Ditto

-

-

-

Ditto

Ditto

-

-

- |Ditto Charge. Do.

-

Ditto

-

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

-

Francis Stewart

-

1 | Thomas Walker
1
Samuel Valentine
1 | William Watson

-

-

-

Ditto
Ditto
l)itto
Ditto
— . Shot | Harriet Graham Oct. 16 Hung
Ditto

1

Joseph Williams
Andrew Wergs

dence not returned.

-

Ditto

Ditto

-

-

-

Ditto

Ditto

-

-

-

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

-

-

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

l)itto
- || Castle
- || Manchioneal

-

Captain Hole
-

-

:

John Davis

-

Ditto

-

convict.

Shot | Robert Davis

-

-

By black soldiers with.

Ditto

Ditto

-

-

| By soldiers without trial.

out trial.

- || On the road
between Long
Bay and Man-

Thomas Panton

1 Thomas McCaw
1 || Morris Jones l William Edwards

| | Nod Bryan I James Bryan | | James Henry 1 Johnson Speed
1 George Wood -

-

-

-

-

-

- |
-

-

William Jones -

-

G. Bryan -

-

chioneal.
Ditto
bitto
Ditto
Ditto
I)itto
!).itto
HDitto

1 Sandy M'Pherson
1 | Boy (name unknown) -

l

|

Ditto
|

-

l

Ditto Charge. Ditto Ditto.
- | Ditto Charge. Ditto Ditto.
- | Ditto Charge. Ditto. Ditto.
Ditto Charge. Ditto Ditto,
Ditto No written proceedings,
Ditto Charge. Burning houses,
killing cattle, stealing
rum, as an escaped

! .

-

1

-

-

-

|

Ditto
H)itto

Ditto
l)itto

-

-

-

-

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

-

Ditto

ditto.

I) itto

Ditto Christopher Cod.
rington.
Ditto
‘...,

Ditto

J)itto

Ditto
Ditto

ditto.
ditto,

! };tto

I)itto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
pitto
I}itto

Ditto

l)itto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
Manchioneal
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

JDitto

I)itto

Mary Bryan
Ditto

Lewis Orr

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Joseph Merriw

-

Port Antonio

Oct. 17

Hung

1 | Andrew Clarke

-

Manchioneal

Ditto

Shot

-

-

C. M. Charge. Ringleader of

-

-

-

Ditto Charge not stated. Evi.
dence not returned.
By ** with.

riots.

isabella Francis -

-

out trial.

.

] | Richard Blake -

- | Port Antonio || Oct. 18

Hung

1 || Robert Cuthbert

- |

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

-

- || C. M. Charge not stated. Evi.
dence not returned.
- Dittol Charge. Ditto dittº.

l

-

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Pitto

l)itto
Ditto
I)itto
Ditto
Ditto

Dittn

Ditto

-

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

-

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
IDitto
Ditto
Ditto

l)itto
Ditto
Ditto
l)itto
Ditto
Shot | David
rid Mei
Meine

-

|

Thomas Drysdale

1 || John Gibbons 1 | Thomas Johnson
l | Edward Lewis l John McKenzie

| | Samuel Noyes -

-

-

-

-

Joseph Samuels

1 || James Silver -

§. º

l
l

-

-

1 | Charles Read l John Redwood

l

-

Ditto
Long Bay
a

-

-

-

1 || Joseph Berry -

-

eorge
g iserl’v
y

.

-

-

-

- | Ditto Charge. Ditto diº.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ditto Charge. Ditto
Ditto Charge. Ditto
- | Ditto Charge. Ditto
- Ditto Charge. Ditto

| | Ditto Charge. Ditto diº.

-

-

-

- | Ditto

-

-

-

Ditto Charge. Ditto
Ditto Charge. Ditto

William Minot
James Williams

-

-

i1 || william
Scholas
Man (name
unknown,
nicknamed “ wopened
1

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

tº

biº,
Ditto

Ditto

iſſº,

Ditto

Ditto

Shot
withou
black
soldier (a de

near Manchiomeal.

1

Richard Lindsay

-

iſ
ºne. Wes.
1 Bryan
King

Ditto

-

l

Thomas
Houghman,
(alias Cash.)

l

David Burke -

-

-

--

pit,

|

|

Ditto Thomas McKay.

-

-

Ditto

i.

Ditto
Ditto

ditto.
ditto.

Riº
Ditto

ditto.

P*

ditto.

.

Ditto

Riº

Ditto

Ditto

Rio

Ditto

Ditto

Belle Castle

ry

Ditto
Ditto

º

Ditto

-

Ditto

(), t. 19

Hung

Diao

Ditto

-

-

Ditto

-

-

Ditto

-

. . By black soldiers

fºr,

Ditto
James Affeck

#.
.
ºil.

-

Riº

-

out trial.

|

:

Manchioneal

-

-

-

|

-

-

-

-

Henry Burke

-

-

hom

. º by who

On

unknown.

-

smart Peplºy -

-

-

i

it

-

1 Abraham Harris

-

-

- on the road | Ditto

ha'penny.”
George
Thomas

Ditto

-

- |c.M. C. Ringº"

.

atºmpt Riot
to murº.
. . Dito Cº.
and mur

-

.

Diao .

.

. . Ditto charge.
Seing **
house, tº

-

Ditto .

er.

1 || William Bailey

-

Ditto

Oct. 20

1|*Cºwford

-

Ditto

Ditto

| Ditto

--

-

. . Dito Cº.
m

a nº-º

ditto,
ditto.

gº lºº

-

serter).

Ditto

ditto.

Ditto Charge. Ditto i.

-

-

dinº.
ditto.
ditto.
ditto.

- | Ditto Charge. Ditto

i

l
l

ditto.
ditto.
ditto.
ditto.
ditto.
ditto.
ditto.

-

|

1

50.

Ditto Charge. Do.
Do.
Ditto Charge. Do.
Do.
Ditto Charge. Do.
Do.
Charge. Not known,
C.M. Charge not stated. Evi.

-

Ditto
Ditto

-

1 | Thomas Williams
1
-— Donaldson -

-

-

|

-

John Webber William West -

1

Ditto

-

-

1
1

C.M. Charge not stated.
Ditto Charge. Do. Do

-

Attempt

--

-
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Rºths of Persons put to death in course of the Suppression of the INSURRECTION, &c.
PORT ANTONIO AND MANCHIONEAL, &c. —continued.

:|

Place of Execution.

Nanne of Persons killed.

-- -

º: of

Manner

Death.

of Death. .

Court

Witness proving Death.
Martial.

Charge. Remarks.

|

-

t
i

G. H. Deans -

|
Manchioneal

Oct. 20

Hung

C.M. Charge. Attempt to fire

l)itto

I)itto

houses.
William Francis

I)itto

l)itto

Charge.

Setting fire to

shop.
William Martin

I)itto

l)itto

Ditto

Ditto

Charge. Blowing a shell
on October 16 at Man
chioneal.

James West

-

I)itto

Ditto

|Jitto

1)itto

Charge. Attempt to mur

I)itto

Ditto

Ditto

l)itto

Charge. Breaking into
houses and killing

Ditto

()ct. 21

Ditto

Ditto

der.
John Andrews -

cows.

Charles Brown

Charge.

Ringleader of

rebels.

Benjamin Panton

Ditto

!).itto

William jºell

Ditto

Oct. 25

William I rancis
Samuel Panton

Ditto
Ditto
l)itto

James Scott

I)itto

Shot

Ditto

Charge. Ringleader of
rebels and representing

IDitto

l)itto

Charge. As captain of

I)itto
Ditto
Ditto

l)itto
Ditto
I)itto

Ditto
l)itto
Ditto

Charge. Threatening life.
Charge.

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Charge.

himself to be a Maroon.
-

rebels.

Jacob Cousins

l)itto.

Charge. Ringleader,
and breaking into
house.

-

Ringleader of

rebels.
James i3rien

-

Port Antonio

Oct. 27

Hung

Ditto

Charge.

Burning Mu

latto River House.

Jackey Lewis -

Manchioneal

()ct. 28

Shot

Ditto

Charge.

Attempt

to

imurder.
Allen Rose
Samuel Walker
-

Rd. E. Wright

I) it to
I)itto
I) it to

I)itto
1) it to
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
I)itto

IDitto
Ditto
Ditto

Charge.
Charge.
Charge.

Ditto.
Ditto.

Concerned in

rebellion.
Abraham ('ornwall

I)itto

()ot. 30

I)itto

Ditto

Threatening

Charge.
lives.

James Henry -

l)itto

l)itto

!).itto

Ditto

Thomas Miller
Samuel Richardson

l)itto
l) it to

Ditto
I}itto

Ditto
Ditto

I) it to
l)itto

Charge.
ing.

Riot and steal

Charge.

Plundering.

Charge.
Attempt to
murder Mr. Groves,

and forcing R. Barclay
to drink rum and gun
powder.
Edward Airey -

Ditto

Oct. 31

Ditto

l)itto

Charge.

Threatening

life.
James Stuart -

Ditto

l)itto

George ('ousins

I)itto

Nov. 1

I)itto

Ditto

Charge.
Plundering,
and attempt to mur

I)itto ,

Ditto

Charge.

der.

Attempt

to

Assisting

in

murder.
Charles Farmer

IDitto

Ditto

I) it to

I)itto

Charge.
murder.

S::muel East

-

Thomas M'Kenzie

Samuel Bailey

Port Antonio
I)itto
Manchioneal
I) it to

Willian Brown
Richard T. Cousins

| Port Antonio

Alexander Robinson

1)itto

Ditto
Ditto
Nov. 2
Ditto
Ditto

Hung

Ditto

Ditto
I)itto

I) it to
!).itto

Charge.

Accessory to

murder of Mr. Hire.
Charge.
Ditto.

Charge.

As constable

Shot
Hung

l)itto
Ditto

joining rebels.
Charge. Murder.
('harge. Murder of Mr.

Ditto

l)itto

Charge.

Ilire.

Accessory to

murder of Mr. Hire
l

Richard Brown

Shot ,

Manchioneal

Ditto

Charge.

Rebellion and

murder.

l

Charles Gardner

Port Antonio

Hung

Ditto

Charge.

William Mitchell

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
J) it to
1) it to
!}i to

Charge.
Charge.
Charge.
Charge.
Charge.

-

Concerned in

murder of Mr. Hire.

William Troop
George Lindsay
James Lindsay
Samuel Titus Edward Milliner

Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.

Charge. Burning house
of

Mr.

attempting

Bunting

to

rob

office, and for sundry

stolen property found
in his premises.
John Murray

Ditto

Nov. 11

Ditto

Ditto

Charge. Concerned in

Alexander Wilson

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Henry Edwardes

Ditto

Nov. 13

Ditto

Ditto

Charge. Spy, and incit
ing to rebellion.
Charge. Accessory to

murder of Mr. Hire.

death of Mr. Hire.

ſ
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RETURN of PERsons put to death in course of the SUPPREssion of the

INSURRECTION, &c.

PLANTAIN GARDEN RIVER DISTRICT, &c.

##
#g

Name of Persons killed.

c

1
1
1
1

tº
łº

| Place of Execution.

*

*i.

Witness proving Death.

Charge. Remarks.

-

||
|
||
||

Rosa McBean
Samuel Dillard
Lordrick Silver
Moses Cornwall

1 | William Gray
1 | Sydney Lyne 1 | Charles Logan

Oct.14 | Shot | David McBean - |C.M. By soldiers withoutral

- || Winchester
Ditto

Ditto
Oct. 18
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

-

- || Hordley
- Dalvey
- || Grange Hill
- | Duckenfieled
Ditto
Ditto
-

1 | James Davis 1 | Amelia Stewart
1 || William Hill -

- | Leith Hall

1 | Charles Mitchell

-

-

- | Thornton

Ditto

-

Shot

-

- || Pitto Not known by whom

George Richardson | Ditto. Without trial.

Ditto

-

-

-

Ditto

John Hamilton -

Ditto

Sarah Lyne

| Ditto

-

Ditto.

| Ditto By black soldiers
Ditto. (?)

-

| Ditto

Ditto

Leanter Logan - | Ditto On the road.

Ditto

James Turner

- | Ditto

Ditto,

Oct. 21 | Ditto Hannah Aspitt - | Ditto. By the Maroons.
Ditto
Hung | William Ennis - | Ditto. By º Adcock; prº
Ceedings missing,

Ditto

- | Ditto. By i. *...
proceedings.
John Anderson - | Ditto. Bywritten
black soldiers,

Ditto

Shot

Ann Mitchell

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

Oct. 23

Ditto

James Richards - | Ditto By the Maroons.

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Thomas Bennett

Oct. 24.

Ditto

Mary

-

1 | Richard Walton
1 || John McCaul 1 Tommy Miles -

1 John Gray
1 || Alexander Forsyth
1 | Hamilton Harris
1 || James Williams

(African)
l

- | Duckenfield
Ditto
Ditto
- || Thornton
D tºo
- || Nutt's River
-

-

Airy Castle.

Ditto
Ditto

-

-

-

-

| Ditto
| Ditto
I)itto
Ditto

-

-

Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.

Ann Wil-

liams

-

-

-

Ditto

Adam Smith

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
William Johnson
Ditto
Robert Sanders - | Ditto
- | Ditto
Thomas Duncan - || -

Ditto

George Williams -

-

Ditto.

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

William Ennis
Ditto
Ditto

-

Ditto.
Ditto.

-

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

-

Ditto

Hung

John Landran

Golden Grove

Ditto

-

Ditto By Lieutenant Adcock;
proceedings missing.

l | Dick Hall
l
John Lawrence
1 | James McKenzie
1 || William Winter

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
1 | Man, name unknown Ditto
Ditto
1 | John Noble
- || Harbour Head. | Oct. 28 |
l
Williams
Airy Castle. || October |
-

Ditto
Ditto

-

-

-

-

º:

arole)

-

1 || William Cargill
1 | James Newland
1 || William Burke
1 || William MacBeth

Ditto.
Ditto.

-

-

Ditto.

Ditto.
Ditto.

-

Ditto.

-

- | Leith Hall.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
-

-

-

-

|

-

Ditto. . .
By black soldiers with:

-

-

out trial by the
Maroons.

-

1 | Charles Kelly
1 | Charles Dyles
1 Dennis Barclay
1 || Benjamin Smith
1 | William Tredick

1 || William McFarlane
1 | John Robinson
1 | Richard Lake

Oct. 31 | Shot

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
- || Thornton.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
-

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

-

-

-

Ditto

-

| | William Bailey (senr.) - || Nutts River.
1 || William Bailey (junr.) Ditto

-

-

Mary Williams

-

-

Ditto
l)itto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Joseph Osborn

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

1 || Thomas Young

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Hung

1 || John Milner
1 | Andrew Paterson

- || Seaforth.
- ||
– Ditto -

Diº,

Diº, john Mills"

Ditto

Ditto

-

Ditto

Ditto,

-

. . . . Not known by whº
- ||

-

Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.

-

-

Ditto.

-

- || By black soldi”

Ditto
Ditto

Richard Taylor
Rosa Young

-

-

-

Ditto

Ditto

-

- ||

Mary Donaldson - ||
H. Bailey

-

Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.

-

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
- | Stanton.

1 || Robert Walker
1 | William Deacon

|

Ditto
Ditto

October | Ditto

-

Jane Brown

-

.

di

Ditto

-

— —T

RETURN of PERsons put to death in course of the SUPPREssion of the INSUR”

&c.

UP-PARK CAMP, &c.

HT

-- ~~

|

É| Name of Person, killed. Place of Execution ºf lºº, witness proving Death. Ş.,
-

**

|

-

|

1 | Frederick Jones

Up-Park

-

Ditto

_-- T.

-

-

- || C.M.

ſtor

Cº...".
-

-

Oct. 27

chºr

º

Camp.

by inciting.

º: and rebellº
1 || Edward Denton

-

-

-

Ditto

Nov. 6

Ditto

i Alexander Hargatº -

pit,

N. §

pit, .

-

-

pian Ch
Charge. Found
Murºin smº
- Ditto,

-

- Dittº "... Rºs
H.M. forces.

t

-
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RECAPITULATION.

Morant Bay.

Executed by sentence of Court Martial
Shot by sailors without trial Shot by the Maroons -

|Nº.
Women

-

-

-

-

-

-

Hung by order of Provost Marshal Ramsay
Shot by sentry, when trying to escape -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

7
4.

-

-

-

-

179

-

7
-

-

199

1

-

1J

-

Blue Mountain Valley.
Executed by sentence of Court Martial

Shot by soldiers, without trial No proof of trial

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8
8
1

77

Port Antonio and Manchioneal.
Executed by sentence of Court Martial
Shot by soldiers, without trial -

-

No proof of trial

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

89
25

-

-

1

-

-

8

:

#

Women -

17

-

-

Plantain Garden River District.

Executed by sentence of Court Martial

Shot or hung by soldiers without trial
Shot by Maroons
ot by

Men

-

-

-

(whº

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Shot, by whom not known

-

-

-

45

1

-

-

-

6

-

-

-

3

-

-

Up-Park Camp.
Executed by sentence of Court Martial

-

Total

3
439

Recapitulation of the above.

Executed by sentence of Court Martial Shot or hung by soldiers and sailors, without trial
Shot by Maroons
Killed otherwise

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total

354
50

-

-

25
10

-

-

439

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total Number of Persons put to death under Martial Law.
From October 14 to October 25, both inclusive

-

-

292

-

From October 26 to October 30, both inclusive; and, as regards Port
-

-

67

-

Antonio, to October 31 inclusive -

-

From October 31, and, as regards Port Antonio, from November 1,
November 13th, all inclusive
-

º

80

-

-

Total

Total number of persons put to death after October 25

-

-

439

-

-

147

Note.—The deaths, ºf which the dates are not precisely ascertained, are, for the purposes of this calculation, referred
to the first of the above-mentioned periods.
7 E 4
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B.
REPORT

Shewing theofNUMBER
of Houses
DESTROYED
duringDescription
the late Insurrection
SaintbeThomas
ye East,• the
the Owners
or Occupiers,
and their
as nearly asincould
ascertained.
Iſle N
Names
Monklands,
propertysize
of 1.4×
James
Patterson,
Esquire.
1. Marythe
Saunders,
10 feet,
common
thatched

22.
Walters, 18 x 14,, con
, ,Mrs.
woman.
common house, an old

23. Fagan Carr, 16 x 12, ditto, son of above in

house.

*

2. Douglas Johnston, 16 x 16, as above.
l ditto
3. Sammy Brown,
2214× ×16,10.as above.

prison.

N.B.-A
simil ar
toºach
of hº

detailed Report is made with respect
ch of the houses destroyed, a summary of th

-

The above are tenants of James Paterson, Esq.

number of which in each
-

-

Monkland. Village, sold

-

-

by James Paterson, Esq., in

3. Charles Willians, 12 x 12, ditto.

4. §W.
5.
ounº:
ºballus

6. George Rankin, 16 x 14, a Meeting-house.
7. Duncan McFarlane, 18 x 16 floored andjealousied,
a new house, with kitchen attached.
1
14 × 10, floored and used as a

º
8. § #.all
9. Hiii §.

º

coffee store.

coffee store.

S. Rebecca Meadow, 14 × 14, common honse.
l ditto, 12 x 12, ditto, with kitchen.

-

ferior description.

a coffee property leased by James Poterson.

!. Mrs. Spencer, 1.4 × 10, common house.
l ditto, 14 x 10, ditto.
2. Christiana, 10 × 8, ditto.
3. Jamaica Osborn, 12 × 10, ditto, with kitchen.

inded.

- 11
- 27
78

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.

-

-

-

-

-

*

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

.

.
-

:

.

|. . º:

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

. John’s Town
20. Beckford’s 'Town

-

-

-

-

. .
4
- 98
-

24
- 18
13

-

-

2

. .

26

-

-

4. Benjamin Conell, 12 × 10, ditto, ditto.
5. Meeting House, 18 × 10, common house.

22.
23.
24.
25:

6. William Carr, 13 x 13, ditto.

26. Barking Lodge

7. Queen McFarlane, 18 x 15, ditto.

27. Dalvey

-

8. Harriet Donaldson, 18 x 15, and kitchen, com-

28. Duckenfield

-

29. Amity Hall
30. Happy Grove

-

-

...

-

-

-

-

- 19

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

...- t

In Oil.

9. Joseph Henry, 13 x 13, ditto, ditto.

Ross Isle Village.
1. John Beckford,

-

16 x 16, common house and

kitchen.

-

th
the occupiers,

-

-

2. John Duffes, 12 x 10, ditto, dit to.
l ditto, 12 x 10, ditto, and small coffee
Store

•

3. Robert
Ross,
tively
new.15 x. 20, common house, compara•

4. Margaret Francis, 24 × 24, an old house, closed.
boarded and floored, jalousied blinds, thatched

roof, with kitchen and store room.
5. James Wheeler, 18 × 14, common

hus e, in

prison.
6. Thomas Priddie, 18 × 14, ditto, flogged.
7. John Grant, 18 x 14, ditto, ; of above,
also flogged, mill, house, and kitchen, good
*

-

-

-

-

- ll

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

34. Dillon ...

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

:

; gº.
. F.". .

-

-

3. Fort Mane ioneal
3.
Barracks, Manchioneal

40.
shore
41. Sand
Kensington
42.

Pleasant Hill

43. Panton's Hope
44. Cog Hall
45. Long Bay
46.

#. Rock

47. Boston, .
48. Friendship

-

-

-

-

-

. .

-

-

-

-

-

-

- 20

-

º
..)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

t
|

-

.

. 9
. 9]

-

-

-

-

-

- 18
17

-

-

-

-

-

ll. William Priddie, 12 x 14, ditto.
12. Patience

Wheeler, 12 x 12, ditto, husband shot.

.

!

-

-

49. Whellerfield Estate
52. Airey Castle
53. Style Hut

10

-

-

28

-

-

-

49

-

-

-

:

;
-

.

-

-

9
9
2

-

-

-

.
-

-

51. Thornton or Torrington -

8. Mrs. Griffiths, small house, an old woman.
9. Fortune Carr, 12 x 12, common house, shot.
10. Daniel Wheeler, 18 x 14, ditto.

-

-

-

-

ãº. Sunning Hill. -

house.

-

-

-

32. Williamsfield
33.
Haining

39. Darlingford

•

-

- 13
3
5
- 2

-

-

; !. Castle

1 ditto, ditto, ditto.

The foregoing
are common
tenants
of James Paterson,
Esq. dwelli
wellings,

Harbour Head
Port Morant
Old Pera
New Pera

-

-

-

-

-

-

- 145

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

16. Cottage
17. Stony Gut, including York

21. Prospect

- 10]
- 10

-

-

-

vers

- 14

-

-

-

-

-

#. tº soºn

}}3' i.
§ #.
i. §. gº

- *

-

-

i;, i.fi."

With the exception of No. 7, these houses are of an inE.sq.
Duckworth,

6.

-

ditto, 14 × 10,
not used
floored.
1l ditto,
14, dwelling,
floored and
as a

..

t

4.
14 × 14,
5. James
Frank Spencer,
Walker, 14
14, ditto,
ditto. shot at Monklands.

y

or

SUMMARY.

#. *.
; Fº

•

village

-

-

* Fº details may be taken as a sample º

1. George
Rankin, 18 × 15, a tailor's shop rented
by Robert Ross.
Monklands.
2. Billy
Carr, 14 × 14, ommon house, shot at

-

-

lſº

Total No. of houses destroyed

13. James Beattie,
itto,1412×x14,
8, ditto.
ditto, but floored.

... allhouses

MEMO,

1. Excepting where it is stated to the “”
12' is diº." iii" in Public are thatched and wattled.
bove, refers"

14. John David, 12 × 12, ditto, with kitchen.
l

".

Hospital.

2. The number of houses set down.”.

...ditto, small, ditto.
ić.• Hºuis
illiam
Thomas,
ditto,
ditto.
Conison, 14 14
x x14,14,
ditto,
shot.

actual dwelling only, and do not júde minor buil"

15. Willi

such as kitchens, mili Jon
houses,
&c. &c.Engin'” for Surry.
N PARRY,
-

17. William Gillespie, 12 x 12, ditto, shot.

-

!. §
Jºhnº:
Robinson,º
20 ×floored,
20, floored
;
shot.and jealousied.
21

-

-

com
h
A: also shot. x 16,, common
house, son
arr,

of

rew McFarlane,
x 20,
wattled and
plastered,
with kitchen,20shot
at Monklands.

»

Supplemental Rett”

Monklands, the property of James.”
1. James Gordon, small house.
March 26th, 1866.

John Pass".
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SUMMARY.

C.
M.

-

F.

-

RETURN

Hanged by Court-martial - || 177

Of NUMBER of Prisoners at Morant Bay during
Martial Law.

...

by Provost Marshal

Shot by sentry
Flogged by order of Courts,
and summarily.
Civil power -

Date.

Received.

Discharged. | Remaining.

-

-

|| 27
- || 479

Total-

-

-

-

1865.

October 13

-- -

65

5

,,

14 - || 30

-

- ||

,,

15 - || 20 |

– ||

,,

16 - ||

-

,,
,,
,,

17 - || 39
18 - || 101
19 - || 46

,,
,,
..,
,,
,
,,
,
,,
,,
,
,,
,,

20
21
22
23
24
.25
26
27
28
29
.30
.31

85

- ||
- ||
- ||
- ||
- ||
- ||
- ||
- ||

52
57
22
15
63
20
13
18
17

l - ||
2 - ||
3 - ||

32
30
12

4
5
6

- ||
- ||
- ||

14
22
50

--

7 - ||

10

--

8

--

9 - ||

Nov
--

--

*

F.

M.

----

8

5
14

M.

F.

-

65
61

-

l

34

-

8
93

5
4

-

GEO. D. RAMSAY.

– || 77

4

- *| 152
—
181
261
—
282

4
11
35
52

71

1

263

57

279

—

295

74
75

now held as prisoners, and vouches for their not having
been engaged in the riot.

-

41
6
32

—

Mr. Marshalleck, justice of the peace, can identify some

12

278

4

75

4

266

62
6.3

1
l
3
l
5
2
l
5
2

60
23
16
14
18
36
21
22
28
11

l

226

63

–
3
2
–

216
218
221
2ll

64
64
63
68

–
—

180
173

-

183

70
71
,6

John McKenzie, of Pera

-

—

184

7.

James Bundy, Leith Hall

-

John Sutton, Airy Castle

-

7
17
6
17
l

-

l

D.
13. ORDER by Brigadier-General Nelson for Release of
Prisoners at Morant Bay.
October 25, 1865.

-

–

119
-

-

Captain Espeut also can point out men similarly situated.
These prisoners to be liberated forthwith.
A. A. Nelson, Brigadier-General,
Commanding Field Force.

The Provost Marshal, Morant Bay, October 25, 1865.
Samuel Pardey, of Hordely 316
Andrew Panton, of ditto

7
39

185

40

80

l
31

102

38

67

||

-

Henry Leslie, of Harbour Head

Henry Briant, ditto

-

Edward Hunt, ditto

-

-

James Scott, ditto

-

-

-

29

-

48

-

12

-

3.

12

-

-

-

5

6
l
2
4

3
48

48

4

4
5

1. William Bryan, Morant Bay.
2. Francis Bentley, Morant Bay.

8

–

4S
50
50
2

3. William James, Hamstage.
4. Robert Lundie, Stanton.

99

27

s

85

-

--

1()

-

4

-

--

11

- ||

1

-

--

12 - ||

4

--

13

--

14 - ||

4

3

–

-

23

-

-

||

- 317
No. 315

James Stewart, Morant Bay -

2

-

-

887 | 107

7
7
7
7

-

-

1()
1()
21
25

24

4 ||

F.

M.

-

Marshall.

- || Bailey.

202

-

Released

6

-

1
I

October 25, 1865.

-

318

-

319
320
321
322
323
324

P. A. Es PEUT.

Prisoners discharged by Provost Marshal on 25th October
1865 :—

8

5. Robert Gordon, Nuts River.

Total

- sso

107

S60

6. William Kemp, Prospect Penn.

7. William Maxty, East Prospect.

E.
RETURN

Of Prison Ens

confined in the Kingston Penitentiary, under Sentences of Courts Martial, or of other Courts
or Jurisdictions for Rebellion Offences.

court.

cºſ.

Name.

Thomas Williams - | Oct. 21, 1865

crime

Court-martial at

º!.

Sentence.

Rebellion - | 7 years' penal servitude

-

- || Oct. 20, 1872

Up-Park Camp
Lendrick Welson

-

->

-

--

-

--

-

--

--

-

-

George Anthony

-

--

-

--

-

--

-

--

--

-

-

->

-

--

-

--

-

--

-

--

--

-

-

--

--

-

--

-

--

-

--

--

-

-

Nov. 3, 1865.

--

-

Rebellious-

->

->

-

-

Nov. 2, 1872

-

-

Nov. 2, 1867

-

-

April 3, 1871,

Thomas Douglas
John Virgin

John

§.

-

-

>>

--

-

language.
William Gerrard

-

--

-

Ditto, Newcastle | Threatening 2 years' hard labour |

Thomas Albert, alias

->

-

Court-martial -

Albert Bailey.

language.

-

-

Traitorous

5 years' penal servitude

and threat-

to be compu

ening lan-

ted from ex

guage.

pirationoffor
mer sentence

ending April

-

3, 1866

Richard Oughhton - || Oct. 24, 1865 | Ditto, PortlandFrancis Brown
James Isaac Burke Samuel Jokey
-

Richard Afflick

-

-

-

100 lashes & 10 years’ hard labour - Qct. 23,

-

-

50

,,

--

-

--

-

--

--

-

-

Oct. 25, 1865

--

--

-

-

-

50
50

--

xx

xx.

"

-

-

50

,

->

-

--

--

-

--

12 months’

3 years'
->

5 years'

,
--

---

1875
- || Oct. 23, 1866
- || Oct.

#. lsº

- || Oct. 24, lsº
- || Oct. 24, 1870
7 F
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RETURN of PRISONERs confined in the Kingston Penitentiary—continued.
---

Name.

James Fraser

-

cº,

Court.

Oct. 26, 1865

d. at
Martial
Court
Portlan

*

Crime.

*

ous
100 lashes five yyears' h ard
Traitor
and threatening

§ º:

.

labour

19
95, 1870
Oct. 25,

-

*

guage.

Charles Smith

- || Oct. 25, 1865

Henry Fraser
- || Oct. 26, 1865
William Dick
Thomas London, jnr.
x-

-

>>

Alexander Gorbedon
Robert Panton
Lambert Grant

Joseph Scott
Joseph Brewster
William Donnan

>>

-

Nov. 2, 1865 Nov. 1, 1865Nov. 2, 1865-

-

-

->

-

- | Nov. 3, 1865-

>*

>>

*

-

- 25

,

12 months'

,

- Oct. 24, 1866

->

--

•

-

-

25

,

->

->

-

,
,

,,
,

- ||
- I

-

--

>>

-

-

xx

**

-

--

*>

-

-

-

50
50

- Oct. 5 iss
- || Octºis;
- Oºis's
- Nov. iſsº

->

->

-

-

-

100

*>

xx

-

-

-

Death by hanging: reprieved for the

-

-

-

-

100 lashes & 10 years hard labour - | Now. 2, 1875

-

-

50

**

3 years

->

50

xx

5 years

->

,

3 years

,

-

100

,

5 years'

->

-

50

,
>>

3 years
5 years

>>

>>

- 30
-

-

--

->

-

>>

-

--

**

-

Joseph Smith

-

--

-

--

**

-

-

-

Thºmas Rºbinson

|

->

10 years

,,

xx

- || Oct. 31, 1870

->

- | Now,

.

.

..

.

.. .

.

".

-

->

-

**

**

-

-

-

,

10 years

xx

John Gilbert

-

->

-

->

->

-

-

xx

5 years

xx

->

--

-

-

--

**

-

-

>>

->

-

Bayley
David Marmaduke - | Nov. 9, 1865- Nov. 10, 1865
George Wignoll

Richard

--

-

-

100
50

-

-

24
50
50

-

Thomas Newville

-

->

-

--

>*

-

-

-

Charles, Webley

-

->

-

->

•*

-

-

-

-

xx

-

->

--

-

-

--

>*

Thomas Burke
Francis Saunders

-

>>

->

Nov. 2, 1858
- Nov. 2, 1870
- || Nov. 5, 1870
- Nov. 5, 1875
Nov. 5, 1870
-

--

3 years penal servitude - | Nov. 8, 1868
- Nov. 9, 1870
5 years

,

xx

xx

50

->

>>

>>

-

**

50

->

xx

9x

-

**

50

,

3 years
5 years
10 years

->

- Nov. 9, 1858
- | Nov. 9, 1870
- Nov. 8, 1875
- Nov. 9, 1876
- Nov. 9, 1870
- Nov. 10, 1870
- || Nov. 9, 1870
- || Nov. 10, 1868
- Nov. 10, 1875
- | Nov. 18, lº

>>

->

- Nov. 10, 1870

>y

->

-

--

-

--

-

". .--

xx

-

->

-

-

-

50

*3.

Nov. 9, 1865 -

>>

>*

-

-

-

100

,,

-

Nov. 10, 1865

>>

->

-

-

-

100

,,

-

Nov.,

->

x>

*

-

-

50

,

Nov. 11, 1865
Nov. 10, 1865

>>

**

-

-

-

50

>>

xx

->

William Stewart

-

xx

xx

-

->

->

-

Nov. 11, 1865

>>

>>

-

-

50
50

xx

Samuel Phillips

-

Robert Pike
James Roberts
Robert A. Clachar

Henry Bryan

-

-

-

->

-

-

Richard Thompson
Philip Berry
William Campbell
William Rainey

-

-

Henry Panton

Nov. 8, 1865.

iſis;

present.

Richard Burke

-

->

->
->
>>

--

5 years

>>

>>

3 years
10 years
5 years

-

->

-

xx

->

-

-

-

100

,,

-

>>

-

->

xx

-

-

-

50

>>

-

->

-

xx

xx

*

-

-

50

,

-

xx

-

->

>>

-

-

-

50

sy

-

x--

-

>>

>>

-

-

50
50

>>

--

->

xx

James Newill
Jacob Deane

-

-

->

->

-

-

-

5x

--

>>
*x

George Lindsay

- | Nov. 13, 1865

3.2

x>

*

-

-

50

,,

->

xx

- || Nov. 12, 1870

Isaiah Panton
Edward Hamilton
James Cameron
Richard B. Kain

-

-

>>

-

->

>>

-

-

-

50

>>

--

->

-

**

->

-

->

->

-

-

-

100

,

->

**

-

**

>>

-

>>

*>

-

-

-

50

xx

>>

**

-

->

->

xx

-

-

-

50

xx

->

xx

-

!! ---

->

-

Edward Clarke on
William Hamilt
Richard Brown

William Wilson

-

Thomas Jackson
Richard Newill

- | Oct. 27, lºſ'

xx

*

-

- 50

,

-

>>

>>

-

-

-

50

xx

->

xx

-

--

-

->

,

*-

,,

-

-

-

-

50

>>

,

->

3 years

->

->

->

-

-

-

25

*>

12 months

**

- || Oct. 24, lsº

-

-

25

,

12 years

...
,

-

-

-

25

,

- || Oct. 24, 1865

- || Oct. 25, 1865
- || Oct. 23, 1865

- |

Ditto, St.Thomas

-

50

in ye East
George Berchell
Irving
William
Gilburn Clarke
Richard Kelley

5 years hard labour

xx

>>

- Oct. 28, 1865
Richard Berry
Thomas London, sen.

*

º
lº
- | Oct. 23,
- | Oct. 22, 1877

22, 1868

-

->

>>

-

-

-

->

-

->

>>

-

-

-

*>

-

->

--

-

-

50

,

xx

- || Ditto, St.Thomas

-

-

-

-

50

xx.

,, . . . Oct 2,
3 years
l."- | nº
pena
jisº
labour
5 years hard
Oct. gº
» . . " Oct. jºis;
3 years
;
§
16years
years penal servitude-- |Qºţ.
22,
||
3

xx

Oct.

->

in ye East
- | Ditto, Portland-

-

-

50

,

5 years

>>

- || 0ct.

-

-- |||| 50
12

>>
>>

years
3
5 years

.. "
n rein Kingsto

-

,

-

>>

,

- Ditto, Portland- ||
,
,
- .
xx
-

William Davis

-

Henry McKenz
d
Kirklanie
Michel

--- || Oct. 25,
1865

->
5*

->

Thomas Dunn

- | Oct. 23, 1865

,

,

-

*>

-

-

25
-- || 50
- 50

,
,,

xx

on 187

-

formatory.

- ||

-

13

5.x

#;

º:

Oct. 24, 1870
9, 1870

,

- Oct. 2, 18

-
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F.
RETURN

Of Prison FRs, under sentences of Courts Martial, in the Port Antonio Distric t Prison, by authority
of Captains Luke and Hole, this 33th day of January, 1866.
-

1:

*

#

N

Date

.E

Names of Males.

Tº

--—–
Date

3.

2.

5 | Names of Females.

|Remarks.

Sentences.

of

2.

-

Sentences.

Remarks.

Trial.

-

-

- -

-

- - - -

-

-

:

() ºt.

-

!
1

James Ferrall

24

-

ste
Stewart

*

John

3.

John McKay
McKay

--

3 years

* --

…

do.

-

; §ºr
Mary Bryan

-

5

do.

1*...*
25 lashes,
12
montes, G.P.

Nov

4

Billy Deacon

3

100 do.

10 years,
-

do.

50

lashes

*

of 3 nths.
º

5

* - i.

John Walker
+

6

*

- ºr--

George Denman

.

7

William J. Marshall

s win. Bryan Panton
-

s

-

*:

****

}} łº
Isabella
Thompson
H2 ſº
''''''''',
4
Jºhanna
Edwards .
}: Éº Lindsay

50 do., 5 years, P.S., do.

8

**:Ars.
5 years,

-

--

-

12 months' do.

do.

do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
lo.

12

2
3

5 years
5 do.

.,
9
13
.

5 do.
5 do.
5 do.
5

.

55 do.
do.

.

l:

6 months'

:

Eliz., eth Burke

**

6 months, without hard.
6 do.
hard labour.

Rºcca, Burke

as

a mºns.

* Ann Goddes

25

-

hard labour, do.

9 David Lewis

, 5 do.
.

**

Yi arma walker

do.

§.

º

,,

. 6

º
. .

6
6

do. witheut do.
do.
do.

do.

6

. do.
do.

hard do.
do.

5 years

do.

0.

Oct.

sov. Ev

----

, 5

|

**

3 years' hard labour, do.

-

...
do.
i.
do.
...

.

**

-

M, rtha Afflick

17

-

4.

...,,

t

-

do.

..

1

21
-

-

;

Rºsannah Cosens
Sarah brown

Evely...a Wilson
; Fº
wº
2:
mily'W.
Walker
: #!"

Oct
-----

!" Mary Campbell

8

*

|

i
-

Marin Robinson

do.

º

º

9

do.
do.
lo.

•

N

Emily. Hurry
Ann Walsh.

}:t;

50
do.

Margaret Passley .

7
*

do.

6

5
5
5

**

-

-

at the end

º

5 years' hard labour, G.P.

.,
--

-

º

º

28

º Nelly strel

-

25

Oct. ,

-

Estha McKayne
Hºnry McKayne

:

3 years' hard labour, G.P

Refer to Gov. Eyre.

l

''.

27

Mary Bailey

28
29

Ellen Lindsay
Jane Brown

,
|

sinths' hard labour, G.P.

"

| 6

do.

do.

RETURN

Of Prisoners confined in the following prisons under sentences of Courts Martial, or other Courts or
Jurisdictions, for rebellion offences.
3
-

No.

#.2 .: #. . 3;

Name.

z;

*

Data of
conviction.

-

Court.

Crime.

Expirati
piration of
Sentence.

Sentence.

|

C
-

CORNWALI, COUNTY GAOL.
-

—

Edmund Gasdner

...

I

-

—

—

Richard W. Cygnet

.

I

-

-

| Black
**

-

Cornewall Circuit Court | Seditious language | 12 months' imprisonment.
do.

-

do,

-

O.

-

MIDDLESEX COUNTY GAOL.

– | James Geoghegan]

. | – | – || – || 21st Dec., 1865 | Wm. Gray, magistrate | Seditious language | Untried,

|

-

MORANT BAY DISTRICT PRISON.
—
---,
–
—

Eleanor Thomas
Kerzia Willians
John Daily
Thomas W. Miles

-

-

I

-

.

I

-

i
1.

-

-

1
1.

Black 1st Nov., 1865
-

-

-

-

-

do.
do.
do.

Military officers

.

do.

-

do.

-

do.

.

Larceny

2 years

.

do.
do.

Escape

-

.
.

2 years
5 years

-

.

2 years

.

1st Nov. 1867

.
.

1st Nov. 1867
1st Nov. 1877
1st Nov. 1860

SURRY COUNTY GAOL.
-

-

—

-

-

-

...

I

-

-

—

.

I

—

-

-

-

-

-

—
—
—
—

Austin Henard
James (ºardner
Alexander Fraser
Robert Grant

—

83 prisoners from Morant
Bay.

-

18th Nov. 1865

Commission

do.
| 2nd Feb., 1866
do.

Now sitting
do.
do.
do.

-

-

. . Sedition
.
Same

-

.

-

.
-

-

Assault and larceny

-

. . Sedition

-

-

.
-

-

Untried.
do.
do.
do.
do.

FALMOUTH DISTRICT PRISON.
— | William Edwards

-

|

A susnected

|-|xº

Committed by His
Honor the Curtos.

|
7 F 2

-

-

-

-

-
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IV.-Official Proceedings of CourtS-Martial in the Cases of
1. William Grant,

2. George McIntosh,
3. Samuel Clarke.
Gordon. From curiosity we all went over to see what sort
of a meeting it was. On entering the room I saw benches
fixed all round the room, those were occupied by black men.

October 20th, 1865.

l.

DRUM-HEAD Cou RT MARTIAL.

PREs IDENT: Lieut. H. BRAND, R.N.
*

In the centre there was a small table, at one end sat the

- N -, -, -

MEMBERs: Lt. ENINGto.N, R. N., Ensign KELLY,

chairman.

Hilliam Grant, charged with being one of the ringleaders
and originators of this rebellion.

The Provost sworn, states: About four or five days ago I
was informed that this man was the originator and founder

of the party who raised the rebellion, that he was not likely
to be seen himself, but makes the others.

He keeps a sad

ler's shop, where the secret meetings took place. On the
road from St. Thomas ye East to the Guinness tree,

other person aside of him, and McIntosh was speaking. I
asked what sort of a meeting was this, when the chairman
stated it was a free vote meeting, and that “We are re

vising our bye-laws, and by-and-by you will hear all about
it,” whereupon McIntosh got up and said, “You are not
friends of the society, you are spies,” and moved that
strangers all quit the place at once. We then went out,
Examined: I had a conversation with you after the
meeting. He explained to me afterwards, Mr. Garcia,

where placards had been posted calling secret meetings, I

“You should not follow those other men by coming to our

searched the house of Chisholm, also a confederate, and in

“ place; they think you come there to make fun; take my

the presence of Mr. Jones, R.A., I took a blue card as an
admission ticket to a society of Friends, printed Wm. Grant,
founder.
That card I sent to the Governor.

º

Duncan Stuart, in his defence, when called
Capt. Astwood,
bypreviously
upon
it in the made this
of Mr.
Miller,
made voluntarily
He had
statement.
J.P., whose signatures I here produce :
“Grant called Bogle at Dr. Alveranga, and said, ‘Don’t

*

“ advice, and don't do it again.” I do not recollect your

tenor of theammeeting.
telling
the sworn.—I
me of
Clerk of the Peace for St.
Cook
Stéphen
Thomas
in
I
prisoner for sexºl
known
have
theGordon
East.
ºf
years in connexion with Geo.

as on

Wm.

his

º º has º º º º*
-

-

4.

..". º

.

“ is the time to vindicate.’”

* P.
respºlity
eart
himself in violent terms against the Baron in
it.
lled from the Westry
-:
with
Gordon
beenheld
expeon the month August
board.Mr.There
was having
a meeting
tle. 'There was present at that meeting Mr.
on the Pºradº;
th

Mr. Miller, Justice of Peace for St. Thomas in Fast,
sworn that statement was voluntarily given and sworn to

prisoner, George McIntosh, bºld; severalº.

--

- -

-

-

-

-

-

“ pull his down, wait a little, don’t join with the Volunteers,
you see what they do,
in.” Grant said, ‘Now
**

".

*

-

-

-

--

-

-

before me

Geo. F. Judah, Sergeant Major of Volunteers: I gave the
prisoner my rifle to repair on the morning of the riot,

and

Gordon,

§.

§: §§. º *: *. º

B.

-

prisºner, was standing

}. is º

-

º,

This man was evidently a ringleader, a persuader, and

ignorant
theand
to rebel.
push
adviser,
did hisonutmost
to keep in the background and
Found guilty

Sentence death.

Lieutenant, R.N.
Approved and Confirmed.
Brig.-Genl. Commr. Fd. Force.
Morant Bay, 20 Oct. 1865.
-----

Morant

*: º from my father,

t

-

up to à. rioters and º to them, and they
persisted in coming in. I saw nothing of º: º:
and went

ºld say from his gesture he was asking
Geo. F. Judah sworn—The prisoner lives opposite tomº
and I always thought him º man. The Satur
the riot I heard him shouting loudly in
...:* ºº º
I went to the window and saw him
was burning
with
He the
in an extile"
º:
men.advise
himother
heardtwo
distinctly
down º
him a
e

i. ".
only groggy, and º rinci

---

decent man I thought him

always

º §º

--

-

Iwas
do anot
know the persons of the Saturº evº.
man named Milliner (?) amoºk them. house and all
say, “ º down the whole place, the Court.”
the damned place.”

-

Captain Espect, Lt. IRVINE, R.N.

John

GEoRGE McINTosh.
Chas. Fredk. James,
policeman, Morant Bay, sworn.-I
remember the 11th of off. the day of !. I'...
on duty at the schoolroom door at Morant Bay; the Volunteers retired to the schoolroom, and I had †: not to

º

sergeant of police, sworn-I

-

house
of Mr. McKay along with seven other persons, when
about 8 o'clock we all heard that there was a meeting at
the opposite of the road at a house belonging to Geo. Wm.

ºthe

day of
theupriot.
I saw the
" º
I not tell; hº
and
his hands,
hold
but prisºn.
what itl meant
-

was present all the time * the Westry.
Sentenced to death by hanging.
21st October, 1865.

A.

ident,

Hººft.

allow anyone to enter. The prisoner was the first man that
Sic, rushed passed * by me into the room and commenced
shing
Volunteers were
while the
dancing
Alex Garcia
sworn-About
two refreshin
months
agothemselves.
I was at the
-

su

sequent results I have no doubt he was one º about
rioters. On Sunday I heard him agº º Our

*º

A. H. Lewis, President.
17 c. r. ----

all

meeting, and
and
meetings,
although
*
can't get
own
Examined
: One
of *.we
persons
on Sunday was Dº:

-

Bay, 21st October, 1865.

Cockt-MARTIAL.
Present:

:-

over those
into the

er amyself,
ara (le.
great deal
of pe
the
Custos, and
he reluctantly
went down the steps

house. Being Saturday night and

A. A. NELsoN,

2.

H

rani

H. BRAND, Pres.

Oct. 20th, 1865.

next to me as .

. * ntosh, * º: .. . ..".
i

I

The prisoner, in his defence, merely states that he never
knew anything about the riot before it actually broke out.
He has acknowledged to having corresponded with Mr.
but that he states was quite private about some
-

elf were

Hay
of the riot the Custos, Mr. Georges, and nº i.
standing º i. the º of the ºº

he has kept it, and I have never seen it since.
-

-

I think his name was Cline. The prisoner

McIntosh was there. The chairman was writing with the

4th W.

• *-ºw

Approved and confirmed,
A.

*. Commg. Fd. Force.
-

SON,

.*.
Morant May, 21st October,

-

—T

—º
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3. At a Court-martial held at Morant Bay on the 3rd day
of November, 1863,
PRESENT:

Lieutenant HERBERT BRAND, R.N., President.

Ensign William Cole, 1st W. I. R
Ensign Mascie Taylor, 6th Regt.

-

} members.

The Court having been duly sworn, Samuel Clarke was
charged with treason and with having said the Queen's
proclamation was a “ 10amned red lie,” or words to that
effect, and with having said that if the people had not their

grievances redressed there must be a fight and bloodshed
for it.

º

The prisoner
not guilty.
The Honourable W. P. Georges sworn states: I attended

a special Vestry for the parish of St. David's in July as
Custos. Samuel Clarke insisted upon Mr. Underhill's letter
being read, and it was read by the clerk of the Vestry (Mr.
McClean). After it had been read the clerk remarked there is
very little in the letter. Samuel Clarke said there was a great
deal in the letter, and if the people had not their grievances
redressed there must be fight and bloodshed. Mr. McClean
the clerk turned round to me and said, “Your Honour,

that is treason.” In the month of August I received a
bundle of proclamations from H. E. the Governor reques
ting me to have them posted over the parish. They were
signed E. Cardwell; one was posted close to the gate on
entering the Court-house yard. Three or four days after
wards I rode over to Yasington, and on my arrival at the

yard I saw Clarke and a man called Menard talking. He
waited until I was about 10 yards from the proclamation

Do you know me to be industrious?—I believe you get
your living by persuading the ignorant to go to law, for
the advice they give you so ..
Do I plant my canes and bring them to your estate, and
also work as carpenter 7—I have allowed you to grind your
canes on my estate, but for three years I have not done so,
as I found you out to be a bad man setting the parish
against me. You have worked as a carpenter.
Mr. McClean sworn states: I am clerk of the Vestry. At

the Vestry meeting in July when Underhill's letter was
read I remarked that there was a very little in it. He said
there was a great deal in it, and unless the people's griev
ances were redressed there must be a fight and bloodshed
I remarked to the Custos “Your Honour, this is treason.”

At the next meeting of the Vestry he claimed his seat, and
the Custos told him as he had gone through the Insolvent
Court he was disqualified, and could not sit on the Vestry.
He said he would ; he had his lawyer's advice, and if it was
refused they must fight for it.

(By the Prisoner.) Was any blood shed?—None then.
George Fouché sworn states: I am a reporter for the
papers; I was present at a public meeting held at Kingston
called the “ Underhill meeting.” The prisoner was there
and had a resolution. I was sitting next him, and he said
the taxation was a burden; that the negroes was trampled
under foot and bitterly oppressed by a wicked Government
and they would no longer submit to such things. The
negro paid for his donkey to go to market whilst the white
man only paid 3d, for his cows; that the Flogging Bill was

when he walked up to it, and in the presence of all, said,
“ That is a lie, a damned red lie,” and that neither the

intended for the negro, but as I live it shall never be law ;
I would rather die than be flogged. The time is not far
distant when I shall make that fellow Georges repent

Queen or Mr. Cardwell had ever seen the petition of St.
Annes. On the 28th of September, 12 days before the
rebellion, the prisoner came to the Vestry and insisted on

he shall not long continue.

taking his seat there. I told him he had no seat there as he
had just passed through the Insolvent Court which dis
qualified him. He said he would take his seat as his
lawyer had told him to do so. I desired the clerk not to
take his name down, and he turned round and said, “ If I

am not allowed to take my seat we will fight for it.”
(By the Prisoner.) Since you have known me have I
always behaved myself?–Until within the last 18 months;

I thought you well disposed, but since then your conduct
has been most outrageous, violent in the extreme, telling
me on one occasion that if I did not give up a piece of land
to a negro there would be blood shed for it.

Was there any blood shed for it?–No, but you put
everybody at defiance, and would not allow the sentence to
be carried out.

Was there a lawyer in it?–Yes, you persuaded the poor

ignorant man to employ a lawyer and put him to a deal of

* and eventually lost the case and had to give up the
all (1.

what he has done, and we will show him what we can do;

His canes were blood and

could not make sugar; it was God’s land not his.

At

Miller's shop he told me Mr. Beckwith should very soon
repent what he had done, and should lick the dust for
writing against the negro.
Defence.

I have nothing to say but this: I have always been a
loyal subject, and when this contention arose I was in to

St. 1)avid's, and I declared I would use my endeavours and
do all I could. When I heard they were looking for me I
surrendered myself and have been a prisoner 17 days.
Found guilty; sentence “Death.”
November 3d, 1865.
H. BRAND, President,
Lieutenant, R.N.

Appd. & Confid.,
A. A. Nelson, Brig.-Genl.
Commr. Fol. Force,

Morant Bay,
3 Nov., 1865.
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V-Correspondence and Documents relative to

the Case of

George William Gordon.
W.B. The three reports of the trial of G. W. Gordon will be found in the notes of evidence taken on
The 16th day, A. W. H. Lukes' evidence.
31st day, preceding Brigadier-General Wilson's evidence,
50th day, George Young's evidence.
Letter addressed to Mr. G. W. Gordon, but not delivered
other plans we resolve to have an hundred taxpayers put
to him :
on, independent of freehoders, and those who willor any
MY DEAR GoRDoN,
Tichfield, October, 1865.
without, borrowing from us. So we send to ask you .
s

HAVING been prohibited communication with you

responsible persons to lend us ijſ)l, to lend to those that

on board the “Wolverine.” I have requested the favour of
the General to forward this.
I know nothing of the charges against you, but as an old
friend and professional adviser I cannot refrain from lending

will form the tax payers, to be paid back to us the rººm.
sible parties, by moiety quarterly, by which war we'vil

you my advice.

John B. Storling, Paul Bogle, James Bowie, Stephen
Smith, Joseph Kelly, Abraham Anderson, Adam Taylºr,

returnit to you (without intress),
For º we will give to you as surity the undersigned,

Assuming that whatever your errors may have been the
were committed before the proclamation of martial º

Andrew Duncan, Archey Bailey, and George B. Clarke.

advise you to plead,
lst, that on account you are amenable only to the ordinary

Answer us by the first post without delay, for we who have

to go in the mountain Mº, are to go by Tuesday evening,

civil and criminal courts of the country, and

2ndly, that that only is crime which is prompted by

criminal intention, and that you, having no such inten
tion, are not criminally liable for the consequences,
however disastrous they unhappily may have been.
I need not add a word to assure you of my deepest sym
pathy, but on such a topic it would be out of place now to
enlarge.

Yours very truly,
(Signed)

P.S. The above amount to pay for registration toº,
We are nothing to do with those in the Bay, for they ap.
pears to us as decevers.

PAUL Bogle,

Chairman in the behalf of the meeting.
Endorsed.-I suppose you did not get in time to write,
so do by Monday's post,
W. G
(Docketed in handwriting of George Wm. Gordon)
Messrs. Paul Bogle, Bowie, and Clarke, and all tax-payers,

W. WEMYs ANDERson.

Geo. W. Gordon, Esqre.,

25th July.

prisoner on H.M.S. “Wolverine”.

(4.)

Letter enclosing the above.
Brigadier-General Nelson,

Tichfield, Oct. 1865.

G.W.G. to Mr. Paul Pogle,

SIR,

Stony Gut, St. Thos, ye East, Kingston.
MR. GoRpoN, now a prisoner in the “ Wolverine,” is

an old friend and client of mine.

I HAVE received your letter of the 24th instant. I

May I beg, therefore, of your permission to forward to

have given Bailey the 5l. Don't fail to let the sugar cºme
forward. You have had lately from me 5l. and 4, and the
orders 31, and 11., making in all 131. Can wax and hony
be got in your quarter?

him the enclosed letter, which I have kept open.
I have the honour to be, &c., &c., &c.,
(Signed)

DEAR Bog LE,

W. WEMY's ANDERson.

Sº Mr. Marshelleck was going to sue you for the lºs.
0d, freight.

(1.)
To Mr. Paul Bogle,

I now enclose a bank cheque for ll. As. 0d., which Mr.

I am to be baptised on Xmas, this day 2 whºs. Re
member me on that day.

Marshelleck will no doubt take. Remit to Mr. Levy and
it will be all right.
-

I have written to Clarke and you will hear all. Let him

G. W. Gordon.

Mr. Bogle.

11th Decr., 1861.

send the paper back b Tuesday's post.

Things are bad in Jamaica, and will require a great deal
of purging. Best wishes.

(2.)

Yrs, truly,

Stony Gut, July 25th, 1862.
Paul Bogle and others to George William Gordon.

Mr. Paul Bogle.

GEo. W. GoRD0N,

DEAR SIR,

Wr send to ask you by whome was the asinic sent,

(5.)

or to whom.

All hearts burnt to hear the way you are treated for our
cause. But in suffering there are concilation for their is a

rest
is provide for those who toil and bear persecution for
truth sake in heaven.
We want to see you at our village, which is exceedingly
small, but sufficient to entertain you, for we have plans to

arange with, you, Come up we beseach you as quick as
posible, so that we may arange how the baptism is to go on

To Paul Bogle,

Morant May, 22 February, lsº

DEAR Bog LE,

| HAVE again to contend with Rector Coºk's ar.
nºyance, he is trying to get me out of the churchwarden's
ºffice, but I have no doubt he williaiſals, this time iam
busy in Kingston, and have to return by to-morrow for the
pkt business.

I have not yet seen Chisholm.
Yours very truly,

at Spring before the ending of this month, so that we may
get up a meeting to meet you, if coming

Notice, Mr.

Mr. Paul Bogle.

GEo. W. GoRDON,

Warrin with best wiches.

(6.)
Yours truly,

PAUL Bogle, JAMs Bowie,
Kingston, 5th March 1865,
To all whom it may concern, this to certify that Paul
Bogle has been this day ordained by me in the presented
the whole congregation. “ Tabernacle,” Kingston, Jamaica,

and GEoRGE B. CLARKE,
Sic,

(3.)
Imedelly
To Mr. George W. Gordon,
Port Royal St. Kingston,
-

to the office of deacon in Christ's church, and

that he has

been fully charged, and has also undertaken faithfully to
º

Stoney Gutt, July 25th, 1862.

DEAR SIR,

WE hope you and family are well as we are at present.

}. School Society meetings
house at the above named place to take into consideration
At a meeting held at the

what plans we might adopt for to recover your place that is
lost in the political world, but in the religious one we are
asurd your progress is great; may God grant it so. Among

discharge the duties of the said ºff.fiji
things to be obedient to the mi. i. church, devoting
himself through the grace of God faithfully to the work and
that
he is hereby authorized jºi discharge all
the duties ...; to the office of deacon. Given

lº my hand at Kingston, Jamaica, this 5th day of March
Geo. W. Gordon,
Acting Secretary.
-

Richard WARREN.
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(7.)

Edward x Bailey

G. W. Gordon, esqr.,
Morant Bay.

Collin Briant.
George Robinson.
John Mason.

12th July 1S65.

My compliment to you, hope yº! is well to-day, as
I am not, from ſetiguemºnts of yesterday, I felt a severe
And you must provide

to give me to ride out on business.

for all

...ſhing for me to vote upon
for the year tº:
also Iny title here which I will send

ºwn to you that you may get it record as quick as posible,
William

upon the list of voters for next

his

James × Taylor

George x Eliott

mark.
his

Richard Warren.
James Knight.
Thomas Williams.

James x Ford

John Campbell.

Robert x Penea

You must try and see well to this. and we expect to have
a meeting at Bogle House at Cottage Penn next Tuesday,
and your attendants will required.

Andrew Grant.
William Blake.
Emanuel H. Grahams.
John B. White.

I am, your truly,
PAvi, Bo GLE.

John Stewart.

(Endorsement on foregoing letter) :-

his

St. Thos. y East.

John x Kelly

Election Expenses

mark.
his

and

Paul Iłogle.
Memo. 12th July.

4 0

4 -

| 6 Stuart

4

4 -

2 - Sullivan 2 0
Bayley 1 6

Stewart

Mosquito 4 -

Henry x Livingston
mark.
his

Jackson x Francis
mark.
his

Thomas x Huffman

Archy x Bailey

1 5 Baily

Gray

mark.
his

Geo. T. Thomas.

1860,

4-

mark.
his

William Grant.

year.

Sullivan

mark.
his

mark.

my beast dead, I have
for I expect to have

Fredrick × Taylor .

Joseph Wignall.

so I am not able to come down, you

will be please to remember the horse that you did promise

Nic.

mark.
his

mark.

Stony Gut,

1) EAR Sitº,

pain in my stomach

his
Alex. x Davis

mark.
his

()

Simon X Bunton
mark.
his

mark.
his

Robert x Sanclin
mark.
his

John x Francis
mark.

James Edward Forrest.
his

John X Anstow

Bailey
1 6
G. W. G.

(sic.) 10 6
Chisholm for refreshments - 9 5 0
l H. Cheese Music

-

-

-

Bread

-

-

4 13tr. Ale

-

-

4

...

Porter -

-

2

,, Ruin -

-

-

() 2
0 lo

()
6

-

()
()
0
()

()
()
()
()

6
5
5
3

mark.
his

William Bribet x Dutrant
mark.
his

Adam × Taylor
mark.
his

Stephen x Smith
mark.
his

George x Fraser
mark.
his

Richard x Minott
mark.
his

Simon × Bailey

(sic.) l 16 0
Rum -

-

-

-

()

()

9

William × Bailey

Mr. Lands
4 bs. Porter
4

->

mark.
his
mark.
his

Ale

2, Rum
(8.)
List of NAMEs in handwriting of G. W. Gordon, found

mark.
his
mark.
his

1. G. W. Gordon.
2. Chas. Sullivan.
3. (H. B. Clarke.

John x Noble
mark.
his

4. A. G. Mosquito.
5. Hy. Clyne.

Robert x Finderson

6. Rd. Warren.

mark.
his

7. E. K. Bailey.
8. R. H. Gray.
9.
10.

Alex. × Thompson

v. Stewart.

Alfred Alveranga.

mark.
his

William × Durant
mark.
his

Joseph × Kelly
William × Taylor

in Paul Bogle's house, at Stony Gut:

Alexander × Moodie

mark.
his

Lawrence X Daikin
mark.
his

William × White
mark,
his

Samuel x Williams
mark.
his

William x Finlock
mark.
his

-

William × Pekoe
mark.

(9.)

Alex. x Gordon

List of SiGNATUREs and NAMEs found in G. W.
Gordon's house, Cherry Garden, St. Andrews :

Alex. Boughtwell.

James Williams.
Charles Blake.
Edward Davis.

mark.

his

Paul Bogle.
William I)arley.

James x Kenedy

Robert Henry.
David Bailly.

Henry x Gordon

William Bogle.

mark.
his

John Debater.
Thomas Flint.

James Williamson.

William Bowie.

his

Daniel Bailey.
William Bailey.
Thomas 1)arby.

James x Gibson

James Tobin.

Alex. x Hamilton

William Taylor.
Alexander Laing.
Thomas Collins.
Edward Reid.
John Reid.
Alexander Hill.

Edward Thompson.
Richard Cayley.
ls

William x McKdermitt.
mark.
his

David x Richards
mark.
his

George x Harris
mark.
his

Moses x Mck Gilvry.
mark.

mark.
his
mark.
his

Moses x Francis
mark.
his

James x Bowie
mark.
his

Joseph x Hamilton
mark.
his

Jeffry x Davis
mark.
his

Fredrick × Bryan
mark.
his

William x Ford
mark.

Charles McDugle.
Jess Anderson.
Richard Steel.
Abraham Anderson.
John Rock.
William Anderson.

Henry Mc K. Hutchingson,
James Camban.

mark.
his

William × Pinnock
mark.
his

Joseph x . Smith
mark.
his

Dinnis x Smith

William C. Morrison.
Thos. H. Goodwill.

mark.
his

W. C. G. Arrowsmith.
his
John X Williams

Joseph x , Bailey

mark.

his
Alex. X Collodd
mark.
his

George x Kelly
mark.
his

Thomas x Ford
mark.

mark.
his

Abraham × Kelly
mark’
his

Isaac x Kelly
mark.
his

David S. × Kelly
mark.

his

Emanuel x Graham
mark.

7 F 4
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William Grant.
John Davis.

his

Daniel x Bowie

mark.
. . his
Frederick x Ogleby

William R. Stewart.
Samuel G. Gordon.
James G. McLaren.

mark.
his

Joseph Robertson.

Natty X Williams

his

mark.

Richard X Williams

his

mark.

mark.
his

*

George x Richards
mark.
his

his

Thos. × Bunton
mark.
his

George x Hagitt
mark.
his

John x Batiste
mark.
his

Henry x Steel
mark.
his

Richard x Moore
mark.
his

Henry x Walters
mark.
his

Robert x Bloodymind
mark.
his
Thomas x Millhood
mark.

Henry X Cooke

his

mark.
his

Joseph × Strawn

William x Ritchie
mark.
his

Joseph x Petersgill
mark.
his

Benjamin × Daily
mark.
his
William × Fisher
mark.

mark.
his
James x Feetlemind
mark.
his
John x Greathart
mark.
H. G. Mas Quotta.

Henry Marston,
John T. Aftleck.

Peter Parsley.

(11.)
MEMo, from Mr. H. J. Lawrence.

Kingston, 6 March 1865.
My eyes have been so bad that I could not reply to you,
last post fully. I am somewhat troubled with inflammation
of the eyes.
I wish you had been to Portland. An anonymous cor.

respondent states that Kinlock and your son are making
ducks and drakes. Mr. Anderson advises me to come over,
and look after my property. What becomes of all the
rents 2

I note what you say in re Oxford and Walker, and
Ketelhodt, the parish well be well rid of Walker, but the
evil will be double in Baron, and I quite agree with your
sentiments, we must wait, and see what the end will be of
all these evil doers?

I note that you sold the broken horn steer for 8,

approved, and thank you for remarks on others; also for
statements of St. Ann's stock, what will be got for the bull
to close.

These will in all fetch how much? Thanks also

for arranging with Kirkland, I shall treat him as he ments;
what an unreliable set they are, I am disgusted with them,
and must say to keep aloof and above them, the Ex. Com.
Govr. and Bishop ! What a set, can any reliance beplaced
on them? and can matters go on with such men at the helm.
Let me know what you hear of Granpion and McDenot,
they may be worth what I am to give for them, but I won't
tell you just now.
In Re
(?) Hall I have written to Mr. Grant at
Morant Bay, and hope he will send or shew you a cºpy of
the correspondence, he began to take
before
himself making an ageement with me. I have agreed to
his offer of 121. on his signing the agreement, and then you
can put him in charge on my behalf, it is about two years
ago since I got a letter about it, and I required you then tº

F.

see to it for me. Grant will hold under my possession, and
if the tenant won't pay, he must after a time give them
notice to quit, but he cant sue or levy in the absence of a

(10.)
Mr. H. J. Lawrence.

tº:
Eo. W. GoRD0x.

Alexander Marston.
Philip Cameron.

James E. x, Barclay

Charles x Walker

Yours

William Chisholm, jr.

mark.
his

-

Pray stir up matters, and see what can be done.
Sugars are low.

William Chisholm, sr.

special agreement, perhaps he does not understand this,
Kingston,
January 30th, 1865.

In Re Bamboos, Mr. Davidson is to make me an offſ,
and seems very anxious about it.
The Bamboos no doubt revived the crops of Hordly, and

DEAR SIR,
You R letter of the 27th instant is to hand and note

our friend Mr. Harrison.

your delivery of stock to Mr. Duffus all right. I note state
ment of stock from C. Walk; these, with the previous lot,

recording anything in time to go to Morant Bay, in timely

If you have any stamps left, and make them availablehr

you will please keep distinct and in particular aſct. I hope to-morrow night, do so.
these stock will soon improve.
I do not discourage or damp your feelings, but I must
I beg you to assist me to do things properly. In the urge on, and I am not aided equal to the means attom
matter of the cedar trees they must be fell in your posses
sion on the spot before it will be a good sale. Is it so, and

mand '

will you make it so if not, and also see the trees and send

me, and some of low mark ignorant coloured men whº

We must make an extra effort.

Hershell, Baron, Cookes, and a lot of others are against

me the particulars of them? Your purchase value, and

won't value their own position, countenance such protº

your prigate estimation. Do all this in good honour and
good feeling, and with business thrift, then I shall send you
cheque on Colonial Bank, or you can draw on me, and we

Ing.

must make the best of the lumber. This is I hope a ven
ture which will yield some profit, if not it is not worth
doing so; see to it, and if Mr. Birch is a proper man he
will see to the unreasonableness of this arrangement. I am,

I beg to assure you, most anxious to have the Curry House
shingle and put in order.

Do you not see that I have good reason to complain, and
be on the alert.

See well to the cedars and other matters, I must get the
cedar boards pledged. I understand that you had more
than what was sent me sawn, this matter is pressing ºn
Ine.

Yours truly in haste,
H. J. Lawrence.

G. W. GoRD0N.

-

D.V. And this is a subject to which pray address your
attention and kind consideration in my aid and relief.

You urge me to pay Mr. Birch at once for the trees, this
rests with you—do what is required, and the matter is done
—the trees may be fell in a few days, and you can report to
me within the same time. See well to this, one likes to
know a little what he is doing.
Baron and Hershel are busy publishing lies against me in
town, so as to get the grant of money 262l. I shall be

obliged to speak in very plaim terms on the subject, can you
send me Nibs on the subject, which may help me, they are
a very wicked band, and the Lord will yet reward them all.

Yöur promises to me in the way of remittance from all

(12.)

-

Mr. H. J. Lawrence.
Kingston, 27th April 1865.
DEAR SIR,
You R letter of the 25th instant is to hand.

The case of Gordon and Ketelhodt was a great

triumph to Baron and all the Cookes, for in spite of everſ.
thing, which was clearly in my favor, they got a jury ºf iº
to give a verdict for defendant. What a fresh viºrſ is
this for them all? how well it looks, and how diminished is
my head! but wait, it is not yet all over! The judge in

his charge repudiated Cargill's opinion which the first tº

he had admitted and clearlyput the case before theiuryfortie
but the jury led on by Henry Man were four of them
their being redeemed, it wont do to put off noting, for my º
lind to everything, and they got another weak man overs'
own necessities seem to increase, and the hope I have of carried;their
verdict. A more inconsistent shameful thing
relief is not realized.
seldom occurred—the attorney-general dis
himself
I note what you say of
, he is a sort of friend, who, haslow
conduct. Sueddia proved a traitor, and McKenzº
although chastised has remained hardened. We can afford by
Most worthless lying fellow. Have nothing to do with
to spare him, and perhaps England will better agree with a.this
man, he is a great rillian; however, we cameout brilliant
him. Mark, the reign of others will also soon be cut short.
I am glad you *...* the papers. If I had three firm and with the sympathy of the whole community, The case
supporters in the house; it would be a great matter but I for all its purposes was well put, and the barristers on º
did everything that was necessary and I am satisfiel;
have to contend single handed, and in the midst of very side
I believe that Henry Man's influence, Mr. Gill and
artful foes.
Campbell, and Dr. Cordova and Nethersole were influenced
uarters, are getting in arrears, but I trust soon to find

-
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by other parties, so that these five men disregarded their oath
to return a writoict according to the weight of ecidence, and
so it shows the low state of the country and the very small
amt. of proper feeling which exists at present. The jury
are an unfortunate selection; yet I believe that even in

Henry Seymour Kennedy are now J. P.'s for St. Thomas
in ye East, and some few more are expecting All very
beautiful. Great concerns for great men
Keep you quiet and see the end of it all.
Yours truly,

this

Eo. W. GoRDoN.

there is mercy and wisdom, and that it is all for some wise

purpose. I have sent you a Sentinel” and shall always
send you a paper each post. Your surmises about my being
busy and surrounded by treachery are precise but fret not;
Pray enforce the rents of Sunning Hill, either by “suing"

(14.)
Mr. H. J. Lawrence.
DEAR Si R,

Kingston, May 4, 1865.

I know nothing of Mr. Hershell having

Your letter of the 2nd inst. is now before me, with

any right to sell land at Summers Hill that he and all

parties will be trespassers until you hear from me to the

copy of your dispatch to Mr. Shortridge. Of this I approve,
and wait his reply. Mr. Clery and I have consulted in Re

contrary, treat them all as such, do not fail in this. I wonder

Sunning Hill, and determined to let matters remain till
next wº., when Mr. George is expected.

or “distraining !”

what next.

Mr. Georges is not the attorney of Messrs.

Grant and Kenshead, and Messrs. G. and K. have no title
for Sunning Hill, but I will explain more if necessary in due

I note your remarks in Re Dr. Major, and do not wonder

season; it is too bad to be thus used, and Georges I hear is

at the influences. “ Eril communications corrupt good
manners.” Your quotations are suitable. We have to

not so contiding in my behalf as he ought to be, for he

endure the contradictions of men, even of our friends, vide

knows Hershell's dislike to me if he can get a good sum put
down for Sunning Hill for Messrs. Grant and Remshead
let him do so, and I will agree but not otherwise. The

“Georges,” who holds common cause with Baron and
Herschell all a major, &c.; “but we are not to fret our
selves because of eril doers.”

Rhine land cannot be touched, so do you not mind the idle

I am glad that you guarded me in Re Murray, and you

stories which you hear—the Governor is upholding all

do right to look to No. 1. Some persons think of this

rascality with reference to Hershell and all others! I am glad
to find you have had showers. In Re the next packet I am

only for themselves, and consider that others are obliged to

still busy. I wish some remittance could come forward.

Chisholm fibs if he said I put the C. walk at his command,
and you must take a right stand in this matter. I shall

Truly yours in haste,
G. W. Gompox.

(13.)
Mr. H. J. Lawrence.

Kingston, 29th April 1865.

work for them.

again write to Chisholm. I regret I have so long delayed
going up, but I can't help it.
I shall send you some papers containing latest accounts
of trial Gordon and Ketelholt, which must still go on 1

In

Bogg matter I feel that more ought to be realized, and this

I) EAR SIR,

York favor of yesterday in re Sunning Hill is before
me, Mr. Georges you say went past and did not look in

without delay.

Dr. Major has no right to the use of the Barracks, and if
I must bill him a shed I shall raise the rent or give him
notice to quit.
I know the inveterate dislike of Herschell and all his

I enclose you a copy of correspondence with him.
When he spoke to me I thought he did so as Mr. Kemshead's
friend, but he has no power from Mr. Kenshead, nor have
I any right to know them at all “ legally ” about S. H.

confreres. They will soon all find their level, and go like

But it makes good what you suspect, however, you are not

chaff against the wind.

to regard either Mr. Georges or anybody else until you hear
from me, and if any one comes on the property treat him as

Remember, if any one attempt to interfere with you at
Sunning Hill treat him as a trespasser, and bring him up.
I am again almost late for post. Say what stock I can sell
to realize upon early, if required. Haste,

a trespasser, you see I have not given Mr. Georges any

authority, and you will please wait my instructions. Mr.

Yours truly.

Kernshead has no title for the property, and can give none
that is valid, and he is not even in possession, but as he

has a claim on it I have always given him some consideration,

G. W. Gordox.

I am very busy, both in town and Cherry Garden.

but if I were ever looked on as a tenant I should require

the notice to quit and that from a property party, that
party must be Mr. Robert Cargill who is insolvent and the
equity of redemption is in him; and the official assignee
then a first mortgage, held by an old London house, would
come in and there would not be anyone to eject me, so that
I stand even better here than at Rhine in point of possession,
unless; I willingly give up, and this I shall not do unless

Mr. Hershel will pay down 600l. and take such a title
as Mr Kemshead can gire him, but this must be subject to

my convenience in point of removal, &c.

I fear that Mr.

Georges will find that he has acted too hastily.

Now you

know exactly how matters stand, and that my possesion
cannot be disturbed but by my voluntary consent, I
am to see Mr. Clery before the post closes on Monday, in
the meantime hold up your colors, deny Mr. Herschell's
pretensions and keep your possession faithfully, do not be
sceptical or discouraged but stand up boldly and let us wait

till this rage be orerpast. I have no doubt that there are
dual actions and strong under-currents against me, but wait
and see the end of it, be not cast down, the Lord is at

hand. I do not think that Mr. Clery approves of all Mr.
Georges' proceedings.
There is a sort of present exultation in the Baron
Herschell, Cooke, &c., all their points being carried.
Why are you careful about the law proceedings”
It is all right, yet there is a needs be for all that has
occurred. There is much to expose and uproot in our
system, and there must be a medium, hare faith, then be
bold as a lion; there must be a trial of faith, but the Lord is

able to do mighty things, and all things will work together
for good.

Dr. Major will have to build his stables or bridge.
On this point I shall be firm. The spring rents do not
come in as they ought. I thank you for one pound re
mitted

Chisholm has no right to interfere with cocoa-nut

trees at spring, note this I am glad that you have
showers. I note what you say in Re estate McKay. How can
the Revd. Mr. Murray expect me to give him free pasturage?
Sullivan must do what is reasonable and pay pasturage, his
practice will well afford this, and his horses will improve,

I note the great and glorious gathering at Rhine

House. This is very beautiful. Messrs. Warrington and

(15.)
Mr. H. J. Lawrence.
DEAR SIR,

Km. July 13, 1865.
Wr had a very large attendance at Vestry yesterday.

The justices were in full force. What a lot, a queer lot, and
the Custos allowed them their own way. The new church
wardens seemed pleased, and did rery well. Sullivan was
cordial, and seemed to be reigning over his triumph, for
efforts was combined to keep him out. The result of the
election was, however, in farour of the liberals. If our

people would stick together (but of this I have little hope)
matters would soon be different.

I hope I may before next

year be relieved of these conflicts, and wish I could see a
man in the parish who would take my place. The public
meeting will take place on the 29th, so that I shall, D.W.,
be in the parish again about the 25th or 26th instant; then
I hope I have done for some time. I grow weary. How
long, how long, will the adversaries continue 2
See well to the cattle for me.

I have ordered to be sent

from Spring 12 steers and 12 heifers, and a bull for

exchange. These cattle are to be kept quite distinct as the
property of Spring Pen, as they are to be sold for a certain

purpose. See well to this, and let there be no mistake.
I have a large sum to make up, and must call for the cattle

in aid, and 1 rely on your best assistance. I hope this also
will be the last struggle.

Herschell has got another 40l. for pews at Bath church,
through the aid of his friend Price. What will these men?
Surely some calamity will come on them.
A man is here claiming the horse “Help,” he that I rode
from Bath to Morant Bay on the 4th instant, and that

Chisholm sent to you from Mt. Bay, and when back you
told me had suffered by the boy Ebenezer. It is said that
the man who sold him to me has slipt off. I believe the
man looking for the horse could find him he would take him,
and then give trouble. You had better see to this that no
one intrudes on him. I think he had had advice, for he is

very importunate to see the horse. I am sorry for the man,
but I cannot render him any aid.

He must get hold of the

person who stole and sold the horse. I put you on the
alert. Dr. Major states that his account for small-pox cases
against the parish amounts to 800l." Dr. Gerard 400l. '
7 G,
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and Dr. Crowdie 200l. I got 3l. 10s. 0d. from marks to be
repaid from Kelly and Reid by you.

-

that I have been unable to go to Spring as you specially
requested and I intended; however, I trust I shall be able

I left Morant Bay at 10 p.m. last night, and, including
all stoppages I arrived here at 4% this morning, but I feel
very weary, and find a great deal to do. For the last 14
days I have had little rest of mind or body. I shall endeavour
to end up the cart again. I learn that the four pieces of

to go there by this and Monday, so as you may get report
of matters there by next Tuesday's post. You can have an
idea of what it is in St. Thomas in the East when it rains,

Dry, very

I am, indeed, glad of my success with the bull kins and
the two old bulls, they are still all right; but one of the

‘ou will, I hope, have arrived safely at Rhine on Tues

cocoa-walk stock having strayed back to that place I could

Explain, if you please.

guttering did not come.

º on this side,

Yours

vº, truly,
3. W. GoRDoN.

but on his going, and had got as far as Barracks, a heavy
shower of rain fell on him, and during which he laid down,
but not to rise again. He died shortly after the rain held

up. “Boy” Steer and the rest continues to improve.

(16.)
Mr. H. J. Lawrence.

Kingston, August 10, 1865.
I AM just returned from the north side, and find

DEAR SIR,

none of your letters. I had expected one with some money,
of which I now stand very greatly in need, but I must go
to the East, and start this evening for Mt. Bay, hoping to

be there early to-morrow, and to be at the Rhine by Satur
day some time. The Baron has taken upon himself to post

pone the public meeting until further notice. This is
improper; it is not his meeting, but theirs, and he has not

the power of postponing. I am getting quite tired of it,
and must now bring the business to a close, and if the
Baron won't do what is right we must do so for him.

I have another anonymous letter from the Bogg, and do
feel the imperious necessity of being there. There is a
statement of logwood being cut; this is really too bad.

Can't your son at least see to this, trespass being stopped
and punished. I really require cheerful help in these
matters.

I trust the public meeting will come off on Saturday, and
let me be done with it.
must take place.

Spring.

not do better than send “Charles” steer to bring her back,

day, and found a return of good health.
-

especially upon a watery road like the one from this to

I am sure that some great change

Your letter to Dr. Major was sent up this morning, and I
await his reply.

I see by the papers that Mt. Pleasant and Hall Head
have been

º for sale

by the Honble. W. G. Georges—

(It is reported here that these properties were mortgaged to
Messrs. Hankey and Co., and they having closed mortgage
they have been advertised)—and Mr. A. P. Davis says
Mr. Hire told him that he has a Government appointment

in England of 3,000l. or 4,000l. per annum, and it is
expected Mr. Danvers is to be overseer of Amity Hall
before this report Mr. D. was to be head book-keeper here.
I suppose little belief is to be placed in this about Mr. D.
as also of the 3 or 4,000l. per annum.

I suppose this “Green Bay Tree” (Hon. W. P. Georges
will continue to spread while the day of retribution drºws
nigh, for his numerous transgressions, and the

ex-member

of Assembly for this parish (Mr. D.) humbled.
You did not send the “Tribune,” in which I would have

seen the sentiments of the meeting in Were. A number of
the “Watchman" newspaper will give it to me per next
post if you have time to think of it.

Mr. A. P. Davis is still expecting you will send him an
Yours very truly,
GEo. W. Go RidoN.

order on me to deliver the two animals and the bay pºny
in exchange for the land.
-

Mr. Georges and Mr. James are expected at Dukeſ.

Haste.

field on Sunday, and Mr. Davis has had intimation to
“clear out,” so he thinks of going up to Manchioneal to

(17.)

Kingston, August 23, 1865.
I Got your letter last night per William, who re
orted having safely conveyed down Mrs. Lawrence and

DEAR SIR,

orse and vehicle sound, save one shoe off.

The case of Gordon v. Ketelholdt terminated yesterday

again for defendant; it seemed fore-determined, I was
greatly prepared for it from what I had perceived early in

the day. More anon on this subject.
The prejudices are rery strong against me, but it shall not
rest there. These multiplications of wrong are only the

gatherings up of future troubles.
Yours very truly
GEo. W. GoRDoN.

spend a week with the Rev. Mr. Bourne, of Betty's Hope.
Mr. Davis wants to go to England to arrange with tº
elder Mr. Bourne for leasing Muirton and Windsor Castle
or Windsor Forest.

He seems to have queer notions, and does and says some
equally queer things.

When I last wrote you I was under the expectation that
some money from some quarter would have come in, but
whether it be the heavy and continued rains or the lad
times or not I am unable to say. Nothing has come ill,

Accounts from Bogg all well, but no money from which]
could make you the promised remittances. As to the
present times and the difference between them and whº
they were a little ago there can be no mistake, and this

DEAR SIR,
Kingston, 11th September, 1865.
TH E above was mislaid, but I now send it. It is

state of things has caused my receipts from pasturº

reported that the Governor in deference to the Custos has

Mr. W. P. Kirkland pays 9s. Quarterly for the pastunge
of his horse. The last quarter commenced on 1st June
and ended 31st August. I made out my account accord
ingly and sent it in. I got for answer that I had made

removed Mr. Jackson from St. Thomas ye East, and
that more complaints have been made against Mr. Jackson
than all the other stipendiary magistrates in the Island;
the fact is, St. Thomas ye East is about the rery worst
parish in the island, and now the Governor has given
nnother cheer to magisterial oppression, as if it were forcing
matters to a point. Verily this Governor is an evil-doer;

the Lord will plenteously reward him; again and again the

in this place to be almost a failure.

an unfair charge inasmuch as his horse had not been at

pasture on the Rhine during the time he was collectin;
taxes at Morant Bay, the Valley, &c., and that when I

made the deduction he would pay the difference. Nºw, I

I see some one grind

must say this is a most unreasonable old man, and I will
not make any deduction, because his horse having ſedupon

ing at me to-day in the “Guardian ; ” thank God I have no

the Rhine during the month comprising the quarter he is

commissions to lose. Indeed it appears a providential
arrangement that the commissions were taken away in the
manner they were. Jordon and Bowerbank helped to keep
the Governor here; the former is in very broken health and
the latter no better, and much worse in reputation, vide the
coroner's inquest verdict, and Dr. Fidde's letter, yet the

liable, and further the rate 3s. per month, or 98 per quarter.
is in consideration or anticipatory of the animal being

Baron and the Brookes are gratified.

taken off during the month or quarter, otherwise it would
have been not less than 4.s. per month, or 6d. per night fºr
the time the animal would be occasionally sent here.
H. J. Lawrexci.

Governor holds on with Messrs. Bowerbank and Anderson.

Matters are in a very strange way. The House of Assembly
is so disarranged that I fear very little good from any
colºpact party can be expected.
We must patiently wait to see the end of all these
|. spared.

matters if we

Yours trul

GEo. W. GoRDoN.

(18.)
Lawrence to Gordon.
SIR,

Rhine, 8th September, 1865.
I HAVE your letter of the 7th instant.

Since Wednesday morning it has been raining heavily

here, and the rivers consequently high up to yesterday, so

(19.)
Mr. H. J. Lawrence.

DEAR SIR,

Kingston, 14th Sept., 1863.

Your favour of the 12th is to hand. I feat we

cannot mend public matters in St. Thomas y East, so we
had better look to our individual circumstances mºre

clearly. I believe the Governor and his nest of Custodes
are capable of anything, but the Lord will soon scatº
as the chaff before the wind. A man named Roswell
them
and his wife from Manchioneal came to me complaining

of an illegal levy on their house for taxes which had bºth

aid, and I packed them off to Spanish Town tº th:
xecutive Committee, who have taken up the matter .
written to W. P. K. for full particulars, and also to Mr.
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W. P. K. a little, there is clearly a good action against him,

really going to continue to submit to the present, system "
Mr. Davis a humbug I fear, I have not heard further from

but look at the difficulty of law

him.

Inspector Alberºa, I have no doubt this will startle
1 begin to feel weary of Dr. Major's conduct and must

The enemies now exult and justice is silenced for the

He will have to go, I

time, but it will raise its head. After a close review of Dr.

consider what is best to be done.

presume, or come to reasonable terms. I do not approve of

Major's conduct I put him down as Mr. Expediency, worthy

your spot for the coach-house.

of no further consideration.

I understood from Mr. Davis that he could do better
with his land. I have offered him the two horses; is he

willing still to take them 7. He wrote to me a yout cattle
which I have no idea of. I do not care what he says, and
have no reason to place any dependence on the sincerity of
any of the parties you mention. I do not know why there
is such a spirit against truth and mercy and combination
against contmon mercy, it will all rebound.
As to Mr. Sullivan, I hope he may be faithful to his
professions, but we must prove all things and let patience
have her perfect work. There is just now great exultation,

a second verdict against me and Jackson removed to satisfy
the Baron

The Lord will soon pluck His hand out of His bosom and
so confound the whole band of oppressors. I believe this to
be about one of their last flickers. Let us wait and see.
All my sources of supply fail while I continue being drawn
someting from Bogg and do. from SPRING,
on.
and I hope at Rhine you will have something to assist me

fººd

with taxes.

Bogg concerns are now too bad.

I regret to

learn that you are unwell; I am very much so the cough on
me becomes serious and I do fear that I am really going to
break up unless I get change and rest (domestic and busi
ness),

I have not got the County Union said to be returned by
you.

I thank you for visit to Spring, but the report is very
discouraging, and it seems that my presence is necessary.
This I hope to give the end of this month when I go up.
I have told Chisholin as plainly as I can speak not to in
terfere with Boyd, but there is something wrong I fear
more than I know in many ways.
The rents must be paid. I strictly forbid Stewart to go
to Spring or to have anything to do with the ground which

he had no right to make. Chisholm has not been doing
well, and I have been reluctant to quarrel with him.
At Bogg matters must be doing very badly when I get
no remittances ! really too bad.

I had been fully expecting some money from you, and feel
great disappointment. I am sucked dry at present.
“Anguis in Herba.”

I fancy you know that this means

the character you refer to, and I have apprehensions that
your opinions may be correct; let it all go on. Just wait

Write in reply and send money if you have any.
Thanks for licence.

Yrs. truly,
GEo. W. Go RDoN.

Kingston.
21st Septemer 1865.

DEAR SIR,

I AM in reeeipt of your favour of the 19, but I am
very sick and yºry weak to-day. I must get change and
rest or else I shall break up, so it seems to me. The oppres
sion still continues rife in St. Thomas ye East and there
appears to be every effort put forth to exasperate the poor
people. Their plan is to pray to God for deliverance. You
may laugh at this and call it cant, but I assure you it is the
most effectual plan, if you knew the number of ways in which

and see the result.

God can and often does destroy the evil-doer you would

Messrs. Tribune and Guardian have given it to me trell.
I send you the County Union which return to me after

agree: Cooke and Herschell have sent a statement charging

I do not think we were ever in more dismal times

this; and nine magistrates have also sent in false statements
against him, all of which Mr. Eyre believes, and it is not

perusal.

than at present in Jamaica. The Governor succours wrong
and oppression to the fullest extent in every quarter. Now
let us for a season apply closely to business and direct our
thoughts accordingly. I wish to see about the votes to be

Mr. Jackson with being prºvsk at the Vestry. Look at
unlikely that he will endearour to get Mr. Jackson super
ceded (sic.) at S.

I think of this. The state of matters get

worse; the Jews and buckras, it is thought by some, will

recorded. This may be the last time I shall do so; it is not

coalesce and do business. The colored inen are divided and

improbable there may be a dissolution of the Assembly, nay

unprincipled self seeking, and thus it is.
Colonel iſ unt must feelin his mind that the Volunteers are

it is almost certain if ineinbers will be only faithful and do

their duty.

-

Yrs.,
GEo. W. Gokpo N.

The manner and death of Charles Steer distresses me.
G. W. G.

a hurlesque and here home find worthless Crown men scraping
their feet! The St. Thomas ye East Morant Bay concern
must have been grand. Who was the Sergeant that Colonel

addressed, his name should have been stated? Go it ye
cripples '

The Colonel was not no doubt a great card about Bath.
I am glad that the weather has been so FAvov RABLE.
(20.)

Mrs. Major would do the agreeable extremely well.

Hon. Geo. Price, London.

Jamaica, 16th Sep. 1865.
By book-post I forward to you copies of the Vere
resolutions and to which I crave your kind and particular
attention. I assure you relief is urgently required, and
unless something be done society will break up in Jamaica.
I fear the members of the House of Assembly are not
MY DEAR SIR,

true to the interests of the people and as to the Executive
Committee, I know not what to say about them; I am

astonished at their want of consideration and self-respect;
these gentlemen seem not to care for the country but for
Tri pº Ms tº 1. v. Es.

Whether it be ignorance or the love of money and place I

We are all suffering from ſever and the want of monov,
send me some if perchance there be any to help me out by
Saturday for I am hardly able to move.
(23.
Mr. H. J. Lawrence.
DEA R SIR,

Kingston, 28th Sept. 1865.

I am in receipt of your favour of the 22nd

instant, 1 fear I may not be able to go to Bath by Friday
next, unless I feel much better than I do now, and the

serious matter of the taxes arises. Now I left you a list,
and requested you to send me a copy, but you have not

an unable to say.

done so.

I hope you will put your friends in motion and at least
bring some pressure on Mr. Cardwell, who seems READY to
make an excuse on every occasion for Mr. Eyre. This man
is a plague-spot on poor Jamaica.

Pray do so by return of post, and if I find I cannot go
up I must send an express inessenger and get you to do the
best. See to this, it is important. It will depend on how
I feel for the next two or three days.
Poor “Jackson” was in the midst of conspiracy, “Rector
Cooke” will get up a charge against any one over whom
the Governor has power and get him dismissed; this man

I hope your are well,
& remain, my dear sir,
Yours very faithfully,
GEo. W. Go RidoN.

Mr. Eyre is an Arch Liar, and he supports all his

emmissaries 1 (sic) We shall to go before Parliament with a
strong petition, and attack the whole Colonial system.

(21.)

1) EAR Si R,

Mr. H. J. Lawrence, Kingston.
18 September 1865.

You R letter of the 15th instant is before me.

The

case of Roswell will surely bring some parties to account I
should think; but there is so much rascality and want of

common honesty against the poor people, even with the
Executive Committee, that there is no accounting for any
thing.

The Volunteer is a burlesque, and the money here wasted
would do a substantial amount of good. Are the people

-

The wicked shall be destroyed—this is degreed—" God is
“our refuge and strength, a very present help in trouble.”
I regret to find that you are suffering from a cold, be
careful, and I trust you will soon be better.
I shall try and get some of it prepared. I wheeze a great

deal. The taxes at Spring are only the cattle, and about
Rhine “see memo.”

I note that you are without money, and that the weather
is heavy. This is a rather a bad state to be in. Can we
raise nothing in aid of the taxes this is also a serious
question.
7 G 2
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I learn that Dr. McPherson is in town, but he does not

º on me.

He is pretty snugg (sic) now between the two

very weak. I hope you are better; you did not write by
post.

Yrs. very truly,
Geo.W. Gordox,

Offices.

I note what you state in matters of Portland, bad. I
must try soon to go up.

I don’t know what to say about
(26.)

the Bamboos, they ought long ago to have been cut; it
would be better at all events to clear out those from the

cocoanut trees. I get no cattle, no rent, no anything, and
yet it is the best property in Portland. I fear that my sub
stance here has been much wasted.

St. Thomas in the East, Morant Bay,
12 August 1865.
At a very numerous meeting of the inhabitants of St.
Thomas in the East, Jamaica, held on Saturday the 12th

I long for some relief, Mrs. Gordon wants a supply of
cocoanuts, when will these be coming forward. Surely

day of August 1865 at Morant Bay, in pursuance of requi

some should ere this be at hand?

See well to these matters, and I shall be much obliged.
I promised Mr. Anderson to go up, but I am not yet able.

On motion of Mr. Henry Clyne, seconded by Mr. G. B.
Clarke, and by acclamation, Mr. G. W. Gordon, member
for the parish, was called to the chair, and after explanation

Now will you think a little of these things in a good

by him of the objects of the Meeting,

spirit for me.

sition to the the Hon. Baron Kettleholdt Custos.

The following resolutions were moved by Mr. Henry

I hope your health will better. I have no doubt the
Estates are pressing on down the River. I had no idea

Clyne, seconded by Mr. Samuel Clarke, supported by

that Messrs. Harrison and Hine were taking two years

Messrs. George McIntosh, G. B. Clarke, William Reefe,
Richard Garnett, Paul Bogle, James McLawrin Joseph

supply for one of Bamboos”—Good—they may yet require

Anderson, Jacob Gordon, and John Anderson, and carried

to come in our way. I presume our Bamboos are springing
largely. We must try to be on good terms with our neigh

unanimously.
1. That this Meeting views with more than ordinary anxiety
the unsatisfactory state of the public affairs of the island

tours.

Now consider the matter of the taxes, and write to

ine fully and it will be a great matter. How is Burke the
Butcher?

Best wishes.

Yours truly,

generally, but particularly of this parish, and feel painfully
convinced that matters

GEo. W. GoRDoN.

i". now arrived at

a crisis when

silence should no longer be continued, and it is therefore

absolutely necessary to call the attention of the mother
country to the oppression and destitution which existinour

(24.)

. may be principally traced to misgovern
ment, in order that some remedy may early be applied.
midst, and

Kingston, 12 October 1865.
DEA R SI R,

I wrote to you last post, but I believe the
man in the rain put the letter in the wrong box.

I have

again written to you to-day at Bath, enclosing diſt. £140 for
you to accept in reduction retirement of £160, due 19th
instant at Col. Bk., and I enclose duplicate, which if you
are at Bogg, you can return to me p. post. Don't cancel
this, and send me what money you can. I am much in
meed.

I informed you of all the cheques being paid. Also of the

attempt to shake the roters whose taxes were paid. Also the
had news from Mt Bay, which I regret to hear; the people
must have acted unadvisedly.

Pray see about Bogg matters, bamboos, &c. We are

2. That the system of annually increasing taxation, and
also the running into new debts for purposes not required
for the good of the country, but by which the prices of the
necessary articles of food and clothing have been rendered

unbearably high, pressing heavily on the humbler classes,
and causing misery and destitution and retarding the prº
gress of civilization, cannot be much longer endured.
3. That the conduct of Governor Eyre in the tramroad affir
is grievous in the minds of this meeting and conduct ofthe
Executive Government generally, particularly with reference
to the Main Road affairs, and also voting large sums of

money for building and repairing churches and chapels not
called for by the wants of the people at the public expense,
and involving wastefully sums of money taken up in new

loans without any benefit to the general community, and

geittng into a sad state.

Steamer and troops went up to Morant Bay to-day.
Yrs. in haste, truly,
GEo. W. GoRDoN.
Weak and debilitated still. G. W. G.

The following document was enclosed in the foregoing
letter:—

also the unjust and unconstitutional grants of money under
the Appropriation Bill, from grounds for deep complant,
and such misconduct of the public business creates diº
satisfaction, and has the condemnation of this meeting.

4. That this meeting is of opinion that the well-being
and feelings of the people are not considered by the
Government as evidenced by the absence of measures of ºn

-

Kingston, October, 1865.

140Z. 0s. 0d.

Ninety days from date pay to my order the sum of one
hundred and forty pounds, value received.
Geo. W. GoR doN.

To H. J. Lawrence, Esq.
St. Thomas y. East.

improving tendency (sanitary, educational, or agricultural
while others of unnecessary, injurious, and wasteſul nature
are recommended and adopted.

5. That this meeting fully testifies to the general correct
nessRight
of theHonourable
statements put
forth in
Dr. Underhill's
the
Edward
Cardwell,
Secretaryletter:”
for the
Colonies, on the condition of the people and the state of

(25.)
Mr. H. J. Lawrence.

Kingston, 12th October 1865.
DEAR SIR,

The last post brought ne no letter from you I
wrote to you, but it was in torrents of rain, and I believe

the island generally, and takes this opportunity ºf tender
ing to him their humble and grateful acknowledgments
for the interest he has evinced on our behalf.
6. That from the difficulty in obtaining employment, the
depressing effects of the reduced and low rates of W*
delayed
andgrievances
deficient inpayments
aftertherewith,
performance
of labºº.
and
other
connexion
including
the
high prices of food and clothing, that a

committee he

the man who took the letter to the P. O. put it in the

appointed by the chairman for the purpose of obtaining

wrong box so that you are still at Rhine, you will get it to:

day. The two cheques have been paid, 5l. 0s. 0d. and

detailed and correct information on these subjects fºr
transmission to Dr. Underhill and the Secretary of Stº"

5l. 0s. (d.

I wish I could have got some assistance from

for the Colonies, in order to afford an opportunity of rº"

you in paying the taxes. I hope a refresher will soon come

sidering
has been from
transmitted
tºof
Governorthe
Eyredespatch
in replywhich
to a memorial
the paris

forward.

I enclose you renewal dft. of 140l. against your

acceptance for 160l. (the other was were used

and I cannot

St. Ann's, but by him generally promulgated here “”

lay my hands on it), so you, see the 90 days and we have

“Queen's
advice,”
butcommunity
which cannot
be applied
to *
parish
and the
general
of Jamaica,
nor ºn."
be

not sold any of the stock, but however they are there, and I

hope improving; in the meantime, if you can send me 10l.
to 20, by Tuesday's post it will be a great help. I learn
terrible things are doing at Morant Bay. I know nothing
of the proceedings or the particulars, but here I am blamed
for it all.

I believe they will attempt to shake the votes we have
recorded, and we may expect annoyance; the law is against

them, so I think I have always done so, and Mr. Cushing (?)
says it is done every time of recording.
I feel for the poor people of Morant Bay. A steamer
with detachment of troops has gone up. I wonder how it
will all end; the Lord have mercy.
I regret that the people have acted unadvisedly. This is
a sad matter to contemplate. I regret to say that I am still

deemed, as has been put forth by Mr. Governor Eytº
the advice of Her Gracious Majesty, our beloved Queen."
her poor and suffering people of this parish, who ar."
complaining, and who, although most willing to labour,
cannot obtain employment, and consequently remain "
very wretched circumstances of want, some of them,"
having raiment to put on, especially amongst the children.
Committee appointed: Messrs. G. B. Clarke, C, R

Walker, William Reef, John Anderson, Paul Bogº, H.
Clyne, Joseph Anderson, William Grant, and R. Devº:
7. That the oppressive nature of many of the Acts which
have recently passed the Legislature of this island are suº
as to create feelings of apprehension for the futi. well
being of society, as for instance the Whipping Bill, the
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empowering of Justices of the Peace to commit to the
Penitentiary persºns convicted of common assault under
27 Vic. chap. 32, sec. 34: the apprenticing of youths to

12. That a Committee be appointed to prepare a petition
to the House of Lords and Commons of England, embody
ing the sentiments of these resolutions, and to obtain

estates, juvenile offenders. and the act of simple larceny being
punishable before one or two justices and not a jury, as for

signatures to the same, to be duly forwarded by the Chair
man for presentation by noble and honourable members.
Committee

felony, 28 Vic. chap. 4.
the unconstitutional and unprecedented act of the Govern
ment in having rovided the sum of 2001, to defend the
Baron Kºteinovii in his ilicuai and oppressive conduct
towards the rights of the constituency of this parish and
the island generally in interfering with the office of church
warden: an
"...it a cºmin.tee he now appointed to take
all necessºry stººs in this matter in defence of the rights
and privil gºs of tile electors.
Committee :

GEo. W. Gon pox,
Chairman.

On motion of Mr. Abraham Anderson, Mr. Gordon was

requested to leave the chair, and Mr. Clyne called thereto;
after which the following resolution was unanimously
passed.
That the foregoing resolutions be published once in all
the island papers, and that the thanks of the meeting he

Henry Cºyne, George B. Clarke, George

tendered to Mr. G. W. Gordon for his conduct in the chair

Melnt sh, Paul l; ſle, and Tho;: las Nicholson.

with three cheers for our beloved Queen.

9. That iron the time of Aaron, the I ligh Priest, it is a
command binding on all succeeding ages, and enjoyed by
Christ and the Apostles that ministers of religion should
have no possession in lands or engage for gain in secular
business, but should be voluntarily supported by their
respective congregations; and never is the church of
Christ so prosperous and happy as when left to exemplify
its inherent power not only to support the ministry, but also

HENRY CLYN f.

Willi AM Bog LE, Sec.

(26.)
LETTERs from H. J. LA wresce to Mrs. MAJo R.

Mrs. Major.
1) R. MA 1DAM,

This gs seem in a fearful way: the Dr. did not seem
to know of the rebellion at Morant Bay till I told him ; but
I beg you won't be troubled. I have no doubt that the
feeling will be quieted. The Volunteer force moved on to
the scene of action this morning at l o'clock.

to propagate and extend its blessings to all parts of the
world; that

appointed, Messrs, Henry Clyne, G. B. Clarke

J. M'Lawren.

8. That this meeting views with alarm, and denounces

therefore, the large amount of taxation

annually levied on the poor people of this island for the
support of the so-called ministers of a State church is a
grievous and unnecessary waste of money, and is become
an evil of such magnitude as to call for the solemn protest
of this meeting against its continuance.
10. That the thanks of this meeting be tendered to the
Honourable George Price for his determined and self-deny
ing efforts to remedy the effects of the negligent conduct

I shall let you know if anything important transpires.
Yours faithfully,
H. J. LA wrexce.

Mrs. Major.

N.B.-I beg you to tend me newspapers p, last post.
(27.)

of the governor and main-road commissioners, causing
D EAR MADAM,

serious injury to the people of this island in the train-road
affairs; and also that the thanks of this meeting be tendered
to the friends of the Anti-Slavery Society for their efforts

I AM sorry I have no reliable news for you, I have
heard a good deal, but think much of what I heard is false.
There is a report about the Dr. (Major), but the same is
not true the negroes know full well who is fit for retribu

in the interests of the people of this country and humanity
generally, and that copies of these resolutions be forwarded
by the Chairman to the Honourable George Price, to the
Secretary of the Anti-Slavery Reporter, to Dr. Underhill,
and also to the Governor by a deputation to be appointed
by the Chairman for the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
loeputation to wait on His Excellency the Governor,
Messrs. H. Clyne, G. B. Clarke, George, Macintosh, Jacob

tion.

E. Gordon, Paul Bogle, J. Thompson, Abraham Anderson,
J. M'Laren, S. B. Cowell, R. Deveny, and Henry Davis.

I) EAR MADAM,

If your milk should not be good at any time I beg you
to let me know.

Yours truly,
H. J . LAwk ENce.

28.)
It may be some satisfaction to you, even at this
late hour, to state that the doctor is quite safe with Dr.
Gerard at Stony Gut. It seems true that Messsrs. G. M.

ll. That this meeting deems it a duty to protest against
the unconstitutional conduct of Mr. Custos Ketelhodt in

taking upon himself to put forth an advertisement post
poning this meeting until “ further notice ’’ no such

day, and nobody but white men like themselves allowed to

“further notice” being in his power, but his said conduct

remove the carcases.

is to the minds of this meeting intended to overthrow its

Things seem dreadful, and what is to be the end of this
unhappy affair remains to be seen.
Yours truly,

Hall, Hutchins, and Hershell and Reid, were killed yester

objects; and, further, the meeting is of opinion that the
generally arbitrary illegal and inconsistent conduct of the
Custos is destruction to the peace and prosperity of the

H. J. L.Aw REN ce.

affairs of the parish.

Mrs. Major.

12th Oct., 1865.

VI.

Rºtºns of Political. Paſsosrits ARREstEI, between 18th October and 30th November 1865 in Kingston
during Martial Law by order of Dr. Bowerbank and the Executive Committee.
Ikate

Dat

of

Names.

*

Remarks.

Arrest.

|

October 19

J. E. Goldson
-

--

->

--

--

W. Kelly Smith

n

x -

--

**

Isaac Vaz

----

•x
--

x-*-

--

Alexander Jeffery s
Thomas Harry -

H. Dick
Thomas McLean
Alexander Miller
| William McCormack
Reverend Reach
Reverend Crole 20
Reverend Harris
Francis Kellerman
Reverend Pallmer
--

->

-

\ \ .. ;

-

>Natives.

--

!

--

•

|

->

•

!

**

**

->

**

--

->

|

--

2]

|

º

º

->

25

º

3;

,,

28

-

-

->

->

-

j

-

-

Barbadian.

--

--

-

- }-Natives.

--

--

--

Davis

-

xx

*x

General S. J. A. Lubin

->

->

Joseph A. Lubin

|

**

**

,,

.30

-

>>

Remarks.

Ville Lubin, jun.

*

General Solomon
Emile Pierre
Jean Barte
,, Corduce
Simon Lamotte
A. Lamotte

n

Joseph Oliver

Native.

,,
Vinen
— Williams
Benouzi
Noel Crosswell Reverend Manerd
W. T. March
Sinclair
D. Nathan

European.

aytian
gees.

->

-

->

--

October 20

-

-

->

**

Names.

Arrest.

*>

* ---—--

Anacaun Lubin

:

Total 34

t
T--——

Native.
Italian.
German.

American.

}

Natives.

Refu
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Documes is and DESPATCHES relating to Political Paisonens
IND EX.
No.

Oct. 21. Letter of Executive Committee to Major-General
O'Connor
-

1

Oct. 22. Governor Eyre to Lieutenant Sinclair

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

No

Nov. 4. Same to same

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

Nov. 6, Despatch from Governor Eyre to Major-General
O'Connor

Oct. 31. Governor Eyre to Major-General O'Connor, with
List of Prisoners

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5

3

Jan. 30, 1866. Memorial of General Lamothe to the Royal
Nov. 3. Despatch of Brigadier-General Nelson to Major
General O'Connor

-

-

-

-

-

Commissioners, and Reply thereto

4

W. Kelly Smith

-

?

— Roach

HENRY WEST'MoRLAND.
Rob ERT HAMILTON.
WILLIAM Hoss Ack.

- Up-Park Camp.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Alexander Miller
Rev. E. Palmer Rev. J. H. Crale

-

-

-

Thomas Harveys

-

William McCormack

Robert Levys

- “Aboukir.”

-

Samuel Clarke E. J. Goldson J. M. Waz

Acted on,
L. SMYTH O’Con Nort,

Docketed.

-

List of PRIsoNERs.

1.

The Executive Committee would feel obliged by the
military authorities keeping at camp the Haytians who are
now there as prisoners, and sending down to the “Aboukir’”
the native prisoners named in the letter of Custos Bower
bank to the Deputy Adjutant-General, of 20th inst.
21st October 1865.

-

-

-

“Aboukir.”
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.

- Up-Park Camp.

-

Orders sent to Major Auton.
S. O’C., M.G.

(Copy)
U.P. camp.

(Confidential)

2.
To the officer in command of the detachment of mounted

Volunteers ordered on special service.
The officer commanding this party is required to proceed

h G
Joseph
Gºldson

to Vere.

J. M. Waz.

He will at once communicate confidentially with the
Custos, after which he will proceed direct to wherever Dr.
Bruce is, and at once make him a prisoner, and bring him
safely to head-quarters.
Dr. Bruce's person is to be carefully searched for papers
&c., and his residence must also be thoroughly searched,
and all papers or documents of a suspicious kind brought

Head-quarters,
Morant Bay, 3rd Nov. 1865.

4.

SIR,

I IIAve the honour to report

-

Kell

§ºth.

h

edi

-

that the prisoners named in magn
were handed over to me yesteriº,

º
Alexander Miller.
William McCormack,
Rev. —. Palmer.
Thomas Harrey.

they
having
been under
sent the
up orders
frºm
Kingston,
I believe,
of His Excellency the Governor.

Saml. Clarke, St. Davids.

I have to state that I found Mr.

I have evidence against

Justice Bicknell here, he having

above.

been sent up by His Excellen'ſ tº

º, º:

away. There will probably be letters for G. W. Gordon

*i H. º:

which should be secured.

homas
McLean,
H.
N. Harris.

in Kingston having passe

F. Kelloman.

his hands as a magistrate,

Robert Davis.

“Aboukir"
not
any
evidence
against
above.

I have gone over the silence
which has been procured bearing ºn
the cases, and have selected one.
articular, namely, that of one W.

The prisoners sent from

Kelly Smith, editor of “Watchman *
and annex “draft charges" to mº

No hint must be given to any one of the service upon
which this party is proceeding, and the whole arrangements
are to be carried out as quietly and expeditiously as pos
sible.

offer me aid, the

-

H. J. Dick.

Received also, from

There is also a person of the name of Phillips a friend
and ally of Dr. Bruce's, and of Mr. G. W. Gordon who
should also be captured and searched, and his house
searched too if he can be found. The Custos might be
able to give some information as to his whereabouts and
who he is. He is referred to specially in some letters from
Dr. Bruce to G. W. Gordon which have been seized. If

taken, Philips should also be brought in a prisoner.
E. EY HE,
22 Oct. 1865.

camp: I do not know as
yet anything.

-

-

-:

thröllſ

the evidence before me, in frºming
which Mr. Bicknell has afforded tº

the benefit of his professional knowledge.

In order to fully prove the charges the followingtº
are needed:–

Mr. Campbell, editor “Journal,”

Governor.
Mr. Peter Denison,

3. Governor Eyre to Major-General O’Connor
King’s House, Oct. 31, 1865.

SIR,

I HA v E the honour to inform your Excellency that

the evidence against the prisoners at Up-Park Camp, named
in the margin, being now complete as far as it can be
arranged here, but other evidence being said to be available

at Morant Bay, I shall be obliged by your directing that
they be sent to-morrow morning to Port Royal to be
embarked on board a man-of-war for Morant Bay.

There are also nine prisoners named in the enclosed list,
on board Her Majesty's ship “Aboukir,” for whose delivery
for transport to Morant Bay, by the same opportunity, I
have also to ask your Excelleney's order.
It was intended that most of these prisoners should have
been tried at Up-Park Camp, but the gentlemen engaged
in getting up the evidence have reported to me late this

Mr. Andrew Lyons,
all residing in Kingston.

As the trial of Kelly Smith could not take place title
three evidences named arrived, I consider it expº" "
submit for your consideration the charges on which the
prisoner would be arraigned.

I am well aware to yourself it is needless tº dom" thiſ,
observe I am desirous on my own responsibility tº sº.
and maintain the authority of my superiors; but as ſº
yourself, my immediate commanding officer, are ""
such easy communication, I desire to obtain your."
and decision as to whether, in a military point of Yi**

acting under martial law, I am justified in bringing”
a Court-martial men who have been apprehended tº
civil authorities for expressing sentiments of a '. sediº

evening that as some of the prisoners must go to Morant

nature” prior to the breaking out of the rebelli" "

Bay for further evidence (?) against the different prisoners
is so mixed up together, it will be most convenient and save
considerable delay and confusion to have the whole eleven

posterior to the outbreak.

É,

sent to Morant
The civil authorities at Kingston will put up the evidence
-

all arranged, and accompanied by some memorandum
addressed to Brigadier-General Nelson, and have it
delivered in charge of the captain of the man-of-war,

sufficient to convict I well k"
butThat
thatI ishold
not evidence
the question
I wish to solve, but tº far
greater one to myself, namely, Does my power and authority

justify me in bringing the prisoner, Kelly Smith, bº
Court-martial.

I have selected this man simply as the case by which my

together with the prisoners.
-

St. Thomas ye East, and ºf gratification” at sº

I have, &c.,

(Signed)

E. EY RE.

future

Jºdings with regard to the other prisoners would

be guided.
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May 1 therefore request the honour of receiving your
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dans l'ignorance que le Gouvernement de S. M. la Reine du
Royaume Uni de la Grande Bretagne, se fát disposé à

commands on the subject matter of this letter.
I have, &c.,
(Signed)
A. A. N. Elsox,
Brig.-Gen. Commanding Field Force.
P.S. The undermentioned evidences would be required

dépêcher des Commissaires pour slenquérir des événements
qui ont eu lieu a la Jamaidue, j'ai, a la date du 28

Mr. Justice Magil, St. Davids.

Decembre dernier, adresse une pétition a Lord John Russell
et au Ministre Edward Cardwell, pour leur dénoncer les
violences, les vexations, les outrages gratuits que mes
enfants et moi avons soufferts ainsi que le pillage complèt

Mr. 1)avis.
Mr. Codner.

effets, consistant en vétements en
drap, linge, argent, bijoux, argenterie, papiers, livres, &ca.,

if the “prisoners” under reference are to be tried here:–

|. a “te fait de tous mes

&ca. , Les journaux ont confirmé l'opinion que j’ai toujours

Mr. Hepburn.
Mr. Astwood.

eue de la libérale Angleterre, c'est par eux que je sais

A. N.

qu'une Commission Royale est instituée à la Jamaique pour
reparer les torts faits aux faibles et aux innocents. Etant
une des principales victimes deces déplorables événements,

Head-quarters, Morant Bay, 4th Nov. 1865,

5.

6 p.m.

Si R,

je me faisle devoir de vous soumettre ci annexee la liste de
mes effets comme passager a bord de la Goelette “Oracle”

I have the honour to request the favour of your in
forming His Excellency the Governor that having deemed
it my duty to refer a case of one of the prisoners sent up for
trial, namely W. Kelly Smith, in order that I might be in

dont Monsieur Ramsav, Prévost Marshal a Port Antonio,

et le lieutenant Irwin du Guard-ship “Aboukir” s'etaient
empar's de force, le tout representant une somme de

formed on certain points connected there with, so that the
decision on such case might be my guide as to the disposal
of the cases of the prisoners from il.M.S. “Aboukir"—
Dr. Bruce, and Mr. Levien, and having just had the honour

20,324!. 10s.

Messieurs, sans motif aucun,

on a saisi

moi et mon fils surmer en voyage ; on nous a emprisonnes
a Port Antonio; on nous a transferés de la a Port Royal,
dans un 6tat voisin de la nudité; on nous a dévalisés ; on

to receive your opinion on the several points submitted,

a retenu moi et mes enfants mineurs dans une sequestra

I have arrived at the decision that on my own responsibility

tion complete durant 15 jours; on m'a fait subir a bord
de l’ “Aboukir” des infamies incroyables, et, sans égards ni

I do not consider myself justified in arraigning these pri
sonºrs before a Court-martial, my reason for thus doing, is

pour mon age, ni pour mon rang, on a poussé la fureur à

these prisoners all uttered the sentiments, which are said to
be seditious, prior to the rebellion, and although I may have
the power and authority under “martial law,” a power to

un telparoxysme jusqu'à tolérerun matelót de l’ “Aboukir"

myself very doubtful, yet it is a power I do not feel myself

est louable, elle lui restitue toute ma prédilection ; je

justified in exercising, and which I shall not exert, unless I
receive positive orders so to do.
The prisoners shall be kept under surveillance till your
instructions respecting their disposal be received.
I have, &c.,

Signed)
A. A. Nelsox,
Brig.-Gen. Commanding Field Force.
Major-General O'Connor, C.B.,
Commanding Forces, Kingston.
I entirely coincide in the opinion of Brigadier-General
Nelson. He may have the authority and power, but would

not be justified to try the prisoners by a military Court

de me souffle ter.

-

Messieurs, l'initiative qu'a prise le Gouvernement Anglais
savais que le premier peuple de la terre n'eut jamais con
senti à laisser entacher son nom des actes de Vandalisme

que les planteurs de la Jamaique ont bien voulu exercer
sur le genre humain. C'est done avec confiance que je viens
vous soumettre mes doléances, et invoquer votre royale
justice sur les réparations aux quelles j’ai droit.
Messieurs, le monde a déja applaudi à l'empressement que

vous avez mis a franchir l'océan, pour venir désavouer des
méfants qu'on a prétendu commettre au nom de la Reine
Victoria; et, c'est pour ajouter ma voix aux benédictions
que mérite Sa Gracieuse Majesté, que je viens vous prier de
recevoir, pour elle d'abord, et pour vous ensuite, l’hommage
demes sentiments respecteux.

martial.

J.H. LAMoth E.

Saint Thomas, 30 Janvier 1866.

(Signed)
Lt. K E SM yth O'Cox Nor,
Maj.-Gen. Commanding the Troops.
Head Quarter House, 5th Nov. 1865.

Enclosed

was a list

of the

effects of General

Lamothe, to which was appended the following
summary :—

6. Governor Eyre to Major-General O'Connor.
SIR,

. . . le tout s'élevant à la somme de
Pour réparations résultant des torts oc
casionnés par mon arrestation et
l'interruption demon voyage
-

King's House, November 6 1865.

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of
your communication of yesterday's date, transmitting a
despatch received from 13rigadier-General Nelson, express

£4,424 10 0

3,000 0 0

Détention arbitraire et violence exercée

ing his intention not to bring to trial by Court-martial
certain prisoners sent from Kingston and Montego Bay, on
the grounds that the charges against them are for acts prior

-

sur le mineur Tacite S. Lamothe

Detention

mineur S. Lamothe

to the rebellion.

1,500 0 0

arbitraire et violence sur le
-

-

-

. I assume that in coming to this decision, Brigadier

Pour un soufflet appliqué au General de

Nelson has satisfied himself in each case that there is no

Division Jh. Lamothe, senateur haiti.en

1,500 0 0
10,000

0 0

“Yidence directly connecting the prisoners with the imme
Total

diate outbreak in St. Thomas in the East, and in this view
the case I consider Brigadier-General Nelson has ex

-

420,324 10 0

-

of

Certifie pour vingt mille trois cent vingt-quatre livres
ºised a wise, and just discrimination in coming to the
I have to request your Excellency will be pleased to
direct the prisoners referred to to be detained at Morant

sterling et dix shelings.

determination he has done.

Bay until further orders, and that all the

papers connected

* their respective cases may at once be sent down to me
for submission to the Attorney-General in order that he
"", "Port
if there are sufficient grounds to take civil pro
ceedings
upon.
I
-

I have, &c.

(Signed)
ſ.

A Messieurs les Commissaires de S. M. la Reine
de la Grande Bretagne.
-

n

E. EY RE.

\!.

-

à la Jamaidue.

les Commissaires-Royaux, Moi,

}.

exposer

--

SiR,

Jamaica Royal Commission.
King's House, Spanish Town,
8 February 1866.

In Ayr the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter of the 30th of January last, in which you put forward
a claim fºr cºmpensation in respect of certain alleged per
sonal and other injuries to the amount of 20,3241, 10s.
In reply I beg to inform you that Her Majesty's Com
missioners are entrusted with the duty of making inquiry

into recent events in this Island, but that questions of
compensation to individuals are beyond their province.
C

I have, &c.,

La

i. jº de Division des armées et Senate; d. la
P*que d'Haiti, ai l'honneur de vous

J.H. LAMothe.

Saint Thomas, 28 Decembre 1865.

M.

HARLEs S. Round ELL, Secretary.
J. oseph Lamothe, Senator, and General of . of

que
>

the Armies of the Republic of Hayti.

7 G 4
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VII.—Miscellaneous Documents.
A.
MEMORIAL of BAPTIST MissionARIEs to the PRESIDENT of the Roy AL COMMISSION, and REPLY thereto.
Spanish Town, 26th Febr. 1866.
May it please your Excellency,
Your Excellency will herewith receive a com
munication signed by the Baptist Missionaries now in
town (my own among them) signifying their desire and
ability to vindicate Dr. Underhill and themselves from the
charges expressed and implied of having been accessory, by
their letters and meetings, as also in other ways, to the late
riot at Morant Bay, and the dissatisfaction that is stated to

have existed in other parts of the country.

more because they know that the peasantry are feeling
deeply aggrieved that such charges should ever have been
alleged against them.
.

In regard to the charges alleged against the missionaries,
the undersigned and others were and still are prepared to
shew. l. That while a few Baptist missionaries, in com.
mon with clergymen of the Established Church and
ministers of other Christian denominations, did attend

public meetings to endorse Dr. Underhill's letter, these
meetings as far as their knowledge of them goes, were

orderly in their character and peaceable in their tendency,

This vindication they think the Society and the whole
Christian public will expect from them. They do not, how
ever, wish by this application, for your Excellency in Royal
Commission to depart from the course your Excellency and
assistant Commissioners have already decided on pursuing,
but only with a view of receiving from your Excellency, as
President, an official reply stating that such an application
had been received, but that it was declined as not being
within the scope of inquiry directed by the parent Govern
ment.

so as on no account to deserve to be called nefarious;
and that in scarcely any instance were these meetings called
by Baptist missionaries, or held in connexion with them,
but were mostly parochial meetings duly convened by the
authorities.

2. That the testimony of successive Governors of this
Island, among them, their Excellencies Sir Lionel Smith,
Sir Charles Metcalfe, Sir Charles E. George (sic) and Sir
Henry Barkly, to the general character of the missionaries
of the Baptist missionary Society, and to the usefulness ºf
their influeuce in favour of loyalty and law and order tend
to shew how groundless such accusations must be.
JAMEs M. PHILLIppo, Spanish Town.

have, &c.
JAMEs M. PHILLIpo.

To His Excellency the Governor, Chief Royal Commis
sioner, &c., King’s House.

WALTER DENDY, Salter's Hill, St. James,

MAY it PLEASE You R ExcelLENCY,

In consequence of certain charges against the
peasantry, on the part of the authorities, of wide-spread
sedition; in consequence also of a few Baptist missionaries,
not named, having been charged with nefarious proceedings,
by their having at public meetings endorsed the statements
of Dr. Underhill’s letter, several Baptist Missionaries oc
cupying official relations to the Christian body with which
they are connected, have been in attendance on the sittings
of the Royal Commissioners appointed to inquire into the
causes and circumstances of the late

outbreak in

St.

Thomas in the East. They have been so in the hope that
an opportunity would be furnished of meeting these charges
by putting in evidence counter to them.
The undersigned, with a selected number of other mis

sionaries from various parts of the Island, would have been
prepared, and are still willing should they be called upon,
to give evidence to the following effect.
I. In regard to the state of feeling amongst the peasantry
towards law and authority as ascertained by the most care
ful inquiry of individual members, and of the officers of
their several congregations immediately after the time of the
-

late disturbances.

2. As seen in the manner in which their public teachings
were received in relation to the duty of obedience to the

John Edward HENDERson, Montego By.
BENJAMIN MILLARD, St. Ann's Bay.
D. J. EAst, Calabar Institution.

February 26, 1866.
JAMAICA Roy Al CoMMission.

The Rev. Jamás M. Phillipo.
King's House, Spanish Town,
10 March 1855,

SIR,

You R letter of the 26th ultimo, accompanying a
memorial signed by yourself and other clergymen of the
Baptist communion, and addressed to the President ºf
the Royal Commission, was in due course laid before His
Excellency.

In that letter you state the desire and ability ºf the
Baptist clergymen referred to to win cate Dr. Underhill
and themselves from certain charges of having been accessory

to the late disturbances at Morant Bay, and also to disprove
the allegation of the existence of a general spirit of dissatis.
faction amongst the peasantry.
I am directed by the President of the Commission to in
form you and the other memorialists that no evidence has
been given before the Commissioners affecting the charactºr
-

of Dr. Underhill or of Baptist missionaries in relation to the
recent disturbances in St. Thomas in the East, to which

laws and submission to the Government was received.

3. As confirmed by their intercourse with Christian

subject their inquiry is limited.

His Excellency therefore is of opinion that it would be:

ministers of other denominations.

4. One of their number could have given the result of
observations of several journeys extending from St. Ann’s

admit evidence in contradiction of charges of which thº

to Hanover and Westmoreland about the time that the out

have no cognisance.

departure from the rule laid down by the Commissioners tº
-

It is unnecessary for me to touch upon the other sº

break took place, and another as to the cordiality and
kindness with which the Colonel of one of Her Majesty's

embraced in the memorial, inasmuch as evidence with ſº

regiments, and the detachment accompanying were treated

spect to the alleged general disaffection of the peasantry”

in their route through the mountains of St. James.

already been received from several leading members of tº
Baptist community.

By such evidence the missionaries would have been glad.
and still would be glad, of the opportunity of vindicating

I am, sir, your obedient servant,
CHARLEs S. RouxDELl.

the peasantry of the districts in which they reside, and the
B.

(a) Documents found among PAUL, Bogle's PAPERs produced by Governor EYRE as tending tº show
a disposition on the part of the Negroes to undertake the administration of justice by themselves.
(1.)

carried that Mr. W. C. Minknot be appointed State Genrºl
Move by Mr. Daniel Bailey Secondd.

To the Honourable Geo. B. Clarke, Maliss Castle,
S. Gut.

Stony Gut, July 14th, 1863.
Dear Sir, I now
send you the Copy of the Proports of the Meetings, And I
send you a Sheet of Paper, I beg you Sir as a Favour to

º: Mr. W. Bowº

the Qualyfication of Baristers and Lawyers be a Surtiſiº

From the Judge and he Receiving a Fee, of One Poºn'.

Move by Mr. Lake, secondi by D. Bailey that thº
of the Peace office for each Process hea L. f. . . Mº"
by
Matthew
Secondd.
W.and
McKnob
twoMr.
Petty
SessionsFord,
be held
one onbytheMr.l8th
one *tº
the

send me a Coppy of Sammond And Of Warrant also. And
you will Oblige your truly WILLIAM Bog LE.
* Letter Hill, Memory of a Meeting held on the 11th July

afternoon, and that the Court of Arispans be held ºn “

1863 Move by Mr. James Steen and was Unonimously

4th of August 1863.

25th inst., each Courts do Commence at 5, otlººk "*

* J

: JAMAICA
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Resolve that the Courts be held at the Abovename Place.
Resolvd. that all Person or Persons who shall wilfully Miss
behave themselves in the Vecinity of the Court the sanne

(b.) Extract from letter, dated 4 January 1866, from
WM. C. MILLER, Esq. J.P. of the Serge Island

estate, Blue Mountain Valley, to the Custos of

shall be Commited for, trial and if wont Submit be disbands

St. Thomas in the East, enclosing Summons of

as Unsivilise.

Mock Court of Justice.

“They (the Negroes) held Courts of their
own in the interior district of Manchioneal, and punished

Resolve that a 3d be considered as a Pound and due

-

diferance be Paid to the Chairman & His Sobadinates.

-

-

-

offences by way of money fine. And the same procedure,
Resolve by Mr. Wm. Bogle, Second, by Mr. Wm. Bowie

up to the time of the late rebellion, has been carried on in
the Blue Mountain Valley, at a Village called “Huntley.’

that Mr. Paul Bogle be appointed Justice of the Peace.
Resolve that the Prevance Marshal General do stick up a

I have a summons now, that was taken from one of my

list on 25th inst of the names of Juriors to serve on 4th of

Africans since the rebellion, and signed, “John G. Lamont”
J.P., this man is a field laborer on Serge Island Estate.”

August inserving in the Court house ledgable writen.

For

And Likewise every Officer the
same for Omission or neglect of duty.

every () mission ... 1

Verbatim Copy of Summons referred to in above
letter. Endorsed The Queen against James Millin.

(2.)

Copy Sommon.

Memory of Meeting held at Letter Hill on the 4th of
August 1863 Presant Mr. George B. Clarke, M. James Steen,
Mr. Wm. Tobin, Mr. Wm. Bogle, Mr. W. Bowie, Mr. W.

To James Millin of the Parish of St. Thomas in the East,
Labourer, did made use to one Richard Grant of the said

Darby, M. Daniel Bailey, Mr. James Tobin, Mr. Mathew

arish on the 25 day of Feby 1stº, abusive and Columnious
a breach of the peace, in

Ford, Mr. Wºn, B. l.ake, Mr. Thomas Huffman, Mr. Jas.

'...'. tending to Provoke

Taylor, Mr. Joseph Hamilton.

words Following to wit—

ºfficers.

Jamaca S.S.

Parish of
St. Thomas in the East.

Then they Prose d to Elect

It was move by Mr. W. B. Lake & was unoni

You are to give me yºur Stick, against the in

mously caried that Mr. Geo. B. Clarke be Judge And Mr.

such case made and provided, and against

the

\m. Bogle Clerk of the Peace Mr. Jas. Tobin Crier and

peace of our Soverign Lady the Queen Her

Mr. Wm. Bowie Prevance Marshal General Mr. D. Bailey
Inspector.

Crown and dignity.

Mr. Wm. Tobin Sargent and Mr. Mathew

These are therefore to command you the said James
Millin in her magisties name to be and appear on Saturday
the 4 day of March at the Court House Huntley Village
Before such Justices of the peace, as shall then be there, to
answer to the said Charge, and to be further dealt with

Ford Privett. It was Resolve that each members do give
as their Subscription, 1/- Move by Mr. Jas. Steen & was
Unonimously carried that Mr. D. Bailey be appointed
Founder, Mr. Lake Treasurer, and Mr. Wm. Bogle Secri
tary. It was Move by Mr. Wm. Bogle & was Unonimously
carried, that the Meeting do Objurn to Saturday the llt

according to Law.

-

Given under my Hands, this 28th day of Feb.,

inst : for the further Election of officers & to do other

in the year of Lord 1865,
(Signed)
Joh N G, LA Most, J.P.

Business.

C.

LEADING Akt1 Lºs from the Corsºry UNION and ANglo-JAMAlcºx Advertiser, handed in by
Governor EY RE.

[Before the capture of Geo. W. Gordox.]
Extract

froxi

the

Cotsty

-

UN to N AND

thought it decent and becoming to give him the people's
money to fight a battle against the people's liberties with.
All these are things that cannot but be taken in account.
They are not justification of the rebellion that has taken
place, nor are they brought forward as such. But when
the Governor and his advisers take upon themselves to

AN Glo-JAMA ic AN Adventis En.

Montego Bay, 17th October, 1865.

OUR FATAL INFLICTION.

make their will the law of the land, and that law is cruelly

Wr should not be at all surprised to learn that, ere this,
the Governor has opened his eyes to the fact that, as the

Ruler of the Colony, something more is required from him
than the mere rearing of chickens at Flamstead, or studying
economy over his one barrel of potatoes and two quarter
casks of beef, ex “ Montezuma.”

A stern lesson will have

obnoxious to the people—when the Governor and his
advisers run riot in their abandonment of practice, and
propriety, the lower classes became equally calous on their
part and riotous in their way. A Government that sows
the wind must expect to reap the whirlwind. A Govern
ment that spends thousands upon thousands on Prisons and

been taught him the true meaning of which he shall learn

Penitentiaries, yet cares not to educate the people, must

through the columns of this journal, so soon as the full

expect a semi-barbarous population.

details of the bloody tragedy are at our command.

wilfully closes its ears to the practice of wisdom—that

It is

by no means our intention to spare the rod and spoil the
child. Stern teachings require stern teachers. We have

A Government that

imports its ready-made clothing and its principal articles of

warned him over and over again what would happen if he

every-day utility manufactured to its hands—a Governor
and a Government who prefer to see a treasury and prisons

and his advisers persisted in believing that their only end

full, rather than a people and a colony industrious and

and aim was the raising of taxes, and the utter negation of

honest, deserve whatever falls on them in the way of

feeling for the peºple.

warning.

We told him what would come of

sewing the wind—of scattering broadcast nothing but

In every town there are hundreds of females who cannot

sarcasins on the people—nothing but sneers at their con

obtain work—who are actually starving unless they ply the
harlot's trade, the needle lying idle because of the fatuous

dition—nothing but contumely and contempt at every
word they uttered to him as their friend and Governor.

obstinacy ºf the Governor and Government. . In every

What will he write to the Colonial Secretary as to the

town, are hordes of young men graduating for prison

blood that testifies against his fatal misrule? What does

certificates—qualifying themselves for Morant Bay riots—

the riot speak of, happening where it has in a district
where, because a Magistrate represented the people as

because the Governor and his Government choose to say
coats, hats, and boots shall come to the island ready made
from England and other markets. This is the curse of the

dying in the Lock-up without attendance and without food,
he was dismissed the Magistracy? What does it speak of,

country—this is why Jamaica will ever be a rising nursery

We ask, when we find that not even the sacred calling of

of crime—a hope forsaken colony—so long as men with an

the Clergy saved the effusion of blood? Heaven only
knows how horrible the slaughter has been, and how in
defensible, but man also knows that the Custos of that
parish only the other day was supported by the Govern

ing, are sent to blast it into utter irredemption.
We are of strong impulse, and write as plainly as we

think. In no portion of the globe has the Almigh

ment in the most outrageous act that could be perpetrated
against the liberties of the people, and the freedom of elec

placed a fairer spot for earthly happiness. But neither in
no other portion of the world would man be so permitted

tion. The people of Jamaica—the beasts of burthen—
have to be faced at the very least a thousand pounds,
because in the lust of power, and in the very very climax

to ruin by his misgovernment as is given to Mr. Eyre by
the Colonial Secretary.—As with Mr. Eyre so with others;

of misrule run mad the Baron Ketelhodt chose to commit

members vibrate to his shortcomings.

an assault upon an elected Churchwarden, and the Governor

of God would be more dreadful than to imagine, that a

Eyre's mind, and all an Eyre's utter incapability of govern

the head perverse and unequal to its task, the respondi
What in the name
7 H

|
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Cargill had to try the murderers of Morant Bay? What

of the Colony are so fertile—it fairly stands aghast at the

if, like at Vere, he became insane and sent them for a day
to gaol? What if, with a passion equal to that at West

frightful misrule that places Jamaica as it were upon the

moreland, he acted equally as incoherently

whelm her.

What if,

surface of a volcano ready at any moment to rise and over.

after trial and sentence, the several prisoners were kept as
was the man in irons for seven months (in the Cornwall

We cannot but hope that this will reach the eye of the
Executive at a moment when he will be neither turning his

Gaol) utterly forgotten by the Governor that murderers had
die? What if –? The heart fairly
been condemned
sickens at the misprision of Government in which the annals

potatoes to preserve them, mor checking off his chickens
and other small stock at his mountain residence,

[After the capture of GEO. W. Gondos.]
Exth Acts Fitoyi The County UNION AND ANGLo
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Montego Bay, 24th October 1865.
THE REBELLION AS IT IS.

WHETHER or not the rebellion has been crushed—

whether it really has been so effectually scotched as that what
effete vitality remains be harmless—whether, or not the
blood that has fallen through the sanguinary innoculation

A glance at the military and defensible operations already

accomplished, shows how Utterly mad to imagine that
beyond the outbreak that announces that there can beany

prospect of success for those who engage in rebellion.
Already have hundreds—the number that were shot by
skirmishers in the woods can never be known—been
sent to their account; already has the hand of justice
laid low the house of every man (through the dis
trict) in whose dwelling any article of pillage or

tating action of Mr. Eyre–the Island and its people owe a

spoil was found. Already have hundreds come in had
pleading for that life of which in others they were so
reckless. Already have hordes of negroes surrendered—the
gallows staring them in the face-to ask for punishmentin
mercy. And here the black people should understand how

debt of gratitude worthy of everlasting memory. Never has
a righteous execution so instantly followed execrable crime

ing away (falsely or truly no one but God can know) the

of Haytien virus be all that is to flow from the side of order,
it cannot be denied that, to the master spirit of his Excel

lency the Governor—to the energy, prudence, and unhesi

-—never has active retribution struck such terror into the

hearts of rebels, murderers, and outlaws.

We have the

each craven wretch is anxious to save his own life by swear.
life of his nearest friend or associate. They should under
stand how little faith can be found in men who, first dipping
their hands in the blood of innocent people, are equally

personal recollection and experience of the rebellion of
1831–32 to guide us, and we can safely say-founding our ready to sell the blood of their own fathers, brother w
observation on what passed then—that however praise friends, so that they may escape from the penalty of a jºin
worthy the action of our then ruler, it falls infinitely short crime. This alone ought to cºuse the black people tº
(the means at present command of Government, and understand how in any rebellion, however for the moment
altered circumstances fully considered) of the wisdom and they escape, but a few days can pass before they are brough
indomitable zeal that has placed under the heel of power the to the hangman by those with whom they act in concert.
hydra-headed monster that has caused such present misery
We earnestly hope these things may be laid tº hear tº
—that was intended to overwhelm the land in a deluge of those most concerned in comprehending them. The ºral
gore and revolutionary butchery. No one can peruse the acreage of Jamaica bears upon its bosom thousands ºn
accounts of his Excellency’s individual exertions—his abne thousands of black men wanting only education to his
gation of self and comfort in his remaining as it were in them on a level with the white and coloured people in maº
actual arms from the first moment he left Kingston to the

respects—the superior of some who are still lower in tº

latest intelligence from that city—but must concur with us
in saying that, as our Governor—as the General Commanding
in-Chief of the Colony—he has exhibited a determination

scale of society than themselves. Position and possessiºn
can never be acquired by blood and rapine-by murden:
this set of men to get possession of their land, ºr tººk
their position in society. The murderous teaching ºf Saint

and wisdom to which there is no plus ultra.
A consideration of such events as have transpired too

clearly show that the crisis that has been surmounted has
at its bottom a deep and dark design tº place the country
at the mercy of a large section of the black pºpulation—to
exterminate, in fact, the white and coloured elements from

the land. Nothing less can be accorded its intent-nothing
less was aimed at by the murderous revolt at Morant Bay,
colour being the watchword by which, in the madness of
their unbridled fury, they lashed themselves into the fright
ful massacre that has advented. There is every reason to

believe that the inception of the plot originated in Kingston,
—that from there went forth the conspiracy-that from

that city extended the ramificatiºns which, bursting forth
somewhat prematurely in St. Thomas ye East, have yet
their partizans and agents in every district. And but that
so salutary a check, through military measures was brought
to bear against them, they would yet be displayed in the
agricultural districts now holding back, not more from fear
than from the certainty of the hopelessness of success. For

Domingo can have no footing now. There is no intº
to fight for, no chains to throw off. Could we suppºsed"
in any parish the blacks attained to wealth and stºº

that by their industry and perseverance they owned º
and well
property,
estates,
menstocked
rise upstores—tº
in Rºlº and
numberlanded
or coloured
of whites
plender them? Could any set of white rebels hºw

massacre
them and hold possession of their propº’ \"
thousand times, no. The same power that º crushed
a

rebellion in the blacks, at Morant Bay, would rush to crush
it in the whites, elsewhere. The name of the law, the ".
of the throne, the preservation of order, and the rights of

every British subject to the protection of life and ſº
asserted by the Gº".
are
unalienable. They have been
they will ever be supreme *
ment

at St. Thomas ye East;
long as in Jamaica their reigns the power to mainta" the
supremacy of English justice against lawless violence.

And very nobly will it tell in the mother country-º
reliant do we feel here upon it—that amongst the people

not only have the largest portion of the black, people re
mained quiescent, but an appreciable section displayed their

there were a host of true, of grateful and loyal, black men

horror at the acts that were done—their proved fidelity to
the Crown—and their affection for, and devotion to, the

inducement could turn to rebellion
whom nocould
and
women,
seduce to leave the tº of
whom
no persuasion

very class their misguided brethren sought to immolate.

religion, their duty to God, and to their country tº

So, too, the Maroons have not for a moment wavered in
their allegiance to the Government, and with a fidelity that
has imparted conſidence to the heart of the community,
have proved a very powerful auxiliary in field movements
against the rebels. On all sides the traitors and murderers
are encordoned entirely by soldiers, marines, sailors, Volun
teers, or Maroons—on all sides they are at the mercy of a

Government that, by its head, seeins to understand the
doctrine, that mercy only can unfold her wings when rebel
lion lies in chains and prostrate at her foot.

for whom she sacrificed so large a sum to give ſº ".

do we hope, ſervently do all good men pray, that * *
seen the last of this Haytian demonstration in the people”
this Colony. But and if, in spite of our hopes and of tº
stern lesson taught those who are now answering for ſº
crimes at the great bar of heavenly justice. such ma º
again runs riot in our midst, we just as ſervently be ""
we shall meet with equal display of loyalty, cºur -

fidelity as not only at Hordley state, but in Fº'."
places, were exhibited by those black, noble 'º'
who remained faithful to their queen and cou").
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